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ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
VOLUME II
P. 862b,

FATIMIDS, add to Bibl.: H. Halm, Das Reich des Mahdi. Der Aufsteig der Fatimiden (875-973), Munich
1991.

VOLUME III
P. 736b, IBN BATTUTA, add to Bibl.: H.A.R. Gibb(tr.), The travels, iii, Cambridge 1971; R.E. Dunn, The
adventures of Ibn Battuta, a Muslim traveller of the 14th century, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1986.
VOLUME V, p. 88b, KIBLA, and VOLUME VI, p. 187a, MAKKA. 4, add to Bibliography: See the
addenda and corrigenda to the reprints thereof in King, Astronomy in the service of Islam, Aldershot
1993, and add R.P. Lorch, The Qibla table attributed to al-Khazim, in Journal for the History of Arabic
Science, iv, (1980), 259-64; J.L. Berggren, A comparison of four analemmas for determining the azimuth of
the Qibla, in ibid., 69-80, and idem, The origins ofal-BirunT's "Method of the Zij&r" in the theory of sundials,
in Centaurus, xxviii (1985), 1-16; J. Carandell, An analemmafor the determination of the azimuth of the Qibla
in the Risala ft cilm al-zilal of Ibn al-Raqqam, in ZGAIW, i (1984), 61-72; Takanori Suzuki, A solution
of the Qibla-problem by Abu 3l-Qasim Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Ghandajdni, in ibid., iv (1987-8), 139-48;
King, The earliest Islamic methods and tables for finding the direction of Mecca, in ibid., iii (1986), 82-146,
repr. in idem, Astronomy in the service of Islam (see above), no. XIV; J. Samso and H. Mielgo, Ibn
Ishdq al-Tunisi and Ibn Mucddh al-Jayydni on the Qibla, in Samso, Islamic astronomy and Medieval Spain,
Aldershot 1994, no. VI; J.P. Hogendijk, The Qibla-table in the AshrafT Zlj, in Anton von Gotstedter
(ed.), Ad radices - Festband zum 50jdhrigen Bestehen des Institutsfur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften Frankfurt am Main, Stuttgart 1994; and Ahmed Dallal, Ibn al-Haytham's universal solution for finding the direction of_the Qibla, in Arabic Science and Philosophy, forthcoming.
P. 231b, KITABAT. 9. Iran and Transoxania, add to Bibl.: Sheila S. Blair, The monumental inscriptions from
early Islamic Iran and Transoxania (Studies in Islamic art and architecture, supplements to Muqarnas,
v), Leiden 1992.
a
P. 807 , LUGHZ. add to Bibliography, Shams Anwari-Alhosseyni, Logaz und Mo^ammd. Eine Quellenstudie zur
Kunstform des persischen Rdtsels, Berlin 1986.

VOLUME VI
P. 750a,

MASRAH. 1. In the Arab East, add to Bibl.: S. Moreh, Live theatre and dramatic literature in the medieval
Arabic world, Edinburgh 1992.

VOLUME VII
P. 793a,

P. 816b,
P. 913a,

P. 913b,
P. 914a,
P. 914b,
P. 915a,

MU C TAZILA, 1. 28, omit and is in the form of a simple outline of what the author expects to develop, and eventually correct, in his Geschichte der fruhen islamischen Theologie.
AL-MUZAFFAR, 1. 20, for 292-4, 309-30, read 202-4, 209-30.
NAHW, 11. 3-4, for which has become the technical term used to denote "grammar", read which
has become the technical term used to denote "grammar" in general (to be contrasted with lugha
"lexical studies"), and more specifically, "syntax" (which is the counterpart of sarfor tasrif"morphology" (so that for "grammar" one also finds the phrase nahw wa-sarf).
1. 16, for relativeness, read relativity (i.e. subordination of clauses)
1. 43, for Greek grammar and logic, read Greek grammar and logic, and, especially, rhetorical education.
1. 31, for flexional, read inflectional.
I. 22 from below, for in the cAbbasid capital, read in the cAbbasid capital, which remained the dominant theory ever after.
1. 11, for philology, read lexicology
II. 17-18, replace the Persian...al-mPa, by the Persian al-Djurdjani (d. 471/1078, [q.v. in Suppl.]),
author, among other works, of the K. al ^Awdmil al-mi^a
add to Bibl.: G. Bohas, J.-P. Guillaume, D.E. Kouloughli, The Arabic linguistic tradition, London and
New York 1990; M. Carter, Arab linguistics. An introductory classical text with translation and notes,
Amsterdam 1981 (ed. and tr. of Muhammad al-Shirblnl al-Khatib, Nur al-sadjiya ft hall alfdz alAdjurrumiyya)', G. Bohas and J.-P. Guillaume, Etude des theories des grammairiens arabes. I. Morphologie
et phonologie, Damascus 1984; J. Owens, The foundations of grammar. An introduction to medieval Arabic
grammatical theory, Amsterdam and Philadelphia 1988; idem, Early Arabic grammatical theory: heterogeneity
and standardization, Amsterdam and Philadelphia 1990. See also special issues of the following journals: Arabica, xxviii (1981) (Etudes de linguistique arabe); Historiographia Linguistica, viii (1981) (The
History of Linguistics in the Near East). For the proceedings of the Symposia on the History of Arabic
Grammar, see; Zeitschrift fur Arabische Linguistik, xv (1985) (Proceedings of the First Symposium on the
History of Arabic Grammar, held at Nijmegen, 16-19 April 1984); K. Versteegh and M. Carter (eds.),
Studies in the history of Arabic grammar. II. Proceedings of the 2nd Symposium on the History of Arabic Grammar,
Nijmegen, 27 April-1 May 1987, Amsterdam 1990; The Arabist. Budapest Studies in Arabic, 3-4 (1991)
(Proceedings of the Colloquium on Arabic Grammar, Budapest, 1-7 September 1991). On basic terms and
methods, see G. Weil, Zum Verstdndnis der Methode der moslemischen Grammatiker, in Festschrift Eduard
Sachau, Berlin 1915, 380-92; C.H.M. Versteegh, The Arabic terminology of syntactic position, in Arabica,
xxv (1978), 261-81; idem, The origin of the term <(qiyds" in Arabic grammar, in ZAL, iv (1980), 7-30.
For a bibliographical survey, see Werner Diem, Sekunddrliteratur zur einheimischen arabischen Grammatikschreibung, in Historiographia Linguistica, viii (1981), 431-86, continued by Versteegh in ZAL, x (1983),
xi (1983), xii (1984), xiv (1985), and xvi (1987).
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XVII

P. 920b,
P. 963b,

P.

P.

P.

P.
P.

AL-NAKB, add to Bibl.: al-Taban, Ta^rikh al-uman wa 'l-muluk, Cairo 1326/1908.
NARDJIS, add to first paragraph: Note also that in the Arab West nardjis refers to the "daffodil", while
bahdr is the term for "narcissus" (see H. Peres, La Poesie andalouse en arabe classique, Paris 1953,
170-3).
a
964 , add to Bibl.: W. Heinrichs, Rose versus narcissus. Observations on an Arabic literary debate, in Dispute poems
and dialogues in the ancient and mediaeval Near East, ed. G.J. Reinink and H.LJ. Vanstiphout, Leuven
1991, 179_-98.
977 a ,
NASHWAN B. SACID, add to Bibl.: Isma c fl b. CA1I al-Akwac, Naschwdn Ibn Sa^id al-Himyan und die
geistigen, religiosen und politischen Auseinandersetzungen seines Epoche, in Werner Daum (ed.), Jemen,
Innsbruck and Frankfurt/Main 1987, 205-16 (English ed. 1988).
b
996 , AL-NASIR LI-DIN ALLAH, Ahmad Abu I'-Hasan, .add to Bibl.: W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim
ibn Ibrahim und die Glaubenslehre derZaiditen, Berlin 1965 (on al-Nasir li-Dln Allah's life and teachings);
his theological work published by idem, Kitdb al-Najdt. Streitschrift des Zaiditenimams Ahmad an-Ndsir
wider die ibaditische Prddestinationslehre, Wiesbaden, 1985; and his biography published by idem, The
Slra of Imam Ahmad b. Yahyd al-Nasir li-Din Allah from Musallam al-Lahji's Kitab Akhbar al-Zaydiyya
bi 1-Yaman, Exeter 1990. See also for al-Nasir's father, AL-HADI ILA 'L-HAKK in Suppl.
1027, NASRIDS, in genealogical table, for the date of Muhammad XI (el Chiquito), read (1451-2/1453-5).
a
1027 , 1. 7 from below, for 949/1533-4, read 940/1533-4.

VOLUME VIII_
P. 81 a ,

P. 84a,
P. 172 a ,
P. 378b,
P.422 a ,
P. 428a,
P. 46l b ,
P. 683b,

NIZAMI GANDJAWI, add to Bibl.: J.C. Biirgel, Die Geschichte von Konig Bahram Gor und seinem Sklavenmddchen, mBustan, viii/2 (1967), 26-35; idem, Nizami iiber Sprache undDichtung, in Islamwissenschaftliche Studien Fritz Meier zum sechzigsten Geburtstag, ed. R. Gramlich, Wiesbaden 1974, 9-28; G. Krotkoff, Colour and number in the Haft Paykar, in R.M. Savory and D. Agius (eds.), Logos islamikos, studia
islamica in honorem Georgii Michaelis Wickens, Toronto 1984, 97-118; J.S. Meisami, Medieval Persian
court poetry, Princeton 1987, chs. iii-v, vii; eadem, Allegorical gardens in the Persian poetical tradition:
Nezami, Rumi, Hafez, in IJMES, xvii (1985), 229-60; eadem, Kings and lovers: the ethical dimension of
Persian courtly romance, in Edebiyat, N.S. i(1987), 1-27; eadem, The Grand Design: medieval Persian poetic
microcosms, in Procs. 12th Internal. Comparative Lit. Assoc. Congress, Munich 1988, Munich 1990, iii, 43863; eadem, Fitnah or azadah? Nizami's ethical poetic, in Edebiyat, N.S. i/2 (1988), 41-75; eadem, The
theme of the journey in_Nizami's Haft Paikar., forthcoming in Festschrift for Prof. George Krotkoff, 1994.
NIZARI KUHISTANI, add to Bibl.: M. Musaffa (ed.), Diwdn, i, Tehran 1371 sh./1992 (contains
also the Dastur-ndma); C. Gh. BayburdI, Zindagi wa dthdr-i Nizdri, transl. by M. SadrT, Tehran 1370
sh./1991.
OMER SEYFEDDINj add to Bibl.: Kemal H. Karpat, The reflection of the Young Turk era (1908-1918),
in The literary work of Omer Seyfeddin (1884-1920), in C.E. Bosworth et al. (eds.), The Islamic world.
Essays in honor of Bernard Lewis, Princeton 1989, 551-75.
RADJAZ, Section 4, instead of the headline As a term o f n o n - m e t r i c a l p o e t r y read As a term denoting line s t r u c t u r e .
I I I I
RAMAL, 1. 8 should read: the alternative form of (3/2) J J J J which was con-.
RAMZ, 1. 23, for allegories, read allegoreses.
1. 57, for signal, read sigla.
AL-RAWANDIYYA, 1. 12, for the imamate was no longer believed to have started with CA1I rather
than with al-cAbbas, read the imamate was no longer believed to have started with C AH but rather
with al-cAbbas, ^...
SABK-I HINDI. Delete comma in heading.

SUPPLEMENT
P. 150a,
BOLUKBASHI, RIDA TEWFIK, add to Bibl.: Tahir Alangu, 100 unlu Turk eseri, Istanbul 1960; Seyit
Kemal Karaalioglu, Turk edebiyati tarihi, iii, Istanbul 1985; Yusuf Ziya Ortac, Bir varmis bir biryokmus
portreler, Istanbul 1960; Mahir Unlu and Omer Ozcan, 20. yiizyil Turk edebiyati, Istanbul 1987.
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CONTINUATION
NEDIM, AHMED, an O t t o m a n p o e t , born in
Istanbul, the son of a judge named Mehmed Bey who
had come from Merzifun. His grandfather (according
to Gibb, HOP, iv, 30) was a military judge named
Mustafa. Ahmed RefTk mentions as his greatgrandfather Kara-Celebi-zade [q. v. ] Mahmud Efendi,
who also was a military judge. The genealogy given
by Ahmed RefTk is, however, wrong because he confuses KaramanI Mehmed Pasha [q.v. ] with Rum
Mehmed Pasha. The statement that Ahmed Nedlm is
descended from Djelal al-Dln is therefore simply the
result of confusion. Little is known of his life. He was
a muderris, later on intimate terms with Ahmed III and
his grand vizier Damad Ibrahim Pasha [see ALDAMAD]. He probably got his lakab Nedlm from this
friendship. Latterly he held the office of librarian in
the library founded by his patron Damad Ibrahim
Pasha. On hearing of the end of Ibrahim Pasha and
the deposition of the sultan, Nadlm lost his life at the
beginning of Rabl< I 1143/October 1730 in a horrible
way; while escaping from the mob leaving the grandvizier's palace he fell from the roof and was killed. He
was buried in Ayas Pasha in Pera beside the historian
Findiklfli Silahdar Mehmed Agha [q.v.].
Ahmed Nedlm is regarded as one of the greatest of
Ottoman poets, one who is still appreciated for his
pure language, free from foreign additions. Many
literary historians have discussed his merits as a poet
(cf. the specimens collected by Gibb, HOP, iv, 30 ff.).
His collected poems (Diwdn; printed Bulak, n.d.; a
critical edition with introductions by Ahmed RefTk
Bey and Mehmed FuDad Bey appeared in 1338-40 in
Istanbul; the most recent critical edition is that of
Abdiilbaki Golpmarh, Nedim divam, Istanbul 1951,
2nd ed. Istanbul 1972; there are manuscripts of the
Diwdn in Europe in Munich, London and Vienna)
enjoys greatt popularity. Nedlm translated into
Turkish the history of Munedjdjim-bashf [q.v.]
Ahmed Efendi (cf. F. Babinger, GOW, 234-5; cf.
thereon JA ser. 7, xiii, 272); he was also one of the
Turkish translators of cAynI's history (cf. Babinger,
GOW, 259 ff.; the edict relating to this in Ahmed
RefTk, Him, on ikinci asirda Istanbul hayati, 1100-1200,
Istanbul 1930, 85-5) but the manuscript seems to be
lost.
Bibliography: Ahmed RefTk's preface to his edition of the Diwdn; Siajill-i cothmdni, iv, 549 (very
superficial; here his grandfather is said to have been
a certain Sadr Muslih al-Dln and his father the judge
Mehmed); Bursalf Mehmed Tahir, C0thmdnl!
mu^ellifleri, ii, 453-4; J. von Hammer-Purgstall,
GOD, iv, 310 ff. (who does not appreciate him
highly); Gibb, HOP, iv, 30; A. Bombaci, Storia delta
letteratura turca, Milan 1956, 385-8; PTF, ii,

Wiesbaden 1964, 448; Fahir Iz, Eski tiirk edebiyatinda
nazim, Istanbul 1966-7, i, 92-107, 400-5, 442, 4678, 521, ii, 530; W.G. Andrews, Introduction to
Ottoman poetry, Minneapolis 1976, index; idem,
Poetry's voice, society's song, Ottoman lyric poetry, Seattle
1985, index; L. Miller, Ottoman Turkish writers, a
bibliographical dictionary of significant figures in preRepublican Turkish literature, New York etc. 1988,
105-7 (lists many relevant works in Turkish);
Ahmet Evin, Nedim, poet of the Tulip Age, University
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1988; I A art. Nedim,
Ahmed (Fevziye Abdullah Tansel).
(F. BABINGER*)
NEDJATl BEY, properly C!SA (Nuh, also given, is
not certain), the f i r s t great T u r k i s h l y r i c poet of
the pre-classical p e r i o d , one of the founders of the
classical Ottoman poetry. Born in Edirne (Amasia
and KastamunI are also given), the son of a slave,
obviously a Christian prisoner of war for which reason
he is called cAbd Allah, the name given to converts,
he was adopted by a well-to-do lady of Edirne,
received a good education and was trained by the poet
Sa°ill. In spite of the fact that his non-Turkish origin
was generally known, he was regarded as their equal
in every way by the Turks in keeping with their
democratic ideas. He came to KastamunI early and
there began his poetic career, soon gaining a great
reputation. His poems are said here and there to bear
traces of the KastamunI dialect. Coming to Istanbul,
he at once gained the favour of Sultan Mehemmed II
by a kasida on winter; in 886/1481 he celebrated the
accession of Bayezld II in a kasida and was rewarded
by an appointment as secretary in the Diwdn. He
gained such favour with the Sultan that he was
appointed secretary to his eldest son cAbd Allah and
was given the title of bey when the prince went to
Karaman as governor (mutesarrif). After the prince's
early death (888/1483), NedjatI returned to the capital
with an elegy on the death of the prince which showed
deep emotion. After a long interval in which he wrote
a great deal but was in continual need, through the
influence of Mu3ayyad-zade [q. v. ] he became nishdnaji
[q.v.] to Bayezld's younger son Mahmud when the
latter went to Sarukhan in 910/1504. NedjatI wrote his
finest verse while on the staff of this prince; this was
the happiest period of his life. Mahmud also died
prematurely in 913/1507 in Manisa, the capital of
Sarukhan, and NedjatI again lost his patron. He
returned with a beautiful elegy to Istanbul and finally
retired from the service of the court on a modest pension. He took a house on the Wefa Meydani, where
many friends gathered round him, especially his
pupils, the poet and tedhkeredji Edirneli Sehl and the
poet Suncl. NedjatI died on 25 Dhu 'l-Ka c da 914/17
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March 1509. He was buried near his own house, at
the monastery of Sheykh Wefa and a tombstone was
put up by Sehl for him.
He left a Diwdn which he had collected on the
advice of MuDayyad-zade and dedicated to prince
Mahmud. There is also attributed to him a methnewi,
which is not otherwise known, entitled Miindzara-yi
Gul u Khosrew, also quoted as Layla u Medjnun and Mihr
u Mdh. Even more uncertain seems to be the existence
of the methnewi mentioned by Sehl, Gul u Sabd. Nedjati
is also mentioned as a translator of Persian works, but
his pupil Sehi says nothing of this. He is said to have
translated for prince Mahmud the Kimiyd-yi secddet of
al-Ghazall (the Persian version of the Arabic Ihyd*)
and the DjamP al-hikdydt (properly Djawdmi*- al-hikdydt
wa-lawdmic al-riwdydt) from the Persian of Djamal alDin al-cAwfT.
His Diwdn, of which there are 21 mss. in Istanbul
libraries has been edited by AH Nihad Tarlan, Necati
Bey divam, Istanbul 1963, and gives Nedjati a very
prominent place in Ottoman literature; the Diwdn was
regarded as a model for all Ottoman poets. Nedjati,
whom Idrls Bidllsl in his Hasht bihisht calls Khosrew-i
Shu^ard^-i Rum and others Malik al-Shu^ard^ and Tusi-yi
Rum (i.e. the Firdawsl of Anatolia), was regarded as
the best poet of Rum. He does not, it is true, reach
the heights of Neslml, but he surpasses all his
predecessors, of whom Ahmed Pasha and Dhati were
the greatest, in originality and creative power. Only
Bakl and Fudull have surpassed him. The problem to
be solved by Ahmed Pasha, Nedjati and Dhati was to
incorporate completely into Turkish the matter borrowed and translated from Persian literature, which
was still felt to be foreign, to adapt Turkish to PersoArabic metres and to domesticate fully the Arabic and
Persian vocabulary. This was a great achievement for
the time. Nedjati brought about a great change in the
literature as regards outlook, feeling and language. In
him the age of Sultan Bayezld is most clearly
reflected. Although he is not to be claimed as a very
great poet, he was the king of the gild of poets of his
time, who started a great literary movement. Nedjati
combined a thorough knowledge of Persian with a
masterly command of Turkish. In the number of his
ghazels he far surpasses Bakl. His work as a poet of
kastdas was original and stimulating. He was specially
celebrated for his skill in the use of the proverb.
Bibliography: Hadjdji Khalifa, ed. Fliigel, ii,
511, iii, 317, v, 285, 347; LatlfT, Tedhkere, Istanbul
1314, 325-30; Sehl, Hesht bihisht, 1325, 75-7; Si&ill-i
^othmdni, iv, 541; Bursali Mehmed Tahir, ^Othmdnli
mu^ellifleri, ii, 435; F. Reshad, Ta\ikh-i Edebiyydt-i
^othmdniyye, i, 188-200; idem, Terddjim-i ahwdl-i
meshdhir, Istanbul 1313, 3-16; Ibrahim Nedjml,
Ta^rikh-i edebiyydt dersleri, Istanbul 1338, i, 69-73;
Shihab al-Din Siileyman, Ta^rikh-i edebiyydt-i
'othmdniyye, 1328, 52-8; Kopruliizade Mehmed
FuDad and Shihab al-Din Siileyman, ^Othmdnli
ta^rikh-i edebiyydti, 1332, 243-47; Mucallim NadjI,
Esdmi, 1308, 317; Von Hammer, GOD, i, 162-78;
Gibb, HOP, ii, 93-122; Smirnov, Ocerk istorii
Turtskoi literatun, St. Petersburg 1891, 476; idem,
Obrazotsoviya proizvedeniya Osmanskoi literatun, St.
Petersburg 1903, 445-8; Rieu, Catalogue, London
1888, 171a; Fliigel, Katalog, i, 624; Basmadjian,
Essai sur I'histoire de la litterature turque, Constantinople 1910, 44-5; PTF, ii, Wiesbaden 1964, 429-30;
A. Bombaci, La letteratura turca, Florence 1969, 3258; M. <Javu§oglu, Necati divam'mn tahlili, Istanbul
1971; W.G. Andrews, Poetry's voice, society's song,
Seattle and London 1985, 84-5; IA, art. Necati Bey
(Fevziye Abdullah Tansel).
(Tn. MENZEL*)

NEFES (T., from Ar. nafas "breath"), the name
given to the Turkish folk r e l i g i o u s p o e t r y of the
BektashI Sufi order and other cAlawI, Sh^I or Sh^Itinged groups, often performed with a certain makdm
[q.v.\ or melodic musical line.
Legends on the origin of the nefes connect Hadjdji
Bektash [see BEKTASHIYYA] with the early 8th/14th
century popular mystical poet Yunus Emre [q.v.],
recounting that the reluctant Yunus eventually
received the nefes or inspiration of the saint, and
poured forth hymns on the theme of divine love which
themselves became known as nefesler "breaths". The
nefes also expresses strongly love for the Prophet
Muhammad, for CAH and for the Ahl al-Bayt [q.v.] in
general, and it came to be particularly, though not
exclusively, identified with the BektashI order. It (and
the similar ildhi "divine [hymn]", which had slightly
less of a folk character) was often performed to the
accompaniment of the sdz, a stringed instrument, by
the so-called sdz shdHrleri or ^dshiklar [see C ASHIK].
Only a few nefesler were composed in the classical
c
arud [q.v.] metre, and the vast majority are in hedje or
syllabic metre, usually of 11 syllables divided 6-5 with
one caesura or of 7 or 5 syllables with no caesura.
They thus form part of the general body of Turkish
folk poetry called koshma [q.v.] or turku, often sung to
a free musical accompaniment.
Most of the writers of the considerable corpus of
nefesler which has come down to us are anonymous,
probably reflecting the secrecy with which the
Bektashls veiled their rituals; the words of a nefes
might be written down but not generally made public,
and almost none of the musical accompaniments was
ever recorded in any kind of notation. We do, however, have some poems after Yunus Emre's time
associated with such famous figures as Kayghusuz
Abdal (d. 818/1415 [q.v.]), and the nefesler of Khata'I
(i.e. the Safawid Shah Ismacll [q.v.]) are still sung by
the Bektashls today; and by the 19th century, the
names of several BektashI sdz shd^irleri are known,
such as Seyranl(d. 1866), Turabl(d. 1868), Dertli (d.
1874), Mir'atl (flor. in the 19th century) and Hilml
Dede Baba (d. 1907). The famous poet and philosopher Ricja Tewfik (d. 1949) [see BOLUKBASH! RIDA
TEWFIK, in Suppl.] also wrote several highly valued
poems in the genre.
Bibliography: F.W. Hasluck, Bektasilik tetkikleri,
tr. Ragib Hulusi, Istanbul 1928; Yusuf Ziya,
Anadoluda Alevi itikadlan, in Hay at Mecmuasi, no. 58
(Istanbul 1928), 105-6; Hasluck, Christianity and
Islam under the sultans, Oxford 1929, i, 139-66; S.N.
Ergun, Bektasi sairleri, Istanbul 1930; Turk musikisi
klasiklerinden Bektasi nefesleri, in Istanbul Belediye
Konservatuan nesriyati, iv-v (Istanbul 1933); J.K.
Birge, The Bektashi order of dervishes, LondonHartford 1937, 53-5, 81, 89 ff., 93-5, 150-241;
V.L. Salci, Gizli Turk musikisi ve Turk musikisinde
armonimeseleleri, Istanbul 1940; idem, Ktzilbas sairleri
I-X, in Halk Bilgisi Haberleri, nos. 102-7 (Istanbul
1940-1); idem, Gizli Turk dini oyunlan, Istanbul
1941; M.E. Be§e, Anadolu Bektasi koylerinde muharrem
ayini, in Halk Bilgisi Haberleri, no. 115 (Istanbul
1941), 158-60; Ergun, Turk musikisi antolojisi, Istanbul 1942; H.B. Yonetken, Bektasilerde miizik ve oyun,
in Ulku Gazetesi (December, Sivas 1945), 4; Salci,
Gizli halk musikisi, in Ulku Halkevleri ve Halk Odalan
Dergisi, xi (Ankara, April 1948), 113-23; Ergun,
Bektasi sairleri ve nefesleri I-II [up to the 19th century],
Ankara 1955; idem, Bektasi-Kizilbas-Alevi sairleri ve
nefesleri III [since the!9th century], Ankara 1956; T.
Oytan, Bektasiligin icjuzti, Istanbul 1962; Yonetken,
Sirac ve nalci Alevilerinde samah, in Turk Folklor Arastir-
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malan, vii (Istanbul 1962), 2909-11; A. Golpmarh,
Alevi-Bektasi nefesleri, Istanbul 1963; B. Noyan,
Bektasilikte musiki, in Musiki ve nota, Istanbul 1970-1;
Golpmarh, Turk tasavvuf siiri antolojisi, Milliyet
Yayinlan, Istanbul 1972; P.N. Boratav, in PTF, ii,
29-47, 92; C. Sunar, Meldmilik ve Bektasilik, Ankara
1975; N. Birdogan, Samahlar, in Folklor ve Etnografya
Arastirmalan Yilligi (Istanbul 1984), 31-51; T. Koca
and Z. Qnaran, Giildeste, nefesler-ezgiler, Ankara
1987; N. Ozcan, Bektasi musikisi, in Tiirkiye Diyanet
Ansiklopedisi, v, Istanbul 1992, 371-2; A.Y. Ocak,
Bektasilik, in ibid., 373-9.
(TEVFIK RUSTU TOPUZOGLU)
NEFC! (980-1044/1572-1635), the greatest
satirist of the O t t o m a n s . cOmer Efendi, whose
nom-de-plume (makhlas) was Nef*!, came from the
village of Hasan Kalca near Erzerum (eastern
Anatolia). Not much is known of his early life. He
spent his early years in Erzerum where the historian
C
A1I [q.v. ], who was a defierddr there, became
acquainted with him. During the reign of Ahmed I,
fate brought him to the capital Istanbul where he
worked for a time as a book-keeper. He failed in an
attempt to gain the sultan's favour or that of his son,
the unfortunate c Othman II, with some brilliant
kastdas. It was not till the reign of Murad IV that he
gained the imperial favour, but his malicious, sarcastic and indecent poems soon brought him into
disgrace. He was appointed to the office concerned
with the levying and collection of the djizya [q.v.\, and
later again became a member of the sultan's circle.
His irresistible impulse to make all the notables of the
empire the butt of his mockery made him a host of
enemies. A satire on Bayram Pasha, the sultan's
brother-in-law and vizier, who had succeeded in being
recalled from banishment and again attaining influence, cost him his life. The mufti gave his sanction to
the execution of the great poet. With the sultan's consent he was shut up in the wood-cellar of the Imperial
Palace, then strangled and his body thrown into the
sea. The year of his death was Shacban 1044/February
1635, not 1045 as HadjdjI KhalFfa, Fedhleke, ii, 183,
wrongly says (cf. on the other hand his Kashfal-zunun,
iii, 318, 631, where the correct date is given).
Nef^I wrote Turkish and Persian with equal ease.
His mastery of technique and natural poetical talent
make him one of the greatest Ottoman poets; he is
also undoubtedly one of the greatest, although
hitherto little-known satirists. The reason why he is so
little known is that a scholarly edition with full annotations of his Turkish Diwdn entitled "Arrows of Fate",
Sihdm-i kadd^, has so far never been undertaken, so
that at the present day hardly any one is able to understand the countless allusions to particular circumstances and the veiled attacks on the individuals
dealt with. The publication of his poems demands a
knowledge of the conditions of his period, and particularly of life at court, which it is hardly possible to
attain and which it would be very difficult to gather
from the existing sources. Many of his flashes of wit
and allusions are very difficult to understand. Many
of his poems are distinguished by an obscenity which
can hardly be surpassed and, however great may be
their importance for the social history of his time, they
are of little value as evidence of his poetic gifts. The
"Arrows of Fate" are directed against almost every
one prominent in politics and society in his time. In
GOD, iii, 241, J. von Hammer has compiled a list of
them. Some of his poems which pillory existing
institutions, like the popular saints, the Kalender dervishes [see KALANDARIYYA] etc., are of value for social
history. Hardly one important contemporary was able
to escape his scorn and ridicule. They were all made
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targets for his "Arrows of Fate" without mercy. He
attacked the theologians (^ulemd7) particularly unsparingly. Nef^T's Turkish Diwdn has been several times
printed: two parts at Bulak in 1253, and in 1269 at
Istanbul. Selections (with ample evidence of cAbd alHamid's censorship!) were published by Abu '1-Diya3
TewfTk in 1311 at Istanbul. There are mss. in European collections in London, Leiden and Vienna. A
short Sdki-ndme by Nef^I is mentioned in the catalogue
of mss. of the Leipzig council library by H.L.
Fleischer (p. 547b). His Persian diwdn, not yet
printed in its entirety, exists in several mss.; a Turkish
translation, based on four mss. has been made by Ali
Nihad Tarlan, Nef'i'ninfarsfa divam tercumesi, Istanbul
1944. A collection of munshe^dt is attributed to him,
though it is dubious whether this was ever an independent collection.
On the circumstances of his death, see al-Muhibbi,
Khuldsat al-athar, Cairo 1284/1867-8, iii, 228-9;
Fara^idT-zada, Ta^rikh-i gulshen-i ma^drif, i, Istanbul
1252, 668; and Naclma, Ta>nkh, ii, 489.
Bibliography: In addition to the sources mentioned, see also Gibb, Ottoman poems, 208, and HOP,
iii, 252 ff.; the history of Na c fma, i, 586, and Bursali Mehmed Tahir, C0thmdnli mu^ellifleri, ii, 441
(according to which parts of his Persian Diwdn were
published in the Khazine-yi Funun); A. Karahan,
Nef*i, Istanbul 1954; A. Bombaci, La letteratura turca,
Florence 1969, 370-3; Karahan, Nefi divamnda
sefmeler, Ankara 1985, Istanbul 1986; M.
Qavus^oglu, Olumunun ufyuzellinci yilmda Nef*i,
Ankara 1987; L4, art. s.v. (Abdiilkadir Karahan).
Examples of Neil's poems are given in Fahir iz,
Eski lurk edebiyatinda nazim, Istanbul 1966-7, i, 1719, 70-86, 120-4, 519, 528-9.
(F. BABINGER)
NEFIR (A.), a term alluding in Ottoman usage to
a musical instrument similar to a horn that comprised
a part of the Ottoman band [see MEHTER]. The person
playing the instrument was referred to as nefiri, and,
according to the 1755 and 1776 Ottoman salary
registers, there were twelve such players in the
sultan's band of approximately sixty members. This
band, and similar ones like it belonging to high-level
Ottoman officials, travelled with their owners
wherever they went, and normally played during the
day before three prayers, sc. the afternoon one, the
one two hours after sunset, and then the one in the
morning. They also performed during ceremonial
events such as upon a sultan's accession, or during
celebrations such as upon the arrival of the news of an
Ottoman campaign victory.
The term, in its military usage, alludes to a body of
men assembled for a common purpose. The Ottoman
practice of the recruitment of volunteers by a general
call to arms, referred to as nefir-i cdmm, was resorted
to on the declaration of war against Russia in 1769 by
Mustafa III. He took such a measure because of his
reluctance to rely on the ill-trained and financially
demanding Janissaries. Nefir-i khdss, on the other
hand, referred to the mobilisation of only a certain
well-defined group of people.
Bibliography: For the musical usage, see Rashid
Mehmed Pasha, Tdrikh-i Rashid, Istanbul 1865, iii,
70, 82; M. D'Ohsson Tableau general de VEmpire
ottoman, Paris 1791, vii, part 6; I.H. Uzuncarsjli,
Osmanh devletinin saray teskilati, Ankara 1984, 150,
273, 275, 277, 449; idem, Osmanh devletinin merkez ve
bahriye teskilati, Ankara 1984, 208. For the military
usage: Gibb-Bowen, i/1, 194; Baron de Tott,
Memoires sur les Turcs et les Tatares, Amsterdam 1784,
iii, 4-5; M. Zeki Pakahn, Osmanh tarih deyimleri ve
terimleri sozlugu, Istanbul 1953, 672.
(F. MUGE GOCEK)
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NEGEV [see AL-NAKB).
NEMCE (NEMSE; A. al-Nimsd), a term (meaning
"mute") borrowed from the Slavonic used by the Ottomans to indicate the Germans. In a broader sense,
they also used it for the territory of the Holy Roman
Empire, which lasted until 1806, and in a restricted
sense for the territories under Habsburg rule within
the boundaries of modern Austria.
In more recent Arabic sources, Germany is indicated by two terms which occur simultaneously:
Almdniyd and Djarmdeniya. In Ottoman sources
Al(a)mdn, and occasionally Djermaniya, also occur next
to Nemce, without further differentiation. It was only
after the foundation of the Austrian Empire in 1804
that the Ottomans, in the course of the 19th century,
adopted Almanya and Awusturya (Aghusturya being the
older form) as different concepts. In Arabic, on the
other hand, al-Nimsd was accepted as indicating
Austria.
1. In Arabic sources.
Already in the 10th century, al-MascudI (Murudj_,
iii, 63 = § 906) mentions the Namdjln as a tribe of the
Slavs. Amongst the travellers and merchants who
travelled through their territory (Germany), alMascudl's contemporary Ibrahim b. Ya c kub [q.v.]
deserves particular mention, although the name of the
territory cannot be established from his account. The
most comprehensive mediaeval source in Arabic concerning Austria is al-ldrlsl's Nuzhat al-mushtdk where
information about Austrian toponyms is found in the
various climes and sections. The name al-Nimsd, however, does not appear. The only Austrian region
named specifically is Carinthia (Karantdra), whose territory stretches out over wide parts of Austria,
Hungary and other adjoining states. Cities in Styria,
like Graz (Ikriza), and in Carinthia, like Villach
(Bildh), are described in greater detail, but Vienna
(Wiydnd) appears only in an itinerary. The rivers
Danube (Nahr Danu) and Drau (Nahr D-r-wa) are
given as boundaries of Carinthia, while the Alps
(Munt DJ.-W-Z - Mont [Mons] Jovis) are also attributed to other territories. Al-Idrisi's criterion for
including Austrian cities in his Geography apparently
was their significance as trading places. He may have
been informed by merchants.
Endeavours to identify an Austrian (Styrian) city
from Abu '1-Fida's Tahwim al-bulddn (Reinaud,
Geographic d'Aboulfeda, ii/1, 311, quoted after Ibn Sacld
al-Maghribi, cf. Kitdb al-Djughrdfiyd, ed. al-cArabI
1970, 194) have been unsuccessful.
Bibliography. P. Engels, Der Reisebericht des
Ibrahim b. Ya^qub, in Kaiserin Theophanu, ed. A. von
Euw and P. Schreiner, i, Cologne 1991; H. Eisenstein, Karnten in al-Idrisi's Geographic (1154) in
WZKM, Ixxxiii (1993).
(H. EISENSTEIN)
2. In O t t o m a n sources and in O t t o m a n Habsburg relations.
The hereditary provinces of the Habsburgs had
their first contacts with the Ottomans when Carniola,
Styria and Carinthia were repeatedly attacked by Ottoman incursions. Sultan Bayezld II [q.v.] and the
Emperor Maximilian I having sounded out
diplomatic relations in 1497, 1504 and 1510-11, Ottomans and Habsburgs were brought into continuous,
immediate and hostile contact through the political
situation in Hungary after the battle of Mohacs [q. v. ]
in 1526. Sultan Suleyman I [q.v.] undertook two campaigns against Habsburg territory, in 1529 against
Vienna and in 1532 across southern Lower Austria,
Styria and Carniola. After part of Hungary had been
put under direct Ottoman rule in 1541, it was only in
1547 that Ferdinand I succeeded in concluding a trea-

ty, which compelled him to pay to the sultan a yearly
tribute of 30,000 golden ducats. This liability of the
Habsburgs to paying tribute, interrupted only by war,
lasted until the treaty of Zsitvatorok in 1606. At the
beginning, the open state of war was interrupted by
truce treaties, which were fixed for several years and
repeatedly renewed and extended. Only in 1747 did
Habsburg diplomacy succeed in concluding an
unrestricted treaty (... mesdgh-i sher^T oldughi vedjhile
muddet-i memdude ...). The wars of the 16th and 17th
centuries found their origin in the conflict of interests
about political power in Hungary. The unsuccessful
attack against Vienna in 1683 of Kara Mustafa Pasha
[q. v. ] was for the Ottomans the climax of a protracted
war, marked by great losses, which led to losing
Hungary to the Habsburgs. In the 18th century the
latter, due to their alliances with Venice and Russia,
and to their political ambitions on the Balkan Peninsula, became involved in three further wars with the
Ottoman Empire.
After 1547 the Habsburgs continuously kept ambassadors at the Porte and, during the period of
tribute—but only in times of peace—missions were
sent yearly to deliver the tribute. After 1606 important embassies used to be sent on specific occasions
like the ratification of a treaty or the access to the
throne of a new sultan. At first, the Ottomans sent to
Vienna cd^ushs [q. v. ], dragomans [see TARDJUMAN] and
the like in emergency cases only; in the 17th century
they also began to send important missions but only
for specific purposes. A permanent diplomatic
representation of the Ottoman Empire in Vienna
began only in 1797 (with a vacancy between 1823 and
1832).
The Treaties of Vienna of 1615 and of Karlowitz
[see KARLOF£A] of 1699 already contained articles on
reciprocal trade. In 1718 a separate commercial treaty
was concluded at Passarowitz (Pozarevac) [see
PASAROF£A], in which it was permitted for Habsburg
subjects freely to establish consulates in the ports and
on the islands of the Mediterranean, and to organise
free shipping on the Danube (the Black Sea excepted).
In the twenties of the 18th century, commercial and
navigation treaties were also concluded with local
leaders of the Barbarian states which were part of the
Ottoman Empire. An agreement of 1783 with the Ottomans aimed at protecting Habsburg subjects from
piracy and settling questions of compensation. In the
commercial treaty of 1784 Habsburg subjects were
granted the privilege of free commercial navigation on
the Black Sea, a right given to Russia already a year
earlier.
Next to the Habsburg Emperors, the Dutch
Republic and the Kings of Prussia were the only
powers within the Holy Roman Empire to maintain
independent diplomatic relations with the Ottomans
before the 19th century. During the last war between
the Ottomans and the Habsburgs (1788-91), Prussia,
in the Convention of Reichenbach of 1790, forced
the Emperor Leopold II to renounce any conquest of
Ottoman territory.
Apart from the detailed description of the campaigns of Sultan Suleyman I in 1529 and 1532, of the
siege of Vienna by Kara Mustafa Pasha in 1683, and
of the warfare in Hungary and later on in the Balkan
Peninsula, Ottoman historiography contains, from
the middle of the 17th century onwards, references to
the political events in Europe, including the Holy
Roman Empire. The data, at first sparse and sporadic
(for instance in Katib Celebi, Munedjdjim-BasJii
Ahmed, Mustafa Naclma, Silahdar Findiklili Mehmed [q. vv.]), became increasingly extensive and ac-
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curate in the course of the 18th century because
diplomatic contacts intensified and interest in information grew. From the second half of the 17th century
onwards, the official embassy reports (sefdret-ndme),
the travel accounts of those who accompanied the important diplomatic missions, and individual treatises
provided the Ottomans with a detailed and differentiated picture of the political situation in Europe.
Among the travel accounts, a particular place is taken
up by Ewliya Celebi's description of his journey to
Vienna while in the train of the Ottoman embassy of
1665. Further information undoubtedly came from
Ottoman prisoners of war: Hasan Eslri left a description of the campaign of 1683 against Vienna, and
c
Othman Agha of Temesvar provides us with information about his stay in Styria and in Vienna during
his captivity.
Samples of the German language are given by
Ewliya Celebi, who put together a highly imaginative
etymology of the term Nemce (= nem CVA/Hungarian
nem Cseh "not Czech").
Bibliography: See the general works on the
history of the Ottoman Empire by von Hammer,
Zinkeisen, lorga, Uzuncarsili, Shaw, etc.; Z.
Abrahamowicz-V. Kopcan-M. Kunt-E. MarosiN. Mocanin-C. Serban-K. Teply, Die Tiirkenkriege
in der historischen Forschung, Vienna 1983; Die
Autobiographic des Dolmetschers C0smdn Aga aus
Temeschwar, ed. R.F. Kreutel, Cambridge 1980; K.
Beydilli, Biiyuk Friedrich ve Osmanhlar, Istanbul 1985;
idem, 1790 Osmanh-Prusya iuifah, Istanbul 1984; L.
Bittner, Chronologisches Verzeichnis der osterreichischen
Staatsvertrdge, i-iv, Vienna 1903-17; Ewliya Celebi,
Seydhat-ndme, vii, German tr. of the relevant section
by R.F. Kreutel, Im Reichedes Goldenen Apfels ..., ed.
E. Prokosch and K. Teply, Graz-Vienna-Cologne
1987; Habsburgisch-osmanische BeziehungenlRelations
Habsbourg-ottomanes ..., ed. A. Tietze, Vienna 1985;
M. Kohbach, Die diplomatischen Beziehungen zwischen
Osterreich und dem Osmanischen Reich, in Osmanli Arastirmalan, iv (1984); B. Lewis, The Muslim discovery of
Europe, New York-London 1982; E.D. Petritsch,
Regesten der osmanischen Dokumente im Osterreichischen
Staatsarchiv. 1 (1480-1574), Vienna 1991; A.C.
Schaendlinger.
Die
osmanisch-habsburgischen
Beziehungen in der ersten Hdlfte des 16. Jhs., in Osmanli
Arastirmalan, iv (1984); A.C. Schaendlinger-C.
Romer, Die Schreiben Suleymdns des Prdchtigen an Karl
V., Ferdinand I. und Maximilian I. aus dem Haus-, Hofund Staatsarchiv zu Wien, Vienna 1983; K. Teply,
Turkische Sagen und Legenden um die Kaiserstadt Wien,
Vienna-Cologne-Graz 1980; F.R. Unat, Osmanli
sefirleri ve sefaretnameleri, Ankara 1968; A.H. de
Groot, The Ottoman Empire and the Dutch Republic,
Leiden-Istanbul 1978.
(M. KOHBACH)
NEPAL, a H i n d u k i n g d o m with an area of
147,000 km 2 (80°-88° 15'E, 26° 20'-30° 10'N)
rising up on the southern edge of the Himalayas
between the Ganges plain (India) and Tibet (China).
The southern plain and the central mountains, with a
sub-tropical climate suitable for rice culture, nourish
a dense population of Indian origin and who speak
Indo-Aryan languages: the Hindus of the plain speak
Hindi, and the Indo-Nepalese of the mountains speak
the official language, Nepali, a branch of Parian; they
dominate tribes speaking Munda and TibetoBurmese languages [see HIND. iii. Languages.]. The
high valleys shelter a thinly-scattered population of
Tibetans. The total population was 19,360,000
according to the 1991 census. It is almost 90% Hindu,
and Hinduism is the official religion. The main
religious minorities, whose numbers fluctuate from
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one census to another, are the Buddhists (between 5
and 10%) and the Muslims (ca. 3%).
The toponym Nepal, with no known etymology
(written Naypdl or Nipdl, Ju ), is attested from the
4th century AD in Sanskrit epigraphy, and was
known to the Muslims of the 5th/llth century
through al-Blruni's India (Eng. tr. Sachau, Alberuni's
India, London 1910, i, 98}; it designated solely the
valley of Katmandu (Kathmandu). Hindu kings ruled
there over an ethnically Tibeto-Burmese population,
the Newar (largely Hindu with a strong Buddhist
minority) which prospered thanks to trade with India,
Tibet and China. The valley recognised the
suzerainty of the Dihli sultan cAla° al-Din KhaldjI
(695-715/1296-1316 [see KHALDJIS]); it was raided by
the Bengal sultan Shams al-Din Ilyas (746-59/134558) in 750/1349 (L. Petech, Medieval Nepal, Rome
1958, 103-4, 118-22, 177; Hommage a Sylvain Levi,
Paris 1964, 23). According to the chronicles, the first
Muslim merchants coming from Kashmir established
themselves at Kathmandu under Ratna Malla (14821512); their presence is attested from the 17th century
onwards by the Catholic missionaries then established
in Tibet and Nepal, and, from 1738 onwards by
official Nepali documents. The remainder of what is
now modern Nepal was shared out amongst some fifty
kingdoms; the land of the plain cultivated by the petty
rulers of the mountains came, in the 14th century,
under the control of the DihlT Sultans, those of Bengal
and then the Mughal emperors; these petty rulers,
like the kings of the Kathmandu valley, paid tribute
to them in the form of elephants. The population of
the Nepal plain thus included some Muslims from
that time; some of these, makers of glass bracelets
above all, became established in the mountains during
the 17th century.
With the decline of the Mughals, whilst the English
East India Co. secured a foothold in northern India,
the present Indo-Nepalese dynasty of Gorkha created
the modern state of Nepal; PrithwT Narayan (1742-74)
conquered the Kathmandu valley in 1768-9 (despite
armed intervention by the Nawwab of Bengal and the
British) and subdued the eastern districts, including
Sikkim; his successors continued the policy of expansion towards the west until, in 1814, their lands
became contiguous with those of the Sikhs. Prithwl
Narayan secured British recognition and that of the
puppet Mughal emperor Shah cAlam II (1759-1806)
in a farmdn of 1184/1771 (B. Acarya, Shn 5 bardmahdrdajddhirddj. Prithwi Nardyari Shdh-ko sanksipta
djiwani, Katmandu 1967, iv, 713-18). Tribute was
paid from that time onwards to the British until the
Anglo-Nepalese War of 1814-16 and the treaty of
1818 which blocked Gorkha expansion and set up the
frontier between Nepalese and British territories. The
Rarias, mayors of the palace who directed affairs in
the country from 1846 to 1951, put relations with
Britain on a normal footing; they helped them in
1857-8 to recover Lucknow, but gave refuge to some
Sh^I nobles from that city. The independence of
Nepal was recognised in a treaty of 1923.
The evidence of travellers like Francis Hamilton
and the British Residents in Nepal like Brian H.
Hodgson, confirmed by the archives and by legal
texts, has brought out the religious policy of the new
dynasty. It strengthened the Hindu character of the
kingdom. Faithful to the tradition already set forth by
al-Blrunl (op. cit., i, 19-20), it insisted on the impurity
of Muslims; they were considered as "barbarians"
(mlecchd) and severely punished if they caused the
pollution of Hindus of pure caste. It introduced new
measures in forbidding them to proselytise (allowed
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until then), as also were forbidden Christian missionaries, who were definitively expelled, together
with their converts. The Muslims were nevertheless
(apart from a temporary expulsion of Kashmiri
traders at the end of the 18th century) able to stay, to
engage in commerce and to enjoy freedom to practise
their religion. They did not have any personal law of
their own; in regard to marriage (except for prohibited degrees), divorce, inheritance and the
administration of pious foundations, they were always
subject to Hindu law and answerable to Hindu
judges. The discriminatory clauses regarding them
were enshrined in the legal codes of 1854 and 1935;
they remained in force until the Code of 1963. This
last abolished the penalties to which Muslims were
liable for breakages of the caste rules; but despite the
suppression of the principle of religious discrimination
in the 1962 Constitution, it retained the prohibition of
proselytism, and this last was even inserted in the
Constitution of 1990.
Meanwhile, with the fall of the Rarias in 1951, the
land was opened up to modernisation. Censuses and
ethnological fieldwork allow us to construct an
ethnology of the Muslims of Nepal. Amounting to
some 570,000 persons, they are almost all living on
the plain, where they make up an average of 10% of
the population there. They are petty traders, artisans
and peasants; also, some 2,000 petty^traders (Kashu
mlris and Hindustanis) live in the Kathmandu valley,
whilst the 10-15,000 manufacturers of bracelets in the
mountains to the west of Kathmandu live by
agriculture and the peddling of ornaments. All of
these originate from the Ganges plain and speak
dialects of Hindi; stemming mainly from Hindus converted to Islam, they form a very hierachical society,
an Islamic version of the Hindu caste system. They
are almost all Hanafi Sunnls, with a few Twelver
Sh^Is attested in the plain. The religious life has an
Indian character and is heavily impregnated with
$ufism and the cult of saints [see HIND. ii.
Ethnography]. This fidelity to the cult of saints, current in the highest classes, amongst the Kashmiris of
Kathmandu in particular, is under fire in the more
popular circles from the reform doctrines (called
"Wahhabism" by their opponents) of the Deoband
[q. v. ] and of the Ahl-i Hadlth [q. v. ] schools introduced
as far as the mountains by migrant workers who come
back from the towns of India bearing cheap, edifying
literature in Urdu; mosques and village Kur3an
schools have multiplied, and a few scores of Nepalis
make the hadjdj each year.
The firm and constant policy of the monarchy has
been to forbid all violence against religious minorities,
so that, despite the legal discrimination under which
they live, the Muslims have always felt themselves
more secure in Nepal than in India. Facing an internal opposition more and more active since 1979, the
monarchy has since then cultivated its Muslim subjects, whose vote is a valuable support.
Bibliography: For a general survey of Nepal, see
M. Gaborieau, Le Nepal et ses populations, BrusselsParis 1978. On the history and position of the
Muslims there, there are two outstandingly important pieces of evidence: F. Hamilton, An account of
the kingdom of Nepal, Edinburgh 1819, repr. Delhi
1971; and B.H. Hodgson, Some account of the system
of law and police as recognized in the State of Nepal, in
JRAS, i/2 (1834), 258-79. The general body of
sources (to be completed by the references given in
the text of the article) are gathered together, and
often edited for the first time, in Gaborieau, Recit
d'un voyageur musulman au Tibet, Paris 1973; idem,

Minorites musulmans dans le royaume hindou du Nepal,
Paris 1977. For the ethnology and political evolution of these minorites, see also Gaborieau, Muslim
minorities in Nepal, in R. Israeli (ed.), The crescent in
the East Islam in Asia Major, London 1982, 79-101;
idem, Ni Brahmanes, ni Ancetres: colporteurs musulmans
du Nepal, Paris 1992.
(M. GABORIEAU)
NERGISI, NERGISI-ZADE MEHMED EFENDI (d.
1044/1635), pre-eminent O t t o m a n prose s t y l i s t .
He was born in Sarajevo, probably around
994/1586, son of the »'Nergis Ahmed Efendi, and
completed his education in Istanbul, becoming a protege of Kaf-zade Fayd Allah Efendi (d. 1020/1611),
from whom (and not, as in some accounts, from his
son Kaf-zade cAbd al-Hayy Fa°idl Efendi) he received
his muldzemet [q.v.]. He may have served briefly as a
muderris, but his principal employment was as kddi in
various posts in Rumeli, mainly in Bosnia. Following
early appointments (during the period ca. 1022-27/ta.
1613-18) to Gabela and Caynice, he was invited by
Kaf-zade Fa°idl, then kadi of Salonica, to act as his
nd^ib (early 1028/1619). On Kaf-zade's dismissal in
early 1029/1620, NergisI again sought a kda'ilik, and
was appointed, successively but with intervals, to
Mostar (1030/1620-1) and shortly afterwards to Yeni
Pazar, to Elbasan (1034/1624-5),
Banjaluka
(1038/1628-9), and Monastir (1042/1632). In
1044/1634-5 he was appointed by Murad IV as wakcaniiwis for the Revan campaign, but died at its outset,
near Gebze on the Gulf of Izmit, as the result of a fall
from his horse (9 Shewwal 1044/28 March 1635). (On
Nergisi's career, see 6.F. Akiin, Nergisi, in IA, ix,
194-6.)
Though a minor figure as a kddi, Nergisi was
recognised as one of the leading prose writers of his
day, aided by his friendship with the Kaf-zades and
with fellow litterateurs such as WeysT and Sheykh alIslam Yahya among others. His principal works fall
into three groups:
1. Khamse, printed Bulak 1255/1839 (once in taHik
script, once in neskh), and Istanbul 1285/1868-9. In
chronological order of composition, these five works
are: (i) Ghazawdt-i Mesleme (1030/1620-1), a brief
account (attributed to Ibn al-cArabI, Muhyi l'-Din
[q. v. ] , but generally considered spurious) of the campaign of the Umayyad general Maslama b. cAbd alMalik [q. v. ] against the Byzantines and his five sieges
of Istanbul. The work was translated into French in
1741 (E. Blochet, Catalogue des manuscrits turcs, Paris,
1933 ii, 38). (ii) Kdnun al-reshdd, written 1033/1623-4
as an accession gift for Murad IV. Initially a translation of a 16th-century Persian "mirror for princes"
written for Shah Muhammad Khudabanda [ q . v . ] , the
work was considerably expanded with Nergisi's own
observations on Ottoman history, (iii) Meshdkk
al-^ushshdk (1034/1624-5), originally a collection often
love stories, of contemporary origin and significance,
apart from two tales taken from the tedhkire of cA§hfk
Celebi [q. v. ]. Nergisi later re-used six of the stories in
the Nihdlistdn. (iv) Iksir-i se^dda (or Iksir-i dewlet,
1041/1632), a translation of part of al-Ghazali's [q.v.]
Kimiyd* al-sacdda on ethics. Nergisi's text became a
popular Ottoman version and was separately printed
several times, (v) Nihdlistdn, (1042/1632-3, his last
work). Containing 25 stories arranged in five sections
(nihdl= "offshoots"), this was compiled as a collection
of ethical, exemplary and cautionary tales intended as
an Ottoman literary and cultural naztre to Sacdi's
Gulistdn and the Bahdristdn of Djami [^.zw.]. Like
Meshdkk al-cushshdk, it too is significant for the use of
contemporary allusions.
2. Munshe^dt. Nergisi's autograph collection of his
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own letters (finally totalling 38) was first made for
presentation to Sheykh al-Islam Yahya during the latter's first meshtkhat (1031/1622-3) and later expanded
to include letters down to 1036/1626-7 (published in
J.R. Walsh, The Esallbu 'l-mekatlb (Mun§eDat) of
Mehmed Nergisi Efendi, in Archivum Ottomanicum, i
[1969], 213-302). Manuscripts of a later collection,
probably made by Shaykh Mehmed b. Mehmed
Sheykhl, contain over 50 letters.
3. al-Wasf al-kdmil ft ahwdl al-wazir al-^ddil
(1038/1628), an account of the exemplary character
and deeds of Murtatfa Pasha as governor of Buda
1626-8. (On the various mss. of this unpublished
work, see A.S. Lev end, Gazavdt-ndmeler ve Mihaloglu
Ali Bey^in gazavdt-ndmesi, Ankara 1956, 105-6.)
Nergisi was also an accomplished poet, and
renowned as a calligrapher both for his skill in the
taclik script, and for his speed of copying.
For two centuries after his death, Nergisi was
honoured as master of the mature Ottoman inshd*
prose, and his style was widely imitated. However,
with the rising popularity of a simpler, more direct
literary style in the Tanzimdt era and later, he was
reviled for promoting what was considered a stilted
and unnaturally affected style, a florid elegance which
was held to have completely sacrificed sense to sound
in a bombastic, overladen language. In the wake of
this extreme critical reaction, his works have become
largely neglected. It is nonetheless accepted that his
influence upon the development of the Ottoman inshd^
style was profound.
Bibliography. The scanty details on Nergisl's
career are found mainly in his own works listed
above; for entries (not always reliable) in Ottoman
tedhkire and other biographical works, see the bibl.
to 6.F. Akiin's essential article s.v. in IA, ix, 194-7.
(CHRISTINE WOODHEAD)
NESHDET KHODJA SULEYMAN, an Ottoman
poet. He was born in Edirne in 1148/1735, the son
of the poet Ahmed RafF Efendi, then in exile; the latter is known as Mufdhib-i Shahriydri. With his father,
who had regained the sultan's favour by writing a
sharki which met with general approval, he came to
Istanbul. He also accompanied his father on a journey
to the Hidjaz, and the young HddjdjL on his way back,
joined the Mewlewi order in Konya. After his father's
death, he devoted himself to study, especially Persian,
in order to understand the Methnewi. In Persian,
which he came to love passionately, he attained a high
degree of perfection, with the result that he had more
pupils than an ordinary school in his house in Molla
Gurani, where he taught Persian and expounded the
Methnewi (Methnewi- khwdnlik). He enjoyed great
prestige among the people. Later he attached himself
to the Nakghbandl Sheykh Bursawl Emm Efendi. He
held a fief, and therefore took part in 1182/1768 in the
Russian campaign. He could use the sword as well as
the pen. Ne§h3et died in 1222/1807 and was buried
outside the Top Kapu.
He received the nom-de-plume of Nesh^et from
Djudl. Nesh^et was a moderate poet but an admirable
teacher. No-one would say an unkind word about
him, and they winked at his smoking the cibuk, which
was otherwise forbidden. He wrote poetry in Turkish
and in Persian. Many of his pupils far surpassed him,
such as Qhalib Dede [q.v.]. He left a Diwdn, collected
together in 1200/1785 by his pupil Pertew Efendi,
which was printed in two parts in Bulak (1252/1836).
His Makhlaf-ndmes (about 20 in the Diwdn) are distinctive in character; these are poems in which he
bestowed epithets upon gifted pupils. In addition, he
left writings on the Nakghbandiyye: Tufdn-i ma^rifet;
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Tardjamat al-Hshk; Maslak al-anwar wa-manba^ al-asrdr.
His Terdjeme-i sharh-idu-Qbqyt-iMolldDjdmiwas printed
at Istanbul in 1263. A biography of him by Pertew
Efendi which was continued by Emm Efendi is said to
exist.
Bibliography. Bursalf Mehmed Tahir, ^Othmdnli
mu^ellifleri, ii, 461; Mucallim Nadji, in Medjmu^a,
no. 8, 74-6; idem, cOthmdnli shd^irleri, 64-70;
Khazine-yi funun, Istanbul 1312, ii, 230 (Esldf);
Thiireyya, Sidjill-i ^othmdni, iv, 552; SamI, Kdmus
al-acldm, vi, 4576; Mehmed Djelal, COthmdnli
edebiyydti numuneleri, Istanbul 1312, 263; Fliigel, Die
arabischen ... Hss. ... zu Wien, i, 686; IA, art. Nes'et
(Fevziye Abdullah Tansel). Two of his ghazeh are
given in Fahir Iz, Eski tiirk edebiyatmda nazim, Istanbul 1966-_7, i, 435-6.
(Tn. MENZEL)
NESHRI (d. before 926/1520), Ottoman
historian.
Neshn's one, partially-surviving, historical work,
the Djihdn-numd, marks a pivotal point in both the
development
and
the
study of
Ottoman
historiography. However, very little is known with
certainty about its author, aside from his makhlas
Neshrl, which occurs at the end of the history in a
kasida addressed to the reigning sultan Bayezid II
[0.0.]. From scanty and largely unreliable references
by later J3ttoman writers such as Latffi, c Ashfk
Celebi, CA1I and Katib Celebi [0.vz>.], it was long
thought that his given name was Mehmed and that he
lived mainly in Bursa, for some time as miiderris at the
Sultaniyye medrese. References in the Djihdn-numd
implying a personal knowledge of Bursa support the
assumption of his residence there, and the style of his
history suggests that he was a member of the Qulemd^.
Otherwise, there is nothing in the history or in other
known contemporary sources to confirm either his
name or his profession. A certain Neshn Hiiseyn b.
Eyne Beg mentioned in a Bursa court register of
884/1479 may or may not be identical with the
historian. The only explicitly personal information in
the Djihdn-numd establishes that Neshn was present in
the Ottoman camp at the time of Mehemmed II's
death in 886/1481, and that his account of the subsequent Janissary riots in Istanbul is based on personal
observation. The date of his death is also uncertain,
though it is possible that, as stated by Latin", he lived
into the reign of Selim I (for biographical discussion,
see F. Taeschner, Gihdnnumd. Die altosmanische Chronik
des Mevldnd Mehemmed Neschri, Leipzig, i, 1951, 9-14;
M.C. §ehabeddin Tekindag, Nefri, in IA, ix, 214-15;
V.L. Menage, Neshn's History of the Ottomans: the sources
and development of the text, London 1964, 1-5).
NeshrT's Djihdn-numd was originally conceived as a
universal history in six parts, but only the last section
is known to be extant. This consists of an introduction, and three tabakas covering respectively the
Oghuz Turks, the Saldjuks of Rum and the
Ottomans; it chronicles events down to 890/1485
(Bayezid IPs conquest of Akkerman), and concludes
with a list of the principal viziers and holy men of the
Ottoman period, followed by the dedication to
Bayezld II. The style is a relatively straightforward
Ottoman prose. The work was probably completed
between 892/1487 and Rabl< II 898/February 1493
(Menage, Neshri's History, 9). Neshn's sources are not
named in the text, but for the Ottoman period appear
to have been principally cAshfk-pasha-zade's history,
a chronological list, takwim, of the mid-15th century,
and an anonymous chronicle of the late 15th century
(P. Wittek, Zum Quellenproblem der dltesten osmanischen
Chroniken (mit Ausziigen aus Nesri), in MOG, i [1921-2],
77-150; Menage, op. cit., 10-19). The Djihdn-numd
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thus amalgamates the three principal Ottoman
historiographical traditions then existing (H. Inalcik,
The rise of Ottoman historiography, in B. Lewis and P.M.
Holt(eds.), Historians of the Middle East, London 1962,
152-67; Menage,
The beginnings of Ottoman
historiography, in Lewis and Holt (eds.), op. cit., 16879). The Djihdn-numd became a principal source for
many laterjOttoman historians (e.g. Idris Bidllsl, Sacd
al-DTn, CA1I, Solak-zade and Munedjdjim-bashi
[q.vv. ]), and thus had a major influence upon subsequent interpretations of early Ottoman history. It was
also one of the main sources used in Leunclavius's
Historiae Musulmanae Turcorum ... libri xviii, Frankfurt
1591, and so entered into European writing on the
Ottomans (Menage, Neshn's History, 31-40, on the
"Codex Hanivaldus").
The Djihdn-numd has been^published twice, once in
facsimile (F. Taeschner, Gihdnnumd ..., i [Codex
Menzel], 1951, ii [Codex Manisa], 1955), and once as
an edition with modern Turkish transcription (F.R.
Unat and M.A. Koymen (eds.), Mehmed Nesri: Kitdb-i
Cihdn-numd, Nesri tarihi, i, Ankara 1949, ii, Ankara
1957).
Bibliography: In addition to works mentioned
above, see F. Babinger, GOW, 38-9; F. Ank,
Onbesinci asir tarihfilerinden Nesri'nin hayati ve eserleri
Istanbul 1936; F. Taeschner, Nesri tarihi elyazilan
uzerine arastirmalar, in Belleten, xv (1951), 497-505.
(CHRISTINE WOODHEAD)
NESIMI, SEYYID C!MAD AL-DIN, known as Neslml,
an early Ottoman poet and m y s t i c , believed to
have come from Neslm near Baghdad, whence his
name. As a place of this name no longer exists, it is
not certain whether the lakab should not be derived
simply from nasirn "zephyr, breath of wind". That
Neslml was of Turkoman origin seems to be fairly certain, although the "Seyyid" before his name also
points to Arab blood. Turkish was as familiar to him
as Persian, for he wrote in both languages. Arabic
poems are also ascribed to him. Little is known of his
life; part of it fell in the reign of Murad I (76191/1360-89), as his biographers tell us. He was at first
a member of the school of Shaykh Shibli (247334/861-945), but about 804/1401 he became an
enthusiastic follower of Fadl Allah HurufT [q.v. ], with
whom he was undoubtedly personally acquainted. He
championed the views of his master with ardour and
at the risk of his life. The poet Refi c l, author
(811/1408) of the Beshdret-ndme (copies in London, cf.
Rieu, Cat., 164-5, and Vienna, cf. Fliigel, Ratal., 461,
462, two mss.; the second more complete), and
presumably a Gend^-ndme (in Vienna, cf. Fliigel, Kat.,
i, 720) was his pupil. A certain Shah Khandan who
was a dervish mystic is mentioned as his full brother.
Neslml met a cruel death in 820/1417-18 at Aleppo,
where he was flayed for his heretical poems, on afetwd
of the extremely fanatical mufti. He is considered the
greatest poet and preacher of the HurufT sect.
His work consists of two collections of poems, one
of which, the rarer, is in Persian and the other in
Turkish. The Turkish Diwdn consists of 250-300
ghazels and about 150 quatrains, but the existing mss.
differ considerably from the printed edition (Istanbul
1298/1881). No scholarly edition has so far been
undertaken, but a study of his vocabulary is given by
Jahangir Gahramanov, Nasimi divanynyn leksikasy,
Baku 1970. The Persian Diwdn has been edited by
Muhammad Rida Mar c ashi, Khurshid-i Darband.
Diwdn-i clmdd al-Din NasimT, Tehran 1370 S&./1991.
NesTmT's spiritual influence on the dervish system of
the earlier Ottoman empire was considerable. The
pro-cAlid guilds, in particular, honour NesTml as one

of their masters, testimony to whose far-reaching
influence is found even in the earlier European
travellers like Giov. Antonio Menavino (ca. 1540; cf.
F. Babinger, in hi., xi. 19, n. 1, from which it is evident that Nicolas de Nicolay copied him and therefore
cannot be regarded as an independent source, as
Gibb, HOP, i, 356-7, thought) and Sir Paul Ricaut
(17th century; cf. Gibb, HOP, i, 357 ff.). NesImT's
importance as a poet and mystic can only be estimated
and realised in connection with a thorough study of
the older HurufT texts, among which a most important
one is that mentioned but not recognised by W.
Pertsch, Pers. Handschr. Berlin, 264-5, no. 221, by
Sayyid CA1I al-Acla (d. 822/1419) because it might
show the connection of the Hurufiyya with the
Bektashiyya. Neslml's poems were made popular in
earlier times, especially by the wandering Kalendar
dervishes [see KALANDARIYYA] and were known to
everyone.
Bibliography: Gibb, HOP, i, 343 ff.; J. von
Hammer, GOD, i, 124-5; Abdulbaki Golpmarh,
Nesimi-Usuli-Ruhi, Istanbul 1953; Kathleen Burrill,
The quatrains of Nesimi, The Hague 1972. M, art.
s.v. (Golpmarh); also the Ottoman biographers of
poets who, however, contribute practically nothing
to the life history of Neslmi. Some examples of his
work are given in Fahir Iz, Eski tiirk edebiyatinda
nazim, Istanbul 1966-7, i, 154-6, 522-6.
(F. BABINGER*)
NEW C I, YAHYA B. PIR c Au B. NASUH, an
Ottoman theologian and poet, with the nom de
plume (makhlas) of NewcT, was born in Malghara [see
MALKARA] (Rumelia), the son of Shaykh Plr CA1I, in
940/1533. Up to his tenth year he was taught by his
learned father and then became a pupil of Karamanlzade Mehmed Efendi. His fellow pupils were the poet
Bakl [q.v.] and Sacd al-Din, the famous historian
[0.0.]. He was an intimate friend of the former. He
joined the ^ulamd^, became muderris of Gallipoli in
973/1565 and after filling several other offices became
a teacher in the Medrese of Mihr u Mah Sultan [q.v.].
In 998/1598 he was appointed Kddi of Baghdad, but
before he could take up office, Sultan Murad III
appointed him tutor to his son Mustafa and to the
princes Bayezld, c Othman and cAbd Allah. When
after Murad Ill's death (1003/1595) the usual
slaughter of the princes deprived him of all his
charges, he retired completely from public life and
lived on a pension granted him by the new sultan. He
died at Istanbul in Dhu 'l-Kacda 1007/June 1599 and
was buried in the court of the Sheykh Wefa D mosque.
His son was NewcT-zade cAta3! [0.».].
Newcl was a man of great learning, and his
encyclopaedic knowledge was most clearly revealed in
the best-known of his works, the Natd^ia^ al-funun wamahdsin al-mutun, in which he surveyed the twelve
most important branches of learning; on it see [J. von
Hammer] Encyklopddische Ubersicht der Wissenschaften des
Orients, part i, Leipzig 1804, 22 ff., and the German
translation of the story of Shadan and Beshlr, ibid., 24
ff., which forms the concluding section of this work.
Bursalf Mehmed Tahir gives a list of other prose
works in his ^Othmdnll mu^elliflen, iii, 437-8, with
references to the libraries in which they are. In poetry,
NewcT imitated the style of his contemporary Bakl
without however reaching his level. His poems which
were collected in a scarce Diwdn (ms. in Istanbul,
Hamldiyye library), lack ease and betray too readily
the learned author who frequently makes his work difficult to understand with unusual words and obscure
allusions. He tried his skill in different forms of verse,
the kasida, ghazel and methnewi, without however
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attaining popularity in any one of them. His fame as
a poet was completely overshadowed by that of his
contemporary and friend Bakl. New c i's high position
as an author he owes to his learned work, particularly
the already-mentioned encyclopaedia, which was very
popular, as is evident from the numerous mss. still in
existence in European collections (e.g. Berlin,
Bologna, Dresden, Leiden, London [3 copies], Uppsala, Vienna). A Suleymdn-ndme by him (Paris, Bib.
Nat., cod. reg. 44, Cat. no. 308 und F. Babinger,
GOW, 76) does not seem to be mentioned by his
biographers. His son NewcT-zade cAta°i wrote a very
full life of him (418-27 of the dhayl to Tashkopruzade's
work), mentioning that he wrote over 30 males on
kaldm, fikh, ^ahd^id, mantik, tasawwuf, etc.
Bibliography: Mehmed Thureyya, Siajill-i
c
othmdni, iv, 634; Von Hammer, GOD, iii, 108;
Gibb, HOP, iii, 171 ff.; HadjdjI Khalifa, Fedhleke, i,
120 ff., also the biographies of poets by Kinali-zade
and cAhdI; Brockelmann, IP, 587-8, S II, 658; lA
s.v. (Abdiilkadir Karahan).
(F. BABINGER)
NEW C I-ZADE [see C ATA>I].
NEWRES, the n a m e s of two O t t o m a n poets.
1. CABD AL-RAZZAK, known as Newres, or more
accurately, Newres-i Kadlm, ''Newres the Elder", to
distinguish him from cOthman Newres [see below],
came from Kirkuk in northern c lrak and was probably
of Kurdish origin. He seems, however, to have come
to Istanbul at an early age to prosecute his studies.
Here he became a muderris but in the year 1159/1746
entered upon a legal career. According to the Sidjill-i
c
othmdni, he held the office of kadi in Sarajevo and
Kiitahya. His sharp tongue, which found particular
expression in daring and malicious chronograms
(tawdrikh), earned him banishment to Rethymno
(Crete) along with the poet Hashmet and then to
Bursa; he was later, according to Wasif (Ta^nkh, 211),
sent back to Kiitahya. In any case, he died in Bursa
in Shawwal 1175/May 1762 and was buried in the
cemetery opposite the entrance to the mosque of Plr
Uftade Mehmed, the founder of the order of the
Djalwatiyya. cAbd al-Razzak Newres composed a
Diwdn in Persian and Turkish (printed Istanbul 1290
and probably 1304), and also a history of the war with
Nadir Shah in 1143/1730 in which he took part on the
staff of Hekim-Oghlu CA1T Pasha. The little book
called Tebriziyye-i Hekim-Oghlu c All Pasha is written in
ornate language and is of no historical value. The fair
copy in the author's hand is preserved in the Berlin
Staatsbibliothek (Cod. Or. 8°, 2186). Newres also
enjoyed the reputation of being a distinguished
munshi*. Excerpts from his inshd* are given by J. von
Hammer in his GOR, ix, 643-4. His Diwdn is called
Mabdligh al-hikam, which gives the year 1172/1758 for
its completion (cf., however, a similarly titled work in
Vienna: Fliigel, Cat., iii, 486, no. 1991).
Bibliography: See F. Babinger, GOW, 294-5,
with further references; von Hammer, GOD, iv,
321-7; Gibb, HOP, iv, 133-9, vi, 287-90; IA art s.v.
(Omer Faruk Akin).
2. C OTHMAN, called Newres or, to distinguish him
from his older namesake, Newres-i Djedid, came from
Chios. He held several military posts in the capital
and died there in 1293/1876 in retirement. He is
buried in the Karadja Ahmed cemetery in Uskiidar.
His collected poems have been twice printed at Istanbul in 1257 and in 1290 (by Yusuf Kamil Pasha)
(Diwdn-i Q0thmdn Newres). In 1302 there was published
at the suggestion of cAbd al-Karlm Nadir Pasha in
Istanbul under the title Ether-i nadir specimens of his
prose and verse. A Turkish translation of the Gulistdn
of Sacdl [q.v.] by him exists in ms. c Othman Newres
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had a very thorough command of the three languages
of Islam and wrote poetry in all three.
Bibliography: Bursalf Mehmed Tahir, ^Othmdnli
mu^ellifleri, iii, 465-6; IA, art. s.v. (Fevziye
Abdullah Tansel).
(F. BABINGER)
NEWROKOP, NEVROKOP, a town in southwestern Bulgaria, in Ottoman times (ca. 1380-1912)
chef-lieu of a kddillk of the sandjak of Siroz (Serres) and
a centre of Islamic life of considerable importance.
Nevrokop is situated in a wide plain (30x10 km)
between the Rhodopes and Pirin Mountains, at an
altitude of 565 m, 20 km to the north of the present
Greco-Bulgarian frontier. The river Mesta (Kara Su),
whose valley constitutes the only traffic artery of any
importance, passes the town a few kilometres to the
east.
Nevrokop is the indirect successor of the ancient
town of Nicopolis ad Mestum, whose ruins are
situated 9 km to the east of the town, opposite the
river. The Notitiae Episcopatuum mention this town as
the seat of an archbishopric until the llth century.
Near the present town of Nevrokop, the ruins of a 9th10th century castle and a settlement have been found,
which are the more direct forerunner of the present
town. The district in which Nevrokop is situated must
have been conquered by the Ottomans between 1374
and 1383 (capture of the nearby key-fortresses of
Drama and Serres; see SIROZ). With the capture of the
Nevrokop valley and that of Razlog more to the northwest, connection could be made with the Thracian
plain around Filibe (Plovdiv), by following the upper
course of the Mesta and then across a low pass to the
valley of Cepino, which is in direct communication
with Thrace, which was in Ottoman hands since the
late 1360s. The town is first mentioned with its present name in the Ottoman Tahrir defter Mai. no. 525
from 1445, in which it is described as a large Christian
village numbering 137 households. With ca. 600
inhabitants, it was by far and wide the largest settlement in the area. After this date, Nevrokop was to
develop rapidly and in a century changed into a
predominantly Muslim town. The Tahrir T.D. 3 from
1453-4 has Nevrokop with 265 Christian and twelve
Muslim households, or roughly 1250 inhabitants.
Great changes occured in the interval 1454-1517,
when Muslim civilians came to settle in the town, and
Yiiriiks from Anatolia by way of the Aegean plains
settled in or next to many formerly entirely Christian
Bulgarian villages. The Tahrir T.D. 70, of which the
actual census was taken in 1517, mentions Nevrokop
as a town, containing 167 Muslim households and 319
households of Christians, or ca. 2070 inhabitants. The
settlement, which in 1454 was only 4% Muslim now
had 34% Muslims. Further rapid expansion is shown
by the register T.D. 167 from 1529. By then the
Muslims had gone up to 281 households and the
Christians to 385. This gives a town of almost 4000
inhabitants, of which 42% was Muslim. The Tahrir of
1569/79 (KuK 194, Ankara) shows a different pattern. In the 40 years after 1529, the positions are
reversed. The Muslims had grown slowly, to 318
households whilst the Christians had declined sharply,
to 186 households. In the interval, some Islamisation
of the local population must have taken place. The
1569-70 register shows that 14% of the Muslim
households were of convert origin. This suggest that
besides conversion, immigration must have played an
important role. The outcome of these movements was
that the population of the town was now composed of
63% Muslims. The number of mahalles also show the
reversal of the pattern: in 1529 5 Muslim mahalles and
13 Christian mahalles, in 1569 13 Muslim mahalles and
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6 of Christians. The transformation of Nevrokop from
a Christian village into a predominantly Muslim town
was stimulated by the erection of a monumental
domed mosque and a school by Mehmed Bey, son of
the Beylerbey of Rumeli, Dayf Karac'a Pasha. The latter died in 1456 before Belgrade. His son Mehmed
must have erected his buildings in Nevrokop in the
1480s or 1490s, to which the stylistic features point.
Shortly before his death in 1512, the favourite of
Sultan BayezTd II, Kodja Mustafa Pasha, founded
another important mosque in Nevrokop, as well as a
school and a hammdm. The 1529 Tahrir mentions both
buildings, as well as the fact that their founders were
dead (merhum), and adds a mesdjid of Dawudlf. The
register also mentions that Mehmed Bey had constructed a bridge over the Kara Su and had allotted
the yearly rent of 10 watermills in Nevrokop and
Drama, 50 shops and rooms in Selanik and some
important urban property in Filibe, totalling 57,000
akces, for the upkeep of his foundations. The buildings
of Kodja Mustafa Pasha in Nevrokop were financed
by his enormous ewkdf in many places in Rumeli.
These included also five villages in the kadd* of
Nevrokop. An order in the Muhimme defter 6 from
Shewwal 972/May 1565 discusses the problems of
erecting a mosque and a musalld on orders of Sultan
Siileyman for the memory of his son Shehzade
Mehmed . The Tahrir of 1569-70 gives other information on the growing importance of Nevrokop as an
Islamic centre. In that year there were three Friday
mosques and seven mesdiids. The register mentions 12
imams in the town and 14 muezzins besides four
school teachers and a large number of craftsman, both
Muslim and Christian (hatters, tanners, shoemakers,
soapmakers, carpenters, blacksmiths, quiltmakers,
goldsmiths).
In the villages of the kadd* of Nevrokop a similar
process of slow Islamisation can be observed. According to the 1445 Tahrir, the entire district numbered
not a single Muslim. An isolated few are mentioned
in 1453-4, but by 1529, 13% of the rural population
was Muslim and some 28% in 1569-70. This process
had the same two aspects as in the town: settlement of
a substantial number of Turkish (Yuriik) settlers after
1517, secondly a creeping process of Islamisation of a
part of the rural, Bulgarian-speaking population. By
1900 the entire kadd* of Nevrokop, with 123 villages,
numbered 12,500 Turkish-speaking Muslims, 26,960
Bulgarian-speaking Muslims (Pomaks) and 35,310
Bulgarian Christians, the latter including some
Greek-orientated Vlachs. These numbers show that
Islam in the western Rhodope resulted from a slow
process of colonisation and an even slower process of
Islamisation, instead of being the result of one violent,
government-ordered, campaign of mass Islamisation,
which is supposed to have taken place in the second
half of the llth/17th century under the Kopriilu
administration. This last-mentioned viewpoint is
usually taken in the Bulgarian historiography.
A 16th century list of bishoprics belonging to the
Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Constantinople mentions a "see of Nikopolis, that is Nevrokop", but
names of bishops of Nevrokop are only known since
1622.
In the 17th century the expansion of the town must
have slowed down. Katib Celebi mentions Nevrokop
as the seat of a kdfflik and noted the presence of rich
iron mines near the town. The official list of kd(liltks
of 1078/1667-8 has Nevrokop in the fourth rank of the
twelve ranks of kdaTliks of Rumeli, which illustrates its
importance. The most detailed description of
Ottoman Nevrokop is given in vol. viii of the Seydhat-

ndme of Ewliya Celebi, although the town appears
under the wrong name of Vetrine (modern Neon
Petritsi in Greece), which is historically and geographically impossible, since it never was a kadd* centre. Ewliya called the town large and fine, with many
mosques, dervish tekkes, khans, hammdms, schools and
very beautiful houses and the seat of an elaborate provincial administration. In the 18th century, the town
must have grown slowly. In 1847 the traveller
Viquesnel saw a thousand houses (in 1569, 500),
inhabited by Turks and a few Greeks and Bulgarians.
He saw 12 minarets and a fairly large bazaar with
many khans and coffee shops. In 1809-11 the Christian
community of Nevrokop had constructed the small
church of the Archangels Michael and Gabriel. In
1833-41 they built the large and monumental church
of the Holy Virgin, expression of the changed conditions under the Tanzimdt. In the 1820s, the last great
domed mosque of the town was built, of which only
old photographs remain. The Sdlndme of the wildyet of
Selanik of 1324/1906-7 mentions that the town had 20
mahalles with 1,432 houses, 598 shops, 12 Friday mosques, four mesdiids, two churches and no less than
eight tekkes, pointing to a well-developed Islamic life.
Besides this, there were seven schools for Muslims
and two for Christians. A Greek source from 1908
mentions that the town had 5,900 inhabitants: 3,865
Turks, 490 Muslim Gipsies, 595 Christians belonging
to the Greek Orthodox church and 900 Christians
belonging to the Bulgarian Exarchate. The same
source mentions that the population of the kadd* of
Nevrokop was in majority Muslim, sc. 51,000 of the
83,000 inhabitants ( = 61%). The Sdlndme of
1303/1885-6) gives slightly lower numbers but has the
same percentage of Muslims. The statistics of
Verkovic and Kancev give 55% and 53% respectively, with slightly varying numbers.
The Bulgarian conquest of 1912, during the Balkan
Wars, led to a mass exodus of the Muslim population
of the town and, to a lesser extent, of the villages.
Their place was immediately taken by Bulgarian
refugees from the kadd*s of Drama and Serres, which
had been conquered by the Greek army and were to
remain part of the enlarged Greek state. The
Bulgarian census of 1926 shows these changes clearly.
By then the town numbered 1,057 Muslim
inhabitants, but the number of Bulgarians stood as
high as 5,882. The 1934 census show that the new
trend continued: 824 Muslim and 7,726 Christian
inhabitants. After 1912 the mosques, tekkes and hammdms disappeared one after the other. The oldest
mosque of the town, that of Mehmed Bey ben Karac'a
Pasha, was the last to be given up. It still stands as a
ruin (1990). Apart from a few Muslim Gypsy
families, Islam has disappeared from Nevrokop,
which after 1912 was rebuilt in a new fashion. In the
late 1960s, culminating in the events of 1973, the
Pomak population of the mountain villages of the
Nevrokop district was put under heavy pressure when
the Communist government tried to "lead them back
into the Bulgarian nation" with help of the army units
using poison gas. After the opposition had been
broken, large sections of the Pomaks were deported to
northern Bulgaria, given other names and scattered
among purely Christian Bulgarian villages. After the
end of Communist rule, many returned to their native
homes, reverting to their simple Islamic community
life. After their ordeal, they decided to identify completely with Turkish Islam, learning to speak Turkish
instead of Bulgarian and identifying themselves as
descendants of the Bulgarised Pec"eneg and Kuman
settlers in the Rhodope to which the 12th-13th century
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Byzantine sources refer. This process is now in full
swing. The restoration of Islamic life to the Nevrokop
villages has been seen in the large-scale rebuilding
during 1991-2 of the mosques of the district destroyed
in the assimilation campaign of 1985.
Nevrokop, which in 1978 rose to 17,805
inhabitants, saw its name changed to Goce Delcev (in
1950). Ottoman Nevrokop was the native town of
some Ottoman men of letters. Among them is the very
learned poet Racna Mustafa Efendi, a Nakshbendl
dervish and for long in the service of Muhammad c All
of Egypt. He died in 1248/1832-3 in his native
Nevrokop. It was very probably this man who constructed the last domed mosque in the town, showing
close similarity with the buildings of Muhammed cAH
in Kavalla (erected 1818-1821). Of more importance
is Ziihri Ahmed Efendi, the founder of the Zuhriyye
branch of the Khalwetiyye order. Ziihri Efendi died in
Selanik/Thessaloniki in 1165/1751-2 and was buried
in the tekke which he had himself founded in that city.
Bibliography: M. Sokoloski, Nevrokop i Nevrokopsko vo XV i XVI vek, in Prilozi, Mak. Ahad. Naukite i
Umetnost, ii, Skopje 1975, 5-31; Ewliya Celebi,
Seydhat-ndme, viii, 761-2 (1928 ed.); A. Stojanovski,
La population dans les villes Macedoniennes aux XVe et
XVIe siecles, in Les Macedoniens dans le passe, Skopje
1970, 119-34; Str. Dimitrov, Demografski otnosenija i
pronikvane na Isljama v zapadnite Rodopi i dolmata na
Mesta prez XV-XVH v., in Rodopski Sbornik, i, Sofia
1965, 63-114 (argues for a slow process of Islamisation instead of violent mass conversion); Cvetana
Dremsizova-Nelcinova, Arheologiceski pametnitsi
Blagoevgradski
Okrag, Sofia
1987; Kancev,
Makedonija, etnografija i statistika, Sofia 1900; B.
Laourdas, / Metropolis Neurokopiou 1900-1907,
Thessaloniki 1961; A. Viquesnel, Voyage dans la Turquied'Europe, Paris 1868 (travelled in 1847-8); Ze£o
Cankov, Geografski recnik na Balgarija, Sofia 1900.
There is no satisfying local history of Nevrokop.
The Ottoman sources noted in the text are
unpublished.
(M. KIEL)
NEWSHEHIR, modern Turkish Nevsehir, a
town of central Anatolia in the Cappadocia of
classical antiquity. It lies 60 km/40 miles to the west
of Kayseri [see KAYSARIYYA] and 13 km/9 miles south
of the Kizil Irmak river [q. v. ] at an altitude of approx.
1,180 m/3,600 feet (lat. 38° 38' N., long. 34° 43'
E.). It is now the chef-lieu of an il or province of the
same name; in 1970 the town had a population of
57,556 and the il one of 231,873.
The Newshehir region was in the 6th to 9th centuries AD known for its monastic caves, and became
a frontier region during the Arab invasions. The
inhabitants protected themselves by digging
underground refuges into the soft tuff; these consisted
of several floors, with tables and benches, water supply and cooking hearths. Often special arrangements
prevented the smoke from escaping in times of
danger, and thus betraying the hiding place. Most of
these "underground cities" were discovered only in
the 1950s, and little is known about them from written
sources. The largest such shelters are located in
Kaymakh and Derinkuyu (Melegiibii in 10th/16th
century Ottoman sources), within the modern province of Nevsehir.
Until the Grand Vizierate of Ibrahim Pasha
Newshehirli (killed in 1143/1730 [q.v.]), the settlement called Nevsehir today was known as the village
of Mushkara, located in the judicial district (kadd) of
Urgiib. The latter kaold was sometimes included in the
sandjak of Nigde and at other times in that of Kayseri.
Ibrahim Pasha, who was born in Mushkara, elevated
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it to the status of a town and renamed it Newshehir.
He established a foundation, consisting of a mosque,
library, medrese, and cimdret, and associated with it
were shops and an official residence for the foundation
administrator. Ibrahim Pasha also had the small
Saldjuk fortress on the hilltop overlooking the settlement restored. The foundation inscriptions were composed by the major Istanbul poets of the time, among
whom Ibrahim Pasha organised a competition
explicitly for this purpose. Seyyid Wehbl's, Nedim's
and c Asfm's inscriptions have been published (by
Ahmed RefTk, 1340/1921-22). These texts emphasise
that the Grand Vizier owed everything to his master
the Sultan (Ahmed III [q.v.]), but also glorify the
founder: one of them even contains his elaborate curriculum vitae.
Among the architects of the kulliyye, we know a
Sargis Khalfa, who supervised the construction process. Ibrahim Pasha also involved the Chief Architect
Mehmed Agha, ordering him to send some of his
junior colleagues to visit the Mustafa Pasha mosque
in Gebze and other important vizierial mosques of
western Anatolia. The architects were enjoined to
study the aesthetic appearance of the buildings and
also construction details, bringing back drawings for
the Grand Vizier's inspection. The latter apparently
reserved for himself the ultimate decision, and, taking
an eclectic approach, consciously modelled his foundation on the buildings put up by 10th/16th century
Grand Viziers.
As 12th/18th century Anatolia was only sparsely
inhabited, many of the measures designed to further
Newshehir were to the detriment of nearby Urgiib.
The seat of the district kddi was moved from Urgiib to
Newshehir, and so was the market; in spite of the
distances involved, Urgiib residents were ordered to
henceforth conduct their business in Newshehir.
Wealthy people recently settled in Kayseri were
ordered to move to Newshehir, and to ensure a stable
urban population, well-to-do residents of the new
town were forbidden to move their families to Istanbul; 800 families of central Anatolian nomads were
also to settle in Newshehir. Scrub land was assigned
to the townsmen which they could convert into
gardens and vineyards, and they were also granted the
land of certain abandoned villages for farming and
pasture. In the early 12th/18th century, the urban
population must have been a few thousands.
In the 13th/19th century, Newshehir was a small
town in the sandjak of Nigde, in majority inhabited by
Muslims, but with an active community of Turcophone Orthodox Christians. Out of 17,660
townsmen in 1316-17/1899, 10,972 were Muslims
and 6,080 Orthodox. Grape cultivation and winemaking constituted one of the region's principal
economic activities. The exchange of populations
which followed the war between Greece and Turkey
(1923) resulted in a decline of the vineyards, as the
new settlers from Thrace were not familiar with
viticulture. However as natural conditions (low rainfall, frosts in spring and fall) limited agricultural
options, raisin and wine production soon resumed.
Down to the present day, the Newshehir district has
remained an agricultural region. In 1978, 78.6% of
the economically-active population was employed in
agriculture (1965: 86.2%, 1955: 87.6%). The productivity of many agricultural enterprises is low, due
to limited investment in erosion control, irrigation
and seed selection. The employment of tractors and
the cultivation of sugar beet and potatoes on irrigated
land have, however, become sufficiently widespread
to push down the demand for family labour. This
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Mosque of Mehmed Bey ibn Karao^a Pa^ha, ca. 1490. Only surviving Ottoman building in Nevrokop
(Photo: Arch. Julii Farkov, 1992)
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decrease particularly affects women; while in 1965,
46% of the labour force consisted of women, by 1975
this percentage had dropped to 41%. Since opportunities in manufacturing (cotton textiles, wineproduction, food processing) are also limited, outmigration is widespread. In spite of a high birthrate,
the district's population has recently declined.
From the 1960s onwards, tourism has become a
significant source of gain, as both Turkish holidaymakers and foreign tourists have visited the cave churches of Goreme, the "underground cities" of
Derinkuyu and Kaymakli and the extraordinary tuff
formations of this volcanic landscape. In 1982, the
district recorded 50,000 Turkish and 82,000 foreign
visitors, who have given a boost to retail trade,
transportation and the manufacture of objets d'art from
locally available agate. However, to date this injection
of capital has had only a limited impact upon the
region, as the owners usually prefer to invest in other
parts of the country.
In the cultural life of the region, the former main
lodge (zdwiye) of the Bektashi order of dervishes once
again has a role to play. The complex (located in the
town of Hacibekta§, i7 of Nev§ehir) contains the
mausolea of Hadjdji Bektash and Balim Sultan, constructed in the 9th/15th and 10th/16th centuries, as
well as a meeting room and an elaborate domed kitchen. In the latter there is a large kettle, which an
inscription identifies as a Janissary gift. A silver door
was donated by an llth/17th century governor of
Kirshehir [q.v.]. After the abolition of all dervish
orders in 1925, the complex was allowed to
deteriorate; but once a museum had been established,
largely through community efforts, the building was
restored and local residents voluntarily returned
many former possessions of the lodge. Now the town
of Hacibekta§ hosts an annual cultural festival. It is
attended by a large number of Alevi families, who
combine a visit to the shrine with attendance at concerts and recitals of a more secular nature.
Bibliography: Ahmed RefTk, Ddmdd Ibrahim
Pasha zamamnda Urgub we Newshehir, in TTEM,
xiv/3 (no. 80) (1340/1921-2), 156-85; Remzi
Curses, Hacibektas rehberi, Istanbul n.d. [ca. 1970];
S. Kostof, Caves of God: the monastic environment of
Byzantine Cappadocia, Cambridge, Mass. 1972; art.
Nevsehir, in Yurt Ansiklopedisi, Turkiye II: dunii,
bugunu, yanm, Istanbul 1982-3; R. Jennings, The
population, society and economy of the region ofErciyes dagi
in the 16th century, in Contributions a I'histoire economique et sociale de I'Empire ottoman, ed. J.L. BacqueGrammont and P. Dumont, Istanbul-Paris 1983,
149-250.
(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
NICOBARS, the name of a group of n i n e t e e n
islands in the Indian Ocean, to the south of the Bay
of Bengal and lying between lats. 6° 40' and 9° 20'
N.; the largest southernmost of them, Great Nicobar,
is 190 km/120 miles to the northwest of the northern
tip of Sumatra. Their area is 1,953 km2/627 sq. miles.
The Arabic geographers place them at 15 days'
voyage from Sarandib ( = Ceylon ) and 6 days' voyage
from Kalah [q.v.] ( = probably in the Malacca peninsula or, less probably, at Kedah).
The Nicobar Islands appear in Arabic travel and
geographical literature as early as the Akhbdr al-Sin wa
'l-Hind (237/851), ed. and tr. J. Sauvaget, Relation de
la Chine et de ITnde, Paris 1948, § 7, text and tr. 5,
comm. 38-9 (Landjabdlus, linked here with Andaman,
i.e. the Andaman Islands to the north, whose
inhabitants are described as dark-skinned and cannibals); Ibn Khurradadhbih, 66 (Alankabdlus); alMascudl, Murudi al-dhahab, i, 338-9 = § 372 (Landiab ilus); Buzurg b. Shahriyar, K. ^Adja^ib al-Hind

(first half of the 4th/10th century), tr. G.S.P.
Freeman-Grenville. The book of the wonders of India,
London 1981, § 81, pp. 74-5 (Ladjbdlus). The forms
LankabdluslLandjabdlus, etc., became the standard
renderings for the Islands, appearing e.g. some two
centuries later in al-Idrisi's text and on his map, with
the distances mentioned above for the Nicobars'
distance from Ceylon and the Malay peninsula (tr. S.
Maqbul Ahmad, India and the neighbouring territories in
the Kitab Nuzhat al-mushtaq ...,§§ 42-5, 48, tr. 32-3,
34, comm. 117-18). As characteristics of the islands'
people are mentioned their unintelligible language (in
fact, the Nicobarese languages are of the AustroAsiatic family, either a branch of the Mon-Khmer
group or a separate branch, in any case
demonstrating older ethnic connections with SouthEast Asia and Indonesia); their white skins and
nakedness; their hospitableness; and their trading of
ambergris and coconuts for iron by means of dumb
barter with the voyagers who called there en route
from Ceylon to China; their diet of coconuts, freshlycaught fish, bananas, etc. (see the above references,
plus Hudud al-^dlam, tr. Minorsky, § 4.10, p. 57,
comm. 188; Minorsky, Sharaf al-Zamdn b. Tdhir Marvazion China, the Turks and India, London 1942, ch. xv,
§ 10, tr. 57-8, comm. 158-9).
Various explanations have been proffered for the
name of the islands. Sauvaget, op. cit., comm. 38,
cited a Chinese phrase lang-p^o-lu-seu, denoting
western Sumatra, as the original of the Arabic form,
though this seems less likely. Minorsky cited an etymology from lankd "island" + Bdlus = Baros on the
southwestern coast of Sumatra, cf. Hudud al-^dlam,
§ 4.8, p. 57, comm. 187, but as more probable alNankabdr or Nakavvar> Nicobar "the naked" (Sharaf
al-Zamdn Tdhir Marvazi, comm. 158-9). Certainly, on
the Catalan Map of 1375 we have the Insulae Nudorum.
Marco Polo briefly mentions the island which he
calls Necuvaran as being about 150 miles north of
Sumatra (Sir Henry Yule, The Book of Ser Marco Polo
the Venetian, London 1871, ii, 248-50), but there is
much more detail on the island of Nicoveran in the
account of the voyages of Friar Odoric of Pordenone
(1316-30), who travelled from the Coromandel coast
to Sumatra en route for China (Yule and H. Cordier,
Cathay and the way thither, Cambridge 1915, ii, 248-50,
describing the inhabitants as having dogs' faces
(Cinocofuli), a detail more often attached to the
Andaman islanders).
In more recent times, the Nicobars were probably
visited by Portuguese missionaries, but in 1756 Denmark took them over as a colony affiliated to their
trading factory at Tranquebar on the Coromandel
coast. In 1848 the Danes formally relinquished
sovereignty, and in 1869 Britain took formal possession of them. After an occupation by the Japanese
1942-5, the Nicobars passed in 1947 to India and are
now part of the Union Territory of the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands, with the seat of the LieutenantGovernor at Port Blair in the Andamans. The population of the Nicobars (1961 census) is 14,563.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): E. Balfour, The cyclopaedia of India and of
eastern and southern Asia, commercial, industrial and
scientific*, London 1885, ii, 1094; Imperial gazetteer of
India2, xix, 59-84; E.H. Man, The Nicobar Islands
and their people, London 1933.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
NIFFAR, NUFFAR, a ruined site, ancient Nippur, in southern c lrak, situated in lat. 32°7' N. and
long. 45° 10' E., now in the liwd or province of alKadisiyya; close by lies the Khor al-cAfak.
The site is very extensive. Rising 20 m above the
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plain, it has proved to be one of the earliest cities to
have developed in the region. Even before neighbouring Uruk and Akkad became political centres in the
last centuries of the third millennium Nippur seems to
have been a religious centre for the independent communities, no doubt because, according to the
Sumerian version of the Flood Story, man was first
created at Nippur. So it was here that Ur-Nammu,
king of Ur built the temple for Enlil, the god of
storms, with its great ziggurat. The associated library
is one of the richest sources for Sumerian literature
even though so many of the original documents have
been lost; much of what remains was preserved
accidentally since the clay documents were used as fill
for the walls of later houses. A beautifully decorated
chlorite vessel with a cat-like figure in conflict with a
snake has been described as a representation of
Inanna (Ishtar). When Layard visited the site in 1854
he was overcome by its appearance, and from 18891900 an American excavation under the supervision
of J.P. Peters (University of Pennsylvania) carried out
the first thorough study of the site. More recent
excavations have been conducted by McGown
(University of Chicago). It was being built on up to
the Parthian period. But what Peters described as
"Parthian columns" still standing when he was at the
site had disappeared by 1948 when the Chicago team
were there. The site is particularly suited to new
historical assessments, as evidenced by the work of
Stone, who integrates linguistic, archaeological and
anthropological material in her study. In an unusual
Akkadian satirical poem a poor man from Nippur,
who has been oppressed by the mayor of his town, is
able by his guile to humiliate his oppressor; this may
well reflect the attitude of contemporary society to the
place, for Nippur is often mentioned in lists of places
that are excused the taxation burdens imposed on
other towns.
Nippur was also an inhabited place in Muslim
times; for example, we find it mentioned in 38 7659 on
the occasion of a rising against the caliph CA1T (alTabari, i, 3423, 3424) as well as during the KharidjT
troubles (op. cit., ii, 929, 7); cf. also Yakut, iv, 275,
798, and Ibn al-Faklh, 210. In the later Middle Ages
we find Niffar mentioned as a N e s t o r i a n b i s h o p r i c
in the chronicles of the Patriarchs (Akhbdr Fatdrika kursi
al-Mashrik, ed. Gismondi, Rome 1897-9), of c Amr b.
Matta (83, 95,) and of Man b. Sulayman, in the
period 900-1058 A.D. (cf. also Sachau, in Abh. Pr. Ak.
W. [1909], no. 1, p. 31). When the town was abandoned by its inhabitants and became completely
desolate we do not know. It was probably the result of
one of the Turco-Mongol invasions, that under
Hulegii or that under TTmur, which dealt their deathblow to so many flourishing places in Mesopotamia.
According to the cuneiform inscriptions, Nippur
must have in ancient times lain on the Euphrates itself
or at least in its immediate vicinity (cf. e.g. OLZ, xx,
142, n. 1); this fact forces us to the assumption that
this river in the Babylonian period must have taken a
much more easterly course below Babylon than in the
middle ages and present day. The inner city is divided
into two parts by a canal now dry but once navigable,
which the natives call Shatt al-Nll. This was an important watercourse which, according to Hilprecht, was
in many places at one time 20-25 feet deep and 150190 feet broad and which the modern inhabitants
rightly describe not as a mere nahr (stream, canal) but
as shaft (river).
According to the mediaeval Arab geographers,
Nahr al-Nll was the name of one of the canals leading
off from the Euphrates to the Tigris. It still survives
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in its entirety; as in the Middle Ages, it starts from
Babylon and flows a little above lat. 32°30' N. in an
almost straight line eastwards. The geographer
Suhrab or Ibn Sarabiyun [^.z>.], writing in the
4th/10th century, observes that this canal bears the
name Nahr al-Nll only after passing the town of al-Nll
(the modern ruins Nlliyye). At the present day, it is
called only Shatt al-Nll throughout its course. Somewhat east of Niliyye a side-canal, now dry, branches
off to the south for which, not only in its lower part
where it flows by the ruins of Niffar but along its
whole extent, the name Shatt al-Nll, the same as that
of the main canal, was and is usual. Yakut, however,
says (iv, 77, 798) that Niffar lay not on the Nahr alNfl but on the bank of the Nahr al-Nars, a canal dug,
it is said, by the Sasanid king Narse b. Bahram (293303 A.D.) which leaves the Euphrates at al-Hilla a little
below the Nahr al-Nll and turns southeastward. It was
presumably connected by a branch with the southern
small canal of the same name which branches off from
the Nahr al-Nll, so that the occurrence of the two
names Nahr al-Nll and Nahr al-Nars for the river in
Niffar is explained. It should be noted also that the
nomenclature of the Babylonian canals changed
several times already in the Middle Ages. On the
Nahr al-Nfl or Shatt al-Nll and Nahr al-Nars, see
W.K. Loftus, Travels and researches in Chaldaea and
Susiana, London 1857, 238; G. Le Strange, \nJRAS
(1895), 256, 260-1, and idem, The lands of the eastern
caliphate, Cambridge 1905, 72-4; Streck, Babylonien
nach den arab. Geographen, i, Leiden 1900, 30-1; Herzfeld, in Sarre-Herzfeld, Archdolog. Reise im Euphrat- und
Tigrisgebiet, i, Berlin 1911, 134-5; Hashim al-Sacdi,
Djughrdfyyat al-^Irdk al-haditha2, Baghdad 1927, 34, 35.
Bibliography: J.P. Peters, Nippur, or explorations
and adventures on the Euphrates, New York 1897; H.V.
Hilprecht, Die Ausgrabungen der Universitdt von Pennsylvania in Bel Tempel zu Nippur, Leipzig 1903; D.E.
McGown and R.C. Haines, Nippur I. Temple of
Enlil, scribal quarter and soundings, II. The north temple
and sounding E. Chicago 1967-78; Elizabeth C.
Stone, Nippur neighborhoods, Chicago 1987.
(M. STRECK-[M.E.J. RICHARDSON])
AL-NIFFARI, MUHAMMAD B. CABD AL-DJABBAR.
Sufi" m y s t i c , whom the principal Sufi biographers fail
to mention, and who flourished in the 4th/10th century, and, according to HadjdjT Khalifa, died in the
year 354/965, but more probably in ca. 366/976-7.
His nisba refers to the town of Niffar [q. v. ] in c lrak,
and one ms. of his works asserts that it was during his
residence at Niffar and Nil that he committed his
thoughts to writing. Al-Niffan's literary reliquiae consist of two books, the Mawdkifand the Mukhdtabdt (ed.
AJ. Arberry, London 1935), together with a number
of fragments. It is improbable that Niffan himself was
responsible for the editing of his writings; according to
his principal commentator, cAfif al-Dfn al-Tilimsam
(d. 690/1291), either his son or his grandson collected
his scattered writings and published them according to
his own ordering. The Mawdkif consists of 77 sections
of varying length, made up for the most part of brief
apothegms touching on the main aspects of $ufi
teaching, and purporting to be inspired and dictated
by God; the Mukhdtabdt is similar in content, and is
divided into 56 sections. Al-Niffan's most
characteristic contribution to mysticism is his doctrine
of wakfa. This term, which would appear to be used
by him in a peculiarly technical sense, implies a condition in the mystic which is accompanied by direct
divine audition, and perhaps even automatic script.
Mawkifis the name given to the state of the mystic in
which wakfa is classed higher than macrifa, and ma^rifa
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is above Cz7m. The wdkif is nearer to God than any
other thing, and almost transcends the condition of
bashariyya, being alone separated from all limitation.
Al-Niffari definitely maintains the possibility of seeing
God in this world; for he says that vision (ru^ya) in this
world is a preparation for vision in the world to come.
In several places, al-Niffari distinctly touches on the
theory of the Mahdl [q.v.], and indeed appears to
identify himself with the Mahdl, if these passages are
genuine; and this claim is seemingly in the mind of alZabidi, when he describes al-Niffari as sahib al-da^dwd
wa 'l-daldl. Al-Tilimsani, however, interprets these
passages in an esoteric and highly mystical sense; and
it does not accord with the general character of the
author that he should make for himself such
extravagant claims. Al-Niffari shows himself in his
writings to be a fearless and original thinker. While
undoubtedly influenced by his great predecessor alHalladj [q. v. ], he acknowledges no obligations and has
a thorough conviction of the reality of his own
mission.
Bibliography: D.S. Margoliouth, Early development of Muhammedanism, 186-98; R.A. Nicholson,
The mystics of Islam, passim; Arberry, The Mawdqif of
al-Niffari, in JRAS (1930), 404-6; P. Nwyia, Trois
aeuvres inedits de mystiques musulmans: Saqiq al-Bal^i,
Ibn 'Ata*, Niffan, Beirut 1973; A. Schimmel,
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(AJ. ARBERRY)
NIFTAWAYH, ABU C ABD ALLAH IBRAHIM b.
MUHAMMAD b. c Arafa b. Sulayman b. al-Mughlra b.
al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra al-cAtakI al-Azdi, gramm a r i a n , l e x i c o g r a p h e r , akhbdri, leading expert in
poetry, Kur3anic readings and well-authenticated
muhaddith, who owed his nickname, derived from the
term nil aft (naphtha) to his dark complexion; this
name is formed according to the same pattern as that
of Slbawayh, whom he admired, whose grammatical
methods he followed and on whose Kitdb he composed
a commentary. Born at Wasit in 244/858, he lived and
studied in Baghdad where he died on 12 Rabi* I
323/20 February 935.
He studied grammar and lugha with the eminent
scholars al-Mubarrad (d. 285/898), Thaclab (d.
291/904) and Muhammad b. al-I^ahm (d. 277/891).
Among his masters in hadith, his biographers mention
numerous traditionists including Ishak b. Wahb b.
Ziyad al-cAllaf (d. after 255/869 according to Ibn
Hadjar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, i, 259) and c Abbas b.
Muhammad b. Wakid al-Duri (d. 271/885). He
studied the Kur D an with, in particular, Ibn al-Djahm
and Shucayb b. Ayyub al-$arlfinl (d. 261/875), collected akhbdr, took an interest in fikh and in history
and learned by heart a considerable quantity of
poems, including the entire diwdns of Djarir, of alFarazdak and of Dhu '1-Rumma. He himself composed some short pieces, mostly in the ghazal genre of
amorous poetry, numerous fragments of which have
been preserved by Yakut (<Udabd\ i, 257-71) and alc
Amili (A<ydn, ii, 222-3).
His erudition and his reputation as an upright and
rigorous scholar were recognised during his lifetime,
and attracted to him a number of pupils, notably
including the fakih and adib al-Nahrawanl (d.
390/1000), the muhaddith Ibn Shadhan (d. 383/993),
the biographer and adib al-Marzubani (d. 384/994),
the grammarian Ibn Khalawayh (d. 370/980), the lexicographer al-Azharl (d. 370/980), the exegete alNahhas (d. 338/950), the lughawi Abu '1-Hasan alc
Askari (d. 382/993), al-Mascudi (d. 345/956), Abu '1-

Faradj al-Isbahani (d. 356/967) and the philologist
Abu CA1I al-Kall (d. 356/967). The last-named is
noted for having cited in his Amdli(ed. Dar al-Kutub
n.d., i, 23, 30, 47 ff., ii, 83, 110, 191, 199 ff.), hundreds of verses which he had read in Niftawayh's
presence or had heard recited, with critical comments,
by him.
Of the various titles given him by his biographers,
it is that of nahwt which is most prominent. The
majority of them, with the exception of al-Zubaydi
(Tabakdt, 154), credited him, besides his mastery of
the linguistic sciences and his integrity in the
transmission of hadiths and in readings of the Kur5an,
with an outstanding grammatical ability which earned
him admission to the prestigious tabaka which included
among other grammarians of renown Ibn Kaysan (d.
299/911), al-Zadjdjadj (d. 311/923) and Abu Bakr alAnbari (d. 328/940) (see al-Azhari, Tahdhib, i, 28; alSuyuti, Muzhir, Cairo n.d., iii, 455). Furthermore,
they stress that he was neither Basran nor Kufan, but
rather an eclectic who blended the two schools (khalata
al-madhhabayn: Fihrist, 121). On the other hand,
opinions differed regarding the school of fikh to which
he belonged. Ibn Hadjar (Lisdn, i, 109) and al-cAmilI
(A^-ydn, ii, 220) classed him among the Sh^Ts. AlFarghani (d. 398/1007), quoted by Yakut (i, 270),
relates that he adopted the point of view of the Hanballs who maintain that the noun is the thing named
(al-ism huwa al-musammd). For others, more numerous,
he was a zdhiri partisan of the Dawudiyya and was
regarded as a master of it (ra^asafi-hi; al-Safadl, Waft,
vi, 130; Ibn Hadjar, loc. cit.).
It is highly probable that Niftawayh was, in fikh as
in nahw, an eclectic who stood aside from partisan
controversies. His close friendship with the eminent
Zahirl jurist Ibn Dawud (d. 294/907) does not
necessarily signify that he was exclusively Zahiri, nor
does the fact that the HanbalT al-Barbahari (d.
329/941) recited the funeral prayers at his burial
indicate that he was a master of Hanbalism. Regarding other questions, this versatility of mind was
superseded by fixed and frankly polemical opinions.
Thus he categorically rejected the principle of derivation (ishtikdk) among the Arabs and accused one of its
proponents, the illustrious Ibn Durayd (d. 321/933),
of having composed his dictionary (al-Djamhara) by
altering (ghayyara) the Kitab al-^Ayn of al-Khalfl (d.
175/791). Regarding the origin of the language, he
declared that Arabic was a natural (tabftyya = tawkifiyya), not a conventional (taclimiyya = istildhiyya)
language, and he refuted the Muctazill notion according to which the Kur5an is created.
Ibn al-Nadlm (Fihrist, 121) lists fourteen of his
works: 1. K. al-Ta^rikh', 2. K. al-Iktisdrdt', 3. K. Ghanb
al-Kur^dn (a very large book, according to alBaghdadl, Ta>nkh, vi, 159); 4. K. al-Mukni< fi 7nahw\ 5. K. al-Istithnd* wa'l-shurut fi 'l-kird^dt (var.
Waft, vi, 132, ...wa 'l-shartfi 'l-Kur'dn; al-Kifti, Inbdh,
i, 215: al-Isttfd^fi 'l-s_hurut); 6. K. al-Kawdft; 7. K. alRadd <ald man kdla bi-khalk al-Kur^dn; 8. K. al-Mulah\ 9.
K. al-Amthdl; 10. K. al-Shahdddt; U.K. al-Masddir, 12.
K. al-Radd cald man za^ama anna 'l-cArab tashtakku 'lkaldm ba'dahu min ba<d; 13. K. al-Radd ca/a 'l-Mufaa'dal
fi naktfih cald 'l-Khalil; 14. Ft anna 'l-cArab tatakallamu
tab"" Id ta<alluman.
Yakut revised the list of the Fihrist and added three
titles to it: K. al-AmtJidlfi 'l-Kur^dn, K. al-Wuzaro? and
K. al-Bdri*. Ibn Khayr (Fahrasa, 372, 376, 407) mentioned three other titles: K. Atraghashsha ( = "to
recover, regain strength", cf. LA, root t-r-gh-sh)fi 'llugha, Mas^alat subhdn and K. al-Amdli. Finally, Ismacil
Pasha (Hadiyya, i, 5) adds a Kastda ft ghanb al-lugha.
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With the exception of the brief survey (8 folios)
Mas^alat subhdn, and a work entitled al-Maksur wa 'lmamdud which is attributed to him but is mentioned in
none of the biographies, all the other works have been
lost. The Mas^ala has been edited by Y. Muh. alSawwas, in RAAD, lxiv/3 (1989), 361-91, on the basis
of the Zahiriyya ms., madjmu^a 79. In it Niftawayh
examines 32 Kur D anic verses containing the words
subhdn or tasbih and comments on them from a
linguistic viewpoint, with the support of numerous
examples drawn from ancient poetry, hadith and
Kur D anic exegesis. As for al-Maksur wa 'l-mamdud, H.
Sh. Farhud believes it to be the work of Niftawayh
ajid as such has published it in Madjallat Kulliyyat alAddb, Djami^at al-Riydd, iv (1973) (cf. U. Haarman, in
Studia Arabica et Islamica, Festschr. for I. **Abbds, Beirut
1981, 169 n. 31).
The majority of the lost works were known, however, either by the title or by the quotations drawn
from them. A.D. al-cUmarf (Niftawayh wa-dawruhfi 7kitdba wa 'l-ta*rikh, in Madjallat Kulliyyat al-Addb,
Baghdad, xv [1972], 71-102) gives a list of the quotations which are to be found in literature, without any
indication of title (cf. F. Sezgin, GAS, viii, 149). Certain of these works feature among the sources for alAmdli of al-KalT, for the Prdb al-Kur^dn of al-Nahhas
(ed. GhazI Zahid, introd., 15, 48), for the K. alMurudi of al-Mascudi (§§ 11, 2889, 3391), for the
Siyar acldm al-nubald* of al-Dhahabi (vi, 69, vii, 55, x,
281, 302 ff.) and for al-Khizdna of cAbd al-Kadir alBaghdadl(ed. C A. Muh. Harun, vi, 458, ix, 146, xiii,
26). Of his numerous recensions, it seems that only
two have survived. In one, he edits the diwdn of
Suhaym cAbd Ban! '1-Hashas (ed. MaymanI, introd.,
7) and in the other, that of al-Samaw-'al (ed. L.
Cheikho, Beirut 1910).
The disappearance of almost all of his literary works
cannot fail to raise questions. For, while it is generally
accepted that the loss of a great many Arabic books is
most often due to the natural or human scourges
which have ravaged the Islamic metropolises, it is
remarkable that all the works of a writer of Niftawayh's versatility should have suffered the same fate.
It may be suspected that the loss of his work is to be
accounted for, to a certain extent, by the eclecticism
of this author in questions offikh, his intransigence in
questions of language (concerning ishtikdk and the
nature of language), his polemics against the
Muctazila or the absence of one or more disciples
dedicated to passing on his teaching.
Furthermore, a point made by Ibn Khayr (Fahrasa,
395-6) may provide a partial explanation of the cause
of this loss. In effect, he states that al-Kall brought
with him from Baghdad to Spain (in 220/942) a large
quantity of the recensions and works of al-Niftawayh,
in addition to those which he had left behind and
which had been taken from him in Kayrawan.
Bibliography (in addition to the works cited in
the text): Mas c udT, Murudj., Arabic index, vi, 85;
Azharl, Tahdhib, Cairo 1964, i, 27-8; Zubaydl,
Tabakat al-nahwiyyin wa 'l-lughawiyyin, Cairo 1954,
J54; Ibn al-Nadlm, Fihrist, Beirut 1978, 121;
Khatlb Baghdad!, Ta\tkh Baghdad, Cairo 1931, vi,
159-62; Ibn Khayr, Fahrasa, Saragossa 1893, 395-6,
398 ff; Kiftl, Inbdh al-ruwdt, Cairo 1950, i, 176-82;
Yakut, Mu^am al-udabd*, Cairo 1936, i, 254-72;
Ibn al-Athlr, Kdmil, Cairo 1953, vi, 250; Ibn
Khallikan, Wafaydt, Cairo 1948, i, 30-1; Dhahabl,
Siyar acldm al-nubald\ Beirut 1986, xv, 75; SafadT,
Wdfi, vi, 129-33; Subkl, Tabakat al-Shdfftyya, Cairo
1965, iii, 64, 269 ff.; Ibn Kathir, Biddya, Beirut
1985, xi, 195; Ibn Taghnbirdl, Nudjum, Cairo
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1932, iii, 250; Ibn Hadjar, Lisdn al-Mizdn,
Haydarabad 1329, i, 109; Suyutl, Bughya, Cairo
1326, 187; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt al-dhahab, Cairo
n.d., ii, 299; G. Flu gel, Gramm. Schulen der Araber,
Leipzig 1862, 213-15; Brockelmann, S I, 184;
IsmacTl Pasha, Jiadiyyat al-^drtftn, Istanbul 1951, i,
5; Muhsin al-cAmilI, A<ydn al-Shi<a, Beirut 1983, ii,
220-3; Zirikll, AHdm, i, 57; Kahhala, Mu^allifin, i,
102; Sezgin, GAS, ii, index, viii, 149-51.
(OMAR BENCHEIKH)
NIGDE, modern Turkish form Nigde, a town of
south-central Anatolia in a fertile trough between
mountainous regions, hence important in earlier
times as a station on the trade route connecting Cilicia
with the interior of Anatolia and with Sinope on the
Black Sea coast. It lies in lat. 37° 58' N. and long. 34°
42' E. at an altitude of 1,250 m/4,100 feet.
The town is first mentioned in the Turkish period;
previously, the chief town of the district was Tyana
(Ar. Tuwana), but it is probable that the striking hill
which commands the important road from Cilicia
across the Taurus to Kaysariyye at its entrance to a
pass over the mountains had a fortified settlement
upon it in the pre-Turkish period. The old placename may be the origin of the modern one, an older
form of which was Nekide (Yakut, iv, 811, Naklda;
Ibn Bib! and others, also in inscriptions down to the
10th/16th century, Naklda; the modern form Nigde is
already found in Hamd Allah Mustawfi, Nuzhat alkulub, 99). In this particular district, some villages
have retained their ancient names (AndavalAndabalis, Melegop-Malakopaia), and considerable
numbers of descendants of the original Christian inhabitants survived until the early 20th century (R.M.
Dawkins, Modern Greek in Asia Minor, Cambridge
1916, 16 ff.).
Nlgde is first mentioned in connection with the partition of Saldjuk territory among the sons of Kflidj
Arslan II (685/1189), when it was allotted as an independent lordship to Arslan Shah (Ibn Bfbi, ed.
Houtsma, in Rec., iv, 11). Nigde had perhaps
previously belonged to the Danishmendids [0.0.], but
Ewliya Celebi, iii, 189, cannot be taken as evidence of
this. Kay Kawus I granted Nigde to the Amlr-i Akhur
Zayn al-Din Bashara (Ibn Blbi, 44), who shortly
before his death built the important mosque of cAlaD
al-Dm here (620/1223). In the 7th/13th century Nigde
was the headquarters (sar-i lashkari) of one of the great
military districts of the Saldjuks. Under Kflidj Arslan
IV, Ibn al-Khatlr Mascud held this office. At first an
ally of the all-powerful Mu c m al-Din Parwane [q.v.],
with whom he killed the sultan in 662/1264, he
endeavoured to remove the young Kay Khusraw III
out of the Parwane's influence and brought him to
Nlgde (674/1276). But the help for which he had appealed to Egypt came too late, and he succumbed to
the Parwane, who was supported by the Mongols (Ibn
Blbi; Weil, Gesch. d. Chalifen, iv, 80-1). He built a well
in Nigde opposite the c Ala D al-Dm mosque
(666/1268). Under the Ilkhans, there ruled in their
name, or in the name of their Anatolian governor
Eretna, Sunkur Agha, who is known only from inscriptions and is, it is remarkable to note, not mentioned by Ibn Battuta, who visited Nigde about 1333
(ii, 286-7, tr. Gibb, ii, 433); he made himself independent after the death of sultan Abu Sacld. He gave the
town a large mosque, on the wall of which facing the
Bezistan is a Persian inscription, in which he grants
Christian foreigners exemption from djizya and kharddj,
(736/1335). The Saldjuk princess Khudawand
Khatun, buried in 732/1332 in her splendid turbe built
in 712/1312, on the other hand, probably did not rule
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in Nigde although she resided there. She was, if the
lady buried beside her in 745/1344 was her daughter,
the wife of the amir Shudjac al-Dln, who is mentioned
as the father of the lady on her sarcophagus; he ruled,
according to al-cUmari (ed. Taeschner, 31), in the
Bulghardagh, where a wildyet called Shudjac al-Dm is
still mentioned in Sacd al-Dln (i, 517, following Idrls)
and where lies Ulukishla, which, according to HadjdjI
Khalifa (Djihdn-numd, 617), was also called Shudjac alDm. After the period of Sunkur's rule, Nigde probably passed directly to the Karamanoghlu, who held it
against the attacks of the Eretnid cAla:> al-Dln CA1T (ca.
781/1379) ( c Aziz b. Ardashlr, Bezm u rezm, 141 ff.). In
792/1390 Nigde surrendered with other Karamanid
towns to the Ottomans, but was restored to the
Karamanids, who defended it successfully against
Kacli Burhan al-Dln, lord of Kaysariyye and Siwas
(Bezm u rezm, 424, 523). After Tlmur's invasion, the
power of the Karamanids extended northwards as far
as Deweli Karahisar, which previously belonged to
Kaysariyye itself. Nigde then ceased to be a frontier
town. Apart from a temporary occupation by
Mamluk Egyptian troops in 822/1419 (Weil, v, 146
ff.), it enjoyed peace and prosperity and the special
care of the Karamanids, who had one of the bulwarks
of their power there till the end of the dynasty. A
series of buildings, the first of which not only in time
but also in size and quality is the Ak Medrese of the
year 812/1409, is evidence of their interest in the
town. Nigde surrendered in 875/1470 to the Ottoman
general Ishak Pasha, who had the defences of the town
restored. In 878/1473 the Ottoman sandjak-bey of
Nigde, KO& Bey, forced Deweli Karahisar, which still
belonged to the Karamanoghlu, to surrender to
prince Mustafa. The latter died on the way back at
Nigde (Sacd al-Dln, i, 517, 550).
The sandjak of Nigde belonging to the beylerbeylik of
Karaman, contained the kadd\ of Urgiib, Bor,
Dewelu, Deweli Karahisar and Ulukishla. In about
1132/1720 the grand vizier Ibrahim Pasha transformed his birthplace of Mushkara in the kadd* of Urgiib
into the imposing town of Newshehir [q.v.], and the
fiefs for the garrisons of the decayed fortresses of
Nigde and Deweli Karahisar were transferred to the
new foundation (von Hammer, GO/?2, iv, 250-1). At
the end of the Ottoman period, the sandjak of Nigde,
to which the kada? of Ak Saray also belonged, contained 148,700 Muslims and 49,551 Christians, the latter
mainly natives and mostly speaking Turkish. Nigde
was the residence of the metropolitan of Konya. The
town numbered at this time 11,526 inhabitants, but in
1927 (after the exchange of populations with Greece)
only 9,463.
Nigde (now on the Kayseri-Uluki§la railway) consists of an upper town running north and south, now
largely uninhabited (Tepe Wirane), at the highest
point of which in the north stands the imposing
citadel, and the lower town (Shehr alti) which was also
once surrounded by a wall. In the upper town is the
c
AlaD al-Dln mosque, one of the oldest mosques in
Anatolia, with an architect's inscription in Persian.
Before the gate of the upper town at its south end is
the Gothic-influenced mosque of Sunkur (ca. 1330),
showing influences from Little Armenia and Cyprus,
and the bazaar. West of and below it is the
Karamanid Ak Medrese of 812/1409. A little apart to
the west of the town, separated by a broad road, running north and south is the modern quarter of
Kayabashi with a few remains of the old cemetery and
a group of turbes, among which that of Khudawand
Khatun from the year 712/1312 is prominent.
Modern Nigde is also the chef-lieu of an U or province of the same name; in 1970 the town had a

population of 84,427 and the U, which has good agricultural land where it can be irrigated, one of
408,684.
Bibliography: Cuinet, Turquie d'Asie, i, 839 ff.;
Turkiyyenin sihhi we-id^timd^i djpghrafiyasi medjmu^ast,
no. 2, Nigde (1922); A. Gabriel, Monuments turcs
d'Anatolie, i, 1931, 105 (historical and Muslim
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ii, 575-6; L4 art. s.v. (Besim Darkot).
(P. WITTEK*)
NIGER, the great river of West Africa, with its
source in the southeastern Futa Djallon [q.v.] at an
altitude of 800 m/2,624 ft. It runs northeastwards to
the Sahara Desert, and then it turns southeastwards
before descending southwards and ending in its delta
on the Gulf of Guinea, in present-day Nigeria [q.v.].
Under the name of al-Nll, the Niger river appears
early in Muslim geographical writing, perhaps first in
Ibn al-Faklh [q.v.], whose Kitdb al-Bulddn was completed after 290/903. For many centuries, however,
Muslim geographical analysis of the river was straitjacketed by widespread deference to the Ptolemaic
model linking the Niger to the Nile. The early
geographers seem frequently also to have regarded the
Niger and Senegal rivers as one and the same. It was
the northernmost part of the Niger, the so-called
Niger bend (boucle in French), flowing eastwards
through the desert, which first became known to the
outside world in some detail.
Two major centres of trade, political centralisation,
and religious change here first attracted Muslim
attention, Ghana [q. v. ] some distance west of the bend
but with its sphere of influence extending to the river,
and Gao [q.v.] (variously Kuku, Kawkaw, KRKR,
Kaghu, etc.) lying on the river after it has turned
south at the eastern tip of the bend. Ghana and Gao
were known in the first half of the 3rd/9th century,
even before the Niger. Al-MuhallabI [q.v.], who died
in 380/990, was perhaps the first to associate Gao with
the river; his own work is lost, but Yakut quotes the
following passage:
Kuku, the name of a people and a country of the
Sudan .... Their king pretends before his subjects to
be a Muslim (yuzdhir bi 'l-isldm) and most of them
pretend to be Muslim too. He has a town on the
Nile, on the eastern bank, which is called Sarnah,
where there are markets and trading houses
(matddjir) and to which there is continuous traffic
from all parts. He has another town to the west of
the Nile where he and his men and those who have
his confidence live. There is a mosque there where
he prays but the communal prayer-ground (musalld
[q. v. ]) is between the two towns. In his own town he
has a palace which nobody inhabits with him or has
resort to except a eunuch slave (khddim maktu*).
They are all Muslims ...
It seems unclear exactly how much of this is from alMuhallabl; there is an internal inconsistency concerning the extent of local Islam. The passage,
nonetheless, is interesting. The river here is a
meeting-point, with markets and trading houses
nearby, implying considerable trans-shipment
between land and water transport. A religious
meeting-point too: the reference to a pretended Islam
may indicate "mixed" religion, with Muslim and
traditional elements commingled; isolation within the
royal palace may echo an earlier (and still surviving?)
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divine kingship. The river is at the same time a barrier: Sarnah, the trading town, is east of the Niger,
outside the bend; in another town, on the western,
inner bank, the king lives with his own people, with
those in whom he has confidence—suggesting that
there were some traders and other visitors whom the
king mistrusted.
As well as a meeting-point, and a dividing line, the
Niger was also a channel of communication. Abu
c
Ubayd al-Bakrl [q.v.], writing in or before 460/1068,
well described the route from Ghana to Kawkaw,
mentioning markets, agriculture, routes into the
desert, and locating pagan Sudan south of the river,
Muslim Berbers to its north. Al-BakrT places the town
of Kawkaw inside the bend, curiously not mentioning
any settlement on the opposite bank here. Journeying
north and west along the Niger, from Gao back
towards Ghana, al-Bakrl has the traveller encounter
the cannibalistic Damdam, whose local religion is described; whether these details are correct or not, they
do suggest that the traveller is inside the bend, while
the described route from Ghana to Gao follows the
northern, desert bank. Al-BakrT vividly pictures Gao,
comprising two towns, one Muslim, the other the
royal residence. During the royal meals, a drum is
beaten, women dance, and all business in the town
ceases; leftovers are then thrown into the Niger with
the courtiers boisterously shouting, the whole clearly
indicating pre-Islamic ritual intimately associated
with the river. The king is Muslim, "for they entrust
the kingship only to Muslims".
The celebrated geographer, al-IdrlsT [q. v. ], in the
mid-6th/12th century, refers often to the Niger, but
his double conviction that a branch of the Nile flowed
westward across Africa, and that as all civilised life in
Egypt depended upon the Nile, so in western Africa
all cities must be riverain, makes his account less
reliable than al-Bakn's.
Because of its length (approx. 4,000 km/2,486
miles), difficulties of crossing, occasional rapids
obstructing navigation, islands and inundation, and
the different climate zones through which it flows, the
Niger could also be a refuge. In 1591, with Moroccan
invaders threatening the Songhay empire, then the
major power on the Niger bend, the clerics of Timbuktu proposed evacuating the city southwards across
the river—sound advice turned down because men of
religion were judged unfit for counsels of war. An
estimated 2,000 boats were available to evacuate Gao,
but again no full-scale withdrawal occurred. The
Moroccans, having occupied Timbuktu, and
desperate for boats, cut down every tree, even stripping houses of their doors. A branch of the legitimate
askiya dynasty retreated downstream from Gao, to the
Dendi region, where, protected by rapids, forest, and
the river barrier, an independent Songhay presence
successfully survived. Comparable patterns of raiding
and sanctuary-seeking, depopulation and repopulation, communication and conflict, recur at divers
times and places: Samuel Crowther's 1854 journal,
for example, of travel on the lower Niger and the
Benue, gives many instances in the aftermath of the
Sokoto djihdd.
The liminal experience of river crossing figures in
many accounts of pilgrimage, djihad, etc. Abdullahi
dan Fodio's Tazym al-warakdt mentions several cases,
one of special interest. Describing a raid across the
Niger early in the Sokoto djihdd, the prose version
recounts the plucky, and lucky, finding of a practicable ford. The verse recension, coloured by the
Kur'an (VII, 160, XX, 77-80, XXVI, 63),
elaborates:
When we came to the river it obeyed, parting
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To the staff of (divine) assistance, all its creatures
obedient,
Its water creatures were turned on their backs,
Their teeth and their fangs broken;
They became for us as food offered to a guest; like
game animals they became tractable, and its water
Became like quails and manna—a limpid cup,
Until we returned...
Bibliography. c Abd Allah b. Muhammad,
Tazyin al-warakdt, ed. and tr. M. Hiskett, Ibadan
1963 (the quotation is at 77/126); E.W. Bovill, The
Niger explored, London 1968; S. Crowther, Journal of
an expedition up the Niger and Tshadda rivers ... in 1854,
1st ed. London 1855, 2nd ed. London 1970; N.
Levtzion and J.F. Hopkins, Corpus of early Arabic
sources for West African history, Cambridge 1981 (the
quotation from al-Muhallabi apud Yakut is on p.
174); Elias N. Saad, Social history of Timbuktu: the role
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(H.J. FISHER)
NIGER (The Republic of Niger, La Republique du
Niger, Djumhuriyyat al-Naydjar), a m o d e r n s t a t e
o f W e s t A f r i c a , formerly the French colony of that
name.
The Niger Republic is, to quote Djibo Mallam
Hamani (though specifically of the Ayar Massif,
which fills the north of it), a "carrefour du Soudan et
de la Berberie". Its geographical position on the map,
and the multi-ethnic character of its societies, has had
a profound effect on the Islamic life of the Nigeriens
throughout their history.
1. G e o g r a p h y and peoples
The Niger Republic covers an area of some
1,267,000 km 2 . However, 800,000 of these are within
the Sahara, much of which is uninhabited or is
uninhabitable. The bulk of the remainder of the country is Sahel. It is only along the banks of the Niger
river [q.v.] (where Niamey, the capital, is located) that
there is any intensive cultivation and continuous
settlement. Within the Sahara area are found the
mountains of Ayar (Air [q.v.] or Azbin). This massif
extends approximately 480 km from north to south
and about 240 km from east to west. Within it there
is a region of lush vegetation. Its capital is the important city of Agades (Agadez) and this whole northerly
massif contains some 600,000 inhabitants. Niger
borders upon Libya and Algeria to the north, Chad to
the east, Nigeria to the south and Mali and Burkina
Faso, formerly Haute Volta, to the west. The total
population of Niger is estimated to number upwards
of 6,500,000 people; 97% of them are nominally
Muslim, though this has not prevented ethnic tensions. All of them are Sunnls and are Malik! in
madhhab. Some 45% of these are Hausaphone. The
remainder are very mixed; Songhai and Zerma comprise 21.2%; Fulanis 13.8%; Tuareg (Tamasheghspeakers), who are largely nomadic, 11.2%; and
Kanuri (who border on Lake Chad) 7.5%. Other
minorities include Tubu (Teda) in the region of
Kawar and Agadem, Gourmantche and Arabophone
Awlad Sulayman, Kunta and Tadjakant. The wealth
of the country is principally in agriculture, in transSaharan trade, cattle herding and pastoral nomadism,
and in the past, its salt caravans. Recent droughts
have devastated the herds. The discovery of uranium
at Arlit (in 1965) now makes Niger the world's fifthlargest producer.
2. Islam in Niger
Next to Mauritania [see MURITANIYA], Niger is, by
repute, the most Islamised of the territories of former
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French West Africa. Even so, pockets of paganism
survive. For example, the Wodaabe Fulani are still
pagan in many of their beliefs and in their practices
(see Carol Beckwith and Marion Van Offelen, Nomads
of Niger, London 1984, and A. Maliki Bonfigliori,
Dudal, Cambridge-Paris 1988), though belief in
magic, in charms, in djinn and demonic forces is to be
found amongst all the nigerien communities (see, for
example, the kel esuf among the Ayar Tuareg, in D.
Casajus, La tente dans la solitude, Cambridge-Paris
1987). Throughout its Islamic history, Niger has
witnessed the growth of Sufi [see TASAWWUF] movements of a kind and of a diversity unmatched elsewhere in the Sahelian countries. It has also been sensitive to puritan reformist movements inspired by the
works of cAbd al-Karlm al-Maghlli [q.v.], by the
teaching of Shaykh c Umar Djibrfl, by the Sokoto
djihdd of Shehu c Uthman dan (b.) Fodio (Fudi) [q.v.]
and by reformers inspired by the Wahhabiyya [q. v. ].
The Tuareg scholar community (inesleman) has played
a major role in composing literary works in Arabic, or
in religious verse in Arabic and Tamashegh, out of all
proportion to their meagre numbers (see below).
When Niger became independent in 1960, it was
established as a secular republic. In the 1970s it
sought closer ties with the Arab World. On August 15
1974, steps were taken to constitute a Niger Islamic
association and plans were pursued to found an
Islamic university. This has now been established at
Say, south of Niamey. Students from all over Muslim
West Africa are taught there. Nigerien students have
been sent to study in the Arab East, and there is constant encouragement to teach classical Arabic at all
levels. According to J.-L. Triaud, Islam and state in the
Republic of Niger (1974-81), in Islam and the state in the
world today, ed. O. Carre, New Delhi 1987, 253, "The
new regime has drawn from this Arabized group to fill
high level posts in the Islamic structure. The students
have in general received a solid grounding in Arabic
and religious studies. They embody a position which
could be termed 'moderate reformism', based on
openness to the outside world, refusal of superstition
and unsophisticated practices and opposition to
simplistic or fanatical formulations. The creation of
the Islamic Association is in many ways an alliance
between the central power and these reformist leaders
against little local Marabouts or against the activism
of certain fundamentalist tendencies".
3. An o u t l i n e of the i m p o r t a n t phases of
Islamic h i s t o r y in Niger
Islam has become integrated into the life of the
nigeriens over the centuries through a gradual process
of Islamisation. It has produced a number of Arabic
scholars and poets worthy of a place beside those from
Timbuctoo in Mali, or from several towns in
Mauritania. The following periods, religious leaders,
regions, cities and events, have played a key part in
determining that Islamisation:
(a) The earliest encounters between the Arabs, led
by the Companion, and commander 'Ukba b. Nafi c
[q. v. ] and the inhabitants of the oases of Kawar, on
the Fazzan border. This was followed by commercial
contacts between the communities of the Ibadiyya
[q.v.] in the Fazzan and towards the region of Ayar
(see, in particular, K. Vik0r, The Oasis of Salt, the
history of Kawar, a Saharan centre of salt production, Bergen
1979, 97-111). Vik0r furnishes a useful selection of
passages from important Arab geographers (159-76
together with English translation) including Ibn cAbd
al-Hakam (d. 258/871-2), al-Yackubi (wrote
278/891), al-Bakrl (wrote 460/1067-8), al-ldrisl
(wrote 548-1154), Yakut (wrote 621/1224), Ibn al-

Athir (d. 630/1233), Ibn Sacid (wrote 638/1240) and
al-HarranT (wrote ca. 1330). (See also T. Lewicki,
Etudes maghrebines et soudanaises, i, Warsaw 1976,
59-60.)
(b) The establishment of Berber Massufa $anhadja
(who originated in Mauritania and Mali) centres in
the vicinity of Takadda (Teggidan Tesemt/Azelik),
and later within the Ayar massif itself. The area was
visited by Ibn BaUuta [q.v.], in 754/1353, who mentions the names of two kdolis. Two noted scholars from
Takadda and its satellite Anu Samman were al-cAkib
b. cAbd Allah, d. after 955/1548-9, and al-Nadjib'b.
Muhammad, d. after 1004/1595-6. Both of them
wrote substantial works on the Mukhtasar of al-Khalfl
and left other religious compositions (see J.O. Hunwick, The Central Sudan before 1800, biographies and
bibliographies, in Arabic literature in Africa, no. 1, Northwestern University, Evanston 1985, 23-41). The great
Algerian reformer cAbd al-Karlm al-Maghili [q.v.]
allegedly visited this area for a while on his way to
Gao.
(c) The religious significance of the foundation of
the Agades sultanate, recognised by the caliphate, in
the 15th century, its supplanting of Takadda, its temporal subordination to the Askias and to Borno, its
role as a clearing house for trans-Saharan commerce
and its growth as a focus and haven for scholars who
were in touch with Djalal al-Dln al-Suyuti [q.v.] by
correspondence, and who visited the Arab East. Each
and all made an impact on more southerly areas of
Niger.
(d) The establishment of Kadiriyya lodges in Ayar,
for example, at Agalal and in Agades city. Other $ufi
orders followed. Prominent amongst them was the
Shadhiliyya. Evidence of a ShadhilT presence in the
city of Agades in the mid-17th century may be found
in the biography of Shaykh c Uthman b. al-Shaykh
C
A1I al-Hudayrl whose compositions are cited in a
manuscript (now being edited in Libya), of a work
attributed to Ahmad al-Dardlr al-Hudayrl. It contains the biographies of leading FazzanI scholars. A
specifically Tuareg and Fulani order that was founded
by a little-known Oriental darwlsh, Sldi Mahmud alBaghdadl, martyred in the early 16th century, has
become the focal point of Ayar Sufism in general. He
would appear to have been an eclectic divine (the only
Mahmudiyya found elsewhere is a sub-order of the
Nukfawiyya dating from about the same period,
though it is to be doubted whether there can be any
connection). Later, both the local Suhrawardiyya and
the Khalwatiyya adopted, adapted and possibly
"sanitised" many of the teachings and practices (dddb)
that were handed down in the Mahmudiyya.
$ufism spread from Ayar into adjacent Azawagh,
and at a later date into the Imanan canton, in Zerma
country, and to a Sufi zdwiya established, under
Borno's aegis, at Kalumbardo, near Lake Chad,
though within Niger's existing borders. In Agades
city, the sultanate attracted scholars and sustained a
number of culamd* and fukahd* who were revered
amongst the city's mixed population.
(e) The reform movement of the Agades-born
DjibrTl b. c Umar (died after 1198/1784). He visited
Egypt and Mecca and his pupils included Shaykh
c
Uthman b. Fudi. The latter at a later date criticised
his master's view that one who commits a grave sin
(kabira) becomes an unbeliever, a view that was akin
to that used by earlier petty Tuareg mudjahidun from
the Iborkarayan and ATt Awari in the region, in order
to justify their razing of $ufi centres in villages of
Azawagh and Ayar.
(f) The Sokoto djihdd itself, during which the
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Islamic movement embraced large Hausa areas of
Southern Niger, especially Gobir, the Agades
sultanate, the Ai't Awari (where Muhammad alDjaylanl their leader tried to settle his followers) and
other Tuareg groups such as the Kel Geres. The
Hausa and Zarma river areas were subject to inroads
from the Iwillimmeden Tuareg whose "chaplains",
the Kelessuk, were often adepts of the Kunta
Kadiriyya and who habitually fabricated charms and
potions and who issuedfatwds and composed sermons,
(g) SanusI [q.v.} penetration into northern Niger
from 1870 onwards. The revolt and struggle of
Kaoussen against the French in Agades and Ayar,
were backed by German-Turkish military sponsors
based in the Fazzan. The consequences of the French
expedition, mounted from Zinder in 1906, and which
achieved the defeat of Kaoussen's mudjahidun in 1916,
was to lead to a mass emigration of population from
Ayar and major destruction of its Muslim centres (see
F.R. Rodd, People of the veil, London 1926, A. Salifou,
Kaoussan ou la revolte sennoussiste, in Etudes Nigeriennes,
no. 33, Niamey 1973, and F. Fuglestad, A history of
Niger, 1850-1960, Cambridge 1983).
(h) The current Islamic revival; this has included a
Khalwatiyya headquarters in Ayar at Egandawel
(accompanied by an agricultural settlement at
Tabellot-Akririb) inspired by a revivalist, Musa
Abatul, a resurgence of Islamic practice in Agades
(see Aboubacar Adamou, Agadez et sa region, in Etudes
Nigeriennes, no. 44, 318-21), and growth of the Niassist
Tidjaniyya amongst Hausa and Zerma, led by
Shaykh al-Hadjdj Abu Bakar, from Kiota, near
Dosso, who married a daughter of the master, from
Kaolack in Senegal. The Niassists, the madrasa at Say,
neo-Wahhabism, fundamentalism, and the Niger
Islamic Association, and the reformist movement,
strong around Maradi, aiming at an increase of
wealth, and the building of madrasas, known as izdla
(djamd^at izdlat al-bid^a wa-ikdmat al-sunnd) to name the
most important centres of power, all make a significant contribution or compete for the souls of the
Muslims in Niger today.
Bibliography: Besides the works already mentioned, see P. Bataillon, L'Islam et I 'organisation
politique des Touaregs du Niger (Memoires du CHEAM,
937), Paris 1946; E. Bernus, Colporteurs de charmes
magiques, les Ikadammatan, in Journal des Africanistes,
lv/1-2 (1985), 16-27; idem, Histoires parallels et
croisees. Nobles et religieux chez les Touaregs Kel Denneg,
in L'Homme, no. 115, vol. xxx/3, July-September,
1990), 31-47; A.D.H. Bivar, and M. Hiskett, The
Arabic literature of Nigeria to 1804; a provisional account,
in BSOAS, xxv (1962), 104-48; Nicole Echard,
Histoire et histoires. Conception du passe chez les Hausa et
les Twareg Kel Gress de I'Adar (Republique du Niger), in
Cahiers d'Etudes Africaines, nos. 61-2, vol. xvi (1976),
237-96; D. Casajus, Islam et noblesse chez les Touaregs,
in L'Homme, no. 115, vol. xxx/3 (July-September
1990), 7-30; Echard, L 'experience du passe; histoire de
la societe paysanne Hausa de I'Adar, in Etudes
Nigeriennes, no. 36, Niamey 1975; J. Godrie, Le
Niassisme au Niger-Est, Memoire du CHEAM, no.
3441, Paris 1961; H. Guillaume, Les Nomades interrompus. Introduction a I'etude du canton Twareg de
I'lmanan, in Etudes Nigeriennes, no. 35, Niamey
1974; Djibo Mallam Hamani, Au carrefour du Soudan
et de la Berberie; le Sultanat Touareg de I 'Ayar, in Etudes
Nigeriennes, no. 55, Niamey 1989 (contains an
extremely full bibliography); E. Hodgkin, Social and
political relations on the Niger bend in the seventeenth century, Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of Birmingham 1987; J.O.
Hunwick, Notes on a late fifteenth century document concerning ((al-Takrur", in C. Allen and R.W. Johnson
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Replies of al-Maghili to ten questions of Askia al-Hdjj
Muhammad, ed. and tr. with an introduction and
commentary, Fontes Historiae Africanae, Series
Arabica V, Oxford 1985; M. Last, The Sokoto
Caliphate, London 1967;J.E. Lavers, Two Sufi communities in seventeenth and eighteenth century Borno, paper
submitted to the workshop on SufTsm in Africa in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (16th-18th
September 1987), School of Oriental and African
Studies, University of London; M. Le Cceur, Les
oasis du Kawar, une route, un pays, tome 1, le passe precolonial, in Etudes Nigeriennes, no. 54, Niamey, 1958;
M. Hanspeter, Die innere und dussere islamische Mission Libyens. Historisch-politischer Kontext, innerer
Struktur, regionale Ausprdgung am Beispiel Afrikas,
Mainz-Munich 1986; F. Nicolas, L'Islam et les confreries en pays touareg nigerien, in Questions Sahariennes,
99-121, CHEAM 1009, Paris 1947; idem, Etude sur
I'Islam, les confreries et les centres maraboutiques chez les
Twareg du Sud, in Contribution a I'etude de I'Air, Paris
1950, 480-91; H.T. Norris, The Tuaregs, their Islamic
legacy and its diffusion in the Sahel, Warminster 1975;
idem, Sufi mystics of the Niger Desert, Sidi Mahmud and
the hermits of Air, Oxford 1990; A. Salifou, Le
Damagaram ou Sultanat de Zinder au XIXe siecle, in
Etudes Nigeriennes, no. 27, Niamey 1971; J.L.
Triaud, L'Islam et I'etat en Republique du Niger, in Le
MoisenAfrique, nos. 192-3 (1981), 9-26; nos. 194-5
(1982), 35-48; idem, Hommes de religion et confreries
islamiques dans une societe en crise, I'Air aux XIXe et XXe
siecles, in Cahiers d'Etudes Africaines, no. 91, vol.
xxiii/3 (1983), 239-80; idem, Les Alhazai de Maradi,
Histoire d'un groupe de riches marchands Saheliens,
ORSTOM, Collection Travaux de Documents, no. 187,
Paris 1986, 1990.
(H.T. NORRIS)
NIGERIA, the largest of the West African coastal
states.
i. Modern N i g e r i a
Nigeria was put together in 1914 from the former
British protectorates of Northern and Southern
Nigeria, to become the Colony and Protectorate of
Nigeria. It is bounded in the south by the Gulf of
Guinea, in the west by Benin, in the north by Niger,
in the north-east by Chad [q.v. in Suppl.] and in the
east by Cameroon. The administrative capital is
Abuja. The chief towns include Lagos, Ibadan,
Ilorin, Kano and Sokoto. The population as at 1984
was 88,148,000 in an area of 923,768 kmV356,574 sq.
mis. This comprises more than 250 tribal groups, of
which the largest are the Hausas [see HAUSA], the
Fulani [see FULBE] and the Kanuri of Bornu [q.v. ], in
the north; the Yorubas in the south-west; and the Ibos
in the east.
The terrain encompasses the sandy shoreline and
mango swamps of the coast, behind which lies a belt
of tropical rain forest. This gradually gives way to
orchard savannah as one moves north, to the area of
Zaria. From there on the country becomes progressively drier and more barren until one reaches the
thin scrub savannah and the near-desert conditions of
the immediate sub-Saharan north.
Nigeria has numerous rivers, of which the Niger
[q. v. ], the Benue and the Gongola have been
historically important. The coastal areas have two
rainy seasons. The highest annual rainfall exceeds
2,500 mm/100 ins. This decreases the farther north
one travels. The northern dry season extends from
October to April and is the time of the harmattan, the
hot, dust-laden wind from the Sahara.
The main religions of Nigeria are Islam (ca. 50%);
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Christianity (ca. 34%) and a receding African
animism.
A.H.M. Kirk-Greene, in his The linguistic statistics of
northern Nigeria: a tentative presentation, in African language
review, vi (1967), 75-101, lists some fifty-three
" 'Other' northern languages" in addition to Hausa,
Fulani, Kanuri (of Bornu), Tiv, Nupe and Yoruba
that were still spoken in northern Nigeria ca. 1952.
The total number of languages spoken in the whole of
Nigeria has been put at 250. Hausa, Yoruba, Edo and
Ibo are now the most widely used indigenous tongues.
English is the official language of the present Federal
Republic of Nigeria, although there is strong pressure
in the north for Hausa to be adopted as the national
language. The minor northern vernaculars, some of
which are confined to individual villages, are becoming extinct, replaced mainly by Hausa.
On 1 October 1954, the Federation of Nigeria was
established under British tutelage. It consisted of an
Eastern Region, a Western Region and a Northern
Region, together with the Southern Cameroons and
the Federal Territory of Lagos. The Federation was
granted independence on 1 October 1960, within the
British Commonwealth. It consisted of Northern
Nigeria, Western Nigeria, Eastern Nigeria and the
Federal Territory of Lagos. In 1963 it became the
Federal Republic of Nigeria.
Nigeria experienced widespread disturbances, a
military coup and then a civil war during the period
from 1966 to 1970. During this time the Republic of
Biafra was declared in the former Eastern Region. It
surrendered to the Federal Republic in 1970, at the
end of the civil war. After a further period of military
rule, a return to parliamentary government based on
democratic elections was cut short by a military coup
in 1983, followed by another in 1985. The Federal
Republic is at present governed by a President with
an Armed Forces Ruling Council, which appoints a
Council of Ministers. In 1985 it comprised 19 states
and a federal capital district. In 1991 the number of
states was increased to 30.
Nigeria had a varied and mainly agricultural
economy until oil production began in the late 1950s.
This gave rise to an oil boom. It was short-lived. The
country later suffered from the drop in world oil prices
and sustained a damaging revaluation of its currency.
The recent general history of Nigeria, up to and
including the declaration of independence, is most
conveniently available in Sir Alan Burn's History of
Nigeria, eighth revised edition, London 1972.
The following sections of this article will set out
briefly the course and extent of the adhesion to Islam
of certain non-Hausa peoples of Nigeria; and will consider recent trends in Islam in Nigeria.

ii. The Banza Bakwai
The modern Hausas believe they spring from seven
traditional Hausa states, the Hausa Bakwai [see
HAUSA]. They also distinguish seven neighbours—the
Banza Bakwai, the "Bastard Seven"—not of Hausa
stock, who have supposedly adopted the Hausa
language and way of life, and with whom their history
has been continuously involved. They are the people
of Zamfara, Kebbi, Yauri, the Yorubas, the Nupes,
the Kwararafas and the Gwaris. These people are
now, for the most part, drawn together with the
Hausas within modern Nigeria.
The kingdom of Zamfara was located north-west of
present Zaria, between Kebbi and Kano. Islam was
introduced there, reputedly in the llth/17th century.
It probably came as a consequence of Zamfara's
involvement in the trans-Saharan and sub-Saharan
trade. The so-called "Fulani" djihad overtook Zam-

fara early in the 13th/19th century. Its trading preeminence thereupon declined. It became absorbed
into the Islamic empire of Sokoto [<7-fl.].
The ancient kingdom of Kebbi, located north-west
of Zamfara, may have come under Islamic influences
during the hegemony of the Songhay empire. Its ruling family had accepted Islam by 921/1515. Its inclusion among the Banza Bakwai is tenuous. For the Kebbawa appear to have used Hausa only as a trade
language; while their claim to Islam is as ancient as
that of the Hausas.
Yauri lies south-east of Kebbi, astride the route to
the gold-bearing regions of the Volta. By 1025/1616 it
seems that Muslim-Hausa traders were settled in the
kingdom. Under their influence the Yaurawa were
won over to Islam by the end of the 11th/17th century.
The Yorubas dwell south-west of the Niger-Benue
confluence. They are yet more doubtful candidates to
be regarded as Banza Bakwai than even the Kebbawa.
They retain their ancestral tongue to this day. They
use Hausa only as a lingua franca. Their Islam, though
incomplete, has ancient roots. It surely stems from the
Mandingo empire of Mali [q.v. ], that reached its
Islamic apogee in the 8th/14th century. This is
reflected in the Yoruba word for a Muslim—Imale.
Subsequent Yoruba history has included a tussle
between the ancient cult of Oduduwa, centred on IleIfe, and an intrusive Islam from the north. A substantial Muslim community had developed among the
Yorubas by ca. 1078/1667. As a result of political
rivalries within the Yoruba empire of Oyo [ q . v . ] , an
Islamic party revolted against the traditional authority
early in the 13th/19th century. Consequently, most
Yorubas were drawn into the aftermath of the Islamic
ajihdd [q.v. and also MUDJAHID] in the north and were
formally incorporated into the empire of Sokoto, as
the emirate of Ilorin, in 1246/1831. But other
Yorubas remained outside the emirate, in Lagos and
elsewhere. They have continued to be subject to
Islamic influences, none the less.
Islam is less complete among the Yorubas than it is
among the northern Hausas and Fulani. Many are
Christians, or adhere to the ancestral belief system. It
is not uncommon to find Muslims and Christians in
the same Yoruba extended family.
The Nupes, located within the northern angle of the
Niger-Benue Confluence, resemble the Yorubas in
their continuing attachment to an ancestral cult and
language. They were in trading contact with the
Muslim Hausas as early as the 9th/15th century, and
have experienced Islam from that point on. Yet there
is no firm evidence of the official adoption of Islam
among them until early in the second half of the
12th/18th century. Thereafter, there is evidence of a
swing back to the traditional belief system among
some Nupes, later in the century. In modern times,
Islam has become stronger among them; but not all
Nupes are Muslims, even today.
The Kwararafas are a warlike people inhabiting the
Gongola and Benue valleys. They have been traditional enemies of the Hausas to their north. A Muslim
tradition among them cherishes a fantastic legend of
origin in Yemen, which echoes the Sira [q.v.] story of
the Prophet's letters to erstwhile hostile neighbours,
calling them to Islam. It is surely an importation of
visiting Muslims. It is as likely to reflect Kwararafa
hostility to the Muslim Hausas as any conversions to
Islam. It probably arose ca. 905/1500, as a result of
the establishing of Islam in Zaria at that time. Despite
their improbable legend of origin, Islam has until
recently made scant impression upon the Kwararafas.
Up until ca. 1370/1950, they remained substantially
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committed to polytheism. However, more recent
pressures for a uniform, SunnI, Malik! Islam throughout northern and riverain Nigeria now impinge upon
them.
The Gwaris are scattered in the country of southern
Zaria. Their Islam is of uncertain date and tenuous
substance. Some venerate an Allah Bango, "Allah-ofthe-book-boards", surely a reference to the presence
of literate Hausa malams (Hausa = ^ulamd*) among
them. Another of their deities is "Sheshu" or
"Shekohi", probably reflecting Hausa "Shehu"
(shaykh) c Uthman b. FudI [q. v . ] . Yet another is
"Mama", alias, no doubt, Muhammad. While the
origin of these Islamic fragments is uncertain, their
most likely provenance is the Muslim drive south that
followed the 13th/19th-century djihdd in northern
Nigeria. As is frequent among the Muslim Hausas'
smaller neighbours, a reformist, SunnI Islam has
recently pushed aside most of what obtained before it.
Islamic names and the ubiquitous Hausa riga, the
Muslim gown, now make most Gwaris—at any rate in
the towns and villages—indistinguishable from the
surrounding Hausas.
This account, a more detailed version of which will
be found in M. Hiskett's The development of Islam in
West Africa, London and New York 1984, 110-19,
covers most of the non-Hausa peoples of present
Nigeria. There remain the Fulani [see FULBE], Borne
[ q . v . ] , the Ibos, et alii, of the former Eastern Region
and certain smaller, animist groups such as the
Dakarkaris and the Plateau people.
iii. R e c e n t t r e n d s in Islam in N i g e r i a
Lugard's amalgamation of Southern and Northern
Nigeria resulted in bundling the Ibos, Ibibios and
other non-Muslim peoples of what, during the colonial period, was known as the Eastern Region,
together with the Muslim northerners , in one federation. These people had remained untouched by
Islam—except as potential slaves—up to the colonial
occupations. Many had by this time become proteges
of Christian missionaries from the Coast. They were
mainly Roman Catholics. They continued under missionary tutelage until Nigerian independence, the
civil war, the oil boom and a series of military coups,
brought about sweeping changes.
During the colonial period these inveterate petty
traders from the east flocked north in the train of the
British. Because of their missionary education many
became minor civil servants. They set up Sabon Garis
"New Towns", outside the northern Muslim cities.
With Nigerian independence approaching, they
became the victims of ethnic and religious hostility on
the part of the Muslim northerners, which their own
posturing prior to the declaration of Biafra did
nothing to diminish. Immediately before the outbreak
of the civil war, a mass exodus of Ibos from the north,
back to the east, took place, against the background of
an ugly blood bath.
After the civil war, and in the more congenial
atmosphere of the Nigerian oil boom, Ibos and other
easterners returned to the north, as traders and in certain professional capacities that ranged from bank
clerk to lecturer in the new northern Nigerian universities. However, they faced different conditions from
those that had obtained under the British colonial
administration. For there was among radical northern
Muslims a wide consensus that such returning
easterners should subscribe to Islam, as a condition of
their new acceptability in the Muslim north. This was
not official and was seldom openly expressed. It was,
however, the unspoken extension of the policy of
"Northernisation" that the old Northern Region had
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officially adopted during the terminal days of the colonial administration, and continued ever since. While
Christian enclaves of eastern and Coastal Nigerians
remain in northern townships, there are, nonetheless,
an increasing number of "Musas", "Muhammadus", "Aliyus" et alii in northern Nigeria who,
apart from such names and the Hausa-Muslim riga,
display all the characteristics of a southern, Coastal
Christian mission upbringing. How significant such
conversions of convenience may be, is questionable.
Nonetheless, they represent a widening of Islamic
influence.
Such pressures have a precedent. From ca.
1380/1960 to his assassination in 1385/1966, the Sardauna of Sokoto, then Premier of the Northern
Region, pursued a policy of "Islamisation", the purpose of which was to persuade—or coerce—all
indigenous northern Nigerian peoples to accept
Islam. It had the fervour of "Djihad of the Heart"
behind it. It also involved some harassment, as well as
bribery, of residual animist groups such as the
Dakarkaris and the Plateau people. And it convinced,
or allowed certain Ibo army officers to claim, that the
Sardauna was preparing Holy War against all nonMuslims. This then became part of their justification
for declaring an independent Biafra. In the event, the
Sardauna's campaign resulted in widespread nominal
conversions, in which chiefs, village heads, etc.,
adopted Islamic names in addition to their traditional
ones. This was taken as sufficient to establish the
Islam of their people as a whole. Once again, it is
questionable how deep such mass "conversions" go.
But certainly the Sardauna's essay after the hearts and
minds of his non-Muslim countrymen has been a
precedent after the renewal of which in a more
thoroughgoing fashion, northern Muslim radicals
now hanker. They enjoy some support in this among
certain Yoruba Muslims.
The period from the end of the Second World War
to the granting of northern independence in 1960, is
known to the Hausas as Zamanin siyasa, "The Time of
Politics". It saw the rise of Nigerian political parties,
superficially resembling those of the British
parliamentary system. In fact, the Northern Peoples'
Congress (NPC) was identified with the interests of
the aristocratic Fulani emirates and the "Native
Authority" (NA) system that sustained them. It
advocated a modified Islamic theocracy for independent northern Nigeria. This party was challenged in
the north by the Northern Elements Progressive
Union (NEPU), ostensibly mimicking the European
left but also representing the ancient antagonism of
Hausa commoners towards their Fulani overlords;
and pursuing a tradition of Islamic dissidence. It was
closely associated with the Tidjaniyya [q. v. ] tarika, that
had, hitherto, reflected this dissidence. Both parties
vied with one another in their claims to represent the
true Islam, and excoriated the other for betraying that
Islam. By and large, the establishmentarian NPC had
the better of the radical NEPU, a consequence, no
doubt, of the prevailing ethos of SunnI, MalikI conservatism at that time. Their tussle produced a plethora
of ding-dong Hausa political verse, admirably
recorded by Haruna Abdullahi Birniwa (Conservatism
and dissent; a comparative study of NPCINPN and
NEPUIPRP Hausa political verse from circa 1946 to 1983,
PhD thesis, University of Sokoto, Nigeria 1987,
unpubl.).
The Nigerian civil war, the oil boom and the
military administrations shattered the old Islamic
party lineaments and created new interests and
alliances. While the People's Redemption Party
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(PRP), launched in 1978, continued to reflect certain
attitudes of the old NEPU, the National Party of
Nigeria (NPN), founded in the same year, had a more
Federal base. It represented Christian-Yoruba and
other minority-Christian interests, as well as those of
the Muslim Hausas. Moreover, it eschewed Islamic
theocracy. But the party system was short-lived in
Nigeria. Under the military, party politics were
banned. What has taken their place is a division
between modernists and moderates on the one hand,
who favour a democratic, pluralist federation; and on
the other, Muslim iconoclasts who want no more
truck with democracy and call for the north to return
to Islamic theocracy. As the banners of radicalMuslim campus demonstrators put it, on the eve of
the fall of the egregious Shagari administration on 31
December 1983, "Democracy is unbelief. We do not
want a constitution! We want government by the
Koran alone!" It is surely the military administration
alone that keeps this tendency at bay.
Some recent scholarly comment has suggested that
polygyny in Islam has given way to monogamy, as
education and emancipation have their influence
upon Muslim women. The assumption is unsafe in
the case of Nigeria. Here, undoubtedly, some loosening of purdah has occured. Muslim women in Kano,
Sokoto and elsewhere, teach in schools and universities and fulfil other professional roles. But there are
unspoken conditions. Virtually all are married. They
are expected to deport themselves with exemplary
Islamic modesty. They are indeed educated. Some are
university graduates. But this greater freedom has led
them to see themselves not as victims of the Islamic
system but as its articulate defenders. Most of them
uphold Islamic polygyny within the strict construction
of the Malik! madhhab, and contrast what they regard
as the admirable stability of the Muslim extended
family with the decline of the Western nuclear family,
the growth of the "one-parent family", abortion and
the rest, which frankly horrify them.
As for the men, especially the Muslim academics to
whom the growth of universities in the north has given
considerable influence, many are among the most
ardent advocates of polygyny, though once again with
due regard for the law. They regard it as essential to
defend an Islamic way of life, increasingly threatened
by secularism. Whatever may be happening elsewhere
in the Islamic umma, the decline of polygyny in
northern Nigeria is not evident.
Expatriate Europeans have been largely replaced in
northern Nigeria by Muslims from Pakistan, Egypt
and the Republic of the Sudan, who now work as
university lecturers, educationists, agriculturalists
and in other roles once filled by Europeans. Some
turn out to be tutors in an Islamic radicalism that
resembles the popular notion of "fundamentalism".
Especially influential have been Egyptian disciples of
the Ikhwdn al-muslimin [q.v.\. Though an older generation of Sunn!, Malik! malams still fights shy of such
immoderation, a younger generation of Muslim
activists has taken to it fervently. The Hausa Muslim
tendency known as the 'Van Izala broadly mimics the
stance of the Saudi Wahhabiyya.
The Middle East imbroglio, through the rise of
Khomeini (al-Khumayn! [q.v. in Suppl.]) to the
seizure of the Masdjid al-Haram in Mecca in
1400/1979, had its repercussions in northern Nigeria.
For, while the conservative Sunn! malams were chary
of what was a largely Shffi enthusiasm, the activists
had no such hesitations. In this they received
encouragement from certain expatriate Muslims. For
in the ardour of the times, these Sunn! radicals were

ready to side with Shfrs they might otherwise have
execrated. Likewise, President Mu c ammar alKadhdhafT (Gaddafi) became an object of radical
Muslim admiration, until his meddling in Chad
turned Nigerian sentiment against him. Indeed,
many Nigerian Christians joined with their Muslim
countrymen in hailing both al-Khumayn! and alKadhdhafT. They thus illustrated the way in which socalled Islamic fundamentalism and more generalised
third-world sentiment converge at many points.
The most spectacular Nigerian concomitant to the
seizure of the Grand Mosque of Mecca and all it represented, was the gruesome Mai Tatsine riots that
disturbed northern Nigeria from 1980 to 1984. This
eruption, widely misunderstood as just another outbreak of Iranian-style Islamic radicalism, had complex origins. It is best described as a manifestation of
traditional Islamic messianism—21 November 1979
marked the beginning of A.H. 1400, a fact that
excited many Nigerian Muslims to apocalyptic
expectations—mixed with resurgent African animism
that was wholly un-Islamic. Thus the protests of
outraged Sunn! malams that this was not Islam but
downright kafirci (Hausa "unbelief). An assessment
of these events by M. Hiskett will be found in The Mai
Tatsine riots in Kano, 1980: an assessment, in Journal of
Religion in Africa, xvii/3 (1987), 209-23.
By 1985 the lid was still held down firmly on what
seemed at that time to be a cauldron of Islamic
militancy in Nigeria, by the Military Administration.
This Administration's policy of increasing the
number of states, which enjoy considerable internal
autonomy, is apparently intended to reduce ethnic
and religious tensions as far as is possible. It remains
to be seen whether it will prove successful in restraining the Islamic radicalism that undoubtedly exists
among northern Muslims.
Bibliography: Among printed books and
articles, the following are useful: Mahdi Adamu,
The Hausa factor in West African history, Zaria and
Ibadan 1978, is essential for an understanding of
Hausa-Muslim influences beyond Hausaland;
G.N. Brown and M. Hiskett (eds.), Conflict and harmony in education in tropical Africa, London 1975,
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integralism, in Journal Institute of Muslim Minority
Affairs, vi/2 (n.d.), 375-448; idem, The 'Van Tatsine
disturbances in Kano—a search for perspectives, in MW,
lxxv/2 (1985), 69-84; Catherine Coles and Beverly
Mack (eds.), Hausa women in the twentieth century,
Madison, Wisconsin 1991; B.J. Dudley, Parties and
politics in northern Nigeria, London 1968; H.J. Fisher,
Some reflexions on Islam in independent West Africa, in
The Clergy Review (March, 1968), 1-13; T.G.O.
Gbadamosi, The growth of Islam among the Yoruba,
London 1978; Government Printer, Enugu, The
north and constitutional developments in Nigeria: Nigerian
crisis 1966, v, Enugu n.d., gives the Ibo view of the
background to the Nigerian civil war; A.H.M.
Kirk-Greene, The genesis of the Nigerian civil war and
the theory of fear, Scandinavian Institute of African
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Krieger, Geschichte von Zamfara, Berlin 1959; V.N.
Low, Three Nigerian emirates, Illinois 1972, is useful
for its account of the Kwararafas; P.M. Lubeck,
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explained, in J.D.Y. Peel and C.C. Stewart (eds.),
Popular Islam south of the Sahara, Manchester 1985,
369-89; P. Morton-Williams, The Fulani penetration
into Nupe and Yoruba in the nineteenth century, A.S.A.
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Wakar soja—a Hausa poem on the civil war, in Spectrum,
iii (1973), 97-125, for a Muslim-Hausa view of the
civil war; D. Westermann and M.A. Bryan's
Languages of West Africa, in Handbook of African
languages, Part II, London (1952) includes a useful
language map of West Africa.
Much of the most valuable work on recent
developments in Islam in Nigeria will be found in
unpublished MA and PhD dissertations. Birniwa's
work, cited above, not only provides primary
source material in the form of Hausa verse; it also
includes an acute analysis of the history of the
northern Nigerian political parties. Muhammad
Sani Aliyu's Shortcomings in Hausa society as seen by
representative Hausa Islamic poets, MA thesis, Bayero
University, Kano 1983 unpubl., throws light on the
malam's
reactions to secularism;
Samaila
Mohammed's Some aspects of the culture and institutions
of the Dakarkari people examined in the light of their contiguity with the Hausa people, MA thesis, Bayero
University, Kano 1982 unpubl., is an admirable
study of contacts between the Muslim Hausas and
an animist society; Abdullahi Bayero Yahya's A
critical anthology of the verse of Aljaji Bello Gidawa, MA
thesis, Bayero University, Kano 1983 unpubl.,
enshrines valuable source material for studying the
genesis of NPC.
(M. HISKETT)
NIGHT WATCHMAN fse_e C ASAS].
NIHAL 6AND LAHAWRI, Indian man of letters, Hindu by religion, was born in Dihll, but left it
in early life and went to Lahore where he lived for a
considerable time. Owing to this circumstance he
called himself Lahawrl. Search for a livelihood led
him to Calcutta. Here he was introduced to Dr. J.B.
Gilchrist, who asked him to translate into Hindi rekhta
the story of Tadj al-Muluk and Bakawali. He consented, and thus became one of the famous band of
Fort William translators. He made the translation
from Gul-i Bakawali, a Persian rendering by Shaykh
c
lzzat Allah, 1772, of an old Hindi story, which has
been reproduced in Urdu verse by Daya Shankar
Kawl Naslm [q. v. ], in his well-known mathnawi Gulzdri Nasim.
Nihal Cand called his work Madhhab-i cishk. It is in
very good prose mixed with verse. The title gives the
date 1217/1802. Apart from the above-mentioned
facts, nothing is known about the writer.
Bibliography: M. Yahya Tanha, Siyar almusanniftn, i, 117-19; Garcin de Tassy, Histoire de la
litterature hindouie et hindoustanie, 2nd ed. Paris 1870,
ii, 468-70; T. Grahame Bailey, A short history of Urdu
literature, Oxford 1931, 82; R.B. Saksena, Hist, of
Urdu literature, Allahabad 1927, 249.
(T.G. BAILEY)
NIHAWAND, a town in the Zagros Mountains of
western Persia, in the mediaeval Islamic province of
Djibal [q.v.], situated in lat. 34° 13' N. and long. 48°
21' E. and lying at an altitude of 1,786 m/5,860 feet.
It is on the branch of the Gamasab which comes from
the south-east from the vicinity of Burudjird; the
Gamasab then runs westwards to Bisutun. Nihawand
lies on the southern road which, coming from Kirmanshah (Ibn Khurradadhbih, 198), leads into central Persia (Isfahan) avoiding the massif of Alwand
('OpowTT)?) which rises to the west of Hamadhan.
Hence the importance of the town in the wars of Persia with her western neighbours.
The French excavations of 1931 (Contenau) showed that the site of Nihawand was inhabited from pre-
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historic times. The ceramics ("I-bis style") which
have been found there, seem to be older than those of
style I and II of Susa. Ptolemy, VI, 2, knows of
NtqxxudvSa and according to Ibn Faklh, 258, the town
already existed before the Deluge. In the Sasanid
period the district of Nihawand seems to have formed
the fief of the Karin family (al-Dinawari, 99). There
was a fire-temple there. According to Ibn Fakih, 259,
there could be seen on the mountains near Nihawand
two figures of snow in the form of a bull and a fish
(similar talismans are said to have existed at Bitlls
also, cf. the steles of wishap ("dragons", protectors of
waters) in Armenia west of Lake Sewan which combine these symbols, Zap., xxiii/3 [1916], 409). The
same legend is reflected in the name of the river
Gamasab (Gdw-mdsi-db = "water of the bull and
fish"; mdsi is the Kurdish form of the Persian mdhi).
Among the products of Nihawand, the Arab
authors mention willow wood which was used for
polo-sticks (sawdliaja), aromatic reeds (kasabat aldhanra or al-kumha al-^irdkiyya) which were used like
hanut (a perfume put in coffins) and black clay used as
wax for sealing letters. The district of Rudrawar [q.v.]
was under Nihawand (cf. de Morgan, Mission, ii, 136:
Rudildwar) and was famous for its abundance of saffron (al-Istakhn, 199). For a list of the places more or
less dependent on Nihawand, cf. Schwarz, Iran,
505-9. In the Mongol period, Hamd Allah MustawfT's
Nuzhat al-kulub mentions three districts of Nihawand:
Malayir (now Dawlatabad), Isfidhan ( = IsbTdhahan,
see below) and Djahuk.
Near Nihawand was fought the famous battle which
decided the fate of the Iranian plateau and in which
the Kufi commander al-Nu c man b. Mukarrin
defeated the Sasanid generals. The commander-inchief is given different names: Dhu '1-Hadjibayn
Mardanshah (cf. al-Baladhurl, 303 n. e; Marquart,
Erdnsahr, 113 identifies him with the dankpet Khurrazad) of Flruzan (cf. al-Tabari, i, 2608; the latter also
gives the names of his generals: Zarduk, Bahman
Djadoya and the commander of the cavalry
Anushak). The Arab camp was at IsbTdhahan and
that of the Persians at Waykhurd (?). The sources do
not agree about the date: Sayf b. c Umar (al-Tabarl,
i, 2615-19) gives the end at the year 18/639 or the beginning of 19/640 (cf. Wellhausen, Skizzen und
Vorarbeiten, vi, 1899, 97), while Ibn Ishak, Abu
Macshar and al-Wakidf, followed by Caetani, Annali
dell'Islam, iv, 1911, 474-504, put the battle in 21/642.
The district of Nihawand (formerly called MahBahradhan or Man-Dinar) was finally incorporated in
the possessions of the Basrans and called Mah Basra
("the Media of Basra"; al-Baladhuri, 306).
Nihawand is often mentioned in the period of the
wars between the Safawids and the Ottomans. In
998/1589 at the beginning of the reign of c Abbas I, the
Ottoman vizier Cighale-zade [q.v.] built a fortress at
Nihawand (cAlam-drd, 372). After the death of Murad
IV, a rebellion took place among the garrison of Nihawand; the Ottomans were driven out by the Shi*! inhabitants. As a result, in 1012/1603 war again broke
out with Turkey (ibid., 440). In the spring of
1142/1730 Nadir Shah [q.v.} took Nihawand again
from the Turks.
In modern Persia, Nihawand is the chef-lieu
(population in 1960, 26,452) of a shahrastdn of the
same name (population 70,000) in the fifth ustdn or
province of Kurdistan.
Bibliography: J. de Morgan, Mission scientifique
en Perse, ii, Etudes geographiques, 1895, 152 and
passim, pi. Ixvi (view of Nihawand); Marquart,
Erdnsahr, index; Le Strange, Lands of the Eastern
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Caliphate, 196-7; Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter, i,
498-509, index; G. Conteneau and R. Ghirshman,
Rapport preliminaire sur lesfouilles de Tepe-Giydn, pres de
Nehavand, 1931, in Syria (1933), 1-11; Admiralty
handbooks, Persia, London 1945, 368; Razmara,
Farhang-i ajughrdfiyd-yi Iran, v, 460-2; A. Noth,
Isfahan-Nihawand,
eine quellenkritische Studie zur
fruhislamischen Historiographie, in ZDMG, cxviii
(1968), 274-96; Sylvia A. Matheson, Persia, an archaeological guide, London 1972, 115; W. Barthold,
An historical geography of Iran, Princeton 1984, 180-1,
208. _
_
(V. MINORSKY)
NIHAWANDl, C ABD AL-BAKI b. Abl Bakr Kurd,
Indo-Muslim h i s t o r i a n of the Mughal period (978after 1046/1570-after 1637). Of Kurdish origin from
Djulak near Nihawand [q.v.], he served the Safawids
as a tax official and eventually became a wazir in the
administration. But then he fell from grace, and like
many Persians of his age, decided to migrate to India,
and entered the service of the Khan-i Khanan [q. v. ]
Mirza cAbd al-Rahim, one of Akbar's generals,
subsequently holding official posts in the Deccan and
Bihar. The Khan-i Khanan asked him to write a
biography of himself, the Ma^dthir-i Rahimi, completed
by c Abd al-Bakl in 1025/1616 (ed. Hidayat Husayn,
Bibl. Indica, Calcutta 1910-31) an important source
for the period, which also contains a history of
Muslim India in his own and previous times, starting
with the Ghaznawids [q.v.].
Bibliography: Storey, i, 522-3, 1315.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
NIHAYA (A.), a t e r m of I s l a m i c p h i l o s o p h y
which (together with its negation ma la nihdya lahu) is
entirely governed by its lexical meaning. Ibn Manzur,
in LA, defines it thus: "the extremity (ghdyd) and final
limit (dkhir) of a thing; and this is because its final
limit prevents it from being prolonged (yanhd-hu can altamddi), so that it is stopped (fa-yartadi*)". This definition of nihdya is based on its etymology, since the verb
nahd means "to forbid". The nihdya is thus that which
forbids access to something beyond a certain limit.
Ibn Manzur explains the Kur'anic phrase sidrat almuntahd(Llll, 14) by saying that it is the lotus "which
one reaches by arriving at it and which one does not
go beyond (wa-ld yutadjawaz}".
This concept of not going beyond can apply to such
realities as time, space and the division of bodies.
Does time have a limit in the past (an original time)
or in the future (a final time), limits before or beyond
which there is no more time, or is there an extension
of time into infinity, an eternity of time a parte ante (allam-yazal) which has never ceased to exist in the past,
and a parte post (al-ld-yazdl) which will never end in the
future? The same question can be put regarding
space: does there exist an infinite space, or is all
existing space limited? Likewise, is there or is there
not a limit to the division of bodies; is a body composed of an infinite number of parts, or is it built up
from a finite assemblage of indivisible atoms? But the
concept of not going beyond is also applicable to the
operations of thought: does it reach as far as definitive
conclusions, i.e. can it define final and "completed"
truths, without being obliged to to go back incessantly
and infinitively in its reasonings, "until there is no
nihdya", which is, in the eyes of logicians, the sign of
a defect in a proof? One can thus discern that the concept of nihdya is involved in everything touching such
problems as what is finite, the infinite and the
undefined.
The question in regard to space and time was
treated in the discussions of the opposing views of alGhazalT and Ibn Rushd in the two l^ahdfuts. Is there

a parallelism between space and time in regard to
their limits? Al-Ghazali, in an eristic form of
augumentation against the philosophers, supports it.
He remarks that the future and the past are relative
to each other, since all future becomes a past, and all
past is merely such in as far as it precedes the future.
But these are equally relative to the human soul
which, in its present form, represents these two
dimensions of time thanks to its faculty of imagination
(wahm, tawahhum) which, itself, cannot come to a halt,
neither to an initial term nor to a final one. Hence it
has no nihdya. But the same is true in regard to space;
our imagination cannot stop at a higher or lower limit,
so that one can conceive of an undefined growth of the
world in space (or, contrariwise, an undefined contraction), which raises the question of our knowing
whether the world could have been created greater or
smaller than it in fact is. Further, one can ask oneself
if it could have been created earlier or later. In effect,
if spatial dimension accompanies a body, then temporal dimension accompanies movement. If one thus
admits, in spite of the imagination, that the body of
the world is limited and that it does not exist beyond
the created world as it actually is, neither open space
nor empty space, as the philosophers, following
Aristotle and his theory of place (TOTTCX;, cf. Physics,
book IV), then they must be compelled to recognise
that, beyond the movement of the world, there exists
no empty time nor filled time, and, as a result, that
the world has a temporal nihdya just as it has a spatial
one. If the philosophers refuse to grant that the world
has a first beginning at which one must stop when one
traces back the succession of movements which are
characteristic of it, despite being carried away by the
imagination, then they are not in conformity with
their own beliefs, since they admit a nihdya for space
but refuse it for time whilst the case of time is identical
with that of space.
Ibn Rushd replies that, if the future and past are
relative to our own imagination, they are not then
"things which exist in themselves; they have no
existence outside the soul and are only a creation of
the soul (shay3 tafalu 'l-nafs)". The fact that the
imagination goes beyond all spatial limit as much as
beyond all temporal limit does not imply that, in
reality, the case of time is the same as that of space.
Or, to be precise, there exists, from the point of view
of real existence, a great difference: this is that every
body, as such, forms a whole, an ensemble which can
be added up into a totality, which is not the case with
movement which, on the contrary, by its very nature
flows along and cannot be halted in a total stop. This
is why, according to reason, and not this time according to the imagination, one can conceive of a spatial
limit to the world, whilst one cannot conceive of a
limit to movement and, consequently, to time, since
time is made up of a enumerated number of movements, on which it depend. This is the explanation
why, when there is a question of a reality which comes
into existence (al-muhdath) after its non-existence, one
must not trace back the anteriority (kabliyyd) of its
non-existence to an act of the imagination, since if one
does that, one suppresses the reality of what comes
into existence (cf. Tahdfut al-Tahdfut, ed. Bouyges,
Beirut, 72-80).
Another question regarding creation ab aeterno also
brings in the concept of nihdya. The two Tahdfuts are
clearly opposed on this point. How can one conceive
of an eternal creation? asks al-Ghazall, when the eternity of the world is impossible. In effect, the revolution of the Sun takes place over a year and that of
Saturn over 30 years. The Sun's revolution is thus
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one-thirtieth of the revolution of Saturn, or, putting it
another way, for one revolution of Saturn, there are
30 revolutions of the Sun; for two revolutions of
Saturn, there will be two times 30 revolutions of the
Sun. When one takes a finite number n of revolutions
of Saturn, one will have a finite number 30n revolutions of the Sun. The relationship between the totality
of the revolutions of Saturn and the totality of the
revolutions of the Sun remains the same in relationship to the parts of these totalities, i.e. 1:30. Ibn
Rushd replies, however, that if there are an infinite
number of revolutions of Saturn and the Sun, this
relationship disappears, since there is no conceivable
relationship between infinity "once" and "30 times"
infinity. Hence infinities of revolutions are impossible, and the world cannot have been created ab
aeterno. These considerations are already to be found
in the Fisal of Ibn Hazm. Furthermore, is the infinite
number of these revolutions an even or an odd
number, or both at the same time, or is it neither?
One must say that it is either one or the other. But if
one says that it is an equal number, it will become an
odd number by the addition of a unity, and if one says
that it is an odd number, it will become an even
number by the subtraction of a unity. But how can
one conceive adding a unity to or taking a unity away
from what is infinite? One can only reply that the
infinite number is neither odd nor even, which is contrary to the nature of the concept of number. Finally,
Ibn Rushd's reply rests on a completely Aristotelian
principle: sc. that an infinite number of revolutions is
only infinite in potentiality, and that there does not
exist any act of any kind such that one can take it as
a whole which is defined and genuinely capable of
being totalised (cf. Tahafut al-Tahdfut, 12-18).
Another question involving nihdya arises in regard
to the division of bodies. Ibn Slna discusses it, in particular in his Isharat (ed. Sulayman Dunya, Cairo
1957, ii, 130 ff.). Should one come to a stop at
indivisible atoms, in finite number, or not? If division
proceeds to the infinite, are the final parts of which
bodies are made up bodies themselves or something
else? This question raises numerous difficulties. It is
a fact that, if one defines a body geometrically as that
which has three dimensions in space, sc. length,
breadth and depth, it is always possible for the
imagination to divide up a line, surface or volume
infinitely. But how can one put together again a body
from constituents thus arrived at? According to Ibn
Slna, what makes up a body as such is not threedimensionality but "corporeity" (djismiyyd), a principle which is not divisible, unlike geometrical dimension. It should be observed that Ibn Slna is raising
here the important question of the continuous and the
discontinuous.
The theologians also tackled this question of the
constituting of bodies. Let us merely cite al-Nazzam
[q. v . ] , a Muctazili of the Basran school, who denied
the existence of the indivisible part or atom. The division of bodies can go on infinitely, which brings into
consideration their continuity and, at the same time,
the question of the nature of space and the possibility
of movement. He resolved it by his doctrine of the
"leap" (tafra)\ a moving body which cannot pass by
means of an infinite number of positions from A to B
"leaps" from one point to another. cAbd al-Kahir alBaghdadl, in his Park bayn al-firak, remarks that this
idea of the possibility of divisibility as far as the
infinite brings in the thesis of the simultaneous
occupation of bodies of a single space (taddkhul aladjsam fi hayyiz wdhid). In practice, as Ibn Slna
discerned clearly, one cannot explain the contact of
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parts thus infinitely divided up in order to take into
account the composition of the body, except by considering that they have two distinct extremities
(tarafdn1), so that contact with one is different from
contact with the other; which is contrary to the
hypothesis of division to infinity. Furthermore, one
must freely admit that the elements which are supposed to be in contact become completely penetrated
within each other, which cannot explain the constituting of the volume of bodies.
These are the main problems which the concept of
nihdya raises.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(R. ARNALDEZ)
NIKABA (A.), a term whose sense has been fixed
in the 20th century for "trade union", i.e. association for defending the interests of and promoting the
rights of wage and salary earners, can also however
denote the liberal professions and even those of
employers. The term derives from the corporative
function of the nakib, with the adjective nikdbi(m practice applied as a substantive only to wage and salary
earners) and the abstract nikdbiyya "syndicalism";
there is no verbal form in this sense.
The term's usage became general after the First
World War. Trade unionism, free from the
theoretical non-differentiation between employers and
employees of the guilds, is already attested in those
countries in which capitalist enterprise was most
advanced. In Algeria (1880 onwards) it referred
primarily to the dominant Europeans, with some
slight reference to the autochthonous peoples, and
utilised the French term syndicalisme. In Egypt, where
the corporative system was abolished in 1890, the first
trade unions (1899 onwards), at first dominated by
foreign or Ottoman-minority elements, but later
mixed, became known as associations (djjzm^iyya).
This term prevailed when Egyptian trade unionism
was put on a nationalist basis (1908-14). Nikdba came
into usage at the same time in the terminology of the
Nationalist (Watani) Party of Muhammad Farld
[q.v.], from 1908 onwards. It referred to an agricultural co-operative, in the Italian co-operativist
sense (nikdba zird^iyyd) and at the same time to the
Nikdbat al-SandW al-Yadawiyya (Union of Manual
Workers), an educational and co-operative association under the patronage of Nationalist lawyers, with
individual and group, interprofessional, membership,
including artisans. It did not exclude the ajam^iyydt.
Muhammad Farid's projects for labour legislation,
inspired by British Labour Party's activity, established nikdba as the equivalent of trade union/syndicat.
Henceforth, the Egyptian press used the term to
translate the titles of trade unions formed by foreign
workers.
In the Ottoman empire, the corporative system,
although in decay, remained longer in usage, with
mutual insurance societies only permitted to
foreigners and to members of the minorities employed
in the foreign concessionary companies. The first
trade unions arose at the time of the strikes during the
1908 Revolution, which however hardly touched the
Arab provinces. Laws were passed (1908-12) to
counter and to regulate the movement. Trade unions
were forbidden and the old corporations dissolved.
They were replaced by professional associations, comprising employers and employed, with representativeness reserved for the former. In the Arab version, for a long time after the War, nikdba denoted
corporative groups (nikdbat al-asndf, n. al-hiraf wa 'lsandV), whilst ajam^iyya, pace the case in Egypt,
referred to legal "associations", not trade unions.
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After the War, whilst modern Turkey adopted, in
order to remove ambiguity, the loan form sendika,
nikdba became the predominant term in the Arabspeaking lands.
The history of Arab trade unionism went, briefly
speaking, through three phases. Until the 1940s,
under colonial domination, it became firmly established in Egypt, spread through the British and
French mandates of the Near East and became
general in the three countries of French North Africa.
In this context, it acquired a strong political tinge,
within the framework of the combined stakes of class
and nationalism. The first vehicle of diffusion of the
form and the term was the current which claimed to
belong to the Communist International and the International Red Trade Union Movement, i.e. within the
organic link between the Communist Party and trade
unionism till the middle of the 1930s. In the Near
East, where these organisations were independent of
those of the metropolises, the first Egyptian federation
(IttihddNikdbat al-^Ummdl) was crushed by the Wafdist
repression of 1924, and the sole lasting effect of this
current was in Lebanon. Trade unionisation was
slower in Syria, and more pluralist there. In clrak, it
enjoyed periods of expansion and contraction. The
tendency of the mandatary or tutelary authorities was
to suppress this movement, considered as a prop of
nationalism, or at most to oppose to it the Ottoman
regulations regarding associations, for long maintained in force. The demands made were as much
juridical as economic, and in view of the resistance
encountered, nationalist. With its class current
broken, Egyptian trade unionism was taken over,
through the exertion of political patronage, by the
nationalist parties, on reformist lines close to the
International Trade Union Federation, connected
with the Second Socialist International. But the use of
their capability of mobilising on the streets and in
strikes served largely for these parties to embarrass
their enemy in power. Once the power was taken
over, repression began again. The presence of a colonial population in French North Africa allowed the
securing of more rights. The lines of cleavage were
those of the metropolis, opposing the reformist movement to the current class, until the reunification of the
Confederation Generate du Travail (C.G.T.) in 1936.
The second current, also anti-colonialist, was aimed,
despite prohibitions and repression, at unionising the
indigenous peoples and even supported, in Tunisia, a
first experience of trade union federation on national
class bases (C.G.T.T., 1924: Djdmi^at cUmum al^Amala al-Tunisiyya). The sole attempt at a take-over
by a nationalist party failed (Tunisia, 1937-8). The
implanting of Zionist trade unionism in Palestine
(from 1920 onwards) did not favour an ethnic mix of
workers. The Communist Party envisaged it, but
failed. Arab associations or trade unions were formed,
but without avoiding the cleavages of the two main
nationalist clans.
The second phase, beginning in 1942 during the
Second World War, was one of an increase in struggles and the acquisition of legal rights. Class orientations prevailed, but in pluralist structures, either running parallel to or in alliance with a national
movement which led up to the first manifestations of
political independence. This was also true for
Palestine before the partition in 1948. The creation of
the World Trade Union Federation (W.F.T.U.) from
1945 onwards favoured the exchange of experiences.
Extended coverage was made (Sudan, Libya, Somalia
and Aden). The politics of economic development
increased the numbers of salaried members. The new

governments used, however, the split in the World
Trade Union Movement (I.C.F.T.U. after 1949) to
install here an official trade unionism, and to forbid
there all syndicalist activity. The context favoured the
swallowing up of Maghrib! trade unionism by the
dominant nationalist parties.
The last phase is thus characterised by the permanent introduction of democratic stakes, until then
never permanently resolved: liberty to form trade
unions, and their autonomy regarding the state and
political parties. Under the influence of the
nationalist-reformist currents, dominant since the
1950s, an International Confederation of Arab Trade
Unions (al-Ittihdd al-Duwali li-Nikdbdt al-cUmmdl alc
Arab = I.C.A.T.U.), autonomous of the central
world organisations but open to co-operation with
them, was created in 1956. It assured inter-Arab trade
union solidarity with repressed movements, at the
same time getting involved politically in regional happenings (Arab-Israeli conflict, oil, etc.). It concerned
itself with the harmonisation of Arab legislation on
labour, after 1965 in liaison with the Arab Labour
Organisation (Munazzamat al-^Amal al-^Arabiyya =
A.L.O.). But apart from the two Yemens (unified in
1990) and Kuwayt, which had old-established federations, there is strong resistance within the Arab peninsula to expanding the labour legislation on trade
union rights. Clandestine trade union structures are
severely repressed there.
Bibliography: Further bibliographical references
and orientations are to be found in J. Sagnes (ed.),
Histoire du syndicalisme dans le monde des origines a nos
jours, Toulouse 1993 (relevant chs. by C. CoqueryVidrovitch, J. Couland, R. Gallissot and G.
Heuze). See also J. Berque (dir.) and J. Couland
(ed.), Bibliographic de la culture arabe contemporaine,
Paris_1981.
(J. COULAND)
NIKAH (A.), marriage (properly, sexual intercourse, but already in the Kur D an used exclusively of
the contract of marriage). In the present article, marriage is dealt with as a legal institution; for marriage
customs, see C URS.
I. IN CLASSICAL ISLAMIC LAW
II. IN THE MODERN ISLAMIC WORLD

1. The Arab, Persian and Turkish lands of the
Middle East
2. In Muslim India up to 1930 [see CURS]
3. In Muslim India after 1930
4. In Indonesia
5. In East Africa
6. In Nigeria
I. IN CLASSICAL ISLAMIC LAW
1. The essential features of the Muslim law of marriage go back to the customary law of the Arabs which
previously existed. In this, although there were differences according to districts and the conditions of
the individual cases, the regulations governing marriage were based upon the patriarchal system, which
permitted the man very great freedom and still bore
traces of an old matriarchal system. It is true that
before the coming of Islam, a higher conception of the
marriage state had already begun to exist, but the
position of the woman was still a very unfavourable
one. The marriage contract was made between the
suitor and the "guardian" i.e. the father or the
nearest male relative of the bride, the latter's consent
not being regarded as necessary. But even before
Islam it had already become generally usual for the
dowry to be given to the woman herself and not to the
guardian. In marriage, the woman was under the
unrestricted authority of her husband, the only
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bounds to which were consideration for her family.
Dissolution of the marriage rested entirely on the
man's opinion; and even after his death his relatives
could enforce claims upon his widow.
2. Islam reformed these old marriage laws in farreaching fashion, while retaining their essential
features; here as in other fields of social legislation
Muhammad's chief aim was the improvement of the
woman's position. The regulations regarding marriage which are the most important in principle are
laid down in the KurDan in sura IV (from the period
shortly after the battle of Uhud): "3. If ye fear that
ye cannot act justly to the orphans marry the women
whom ye think good (to marry), by twos, threes or
fours; but if ye fear (even then) not to be just then
marry one only or (the slaves) whom you possess; this
will be easier that ye be not unjust. Give the women
their dowry freely; but if they voluntarily remit you a
part of it, enjoy it and may it prosper you.—26.
Marry not the woman whom your fathers have married (except what is already past); for this is shameful
and abominable and an evil way. 27. Forbidden to
you are your mothers, your daughters, your sisters,
your aunts paternal and maternal, the daughters of
your brother and sister, your foster-mothers and
foster-sisters, the mothers of your wives and the stepdaughters who are in your care, born of your wives,
with whom ye have had intercourse—but if ye have
not had intercourse with them, it is not a sin for
you—and the wives of the sons, who are your offspring, also that ye marry two sisters at the same time
except what is already past; Allah is gracious and merciful. 28. Further married women except (slaves) that
you possess. This is ordained by Allah for you. But he
has permitted you to procure (wives) outside of these
cases with your money in decency and not in fornication. To those of them that ye have enjoined give
their reward as their due, but it is no sin to make an
agreement between you beyond the legal due. Allah is
all-knowing and wise. 29. If however any one of you
has not means sufficient to marry free believing
women (let him marry) among your believing slaves,
whom you possess; Allah best knows (to distinguish)
your faith. Marry them with the permission of their
masters, and give them their dowry in kindness; they
should be modest and not unchaste and take no
lovers". Also sura II, 220 (uncertain date), the prohibition of marriage with infidels, male or female (cf.
sura IX, 10), sura XXXIII, 49 (probably of the year
5), an exception in favour of the Prophet, and sura V,
7 (of the farewell pilgrimage in the year 10), permission of marriage with the women of the possessors of
a scripture. Other passages of the Kurgan which
emphasise the moral side of marriage are sura XXIV,
3, 26, 32, and sura XXX, 20. In Tradition, various
attitudes to marriage find expression; at the same
time, the positive enactments regulating it are supplemented in essential points. The most important is
the limitation of the number of wives permitted at one
time to four; although sura IV, 3, contains no such
precise regulation, this interpretation of it must have
predominated very early, as in the traditions it is
assumed rather than expressly demanded. The cooperation of the "guardian", the dowry and the consent of the woman is regarded as essential, and competition with a rival, the result of whose suit is still in
doubt, is forbidden.
3. The most important provisions of Islamic law
(according to the Shaficf school) are the following.
The marriage contract is concluded between the
bridegroom and the bride's wali(guardian), who must
be a free Muslim of age and of good character. The
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wait is in his turn bound to assist in carrying out the
contract of marriage demanded by the woman, if the
bridegroom fulfils certain legal conditions. The wall
should be one of the following in this order: 1. the
nearest male ascendant in the male line; 2. the nearest
male relative in the male line among the descendants
of the father; 3. do. among the descendants of the
grandfather, etc.; 4. in the case of a freed woman the
mawld (manumitter) and (if the case arises) his male
relatives in the order of heirs in intestacy [see MIRATH,
6, b]\ 5. the representative of the public authority
(hakim) appointed for the purpose; in many countries
it is the kadi or his deputy. In place of the hakim the
future husband and wife may agree to choose a wall
and must do so if there is no authorised hakim in the
place. The wall can only give the bride in marriage
with her consent, but in the case of a virgin, silent
consent is sufficient. The father or grandfather, however, has the right to marry his daughter or granddaughter against her will, so long as she is a virgin (he
is therefore called wall mudjbir, wall with power of
coercion); the exercise of this power is, however, very
strictly regulated in the interests of the bride. As
minors are not in a position to make a declaration of
their wishes which is valid in law, they can only be
married at all by a wall mudjbir. According to the
Hanafis, on the other hand, every blood relative
acting as wall is entitled to give a virgin under age in
marriage without her consent; but a woman married
in this way by another than her ascendant is entitled
on coming of age to demand that her marriage be
declared void (faskh) by the kadi. A bridegroom who is
a minor may also be married by his wall mudjbir. As
a kind of equivalent for the rights which the husband
acquires over the wife, he is bound to give her a bridal
gift (mahr, saddk) which is regarded as an essential part
of the contract. The contracting parties are free to fix
the mahr, it may consist of anything that has value in
the eyes of the law; if it is not fixed at the conclusion
of the contract and if the parties cannot agree upon it,
we have a case for the mahr al-mithl, a bridal gift fixed
by the kadi according to the circumstances of the
bridegroom. It is not necessary to pay the mahr at
once; frequently a portion is paid before the consummation of the marriage and the remainder only at the
dissolution of the marriage by divorce or death. The
wife's claim to the full mahr or the full mahr al-mithl
arises only when the marriage has been consummated; if the marriage is previously dissolved by the
man, the wife can only claim half the mahr or a present
(mut^a) fixed arbitrarily by the man; these regulations
go back to sura II, 237-8 (cf. XXXIII, 48). In form,
the marriage contract, which is usually prefaced by a
solicitation (khitba), follows the usual scheme in
Muslim contracts, with offer and acceptance; the wait
of the bride is further recommended to deliver a pious
address (khutba) on the occasion. The marriage must
be concluded in the presence of at least two witnesses
(shdhid) who possess the legal qualifications for a
witness; their presence is here not simply, as in other
contracts, evidence of the marriage but an essential
element in its validity. On the other hand, no collaboration by the authorities is prescribed. But since
great importance is usually attached to fulfilling the
formalities of the marriage contract, upon which the
validity of the marriage depends, it is usual not to
carry through this important legal matter without the
assistance of an experienced lawyer. We therefore
everywhere find men whose profession this is and who
usually act under the supervision of the kadi. The part
which they take is to pronounce the necessary formulae to the parties or even to act as authorised agents
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of one of them, usually the wait of the bride. The most
important impediments to marriage are the following:
1. blood relationship, namely between the man and
his female ascendants and descendants, his sisters, the
female descendants of his brothers and sisters as well
as his aunts and great-aunts; 2. foster-relationship,
which, by extension of the Kur'anic law, by tradition
is regarded as an impediment to marriage in the same
degrees as blood relationship; 3. relationship by marriage, namely, between a man and his mother-in-law,
daughter-in law, step-daughter, etc., in the direct
line; marriage with two sisters or with an aunt and
niece at the same time is also forbidden; 4. the
existence of a previous marriage, in the case of a
woman without limitation (inclusive of the period of
waiting after the dissolution of the marriage, ^idda
[q. v. ]), and in the case of a free man with the provision
that he cannot be married to more than four women
at once; 5. the existence of a threefold taldk [q.v.] or of
a li^dn [q.v.]; 6. social inequality; the man must not be
by birth, profession, etc. below the woman (unless
both the woman and wall agree); a free Muslim can
only marry another's slave girl if he cannot provide
the bridal gift for a free woman, and the marriage
between a master (or mistress) and his slave (or her
slave) is quite impossible (a master is however permitted concubinage with his slave); 7. difference of
religion; there is no exception to the prohibition of
marriage between a Muslim woman and an infidel,
while the permission given in theory for marriage
between Muslim men and the women of the
possessors of a scripture is, at least by the Shaficls, so
restricted by conditions as to be prohibited in practice;
8. temporary obstacles, such as the state of ihrdm
[q.v.]. On the other hand, the law knows no minimum
age for a legal marriage. If a marriage contract does
not fulfil the legal requirements, it is invalid; the
HanafTs and especially the Malikls, but not the
ShaficTs, distinguish in this case between invalid (bdtil)
and incorrect (fasid), according as the error affects an
essential or unessential element in the contract; in the
former case, there is no marriage at all, in the second,
its validity may be attacked but (according to the
Malikls) consummation removes any defect. Marriage does not produce any community of property
between husband and wife, and the woman retains
her complete freedom of dealing; but certain laws
regarding inheritance come into operation [see
MIRATH, 6, c]. The man alone has to bear the expense
of maintaining the household and is obliged to support his wife in a style befitting her station (nafakd); if
he should not be in a position to do so, his wife may
demand the dissolution of the marriage byfaskh [q.v.].
The man can demand from his wife readiness for
marital intercourse and obedience generally; if she is
regularly disobedient, she loses her claim to support
and may be chastised by the man. The latter, however, is expressly forbidden to take upon himself vows
of continence (f/a 3 and zihdr). Children are only
regarded as legitimate if they are born at least six
months after consummation of the marriage and not
more than 4 years (the predominant Shafici view)
after its dissolution; it is presumed that such children
are begotten by the husband himself; the latter has the
right to dispute his paternity by licdn. Parentage can
also be established by the husband's ikrdr [q.v.], while
both recognition and adoption of illegitimate children
are impossible.
4. The laws regarding the rights and duties of husband and wife cannot be modified by the parties at the
drawing-up of the contract. This can, however, be
effected by the man pronouncing a conditional taldk

[see TALAK, vii.] immediately after the conclusion of
the marriage contract; this shift to secure the position
of the woman is particularly common among Indian
Muslims. For the rest, the couple are left to private
agreements which need not be mentioned in the marriage contract. The actual position of the woman in
marriage is in all Muslim countries entirely dependent on local conditions and on many special circumstances. It is not a contradiction of this to say that
the legal prescriptions regarding marriage are most
carefully observed as a rule. In spite of certain ascetic
tendencies, Islam as a whole has been decidedly in
favour of marriage.—In modern Islam, the problem
of the woman's position in marriage and polygamy is
especially discussed between conservatives and
adherents of modern social ideas. For the different
views resulting from these conditions, see the works in
the Bibliography cited below.
5. Alongside of the usual form of the old Arabian
marriage, which in spite of its laxity aimed at the
foundation of a household and the procreation of
children, there existed the temporary marriage in
which the pair lived together temporarily for a period
previously fixed. Such temporary marriages were
entered upon mainly by men who found themselves
staying for a time abroad. It is by no means certain
that these are referred to in sura IV, 28, although the
Muslim name of this arrangement (mut^a [q.v.],
"marriage of pleasure") is based on the literal meaning of the verse; it is, however, certain from Tradition
that Muhammad really permitted mut^a to his
followers especially on the longer campaigns. But the
caliph c Umar strictly prohibited mut^a and regarded it
as fornication (zind7) (a group of traditions already
ascribes this prohibition to the Prophet). As a result,
mutca is permitted only among the Sh^Ts but prohibited by the Sunnls. The latter have, however, practically the same arrangement; those who wish to live
contrary to the law as husband and wife for a certain
period simply agree to do so without stipulating it in
the marriage contract.
Bibliography: For the pre-Islamic Arabs:
G.A. Wilken, Het matriarchaat bij de oude Arabieren,
German tr., Das Matriarchal bei den alien Arabern,
Leipzig 1884; W. Robertson Smith, Kinship and
marriage in early Arabia, new ed., London 1903;
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H. Stern, Marriage in early Islam, London 1939. On
the doctrine of Fitch: Snouck Hurgronje,
Verspreide Geschriften, vi, index, s.v. Huwelijk; Juynboll, Handleiding3, 174 ff.; Santillana, Istituzioni,
150 ff.; J. Lopiz Ortiz, Derecho musulmdn, 154 ff. On
marriage and society: Lammens, Mocdwia Ier,
306 ff.; R. Levy, The social structure of Islam, 91-124;
Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka in the latter part of the 19th
century, index, s.v. Marriage; Verspreide Geschriften,
iv/1, 218 ff.; Polak, Persien, i, 194 ff. Modern conditions: Goldziher, Die Richtungen der islamischen
Koranauslegung, 360 ff.; R. Paret, Zur Frauenfragc in
der arabisch-islamischen Welt, Stuttgart 1934. On the
ethical estimation of marriage: H. Bauer,
Islamische Ethik, fasc. ii; Mez, Renaissance des Isldms,
276-7; Becker, Islamstudien, i, 407. See also Hughes,
Dictionary of Islam, s.v. Marriage; R. Roberts, The
social laws of the Qprdn, London 1925, 7-18; M.
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Muslim institutions, London 1950, 128-37; G.-H. Bousquet, La morale de
I'Islam et son ethique sexuelle, Paris 1953, 79-141; N.J.
Coulson, A history of Islamic law, Edinburgh 1964,
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al-zawddj_ fi 'l-madhdhib al-isldmiyya, Cairo 1958;
Amir cAbd al-cAziz, al-Ankiha al-fdsida wa 'l-manhi
c
anhdfi 'l-shari^a al-isldmiyya, c Amman 1983; Kamal
Ahmad c Awn, al-Taldk fi 'I-Islam muhaddad wamukayyad, Riyad, 1403/1983.
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II. IN THE MODERN ISLAMIC WORLD
1. The Arab, Persian and T u r k i s h lands of
the Middle East
i. Impetus for reform
Increasing dissatisfaction in recent years with traditional marriage law, particularly the discord between
legal norms adapted to the patrilineal, patriarchal
family, and changing social conditions, has spawned
reforms motivated by a desire to adapt shar^i norms to
the transition from the extended to the nuclear family,
to strengthen the position of women qua women and
equitably to redefine the rights and duties of spouses.
Juristic basis for the reforms has been provided by
a wide gamut of methods: the procedural expedient
coupled with denial of judicial relief; the "eclectic"
(takhayyur) expedient; stipulations in the marriage contract; extension of the court's discretion; penal and
legal sanctions; "modernistic" interpretation of textual sources (neo-idjtihdd)\ and substantive legislation
with no apparent basis in the shari^a [see MAHKAMA. 4.
xiii, at VI, 40-1].
Relevant legislation: Egypt—Law No. 25, 1920;
Law No. 56, 1923; Law No. 25, 1929; Code of Procedure No. 78, 1931; Law No. 62, 1976; Presidential
Decree No. 44, 1979, repealed and re-enacted by Law
No. 100, 1985; Iran—Family Protection Act, 1967,
replaced by Family Protection Act, 1975 (repealed in
1979); clrdk—Personal Status Law No. 188, 1959,
amended by Act No. 11, 1963; Israel—Marriage Age
Law, 1950, amended in 1960; Women's Equal Rights
Law, 1951; Maintenance (Assurance of Payment)
Law, 1972; Jordan—Law of Family Rights, No. 92,
1951, replaced by Law of Personal Status, No. 61,
1976; Kuwait—Law of Personal Status, 1980;
Lebanon—[Ottoman] Family Rights Law, 1917
(hereafter referred to as Ottoman Family Law), put
into effect by Decree No. 241, 1942 and reasserted in
1962; North Yemen—Family Law, 1978; South Yemen—
Family Law, No. 1, 1974; The Sudan—Judicial Circulars: No. 17, 1915; No. 28, 1927; No. 41, 1936;
No. 45, 1936; No. 54, 1960; Syria—Decree No. 59,
1953, on Personal Status Law, amended by Law No.
34, 1975; Turkey—Turkish Civil Code, 1926.
ii. Impediments to marriage
Sharci impediments to marriage, excepting foster
relationship, have been completely abandoned in
Turkey. A reform unique to Kuwait to safeguard the
family's integrity prohibits a man's marrying a
woman he has deliberately and viciously turned
against her former husband,
iii. Marriage guardian
The marriage guardian's role has been virtually
restricted to protecting the interests of wards
physically mature but under the statutory age of competence for marriage. Moreover, the court is
empowered to permit marriage even against the guardian's will. Under Ottoman family law (still
applicable in Lebanon and Israel), as well as in Jordan, Syria, and c lrak (all bound by the HanafT
school), the marriage guardian's right to contract a
valid compulsory (ifjjjbdr) marriage, even with regard
to minors, has almost completely been abolished
through innovative changes in the minimun age for
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marriage (see below, v). In the Sudan (1960), the
traditional Malik! rule that an adult woman must be
given in marriage by her guardian still obtains,
although the woman's consent is now as a rule essential for its validity,
iv. Equality in marriage
Criteria for equality between spouses (kafdty, as
well as the guardian's right to demand annulment of
the marriage on grounds of inequality, have been curtailed. Ottoman family law explicitly mentions as
criteria only profession and property (out of which the
prompt dower can be paid and the wife's maintenance
provided). In Jordan the only remaining criterion is
property. In Kuwait religious piety is the sole
criterion. In Syria equality is a matter of local convention, not law. So far clrak alone totally ignores this
institution, implying its complete abandonment.
However, a new criterion has emerged: parity in age
between the spouses (see below, vi).
v. Age of marriage
Restrictions on child-marriage are intended to prevent the harmful social implications of premature
marriage. Distinction has been made to this end
between an age of competence for marriage and a
minimum age below which marriage is never possible,
the parties being presumed to be under puberty. Most
Middle Eastern countries have followed the precedent
set by Ottoman family law in prescribing the age of
competence for marriage: eighteen for a boy and
seventeen for a girl. Marriage below these ages is permissible, however, on proof of sexual maturity (see
below). Simultaneously, traditional shar^i (and
Ottoman family law) age limits (nine for girls, twelve
for boys), below which no claim of sexual maturity
will be heard (in effect, minimum ages for marriage),
have been raised: fifteen or sixteen for a boy, and
between thirteen and sixteen for a girl. In Egypt
(1923, 1931) no distinction is drawn between puberty
and competence for marriage. Prescribed ages for
marriage are eighteen for a boy and sixteen for a girl.
Marriage below these ages is not permissible (nor
registered—see below, viii) even on proof of sexual
maturity. In the Sudan (1960) a pre-pubescent girl at
least ten years old may be given in marriage with the
consent of the court where there are grounds for anxiety about her morals.
Adolescents having reached the prescribed ages of
puberty but not of competence for marriage may
marry in the interim period of two or three years
(irrelevant under Hanafi law), subject usually to the
marriage guardian's consent and always to the court's
permission. In Israel the "good defences" (physical
maturity and the guardian's consent) against a charge
of contravention of age-of-marriage legislation were
abrogated (1950), but simultaneously a district judge
was empowered to permit the marriage of a girl who
was pregnant or had given birth or, since 1960, had
reached the age of sixteen.
Ottoman family law concerning marriageable age
has directly affected the validity of marriage. Marriage in violation of the provisions pertaining to the
age of competence to marry and the conditions concerning permission to marry is deemed irregular
(fdsid) with no legal effects before consummation. In
North Yemen, the marriage of a boy (not a girl) below
fifteen is not valid. Laws in other Middle Eastern
countries evade this issue. Courts, however, tend to
validate such marriages retroactively once the parties
reach puberty.
Other devices intended to enforce reformist restrictions on child-marriage are prohibition of registration
of any union in which the parties have not reached the
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legal ages for marriage (Egypt, 1923; Kuwait; Israel,
1950), preclusion of courts from entertaining any
matrimonial cause whatsoever in such marriages, i.e.
the marriage is valid but not effective (nafidh) (Egypt,
1923, 1931), and rendering the parties liable to
statutory penalties (Jordan, Iran, Lebanon, Israel),
vi. Disparity in age
Prohibition, by means of registration, of a marriage
in which there is a gross disparity in age between the
parties (unless there is some genuine benefit in the
union) is intended to defend the wife's interests. Jordan was the first to act on this issue: marriage of a
woman under eighteen is prohibited if the husbandto-be is more than twenty years her senior, unless it
is established in court that she consents of her own free
will and that the marriage is in her interest. In Syria
disparity in age may lead the court to withhold permission for marriage, taking into account the welfare
of the parties. In South Yemen, marriage in which
there is a twenty-year disparity in age is prohibited
unless the wife has reached thirty-five,
vii. Stipulations in the marriage contract
Application of the mechanism of inserting stipulations benefiting the wife into the marriage contract
(provided they do not conflict with marriage aims,
affect the rights of others, or restrict the liberty of the
husband), is intended mainly to improve the position
of married women. Anchored in the Hanball school,
this mechanism rests on voluntary agreement between
spouses. Non-observance of a stipulation is grounds
for dissolving the marriage at the wife's request without prejudice to her financial rights. Ottoman family
law first introduced this mechanism. Jordan, Syria,
c
lrak, Iran and Kuwait followed suit. The stipulations
pertaining to marriage are (1) that the wife should not
be removed from a locality agreed upon between the
parties; (2) that the husband should not marry a cowife (see below, ix); (3) that the wife may work outside
the matrimonial home; and (4) that the wife may complete her studies (Kuwait),
viii. Registration of marriage
Registration (performed by the shari^a court or its
authorised notary; in Syria, a district judge must
review the marriage application), a wholly new departure from the traditional legal system, has become a
necessary legal formality in most Muslim countries.
Its purpose is to strengthen state control over marriage proceedings and to impose reforms relating to
marriageable age and compulsory marriage (see
above, iii). Registration is enforced by (1) the shar^a
court's deeming an unregistered marriage (though
not invalid under the shared) not effective (nafidh),
unless or until pregnancy becomes apparent (South
Yemen, Lebanon, Syria); (2) considering the registration certificate as the sole proof of marriage, lacking
which the parties will be denied judicial relief (Egypt
1931); and (3) making the solemniser, bridegroom (or
both spouses), and witnesses liable to penal sanction
(Jordan, c lrak, North Yemen),
ix. Polygamy
Reforms aimed at consolidating monogamy restrict
polygamy to the extent of complete abolition.
Polygamy has been totally abolished as yet only in
Turkey. In clrak it was first abolished (1959), only to
be reduced to prohibition (1963). Complementary
measures taken concerning polygamy are:
(1) Stipulation in the marriage contract (see above,
vii). Ottoman family law allows a woman to stipulate
in her marriage contract that her husband shall not
marry another wife and that should he do so, either
she or the polygamous wife will be divorced. Jordan
followed suit, though the first wife may dissolve only
her own marriage, not that of the co-wife.

(2) Prohibition. Polygamy has been prohibited (in
Iran this presumably applies to both permanent and
temporary marriage) unless permitted by court
(district court in South Yemen) on the basis of "good
defences": The court must be satisfied that the husband is financially able to properly maintain multiple
wives (Syria; Iran, 1967); that the co-wives will be
treated with equal justice (clrak, Iran, 1967); and that
the first wife consents to the marriage, is unable or
unwilling to co-habit, has been sentenced to imprisonment, is addicted to drink, drugs or gambling, has
deserted the family or disappeared, or has become
barren, insane or afflicted with incurable disease
(Iran, 1967, 1975). In South Yemen a medical certificate to this effect is required. In clrak these
defences are presumably implied by the phrase "some
lawful benefit in the polygamous marriage". In Israel
(1951) the defence available to Muslims qua Muslims
against a charge of polygamy (prohibited by the Mandatary authorities) was abolished and replaced by two
defences against such a charge: prolonged absence or
mental illness of the spouse.
Prohibition of polygamy, unlike abolition, does not
in itself invalidate polygamous marriage, though
those failing to obtain the court's permission are liable
to penal sanctions.
(3) Divorce. This obtains in circumstances where
no stipulation barring co-marriage has been inserted
in the marriage contract or where permission for
polygamy has been granted by court. A woman finding the position of co-wife intolerable may dissolve
her own marriage on grounds (anchored in the Maliki
school) of injury (extended to cover unequal treatment
of co-wives), or disputes between the spouses (once
again extended to cover cases of unequal treatment),
in which case the marriage will be dissolved through
the arbitration procedure. With slight variations this
remedy obtains in the Sudan (1915), Lebanon and
Israel (under Ottoman family law), Jordan, South
Yemen, and clrak (1959). In Egypt (1979, 1985) the
wife's option to dissolve the marriage lapses one year
after the conclusion of the polygamous marriage. The
husband and the solemniser must inform the first wife
when a co-wife is taken, failing which they are liable
to penal sanction. In Iran (before 1979), a wife who
had not consented to a polygamous marriage might
petition the court on these grounds asking for a certificate of impossibility of reconciliation and subsequent divorce.
x. Void and irregular marriages
Modern legislation in this respect aims to mitigate
the harsh legal effects of prohibited marriages.
Ottoman family law, and in its wake Jordan (1951)
and Syria, reduced the category of void (bdtif) marriage, entailing no legal effects whatsoever, solely to
marriage of a Muslim woman to a non-Muslim. In
Jordan this category applied also to the marriage of a
man to a woman related to him within the prohibited
degrees (mahram) and (since 1976) to marriage of a
Muslim man to an adherent of a non-revealed religion
(ghayr kitdbiyya). All other prohibited marriages are
deemed irregular (fdsid) which, if consummated,
entail some of the legal and financial effects of valid
(sahth) marriage.
Syria introduced an innovative reform (with no
apparent basis in the shared) entitling the wife to
maintenance even in a consummated irregular (fdsid)
marriage, provided she was not aware of its
irregularity. In clrak (1959) it is indicated, though not
explicitly, that even in cases of void (ghayr sahih) marriage, the woman is entitled to dower and must
observe the waiting period.
The general aim of reformist legislation pertaining
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to temporary marriage (mutca) is the curtailment of
some of its legal effects to the point of complete abolition of the institution. Temporary marriage is no
longer valid in clrak (1959), although a child born of
such a liaison is considered legitimate with all attendant consequences. In Iran (before 1979) temporary
marriages were valid, though it seems that mutual
rights of inheritance between partners might no
longer be created. Traditional mutca was reintroduced
after the 1979 revolution. Under Ottoman family law,
and in its wake Jordan, temporary marriage is
deemed irregular, not void.
With the abolition of slavery in Saudi Arabia
(1962), concubinage, i.e. a man's sharci right to have
sexual relations with an unlimited number of his
female slaves, ceased to exist,
xi. Dower
In Ottoman family law, and in its wake Jordan,
Syria and clrak (1959), no mention is made regarding
minimum dower, implying abandonment of shar^i
doctrine in this respect. In South Yemen, dower
(prompt and deferred combined) must not exceed one
hundred dinars, contrary to traditional doctrine which
does not acknowledge a maximum dower.
Egypt (1929) and the Sudan (1935) introduced, via
takhayyur with the HanafT school, that where a married
couple or their respective heirs dispute the amount of
dower stipulated, the burden of proof falls on the wife.
Syria, Kuwait, and Jordan (1976) followed suit.
Ottoman family law, and in its wake Jordan but not
other countries, followed the view of those jurists
within the HanafT school who maintain, unlike others,
that the wife must not be compelled to buy the
trousseau (djihdz) out of her dower.
In Jordan (1976) any agreement that all or part of
the dower be deferred shall be recorded in writing,
otherwise the whole dower shall be deemed prompt.
Non-payment of the prompt dower before consummation has become (since 1951), contrary to the HanafT
view, grounds for dissolution [see TALAK].
xii. Maintenance between the spouses
General trends in this respect favour either one
spouse or the other, depending on the circumstances.
(1) Definition of maintenance. In Jordan, and in
its wake Syria, c lrak, Egypt (1979, 1985) and Kuwait,
the definition of maintenance has been extended to
cover medical treatment in addition to traditional
components. In Egypt (1979) maintenance also
includes "everything that is requisite by custom,"
"custom" being replaced in 1985 by "sharf-a".
(2) Criteria for fixing maintenance. Egypt (1929)
and the Sudan (1936) and, with some variation,
Kuwait, innovated via takhayyur that a wife's
maintenance shall be calculated by exclusive reference
to her husband's means, regardless of her own condition. Jordan, Syria, and Egypt (1979, 1985) followed
suit with the proviso that the rate of maintenance
must not be below minimum sufficiency.
Though maintenance may be increased or
decreased depending on the husband's condition and
the cost of living (as in traditional law) no application
shall be heard before the expiration of a certain time
period (six months in Syria and Jordan, one year in
Kuwait, but no time period in clrak) from the date of
the court order, save in exceptional emergencies.
South Yemen introduced an unprecedented
innovation—in glaring contradiction to the sharPa—
according to which spouses bear the expenses of their
common life as well as the maintenance of their
children according to their respective means and
abilities. This reflects a radical concept, anchored in
1974 law, according to which a marriage is a contract
between two parties equal in rights and duties.
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(3) Arrears of maintenance. Egypt (1920), and
lrak (1959) in its wake, acknowledged via takhayyur
the principle of arrears of maintenance: maintenance
of a wife who has submitted herself, even putatively,
to her husband is deemed a debt owed by him from
the time when he fails to support her, not (as in
HanafT law) from the time when she sues him in court.
The Sudan (1927) adopted a less radical approach:
arrears of maintenance still lapse on the death of
either party unless the wife has been given judicial
permission to raise maintenance on credit. In Jordan
and Syria, as in Ottoman family law, arrears of
maintenance are created solely by mutual agreement
or by judicial judgment (in conformity with traditional law), however—contrary to the HanafT
school—they lapse only by payment or renouncement, not on the death of either party or on
dissolution.
In Egypt (1931), and the Sudan (1936) in its wake,
as a precaution against dubious claims for
maintenance alleged to have been due over many
years, courts were forbidden by the procedural expedient of denial of judicial relief from entertaining
claims of arrears of maintenance in regard to any
period more than three years (one year in Egypt since
1979) prior to the suit. In Syria the court will not
allow the wife more than four months' arrears of
maintenance.
(4) Provisional maintenance. In Syria, c lrak,
Kuwait and Egypt (1979, 1985) the court may order
payment of provisional maintenance before handing
down its final decision.
(5) Collection of maintenance. The Sudan (1915),
and Egypt (1920) in its wake, decreed that if a husband has property out of which his wife's legally entitled maintenance can be obtained, a decree to this
effect will be executed. In Lebanon, Israel (both
under Ottoman family law), Jordan, and c lrak, such
a judicial decree is possible only if the husband is
absent.
In c lrak, where maintenance cannot be collected
from the husband and in the absence of any person
willing to lend money to the wife who, in her turn, is
incapable of earning a living, maintenance shall be
provided by the state. Egypt (1976) and Israel (1972)
transferred the burden of maintenance payment fixed
by judicial decree to governmental authority, which in
turn recoups itself from the judgment debtor.
(6) Non-provision of maintenance as grounds for
divorce. In Egypt (1920), Jordan, Syria, c lrak, Iran
(before 1979), and South Yemen, failure to provide
the wife with maintenance due to unwillingness or
hardship on the part of the husband (provided, in
some of the countries, that he has no property out of
which maintenance may be obtained, and that a
period of delay has been exhausted) is deemed, via
takhayyur, legal grounds for judicial divorce [see
TALAK].
(7) Maintenance of a working wife. Syria, clrak
and Jordan (1976) explicitly deny the right to
maintenance to a wife who works away from home
without her husband's consent. In Egypt (1979, 1985)
and Kuwait, however, the husband's permission for
that purpose is not required, provided the wife's exercise of her right to a lawful job is not abused or in conflict with the family's interest, and that she was not
forbidden by the husband to attend her work. This,
with some variation, applied also in Iran (before
1979).
xiii. Inheritance rights between the spouses (see MIRATH. 2.
In modern Islamic countries, at VII, 111-13).
xiv. Obedience
Reform in this respect was aimed at correcting
c
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injustice and abuse of women. In Egypt (1967) and
the Sudan (1969), the institution of bayt al-tdca (i.e.
police-executed enforced obedience of rebellious
wives, which has no apparent basis in the shari^a) was
abolished. In Egypt (1979) a disobedient wife wishing
to object to the written request of the husband for her
return to the conjugal home may do so, on shar^i
grounds, within ten days (30 days since 1985) of the
court's request. The court will try to reconcile the parties, failing which it will refer them to arbitration. If
arbitration is unsuccessful, judicial dissolution may be
granted [see TALAK].
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2. In M u s l i m I n d i a up to 1930 [see C URS].
3. In M u s l i m I n d i a a f t e r 1930
Marriage in Islam, not being a sacrament but a
contract between husband and wife, is literally termed
in Indian Islam ^akd-e-nikdh ("marriage contract").
Among Indian Muslims, however, nikdh is considered
to be the establishment of relationship between the
families of the bride and the groom, which is reflected
in the formal procedure and series of ceremonies
which precede the final nikdh ceremony.
In spite of the impact of modern education among
Indian Muslims, allowing some degree of freedom in
expressing preference for selecting marriage partner
by both boys and girls, the formal nikdh proposal
(nikdh kapayghdm) is sent—or conveyed—by the elders
of the boy to the elder family members of the girl. The
ceremonial modesty requires some delay in accepting
the proposal (payghdm). After the formal declaration of
engagement (nisbat), an auspicious date is fixed for the
nikdh. Generally, the month of Muharram and the
following thirteen days of Safar are avoided for nikdh
ceremony by both Sunnls and Sh^Is in commemoration of martyrdom of Imam Husayn.
On the appointed day, the marriage party (nikdh ki
bdrdt), comprising the male relatives and friends of the
groom's family, proceeds to the house of the bride,
where they are received by the male members of that
household. Soon afterwards, the preparations for the
main ceremony begin, which includes changing of the

groom's clothes into a completely new set prepared
and provided by the bride's family. For the cakd
ceremony, besides the kadi (usually a Mawlawl or
Muslim religious scholar) and a wakil (representing
the bride), two witnesses are required. It is the
privilege of the bride's family to choose a Mawlawl to
act as kadi; whereas the wakil (to be a neutral person
in any unforeseen future dispute) is usually the bride's
maternal uncle or her paternal or maternal aunt's
husband. The two witnesses are selected from among
the relatives of the bride. In order to obtain advance
consent of the bride, the wakil and the two witnesses
proceed to the women's quarter, where the wakil in a
loud voice asks the bride three times her consent for
her ^akd-e-nikdh (specifying the name of the groom and
the amount of her mahr), to which she is expected to
respond in her modest and subdued voice. Thereafter,
the wakil''s party returns to the male gathering and
informs the kadi that the bride's consent has been
obtained for her nikdh. It is followed by a brief
religious ceremony in which the kadi loudly recites in
Arabic the marriage sermon (nikdh ka khutbd), which
consists of some Kur'anic verses and a history of successful marriages in an Islamic context, citing those of
Adam and Eve, Abraham and Hagar, Muhammad
and his four prominent wives, and CA1I and Fatima.
After this recital, the kadi sits in front of the groom,
facing towards him; the wakil and both the witnesses,
already sitting close to the groom, lean slightly
towards him so that they can hear his consent clearly.
The kadi, in a low voice as if maintaining secrecy, asks
the groom three times in the following words (in the
native language): "I marry you to such-and-such girl,
daughter of so-and-so person against so much amount
of mahr. Do you accept?" Each time the groom is
expected to reply in clear voice, "I accept." After the
acceptance, the kadi recites in Arabic a long prayer,
again in a loud voice, blessing the newly-married couple with a future happiness like those of all the early
marriages cited in Islamic history. This brings the
^akd-e-nikdh to its conclusion, which is followed by a
feast prepared by the bride's household. Finally, the
rukhsati (departure of the bride) with the groom's
party back to the groom's house takes place.
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4. In Indonesia
In Bahasa Indonesian, the country's national
language, there are two words for marriage: nikah and
perkawinan. Nikah generally refers to the conclusion of
a marriage between Muslims. Perkawinan is a broader
concept which prevails nowadays in national legislation, in popular use and even in Islamic writings.
Hukum perkawinan, marriage law, includes the rules
concerning polygamy, divorce and alimony (nafkah).
The sources of Indonesian marriage law include
those of national law, religious law, adat law [see C ADA]
and colonial law. Over the past forty years, the relevance of colonial law and adat law has significantly
decreased. Since Independence, efforts have been
made to enact a national marriage law for all citizens.
This goal was reached with Law no. 1 of 1974 concerning marriage and its executive regulations, which
will be referred to as the "national law".
Historically speaking, customary or adat law came
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first. Within Indonesian society, the relationship
between adat law and Islamic law has been debated for
centuries. The debate carried over to the Dutch when
L.W.C. van den Berg claimed in the 1870s that
Islamic law should be applied in its integrity to
Muslims in Indonesia. Van den Berg was opposed by
Snouck Hurgronje, who held the view that Islamic
law should only be applied insofar as accepted by
society through its customary law. This so-called
"reception theory" came to prevail in the colonial
government, and it was eventually incorporated in the
colonial constitution of 1925. After independence, this
theory lost favour in Indonesia. At the same time, the
political appeal of adat law has considerably
weakened. As a result, recent debates on marriage
have mainly focussed on national law and Islamic law
and the relationship between the two.
Law no. 1 of 1974 says that in order to be valid, a
marriage has to be concluded according to religion
and belief. For most Indonesians this means Islamic
marriage law. Some provisions of the law seem to contain codified Islamic law. However, the wording of
the law is not always unequivocal. As differences of
interpretation arise, in conservative Muslim circles
national law is considered binding upon Muslims but
"God's law" provides the final standard: thus interpretations of the national law cannot go against
Islamic law. Among liberal Muslims, modernists and
nationalists, the supremacy of national law is
honoured. The latter groups aim at improvement of
the position of women and unification of the law,
whereas the former tend to maintain the unfavourable
position of women and hold the umma above the
nation-state.
The marriage contract between Muslims is laid
down in an akta nikah, which according to national law
has to be approved by the Marriage Registrar, an
official of the local Religious Office (Kantor Urusan
Agama, K. U.A.) which is a branch of the Ministry of
Religion. In practice, centrally-designed and printed
model contracts are commonly used. Procedures are
explained to the people with the help of citizens with
a specific religious function in village or
neighbourhood government. Besides these, however,
adat ceremonies often take place at the time of the
wedding. The national law permits in principle only
monogamous marriages, but the religious courts may
allow a man to marry more than one wife on certain
grounds and conditions, such as the consent of the
first spouse. National law has altogether forbidden
polygamy between partners who belong to the civil
service or the army.
Unilateral divorce, generally called talak, has been
embedded in a court procedure as well. The judge
first has to check whether there is a valid motive as
specified by national law in a limitative list of divorce
grounds. If this is the case, he functions as an official
witness to the talak. The old custom of concluding
taklik talak upon marriage has been continued through
the uniform model contract that reiterate the same
divorce grounds as those mentioned in national law.
In colonial times, the government had found various types of Islamic courts deciding marriage disputes
among Muslims, in what was regarded to often be an
unsystematic way. In the 1870s, L.W.C. van den
Berg was commissioned to draft a law on Islamic
courts. This became the Law on Priest Courts of
1882, which remained the basic law on Islamic
jurisdiction until its replacement by Law no. 7 of 1989
concerning religious jurisdiction. This law has made
the religious courts competent not only in all marriage
and divorce cases between Muslims but also in mat-
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ters of inheritance. The decisions of the religious
courts, however, can be subject to final appeal to the
Supreme Court, the Mahkamah Agung.
Religious courts, K. U.A.s and institutes of higher
Islamic learning (I.A.I.N.) where the Islamic law is
taught, are all under the jurisdiction of the Ministry
of Religion. Interpretations of Sunn! schools other
than the ShaficT one have gained currency, contributing to flexibility of reasoning. In this respect
mention has even been made of a fifth mazhab, the
mazhab Indonesia. Nevertheless, Juynboll's Inleiding is
still held in high esteem among Islamic scholars.
There are indications that the religious courts, the
K. U.A.s and the local functionaries, do not always
apply the law as it appears to have been intended by
the national legislator. This happens notably when the
national and the shari^a norms seem to be
incongruent. Consequently, the protection of women
as intended in the national law can be undermined.
Also, marriages between partners of different
religions, which have since long been allowed in
national law, are becoming increasingly difficult in
practice.
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5. In East A f r i c a
The number of Muslims in East Africa can only be
estimated; it has been given as 20% of the total
population, but 10% is more realistic. That is still
more than six million persons; of these only a few
hundred thousand live in Uganda, more than five
million in Tanzania, and over a million in Kenya.
They all follow the ShaficT school, except the Indian
Muslims, who are Hanafis, or Ismacrlls, Bohoras [q. v . ] ,
Twelver Shlcis and a few others. Of the African Muslims, only the Somalis retain their own language, except when they settle in the towns. All other Muslims
in East Africa are Swahili-speaking, or adopt Swahili
when converting to Islam. Marriage is probably the
commonest reason for conversion for either sex.
In many ways, Islam requires few changes for a
convert. The proposal for a marriage is made by a
senior member of the family, usually but not
necessarily, the groom's family. This proposer, the
mposa, has to make numerous journeys between the
two family homes until all the details of presents have
been settled. The "bride price" is called mahari in
many East African languages; it is an ancient custom,
although strictly speaking mahr [q. v. ] is not the same
as the "bride price" of customary law. Some Swahili
scholars insist that mahari should be only a token sum,
others that it is payment to the bride's father for the
trousseau, including furniture. On the Coast, some
marriages are uxorilocal: the bridegroom moves in
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with his wife. Elsewhere, almost always the bride is
taken ceremoniously to the bridegroom's home.
Traditional songs accompany every stage of the proceedings.
The preferred marriage partners are parallel
cousins, in the paternal lineage; since many houses
are the family homes of brothers living together, the
bride and groom will have known each other since
childhood. Since everyone has to obey his father, the
latter can and does decide on the choice of partner for
both his sons and his daughters.
The KurDanic impediments are not always enforceable, e.g. in many parts of Africa it is customary
for a man in certain circumstances to marry two
sisters; often it is obligatory for a man to marry his
father's widows, his brother's widows (this is not forbidden in the Kurgan), and even his father's brother's
widows, so that he has to marry his aunts to raise seed
for the patrilineal clan. In many African villages it is
normal for any lactating woman to suckle a baby crying with hunger. A Muslim scholar's objections are
shrugged off. As a result, two persons may marry who
have sucked the same breast.
In Africa, many women cultivate their own plot of
land within the area of land belonging to their husband's clan. They can sell their produce and cook for
the family when it is their turn. As a result, they will
not be so much affected by their husband's neglect as
a townswoman would be. However, the husband is
anxious not to neglect his wives because they might
take lovers. In Africa, Islam has become diluted with
local customs so that numerous forms of syncretism
are found. Though most men have only one wife, the
chiefs may have more wives than the four permitted
by Islam. Since Africans are keen to have surviving
children, the type of marriage called mut^a [q.v.] is
rare. Sailors and traders may have a wife in each of
the towns where their business takes them more or less
regularly, and have children by all of them. Although
slavery was abolished at the beginning of the century,
a rich man can still obtain a girl by paying her father
mahari, which in this case acquires a new meaning.
There is no minimum age for girls to marry, but the
majority of the men will be in their twenties when
marrying. Kufu, a husband of equal socio-economic
class [see KAFA^A], is essential for a girl born of the
kabd^ila, the established clans on the East Coast. If a
virgin takes a lover of a lower class, this is considered
a scandal that affects the whole family, to the extent
that girls are known to have been executed for it.
Bibliography: Al-Amin Bin Aly, Uwongozi,
Mombasa 1955; Sheikh Ali Hemedi el Buhriy,
Nikahi, tr. J.W.T. Allen, Dar es Salaam 1959;
Sheikh Muhammad Saleh Abdulla Farsy, Ada za
Harusi katika Unguja, East African Literature
Bureau, Dar es Salaam 1956; J. Knappert, Islam in
Mombasa, in Ada Orientalia Neerlandica, ed. by P.W.
Pestman, Leiden 1971, 75-81; idem, Traditional
Swahili poetry, Leiden 1967; idem, Wedding songs from
Mombasa, in Africana Marburgensia, vii/2 (1974), 1132; idem, East Africa: Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda,
New Delhi 1987; I.M. Lewis, Peoples of the Horn of
Africa, Somali, Afar and Saho, London 1955; Mwinyi
Haji Mzale, Ndoa na Faida Nyinginezo, Zanzibar
n.d.; Al-Hakir Mzee Bin Ali Muhammad, Umuri
Swalat Al-Kubra Madhabi ya Imam Shafiy, Dar es
Salaam 1961; A.H.J. Prins, The Swahili-speaking
peoples, London 1961; E. Sachau, Muhammedanisches
Recht, Stuttgart and Berlin 1897; F. Schildknecht,
Tanzania, in J. Kritzeck and W.H. Lewis (eds.),
Islam in Africa, New York 1969; R.E.S. Tanner,
Cousin marriage in the Afro-Arab community of Mombasa,

Kenya, in Africa, xxxiv/2 (April 1964), 127-38;
Margaret Strobel, Muslim women in Mombasa, 18901975, New Haven 1979; C. Velten, Sitten und
Gebrduche der Suaheli, tr. from Desturi za Wasuaheli by
Mtoro bin Mwenyi Bakari, both publ. Gottingen
1903, Eng. tr. J.W.T. Allen, ed. N.Q. King, The
customs of the Swahili people, Berkeley and Los
Angeles 1981.
(J. KNAPPERT)
6. In Nigeria
Whereas the Northern Region of Nigeria, as it then
was, adopted a new penal and criminal code based on
the Sudan code in 1960, the year of independence,
personal law and family law have continued to be administered according to the traditional Malik!
madhhab. In practice, however, this has become much
distorted by customary and non-canonical observances at which the strict malams (Ar. ^ulamd*) protest,
mostly in vain. An illustrative example of this occurs
in the poem Hakuran zama da iyali ("Living patiently
with the family") by Alhaji Sadisu Lawal Sugogi:
The useless things that they have to provide (for the
bride)
Place marriage beyond the reach of every husband.
Even those that wish to add another wife
Must certainly suffer financially as a result of this.
Once you enter into the marriage contract
It is with difficulties that you get out of it.
(Muhammed Sani Aliyu, Shortcomings in Hausa society
as seen by representative poets from ca. 1950 to ca. 1982,
M.A. diss. Bayero University, Kano 1983, unpubl.)
The Sultan of Sokoto, Abubakar III, on realising
the extent of the problem, set up a committee in 1967
to examine alcohol and drug abuse and extravagant
wedding customs. The committee's findings were
largely ignored because it proved impossible to pass
legislation to enforce compliance with the suggested
regulations, including those relating to wedding gifts.
The same fate met the recommendations of a second
committee convened in 1969. Undeterred, and
prompted by increased concern over drunkenness,
prostitution and deviant marriage customs, the Sultan
established a third committee, this time under the
chairmanship of Alhaji Shehu Shagari, the first executive President of Nigeria from 1979 to 1983. This
committee received 1,200 letters and conducted 600
interviews; its findings were summarised in a booklet
Nasiha ga Musulmi kanyaki da shashanci da almubazzaranci
("Good advice to Muslims about the battle against
immorality and extravagance") which was distributed
in 1973 by the influential organisation Jam 'atu Nasaril
Islam ("People for the victory of Islam"). The Sultan
said he wished Nasiha ga Musulmi to be a public record
of the endeavours of the ulama to stem the tide; its tone
was uncompromising. The following is an example:
There are some customs which give rise to such extravagance that marriage has become a kind of
trade in itself. For that reason the custom known as
lefe is abolished completely. Any dress-lengths of
cloth the bridegroom intends to give to the bride
should not be handed over to her until she is under
his roof, whereupon he can give her as many dresslengths as he likes and it is entirely his own
business. It is expressly forbidden to allow them to
be paraded about for inspection.
Some of the recommendations later became bye-laws
of the Sokoto Local Authority but proved to be as
unenforceable as before, especially in the climate
created by the 1970s oil boom when newly-rich entrepreneurs and bureaucrats vied with each other in
the marriage market.
In 1981 the Federal Law Reform Commission proposed a bill for the reform of the Marriage Act. It fail-
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ed to recognise religious and cultural sensibilities and
was therefore dropped. However criticisms continued
to surface and women's groups, notably FOMWAN
(The Federation of Muslim Women's Associations in
Nigeria) aroused awareness of the issues through its
nationwide organisation which had attracted
university-trained Muslim women. In 1991 a fourday seminar, Better Protection for Women and Children
under the Law, was organised by the Federal Ministry
of Justice. Aisha Lemu, a FOMWAN executive
member and the wife of the Grand Kadi of Niger
State, addressed the seminar on the subject "Muslim
women and marriage under the Shari'a". Her
remarks on the financial and marital rights of Muslim
women echoed some of the earlier views expressed in
Nasiha ga Musulmi, but went further and blamed the
courts for not implementing the law in respect of
divorce and the custody of children. She said:
The main problems faced by Muslim women in
Nigeria are caused by pre-Islamic customs. In the
North women who are ready to take their cases to
the Shari'a courts can sometimes still fail to get
their rights in the lower courts because of either ignorance of the Shari'a or corruption. However, if
they are patient and persistent enough to appeal to
the higher Shari'a courts their rights will be upheld.
In the multi-cultural context of Nigeria, which is a
secular state, it is difficult to see how the Federal Law
Reform Commission will be able to effect change
without causing deep resentment in one section of the
country or the other. Gradual shifts in attitude may,
however, be engineered by women's pressure groups
characterised by FOMWAN and others, notably The
Women's Commission in Kano, which are backed by
Muslim intellectuals predominantly based in
Northern Nigerian universities.
Bibliography: A detailed and scholarly account
of marriage customs and law in Northern Nigeria
has yet to be written. Meanwhile, see A. Phillips
and H.F. Moons, Marriage laws in Africa, 1971; Edwin Nwogogu, Nigerian family law; Awwalu Hamisu
Yadudu, Islamic law and law reform discourse in
Nigeria, diss. Harvard Univ. 1986, unpubl.; Zainab
Kabir, Law and marital problems in Kano State, in The
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Catherine Coles (eds.), Hausa women in the 20th century, Madison 1991.
(JEAN BOYD)
NIKBULI, NIKBULI, the most commonly used Ottoman Turkish form of the Byzantine town of
NIKOPOLIS, modern Bulgarian Nikopol, a t o w n on
the southern bank of the Danube in lat. 43° 43' N.
and long. 24° 54' E., famed as the scene of a battle
between the Ottomans and the European Crusaders
in 1396.
This Nikopolis, founded by Heraclius (ca.
575-642), has often been confused, especially in
mediaeval literature, with Nikopolis ad Istrum or ad
Haemum, founded by Trajan in 101 in commemoration of his victory over the Dacians (ruins excavated
near modern Nikiip in the upper valley of the Djantra
by Mt. Haemus). The Byzantine Nikopolis is sometimes called Nikopolis Major to distinguish it from
Trajan's Nikopolis and Nikopolis Minor on the opposite bank of the Danube near the Rumanian town of
Tornu Magurele.
The importance of Nikopolis as a trade centre and
military post is due chiefly to the command which it
holds over the Osma and the Aluta, the two Danubian
arteries reaching into the heart of Bulgaria and
Rumania respectively. Situated on a naturally fortified plateau, it dominates the plains to the south, the
Danube to the north, and the eastern gorge connec-
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ting the interior of Bulgaria with the river. The
mediaeval double walls and strong towers surrounding
Nikopolis were destroyed by the Russians during their
occupation of the city in 1810 and 1877.
Nikopolis was first captured from the Bulgarians in
791/1389 by CA1I Pasha Candarli [see C ALI PASHA
CANDARLIZADE]. Seven years later, it was the scene of
the famous battle in the Crusade which is called by its
name. The acquisition of Bulgaria by the Turks and
their continual irruptions north of the Danube into
territories claimed by Hungary, together with a state
of comparative peace in Western Europe in the last
decade of the 14th century, made it both necessary
and possible for most Catholic countries to participate
in the expedition. An army of about 100,000
Crusaders (according to the most reliable estimates)
from France, Burgundy, England, Germany, Italy,
Spain, Hungary, Poland, Wallachia and Transylvania marched along the Danube, seized Vidin and
Rahova, and finally set siege to Nikopolis while an
allied Veneto-Genoese fleet blockaded the city from
the river. The siege lasted about fifteen days, during
which Bayezid I [q. v. ] abandoned the siege of Constantinople, burnt the siege machinery, and summoned his Asiatic and European contingents to arms. A
Turkish army of perhaps 110,000 men met at
Adrianople and, marching through the Shipka Pass,
descended into the valley of the Osma and pitched
their camp on the southern hill commanding the
Nikopolis plain.
The battle took place on Monday 21 Dhu '1-Hidjdja
798/25 September 1396, and the Crusaders were completely routed owing to the superiority of Ottoman
tactics and the dissensions amongst the leaders of the
Christian host. Bayezid divided his army into two
large sections. The first, consisting of two large bodies
of irregular cavalry and of irregular infantry, occupied the slope of the hill. Between the cavalry
vanguard and the infantry rearguard of this section,
the Turks planted a field of pointed stakes. Beyond
the skyline on the other slope of the hill, hidden from
their unsuspecting enemy, the second and more important section, consisting of Bayezid with his Sipahis
and Stephen Lazarovic with his Serbs, watched for the
right moment to advance against the exhausted
Christians. These tactics proved to be effective when
the Crusaders' vanguard of French and foreign auxiliaries defeated the Turkish irregular cavalry and,
after forced dismounting to uproot the stakes, routed
the irregular infantry and pursued them uphill to face
the new and unseen forces. Meanwhile, a stampede of
riderless horses produced confusion in the Crusaders'
rear which comprised the Eastern European armies.
Mircea and Laczkovic, who had no sympathy for
Sigismund of Hungary, retired with their Wallachian
and Transylvanian auxiliaries who constituted the left
and right wings of the rearguard. After desperate
fighting for the relief of the French and foreign contingents, the Hungarian nobles persuaded their king
to board a Venetian galley and escape by way of
Byzantium and the Morea to Dalmatia. The rest were
either killed or captured, only to be massacred on the
following day by Bayezid in order to avenge in this
way the severe losses which he had sustained. A small
number of nobles were, however, saved from the
massacre for a ransom of 200,000 gold florins.
The immediate result of the Ottoman victory was
the extension of the conquests into Greece and the
submission of Wallachia to Ottoman suzerainty.
More important, however, was the breathing-space it
gave for the consolidation of the Turkish territories in
Europe, which enabled the Ottoman empire to sur-
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vive the critical struggles of the next decades.
In later history, Nikopolis plays only a minor part.
During the wars of the 19th century it was thrice captured by Russian armies (September 1810; July 1829;
July 1877), and by the Treaty of Berlin (13 July 1878)
was included in the tributary principality of Bulgaria.
The modern town of Nikopol (estimated population
1970, 5,715) lies in the province (okrug) of Pleven (Ottoman Turkish Plewne [q.v.]).
Bibliography: See the standard histories of the
Ottoman Empire. For the Crusade, a full and
classified bibliography of the extensive ms. and
printed sources, both Eastern and Western, is contained in A.S. Atiya, The Crusade of Nicopolis, London 1934. See also the following older monographs:
A. Brauner, Die Schlacht bei Nikopolis, 1396, Breslau
1876; J. Delaville le Roulx, La France en Orient au
XIV>™ siecle, Paris 1886; H. Kiss, A Nicapolye
ulkozet, Magyar Academiai ertestito, 1896; I.
Kohler, Die Schlachten bei Nikopoli und Warna,
Breslau 1882; F. Sisic, Die Schlacht bei Nikopolis,
Vienna 1893. Of more recent studies, see L4, art.
Nigbolu (M.C. §ehabeddin Tekindag); Halil Inalcik, The Ottoman empire. The classical age 1300-1600,
London 1973, 15-16; H.W. Hazard (ed.), A history
of the Crusades, iii. The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
Madison 1975, 21-6, 82-5; SJ. Shaw, History of the
Ottoman empire and modern Turkey, i, Cambridge
1976, 33-4.
(A.S. ATIYA)
NIKSAR, the classical Neo-Caesarea in Bithynia,
a town lying on the southern rim of the Pontic mountain chain of Asia Minor (the modern Turkish Kuzey
Anadolu Daglan) on the right bank of the Kelkit
river. It is situated at an altitude of 350 m/1,150 feet
in lat. 40°35' N. and long. 36°59' E.
The nucleus of the town is picturesquely situated at
the foot of a hill, crowned by the ruins of a mediaeval
castle which was erected from the material provided
by the numerous buildings of antiquity there. Here in
remote antiquity was Cabira and after its decline
Diospolis founded by Pompey, later called Sebaste. In
Church history NTksar is famous as the scene of a
Council (314 A.D.) and as the birthplace of Gregory
the miracle-worker. In the Muslim period it became
important under the Saldjuks, of whom numerous
and important buildings have survived to the present
day. It became more important under the Danishu
mandids [q. v. ], whose founder Malik Danishmand
Ahmad Ghazf took Nfksar among other places. His
grandson Muhammad successfully resisted a siege by
the emperor Manuel in Nlksar. His son Yaghibasan
(537-62/1142-66), of whom there survives an inscription of the year 552/1157, died in 562/1166,
whereupon NTksar was taken by the Byzantine
emperor Manuel (Kinnamos, 296-7, 300) although
only for a short time. In 799/1397 Nlksar passed to the
Ottomans and gradually lost its former importance. It
remained noted for its very prolific orchards,
celebrated already in al-KazwTnf's time (Athdr, ed.
Wiistenfeld, Gottingen 1848) the special produce of
which, very large and sweet cherries, pears, figs etc.,
were famous at all times. Ewliya Celebi (cf. Seydhatndma, ii, 389, v, 14; Travels, ii, 102) who visited
NTksar in 1083/1672, describes the town in his usual
extravagant fashion, mentioning 70 schools, 7
monasteries, many mills and waterwheels and 500
shops with a large number of shoe-makers. The
pomegranates there, he says, are the size of a man's
head and weighed 1 okka.The remains of the Islamic
period, so far as they bear inscriptions, have been
published by Ismacfl Hakkl, Kitdbeler (Istanbul
1345/1927), 58-73. The turbes (sepulchral cupolas) of

Malik GhazI and of Hadjdji Cikrfk are worth mentioning; among old dervish monasteries there are the
Ishfk-tekke and the Kolak-tekke. Nlksar has often
been visited and described by modern travellers. The
population before the First World War (ca. 4,000) was
one-quarter Christian; they were mainly engaged in
the silk and rice trades.
In modern Turkey, Nlksar is the centre of an life or
district in the il or province of Tokat. In ca. 1960 it
had a population of 10,550.
Bibliography: Hadjdji Khalifa, Djihdn-numd,
628; F. Taeschner, Anatol. Wegenetz, i, 216 ff., ii,
12 ff.; Gyllius, Bosph. Thrac., 334; J. von Hammer,
GOR, i, 339, 426; C. Ritter, Erdkunde von Kleinasien,
i, 221 ff. ;J. Morier, A journey through Persia, Armenia
and Asia Minor to Constantinople, London 1812, 42;
R. Ker Porter, Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia,
etc., London 1821, 700; W. Ouseley, Travels in various countries of the East, London 1819, 484; J.B.
Eraser, Winter journey, London 1838, 209; J.E.
Alexander, Travels from India to England, London
1827, 235; Eli Smith and H.G.O. Dwight, Missionary researches in Armenia, London 1834, 46; WJ.
Hamilton, Researches in Asia Minor, Pontus and
Armenia, London 1842, 346; V. Cuinet, La Turquie
d'Asie, i, 734-5; Admiralty handbooks, Turkey, London 1942-3, ii, 576; IA, art. Niksar (Besim Darkot);
PW, xvi/2, cols. 2409-13 (W. Ruge).
(F. BABINGER)
NIKULA'US, the Arabised form of the name of
NICOLAUS OF DAMASCUS, born 64 B.C., distinguished
p o l i t i c i a n (adviser of King Herod, friend of
Emperor Augustus), and scholar of vast erudition
and versatility. Greek fragments of his rhetorical,
historical and biographical works have survived, but
philosophical fragments are scarce. On the other
hand, his literary legacy was unknown in the Orient,
but Syriac and Arabic translations of his philosophical
works have recently come to light.
1. The Book on Plants: K. Anstutdlis fi 'l-nabdt, to/sir
Nikuld^us is probably an adaptation of Aristotle's lost
work Ilept qpoT&v. The Arabic translation was
discovered in 1923, edited by Arberry (1933) and
Badawl (1954). See now Drossaart Lulofs and Poortman, Nicolaus De plantis, five translations, in Verh. Ak.
Amst. (1989) ( = DLP}. Because in the Latin version by
Alfred of Sareshel (1200 A.D.) the words tafsir
Nikuld^us were omitted, De plantis was attributed to
Aristotle himself. Some 160 mss. testify to its
popularity in the Middle Ages, and yet it was eclipsed
by the Greek retro version from Alfred's text (13th
cent.), which from 1539 onwards figured as an appendix to all Greek editions of Aristotle, but was generally
considered spurious. In 1841 Alfred's Latin version
was edited by E.H.F. Meyer, who knew the title in
Arabic from Hadjdjf Khalifa (ed. Fliigel v, 162, no.
10564). In his commentary, Meyer marked off a long
digression (§§ 66-ca. 130) on the parts of plants that
was borrowed from the History of Plants by
Theophrastus, whose name was not mentioned. Apparently, Nicolaus inserted this detailed account
because Aristotle used to maintain that the parts of
plants were few and simple. A comparison with
Theophrastus' Greek text shows that Nicolaus, in
compiling, sometimes left out important words, e.g.
restrictive particles, and had the habit of conflating
parallel passages. Consequently, the tenor of the
original work was often distorted and obscured. Obviously, he did the same to the Aristotelean part.
Glossators swamped the text with enigmatic glosses
and digressions on alien matters. Hence the rambling
character of the book.
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In the Orient, many authors have used the K. alNabdt, and though some of them (e.g. Ibn al-Tayyib)
had a poor opinion of it, Ibn Rushd appears to have
written an epitome (DLP, 363 ff.). The fragment of a
long commentary in Hebrew (Oxford Hunt. 576) is a
clever imitation. Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, Leiden 1972, 73 ff., rightly
asserts that the book has primarily been one of the few
sources for the knowledge of Theophrastean botany
among the Arabs. And indeed, Ibn Sina and Ibn alTayyib, for instance, had a strong preference for the
relevant part which, of course, they attributed to
Aristotle.
2. On the Philosophy of Aristotle in at least 13 books.
In this extensive compendium of Aristotle's physical
treatises, Nicolaus acted as a pioneer; at the time
when commentators used to begin with Logic, he turned to the philosophy of nature. The remnants in
Europe are very scarce, but a curtailed Syriac version
in the mutilated Cambridge ms. Syr. Gg. 2.14 was
discovered in 1901. Drossaart Lulofs edited the first
five books in 1963 ( = Nicol. Philos.). Owing to the
rapidly increasing mutilation of the ms. leaves, the
others are less accessible.
Some remarkable features are that: (a) throughout
the whole work the same habit of compiling and the
same use (and abuse) of conflation is observed as in De
plantis; (b) a compendium of the Metaphysics is added
and placed after (!) the Physics; (c) Ibn Rushd's objections against Nicolaus' peculiar way of adjusting the
Metaphysics to his purpose, which were discussed from
Th. Roeper (1844) onwards, can now be explained
(Nicol. Philos., 27-34); and (d) abridged excerpts of
Meteorology, i-iii, are interspersed with parts of Olympiodorus' Commentary in a very bad translation. In the
Paris ms. B.N. Syr. 346, some of these comments are
collected and wrongly ascribed to Nicolaus. In editing
these quotations under Nicolaus' name, F. Nau (in
ROC, xv [1910]) created confusion, (e) In Nicolaus'
book, Meteor., iv, is concerned with mineralogy and
deviates from Aristotle because Nicolaus has supplemented Aristotle's own short and unfinished observations on the subject (at the end of Meteor., iii) with
quotations from Theophrastus, De lapidibus. So, just
as in De plantis, Nicolaus turned to Theophrastus
where Aristotle failed.
Large parts of the compendium have been
translated from Syriac into Arabic, and both translations have been used by Oriental authors as a kind of
source book of Aristotelian tenets. A case in point is
Barhebraeus, who possessed an unabridged copy of
Nicolaus in Syriac, of which in the Candelabrum and
the Butyrum sapientiae he often availed himself without
mentioning the Damascene (see DLP, 17-49). On the
other hand, Ibn Rushd inserted a lengthy passage
from Nicolaus' (unabridged) summary of the
Metaphysics, where his copy of the Arabic translation of
Aristotle's work had a lacuna, see Ibn Rushd, Tafsir
ma ba'd al-tab^a, 843.8-850.7 Bouyges = Nicol. Philos.,
F. 22.
Bibliography: Th. Roeper, Lectiones abulpharagianae, Gedani 1844, 35-43, contain the first
discussion of Nicolaus' philosophical fragments
known at the time. See further the bibl. in H.J.
Drossaart Lulofs, Nicolaus Damascenus on the Philosophy of Aristotle, Leiden 19692, 6-7; P. Moraux, Der
Aristotelismus bei den Griechen I, in Peripatoi, v (Berlin
1973), 445-514; Drossaart Lulofs, Aristotle's UEPl
4>YTON,'mJnal. of Hellenic Studies, lxxvii/1 (1957),
75-80; idem, Aristotle, Barhebraeus and Nicolaus, in On
nature and living things, ed. A. Gotthelf, Bristol 1985,
345-357; idem, Das Prooimion von TIEPI &YTQN, in
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Aristoteles' Werk und Wirkung, ed. J. Wiesner, ii,
Berlin 1987, 1-16.
(H.J. DROSSAART LULOFS)
NIL, also niladj_ (Persian, from Skr. nila "blue") is
Indigo tinctoria L., Indigoferae, the oldest known organic
dye. It is the main component of natural i n d i g o ,
which can be obtained from various kinds of
indigofera (Isatis tinctoria, Cruciferae) and from the
knotweed (Polygonum tinctorium, Polygonaceae). For
thousands of years indigo has been used in India,
China, as well as in Egypt, to paint and dye various
fabrics. Classical antiquity knew indigo as a medicine;
the Arabs cultivated the plant and produced the dye
themselves.
The Arab translators of Dioscurides did not find an
equivalent for isatis, and so the early Arab authors
confused the ta<XTi<; of Dioscurides—Pliny's glastum
(Nat. Hist, xxii, 2), Isatis tinctoria—with Dioscurides'
iv&txov, Pliny's indicum (xxxv, 27), Arabic ml = Indigo
tinctoria. In the Middle Ages, the Arabs used the word
nil—actually indigo—to indicate woad. However,
they realised the difference: al-Suwaydl, K.al-Simdtft
asmd>al-nabdt(ms. Paris ar. 3004, fol. 198b, 10), referring to the identification of isdtis with nil, only remarks
that many scholars have a different opinion, but alGhafikl (in Ibn al-Baytar, al-Qjami^ Bulak 1291, iv,
186, 28-30) expresses himself more clearly:
Dioscurides' nil ( = IOOCTK;) is known in Spain under the
name al-samdY ("the sky-blue"), but it is not much
used in the land of the Franks, whereas the nil of the
dyers is said to be al-^izlim, the (Indian) nil, whose description applies to indigo. The constant confusion
between the two plants led to a series of Arabic
synonyms, like cizlim, wasma (wdsima), khitr, nila, tin
akhdar, etc., which were used indifferently for the two
plants.
Both isatis and indigo were used as medicines,
especially as astringents, by way of compresses, for
wounds, tumours and sores. Indigo was an important
commercial product, used for colouring fabrics and
wool. The main source of exports was always India,
Baghdad being the intermediate place of transfer.
From here the dyeing plant reached mediaeval
Europe as "Baghdad indigo" (see W. Heyd, Histoire
du commerce du Levant, Leipzig 1885-6, repr. Amsterdam 1959, 626-9). Outside India, the indigo plant was
also grown on Persian soil, in Kirman and Khuzistan
(see P. Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter, 273, 276, 422). In
modern times, it is mostly synthetic indigo which
comes on the market.
Bibliography: A. Dietrich, Dioscurides triumphans. Ein anonymer arabischer Kommentar (Ende 12.
Jahrh. n. Chr.) zur Materia medica, Gottingen 1988,
636-7, with references to sources and literature.
(A. DIETRICH)
AL-NIL, the r i v e r N i l e . The Nile is one of the
large rivers (length ca. 6,648 km.74,132 miles) which
from the beginning have belonged to the territory of
Islam, and the valleys and deltas of which have
favoured the development of an autonomous cultural
centre in Islamic civilisation. In the case of the Nile,
this centre has influenced at different times the
cultural and political events in the Islamic world.
Thus the Nile has, during the Islamic period, continued to play the same part as it did during the centuries that preceded the coming of Islam.
The name al-Nll or, very often, Nil Misr, goes
back to the Greek name NelXo? and is found already
in early Arabic literary sources, though it does not
occur in the Kur'an (in sura XX, 39, the Nile may be
meant by al-yamm). The Christian habit of calling the
river G e h o n , after one of the rivers of Paradise, as
found in the works of Ephraim Syrus and Jacob of
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Edessa and in the Arabic-Christian author Agapius
(Patrologia Orientalis, v, 596), is not followed by the
Muslims who know only the Oxus under this name.
Al-Zamakhshari (Kitdb al-Amkina, ed. Salvedra de
Grave, 127) mentions as another name al-Fayd, no
doubt a poetical allusion to the yearly flood. Already
in the Middle Ages, the word bahr having come to
acquire in Arabic the meaning of "river", the Nile is
also called a l - B a h r o r B a h r M i s r (cf. al-Makrizi, ed.
Wiet, i, 218), which is also the case with several
separate parts of its river system, such a s B a h r Y u s u f
or Bahr al-Ghazal. In the Delta, the different
ramifications of the river are occasionally also called
Nile, but where necessary the main stream (camud) is
distinguished from the minor branches (dhird^ or
khalidf) and the canals (tur^d}.
The g e o g r a p h y of the Nile is treated here only
from a historico-geographical point of view so far as
the knowledge of Islamic science is concerned. The
geographical knowledge of the Nile among the
Muslims, so far as we can learn from their literary
sources, is based partly on direct observation, but for
the most part on legendary or pseudo-scientific traditions which go back to local beliefs or to classical
knowledge. For a long time during the Middle Ages
the limit of Islamic territory on the Nile was well
fixed; it ended at the first cataract near the island of
Bilak (Philae) to the south of Uswan (Assouan); here
began, since the treaty (bakt [q.v.]) concluded by cAbd
Allah b. Abl Sarh with the Nubians, the Nubian territory [see NUBA], where for long centuries Christianity prevailed (al-Baladhurl, 236; Ibn cAbd alHakam, Futuh Misr, ed. Torrey, 188). The first
locality on Nubian territory, where tribute was paid,
was called al-Kasr (al-Mas c udT, Murudj., iii,
40-1 = § 883).
Historical tradition has preserved parts of the
alleged correspondence between c Amr b. al-cAs and
the caliph c Umar on the subject of Egypt, then newlyconquered; here the Nile is described as a river
"whose course is blessed", while the flood and the
inundations are praised in poetical terms ( c Umar b.
Muhammad al-Kindl, Fadd^il Misr, ed. 0strup, 204;
al-Dimashkl, ed. Mehren, 109). The same correspondence reveals the perhaps historical fact that
c
Umar did not wish to see the Arab army established
in Alexandria, because there would be then a great
river between the army and the caliph (Ibn c Abd alHakam, 91; cf. also what is said on p. 128 about those
who went to live in al-Djiza).
The principal towns by which the Nile passed in
mediaeval Egypt in Upper Egypt, between Uswan
and al-Fustat, were Adfu (Edfu, on the left), Isna
(Esne, 1.), Armant (1.), Kus (r.), al-Aksur (Luxor, r.),
Kift (r.), Ikhmim (Akhmim, r.), Usyut (Asyut,
Suyut, 1.), al-Ushmunayn (1.), Ansina (r. opposite alUshmunayn), Taha (1.), al-Kays (1.), Dalas (1.),
Armas (1.) and Itfih (AtfTh, r.). This succession of
towns is given for the first time by al-Ya c kubi (331-4),
while Ibn Hawkal (ed. de Goeje, 95) is the first to give
a table of the distance between these towns, expressed
in bands, the entire distance being 21 days' journey
(al-Idrisi, ed. Dozy and de Goeje, 52, gives 25 days'
journey for the same distance). Shortly before alUshmunayn, there branched off on the left the canal
that conducted the water to al-Fayyum, which is
known to Ibn al-Faklh (74) as N a h r a l - L a h u n and
to al-Idrlsi (50) as Khalldj a l - M a n h l : this canal,
which according to unanimous tradition was dug by
Joseph, occurs already on the ms. map from the year
479/1086, of Ibn Hawkal in Istanbul, Top Kapu
Saray ms. no. 3346 (reproduction on fol. 658 of

Monumenta Africae et Aegypti by Youssouf Kamal). It is
the Bahr Y u s u f of our days; on it was situated alBahnasa. The banks of the Nile in Upper Egypt are
not very completely described by the geographers; one
finds repeated everywhere the assertion that the
borders were cultivated without interruption between
Uswan and al-Fustat (cf. al-Istakhrl, 50), but that the
width of the cultivated territory varied during the
river's course, dependent on the greater or lesser
distance of the two mountain ranges that border the
stream. Ibn Hawkal (Istanbul ms., see above)
describes two extremely narrow strips, one between
Uswan and Atfu (now called Gebelein) and one
between Isna and Armant (now called Gebel Silsile).
The curves in the course of the Nile, especially in the
upper part of the Sacld, are not indicated on the maps
of al-Istakhrl and Ibn Hawkal. The oldest extant Arab
map of the Nile, however—which is at the same time
the oldest Arab map that we know of—gives clear
indications that its sinuous course was a known fact.
This map is found in the Strasbourg ms. of the year
428/1037 of al-Kh w arazmI's Surat al-ard and has been
reproduced in the edition of that text by H. v. Mzik
(BAHUG, iii, Leipzig 1926). The representation of
the Nile here is connected with the classical tradition
of astronomical geography; al-Kh w arazmI himself,
and after him Suhrab (Ibn Serapion) and Ibn Yunus
(ms. 143 Gol. of the University Library at Leiden,
where on p. 136 a special table is given of the towns
lying on the banks of the Nile), give exact indications
as to the longitudes and latitudes of the Nile towns,
but these indications need many very uncertain corrections to allow of the reconstruction of a map, as von
Mzik has tried to do for al-Kh w arazmI in Denkschr.
Ah. Wiss. Wien, lix, Vienna 1916, and J. Lelewel for
Ibn Yunus in pi. ii of the Atlas annexed to his
Geographic du Moyen-dge, Paris 1850. But the fact that
the course of the Nile runs from south to north was
well known to all the Arabic sources, which often
repeat the assertion that the Nile is the only river in
the world for which this is the case. Only the text of
Ibn Hawkal seems to imply that the Nile reached alFustat from the south-east (96).
The Delta of the Nile begins to the north of alFustat, where the distance between the two mountain
ranges widens, while these hills themselves become
lower and pass gradually into the desert. Immediately
below al-Fustat began the canal that was dug by c Amr
b. al-cAs to link up the Nile with the Red Sea; this
canal (Khalldj M i s r or Khalldj A m i r alM u D m i n I n ) was made in 23/644 according to
Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Kindl (cited by al-MakrlzI,
Khitat, Bulak, ii, 143; cf. Yakut, ii, 466) and served
for the conveyance of provisions to the Hidjaz until
the reign of c Umar b. cAbd al-cAz!z; afterwards it was
neglected and even obstructed by the order of the
caliph al-Mansur, so that, in the 4th/10th century, it
ended at Dhanab al-Timsah in the lakes to the north
of al-Kulzum (cf. al-MascudI, Murudi, iv, 97 = §
1426).'
The two principal arms of the Nile in the Delta
began about 12 miles to the north of al-Fustat (a little
further than nowadays, according to Guest) and had,
as now, a great number of ramifications which communicated in many ways and ended for the greater
part in the big lakes or lagoons stretching behind the
sea coast from west to east; these lakes were called in
the Middle Ages: Buhayrat Maryut (behind Alexandria), B. Idku, B. al-Burullus or B. al-Bushtim and
the very large B. Tinnls, which last contained a large
number of islands with Tinnls as the most important.
On the land tongue, where the two main arms
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separated, was situated the town of Shatnaf. The
western arm went as now to the town of Rashid
(Rosetta), after which it reached the sea; near the
town of Shabur a branch parted from this arm in the
direction of Alexandria, ending in the Buhayrat
Maryut; this branch was only filled with water in the
time of the flood (see a very complete survey of the different "canals" of Alexandria by P. Kahle, in I si,
xii, 83 ff.). The eastern arm ran, as is still the case,
past Dimyat (Damietta) and reached the sea shortly
afterwards; it had several branches that went to the
Buhayrat Tinnls, one of which continued one of the
Nile mouths of antiquity. Though many sources,
based on a pseudo-historical tradition, repeat after
each other that there are seven Nile arms (Ibn c Abd
al-Hakam, 6; further, al-KhwarazmI, Kudama,
Suhrab, al-MascudI, Ibn Zulak), the more realistic
authors (Ibn Khurradadhbih, al-Ya c kubi, Ibn Rusta,
al-Istakhri, Ibn Hawkal, al-ldrlsl) only know of the
two main arms. These were linked up by a canal
system which, in the Middle Ages, differed considerably from the present situation. The chief sources
from which we know them are Ibn Hawkal and alIdrlsl, who give itineraries following the different
branches, but as the places named in these itineraries
have been identified only in part, an integral
reconstruction is not yet possible (on this problem cf.
R. Guest, The Delta in the Middle Ages, mJRAS [1912],
941 ff., and the map annexed to this article). The description in the text of Suhrab (ed. von Mzik, BAHUG,
v) has little value as an endeavour to trace back to his
time (4th/10th century) the seven legendary arms;
among these arms special attention is paid to the
"arm of Saradus", which, according to tradition, was
dug by Haman (Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, 6; cf. Guest, op.
cit., 944, and Maspero and Wiet, Materiaux, in
MIFAO, xxxvi, 104). Al-MakrizI has preserved a
detailed description of the canal system in the province of al-Buhayra, to the east of Alexandria, from
the Kitdb al-Minhddj_ of Abu '1-Hasan al-Makhzuml,
who wrote in the 6th/12th century (MIFAO, xlvi,
167 ff.). It seems possible that a study of the ancient
maps (especially the Delta map of the Istanbul ms. of
Ibn Hawkal and the maps of al-IdrisT) may be useful
for a more complete reconstruction of the mediaeval
situation.
The Nile arms have always been decisive for the
administrative division of the Delta, which the sources
call by the name of Asfal al-Ard or Asfal Ard
M i s r . The region to the east of the eastern branch
was called a l - H a w f ; the texts of al-Istakhn and Ibn
Hawkal place al-Hawf to the north of the Nile, which
may be understood in connection with the view
referred to above that the Nile at al-Fustat had a direction from S.E. to N.W. The region between the two
main arms was called al-Rlf (a name sometimes used
for the entire Delta as well) or B a t n al-Rlf, while the
country to the west of the western arm was called alBuhayra and later al-Hawf al-Gharbi, the
original Hawf being called then a l - H a w f al-Shark!.
The three sections were divided into kuras, the limits
of which were determined by the more important
branches; the bigger administrative units of later
times [see MISR] depended likewise on the river
system. The present geographical aspect of the Delta
is the result of the new irrigation works that began in
the 19th century under Muhammad CA1T; the most
conspicuous new canals are the Mahmudiyya canal,
dug from Fuwa on the western arm to Alexandria, the
TawfTkiyya, Manufiyya and Buhayriyya canals that
were completed in 1890, and the Isma c iliyya canal,
which links up the Nile with the Suez canal.
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As to the knowledge of the course of the Nile to the
south of Egypt, the Islamic geographical literature
begins rather late to give information based on direct
observation. At first, these sources content themselves
with saying that the Nile comes from the country of
the Nuba; for the rest, there were ancient sources of
a different kind that helped to complete the
geographical conception of the course of the great
river. This conception involved also the o r i g i n of the
N i l e , covered since antiquity by a veil of mystery.
The real origin of the Nile always remained unknown
to Muslim scholars and travellers. It is a curious fact,
however, that the information on this subject which
we find uniformly repeated in the Islamic sources
from the treatise of al-Kh w arazmi (ca. 215/830)
onwards gives an idea of the origin of the Nile which
does not correspond entirely to the data furnished by
the classical sources. This conception makes the Nile
emerge from the Mountains of the Moon (Djabal alKamar) to the south of the equator; from this mountain come ten rivers, of which the first five and the
second five reach respectively two lakes lying on the
same latitude; from each lake one or more rivers flow
to the north where they fall into a third lake and it is
from this lake that the Nile of Egypt begins. This conception is largely schematised and corresponds only
partly to Ptolemy's description of the Nile sources;
Ptolemy knows only of two lakes, not lying on the
same latitude and does not speak of a great number of
rivers coming from the Mountains of the Moon. The
third lake especially is an innovation (cf. von Mzik, in
Denkschr. Ak. Wiss. Wien, Ixxxix, 44); in later authors
such as Ibn Sacld and al-Dimashkf this third lake is
called Kura and may be connected with some notion
of Lake Chad (the same authors change the name of
Djabal al-Kamar into Djabal al-Kumr, which pronunciation is commented on by al-MakrizT, ed. Wiet,
i, 219), but this is not probable for the time of alKh w arazmf; the knowledge of more equatorial lakes,
however, may perhaps be traced to the experiences of
the two centurions despatched by Nero to explore the
Nile and who reached, according to Seneca, a marshy
impassable region, which has been identified with the
Bahr al-Ghazal. The system described by alKhwarazmi of the origin of the Nile is represented on
the map in the Strasbourg ms. and is repeated many
times after him (Ibn Khurradadhbih, Ibn al-Fakfh,
Kudama, Suhrab, al-ldnsl and later authors). AlMascudl, in describing a map he has seen, does not
speak of the third lake (Murudj., i, 205-6 = § 215) and
Ibn Rusta (90) says that the Nile comes from a mountain called B.b.n and also knows only two lakes. AlIstakhrl and Ibn Hawkal, on the contrary, frankly
admit that the origin of the Nile is unknown, which is
also illustrated by their maps. Still the system of alKh w arazmT continued to be a geographical dogma
and is found as late as al-Suyutf. Al-Kh w arazmI also
took over from Ptolemy a western tributary of the
Nile, which comes from a lake on the equator; this
river is called by Ptolemy Astapos and may perhaps be
identified with the Atbara. A later development,
which connects with the Nile system a river that flows
to the east in the Indian Ocean, is found for the first
time in al-Mas c udi (Murudj., i, 205-6, ii, 383-4 =
§§ 215, 796); this view is later taken up again by Ibn
Sacld and al-Dimashki.
Another category of notions about the origins of the
Nile is connected with the Jewish and Christian traditions which make the Nile come from Paradise.
Mediaeval cosmographical theory places Paradise in
the extreme East, on the other side of the sea (cf. the
maps of Beatus), so that the Nile, like the other rivers
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of Paradise would have to cross the sea. This state of
things is actually described in an old tradition, probably of Jewish origin, of a man who went in search of
the sources of the Nile and had to cross the sea, after
which he reached Paradise (al-Mas c udi, Murudj_, i,
268-9 = § 288 and Akhbdr al-zamdn, ms. Vienna, fol.
156a-b; al-MukaddasI, 21). With this origin in
Paradise is perhaps connected the view, which all
sources attribute to al-Djahiz in his lost Kitdb alBulddn, that the Nile and the Mihran [q.v.] (Indus)
have the same origin (cf. al-Mas c udi, Tanbih, 55), a
view which is sarcastically criticised by al-Birunl
(India, 101). To the same origin may go back the idea,
often found in Islamic sources, that, when the Nile
rises, all the rivers of the earth go down in level.
Thirdly, there is a cycle of geographical conceptions
which link up the western part of Africa with the river
system of the Nile. Herodotus already had sought a
western origin and Pliny quotes the Lybica of King
Juba of Mauritania, who makes the Nile rise in
western Mauritania. Marquart (Benin-Sammlung,
125 ff.) explained this view from a corruption of the
name of the river Nuhul, which he identifies with the
Wad! Nul and which has its origin in the Mauritanian
Atlas. Traces of this western Nile are to be found in
Ibn al-Faklh (87) who, following an authority of the
time of the conquest, places the origin of the Nile in
al-Sus al-Aksa. Al-Bakri for the first time identifies
this western Nile with the river Niger, although we
find already in al-Mascudi the knowledge of a great
river, far to the south of Sidjilmasa (Murudi, iv, 92-3
= § 1420). Al-Bakn describes the Nile as passing
through the territory of the Sudan (ed. de Slane, 172)
and enumerates a number of Berber and Sudan tribes
and their towns which border the river; the westernmost town is with him Sanghara, followed in an
eastern direction by Takrur, Silla, Ghana, Tirakka
and finally the country of Kawkaw. After al-Bakrl, a
similar description is given by al-Idrisi, but this last
author goes back to another source than al-Bakrl
when he places the mouth of the Nile in the
neighbourhood of the salt town A will, thus identifying
the lower course of this Nile with the Senegal (Marquart, op. cit,, 171). Al-IdnsI likewise shows himself
informed on the course of the Nile to the east of
Kawkaw, though he is in doubt whether Kawkaw is
situated on the Nile itself or on a side arm (ed. Dozy
and de Goeje, 11); he finally derives this western Nile
from the third of the big Nile lakes mentioned above,
thus connecting the Nile of the Sudan with the Nile of
Egypt in one river system. So long as the complete
text of al-Bakrl is not known, we cannot ascertain if
this conception goes back already to that author. AlIdrfsf's Nile course is clearly indicated on his maps of
the 1st to the 4th sections of the first climate. After
him, it is especially Ibn Sacld who described the
western Nile in this way and who was followed again
by Abu 'l-Fida°. Al-Dimashkl (ed. Mehren, 89) gives
the same representation; this last author even makes
the third lake, which he calls like Ibn Sacld the lake of
Kura, give birth to three rivers: the Nile of the Sudan,
the Nile of Egypt, and a third river running in eastern
direction towards Makdishu [q.v.] in the Zandj country on the Indian Ocean. This last river, which was
also connected by al-MascudI with the Nile (see
above) is probably identical with the Webi river in
Somalia.
While the geographical authors constructed in this
way the Nile system with a good deal of credulity and
imagination, the real knowledge of the Nile south of
Egypt advanced but slowly. The southernmost point
reached by the Arab conquerers was Dongola [q.v.}

(al-Kindi, ed. Guest, 12), and it was well-known that
this town was situated on the Nile; its latitude and
longitude are given by al-Khwarazmi and Suhrab.
Al-Ya c kubT(raViM, i, 217) knows that, in the country
of the Nuba called cAlwa, whose people live behind
the Nuba in the region called Mukurra, the Nile
divides into various branches; this same author, however, places Sind behind cAlwa. Al-Mascudi (Murudj_,
iii, 31-2 = § 873) knows that the country of the Nuba
is divided into two parts by the Nile. Ibn Hawkal
(Istanbul ms.) describes two places where there are
cataracts (dj_anadil), namely the one above Uswan,
which is the "first cataract", and one near Dongola,
of which it is not certain whether the "second" or the
"third" cataract is meant. About the same time, however, a traveller named Ibn Sulaym al-Uswanl wrote
a valuable description of the middle Nile course,
which has been preserved in al-Makrizi's Khitat (ed.
Wiet, in MIFAO, xlvi, 252 ff). This Ibn Sulaym, on
whom al-MakrizT's Kitdb al-Mukaffd gives some information (cf. Quatremere, Memoires sur I'Egypte, ii), had
been sent by the Fatimid general Djawhar to the king
of the Nuba on a diplomatic errand, and was the
author of a Kitdb Akhbdr al-Nuba wa 'l-Mukurra wac
Alwa wa 'l-Budja wa 'l-Nil (Fr. tr. G. Troupeau, in
Arabica, i/3 [1954], 276-88), in which a detailed description is given of these countries. He says that the
region between Uswan and Dunkula is inhabited in
the north by the Mans [q. v. ] and more to the south by
the Mukurra [q.v.]; the northern part is barren and
the great cataracts are correctly described. The country between Dunkula and c Alwa (this last spot is the
region of Khartum [q.v.]) is described as highly
flourishing; the big winding of the Nile here is
perfectly known to Ibn Sulaym. The Nile "is
divided" then into seven rivers; from the description
it is clear that the northern one of these rivers is the
Atbara, coming from the east; further south the
"White Nile" and the "Green Nile" join near the
capital of c Alwa, and the "Green Nile", which comes
from the east, is again the result of four rivers, one of
which comes, as the author thinks, from the country
of the Habasha, and one from the country of the
Zandj; this last, incorrect, statement may have been
influenced by learned tradition. Between the "White
Nile" and the "Green Nile" there stretches a large
island (djazira, as it is still called on our maps), which
has no limits in the south. This is about the only description in mediaeval Islamic literature that shows
how far the knowledge of the middle Nile really went.
Only a little of it seems to have reached the systematic
geographic treatises; al-Idrisi, e.g., describes this part
of the river in a way which only shows that he did not
make good use of the inadequate sources that were at
his disposal.
The exploration of the upper Nile and its sources
since the end of the 18th century was the work of
European travellers. They discovered, or perhaps rediscovered, the really large Nile lakes and identified
the Ruwenzori mountain range with the Moon
Mountains, the name of which was found again by the
explorer Speke in the name of the Unyamwezi country, the "country of the moon". A part of the exploration of the Nile was due, however, also to Egyptian
initiative. The well-known military expedition of
1820-2 under Muhammad 'All's son Ismacil Pasha,
during which the city of Khartum was founded, established Egyptian domination in the Egyptian Sudan
and opened the way for further scientific exploration.
In the years 1839-42 three Egyptian expeditions went
up the White Nile, and during the reign of Ismacll
Pasha b. Ibrahim [q.v.] the Egyptian government
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repeatedly tried to cleanse the swamps of the White
Nile above Sobat from the masses of vegatation (sudd)
which hindered navigation.
The yearly flood of the Nile (ziydda, fayd, fqyaddn)
is the phenomenon to which Egypt has been at all
times indebted for its fertility and prosperity, as it provides, in compensation for the almost complete lack of
rain in the country, a natural and almost regular
irrigation for the lands on its borders and in the delta.
It is the foundation of all cultural life and justifies
entirely the attribute mubdrak so often given to the
river. On the same account, the Nile is considered, as
well as the Euphrates, as a "believing" river (alMakrizT, ed. Wiet, MIFAO, xxx, 218). The flood
deeply influences the private and public life of
villagers and townsfolk alike, and already the oldest
Islamic traditions about Egypt reflect the feelings of
wonder and thankfulness that animated the people of
Egypt before them (Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam, 109, 205).
Having reached its lowest level towards the end of
May at Aswan and in the middle of June at Cairo, the
Nile begins to rise again, reaching its highest level in
the beginning of September at Aswan and in the
beginning of October at Cairo. This regularity brings
about a similar regularity in the methods of irrigation
in the several parts of Egypt, in the times of the sowing and reaping of the different crops and consequently in the modes of levying the land taxes (e.g. alMakrizi, ed. Bulak, i, 270, which text comes from Ibn
Hawkal); all the dates referring to these occupations
have always continued to be fixed according to the
Coptic solar calendar.
There is much discussion in the literary sources
about the causes of the flood. The most ancient belief,
which at the same time corresponds best with reality,
was that the flood is caused by heavy rainfalls in the
countries where the Nile and its tributaries have their
origin. This is expressed in a somewhat exaggerated
way in a tradition that goes back to c Abd Allah b.
c
Amr b. al-cAs, according to which all the rivers of the
world contribute, by divine order, with their waters to
the flood of the Nile (Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, loc. cit., and
149). This implies the belief that all other rivers fall
while the Nile rises, but, on the other hand, it is sometimes observed that other rivers also show the same
phenomenon of rising and falling, especially the
Indus, and this again is considered as a proof of the
common origin of the two rivers (al-MakrizT, ed.
Wiet, MIFAO, xxx, 227). There are, however, other
views, which attribute the cause of the flood to the
movement of the sea, or to the effect of the winds;
these views have been inherited from sources of the
pre-Islamic period, among others from the treatise on
the flood of the Nile attributed to Aristotle, and they
are discussed and refuted at length in a special chapter
of al-MaknzT's Khitat (MIFAO, xxx, 236 ff.).
Up to the 19th century, the irrigation system of
Egypt continued along the same lines. When the flood
began, all the outlets on both sides of the main stream
and its principal arms in the Delta were closed, to be
opened again about the time of the highest flood,
when the water level had reached the necessary height
according to the different places. The most important
of these yearly "openings" was that of the canal
(Khalidi) of Cairo, which, until recent times, remained
a public festival. In Cairo the flood is complete (wafd*
al-Nil), when it has reached 16 dhird's, generally in the
first decade of the Coptic month of Mesore (about the
midst of August), and this was proclaimed everywhere
in the town (cf. the description by Lane, Manners and
customs, ch. XXVI, and E. Littmann, Ein arabischer
Text uber die Nilschwelle, in Festschrift Oppenheim, Berlin
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1933, 66 ff.; cf. for older times, al-Kalkashandl, iii,
516).
The height of the level of the Nile has been
measured since olden times by the Nilometers [see
MIKYAS]. Many of these mikyds are recorded by the
sources, the southernmost being that of c Alwa and the
most celebrated the one of al-Fustat, constructed by
Usama b. Zayd al-Tanukhl in ca. 92/711 and often
restored afterwards (a complete survey of all the
mikyds is given in Omar Toussoun, Memoire sur
I'Histoire du Nil, ii, 265 ff.). These instruments
generally were made of stone, with marks upon them,
but they were sometimes of other material (e.g. a figtree near the monastery of Safanuf in Nubia; cf.
Evetts, Churches, 262). The level necessary for the
operations of irrigation varied in different places; in
the capital the average level had to be 16 dhird^s above
the lowest level of the Nile; if the flood surpassed 18
dhird^s it became dangerous, while a flood not
exceeding 12 dhird^s meant famine (cf. e.g. al-Idrisi,
145, 146). In the history of Egypt, the years after
444/1052 and especially the year 451/1059 were
notorious for the famine and disaster caused by the
failure or practical failure of the flood. A historical
account of the flood from the years 152-1296/7691879 is given in Omar Toussoun, Memoire sur I'Histoire
du Nil, ii, 454 ff.
The regulation of the main stream and its branches
are ascribed to the ancient Egyptian kings (alMakrTzI, on the authority of Ibn Waslf Shah), but no
real irrigation work of a wider scope existed in the
Middle Ages and later except the famous canal system
of al-Fayyum [q. v. ], which all the sources ascribe to
the prophet Yusuf. In the rest of Egypt the water was
allowed to flow freely over the lands after the piercing
of the dams, so that large areas were completely inundated for some time; the Arabic sources contain some
vivid descriptions of the large stretches of water,
above which rose the villages, communication
between the villages being only possible by means of
boats during that time of the year (al-MascudI,
Muruaj., i, 162-3 = § 778; Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, 205).
From the reign of Muhammad CA1I [q.v.] new irrigation works were planned with the aim of making the
country more productive, a possibility at which
already the mediaeval authors hinted more than once.
The first efforts, however, failed. About 1840 was
begun the construction of a great barrier across the
two arms of the Nile at the apex of the Delta, according to the plans of the French engineer Mouget, but
this enterprise began to bear fruit only fifty years later
when this barrage project, including the TawfTkiyya,
Manufiyya and Buhayriyya canals, had been completed in 1890. The later great irrigation works were
executed higher up the river, such as the great dam
and locks at the head of the cataracts near Philae
above Aswan in 1902, which was raised again in 1912
and again in 1933. While allowing, on one side, a better regulation of the distribution of Nile water in
Egypt, these barrages higher up enabled at the same
time a better irrigation of the borders to the south of
Egypt. Herewith is connected the enormous barrage
of Makwar, near Sennar on the Blue Nile above
Khartum, which permits the irrigation of the region
called a l - D j a z I r a , between the Blue Nile and the
White Nile. This work was finished in 1925 and was
completed by a similar barrage on the White Nile
(1937), on the Atbara (1964) and on the Blue Nile
(1966). In this way, the control of the Nile waters
passed to a certain extent out of Egypt itself; it recalls
the days of the great famine in 451/1059, when the
Egyptians thought that the Nubians were holding up
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the flood of the Nile. The same problem came up in
the 1930s with regard to the new project of constructing a dam on the frontier of the Sudan and the Belgian
Congo, and the question was raised whether this dam
would prove afd^ida cddjila or afd^ida adjila for Egypt
(cf. the newspaper al-Baldgh of 17 March 1934). Since
the establishment of the Egyptian Republic in 1953,
the most notable change in the Egyptian part of the
Nile's course has been the construction (1959-71) of
the High Dam (al-Sadd al-^Ali) at Aswan, ca. 965
km/600 miles upstream from Cairo, with the aim of
providing controlled water for irrigation in the lower
Nile valley, protection against unusually high floods
and the generation of hydroelectric power. The reservation formed behind the barrage, Lake Nasser, stretches 480 km/300 miles upstream well into the Sudan.
Whilst there have been great benefits for land
reclamation and increased power generation in Egypt,
there have on the other hand been indications of some
deleterious effects also for the ecology of the Nile
valley, such as increased salinisation of the river valley
in Lower Egypt and alterations to the water flow in
the Sudd region of southern Sudan.
It has already been shown how the flood of the Nile
was the occasion of popular festivals such as the opening of the canal of Cairo. But in other respects also,
the Nile is connected with traditional customs of a
religious character, which are to be traced back
through the Greco-Christian period into very ancient
times. When the Arabs conquered Egypt, the sacrifice
of the "Nile Bride" was still in use; every year a richly
apparelled young virgin was thrown into the Nile to
obtain a plentiful inundation. According to a tradition
first recorded by Ibn cAbd al-Hakam (150), this
custom was abolished by c Amr b. al-cAs and the Nile
resumed its flood after a note of the caliph c Umar had
been thrown into it requiring the river to rise if the
flood was willed by God. In later times, a symbolic
offering of a giri called ^Arusat al-Nil was still practised
on the Coptic ^Idal-Salib (Norden, Travels in Egypt and
Nubia, 1757, 63-5); Lane (Manners and customs, ch.
XXVI) mentions a round pillar of earth, near the
dam of the canal of Cairo, which pillar was called alc
Arusa. Another custom, practised formerly by Christians and Muslims alike, was to bathe in the Nile on
the eve of the Epiphany, in memory of the Baptism of
Christ (cf. Evetts, Churches, 129). Al-MascudI (Murudj.,
ii, 364-5 = §§ 779-80) describes this festival, which
he calls Laylat al-Ghitds, for the year 330/942. Lane
describes the same ceremony, but in his time the
Muslims did not take part in it. But bathing in Nile
water in general procures baraka (cf. W. Blackman,
The Felldhin of Upper Egypt, 32, with regard to bathing
in the Bahr Yusuf).
The quality of the Nile water is a matter of discussion in medical treatises. Ibn Slna (al-Kdnunfi 'l-tibb,
ed. Bulak 1294, i, 98; cited by al-MakrlzI) holds that
the circumstance that a river flows from south to north
has a bad influence on the water, especially when a
south wind blows, and on this account he thinks that
the abundant praise given to the Nile is exaggerated.
The Egyptian physician Ibn Ridwan (d. 453/1061)
says that the Nile water reaches Egypt in a pure state,
owing to healthy conditions in the country of the
Sudan, but that the water is spoilt by the impurities
that mix with it on Egyptian soil (cited by al-MakrlzI,
MIFAO, xxx, 275 ff.). This same author describes
very clearly the turbid condition of the water when the
flood begins. He discusses likewise the influence of the
Nile on the climate of Egypt and the medicinal properties of its water.
Other authors speak at length of the fauna of the

Nile, giving especial attention to the fish. A very long
list of fishes is given by al-ldrlsl (16 ff.), with a description of their often curious qualities. The animals
most frequently described by the geographers are,
however, the crocodiles, and the animal called
sakankur, which is said to be the result of a cross
between a crocodile and a fish, but which seems to be
in reality a kind of skunk.
The possibilities which the Nile afforded for navigation are best seen from the historical sources. Seagoing vessels do not seem ever to have entered its
arms, while the traffic on the river was maintained by
small craft; various names of Nile boats occur in
literature; in the 19th century the vessel called
dhahabiyya is especially known. In earlier times, the
term zallddj. is used for a Nile boat (al-Kindl, Kitdb alUmard*, ed. Guest, 157; Dozy, Supplement, s.v.). The
skill of the fishermen in their sailing boats on the lakes
in the Delta is often recorded; in shallow places, however, as well as on the inundated lands, boats had to
be moved by means of oars or poles. The rapids
between Egypt and Nubia were, as nowadays, an
insurmountable barrier to river traffic; the loads were
conveyed along the shore to the other side of the falls
(Ibn Hawkal, ms. Ahmet III, no. 3346, fol. 86).
The cataracts above Aswan for a long time continued to form a barrier to the spread of Islam towards
the countries bordering the Nile to the south of Egypt,
which forms a curious contrast with the part played by
the Nile in the introduction of Christianity into Nubia
(cf. J. Kraus, Die Anfdnge des Christentums in Nubien,
diss. Miinster 1930). Islam penetrated only slowly
into Nubia and became more generally disseminated
in the Sudan only in the 19th century [see NUBA;
SUDAN].
Something has been said already about the praises
of the Nile and its descriptions in poetical terms, by
which this river has contributed to Arabic literature.
Al-MakrTzI (loc. cit., 270 ff.) cites some fragments of
poems in praise of the Nile and its flood; among the
poets whom he names are Tamlm b. al-Mu c izz [q. v. ]
(d. 375/985) and Ibn Kalakis (d. 567/1172). Further,
Yakut (i, 592, iv, 865) cites some poems which he
attributes to Umaiya b. Abi '1-Salt; this poet is probably Abu '1-Salt Umayya b'. cAbd al-cAzTz (d.
528/1134) who wrote a treatise al-Risdla al-Misriyya,
from which also al-Makrlzi makes quotations. The
earliest Arabic poems on the Nile are probably those
found in the Diwdn of Ibn Kays al-Rukayyat [q.v.],
the court poet of cAbd al-cAziz Ibn Marwan at the
beginning of the 8th century. Several treatises have
been especially devoted to the Nile. Ibn Zulak (d.
387/997) says in his Fadd^il Misr ms. arabe no. 1818
of the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris, fol. 31a) that
he has written a book on the importance and the
salutary qualities of the Nile, which now seems to be
lost. Further, there are a treatise Tabsirat al-akhydrJT
Nil Misr wa-akhawdtihi min al-anhdr (ms. in Algiers; cf.
Brockelmann, IP, 666), and two short opuscula by
Djalal al-Dln al-Mahalll (d. 863/1459) and al-Suyutl,
which are found together in the ms. Or. 1535 of the
British Museum (Rieu, Suppi,
no.
1198;
Brockelmann, IP, 138).
Bibliography: As the aim of the present article is
to give only an account of the Nile from the point
of view of Islam and its history, it seems superfluous
to quote here even the most important modern
works and articles belonging to the abundant
bibliography of the Nile. The earlier Islamic
authors have all been named in the text; the later
ones, such as Yakut, cAbd al-Latif, Abu 'l-Fida°, alKalkashandl, al-MaknzI, al-Suyutl (Husn al-
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muhddara), al-Nuwayri and others are in most cases
a compendium of earlier earlier views and
statements. A very important later Islamic source is
al-Khitat al-Tawfikiyya by CA1I Basha Mubarak. The
Islamic literary sources have been used in the
following works: Else Reitemeyer, Beschreibung
Aegyptens im Mittelalter, Leipzig 1903, 31-61; J.
Maspero and G. Wiet, Materiaux pour servir a la
geographic de TEgypte, inMIFAO, xxxvi, 215 ff.; and
very profusely, Omar Toussoun, Memoire sur
I'Histoire du Nil, i, ii, iii, in Memoires presentes a
rinstitut d'Egypte, viii, ix, x, Cairo 1925. The last of
these three volumes contains a series of cartographical reconstructions. A number of ancient
Islamic maps of the Nile are to be found in the Mappae Arabicae, ed. K. Miller, Stuttgart 1926-30, and
more completely in vol. iii of the Monumenta cartographica Africae et Aegypti by Youssouf Kemal; in
this same work all the geographical references to the
Nile are also to be found in a chronological order.
(J.H. KRAMERS*)
NlLUFER KHATUN, wife of the O t t o m a n
suit an Orkhan and m o t h e r of M u r a d I [q.vv.], apparently the Greek Nenuphar (i.e. Lotus-flower) (cf.
J. von Hammer, GOR, i, 59), was the daughter of the
lord of Yarhisar (Anatolia, near Bursa; cf. HadjdjI
Khalifa, Djihdn-numd, 659) and according to one story
was betrothed to the lord of Belokoma (Biledjik).
c
Othman [q.v.], the founder of the dynasty which
bears his name, is said to have kidnapped and carried
her off in 699/1299 and to have destined her to be the
wife of his son Orkhan [^.z>.], then only 12 years old.
Idrls Bitllsl, and following him Neshri, tell the story
of the rape, but the Byzantine sources make no
reference to it. Nllufer Khatun became the mother of
Murad I and also of Siileyman Pasha. The river
which flows through the plain of Bursa bears the same
name, as also does the bridge over it in front of the
town and monastery there. The bridge and monastery
are said to have been endowed by Nllufer Khatun.
Nothing more is known of her life. She was buried
beside Orkhan in his turbe at Bursa. That Ibn Battuta,
ii, 323-4, tr. Gibb, ii, 453-4, really means Nflufer
Khatun by Bayalun Khatun, which both F. Giese (cf.
ZS, ii [1924], 263) and F. Taeschner (cf. Isl., xx, 135)
think to be obvious, as they take B.y.lun to be a corruption of N.y.luf. r, is, however, by no means proved,
because Bayalun is a name which occurs again in Ibn
Battuta for a Byzantine princess (cf. ii, 393-4).
Besides, the mention in Ibn Battuta, who paid his
respects to the princess at her court in Iznik (ca.
740/1339), is very brief. F. Taeschner suggests that
Nllufer (cf. Pers. nilufar "water lily" and Greek i.e.
XouXou9&pov and vou9<xpoc with the same meaning) has
been derived from the Greek. Nllufer was and is also
popularly known as Lulufer (e.g. in the early Ottoman chronicles) or Ulufer, as in the river Ulfer Cay;
cf. F. Taeschner, op. cit., 135-6.
Bibliography: von Hammer, GOR, i, 59-60;
Siajill-i ^othmdni, i, 86 (according to Neshn); F.
Taeschner, in Isl., xx, 133-7; lA, art. Nilufer Hatun
(C_.B.)_. _
(F. BABINGER)
NIMA YUSHljDJ, m o d e r n Persian poet, born
C
AH Isfandiyari on 11 November 1897 in Yush, a
village in the Amul township of Mazandaran, died in
1960. His pen name, Nima Yushldj, which he later
took for himself, and which has come to replace his
real name in popular use, described his place affiliation, since Yushidj, in the local dialect, means "a
native of Yush". The poet's father, Ibrahim Nun,
was a farmer and cattleman. Nima YushTdj's early
boyhood was spent in the tribal environment which
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distinguished the life of his region. He received his
initial education in his native village and subsequently
went to Tehran where he was enrolled in the Saint
Louis High School, an institution operated by Roman
Catholic missionaries. From there he graduated on 15
June 1917, acquiring a competent knowledge of the
French language. Together with French, he also
learned Arabic, which he studied in a separate school.
During his school days, he came to know the poet
Nizam Wafa, who was a teacher at the Saint Louis
High School, and whose encouragement and
guidance initiated Nima Yushidj into the art of composing poetry.
After his graduation, Nima Yushidj was in and out
of work for several years. The jobs which he held were
short-lived, and there were periods when he had no
regular employment. His first assignment involved a
low-paid job in the Ministry of Finance. Subsequently, he worked as a school teacher, first in Astara
and afterwards in Tehran. When the journal Musiki
came out in early 1939 under the auspices of the
Ministry of Education, he was appointed as a member
of its editorial board, a position which he held until
the journal ceased publication at the end of 1941. To
this journal he contributed numerous poems as well as
a series of articles dealing with the individual and
social basis of creative arts. The articles were later
published as a book under the title Arzish-i ahsdsdt
("The value of feelings"). After the suspension of
Musiki, Nima Yushfdj remained without work for
some years. In 1326/1947-8 he found a job in the printing and publication department of the Ministry of
Education. He continued to work in that capacity till
the time of his death, which took place in early
January 1960.
Nlma Yushldj's writings began to appear in print
from 1921. Among the first journals to publish his
works were Naw bahdr and Karn-i bfstum. Some of his
poems were included in the Muntakhabdt-i dthdr, a
literary anthology published in 1342/1923-4. Until the
poet's association with the journal Musiki, his works
appeared sporadically. After that, they began to be
published on a more regular basis. During the forties
and fifties, his poetical works came out in Paydm-i naw,
Ndma-yi mardum, Khurus-i djangi, Andisha-yi naw,
Kawir, and several other journals upholding new
literary tendencies. A volume of his selected poems
appeared in 1955, and a complete edition of his verse
was published in 1364/1985-6.
The earliest work of Nima Yushidj was his long
poem Kissa-yi rang-parida ("The pale story"), which
was published in 1921. It was composed in the
mathnawtform, employing the same metre as the one
used in Djalal al-Dln RumT's Mathnawi. Its theme was
personal, and it showed the poet's involvement with
love and its unhappiness, alienation from society, and
disgust with city life and its people. In spite of its conventional form and style, the poem represented a
departure from the ordinary trend, in that it depicted
a new sensibility based upon the Western concept of
literary romanticism.
The next important work of Nima Yushidj, and in
fact his masterpiece, was another long poem entitled
Afsdna ("Myth"). Composed in 1922, it was published partially, soon afterwards, in Karn-i bistum.
This poem, which evokes a vague comparison with
Alfred de Musset's Les Nuits, may be said to have
heralded the beginning of modernism in Persian
poetry. It contained a dialogue between a lover,
dismayed by his experience, and the Myth which consoles him in his sorrow. Besides setting a new example
in amatory verse, Afsdna was unique for its impres-
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sionistic approach to the subject as well as for using an
imagery derived from personal observation.
Many of Nlma Yushidj's poems had a strong social
appeal. Notable specimens reflecting this aspect of his
verse included Mahbas ("Prison"), Khdnwdda-yi sarbdz
("The soldier's family"), Ay ddamhd! ("O you
people!"), Ndkus ("The bell"), Kdr-i shab pd ("The
night watchman"), and Murgh-i dmin ("The amen
bird"). Works such as these show a predilection for
popular causes, and pro-leftist sympathies could be
discerned among them.
Nlma Yushidj left an unmistakable mark on contemporary trends in Persian poetry. The generation
of poets that emerged after the forties recognised him
as their leader. One of his most important contributions was his effort to provide Persian poetry with a
new formal structure, and he was the first to
popularise free verse, which became the major vehicle
of expression for future poets.
Bibliography. Nima Yushidj, Madjmu^a-yi dthdr,
i, ed. Slrus Tahbaz, Tehran 1364/1985-6; idem,
Ndmahd, ed. Tahbaz, Tehran 1368/1989-90; idem,
Arzish-i ahsdsdt dar zindigi-yi hunarpishagdn, ed. Abu
'l-KasimDjannatr c Ata°I, Tehran 1334/1956; idem,
Nimd, zindigdni wa dthdr-i u, ed. cAta°I, Tehran
1334/1955; Muhammad Diya D HashtrudI (ed.),
Muntakhabdt-i dthdr az nawisandigdn wa shu^ard-yi
mucdsirin, Tehran 1342/1923-4; Nukhustin kungra-yi
nawisandigdn-i Iran, Tehran 1326/1947-8; Arish, ii
( = special issue on Nlma Yushidj) (Tehran Dl Mah
1340/December 1961-January 1962); Muhammad
Rida LahutI (ed.), Yddmdn-i Nimd Yushidj_, Tehran
1368/1989-90; Munibur Rahman, Post-revolution
Persian verse, Aligarh 1955; idem, Nimd Yushij:
founder of the modernist school of Persian poetry, in
Bulletin of the Institute of Islamic Studies, iv (Aligarh
1960); F. Machalski, La litterature de I'Iran contemporain, ii, Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow 1967; J.
Rypka et alii, History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht
1968; H. Parsa, Atish-i mukaddas-i Nimd rd furuzdn
nigdh ddrim, in Paydm-i nuwin, iii/3 (1339/1960);
Yahya Aryanpur, Az Sabd td Nimd, ii, Tehran
1350/1971; Bahman Sharik, Nimd wa shi^r-i Fdrsi,
Tehran 1350/1971; Djalll Dustkh w ah, Nimd Yushidj.
kist wa harfash cist, in Rdhnamd-yi kitdb, iv/10
(1340/1961-2); Yad Allah Ru'ya'I, Siwwumin sdl-i
dargudhasht-i Nimd Yushidj, in Rdhnamd-yi kitdb, iv/10
(1340/1961-2); c Abd al-cAlT Dastghayb, Nimd
Yushidj. (nakd wa barrasi), Tehran 1356/1977; idem,
Nimd Yushidi, in Paydm-i nuwin, iii/6 (1339/1960);
Ahmad Karimi-Hakkak, An anthology of modern Persian poetry, Boulder, Colo. 1978; Hamid Zarrinkub,
Cashmanddz-i shicr-i naw-i Fdrsi, Tehran 1358/197980; L. P. Alishan, Ten poems by Nima Yushij, in
Literature East and WesJ, xx (1976), Austin, Texas
1980; Amir Hasan cAbidI, Iran kd bunydd gudhdr-i
shi^r-i naw, in Hindustani Fdrsi adab, Delhi 1984;
Anwar Khamayl, Cahdr cihra, Tehran 1368/1990.
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
NI C MAT ALLAH B. AHMAD B. KADI MUBARAK,
known as Khalil Sufi, a u t h o r of a P e r s i a n Turkish dictionary entitled Lughat-i Nicmat Allah.
Born in Sofia, where as an enameller he made a
reputation as an artist, he moved to Istanbul and there
entered the Nakshbandl order. Association with the
Nakshbandl dervishes made him more closely acquainted with literature and especially with Persian
poetry. Ni c mat Allah decided to make accessible to
others the knowledge he had acquired by an ardent
study of Persian literature, and thus arose his lexicographical work, which he probably compiled at the
instigation and with the assistance of the famous
Kemal Pasha-zade (d. 940/1533 [q.v.]). He died in

969/1561-2 and was buried in the court of the
monastery at the Edirne gate in Istanbul. His work,
which survives in a considerable number of manuscripts, is divided into three parts: verbs, particles and
inflection, and nouns. His sources were: 1. Uknum-i
c
Aajam (see Oxford, Bodleian, Uri, 291, no. 108); 2.
Kdsima-yi Lutf Allah //a/fmr(HadjdjI Khalifa, iv, 503);
3. Wasila-yi makdsid (¥luge\, Vienna catalogue, i, 197); 4.
Lughdt-i Kard-Hisdri (Rieu, 513a); 5. Sihdh-i cAajam
(HadjdjI Khalifa, vi, 91 and Leiden catalogue, i, 100).
Besides making careful use of these sources, Ni c mat
Allah added much independent material, of which his
dialect notes and ethnographical observations are
especially valuable. This work is of considerable scientific importance and deserves greater attention than it
has so far received.
Bibliography: O. Blau, Uber NPmatullah's
persisch-turkisches Worterbuch, in ZDMG, xxx (1877),
484; Rieu, Catalogue, 514b; HadjdjI Khalifa, vi,
362. The dictionary was partly used by Golius for
the Persian part of Castell's Lexicon Heptaglotton.
The best mss. are Dorn, St. Petersburg catalogue, no.
431 (p. 426) and Fleischer, Dresden catalogue, no.
182.
_
(E. BERTHELS)_
NI C MAT ALLAH B. HABIB ALLAH HARAWI,
a Persian h i s t o r i a n . His father was for 35 years in
the service of the Great Mughal Akbar
(963-1014/1556-1605) where he was a khdlisa inspector. Ni c mat Allah himself was for 11 years historian to
Djahanglr (1014-37/1605-28), then entered the service of Khan-Djahan Lodi [q. v. ] whom he accompanied in 1018/1609-10 on the campaign against the
Deccan. Soon afterwards he became acquainted with
Miyan Haybat Khan b. Salim Khan Kakar of
Samana, who persuaded him to write a history of the
reign of Khan-Djahan. Ni c mat Allah began his work
in Malkapur in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1020/February 1612
and finished it on 10 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1021/2 February
1613. The work is dedicated to Khan-Djahan, and is
entitled Ta^rikh-i Khdndjahdni a.r\d consists of a mukaddima, 1 bdbs and a khdtima. It deals with the history of
the Afghans, beginning with their legendary descent
from the Banu Ismacll and treats with special fullness
of the history of Bahlul Lodi, Shir Shah Sur and
Nawwab Khan-Djahan Lodi. The last chapters are
devoted to the genealogy of the Afghan tribes and the
reign of Djahanglr. The khdtima contains biographies
of famous Afghan shaykhs. There is also an abbreviated version of the work entitled Makhzan-i
Afghani.
Bibliography: H. Ethe, in GIPh, ii, 362-3; Rieu,
Catalogue, 210a, 212a, 903b; Elliot and Dowson,
History of India, v, 67-115. The shorter version is
translated by B. Dorn, History of the Afghans:
translated from the Persian of Neamet Ullah, in Orient.
Transl. Fund, London 1829-36. See also Storey, i,
393-5, 1302; Storey-Bregel, ii, 1209-14.
(E. BERTHELS)
NI C MAT-ALLAHIYYA, a Persian Sufi order that
soon after its inception in the 8th/14th century
transferred its loyalties to Shffi Islam. The Ni c matAllahiyya first took root in south-eastern Persia where
it continued to prosper until the time of Shah cAbbas.
For the next two centuries it survived only in the Deccani branch that had been established in the 9th/15th
century. Reintroduced into Persia with considerable
vigour in the early 13th/late 18th century, the Ni c matAllahiyya became the most widespread Sufi order in
the country, a position it has retained until recent
times.
1. The f o u n d e r and the d e v e l o p m e n t of his
order.
The eponym of the order, Shah Ni c mat Allah Nur
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al-Dln b. cAbd Allah Wall (sometimes designated additionally as Kirmani, especially in Indian sources)
was born in Aleppo, in either 730/1329-30 or
731/1330-1. His father was a sayyid, claiming descent
from Ismacfl b. Dja c far (which may help to account
for the loyalty given the Ni c mat Allah! order by
several Nizari imams of the Kasim-Shahl line), and his
mother was descended from the Shabankara rulers of
Pars. The stylistic superiority of Ni c mat Allah's Persian to his Arabic writings suggests that he must have
been brought to a Persian-speaking environment
while still a child. In any event, he is recorded to have
studied during his early youth in Shiraz with
theologians such as Sayyid Djalal al-Dln Kh w arazmi
and c Adud al-Dln al-Idji (d. 756/1355). Ni c mat Allah
was initiated into Sufism by the well-known Yemeni
historian and muhaddith, cAbd Allah al-Yafici (d.
768/1367), whose spiritual lineage went back through
three generations to Abu Madyan (d. 590/1194).
Ni c mat Allah joined al-Yafi c T's circle in Mecca when
he was twenty-four years of age, and stayed with him
until his death. Most probably it was al-YaficT, who
frequently described the Sufis as "kings" in his
writings, who bestowed the title of Shah on Ni c mat
Allah.
After the death of his master, Ni c mat Allah embarked on a long series of travels. These brought him
first to Egypt, where he spent a period of retreat in the
cave on Mt. Mukattam that had been used for the
same purpose by the BektashT saint Kayghusuz Abdal
[g.v.]. He then travelled through Syria and c lrak to
Adharbaydjan, meeting in Ardabll with the progenitor of the Safawids, Shaykh Sadr al-Dln and
possibly with Kasim al-Anwar (although the latter can
have been little more than an adolescent).
It was in Transoxiana that Ni c mat Allah first
presented himself as a murshid and the propagator of
a new order. Conditions there must have appeared
propitious, for the Turkic nomads of the area,
awaiting Islamisation, offered a vast pool of potential
recruits on which other Sufi shaykhs were already
drawing. It was, however, precisely the extent of
Ni c mat Allah's success in establishing khdnakdhs in
several locations and, more importantly, in recruiting
a large number of nomads in the area of Shahr-i Sabz
that aroused the suspicion of Tlmur [q.v.] and led to
Ni c mat Allah's expulsion from Transoxiana. Accounts differ regarding the precise circumstances of
his departure; several of them attribute it to the
jealousy of Amir Kulal (d. 772/1370), the spiritual
master of Baha° al-Dln Nakshband (J. Aubin,
Materiaux pour la biographic de Shah Ni^matullah Wali
Kirmani1, 12-15). There is, however, no mention in
the sources on Amir Kulal of any clash with Ni c mat
Allah, which could, after all, have been presented in
favourable and even triumphant terms. On the other
hand, the clearly deliberate omission of Ni c mat Allah
by the Nakshbandi c Abd al-Rahman DjamT from his
Nafahdt al-uns may indeed reflect some inherited
distaste for the founder of the Ni c mat-Allahiyya.
From Transoxiana, Ni c mat Allah went first to Tus
and then to Harat, arriving there probably in
774/1372-3. He emerged from a period of seclusion to
marry the granddaughter of Amir Husayn Harawi, a
well-known poet, and to engage in agriculture, a pursuit he continued to follow for the rest of his life and
to recommend to his disciples as "the true alchemy".
At the suggestion of the followers whom he acquired
while in Harat, he moved the following year to Kirman, an area which may have seemed desirable
because of its comparative remoteness from the main
centres of power of the day. At first he settled in Kuh-
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banan, outside the city; it was there that Shah Khalfl
Allah, his only son, was born. Later he moved to the
city itself and then to its suburb of Mahan, leaving the
Kirman area only rarely to visit Yazd, Taft and, in
816/1413-14, Shlraz, in response to an invitation by
Iskandar b. c Umar Shaykh, the Tlmurid governor of
Pars. Ni c mat Allah died in Mahan in 834/1430-1 and
was buried in the proximity of the madrasa and
khdnakdh he had constructed there.
This last period in the life of Ni c mat Allah was by
far the most fruitful. Apart from his disciples in Kirman, he had several thousand devotees in Shlraz, who
are said to have included the Sufi poet Shah Dacl
ShirazI, the theologian Mir Sayyid Sharif DjurdjanT
and the gastronome-poet Bushak-i At c ima (by contrast, a somewhat later poet, Hafiz, is said to have
condemned Shah Ni c mat Allah obliquely for his
claims to spiritual eminence, in the poem that begins
"Might those who transmute the soil with their gaze
also glance briefly on us?", Diwdn, ed. Kazwlnl and
GhanI, Tehran n.d., 132-3).
Shah Ni c mat Allah also wrote profusely; many hundreds of treatises have been attributed to him. Even
allowing for exaggeration and misattribution and
taking into account the fact that many of the
"treatises" are brief notes or communications, the
size of Shah Ni c mat Allah's literary corpus remains
impressive. His writings include exegetical essays on
the Kur 3 an and the dicta of earlier shaykhs and, more
importantly, treatises that expound leading themes in
the Sufism of Ibn c ArabI, especially wahdat al-wudjud.
He also composed a commentary on Ibn cArab!'s
Fusus al-hikam, claiming that he had been vouchsafed
a perfect comprehension of the book by inspiration
from the Prophet, just as the author had received the
book itself from the same infallible source.
Better known and more widely read than Ni c mat
Allah's treatises is, perhaps, his Diwdn, which consists
for the most part of verses expounding wahdat alwudjud with a particular emphasis on the impossibility
of ontological multiplicity. Despite the manifest influence on Ni c mat Allah's poetry of c Attar and RumI,
his fondness for the technical terminology and conventional symbols of Sufism detracts heavily from the
poetic effect of his verse. The most frequently cited
poems in his Diwdn are those of prophetic or apocalyptic nature which have been interpreted as foretelling
events as diverse as the rise of the Safawids, the
separation of Bangladesh from Pakistan and the
Islamic Revolution in Iran of 1978-9. These verses,
the authenticity of at least some of which is open to
question, have tended to make of Shah Ni c mat Allah
the Persian equivalent of Nostradamus (Browne,
LHP, iii, 463-73).
There can be little doubt that Ni c mat Allah remained a SunnT throughout his life. His master alYafi c T was a ShaficT, and he himself frequently cited
the hadiths of Abu Hurayra in his works, something
unthinkable in a Sh^I author. Nonetheless, elements
that may have facilitated the later transition of the
Ni c mat-Allahiyya to ShlSsm are also to be encountered in his writings. These include a belief in
Twelve Poles (aktdb-i dawdzdah-gdnd) of the spiritual
universe and an emphasis on wildya as the inner
dimension of prophethood.
Shah Ni c mat Allah Wall was succeeded by his son
Shah Khalll Allah, then fifty-nine years of age. Not
long after his father's death, he was summoned to the
court of the Tlmurid Shahrukh in Harat. According
to the hagiographical sources, this invitation was a
sign of the monarch's veneration for him, but it is
more likely that Shahrukh sensed a political danger in
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the strength and number of the Ni c mat-Allahls. That
relations between Khalll Allah and the ruler were not
altogether harmonious is shown by Shahrukh's refusal
to exempt the family lands from taxation. For
whatever reason, some time between 836/1432 and
840/1436, Khalll Allah decided to leave Persia. Entrusting the shrine at Mahan to one of his sons, Mir
Shams al-Dln, he departed for the Deccan with his
two other sons, Muhibb al-Dln Hablb Allah and
Habib al-Dln Muhibb Allah.
Ahmad Shah Bahman, the ruler of the Deccan [see
BAHMANIDS], had already sent a delegation to Shah
Ni c mat Allah inviting him to settle at Bldar [q.v.] in
his kingdom. Formerly a devotee of the Cishti saint
Glsu daraz, he was searching for a new preceptor, one
who might enjoy prestige among the immigrant elite,
the so-called Afakls, on which he was coming increasingly to rely. Shah Ni c mat Allah had refused the invitation, but he sent Ahmad Shah a letter of initiation
that also granted him the title of wait. Some years
later, Ahmad Shah sent a second delegation to
Mahan, this time asking for Khalll Allah to be sent to
the Deccan. This request, too, was refused, but his
grandson Nur Allah was sent by way of compensation. Ahmad Shah received him with great honour,
giving him his daughter in marriage and elevating
him over all the indigenous Sufis by naming him malik
al-mashdyikh.
Now that Khalll Allah had finally come, he and his
party were greeted with similar enthusiasm. Although
links with Persia were not entirely broken, the leadership of both the Ni c mat-AllahI family and order was
now to remain in the Deccan for several generations:
Khalll Allah died in 860/1456, and was succeeded in
turn by Hablb al-Dln; Mir Shah Kamal al-Dln;
Burhan al-Dln Khalll Allah II; Mir Shah Shams alDln Muhammad; Mir Shah Hablb al-Dln Muhibb
Allah II; Mir Shah Shams al-Dln Muhammad II; Mir
Shah Kamal al-Dln II; and Mir Shah Shams al-Dln
Muhammad III. The leadership of the Ni c mat-AllahI
order then passed out of the family to a certain Mir
Mahmud Dakkanl. Although the Nicmat-Allahls retained their influence among the Deccani aristocracy
even after the dynasty that had brought them there
was replaced by the Kutb Shahls [ q . v . ] , they never
succeeded in putting down roots among the population at large.
The Ni c mat-Allahls who stayed in Persia initially
enjoyed good relations with the Safawids. One of
them, Mir Nizam al-Dln cAbd al-Bakl, was appointed
sadrby Shah Ismacll in 917/1511-12, and subsequently became the wakil-i nafs-i humdyun (regent). cAbd alBakl's son mediated between the next Shah.
Tahmasp, and his brother in 956/1549, and the new
reign saw several marriages between the Ni c matAllahl family and the Safawid house. The relationship
began to sour in the time of Shah cAbbas I when one
member of the family, Amir Ghiyath al-Dln Mlrmlran, became involved in an Afshar rebellion in Kirman. Thereafter, although members of the family
continued to hold the posts of nakib and kaldntar in
Yazd until at least 1082/1671-2, the Ni c mat-Allahiyya
seems to have disappeared from Persia as a functioning Sufi order. The only trace left of its existence consisted of the Ni c matl gangs that, oblivious to their Sufi"
origins, waged intermittent warfare with their
Haydari rivals in a number of Persian cities, often
with royal encouragement.
The Ni c mat-AllahI order was reintroduced into
Persia by a certain Ma c sum CA1I Shah Dakkanl, sent
there for the purpose by Rida CA1I Shah Dakkanl (d.
1214/1799), the grandson and second successor of Mir
Mahmud Dakkanl. With his ecstatic mode of

preaching, Ma c sum c Ah Shah swiftly gained a large
following, particularly in Shlraz, Isfahan, Hamadan,
and Kirman. The resurgent Ni c mat-Allahiyya had,
however, to confront the hostility of the Shl^I
mudjtahids, newly invigorated by the triumph of the
Usull doctrine which assigned them supreme authority in all religious affairs. Ma c sum CA1I Shah and
several of his followers fell victim to this hostility; he
was put to death himself at Kirmanshah in 1212/17_978, while en route from Nadjaf to Mashhad, by Aka
Muhammad CA1I BihbahanI, a mudjtahid popularly
known as sufikush ("Sufi killer").
Ma c sum CA1I Shah's principal companion and
disciple was Nur CA1I Shah of Isfahan, a prolific
author in both poetry and prose. His works are replete
with theopathic utterances; themes of ghuldt ShlSsm
that seem to echo the verse of Shah Ismacll; and
criticisms of the Shi*-! ^ulamd^. (The combination of
these elements suggests that the renascent Ni c matAllahiyya of the time had doctrinally little in common
with the order as first established by Shah Ni c mat
Allah and his immediate descendants.) Particularly
provocative of ^ulamd^ indignation was, no doubt, Nur
C
A1I Shah's assertion that the SufT master is the true
deputy (nd^ib) of the Hidden Imam. Nur CA1I Shah accompanied his master on all his journeys except the
last, fatal one, dying himself the same year in Mawsil,
allegedly from poison administered by agents of
BihbahanI.
Four years later, BihbahanI himself died, and the
antagonism between the Nicmat-Allahls and the
c
M/ama D began to decline. This development was furthered by the adoption of more circumspect doctrines
and attitudes by the Nicmat-Allahls themselves, which
permitted them to establish themselves as a lasting
although subordinate element of Persian religious life.
No longer seeming subversive, the Nicmat-Allahls
also ceased to arouse the hostility of the Kadjar
monarchs, one of whom, Muhammad Shah, himself
became an initiate of the order. The Nicmat-AllahI
order was thus able to grow throughout the 13th/19th
century. However, as it expanded, it divided into
several, often mutually hostile branches, only the
more important of which will be mentioned here.
Muhammad Dja c far Kabudar-ahangI Madjdhub
C
A1I Shah (d. 1238/1823) was the last leader to exercise undisputed control over the whole order. Three
separate claimants to the leadership arose after him:
Kawthar CAH Shah (d. 1247/1831); Sayyid Husayn
Astarabadl; and Zayn al-cAbidm ShirwanI Mast CA1I
Shah (d. 1253/1837-8). The first became the eponym
of a sub-order known as the Kawthariyya, which has
survived down to the present, although with a very
small membership; its best-known leader in modern
times was Nasir CA1I Shah Malik-niya (still living in
the late 1970s). The line descended from Astarabadl
also reached into the 20th century, producing one of
the most celebrated Persian Sufis of recent times,
Sayyid Husayn Husaynl Shams al- c Urafa D (d.
1353/1935), after whom it is retrospectively known as
the Shamsiyya. Its following, too, has generally been
very restricted.
The main line of Ni c mat-AllahI descent is that
which passes through Mast CA1I Shah. He was the
author of several important works refuting the
legalistic criticisms that were still being directed
against Ni c mat-AllahI Sufism (see in particular his
Kashf al-ma'drif, Tehran 1350 -S&./1971) and three
compendious travelogues, valuable for the detailed information they contain on the Sufis of diverse affiliations whom Mast CA1I Shah met in the course of his
travels.
After the death in 1278/1861 of Zayn al-cAbid!n
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Rahmat CAH Shah, the successor of Mast CA1I Shah,
a further trifurcation took place, one more serious
than the first because it affected the main body of the
Nicmat-Allahis. The first of the three claimants to
leadership was Sacadat CA1I Shah Tawus al-cUrafa°
(d. 1293/1876 in Tehran), who is said to have been a
Sufi of the traditional ecstatic type, the clarity of
whose heart was unclouded by any learning. His successor, Sultan C AH Shah Gunabadl from Bldukht in
Khurasan, was a man of quite different type. He
studied philosophy with the celebrated Mulla Had!
Sabzawari before embarking on the Sufi path, and
even after beginning to train his own murids he continued to give instruction in the formal religious
sciences at his khdnakdh in Bldukht. He wrote a wellregarded commentary on the Kur D an of a mysticalphilosophical nature, entitled Bay an al-sa^dda.
Murdered by an unknown assailant in 1327/1909, he
was succeeded by his son, Hadjdj Mulla CA1I
GunabadI Nur CA1F Shah-i Than! (d. 1337/1918).
This introduction of hereditary succession gave rise to
a new sub-order known as the GunabadT, with
reference to the area surrounding Sultan CA1I Shah's
place of origin. Hadjdj Mulla CA1T was succeeded first
by Salih CA1T Shah (d. 1386/1966) and then by Rida
C
A1T Shah Tabanda (still living in 1992). Although the
Gunabadls generally eschew the designation Ni c matAllahl and cannot therefore be regarded as representing the main line of the Ni c mat-AllahI order, they
have been for several decades the largest single group
of Ni c mat-Allahi descent in Iran. It is no doubt
because of the sober, sharfa-oriented nature of their
Sufism that they have been able to retain this position
even after the establishment of the Islamic Republic.
The San"-cAlI-Shahiyya, another offshoot of the
Ni c mat-Allahi order emerging from the dispute over
the succession to Rahmat CA1I Shah, developed in a
quite different direction. Its eponym, Hadjdj Mlrza
Hasan Isfahan! SafT CA1I Shah, spent some time in India promoting his father's mercantile interests before
returning to Iran and becoming a disciple of Rahmat
C
A1T Shah. On the death of his master, he initially accepted the authority of Munawwar CA1T Shah, another
of Rahmat CA1T Shah's disciples, but the following
year he declared himself the immediate successor of
Rahmat CA1I Shah and proclaimed his independence.
Like his contemporary and rival, Sultan CA1I Shah
GunabadT, he also wrote a commentary on the
Kurgan, but it was widely criticised, both because of
its contents and because it was composed in verse. On
SafT CAH Shah's death in 1316/1899, the leadership of
the order was assumed by Zahir al-Dawla Safa CA1T
Shah, minister of the court and brother-in-law of the
ruling monarch, Muzaffar al-Dln Shah; not surprisingly, this gave a somewhat aristocratic complexion to
the SafT-cAli-Shahiyya. Given the incipient westernising tendencies among the Iranian political elite, it was
perhaps natural that a further transformation should
also have set in during Safa C AH Shah's lifetime. He
established a twelve-man committee to supervise the
operations of the order which under its new designation Andjuman-i Ukhuwwat ("Society of Brotherhood")
was effectively transformed into a pseudo-masonic
lodge; many_of its members were, in fact, also initiates
of Biddri-yi Iran ("The Awakening of Iran"), the first
masonic lodge in Iran affiliated with the French
Grand Orient. The society abandoned virtually all the
traditional rites of Sufism, but continued to flourish
among certain classes until the advent of the Islamic
Republic, when its activities were brought to an end,
together with those of all other masonic organisations.
Its last leader was cAbd Allah Intizam (d. 1982).
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It is the line of a third claimant to the succession of
Rahmat CA1I Shah, Hadjdj Muhammad Aka
Munawwar CA1I Shah (d. 1310/1884) that has the best
claim to be regarded as the main line of Nicmat-AllahI
descent; its adherents continue to designate themselves exclusively as Ni c mat-AllahI, although the
clarificatory expression "line of Dhu '1-Riyasatayn"
(an epithet borne by the third successor to Munawwar
C
A1T Shah) is sometimes additionally used.
Munawwar CA1I Shah was succeeded in turn by VVafa0
C
A1I Shah (d. 1336/1918), Sadik CA1I Shah (d.
1340/1922) and Hadjdj Mirza cAbd al-Husayn Dhu
'1-Riyasatayn Mu'nis CA1T Shah (d. 1372/1953). A
man of wide erudition, Mu-'nis CA1T Shah enjoyed
great respect during the thirty years he directed the
order, but its unity could not be maintained on his
death. The traditional pattern of discord reasserted
itself as thirteen claimants to the succession came forward. The most visibly successful of them was Dr.
Djawad Nurbakhsh, a psychiatrist. He managed to
recruit many members of Tehran high society at a
time when the profession of a certain type of Sufism
was becoming fashionable; to build a whole series of
new khdnakdhs around the country; and to publish a
large quantity of Ni c mat-AllahI literature, including
many of his own writings. As the Islamic Revolution
of 1978-9 approached victory, Nurbakhsh left Iran,
and he now administers a mixed following of Iranian
emigres and Western converts resident in many cities
of Europe and North America.
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(HAMID ALGAR)
2. N i c m a t A l l a h and his f a m i l y at the
B a h m a n i c o u r t of South I n d i a .
When Khalil Allah b. Ni c mat Allah arrived in the
BahmanT capital Bldar after his father's death in
834/1431, he established there a khdnkdh for his
kinsfolk and followers, and his own tomb (cawkhandi)
became a prominent landmark near the royal tombs,
where many of his descendants still live. The Bahmani
sultan Ahmad Shah's own tomb is liberally embellished with extracts from the diwdn and other writings of
Ni c mat Allah (the texts are given in extenso, with
translations, in G. Yazdani, Bidar, its history and
monuments, Oxford 1947, 115-28, with some illustrations on Pis. LXIX-LXXIV).
The tomb of Ni c mat Allah at Mahan, some 20
miles/36 km south-east of Kirman in eastern Persia,
was erected in 840/1437 by Ahmad Shah Bahmani's
orders, although the splendid dome dates from the
time of the Safawid Shah c Abbas I and the minarets
at the entrance are from the early Kadjar period.
Bibliography: See also R.M. Eaton, The Sufis of
Bijapur 1300-1700, Princeton 1978, 56 ff.; H.K.
Sherwani, The Bahmanis of the Deccan2, Delhi 1985,
133-4. Sherwani's accounts differ slightly from
those in Yazdani, Bidar, and are based on fuller information.
_(J. BURTON-PAGE)
NI C MAT KHAN, called C ALI, MIRZA NUR AL-DIN
MUHAMMAD, son of Hakim Fath al-Dln Shlrazi, a
Persian a u t h o r , was born in India and came of a
family several of whom had been distinguished physicians in their ancestral home in ShTraz. He entered
the service of the state under Shah-Djahan
(1037-68/1628-57) and was appointed keeper of the
crown jewels with the title of ddrugha-yi djawdhir-khdna.
He attained his highest honours under Awrangzlb
(1069-1118/1659-1707), who gave him the title of
Ni c mat Khan (1104/1692-3), which was later changed
to Mukarrab Khan and then to Danishmand Khan.
He died at DihlT on 1 Rabl* II 1122/30 May 1710.

Ni c mat Allah, who wrote under the takhallus of CA1I,
was exceedingly prolific and wrote a number of works
in prose and verse, of which the following are the most
important: 1. WakdW-i Haydardbdd: a description of
the siege of Haydarabad by Awrangzlb in
1097/1685-6. This work is characterised by a biting
wit and describes the siege in a satirical form, which
procured the little book the greatest popularity; 2.
Djang-ndma, a chronicle which covers the last years of
Awrangzlb's reign and the war which broke out after
his death among his sons; 3. Bahadur-Shdh-ndma, a
chronicle of the first two years of the reign of Shah
c
Alam Bahadur-Shah (1119-24/1707-12); 4. Husn u
^Ishk, also called Katkhudayi or Mundkaha-yi Husn u
^Ishk, an allegorical love story, an imitation of the
celebrated Husn u DU of Fattahl [q.v.]\ 5. Rdhat alkulub, satirical sketches of a number of contemporaries; 6. Risdla-yi hadjw-i hukama?, anecdotes of
physicians and their incompetence; 7. Khdn-i ni^mat, a
work on cookery; 8. Ruka^dt, letters to Mlrza
Mubarak Allah Iradat Khan Wadih, MTrza Muhammad Sacld, the head of the imperial kitchen, and
others, which were very highly thought of as models
of a choice style of letter writing; 9. a lyrical Diwdn;
10. a short Mathnawi without a title, which deals with
the usual Sufi ethical themes. This survey shows a
great versatility on the part of Ni c mat Khan, but it
must be pointed out that, with the exception of the
satirical works which are really original and of great
value for the characterisation of his age, none of them
rises above the level of pale imitations of classical
models.
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(E. BERTHELS)
NIMR, PARIS, Syro-Lebanese j o u r n a l i s t , scient i s t and p o l i t i c i a n , born in Hasbayya, South
Lebanon, in 1855 to an Arab Orthodox family, died
in 1951. He studied Arabic, English, German and
mathematics in Jerusalem, Mount Lebanon and
Beirut. In 1870 he entered the Syrian Protestant College (SPC, subsequently renamed the American
University of Beirut), and graduated with a Bachelor
degree in Arts and Science. In 1874 he was appointed
assistant to the American missionary Dr Cornelius
Van Dyck (1818-95) in the Astronomical Observatory
at SPC, and taught subjects such as Latin, chemistry
and astronomy. During the same year, and after his
conversion to Protestantism, he joined the Beirut
Masonic Lodge, becoming eventually its Master.
Together with four other Christians he formed in
1875 a secret society which agitated for Syrian
independence within the Ottoman empire by means
of posting anonymous placards in Beirut and other
Syrian cities.
In 1876 Paris Nimr and his colleague at the SPC
Ya c kub Sarruf(1852-1927) began to publish, under
the patronage of Van Dyck, the famous scientific
magazine al-Muktataf. His adoption of Darwinism
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under the influence of Dr Edwin R. Lewis (d. 1907),
a chemistry teacher at the SPG, seems to have
alienated various influential individuals and institutions, including the Board of Trustees of his college.
Consequently, in 1885 the SPG terminated his contract and that of his colleague Sarruf. This decision
prompted both Nimr and Sarruf to transfer their
magazine to Cairo.
Once in Egypt, Nimr was received with open arms
by British and Egyptian officials. In 1888 he married
the daughter of the British Consul in Alexandria, and
one year later he founded a daily evening paper, alMukattam. Subsidised by the British Agency in Cairo,
al-Mukattam accepted the principle of the British
occupation of Egypt while criticising at the same time
the details of certain policies and attitudes connected
with European influence. His editorship of alMukattam and that of The Sudan Times, an English and
Arabic bi-weekly founded in 1903, consumed much of
his time and energy, forcing him to give up his work
in al-Muktataf.
In 1907 Nimr announced the foundation of a new
political organisation, the Liberal National Party. Its
main aim was to refute the nationalist ideas of the
Egyptian leader Mustafa Kamil (1874-1908 [q.v.]),
but this was a short-lived and marginal episode in his
career. Nimr continued the publication of his
newspapers until his death in 1951. The new regime
of the Free Officers closed down both al-Mukattam and
al-Muktataf m 1952.
Bibliography: Nadia Farag, Al-Muqtataf 18761900: a study of the influence of Victorian thought on
modern Arabic thought, PhD thesis, Oxford 1969,
unpubl., 42-118; Ph. de Tarrazi, Ta^rikh al-Sahdfa
al-'arabiyya, i, Beirut 1913, 138-42; G. Antonius,
The Arab awakening, London 1938, 79-89; Z. Zeine,
The emergence of Arab nationalism, Delmar, N.Y.
1976, 51-4.
(Y.M. CHOUEIRI)
NIMRUD, a r u i n e d site of ancient Assyria, now
in northern c lrak some 30 km/20 miles south of alMawsil [q.v.] in lat. 36°5'N. and long. 43°20'E.
The ruins on the plateau of Nimrud are those of the
ancient Assyrian city of Kalkhu, apparently mentioned in Gen. x. 11-12 as Calah. It is mentioned in
Syriac sources, but the mediaeval Islamic geographers
mention it only incidentally and under differing
names; thus Yakut, i, 119, iii, 113, says that alSalamiyya is in the vicinity of the ruins of the town of
Athur, which can only mean the ruins of Kalkhu. The
modern name Nimrud for the site appears first in
Niebuhr, who was in al-Mawsil in 1776, and the
name is probably modern, being associated in the
popular local mind with the legendary hunter Nimrod
first mentioned in Gen. x. 8-9 and connected in
Muslim legend, as in the Haggada, with Abraham
[see NAMRUD].
The ziggurat at Nimrud is one of the most
impressive landmarks in northern c lrak and the recent
discovery (in 1988 and 1989) of more than one thousand items of gold jewellery (earrings, necklaces,
brooches, armlets and other items) has revived the
flames of popular interest in what was already considered to be one of the most important cities of
ancient Assyria. It was first built as an alternative
capital to Ashur by the 13th century king Shalmaneser
I after he had viciously reasserted his political
authority in the land of Urartu (southern Armenia).
But sited as it was at the important confluence of the
Upper Zab and the Tigris, it was naturally developed
by later Assyrian kings as their main residence.
Ashurnasirpal (883-859) moved there from Ashur,
providing a water supply from the river and a
sewerage system. He settled there people from many
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different parts of his empire and developed parkland.
His successors all contributed to extensions and
improvements there. Here lived Sammurammat, the
queen of Shalmaneser III (858-824 B.C.) made
famous in Greek traditions as Semiramis, and the
recently discovered gold belonged to Yabay, the
queen of Tiglath-Pileser III (744-727), Banitu, the
queen of Shalmaneser V (726-722) and Ataliya, the
queen of Sargon II (721-705). Amidst the archives
associated with the great temple of Nabu (in Greek
Nebo, the god of knowledge) and his consort
Tashmetum, which was called Ezida, "the house of
truth", there was found the "will of Esarhaddon (680669), a document in which he decrees that after his
death one of his sons should become king of Babylon,
and the other, Ashurbanipal, the king of Assyria. In
fact, Ashurbanipal was the last king to control Assyria
and Nimrud was overthrown by the revolutionary
forces before the final attack on Nineveh brought the
Assyrian empire to an end. The two hundred letters
found in the archives are an important addition to our
knowledge of Assyrian statecraft.
From the ruins excavators have retrieved many
marvellous limestone reliefs which decorated the inner
walls of the palace rooms most of which, along with
those from Khorsabad [q.v.] and Nineveh [see
NINAWA], have found their way to museums in the
West (especially the British Museum). Fragments of
beautifully glazed bricks (which presuppose a
sophisticated knowledge of industrial chemistry using
tin-glaze) dating back to the 9th century have also
been found. The site has provided the largest collection of carved ivory which was worked by expatriate
Phoenician craftsmen resident (probably obligatorily)
in what must have been one of the major artistic centres of the time in the Fertile Crescent. The life-sized
female mask exquisitely carved from one piece of
ivory is especially famous.
The importance of the site was recognised by the
19th century British excavator Layard, who dug there
in 1845-51, but the archaeological work of Mallowan,
who followed his footsteps in this century from 1949
to 1958, has been much more thoroughly recorded.
Bronze saddlery fittings and Aramaic mason's marks
which have been found confirm that there is still much
more to be learned about the position of foreign
workmen at the site.
Bibliography: M.E.L. Mallowan, Nimrud and its
remains 2. vols. and suppl., London 1966; Muzahim
Mahmud and J. Black, Recent work at the Nabu temple,
Nimrud, in Sumer, xliv (1985-6), 135-55. For older
bibl., see M. Streck, El1 art. s.v.
(M.E.J. RICHARDSON)
NIMS (A.), masculine noun (pi. numus, numusa)
denoting the i c h n e u m o n or E g y p t i a n mongoose
(Herpestes ichneumon), a small carnivore of the family
Viverridae, native to Africa and common in Egypt,
Morocco and Palestine. In Egypt, with the
geographical sub-species pharaonis, the ichneumon
was called "Pharaoh's rat" (ja\ Fir^awn) and sometimes "Pharaoh's cat" (kitt Fircawn), since in the time
of the Pharaohs it enjoyed a sacred status and was
embalmed after its death. In the Maghrib there is the
sub-species numidicus (Moroccan Berber sarru, Kabyle
izirdi, Tunisian zirda). In the Air district of the Sahara
there is the sub-species phoenicurus saharae and, in the
rest of Africa, the sub-species albicaudus (white-tailed).
Persia is the home of the sub-species persicus or
auropunctatus, which is given the Arabic name ajuraydi
'l-nakhl "palm-tree rat" in c lrak. Afghanistan and
India have the sub-species griseus or mongo (Indian
mongoose) and edwardsi.
For the Greeks, Aristotle and Herodotus (History,
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ii, 67) had already mentioned the ichneumon
(ixveujjuov "which follows the trail of the crocodile") as
a major domestic destroyer of the rodents and reptiles
infesting the households of Egypt as well as of the eggs
of the crocodile. Aristotle gives details (History of
animals, Fr. tr. J. Tricot, Paris 1957, ii, 453, 601) of .
the stratagem used by this mongoose when biting a
snake to death; it rolls beforehand in slippery clay so
that the reptile cannot take a grip on its body which
it tries in vain to enwrap.
On the other hand, al-Djahiz describes, quoting an
anonymous source (Hayawdn, iv, 120) another tactic
of the ichneumon which belongs to fable. At the
approach of the snake, the wily mongoose huddles
itself up, emptying its lungs as far as possible, and
plays dead; the reptile wraps itself around its body to
choke it and, abruptly, the mongoose takes a deep
breath to inflate its rib-cage, which has the effect of
breaking the snake into several pieces like an overtensed spring.
After al-Djahiz, the few Arab authors who have
mentioned the ichneumon confine themselves to
repeating these accounts; this is true in the case of Ibn
al-Faklh al-Hamadhani (3rd/9th century) (Fr. tr.,
Abrege, 76, 252), of al-Mascudi (4th/10th century)
(Muruaj., ii, 57 = § 492) and of al-Damlrl (Haydt, ii,
365). However, there is no doubt that the ichneumon
was useful in Egypt, and because of the ease with
which it was tamed it successfully played the role of
the domestic cat; tradesmen, watchmen and
caretakers could not dispense with this valued ally
which rid them of unwanted guests—rodents and reptiles being especially abundant in the humid regions of
Lower Egypt. The only precaution to be taken with
this mongoose was to deny it any access to chicken
coops and dovecotes, for the safety of their occupants
and of their eggs.
The extreme vigilance of this small carnivore
passed into metaphor and it was said of someone who
had sharp eyesight ^aynuhu ka-^ayn ai-nims "he has the
eye of an ichneumon". To describe somebody as nims
was to express admiration for his great perspicacity.
In some parts of the Islamic world such as the
Maghrib and Lebanon, the term nims has been
erroneously applied to the weasel (Mustela nivalis [see
IBN C IRS]). According to fable, both these creatures
enter the stomach of the crocodile, when it is sunbathing, to devour its entrails, not being content with
stealing its eggs, like those of turtles, snakes and birds.
As a result of similar confusion, some Arabic dialects
employ nims to identify various other members of the
sub-family Mustelidae such as the stone-marten
(Maries foina), the polecat (Mustela putorius) and the
ferret (Mustela putorius furo); the term is even found
erroneously applied to that other viverrine, the civet
(Genetta genetta). As for the two expressions kur and
lashak which Dozy attributes to the ichneumon (Supplement, s.vv.), one is found in a manuscript of the
Escurial and the other in al-Idrisi, where the context
is the topic of the crocodile; they do not seem to have
any connection with the mongoose.
As is the case with every animal studied, al-Damiri
does not fail to list the specific qualities of various
organs of the ichneumon. Thus if a dovecote is
fumigated with the burning tail of an ichneumon, all
the pigeons are put to flight irrevocably. The spleen
mixed with the white of an egg is an excellent
eyewash, curing conjunctivitis. A kirdt of blood
diluted in a woman's milk and poured into the nose
of a lunatic restores his reason. A broth made from the
animal's penis and taken as a drink cures retention of
urine. The right eye wrapped in linen reduces the

four-day fever of an invalid; on the other hand, in the
same conditions, the left eye causes the recurrence of
this fever. An ointment based on mashed brain mixed
with horse-radish juice and oil of rose is a violent irritant of the skin, the equal of scabies; only a mixture
of the animal's excrement with oil of jasmine can suppress its noxious effect. Finally, the same excrement
diluted in water and swallowed plunges the drinker
into agony and into terror of demons which he
imagines are in pursuit of him.
In botany, the Arabic name of the ichneumon is
given to two plants: (a) al-nims is, in the Maghrib,
Downy koelaria (Koelaria pubescens) a graminaceous
plant related to Fescue grass (Festuca); (b) bittikh nims
"ichneumon melon" or bittikh cayn al-nims
"ichneumon's eye melon" is a nickname given to the
watermelon (Citrullus vulgaris, of the variety ennemis).
Bibliography (by alphabetical order of authors):
Damirl, Haydt al-hayawdn al-kubrd, Cairo 1928-9,
s.v.; Djahiz, Kitdb al-Hayawdn, Cairo 1938-45; E.
Ghaleb, al-Mawsu^a ft culum al-tabi^a. Dictionnaire des
sciencesdela nature, Beirut 1965, s.v.; Ibn al-Faklh alHamadhanl, Abrege dujivre des pays, tr. H. Masse,
Damascus 1973; A. clsa, Mu^djam asmd^ al-nabdt.
Dictionnaire des noms des plantes, Beirut 1981, 50; A.
Lakhdar-Ghazal, J.P. Farouat, M. Thevenot,
(Albums didactiques) Faune du Maroc (les mammiferes), Rabat 1975, 43; L. Lavauden, Les Vertebres
du Sahara, Tunis 1926, 189; A. al-Macluf, Mu^djam
al-hayawdn. An Arabic zoological dictionary, Cairo
1932, s.v. Herpestes\ H. Eisenstein, Einfuhrung in die
arabische Zoographie. Das tierkundliche Wissen in der
arabisch-islamischen Literatur, Berlin 1990, index, s.n.
Ichneumqn-nims.
(F. VIRE)
NINAWA. 1. An extensive area of r u i n s in
c
n o r t h e r n l r a k , on the left bank of the Tigris and
opposite the city of al-Mawsil [q.v.]. Where the river
Khawsar joins the Tigris was a natural place to build
a city and those early settlers of the seventh millennium spawned the greatest metropolis of Ancient
c
lrak. Sedimentation has now moved the main course
of the Tigris more than a kilometre westwards. In
1932 R. Campbell Thompson dug a pit 30 m deep
from the top of the mound to virgin soil. At the lowest
level he found obsidian flints from Southern Armenia
(Van) and later pottery can be traced to Southern
c
lrak (Uruk, Halaf and Ur types are represented). It
seems always to have been a place where different
cultures easily met, so when Sennacherib, who had
campaigned far and wide to extend his empire, laid
out the walls of his great city containing a "palace
with no equal", he was building in a long tradition.
Epigraphic and archaelogical research of the last
decades has shown that it must have measured
180 x 190 m and contained 80 rooms, many of which
were lined with beautifully carved limestone reliefs
depicting and recording his domination of the surrounding nations. To walk all round the walls means
a journey of 12 km, and access was through one of fifteen large gates. Tariq Madhloum's excavations of
one of them have shown it to be an extremely
elaborate construction with an arched ramp crossing
two watercourses. Sennacherib had brought water
from the hills to the city by constructing an aqueduct
at Jerwan 40 km away. Later kings continued to
build, but many of their splendid monuments were
ruined once and for all when the military alliance led
by Babylon smashed and burned their way through
the city in 612 B.C. to mark the end of the Assyrian
Empire and the beginning of the Babylonian.
It is very easy to reach the site across the river from
al-Mawsil and the visitor will notice two important
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areas. The first, Koyundjik, was an old Yazidl village
whose inhabitants were massacred in 1836; it has also
been known as al-Kalca "the citadel". Here Layard
began his excavations on behalf of the British
Museum from 1845-51 and found the rich library of
Ashurbanipal; it was shipped to London and still
today it represents one of the richest archives we have
of Sumerian and Akkadian literature. Because it contained many late copies of important historical,
religious and scientific literature it provides special
opportunities to study how texts were transmitted in
the scribal circles of the ancient Near East. The other
important area is NabI Yunus where Esarhaddon carried out building works. This place has a rich
aetiological tradition with the prophet Yunus (Jonah),
whose mission to convert the terrible Assyrians was
accomplished because God brought him there in the
"belly of the great fish", and is mentioned in Jewish,
Christian and Muslim sources [see YUNUS]. Hence
both a monastery and then a mosque were in turn
built on the ancient mound, known as Tall al-Tawba
"hill of repentance". The tomb of NabT Yunus has
long been the most esteemed shrine of northern c lrak,
much visited by Sunnls, and the large modern
cemetery on the east of the mound continues the old
tradition of corpses being brought there for burial.
Outside the eastern wall of the former city is the
sulphurous thermal spring known as c Ayn Yunus and
visited by pilgrims for its curative powers; and some
local inhabitants perpetuate the tradition that the
"great fish" is buried at Koyundjik.
Bibliography: Le Strange, Lands, 87-9; R.
Campbell Thompson and R.W. Hutchinson, A century of exploration at Nineveh, London 1929; T.
Jacobsen and Seton Lloyd, Sennacherib's aqueduct at
Jerwan, Chicago 1935; Government of Iraq,
Directorate-General of Antiquities, Nineveh and
Khorsabad, a note on the ruins for visitors, Baghdad
1943.
(M.E.J. RICHARDSON)
2. A place in central c l r a k , after which a district
(ndhiya) was named, to which Karbala0 [q. v. ] belonged
(cf. Yakut, iv, 470). Ninawa is frequently mentioned
in the history of the Muslim wars of the first three centuries of the Hidjra: e.g. in connection with the
tragedy of Karbala3 of 61/680 when al-Husayn met
his death (al-Tabari, ii, 287, 307, 309), in 122/739 in
connection with the fighting with the c Alid Zayd b.
C
A1I ([q. v. ] and Tabari, ii, 1710), in the account of the
subjection of a later cAlid rebel in 251/865 (al-Tabarl,
iii, 1620, 1623; Ibn al-Athir, vii, 110), and lastly in
the history of the Karmatian troubles in 287/900 (alTabari, iii, 2190). Ninawa (Nina, Ni-na-a) is mentioned in old Babylonian inscriptions as a place not
very far from Babylon (cf. e.g. ZA, xv, 217). It is not
to be confused with a place of the same name mentioned in old Babylonian cuneiform inscriptions as a
suburb or quarter of the South Babylonian Lagash
(the modern ruins of Telloh). On the Nineveh in
Babylonia of the cuneiform inscriptions, see Hommel,
Grundriss der Gesch. u. Geogr. des alien Orients, Munich
1904-26, 392-3 and passim (consult the Index, 1083,
s.v. Ni-na-a or Ninua). According to A. Musil, The
Middle Euphrates, New York 1927, 43, 44, the site of
Ninawa is marked by the mound of ruins called Ishan
Nainwa, below the modern town of Musayyib, 2
miles east of the Euphrates and about 20 north-east of
Karbala3, in 32°45'N. (see Musil's map).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(M. STRECK)
NING-HSIA, a Muslim autonomous region in
N o r t h w e s t C h i n a under the People's Republic of
China.
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The province of Ning-hsia was created in 1929
separately from the province of Kansu [q.v.] under
Republican China. After the PRC was established in
1954, the greater part of Ning-hsia province was
incorporated into Inner Mongolia (Nei-Mengku)
and the central part was newly-raised to the status of
Ning-hsia Hui-tsu Autonomous Region in 1958, with
its present boundaries redrawn in 1976. This Region
is situated along the middle reaches of the Yellow
River and its tributaries, and it borders on Inner
Mongolia in the north, on Kansu in the west and
southeast, and on Shen-hsi in the east. The capital is
at Yin-ch'uan.
Ning-hsia is the most densely-populated region of
Hui-tsu ("Islamic race") in the PRC. Its population is
3,895,500, of which Hui-tsu number 1,235,207, forming about one-third of the total population (1982
statistics). The origin of the Ning-hsia Muslims goes
back to 13th century Yuan times, when the Mongol
dynasty ruled China and when many Muslims
emigrated from West and Central Asia to the Ninghsia region. They were soon naturalised, as was also
the case in other provinces, and consequently, communities of Hui-min or Hui-tsu, that is Chinesespeaking Muslims, were formed. Historical materials
show that there were many Muslims there since early
Ming times down to Ch c ing times (15th-19th centuries), and they had regional relations with coreligionists of Kansu, Ch'ing-hai and Sinkiang. Ninghsia Muslims are traditionally Sunnls of the Hanafi
school, and among them there have always been a
number of Sufi groups, such as the Djahriyya (a
branch of the Nakshbandiyya [q.v. ]), the Khafiyya or
Khufiyya, Kadiriyya, Ikhwan, etc., and they still
prevail among present-day Ning-hsia Muslims. These
last have now more than 1,400 masdjids (ch'ing-chen
ssu), distributed over the region, and a class of
religious leaders including ahongs, khalifas, mullds,
murshids, etc. Ning-hsia was the headquarters of Ma
Hua-lung's [q.v.] Northwest Hui Rebellion (186277), and his successors have been leaders of the
Djahriyya order of Ning-hsia until the present time;
but Ning-hsia Muslims now coexist with the Han
Chinese under the PRC regime.
Bibliography: R. Israeli, Muslims in China. A
study in cultural confrontation, London and Malmo
1980; Mien Wei-lin, Ning-hsia Issu-lan chiao-pai kaiyao ("An outline of the Islamic factions of Ninghsia"), Yin-ch'uan 1981; Li K'ai-hsun et alii (eds.),
Ning-hsia Hui-tsu tzu-chih-ch'ii kai-k'uang ("An
outline of Ning-hsia Hui-tsu Autonomous
Region"), Yin-ch'uan 1986; D.C. Gladney,
Muslim Chinese. Ethnic nationalism in the People's
Republic, Cambridge, Mass, and London 1991,
120-2, 160-2.
(T. SAGUCHI)
NIRANDJ (A.), derived from Persian nayrang,
mrang, pi. nirandjat, mrandjiyydt (Ibn Slna, ms. Paris;
Brockelmann, S I, 828), ndrandjiyydt (al-DjinacI, ms.
Strasbourg 4212, fol. 102b), designates, in the two
languages, the o p e r a t i o n s of w h i t e magic, comprising prestidigitation, fakery and counter-fakery,
the creating of illusions and other feats of sleight-ofhand (hiyal). A certain al-Hasan b. Muhammad alIskandari al-Kushi al-cAbdari described the whole set
of these operations in his work Fi 'l-hiyal al-bdbiliyya Ii
'l-khizdna al-kdmiliyya (ms. Bursa, Haraggioglu 1221,
ff. 119,18.5x14 cm, naskhT, copied in 881/1476 from
another ms. of the same Khizdna dated 632/1234).
Both author and work are virtually unknown, and it
seems useful to give here the titles of the chapters, as
already given by the present author in Sources orientales,
vii, Paris 1966, 184-5:
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I.
The principles of this art; how to get to know it;
appreciation of its subtlety and finesse.
II. Tricks involving the air and atmospherical
vapours.
III. Lamps and wicks; description of them in
seances.
IV. Tricks with fire and the illusions produced in the
minds of the spectators.
V. The making of talismans and the trickery
involved in the conjuration of spirits.
VI. Bottles; the devices and tricks that can be done
with them.
VII. Cups and glasses; the satisfaction which they
can bring about.
VIII. Eggs; devices and tricks in their usage.
IX. The sowing of seed, germination and fruits
outside their seasons.
X. Wax effigies; their putting together, taking
apart and reconstitution.
XI. The taming of animals by means of traps on
terra firma, and by fishing in the sea.
XII. The concealment of hidden objects and the
ruses used to uncover thefts.
XIII. Enthusiasm for the manual arts and the
transformation of colours and dyes.
XIV. Writing, the preparation of the ink well (read
layk and not lik, the black powder of collyrium), the
removal of writing and the colour of the paper.
XV. The natural characteristics and the distinction
between drunkenness and sleep.
(Cf. the classification of magic and its branches given
by Hadjdji Khalifa, Ka&f, i, 34-5 (and vi, 412: definition of the cilm al-nirandjat), set forth in T. Fahd, La
divination arabe, 40; see also KIHANA.)
According to al-Djahiz (Hayawdn, iv, 369 ff.),
Musaylima al-Kadhdhab [q.v. ] practiced mranajdt; he
was the first to get an egg inside a bottle and to stick
back on again the wings of birds which had been cut
off (cf. Ibn Kutayba, Ma^drif, ed. Wustenfeld, 206,
ed. cUkkasha, 405). Al-Djahiz adds (cf. G. van
Vloten, in WZKM, viii [1894], 71-3) that the pseudoprophet had learnt these tricks in the markets frequented by the Arabs and Persians (Ubulla, Bakka,
Anbar and Hlra), which would explain the borrowing
of the term nirandj_ from Middle Persian.
But if the name itself comes from the Persian world,
the matter which it denotes is found in a literary genre
already in vogue since Hellenistic times, in late Antiquity and in the Middle Ages. This involves the
literature of physica (khawdss),
whose great
disseminator, if not originator, is said to have been
the "Pythagorean Bolus of Mendes (ca. 200 B.C.),
who, under the pseudonym of the philosopher
Democritus, is said to have gathered together
everything marvellous and extraordinary which, in
the realm of the natural sciences, both popular and
learned fantasy, the experience of artisans and
cultivators, and the charlatanry of the astrologers and
magicians, had found" (P. Kraus, yiafoV, ii, 61). It was
W. Wellmann who made the work known (see Die
yucrtxot des Bolos Demokritos und der Magier Anaxilaos von
Larissa, inAbh. Pr. Ah. W, phil.-hist. Kl. (1928), 7; for
other works on the subject, see Kraus, loc. cit., n. 1).
An apocryphal work in Syriac, attributed to Aristotle
and probably dating from the 6th century, the Ktdbd
da tfydndydtd ( = physica), marks the transition between
the Greek literature and the abundant literature of the
genre in Arabic, whose obvious representatives are
C
A1I b. Rabban al-Tabari, Muhammad b. Zakariyya0
al-Razi, Ps. al-Madjritl, cUbayd Allah b. Djibril b.
Bukhtishu c , al-Kazwmi, al-Djildaki, Dawud alAntakl, the numerous authors of books on

agriculture, zoology, pharmacopeias and lapidaries
(Kraus, loc. cit.). The work which best preserves this
ancient heritage is the K. al-Khawdss al-kabir of Djabir
b. Hayyan [q.v.], set forth by P. Kraus (op. cit., i, 14852) and summarised by him (ii, 64-95). This work of
Djabir's is an important source for numerous popular
writings, still in manuscript. Two of them worth mentioning are: al-Mukhtdr Ji kashf al-asrdr wa-hatk al-asrdr
and the K. al-Haldlfi '1-aPdb al-simdwiyya ( = <rr\[LtI<x) of
'Abd al-Rahman al-Djawbarl, publ. Damascus
1302/1884; these were used by E. Wiedemann in
several of his works, notably in his Uber das Goldmachen
und die Verfdlschung von Perlen nach al Gaubari, in Beitrdge
zur Kenntnis des Orients, v (1905-6), 77-96, repr. in E.
Wiedemann, Gesammelte Schr. zur arab.-islam. Wiss.gesch., 1. Bd, Frankfurt 1984, 262-81.
Finally, one should note that in the Ghdyat al-hakim
of Abu Maslama (and not Abu '1-Kasim Maslama)
Muhammad al-Madjriti (see Fahd, Sciences naturelles et
magie dans Ghdyat al-hakim du Ps. -Madjriti, in Ciencias de
la naturaleza en Al Andalus. Textos y estudios, i, ed. E.
Garcia Sanchez, Granada 1990, 11-21), mrandj.
denotes amulets which have an extraordinary power
over men and over natural phenomena, such as the
magic ring which brings under its power anyone who
looks at it, the amulet which protects against bad
weather, that which neutralises the action of arms
wielded by an enemy and that which calms the passions and desires of soldiers, who risk bringing about
the victory of the enemy. The making of these mranajat requires perfect precision and careful precautions
against the poisonous materials which they comprise.
These last include above all philtres having their effect
through absorption or fumigations by means of
powders and strange balms and greases (242 ff.).
Also to be classed under this name are the acts done
by magicians; in the time of c Uthman's caliphate, a
magician entered and left the stomach of a cow
(Aghdm, iv, 186). Ibn Khaldun speaks of magicians
who had only to point their finger at a piece of
clothing or a skin, whilst mumbling certain words, for
that object to fall into shreds; with the same gestures,
fixing upon sheep, they could instantaneously cleave
them. These people were called ba^dajun "cleavers",
a name which already figures in the Nabataean
agriculture, used by Ibn Khaldun. A description of
their art can be found in a treatise called al-Khinziriyya
(Mukaddima, iii, 129/178, and 131-2/181-2); F.
Rosenthal, The Muqaddimah, iii, 165 n. 781, connects
this name with the family of Ibn Abl Khinzlr which
furnished some governors of Sicily in the 4th/10th
century).
Bibliography: In addition to references in the
article, see KHAWASS AL-KUR^AN and al-Bakillanl, K.
al-Baydn can al-fark bayn al-mu^ajiza wa 'l-kardmdt wa
'l-hiyal wa 'l-kihdna wa 'l-sihr wa 'l-ndrandjat, ed. as
Miracle and magic by R.J.. McCarthy, in Publs. ofalHikma University of Baghdad, Beirut 1958.
(T. FAHD)
NIRIZ, a place in Adharbaydjan on the road
from Maragha [q.v.] to Urmiya [q.v.] south of the
Lake of Urmiya. The stages on this route are still
obscure. At about 15 farsakhs south of Maragha was
the station of Barza where the road bifurcated; the
main road continued southward to Dlnawar, while the
northwestern one went from Barza to Tiflls (2 farsakhs), thence to Djabarwan (6 farsakhs), thence to
Nirlz (4 farsakhs), thence to Urmiya (14: farsakhs); cf.
Ibn Khurradadhbih, 121 (repeated by Kudama with
some variations); al-Mukaddasi, 383.
The distance from Urmiya indicates that Nirlz was
in the vicinity of Sulduz [q.v.], which would find con-
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firmation in the etymology from ni-rez "flowing".
Sulduz lies in the low plain, through which the Gadir
flows to the Lake of Urmiya. At the present day the
name Niriz is unknown, but a Kurdish tribe of the
region of Sawdj-bulak [q.v.] bears the name of
Nirizhl.
After the Arab conquest, a family of Ta3I Arabs
settled in Niriz. The first of these semi-independent
chiefs was Murr b. CA1T al-Mawsili, who built a town
at Niriz and enlarged the market of Djabarwan (cf. alBaladhuri and al-Yackubi, ii, 466). One of his sons,
C
A1I, was among the rebels of 212/827 whom the
governor of Adharbaydjan Muhammad b. Hamid alTusI deported to Baghdad, but CA1I succeeded, it
seems, in returning to his lands (cf. Ibn Khurradadhbih, 119). Abu Rudayjil c Umar b. CAH, appointed
in 260/873 governor of Adharbaydjan by the caliph,
made war on his predecessor CA1I b. Ahmad al-Azdl
and killed him (al-Tabari, iii, 1886). He was supported by the Kharidjis. Cf. the account in Sayyid
Ahmad Kasrawi, Pddshdhdn-i gumndm, Tehran 1929,
ii/27, 34.
In the 4th/10th century, al-IstakhrT, 186, and Ibn
Hawkal, ed. Kramers, 337, tr. Kramers and Wiet,
329-30, mention the Banu RudaynT as a dynasty
already forgotten which had reigned over Dakharkan
(read Djabarwan), Tabriz (read Niriz) and Ushnuh
al-Adhariyya [see USHNU].
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see Hudud al-^dlam, comm., 493; Minorsky, Abu-Dulaf Miscar ibn Muhalhil's travels in Iran
(circa A.D. 950), Cairo 1955, tr. 40, comm. 82-3.
(V. MINORSKY)
NIRIZ, in_Fars [see NAYRIZ].
AL-NISABURI, AL-HASAN B. MUHAMMAD b.
Habib b. Ayyub, Abu '1-Kasim, was a famous l i t t e r a t e u r and K u r ^ a n i c scholar who died in either
Dhu '1-Hidjdja'or Dhu 'l-Ka c da, 406/1015-16.
One of the most learned men of Nishapur, Abu '1Kasim was considered the leader of his time in
Kur'anic sciences. He was not only a grammarian but
was also knowledgeable in maghdzi(\he accounts of the
expeditions and raids of the Prophet) [q. v. ], stories,
and biography-history. Al-Nlsabun was a KarramT
[see KARRAMIYYA], who later became a ShaficT. He
transmitted hadiths [q.v.] on the authority of, among
others, the famous Nlshapurl Shaficl traditionist Abu
'l-cAbbas al-Asamm (d. 346/957-8 [q.v.}}. For personality, we have but one anecdote. He owned a well
and an orchard and obliged guests to pay for his
hospitality, the rich with money, the poor with labour.
Works attributed to al-Nlsaburl on the KuPanic
sciences, including exegesis (tafsir), for which HadjdjT
Khalifa cites one work. Sezgin notes the existence of
a Kitdb al-Tanzil wa-tartibih, only a few folios in length.
Al-NTsaburi is most famous for his ^Ukald^ almad^dmn [see MADJNUN], a collection on intelligent
madmen, a work in the entertaining and informative
sub-genre ofadab [q.v.], sc. character literature. In the
introduction to the work, al-NTsaburl places himself in
the adab tradition, citing names like the famous alDjahiz (d. 255/868-9 [q.v.]) and Ibn Abi '1-Dunya alKurashl (d. 281/894 [q.v.]). After a standard
philological introduction, anecdotes centre on flagbearers for the character type, like Buhlul, as well as
the famous Madjnun Layla [q.v.], and a number of
anonymous men and women. Most fascinating in
these anecdotes is their range, which extends from the
silly to the elusively mystical.
Bibliography: Dhahabi, al-^Ibar fi khabar man
ghabar, Kuwayt 1961, iii, 93; idem, Siyar a^ldm alnubald\ ed. Sh. al-Arna'ut, Beirut 1983, vii, 237-8;
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SafadI, al-Wdfi bi'l-wajaydt, xii, ed. R. cAbd alTawwab, Wiesbaden 1979, 239-40; SuyutI, Bughya,
i, 519; al-Suyutl, Tabakdt al-mufassirin, ed. C U.M.
c
Umar, Cairo 1976, 45-48; al-Dawudl, Tabakdt almufassinn, ed. C U.M. c Umar, Cairo 1972, i, 140-3;
Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt al-dhahab, Beirut n.d., iii,
181; Hadjdji Khalifa, i, 460; Kh. al-Zirikll, AVdm,
Beirut 1980, ii, 213; C U.R. Kahhala, Mu^allifin,
Beirut n.d., iii, 278; ^Ukald* al-maa^dnin, ed. M.
Bahr al- c Ulum, Nadjaf 1968; U. Marzolph, Der
Weise Nan Buhlul, Wiesbaden 1983.
(FEDWA MALTI-DOUGLAS)
NISAN, the s e v e n t h m o n t h in the Syrian
calendar. Its name is taken from the first month of
the Jewish religious (seventh of the civil) year with the
period of which it roughly coincides. It corresponds to
April of the Roman year and like it has 30 days. On
the 10th and 23rd Nlsan, according to al-BIrunl, the
two first stations of the moon rise (the numbering of
these two as first and second shows that the numbering was established by scholars for whom Nlsan was
the first month) and on the 15th and the 16th set. In
1300 of the Seleucid era (989 A.D.), according to alBlrum, the stars of the 28th and 1st stations of the
moon rose and those of the 14th and 15th set, while
the rising and setting of the 2nd and 16th stations of
the moon took place in Ayyar.
Bibliography: Blrunl, Athdr, ed. Sachau, 60, 70,
347-9; cf. also the Bibl. to TAMMUZ.
(M. PLESSNER)
NISANIDS or Banu Nlsan, the name of a f a m i l y
3
of ru^asd- (pi. of ra^ts_[q.v.]), of a fabulous richness,
who held power at Amid [see DIYAR BAKR] in the
6th/12th century under the nominal suzerainty of the
Inalid [q. v. ] Turcomans. They even placed their name
on coins. Their rule came to an end with the conquest
of the town by Salah al-Dln [q. v. ], who accused them
of having cultivated the friendship of, and even to
have provided assistance for, the Assassins [see
HASHISHIYYA] .
Bibliography: Ibn al-Athir, xi, 103, 297; Abu
Shama, ii, 39; Cl. Cahen, Mouvements populaires, in
Arabica, v/3 (1958), 20.
(Eo.)
NISBA (A.), the adjective of relation formed by
un
the addition to a noun of the suffix -iyy in the masc.
sing., iyyatun in the fem. sing., -iyyuna in the masc. pi.
and -iyydtun in the fem. pi. As a result of the increasingly frequent omission of the tanwin, the long syllable
of the masc. sing., henceforward in the final position,
is abbreviated to *-iy, and subsequently this
diphthong is reduced to the vowel -f, transliterated
thus but further abbreviated to -i in pronunciation. A
different, no longer productive, nisba formation is the
pattern fa'dl^/al-fa^dli, fem. facdliyatun: yamdnin, from
al-Yaman, sha*dmin, from a\-Sha^m, tahdmi", from
Tihdmatu.
1. In Arabic m o r p h o l o g y
In general, the formation of these adjectives is a
simple matter, the suffixation taking place directly
without modification of the vocalisation or consonantal structure of the nouns to which it is applied: shams
"sun", shamsi "solar"; kamar "moon", kaman
"lunar"; Misr "Egypt", Mim "Egyptian", etc. It
should be noted, however, that in certain cases alterations occur for which the grammarians have been at
pains to codify rules. Only the most frequent
modifications will be cited here: omission of the td*
marbuta: Basra; transformation of the final -d (i or ^
into -aw-: dunyd "world", dunyawi "material, etc.";
maSza "sense, etc.", macnawi "semantic, etc.", even
after omission of the final -td^ marbuta: nawdt
"nucleus", nawawi"nuclear"; similarly the feminine
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ending -a*1 is transformed into -dwi: sahrd^ "desert",
sahrdwi"belonging to the desert". There is a tendency to amplify short words by reinstating (or adding) a
third radical (w ory): ab "father", abawi "paternal",
akh "brother", akhawi "fraternal", dam "blood",
damawi "sanguine, etc."; an h also appears sometimes: shafatun "lip", shafawil shafahi "labial". A w is
even substituted for y in karawi (instead of *karyi)
"rustic", from karya "village".
The internal vocalisation is modified in a number of
nisbas formed from proper nouns of the pattern
1
R aR2iR3, R 1 aR 2 iR 3 a, R'uR'ayR 3 and R ! uR 2 ayR 3 a:
Balawi, from Baliy, Madam, from al-Madina (but also
Madini), Kurashi, from kuraysh, and Muzani, from Muzayna. The two forms with or without -i->-a- also exist as a means of avoiding confusion: Djazari, from alDjazlra "Mesopotamia", but djaziri "insular", from
djazira "island".
Since the Middle Ages, but especially in modern
times, the nisba in the feminine has served to create a
host of abstract nouns, apparently to be formed at will
according to requirements: insdn "man", insdniyya
"humanity"; tacbir "expression", ta^biriyya "expressiveness". There is also recourse to the intensive
suffix -dm: nafs "soul", nafsi"psychological", nafsdni
"psychic", for example. Finally, certain particles and
pronouns are used to support relative adjectives and
abstract nouns: kayfa "how", kayfi "qualitative,
etc.", kayfiyya "modality, etc."; kam "how much",
kammi "quantitative", kammiyya "quantity"; huwa
"he",
huwiyya "identity"; and "I",
andniyya
"egotism".
In theory, a relative adjective is never formed from
a plural (Idyunsab cald djam*) but even in the earliest
times this rule enunciated by the grammarians was
already being circumvented: A^rdb "Bedouins",
Acrdbi"bedouin"; Batd^ih "marshes in the vicinity of
Basra", Batd^ihi, etc. Since mediaeval times, usages of
this type have proliferated, especially for the formation of nouns of profession: kitdb "book", pi. kutub,
kutubi "bookseller"; alongside faradi "specialist in
fard^id" [q-v.\, the formfard^idiis also encountered. In
certain cases, the plural appears to be artificial: makhzan [q.v.] "government of Morocco", has no plural in
this sense, but makhdzim > mkhdzni, pi. mkhdzniyya,
denotes a horseman paid by the state; similarly, kafta
"skewers" (no pi.) gives kafd^iti "seller of skewers",
etc.
Finally, it should be noted that in names such as
Shawkl, the suffix is not that of the nisba, but the personal pronominal affix of the first person.
Bibliography: See the Arab grammarians and
the European manuals of Arabic grammar, in particular, W. Wright, A grammar of the Arabic language,
Cambridge 31955, i, 149-65 (§§ 249-67). (£D.)
2. In Arabic n o m e n c l a t u r e
In nomenclature, the nisba or "noun of relation" is
one of the components of the mediaeval Arabic proper
name. Its function is to express the relation of the individual to a group, a person, a place, a concept or a
thing. It is most often preceded by the definite article
al-. Numerous nisbas are employed in the contemporary period in the function of family names.
In general, the individual who is the subject of a
reference in a mediaeval Arabic biographical register
possesses among the various elements of his namealong with ism, kunya, lakab [q.vv. ], professional
designations—one or more nisbas which testify to inherited or acquired characteristics, to his path through
life, geographical as well as intellectual, to his
religious opinions and to the links that he has with his
contemporaries. Inherited, the nisba relates the in-

dividual to a group, such as tribe, tribal subdivision,
dynasty, family, eponymous ancestor, etc.; to a place,
such as a country, region, city, village, quarter,
street, etc.; or even to a nickname or a professional
designation handed down by his ancestors. Acquired,
the nisba takes into account the activity of the person:
it originates with the names of places in which he has
been resident, those of persons with whom he has established favourable links, the ideas which he has
defended and his beliefs. Alternatively, the nisba may
refer to quoted remarks or to a physical peculiarity.
The following are examples of nisbas which denote the
connection to a tribe: al-Kindi "of the tribe of Kinda"; to an ancestor: al-Husayni " the descendent of alHusayn"; to a place: al-Dimashki "the Damascene";
to a school of thought: al-Mdliki "the disciple of the
Malik! legal school"; to an event: al-Badn "he who
took part in the battle of Badr". There are also examples of nisbas which are rare, if not unique, and are
analogous to nicknames; nisbas which denote a connection with a text: a person bears the nisba al-cAntari
because he has copied the Sirat ^Antar (F. Rosenthal,
A history of Muslim historiography2, Leiden 1968, 47);
connection with a poetical work: one who knew by
heart the Makdmdt of al-Harlri is called al-Makamati
(G. Gabrieli, // nome proprio arabo musulmane, in
Onomasticon arabicum, introduzione efonti, Rome 1914, §
205).
Nisbas derived from professional designations
should be considered separately, in that their termination in -f appears to be optional: the cotton trader is
called, apparently arbitrarily, al-kattdn or al-kattdm.
Other professional designations appear only with the
-f termination, such as al-saydaldni, the chemist.
Role and limits of the nisba
In the earliest Arabic inscriptions, written in Sabaic
script, the term dhu "he of..." was used to signify the
relationship of the member of a tribe to his group (see
Ch. Robin, Les plus anciens monuments de la langue arabe,
dans VArabie antique de Karib^il a Mahomet. Nouvelles donnees sur I'histoire des Arabes grace aux inscriptions, in
REMM, Ixi, 114-15). Subsequently, the nisba had the
function of indicating to which tribe an individual belonged, either through his origins (sank1"} or through
links of clientage, for example in the capacity ofmawld
[q.v.]. This "tribal" nisba implicitly contains the
genealogy of the tribe. Having in one's name an element such as al-Kindi signifies belonging to the tribe
of the Banu Kinda, with its eponymous ancestor, its
achievements, its history and its territory which forms
a part of the ddr al-Isldm [q. v. ].
It is also to the ddr al-Isldm that the nisbas refer which
are acquired by individuals on the basis of
geographical names. It may in fact be stated that the
names listed by the biographers do not contains nisbas
formed on the basis of the names of places which do
not belong to the ddr al-Isldm. If an individual changes
his abode, like the scholars who are identified by the
sources as having travelled in search of knowledge,
henceforward his nisbas, formed on the basis of the
names of places in which he has resided, may be
added to his name (a citizen of Damascus who goes to
Baghdad will be called al-Baghdadl "the Baghdad!"
on his return; while in Baghdad he would be known
by the name of al-Dimashkl, "the Damascene". On
his death, a biographer could preserve in the wording
of the name of this person both these nisbas: alDimashki (with the added detail: al-Dimashki al-asl,
originally from Damascus), al-Baghdadi. But if he
leaves the ddr al-Isldm, to travel for example to China
(al-Sln), India (Bilad al-Hind) or to Asia Minor (alRum), countries which belong to the ddr al-harb [q.v.],
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he will not bear the nisbas al-$ml, al-Hindi or al-Ruml
except in cases where these are employed as
nicknames (see Ibn al-Ailm", al-Lubdb, ii, 64: "he is
called al-$im because he has returned from China and
he spends his time copying Chinese characters"). The
individuals recorded in the biographical sources with
the nisbas al-Slnl, al-Hindi or al-Ruml are natives of
these countries; they are not, as a general rule,
travellers who have become long-term residents in
these countries, for in such cases the biographer would
have described them as nazil, followed by the name of
the place in question.
In the context of the ddr al-Isldm, two further aspects
of the process of formation of nisbas should be noted:
(a) Within the confines of the ddr al-Isldm, there are
some quasi-mythical regions such as Khurasan, the
cradle of $ufism. The nisba Khurasan! is found in the
names of scholars who are not natives of this region,
who have not even visited it, but who seek to ally
themselves with Sufi masters, claiming a spiritual
heritage emanating supposedly from Khurasan (see
Les Cent et une Nuits, tr. M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes,
Paris 1911, 3; J. Sublet, Le voile, 169, with a further
example: the nisba al-Kayrawani, which could represent the Far West).
(b) In the spiritual centre of this ddr al-Isldm are the holy cities of Islam, Mecca and Medina, the names of
which can only be used in the form of a nisba in
specific circumstances. Performing the Pilgrimage
does not confer the right to call oneself Makkl or
Madam. One who resides as a guest-scholar in a
mosque or an educational establishment is entitled to
the epithet mudjdwir [q.v.] or ajar Allah. Only those
who are natives or established citizens of these places
may use these nisbas which, furthermore, have
become (without the article, such as MakkT and
Madam) what are known as proper nouns, ism calam
[q.v.], borne primarily, so it seems, by Sunms living
in a Shi*! milieu who are anxious to affirm their orthodoxy (see Sublet, Le voile, 99-102, 170-1). Also
worthy of note are isms in the form of a nisba without
the article, such as Balkhi and Bin (cf. Ibn al-Athir,
al-Lubdb, i, 140, 161).
In the Mamluk period, nisbas have a specific role in
the composition of the names of the Mamluk slaves
who, originally, have only an ism. They acquire a
nisba formed on the basis of the name of the merchant
who has imported them (for example, Azdamur alMudjlri, see Ibn al-Dawadarl, Kanz al-durar (Die
Chronik des Ibn al-Dawdddri), ed. Munajjid-RoemerHaarmann, Cairo 1960 ff, ix, 71). When circumstances require it, the addition of one or more
nisbas deriving from the name of the master who gives
them their freedom is possible (the sultan Baybars I,
for example, bore the nisbas al-$alihl al-Nadjml,
which derived from the name of his master (al-Malik)
al-$alih Nadjm (al-Dm Ayyub). In Ayalon, Names,
titles and "nisbas" of the Mamluks, in IOS, v (1975), 189231, there is a list of these nisbas which were to be
replaced, in the Circassian period, by the expression
min followed by the name of the master (for example,
Tumanbay min Kansawh).
The feminine nisba
The nisbas of women whose names are recorded in
the mediaeval biographical sources are masculine or
feminine, the two forms being capable of co-existing
in the same name, according to whether the
biographer considers them as forming part of the
patrilineal genealogy or as elements of the woman's
name. The order in which he writes the elements of
the name, and in particular the kunya, seems to have
a bearing on the gender of the nisba or nisbas. For ex-
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ample, where the kunya is placed at the beginning of
the name, as in Umm al-Khayr wa-tusammd Sacida
bint Muhammad b. Hasan al-Tabari al-Husayni alMakkl, the nisbas are in the masculine form, being a
part of the patrilineal genealogy. In the alternative
formula, the kunya is placed after the genealogy and
before the nisbas, as in Saclda bint Muhammad b.
Hasan Umm al-Khayr al-Tabariyya al-Husayniyya
al-Makkiyya; the nisbas placed after the kunya composed with Umm are in the feminine (see especially the
volume devoted to female biographies by al-Sakhawf.
al-DawD al-ldmic li-ahl al-karn al-tdsi', Cairo 1934, xii).
These feminine nisbas are seldom likely to supply information regarding the places visited by the women;
some women performed the Pilgrimage, but they
travelled far less than men, and if they were scholars,
men tended to travel to them to receive or convey
hadfths and to study texts under their supervision.
Children generally inherit the nisbas of their father,
very rarely those of their mother. If sons or daughters
are mentioned in the text of an article devoted to their
mother, they are currently designated by their ism followed by the nisba most often used to designate their
father or their father's family; for example: cA3isha
bint al-HarirT... wa-kdnat Umm Ahmad al-Hidjazi
(see Sublet, Le voile, 117).
Composite (murakkab) nisbas
Derived from composite names, of persons and of
places in particular, these nisbas can have two forms:
(a) A contracted form, e.g. the nisba cAbshami corresponds to the name cAbd Shams, cAbdalI to cAbd
Allah, MarkasT to Imru D al-Kays, Darakutni to the
place-name Dar al-Kutn, BabasrI to Bab al-Basra and
Rascanl to Ra3s al- c Ayn.
(b) A simple form derived from one of the two
elements of the name, e.g. the nisba MuttalibT corresponds to cAbd al-Muttalib, Bakri to Abu Bakr,
Zubayri to Ibn al-Zubayr and FakhrT to Fakhr al-Dln.
On the other hand, certain nisbas are formed on the
basis of several names. In the Mu^am al-bulddn,
Beirut 1979, i, 456, Yakut gives the place name
Baghdakhzarkand. This is a fictitious name derived
from a composite nisba, al-Baghdakhzarkandl, borne
by a single individual whose origin it describes: his
father was Baghdad!, his mother Khazariyya and he
was born in Samarkand. Two other examples given
by G. Gabrieli, // nome proprio, § 20: al-Tabarkhazi is
a composite of Tabarf (of Tabaristan) and Khwarazml (of Khwarazm); ShaFanatI is a composite of
ShaficT and HanafT, denoting one who was a ShaficT
and subsequently became a HanafT.
A particular case: the fictitious nisba
Al-SuyutI mentions among the ten types of ansdb
(nasab or genealogy and nisba) which he describes (alMuzhir, ii, 444-7): man nusiba ild 'smihi wa 'smi abthi,
giving the example of the name Numayr b. Abl
Numayr al-Numayri. The nasab is b. Abl Numayr,
literally, "son of the father of al-Numayr" and the
nisba al-Numayri. This is one of the formulas used to
give an identity to a person born of an unknown
father (the supposed father is sometimes given the
name of monetary units such as Dinar or Dirham) or
to an individual without a genealogy, a slave, for example. The nisba al-Numayri is likewise derived from
the ism\ it appears with the name of the father as a
repetition of this ism.
The nisba in the sources
The average number of nisbas borne by an individual (scholar, man of science, soldier or prince)
whose biography is recorded in the mediaeval Arab
sources is five. But this does not apply to the naming
of eminent persons, for whom the biographer supplies
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only one or two nisbas, which often form part of the
name by which the individual is best known (Sublet,
Le voile, 104-7). The fragile distinction between nisba
and nickname is apparent here, as in the works
devoted to ansdb. The latter in fact combine not only
the nisbas (pi. nisab) a part of which refers to genealogy
(nasab, pi. ansdb) and to the eponymous ancestor, but
also lakabs (nicknames) and professional designations.
A specific form of biographical literature is devoted to
homographic ansdb. The authors experiment with
possible readings of the various consonantal patterns
with their vocalisations and they determine the identity of those who bear these nisbas, these lakabs and these
professional designations, with the object of avoiding
confusion between individuals, and in certain instances the authors of these erudite works have other
objectives in mind, as in the case of Ibn Makula [q.v.].
Bibliography: Dictionaries of genealogy include
Samcanl, al-Ansdb, 13 vols., Haydarabad 1962 ff.;
available also are a facsimile of the complete
manuscript, ed. D.S. Margoliouth, Leiden-London
1912, a summary with additions by c lzz al-Dln Ibn
al-Athlr, al-Lubdb ft tahdhib al-Ansdb, 3 vols., Cairo
1938, and Beirut 1980, and a supplement to Ibn alAthlr by SuyutI, Lubb al-lubdb fi tahnr al-Ansdb, ed.
PJ. Veth, Leiden 1842, repr. Baghdad n.d.;
HazimI HamdanI Muhammad b. Abl c Uthman,
Kitdb cUdjdlat al-mubtadi^ wa-fuddlat al-muntahT fi 7nisab, Cairo 1965. Dictionaries of homographs include DhahabI, al-Mushtabihfi 'l-ridjdl asmd^ihim waansdbihim, 2 vols., Cairo 1962, and Ibn Hadjar alc
AskalanI, Tabstr al-muntabih bi-tahnr al-mushtabih, 4
vols., Cairo 1964. On the nomenclature of hadith,
see cAbd al-Ghanl al-Azdl, al-Mu^talijwa-mukhtalif,
Haydarabad 1909, and Ibn Makula CA1I b. Hibat
Allah, al-Ikmdl fi raj^ al-irtiydb can al-mu^talif wa 7mukhtalif min al-asmd^ wa 'l-kund wa }l-ansdb, 6 vols.
Haydarabad 1962, and Ibn al-Sabunl, Takmilat
ikmdl al-Ikmdl fi 'l-ansdb wa 'l-asmd^ wa 'l-alkdb,
Baghdad 1957; Ibn Khatlb al-Dahsha, Tuhfat dhawi
'l-irab fi mushkil al-asmd^ wa 'l-nisab (... tiber Namen
und Nisben bei Buhdn, Muslim, Malik), ed. T. Mann,
Leiden 1905. On South Arabia, HamdanI, al-Iklil
min akhbdr al-Yaman wa-ansdb Himyar (Sudarabische
Mustabih), ed. Lofgren, Bibliotheka Ekmaniana no.
57, Uppsala-Leiden 1953, 1-54. Comprehensive
works include G. Gabrieli, // nomeproprio (ref. in the
article); J. Sublet, Le voile du nom. Essai sur le nom
propre arabe, Paris 1991.
(JACQUELINE SUBLET)
3. In Persian and T u r k i s h
In P e r s i a n , the suffix -f (MP-f/t) is used to form
relative adjectives, but with -gildji after the silent ha*
at the end of words: (a) from places, e.g. Isfahan!,
Dihlawi, Sawadji; some apparently irregular ones
go back to earlier forms of place names, e.g.
RazKRayy, SagzKSidjistan/Slstan. (b) from concrete nouns to form adjectives indicating function or
craft, e.g. khdnagi "domestic" <khdna, kalcadji ''garrison soldier"<kal c a, shikari "hunter, pertaining to
hunting" < shikar.
In T u r k i s h , the suffix -li in its various realisations
is used for relative adjectives of place, e.g. Izmirli,
Konyali, Merzifonlu, Uskublu, and—djilci in its various realisations for adjectives denoting functions, professions, crafts, etc., e.g. eskidji "old clothes dealer",
awdji "hunter", mumaju "candlemaker", bakirdjl
"coppersmith", sutdjii "milk seller". Several of these
forms have survived in the colloquial Arabic speech of
such lands as Egypt and the Levant, former parts of
the Ottoman empire, e.g. postadjj"postman", boyaaji
"shoe-cleaner", kahwaaji "coffee-house proprietor,
servant", sufradji "waiter".

Bibliography: D.C. Phillott, Higher Persian grammar, Calcutta 1919, 400-1; A.K.S. Lambton, Persian grammar, Cambridge 1953, 124; J. Deny, Grammaire de la langue turque, dialecte osmanli, Paris 1921,
§§ 531-2, 542-4; G.L. Lewis, Turkish grammar,
Oxford 1975, 60-1.
(Eo.)
NISF AL-NAHAR (A.) "half of the day", "midday", is used in astronomy in the expression which
denotes the "meridian circle" (dd^irat nisf al-nahdr)
passing through the two poles of the horizon (kutbd 7ufuk) of a place, which it cuts at the two cardinal points
(djiha, watid) North and South and through the two
poles of the celestial equator (mu^addal al-nahdr, etc.).
As the demarcation between the East and West of a
place, the meridian serves as the determination of the
longitude (tul [see KUBBAT AL-ARD]) and for fixing the
hour of midday prayer [see MIKAT] by the passage of
the Sun (zawdl).
(Eo.)
NISH (in Serbian, Nis), the second town of Serbia,
situated at a height of 214 m/650 feet in a fertile plain
surrounded by mountains, on the two banks of the
Nisava not far from its junction with the Morava. It
forms an important communications centre, for roads
and railway lines, on the international routes to SofiaIstanbul and Salonica-Athens. The most important
part of the town lies on the right bank, with the
remains of the fortress on the right one.
In antiquity, Nish (Naissus, Niz, Nissa, etc.)
belonged at first to the Roman province of Moesia
Superior and later became the capital of Dardania.
Nish's greatest claim to fame is that it was the birthplace of Constantine the Great (306-37) and attained
great prosperity in ancient times. The Romans had a
state munition works here.
In the time of the migrations of the Huns, Nish was
taken after a vigorous resistance by Attila (434-53)
and destroyed but rebuilt and refortified very soon
afterwards by Justinian I (527-65). By the middle of
the 6th century, the first forces of the Slavs who had
entered the Balkan peninsula in their endeavour to
found states at the expense of the Byzantine empire
appeared before Nish. Nish was thus in the 9th century usually in the hands of the Bulgars and until 1018
it belonged to a Slav state founded in Macedonia in
976 by the emperor Samuel. The Byzantines held it
from 1018 to the end of the 12th century, when we
find it described as large and prosperous; al-ldrlsl who
calls it "Nisu" (also on his map of 1154, ed. K.
Miller) lays special emphasis on the quantity and
cheapness of food and the importance of its trade. But
even then it did not enjoy peace. In 1072 the
Hungarians reached the town on a marauding campaign; in 1096 its inhabitants had to defend themselves in a strenuous battle "at the Bridge" against
the Crusaders, in which the latter suffered very
heavily, and in 1182 the town was taken by Bela III
supported by the Serbian prince Nemanja. A little
later Nemanja took Nish and the whole country as far
as Serdica (Sofia). The town suffered considerably in
these troubled times. The Third Crusade (1189)
found it almost empty and practically destroyed. In
spite of this, Nemanja was able to receive the emperor
Barbarossa in Nish with great ceremony. From this
time until the Turkish conquest Nish was generally in
Serbian hands.
In the eajlier Turkish chronicles (e.g. Shukrullah.
Urudj b. c Adil, c Ashikpashazade, Neshri (Noldeke),
Anonymous Giese), there is no mention of the taking
of Nish:v Sacd al-Dln (i, 92-3), HadjdjI Khalifa and
Ewliya Celebi, then von Hammer (GOR2, \, 157) and
Lane-Poole (Turkey*, 40) on the other hand, assume
that it took place in the reign of Murad I in 777/1375-
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6. The Serbian chronicles, however, definitely give
1386, and this year, which Gibbons strongly urged as
the correct date (The foundations of the Ottoman Empire,
Oxford 1916, 161-2), is now generally accepted.
During the Turkish period (1386-1878) Nish had
chequered fortunes. In 1443 it was taken by the
Christian army under king Vladislav III and John
Hunyadi and destroyed. After the fall of Smederevo
in 1459 the Serbian despotate became a Turkish province and Nish was even more securely in Turkish
hands. For several days after 20 June 1521 a great fire
raged in Nish which would have destroyed it completely if the Beglerbeg Ahmed Pasha, who was
leading an army against Hungary at the time, had not
come at the last moment to its assistance (F. Tauer,
Histoire de la campagne du Sultan Suleyman Ier contre
Belgrade en 1521, Prague 1924, 26 (Persian text), 31
(tr.)).
Western travellers who visited Nish in this period
(Dernschwam, Contarini, etc.) were not particularly
attracted by it.
Turkish writers give us an idea of the appearance of
Nish in the 17th century. HadjdjT Khalifa (ca. 1648)
describes it as a great town and kddillk in the sandjak
of Sofia. The description which Ewliya Celebi (ca.
1660) gives is much fuller: it is a fortified town in the
plain with 2,060 houses, 200 shops, three mosques
(1. Ghazi
Khudawendigar;
2. Musi! Efendi;
3. Husayn Ketkhuda), 22 schools for children, several
masa^ids, dervish tekkes, fountains, baths, many
vineyards and gardens, etc.
On 23 September 1689, Nish was taken by the
Austrians under Lewis of Baden but abandoned the
very next year to the Turks (1690). In 1737 Nish was
again taken by the Austrians under Seckendorf but
left to the Turks again after two months' occupation.
It is to this period that the city owes its fortifications.
When in 1804 the Serbians under Karadjerdje
rebelled against the Turks, they soon won a number
of successes and in 1809 were able to build redoubts
against Nish, in which Stevan Sindjelic, one of
Karadjeordje's voivods, on May 31 blew up himself
and the attacking Turks. Nish was nevertheless not
relieved and the Turks built the so-called Cele-Kula
("tower of skulls") with the heads of the Serbians
killed there, of which A. de Lamartine gave a moving
description on his way home in 1833 (cf. Voyage en
Orient, Paris 1859, 255-6). It was not till 11 January
1878 that Nish, hitherto the capital of a Turkish liwd,
finally passed from the Turks. This induced many
Muslims to migrate to Turkey.
Lying on the military road between Istanbul and
Vienna and therefore exposed to every campaign,
Nish was by no means favourably situated to become
a centre for the development of even a modest intellectual life. It appears, at least according to Gibb, that
Nish produced no Turkish poets or authors, except
perhaps Sunbiilzade Wehbl (end of the 18th century),
who celebrated in song his meeting with the young
Sara in the Turkish camp at Nish (HOP, iv, 259). In
Nish, however, two Turks worked for a time who
later were to become celebrated: 1. Ahmed Lutfi
(1815-1907), afterwards imperial historiographer,
served in Vidin and Nish from April 1845 (GOW,
384); 2. the famous statesman and author of the
Turkish constitution of 1876, Midhat Pasha [q.v.],
was appointed governor of Nish and Prizren in 1861.
(On the work that he did at Nish between 1861 and
1864, see especially N. Goyiing, Midhat Pasa'nin Nis
valiligi hakkinda notlar ve belgeler, in IUEF Tarih Enstitusu
Dergisi, xii [1981-2], 279-316.)
At the end of the Ottoman period (1878), Nish had
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19 mosques, but because of the rapid disappearance of
the city's Muslim population, their number speedily
diminished; after 1886, there remained only "a few"
(cf. De Paris a Constantinople, Collection des Guides
Joanne, Paris 1886, 92). The next-to-the-last was
destroyed in 1896 by a violent flood, and the last one,
within the fortress, is still in place. As for the local
Muslims, they were already no more than 3.7% of the
35,384 inhabitants of the town in 1931. According to
the statistics of December 1933 (established on the
basis of the marriage registers of the local imamate),
Nish had at that time 1,982 Muslims spread over 365
households, chiefly Gypsies (the others being SerboCroat, Turkish and Albanian speakers). These Gypsies called themselves Muslims, bore Muslim names
and married according to Islamic law, etc., but also
observed some of the Christian festivals and from time
to time prayed in churches. There still existed at this
time in Nish a regional shart^a court (set up in October
1929 after the abolition of the former jurisdiction of
the local mufti, whose authority till then had extended
over the whole of the former kingdom of Serbia, cf.
Glasnik Islamske Vjerske Zajednice, i/11 [Belgrade 1934],
30-1). The new court extended over a part of that of
the older jurisdiction (19 districts), whilst the rest were
dependent on the kadi of Belgrade. The Muslims of
Nish also had a district wakf me^drif council, a community council (dzematski medzlis) and a office for
registration (imdmat). All these institutions disappeared in the course of the Second World War, and
one only finds in Nish now individual Muslims
dependent on the mufti of Belgrade.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
text): PW, s.v. Naissus (for the classical period): A.
Cevat Evren, I A art. Nis (extensive information on
the Ottoman period); E.H. Ayverdi, Yugoslavya'da
turk dbideleri, in Vahflar Dergisi, iii (1956), 151 ff.;
idem, Avrupa'da osmanli mimari eserleri, III.did, 3.
kitab, Yugoslavia, Istanbul 1981, 129-35 and photos.
1118-38; Enciklopedija Jugoslavije, Zagreb 1965, vi,
295-8 (several arts., on all the periods); C. Jirec'ek,
Die Herrstrasse von Belgrad nach Constantinopel und die
Balkanpdsse, Prague 1877, index; idem, Die
Handelstrassen und Bergwerke von Serbien und Bosnien
wdhrend des Mittelalters, Prague 1879, index; R.
Hajdarovic, Medzmua Mula Mustafe Firakije, in
Prilozi za Orijentalnu Filologiju, xxii-xxiii (Sarajevo
1972-3 [1976]), 301-14 (on some unpubl. sources
concerning the battle between the Turks and
Austrians for the capture of the fortress of Nish [at
the opening of the 19th century?]); V. Stojancevic,
Narodno-oslobodilacki pokret u niskom kraju 1833 i
1834135 godine, in Istoriski Casopis, v. (Belgrade
1954-5), 427-35 (anti-Turkish activity in 1833-5);
S. Andrejevic, Posledice Istocne Krize na privredni razvitakjuzne Srbije (novih krajeva), in Srbija u zavrsnojfazi
Velike Istocne Krize (1877-1878), Belgrade 1980, 22546 (the purchasing of the large estates belonging to
Turks); Z. Zivanovic, Nis i niske znamenitosti,
Belgrade 1883; B. Lovric, Istorija Nisa, Nish 1927
(an illustrated monograph to mark the 50th
anniversary of the town's passing out of Turkish
hands); S. Anastasijevic, Istorija Nisa, Nish 1940.
(FEHIM BAJRAKTAREVIC-[A. POPOVIC])
NISHAN (P.), means a sign, b a n n e r , seal (and
hence letter of a prince), or o r d e r / d e c o r a t i o n . As
a loanword in Ottoman Turkish, it basically denoted
a sign or mark and also designated the sultan's
signature, or tughra [q.v.] and, by extension, a document bearing it (its scribe was a nishdndjl [q.v.]); the
standards of the Janissaries or Yeni Cert [q.v.]; the
insignia on military, naval and other uniforms; and,
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later, decorations bestowed by the sultan. In 19th and
20th century literary Arabic, nisjidn (also nishdn),
similarly a loanword, had essentially the same connotations. This entry considers orders/decorations
alone. These are to be distinguished from medals
(Persian maddl, Turkish maddlya, Arabic maddliya or
middliya—all from Italian medaglia). The former,
awarded by a sovereign ruler for extended service
(frequently coinciding with promotion or retirement),
were richly elaborate; medals, in contrast, designated
a specific occasion and were rarely bejewelled. Among
Muslims and others, the main intent of both was
military (rewarding prowess), administrative (for
officials), political (for foreign dignitaries and
ambassadors), social (determining status in society)
and
cultural
(encouraging
educators
and
intellectuals).
While other marks of appreciation (e.g. coins or
clothes) may have been bestowed by cAbbasid caliphs
and Saldjuk rulers, the practice of granting nishdns was
institutionalised in Kadjar Persia, the Ottoman
Empire and Afghanistan, visibly patterned on
Western European practice in the early 19th century.
1. In the Middle East
Persia. The prevailing pattern was a star of
bejewelled sunrays surrounding a central design;
nishdns were worn on the breast, frequently with a coloured sash. Every new nishdn was first issued on the
basis of a farmdn [q. v. ], setting down its classes (martaba), subdivided into degrees (daradja) and the type
and colour of the sash (hamdyif), as well as the services
meriting reward and categories of recipients. The
orders, manufactured at the government mint in
Tehran, were accompanied by a document and, at
times, a gift of money as well. Some orders had to be
returned upon the recipient's death. The most noteworthy nishdns were the following: the Nishdn-i
Khurshid (Order of the Sun), instituted by Path CA1I
Shah in 1807, who renamed it (in 1810) Nishdn-i Shir
u Khurshid (Order of the Lion and Sun) to increase its
prestige. For generations, this remained a distinguished honour for notable Persians and foreigners,
such as military officers and ambassadors to Tehran.
It was an eight-pointed star, richly bejewelled and
enamelled (each degree less costly than the one above
it), with a central circle exhibiting a crouching lion
and a sun rising behind its back. On the nishdn for
military recipients, the lion was standing and holding
a sword. Path CA1I also instituted a Red Crescent
nishdn, for foreigners, together with a green sash; and
later a Nishdn-i Zafar (Order of Victory), established in
Tabriz in 1243/1827-8, for notables. His successor,
Muhammad Shah, decreed afarmdn in 1252/1836-7
establishing all details of the Nishdn of the Lion and
Sun, its divisions and artistic characteristics,
eligibility criteria and nomination procedures. He
also established a Nishdn-i Timthdl-i Humdyun (Order
of the Royal Portrait—of Muhammad Shah), first
distributed, apparently, to those responsible for law
and order in Southern Persia.
Nasir al-Din Shah's long reign witnessed more
activity in this domain. He laid down the formal rules
for the Nishdn-i Timthdl-i Humdyun in a farmdn dated
1855: it was to comprise cAll's portrait, to be worn by
the Shah alone, or the Shah's portrait, to be bestowed
only on the Grand Vizier or distinguished military
commanders. A later farmdn of his, in 1287/1870,
introduced three new orders to replace that of the
Lion and Sun: the highest was the Nishdn-i Akdas
(Most Sacred Order), mostly for foreign rulers, less
frequently for prime ministers (local and foreign),
local governors and members of Persia's royal family;

the Nishdn-i Kuds (Order of Holiness), for ranking
ambassadors and Persian governors; finally, the
Nishdn-i Mukaddas (Sacred Order), for governors and
generals. Their allocation was to be determined by a
grand master, appointed by the Shah. Yet another/armdn, dated 1290/1873, established the Nisjidn-i Aftdb
(Order of the Sun), intended for queens and royal
princesses; one of the first recipients was Queen Victoria. The sun was represented by the full face of a
female beauty. During his brief reign, Nasir al-Din
Shah's son, Muzaffar al-Din Shah, instituted a
Nishdn-i Timthdl-i Humdyun, first bearing his father's
likeness, then his own. The succeeding Kadjars do not
seem to have innovated nishdns, although they did
insert their own respective likenesses.
The Pahlawls, as a new dynasty, introduced new
nishdns, although some borrowed old motifs. Their
details and awarding were published in the Gazette
d'Iran. The highest civil order was the Nishdn-i Pahlawi
(Pahlawl Order), whose first class, with a collar, was
worn only by the Shah and the Crown Prince; the
second, with a sash, and the third, with a riband, were
bestowed on foreign heads of state and crown princes.
Nishdn-i tdajri Iran (Order of the Crown of Iran), a star
with the Persian crown at its centre, was awarded to
high civil servants and, in special cases, to highranking foreigners. Nishdn-i humdyun (Royal Order),
for distinguished persons, consisted of a star with an
encircled lion and sun at its centre. In 1938, due to
religious opposition, it was altered so that no human
face appeared on the sun. The highest military nishdns
were Nishdn-i Dhu 'l-Fakdr (Order of Dhu '1-Fakar),
introduced in 1922, for gallantry in action, with cAll's
figure in the centre; Nishdn-i Liydkat (Order of Merit)
and Nishdn-i Iftikhdr (Order of Honour) were reserved
for officers. Several other nishdns and medals were
established by Rida Shah and continued under
Muhammad Ricja Shah, as reported annually in the
Iran Almanac and Book of Facts (Tehran). The Islamic
Republic of Iran abolished them all.
Ottoman E m p i r e . Nishdns were regarded as signs
of sovereignty and the sultans jealously guarded their
exclusive prerogative to grant them. In the second half
of the 19th century, there were attempts by the
Princes of Bulgaria, starting with Alexander von Battenberg, to strike and award their own nishdns. One,
sent by Prince Alexander to Alfonso XII of Spain, had
to be returned by the latter because of Ottoman
pressure. Ismacfl Pasha [$M>.], Khedive of Egypt, did
not strike his own nishdns, but obtained permission
from the sultan's court to award Ottoman ones.
From cAbd ul-MedjId I's reign, each nishdn was
prepared and distributed according to regulations
(nizdm-ndma) published in the official Diistur. Struck at
the mint or darb jchdna [q.v.], it usually had the form
of a star, crescent or sunrays. As in Persia, each was
a work of art, made of precious metals and gems, frequently accompanied by a sash (sherit) or riband.
Presented by the Sultan or dispatched via a delegate,
it was boxed and awarded with a specially-written berdt
[q.v.], phrased in stylised language, mentioning the
name of the recipient, the nishdn and its class (if any),
and the reason for the award. No one was permitted
to wear a nishdn without a suitable berdt, for which the
recipient had to pay, the price varying with time and
degree. Some nishdns had only one degree (riitbe),
others up to five. Above the first degree, even more
prestigious nishdns were elaborately adorned with
diamonds or brilliants and called murassa*. These and
first-degree nishdns were usually worn with a sash
across the breast, with a small medal attached to the
hip, resembling (but not identical to) the larger and
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more valuable one worn on the breast. Lower degrees
had only one decoration, tied around the neck with a
riband or pinned to one's breast. All were of gold or
silver (according to their degree), mostly enamelled in
the centre and bejewelled. When presented to military
personnel, many nishdns had interlocking swords
added at the top. Persons awarded a higher degree
were expected to return the lower one. Most nishdns
could be inherited, but not worn by heirs, who were
requested to pay a fee to keep them.
Medals predated nishdns in the Ottoman Empire;
Mahmud I, cOthman III and cAbd ul-Hamid I each
issued a medal. The first nishdn dates from the reign
of SelTm III. There were still no decorations with
which to reward Admiral Nelson following his 1798
destruction of the French navy at Abu Kir in Egypt,
but the matter was then accorded initial consideration. In 1216/1801, following the battle of Alexandria,
the Nishdn-i Hildl, or Hildl Nishdni (Order of the Crescent), sometimes called that of the Wakd^-i Misriyye
(Order of the Battles of Egypt), was struck to be worn
as a pendant around the neck. Made of gold and
adorned with diamonds, its central ornaments were
an enamelled crescent and the Ottoman arms. Its first
recipients were an Ottoman naval officer, Ahmed,
and a British one, Hutchinson; later, it was presented
to one of Napoleon I's generals, Sebastiani de la
Porta.
During Mahmud II's reign, in 1831, the Nishan-l
Ifiikhdr (Order of Honour) was struck, with a crescent
or star (depending on degree) at its centre. With this
order, the sultan initiated the practice of distributing
nishdns among military officers, NCOs and
administrative officials. The Taswir-i Humdyun Nishdni
(Order of the Imperial Portrait), struck a year later,
comprised Mahmud II's portrait, in miniature, on
ivory, in a rectangular frame ornamented with
brilliants, set among yellow and pink roses, surrounded by blue flowers. Aware of criticism in
religious circles for using a human portrait, the sultan
presented this nishdn to the Sheykh ill-Islam himself
(1248/1832).
Several nishdns were issued during cAbd iilMedjld's reign. Some were smaller, more modest
ones, rewarding the services of various officers,
officials, engineering service personnel and others.
These awards and many others were all recalled and
sent back to the mint. Nonetheless, this remained an
era of artistically significant nishdns, three of which
merit special mention: the Nishdn-i Iftikhdr differed
from the one similarly named under Mahmud II.
Oval-shaped, it resembled a flat medal. The base was
a golden plaque; the flowery tughra at its centre was
silver-plated, surrounded by 32 silver sunrays, and
the upper part was of gold. It bore a total of 160 gems.
The Nishdn-i Imtiydz (Order of Distinction) had only
one degree, but its makeup varied with the reward
which the sultan thought suitable for services
rendered. Thus in 1257/1841, Mustafa Reshid Pasha
[see RESHID PASHA, MUSTAFA], Minister for Foreign
Affairs, was rewarded for ably solving the problem of
Egypt a year earlier with a beautiful ornamented
Nishdn-i Imtiydz, whose centre bore the tughra within a
red enamel laurel twig surrounded by 35 bejewelled
sunrays. The Medjidi Nishdni (Order of cAbd iilMedjid, popularly known as Medjidiyye) was struck in
1268/1851. While the number of nishdns struck for
foreigners was not pre-determined, the quantity
struck for Ottomans was: 1st degree, 50; 2nd, 150;
3rd, 800; 4th, 3,000; 5th, 6,000. In the centre of seven
sections of sunrays, the tughra appeared as a sun in
relief, around which the following terms were
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inscribed in gold: saddkat (fidelity), hamiyyet
(patriotism) and ghayret (zeal). This was awarded to
the military, civil servants and intellectuals (succeeding sultans continued to award it). Not surprisingly, the regulations governing this Order stipulated
that anyone guilty of treason, robbery, murder or corruption would have to return it.
The enamel-on-gold Nishdn-i cAli Imtiydz (Order of
High Distinction), struck during cAbd ul-Aziz's
reign, in 1861, greatly resembled the earlier Nishdn-i
Imtiydz. The Nishdn-t C0thmdni (Ottoman Order),
struck in the following year, was presented only to
previous recipients of the Medjidi Nishdni. Again, the
number of pieces produced was strictly limited in
advance (although foreigners were excluded from this
quota), as well as the payment, by degree, for the
accompanying berdt. The sultan's tughra was again the
centre-piece, on red enamel and gold, surrounded by
35 sunrays.
During cAbd ul-Hamid II's reign, the number of
nishdns, old and new, increased so much that their
intrinsic value declined. This was due not only to his
long reign, but also to his large-scale distribution of
nishdns among both Ottomans and foreigners as a
means of gaining allies and saving the Empire. Even
on such occasions as the sinking of the Ottoman
frigate Ertoghrul, in a storm off the coast of Japan,
nishdns were sent to the local people who had tried to
rescue and tend the shipwrecked. Only the more
important orders will be mentioned. The Shefkat
Nishdni (Order of Compassion) was struck in 1878 for
Ottoman women (and, in rare cases, for foreign ones)
who had made efforts to help during wars, earthquakes, floods and similar disasters. This first
Ottoman nishdn for women was in gold and silver, in
the form of a five-cornered star with a violet-coloured
enamel at its centre, bearing cAbd ul-Hamid's tughra
and the words insdniyyet (humanity), mucdwenet
(assistance) and hamiyyet (patriotism). Like cAbd iilc
Aziz, cAbd ul-Hamid issued his own version of
Nishdn-£ *• All Imtiydz. Struck in 1878, it was designed
for
military personnel,
administrators
and
intellectuals—both Ottoman and foreign—who had
performed exceptional services for the Empire. Of one
degree only (plus the bejewelled, murassa* one), it
looked like a rayed sun with golden laurel twigs at its
base. The sultan's tughra was inscribed on green
enamel, surrounded by the inscription hamiyyet
(patriotism), ghayret (zeal), sheajja^at (courage) and
saddkat (fidelity). The khdneddn-l Al-i C0thmdn Nishdni
(Order of the Ottoman Dynasty), struck in 1892, was
intended for rulers of foreign states and their families,
as well as members of the reigning Ottoman family
and Turkish personalities who had excelled in service.
Golden, oval-shaped, with the tughra at its centre, surrounded by a red enamel frame, it was usually worn
on a grand formal uniform. The Ertoghrul Nishdni
(Order of Ertoghrul), named for one of the Sultan's
ancestors, was struck in 1901. Shaped like a star with
gold enamel at its corners, it was intended for those
whom cAbd ul-Hamld particularly liked.
In the time of Mehemmed V Reshad and the
Young Turks, more nishdns were struck. The Macdrif
Nishdni (Education Order), issued in 1910, was
intended for persons distinguishing themselves
publicly in teaching, culture and the arts. Made of
gold-plated silver, the tughra was again in the centre on
a red enamel background, surrounded by a white
enamel crescent and terminating in a small fivepointed star joined to a green enamel laurel. An
inscription set out the nishdn's intent: cUlum we-funun
we-sandW-i nejise. Eligible recipients had to have been
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employed for at least five years (3rd degree), ten (2nd)
and another ten (1st). Teachers who had failed at their
jobs could be requested to return their nishdns.
Foreigners were equally eligible for this award. The
Meziyyet Nishdnl (Order of Excellence), considered
even more prestigious then the MedjidiNishdnl and the
Nishdn-l C0thmdm, was planned in 1910 and intended
for both Ottoman and foreign subjects in the highest
offices. This nishdn, however, was never issued. The
same is true of the Zird^at Liydkat Nishdnl (Order of
Capability in Agriculture), planned in 1912 for men
particularly successful in agriculture. It was designed
with a three-word inscription: hurriyyet (liberty), ^addlet
(justice) and musdwdt (equality)—a common slogan in
the Young Turk decade. The Medjlis-i Meb^uthdn
A^ddlarlna Makhsus Nishdni (Order for the Members of
Parliament) was issued in 1916 to all members in the
1916-19 Parliament. Made up of heptagonal groups of
sunrays, its centre was a crescent-and-star in gold on
white enamel.
In the successor states of the Ottoman Empire,
heads of state variously continued to bestow orders
and medals. In T u r k e y , a law passed in Parliament
on 26 November 1934 and published in the Resmi
Gazete three days later, forbade wearing Ottoman
nishdns (unless won in war) or foreign decorations.
Instead, the state provided the Istikldl madalyasi
(Independence Medal), approved by Parliament in
1920 and distributed in 1923 to Members of Parliament and later to all those who fought or assisted in
the War of Independence. In E g y p t , King Fu^ad
instituted several orders: the Kalddat Muhammad cAli
(Muhammad CA1T Collar) for a limited number of
kings; the Kalddat Fu^dd (Fu D ad Collar), for heads of
state and eminent Egyptians; the Nishdn Muhammad
^Ali (Order of Muhammad c Ali), sometimes called alWishdh al-akbar (The Highest Decoration), for Prime
Ministers, both Egyptian and foreign; the Nishdn
Ismail (Order of Isma c il), for prominent Egyptians
and others; the Wishdh al-Nil (Nile Decoration), for
ministers and pashas; and the Wisdm al-Kamdl
(Decoration of Perfection), for women only. King
Faruk introduced no new orders, while the Republic
did, e.g. the Wisdm al-Nil (Nile Decoration), for heads
of state, and the Wisdm al-istihkdk (Order of Merit).
Bibliography: Persia: E. Flandin and P. Coste,
Voyage en Perse, Paris 1851, ii, 331-2; J.E. Polak, Persien. Das Land und seine Bewohner, Leipzig 1865, ii,
41-2; E. Collinot and A. de Beaumont, Ornements de
la Perse, Paris 1883; R.S. Poole, The coins of the Shahs
of Persia, London 1887, esp. pi. xxiv; C.E. Yate,
Khurasan and Sistan, Edinburgh 1900, 45; L. Brasier
and J.L. Brunet, Les ordres persans, Paris 1902; J.
Greenfield, Die Verfassung des persischen Staates, Berlin
1904, 195-9; H.L. Rabino, Medailles des Qadjars
(= Collection de la RMM, Paris 1916); idem,_0rders
and decorations of H.I. M. Rezd Shah Pahlavi, of Iran, in
Spink and Son's Circular (Aug.-Sept. 1939), 288-95;
Iran almanac and book of facts8, Tehran 1969, 36-7;
A.M. Piemontese, The statutes of the Qajdr orders of
knighthood, in EW, NS, xix/1-2 (March-June 1969),
431-77; Muhammad Mushiri, Nishdnhd wa-maddlhdyi Iran az dghdz-i saltanat-i Kadfiriyya id imruz, in
Barrasihd-yi Ta^nkhi, vi/5 (1350 sh/1971), 185-220,
ix/1 (1353 sh/1974), 177-91 (plus plates) (this was
later reissued, with additions, by Mushiri, with the
same title, Tehran 1354 sh/1975); H.L. Rabino di
Borgomale, Coins, medals, and seals of the Shahs of Iran,
1500-1941, n.p. 1945, repr. Dallas 1973; cAbd alHusayn Khan Sipihr, Mir^dt al-wakdY-i Muzaffan
wa-yddddsht-hd-yi malik al-muwarrikhin, Tehran 1368
sh, 291-300; Sir Denis Wright, Sir John Malcolm and

the order of the lion and sun, in IranJBIPS, xvii (1979),
135-41; H.-G. Migeod, Diepersische Gesellschaft unter
Ndsiru'd-Din Sdh (1848-1896), Berlin 1990, 96-7.
O t t o m a n E m p i r e . Nishdns can be found in
many museums in Turkey (such as the Topkapi and
the military and naval museums in Istanbul) and
elsewhere and in many private collections,
worldwide. Copies of the berdts accompanying
them, for 1262-1337/1845-1918, are housed in the
Basbakanlik Arsivi, Humayun nisan defterleri, vols. 144. Foreign recipients of nishdns were generally
listed in the official sdlndmes. Regulations (nizdmndme) governing the awards were printed in Diistur,
e.g. 1st series, suppl. vols. (dheyl-i' dustur), iv, Istanbul 1302, 2-3. See also Mehmed TewfTk, Nishdn-l
ittihdd. Yddigdr-i Madjaristdn casr-l ^Abd ul-Hamid
Khan, Istanbul 1294; F. von Kraelitz, Ilk ^Othmdnll
pddishdhlarlnln isddr etmish olduklarl bacdt berdtlar, in
TOEM, v/28 (1 Oct. 1330/1914), 242-50;
Kopriiliizade Mehmet Fuat, Reisulkiittaplik ve nisancilik, in Turk Hukuk ve Iktisat Tarihi Mecmuasi, i
(1931), 198-201; Sermet Muhtar Alus, Eski rutbeler,
elkaplar, nisan ve madalyalar, in Resimli Tarih Mecmuasi, iii/33 (Sept. 1952), 1736-9; Haluk Y.
§ahsuvaroglu, Nisan ve madalyalara dair, in
Cumhuriyet (1 Dec. 1958), 2; Ibrahim Artuk, Nisam
Osmani, in Arkeoloji Miizeleri Yilligi, x (1961), 74-6,
plus plates; idem and Cevriye Artuk, The Ottoman
orders, Istanbul 1967; I. Artuk, Orta ve yeni faga ait
sikke ve nisanlar, in VI. Turk Tarih Kongresi (20-26
Ekim 1961), Ankara 1967, 237-53; C. Artuk, The
medallion of glory, in Actes du 8"ne Congres International
de Numismatique, New York and Washington, Sept.
1973, Basel 1976, 489-93; eadem, frfkat nisam, in /.
Milletlerarasi
Tilrkoloji Kongresi (Istanbul,
1520.X. 1973). Tebligler. I. Turk Tarihi, Istanbul 1979,
7-14; I. Artuk, Nisdn-i Osmani, in ibid., 15-22; C.
Artuk, Iftihar madalyasi, in Belleten, xliv/175 (July
1980), 535-7; Ismet Qetinyalcm, Liyakat madalyasi,
in VIII. Turk Tarih Kongresi (11-15 Ekim 1976),
Ankara 1983, iii, 1723-32, plus plates; Afif
Biiyuktugrul, Sultan II. Mahmut doneminde rutbe
alameti boyun nisanlan, in Belleten, xlvii/186 (April
1983) [publ. Ankara 1984], 537-46; History of the
Turkish frigate Ertugrul, n.p., n.d., 17, 21-3.
(J.M. LANDAU)
2. In the M a g h r i b
In North Africa , it was T u n i s i a which, whilst part
of the Ottoman empire, was the first to award decorations. The oldest and most popular one is the Nishdn
al-Iftikhdr ("Order of Honour"), begun in 1837 by
Ahmad Bey, modified in 1855, then on 29 Muharram
1300/10 December 1882 and on 1 Dhu '1-Hidjdja
1304/21 August 1887, before being definitively
regulated by a beylical decree of 22 Shacban 1315/16
January 1898 (apart from a few later modifications
relating to the rights of chancellery).
The Nishdn al-Iftikhdr had at the outset only one
class, whpse insignia was a silver, enamelled plaque,
oval in shape, on which the name of the Bey was
picked out encrusted with diamonds. Later, it became
an order arranged hierarchically in five classes. The
highest decoration (the Grand Sash) was a silver plaque with carved faces, rounded and raised in its centre, in the form of a star with ten rays radiating outwards intertwined with each other; in the centre of the
plate, on a green enamelled field, the name of His
Highness the Bey stood out in incised silver letters.
This decoration was worn over the left side of the
breast, by means of a green silk ribbon with a double
red bordering; this ribbon, 85 mm wide, had to be
worn cross-wise over the right shoulder; at its ends, a
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knot supported the plaque of a Commander (see
below). The plaque of a Grand Officer was smaller
and was worn on the right side of the breast. The plaque of a Commander, smaller still, differed only in
detail; a green ribbon four cm wide had a double red
bordering which allowed the insignia to be worn
below the neck. The decoration of an Officer, smaller
still, was supported by a green ribbon with a double
edging, with a rosette, which was pinned on the left
side of the breast. The decoration of a Knight (first
and second classes) was simpler, but the ribbon was
the same as for the other classes. The Nishan al-Ifiikhdr
was awarded on the recommendation of the Prime
Minister for Tunisian nationals, and of the Foreign
Affairs Minister for other recipients.
In the same year as the Nishan al-Ifiikhdr was
instituted (1837), the Bey founded the Nishan al-Dam
("Order of the Blood") for himself and members of
his family, but this decoration was also granted to the
Prime Minister and to foreign sovereigns and their
families. Its insignia was a rounded plaque of gold,
with rings set with diamonds, and it was worn crosswise by means of a green ribbon with two thin red
borders. After the promulgation of the Fundamental
Pact (^Ahd al-Amdn [see DUSTUR, i]), the Bey Muhammad al-Sadik in 1860 created a special order, the
Nishan ^Ahd al-Amdn, reserved for princes and for
Tunisian ministers, but also granted to generals and
civilian officials of high rank. The insignia was a plaque in gold, round in shape, with a red enamelled surface and set with emeralds, and it was worn cross-wise
by means of a green ribbon with two red borders on
each side. In 1874 the same Bey inaugurated the
Nishan ^Ahd al-Amdn al-Murassa*-, whose insignia was a
golden plaque set (murassac) with diamonds, but this
decoration was granted only to a limited number of
Tunisian dignitaries and foreign personalities: Marshal Lyautey, General de Gaulle and King Alfonso
XIII of Spain. These four orders were thus placed in
the following order of importance: Dam, <'Ahd al-Amdn
al-Murassac, ^Ahd al-Amdn and Iftikhdr. All were
abolished in 1957.
Once Tunisia became independent, it acquired
three new orders plus a certain number of medals.
The Nishan al-Istikldl ("Order of Independence") was
founded by a decree of 6 September 1956 and reorganised by the law 59-32 of 16 March 1959; it was
intended to reward civil or military services from the
time of the war of national liberation and has five
classes (of Knight with Grand Cross). On the same
day, law 59-33 instituted the Nishan al-Djumhuriyya alTunisiyya ("Order of the Tunisian Republic") meant
to reward the services of those who had contributed to
the establishment of the republic; it also had five
classes. Finally, the Order of 7 November 1987
(beginning of the new era) was set up by the law 88-78
of 2 July 1988 to reward the merits of those who had
either contributed to the re-establishment of the
sovereignty of the people and the strengthening of
democracy or had worked for the consolidation of the
gains of 7 November; it likewise has five classes. The
President of the Republic is the Grand Master of these
three orders, which may also be given to foreigners.
Furthermore, the government ministerial departments are able to grant decorations and medals for
rewarding services rendered: the Medal of Honour of
the State Security Service, of the National Guard, of
Civil Defence, of the Prison and Rehabilitation Services, and for the Safety of the Head of State and of
official figures, all medals stemming from the
Ministry of the Interior. The Ministry of Education
and Science has the National Order of Merit for the
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Universities set up by the law 85-41 of 15 April 1985
and comprising three classes, and the National Order
of Merit for Teaching created by the law 79-41 of 15
August 1979, also of three classes; the president of the
Republic is the Grand Master of these two orders.
The Ministry of Public Health has a medal, whilst
that of Agriculture has an Order of Merit for Agricultural Services set up by the law 71-44 of 28 July
1971 and comprising two grades, those of knight and
officer. The Ministry of Youth and Children has two
medals, for Merit in Sport and Merit of Youth. The
Ministry of Social Affairs has the Medal of Social
Merit and the Medal of Labour. There was attached
to the Ministry of Culture the National Order of
Cultural Merit created by the law 66-61 of 5 July
1966, but replaced, by law 69-23 of 27 March 1969,
by the Medal of Culture, which also has five classes.
Finally, the Ministry of National Defence has the
Military Medal, whose holders form an Order, and
the Medal commemorating the Battle and the Evacuation of Bizerta set up by the law 63-45 of 12 December
1963.
(This information concerning Tunisia has been
kindly communicated by the National Foundation
Beit Al-Hikma [Bayt al-Hikma] which had been given
the task of drawing up a report on the Tunisian
decorations.)
In Morocco, a dahir (zahir) of 1 Ramadan 1386/14
December 1966 regulated the kingdom's orders; this
document, which followed and summed up earlier
ones, was itself modified or completed by the dahirs of
26 Ramadan 1388/17 December 1968, of 12 Rabi* II
1396/12 April 1976 and of 3 Rab^ II 1403/18 January
1983.
In descending hierarchical order, the nine orders
designated by the term wisdm, and not nishdn, were as
follows. (1) al-Wisdm al-MuhammadT, reserved for
monarchs or heads of foreign states, the royal family
and foreign princes. It has three classes. For the outstanding class, a gold plaque whose base in green
enamel is surrounded by jewels and which is worn
suspended from a collar of gold or of precious stones;
for the other two classes, there is only a plaque,
without the jewels for the third one. (2) Wisdm alIstikldl ("Order of Independence") intended for those
who contributed to the achievement of independence.
It has three classes also: for the outstanding one, the
gold medal forms a star with eight points hung from
a red ribbon with black vertical stripes. For the other
classes, the medal is in silver or bronze respectively.
(3) Wisdm al-Wala* ("Order of Fidelity"), meant for
persons who have shown their devotion to the
sovereign. It has only one class, and the plaque is a
star in gold with five points. (4) Wisdm al-cArsh
("Order of the Throne") is meant to reward civil and
military officials. It has five classes; the gold medal
(silver for the fourth class) is worn hung from a red
band, with a green stripe on each side. (5) al-Wisdm
al-cAskari ("Military Medal") is for private soldiers
and NCOs in time of war, and also for general officers
holding the Wisdm al-^Arsh. It has only one class; the
medal is bronze, oval in shape, with a white and red
ribbon. (6) Wisdm al-Istihkdh al-^Askan ("Medal for
Military Merit") is for career officers. It has five
classes; the outstanding class comprises a gold plaque
plus a gold medal with a green ribbon with a red
border; the first class, a plaque and medal of silver;
the others, only a medal in silver or bronze. (7) Wisdm
al-Istihkdk al-Watam ("National Order for Merit"),
meant for civil and military officials. It has three
classes, a gold medal for the outstanding level, one of
silver or bronze for the other two, and red ribbon with
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wide edges. (8) al-Wisdm al-^Alawi, the celebrated
Ouissam Alaouite, which has five classes. The highest
(the Grand Sash), has for its insignia a plaque 84 mm
in diameter with five clusters of silver rays, surmounted by a golden star 40 mm in diameter with five
white enamelled branches, a red cord, held together
by a cluster of palm leaves in green enamel with a 16
mm golden circle in its centre, on a red enamelled
ground. This plaque is worn on the left side of the
breast. Also, a gold star 60 mm in diameter, identical
on both sides to that of the plaque, with a circle 25 mm
in diameter in its centre; the second side bears a
representation of the royal parasol, red in colour, on
a golden ground; this star is hung from a ring of
golden foliage by a wide ribbon in bright orange, 10
cm wide with, on each side, a white stripe. The Grand
Sash is worn over the shoulder from right to left. For
the rank of Grand Officer, the plaque is the same as
above; it is worn on the right side of the breast, the
star of an Officier (see above) on the left side. The
Commander wears a star identical with that of the
Grand Sash hung from a bright orange neck band 37
mm wide, with a white stripe on each side. The star
of an Officer is like that of the Grand Sash with the
same measurements as the star of the plaque; the ribbon, bright orange and 37 mm wide, has a white
stripe on each side and bears a white-striped rosette.
The insignia of a Knight is the same, except that it is
hung from a silver (and not gold) ring and has no
rosette. (9) Wisdm al-Mukdfa^a al-Wataniyya (no information about this order).
(CH. PELLAT)
NI&HANDJI, secretary of state for the
Sultan's
tughra, chancellor, in Ottoman
administration.
The Saldjuks and Mamluks already had special
officials for drawing the tughra, the sultan's signature.
As their official organisation was inherited in almost
all its details by the Ottomans, this post naturally was
included. Its holder was called nishandfi or tewktt. The
nishdndjl held the same rank as the defterddrs [q. v. ] and
indeed even preceded them, for we find defterddrs promoted to nishdndjls but never a nishdndjl becoming a
defterddr. The nishdndjl was included among the
"pillars of the empire" (erkdn-i dewlet). The part which
he played varied in course of time. Besides being
secretary of state for the imperial tughra (nishdn), he
had originally considerable legislative powers and he
was called mufti-yi kdnun (to distinguish him from the
mufti proper, i.e. the Shaykh al-Isldm). In his office, the
texts of the laws were prepared under his supervision.
Most of the Ottoman codes of law (kdnun) that have
come down to us go back to nishdndjis. As they had
moreover the right to approve the contents of
documents put before them for the imperial tughra,
they had no slight influence on the business of
administration. Of their official career we know that,
according to the Kdnun-ndme [q.v.] of Mehemmed II,
they had to be chosen from teachers acquainted with
law (muderris), apparently because they had to display
legislative ability, or from the defterddrs and ru^asd* ulkuttdb. As their authority diminished more and more
in course of time, so did their influence, and finally
they were limited to preparing the tughra. According to
Mouradjea d'Ohsson (Tableau de I'Empire Ottoman, iii,
373), the nishdn^ls received from the state a salary of
6,620 piastres. On their official dress, see von Hammer, GOR, viii, 431, according to whom they wore
red, in contrast to the other khodjagdn who wore violet.
Bibliography: See the article TUGHRA and the
references there given; also J. von Hammer, GOR,
i, 173, ii, 217, 229, iv, 3, viii, 431; idem, Des
Osmanischen Reiches Staatsverfassung und Staatsver-

waltung, Vienna 1815, i, 64, ii, 127, 135; M.Z.
Pakahn, Tarih deyimleri ve terimleri sozlugu, Istanbul
1946-53, ii, 694-7 s.v. Nisan, 697-700 s.v. Nisanci;
1A, art. Nisanci (M. Tayyib Gokbilgin).
(F. BABINGER)
NISHAPUR, the most i m p o r t a n t of the four
great cities of K h u r a s a n (Nlshapur, Marw, Harat
and Balkh), one of the great towns of Persia in the
Middle Ages.
The name goes back to the Persian New-Shahpur
("Fair Shapur"); in Armenian it is called NiuShapuh, Arab. Naysabur or Nlsabur, New Pers.
Neshapur, pronounced in the time of Yakut
Nlshawur, now Nlshapur (Noldeke, Taban, 59, n. 3;
G. Hoffmann, Ausztige..., 61, n. 530). The_town occasionally bore the official title of honour, Iranshahr.
Nlshapur was founded by Shahpuhr I, son of Ardashir I (Hamza al-Isfaham, ed. Gottwaldt, 48), who
had slain in this region the Turanian PahlSak
(Palezak) (Stddteliste von Erdn, § 13); some authors say
it was not founded till the time of Shahpuhr II (alTabari, i, 840; al-Thacalibi, ed. Zotenberg, 529).
In the wider sense, the region of Nlshapur comprised the districts of al-Tabasayn, Kuhistan, Nisa°,
Baward, Abarshahr, Djam, Bakharz, Tus, Zuzan and
Ispara°in (al-Yackubi, Bulddn, ed. de Goeje, 278; cf.
al-Tabarl, i, 2884); in the narrower sense, Nlshapur
was the capital of the province of Abarshahr (Armen.
Apar ashkharh. the "district of the 'Arcdcpvoi"; Marquart, Erdnsahr, 74; idem, Catalogue of the provincial
capitals ofErdnshahr, 52), which was in turn divided into 13 rustdks and 4 tassudi (names in al-Istakhn, 258;
Ibn Hawkal, 313; Ibn Khurradadhbih, 24; alYackubl, 278; Ibn Rusta, 171). The latter were: in the
west Rewand (now Rlwend), in the south al-Shamat,
Pers. Tak-Ab, in the east Pushtfroshan (now Pusht
Farush) and in the north Mazul (now Masul); cf. alMukaddasI, 314-21.
In the Rewand hills to the northwest of the town
was one of the three most sacred fire-temples of the
Sasanids, that of the fire Burzln-Mihr (G. Hoffmann,
op. cit., 290). Yazdadjird II (438-57) made Nishapur
his usual residence.
In the year 30/651 or 31/652 the governor of Basra,
c
Abd Allah b. c Amir [q.v.], took Nishapur (al-Tabarl,
i, 3305; al-Baladhurl, 404), whose governor
Kanarang (xavapafyTj?: Marquart, Erdnsahr, 75)
capitulated. The town was then insignificant and had
no garrison. During the fighting between CA1I and
Mucawiya (36-7/656-7), the Arabs were again driven
out of Nlshapur by a rising in Khurasan and
Tukharistan (al-Tabarl, i, 3249, 3350; al-Baladhuri,
408; al-Dlnawari, 163). Peroz III, the son of Yazdadjird III and of the daughter of the Kanarang of
Nlshapur, is said to have lived for a period in
Nishapur. Khulayd b. Ka's was sent in 37/657-8 by
C
A1I against the rebellious town (al-Dinawarl, op. cit.).
Mucawiya reappointed cAbd Allah b. cAmir governor
of Basra in 41/661-2 and commissioned him to conquer Khurasan and Sidjistan. The latter in 42/662-3
installed Kays b. al-Haytham al-Sulami in Nlshapur
as governor of Khurasan. Ziyad b. Abl Sufyan in
45/665-6 made Khulayd b. cAbd Allah al-Hanaf!
governor of Abarshahr (Nishapur). cAbd Allah b.
Khazim rebelled in 63/683 against the Umayyads. He
fell in 73/692 at Marw fighting against cAbd al-Malik,
whereupon Umayyad rule was restored in Khurasan.
Until the time when the Tahirid governor of
Khurasan cAbd Allah b. Tahir (213-30/828-45 [q.v.])
made it his capital, Nishapur was of less consequence
than the Arabs' first capital, Marw [q.v.]. But soon,
helped by its more salubrious climate, it overtook
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Some nishans of the late Ottoman Empire (above with a riband, below with a pin for the breast). From right
to left: Nishdn-i ^Othmdni', Nishdn-i cdli imtiydz', MedjidT nishdni. From Mahmut Shevkct's manuscript, ^Othmdnli
kiydfet-i ^askanyye, Istanbul University Library, Tiirkce Yazma 9393; with the kind permission of Istanbul
University Library.
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Marw in political importance, and also became a centre of economic activity (above all for its famed textiles, including luxury Qattdbi and saklatuni cloths, cf.
al-ThacalibI, Latd^if al-macdrif, tr. Bosworth, The book
of curious and entertaining information, 133) and of
cultural life. It ceased to be a provincial capital after
the $affarid amir Ya c kub b. al-Layth in 259/863 took
over Khurasan from the Tahirids and entered the
city, and for some 30 years control of it oscillated between the Saffarids and various warlords and military
adventurers like Rafi c b. Harthama [q.v.] until c Amr
b. al-Layth was defeated and captured by the
Samanid Ismacll b. Ahmad in 287/900 (see Barthold,
Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion, 217-25;
Bosworth, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv, 114-21). But then
under the Samanids (4th/10th century), it attained
especial prosperity as the provincial capital of
Khurasan again and the base and residence of the
commander-in-chief of that province. Arts and crafts,
such as ceramic production, were notable, and the
general prosperity of Nishapur was reflected in the
formation of an influential bourgeoisie, composed of
merchants, craftsmen, officials and scholars and
religious figures from the two main madhhabs of
Khurasan, the Hanafis and the Shaficls, and from
their rivals for popular support there, the members of
the ascetic and pietistic sect of the Karramiyya [q. v. ].
From this social group, which R.W. Bulliet has called
a patriciate, stemmed notable scholars like Abu
Muhammad al-Djuwaynl and his son the Imam alHaramayn Abu 'l-MacalI [q.vv. ] and the traditionist
al-Hakim al-Naysaburi, Ibn al-Bayyic [q.v.], and also
ambitious statesmen like Mahmud of Ghazna's
minister Hasanak [q. v. ] from the Mikall [q. v. ] family
(see Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, their empire in
Afghanistan and eastern Iran 994:1040, Edinburgh 1963,
145-202; Bulliet, The patricians of Nishapur, Cambridge, Mass. 1972). The large number of traditionists and lawyers which the city produced was
undoubtedly a stimulus to the production of several
biographical dictionaries of Nishapur scholars, beginning with that of Ibn al-Bayyic (d. 405/1014) in eight
or twelve volumes, the starting-point for various continuations and epitomes (see R.N. Frye, City chronicles
of Central Asia and Khurasan. The Ta^rix-i Nisdpur, in
Zeki Velidi Togan'a armagan, Istanbul 1950-5, 405-20;
facs. texts in idem, The histories of Nishapur, The
Hague 1965; the Muntakhab min al-siydk li-ta\tkh
Nqysdbur of al-Sarlfinl, ed. Muh. Ahmad al-cAziz,
Beirut 1409/1989).
The Arabic geographers describe Nishapur at this
time as a thickly populated town divided into 42
wards, 1 farsakh in length and breadth (al-Istakhrl,
254) and consisting of the citadel, the city proper and
an outer suburb in which was the chief mosque built
by the $affarid c Amr. Beside it was the public market
called al-Mucaskar, the governor's palace, a second
open place called Maydan al-Husayniyyln and the
prison. The citadel had two gates and the city four:
the Gate of the Bridge, the Gate on the road from
Mackil, the Gate of the Fortress (Bab al-Kuhandiz) and
the Gate of the Takln Bridge. The suburbs also had
walls with many gates. The best known market places
were al-Murabba^a al-Kabira (near the Friday Mosque)
and al-Murabbaca al-Saghira, The most important
business streets were about fifty in number and ran
across the city in straight lines intersecting at right
angles; all kinds of wares were on sale in them (on the
products and exports of Nishapur, see G. Le Strange,
The lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 429-30). Numerous
canals were led from the Wad! Saghawar, which flowed down from the village of Bushtankar or Bushtakan
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and drove 70 mills, whence it passed near the city and
provided the houses with an ample water supply.
Gardens below the city were also watered in this way.
The district of Nishapur was regarded as the most fertile in Khurasan.
The town suffered many vicissitudes after this
period. A great famine broke out there in 401/1011.
At the beginning of the 5th/llth century Nishapur
was the centre of the pietist Karramis led by the anchorite Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Ishak. The Saldjuk
Toghrfl Beg first occupied the town in 428/1037 and
subsequently made it his capital. Alp Arslan also
seems to have lived there (cf. Barhebraeus, Chron.
Syr., ed. Bedjan, 243). In Shawwal 536/May 1142 the
Khwarazmshah Atsiz took the town for a time from
the Saldjuk sultan Sancjjar. When it was sacked by the
Ghuzz in 548/1153 the inhabitants fled, mainly to the
suburb of Shadyakh which was enlarged and fortified
by the governor al-MuDayyid. Tughan Shah Abu
Bakr ruled the city during 569-81/1174-85 and his son
Sandjar Shah during 581-3/1185-7.
In Rabi* I or II 583/May or June 1187 the
Khwarazmshah Tekish took Nighapur and gave it to
his eldest son Malik Shah. At the end of 589/1193 the
latter received Marw and his brother Kutb al-Dln
Muhammad became governor of Nishapur. Malik
Shah died in 593/1197 in the neighbourhood of
Nishapur. cAla° al-Dln Muhammad (as Kutb al-Din
called himself after his father's death) took Marw and
Nishapur in 598/1202 from the Ghurids Ghiyath alDln and his brother Shihab al-Dln.
In addition to the wars and rebellions (e.g.
604-5/1207-8) which afflicted the town, it suffered
from repeated earthquakes (540/1145, 605/1208,
679/1280). Yakut who visited it in 613/1216 but
stayed in Shadyakh, could still see the damage done
by the first earthquake and by the Ghuzz, but nevertheless thought the town the finest in Khurasan. The
second earthquake was particularly severe; the inhabitants on this occasion fled for several days into the
plain below the city.
In 618/1221 the Mongols under fiinghiz Khan
sacked the city completely (see Djuwaynl-Boyle, i,
169-78). Although Nishapur's palmiest days were
ended by the Mongol devastations, it soon revived
from the effects of these. The city's centre had been
displaced to Shadyakh after the earthquakes of the
early 7th/13th century, and the same cause lay behind
its reconstitution on a third site towards the end of
that same century. Hamd Allah MustawfT describes it
in the 8th/14th century as highly flourishing, with extensive protective walls (Nuzha, 148-9, tr. 147-8),
whilst Ibn Baftuta calls it "Little Damascus" for its
fertility and productiveness, and praises the madrasas
and throngs of students which he saw there (Rihla, iii,
80-2, tr. Gibb, iii, 583-5).
Thereafter, Nishapur slowly declined in importance until its modest revival in the later 19th century.
In 1890 G.N. Curzon found the Nishapur region still
fertile, and the famous turquoise mines in the district
called Bar-i Macdin some 50 km/35 miles northwest of
the town were still being profitably worked; but the
walls of the town itself were ruinous (Persia and the Persian question, London 1892, i, 260-7). The modern
town of Nl§hapur is situated in lat. 36° 13' and long.
58° 49' E., and lies in an altitude of 1193 m./3,913 ft.
and on the east side of a plain surrounded by hills. To
the north and east of the town lies the ridge of
Binalud-Kuh, which separates it from the valley of
Mashhad and Tus. At its foot spring a number of
streams, among them the Shura Rud and the river of
Dizbad (MustawfT) which irrigate the lands of
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Nishapur and disappear in the salt desert to the west.
North of the town in the mountains was the little lake
of Cashma Sabz out of which, according to MustawfT,
run two streams, one to the east and the other to the
west. The tombs of her famous sons c Umar Khayyam
and Farld al-Dln c Attar [q.vv. ] are still shown in the
town. According to the 1365.yA/1986 census, Nishapur
had a population of 109,258.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): 1. Sources. For these, see El1 art. s.v.
(E. Honigmann), to which should be added Hudud
al-cdlam, tr. Minorsky, 102-3, comm. 325-6.
2. Studies. W. Tomaschek, Zur historische
Topographic von PersienL in SB Ak. Wien (1883, 1885),
i, 7708; Marquart, Erdnsahr, Berlin 1901, 47, 49,
68-9, 74-5, 293, 301; C.E. Yate, Khurasan and
Seistan, Edinburgh 1900; Le Strange, Lands, 382-8;
P.M. Sykes, A sixth journey in Persia, in GJ, xxxvii
(1911), 1-19, 149-65; A. Gabriel, Die Erforschung
Persiens, Vienna 1952, index; Sylvia A. Matheson,
Persia, an archaeological guide2, London 1976,
199-200; C. Wilkinson, Nishapur. Some early Islamic
buildings and their decoration, New York 1986.
(E. HoNiGMANN-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
NiSHAPURI, ZAHIR AL-DiN, Persian a u t h o r
who wrote a valuable history of the Saldjuks during
the reign of the last Great Saldjuk of Persia, Toghrfl
(III) b. Arslan [q.v.]; he must have died ca. 580/11845. Nothing is known of his life except that Rawandl
[q.v.] states (Rdhat al-sudur, ed. M. Iqbal, 54) that he
had been tutor to the previous sultans Mascud b.
Muhammad [q.v.] and Arslan b. Toghrfl (II). His
Saldjuk-ndma was long believed lost, but was known as
the main source for RawandT's information on the
Saldjuks up to the latter's own time (see Rdhat al-sudur,
Preface, pp. XXVI, XXIX); hence it is essentially
Nishapuri's material which was utilised for the
Saldjuks by later authors like Rashld al-DTn, Hamd
Allah MustawfT and Hafiz-i Abru [q. vv. ]. The Salajukndma is a concise, soberly-written history in Persian,
of especial value for the history of the later sultans up
to the accession of Toghrfl (III) in 571/1176; see for
an estimate of its worth, Cl. Cahen, The historiography
of the Seljuqid period, in B. Lewis and P.M. Holt (eds.),
Historians of the Middle East, London 1962, 73-6. After
its rediscovery, it was indifferently published at
Tehran in 1322/1953.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
text): Barthold, Turkestan, 30; Storey-Bregel, ii,
342-5 no. 639; K.A. Luther, The Saljuqndmah and the
Jdmic al-tawdrikh, in Procs. of the colloquium on Rashid
al-Din Fadlalldh, Tabriz-Tehran 134811969, Tehran
1971, 26-35.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
NITHAR (A.), verbal noun of nathara "to scatter,
spread abroad", in the pre-modern Middle East, the
showering of m o n e y , jewels and other
valuables on occasions of rejoicing, such as a wedding, a circumcision, the accession of a ruler, the victorious return from a military campaign, the reception of a diplomatic envoy, recovery from illness, etc.
It was thus in part one aspect of the general practice
of largesse and presentgiving by superiors to inferiors
[see HIBA, IN C AM, KHIL C A] but also an aspect of charity
to the poor. On occasion, the whole of the state
treasury might be disbursed in this way (see Spuler,
Iran, 347). Nithdrs are often mentioned in descriptions
of court festivities under the early Gjiaznawid [q. v. ]
sultans; see Gltl Falah Rastgar, cAddb u rusum u
tashrifat dar bdr-i Ghazna az khildl-i Ta^nkh-i Bayhaki, in
Ydd-ndma-yi Abu 'l-Fadl-i Bayhaki, Mashhad 1349
sh/1970, 412 ff.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(ED.)

In India. The occasions for the distribution of
largesse to the court and to the multitudes attending
processions have been detailed in MARASIM. 5, and
MAWAKIB. 5, above; and references to the smaller
coins used in the nithdr are made in MUGHALS. 11.
Numismatics.
There are few specific references to nithdr in Indian
dynasties before the Mughal period, although it was
an ancient Indian custom and so likely to have been
perpetuated (cf. N.N. Law, Ancient Hindu coronations
and allied ceremonials, in Ind.Ant. [June 1919], 84 ff.) in
the Dihll sultanate and elsewhere; for example, the
shower of gold and silver coins, and jewels, over the
head of a recent conqueror is referred to in the account of the conquest of Malwa by Muzaffar II of
Gudjarat and by Sikandar b. Muhammad Mandjhu
in the Mir^dt-i Sikandan, and cAla3 al-Din KhaldjI is
said to have used manajamks [q. v. ] to scatter coins and
"golden stars" among the Dihll populace.
There are many references in the early Mughal
period to the practice under Babur and Humayun
(Tuzuk-i Bdburi, tr. Beveridge, 43; Gulbadan Begam,
Humdyun-ndma, 112 et passim), when not only small
gold and silver coins but also small gold and silver
fruits (almonds, walnuts and filberts) and flowers
were so scattered. This would appear to have been a
Caghata0! custom inherited by the Mughals, and it
persisted until at least the time of Farrukhsiyar. Fanny Parks (Wanderings of a pilgrim in search of the picturesque, London 1850) speaks of the custom of showering
coins and jewels over the head of the new ruler in the
Lakhna^u court. For the scattering of coins among the
populace, besides the half- and quarter-rupees,
smaller coins, usually thinner than those of the
standard currency and not standing in any regular
fractional relation to it, of gold as well as silver, and
many of dainty and excellent workmanship, were
known especially from the reign of Djahanglr; nithdri
was for a short time the name of his quarter-rupee,
though nithdr, nur afshdn and khayr kabul are all used for
largesse-coins in his reign. Occasions for the scattering of nithdr were especially the Imperial festivals and
processions on anniversaries of accession-date, the
emperor's solar and lunar birthdays, the births and
marriages of royal princes and princesses, the formal
weighing of the emperor against gold, silver and
jewels, the db-pdshi ceremony, ceremonial visits to
Akbar's tomb and to the tombs of certain pirs
(especially at Fathpur Slkrl and Adjmer), and so on.
It seems certain that much largesse-money was struck
at provincial mints, possibly in connection with imperial visits, as many of the dated nithdrs correspond
with dates in the chronicles.
Bibliography: In addition to references in the article, see especially S.H. Hodivala, Nijdrs, no. XIV
in Historical studies in Mughal numismatics, Calcutta
1923; references passim in the coin catalogues mentioned in the Bibl. to MUGHALS. 11.
(J. BURTON-PAGE)
NIYAHA (A.) "lamentation", the noun of
action from ndha "to weep with great cries, lamentations, sighings and affliction". The term is used to
designate the activity of professional mourners who
play a great role in funeral ceremonies all around the
Mediterranean. If it is mentioned here, it is because
this practice, considered to be a legacy of paganism,
was condemned by the Prophet. Indeed, he is made to
say "Three pre-Islamic customs (akhldk; Usd al-ghaba,
ficl) are not to be retained by the Muslims. They are:
invoking the planets in order to receive rain (istiskd* bi
'l-kawdkib), attacking genealogies (al-tacn fi 'l-nisba)
and lamenting the dead (al-niydha cald 'l-mayyit)" (al-
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Taban, Appendix, extract from the Dhayl alMudhayyal, iii 4 , 2387; Ibn al-Athlr, Usd al-ghdba, i,
299).
Weeping for the dead was something which could
be done not only by women but also by men, some of
whom become wellknown for this; the Aghdni cites,
e.g. Ibn Suraydj (i, 99-100).
The pagan character of this practice is displayed in
a text of Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, i/1, 88, where it is written:
"At the death of his son Ibrahim, the Prophet wept
(bakd). Someone said to him, O Messenger of God,
did you not forbid weeping?—He replied, I forbade
raising one's voice (nawh) in two instances, both
equally stupid and impious: a voice raised in a state
of happiness (which shows itself) in celebrations,
disporting and diabolical chantings (mazdmir shay tan)
and a voice in times of misfortune (which shows itself)
in mutilating one's face, tearing of clothes and a
diabolical mourning cry (rannat shaytdn = the nenia of
the Romans = a funeral lament). My personal tears
express my compassion (rahma). Whoever has no compassion (for others), (these last) will have no compassion for him."
Another account, given by the same author (91),
confirms the previous one. There was an eclipse of the
sun on the day of Ibrahim's death; people saw in it a
relationship of cause and effect. The Prophet rebutted
this relationship and then let his tears flow. People
said to him, "You are weeping, you, the Messenger
of God!"—He replied, "I am a man; the eyes shed
tears, the heart breaks and we say nothing which will
irritate the Lord."
Finally, one should add that, amongst the ancient
Arabs, the position of the woman weeping for her husband served as an indication of her future intentions.
If she did this standing (kd^ima), it was assumed that
she would not marry again (Aghdni, ii, 138).
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see M. Abdesselem, Le theme de la mort,
Tunis 1977, index s.vv. lamentations, mourners,
etc. _ _
(T. FAHD)
NIYAZI, an O t t o m a n poet and m y s t i c . Shams
al-Dln Mehmed known as MisrI Efendi, Shaykh
MisrI, whose makhlas was NiyazI, came from Aspuzl,
the former summer capital of Malatya (cf. Ewliya
Celebi, iv, 15; von Moltke, Reisebriefe, 349), where his
father was a Nakshbandl dervish. NiyazI was born in
1027/1617-18. The statement occasionally found that
Soghanlf was his birthplace is not correct.
His father instructed him in the teaching of the
order, then he went in 1048/1638 to Diyarbakr, later
to Mardln where he studied for three years and finally
to Cairo. There he joined the Kadirl order, travelled
for seven years and finally settled down in the
Anatolian village of Elmali, once notorious as a centre
of heresy, to devote himself to study under the famous
Khalwetl Shaykh Umm-i Sinan (d. 1069/1658). He
stayed with him for twelve years until he was sent by
the Shaykh as his deputy to c Ushshak near Izmir.
After the death of his master, he moved to Bursa,
where a pious citizen, Abdal Celebi, built a hermitage
for him. The fame of his sanctity and his gifts of prophecy spread more and more and finally reached the
ears of the grand vizier Kopriilu-zade Ahmed Pasha
[see KOPRULU], who invited him to Edirne, entertained him with great honour for 40 days and finally
sent him back to Bursa. When in 1083/1672 the army
set out for Kameniec in Podolia [see KAMANI&A], he
was summoned to Edirne; where he had great
audiences as a preacher. As he had allowed himself to
drop Kabbalistic allusions (kelimdt-i djifriyye), he gave
offence and was banished to Lemnos. There he spent
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some years in exile until he received permission to
return to Bursa. The fact that during his stay on the
island it was spared Venetian attacks was interpreted
as a miracle wrought by this holy man. But when he
stirred up the people by "kabbalistic" preaching he
was again banished to Lemnos in Safar 1088/May
1677. All kinds of prophecies which were fulfilled, as
well as the story that his coming had been foretold by
Ibn al-cArabI [q.v.], strengthened his reputation as a
holy man and miracle-worker. He spent ten years on
Lemnos until in 1101/1689 the vizier Koprulii-zade
Mustafa Pasha allowed him to return to Bursa. In the
next year he was summoned to Edirne; he again
excited the people by political utterances and mystical
allusions so that the Ka°immakam c Othman Pasha
had him taken, with all respect, by a guard of
Janissaries and Cawushs out of the mosque and sent
directly via Gallipoli to Bursa. From there he was
again banished to Lemnos, but died on 20 Radjab
1105/17 March 1694. The date 1111/1699 given by
von Hammer, GOD, iii, 588, must therefore be
wrong.
Unfortunately, the contemporary notices give no
information about the nature of the sermons by
NiyazI which gave offence from the political as well as
religious point of view. The historian Demetrius
Kantemir said NiyazI was secretly a Christian. His
Diwdn, in Arabic and Turkish, does not justify this
suggestion, although the poem declared by von Hammer (GOD, iii, 589) to be apocryphal, given in translation by Kantemir, is really taken from his Diwdn, as
Gibb, HOP, iii, 315, has proved. No study has yet
been made of the Diwdn or of NiyazI's position in the
religious life of a Turkey generally.
The order founded by NiyazI once possessed
several monasteries on Greek soil, in Modoni,
Negroponte (Eghriboz), Saloniki, Mytilene, also in
Edirne, Bursa and Izmir. Cf. thereon the study by
V.A. Gordlevski, Tarikat Misri Niyazi, in Dokladi
Akademii Nauk SSSR (1929), 153-60.
The main source for the history of Niyazl's life and
work is the rare Turkish treatise of Moralfzade LutfT
( = Mustafa Lutfullah), Tuhfat al-^asn Ji mandkib alMim, published at Bursa in 1308/1890-1.
Niyazl's poems were repeatedly published 1254 and
1259 at Bulak, also 1260 and 1291 in Istanbul; cf.
thereon von Hammer, in Wiener Jahrbiicher, Ixxxv, 36,
andJA, ser. 4, vol. viii, 261. On his numerous other
works, only available in mss., cf. Bursalf Mehmed
Tahir, ^Othmdnll mu^ellifleri, i, 173-4, with references
to where they are preserved, and Abdulbaki
Golpmarli, I A art. s.v.
Bibliography: In addition to the works mentioned by J. von Hammer, GOD, iii, 587 ff., and
Gibb, HOP, iii, 312 ff, and Bursalf Mehmed
Tahir, <0thmdnli mu^ellifleri, i, 172 f f , cf. also the
biographies of Ottoman poets by Shaykhl, Salim,
c
UshshakI-zade, etc.; Rashid, Ta>rikh, i, 89, 193;
J.B. Brown, The Danishes2, London 1927, 203-5.
On Niyazl's religious attitude, cf. D. Kantemir,
Geschichte des osmanischen Reiches, Hamburg 1745,
636-7, 642, also Mouradgea d'Ohsson, Tableau de
I'Empire Ottoman, iv, 626, also von Hammer, GOR,
vi, 337, 364, 578, vii, 161 (his tomb on Lemnos);
L. Massignon, al-Halldj, martyr mystique de I'Islam, i,
Paris 1922, 428 ff, 440. The Vienna ms. no. 1928
(cf. Flugel, Katai, iii, 474 ff.) contains besides the
Diwdn many other works of NiyazI; cf. thereon
Rieu, Catal. of Turk. mss. in the Brit. Mus., 261.
(F. BABINGER)
NIYAZI BEY, AHMED (1873-1912), Y o u n g T u r k
o f f i c e r and one of the protagonists of the Ottoman
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constitutional revolution of 1908. NiyazI hailed from
Resen (he was called Resnell, i.e. "from Resen"),
and was an Albanian by birth.
He went to military rushdi and i^dddi schools in
Monastir (Bitola) before entering the military
academy (Harbiyye) in Istanbul, where he graduated as
a second lieutenant in 1896. After his graduation he
saw service in the European provinces of the Empire
and he made a name for himself during the battle of
Beshpfnar in the 1897 Greek-Ottoman war. He was
promoted to first lieutenant, captain and eventually
adjutant-major, while serving with the Third
(Macedonian) Army between 1898 and 1908.
Between 1903 and 1908 he was in command of the
Third Light Rifle Batallion in Ohrid and constantly
engaged in combating the guerrilla warfare of
Bulgarian bands in the area.
When the ^Othmdnli Hiirriyet Djem^iyyeti (Ottoman
Freedom Committee), which later merged with the
Paris-based Ittihdd we TerakkiDjem^iyyeti [q.v.] (Committee of Union and Progress), began to spread
among the officers of the Third Army, NiyazI was an
early member. In July 1908, the Society suspected
that a decision to break up and divide the Ottoman
Empire had been reached by King Edward VII of
England and Tsar Nicholas during their discussions at
Reval, and it decided to act to force the restoration of
constitutional rule in order to ward off foreign
intervention. NiyazI was the first of a number of
Young Turk officers, who, on the orders of the Committee, started an insurrection in Macedonia. On Friday, 3 July 1908 he took to the hills with about two
hundred men and began to demand the restoration of
the constitution in cables sent to the authorities. He
was soon followed by other officers, such as Enwer

nounced audibly or mentally, is called niyya. Without
it, the act would be bdtil [q.v.].
The niyya is required before the performance of the
c
ibdddt, such as washing, bathing, prayer, alms,
fasting, retreat, pilgrimage, sacrifice. "Ceremonial
acts without niyya are not valid", says al-Ghazall
(Ihyd\ Cairo 1282, iv, 316). Yet a survey of the opinions of the lawyers regarding the niyya in connection
with each of the Cibdddt would show that there is only
unanimity about the niyya as required before the saldt.
Further, the niyya must immediately precede the
act, lest it should lose its character and become simple
decision (cazm). It must accompany the act until the
end (Abu Ishak al-ShlrazI, Tanbih, ed. Juynboll, 3).
Its seat is the heart, the central organ of intellect and
attention. Lunatics, therefore, cannot pronounce a
valid niyya.
So the niyya has become a legal act of its own. It is
usually called obligatory, but in some cases, e.g. the
washing of the dead, commendable. It can even be
asked what the intention of the niyya is. According to
al-Badjuri (i, 57), four conditions must be fulfilled in
a niyya: he who pronounces it must be Muslim, compos
mentis, well acquainted with the act he wants to perform, and having the purpose to perform this act. In
some instances adjma^a is used, where the later
language has nawd (e.g. al-Nasa°I, Siydm, bdb 68; alTirmidhl, Sawm, bdb 33).
The term does not occur in the Kur D an. It is found
in canonical hadith, but the passages show that is has
not yet acquired in this literature the technical meaning and limitation described above. The development
of this technical use appears to have taken place
gradually, probably aided by Jewish influence. In
Jewish law, the kawwdnd has a function wholly
analogous to the niyya. Al-Shafi c I(d. 204/820) appears
After the restoration of the constitution on 24 July,
to be acquainted with the niyya in its technical sense
NiyazI, together with Enwer, was launched by the
(Kitdb al-Umm). In canonical hadith, i.e. the literature
C.U.P. as one of the Hurriyyet Kahramdnlan
which, generally speaking, reflects the state of things
("Freedom Heroes") and he toured the Empire,
up to the middle of the 2nd/8th century, neither the
receiving a rapturous welcome from the crowds. Later
verb nawd nor the noun niyya appear to have any
in the year the C.U.P. decided to have NiyazI's
special technical connection with the Cibdddt. On the
memoirs (which were partly ghosted) published as the
contrary, niyya has here the common meaning of
account of the revolution to the exclusion of all others.
intention.
One reason for this was probably that, unlike most
In this sense, it is of great importance. Al-Bukhari
of his Young Turk colleagues, NiyazI did not have
opens his collection with a tradition, which in this
political ambitions and devoted himself to military
place is apparently meant as a motto. It runs: "Works
matters. When, on 13 April 1909, a counterare only rendered efficacious by their intention"
revolution broke out in Istanbul and the constitu(innamd 'l-a^mdlbi 'l-niyya or bi 'l-niyydt). This tradition
tionalists were driven from the city, NiyazI was
occurs frequently in the canonical collections. It constitutes a religious and moral criterion superior to that
instrumental in raising the Albanian volunteers who
of the law. The value of an cibdda, even if performed
made up an important part of the Hareket Ordusu
("Operational Army") that reconquered the capital
in complete accordance with the precepts of the law,
for the C.U.P. and the constitution two weeks later.
depends upon the intention of the performer, and if
NiyazI fought in Tripolitania during the Ottomanthis intention should be sinful, the work would be
Italian war of 1911 and then retired to his native
valueless. "For", adds the tradition just mentioned,
Resen. On 17 April 1913 he was killed by an Albanian
"every man receives only what he has intended"; or
nationalist in Valona, while on his way to Istanbul.
"his wages shall be in accordance with his intention"
Bibliography: Kol Aghasi Resneli Ahmed
(Malik, Djana*iz, trad. 36). In answer to the question
NiyazI, Khdtirdt-i Niydzi ydkhud Tdnkhce-yi Inkildb-i
how long the hidjra is open, tradition says: "There is
Kabir-i ^Othmdniden bir sahifa, Istanbul 1326 [RumI]
no hi(jjra after the capture of Mecca, only holy war and
71910, also published as fhsan Ilgar (ed.),
intention" (al-Bukharl, Mandkib al-Ansdr, bdb 45;
Balkanlarda bir gerillaci. Hurriyet Kahramam Resneli
Djihdd, bdb 1, 27; Muslim, Imdra, trad. 85, 86, etc.).
Niydzi Bey'in amlan, Istanbul 1975; Ibrahim AlaetThis higher criterion, once admitted, may suspend
tin Govsa, Turk meshurlan ansiklopedisi, Istanbul
the law in several cases (cf. Snouck Hurgronje, Islam
n.d., 286; Feroz Ahmad, The Young Turks. The Com- und Phonograph, in TBGKW, xlii, 393 ff. = Verspr.
mittee of Union and Progress in politics 1908-1914,
Geschriften, ii, 419 ff.). So the intention, in this sense,
Oxford 1969, 176.
(E.J. ZURCHER)
becomes a work of its own, just as the intention in its
NIYYA (A.), i n t e n t i o n . The acts prescribed by
juridical application. Good intention is taken into
the Islamic shari^a, obligatory or not, require to be
account by God, even if not carried out; it heightens
preceded by a declaration by the performer, that he
the value of the work. On the other hand, refraining
intends to perform such an act. This declaration, profrom an evil intention is reckoned as a good work (al-
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Bukhari, Rikdk, bab 31). In this connection, the (postcanonical) tradition can be understood, according to
which the intention of the faithful is better than his
work (Lisdn al-cArab, xx, 223; cf. al-Ghazall, Ihyd\ iv,
330 ff., where this tradition is discussed). In similar
instances, niyya comes near to the meaning of ikhlds
[q.v.].
Bibliography: Badjun, Hashiya, Cairo 1303, i,
57; Shacram, al-Mizdn al-kubrd, Cairo 1279, i, 135,
136, 161, ii, 2, 20, 30, 42; GhazalT, Kitdb al-Wa&iz,
Cairo 1317, i, 11, 12, 40, 87, 100-1, 106, 115;
idem, Ihyd*, iv, book 7, also tr. into German by H.
Bauer, Halle a.d. Saale 1916; C. Snouck
Hurgronje, Verspreide Geschriften, i, 50, ii, 90; Th.W.
Juynboll, Handleiding, index, s.v.; A.J. Wensinck,
Handbook of early Muh. tradition, s.v. Intention; idem,
De intentie in recht, ethiek en mystiek der semietische volken,
in Versl. Med. Ak. Amst., ser. 5, iv, 109 ff.
(A.J. WENSINCK)
NlZAK, TARKHAN, ruler of the northern
branch of the Hephtalite confederation which had in
pre-Islamic times ruled both north and south of the
Hindu Kush, from what is now Soviet Central Asia to
northern India, that people known to the Arab
historians as Haytal ( < * Habtal), pi. Hayatila [q.v.]
(see on them, R. Ghirshman, Les Chionites-Hephtalites,
Cairo 1958, 69 ff.). It is unclear whether the Tarkhan
element of his name is in fact a personal name or the
well-known Central Asian title (on which see
Bosworth and Sir Gerard Clauson, in JRAS [1965],
11-12).
The power of the northern Hephthalites, whose
dominions were centred on Badhghfs [q. v. ] in what is
now northern Afghanistan, was threatened by the
advance of Arab armies under the command of
Kutayba b. Muslim [0.z>.]. Uncertain of Nlzak's
strength, Kutayba at first made peace with him, on
condition that Nlzak provide military aid for his campaigns into Transoxania (87-90/706-9). But in 90/709
Nlzak led a rising against Kutayba of the Hephthalites
and Turkish rulers of the upper Oxus lands, seeking
help also from the Kabul-Shah, apparently fearing
that the Arabs were going to secure an irreversible
grip on these eastern fringes of Khurasan unless stopped. However, Kutayba and his brother cAbd alRahman defeated and captured Nlzak (91/710), and
executed him, contrary to an earlier promise of amdn,
on the direct orders of the governor of the East alHadjdjadj. The collapse of the revolt marked the end
of Hephthalite power north of the Hindu Kush,
though the southern Hephthalite kingdom, centred on
Zabulistan [q. v. ], survived for some two centuries as
a barrier to Muslim expansion through southern
Afghanistan (see Bosworth, Sistdn under the Arabs,
Rome 1968, index s.v. Zunbll).
Bibliography: Baladhuri, Futuh, 420; Ya c kubi,
Ta^rikh, ii, 342; Tabarl, ii, 1184 ff., 1204-7, 121722, 1226; F.N. Skrine and E.D. Ross, The heart of
Asia, London 1899, 56-9; J. Wellhausen, Das
arabische Reich und sein Sturz, Berlin 1902, 271, Eng.
tr. 435; H.A.R. Gibb, The Arab conquests in Central
Asia, London 1923, 32, 37-8, 80; Ghirshman, Les
Chionites-Hephtalites, 98-104; M.A. Shaban, The
c
Abbdsid Revolution, Cambridge 1970, 65-7. For
Nlzak's coins, see Ghirshman, op. cit., 25 ff.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
NIZAM (A.), the h o n o r i f i c t i t l e which became
characteristic of the rulers of the Indo-Muslim state of
Haydarabad [q. v. ] , derived in the first place from the
fuller title Nizam al-Mulk borne by the Mughal noble
Kamar al-Dln Cm Kiltf Khan [see NIZAM AL-MULK],
who became governor of the Deccan in 1132/1720 and
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who also bore the title of Asaf Djah. The process of the
identification of the title Nizam with the rulership of
Haydarabad was strengthened by the long reign there
(1175-1217/1762-1802) of Asaf Djah's fourth son
Nizam CAH Khan, and henceforth the ruler was
known in British Government of India parlance as
"His Highness the Nizam".
Bibliography: See H. Yule and A.C. Burnell,
Hobson-Jobson, a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial
words and phrases2, London 1903, 628.
(E°-)
NIZAM BADAKHSHI, I n d o - M u s l i m scholar
of the 10th/16th century. He studied law and hadith
under Mawlana c lsam al-Dln Ibrahim and Mulla
Sacld in his native province of Badakhshan in eastern
Afghanistan and was looked upon as one of the most
learned men of his age. He was also the murid (disciple) of Shaykh Husayn of Kh w arazm. His
attainments procured him access to the court of
Sulayman, prince of Badakhshan, who conferred
upon him the title of Kadi Khan. Subsequently, he
left his master and went to India. At Kanpur, he was
introduced to the Mughal Emperor Akbar (9631014/1556-1605). He received several presents, and
was appointed Parwdnci writer. Akbar soon discovered
in him a man of great insight, and made him a "Commander of One Thousand" (yak hazdri). He also
bestowed upon him the title of GhazT Khan after he
had distinguished himself in several expeditions. He
died in Oudh at the age of seventy in 992/1584. He
is the author of the following works: 1. Hdshiyat Shark
al-^Akd^id, a commentary on al-Taftazam's commentary on the ^Akd^id of al-NasafT; 2. several treatises on
Suflsm.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Kadir al-Bada°unT, Muntakhab al-tawdrikh, iii, 153; JShah Nawaz Khan.
Mahathir al-umard^, ii, 857; Azad, Darbdr-i Akban,
815; Abu '1-Fadl cAllamI, A>in-i Akban, tr.
Blochmann, 440.
(M. HIDAYET HOSAIN)
NIZAM AL-DIN AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD MUKIM
AL-HARAWi
(d.
1003/1594),
a
Persian
h i s t o r i a n , author of the celebrated Tabakdt-i
Akbarshdhi. He was a descendant of the famous shaykh
of Harat, c Abd Allah Ansari. His father Khodja
Muklm HarawT was major-domo to Babur (9327/1526-30 [q.v.]) and later vizier to the governor of
Gudjarat Mlrza cAskarT. Nizam al-DTn himself held
several high military offices under the Great Mughal
Akbar and became in 993/1585 Bakhshi of Gudjarat
and in 1001/1593 even Bakhshi of the whole empire.
According to Bada°unT (ii, 397), he died on 23 Safar
1003/18 October 1594, aged 45. At his father's
instigation he took up historical studies while quite a
boy. His fondness for this subject increased as time
went on and induced him to try writing himself. The
lack of a complete history of India made him decide
to fill the gap, and thus arose his celebrated work,
called the Tabakdt-i Akbarshdhi or Tabakdt-i Akban or
Ta^rikh-i Nizdmi which was finished in 1001/1593.
Nizam al-Dln used 27 different sources for this work,
all of which he mentions by name, and in this way
produced a very thorough piece of work on which all
his successors have relied. He deals with the history of
India from the campaigns of Sebuktigm (366-87/97797) to the 37th year of Akbar's reign (1001/1593). The
work is divided into a mukaddima which deals with the
Ghaznawids, and nine tabakdt : 1. the Sultans of Dihll
from Mu c izz al-Dln Chun to Akbar (574-1002/11781594); at the end of this part are biographies of
famous men at Akbar's court, amirs, ^ulamd*, poets,
writers and shaykhs; 2. the rulers of the Deccan (7481002/1347-1594):
the
Bahmam,
NizamshahT,
c
AdilshahI and Kutbshahl ones; 3. the rulers of
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Gudjarat (793-980/1390-1572); 4. the rulers of Malwa
(809-977/1406-1569); 5. the rulers of Bengal (741984/1340-1576); 6. the SharkI dynasty of Djawnpur
(784-881/1381-1476); 7. the rulers of Kashmir (747995/1346-1567); 8. the history of Sind from the Arab
conquest (86/705) to 1001/1593; 9. the history of
Multan (847-932/1444-1525). The whole work was to
have as a khdtima a topographical description of India,
but it was apparently never finished by the author.
Bibliography. Rieu, B.M. catalogue, 220a-222a.
Biography of the author: Elliot and Dowson, History
of India, v, 178-80. Synopsis of contents, ibid., v,
177-476; N. Lees, mJRAS, New Ser., iii, 451. Edit i o n s : lith. Lucknow 1870; B. De, The Tabahat-i
Akbari (or A History of India from the early Musalman
invasions to the thirty-sixth year of the reign of Akbar) (with
Eng.tr.), Calcutta 1913 (Bibl. Indica, New Ser.
199). For mss., see Storey, i, 433-5.
(E. BERTHELS)
NIZAM AL-DlN AWLIYA3, SHAYKH, a widely
venerated s a i n t of the Cishti order [see CISHTIYYA]
who raised his silsila to a pan-Indian position, was
born at Bada°un [q.v.] (in U.P.) ca. 640-1/1243-4. He
was given the name Muhammad but became known
by his title Nizam al-Dm. His grandfather had
migrated to India from Bukhara under the stress of
Mongol invasions. His father died when he was a boy
of tender age. His mother, Blbl Zulaykha, a lady of
fervent piety, brought him up and moulded his
thought and character. In Bada°un, Shad! MukrT
taught him the Kurgan, and Mawlana cAla° al-Dln
UsulT gave instruction on the works of al-Kudurl and
the Hiddya. At the age of sixteen he reached DihlT in
order to complete his education. Mawlana Kamal alDln Zahid, a pious and dedicated scholar, taught the
Mashdrik al-anwdr to him and he committed it to
memory. During this early period Nizam al-DTn lived
in Dihll with his mother and sister under conditions of
appalling poverty. At the age of twenty he left for
Adjodhan (later known as Pak Patan [q. v . ] , and joined
the discipline of Shaykh Farld al-Dm Gandj-i Shakar
[ q . v . ] . Three years later, the Shaykh appointed him as
his chief successor and directed him to settle in Dihll
and work for the expansion of the order. For about
half a century he lived and worked in DihlT in order
to propagate the CishtT mystical way and transformed
the Cishti order into a movement for mass spiritual
culture (BaranT's Hasrat-ndma as cited in Siyar alawliya*, 346-7). As a result, CishtT khdnakdhs came to
be established all over the country. According to
GhawthI Shattan, he sent 700 deputies to different
parts of the country. Shaykh Nizam al-Dln Awliya0
died in DihlT in 18 Rabi c II '725/3 April 1325.
Muhammad b. Tughluk [q.v.] built a dome over his
grave. His mausoleum is visited by hundreds of
thousands of people every year. The area where the
tomb stands is known as Basti Nizam al-Din.
The Shaykh maintained an attitude of dignified
aloofness from the court and never meddled in
political affairs. His khalifas were not permitted to
accept government service or to consort with kings.
An erudite scholar of hadith, with deep insight in
Islamic jurisprudence, he was respected for his learning and large numbers of the ^ulamd^ of DihlT owed
spiritual allegiance to him. He gave a revolutionary
direction to religious activity by emphasising that service of mankind brought greater spiritual reward then
mere formal prayers (Fawd^id al-fu^dd, 13-14). His
khdnakdh was a welfare centre where free food was
served to all visitors, and money was distributed to the
needy and the poor on a very large scale. Enormous
futuh (unasked-for gifts) came to him, but he

distributed everything and kept nothing for himself.
BaranT (Ta\ikh-i Firuz-Shdhi, 343-7) has given a
graphic account of his popularity in DihlT.
The Shaykh's way of thinking endeared him to the
people. He believed in returning evil with good,
forgiving the insolent and adopting non-violent and
pacifist ways towards those inviting retaliation. He
looked upon bringing happiness to the hearts of men
as the summum bonum of his mystic activity. He
believed in hating the sin, not the sinner. His heart
went out in sympathy to the weak and the downtrodden, and the thought of people who had slept on the
shops and the mosques without food made morsels
stick in his throat (Siyar al-awliyd^, 128).
The principal khalifas of the Shayikh who worked to
propagate his teachings were: Shaykh NasTr al-DTn
Ciragh in DihlT, Shaykh Kutb al-DTn Munawwar in
the Pandjab, Mawlana Burhan al-DTn GharTb in the
Deccan, Mawlana Husam al-DTn in Gudjarat,
Mawlana WadjTh al-DTn Yusuf in Canderi and
Mawlana Siradj al-DTn c Uthman in Bengal. AmTr
Khusraw, the famous Persian poet, and Diva0 al-DTn
BaranT, the famous historian of medieval India, and
Mawlana Shams al-DTn Yahya and Mawlana Fakhr
al-DTn ZarradT, eminent scholars of the period, were
among his disciples. FTruz Shah Tughluk referred to
him as Sultan al-mashdyikh ("King of the saints"), and
throughout the centuries people of all walks of life
have paid respectful homage to his memory.
The site where Humayun's tomb now stands was
then a village known as Ghiyathpur, and the Shaykh
had his hospice there. Part of his khdnakdh, the Cillakhdna, still stands (BayazTd Bayat, Ta^nkh-i Humdyun
wa Akbar, Calcutta 1941, 234).
Bibliography: Two collections of his utterances
—the Fawd^id al-fu^dd, compiled by Hasan SidjzT
(Nawal Kishore, Lucknow 1884), and Durar-iNizdmt, compiled by CA1T Djandar (ms. Salar Djang
Museum,
Haydarabad
61/5-99), and two
biographical accounts—Kiwdm al-^akd^id by Djamal
Kiwam al-DTn (ms. Osmania University Library,
Haydarabad) and Siyar al-awliyd^ of MTr Khwurd
(Muhibb-i Hind Press, DihlT 1885) supply all the
basic details about his life, thought and activities.
For other sources, BaranT, Ta^rikh-i Firuz Shdhi,
Calcutta 1860; HamTd Kalandar. Khayr al-madjdlis.
ed. K.A. Nizami, cAlTgafh 1959; Hammad
KashanT, Ahsan al-akwdl, conversations of Shaykh
Burhan al-DTn GharTb, mss. Osmania University
Library 478 and 1474; Akbar HusaynT, Djawdmi**
al-kalim, Kanpur 1936; Rukn al-DTn KashanT,
Nafd^is al-anfds, ms. Nadwat al-cUlama3 Lucknow,
no. 1366; GhawthT Shattan, Gulzdr-i abrdr, ms. As.
Soc. Bengal D 262 ff. 26-8; DjamalT, Siyar al-cdrifin,
RidwT Press, DihlT 1315 A.H.; cAbd al-Hakk
Muhaddith, Akhbdr al-akhydr, Mudjtaba^T Press,
Dihli 1309 A.H.; for detailed bibliography see
Nizami, The life and times of Shaykh Nizam al-Din
Awliya, Delhi 1991.
(K.A. NIZAMI)
NIZAM A L D I N , MULLA MUHAMMAD,
leading scholar and mystic of early 18th-century
Awadh and the consolidator of the NizamT madrasa
curriculum which came to be used through much of
South Asia down to the 20th century. Nizam al-DTn
was the third son of Mulla Kutb al-DTn SihalwT whose
murder in 1103/1692 led to the emperor AwrangzTb
recompensing him and his three brothers by assigning
them the property of a European indigo merchant in
Lucknow and by granting them pensions to support
their scholarship; they and their descendants came to
be known as the FarangT Mahall family [q.v. in
Suppl.].
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Nizam al-Dln, who was fourteen at the time of his
father's death, studied under Mullas CA1T Kuli of
Dja3is, Aman Allah of Benares and Nakshband of
Lucknow. On finishing his education he established
the teaching tradition in FarangT Mahall, including
amongst his many pupils not only members of his own
family and the forerunners of the Khayrabad school of
ma^kuldt studies but also students from Bengal and
much of Awadh. At the same time through his powerful relationship with the illiterate Kadiri mystic,
Sayyid cAbd al-Razzak of Bansa (d. 5 Shawwal
1136/27 June 1724) he established his family's connections with the most dynamic saint of the region,
who has been to the present day the prime source of
the family's spiritual inspiration. He died on 1
Djumada 1161/29 April 1748. His son cAbd al-cAlT
Bahr al- c Ulum (d. 12 Radjab 1225-13 August 1810)
[q. v. ] ranks with Shah cAbd al-cAziz of DihlT [q. v. ] as
the leading Indian scholar of his day.
Nizam al-Dln's greatest achievement was the consolidation of the Dars-i Nizamiyya. Through this curriculum the tradition of ma^kuldt scholarship, which
had been boosted by the migration of many Persian
scholars to northern India from the time of Fadl
Shirazi's arrival at Akbar's court in 1583, and which
had been brought to new heights by the scholars of
Awadh in the late-17th and early-18th centuries, was
spread through much of India. Tradition has it that in
developing this curriculum Nizam al-Dln was merely
giving form to the customs of his father. These meant
directing the student only to the most difficult and
most comprehensive books on each subject so that he
was both forced to think and had a chance of finishing
his education while still a youth. They also meant in
practice a strong bias towards the rational as opposed
to the transmitted sciences. Champions of the curriculum assert that this need not necessarily be the
case; the Dars was not a specific course of books but
a special way of teaching.
Nizam al-Dln's writings reveal him to be at the
heart of the development of Persian traditions of
ma^kuldt scholarship in northern India. Among his
more prominent works were: his notes on Mulla
Sadra's commentary on al-Abhan's [q.v.] Hiddyat alhikma, his notes on Djalal al-Dln Dawanl's [q.v.] commentary on the ^Akd^id of c Adud al-Dln IdjT [q. v. ] and
his notes on the Shams al-bdzigdh of Mahmud
Djawnpurl and his commentaries on the Mandr alanwdr of Hafiz al-Dln al-Nasafi and on the Musallam
al-thubut of Muhibb Allah al-Bihan [<?.£>.], his father's
pupil. His writings also show him to be a supporter of
the reformed understanding of Ibn al- c ArabI promulgated by the 17th-century scholar and mystic,
Shah Muhibb Allah Ilahabadl. This understanding is
instinct in his record of the sayings and doings of his
pir, Sayyid cAbd al-Razzak of Bansa, Mandkib alRazzdkiyya, in which, while supporting Ibn al-cArab!'s
concept of the "unity of being" (wahdat al-wuajud), he
nevertheless insisted on a full observance of the
shari^a. Nizam al-Din's combination of ma^kuldt
scholarship and moderate wudjudi Sufism remained
the style of the FarangI Mahall family and their
followers through much of India down to the 20th century. Nizam al-Dln's shrine in Lucknow remains
celebrated for the solace it can bring the mentally
disturbed and scholars in difficulty.
Bibliography: The basic modern source for
Nizam al-Din is Muhammad Rada Ansari, Bdni-i
Dars-i Nizdmi, Lucknow 1973; among other sources
comprising the family tradition are: Nizam al-Dln
FarangI MahallT, Mandkib al-Razzdkiyya, Lucknow
1313; Wall Allah FarangT MahallT, al-Aghsdn al-
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arba^a, Nadwa ms., Lucknow; Altaf al-Rahman
Kidwa'I, Ahwdl-i 'ulamd^i Farangi Mahall, 1907;
c
Abd al-Bari, Athdr al-uwal, n.d., and Malfuz-i Razzdki, Kanpur 1926; MawlawT c lnayat Allah,
Tadhkira-yi culamd*-i Farangi Mahall, Lucknow 1928;
other major sources are: Ghulam CA1T Azad
BilgramI, Mahathir al-kirdm, Haydarabad 1913, and
Subhat al-marajdn, Bombay 1303/1886; Fakir
Muhammad
Lahawri,
Hadd^ik
al-hanafiyya,
Lucknow 1324/1906; Nawwab Siddlk Hasan Khan,
Abajad al-^ulum, Bhopal 1296/1878; Fadl Imam
KhayrabadI, Tarddjim al-fudald^,
Eng. trans.
Bazmee Ansari, Karachi 1956; for broad context
and interpretation see: F. Robinson, Perso-Islamic
culture in India from the seventeenth to the early twentieth
century, in R.L. Canfield, ed., Turko-Persia in
historical perspective, Cambridge 1991; idem, Scholarship and Mysticism in early eighteenth-century Awadh, in
A. Dallapiccola and S. Zingel-Ave Lallemant eds.,
Islam and the Indian regions 1000-1750 AD, forthcoming, and idem, Problems in the history of the Farangi
Mahall family of learned and holy men, in N.J. Allen et
al., eds., Oxford University Papers on India, i/2, Delhi
1987._
(F. ROBINSON)
NIZAM AL-MULK, ABU c Au AL-HASAN B. c Au B.
ISHAK AL-Tusi, the c e l e b r a t e d m i n i s t e r of the
S a l d j u k i d s u l t a n s Alp A r s l a n [q.v.] and
M a l i k s h a h [9.0.]. According to most authorities, he
was born on Friday 21 Dhu 'l-Ka c da 408/10 April
1018, though the 6th/12th century Ta^rfkh-i Bayhak of
Ibn Funduk al-Bayhakl [ q . v . ] , which alone supplies us
with detailed information about his family, places his
birth in 410/1019-20. His birth-place was Radkan, a
village in the neighbourhood of Tus, of which his
father was revenue agent on behalf of the Ghaznawid
government. Little is recorded of his early life. The
Wasdyd-yi Khwdaja-yi Nizam al-Mulk, however (for a
discussion of the credibility of which see JRAS [1931],
The Sar-gudhasht-iSaiyidnd, etc.), contains several anecdotes of his childhood, and is also responsible for the
statement that he became a pupil in Nishapur of a
well-known Shafi c T doctor Hibat Allah al-Muwaffak.
On the defeat of Mas c ud of Ghazna at Dandankan
[q.v. in Suppl.] in 431/1040, when most of Khurasan
fell into the hands of the Saldjuks, Nizam al-Mulk's
father CA1T fled from Tus to Khusrawdjird in his
native Bayhak, and thence made his way to Ghazna.
Nizam al-Mulk accompanied him, and whilst in
Ghazna appears to have obtained a post in a government office. Within three or four years, however, he
left the Ghaznawid^ for the Saldjuk service, first
attaching himself to Caghrf-Beg's [q.v.] commandant
in Balkh (which had fallen to a Saldjukid force in
432/1040-1)^ and later, probably about 445/1053-4,
moving to Caghrf's own headquarters at Marw. It
seems to have been now, or soon after, that he first
entered the service of Alp Arslan (then acting as his
father's lieutenant in eastern Khurasan) under his
wazir, Abu CA1I Ahmad b. Shadhan. And he so far
won Alp Arslan's regard as on Ibn Shadhan's death
to be appointed wazir in his stead (then, probably,
receiving his best-known lakab). During the period
between the death of Caghrf-Beg in 451/1059 and that
of Tughrfl-Beg in 455/1063, therefore, Nizam alMulk had the administration of all Khurasan in his
hands.
The fame which he thereby acquired, and the fact
that by now Alp Arslan was firmly attached to him,
played a considerable part in prompting TughrflBeg's wazir al-Kundun [0.z>.], first, before his
master's death, to scheme for the throne to pass to
Caghrf's youngest son Sulayman, and then, after it,
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to do his utmost to prevent Alp Arslan's accession.
For he calculated that Alp Arslan, on becoming
sultan, would retain Nizam al-Mulk rather than
himself in office. In the event, al-Kundurl, who soon
found himself too weak to oppose Alp Arslan, and
thereupon sought to retrieve his position by
acknowledging his claim, was retained in his post on
the new sultan's first entry into Rayy. But a month
later Alp Arslan suddenly dismissed him and handed
over affairs to Nizam al-Mulk. Al-Kundurl was
shortly afterwards banished to Marw al-Rudh, where
ten months later he was beheaded. His execution was
undoubtedly due to Nizam al-Mulk, whose fears he
had aroused by appealing for help to Alp Arslan's
wife.
During Alp Arslan's reign, Nizam al-Mulk accompanied him on all his campaigns and journeys, which
were almost uninterrupted. He was not present, however, at the famous battle of Malazgird [0.».], having
been sent ahead with the heavy baggage to Persia. On
the other hand, he sometimes undertook military
operations on his own, as in the case of the reduction
of Istakhr citadel in 459/1067. Whose, his or Alp
Arslan's, was the directing mind in matters of policy,
it is hard to determine. Its main points, however,
appear to have been the following: first, the employment of the large numbers of Turkmens that had
immigrated into Persia as a result of the Saldjuk successes, in raids outside the Ddr al-Isldm and into
Fatimid territory: hence the apparently strange circumstance that Alp Arslan's first enterprise after his
accession, despite the precarious condition of the
empire he had inherited, was a campaign in Georgia
and Armenia [see AL-KURDJ]; secondly, a demonstration that the sultan's force was both irresistible and
mobile, coupled with clemency and generally with
reinstatement for all rebels who submitted; thirdly,
the maintenance of local rulers, Sh^I as well as Sunnl,
in their positions as vassals of the sultan, together with
the employment of members of the Saldjuk family as
provincial governors; fourthly, the obviation of a
dispute over the succession by the appointment and
public acknowledgement of Malikshah [q. v. ], though
he was not the sultan's eldest son, as his heir; and
lastly the establishment of good relations with the
c
Abbasid caliph al-Ka°im [ q . v . ] , as the sultan's
nominal overlord.
Nizam al-Mulk did not really come into his own
until after the assassination of Alp Arslan in 465/1072.
But thenceforward, for the next twenty years, he was
the real ruler of the Saldjuk empire. He succeeded
from the outset in completely dominating the then
eighteen-year-old Malikshah, being assisted in this
purpose by the defeat of Kawurd's [q.v.] attempt to
secure the throne for himself (for which service Nizam
al-Mulk received the title atdbeg [q.v.], thus bestowed
for the first time). Indeed, in one aspect the history of
the reign resolves itself into repeated attempts by the
young sultan to assert himself, always in vain.
Malikshah undertook fewer campaigns and tours
than his father, the prestige of the Saldjuk arms now
being such that few would risk rebellion, and warlike
operations being left largely to the sultan's
lieutenants, as they had not been under Alp Arslan.
Nevertheless, from Isfahan, which had by now
become the sultan's normal place of residence,
Malikshah visited the greater part of his empire
accompanied by Nizam al-Mulk.
Policy continued on the same lines under Malikshah as under his father. Nizam al-Mulk, however,
was notably less tender than Alp Arslan had been to
insubordinate members of the Saldjuk family,

insisting at the outset on the execution of Kawurd,
and, later, on the blinding and imprisonment of
Malikshah's brother Tekesh.
He also reversed during the earlier part of
Malikshah's reign the conciliatory policy originally
pursued under Alp Arslan towards the caliph. He had
been rewarded for the friendly attitude he first
evinced—which formed a welcome contrast to that of
al-Kundurl—by the receipt from al-Ka°im of two new
lakabs, viz. Kiwdm al-Din and Radi Amir al-Mu^minin
(the latter believed to be the earliest of this type in the
case of a wazir); and up to 460/1068, his relations with
the caliph's wazir Fakhr al-Dawla Ibn Djahlr [see
DJAHIR, BANU] became more and more cordial; so
much so, indeed, that al-Ka°im in that year dismissed
Ibn Djahlr, chiefly on account of his too-subservient
attitude to the Saldjuk court. To secure this attitude
in the caliph's wazir was, however, the very aim of
Nizam al-Mulk; and on Fakhr al-Dawla's dismissal he
sought to impose a nominee of his own in a certain alRudhrawari, and subsequently in the latter's son Abu
Shudja c . Al-Ka°im, to avoid this, reappointed Fakhr
al-Dawla, though on condition that his relations with
the Saldjukids should in future be more correct. In
fact, they soon grew strained, till Nizam al-Mulk
came to attribute any unwelcome event in Baghdad to
Fakhr al-Dawla's influence. For many years, matters
were prevented from coming to a head by the tact of
Fakhr al-Dawla's son, c Amid al-Dawla [see DJAHIR,
BANU], who won Nizam al-Mulk's favour so far as to
marry in turn two of his daughters, Nafsa and
Zubayda; but in 471/1078 Nizam al-Mulk demanded
Fakhr al-Dawla's dismissal, which the caliph alMuktadf [q.v. ] (who had succeeded in 467/1075), was
obliged to grant. Nizam al-Mulk now hoped to obtain
the office for his own son Mu D ayyid al-Mulk; but to
this al-Muktadl would not agree. Henceforward,
accordingly, his dislike was deflected to al-Muktadl
himself, and to Abu Shudja c , his former protege,
whom the caliph now created deputy wazir in an effort
to conciliate him, leaving the vizierate itself unoccupied till the next year, when he appointed cAmid alDawla. But in 474/1082 Nizam al-Mulk in turn
demanded the dismissal and banishment of Abu
Shudjac, and at the same time composed his quarrel
with Fakhr al-Dawla, when the latter was sent on a
mission to Isfahan, concerting with him a plan by
which Fakhr al-Dawla should watch his interests at
Baghdad. As a result, al-Muktadl, who gave in with
a bad grace, lost all confidence in the Banu Djahir.
and two years later replaced c Amid al-Dawla with the
offensive Abu Shudja c ; whereupon Fakhr al-Dawla
and cAm!d al-Dawla fled to the Saldjukid headquarters. Nizam al-Mulk, on this, vowed vengeance
on al-Muktadl, and at first seems even to have contemplated the abolition of the caliphate (see Sibt Ibn
al-DjawzI, Mir^dt al-zamdn), as a prelude to which he
commissioned Fakhr al-Dawla to conquer Diyar Bakr
from the Marwanids [0.0.], the sole remaining Sunn!
tributaries of any consequence. The Marwanids were
duly ousted by 478/1085, whilst al-Muktadi, on his
side, showed himself consistently hostile to Nizam alMulk. But the latter's feelings towards the caliph were
in the following year completely transformed as a consequence of his first visit to Baghdad (for the wedding
of al-Muktadi to Malikshah's daughter). The caliph
received him very graciously; and thenceforward he
became a champion of the caliphate in face of the
enmity which developed between al-Muktadi and
Malikshah as a result of the marriage.
The celebrity of Nizam al-Mulk is really due to the
fact that he was in all but name a monarch, and ruled
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his empire with striking success. It was not his aim to
innovate. On the contrary, it was to model the new
state as closely as possible on that of the Ghaznawids,
in which he had been born and brought up. His position was similar to that of his forerunners, the Barmakids [see BARAMIKA], and the notable Buyid waztr,
the Sahib Ismacll b. cAbbad [q.v.]. All three may be
said to have represented the old Persian civilisation
(progressively Islamicised, of course) in the face of a
rise to empire of barbarian conquerors, Arab,
Daylami and now Turkmen. The monarchs were in
each case equalled, if not surpassed, by their waztrs,
and most of all in the case of Nizam al-Mulk. For with
him the invaders aspired to an emperor's position
whilst still quite unacclimatised to their new habitat,
so that his superiority in culture was the more marked
(cf. Barthold, Turkestan, 308). But in revenge, the
Saldjuks' lack of acclimatisation stood in the way of a
complete realisation by Nizam al-Mulk of the now
traditional Perso-Muslim state. Hence the lamentations that recur in the Siydsat-ndma.
The Siydsat-ndma or Siyar al-muluk, written by Nizam
al-Mulk in 484/1091 with the addition of eleven
chapters in the following year, is in a sense a survey
of what he had failed to accomplish. It scarcely
touches upon the organisation of the diwdn, for
instance, partly, it is true, because the book was
intended as a monarch's primer, but also because
Nizam al-Mulk, having absolute control of the diwdn,
as opposed to the dargdh (cf. again Barthold, 227), had
succeeded with the assistance of his two principal
coadjutors, the mustawfi Sharaf al-Mulk and the
munshiKamal al-Dawla, in exactly modelling this, his
special department, on traditional lines. Of the dargdh,
on the other hand, Nizam al-Mulk complains that the
sultans failed to maintain a sufficient majesty. They
were neither magnificent (though he approves their
daily free provision of food), formal, nor aweinspiring enough. At their court, accordingly, the
formerly important offices of hdajib, wakil and amir-i
haras had declined in prestige. Nor, as had his model
potentates, would they maintain a sound intelligence
or band [q.v.] service, whereby corruption might be
revealed and rebellion forestalled. The Siydsat-ndma
consists in all of fifty chapters of advice illustrated by
historical anecdotes. The last eleven chapters, added
shortly before the waztr's assassination, deal with
dangers that threatened the empire at the time of
writing, in particular from the Ismacflls (on the work,
see Bibl., 3).
Nizam al-Mulk's situation resembled that of the
Buyid administrators in another respect. He was
faced, as they had been, with the problem of supporting a largely tribal army, and solved it likewise by a
partial abandonment of the traditional tax-farming
system of revenue collection for that of the iktd^ or fief
[q.v.], whereby military commanders supported
themselves and their troops on the yield of lands allotted to them. Since in the decay of the cAbbasid power
provincial amtrs had tended to assume the originally
distinct and profitable office of Camz7, the way for this
development had been paved. The Buy ids had later
attempted to restore the older system; but the
establishment of numerous local minor dynasties had
favoured the new. Nizam al-Mulk now systematised it
in the larger field open to him. In the Siydsat-ndma he
insists, however, on the necessity of limiting the rights
of fief-holders to the collection of fixed dues, and of
setting a short time-limit to their tenures (see on this
subject, Becker, Steuerpacht und Lehnswesen, in Isl., v
[1914], 81-92, and IKTA C ).
In the absence of the intelligence service he desired,
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Nizam al-Mulk contrived to intimidate potential
rebels and suppress local tyranny by a judicious
display of the might and mobility of the Saldjukid
arms. He also insisted on the periodical appearance at
court of local dynasts such as the Mazyadids [q.v. ] and
c
Ukaylids [<?-y-], and proclaimed the sultan's
accessibility to appeals for the redress of wrongs by
means of notices circulated throughout the empire
and exposed in public places (see al-MafarrukhT.
Mahdsin-i Isfahan). He also gained the powerful support of the c M/ama D , especially those of the ShaficT
school, of which he was an ardent champion, by the
institution of innumerable pious foundations, in particular of madrasas, the most celebrated being the
Nizamiyya of Baghdad (opened 459/1067), the
earliest west of Khurasan (see below), by the general
abolition of mukus (taxes unsanctioned by the shari^a)
in 479/1086-7; and by undertaking extensive public
works, particularly in connection with the hadjdj.
After the Hidjaz had returned from Fatimid to
c
Abbasid allegiance in 468/1076, he exerted himself to
make the c lrak road safe from brigandage for
pilgrims, as well as to diminish their expenses; and
from the next year until that of his death, the journey
was accomplished without mishap. It was not until the
second half of Malikshah's reign that the full effects of
Nizam al-Mulk's achievement made themselves felt.
By 476/1083-4, however, such were the unwonted
security of the roads and the low cost of living that
reference is made to them in the annals.
Nizam al-Mulk was naturally much sought after as
a patron. The poet Mu c izzl [q.v.] accuses him of
having "no great opinion of poetry because he had no
skill in it", and of paying "no attention to anyone but
religious leaders and mystics" (see NizamI cArudI
Samarkand!, Cahdr makdla, tr. Browne, 46). But
though his charity, which was profuse (see for example, al-Subkl, Tabakdt al-Shdfi^iyya, iii, 41), went in
large measure to men of religion—among them the
most notable objects of his patronage being Abu Ishak
al-ShlrazI [q.v.] and Abu Hamid al-GhazalT [q.v.] —,
he was clearly a lavish patron also of poets, as is
attested by the Dumyat al-kasr of al-Bakharz! [q. v. ], the
greater part of which is devoted to his panegyrists. In
another sphere, the inauguration of the DjalalT calendar [q.v.] in 466/1074 was probably due to his
encouragement, since at this time his ascendancy over
Malikshah was at its most complete.
Nizam al-Mulk's name is especially associated with
the founding of a series of colleges whose ethos and
teachings were closely connected with the Ashcari
kaldm and the Shaficl legal school, of which the vizier
himself was an adherent. His reasons for the settingup of a chain of madrasas in the main cities of c lrak,
al-Djazira and Persia (and especially in his home province of Khurasan) [see MADRASA. I. 4] are not
entirely clear. But in the context of the age, with its
reaction against Muctazilism in philosophy and
dialectics and against political ShlSsm as manifested
in the preceding Buyid and north Syrian amlrates and
the still-powerful Fatimid caliphate in Egypt and
southern Syria, it seems possible that he aimed at
training a body of reliable, Sunnl-oriented secretaries
and officials who would run the Great Saldjuk empire
when Nizam al-Mulk had moulded it along the right
lines and thus further the progress of the Sunn!
political and intellectual revival. In his patronage of
such institutions as these colleges, he was by no means
an innovator, for the Sunn! madrasa-bmlding movement had been under way since the later part of the
4th/10th century, and other leading figures in the
Saldjuk state were equally active in founding and
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endowing madrasas and associated institutions like
hostels for students, such as the HanafT official of Alp
Arslan's, the mustawfi Abu Sacd, who built a madrasa
attached to the shrine of Abu HanTfa in Baghdad, and
Nizam al-Mulk's enemy at the court of Malikshah,
the mustawfi Tadj al-Mulk Abu 'l-Ghana^im (d.
485/1093), founder of the Tadjiyya college there (see
G. Makdisi, Muslim institutions of learning in eleventhcentury Baghdad, in BSOAS, xxiv [1961], 1-56; C.E.
Bosworth, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 70-4). Nizam alMulk may have intended to give an impetus to the
spread of his own Ashcari and Shaficl views (although,
in fact, the Baghdad Nizamiyya, where the great Abu
Hamid al-Ghazali had taught, declined in the
6th/12th century, when the Hanbali institutions of
learning there showed greater vitality), but it seems
reasonable to impute to him a wider vision of a SunnI
political, cultural and intellectual revival in the central
and eastern lands of Islam, in which his own colleges
would play a contributory role.
For the first seven years of Malikshah's reign,
Nizam al-Mulk's authority went altogether
unchallenged. In 472/1079-80, however, two Turkish
officers of the court instigated Malikshah into killing a
protege of the wazir; and in 473/1080-1, again, the
sultan insisted on disbanding a contingent of Armenian mercenaries against Nizam al-Mulk's advice.
Malikshah now began to hope, indeed, for the overthrow of his mentor, showing extraordinary favour to
officials such as Ibn Bahmanyar and, later, Sayyid alRu-'asa3 Ibn Kamal al-Mulk, who were bold enough
to criticise him. Ibn Bahmanyar went so far as to
attempt the wazir's assassination (also in 473),
whereas Sayyid al-Ru3asa° contented himself with
words. But in each case, Nizam al-Mulk was warned;
and the culprits were blinded. In the case of Ibn
Bahmanyar, in whose guilt a court jester named
Djacfarak was also implicated, Malikshah retaliated
by contriving the murder of Nizam al-Mulk's eldest
son Djamal al-Mulk, who had taken Dja c farak's
execution into his own hands (475/1082). After the fall
of Sayyid al-Ru'asa0 in 476/1083-4, however, the
sultan left plotting till, some years later, a new
favourite, Tadj al-Mulk, caught his fancy.
All went well with Nizam al-Mulk till 483/1090-1.
In that year, however, occurred the first serious
challenge to the Saldjukid power, when Basra was
sacked by a force of Karmatians [see KARMATI]; and
almost simultaneously their co-sectary the Assassin
leader al-Hasan b. al-Sabbah [q.v.] obtained possession of the fortress of Alamut [^.z>.], from which
repeated attacks failed to dislodge him. Meanwhile,
moreover, an awkward problem had arisen over the
succession to the sultanate, on account of the death in
turn of Malikshah's two eldest sons, Dawud (474/
1082) and Ahmad (481/1088). These sons had both
been children of the Karakhanid princess Terken
Khatun (see Rashfd al-Dln, Djdmi^ al-tawdrikh), who
had borne the sultan a third son, Mahmud, in
480/1087. She was eager for Mahmud to be formally
declared heir. Nizam al-Mulk, however, was in
favour of Barkiyaruk [q.v.], Malikshah's eldest surviving son by a Saldjuk princess. Hence Terken
Khatun became his bitter enemy, and joined with
Tadj al-Mulk, who was in her service, in instigating
Malikshah against the wazir.
Tadj al-Mulk accused Nizam al-Mulk to the sultan,
who by this time was in any case incensed with the
wazir's championship of al-Muktadl, of extravagant
expenditure on the army and of nepotism; and
Malikshah's wrath was finally inflamed beyond bearing by an unguarded reply made by Nizam al-Mulk

to a formal accusation of these practices. But even so,
he did not dare to dismiss him. (The earliest historian
to assert that he was dismissed is Rashld al-Dln Fadl
Allah, who appears to have misunderstood the purport of some verses by al-Nahhas quoted in the Rdhat
al-sudur of Rawandf, and really composed after the
wazir's death.)
Nizam al-Mulk was assassinated on 10 Ramadan
485/14 October 1092 near Sihna, between Kanguwar
and Bisutun, as the court was on its way from Isfahan
to Baghdad. His murderer, who was disguised as a
Sufi, was immediately killed, but is generally thought
to have been an emissary of al-Hasan b. al-Sabbah.
Contemporaries, however, seem to have put the
murder down to Malikshah, who died suddenly less
than a month later, and to Tadj al-Mulk, whom
Nizam al-Mulk's retainers duly tracked down and
killed within a year. Rashid al-Dln combines the two
theories, stating that the wazir's enemies at court concerted it with the Assassins. The truth is therefore
uncertain; but as Rashid al-Dln is one of the earliest
historians to whom the Assassin records were
available, his account would seem to deserve
attention.
The extraordinary influence of Nizam al-Mulk is
attested by the part played in affairs after his death by
his relatives, despite the fact that only two appeared to
have displayed much ability. For the next sixty years,
except for a gap between 517/1123 and 528/1134,
members of his family held office under princes of the
Saldjukid house.
Of Nizam al-Mulk's family, Diva0 al-Mulk is
remarkable as being his son by a Georgian princess,
either the daughter or the niece of Bagrat I, formerly
married, or at least betrothed, to Alp Arslan, after the
campaign of 456/1064.
See further, on the sons and descendants of Nizam
al-Mulk in the 6th/12th century, NIZAMIYYA.
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NIZAM AL-MULK GIN KILIC KHAN, KAMAR ALDIN, f o u n d e r of the I n d i a n M u s l i m s t a t e of
H a y d a r a b a d in the early 12th/18th century and a
dominant figure in the military affairs of the decaying
Mughal empire from his appointment as governor of
the Deccan by the Emperor Farrukh-siyar [q. v. ] till
his death in 1161/1748. In the early years of his governorship he was the deadly foe of his rivals for influence
in the empire, the Barha Sayyids [q. v. in Suppl.], and
after his victory over them at Shakarkhelda in
1137/1724,
virtually
independent
ruler
in
Haydarabad with the additional title of Asaf Djah.
For further details, see HAYDARABAD, b. HAYDARABAD
STATE, and

MUHAMMAD SHAH B. DJAHAN SHAH.

Bibliography. T.W. Haig (ed.), The Cambridge
hist, of India, iv, The Mughul period, 331, 336, 341-3,
346-50, 377 ff., and see the bibls. to the articles
mentioned above_.
(Eo.)
NIZAM-SHAHI (i.e. Ila-yi Nizdm-shdhi "ambassador of the Nizam-Shah" of the Dakhan), a Persian
h i s t o r i a n whose real name was Kh w urshah b.
Kubad al-Husaynl. Born in Persian c lrak, he entered
the service of Sultan Burhan [see NIZAM-SHAHIS]. The
latter being converted to the Shi c a, sent Kh w urshah
as ambassador to Tahmasp Shah SafawT. Reaching
Rayy in Radjab 952/September 1545, he accompanied the Shah to Georgia and Shirwan during the
campaign of 953/1546 against Alkas Mirza. He stayed
in Persia till 971/1563, perhaps with occasional
breaks. He died at Golkonda on 25 Dhu 'l-Ka c da
972/24 June 1565.
Kh w urshah's chief work is the Ta^nkh-i Ilci-yi
Nizam-shah, a general history from the time of Adam
based on such sources as al-Tabari, al-Baydawi,
Ta^nkh-i guzida, Zafar-ndma, Habib al-siyar, the
"Memoirs of Shah-Tahmasp", etc. The book is
divided into a preface and seven makdla, each of which
is again divided into several guftdr. The most important part of this work is that which refers to the reign
of Tahmasp Shah (in the Brit. Mus. ms. Or. 153,
written in 972/1565, the events come down to
969/1561-2) and to the local dynasties of the Caspian
provinces: Mazandaran, Gflan, Shirwan. The two
manuscripts in the British Museum show differences
in their contents: Add. 23,513 (written in 1095/1684)
has passages added by some continuator and taken
from the Djihdn-dra of Ahmad b. Muhammad Ghaffari. The later additions of Or. 153 come down as late
as 1200/1786.
According to Firishta, "Shah Kh w urshah", during
the reign of Ibrahim Kutb-Shah of the Deccan (957988/1550-80) also wrote a history of the Kutb-Shahis
[q.v.]. It is difficult to reconcile this with a continuous
stay in Persia from 952 to 971.
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NIZAM SHAHlS, one of five Deccani
d y n a s t i e s , with its capital at Ahmadnagar [q.v.]
which emerged in South India as the BahmanI [q.v.]
kingdom disintegrated. The chroniclers of the Nizam
Shahls emphasise territorial and power disputes and
religious (and possibly racial) tensions. The history of
the dynasty splits into four periods. Under the first
four rulers, 895-994/1490-1586, there was the
vigorous establishment of the kingdom. Under the
five rulers from 994-1008/1586-1600, there was intensive internal dissension. The period from 100835/1600-26, although with Nizam Shah! rulers on the
throne, was dominated by a Habashi (of black African
origins) prime minister who restored much of the
kingdom's economic and political viability. By
1041/1632 the state was destroyed, with formal
dispersal of the territories of the Ahmadnagar
kingdom occurring in 1046/1636.
The founder of the dynasty, later known as Ahmad
Nizam Shah Bahrl, was the son of a high official in the
BahmanT court. He held various posts under the
Bahmanis and in 895/1490 he declared independence
from them and consolidated the areas in northern and
western Maharashtra under his rule as Ahmad Nizam
Shah. Under the first four rulers (Ahmad, 895915/1490-1510; Burhan I, 915-60/1510-53; Husayn I,
961-72/1554-65; and Murtada I, 972-97/1565-88) the
kingdom prospered despite military skirmishing with
neighbouring Islamic successor states, with the Hindu
state of Vidjayanagar, and with the first Mughal
incursions in the 990s/1580s. Burhan I converted to
ShlSsrn, the choice reflecting to some extent the
underlying tension between those considered natives
(deshis) and those considered outsiders (pardeshis).
Potentially, there were racial implications as well.
Many of the foreigners were generally fairer than the
Deccanis, but there were many Habashi officers in the
court and the exact causes for the continuous realignment of loyalties are rarely clear.
Militarily, the high point of this period came in
Djumada II 972/January 1565. The six major Deccani states aligned and realigned themselves attempting to extend their boundaries. In the early 1560s,
the armies of Vidjayanagar became particularly
rapacious and the Islamic kingdoms reached an
accommodation. The major armies gathered in
Talikota to organise an assault on the Vidjayanagar
forces and also, apparently, for a certain amount of
pre-battle carousing. In Djumada II 972/January
1565 the forces marched out of Talikota and moved
against the enemy, decisively defeating them and putting an end to that kingdom.
The rapid turnover in Nizam Shahi rulers from
996/1588 to 1008/1600 reflects the dissension and turmoil in the higher ranks of the Ahmadnagar court.
Husayn II, a parricide, ruled during 997-8/1588-9.
He was succeeded by a paternal cousin, IsmacTl, who
ruled in 998-9/1589-91. Ismacll was succeeded by his
own father, Burhan II, 999-1003/1591-5, who had
been a member of the Mughal court for some years
but, having manoeuvred his way on to the Nizam
Shah! throne, had to deal with serious Mughal forays
into the Deccan. Burhan II was succeeded by his son
and Ismail's brother, Ibrahim, for four months in
1003/1595. Rival leaders put forth different candidates for the throne, and Bahadur, son of Ibrahim
and strongly backed by Cand Blbi, was finally
declared ruler only to be captured and imprisoned by
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the Mughals after the fall of Ahmadnagar in $afar
1009/August 1600.
Cand Blbi was a daughter of Husayn I and, as part
of unending Deccani negotiations and realignments,
had been married to CAU cAdil Shah of Bidjapur
[q. v. ]. After his assassination in 1580, she was regent
to their young son, Ibrahim cAdil Shah II. Later in
the 1580s and in the early 1590s, Cand Bibl went back
and forth between Bidjapur and Ahmadnagar as a sort
of "emissary for safe keeping", as various leaders
struck different bargains. After Burhan II was shot in
1003/1595, she was among those leaders who supported his grandson Bahadur to succeed him. By
December of that year, the Mughals (led by Akbar's
son Murad [q.v. ], who died in Shawwal 1007/May
1599 in the Deccan), who had been skirmishing,
raiding, and attempting to seize territory in the Deccan, began the siege of Ahmadnagar. In Djumada II
1004/February 1596 they ^successfully mined one of
the walls of the fort, and Cand Bfbl valiantly led the
rebuilding of that wall. She emerged with enough
stature to unite some of the feuding Ahmadnagar
leaders and became a local heroine. In March, the
occupants of the fort sued for peace and the Mughals
withdrew.
In 1007/1599 the Mughals took Burhanpur in
Berar [q. vv. ] which then served as their base of operations for attacking the Deccani states. The following
year, accompanied by Akbar, the Mughals again set
siege to Ahmadnagar, this time led by his son Daniyal
(died in jDhu 'l-Kacda 1012/April 1604 in the Deccan). In the town and fort of Ahmadnagar, the internal feuding had reached such a pitch that one faction
accused Cand Blbl of planning to betray the Nizam
Shahl forces and incited a mob which killed her. In
$afar 1009/August 1600 the Mughals took
Ahmadnagar.
The third period of Nizam Shahl history was
dominated by Malik cAnbar [q. v. ], an Abyssinian
slave who was a soldier in the Nizam Shahl armies,
then went to Bidjapur as a soldier, and finally
returned to Ahmadnagar in the 1590s. He fought for
the Nizam Shahls against the Mughals and oversaw
the installation of the first two of the last three rulers,
Murtacia II (1008-19/1600-10) and Burhan III (101941/1610-32), followed by Husayn III (1041-2/1632-3).
The bickering and skirmishing continued in the
Deccan, and Malik c Anbar, an able general and
politician, carved out larger territories for the Nizam
Shahls. He formed new alliances, embracing Hindu
leaders who were later to become leaders of the
Maratha [q.v.} forces. With these leaders, more effective ways of waging war were developed, and swift
moving, mounted soldiers of the Nizam Shahl armies
would quickly attack the Mughal forces and then
retreat into the hills and prepare for the next swift
attack and retreat. Dissension among the sons of
Djahanglr pervaded the Mughal court, which was
also embroiled in power and territorial disputes, and
helped to frustrate repeated Mughal attempts to
occupy the Deccan. In the meantime, Malik cAnbar
embarked on a major land reform, similar to that
done by Radja fodar Mall [q.v.] for Akbar. In
1025/1616 the Mughals put Ahmadnagar under siege
yet again. In the end, Djahanglr's son Khurram was
victorious and received the title Shah-Djahan. Malik
c
Anbar's administration and generalship continued,
as did Mughal inability to secure the Deccan.
In Shacban 1035/May 1626 Malik cAnbar died at
the age of 80. In Muharram 1036/October 1626 in
Burhanpur, Parwls, heir apparent to the Mughal
throne and in charge of the Mughal forces trying to

invade the Deccan, died. A year later, Djahanglr
died, and was succeeded by his only living son, ShahDjahan. In 1039/1630 Shah-Djahan returned to
Burhanpur in a re-attempt at conquering the Deccan.
Malik cAnbar had been followed in office by his son
Fa{h Khan, who was a schemer rather than a leader
and administrator, although he was finally
imprisoned by the inept Burhan III. The cohesiveness
of the state began to disintegrate, hastened by a terrible famine in the Deccan and Gudjarat during 103941/1630-2. Shah-Djahan worked on bribing and
suborning the leaders of the Nizam Shahl factions. In
1038/1629, partially as a result of Mughal tactics,
Burhan III attempted to murder a group of Maratha
leaders, driving several factions from his court to that
of the Mughals.
At Burhanpur in Dhu 'l-Kacda 1040/June 1631,
however, Shah-Djahan's wife died in childbirth
(having already borne eight sons and six daughters for
him). Shah-Djahan ultimately returned to the north
to plan and oversee the building of the Taj Mahall
[q.v.] among other matters. Burhan III brought Path
Khan back into power but, in 1041/1632, the latter
poisoned the sultan and tried to put Husayn Nizam
Shah III on the throne. It was, in effect, the end of the
dynasty. The following year, Path Khan had schemed
himself into such a hopeless position that he took
Husayn III to Agra to petition Shah-Djahan for help.
In Rabl* I 1043/September 1633 Path Khan's lands
were restored to him and Husayn III was imprisoned.
In the Deccan, warring factions continued to fight.
ShahdjI Bhonsle attempted to install a puppet, Murtada Nizam Shah III, but was not successful. In
1045/1636_Shah-Djahan reached an agreement with
Ibrahim cAdil Shah which divided the Nizam Shahl
territories between the two of them and specified that
ShahdjI Bhonsle was not to enter the court of either of
them until he surrendered the territories which he still
held. Shahdji's son, ShivadjI, was the creator of the
Maratha confederacy, the armies of which, in 1761,
attacked Shah-Djahan's descendants on the plain of
Panlpat [q.v.], north of Dihll.
During the years that Ahmadnagar (founded in
899/1494) was the Nizam Shahl capital, it was (like
Golkonda [q. v. ] under the Kutb Shahls and Bidjapur
under the cAdil Shahls) a centre not only for soldiers
but also for travellers, traders, artisans, craftsmen,
painters, writers, scholars, holy men, architects,
builders and those dissatisfied with their lot in other
places in South Asia, Persia and the Middle East and
beyond. European travellers and traders visited the
Nizam Shahl court. On the west coast, there was
fierce competition among the Nizam Shahls, the cAdil
Shahls, the rulers of Vidjayanagar, and other groups
(including pirates) for the trade increasingly
dominated by the Portuguese. For the Deccani rulers,
the most important item in this trade was horses and
the rulers of Vidjayanagar (until 972/1565) reputedly
paid the full price assessed at embarkation for every
horse delivered to them whether alive or dead.
The Nizam §hahls and many of their high officials
commissioned palaces, mosques, gardens, tanks,
canals, bath houses, hospices, hospitals, tombs, etc.,
the remains of many of which are still extant. The
early rulers and nobility commissioned many canals
as well as palaces/pleasure houses/gardens. Indeed, a
tomb near the impressive tomb of Ahmad I is reputed
to mark the burial site of the elephant which captured
the ruler of Vidjayanagar in 1565. The most famous
Nizam Shahl architect and builder was $alabat Khan
II, an official under Murtacja I and Husayn II. He not
only extended the system of canals and tanks, but
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rebuilt the Farah Bakhsh Gardens. His own tomb is
outside the city on a hill; unlike other tombs of the
period, it is an extremely tall building with stairs to
the top. It is said he wished to make it even higher so
that he could see as far as Dawlatabad [q.v.].
There was an interest in literature and painting as
well; an illustrated Tacrif-i Husayn Shdhi (ca. 972-61 ca.
1565-9) survives at the Bharata Itihasa Samshodhaka
Mandala in Poona and a portrait of Burhan II is in the
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. Some other
miniatures have been attributed to the Nizam Shah!
court and a few artists in the Mughal court came from
the Nizam Shahi one. Unfortunately, the wars with
the Mughals and subsequently with the Marathas led
to the despoiling and destruction of the libraries that
contained the volumes of literature and science, many
no doubt illustrated, that must have been in Nizam
§hahl mosques, schools, and homes.
Bibliography: Firishta; Sayyid CA1T Tabataba3!,
Burhdn-i ma^dthir (tr. and abridged T. Wolseley
Haig, in The Indian Antiquary [1920-3]);. Radhey
Shyam, The kingdom of Ahmadnagar, Varanasi 1966,
with bibl.
(MARIE H. MARTIN)
NIZAM-I DJEDID (T.), literally, "new system,
re-organisation", the new m i l i t a r y u n i t s created by
the Ottoman sultan Sellm III (1203-22/1789-1807
[*'.])•
The Treaty of Sistova between the Ottoman
Empire and Austria (August 1791) and that of Jassy
between the Empire and Russia (January 1792)
meant that Turkey had to recognise the loss of the
Crimea and the fact of Russian control over much of
the Black Sea, although Austria withdrew from its
conquests in Serbia, Bosnia and the Danube Principalities. Moreover, the European powers were
shortly to become increasingly pre-occupied with the
threats posed to them by the extension of the French
Revolutionary spirit and its ideas within Europe.
Turkey thus had a breathing-space within which
Sellm III could reorganise affairs in his remaining
dominions and prepare against further threats to
Turkey's territorial integrity. Above all, the sultan
and his reform-minded advisers realised now that
military and naval reforms were vital, although it was
still hoped to reform and improve the existing military
forces of the feudal cavalry, the Sipahis, and the
Janissaries, and the root-and-branch reform measures
necessary to save the empire could not yet be contemplated and were probably not yet envisaged in the
minds of contemporaries.
Sellm's efforts to improve the fighting efficiency
and to reduce the bloated numbers of the traditional
types of forces were not very successful, but reform
was more successful in the newer, more technical
arms: the artillery, the mortar-throwers, the minelayers and sappers, the gun transport corps, etc.,
where younger officers trained by Baron de Tott two
or three decades before and, after 1794, by further
French advisers, made these corps the most efficient
part of the Ottoman army.
However, the sultan decided that the only way forward in regard to the fighting forces themselves, sc.
the cavalry and infantry, was to inaugurate a new
infantry force parallel to, but entirely separate from,
the older forces, so as not to alarm the latter unduly.
Hence in 1793 Sellm created his "New Order", the
Nizdm-iDjedid, to be a corps of troops properly trained
in the European manner, with European-type
discipline and with modern weapons. To finance these
and other reforms L he initiated a special fund, the
"New Revenue", Irdd-i Djedid, from taxes on brandy,
tobaccoo, coffee, silk, wool, sheep and the yields from
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the fiefs of ^"mar-holders in Anatolia who had
neglected their duties in war and were therefore
deprived of their fiefs.
The Nizdm-i Djedid was originally a volunteer body,
and was originally formed from various nationalities,
including Austrian and Russian deserters who had
fled to Turkish territory during the 1787-92 war with
Austria and Russia, hence at first it enjoyed little
prestige amongst the Turks themselves. But by 1800
it comprised three regiments, with barracks wellremoved from proximity to the older troops, at
Lewend Ciftlik to the north of Istanbul and at
Uskudar, and by July 1801 its strength had reached
27 officers and 9,263 men. After 1802, a system of
conscription was introduced into Anatolia, although
the greater power of local magnates in Rumelia
prevented its extension to the Balkans. Hence by the
end of 1806 the Nizdm-i Djedid comprised 1,590
officers and 22,685 men, roughly half of them stationed in Anatolia and half in Istanbul. A large contingent of the new troops helped in the successful
defence of Acre in Palestine led by Ahmed Djezzar
Pasha [see AL-DJAZZAR PASHA, AHMAD, in Suppl.]
against the attacks of Bonaparte during March-May
1799. The sultan employed foreign officers and
advisers, mainly from England, Sweden and Spain, to
train the soldiers and to oversee the management of
arsenals, ship-building yards and fortifications.
Extensive barracks and ammunition depots were
built. The "New Revenue" earmarked for military
purposes and supplying the necessary funds,
amounted by 1797-8 to 60,000 purses, i.e. 48 million
francs (see Djewdet, Ta^rikh, viii, 139-40).
Internal difficulties, and, especially, the increasing
number of opponents of reform, prevented the sultan
from completely realising his plans. In 1805-6 Sellm
established a new Nizdm-i Djedid corps at Edirne, with
men to be recruited for it from the Balkans by conscription. But the power of local magnates there and
the influence of the conservatives in the capital,
including the Janissaries and the ^ulamd^, forced him
to retreat from his design. A revolt against the sultan
of Janissary auxiliaries (yamaks) broke out in May
1807; Sellm yielded to pressure from his enemies and
disbanded the Nizdm-i Djedid before his enforced
abdication, and Nizdm-i Dj_edid officers and men were
hunted down and slaughtered in the general reign of
terror. Under the new sultan, Mustafa IV [q.v.], an
attempt was made in 1808 by the ser Dasher Mustafa
Pasha Bayrakdar [q.v.] secretly to reconstitute the
Nizdm-i Djedtd under the new designation of Nizdmli
c
Asker, with the Austrian renegade Siileyman Agha,
who had previously commanded the corps stationed at
Lewend Ciftlik, charged with this task, but without
success (see Zinkeisen, GOR, vii, 552-3).
It was only after the murder of the imprisoned
former sultan Sellm and the overthrow of the feeble
puppet Mustafa in favour of Mahmud II [0.0.], son of
Sellm's predecessor c Abd al-Hamld I [q. v . ] , that more
successful and more lasting measures in the direction
of modernising the Ottoman Empire, its administration and armed forces, could eventually be embarked
upon. For by then it had become clear that the
previous Nizdm-i Djedid had represented merely a
tinkering with an old system which was incapable of
being transformed into a modern one; a totally new
start was necessary.
Bibliography: Djewdet, Ta^rtkh, is the main
primary source. See also: Zinkeisen, GOR, vii, 323,
342, 458 ff., 464, 471, 552; Jorga, GOR, v, 117 ff. ;
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army corps under Sultan Selim HI, in IsL, xl (1965),
142-84; idem, Between old and new: the Ottoman empire
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NIZAMI C ARUDI SAMARKANDI, AHMAD B
C
UMAR B. c Au, took the takhallus of NizamI and the
honorific Nadjm al-Dln (or Nizam al-Dln); he was
usually called c ArudI (the "prosodist") to distinguish
him from other Nizamls (particularly the great
NizamI of Gandja [q.v.], cf. the anecdote quoted by
E.G. Browne, Lit. hist. ofPers., ii, 339). According to
Browne, NizamI is one of the most interesting and
remarkable Persian writers of prose: "one of those
who throw most light on the intimate life of Persian
and Central Asian Courts in the twelfth century of our
era". He was a court poet who served faithfully the
Ghurid [q. v. ] princes for 45 years (he would thus be
born at the end of the 5th/l 1th century), according to
what he tells us at the beginning of the Cahdr makdla,
the only work by him that has come down to us. His
verse has been lost, at least except for fragments;
Dawlatshah (ed. Browne, 60-1) only gives one couplet
which does not seem to be by him. c Awfi~ (Lubdb, ed.
Browne, 207-8) quotes five poetical fragments (mostly
occasional pieces) and adds that NizamI composed
several mathnawi, the titles of which have not survived.
The only biographical information we possess about
NizamI comes from himself. In 504/1110-11 he was in
Samarkand collecting traditions relating to the poet
RudakI (Cahdr makdla, text, 33); in 506/1112-13 he
met c Umar Khayyam in Balkh (ibid., 63) and three
years later he was living in Harat (ibid., 44); in the
following year (510/1116-17), finding himself in
poverty in Nishapur (ibid., 9), he went to Tus in the
hope of gaining the favour of the Saldjuk Sultan Sandjar [q. v. ] who was encamped outside the town (40-1);
in Tus he visited the tomb of Firdawsl (51) and collected information about him which he put in his book
(47-8). Encouraged by Mu c izzl [q.v. ], Sandjar's poetlaureate, he succeeded in attracting the prince's attention; his fame and fortune probably date from this
time; in 512/1118-19 we find him again at Nishapur
(69); and again in 514/1120-1 when he heard from the
lips of Mu c izzl an anecdote about Mahmud and Firdawsl (50-51); in 530/1136 he returned to this town
and visited the tomb of Khayyam (63); and in
547/1152 he fled into hiding after the defeat of the
Ghurid army by Sandjar near Harat (87). His "Four
Discourses" (Cahdr makdla) were probably written in
551/1156. For the remainder of his life we have no
data. There is reason to believe he practised medicine
and astrology (cf. text, 65, 87). As to his poetry, in
spite of the satisfaction he expresses with it, it is not
of the first rank, to judge by the fragments that survive; in any case, it was very inferior to his prose,
which Bjowne says is almost unequalled in Persian.
The Cahdr makdla consists of four discourses, each of
which deals with one of the classes of men whom the
author regards as indispensable in the service of kings:
secretaries, poets, astrologers and physicians. Each
discourse begins with general considerations, which
are followed by anecdotes, often from the writer's personal experience. The number of these anecdotes,
which form the most interesting and valuable part of
the book, is about forty; some give valuable informa-

tion on the literary and scientific state of Persia. We
may say that the "Four Discourses" (especially the
second) and c Awfi's Lubdb are the two old works
which deal systematically with Persian poetry.
Dawlatshah made a great deal of use of it (cf. Browne,
Sources of Dawlatshah, in JRAS [1899], 37-69). We may
specially point out that it is to NizamI that we owe the
earliest notice of Firdawsl and the only contemporary
reference to Khayyam. On the other hand, we must
point out the historical inaccuracy of certain passages,
even in the case of events in which NizamI claims to
have taken part. His book is mentioned or quoted by
c
Awft (Lubdb), Ibn Isfandiyar (Hist, of Tabaristdn),
Mustawfi Kazwlnl (Tdnkh-iguzida), DjamI (Silsilat aldhahab), Ghaffari (Nigaristan). HadjdjI Khalifa speaks
of a Maa^muc al-nawddir which he thinks is different
from the Cahdr makdla; but Mlrza Muhammad Kazwlnl has shown that this is another title of the same
book.
Bibliography: NizamI c ArudI's work has been
edited in full by Mlrza Muhammad Kazwlnl and
tr. by E.G. Browne, Pers. text, 1910, English tr.,
1921, French tr. Isabelle de Gastines, Les quatre
discours, Paris 1968; lith. ed. Tehran 1305/1887,
and an edn. by Muhammad Mucln, Tehran 1333
1&/1954. Cf. GIPh, ii, index; Browne, LHP, ii,
index; J. Rypka et alii, History of Iranian literature,
Dordrecht 1968, 221-2; HadjdjI Khalifa, ed. Fliigel,
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635; Muhammad Nizam al-Din, Introd. to the
Jawdmi*- ul-hikdydt, London 1929, index.
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NIZAMl GANDJAWI, DJAMAL AL-DlN ABU
MUHAMMAD ILYAS b. Yusuf b. ZakI Mu D ayyad, one of
the greatest P e r s i a n poets and t h i n k e r s . He was
born and spent most, if not all, of his life in Gandja
(called Elisavetpol and Kirovabad during the Imperial
Russian and Soviet periods), NizamI being his penname. In recognition of his vast knowledge and
brilliant mind, the honorific title of hakim, "learned
doctor," was bestowed upon him by scholars. From
his poetry, it is evident that he was learned not only
in mathematics, astronomy, medicine, jurisprudence,
history, and philosophy but also in music and the arts.
His work is a synthesis of Persian literary achievements up to his time.
The traditional biographers, and some modern
researchers, differ by six years about the exact date of
his birth (535-40/1141-6), and as much as thirty-seven
years about the date of his death (575-613/1180-1217).
Now there is no doubt, however, that he died in the
7th/13th century, and the earlier dates must be
discarded as erroneous. UNESCO recognised the
1141 date as his birth date and declared 1991 the year
of NizamI. To honour the 850th anniversary of his
birth, there were international NizamI congresses held
in 1991 in Washington, Los Angeles, London and
Tabriz.
Usually, there is more precise biographical information about the Persian court poets, but NizamI was
not a court poet; he feared loss of integrity in this role
and craved primarily for the freedom of artistic creation. His five masterpieces are known collectively as
the Khamsa, Quintet, or the Pandj_ gandj_, the Five
Treasures. The five epic poems represent a total of
close to 30,000 couplets and they constitute a
breakthrough in Persian literature. NizamI was a
master in the genre of the romantic epic. In erotic sensuous verse, he explains what makes human beings
behave as they do, revealing their follies and their
glories, all their struggles, unbridled passions and
tragedies.
Though he did not write for the stage, he could be
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called a master dramatist. The plot in his romantic
stories is carefully constructed to enhance the stories'
psychological complexities. The characters work and
grow under the stress of action to discover things
about themselves and others and to make swift decisions. He delineated simple people with as much insight and compassion as the princely heroes in his
mathnawis. Artisans were particularly dear to him.
Painters, sculptors, architects and musicians are
carefully portrayed and often play crucial roles. The
romance of Khusraw and Shirin is a very important
source of information about the role of artists in preMongol Persia as well as the education and training
methods of the artists. The Khamsa serves as a principal source of our knowledge of 6th/12th century Persian musical composition and instruments. There
have been few poets other than NizamI in the long and
rich history of Persian literature who have had such an
influence and impact on poets, calligraphers,
miniature painters, musicians and, in recent times, on
people of the theatre, film and ballet, and his influence has extended beyond Persia proper to such adjacent regions as Central Asia, the Caucasus, Asia
Minor and Muslim India.
Considered as one of the greatest poems of the Near
and Middle East, the number of imitations of, and sequels to, Nizaml's Khamsa or the separate poems of it
is without precedent. The most popular have always
been the three romantic epics: Khusraw wa Shirin,
Layld wa Madjnun, and Haft paykar. Besides the Khamsa, an incomplete Diwdn of Nizaml's poetry exists.
Makhzan al-asrdr, The Treasury of Mysteries, is the
first mathnawi poem in NizamT's Khamsa. It is a
didactico-philosophical poem with mystical overtones.
It is the shortest mathnawi of the quintet and is comprised of some 2,260 couplets written in the sari* matwi
mawkuf metre. Most probably it was completed in the
year 582/1184-5, though the majority of scholars have
tended to consider the year 570 or 572 as the date of
its completion, and was dedicated to a patron of art
and culture, Fakhr al-Dln Bahramshah of the Turcoman Mengudjek [q. v.] dynasty of Erzindjan; according to some historians and biographers, NizamI
was richly rewarded by Bahramshah for the poem.
To NizamI, truth was the very essence of poetry.
On this principle, he attacks the court poets who sell
their integrity and talents for earthly returns. The
Islamic law served as the loom on which the philosophy of his Makhzan al-asrdr was woven in intricate patterns. He was looking for universal justice, and is trying to protect the poor and humble people and to put
under scrutiny the excesses of the powerful of the
world. The guidelines for people in the poem are accompanied by warnings of the transitory nature of
life. Makhzan al-asrdr is an emulation of Sanaa's
Hadikat al-hakika, and NizamI acknowledges this but
stresses his own superiority. The similarities between
Sanaa's poem and Nizaml's are in the ethicophilosophical genre, but NizamI used a different
metre and organised the whole poem in a different
way.
The language of NizamI is unconventional. He introduces new and lucid metaphors and images as well
as coining new words. Almost each couplet in The
Treasury of Mysteries is enigmatic, making the poem one
of the most difficult to understand in all of Persian
literature. The difficult language, with its extremely
austere ethical demands, made this poem not very
popular among the general public. Nevertheless, it
became a model for countless numbers of imitators
throughout the East; in Persia alone, there were about
forty first-class imitations of Makhzan al-asrdr.
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Although some scholars consider Makhzan al-asrdr a
mystical poem, the mysticism with its symbolism is
apparent only in the introduction, which is infused
with the essence of Sufi thought. In the main body of
the book one can detect scattered mystical overtones,
but it is up to the reader to arrive at the final
interpretation.
Structurally, the poem begins with a large body of
introductory matter which contains about 825
couplets or a little more than one-third of the whole
book. Here, NizamI established a pattern for the introductory chapters not only of his later epics but also
for almost all epics written thereafter. They include
verses in worship of God, followed by a chapter of
praise and veneration of the Prophet and a description
of Muhammad's ascension to the heavens. The twenty makaldt or discourses that follow cover some 1,400
couplets.
Khusraw wa Shirin is the second poem of Nizaml's
Khamsa and the first of his romantic epics. Its protagonists are Khusraw II (590-628), the last great
Sasanid monarch, known as Parwlz [q.v.}, the Victorious, and his mistress Shirin. Their love was
recorded by many subsequent Islamic writers, and
Firdawsi devoted more than 4,000 couplets to
Khusraw II's reign in his Shdh-ndma. It was NizamI,
however, who gave the story a real structural unity.
Infusing it with his own profound experience of love
and expanding it with his thoughts on religion, philosophy, and government, he created a romance of great
dramatic intensity. The story has a constant forward
drive with exposition, challenge, mystery, crisis,
climax, resolution, and finally, catastrophe. The action increases in complexity as the protagonists face
mounting complications. Khusraw and Shirin are not
able to meet for a long time, despite their untiring efforts and the help of their confidant. Then, after they
do meet, they are forced apart by the political marriage of Khusraw and Maryam. When Khusraw promises Shirin to Farhad as a prize for completing a feat
of daring and endurance, the story nearly comes to a
premature conclusion.
After the death of Maryam and the murder-suicide
of Farhad, it seems that all obstacles are removed and
the lovers will be united. But NizamI introduces an affair between Khusraw and a girl from Isfahan that
further complicates and delays his union with Shirin.
Finally, on the lovers' wedding night, NizamI creates
a bizarre episode, a humorous entr'acte that gives the
reader or listener a chance to take a deep breath
before the epic's tragic climax. Khusraw gets drunk
and Shirin replaces her presence in the nuptial
chamber with that of a knotty, wizened old crone.
Through these dramatic devices, NizamI makes a
powerful commentary on human behaviour.
Nizaml's deep understanding of women is strongly
expressed in Khusraw wa Shirin. Shirin is the central
character and there is no question that she is a poetic
tribute to Nizaml's wife Afak. She is well educated,
independent, fearless, resourceful, imaginative, erotic
and humorous. Her loyalty knows no bounds. That
she is a queen rather than a commoner, as is the case
in Firdawsi's Shdh-ndma, gives the story a stately quality. Her association with Armenia is, perhaps, a reflection of its geographical proximity to Gandja, and she
is, like the Byzantine Maryam, a Christian; NizamI
was a pious Muslim, but he tolerated and respected
other religions.
Shirln's sense of justice is so great that she
forswears Khusraw's love until he should regain his
throne, thus fulfilling his responsibility to his people.
Even after they are married, she continues to exert a
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strong influence on Khusraw, educating him as
always through example and love; as a result, the
country flourished, justice was observed and
strengthened, and science, religion and philosophy
thrived.
The tension between the strength of Shlrln and the
weakness of Khusraw is enhanced dramatically by
Nizami's tight control of plot and setting, and in his
development of the towering figure of Farhad.
Episodes of meeting and of missing, of searching and
of waiting, are richly entwined with scenes of the barren desert and of luxurious court life; asceticism vies
with sensuality.
Nizami's use of allegories, parables and words with
double meaning raised the Persian language to a new
height. The poem is written in the light, flowing,
graceful hazadj, musaddas maksur metre, deliberately imitating that used by GurganI in Vis u Rdmin. There are
about 6,500 couplets.
Its exact date of completion is uncertain. The year
576/1180 is given in some manuscripts, but many
scholars believe, on internal evidence, that it was
finished after 581/1184. Nor are the three dedicatory
invocations—to the Saldjuk Sultan Toghril III and to
his regents, the Atabegs Muhammad Djahan
Pahlawan and Kizil Arslan—useful in establishing a
secure date. Although the first Atabeg was the ruler of
Gandja, where NizamI lived, and the second one gave
NizamI title to a village, these dedications may well
have been added by NizamI for political reasons or
may be later interpolations. The earliest extant text,
dating from 763/1362, was written some 150 years
after Nizami's death and is suspected to contain many
apocryphal verses.
The great Persian authority on NizamI, Wahid
DastgirdI, calls Khusraw wa Shinn "the best historical
fable of love and chastity, the treasure of eloquence,
counsel and wisdom," whilst Bertels believed that
Khusraw wa Shinn is "one of the great masterpieces of
world literature. For the first time in the poetry of the
Near East, the personality of a human being has been
shown with all its richness, with all its contradictions
and ups and downs."
Layld wa Madjnun is perhaps the most popular
romance in the Islamic world. Versions appear in prose, song, and poetry in almost every language within
the vast area stretching from the Chinese border to the
Atlantic ocean. But because of the psychological depth
and universality invested in the story, Nizami's epic
still serves as the model for all others. It was commissioned by Abu '1-Muzaffar Akhsitan Shirwan-Shah, a
Caucasian ruler proud of his Persian origin and a
benefactor of Persian culture.
For centuries, the legend of Layla and Madjnun
had been a popular theme of the short love poems and
songs of the Bedouins, and during the early days of
the Muslim era, it had been absorbed and embellished
by the Persians. Madjnun is traditionally identified
with a poet known as Kays b. al-Mulawwah, who
probably lived in the second half of the lst/7th century
in the Nadjd desert of Arabia. Although it is probable
that there was more than one love-crazed poet called
Madjnun, possessed by a djinn or a genie, the Russian scholar Krac'kovski in 1946 erased most doubts as
to his historical identity.
Neither the arid desert setting nor the spare plot of
Madjnun and Layla's romance inspired Nizami's
poetic vision, but he could not refuse the royal commission. And so he expanded and deepened the plot
and the personalities, creating from the fragmentary
versions a full-scale dramatic poem.
For his romance, NizamI chose an easy metre, the

short hazadj_ musaddas. Layla wa Madjnun is comprised
of at least 4,000 distichs. NizamI wrote that it took
him "less than four months" to compose it, which implies a trance-like state of writing. The exact number
of distichs has long been a source of controversy,
especially since those that are considered apocryphal
alter the plot significantly. Wahid DastgirdI's critical
edition, based on thirty manuscripts copied between
the 8th/14th and llth/17th centuries, totals 4,650
distichs, of which DastgirdI considers 600 to be
spurious, added by later writers and scribes, who also
transposed an additional 400 distichs to cover their
handiwork. Gelpke consider Dastgirdi's the only
authoritative text and based his prose adaptation of
the poem upon it. Browne, Masse and Arberry, however, translated many passages as authentic which
DastgirdI and Gelpke consider interpolations. E.E.
Bertels, the Russian editor of the Persian text published in 1965, found 4,659 distichs valid, using the
ten most famous manuscripts. It is, of course, possible
that NizamI himself rewrote the poem, making his
own changes and additions. Many of the great poets
who imitated NizamI included so-called spurious
passages and plots, and their poetic sensibility should
be respected.
Some manuscripts of Layld wa Madjnun bear the
date 584/1188 as the year of completion, others,
588/1192; still others, as was common in copied
manuscripts, give both dates. The earlier year is supported in the text by an abdjad dating. Whatever its
length and its exact date of completion, there is no
doubt that NizamI used all the material, written and
oral, available to him, adding, altering and transforming as his poetic genius prompted, in order to create
this tragic masterpiece.
Nizami's originality lies in his psychological portrayal of the richness and complexity of the human
soul when confronted with intense and abiding love.
Macjjnun's compulsions, anxieties, frustrations, and
passions are not slighted as he moves inexorably
toward an ideal love that involves renunciation and,
ultimately, transcendence. Many critics have interpreted this as mystical love; but if there is a mystic
strain in NizamI, it is subtle and covert; it never
destroys or blurs the sharp psychological and the
physical identity of its protagonist. It is virtually
impossible to draw a clear line in Nizami's poetry between the mystical and the erotic, the sacred and the
profane. The psychological profile of Layla is less
deeply drawn, but her enduring love is no less extraordinary an achievement.
Layla and Madjnun are scourged by separation,
social ostracism, self-denial, and spiritual and
physical suffering from the very beginning until their
tragic ends. It is quite possible that, to soften the
tragedy, NizamI wrote a second version, weaving into
it the love story of Zayd for his cousin Zaynab, which
parallels that of Madjnun and Layla; the couples
become messengers for one another and to some
degree are able to mitigate the relentless curse of
separation.
The expanded version of Layld wa Madjnun closes
with a vivid dream sequence of Paradise. Madjnun
and Layla, sitting on magnificent carpets, are radiantly embracing, wine cups in hand. Many scholars
believe this to be an interpolation, but if its date can
be drawn from the moving dedication to the ShirwanShah's crown prince, in which NizamI counsels his
own son Muhammad, addressing him as a boy of
fourteen, the entire Zayd-Zaynab addition may well
be Nizami's own work.
Imitators of Nizami's Layld wa Madjnun can be
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listed by the hundreds, and the romance is popular
even today. According to Bertels and A.A. Hikmat,
counting only the most famous versions, there are
twenty in Persian, forty in Turkish, three in Azeri
Turkish, one in Uzbek, one in Kurdish and two in
Tajik [see further, MADJNUN-LAYLA].
Haft paykar is the fourth and the most intricate poem
of Nizami's Khamsa. It is a bedazzling exploration of
the pleasures of love. At the same time, it can be interpreted as mystical. The seven stories told by the seven
princesses can be interpreted as the seven stations of
human life, or the seven aspects of human destiny, or
the seven stages of the mystic way. In fact, the title of
the story can be translated as the "Seven Portraits",
the "Seven Effigies", as well as the "Seven
Princesses". The poem is also known as the Haft gunbad or "Seven Domes".
In Islamic cosmology, the earth was placed in the
centre of the seven planets: the moon, Mercury,
Venus, the sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. These
were considered agents of God, and in their motion
influenced beings and events on earth. NizamT firmly
believed as well that the unity of the world could be
perceived through arithmetical, geometrical, and
musical relations. Numbers were the key to the one
interconnected universe; for through numbers
multiplicity becomes unity and discordance, harmony. Hence NizamT used seven, the number that
has always been pre-eminent among the people of the
East, as the major motif of Haft paykar; for in Islam,
seven is considered as the first perfect number.
In Haft paykar, the phantasmagoric movement of its
hero, Bahram Gur, as he visits each princess, covers
a symbolic path between black, or the hidden majesty
of the Divine, and white, or purity and unity. The
princesses and their pavilions are manifestations of
specific planets, specific climes, colours, and days.
The pavilions are domed, representing the structure
of the heavens. NizamT illustrates the harmony of the
universe, the affinity of the sacred and the profane,
and the concordance of ancient and Islamic Iran.
The number seven casts its magic spell throughout
the Haft paykar. Completed in the year 593/1197, the
Haft paykar was commissioned by and dedicated to the
prince of Maragha, cAlaD al-Dln Kurp Arslan, who allowed the already famous Nizami a free hand in
choosing his theme. The poet chose an historical
figure for his hero, the Sasanid emperor and hero
Bahram Gur, the "wild ass" or "the hunter of wild
asses" [see BAHRAM].
The main body of Haft paykar brings Nizami's full
creative power into play. It is made up of the stories
told by the seven princesses to enchant Bahram Gur.
Each has been installed in her own paradisial pavilion
in a specially built seven-domed palace near to his
own. Bahram passes from one to another on succeeding days of the week, loving each and enthralled
by each. There are stories within stories within
stories, playing sensually on all the perceptions. The
colours and ornamentation of the pavilions, the
associated colours of the garments, the sparkling
jewels of Bahram and the princesses appeal to the
visual instincts. The continuous background music
pleases the ear. The musky perfumes and the pungent
incense excite the olfactory nerves. Taste is aroused
by mellow wines and exotic foods, and touch by the
finest silks and brocades. All these serve as
aphrodisiacs, stimulating sensual desire. But NizamT,
always true to moderation, tempers the erotic with
restraint and hedonistic pleasure with responsibility to
affairs of state. In spite of his delight in fabricating a
myriad of tantalising scenes and metaphors, the
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essence of this mathnawi is that the physical passions
are most preciously enjoyed when set in a context of
virtue, simplicity, and kindness.
Haft paykar is written in graceful khafif hexameters,
and is estimated to contain from 4,637 to 5,136
couplets.
The Persian legend of Alexander the Great seems to
overshadow all of the other fantastic Alexander
stories, not only in the tales of the successful accomplishment of many a "mission impossible" but
especially concerning the nature of his career. In Persia he rose from the stature of an evil foreign conqueror of the country to that of a national hero king,
and even more, to that of a great prophet of God,
preparing the nations for Islam [see AL-ISKANDAR].
Out of the many stories of Alexander in Persian
literature, that of Nizami is unsurpassed. It is a highly
imaginative, dramatic and refined epic. In it, heroic
behaviour is muted by psychological characterisation,
piety and mysticism are balanced by common sense
and situational humour, philosophy is counteracted
by romanticism, and nationalism is softened by
cosmopolitan ideals of Islam. The virtuosity of
NizamT's storytelling and his unbridled fantasy are
matched by the brilliance of his language which is full
of dazzling imagery and extended metaphor.
Nizami's account of the adventures of Alexander
the Great is probably the first work in Persian
literature that is divided into two parts. The first half
is called Sharaf-ndma (The Book of Honour) and the
second part Ikbdl-ndma (The Book of Wisdom). The
two parts are also known, especially in India, as the
Iskandar-ndma-yi barri (The Adventures of Alexander
by Land), and the Iskandar-ndma-yi bahn (The Adventures of Alexander by Sea). The two parts, although
constituting a full span of Alexander's life from birth
to death under the general title of Iskandar-ndma, are
treated by the poet as two separate entities, each
covering a cycle in Alexander's life. In the first cycle,
Alexander appears as the conqueror of the world, in
the second, as the philosopher and prophet.
The introduction to the first part of the Iskandarndma is a little more than twice as long as the introduction to the second part. The introductions reflect the
length of both parts; the Sharaf-ndma contains about
6,800 couplets and the Ikbdl-ndma about 3,680
couplets, making Iskandar-ndma, with about 10,500
couplets, the longest poem of Nizami's Khamsa.
Confusion has been created among scholars by various dates given for the completion of the poem, as
well as by the various people to whom it or its parts
are dedicated in the available manuscripts. Some of
them have considered the Iskandar-ndma to be the
fourth of Nizami's epic quintet, written in 587/1191
and dedicated to c lzz al-Dln Mascud I, the Zangid
ruler of Mawsil (572-89/1176-93). But because this
date is contrary to many references and events in the
text which would indicate a later date, some scholars
believe that the work was dedicated to c lzz al-Dln
Mascud II, of the same dynasty (607-15/1211-18). If
this is the case, then the span of Nizami's life would
have to be stretched and the date of his death moved
from the traditional one of 599/1203 or 605/1209 to
some time after c lzz al-Dm Mascud II came to the
throne in 607/1211.
In the preface to the Sharaf-ndma, Nizami declares
that he has already completed four mathnawis. This
would indicate that the Iskandar-ndma was the fifth and
last of his epic poems and was, therefore, composed
after 593/1197, the date of completion of Haft paykar.
Those whose names have come down to us in
association with the manuscripts are: Nusrat al-Dln
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Djahan Pahlawan from the rulers of Adharbaydjan,
c
lzz al-Din Mascud from the rulers of Mawsil, and
Nusrat al-Dln Abu Bakr Pishkin (Bishkin) from the
rulers in the Caucasus.
No doubt Pseudo-Callisthenes' account of the life of
Alexander was known to NizamT [see ISKANDAR
NAMA], but it was, however, FirdawsT who was his
source of inspiration in composing the Iskandar-ndma.
He, therefore, chose for it the heroic epic mutakdrib
metre which Firdawsl had employed in his Shdh-ndma.
The Sharaf-ndma, the first portion of the Iskandar-ndma,
is devoted to Alexander's conquest of the world. His
conquest, however, was already shaped by the idea of
his future prophetic mission. It was, therefore, not for
an empire that Alexander set out to conquer but for
the purpose of liberating oppressed peoples; assisting
the Egyptians in their struggle against the Zangls; rescuing Queen Nushaba from the hands of the Russians; freeing the Persian people from the enslavement of Darius and the Zoroastrian priests; securing
safe passage through bandit territories; guiding
travellers on land and sea; and assisting in building
towns.
The second part of the Iskandar-ndma, the Ikbdlndma, portrays Alexander as a great sage and prophet.
With the advent of Islam, Alexander found his place
as Dhu '1-Karnayn in Kurgan, XVIII, 83/82-98,
which encouraged Muslims to glorify him. After the
conquest of the world, Alexander devoted his time to
the spiritual gains of his conquests. He transported
scholarly tomes from all parts of the known world to
be translated for his library and surrounded himself
with the greatest minds in the ancient world. NizamT
is not specific in describing Alexander's religion, but
it is a kind of monotheism which prepares the way for
Islam. Like Caesar who conquered the future lands of
Christendom, Alexander conquered the future domain of Islam, so that he is the archetype of the ideal
ruler and a wise prophet.
By comparison with his other mathnawis, the
Iskandar-ndma is very uneven. In the others, the stories
not directly related to the main current are held
together structurally, giving an impression of
wholeness, whereas in the Iskandar-ndma they are
loosely woven into the massive structure.
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NIZAMI, HASAN, a Persian h i s t o r i a n whose full
name was SADR AL-DIN MUHAMMAD B. HASAN. Born
in Nishapur, he went on the advice of his shaykh
Muhammad Kufi to Ghaznl to give an opportunity to
his remarkable talents as a stylist. A severe illness
forced him to leave Ghaznl, and he went to Dihli were
he obtained an appointment as court historian to the
Ghurid Sultans and began, in 602/1206, his great
historical work Tadj. al-ma^dthir fi 'l-ta^rikh, which
brought him great fame. It deals with the history of
the first three sultans of Dihll—the Ghurid Muhammad b. Sam (588-602/1192-1206), and his slaves
Kutb al-Din Aybak (602-7/1206-10) and Shams alDin Iltutmish (607-33/1210-35). The book begins
with the capture of Adjmer by Mu c izz al-Din in
587/1191 and ends with the appointment of Nasir alDln Muhammad as governor of Lahore (614/1217).
An Appendix contains a panegyric of Iltutmish and
his campaigns of conquest. The work was very highly
esteemed in the Muslim East as a model of elegant
style. It is written in high-flown and difficult language
and has a large number of poetical passages inserted
in it. It is only with difficulty that the historical facts
can be extricated from the medley of rhetoric, but
nevertheless the book is of undeniable value for the
history of India and Afghanistan.
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NIZAMIYYA, a term often used in the sources for
Saldjuk history to designate the p a r t i s a n s and proteges of the great vizier Nizam al-Mulk [<?.#.], after
his death attached to and operating with the sons and
d e s c e n d a n t s of N i z a m a l - M u l k . The influence of
these partisans was especially notable in the years just
after Sultan Malik Shah's death in 485/1092, when
they actively promoted the cause of and secured the
sultanate for Berk-yaruk b. Malik Shah [q. v. ] against
his infant half-brother Mahmud, the candidate of
Malik Shah's widow Terken Khatun and her ally the
vizier Tadj al-Mulk Abu 'l-Ghana°im. In this present
article, it is the descendants of Nizam al-Mulk, who
filled many offices in the administrations of the Great
Saldjuk sultans and also, at times, of the cAbbasid
caliphs, who will be considered.
At least nine of Nizam al-Mulk's sons achieved
some office, civil and/or military, in the decades after
his assassination in 485/1092. There was a distinct
feeling among contemporaries that, in accordance
with the belief that the arcana and the expertise of certain professions or skills were handed down within the
families of their original exponents, the supreme
capability of Nizam al-Mulk would manifest itself in
his progeny. On the whole, this faith was unjustified.
Shams al-Mulk c Uthman was ^drid al-djaysh for
Sultan Muhammad b. Malik Shah [9.0.], and then
mustawfi and an inefficient vizier to Sultan Mahmud
b. Muhammad [q.v.] in the years 516-17/1122-3. No
fewer than three of Nizam al-Mulk's sons served
Berk-yaruk as vizier: Mu 3 ayyid al-Mulk c Ubayd
Allah, Fakhr al-Mulk al-Muzaffar and the drunken
and incompetent c lzz al-Mulk Hasan. Fakhr al-Mulk
also served Sandjar b. Malik Shah [q. v. ] as vizier until
his assassination in Khurasan in 500/1106 by a Batinl.
Mu3ayyid al-Mulk was probably the most talented
and competent of the sons of Nizam al-Mulk, but was
dismissed by the sultan in 488/1095 through the
intrigues of Berk-yaruk's mother Zubayda Khatun
and Mu^ayyid al-Mulk's rival Madjd al-Mulk alBalasam; after then, he served Muhammad b. Malik
Shah as vizier until Berk-yaruk defeated his brother in
battle at Hamadan in 494/1101 and executed his
former vizier as a renegade. Fakhr al-Mulk had
served Tutush b. Alp Arslan [ q . v . } , Saldjuk ruler in
Syria, before entering the service of Berk-yaruk, and
subsequently went to serve Sandjar until 500/1107
(his son NasTr al-Din Tahir was also later to serve as
Sandjar's vizier from 527/1133 till his own death in
548/1153). Djamal al-Mulk Muhammad b. Nizam alMulk (d. 473/1080-1) was governor of Balkh during
his father's lifetime; and clmad al-Mulk Abu '1-Kasim
was vizier to Malik Shah's brother Bori Bars (d.
488/1095), the governor of Herat.
Of the next generations, in addition to Fakhr alMulk's son Nasir al-Din Tahir (see above), his
brother Kiwam al-Mulk Sadr al-Din Muhammad
served Sandjar 500-11/1107-17, whilst Nasir al-Din
Tahir's son Nizam al-Mulk Kiwam al-Din Hasan
served Sulayman Shah b. Muhammad, briefly sultan
in Baghdad 555-6/1160-1. Another of Nizam alMulk's great-grandsons, Shams al-Din Ya c kub b.
Ishak b. Fakhr al-Mulk, is mentioned as a patron of
the local historian of Bayhak, CA1T b. Zayd Ibn Fun-
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duk [q.v. ] (Yakut, Irshdd, v, 216); with this generation, the descendants of Nizam al-Mulk fade from
public life and from mention in the sources.
Finally, of the great vizier's collaterals, his brother
Abu '1-Kasim cAbd Allah's son Abu '1-Mahasin
Shihab al-Dln functioned as Sandjar's vizier 51115/1117-21; and Ibn Funduk mentions several other
collateral relatives as living in the Bayhak district in
the later half of the 6th/12th century.
Bibliography: See M.F. Sanaullah, The decline of
the Saljuqid empire, Calcutta 1938, 40 ff.; cAbbas
Ikbal, Wizdrat dar cahd-i saldtin-i buzurg saldjuki,
Tehran 1338/1959; Carla L. Klausner, The Seljuk
vezirate, a study of civil administration 1055-1194, Cambridge, Mass. 1973. There are genealogical tables
of the family of Nizam al-Mulk and his collaterals
in Ikbal, op. cit., after p. 318; the table in Zambaur,
Manuel, 223, is incomplete and not wholly accurate.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-NIZAMIYYA, AL-MADRASA, the designation given to the colleges ofSunnf instruction founded
in c lrak, al-Djazira and Persia by the great Saldjuk
vizier Nizam al-Mulk [q.v.]. See for these, MADRASA,
I. 4, and NIZAM AL-MULK.
(Eo.)
NIZAR B. MACADD, common ancestor of the
greater part of the Arab tribes of the north,
according to the accepted genealogical system.
Genealogy: Nizar b. Macadd b. cAdnan (Wiistenfeld,
Geneal. Tabellen, A. 3). His mother, Mu c ana bint
Djahla, was descended from the pre-Arab race of the
Djurhum [q.v.]. Genealogical legend, which has preserved mythological features and folklore relating to
several eponyms of Arab tribes, is almost silent on the
subject of Nizar (an etymological fable about his
name: Tddj, al-^arus, iii, 563, 15-17 from the Rawd alunufof al-SuhaylT (i, 8, 8-10) is without doubt of very
late origin, as is shown by the connection which is
established with the prophetic mission of Muhammad; the same etymology from nazr "insignificant" is
further found in Ibn Durayd, Kitdb al-Ishtikdk, 20, 6;
Mufatfdaliyydt, ed. Lyall, 763, 16, without the story in
question). Tradition has more to say about his four
sons Rabi c a, M u d a r , A n m a r , lyad and about the
partition of the paternal heritage among them, in connection with which they visited the DjurhumT hakam
al-Af^a. Their adventures on the journey (they are
able to describe minutely the appearance of a camel
they have never seen from the traces it has left) form
the subject of a popular story which has parallels
among other peoples; its object is to make the origins
of the kiydfa [q. v. ] go back to the most remote period
(al-MufacIclal b. Salama, al-Fdkhir, 155-6, and the
sources there quoted; al-TabarT, i, 1108-10, etc.); it
perhaps is of interest to note that the story was known
to Voltaire who introduced it into his Zadig.
As Robertson Smith showed a century ago (Kinship
and marriage in early Arabia1, 5 ff., 283-9), and as
Goldziher has confirmed by numerous quotations
(Muhammedanische Studien, i, 78-92), the name Nizar
only appears late in Arab poetry, while that of
Macadd (which is found as early as the Byzantine
historians Procopius and Nonnosus) appears quite
early in it, although its ethnic character is rather
vague (as to that of c Adnan, still more comprehensive,
one of the oldest historians of Arab poetry, Muhammad b. Sallam, d. 230/844-5, had already pointed out
that his name was almost unknown in ancient poetry,
Tabakdt al-s_hu<ard\ ed. Hell, 5, 1; cf. Ibn cAbd alBarr, al-Inbdh <ald kabd^il al-ru^dh, Cairo 1350, 48).
Before the Umayyad period, the only trace we find of
the use of Nizar as an ethnic is in a verse of the preIslamic poet Bishr b. AbT Khazim (in the Mufad-

daliyydt, 667, 15) and in another of Ka c b b. Zuhayr (in
al-Tabarl, i, 1106, 10); in the verse of Hassan b.
Thabit, ed. Hirschfeld, Ix, 2, the_ reference is to
another Nizar, son of Macls b. cAmir b. Lu3ayy
(Wiistenfeld, Tabellen, P. 15) belonging to the
Kuraysh. The line in Umayya b. Abi 'l-$alt, ed.
Schulthess, i, 10, in which the descent of the Thaklf
from Nizar is celebrated, is apocryphal and is connected with the well-known dispute regarding the
origin of the Thaklf. The story of the verdict of alAkrac b. Habis al-TamlmT in favour of Djarfr b. cAbd
Allah al-BadjalT against Khalid b. Artat al-Kalbl
(Nakd^id, ed. Bevan, 141-2; cf. Ibn Hisham, Sira, ed.
Wustenfeld, 50), in which there is a reference to Nizar
and which is placed before Islam, is not less suspect;
its object is to defend the northern origin of the BadjTla
(descendants of Anmar), often disputed, as well as
that of their brethren the Khath c am [q.v.], and to
refuse the same origin to the Kalb, descendants of the
Kuda c a, to which it was attributed just at the time of
the strife that raged around the succession to Yazfd I.
The radjaz verses quoted by Ibn Hisham, Sira, 49 (and
often elsewhere; they are sometimes attributed to
c
Amr b. Murra al-Djuhani, a contemporary of the
Prophet, and sometimes to a certain al-Aflah b. alYacbub, otherwise unknown), in which we find used,
with reference to Kuo!aca, the verb tanazzara "to
announce oneself to be descended from Nizar" may
be regarded as apocryphal. No stress need be laid on
the isolated reference in al-Baladhurf (Futuh, ed. de
Goeje, 276, 16) to the quarters (khitat) of the Banu
Nizar in Kufa contrasted with those of the Yamanis;
his language simply reflects the position in the
author's time or that of his sources, later than the
great upheavals of the first century A.H.
It is only from this period, and, to be more exact,
after the battle of Mardj Rahit (65/684 [q. v. ]) won by
the Kalb over the Kays, that we begin to find the
name Nizar recurring with increasing frequency. It
occurs mainly in political poetry: Djanr, al-Farazdak,
al-Akhtal, al-Kutamf and Zufar b. al-Harith use it to
designate the common source of the tribes of the
north, contrasting it with the terms "Yaman" or
"Kahtan". The expression IbndNizdr"1 "the two sons
of Nizar" becomes regular; it indicates the Muclar
(Kays cAylan) and the Rab^a as belonging to one
ethnic group; they were previously regarded as
unrelated to one another. The tribes descended from
Anmar (cf. above) and lyad (the fourth son of Nizar;
but other sources make him a son of Macadd) appear
only rarely as members of the group. This is what the
genealogical systematisation seeks to explain by
alleged migrations of Anmar and lyad into the groups
of YamanI tribes.
But the application of the term Nizar continued to
remain vague, more so than those of Kays, Mucjar
and Rab^a, which represent very large groups, but
more precise than that of Macadd, of which it tends to
take the place. This is due to the fact that the term
Nizar corresponds to a political ideal rather than to a
historical reality; in the latter, the reigning dynasty,
claiming descent from Kuraysh (themselves, consequently, Nizarls) had as their henchmen the Kalb,
one of the most powerful YamanI tribes, while the
Azd, another tribe of the south, bound to the policy
of their most illustrious representatives, the
Muhallabids [q.v.], were sometimes on the side of the
Umayyads and sometimes against them. It was this
complicated position that gave rise to the attempt to
separate the Kudaca (i.e. the Kalb) from the southern
stock in order to make them descendants of Nizar.
The story told in Aghdni, xi, 160-1, al-Bakn, Mu^djam,
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ed. Wiistenfeld, 14-15, is intended to explain the
separation of the Kuqlaca from the rest of the Nizar as
a result of the murder of the Nizari Yadhkur b.
c
Anaza by the Ku^aci Hazima b. Nahd. The lines in
Djarir (Nakdty, 994) sum up very completely the way
in which the KucJaca-Kalb were connected with the
Nizar, while elsewhere (e.g. ibid., 261: al-Farazdak)
Kudaca and Nizar are opposed. Later, at the end of
the Umayyad period and especially in the period of
the struggle in Khurasan which was the prelude to the
fall of the dynasty, Nizar (also in the form Nizdriyyd)
became the regular designation which was contrasted
with Yamaniyya: henceforth the Banu Nizar were to be
the representatives of northern Arabism; as early as
the period of decline of the Umayyads, the poet alKumayt b. Zayd al-Asadl [q.v. ] had composed a long
poem, the Mudhahhaba, exalting the Nizar at the
expense of the Kahtan; nearly a century later, the
YamanI Dicbil [q.v.] replied to him; these poetical
jousts on which the casabiyya, tribal rivalry, of the two
great ethnic groups of the Arabs was nourished, continued down to quite a late date, especially among the
Zaydls of the Yaman.
From what has been said, it is evident that we cannot speak of Nizar as a tribe which had a real
historical existence nor, as is the case with the
Macadd, as a comprehensive term indicating an effective grouping together of a number of tribes of different origin. Nizar is simply a fictitious invention, a
label intended to serve political interests. One must,
however, ask whence the name came and what were
the precedents which suggested its use in the sense
above outlined. It is possible that the history of the
four sons of Nizar (cf. above), a popular story, the
nature and diffusion of which seem to take it back to
a very early period and which originally had nothing
to do with genealogical tradition, supplied the names
on which the nassdbun later gave their imagination free
play. But this is a pure supposition, which would have
to be confirmed by definite proofs.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): Wiistenfeld, Register zu den geneal. Tabellen,
337; Ibn al-KalbT, Dj_amharat al-ansdb (ms. British
Museum), fol. 3b; Ibn al-Kalbl-Caskel, i, Tafein, 1,
ii, Register, 1-2, 448; Ibn Kutayba, Kitdb al-Macdnf,
ed. Wiistenfeld, 31; Ibn Hisham, Sira, ed.
Wiistenfeld, 7, 49-50; Ibn Sacd, i/1, 30; Nuwayri,
Nihdyat al-arab, ii, 327-8; Kitdb al-Aghdni; Nakd^id;
Tabari, index.
(G. LEVI DELLA VIDA)
NIZAR B. AL-MUSTANSIR, F a t i m i d claic
m a n t , born on 10 Rabi I 437/26 September 1045.
On the death of his father, having been displaced by
his youngest brother al-MustaclT [q.v.], Nizar fled to
Alexandria, took the title of al-Mustafa li-Dln Allah,
and rose in revolt early in 488/1095 with the assistance
of the governor, Nasr al-Dawla Aftakln, who was
jealous of al-Afdal, and the population of the city. He
was at first successful in driving back al-Afdal and
advanced as far as the outskirts of Cairo, supported by
Arab auxiliaries. Al-Afdal again took the field against
him, and after a short siege in Alexandria he surrendered towards the end of the same year, was taken
to Cairo, and there immured by order of al-MustaclI.
By the Ismacili organisation in Persia [see AL-HASAN
B. AL-SABBAH and ISMA C ILIYYA], Nizar was recognised
as the rightful successor of al-Mustansir, and this,
with its offshoots in Syria, formed a new group (aldacwa al-djadida), opposed to the Musta c lian group (alda^wa al-kadtma), now known as Khodjas [q.v.] and
Bohoras [q.v.] respectively. A party of the Nizariyya
at first held to the belief that Nizar was not dead and
would return as the Mahdl or in company with him,
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but the majority held that the line of Nizar was continued by the Grand Masters of Alamut [q.v.].
Bibliography: See that under AL-MUSTA C LI; also
Ibn Khallikan, tr. de Slane, i, 160-1 (from alNuwayri); Sia^illdt ... al-Mustansir bi^lldh, ms.,
SOAS, London, nos. 35 and 43 (cf. BSOS, vii, 307
ff.); M.G.S. Hodgson, The order of Assasins, The
Hague 1955, 46-7, 62-78; B. Lewis, The Assassins,
a radical sect in Islam, London 1967, 34-5, 49, 74-5;
Farhad Daftary, The Ismd^ilis, their history and doctrine, Cambridge 1990, 261 ff., 324 ff.
(H.A.R. GIBB)
NIZARI KUHISTANl, HAKIM SACD AL-DIN b.
Shams al-Dln b. Muhammad, Persian poet, born
645/1247-8 in Birdjand [q.v.], where he died in
720/1320-1. The name Nizari was not only his nomde-guerre as a poet, but also seems to indicate the
loyalty of his family to Nizar [0.^.], the pretender to
the Fatimid imamate in the late 5th/llth century
whose claim was supported by most Persian IsmacilTs.
Reliable facts concerning his life can only be deduced
from his own works. According to Borodin, followed
by Rypka, he would have been attached to the court
of the Kart [q.v.] Maliks of Herat, but Bayburdi identified the patrons mentioned by Nizari as local rulers
and Mongol officials in the near vicinity of his native
Kuhistan. The most important were Shams al-Dln
C
A1T Shah (reigned 688-708/1289-1308), who
belonged to a dynasty ruling over Sistan, and the
wazir cAla:> al-Dm Hindu, the representative of the IIKhans in Khurasan. He worked for them both as an
official and as a court poet. In 678-9/1280-1 he made
a journey to the Transcaucasian lands, in his days the
centre of Mongol power. In the Madj_dlis al-^ushshdk of
Karna.1 al-Dln Gazurgahl mention is made of two
encounters with Sacdl [q. v. ] which however belong to
the realm of biographical fiction. The same applies
probably to the statement in the same source that he
ended his life as a humble farmer.
The literary output of NizarT was considerable, but
it has only been preserved in few copies. The most
important are the manuscripts of his collected works
extant in libraries of St. Petersburg (Public State
Library, dated 837/1434) and Dushambe (Academy
of Sciences, dated 972/1564-5). They are both divided
into fifteen parts, comprising volumes of kasidas,
ghazals, quatrains and other lyrical forms, as well as
several mathnawts. His earliest work, the Safar-ndma,
contains a lively and valuable description of his
journey to Transcaucasia. Adab-ndma (695/1295-6), in
the metre mutakdrib, is a didactical poem after the
fashion of SacdT's Bustdn. The romance Azhar u Mazhar
(written about 700/1300-1), a poem in hazadj_ of about
10.000 lines, is situated in the Arabian desert. The
plot was inspired by the Khusraw-ndma of Fand al-Dln
c
Attar [q.v.]. A tenzone between Night and Day, in the
metre khajtf, was written by Nizan to vindicate
himself when he was accused of heretical convictions.
Dastur-ndma (710/1310) is a short didactical work in
mutakdrib (edited and translated by Ye.E. Bertel's in
Vostocniy Sbornik, Leningrad 1926, i, 37-104).
Nizan's name remained relatively obscure in the
history of Persian literature. His Ismaclll background
is noticeable in his works although this is often hidden
behind ImamI Sh^T formulations more acceptable to
his environment. There is also a strong Sun" element,
especially in the ghazals, which constitute the most
important part of his lyrical poetry. Some of these
poems were cited by the mediaeval anthologists
Djadjarmi [q.v.] and Dawlatshah. A competent critic
like DjamT [q.v.] compared his poetic "taste" (salika)
to that of Hafiz [0.0.]. Modern Russian and Tadjik
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scholars have stressed his freedom of thought and the
irreverent tone to be heard in his poetry.
Bibliography: Apart from the Dastur-ndma, the
works of Nizari remained unpublished to date. A
detailed analysis of his life and works can be found
in C.G. Bayburdi, Zizn' i tvorcestvo Nizari, Moscow
1966. See further: DjadjarmI, Mu\is al-ahrdr, ed.
M.S. Tablbl, ii, Tehran 1350^/1971, 974-5, 10103, 1117-8; Dawlatshah, 231-4; DjamI, Bahdristdn,
ed. Vienna 1846, 100; Amln-i RazI, Haft ikltm, ed.
Dj. Fadil, Tehran 1340 sh/\961, ii, 322-3; J. von
Hammer-Purgstall, Geschichte der schonen Redekunste
Persiens, Vienna 1818, 223-4; A. Sprenger, Catalogue
of the Library of the King of Oude, Calcutta 1854, i,
524; B. Dorn, Catalogue des manuscrits et xylographes
orientaux de la Bibl. Imperiale Publique de St. Petersbourg,
St. Petersburg 1852, 365; H. Ethe, Catalogue of the
Persian ... manuscripts in the Bodleian Library, Oxford
1889, 553; idem, in Gr.I.Ph., ii, Strassburg 1904,
297; Browne, LHP, iii, 154-5; S.G. Borodin, Hakim
Nizdn-yi Kuhistdni, in Farhang-i Irdnzamin, vi/2-3,
1337 jA/1958, 178-203; J. Dorri, Stalinabadskiy
ekzemplyar
kulliyata
Nizari,
in
Izvestiya_
otdeleniya obshcestvennikh nauk, AN Nauk Tadzikskiy
SSR, i, Dushambe 1958, 112-20 (description of the
Dushambe kulliyydt); Murt. Mudjtahidzada, Nasimi bahdrtdar ahwdl-i Nizan, Tehran 1344 sh/1965; J.
Rypka, History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968,
255-6; idem, in Cambridge History of Iran, v, Cambridge 1968, 604-5; A. Munzawl, Fihrist-i nuskhahdyikhatti-yifdrsi, Tehran 1349^/1970, iii, 1895, and
iv, 2811-2 (on Dastur-ndma), 2911 (on Safar-ndma).
(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
NIZARIYYA, a major branch of the
Isma c lliyya [q.v.], whose beginnings can be traced
to the succession dispute following the death of the
Fatimid [q.v.] Imam and caliph al-Mustansir bi'llah
(d. 487/1094). Those who gave their allegiance to
Nizar, al-Mustansir's eldest son, as the designated
successor and imam, and subsequently to those claiming descent from him, were called Nizariyya. One of
the most important figures in consolidating Nizari
identity in its early phase, particularly in Persia, was
the well-known figure and dd cf Hasan-i Sabbah [q.v.],
under whose leadership the Nizarls were able to
establish a confederation of principalities in Persia
and Syria, linked to the mountain stronghold of
Alamut [q.v.]. The period also marks a reinterpretation of Fatimid Ismacfll doctrine, with a
greater emphasis on the role of the Imam as the
authoritative interpreter of Muslim doctrine and
practice.
The Nizan polity in Persia lasted over 150 years,
before its brutal destruction by the Mongols, ending
in 654/1256. The various communities in Syria and
Persia subsequently struggled to survive under sometimes adverse conditions, and much of their history
and development during this period is little known.
However, the dacwa successfully initiated missionary
activity leading to the emergence of a community in
the Indian Subcontinent, principally in Pandjab, Sind
and Gudjarat, referred to as the Khodjas [q.v.]. Over
the next centuries, sporadic contact was maintained
between the Imams, living in different parts of Persia,
and the Nizan communities of Syria, the Subcontinent and Central Asia, each with their own distinctive
literary heritage and tradition.
In its modern phase, Nizari history has been distinguished by the transference of the imdma from Persia
to British India in the 19th century and then to
Europe, where the present headquarters of the current
Imam, Shah Karlm, Aga Khan (Aghd Khan [q.v.]) is

located. Nizari communities are found today in over
25 countries in Asia and Africa, as well as in Great
Britain, Europe and the United States and Canada,
where, based on a common constitution, they have
organised strong community institutions. These are
complemented by a development network headed by
their Imam, concerned primarily with the development of the countries and peoples in which they live.
Bibliography (in addition to works and bibl.
cited in ISMA C ILIYYA): F. Daftary, The Ismdcilis: their
history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990; Azim Nanji,
The Nizari Ismaili tradition in the Indo-Pakistan Subcontinent, New York 1978; and for their literature, I.
Poonawala, Biobibliography of Ismd^ili literature,
Malibu 1977.
(AziM NANJI)
NIZIB, NIZIB, the Ottoman Turkish forms for
modern Turkish Nizip, a town and district of
southeastern Turkey, lying in the plain to the southeast of the Kurt Daglari mountain chain on the Nizip
river, a right-bank tributary of the Euphrates, 17
km/10 miles to the west of Birecik [see BIREDJIK], in
lat. 37° 02' N. and long. 37° 47' E. at an altitude of
534 m/1750 feet. Nizlb and its surrounding district,
extending to Kilis and the Syrian frontier, have long
been famed for their extensive olive groves and
sesame fields.
Ewliya Celebi visited Nizlb in the llth/17th century and describes it as "an inhabited town in the
middle of an unfertile district on the edge of a high
hill, with inns, mosques, baths and a small market but
without vineyards or gardens". Nizlb at this period
was the residence of a judge on the salary scale of 150
akces.
During the war (1831-40) between the Turks and
Egypt under Muhammad CA1T, Nizlb became the
scene of a celebrated battle. Ibrahim Pasha, adopted
stepson and general of Muhammad CA1I, had crossed
the Syrian frontier by the end of 1831 and after
several victories advanced as far as Konya, where he
inflicted such a defeat on the Turks at the end of 1832
that they had to cede by the peace of Kiitahiya (1833)
the whole of Syria to Muhammad cAll and the government of Adana to Ibrahim himself, both recognising
the sovereignty of the sultan. But neither the sultan
nor Muhammad CA1I were satisfied with this, and
both made preparations for another war. For this purpose, Mahmud II combined the four wildyets of Diyarbakr, Kharput, Rakka and Slwas under one governor
with the title of vizier, Cerkes Hafiz Mehmed Pasha
(on his career, see Sidjilli-i cothmdni, ii, 99-100), and
commanded him to cross the Euphrates at the beginning of 1839. It was not till some time later, however,
that fighting actually began. Moltke and the military
experts in Cerkes Hafiz Mehmed's army then advised
him not to cross the river but only to display his
strength and frighten the Egyptian army into
retreating; but Mehmed Pasha would not take this
advice, crossed the Euphrates and fought a battle at
Nizlb, where he was completely defeated by Ibrahim
Pasha on 24 June 1839.
Besides this great defeat on land, the Turks a few
days later suffered an equally severe loss at sea. The
traitorous Kapuddn-i Deryd Ahmed Fewzl Pasha,
known as Firarl (i.e. "fugitive", "deserter"; details
in Sidjill-i <othmdm, i, 294-5), led the Turkish fleet,
which was sent to Syrian waters at the time of the battle of Nizlb, to Alexandria and handed it over to
Muhammad CA1I. The Egyptians, however, were
unable to take advantage of the victory at Nizlb
because the Great Powers intervened and Muhammad cAll's aspirations were in 1841 limited to the
hereditary governorship of Egypt. The defeat at Nizlb
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led in the domestic politics of Turkey to the speedy
proclamation of the tanzimdt reforms [q. v . ] .
The modern town of Nizip is in the il or province
of Gaziantep and is the chef-lieu of an ilfe or district
of the same name comprising 115 villages. In 1960,
the estimated population of the town was 19,300 and
of the district 68,200.
Bibliography: cAbd al-Rahman Sheref, Ta^nkh-i
Dewlet-i'othmdniyye, ii, Istanbul 1312, 338-9, 341-2;
Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme, iii, Istanbul 1314, 145;
c
AHDjewad, Ta^nkh we-Djpghrdfiya lughdti, iii, Istanbul 1314, 811 (wrongly identifies Nizib and
Nislbln); S. Lane-Poole, Turkey*, London 1908,
345-50; H. Sacdl, Iktisddi djoghrafiya I. Turkiye,
Istanbul 1926, 277-80; KhalTl Edhem, Duwel-i
isldmiyye, Istanbul 1927, 116; Turkiye cumhuriyeti
devlet yilhgi 1929-1930, Istanbul 1930, 396-400;
Hamit ve-Muhsin, Turkiye tarihi, Istanbul 1930,
465-6, 630 ff.
(F. BAJRAKTAREVIC*)
NIZWA, a town of inner c Uman. It lies in an oasis
on the eastern side of the Djabal Akhdar in central
c
Uman. It is divided between a walled lower town
(Nizwat al-Sufdla) and an upper walled town (Nizwat
al-^Aldya or Samad al-Kindf), which are situated on
either side of the Wad! Kalbu. The water supply of
c
Alaya is provided by the Falaaj, Ddris and that of
Sufala is provided by the Falaaj_ Ghunduk. Sprenger
suggested that Ptolemy's Ravanal Rabanal Rouana
basileion should be identified with either Nizwa or
Rustak, but this remains unproven. At the onset of
Islam, Nizwa appears to have been the seat of the local
Azdl Al Djulanda princes, and it was subsequently to
become the capital of the country. Even during occupation by an cAbbasid army under Muhammad b.
Nuh in 277/890 during the caliphate of al-Mu c tamid,
Nizwa remained the capital of the country and the
election place of the IbadI Imams of c Uman under the
Al Djulanda and under their successors. It was only in
later times that it was supplanted by Rustak and
Maskat, although it never lost its importance as a centre of IbadI teaching and scholarship. From the death
of the second IbadI/mam, al-Warith, who drowned at
Nizwa in a flood in the WadI Kalbu, Nizwa was to
become the usual burial place of the Imams.
Al-MukaddasI in the 4th/10th century mentions
Nizwa, listing it among the principal kasabas of
c
Uman along with Maskat, Sawhar and Djulfar. Its
name is merely mentioned by al-ldrlsl, but Yakut in
the 6th/13th century knew of it as a mountainous
region with a number of large villages, where the local
people were adherents of IbadI doctrines [see
IBADIYYA]. In subsequent centuries, Nizwa seems to
have retained its importance under its NabhanI
rulers, although it was eventually to give way to
Rustak and in the civil wars of the early 17th century,
power shifted from the interior to the coast at Maskat,
with Nizwa losing its political importance.
The main mosque, the traditional place of election
to the Imamate, and suk are in Sufala, as is the hisn,
a rectangular enclosure containing a massive circular
tower, known as the kalca, ca. 43 m across at the level
of the gun-platform. The kaPa is the most prominent
monument in Nizwa and the largest artillery tower in
c
Uman. It is attributed to the Ya c rubl Imam Sayf b.
Sultan (d. 1059/1649) and took 12 years and much
gold and silver to build. It was designed to command
the approaches to Nizwa from all directions, forming
part of defences controlling the WadI Samacil, the
main access leading from the interior of c Uman to the
Batina coast. It was among the earliest towers in
c
Uman built as an artillery platform, and it was also
able to withstand artillery bombardment because of its
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solid construction, with the lower 14 m of the main
tower filled entirely with packed earth and stone. The
water supply was secured by wells and a faladj_ which
runs below the tower. According to Lt. Wellsted, dry
well shafts in the tower were used as magazines for the
artillery.
The first detailed description of the town was provided by Wellsted in 1835, who found Nizwa a stonebuilt town with houses of two storeys, an appearance
which was little changed in 1975. In the early 1900s
the largest tribe residing at Nizwa was the Banu
Riyam, with a large number of houses of Banu Hina
and Al Bu Sacld, and a small number of households
from other tribes.
The long association of Nizwa with the Imamate
revived in modern times when discontent with the Al
Bu Sacld sultan at Maskat led to a coalition against his
authority, culminating in 1913 in the election to the
Imamate of Sallm b. Rashld al-KharusI, supported by
an alliance of al-Ghafirl and Hinawl tribal confederation, which seized Nizwa and installed the Imam at the
ancient capital. Although a modus vivendi was eventually reached, Nizwa and its surroundings remained
beyond the authority of Maskat until 1955, when
Sultan Sacld b. Taymur entered Nizwa in a progress
through the interior as far as Burayml. However, between 1957 and 1959, the Imamate based at Nizwa
broke into open rebellion, backed by Saudi Arabia
and by Arab nationalists in Cairo. The rebellion ended with the seizure of Nizwa by British troops and the
Sultan's forces in 1959.
The surrounding oasis is said to have 25,000 palm
trees, and accounts refer to the presence of sugar
cane, cotton, and indigo among the crops of Nizwa.
Traditional local manufactures include metal working, including gold and silver, and weaving. The latter is ancient, for Yakut mentions a distinctive ornamental textile decorated with silk. According to
Wellsted, the women would prepare cotton yarn, and
men would work the looms. This division of labour
was still apparent in the 1970s. In the 1970s, the oil
wealth of c Uman brought growing prosperity to Nizwa and a transformation of its traditional economy,
while the construction of tarmac roads improved its
links with the rest of the country.
Bibliography. MukaddasI, 71; Idrlsl, tr.
Jaubert, 153; Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, v, 281; J.
Wellsted, Travels in Oman, London 1835, 120-7;
Salll b. Razlk, History of the Imams and Seyyids of
C
0manfrom A.D. 661-1859, tr. G.P. Badger, London 1871; Sirhan b. Sacld, Annals of ^Oman, from early to year 1728 A. D. From an Arabic ms. by Sheykh Sirhan
bin Sa^id bin Sirhan b. Muhammad, of the Benu CAH tribe
of ^Oman, translated and annotated by E. C. Ross, Political
Agent of Muscat, in JASB, xliii (1874), 111-96; A.
Sprenger, Die alte Geographic Arabiens, Berne 1875,
281; S.B. Miles, The countries and tribes of the Persian
Gulf, with a new introd. by J.B. Kelly, London
1966; E. d'Errico, Introduction to Omani military architecture of the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in Journal of Oman Studies (1983), 302-3; P.M.
Costa, Notes on settlement patterns in traditional Oman,
in ibid., 253; J.G. Lorimer, Gazetteer of the Persian
Gulf, Oman, and Central Arabia, Calcutta 1908, IIB,
1365-6.
(G.R.D. KING)
NOGHAY. a T u r k i c - s p e a k i n g people whose
language belongs, together with Kazak and
Karakalpak, to the Caspian branch of the Kfp£akTurkic group. They number approximately 60,000,
living mainly on a territory stretching to the west of
the Caspian Sea between the Kuma and Terek rivers,
a region sometimes referred to as the Noghay
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Steppes. In the administrative aspect, the majority
lived within the boundaries of the Dagestan
Autonomous S.S.R.^ whilst others fell under the
jurisdiction
of Ceceno-Ingushetia
and
the
Stavropol 'skiy kray. All these regions belonged to the
Russian Federation of the Soviet Union, but their
administrative future within Russia, after the dissolution of the Soviet Union in December 1991, is
unknown.
1. E t h n o g e n e s i s and early h a b i t a t s . The
stabilisation of the Noghay ethnos went hand in hand
with the formation of the Noghay state. The latter was
formed by Edigii (in Russian sources, Edigey), the
famous military commander of the Tatar state of the
Golden Horde. The Noghay ulus (appanage) seceded
from the Golden Horde in the 1390s, their original
homeland being the vast pasture lands between the
Emba and Yayfk (now Ural) rivers. During the reign
of Nur al-Dm, son of Edigii (1426-40), the Noghay
tribes began to extend towards the Volga, and up to
the 1550s they occupied the large territory between
the Yayfk and the Lower Volga rivers. In the 15th16th centuries the Noghay Horde was a significant
Tatar state, one of the successor states of the Golden
Horde, comprising various Turco-Mongolian tribes
which later on took an active part in the formation of
numerous modern Turkic peoples, including the
Kazaks, the Karakalpaks, the Bashkirs and the Kazan
Tatars. The leading political force of the Noghay
Horde was undoubtedly the Mangit tribe, from which
Edigii himself, the founder of the state originated.
That is why even their self-appellation during the first
century of their stately independence was Mangit

[?•«••]•
The Noghay ethnos was formed of various

Turkic
and Turkicised Mongol tribes coming together under
the sovereignty of Edigii's successors. Even the
Mangit tribe was of Mongol origin, although the
family genealogy of the Edigii clan, obviously due to
pious Muslim influence, traced back their alleged descent to the Prophet Muhammad's time. The widest
extension of the Noghay Horde was in the first half of
the 16th century, when its historical role was at its
zenith, and they actively participated in the wars of
Muscovy, the Kazan and the Crimean Khanates.
The application of the name Noghay to the Mangit led confederation has not yet been satisfactorily
explained. The term Noghay was first used for the
Noghays in the Russian sources at the end of the 15th
century, and it spread in Russia and Europe during
the 16th century. According to the most accepted
interpretation, the ethnonym Noghay is connected to
the name of Noghay, famous warlord and amir of the
Golden Horde in whose army the Mangit tribe must
have been a leading force. On the other hand, two
facts severely hamper this theory: (a) it needs further
elucidation why the ethnonym Noghay came into use
only 150 years after Noghay's death in 1300; and (b)
while Edigii's figure has been im memorialised in an
extensive folk-epos, Noghay's personality has fallen
out of folk-memory.
2. Economy and society. Up till the 1860s, the
Noghays were par excellence nomadic stock-breeders
(horse, sheep, cattle, camel). They had practically no
agriculture (only millet was known) or handicrafts; all
these products were acquired through trade and/or as
booty. All adult males were warriors (200,000 in the
1550s), the total amount of inhabitants being approximately 350,000. Their society was organised according to clan and tribal principles, with an increasing
number of feudal features from the 16th century
onwards. The head of the political structure was the

biy, whose sons and other male relatives, the murzas,
stood at the head of the ulus or appanage. It was an
amalgam of the clan and feudal system. The central
power was very limited, and the murzas pursued
sovereign foreign policies. Second in rank was the
nuraddin (called so after Edigii's son), whose duty was
defending the western borderland, while the kekovat
(third in rank) was in charge of the eastern frontier.
The capital of the Noghays was Saraycfk on the
eastern bank of Lower Volga. In addition to the
tribal-feudal aristocracy, the Muslim religious
dignitaries, especially the sayyids, also played an
important role in the Noghay social structure.
3. Noghay-Russian contacts. From 1489
onwards, exchange of envoys had become regular
between Russia and the Noghay Horde. After
Ismacil's death (1563), the heyday of the Noghay
Horde was over and it soon dissolved. Part of them
accepted Russian suzerainty, other tribes fell under
Crimean Tatar and Ottoman rule, while the eastern
part was assimilated by the Kazaks. In the 17th-18th
centuries, a few independent Noghay hordes survived
(e.g. the Yedisan, the Djemboyluk, etc.), lingering
between the Russian and Ottoman great powers. In
the 1780s, subsequent to the annexation of the Crimean Khanate by the Russians, most Noghay groups
fell under Russian jurisdiction. In 1858-66 a mass
emigration of the Noghays to Turkey took place, but
most of them were disappointed in their new
homeland and returned to Russia. From the 1870s
onwards, the Noghays have gradually been settled
and forced to abandon their nomadism for
agriculture. The vicissitudes of the Noghays continued in the Soviet era, their administrative borders
being changed several times. During the past few
years they have been struggling for more cultural and
regional autonomy within the Russian Federation.
Bibliography:
Prodolzenie drevney Rossiyskoy
vivliofiki, vii-xi, St. Petersburg 1793-5; Pamyatniki
diplomaticeskikh snosheniy drevney Rossii s derzavami
inostrannimi, St. Petersburg 1895 (Sbornik Russkogo
Istoriceskogo Obshcestva, 41); P. Melioranskiy,
Skazanie ob Edigee, St. Petersburg 1905; V.V. Bartol'd, Otets Edigeya, in Socineniya, ii/1, 797-804;
A.A. Geraklitov, Istoriya Saratovskogo kraya. v XVIXVIII vv., Saratov-Moscow 1923, 104-36; M.G.
Safargaliev, Nogayskaya Orda vo vtoroy polovine XVI
veka, in Sbornik naucnikh robot mordovskogo gos.
pedinstituta im. A. I. Polezaeva, Saransk 1949, 32-56
(useful); B.-A.B. Koc'ekaev, Klassovaya struktura
nogayskogo obshcestva v XIX—nacala XX vv., Alma-Ata
1969; V.M. Zirmunskiy, Tyurkskiy geroiceskiy epos,
Leningrad 1974; E.A. Ponozenko, Obshtestvenniy
stroy Nogayskoy Ordy v XV-seredim XVII vv., in Vestnik
Moskovskogo Universiteta, seriya "Pravo" 1977/4;
F.G. Garipova, Dannie toponimii o nogayskom komponente v etnogeneze kazanskikh tatar, in Issledovaniya po
dialektologii i istorii tatarskogo yazika, Kazan' 1982,
123-8; Posol'skaya kniga po svyazyam Rossii s Nogayskoy
Ordoy 1489-1508 gg., Moscow 1984; B.-A.B.
Koc'ekaev, Nogaysko-russkie otnosheniya v XV-XVIH
vv., Alma-Ata 1988 (important); Obzor posol'skikh
knig iz fondov-kollektsiy khranyashcikhsya v TSGADA
(konets XV-nacalo XVIII v.), Sostavitel' N.M.
Rogozin, Moscow 1990, 166-71 (important).
(I. VASARY)
NOUAKCHOTT, the capital of M a u r i t a n i a
[see MURITANIYA]. It was created ex nihilo near a site
occupied by a small village and a ksar [see KASR], The
choice of its situation was made the object of serious
studies, since it was necessary that it should be accessible, easily supplied with drinking water and distant
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enough from the Senegal River to escape inundations
like that of 1950. Several plans of urban design were
put forward even before independence was conceded
to Mauritania (1960), and construction work, begun
in 1958, has not ceased since that date in order to respond to a rapidly-increasing demographic growth
because of the tendency of the nomads to become
sedentarised and fixed and because of the massive
migration of the peoples of the interior, driven forth
by the desiccation which became severe during the
years 1968-73 and searching for work. With an
estimated population in 1974 of 100,000, the number
of inhabitants rose to 600,000 by 1992.
Situated in the midst of sand dunes, 7 km from the
ocean, Nouakchott is the only real town of the country, and comprises three parts: a westernised official
and business centre (ministries, embassies, banks,
trading establishments), better-quality residential
quarters and, further out, the area of more or less
precarious habitations of the less favoured population
elements (in 1971, there were still 200 tents of nomads
within the urban area). It has a relatively temperate
climate (annual average of max. temp. 32°, and
minima 11°); rainfall is very variable from year to
year, but the average is considered to be 135 mm.
Water supply, from the wells in the Trarza, is a
serious problem, and the town has a water-purifying
plant. Retail trade is in the hands of Lebanese
immigrants, who are always very active. External
trade, in particular represented by the import of
manufactured products and foodstuffs, and by the
export of copper, hides and gum, has developed since
1966, thanks to the construction of docks 7 km to the
south-south-west of the capital. Electricity is provided
by a central generator, and telephone installations
exist in the government offices and in private homes.
Communications within the town are not always easy
since metalled roads are still sparse, and vehicles often
get stuck in the sands once they leave the main roads.
Connections with outside countries, and even with the
interior of the country, are now more and more by air
travel, thanks to the modern airport of Nouakchott
and the improvised landing-strips which many places
of middling importance possess. It is in fact extremely
difficult to maintain roads and even tracks amidst
moving sands.
There remains an interesting question: the origin of
the name Nouakchott, which even the Mauritanian
government, which uses the French language,
customarily spells thus. Its etymology has given rise to
apparently endless controversies. For Mokhtar Ould
Hamidoun and Cyr Descamps, Que veut dire
Nouakchott?, in Notes Africaines, no. 118 (1969), 62-4,
the town's name means "place where, when one digs
a well, the water appears at a level where shells are
found profusely". In reality, the Arabic form
Anwdkshut is sufficiently clear, since it can be broken
up as follows: a-n-wakshut, i.e. in Berber, "that of
shells and shellfish", where a is a demonstrative pronoun, and n the copula introducing the state of annexation of the word akeshshua1 (whose final emphatic is
normally unvoiced to pass into Arabic as /). It should
be noted that in the Berber speech of Morocco, in
which this word exists, it means "woods".
Bibliography: This is quite abundant, and has
been felicitously utilised by J.-R. Pitte, Nouakchott,
capitate de la Mauretanie, Paris 1977, to which one can
refer.
(J.-F. STASZAK and ED.)
NOYAN (pi. noyad), a Mongolian t i t l e , rendered
in the Muslim chronicles of the Mongol and Tlmurid
periods in the Arabic script as nuydn, nuytn, nuytn, etc.
In the pre-Cinggisid period the noyad were the heredi-
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tary clan chieftains. Under Cinggis Khan and his successors, the title was granted initially as a military
rank. According to the Secret History of the Mongols, §
191 [tr. Cleaves, 119], in 1203 Cinggis Khan organised his army according to the decimal system so often
used before in steppe armies, with groups of ten, a
hundred and a thousand, each under the command of
a noyan. Hence the term came to mean "commander"
(Boyle) or "captain" (Cleaves). The noyad have been
called the "new aristocracy" of the Mongol Empire,
and were a means by which the Mongol rulers, in constructing their imperial machinery, were able to transcend the old clan system. The noyad were granted
substantial rights of autonomy within their domains,
and people and pasture in perpetuity. Under the
Yuan regime in China, the term was used to refer to
all officials serving in public posts (26,690 in the early
14th century, according to one reckoning).
Bibliography: F.W. Cleaves (tr.), The Secret History of the Mongols, Cambridge, Mass. 1982; G.
Doerfer, Turkische und mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, i, Wiesbaden 1963, 526-9; C. Hsiao, The
military establishment of the Yuan dynasty, Cambridge,
Mass. 1978; D.M. Farquhar, The government of
China under Mongolian rule, Stuttgart 1990
(D.O. MORGAN)
NU C AYM B. HAMMAD al-Khuzaci al-Marwazi,
c
Abu Abd Allah, a traditionist originally from
Marw al-Rudh [q. v. ] who lived for a while in Egypt
but above all in Baghdad where, having been invited
to recognise the created nature of the Kurgan in the
course of the mihna [q.v.], he refused to give his opinion and was thrown into one of the prisons at
Samarra; he died there on 13 Djumada I 228/18
February 843 (but other dates around this are also
given). He received from Sufyan b. Mu c awiya, CAH b.
al-Mubarak and other muhaddiths [see HADITH] traditions which he in turn transmitted, notably to Yahya
b. Macm or al-Bukhari. He is nevertheless judged to
have been suspect and is even freely accused by some
scholars, such as al-Nasa°i and al-Darakutnl, of
fabricating hadfths in support of the most rigorous
form of Sunn! doctrine, of which he was a fervent
defender. He is said, moreover, to have been a
member of the Djahmiyya [q.v.] at one period, before
changing his views and accusing Abu Hanlfa and
c
Amr b. cUbayd of having favoured the dissemination
of this group's ideas. Whilst being thus discredited as
a traditionist, he nevertheless acquired a reputation as
a scholar regarding succession law (fard^ia' [q. v. ]), to
the point that he is sometimes dubbed Farid or
Faradi.
His biographers attribute to him "some" books,
but it is only known that he left behind a Kitdb al-Fitan
wa 'l-maldhim, of which there is a ms. in the B.L.,
London (9449) and which was abridged by Nasr Allah
b. cAbd al-Mun c im al-Tanukhl (604-73/1207-74; see
F. al-Bustani, Dd^irat al-macdrif, s.v. Ibn Shukayr, iii,
263c, who does not however cite this abridgement).
Bibliography: Abu 'l-cArab-Khusham, Tabakdt
<ulamd> Ifnkiya, Algiers 1915-Paris 1920, i, 32; alKhatlb al-Baghdadi, Ta^rikh Baghdad, xiii, 306-14;
Abu Nu c aym, Shadharat al-dhahab, ii, 66-7 (d. 228),
67 (second notice, d. 229); Ibn cAsakir, Tabydn
kadhib al-muftari, Damascus 1928, 383-4; DhahabI,
Tadhkiratal-huffdz, Haydarabad 1376/1956, 418-20;
idem, Mizdn al-ftiddl, iii, 238-9; Brockelmann, S I,
257 (cf. II, 929, no. 26); A. Amln, Duhd al-Isldm, ii,
126; G. Vajda, in Arabica, viii/1 (1961), 99; W.
Madelung, The Sufydm between tradition and history, in
SI, Ixiii (1986), 5-48 (based on Nu c aym's K. alFitan); J. Agnade, Eine Schrift des Nucaim b. Hammdd
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und ihre Uberlieferung in Spanien, in Navicula Tubingensis. Studio in honorem Antonii Tovar, Tubingen
1984; Zirikll, ix, 14; Kahhala, xiii, 97; Sezgin,
GAS, i, 104-5.
(CH. PELLAT)
NUCAYMA, MIKHA'lL (spelled Naimy in
English language publications), m o d e r n Arabic
a u t h o r (b. 1889, Biskinta, Lebanon, d. 1989 in
Lebanon). He received his schooling at the "Russian" school founded by the "Russian Imperial
Orthodox Palestine Society" in Biskinta, the training
college instituted by the same society in Nazareth and
the Diocesan Seminary in Poltava, Ukraine. In 1911
he joined his emigrant brothers in the USA, who
financed his studies at the University of Washington
in Seattle. There he became a member of the "Free
Syria" movement which stood for an independent
Syria and Lebanon under French protection. Later,
he would become secretary of this movement in which
most of Nu c ayma's literary friends took part. It may
be regarded as a forerunner of al-Rdbita al-kalamiyya.
MTkha0!! Nu c ayma obtained bachelor degrees in
Law and in English Literature in 1916 and went to
New York where his old-time friend Nasfb cArida was
publishing the Arabic literary magazine al-Funun
("The Arts"). In New York he established contacts
with Djubran Khalfl Djubran [see DJABRAN KHALIL
DJABRAN], Rashid Ayyub and IlTya Abu Madl. For his
living he worked for the Russian delegation at the
Bethlehem Steel Factories to purchase arms until
Russia withdrew from the war in November 1917. He
was then conscripted into the USA army and sent to
France where he witnessed the last battles of the war.
Early in 1919 he returned to New York and in 1920
he founded with his literary friends al-Rdbita alkalamiyya (English, Arrabita = "The Pen League").
He earned his living as a travelling salesman. In 1932
he returned to Lebanon to devote himself to his pen.
Nu c ayma's literary career started in Poltava, where
he became acquainted with the works of the great
Russian authors of that time. He especially admired
Tolstoy and his Yasnaya Polyana. He composed
poetry during this period and he kept a diary. During
his stay in Seattle he began to contribute critical essays
to al-Funun, calling for drastic changes in Arabic
poetry and in criticism. He also contributed a
serialised play al-Abd^ wa 'l-banun ("Parents and
Children"), which appeared in book form in 1917 in
New York. His critical essays were published in alGhirbdl ("The Sieve") in 1923 at Cairo with a
foreword by Mahmud cAbbas al- c Akkad [q. v. in
Suppl.]. In Seattle he became acquainted with the
teachings of theosophy which were to have a permanent influence on his writings, culminating in the
English-language publication The book of Mirdad,
Beirut 1948, translated by the author as Kitdb Mirdad,
Beirut 1952, and in books like al-Yawm al-akhir ("The
last day"), Beirut 1963, Ayyub ("Job"), Beirut 1967
and Yd ibn Adam ("O son of Adam"), Beirut 1969.
Nu c ayma published one collection of poetry Hams
al-djufun ("Eyelids' whispering") Beirut [1943],
which inspired Muhammad Mandur [q. v. ] to call this
new type of poetry shi^r mahmus ("whispered
poetry"). Nu c ayma further wrote some 80 stories
which he collected in the volumes Kan makan ("Once
upon a time"), Beirut 1937, Akdbir ("Notables"),
Beirut 1956 and Abu Batta ("The fat-calved man"),
Beirut 1959.
Nu c ayma's biography of Djubran (Arabic edition,
Beirut 1934, English edition, New York 1950), showing the weaker sides of Djubran, produced a fierce
shock to those who had already lifted Djubran beyond
good and evil. Nu c ayma's most impressive work is his

autobiography Sabcun ("Seventy"), Beirut 1959-60,
in which he describes his early years in Biskinta,
Nazareth and Poltava (vol. i), his life in the USA and
the formation of Arrabita (vol. ii), and his life in
Lebanon from 1932 until 1959 (vol. iii).
Other works by Nu c ayma include: al-Mardhil
("Stages"), Beirut 1933; Zdd al-ma^dd ("Food for the
road"), Cairo 1936; al-Awthan ("The idols"), Beirut
1946; Karam cald darb ("A vineyard by the road"),
Cairo 1946; Likd*, Beirut 1946, translated as Till we
meet ..., Beirut 1957; Sawt al-cdlam ("The voice of the
world"), Cairo 1948; Mudhakkardt al-arkash, Beirut
1949, translated as Memoirs of a vagrant soul, Beirut
1952; al-Nur wa 'l-day^ur ("Light and darkness"),
Beirut 1950; Ft mahabb ar-nh ("Windward"), Beirut
1953; Dumb ("Roads"), Beirut 1954; Abcad min
Musku wa-min Washintun ("Very far from Moscow and
from Washington"), Beirut
1957;
Hawdmish
("Marginals"), Beirut 1965; Fi 'l-ghirbdl al-djadid
("In the new sieve"), Beirut 1972; Nadjwd al-ghurub
("Confidential whispers at sunset"), Beirut 1973; alMadjmuca al-kdmila ("The complete works") 8 vols.,
including Makdldt mutafarrika (= vol. vii, Uncollected
essays) and Rasd^il ( = vol. viii, Letters), Beirut
1970-4.
Bibliography: Thurayya Malhas, Mikhail
Nucayma, al-adib al-sufi ("M.N. the Sufi author"),
Beirut 1964; F. Gabrieli, L'autobiografia di Mikhail
Nucaima, in OM, xlix (1969), 381-7; N. Naimy,
Mikhail Naimy. An introduction, Beirut 1967; TunsI
Zakka, Bayna Nucayma wa-Djubran ("Between
Nu c ayma and Djubran"), Beirut 1971; Shaft alSayyid, Mikhail Nucayma, [Cairo] 1972; Nadra
Djamfl al-Sarradj, Thaldthat ruwwdd min al-mahdjar
("Three leading men of the Arab diaspora in the
New World"), Cairo 1973; C. Nijland, Mikhail
Nu^aymah, promoter of the Arabic literary revival, Istanbul 1975; Nadlm Nu c ayma, Mikhail Nucayma, tank
al-dhdt ild al-dhdt ("M.N. The way from the self to
the self), Beirut 1978; Nabil I. Matar, Adam and
the serpent: notes on the theology of Mikhail Naimy, in
JAL, xi (1980), 56-61; Nijland, Mikhail Nucayma:
the biography of Gibran and the autobiography, in al^Arabiyya, xv/1982), 7-15; A. Ghaith, La pensee
religieuse chez Gubran tfaltl Gubrdn et Mi^il Nucayma,
Lou vain 1990.
(C. NIJLAND)
NUBA, the mediaeval Islamic form for the land of
N u b i a , lying to the south of Egypt, and its peoples.
1. D e f i n i t i o n
The names Nubia, Nubian, Nuba are commonly
used without scientific precision and it is only in the
linguistic sense that they have an unambiguous meaning. The frontier separating Nubia from Egypt proper
is well defined as the first cataract of the Nile in the
neighbourhood of Aswan, and the area where Nubian
is spoken nowadays ends in the vicinity of the 18th
parallel, but the southern limit of Nubia is sometimes
placed as far south as the junction of the Atbara and
the Nile or even the confluence of the two Niles.
Nubia is often sub-divided into Lower Nubia from
Aswan to Wad! Haifa and Upper Nubia from WadI
Haifa southwards, but neither term has any political
or administrative significance.
The mediaeval Arabic writers are equally vague
about the southern extent of Nubia: the region
immediately bordering on Egypt, which bore the
name of Mans [q. v. ] , seems to have been regarded as
Nubia par excellence] to the south of it lay Mukurra with
its capital at Dongola (Dunkula, Dumkula), and
beyond this the kingdom of cAlwa, the capital of
which was Soba, near the site of the modern Khartum. According to the 4th/10th century author cAbd
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Allah b. Ahmad b. Sallm (Sulaym?, quoted by alMakrizi) Marls and Mukarra had distinct languages,
and the frontier between them was situated three poststations (band) to the south of the Third Cataract;
politically, however, Mans formed part of Mukurra
and this probably accounts for the fact that Ibn Salim
immediately afterwards places the commencement of
Mukurra at a day's journey from Aswan. The frontier
between Mukurra and cAlwa was the district of alAbwab, a name still in use for the country round
Kabushiyya in Berber province. cAlwa is generally
placed outside Nubia, and the preamble to the treaty
which governed the political relations between
Nubians and Arabs makes its provisions incumbent
on "the chief of the Nubians and all people of his
dominions .... from the frontier of Aswan to the frontier of c Alwa"; yet al-Mascudi speaks of cAlwa as part
of Nubia and states that it is under the political
suzerainty of Mukurra. According to Yakut, Bulddn,
ed. Beirut, v, 308-9, Nubia extends along the Nile a
distance of eighty days journey, Dongola being
situated halfway at forty days' distance from Aswan;
of cAlwa he speaks, with obvious exaggeration of the
distance, as a people beyond Nubia three months'
journey from the king of the Nuba, whose official title
is "King of Mukurra and Nuba".
Bibliography: E. Quatremere, Memoire sur la
Nubie ( = Memoires geogr. et hist, sur I'Egypte, ii), Paris
1811, contains trs. of all the important passages
from Arabic authors; J. Marquart, Die BeninSammlung des Reichsmuseums fur Volkerkunde, Leiden
1913, pp. ccxlviii ff. See also C ALWA, DONGOLA, ALMUKURRA.
(S. HILLELSON)
2. History
(a) Up to the F a t i m i d period
Nubia was called in Pharaonic times the Land of
Kush [ q . v . } , and is vaguely mentioned in Herodotus
and other Greek authors as part of the land of the
Aethiopes; the name Nubia has been used since
mediaeval times (see W.Y. Adams, Nubia, corridor to
Africa, Princeton 1977, 13). In the Arabic sources it is
often imprecisely described as part of the Bildd alSuddn "land of the blacks", although the term Sudan
with concrete references to a political entity appears
only after the Turco-Egyptian conquest of 1821 (Y.F.
Hasan (ed.), Sudan in Africa, Khartum 1985, 1 ff.).
Nubians were renowned as archers and were
recruited by the Pharaohs and the Ptolemies as
mercenaries. In Roman times, there were military
camps in Dodekaschoinos, i.e. the northernmost part
of Nubia, but the Roman military presence ended in
298 A.D. when Diocletian withdrew the last Roman
guards from the region and established the Roman
frontier at Syene (modern Aswan). Meanwhile, the
rest of Nubia formed a separate kingdom, already in
existence since 750 B.C., inhabited by an African
people and with its capital first at Napata and then at
Meroe. But the latter state collapsed in the mid-4th
century with the invasion of king c Ezana of Axum,
after which various unknown peoples came in and
merged with the existing population of Nubia, and
amongst all these ethnic groups the names of the
Blemmyes and Noubades are notable (see V.
Christides, Ethnic movements in southern Egypt and
northern Sudan: Blemmyes-Beja in Late Antique and early
Arab Egypt until 707 A.D., in Listy Filologicke, ciii
[1980], 129-43; L. Torok, Late Antique Nubia,
Budapest 1986, 27 ff.). In spite of their rivalry, these
two groups seem to have tried to unite against the
Byzantines in the mid-5th century, but the Byzantine
emperors used Nubia in a grandiose plan to dominate
the Red Sea region and extend their influence as far
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as Yemen (see Christides, in Annales d'Ethiopie, ix
[1972],
115-46).
Within
Nubia
south
of
Dodekaschoinos,
three independent
kingdoms
emerged, sc. Nobatia, Makuria or Mukurra [q.v.]
and Alodia or cAlwa [ q . v . ] .
The Arab conquest of Egypt inevitably affected
Nubia, and according to the Futuh al-Bahnasd, BedjaBlemmyes [see BEDJA] and Noubades participated in
the Byzantine defence of Upper Egypt against the
Arabs (see J. Jarry, in Annales Islamologiques, ix [1970],
9-20). The first Arab raids against Nubia took place
before the final conquest of Egypt in 645 A.D., but
these were probably defensive actions against the harryings of the Nubians rather than evidence of a
definite plan to invade the distinctly inhospitable
region of Nubia, just as the Arabs' use of the shipyard
at Clysma or Kulzum [q.v.] was aimed at safeguar; ding the flow of grain across the Red Sea against
Bedja-Blemmyes pirates there. An Arab raid under
Nafi c b. cAbd al-Kays al-Fihri took place in 21/641-2
and another by c Abd Allah b. Abi Sarh in 31/651-2,
when the Muslims penetrated as far as Dongola [</.&.],
destroying its basilica. After this, a truce was made
between the Arabs and the Nubians, sealed by the
celebrated bakt (q.v., and also P. Forand, Early Muslim
relations with Nubia, in 1st., xlviii [1971], and M. Hinds
and H. Sakkout, in Wadad al-Qadl (ed.), Studia
Arabica et Islamica, Festschrift for Ihsdn *~Abbas, Beirut
1981, 210 ff.). This comprised a trade agreement but
was also a bilateral treaty of non-aggression and nonintervention between the two powers, and in future
times was to play a significant role in Arab-Nubian
relations.
During the Umayyad period, trade relations were
important: Egyptian exports to Nubia included
cereals and wine, whilst Nubia exported mainly slaves
but also iron and camels, furnished by the BedjaBlemmyes. An Arabic papyrus of 141/758, just after
the fall of the Umayyads, sent from the governor of
Egypt to the king of Nubia, refers to the mistreatment
of Arab merchants (see Hinds and Sakkout, op. cit.;
J.M. Plumley, An eighth-century Arabic letter to the King
of Nubia, in Jnal. of Egyptian Archaeology, Ixi [1975],
241-5; and in general, Christides, Nubia and Egypt from
the Arab invasion of Egypt until the end of the Umayyads, in
Procs. of the Seventh Internal. Conference for Nubian Studies,
Geneva 1990). Towards the end of the Umayyad
period, the king Kyriakos invaded Egypt in order to
release the Patriarch Anba Mikha3!!, who had been
imprisoned by the Muslims; and it was to Nubia that
two children of the last Umayyad caliph, Marwan II
[<7-fl.], fled after the cAbbasid Revolution (see Y.F.
Hasan, The Arabs in the Sudan, Edinburgh 1967, 28 ff.;
G. Vantini, Christianity in the Sudan, Verona 1981,
75 ff.).
During the c Abbasid period, Nobadia gradually
became incorporated in Mukurra, whilst cAlwa followed a similar cultural pattern to the other states, so
that a degree of homogeneity was achieved throughout Nubia; it was not however until the 9th century
that the Bedja-Blemmyes seem to have formed an
organised kingdom, when we hear of a punitive raid
into their land of 218/831 under the Arab general
c
Abd Allah b. Djahm, ended by a peace agreement in
which an annual tribute to the Arabs of camels was
promised (see al-Ya c kubI, Ta^nkh, i, 218; al-MakrizI,
Khitat, ed. Wiet, Cairo 1927, iii, 272-5; Hasan^ The
Arabs and the Sudan, 38-41). Later in this century, the
presence of gold mines in their land seems to have
become generally known to the Muslims, for alMutawakkil in 241/855-6 sent his general Muhammad b. cAbd Allah al-Kummi on a successful expedi-
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tion against the Bedja in order to secure access to the
gold mines in their country on the western shores of
the Red Sea (al-Tabari, iii, 1428-33, tr. J.L.
Kraemer, Albany 1989, 141-5).
Over the next centuries, relations between Nubia
and the Muslims revolved round the twin facts of the
bakt, with disputes over the number of black slaves to
be delivered to the caliphs and with the penetration of
Muslim traders into Nubia and the land of the BedjaBlemmyes (seen in the number of Arabic inscriptions
on tomb stones there from the mid-3rd/9th century
onwards), and with the constant interference of the
rulers of Nubia in the Christian church affairs of
Egypt, since the Nubian kingdom was deeply
theocratic, with the ruler as priest-king.
Under the Fatimids of Egypt, the bakt continued to
be sent, with the conqueror Djawhar sending an
immediate embassy to King George II of Nubia (9691002) regarding it, although the emphasis now seems
to have been on the sending of beasts and exotica (see
B.I. Beshir, New light on Nubian-Fatimid relations, in
Arabica, xxii [1975], 15-24). The Fatimids managed to
penetrate deeply into Nubia and to protect the
maritime trade in the Red Sea, with a special fleet
constructed against piracy there (al-KalkashandT,
Subh, iii, 468-9, 524). The Christian Church in Nubia
continued to be dependent on the Patriarchate of
Alexandria, with Monophysitism in the ascendant in
Nubia after the Arab conquest of Egypt but with the
emergence of a stronger Melkite element in the more
tolerant Fatimid times, reflected in Nubia also; see U.
Monneret de Villard, Storia della Nubia cristiana, Rome
1938, 128 ff.
Bibliography: Given in the article. But see also
for the study of Islamic archaeological evidence, still
in its infancy, W.Y. Adams, Islamic archaeology in
Nubia, an introductory survey, in T. Hagg (ed.), Nubian
culture, past and present, Stockholm 1987, 327-61, and
Ali Osman Mohamed Salih, Nationalist archaeology:
the case of the Sudan, in Procs. of the Seventh Internal.
Conference for Nubian Studies, Geneva 1990, and for
relations between mediaeval Nubia and Africa,
P.L. Shinnie, The culture of medieval Nubia and its
impact on Africa, in Hasan (ed.), Sudan in Africa, 4250. See also D. Ayalon, The Nubian Dam, inJSAI,
xii (1989), 372-90.
(V. CHRISTIDES)
(b) From the A y y u b i d period to the 16th
century
With the advent to power in Egypt of the Ayyubids
[q. v. ] in 567/1171, Nubian affairs came into some
prominence when in 568/1172-3 a coalition of the
dispossessed Fatimids' black troops (al-suddn) and the
Nubians attacked an island just south of Aswan, provoking intervention by the troops of Salah al-Dln
under the sultan's brother Shams al-Dawla Turan
Shah, who devastated Ibrim (which had apparently
reverted to Nubian control since the Ikhshidid capture
of it in 345/957) and carried off a large number of captives. Soon after this, in ca. 1208, Abu Salih alArmanl(see on him, Graf, GCAL, ii, 338-40) composed his account of the churches and monasteries of
Egypt (ed. and tr. B.T.A. Evetts and AJ. Butler, Oxford 1894-5), which contains some interesting details
about Mans, al-Mukurra, and cAlwa, but must be
used with caution owing to the confusion in the
writer's mind between Nubia and Abyssinia and his
uncritical use of older authorities.
The factors which brought about the disintegration
of the Nubian kingdom and the islamisation of the
country were the immigration of Arab tribes, the rise
of the Banu '1-Kanz [q.v.], and the intervention in
Nubian affairs of the Mamluk rulers of Egypt,

especially during the reigns of al-Zahir Baybars [q.v.]
and al-Mansur Kalawun [q. v. ].
The Banu '1-Kanz are first heard of in 397/1007
when the Fatimid caliph al-Hakim, as a reward for
services rendered, conferred the hereditary title of
Kanz al-Dawla on Abu Makarim Hibat Allah, a chief
of the Rab^a Arabs who had settled on the borderland
between Egypt and the Sudan. Already in the
4th/10th century the Rab^a had gained control of the
mines of al-cAllaki and imposed their rule on the
Bedja [q.v.] with whom they allied themselves by intermarriage. Another section, settled near Aswan,
fraternised with the local Nubians, and the tribe,
formed by this amalgamation and ruled by the Kanz
al-Dawla dynasty, came to be known as the Banu '1Kanz; they are represented by the Kenuz of the present day. During the period of the Mamluks, they were
virtually in independent control of Upper Egypt,
alternately in alliance with or in revolt against the
Mamluk government, and though repressed at times
with a heavy hand, they remained a powerful tribe
until the Ottoman conquest of Egypt. Before this
event, however, they had played their part, together
with nomad Arabs and Mamluk troops, in the
destruction of Nubian independence.
The Bahri Mamluks, for reasons not apparent in
our sources, departed from the traditional policy of
Muslim Egypt, and actively intervened in Nubian affairs. The pretext for the expeditions undertaken by
the generals of Baybars and Kalawun were nonpayment of the tribute and, more frequently, the
championship of Nubian pretenders who had solicited
Egyptian support in order to gain the throne. On
several occasions, such proteges of the Mamluk
government were installed in Dongola [q.v.] only to
lose the throne again as soon as the Egyptian troops
withdrew.
A formal treaty concluded with one of these kings
virtually established an Egyptian protectorate. Meanwhile, the disintegration of the kingdom went on
under the pressure of Arab immigration, and Arab
chiefs who married into the royal house took advantage of the matrilinear line of succession to grasp at
the throne. The age-long Christianity of Nubia was
gradually undermined and in the 8th/14th century
Muslim kings begin to appear. The first king to bear
a Muslim name was Sayf al-Dln cAbd Allah Barshambu, a nephew of the Christian king David, who was
installed by a Mamluk force sent out by Sultan alNasir Muhammad b. Kalawun under clzz al-Dln
Aybak in 716/1316; the new king cAbd Allah was,
however, speedily overthrown by Kanz al-Dawla.
From the manual for secretaries, al-Tacrifbi 'l-mustalah
al-sharifof Ibn Fadl Allah al-cUmari [q.v.] (written in
741/1340), we learn that at this date Christian kings
still alternated with Muslims, and Ibn Battuja in
753/1352 (iv, 396) speaks of the Nubians as'bhristians, but mentions a Muslim king (Ibn Kanz al-Dln).
Of the conversion of the common people we have no
details: no doubt it was brought about by the absorption of the native inhabitants, or those who survived,
in the Arab tribes.
The immigration itself has left little trace in the
pages of the historians, though the outlines of the process can be reconstructed from occasional references
and from oral tradition. The nomads who had entered
Egypt in the wake of the first conquest can never have
found that country congenial to their mode of life, and
the rise of non-Arab dynasties tended to make conditions still less attractive, while the Sudan seemed to offer all the advantages, from the nomads' point of
view, that Egypt denied. For a long time, the
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kingdom of Dongola formed an effective barrier to
southward expansion, but a gradual infiltration of
Arabs must have begun at a comparatively early date,
even though the end of the process was not accomplished for several centuries.
The early stages of the movement are seen in the
conditions depicted in the story of Abu cAbd alRahman al-cUmari, the events of which are laid in the
reign of Ahmad b. Tulun (i.e. the later 3rd/9th century) (al-Makrizi's Kitdb al-Mukaffd,
quoted by
Quatremere, Memoire sur la Nubie, ii, 59-80). Arabs of
Rab^a and Djuhayna, led into the Sudan by that
adventurous prince, have fraternised with the Bedja
and exploit the mines of the Eastern Desert, but the
Nile is forbidden them and Nubia is too strong to be
attempted by force of arms. A fratricidal struggle in
the Nubian royal house provides an opportunity for
an alliance between the Arabs and a princely
pretender to the throne. Acts of unblushing treachery
are committed on both sides and in the end the Arabs
have the worst of the encounter. The end of the process is seen in the 8th/14th century, when the kingdom
of Nubia ceased to exist except as a puppet state controlled by the Muslim Arab tribes who gradually overran the country, a process noted by Ibn Khaldun
(7fozr, Beirut 1956-71, v, 922-3) as having led to
something like anarchy in Nubia. The ascendancy of
the nomads clearly affected Nubian Christianity
adversely. The Churches of Alexandria and Nubia
gradually became disassociated with each other, and
churches and monasteries in Nubia must have been
looted and dispersed at this time, although Nubian
pilgrims were noted in Jerusalem (where in the 14th
century the Nubians possessed a chapel in the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre which soon, however, passed to
the Armenians and then the Georgians) as late as ca.
1480.
Of cAlwa [q.v. ] further to the south, little is heard
at this time. It was a reservoir of slave manpower, frequented by Muslim slave traders and by merchants
from al-Mukurra to the north who came to collect
slaves to pay the baht. Mamluk pressure on alMukurra (see above) was felt in c Alwa, and already in
the time of Ibn Khaldun (later 8th/14th century) we
hear of branches of Djuhayna "close to the Abyssinians", that is to say no doubt on the upper reaches
of the Blue Nile in the southern Djazira. The kingdom
of cAlwa nevertheless lingered on precariously and
Nubian Christianity was still a living memory in the
time of the Portuguese Alvarez (1520-7), but in ca.
1500 the capital Soba fell to an alliance of Kawasma
Arabs (a branch of Rufa c a-Djuhayna) and the negroid
Fundj [q. v. ], who here for the first time appear in
history.
The 9th/15th century is almost completely barren of
records relating to Nubia, and the historical memory
of the present inhabitants remembers little of preFundj days. With the coming of the Fundj, who soon
extended their influence to Dongola, the history of
Nubia is merged in that of the Sudan, and the Nubians, now Muslims and deeply affected by racial
mixture with their conquerors, survive only as a
linguistic minority on the northern fringe of their ancient kingdom.
Lower Nubia, however, was politically separated
from the Fundj kingdom by the Ottoman sultan Sellm
I, who annexed the country south of Aswan as far as
the neighbourhood of the Third Cataract, and garrisoned it with Turkish and Bosnian mercenaries
(called Ghuzz by the people of the Sudan).
For the subsequent history of the region, see FUNDJ;
AL-MAHDIYYA; AL-SUDAN.
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(S.HiLLELSON-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
3. L a n g u a g e s
The name Nub(i)a is first attested in Eratosthenes
(ca. 200 B.C.). Its etymology is probably an
autochthonous word for "slave". The term Nuba was
originally applied by the Arabs to the Nile Nubians
and later extended to cover other enslaved groups. It
has since come to represent an ambiguous linguistic
designation based on geography. About 50 tribes living in the Nuba Mountains (Ddr Nuba) of Southern
Kordofan province, Sudan (an area of about 30,000
square miles), can be denoted as Nuba. Many are
from diverse racial and linguistic backgrounds,
having fled to the region as a result of the Arab slave
trade of the 17th-19th centuries. Almost all are
Muslims, except for some Hill groups. Many Nuba
tribes are named after the hills in which they reside.
The Nuba (Mountains) languages belong to two
families: (1) (Niger-)Kordofanian, and (2) the East
Sudanic branch of Nilo-Saharan, which contains
Songhai, Fur, Maban, etc.
(Niger-)Kordofanian is subdivided into NigerCongo, the Kadugli-Krongo group (thought by some
to be Nilo-Saharan), and Kordofanian proper. The
latter, whose linguistic development occurred in the
Nuba Mountains, has the longest history. Among the
better known Kordofanian languages are the Heiban
group, Moro and Otoro. Some Kordofanian
languages go by different designations; thus Koalib
(30,000 speakers) is also called Ka/owalib, N(g)irere,
Rere, Nuba, Lgalige and Abri.
East Sudanic is subdivided into eastern and western
branches, plus Kuliak and Nilotic (e.g., Shilluk.
Dinka, Bari). An example of a Proto-East Sudanic
reconstruction is PES *te/o(ng) "cow" > Birked tei,
Kadaru ti, Majang tang, Murle tang, Gaam by and
Mongo teenge (Ross 1991).
The eastern group, which includes such languages
as Daju (spoken in Chad), Nyimang and Temein, has
three subdivisions: Eastern Jebel, Nubian and
Surma. The Nubian group (disparagingly called
Bardbra by Arabs) is well documented, and has five
constituents: (1) Central, including Birked (extinct)
and Dongolawi (KenzT or Matoki); (2) Hill Nubian
(Kadaru, Ghulfan, DebrI); (3) Unclassified Hill
Nubian (Dair, Dilling, Karko, Wali); (4) Northern
Nubian (Nobiin or Mahas-Fadidja [Fadicca]); and (5)
Western Nubian or M(e)idob. Thelwall and
Schadeberg (1983) note that Birked and Hill Nubian
once formed a single unit. Dongolawi, with over a
million speakers, is sometimes called Ratana,
originally an Arabic pejorative label (< A. ratdna
"gibberish"), and has a 67% lexical similarity with
Nobiin; cf. Nubi or Ki-Nubi (rutddn nubi), an East
African Arabic Creole emanating from the Sudan in
the 19th century.
More is known about the Nubian past than that of
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any other East Sudanic people. Although the Nubians
established their Empire of Gush in ca. 850 B.C. with
its capital at Meroe, Meroitic (written in a script
derived from Egyptian Demotic) is unrelated to any
form of Nubian. Lexicostatistics has shown that in the
first millennium B.C., Nubians migrated from Darfur
to the Nile. Old Nubian developed in the 6th century
A.D. with the rise of the Christian Nubian kingdoms.
It is a direct ancestor of Nile Nubian and is closest to
Nobiin. All Old Nubian texts (the last in 1484 A.D.)
appear to come from the Nobiin north. The
geographical distribution of the two major Nubian
dialects continues to remain puzzling. The Kenuz,
who inhabit Upper Egypt north of Wadi Haifa and
came from Dongola, speak a Nubian dialect hardly
distinguishable from the Dongolawl. However, these
two groups are separated by the Nobiin, who are
located along the Nile between them.
Bibliography: For older bibl., see Hillelson's El1
art. Of modern studies, see R. Thelwall and T.C.
Schadeberg, The linguistic settlement of the Nuba Mountains, in Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika, v (1983),
219-31 (fundamental); Marianne Bechaus-Gerst,
Sprachliche und historische Rekonstruktionen im Bereich des
Nubischen unter besonderer Berucksichtigung des Nilnubischen, in ibid., vi-vii (1984), 7-134 (useful);
Schadeberg, Kordofanian, in The Niger-Congo
languages, ed. J. Bendor-Samuel, Lanham,
Maryland 1989, 67-80; J. Ross, A preliminary attempt
at the reconstruction of Proto-Eastern Sudanic phonology
and lexicon, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, M.A. thesis, 1991, unpubl.; Aleya Rouchdy,
Nubians and the Nubian language in contemporary Egypt,
Leiden 1991 (useful).
(A.S. KAYE)
4. The modern peoples of N u b i a
The Barabra, as a separate group from the
Danagla, are collectively referred to by other
Sudanese as Halfawiyyin (literally: those who come
from the town of Haifa). The term Nubiyyin
(Nubians), on the other hand, refers to both the
Barabra and the Danagla. The Barabra live in Aswan
Province in upper Egypt and the Northern State of
Sudan. The Danagla live only in the Northern State.
Both groups are small-scale cultivators, skilful
boatmen and are renowned for their domestic service.
Date-palms are grown as a cash crop and cultivators
have taken advantage of mechanical irrigation, introduced early this century, to cultivate more land with
a variety of crops. The narrow strips of arable land on
the banks of the Nile are insufficient to meet the
demands of a rising population, hence the Barabra
and Danagla are forced to emigrate. They are adaptable and enterprising, the men seeking work opportunities in other parts of Egypt, Sudan and, more
recently, in the oil-rich countries of the Arab world
where they are engaged in various professions.
Wherever they go they maintain a strong cultural
identity and keep links with their homeland. Though
the Barabra and Danagla have been influenced by
Arab culture and Islam, their cultural identity is
manifest in their dialects, traditions and attitudes.
Even in urban centres in Sudan and Egypt this identity is maintained in the social clubs which they have
established.
As a result of the agreement between Sudan and in
Egypt in 1959 to resettle the Nubians affected by the
creation of the High Dam reservoir lake (the Nuba
Lake in Sudan and Lake Nasir in Egypt), it is
estimated that about 50,000 Sudanese and 70,000 to
120,000 Egyptian Nubians lost their homes, land and
their date-palms. The resettlement scheme, located in
eastern Sudan along the upper Atbara River near the

Sudan-Ethiopia border, known as Khashm al-Girba,
absorbed 40,000 Sudanese Nubians in 1964-5. Here
the relocated Nubians were granted landholdings and
new homes; a new town was named Haifa al-Djadrda
(New Haifa) as a replacement to old Haifa which was
inundated by the reservoir lake. The new villages
established by the scheme were named after those
which had been inundated in their homeland. Many
amenities were introduced and planners were anxious
to recreate the traditional architecture and physical
layout of the submerged villages. Despite their
displacement, the Nubians have accepted the
inevitable and established good relations with the
neighbouring nomadic tribes. The Nubians in Egypt,
who were affected by the inundation, were resettled in
the region of Kom Ombo, about 60 km/35 miles north
of Aswan, and the resettlement area was named New
Nubia.
Before and since Sudan's independence in 1956,
the Barabra and Danagla have played a part in the
country's cultural development and politics. They are
generally devout Muslims and most of them belong to
the Mlrghaniyya (Khatmiyya [q.v.]) tarika. They are
keen to take advantage of education facilities and
show an aptitude for the educational professions and
business. Many have achieved prominent positions in
government, politics, the arts and in the civil service.
Three Nubian singers are popular and famous: the
late KhalTl Farah, Muhammad Ward! and Hamza
c
Ala° al-Dm. The most remarkable figure was
Muhammad Ahmad [q.v.], the Mahdl of the Sudan
(d. 1885), who was a DongolawT, though his family
claim to be sharffs. Another DongolawT who has
gained political prominence is Dja c far Muhammad
NumayrI, a military officer, who came to power
through a military coup and ruled Sudan from 1969
until 1985.
Bibliography (for older bibliography, see
Hillelson, in El1): S.F. Nadel, The Nuba: An
anthropological study of the hill tribes of Kordofan, London 1947; D. Tothill (ed.), Agriculture in the Sudan,
London 1948; R. Herzog, Die Nubier. Untersuchungen und Beobachtungen zur Gruppenliederung,
Gesellschaftsform und Wirtschaftsweise, Berlin 1957;
K.M. Barbour, The republic of the Sudan. A regional
geography, London 1961; J. Vercoutter, Sudanese
Nubia and African history, in United Nations Review, viii
(1961); L. Greener, High dam over Nubia, London
1962; R. Herzog, Dringliche Erforschung unter den
Nubiern, in Bulletin of the International Committee on
urgent anthropological and ethnological research, v (1962);
A. Kronenberg and W. Kronenberg, Parallel cousin
marriage in medieval and modern Nubia, in Kush, xiii
(1965); T. Little, High dam at Aswan, London 1965;
J.S. Trimingham, Islam in the Sudan2, London 1965;
R. Fernea (ed.), Contemporary Egyptian Nubia, 2
vols., New Haven 1966; W.Y. Adams, Continuity
and change in Nubian cultural history, in Sudan Notes and
Records, xlviii (1967); YQsuf Fadl Hasan, The Arabs
and the Sudan, Edinburgh 1967; J. Kennedy, Nubian
zar ceremonies as psychotherapy, in Human organisation,
xxvi (1967); idem, Mushuhara: a Nubian concept of
supernatural danger and the theory of taboo, in American
Anthropologist, Ixix (1967); D. Lee, The Nubian house:
persistence of a cultural tradition, in Landscape, xviii/1
(1969); Sondra Hale, Nubians: a study in ethnic identity, Khartoum 1971; G. Sorbo, Economic adaptations
in Kashm el-Girba: a study of settlement problems in the
Sudan, Khartoum 1971; C. Callender and Fadwa El
Guindi, Life-crises rituals among the Kenuz, Cleveland
and London 1971; Hussein M. Fahim, Nubian resettlement in the Sudan, Miami 1972; Marian Wenzel,
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Hale, Nubians in the urban milieu: Great Khartoum, in
Sudan Notes and Records, liv (1973); Hassan Dafalla,
The Nubian exodus, London 1975; R. Keating,
Nubian rescue, London 1975; P.M. Holt and M.W.
Daly, The history of the Sudan. From the coming of Islam
to the present day, London 1980; J. Spaulding, Kora.
A theme in Nubian cultural history, in Africa Today,
xxviii/2 (1981); R.A. Lobban, A genealogical and
historical study of the Mahas of the "Three Towns".
Sudan, in The International Journal of African Historical
Studies, xvi/2 (1983); W.Y. Adams, Nubia. Corridor
to Africa2, Princeton 1984; El Haj Bilal Omer, The
Danagla traders of Northern Sudan, London 1985.
(AHMED AL-SHAHI)
NUBAR PASHA (1825-99), a high-ranking
official, statesman, and r e f o r m e r of Armenian
origin who held positions under six viceroys of Egypt
at a time when the country was falling under European influence and control. Born in Smyrna and
educated in France and Switzerland, Nubar was
translator for Ibrahim Pasha [^.^-], Chief Translator
for c Abbas Hilml I [q.v.], Secretary and Director of
Communications and Railways for Sacid Pasha, and,
under the Khedive Ismacil Pasha [q.v.], Chief
Translator, Director of Public Works, Head of
Foreign Affairs, and Director of Commerce. He also
served as President of the Council of Ministers under
IsmacTl and two subsequent viceroys, and was foreign
minister in fact for over two decades. Nubar was personally involved in many of the major developments
of the time, particularly the Alexandria-Cairo railway
project (1851), the Suez Canal arbitration award
(1864), the procuring of the 1873/zrraan, the establishment of the Mixed Courts (1875), and the political
crisis of 1875-9. He also served as an agent in
negotiating some of the private and public loans taken
out by Sacld and Isma c fl, and helped reorganise
Egypt's transportation system.
Crucial to Nubar's rise and success were the wellplaced connections of his family, which included inlaws in Istanbul and a powerful uncle in the Egyptian
court, who secured him his first position; the support
of European diplomatic representatives (something
which occasionally brought him into the ruler's
disfavour); and his own extraordinary ability to make
himself useful to viceroys in need of men who knew
and understood Europe (Nubar was entirely Western
in culture and spoke all the major languages of
Europe).
In his memoirs, Nubar presents himself as a grand
reformer and defender of Egypt. Declaring his aim to
be that of limiting the power of both the European
consuls and the viceroy, Nubar discusses his strategy
for the independence and development of Egypt,
which included an increase in its transit trade, the
build-up of the ports of Alexandria and Suez, the
introduction of European technicians and expertise,
and the establishment of the rule of law by means of
Mixed Courts, which, he claims, could have protected
the country against exploitation.
Yet Nubar did more to advance the cause of Europe
than any other official in the viceroy's service. The
Alexandria-Cairo railway project (which Nubar had
suggested to c Abbas Hilml I) increased British influence; the huge indemnity imposed upon Egypt by the
Suez Canal arbitration enriched European money
lenders and despoiled the Egyptian treasury; the loans
Nubar helped negotiate led to Egypt's bankruptcy
and the establishment of European fiscal control (in
his memoirs, Nubar denies all responsibility for
Egypt's debt); and the Mixed Courts became
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instruments of European political intervention.
Between 1875 and 1879, Nubar allied himself with
Europe in a successful effort to bring down the ruler,
Ismacil Pasha, weakening the political structure and
opening the way to a rebellion and the British occupation. Blinded by his own ambition to be maker of
politics, Nubar misjudged the amount of power that
was left to local politicians and ended his days as an
official in a British-controlled administration.
Bibliography: C.M. Bell, Khedives and Pashas,
London 1884; E. Bertrand, Nubar Pacha, 18251899, Cairo 1904; M.B. Ghali, ed., Memoires de
Nubar Pacha, Beirut 1983; A. Holynski, Nubar-Pacha
devant I'histoire, Paris 1886; F.R. Hunter, Egypt under
the Khedives, 1805-1879, Pittsburgh 1984; M. Sabry,
L 'Empire Egyptien sous Ismail et I 'ingerence anglofranfaise, Paris 1933; A. Scholch, Egypt for the Egyptians, London 1981; J. Tagher, Portrait psychologique
de Nubar Pacha, in Cahiers d'histoire Egyptienne, \
(1948), 353-72.
_ (F.R. HUNTER)
NUBATA B. CABD ALLAH AL HIMMANI AL
TAMIMI, Abu '1-Asad, minor poet of the early
c
Abbasid period whose verses are known only from
citations in other works and whose dates of birth and
death are unknown. A native of Dlnawar in western
Persia, he was in the circle of the caliph al-Mahdi's
vizier al-Fayd b. Abl Salih Shirawayh, and was a
companion of the famous singer cAllawayh [q. v. in
Suppl.].
Bibliography: Djahshiyarl, Wuzara?, ed. alSakka et alii, Cairo 1401/1980, 164; Aghdm1, xvi,
62; ZiriklT, AVam, viii, 320.
(Eo.)
NUBUWWA (A.), "prophecy", Hebrew wbu>a,
substantive derived from nabi "prophet", Hebrew
nabi(^), term denoting in the first instance the
precognition given by the divinity (Yahweh, the Bacl,
Allah) to the prophet and the prediction made by the
latter of future contingencies. In the second instance,
nubuwwa is identified with wahy, "revelation", which
simultaneously comprises dogmas, cultic regulations,
moral education, precepts of social and political order.
In fact, for the early Muslims, prophecy was regarded
as being the source of all knowledge having any
degree of superiority. "The Prophet is the way and
the prophets are the guides," wrote al-KisaDI (quoted
by Yakut, iv, 741).
In early times, the later Muslim nabi is almost identical to the Aramaic haze and to the Hebrew ro\h (cf.
T. Fahd, Divination, 112 ff.). I Samuel ix, 9, reads:
"In former times, in Israel, when a man went to
enquire of God, he said 'Come, let us go to the seer
(ro^eh); for he that is now called prophet (nabi) was in
former times called seer." It is for this reason that
Muhammad had considerable difficulty convincing
his fellow-citizens that his inspiration was fundamentally different from that of seers of various specialities
(kdhin, hdzT, carrdf, etc.). He himself, at the outset of
his vocation, dreaded being a kdhin (Ibn Sacd,
Tabahdt, i/1, 129-30). c Umarb. al-Kha«ab, before his
conversion, considered him as such (Usd, iv, 74). The
intervention of revelation was required to convince
him otherwise. "It is the word of an illustrious
prophet," the Kurgan states, "and it is not that of a
poet, O men of little faith; nor is it that of a diviner,
O men of little memory. It is a revelation (tanzil) from
the Master of the Universe" (LXIX, 40-3; cf. LII,
39-34; LXXXI, 19-25). The characteristic features of
the KuPanic text sowed doubt in the minds of his
fellow-tribesmen; the latter observed, especially in the
first revelations, the distinguishing marks of the
oracles of soothsayers, these being rhythm, the
arrangement of components of a phrase, the concern
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for verbal equilibrium, the choice of a vocabulary full
of images, the use of uncommon words, as well as the
manner of "veiling the head" at the moment of
inspiration and of "enwrapping himself (cf.
LXXIII, 1; LXXIV, 1; Ibn Hisham, Sim, 184; alTabari, i, 1890, 1. 10).
The triumph of Islam at Medina, followed by the
conquest of Mecca, put an end to such reservations;
the apostasy (ridda) of the Yemeni tribes of Madhhidj
in 11/632, under the leadership of al-Aswad,
soothsayer and conjuror, who "entranced the hearts
of those who heard him speak" (al-Taban, i, 1796),
was the last manifestation of an entire Arab pagan
tradition to which Islam put an end by the principle
Id kihdna bacd al-nubuwwa "no more divination after
prophecy" (or rather, after "prophethood").
Henceforward, the gift of penetrating the mysteries of
God is reserved for the Prophet alone, and the djinns
who used to listen at the gates of Heaven, and inspire
the kuhhdn, are prevented from doing so by angels
entrusted with the task of pelting them with shooting
stars (XV, 15-18; XXXV, 6-9; XLV, 12; LXVII, 5;
Ibn Hisham, 129-30; Ibn Sacd, i, 1, 110).
However, kihdna [q.v.] is not formally forbidden
either in the Kur D an or in the Sunna; what is forbidden is, first, to visit a kdhin and believe what he says:
this is to deny the revelation made to Muhammad
(Wensinck, Concordance, iv, 196); and second, to
charge a fee in the capacity of kdhin (op. cit., 505).
Nowhere in the Kur3an is there a prohibition
analogous to that of Leviticus, xix, 31, where it is
written "Do not turn to those that evoke spirits nor to
soothsayers; do not consult them lest you be defiled
by them." "This reluctance of the Prophet to deny
any intrinsic worth to the content of divination is due
to the conception, current in his time, of prophecy
and of its intermediaries" (T. Fahd, Divination, 68).
Prophecy was, in fact, regarded as an extension of
divination. For Ibn Khaldun, for example, "a veil
separates men from the unknown which nobody
knows, except he to whom God reveals it in dreams or
through the path of saintliness" (ii, 177/205). According to him, the difference between the prophet and the
soothsayer resides, in the first place, in the absence of
the ecstatic state in the case of the soothsayer, an
absence which renders him incapable of a universal
vision of the created being and of contingencies, and
in the second place, in the imperfection of his source
of information, subject to limitations which do not
affect that of the prophet (i, 181-85/206-11; summarised in Fahd, op. cit., 45 ff.).
As to this source of information, for the true prophets it emanates from angels, their inspirers and
their guides; for soothsayers and false prophets it
emanates from demons, their inspirers and seducers,
while djinn, conceived after the fashion of man, can
be either good or bad informants.
God has made the angels his envoys (rusuf)
(Kur'an, XXXV, 1). The function of the "envoy" is
to bear the message of the one who sends him. The
demon is likewise an envoy and even the source of his
message is the same as that of the angel; only the content is different. In fact, the angel who saved the life
of Isaac, on the point of being sacrificed to Yahweh
(Genesis, xxii, 11 ff.) was sent by the same Yahweh
who permitted Satan, present before Him "with the
sons of God", to test Job (Job, i, 6; cf. I Kings, xxii,
21 ff.)
Muslim authors, faced with the ambivalence of the
divine message and its bearers, have established a
distinction between "the angels of mercy", created
from light, and "the angels of punishment", created

from fire (al-Mutahhar al-MakdisI, Bad*, i, 160,
quoting Ibn Ishak), a distinction inspired by Kur D an,
LXVI, 6, which gives the impression that angels exist
which are spiritual (ruhdnt), corporeal (ajismdni),
capable of growth (ndmi) and inanimate (djdmid) (op.
cit., 170), a notion comparable with the Neo-Platonic
distinction between igneous and aerial demons and
demons formed from earth (cf. Porphyrus, De Abst.,
ii, 46; Proclus, In Tim., ii, 11, 10; St. Augustin, De
civitate Dei, x, 9, 2).
Demoniacal inspiration is opposed by the Kur5an
on account of the fascination which it exerts upon the
minds of men. The typical example is that of poetic
inspiration. Kurgan, XXVI, 220-6, reads: "Shall I
tell you to whom the demons (shaydtin) reveal? They
reveal to every great liar and great sinner; they tell
what they are supposed to have heard (at the gates of
Heaven); but they are mostly liars. As for poets, they
are followed only by the misled." It is not to be forgotten that the poets, described as kildb al-djinn "the dogs
of the djinns", were originally givers of oracles for
their tribes (al-Djahiz, Hayawdn, vi, 71; Goldziher,
Abhandlungen, i, 17; Fahd, Divination, 74 f.).
The concept of inspiration and revelation in the formative years of Islam was influenced by that of
angelology and of demonology, which was rudimentary and anthropomorphic (cf. in this context, T.
Fahd, Anges, demons et djinns en Islam, in Sources Orientates, viii, Paris 1971, 155-213). The demeanour of the
Prophet, at the moment of the onset of revelation,
illustrates this point. Questioned about the processes
of the revelation which he received, Muhammad
replied, "Revelation came to me in two manners:
either Djibril brought it to me and communicated it
to me as a man communicates with another man, but
this eluded me; or it came to me like the ringing of a
bell, such that it penetrated into my heart; this no
longer eluded me" (Ibn Sacd, i/1, 131 f.; cf. alBukhari, ii, 309 =59 khalk, 6). "His physical condition was affected: he grew mournful, and his face
darkened; he had the appearance of someone intoxicated and felt a great weight, to such an extent that
his camel cried out and its legs buckled beneath him"
(Ibn Sacd, loc. cit.; Fahd, Divination, 76). A hadith has
him say, "The divine revelation comes to prophets in
waking as well as in sleep," and he adds, "My eye
sleeps, but my heart is awake" (Ibn Hisham, 266; Ibn
Sacd, i/1, 113; other references in Fahd, Divination,
77, n. 1).
Finally, it should be noted that the initial identity of
the source of information of the prophet and of the
demon is further attested by the use of the verb wahd
"to reveal", and its derivatives, for one as for the
other, as emerges from Kur'an, VI, 111, where it is
stated, "Thus we have appointed against every
prophet an adversary (who is none other than)
demons of human kind and of djinn who reveal to one
another pleasing discourse (intended) to lead astray."
Still more suggestive regarding the manner of conceiving the phenomenon of prophecy in Islam are its
"distinctive signs" (^aldmdt, dald^il, imdrdt alnubuwwa). An entire literature exists on this subject
(cf. references in Fahd, Divination, 79, nn. 2 and 3).
Ibn Khaldun supplies a summary of these signs. "The
mark (caldma) of this type of men," he writes, "is,
first, that they are in a state, during the onset of
revelation (wahy), of absence (ghayba) accompanied by
choking (ghattt), appearing to the eye like a loss of consciousness (ghashy) an unconsciousness (ighmd3),
whereas in reality it is nothing other than a deep
absorption (istighrdk) induced by the encounter with
the spiritual kingdom and by the new faculty of com-
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prehension which transcends the human faculty in an
absolute manner. Then, from this ecstasy the man
returns gradually towards a state of human
awareness, either by hearing a sound of human speech
which he attempts to understand, or by seeing represented before him the image of a person who speaks
to him of that which the person has brought from the
presence of God. Then this state is dissipated, once
the man has absorbed that which has been communicated to him" (i, 165-6/185).
The second mark of the prophet is the moral
infallibility (c*>raa), by virtue of which the man is
naturally drawn towards goodness and purity (ibid.).
The third mark is expressed in his activity on behalf
of religion, of worship, prayer, alms and chastity, vir- .
tues which he practises and which he induces others to
practise (i, 167/187). The fourth assumes that the
prophet is of noble descent, well-regarded among his
kinsfolk (i, 168/188). The fifth consists in miracles and
marvels (in words and in actions, adds Hadjdji
Khalifa, i, 427) which prove the veracity of his
statements. The greatest miracle in Islam is the
Kur'an (i, 171/194).
But the most important of these marks, according
to Ibn Khaldun, is that faculty, granted by God to the
prophet, of abstracting himself from human nature, in
the state of inspiration and of ecstasy (i, 178/202). He
who does not exhibit these signs has no right to claim
the ability to penetrate the unknown; he is nothing
other than a liar seeking to sell his wares (i, 209/240).
For more thorough information concerning these
marks, see, in particular, al-Mawardi (d. 450/1058),
K. Acldm al-nubuwwa, Cairo 1319/1901 ff.; Abu
Hatim al-Razi, same title, extracts published by P.
Kraus in Orientalia, n.s. v (1936), 35-56, 358-78; alDjahiz (d. 255/869), K. al-Hudjdja fi tathbit alnubuwwa, ed. Sandubl in Rasd^il al-Djdhiz, Cairo
1933; Abu '1-Husayn al-Rawandf (d. 250/864), K. alZumurrud, in which the author opposes the traditional
doctrine of prophecy and introduces some foreign
elements (cf. P. Kraus, in RSO, xiv [1933-4], 93-129,
335-79); Fakhr al-Dln al-Razi(d. 606/1209), Vsmatalanbiyd\ Cairo 1355/1936.
Other signs announce the coming or the presence of
the Prophet. Ibn Sacd classifies these in two
categories: signs prior to the vocation of Muhammad
(i/1, 96-111) and signs following the start of the
revelation (112-26). This is a collection of miraculous
sayings and deeds relating to the birth and infancy of
the Prophet, often belonging to a typology the
elements of which were diffused in the popular
domain, owing to apocryphal biographies of Jesus and
of other prophets (cf. on this subject Fahd, Problemes
de typology dans la Sira d'Ibn Ishdq, in La vie du prophete
Mahomet, Paris 1983, 67-75).
This group of signs is augmented by a chorus of
predictions announcing the coming of the Prophet,
made by idols, soothsayers, leading personalities of
the period, Jews, Christians, demons and djinns, etc.,
predictions emanating from the whole of nature, a
kind of praeparatio coranica, testifying by their spirit,
their form and their expression, to the concept held by
early Islam of prophecy and of its intermediaries: a
spirit removed from any metaphysical and psychological pre-occupation, a form showing small regard for
realities and fundamentally marked by excess of
imagination; finally, an expression which has no
qualms about being simplistic, often full of picturesque imagery (for details, cf. Fahd, Divination, 81-8).
This conception evolved considerably with the
elaboration of philosophy and of theology in Islam.
For Ibn Slna, prophecy is "one of the conditions
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necessary to the order which is demanded by the
unfolding offayd, so that it may expand to the point
required" (M.-A. Goichon, La distinction de I'essence et
de I'existence d'apres Ibn Sind, Paris 1937, 334, see also
further, 314-34; Shifd*, lith. Tehran 1313/1886, ii,
646 ff.; Nadjdt, ed. Cairo 1331/1913, 498 ff.; Ithbdt alnubuwwa, in 7Yjc rasd^il, 6th risdla. On Ibn Sina's concept of prophecy, as it became known to scholars by
means of Latin translations, cf. B. Decker, Die Entwicklung der Lehre von der prophetischen Offenbarung von
Wilhelm von Auxerre bis zu Thomas von Aquin, diss.
Breslau 1940, 15-24).
"For him, it is the Intelligences and the Souls of
celestial bodies which transmit to the human soul certain hidden things, it being understood that the recipients possess particular perceptions and particular
wills, emanating from a particular opinion"
(Goichon, Directives et remarques, Paris-Beirut 1951,
507-8). And if the soul is of strong substance, it attains
to ecstasy under a spiritual influence which sometimes
"takes genuine control and then illumines the
imagination in an evident manner". It is then that the
soul is raised to the level of prophecy (op. cit., 514).
Finally, for him, the necessary conditions whereby a
man may be a prophet are clarity and lucidity of
intelligence, the perfection of the imaginative faculty
and the ability to make himself obeyed by exterior
matter (cf. Psychologic d'Ibn Sind, ed. Jan Bakos,
Prague 1956, i, 189-97 = Shifd, Physics, fann vi,
makdla 4, ch. 4). See also L. Gardet, Quelques aspects de
la pensee avicennienne, in Revue Thomiste, xlv (1939), 714;
Decker, op. cit., 16 ff. A brief analysis of Ibn Sina's
doctrine concerning prophecy and the perception of
the unknown is to be found in al-Shahrastani, Milal,
ed. Cureton, 309 ff. (Metaphysics) and 425 (Physics),
German translation by Haarbriicker, ii, Halle 1851,
317-18, 327-32.
Al-Ghazali accepted the doctrine of Ibn Slna and
developed it further. In fact, in the last six chapters of
the Latin version of Makdsid al-faldsifa (tr. Dom. Gundisalvi, Venice 1506, of which the portion entitled
Metaphysics has been edited by J.T. Muckle, Algazel's
Metaphysics, a medieval translation, Toronto 1933;
Arabic text ed. Cairo 1331/1912), which deal with
vision, prophecy and marvels, al-GhazalT revives
Avicennan ideas (which he is to refute the same year,
in 488/1095, in the Tahdfut, ed. M. Bouyges, Beirut
1927, 255-67; L. Gauthier, La theorie d'Ibn Rochdsurles
rapports de la religion et de la philosophie, Paris 1909, 13841) and reveals them in a clear and expressive style.
For him, the vision of the unknown, in the state of
waking, is subject to two conditions. On the one hand
the soul must free itself from corporeal links and
remove itself from the veil of the senses by a force
which is peculiar to it; it is then elevated to the higher
world where things appear to it in an instant brief as
a lightning-flash. This is the first mode of prophecy.
The other mode, decidedly imperfect in comparison
to the first, comes about in the normal exercise of the
senses. In fact, the temperament predisposed to
melancholy and amazement and easily alienated from
the senses enables the soul to withdraw from the body
and to see and hear with eyes open that which normally it sees and hears only through the opaque veil
of the senses (cf. Metaphysics, ii, 5,7, quoted by
Decker, op. cit., 25 f). This agreement of the
theologian with the philosopher on the subject of prophecy remains an isolated phenomenon; in fact, as M.
Horten writes (Texte zu dem Streite zwischen Glauben und
Wissen in Islam. Die Lehre vom Propheten und der Offenbarung bei den islamischen Philosophen Farabi, Avicenna und
Averroes, Bonn 1913, 12), "in der Theorie iiber die
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Prophetic stimmt er mit den Philosophen iiberein, die
er sonst bekampft." Whereas, in the Tahdfut, theories
which present precognition and prophecy as the
results of perfect nature, are countered by al-Ghazali
with the notion of revelation of things unknown, made
by God to the prophet as to the dreamer, either
directly or through the intermediary of an angel (see
260-1; cf. 252, 289, etc.).
Ibn Rushd does not share this view. For him, prophecy, dream and divination are three names
denoting a single and identical reality. Our ignorance
of the possible derives from our ignorance of the
nature of being. Knowledge of this nature is either
anterior to its object: it is the knowledge from which
it follows, called al-^ilm al-kadim, prior or anterior
knowledge; or it is posterior, al-cilm al-ghayr kadim, or
subsequent knowledge. "Knowledge of the unknown
is nothing other than the knowledge of this nature"
(Tahdfut al-Tahdfut, ed. Bouyges, Beirut 1930, 533, 11.
2-3). It is the result of this knowledge which is called,
in popular usage, ru^yd, dream, nocturnal vision, and,
by the prophets, wahy, revelation (op. cit., 532-3; on
Ibn Rushd's doctrine of prophecy, see L. Gauthier,
op. cit., 124-58). This represents a fairly deep fissure
in the rationalist system which bears his name, on
account of his role as an arbiter in the conflict, then
current, between theology and philosophy.
With Maimonides (d. 601/1204, see IBN MAYMUN),
the brilliant disciple of Ibn Rushd, the Avicennan
trend is revived. In fact, in chapters 32 to 48 of the
second part of his monumental study of Jewish
religious philosophy, intitled Daldlat al-hd^inn (=
Moreh Nebukim), edited and translated into French by
S. Munk under the title Le guide des egares. Traite de
theologie et de philosophic, i-iii, Paris 1856-66,
Maimonides reveals at some length his opinion of prophecy and the various modes of perceiving the
unknowable. According to him, prophecy is an
emanation from God which, through the intermediary
of an active intellect, influences first the rational
faculty and subsequently the imaginative faculty; it is
the highest degree of man and the ultimate perfection
which the species may attain, and this state is the
highest perfection of the imaginative faculty (ch. 35,
tr. ii, 281). It assumes the existence in the man of a
natural disposition which makes of him "a superior
man, perfect in his rational and moral qualities" (ch.
32, tr. ii, 261 f.). Three perfections are required of the
prophet: perfection of the rational faculty, perfection
of the imaginative faculty and perfection of morals
(ch. 36, tr. ii. 287). Dream and prophecy both belong
to "the highest and most noble" activity of the
imaginative faculty, which takes place only when the
senses are in repose and cease to function; it is then
that there occurs a certain emanation (fayd) which is
the origin of true dreams and of prophecy and which
"differs only in quantity and not in quality" (Gen.
Rabba, c. 17, 44). In visions and in dreams, all the
degrees of prophecy are contained (ch. 36, tr. ii,
282 ff. On Maimonides' conception of prophecy, see
Z. Diesendruck, Maimonides' Lehre von der Prophetic, in
Jewish studies in memory of Israel Abrahams, New York
1927, 82 ff.; Decker, Entwicklung, 37-8).
This close connection established by Maimonides
between dream and prophecy corresponds precisely to
the conception current in the early days of Islam. In
fact, Tradition relates that before acceding to the full
light of revelation as such, Muhammad initially had
dreams described as "veracious" (ru^yd sddika), supplying to him, in the words of L. Massignon (Annuaire
du College de France, 41st year, 85), "in the form of
isolated touches, light and sound, which he was

unable to coordinate, that alphabet of ecstasy which
he attempted later to represent, in the form of isolated
consonants, at the heading of certain suras (such is, at
least, he adds, the reconciliation that we suggest)."
This statement is based on the testimony of cA5isha,
"The beginning of the prophecy of the Messenger of
God, when God wished to make him His agent and
the instrument of His mercy towards creatures, (was
manifested) by veracious dreams; every dream which
he saw in his sleep was as clear as the dawn. This
made him love solitude; nothing was more pleasant to
him than to be alone" (Ibn Hisham, 151; Ibn Sacd,
i/1, 129). A hadith confirms this remark of cADisha.
The Prophet is quoted as saying, "There exist no
signs announcing prophecy other than the good
dream; the Muslim sees it or it is seen for him" (Ibn
Sacd, ii/2, 18; cf. Ibn Khaldun, iii, 81/115). The term
bushrd in Kurgan, X, 64, is interpreted as ru^yd hasana
(al-Taban, Tafsir, xi, 84 ff.). These "signs" or
"preambles" form an integral part of prophecy, since
the dream is said to be "a part of prophecy", an assertion repeated in all the prefaces of oneirocritical
treatises. Hadith goes further, specifying, following the
Babylonian Talmud (Berakhot, 57b, quoted by
Maimonides, op. cit., ii, 36), the proportions whereby
dream is related to prophecy. The Prophet is quoted
as saying: "The dream of the Believer is one of the
forty (sixty, in the Talmud) parts of prophecy," a
statement which al-Dlnawarl (al-Kddinfi 'l-ta^bir, ms.
Paris, fol. 34b) explains as follows. "The Prophet
means that the majority of prophets—peace be upon
them!—did not see the angel, with the exception of a
minority among them. It is during their sleep that
they received the revelation." This amounts to saying
that the Prophet first came to prophecy at the lowest
level, i.e. the dream. It was at Hira 3 that he
graduated, for the first time, from dream to prophecy.
In the year of his vocation—his fortieth year—he
withdrew for a month of annual retreat (tahannuth),
accompanied by his wife. As he slept, the angel
Gabriel appeared to him with a piece of some kind of
silken fabric on which there was writing (namat min
dibddj_fihi kitdb). He said to him "Read!" "I cannot
read" he replied. The angel stuffed the fabric into his
mouth, almost suffocating him. "I believed," he says,
"that this was death!" Then he released him,
repeated the same question and inflicted the same
treatment on him a second time, then a third. The
fourth time, to escape this torture, Muhammad asked
him: "What must I read?", and the angel made him
recite the beginning of the sura al-cAlak (XCVI, 1-5).
Muhammad adds, "I recited that which he had said,
it was then that he finally left me. I woke up (hababtu
min nawmi). (This phrase) was then as if inscribed
in my heart. I went forth (wandering) and when I
reached the middle of the mountain I heard a voice
from Heaven saying 'O Muhammad, you are the
Messenger of God and I am Gabriel'. I stopped,
watching him, neither advancing nor retreating, then
I looked away from him towards the horizons and the
sky; whichever way I turned, I saw him just as he was.
I remained in this position, neither advancing nor
retreating, until Khadldja sent men to look for me.
Her envoys arrived at the high places of Mecca and
returned from there, and I was still in the same position. Then he parted from me and I parted from him,
returning to my wife" (Ibn Hisham, 152-3; cf. the
vision of Ezekiel, i, 4 ff.).
This account, combining the triple appeal of the
vocation of Samuel with the initiation, through
absorption of the prophetic message, of Ezekiel (ii,
8 ff.; cf. Jeremiah, v, 10) comprises two parts: the
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first took place in sleep, the second in a state of
waking. Here there is a typical example of
transference from dream to ecstasy (on dream and
prophecy, cf. Fahd, Divination, 266-9, and on the
dreams of Muhammad, 255 ff.).
Bibliography: The essentials of the information
contained in this article have been taken from T.
Fahd, La divination arabe. Etudes religieuses, sociologiques et folkloriques sur le milieu natif de I'Islam, Leiden
1966, repr. Paris 1987. In addition to the numerous
references cited in the text, see Tor Andrae, Die
Legenden von der Berufung Muhammeds in Le Monde
Oriental, vi (1912), 5-18; idem, Die Person Muhammeds in Lehre und Glauben seiner Gemeinde, Stockholm
1917 (reconciliation with the gnostic conception of
prophecy); Asterios Argyriou, Coran et histoire
(extract from the journal ©eoXoyioc, liv (1983) and Iv
(1984), ch. iii (1) revelation, 62-7, (2) the prophets,
67-87 and Table no. iii: Kur D anic prophetology);
M. Jastrow Jr., Ro^eh and Hozeh in the Old Testament,
in JBL, xix (1900), 82-105; A. Jepsen, Nabi.
Soziologische Studien zur alt-testamentlichen Literatur und
Religionsgeschichte, Munich 1934; A. Haldar, Associations of cult prophets among the ancient Semites, Uppsala
1945; L. Gardet, Quelques aspects de la pensee avicennienne, in Revue Thomiste, xlv (1939), 708-20; A.R.
Johnson, The cultic Prophet in Ancient Israel, Cardiff
1944; Kisa3!, Kisas al-anbiyo?, ed. J. Eisenberg, i-ii,
Leiden 1922-3, Eng. tr. W.M. Thackston, The tales
of the prophets of al-Kisa^i, Boston 1978; A. von
Kremer, Geschichte der herrschenden Ideen des Islams.
Der Gottesbegriff, die Prophetic (135-308) und Statsidee,
Leipzig 1868, repr. Hildesheim 1961, 135-308; O.
Pautz, Mohammed's Lehre von der Offenbarung quellenmdssigdargestellt, Leipzig 1898; F. Rahman, Prophecy
in Islam, London 1958; T. Robinson, Studies in Old
Testament prophecy presented to Prof. T.H. Robinson,
Edinburgh 1950; H.H. Schaeder, Die islamische
Lehre von vollkommenen Menschen, ihre Herkunft und ihre
dichterische Gestaltung, in ZDMG (1925), 213 ff.
(reconciliation of the Islamic conception of prophecy with that of the Clementine Epistles, through
the intermediary of Manichaeism); R.B. Serjeant,
Hud and other pre-Islamic prophets of Hadramawt, in Le
Museon, vi (1954), 121-79; A. Vinnikov, The legend
of the vocation of Muhammad in the light of ethnography
[in Russian], in Recueil ... Oldenburg, Leningrad
1934, 125-46 (reviewed by B. Nikitine in JA, ccxxvi
[1935], 337); A.J. Wensinck, Mohammed und die propheten, inAO, ii, Oslo 1923, 158-99; G. Widengren,
Muhammed the Apostle of God and hiso Ascension (King
and Saviour), in Uppsala Universitets Arsskrift, i, 1955.
(T. FAHD)
AL-NUDJAYR, a fortress in Hadramawt [q.v.]
where in 12/633 during the caliphate of Abu Bakr
[q.v.] rebels under al-Ashcath b. Kays [q.v.] took
refuge against Ziyad b. Lablb al-Ansarl, the
Prophet's governor.
Late in the year 11/633, Abu Bakr had decided that
Islamic authority could only be effectively imposed on
the Yemen by military force. In particular, he was
worried by the situation in Haolramawt where alA§hcath b. Kays, the leader of Kinda, had refused to
give him the oath of allegiance as caliph. Abu Bakr
entrusted the task to al-Muhadjir b. Abl Umayya, the
governor of $anca3, who marched eastwards from the
capital to Hadramawt via Marib. There al-Muhadjir
received a letter from Ziyad, the Muslim governor in
Hadramawt, urging him to proceed thither with
speed. Leaving some of his army behind in Marib, alMuhadjir marched on Hadramawt. The rebels, in
particular of Banu Mucawiya, a branch of Kinda

(Madcadj, 56, table 3), finally sought refuge in the
fortress of al-Nudjayr. They could not, however,
break out from the siege of the stronghold which was
under the combined command of al-Muhadjir and
Ziyad. The Banu Mucawiya finally surrended. AlAsh c ath signed an agreement with the Muslim
leaders, securing safe conduct for himself and his
family. In return he opened the gates of al-Nudjayr.
The Banu Mu c awiya blamed al-Ashcath for his
betrayal, as many of their number were killed. However, the agreement put an end to serious antiMuslim rebellion in Hadramawt and ensured a much
stronger hold over the area by the Muslim authorities.
Al-Nudjayr is not mentioned further in the
historical works and al-Hamdanl (87), writing in the
4th/10th century, describes the place as a ruin.
Bibliography:
Tabari, i, 2006-10; Yakut,
Mu^am al-buldan, Beirut 1979, v, 272-3; cAbd alc
Muhsin Mad adj M. al-Madcadj, The Yemen in early
Islam (9-233/630-847), a political history, London
1988, 54-7^
(G.R. SMITH)
AL-NUDJ.UM (A.), the s t a r s . There are two words
in Arabic carrying the notion of "star", nadjm, pi.
nudjum (from the root n-d^-m, "to rise"), and kawkab,
pi. kawakib (see WKAS, i, 440 b 28; cf. already Babyl.
kakkabu; a reduplication of a basic root KB "to burn,
to shine"). For the etymologies of the two words, see
Eilers [1], 96 ff.; [2], 115; [3], 6 f. Both words occur
frequently in the Kur D an. In LV, 6, it remains in
•dispute whether al-nadjmu is to be understood as "the
plants, or grasses" (as maintained by I.Y. Krackovskiy and A. Fischer) or as "the stars" (see the recent
German translation by R. Paret, and his commentary, 465, also the English translation of R. Bell and
his A commentary on the Qur^dn, Manchester 1991, ii,
330). Al-nadjm is also used, in Arabic, as an alternative name for the Pleiades (otherwise called althurayyd; see Kunitzsch [2], nos. 186, 306). The two
words are used indiscriminately in the general sense of
"star(s)", but kawkab can mean "planet(s)"
specifically, according to context.
The following article is subdivided into three sections, for the fixed stars, the planets and other celestial
objects.
I. THE FIXED STARS

The Arabs—inhabitants of the Arabian Peninsula,
mostly Bedouins—had a good knowledge of the stars
since ancient times. They used the fixed stars for
orientation in their nightly desert travels (ihtidd^, to
determine seasons and to predict weather, especially
rain. They had proper names for a good dozen prominent stars or other celestial objects, names of old
standing, the meanings of most of which had been
obscured or lost in the course of time so that they
became the object of speculation of the Arabic
philologists and lexicographers of later times. For
these, no modern "translations" can be given, cf. al^ayyuk (a Aurigae, Capella), al-shfod (oc Canis Maioris,
Sirius—also mentioned in the Kur D an, LIII, 49), alsimdk (al-s. al-rdmih, "the lance-bearing Simak", a
Bootis, Arcturus; and al-s. al-a^zal, "the unarmed
Simak", a Virginis, Spica), etc.; cf. Kunitzsch [2],
20 f. For some of these old names there exist parallels
in Babylonian astronomy; cf. Kunitzsch [8].
In addition, several hundred names for smaller, less
conspicuous stars and asterisms were invented, most
probably by poets, at various times and in various
tribes and regions; see the name lists in Kunitzsch [2]
and [7]. All these names were later assembled by the
Arabic philologists and lexicographers in the so-called
anwd^ books (for these, see the bibliographies in AL-
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ANWA3 and AL-MANAZIL). In contrast to ancient Greek
(and modern) astronomy, where large constellations
are made up of numerous stars, in the indigenous
Arabic stellar lore one star mostly represents one
individual (mostly of a species of animals), a name in
the dual represents two such individuals and a name
in the plural represents a group of individuals. There
are only a few Arabic constellations formed from a
number of stars, such as e.g. the several athdfi, "fireplace^) formed by a triangle of three stones on the
ground" (cf. Kunitzsch [2], nos. 17-19). A classified
survey of the asterisms of the old Arabs was given by
Ideler, 407-28.
Of Iranian star names, only a few are known, and
their astronomical identification remains uncertain;
cf. Scherer 113 f., 118 f.; Eilers [1], [3]. Genuine
Turkish star names are discussed by Bazin and Roux.
In Islamic times the astronomers and poets of the
Islamic world generally used the Arabic star names
(but see the planets). Much of the Arabic stellar lore
has lived on into modern times although the
astronomical identifications and the calendrical usage
may now differ; see the modern studies cited in ALMANAZIL and, for the Tuaregs, Bernus-Sidiyene.
Tradition has it that certain prominent fixed stars
were worshipped by Arabic tribes in pre-Islamic times
(cf. the allusion to al-shPrd, Sirius, in Kur D an, LIII,
49), but, as it seems, these contentions still lack
positive evidence; see Henninger.
Apart from perhaps some star names (see above),
the old Arabs had also inherited from Babylonia—at
unknown times, through unknown ways—some of the
zodiacal constellations. But with them, several of
these constellations were transferred to celestial areas
different from their places in Babylonian and Greek
(and modern) astronomy. Suffice it here to mention as
a famous example al-djawza? (a female name of uncertain signification) which, in the series of the zodiacal
constellations, corresponds to Gemini, but which is
located in the stellar figure known in Greek (and
modern) astronomy as Orion; for more details, see
MINTAKAT AL-BURUDJ.

The old Arabs themselves developed a popular
stellar system of so-called anwd^(s'mg. naw7), stars and
asterisms mostly situated near the path of Sun and
Moon which were used for calendrical purposes and
weather predictions [see AL-ANWA D ]. Later, the anwd7
were merged into the system of the 28 lunar mansions
which the Arabs received from outside, perhaps from
India, and which divided the ecliptic according to the
Moon's monthly revolution into 28 portions, each
mansion being marked by a star or asterism carrying
the name of the corresponding naw5 located in that
place [see AL-MANAZIL; also Varisco].
The old Arabic stellar lore was much used in
poetry. The poets liked to cite star names and to use
them for comparisons or for poetic allusions to calendrical and meteorological events connected with
them, and the like; cf. Kunitzsch [10], items xxvi and
xxvii; Kunitzsch-Ullmann.
The period of indigenous, old Arabic folk
astronomy ended with the expansion of Islam, when
the Arabs came into contact with ancient Greek and
Hellenistic science. Through, and after, the translations from Greek (and sometimes Persian and Indian)
into Arabic, the period of Greek-based "scientific"
astronomy in the Islamic civilisation begins which, in
some areas, continued down to the 19th century.
The knowledge of the fixed stars (al-kawdkib althdbita, or simply al-thawdbit) in the "scientific"
astronomy of the Islamic period was completely based
on and influenced by ancient Greek theory and mate-

rial. The physical qualities and behaviour of the stars
were understood according to the cosmological
theories of Aristotle and Ptolemy: the stars were
invariably fixed to the eighth sphere (beyond the
planets), thus being unable to change places relative
to each other, and were invariable in substance, size
and colour. The eighth sphere (hence the stars fixed
to it) performed a constant movement from West to
East about the poles of the ecliptic, the so-called
"precession" (harakat or sayr al-kawdkib al-thdbita),
which Ptolemy—following Hipparchus—assumed at
a rate of 1° in 100 years. The astronomers of the
caliph al-MaDmun arrived at an improved rate of 1 °
in 66Vi years (al-Zidj, al-mumtahan [Tabulae probatae],
214/829-30), which afterwards—simplified as 1° in 66
years—was adopted by most of the succeeding authors
of star catalogues (al-Battanl, al-$ufT) and smaller star
tables; another prominent value was 1° in 70 years
(cf. the survey in Nallino, al-Battdm, Opus
astronomicum, i, 292 f.; see also Mercier [1]).
The iconographical and topographical division of
the stellar sky into constellations was also completely
taken over from the Greeks. Here the main source
was the star catalogue in Ptolemy's Almagest (epoch:
A.D. 138) comprising 1,025 stars arranged in 48
constellations and registered with ecliptical coordinates, longitude and latitude, and (apparent)
magnitudes. Of the Almagest several translations into
Arabic were made from the late 8th to the late 9th centuries (cf. Kunitzsch [5], 15-82). The versions of alHadjdjadj and of Ishak b. Hunayn (the latter
emended by Thabit b. Kurra) have survived into our
time (the star catalogue from these two versions was
edited by Kunitzsch [11], vol. i); the "old" version
made before al-Hadjdjadj's was used in the star catalogue of al-Battanl, and many coordinate values from
it are also cited by Ibn al-Salah. These sources supplied the Arabic-Islamic astronomers with the terminology and nomenclature of the 48 constellations
and the 1,025 individual stars and provided them with
the basic coordinate values for these stars (for a complete survey of the names of the 48 constellations, followed by Greek, Arabic and Latin indexes, see
Kunitzsch [5], 169-212; the complete terminology for
the individual stars, again followed by Greek, Arabic
and Latin indexes, is given in ibid., 212-370). The
Arabs also knew Aratus (3rd cent. B.C.) as the inventor of the constellations and cited from his Phaenomena
and the Scholia in Aratum (cf. Sezgin, vi, 75-7; further,
al-Blrum, To/him, 72; Ibn al-$alah, 54 f., 71).
The Arabic term for "constellation" was kawkaba,
pi. kawkabdt (adapted from Ptolemy's dt<Trepia(x6?), or
sura, pi. suwar.
Apart from the textual tradition, iconographic
documents from (Late) Antiquity seem also to have
reached the Islamic period conveying to the Muslim
astronomers the outlines of the pictorial representation of the 48 classical constellations. An early example for the continuation of classical iconographic
material into Islamic times is the fresco in the cupola
of the bath in the desert castle of Kusayr cAmra (ca.
711-15 [see ARCHITECTURE]) showing a celestial
hemisphere with constellation figures (cf. Saxl; Beer
[1], [2]; Almagro). Also, instruments such as celestial
globes and astrolabes of Greek provenience or tradition must have reached the Muslims; Ibn al-$alah
(18, 72 f.) mentions the description of a Greek globe
datable ca. A.D. 738, and Ibn al-Kiftl (Ta\ikh alHukamd7, 440) reports the existence of a globe made
of copper (nuhds), attributed to Ptolemy himself, in
Cairo in 435/1043-4.
Several Islamic astronomers established star
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catalogues in the manner of Ptolemy's catalogue: alBattani (only 533 out of Ptolemy's 1,025 stars; epoch
A.D. 880; precession value = Ptolemy +11°10';
edited in Nallino, al-Battdni, Opus astronomicum; cf.
Kunitzsch [10], item v; Ibn al-$alah, Appendix ii,
97 ff.); Abu '1-Husayn al-$uf! (complete, accompanied by drawings of the constellations; epoch 964;
precession value = Ptolemy + 12°42'; Kitdb Suwar alkawdkib, ed. Haydarabad 1373/1954, French tr.
H.C.F.C. Schjellerup, St. Petersburg 1874, repr.
Frankfurt-am-Main 1986; cf. Kunitzsch [10], item
xi); al-Biruni (complete; epoch 1031; precession value
= Ptolemy + 13°0; in al-Kdnun al-mas^udi, ed.
Haydarabad, iii, 1375/1956, Russian tr. S.A.
Krasnovaya and M.M. Rozhanskaya, in Istorikoastronomiceskiye issledovaniya, viii, Moscow 1962,
92-150,with comm. by B.A. Rosenfeld, in ibid., 17786); and Ulugh Beg (complete; epoch 1437; textually
depending on Nasir al-Dln al-Tusi's Persian translation of al-Sufi's Book on the Constellations;
astronomically claiming his own observation for the
majority of the stars and dependence on al-Sufi for the
rest; edited by Th. Hyde, Oxford 1665; a modern
recension of the coordinate values was made by
Knobel; cf. further, Evans, 162-5; Shevchenko).
Besides these great, complete catalogues,
innumerable smaller star tables were drawn up by
Muslim astronomers of all times, mostly listing fundamental stars for use on astronomical instruments
such as the astrolabe (see Kunitzsch [10], item i; for
some edited specimens, see ibid., items ii-iv, and
Kunitzsch [3], I A and XII A).
The pictorial representation of the 48 classical constellations in Islamic astronomy, in books, on celestial
globes and elsewhere, mainly follows the patterns set
up by the drawings in al-Sufi's Book on the Constellations; al-Sufi, in turn, must have followed traditions
from Late Antiquity (for the textual description of the
stars he generally follows the Almagest version by
Ishak-Thabit; in the star coordinates he chooses
between the various translations of the Almagest and
faithfully repeats the Almagest values in his star tables,
notwithstanding his criticism of many of them). For
each constellation al-Sufi gives two drawings, one as
seen in the sky, the other as seen on the celestial globe
(where the figures are viewed from outside, on the
convex surface of the globe, i.e. human figures seen
in the sky looking towards the observer with their
faces and front sides are seen on the globe with their
back sides towards the observer; al-Sufi, however,
gives a "falsified" globe view, just the mirror image
of the sky view representation; the reason for this is
not obvious; most probably he just follows older
models of Late Antique tradition; perhaps the intention was to keep the figures showing their faces to the
observer under all conditions).
Outside the books, the fixed stars were used on
various astronomical instruments. The astrolabe
especially, but also quadrants, were instructed with
the most important fundamental stars (see ASTURLAB;
Kunitzsch [12]). While in the great star catalogues
after Ptolemy, the stars were registered with ecliptical
longitude and latitude, for use on the astrolabe
another set of coordinates was more practical: mediatio
coeli (tawassut, or mamarr—passage at the meridian)
and declination (al-bu^d *-an mu^addil al-nahdr). These
were usually obtained (from the ecliptical values) by
calculation. Many astronomical handbooks (zidf) and
treatises on the astrolabe contain tables of astrolabe
stars with one or both sets of these coordinates. Furthermore, the stars and their constellations used to be
represented on celestial globes (up to now, a number
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of more than 130 celestial globes in the Islamic area
has been found and registered, see Savage-Smith);
here the stars were entered according to ecliptical
coordinates; the styling of the constellation figures
normally followed the models introduced by al-Sufi.
Celestial globes are the only form of mapping the
entire sky known from Islamic astronomy; no plane
star maps from the Islamic Middle Ages have been
found, although some astronomers (e.g., al-BTrunl,
Kitdb Tastih al-suwar wa-tabtih al-kuwar, ed. A. Saidan,
in Dirdsdtl al-^Ulum al-tabi^iyya [Univ. of Amman], iv
[1977], 7-22; cf. Berggren; Richter-Bernburg) discuss
the construction of plane star charts. Instead of complete star maps we only have al-Sufi's isolated drawings of the individual constellations. The late Persian
astrolabist Muhammad Mahdl al-Yazdl produced two
astrolabes, to each of which he added a plate carrying,
on both sides, maps of the northern and the southern
celestial hemispheres with all constellations. One of
these instruments is dated 1065/1654-5 (in Riyad; it
was on display in the exhibition Saudi-Arabia, yesterday
and today in Washington D.C., July 1989; see the
accompanying catalogue Islamic science and learning,
14); the other one, dated 1070/1659-60, was described
by W.H. Morley, Description of a planispheric
astrolabe..., London 1856, 48 f. (repr. in Arabische
Instrumente in orientalistischen Studien, ed. F. Sezgin, i,
Frankfurt-am-Main 1990, 302 f.). These veritable sky
maps are, however, inspired by contemporary European star charts; they include, in the southern
hemisphere, near the South Pole, some of the nonclassical southern constellations which were introduced in the 16th and 17th centuries. Hence these
plates reflect a new development in Islamic
astronomy, with the influx of modern Western
knowledge.
The question, to what extent the star tables and
catalogues of Muslim astronomers represent the result
of their own independent observation, is not always
easy to answer. It appears convincing that a star table
or catalogue with ecliptical coordinates, whose
latitudes are identical to Ptolemy's and whose
longitudes show a constant increase over Ptolemy's,
was obtained by calculation rather than by observation. When the latitudes differ and the longitudes
show varying differences against Ptolemy's, one
would rather be inclined to assume independent
observation. A few well-known outstanding examples
of independent observation are: the table of 24 stars
measured by al-Ma D mun's astronomers and transmitted in al-Zidj_ al-mumtahan ("Tabulae probatae"; epoch
214/829-30; cf. Kunitzsch [10], item iii), or the star
catalogue of Ulugh Beg (see above), although for this
latter one the question seems not yet definitely
answered. Personal observations of Ptolemy's stars
were made by Ibn al-Salah (d. 1154), as can be understood in many places in his treatise Ff sabab .... Also,
the most famous and most detailed Islamic author on
the fixed stars, al-Sufi (903-86), re-observed all of
Ptolemy's stars and added, in his Book on the Constellations, to the description of each of the 48 constellations
a special section reporting his criticism. Nevertheless,
in the tables of his catalogue he merely repeated
Ptolemy's coordinate values and did not enter any
new or "better" values found by himself, except for
the magnitudes. Since most of the zta^s (astronomical
handbooks with tables; cf. below) of the Islamic period
are still unedited, it would be premature now to present final statements. It may be that in them one or
another star table will be found that is built upon an
author's own observations.
Surveys of the 48 Ptolemaic constellations are also
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found—apart from the great star catalogues mentioned above—in some other works: Muhammad b.
Ahmad al-Khwarazmi (ca. A.D. 980), Mafdtih al<uium, ed. G. van Vloten, Leiden 1895, 210-13; alBlrunl, Tafhim 69-72 (on 77-81 follows a survey of
indigenous old-Arabic star names, and on 81-5 the
lunar mansions are listed); Zakariyya0 al-KazwInl,
^Affib al-makhlukdt, ed. Wustenfeld, i, 29-41 (this
section is extracted from al-$ufi's Book on the Constellations; the section was separately edited and translated
by L. Ideler and served as the nucleus for his
voluminous study on the history of star names; on 4151 follows a description of the 28 lunar mansions
which is extracted from Ibn Kutayba's Kitdb al-Anwd^,
cf. ed. Haydarabad 1375/1956, 17 ff.). Of some
interest for the continuity of the tradition is Le traite sur
les constellations by Severus Sebokht, in Syriac, written
in A.D. 660, i.e. in early Islamic times, but much
before the famous Greek-Arabic translations; ed. F.
Nau, in Revue de VOrient Chretien, xxvii (1929-30), 327410, xxviii (1931-2), 85-100. About 600 years later
another Syriac description of the 48 constellations was
given by Bar Hebraeus (Abu '1-Faradj b. al-clbri) in
his Livre de I'ascension de I'esprit, ed. Nau, Paris 18991900, text i, 110 ff., tr. ii, 94 ff., which now, however, is a mixed text including both Syriac and Arabic
elements (cf. Kunitzsch [1], 32 f.).
A rare use of the 48 constellations was made by the
Persian poet Fakhr al-Dln Gurgani in his epic Vis u
Rdmin (written ca. A.D. 1050), where he presents a
horoscope which is greatly expanded by including all
the constellations of the fixed stars in the astrological
configuration (cf. Kunitzsch [10], item xxviii; in a
subsequent article in 1st., Ix [1983], 297-301, O.
Neugebauer has dated this horoscope to A.D. 968).
The Arab seafarers in the Indian Ocean in the 15th
and 16th centuries, Ahmad b. Madjid and Sulayman
al-Mahri, still knew and used some of the classical
constellations and star names, though often in
distorted form and in modified astronomical application. Especially Ibn Madjid [q.v. ] takes pride in naming the classical books he had studied, among them al$ufi's Book on the Constellations (here called Kitdb alTasdwir). On the other hand, the star nomenclature of
these mu^allims contains several names of unknown
and sometimes certainly non-Arabic origin. For
discussions of these names, see the Index given in
Kunitzsch [10], item xxix.
In astrology it was mostly the planets whose influence was considered. But since oldest times, the fixed
stars could also be included in the astrological procedures. Already Ptolemy in his astrological handbook, the Tetrabiblos (Kitdb al-Arba^a), assigned to all
the constellations and the major stars individually the
"temperament" (xpocais, A. mizdaj., Lat. complexio,
temperamentum) of one or two planets, cf. Tetrab. i, 9.
Subsequently, lists of stars with their temperaments
were drawn up, or in purely astronomical star tables
the temperaments were added in a separate column.
Further, to certain fixed stars was ascribed a bad
influence on health, especially of the eyes, and also
these stars were assembled in special lists. All this
material reached the Arabic-Islamic civilisation, in
the same way as the astronomical knowledge, and we
find it reproduced directly, or in various adaptations,
in Arabic texts.
Of the Tetrabiblos several Arabic translations were
made (not all edited until now; cf. Sezgin, vii, 41 ff.).
The famous astrologer Abu Macshar included in his
comprehensive al-Mudkhal al-kabir, ii, 1, a survey of
the 48 classical constellations (without adding the
astrological temperaments; see the facsimile ed.—

made from ms. Istanbul, Carullah 1508, dated
327/938—by F. Sezgin, Frankfurt-am-Main 1985,
111 f.). For lists of stars doing harm to the eyes (cf.
Tetrab., iii, 12) see again Abu Macshar, Mudkhal, vi,
20 = facs. Frankfurt 351 f. (cf. Kunitzsch, apud
Hubner 358 f.), and al-Blrunl, Tafhim, 272-4 (§ 460).
Another list of unlucky stars of Abu Macshar is in
Kunitzsch [10], item xvii, 113-19. A very recent
specimen for a horoscope introducing the fixed stars
is the horoscope of Asad Allah Mlrza, 1830; cf.
Elwell-Sutton (esp. 16-27, 94 f.). One ancient tradition on the "Thirty Bright Stars" appeared in Arabic
under the name of Hermes; it must have come
through (Middle) Persian mediation, because its
badly distorted star names show signs of Persian influence (cf. Kunitzsch [10], item xiii), and the term for
the fixed stars here used, al-kawdkib al-biydbdniyya (in
mediaeval Latin translation stelle beibenie), is Persian
(from Pahlavi a-wiydbdn-ig, which literally renders
Greek <X7rXavrj<;, the common term for the fixed stars;
cf. W.B. Henning, apud Kunitzsch [10], item xiv, esp.
265; al-Blrum's explanation of the term al-kawdkib albiydbdniyya as "desert stars", from New Persian
biydbdn "desert", in Tafhim, 46 (§ 125), was mere
guesswork and popular etymology). The Hellenistic
astrological compilation in five parts ascribed to
Zoroaster also reached the Arabs through a Persian
intermediate stage; the star names in the chapter on
the fixed stars of its fifth part, Kitdb al-Mawdlid, were
transformed into Persian and were retained in this
form in the Arabic version; cf. the ed. of the chapter
in Kunitzsch [13]. Another tradition, on stars causing
weather disturbances, tempest, etc., containing star
names of unknown origin and meaning, has been
found until now only in Byzantine and mediaeval
Latin versions and it is uncertain whether an Arabic
stage was also involved in its transmission; cf.
Kunitzsch [10], items xv-xvi.
Yet another use of star names occurred in lot books
(kutub al-fa^l) where they took the role of "judges"
answering questions or guiding the interrogator to
further questions. An example is the Liber Alfadhol, a
lot book attributed to Harun al-Rashid's astrologer alFadl b. Sahl, of which also Latin and old German versions exist and which contains 144 "judges" carrying
star names (including a few astronomical terms); cf.
Kunitzsch, apud Lutz, 321-36, and idem, in ZDMG,
cxviii (1968), 297-314, and cxxxiv (1984), 280-5. For
other texts of this kind cf. Kunitzsch, apud Lutz, 321
n. 1; Kunitzsch [6], esp. 281 f.; Wetzstein.
In addition, it may be mentioned that Arabic texts
of all the kinds described were translated into Western
languages, into Byzantine Greek from the llth century onwards and into Latin, in Spain, from the late
10th century onwards. In this way, Arabic star and
constellation names became widely known in
mediaeval and Renaissance Western science, and
more than 200 "Arabic star names" can still be found
in modern star atlases and astronomical textbooks
today.
Since it is impossible to give here lists of the many
Arabic star and constellation names, once more the
literature is cited where all these names are completely
listed and explained: for indigenous old Arabic star
names, see Kunitzsch [2] and [7]; for the lunar mansions, see AL-MANAZIL; for the zodiac, see MINTAKAT
AL-BURUDJ; for the nomenclature of stars and constellations derived from Greek sources, mostly the
Almagest, see Kunitzsch [5]; for specimens of Arabic
star names in Byzantine texts, see Kunitzsch [10],
item ii (types I and II); for Arabic star names in
mediaeval Western and modern astronomical use, see
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Kunitzsch [1] and [3] and Kunitzsch-Smart; and for
the special usage of names with the navigators of the
Indian Ocean, see the Index in Kunitzsch [10], item
xxix.
Arabic star names and their use in Western science
have been the object of philological and historical
studies over centuries, starting with G. Postellus'
treatise Signorum coelestium vera configuratio aut asterismus,
Paris 1553; cf. a short survey in Kunitzsch [1], 23 f.
The Arabic matter in the popular book of R.H. Allen,
Star-names and their meanings, New York 1899 (repr.
New York 1963), is often incorrect and misleading, cf.
the warnings in Kunitzsch [10], item xxiv. Also,
modern Arabic authors have paid their tribute to the
subject, cf. M.H. Jurdak [Djurdak], A. Malouf
[Macluf] and A.H.M. Samaha [Samaha], cited in the
bibliography of Kunitzsch [1]; the most recent author
is A.R. Badr, Asma? al-nudjum fi 'l-falak al-hadith,
usuluhdwa-tatawwuruhd, in RAAD, lix (1404/1984), 8196, 290-333, 761-89, lx (1405/1985), 86-103.
II. THE PLANETS

As in all civilisations, the five planets visible to the
naked eye were also known to the old Arabs, because
they had names for them which were obviously
originally Arabic and were not obtained, through
translation, from outside. There seems, however, not
to have existed a special term for the planets (as
distinct from the fixed stars) with the Arabs in their
"pre-scientific" period. Some commentators assume
that the terms al-khunnas and al-kunnas in Kurgan,
LXXXI, 15-16, may refer to the planets; cf. WKAS,
i, 387 a 2 ff., 442 b 41 ff. (not to be confused with the
term al-khussan which, according to Ibn Durayd,
Djamhara, i, 67 a 1-3, s.r. kh-s-s, designates the stars
around the (North) Pole that never set, i.e. the circumpolar stars). In the "scientific" period of ArabicIslamic astronomy which was based on translations
from Greek, the most common terms for the planets
(01 TrXocvcojxevoi, sc. aorepe?) were (al-kawdkib] almutahayyira (referring to the five planets alone) and (alkawdkib) al-sayydra (for the five planets plus Sun and
Moon), cf. al-KhwarazmI, Mafdtih, 210, 228; alBiruni, Kdnun, iii 987; WKAS, i, 442 b 28 ff., 35 ff.
Other terms, in certain translated texts, were alkawdkib al-mutaharrika (WKAS, i, 442 b 39), al-k. alsayydha, al-k. al-djdriya and al-k. al-ddlla (ibid., i, 580 b
27 ff.).
The following table shows the names of the planets
in Arabic, adding some alternative names used in the
Western Arabic and Spanish Arabic area, and in
Persian:
Arabic
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Sun
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

al-kamar
c
utdrid
al-zuhara
al-shams
al-mirrikh
al-mushtan
zuhal

Western
Arabic
al-kdtib
al-ahmar
al-mukdtil

Persian
mdh
tir
[a]ndhid
mihr, khurshid
bahrdm
hurmuz[d\
kaywdn

For the etymologies of the names in Arabic and Persian, see Eilers [2] and [3]. The "Persian" name
kaywdn is of Babylonian origin (cf. WKAS, i, 518 b
9 ff.). For Jupiter another Arabic name of unknown
background was al-birdjis; cf. Ibn Kutayba, Anwo?,
126 f.; Eilers [3], 81 ff. A survey of the planets'
names in seven languages (Arabic, Greek, Persian,
Syriac, Hebrew, Sanskrit and Khwarazmian) was
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given by al-Birum, Athdr, 192 ( = tr. Sachau, 172). In
Arabic poetry in cAbbasid and later times, the Persian
names were often used. In astronomy and astrology
the names could be abbreviated by using only the last
letter of the Arabic name, cf. Elwell-Sutton, 66. Further, the symbols for the planets introduced in Greek
texts were also adopted by Arabic-Islamic
astronomers and astrologers, see al-Biruni, Tqfhim,
199 (§ 329); Ullmann, 345 f. The Arabic names
shown above (including the Western Arabic alternative names) were also retained in many mediaeval
Latin translations from the Arabic, in astronomical
and astrological contexts. The complete set of the
seven names even appears in Wolfram of Eschenbach's epic Parzival (ca. A.D. 1210), 782, 6 ff.; see
Kunitzsch [4].
Planetary theory in Arabic-Islamic astronomy was
mainly based on the teachings of Ptolemy in his
Almagest. The planets rotate on seven successive
spheres (falak [q. v. ]) about the earth, the Moon being
the nearest to the earth, in the first sphere, and Saturn
being the farthest, in the seventh sphere; the eighth
sphere was held by the fixed stars. The lower planets
(below the Sun), Moon, Mercury and Venus, were
called al-kawdkib al-sufliyya, and the upper planets
(beyond the Sun), Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, were alkawdkib al-^ulwiyya. The lowest point in a planet's
orbit was called hadid, the farthest point was awaj.
(from Sanskr. ucca, cf. D. Pingree, in Viator, vii
[1976], 161; afterwards Latinised as aux, genitive
augis). The two points of intersection of a planet's
orbit with the ecliptic were each called by the Persian
term al-ajawzahar [q.v.] or—translated from Greek
ouv8ea(io<;—^ukda, node. The ascending node
(ava(Bipdc£a)v) especially was called ra^s (al-tinnin) "(the
Dragon's) head, caput (draconis)", and the descending
node (xocTOcpipdcCcov) dhanab (al-tinmn), "(the Dragon's)
tail, cauda (draconis)". The planets performed a forward movement (istikdma) along the ecliptic (ild tawdlt
al-bumaj); at certain times they became stationary
(wukuf, ikdma) and then performed a retrograde movement (ruajuQ); this ended in a second stationary position after which they resumed the normal forward
movement.
The knowledge about the planets' physical
behaviour—motion, size, distances, etc.—was mainly
laid down in the so-called ziajs, i.e. comprehensive
handbooks containing both theoretical chapters and
the relevant tables. The word zidj. (pi. ziajdt, azydaj.,
ziyadja) is of Persian origin (already in Pahlavi, zik)
and originally meant the thread(s) in weaving; from
the arrangement of the threads in a piece of woven
cloth it was extended to the network of lines drawn for
astronomical tables and finally transferred upon complete works of tables with their introductory
theoretical text. Very few such works have been edited
so far, e.g. al-Zidj. al-sdbi* of al-Battanl (ed. and tr.
C.A. Nallino, i-iii, Milan 1899-1907); the Latin
translation (by Adelard of Bath) of Maslama alMadjriti's redaction of the Zidj. of Muhammad b.
Musa al-KhwarazmI (ed. A. Bjornbo, R. Besthorn
and H. Suter, Copenhagen 1914; Eng. tr. and comm.
O. Neugebauer, Copenhagen 1962); al-Biruni's alKdnun al-mas^udt (ed. Haydarabad, i-iii, 1954-6; Russian tr. P.G. Bulgakov et alii, i-ii, Tashkent 1973-76;
survey of the contents in English by E.S. Kennedy, in
Al-Abhdth, xxiv [1971], 59-81). About 130 ziajs were
listed, and twelve of the most important abstracted, in
Kennedy [1]. More abstracts are in Toomer [1]; Mercier [2]. Of great historical interest are also works such
as The Book of the reasons behind astronomical tables (Kitdb
ft Wai al-ziajdt) of CAU b. Sulayman al-Hashimi (ed.
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and tr. F.I. Haddad, E.S. Kennedy and D. Pingree,
New York 1981) which has preserved material lost, or
not yet found, in the original; of the same character
is El libro de los fundamentos de las Tablas astronomicas by
the Spanish-Jewish scholar Abraham b. cEzra (written
in Latin in A.D. 1154; ed. J.M. Millas Vallicrosa,
Madrid-Barcelona 1947).
Popular estimated values for the (sidereal) revolution of the planets are mentioned by Ibn Kutayba,
Anwd^, 127. According to him, Saturn travels in each
of the twelve zodiacal signs 32 months (i.e. a total
revolution of 32 years); Jupiter 1 year (i.e. a total
revolution of 12 years); Mars 45 days (i.e. a total of
roughly 1 Vi years); the Sun 1 month (i.e. a total of 1
year); Venus 27 days (i.e. a total of 324 days); Mercury 7 days (i.e. a total of 84 days); and the Moon 2V3
nights (i.e. a total of 28 nights). He also mentions that
Venus and Jupiter are of bright white colour, Saturn
is yellowish, Mars is red, and Mercury also red, but
it is seen only rarely because of its vicinity to the Sun.
Scientific astronomy has received and continued to
use the precise Greek data in the Almagest and has, in
the course of time, improved upon many of them,
based on new independent observation. For details,
one has to consult the zidjs and their abstracts mentioned above.
While, on the whole, Ptolemaic astronomy
remained valid in the Arabic-Islamic civilisation until
in recent times contacts began with modern Western
astronomy, on the other hand serious criticism of
Ptolemy's planetary theory was brought forward by
several Muslim astronomers. Among the names here
to be mentioned are Ibn al-Haytham (in Egypt, d.
shortly after 432/1041; cf. Sezgin, v, 251 ff.); Djabir
b. Aflah (Geber, Spain, 1st half 12th cent.; cf. R.P.
Lorch, The Astronomy of Jdbiribn Aflah, in Centaurus, xix
[1975], 85-107); al-Bitrudji (Alpetragius, Spain, 2nd
half 12th cent. [0.z>.]; idem, On the principles of
astronomy, ed. and tr. B.R. Goldstein, i-ii, New Haven
1971). In the East, an important name was further—
besides Nasir al-Dln • al-Tusf—Ibn
al-Shatir
(Damascus, 14th cent.), cf. the collection of papers
The life and work of Ibn al-Shdtir, ed. Kennedy and I.
Ghanem, Aleppo 1976; Kennedy [2], section
"Planetary theory"; idem, Planetary theory: late Islamic
and Renaissance, in Awrdk, v-vi (1982-3), 19-24; Goldstein, The status of models in ancient and medieval
astronomy, in Centaurus, xxiv (1980), 132-47; G. Saliba,
Theory and observation in Islamic astronomy: the work of Ibn
al-Shdtir of Damascus, in Journal for the History of
Astronomy, xviii (1987), 35-43. There have been
observed similarities between certain new methods
and solutions of problems in planetary theory by some
13th and 14th century Islamic astronomers and those
of Copernicus. But it would be difficult to interpret
these coincidences in terms of Arabic influence on
Copernicus, since no direct lines of transmission from
the Orient to Renaissance Western astronomers has
been ascertained so far.
Islamic astronomers also devised—like Western
scientists of late mediaeval and Renaissance times—
instruments for the demonstration of the planets'
movements, the so-called equatoria, see Kennedy [2],
section "Equatoria"; Comes.
For the use of the planets in astrology and some of
their astrological properties, see MINTAKAT AL-BURUDJ.
III. OTHER CELESTIAL OBJECTS

a. Nebulae. Ptolemy in the star catalogue of the
Almagest had described five of his 1,025 stars as
"nebulous". However, all of these were star clusters
or double stars appearing to the naked eye as

"nebulous", but not nebulae according to modern
astronomical understanding. It was Abu '1-Husayn
al-SufT who, in his Book on the Constellations,
independently and for the first time mentioned the
Andromeda Nebula (M 31 = NGC 224), calling it
latkha sahdbiyya, a "nebulous spot". In one of the
drawings of the constellation of Andromeda he
marked the position of the nebula by a number of
small dots; see Kunitzsch [9]. As for the Magellanic
Clouds, in the southern celestial hemisphere, near the
South Pole, invisible from the Arabian Peninsula, a
first reference to them seems to be in Yakut, Mu*$am
al-bulddn, ed. Wiistenfeld, i, 501 f., where Yakut cites
several unnamed travellers (ghayr wdhid mimman
shdhada tilka 'l-bildd) who described that they saw in the
sky a spot (tdka) about the size of the Moon looking
like a white cloud (kifatghaym bayda*); this description
may refer to the Larger Magellanic Cloud (Nubecula
Maior) which is better visible than the Smaller one.
Later, the Arabic navigators of the Indian Ocean,
Ahmad b. Madjid (d. ca. 1500) and Sulayman alMahrl (1st half 16th cent.), knew and described the
Magellanic Clouds (al-sahdbatdn) in their writings. Ibn
Madjid even specified (in his poem al-Sufdliyya) that
one of them is clearly visible (bayyina li 'l-^ayn, i.e. the
Larger Magellanic Cloud) and the other appears weak
(tamsd*, i.e. the Smaller Magellanic Cloud); cf. I.
Khoury, ed., Sulayman al-Mahri's works, iii, Damascus
1393/1972, 302. The assumption of L. Massignon
that the asterism al-bakar "the Cows", mentioned by
al-SufT(cf. Kunitzsch [2], nos. 59 and 23), was identical with the Magellanic Clouds was rightly refuted
by W. Petri, in Die Sterne, xxxviii (1962), 74-7.
b. Comets. The common Arabic term for a comet is
(kawkab) dhu dhanab or kawkab al-dhanab "star with a
tail". Also, the Greek term xofifjTou was translated as
al-kawdkib dhawdt al-dhawd^ib (Aristotle). According to
Greek cosmology, comets were regarded as
atmospherical phenomena in the sublunar sphere, see
Aristotle, Fi
'l-samd^ wa 'l-dthdr al-^ulwiyya
(Meteorology), ed. A.R. Badawi, Cairo 1961, 15 ff.;
Aristoteles' Meteorologie, ed. P.L. Schoonheim, Leiden
1978, 70 ff.; Hunayn b. Ishak, Kompendium der
aristotelischen Meteorologie, ed. H. Daiber, AmsterdamOxford 1975, 58 ff.; Aetius Arabus, ed. Daiber,
Wiesbaden 1980, 168 ff. Little attention was consequently paid to comets by the Islamic astronomers,
because for them they were no regular celestial
phenomena such as the planets, Sun and Moon and
the fixed stars. On the other hand, since they were
regarded as bad omens, they were often registered by
historians, biographers, etc., and in astrology (cf.
already Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, ii, 9 and 13). In the latter
category of literature, special subgroups of comets
were distinguished according to their apparent forms
in the sky and were given various extra names. Some
such names were already mentioned by Ptolemy,
Tetrab., ii, 9; for more names in Antiquity, cf. inter
olios Lydus, De ostentis, ed. C. Wachsmuth, Leipzig
1897, 28 ff., 35 ff., 165 f. (from Pliny, Nat. hist.),
166 f. A pseudepigraphic tradition ascribed a list of
ten such names to Aristotle or Apuleius; see further A.
Bouche-Leclercq, L 'astrologie grecque, Paris 1899 (repr.
Brussels 1963), 357 ff., esp. 359 n. 1.
For the Islamic area, see Kennedy [2], 311-18 (first
published 1957); idem, Astronomical events from a Persian
astrological manuscript, in Centaurus xxiv (1980), 162-77
(with an appendix by O. Gingerich, 178-80). Several
of the texts published by L. Thorndike, Latin treatises
on comets between 1238 and 1368 A.D., Chicago 1950,
reflect Arabic material of this sort.
c. Shooting Stars, Meteors. Together with comets,
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shooting stars were included, in ancient cosmology,
among the atmospherical phenomena of the sublunar
sphere; see Aristotle, Fi l-samd*, ed. Badawi, 18 ff.;
Meteorologie, ed. Schoonheim, 74 ff.; Hunayn b.
Ishak, Kompendium, loc. cit. above; Aetius Arabus, loc.
cit. above. The common Arabic terms for them were
shihdb, pi. shuhub, and nayzak, pi. naydzih (of Persian
origin); cf. C.A. Nallino, Raccolta di scritti, v, Rome
1944, 377-93 (first published in RSO, viii [1919-21]).
Their quick movement in the sky when falling
towards the earth was well known and was described
as inkiddd, insibdb, etc. Shooting stars (shuhub) are
several times mentioned in the Kurgan (XV, 18;
XXXVII, 10; LXVII, 8-9); the implication here is
that djinns or shaytdns who try to spy on the angels are
driven away by throwing shuhub at them. This myth
(the "Sternschnuppenmythus") afterwards often
served as a motif in poetry, cf. Kunitzsch [10], item
xxvi, 248 f. with n. 23. The quick motion of the
shooting stars was also often used in poetical comparison, especially in the description of animals, cf.
Kunitzsch [10], items xxvi, 247 f., and xxvii, 104
with n. 18. In astrology, shooting stars mostly ranged
in the same rank with comets as bad omens, cf.
Ptolemy, Tetrab., ii, 13; Bouche-Leclercq, op. cit.,
362; Pseudo-Ptolemaeus, Centiloquium, apud Nallino,
loc. cit.
d. Novae or Supernovae. The Arabic language, and
the Islamic astronomers, had no specific terms for
novae. This was quite natural since, according to
classical and the subsequent Islamic cosmology, the
heavenly bodies—Sun, Moon, the planets and the
fixed stars—were not capable of any changes in
substance, magnitude or (for the fixed stars) location.
Therefore the idea of "new" stars was basically alien
to their imagination. If a phenomenon of this kind
was really observed, it had to be subsumed under the
well-known categories, mainly among the sublunar
phenomena such as comets. Authors describing such
objects had to use the terms current for other known
phenomena. There are two famous supernovae that
were reported by Islamic authors: one in A.D. 1006,
see Goldstein, Evidence for a supernova in A.D. 1006, in
The Astronomical Journal, Ixx (1965), 105-14. The best
source here is CA1I b. Ridwan's commentary on
Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos; in describing the object CA1I uses
the terms athar (lit. "trace") and nayzak (properly,
"shooting star"; cf. above). Ibn al-Athlr and Ibn alDjawzl, in reporting the same event, spoke of kawkab
kabiryushbihu 'l-zuhara, "a large star similar to Venus"
(Goldstein, loc. cit., 107, 113 f.); the anonymous
Annales regum Mauritaniae describe the object as naajm
c
azim [var. gharib] min dhawdt al-dhawd^ib, "a great
[var. wondrous] star from among the comets", and
further on call it a nayzak ("shooting star"; Goldstein,
loc. cit., 108, 114). The second supernova was that of
A.D. 1054; in mentioning it, Ibn Abl Usaybica,
c
Uyun, ed. A. Muller, i, 242, 14-15, calls it al-kawkab
al-dthdri, "the star leaving traces". On the subject, see
also T. Velusamy, Guest stars: historical supernovae and
remnants, in History of Oriental Astronomy (IAU Colloquium 91), Cambridge 1987, 265-70.
e. Sunspots. Ibn al-Kiftl, Ta^rikh al-Hukamd^, ed.
Lippert, 156, cites from a book by Muhammad b.
Hilal b. al-Muh[as]sin al-$abi3 a report copied by the
latter from a notice on comets written by Dja c far b. alMuktafT bi'llah; here it is also reported that on Tuesday, 19 Radjab, in the year 225 (25 May 840), during
the caliphate of al-Muctasim, there appeared in the
Sun, near its centre, a black spot (nukta sawdd3); the
report continues that al-Kindl said that this spot lasted
for 91 days. It was taken as a bad omen, and indeed,
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some time afterwards al-Muctasim died. The report
further says that al-Kindl had also maintained that the
spot may have been caused by a passage of Venus in
front of the Sun (kusuf al-zuhara li 'l-shams wa-lusukuhd
bihd hddhihi 'l-mudda).
f. Paranatellonta. The paranatellonta are constellations, or portions of constellations, co-ascending or
reaching other fundamental points of the sphere
together with the decans (i.e. sections of 10 degrees)
of the zodiac. The observation of the paranatellonta
has belonged to astrological practice since Antiquity.
The constellations here used include, besides the
classical Greek constellations, a number of exotic,
Egyptian and other figures, the so-called sphaera barbarica. Texts describing the paranatellonta are known,
inter alia, from Teukros the Babylonian (perhaps 1st
cent. A.D.), in Arabic Tlnkalus, or Tankalusha alBabilT. An Arabic version of the paranatellonta for the
36 decans of the zodiac was inserted by Abu Macshar
in his astrological Kitdb al-Mudkhal al-kabir, Book vi,
ch. 1. The text was edited by K. Dyroff as Appendix
vi, apud?. Boll, Sphaera, Leipzig 1903, 482-539. Abu
Macshar gives as the epoch for the positions of the
constellations in his text the year 1160 Seleucid era =
Oct. 848-Sept. 849. For each decan (here called wa$h)
Abu Ma c shar registers in a first section the
paranatellonta (suwar) according to the "Persians,
Chaldaeans and Egyptians". The ascription to the
Persians is correct insofar as Abu Macshar used a Persian translation from a Greek redaction of Teukros'
text probably dating from A.D. 542 and afterwards
converted into new Persian (cf. Boll, op. cit., 416; see
also Sezgin, GAS, vii, 71 ff.). In a second section there
follows the description of the paranatellonta according
to the Indians. As Boll has shown, what there is described in this section are, however, not the
paranatellonta, but rather the figures symbolising the
decans themselves in Indian tradition (cf. Boll,
414 f.). The third section describes the paranatellonta
formed from the 48 classical Ptolemaic constellations.
Through Latin translations of Abu Macshar's work
and through other channels, the paranatellonta and
their nomenclature became of considerable influence
in mediaeval and Renaissance Western astrological
speculation (see the survey in Boll, 419 ff.). The
astrologer Ibn Hibinta also included a description of
the paranatellonta in his compilation al-Mughnt which,
according to Sezgin, GAS, vii, 71 f., offers—at least in
parts—a better text than Abu Ma c shar.
g. Modern nomenclature of objects on the Moon, the
planets and their satellites. A last echo of the grandeur of
the mediaeval Islamic astronomers is found in the
modern nomenclature of features on the surfaces of
the Moon, the planets and their satellites. In his map
of the Moon (1651), Giovanni Baptista Riccioli introduced as names for the craters on her visible side the
names of famous astronomers and scientists from
various nations and times, a nomenclature which
became standard until now in international
astronomy. Among them there are the names of thirteen personalities of outstanding fame in astronomy
and the science from the Islamic Middle Ages (two of
them were added in 1837 by J.H. Madler). All these
names are spelled in their Latinised form as introduced and vulgarised in the West through the translations of the 12th century in Spain; examples are
Albategnius [al-Battanl], Alfraganus [al-Farghanl],
Alhazen [al-Hasan, Ibn al-Haytham], Almanon [the
c
Abbasid caliph al-Ma D mun, famous as a patron of the
translations from Greek into Arabic and of the
sciences generally], Azophi [al-Sufi], etc.; for details,
see Mohd. A.R. Khan, Names of thirteen Muslim
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astronomers given to some naturalfeatures of the Moon, in 1C,
xxvii (1953), 78-85. In recent times, after the exploration of the far side of the Moon, this kind of historical
nomenclature has been continued. Among the names
set up here—and which are approved of by the International Astronomical Union—there are five more of
Islamic scientists: Abul Wafa [Abu '1-Wafa3], al-Biruni
[al-Bfrunl], Avicenna [Ibn Sma], Ibn Yunus [Ibn
Yunus] and Omar Khayyam [ c Umar Khayyam]. With
the exploration of the planets and their satellites by
spacecraft, the naming of objects on their surfaces
continues and will honour many more of the
astronomers and scientists of Islamic civilisation.
At the end of this article, it should be mentioned
that the textual tradition of the astronomical and
astrological literature in the Islamic area was accompanied by a rich tradition of illustrations. In purely
astronomical texts we find—beside the tables—the
geometrical and other diagrams illustrating the various technical demonstrations and—in al-Sufi's Book on
the Constellations and in his imitators such as alKazwlni in the 'Aajd^ib al-makhlukdt or Shahmardan in
the Rawdat al-munadjdjimin—drawings of the constellations. In astrology, moreover, there are illustrations of
the planets, the decans, the zodiacal signs, the
paranatellonta and other items. This rich tradition
was continued, together with the translations of texts,
in the West where illustrations inspired by the Arabic
manuscripts are found in innumerable manuscripts
and many early printed editions of the 15th to the 17th
centuries.
Final hints: for details on the seasonal asterisms of
the old Arabs, see AL-ANWA D ; for the Poles, see ALKUTB; for the Milky Way, see AL-MADJARRA; for the
lunar mansions, see AL-MANAZIL; and for the zodiac,
See MINTAKAT AL-BURUDJ.
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In East A f r i c a .
The Swahili people living along the East Coast of
Africa between Mogadishu and Mozambique have a
long tradition of sailing the Indian Ocean, to fish and
to trade. Thus, from the Middle Ages, they have been
familiar with the major stars and constellations of the
tropical region as well as with the planets and their
movements. Some of this vast knowledge of the
Swahili navigators has been written down in manuscripts in Swahili in Arabic script. Some of these have
survived and are now in the University Library, Dar
es Salaam. In Swahili this science is called elimu ya
nujumu or elimu ya nyota "knowledge of the stars", to
be distinguished from tanjimu "astrology". So far, 105
Swahili names for planets, stars and constellations
have been identified; the majority are adapted from
Arabic. Native Swahili (i.e. Bantu) words are the sun
jua, the moon mwezi and the Milky Way, Njia Nyeupe
"the white path", also called Mkokoto wa kondoo wa
Sumaili "the path along which Ismail's sheep was
dragged", referring to the tale of the ram which God
sent to replace Isma c fl as a sacrifice (Kur D an,
XXXVII, 107), an event still celebrated by Swahili
Muslims. Kilimio "the Pleiades", lit. "What one
cultivates by", is the Bantu-Swahili name; this constellation was well-known in pre-Islamic times
because its appearance marks the moment when the
rains should begin and so, the moment for the planting of millet.
A few of the star names are of Persian origin, e.g.
shahini "royal white falcon" (Alshain, Beta Aquilae);
zanu "knee" (Rukbat, Alpha Sagittarii); bahu
"shoulder" (Gamma Orionis).
Most curious is the fact that the Swahili people have
a solar calendar based on the Persian model; it is not
known how, or when, this calendar came to be
adopted by the Swahili. The New Year is called
nauruzi, noruzi, or nairuzi (the latter form of this Persian word being the Indian alternant, though the
Hindi dictionary gives nauroj for the Parsi New Year).
This date falls when the sun enters the sign of Aries,
the Ram (Swahili Hamali) on the 21st or 22nd of
March [see further, NAWRUZ. 2. In East Africa]. However, this calendar is now replaced by the Islamic
lunar calendar, which in turn is regarded with less
favour than the European (Kizungu) calendar since the
latter permits a fairly accurate prediction of the start
of the two rainy seasons.
Several other astronomical terms are also adapted
from Arabic, e.g. the word for a comet, shihabu or
shuhubu, also nyota msafiri "travelling star"; ghurubu
"descent" and shuruhi "ascent", though for the
former mshuko is also used. The word for conjunction
is uungano (Ar. iktirdn); opposition is uelekeano (Ar.
mukdbala, muwddjaha).
The most-watched heavenly body is the new moon,
hilali, mwezi mpya, whose appearance is eagerly
awaited on the last evening of Ramadhani. Loud
cheers greet its appearance.
Swahili astrologers concentrate first and foremost
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on the signs of the Zodiac, Buruji za Falaki, whose
names are all from Arabic:
Hamali,
Aries
Mizani,
Libra
Thauri,
Taurus
Akarabu,
Scorpio
Jauza,
Gemini
Kausi,
Sagittarius
Saratani,
Cancer
Jadi,
Capricornis
Asadi,
Leo
Dalu,
Aquarius
Sumbula, Virgo
Hutu,
Pisces
Each sign creates a particular character in the person
who was born under it, according to the Swahili munajimu or astrologer.
The Swahili names of the Planets are: Mercury,
Utaridi; Venus, Zuhura; Mars, Mirihi; Jupiter,
Mushitari; and Saturn, Zohali.
Bibliography: C. Velten, Sitten und Gebrduche der
Suaheli, Gottingen 1903; G. Ferrand, Introduction a
I'astronomie nautique arabe, Paris 1928; J. Knappert,
List of names for stars and constellations, in Swahili,
xxxv/1 (Dar es Salaam, March 1965); J.W.T.
Allen, The customs of the Swahili people, the Desturi za
waswahili of Mtoro Bin Mwinyi Bakari, Berkeley and
Los Angeles 1981; R.B. Serjeant, Hadramaut to Zanzibar, the Pilot Poem of the Ndkhudd Sacid Bd Tdyi> of
A.S. Al-Hdmi, in Paideuma, xxviii (1982), 109-27,
with bibl.; Knappert, The Swahili names of stars,
planets and constellations, unpubl. (J. KNAPPERT)
NUDJUM (AHKAM AL-), "decrees of the stars",
expression
denoting
astrology
[see
also
MUNADJDJIM].
Astrology comprises two branches: n a t u r a l
a s t r o l o g y , consisting in the observation of the influences of the stars on the natural elements, and
j u d i c i a l a s t r o l o g y , consisting in the observation of
the influences of the stars on human destiny. The
scientific term which describes them is Ptolemaism
(derived from the astrological work of Ptolemy, entitled
KXocuBtou
nToX&[iatou
TOJV
7rp6$
Supov
aTTOieXeafiaTixaiv, ed. F. Boll and Ae. Boer, in
Bibliotheca Teubneriana, Leipzig 1940, translated into
Arabic under the title of K. al-Arbaca ( = Tetrabiblos).
With the Centiloquium, translated into Arabic as K. alThamara (= xocpTroi;), which, being erroneously
attributed to Ptolemy (cf. T. Fahd, La divination arabe,
233), is regarded by the Arabs as constituting the fifth
book of the aforementioned, this work forms the basis
of Arab astrology (cf. Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos or Quadripartite being five books on the influence of the stars, newly
translated into English from the Greek paraphrase of Proclus
with notes..., followed by the Centiloquy, translation by
J.M. Ashmand, London 1822, 272 pp.; on the two
works, see F. Sezgin, GAS, vii, 41 ff.).
According to Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima, ii, 185202/217-37, and HadjdjI Khalifa, Kashf, vi, 306 ff,
the science of astrology has the object of drawing from
the cyclical and permanent movements of the celestial
bodies indications which have a bearing on this world
of change and corruption. It comprises three parts:
mathematica (hisdbiyydf), physica (tabi^iyydt) and fantasmagorica (wahmiyydt). The first two are the ancestors
of astrometry and astrophysics and constitute
astronomy (Cz7m al-hay^a [q.v.]), a science which has a
merely descriptive role, while that of astrology is considerably more diverse. Astrology assumes a
knowledge of astronomy, although it is probably
anterior to it.
Under the heading of natural astrology, numerous
procedures exist. Two of these are well known: Cz7m alanwd^ denotes the knowledge of the periods defined by
the heliacal rising and the acronychal setting of certain
stars (see ANWA D , also Sezgin, GAS, vii, 336 ff, and
Fahd, Divination*, 412-17). The art of inspecting the
sky to detect any signs of rain was known in Oriental
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and Greco-Roman Antiquity (cf. ibid., 407-8). The
pre-Islamic Arabs practised it; on account of its
association with the astral cult, it was denounced by
the Prophet (al-Bukhari, i, 136).
More important is the art of drawing indications
(dald^il)
from the totality of
atmospherical
phenomena; these indications are gathered together in
books bearing the title malhama. The best known is
that attributed to the Prophet Daniel (see MALAHIM,
and Divination, 408-12).
This literary genre comprises a large number of
astrological collections and agricultural almanacs,
bringing together all the knowledge accumulated over
the centuries in the region of the Near and Middle
East, knowledge drawn from Arabic translation and
adaptation of Sanskrit, Pahlavi, Greek and Syriac
writings. One of these collections (Aya Sofya 2684,
139 fols., naskhi of 906/1499, 27.5 x 18 cm) has been
described in Divination, 488-95. It is divided into three
parts: (1) book of conjunctions, concerning relationships between the stars (fols. lb-105a); (2)
meteorological divination according to Daniel (fols.
106b-117a); and (3) the heliacal rising of Sirius
according to Hermes (fols. 117-132). In an appendix,
there is a compilation of indications drawn from the
occasion of Nawruz [#.#.], of the Coptic month of
Tawba and the festival of Easter (fols. 137a-139b).
For agricultural almanacs, see Fahd, Le calendrier des
travaux agricoles d'apres al-Filaha al-nabatiyya, in Orientalia Hispanica (Melanges Parejd), i, Leiden 1974, 24572; Sezgin, GAS, vii, 306 ff. on astrometeorology.
Since the articles ANWAD and MALAHIM cover the
subject of natural astrology in sufficient depth, the
topic of judicial astrology may now be addressed; this
too has been dealt with in a number of articles, in particular DJAFR, HURUF and KHATT, which are processes
of divination in which astrology plays an important
role.
Judicial astrology is applied in two important areas
of human life: genethlialogy (mawdlid)
and
hemerology (ikhtiydrdt), areas in which great interest
was taken in the mediaeval Arab and Islamic world.
A rich corpus of literature on these subjects is
available.
I. Genethlialogy. This is the art of deducing portents
from the position of the stars at the time of birth, an
art already practised in Assyro-Babylonian times (cf.
Ch. Fossey, Presages tires des naissances, in Babyloniaca,
v, Paris 1914; L. Dennefeld, Babylonisch-assyrische
Geburtsomina, in Assyriologische Bibliothek, xxii, Leipzig
1914; B. Meissner, Uber Genethialogie bei den
Babylonieren, in Klio, xix [1925], 432-4).
The ancient Arabs deduced portents from signs and
events observed at the time of birth, but without
explicit reference to the stars; these tended rather to
be omens relating tofa^l or to a^ajr [q.vv.]. Examples
are to be found in Divination, 480-1. Genethlialogy
was born in the cAbbasid period under Persian influence; in this period, the practice of drawing the
horoscope of the new-born became an established
custom.
But the literature which has survived attributes the
origin of this art to Hermes and Ptolemy. An
anonymous manuscript of Aya Sofya (2704, fols. 27a43a and 44a-60b, naskhi, undated, 20 x 14 cm) contains two opuscules entitled K. Mawdlid al-ridjal and
K. Mawdlid al-nisd* ca/a ra^y Hirmis wa-Batlamyus (on
the numerous writings attributed to them in Arabic
astrological literature, see Sezgin, GAS, vii, 41 ff.,
50 ff.; cf. Hermetisphilosophide revelationibus nativitatum,
ed. H. Wolf, Basel 1559; F. Boll, Fine arabischbyzantinische Quelle des Dialogs Hermippos, in SB

Heidelberger Ahad. [1912], no. 18, ch. viii; Tahwil sini
'l-mawdlid li-Abi Ma^shar, ed. C. Bezold, 23-5, text,
and 8-12, German tr.).
A third source was known and used by the Arab
astrologers, this being the 'AvOoXoyiai of Vettius
Valens, an eminent astrologer of the period of
Hadrian and Antoninus Pius; this work was
translated into Pahlavi under the title of Vizidhak
(anthology), annotated by Buzurdjmihr, a courtier of
Kisra Anushirwan (531-78), to whom it is attributed,
and translated into Arabic as the K. al-Mawdlid (see
Nallino, Raccolta, v, 238 ff.; Sezgin, GAS, vii, 38 ff.).
The same title is also attributed to a Babylonian
astrologer, Teukros, known to the Arabs as
Tankalusha, who lived at the beginning of the 1st century A.D. and who is the author of an astrological
work, called Ilepi T&VrcapaTeXXovTtov,translated into
Pahlavi and thence into Arabic in the 2nd or 3rd/ 8th
or 9th century as K. al-Mawdlid cald 'l-wudjuh wa 7hudud, used by Abu Macshar in his K. al-Mudkhal alkabir, according to an extract made by Rhetorics (6th
century A.D.). The Arabic text was published and
translated into German by K. Dyroff and F. Boll,
Sphaera, Leipzig 1903 (repr. Hildesheim 1967), 482539 (cf. Sezgin, GAS, vii, 11 ff., 71-3, 80-1; Nallino,
Raccolta, v, 246 ff.; idem, Tracce di operegrechegiunte agli
arabi per trafila pehlevica, in ^Ajab-ndma, E.G. Browne
Festschrift, Cambridge 1922, 345-63; AL-NUDJUM. III.
f-)A fourth source in Pahlavi was used by the Arab
astrologers: this is the K. Zarddusht fi 'l-nudjum wata^thirdtihd wa 'l-hu/cm cald 'l-mawdlid. On the Arabic
writings attributed to Zarathustra, D. Pingree
(quoted by Sezgin, GAS, vii, 84) writes: "Thus, as the
original Zaradusht text, having a Hellenic origin, was
revised in Sassanian Iran in about 550 and then
expanded with material from the Pahlavi Dorotheos
in about 650, so the latter was revised in about 400,
when it was expanded with material both from the
Pahlavi Valens and from a Pahlavi translation of a
Sanscrit text" (Mdshd^alldh: some Sassanian and Syriac
sources, in Essays on Islamic philosophy and science, New
York 1975, 5-14, cf. 8; V. Stegemann, Astrologische
Zarathoustra—Fragmente bei den arabischen Astrologen Abu
'l-Hasan ^Ali b. Abi 'r-Ridjdl (11. Jh.), in Orientalia,
N.S., vi [1937], 317-36).
From the Sanskrit, al-Birunl (Tahkik ma li 'l-Hind,
122 ff.) translated the K. al-Mawdlid al-saghir (ibid.,
122) of Varahamihira, identified by D. Pingree
(Astronomy and astrology in India and Iran, in Isis, liv
[1963], 234) with the Laghujdtaka, and cited the K. alMawdlid al-kabir by the same author, as well as a K. alMawdlid by Kalan Buram al-Malik ( = KaljanaVarnan). A K. al-Mawdlid is also attributed to
Kanaka, astrologer at the court of Harun al-Rashid
(ms. Qorum 3001/5, fols. 156-159a, llth/17th century; for the Pahlavi and Sanskrit writings, see
Sezgin, vii, 68-97).
The first Arab astrologer to take an interest in
genethlialogy is the eminent Jewish scholar
Masha'allah (d. ca. 200/815 [q.v.]). Two works bear
his name: K. al-Mawdlid, where the topics addressed
are as follows: (1) knowledge of the beginning of the
formation of the foetus and the observation of its
stages before birth, (2) knowledge of the position of
the heliacal star at the moment of birth, (3) education,
(4) knowledge of the age by means of al-hilddj. (the
alhyleg of the Europeans), its positions and those of the
stars which are responsible for it, and (5) the form of
the body, its external appearance and temperament.
This work is often quoted by Arab astrologers dealing
with this question. It has been the subject of two Latin
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versions (cf. L. Thorndike, The Latin translations of
astrological works by Messahala, in Osiris, xii [1956], 4972; E.S. Kennedy and D. Pingree, The Astrological
History of Mdshd^alldh, Cambridge, Mass. 1971).
Ibn al-Nadlm mentions a K. al-Mawdlid al-kabir by
the same author, comprising 14 chapters, which is
known only from its Latin translation, made by Hugo
de Santalla, with the title Libellus de navitatibus 14
distinctus capitulis (Oxford, Bodl. Savile 15, 72 fols.). A
K. Tahwil sini 'l-mawdlid, quoted by Ibn al-Nadlm, is
known only from a Latin manuscript (B.N. Paris,
Latin 7324, fols. 1-24) bearing the title De revolutionibus nativitatum, a title also attributed to Abu
Macshar, translated from the Greek according to FJ.
Carmody (Arabic astronomical and astrological sciences in
Latin translation. A critical bibliography, 95) and edited at
Basel in 1559, under the name of Hermes (cf. L.
Thorndike and Pearl Kibre, A catalogue of incipits of
medieval scientific writings in Latin, revised and
expanded ed., 1516).
A summary composed by c Umar b. al-Farrukhan
using writings of Hermes, Dorotheos, Ptolemy and
others, bearing the title K. al-Mawdlid, exists in mss.
(cf. Sezgin, loc. cit., 112). It was translated into Latin,
under the title De nativitatibus, by Johannes
Hispalensis (Carmody, 38-9) and edited by N.
Pruckner as an appendix to Firmicus maternus, Basel
1551, 118-41.
Other writings bearing the same title, where the
same sources are extensively quoted, are attributed to
various eminent astrologers, including the following:
Abu CA1I al-Khayyaj, a disciple of Masha°allah,
known to Europeans as Albohali. His work was
translated into Latin as De iudiciis nativitatum, by Plato
of Tivoli and Abraham b. Hiyya, known as Savasorda
(cf. Carmody, 49-50; Sezgin, vii, 120-1, where the
titles of the 38 chapters are given). This opuscule was
edited by Joachim Heller in 1546 and 1549, and
dedicated to Melanchthon (cf. M. Steinschneider,
Europ. Ubersetz., 46).
Sahl b. Bi§hr, Zahel to Europeans, famous for his
horoscopes; his work comprises two parts, of 8 and 10
chapters (Sezgin, vii, 126).
Abu Bakr al-Hasan b. al-Khasib (or al-Khasibl),
Abubather to Europeans; his work was translated into
Latin, as Liber de nativitatibus, by Salio (or Solkeen), a
canon of Padua, in 1218 (or 1248 or 1244), with the
aid of a certain David Albubather, edited in Venice in
1492 and translated into German in the 15th century
(cf. Steinschneider, op. cit., 75, no. 107).
The author who brilliantly concludes this series of
genethlialogical writings is Abu Macshar al-Falakl (d.
272/886 [</.z>.]), the greatest astrologer of the Arab and
Latin Middle Ages. Numerous examples of the genre
bear his name: (1) K. Ahkdm tahwil sini 'l-mawdlid, a
horological work in 9 chapters, preserved in
numerous manuscripts (cf. Sezgin, vii, 142). The
Arabic text has been edited and partially translated
into German by C. Bezold (see above), translated into
Greek in the 10th century and edited by D. Pingree,
Albumasaris, De revolutionibus nativitatum, Leipzig
1968. The editor describes its contents in the Dictionary
of scientific biography, i, 1970, 37, no. 19. (2) K. almawdlid (al-kabir and al-saghir according to Ibn alNadim), of which numerous manuscripts exist
(Sezgin, 144-5). (3) K. Ahkdm al-mawdlid (ibid., 145;
D. Pingree, op. cit., 39). (4) K. Mawdlid al-ridjdl wa 7nisdD, on the subject of the birth of men and of women
(several mss. indicated in Sezgin, vii, 145; for the contents, see J.M. Faddegon, Notice sur un petit traite
d'astrologie attribue a Albumasar (Abu Macshar) in JA,
ccxiii [1928], 150-58; D. Pingree, op. cit., 38, no. 29).
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With Abu Macshar, genethlialogical literature
reached its apogee. The following generation confined
itself to reproducing and annotating his writings (cf.
Divination, 482-3).
II. Hemerology and menology. It has been observed
that genethlialogy is concerned with the fate of
individuals and permits the compilation of their
horoscope, starting from the date of birth. The
ikhtiydrdt (xonroepxai, choices) consist rather in
establishing the calendar of the auspicious (sa^d) and
of the inauspicious (nahs). Choice depends upon
years, months, days of the week and even hours.
"Deciding the moment for action or for abstention,
compiling, in terms of this moment, the list of things
which may be undertaken with success and those
which should be renounced, constituted one of the
principal prerogatives of the astrologer who, in the
c
Abbasid period, became a permanent functionary in
the court of the caliph and at conferences of military
leaders" (Divination, 483; cf. F. Boll, Sternglaube und
Sterndeutung. Die Geschichte und das Wesen der Astrologie,
3rd ed. by W. Gunkel, Leipzig-Berlin 1926; C.A.
Nallino, Raccolta, v, 38 ff.). Ahmad Amin, quoting alAsma c i, states that the choice of kddi and of imam in
the Umayyad period was made by means of
astrological procedures (Duhd 'l-Isldm, 27, 28 ff.).
The discernment of auspicious and inauspicious
days has existed among many peoples (for the ancient
Orient, see R. Labat, Hemerologies et menologies d'Assur,
Paris 1939; idem, Le Calendrier babylonien des travaux, des
signes et des mots, Paris 1965; F. Chabas, Le calendrier des
joursfastes et nefastes de I'annee egyptienne (Papyrus Sallier
iv), Paris undated; A. Lods, Le role des oracles dans la
nomination du roi, des pretres et des magistrats chez les
Israelites, les Egyptiens et les Grecs, in MIFAO, Ivi [1942],
91-100 = Melanges Maspero, i).
The Arabs were aware of this procedure and practised it. Various accounts testify to it (cf. Divination,
483 ff. and IKHTIYARAT, of which the current article is
the completion). It emerges that it was under Persian
influence that astrology acquired respectability in the
court of the caliph and among the ruling class. "In
order to imitate the Sasanid kings, the cAbbasid
caliphs, who in most cases had Persian tutors (in particular al-Rashid and al-Ma^mun), adopted customs
which were at odds with the Arab spirit and Islam.
This process of adaptation gave rise to the translations
from the Pahlavi made by Ibn al-Mukaffa c , essentially
comprising manuals for the education of princes
(Furstenspiegel), such as Kalila wa-Dimna, the K. al-Tddj_
and the K. al-A^m" (Divination, 485. On these
writings, see F. Gabrieli, Opera di Ibn al-Muqaffa^ in
RSO, xiii [1932], 197-247; idem, Etichetta di corte e
costumi sasanidi nel Kitab ajilaq al-muluk di al-Gdhiz,
ibid., xi [1928], 292-305).
According to the Bab al-^Irdfa, attributed to alDjahiz, "the astrologers had examined the days of the
week, judging them and appraising them in the
interests of the king. They said, 'Each day has its star
(tali0) which dominates it and its character which this
star necessarily confers upon it.' Accordingly, they
determined for each day of the week the tasks
appropriate to it" (for details, see Divination, 485-6).
The auspicious and inauspicious character of days
of the week depended on the planets to which they
were dedicated. Similarly, the hours of the day were
dedicated to the seven planets and characters conferred on them (cf. ms. Konya, Miize Kutuph. 5333,
fols. 179a-181b, naskhT of 833/1429-30, 28 x 18cm,
al-Kawl cald 'khtiydrdt al-ayydm wa 'l-a^mdl fihd min alkhayr wa 'l-sharr). Various procedures were employed
for the arrangement of the material: enumeration of
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the days of the month with the comment "good" or
"bad" for such-and-such a thing (ms. Esat Ef. 3554,
naskhi of 1088/1677, 19.5 x 14 cm, attributed to
Djacfar al-Sadik), enumeration of actions advisable or
inadvisable during the lunar months and the choice of
days in any month, with justification (ms. Saray,
Revan 1741, fols. 98a-107a, naskhi, 20 x 15 cm).
More complex is the procedure described in the
Kopriilu ms. Fazil Pa§a 164, fols. l-54b ((naskhi of
871/1466-7, 18 x 14 cm) arranged in the following
manner: (1) Explanation of the method of application
(fols. Ib ff.); (2) double column of actions; (3) circle
of months; (4) thirty columns relating to the month
and to the rubrics; (5) thirty rubrics: names of prophets, questions, positions of the moon, judgment
according to the lunar houses; and (6) the lunar
houses (for details, see Divination, 487).
The majority of Arab astrologers have left behind
treatises or chapters relating to hemerology and
menology. The following are the best known:
c
Umar b. al-Farrukhan al-Tabarl, one of the
earliest Arab astrologers, K. al-Ikhtiydrdt (ms. Alexandria, Balad 2033-d/2, fols. 42a-52b, 6th/12th
century).
Sahl b. Bishr, Zahel to the Europeans, K. alIkhtiydrdt *~ald 'l-buyut al-ithnay cashar, in 12 chapters
corresponding to the number and names of the signs
of the Zodiac (ms. Nuruosmaniye 2785/1, fols. 1-llb,
6th/12th century; Escurial, 919/2, fols. 36-44,
8th/14th century), translated into Latin as De electionibus, ed. Venice in 1493 and Basel in 1551, by
Nicolas Pruckner, as an appendix to Firmicus maternus,
102-14 (Thorndike, Cat., 985, 988; Carmody, 41), a
dubious attribution according to Sezgin (GAS, vii,
127). Also attributed to him is Fatidica or Fastitica pronostica, translated by Hermann of Carinthia (Thorndike, 1424; Carmody, 44-5). In his K. al-Awkdt
(Escurial 919/4, fols. 47-53, 7th/13th century),
translated into Latin as Liber temporum (Carmody, op.
cit.), he gives the significations of times in judicial
astrology; attributed to him also is De significatione temporis ad indicia, ed. Venice 1493 (Thorndike, Cat.,
1411).
Abu Yusuf Ya c kub al-Kindl, Ikhtiydrdt al-ayydm (ms.
Leiden, Or. 199/2, fols. 19-20; cf. E. Wiedemann,
Uber einen astrologischen Traktat von Al-Kindi, in Archiv
fur Gesch. d. Naturwiss. und Technik, iii [1912], 224-6,
where the contents are described).
Abu Macshar, to whom three hemerological
writings are attributed: K. al-Ikhtiydrdt, translated into
Latin as Electiones planetarum (Carmody, 96); Ikhtiydrdt
al-sd^dt, translated probably as Flores de electionibus by
John of Seville (Thorndike, 180, 738, 945; Carmody,
97); al-Ikhtiydrdt fi 'l-a^mdl wa 'l-hawd^idj. min umur alsaldtin (ms. Rabat D 769, fols. 1-73, 567/1171; cat.
no. 2571).
C
A1T b. Ahmad al-clmranl (d. 344/955), Haly
Imrani to Europeans, K. al-Ikhtiydrdt, translated into
Latin by Plato of Tivoli in collaboration with
Abraham b. Hiyya, known as Savasorda (Thorndike,
Cat., 1363, 1007; Carmody, 138) and by John of
Seville as Regule de electionibus (Thorndike, 1707; Carmody, 139).
Al-Isra°flI, astrologer of al-Hakim bi-Amr Allah
(386-411/996-1021), wrote for his master a treatise on
ikhtiydrdt in the form of 133 aphorisms, translated into
Latin as Liber capitulorum Almansoris, by Plato of Tivoli
(cf. J.-C1. Vadet, Les aphorismes latins d'Almansor. Essai
^'interpretation, in Annales Islamologiques, v [1963],
31-130).
Abu Sacld al-Sidjzf, K. al-Ikhtiydrdt, in three lengthy
sections (for the titles see Sezgin, GAS, vii, 179).

Abu '1-Hasan Ibn cAh b. Abi '1-Ridjal, known to
Europeans as Haly Aben Ragel or Abenragel or even
Albohazan, author of popular astrological writings
widely circulated in the East and the West. Attributed
to him is a De electionibus in 103 chapters (ms. Vatican
4082, fols. 161-84; Thorndike, Cat., 734; on his work,
see V. Stegemann, Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Astrologie I,
Heidelberg 1935).
Fakhr al-Dln al-RazI, al-Ikhtiydrdt al-^ald^iyya, in 9
chapters, translated by the author from Persian into
Arabic (cf. ref. in M. Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften, 340).
As has been seen, the two main areas of judicial
astrology considered in this article were widely known
and practised in the mediaeval East and West. The
principles which govern them derive from the observation and interpretation of the connections and
interactions of stars. Knowledge of these connections
constitutes the essence of astrological divination, of
theurgy and of the talismanic art (cf. on this topic,
Fahd's contribution to vol. vii of Sources Orientales,
entitled Le monde du sorcier en Islam, Paris 1966, 157204; summarised in Encyclopedia of Religion, art. Magic',
reprinted in L.E. Sullivan (ed.), Hidden truths. Magic,
alchemy and the occult, New York-London 1989,
122-30).
Bibliography: Numerous references to Arab
astrological literature are to be found in vol. vii of
Sezgin's GAS, Leiden 1979, 3-199 and in M.
Ullmann's Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften in
Islam, Leiden 1972, 271-358 (Handbuch d. Orientalistik, i, Abt., Erg. vi, 2. Absch.); see also C.
Nallino, Astrologia e astronomia presso i Musulmani,
summarised in J. Hastings (ed.), ERE, xii, 88-101,
and published in full in Raccolta di scritti editi e inediti,
v, Rome 1944, 1-41; in addition to historical and
scientific information, this work contains an
account of the polemics surrounding astrology
(19 ff.); T. Fahd, La divination arabe2, Paris 1987;
Musa b. Nawbakht, al-Kitdb al-Kdmil (ft asrdr alnuajum). Horoscopes historicos, ed. and tr. by Ana
Labarta, preface by J. Vernet, Madrid-Barcelona
1982; L. Thorndike, The true place of astrology in the
history of sciences, in his, xlvi (1955), 273-78; I.
Goldziher, Stellung der alien islamischen Orthodoxie zu
den antiken Wissenschaften, in Abh. Akad. Pr. (1915),
no. 8; G. Thibaut, Astronomie, Astrologie und
Mathematik, Strassburg 1899 (Grundriss der indoarischen Philologie und Altertumkunde, 3, 9); V.
Stegemann, Astrologie und Universalgeschichte. Studien
und Interpretationen zu den Dionysiaca des Nonnos von
Panopolis, Stoicheia, Heft 9; J. Bidez and Fr.
Cumont, Les mages hellenises. Zoroastre, Ostanes and
Hystaspe, Paris 1938; Blruni, K. al-Tafhim li-awd^il
sind^at al-tandjim, ed. from the B.L. London ms.
with English tr. by R.R. Wright, London 1934;
F.J. Carmody, Arabic astronomical and astrological
sciences in Latin translation. A critical bibliography,
Berkeley and Los Angeles 1956; L. Thorndike and
Pearl Kibre, A Catalogue ofincipits of medieval scientific
writings in Latin, 2nd revised and expanded edn.,
London 1963; D. Pingree, The Thousands of Abu
Macshar, London 1968 (Studies of the Warburg
Institute, 30); F. Rosenthal, Das Fortleben der Antike
im Islam, Zurich and Stuttgart 1965 (Bibliothek des
Morgenlandes).
(T. FAHD)
NUH, the Noah of the Bible, is a particularly
popular figure in the Kur3an and in Muslim legend.
Al-Thaclabi gives 15 virtues by which Nuh is distinguished among the prophets. The Bible does not
regard Noah as a prophet. In the Kur D an, Nuh is the
first prophet of punishment, who is followed by Hud,
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$alih, Lut, Shucayb and Musa. Ibrahim is one of his
following (shfd) (XXXVII, 81). He is the perspicuous
admonisher (nadhir mubm, XI, 27; LXXI, 2), the rasul
amin "the true messenger of God" (XXVI, 107), the
c
abdshakur, "the grateful servant of God" (XVII, 3).
God enters into a covenant with Nuh just as with
Muhammad, Ibrahim, Musa and clsa (XXXIII, 7).
Peace and blessings are promised him (XI, 50).
Muhammad is fond of seeing himself reflected in the
earlier prophets. In the case of Nuh, the Muslim
Kur 5 an exegetes have already noticed this (see Griinbaum, Neue Beitrdge, 90). Muhammad puts into the
mouth of Nuh things that he would himself like to say
and into the mouths of his opponents what he himself
has heard from Nuh's opponents. Nuh is reproached
with being only one of the people (X, 72-4). God
should rather have sent an angel (XXIII, 24). Nuh is
wrong (VII, 58), is lying, deceiving (VII, 62), is possessed by djinn (LIV, 9), only the lowest join him (XI,
29; XXVI, 111). When Nuh replies: "It is grievous
to you that I live among you, I seek no reward, my
reward is with God (X, 72-4; XI, 31); I do not claim
to possess God's treasures, to know his secrets, to be
an angel and I cannot say to those whom ye despise,
God shall not give you any good" (XI, 31-3), we have
here an echo of Muhammad's defence and embarrassment about many of his followers. The Kur'an pictures events as follows: God sends Nuh to the sinful
people. Sura LXXI, which bears his name, gives one
of these sermons threatening punishment for which
other analogies can be found. The people scorn him.
Allah commands him to build an ark by divine
inspiration. Then the "chaldron boils" (XI, 42;
XXIII, 27). The waters drown everything; only two
of every kind of living creature are saved and the
believers whom Nuh takes into the ark with him. But
there were very few who believed. Nuh appeals even
to his son in vain; the latter takes refuge on a mountain but is drowned. When Nuh bids the waters be
still, the ark lands on mount Djudi ([</. v.] XI, 27-51).
Not only Noah's son but also his wife (with Lut's wife)
are sinners (LXVI, 10). From the Haggada is
developed, as Geiger shows, the following elements of
this Kur D anic legend of Nuh: 1. Nuh appears as a
prophet and admonisher; 2. his people laugh at the
Ark; 3. his family is punished with hot water (main
passages: Talm. Sanhedrin, 108a-b; Gen. Rabba,
xxix-xxxvi).
The p o s t - K u r ^ a n i c legend of N u h , as in other
cases, fills up the gaps, gives the names of those not
mentioned in the Kur 3 an, makes many links, e.g.
connects Nuh with Farldun of the Persian epic,
although it is pointed out that the Magi (Persians) do
not know the story of the flood. Nuh's wife is called
Waliya and her sin is that she described Nuh to his
people as maajnun. The names of Nuh's sons, Sam,
Ham and Yafith are known to Kur D an exegesis from
the Bible, but this exegesis also gives the name of
Nuh's sinful son who perished in the flood, Kan c an,
"whom the Arabs call Yam". The KurDanic statement that Nuh was 950 years of age at the time of the
flood (tufdn) (XXIX, 13, 14) is probably based on
Gen. ix. 39, which says Nuh lived 950 years in all.
Also, it serves as a basis for calculations which make
Nuh the first mu^ammar, according to the Kitdb alMu^ammann of Abu Hatim al-Sidjistani (ed.
Goldziher, in Abh. zur arab Philologie, ii), who begins
his book with Nuh, he lived 1,450 years. Yet in his
dying hour he describes his life as a house with two
doors through one of which one enters, while he leaves
through the other. Muslim legend knows the Biblical
story of Nuh, his times and his sons, but embellishes
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it greatly, and in al-Kisa5! it becomes a romance.
From the union of Kabil's and Shith's descendants
arises a sinful people which rejects Nuh's warnings.
He therefore at God's command builds the Ark from
trees which he has himself planted. As he is hammering and building the people mock him: "Once a
prophet, now a carpenter?", "A ship for the
mainland?" The Ark had a head and tail like a cock,
a body like a bird (al-ThaclabI). How was the Ark
built? At the wish of the apostles, Jesus arouses Sam
(or Ham) b. Nuh from the dead and he describes the
Ark and its arrangements: in the lower storey were the
quadrupeds, in the next the human beings and in the
top the birds. Nuh brought the ant into the Ark first
and the ass last; it was slow because Iblis was clinging
to its tail. Nuh called out impatiently: "Come in even
if Satan is with thee"; so IblTs also had to be taken in.
The pig arose out of the tail of the elephant and the
cat from the lion. How could the ox exist beside the
lion, the goat alongside the wolf, or the dove beside
the birds of prey? God tamed their instincts. The
number of human beings in the Ark varies in legend
between seven and eighty. c Udj b. c Anak was also
saved along with the believers. Kabil's race was
drowned. Nuh also took Adam's body with him,
which was used to separate the women from the men,
for in the Ark continence was ordered, for man and
beast. Only Ham transgressed, and for this was
punished with a black skin. The whole world was
covered with water and only the Haram (in al-KisaDI,
also the site of the sanctuary in Jerusalem) was spared;
the Kacba was taken up into heaven and Djibrll concealed the Black Stone (according to al-Kisa3!, the
stone was snow-white until the Flood). Nuh sent out
the raven, but finding some carrion it forgot Nuh;
then he sent the dove, which brought back an olive
leaf in its bill and mud on its feet; as a reward it was
given its_collar and became a domestic bird. On the
day of cAshura:> every one came out of the Ark, men
and beasts fasted and gave thanks to God.
There are many contacts with the Haggada: the (different, it is true) partitioning of the Ark, Nuh's anxiety about the animals, Ham's sin and punishme_nt
(Sanhedrin, 108a-b). The story that the giant cOg
escaped the Flood is also taken from the Haggada [see
C
UDJ B. C ANAK]. But Muslim legend goes farther than
the Bible and Haggada in depicting Muhammad, who
sees himself in Nuh.
Bibliography: Principal passages are Kur D an,
VII, 57-62; XI, 27-51; XXIII, 23-31; XXVI, 10522; XXXVII, 73-81; LXXI (whole); Tabarl, i,
174-201; Ibn al-Athir, i, 27-9; Thaclabl, Kisas alanbiyd\ Cairo 1325, 34-8; Kisa'I, Kisas al-anbiya\
ed. J. Eisenberg, i, 85-102, Eng. tr. W.M.
Thackston, The tales of the prophets of al-Kisa^i, Boston
1978, 91-109; A. Geiger, Was hat Mohammed...,
Leipzig 19022, 106-11; M. Griinbaum, Neue
Beitrdge, 79-90; J. Horovitz, in Hebrew Union College
Annual, ii (1925) 151; idem, Koranische Untersuchungen, Berlin 1926, 13-18, 22-9, 32-5, 49-51,
esp. 46; J. Walker, Biblical characters in the Koran,
Paisley 1931, 113-21; D. Sidersky, Les origines des
legendes musulmanes, Paris 1933, 26-7; H. Speyer, Die
biblische Erzdhlungen im Qoran, Grafenhainichen ca.
1938, 84-115.—On the name Nuh: Goldziher, in
ZDMG, xxiv (1870), 207-11; on Nuh as mu^ammar:
Goldziher, Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philologie, ii,
Leiden 1899, pp. Ixxxix and 2.
(B. HELLER)
NUH (I) B. NASR B. AHMAD, Samanid amir of
Transoxania and Khurasan (331-43/943-54), given
after his death the honorific of al-Amir al-Shahid ("the
Praiseworthy").
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Continuing the anti-Shi*! reaction which marked
the end of the reign of Nuh's father Nasr [q.v. ], the
early years of the new reign were dominated by the
vizierate of the pious Sunmfakih Abu '1-Fadl Muhammad Sulamf, but very soon, ominous signs of decline
began to appear in the state. There were revolts in the
tributary kingdom of Khwarazm [q.v.] and in
Khurasan under its governor Abu CA1I GaghanI,
whom Nuh attempted to replace by the Turkish commander Ibrahim b. Slmdjur. In 335/947 Abu CA1T succeeded in temporarily placing on the throne at
Bukhara Nuh's uncle Ibrahim b. Ahmad. Although
this putsch collapsed and the Amir now appointed
Mansur b. Karatigin as governor of Khurasan, Abu
C
A1I was able to withdraw to his family territories on
the upper Oxus [see &AGHANIYAN] and to preserve a
dominant role in the state and in external warfare
against the Buyid amir Rukn al-Dawla [q. v. ] until Amir
Nuh died in RabI* II 343/August 954.
The costs of quelling internal rebelliousness and of
the wars in northern Persia caused a financial crisis
during Nuh's reign, with the army often going unpaid
and the subjects complaining of increased taxation
burdens. Hence Nuh left to his son and successor
c
Abd al-Malik a divided and disaffected kingdom,
whose fortunes no subsequent amirs were able to
restore.
Bibliography: The main primary sources are
Gardizi and Ibn al-Athir, both utilising material
from the lost Ta \ikh Wuldt Khurasan of SallamI; and
Narshakhi, Ta^nkh-i Bukhara, tr. Frye, 97-8. Of
s t u d i e s , see Barthold, Turkestan, 246-9; R.N.
Frye, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv, 151; Erdogan Mercil,
Simcuriler. II. Ibrahim b. Simcur, in Tarih Enstitiisu
Dergisi, no. x-xi (1979-80), 91-6. See also SAMANIDS.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
NUH (II) B. MANSUR B. NUH, Samanid amir
initially in Transoxania and Khurasan, latterly in the
first province only (366-87/977-97), given after his
death the honorific al-Amir al-Radi ("the Wellpleasing").
The last of his line to enjoy a reign of any significant length, Nuh succeeded his father Mansur (I)
[q.v.] at the age of 13, real power being in the hands
of his mother and the vizier Abu '1-Husayn cUtbi, the
last vizier to the Samanids worthy of the title. However, authority in the state fell more and more into the
hands of the great military commanders, such as Abu
'1-Hasan Slmdjuri and his son Abu CA1I, Fa°ik Khassa
and Tash. Warfare against the Buyids went badly,
and only the death in 372/983 of cAcjud al-Dawla
[q.v. ] prevented a Buyid invasion of Khurasan. In the
confusion, Abu CA1I secretly connived with Bughra
Khan Harun, chief of the Turkish Karakhanids in the
steppes to the north of Transoxania [see ILEK-KHANS] ,
to partition the Samanid kingdom, with Abu CA1I to
have the lands south of the Oxus. Bughra Khan
entered Bukhara in 382/992, but soon withdrew. With
Khurasan also out of his control, Nuh remained ruler
of the Zarafshan valley only, and in 383/993 he called
in Sebiiktigin [q.v.] from Ghazna [see GHAZNAWIDS]
against Abu CA1I and Fa°ik. Sebiiktigin and his son
Mahmud [q.v.] established themselves in the former
Samanid dominions, now threatened by a further
Karakhanid invasion from the north, but in 386/996
Sebiiktigin and the Karakhanid Ilig Nasr made an
agreement whereby the latter took over the whole
basin of the Syr Darya, whilst Sebiiktigin became
complete master over Khurasan. Nuh himself died in
Radjab 387/July 997, with the final end of Samanid
rule in Transoxania only two years away.
Bibliography: The main p r i m a r y sources are
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UtbI, Gardizi, Narshakhi, tr. Frye, 99-100, and
Ibn al-Athlr. Of studies, see Barthold, Turkestan,
252-64; M. Nazim, The life and times of Sultan
Mahmud of Ghazna, Cambridge 1931, 30-2; R.N.
Frye, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv, 154-8; Erdogan Mercil, Simcuriler. HI, in Tarih Dergisi, no. xxxiii (19801), 126-32, Simcuriler. IV, in Belleten, no. 195 (1986),
547-67, Simcuriler. V, in Tarih Dergisi (1987-8), 12338. See also SAMANIDS.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
NUH B. MUSTAFA, Ottoman theologian and
t r a n s l a t o r , was born in Anatolia but migrated while
still quite young to Cairo where he studied all
branches of theology and attained a high reputation.
He died there in 1070/1659. He wrote a series of
theological treatises, some of which are detailed by
Brockelmann, IP, 407-8, S II, 432. His most important work, however, is his free translation and edition
of Shahrastanl's celebrated work on the sects, his
Terdjeme-i Milal we-nihal which he prepared at the suggestion of a prominent Cairo citizen named Yusuf
Efendi (cf. Brockelmann, I 2 , 551, S I, 763). It exists
in manuscript in Berlin (cf. Pertsch, Kat., 157-8),
Gotha (Pertsch, Kat., 76), London (cf. Rieu, Cat., 356), Upsala (cf. Tornberg, Codices, 213), Vienna (cf.
Fliigel, Kat., ii, 199) etc., and was printed in Cairo in
1263. On the considerable differences between this
Turkish translation and the original Arabic, cf. Rieu
in the British Museum Catalogue, 35b. In his Memoire
sur deux coffrets gnostiques du moyen age, du Cabinet de M.
le Due de Blacas, Paris 1832, 28 ff., J. von Hammer
gave some extracts from the latter part of the work.
He also wrote on it in the Wiener Jahrbucher, Ixxi, 50,
and ci, 4.
In 1150/1741 a certain Yusuf Efendi wrote a life of
Nuh b. Mustafa which exists in ms. in Cairo (Cat.,
vii, 364).
Bibliography: In addition to references in the
text, see Muhibbl, Khuldsat al-athar, Cairo 1868, iv,
458. _
(F. BABINGER)
NUHAM (A.), substantive of collective type (nomen
unitatis, -a), denoting in ancient Arabic texts the
Greater
Flamingo
("flaming
one")
or
phoenicopter (the ^oivixoTCiepo? "purple-winged" of
the Greeks and the issur nuri "bird of light" of the
Akkadians), this being Phoenicopterus ruber roseus or antiquorum of the order of the Phoenicopteridae
(nuhdmiyydt) which resemble waders with their long
legs and palmipeds with their webbed feet. The term
nuhdm, drawn from the root n-h-m, which evokes the
notion of growling, was given to this large and
graceful bird on account of its discordant cries composed of howls and bellows. The same applies to mirzam, another mediaeval name for the flamingo, as the
root r-z-m also contains the notion of growling.
Among the six Phoenicoperidae classified according
to ornithological systems, the Greater Flamingo, the
only species known in Arab lands, is present throughout the periphery of the Mediterranean, on the
western shores of the Red Sea, in the Persian Gulf and
in Kuwait; its chosen habitat is in marshy regions
such as the estuaries of the Nile, the Shatt al-cArab,
the Shatt al-Djarld in Tunisia and the Rhone
(Camargue), from which it draws its subsistence, living in large flocks. The southern coasts of Arabia are
occasionally visited by the Lesser Flamingo
(Phoenicopterus minor) which normally inhabits Somalia
and Eritrea; it has no specific name in Arabic, being
confused with its larger cousin.
Each region of the Arabic language has given the
flamingo names belonging to local dialects; thus in
Egypt, it is the basharush (old French "becharu",
"bacerux"), which in Tunisia has become shabrush by
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metathesis. Also found are the terms nuhdf, nihaf, surkhdb, and it is sometimes nicknamed rahu 'l-md*
"aquatic crane". For the Muslim bands of crossbowarchers (rumdt haws al-bunduk) of the Middle Ages, the
flamingo counted among the fourteen "obligatory
birds" (tuyur al-wddjib) required for scoring points in
competitions. Hunters also called it mirzam and turundjan, this last term being the only one which refers to
the striking colour of the plumage.
According to Islamic law, consumption of the flesh
of the flamingo is permitted; it is said to be,
apparently, quite agreeable, not tasting excessively of
fish, and according to a hadith (related by al-Damiri
but regarded as dubious), the Prophet is said to have
eaten it. On the other hand, it is known that the
Romans used the tongue of this bird in a number of
sophisticated dishes. Gastronomic interest apart, the
flamingo was credited with several specific qualities
(khawdss) in the therapeutic field; its fat, used as an
ointment, was a remedy against hemiplegia (fdlidf)
and maladies of the joints. The same afflictions could
also be treated by means of a plaster consisting of a
mixture of oil and the paste obtained after the whole
body of the bird, including plumage, had been boiled
for a long period. Finally, the tongue of the flamingo,
dried and soaked in oil, then pounded, produced a
medication for the treatment of otitis.
Of the ancient Arab naturalist writers, only alDamiri mentions the nuhdm, to which he attributes
bizarre behaviour, resulting from total ignorance of
the ethology of this elusive bird. Thus he says that the
female flamingo is fertilised by an oral regurgitation
on the part of the male and not by copulation. Once
the eggs have been laid on the pyramid of dried mud
which serves as a nest, the male comes and covers
them with his droppings, and only the warmth of the
sun guarantees their incubation. The chicks hatch in
an inanimate state, and it is the female who brings
them to life, breathing air into their beaks; all of this
is pure fable.
In poetry, the only mention of the flamingo is found
in the work of the poet SafT al-Dm al-Hilll of the
8th/14th century, who calls it mirzam, in a list of the
fourteen "obligatory birds" contained in a long
urdjuza of twenty-nine stanzas each with five
hemistiches dedicated to the memory of the caliph alNasir li-Din Allah (575-622/1180-1225 [q.v.]), who
reorganised thefutuwwa of crossbow archery.
Bibliography (in alphabetical order): anon. ms.
Istanbul, Ayasofya 3636 (Egypt, 13th-14th centuries A.D.), fol. 118b; B. Al-Lus (Allouse), alTuyur al-^irdkiyya. Birds of Iraq, Baghdad 1960, i,
136; A.E. Brehm, L'homme et les animaux (les
Oiseaux), French ed. Z. Gerbe, Paris 1878, ii, 71520; F.O. Cave and J.D. Macdonald, Birds of the
Sudan, London 1955, 66; Damiri, Haydt al-hayawdn
al-kubrd, Cairo 1356/1937, ii, 323, 340'; R.D.
Etchecopar and F. Hue, Les oiseaux du nord de I'Afrique (Arabic names by F. Vire), Paris 1964, 76-8; P.
Geroudet, La vie des oiseaux (Les echassiers), ParisNeuchatel 21948, 63-8; E. Ghaleb, al-Mawstfa ji
^ulum al-tabi^a, Dictionnaire des sciences de la nature,
Beirut 1966, ii (sub nuhdm); A. Hartmann, al-Ndsir
li-Din Allah (1180-1225), Politik, Religion, Kultur in
der spdten ^Abbdsidenzeit, Berlin-New York 1975, 92108; H. Heinzel, R. Fitter, J. Parslow, Oiseaux
d'Europe, d'Afrique du Nord et du Moyen Orient,
Neuchatel 1972, 42; F. Hue and R.D. Etchecopar,
Les oiseaux du Proche et du Moyen Orient, Paris 1970,
86-9; Islamic Republic of Iran (Department of the
Environment) Parandagdn-i Iran, The Birds of Iran,
Tehran 21983, 45-6, 356; R. Meinertzhagen, Birds
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of Arabia, London 1954, 411-12; R. Peterson, G.
Mountfort, P. Hollom, Guide to the birds of Europe,
French tr. P. Geroudet, Neuchatel-Paris 1954, 59;
SafT al-Dm al-Hilll, Diwdn, Beirut 1962, 231; F.
Vire, Le tir d l'arbalete-d-jalet et sa futuwwa dans
I'Islam medieval (to appear in REI); D. YeatmanBerthelot, Atlas des oiseaux de France en hiver (publ.
Societe Ornithol. de France), Paris 1991, 84-5.
(F. VIRE)
NUHAS, the word most often used in Arabic for
copper ( C u ) .
Next to gold and silver, this is one of the oldest
known metals. The word is evidently common to all
Semitic languages: Hebrew n'hoset, Aramaic n'hdsd,
Ethiopic ndhes; the Greek word xa^*6? appears in
transliteration as khalkus. Because the alchemists
wanted the materials they used to be kept secret, there
exist many pseudonyms for copper, which moreover
were often changed and are for the greater part
incomprehensible. The alchemists attach it to the
planet al-Zuhara, i.e. Venus (see the survey in E.
Wiedemann, Aufsdtze zur arabischen Wissenschaftsgeschichte, ii, 603-4). Most of these pseudonyms cannot
be defined unambiguously; they certainly do not only
indicate pure copper but also copper minerals such as
primary ore, secondary products of erosion or
sedimentary formations. According to al-Blrunl, copper is called in Greek khalkus, in Syriac nuhdsd, in
Arabic al-nuhds, al-miss (in clrak and Khurasan) and
al-kitr(i.e. brass) (K. al-Djamdhirftma^rifatal-a^awdhir,
Haydarabad 1355/1936, 244-5). Shams al-Dm alDimashki distinguishes three kinds of copper: the redwhite Greek one (rumt), the red and dry Cypriot one
(kubrusi) and the blood-red one from Sus (in
Khuzistan). He describes the extraction as follows:
the quicksilver in the quarry having attracted and
absorbed the sulphur, the heat in the quarry causes
the sulphur to dominate the quicksilver; after that, the
mass is transformed into a red rock which has a
pungent taste. Fire or a long stay in the earth occasionally makes it slate-like, occasionally it oxidises
into verdigris (zinajdr, the lb$ |ju<rco<; of Dioscorides), or
it acquires a surplus of sulphur in the quarry and then
becomes antimony (rusakhtadf), which is pulverised to
obtain the collyrium called rdsukht. Dipped several
times in bee honey, it takes on a golden colour. A needle, sickle, knife or sword made from copper thus
treated and dipped in the blood of a billy-goat (dam allays) causes incurable wounds, and the sickle prevents
the herb from growing (al-Dimashki, Nukhbat al-dahr,
ed. A.F. Mehren, Leiden 1874, repr. Amsterdam
1964, Ar. text 54, tr. 59-60).
Of primary importance for Arabic mineralogy
became the so-called "Book of Stones of Aristotle".
Its influence can be perceived not only from the great
number of manuscripts but also through the rich
secondary tradition. In J. Ruska's edition, Das Steinbuch des Aristoteles, the "stone" copper is described
under no. 59, where the best among the numerous
kinds of copper is said to be the red one, mixed with
black. Verdigris (zindjdr) is explained as a green
substance hidden inside this kind of copper, which can
be extracted by the use of vinegar. When brass (sufr)
is cast and vitriol (zddf) and borax (bawrak [q.v.]) are
added, something emerges which resembles gold and
is solid as if it were gold. Food and drink taken from
a brass vessel are harmful, occasionally lethal. If a victim of facial paralysis (lakwa) enters a darkened house
and looks at himself in a mirror made of tdlikun (a copper alloy = [ieiocXXixov, hardly xocOoXtxov as in Dozy,
Supplement, ii, 19), the paralysis disappears. Hot
tdlikun dipped in water drives flies off and prevents
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eyelashes from growing again after they have been
depilated with a pair of tweezers. For these qualities
of tdlikun, which probably is identical with "Chinese
iron" (khdr ant, hadidsini), see also J. Ruska (tr.), Das
Steinbuch aus der Kosmographie des... al-Kazwini,
Kirchhain, N.L. 1896, 28, and M. Ullmann, Die
Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam, LeidenCologne 1972, 409 f.
Special healing properties were of old attributed to
"burnt copper" (aes ustum), see Dioscorides, De
materia medica, ed. M. Wellmann, v, 76, xexocu(ievo<;
X<xXx6s/Arab. tr. ed. Dubler and Teres, v, 59, al-nuhds
al-muhrak: this copper preparation possesses astringent, dehydrating, diluting and purifying power
and scars sores. Taken with honey, it is an emetic.
This copper is made from nails coming from
destroyed or sunken ships. The nails, sprinkled with
sulphur and salt, are made white-hot in a kiln inside
a closed melting-pot made of clay. According to the
description, the aoipu of Dioscorides (Greek text v,
102, Arab. tr. sun, v, 84) is also a product of the copper quarry and resembles burnt copper.
Al-TamimT describes how copper ore, set aglow in
a kiln, disintegrates into its components, among
which is copper; in the Nlshapur region a copper
quarry is said to exist, from which turquoise
(fayruzadj) was extracted at the same time and therefore said to be a "copper-like" substance; next, alTamlml develops a theory on the nature of verdigris
(seeJuttaSchonfeld, Uber die Steine. Das 14. Kapitel aus
dem "Kitab al-Mursid" des Tamimi, Freiburg 1976, 57,
81, 119).
According to the Hudud al-^dlam, tr. Minorsky,
there were layers of copper in the mountains of Bardjan in the province of Kirman (65), in Farghana
(115-16), Georgia (68), Kirman (124), Sardan (Fars,
129), Spain (154) and Tus (103). Elsewhere, too, Persia is mentioned as the most important land of copper
export: from Sardan it was exported to Basra and
other regions, lucrative layers of copper ore were
found near Damindan (in Kirman), in the region of
Isfahan and in Djibal (Media) (see P. Schwarz, Iran im
Mittelalter, 158, 268, 868). In the 3rd/9th century the
copper quarries near Isfahan paid taxes of 10,000
dirhams, and Bukhara supplied copper for the shining
domed roofs of the minarets (Mez, Renaissance, 416).
According to Ibn Khaldun, the river bed of the Tiber
(sic) was said to be covered with copper (Ibn Khaldun,
tr. Rosenthal, i, 151).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the text): M. Berthelot, La chimie au Moyen Age, i-iii,
Paris 1893, repr. 1967, passim (very often), see
indexes, i, 428, ii, 382-3, iii, 245-6; I. Low, Fauna
und Mineralien der Juden, ed. A. Scheiber, repr.
Hildesheim 1969, 229-50, esp. 232-7; P. Kraus,
Jdbir ibn Hayydn. Contribution a I'histoire des idees scientifiques dans I'lslam, repr. 1986, 19, 21, 261;
Dietlinde Goltz, Studien zur Geschichte der
Mineralnamen in Pharmazie, Chemie undMedizin von den
Anfdngen bis Paracelsus, Wiesbaden 1972, 256 f.,
262 f. On the healing q u a l i t i e s of copper
(selected sources): Razi, Hdwi, xxi, 612-7 (no. 882);
Harawl, al-Abniya can hakd^ik al-adwiya, Tehran
1346/1928, 335; Ibn al-Djazzar, K. al-IHimdd, facs.
ed. Frankfurt 1985, 163; Ibn Slna, Kdnun, Bulak
1294,
i, 377; Ibn Hubal, K.al-Mukhtdrdt,
Haydarabad 1362/1943, ii, 135-6; Ibn Baytar, alc
Djdmi , iv, 178; Maimonides, Shark asmd* al-cukkdr,
ed. Meyerhof, Cairo 1940, nos. 142, 357, 373; Ibn
Rasul al-Ghassanl, al-Mu^tamad, Beirut 1395/1975,
520; Suwaydl, K. al-SimdtJiasmd^al-nabdt, ms. Paris
ar. 3004, 185a-b; Antakl, Tadhkirat uli 'l-albdb,
Cairo 1371/1952, i, 329.
(A. DIETRICH)

AL-NUKHAYLA, a town in c l r a k , near alK u f a . It is known mainly from the accounts of the
battle of Kadisiyya [q.v.]. From the statements collected by Yakut regarding its position, it appears that
two different places of this name had later to be distinguished, namely one near al-Kufa on the road to
Syria, which is several times mentioned in the time of
the caliphs CAH and Mucawiya, and another, a watering station between al-Mughltha and al-cAkaba, 3
mils from al-Hufayr, to the right of the road to Mecca.
Several encounters took place there during the second
battle of Kadisiyya. According to al-Khalfl in alBakri, this al-Nukhayla was in the Syrian steppe (albddiya); Ibn al-Fakih also seems to be thinking of this
region. Caetani assumes that the reference in both
cases is to the same place on the edge of the desert.
According to Musil, it perhaps corresponds to the
modern Khan Ibn Nukhayle about 22 km/14 miles
S. S. E. of Karbala0 and 64 km/40 miles N. N. W. of
al-Kufa.
Bibliography: Yakut, Mu^djam, iv, 771-2; Ibn
al-Faklh, 163; BakrT, Mu^djam, ed. Wustenfeld,
577; Yackubi, Ta^nkh, ii, 162; TabarT, i, 2201-2,
3259, 3345; ii, 545; Baladhun, Futuh al-bulddn, 245,
253-4, 256; Ibn Miskawayh, Tadjarib, ed. Caetani,
571; Mascudl, Murudj., iv, 417, v, 213, 253 = §§
1536, 1722, 1976, 2016; L. Caetani, Annali dell'
Islam, iii/1, Milan 1910, 156, 254, 258, 261, A.H.
13, § 168, n. 2b, A.H. 14, § 11, 14a(withn. 3), 20;
L. Massignon, in MIFAO, xxvii, 34b, 51, 53; A.
Musil, The Middle Euphrates, New York 1928, 39, n.
31; 41, n. 3_2, 247, 329.
(E. HONIGMANN)
AL-NUKKAR (AL-NAKKARA, AL-NAKKARIYYA)
"deniers": one of the main branches of the
K h a r i d j l s e c t of the I b a d i y y a [q.v.]. The existence
of this sect has already been proved by E. Masqueray,
A. de C. Motylinski and R. Strothmann; cf., however, the opinion of G. Levi della Vida, according to
whom al-Nukkar is simply "an insulting epithet
applied to KharidjTs in general" [see SUFRIYYA]. The
name al-Nukkar comes from the fact that the
members of this sect refused to recognise the second
Ibadl imam of Tahert, cAbd al-Wahhab b. cAbd alRahman b. Rustam [see RUSTAMIDS]. The other
names given to this sect are: 1. al-Yazidiyya, from the
name of the chief theologian of the sect cAbd Allah b.
Yazid al-Fazari al-Ibadl (cf. below: to be distinguished from another IbadT sect which bears the same
name and was founded by a certain Yazid b. Anlsa.
2. al-Sha^biyya; we believe this name should be derived
from that of Shucayb b. al-Mucarrif (see below). 3. alMulhida (to be distinguished from another Muslim
sect of this name = al-Bdtiniyya). 4. al-Nukkdth (alNakkdtha); the nisba from this name is al-Ndkithi. 5. alNadjwiya (and not ^j^\ as Strothmann writes it,
Berber und Ibdditen, 274, n. 4). 6. Mistdwa; this last
name, which seems to be Berber (perhaps to be connected with the Berber tribe of Meztaoua, mentioned
by Ibn Khaldun, Histoire des Berberes, i, 182) was with
the Nukkar the most used.
The Ibadl historical tradition of North Africa, fixed
towards the end of the 5th/llth century by Abu
Zakariyya3 Yahya b. Abl Bakr al-Wardjlam [q.v.],
places the first appearance of the Nukkar sect at the
time of the election of cAbd al-Wahhab (in 168/784-5,
according to Ibn cldharl, al-Baydn al-mughrib, tr.
Fagnan, Algiers 1901, 283), and names as the founder
of the sect Abu Kudama Yazid b. Fendm al-Ifranl,
who was later joined by a learned dissenting I bad I
from Cairo, Shucayb b. al-Mucarrif. According to this
tradition, the origins of the Nakkan sect are closely
connected with the Maghrib. On the other hand,
from information supplied by the Ibadi theological
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works, one may judge that there were other founders
of the Nakkarl sect in addition to Ibn Fendln and
Shucayb. They are mentioned in a risdla of Abu c Amr
c
Uthman b. Khalifa al-Marighnl (an IbacJI author of
North Africa of this name was living in the 6th/12th
century, cf. T. Lewicki, Quelques textes inedits en vieux
berbere, in REI [1934], 278), dealing with the different
Muslim sects (of which there is a manuscript in the
library of the University of Lwow, no. 1088 II in the
collection of mss.): cAbd Allah b. Yazld al-Fazari,
c
Abd Allah b. cAbd al-cAziz, Abu 'l-Mu'arridj c Amr
b. Muhammad al-SadusI, and Hatim b. Mansur (fol.
1 b). According to passages in the Kitdb al-Siyar of Abu
'l-cAbbas al-Shammakhl and Abu Zakariyya 3 's book,
one can distinguish among these individuals the
representatives of three diverse tendencies in the
Ibacjiyya, or rather, of three separate schisms. The
synthesis of these different ideas seems to have been
the work of Shucayb after the death of Ibn Fendln (E.
Masqueray, Chronique d'Abou Zakaria, Algiers 1878,
74-5). The earliest was the schism of c Abd Allah b.
c
Abd al-cAz!z, Abu 'l-Mu^arridj, Hatim b. Mansur
and Shucayb, to which the Nakkarl sects owes its legal
principles. The date of the secession of this group is
perhaps rather earlier than the revolt of Ibn Fendln:
according to the Ibadl books, they detached themselves from the Ibadiyya in the time of Abu cUbayda
Muslim b. Abl Karima al-Tamlml, the Ibadl imam of
Basra who lived in the first half of the 2nd/8th century
(cf. T. Lewicki, Une chronique ibddite, in REI [1934]
72). It should be noted that two doctors of this group,
Shucayb and cAbd Allah b. cAbd al-cAz!z, also fought
against the Kadarl tendencies in the Ibadiyya represented by Hamza al-Kufi and c Atiyya; it is even
said in connection with Shucayb that he had sympathies with the Djabriyya [#.*>.]. Almost contemporary with the schism of Shucayb and his companions seems to have been that of cAbd Allah b. Yazld
al-Fazari, author of a theological system, later
adopted by the Nakkaris, and a traditionist highly
esteemed by the Ibadis (cf. T. Lewicki, Une chronique,
70). These two Ibadl schools were absorbed after
168/784-5 by that of Ibn Fendln.
As to the latter, we know that he was one of the
members of al-shurd, the council constituted by cAbd
al-Rahman b. Rustam following the example of
c
Umar b. al-Khaftab and composed of six men who,
after the death of c Abd al-Rahman, were to choose the
future imam. Ibn Fendln had facilitated the election of
c
Abd al-Wahhab, by conducting active propaganda in
his favour among the Berbers, but afterwards he
demanded of the new imam the adoption of two conditions (shart), quite in keeping no doubt with the Berber
spirit of the Ibadis of the Maghrib but quite foreign
to the principles of Ibadl teaching: firstly, that he
should only act in concert with a regular ajamd^a, and
secondly, that he should resign if he found any one
more worthy (afdaf) than himself. cAbd al-Wahhab,
supported by the Ibadl doctors of the east whom he
consulted, opposed the views of Ibn Fendln, who in
his turn was supported by Shu c ayb, who came with
his followers to Tahert to join the malcontents. The
"Deniers" attacked the partisans of cAbd alWahhab, known as al-Wahbiyya (on this name, see
Strothmann, Berber und Ibdditen, 274, n. 4). The
sources mention two great battles, in which Ibn Fendin was killed and cAbd al-Wahhab won the day. The
Nakkaris withdrew, probably to the east of Barbary.
Among the fugitives was Shucayb, who settled in
Tripolitania. It was at this period that the complete
rupture occurred between the Nukkar and the Wahbl
section of the Ibadiyya, followed immediately by a
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bard^a or excommunication of Shucayb and his
followers by the Wahbl doctors.
Soon the Nakkarl propaganda became very active,
but it was not till the end of the 3rd/9th century, after
the fall of the imamate of Tahert (in 296/908-9) and
the establishment of the dynasty of the Fatimids in the
Maghrib, that the Nukkar acquired a preponderance
among the Ibadis of North Africa. The whole of the
south of Tunisia and Algeria, from the Djabal Nefusa
[q. v. ] to Tahert, became Nakkarl. The historians
speak of a vigorous propaganda by the Nukkar, the
centres of which were, in addition to Tripolitania, the
Djabal Awras and the island of Djarba. As a result of
this propaganda several Wahbl Ibadl districts were
converted to the new sect. The Nakkaris organised an
imamate separate from that of Tahert. We know the
name of a Nakkarl imam who lived towards the end of
the 3rd/9th century: Abu c Ammar cAbd al-Hamld alA c ma. It was his disciple Abu Yazld Makhlad b.
Kaydad [q.v.] who in the first half of the 4th/10th century was the leader of a formidable Nakkarl rising in
the Maghrib, which almost succeeded in its
endeavour to destroy the Fatimid state. Abu Yazld
was elected by the Nukkar assembled in the Djabal
Awras as "the shaykh of the true believers", Abu
c
Ammar giving place to him (in keeping with the
teaching on al-afdal). He tried to put into practice the
teachings of Ibn Fendln; he formed a council of twelve
members called ^azzdba who were to rule, in conjunction with him, the Nakkarl imamate. But later he
associated himself with the KharidjI extremists by
authorising isti^rdd [q.v.] or religious murder on the
model of the Azrakls [see AZARIKA].
After the defeat and death of Abu Yazld, the influence of the Nukkar diminished and several tribes went
back to Wahbism. Nevertheless, the Nakkaris again
took part in the general rising of the Wahbls against
the Fatimids in 358/968-9 and later in 431/1039-40 we
find them mentioned in connection with a great rising
of this sect on the island of Djarba. In the 6th8th/12th-14th centuries they are again mentioned in
the district of Yefren to the east of Djabal Nafusa, on
the island of Djarba, among the Banu Warghamma in
southern Tunisia, and in the oases of Bilad al-Djarid,
Rlgh and Wardjlan. Remnants of the Nakkarl sect
have survived to the present century and, according to
A. de C. Motylinski, Nukkar could be found ca. 1900
on Djarba and in Zawagha.
Thanks to the exposition given by Abu c Amr, we
are acquainted with the main principles which
separated the Nukkar from the Wahbl Ibadis. They
number seven. Besides the doctrine regarding shart,
mentioned above, a fundamental tenet of the Nukkar
was their thesis that the names of God are created.
Another Nakkarl tenet concerns the relations of man
and woman. For other details of their teaching, see alBarradl, Kitdb al-Djawdhir al-muntakdt, Cairo 1302, ii,
171-2.
Several Wahbl Ibadl theologians refuted the Nakkarl teachings in their works, some of them quite
early. For example, al-Barradl mentions the refutations of the thesis of cAbd Allah b. cAbd al-cAz!z and
Shucayb by a Wahbl doctor of the 2nd/8th century
named Abu c Amr al-Rab^ b. Hablb (Kitdb alDjawdhir, 172) and al-Wisyanl mentions a scholar of
Sahil in Tunisia named Muhammad b. Abl Khalid
who lived earlier than the 5th/llth century and
refuted the Nakkarl doctrines in his various works.
Bibliography: Abu Zakariyya3 Yahya b. Abl
Bakr al-Wardjlanl, Kitdb al-Sira wa-akhbdr al-a^imma,
ms. no. 23 in the Smogorzewski collection in the
university of Lwow, fols. 17b-23a, 46a-50a, 51b-
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53b, 56b; E. Masqueray, Chronique d'Abou Zakaria,
Algiers 1878, 53-80, 226-51, 268, 270-8, 289, 290;
Abu '1-Rabi* Sulayman b. cAbd al-Sallam alWisyanl, Tariff, ms. no. 277 in the library of the
Islamic Institute of the university of Lwow, fols. 27,
28, 30, 31, 33-8, 46, 73, 102, 125, 128, 129, 145,
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358, 359, 368, 370, 376, 381, 395, 416, 432, 458,
480, 502-4, 530, 557, 590; A. de C. Motylinski,
Chronique d'Ibn Saghir, in Actes du XIV™* congres international des orientalistes, Algiers 1905, 16-20, 72-7;
Ibn al-Athlr, Annales du Maghrib, tr. E. Fagnan,
Algiers 1901, 325, 338, 345, 367; Ibn c ldhari, alBaydn al-mughrib, tr. Fagnan, Algiers 1901, i, 277,
311, 314-16; TidjanI, Rihla, tr. A. Rousseau, inJA,
ser. 4, vol. xx (1852), 112, 167, 171, ser. 5, vol. i
(1853) 123; Ibn Khaldun, Histoire des Berberes, tr. de
Slane, Algiers 1852-6, i, 232, 277, 285, ii, 530, 531,
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AL-NUKRA, a plain west of the Djabal
H a w r a n on the border of T r a c h o n i t i s in Transj o r d a n . The name al-Nukra ("the cavity") is quite
modern. It is applied to an area which includes the
two districts of al-Bathaniyya (with its chief town
Adhricat) and Hawran (west of the hills of the same
name), i.e. the whole northern half of modern Jordan.
In the wider sense, al-Nukra includes all the country
from al-Ladja°, Djaydur and al-Balka° to the foot of
the Djabal Hawran, in the narrower sense only the
southern part of this; in any case it stretches from alSanamayn to the Djabal al-Duruz (Hawran). To alNukra belong Mucatbln or Muctabln, Tubna (now
Tibne), al-Mahadjdja, Obtac, cOlma, al-Musayfira
and al-Faddayn already mentioned in Syriac texts of
the pre-Muslim period.
Bibliography: Noldeke, in ZDMG, xxix, 431, n.
1; F. Buhl, Geographie des alien Paldstina, Freiburg i.
B. and Leipzig 1896, 15, 43-4, 84; R. Dussaud,
Topographie de la Syrie, Paris 1927, 323.
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NUKTAT AL-KAF, an early work on the BabI
[q. v. ] movement.
In 1910, E.G. Browne published a work entitled
Kitdb-i Nuqtatu 'l-Kdf, a Persian history of the early
BabI movement, based on a "unique" manuscript
(Suppl. persan 1071) in the Bibliotheque Nationale.
This manuscript had been bought by the library in
1884, in a sale of books belonging to the late Comte
de Gobineau. Authorship of the history was ascribed
by the BabI leader Subh-i Azal [q. v. ] to HadjdjI Mirza
DjanI, a KashanI merchant killed in 1852.
Browne's text soon became the centre of a controversy that still continues. The Baha°I leader,
c
Abbas Effendi cAbd al-Baha5, maintained that the
work was a forgery produced by the Azall Babls. This
thesis was developed by the Baha°I scholar Mirza Abu
'1-Fadl GulpayganI and his nephew Sayyid Mahdl in

their Kashf al-ghitd^ and, more recently, by H.M.
Balyuzi. While this conspiracy theory is clearly
unfounded, internal evidence suggests that the history
was not written by Mirza DjanI. Recent conjectures
favour authorship by his son or nephew, possibly in
collaboration with a brother, using notes prepared by
him. Some version of the Nuktat al-kdf served as the
basis for the later Baha°I Tdnkh-i Djadid and its recensions. In spite of the controversy, there can be no
doubt that the Nuktat al-kdf remains one of the most
important sources for the early history of Babism.
A full discussion of the problems of authorship,
provenance, and dating may be found in MacEoin,
together with a list of the twelve or so manuscripts
now known to be in existence (Appendix 8).
Bibliography: H.M. Balyuzi, Edward Granville
Browne and the Bahd^i faith, London 1970, ch. VII;
E.G. Browne (ed.), Kitdb-i Nuqtatu 'l-Kdf, being the
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bT ndm bd ndmi tdza, in Gawhar, Year 2, parts 11-12
(1353/1974), 952-61; idem, Tdnkh-i kadtm wa djadid,
2 parts, in Gawhar, Year 3, parts 5-6 (1354/1975),
343-8, 426-31.
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NUKTAWIYYA, an offshoot of the H u r u f i y y a
sect [q.v.] that after an incubation lasting a century
emerged as a significant movement of politicoreligious opposition in $afawid Persia and, in India,
played some role in the origination of Akbar's Dm-i
Ildhi [q.v.}. Given its similarities not only with
Hurufism but also with Nizarl Ismacilism, it may be
regarded as one more link in the long chain of Persian
heresies.
The designation Nuktawiyya is said to be taken
from the doctrine that earth is the starting point
(nuktd) of all things, the remaining three elements
being derived from it; the term may also refer, however, to the use of two, three, or four dots, variously
arranged, as cryptic abbreviations in the writings of
the sect. The designation Mahmudiyya is also
encountered, this being derived from the name of the
founder, Mahmud Paslkhanl. Born at the village of
Paslkhan near Fuman in Gflan, Mahmud followed
Fadl Allah Astarabadi (d. 796/1384), the founder of
Hurufism, until he was expelled from the movement
for alleged arrogance (hence the epithets Mahmud-i
mardud "Mahmud the rejected" and Mahmud-i matrud
"Mahmud the banished"). He is said to have proclaimed himself the Mahdl and the bringer of a new
dispensation in 800/1397, i.e. at the beginning of the
9th Islamic century. Virtually nothing is known of his
life other than that he was still residing in Astarabad
in 818/1415 when he finished the writing of one of his
books, Djawdzal-sd^inn. He died in 831/1427-28, supposedly a suicide, having cast himself into the waters
of the Aras, but this is dismissed as a calumny by the
Nuktawls themselves.
Mahmud Paslkhanl is said to have written sixteen
books and 1,001 treatises (nuskhd) in exposition of his
doctrines; none of these has ever been published in
full (for extracts from his principal work, Mizdn, see,
however, Rahlm Rida-zada Malik's notes to his edition of Kaykhusraw Isfandiyar, Dabistdn-imadhahib, ii,
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233-6, and §adik Kiya, Nuktawiydn yd PasTkhdniydn,
Tehran 1320 $.71941, 73-132).
NuktawT works were composed in an extremely
opaque style and are marked by frequent recourse to
abbreviations and special signs similar to those found
in Hurufi literature, but the main themes of Mahmud
Pasikhani's teaching can easily be comprehended.
They consist in the first place of a peculiarly
materialist type of metempsychosis according to which
the particles of the body do not disintegrate on death
but are absorbed as a single mass into the soil. They
then re-emerge in vegetable or solid form, possibly to
be consumed by animals or men, the level of existence
on which they are finally reintegrated being dependent on the degree of virtue and knowledge attained
by their previous owner. When a being rises or
descends from one level of existence to another, the
traces of his former existence are still visible and can
be discerned by the insightful, a process known as
ihsd^ "enumeration" (whence yet another designation
for the sect, Ihsa°iyya). Thus dogs can be recognised
as having been Kizilbash Turks, their tails being a
trace of the swords they once carried and the word
used in Persian to shoo away a dog, cikh, being identical with Turkish cik\ and waterfowl should be identified as transmogrified clerics, still obsessed in their
new existence with making ablutions. Mahmud
Pasikhani himself claimed to be the reincarnation on
a higher plane both of the Prophet Muhammad
(something allegedly indicated in Kur D an, XVII, 79
"your Lord will raise you to a praiseworthy station",
makdm mahmud) and of c AIT, citing a hadith in which the
Prophet is reported to have said that he and CA1T
were of one flesh. Other personal reincarnations are
those of Moses in Husayn b. CA1T and the Pharaoh in
Yazld; it was because Yazld remembered being
drowned in the Red Sea at the hands of Moses when
he was the Pharaoh that he took care to keep Husayn
away from the water of the Euphrates.
Pasikhani is reputed never to have married, and his
doctrine recommends celibacy. The celibate are said
to have reached the rank of wdhid (a word which has
the crucial numerical value of 19) and to be capable
of advancing to the rank of Allah, this being none
other than man in his ultimate essence, termed "the
manifest compound" (al-murakkab al-mubm); the
NuktawTs therefore summarised their creed as Id ildha
ilia 'l-murakkab al-mubin. NuktawTs disinclined to
celibacy (who for some reason are designated as amin,
"trustworthy") are advised to copulate not more than
once a week. This disdain of marriage earned the
NuktawTs accusations of incest, promiscuity and
pederasty from their opponents.
Also central to NuktawT doctrine was a cyclical concept of time, one clearly influenced by IsmacTlT
antecedents. The total life of the world is said to consist of 64,000 years, divided into four periods of
16,000 years that are known respectively as zuhur
"outwardness", butun "inwardness", sin ("concealment") and ^aldniyya ("manifestation"). Each of these
periods is divided in turn into an 8,000-year "Arab
epoch" (dawra-yi istfodb), during which the guidance
of humanity is entrusted to a "perfected Arab
messenger" (mursal-i mukammal-i '•Arab), and an
8,000-year "Persian epoch" (dawra-yi isti^djam),
presided over by a "perfected Persian expositor"
(mubayyin-i mukammal-i ^adjam). The emergence of
Mahmud PasTkhanT signified the beginning of one
such "Persian epoch". This exaltation of Persian-ness
is apparent also in the assertion that Gflan and
Mazandaran have now superseded Mecca and
Medina.
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It was during the reign of Shah Ismacfl I that the
NuktawT movement first surfaced, significantly
enough in the village of Andjudan near Kashan, a
principal centre of post-Alamut NizarT IsmacTlism.
Shah Tahir, thirty-first Imam of the MuhammadShahT NizarT line, is reported to have so angered Shah
IsmacTl by gathering around him in Andjudan
NuktawTs and other religious deviants that he had to
flee precipitately to India (Macsum CA1T Shah ShTrazT,
Tard^ik al-hakd^ik, ed. Muhammad Djacfar Mahdjub,
Tehran 1339 6&./1960, iii, 136). Another instance of
NuktawT-IsmacTlT symbiosis is provided by Murad
MTrza, thirty-sixth Imam of the Kasim-ShahT NizarT
line, whose combined NuktawT and IsmacflT following
in Andjudan was broken up by Shah Tahmasp in 9812/1573-4 and who was himself put to death (Ahmad
ThattawT, Ta^rikh-i Alfi, cited in Kiya, 36). Mention
may also be made of two poets: Wuku c T of NTshapur
whose beliefs are said to have been intermediate
between Nuktawism and Ismacflism (Kiya, 35), and
Abu '1-Kasim Muhammad Kuhpaya5T AmrT ShTrazT.
who praised two of the Kasim-ShahT NizarT Imams in
his Diwdn and may have been a crypto-1smacflT (W.
Ivanow, A guide to Ismacili literature, London 1933,
108).
AmrT ShTrazT first came to the fore in the time of
Shah Tahmasp, who entrusted him with the
administration of awkdf, belonging to the Haramayn
but located in Persia, and who also employed his
brother, Mawlana Abu Turab, famed as a master of
the occult sciences, as court calligrapher. Denounced
for heresy in 972/1565, the brothers were blinded and
went into seclusion. In 984/1576, the last year of
Tahmasp's reign, still more NuktawTs were
apprehended in Kashan; they included the poet
HayatT, who was jailed for two years in ShTraz before
making his way to India.
Other centres of NuktawT activity were developing
meanwhile in Sawa, Na D Tn, Isfahan and—most
importantly—KazwTn. Nuktawism was propagated in
KazwTn by DarwTsh Khusraw, the son of a welldigger, who had gone to Kashan to learn the NuktawT
doctrines and established his headquarters in a
mosque on his return. Denounced by the ^ulamd^, he
was interrogated by Shah Tahmasp but giving
suitably evasive answers was released with instructions no longer to hold forth in the mosque. On the
death of Tahmasp, he resumed his public preaching
with such success that he was able to build a takya
which came to house two hundred of his followers.
Despite a further round of executions of NuktawTs in
Kashan in 994/1586 which numbered among its victims two musicians, Afdal Du-tarT and MTr BTghamT,
DarwTsh Khusraw remained unmolested throughout
the reigns of IsmacTl II and Khudabanda into the early
years of rule by Shah cAbbas.
Shah c Abbas began by establishing a friendly and
even intimate relationship with DarwTsh Khusraw.
and was even initiated into the Nuktawiyya, with the
grade ofamtn, by DarwTsh Turab and DarwTsh Kamal
IklTdT. The_ Safawid chroniclers (e.g. Iskandar Beg
MunshT, ^Alam-drd-yi 'Abbdsi, Tehran 1350 Sh./\97\,
i, 444), followed by most later historians, maintained
that Shah c Abbas cultivated the NuktawTs only as a
means of surveillance. It is, however, possible that he
had a genuine interest in their teachings. They had
already attempted to proclaim Shah Tahmasp as the
MahdT, and when they made a similar connection
between their chiliastic theories and the person of
Shah cAbbas, he may well have contemplated the
possibility of using Nuktawism as a new ideological
basis for the $afawid state. It seems probable at the
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very least that his lifelong disregard for religious proprieties should have been in part the result of his
exposure to Nukjawl teachings (CA1I Rio!a DhakawatI
Karaguzlu, Nagdhi digar ba Nuktawiyya, 59-60).
The Nuktawl movement was, however, not without
its dangers for §hah c Abbas. In 999/1591, a Nuktawl
insurrection centred on Istihbanat broke out in Fars;
he had it mercilessly repressed, and the blinded poet
Amri was arrested in Shlraz and torn to pieces at the
bidding of the culamd*. Shah cAbbas's relations with
Darwish Khusraw began to sour two years later when
he was presumptuously warned by the Nuktawl
leader, on the eve of a campaign against rebels in
Luristan, that unless he returned to Kazwln by 1
Muharram 1302/27 September 1593, a Nuktawl
adherent, other than the Shah himself, might be compelled for astrological reasons to seize the throne.
When Shah cAbbas was encamped at Kharrakan, he
was brought a similarly patronising message by Darwish Kucik Bahla-duz ("gauntlet-maker"), a principal lieutenant of Darwish Khusraw, warning him
again to return as quickly as possible and offering to
send 50,000 armed Nukfawis to aid in the suppression
of the rebellion. By now thoroughly alarmed, Shah
c
Abbas ordered Malik CA1I the djarcibdshi back to Kazwln to attack the Nuktawl takya and arrest its inmates
in advance of his own return to the capital. The stealth
employed in executing this command suggests that
there was indeed the potential for a full-scale Nuktawl
insurrection in Kazwln. The djarcibdshi surrounded
the takya before dawn and sought an audience with
Darwish Khusraw on the pretext of presenting him
with a robe of honour. As he was draping the cloak
around his shoulders, he suddenly felled him with a
powerful blow to the head, and the soldiers rushed in,
killing many Nuktawls and arresting the others.
Among those captured was Darwish Kufrk; he committed suicide by ingesting a large amount of opium,
promising to return swiftly in a new incarnation. Darwish Khusraw himself was interrogated by the ^ulamd^
and publicly tortured to death over a period of three
days, after which his body was exhibited on the gibbet
for a week.
It happened that soon after these events a comet
appeared in the heavens. This was interpreted by
Djalal al-Dln Yazdl, the court astrologer, to mean
that the king would be in mortal danger during 7-10
Dhu 'l-Kacda 1002/25-8 July 1594. He therefore proposed that a substitute ruler worthy of death be placed
on the throne for the duration of the critical period.
Shah cAbbas then asked one of the Nuktawl captives,
Darwish YusufT Tarkish-duz ("quiver-maker") for
his interpretation of the comet, and he replied that it
was a sign that one of the Nuktawls would soon
assume rule. The monarch countered that Darwish
Yusufi was the most suitable Nukfawi for the throne,
and immediately divested himself of the paraphernalia
of monarchy and seated Darwish YusufT on the
throne. At the end of the three days, during which
Darwish Yusufi made use of his glory only to have
himself surrounded by handsome youths, he went
straight from the throne to the scaffold, and Shah
c
Abbas took back his regalia. This curious episode,
illustrative both of Shah c Abbas's imaginative sadism
and of his superstitiousness, has inspired at least two
literary treatments: a short story by the Adharbaydjanl writer Path CA1I Akhundzada ( = Akhundov,
d. 1878: Aldanmish kdvakib: hekayati Yusufshah, in
Asdrldri, Baku 1987, i, 209-34, Russian tr. Aziz
Sharifov, Obmanutyye zvezdy, rasskaz o Yusuf-shakhe, in
Akhundov, Izbrannoye, Moscow 1956, 29-57) and a
novel by Djalal Al-i Ahmad (d. 1969: Nun wa 'l-kalam,
Tehran 1340 Sh./\96\).

Mass arrests and executions of Nuktawls then
ensued in other cities, including once again Kashan,
where the discovery of a list of leading Nuktawls
among the papers of the poet Mir Sayyid Ahmad
KashI permitted the sect to be uprooted from the area
once and for all. Shah cAbbas personally beheaded
KashI when he was in the midst of reminiscing concerning a previous existence, and then deftly bisected
his headless trunk before it fell to the ground. He had
a further confrontation with Nuktawls during his
pilgrimage to Mashhad in 1010/1600-1; he discovered
that his caravan had been infiltrated by his erstwhile
initiators into the sect, and they were accordingly put
to death in the caravanserai at Kusha. The last
Nuktawl to be executed during the reign of Shah
c
Abbas was the astrologer Mulla Ayaz, put to death in
1020/1611.
Although curiously enough the Nuktawls continued
to regard Shah cAbbas as one of their own, discounting his hostility to them as a sign of immaturity,
many of them found it prudent to take refuge in India.
These refugees included an impressive number of
poets: Wukucl Nlshapurl, HayatI KashanI, CA1I
AJcbar Tashblhl KashanI, Mulla Sufi MazandaranI
(Amull), Hakim clbad Allah KashanI and cAbd alGhanl Yazdl. Adjusting their calculations to make
Akbar yet another candidate for millennarian rule,
the Nuktawls found favour with the Mughal emperor
and assisted him in the formulation of his imperial
cult, the Din-i Ildhi. One of their number, Mir Sharif
Amull, even sat on the nineteen-member committee
that elaborated the cult. It is possible, too, that
Akbar's chief confidant, Abu '1-Fadl cAllamI, had
Nuktawl sympathies; a letter from him was found
among the papers of Mir Sayyid Ahmad KashI, and
it was he who moved Akbar to write a letter to Shah
c
Abbas, fruitlessly urging on him the merits of
religious tolerance. The emperor Djahanglr did not
entirely turn his back on the Nuktawls, but their visible presence in India did not last long.
A brief resurgence of the Nuktawl movement took
place in Persia during the reign of Shah Safi I. In
Kazwln, a certain Darwish Rida who claimed alternately to be the Mahdl and his deputy gathered a vast
following that allowed him to seize control of the city.
The movement was bloodily suppressed and Darwish
Rida was beheaded in 1041/1631-2. His followers
expected him to return from the dead, and when the
following year they discovered an obscure farrier who
resembled him, they renewed their uprising, with the
same result as before.
This marked the end of the Nuktawiyya as a movement with insurrectionary capabilities. Some thirty
years later, Raphael du Mans remarked on the
presence in Isfahan of a ragged group of dervishes
known as Mahmudls (Estat de la Perse en 1660, ed. Ch.
Schefer, Paris 1890, 87-8), but they were evidently
too insignificant to warrant suppression. Despite its
impressive longevity in the face of repression, the
Nuktawl movement never had a chance of long-term
success, being composed almost entirely of artisans
and literati in an age when the application of tribal
power was decisive (the Ustadjlu chieftain Budak Dinoghll was the sole member of the Safawid military
aristocracy whom the Nuktawls were able to recruit).
A few vestiges of the Nuktawiyya can nonetheless
be traced in post-Safawid Persia. According to
Muhammad CAH Nazim al-Shar!ca, Sayyid Muhammad CA1I the Bab was taught the doctrines of
Nuktawism during his confinement in Maku and
incorporated them directly in his Baydn (Hadida
muhammd, quoted in Karaguzlu, Nagdh-i tdza^i ba
mandbi^-i Nuktawiyya, 38). This is unproven, but there
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are undeniable similarities between Nuktawism and
Babism: a belief in metempsychosis, extravagant
interpretations of Kur D an and hadith, a claim to have
abrogated the Islamic shari^a, and a fixation on the
number nineteen. Also in the early _nineteenth century, the Nicmatullahl $ufi Zayn al-cAbidin ShTrwanl
(d. 1253/1837-38) reports having met Nuktawis who
concealed themselves in the guise of Sufis (Bustdn alsiydha, reprint, Tehran n.d., 182). A contemporary
researcher, Nur al-DTn MudarrisI Cahardihl, mentions having met in Bihbahan a certain Baba Muhammad who regarded himself as a Nuktawi, but he seems
to have been nothing more than an isolated eccentric
(Sayri dar tasawwuf, dar sharh-i hdl-i mashdyikh wa aktdb,
320-1).
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_
(H. ALGAR)
AL-NU C MAN B. ABI CABD ALLAH MUHAMMAD b.
Mansur b. Hayyun, famous kddi of the Fatimid
caliph a l - M u c i z z l i - d i n Allah [0.0.], of whose
origins and early life little is known. This small
amount of information is insufficient to explain the
exceptional rise and fortune of this obscure jurist of
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Ifrlkiya after he had entered the service of the new
masters of this province, the Fatimids. As a connection of the Banu Tamim, to which the line of Aghlabid
amirs were attached, al-Nucman rose rapidly in the
hierarchy of the Shi*-! state to the high position of
judge-in-chief (kddi 'l-kuddt) of the community.
Hence the date of his birth is unknown, as is likewise his social position and the calibre of his intellectual training at Kayrawan at the moment when,
towards the end of the 3rd/9th century, the Shl^I
Berber rebellion broke out, first of all in Little
Kabylia, which was to sweep away the orthodox
dynasty of the Aghlabids [q. v. ] and end in the foundation, in Ifnkiya, of the Fatimid anti-caliphate. However, our sources agree on placing in 313/925 his
nomination to the service (khidma) of the first Fatimid
caliph, al-Mahdl bi 'llah [q. v. ] in an office whose exact
nature is unknown. The speed of his adhesion to the
doctrine of the Ahl al-Bayt and also his kunya of Abu
Hanlfa make one think that he belonged to the HanafT
law school, solidly represented at Kayrawan and less
hostile to Sh^ism than that of Malik. It is more plausible that he joined the IsmacIlId/acH>a before the foundation of the Fatimid caliphate, as I.K. Poonawala has
shown; referring, in particular, to an old Sunni
source, the Tabakdt ^ulamd^ Ifnkiya of al-Khushani,
one of Nu c man's contemporaries, he has had the pertinent idea of identifying a certain Muhammad b.
Hayyan, mentioned as being among the jurists of
Kayrawan professing the doctrine of tashrik, sc. that of
the mashdrika, the eastern Ismacflls, as being
undoubtedly the father of al-Nu c man and of consequently correcting Muhammad b. Hayyan into
Muhammad b. Hayyun.
Thus al-Mu c izz's famous judge seems to have been
raised and educated in the doctrine of the Ahl al-Bayt
by a father who had already long been won over to
ShlSsm, before the proclamation of the Fatimid
caliphate in 297/310. This would, moreover, explain
his rapid rise from being the modest kddi of a province, Tripoli, to the highest office of supreme kd(liin
336/948. It was in fact from that town that the Fatimid
caliph Ismacll al-Mansur [q.v.] summoned him to his
new capital, al-Mansuriyya, just after his triumph
over the Kharidjite rebel Abu Yazld [q. v. ], the famous
"man on the donkey", in order to appoint him to this
high office, in conditions which al-Nucman himself
describes in his Kitdb al-Madjalis wa }l-musdyardt: "AlNu c man, as soon as he had arrived in al-Mansuriyya,
was solemnly invested one Friday by the caliph, who
awarded him robes of honour woven in the royal
workshops and ordered him to proceed immediately
to Kayrawan, since al-Mansuriyya had not yet got a
mosque which could allow him to lead the Friday worship in a masdjid a^dmi^ and to give the khutba there. AlMansur had him escorted by the officers of the guard,
who accompanied him, with drawn swords, all the
way along both the outward and the return journey.
Some days later, the caliph sent a written mandate
(tawki^-) to the chancery where a nomination patent
(^ahd) was made out appointing him kd^i of alMansuriyya, al-Kayrawan, al-Mahdiyya and other
towns and provinces of Ifnkiya.''
Al-Nu c man's elevation to the most coveted position
amongst the body of fakihs thus coincided with the
consolidation of the state and of Fatimid power, after
the crushing of Kharidjism, as also with the enfeeblement of the Sunn! party and the deterioration of relations between the central organisation of the Ismacfli
dacwa at al-Mansuriyya with the Karmatls of
Bahrayn. The reform of Fatimid doctrine undertaken
by al-Mahdi immediately on proclamation of the
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caliphate, with the obvious aim of adapting Ismacflism
to the realities of Kayrawan! orthodoxy in order the
better to create a state madhhab, became more pronounced during the last years of al-Mansur's reign
and became stronger all through the twenty years'
reign in Ifrlkiya of al-Mucizz. Al-Nu c man's designation thus came at a specific moment when the
supreme kadi was to have a prime role in the elaboration of the state doctrine. Whilst holding his office and
giving to the position of kadi an exemplary image both
by his own competence and by his high moral qualities, al-Nu c man was also to distinguish himself by his
role as a fertile author who was to have the merit of
constructing a juridical and doctrinal system accessible to the masses of Ifrikiya. From now onwards, he
was to owe his fame to the elaboration and the
teaching of a simplified and moderate doctrine (samd(i
al-hikma), at the same time giving to the office of kadi
'l-kuddt amongst the Sh^Is the weightiness and
effulgence which a Sahnun [q. v. ] had given to the
Malik! kada^ a century earlier.
The exercise of his judicial function was to entail,
for al-Nu c man, a didactic task. Since his high office
meant that he was to fulfil, at the side of the Imam,
the role of theoretician of Ismacllism, he now began to
devote himself to compose treatises offikh according to
the doctrine of the Imams and to render their contents
more widely known by public courses of instruction
(durus al-hikma}. These courses were held after the W
worship, and then sessions devoted to discussion and
controversy were held in a special chamber. This
madjlis al-hikma soon became a genuine institution in
the shape of a centre of studies and propaganda which
the Sunnls called dar al-Ismd^iliyya.
Since the Imam was the depository of all learning,
according to the doctrine of the Ahl al-Bayt, it was in
close collaboration with him that the supreme kadi, in
his function of official fakih of the dynasty, wrote
treatises onfikh and doctrine meant for teaching and
for the use of regional judges, for governors and for
students. Thus al-Nucman consulted al-Mucizz
regularly whilst composing his main theological
works, comprising the K. Da^im al-Isldm, the K. alHimma and the K. Asrdr al-ta^wil, and also, having
entitled an abridgement of the doctrine of the Ahl alBayt the K. al-Dindr, he modified this title, on the
advice of the Imam, to K. al-Ikhtisdr li-sahih al-dthdr can
al-a^imma al-athdr. Al-Nu c man's merit thus consists in
the construction of a juridical and legal system for the
use of the state, one oriented in the direction of a
reconciliation of the concepts of Ismacflism with those
of the orthodoxy of Kayrawan. Thus the points of
doctrinal opposition between Sunnism and ShiSsm
are not so flagrant, in al-Nucman's works, as the
geographical collections of biographies of orthodox
scholars of Kayrawan would lead one to believe. If
there remains a total divergence on the questions of
the definition of faith or that of waldya (adhesion to the
Imams), the contradiction in fact concerns only minor
questions concerning ritual and practice of the cult.
Reading the K. DaWim al-Isldm allows one to estimate
the importance of al-Nu c man's endeavour to bring
about a rapprochment between Ismacfl! doctrine and
the theses of Sunnism. Endeavouring as much as he
could to codify ¥atimidfikh in a simple and clear manner and to popularise it in order to encourage obedience to a politics of moderation and realism, the
supreme judge completed his task as official fakih with
the intention, above all, of making out of a juridical
and doctrinal system an instrument of politics adapted
to the imperialist intentions of the Fafimid state. This
explains al-Mu c izz's interest in the works which al-

Nu c man wrote under his ultimate direction. For the
caliph, observes Madelung, doctrine was in effect an
instrument of politics. Hence he impelled his supreme
kadi to elaborate a juridical system accessible and conformable to the universalist concept of the imamate.
Thus if the Ismacil! supreme kadi offered the same
image of simplicity and modesty, with the additional
technical and moral qualities inherent in his office, as
did the SunnI kadi 'l-kuddt, he nevertheless lived and
worked within a total dependence of power. He ceased
to be the mouthpiece of the cdmma, the censor of the
palace, listened to by the sovereign and feared by the
aristocracy. In this way, various special traits contribute to the image of the figure of the supreme
judge, who became in the Fatimid state an official personage, a man of law caught up in the service of a
cause, that of the Ahl al-Bayt. Yet as a consummate
theologian, a highly literate author and an official
with recognised moral and technical qualities, alNu c man has the merit of being known as one of the
most famous representatives of the Malikls and of
preserving for the high office of kadi its dignity and
lustre.
Bibliography: See above all Brockelmann, S I,
324-5; Sezgin, GAS, i, 575-8; R J. Gottheil, A distinguished family of Fatimid cadis (an-Nu^mdn) in the
tenth century, inJAOS, xxvii (1907), 217-96; A.A.A.
Fyzee, Qadi' al-Nucmdn, the Fatimid jurist and author, in
JRAS(1934), 1-32; idem, ed. of the K. DaWim alIsldm, Cairo 1951, introd.; Kamil Husayn, ed. of
K. al-Himma, Cairo 1948, introd.; Hablb Fikl,
Ibrahim Shabbuh and M. Yaclawl, ed. of the K. alMadjalis wa 'l-musdyardt, Tunis 1978, introd.;
Wadad al-Kadl, ed. of K. Iftitdh al-da^wa, Beirut
1970, introd.; F. Dachraoui, ed. of A". Iftitdh aldacwa, Tunis 1975, introd.; idem, Le califatfatimide
au Maghreb (histoire politique et institutions), Tunis
1981; I.K. Poonawala, A reconsideration of al-QadialNucmdn's madhhab, in BSOAS, xxxviii (1974), 572-9;
W. Madelung, Fatimiden undBahrainqarmaten, in 1st.,
xxxiv (1959), 34-88; idem, Das Imamat in der fruhen
ismailitischen Lehre, in ibid., xxxvii-xxxviii (1961),
43-155. _
_
(F. DACHRAOUI)
AL-NU C MAN B. BASHiR AL-ANSARI, Companion
of the Prophet and governor of a l - K u f a and Hims.
According to some Muslim authorities, al-Nu c man
was the first Ansarl to be born after the Hidjra. His
father Basjnr b. Sacd [q.v.] was one of the most distinguished of the Companions, and his mother, c Amra
bint Rawaha, was the sister of the much-respected
c
Abd Allah b. Rawaha [0.0.]. After the assassination
of c Uthman, al-Nu c man, who was devoted to him,
refused to pay homage to CAH. According to some
stories which seem rather apocryphal, he brought the
bloodstained shirt of the caliph, according to others,
the fingers cut from the hand of his wife Na°ila, to
Damascus and these relics were exhibited by
Mucawiya in the mosque. In the battle of $iffin [q.v.]
he faithfully stood by Mucawiya and he was always a
favourite with him while the other Ansar were kept at
a suitable distance from the Umayyad court. In the
year 39/659-60 al-Nu c man, by order of Mu c awiya,
undertook an expedition against Malik b. Kacb alArhabi, who had occupied in cAll's name c Ayn alTamr on the frontier between Syria and Mesopotamia
and began to besiege it, but had to retire without
accomplishing anything. Twenty years later he was
given the governorship of al-Kufa. He was not really
fitted for this post, because his pronounced antipathy
to CA1I and his followers did not suit the Shi*! population of the town. In addition, he did not conceal his
sympathy with the Ansar, who were attacked by
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Yazid b. Mu c awiya's favourite al-Akhtal [q.v. ], but
freely expressed his opinion on the insult offered to his
fellow-tribesmen.
After Yazid had come to the throne in 60
Radjab/April 680, he nevertheless left al-Nucman in
office; but the latter did not long remain there. AlNu c man is described as an ascetic, and he knew the
teachings of the Kurgan thoroughly. But his
asceticism was not of the strictest type, and his interest
in musical entertainments was regarded as evidence of
lack of dignity. In policy he proved very tolerant so
long as it did not come to an open rising. When
Muslim b. cAkil [q.v. ], al-Husayn's partisan,
appeared in al-Kufa to ascertain the feelings of the
people and he found a number who were ready to pay
homage to al-Husayn, al-Nu c man adopted a neutral
attitude and took no steps to check the vigorous propaganda. As a result, the followers of the Umayyads in
al-Kufa wrote to the caliph and called his attention to
the fact that the threatening situation demanded a
man of vigour who would be able to carry out the
government's orders, while al-Nu c man, out of real or
feigned weakness, was letting things take their course
and only urging people to keep calm. When Yazid
was discussing this with his councillors, notably the
influential Ibn Sardjun, the latter showed him a document signed by Mu c awiya shortly before his death,
containing the appointment of the then governor of alBasra cUbayd Allah b. Ziyad [q.v.] to the same office
in al-Kufa. In spite of his antipathy to the proposal,
Yazid carried out his father's wish and made cUbayd
Allah governor of al-Kufa without removing him from
his post in al-Basra, whereupon al-Nu c man hastened
back to Syria. When the people of Medina rebelled at
the beginning of the year 63/682 and drove all the
Umayyads out of the town, Yazid wished to see what
tact would do before resorting to arms and sent a mission to Medina under al-Nucman to show the people
the futility of armed resistance and to bring them to
their senses. The mission was also instructed to go
on to Mecca to induce the stubborn cAbd Allah b. alZubayr to pay homage. Al-Nu c man's warnings and
threats had no effect on his countrymen, however,
and there was nothing left for the caliph but to subdue
the rebels in the two holy cities by force of arms [see
YAZID B. MU C AWIYA]. After the death of Yazid in RabI0
I 64/Nov. 683, al-Nu c man, who had in the meanwhile
become governor of Hims, declared openly for cAbd
Allah b. al-Zubayr. In Dhu '1-Hidjdja of the same
year/July-Aug. 684 and Muharram 65/Aug.-Sept.
684, however, the latter's leading follower al-Dahhak
b. Kays al-Fihrl [q.v.] was defeated at Mardj Rahit
[q. v. ], and thus the fate of al-Nu c man was also
decided. He attempted to save himself by flight but
was overtaken and killed. According to the Arab
historians, the town of Macarrat al-Nu c man [q.v.]
takes its name from al-Nucman b. Bashlr.
Bibliography: Ibn Sacd, vi, 35; Tabarl, see
index; Ibn al-Athir, i, 514, ii, 85, 303, 382, iii, 154,
228, 315, 430, iv, 9, 15, 17, 19, 75, 88, 120, 123-5;
Yackubl, Ta^nkh, ii, 219, 228, 278, 301, 304-5;
Dinawari, al-Akhbdr al-tiwdl, ed. Guirgass, 239-40,
245, 247, 273; Mascudl, Murudj., iv, 296-7, v, 128,
134, 204, 227-9 = §§ 1621, 1885, 1891, 1968,
1991; Abu '1-Fida3, ed. Reiske, i, 77, 385, 393, 405,
407; Kitdb al-Aghdni, see Guidi, Tables alphabetiques;
Caetani, Annali dell' Islam, viii, 325, ix, 233, 355, x,
275 ff., see also index; Wellhausen, Das arabische
Reich undsein Sturz, 47, 82, 94, 96, 110; Lammens,
Etudes sur le regne du calife omaiyade Mo^dwia Ier, 43,
45, 58, 110, 116, 407; idem, Le califat de Yazid Ier,
119 ff., 137, 140, 142, 207, 215, 221, 228; G. Rot-
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ter, Die Umayyaden und der zweite Burgerkrieg (680692), Wiesbaden 1982, index.
(K.V. ZETTERSTEEN)
AL-NU C MAN (III) B. AL-MUNDHIR, the last
Lakhmid king of Hira [q.v.] and vassal of Sasanid
Persia. He was the son of al-Mundhir IV [q. v. ] and
Salma, the daughter of a Jewish goldsmith from
Fadak. In the annals of the Lakhmids [0.0.], his reign
(ca. A.D. 580-602) was the most memorable after that
of his grandfather, al-Mundhir III (d. 554). His
accession to the throne of Hira he owed to cAdi b.
Zayd [q.v.], the famous Christian poet and statesman
of Hira, and the Sasanid Hormuzd celebrated that
accession with an especially splendid crown.
Al-Nu c man was an assertive and strong ruler, and
his reign witnessed tensions within Hira and wars
with the Arab tribes. The Hira clan of the Banu
Marina had opposed his accession, and finally, the
very friendly clan of the Banu Ayyub was ranged
against him. In addition to friction with the Taghlib
tribe, he tried to withdraw the privilege of riddfa (divisional leadership in battle) accorded to Yarbuc, a subdivision of the tribe of Tamlm, from them and
transfer it to another subdivision, namely Darim.
Yarbu c contested this, and in a bloody encounter at
Tikhfa, the Yarbu c were victorious. Al-Nu c man's
brother Hassan and his son Kabus led the Lakhmid
troops but both were defeated and captured, and alNu c man had to ransom them for 1,000 camels.
The fall of the Ghassanids [q.v. ] from grace ca. 580
brought about disarray in Ghassanid-Byzantine relations and with it a diminution of the Ghassanid
military role in Byzantium's war with Persia in the
580s. Hence Lakhmid-Ghassanid encounters receive
no mention in the sources, and these record only an
echo of an expedition by al-Nu c man against Byzantine Circesium (Karklsiya [<?.*>.]). The conclusion of
the Persian-Byzantine peace which lasted till the death
of the emperor Maurice in 602 ruled out any serious
Lakhmid military designs against Ghassanid or
Byzantine territory. But before that peace was concluded, al-Nu c man had fought with Parwlz [q.v.],
Hormuzd's son and successor, at the battle of alNahrawan against the rebel Bahram Cubln.
During the reign of al-Nu c man, Hira continued to
develop as the greatest centre of Arab culture before
the rise of Islam. In addition to the poetry of its most
famous poet, the Christian cAdI b. Zayd, the splendid
panegyrics of al-Nabigha al-Dhubyanl [q.v.], one of
the poets of the Mu^allakdt [q. v. ], were composed on
this al-Nu c man. The earliest collection of Arabic
poems are associated with his name, sc. panegyrics of
various poets on members of the Lakhmid dynasty.
The king converted to Christianity after most of his
ancestors had resisted the temptation. But the
Nestorianism to which he was converted was acceptable to Sasanid Persia, and Parwlz himself had
become well disposed towards Christianity after his
marriage to the Christian Shlrin and the peace with
Byzantium in 591, which thus becomes the terminus
post quern for al-Nu c man's conversion. Hira became,
even more than before, the centre of Arab Christianity in Sasanid Persia, whence the Nestorian
Church propagated Christianity among the Arabs of
the Persian Gulf and Eastern Arabia.
The reign that started so auspiciously with the
crown from Hormuzd ended disastrously for alNu c man, who, after harbouring suspicions towards
c
AdI b. Zayd to whom he owed his accession, had him
incarcerated and put to death. cAdi's son, influential
at the court of Parwlz, plotted against al-Nucman in
revenge for the murder of his father; al-Nucman fled
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from Hira after sensing that ParwTz was in pursuit of
him and took refuge with the tribe of Bakr. He nevertheless finally surrendered to Parwiz, who had him
trampled to death by elephants.
Al-Nu c man's death represented the virtual end of
the Lakhmid dynasty which had lasted for some three
hundred years, the shield of Persia against the Arabs
of the Peninsula. A few years later, the tribe of Bakr
won the historic encounter of Dhu Kar [q.v. ] against
the Persians and their Arab condederates. It was the
precursor of al-Kadisiyya [q.v.] fought in 637, the battle that was to remove Sasanid Persia from the stage
of Near Eastern history.
Bibliography: Tabarl, in Noldeke, Geschichte der
Perser und Amber zur Zeit der Sasaniden, Leiden 1879,
repr. Graz 1973, 310-32, 346-7; Abu '1-Baka' alHilll, al-Mandkib al-Mazyadiyya, ed. S. Daradka and
M. Khuraysat, c Amman 1984, i, 265-9, ii, 386403, 447-51; G. Rothstein, Die Dynastic der La^miden
in al-HTra, Berlin 1899.
(!RFAN SHAHID)
NUMAYR B. C AMIR B. SACSACA, an Arab tribe
(Wustenfeld, Geneal. Tabellen, F 15) inhabiting the
western heights of al-Yamama and those between this
region and the Hima Dariyya: a bare and difficult
country, the nature of which explains the rude and
savage character of the Numayr. Their name like that
of Namir and Anmar borne by other ethnic groups
(there are also in the list of Arab tribes a number of
other clans with the name Numayr: among the Asad,
the Tamlm, the Dju c fT, the Hamdan, etc.) is no doubt
connected with nimr, namir [q.v.], the Arabian panther; we know the deductions made by Robertson
Smith from this fact and from other similar cases, to
prove the existence of a system of totemism among the
early Arabs (Kinship and marriage in early Arabia2, 234).
His theory is now abandoned.
The geographical dictionaries of al-Bakrl and
Yakut mention a large number of places in the land
of the Numayr, especially their wells, and often even
record a change of ownership from one tribe to
another (e.g. Yakut, Mu^djam, iii, 802: the well of
Ghisl. which formerly belonged to the Tamlml clans
of the Kulayb b. Yarbu c , later passed to Numayr);
this wealth of references does not, however, mean that
the Numayr played an important part in the history
of Arabia. It is only due to the fact that the country
of the Numayr is typically Bedouin in its scenery and
lends itself to description by poets. The Numayr,
besides, were much intermixed with the neighbouring
tribes (especially the Tamlm, Bahila and Kushayr)
and the boundaries of their territory were rather
vague.
The Numayr, a poor tribe without natural wealth,
have always been brigands. The part they took in the
pre-Islamic wars was a very modest one and they
appear very rarely alongside of the other groups of the
great tribe of c Amir b. Sacsaca (they hardly played any
part in the battle of Fayf-RIh against the Banu '1Harith b. Kacb and their allies, Nakd^id, ed. Bevan,
469-72). It is to this isolation that they owe the
privilege of being known as one of the Djamardt alc
Arab, i.e. a tribe which never allied itself with others
(al-Mubarrad, Kdmil, ed. Wright, 372; Nakd^id, 946;
Mufaddaliyydt, ed. Lyall, 841; on the different tribes to
which this title is given, cf. Tdaj_ al-arus, iii, 107); the
other designation of the Numayr "the Ahmds of the
Banu c Amir", also gives them a special place within
the great tribe from which they sprang; it indicates
that they were thought not to have the same mother
as the other clans of the Banu c Amir (Mufaddaliyydt,
259, 12-15 = 771, 2-4; the source is the Djamhara of
Ibn al-Kalbr, Brit. Mus. mss., fols. 120b-121a, now

edited). Neither during the life of the Prophet, nor at
the beginning of the caliphate, did the Numayr make
any stir; they appear neither as partisans nor as
enemies of Islam. It is only from the Umayyad period
that the name begins to appear in histories, but only
to record their insubordination to the central power or
their exploits as brigands; in the caliphate of cAbd alMalik, their refusal to pay tribute brought a punitive
expedition against them (al-Baladhuri, Futuh, 139; cf.
Aghdm, xvii, 112-13, xix, 120-1). Another expedition
of the same kind but on a larger scale was that sent
against them under the famous general of the caliph
al-Mutawakkil, Bugha al-Kablr [q.v.], in 232/846, to
put an end to their systematic plundering; it ended in
the complete dispersal of the tribe (al-Tabari, iii,
1357-63, a most interesting account of Bedouin
customs including on p. 1361 a detailed list of the
Numayr clans, only one of which, the Banu cAmir b.
Numayr, devoted itself to agriculture and grazing,
while the others lived only by brigandage). It appears,
however, that the Numayr soon resumed their old
habits and another expedition was sent against them
with the same object as the earlier ones in the 4th/10th
century by the Hamdanid Sayf al-Dawla (Yakut, iv,
378).
An event of little importance in itself has given the
Numayr considerable fame in literary history,
although little flattering to them: this is the satire
directed against them by the poet Djarlr [q. v. ] which
is one of the most famous examples of the invective of
the hiaja^ (especially the hemistich: "Cast down thine
eyes: thou belongest to the Numayr"). The occasion
of it was the unfortunate intervention of the Numayri
poet al-RacI in favour of al-Farazdak in the celebrated
feud between him and Djarlr (Nakd^id, 427-51, no.
53; Aghdm, vii, 49-50, xx, 169-71, etc.). The memory
of this quarrel survived for a very long time. It was
probably no accident that the man who urged the amir
Bugha to the expedition against the Numayr was the
great-grandson of Djarlr, the poet c Umara b. cAk!l b.
Bilal b. Djarlr; the Numayr moreover had slain four
of his uncles (Ibn Kutayba, Shfr, ed. de Goeje, 284,
where we must read Banu Dinna [b. cAbd Allah b.
Numayr] in place of Banu Dabba). The enmity
between the family of Djarir and the Numayr was
probably revived by the proximity of the latter to the
tribe of the poet, the Banu Kulayb b. Yarbu c .
To the Numayr belonged notable poets—in addition to al-RacI and his son Djandal—like Abu Hayya
(in the early cAbbasid period) and Djiran al- c Awd
whose Diwdn has been published (Cairo 1350/1931,
publications of the Egyptian Library), cf. Sezgin,
GAS, ii, 217.
Bibliography: Wiistenfeld, Register zu den geneal.
Tabellen, 340; Ibn Durayd, Kitdb al-Ishtikdk, ed.
Wustenfeld, 178-9; Ibn Kutayba, Kitdb al-Macdrif,
ed. Wustenfeld, 42; Ibn al-Kalbl, Djamharat alansdb, British Museum ms., fols. 147b-150a; Ibn alKalbl-Caskel, i, Tafeln, III, ii Register, 15-16, 450.
(G. LEVI DELLA VIDA)
AL-NUMAYRl, ABU HAYYA [see ABU HAYYA ALNUMAYRI in Suppl., and add to the Bibl. there: Y. alDjuburi, Shi^r Abi Hayya al-Numayn, Damascus 1975;
R.S. al-Tuwayfi, Shicr Abi Hayya al-Numayn, in alMawrid, iv/1 (1975), 131-52 (55 fragments), with the
additions of S. al-Ghaniml, in ibid., vi/2 (1977), 31112. See also Sezgin, GAS, ii, 464-5, ix, 288].
NUN, the 25th l e t t e r of the Arabic alphabet,
transcribed Inl, with the numerical value 50, according to the oriental order [see ABDJAD], Nun is also a
name of the 68th sura [see KUR D AN, SURA].
1. In Arabic
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Definition: an occlusive, dental, voiced nasal (Cantineau, Etudes, 38-40; Fleisch, Traite, i, 58, 84-5).
Slbawayh distinguishes two kinds of nun: (a) the one
whose point of articulation is the tip of the tongue and
the region a little above the incisors; this is a clear
(madjhur) and hard (shadid) ''letter", but it is accompanied by a resonance (ghunna) of the nose (anf). (b)
the light (khafifa) nun, whose point of articulation is
situated in the nasal cavities (khaydshim) (Kitdb, ii, 4524; Roman, Etude, i, 52, 56, 60).
For al-Khalfl, nun is an apical (dhalki) letter, articulated with the tip of the tongue (dhalk) (K. al-^Ayn,
65; Roman, Etude, i, 216-17).
As for Ibn Slna, he considers that nun is realised by
the tip of the tongue which touches the alveolar arch
and holds in the air, then emits it through the nasal
cavities (khaydshim); the air becomes a resonance
(ghunna) of the nose (minkhar) and a humming sound
(dawi) (Roman, Etude, i, 263-4).
Phonologically, the phoneme In! is defined by the
oppositions Inl-lml, Inl-lrl and Inl-lll (Cantineau,
Etudes, 172).
Alterations: the realisation (izhdr) of nun can only
take place before the four laryngeals Pi', / h / , I hi and
c
/ / and the two velars Ikhl and Ighl; before the bilabial
Ibl, there is conversion (kalb) to I ml; before the three
pre-palatals ///, Irl and lyl and the two bilabials I ml
and Iwl, there is assimilation (idghdm); before the
other consonants, there is concealment (ikh/a^), i.e.
reduction to the nasal resonance (Slbawayh, Kitdb, ii,
464-5; Roman, Etude, i, 306-7). See also TANWIN.
Bibliography: J. Cantineau, Etudes de linguistique
arabe, Paris 1960; H. Fleisch, Traite de philologie
arabe, i, Beirut 1961; A. Roman, Etude de la
phonologic et de la morphologic de la koine arabe, AixMarseilles 1983; al-Khalil, K. al-^Ayn, ed. Darwish,
Baghdad 1967; Slbawayh, Kitdb, ed. Derenbourg,
Paris 1889.
(G. TROUPEAU)
2. In T u r k i s h
The earliest form of Turkish known to us, that of
the Orkhon inscriptions (8th century A.D.), distinguished in the so-called "Runic" script two separate
forms for use in back- and front-vowelled syllables, for
the dental nasal /n/, plus further forms for the velar
nasal /rj/ and the palatal nasal /n/ (Talat Tekin, A
grammar of Orkhon Turkic, Bloomington-The Hague
1968, 23-4, 82-3, 92-3). A century or so later, the
Uyghur script distinguished /n/, and /n/, and the
Brahmi script a further sign /m/ for the nasalisation of
vowels arising out o f / n / (A. von Gabain, Altturkische
Grammatik1, Leipzig 1950, §§ 9, 25, 30-1).
In the Arabic script used for Ottoman Turkish,
the dental nasal /n/ was conveyed by the letter nun,
whilst the gutterally pronounced /n/, largely disappeared in standard Ottoman pronunciation, was written with the so-called sdghlr nun, the Persian gaf
(£, 3 ; in Central Asian Turkish, ^Ju). It should be
noted that /n/ is very rare in word-initial position in
true Ottoman Turkish words and /n/ never occurs
thus (J. Deny, Grammaire de la langue turque (dialecte
osmanli), Paris 1921, 19, 71-2, 76).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(Eo.)
3. I n d i a n s u b - c o n t i n e n t
Arabic, Persian and Turkish words with nun occur
frequently in Indian languages, and occasion no difficulties or differences in their orthography; the signs
for nunation (tanwiri) remain unchanged, and the
tashdidis used for the geminated -nn- whenever Arabic
orthography requires it (although it may be neglected
in early inscriptions). The sound-systems of the IndoAryan languages, however, have resulted in certain
modifications to the Perso-Arabic script, as follows.
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In most Indian phonologies there are nasalised
vowels; these are normally indicated by the usual nun
following the nasalised vowel, although when a nasalised long vowel stands finally in a word, or even morpheme, the final form of nun is written without its
nukta, and is then called nun ghunna. This is derived
from the purely calligraphic forms of the Persian
nastdHik script, but the Indian significance is different.
Also, geminated consonants can arise morphophonemically; e.g. in the Urdu verb bannd "to be made",
root ban + infinitive suffix -nd, the -nn- must be written
with two nuns and not with the tashdid.
Most Indian sound-systems have a retroflex nasal
(derived generally from a single intervocalic nasal in
Middle Indo-Aryan) as well as the dental, but these
have fallen together in standard Hindi and Urdu, and
even where they are still differentiated in various rustic forms of speech they are never distinguished in the
Urdu script. (They occur in GudjaratI and MarathI,
but here there is no question of the Perso-Arabic script
being used.) A retroflex nasal is required, however, in
Sindhi and in Pashto, where new writing devices have
been invented. In Pashto the nun, medial or final, is
written with its usual single nukta with the addition of
a small subscript circle (or "bean") to either form.
The Sindhi retroflex nasal substitutes a small to* for
the usual nukta. (Sindhi also distinguishes the velar
and palatal nasals in speech, but the velar h is represented by a gaf with two additional superscript
nukta?,, the palatal n by a ho? with two horizontal subscript nuktas.) The retroflex nasal also occurs in Pandjabl, but no standard writing system has yet been
introduced.
Bibliography: Specimens of written (and printed) Pandjabl, Pashto and Sindhi are given in the
appropriate volumes of G.A. Grierson, Linguistic
survey of India.
(J. BURTON-PAGE)
NUR (A.), l i g h t , synonym daw^, also du^ and diya^
(the latter sometimes used in the plural).
1. S c i e n t i f i c aspects
According to some authors, daw^ (diyd^) has a more
intensive meaning than nur (cf. Lane, Arabic-English
dictionary, s.v. daw^; this idea has its foundation in
Kur D an, X, 5, where the sun is called diya* and the
moon nur. The further deduction from this passsage
that diyd^ is used for the light of light-producing bodies
(sun) and nur on the other hand for the reflected light
in bodies which do not emit light (moon), is not correct, if we remember the primitive knowledge of
natural science possessed by the Arabs in the time of
Muhammad, nor is there any proof of it in later
literature. The works on natural science and
cosmology of the Arabs in the best period of the Middle Ages (Ibn al-Haytham, al-Kazwinl [q.vv.] and
later writers) in the great majority of cases use the
term daw* and it therefore seems justified to claim this
word as a technical term in mathematics and physics.
Besides dealing with the subject in his Optics (Kitdb
al-Mandzir), Ibn al-Haytham devoted a special treatise
to it entitled Kawl al-Hasan b. al-Husayn b. al-Haytham
fi 'l-daw^ which has been published with a German
translation by J. Baarmann in ZDMG, xxxvi (1882),
195-237, from which we take the following details:
As regards light, two kinds of bodies are distinguished, luminous (including the stars and fire) and
non-luminous (dark); the non-luminous are again
divided into opaque and transparent, the latter again
into such as are transparent in all parts, like air,
water, glass, crystal etc., and such as only admit the
light partly but the material of which is really opaque,
such as thin cloth.
The light of luminous bodies is an essential quality
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of the body, the reflected light of a body in itself dark
being, on the other hand, an accidental quality of the
body.
In the opinion of the mathematicians, all the
phenomena of light are of one and the same character;
they consist of a heat from fire which is in the
luminous bodies themselves. This is evident from the
fact that one can concentrate rays of light from the
brightest luminous body, the sun, by means of a
burning-glass on one point and thus set all inflammable bodies alight and by the fact that the air and
other bodies affected by the light of the sun become
warm. Light and heat are thus identified with each
other or regarded as equivalent. The intensity of light,
like that of heat, diminishes as the distance from the
source increases.
Every luminous body, whether its light is one of its
essential qualities (direct) or accidental (reflected),
illuminates any body placed opposite it, i.e. it sends
its light out in all directions. All bodies, whether
transparent or opaque, possess the power of absorbing
light, the former having further the power of transmitting it again; that a transparent body (air, water, etc.)
also has the power of absorbing light is evident from
the fact that the light becomes visible in it if it is cut
with an opaque body: the light must therefore have
already been in it.
The penetration of light into a transparent body
takes place along straight lines (proof: the sun's rays
in the dust-filled air of a dark room). This transmission of light in straight lines is an essential feature of
light itself, not of the transparent body, for otherwise
there must be in the latter specially marked lines along
which the light travels; such a hypothesis is however
disproved by admitting two or more rays of light at
the same time into a dark room and watching them.
The ray is defined as light travelling along a
straight line. The early mathematicians were of the
opinion that the process of seeing consisted in the
transmission of a ray from the eye of the observer to
the object seen and the reflection from it back to the
eye. Opposed to this is Ibn al-Haytham's view that
the body seen—luminous or opaque—sends out rays
in all directions from all points of which those going
towards the eye of the observer collect in it and are
perceived as the image of the body (cf. Optics, book i,
23: "Visio non fit radiis a visu emissis" and also book
ii, 23).
There is no absolutely transparent body; on the
contrary, every body, even the transparent one,
reflects a part of the light which strikes it (explanation
of the phenomena of twilight). According to Aristotle,
the heavens possess the highest and most perfect
degree of transparency. Ibn al-Haytham challenges
this statement and shows from a use of the theory of
the mathematician Abu Sacd al-cAla° b. Sahl (2nd half
of the 4th/10th century, see Sezgin, GAS, vi, 232-3),
which is based on the well-known rules of the refraction of light in passing through media of different densities, that the transparency has no limits and that for
every transparent body an even more transparent one
can be found.
An explanation of the origin of the halo around the
moon, of the rainbow, its shape and its colours, and
of the rainbow to be seen at night in the steam-laden
atmosphere of the bath, is given by al-Kazwinl in his
Cosmography, i (^Adjd^tb al-makhlukdt, ed. Wiistenfeld,
Gottingen 1849, 100-1; tr. Ethe, Leipzig 1868,
205 ff.). Al-KazwinI in his discussion replaces the
raindrops by small looking-glasses; Ibn al-Haytham,
on the other hand, deals with the problem in a much
more conclusive fashion by assuming a single or dou-

ble reflection of light in spheres (cf. E. Wiedemann,
in Wied. Ann., xxxix [1890], 575).
Bibliography: Given in the article. New, corrected ed. of Ibn al-Haytham's al-Kawlfi 'l-daw*, by
C
A.K. MursI, Cairo 1938; critical F r . t r . R.
Rashed, Le "Discours de la lumiere" d'Ibn al-Haytham,
in Revue d'histoire des sciences, xxi (1968), 198-224.
Cf. also the relevant chs. in Ibn al-Haytham, K. alMandzir, makdldt 1-3, ed. C A.H. Sabra, Kuwait
1983, tr. and comm. idem, Ibn al-Haytham's Optics,
2 vols., London 1989.
(W. HARTNER)
2. Philosophical aspects
The doctrine that God is light and reveals Himself
as such in the world and to man is very old and widely
disseminated in Oriental religions as well as in
Hellenistic gnosis and philosophy. We cannot here go
into the early history; it will be sufficient to refer to
some parallels in the Old and New Testaments, e.g.
Gen., i. 3; Isaiah, Ix. 1, 19; Zech., iv.; John, i. 4-9;
iii. 19; v. 35; viii. 12; xii. 35; and Rev., xxi. 23-4.
How Muhammad became acquainted with this
teaching we do not know, but the Kurgan has its
"light" verses, notably XXIV, 35, the "light verse"
proper; cf. XXXIII, 45 (Muhammad as lamp); LXI,
8-9 (God's light); LXIV, 8 (the light sent
down = revelation). The light verse runs (as rendered
by Goldziher, in Die Richtungen der Koranauslegung, 1835): "God is the light of the heavens and of the earth;
His light is like a niche in which there is a lamp; the
lamp is in a glass and the glass is like a shining star;
it is lit from a blessed tree, an olive-tree, neither an
eastern nor a western one; its oil almost shines alone
even if no fire touches it; light upon light. God leads
to his light whom He will, and God creates allegories
for man, and God knows all things."
From the context it is clear that we have to think of
the light of religious knowledge, of the truth which
God communicates through his Prophet to his
creatures especially the believers (cf. also XXIII, 40).
It is pure light, light upon light, which has nothing to
do with fire (ndr), which is lit from an olive tree,
perhaps not of this world (cf. however AJ. Wensinck,
Tree and bird as cosmological symbols in Western Asia, in
Verh. Ak. Amst. [1921], 27-8). Lastly, it is God as the
All-Knowing who instructs men and leads them to the
light of His revelation (cf. LXIV, 8). It is clear that
we have here traces of gnostic imagery but those
rationalist theologians, who—whether to avoid any
comparison of the creature with God or to oppose the
fantastic mystics—interpreted the light of God as a
symbol of His good guidance, probably diverged less
from the sense of the Kurgan than most of the
metaphysicians of light. Passages in which God
appears as the Knowing (caltm) and the Guiding (hddt)
are very frequent in the Kur D an. One did not need to
look far for an exegesis on these lines. As al-Ashcan
observes (Makdldt, ed. Ritter, ii, 534), the Muctazill
al-Husayn al-Nadjdjar interpreted the light verse to
mean that God guides the inhabitants of heaven and
earth. The Zaydls also interpreted the light as God's
good guidance [see SHICA and ZAYDIYYA].
From ca. 100 A.H., we find references to a prophetic doctrine of nur, and gradually to a more general
metaphysics of light, i.e. the doctrine that God is
essentially light, the prime light and as such the source
of all being, all life and all knowledge. Especially
among the mystics in whose emotional thinking
being, name and image coalesced, this speculation
developed. Meditation on the Kur D an, Persian
stimuli, gnostic-Hermetic writings, and lastly and
most tenaciously, Hellenistic philosophy provided the
material for new ideas. Al-Kumayt (d. 126/743 [q.v.])
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had already sung of the light emanating through
Adam via Muhammad into the family of CA1T [see
SHI C A]. The doctrine of light was dialectically
expounded by Sahl al-Tustari (d. 283/896) (see also
Massignon, Textes inedites, 39, and SAHL AL-TUSTARI).
The first representatives of a metaphysics of light in
Islam readily fell under the suspicion of Manichaeism,
i.e. of the dualism of nur and zulma (darkness) as the
eternal principles. The tradition of al-Tirmidhi that
God created in darkness [see KHALK] must have
aroused misgivings. The physician al-Razi (d.
311/923), although a Hellenistic philosopher, adopted
ideas from Persia and was for this refuted or cursed by
various theologians and philosophers. Many mystics
also (e.g. al-Halladj; according to Massignon, Passion,
150-1, wrongly) were accused of this dualism.
But the speculations about nur found powerful support from the 3rd/9th century in the monistic doctrine
of light of the Neo-Platonists (we do not know of any
Persian monism of light) which was compatible with
the monism of Islam. The father of this doctrine is
Plato, who in his Politeia, 506 D ff., compares the idea
of the good in the supersensual world with Helios as
the light of the physical world. The contrast is not
therefore between light and darkness but between the
world of ideas or mind and its copy, the physical world
of bodies, in the upper world pure light, in the lower
world light more or less mixed with darkness. Among
the Neo-Platonists, the idea of the good = the highest
God = pure light. This identification was also
facilitated by the fact that, according to Aristotle's
conception, light is nothing corporeal (De anima, ii, 7,
418b: [90)1;]... OUT£ Trup ou'0' oXco<; ao>(ia 008' a:topporj
aa>[ion:o£). From the context, which is however not all
clear, it appears that Aristotle regarded light as an
effective force (evepyeia). This is however of no importance here. Many Aristotelian forces and Platonic
ideas are described by Neo-Pythagoreans and NeoPlatonists sometimes as forces and sometimes as
substances (spiritual). With Aristotle, axoTO<;
(darkness) was conceived not as something positive
but as aiiprjaii; (privatio, the absence of light).
From this developed the doctrine which we find in
the Arabic Theology of Aristotle. Not far from the beginning (ed. Dieterici, 3) it is said: the power of light
(kuwwa nuriyyd) is communicated by the prime cause,
the creator, to the ^akl and by the Qakl to the world
soul, then from the cakl through the world soul to
nature and from the world soul through nature to the
things which originate and decay. The whole process
of this creative development proceeds without movement and timelessly. But God who causes the force of
light to pour forth is also light (nur; occasional
synonyms: husn, bahd*), the "prime light" (51) or (44)
the "light of lights". Light (51) is essentially in God,
not a quality (sifa), for God has no qualities but works
through His being (huwiyya) alone. The light flows
through the whole world, particularly the world of
men. From the supersensual original (150), the first
man (insdn ^akli), it flows over the second man (insdn
nafsdni) and from him to the third (insdn djismdni).
These are the originals of the so-called real men. Light
is, of course, found in its purest form in the souls of
the wise and the good (51). It should be noted also that
nur as a spiritual force (ruhdm, ^aklt) is distinguished
from fire (ndr) which is said to be only a force in matter with definite quality (85). Fire, of course, like
everything else, has its supersensual original. But this
is more connected with life than with light.
The elevation of the soul to the divine world of light
corresponds to the creative descent of light (8). When
the soul has passed on its return beyond the world of
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the Qakl, it sees there the pure light and the beauty of
God, the goal of all mystics.
Although the author of the Liber de causis is of the
opinion that nothing can be predicated regarding
God, yet he has to call Him the prime cause and more
exactly pure light (§ 5, ed. Bardenhewer, 69) and as
such the origin of all being and all knowledge (in God
is wudjud = ma^rifa; see § 23, p. 103).
The light emanated by God may, if it is regarded
as an independent entity, be placed at various parts of
the system. Most philosophers and theologians connect it with the ruh or ^akl or identify it with them,
sometimes also with life (haydt), but this must be more
closely investigated.
The great philosophers in Islam, al-Farabi and Ibn
Slna, connected the doctrine of light with the cakl in
metaphysics as well as in psychology. Al-Farabi is
fond of using many synonyms for the light of God and
the cakl (bahd^, etc.; see e.g. Der Musterstaat, ed.
Dieterici, 13 ff.). In the biography of al-Farabi in Ibn
Abi Usaybica (^Uyun, ed. Miiller, ii, 134-40), a prayer
is attributed to him in which God is invoked as the
"prime cause of things and light of the earth and of
heaven". Like al-Farabi, Ibn Slna takes up the doctrine of light in theology and further develops it. In his
psychological writings he regards the light as a link of
the soul and body (cf. Sahl al-Tustari, who places nur
between ruh and tin in the four elements of man). In
the Kitdb al-Ishdrdt (ed. Forget, Leiden 1892, 126-7) he
even reads the whole metaphysical doctrine of the ^akl
of the Aristotelians into the light verse of the Kurgan.
Light is the ^akl bi 7-/zc/, fire the cakl fa^dl and so on.
God's nur is therefore like the nous of Aristotle! This
discovery of Ibn Slna's was incorporated in the pious
reflections of al-Ghazali (in Ma^drid^ al-Kudsfimaddrid^
ma'rifat al-nafs, Cairo 1927, 58-9).
On the idea of light amongst the Sufis, see
TASAWWUF.
Bibliography: Ch. Clermont-Ganneau, La lampe
et I'olivier dans le Goran, in RHR, Ixxxi (1920), 21359; W.H.T. Gairdner, al-Ghazdli'sMishkdt al-Anwar
and the Ghazdli problem, in hi., v (1914), 121-53;
idem, al-GhazdlT's Mishkdt al-Anwdr, tr. with introduction, London 1924. See also C AKL, AL-INSAN ALKAMIL, ISMA C ILIYYA, ISHRAKIYYUN, AL-SUHRAWARDI

(AL-MAKTUL).
(Tj. DE BOER)
NUR ALLAH AL-SAYYID B. AL-SAYYID SHARIF
C
AL-MAR ASHI AL-HUSAYNI AL-SHUSHTARI, commonly
called Kadi Nur A l l a h , was born in 956/1549. He
was descended from an illustrious family of the
Marcashl Sayyids [q.v.] and settled in Shushtar. He
left his native place for India and settled in Lahore
where he attracted the notice of Hakim Abu '1-Fath
(d. 997/1588) and through his presentation to
Emperor Akbar (963-1014/1556-1605), he was
appointed kddi of Lahore in lieu of al-Shaykh Mucln
(d. 995/1586). cAbd al-Kadir Bada°unl, hi, 137, says
that he was, "although a Sh^i, a just, pious and
learned man." He was flogged to death in 1019/1610,
on account of his religious opinions, by the order of
the Emperor Djahangir (1014-37/1605-28). He is
regarded as al-Shahid al-Thdlith, "the third martyr",
by the Shfis and his tomb in Akbarabad is visited by
numerous Shi^Is from all parts of India.
He is the author of innumerable works, of which
the following may be quoted: 1. Hdshiya ca/a 7Bayddwi, a supercommentary to al-BaydawI's commentary on the Kurgan entitled Anwar al-tanzii. see
Asiatic Society of Bengal mss., List of the Government Collection, 16; 2. Hdshiya Shark djadid ^ald 7Tadjrid, glosses to Kushdji's commentary on Nasir alDln al-Tusi's compendium of metaphysics and
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theology, entitled Tadjrid al-kaldm: see Loth, Ind.
Off., no. 471, xv; 3. Ihkdk al-hakk wa-izhdk al-bdtil, a
polemical work against Sunnism written in reply to
Fadl b. Ruzbahan's work entitled Ibtdl al-bdtil, a
treatise in refutation of the Kashf al-hakk wa-nahaj. alsidk by Hasan b. Yusuf b. CA1I al-Hilli; see Bankipore
Library, Khuda Bakhsh cat., xiv, 172; FarangI
Mahall Library, Lucknow, fol. 108; Rampur
Library, 281; Asiatic Society of Bengal (List of Arabic
mss., 23); 4. Madj_dlis al-mu^minin, biographies of
famous Shl^Is from the beginning of Islam to the rise
of the Safawl dynasty in Persian: see Bankipore
Library cat., 766; Asiatic Society of Bengal cat., 59;
Ethe, Ind. Off., no. 704, and Rieu, Cat. of Persian mss.
in the Brit. Mus., 337a. Printed at Tehran 1268.
_Bibliography: Muhammad b. Hasan_al-Hurr alc
AmilT, Amal al-dmil fi culamd* Djabal cAmil, ed. alSayyid Ahmad al-Husaym, Baghdad 1385/1965-6,
ii± 336-7 no. 1037; Muhammad Bakir b. Zayn alc
Abid!n al-Musawi, Rawtfdt al-ajanndt f i ahtudl al^ulamd* wa 'l-sdddt, iv, 220; cAbd al-Kadir alBada°unl, Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, iii, 137 and Rieu,
Cat. of Persian mss. in the Brit. Mus., 337b.
(M. HIDAYET HOSAIN)
NUR BANU WALIDE SULTAN (ca. 932-91/ca. 152583), KHASSEKI ( p r i n c i p a l consort) of the Ottoman
sultan Sellm II [q. v. ] and mother of the sultan Murad
III [q. v . ] . She was born on Paros [see PARA] as Cecilia,
illegitimate daughter of Nicolo Venier (d. 1520), the
penultimate sovereign ruler of the island and of
Violante Baffo. The identity of this "Venetian
Sultana" is often confused with that of her successor,
the Wdlide Sultan Safiye [q.v.]. Some Turkish
historians persist in ascribing a Jewish origin to her.
At the time of the conquest of the island in 1537, she
was selected for deportation to the harem of the
Sultan's palace and presented to Prince Sellm (II).
Henceforward she is known as Nur Banu. In
953/1546 she gave birth to her eldest son, Murad.
While at Maghnisa [q. v. ] her daughters Shah Sultan
(951-88/1544-80), Djewher(-i Muluk) Khan (? 95186/1544-78), Ismikhan (Esmakhan) Sultan (95293/1545-85) and Fatima Sultan (d. 988/1580) were
born. Whether she was the mother of Sellm II's other
six sons is not evident.
At the death of Sellm II (28 Shacban 982/13
December 1574), it was she who ordered the corpse of
the monarch to be put on ice to postpone burial till the
time when her son arrived to succeed to the throne ten
days later.
During the reign of Sellm II, her influence mainly
affected official appointments by introducing the sale
of offices. The imperial harem gradually extended its
influence in this way to affairs outside the palace.
During the reign of her son, Nur Banu was able to
establish what is called the "Women's Sultanate"
(kadmlar saltanati). Apart from her daughters, the
leading members of her clique were the princess
Mihr-i Man (d. 985/1578 [q.v.]), the kedbdnu
("Mistress of the Female Household") from 991 till
1003/1595, Djanfeda Khdtun and Racliye Khdtun
(Kalfa) (d. 1005/26 June 1597), a lady companion
since Maghnisa days. (cf. SelanikI, Ta^nkh, ed.
Ip^irli, 695). The Jewish Kira Esther Handali (d. ca.
1590) also played a role in external contacts, e.g. with
the financier Joseph Nasi, duke of Naxos (1514-69)
[see NAKSHE). The bdbiisse^ddet aghast Qhazanfer Agha
(d. 1603) and the leading musdhib ShemsT Ahmed
Pasha (d. 988/1580-1) belonged to Nur Banu's
faction.
During her son's reign, one of her main preoccupations was the rivalry with Safiye, first khasseki of •

Murad III whom Nur Banu was able to relegate to the
Old Saray at the time of his accession.
In her day already, Nur Banu was compared to the
queen (mother) of France, Catherine de Medicis
(1519-89). The two exchanged letters in 1581 and
1582. The presents from the French "Wdlide Sultan"
to her Ottoman opposite number arrived too late in
April 1584 and were redirected to Safiye Sultan by
Esther Kira instead! Some letters of Nur Banu and her
Kira to the Doge and Senate as well as to the bailo,
Giovanni Correr (in Istanbul 1578-80), apart from the
many presents and tokens of respect received, are
evidence of the sultana's lasting favourable interest in
the affairs of Venice.
Her regular income came from the so called
bashmaklik ('slipper money') and wakf endowments
[see WALIDE SULTAN].
Nur Banu possessed her own palace near Edirne
Kapi0, where in 1580 her son retired during a serious
attack of epilepsy (Charriere, iii, 922 and n. 1). The
c
Atik Wdlide (Eski Valide) mosque complex at UskudarToptashi was built on her orders. Construction lasted
from 978/1570 to 991/1583 (designed by Sinan [q.v.]).
Two small mosques were built in her name elsewhere
in Istanbul.
After an illness, she died in her garden palace near
Edirne Kapi (according to SelanikI, Ta^rikh, ed.
ips,irli, 141: Yeni Kapi) on Wednesday, 22 Dhu '1Kacda 991/7 December 1583. Her son put on mourning dress (the first time ever reported of an Ottoman
sultan on such an occasion). He carried her out of the
palace gate and accompanied the coffin as far as the
mosque of Fatih, where the funeral saldt was performed. Nur Banu is buried in the mausoleum of
Sellm II at the Aya Sofya.
Bibliography: E. Rossi, La Sultana Nur Banu
(Cecilia Venier Baffo)..., in OM, xxxiii (1953) 433-41;
Selanikl, Ta^rikh, ed. M. Ipsirli in Latin script,
Tarih-i Seldniki, 2 vols., Istanbul 1989, 98, 140 f.,
155, 237, 502, 562, 587, 695; Mustafa CA1I, Kiinh
ul-akhbdr, quoted in J. Schmidt, Pure water for thirsty
Muslims. A study of Mustafa cAli of Gallipoli 's Kunh ulAhbdr, Leiden 1992,"l05, 157, 243, 269, 271,
331 f.; Ahmed Refik [Altmay] Kadmlar saltanati, 4
vols., Istanbul 1332/1914, i, 94-112; L4, art. Selim
II C§. Turan); i.H. Uzuncarsili, Osmanh devletinin
saray teskildti, Ankara 19842, 154-71, 234; (M.)Q.
Ulugay, Padisahlann kadmlan ve kizlan, Ankara
19852, 38, 40 ff., 43-4; I.H. Konyali, Uskudartarihi,
2 vols., Istanbul 1976, i, 141-9; von Hammer,
HEO, vii, 11, 17, 49, 124-31, 160, 164, 165, 191,
194; E. Charriere, Negociations de la France dans le
Levant, 4 vols., iii, Paris 1853, 831, 840, 922, iv,
1860, 36, 58, 123, 186 f, 236-41, 250, 273; P.
Grunebaum-Ballin,yo^/?A Nad, due de Naxos, ParisThe Hague 1968, 72-3, 82; J.H. Mordtmann, Die
Jiidische Kira im Serai der Sultane, in MSOS, xxxii/2
(1929), 1-38; S.A. Skilliter, The letters of the Venetian
"Sultana" Nur Banu and her Kira to Venice, in Studia
.... Alessio Bombaci..., Naples 1982, 515-36; eadem,
The Sultan's messenger Gabriel Defrens ..., in WZKM,
Ixviii (1976),_47-59.
(A.H. DE GROOT)
NUR DJAHAN, name given to M i h r a l - N i s a D ,
the famous queen of Djahanglr, the Mughal
Emperor. She was born at Kandahar in 985/1577
when her father, Ghiyath Beg, was migrating from
Persia to Hindustan (Mahathir al-umard^, i, 129). In the
reign of Akbar she was married to CA1T Kull Beg, a
Persian who had rendered distinguished military service to the Emperor and who, because of his bravery,
was known as Shir Afgan. The assassination of her
first husband will always remain a matter of con-
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troversy, some regarding it as a repetition of the story
of David and Uriah, others holding the view that he
had been suspected of disloyalty. It was not, however,
until four years later, in 1020/1611, that she became,
at the age of thirty-four, the wife of Djahanglr [q.v.].
In the eleventh year of that monarch's reign her name
was changed from Nur Mahall to Nur Djahan (Tuzuki Djahdngm, ed. Rogers and Beveridge, i, 319).
An extraordinarily beautiful woman, well-versed in
Persian literature in an age when few women were
cultured, ambitious and masterful, she entirely
dominated her husband, until eventually Djahangir
was king in name only. The chroniclers record that
she sometimes sat in thejharokd, that coins were struck
in her name, and that she even dared to issue farmdns
(Ikbdl-ndma, 54-7). She became the leader of fashion
and is said to have invented the catr-i Djahdngm, a
special kind of rose-water. Her style in gowns, veils,
brocade, lace, and herfarsh-i candam (carpets of sandalwood colour) were known throughout the length
and breadth of Hindustan.
Ably assisted in political affairs by her father, now
known as I c timad al-Dawla, and her brother, Asaf
Khan, she dispensed all patronage, thus falling foul of
the older nobility led by Mahabat Khan [q. v. ]. The
history of the last years of Djahanglr's reign is the
history of Nur Djahan's efforts at paving the way for
the succession of her son-in-law, Prince Shahriyar.
But the death of her father, combined with the fact
that Asaf Khan was supporting the claim of his own
son-in-law, Prince Khurram, considerably weakened
her power. On the death of Djahanglr, in 1037/1627,
she was completely outwitted by Asaf Khan, her candidate was defeated, and Prince Khurram ascended
the throne as Shah Djahan. The historians of Mughal
India record little of the last eighteen years of this
remarkable woman's life during the reign of Shah
Djahan.
Bibliography: Mu c tamid Khan, Ikbdl-ndma-yi
Djahdngm, Calcutta 1865; Shahnawaz Khan.
Mahathir al-umard-*, in Bibliotheca Indica, i, 127-134;
Beni Prasad, History ofjahangir, Allahabad 1940.
(C.C. DAVIES)
NUR KUTB AL- C ALAM, Sayyid, Sufi saint of
Pandu3a [q.v.} in Bengal and pioneer w r i t e r in the
Bengali v e r n a c u l a r , d. 819/1416. An adherent of
the CishtT order, he and his descendants did much to
popularise it in Bengal and Bihar and to create an
atmosphere favourable to the rise of the Bhakti movement there. In the literary field, he introduced the use
of nkhta, half-Persian, half-Bengali poetry. On the
political plane, he secured the patronage of the
Sharkls of Djawnpur [q. vv. ], and seems to have urged
Sultan Ibrahim Shark! [q.v.] to attack the Islamised
Hindu line of Radja Ganesa [see RADJA GANESH] who
were ruling in Bengal.
Bibliography: See BENGALI, ii, and CISHTIYYA.
A.
(Eo.)
NUR MUHAMMADf (A.), the M u h a m m a d a n
l i g h t . It is one of the most prominent names given to
MuhammacTs pre-existent entity which preceded the
creation of Adam [ q . v . ] . The concept has its parallels
in Jewish, Gnostic and neo-Platonic ideas (see I.
Goldziher, Neuplatonische und Gnostische Elemente im
Hadit, inZA, xxii [1909], 317 ff.; T. Andrae, Die Person Muhammeds, Upsala 1917, passim. See also, L.
Massignon, Al-Halldj, Paris 1922, passim; idem,
Recueil..., 1929, passim).
Not all Muslim scholars and theologians agreed on
the nature of Muhammad's pre-existence. Al-GhazalT
(d. 505/1111 [q.v.]) and Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1328
[q.v.]) claimed that the primordial creation (khalk) of
Muhammad did not signify pre-existence at all, only
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predestination (takdir). They were opposed by Taki alDln al-Subkl (d. 756/1355 [q.v.]), who supported the
dogma of Muhammad's pre-existence. There was also
disagreement on whether Muhammad was preexistent in body or in soul. The controversy brought
about the adoption of a somewhat neutral name for
the primordial entity of Muhammad: al-hakika alMuhammadiyya (see a survey of the various opinions in
Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Shaml, Subul al-hudd wa 7rashddfisiratkhayral-^ibdd, Cairo 1990, i, 91, 99-100).
The latter term, meaning "the Muhammadan
reality", emerges also in the discussions about al-Insdn
al-Kdmil [ q . v . ] , i.e., the Perfect Man, the archetype of
the universe and humanity, which is identified with
Muhammad. In these discussions allusion is most
often made to the Kur'anic verse of light (XXIV, 35).
Specific elaborations on the concept are current in the
Ismaciliyya [q.v.] and among other Srri^T extremist
sects (U. Rubin, Pre-existence and light', aspects of the concept of Nur Muhammad, in 705", v [1975], 107-9).
The idea of Muhammad's pre-existence is implied
in early hadith material, where it is stated that
Muhammad was the first of all prophets to be created
(e.g. Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, Beirut 1960, i, 148-9). The
idea is also implied in the commentaries on Kur D an
XXXIII, 7 (al-Tabari, etc.) which mentions the covenant (mith.dk [#.£>.]) of the prophets (Rubin, art. cit.,
69). Relevant are also the interpretations of Kurgan
VII, 172, which_deals with the dhurriyya (offspring) of
the children of Adam (Rubin, art. cit., 67-8).
In the early hadith material, the Muhammadan light
is referred to as nur Muhammad, and is given a special
function. It is identified with the spermatic substance
of Muhammad's ancestors. The light is said to have
reached the corporeal Muhammad from his progenitors through the process of procreation (see
especially Abu Sacd al-Khargushl, Sharaf al-Mustafd,
ms. B.L., Or. 3014, fols. 7 ff.). This concept (traducianism) corresponds to the Arabian, pre-Islamic,
belief that virtues, as well as vices, were passed on
from the ancestors (Goldziher, Muh. St., i, 41-2).
Bearing (in their loins) the divine Muhammadan
substance, Muhammad's Arab ancestors are
presented as true Muslims, and sometimes even as
"prophets" (Rubin, art. cit., 71-83. See also the commentaries of al-Kummf, al-TusT, al-TabarsI, al-RazT,
al-Kurtubi, etc. on Kur'an, XXVI, 219: watakallubakaji 'l-sddjidiri). The early Sira of Ibn Ishak (d.
150/767 [q.v.]) already contains a detailed description
of the emergence of a prophetic blaze (ghurrd) on the
forehead of cAbd Allah, MuhammacTs father. It
rested in his body till it was passed on to Amina, when
she became pregnant with Muhammad (Ibn Hisham,
100 ff.). Sh^I traditions hold that not only Muhammad, but also CA1I [q.v.] and his family, including the
Imams, shared the same light. It is claimed that while
being passed on through the ancestors, the light was
split in two, so that both Muhammad and CA1I
received equal shares of it (Rubin, art. cit., 83-98).
There are also Sunn! counter-versions in which the
first four caliphs are given a share in the Muhammadan light (Rubin, art. cit., 112 ff.).
There is also another kind of divine pre-existent
light which is referred to as Nur Allah. It is said to have
reached Muhammad and the Sh^T Imams through the
previous prophets (not the ancestors). It is being
passed on at the end of each person's life, as part of
his hereditary authority (wasiyya) (see Rubin, Prophets
and progenitors in the early Shi^a tradition, in JSAI, i
[1979], 41 ff.).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(U. RUBIN)
NUR SATGUR (meaning "true teacher"), a per-
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son whose name is generally associated with the
beginnings of the Nizari [see NIZARIYYA] or Satpanth
(i.e. the true path) Ismacilism in India but who
remains more as an enigmatic and a symbolic
figure around whom the Nizarl tradition has woven
a colourful tapestry of legends representing the
emergence of its dacwa in the Indian subcontinent. As
far as the historical sources are concerned, we are on
very tenuous ground because of scanty material. Most
of our information is therefore derived from the
Nizarl sources which tend to be hagiographic. The
major source of his biography is the community's
indigenous religious literature known as gindns
(derived from Sanskrit jndna, meaning "contemplative or meditative knowledge"). The gindns are
poetical compositions in Indian vernaculars, such as
SindhI, PandjabI, MultanI, GudjaratI and Hindi, are
polyglot in nature, and are ascribed to various pirs
[q.v.] who were active in preaching and propagating
the dacwa. They resemble didactic and mystical poetry
and are often anachronistic and legendary in nature.
Moreover, as this literature was preserved orally in
the beginning before it was committed to writing in
Khodjkl (or Kh w adja SindhI) script, and printed
during the second half of the 19th century in
GudjaratI without any critical apparatus, it poses a
different set of problems concerning its antiquity,
authenticity, transmission, and interpolation. Based
on some gindns ascribed to Nur Satgur, he probably
came from Persia to Patan (in Gudjarat), where he
allegedly succeeded in converting the then reigning
Radjput king Siddharadja Djayasirhha (1094-1143),
the same king who is also reported to have been converted by the MustaclI-TayyibI [q.v.] dacwa. The
second narrative in those gindns traces Nur Satgur's
activities in another region, Dharanagarl, after his
exploits in Patan, where he allegedly succeeded not
only in converting the king but also in marrying the
latter's daughter. (For details, see Azim Nanji, The
Nizdri Ismd^ili tradition in the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent,
Delmar, N.Y. 1978, 50-3, where the Nizarl tradition
about the commencement of the Nizarl dacwa is
analysed.) The existence of a shrine located in Navsarl, near Surat, ascribed to him, and the chronogram
on his tombstone giving the date of his death as
487/1094, are of very little help in locating him
historically, as the shrine was actually constructed
towards the end of the 18th century (Nanji, op. cit.,
60).
Bibliography: For a full description of older
sources and works ascribed to him, see I.
Poonawala, Biobibliography of Ismd^Tli literature,
Malibu, Cal. 1977, 298; F. Daftary, The Isnuftlu:
their history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, 415, 478.
(I. POONAWALA)
NUR AL-DIN, C ABD AL-KADIR, Algerian scholar
and teacher, born at Biskra ca. 1892 and died in
Algiers on 12 April 1987.
Of modest origins, he attended the primary school
in his home town and at 15 entered the Algiers medersa. Under the guidance of eminent teachers, in particular, cAbd al-Kadir al-Madjdjawi, cAbd al-Hallm
Ben Smaya, Muhammad al-Sacid Ibn ZakrI and
Muhammad Ben Cheneb, he followed classical
studies in Arabic and French and obtained the
Diploma of Higher Studies. He completed his education by helping with the courses of well-known ^ulama?
such as CA1I Ahmad b. al-Hadjdj Musa, Muhammad
b. Mustafa b. al-Khudja and Abu '1-Kasim alHafnawl which they gave in the mosques of the
capital. For several years, he functioned as adel (W/,
professional witness in the law courts) at Cherchell,

but soon left this in order to devote himself in the
future to teaching. He was appointed mudarris at
Blida, then at Tlemcen and then, in 1945, at Algiers,
in the al-Thacalibiyya madrasa, which became a
Franco-Muslim lycee in 1951. Meanwhile, Nur alDln acted as repetiteur in Arabic at the Faculty of Letters in the University and charge de cours at the Institute
of Higher Islamic Studies. He had connections with
the French Arabists, amongst others H. Peres, M.
Canard, J. Cantineau and H. Jahier of the Faculty of
Medicine, and in collaboration with this last published five works concerned with medicine and the
physicians of the Muslim West (see below).
In the course of his long teaching career, Nur alDln endeavoured above all to inculcate in his pupils
the constitutive elements of the Arabic language and
to bring to life the Arab-Islamic cultural heritage.
This double task inspired his preferences and guided
the choices which he made. On one hand, he put
together a dozen manuals for lycee and medersa
classes: precis of Arabic grammar, collections of
classical and modern texts, with a lexicographical and
grammatical commentary, followed by exercises, in
which he strove to set forth the subject-matter in an
easily comprehensible form. Having realised that certain ideas did not come easily to young minds, he tried
to express them by concrete examples. Moreover, he
thought that his pupils would more quickly grasp the
syntactic relationships of words and would understand
their functions better if he presented to them
schematically certain examples, so that the arrangement of the different elements of the phrase might
become clearer and more eloquent. All his educational works show great pedagogic care.
On the other hand, Nur al-Dln edited, translated
into French and commented upon, in collaboration
with Jahier, famous works of Ibn Rushd and Ibn Abl
Usaybica, wishing thereby to throw into relief that
place which scientific texts, at the side of
philosophical, religious and hagiographic ones, occupied in the Arabic literature of the Muslim West.
Of his historical works, one should mention his
critical edition of Ghazawdt ^Urudj. wa-Khayr at-Din, of
a history of the town of Constantine by Hadjdj Ahmad
Ibn al-Mubarak and, above all, his Safahdt fi ta*rikh
madinat al-Djazd^ir, which is characterised by the
solidity of its documentation, the clarity of its exposition and its easy style.
The essential quality of his publications shows that
Nur al-Dln was a significant example of an Algerian
^dlim, with an Arabic and French education, who took
up modern pedagogical methods and research techniques based on bibliography, the study of sources
and manuscripts. With an absence of dogmatism and
in a spirit of liberal-minded curiosity, he led a
studious life devoted to learning. However, his published work is less important than the real value of the
effects produced by his teaching, and it was in effect
by his practical example that his influence was
deepest. As a good teacher, well-informed, devoted
and with a rare modesty, he brought much and inspired much not merely to his numerous pupils but
also to his colleagues.
The chronological list of his writings is as follows:
A. Full-size works (all p u b l . Algiers unless
otherwise stated)
1. Muntakhab al-hikdydt al-mithliyya, 1346/1927. 2. K.
Ghazawdt ^Urudi wa-Khayr al-Din, chronique arabe du
XVIe s., 1934. 3. al-Kird^dt al-ifnkiyya al-mashruha,
1366/1937; 4. Ldmiyyat al-afdl, 1358/1940; 5. al-Kawl
al-ma^thur min kaldm_al-Shaykh *Abd al-Rahmdn alMadjdhub. n.d. 6. al-Adjurrumiyya ^ald tank al-su^dl wa
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'l-djawdb, grammatical analysis with exercises.
1365/1946. 7. al-Mutdla^a al-^arabiyya al-^asriyya,
1366/1947. 8. al-Risdla al-sarfiyya hi 'l-shakl al-tdmm,
n.d. 9. Ta^rikh madinat Kusantina li 'l-Hddjdj Ahmad Ibn
al-Mubdrak, 1952. 10. ^Anb b. Sacid al-Kdtib al-Kurtubi,
Le livre de la generation du foetus et le traitement des femmes
enceintes et des nouveaux-nes, tr. et annote par H. Jahier et A.
Noureddine, 1956. 11. Avicenne, Poeme de la Medecine, texte
arabe publie, traduit et annote, accompagne d'une traduction
latine du XHIe siecle, par H.J. et A.M., Paris 1956. 12.
Ibn Abl Usaybica, K. ^Uyun al-anbd* bi-tabakdt alatibbd^ (chap. XIII: medecins de I 'Occident musulman),
publie, traduit et annote par H.J. etA.N., 1377/1958. 13.
Ibid., chap. IV, V, et VI: Hippocrate et les hippocratiques,
Galien et ses successeurs, les medecins alexandrins, publie, traduit et annote par H.J. et A.N., 1958. 14. K. Prdb aldiumal, 1377/1958. 15. Ibn cAbd al-Djabbar alFadjidji, Rawdat al-sulwdn (Le Jardin de Consolation),
publie, traduit et annote par H.J. etA.N., 1378/1959. 16.
Anthologie de textes poetiques attribues a Avicenne, publie avec
traduction franc, aise et notes par H.J. etA.N., 1960. 17. alInshd* al-^arabi, 1960. 18. Asds al-^arabiyya li-ta^lim alhuruf al-hid^d^iyya, 1960. 19. al-Muntakhab min ashlar alc
Arab, 1961. 20. K. al-Wasila li-Hlm al-^arabiyya, n.d.
21. Pages de la medecine arabe, avec preface et commentaire;
gerontologie arabe au Moyen Age, n.d. 22. Safahdt fita^rikh
madinat al-Djaza?ir, Constantine 1385/1965. 23.
Mukhtasar fi 'l-^ibdddt, trad, franc,aise, n.d. 24. Dictionnaire franfais-arabe de Ben Sedira, revu et augmente par
N.A., n.d.
B. A r t i c l e s
1. Un episode de I'histoire de l}ancient Alger, in Melanges
E.F. Gautier, 1937. 2. Un philanthrope maure du XIXe siecle, El Hadj Abderrahmane El-Kinai. Essai d'une biographie
critique et commentaire, in Feuillets d'El-Djezair, no. 2
(Algiers, Sept. 1942), 57-63. 3. Rapprochement litteraire,
mBEA, no. 21 (Algiers, Jan.-Feb. 1945), 7-8. 4. Ibn.
Khallikdn, notice biographique sur Avicenne extraite des
Wafaydt al-a^ydn, texte arabe presente et traduit par N.A. et
H. Peres, in ibid., no. 52 (March-April 1951), 36-43.
5. Nubdha min safahdt f ta^rikh madinat al-DjazdDzV..., in
Madjalla Kulliyyat al-Addb, no. 1 (Algiers 1964), 3-32.
Bibliography. H. Peres, Critique de manuels
d'arabe classique. I. Manuel de Noureddine, inBEA, no.
39 (Sept.-Oct. 1948), 171-7; A. Merad, Compterendu de la publication du poeme Rawdat al-sulwdn,
in RAfr., ciii/3-4 (1959), 409-10.
(R. BENCHENEB)
NUR AL-DlN ARSLAN SHAH ABU 'L-HARITH B.
C
MAS UD B. MAWDUD B. ZANGI, called al-Malik alc
Adil, sixth r u l e r in Mawsil of the Zangid line of
Atabegs, reigned 589-607/1193-1211.
On the death of his father c lzz al-Dm Mascud [0.0.],
Nur al-Dm succeeded him, but for many years was
under the tutelage of the commander of the citadel of
Mawsil, the eunuch Mudjahid al-Dln Kaymaz alZaym, till the latter's death in 595/1198-9. Nur alDm's early external policy aimed at securing control
of Nisibin [q.v.] from his kinsman, the Zangi lord of
Sindjar clmad al-Dln Zangl and the latter's son Kutb
al-Dm Muhammad (594/1109), but was frustrated by
the intervention in Diyar Bakr, leading to a_siege of
Mardin [q.v.], by the Ayyubids al-Malik al-cAdil and
al-Malik al-Kamil [q.vv.]. Nur al-Dm was victorious
there in 595/1199 and drove al-Malik al-Kamil back
to Damascus, but had himself to return to Mawsil
through illness. Kutb al-Dm Muhammad retained his
formal allegiance to al-Malik al-cAdil (600/1203-4),
and Nur al-Dm's capture of and attempt to hold Tell
A c far failed in the next year.
The pattern of alliances then changed, with a marriage union between Nur al-Dln's daughter and al-
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Malik al-cAdil's son, when the Zangids of Mawsil and
the Ayyubids for a while united Kutb al-Dm, but this
alignment changed with the intervention of the lord of
Irbil, Muzaffar al-Dm Gokbiiri, ajtid the formation of
an alliance against al-Malik al-cAdil which now included the Saldjuk sultan of Rum Kay Khusraw I
[0.0.]. Nevertheless, in the end Kutb al-Dln retained
possession of Sindjar until 616/1219, but Nur al-Dln
himself died in Radjab 607/January 1211, to be succeeded in Mawsil by his son c lzz al-Dln Mascud alMalik al-Kahir.
Nur al-Dln left behind a reputation in Mawsil as a
benefactor to the town, building inter alia a madrasa
there for the ShaficTs when he himself passed from the
HanafT madhhab to that of the ShaficTs.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Ibn al-Athlr, Kdmil,
xii; idem, Atabegs, in RHC, Historiens orientaux, i, 71,
74, 82, 86, ii/2, 5, 346-62; Ibn Khallikan, ed.
c
Abbas, i, 193-4, tr. de Slane, i, 174-5. 2. Studies.
H.M. Gottschalk, al-Malik al-Kamil von Agypten und
seineZeit, Wiesbaden 1958, 41-3; R.S. Humphreys,
From Saladin to the Mongols, the Ayyubids of Damascus
1193-1260, Albany 1977, 91, 114, 120, 128-21. See
also Zambauer, Manuel, 226; El1 art. s.v. (K.V.
Zettersteen), of which the above article is a resume.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
NUR AL DlN MAHMUD B. ZANKI, Zankid or
Zangid sultan and successor to ZankI (d. 565/1174),
who was murdered during the siege of Kalcat Djacbar
[q.v.] in Rab^ I 541/September 1146. The succession
posed a series of problems since there were four heirs:
Sayf al-Dln Ghazi, the eldest, represented his father
at Mawsil [0.0.], the second son, Nur al-Dm
Mahmud, had accompanied his father in the majority
of his military operations, the third, Nusrat al-Dln
Amlr-Amlran, was to be governor of Harran [0.0.],
the fourth son, Kutb al-Dln Mawdud [0.0.] was to
succeed his eldest brother at Mawsil. There was also
a daughter who was to marry the amir Nasir al-Dln
al-Sun.
After the death of his father, Nur al-Dm made his
way to Aleppo [see HALAB], following the advice of
Shlrkuh, a Kurdish amir and friend of the former
sultan. Sawar, the governor of the town, recognised
Zankid sovereignty. Hamat [0.0.], of which the titular
amir was Salah al-Dm al-Yaghisiyanl, also rallied to
his cause. At Mawsil, the situation was more complicated, but the pro-Zankid amirs succeeded in bringing Sayf al-Dln Ghazi from Kurdistan and obtained
from the sultan his appointment as ruler of Mawsil.
Raymond of Poitiers, prince of Antioch, did not
hear the news of the assassination of ZankI until seven
days after the establishment of Nur al-Dm at Aleppo.
He dispatched two forces, one against Aleppo and the
other against Hamat, whereupon the Muslims compelled their opponents to withdraw to Antioch [see ANTAKIYA]. Edessa, eastern bastion of Prankish expansion for the previous half-century (1098-1144 [see
AL-RUHA]), came again under Muslim control, but
Armenian elements who constituted the majority of
the population there succeeded in neutralising the effectiveness of the local Muslim garrison and called
upon the aid of Joscelin, who was the son of an Armenian mother. After six days of forced marches from
Aleppo, Nur al-Dln was the first to arrive with siege
machinery. The vigour of his operations induced the
Armenians to evacuate the town. Joscelin found
refuge at Sumaysat on the right bank of the
Euphrates. Edessa was then incorporated into the domain of Nur al-Dln. Relations between the latter and
Sayf al-Dln Ghazi became strained until, on the occasion of his brother's investiture, Nur al-Dm addressed
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to him, from Aleppo, an official act of homage,
recognising the primacy of his elder brother. He obtained guarantees for his eastern frontier where Harran took the place of Edessa and was charged with the
responsibility of conducting the djihdd [q. v. ] against
the enemy from the West.
Reviving the policy of his father, Nur al-Dln decided to take possession of Damascus [see DIMASHK] and
to incorporate it into a Syrian federation, for political
reasons in view of the presence of the Prankish
kingdom of Jerusalem to the south, and for economic
reasons since, being deprived of the Djazlra [#-^-]>
Syria needed the Bikac and also the Hawran [q. vv. ] to
gain adequate supplies of cereals. In spring of 541/
May 1147, Nur al-Din and Mucln al-Dln Unur
together confronted the Franks in the Hawran, where
Altintash, governor of Salkhad and of Bosra [q. vv. ]
was seeking to make himself independent of
Damascus with the aid of the Franks of Jerusalem, but
the latter were forced to withdraw.
For the Latin states, the objective was to remove
Nur al-Dln, but the absence of political direction
among the Crusaders spared the latter a campaign
which could have caused him serious problems. On 24
July 1148, following a series of debates in the Assizes
of Jerusalem, the decision was taken to attack
Damascus. In July, the Franks mustered at Tiberias
and arrived before Damascus on the 24th. Mucln alDln sent urgent appeals for help to Mawsil and Aleppo and exploited the Zankid threat to repel the
Franks, who raised the siege on 28 July.
The year 1149 was a time of considerable activity.
Nur al-Dln was determined to counter the attacks of
Raymond of Antioch. He decided, after receiving
reinforcements from Damascus, to attack the region
of Afamiya [q. v. ], then occupied by the Franks. He
also laid siege to Inab which commanded the valley of
the Ghab [q.v.]. On 20 Safar 544/29 June 1149,
having defeated the Latins at a place known as cArd
al-Hatim, Nur al-Dm occupied the land between the
Rudj and the Orontes [see AL- C ASI]. He took Afamiya
and Kalcat al-Mudlk, and then Harim [q. v. ], where
he installed a Muslim garrison and then resumed the
siege of Antioch, where the antagonists concluded a
truce.
On 23 Rabl< II 544/28 August 1149, on the death
of Mucln al-Dln Unur, there was tension in
Damascus, where Mudjir al-Dln Aybak took control
of the government. Seeking to intervene, Nur al-Dln
found a pretext in the campaign currently being conducted by the Franks in the Hawran. He appealed for
the participation of a Damascene contingent in his
support but, on the basis of previous agreements the
Damascenes called upon the Franks of Jerusalem for
help in resisting Nur al-Dln. Advancing with undiminished speed, the latter crossed the Bikac, traversed the Anti-Lebanon and deployed his army some ten
km to the south-west of Damascus at a place known
as Manazil al-cAsakir, on 26 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 544/25
April 1150. From his encampment, Nur al-Dln sent a
declaration to the Damascenes, informing them that
he had come to protect them from their supposed
allies, the Franks. Since his supporters were still too
few in number to control the city, Nur al-Dln decided
to return to Aleppo, where his presence was necessary
following the capture of Joscelin of Edessa by Turcomans in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 544/April 1150 and his incarceration in the citadel of Aleppo. This event gave
rise to various repercussions: in the month of Muharram 545, the Saldjuk ruler of Rum, Mascud b.
Muhammad, set out to blockade Tell Bashir and invited Nur al-Dm to join him. The latter accepted, not

wishing to allow his rival to be the sole beneficiary of
the situation. While Mascud succceeded in taking all
the places situated in the valleys to the west of the
Euphrates, Nur al-Dln attacked the region of upper
c
Afrin [q. v. ] in order to take control of the communications routes linking Antioch with the north. In
autumn 545/1150 he occupied the region downstream
of al-Blra [q.v.] on the right bank of the Euphrates.
The frontier of the Ddr al-Islam was thus transferred
from the Euphrates to the Orontes.
At the end of 545/spring 1151 the problem arose of
the renewal of the treaty concluded between
Damascus and Jerusalem. It was then that Nur al-Din
established his base to the south of Damascus and
issued an appeal to the population but, failing to prevent contacts between the Damascenes and the troops
of Baldwin III, he withdrew to the valley of the
Barada [q.v.]. The Franks entered the city and, before
returning to Jerusalem, claimed a portion of the indemnity promised in July 1151. After their departure,
Nur al-Dln renewed the siege of Damascus and
engaged in negotiations: Damascus agreed to
recognise his sovereignty, to mention him in the khutba [q.v.] and to strike coinage in his name, but in fact
the city retained its independence.
In April-May 1152 the Zankid prince sent troops to
the coast, taking Tartus, a port situated between alLadhikiyya [q.v.] and Tarabulus al-Sham, thus severing communications between the County of Tripoli
and the principality of Antioch.
Mudjir al-Dm preferred the Prankish protectorate
to the Zankid ascendancy. To win over the population
of Damascus to the cause of Nur al-Dm, his agents
engaged in subtle propaganda, while he himself
resorted to more persuasive tactics: he intercepted the
food supplies arriving from the south. Prices rose and
famine threatened. While the city starved, Nur al-Dln
had dealings with the heads of the ahddth [q. v. ] and
with the zu^dr who were recruited among the porters
and lower echelons of the souks. Mudjir al-Dln appealed to the Franks, but before they had time to intervene, Nur al-Dm launched his operation. When his
troops entered the town, the middle classes barricaded
their homes against them and the mob went on the
rampage, but within a few hours Nur al-Din restored
order, distributed provisions and undertook to respect
private property. The population was reassured.
Mudjir al-Dln, isolated in the citadel, accepted Hims
[q.v.] in return for his capitulation. On the day of his
departure, Nur al-Dln called a meeting, the participants including the ra*is RadI al-Dln al-Tamlml
and Nadjm al-Dln Ayyub, the kadis and thefukahd*, as
well as leading citizens and merchants. He repeated
his conciliatory assurances and announced the abolition of taxes levied on the markets. The arrival of Nur
al-Dln in Damascus marked the beginning of a new
era for all the victims of previous regimes; thus the
amir Usama b. Munkidh, who had left the city ten
years earlier, returned at the start of Rabi* II
549/June 1154.
In eight years, Nur al-Dln was to achieve, by
gradual stages, his objective of a united Syria. He
began by consolidating his position at Aleppo; as a
means of suppressing the Shi^Is, he revived with increased vigour the measures which ZankI had inaugurated: the imposition of SunnI Islam was to be
one of the major objectives of his policy. Having
relocated his eastern frontier on the Balikh, he was
assured of the neutrality of his elder brother. He also
participated in the dismemberment of the County of
Edessa, as a result of which he had, in the north, a
common frontier with his father-in-law Mascud,
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Saldjuk sultan of Rum. Whereas the power of ZankI
had extended, from east to west, from Mawsil to Aleppo, that of Nur al-Dln extended, in 549/1154, on a
north-south axis from cAzaz [q.v.] and al-Ruha to
$osra and §alkhad, guaranteeing the food-supplies of
the Muslim towns.
The following year, Nur al-Dln demanded the submission of the amir Dahhak al-Bikaci, since the region
of Baclabakk [q. v. ] was dependent on the province of
Damascus. When his demand was refused, he did not
hesitate to send a detachment to rid himself of the
rebel, who capitulated on 7 Rab^ II/9 June 1155.
This problem being settled, the treaty with Jerusalem
renewed and another concluded with Antioch, Nur alDln was free to intervene in the struggle which had
broken out between Saldjuks and Danishmendids
[q.v.] regarding the inheritance of his father-in-law
who had recently died. He responded to the appeal of
his brother-in-law Yaghi-basan, amir of Si was, and
took possession of the Saldjuk localities on the right
bank of the Euphrates, including al-BTra.
In the spring of 551/1156, weary of the skirmishes
provoked by Renaud de Chatillon, the amir Madjd alDTn, representative of Nur al-Dln in northern Syria,
launched an attack in the direction of Harim. Informed of the depredations committed by the Franks,
Nur al-Dln left Damascus with a strong contingent to
support the army of the north. Learning of his arrival,
Renaud de Chatillon offered peace negotiations. An
agreement was reached by which the treaty with Antioch was restored: Harim remained in the hands of
the Franks but produce and revenues were shared between the two states. Nur al-Dln returned to
Damascus in Ramadan 551/November 1156 and
renewed the treaty with Jerusalem, but at the end of
Dhu '1-Hidjdja 551/early February 1157 the Franks
violated it. Baldwin III, pre-occupied by heavy debts
and anticipating easy booty, launched an attack
against the fertile region of the Djawlan [q.v.] where,
under the terms of the treaty, Turcomans pastured a
considerable number of horses and cattle; the
Prankish cavalry seized these herds and took the
herdsmen prisoner. This raid gave Nur al-Dln, who
was eager to take possession of Baniyas [q.».], an excellent pretext for intervention. In Safar 552/early
April 1157 he succeeded in persuading the
Damascenes and the peasants of the Ghuta [q. v. ] to
contribute towards the cost of equipping his army
with siege engines. Having reinforced the garrison of
Baclabakk to guard against possible intervention from
the north, Nur al-Dln sent an army commanded by
his brother Nusrat al-Dln in the direction of Baniyas,
where Frankish reinforcements were reported to have
arrived. On 13 Rab^ 1/26 April 1157 the troops of
Damascus inflicted a heavy defeat on the Franks and,
although he succeeded in breaching the walls of
Baniyas, Nur al-Dln learned of the advance of
Baldwin, marching to the rescue of the besieged town,
and taken by surprise, he gave the order to withdraw.
Baldwin, believing that the troops of Damascus would
not return, entrusted the task of restoring the town's
defences to his infantry, and set out with his cavalry
towards Galilee. Nur al-Dln set up an ambush near
Djisr Banat Ya c kub [q.v.] on the Jordan, and when
the Franks halted on the shore of Lake Tiberias he
surrounded them and took them prisoner. This success had the effect of uniting all the Frankish factions
against him.
Learning that the Crusaders had established their
head-quarters in the Bukay c a [0.0.], not far from Hisn
al-Akrad [q.v.], with the intention of attacking in the
direction of the Middle Orontes, Nur al-Dln left
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Damascus in Radjab 552/August 1157 in order to
repair the defences of fortresses damaged by the earthquakes of the previous month. Arriving at Sarmm, he
spent some time there. Shortly after the beginning of
Ramadan 552/October 1157, he fell ill there and summoned Nusrat al-Dln, Shlrkuh and his senior officers.
Aware of the gravity of his condition, he gave instructions to be followed in the event of his death: he
nominated Nusrat al-Dln as his successor, to be resident at Aleppo; Nadjm al-Dln Ayyub was to remain
military governor of Damascus and Shlrkuh was to be
his representative there. In spite of intensive treatment, his condition worsened. The prince was
transferred to Aleppo where he was lodged in the
citadel. His health improving, he resumed the control
of affairs and sent troops to occupy Shayzar.
Henceforward the entire course of the Orontes was
under the control of the Zankid power. Finally
restored to health, Nur al-Dln returned to Damascus
on 6 Rab^ I 533/7 April 1158 and immediately set
about mustering an army with the object of taking
revenge for recent French raids against the Hawran
and Darayya in the Ghuta. The army left Damascus
on 9 Rabf II 533/11 May 1158 with heavy equipment
for laying siege to HabTs Djaldak, a cave fortified by
the Crusaders which controlled Djawlan to the east
and Lake Tiberias to the north-east. Learning that
reinforcements were advancing, Nur al-Dln raised the
siege and the two armies met near the Jordan on 14
Djumada 11/13 July. When some of the Muslim contingents were forced to give ground, Nur al-Dln
ordered a strategic withdrawal; the Franks, fearing a
trick on the part of the Damascenes, declined to pursue them.
In Dhu '1-Hidjdja 553/December 1158-January
1159, Nur al-Dln once again fell ill in Damascus.
Learning that Manuel was approaching from Cilicia,
he urged the governors of the Syrian border regions to
be vigilant. As his condition deteriorated, the prince
summoned his senior amirs to Damascus and warned
his entourage against any sinister intentions towards
him on the part of his brother Nusrat al-Dln. To avoid
any misunderstanding, he appointed as his successor
his brother Kutb al-Dln Mawdud, ruler of Mawsil.
At the beginning of 554/1159 Nur al-Dln was
threatened by a proposed Franco-Byzantine coalition.
He issued to his amirs a summons to the Holy War,
had an advanced bastion constructed at Aleppo and
ordered the abandonment of certain sites which would
be difficult to defend such as Kurus. Learning that the
Franks and the Basileus were intending to march
against Aleppo, the prince set out to meet them. The
latter had reached the ford of Balaneus on the cAfr!n,
whilst other elements were advancing from c lmm to
the west of Aleppo. There then began a long series of
negotiations which concluded, in Safar 554/end of
May 1159, with an agreement between Manuel and
Nur al-Dln. An important element of this agreement
was the latter's promise of support against Kilfdj
Arslan II, the enemy of Byzantium. Manuel sought to
conduct in northern Syria a policy of checks and
balances, and it was fear of a Byzantine intervention
which for many years prevented Nur al-Dln exploiting to the full his successes against the Franks. He
entrusted Harran [q.v.] to the isfahsdldr amir Zayn alDm CA1I Kii£uk, ruler of Irbil [q.v.]. From Harran he
descended towards the Euphrates and set about
wresting control of al-Rakka from the sons of the amir
a^anddr, who had recently died. Worried by the ambitions of Kilidj Arslan II, Nur al-Dln launched a campaign to coincide with a Byzantine expedition conducted against Eskishehir [q.v.]. Taking advantage of
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the troubles of Kilidj Arslan II, he occupied the
former dependencies of the County of Edessa of which
the Saldjuks had taken possession, and set out from
Aleppo towards the north by way of Tell Bashir [q. v. ].
He reached c Ayntab [q. v. ] then took successively
Ra c ban and Kaysun, occupied Bahasna then Marcash

[?•».]•
In 1160,

Kilidj Arslan II succeeded in obtaining
from his brother-in-law Nur al-Dln a cessation of
hostilities since, as the Byzantine menace grew more
serious, he needed all his troops. Ultimately, the
Saldjuk sultan signed a peace agreement with
Manuel.
After two years of respite, Baldwin III, knowing
Nur al-DTn to be occupied in campaigning in the
north, attacked territory dependent on Damascus,
sending his troops towards the Hawran. Nadjm alDln Ayyub negotiated the withdrawal of the Franks
and obtained a truce of three months. As Nur al-DTn
had not returned by the expiry of this respite, the
Franks once again invaded the province of Damascus.
Nur al-Dln returned to Damascus and, in the autumn
of 555/1161, opened negotiations which concluded
with a two-year treaty with Jerusalem. He was able to
return to Aleppo, and from there he followed the
course of events unfolding around the succession to
the Saldjuk sultan in Hamadhan [q.v. ], a crisis which
was keeping the troops of Kutb al-DTn Mawdud far
from Syria.
The situation of Antioch having been settled in the
interests of Manuel, the treaty with Baldwin being still
valid and the army of Mawsil at his disposal, Nur alDln had no fear of imminent interference with his domains, and he seized the opportunity to perform the
hadjdj [q.v.] in 556/1161. He set out from Aleppo with
Shlrkuh, passed through Damascus and took the darb
al-hadidj. in order to reach the Holy Cities of the Hidjaz
where he showed considerable generosity to the local
inhabitants, particularly in the improvement of wells.
At Medina he restored the defences of the town and
arranged for the construction of a second perimeter
wall complete with towers, to guarantee the protection
of the population against raids by Bedouin
marauders. On his return from the Pilgrimage in
Safar 557/February 1162, informed of Frankish plans
to intervene in Egypt, Nur al-Dln decided to engage
in diversionary operations in the north in the hope of
restraining the campaign of the king of Jerusalem
against Fatimid Egypt. At the end of 557/1162,
Baldwin III fell seriously ill in Tripoli, and Nur al-Dln
took advantage of the situation to muster an army at
Aleppo and once again lay siege to Harim. When the
Franks arrived to within a short distance of this site,
Nur al-Dm challenged them to a pitched battle, but
the heavy rains of November cut the engagement
short. Nur al-Dln decided to raise the siege, and
HarTm remained in the hands of the Crusaders.
In Rabi* I 558/February 1163, a new phase in the
reign of Nur al-Dln began with the accession of
Amaury. Henceforward, the Franks turned their attention towards Egypt, and Nur al-DTn could not afford to be absent from this new theatre of operations,
as each of the local powers sought to establish
sovereignty in Cairo. Aware of the progressive
disintegration of Fatimid authority, the king of
Jerusalem began to take an interest in Egypt, where
the amirs were in revolt against Tala°ic, a vizier of
Armenian origin, converted to Twelver Shi^T Islam.
He had tried, on numerous occasions, to establish
relations with Nur al-Dm, but he was the victim of
two assassination attempts in 556/1161, the second,
18 Ramadan/10 September, proving successful.

Egypt then collapsed into chaos, at a time when the
Latin states of the Orient seemed to have regained
their equilibrium in opposition to Nur al-DTn.
In the spring of 558/1163, intending to attack the
County of Tripoli, Nur al-DTn set out with his army
and encamped on the plain of al-Bukayca at the foot
of Hisn al-Akrad. Failing to take account of the fact
that the Franks had recently gained reinforcements by
sea, he was taken by surprise one day in May during
the time of siesta. The Muslims were routed by the
Frankish cavalry and Nur al-DTn, obliged to take
flight for the sake of his own safety, did not halt until
he reached the Lake of Qadesh (Buhayrat Kadish). A
Romanesque fresco, dating from 1170, commemorates this battle in the Templars' chapel at
Cressac in Charente. This defeat had a profound effect on the personality and the policies of Nur al-Dln
since, after two successive defeats, he needed to
restore confidence to the army and to the population.
Henceforward, he was to embrace a life-style imbued
with piety and religious observance, a development
which earned him the respect of the religious classes
and of the public but which was accepted only with
some reservations by the amirs. It was then that he
decided to allocate iktdcs to the orphans of combatants.
Members of the religious classes, ^ulamd^, $ufTs and
Kur'an readers received subsidies levied on the public
treasury (bayt al-mdl [q.v. ]) but not on the spoils of war
(fay^ [q.v.]). Numerous inscriptions subsequent to
560/1165 feature two new composite titles in their protocol: Ndsir al-hakk hi 'l-bardhin, ''Defender of the
Truth by means of proofs" and Munsif al-mazlumin
min al-zdlimm, "the Protector of the Oppressed against
the Oppressors", titles expressing a part of the
political programme of Nur al-Dfn, that by which he
sought to rally public support, presenting himself as
the champion of the disadvantaged.
The course of events in Egypt was to pose an
awkward problem for Nur al-Dln. In Rab^ I
559/January-February 1164, the vizier Shawar.
driven from Cairo by the revolt unleashed by the amir
Dirgham [q.v.] in Ramadan 558/August 1163, arrived at his court, imploring his aid. He reminded him
that the deployment of Syrian units in Egypt would
allow the creation of two fronts and the encirclement
of the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem. Shawar offered
Nur al-DTn a third of the revenues of Egypt in exchange for his aid and the financing of the costs of the
expedition. Furthermore, he promised to cede him
part of the north-eastern province of the Delta and
undertook to recognise his sovereignty. In Djumada I
559/April 1164, impelled by public opinion, Nur alDTn dispatched an army commanded by Shlrkuh with
the objective of restoring Shawar to power in Cairo.
To protect the advance of this army, he conducted a
diversionary manoeuvre in the direction of Baniyas,
which enabled the troops accompanying Shawar to
reach the Delta of the Nile. Dirgham then issued a
very urgent appeal to the Franks, offering Amaury a
treaty of allegiance which, in the event of success on
the part of the Franks, would have made Egypt a
vassal of the Frankish kingdom of Jerusalem rather
than a Syrian colony. Amaury accepted the offer but,
harassed by the attacks of Nur al-Dln and not having
sufficient troops to fight on two fronts, he was unable
to send an army to Egypt in time to prevent ShTrkuh's
arrival in the Delta. Having regained his authority in
Cairo, Shawar reneged on the promises made in
Damascus, ultimately agreeing to accept the costs of
the campaign but refusing to pay the promised
tribute.
Nur al-DTn set out to invest Harim, and the Franks
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based in the northern Latin states reacted. The confrontation took place in the first ten days of Ramadan
559/end of July 1154. Nur al-DTn had deployed a
significant quantity of heavy equipment but as the
Franks advanced accompanied by Byzantine reinforcements, he raised the siege and, to avoid being encircled, he withdrew towards Artah, not far from the
ford of Balaneus to the east-south-east of the Lake of
Antioch. Exploiting the tactic of withdrawal and
counter-attack, al-karr wa 'l-farr, on 20 Ramadan
559/11 August 1164 he lured the Franks into a
ferocious battle, in the course of which he inflicted
heavy losses on them, a success which he immediately
exploited, returning to Harim, which capitulated the
following day. This problem being settled, Nur al-DTn
turned against the kingdom of Jerusalem, a laree proportion of whose troops were then deployed in Egypt.
He invaded Galilee and set about besieging Baniyas,
which capitulated in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 559/October
1164. Nur al-DTn installed a garrison there, agreed to
a treaty with the Franks and insisted on sharing the
revenues of the district of Tiberias. His policy had
secured its objective, sc. to prevent the defeat of
ShTrkuh.
In the spring of 561/1165, fearing an intervention
by Manuel and not wanting to see Amaury prolong
his stay in Antioch, Nur al-DTn agreed to free Bohemond III for a ransom of 100,000 gold pieces. In
order to maintain the balance of forces in northern
Syria to the advantage of Islam, he sought to avoid
any action liable to provoke the anger of the Basileus.
The same year, taking advantage of the capture of
Raymond III of Tripoli, he crossed the Bikac and
regained from the Franks the fortress of Munaytira.
While the second Egyptian campaign unfolded,
Nur al-Dm, who had received reinforcements from
Mawsil, occupied the fortress of HunTn, not far from
Baniyas, in the Djabal c Amila.
Although disappointed by his campaign in Egypt,
ShTrkuh brought back a considerable sum of money
from Cairo when he returned to Damascus on 18 Dhu
'l-Kacda 562/5 September 1167. To alleviate his
disappointment, Nur al-Dm awarded him the fiefdom
of Hims, the wall and defences of which he had recently restored, then set out towards the coastal plain,
where he laid siege to c Arka. Having taken possession
of Halba, the army of Nur al-DTn took the fortress of
al- c Urayma, thus securing the lines of communication
between Tartus and SafTtha, but being unable to defend it he demolished it and returned to Hims for the
month of Ramadan 562/June-July 1167. After this
success he fixed on the objective of Bayrut [q.v. ], in
order to have a "window" on the Mediterranean and
avoid the necessity of paying export dues to the
Franks, but dissensions within the army prevented the
realisation of this project.
In Radjab 563/April-May 1168 Bedouins of the
tribe of the Banu Kalb [q. v.} captured Shihab al-DTn
Malik b. C AH b. Malik, ruler of Kalcat Dja c bar, while
he was hunting to the north of the Euphrates. They
took their prisoner to Nur al-DTn, who purchased him
and held him in Aleppo. In exchange for Kal c at
Dja c bar, he offered him money and a fief, but the offer was refused. Finally, it was Madjd al-DTn Abu
Bakr Ibn al-Daya who succeeded, on 20 Muharram
564/26 October 1168, in persuading Shihab al-DTn to
exchange the place for the important commercial centre of Sarudj to the south-west of Edessa as well as the
salt-flats of al-Djabbul and Buzaca [q.vv.] in the
district of Aleppo. Henceforward, he controlled this
section of the Euphrates and was assured of freedom
of communication with Mawsil.
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In the middle of the month of Muharram 564/20
October 1168, the Franks launched an attack in the
direction of Cairo. While the population resolved to
resist, Shawar warned the caliph al-cAdid [q.v.] that
the only chance of salvation was to appeal to Nur alDTn, since the presence of SunnTs was preferable to a
Christian protectorate. The Fatimid caliph and
Shawar promised him a third of the revenues of Egypt
as well as fiefs for the maintenance of the troops. Nur
al-DTn decided to send a third expedition against the
Delta, ordered ShTrkuh to Cairo and entrusted him
with full powers. When the latter died on 22 Djumada
11/23 March 1169, his nephew, Salah al-DTn, was appointed vizier by al-cAdid and commander of the
Syrian forces in Egypt by Nur al-DTn. Amaury, concerned at the latter's seizure of Egypt, issued appeals
for help to the whole of Christendom. The Franks
responded and decided on Damietta (Dimyat [q. v. ]) as
an objective, but the lack of co-ordination between
Byzantines and Franks led to the abandonment of the
siege of this locality. After this retreat, al-cAdid wrote
to Nur al-DTn inviting him to recall to Syria the units
sent as reinforcements to Egypt, keeping in Egypt only the original force commanded by Salah al-DTn. The
Syrian prince seems to have been worried by the attitude and the ambitions of the latter. He instructed
Nadjm al-DTn Ayyub to remind his son that the struggle against the infidels was the first duty of the
believers and that the cAbbasid khutba must be
adopted in Cairo. Nadjm al-DTn left Damascus on 27
Radjab 565/16 April 1170. To create a diversion, Nur
al-DTn laid siege to al-Karak.
Following the great earthquake of 565/1170, Nur
al-DTn left his headquarters at Tell c Ashtara to attend
to the repairs needed for the defences of Hims,
Hamat, Barin and Aleppo.
On 1 Muharram 566/14 September 1170, the head
of the Zankid family crossed the Euphrates opposite
Kalcat Djacbar and took possession of al-Rakka [q.v.],
its governor ceding the place to him in exchange for
substantial compensation. Having taken control of the
region of the Khabur [q.v.], hitherto a dependency of
Mawsil, Nur al-DTn laid siege to Sindjar. At the approach of the Syrian troops, Fakhr al-DTn placed
himself under the protection of Shams al-DTn Ildeniz
[q.v.]. The latter sent a deputation to Nur al-DTn forbidding to take any action against Mawsil, but the
Zankid, confident of the support of the caliph of
Baghdad and that of the people of Mawsil, made his
entrance into the town on 13 Djumada I 566/22
January 1171 and took up residence in the citadel. He
suppressed all the mukus and other abuses, and applied
to the DjazTra the regime in force in Syria and in
Egypt. He confirmed the authority of his nephew Sayf
al-DTn GhazT over Mawsil and gave him the district of
DjazTrat Ibn c Umar [q.v.], while his nephew c lmad alDTn, son of Mawdud, received Sindjar. Before leaving
Mawsil to return to Aleppo, he laid the foundations of
the Great Mosque. Then, after returning to
Damascus to observe the fast of Ramadan (May-June
1171), Nur al-DTn regained possession of Tell alc
A§htara, from which point he was able to observe the
movements of the Franks of Jerusalem and eventually
to support the operations of Salah al-DTn.
Until the year 567/September 1171-August 1172,
the relations between Nur al-DTn and Salah al-DTn remained those between a chief and his subordinate.
Thereafter, they soon found themselves in conflict
over the manner in which the war against the Franks
was to be waged; this was a conflict between two
generations and two temperaments, one Turkish, the
other Kurdish. Nur al-DTn, as Sir Hamilton Gibb (in
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Setton and Baldwin, A History of the Crusades, i, 565)
has underlined, operated within a political framework
defined by the system of his times. For him, Syria was
the principal field of battle against the Crusaders and
Egypt represented nothing more than a source of additional revenue to cover the costs of the ajihdd. In that
year, before attacking the County of Tripoli, he had
ordered Salah al-Dln to gather all available forces in
Egypt and lead them towards Prankish Palestine, thus
trapping the Franks in a pincer-movement. The first
objective was the castle of al-Karak; after ten days of
siege the garrison offered to surrender to Salah alDTn. For him, the elimination of all obstacles between
Egypt and Syria was not desirable, since henceforward he would be at the mercy of Nur al-Dln. He
decided to return to Cairo and sent a letter to his
sovereign, claiming the pretext of unrest in Cairo
fomented by the Sh^Ts. Nur al-Dln did not accept this
excuse, and announced his intention of going to Egypt
in person in order to depose Salah al-Dln. The latter,
on the advice of his father, re-affirmed his loyalty to
Nur al-DTn, who relented, and tension abated.
In RabT< I 568/October-November 1172, when Nur
al-DTn had been resident in Damascus for more than
three months, the Franks launched an attack against
the Hawran and advanced as far as Shaykh Miskln.
The prince of Damascus set out with his troops and
encamped at Kiswa in the Mardj al-Suffar [<7-p.]; the
Franks withdrew towards Shallala, where .the
Damascene army confronted them. Nur al-Dln established his camp at Tell al-cAshtara and dispatched
cavalry units to raid the district of Tiberias.
Having repelled the Franks, Nur al-DTn turned his
attention to northern Syria, where he was able to
assist the Armenian Mleh to expel the garrisons of
Masslsa, Adana and Tarsus [q.vv.]. He would have
been glad to obtain the support of the Saldjuk prince
of Konya for operations against Antioch but, following a stern warning from Manuel, Kilidj Arslan II rejected the overtures of Nur al-Dln and turned against
his neighbour, the Danishmendid Dhu '1-Nun. The
latter sought refuge with Nur al-Dln, who was also
joined by the ruler of Malatya [q. v. ] and the amir of
al-Madjdal. Nur al-Dln promised him his support and
insisted that Kilidj Arslan restore the property taken
from the amir of al-Madjdal. When this ultimatum
was refused, he felt justified in declaring war with a
Muslim state; it was necessary for the interests of
Islam since this prince was serving the cause of the infidels. While Mleh attacked Cilicia [q.v.] Nur al-DTn
took Racban, Marzuban, Kaysun and Bahasna,
places held by the Saldjuks on the right bank of the
Euphrates. On 20 Dhu 'l-Kacda 568/3 July 1173 he
occupied Marcash. Shortly after this, Kilidj Arslan II
appealed to him for a truce. Nur al-DTn required him
to free the prisoners taken in the region of Malatya
and to participate in the Holy War, either sending a
contingent to join the struggle with the Franks, or
operating independently against Byzantium.
To mark his independence vis-a-vis the major
atabegs, Nur al-Dm sent as an envoy to Baghdad his
trusted adviser Kamal al-Dln Abu '1-Fadl Muhammad al-Shahrazurl to ask the caliph for a document
conferring upon him all the territories and towns in
which his authority was recognised. In granting this
solemn deed of investiture to Nur al-Dln, the caliph
deprived the successors of the Great Saldjuks of any
authority over the lands situated to the west of the
Tigris.
Taking advantage of the absence of Amaury, who
had returned to Antioch, Nur al-DTn put into operation a plan of attack against the land of Trans-

Jordania. His objective remained the same: to take
possession of al-Karak and Shawbak, where the
Prankish garrisons cut the route between Egypt and
Syria, interrupting caravan traffic and hindering the
Pilgrimage. He also needed to gain the support of the
nomads, many of whom did not hesitate to serve the
Franks as auxiliaries or guides. Once again putting
the good will of Salah al-Dln to the test, he instructed
him to attack al-Karak. The latter obeyed in midShawwal 568/May 1173. The siege had been in effect
for some time when Nur al-Dln crossed the southern
border of Syria in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 568/end of July
1173. When Salah al-Dln learned that the Zankid army had reached al-Raklm, two days' march from alKarak, he ordered his troops to return to Egypt,
claiming, in a message to Nur al-Dm, that his father,
Nadjm al-Dln Ayyub, was gravely ill in Cairo and
that he feared lest, in the event of his father's death
during his own absence, Egypt would slip away from
the authority of Nur al-Dln and would be removed
from the authority of the Sunna. Nur al-Dln, not
deceived, pretended to understand the reasons for the
departure of the Ayyubid prince. Through this
gesture on the part of Salah al-Dln, the kingdom of
Jerusalem gained a reprieve of forty years and Nur alDTn was not to see in the al-Aksa Mosque [q.v.] the
wooden minbar [q.v.] which he had had made in advance in Aleppo as an ex-voto offering for the return of
al-Kuds [q.v.] to Islam.
Returning from Aleppo in Muharram 5697
September 1173 Nur al-DTn heard at Salamiyya, to
the south-east of Hamat, the news of a Prankish attack
against the Hawran; while preparing to counter this,
he was informed of the adversary's withdrawal.
Returning to Damascus, he engaged in preparations
for an expedition towards Egypt, the aim of which was
to induce Salah al-Dm to intervene against the
Franks. According to his plan, he left in Syria, confronting the Franks, troops from Mawsil, under the
command of Sayf al-Dln GhazI, and he himself was to
set out for Egypt with his squadrons after Ramaclan
569/early May 1174. A few days after the Vd al-Fitr
[q. v. ], Nur al-DTn fell ill with an inflammation of the
throat. Confined to his bed in the palace which he had
had constructed in the citadel of Damascus, he summoned, according to Ibn al-Athlr (Kdmil, ix, 124),
two doctors including Djamal al-Dln Yusuf b. Haydar
al-Rahbl al-Dimashkl, hisj>ersonal physician. Despite
their efforts, al-Malik al-cAdil Nur al-Dm Mahmud b.
ZankI died on Wednesday 11 Shawwal 569/15 May
1174. At first interred in the citadel, his remains were
transferred, when it was ready, to the funeral madrasa
which he was having constructed to the south-west of
the Great Mosque of the Umayyads. At the present
time, his tomb is still the object of popular veneration.
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NUR AL-DIN MUHAMMAD, the f i f t h r u l e r of
the T u r k m e n A r t u k i d d y n a s t y [q.v.] in Hisn
Kayfa. and most of Diyar Bakr, d. in RabI* I 581/June
1185.
He succeeded on his father Kara Arslan's death, in
562/1166-7 according to the chronicles (although
numismatic evidence suggests that the latter may have
lived till 570/1174-5), having promised his father to
continue support for the Zangid ruler Nur al-DTn
Mahmud's [q.v.] djihdd against the Franks, a commitment which he in fact honoured by bringing troops to
Nisibln in 566/1170-1. But after the Zangid's death in
569/1174, Nur al-DTn Muhammad transferred his
allegiance to Salah al-DTn [q.v.], and henceforth, he
achieves prominence in the sources almost exclusively
in the context of the Ayyubid's career. Salah al-DTn
valued an alliance with the Artukids in Diyar Bakr as
a check on the Saldjuk sultan of Rum, Kilidj Arslan
II [q. v. ]. Hence Muhammad frequently sent troops to
Salah al-Din on the latter's request. He was awarded
possession of Amid, long coveted by the Artukids of
Hisn Kayfa, in 579/1183, as a reward for aid at the
sjege of Mawsil in the previous year; henceforth,
Amid became the seat of power for Nur al-Din
Muhammad's descendants. The Ayyubid sultan
bound his ally even more closely by an oath requiring
the despatch of troops against the Franks whenever
needed, and the Artukid was accordingly present at
the siege of Karak in Djumada I 580/AugustSeptember 1184. However, when Salah al-DTn called
for troops for his second attempt against Mawsil, Nur
al-DTn Muhammad was too ill to go personally but
sent a force to Dunaysir under his brother c lmad alDTn. Muhammad died within days, and his young son
Kutb al-DTn Sukman II immediately established himself in Hisn Kayfa as his father's successor, with continued allegiance to Salah al-DTn, whilst c lmad al-DTn
had to be content with taking Khartpert, where he
established a minor Artukid line.
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Little is known of internal affairs in Hisn Kayfa and
Amid under Nur al-DTn Muhammad, but it may be
assumed that he continued the courtly traditions of his
father which had been sophisticated enough to attract
Usama b. Munkidh [see MUNKIDH, BANU] to spend
some of his declining years at Hisn Kayfa. The extant
copper coins minted there in Muhammad's name follow the numismatic traditions of the Turkmen dynasties of Mesopotamia for this century. As well as conventional Arabic inscriptions on one side, they bear
figures copied from classical models; one coin depicts
Nur al-DTn Muhammad in the guise of Seleucus II
(Lane Poole, The coins_of'the Urtuhi Turhumdns, 125-7).
The Aleppo Gate at Amid has a celebratory inscription dated 579 AH announcing Muhammad's occupation of the city. Van Berchem suggested that he
may have taken the title of sultan, used by his successors, after his acquisition of Amid; and he also quotes
at length an anonymous, contemporary account describing in fulsome terms Muhammad's just administration of the city (Amida, 71-2, 75-81).
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Abu Shama, Rawdatayn; Bar Hebraeus, Chronography; Ibn al-AthTr, xixii; Ibn Azrak al-FarikT, T. Mayydfdrikin wa-Amid,
B.L. ms. or. 5803, fols. 198b, 200b; Ibn al-Furat,
Ta^rikh; Ibn Shaddad, Nawddir; Ibn Wasil, Mufarridj_, ii; Michael the Syrian, Chronicle, tr. Chabot, iii;
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D. Kouymjian (ed.), Near Eastern Numismatics, iconography, epigraphy and history. Studies in honor of George
C. Miles, Beirut 1974, 353-8.
(CAROLE HILLENBRAND)
NUR AL-DIN MUHAMMAD II, N i z a r T
c
I s m a T l T Imam and the fifth lord of A l a m u t (561607/1166-1210). Born in Shawwal 542/March 1148,
he succeeded to the leadership of the NizarT community and state on the death of his father, Hasan II, on
6 RabT< I 561/9 January 1166. He devoted his long
and peaceful reign of some forty-four years to managing the affairs of the NizarT da^wa and community,
especially in Persia, from the central headquarters of
the sect at Alamut. A thinker and a prolific writer, he
also contributed actively to the NizarT teachings of his
time.
Nur al-DTn Muhammad II affirmed the Nizarid
Fatimid genealogy of his father and, therefore, of
himself; and, henceforth, the lords of Alamut were
acknowledged as imams, descendants of Nizar b. alMustansir, by the NizarT IsmacTlT community. In the
doctrinal field, he systematically expounded and
elaborated the important doctrine of the kiydma, announced by his father in 559/1164, and placed the
current NizarT imam and his autonomous teaching
authority at the very centre of that doctrine (see Haft
bdb-i Bdbd Sayyidnd, ed. W. Ivanow, in Two early Ismaili
treatises, Bombay 1933, 4-42).
Aside from petty warfare, the history of the NizarT
state in Persia was politically uneventful under Nur
al-DTn Muhammad. However, the Syrian NizarTs
were more involved at this time in their own local
alliances and conflicts. There are also indications that
a widening rift had developed between this NizarT
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imam and Rashid al-Dm Sinan [ q . v . } , the contemporary leader of the Syrian Nizans, although a complete break was avoided. Rashid al-Dm and other
Persian historians also report a detailed story about
how the Nizans of his time persuaded, initially
through the intimidating dagger of one of their fidd^is,
the famous Sunn! theologian Fakhr al-Dm al-Razi (d.
606/1209 [q. v. ]) to refrain from denouncing them in
public. Having ruled longer than any other lord of
Alamut, Nur al-Dm Muhammad II died, possibly of
poison, on 10 Rab^ I 607/1 September 1210.
Bibliography: DjuwaynT, iii, 240-2; DjuwayniBoyle, ii, 697-9; Rashid al-Dm Fadl Allah, DjcimP
al-tawdrikh, kismat-i Ismd ciliyd n, ed. M.T. Danishpazhuh and M. Mudarrisf Zandjanl, Tehran 1338
$z./1959, 170-3; Abu '1-Kasim cAbd Allah b. CA1T
KashanT, Zubdat al-tawdrikh, bakhsh-i Fdtimiydn wa
Nizdriydn, ed. M.T. Danish pazhuh, 2Tehran 1366
$z./1987, 208-14; M.G.S. Hodgson, The order of
Assassins, The Hague 1955, 160 ff., 180-4, 210-17,
225, 279-324 (containing the English tr. of the
anonymous Haft bdb, the only Persian Nizari work
extant from this period); I.K. Poonawala,
Biobibliography of Ismd^ili literature, Malibu 1977,
258-9; F. Daftary, The Ismd^ilis. Their history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, 391-6, 400, 403-5, 687.
(F. DAFTARY)
NUR AL-HAKK AL-DIHLAWi, or Nur al-Dm
Muhammad al-Shahdjahanabadi, a t r a d i t i o n i s t
and h i s t o r i o g r a p h e r of M u g h a l I n d i a who flourished in the llth/17th century. The nickname "alTurk al-Bukharl" points to his origin from Central
Asia. As a poet he adopted the pen name
"MashrikI". He was the son of the scholar cAbd alHakk [q.v.] al-DihlawI, a well-known shaykh of the
Kadiriyya order. Nur al-Hakk succeeded his father as
a religious teacher and was appointed a judge at Agra
under Shah Djahan. His death at DihlT occurred in
1073/1662.
In Zubdat al-tawdrikh, Nur al-Hakk enlarged the
Tdrikh-i Hakki, a chronicle of Indian history written by
his father, bringing it up to 1014/1605, the beginning
of the reign of Djahanglr. He wrote two Persian commentaries on canonical collections of hadith: Taysir alkdrifi sharh Sahih al-Bukhdri and Manbac al-^ilm f i sharh
Sahih Muslim; the latter work was later revised and
enlarged by his son Fakhr al-Dm Muhibb Allah. Nur
al-^ayn, an early work dedicated to his father, is a commentary on Amir Khusraw DihlawT's [q.v.] historical
mathnawi Kirdn al-sa^dayn; it is dated 1014 A.H. by a
chronographical riddle (cf. Rieu, ii, 617b).
Bibliography: H.M. Elliot, Bibliographical index
to the historians of Muhammadan India, i, Calcutta
1849, 281-97; idem and J. Dowson, History of India,
London 1867-77, vi, 182-4; Ch. Rieu, Catalogue of
the Persian manuscripts in the British Museum, London
1879, i, 224b-225a, 617; Brockelmann, S I, 263,
no. 31, 266, no. 13; Storey i/1, 441, 501, 1309; A.
MunzawT, Fihrist-i nuskhahd-yi khatti-yi fdrsi, v,
Tehran 1351 s_h/\972, 3515, and vi, Tehran 1353
^/1974, 4661.
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NURBAKHSHIYYA, a Sh^T offshoot of the
K u b r a w l Sufi order [ q . v . ] , which functioned for
part of its existence as a distinct sect because of the
intermittent claims to the status of mahdi [q.v.] of its
eponym, Sayyid Muhammad b. Muhammad b. c Abd
Allah Nurbakhsh. Its importance lies primarily in
exemplifying the messianic-tinged Sufi-Shi*! ferment
that preceded and, in some measure, prepared the
way for the establishment of the Safawid state.
Nurbakhsh was born at Ka^in in Kuhistan in
795/1392. His father, supposedly a descendant of the

Imam Musa al-Kazim, had come from Katif, a Sh^T
region of eastern Arabia, on pilgrimage to Mashhad
before settling in Ka 3 in; he may therefore be
presumed to have been a Sh^I. Nurbakhsh's grandfather was from al-Ahsa [ q . v . ] , likewise an area of
Shl^f settlement; this accounts for Nurbakhsh's occasional use of the takhallus LahsawT. While studying in
Harat in his early youth, Nurbakhsh was recruited
into one branch of the Kubrawl order by a follower of
Ishak KhuttalanT, the principal successor to Sayyid
C
A1I Hamadan! (d. 786/1384). Moving to the khdnakdh
at Khuttalan, he soon became the most prominent
disciple of KhuttalanT, who bestowed on him the title
Nurbakhsh ("Bestower of Light") in accordance with
an indication contained in a dream. The account
given by Nur Allah ShushtarT (d. 1019/1610) in his
Maajdlis al-mu^minin (ed. Tehran, 1375-6/1955-6, ii,
143-7)—followed almost unanimously by later
writers—relates that on the basis of the same dream
Khuttalam also declared Nurbakhsh to be the Mahdi
and incited him to style himself Imam and caliph and
to lay claim to rule. He swore allegiance to him
himself and ordered his disciples to do the same; all
obeyed, with the exception of Sayyid cAbd Allah Barzishabadl (d. ca. 856/1452). Nurbakhsh asked for a
delay in starting his insurrection, but KhuttalanT
refused, saying that the divinely-appointed time for
rebellion (khurud£) had arrived.
The beginnings of the episode are recounted somewhat differently by Hafiz Husayn Karbala3!, a
spiritual descendant of the dissident BarzishabadT. He
attributes a far more active role to Nurbakhsh, claiming that he originated the claim to the status of mahdi
himself and then had it endorsed by Khuttalam, who
was too senile and decrepit to stand in his way. BarzishabadT allegedly succeeded in having the endorsement temporarily withdrawn, but his influence over
Khuttalani was no match for that of Nurbakhsh, and
preparations for the uprising proceeded (Karbala3!,
Rawdat al-djindn wa-djanndt al-djandn, ed. Dja c far
Sultan al-Kurra D I, Tehran 1349 ££.71970, ii, 249-50).
This version of the affair seems at least as credible as
that offered by Shushtan. Nurbakhsh certainly had a
high estimate of his own worth; he claimed to possess
superiority to Plato and Avicenna and absolute
mastery of all the sciences. Moreover, he continued to
advance claims to the status of mahdi, however
sporadically, after the death of KhuttalanT and wrote
a treatise, Risdlat al-Hudd, attempting to vindicate
these claims.
In 826/1423, Khuttalam and Nurbakhsh left the
khdnakdh in Khuttalan and ensconced themselves with
their followers in the nearby castle of Kuh-tTri. Before
they could complete their military preparations, they
were attacked and taken prisoner by Bayazid, the
Tlmurid governor of the area. Khuttalam, together
with his brother, was put to death almost
immediately, despite his advanced age. Nurbakhsh
himself was spared and sent in chains to the presence
of Shahrukh in Harat. The contrasting fates of the two
men might be taken to confirm Shushtari's depiction
of Khuttalam as the instigator of the whole affair;
it is also possible, however, that Khuttalam was
singled out for death because of his long-standing ties
to local rulers in Badakhshan who had sought to block
the expansion of TTmurid power in the region (Devin
DeWeese, The eclipse of the Kubraviyah in Central Asia,
60).
After interrogation, Nurbakhsh was sent on from
Harat to Shlraz; Ibrahim Sultan, Shahrukh's governor of Fars, subjected him to a further spell of
imprisonment in Bihbahan before releasing him.
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Nurbakhsh then made his way in turn to Shushtar,
Basra, Hilla (where he is said to have met the
celebrated Sh^I scholar Ibn Fahd al-HillT) and
Baghdad. Next he proceeded to Kurdistan and the
Bakhtiyari country where he revived with some success his claim to worldly sovereignty; loyalty was
sworn to him and coins were struck, and the khutba
was read in his name. It happened that Shahrukh was
campaigning in Adharbaydjan at the time, and he had
Nurbakhsh seized and brought to his camp. Nurbakhsh escaped and attempted to flee via Khalkhal
back to Kurdistan, but he was soon recaptured and
after fifty-three days spent at the bottom of a pit he
was sent to Harat with instructions to mount the minbar at the Masdjid-i Djami c and publicly disavow his
claims. This he did, with obvious reluctance, in the
following ambiguous words: "They relate certain
things from this wretch. Whether I said them or not,
'O Lord, we have wronged ourselves; if You do not
forgive us and have mercy upon us, we will certainly
be among the losers' (Kurgan, VII, 23)." He was
then released anew, on condition that he restrict
himself to teaching the conventional religious sciences
(^ulum-i rasmi), a condition he appears to have broken,
for in 848/1444 he was re-arrested with orders for him
to be ejected from the Tlmurid realm into Anatolia.
Instead he was confined in turn in Tabriz, ShTrwan
and Gilan, being definitively released on the death of
Shahrukh in 850/1447. Thereupon he made his way
to the village of Sulfan near Rayy, remaining there
until his death in Rabi< I 869/November 1464. These
last years of Nurbakhsh's life appear to have been
relatively tranquil. It is probable that he reduced his
public claims to spiritual eminence to those customary
for a Sufi" shaykh, although he continued to designate
himself by such suggestive terms as mazhar-i maw^ud
("the promised manifestation") and mazhar-i djami''
("the comprehensive manifestation").
Nurbakhsh wrote a number of treatises, only one of
which has ever been published (M. Mole, Professions de
foi de deux Kubrawis: cAli-i Hamadani et Muhammad Nurbahs, in BEO, xvii [1961-2], 182-204: Arabic text and
French translation of al-Risdlat al-IHikddiyya), as well
as a considerable quantity of verse (for samples see
Mawlawi Muhammad Shafi*, Firka-yi Nurbakhshi, in
Makalat, ed. Ahmad RabbanI, Lahore 1972, ii, 4574). The most interesting of his writings is perhaps the
Risdlat al-Hudd in which he clarifies his concept of the
status of mahdi, one that deviates considerably from
that of his ancestral Twelver ShlSsm. Nurbakhsh
utterly rejects the occultation (ghaybd) of the Twelfth
Imam, asserting that his body has decomposed and
that his functions and attributes are now manifest
(bdriz) in him, Nurbakhsh. He defines "absolute
imamate" as reposing on four pillars: perfection of
prophetic descent, perfection of knowledge, perfection
of sanctity and the possession of temporal power. All
the preceding Imams, with the exception of CA1T b.
AbTTalib, lack the fourth pillar; Nurbakhsh, destined
as Mahdi to gain supreme political power, is therefore
superior to them. The proofs cited by Nurbakhsh for
the status of mahdi consist largely of celestial signs
and dreams and predictions by figures as varied as the
KubrawT saint Sacd al-Dln Hamuya (d. 650/1252)
and the scholar Naslr al-Dm TusT (d. 672/1274).
Some of the dreams related here foretell setbacks as
well as ultimate triumph in the form of a universal
rule lasting seven or eight years; this suggests that the
treatise may have been written after Nurbakhsh's
coerced renunciation of the status of mahdi in Harat
(see Mole's synopsis of Risdlat al-Hudd in Les
Kubrawiya entre sunnisme et shi^isme, in REI, xxix
[1961], 131-6).
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The most accomplished disciple of Nurbakhsh was
Shaykh Muhammad LahldjI (d. 921/1515), author of
the Mafdtih al-i^djdz ft sharh-i Gulshan-i rdz, one of the
most widely-read later Sufi texts in Persian. He established a Nurbakhshi khdnakdh in Shiraz, known as the
Nuriyya, which was visited by Shah Isma c Tl. The
direction of this khdnakdh was inherited by an
apparently unworthy and dissolute son, Shaykh-zada
Ahmad LahldjI, after whom there is no trace of this
line of Nurbakhshi transmission.
Nurbakhsh had two sons: Sayyld Dja c far, who went
to the court of Husayn Mlrza Baykara in Harat but,
dissatisfied with the stipend offered him there, left for
Khuzistan, where he spent the rest of his life; and
Shah Kasim Faydbakhsh, his principal heir. Faydbakhsh also spent a period in Harat, where he is said
to have acquired Baykara as a disciple and to have
worsted SunnT ^ulamd^, such as c Abd al-Rahman
Djami, in public debate (Shushtari, Maajdlis almu^minin, ii, 149). One of Faydbakhsh's sons, Shah
Baha° al-Dm, was likewise close to Baykara, and
under his protection established a NurbakhshT
khdnakdh in Harat. In general, however, the Nurbakhshiyya appears to have been unable to strike root
in Khurasan, and first Faydbakhsh and then Baha° alDin left Harat for more westerly regions. Faydbakhsh
took up residence on his father's holdings near Rayy,
which were considerably enlarged by a grant of land
from Shah Isma c Tl. He died in 917/1511. BahaD al-Dln
also initially enjoyed the favour of the Safawid ruler,
but after a few years he fell under suspicion and, as
Kh w andamTr delicately phrases it, "in accordance
with the requirements of fate he was interrogated and
passed away" (Habib al-siyar, ed. Dj. Huma0!, Tehran
1333 ^./1954, iv, 611-12).
Relations between the descendants of Nurbakhsh
and the Safawids were definitively ruptured in the
time of Faydbakhsh's grandson, Shah Kawam al-Dln
b. Shah Shams al-Dln. Already in his grandfather's
lifetime, Kawam al-DTn attempted to establish himself
as the dominant force in Rayy and its environs, silencing opponents and rivals by force. He also attempted
to enlarge the family lands still farther, and when the
poet Umldl refused to surrender to him a large and
desirable orchard, he had him assassinated, in either
925/1519 or 930/1524 (Sam MTrza Safawl, Tuhfa-yi
Sdmi, sahifa-yi panajum, ed. Ikbal Husayn, Aligarh
1973, 32-3). Several years later, in the reign of Shah
Tahmasp, Kawam al-Dm was imprudent enough to
begin building castles and fortifications on the family
lands, and using the unavenged blood of Umldl as
pretext, the monarch had him arrested and brought to
Kazwm, where he was tortured to death.
It appears that towards the end of the life of Nurbakhsh, and still more after his death, attempts were
made to normalise Nurbakhshi beliefs by aligning
them with those of conventional Twelver ShiSsm.
This is suggested by Shushtari's assertion that Khuttalani had never really believed in the status of mahdi
of Nurbakhsh, viewing it simply as a device to incite
an uprising against Shahrukh and to provide a transition to true Shlcism (Aladjdlis al-mu^minin, ii, 147).
The messianic claim could, however, always be
revived, and it was no doubt to eliminate the
possibility of such a danger that the Safawids—
mindful of the circumstances under which they had
risen to power—did away with the NurbakhshTs of
Rayy.
After the death of Kawam al-Dln, there are traces
of NurbakhshT presence in Kashan, Natanz, Na°In
and Kum, but it is plain that the organised activity of
the order was at an end. It is true that a Nurbakhshi
lineage has been reported for such luminaries of the
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Safawid period as BahaD al-Dln cAmilI (d. 1030/1621
[g. v. ]) and Mulla Muhsin Fayd KashanI (d.
1091/1680 [see FAYD-I KASHANI, in Suppl.]), not to
mention Sufis of the 12th/18th and even 13th/19th
centuries. If such silsilas have any validity at all, they
should be taken as indicating an intellectual filiation,
not membership in an organised and functioning Sufi
order. It is curious that the anti-Sufi polemicist Mulla
Muhammad Tahir Kumml (d. 1098/1686) should
nonetheless assert that "most Persians follow the Nurbakhshl silsila" (Tuhfat al-akhydr, Tehran 1336
Sh./\957, 202; see too Section Nine of the same
author^ Hiddyat al-^awdmm wa-fddihat al-li^dm, ms.
1775, Ayatallah Mar c ashl NadjafT Library, Kum). It
may be that he wished to fix on all contemporary Persian Sufis the opprobrium of following Nurbakhsh.
who had falsely claimed the status ofmahdtfor himself.
One indication that that claim had not been forgotten,
despite subsequent adjustments in Nurbakhshl doctrine, is provided by Mulla Muhammad Bakir
MadjlisI (d. 1110/1699) in his <-Ayn al-haydt (Tehran
1341 Sh./1963, 238), where he denounces Nurbakhsh
for his gross and heretical error.
A prolongation of the original Nurbakhshl movement took place in Kashmir and Baltistan ("Little
Tibet"), where it was introduced by Mir Shams alDfn clrakl, a disciple of Shah Kasim Faydbakhsh; for
this, see C IRAKI, SHAMS AL-DIN, in Suppl.
The supremacy of Sunn! Islam in Kashmir after the
period of Nurbakhshl influence there was restored by
Mlrza Muhammad Dughlat when he invaded Kashu
mlr from Kashghar in 940/1533. He sent the Fikh-i
ahwat, a summation of Nurbakhshl doctrine written
by Shams al-Dln (although sometimes erroneously
attributed to Nurbakhsh) to the ^ulamd^ of India for
their estimate, and invoking their condemnatory fatwd
attempted to extirpate the Nurbakhshiyya throughout
Kashmir (Dughlat, Tdnkh-i Rashldi, tr. N. Elias and
E. Denison Ross, London 1898, 434-5). He also summoned Daniyal, one of the sons of Shams al-Dln,
from Iskardo, and had him beheaded in 957/1550. A
recrudescence of Cak [q.v. in Suppl.] dominance and
Nurbakhshl influence took place after Dughlat's
death the following year, and it was not until the full
establishment of Mughal power in Kashmir in the
second decade of the llth/17th century that the Nurbakhshls of Kashmir were fully uprooted, despite
occasional intervention on their behalf by the
BaltistanI branch of the sect (Pardu, A history of Muslim
rule in Kashmir, 303-4). The remaining Nurbakhshls
merged into the Twelver Shlcl population, to such a
degree that the tomb of Shams al-Dln c lrakl was
favoured by the Sunnls as a target of desecration
during the communal riots that were frequent in
Srinagar. It was ultimately relocated to a safer site at
Chadur (G.M.D. Sufi, Kashir, i, 111-12).
The Nurbakhshiyya survived much longer in
Baltistan, which was after all an extremely remote
region. Adherents of the sect (called "Keluncheh" by
Vigne, Travels in Kashmir, Ladak, and Iskardo, ii, 254)
captured power in the 12th/18th century. As late as
the second half of the following century, travellers
reported that fully one-third of the population of
Baltistan was Nurbakhshl; that the Fikh-i ahwat was
still in circulation; and that the tombs of Mir Mukhtar
and Mir Yahya, two other sons of Shams al-Dln
c
lrakl, in Kiris and Shigar, were still places of
pilgrimage (J. Biddulph, Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh,
Calcutta 1880, 118-25). A curious detail related by
Biddulph is that the Nurbakhshls would pray with
their hands folded like the Sunnls in the winter and
with their hands hanging loose like the Shi^Is in the
summer.

It remains finally to be noticed that Amir Sultan (d.
833/1429), the Bukharan saint who migrated to Bursa
and married a daughter of Bayezld I, has also been
described as a Nurbakhshl. Although he is said, as a
sayyid, to have had certain Sh^I inclinations, it is chronologically impossible that he should have been a
Nurbakhshl. The origin of the error lies, no doubt, in
the fact that Amir Sultan's father, CA1I al-Husaynl alBukhari, was a disciple of Ishak Khuttalani, together
with Sayyid Muhammad Nurbakhsh (Medjdl Efendi,
Terdjume-yi Shakd^ik-i Nu^mdniyye, Istanbul 1269/1852,
77). That the Nurbakhshiyya was unknown in
Turkey is indicated by its frequent misidentification
as a branch of the Khalwatiyya (see, for example,
§inasi Qoruh, Emir Sultan, Istanbul n.d., 29).
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(H. ALGAR)
NURCULUK (T.), the name given by the modern
Turkish press and authorities to the entire body of the
teachings of Sacld NursI [ q . v . ] , while Nurcular
("Nurists") refers to his followers. The names seem
to indicate that nurculuk is a sort of Muslim

NURCULUK
brotherhood (tankaf) not different from a variety of
other Sufi orders; but this is a misnomer. NursT consistently rejected the view that he was a sheykh or pir,
bent on establishing his own tankat and that his
followers formed an organised body. He referred to
his followers as Risdle-yi Nur talebesi (or Talebe-yi Risdleyi Nur), that is, "students of the Book or Epistle of
Light", but the word "disciples" is probably the best
translation oftalebe. The negative image of the Nurists
held in the West and by the secularists of Turkey was
a direct consequence of politics; Nursi was repeatedly
jailed for allegedly violating the secularist principles
(article 163, now abolished) of the Penal Code. In the
era of multi-party democracy, the Nurists have supported the Democratic Party and its successors,
leading Ismet Inonii and his successors of the People's
Republican Party leadership to accuse them of reactionary collusion.
The central concept of Nursi's philosophy is nur
conceived of as spiritual light (for the ordinary ray of
light, he used the term sua). For NursT's followers nur
is synonymous with imdn "faith", and their study is
directed
toward
the
achieving
of
divine
illumination—the true faith through the study of the
Kurgan. The view that the Nurists are hierarchically
organised into groups denominated as "student",
"brother", dost "friend", and "beloved" according
to their mastery of the teachings, veneration for the
teacher, and devotion to the cause, is not supported
by any definitive proof. The term kardes "brother",
commonly used by the Risdle students, is a general
public form of address in Turkey and has no sectarian
significance. Nonetheless, there is something of a
natural selection among the Nurists; those who knew
Sacid Nursi personally and who worked and lived with
him for a long time, are held in higher esteem and
respect than the latecomers to his philosophy. There
are, of course, discussion groups and even periodic
meetings usually held every three years for the consideration of his teachings. Originally, these meetings
were regarded as religious seminars rather than devotional gatherings.
Nursi began to write the Risdle, which consists of his
commentaries on the Kur D an, in 1926, after he was
forced to settle in Barla, in the province of Isparta,
and after 1934 he wrote the last third part of his commentary in Kastamonu, but added supplementary
sections right up until 1950. The Risdle was written
originally in Arabic script and copied by hand. It was
distributed first in Central Anatolia from a cluster of
villages (Bedre, Islamkoy, etc.) in Isparta province
and then from Kastamonu. His first writings were
called Sozler ("words"), but the name subsequently
was changed to its present one due to what the author
called a sort of divine inspiration. Sections of the
Risdle have appeared in Latin script and been openly
sold—despite occasional restrictions—mainly since
1958, under a variety of titles, e.g. §ualar (1960) and
Lem 'alar (Istanbul 1976). Increasingly, such titles are
preceded by the general title Risale-i Nur kulliyatindan.
Various portions of the Risdle have been translated
into English and published by the Risalat-i Nur
Institute of America in California. After Nursi's
death, a number of periodicals and newspapers, such
as Yeni Afcsi/C'New Generation") and printing houses
have become dedicated to publishing them and also
commentaries on them. Some formal efforts at Nurist
indoctrination were made, e.g. the brochure Istikamet
("Direction"), published in Istanbul in 1983. The
periodical Nur is at present published in Turkish,
Arabic, English and German and is widely
distributed.
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Contemporary Risale students and discussion
groups are concerned primarily with the meaning of
Nursi's writings. His writings are at times quite
ambiguous, sometimes rather cumbersome in style
but interspersed with precise, clear and beautifullywritten passages. The basic purpose of the Nurcular
has been not to launch a religious movement or
challenge the existing socio-political order. The
Nurist publishing houses have been instrumental in
popularising many scientific books, some being
regarded as superior to the official textbooks; but
Nursi opposed materialism and any other doctrine
likely to undermine the spiritual essence of the human
being. The Nurists, if they are a sufficiently welldefined group so as to be named, thus espouse an
uncompromising religious orthodoxy, attaching the
utmost importance to the faith reached through the
study and understanding of the Kur D an. However, on
social, economic, and educational questions they
adopt a middle-of-the-road ideology advocating humanitarianism, pluralism, fellowship, and national
unity. (NursT repeatedly stated that although he was
a Kurd, he considered himself a member of the
Turkish nation because of the Turks' lack of a sense
of race, and for their faithful service to Islam.) The
Nurists condemn both communism and capitalism for
their excessive materialism and seem to favour a mild
form of state intervention in the economy, provided it
does not inhibit private initiative. This is a view that
largely coincides with the economic policy of the
recent Turkish governments. In social and political
matters, the Nurists favour a pluralist approach,
despite the danger that the advocacy of state-imposed
social justice could provide justification for
authoritarianism.
If the Risdle is considered in its entirety with regard
to its theological message and preoccupation with
human society, and taking into account the aspiration
of those who follow its teachings and who come from
every walk of life, then the Nurculuk must be
regarded as one of the most democratic and advanced
Islamic ihyd^ (rejuvenation) movements, and NursT as
among the foremost ranks of those Muslims who have
attempted to reconcile the faith with their human and
social environment. He was probably the first to
advocate, in a doctrine openly based on the Kur D an
and Sunna, a total dedication to the faith along with
acceptance of the philosophical, intellectual, and
technological aspects of the modern age, whence
Nurist groups have sprung up in a number of Muslim
(Pakistan, Malaysia) and European (Germany) countries, making it in effect one of the strongest international Islamic revivalist movements. However, there
is a latent danger of obscurantism as the movement
spreads to the countryside and among the lower urban
classes that tend to stress exclusively the devotional
aspects of Nursi's teachings and ignore their modernist, change-oriented dimension. There has been
lately a not unnatural tendency on the part of the
dedicated Nurists to organise and regard themselves
as forming a special group of illuminated, righteous
ones and to develop an esprit de corps that gives the
movement the appearances of a tankat.
NursT died without leaving a known disciple to continue his work and elaborate on his ideas. After his
death, several newspapers and journals were published by the Nurists, one of them, Yeni Asya, taking
a more activist stand. Differences and disagreements
arose over the question of participation in the political
process. The majority of Nurists seem to have supported Necmeddin Erbakan's Islamist parties, but felt
betrayed when Erbakan in the late 1970s entered into
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a political coalition with the Republican People's
Party, former persecutors of Sacld Nursl. After the
restoration of political freedom in 1982-3, one group
of Nurists continued to support Suleyman Demirel's
Straight Path Party, while others backed the
Motherland Party of Turgut Ozal, who had proclaimed himself an adherent of the Nakshbandiyya.
Thus in general, the Nurists have supported right and
centre parties, but the shifting course of Turkish
political life has caused a certain reticence regarding
politics amongst many Nurists. At the present time
(1992), there are five major Nurist groups in Turkey,
as well as that of Mehmet Kaplan in Germany.
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of Durham 1985, unpublished (this includes the
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(KEMAL KARPAT)
NURI, a common name in the Near East for a
m e m b e r of c e r t a i n Gipsy t r i b e s . A more correct
vocalisation would perhaps be Nawan (so Hava,
Steingass, etc.), with plural Nawar. Minorsky [see
LULI, at V, 817a] gives Nawara. By displacement of
accent we also find the plural form as Nawdr (e.g. in
Jaussen, Coutumes des Arabes, 90, and British
Admiralty, Handbook, Syria, London 1919, 196,
Arabia, London 1916, 92, 94). In Persia, the current
name for Gipsy is Lori, Luri or Lull [q. v . ] . It is not
unlikely that by a natural phonetic transformation the
form nun derives from luri, which, it has been suggested, originally denoted an inhabitant of the town of
al-Rur (or Arur) in Sind. Quatremere advanced the
theory (Hist, des Sultans Mamlouks, i/2, n. 5) that the
name nun arose from the Arabic nur (fire); he gives the
form n. ww. r. because these vagrants were usually seen
carrying a brazier or a lantern. Even today many of
the Nawar earn their living as itinerant smiths. But it
is more probable that the correct etymology is to be
found in some Sanskritic dialect of northwestern
India, the original home of the Gipsy tribes.
In the various countries of the Orient in which
Gipsy families are located, we find several designations for them used. The older name, now much
restricted in use, was Zutt [see ZUTT] or Jatts. The
Turkish name Cingana passed into European
languages under such forms as Stxavo?, Tzigane,
Zingaro, Czigany, Zigeuner, etc. Dozy (Supplement
aux dictionnaires arabes, i, 605), quoting Caussin de
Perceval, records the occasional use of the name Zandjiyya, but this is inexact [see ZANDJ]. The commonest
names, apart from those already mentioned, seem to
be Nawar and Kurbat or Ghurbat (particularly in
northern Syria and Persia), Ghagar and Halab
(especially in Egypt and North Africa) and Duman (in
c
lrak). For other sub-divisions, reference may be
made to the bibliography, and particularly to E. Littmann's Zigeuner-Arabisch, which is an excellent summary of the whole subject, particularly on the
linguistic side.
The collecting of data regarding the Gipsy tribes of
the Orient is by no means easy. Even experienced
orientalists and travellers have reached different conclusions regarding them. For example, Lane (in his
Modern Egyptians, London 1836, ii, 108) in spite of his
profound knowledge of Egypt, asserted that there

were few Gipsies in the land, while numbers of welleducated local peoples today are still unaware of the
presence of these tribes in their midst. The statistics of
Massignon's Annuaire musulman (Paris 41954, 271),
however, gave the number of Gipsies in Egypt as 2 %
of the population, consisting, namely, of two tribes of
Ghagar and Nawar respectively, and four tribes of
Halab.
The Gipsies as a rule seem, chameleon-like, to take
their creed, such as it is, from their surroundings. In
Muslim countries these tribes usually profess Islam,
in so far as they may be said to profess any religious
views, many of them, indeed, being very superstitious
and reported to be scoundrels and vagabonds. The
same applies to the Muslim Gipsies of what was
formerly European Turkey (Admiralty, Handbook of
Turkey in Europe, London 1917, 62). In the Balkans,
many of them are Greek Orthodox.
Persian and Arabic writers preserve for us the tradition that tribes of Jats (or Zutt) from the Pandjab were
conveyed westwards by command of the Sasanid
monarch Bahram Gur (420-38 A.D.) and their descendants proved a troublesome problem some centuries
later for the caliphs of Baghdad. Once more, numbers
of them were dispersed to the borders of Syria, where
many of them were captured by the Byzantines, and
thus found their way into the Eastern Roman Empire,
thence to continue their migrations to other ends of
the East and West. Many of them are even said to
have risen to high rank, e.g. al-San b. al-Hakam b.
Yusuf al-Zuttl, governor of Egypt (200-5/816-21).
The name Bardmika is actually the designation in
Egypt of a class of public dancers (Ghawdzt) of low
moral character and conduct who have been regarded
as of Gipsy blood, but it is more likely that the name
arose from a parallel with the sad state of the fallen
line of viziers. See L. Bouvat, Les Barmecides d'apres les
historiens arabes et persans, Paris 1912, 110, 125.
The German traveller Ulrich Seetzen and the
American missionary Eli Smith gathered valuable
material in the Near East regarding those nomadic
peoples which proved useful to later scholars. They
were followed by Capt. Newbold (1856) on the Gypsies of Egypt, Syria and Persia; von Kremer, Austrian
Consul at Cairo, on the Egyptian Gypsies (1863);
Sykes (1902) dealt with the Persian Gypsies, while an
excellent treatise appeared in 1914 from R.A.S.
Macalister on the language of the Nawar or Zutt, the
nomad smiths of Palestine. Macalister in this work
had the rather difficult task of reducing to writing a
language almost completely unknown, and interpreting and analysing the Nuri stories and folkelements recounted to him by members of the Nun
settlement north of the Damascus Gate in Jerusalem.
He employed several of these Nawar in the course of
his excavations there. A small Syrian Gypsy
vocabulary received by Miss G.G. Everest of Beirut
from a friend at Damascus was also published in the
Journal of the Gipsy Lore Soc. (Jan. 1890), in an article
by F.H. Groome. The philological aspect of the question has received, in recent years, the attention of
scholars such as E. Galtier and E. Littmann (see
Bibi).
In Egypt, the Halab (sing. Halabl) are to be found
mostly in Lower Egypt carrying on their special
occupations at the various markets and mawdlid [see
MAWLID], and as traders in camels, horses and cattle.
Their womenfolk are noted seeresses and medicinewomen, practicing all the arts of sorcery (sifir): sanddivination (darb al-ramt), shell-divination (darb alsad^a), bibliomancy (fath al-Kitdb), etc. Their tribal
subdivisions are variously given by Galtier (7) and
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Newbold (291). Their name suggests some connection
with Aleppo (Halab), but they themselves proudly
claim a South Arabian ancestry, their tribal chronicle
being the popular broadsheet production, Ta^nkh Zir
Sdlim.
The Ghagar Gipsy tribe, however, have a rather
unsavoury reputation, a fact that is reflected in the
modern Egyptian colloquial Arabic verb ghaggar "to
be abusive" (see M. Hinds and El-Said Badawi, A dictionary of Egyptian Arabic, Beirut 1986, 617). Their
speech has fewer foreign ingredients, and Galtier is of
the opinion that they are more recent arrivals in the
Nile Valley, probably wanderers from Constantinople. The argot of the Egyptian Gipsies is called al-Sim,
and in modern colloquial Arabic in Egypt "to speak
in enigmas" is yatakallim hi 'l-Sim (see Hinds and
Badawi, op. cit., 446).
The word Nun in Egypt is almost synonymous with
thief, and their thieving propensities are libellously
associated in a popular proverb with the inhabitants of
Damanhur [q. v. ] (alf Nun wa-ld Damanhuri). According to the age-old policy of setting a thief to catch a
thief, the Nawar are often recruited as estate watchmen
(ghuffdr).
Their pursuits and proclivities are varied in the
extreme. Besides the myriad occupations of
enchanters, amulet-sellers, quack-doctors, snakeeaters and astrologers, many of them travel about as
hawkers, metal-workers, animal-trainers, professional
tumblers, rope-dancers, acrobats, monkey-leaders,
musicians and ballad-singers, while some are
employed to circumcise Muslim girls, to tattoo lips
and chins, and to bore ears and nostrils.
Bibliography: See LULI, ZUTT, and further, de
Goeje, Bijdrage tot de geschiedenis der Zigeuners,
Amsterdam 1875, English tr. J. Snijders, publ. in
D. MacRitchie, Account of the Gypsies of India, London 1886; idem, Memoire sur les migrations des Tsiganes
a travers I'Asie, Leiden 1903; Journal of the Gypsy Lore
Soc. and Index] R.A.S. Macalister, The language of the
Nawar or Zutt = Gypsy Lore Soc., Monographs, no. 3,
London 1914; E. Littmann, Zigeuner-Arabisch, Wortschatz und Grammatik, Bonn 1920; Pott, Die Zigeuner
in Europa und Asien, Halle 1844-5; idem, Uber die
Sprache der Zigeuner in Syrien, in Zeitschr. f. die
Wissenschaft der Sprache, Berlin 1846, 175-86; idem,
in ZDMG (1849), 321-35, (1853), 389-90; U.J.
Seetzen, Reisen durch Syrien, etc., Berlin 1854, 184-9;
Newbold, The Gypsies of Egypt, in JRAS (1856), 285312; A. von Kremer, Aegypten, Leipzig 1863, i, 13848, and notes 70-2, 155, previously published in
1862 in Petermann's Mittheilungen, Gotha, ii, 41-4;
R. Liebich, Die Zigeuner, ihr Wesen und ihre Sprache,
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Les Tsiganes d'Egypte et de Syrie, in MIFAO, Cairo
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Egypt, in MW (July 1933), 285-9; cAbd al-Rahman
Ismacll, Tibb al-rukka, Cairo 1310-12, 67, 68, 95,
gives examples of Gipsy quack-doctoring; ZDMG
(1870), 681-2, (1912), 339, 527, (1919), 233-42;
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C.E. Bosworth, The mediaeval Islamic underworld,
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AL-NURI, ABU 'L-HUSAYN (or ABU 'L-HASAN)
AHMAD b. Muhammad al-Baghawi, Sufi m y s t i c , of
Khurasan! background, was born (probably ca.
226/840, as he had met Dhu '1-Nun) in Baghdad,
where he spent most of his life. He died in 295/907.
The most extensive information about him is given by
al-Sarradj and al-Kalabadhi; the brief biographies of
al-SulamT and Abu Nu c aym agree almost verbatim, as
do the Persian notes in Ansari and Jam!. c Attar's
biography elaborates on otherwise little-known
details; BaklT devotes five chapters (§§ 95-9) of his
Sharh--i shathiyydt to al-Nurl.
It is said that he acquired his surname because "he
radiated light when talking"; he claimed "I looked
into the light until I became that light myself." A
disciple of al-San as-Sakati, he underwent extreme
self-mortification: "Sufism is leaving all pleasures of
the nafs", and emphasised the true fakir's reliance
upon God alone. His best-known quality is ithdr, i.e.
that "it is a religious duty to prefer one's companions
to oneself"; for "Sufism consists not of forms and
sciences but of akhldk, good qualities." That is
illustrated by his attitude during the trial of the SufTs
by Ghulam Khalfl in 264/877, where he offered up his
life for his friends, whereupon the caliph acquitted the
SufTs. Al-NurT was quite emotional, and considered
intellect to be "incapable"; contrary to the sober and
prudent Djunayd he enjoyed participating in the
samd^: "The Sufi is one who hears the samd0', and
Bakll asks in his threnody (Shark, § 377) "Where is the
singing, tarannum, of Nun?" That his death was
caused by his running, in full ecstasy, into a freshlycut reedbed and dying from wounds, fits into this picture, as does AnsarT's remark that "he was more worshipping, acbad, than Djunayd." Al-NurT, who,
according to c Attar, was seen weeping along with the
sad Iblls, claimed to be a lover, ^dshik, which led the
Hanbalfs to declare him a heretic; but for him,
mahabba (mentioned in Kurgan, V, 59) was a higher
stage than ^ishk, and "Love is to tear the veils and
unveil the secrets." More dangerous seemed his
remark "Deadly poison!", when hearing the
mu^adhdhins call, but answering a dog's barking with
labbayka; he intended to blame the one who performed
religious duties for money, but understood every
creature's praise of God, even from the dog's mouth.
Al-Kalabadhi mentions that al-NurT wrote about
mystical sciences with ishdrdt, symbolic expressions,
but only recently did P. Nwyia discover his Makdmdt
al-kulub, which contains descriptions of the heart, that
house of God, which is inhabited by the King Certitude, who is aided by two viziers, Fear and Hope.
Such an allegorical interpretation of Kur D anic data
appears also in the comparison of the heart to a castle
with seven ramparts (reminiscent of St. Theresa's
imagery). The language of al-Nuri, called by c Attar
latif zanf, "fine and elegant", is highly poetical, and
a number of brief poems is attributed to him; the
imagery of the heart as a garden which is fertilised, or
else destroyed, by rain and in which laud and
gratitude are the odoriferous herbs, prefigures Persian
garden imagery. Al-Nuri is called "the faithful one,
sahib al-wafd'*, and "prince of hearts", amir al-kulub,
and, as a true love mystic, was one of the most
remarkable companions of Djunayd, who said at his
death, "half of Sufism is gone".
Bibliography: Abu Nasr al-Sarradj, Kitdb alLuma^fi 'l-tasawwuf, ed. R.A. Nicholson, LondonLeiden 1914; Kalabadhl, Kitdb al-Ta^arruffimadhhab
ahl al-tasawwuf, ed. A.J. Arberry, Cairo 1934; Abu
Nu c aym al-Isfahanl, Hilyat al-awliyd^, Cairo
1934 ff.; SulamT, Tabakdt al-Sufiyya, ed. N. SharTba,
Cairo 1953; KushayrI, Risdla, Cairo 1330/1912;
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Ansan, Tabakdt al-sufiyya, ed. C A.H. HabibI, v Kabul
n.d.; HudjwTri, Kashf al-mahdjub, ed. V.A. Zukovski, Leningrad 1925, tr. Nicholson, London 1911;
Ruzbihan Bakli, Kitdb Shark al-shathiyydt, ed. H.
Corbin, Paris-Tehran 1966; Farid al-Dln c Attar,
Tadhkirat al-awliyd^, ed. Nicholson, London-Leiden
1905-7; SuhrawardI, 'Awdrif al-macdrif, Beirut 1966;
DjamI, Nafahdt al-uns, ed. M. Tawhldlpur, Tehran
1957; L. Massignon, Recueil de textes inedits, Paris
1929; M. Dermenghem, Vie des saints musulmans,
Algiers 1942; P. Nwyia, Exegese coranique et langage
mystique, Beirut 1970; L. Lopez Baralt, Huellas del
Islam en la literatura espanola (ch. 4), Madrid 1985.
(ANNEMARIE SCHIMMEL)
NURI, SHAYKH FADL ALLAH, the most notable
of the a n t i - c o n s t i t u t i o n a l i s t 'ulamd^'m the Persian
Revolution of 1906.
Hadjdji Shaykh Fadl Allah Nun was born in
Tehran in 1259/1843-4 and went at an early age to
study in the c Atabat [q.v. in Suppl.] under his uncle
Mlrza Muhammad Husayn NurT, and under MTrza
Hasan ShlrazI (M. Turkaman, Shaykh-i shahid Fadl
Allah Nun, Tehran 1362 Sh/\983, i, 9). In about
1300/1883 he returned to Tehran, where he gradually
emerged as the leading scholar and jurist. He was
active in the movement against the Tobacco Concession in 1308-9/1890-1, but otherwise not particularly
prominent politically until 1321/1903, when c Ayn alDawla was appointed Sadr-i A c zam and passed on to
Shaykh Fadl Allah the responsibility for government
business in the shan^a courts, which had previously
come under the mudjtahid Sayyid cAbd Allah
BihbihanI (MTrza Muhammad Nazim al-Islam Kirmanl, Tdrikh-i biddri-yi Irdniydn, Tehran 1361 jW1982,
i, 210). Shaykh Fadl Allah supported c Ayn al-Dawla's
reforms of the finances in an attempt to preserve the
traditional system of government and authority, but
when the Sadr-i A c zam's regime collapsed in
Djumada II 1324/July 1906, Shaykh Fadl Allah was
forced to join what became the constitutional movement, although he had previously expressed doubts
about constitutionalism (Nazim al-Islam, Biddri, i,
321-4).
He found himself in eclipse, however, until the
accession of Muhammad CA1T Shah [q.v.] in Dhu '1Kacda 1324/January 1907 gave him a powerful new
ally. Having failed in discussion to modify the radical
measures of the proposed Supplementary Fundamental Law he took bast [q. v. ] or sanctuary in the Shrine
of Shah cAbd al-cAzim from 9 Djumada II to 8
Shacban 1325/20 June to 16 September 1907, almost
certainly financed by the Shah (Spring Rice to Grey,
no. 143, 10 July 1907, FO 416/34 no. 136; Y.
DawlatabadI, Tdrikh-i mu^dsir yd haydt-i Yahyd, ii,
Tehran 1337 ,S£/1958, 129). From there he published
a series of propaganda leaflets in which he argued for
mashruta-yi mashru^a, or more specifically nizdm-ndma-yi
isldmi, an Islamic constitution (for the leaflets, see
Turkaman, Shahid, i, 231-368; H. RidwanI, Lawdyih-i
Akd Shaykh Fadl Allah Nun, Tehran 1362sh/1983). He
also maintained that constitutionalism was contrary to
the shari^a, most notably on the point of equality
before the law (Turkaman, Shahid, 287-8, 291-2).
Following the fear and disarray induced in the court
at the assassination of the then prime minister Amin
al-Sultan, the Shah appears to have withdrawn his
support and Shaykh Fadl Allah emerged from bast. He
participated in the royalist demonstrations of Dhu '1Kacda 1325/December 1907 but did not return to
prominence until after the coup of Djumada I
1326/June 1908. Then in a fatwd (M. Malikzada,
Tdrikh-i inkildb-i mashrutiyyat-i Iran, Tehran 1351 Shl-

1972, iv, 211-21) and in a work entitled Tadhkirat alghdfil wa-irshdd al-djdhil (Turkaman, Shahid, i, 56-75),
he provided the Shah with a legitimising ideology for
his refusal to restore the mad^lis, arguing most notably
that the Shah was one of the two pillars of Islam
together with the ^ulamd^, his role being to maintain
order and stability (Malikzada, Mashrutiyyat, iv, 217).
He further contended that constitutionalism was pernicious, since it contradicted the five Muslim precepts
(al-ahkdm al-khamsa), implying that it interfered with
the soteriological purpose of Islam (V.A. Martin,
Islam and modernism: the Iranian Revolution of 1906, London 1989, 178-9). In addition, he attacked the constitutionalists' source of legitimacy in representation
of the will of the people, arguing that it had no basis
for any claim to authority in ImamI Sh^I law
(Malikzada, Mashrutiyyat, IV, 211; Turkaman, Shahid,
i, 67, 89-90; Martin, op. cit., 181-3).
After the abdication of Muhammad CAU Shah in
Radjab 1327/July 1909, Shaykh Fadl Allah declined
the chance of refuge in the Russian Legation along
with the Shah and his other prominent supporters
(Malikzada, Mashrutiyyat, v, 265, vi, 117). He was
arrested, tried on 13 Radjab 1327/31 July 1909 and
publicly executed immediately afterwards. On the
scaffold he is* said to have recited the verse, "If we
were a heavy burden, we are gone; if we were unkind,
we are gone" (E.G. Browne, The Persian revolution
1905-9, Cambridge 1910, 444; see also Nazim alIslam, Biddri, ii, 535).
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constitutionalism in Iran,_ Leiden 1977; A. Kasrawl,
Tdrikh-i mashruta-yi Iran, Tehran 2537 shdhdnshdhi/1978; Y. Richard, Le radicalisme islamique du
Sheykh Fazlollah Nuri et son impact dans I'histoire de
I'Iran contemporain, in Les integrismes: la pensee et les
hommes, xxix/2, Brussels 1986, 60-86.
(VANESSA MARTIN)
NURI KILLIGIL [see ENWER PASHA].
NURI AL-SA C ID, fourteen times Prime M i n i s t e r
of c l r a k under the monarchy (1921-58) and one of
the most r o b u s t Arab p o l i t i c i a n s of his generation, was born in Baghdad in 1888, the son of a minor
administrative official, and was killed at the hands of
a hostile crowd in Baghdad on the day after the c lraki
Revolution of 14 July 1958. NurT attended military
schools in Baghdad and Istanbul, receiving his commission in 1906; after four years soldiering in c lrak,
he returned to the Staff College in Istanbul, participating in campaigns in Macedonia (1911) and in
the Balkan Wars (1912-13). In common with many of
his fellow Arab officers, he was attracted to the liberal
aims of the Committee of Union and Progress [see
ITTIHAD WE TERAKKI DJEM C IYYETI], only to be disappointed by the increasingly centralising and proTurkish policies which it pursued when in power.
Along with several other c lrakis, Nun joined al-cAhd,
a secret society of Arab officers in the Ottoman Army,
founded by cAz!z CA1T al-Misri.
At the outbreak of the First World War, Nurl was
in Basra where he surrendered to the British occupying forces. He was sent briefly to India and eventually
made contact with cAz!z CA1I al-Misri, whom he joined in Cairo at the end of 1915. Shortly afterwards he
was asked to take part in the British-sponsored Arab
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Revolt, which the Sharif Husayn of Mecca [q. v.} proclaimed against the Ottomans (or more specifically
against the government of the Committee of Union
and Progress), on 5 June 1916. Al-MisrT was the first
commander of the Shanfian forces, but he soon fell
out with the Sharif and returned to Egypt. His place
was taken by Dja c far al-cAskari, captured by the
British in the Western Desert a few months earlier,
who was doubly Nun's brother-in-law—the two men
were married to each other's sisters. Nun himself
became "coordinator and adviser-in-chief to the
SharTfian forces" and then "Chief of Staff" (Lord
Birdwood, Nuri as-Said: a study in Arab leadership, London 1959, 45, 59). During his time in the Hidjaz and
Syria, NurT developed close personal relationships
with a number of British officers, and also with Husayn's second son, Faysal (1885-1933 [q. v. ]), remaining at the latter's side from August 1917 until, and
well beyond, the capture of Damascus in October
1918. In the course of the War NurT received two
British decorations for gallantry, the C.M.G. and the
D.S.O.
In common with those with whom he was most intimately concerned, Nuri would have had no clear
idea of Britain's plans for the Arab provinces of the
Ottoman Empire in event of the defeat of the Central
Powers in the First World War. However, since Britain had given its backing to Sharif Husayn and his
sons, it was reasonable to assume that they would be
involved in whatever future settlement of the area
might be reached. Early in November 1918, Faysal
invited Nuri to accompany him on his journey from
Syria to London (via France) and then to the peace
conference in Paris, where he was to represent the
Hidjaz. The French made it clear to Faysal that they
had no intention of recognising the "Arab kingdom"
which he had established in Syria in October 1918.
Encouraged, perhaps, by the fact that almost a year
passed before sufficient French troops arrived in Syria
to enforce French policy, Faysal's supporters there
were determined not to give up their state. The First
Arab Congress, held in Damascus on 7-8 March
1920, proclaimed Faysal King of Syria and his brother
c
Abd Allah King of c lrak. A few weeks later, under
the terms of the Treaty of San Remo, France was
given the mandate for Syria and Lebanon, and Britain the mandate for c lrak and Palestine-Transjordan.
By this time there was a substantial French military
presence in Syria; on 14 July 1920 the French
delivered an ultimatum to Faysal to accept the terms
of the mandate, and when this was not accepted,
defeated his army at Khan Maysalun [see MAYSALUN]
a few miles outside Damascus, ten days later. Faysal,
with NurT at his side, left for Egypt, and eventually for
discussions in London in the late autumn of 1920.
In the immediate aftermath of the First World War,
British plans for the territory which was to become
c
lrak were by no means clear. Most of the British administrators there had served in India, where they
were used to a system of direct rule by British officials,
and had little understanding of any expression of "national" or "Arab nationalist" aspirations. In the late
summer of 1920 there was an uprising in c lrak against
the British occupation, which elicited a fundamental
change in British policy. A provisional Arab government was formed at the end of October, and at the
Cairo Conference in March 1921 it was decided to offer Faysal the throne of c lrak, thus giving substance to
the negotiations which had taken place in the course
of his own and NurT's visit to London the previous
October. Faysal arrived in Basra at the end of June,
and was duly enthroned in Baghdad on 23 August.
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Meanwhile, Nun had returned to Baghdad in
January 1921, where he was made Chief of Staff of the
c
lraki Army under his brother-in-law Dja c far,
Minister of Defence in the provisional government.
For most of the 1920s NurT concentrated on building
up the c lraki Army, in his capacity either as Chief of
Staff (1921-2) or as Minister of Defence, an office he
held in seven of the nine cabinets formed between
November 1922 and March 1930. Between March
1930 and October 1932 he served as Prime Minister,
and was intimately involved in the negotiations for the
Anglo- c IrakT Treaty of 1930 which provided for the official withdrawal of British control over c lrak and for
c
lrak's entry into the League of Nations in 1932.
King Faysal's premature death in August 1933 left
a power vacuum at the centre of c!rakT politics. His
son GhazT, then aged 21, was both inexperienced and
lacking in political acumen, with the result that control of the country passed increasingly to former or
serving military officers. In October 1936, General
Bakr SidkT led a coup against the government of
(former Major-General) YasTn al-HashimT, in which
Nuri was serving as Minister of Foreign Affairs and
Dja c far as Minister of Defence. Dja c far was shot at
Sidki's instigation while trying to negotiate with the
coup leaders; Yasln died in exile a few months later,
and Nuri was smuggled out of the country via the
British Embassy. He returned to c lrak in the autumn
of 1937, a few months after the overthrow of Bakr
SidkT, and proceeded to wage a relentless vendetta
against the perpetrators of the coup of October 1936
in general, and in particular against those involved in
his brother-in-law Dja c far's murder. Eventually, NurT
formed his third cabinet, and, apart from a crucial few
months out of office between January and October
1941, served as Prime Minister for much of the period
between December 1938 and June 1944, often holding
the Defence and/or Foreign Affairs portfolios at the
same time.
Two incidents during these years were to have
lasting effects upon Nun's subsequent career, and
generally to alienate him from public esteem. The first
of these was the persistent allegation that he was in
some way involved in GhazT's death in a motor accident in April 1939. Nuri was openly contemptuous of
GhazT (whose evident character defects were redeemed in the eyes of many c!rakT "nationalists" by his
anti-British posturings), and his death and replacement by his more malleable cousin cAbd al-Ilah as
Regent for GhazT's son Faysal II (who was four years
old in 1939), certainly simplified matters for NurT and
his British patrons. In any case, whether or not this
allegation had any foundation was less important than
the fact that it was widely believed (see Hanna Batatu,
The old social classes and the revolutionary movements of Iraq;
a study of Iraq's old landed classes and its Communists,
Ba'thists and Free Officers, Princeton 1978, 342).
The second incident was the complex of events surrounding c lrak's participation in the Second World
War. There is little doubt that the anti-British movement initiated in 1940-1 by the so-called Golden
Square (four Arab nationalist Army colonels, all some
ten years younger than NurT) and their political
mouthpiece RashTd CA1T al-GaylanT [q. v. ], had immense popular appeal. Especially after the fall of
France in 1940, the notion that c lrak should either remain neutral—in defiance of the provisions of the
Treaty of 1930—or even, in the minds of some, call
upon Germany to force Britain out of c lrak, began to
gain ground. In April 1941 the Golden Square staged
a coup which brought RashTd CA1T to power. NurT and
c
Abd al-Ilah fled to Jordan with British assistance,
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while the c lraki Army fought a somewhat quixotic
one-month campaign against a British force. The
defeat of the clrakl Army was followed by a "second
British occupation"; as for the Regent and Nun,
"their return from abroad only after the country had
been subdued by British power made them so odious
among the people that, regardless of what they did
afterwards, they were never able to command public
confidence" (Batatu, op. cit., 345).
By this time certain guiding principles of Nun's
conduct may be discerned. As the First World War
ended, he seems to have realised that some form of
foreign control over the Arab provinces of the former
Ottoman Empire was inevitable, and that his own
career would be best served by a pragmatic acceptance of this situation. Nun saw the future of the Arab
world in terms of a loose confederation of regions (and
eventually of individual states) under the general aegis
of Britain, and, if more reluctantly, of France. His
patron Faysal's translation to c lrak in 1921 gave NurT
the opportunity to assist in building up a state which
was independent at least to the extent that it was no
longer part of the Ottoman Empire, and which might
eventually emerge as a leading regional force, largely
through the agency of the Army, whose construction
and organisation was one of his principal concerns
throughout the 1920s and 1930s.
The major flaw in this design was that because
Fay sal and the Hashimite house on the one hand, and
NurT and his circle on the other, were regarded by
members of the "Old Social Classes" first as
foreigners and outsiders and secondly (because of
their lower class origins) as upstarts, both were forced
to rely on Britain in ways which became more and
more intolerable to the politically conscious sections of
the c lrakl population. Faysal died before these tensions had developed beyond the point of no return,
although he earned considerable opprobrium towards
the end of his life because of his acceptance of the
restrictions on c lrak's independence in the Angloc
!rakT Treaty of 1930.
Realising the extent of his own isolation within
c
lrak, NurT tried to secure his base by placing trusted
friends and colleagues in key positions in the army, so
that in 1936, all of the Army's 3 major-generals, 3 of
its 4 brigadiers and 6 of its 11 colonels were former
Sharifian officers. In addition, as he gradually gained
greater control of the state machinery, he was able to
win over the tribal shaykhs and urban notables by coopting them both politically and economically (see
Batatu, op. cit., passim), a process greatly facilitated
during and after the Second World War by this
group's hostility to and fear of a burgeoning spectrum
of "opposition" parties and groups.
On his return to power after the Anglo-clrakl
"War" of 1941, NurT began to root out the Pan-Arab
supporters of the Golden Square from within the Army, while putting forward his own modest version of
Arab nationalism, the "Fertile Crescent" scheme, in
1943. This involved the creation of a "Greater Syria"
out of Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine, with
which c lrak would be associated, possibly leading to a
wider federation which might embrace Egypt and
Saudi Arabia. Needless to say, this arrangement
(whose details were extremely vague) was to come into
being under the benevolent auspices of Britain. The
Egyptians, Syrians and Saudis were intensely
suspicious of anything that might smack of Hashimite
domination, and in its place the Arab League, a loose
arrangement which maintained the structures of the
existing states and was designed to foster cooperation
rather than Arab unity, came into being in May 1945.

British relations with c lrak, or more accurately with
NurT and the Regent, remained close until the
Revolution of July 1958, although British officials
were often bothered by the extent to which "our eggs
are concentrated in NurT's somewhat unstable
basket" (quoted in Batatu, op. cit., 347). Throughout
the 1940s, and especially after the ill-fated attempt to
extend the Anglo-clrakl Treaty of 1930 at Portsmouth
in January 1948, the political situation in clrak was
characterised by mounting repression and increasingly dictatorial regimes, presided over either by Nun
himself or by his acolytes and supporters. Britain
tolerated this state of affairs for a number of reasons,
not least among which were its concern to maintain
the free flow of oil from c lrak, and to preserve the
British air bases there, but also because no amount of
prodding seemed sufficient to persuade Nun to
change his ways, or to train up a less compromised
successor. At the same time, NurT's relative lack of
concern over Palestine, and his imperturbable championing of unpopular causes (notably c!rakT membership of the Baghdad Pact in 1955) made it easier for
Britain to overlook his shortcomings.
In time, popular resentment against NurT and his
circle reached a crescendo, although, given the nature
of the political system, it was impossible for the
regime to be ousted other than by force. In the course
of the 1950s, a conspiratorial movement of Free Officers emerged in the Army, which eventually took advantage of military manoeuvres in July 1958 to direct
units commanded by its sympathisers to take control
of key locations in Baghdad. On the morning of 14
July the Royal Palace was surrounded, and the King
(Faysal II had attained his majority in 1953) and his
uncle (the former Regent, now Crown Prince), were
killed. NurT went into hiding, but was discovered on
the afternoon of the next day; his body, and that of the
Crown Prince, both of whom were the objects of particular hatred, were dragged through the streets and
eventually torn to pieces by the mob.
Possibly as a result of their reluctance to face harsh
realities, few British diplomats concerned with clrak
in the 1950s thought that a major change in the status
quo was imminent (see here W.R. Louis, The British
and the origins of the Iraqi Revolution, in R. A. Fernea and
W.R. Louis, The Iraqi Revolution of 1958: the Old Social
Classes revisited, London and New York 1991, 31-61).
It is clear now that the perpetuation of the immense
social inequalities over which NurT presided (which
increased with the rapid rise in oil revenues and the
inauguration of the Development Board in the early
1950s), together with his dictatorial style and his constant manipulation of the electoral and parliamentary
systems, were major causes of the chaos and violence
which erupted when the dam finally broke in July
1958. It is not clear either that this was "inevitable",
or that NurT had "no choice" in acting as he did.
While NurT was clearly Britain's most faithful servant
in c lrak, the nature of his contribution to the history
of his own country remains rather more difficult to
assess.
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nationalism, the United States and postwar imperialism,
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Oxford 1984; Reeva S. Simon, Iraq between the two
world wars: the creation and implementation of a nationalist
ideology, New York 1986; P. Sluglett, Britain in Iraq
1914-1932, London 1976; Mohammad Tarbush,
The role of the military in politics: a case study of Iraq to
1941, London 1982.
(P. SLUGLETT)
NURSl, SHEYKH BADIC AL-ZAMAN SACID (Modern
Tkish. Bediuzzaman Said Riza-Nursi) (ca. 18761960), religious leader, of Kurdish origin, in late
Ottoman and Republican Turkey.
Sacld NursI, the author of the Risdle-yi Nur "Epistle
of Light" (or "Wisdom") from which the intellectualreligious movement known as Nurculuk [q. v. ] sprang,
was born in the village of Nurs in the province of Bitlis
[see BIDLIS] in eastern Turkey. His father apparently
belonged to a local family of notables, as indicated by
his surname Mlrza. NursT started his education in the
medrese of Seyyid Nur (the names of many places and
people with whom he was associated, including that of
his mother, Nuriyye, derived from nur "light"), but
he soon changed to an intensive, three-month-long
study under Sheykh Mehmed DjelalT in Beyazit; he
received the title of Molla [q.v.], and from then on he
continued his education on his own. During his
travels around the province he developed an interest
in the life of the common people and a deep feeling for
nature that stayed with him all his life. His growing
erudition, communal involvement and occasional
confrontation with Ottoman officials earned him first
the title of Meshhur ("famous") and later, around
1894, that of Bad?- al-zamdn or "beauty of the age".
In 1909 he started to call himself ghanb ("stranger" or
"dissident") in order to show that his way of thinking
and behaving differed from that of his contemporaries, a strangeness displayed outwardly by his
native garb and the gun and knife in his belt, resembling more his fellow-Kurdish tribesmen than a refined
city ^dlim.
After spending two years in Bitlis as the guest of
c
Omer Pasha, NursT moved to Van in 1894, where he
lived in the house of the provincial wall or governor
Ishkodralf Tahir Pasha. There he acquainted himself
with the physical and natural sciences and began to
apply their methodology both to the teaching of Islam
and to demonstrate the truth of the faith. At about this
same time he began to move closer to the Ottoman
establishment, away from the Nakshbandiyya
Khalidiyya Sufis with whom he first studied and
closer to the Kadiriyya. After making the acquaintance of modern science, NursT adopted the view that
progress and salvation lay not in the faith alone but
also in the sciences and in government action. (The
preoccupation with "philosophy", as he called it,
engaged him until about 1920, when he rediscovered
the superiority of faith.) During his stay in Van,
according to his biographer, NursT read a declaration
attributed to Gladstone, the British Liberal statesman
known for his anti-Turkish views, that "we [the
British] cannot dominate the Muslims as long as we
do not take the Koran away from them" (§ahiner,
1988, 73); he now swore to prove to the world that
"the Kur D an was a spiritual sun and indestructible"
(ibid.). His religious dedication, coupled with his
association with Ottoman officials, eventually secured
for NursT in 1907 an introduction to Sultan cAbd iilHamTd II. However, his coarse appearance, his petition for the establishment of modern schools in Bitlis
province and his assertion that "Islam does not sanction tyranny" landed him first in the Yfldiz military
court and then in a mental hospital (in order to avoid
the possible imposition of severe punishment). This
incident shows clearly the difference between the two
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forms of Islamism or Pan-Islamism [q.v. ] that
dominated Ottoman society in the period 1870-1908.
On the one hand, there was the caliph's Pan-Islamism
that relied on the government, its bureaucracy and
the traditional religious establishment for its survival;
on the other hand, there was the populist, grass-roots
form of religion that relied on community support.
NursT's advocacy of this latter, populist Islamism
before the foremost proponents of the traditional view
did not sit well with the bureaucrats.
He was, in fact, the product of socio-political
changes occurring in Anatolia, which had passed from
the rule of local feudal lords, thanks to the centralising
policy of the government, but now came under the
spiritual domination and the social guidance of the
tankat sheykhs, since, although theoretically under the
rule of the new bureaucracy, the hinterlands were not
in fact brought completely under the influence of the
centre, allowing the sheykhs more power as leaders
of local society. However, NursT's communal,
NakshbandT Islam was also increasingly confronted
not only by cAbd ul-HamTd's state-sponsored PanIslamism but also by the positivist and the liberal
ideology of the growing modernist intelligentsia.
NursT accepted in varying degrees some of the tenets
of all these ideologies, in the end opting fully for
religious orthodoxy while evolving an Islamicmodernist-national philosophy of his own. His aims
were not only to rejuvenate the faith but also to
revitalise the society in which the faith found its
expression. This preoccupation with the living society
had the effect of elevating the local culture and the
vernacular (NursT only learned Turkish around the
age of 14) to respectability and gave love of country
(watan) and the natural aspects of human existence the
sanction of religion. Yet the same forces that conditioned modernist and nationalist views also created
disunity in society and a penchant for materialism,
and these ills became NursT's ultimate target.
From roughly 1895 to 1921, NursT lived the life of
an up-and-coming Ottoman rural intellectual. He
came to share the patriotic and nationalist-religious
views of this group of people as well as their search for
social status and position which socio-economic and
political change offered the opportunity to achieve.
Thus he at first joined the Young Turk Revolutionaries, delivering in Salonica in 1908 a fiery speech
glorifying the virtues of political liberalism; but later,
in reaction to the positivist secularism of the Young
Turks, he helped found the Ittihdd-i Muhammedi
(Muslim Union), which staged the abortive counterrevolution of 1909. Arrested and tried, but acquitted,
he went back to his native region where he taught for
a while. Then he participated in the Turkish war
effort and helped prepare the call to djihdd against the
Allies. In 1915, he went by submarine to Libya, in
order to work with the Sanusiyya [q.v.] against the
Italians. Returning home, he took part in the defence
of Bitlis, was captured by the Russians, but escaped
in 1917 and returned home via Warsaw and Vienna.
He held a teaching job in Istanbul for about three
years, after which the ascetic, spiritual "new" SacTd
replaced the activist, worldly "old" SacTd.
The change was caused as much by NursT's increasing age as by the establishment of the Republic, the
abolition of the caliphate (which he apparently
accepted), and the passing of the old Ottoman order.
Probably the "old" SacTd would have long been
forgotten if the "new" one had not emerged. NursT
described his life until the early 1920s as a time of
preparation and training necessary for the creation of
the man who subsequently made himself into the
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voice of the community and the faith. He criticised
not the new regime, or even its reforms, but the
spiritual and ethical void which it had created in
society in the name of science and progress, which it
saw as synonymous with "secularism". From 1925
almost until his death in 1960, NursI was viewed as
the enemy of the new regime, although the truth of
this view was never proved. In 1925 he was arrested
for alleged involvement in the Kurdish revolt of
Sheykh Sacld, and although he was once more acquitted, he was forced to settle in the town of Barla in
the Isparta province, where he wrote two-thirds of his
Risdle-yi Nur (originally called Sozler). He began to
attract an increasingly large group of followers who
copied by hand his writings in the Arabic script and
distributed them all over Anatolia; eventually he permitted the printing of the Risdle in Latin script. NursI
repeatedly stated that all the persecutions and hardships inflicted on him were God's blessings, serving to
define more clearly his path and his mission to save
the faith. He held that the secularist regime in
Ankara, having destroyed the formal religious
establishment, had unwittingly left popular Islam as
the only authentic faith of the Turks, allowing SacTd
NursI to become its spokesman, symbol and martyr.
Alarmed by the growing popularity of NursI's
teachings, which had spread even among the intellectuals and the military officers, the government
arrested him again in 1934 and sent him, first, to
Eskisehir and, later, to seven years' enforced exile in
Kastamonu. He was subsequently arrested again in
1943, 1948 and 1952 for allegedly violating laws mandating secularism, but was finally acquitted in 1956.
This was the result, among other things, of the official
opinion issued by the Diyanet (Religious) Affairs
Directorate which finally stated that NursI's teachings
were spiritual and Islamic. He had returned meanwhile to Isparta, which he considered his home, and
there openly cast his vote for the Democratic Party,
which had restored some religious freedom. He died
in Urfa on 23 March 1960 and was buried there, but
the military government that came to power on 27
May 1960 exhumed the remains (supposedly in
response to his brother's request) and buried him in
secret in an unknown place in the mountains of
Isparta.
The broad range of Sacld NursI's teachings rested
on the fact that he considered himself not a sheykh but
an imam, similar to al-Ghazall and Ahmad Sirhindl
[q.vv. ], and followed the orthodoxy of cAbd al-Kadir
al-Djflanl [ q . v . ] . Absolute faith (imdn) in God was the
foundation of his belief. In this respect he departed
from the Sufi personalised love and search for unity
with God as well as from the Nakshbandl concept of
the tankat or brotherhood as the vehicle of the faith.
He adopted the notion of millet (the nation) as the collectivity of the Muslims, with Isldmiyyet (the faith), the
whole of this superseding ethnic, linguistic and local
differences. The millet was, in fact, a new type of
political-social entity, in which nature and humanity
existed in harmony and balance, both being viewed as
God's creations and the proof of His existence.
Religion, according to NursI, operated in a social
and human environment and had to take into consideration the changing nature of society and the
needs of the human being. He regarded modern
society—notably that of the West—and that espoused
under the positivist-materialist policy of the Turkish
government in the name of "secularism" as the
source of materialism and spiritual impoverishment.
He considered that the level of development of the
faith was conditioned by the intellectual, moral, and

economic level of development in society, and upheld
the virtue of labour (say-etmek, faliskanlik "exertion"
or "activity"), mutual help, self-awareness and property rights, moderate acquisitiveness being a
natural, God-given instinct. He criticised the ulema for
turning their back on the physical sciences; in fact, he
advised them to study these sciences. For him,
ignorance (cehalet), poverty (fakirlik), and dissension
were the worst enemies of society. Nursi's teachings
lacked the dogmatism and rigidity that infected many
other fundamentalist movements and appeared at
times to say many things at once. This vagueness
appealed to a variety of groups, ranging from
modernists to moderate conservatives and dedicated
Islamists. Above all, however, it was the example of
the man and his life that has won him a wide following: a simple Kurdish villager with limited formal
education, who eventually opted for membership in
the newly-formed Turkish nation (he dropped the
name Sacld-i KurdI) as having the potential best to
represent the brotherhood of Muslims.
Bibliography: The best and most comprehensive
biography is that of Necmeddin §ahiner, Bilinmeyen
taraflariyle Bediuzzaman, 7th ed. Istanbul 1988.
Others include Cemal Kutay, Tarih sohbetleri, vols.
i-vi, Istanbul 1966-7; Nurculuk, Ankara 1968; §erif
Mardin, Religion and social change in modern Turkey,
Albany, N.Y. 1989; Sefa Mursel, Bediuzzaman Said
Nursi ve devlet felsefesi, Istanbul 1976; Hamid Algar,
Said Nursi and the Risale-i Nur, in Islamic perspectives.
Studies in honour of Sayyid Abul Ala Mawdudi, Leicester,
1979, 313^33.
(KEMAL KARPAT)
NUSAYB al-Asghar, Abu '1-Hadjna0 (not to be
confused with Nusayb b. Rabah [0.0.], who is sometimes given the kunya of Abu '1-Hadjna0), a n e g r o
poet of the A r a b i c l a n g u a g e originally from
Yamama.
He is described as mawld 'l-Mahdito distinguish him
from his homonym, because the future cAbbasid
caliph had bought him and freed him during the reign
of al-Mansur (136-58/754-75). It was he who gave
him his kunya and married him to a female slave
named Dja c fara. Once established on the throne
(158/775), al-Mahdl, whose companion he had
become, offered him property in the Sawad and
entrusted him with various missions, one of which is
given considerable prominence by the biographers:
having been sent to the Yemen to buy mahriyya camels
[see MAHRA, at VI, 83 a-b) for a sum of 20,000 dinars
which the governor was ordered to deliver to him, he
spent this money on his personal needs and pleasures;
imprisoned in the Yemen, then taken to Baghdad in
chains, he gained the caliph's pardon as a result of the
intervention of a certain Thumama b. al-Walld alc
AbsI to whom he expressed his gratitude; he was furthermore a friend of the latter's brother, Shayba, over
whose death he wept. He also expressed his appreciation of al-Mahdl in a long kasida (- C M rhyme, metre
tawil) and some other pieces (notably a poem in - \hd,
metre tawil). His daughter Hadjna0, also a talented
versifier, addressed adulatory poems to the caliph and
to his daughter cAbbasa [q. v. ] . After the death of alMahdl (169/785), Nusayb is encountered in the
entourage of al-Rashld (170-93/786-809), who even
appointed him head of a province of Syria, where he
exploited his authority for his own enrichment.
Naturally enough, he composed, in a long kasida (-lu
rhyme, metre tawil), the eulogy of this caliph, whose
wife Zubayda [q.v.] was also the object of his praises,
on the occasion of her pilgrimage to Mecca (-mi
rhyme, metre tawil).
During this period, he also maintained amicable
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relations with the Barmakids, in particular with alFadl b. Yahya (d. 193/808 [q.v.]), who offered him
both a house and property. There is a general impression that at least some of his work is inspired by the
exchanges of gifts with other, lesser-known
individuals, by gratitude for the presents solicited or
by anger when his expectations were disappointed.
Although he is described by the Aghdni as hadjdjd^
malcun, there are barely any traces of hiajd* in what has
survived of his work, other than a satirical poem
addressed to the governor of Sanca3, who had
accepted his adulation but had not rewarded him (-n
rhyme, metre tawil).
The Fihrist (163, Cairo edition, 231-2) estimates his
corpus as comprising 70 compositions, but of this only
a few verses have survived. The critics have been
unstinting in their praises for his talent. They place
him at the same level as his homonym, declare that alRashid preferred him to other poets and speak highly
of his qualities in the domains of amorous poetry,
panegyric, satire and description, but it is difficult to
corroborate their judgment.
Bibliography: The principal biography is that of
the Aghdni, xx, 25-34 = ed. Beirut, xxiii, 400-37.
See also Abu Tammam, Hamdsa, i, 273; Djahiz.
Bursdn, 107, 108, 314; Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabakdt, ed.
Eghbal, 68-9; Yakut, Irshdd, vii, 216-18 = Udabd\
xix, 234-7; Zirikll, Acldm, viii, 356; Sezgin, GAS, ii,
539.
(CH. PELLAT)
NUSAYB al-Akbar B. RABAH, Abu Mihdjan, a
negro poet of the Arabic l a n g u a g e who is said to
have belonged, originally, to a Kinam of Waddan, a
small village close to Medina (see al-Mascudi, Murudj_,
Arabic index, s.v.); it could, however, be supposed
that the locality in question is rather the main settlement of the oasis of Djufra [q. v. ] which bears the same
name, since the available information regarding the
biography of Nusayb indicates that he was a native of
Africa. In any case, attempting to establish his origin
would be futile, since this has been the object of so
many speculations that it is impossible to draw any
firm conclusions (Abu '1-Faradj reproduces these
speculations conscientiously, without deluding
himself as to their reliability). To explain the colour of
his skin, he is supposed to have had Nubian parents,
but according to the most trustworthy version, he was
the son of a slave who was made pregnant by her
master, who died before the birth of the child; his
paternal uncle having offered him for sale, he was
bought by a Kinam of Waddan, but it is quite certain
that accounts relating to this period of his life have no
historical validity. The circumstances of his attainment of freedom are also variously explained. According to the most often repeated story, when he began
to compose poetry the dignitaries of the tribe
intervened on his behalf with his master, who sent
him to Egypt where, after a long period of waiting, he
succeeded in delivering a eulogy, at Hulwan, to cAbd
al-cAz!z b. Marwan [q.v.], governor of Egypt. The
Umayyad prince having bought and then freed him,
he became for posterity the mawld cAbd al-^Aziz, as
Nusayb al-Asghar [q. v. ] was to become the mawld 7Mahdi. He took on the role of accredited panegyrist of
his benefactor, whom he mourned when he fell victim
to an epidemic of plague in 85/704. He had already
sung the praises of Bishr b. Marwan (d. 74/693-4
[q. v. ]), and he went on to address eulogies to the
caliphs cAbd al-Malik b. Marwan (d. 86/705),
Sulayman b. cAbd al-Malik (d. 99/717) and c Umar b.
c
Abd al-cAz!z (d. 101/720), and to other aristocrats of
Medina; he lived in fact in the Holy City, but also
resided in Damascus. He died between 108 and
113/726-31.
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In the course of his career as a panegyrist, he had
occasion to exchange verses with al-Farazdak, Djarir
and c Umar b. Abl Rabi*a, and he was also sometimes
at odds with al-Kumayt or Dhu '1-Rumma, but he
always refrained from the practice of hidjd* [q.v.]. Ibn
Sallam places him in the sixth rank of poets of the
Islamic period, and critics are particularly
appreciative of his nasib, always pure, and his madih,
which was in some respects his speciality and for
which he possessed an acknowledged talent, although
his panegyrics lack originality. In part, he owes his
renown to the fact that some of his verses were set to
music by Ishak al-Mawsili, who also devoted a
monograph to him, Akhbdr Nusayb, preceding alZubayr b. Bakkar, writer of another work with the
same title.
Nusayb had married a white woman, whom he
celebrated in the lyrical section of his work in such
terms that he has been reckoned among the poetic
lovers according to the c Udhri tradition. (It is remarkable that the passage of the Aghdni relating to his wife
was suppressed in the Cairo edition.) However, an
original theme of his poetry was inspired by the colour
of his skin on account of which he suffered considerable and intolerable racist abuse. He consoled
himself, however, by insisting on his integrity and his
greatness of soul. In this context, B. Lewis (Race and
color in Islam, New York 1971, 12 ff. and passim;
French tr., Race et couleur en pays d'Islam, Paris 1982,
29 ff. and passim) has raised the question of the extent
to which awareness of his birth and his race affected
this talented poet, of whom he recalls that he was one
of the aghribat al-^Arab, the "ravens of the Arabs". It
is furthermore astonishing that the great champion of
the Negroes, al-Djahiz (d. 255/869 [q.v.]) only quotes
a few of his verses (Bukhald^, ed. Hadjirl, 188; Baydn,
i, 219; Hayawdn, i, 30 (anonymous verse), iii, 206)
and, in particular, does not include him among the
number of his racial brothers whom he celebrates in
his Fakhr al-Suddn ^ald 'l-biddn, where his name is not
even mentioned.
Bibliography: To the references quoted above,
the first source to be added is the Aghdni, which contains the most thorough biography (i, 129-50 =
Beirut edition, i, 302-51). Another useful source is
Yakut, Irshdd, vii, 212-16 = Udabd\ xix, 228-34.
Fragments of his work (which amounted to 50
pieces, Fihrist, 163) have been assembled by U. Rizzitano, Alcuniframmentipoetici di ... Nusayb, in RSO,
xxii (1945), 23-35, and by D. Sallum, Shfr Nusayb
b. Rabdh, Baghdad 1967. The most complete
modern articles are those of Rizzitano, Abu Mihgan
Nusayb b. Rabdh, in RSO, xx (1943), 421-71; of R.
Blachere, HLA, 603-6 (with valuable bibliography),
and of Sezgin, GAS, ii, 410-11 and index. For the
rest, see Ibn Sallam, Tabakdt, 348, 529, 544-50;
Abu Tammam, Hamdsa, index; Ibn Kutayba, Shi^r,
242-4 = Cairo ed., 371-4; Washsha3, Muwashshd,
84;
Zadjdjadji,
Amdli, 31-5;
Marzubanl,
Muwashshah, passim; Yakut, Mu^djam, index; Ibn
TaghrlbirdI, Nudjum, i, 262-3; Antakl, Tazyin alaswdk, Cairo 1291, i, 98-100; Brockelmann S I, 99;
Nallino, La letteraturearabica, French tr., 238, 248-9;
Rescher, Abriss, i, 194-6; Gabrieli, Storia, 120-1;
ZiriklT, AHdm, viii, 355.
(Cn. PELLAT)
NUSAYRIYYA, a Shl c l sect widely dispersed in
western Syria and in the south-east of present day
Turkey; the only branch of extreme (ghuluww) Kufan
Shfism which has survived into the contemporary
period.
1. E t y m o l o g y
Pliny (Hist. nat., v, 81) mentions a Nazerinorum
tetrarchia in Coelesyria, situated opposite Apameia,
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beyond the river Marsyas (not identified; probably
the right-hand tributary of the Orontes passing to the
east of the town), but this name is evidently not
related to that of the sect. The Nusayriyya themselves
derive the name from that of their eponym Ibn
Nusayr, which would appear to be correct. In ArabIslamic texts, the name is not attested in Syria before
the establishment of the sect at al-Ladhikiyya in the
5th/llth century.
2. Current distribution
In Syria, the heartland of the Nusayriyya is the
Djebel Ansariyye (known today as Djabal al^Alawiyym) between al-Haffa to the north and Tall
Kalakh to the south. From this nucleus, the
Nusayriyya have spread out to occupy parts of the
surrounding plains: the coastal plain to the west, the
Ghab to the east and the plain of cAkkar to the southwest. Nevertheless, the towns which surround the
Djebel have always maintained a non-Nusayrl
majority (al-Ladhikiyya, Djabala, Baniyas, Tartus,
Safita, Tall Kalakh, Hims, Masyaf, Hamat). NusayrT
minorities are distributed to the south of Hims, on the
plateau between Masyaf and the Orontes, to the
north-east of Hamat and in the regions of Ma c arrat alNu c man, Idlib and Aleppo, as well as in Damascus.
In 1964, the number of Nusayriyya in Syria was
estimated at 600,000, or 11 % of the population (more
recent assessments do not exist). In Lebanon there is
a NusayrT minority immediately to the south of the
Syrian frontier. Within the current boundaries of
Turkey, sizeable minorities are to be found on the
plateau of al-Kusayr, at Antakya (Antioch), on the
plain of the Lower Orontes between Antakya and the
estuary of the river, and on the coastal plain to the
south-west of Iskenderun. Since the 19th century,
Nusayn colonies have become established in Cilicia,
especially at Tarsus and Adana as well as in the surroundings of these two towns (approximately 80,000
in 1921; the current figures are not known. Cf. the
maps in Weulersse, i, 58 f.).
3. O r i g i n s
The sect was formed in Irak in the mid-3rd/9th century. According to al-Nawbakhti, 78 (cf. al-Kumml,
100-1; al-Kashshl, 520-1; Halm, Gnosis, 282-3),
Muhammad b. Nusayr al-NamlrT was a supporter of
the tenth Shfr imam CA1I al-Hadl (d. 254/868). He
proclaimed the divine nature of the imam (who cursed
him for this reason; al-Kashshi, 520, 999) and
claimed for himself the status of a prophet; he professed metempsychosis (tandsukh) and antinomianism
(ibdhd). At the court of Baghdad, he was supported by
the kdtib Muhammad b. Musa b. al-Hasan b. al-Furat
al-Dju c ft (al-Kashshi, 302, 554). According to
Nusayri tradition, Ibn Nusayr was the favourite disciple of the eleventh imam al-Hasan al-cAskarI (d.
260/874), who entrusted to him a new revelation
which was to constitute the nucleus of the Nusayri
doctrine. In the most ancient sources (al-Nawbakhti,
al-Kumml; even al-Baghdadi, 255-6), the sect is
called al-Namiriyya (from the nisba of Ibn Nusayr);
from the 5th/llth century onwards, the name alNusayriyya becomes current (Ibn al-Ghada D iri, d.
411/1020-1, quoted by al-Astarabadf, Manhaaj, almakdl, 314; Ibn Hazm, Alilal, quoted by Friedlander
inJAOS, xxix [1908], 126 f f ; al-Samcam, fol. 562 b
[ed. Hyderabad xiii, 121 ff.]; al-Shahrastam, 143-5).
The literature of the Nusayris has revealed to us the
lineage of the disciples of the founder, who wield
authority in the tradition of the secret doctrine. Of Ibn
Nusayr's successor, Muhammad b. Djundab.
nothing is known other than his name. His disciple
Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah al-Djunbulam al-

Djannan ("the gardener"), d. 287/900, seems to have
been a Persian immigrant from the region of Fars in
c
lrak (Djunbula 5 is situated between Kufa and
Wash). It is probably he who was responsible for certain quasi-Iranian features of the Nusayrian doctrine,
for example the adoption of the Iranian festivals of the
equinoxes, nawruz and mihrgdn [q.vv. ], which are
celebrated by the Nusayris as the days when the
divinity of CA1I is manifested in the sun. AlDjunbulani is the hero of a book intitled Kitdb alAkwdr wa 'l-adwdr al-nurdniyya ("The aeons and the
cycles of the light"), from which numerous quotations
have been preserved in the Calendar of festivals of the
Nusayris and of which the author was possibly the
disciple and successor of Ibn Djundab, al-KhasIbl.
Abu cAbd Allah al-Husayn b. Hamdan al-Khasibl
(d. 346/957) was the head of the Nusayri community
of the suburb of al-Karkh to the south of Baghdad,
but he seems to have led a peripatetic existence. He
was a poet of considerable talent (his Diwdn has been
preserved) and seems to have earned his living as such
at the courts of the Buyids in c lrak and in western Persia, later at the courts of the Hamdanids of Mawsil
and Aleppo. It was evidently he who conveyed the
doctrines of the sect to northern Syria; he dedicated
his Kitdb al-Hiddya al-kubrd to Sayf al-Dawla, the Hamdanid amir of Aleppo (Ta^rikh al-^Alawiyym [ = TA],
260, 318). Al-Khaslbi died at Aleppo in 346/957 (TA,
257-9) or 358/969 (al-Astarabadl, Manhadj. al-makdl,
112-23), and left behind numerous works. His tomb
to the north of Aleppo, known by the name of Shaykh
Yabrak, is still venerated by Nusayris today (TA,
259).
The successor of al-KhasTbf at Aleppo was Muhammad b. CA1I al-DjillT (from al-Djilliyya on the estuary
of the Orontes). He survived the reconquest of Cilicia
and of Antioch by the Byzantine emperor Nicephorus
Phocas (358/969) and of the Syrian coast by John
Tzimisces (363/975) and was for a period of time a
prisoner of the Christians. He died, probably in
Aleppo, after 384/994 (TA, 260).
Surur b. al-Kasim al-Tabarani, successor of alDjilll at Aleppo, left the town in 423/1032 on account
of the incessant warfare in the region and settled at alLadhikiyya (Laodicea), which at this time was still
under Byzantine domination. Here, he was the true
founder of the Syrian Nusayri community; according
to TA, 327, the local dynasty of al-Ladhikiyya, the
Tanukh, adopted Nusayri doctrines. Unhindered by
any Muslim authority, al-Tabarani seems to have
converted the peasants (possibly still pagan) of the
mountainous hinterland of the town. Al-Tabarani,
whose works form the major part of the written tradition of the Nusayris, died at al-Ladhikiyya in
426/1034-5; his tomb, still venerated, is located inside
the mosque of al-Shacranf not far from the port (TA,
262-5).
4. History
The history of the Nusayri community in
mediaeval times is obscure; the accounts contained in
the TA, compiled at the beginning of the 20th century, are of dubious value; a study of this period has
yet to be undertaken. In the early years of the 12th
century, the western part of the territory of the
Nusayris was conquered by the Crusaders; in
496/1103 al-Ladhikiyya was captured by the Norman
Tancred after a long siege. From this time onward,
the northern area of what is now the Djabal Ansariyya
formed a part of the Norman principality of Antioch,
but Christian penetration of the mountain region
seems to have been ineffectual; in the Djabal itself,
fortresses and other relics of the Crusaders are quite
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rare (cf. TAVO, maps B viii 8, 10 and 12). In Latin
sources, the Nusayrls (Nossorite) are seldom mentioned
(cf. Dussaud, 21-7, 30).
In 527/1132-3 the fortress of al-Kadmus was sold by
the amir of al-Kahf to the Nizari Ismacflls of Alamut,
who subsequently took possession of numerous fortresses in the southern Djabal: al-Kahf, al-Kharlba
(531/1136-7) and Masyaf (535/1140-1), then alKhawabl, al-Rusafa, al-cUllayka and ManTka. The
establishment of IsmacTlTs (the assassini of the Latin
sources) in the region provoked conflicts with the
NusayrTs; this is probably the context in which
belongs the Nusayri tradition of a "council" at c Ana
(on the middle Euphrates) where representatives of
the NusayrI communities—two each from Baghdad,
from c Ana, from Aleppo, from al-Ladhikiyya and
from the Djabal—tried in vain to find a formula of
conciliation (tawhid) with the Ismacills (7^4, 258, 365).
The council (al-madjlis al-dim ) of cAna is undated; a
second is recorded as having taken place in 690/1291
at SafTta, with equal lack of success (TA, 365).
Following the capture of Djabala, al-Ladhikiyya
and the Prankish fortresses of Sahyun and Balatunus
by Salah al-Dln in 584/1188, the Djabal became part
of the Ayyubid sultanate. It is at the end of the
Ayyubid period that NusayrI tradition places an event
of extraordinary importance: the settlement in the
Djabal of Bedouin tribes from the E)jabal Sindjar, led
by the amir Hasan al-Makzun al-Sindjari. Answering
an appeal from the Nusayrls for help in repelling the
attacks of the Ismacllls, the amir invaded the Djabal
for the first time in 617/1220. After being defeated, he
withdrew to the Djabal Sindjar, returning in 622/1223
and establishing himself definitively in the region of
Abu Kubays and of Siyanu; from his troops were to
emerge the NusayrI tribes of the Haddadiyya,
Matawira, Mahaliba, Darawisa, Numaylatiyya and
Banu C AH (TA, 358-64; for the expansion of the various tribes, cf. Weulersse, i, 330-1, and figs. 136 and
137).
In the Mamluk period, Baybars, having taken the
fortresses of the Ismacllls to the south of the Djabal.
made numerous attempts to convert the Nusayrls to
Sunnism; he forbade initiations into the sect and
ordered the construction of mosques throughout the
country. After an uprising by the Nusayrls, sultan
Kalawun re-imposed the ban on all proselytism and
repeated the order to construct in every township a
mosque, for the maintenance of which the local
population was to be responsible. But Ibn Battuta,
touring the region in the mid-8th/14th century, relates
that these mosques had been abandoned or even
transformed into cattle-sheds or stables (Ibn Battuta,
i, 177). The well-known fatwd of Ibn Taymiyya (d.
728/1328 [q. v.]) condemned the Nusayrls as more
heretical even than idolaters and authorised djihdd
against them (S. Guyard, Fetwa; Dussaud, 28-31).
Ibn Kadi Shuhba, Ta^rikh, tells of an expedition in
745/1344 in the course of which "books containing
the dogmas of the Nusayrls" were confiscated.
But the sect survived these persecutions and
remained active until the Ottoman period, during
which oppression seems to have eased. According to
C. Niebuhr, who crossed the Djabal in 1766, the
Nusayrls were governed by four mukaddams (at
Bahluliyya near al-Ladhikiyya, at Sumrin, at the
Bilad al-Shawabl and at SafTta), who were subsidiary
to the Pasha of Tripoli (Reisebeschreibung, ii, 439). Such
was still the situation in 1832 when the Egyptian
general Ibrahim Pasha b. Muhammad CA1T [q.v.}
crushed the resistance of the mukaddam of SafTta. After
1854, the Turkish government was content to control
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the Djabal indirectly through the appointment of a
local chieftain, the mushir al-djabal Ismacfl Beg, governor of the district of SafTta: installing himself at
Dreyklsh (close to SafTta), he put an end to the constant wrangling of the different rival families and subjected them to his authority. In exchange for a fixed
tribute, the government allowed him unlimited power
in the Djabal. But in 1858 this potentate was reckoned
to have become too powerful, and he was deposed by
Tahir Pasha. On numerous occasions, in particular in
1870 and 1877, Ottoman troops ravaged the territory
of the Nusayrls and succeeded finally in breaking the
power of the tribes and establishing a direct
administration there (levying of taxes; recruitment of
soldiers); mosques were constructed but they
remained empty (Dussaud, 32-8).
During the last years of the Ottoman empire, a
NusayrI of Adana, Muhammad Amin Ghalib alTawll, the chief of police in several wilayets, composed
his "History of the Alawites" (Ta^rikh al-^Alawiyyin),
which was published in 1924 in Arabic. In this book,
the term Nusayri, in usage since the Middle Ages, was
replaced for the first time by cAlawi, which was
henceforward to be the norm. The Ta\ihh had the
object of ridding the Nusayrls of their reputation for
being heretics or even pagans and showing that in fact
they were true Twelver Shi^Is. It is for this reason
that, from 1920 onward, "Djacfari" (i.e. Twelver)
judges were appointed in the towns of the south of the
country (El1, s.v. Nusairi).
Following the disintegration of the Ottoman empire
and the establishment of the French mandate in Syria,
the territory of the Nusayriyya was divided into three
parts: Cilicia was ceded to the Republic of Turkey,
while the sanaj_dk of Alexandretta (Iskenderun) was
separated from the remainder of Syria and placed
under special administration. On 3.1 August 1920 the
French established the "Autonomous Territory of the
Alawites", which consisted of the former sandjak of alLadhikiyya, the northern sector of the sandjak of
Tripoli and part of the kadd^ of Masyaf (sand^dk of
Hamat). On 12 July 1922, the Territory was proclaimed a State which, with the States of Damascus
and Aleppo, formed the "Federation of States of
Syria". At the beginning of 1924, the Federation was
dissolved and the State of the Alawites became the
"Independent State of the Alawites" headed by a
French governor (Cayla; after 1925 Schoeffler) and a
Council composed of nine representatives of the various minorities (9 cAlawis, 3 Sunnls, 3 Orthodox
Christians, 1 Ismacllland 1 representative of the other
Christian minorities). In 1930, the State of the
Alawites was renamed "Government of Lattakia",
and on 10 January 1937 it was transformed into a province (muhdjaza) of the new Syrian State; the flag of
the Alawites (a sun on a white background) was
replaced by the Syrian tricolour. In 1939 the French
ceded the sandjdk of Alexandretta to Turkey.
5. D o c t r i n e s
Asghuldt, the Nusayriyya venerate CA1I b. Abi Talib
as supreme and eternal God (al-ildh al-aczam, al-kadim
al-azal). The basis of Nusayri doctrine is a cosmogony
of gnostic nature (Sulayman, Bdkura, 59-61; Halm,
Gnosis, 298 ff.). In the beginning of time, the souls of
the Nusayrls were lights, surrounding and praising
God; then they rebelled against Him, disputing His
divinity. From then onwards, they have been hurled
down from the celestial heights and exiled on the
earth, where they are enclosed in material bodies and
condemned to metempsychosis (temporal ndsukhiyya
for the elect, eternal ndsukhiyya for the damned).
During their fall, the supreme God appears to them
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seven times, calling for their obedience, but they
refuse. In each manifestation, God, who is called "the
Essence" (macna), is accompanied by two subordinate
hypostases, "the Name" (ism) which is also called
"the Veil" (hidjab) and the "Gate" (bdb). In earthly
life, this trio is revealed in numerous instances: the
ma^na is incarnated successively in Abel, Seth, Joseph,
Joshua, cAsaf, St. Peter and CAH b. Abl Talib, then
in the imams as far as the eleventh one, al-Hasan alc
Askan; all of these are therefore manifestations of
divinity. However, their true character is veiled by
the presence of the hidjab or ism (Adam, Noah, Jacob,
Moses, Solomon, Jesus and Muhammad), each of
them is accompanied by a bdb. The central trio of the
Islamic period is CA1I (macnd), Muhammad (ism,
hidjab) and Salman al-Farisi (bdb). The abwdb of the
eleven imams are the intermediaries between the concealed divinity and initiated believers; for example,
the eponym of the Nusayriyya, Muhammad b.
Nusayr, was the bdb of the eleventh imam al-Hasan alc
AskarI, whose secret revelations he confided
exclusively to the Nusayriyya. He who recognises the
identity of the ma^nd is saved and may escape from
metempsychosis; his soul, released from the body and
transformed into a star, resumes its journey back
across the seven heavens to arrive at the ultimate
objective (ghdyd), sc. contemplation (mu^dyana) of the
divine light. Women are excluded from this because
they are born of the sins of devils; for this reason, they
are not entitled to participate in the rites of men
(Sulayman, Bdkura, 61). The popular religion of the
Nusayriyya, especially that of women, retains traces
of paganism (veneration of high places, of springs, of
green trees). For the cult of saints (ziydrdt), cf.
Weulersse, i, 255-62; for rites of initiation and
festivals, cf. Dussaud, 104 ff., 136 ff., Weulersse, i,
259-61; Halm, Gnosis, 303 ff.
Bibliography. Sulayman EfendT, al-Bdkura alsulaymdniyya fi kashf asrdr al-diydna al-nusayriyya,
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AL-NUSHADIR, also nushddir, nawshddir, Sanskrit
navasadara, Chin, nao-sha, s a l - a m m o n i a c . The etymology of the word is uncertain; perhaps it comes
from the Pahlavi anosh-ddar "immortal fire" as we
find the form anushddhur in Syriac.
The oldest references to the occurrence of salammoniac in a natural state are in the reports of

Chinese embassies of the 6th-7th centuries, which
were the subject of very full investigation in connection with a geological problem, the question of
volcanoes in Central Asia, by HJ. von Klaproth, A.
von Humboldt and C. Ritter. The reference was to
mountains of fire, Pe-Shan, on the northern slopes of
the Tien-Shan south of Kuldja [q.v.], Ho-Chou on the
south side of the Tien-Shan near Turfan and the
sulphur pits of Urumci/Urumqi. The mountain PeShan was said to pour forth fire and smoke continually; on one side of it all the stones burn, and are
melted and then after flowing some miles solidify
again. Nao-sha and sulphur were obtained there for
medicinal purposes but the stones could only be collected in winter when the cold had cooled the ground.
Humboldt and Ritter do not accept a reference to the
burning of coal by which sal-ammoniac and sulphur
are obtained. The statement that the volcanoes of
Central Asia produce sal-ammoniac in immense
quantities is found in G. Bischof, and even G. von
Richthofen still held the volcano theory. The botanist
and geographer Regel, who travelled in these regions
about 1879, was the first to dispute the existence of
volcanoes. After Nansen, Le Coq and others had been
unable to confirm the existence of volcanoes but established the fact that there were large deposits of coal on
the surface, the old sources in Central Asia are now
generally attributed to the burning of coal.
Almost all the Arab geographers who refer to Central Asia, from al-Mascudi, al-Istakhrl, Ibn Hawkal,
to Yakut and al-Kazwml, give fantastic stories about
the method by which sal-ammoniac is procured in the
Buttam hills east of Samarkand. Here again the
details suggest the burning of the earth rather than
volcanic exhalations. The Persian traveller Nasir-i
Khusraw [q.v.], however, mentions deposits of salammoniac and sulphur at Demawend, and Ibn
Hawkal is acquainted with the volcanic sal-ammoniac
of Etna; the latter was still exported to Spain in the
12th century. At an earlier date, they had begun to
procure sal-ammoniac from the soot of camel dung.
This product remained into modern times an important import by the Venetian traders and was only
driven from the market by the modern cheap methods
of production from gas liquor, etc.
The use of sal-ammoniac as a remedy in cases of
inflammation of the throat, etc., is already mentioned
by CAH b. Rabban al-Taban. Ibn al-Baytar also
quotes from other authors all kinds of remarkable uses
of it, on which no stress need be laid. Djabir b.
Hayyan reckons sal-ammoniac among the poisons,
which is true of large doses.
The part played by sal-ammoniac in alchemy is
much more important. Djabir adds it as a fourth to
the three TtveufXOCTOt of the Greeks, quicksilver, sulphur
and sulphide of arsenic (AsS or As2S3), and it is used
by all Persian-Arab alchemists in countless recipes.
The preparation of carbonate of ammonia through
distillation of hair, blood and other materials is
already fully described in the "Seventy Books" and
other works of Djabir. These methods seem to have
given the stimulus to the discovery of the Egyptian
method of obtaining sal-ammoniac. All these things
came with alchemy to Spain and thence into western
alchemy.
In the earliest Latin translations, sal-ammoniac is
still called nesciador, mizadir, etc., i.e. transliterations
of the Arabic name. The general term al-cukdb is also
found in the forms aliocab, alocaph or translated by
aquila. The identification of this salt with the salt of the
oasis of Ammon already mentioned by Herodotus is
first found in Syriac authors and lexicographers.
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'
Q. RUSKA)
AL-NUSHARI or AL-NAWSHARI, Abu Musa clsa b.
Muhammad, general (said to be Turkish, but
perhaps an Iranian from Khurasan, since al-Sam c ani,
Ansdb, ed. Haydarabad, xiii, 201-2, derives the nisba
al-Nushari (sic) from Nushar, a village in the district
of Balkh) from the guard of the cAbbasid caliphs at
Samarra and g o v e r n o r of Damascus on various
occasions during the caliphates of al-Muntasir, alMustacln and al-Mu c tazz [q.vv.] from 247/861
onwards. At the accession of al-Mu c tazz in 252/866,
he expanded southwards into Palestine, displacing the
Arab governor of Ramla [q.v.}, clsa b. al-Shaykh
[q.v.], and subsequently defended his territories
against rivals; but thereafter he fades from historical
mention.
Bibliography: Scattered references in Ya c kubi,
Tabari, Ibn al-Athir and Safadl, cited by M.
Forstner, Al-Mu^tazz billdh (2521866-2551869). Die
Krise des abbasidischen Kalifats im 3.19. Jahrhundert,
Germersheim 1976, 86, 98-9, 106.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
NUSHIRWAN [see ANUSHIRWAN].
NUSKHA (A.). 1. In the c e n t r a l I s l a m i c l a n d s .
Nuskha is the common Arabic word for
"transcript", "copy", and in the manuscript era
used in the meaning of " m a n u s c r i p t " . Semantical ly directly related derived forms of the stem n.s.kh are
nassdkh are ndsikh, "copyist", and forms I, VIII and
X of the verb nasakha, all meaning "to transcribe, to
copy". In the following, nuskha will be more specifically used in order to denote the medium of the transmission of Islamic texts with exclusive reference to manuscripts. Other words for "manuscripts" which are
commonly used are the Arabic makhtutdt, the Persian
nuskka-ha-yi khatti, and the Turkishyazmalar. Where in
the following the examples are mostly taken from
Arabic literature, one must realise that, especially for
the earlier period, no significantly different circumstances are applicable to the transmission of Persian texts, or Turkish or other Islamic texts for that
matter. It must in this connection be borne in mind
that the process of transmitting handwritten texts in
an Islamic cultural environment persisted till well into
the 20th century, in contradistinction to the transmission of European texts, which were almost exclusively
distributed in printed form ever since the art of printing became practiced, from the second half of the
15th century A.D. onward. The following aspects of
nuskha in this sense will be distinguished here.
(a) The role of the book in Islam. The importance of the
written word in Islam can hardly be underestimated.
Muslims have always insisted that the Kurgan, the
divine revelation to the Prophet Muhammad and
God's own word, was Islam's own miracle, the
mu^djiza [q.v.}, that was on equal footing with the
miracles by which the earlier prophets had proved the
truth of their mission. Also, the non-Muslims are
divided in the A hi al-Kitdb, the People of the Book who
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did have a divine revelation, corrupted as it had
become in the course of time, and those unbelievers
who had no book at all. The concept of the Celestial
Book was not alien to other, pre-Islamic, cultures in
the Middle East, of course, and this culture of the
written word did, of course, not originate in 7thcentury Arabia. The Nabataean, Syriac, Hebrew,
Aramaic, Coptic, Greek, Latin, Persian, Indian and
Ethiopic literatures were there already, before Islam,
with a considerable production of texts. According to
a report by Ibn al-Kalbl [0.0.], Arabic books seem
even to have existed in pre-Islamic al-Hlra [0.0.].
Islam's innovation seems to have been that the Book
was given divine status, or rather that this divine
status was so rigorously enforced. It is probably this
new accent on the importance of the Holy Book that
gave the book in Islam its central role. In the course
of time, this pivotal importance of the book in Islamic
culture has only increased and the result is, today,
that there are many millions of Islamic manuscripts
ranging in age from the earliest period till the beginning of the 20th century. When expressed in mere
numbers of texts, the Islamic literature of the
manuscript era can claim to be the largest literature
on earth.
The Islamic book had become in less than two centuries after the death of the founder of Islam the
repository of all knowledge of an increasingly internationally orientated culture, just as the Arabic language
had developed into a main vehicle of that culture.
Whereas in the earlier period the language of the
manuscripts was Arabic, with the emergence of the
local languages and the spread of Islam, manuscripts
in the other Islamic languages, most notably Persian
and Turkish, were made with the use of Arabic script.
The number of languages for which Arabic script is
used is only surpassed by those for which the Latin
script is employed. In later time, Islamic manuscripts
were also written in other alphabets than the Arabic.
This mostly happened on the periphery of the Middle
East, in countries such as China, Thailand, Sri Lanka
and Indonesia. Within the Near Middle East, Albanian Islamic manuscripts may be mentioned in this
respect.
(b) Material aspects of the manuscript. The study of the
material, physical, aspects of the handwritten book is
called codicology. This technical term for the study of
the codex [see DAFTAR] is, by extension, also employed
for the study of the non-codex forms of manuscripts.
The earliest writing materials in the Islamic era were
papyrus, bardi in Arabic, and parchment [see DJILD,
RAKK]. There are reports on a great variety of
materials on which the earliest fragments of the
Kur 3 an were recorded (see the survey in Noldeke and
Schwally, Geschichte des Qurdns, ii, Leipzig 1919, 1314), but, with the possible exception of leather or parchment and palm leaves, none of those can have been
in regular use for the recording of texts in the Hidjaz
during and shortly after the Prophet Muhammad's
lifetime. It is probably because of Islam's main orientation to the Hellenistic and Mediterranean civilisations that it chose papyrus and parchment as its prime
writing materials, rather than palm leaf and tree bark,
which were the common writing materials of South
Asia at the time. When the Chinese techniques of
manufacturing of paper [see KAGHAD] were introduced
from Central Asia into the Middle East in the course
of the 8th century A.D., the production of manuscripts must have received an extra impulse. The advantages of paper over papyrus and parchment are
obvious. Paper is a stronger material than papyrus
and cheaper, though less durable, than parchment.
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The bulk of Islamic manuscripts have been written on
paper, although parchment has remained in use for
special purposes, such as copies of the Kur D an or
special letters or documents, for a long time, and
more in the Islamic West than elsewhere. Manuscripts made of a mixture of materials, paper and
parchment, are known as well. The Leiden LatinArabic glossary (Or. 231), which recently was dated
(by P.S. van Koningsveld, The Latin-Arabic glossary of
the Leiden University Library, Leiden 1976, 38-9) to
Toledo 1193 A.D., consists of quires of which the
outer and inner leaves are of parchment and the remainder of paper. Even if this particular manuscript
was a codicological anachronism or exception, its mixed composition conveys an impression of the gradual
westbound introduction of paper as the material of
which manuscripts are made. Locally used writing
materials, dating from early, possibly even preIslamic times, have remained in use in many areas.
An example of this is apparently the use of wooden
chips for notarial documents in North Africa. Another
example is the use in Indonesia (see 2. below) of a
great variety of natural products for the production of
manuscripts, both Islamic and non-Islamic ones. For
comparative codicology, the results of Beit-Arie's
research in the field of Hebrew manuscripts are
significant, since Hebrew copyists in the Middle East,
and elsewhere, tended to use local materials and to
adopt local bookmaking techniques.
The common shape of the book was, from the
earliest period of Islam onwards, that of the codex as
it had developed in Europe in the post-classical period
(quires consisting of folded sheets, sewn through their
hearts and then sewn together as to constitute a book).
This shape had, well before the advent of Islam,
superseded the scroll, which was the common shape of
the book in classical antiquity. It would appear that
Gregory's law (see Beit-Arie) concerning the positioning of parchment leaves was not observed in Islamic
manuscripts. The most common composition of
quires in the entire Middle East is that of five sheets,
folded into ten leaves containing twenty pages.
In the entire manuscript period, however, scrolls
have remained in use in the Islamic realm as vehicles
for special texts, e.g. genealogies, amulets and
prayers, and for special features such as micrography.
The common proportions of the Islamic manuscript
are vertically orientated, meaning that its height is
larger than its width. Only during a relatively short
period of time, Kiific Kur D anic manuscripts are
known to have been made exclusively in an oblong
format. A tendency in Western Islam seems to have
been to produce manuscripts in an almost square format, or at least with less difference between height
and width than was commonly done in the East. Yet
another shape, which was in use for notebooks, is the
safina. Its architecture is that of an oblong-shaped
book, but it is used in a vertical position, the sewing
of the leaves being in the top edge, very much as
present-day noteblocks.
Whereas there developed an extensive indigenous
paper production in the Islamic East and West, this
only seems to have lasted till the end of the 9th/15th
century. Islamic papers had no watermarks, but different types of chain lines in the paper can be distinguished. Sometimes the paper mould of Middle
Eastern paper makers must have had such a fine sieve
that no marks at all are visible in the structure of the
indigenous paper. Natural, vegetal, components are
often visible in this type of paper. Especially the older
"medieval" papers have a certain thickness, sometimes verging on cardboard quality (which is particu-

larly the case with one of the very oldest dated Arabic
manuscripts on paper, the Leiden manuscript Or.
298, Gharib al-hadith by Abu cUbayd al-Qasim b.
Sallam, which dates from 252/866). Papers are often
coloured, usually shades of brown or cream, whereas
paper of different colours (bluish, pink) was often used
to liven up a quire. By the end of the 9th/15th century, paper production had developed a firm footing
in the countries across the Mediterranean, most
notably in Italy. It was from there that increasingly
paper was exported to the Middle East, and to such an
extent that the indigenous industry became almost extinct. Only paper of very coarse quality continued to
be made locally, and this was seldom used for the
manufacture of the handwritten book. The Italian
papers were often provided with downright Islamic
watermarks, such as the trelune, the three crescents, or
with watermarks that were not offensive to Muslims.
Crosses, crowns or coats of arms of unbelieving kings
in watermarks were apparently avoided in papers
destined for export to Islamic countries. These imported papers were often given an extra touch, such
as an extra coating, a slight colouring and a thorough
polishing, so that they would have the same appearance as the earlier indigenously produced papers,
which would m.ake them more attractive to Muslims.
As a necessary by-product of the codex, the Islamic
art of bookbinding (A., tasfir) developed. The typical
Islamic binding of the "classical" period consists of a
full leather binding with a flap covering the fore-edge.
The boards and flap often have a blind or gold
stamped ornament in geometric shape. It might be
rewarding if ornaments on Islamic bookbindings
could be studied in comparison with those on Oriental
carpets. Sometimes the title of the book is stamped on
the outer side of the flap, but usually it is written with
ink on the lower edge of the paper. Books were stored
in a flat position on book shelves, and that is how their
titles could be read. In a later period and more to the
East (Persia and beyond, from around the 18th century onwards) also lacquer bindings were used. For
Kurgan manuscripts, especially those divided into a
number of ad^zd?, special types of furniture, cases,
boxes and the like developed. About the production of
ink we are reasonably well informed [see MIDAD], but
there is hardly any information on the practical use of
different types of ink in Islamic manuscripts. There
exists in Islam an extensive technical literature on the
making of handwritten books, the manufacture of
bookbindings and the production of inks.
(c) Palaeographical aspects of the manuscript. In the
course of time, important and significant developments in the styles of writing of the Arabic script
can be distinguished [see KHATT. ii, iii]. These can
roughly be divided into a number of periods, and, in
the later period, into geographically defined styles.
The script employed in a handwritten book can,
therefore, be used as a tool for the determination of
the age and origin of a manuscript. From the methodological point of view, however, it must be added
that the style of script is but one of a number of determining factors, and that it can, at best, be used as a
corroborating argument, only in combination with
other codicological and philological evidence. A
holistic approach in this respect is the only safe way of
looking at the handwritten book.
The discussion on the Arabic script must begin with
the mention of the pre-Islamic development of the
Nabataean script in and around the Arabian peninsula, which is only known from epigraphic evidence.
There are no Islamic manuscripts written in this
script. It is the direct forebear of the Arabic script
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which was used in Mecca and Medina in the first half
of the 7th century A.D. to note down the divine
revelation. Its basic set of graphemes had probably
come into use in the Hidjaz around the middle of the
6th century A.D. There are reports by early Islamic
historians pointing to another, c lraki, origin of the
Arabic script, but concrete evidence for this is entirely
lacking. In the early Islamic period, the geometrically
stylised and highly monumentalised calligraphic script
of the Kur D an manuscripts developed into several substyles. The original manuscript of the c Uthmanic
recension of the Kurgan—the first book in Islam—and
its direct copies do not appear to have been preserved,
nor any other of the manuscripts of early texts,
notebooks and registers, for that matter. Only Arabic
papyri give contemporary evidence for this stage in
the development of the Arabic script.
The best distinguished types of these so-called
Kufic styles of writing are md^il (used in the Hidjaz in
the 2nd/8th century, with its characteristically rightleaning shafts), mashk (used in the Hidjaz and Syria,
with its typically horizontal extensions, mainly for
Kur D an manuscripts and always in oblong format),
western KufT (with round shapes) and eastern KufT
(also called karmdtt, with its typically edgy forms).
Later direct developments of these Kufi script styles
are maghribi (used in al-Andalus and till the present
day in the Maghrib [q.v. ]) and suddni (used in subSaharan West Africa). The KufT and HidjazI styles, in
turn, developed in the central lands of Islam into
several types of bookhands. These can be seen in the
(not too numerous) dated manuscripts which have
survived from the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries.
Comparative evidence for these, now obsolete and
somewhat archaic-looking bookhands is adduced in
the older Christian Arabic manuscripts of that period,
although the dated ones in this group appear to be
even more scarce than the Islamic ones. There is no
survey of this corpus of manuscripts. Only quite
recently, Francois Deroche has succeeded in producing a more detailed typology of the script in early
Kur D an manuscripts on the basis of the collection in
the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. Application of
this typology to other collections, most notably the
$am Evraki in Istanbul and the fragments found in the
Great Mosque of San'-a0, seems promising.
At the same time there developed from the earliest
period of Islam onwards, for daily life purposes, mainly in Arabic papyri of administrative and occasionally
also literary contents, cursive styles of scripts, in
which the protoforms of the later classical styles of
script can already be distinguished. The canonisation
of these cursives into well-regulated and respectable
calligraphic forms is in the Arabic tradition usually
connected with the names of famous calligraphers
such as the cAbbasid wazir Ibn Mukla (died 328/939
[q.v.]) and Ibn al-Bawwab (died 423/1032 [q.v.]), who
are said to have invented these styles of writing and to
have laid down their rules of orientation and proportion. There is a problem of authenticity of evidence,
however. The description of the different calligraphic
styles is, in most cases, not based on authentic models
originating from the great calligraphers themselves or
even from their lifetime, but rather on reports by
historians such as Ibn al-Nadlm or al-Kalkashandl
[q.vv.]. The models that are available are often
reconstructions and interpretations by later calligraphers.
The classical six styles of calligraphy, called al-akldm
al-sitta, which developed near the end of the 4th/10th
century, are naskh (the most often used style of
writing, the common indication for "bookhand", in
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which many styles can be distinguished, and—after a
long development—the forebear of present-day printing type fonts of Arabic), thuluth (a monumental and
decorative script which is used for titles, inscriptions,
calligraphic panels and the like, but hardly ever to
copy entire texts), muhakkak (till the 8th/15th century
in use for calligraphic Kurgan copies), rayhdni (a
smaller and more slender version of muhakkak), tawki^
(used in the cAbbasid chanceries, a script with round
and flowing shapes with many interconnections) and
rikd* (a smaller version of tawki*, mostly used in titles,
sura headings, colophons and diplomas (iajdza [q.v.]).
About the first of these six classical styles, naskh, the
bookhand, it must be added that this is, in fact, an unworkable category. In the 4th-5th/lOth-llth centuries
naskh was a clearly distinguished style of writing, but
in the course of time numerous styles of writing,
which are very much different from one another, have
been designated as naskh, thereby making the term
itself useless.
The most important later, regionally distinguished
styles are taHik (a development of tawki* and used in
important documents and diplomas; there are two
variants, Persian taclik and Ottoman taclik), nastacltk
(originated in the 8th-9th/14th-15th centuries as a
mixture of naskh and taHik and is now very much in
use in Iran and the Indian subcontinent), shikasta (a
highly cursive style developed from taHik and nasta'lik,
and now mostly in use in Iran, where it has become
a means of expression of the new Islamic Iranian identity), diwdni (developed in the Ottoman chanceries, of
uncertain origin and in the Arab world still in use for
decorative epigraphy), diwdni djali (a decorative
variant of Ottoman ta^lik), ruk*~a (an edgy cursive style
with remarkable contrast between thick and thin
which developed in the end of the 12th/18th century
in the Ottoman Empire and which has reached
calligraphic peaks. A more common variant of this
script has now become the cursive for daily use
throughout the Middle East) and siydka (a curious
stenographic-like Arabic script in which diacritics are
not used; it is of uncertain origin and was in use in the
lower administrative echelons of the Ottoman Empire
for cash registers [see DAFTAR] and the like). See for a
more extensive description of the characteristics of
these styles of writing, KHATT. ii, iii.
(d) The manuscript as the medium of transmission of texts.
It should be borne in mind that, throughout the
history of Islamic literatures, manuscripts have been
abundantly available. They were never a rare commodity, though not all texts were available at all
places at all times. The numbers given for the contents of royal libraries, exaggerated as they may seem
and often are, are nevertheless a sign that numerous
manuscripts were found there. Private collections of
manuscripts, often with large and important holdings,
were, and still are, a common feature in the Islamic
world. Their existence was often guaranteed by converting them into a wakf[q. v . ] . The fact that a literary
or theological education has always been an honorable
pursuit and rewarding occupation for a Muslim has
added to this. One can maintain that the combination
of scholarly activities with texts and the respect for the
book has resulted in this stupendous accumulation in
Islam of handwritten books. They are in fact so
numerous that their number in millions cannot
precisely be estimated. The first effort ever to make a
complete bibliographical survey of all Islamic manuscripts in the world is being undertaken by the
London-based Al-Furqan Islamic Heritage Foundation, which was founded by Sheikh Ahmad Zaki
Yamani. The publication by this Foundation of a
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World survey of Islamic manuscripts has been in progress
since 1992. It is an inventorisation of all known and
as yet unknown collections containing Islamic
manuscript materials, not only in Arabic, Persian and
Turkish, but in a great number of other languages as
well, including numerous materials in scripts other
than Arabic.
The progress of bibliography can be illustrated by
an example taken from Arabic literature. The Ottoman Turkish bibliographer Hadjdji Khalifa (died
1067/1657 [see KATIB CELEBI]) mentioned around
15,000 titles in his great bibliography, Kashfal-zunun.
Almost three centuries later, Carl Brockelmann mentions around 25,000 different titles in the index of his
Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur. Brockelmann's
figures concern titled works that have been preserved.
Now, almost fifty years after Brockelmann, these
figures must probably be multiplied by several times,
due to the enormous growth of cataloguing activities
in the past years.
The view by Pedersen, The Arabic book, 20, that
scholarly activities were mainly centred on the
mosque [see also MASDJID] is too narrow, even if it is
exclusively applied to the pursuit of the theological
sciences. Writing, reading, discussing, commenting
upon books (and buying and selling them as well!)
were mostly private activities which were widespread
in all periods of time and in many strata of Islamic
civilisation, but not primarily in a purely religious
connection. With a Book as its distinguishing miracle,
Islam was—one may say—bound to devote special attention and a central position to the book as a source
of learning, and, thereby, give learning itself a special
emphasis. It may be surmised that literacy was
relatively high among Muslims and producing texts
must have been a common occupation in an Islamic
environment. The ensuing interrelatedness of different texts on the same subject is a problem with
which philologists must try to cope.
These scholarly activities involved the copying of
manuscripts and the transmission of texts. This could
happen in many ways. Many manuscripts carry on
their title-pages, in their margins or near their colophons information on their readership (samd^dt,
kird^dt), on the authorisation to use a certain text
(igjdza), or on its chain of transmission (riwdya).
Manuscripts often reveal traces of their collation
(mukdbala) with the exemplar (asl), and sometimes
with other copies as well. All these marks provide an
insight in the use and manufacture of a handwritten
book. They are hardly less important for our
knowledge of the status of a text than the text of the
manuscript itself.
The production of the handwritten book was, in
most cases, a private affair between author or teacher
and reader or student. Anyone who wished to own a
manuscript either had to buy it, or to borrow and
copy it if it was not for sale. If he wished to read it with
the author or a respected authority in the field, he
often had to travel around (talab al-Hlm). In Islamic
higher education it was not uncommon that students
noted down (istimld* [see MUSTAMLI]) what their
teacher dictated (imld*) from his own work to them,
with the casual remarks of the author often written in
the margin (sometimes provided with the note minfam
al-musannif, "from the mouth of the author"). From
this it is clear that scriptoria of the mediaeval European type were not a common source of book production in the Islamic realm. It is known, however, that
for a quick and multiple publication of a text in the
manuscript era mass dictation was used. The exact
circumstances of this type of mass production of
manuscripts are unknown.

Royal or noble patronage made it possible that
lavishly illustrated or illuminated manuscripts were
produced, often in magnificent bindings, and from
the Ottoman and Mughal sultans it is known that they
instituted palace workshops for the production of
royal copies of important texts.
(e) The end of the manuscript era. The art of printing
became widespread in the Middle East only in the
course of the 19th century, although it had been practiced by Muslims in Istanbul since 1729 [see MATBACA.
B.2]. In the end, printing superseded copying by
hand. The age of transition is in this respect the 19th
century. It can be observed that the manufacture and
distribution of texts took place, for a while, in the
shape of printed and handwritten books simultaneously. This could even mean that manuscripts were
copied from printed exemplars. Those authors who
had, for whatever reason, no access to the new
medium of printing were more or less obliged to
revert to the traditional, time-proven way of copying
by hand, for the distribution of their texts. In course
of time this decreased. The outward appearance of the
manuscript had its direct influence on the
typographical design of the early printed book. This is
particularly evident from the lithograph editions, of
which many have been made in the Islamic world.
Lithography involves a minimum of technical requirements and therefore became immensely popular,
notably in India, Persia and Morocco, to name but
the best-known areas. But also the Egyptian editions
from Bulak, made with movable type, betray in their
lay-out their handwritten models.
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QJ. WITKAM)
2. In Indonesia
Naskah designates here old manuscripts, Islamic or
otherwise, alongside indigenous-language terms
which designate the literary form and the basic text
(hikayat, carita, kidung, babad, serat tarikh sejarah,
wawacan, pus(t)aka, pustaha) and also the original text
before being printed. Islam brought the Arabic script
of the Kur 3 an and the Arabic words necessary for its
teaching. On the model of the extra characters added
to the Arabic alphabet for Persian, Turkish and Urdu, Arabic characters were adapted for the vernaculars, and were called pegon, jawi or melayu, for
these, see INDONESIA, iii. Languages, and for the pegon
script of West Java, see H. Sukanda, Agama Islam
ngabudayakeun Basajeung Sastra Sunda, in Kongres Bahasa
Sunda, Bogor 1988. The ways of writing have not been
codified, but one can distinguish two sorts of scribes:
the graduates of a pesantren [q. v. ] and those of a paguron
(Sukanda-Tessier, Centres d'enseignements traditionnels de
I'Islam... , in Seminaire Kiyai Haji Wasyid, Banten
1988). (The term "Nusantarian", from Nusantara, is
now used for all cultural matters relating to preIndependen (17 August 1945) Indonesia, the term
"Indonesian" being used only for post-1945 matters.)
The manuscripts in indigenous scripts correspond
to three socio-cultural strata, distinguished as follows:
(1) The pre-Islamic mss. have as their bases olla, Iontar, palm leaves, nipah, tree bark prepared for writing,
daluwang, thin sheets of bamboo, gold leaf or sheets of
red copper. The characters used, of Indian origin, are
called
aksara
(Balinese,
Bugi/Makasar/Bima,
Javanese/Kawi, Sumatranese (Batak, Karo, Lampung, Mandailing, Rejang, Toba), Sasak, Old
Javanese, Old Malay and Old Sundanese, corresponding to the respective languages. The oldest
texts, in Old Javanese, come from the 12th-14th centuries, and in Old Sundanese from the middle of the
15th century (see J. Noorduyn, Bujangga Manik, in
BKI [1982]). There are numerous catalogues and
critical editions of Malay and Javanese mss., but the
Old Sundanese ones present difficulties of decipherment not yet completely resolved, neither for those in
the Manuscript Collection of the National Library at
Jakarta and in foreign collections nor for those in
numerous special collections in Indonesia and the
kabuyutan (Sukanda-Tessier, Le triomphe de Sri en pays
soundanais, in PEFEO, ci [Paris 1977]).
(2) The Islamic mss. have the same materials, with the
following chronology: olla, 15th-18th centuries; tree
bark, 16th-19th centuries; filigrained European
papers, 17th-20th centuries; Dutch registers, local
folio papers and note books, 19th-20th centuries. The
Kurgan, hadith, the combined precepts of the rukun
(al)-Islam and rukun (al)-Iman (share 'at), fikh (safinat ulnadjti, fara^id and du^d) are written in Arabic characters. Works on Sufism, tarekat Satariyah and Kodiriyah,
du*~a, suluk, cilmu (l)-ladum, adab, Arabic hagiography
and epics of the Islamisation of Java/Malay, Javanese
and Sundanese chronicles, not to mention an important corpus of works on the ^ilmu falak, cosmogony,
medicinal plants, customs, rites and ancestral prayers
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linked to the agricultural round, calendars and propitiatory formulae of Hindo-Buddhist origin, are all
written in pegon. The Islamic mss. are numbered in
thousands, whether Malay from the various sultanates
of Sumatra, Malaysia, Kalimantan, Maluku,
Sulawesi and Lombok/Sumba/Sumbawa, or Sundanese from the sultanal courts of Banten and
Cirebon or the princely ones of Banten,
Galuh/Banyumas and Sumedang regions, or Javanese
from the sultanates of Pajang, Demak, Mataram,
Surakarta and Yogyakarta, or Balinese. The oldest of
them, mostly from Shaficl milieux, come from the beginning of the 16th century, including those of
Sumatra and Banten. A large number of them are
concerned with tasawwuf [q. v. ] and cilm al-usul, whilst
the fikh texts are comparatively few, contrary to the
tendency visible from the second quarter of the 20th
century and assimilated to a "fourth" wave of
Islamisation. The Old Javanese mss. only stem from
West Java from the middle of the 17th century onwards, legitimated by the sultanate of Mataram.
Some of them, recopied in the course of
Islamisation—a process which lasted for several
centuries—contain a few Arabic words, such as
mashhur, sarwdl, wafdt, Nabi Muhammad, and are written in aksara.
(3) The first epics about Islamisation stem from preIslamic epics, oral and manuscript, salvaged by Islam
from the 15th century onwards. Written in aksara on
lontar, such as Carita Nabi Yusuf, they represent a type
of dacwa through the didactic aspect of their message,
which is no longer delivered in the form of a harangue
or sermon. The heroes are of Arab origin, such as
Amir Hamdjah, Umarmaya, Lukmanul Hakim,
Sama'un, Ahmad Muhammad, ('ab) Durrahman('ab)Durrahim, Abu(n) Nawas, or Malay, such as
Hang Tuah, Ken Tambuhan, Indraputra and
Muhammad Hanafiah, or Sundanese like Silihwangi,
Kean Santang, Ogin Amarsakti, Munding Sari
Wiramantri, Hasanuddin and Walangsungsang, or
Javanese like Damarwulan, Candrakirana, Rara
Mendut, Sekartaji, Sunan Rahmat, Raden Patah and
Senapati. The historical texts recount either the first
contacts with Islam (? 12th-15th centuries), which met
with strong resistance in West Java, or else the second
Islamisation (16th century), which only affected the
northern coastlands of Java and the merchant
sultanates outside Java, or else the third wave of
Islamisation (17th to the beginning of the 20th
century).
These epics belong to a living tradition of the
preservation of writings. For the scribes who copy
them, the readers, reciters and listeners, they are a
amal and a ganjaran (baraka) which will earn merit in
the Next Life, just like good acts which are nonobligatory, sunna, which can entail the pardoning of
sins, or the equivalent of ^ibdda. These much-revered
epic texts are read and chanted in West Java from
sunset to sunrise according to beluk, a vocal art which
is in course of disappearing, marking religious, family
and agrarian rites, and they are hedged by a narrow
surveillance when, if they are very ancient ones, they
were considered as sacred and preserved in the
kabuyutan where they could only be seen at every
twelfth Mulud (12 Rabi* I), together with ancient
Arabic mss.
The indigenous Indonesian mss., which are of an
unusual richness and number, have contributed extensively to unifying an entire nation in respect of the
vast spread of differing religions and cultures. They
have, moreover, given to Indonesian Islam its exceptional image of tolerance and examplariness.
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NUSRATABAD, the more recent name for the
t o w n of eastern Persia known in mediaeval Islamic
times as IsfTdh, Sipih, SafTdj (written in al-Istakhrl
and Ibn Hawkal as Sanidj, for *SabIdj/San~dj). It lay
on what was the highway from Kirman to Slstan
[q. vv. ], and some of the classical Islamic geographers
attributed it administratively to Slstan and others to
Kirman, reflecting its position on the frontier between
these two provinces. Mukaddasi and others describe it
as a flourishing and populous town with its water from
kandts, the only town in the Great Desert. The ruins
of the old town were still called by the local Baluc
nomads, according to Sykes (1895), Ispi. Its modern
successor Nusratabad (lat. 29°54' N., long. 59°59'
E.), on the Kirman-Bam-Zahidan road, is the cheflieu of a bakhsh or subdistrict of the same name in the
shahrastdn of Zahidan; in ca. 1960 it had a population
of 700 Baluc\
This Nusratabad is to be distinguished from the
town of the same name in Slstan proper, in the 19th
century the administrative centre of the region and
the modern Shahr-i Zabul; for this, see SISTAN.
Bibliography: Istakhri, 162; Ibn Hawkal, ed.
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Vienna 1952, index s.v. Nasratabad (Sipih); Razmara, Farhang-i djughrdfiyd-yi Iran, viii, 410-11.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
NUSRATI, MUHAMMAD NUSRAT, Deccani U r d u
poet of the llth/17th century, whose work marks a
stage in the history of Urdu language and literature.
Born in the Carnatic as a relative of the ruling family
there, he at first lived as a dervish but then moved to
BTdjapur [ q . v . ] , where_he became an official and the
poet-laureate of the cAdil-Shah! CA1T II b. Muhammad (1066-83/1656-72 [see C ADIL-SHAHS). He wrote
many poems, including kasidas and ghazah, but more
especially a number ofmathnawis of substantial length.
The most important of these was his ^Ali-ndma, a
eulogy of his patron and the history of his wars with
the Mughals and Marathas [ q . v v . ] , and this he
claimed to be a new form, an amalgam of Hindu and
Persian epics; Sadiq, 48, states that this was no idle
claim. His romantic mathnawh include the Gulshan-i
c
ishk, Guldasta-yi ^ishk and Ta^rikh-i Iskandan.
The language of this poetry is archaic and difficult
compared with modern Urdu, and characterised by
hyperbole and conceits, but according to Saksena, 40,
sweet, flowing and melodious.
Bibliography: Ram Babu Saksena, A history of
Urdu literature, Allah-abad 1927, 12, 39-40; Muhammad Sadiq, A history of Urdu literature, Oxford 1964,
46-9.
Q.A. HAYWOOD)
NUSUB (A.), pi. ansdb, Hebrew massebot. The
plural, more often used, denotes the b l o c k s o f s t o n e
on which the blood of the victims sacrificed for idols
(awthdn, asndm) was poured, as well as s e p u l c h r a l
s t o n e s and t h o s e m a r k i n g out the sacred
e n c l o s u r e (himd) of the sanctuary (cf. J. Wellhausen,
Reste2, 101-2; W. Robertson Smith, Religion of the
Semites, 201 ff.). In nomadic circles, the nusub has
been regarded in a few rare instances as the symbol of
the divinity (cf. Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, iv/1, 159-60; R.
Dozy, Essai sur I'histoire de rislamisme, translated from
the Dutch by V. Chauvin, Paris-Leiden 1879, 9,
quoting, after Ibn Kutayba, a contemporary of the
Prophet, Abu Radja0 al- c UtaridT. For the two
examples, see T. Fahd, Pantheon, 26). Among sedentary populations, the nusub, a rough stone, has
become the sanam, "a stone carved with the image of
the idols of the Kacba" (Yakut, Bulddn, iv, 622: fanahata-hu cald surat asndm al-Bayt). "In every house",
writes Ibn Hisham, "the occupants took an idol
(sanam) which they worshipped. Whenever one of
them set out on a journey, the last thing which he did
before leaving, and the first on his return, was to
touch it" (Sira, 54 = al-Azrakl, Akhbdr, 78: tamassaha
bihi; cf. Gen. xxxi, 14), as a token of benediction for
a successful enterprise and as an act of thanksgiving
(on the mash and its magical and therapeutic power,
see Ibn Sacd, ii/2, 14, 47; Goldziher, in Or. Stud. Th.
Noldeke gewidmet, i, 327, where numerous references to
hadith are to be found). To explain the proliferation of
ansdb, Ibn Hisham (51-2) makes them symbols of the
Ka c ba, brought with them by the sons of Ishmael
when they finally left Mecca, while Yakut (iv, 622)
asserts that "the cult of stones among the Arabs in
their encampments has its origin in their deep attachment to the idols (asndm) of the haram." These texts
reflect a state of affairs prior to the reform of Kusayy
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[q.v.}. Comparing them with certain Biblical texts,
one should in fact, regard them as an echo of very
ancient Semitic traditions (in particular, Gen. xxxi,
13, 19, 34-46). The teraphim of the Canaanites, the
elohim of the Hebrews and the Hani of the Assyrians
long outlasted monotheism in the shrines fashioned in
stone, in sand mixed with milk (Pantheon, 91) and in
wood (Ibn Hisham, 335) of pagan Arabia (on the
equivalence between elohim, teraphim and ildm, cf. C.
Gordon, Paralleles Nouzeens aux lois et coutumes de
VAncient Testament, in RB, xliv [1935], 35-6; idem, in
JBL, liv [1935], 139-44; cf. Divination, 132-50).
Among the commonest finds in archaeological
excavations are figurines representing
"new
divinities" worshipped in Egypt, Palestine, Syria and
Babylonia (cf. among others, Petrie, Memphis, i, pis.
8-13 and p. 7; E. Pilz, in ZDPV, xlvii, 165 f f ; J.B.
Pritchard, Palestine figurines in relation to certain goddesses,
5-31; Parrot, Sumer, 238 and passim; idem, Assur, 250
and passim; J. B. Connelly, Votive offerings from hellenistic
Failaka: evidence for Herakles cult, in L'Arabie preislamique
et son environnement historique et culturel, Leiden 1989,
145-58).
The cult of stones, deeply rooted among the Arabs
of the Hidjaz, was not transformed as quickly as elsewhere into a cult of statues. It was in the mid-3rd century A.D. that Nabataean and Syro-Palestinian influences had the effect of promoting, in urban centres,
the representational phase of the Arab pantheon; it
was only then that the sacred stone became an idol.
Wellhausen rightly asserts that "Die Bilder sind nicht
echt arabischen; wathan und c_anam sind importierte
Worte und importierte Dinge" (Reste2, 102). Henceforward, the sanam, made of wood (Ibn Hisham, 303)
gradually took the place of the nusub made of stone.
c
lkrima, the son of Abu Djahl, Muhammad's greatest
enemy, was a maker of idols; merchants offered these
to the Bedouin who purchased them and set them up
in their tents. In Mecca, there was not a single house
which did not have its own idol (al-Azrakl, Akhbdr
Makka, 77-8).
After the triumph of Christianity in the Orient, the
Hidjaz remained the sole bastion of paganism; carvers
of idols could still make a living there. It comes as no
surprise to find that at the time of Muhammad's
arrival in Mecca there were three hundred and sixty
idols in the Ka c ba (al-Azrakl, 77; Ibn al-Athlr, ii,
192), a number which probably has a symbolic
significance but which confirms an abundance well
corroborated by other sources.
The process of expansion of the cult of idols is described by Ibn al-Kalbl in the following terms: "The
Arabs devoted themselves to the cult of idols: some
constructed a sanctuary (bqyt; regarding this term see
Divination, 132 ff.), others acquired an idol (sanam);
anyone who could neither possess an idol nor have a
sanctuary constructed would set up a stone of his
choice, facing the haram or some other place, and then
he would perform processions around it, as in the
sanctuary (of Mecca). These stones were called ansdb
(as opposed to) asndm and awthdn, which were statues
(tamdthil), and the procession made around them was
called dawdr" (K. al-Asndm, ed. Ahmad ZakI Pasha,
Cairo 1914, 21, quoted in Pantheon, 59). On this
evolution and the various names given to the idols, see
the summary of a Kitdb al-Asndm by al-Djahiz, no
longer available, in his K. al-Hayawdn, i, 5; this information is also presented in Divination, 249-50.
Thus the ansdb are represented as replicas of the
Black Stone of the Kacba. They take on the form of
sacred stones in nomadic and semi-nomadic societies.
The contribution of sedentary civilisations reinforces
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and enriches the cults and the rites of the nomads, but
at the same time introduces confusion and adds to the
difficulties facing the historian of religions, who is
inclined to seek out connections and influences and to
establish comparisons and similarities (Pantheon, 182).
Nevertheless, whatever were the forms given to the
divinities of the Arab pantheon, the Arab religions
retained their quite primitive internal structure. The
development of the "artistic" representation of gods
had no effect on the conceptual evolution of the cult.
The present writer's study, in Le pantheon de I'Arabie
Centrale a la veille de I 'hegire, illustrates the static nature
of the Arab religions, rooted in a desert environment.
Bibliography: The material contained in this
article is borrowed for the most part from T. Fahd,
Pantheon, Paris 1968, and from the same author's La
divination arabe. Etudes religieuses, sociologiques et
folkloriques sur le milieu natif de I'lslam, Leiden 1966,
2
Paris 1987. Abundant references and quotations
relating to the subject are to be found in these two
works. Other sources include W.W. Baudissin,
Uber die Entwicklung des Gottesbegriffs in den Religionen
der semitischen Volker, mit Nachtrdgen, Giessen 1929;
C. Brockelmann, Allah und die Gotzen. Der Ursprung
des islamischen Monotheismus, in ARW, xi (1923), 92121; E. Dhorme, Religion primitive des Semites, in
RHR, cxxviii'(1944), 1-27; idem, Les religions arabes
preislamiques, review of G. Ryckmanns, in ibid.,
cxxxiii (1947), 34-48 (Recueil Ed. Dhorme, Paris
1951, 736 ff); A. Jamme, Le pantheon sud-arabe
preislamique d'apres les sources epigraphiques, in Le
Aiuseon, Ix (1947), 57-147; L. Krehl, Uber die
Religion der vorislamischen Araber, Leipzig 1863 (study
of a page of al-Shahrastani, Milal, ed. Cureton,
432); H. Lammens, Le culte des Betyles et les processions
religieuses chez les Arabes preislamites, in BIFAO, xvii
(1919-20), 39-101; idem, Les sanctuaires preislamites
dans I'Arabie Occidental, in MUSJ, xi (1926), 39-173;
G. Ryckmans, Les religions arabes preislamiques, 21953
(Bibl. du Museon 26/1951) = Quillet, Hist. gen. des
religions, 2 Paris 1960, ii, 199-228; J. Starcky,
Palmyreneens, Nabateens et Arabes du Nord avant l}Islam,
in Hist, des religions, Paris 1956, iv, 201-37; Djurdji
Zaydan, Ansdb al-^Arab al-kudamd^, Cairo 1906.
(T. FAHD)
AL-NUWAYRI, MUHAMMAD B. AL-KASIM alIskandaranl, local h i s t o r i a n of his home Alexandria, who lived in the 8th/14th century but whose
precise dates are unknown.
Between 767/1365-6 and 775/1373-4 he wrote a
three-volume history of the city, the K. al-Ilmdmfimd
djarat bihi 'l-ahkdm al-makdiyya ft wdki^at al-Iskandariyya
purporting to describe the calamity of Muharram
767/October 1365 when the Prankish Crusaders, led
by Pierre de Lusignan, king of Cyprus, descended on
Alexandria, occupied it for a week and sacked it (see
S. Runciman, A history of the Crusades, London 1952-4,
iii, 444-9; A.S. Atiya, in H.W. Hazard (ed.), A history
of the Crusades, iii, Madison, Wise. 1975, 16-18). Ibn
Hadjar al-cAskalanI [q.v.], however, cited by alSakhawT [0.0.], states that al-Nuwayrl spent so much
time on the earlier history of the city that he barely
had space to deal with the events of 767/1365. The
work has now been edited by Atiya, 6 vols.
Haydarabad 1388-93/ 1968-73.
Bibliography: A.S. Atiya, A Fourteenth-Century
Encyclopedist from Alexandria. A Critical and Analytical
Study ofal-Nuwairy al-Iskandardni's "Kitdb al-Ilmdm",
Salt Lake City 1977; F. Rosenthal, A history of
Muslim historiography2, Leiden 1968, 155, 458-9 ( =
tr. of Sakhawi's Wan); Brockelmann, II 2 , 44-5, S
II, 34.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
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AL-NUWAYRI, SHIHAB AL-DIN AHMAD B. CABD ALWAHHAB al-Bakrl al-Tamlml al-Kurashl al-ShaficI.
Egyptian encyclopaedist and historian.
Born at Akhmlm [q.v.] on 21 Dhu 'l-Kacda 677/5
April 1279, died in Cairo on 21 Ramadan 733/5 June
1333, he is the author of one of the four best-known
encyclopaedias of the Mamluk period. His family may
have originated from a small township of the Egyptian
Sacld, al-Nuwayra, but he had no direct links with this
locality. He claims only, and on numerous occasions
in the course of his work, to be descended from the
caliph Abu Bakr.
His father, Tadj al-Dm Abu Muhammad cAbd alWahhab (618-99/1221-99), who was possibly an
official in the sultan's administration (Kratschowsky,
Ta^rikh al-adab al-djughrdfi al-^arabi, 408, and EP , s.v.),
lived for most of his life in Cairo. According to an
obituary notice written by his son, it is also known
that he was born in the capital, at Misr, in an Ayyubid
madrasa known by the name of Mandzil al-^Izz. Speaking of him, his son stresses in particular his remarkable piety, his life and his death both demonstrating
his close affinity with matters of faith. He died on 21
Dhu '1-Hidjdja 699/7 September 1299 in al-madrasa alSdlihiyya al-Nadjmiyya, in a room reserved for Malik!
teaching. Birth in a madrasa could be proof that his
father belonged to the world of the ^ulamd^. He probably had another son, older than the author, named
Muhammad. A final point worth mentioning in connection with his father is that he was buried in the
turba [q.v.] of the Malik! supreme kddiIbn Makhluf alNuwayri al-DjazulI (d. 718/1318), an important
figure in the world of the ^ulamd^ who was supreme
kddi for thirty-four years, during crucial periods in the
history of Egypt and of Syria in the Mamluk period,
and who was probably the patron of the al-Nuwayn
who is the subject of this article. He had the same nisba
as the latter, and according to al-Safadl, he was a
native of Nuwayra, but there is no indication that they
were related.
Snippets of information gleaned from his vast
encyclopaedia give the impression that before
698/1298, al-Nuwayn must have lived for at least
some of the time in Upper Egypt and in general in
Egypt. Thus in the sections devoted to agriculture
(M. Chapoutot-Remadi, L 'agriculture de I'Empire
mamluk au Moyen Age d'apres al-Nuwayn, in CT, xxii
[1974], 23-45) it seems that he is speaking from personal experience of regions visited and observation of
practices. Similarly, in dealing with animals, he mentions the teeth of elephants which he saw at Kus in
697/1298. Although not definitely established, it is
probable that he stayed in Upper Egypt at least until
this date.
It is difficult to compile an accurate list of his
masters. It is known, however, that he attended
courses given by some of the leading masters of his
time such as cAbd al-Mu D min al-DimyatI(d. 705/1305
[q. v. ]), from one of whose books, entitled Kitdb Fadl alkhayl (Aleppo 1930), hejrequently quotes. His second
master, Ibn Daklk al-cld (d. 702/1302 [ q . v . ] ) , was a
specialist in hadith. The third is the grand kadi Ibn
Djama c a (d. 733/1332 [q.v.]), who was shaykh of the
khdnkdh [q.v.] al-Ndsiriyya. His biographers also mention among his shuyukh the shaykha Zaynab bint Yahya
b. c Abd al-Salam (d. 735/1334). He continued
throughout his life to take an interest in the teaching
of hadith, and in particular he attended seminars of
transmission of the Sahih of al-Bukharl held by the
shaykha Wazlra bint Munadjdja (d. 716/1316) in
715/1315, as well as those held by the shaykh al-Salihl
al-Hadjdjar (d. 730/1329) at al-madrasa al-Mansuriyya.

He heard the shaykh Ibn al-Sabunl (d. 720/1320)
transmit the Sunan of Abu Dawud, Zayn al-Dm cAbd
al-Hakk b. Fityan b. cAbd al-MadjId al-Kurashl, the
Kitdb al-Shifd bi-ta^rif hukuk al-Mustafd in 708/1308 at
al-madrasa al-Ndsiriyya, and the Sharif clzz al-DIn alDimashkl (d. 715/1315), the Muwattd* of Malik and
the Sahih of Muslim. He also received an idjaza [q.v.]
from the shaykh c lzz al-DIn al-Faruthl al-Wasitl
al-Rifa c I.
For the first time, following his recording of his
birth (xxx, 386-7), al-Nuwayri mentions, in his
account of the events of the year 698/1298, his recruitment to the diwdn al-khdss in Cairo and his residence
at al-madrasa al-Ndsiriyya, inaugurated by al-Malik alc
Adil Kitbugha (694-96/1295-7) and acquired by
Muhammad b. Kalawun on his return to power in
698/1298. He speaks at length of this institution and
reproduces the text of its wakf. He openly criticises the
administration of Tawashi Shudjac al-Dm cAnbar alLala (d. 724/1324), the tutor of the sultan who was
entrusted with administration of the wakf, accusing
him of embezzlement and even demanding that he
return some of the money owed to the staff of the
madrasa.
Al-Nuwayn travelled to Syria in the month of
Djumada II 701/January 1301, at the request of the
sultan, to manage the property of the state, the diwdn
al-khdss. Syria had then been in a state of turmoil since
699/1299 following the large-scale invasion of Ghazan
Khan [ q . v . ] . He participated in a battle against the
Mongols on 29 Shacban 702/18 April 1303 alongside
Mughultay [ q . v . ] , and could thus describe the war
against the Mongols and the victory of §hakhab as an
eye-witness. In 702/1303, the sultan appointed the
amir Sayf al-Dm Balaban al-Djukandar al-Mansurl to
be shddd of crown property, and the two men became
friends. Al-Nuwayn seems to have travelled round the
country; he mentions for example a journey in the
Ghawr, and he describes the Ghuta of Damascus with
the same attention to detail which he demonstrated in
his description of Upper Egypt. He seems to have
amassed a small fortune; in 703/1303, he possessed no
fewer than ten horses, but an equine epidemic
destroyed this resource, leaving him without even a
horse for his own use. He stayed in Damascus for two
years and four months.
Recalled to Cairo in Ramadan 703/April 1303, he
resumed his administrative activities and, in his
capacity as mubdshir amldk al-khdss al-sharif, he
administered the diwdn al-khdss, the bimdristdn [q. v. ] almansuri and the whole range of mansuriwakfs. Control
was exercised, apparently, by the supreme kddi Ibn
Makhluf. He took up residence again in the madrasa,
and was thus a witness to the early stages of the
dispute between Ibn Taymiyya [q.v.] and the culamd*
of Egypt and Ibn Makhluf in particular. It was in the
madrasa al-Ndsiriyya that this affair began, lasting from
705/1305 to 709/1309. Al-Nuwayri was induced to
play a minor mediating role between his patron,
implacable enemy of Ibn Taymiyya, and the governor
of Damascus, Djamal al-DIn Akkush al-Afram,
ardent defender of the eminent shaykh. Numerous
details indicate that al-Nuwayri remained in Cairo
during this period. In 705/1305, Ibn $asra [q.v.] was
appointed supreme kddi of Cairo, and al-Nuwayri was
instrumental witness in some of the matters submitted
to his judgment. At the time of the death of the amir
al-Turkumanl, al-Nuwayri, who was then in the service of the sultan, was entrusted with the task of
sequestering and liquidising his assets. The sultan
subsequently instructed him to erect a turba for the
amir and to establish a maintenance wakf with what
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remained of his property. Muhammad b. Kalawun
made his way in person to al-Karafa to draw the plan
of this turba on the ground.
The sultan Muhammad b. Kalawun, wearying of
the tutelage exercised by the senior amirs, abdicated
and went to establish himself in the governorate of alKarak [q v.] in 708/1308. Baybars II took power in
Cairo. Five months later, in RabI* II 709/September
1309, al-Nuwayn, a loyalist, joined Muhammad b.
Kalawun at al-Karak and only returned to Cairo with
the sultan, who regained his throne at the end of
Ramadan/early March of the same year. After this
triumphant return, one of al-Nuwayn's patrons, the
steward of the sovereign, wakil al-khass, Ibn c Abbada
(d. 710/1310), allowed him to work quite closely with
the sovereign. This Ibn cAbbada was himself the
appointee of the supreme kadi Ibn Makhluf, who had
given him the task of administering the property left
behind by Kalawun. This individual rose very quickly
in the favour of the sultan. In his turn, he seems to
have noticed the talents of al-Nuwayn, entrusting to
him the administration of the great complex constructed by Kalawun and of al-madrasa al-Ndsiriyya.
Through his good offices, al-Nuwayn had regular
access to Muhammad b. Kalawun, and in numerous
instances had occasion to work directly on his behalf.
This excessively rapid promotion seems to have
turned his head (al-fdli^, 46; Suluk, ii, 91; Durar] and
he spoke disparagingly of his patron, for whom he had
little regard. This conduct displeased the sultan, who
denounced him to Ibn c Abbada and gave the latter
permission to punish him as he saw fit. Ibn cAbbada
did not hesitate to have him flogged and to confiscate
his property; shortly afterwards he was sent away to
Syria, but he does not even hint at this misfortune in
his work and mentions only his transfer to Tripoli. In
the course of the same year, Ibn Abbada died; alNuwayrl devoted to him a dry and brief obituary in
which he has considerably more to say about his successor than about the deceased.
He arrived at Tripoli in Safar 710/July 1310 as sahib
diwdn al-inshd^, head of the office of correspondence.
He replaced a senior functionary who had made a
name for himself in this occupation, Tadj al-Dln alTawfl (d. 711/1311), mustawfi 'l-dawla. A few months
later, in the same year, he was appointed ndzir aldjaysh, replacing another functionary of Tripoli who
had recently died, a certain Nadjm al-Dm al-KasTr,
and he travelled extensively during his time in
Tripoli, as he had done previously in Upper Egypt
and in Damascus. He stayed in Tripoli until 712/1312
and witnessed the defection to the Mongols of the nd^ib
of Damascus Djamal al-Dln Akkush al-Afram. This
amir-nd^ib, before 708/1308, had been among the
opponents of the restoration of Muhammad b.
Kalawun; following his return to the throne the
sultan, stung by his experience of two depositions,
attempted to eliminate all the senior amirs who could
eventually pose a threat to his rule. Thus the governor
of Aleppo, Shams al-Dln Karasunkur, realising that
his only hope of survival lay in flight, sought to win
over to his side certain amirs including the nd^ib of
Tripoli, possibly with the intention of provoking an
insurrection in Syria. Al-Nuwayn, claiming amicable
relations with the governor, sought to dissuade him
from following Karasunkur. He recounts his conversation with him and the arguments which he posed to
convince him. In spite of everything, the amir took
flight and attempted to induce him to join him as well
as the amirs of Tripoli. He relates how he succeeded
in persuading the latter not to follow him, with only
one exception, and how he induced them to renew
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their oath of allegiance to the sultan. Al-Nuwayri,
who, with the exception of his father, never speaks of
his immediate family—it is not known whether he was
married or had children—mentions the kddi clmad
al-Dln al-Nuwayn (d. 717/1317), his father's cousin
in the maternal line, who died in Tripoli where he was
sdhib al-diwdn; he had previously been ndzir in
numerous places in Syria. Al-Nuwayrl left Tripoli in
Djumada I 712/September 1312 and arrived in Cairo
on 20 Radjab/20 November of the same year, after a
brief stay in Damascus during the return journey.
The circumstances of his departure from Tripoli are
obscure; the formula that he uses is ambiguous. His
sojourn in Tripoli perhaps explains the place which it
occupies in his chronicle. He describes the conquest of
Tripoli by Kalawun, then retraces its history from the
Arab conquest to 688/1289 and finishes by providing
a list of its nuwwdb, governors, up to the year
725/1325. This passage is furthermore a synthesis of
data compiled by his predecessors and contemporaries, and of information which he gathered
himself. His interest in Tripoli persists throughout his
work, and thus he does not omit to note, every year,
the changes taking place, the appointments of amirs
and of functionaries, the cadastral revision, information concerning the Nusayriyya and climatic
phenomena.
According to his biographers, on returning to Cairo
he was appointed ndzir al-diwdn of two provinces of the
'Nile Delta, al-Dakhaliyya and al-Murtahiyya (Tali*,
'46). He speaks of them indirectly in a biographical
article concerning a major figure in the administration, a sdhib diwdn al-djaysh, the kddi Ibn Hashish (d.
729/1328; A<ydn al-casr, iii, 312; Suluk, ii, 315). It may
be assumed that at least until 716/1316, al-Nuwayri
was engaged in administering the revenues of these
provinces, while residing in Cairo, probably until the
end of his life. It seems that he continued to reside in
al-madrasa al-Ndsiriyya, since he mentions a dream
which he had at that time which took place in one of
the iwdns of the madrasa, called al-Iwdn al-Bahri, on the
eve of Friday 13 Dhu 'l-Ka c da 729/8 September 1329.
It is not known at exactly what date al-Nuwayri abandoned administration to devote himself exclusively to
the composition of his monumental work, but before
turning to the latter, it would be useful to summarise
the main points of his life and career.
The reconstructed biography of al-Nuwayri shows
a man often involved in the important events of his
time such as the war against Ghazan Khan and the
victory of Shakhab, in which he was a participant.
Even in al-madrasa al-Ndsiriyya, which played such an
important role in his life, he dared to challenge the
administrator of the foundation, Tawashi Shudjac alDin c Anbar al-Lala, the sultan's tutor, insisting that
he pay to the staff the salary owed to them; from the
same vantage-point, he witnessed the controversies
surrounding Ibn Taymiyya. During the reign of
Baybars II, al-Nuwayri sided with Muhammad b.
Kalawun, whom he regarded as the only legitimate
sultan, joining him in exile at al-Karak. While resident in Tripoli, decidedly at the centre of important
events, al-Nuwayri tried to dissuade the governor
Djamal al-Dln Akkush al-Afram from defecting to the
Mongols with Karasunkur; failing in this, he nevertheless succeeded in limiting the damage. Through his
contacts, he was well informed concerning affairs of
state, and he took advantage of his duties to travel
widely in Egypt and Syria. His career was in itself
quite distinguished; he played a major role in the
administration of the three most important diwdns,
those of al-khass, al-inshd* and al-a^aysh.
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During the course of his career, he forged
numerous amicable relationships with highly-placed
members of the Mamluk regime. In Damascus, his
friends included three amirs, Sayf al-Din Balaban
al-Djukandar al-Mansuri (d. 706/1306), Zahir al-Din
Mukhtar al-Mansuri (d. 716/1316) and cAlaD al-Dm
Mughultay (d. 707/1307) whom he had previously
known in Cairo, and among the culamd:>, members of
the most distinguished Damascus families, Ibn Sasra
(d. 717/1317), Ibn al-KalanisI (d. 715/1315) and his
son Muhibb al-Din Mahmud (d. 730/1330). In
Tripoli, he showed the same propensity for making
friends, among members of the Mamluk elite as well
as among his colleagues in the diwdn al-inshd^ and the
diwdn al-djaysh. He was also acquainted with some of
the senior kuttdb of the Mamluk administration, letters
from whom he reproduces in numerous instances in
his encyclopaedia. Each time, the terms which
underline his privileged relations with one or the other
are rafaktuhu or sdhabtuhu. As a man of his time, alNuwayri was also acquainted with Sufi shaykhs.
After a career of at least eighteen years, approximately from 698/1299 to 716/1316, he retired from
public life and devoted himself to adab and to the
writing of his encyclopaedia. From his administrative
life, he would have learned kitdba, the establishment of
roles, exercised hisba, land-surveying (al-mukdyasdt),
the management of accounts and revenues, almuhdsaba wa 'l-tahsildt, nazar, inspection of crops and of
presses (al-ghalldt wa 'l-ifysdr), forage, sales (almubdya^di). He read and contemplated a great deal
over the years and conceived the idea of writing a
book, or rather a work large enough to provide a compendium of the fruits of his reading and of his
administrative experience. He expresses it in his
introduction in these terms: "I mounted the warhorse of reading and investigation and spurred him
on. I then galloped in the region of consultation.
When I succeeded in taming the horse and the source
of knowledge became clear to me, I then undertook to
compose a work which would keep me company and
in which I would find my bearings, having recourse to
my own administrative experience. I called upon God
the Great and Merciful and I have produced five great
Books (funun) harmoniously composed and divided
into sections and sub-sections."
Al-NuwayrI died on 21 Ramadan 733/5 June 1333,
at the age of fifty-six years, having composed a
monumental work of 9,000 pages in thirty-one
volumes which he intitled Nihdyat al-arab f i funun aladab. He thus bequeathed to posterity his experience
and his culture in the form of a summa. His capacity
for work was extraordinary since, while working on
his encyclopaedia, he made copies of it which he sold
before composition of the whole was complete. The
first volume (p. 16) bears the date 714/1314. A single
autograph manuscript survives from the first version
of his encyclopaedia, volume 19 (corresponding to xxi
in the printed edition, p. 540); it is dated 9 Djumada
II 718/8 August 1318. Volumes 29 and 30 are dated
725/1325, but it is certain that he made additions to
volume 30, after 728/1328. It seems that he began
making a second copy, the first volume of which was
completed on 20 Dhu 'l-Kacda 721/11 December
1321, the fifth on 22 Djumada I 722/8 June 1322, the
seventeenth on 7 Ramadan 722/19 September 1322
and the eighteenth on 26 Ramadan/8 October, just 19
days later. He must thus have copied eighteen
volumes in less than ten months. His biographers
have noted his ability to fill three manuscript
notebooks in a day, and this performance seems unequivocally confirmed, with the addition to what he

copied and sold of eight copies of the Sahih of alBukharl. He was deemed an excellent calligrapher
and bookbinder. He must then have written the
totality of his work between 714/1314 and 731/1330,
over a period of seventeen years, since his chronicle
finishes in 731/1331, two years before his death.
The work is divided into five funun', eachfann comprises five parts which, in turn, consist of a certain
number of chapters or abwdb (from two to fourteen).
The first is a description of the Universe. Al-NuwayrI
begins with a cosmographic vision and then proceeds
to the Earth and the elements of which it is composed.
Earth and Heaven were conceived by God for Man's
benefit. The fann concludes with a description of
Egypt, its inhabitants and archaeological remains.
The three succeeding volumes are devoted to living
beings: Man is the principal theme of the second,
while the third and fourth are concerned with fauna
and flora. History is the subject of the fifth and last,
and this is by far the most important; it represents
more than two-thirds of the work. This section is conceived as a universal history, covering the period from
Creation to 731/1331. Crucial episodes in this history
are the story of the Prophet and of Arab expansion,
then the cAbbasid period and finally, the history of
Egypt since the Fatimids. The major preoccupation of
al-Nuwayri seems to lie in providing the reader with
succinct summaries of the principal historical events.
The work is conceived primarily as a work of
reference, and the manner of compilation displays a
concern to inform the reader in a qualitative manner;
only works bearing authority are summarised here.
The final volume of this important historiographer
differs somewhat from the remainder. These are
annals, or rather notes taken from day to day; the text
is condensed and even displays a certain dryness. It
contrasts strongly with the rest of the work, in which
the style is in general mannered, sometimes even lapsing into rhymed prose. This abridged account of
events personally experienced may have been written
with a view to later revision, but he died without
making any amendments.
In all, with a work gigantic in terms of the variety
of subjects studied, the breadth of the information
contained, al-Nuwayri not only achieved his avowed
object but even went further, since not only did he
succeed in providing the sum of practical knowledge
necessary for a good secretary and for the
administrative world in general but he also reached a
much broader public. The literary form of the work
and the spectrum of subjects exposed, summarised
and classified in the most accessible manner possible,
clearly show that al-Nuwayri wanted, beyond his
readership of administrators, to contribute to the formation of a kind of "well-informed man". He states
this himself occasionally.
Al-Nuwayri was greatly inspired by the
geographical encyclopaedia of his predecessor, alWatwat (d. 718/1318 [q.v.]) entitled Mabdhidj. al-fikar
wa-mandhidl al-^ibar (partial edition, Kuwait 1981), for
the subdivision into fanns and even for the content.
The four fanns of al-Watwat recur in the work of alNuwayrl, who added history to form a fifth section.
Furthermore, he mentions him by name, as he does
with the majority of his sources. In the books devoted
to natural history, fauna and flora, he makes a synthesis between three types of pre-occupation,
naturalist, medical and literary. He thus describes the
animal or the plant, mentions its medical and other
attributes, the legends concerning his subject and the
poems of which it has been the object. Science and
adab are thus united. Amlna Muhammad Djamal al-
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Dm (see Bibl.) has listed seventy-five poets quoted in
the book on fauna (148). The work reflects the
author's education with his constant references to
hadith; the impact of traditions is also evident in his
very approach of khabar, since he always adds to a
work compiled by an authoritative person details
gleaned either from his direct observation or from the
testimony of a trustworthy person. He sometimes
exhibits scepticism when he relates a story which he
regards as fantasy, "this saying derives, in my belief,
from the fables of the Arabs (khurdfdt al-^Arab)" (ix,
276, or x, 209), but he has no qualms about relating
marvels for the entertainment of the reader. Throughout his work he is guided by three principles: to
adhere to the stated plan, not to go to excess over
details and to avoid repetition. In the introduction to
Book III, which concerns animals, he writes, "Were
it not for the risk of saying too much, we could have
composed an epistle for each animal, but we prefer to
confine ourselves to the writing of others rather than
to our own accounts" (ix, 225). He engages in a constant dialogue with the reader and explains his
approach. To avoid repetitions, he often has recourse
to postponements; he even has a system of double
postponement which demonstrates simultaneously his
attention to minute detail in his conception of the
work as a whole and his unwillingness to weary the
reader with repetitions (ix, 333, xii, 2). There remains
a final important remark which is valid for the work
as a whole; al-Nuwayn's professional travels across
parts of Syria and Egypt led him to take a constant
interest in the countries and regions visited, and it is
from this source that he draws all the concrete
examples which are scattered throughout his work.
Such personal notes occur on numerous occasions and
in all parts of his encyclopaedia, on Tripoli, on
Damascus, Upper Egypt, the Delta and Cairo, and in
the historical section he borrows constantly from
Syrian authors such as al-Djazari or al-BirzalT, in a
manner which enables him to sketch in, for each year,
information concerning at least the places in which he
has lived and worked at one time or another.
Similarly, in the sections devoted to administration,
his personal experience enables him to convey important information regarding the machinery of the
financial administration of Mamluk Egypt, with
precise and meticulous descriptions. Furthermore,
under the heading of administrative and financial
information, al-Nuwayrl reveals indirectly, and without departing from his primary intention, certain
aspects of the rural economy in the 8th/14th century.
Thus his surveys of fiscal policy convey information
on types of soil, crops, certain problems inherent in
climatic or hydrographic conditions. In the same
Book II, taking advantage of his access to important
state documents and under the pretext of supplying
models for the benefit of the kdtib, he reproduces a
series of letters emanating from, in particular, great
sovereigns such as Baybars, Kalawun and his son
Muhammad. Other documents reproduced include
certificates of investiture and records of wakfs.
The first fourfunun cover only ten volumes, while
the section reserved for history accounts in itself for
twenty-one. The importance of Book V accounts for
the fact that his biographers consider al-Nuwayri a
historian before all else. He reveals his methodology
in the introduction to his historical section: "When I
saw that all those who wrote the history of the
Muslims had adopted the annalistic form rather than
that of dynastic history, I realised that by this method
the reader was being deprived of the pleasure of an
event which held his preference and of an affair which
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he might discover. The chronicles of the year draw to
a close in a way which denies awareness of all the
phases of an event. The historian changes the year
and passes from east to west, from peace to war, by
the very fact of passing from one year to another...
The account of events is displaced and becomes
remote. The reader can only follow an episode which
interests him with great difficulty... I have chosen to
present history by dynasties and I shall not leave one
of them until I have recounted its history from beginning to end, giving the sum of its battles and its
achievements, the history of its kings, of its kingdom
and of its highways" (xiii, 2). Little (Introduction to
Muslim historiography, 31; idem, The historical and
histonographical significance of the detention of Ibn
Taymiyya, in IJMES, iv [1973], 315) has already
drawn attention to the originality of the method
adopted by al-Nuwayn in his willingness to break
with chronology in order to give more coherence to his
narrative. When he does this he alerts the reader and
explains himself, then, when he has finished with his
exposure of a topic, he writes as a general rule wa-lnar^ li-siydkat al-akhbdr (or al-ta>rikh) (Or 2n, fol. 15b)
or wa-l-nardji** ild bakiyyat hawddith al-sana (Or 2n, fol.
29a). Following the stated pattern, proposing for
example to deal with the history of the Mongols, he
writes: "We shall give a brief account of (Cingiz
Khan's) story and the circumstances of his
appearance, his development and his reign. We shall
explain this by means of what we have gained from
our reading and by means of oral testimony which we
have gathered... This kingdom was remote and vast,
historians have not learned a great deal about it, we
have not been able to verify... We have taken as our
basis al-NasawI and his DjalalT history (Sirat Djaldl alDin Mangubirti) and Ibn al-Athfr and his Kdmil... If
there are other historians who have studied this question, their work is not available to us" (xxvii, 300).
These pre-occupations are very modern and they
illustrate the author's constant concern to instruct his
reader in the best way possible, providing him with
the most reliable written and oral sources. But even in
its historical section, al-Nuwayn stresses the literary
nature of his work, "Our book is not based on history
only; it is a book of adab" (xiii, 5).
In the last part of his work which is devoted to the
Mamluk empire, Egypt, Syria and the Hidjaz, alNuwayri departs from the stated plan and, for each
sultan, after a biographical presentation, he gives an
account of his battles, then of the events which took
place under his reign, according to chronological
order, giving obituary notices of distinguished persons
at the end of each year. In spite of his wish to avoid
repetitions, this pattern induces him to make them in
numerous instances. Born some thirty years after the
beginning of this dynasty, he begins by borrowing
from his elders, Ibn c Abd al-Zahir, Abu Shama and
Ibn Shaddad, then his contemporaries, al-Djazarf, alYunfnl, al-BirzalT and Baybars al-Mansurf. As in
other parts of his work, he usually mentions them by
name but sometimes he is content to indicate his borrowings with kdla (or fiaka) al-mu^arrikh; he sometimes
adds the title of the work. He quotes the majority of
his contemporaries, without saying whether he has
known them personally. He adds to their material that
which he has obtained from his friends and his professional contacts. He explains the choice of the plan
which he has adopted at every opportunity (Or 2n,
fols. 3a, 5b, 15b, 16a ...) even though, he says, he has
not always conformed to the rules of history (al-khurudj_
c
an al-kd^ida al-ta^nkhiyya).
Several authors have borrowed from the Nihdya\
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reference should be made to the comparison of sources
made by Little (Introduction...}, with the aid of
numerous passages, in order to attempt a clarification
of the circulation of borrowings between the different
authors of the Mamluk period, while the severity of
Ashtor's judgment of this work (Studies, 15) needs
some attenuation, since its dimensions and its characteristics render impossible such an unequivocal judgment of the merits of this encyclopaedia.
The edition of the Nihdya, begun in Egypt by
Ahmad ZakI Pasha in 1923, came to a halt with
volume xviii in 1955, was then resumed in the 1970s
and, after further interruptions, volume xxx appeared
in 1991; however the two preceding ones, xxviii and
xxix, are not yet available. The edition will comprise
more volumes than the manuscript work, since the
thirtieth which has just appeared deals with the beginnings of the Mamluk period, while the years 678-731
have yet to be edited. Manuscripts of the Nihdya are
to be found almost everywhere in Europe, in particular in Paris, Rome and Leiden, but also in Egypt.
The work has been known and exploited for a long
time [see El1, s.v.], but much remains to be drawn
from it.
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(M. CHAPOUTOT-REMADI)
NUZHA [see MI C ZAF].

O
OB, one of the major r i v e r s of Siberia, which
flows from sources in the Altai Mountains to the Gulf
of Ob and the Kara Sea of the Arctic Ocean. Its
course is 3,680 km/2,287 miles long and 5,410
km/3,362 miles long if its main left-bank affluent, the
Irtysh [see IRTISH in Suppl.] is included. Its whole
basin covers a huge area of western Siberia.
In early historic times, the lands along the lower
and middle Ob were thinly peopled with such groups
as the Samoyeds and the Ugrian Voguls and Ostiaks
(in fact, the indigenous population of these regions
today, only the upper reaches of the river in the Altai
region being ethnically Turkish territory; see M.G.
Levin and L.P. Potapov (eds.), NarodiSibiri, Eng. tr.
The peoples of Siberia, Chicago and London 1964, 30541, 511-70). These Ugrian peoples are the ones whom
the early Muslim geographers and travellers in Inner
Asia knew as the Yura (mediaeval Russ. Yugra) who
lived beyond the Bulghars [q. v. ] towards the Bahr alZulumdt "Sea of Darkness", i.e. the Arctic, and supplied furs to the more southerly peoples by dumb
barter (see J. Marquart, Ein arabischer Bericht uber die
arktischen (uralischen) Lander aus dem 10. Jahrhundert, in
Ungarische Jahrbucher, iv [1924], 289 ff., 303 ff.,
321 ff.; V. Minorsky, Sharaf al-Zamdn Tdhir Marvazi on
China, the Turks and India, London 1942, tr. 34, comm.

112-15; K. Donner, La Siberie, Paris 1946, 124 ff.;
P.B. Golden, in The Cambridge history of early Inner Asia,
Cambridge 1990, 253-4).
It is probable that the Ob is to be identified with the
river beyond the Hi, the Irtysh and a nameless one,
and which Mahmud Kashghari calls the Yamar,
locating along its shores the tribe of the Yabaku, who
had their own language (? or dialect) but also spoke
Turkish (Diwdn lughat al-turk, tr. Atalay, i, 29, 30, 79,
iii, 28, etc. = tr. R. Dankoff andj. Kelly, Compendium of the Turkic dialects, Cambridge, Mass. 1982-4, i,
83, 117, ii, 161, etc.; Brockelmann, Mittelturkischer
Wortschatz, 244, identifies the Yamar "probably"
with the Ishim, a left-bank tributary of the Irtysh,
hence further west than the Ob, but this seems too far
west, in the light of the relative positions of the
Turkish tribes in its vicinity, see below). The map
accompanying Kashghan's text (reproduced by
Dankoff and Kelly at i, 82; according to A. Herrmann, Die dlteste tiirkische Weltkarte, in Imago Mundi, i
[1935], 27, this is possibly by the author himself or
was drawn according to his specifications) places the
Yamar river beyond the lands of the Kay and Comul
tribes on the nameless river, again described as being
beyond the Yabaku, but the Kay and Gomul territories may well have extended from the Irtysh to the
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Ob, as apparently did those of the Basmil also (see
Minorsky, Hudud al-cdlam, comm. 285, 305; idem,
Marvazi, comm. 96). There is also the precious information in Kaghghar! about an expedition northwards
led by one Arslan-tigin (presumably a Karakhanid
[see ILEK KHANS]) against infidels who were led by a
certain Budra£ and who were routed, and the Turkish
verses which Kashghari quotes mention the crossing
of the Hi and the Yamar; also hostile to the Muslims
were the Basmil (Diwdn, tr. Atalay, i, 144, 452, iii,
356 = tr. Dankoff and Kelly, i, 163, 340, ii, 330-1).
Kashghari derived information directly from one of
the participants in this ghazw, hence it must have
taken place in the early or mid-5th/llth century,
although the episode very soon became enshrouded in
legendary accretions (Barthold, Zwolf Vorlesungen uber
die Geschichte der Tiirken Mittelasiens, Berlin 1935, 95-6,
Fr. tr. Histoire des Turcs d'Asie Centrale, Paris 1945,
76-7).
Islam never penetrated to the Ugrian peoples of the
lower and middle Ob, and the Turkic peoples of the
upper reaches remained shamanists also. In the later
16th century, Ku£um Khan, ruler of the TurcoMongol khanate of Sibir [q. v. ] centred on Isker on the
middle Irtysh, was finally defeated by Russian forces
in August 1598 on the Ob; the Russians had already
penetrated to the Ob basin in their thrust eastwards
through Siberia. A Russian army had reached the
shores of the Ob in 1584; a fort was founded at Tomsk
in 1604, and this place was later to be the seat of the
first university in Siberia, inaugurated in 1888;
Surgut was founded in 1595 and Barnaul erected into
a town in 1771 (see Donner, La Siberie, 144-6; J. Forsyth, A history of the peoples of Siberia, Russia's north Asian
colony 1581-1990, Cambridge 1992, 28 ff.). The river
itself, navigable on its upper course for some 190 days
a year, became an important means of communication. Novosibirsk, where the Trans-Siberian railway
crosses the Ob, was founded in 1893 and soon eclipsed
Tomsk, later becoming the largest city of Soviet Asia.
At present, the Ob basin falls within the Russian
Republic, with only the river's headwaters in the
Gorno-Altai Autonomous Oblast'.
Bibliography. Given in the text. See also BSE"2,
xviii, 267-8, and SIBIR.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
OCHIALY [see C ULUDJ C ALI].
OCHRIDA [see OKHRI].
OCSONOBA [see UKSHUNUBA].
ODJAK (T.), "fireplace, hearth, chimney", a word
which survives with a rather wide range of meanings
in all Turkish languages and dialects. Originally otcok
< otcak with the elements ot "fire" and -cak (perhaps
to be connected with a rare suffix denoting a place, cf.
S. Tezcan, Eski Uygurca Hsuan Tsang biyogrqfyasi X.
bo'lum, Ankara 1975, n. 1074; idem, Das uigurische
Insadi-Sutra, Berlin 1974, n. 275). The connotation
"iron ring (for a prisoner or criminal)" appears only
in Sangldkh and in Sheykh Siileyman Bukhan (G.
Doerfer, Tiirkische und Mongolische Elements im Neupersischen, Wiesbaden 1965 ii, 10-2, no. 421; G. Clauson,
An etymological dictionary of pre-thirteenth century Turkish,
Oxford 1972, 22). The term passed into Arabic
(wuajdk), Persian and most Balkan languages (A.
Skaljic, Turcizmi u srpskohrvatskom-hrvatskosrpskom
jeziku, Sarajevo 31973, s.v. odzak, etc.). There are
place names derived from it, like Odzaci (district of
Sombor, Ba£ka) and Odzak (a town in Bosnia, district
Doboj and a locality near Livno).
Synonymously used with yurt [q. v. ] in the sense of
"family, inherited possession", odjak or odjaklik means
a special sort oftimar (K. Rohrborn, Untersuchungen zur
osmanischen Verwaltungsgeschichte, Wiesbaden 1973,
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46 ff.) or a semi-independent sandjak (N. Goyiinc,
Yurtluk-ocakhk deyimleri hakkinda, in Prof. Dr. Bekir
Kiitukoglu'na armagan, Istanbul 1991, 269-77).
The oajak was equally a unit of recruitment in the
Ottoman military administration [see C ADJAMI
OGHLAN, BOSTANDjf, DjEBEDji]. The Janissaries in their
totality were the oajak par excellence [see YENI CERI].
Their cognomen Oajagh-i Bektdshiydn was coined for
their close relation to the fraternity [see BEKTASHIYYA] .
The Turkish soldiery in the Maghrib and Egypt was
also referred to as the oajak (M. Colombe, Contribution
a I'etude du recrutement de I'Odjaq d'Alger, in RAfr.,
Ixxxvii [1943], 166-83; A. Raymond, Artisans et commerfants au Caire au XVHIe siecle, Damascus 1973-4,
passim).
In the civil sphere we find groups of workmen
formed into ogfaks (e.g. L. Fekete, Die Siydqat-Schrift in
der tiirkischen Finanzverwaltung, i, Budapest 1955, 761;
C. Orhonlu, Osmanli imparatorlugunda sehircilik ve
ulasim, Istanbul 1984, 33: ocag-i ahenger).
The technical vocabulary of fraternities like the
Bektashiyya and the Mawlawiyya [q. v. ] assigns to the
oajak a special place in their tekkes. Bektashf tekkes used
to have an odjak in front of the kibla between the post
of Seyyid CAH and the Khordsdn postu. In Mewlewlkhanes, oajak was another word for the makdm of the
cook (ashaji" dede). Amongst the Alevis of Anatolia,
ocak-zddes are spiritual guides who belonged to one of
the lineages stemming from the twelve imams (K.
Kehl-Bodrogi, Die Kizilbas-Aleviten, Berlin 1988,
167-79).
At the beginning of the 20th century, oajak became
an emotive word with nationalist overtones for the
Turkist movement (seen in the Turk Oajaghf founded
in 1911-12). The youth organisations of the more
recent Milliyetci Hareket Partisi were called Ulku
Ocaklan Dernekleri (1968-78).
The traditional name for the month of January was
replaced in 1945 by a literal translation (caique semantique) from Kdnun-i thdni to Ocak (law no. 4696).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
article): Gibb and Bowen, index; Pakalin, s.v.
(K. KREISER)
ODJAKLI [see ODJAK].
OPEN, first the German name of Pest [see
PESHTE] (this meaning "cave or lime-kiln"), later and
until recent times that of Buda [see BUDIN], both today
parts of the capital of Hungary.
OGADEN, a vast arid expanse in the s o u t h e a s t e r n part of E t h i o p i a approximately delimited
by the Wadi Shebille to the south-west, the frontier of
the former Somaliland to the north-east, the line
Ferfer-Werder (the administrative capital) - Doomo to
the south-east and the line Degeh Bur - Degeh Medo
to the north-west. It is ranged over by Somali nomads
belonging to the Darod group, the Ogaden (from
whom the region gets its name), and formed part of
the province of Hararge (Harar) until 1991, when a
new administrative set of arrangements on ethnic and
cultural bases placed it within the "Somali province".
It is claimed by the Republic of Somalia, and the fact
that it actually belongs at present to Ethiopia explains
the chevron-like shape of the Somalia territory. Certain fringe regions of Ogaden (those of Jigjiga and the
valley of the Shebelle) are cultivated by Somalis or by
peasants who have come from other parts of Ethiopia.
Explorations have revealed the presence there of
natural gas.
It was after the conquest of the Muslim amirate of
Harar [q.v.] in 1887 that the King of Shoa Menelik,
the future Emperor of Ethiopia (b. 1844, regn. 18891913), ordered the conquest of Ogaden, which was
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completed in 1890. Carried out in the context of colonial expansion within the Horn of Africa (Britons,
Italians and French installed themselves there in the
years 1880-1890), this annexation was confirmed internationally by agreements concluded with Britian,
which renounced part of the Haud pastures in favour
of Ethiopia (1897), and with the Italians (1908), without however the frontiers being clearly delimited.
Despite a certain amount of tension with the two
European powers (the frontier incident of Wal-Wal in
December 1934 was the pretext for the Italian agression against Ethiopia of 1935-6), the situation remained thus until 1960.
During the rebellion of 1900-20 of the sayyid
Muhammad cAbdille Hassan, the so-called "Mad
Mullah" (who was of Ogaden ancestry [see MUHAMMAD B. C ABD ALLAH B. HASSAN]) against the British,
some of the military operations took place in the territory of the Ogaden, and these last made appeals to
the Ethiopians for help on various occasions.
In 1960 the two former Italian and British colonies,
Somalia and Somaliland, became independent and
united to form the Republic of Somalia [q. v. ] . Impelled by a militant pan-Somalia feeling, the new state
proclaimed its rights over Ogaden, claiming the provinces of Hararge (Harar), Bale, Sidamo and Arssi,
hence much more than those territories actually inhabited by Somalis. It also claimed the French Coastal
Region of the Somalis (which later became the French
Territory of the Afars and Issas and then, after its
achievement of independence in 1977, the Republic of
Djibouti) and part of northern Kenya. From this time
onwards, Ogaden became one of the five territorial
entities populated by Somalis and symbolised by the
five points of the star in the national flag, to whose
unity Somalian nationalism aspires.
The first war between Somalia and Ethiopia was
begun by the former in 1964, and only international
pressure prevented the Ethiopian military advance.
The Khartoum Agreements in the spring of that year
confirmed the status quo. After the fall of Emperor
Haile Selassie in 1974, the Somalis took advantage of
the disorder within Ethiopia to make another attempted invasion (1977). The Ethiopians only retrieved
their position thanks to the Soviet Russian volte-face
when the Soviets abandoned Somalia, their ally until
1970, for the Marxist Ethiopian regime and replaced
American aid by their own. Thus the quite local
problem of Ogaden took on an international
dimension.
The grave difficulties into which Somalia has fallen
since 1991 have removed the imminent acuteness of
the Ogaden problem.
Bibliography: Material may be found in the
general works dealing with Ethiopia, Somalia and
the geopolitics of the Horn of Africa and the Red
Sea regions. The following first two titles reflect the
Ethiopian case in the Ogaden dispute: WoldeMariam Mesfin, The background of the Ethio-Somalia
boundary dispute, Addis Ababa 1964; S.P. Petrides,
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OGEDEY or OGODEY, the second Great Khan of
the Mongol Empire. Born probably^in 1186, he
was the third son of Cinggis Khan (Cingiz Khan
[q.v.]) by his principal wife Borte. He was the first of
the Mongol rulers to adopt the title Ka-'an: DjuwaynT

always refers to him thus, almost as though it was
regarded as a personal name. Cinggis had during his
lifetime indicated that Ogedey should succeed him, in
preference to his other surviving sons Caghatay and
Toluy. It is often suggested that Ogedey was a
generally acceptable conciliatory figure, and the empire seems to have been administered by Ogedey on
the basis of family consultation rather than imperial
autocracy. Ogedey does appear to have been, by
Mongol standards, an unusually benevolent ruler, if
the numerous anecdotes illustrating his tolerance and
generosity which are preserved by Djuwaynl and
Rashld al-Dln are to be believed.
Cinggis's death in 1227 was, however, followed by
a two-year interregnum before Ogedey was confirmed
as Great Khan at a kuriltay in 1229 convened by his
younger brother Toluy. Thereafter, the Mongol Empire continued to expand in both east and west. The
conquest of the Chin Empire in north China was com'eted in 1234, and Mongol armies under the generals
ormaghun and Baydju campaigned in northern Persia from 1229. The most spectacular campaign undertaken during Ogedey's reign was that in Russia and
eastern Europe. In 1235 a kuriltay decided to launch
this expedition, which was to be headed by Batu
[q.v.], son of Cinggis's (deceased) eldest son Djoci, to
whom the lands to the west had been allotted as his
ulus. The campaigns, conducted triumphantly between 1237 and 1241, culminated in an invasion of
eastern and central Europe, from Poland to Hungary
and Austria, which was abruptly terminated in early
1242, probably at least in part because the news had
reached Batu of the death of Ogedey on 7 December
1241 (possibly as a result of over-indulgence in drink:
a not uncommon end among the Mongol notables).
The enduring result of the expedition was the
establishment of Batu's and his descendants' rule over
what Westerners called the Golden Horde (known in
the Islamic world as the Khanate of Kipcak).
The achievements of Ogedey's reign were not solely
warlike. It was at this time that the Mongol Empire
acquired a capital: Karakorum, in the Orkhon [q.v.]
valley of central Mongolia. Cinggis seems previously
to have used the site, but it was Ogedey who in 1235
had the city walled and who built the substantial
though (according to the Franciscan traveller William
of Rubruck, who was there in the 1250s) not enormously impressive buildings. Another significant
achievement was the establishment in 1234 of the imperial communications system, the Yam [see MONGOLS,
section 5]. This network of post stations was initially
set up by Ogedey in the territories subject to his own
direct rule, andjt was then extended to include the
lands subject to Caghatay, Toluy and Batu. The reign
saw the height of the (by no means unchallenged) influence of the Sino-Khitan minister Yeh-lii Ch'uts'ai, who managed to exercise some restraint on the
Mongol leaders' more rapacious instincts; it is he who
is credited with foiling the suggestion that the population of north China should be exterminated, and the
land turned over to pasture for the Mongols' flocks
and herds.
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OGHUL (T.), a word common to all Turkic
languages (cf. W. Radloff, Versuch eines Worterbuches der
Turk-Dialecte, St. Petersburg 1888-1911, i/2, cols.
1015-16), found as early as Orkhon Turkic and meaning "offspring, child", with a strong implication of
"male child", as opposed to kiz "girl" [q.v.] (Sir
Gerard Clauson, An etymological dictionary of prethirteenth century Turkish, Oxford 1972, 83-4), original
plural oghlan, still thus in Kashghari (Dtwdn lughdt alturk, facs. ed. Atalay, iv, Dizini, 425-6; C.
Brockelmann, Mittelturhischer Wortschatz, Budapest
1928, 126).
In connection with the sense of "offspring, descendant", attention may be called to certain formations,
such as odjak oghlu, "son of a good house", kul oghlu,
which used to be applied to the sons of the Janissaries.
Oghul is very frequently found in family names where
it takes the place of the Persian zdde or the Arabic ibn,
e.g. Heklm-oghlu or HekTm-zade for Ibn al-Hekfm,
or Ramadan-oghlu for Ramadan-zade or Ibn
Ramadan (where it should be remembered that the
Arabic ibn does not mean exclusively "son" but
"descendant"). An incomplete survey of such formations in an early period is to be found in Sidjill-i
^othmdm, iv, 778-812. Atatiirk's law on family names
has led in Republican Turkey to many names incorporating the element oglu after the name of famous
persons, families or tribes (e.g. Osmanoglu,
§ahsevenoglu) or after the names of practitioners of
trades and crafts (e.g. Saracoglu, Ekmekcioglu,
Tarakcjoglu, Finncioglu, Diilgeroglu).
From being an original plural, oghlan evolved into
an independent singular, meaning "youth, servant,
page, bodyguard", also found in certain compounds,
e.g. ic oghlan, "sultan's page", diI oghlan, "languageboy", "interpreter". From oghlan we also get German
Uhlan, the name for light cavalry.
Bibliography: Given in the article; see also IA
art. Ogul (F. Rahmeti Arat).
(F. BABINGER-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
O£HUZ [see GHUZZ].
OGHUZ-NAMA, a term which designates the
epic t r a d i t i o n of the Oghuz [see GHUZZ], Turkish
tribes mentioned for the first time in the Orkhon [q. v. ]
inscriptions.
After the fall of the empire of the Kok or Celestial
Turks (7th-8th centuries), the Oghuz tribes migrated
westwards. From the 8th and 9th centuries onwards,
they are found installed in the basin of the middle and
upper Syr Darya, between Lakes Aral and Balkash in
the modern Kazakhstan Republic, where they formed
tribal confederations. The Saldjuks, who invaded the
Persian world and Asia Minor from the llth century
onwards, were part of these. The epic tradition of the
Oghuz rests on earlier legends and epic tales dating
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from before their adoption of Islam. The geographical
setting reflects the regions of the Syr Darya. Like
popular poetry and ethnic origin legends, this epic
tradition was at first transmitted orally.
The title Oghuz-ndma denotes the legend going back
to the eponymous hero Oghuz. The tales were
transmitted by the ozans [q.v.] who recited and sang
them to the accompaniment of the kopuz. Written
Oghuz-ndma^ are signalled from the 13th century
onwards, during the Saldjuk period, but none has
come down to us. The oldest text is that given by the
Persian historian Rashld al-Dm (646-718/1248-1318
[q. v. ]) in his DjamP al-tawdnkh begun in the time of the
Il-Khanid Ghazan (694-703/1294-1304 [q.v.]) and
presented to his successor Oldjeytii (703-16/1304-16
[<?.#.]). The author based himself on oral information
in which legend and reality are mixed together, which
is why his history of the Oghuz belongs more to the
realm of folklore than history. Rashfd al-Dln's Oghuzndma relates happenings from before the Oghuz's conversion to Islam, but it also contains historical facts
concerning the Saldjuk conquests. The author must
have used in the first place a text written in Turkish
and then translated into Persian, since his narrative
contains vocabulary elements from Mongolian and
Eastern Turkish. He has added to this KuPanic
verses and poetic quotations from the §hdh-ndma, as
well as certain phrases aimed at making the subject
more vivid, such as "in the towns of Talas and
Sayram, Muslim Turks are living today".
In the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris there is preserved an Oghuz-ndma in Uyghur script (Suppl. turc
1001, fonds Schefer). According to P. Pelliot, it must
have been written ca. 700/1300 in the region of Turfan, but the manuscript itself must have been copied
in Kh w arazm at the beginning of the 9th/15th century. The story contains no Islamic traces, but Iranian influences and some Mongolian words have been
detected in it. The story rests on the epic tradition of
the ancient Turks. Cosmogonic myths and the confused memory of great exploits are linked with the
eponymous hero Oghuz. There is a totemistic
substratum, such as the appearance of the "grey
wolf". The heroes in it are the legendary Oghuz
Khan, of heavenly origin, and his Begs, who represent symbolically the Oghuz tribes and confederations
of tribes. The epic tradition was written between the
7th/13th and 9th/15th centuries. The copyists made
no change at all to the basic text, apart from a certain
Islamic gloss. They added details stemming from various periods and from various places inhabited by the
Turks. An_0ghuz-ndma of 65 lines was inserted into the
Ta \ikh-i Al-i Saldjuk of Yazfdjf-oghlu CA1I, who lived
in the time of sultan Murad II (824-48, 850-5/142144, 1446-51 [q. v. ]). Except for the latest part dealing
with events contemporary with the author, the work
is a translation of RashTd al-Dln's Djami*- al-tawdnkh
for the Oghuz and of Ibn BTbi for the Saldjukids.
The 0§huz-ndma gave birth to two works of fundamental importance. The first is the Book of Dede
Korkut, preserved in two manuscripts dating from the
end of the 10th/16th century, one in the Vatican
Library and the other at Dresden. Its subject is the
epic-chevaleresque cycle of the Oghuz and their fights
with the evil Christian believers. Added to Central
Asian motifs is material stemming from the 8th9th/14th-15th centuries, when _the Ak Koyunlu
occupied the lands of Persian Adharbaydjan and
eastern Anatolia. The hero of the story, Bayindfr,
bears the name of an ancestor of the Ak Koyunlu.
Dede Korkut, to whom the story is attributed,
represents the ozan, preserver of the oral epic tradi-
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tion, who recites and sings the noble deeds of the old
heroes. The second work drawn from the origins of
the ancient Oghuz-ndmas is that of Abu '1-GhazT
Bahadur (1012-74/1603-63 [q.v.]), a khan of
Kh w arazm who led an adventurous life, who
belonged to the family of the Uzbek or^Ozbeg [q. v. ]
Shibani and who was a descendant of Cingiz Khan.
He wrote two works, one on the ethnic origins of the
Turkmens, the Shadjara-yi Tardkima, and another, the
Shaajara-yi Turk, written at Khlwa in the year of his
death and forming a genealogical history of the Turks.
The author used Rashid al-Dln's history, but he states
that he used seventeen historical chronicles. The
tradition of the legendary Oghuz lived on in Central
Asia, where numerous Oghuz-ndmas written between
the 9th/15th and 13th/19th centuries are to be found.
On some occasions, Oghuz appears in them as a
Muslim hero summoning his people to adopt the
Islamic faith.
Bibliography: W. Bang and G.R. Rahmati, Die
Legende von Oghuz Kaghan, in SB AW Berlin (1932),
683-724; W. Barthold, Histoire des Turcs d'Asie Centrale, Paris 1945, Tkish. version, Orta Asya Turk
tarihi hakkinda dersler, Ankara 1975; L. Bazin, Notes
sur les mots "Oghuz" et "Turk", in Oriens, vi (1954),
315-22; A. Bombaci, Histoire de la litterature turque,
Paris 1968, 102-3, 162-71, 183-99; J. Eckmann, Die
Tschagataische Literatur, in PTF, ii, Wiesbaden 1964,
382-5; A.-M. von Gabain, Die alttiirkische Literatur,
in ibid., 218-20; R. Giraud, L'empire des Turcs
Celestes, Paris 1960; K. Jahn, Die Geschichte der
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Rodoslovnaya
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en ecriture ou'igoure, in T'oung Pao, xxvii (1930), 247538; A.M. Sherbak,
Oguz-ndme-Muhabbatndme,
Moscow 1959; F. Siimer, Oguzlar, in L4; idem,
Oguzlar'a ait destam mahiyetde eserler, in AUDTCF
Dergisi, xvii (1960), 359-455; Z.V. Togan, Umumi
Turk tarihine giris, i, Istanbul 1946; idem, Oguz
destam, Resideddin Oguznamesi, Istanbul 1972.
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OHRID [see OKHRI].
OKCU-ZADE, MEHMED SHAH BEG (9701039/1562-1630), O t t o m a n nishdnd^l and prose
stylist.
Okc'u-zade Mehmed Shah (or Shahi) Beg was born
in 970/1562, the son of a long-serving Ottoman
chancery official, later beglerbegi [q.v.] Okc'u-zade
Mehmed Pasha (d. ca. 995/1587). His own chancery
career spanned 44 years. Appointed kdtib of the diwdni humdyun [q.v.] (988/1580), he held office as re^is iilkuttdb (1005/1596), defter emmi (1006/1597), and
nishdndji[q.vv.] (1007-10/1599-1601). He then served
as defterddr [q. v. ] of Egypt with the rank of sdlydne begi
(1013-16/1605-8). After several years without official
employment, he was reappointed defter emmi (ca.
1029/1620), then nishdndji briefly at the start of
c
Othman II's Polish campaign (1030/1621), and
again for a short final period (ca. 1031-3/1622-3) coinciding approximately with the second sultanate of
Mustafa I and the tenure of the office ofshaykh id-Islam
by his friend and patron Yahya Efendi. Okc'u-zade
died in 1039/1630 (NewcT-zade cAta°I, Dheyl-i Shekd>iki nu'mdniyye, Istanbul 1268/1852, ii, 730-1).
Considered by cAta°I as second only to Tadji-zade
Djacfer Celebi for his skill as nishandjj, Okc'u-zade's
insho? style is comparable with that of cAzmI-zade,
NergisI and Weysl [q.vv.]. His principal works are: (i)
Munshe^dt al-inshd*, a collection of about 80 letters, first

compiled ca. 1038/1629, with a valuable autobiographical introduction; various manuscript versions exist, (ii) Ahsen al-hadith (published Istanbul
1313/1895-6), an elegant versification, with prose
commentary, of kirk hadith (cf. A. Karahan, IslamTurk edebiyatinda Kirk Hadis toplama, tercume ve serhleri,
Istanbul 1954, 218-22). (iii) A prose translation of
KashifT's [q.v.] Tuhfet al-saldt (completed 1021/1612).
Samples of his verse are also found in tedhkires under
the makhlas Shahi.
Bibliography: cAtaDI, ii, 730-1, and Okc"u-zade's
Munshe^dt, Istanbul University Library TY 3105,
fols. lb-8b; derived from cAta°I are Katib Celebi,
Fedhleke, Istanbul 1267/1851, 127-8; Ahmed ResmI,
Khalifet er-ru^esd [Sefinet er-ru^esd], Istanbul 1269/
1853, 23-5; Sidjill-i 'Othmdni, iv, 153; 'Othmdnli
mu^ellifleri, ii, 78-9. For other references, see C.
Woodhead, Ottoman insa and the art of letter-writing:
influences upon the career of the nisanci and prose stylist
Okfuzade (d. 1630), in Osmanli arastirmalan, vii-viii
(1988), _143-59.
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OKHRI. OHRID, a former O t t o m a n sanaj_ak
capital and centre of an extensive kadd^, today a
town of ca. 20,000 inhabitants situated in the southwesternmost part of the former Yugoslav republic of
Macedonia. The Ottoman name of Okhri derives
from the Slav Ohrid, which in turn goes back to the
antique name Likhnidos. Throughout recorded
history it was a major centre of Slav Christianity, the
seat of an autocephalous patriarchate (976-1767 A.D.)
and from 971 to 1018 capital of the West Bulgarian or
Slav-Macedonian empire of Tsar Samuel. During the
greater part of the Ottoman period (1385 or 13951912), it was the centre of a sandjak which comprised
the south-western corner of modern Slav Macedonia
and large stretches of central Albania. During the
reorganisations of the Tanztmdt [q. v . ] , it was degraded
to a kadd^ in the sandjak of Manastir [^.w.], which was
also the centre of the wildyet of Manastir. Okhn was
further an Islamic centre of regional importance,
possessing a number of mosques, medreses and dervish
lodges, of which that of the Hayatiyye was the central
tekke of this Khalwetiyye branch of supra-regional importance, having a large number of tekkes, especially
in southern Albania.
Okhrl is situated at an altitude of 806 m/2,643 feet
above sea level on the shores of Lake Ohrid, and is
picturesquely built on the slopes of a promontory,
which is on three sides surrounded by the lake and still
carries the well-preserved castle and city walls of Tsar
Samuel's time, repaired in the Middle Ages and
maintained by the Ottomans till the 19th century. Its
easily defensible position, on a lake full of fish and at
the head of a fertile plain, ensured that the town was
inhabited throughout recorded history as well as in
pre-historic times. Moreover, Okhri commands the
Via Egnatia on the eastern approaches of Albania.
The old Ottoman chroniclers (cAshfk-pasha-zade,
Orudj, Neshri, Anonymus Giese) do not mention the
conquest of Ohrid and present an inaccurate picture
of the conquest of the adjacent districts (Manastir,
Pirlepe/Prilep to the east and Karli-Ili = Central
Albania to the west), which are supposed to have been
conquered in 787/1385. This date in fact represents a
raid into Albania, ending with the Battle of the
Vijoshe, after which a number of Albanian lords accepted Ottoman overlordship. It is possible that at
that time the Albanian ruler of Ohrid, the Grand
Zupan Andrew Gropa, who in 1378 is mentioned as
such on the foundation inscription of the church of
Old St. Clement, was removed and direct Ottoman
rule installed. It is nevertheless difficult to imagine
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direct rule over the Ohrid area as long as Constantin
Dejanovic and Marko Kraljevifc were still ruling over
almost all of Slav Macedonia (till their deaths in 1395)
as Ottoman vassals. The town of Ohrid seems to have
surrendered to the Ottomans without a fight and the
annexation of the district went through without great
disturbance. On one side, this is reflected in the fact
that the Ohrid Christians continued to live inside the
old walled town and kept almost all their old churches.
Moreover, the flourishing Slav Christian arts of the
14th century, architecture, icon painting and wall
painting, continued to flourish after the Ottoman administration was installed. This is shown by a long list
of newly-built or painted churches in the villages
around Ohrid and in the town itself (Radozda, 1400;
Visni, 1400-5, Elsani, 1407-8; Njivica (Psarades),
1409-10; Velestovo, 1444, Godivlje, ca. 1450; Lesani
Monastery 1451-2, Stefan Pancir-Gorica, 1450-60;
Sts. Constantin and Helena in Ohrid, 1460; Leskoec,
1461-2; St. Nicolas Bolnica in Ohrid, 1467 and 14801; Kosel, 1490, mostly built by local Ohrid
noblemen). Interesting is the gap between the 1410s
and 1430s, an indication of the unsettled conditions
during the civil war between the sons of Sultan
Bayezid I and its aftermath under Murad II. The artists of this 15th-century "School of Ohrid" also left
their works in present-day Greek territory (Banitsa,
now Vevi, near Vodena-Edessa, 1460): in Bulgaria,
Monastery of Dragalevtsi near Sofia, 1475-6; the
Monastery of St. Demetrius of Bobosevo near Dupnica, 1487-8, and the Monastery of Matka near Skopje, painted in 1496*7 at the expense of Lady Milica,
also a member of the old nobility. Some churches have
a list of theirx property in land and orchards, others
mention the bishop in whose time the building was
erected or painted, or they mention the ruling Ottoman Sultan, styled as "Tsar". As a whole, these
preserved monuments of Christian art mirror the
situation in the Ohrid kadd^ in a manner not recorded
in any chronicle.
After the conquest, the Ottomans confiscated two of
the major churches of Ohrid and turned them into
mosques for the Muslim settlers who came to form the
nucleus of the Muslim Turkish population of the
town. The first church was the cathedral of St. Sofia,
built in 1056 by the Byzantine archbishop Leo on the
site of an older church, perhaps going back to Khan
or Tsar Boris or Michael after the Bulgarians/Macedonians had converted to Christianity (865 A.D.) and
enlarged by a monumental exo-narthex by Archbishop Gregory in 1317. An Ottoman account of
sizeable repairs of this building, dated 955/1548
(Maliyeden Miidevver no. 55, p. 522), gives us the
name of the ruler responsible for the transformation of
the church into a mosque: "the father of Sultan
Murad Khan, Sultan Mehemmed Khan", which is
Mehemmed I (1413-21). This sultanic mosque did not
get a wakf of its own. The expenditure for its
maintenance and for the large staff of its servants (according to an account of 1047/1636-7, sixteen persons) was paid by the income of the Okhri mukdta^a
(BBA, Maliyeden Miidevver no. 5625, p. 26). The
second church, the then episcopal church of St.
Clement, a tri-conchos, built in the late 9th century
by St. Clement himself, must have been seized by
Sultan Mehemmed II when visiting the town during
his Albanian campaign of 1466. In that year, there
had been disturbances, of a further unspecified
nature, in Ohrid, in which the Archbishop Dorothej
and a part of the Ohrid clergy and nobility had been
involved. This group was deported to Istanbul and to
the town of Elbasan, newly-founded by Mehemmed
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in that same year. The confiscation of the church is
seen as an act of punishment.
This action would explain why the mosque is locally
known as the "Mosque of Sultan Mehemmed". In
the last decade of the 15th century, the by then 600
year-old church was demolished, and on its foundations the large, single-domed mosque which we see today was erected in the pure Ottoman style of the time
of Bayezid II. Before the confiscation, the Ohrid
Christians were allowed to dig up the relics of St. Clement and to take all the icons and church books to the
large monastery church of Panayia Perivleptos, built
in 1295 by the Albanian lord Progon Sguros, son-inlaw of the Byzantine emperor Andronicus II. In this
way, the Perivleptos church, thereafter called "St.
Clement"', became the richest repository of
mediaeval icons and manuscripts. It became the seat
of the Patriarchate of Ohrid, and it remained there till
the end of this institution, able to function legally
within the framework of Ottoman law.
The walled town of Ohrid encloses a space of nearly
32 ha. Using the well-known formula of 130 to 150 inhabitants per hectare for a mediaeval walled settlement, this would indicate a population of about 4,000
inhabitants, which is a lot for its time and place. As,
however, the western half of the enclosure was almost
certainly empty (steep slopes, and no traces of
mediaeval buildings whatsoever), we might suggest a
pre-Ottoman population of 2,500-3,000. In the 15th
century the number of the original inhabitants of
Ohrid must have diminished. Almost immediately
after the conquest of Constantinople, the Jews of
Ohrid were deported to the new Ottoman capital. In
947/1540 the Jews from Ohrid living in Istanbul
numbered only 16 families (Tapu Defter no. 210, pp.
45-72). In 1466 Sultan Mehemmed II deported an
unknown number of Ohrid Christians to his newlyfounded town of Elbasan, an event only recorded in
an marginal note in a Slavic church book. The Ottoman census register T.D. 367 from 1528-9, p. 432,
describing Elbasan, gives an impression of the extent
of this deportation. Out of the 174 households of
Christians, 73 households are mentioned as deportees
(djem^at-i surgundn-i gebrdn-i nefs-i Ilbasari), paying until
then considerably lower taxes. The first preserved detailed survey of the urban population of Ohrid is apparently the census of 1583, contained in the mufassal
defter of the Ohrid sandjak preserved in the Cadaster
Office in Ankara (Kuyudu Kadime, no. 25). It gives
the names of 25 Christian mahallas in Ohrid, mostly
called after their churches, having altogether 263
households. The Muslims are mentioned as one group
with a total of 270 households. The names of the heads
of households show us that a considerable part of them
were converts to Islam in the first generation (ibn-i
c
Abd Allah), 21% of the total. As a whole, the town
might have numbered 2,600-2,800 inhabitants, including the military and the administration, or just
about as many as in the 14th century. The 1583
register explicitly states that the Christians as well as
the Muslim citizens were freed from paying the
'•awdritj, and tekdlif taxes [see C AWARID] because they
had long been entrusted with the maintenance of the
town walls.
For the villages of the kaffi of Ohrid, we have
population numbers from 1519 and 1583 for the
Muslims and the Christians, and for 1634 for the
Christians only. The best available numbers for the
late Ottoman population, from Vasil Kanc'ev, shortly
before 1900, show us the end of the development.
Especially in the 16th and 17th centuries, this shows
a totally atypical demographic trend. For the two
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towns of the kaddD (Ohrid and Ustruga/Struga) and 55
of its villages, constituting almost two-thirds of the
whole, we have comparable numbers. In 1519 these
settlements contained 2,745 households, of which 7%
were Muslim, all living in the two towns. Instead of
showing a massive population growth, as known from
most of the Balkans and Anatolia (and all over
Europe), the Ohrid area stagnated. In 1583 the
Christians numbered 2,490 households, only 35 more
than in 1519. The Muslims, on the other hand, had
increased from 200 to 523, or to 17% of the total
surveyable population. The numbers of 1634 (Nat.
Libr. Sofia, Oh. 6-7) show that the Islamisation of a
part of the population of the villages and the towns
must have continued, but as a whole the total population suffered only a slight decline, and not the drastic
losses known to have taken place elsewhere, in the
Balkans, especially in the Greek lands and in Central
Anatolia. The poll tax register of 1634 shows that the
Christian population of the town of Ohrid had
decreased to 210 households. A codex entry of the
year 1664 mentions that the town had 142 Christian
houses but no less than 37 churches. In 1670 Ewliya
Celebi visited the town, which he describes as counting 160 well-built Christian houses, all situated within the castle walls, and over 300 Muslim houses, also
well constructed and palace-like. These numbers look
quite reliable. The mid-17th century seems to reflect
the lowest point for the Ohrid Christians. In the
subsequent period, they recovered, when the town
again was witnessing expansion. The same is true for
the village population. Some villages, which in the late
16th century seemed to be on the road toward total
Islamisation
(Delogozda,
Livada,
Mislesevo,
Moroista, Novo Selo, Orovnik, Trebeni§ta, Vapila
and Volino), had by 1900 no Muslims at all. Some
later prominent Muslim villages, as Radolista,
Velesta or Zagracani, on the other hand, were in 1583
already one-third Muslim, showing that this process is
much earlier than the 17th century, with its grave
economic difficulties, than is usually assumed.
After the Ottoman conquest, the town of Ohrid
began to spread outside the city walls. A hammdm on
the Struga road, to the north-east of the castle, with
pronounced 15th-century features, still stands as an
illustration of this process. The most important genuine Ottoman building in the town is the so-called
"clmaret Djami c i", or "Emperor's Mosque"
(Careva Dzamija). Local legend connects it with
Mehemmed the Conqueror. In fact, it was built immediately before 897/1490-1, when its wakif-ndme was
written. In this important source, the founder was
Sinan al-DTn Yusuf Celebi, son of Kacji Mahmud.
This Sinan Celebi is mentioned in 1479 as inspector
of the sultanic khdsseler in Bosnia. He died in Radjab
898/April 1493 and was buried in the graveyard next
to his mosque, where his turbe and tombstone are still
preserved. According to local legend, Sinan was a
Pasha and a descendant of a local Ohrid noble family.
The wakif-ndme provides for a zdwiye, a school and an
c
imdret where the poor of all creeds were fed daily.
Very probably, Sinan Celebi dedicated the mosque to
Sultan Bayezfd II, when the latter on his Albanian
campaign of 1492 visited Ohrid. To the wakf property
belonged the large villages of Vranista and Lezani
near Ohrid, which he had received from Sultan
Bayezld as a present, as well as a khan in
Karaferya/Verria and some shops and water mills in
and around Ohrid. The ^imdret mosque fell into ruins
in the late 19th century, but its four walls remain
standing, the whole showing pronounced features of
the architectural fashion of Bayezld II's time. All

other Islamic buildings of any importance are situated
outside the old town, to the east and the south of it,
along the flat lake-side and on the plain along the
roads to Manastfr/Bitola and Struga. Besides the
above-mentioned buildings, the wakf section of the
1583 census (BBA, TD 717, a surd from 1613, pp.
741-53) gives the names of a number of mostly small
Islamic institutions and their buildings: the school
(mu^allim-khdne) of Suleyman Bey, the mesdjid of
Iskender Bey, the mesdjid and school of Mahmud
Celebi, son of HadjdjT Turghut, the mosque of
Sheykh Shudjac b.' Barak, the school of CA1I Celebi b.
Hamza, the school and mesdiidof Yunus Voyvode and
the mesdjid of Hamza the Bazargan. Okhn-zade
Mustafa Celebi, who founded a school in Struga, was
the builder of a hammdm in Ohrid, most probably the
one on the Struga road. The fact that Islam was slowly
spreading in the Ohrid villages is illustrated by the
fact that a Mehmed Bey b. Ishak had constructed a
mesdjid and a school in the village of Delogozda, where
in 1583 14 Muslim households were living, besides 73
Christian households (in 1900 Delogozda was entirely
Muslim). The register also mentions the mosque of
Hadjdji Kasfm in Ohrid but gives no details on its
wakf. The Aya Sofya mosque/church is not mentioned
because it had no wakf of its own, but was maintained
from other sources.
In 1081/1670-1, Ewliya Celebi visited Ohrid, and
he mentions that the town had 17 mosques and
mesdiids, of which the mosque of HadjdjT Kasfm, the
Kuloghlu mosque, the mosque of Haydar Pasha and
that of Hadjdjf Hamza were the most important,
besides of course the Aya Sofya mosque/church and
that of Sinan Celebi, who in the 1583 lists and by
Ewliya is styled Okhn-zade or Okhn-zade Sinan
Celebi. Of medreses, Ewliya mentions the "tekkemedrese" of Sultan Suleyman and the medrese of
Siyawush Pasha, both unknown from the extant
sources, including the comprehensive work of Cahid
Baltaci. The official Ottoman list ofmedreses of Rumeli
from ca. 1660 (Ozergin 1974), however, mentions the
only medrese then active in Ohrid as being that of
Hamza Bey, a person certainly identical with the
founder of the mosque of "Hadjdjf Hamza" as mentioned by Ewliya and the "Hamza Bazargan" of the
1583 defter. Besides these buildings, there were three
khdns in Ohrid and two hammdms. Illustrative is
Ewliya's remark that the Aya Sofya mosque was only
used on Fridays, when its guards and servants came
to pray there, but that on other days, against a small
payment, Christians were admitted to perform their
own ceremonies. Taken in all, the Ohrid of the 17th
century was still a small town, in spite of its being the
centre of an important sandjak.
In 1767 the Ottomans, advised by the Greek
Patriarchate of Constantinople, dissolved the
autocephalous archbishopric of Ohrid, which until
that time still had the metropolitans of Kastoria,
Prilep/Bitola, Strumica, Korca/Elbasan, Berat,
Drac/Durazzo, Vodena/Edessa, Grevena and Sisanion under its jurisdiction, as well as the bishoprics of
Debar/Kicevo, Veles, Prespa, Moglena, Gora-Mokra
and Drimkol. In 1557 Ohrid had already lost its
northern districts (Kalkandelen/Tetevo, Uskup/Skopje, Istip/Stip, Gorna Dzumaya-Nevrokop and
Razlog), which came under jurisdiction of Serbian
Patriarchate of Ipek/Pac, then restored by the Ottoman administration.
In the second half of the 18th century, the
Khalwetiyye Sheykh Mehmed r^ayatl lived and worked in Ohrid and founded the Asitane-yi Hayatiyye,
the mother tekke of a large number of others in
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Macedonia and especially in Albania, as well as in the
Greek Macedonian town of Kesriye/Kastoria. Mehmed Hayati is said to have studied in Edirne under
the famous Hasan Seza5T(died in 1151/1738) and took
the khildfet from Shaykh Hiiseyin of Siroz/Serres, after
which he settled in Ohrid and transformed an old
medrese into the first tehke of his new Khalweti suborder, which he and his followers propagated successfully.
From the end of the 18th century till 1830, Ohrid
and its district was ruled by the Albanian derebey
Djemal al-Dln Bey, son of the Wezlr Ahmed Pasha,
who is remembered locally for the restoration of the
Ohrid town walls, done with harsh forced labour from
the local Christian population. He also brought good
drinking water to the town, a feat commemorated in
a long Ottoman inscription on the Ihtisab Ceshme in
the old town square "Cmar", a work of the poet
Suleyman Fehim (1203-62/1789-1846), dated 12377
1821-2. In 1830, the reformed Ottoman army, on
its way to suppress the Bushatlf Wezlrs of
Iskenderiyye/Shkoder, drove him away and reinstalled a regular Ottoman administration. In 1262/1846
the Ottoman Kd^im-makdm Sherlf Bey constructed a
large new medrese in Ohrid, of which a long inscription
still remains. In the course of the 19th century, a
number of mosques were repaired or rebuilt in the
style of the period. The most important is the domed
C
A1I Pasha mosque in the market-place.
In the course of the 18th century, the population of
the town of Ohrid and its kadd^ began to grow. This
growth gained momentum in the 19th century and is
in accordance with the general trend in Europe and in
the Ottoman dominions. One of the characteristics
was that the Christians grew considerably faster than
the Muslims, having bigger families. The result was
that by 1900, when Kancev did his research, which is
generally held to be the most reliable, the town's
population, in 1583 fifty-fifty Muslim-Christian and
in the mid-17th century two-thirds Muslim, became
two-thirds Christian. Kancev gives for Ohrid 8,000
Bulgarian-Macedonian Christians, 300 Albanian and
460 Vlach Christians, 5,000 Turks and 500 Albanian
Muslims. In the three ndhiyes of the hadd^ of Ohrid,
great changes had occurred. The mountainous ndhiye
of Debrica in the north-east had entirely kept its
Christian character but in the ndhiyes of Ohrid, and
especially that of Ustruga/Struga, Islam had gained
considerably, partly through conversion of the local
Slav-Macedonian population, partly through the
settlement of Muslim Albanians coming from the
west. The large villages of Boroec, Labuniste, Oktisi
and Podgorci had become half-Muslim but had remained Slav-speaking; the villages of Bogovica,
Delogozda, Frangovo, Kaliste, Mislodezda, Novo
Selo, Poum, Radolista, Velesta and Zagracani had
become entirely Albanian Muslim. Turkish-speaking
Muslims were only living in the towns of Ohrid and
Struga. As a whole, the population of the kadd^ had
risen to 60,305 inhabitants, of whom 16,837^ or 28%,
were Muslim. The Ottoman Nufus Defter of 1889 gives
36,621 Christians and 16,230 Muslims (= 31%), the
difference being caused by the fast-growing Christian
community. The Sdlndme of the Manastfr wildyet of
1305/1887-8, intended for public use, gives falsified
numbers (17,345 Christians and 29,360, 63%,
Muslims!)
Nineteenth-century Ohrid was a prosperous place.
The Christian population particularly flourished and
lived in large and well-built houses, the fur industry
being their principal occupation. J.G. von Hahn,
travelling in the early 1860s, especially noted that
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there were very few poor people in Ohrid. In his time,
the *~imdret of "Sinan Pasha" was still functioning, but
it had lost most of its income. Like Ewliya Celebi 200
years before him, Hahn praises this institution,
distributing food to the needy regardless of their
religion.
During the Balkan Wars, on 29 November 1912,
the Serbian-Montenegrin army took Ohrid, which
was then incorporated in the Serbian state. Late Ottoman Ohrid counted, according to the Sdlndme of the
Manastfr wildyet of 1308/1890-1, 13 khdns, two hammdms, nine mosques, two tekkes and one medrese. In
1934 Fehim Bajraktarevic noted 12 mosques in
Ohrid. Most of his names are the same as those encounted by Ewliya Celebi. After 1912 the St. Sofia
church/mosque was reconverted to a church. The Ottoman additions, except for the fine marble minbar,
were removed. In the years after World War II, the
many surviving mediaeval churches and their paintings were restored and studied. To a lesser extent the
same was done with the Ottoman monuments. In
1955-6 an important part of the Turkish-speaking
Muslims of Ohrid and Struga emigrated to Turkey.
Their place was taken by Albanian Muslims, who in
the 20th century witnessed an expansive growth, turning Ohrid from a Turkish-Muslim into an AlbanianMuslim town, especially as the Christians hardly grew
any more. The Asitane of the Hayati order under the
leadership of Sheykh Kadrl (born 1932), a direct descendant of Mehmed Hayati, is functioning unbrokenly, its buildings in perfect shape (December
1992). This tekke, which is one of the most important
of Macedonian Islam, shared in the general renaissance of Islam after the downfall of old Yugoslavia.
The various censuses of the 20th century, only
available for the western half of the old kadd^ of Ohrid,
show that the Albanian Muslims and the Pomaks
[q. v. ] survived the turbulences of the Balkan Wars and
the two World Wars. In 1900 the 39 settlements later
constituting the Yugoslav district of Struga, basically
the plain of Ohrid and the mountains facing Albania,
contained 24,640 inhabitants, of which 38% was
Muslim. In 1914 it stood at 25,970 inhabitants, 39%
Muslim; in 1944; 31,341 inhabitants, of which 42%
Muslim; in 1953; 33,319, 46% Muslim; and 1969;
40,172, 52% Muslim. Thus the 19th century pattern
has been completely reversed, the Muslims having the
larger families, and the Slav Christian population,
especially since the 1970s, being almost static. In the
early 1990s, the Muslim population, Albanian, Slav
Macedonian and Turkish-speaking, must have reached two-thirds of the total population of the same area.
Since World War II, the entire old town of Ohrid
has been declared a Monument of National Culture,
to be preserved for the coming generations. The town,
with its many monuments and oriental flavour, and
the lake side, has developed into a centre of international tourism, the most important one of Slav
Macedonia.
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Struga i Strusko, Struga 1970, 23-37 (rare 20th century censuses); M. Sokoloski, Ohrid i Ohridsko vo
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OKTAY [see OGEDEY].
OKTAY RIFAT (HoRozcu), Turkish a u t h o r
and poet, born in Trabzon in 1914. He was the son
of Samih Rifat, author and poet and Governor of
Trabzon. He finished at the Faculty of Law in 1936
and was sent to Paris on a government grant to further his studies. After three years he had to come back
to Turkey without completing his doctorate because of
the start of World War II (1940). He worked at the
Directorate of Press and Information and later practiced law. He died in Istanbul on 18 April 1988.
His friendship with Orhan Veli, whom he met at
secondary school, continued until his death. He wrote
only poetry until 1960, drama after 1960 and novels
after 1970. In all his works, his literary style and
themes show great variation because he liked trying
his hand at different forms of expression, always
renewing himself. Expression of his feelings and his
thoughts, and the symbols which he created, all
stemmed from his keen observation of real life.
Bibliography. 1. His works, (a) Poetry. Garip,
1941 (with Orhan Veli Kamk and Melih Cevdet
Anday); Guzelleme, Yasayip olmek, Ask ve avarelik
ustune siirler, 1945; Asagiyukan, 1952; Karga He tilki,
1954; Pergemli sokak, 1956;Asikmerdiveni, 1958; Elleri
var ozgurlugun, 1966; §iirler, 1969; Yeni siirler, 1973;
Qobaml siirler, 1976; Bir cigara ifimi, 1979; Elifli,
1980; Denize dogru konusma, 1982; Dilsiz ve fiplak,
1984; Koca biryaz, 1987. (b) Plays. Birtakim insanlar,
1961; Kadinlar arasinda, 1966; Atlar ve filler (staged in

1962); Yagmur sikmtisi (staged in 1970); Dirlik
diizenlik (staged in 1975); fil horoz (staged in 1988).
(c) Novels. Bir kadimn penceresinden, 1976;
Danaburnu, 1980; Bay Lear, 1982.
2. Studies. M. Kaplan, Cumhuriyet devri Turk siiri,
Ankara 1990; M. Unlii and 6. Ozcan, 20.yiizyil
Turk edebiyati, Istanbul 1990; Yazko edebiyat dergisi,
§ubat/Temmuz 1981; T. Uyar, Milliyet sanat dergisi,
15 Ekim 1984; S.K. Aksal, Cumhuriyet gazetesi, 3
Mayis 1988.
(QIGDEM BALIM)
OKYAR, cAu FETHI (1880-1943), Turkish
statesman and diplomat, was born and brought
up in Macedonia, then under Ottoman rule. He
entered the War College and Staff College in Istanbul, graduating as a Staff Captain in 1904. At the
War College, he formed a lifelong friendship with
Mustafa Kemal [Atatiirk]. During service with the
3rd Army, he joined the Committee of Union and
Progress [see ITTIHAD WE TERAKKI DJEMCIYYETI],
which brought about the revolution of 1908. He was
then posted as Military Attache in Paris (1908-11)
before returning to serve in what is now Libya (1911)
and in the first Balkan war (1912). He was briefly
elected to the Ottoman Chamber of Deputies in 1912,
and in 1913 he resigned from the army to become
Ambassador in Sofia (1913-17). After re-election to
parliament in December 1917, he joined the cabinet
formed by clzzet Pasha at the very end of the Great
War. In March 1919 he was imprisoned by the succeeding government of Damad Fend Pasha [q.v.]t
and then transferred by the British to internment in
Malta until 1921. After his release, FethI joined the
nationalist government led by Mustafa Kemal,
becoming Minister of the Interior in October 1921,
and twice Prime Minister (August to November 1923,
and November 1924 to March 1925). He then left
parliament, to become Turkish Ambassador in Paris.
In August 1930 he returned to Turkey to establish the
Free Republican Party (Serbest Cumhuriyet Firkasi).
This was set up with Atatiirk's encouragement as a
Liberal opposition to the ruling Republican People's
Party. Unfortunately the experiment proved
premature since, against Fethi's intentions, the party
attracted the support of those opposed to the secular
institutions of the republic. Accordingly, it was
wound up in October 1930. Fethi was appointed
Ambassador to London in 1934, staying there until
1939, when he re-entered the Turkish parliament. He
served a term as Minister of Justice, but retired in
1942, and died after an illness in 1943.
Bibliography: W.F. Weiker, Political tutelage and
democracy in Turkey: the Free Party and its aftermath,
Leiden 1973; Turk Ansiklopedisi, xxv, Ankara 1977,
s.v.
(W. HALE)
OLDJEYTU, Ghiyath al-Dm Muhammad Khar(later Khuda-)Banda Oldjeytii Sultan, eighth Mongol
Ilkhan of Persia and the penultimate direct descendant of Hulegii to rule (704-16/1304-16). Born in
680/1282, he was like his predecessor Ghazan a son of
Arghun, the fourth Ilkhan. He succeeded his brother
without serious difficulty, and began a reign which
was unusually peaceful by Mongol standards.
Oldjeytu does not appear to have been a notable
soldier, and his reign saw only three major military
expeditions. In 706/1307 he attempted, at considerable cost, forcibly to incorporate the Caspian
province of Gilan, which had remained independent,
into_the Ilkhanate. In 712/1312-13 he mounted the
last II khan id invasion of Mamluk territory, unsuccessfully besieging Rahbat al-Sham [see RAHBA] on the
Euphrates; and in 713/1314 he was obliged to march
east to ward off an invasion of Khurasan by forces
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Okhrl, ruin of Imaret Mosque, late 15th century. (Photo: M. Kiel, 1990)

Okhri, Hayati Tekke, early 19th century. (Photo: M. Kiel, 1990)
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from the Caghatay Khanate. The early years of the
reign had in fact seen an attempt, successful for a
time, to re-establish peace and harmony between the
various Khanates of the Mongol Empire. Oldjeytu
refers to this in a Mongolian letter of 1305 to King
Philip the Fair of France (A. Mostaert and F.W.
Cleaves, Les Lettres de 1289 et 1305 des ilkhan Arfun et
Oljeitu a Philippe le Bel, Cambridge, Mass. 1962).
Domestically there seems to have been considerable
continuity with the previous reign; the reform programme associated with Ghazan continued in force,
though it may perhaps have been pursued with reduced enthusiasm. The great wazir and historian
Rashid al-Dln continued to hold office throughout the
reign, though his tenure was not untroubled. His colleague Sacd al-Dln SawadjI fell from power and was
executed in 711/1312, to be succeeded by Tadj al-Dln
c
All-Shah. Relations between Rashid al-Dln and Tadj
al-Dln eventually became so bad that the empire had
to be divided into two administrative spheres so that
the wazirs' responsibilities should as far as possible not
overlap: Rashid al-Dln took the centre and south of
the empire while Tadj al-Dln was made responsible
for the north-west, Mesopotamia and Anatolia. Early
in the next reign, that of Oldjeytu's son Abu Sacld,
Tadj al-Dln was able to engineer Rashid al-Dln's fall
and execution (718/1318) before himself achieving the
unparalleled feat, for an Ilkhanid wazir, of dying of
natural causes.
Rashid al-Dln presented to Oldjeytu his history of
the Mongols which Ghazan had commissioned, and
which was to form the first part of the Djami^ altawdnkh. Oldjeytu asked him to continue the work as
a memorial to Ghazan. This continuation was to contain accounts of all the peoples with whom the
Mongols had come into contact: the unique "worldhistory" sections of Rashid al-Dln's great history.
Oldjeytu's personal religious pilgrimage was complex even by the standards of the day, encompassing
at one time or another almost every currently
available faith. No doubt a residual shamanist, he had
in infancy been baptised a Christian, with the name
of Nicholas in honour of Pope Nicholas IV, with
whom his father had negotiated. Subsequently he
became a Buddhist, but after Ghazan's decisive conversion to Islam, he became a SunnI Muslim, dallying
in turn with the HanafT and Shaficl madhhabs.
Thereafter he became a Sh^I.
For much of the reign work continued on a new
capital, Sultaniyya [q.v.], on the plain to the southeast of modern Zandjan. The city had been founded
by Arghun; it was completed in 713/1313-14. Since
Oldjeytu maintained the nomadic habits of his
ancestors, migrating seasonally from summer to
winter quarters, Sultaniyya should perhaps be called
his "chief seasonal residence" rather than his capital
(C.P. Melville, The itineraries of Sultan Oljeitu, 1304-16,
in Iran, xxviii [1990], 55-70). It is said that Oldjeytu
wished to transfer the mortal remains of the Srn^I
imams CA1I and Husayn to a new shrine in Sultaniyya.
This remarkable mausoleum eventually became, instead, Oldjeytu's own. It still stands, the only important building of the new capital to survive and the
most striking positive memorial of the Mongol period
in Persian history.
Bibliography: P r i m a r y sources: The most important is Abu '1-Kasim Kashani, Ta\ikh-i Uljdytu,
ed. M. Hambly, Tehran 1969. The unique ms.,
Aya Sofya 3019, ff. 135a-240b, should if possible be
consulted. See also Wassaf, Ta^rikh-i Wassaf, lith.,
ed. M.M. IsfahanI, Bombay 1852-3. Sources from
the Timurid period are also of value, e.g. Hafiz
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Abru, Dhayl-iDjami^ al-tawankh, ed. K. Bayani, 2nd
ed., Tehran 1972, as are Mamluk sources, especially c Uman, in K. Lech, Das mongolische Weltreich,
Wiesbaden 1968.
Secondary sources: J.A. Boyle in Cambridge
History of Iran, v, Cambridge 1968, 397-406;
Spuler, Mongolen*, Leiden 1985, 90-8.
(D.O. MORGAN)
OLENDIREK, Ottoman form of the Greek
Lidoriki, a small borough in the central Greek
Eparchy of Doridos, Nomos Efthiotis, 46 km west of
Amphissa/Salona (16 km as the crow flies) and only
urban centre of a large and particularly mountainous
rural area. In Ottoman times it was the centre of a
kadilik, first of the sandjak of Tirhala, after 1530 of
Inebakhti-Lepanto, which after that date was
organised as a separate sandjak. It would remain
within Inebakhti until the end of the Ottoman period
(here 1827). In the 17th and 18th centuries it was an
Islamic centre of local importance.
Olendirek is situated in a small plain, 630 m above
sea level, at the foot of the Giona Mountains (2510
m), at the crossing of the pass roads from Athens and
Thebes (Istife) to Inebakhti and from the Morea, via
the small port of Vitrinitsa-Vodrunce, over the mountains to the Spercheios valley at BadracTk-Ypate in the
north, and further to Thessaly and Macedonia, a
route in modern times rarely used.
The place is mentioned as a seat of an Greek
Orthodox bishopric from the late 9th century onward.
After 1204 it belonged to the Despotate of Epirus and
in 1327 it was included in the Catalan Duchy of
Athens, as property of the Fadrique family. Sultan
Yfldfrim Bayezld reportedly occupied it in 1394 but
lost it to the Despot of the Morea, Theodore
Paleologus, three years later. Mediaeval Lidoriki
must have had a castle, but nothing remains of it and
nothing is known about it among the local population.
S. Bommelje and P. Doom suggested that the castle
of Velouchovo (now Kallion), 3 km outside the town,
where antique and mediaeval ruins are preserved, is
identical with the Lodorich castrum of the sources.
The exact date of the definitive Ottoman conquest
of Olendirek is not known. Most probably it was
taken during the reign of Murad II (1421-51) because
the adjacent area immediately to the west, the likewise
very mountainous district of Kravari, which also
belonged to the sanajak of Tirhala, was firmly in
Ottoman hands in 1454. This can be seen in the Tahnr
defter, Mai. Mud. 10, which contains frequent references to an earlier Ottoman census of the same
district. The section on Olendirek is not preserved in
this incomplete register.
At the very beginning of Ottoman rule, a small
Muslim Turkish colony was settled in the town, which
became the nucleus of the much larger Muslim
population of later times. According to the Ottoman
census of 1466 (Mai. Mud. 66), the town was the centre of a district with 10 villages and 34 katuns (semipermanent settlements of Albanian or Vlach cattle
breeders) and had 24 Muslim households and 146
Christian ones. According to the 1569-70 census,
(Ankara KuK 50) the Muslims had stagnated at 19
households, whereas the Christians had gone up to
243 households. The town had a privileged sfStus as
a derbend settlement, guarding the road from Morea,
Karlf-ili and Inebakhti to the inland of Greece in
exchange for exemption from the ^awdriol [q.v.] and
tekdlif taxes and giving sons to the Janissary corps.
The sources for the llth/17th century show partly
a general decline of the population, and partly the
effects of Islamisation of a large part of the local
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population. In 1642 there were 85 Christian
households liable to pay the djizye (BBA. Mai. Mud.
1000, 252), in 1646 69 households (Mai. Mud. 1000,
p. 5), but in 1688-9 only 27 households (Sofia, Nat.
Libr. F. 195/2), on top of which an unknown number
of families must be counted who were too poor to pay,
or otherwise exempted. An official Ottoman list of
kddtliks of the European provinces of the empire,
dating from 1670, mentions Olendirek in the eleventh
of the 12 ranks of kddiliks, a pointer to the relative
unimportance of the place (M. Kemal Ozergin,
Rumeli kadihklanndan 1078 duzenlemesi, in Ord. Prof.
Ismail Uzunfarsili ya armagan, Ankara 1976, 276).
Ewliya Celebi, who in 1081/1669-70, on his way from
Salona to Karpenisi (Krenbesh), must have passed
through Olendirek, does not mention it, as his travel
notes of this section were apparently in disorder.
In 1805 the French traveller Francois Pouqueville
describes Olendirek as a bourg of 180 families, Greeks
and Turks all speaking the same language because the
Muslims were "des apostats indigenes" (Voyage de la
Grece, iv, Paris 1826, 56-7). It was still the centre of a
kddilik, having 42 villages. The Greek bishop and the
Christian notables were residing in the nearby village
of Klima.
In 1825, during the Greek War of Independence,
the town was the centre of an Ottoman military
district under cAbbas Pasha Dibra. In 1827 the
Ottomans, the military and the civilians were driven
out of town and district forever. Information on the
modest Islamic spiritual life, or on Muslim building
activity, seems to be non-existent, but the Cevdet Evkaf
Tasnifi in the BBA may yield some names of mosques,
schools or tekkes.
Throughout its history Lidoriki-Olendirek has
remained very small. Bommelje and Doom thought
that 1500-1600 inhabitants were the maximum in all
times. In 1928, a peak of 1537 inhabitants was
reached. During the Second World War, the town
and the villages around it were destroyed by the
Wehrmacht. In 1961 the town again had 1338
inhabitants, or just as many as in the Suleymanic age.
Bibliography: J. Koder and F. Hild, Tabula
Imperil Byzantini, Vienna 1976, 205; Megali Elleniki
Enkyklopedeia, xvi, 101-2; S. Bommelje and P.K.
Doom, Aetolia and the Aetolians, towards the interdisciplinary study of a Greek region, Utrecht 1987, with
exhaustive bibliography. The Ottoman sources
mentioned in the text are unpublished.
(M. KIEL)
OLGHUN, MEHMED TAHIR (Tahir Olgun,
Tahir-ul MevlevT), T u r k i s h w r i t e r and l i t e r a r y
c r i t i c , born in Istanbul on 13 September 1877, died
in 1951. He graduated from the Giilkhane
Riishdiyye-i cAskeriyyesi (military high school) and
MensheM kiittab-i caskeriyye. While working as a
secretary at the War Ministry, he attended the Fatih
Mosque medrese and received his iajazet-ndme from
Methnewikhwan Selanikli Mehmed Escad Dede
Efendi, whence his name Tahir-ul Mevlevi. After
1903 he taught Persian, the history of Islam, history
and literature in many schools, including the Dar iishshafaka high school and the Kuleli military high
school. During his later years he worked in the
cataloguing committees of the Istanbul libraries. He is
known for his work on the leading figures of Islamic
religion and on the history of Turkish literature.
Bibliography: 1. Selected works. Mir^dt-i
Hadret-i Mewldnd, 1898; Nazim we eshkdl-i nazim,
1913; Manzum bir muhtira (Tanzimat oncesi
edebiyati ozeti), 1931; Edebiyat lugati, 1936; Fuzuliye
dair, 1936; §air Nev'i ve Suriye kasidesi, 1937; Baki'ye

dair, 1937; Muslumanlikta ibadet tarihi, 1946; Germiyanli §eyhi ve Harndme'si, 1949.
2. S t u d i e s , ibniilemin M.K. inal, Son astr Turk
sairleri, Istanbul 1970; K.E. Kurkcuoglu, Tahir-ul
Mevlevi: Edebiyat lugati, Istanbul 1973; S.K.
Karalioglu, Turk edebiyati tarihi, Istanbul 1986.
(QiGDEM BALIM)
C
OMAR KHAYYAM [see C UMAR-I KHAYYAM].
OMDURMAN (UMM DURMAN), a town on the
west bank of the Nile at the confluence of the Blue and
White Niles (lat. 15°38' N., long. 32°30' E.), now
linked with Khartoum (AL-KHURTUM [q.v.]) and Khartoum North as the principal conurbation of the
Republic of the Sudan. The etymology of the name is
unknown, although several fanciful explanations have
been given.
Omdurman is first mentioned as the village of a
holy man, Hamad b. Muhammad al-Mashyakhl,
known as Wad (i.e. Walad) Umm Maryum (10551142/1645-6 to 1729-30) (see Ibn Dayf Allah, Kitdb alTabakdt, ed. Yusuf Fadl Hasan, 2 Khartoum 1974,
174-82; cf. H. A. MacMichael, History of the Arabs in the
Sudan, Cambridge 1922, ii, 242, no. 124). A Nilecrossing from Omdurman to the Djazlra, i.e. the
peninsula between the Blue and White Niles, was
used by the invading Turco-Egyptian army under
Isma c fl Pasha in 1821. A fort, constructed to guard
the western approaches to the capital, Khartoum, was
surrendered to the forces of the Mahdl Muhammad
Ahmad b. cAbd Allah [see AL-MAHDIYYA] on 5
January 1885, and Khartoum itself fell three weeks
later.
The Mahdi, now the victorious head of a Sudanese
Muslim state, transferred the capital to Omdurman,
where he died on 22 June 1885 and was buried.
Under his successor, the Khalifa cAbd Allah b.
Muhammad al-Taca°Tshr [0.0.], the early settlement
grew into a town. Like the Mahdi's earlier seats
during the revolutionary war, it was officially styled
Buk^at al-Mahdi, and the Mahdi's tomb (kubbat alMahdi) was a place of pilgrimage in lieu of the hadjdj
to Mecca. Beside the tomb (now restored) are the
Khalifa's house (now a museum) containing a
labyrinth of rooms, and to the west the great walled
space which formed the mosque. Other official
buildings were the arsenal-storehouse (bayt al-amdna,
now a football stadium), the treasury (bayt al-mdl), and
the prison (al-sdyir, from the name of the gaoler). A
great wall protected the inner city. From this central
area ran three main roads: one southwards to the
former Fort Omdurman (al-kdra), garrisoned by the
Khalifa's black troops (ajihadiyya); one westwards to
the parade-ground at the desert-fringe; and the
ominously-named darb al-shuhado? (the martyrs' road)
northwards to the assembly-point for expeditions to
Egypt. Around these roads, the greater part of Omdurman consisted of an unplanned huddle of dwellings, ranging from brick houses to straw huts, sprawling along the Nile bank for about 9 km/6 miles. Its
depth of about 1 1 A km/a mile was limited by the
distance to which river-water could conveniently be
carried. For a detailed plan of Mahdist Omdurman,
see R.C. Slatin, Fire and sword in the Sudan, London
1896 and later edns. The population of the town was
greatly increased in 1888-9, when the Khalifa fflore or
less forcibly brought his tribesmen, the Taca°isha, and
other Bakkara [q.v.] from Dar Fur [q.v.] to Omdurman, where they formed a privileged elite, oppressive
to, and highly unpopular with, the more sophisticated
riverain sedentaries (awldd al-balad). Like other migrations to the presence of the living or dead Mahdl, this
movement was designated hiajra. Accounts of life in
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Omdurman by three former European prisoners,
Slatin (as above), Father Joseph Ohrwalder (in F.R.
Wingate, Ten years' captivity in the Mahdi's camp, London 1892), and Charles Neufeld, A prisoner of the
Khaleefa, London 1899, have found a wide readership.
It should be borne in mind that the first two were produced under the auspices of Wingate as Director of
(Egyptian) Military Intelligence, while the third is an
apologia by an adventurer, whose exploits aroused
European disapproval. Sudanese accounts are provided by S.M. Nur (ed.), A critical edition of the memoirs of
Yusuf Mikhail, unpubl. Ph.D. thesis, London 1962;
Babikr Badrl, Ta^rikh haydti, ?Khartoum 1959, tr. Y.
Bedri and G. Scott, The memoirs of Babikr Bedri, i,
London 1969.
During the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium (18991955), with the restoration of Khartoum as the
capital, Omdurman lost its unique status, but acquired a new significance as the centre of Sudanese
politics and culture. For example, in consequence of
the settlement there of migrants from all parts of the
country, the speech of Omdurman became the
standard Sudanese colloquial Arabic (cf. J.S. Trimingham, Sudan colloquial Arabic, 2London 1946, Preface; V.A. Yagi, Contes d'Omdurman, Antibes 1981).
An Islamic religious college, al-Ma^hadal-^ilmi, was established with government assistance in 1912, and
developed after independence into the Islamic
University of Omdurman. The Graduates' General
Congress, founded in 1938 but the successor to an
older grouping, with its headquarters in Omdurman,
became the leading nationalist organisation and the
seedbed of future political developments.
Bibliography: In addition to works cited in the
text, there are frequent references to Omdurman in
standard works on the Mahdiyya and Condominium; e.g. P.M. Holt, The Mahdist state in the
Sudan 1881-1898, 2Oxford 1970; M.W. Daly, Empire on the Nile, Cambridge 1986; idem, Imperial
Sudan, Cambridge 1991.
(P.M. HOLT)
C
OMER CASHIK famous O t t o m a n T u r k i s h saz
poet of the llth/17th century, d. 1119/1707.
Apart from one or two sources, information on him
stems mainly from what he says in his own diwan. Basing themselves on such statements, some scholars
(Bursali Mehmed Tahir, Fuad Kopriilii and Cahit
Oztelli) have regarded him as coming from Gozleve
(Gezlevi) in Konya province, whilst others (S. Niizhet
Ergun and, especially, §iikrii Elgin) place his home at
Gozleve in the Crimea. Information in the Mendkibndme of Ketkhudazade cArif (94), in a poem
discovered by Uskiidarli Talcat (Ergun, 6), in the
Medjmu^a-yi tewdrikh and in §iikrii Elgin's work, all
strengthen the hypothesis that he came from the
Crimea but settled in Aydin. After what was believed
to have been a long life, he died in 1119/1707, according to Uskiidarli Hasib's line ola ^dshlk C0merin
djilwegehi ^adni djelil ("may c Omer's promenade be the
exalted heaven!").
From his poems, cOmer is known to have had a certain level of education, including a knowledge of Persian and Arabic. He gives his personal name as
c
Omer and his pen-name_as cAdlI, although he most
frequently used cOmer, c Ashik c Omer, the pen-name
Derwish Nihani, and rarely, c AdlT. It is very probable
that he was an adherent of the MewlewT order [see
MAWLAWIYYA] . In addition to the saz, he played other
stringed instruments like the tanbur and is known to
have been a hdfiz, i.e. one who knew the Kur D an by
heart. In his Shamir-name he speaks of one SherifT,
possibly his teacher, of whom he counted himself a
follower. Whilst a Sheriff, allegedly from the Crimea,
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appears in several of the tedhkires of Ottoman poets,
such as those of Rida, Salim and Safayl, this is not the
same person as the SherifT named by cOmer. He is
also known from his poems to have been a Janissary
and to have travelled widely in the course of participation in warfare (Varna, Sakiz, Bursa, Sinop, Istanbul,
Edirne, etc.).
The oldest manuscript copy of his Diwdn is the 517page one, formerly in the Yahya Efendi Dergahi, now
housed in the Suleymaniye Library (Haci Mahmud
5097), copied in 1141/1728-9. Another important
copy is Mevlana Museum, Konya 99, compiled 50
years later by Hiiseyin Aywansarayl in 1191/1782.
There is also a lithograph edition from 1306/1888.
Since he was widely read, his poems figure in almost
every djonk or manuscript collection of folk poetry.
The verse forms of both diwan and folk literatures,
such as the destdn, koshma, ghazel, murabba^, takhmis,
miiseddes and semd^i, are encountered in his diwan; the
examples of the folk literature ones are the more successful of the two. Among his well-known poems is the
Shamir-name, consisting of 34 quatrains giving the
names of the important poets, the Istanbul destdnl
describing various places in the capital, and the Bursa
and Pire destdns. Influenced by such poets as Neslml,
Fudull, Ahmed Pasha and Khatayl, cOmer in turn
had an impact on poets who were his contemporaries
as well as on those following him. Although postTanzimdt poets like Diya Pasha and Mucallim NadjI
disparaged him, they themselves could not deny
having been influenced by him in their formative
years. Many of his poems have been set to music; the
miniaturist Lewni made a miniature of him. Siinbiilzade Wehbl, Mustaklm-zade and Uskiidarli Mewlewl
HasTb mention him, and clzzet Molla wrote a poem
in emulation of one of his hemistichs employing the
same metre and rhyme scheme (tatfmin).
Bibliography: Emm Ef., Mendklb-i Ketkhudd-zdde
el-Hddjdj Mehmed ^Arif Ef. Hadretleri, Istanbul
1305/1888, 94; Bursali Mehmed Tahir, COM, ii,
312; M. Fu'ad Kopriilii, <Ashik <6mere Wid ba^di
notlar, in Haydt Medpntfasi, no. 24 (12 May 1927),
2-3; idem, Turk saz sairleri. II, Ankara 1962, 253-69;
Sacdeddin Niizhet Ergun, Asik Omer hayati ve siirleri,
Istanbul n.d. [1936?]; Cahit Oztelli, in Turk Ansiklopedisi, xxvi, 1977, art. s.v., 257; Giinay KutTurgut Kut, Ayvansarayi Hafiz Hiiseyin b. Ismail ve
eserleri, in Istanbul Univ. Tarih Dergisi, xxxiii (1980-1)
[1982], 432-3; §iikrii Elcin, Asik Omer, Ankara
1987; Saim Sakaoglu, Turk saz siiri, in Turk Dili Ozel
Sayisi ///(Halk §iiri), no. 445-50 (Jan.-June 1989),
138-42; Abdiilkadir Karahan, Asik Omer, in Turkiye
Diyanet Vakfi Islam Ansiklopedisi, iv, 1991, 1;
Hiiseyin Aywansarayl, Medjmuma-yi tewdrikh., ed.
Fahri £. Derin-Vahid Qabuk, Istanbul 1985, 369.
(GiJNAY
C

KUT)

OMER EFENDI, an Ottoman historian, according to jDopular tradition originally called
Elkazovic or Causevic, who belonged to Bosna-Novi
(Bosanski-Novi). Of his career we only know that he
was acting as kadi in his native town when fierce
fighting broke out on Bosnian soil between the Imperial troops and those of Heklm-Oghlu CA1I Pasha
(1150/1737). cOmer Efendi at this time wrote a vivid
account of the happenings in Bosnia from theTjeginning of Muharram 1149/May 1736 to the end of
Djumada I 1152/end of March 1739; written in a
smooth, easy style, this work is of considerable importance for social history. It seems to have been called
Ghazawdt-i Hekim-Oghlu cAli Pasha, but is usually
quoted as Ghazawdt-i diydr-i Bosna, and sometimes as
Ghazawdt-ndme-yi Bdndlukd (i.e. Banjaluka in Bosnia).
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As a reward for this literary effort, cOmer Efendi was
promoted to be one of the six judges (riitbe-i weldy-i
sitte). Of his further life and death, nothing more is
known. It is certain that he ended his days in BosnaNovi and was buried there. The site of his grave is still
pointed out but the tombstone has disappeared.
c
Omer Efendi's little book is fairly common in mss.
(usually copies of the first printed text); cf. F. Babinger, GOW, 277, to which should now be added:
Zagreb, South Slav Acad. of Sciences, coll. Babinger,
no. 390, 391, as well as no. 631, iv (here called
Ghazawdt-ndme-yi Bdndluka). The printer Ibrahim
Muteferrika [q. v. ] revised and corrected C6mer Efendi's narrative (cf. Hanff-zade, in HadjdjI Khalifa, no.
14533: Ghazawdt-i diydr-i'Bosna) and published it under
the title Ahwdl-ighazawdt der Diydr-i Bosna (8 + 62 pp.,
Istanbul 1154; cf. Babinger, Stambuler Buchwesen im 18.
Jahrh., Leipzig 1919, 17). On later editions cf. Babinger, GOW, 277. The book is also accessible in a
rather bad German translation and a not very successful English one, cf. GOW, 277.
Bibliography: Safvetbeg Basagic, Bosnjaci i
Hercegovci u islamskoj knijezevnosti, Sarajevo 1912,
152; Babinger, GOW, 276-7; Mehmed Handzic,
Knijezevni rad bosanski-hercegovackikh muslimana, Sarajevo 1934, 39-40; Muhammad al-Bosnawi (i.e.
Mehmed Handzic), al-Djawdhir al-asnd fi tarddjim
^ulamd* wa- shu^ard* Bosna, Cairo 1349, 112; L4, art.
Omer Efendi (A. Cevat Eren).
(F. BABINGER)
C
OMER SEYF UL-DiN (Omer Seyfeddin), late
Ottoman and early modern Turkish writer
(1884-1920).
A major figure of Turkish fiction, cOmer Seyf tilDln (modern rendering Seyfeddin or Seyfettin) was a
pioneer of realism and the use of the common idiom.
A 1903 graduate of the Istanbul War College, he
served as an officer, saw action, fell captive, and
retired upon his release in 1913. Having published
poems, short stories and essays since 1900, he joined
his nationalist colleagues CA1I Djanib and Diya (Ziya)
Gokalp in Salonica (1911) where they published the
influential magazine Gene Kalemler ("Young Pens").
From 1914 until his death on 6 March 1920 he lived
in Istanbul, where he served as a teacher of literature,
editor-in-chief of the journal Turk Sozii ("Turkish
Speech"), and a member of the Istanbul University
Linguistic Research Board.
His 16-volume complete works comprise poetry,
essays, children's stories, etc., in addition to fiction.
He was not an accomplished poet. His articles and
essays, which exerted considerable influence in launching the ideals of nationalism in literature for the
benefit of a wider reading public, are concise, lucid
and deft. Among his published translations are those
of parts of the Iliad and Kalevala.
His fame rests essentially on his 138 short stories,
mostly derived from childhood recollections, military
life including combat, and everyday events. Many of
them make use of traditional folk tales and legends,
often recounting heroic deeds. In some, C6mer Seyf
til-Din criticised entrenched institutions and superstitions. With a progressive spirit, he articulated the prospects offered by the awakening of Turkish nationalism for a better future. He took a stand against
Ottomanism, cosmopolitan culture, and imitation of
European models. He expressed faith in traditional
Turkish culture blended with modernisation. He was
one of the earliest among literary pioneers who
brought the Anatolian countryside into urban
literature. Reacting against the ornate elite poetry and
prose of his predecessors, who were influenced by the
Arabs and Persians, he wrote for and often about the

common man in an attempt to make literature accessible "to the people."
His major novel, Efruz Bey (1919), is an acerbic
satire of the life and times of an opportunistic, quixotic pseudo-intellectual and is the author's most
mature and most compelling work of realistic fiction.
With several dozen of his well-made short stories, two
or three novellas, and Efruz Bey, he brought new
dimensions to, and earned an enduring place in, the
history of Turkish fiction.
Bibliography: Ali Canip Yontem, Omer Seyfettin,
hayati veeserleri, Istanbul 1935; O. Spies, Dietiirkische
Prosaliteratur der Gegenwart, in WI, xxv (1943);
Hikmet Dizdaroglu, Omer Seyfettin, 1964; Ya§ar
Nabi Nayir, Omer Seyfettin, hayati, sanati, eserleri,
1965.
(TALAT SAIT HALMAN)
ON IKI ADA, Turkish rendering of the
Dodecanese (Dodekanesos, "Twelve Islands"), the
greater part of the Southern Sporades archipelago;
they are grouped in a north-west to south-east direction in the south-eastern segment of the Aegean along
the Turkish coast. The concept and even the number
is somewhat artificial and underwent different interpretations and political expressions in the course of
history, hence the relativity of the definition as to how
many and which islands constitute this archipelago.
The earliest mention seems to occur under the Byzantine emperor Leo III the Isaurian (717-40), when the
"Dodecanese or Aigion Pelagos" formed one of his
three naval commands. In the later Middle Ages
Italian maritime control asserted itself over much of
the Aegean, and some of the Dodecanese became a
Venetian possession, but others passed under the
sway of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem after
their establishment in Rhodes (1310). It was from the
latter two powers that Ottoman Turkey seized control
of the Dodecanese: those pertaining to the Knights as
a result of the conquest of Rhodes in 1522, and those
belonging to Venice during the kaptan pasha Khayr alDm Pasha [q.v.] Barbarossa's two campaigns in 1537
and 1538. It was then that twelve islands within this
archipelago acquired a special status of "privileged
islands" that gave the inhabitants a sense of cohesive
identity and firmly established their group as a geopolitical unit; the islands were: Ikaria, Patmos, Leros,
Kalimnos, Astipalea, Nisiros, Tilos, Simi, Chalki,
Karpathos, Kasos and Meis; this was the result of
their voluntary submission and consequent treaty
sanctioned by Suleyman I, to be confirmed by a
number of later firmans; the mostly Greek and Orthodox islanders had self-rule, against payment of a
fixed annual sum (maktu*). An illustration of the administrative rather than geographical nature of this
Ottoman Dodecanese is the fact that the group included Meis (also known as Kastellorizon, Italian
Castelrosso), an islet by the southern Anatolian coast
near Kas to the east of Rhodes, but not Rhodes itself;
like Rhodes, Kos too was excluded, although geographically situated in the midst of the group. The
islands of Simi, and later Patmos, appear to have constituted the centre of political gravity and representation of the islanders in their dealings with the Porte
and eventually also with other powers.
The inhabitants extracted some livelihood from
their deforested islands (fruit, olives, wheat, tobacco),
but for the most part they depended on the sea: local
shipping, fishing, and especially sponge-diving, were
their traditional occupations. Their smooth relations
with the Porte began to suffer with the appearance of
Greek as well as Turkish nationalism in the 19th and
early 20th century. Istanbul first tried to cancel the
islands' privileged status and, following the constitu-
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tional movement of 1909 and against the islanders'
expectations, attempted to impose measures that
amounted to incipient Turkicisation. The upheavals
caused by the Italo-Turkish War of 1911-12, the
Balkan War of 1912-13, and World War I brought
about the final separation of the Dodecanese from
Turkey and its establishment, enlarged by Rhodes as
the administrative centre, as an Italian possession
(Possedimenti Italiani dell'Egeo). Only in 1948 did
the entire archipelago pass to Greece.
The Muslim Turkish population of the islands,
numbering some 10,000, did not face any great
changes during the period of Italian rule, and the
community's newspaper, Seldm, continued to appear
in Arabic characters. But during World War II, from
1941 to 1944, the islands were occupied by the Germans (and the Jewish minority largely deported for
extermination at Auschwitz), and then the Treaty of
Paris of 1947 awarded the Dodecanese to Greece.
From then on, under the pressure of Hellenisation,
emigration to the Turkish mainland, especially to Izmir, accelerated; most of those who remained became
Greek subjects, though retaining their Turkish
language, with only a few of them retaining the
Turkish citizenship which they had been able to keep
since the time of Italian rule. In 1974 there were ca.
4,000 Muslims in their two main centres, Rhodes and
Kos, those of Rhodes mainly in the town of Rhodes
but those of Kos in a village popularly known as Turk
Koyii. The communities are at present ageing ones
since, under Greek aegis, young people find career
prospects on the islands very confined, and the communities seem destined for gradual disappearance.
Bibliography: Jeanne Z. Stephanopoli, Les lies
de I'Egee, leurs privileges, avec documents et notes historiques, Athens 1912, 33-47; Pin Re'Is, Bahrije, ed. P.
Kahle, Berlin 1926, ii, 61-88; idem, Kitabi Bahriye,
Ankara 1935, 191-242; [J.N.L. Myres], Naval Intelligence Division, Geographical Handbook
Series, Dodecanese, 2nded. London 1943; E. Armao,
In giro per il mare Egeo con Vincenzo Coronelli, Florence
1951, 179-221; Michele Nicolas, Une communaute
musulmane de Grece (Rhodes et Kos), in Turcica, viii
(1976), 58-69; I. Parmaksizoglu, On iki ada, in Turk
Ansiklopedisi, xxv, Ankara 1977, 443-4. See also
RODOS.
(S. SOUCEK)
ORAMAR, URMAR, modern Turkish Oramar, a
district (nahiye) of the extreme south-east of Turkey,
just to the north of the frontier with clrak, and in the
modern ilce or district of Gawar (Yiiksekova) in the il
or province of Hakkari, with its chef-lieu of the same
name(lat. 37°23' N., long. 44°04' E., altitude 1,450
m/4,756 ft.). In 1955 the settlement of Oramar itself
had a population of 943, whilst the nine villages comprising the nahiye had a total population of 3,632.
The boundaries of Oramar are on the north Ishtazin and Gawar; on the south Rekan; on the west
Djilu, Baz and Tkhuma and Artush; in the east Sat
[see SHAMDINAN]. Oramar is a group of hamlets scattered on the two sides of a rocky mountain spur above
the Rudbar-i Sin. On the spur itself, which is called
Gaparani Zher, at the place named Glre Buti, is the
capital of the group and the residence of the aghas, the
Naw Gund or "the middle of the town". A large
cemetery occupies the promontory at the end of the
spur. The name Glre Buti, explicable as the "hill of
the idol", seems to indicate the antiquity of the settlement. The fact that the slopes separated by the
Gaparan are very carefully cultivated and present a
complicated system of little terraces, each of which is
a field or tiny kitchen garden, leads one to believe that
man chose this site for habitation a long time ago,
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perhaps simply on account of its extreme isolation in
the centre of a wild country.
Orography. Oramar is at the east end of the curve
traced by the system of the Djilu Dagh. According to
Dickson, the chains and valleys of Turkish Kurdistan
run roughly along the parallels of latitude and take a
south-eastern direction as they approach the Persian
frontier and at the point where they change their axis
form a complicated system of heights and valleys. The
most complicated part near the centre of the change of
axis in question may be called Harki-Oramar.
Road system. Although they are really nothing
but tracks used for intertribal communications, these
routes must have played a more prominent part in ancient times. Oramar is connected with Gawar via
Shamsiki, the pass of Bashtazin, CA1T KanI, Bazirga
and Dizza. It is a road which shows traces of works
undertaken at the more dangerous places. To the
south, the road going through a very narrow defile
leads first to Nerwa (cf. below) where it forks to the
west and to the east. A third road goes from Nerwa to
Nehri, the centre of Shamdinan, via Razga, the
heights of Peramizi (frontier of the three tribes—
Rekani, Harki, Duskani), Deri, defile of Harki
(Shiwa Harki), Begor, Mazra, Nehri.
Ethnography. The following Kurdish tribes may
be mentioned in Oramar itself and in the vicinity,
with ramifications inevitable as a result of the Kurd
migrations. After the name of each tribe that of the
district and the number of households in ca. 1930 is
given: Duskani Zhiiri (Oramar, 2,000); Nirwei (Nerwa, kado? of Amadiya, 800); Diri (Gawar and Gelia
Diri, 1,000): Penianish (between Gawar and
Djulamerk, and the part of the Pirhulki, near
Bashkalca 4,000); Duskani Zheri (kao\o? of Dehuk,
2,000); Mizuri Zheri (ibid., 5,000); Berwari (ibid.,
4,000); Guwei, nomads (wintering at Dehuk; summering at Gawar and Oramar, 1,400); Celi
(Djulamerk, 6,000); Artushi (summering at Firashin;
wintering at Beriei Zhengar, 6,000); Artushi (sedentary: Albak, 1,000; Nurdiz, 1,000); parts of Artushi:
Gewdan, Mam Khoran, Zhirki (around Djulamerk.
6,000).
H i s t o r y . Oramar has a rich history full of associations with the Nestorian Christianity of south-eastern
Turkey and adjoining areas. (V. Cuinet, La Turquie
d'Asie, Paris 1892, ii, 757, says that "the 40 Nestorian
rayas domiciled in Oramar are entrusted with the care
of the two Nestorian churches in the Kurdish town
(sic)"; one of these churches, that of Mar Daniyal at
Naw Gund was turned into a mosque towards the end
of the 19th century or in the early 20th century.
A local tradition even suggests that the ancestor of
the modern aghas came long ago into this Christian
district and by stratagems and intrigues succeeded in
driving out its inhabitants. The toponymy of Oramar
seems to confirm this. The name Oramar is probably
ancient, and the district was probably inhabited at a
very early date. There are similar place-names elsewhere in the region: Ora Bishu, one of the slopes of
Kiria Tawka; Orishu, a village beyond Gelia Nu;
Uri, a Nestorian clan; finally Urmiya itself.
Bibliography: Cuinet, loc. cit.; B. Nikitine and
E.B. Soane, The tale qfSuto and Tato. Kurdish text with
translation and notes, in BSOS, iii (1923-5), 69-106,
see p. 69; Nikitine, Le system routier du Kurdistan (le
pays entre les deux Zab), in La Geographie, Ixiii (1935),
363-85 (includes general view of Oramar from a
photograph); H. Bobek, Forschungen im zentralkurdischen Hochgebirge zwischen Van und Urmia-See, in
PetermannsMitteilungen (1938), 152-62, 215-28; P. A.
Andrews, Ethnic groups in the Republic of Turkey,
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Wiesbaden 1989, 218-19; L4, art. Oramar (Nikitine
and Besim Darkot). On the Nestorians of the
region, see M. Chevalier, Les montagnards chretiens du
Hakkdri et du Kurdistan septentrional, Paris 1985, index
s.v. Oramar.
(B. NIKITINE*)
ORAN [see WAHRAN].
ORBAY,
HUSEYIN RA'UF
(1881-1964),
Turkish naval c o m m a n d e r , s t a t e s m a n and
d i p l o m a t , was educated as a naval officer. He served
in the Turco-Italian war of 1911, before winning national fame in the Balkan wars of 1912-13 as the commander of the cruiser Hamidiyye which carried out daring raids on enemy ports and warships. During the
Great War he served as Chief of Naval Staff, becoming Minister of Marine in October 1918. In the same
month, he headed the Ottoman delegation which
signed the armistice of Mudros [see MONDROS]. He
resigned from the navy in May 1919, and joined
Mustafa Kemal (later Atatiirk) and Fethi Okyar
[q. vv. ] in organising the national resistance movement
in Anatolia. As a leading nationalist and a member of
the last Ottoman Chamber of Deputies, RaDuf was arrested by the British in March 1920 and deported to
Malta. He returned to Turkey in March 1921 and
was appointed Prime Minister in August 1922, but
had serious disagreements with clsmet [Inonu], the
chief Turkish delegate at the Lausanne Peace Conference. In August 1923 he resigned from the
premiership, and became part of the opposition to
Mustafa Kemal. Like other opposition leaders, Ra3uf
feared Ataturk's dictatorial tendencies, and wished to
clip his wings, but not to overthrow him entirely. In
November 1924 he played a leading role in
establishing the Progressive Republican Party (Terakkiperwer Djumhuriyyet Flrkasi). After the forcible closure
of the party in June 1925, Ra3uf went abroad for
medical treatment. In August 1926, following the unsuccessful attempt on Ataturk's life in Izmir, Ra3uf
and other leading members of the nationalist movement were placed on trial. Although the court could
not show that he had played any part in the murder
plot, he was sentenced to ten years imprisonment in
absentia. He benefited from an amnesty proclaimed in
1933 and returned to Turkey in 1935, but did not fully clear his name until 1939. Following his political
rehabilitation, he served as Turkish Ambassador in
London between 1942 and 1944.
Bibliography: Turk Ansiklopedisi, xxv, Ankara
1977, s.v.; EJ. Ziircher, The Unionist factor: the role
of the Committee of Union and Progress in the Turkish National Movement, 1905-1926, Leiden 1984.
(W.M. HALE)
ORDU (T.), thence in Mongolian, orda, "the royal
t e n t or r e s i d e n c e , the royal encampment", a term
which became widespread in the mediaeval TurcoMongol and then in the Persian worlds, acquiring
from the second meaning that of "army camp".
1. In early T u r k i s h and then I s l a m i c usage
The word ordu appears in some of the earliest
known texts of Turkish, sc. in the Kiil-tigin inscription (Talat Tekin, A grammar ofOrkhon Turkish, Bloomington 1968, 237), and may have passed from such an
Inner Asian people as the Hsiung-nu into Chinese as
wo-lu-to (*oludu = ordu) (G. Doerfer, Turkische und
mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen. ii. Turkische
Elemente im Neupersischen, Wiesbaden 1965, 35).
Already in the Samanid period (4th/10th century), the
geographer al-MukaddasT, 263, 275, mentions *Urduwd as "the residence of the ruler of the Turkmen",
and in the ensuing Karakhanid period Urdu is recorded as a mint in Transoxania, possibly to be equated
with their capital at Balasaghun (E. von Zambaur, Die
Munzprdgungen des Islam, i, Wiesbaden 1968, 42).

The cross-continental movements of the TurcoMongol peoples in the 13th and 14th centuries ensured for the word a wide diffusion into Eastern
Europe, including the East Slavonic, Magyar, Balkan
and New Greek linguistic areas, finally entering such
Western European languages as English and French
horde, German Horde, etc. (Doerfer, op. cit., 38).
Under the Ottoman Turks, ordu-yu humdyun was a
general term for the imperial army, and appears also
as an element in the names of various functionaries
connected with the army, e.g. the ordudju bashll aghast,
who was the chief of a staff of tradesmen and technicians (ehl-i hiref, arbdb-i hiref) who accompanied the
Janissaries [see YENI CERILER] on their campaigns
away from the capital (see LH. Uzuncarsili, Osmanli
devleti teskildtindan kapikulu ocaklan, Ankara 1943-4, i,
368-73; M.Z. Pakalin, Tarih deyimleri ve terimleri
sozlugu, Istanbul 1946-54, ii, 728-9).
In South Asia, through usage amongst the Mughals
[q. v. ] of India, with the royal residence at Dihll styled
the urdu-yi mu^alld "exalted camp", the term zabdn-i
urdu was used for the mixed Hindustani-PersianTurkish language of the court and the army, now the
Urdu language of a large proportion of the Muslims
in the subcontinent (see Yule and Burnell, HobsonJobson, a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words and
phrases* 639-40; HIND. iii. Languages; and URDU).
The term was still used in Safawid Persia (cf. the
Tadhkirat al-muluk, tr. Minorsky, London 1943, tr. 51,
62), but must by the time when the latter work was
written (early 18th century) have been archaic and obsolete.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. In Mongol h i s t o r i c a l usage
In sources dealing with the period of the Mongol
Empire, ordu is normally used in the sense of the camp
or household of a Mongol prince, which would be
under the supervision of one of his wives. He might
therefore have several ordu?,. During the Ilkhanate.
"to go to the ordu" meant to travel to the ruler's
presence, whether that was to be found at one of the
fixed capitals such as Tabriz, or wherever the royal
encampment happened to be. This kind of usage was
no doubt the origin of the Western term "Golden
Horde" for what in the Islamic world was usually
known as the khanate of Kipcak. Quatremere
(Raschid-Eldin, Histoire des Mongols de la Perse, Paris
1836, 98, n. 25) suggested that the word ughruk was
sometimes used to indicate, to some extent by contrast, the military camp in a more general sense.
During his journey to Mongolia in the 1250s, William
of Rubruck, whose Latin word for ordu is generally
curia, picked up a confusion between ordu and orta
("middle"): "The court is called in their language orda, meaning 'the middle', since it is always situated in
the midst of the men" (The mission of Friar William of
Rubruck: his journey to the court of the Great Khan Mongke
1253-1255, tr. P. Jackson and ed. Jackson and D.O.
Morgan, London 1990, 131 and n. 4). The transformation in English of the meaning of "horde" from
the camp to the nomadic warrior people who (in large
numbers) inhabited it was already established by the
time of the OED's first cited reference (1555).
Bibliography: G. Doerfer, Turkische und mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, ii, Wiesbaden 1965,
32-9.
(D.O. MORGAN)
ORDUBAD, a t o w n in eastern Transcaucasia on
the left bank of the middle course of the Araxes or
Aras River, lying in lat. 38°54' N. and long. 46° 01'
E. and at an altitude of 948 m/2,930 ft.
The Turco-Persian name "army town" implies a
probable foundation during the period of the Mongol
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invasions or of the ensuing Il-Khanids, especially as
the latter made Adharbaydjan the centre of their
power. Certainly, Hamd Allah MustawfT (mid8th/14th century) describes it as a provincial town,
one of the five making up the tumdn of Nakhciwan
[q. v. ], watered by a stream coming down from Mount
Kuban ( = the modern Gora Kapydzik, 4,200
m/12,800 ft.) to the north (Nuzha, 89, tr. 90; cf. Le
Strange, Lands, 167). In subsequent centuries, the
khanates of both Eriwan [see REWAN] and Nakhciwan
were dependencies of Persia, with Ordubad forming
the main town of the district of Aza-Djiran in the
eastern part of the khanate of Nakhciwan; but after
the Russo-Persian War of 1827 and the resultant
Treaty of Turkmancay of 1828, these were ceded to
Imperial Russia, so that henceforth, Ordubad fell
within Russian territory. Since the breakup of the
Soviet Union, it is now within the Nakhciwan region
of the Azerbaijan Republic, forming an enclave of territory between the Armenian Republic and Iran.
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see D. Krawulsky, Iran—das Reich der IIhdne. Eine topographisch-historische Studie, Wiesbaden
1978, 543.
_
_ (C.E. BOSWORTH)
ORIK, NAHiD SIRRI (Nahit Sirn Orik),
Turkish author, journalist and literary
r e s e a r c h e r , born on 22 May 1894 in Istanbul, died
in 1960. He was the grandson of Ahmed Nafidh
Pasha of Olti, who was also a poet and the son of Orik
Aghasi-zade Hasan Sirn, who was a government official and translator. Nahit Sirn attended Galatasaray
lycee, graduating in 1913. He lived in Europe until
1928, and after his return to Turkey, worked as a correspondent for the newspaper Cumhuriyet and as a
translator for the Ministry of Education. He travelled
in Anatolia and wrote articles, mostly concerning the
archaeological and historical antiquities of the places
he visited. He continued to work as a journalist until
his death on 18 January 1960, never having married.
Nahit Sirri admired and loved Istanbul deeply, and
this is reflected in his works. The style he adopts for
his historical novels is the objective, calm and goodhumoured reporting of events with life in the Istanbul
of the past a dominant subject for his works and his
language remaining faithful to refined Ottoman style.
Bibliography: 1. F i r s t e d i t i o n s , (a) Stories:
Zeyneb, la Courtisane, 1927; Kirmizi ve siyah, 1929;
Sanatkdrlar, 1932; Eski resimler, 1933. (b) Novels: Eve
dusen yildmm, 1934; Kiskanmak, 1946; Hayat ve
ka'dmlar, 1946; Sultan Hamid duserken, 1957. (c)
Plays: Sonmeyen ates, 1933; Muharrir, 1934; Oyuncular, 1938; Aim yazisi, 1952. (d) Research and
criticism: Edebiyat ve sanat bahisleri, 1933; Tarihi
fehreler etrafmda, 1933; Yuzelliyihn Turk meshurlan ansiklopedisi, 1933; Roman ve hikdye, 1933. (e) Travel
notes: Anadolu, 1939; Bir Edirne seydhatnamesi, 1941;
Kayseri-Kirsehir-Kastamonu, 1955.
2. S t u d i e s . T. Alangu, Cumhuriyetten sonra hikdye ve
roman, I, Istanbul 1959; H. Yavuz, Roman kavrami
ve Turk romam, Istanbul 1972; O. Onertoy, Turk
roman ve dykusu, Ankara 1984; M. Unlii and O. Ozcan, 20. yuzyil Turk edebiyati, Istanbul 1988.
(QiGDEM BALIM)
ORISSA [see URISA].
ORKHAN, the son of the f o u n d e r of the Ott o m a n d y n a s t y , c Othman I [^.^.], and of the
daughter of sheykh Edebali, who seems to have exercised considerable influence upon his son-in-law through
his connections with the fraternity of the Akhis [q.v.\
and with the group of dervishes known as the Abddldn-i
Rum. According to the Ottoman tradition, Orkhan
had a brother, cAla° al-DTn [q.v.], who resigned from
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their father's possessions and accepted the office of the
vizierate. Little is known about Orkhan's early life as
most of the Turkish sources reporting about him were
written more than one century after his death and are
of a legendary character. Yakhshi Faklh, the son of his
imam, wrote a chronicle about the house of cOthman,
which unfortunately has not been preserved in its
original form but incorporated within a later chronicle, that of cAshik-Pasha-zade (see V.L. Menage, The
Menaqib of Yakhshi Faqih, in BSOAS, xxvi [1963], 504). One can find precise information about him in a
few Ottoman documents, some of them preserved in
the original, the oldest of which is of the year 1324;
also in the Byzantine sources, especially the works of
Gregoras and Cantacuzenus.
According to the Turkish sources, Orkhan was
married to Nilufer, the daughter of the Byzantine lord
of Yar-Hisar, who, together with her father, was
taken prisoner when this fortress was captured by
c
Othman's soldiers, presumably in 1299. From this
union were born Suleyman Pasha, the conqueror of
Rum-ili, and Murad, who succeeded his father [see
MURAD i]. Names of several members of Orkhan's
family are known through Ottoman documents and
also through the history of Cantacuzenus, who,
among other things, describes a banquet in which Orkhan participated, accompanied by his four sons.
Orkhan took part in many military operations
organised by his father, who resided in the region of
Sogut and Yeni-Shehir. When he ascended the
throne, in 1326, his father's troops had with their frequent raids reached the littoral opposite Constantinople, while the Byzantine towns of Bithynia had been
blockaded for many years. Bursa [q.v.] surrendered in
the same year and became the Ottoman capital.
Orkhan continued his father's military activity
directed against the Byzantines by raiding their territories. He was surrounded by several military chieftains bearing the title of ghdzi or alp [q.vv.}. A campaign organised by the Byzantine emperor
Andronicus III Palaeologus in 1329 in order to expel
the Turks from Bithynia ended with the defeat of his
army, first in Pelekanon, and immediately afterwards
in Philokrene. Nicaea/Iznik surrendered in 1331 and
soon became a centre of Muslim intellectual life
through its medreses. The Byzantine emperor was forced to conclude a treaty with Orkhan in 1333, undertaking to pay 12,000 hyperpera a year, while Orkhan
promised to leave in peace the fortresses situated on
the coast of Mesothynia. Nevertheless, in 1337 the
port of Nikomedeia/Iznikmid (later Izmid) surrendered also to Orkhan, who in this same year,
perhaps encouraged by the Genoese of Pera, performed his first important raid on Thrace reaching the
suburbs of Constantinople.
According to the Egyptian author al-cUmari and to
the Moroccan traveller Ibn Battuta, who visited the
Ottoman lands, the amirate of Orkhan was one of the
strongest in Asia Minor in the early 1330s and he
himself had much prestige resulting from the holy war
that he continuously carried out against the "infidel"
Christians. However, his power increased impressively during the last years of the Byzantine civil war
(1341-7) between the legitimate heir to the throne,
John V Palaeologus, and the pretender John VI Cantacuzenus. When the war began the latter obtained
military support from the amir of Aydin, Umur; but
in 1344, he appealed to Orkhan, who promptly
responded, sending troops to Thrace to fight on Cantacuzenus' side. The alliance was corroborated by the
marriage of Orkhan with the daughter of Cantacuzenus, Theodora. Under these circumstances, the
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Ottoman troops learned the topography of Thrace
and Macedonia, while they became rich by pillaging
the property of Cantacuzenus' opponents and by taking them into captivity together with the peasants,
who had remained faithful to the legitimate heir, in
order to sell them as slaves. Cantacuzenus himself
confesses that he could not control his Turkish allies.
During the same period, around 1346, the Ottomans
annexed the adjacent amirate of Karasi [q.v.] thus
gaining access to the Aegean Sea. Orkhan, who had
a fleet of at least 36 vessels as early as the 1330s, acquired thus the important fleet of the Karasi Turks
who, experienced in naval warfare, began to collaborate successfully with the Ottomans by organising
raids on the Greek littoral. The alliance between Cantacuzenus and Orkhan continued after the end of the
civil war in 1347, because the former, insecure and
suspecting that some of the Thracian towns were
ready to revolt against him, frequently appealed to his
son-in-law for military support. Orkhan's son,
Siileyman Pasha, often resided in Thrace at the head
of troops sent to assist Cantacuzenus.
The war between Genoa and Venice, which broke
out in 1351 and in which the Byzantines were eventually involved, gave Orkhan the opportunity to
emerge on the international scene. He supported the
Genoese by supplying them first with victuals and
later with soldiers, and he placed a little fleet consisting of 9 vessels at their disposal. In 1351-2 the first
Genoese-Ottoman treaty was concluded. Around the
same time, the powerful kral of Serbia Stefan Dusan,
whose territories were harassed by the Ottoman raids,
tried also to conclude an alliance with Orkhan and
proposed to give his own daughter in matrimony to
one of his sons. It is not certain that the marriage ever
took place.
In 1352 Siileyman Pasha accomplished the first Ottoman conquest in Europe by occupying the fortress
of Tzymbe. In 1354 an earthquake destroyed the walls
of several towns in Thrace, including the strategically
important fortress of Kallipolis/Gelibolu [q. v. ]. The
Turks who were encamped in the countryside proceeded immediately to occupy them, while their inhabitants fled before them to escape captivity.
Siileyman Pasha immediately took care of Kallipolis
by restoring its walls and by inviting some prominent
Turks to settle in it. In this same year the Ottomans
occupied two important towns in Asia Minor, Ankara
and Krateia Gerede.
The Ottoman expansion was temporarily halted in
1357, when Orkhan's son Khalll was captured by
Genoese pirates and taken to Phocaea, a town
nominally under Byzantine rule. Orkhan was obliged
to ask for the help of the Byzantine emperor, who put
forward as a condition the end of the Ottoman raids.
A treaty was concluded and the Byzantines had a
period of peace. Nevertheless, the Ottomans resumed
their raids on Thrace, perhaps as a result of the activity of the papal legate Pierre Thomas, who visited
Constantinople with his fleet and then proceeded to an
attack on Lampsakos in the autumn of 1359. It was
probably in 1361 that the Ottomans conquered
Didymoteichon/Dimetoka [q. v. ].
Orkhan died in March 1362 (P. Schreiner, Die
Byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, ii, Vienna 1977, 290-1).
He left a state extending over Asia Minor and
Europe. He had consolidated his rule by organising
the administration of his territory, which was divided
into domains governed by his sons and by some
military chiefs. According to the Ottoman chronicles,
in his years, besides the irregular force of the akindjis
[q.v,], a cavalry was created consisting of musellems

[q.v.] and an infantry ofyayas. The information given
by Idrls Bidllsl [q. v. ] that the corps of the Janissaries
was founded in Orkhan's days seems to be inaccurate
(see V.L. Menage, Some notes on the Devshirme, in
BSOAS, xxix [1966], 64-78). Regulations regarding
dress produced a clear distinction between the Ottoman army and that of the other amirates, and cAla°
al-Dm induced his brother to adopt the white cap
(bork) for his soldiers.
Orkhan founded several mosques, establishments
for dervishes, charitable institutions and schools.
Religious life was vigorous in his days and akin fraternities were active in the towns, as well as orders of
dervishes, who remained popular religious leaders
often inspired by heterodox doctrines. However, orthodox Islamic traditions became gradually predominant through the growing influence of theologians indicated in the sources as ddnishmend. On the other
hand, there existed close relations with the local
Christian population, and the early Ottoman
chronicles mention many a Byzantine lord, or even
groups of Christians, who collaborated with the Ottomans. In 1354 Gregory Palamas, Metropolitan of
Thessalonica and distinguished theologian, was taken
a prisoner to the Ottoman territories, where he had
the opportunity to meet the Christian communities
and also to participate in a public theological debate
organised by Orkhan in Nicaea.
The economic situation of the state which Orkhan
left behind, was apparently prosperous. The currency
was the silver akce [q.v.] struck in his name. Apart
from agriculture and cattle-raising, the revenues of his
state derived from booty, which was important as it
included war captives sold as slaves or liberated after
paying ransom; from the annual tribute paid by the
Byzantines and the other Christian states and from
the money paid by Christian states in order to be allowed to recruit soldiers within his amirate; and finally, from customs duties since trade was carried out, as
suggested by the commercial treaty concluded with
the Genoese.
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Ankara 1989; Anna Philippidis-Braat, La captivitede
Palamas chez les Turcs: dossier et commentaire, in Travaux
et Memoires, vii (1979), 109-221; M.M. Pixley, On
the date of Orhan's accession, in The Turkish Studies
Association Bulletin, v (1981), 32-3; i.H. Uzuncarsili,
Osmanltlarda ilk vezirlere dair mutalea, in Belleten, iii
(1939), 99-106; idem, Gazi Orhan bey vakfiyesi, in
Belleten, v (1941), 277-88; idem, Orhan gazi'nin vefat
eden oglu Siileyman pasa if in tertip ettirdigi vakfiyenin aslt,
in Belleten, xxvii (1963), 437-51; E. Werner, Die
Geburt einer Grossmacht—Die Osmanen, Forschungen
zur Mittelalterlichen Geschichte 32, 4th ed.,
Weimar 1985; P. Wittek, The rise of the Ottoman empire, London 1938; idem, Zu einigen fruhosmanischen
Urkunden, in WZKM, liii (1957), 300-13; idem, Zur
Geschichte Angoras in Mittelalter, in Festschrift G. Jacob,
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ed. Th. Menzel, Leipzig 1932, 329-54; E.A.
Zachariadou, 'laropfa xat OpuXoi TWV /7aAata3v
£ouArava>v 1300-1400, Athens 1991; eadem,
S'enrichir en Asie Mineure au quatorzieme siecle, in Hommes et richesses dans I'empire byzantin, ed. V. Kravari
et al., ii, Paris 1991, 215-24; eadem, Trade and
Crusade, Venetian Crete and the Emirates of Menteshe and
Aydin (1300-1415), Library of the Hellenic Institute
of Byzantine and Post-Byzantine Studies, xi,
Venice 1983.
_
(E.A. ZACHARIADOU)
ORKHAN KEMAL, Mehmed Rashid (Orhan
Kemal Ogiitcu), Turkish short story w r i t e r and
n o v e l i s t , born in Adana, Ceyhan, on 15 September
1914, died in 1970. His father cAbd iil-Kadir Kemali
was a lawyer who became a first-term MP (1920-3)
and Minister of Justice for a while and founded the
EhalT Djumhuriyyet party in Adana but was forced to
flee to Syria upon the closure of his party. Orhan
Kemal left secondary school and went with his father,
and for a year they lived in Syria and Lebanon, where
he worked at a printing house (reflected in his later
novel Baba evi). In 1932 his father died and Orhan
came back to Adana, working as a labourer, weaver,
secretary and stock-taker in the cotton mills (1932-8).
During his spare time he read extensively and began
to write adventure novels and plays. While doing his
military service, he wrote poetry under the
pseudonym Rasit Kemali (later he also used that of
Orhan Rasit). He was arrested on the allegation that
he had engaged in political propaganda and was imprisoned for 5 years (1938-43). He published his first
story Balik, in 1940, and between 1941-3, his stories
were published in Yeni edebiyat, Yuruyus, Ikdam, Yurt ve
dunya, and Adimlar. In Bursa prison he met Nazim
Hikmet [q. v.] and wrote prose under his influence,
and in 1945, the literary journal Varlik declared him
to be the most popular story writer. In 1943 he had
come back to Adana, and when he could no longer
find employment, moved to Istanbul with his family
and tried to make a living as a writer. In 1949 Ekmek
kavgasi and his first novel Baba evi were published, and
he then became famous; in 1958 Kardes payi and in
1969 Once ekmek won literary prizes. He still had to
write for his living, and produced novels, short
stories, interviews, scripts for cinema and theatre. In
1970 he was invited to Bulgaria, where he died on 2
June.
In his works Orhan Kemal told of the small people
who struggled to earn their daily bread—labourers
who worked in the fields and factories of the
Qukurova, people who lived in the slums of the big
city. His characters therefore are workers, small
government officials, beggars, garbage collectors, inmates, villagers, drivers, whores and the like. He
played a great role in introducing "life in the prison"
as a theme to Turkish short story. He was keen to
reflect the social state of women and children in his
works. His women have the traditional positive attributes, and his child heroes begin to work before
they can enjoy their childhood. Some of his works
reflect the conditions after the war years: effects of industrialisation, capitalism, changing traditions of the
lower classes, especially in the Adana region. He
reflected on his childhood, and the stories he heard
from his inmates during his imprisonment. His works
after 1946 are about the class war, and the bitter indifference of the big cities to poor people became a dominant theme. He does not describe the psychological
dispositions of his characters, but this is reflected instead in the dialogues of the characters themselves.
His language and style are plain, without metaphors
and similes. Most of his works have been made into
films, with the scripts by the author himself.
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Bibliography: 1. First e d i t i o n s , (a) Novels:
Baba evi, 1949; Avare yillar, 1950; Murtaza, 1952;
Cemile, 1952; Bereketli topraklar iizerinde, 1954 (in
French: Sur les terres Jertiles, Paris, Gallimard, 1971);
Suflu, 1957; Devlet kusu, 1958; Vukuat var, 1959;
Gavurun hzi, 1959; Dunya evi, 1960; El kizi, 1960;
Hanimin fiftligi, 1961; Gurbet kuslan, 1962; Eskici ve
ogullan, 1962; Sokaklann (ocugu, 1963; Kanh topraklar,
1963; Bir Filiz vardi, 1965; Mufettisler mufettisi, 1966;
Yalanci dunya, 1966; Evlerden biri, 1966; Arkadas
ishklan, 1968; Sokaklardan bir kiz, 1968; Uf kagitfi,
1969; Kotiiyol, 1969; Kafak, 1970. (b) Stories: Ekmek
kavgasi, 1949; Sarhoslar, 1951; Qamasircimn kizi,
1952; 72. kogus, 1954; Grev, 1954; Arka sokak, 1956;
Kardes payi, 1957; Babil kulesi, 1957; Serseri milyoner,
1957;' Kufucuk, \96tyMahallekavgasi, 1963; Diinyada
harp vardi, 1963; Issiz, 1966; Once ekmek, 1968;
Kiifiikler ve buyiikler, 1971.
2. S t u d i e s . Y. Kenan Karacanlar, Orhan Kemal,
Istanbul 1974; H. Altinkaynak, A. Bezirci, Orhan
Kemal, Istanbul 1977; O. Onertoy, Turk roman ve
dykusu, Ankara 1984; C. Kudret, Turk edebiyatinda
hikdye ve roman, Istanbul 1990. (QicDEM BALIM)
ORKHAN SEYFl (Orhan Seyfi Orhon), T u r k i s h
poet and j o u r n a l i s t , born in 1890 in Istanbul, died
in 1972. He was the son of Colonel Emm and Ni c met.
After
finishing
Mekteb-i
Hukuk
(Istanbul
Darulfiinun Hukuk Fakiiltesi, i.e. Faculty of Law) in
1914, the same year he became a secretary at the
Othmanli Medjlis-i Meb c uthani until its suspension.
In 1913 he published a small book of poems Flrtlna ve
kdr in carud metre. His second book, Peri kizi He coban
hikdyesi, a poetic tale with a Turkic theme written in
syllabic metre, was published in 1919. He taught
literature at several schools in Istanbul, and then in
1922 he began to publish Ak baba, the famous satirical
magazine, with Yusuf Ziya. In 1924 he launched
Resimli dunya, a children's magazine, followed by
Gunesh, Papaghan and Yeni kalem magazines in 1927. In
1932 he published Edebiyat gazetesi, in 1935 Ayda bir,
and in 1942 Qmaralti. In 1946 he became an MP for
the Halk partisi (Republican People's Party) from
Zonguldak. In 1960 he returned to journalism. In
1965 he joined the Adalet partisi (Justice Party) as an
MP from Istanbul. From 1969 until his death on 22
August 1972, he worked as a journalist.
Throughout his life, he wrote for many newspapers
and magazines, including Taswir-i efkdr, Cumhuriyet,
Ulus, Zafer and Son Havadis. As a poet, his first poems
are in ^arudlaruz, but later he became one of the
famous promoters of syllabic metre of the National
literary movement between 1908-12. In fact, he is
known as one of the group of young poets called the
"Five poets of the syllabic metre" (Faruk Nafiz
Qamhbel, Enis Behic Koryiirek, Halit Fahri Ozansoy
and Yusuf Ziya Ortac being the others). His popular
poems have been set to music.
Bibliography: 1. Selected w o r k s , (a) Poetry:
Firfinawekdr, 1919; Peri kizi He coban hikdyesi, 1919;
Gonulden sesler, 1922; 0 beyaz bir kustu, 1941; Kervan,
1964; tste sevdigim dunya, 1965; $iirler, 1970. (b)
Novel: Qocuk adam, 1964. (c) Satire: Asri Kerem,
1942. (d) Collected articles: Dun, bugiin, yann, 1943;
Kulaktan kulaga, 1943; Hicivler, 1951. (e) Short story:
Dugun gecesi, 1957.
2. Studies. §. Kurdakul, §airler veyazarlar sozlugu,
Istanbul 1971; N.S. Banarh, Turk edebiyati tarihi,
Ankara 1984; S.K. Karaalioglu, Turk edebiyati tarihi,
Istanbul 1986.
(QiGDEM BALIM)
ORKHON. a river of the northern part of what is
now the Mongolian People's Republic; it joins the
Selenga to flow northwards eventually into Lake
Baikal.
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For Turcologists, the banks of this river are of
supreme importance as the locus for the Old Turkish
inscriptions, carved in the middle decades of the 8th
century in a so-called "runic" script, in fact derived
ultimately from the Aramaic one [see TURKS.
Languages]. These inscriptions are the royal annals of
the Koktiirk empire, centred on this region till its fall
in 744 and supersession by a Uyghur [q. v. ] grouping
based on Kara Balghasun on the Orkhon; these
Uyghurs were in turn dispossessed by the Kirghiz
[q. v.} in 840 and forced to migrate southwards to Kansu and Turfan [q.vv.]. No Islamic geographers mention the Orkhon, but we know something of Kara
Balghasun (whose ruins are still visible) from the visit
to it by a Muslim traveller Tamlm b. Bahr alMuttawwi c , which probably took place, in Minorsky's
view, in 821 A.D.; this is the only first-hand Muslim
account of the Uyghur kingdom in Mongolia.
Bibliography: See V. Minorsky, Tamim ibn
Bahr's journey to the Uyghurs, in BSOAS, xii (1948),
275-305.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
OROMO, a people of eastern A f r i c a , partly
Islamised, present in Ethiopia but also, although in
small numbers only, in Kenya, Somalia and even in
the Sudan. Among its constituent groups are the Arssi
(Arusi), Boran, Guji, Karayu, Leqa, Macha, Raya
(Azebo), Tulama, Wello, etc. The Amharas, amongst
whom they have become installed, have for a long
time given them the name of "Galla", whose etymology is uncertain.
Numerically, the Oromo form one of the leading
ethnic groups of Africa. In Ethiopia they represent
40% of the total population, i.e. between some ten
and fourteen millions. Linguistically, they are the majority, ahead of the Amhara speakers. Their language
is called by themselves afaan oromo and by the Amharas
oromehha or gallehna, and belongs to the Cushitic group
[see RUSH] at the side of Afar, Agaw, Becpa, Saho and
Somali. The writing of Oromo in Latin characters
seems now to be becoming generalised, even though
the Ethiopian or Arabic alphabets have sometimes
been used for it also.
Religious differences (they include Christians
faithful to the national church, Catholics and
Lutherans, also Muslims, and also followers of their
traditional religions), as well as the cultural diversity
of their groups and the denial of their existence as a
people before 1975, have not prevented the gradual
formation of a common identity among the Oromo.
This is based on a substantial degree of linguistic intercommunication and on common values (such as the
gada system). For some people it shows itself in a nationalism which the setting-up of a new, decentralised
Ethiopian administrative system (1992), which
endeavours to regroup the Oromo lands into an entity
called "Oromia", would probably not satisfy
completely.
The cradle of the Oromo, originally nomads, is
believed to have been the region which stretches from
Lake Abaya to the upper course of the Webi Shebele.
The most important warrior raids and migrations
which pushed them northwards began in the middle of
the loth century. They were favoured, if not provoked, by the disorder brought about by the wars which
had set the Christian empire against the Muslims in
the first half of that century, and especially against the
sultanate of Harar [q.v.]. These migrations brought
them to the Blue Nile, to Tigre and, in the northeast,
to Harar, in the midst of peoples whose customs and
beliefs, and even language, they often adopted. In this
way, some of them early became Muslim.
From the 18th century onwards, Muslim political

entities took shape, often engaged in trading. In the
north, the Tajju and Wello were capable of having an
influence on the political evolution of the Christian
states until 1853. In the south, petty kingdoms (Ennarya, Jimma, Gera, Gomma and Guma),
originating from the middle of the 18th century,
became Muslim under the influence of merchants,
mainly Harari ones. Divided by internal rivalries,
they were integrated into the empire by Menelik between 1881 and 1897, together with the Arssi region
which had become Muslim in the second half of the
century and the sultanate of Harar itself.
Oromo Islam is far from "orthodox", and its
devotees are sometimes Muslim only in name. The
famous pilgrimage to the kubba of Shaykh Nur Husen
takes place in the Arssi territory, and the rites practised there strongly resemble those of the traditional
pilgrimages at Abba Mudda. The influential tarikas
have come from the Sudan (Tldjaniyya, Sammaniyya) or from Arabia (Ahmadiyya, Kadiriyya).
Bibliography: Information on Oromo Islam is
very scattered. In addition to the bibls. published
on Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia, one may consult
J.S. Trimingham, Islam in Ethiopia, London 1952;
A. Trudnos, Oromo documentation. Bibliography and
maps, Warsaw 1984; P.T.W. Baxter, The present state
of Oromo studies: a resume, in Bull, des Etudes Africaines
de I'lnalco, vi, no. 11 (1986), 53-82.
(A. ROUAUD)
ORONTE(s) [see AL- C ASI].
ORTA (T.), literally "centre", in Ottoman
Turkish military terminology, the equivalent of a
company of fighting men in the three divisions
(the Segmen, the Dj_emd^at and the Boluk) of which the
Janissary corps was eventually composed [see ODJAK
and YENI £ERILER).
The number of ortas within the corps varied through
the ages, but eventually approached 200; d'Ohsson
reckoned the total at 229. The strength of each orta
likewise varied; in the time of Mehemmed II Fatih
[q. v . } , they are said to have been composed of 50 men,
but in the low hundreds at subsequent periods. The
commander of an orta was called the Corbaaji (literally,
"soup purveyor" [q.v.]), and amongst the officers
below him were, inter alias, the Ashdjl ("cook") and
the Bash Kara Kullukdju ("head scullion"), reflecting
the origin of much Janissary nomenclature in culinary
terms. The several officers in an orta seem to have
reflected a variety of military functions rather than a
hierarchy of ranks, as in modern armies. Also, each
orta had its own clerk, odayazldjl, who kept the rolls of
the soldiers on the company's strength.
Bibliography: i.H. Uzungar§ih, Osmanli devleti
teshldtindan kapukulu ocaklan, Ankara 1943-4, index;
M.Z. Pakalm, Tarih deyimleri ve terimleri sdzliigu,
Istanbul 1946-54, ii, 730-1; H.A.R. Gibb and H.
Bowen, Islamic society in the West, i/1, London 1950,
index and esp. 60-3, 314-20.
(Eo.)
ORTA OYUNU (T.), "entertainment staged in the
middle place", a form of p o p u l a r T u r k i s h e n t e r t a i n m e n t so-called because it takes place in the open
air, palanka, around which the spectators form a circle.
One side is reserved for the men, the other for the
women. Behind the spectators is found the place
where the actors get ready to enter the stage by means
of a passage which is left free. The decor consists solely of a chair—or a table—called diikkdn "shop, booth"
and a folding screen,yeni dunyd "new world". An orchestra made up of a zurna, oboe, a cifte nakkdre "double drum" and a dawul "big drum" plays a tune for
dancing, and the dancers (kocek) enter the stage, followed by the djurdjunadjis "comic dancers". After this
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preliminary demonstration, the actors proper appear.
The two main characters, Kawuklu and Pishekar,
have, respectively, the same characteristics of those of
Karagoz and Hacivad in the shadow theatre [see
KARAGOZ], likewise the character of Zenne "lady"
(here a male actor in woman's dress) and the various
other types representing the minority groups of the
Ottoman empire: Jew, Armenian, Frank (here the
Frenchman, or European, resident in Turkey) and
the Anatolian peasant, here called Turk. The role of
Bebe Ruhi of the shadow plays is here played by an
actor genuinely a dwarf and hump-backed.
There are a large number of themes in common
with the shadow theatre, and several of these are
drawn from the repertoire of popular romances like
those of Ferhad and Shlrin, Leyla and Medjnun, etc.
As in the Karagoz plays, these are stripped of their
serious nature, enriched by comic elements and provided with a happy ending. What distinguishes the
Orta Oyunu from Karagoz is, so it would appear, its
mode of presentation: the coming together of living
persons who are entirely free to draw comic effects
from the mimes. A burlesque dialogue between
Kawuklu and Pishekar is called ceneyarlshl "chin competition", a term signifying in Turkish "contest in
gossiping, talking at length"; the two actors, drawing
upon the term's ambiguity, reinforce their repartee
with a miming contest which consists of twisting and
deforming the chin to produce the most comic effects
of the face.
Certain types of taklid "comic imitation" of the
Turkish tradition attested from the 12th century onwards have some common features with the Orta
Oyunu, but only the imitative element can be traced
back to there. The same applies to the spectacle
known as kol oyunu "entertainment with troupes"
about which Ewliya Celebi speaks. One could also
compare the Orta Oyunu with the improvised street
displays of rural areas. Nevertheless, with the full array of its characteristics, the Orta Oyunu is only attested in written sources after the beginning of the
18th century.
Some Orta Oyunu texts, transcribed rather late,
have been published in the works of Martinovitch
(one text in translation) and of Cevdet Kudret (nine
texts). In the work of Selim Niizhet Gercek appears a
list of 46 titles.
Bibliography: I. Kunos, Das turkische Volksschauspiel: Orta Ojunu, Leipzig 1908; E. Saussey, Litterature populaire turque, Paris 1936; N.N. Martinovitch, The Turkish theatre, New York 1933;
Ahmet Kutsi Tecer, Koylu temsilleri, Ankara 1940;
Th. Menzel, Meddah, Schattentheater und Orta-Ojunu,
Prague 1941; Selim Niizhet Gercek, Turk temasast:
Meddah, Karagoz, Orta oyunu, Istanbul 1942; A.
Bombaci, Orta-oyunu, in WZKM, Ivi (1960), 285-97;
Siikrii Elgin, Anadolu koy orta oyunlan, Ankara 1964;
Helga Uplegger, Das Volksschauspiel, in PTF, ii,
Wiesbaden 1964, 147-58, 169-70; Metin And,
Geleneksel Turk tiyatrosu, Ankara 1969, 172-242;
Cevdet Kudret, Orta oyunu, Ankara 1973.
(P.N. BORATAV)
ORTAC, YUSUF DIYA (Yusuf Ziya Ortac),
T u r k i s h poet and j o u r n a l i s t , born on 23 April
1895 in Istanbul, the son of engineer Suleyman Sami
and Hurriyye, died in 1968. He finished Wefd i^dddlst
in 1915. By then he had already showed an interest in
writing poetry and had won a prize for one of his
poems, which was published in Turkyurdu. He taught
literature first in izmit, then at Galatasaray lycee. His
poetry followed the tradition of the nationalist poets of
the time. His first book of poems, Akindan aklna was
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published in 1916, followed by Djenk ufuklariin 1917,
a work which aimed to give moral support to the army
and the nation during the war. In 1918 he began to
write satirical poems. He launched a journal called
Shamir and wrote in the journal Diken using the
pseudonym of Gimdik. In 1919 he published his
satirical poems in Shen kitdb, comprising twenty poems
which criticise the social and administrative life of
Istanbul. In 1922, he published Ak baba, a satirical
magazine, with Orkhan SeyfT [q.v. ], which became
the forerunner of the journals of satire during the first
years of the Republic. Yusuf Ziya wrote for the
newspapers Ikdam and Cumhuriyet between the years
1927 and 1933. In 1935, he published Ayda bir with
Orhan Seyfi Orhon as well as Her ay, a journal
devoted to arts, economy and politics, and also the
journal Qmaralti. He left journalism to work as a
literature teacher and later became an MP between
the years 1946-54. In 1962 he published his last book
Bir ruzgar esti and until 1967 he worked for the
magazine Akbaba. He died on 11 March 1968.
Bibliography: 1. Selected w o r k s , (a) Collections ofj>oetry: Akindan aklna, 1916; Djenk ufuklarl,
1917; ^Ashlklaryolu, 1919; Sha^rin du^dsl, 1919; Shen
kitdb, 1919; Yanardag, 1928; Bir servi golgesi, 1938;
Bir ruzgar esti, 1962. (b) Plays: Bin ndz, 1917; Kordugum, 1919; Nikdhta kerdmet, 1923; Name veya eski
mektup, 1938. (c) Novels: Uf kath ev, 1953; Gdf,
1961. (d) Travel books: Goz ucuyla Avrupa, 1958. (e)
Collection of articles: Ocak, 1943; San fizmeli Mehmet
Aga, 1956; Gun dogmadan, 1960. (f) Memoirs: Bir
varmis bir yokmus: portreler, 1960; Bizimyokus, 1966.
2. S t u d i e s . Ahmet Kabakli, Turk edebiyati 3,
Istanbul 1972; Fethi H. Gozler, Hece vezni ve hecenin
bes sairi, Istanbul 1980; Mehmet Onal, Yusuf Ziya
Ortaf, Ankara 1986.
(giGDEM BALIM)
ORUDJ [see URUDJ].
C
OSMAN DAN FODIO [see UTHMAN IBN FUDI].
OSMAN DIGNA [see C UTHMAN ABU BAKR DIGNA].
OSMAN NURI [see ERGIN, OSMAN NURI].
OSRUSHANA [see USRUSHANA].
OSSETIANS, an I r a n i c - s p e a k i n g people who
live in the central part of the North Caucasus,
primarily in the North Ossetian ASSR and
neighbouring areas on the southern slopes of these
mountains in Georgia. According to the 1989 census,
of the approximately 598,000 Ossetians in the former
Soviet Union, 335,000 live in North Ossetia and
164,000 in Georgia. Sixty-five thousand of the Ossetians living in Georgia live in what was the South
Ossetian AO.
The Ossetians are divided into two major religious
groups, the Orthodox Christian Ossetians (Iron and
Tuallag) and those professing Sunn! Islam, the Digor
Ossetians. The Iron, or Eastern Ossetians, live
primarily in eastern North Ossetia, and the Tuallag in
Georgia. The Digors live primarily in the mountains
and valleys of the northwestern part of Northern
Ossetia, in a small portion of eastern Kabarda, and in
the major Ossetian urban centre of Vladikavkaz.
The Muslim Ossetians are a relatively small
minority, constituting between 20 to 30% of the Ossetian population. The ancestors of the Digors accepted
Islam under the influence of the neighbouring Kabardinians between the 16th to 19th centuries. Although
both Christianity and Sunn! Islam are represented in
Ossetia, both of these faiths form only a thin veneer
over a strong residual influence of the ancient
polytheist and animist beliefs of the north Caucasian
tribes. Pagan rituals, deities and folkways of Caucasian culture have survived throughout Ossetia, mixing with traditional Christian and Islamic beliefs and
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practices. For example, polygamy was practiced well
into the Soviet period among both Christian and
Muslim Ossetians, and both groups appear to have
been relatively casual in practicing their respective
faiths. This syncretic blend has resulted in a curiously
unique and distinct Ossetian culture. In addition to
adopting many beliefs of the local Caucasic peoples
among whom they lived, including the Balkars, Ingush, Kabardinians, and Georgians, the Digors and
other Ossetians also maintain fragments of the ancient
cultural practices of their nomadic ancestors, the
Alans.
The Ossetians are considered to be descendants of
the ancient Scythian and Sarmatian tribes who inhabited the steppe region north of the Black Sea. In
the fourth century A.D., the Alans, descendants of
these tribes, were forced southward from their steppe
homelands by more powerful nomadic tribes, including the Huns and the Mongols. Although they
generally maintained their nomadic way of life, the
Alans formed a loosely structured state called Alania
in the foothills and mountain valleys between the upper Kuban River and the Darial Gorge of the
Caucasus. Strong ties were established between
Alania and the Byzantine Empire, and, in the 10th
century, Christianity became the offical religion of
Alania [see further, ALAN].
Following the Mongol invasions of the 13th century, the Alans scattered. One group migrated to
what is now Hungary and parts of western Europe;
another followed the Huns to China. The Alans who
remained in the Caucasus region moved deeper into
the mountain valleys and on to the southern slopes of
the mountain range, abandoning their nomadic way
of life for the more sedentary Caucasian life style of
stock raising and agriculture. After intermarrying and
culturally mixing with the local Caucasian peoples,
the Alans re-emerged three centuries later as a distinct
ethnic group now known as the Ossetians.
The Ossetic language is the only survivor of the
northeastern branch of Iranian languages, also known
as Scythian. Ossetic is divided into two main dialects:
"eastern" or Iron and "western" or Digor. Among
the Digor Ossetians, a form of Ossetic developed incorporating linguistic elements from Kabardinian
(Circassian), a Caucasic language. Many archaic
linguistic terms and structures that no longer exist in
Iron or Tuallag Ossetic were preserved in Digor. Iron
and Tuallag are more heavily influenced by the Russian and Georgian languages, respectively. In the late
19th century a distinct Digor literary language was
created, which used Arabic characters. At the same
time, the Iron dialect was written in the Cyrillic
alphabet and Tuallag in the Georgian alphabet. In
1923, all dialects of Ossetic were changed to the Latin
alphabet, and in 1939, the Digor literary language
was abolished and replaced by standard literary Iron,
which again used the Cyrillic alphabet.
In 1944 the Digor were deported to Central Asia
along with other Muslim peoples of the North
Caucasus. In the late 1950s, the survivors of the
deportations were permitted to return to homelands in
the North Caucasus, and the Digor were resettled
more or less in their traditional territories in the Digor
Valley and the foothills of western North Ossetia,
along the border of Kabarda. Today, the Digors live
primarily by animal husbandry, settled agriculture,
and many work in the nickel mining industry of North
Ossetia. There are no major cities in the Digor region
of North Ossetia and the Digor remain less urbanised
than their Christian Iron neighbours and kinsmen.
Bibliography: R. Wixman, Language aspects of

ethnic patterns and processes in the North Caucasus,
University of Chicago, Department of Geography
Series, no. 191, 1980; idem, The peoples of the USSR.
An ethnographic handbook. Armonk, N.Y. 1988; S. A.
Shuiskii, Ossetians, in Muslim peoples: a world
ethnographic survey, ii, ed. R.V. Weekes, second edition, Westport, Conn. 1984; Osetini, in Narodi
Kavkaza, ii, Moscow 1956; T. Trilati, Literature on
Ossetia and the Ossetians, in Caucasian Review, no. 6
(1958). See also The modern encyclopedia of Russian and
Soviet history, ed. J.L. Wieczynski, xxvi, Gulf
Breeze, Fla. 1982; Atlas Cevero-Osetinskaya ASSR,
Moscow 1967.
(NANCY E. LEEPER)
OSTADSIS [see USTADHSIS].
C
OTHMAN, AL-I COTHMAN [see C OTHMANLI].
C
OTHMAN I, e p o n y m o u s f o u n d e r of the Ottoman d y n a s t y . It is impossible to establish the
dates of his birth or of his accession to sovereignty. He
was active during the first quarter of the 8th/14th century, and Ottoman tradition asserts that he died shortly after his son Orkhan's [q.v.] conquest of Bursa (on
6 April 1326. For this date, see P. Schreiner, Die
Byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, ii, Vienna 1977, 231).
However, this story which makes a son assume leadership already during his father's lifetime, may have
originated in the early 9th/15th century simply as an
ideal model of succession to contrast with the contemporary practice of succession by fratricide. A wakfiyya
of c Othman's son Orkhan, dated Rabl*1 I 724/March
1324 (I.H. Uzuncarsili, Gazi Orhan Bey vakfiyesi, in
Belleten, v/19 [1941], 277-88) already bears Orkhan's
tughra [ q . v . ] , suggesting—but by no means proving—
that he had succeeded to full sovereignty by this date.
In which case, c Othman's death should perhaps be
placed before March 1324. (For an argument in
favour of 724/1324 as the date of Orkhan's succession,
see I.H. Uzungarsili, Gazi Orhan Begin hukiimdar oldugu
tarih, in Belleten, ix/33 [1945], 207-11.)
c
Othman's origins are unknown. However,
Turkish sources beginning with the Iskender-name (ca.
1400) of Ahmed! [q.v.] (ed. Ismail Unver, Ankara
1983, 65b) are unanimous in naming his father as Ertoghrul [q.v.], and a silver coin stamped on the
obverse and reverse "Struck (by) cOthman son of Ertoghrul" supports this claim (I. Artuk, Osmanh
beyliginin kurucusu Osman Gaziye ait sikke, in 1st International Congress on the Social and Economic History of
Turkey. Papers, Ankara [1983], 27-33). The names of
c
Othman's children, apart from Orkhan, are also
known, as they appear as witnesses to Orkhan's
wakfiyya of 724/1324. They are Coban, Hamld,
Melik, Pazarlu and Fatma Khatun. The Malkhatun
daughter of cOmer Beg, whose name also appears as
a witness to the same document, may have_ been
c
Othman's wife. Ottoman tradition from cAshikpasha-zade [q.v.] onwards name his wife as Malkhun.
daughter of the legendary dervish Edebali. Neshn
[ q . v . ] , however, while taking over cAshik-pashazade's tale of cOthman's marriage, adds a separate
anecdote about c Othman's love-affair with a lady
called Malkhatun (ed. F. Taeschner, Gihdnnumd. Die
altosmanische Chronik des Mevldnd Mehemmed Neschri, i.
Text of Codex Menzel, Leipzig 1951, 24. The copyist
of the Manisa ms. renders this name as Malkhun
Khatun. See Taeschner, Gihdnnumd, ii. Text of Codex
Manisa 1373, Leipzig 1955, 29). These tales may conceivably represent folk-memories of a real Malkhatun.
a wife of the historical c Othman.
The Anonymous chronicles (ed. F. Giese, Die
Altosmanischen Anonymen Chroniken, Breslau 1922, 7)
and Oruc (Oru£ b. cAdil, ed. F. Babinger, Tevdnkh-i
Al-i COthman, Hanover 1925, 12, 15-16) attribute only
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two sons to cOthman: Orkhan and ^Ali Pasha.
c
Ashik-pasha-zade (ed. CA1I, Tevdnkh-i Al-i COthman,
Istanbul 1332/1913-14, 39-40) adopts this scheme, but
re-names CAH Pasha as ^la3 al-DTn Pasha [q. v. ,_cAla3
al-Din Bey]. Most later historians follow c Ashikpasha-zade. However, the figure of CAH Pasha^Ala3
al-Din Pasha is wholly fictitious, despite inclusion in
the Encyclopaedia of Islam. (For the origin and development of this legend, see C. Imber, Canon and apocrypha
in early Ottoman history, in C. Finkel and C.J. Heywood
(eds.), Festschrift for V.L. Menage, Istanbul.)
The survival of a coin stamped with c Othman's
name confirms the Ottoman tradition that he declared
himself an independent ruler, since the issue of
coinage served as a declaration of sovereignty. There
are no other Ottoman texts or artefacts from his reign.
The only contemporary source to mention c Othman is
the Byzantine chronicle of George Pachymeres (1242ca. 1310) (ed. I. Bekker, De Michaele et Andronico
Palaeologo, Bonn 1835, ii).
Pachymeres' references to c Othman are confused.
His chronicle records a victory which c Othman won
over the Byzantine hetaireiarches Mouzalon at Bapheus,
identified as the district around Nikomedia/Izmit
(Pachymeres, op. cit., 333). The battle, Pachymeres
claims, "was the beginning of great trouble for the
whole region." In a second attempt to defeat
c
Othman, the Byzantine Emperor Andronicus II sent
another force against him under the stratopedarch
Siouros. c Othman defeated this army in a night attack
near a fortress called Katoikia, which he had also occupied (Pachymeres, op. cit., 414). Pachymeres
follows his account of this victory with a statement
that c Othman next occupied Belokome/Biledjik [ q . v . ] ,
thereby "gaining great wealth and living in prosperity, and using the fortresses as places of safekeeping for
treasures" (Pachymeres, op. cit., 414-15). The exact
sequence of events is, however, unclear. In a slightly
earlier passage, Pachymeres already refers to the loss
of Belokome, together with Angelokome (inegol?),
Melangeia (inonii?), Anagourdia and Platanea
(unidentified), without, however, attributing these
conquests to c Othman (Pachymeres, op. cit., 413). It
would perhaps be reasonable to assume that it was
c
Othman who captured all these places, at about the
time of his victory at Katoikia. Pachymeres reports
that he also laid siege to Prousa/Bursa [q. v. ] and to
Pegai on the coast, where the besieged population suffered famine and plague (Pachymeres, op. cit., 414),
and finally that he made a determined but unsuccessful assault on Nikaia/Iznik [q. v.} (Pachymeres, op.
cit., 637). His final reference to c Othman reads: "So
in this way c Othman was greatly inspired to ambitious
plans. There was nothing in the regions around
Nikaia, Pythia and everywhere right down to the
coast which he did not control" (Pachymeres, op. cit.,
642).
The disjointed sequence of events that
Pachymeres describes must have occurred before 7078/1308, the closing date of his chronicle. One can infer
from this source that by this date the occupation of
Belokome/Biledjik and other fortresses had given
c
Othman a secure base in the Sakarya valley and that
he controlled the countryside westwards as far as the
Sea of Marmara.
The earliest Ottoman lists of c Othman's conquests
also indicate that his secure base was the Sakarya
valley. The Iskender-ndme of Ahmed! (loc. cit.} credits
him with the capture of Biledjik, Inegol and
Kopruhisar, at least the first two of which correspond
with Pachymeres' narrative. A Chronological list of
824/1421 lists Biledjik, Yarhisar, Inegol and
Yenishehir (Q.N. Atsiz, Osmanli tarihine ait takvimler,
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Istanbul 1961, 25), and the subsequent chronicles by
Shukrullah (ca.^ 1460) (ed. Th. Seif, Der Abschnitt uber
die Osmanen in Suhrullah 's persischer Universalgeschichte, in
MOG, ii [1923-6], 81) and Enwerl (ca. 1465) (ed.
M.H. Yinanc, Dustur-ndme-yi Enweri, Istanbul 1928,
82-3) offer permutations of these earlier lists. The
Anonymous chronicles (ed. Giese, 6), Oru2 (ed. Babinger, 12) and cAsh!k-pasha-zade (ed. CA1I, 18), all
deriving their information from a common source of
ca. 825/1422, also refer to c Othman's conquest of a
fortress called Kara[dja]hisar ("Black Fortress").
This toponym may correspond to the Melangeia of
Pachymeres, since alternative forms of this name are
Melagina/Melaina, which resemble the Greek word
melaina (f. sing, "black") and suggest that the Turkish
name is a caique of the Greek. The correspondence of
these places with the general locations of c Othman's
conquests to be inferred from Pachymeres suggests
that in these few particulars the Ottoman tradition is
historically accurate.
In general, however, Turkish traditions about
c
Othman are clearly unhistorical and should be understood as belonging to the literary genres of folkepic (ddstdn [q.v.]) and mandkib [ q . v . ] . These traditions
appear in their most primitive and disjointed form in
the Anonymous chronicles and Oru£, which derive the
core of their material from the "common source" of
ca. 825/1422. The History of cAshik-pasha-zade
presents a fuller and more coherent narrative, adding
a great deal to the stories which it shares with these
two chronicles. For this reason, it is c Ashik-pashazade whose narrative has come to form the basis of the
modern _historiography of c Othman's reign. However, c Ashik-pasha-zade's additional material is
similar in type to what he took from the "common
source". For example, he also derives the names of
c
Othman's followers and companions from toponyms,
and creates battle stories both from folk-etymologies
of place-names and from the sites of shrines. An example of this last type is c Othman's supposed victory
over the Byzantines at Koyunhisar, which modern
historians have over-optimistically identified with the
Bapheus in Pachymeres. The original story comes
from the "common source", and locates the battle at
the site of a shrine, which popular tradition came to
associate with the tomb of a fictitious relative of
c
Othman w_ho supposedly fell in a battle at that spot
(Oru£ b. c Adil, op. cit., 13). cAsh!k-pasha-zade (ed.
C
A1I, 21) adopts the same tale, but removes the battlesite to nearby Dinboz. This clearly reflects the influence of a tale preserved in the Ottoman history of
Theodore Spandugino (for the recension of 1513, see
La cronaca italiana di Teodoro Spandugino, in C. VillainGandossi, La Mediterranee aux XH-XVIe siecles, London
1983, 158-60; for the recension of 1538, seeC. Sathas,
Documents inedits relatifs a I'histoire de la Grece au moyendge, ix, Paris 1890, 138-9) of an Ottoman victory over
the infidels at Dinboz. The starting point of Spandugino's story is the name Dinboz itself, which he
understands as deriving from Turkish din boz- ("to
destroy religion") and as being so named in commemoration of an Ottoman victory over the Greeks.
c
Ashik-pasha-zade has simply conflated the two
stories to create a new account of a battle, and this
procedure is typical of his entire narrative.
In the 20th century, a number of historians have
adapted Ottoman traditions relating to cOthman and
his forbears in order to construct new theories of the
origins of the Ottoman Empire. M. Fuad Kopriilu
(Les origines de I'Empire Ottoman, Istanbul 1935) accepted that the Ottoman tradition making cOthman a
leader of the Kayi [q.v.] tribe is, at least in essence,
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true. R.P. Lindner (Nomads and Ottomans in mediaeval
Anatolia, Bloomington 1983) also postulated a tribal
origin for cOthman and his followers, but greatly
modified the traditional stories to accord with modern
anthropological theory. P. Wittek (The rise of the Ottoman Empire, London 1938) rejected the traditions of
c
Othman as leader of a tribe, in favour of the view
that he was leader of a ghdzi corporation and that these
ghazi origins pre-determined the future trajectory of
the Ottoman Empire. (On the intellectual roots of
Wittek's famous theory, see CJ. Heywood, Wittek and
the Austrian tradition, in JRAS [1988], 7-25; idem,
"Boundless dreams of the Levant": Paul Wittek, the GeorgeKreis, and the writing of Ottoman history, in ibid. [1989],
30-50. See also R.C. Jennings, Some thoughts on the
gazi-thesis, in WZKM, Ixxvi [1986], 151-61.) Another
thesis harmonises the "nomad" and "ghdzi" theories
(Halil Inalcik, The question of the emergence of the Ottoman
state, in International Journal of Turkish Studies, ii/2
[1981-2], 71-80). Another view is that the Ottoman
traditions concerning c Othman's origins and forbears
are myths, most of which developed during the course
of the 9th/15th century and had the function of
legitimising Ottoman dynastic rule (C. Imber, The Ottoman dynastic myth, in Turcica, xix [1987], 7-27; on the
legitimising functions of the Ottoman genealogy, see
Wittek, op. cit., 1-15; Barbara Flemming, Political
genealogies in the sixteenth century, in Osmanli Arastirmalan,
vii-viii [1988], 123-37).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C. IMBER)
C
OTHMAN II, s i x t e e n t h sultan of the Ottoman empire (regn. 1027-31/1618-22), was born
on 19 Djumada II 1012/15 November 1603; cf.
Sidjill-i ^othmdni, i, 56), the son of Sultan Ahmed I.
After the death of his father in November 1617, the
brother of the latter had been proclaimed sultan as
Mustafa I [q. v. ] but c Othman, taking advantage of the
weak character of his uncle and supported by the Mufti Escad Efendi and the Kizlar Aghast Mustafa, seized
the throne on 26 February 1618 by a coup d'etat.
The youth of the new sultan at first assured the promoters of the coup d'etat of considerable influence.
To them was due the replacement of Khalil Pasha
[q. v. ] as grand vizier by Okiiz Mehmed Pasha [q. v. ]
in January 1619. Khalil had just concluded a treaty of
peace with Shah c Abbas I of Persia, after a campaign
which had been indecisive. The relations with the
other powers, Austria and Venice, with which the
capitulations were renewed, were also peaceful. But in
January 1620, after Mehmed Pasha had been replaced by the very influential favourite Guzeldje CAH
Pasha [q. v. ], who removed from the court all possible
rivals, the chances of war increased. This time it was
a war with Poland, which broke out through the intrigues of the voivode of Moldavia. In the battle of
Jassy on 20 September 1620, the Polish army was annihilated by the ser-^asker Iskender Pasha. The grand
vizier, who held office mainly by satisfying the avarice
of the young sultan, never lost an occasion to irritate
and provoke the enmity of Austria and Venice. He
died on 9 March 1621 and under his successor Hiiseyn Pasha of Okhri, cOthman II took part in person
in the campaign of 1621 against Poland. This campaign ended in a check for the Turks and the Tartars,
who, with great losses, had in vain tried to storm the
fortified Polish camp on the Dniester near Choczim.
A preliminary peace was signed under the same conditions as before under Suleyman I, and the sultan appointed a new grand vizier, Dilawer-zade Hiiseyn
Pasha.
Since the time when c Othman, still considerably

under the influence of the Kizlar Aghasi Suleyman
and his Khodja, Molla C6mer, had begun to act independently, he had not been able to gain the sympathy of the army on account of his brutal treatment
of the Janissaries, nor of the people chiefly as a result
of his avarice, nor of the ^ulemd^. The latter were
particularly horrified at the sultan's wish to take four
legitimate wives from the free classes of his entourage;
he actually married the daughter of the Mufti Escad.
His unpopularity increased still further when he wished to put himself at the head of an army to fight Fakhr
al-Din Macn [#.#.], the Druze Amir, and to go on and
make the pilgrimage to Mecca. Preparations had
already been made for this expedition when on 18
May 1622, a mutiny broke out among the Janissaries
and SipahTs, who plundered the house of Molla
c
Omer. Next day, the rebels secured the cooperation
of the chief ^ulema* and demanded the heads of the
Kizlar Aghasi, the Khodja, the grand vizier and three
other high officials. cOthman at first refused, but after
the rebels had forced the third wall of the palace he
had to sacrifice the grand vizier and the Kizlar
Aghasi. But in the meantime, his uncle Mustafa had
been brought out from his seclusion in the harem to
be proclaimed sultan. cOthman tried during the night
to secure his throne through the influence of the Agha
of the Janissaries, but the latter was killed on the
following morning and he became the prisoner of the
Janissaries, who took him to their barracks. The
rebels had no intentions against his life, but meanwhile the direction of affairs had passed to Dawud
Pasha, the favourite and son-in-law of Mah-Peyker,
the mother of Sultan Mustafa. Dawud Pasha, being
appointed grand vizier, had c Othman taken to the
castle of Yedi Kule, where he was put to death in the
evening of 20 May 1622. He was buried in the turbe
of his father Ahmed I. cOthman is praised for his skill
as a horseman and for his intelligence. He was also a
poet with the makhlas of Farisl. He was the first of
three sultans to lose his life in a rising, the others
being Ibrahim and Sellm III.
Bibliography: The Turkish sources are the
works of Naclma, Pec'ewl, Hasan Bey-zade, the
Rawdat al-abrdr of Kara 6elebi-zade, and the
Fedhleke of Hadjdji Khalifa. The Wak'a-yi Sultan
COthman Khan of Tughi is specially devoted to the
deposition of cOthman (tr. by A. Galland; cf.
GOW, 157), while his whole reign is described in a
Shah-name by Nadir! (GOW, 169). Among contemporary western accounts, see the Relazione quoted by
von Hammer, in the note on p. 806 ofGOR2, ii, and
that of Sir Thomas Roe. See also the general
histories by von Hammer, Zinkeisen and Jorga;
I.H. Uzuncarsih, Osmanli tarihi, iv/1, 337-41, iv/2,
370 ff.; A.D. Alderson, The structure of the Ottoman
dynasty, Oxford 1956, index; SJ. Shaw, History of the
Ottoman empire and modern Turkey, i, Cambridge
1976, 246; R. Mantran (ed.), Histoire de I'empire ottoman, Paris 1989, index; L4, art. Osman II (§inasi
Altmdag).
(J.H. KRAMERS)
C
OTHMAN III, t w e n t y - f i f t h sultan of the Ottoman empire (regn. 1168-71/1754-7) and son of
Mustafa II, succeeded his brother Mahmud I on 14
December 1754. He was born on 2 January 1699
(Sidjill-i ^othmdni, i, 56) and had therefore reached an
advanced age when he was called to the throne. No
events of political importance took place in his reign.
The period of peace which had begun with the peace
of Belgrade in 1739 continued; at home only a series
of seditious outbreaks in the frontier provinces indicated the weakness of the empire. In the absence of
any outstanding personality, the sultan was able to
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rule as he pleased, but his activities were practically
confined to changing his grand vizier frequently (six
times). His favourite, Silihdar CA1T Pasha, grand
vizier from 24 August to 22 October 1755, had his
career terminated by execution. The appointment on
13 December 1756 of Raghib Pasha [q.v.] was an important one, as for five years this great statesman
showed himself an excellent administrator of the empire under the following sultan Mustafa III. c Othman
Ill's other activities were the suppression of cafes, of
the liberty of women to show themselves in public and
the regulation of the dress of his non-Muslim subjects.
His name is associated with the great mosque of Nur-i
c
Othmani (Nuruosmaniye), which had been begun by
Mahmud I and was solemnly opened in December
1755. The reign of this sultan is remembered for the
great fires in the capital in 1755 and 1756. He died on
30 October 1757 and was buried, like Mahmud I, in
the tomb of the Yeni Djamic.
Bibliography: The Ta^nkh of Wasif is the principal source. The reign is described in the great
histories of von Hammer, Zinkeisen and Jorga. See
also A. Danon, Contributions a I'histoire des sultans
Osman II et Mouftafa I, inJA, l l t h ser., xiv (1919),
69-139, 243-310; I.H. Uzunc.arsih, Osmanh tarihi,
iii/1, 132 ff., iii/2, 385 ff.; A.D. Alderson, The structure of the Ottoman dynasty, Oxford 1956, index; S.J.
Shaw, History of the Ottoman empire and modern Turkey,
i, Cambridge 1976, 191-3; R. Mantran (ed.),
Histoire de I'empire Ottoman, Paris 1989, index; L4,
art. Osman II (§inasi Altmdag).
(J.H. KRAMERS)
C
OTHMAN HAMDl (b. Istanbul, 1842; d.
Kurucesme, 1910; buried in Eskihisar), O t t o m a n
painter and archaeologist.
He was the eldest son of Ibrahim Edhem Pasha
[0.0.], grand vizier under cAbd al-Hamld II, and
brother of Ismacll Ghalib [q.v.] and Khalll Edhem
(Eldem [q. v.]). Sent to Paris ca. 1857 in order^to study
law, cOthman Hamdi gravitated toward the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts, where he studied painting under the
leading proponents of Academic painting, in particular G. Boulanger and J.-L. Gerome; he also attended courses in archaeology. From his teachers he
absorbed a knowledge of classical antiquity, a precise
descriptive technique and a taste for "Oriental"
themes. In 1867 he functioned as representative for
the Ottoman section of the Exposition Universelle in
Paris visited by Sultan cAbd al-cAz!z. On his return
to the Ottoman Empire in 1869, cOthman Hamdl
spent two years in Baghdad in the service of Midhat
Pasha, then governor of c Irak. For the 1873 International Exposition in Vienna he served as Head of the
Turkish section and compiled a book, Les costumes
populaires de la Turquie. During the 1870s, he served in
various administrative posts, pursued his artistic interests and became associated with the newly established Miize-yi Humayun (Imperial Museum; continues as Arkeoloji Miizeleri). In 1881 he was
appointed director of this museum and shortly
thereafter participated in founding the Sanayic-i
Nefise Mektebi (School of Fine Arts, continues as
Giizel Sanatlar Akademisi). During his years as
museum director (1881-1910), cOthman Hamdl was
also responsible for overseeing archaeological activities in Ottoman territory and was instrumental in
drafting the 1884 Athdr-i cAtika Nizdm-ndmesi, a law
which declared all antiquities to be the property of the
State, forbidding to archaeologists a share of their
finds and making clandestine excavation and antiquities smuggling criminal offences; the basic provisions of this law remain in force today. His father's
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position as Minister of the Interior (1883-5) facilitated
the speedy enforcement of this law, which was soon to
give the Miize-yi Humayun an outstanding collection
of antiquities as well as an archive of tablets excavated
in c lrak and Anatolia. cOthman Hamdi's zeal for
preserving the relics of the past led him to undertake
excavations where finds of antiquities were reported.
Most notable was his 1887 excavation of a necropolis
in Sidon which yielded a sarcophagus portraying battles of Greeks and Persians initially thought to have
been made for Alexander of Macedon. The finds from
Sidon were published by cOthman Hamdi in collaboration with Theodore Reinach (Une necropole royale
a Sidon. Fouilles de Hamdy Bey, Paris 1892). Antiquities
from Sidon and other sites soon made it necessary to
build a proper museum near the Qinili Kosk of
Topkapi Palace which had been used since 1876 to
house objects collected from pre-Islamic and Islamic
sites in the Ottoman Empire. cOthman Hamdl gained
international recognition as archaeologist and
museum director; among other awards for him were
the title of Grand Officier of the Legion d'Honneur
(1906) and the degree of Doctor Honoris Causa from
Oxford University (1909).
Throughout his career as administrator and archaeologist cOthman Hamdl continued to paint, and
his works were exhibited in both Turkey and Europe.
Most of his compositions were close variants of types
used by his teacher, J--L. Gerome, and are
characterised by a painstaking attention to detail in
the rendering of setting, figures and ancillary objects.
Because of this, it is possible to discern that many
paintings are self-portraits or contain likenesses of his
immediate family. Most of the settings are also
recognisable, and include buildings in Bursa,
Karaman and Istanbul. Several have as a background
the Qinili Kosk and some of the objects he portrayed
are known to have been part of the museum's collection. As a painter, administrator and scholar,
c
Othman HamdT devoted his life to the study and
preservation of the artistic and cultural heritage of the
Ottoman Empire, laying the foundations for institutions which continue to function in the Turkish
Republic.
Bibliography: Mustafa Cezar, Sanatta batiya
acilis ve Osman Hamdi, Istanbul 1971, and Bibl., 62936; Refik Epikman, Osman Hamdi, Ankara 1967;
Arif Miifid Mansel, Osman Hamdi Bey, in Belleten,
xciv (1960), 291-301; V. Belgin Demirsar, Osman
Hamdi tablolannda gerfekle iliskiler, Ankara 1989; H.
Metzger (ed.), La correspondance passive d'Osman
Hamdi Bey, Limoges-Paris 1990; Turk Ansiklopedisi,
xviii (1970), 433-5, s.v. Hamdi Bey, Osman.
(P. and S. SOUCEK)
C
OTHMAN PASHA, OZDEMIR-OGHL!, Ottoman
grand v i z i e r and celebrated c o m m a n d e r in the
Ottoman-Safawid war of 1578-90.
Born in Egypt in 933/1526-7, his father was
Ozdemir Pasha [q.v.], a mamluk who became Ottoman
governor (beylerbeyi) of Yemen and conqueror of
Abyssinia (Habesh [q.v.]). The earliest documentary
evidence of c Othman's holding office in Egypt dates
from Dhu '1-Hidjdja 957/December 1550; yet it is
claimed that by the age of twenty he was a sana^akbeyi,
the rank he held in Rabl* I 968/December 1560 when
appointed Egyptian amir al-hadjdj.
c
Othman followed his deceased father as beylerbeyi of
Habesh, probably in late 968/mid-1561. It has been
suggested (Orhonlu, Habes eyaleti, 49), though without
supporting evidence, that he was chosen because he
had earlier served there under his father and was
familiar with the province's lands and peoples.
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During his six years in this office, cOthman Pasha apparently operated mainly in the coastal region south
from Masawwac [q. v. ], seeking to forestall Abyssinian
contacts with the Portuguese. He may also have taken
measures aimed at linking Habesh with Upper Egypt
to counter the Fundj [q.v. ] tribes, who in 971-2/1564
besieged Sawakin, the province's administrative
centre.
Released from Habesh in Safar 975/August 1567,
c
Othman returned to his native Cairo. There he
shortly learned that, from 14 Djumada II 975/16
December 1567, he had been appointed governor of
Sanca°, then one of two beylerbeyiliks in Yemen [see
MAHMUD PASHA] where a Zaydl rebellion was out of
control. Although ordered to depart for Yemen immediately with a modest force in advance of a larger
one under the serddr (commander-in-chief) Mustafa
Pasha Lala [q.v.], c Othman lingered in Cairo and
became drawn to Mustafa Pasha in his bitter rivalry
with Kodja Sinan Pasha [q. v. ], the governor of Egypt.
When finally he left Suez early in 976/mid-1568 with
3,000 troops, c Othman's status had been elevated to
beylerbeyi of the reunited single province of Yemen. His
troops rescued the beleaguered Ottoman garrison at
Zabld in Djumada II 976/November-December 1568
and quickly recovered Tacizz in the interior. But
c
Othman shortly came under close Zaydl siege until
relieved in Dhu 'l-Kacda 976/April 1569 by Kodja
Sinan Pasha, then serddr in place of Mustafa Pasha.
Subsequent cooperation between the beylerbeyi and serddr proved elusive, owing to their dislike of each other.
Thus the serddr exercised his discretionary authority to
dismiss and expel cOthman from Yemen.
The next several years of cOthman Pasha's career
remain somewhat obscure. Proceeding to Istanbul
during 977-8/1570, he was initially refused domicile
in the city by the grand vizier Sokollu Mehmed Pasha
[q. v. ], to whom Kodja Sinan Pasha had reported on
him adversely. Nevertheless, his friend Mustafa
Pasha Lala [0.0.], now the popular conqueror of
Cyprus, commended him to Sultan Sellm II and
secured for him the governorship of al-Hasa in eastern
Arabia. After a year there, he was transferred to alBasra, where, as instructed, he organised for an
assault on Hurmuz, before being named beylerbeyi of
Diyar Bakr (980/1572-3). cOthman held this office for
four years, and, when replaced by a relative of Sokollu
Mehmed, he sought to escape the latter's machinations by remaining in Diyar Bakr.
When it was decided in 985/1578 to make war on
Safawid Persia, Mustafa Pasha Lala, who was chosen
serddr, invited cOthman Pasha to participate.
c
Othman accepted and was commissioned for the
campaign on 20 Muharram 986/29 March 1578. Advancing with the main army east from Erzurum in the
summer of 1578, cOthman commanded forces which
scored two decisive victories over the $afawids, the
first on 5 Djumada II 986/9 August 1578 at Cildir,
and the second a month later near the Alazan River.
These successes both gained cOthman renown and
made possible the Ottoman occupation of, respectively, Georgia and Shirwan, including the key centres of
Shamakhl and Derbend. Mustafa Pasha subsequently
withdrew the army to winter near Erzurum, having
persuaded cOthman to stay and defend the conquests
with a modest army, the rank of vizier, and the status
of governor-general of Shirwan and Daghistan.
Predictably, the Safawids reappeared once the main
Ottoman army had departed. Despite the arrival of a
support contingent of Crimean Tatars, cOthman was
compelled, after two sieges during Ramacjan
986/November 1578, to abandon Shamakhl and

retreat to Derbend on the Caspian. He maintained
this Ottoman foothold in the Caucasus until Shacban
987/October 1579, when, at Sultan Murad Ill's bidding, Mehmed Giray, the Crimean khan, arrived with
a substantial force. Although shortly afterwards
c
Othman Pasha and the Tatars recovered Shamakhl
and swept the Safawids from Shirwan, Mehmed
Giray returned home, leaving only a token Tatar contingent under his brother, GhazI Giray (II [q.v.]).
Thereafter, cOthman withdrew to Derbend, his
base until 991/1583. His communicating with the
sultan directly to report his desperate circumstances
resulted in the arrival at Derbend via the Crimea,
towards the end of 990/1582, of an army of Rumelian
reinforcements. With these, cOthman Pa§ha the
following spring won his greatest victory when he
defeated a formidable Safawid army between the
Samur River and Shabiran. This engagement, known
as the "Battle of the Torches (Mesjfale Sawashi)"
because of the use of torches to fight by night, raged
during 14-18 Rabl* II 991/7-11 May 1583 and
resulted in the expulsion of the Safawids from Shirwan and Daghistan for some time hence.
c
Othman Pasha left the Caucasus in Shawwal
991/October 1583, with more than five years' continuous service there and a reputation as a brilliant
commander. He returned through the Crimea, under
orders to execute Mehmed Giray Khan for not supporting the war in the Caucasus after 987/1579, and
to instal as khan a brother being sent from Istanbul.
Mehmed Giray was eventually assassinated, but only
after the arrival of the Ottoman fleet in the spring of
1584 forced him to lift his 37-day siege of cOthman in
Kaffa and flee. The celebrated warrior reached Istanbul in early summer and received a hero's welcome by
all but the envious viziers of the dome [see KUBBE
WEZIRI] and suspicious palace factions. Following an
audience with Murad III, to whom he related his experiences, cOthman was appointed grand vizier (sadr-l
a<zam) on 20 Radjab 992/28 July 1584.
When in Ramadan 992/September 1584 it was
learned that there was renewed conflict in the Crimea,
the grand vizier himself volunteered to resolve it. But
while in winter quarters in Anatolia, the ailing
c
Othman learned that matters in Baghc'e Saray had
been settled satisfactorily. He shortly also learned that
he was to succeed Ferhad Pasha [q. v. ] as serddr of the
eastern front. With a vast army, cOthman departed
from Erzurum for Tabriz; and, although too ill to
mount up, on 28 Ramadan 993/23 September 1585 he
oversaw the Ottoman occupation of Tabriz that would
endure nearly twenty years.
Ozdemir-oghli cOthman Pasha died in Dhu '1Kacda 993/October 1585 while returning from
Tabriz, and was buried in the city of Diyar Bakr, as
he wished. Surviving him was his wife, a Daghistan
princess said to have been a woman of remarkable
beauty. Although a tireless warrior like his father, he
was not without his critics, including Ko£i Bey [q. v. ],
who accused him of being the first both to meddle with
the system of awarding military fiefs and to admit
non-kuls into kapukulu regiments.
Bibliography: Ms. sources include the _versified She^d^at-ndme by Dal Mehmed fielebi AsafT
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OTHMAN PASHA, YEGEN, leader of lewends
[q.v.], bandit, v i z i e r , and sercasker of the O t t o m a n
army in H u n g a r y . In 1096/1685 he was boluk-bashl
[q. v. ] of the lewends of serddr Sheytan/Melek Ibrahim
Pasha in Hungary. After fleeing from the theatre of
war, he sacked villages and towns between Sivas and
Bolu (in Anatolia). Afterwards, he became the chief
boluk-bashl of Khalil Pasha, who was responsible for
the pursuit of the bandits (tefttshaji]. When the latter
was dismissed (Djumada II 1089/April 1689),
c
Othman Pasha obtained the sandjak of Karahisar-i
Sahib [see AFYUN KARA HISAR] with two horsetails
(tugh) and was ordered to go on campaign with five
hundred segbdns [q.v.] (Silahdar, Ta^nkh, ii, Istanbul
1928, 266; M. Cezar, Osmanh tarihinde levendler, Istanbul 1965, Fotokopi no. 6). In the capital he also enforced his nomination as serceshme, i.e. leader of all
lewends, and, being considered powerful, he was
honoured several times by the sultan. After the Ottoman army had been defeated near Mohacs [q. v. ] on
3 Shawwal 1098/12 August 1687 and the Grand
Vizier Sari Suleyman Pasha had fled, c Othman Pasha
took part in the meeting of the army commanders in
which Siyawush Pasha was made serddr and an account drawn up for the sultan. He did not, however,
join the rebellious army in its advance against the
capital, but stayed back at Edirne. He then proceeded
to Istanbul, but pitched his tents before the city and
carefully remained distant. After Mehemmed IV had
been deposed and Suleyman II had ascended the
throne (2 Muharram 1099/8 November 1687),
Siyawush Pasha appointed him beglerbegi of Rumelia,
but before cOthman Pasha could march off, the
Grand Vizier was killed by the rebels. His successor
Ismacil Pasha did not want to take command of the
c
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campaign personally, and had c Othman Pasha appointed vizier, beglerbegi of Aleppo and serddr. The new
vizier reinforced his lewend troops, extorted money on
their behalf and had relatives and followers appointed
as sandjakbegs and beglerbegis. When it became known
that he had his eyes on the grand vizierate, he was
removed from the supreme command, officially
because he was going to be appointed beglerbegi of
Bosnia. In fact, however, a legal prosecution was introduced against him (firman at the end of April 1688,
in A. Mumcu, Osmanh devletinde siyaseten katl, Ankara
1963, 215 ff.), and the units of the sarldjas and segbdns,
the bases of his power, were disbanded. But the new
Grand Vizier Bekri Mustafa Pasha confirmed him in
his function because the Imperial troops were about to
attack Belgrade and a new army command could not
be organised in due time. At the advance of the
enemy, c Othman Pasha abandoned the camp before
Belgrade and retreated to NiS, his lewends having
looted the bezistdn [see KAYSARIYYA] and the khans
[q.v.] (Silahdar, Ta^nkh, ii, 373). Although now entrusted with the defence of the frontier, c Othman
Pasha, while looting villages, retreated further to
Sofia, allegedly to spend the winter there. At consultative meetings held in the capital during the winter
of 1688-9, it was again decided to disband the saridjas
and the segbdns, and to put an end to the function of
serceshme. It was also decided to raise a general troop
levy (neftr-i camm) against cOthman Pasha (Silahdar,
Ta^rTkh, ii, 409-11; the firmans of ewd^il Rebi* iil-ewwel
1100/end of December 1688 are in the Basbakanhk
Arsjvi, Muhimme defterleri 98, 132-5). With a dwindling
number of followers, cOthman Pasha fled westwards,
but at Ipek (Pec [q. v. ]) they were outmanoeuvred and
killed by Mahmud Beg-zade Mahmud (Djumada II
1100/March-April 1689, Silahdar, Ta^rikh, ii, 423-4;
Defterdar, Zubde-yi wekdyi^dt, ii, 170-1). Such a rise of
Anatolian-Turkish lewends to leading positions in the
Ottoman empire was symptomatic of the times, but
remained only an episode.
Bibliography: Rashid, Ta^rikh, i-ii, Istanbul
1282/1865; Silahdar, Ta^rikh, ii, Istanbul 1928;
Defterdar Sari Mehmed Pasha, Zubde-yi wekdyi'dt,
ed. Abdiilkadir Ozcan, Defterdar San Mehmed
Pasa, Zubde-i vekayiat, ii, Istanbul 1977. Siajill-i
^Othmdni, ii, 421; Cengiz Orhonlu, Osmanh imparatorlugunda asiretleri iskdn tesebbusu (1691-1696),
Istanbul 1963, 8-9; Mustafa Cezar, Osmanh tarihinde
levendler, Istanbul 1965, 221-6, 229, 232, 292-3,
300, 481; Mustafa Akdag, Genel cizgileriyle XVII.
yuzyil Turkiye tarihi, in Tarih Arastirmalan Dergisi,
iv/6-7 (1966) 236, 238-40; H.G. Majer, Ein Brief des
Serdar Yegen Osman Pascha an den Kurfursten Max
Emanuel von Bayern vomjahre 1688 und seine Ubersetzungen, in Islamkundliche Anhandlungen aus dem Institut
fur Geschichte und Kultur des Nahen Orients an der
Universitdt Munchen, Hans Joachim Killing gewidmet
von seinen Schulern, Munich 1974, 130-45; Halil
Inalcik, Military and fiscal transformation in the Ottoman
Empire 1600-1700, in Archivum Ottomanicum, vi
(1980), 299-302.
(H.G. MAJER)
C
OTHMAN PAZAR (in modern Turkish orthography, Osman Pazar; in Bulgaria since 1934,
Omurtag), the name of a minor town (population in
1981, 10,339) in central Bulgaria, situated at an
altitude of 540 m/1,771 feet above sea level on an infertile wooded plateau to the north of the Balkan
Mountains. In late Ottoman times (till 1878) the town
was the centre of a kadd^ of the same name, which
besides cOthman Pazar contained three small towns:
Kazghan/Kotel, VirbicVVarbitsa and fiitak (after
1934: Tica), and 82 villages with a total population of
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44,220 Muslims and 9,660 Christians, the latter concentrated in the above four townlets and in two mixed
villages (Konak and Kabdag-i Zir/ Dolnja Kabda).
The 19th century kada? of Othman Pazar, an area of
some 50 km in length and 25 km wide, was composed
of two historical landscapes with different geographic
features, a different settlement history and a different
administrative history. The south-eastern half of the
kada? is a hilly basin 300 m above sea level, which is
surrounded on all sides by mountains. At least since
the early 14th century, it was known by the Old
Bulgarian name of Gerlovo, which became the Ottoman "Gerilova" or "Gerilabad" (first mentioned
so in the Tahnr fragment OAK 45/29 (Sofia), from
1479). The north-western half of the kada?, in popular
parlance known as Tozluk/Tuzluk (officially, Slannik), constituted since at least the late 15th century the
ndhiye of Ala Kilise/Kenisa. This name is apparently
first mentioned in the Tahnr no. 77 of 925, 1519
(BBA), which notes that a group of Yuruks of the
Rhodopes (Tann Dag) in southern Bulgaria had
"forty years ago migrated to a place called Aladja
Kilise in Gerilova, in the direction of Dobrudja." Ala,
or Aladja, Kilise refers to the ruins of a conspicuous
church, built of alternating courses of white stone
(from the nearby Preslav Balkan) and red bricks in the
style of the Bulgaro-Byzantine Middle Ages. Tozluk,
or the district of Ala Kilise is an infertile plateau of
about 600 m above sea level, largely covered with
woods or shrubs. The population of this district, living
in more than 50 small villages and hamlets (mahalles),
was in the past exclusively Turkish-speaking Muslim,
disregarding the two mixed villages of Konak and
Kabdag on the northern edge of the area.
Very little is known about the pre-Ottoman
Gerlovo. Its centre appears to have been Gerilgrad,
the forerunner of Vabitsa, which is situated on the
banks of the Gerila brook, a tributary of the Golema
Kamcija. The ruins of a Byzantine castle are still to be
seen on the hill of Gradiste, where hundreds of Byzantine coins from the 12th century have been found. In
the 15th and 16th centuries, Varbitsa was by far the
largest settlement of Gerlovo and almost wholly
Christian. In Gerlovo are at least twenty deserted sites
called Kiliselik, pointing to disappeared pre-Ottoman
settlements. Bulgarian historiography has suggested
that these sites were destroyed during the Ottoman
conquest. Yet the only site which has been excavated
in a proper manner, that near the village of Kara
Demir (after 1934, Vinica), showed that this settlement, around a church, existed from the 9th till the
12th centuries. It seems that the great European
economic and demographic crisis of the 14th century
caused Gerlovo to become deserted, the inhabitants
moving to the much more fertile lowlands, where after
the depopulations there was enough room to settle.
Varbitsa, Citak (pointing to a pre-Ottoman Christian
Turkic population) and Kotel remaining the corner
stones of the Christian settlements in the area. Yuriik
settlers from Asia Minor arrived in Gerlovo as early
as the second half of the 15th century. The oldest preserved Tahrir of the area, the incompletely preserved
Icmal of 1479 (Turski Izvori, ii, 1966) mentions six
mezra^as in "Gerilova" which were worked by Yuruks
(Yurukler ekerler): Ak Dere Yakasi, Bolu'lu Suleyman,
Dobroka (later known as Sagircik), Gagrasentsi,
Hisar Bey and Veyscl. Together they paid 2900 akces,
which might indicate a population of 40-50 Yuriik
families. Ak Dere, Dobroka/Sagircik and Veysel later
developed into villages which still exist today (as Bjala
Reka, Ratlina and Orlovo). According to the Tahrir of
1516, contained in the Tapu Defter 370 (BBA), pp.

549-55, which was compiled around 1530, the Christian population of Gerlovo still dominated. The
Muslims lived in more than 20 very small villages,
mostly bearing the name of their founders or the occupations of the first settlers. In the 16th century they
witnessed a rapid expansion, partly through high
birthrates but largely through the arrival of new settlers. The place names suggest a largely heterodox
adherence (Asiklar, Abdallar, §ah Veli, etc.). In 1936
Vasil Marinov found that the villages of Alvanlar,
Kucukler, Topuzlar and Veledler were almost exclusively inhabited by Kizflbash. Most likely the bulk
of the Gerlovo Turks arrived after the suppression of
the Kizflbash in the reign of SelTm I and after the
Kalenderoghlu rebellion, causing great unrest in
Anatolia. The settlement of these Turkish nomads
must have caused unrest in the area. To keep the
Christian population in its place, the Ottoman
government gave the three above-mentioned Christian settlements derbend status, so that they could defend themselves, and in the course of the 16th century
formed Kabdag and Konak as other gathering points
for Christians, who moved from some small settlements, which became deserted afterwards (Docina,
Gerlova, Polane and Seliste, in 1516 together 30
households),
whereas
"Dobrofca"
became
"Dobrudja" and Islamised completely after the end
of the 16th century. So the ethno-religious composition remained thus till the 19th century, the only fluctuation being the number of households, which for
both groups went up in the 16th century, down in the
17th and early 18th and steeply up again since the
second half of the 18th century. Throughout that
time, Kazghan/Kotel was the largest settlement of the
area, with an almost entirely Christian Bulgarian
population. Citak was partly Islamised; Varbitsa
came to house an important group of Crimean
Tatars, who around 1780 followed the deposed
Kalghay Mescud Giray. Their descendants still live in
Varbitsa, Meedali Giray serving a number of decades
as deputy in the Bulgarian Parliament (beginning of
the 20th century). Their monumental late 18th century saray was destroyed by Bulgarian nationalists
during the aftermath of the assimilation campaign of
1985. Varbitsa is apparently the only place of the kada*
of c Othman Pazar which is mentioned in the early
Ottoman chroniclers, where Neshn in the Codex
Manisa has it as "Virpic" (in other manuscripts and
in the printed edition, very much mutilated and misidentified).
Of the district of Ala Kilise in pre-Ottoman times
even less is known. It is much less fertile than Gerlovo
and considerably cooler, little suited to agriculture.
Disregarding the later Turkified village of
Dobrofca/Dobrudja (1516, 25 Christian households;
1580, 43 of them), it must have been almost
uninhabited when the first Turkish settlers arrived.
Only extensive archaeological research might modify
this picture. The village of Ala Kilise, 10 km to the
west of cOthman Pazar, was also known as Hasan
Fakfh. It is first mentioned in the 1752 Mufassal Avariz
Tahrir, but might have existed before. The Ottoman
registers (1516, 1525, 1550, 1580, 1642 and 1752)
give a picture of a unstable settlement pattern, with
many very small tribal villages, continuously splitting
into new mahalles, often changing names and with
many settlements being given up after a certain time.
According to the ethnographic and linguistic research
of Gadzanov at the beginning of the 20th century, the
original settlers must have come from the region of
Kastamonu in northern Anatolia. The Anatolian
origin of the Muslim population of the district of
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Othman Pazar is also not denied by modern
Bulgarian historiography (cf. art. "Omurtag", in Encikl. na Balg., 1984), but usually the colonisation is
thought to have taken place in the 17th and 18th centuries, whereas in reality the bulk of the settlers arrived shortly after 1500. Especially for the case of
Gerlovo, the majority of the Muslims are held to be
Turkified, former Bulgarian Christians (especially
held by V. Marinov), whereby the case of a few
isolated villages (Huyvan/Ivanovo, Trnovitsa, Jamna
and Cerkovna, all situated inside Gerlovo but outside
the kadd^ borders of the past) are taken to have been
the general pattern.
In the 15th and 16th centuries, both the districts of
Gerlovo and Ala Kilise were ndhiyes of the kadd^ of
Shumnu/Sumen. In the 1530s the northern part of
this large kadd^ was cut off and added to the newlyformed kadd\ of Djum c a-yi cAt!k/Eski Djum c a (now
Targoviste) and Hezargrad/Razgrad. In the 1630s the
ndhiye of Ala Kilise was upgraded to the status oikadd^,
and c Othman Pazar, then just founded, was made its
seat.
The town of cOthman Pazar itself came into being
in the first half of the 17th century as a centrallylocated market place for the entire village network. At
the locality of Irincik near the town are the ruins of a
Late Antique castle, which in the early 9th century
was restored by the Turco-Bulgarian Khan Omurtag;
the modern name of the town refers to that fact. According to local legends, written down by Felix Kanitz
ca. 1870, the town was founded by the Turkish cartwright c Othman, who "about 300 years ago" built an
inn on the lonely plateau, which became the nucleus
of the new settlement. The Avariz Defter MM 7086
from 1052/1642 (BBA) is apparently the first source
which explicitly states that Ala Kilise was an independent kadd^ and that c Othman Pazar, then counting 22
Muslim households, was its centre. This place was to
develop relatively rapidly. The Mufassal Cizye Defter of
the kadd^of Ala Kilise from 1102/1690-1 (MM 3801,
BBA) mentions that no less than seventy adult male
Christians were found in the kasaba of c Othman Pazar
doing their jobs but were not permanent residents
from there. The Mufassal Avariz Defter of 1165/1752
(BBA) calls the district: "Kadd^ of Ala Kilise, also
known as [kadd^ of] c Othman Pazar." The village to
which the district owes its name "Ala Kilise, also
known as Hasan Faklh", than contained 25 Muslim
households, all mentioned person by person. According to the same source, a complete new Tahrir of a
number of kadd\ in north-eastern Bulgaria, the town
had 103 households, of which two were of convert
origin. There were only two permanently settled
Christian households. It is remarked that, "according
to the old register", the town had but one mahalle.
Now there were two, the Mahalle of the Mosque of
Mehmed Pasha and Orta Mahalle. After this date,
the town saw a rapid development into the leading
centre of crafts, especially textiles (abas, goat-hair
blankets) and metalwork.
In the mid-19th century, the old kada* of c Othman
Pazar was considerably enlarged. It came to include
the entire basin of Gerlovo (formerly only the western
parts), which until that time had been a part of the
kadd^ of Shumnu/Sumen, and the important Christian
villages of Konak and Kapdag-i Zir, which were
detatched from Hezargrad. On the other hand, the
whole chain of old Bulgarian villages to the south of
the Pre-Slav Balkan^ which for long had belonged to
Gerlovo (Smolvce/Ca°ushk6y, Jamla, Tirnovitsa,
Cerkovna and Vardun) were now attached to the
kada* of Eski Djum c a. According to the Sdlndme of the
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Tuna wildyet of 1290/1873-4, which contains the
results of a census of six years earlier, the district had
86 settlements, of which only two had non-Turkish
place names. The town of cOthman Pazar then contained ca. 5,000 inhabitants, of which one-fifth was
Christian (Aubaret, Kanitz). According to the Sdlndme
of 1291/1874-5, the town had 958 houses, eight mosques, 310 shops, one hammdm and one church.
During the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8, which
led to the independence of Bulgaria, the town was
burned down and suffered an eclipse because of the
flight of an important section of its Turkish population. According to the Bulgarian census of 1887,
c
Othman Pazar counted 3,755 inhabitants, of which
1,371 were Bulgarians and 2,382 Muslims, besides a
few Gypsies, all Turkish-speaking. The town
stagnated till after World War II, in 1934 its population being almost the same as in 1887, the religiousethnic composition also remaining as it was. The
same can be said for the villages of the former kadd^ of
c
Othman Pazar. In Gerlovo, groups of old Turkish
inhabitants emigrated to Turkey, and their place was
taken by Bulgarians from elsewhere (details by V.
Marinov). The north-western part of the old foz</aD,
Tozluk/Tuzluk, remained overwhelmingly Turkish.
Throughout the late Ottoman period the three
other urban centres of the kadd*, Citak, Kotel and
Varbitsa, enjoyed a lively trade and developed crafts,
especially the fabrication of abas and carpet (kitim)
weaving, tailoring and wood turning. Kotel and
Citak, in particular, were the native towns of a
disproportionally large number of writers, politicians
and university professors, who played an important
role in the intellectual development of Bulgaria after
1878. All three suffered a collapse after the country
became independent, the merchants and craftsmen
moving to the lowland cities, from which the Turkish
inhabitants had largely fled or emigrated after 1878.
Between 1878 and 1926 the three mountain towns lost
more than one-third of their population. Kotel and
Varbitsa recovered more or less in the decades after
World War II, Citak/Tic"a sank back to a village,
being in 1972 still much smaller than in 1873.
In 1934 the entire historical toponomy of the old
kadd^ of cOthman Pazar was Bulgarised by decree of
the new nationalist government. Only Kotel, Konak,
Kabdag and Varbitsa kept their names. During the
forced Bulgarisation campaign of 1985, the Gerlovo
villages offered stubborn resistance, focussing on the
Kizflbash village of Alvanlar (since 1934, Jablanovo;
population in 1972, 2,989).
In 1972 there were still three mosques in cOthman
Pazar: the Mufti, or Yukari Djamic, with an inscription on the minaret referring to a repair in 1219/18045, the Ffndik Djamici (serving as workshop), with a
number of 18th and 19th century gravestones in its
cemetery, and the Tekke Djamic on the southern edge
of the town, once part of the Tekke of Mehmed Baba.
Its cemetery contained some 19th century tombstones, the oldest from 1250/1834-5. The church of St.
Dimitri, rebuilt in 1860 in a grandiose style and testifying to the wealth of the small Christian community
of c Othman Pazar, is now a recognised historical
monument. The Mufti Djamici survived the
upheavals of 1985 and still serves the Muslim community, which, since 1990 is reconstituting itself.
In 19th century cOthman Pazar, there lived and
worked the Ottoman scholar NiyazT Sheykh Ismacfl
Efendi, who was born in the Gerlovo village of Kara
Ehadlar (since 1934, Vrani Kon) and died in
c
Othman Pazar in 1312/1894-5.
Bibliography: G. Aubaret, Province du Danube, in
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Bulletin de la Societe de Geographic, VIe Serie, T. xii
(Paris 1876), 167; F. Kanitz, Donau-Bulgarien undder
Balkan, Leipzig 1875-9, 21882, iii, 44-6; D.G.
Gadzanov, Vorldufiger Bericht, Reise im Auftrage der
Balkan-Kommission zur tiirkischen Dialekt-Studien in
Nord-Ost Bulgarien, in Anzeiger der Kais. Akad. der
Wissensch., Phil. Hist. Klasse, xlvi (Vienna 1909,
Jahrg. 1911), 28-42; idem, Zweiter Vorldufiger Bericht,
in 1912, no. 3, 13-20; D.G. Gadzanov, Gerlovo,
kratki etnograficni belezki, in Sbornik v cest na L. Miletic,
Sofia 1912, 104-14; L. Stefanov, Grad Omurtag,
prinos kam istorijata na grada, Omurtag 1935; V.
M.ar'mov, ^Gerlovo, oblastno geografsko izucavane, Sofia
1936; Z. Cankov, Geografski recnik na Balgarija, Sofia
1939; M. Tayyib Gokbilgin, Rumeli'de Yiirukler,
Tatarlar ve Evldd-i Fdtihdn, Istanbul 1957; P. Mijatev, Epigrafski proucavanija ina pametnitsi s arapsko
pismo v Balgarija, in Arheologija, iv (1962), no. 1; N.
Todorov-B. Nedkov, Turski izvori za Balgarskata
istorija, ii, Sofia 1966, 222-5, 234-5; Vera Antpnova, Srednovekovno seliste v casata najazovir Vinitsa,
Sumensko, in Izvestija na Narodenija Muzej Sumen, iv
(Varna 1967), 3 ff., 35 ff.; A. Kuzev, Zwei Notizen
iiber einige mittelalterliche Festungen in Nordostbulgarien,
in Studia Balcanica. Recherches de geographie historique,
Sofia 1970, 129-39; V.A. Marinov, Gerlovo, kraevedski ocerk i marsruti, Sofia 1970; HJ. Kornrumpf,
Zwei weniger bekannte islamische Denkmdler in Bulgarien,
in Sudost-Forschungen, xxx (1971), 291-6; I. Nikolov,
Grad Omurtag, Sofia 1973; M. Penkov, Sledi ot
izcesnali selista v Gerlovo, in Vekove, v (1973), 69-73;
Kornrumpf, Die Territorialverwaltung im ostlichen Teil
der europdischen Turkei, 1864-1878, Freiburg 1976;
Iv. Jakimov, Nazvanie i samonazvanie na Kazalbasite v
Gerlovo, in Godisnik Muzeite v Sev. Balgarija, no. 9
(1983), 155-61; M. Kiel, Anatolia transplanted? Patterns of demographic, religious and ethnic changes in the
district of Tozluk (N.E. Bulgaria) 1479-1873, in
Anatolica, xviii (Leiden 1991), 1-29; Ivantfka
Georgieva (ed.), Balgarskite aliani, sbornik etnografski
materiali, Sofia 1991; K. Popkonstantinov and A.
Konakliev, Za dva epigrafski pametnika ot Gerlovo, in
G. Dancev and V. Tapkova-Zaimova, Turskite
zavoevanija i sadbata na Balkanskite narodi XIV-XVIII
vek, Veliko Tarnovo 1992, 134-41; Kiel, Mevlana
Nesn and the towns of medieval Bulgaria, in the forthcoming Festschrift V.L. Menage, Istanbul 1993. For
the correct date of the important register O.A.K.
45/29 in Sofia (1479 instead of "vers le milieu du
XVe s."), see S. Dimitrov, Za datirovkata na njakoj
osmanski registri ot XV v., in Izvestija na Balgarskoto
Istoricesko Druzestvo, Kn xxvi (1968), 244. The Ottoman sources used here, preserved in the Turkish
archives, are not published.
(M. KIEL)
C
OTHMAN-ZADE AHMED TA D IB, a notable Ottoman poet, scholar and historian of the end of
the 17th and first third of the 18th century. The son
of the ruz-ndmedji (mdliyye tezkeredji) of the pious foundations, c Othman Efendi, he took up a theological
career. The year of his birth is not recorded. From
1099/1687 he held the post of muderris in various
medreses in Istanbul. At intervals he also worked in
other places. For example, in 1107/1695 he went to
Damascus with Kemankesh Mehmed Pasha when the
latter was appointed governor there. In 1124/1712 he
was appointed muderris at the Suleymaniyye, a post he
had aimed at from the very beginning. He then went
as chief judge (Haleb molldsi) to Aleppo in 1126/1716,
and lastly as Misr molldsi (chief justice of Cairo) to
Cairo, where he died at the end of his year of office
on 2 Ramadan 1136/25 May 1724. According to Bursali Mehmed Tahir, there is in existence a biography

of cOthman-zade composed by Ibn al-Emm Mahmud
Kemal Bey.
c
Othman-zade was regarded by his contemporaries
as the most important poet of his period. He was
particularly celebrated for his chronograms (ta\ikh)
and kifa. A chronogram on the birth of prince
Ibrahim (1133/1720-1) made such an impression on
Sultan Ahmed III (1115-43/1703-30) that he gave
c
Othman-zade first, the title "chief poet" (re^is-i
shdHrdn, and then that of "king of poets" (malik
[sultan] al-shu^ard*) and granted him a special khatt.
c
Othman-zade left behind him a diwdn of the usual
type (muretteb diwdn) which consists of 12 kasidas, 32
chronograms and 77 ghazeh. Along with these are
isolated poems, e.g. a satire (hagjw) on Thakib Efendi
composed in 1124/1712. He also wrote in verse a commentary on the 40 hadiths entitled Sharh-i Hadith-i
arba^in, which is also known as Sihhat-dbdd; it was written in 1128/1715.
It is, however, to his prose works that he owes his
fame with posterity, especially his historical works,
some of which are still popular and valuable at the
present day. The most important is his biographical
collection Hadikat al-wuzerd*, a most estimable and still
important collection of lives of the first 92 grand
viziers of the Ottoman empire, from cAla° al-Dln CA1I
Pasha to Ram! Mehmed Pasha, who was dismissed in
1115/1703. The work was composed six years before
his death. It was printed at Istanbul in 1271/1854.
c
Othman-zade's idea was later taken up by others.
His biographical collection was continued by: Dilawer
Agha-zade C6mer Efendi (C6mer Wahid), a friend of
Raghib Pasha's who wrote a Dheyl-i Hadikat alwuzerd^, also called Idjmdl-i mendkib-i wuzerd^-i cizdm or
Gul-i zibd, which covers the period from the grand
vizier Kowanos Ahmed Pasha to Sacld Mehmed
Pasha; also by Ahmed Djawfd Bey, who compiled a
continuation entitled Wird al-mutarrd which covers the
period 1172-1217/1758-1802, from Raghib Pasha to
Yusuf Diva Pasha, the conqueror of Egypt; finally, by
c
Abd al-Fettah Shefkat-i Baghdad!, entitled Berk-i
sebz, covering the period_1217-71/1802-54 from Diya
al-Dln Yusuf Pasha to cAlemdar Mustafa Pasha.
All three continuations are printed as an appendix
to the Hadikat of cOthman-zade, while the later continuation by Rifat Efendi, Wird al-hakd^ik, appeared
in a lithograph separately and the continuation by
Mehmed Sacld Shehrl-zade entitled Dheyl-i Hadikat alwuzerd^ or Gul-i zibd or Gulshen-i muluk, which deals
with 31 grand viziers from Nishandji Ahmed or
Silihdar Mehmed Pasha to Sacld Mehmed Pasha, is
still only available in mss.
The two sketches of Turkish history by cOthmanzade also attained great popularity. The longer one,
Id^mdl-i mendkib (or tewdnkh)-i Saldtin-i Al-i COthman,
deals with the first 24 Ottoman sultans, from the
founder of the dynasty to Ahmed III. The shorter version, Fihrist-i Shdhdn or Fihrist-i Shdhdn-i Al-i C0thmdn
or Mukhtasar-i Ta^nkh-i Seldtin or Tuhfet al-miiluk or
Hadikat al-miiluk covers the period from cOthman to
Mustafa II. The number of varying titles shows the
popularity oj the work. The book, sometimes quoted
as Faffiil-i Al-i COthman, dedicated to Damad Ibrahim
Pasha [see AL-DAMAD], seems to be only a variant title
of one of these books.
In the year of his death (1136/1724), cOthman-zade
wrote a history of Fadil Ahmed Pasha entitled Ta^nkhi Fa^lil Ahmed Pasha, which like most of his works is only accessible in mss. The Mundzare-yi dewletayn
("struggle between the two kingdoms") in the form of
questions and answers is also dedicated to Ibrahim
Pasha (ms. in Vienna) and is an interesting contribu-
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tion to the very highly developed munazara literature.
_ As further independent works may be mentioned
lajaz nasd^ih al-hukemd* and Tuhfet al-nu^mdn. Here we
may mention his anthology Djdmi^ al-letd^if (a collection of anecdotes, jests etc.). His stylistic collection
Munshe^dt-i Td^ib Efendi was intended for practical purposes; it is a collection of letters in three fasls and a
concluding chapter.
His extracts from and e d i t i o n s and t r a n s l a tions of other works are very numerous. The greater
part of his work is collected in his Kulliyydt with an introduction by Ahmed Hanif-zade. Some titles, cited
by von Hammer and Bursali Mehmed Tahir, which
apparently go back to Hanif-zade, the continuator of
the Kashf al-zunun of Hadjdji Khalifa, are probably not
correct and refer to double or subsidiary titles.—
Translations by him are: Meshdrik al-anwdr and
Meshdrik sherif, the latter entitled: Tawdli* al-matdlic on
hadith.—Extracts from or versions of other works are:
Akhldk-i Muhsini (or Mukhtasar-i Akhldk-i Muhsini or
Khuldsat al-Akhldk) from the Ethics of Husayn b. CA1T
KashifT, who is known as Waciz al-Harawi (d.
910/1504 [q. v. ]). The original work, which was written in Persian for Mirza Muhsin b. Husayn Baykara,
was translated by Plr Mehmed known as Gharami,
with the title Ams al-cdrijin in 974/1566; Akhldk-i 'Ala'i,
an extract from the work of CA1I b. Amr Allah, known
as Ibn Hinna°i (Kinali-zade [q.v.]) which was written
for the Amir al-Umara0 of Syria, CA1T Pasha, and
therefore called after him; the Mendkib-i Imdm-i a^zam,
i.e. of Abu Hanifa. We also have from his pen a
synopsis of the Humdyun-ndme. The Anwdr-i Suhayli,
the Persian version of Ibn al-Mukaffa c 's Arabic version from the original Indian (Pahlawl) of BidpaT, was
the work of Husayn Waciz KashifT, court-preacher to
Husayn Baykara of Harat. This Anwdr-i Suhayli was
translated into Ottoman Turkish by c Abd al-Wasic
c
AHsI Molla CA1T Celebi b. Salih, known as CA1I Wasic
or Salih-zade al-Ruml, with the title Humdyun-ndme
and dedicated to Sultan Suleyman. c Othman-zade abbreviated the Humdyun-ndme to about a third of its
length. This version was printed in Istanbul in
1256/1840 under the title Thimdr al-asmdr. In the
Kulliyydt this extract is entitled Zubdet al-nasd^ih.
The version of the Nasd^ih (Nasihat) al-muluk of ReDIs
Efendi Sari cAbd Allah entitled Talkhis al-hikam is also
described as a synopsis of the Humdyun-ndme. A synopsis of the Meajalis al-akhbdr of CA1T is also attributed to
c
Othman-zade.
Bibliography: Salim, Tedhkere, Istanbul 1314,
178-81; Fatln, Tedhkere, Istanbul 1271, 32; Hadjdji
Khalifa. Kashf al-zunun, ed. Fliigel, esp., however,
Ahmed Hanif-zade, Nova opera (Athdr-i new), ibid, in
vol. vi; idem, Kashf al-zunun, Istanbul 1321, i, 428;
Thiireyya, Sidjill-i cothmdni, i, 242; Mu c allim NadjI,
Esdmi, Istanbul 1308, 92; Sami, Kdmus al-a^ldm, iii,
1261; Bursali Mehmed Tahir, C0thmdnll mu^ellijleri,
ii, 116-17; Hammer, GOR, ix, 238; idem, GOD, iv,
120-31; Babinger, GOW, 254 ff. et passim-, the ms.
catalogues by Fliigel (Vienna), Pertsch (Berlin),
Aumer (Munich), Rieu (Brit. Museum) and Uppsala, no. 292; L4, art. Osman-zdde Tdib (A.
Karahan); W. Bjorkman, in PTF, ii, 448.
(TH. MENZEL)
C
OTHMANDJIK, modern Turkish Osmancik, the
a d m i n i s t r a t i v e c e n t r e of an ilce or district of the
same name in the il or province of Qorum [see &ORUM]
in northern Anatolia, in the southern part of classical
Paphlagonia. It lies on the Halys or Kizil Irmak [q.v. ]
at an important crossing-point of that river by the
Tosya-Merzifun road (lat. 40°58' N., long. 34°50'
E., altitude 430 m/1,310 ft.).
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The town is situated in a picturesque position at the
foot of a volcanic hill which rises straight out of the
plain and is crowned by a castle which formerly commanded the celebrated bridge said to have been built
by Bayezfd I. The settlement is probably very old, as
is evident from the numerous rock chambers cut out
of the cliffs; it is probably on the site of classical
Pimolisa (see PW, xx/2, cols. 1386-7 [W. Ruge]). The
importance for us of the place, however, lies entirely
in the part it has played in Islamic history. The name
c
Othmandjik is connected with that of c Othman I
[q.v.], the founder of the Ottoman dynasty, and it is
said that cOthman I took his name from this place
which had been granted him as a fief. This suggestion,
which is found as early as the 15th century (probably
for the first time in the Geschicht von der Turckey of
Meister Jorg v. Niirnberg, Memmingen n.d. but
about 1496, and again in Spandugino, van Busbeek,
etc.), has little claim to credibility although it has been
revived in modern times, e.g. by Cl. Huart, mJA,
ser. 11, vol. ix(1917), 345 ff, andbyJ.H. Kramers,
in AO, vi (1927), 242 ff; cf thereon, W.L. Langer
and R.P. Blake, in American Historical Review, xxxvii
(1932), 496, note with other references. It is probable
that c Othman is the arabicised form of a Turkish
name which may have sounded something like Atman, Azman, and we must not forget Ibn Battuta's
assertion that the founder of the dynasty called himself
c
Othmandjik, i.e. "Little c Othman" to distinguish
himself from the third caliph. The Turkish sources are
contradictory: Hadjdji Khalifa says that the town of
c
Othmandjik took its name from the fact that in the
10th(!) century a leader named c Othman conquered
it. Ewliya Celebi (1647-8) says (ii, 180 ff.) that many
see in c Othmandjik the birth-place of the amir
c
Othman. This opinion had become the current one
about the middle of the 17th century, as may be seen
from a passage in Les voyages et observations of Francois
le Gouz (Paris 1653, 65). The place does not appear
in the clearer light of history till 794/1392 when it was
taken by Bayezld I from the lord of Kastamuni,
Bayezid Koturum, and definitely incorporated in the
Ottoman empire. The fact is worth mentioning that
there was evidently a considerable Bektashi settlement
here at an early date, and the tomb of the famous
Bektashi saint Koyun Baba [q. v. ] in c Othmandjik has
always been much visited. The inhabitants, according
to Hadjdji Khalifa, belonged almost entirely to the
order of the Bektashls. See on this point, in reference
to events in 1546, Le voyage de Monsieur d'Aramon, ed.
Ch. Schefer, Paris 1887, 66 (where Cochiny-Baba
should be read Koyun Baba). Makarius of Antioch
mentions a place called cOthmandjik near Marcash.
He visited the site where there was said to have been
formerly a large town of this name also called Osman
Dada ( = cOthman Dede?) (Travels, ii, 453 ff).
The plain around modern Osmancik is a fertile
agricultural region for cereals, fruit and vegetables. In
1953 the town had a population of 5,559.
Bibliography: Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme, ii,
180 ff; HadjdjI Khalifa, Djihdn-numd, 625, middle;
Maercker, in ZGE, xxxiv (Berlin 1899), 376; F.
Taeschner, Das anatolische Wegenetz, i, 199-200, 205,
216; J.G.C. Anderson, Studia Pontica, i, Brussels
1903, 103 (with a picture of the bridge built by
Bayezid II, not I); Von Flottwell, Aus dem Stromgebiet
des Qyzyl-Yrmaq, in Pet. Mitt. (1895), Erganzungsheft, no. 114, p. 11 (according to whom
c
Othmandjik is inhabited by the Kizilbash); F.W.
Hasluck, Christianity and Islam under the Sultans, i,
Oxford 1929, 95 ff (on the saint Pambuk Baba); on
the name, see also F. Giese, in ZS, ii (1923), 246 ff.
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and A.D. Mordtmann, in ZDMG, xxx (1876), 467;
Sam! Bey, Kdmus al-a^ldm, Istanbul 1894, iv,
3127 ff.; Admiralty Handbooks, Turkey, London
1942-3, ii, 577-8; IA art. s.v. (Besim Darkot).
(F. BABINGER*)
C
OTHMANIYYE [see ERGANI].
C
OTHMANLI, the name of a Turkish d y n a s t y ,
ultimately of Oghuz origin [see GHUZZ], whose name
appears in European sources as OTTOMANS (Eng.),
OTTOMANES (Fr.), OSMANEN (Ger.), etc.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

Political and dynastic history
Social and economic history
Literature
Religious life
Architecture
Carpets and textiles
Ceramics, metalwork and minor arts
Painting
Numismatics

I. POLITICAL AND DYNASTIC HISTORY
1. General survey and chronology of the
dynasty
The Ottoman empire was the territorially most extensive and most enduring Islamic state since the
break-up of the cAbbasid caliphate and the greatest
one to be founded by Turkish-speaking peoples. It
arose in the Islamic world after the devastations over
much of the eastern and central lands of the Ddr alIsldm by the Mongols and survived the further
onslaught at the opening of the 15th century of
Timur. Also, it originated on the periphery of the
Islamic world, in Anatolia, into which Muslim Turks
had been infiltrating by the time of the establishment
of the Saldjuk sultanate of Rum [see SALDJUKS] and
was to play a dominant role in the processes of
Turkicisation and Islamisation—even though this was
not to be completed till the very end of the Ottoman
dynasty, in 1922—of the formerly Greek and Armenian land of Anatolia [see ANADOLU]. A further consequence of the rise of the Ottomans was the overrunning of most of mainland Greece and many of the
Aegean islands, Albania, the Slav lands of the Balkans
and much of Hungary, by the 10th/16th century, and
although this tide of conquest subsequently receded,
Turkish occupation has left permanent traces in the
Balkans in the forms of pockets of Muslim Turks and
of the indigenous peoples who adopted Islam [see
MUSLIMUN. 1. The old-established Muslim communities of Eastern Europe] (and even of Turks who
adopted Christianity [see DOBRUDJA]).
Operating in Bithynia in northwestern Anatolia,
the Ottomans gradually encircled the Byzantine empire, weakened as it latterly was from the Latin occupation of Constantinople in the 13th century, and
eventually, in 1453, conquered Constaninople, the
age-old goal of Muslim arms [see AL-KUSTANTINIYYA.
1], at a time when ancient Balkan kingdoms such as
Bulgaria and Serbia had already been overrun. Other
states such as Wallachia and Bosnia were made
tributary, and after 1526 [see MOHACZ], two-thirds of
Hungary fell under Ottoman domination. In the east,
the sultans took over the Arab provinces of Syria
(1516) and Egypt (1517) from the Mamluks [q.v.],
and constituted themselves as the defenders of the orthodox Sunn! world against the Shi*! Safawids [q. v. ],
even carrying^the war for a short time into the Persian
province of Adharbaydjan. The sultans had at this
time a far-reaching political and diplomatic policy,
which included links with the Crimean Tatars to the
north of the Black Sea [see KIRIM] and with the South
Indian and Malaysian sultanates threatened by Por-

tuguese and other colonial powers' expansion along
the Indian Ocean shores; in the Muslim West, the
sultans supported the corsair states of North Africa
[see KURSAN. 1].
The achievements of Ottoman culture, an amalgam
of native Turkish traditions with Persian and Arabic
literary and artistic currents, were quantitatively great
and often of the highest aesthetic standard (see sections V-VIII below). The alliance of the sultans with
the Sunn! ^ulama* and with such SufT orders as the
MewlewTs [see MAWLAWIYYA], later strengthened by
the fact that they tacitly assumed for themselves the
caliphate after the demise of the cAbbasid puppet
caliphs of Cairo in 1517 [see KHALIFA, (i)], led to the
dominance of the Hanaft madhhab of Islamic law over
the central Turkish lands and over much of the Arab
lands also, an influence not quite extinguished today
[see MAHKAMA, 1, 2, 4, and MEDJELLE].
But after the high point in the 17th century of the
occupation of Crete (1645-69) and the siege of Vienna
(1683), a period of slow decline set in for the empire.
In the early centuries, the Ottomans had been
vigorous and expansionist and the scourge of Christian Europe. Now, however, the stimuli to intellectual
enquiry from the Renaissance and Reformation and
the dying-down of religious passions in Europe after
1648, enabled the West to forge ahead scientifically
and technologically, with the application of new ideas
to the art of war and to economic and commercial activities, so that the Ottoman empire fell more and
more on to the defensive, its frontiers vulnerable to
superior military and naval techniques and its craft industries and commerce vulnerable to industrial mass
production and new financial mechanisms evolved in
the West. In the 19th century, the new forces of ethnic
and linguistic nationalism released by the French
Revolution meant that the subject peoples of the
Balkans, for centuries peoples without history, were
no longer content to accept a clearly-defined but
subordinate place in the Ottoman empire, especially
as, by reaction, it began in the later 19th century to
grow more specifically Turkish [see PAN-TURKISM].
Hence the frontiers of the empire receded in the
Balkans, until by 1913 only Eastern Thrace remained
of the European territories. Nor were the Arab lands
of the empire unaffected by the new ethnic and
cultural nationalisms, and already by 1914 the increasingly shadowy Ottoman authority in the North
African countries and Egypt had been thrown off.
Turkey's decision in November 1914 to enter the First
World War on the side of the Central Powers proved
the crowning disaster for the empire, and in the wake
of the new Turkish nationalism aroused by the postWar dismemberment of the Ottoman empire, there
was no place by 1924 for the Ottoman ruling family
and the old Islamic religion-based culture which it
epitomised.
Chronology of the Ottoman sultans

Ertoghrul, d. ca. 679/1280
Othman I GhazI
Orkhan
Murad I
Bayezld I Yildirim
TTmurid invasion)
Mehemmed I Celebi (at first in Anatolia
only, after 816/1413 in Rumeli also)
806/1403 Suleyman I (in Rumeli only until
814/14H)
814/1411 Musa Celebi (counter-sultan in Rumeli
until 816/1411)
824/1421 Murad II, first reign

680/1281
724/1324
761/1360
791/1389
(804/1402
805/1403
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824/1421 Mustafa Celebi, Diizme (counter-sultan
in Rumeli until 825/1422)
848/1444 Mehemmed II Fatih ("the Conqueror"),
first reign
850/1446 Murad II, second reign
855/1451 Mehemmed II, second reign
886/1481 Bayezld II
918/1512 Selim I Yavuz
926/1520 Siileyman II KanunI ("the Magnificent'')
974/1566 Selim II
982/1574 Murad III
1003/1595 Mehemmed III
1012/1603 Ahmed I
1026/1617 Mustafa I, first reign
1027/1618 c Othman II
1031/1622 Mustafa I, second reign
1032/1623 Murad II
1049/1640 Ibrahim
1058/1648 Mehemmed IV
1099/1687 Suleyman III
1102/1691 Ahmed II
1106/1695 Mustafa II
1115/1703 Ahmed III
1143/1730 Mahmud I
1168/1754 c Othman III
1171/1757 Mustafa III
1187/1774 cAbd ul-Hamid I
1203/1789 Selim III
1222/1807 Mustafa IV
1223/1808 Mahmud II
1255/1839 cAbd iil-Medjid I
1277/1861 c Abd ul- c AzTz
1293/1876 Murad V
1293/1876 cAbd ul-Hamid II
1327/1909 Mehemmed V Reshad
1336/1918 Mehemmed VI Wahid ul-Din (last
sultan)
1341-2/1922-4 cAbd ul-MedjTd II (as caliph only)
(Republican regime of Mustafa Kemal)
See further, Zambaur, Manuel de chronologic et de
ge'nealogie, 160-74, with genealogical table O; A.D.
Alderson, The structure of the Ottoman dynasty, Oxford
1956; Bos worth, The Islamic dynasties, 136-40.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. The f o u n d a t i o n and e x p a n s i o n of the Ottoman Empire
Recent research on the subject of the founding of
the Ottoman state, especially epigraphic, numismatic
and archival discoveries, have made clear many
things that formerly had been seen mainly through the
medium of Ottoman historical tradition as reflected in
the sources belonging to the second half of the
9th/15th century and later, namely, the different versions of the chronicles of Al-i COthman and halflegendary sources of mystic orders known as mendkibndmes and wilayet-names.
The nucleus of the state of the Ottomans was a far
advanced outpost (ud£) in the region of the Sakarya
[q. v.] river, which for many centuries constituted the
frontier zone between the old Saldjuk state of Rum
and that of the Byzantines. The former had gradually
relapsed into anarchy after its defeat by the Mongol
army at the battle of Kosedag [see ROSE DAGH] in
1243. Asia Minor at that time had already been turcicised to a large degree; the greater part of the
Anatolian Turks belonged to the Oghuz tribes [see
GHUZZ] who invaded the country during the second
half of the 5th/11th century, especially after the battle
of Malazgird [q.v.} (1071). Moreover, in the first half
of the 13th century, the Mongol advance in Asia caused a new migration of Turkish tribes and of fugitives
into the country; many of these fugitives came from
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the former Kh w arazmian state and were Persians.
Part of the Anatolian Christian population, not abandoning its old religion, continued to live in the Saldjuk
state in which there was no sharp social division between Muslims and Christians. On the contrary,
there was a conflict between the townspeople and the
nomads or Turkomans, who were roving all through
Asia Minor, as they did also in the adjacent territories
of Syria, Mesopotamia and Persia. These Turkomans
had still preserved many pre-Islamic religious traditions within the particular form of Islam to which they
adhered. This form of Islam was the result of the
preaching of wandering dervishes, known under the
name of Kalenderiyye and Hayderiyye, who spread
from the 5th/11th century all over northern Persia and
Transoxania; their preaching was imbued with
mystical doctrines containing a large amount of
heterodox elements. After their immigration into Asia
Minor, the Turkomans had remained under the same
influences and those who exercised religious authority
amongst them, called babas, had still much
resemblance to the pre-Islamic shamans. Under these
religious leaders in 1239, the fearful revolt of the
BabaDTs [q.v.] had taken place (cf. A.Y. Ocak, La
revolte de Baba Resul ou la formation de I'heterodoxie
musulmane en Anatolie au XIHe siecle, Ankara 1989). The
government at that time had been able at last to suppress the revolt, but the heterodox opposition among
the lower classes in Asia Minor still deeply influenced
the history of the first centuries of the Ottoman Empire. These Turkomans were indeed far more
numerous that the governing classes and the
townspeople, as is shown by the present geographical
nomenclature of Asia Minor; numerous villages,
rivers and mountains have pure Turkish names of
tribes such as Kayi, Salur, Bayat and Cepni (cf.
Koprulii-zade Fuat, Oguz etnolodjisine tdnkhi notlar, in
Turkiyydt Meajmucasi, i, 185 ff.). Insofar as the
Turkoman tribes were still militant, the best use that
could be made of them was as frontier guards and as
conquerors of new territory. After settling down, they
may have mixed with a good deal of the original rural
population and this mixture explains the curious halfChristian views and customs that are reported in later
times as existing among the lower classes in Anatolia.
The Saldjuk government and the higher classes of
society had followed the orthodox Sunn! Islamic tradition, which is to be traced back to the times of the
Samanid empire in Khurasan and Transoxania.
These were also the regions with which the Anatolian
Turks had always been in constant contact. The
higher culture was mainly Persian in character. These
contacts explain also how the HanafT madhhab became
officially predominant in Anatolia and afterwards in
the Ottoman empire. The upper classes of society
were not free themselves from a strong mystical influence of a higher order. It had likewise its source in
Khurasan, whence had come the theologian and
mystic Djalal al-Din Rumi [q.v.], who lived in the
Saldjuk capital Konya and who influenced for centuries Ottoman Turkish culture through the Mewlewi
order [see MAWLAWIYYA] . So the townspeople were
likewise familiar with the formation of fraternities on
mystical lines, entering within the category of the
futuwwa [q. v. ]. One of the fraternities which played an
important role was that of the Akhts (q.v., and cf. F.
Taeschner, in Islamica, iv/1 [1929]); a similar fraternity was formed by the Ghdziydn. On this basis of
religious and social controversy is to be understood
the development of events since the end of the
7th/13th century. In the many small principalities that
appeared during the break-up of the Saldjuk state we
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see sometimes the influence of the orthodox element
and at other times that of the heterodox Turkoman
element as predominant.
When the Ottoman state was founded in Bithynia,
presumably around 1299, it was one among several
other small Turkish states, such as that of the Karasioghlu [q.v. ], the Sarukhan-oghlu [q.v. ], the Aydinoghlu [0.0.], the Menteshe-oghlu [q.v.], the Djandaroghlu or Isfendiyar-oghlu [q.v.], the Karaman-oghlu
[q.v.], the Germiyan-oghlu [q.v.], the Hamid-oghlu,
etc. All these states had this in common with the Ottoman one, that they were established between the
former Saldjuk state and the Byzantine empire, on the
frontier zone, that is, in the most remote regions from
the Islamic cultural centre of Anatolia; their lords,
bearing the Turkish title beg [q.v.] or the equivalent
Arabic title amir [q. v. ], were descendants of the
Turkoman chieftains who were frontier guards (udj_
begleri). Furthermore, they had the possibility to expand by attacking the coastal regions ruled by the
Byzantines and the islands ruled by the Italian colonists. It was this opportunity of westward expansion,
which proved most favourable for the cOthman-oghlu
and secured them in the end the superiority over the
other principalities.
The historical tradition of the Ottomans has preserved reminiscences of the Turkoman nomadic
origin of the founders of the state. The father of
c
Othman, Ertoghrul [q.v.], is said to have established
himself with his little tribe in the neighbourhood of
Sogiit [q. v. ] and the pedigree given for Ertoghrul and
his father Siileyman Shah shows them as belonging to
the Kayi [q.v.] division of the Oghuz Turks. As the
various reports about Ertoghrul have a good deal of a
legendary character, his very existence was put under
doubt until a coin of c Othman also bearing his father's
name, was found (I. Artuk, Osmanh beyligin kurucusu
Osman gazi 'ye ait sikke, in Papers presented to the First International Congress on the Social and Economic History of
Turkey, Hacettepe University 1977, Ankara 1980, 27-33).
When Ertoghrul died, c Othman took over the leadership. It is not certain that his name was cOthman, that
is, a prestigious Arabic name; his contemporary the
Byzantine historian George Pachymeres wrote the
name down as Atman, which is a simple Turkic name
(cf. L. Bazin, Antiquite meconnue du litre d'Ataman?, in
Harvard Ukrainian Studies, Essays presented to 0. Pritsak,
iii-iv [1979-80], 61-70). He was, at any rate, one of
the ghdziydn-i Rum and surrounded by other ghdzis
(Turkish alp) as well as by people belonging to the
fraternity of the Akhis. His father-in-law, the sheykh
Edebali, was deeply involved with the group of dervishes known as the Abddldn-i Rum, which was connected with the mystic order of the Bektashls (q. v.,
and cf. Irene Melikoff, Un ordre de derviches colonisateurs:
les Bektachis, in Memorial Omer Lutfi Barkan, Paris 1980,
149-57). As a result of collaboration of these various
elements, a small amirate was established. Its centre
was the fortress of Karadja Hisar, the exact location
of which remains unknown; its identification with the
Byzantine Melagina proposed by von Hammer is not
valid anymore (V. Laurent, La Vita retractata et les
miracles posthumes de Saint Pierre d'Atroa, Brussels 1958,
10, 66, 74). During c Othman's reign, the history of
the amirate was not different from that of the contemporary Anatolian principalities. By organising raids
against the Byzantine territories, but also by
stratagems and personal relations, he succeeded in
extending his rule. In 1302 he inflicted a serious
defeat on the Byzantines at Bapheus and his troops
reached the littoral opposite Constantinople. At his
death, in 1326, the Sakarya was practically the eastern

boundary of the state, while the Byzantine towns of
Bithynia had been blockaded for several years.
During the early years of his son and successor Orkhan [q.v.], important towns, unable to resist any
more, surrendered: Bursa, which became the capital,
in 1326, Iznik (Nicaea) in 1331 and Iznikmid/Izmid
(Nicomedeia) in 1337. In this year Orkhan also performed his first important raid on Thrace. On the
other hand, he added the adjacent amirate of Karasi
to his dominions, around 1346, and by this acquisition his state became one of the prominent maritime
amirates since the Karasi Turks possessed fleets of
light vessels and were experienced in naval warfare.
In Orkhan's years, the more orthodox Islamic
traditions gradually became predominant, though the
dervishes remained in high esteem as popular
religious leaders. It is a noteworthy fact, however, in
the history of cOthman and Orkhan that there apparently existed close relations with local Christian
chiefs and commanders; the most representative of
them was Kose Mlkhal, lord of the fortress of Kharmankaya, who collaborated with cOthman, eventually
embraced Islam and was the ancestor of a notable
military family in the Ottoman Empire [see MIKHALOGHLU] . This early collaboration with Christian Greek
elements makes it probable that, in this way, Byzantine traditions and customs early entered the Ottoman
state, in the same way as was the case in some other
contemporary maritime amirates. Both the Christian
and the Muslim heterodox element were gradually
assimilated by the growing influence of the orthodox
mollds, often indicated in the older sources as ddnishmend; some of these belonged to the Akhi circles, as is
said of the Kadi Djandarli Kara Khalil, later vizier to
Murad I under the name of Khayr al-Dln Pasha;
many of them had also come from the more eastern
parts of Asia Minor. During Orkhan's reign these
fairly different elements contributed to the foundation
of a typical form of administration and civilisation,
from which the later development of the Ottoman
state must be explained. The administration, similar
to that of the other contemporary amirates, was
basically a military one, following Saldjuk tradition.
The state belonged to the family and it was ruled by
the father considered as the senior lord, or in Turkish,
ulu beg. It was he who concluded treaties, struck coins
and was apparently commemorated in the Friday
public prayer. The territory of the amirate was divided into domains governed by his sons. Military chiefs
were also granted territory by the ulu beg and this institution may have reposed on earlier Byzantine or
Saldjuk ones [see IKTA C ]. Apparently under Orkhan
there was created a cavalry force of musellems [q. v. ]
and an infantry of yayas, as the irregular force of the
akindfs [q.v.], originally composed of Turkoman
tribesmen, was no longer adequate. In this time also
the title pasha [q. v. ], originally peculiar to military dervishes, began to be given to statesmen (e.g. Sinan
Pasha under Orkhan) and military commanders.
The natural extension of the young state was
towards the west, in keeping with the naval raids of
the $arukhan-oghlu and mainly of the Aydin-oghlu
on the isles and on the Greek coast. Orkhan's military
expeditions on the Thracian littoral became more frequent since the annexation of the Karasi amirate, but
the rise of his power is notably connected with his
alliance with the emperor John VI Cantacuzenus
during the Byzantine civil war which erupted in 1341.
In 1352, however, began the conquest of towns on the
European side when Orkhan's son Siileyman occupied the fortress of Tzymbe. In 1354 the Ottomans,
profiting from an earthquake, occupied the
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strategically-important town of Kallipolis or Gallipoli
[see GELIBOLU]. In the meantime they established
diplomatic relations with the Republic of Genoa and
a commercial treaty was concluded in 1352. After Orkhan's death, in 1362, military operations were launched by Murad I, who conquered all the Byzantine
territory to the west of Constantinople; Adrianople
(Edirne [q. v. ]), captured in 1369, became soon afterwards the European Ottoman capital. Then followed
the wars against the Bulgarians and the Serbians, and
the latter were crushed in the battle of Maritsa in 1371
[see MERifi]. This victory assured to the Ottomans the
greater part of the present state of Bulgaria while the
Serbians and Byzantines were reduced to the status of
tribute-paying vassals of the Ottoman sultan (cf. G.
Ostrogorsky, Byzance etat tributaire turc, in Zbornik
Radova, v [1958], 49-58). The Serbians were crushed
for a second time in the battle of Kosowa [q.v.} in
1389, where Murad was killed.
Bayezid I's military expeditions extended over a
still wider range, including Hungary, Bosnia and
southern Greece, but in these regions the Ottoman
conquests were not yet permanent, notwithstanding
the victory won at Nicopolis in 1396 over the allied
Hungarian, French and German armies [see
NIKBULI]. Bayezid began a siege of Constantinople
and the end of the Byzantine state seemed to have
come. On the other hand, the Ottomans began to extend their rule in Asia Minor. Murad I acquired a
large part of the Germiyan-oghlu territory, which included important mines of alum, as a wedding present
to his son, and also the amirate of Hamld-oghlu by
sale. Bayezld I continued the conquest of the
Anatolian amirates but in a brutal manner and with
the assistance of his Christian vassals. Sarukhan,
Aydin and Menteshe were annexed in 1390 and the
amirate of the Isfendiyar-oghlu in 1391. His policy
provoked the intervention of the Turco-Mongol khan
Timur [q.v.] who invaded Anatolia with his army,
crushed Bayezld's army in the battle of Ankara (1402)
and captured him. Bayezld committed suicide in captivity in 1403.
While the sultans conducted the military operations, the organisation was in the hands of their
statesmen, among whom Djandarli Kara Khalfl is the
most notable (see DJANDARL! and^cf. F. Taeschner-P.
Wittek, Die Vezierfamilie der Gandarlyzade und ihre
Denkmaler, in hi., xviii [1929], 61-115). To him is attributed the institution of the Janissaries [see YENICERI] in connection with the reservation of a fifth part
of the war booty for the sultan. The Janissaries were
usually taken from the captured Christians, but a
Greek source indicates that the devshirme [q.v.] was
already applied in Bayezld's days. Their organisation
on the lines of a fraternity after the model of the Akhis
and the ghdzis, and their connection in this respect
with the dervish order of the Bektashis [see
BEKTASHIYYA] , shows again the influence of the
peculiar religious tradition of the state.
The first begs of the Ottoman dynasty, in the older
sources generally bearing the titles of khan and of
khunkdr, had originally taken over some of the Saldjuk
customs and traditions, such as the bearing of lakabs
[q. v. ] composed with din and dunyd, but from the time
of Murad I this custom was abandoned. Murad I is
also the first to take the title sultan [q.v.] in inscriptions, although the Moroccan traveller Ibn Battuta
[0.0.], who visited the Ottoman lands, mentions Orkhan with the title of sultan. These rulers followed also
the traditions of other Anatolian rulers by marrying
high-born Christian ladies: Orkhan was the first to
take a Byzantine princess for his wife. To the same
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early time is to be traced back the investiture of the
sultan by the girding on of a sword, which perhaps
symbolised originally his admission to the order of the
ghdzts (ktlldi alay [see TAKLID AL-SAYF]). An important
fact of the first century of Ottoman history was the enforced migration of populations (stirgun), which ancient oriental custom was particularly applied by
Bayezld I, mostly from the east to the west.
When Timur left Asia Minor again, the country
was as divided as it had been a hundred years before;
from the river Euphrates up to the Aegean coast the
amirates had been restored to their former lords. The
Ottoman state passed through a period of political instability combined with dynastic war and social strife,
and it remained divided until 1413. This period is
known as the interregnum (fetret dewri), during which
four sons of Bayezld staked a claim to leadership over
the Ottomans, while the Christian states tried to take
the maximum advantage from the division of the Ottomans by supporting one prince against the others.
Although the European possessions, where a son of
Bayezid, Suleyman, resided, had been left untouched
by the Mongols, the restoration of the Ottoman state
had again its centre in Anatolia, where another son,
Mehemmed, established himself as a master of a considerable territory having Amasya [q.v.] as its capital.
Suleyman first concluded a treaty with the Christian
powers of Romania (1403), making territorial concessions to them, abolishing taxes paid by them and confirming old commercial privileges. Then he crossed to
Anatolia to fight against his rival brothers, clsa and
Mehemmed; another brother, Musa Gelebi [q.v.], appeared in the European territories and obliged him to
return there.
It was Mehemmed I who finally emerged victorious
from the fratricide strife and restored the unity of the
Ottoman state in 1413. Three years later, in 1416,
this state was shaken by a revolt with deep social
roots, apparently under the spiritual leadership of
sheykh Bedr al-Dln [<7-fl.], the tx-kddi^asker of Musa.
Mehemmed suppressed the revolt by a huge
massacre.
After a short period of peace, the chief military activity of the Ottomans was given to the expansion of
their power in Europe. The sultans themselves resided
most of the time there and led many campaigns in
person. The campaigns became more frequent after
Mehemmed I's death (1421) under his son and successor Murad II. Since the second half of the 14th century, the chief opponent of the Ottomans in the
Balkans had been Hungary. The conflict was exacerbated in the late 1430s and in the 1440s, and desire to
control the silver-producing mines of Novobrdo in
Serbia was one of the reasons. After some military
operations, Murad II defeated the Hungarians and
their allies first at Varna in 1444 and then at Kosowa
in 1448. Despite warfare, most of the European territory was left under the administration of the old
lords, who now were the sultan's vassals responsible
for paying an annual tribute and offering military aid
to him. Also, Constantinople and the rest of the
Byzantine possessions kept for a long time their semiindependence in this way and succeeded even several
times in defying a siege.
During the reigns of Mehemmed I and of Murad II
there began a second incorporation of the various
Anatolian amirates into the Ottoman state, but this
time this was effected gradually and without much
bloodshed, with the exception of the Karaman-oghlu
state, the old rivals of the cOthman-oghlu. But even
there the Ottomans began by following a remarkably
conciliatory policy. The descendants of these
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dynasties were generally granted high military posts
in Europe. During Murad's reign trade began to
thrive. Venetian, Genoese, Ragusan and other merchants developed important activity in several Ottoman cities, which expanded considerably, such as
Bursa with its silk market.
Murad II died in 1451 and was succeeded by his
son Mehemmed II [q.v. ], who immediately began
preparations to put an end to the Byzantine empire,
which was then limited to the city of Constantinople,
a few islands and some towns on the western Black
Sea coast. Constantinople fell on 29 May 1453, and
the Ottoman empire succeeded the Byzantine one.
The capture of Constantinople, which made such a
profound impression among the Turks as well as in
the Occident, was only the realisation of a part of a
political scheme of Mehemmed II, that of bringing the
whole Balkan peninsula under the direct government
of the Ottoman state. After continuous military campaigns this scheme had nearly become a reality. There
were still Venetian enclaves in the Morea and
Albania, and in the north Belgrade was still held by
the Hungarians; but even Bosnia had now passed
under Ottoman rule. The large Aegean islands, except Rhodes, were incorporated in the same manner.
Only the Danube principalities, Wallachia and
Moldavia, and, since 1475, the Crimean Khanate,
had remained vassals. Mehemmed II also finished the
conquest of Anatolia proper by the conquest of the
empire of Trebizond in 1461 and when at last the
Karamanid dynasty was extinguished, in 1475, the
Ottoman empire stood face to face with the Ak
Koyunlu [q.v.] dynasty in the east and the Mamluk
state in the south-east. The dangerous policy of the Ak
Koyunlu lord Uzun Hasan [q.v.] came to an end in
1473 when Mehemmed II defeated him at Otluk Beli.
Under Bayezld II, this neighbour was succeeded by
the young Safawid dynasty of Persia; still, until the
reign of this sultan, the Ottoman territory was not
enlarged on the Asiatic front, though there were
several inglorious frontier wars with the Mamluk
forces in Syria.
During all this time, the Christian powers were
scheming and planning crusades to expel the Turks
from Europe, while trying also to contract alliances
with their Asiatic opponents. But no really great
enterprise was ever undertaken; only temporary
damage was done by the Hungarian Hunyadi, the
Wallachian Wlad Dracul, the Albanian Skander Beg
[see ISKENDER BEG] and by some Venetian naval expeditions. All these Ottoman military successes in
Europe would not have been possible without the
strong base in Turkish Anatolia. Still more
astonishing is, perhaps, the permanence of the Ottoman occupation. The reason may be sought mainly
in the lack of any sufficiently great political Christian
power in the much-divided Balkan peninsula, and
also in the deep hatred between the Greek Orthodox
and the Roman Catholic Church.
During Mehemmed II's reign the Ottoman
political system developed, but the beginnings of this
inner evolution are to be sought in the reign of Murad
II, parallel with the consolidation of the Ottoman type
of religious orthodoxy. The overwhelming importance of the person of the sultan for the existence of
the state is still more accentuated during this period.
This is shown by the menace of military revolts after
the death of nearly every sultan and the artifices by
which his death was kept secret until the arrival of his
successor, also by the grave disturbances caused by
pretenders and the tradition of fratricide, probably inaugurated by BayezTd I but officially decreed by

Meliemmed II. The supporting of Ottoman
pretenders was justly considered as one of the most effective means available to Christian enemies of the
empire.
The new leading men in the state and in the army
were now for the greater part of Christian origin,
Albanians, Slavs, Greeks or, even more, westerners.
They derived from war prisoners, the dewshirme levies,
or they were simple renegades. The older families that
had come from Asia Minor, such as the Mlkhal-oghlu
or the Ewrenos-oghlu [q. v. ], receded into second place
as owners of large land properties on the Danube and
in Macedonia; the high position of the Djandarli family as viziers ended with the execution of Khalil Pasha
shortly after the fall of Constantinople. The newlyconverted Christians served the state to their best, but
the all-dominating authority of the sultan and perhaps
also the democratic tradition of Islam prevented the
formation of a hereditary nobility; statesmen and
military commanders (as beglerbegis and sandiakbegis)
were the slaves (kullar) of the sovereign and much less
independent than they had been in the 8th/14th century. Less dependent was the class of the scholars and
jurists who provided the religious hierarchy with the
Sheykh al-Isldm at the head; among them there are
signs of an upper class of theologians. So there was
formed an Ottoman ruling class composed for the
greater part of non-Turkish elements recruited from
the ranks of the Christians. Under these circumstances, it was inevitable that the administrative
institutions should show the influence of Byzantine
ideas, as was also the case with the court organisation.
By Kdnun-ndmes [q.v.], of which those of Mehemmed
II and later of Siileyman the Magnificent are the best
known, the hierarchy of officials was minutely
regulated.
Besides the older troops of irregular akindfis and
^azabs [q.v.] the army consisted chiefly (a) of the
cavalry of the sipdhis, whose organisation was intimately connected with the military administration of
the territory [see TIMAR], and (b) of the Janissaries,
apparently levied in the time of Murad II by the
dewshirme. Agriculture, constituting the financial support of the cavalry, was closely connected to the timdr
system. Firearms may also have been used for the first
time during Murad II's reign [see BARUD. ivj. The
fleet [see GELIBOLU and DARYA-BEGI] was mainly
manned with Christian renegades, cazabs and Christian prisoners as galley slaves. It began to be wellorganised under Mehemmed II.
The revenues of the state or rather of the sultan
consisted for the most part of the constantlyincreasing djizye [q. v. ] and kharddj, [q. v. ], both of them
levied on non-Muslim subjects, and of the annual
tributes paid by the vassal states. The different kinds
of custom-duties were also considerable. Trade remained largely in the hands of the dhimmis, the merchant class having increased in number by the
massive arrival of Jews from Spain and Central
Europe. Exports and imports were also largely in the
hands of foreigners, especially Italians, who had their
communities in Constantinople [see GHALATA in
Suppl.] and some other towns. These communities
were treated in the same way as the indigenous nonTurkish communities; they were allowed considerable
autonomy under their consuls, including consular
jurisdiction. These privileges were granted by the
sultans in the well-known form of "capitulations", in
which were prescribed also the commercial duties to
be paid by the foreigners, who, in accordance with the
principles of Muslim law, were considered as
muste^minun [see IMTIYAZAT].
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The civilisation of the Ottoman Empire of the later
Middle Ages was not yet separated from central and
western Europe by the wide gap that became
characteristic for later centuries. It has been pointed
out that the friendly relations between Mehemmed II
and Italian princes and artists and his liking for pictorial art entitles him, in a way, to a place among the
Renaissance rulers of the time. In the days of his successor Bayezid II, however, the Muslim attitude to life
began to be again more predominant.
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3. The empire at its z e n i t h
After the relatively peaceful reign of Bayezld II,
there is no more question about Asia Minor or the
Balkan Peninsula. The struggle continued in Albania
and Morea, but had on the whole a local character.
The empire was now strong enough to face its new
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Asiatic neighbours. The war waged against Persia by
Sellm I was in a way a continuation on an international scale of the former internal struggle against the
Shi*! opposition in Asia Minor itself. This war secured
Turkey the temporary possession of Adharbaydjan
and the lasting domination over Kurdistan and
northern Mesopotamia. Very soon afterwards the
Egyptian state of the Mamluks, with whom the Ottoman empire had clashed under Bayezld II in a
rather inglorious way, was incorporated by Sellm in
one single campaign. The consequence was the extension of Turkish overlordship to the holy cities of Islam
and soon to Yaman. Finally, under Suleyman I the
Magnificent, the empire obtained its greatest extension by the conquest of the greater part of Hungary,
one of the two great mediaeval opponents in Europe;
in the same campaign the Turks went even so far as
to besiege Vienna. Only the other old rival, Venice,
was not broken by the victorious empire. After
Mehemmed II's death, official wars with Venice had
become rather an exception. The Ottoman empire
never had acquired an absolute maritime superiority,
and this weakness appeared almost immediately after
the great period of conquest was over, in the battle of
Lepanto. Rhodes was conquered, but Malta has never
been Turkish and the maritime exploits of Kemal
Re5is [q. v.] under Bayezld and those of Barbarossa
Khayr al-Dm [q.v.] and others, which assured
Turkey's political authority in the age of Suleyman on
the north coast of Africa and in the Indian Ocean,
never wholly lost the character of piracy. On the
Asiatic front, the continuation of the conflict with Persia led for the time to the conquest of Baghdad and
c
lrak, so that the sultan was now in reality sultan albarrayn wa 'l-bahrayn.
At the end of the reign of Suleyman I, the Ottoman
empire found itself between two powerful continental
neighbours: the Austrian monarchy in Europe and
the Safawid empire in Asia. In Europe, the Turkish
provinces of Bosnia and Hungary were the bulwarks
against Austria, while farther to the east the halfindependent principalities of Transylvania, Wallachia
and Moldavia, and the Tatar Crimea were allowed to
exist; from the Turkish point of view also, Poland
with its Cossacks, and even Muscovy, held similar intermediate positions between the two empires; during
this period Turkey raised more than once claims to
the suzerainty of the last-mentioned countries. In
Asia, the geographical situation did not allow for the
existence of this intermediary kind of state, with the
exception of Georgia [see AL-KURDJ] which was invaded and brought under Turkish authority in 1578. In
Asia, however, the Turkish feudal system left places
for a number of petty local rulers who were given the
title of Pasha. They were found on the Persian frontier in Kurdistan (the princes of Bitlis), but also in
Syria (the Druse amirs). The shanf of Mecca occupied
likewise a vassal position, while Yaman, after its
reconquest in 1568-70, was again partly a more direct
Ottoman possession. After 1550 the Turks had even
obtained a footing in Masawwac [q. v. ] on the African
coast and had begun to interfere with Abyssinian affairs; the opportunities here came to an end after the
unlucky war of 1578. Egypt was at this time still somewhat under the control of the Turkish Pasha [see
MISR. D. 6]; the Barbary states were nearly independent; the shanf of Morocco recognised in 1580 the
authority of the Turkish sultan.
This general political system of the empire was
maintained throughout the third period, a kind of
equilibrium being established between the Ottoman
empire and the great continental powers.
Under Sellm II, or rather under the administration
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of Mehmed Sokollu Pasha, Cyprus was conquered
(1570-1), but this conquest occasioned immediately
the naval defeat in the battle of Lepanto [q. v. ] in 1571,
considered to be the first great military blow inflicted
on the Turks. The impossibility of further military expansion brought about an inner weakening of the Empire that was marked on the whole by unsuccessful
campaigns against Austria (defeat of Mezokeresztes
[q. v. ] in 1596) and against Persia (loss of Tabriz and
Eriwan in 1603 and 1604) and found its expression in
the unfavourable peace treaty of Zsitvatorok with
Austria in 1606 and the peace of 1612 with Persia,
then under the strong rule of Shah cAbbas the Great.
In the last decade of the 16th century, Transylvania
[see ERDEL] and the Rumanian principalities even
made themselves for some time independent; from
1572 Poland also played often an active role in the
complicated political and military course of events on
these northern frontiers of the Turkish empire. The
raids of the Cossacks in the Crimea had not yet the
dangerous aspect of a century later, when the
Muscovite power began to appear on the horizon. A
favourable circumstance for Turkey was the weakening of Central Europe by the Thirty Years' War;
among the west European countries the already existing friendly relations with France, followed in 1580
by England and in 1603 by Holland, were on the
whole profitable for the empire, while Spain had ceased since the end of the century to be a serious
maritime danger. In view of the never very strong
maritime position of Turkey, the relations with
Venice remained subject to surprises on both sides,
such as the annexation of Cyprus; during the 17th
century this was followed by the conquest of Crete
(1645-69) and about 1655 by the important Venetian
conquests in Morea and in the archipelago, so that for
a moment even Istanbul was threatened. Still, the
relations with Venice were on the whole friendly,
Turkey being the stronger power on account of its
continental position. On the Asiatic frontier,
Turkey's weakness led temporarily to the loss of
Baghdad in 1623 and a renewed Persian danger. But
here the old position of the empire was restored by the
revival of its military strength under Murad IV;
under his reign and after Shah cAbbas's death, Persia
was invaded by Ottoman troops, and Eriwan and
Tabriz, and finally Baghdad reconquered (1638); in
1639 there began a long period of peace with Persia.
After 1640 the stronger position of the empire was used, as well as for the conquest of Crete, for strengthening the authority of the Porte in Transylvania and the
Danube principalities, and for a fortification of the
frontier to the north of the Black Sea, where Azov was
taken from the Cossacks, now under Muscovite
authority, and fortified in 1660. In this same year the
hostilities with the now-recovered Austria began again
and took on at first a crusading character; even
France was this time an ally of Austria (Turkish defeat
of St. Gotthard 1664). But this was only a prelude to
the final struggle with Austria that began in 1683 with
the unsuccessful siege of Vienna, and finished in 1688
with the loss of the Ottoman province of Hungary and
the invasion of the Balkan peninsula by Austrian armies, followed at last by the peace of Carlowitz (1699
[see KARLOF&A]) in which Turkey, considerably
weakened again, had to give up nearly the whole of
Hungary and its claim on Transylvania, while it had
to recognise the authority of Venice in Morea.
The weakening of the Ottoman empire at the beginning of this period was mainly due to domestic
reasons. During the 16th century it had already been
observed that the empire in this form could only sub-

sist by continuous warfare; it had to be adapted now
to peaceful conditions, and this went beyond the
possibilities of the personal rule of the sultan, which
was based essentially on military conquest. The successors of Siileyman the Great were not equal to the
task of meeting these new conditions; it is true that
Mehemmed III, cOthman II and Mehemmed IV occasionally accompanied their armies, but Murad IV
was the last sultan to revive the military traditions of
his dynasty, the last real ghdzi. So the sultans,
whatever their personal qualities were, became less
directly concerned in the administration of the state,
though their personality remained surrounded with
the traditional veneration. This did not prevent, however, the deposition and murder of cOthman II in
1628, nor the deposition of Ibrahim in 1648 and of
Mehemmed IV in 1688. Instead of the sultans, the
statesmen and generals became now more prominent,
first in time and in importance Mehmed Sokollu
Pasha [see SOKOLLU] under Sellm II, Sinan Pasha
[q.v.], the great enemy of the Austrians, under
Mehemmed III, Murad Pasha [q.v.] and Khalll
Pasha [q.v.] under Ahmed I and cOthman II; and in
the second half of the century the great members of
the Koprulu family [^.0.]: Mehmed Pasha, his son
Ahmed Pasha and their cousin Mustafa Pasha; to the
same period belonged also Kara Mustafa Pasha [q. v. ],
the besieger of Vienna in 1683. These military
statesmen belonged to the numerically feeble
renegade class and were supporters of the typical Ottoman government system as it had been perfected
under Siileyman I, but they did not represent any
considerable group of the strongly diverging population of the empire. There was not yet an Ottoman
Turkish nation. Several other groups were competing
with them in the direction of the state affairs; the most
formidable being the military corps of the Janissaries
and the Sipahis, who several times, especially after
serious military defeats as at the time of the enthronement of Murad IV in 1632 and of Mehemmed IV's
deposition in 1688, were masters of the political situation. The Janissaries were now even less recruited in
the ancient way from the Christian populations, while
many abuses had ruined the former discipline of their
corps. Several Grand Viziers fell victims to their fury.
Another powerful group, that made occasional use of
these military elements, was the court circle, led
several times by a powerful Wdlide Sultan or by a Klzlar
Aghasl. Finally, the C w/fma 3 with the Sheykh al-Isldm succeeded repeatedly in playing a decisive part in the
direction of the state affairs (e.g. the muftiSacd al-Din
under Mehemmed III); the deposition of sultan
Ibrahim was sanctioned byfetwd of the Sheykh al-Isldm.
These symptoms of decay were truly analysed in Koci
Bey's [q.v.] famous Risdla. Only Murad IV was able
to suppress, often by violent means, the influence of
these different groups; he succeeded even in raising a
new military force (the Segbans) alongside of the
Janissaries. In the capital there were several times
outbursts of religious fanaticism directed against the
Christians, as happened under Ibrahim I, but it cannot be said that political events were influenced by
them; the great statesmen showed on the contrary a
remarkable tolerance.
The non-Muslim element, though excluded from
all direct influence on the government, had adapted
itself to the circumstances. A new Greek aristocracy
had arisen in Istanbul, which by wealth and intrigue
had powerful relations in Turkish circles, as well as in
the leading circles of the Christian principalities on
the Danube; they likewise were able to control the
nomination of the Greek patriarchs. To this time
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belongs also the definite turn of the Ottoman Greeks
towards Greek Orthodoxy under the influence of the
patriarch Cyrillus Lucaris (executed in 1638); the
consequence was a decisive rupture with the Roman
Christian world and indirectly a strengthening of the
Ottoman empire. The Ottoman Turks had still many
religious traditions in common with the Greeks, and
Christian saints were also venerated in Turkish
circles. Next to the Greeks, the Jewish element, considerably strengthened since the arrival of the Spanish
and Portuguese Jews under Bayezld I, played a great
social role, chiefly as bankers; the best known
representative of this group was Joseph Nasi [see
NAKSHE and NAsP], the favourite of Sellm II.
The lower classes in Asia Minor participated as little in the direction of the state as those of European
Turkey. Some dangerous revolts proved, however,
that the old religious traditions of the 13th and 14th
centuries had not wholly disappeared. In 1599 began
the movement of Kara Yazidji [q.v.] in Urfa; much
more dangerous for the unity of the empire was the
revolt of Kalender-oghlu in $arukhan (1606), who
ruled for some years independently over a great part
of western Anatolia, until he was crushed by Murad
Pasha. Soon afterwards, in 1623-8 took place the insurrection of Abaza Mehmed Pasha [q.v.], the
relentless persecutor of the Janissaries. Farther to the
east, the movement for independence under the Kurd
Djanbulat [q.v.] in northern Syria like that of the
Druse Fakhr al-Dln Macn [q.v.] in the Lebanon had
to be tolerated to some extent. The inclination to
mysticism and veneration for mystic sheykhs (such as
Mahmud of Scutari, where several grand viziers
found a'sylum under cOthman II) continued its hold
on all classes of the population; several new mystical
orders were founded during this period. The foreign
trade remained as before in the hands of foreigners,
Venetians and other Italians; of Italian origin were
also many of the leading personalities of the Turkish
navy that was rebuilt after the battle of Lepanto, such
as Cighale-zade Sinan Pasha [<7-z>.].
4. The period of decline
During the 18th century the inevitable action of the
elements of decay began to be felt more and more in
the empire and brought about a situation that has
been, too superficially, described as decadence. The
causes of the decline were to be sought mainly within
the body politic; they were still the consequences of
the transition from a conquering state to a peaceful
administration, but they were now ever more exploited by foreign powers. Among these Austria was
in the beginning still a formidable opponent; after the
war of 1716-18 the peace of Passarowitz [see
PASAROF&A] meant the loss of what had been left to
Turkey of Hungary and Transylvania, and even of
Belgrade, but the peace of Belgrade in 1739, in which
this town itself was restored, proved that from the
Austrian side the real danger had ceased. Moreover,
in 1715, Morea had been reconquered from the Venetians by the grand vizier Djinn CA1I Pasha [see MORA],
which success had shown that Venice also was no
more to be feared. A new and formidable enemy had
risen, however, in the form of the now much enlarged
Russia, which, to the Orthodox Christians of
Rumania and Serbia, seemed a more welcome
liberator than even Austria had ever been. The war of
1711 with Peter I, intimately connected with the coming of Charles XII of Sweden to Turkey, ended with
a Turkish victory at Poltava and brought back Azov
to the empire in 1712, and the war of 1732, equally
successfully closed by the already-mentioned Treaty
of Belgrade in 1739, was not yet disastrous for
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Turkey; Russian navigation in the Black Sea was even
formally prohibited. After 1739 there followed a
period of peace for the empire in Europe. The
military and peaceful relations with Persia during this
time were mainly influenced by the political events in
that empire, by which the Turks sought to profit. The
successes of Nadir Shah [q. v. ] of Persia in 1730 were
for a moment threatening; they even occasioned the
deposition of Ahmed III, but at last the peace of 1736
restored the frontiers of the time of Murad IV. The
real military weakness of the Ottoman empire was
finally revealed in the conflict with Russia that had
begun in 1768 with a Turkish declaration of war; this
war brought the Russian armies deep into Bulgaria
and was ended by the memorable treaty of Kiic'uk
Kaynardja [q.v.] in 1774, by which the Crimea
became wholly independent (to be annexed in 1783 by
Russia), while Turkey had to recognise the Russian
protectorate in the Danube principalities. The right of
religious protection accorded to the sultan with regard
to the Muslims in the Crimea, was the beginning of
the religious claims of Turkey that were to acquire
such importance in its international relations in the
19th century. After an equally unhappy war with
Karlm Khan Zand [q.v.] in Persia (1776), in which
Basra was temporarily lost, the Ottoman empire again
suffered serious losses to the Russians by the war of
1784-92, closed by the peace of Jassy; this time the
Dniepr became the frontier between the two empires.
Austria also had tried to profit by this war and had occupied Bucharest, but in the separate peace of Zistowa
(1791) Austria did not gain the expected profits.
During all this time, the friendly relations with the
western countries, France, Britain and Holland, to
which Sweden was added in 1737, Denmark in 1756
and Prussia in 1763, had often been of great value to
Turkey by the services rendered by them as intermediaries in the peace negotiations; especially
France, which obtained in 1740 its well-known final
capitulations, had considerable influence by its right
to protect the Roman Catholics. At the end of the century, however, the Ottoman empire began to be a factor in the new expansionist schemes of the western
powers, in connection with their colonial acquisitions
and political influence in South and East Asia. These
interests did not show at that time any wish to possess
Ottoman territory, but the rising colonial powers
needed between themselves and their possessions a
state over which they could exert control, since they
saw the necessity of communicating with the Persian
Gulf and India by a more direct way than the
southern sea-route. The more immediate cause of the
occupation of Egypt by the French in 1798 was the
rivalry between France and Britain; this made for the
moment Britain and even Russia allies of Turkey. But
in 1802 peace with France was restored, to be followed
some years later by a new war with Russia and
hostilities with Britain (the British fleet before the
capital in 1807). By the peace of Bucharest (1812), the
Ottoman Empire again lost territory (Bessarabia [see
BUDJAK]) to Russia, while Britain, after the elimination of France's colonial power in India and the
weakening of the Ottoman authority in Egypt, was for
the moment satisfied. The empire was again severely
affected by the ups and downs of the Greek insurrection that began in 1820 and ended in 1830 with the
recognition of the independence of Greece, not, however, before a disastrous war with Russia—that had
played from the beginning an important part in the
Greek troubles—had obliged Turkey to conclude the
peace of Adrianople (1829). Still, the action of the
other European powers had prevented Russia from
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realising its territorial aims; it had to be contented
with a strong political ascendancy over Turkey, as was
proved in 1833 by the Treaty of Khiinkar Iskelesi,
which, in a secret article, forced Turkey to become
Russia's ally in the matter of the navigation in the
Black Sea. This unnatural alliance with Russia was
occasioned by the action of Muhammad CA1I [q. v. ] of
Egypt (begun in 1831), who threatened for a moment
to deprive the empire of Egypt, Syria and Cilicia, but
led at the end only to the recognition of Egypt as a
privileged part of the Empire under a hereditary
dynasty (1840). This time again the intervention of
the European powers had been decisive for the territorial status of the empire. The existence of the Ottoman empire was justly considered as a political
necessity; already in 1789 there had been a treaty between Prussia and Austria to guarantee the northern
frontiers of the Empire. About the year 1830, moreover, Turkey concluded several new treaties, on the
lines of the capitulations, with the United States of
America, Belgium, Portugal and Spain. The conquest
of Algiers by France (1827-57) [see AL-DJAZA'IR] could
hardly be called a loss to the empire.
The administrative system of the empire remained
much the same during this period; in every direction
the central authority was, however, losing its influence. At the beginning of the 18th century this was
not yet very perceptible. Istanbul was still the brilliant
capital of a powerful empire, where the court of
Ahmed III set the example of a luxurious life; to this
time falls the curious passion for the cultivation of
tulips, that makes the epoch known as Idle dewri [q. v. ].
To this period also belongs the expansion of higher
literary, specifically Ottoman, culture beyond the
class of the ^ulemd*; a new class of literati came into existence, who were the precursors of the intellectual
Turkish middle class that originated in the beginning
of the 19th century. The abortive beginning of
Muslim Turkish printing in 1727 [see IBRAHIM
MUTEFERRIKA and MATBA C A. 2] is likewise intimately
connected with the new cultural orientation of the
higher classes. Most of them served the government in
higher or lower functions, and from this class came
forth Grand Viziers, such as Damad Ibrahim and
Raghib Pasha [q. vv. ]. This changed considerably the
ancient military character of the government system;
the home and foreign affairs of the empire were now
treated in a more statesmanlike way by the Sublime
Porte (Bab-i CA1T), and the modest office of the Re'Is
al-Kiittab [q.v.] now became more and more important, since the holders began to act as competent
Ministers of Foreign Affairs; one of them, Ahmed
Rasml [q. v. ], is well known as one of the first Ottoman
ambassadors. Still, this new class of functionaries was,
according to tradition, the sultan's slaves; only under
Mahmud II was their position regulated in a more
liberal way. The new upper classes had manifold relations with the cultivated Greek Phanariots of their
time [see FENER], many of whom occupied high offices
in the government service, especially as dragomans
(as e.g. Nikusios and Mavrocordato); there were no
ties with the lower Muslim classes. Under these governing functionaries, the Janissaries and Sipahfs, now
that their discipline was loosened, more than once interfered in a dangerous way. The Janissary rebellion
under Patrona Khalil [q.v.] in 1730, which cost Ahmed III his throne, seems to have been directed mainly
against this new aristocracy. After Ahmed III, court
life became much more sober. The ruling classes and
most of the sultans with them had begun to realise the
weakness of the empire and sought now a remedy in
the introduction of military reforms, in which they

were aided by several foreigners, of whom the Frenchman Bonneval (d. 1747 [see AHMAD PASHA BONNEVAL])
is the best known. Another French officer, De Tott,
worked in the same direction under Mustafa III,
but the Russian war that broke out under this sultan
showed how little effective the measures had been.
Sellm III undertook army reforms with much more
energy, but even in his time very few leading people
had real understanding for these things; the institution of the new troops (nizdm-i djedfd [q. v. ]) provoked
another formidable rebellion of the Janissaries,
seconded by a large proportion of the ^ulemd*.
Mahmud II, finally, took up the question of reforms
with more deliberateness; this sultan finally concluded
there was no other way of imposing the reforms than
by the famous massacre of the Janissaries in Istanbul
on 16 June 1826; at the same time, the Bektasjil
dervish order [see BEKTASHIYYA] was persecuted. The
events showed, however, that so far, more destructive
than constructive work had been done; still, this
sultan succeeded at least in subjecting a number of
powerful semi-independent local dynasts [see
DEREBEY] . The weakening of the central authority had
indeed been characteristic of the Ottoman empire of
the 18th century. Algiers, Tunis and Tripoli were ruled by hereditary Beys; only Tripoli was brought by
Mahmud again under the direct authority of the
Porte. Egypt had seen in 1767 the usurpation of CAH
Bey. In Rum-ili some powerful vassals had come forth
from the ranks of the great timdr [q.v.] holders or
timariots; they were called a^ydn \q.v.\. Under Sellm
III and Mahmud II the most noteworthy were CA1I
Pasha Tepedelenli [q. v. ] of Yanina and Paswan-oghlu
[q. v. ] at Vidin. In Anatolia there had been in 1739 the
dangerous insurrection of $ari Beg-oghlu, after which
the so-called derebeys were as good as independent, as
was also the case in Kurdistan. In Mesopotamia and
c
lrak the same conditions were prevalent; in 1706 was
formed in clrak the powerful Bedouin confederation
of the Muntafik [q. v. ], and under Sellm III Baghdad
was ruled autocratically by Suleyman Pasha (d.
1810). In Syria, the Druses of the Lebanon had their
own amirs [see DURUZ. ii], and on the coast ruled, in
Sellm Ill's time, Djazzar Pagha [q.v.] of cAkka. In
Arabia, the Wahhabls [see WAHHABIYYA] had taken
Mecca in 1803, and Yaman and cAs!r could hardly be
called parts of the Turkish empire. On the islands of
the Aegean archipelago, hardly any Turks were to be
found; here, as in Syria, there was strong European
influence. Still, although the Ottoman real power had
sunk everywhere, the Ottoman type of administration
had put its seal on the cultural life of all these different
regions; the great Ottoman tradition held them
together and enabled Mahmud II and the statesmen
who, after him, continued the centralisation of the
Empire, to keep together their political unity for a
century more to come.
5. The beginnings of reform and westernisat i o n , and the end of the d y n a s t y
In this period, the transition of the Ottoman empire
to a national Turkish state was completed, but in a
way not intended by the Christian powers, nor expected by the Turkish ruling classes themselves. The
new course followed in the administration by the
gradual application of the Tanzimdt measures [q.v.]
had meant to establish, mainly after the French
model, a modern state where all citizens, whatever
their religion, had equal political and civil rights,
under the direct authority of the Ottoman government; only Egypt, the Danube principalities and Serbia (since 1815) and in Asia the Hidjaz were allowed
a privileged position. The ideal of the new Ottoman
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state was, however, far from the democratic ideals
that worked in Europe and which by now began to
show their effect, especially among the Christian
populations. The democratic revolutionary movement of 1849 in Moldavia and Wallachia [see BOGHDAN and EFLAK] was equally opposed by Turkey and
by Russia, but had as result the convention of Balta
Liman, by which the Turkish authority in these principalities was reduced to a negligible point. When
Russia, as a result of a conflict over the Holy Places
in Jerusalem, invaded again the principalities, in
1853, the Ottoman empire found Britain and France
at its side; this was the beginning of the Crimean
War. By the peace treaty of Paris (1856) the integrity
of the empire seemed secured. In reality, the intervention of Britain and France and soon again of Russia
was now more firmly established than ever. This was
not only the case in political questions, as for instance
the armed intervention in the Lebanese and Syrian
troubles of 1845 and 1860, after the troubles of Djidda
in 1858, and in the international regulation of the
position of Crete in 1866. For the influence of the
foreign powers was likewise extended to many points
of internal administration, which kind of intervention
was made possible by the capitulations. These
originally unilateral privileges were looked upon now
as bilateral treaties, but their contents had become incompatible with the new state conception that the
Tanzimdt tried to realise. From 1856, indeed, the
Porte had tried in vain to get rid of this international
servitude, which, at the end of the 19th century, had
taken on the character of a collective tutelage of all
countries possessing capitulations. Not till 1914 did
the conflict between the European powers enable the
Turkish government to put the capitulations aside
[see IMTIYAZAT].
In 1862 the Ottoman government was able to
restore its authority in Montenegro [see KARA DAGH]
and Herzegovina, while, on the other hand, Serbia,
and the two Danube principalities, since 1861 united
in one state, recovered a nearly complete independence in 1865. Twelve years later the Bulgarian
troubles again brought about an armed conflict with
Russia, which country, in 1870, had already broken
the conventions of 1856 about the Black Sea. The
preliminaries of San Stefano (1878), mitigated by the
Treaty of Berlin (1879), brought the definite loss of
Serbia, Montenegro and Rumania, while Bulgaria
was constituted a semi-dependent principality; on the
Caucasian frontier, Turkey lost Kars and Batum
[q. vv.], and Britain obtained the administration of the
isle of Cyprus [see KUBRUS]. This abandonment of
Britain's policy hitherto followed of respecting the integrity of Ottoman territory was followed in 1882 by
the occupation of Egypt [see KHEDIW and MISR. D. 7].
The remaining dates in the dismemberment of
Turkey in Europe are the Greco-Turkish war (1897),
by which the Greek territory was enlarged towards the
north, the autonomy of Crete (1898) and, after the
deposition of cAbd ul-Hamld II, in 1909, the declaration of independence of Bulgaria and the annexation
of Bosnia and Herzegovina by Austria. Then, after
Tripoli had been lost in the war with Italy (1912,
Peace of Lausanne), the Balkan War of 1912-13 reduced the territory of Turkey in Europe to Eastern
Thrace, including Edirne, which town had even been
occupied for some time by the Bulgarians.
During the 19th century, the relations with Persia
had been on the whole peaceful; conflicts were only
occasioned by frontier questions, such as the dispute
about authority over the Kurdish territory of
Sulaymaniyya [0.0.], which was settled in 1847 in
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favour of Turkey. The territory round the Persian
Gulf had come more and more under the control of
the British, but the territorial status in Asia remained
for a long time unchanged. In the meantime, Turkey
had been drawn gradually into the economic expansion schemes of the German empire as manifested by
the project of the Baghdad railway; this diminished
Britain's interest in the territorial integrity of the Ottoman state. So, when in the first year of the First
World War, Turkey joined the Central Powers,
Russia and Britian co-operated for the first time to
take away Turkish territory. The attempts of the
Allies to enter the Dardanelles by sea and by land failed, however, during the war; but the combined action
of the French and British troops in Palestine and
Syria, and the different British campaigns in clrak
and Mesopotamia, succeeded at last in conquering
these provinces from the Ottoman armies. In Syria,
they were aided by forces of the Sharif of Mecca, who
had made himself independent in 1917 as king of the
Hidjaz. The Russians, in the meantime, had made
considerable progress in north-eastern Anatolia, but
from this side the danger came abruptly to an end
with the Russian Revolution, and the peace of BrestLitowsk (3 March 1918) gave back to Turkey the lost
territory, besides Kars, Ardahan and Batum. Soon
afterwards, the war with the other powers came to an
end by the armistice of Mudros [see MONDROS] (30 October 1918). Subsequently, Istanbul was occupied by
Allied troops; France occupied the whole of northern
Syria and Cilicia, Britian occupied the so far unconquered parts of northern Mesopotamia, including
Mawsil, and Italian troops landed in Antalya. Greece
was allowed to occupy eastern Thrace and Izmir in
May 1919. All this the Istanbul government had to
witness passively. The Turkish parliament, convoked
in January 1920, took for a moment a firmer attitude
by adopting the so-called National Pact (mithak-i milli
[q. v. ]); but when in March the Allied occupation of
Istanbul was rendered more severe, the parliament
was dissolved. Finally, in August, the Ottoman
government was compelled to sign the Treaty of
Sevres, by which large parts of the remaining Ottoman territory, including Istanbul and Izmir, were
brought under the control of one or more foreign
powers. In the meantime, another, interior, enemy
had risen against the Ottoman government as a result
of the organised national opposition against the
foreign occupations, especially the Greeks' landing in
Izmir. In the course of 1920, the Istanbul government
lost gradually all control over Anatolia, and the
measures undertaken with Allied help to restore its
authority failed. Under the growing successes of the
nationalists, the authority of the sultan's government
increasingly dwindled, and the Great National
Assembly of Ankara, under the leadership of Mustafa
Kemal Atatiirk [q.v.], was able at last to pronounce on
1 November 1922 the abolition of the Istanbul
government and the deposition of sultan Mehemmed
VI Wahid al-Dln. This meant nothing less than the
extinction of the Ottoman empire and its dynasty.
Istanbul and eastern Thrace were occupied by nationalist troops and the last sultan left his capital,
which now ceased to be the capital of Turkey. The only remnant of the dynastic tradition was that cAbd iilMedjld II, son of sultan cAbd ul-cAziz, continued to
reside in Istanbul as Khalifa. This dignity was abolished by decree of the Great National Assembly of 2
March 1924; cAbd ul-Medjid, as well as all other
members of the dynasty of cOthman, were at the same
time banished from Turkey; it was to be some fifty
years before they were allowed back into Turkey.
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Such was the outcome of a long series of events, in
which the inner development of the empire played no
less a part than the outward political circumstances.
The Tanzimdt period, in fact, was a no less powerful
factor in the dissolution than the political interest of
foreign powers. The Tanzimdt [q.v.] were a more
deliberate continuation of the reforming measures
under Sellm III and Mahmud II, and they were by no
means the execution of a programme supported by_ a
large group of the population. Reshld Pasha, CA1T
Pasha and their helpers wanted to turn Turkey into a
modern state ruled by a council of ministers, whose
president kept the title of sadr-i a^zam, but their
methods were those of an absolute government in the
name of the sultans, who did not in the beginning interfere. When, however, the first real constitution was
elaborated by Midhat Pasha [q.v.], it happened that
the new sultan cAbd ul-Hamfd II preferred to govern
himself, and with the same absolutist methods as his
predecessors; only his aim became ever less the copying of a western European state, but rather the
strengthening and the securing of the position of the
sovereign, to which end there was finally developed
the notorious system of censorship and espionage
which has made known this period in Turkish history
as dewr-i istibddd "the period of despotism". This
period cannot be called reactionary in that it abolished
the institutions of the Tanzimdt; it opposed only some
consequences of the reforms. The reforms had
brought into existence a middle class of intellectuals of
Turkish speech and Islamic religious tradition, mostly
divided between the army and the state functionaries
and, in a less degree, the ^ulemd^. These intellectuals,
of very different extraction, had developed a new ideal
of patriotism, as reflected most eloquently in Namik
Kemal's [q.v.] Watan, and they had begun to form a
public opinion that claimed a certain influence in the
government of the state. About this time was also
born the Turkish daily press [see DJARIDA. iii].
Gradually, as this social group took more definite
forms, it became ever more separated from the different groups of the Christian and Jewish population,
and also from the non-Turkish speaking Muslims in
the Asiatic provinces. At the same time, however,
relations between Christianity and Islam had worsened since the beginning of the 19th century as a result
of the subjection of many Islamic countries to the rule
of Christian powers.
By this process was generated Pan-Islamic feeling
[see PAN-ISLAMISM] and Istanbul, as the capital of the
relatively most powerful independent Islamic state,
became the political capital of Islam. With a great
many of the Turkish intellectuals, and among them
chiefly the 'ulemd*, Pan-Islamic feeling surpassed the
still somewhat vague patriotism. Moreover, Islamic
sentiment found sympathy with the lower classes of
the Turkish population, still strongly imbued with
mystical traditions, and with the non-Turkish
Muslims of the empire. cAbd ul-Hamld, while emphasising his dignity as Khalifa, relied mainly on
Islamic sentiment, though, in course of time, the persons who surrounded the ever more suspicious
monarch came to be of the worst kind. Utterances of
patriotism were opposed in the most drastic way and
many intellectuals had to take refuge abroad. The
growing opposition against the istibddd found at last a
means of organising itself in the province of
Macedonia, since 1906 governed by a Turkish governor under European control. Salonica became the
centre of the new patriotic, more conscious, Young
Turkish movement, led by the Committee of Unity
and Progress [see ITTIHAD WE TERAKKI DJEMCIYYETI]
and supported to a great extent by the army. Its influ-

ence obliged the sultan to promulgate again the constitution of Midhat Pasha on 24 June 1908 and to
abolish at once the onerous system of censorship and
espionage. In November, the first Ottoman parliament came together [see MADJLIS. 4. A. ii], but in the
troubled years that followed this parliament never had
the opportunity to exert a real influence on the
government. On 13 April 1909 followed an attempt to
re-establish the sultan's former authority; this time
the Young Turkish cause could only be saved by the
occupation of the capital by the Macedonian army
and the deposition of the sultan (27 April).
Then, for a time, Ottomanism became the
political ideal, meaning the equality of all Islamic and
non-Islamic elements in the state. But it soon appeared that these elements were already too much
estranged from each other, so that the foundation of
a strong state on these principles became impossible.
The Young Turks, under the influence of the ideas of
Pan-Turkism [0.0.], began now a policy with the
final object of making the Ottoman empire a state
where the Turkish element should be predominant;
they turned to the lower Turkish-speaking classes,
especially in Anatolia, to form a real Turkish nation.
Pan-Islamism, too, was propagated again by several
persons as a way of attaining this aim, but this course
was gradually abandoned, although used occasionally
for outward political manifestations. The very unfavourable international development after the
revolution, however, brought the Young Turkish
rulers to measures that certainly were not originally
on the programme, such as the Armenian massacres
during the war and the severe government in Syria.
And as a consequence of the final loss of nearly all
non-Turkish territory in the war, Turkish nationalism
was born at last, the simplest and at the same time the
most effective form of Turkish patriotism, not
hampered by any ideas of religion or original racial
connections.
The statesmen who had carried out the Tanzimdt
programme had been careful not to offend the
religious scruples of the leaders of orthodox Islam. In
spite of the remonstrances of foreign representatives,
no measures were taken that were in direct conflict
with the shari^a, though the application in practice
might have been changed. The shari^a was also the
basis of the new Civil Code or Medjelle [q.v.]. In
Midhat's constitution, Islam was declared the state
religion and the Sheykh al-hldm was given a rank as
high as the grand vizier. This wise religious policy
could not prevent, however, occasional religious outbursts of which Christians were the victims, as in 1858
at Djidda and in 1860 at Damascus, both places
situated outside the purely Turkish provinces. Under
c
Abd ul-Hamld, religious activity was mainly under
the influence of Pan-Islamism, shown in the various
attempts to enter into relations with Muslims in all
parts of the world. Even the Young Turkish government did not refrain from proclaiming the Holy War
on its entering the First World War. In their internal
administration, the Young Turks clearly opposed the
influence of the religious authorities, as was proved by
their attempt in 1917 to bring the medreses under the
administration of the Ministry of Public Instruction.
Another break with the Islamic tradition was the
reform of the calendar. In 1789 the Greek Julian
calendar had already been introduced officially for the
financial administration, but by a curious compromise the era of the Hidjra was preserved (sene-yi
mdliyye)\ and in 1917 the Gregorian calendar was
adopted. The Christian era came gradually into use
after the war.
It was also through the Tanzimdt measures that
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domestic administration was separated from the
military by the laws concerning the wildyets. The chief
occupation of the Department of the Interior was still
for a long time tax-gathering. The Europeanisation
and centralisation of the financial system proved to be
one of the chief difficulties, as a reliable corps of functionaries had to be created at the same time. After the
Crimean War, Turkey was able to conclude a number
of foreign loans, but the money was not well administered nor well-used. In 1876, a state bankruptcy
had to be declared, with foreign intervention as a consequence and the establishment of the service of the
Public Debt, which was very much resented in all
Turkish circles. A serious hindrance for the recovery
of the finances was also the antiquated custom rules of
the capitulations, although the original dues of 3%
were several times raised. After the Young Turk
Revolution, however, the greatest difficulties seemed
to have been overcome.
The new Turkish army created gradually by conscription, after the suppression of the Janissaries, had
during this period many occasions to show its valour.
It contributed considerably to the strengthening of the
patriotic Turkish spirit and played an important role
in the Revolution. After 1856 it was theoretically admitted that Christians and Jews also could be enrolled, but in practice they always liberated themselves by
paying an exemption tax, the bedel-i ^asken [see
BADAL]. It was only after the Young Turk Revolution
that these non-Turkish elements also became Turkish
soldiers.
Bibliography: Among the sources of Ottoman
political history the historiographical literature of
the Ottoman Turks themselves takes the first place.
For this literature it is sufficient to refer to F. Babinger, Die Geschichtsschreiber der Osmanen und ihre
Werke, Leipzig 1927. The study of documentary
sources is still in its beginnings; historical
documents have been published in various places,
as in the TOEM (TTEM) and in the works of the
Turkish historian Ahmed Reftk. Some of the
Kdnun-ndmes have been published in TOEM and
other Turkish publications. For the treaties of the
Ottoman empire, a most valuable collection is to be
found in Gabriel Effendi Noradounghian, Recueil
d'actes internationaux de I'Empire Ottoman, 4 vols.,
Paris 1897-1903. On the epigraphical sources there
are important monographs, such as those of KhalTl
Edhem and the less ancient publications of
Mubarek Ghalib. The chief work on Ottoman
numismatics is still Ismacll Ghalib, Takwim-i
meskukdt-i ^Othmdniyye, Istanbul 1307, besides other
publications (such as Ahmed RefTk, ^Othmdnli imperator lughunda meskukdt, in TTEM, nos. 6, 7, 8, 10;
British Museum catal. oriental coins, viii); but see further on this, below, IX. Numismatics.
Of non-Turkish literary sources, the Oriental
ones have been partly treated by Babinger in his
bibliographical work. Among the Western sources,
the Byzantine historians are of extraordinary importance for the first centuries of the Ottoman empire (Phrantzes, Ducas, Chalcocondyles, Critobulos). Since the 15th century a very important
place is also taken by the Relazioni of the Venetian
bailos, to be consulted in the great publications of
Alberi (Florence 1839-63) and Barozzi and Berchet
(Venice 1856-77). To them were added in course of
time the reports of the representatives of other
governments that entered into relations with the
Porte. To the same category may be reckoned the
numerous descriptions of travels in the Ottoman
empire by European travellers, beginning in the
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16th century. Not sharply separated from the travel
literature are the many descriptions of the Turks
and of the Ottoman empire, of which the best
known is d'Ohsson, Tableau general de I'Empire Ottoman, 3 vols., Paris 1787-1820. This kind of
literature continued all through the 19th century
(the important works of Ubicini) and the beginning
of the 20th century.
The first great "general" work on Ottoman
Turkish history was Josef von Hammer's Geschichte
des osmanischen Reiches, 10 vols., Pest 1827-35; zweite
verbesserte Ausgabe, 4 vols., Pest 1834-6 (French
translation by J.J. Hellert, Histoire de I'Empire Ottoman, 9 vols., Paris 1835-43). This work is for the
greater part based on Turkish literary sources and
ends with the peace of Kuciik Kaynardja in 1774;
vol. x contains an extensive list of works concerning
Ottoman history which had appeared in Europe until 1774. A work of the same scope is J.W.
Zinkeisen, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches in
Europa, 7 vols. (until 1812), Hamburg 1840 and
Gotha 1854-63; Zinkeisen used Western sources
much more than von Hammer, but did not draw
directly from original Turkish sources. The same is
the case with N. Jorga, Geschichte des Osmanischen
Reiches, 5 vols. (until 1912), Gotha 1908-13. The
Histoire de I'Empire Ottoman of de la Jonquiere, 2
vols., Paris 1914, is important for its historical
treatment of the end of the 19th and the beginning
of the 20th century. Among the several works that
treat only a certain period of Ottoman history may
be mentioned G. Rosen, Geschichte der Turkei (182656), Leipzig 1866.
As a result of the greater interest in Turkish
history after the First World War, there began to be
published in 1922 the Mitteilungen zur Osmanischen
Geschichte, by F. von Kraelitz and P. Wittek, the
first journal published in the West, before the advent ofArchivum Ottomanicum, specifically devoted to
Ottoman studies; it unfortunately ran for only two
years, but more recently, various specialised journals and series have appeared in Turkey itself, such
as Belleten, Tarih Dergisi, etc. carrying on the tradition of the Ottoman period and after TOEM (see
above).
Of more recent works on Ottoman history, there
is first of all a good bibliography by H.-J. Kornrumpf, Osmanische Bibliographie mit besonderer
Berucksichtigung der Turkei in Europa, Leiden-Koln
1973. Of general works covering the post-1500
period, see R.H. Davison, Turkey, a short history,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1968, repr. Beverley,
Yorks. 1981; I.H. Dam's,mend, izahh Osmanh tarihi
kronolojisi, 2nd ed. 5 vols., Istanbul 1971-2; S.J. and
Ezel Kural Shaw, History of the Ottoman empire and
modern Turkey, 2 vols., Cambridge 1976-7 (extensive
bibls.); R. Mantran (ed.), Histoire de l}empire ottoman, Paris 1989 (authoritative chapters by various
specialists).
For the earlier part of this post-1500 period, see
I.H. Uzuncars,ili, Osmanh tarihi, ii-iv, Ankara 194959; Halil Inalcik, The Ottoman empire, the classical age
1300-1600, London 1973; M.A. Cook (ed.), A
history of the Ottoman empire, Cambridge 1976 ( = chs.
from the Camb. hist, of Islam and the New Camb.
modern history).
For the later part of this same period, there is the
unsatisfactory work of H.A.R. Gibb and H.
Bowen, Islamic society and the West, 2 vols., London
1950-7, and the classic by B. Lewis, The emergence of
modern Turkey, London 1961, revised ed. London
1968; see also the chs. by H J. Kissling, H. Scheel
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and G. Jaschke in The Muslim world, a historical survey
( = Hdb. der Orientalistik), iii. The last great Muslim
empires, Leiden 1969, iv. Modern times, Leiden 1981.
For the DhimmT communities, see the papers collected in B. Braude and B. Lewis (eds.), Christians
and Jews in the Ottoman empire, thefunctioning of a plural
society, 2 vols., New York 1982.
(J.H. KRAMERS*)
II. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC HISTORY
The periodisation current in Ottoman political
history (see I. above) is only to a limited extent usable
by social and economic historians. An alternative
periodisation uses the manner of taxing the population as a starting point: a formative period down to
the middle of the 9th/15th century, a "classical" age
dominated by the timdr, lasting to the end of the
10th/16th century, a "tax farming" period down to
the middle of the 13th/19th century, followed by an
age in which direct taxation gained ground, and
which lasted to the end of the empire.
An alternative periodisation is based upon the
development of commerce: again, a formative period
lasts till the middle of the 9th/15th century,
characterised by limited regional and local trade and
concentration of international commerce in a few centres, principally Bursa. The second period continues
to the end of the 10th/16th century, and its salient
feature is the development of Istanbul into a giant
city, by far the largest in both Europe and the
Mediterranean region, providing a proportional
stimulus to internal trade. A third period begins with
the political and economic crisis of the 990s/1580s,
when northern European merchants enter the
Mediterranean in force. Their demands change patterns in the spice and silk trades and have an impact
on production in certain regions, such as Syria or the
Aegean seaboard. After the crisis of the late 10th/16th
and early llth/17th centuries, there is some recovery,
which, however, is soon interrupted by the HabsburgOttoman war of 1095/1683 to 1110-11/1699. In the
early 12th/18th century, most regions enter upon a
prolonged expansion in commerce and manufacturing, whose end in the 1170s and 1180s/1760s-1770s
coincides with a period of prolonged warfare. This
decade should be regarded as the end of the third
period. Economic dislocation and penetration by
European powers characterise the fourth period,
which can be subdivided by a date marking the time
at which the transition of the most developed European countries to the factory system began to affect
the empire's economy. Traditionally, the AngloOttoman trade convention of 1254/1838 has been
favoured; but since recent research has cast doubt on
the significance of this date, the end of the Napoleonic
Wars in 1815 constitutes an alternative "turning
point". This second division of the fourth period continued until the end of the Ottoman empire. Scholars
working within dependency and world systems
paradigms stress the late 10/16th century as the period
when the Ottoman economy was first affected by
European penetration, and the years around
1215/1800 when final incorporation ensued.
Thus periodisations according to different socioeconomic criteria have resulted in "turning points" at
about the same dates, and there is some similarity to
the periodisation used in political history. This may
be due to the strong impact of the Ottoman state upon
the economic life of its subjects, but also to the
habituation of present-day historians to these particular "turning points".
The governing class and its subjects
Ottoman society before the Tanzimdt [q.v.] was

divided into caskens who served the Sultan as soldiers
or officials, owing allegiance to him alone (many of
them slaves, kul), and the tax-paying subjects or re^dyd
[see RA C IYYA. 2]. cAskeris were exempt from most
taxes, and society's wealth was concentrated in their
hands. Ottoman authors of the 10th/16th and
1 lth/17th _ centuries, particularly the historian
Mustafa cAlf, emphasised the rigidity of the re^dyd^asken boundary. In their view, caskeris were to be
recruited from among the sons of ^askeris, except in the
case of officials with religious-juridical training
(culemd), the study of the sheri^at being open to all. In
reality, other ^askeris were also recruited from among
the re^dyd. Soldiers distinguishing themselves on the
frontier were awarded a timdr and thus joined the
ranks of the sipdhis. Christian peasant boys recruited
through the dewshirme [q.v.] might rise to the rank of
vizier, and the financial bureaucracy, which as a
separate career evolved in the 10th/16th century, was
entered by men from diverse social backgrounds.
However, the status of many officials from non-^askeri
families and who were not recruited through the
dewshirme was often precarious, with some of them experiencing denunciation and demotion.
As a kul, an Ottoman official was beholden for his
entire career to the sultan, who could promote,
demote and even execute him at will. His children did
not inherit the right to any specific official post, even
though by the 10th/16th century, the sons of sipdhis by
virtue of their birth could apply for a timdr when they
had reached the appropriate age. Other officials introduced their sons to potential patrons who might further their career in the military, scribal or financial
services. Special rules of promotion applied to Culemd,
who after completing their studies taught in a sequence of progressively higher-ranking medreses before
they became eligible for the office of kadi [see
C
ILMIYYE]. Alone among the ^askeris, Culemd* officials'
estates reverted to their heirs, while the estates of kuh
were in principle confiscated. The extreme
dependence of kul officials upon the ruler reminded
contemporaries of slavery: an Egyptian shaykh of the
10th/16th century challenged Ottoman officials as unworthy of ruling over free Muslims, unless they could
present formal proof of manumission.
The ascendancy of the kuh within the Ottoman ruling group dates to the reign of Mehemmed II the
Conqueror (848-50/1444-6 and
855-86/1451-81
[q. v. ]). He severely curtailed the role of the Anatolian
Turkish aristocracy, from which his first Grand Vizier
Candarllzade Khalil Pasha (killed 857/1453 [see DJANDARL!]) had come. Khalil Pasha was executed, and
many magnates were forcibly separated from their
adherents by resettlement in Rumeli. Numerous large
landholdings and pious foundations were confiscated
and converted into timdrs. This measure increased the
number of warriors at the disposal of the central state.
But after Mehemmed II's death, his son Bayezld II
(886-918/1481-1512 [q.v.]) returned many properties
and pious foundations to their previous holders.
The 10th/16th century saw the dewshirme-recruited
kuh at the height of their power. Their number included Grand Viziers such as Kanunf Siileyman's
one-time favourite Ibrahim Pasha (killed 942/1536)
and his successors Riistem Pasha (died 968/1561) and
Sinan Pasha (died 1004/1596). While recruitment
through the dewshirme remained a privilege of the
sultan, high-ranking officials sometimes trained
young kuh in their own households; these might be
taken over into the sultan's service. Prominent administrators often had their relatives and countrymen
recruited through the dewshirme; this gave rise to the
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formation of patronage networks and regional groupings. A particularly successful example was the
Sokollu [q.v.] clan, founded by Sokollu Mehmed
Pasha (killed 987/1579), who acted as Grand Vizier to
KanunI Suleyman (926-74/1520-66 [q.v.]), Sellm II
(974-82/1566-74 [q.v.}) and Murad III (9821003/1574-94 [q.v.]). In the later 10th/16th century,
the "easterners", who came from the Caucasus and
often had seen service in the Persian administration,
opposed the "westerners", a group which included
Serbs, Croats and Albanians.
In the 1 lth/17th century, the dewshirme became less
important as a mode of recruitment into the Ottoman
ruling group. High-level officials now took promising
young men into their households and launched them
on to their careers, thereby securing their own positions. Loyalty to one's patron constituted one of the
principal virtues of an Ottoman gentleman. Rivalries
between members of different households were commonplace. The household of the Sheykh ul-Isldm Fayd
Allah Efendi (killed 1115/1703), well-documented
through the Sheykh til-Islam's autobiography,
demonstrates the manner in which the system
operated; yet Fayd Allah in part fell from power
because of excessive nepotism. Patronage relations
continued to be important well through the Tanzimdt
period, even though the differences in legal status between ^askeris and recayd, as well as the sultan's right
to execute his servitors at will, were abolished by the
guarantees of life, liberty and property promulgated
by the Tanzimdt fermdni.
The coherence of the political structure was ensured
by the sultan, in whose name the ^askeris ruled and collected taxes. As the victor over heretics and infidels,
the sultan legitimised the entire state. Spectacular
failure in war was a reason for deposing a ruler, thus
Mehemmed IV (1058-99/1648-87 [q.v.]) and Mustafa
II (1106-15/1695-1703 [q.v.]) lost their thrones due to
the outcome of the Ottoman-Habsburg war of 10951111/1683-99. Down to the late 10th/16th century,
the ruler was expected tojtake the field in person, and
the historian Mustafa CA1T censured Murad III for
failing to do so. Well into the reign of KanunI
Suleyman, the ruler dined regularly in front of his
soldiers even in peacetime, thereby documenting his
good health and preparedness for war. However, in
his later years, KanunI Suleyman developed a different style of palace life; now the remoteness of the
ruler and the fact that he rarely spoke in public were
regarded as proof of his dignity. From the later
10th/16th century onwards, the sultan was no longer
required to take an active role in government, and administration lay in the hands of Palace dignitaries and
the Grand Vizier; the Grand Vizier's power was
particularly great during the Kopriilu vizierates
(1066-1122/1656-1710 [see KOPRULU]).
Tension between ^askens and re^dyd focused on the
status of men serving as soldiers without possessing
the rights of ^askerh. In the llth/17th and 12th/18th
centuries, provincial governors recruited and paid
their own forces; the latter possessed no official status
and lost their jobs when the employing pasha lost his,
a frequent occurrence. In the 1 lth/17th century, these
men often rose in rebellion to safeguard their positions, or else forced the employing pasha to do so.
Unemployed mercenaries turned to highway robbery,
against which Anatolian villagers at the end of the
10th/16th and llth/17th centuries defended themselves by organising their own militias. Conflicts between mercenaries in the service of a pasha,
unemployed soldiers and village militias constituted
the civil wars known as the Djelall rebellions [q.v. in
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Suppl.]. In Rumeli mercenaries of re^dyd background
fighting on the frontier were thrown out of employment when the Ottoman empire lost territory in the
peace of Karlofc'a (1110-/1699 [q.v.]) and later peace
treaties; this was the background of the hayduk
rebellions.
Peasant status and power in the countryside
Down to the end of the 10th/16th century, the Ottoman elite's principal means of controlling the re^dyd
was the timdr. Timdr holders (sipdhis) at this time constituted the backbone of the army, but also were in
charge of local administration. Peasants were not permitted to leave their farmsteads without the permission of the sipdhi. If they did, the timdr holder could
have them returned by applying to the kadi's court
within a delay varying between ten and twenty years
according to the locality. However, the responsibility
of proof was on the sipdhi, and many migrants were
able to provide witnesses testifying to their residence
for the requisite period. Ottoman regulations accepted the existence of re^dyd not included in the official tax registers (tahrir) (khdridj. ez defter). The latter
migrated, and only if they continued to reside in the
same place for a prolonged period of time, were they
entered in the tahrir register.
Farmland and pasture normally belonged to the
state, and the peasant owned only his house, gardens
and vineyards. Peasant tenures passed from father to
son, other relatives inherited against payment of an
entry fine (resm-i tapu). Daughters were originally excluded; with the increasing impact of sheri^at inheritance rules from the end of the 10th/16th century
onwards, they were admitted in the absence of sons.
Peasants in the 10th/16th century were forbidden to
sell their tenures without the consent of the relevant
timdr holder, foundation administrator or grantee of
crown lands. However, such permission was often
granted, and by the end of the century in some
regions we encounter a lively land market. In the
Kayseri area, fields formally owned as private property became widespread in the course of the 12th/17th
century. The Ottoman land law of 1274-75/1858 [see
MAR C A. 3. In Turkey] sanctioned the transition to
private property, which in the Ottoman core lands
had been going on for several centuries. But in those
areas where land had been tribally owned this law furthered the formation of large-scale private property,
as tribal leaders registered communal lands as their
own.
Taxation rates varied from region to region; the
determining factor was often historical circumstance,
rather than the productivity of a given area. The tithe
(^dshur) was higher than one-tenth, as a share for the
tax collector (saldriyye) was usually included. In parts
of eastern and central Anatolia, where taxes were
shared between the state and private landowners, the
peasants paid a double tithe (mdlikdne-diwdni). In Syria
and Palestine, tithes might amount to a quarter or a
third of the crop. Tithes were demanded in kind; in
addition, the peasants paid money taxes both to the
timdr holder and to the central administration. The
proportion of total dues payable in money varied according to time and place.
In the early Ottoman period, peasants provided
labour services for their sipdhi (yedi kulluk, "seven services"). When the regulations preceding Ottoman tax
registers, the so-called kdnun-ndme, codified peasantsipdhi relations in the 9th/15th and 10th/16th centuries, most labour dues had been commuted to
payments in money and in kind. However, even at
this time, peasants were obliged to build a tithe barn
for their owner, and cart the sipdhi9s grain to the
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nearest market. The judges' protocols (kdcli sidjilleri) of
certain provinces record the tensions ensuing from
these relationships, such as disputes as to what constituted the nearest market. Conversion of dues in
kind into money payments caused difficulties in areas
remote from the main thoroughfares, where opportunities for commercialisation were few. In the late
10th/16th and early llth/17th centuries, re^dyd attempts to shake off sipdhi control can also be traced
through the justice rescripts (caddlet fermdnlan). The
^addlet-ndme of 1058/1648 explains that it was not sufficient if peasants paid their taxes to the sipdhi or other
legal claimant to the village revenue; they also owed
him submission and obedience. But the sipdhfs frequent absence on campaign, the limited material
means at his disposal and peasant access to the kao^Cs
court made it impossible for the former to exercise full
control over the peasants.
Down to the mid-9th/15th century, the Ottoman
state probably was a "light" state, demanding but
limited prestations from the re^dyd. But the campaigns
of Mehemmed the Conqueror led to an increase in
peasant taxes, and the contemporary chronicle of
c
Ashik-pasha-zade reflects the dissatisfaction of a
member of the Anatolian aristocracy with the newlyemerging, much more costly state. In the 9th/15th
and 10th/16th centuries, taxes were normally collected by the holders of timdr, zecdmet and khdss, who
owed military or administrative service and therefore
did not remit much cash to the central administration.
From the later 10th/16th century onward, the increasing costs of war induced the central administration to
progressively substitute tax farming [see MULTEZIM].
Tax farmers acquired the right to collect taxes at auction. The contract in principle was awarded for three
years, but could be terminated earlier if a higher bid
was received. A tax farmer also acted as local administrator, but could be from the recdyd. A wealthy
villager might bid for the taxes of a single settlement,
while the major tax farmers were rich men and occasionally women, often close to the court.
In 1106-7/1695, a new kind of tax farm was instituted, the mdlikdne [q. v. ], which combined features
of the timdr and the old style tax farm. The mdlikdne
holder paid a large sum of money to the treasury upon
entering possession. For the remainder of his or her
life, annual payments were fixed at a moderate level.
Mdlikdne holders had to be part of the Ottoman ruling
group. The mdlikdne was instituted to ease the pressure
upon the recdyd, as it was claimed that long-term
holders would be concerned about the future of their
tax base, while ordinary iltizdm holders were concerned only with short-term gain. However, frequent
subletting for short periods tended to nullify this advantage.
Tax farmers of different types were an important
component of the a^ydn [q. v . ] , local power holders who
from the late llth/17th century onward dominated
growing sectors of the Ottoman countryside without
necessarily being landowners. A major source ofa^ydn
power was the right to apportion taxes, levied en bloc
by the central administration, among individual settlements. This allowed acydns holding land to spare
"their" peasants at the expense of their neighbours,
and thus to gather a clientele. Prominent power
holders became tax gatherers for absent provincial
governors, and in coastal regions with opportunities
for export, marketed the produce gathered as taxes in
kind, along with the saleable surpluses belonging to
villagers. The Kara cOthman-oghullari of Izmir and
Manisa, for instance, rose to power in this fashion.
Even though the sultans of the llth/17th and

12th/18th centuries often had the heads of a^ydn
families executed, the treasury needed the family's
services, and thus the following generation was allowed to follow in their fathers' footsteps.
Only in the reign of Mahmud II (1233-55/1808-38
[q. v. ]) was this policy reversed; this sultan relied on
European, particularly British, support to eliminate
internal opposition. Many a^ydns were executed and
their possessions confiscated; those who remained
were often still wealthy but no longer a political threat
to Ottoman central government. Even though the
major a<ydns of the 12th/18th and 13th/19th centuries
had considerable military forces at their disposal, only
a few of them seem to have aimed at political independence. Culturally speaking, they looked toward
Istanbul, and in their residences imitated the mural
paintings then current in the Palace and the wealthy
dwellings of the capital. Some of them fostered an interesting adaptation of rococo and empire decorative
styles.
Landholdings in the hands of wealthy power
holders are known as ciftliks [q.v.]. Recent research
downplays the importance of market-oriented largescale production before the 13th/19th century. Such
production occurred, by the end of the llth/17th century, in the western Black Sea region with a view
toward the Istanbul market. In the 12th/18th century,
ciftliks spread to Macedonia, and part of their production was now destined for export. Many ciftliks used
sharecroppers in addition to wage labourers and a
small number of slaves. Most of them were not large,
and those that were, often appropriated some of the
product which, under the earlier regime, had been left
in the hands of the peasants. Saleable surpluses were
normally produced by peasants, and the power
holders reserved for themselves the profits of commercialisation.
Peasant production
In its vast majority, the Ottoman population consisted of settled peasants producing mainly for their
subsistence and controlling their family farms.
Peasants grew wheat and barley, leaving a one-year
fallow period between crops. Rye and millet were of
secondary importance. Oil was gained from plants,
such as sesame, linseed or poppy; melted butter was
also widely consumed. Olives were important in
northern Syria, Crete and northwestern Anatolia. But
olive oil was largely used for lighting; its use as a food
seems to have been secondary. Grapes were consumed as raisins and grape syrup, most towns being surrounded by a belt of gardens and vineyards. NonMuslims also produced wine, which KanunT
Suleyman forbade them to sell in public. But at least
in Ottoman Hungary, the prohibition was hard to enforce, as the timdr holders of this area had taken over
the monopoly of wine sales during part of the year
(monopolya). Honey was also produced.
Certain regional specialities were highly esteemed;
thus English merchants of the 11th/17th century were
granted the privilege of exporting a small quantity of
Aegean raisins for the table of their king. During the
same period, Malatya was already renowned for highquality fruit, while hazel nuts were found on the Black
Sea coast. Cotton cultivation, according to 10th/16th
century tax registers, was significant in certain parts
of Syria [see KUTN. 2. In the Ottoman empire], in the
Adana region and on the Aegean coast, while flax was
grown in northwestern Anatolia. Tobacco appeared
in the central Anatolian countryside by the beginning
of the 12th/17th century, introduced by soldiers who
had become accustomed to its use on the Hungarian
frontier. Tobacco cultivation spread in spite of
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repeated prohibitions. Many specialty crops have persisted in the same locations for several centuries.
In the 10th/16th century, rice [see RUZZ] was still a
luxury. It was cultivated mainly in the areas of Filibe
(Plovdiv) and Boyabat in northern Anatolia. Rice was
rarely grown by ordinary peasants, but by specialised
labourers, working under supervision and without
any farms of their own. They were exempt from the
taxes payable by other peasants. Possibly they had
originally been war captives, although there is room
for debate whether rice growers were better or worse
off than ordinary peasants. Maize entered western
Rumeli and northern Anatolia during the llth/17th
and 12th/18th centuries. Villagers dependent on
landlords (so-called ciftlik villagers) sometimes
cultivated wheat for their masters and maize for their
own consumption.
Small-scale irrigation [see MA D . 8. Irrigation in the
Ottoman empire] was widespread throughout the Empire, even though 10th/16th century plans to make a
"second Egypt" out of the lake districts of central
Anatolia did not come to fruition. Water power was
used for industrial purposes, particularly the milling
of flour; 10th/16th century tax registers record the
number of mills in each village, and often the number
of months during which available water supplies permitted operation. In villages near 10th/16th and
1 lth/17th century Salonica, water power was used for
the fulling of woollen cloth, while in the Bursa-Izmit
area, sawing mills were also water-driven. These activities were market-oriented and therefore located in
the vicinity of larger towns.
Urban merchants in certain regions intervened in
village production. In the second half of the 10th/16th
century, Ankara merchants had angora wool spun in
steppe villages, while in the more immediate vicinity
of the city, cloth was woven. Similar arrangements existed in the Bursa and Aydm cotton manufactures.
This putting-out system coexisted with the direct
marketing of rural products by peasants.
Most peasant marketing was probably undertaken
to earn the cash needed for taxes. In many parts of
10th/16th century Anatolia, markets expanded as
population increased. Only occasionally did rural
dwellers demand urban goods and services, such as
jewelry or repairs to a heavy plough. Itinerant artisans catered for some of this demand, repairing copper kettles or putting up mudbrick walls. These
migrant artisans, sometimes enrolled in the Janissary
corps, competed with urban craftsmen. Peasantnomad exchanges were less unequal; these took place
at seasonal fairs, often sited on summer pastures used
by both villagers and nomads.
Nomads and other herdsmen
Nomads in Rumeli and Anatolia often grew some
wheat, barley or cotton in their winter quarters. As
many villagers on the Aegean and Mediterranean
coasts migrated into the mountains in summer to
escape the danger of malarial infection, social differences between peasants and nomads were less pronounced here than in sub-desert areas. Yet this did
not preclude disputes about fields and gardens damaged by nomad flocks, or outright robbery on the part
of armed and mounted tribesmen. Nomads and seminomads were important to the urban transport
economy, as they raised the horses, camels and mules
needed by merchants and officials.
But nomads were more difficult to tax than settled
peasants, and due to their possession of horses and
firearms, the administration regarded them as potential robbers and rebels. The settlement of Anatolian
nomads was therefore officially encouraged. Animal
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taxes were sometimes levied in such a manner as to
endanger the reproduction of flocks. If a degree of
settlement had been reached, nomad groups were
reclassified as low-level districts (ndhiye [q.v. ]) settled
by peasants. In the 10th/16th century, Anatolia was a
land of peasants, with a nomad minority varying in
size according to the region. Migration from eastern
to western Anatolia probably resulted in a higher
percentage of nomads in the 12th/17th century, which
the earliest official attempts at forcible settlement did
not change. Settlement projects continued in the
12th/18th and particularly 13th/19th centuries, after
the immigration of Muslim inhabitants from the
Crimea and Balkan territories lost by the Empire
necessitated the creation of new opportunities for
peasant settlement. Particularly in southeastern
Anatolia, commercial agriculture became possible
after large numbers of nomads had been forcibly
settled.
In Rumeli nomads were an important component
of the population, mainly in Thrace. These yuruks
[q.v.] were detribalised at an early stage, and given a
military organization. The yuruks were organized in
units called oafoks [q.v.], some members participating
in campaigns while the others financed the campaigners' equipment. From the 10th/16th century onward, nomads were no longer employed as fullyfledged soldiers but mainly as auxiliaries. Yet their
services were still needed, and therefore the central
administration penalised yuruks who settled by increasing their taxes. Ottoman Rumeli also was inhabited by Christian migrant herdsmen, the Vlachs,
who enjoyed tax exemptions. With trade between central Europe and the Balkans increasing in the
12th/18th century, many Balkan herdsmen prospered
as transportation entrepreneurs.
Trade
The bulk of Ottoman trade was internal. Istanbul
was supplied through interregional trade, involving
the shores of the Black Sea, the Aegean and even
Egypt. Down into the 13th/19th century, wheat and
barley came mainly from the western coasts of the
Black Sea. Fruit, both fresh and dried, was supplied
mainly by western Anatolia and Thessaly, while meat
on the hoof came to Istanbul from the Balkan peninsula and to a lesser extent Anatolia. The capital's
needs for timber and firewood were supplied largely
from northwestern Anatolia, where certain forests had
been set aside for the Imperial Arsenal. Around the
turn of the 12th/17th century, Istanbul Janissaries
were active in both the legal and the illegal trade in
wood, the latter responding to the high demand for
this commodity in Cairo. Melted butter arrived at the
capital from the steppes to the north of the Black Sea.
Agriculture and forestry in the region surrounding
Istanbul thus conformed quite well to the ring pattern
analysed by Von Thiinen, modified by the fact that
the Bosphorus permitted easy access to both the Black
Sea and the Mediterranean. Aleppo's hinterland was
less vast, but still encompassed southeastern Anatolia
and northern Syria. The city received grain, cotton
thread and cloth, silk, soap and olive oil from the surrounding region. Cairo was supplied by the Nile
valley; at its ports there arrived grain, linen, linseed
and vegetables.
But as the capital of the Empire, Istanbul possessed
an economic advantage: as the taxes of the entire state
accumulated there, purchasing power was concentrated in the city. Provincials, with limited access to
the gold and silver imported through foreign trade,
delivered agricultural produce and manufactured
goods to Istanbul in order to earn back the cash
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previously paid out as taxes. According to the price
lists (narkh defterleri [see NARKH]) of Istanbul, fabrics,
leather, copperware and other specialties arrived from
remote provinces. But due to the city's political advantage, its inhabitants did not pay for the goods and
services they received by offering others in return.
In the 9th/15th century, Anatolian manufactured
goods were exported, principally to the countries
north of the Black Sea. In exchange, oil, honey, skins
and hides reached Ottoman territory. The merchants
conducting this trade were mainly Muslims; the conquest of Genoese Black Sea bases gave the Ottomans
an advantage over the Italians, and in the course of
the 10th/16th century, the Black Sea was closed to
non-Ottoman traders. After the conquest of the Arab
provinces Ottoman merchants and administrators
controlled the trade routes passing through Egypt and
Syria. Traders based in Cairo dealt with India, importing Indian fabrics and spices by way of the Red
Sea. The importation of coffee from Yemen became
economically significant in the second half of the
10th/16th century [see KAHWA]. This trade was profitable enough to counterbalance the loss of transit
trade in spices to Venice, after the Dutch had
monopolised the importation of spices to Europe at
the beginning of the 1 lth/17th century. Aleppo was a
major entrepot of the silk trade, where raw silk from
Persia was sold to Ottoman, Venetian, English and
French merchants [see HARIR. ii. The Ottoman empire]. Damascene traders supplied the pilgrimage
caravans, and also delivered manufactured goods to
the Hidjaz. This expansion of the area in which Ottoman traders operated stimulated the economy in
general.
While the Venetians had specialised in the transit
trade in silks and spices, the English merchants, who
entered the Mediterranean during the closing years of
the 10th/16th century, paid for the silk they purchased
with moderately-priced English cloth; their competition caused the woollens of Salonica to disappear from
the market. French merchants from Marseilles bought
and sold a wide range of goods, which in the 12th/18th
century included woollen cloth from Languedoc.
They also purchased olive oil and grain in Tunisia,
and acted as shippers. The depredations of pirates and
corsairs gave European ships a competitive advantage
over Ottomans [see KURSAN. 2. In Turkish waters], as
they were able to offer better security, and by the
12th/18th century, even trade between ports of the
Ottoman Empire was largely effected in European
ships.
During the llth/17th century, Ottoman nonMuslims gained ground vis-a-vis their Muslim competitors, benefiting from the expansion of European
trade. As the capitulatory rights granted European
merchants also became more important during this
period [see IMTIYAZAT], many members of the
minorities were able to gain tax privileges by registering as servitors of foreign consulates. However, this
did not preclude lively competition between Ottoman
and foreign merchants. In the 12th/18th century
Greek traders benefited from French involvement in
wars to expand their merchant marine and establish a
successful diaspora not only within the Ottoman, but
also the Habsburg and Russian empires. Syrian
Catholics traded in Egypt, Serbs were active in Vienna, while the woollen cloth weavers of Filibe (Plovdiv)
marketed their goods throughout Anatolia. In many
areas, the transformation of local economies away
from manufactured goods and toward the provision of
grain and raw materials to European buyers did not
take place until the 13th/19th century. Capital

resources accumulated by non-Muslim merchants
were often used to bolster the resistance of local
economies against foreign control.
Integration into the European-dominated world
market during the 13th/19th century did, however,
politicise pre-existing communal tensions. In the
1260s-1270s/1840s-1850s Damascus merchants involved in the supply trades encountered serious difficulty due to the increasing export of grain to Europe
in which non-Muslims were active. This was the
economic background to an attack on the Christian
quarters of Damascus in 1276/1860.
The Ottoman government of the Tanzimdt period
(1255-93/1839-76 [q.v.]) responded to the threat of
economic and political disintegration by the construction of railways and telegraph lines, and permitted the
modernisation of the major ports. However, these investments were expensive, particularly the kilometric
guarantees demanded by foreign investors in the
railways, so that the latters' benefit to the Ottoman
economy is open to question. Most lines linked a port
to the hinterland or, in cases where the government
imposed its will, strategic rather than economic considerations determined the course of the railways. Ottoman spending on war and infrastructure having led
to bankruptcy in 1296-97/1879, major sources of
revenue were pledged to the settlement of debts and
committed to administration by a consortium of
creditors known as the Dette Ottomane. For the remainder of the empire's existence, Ottoman public
spending was limited by the constraints imposed by
this consortium.
Monetary developments
While the use of cash continually expanded
throughout Ottoman history, even the timdr system in
its early shape could not operate without a money
economy. Down to 882/1477-78, when the first Ottoman gold coin was minted, roughly corresponding in
weight and fineness to the Venetian ducat, the Ottoman mints turned out silver coins only. The akce
[q.v.] before the devaluation effected by Mehemmed
the Conqueror weighed 1.01 gr. and 0.83 gr after this
event. Throughout most of the 10th/16th century, the
akce stood at 0.73 gr; a new wave of devaluation occurred at the end of the 10th/16th century, at a time when
imports of silver from the New World had also
resulted in a price rise. The latter was viewed by contemporaries as a major calamity, affecting not only
the conduct of trade but the legitimacy of the state. In
spite of several currency reforms, in the course of the
llth/17th and 12th/18th centuries the akce was
devalued to such an extent that it disappeared from
the market and only survived as a money of account.
Its place was taken by the para [q. v. ], originally an
Egyptian coin valued at twice or three times the rate
of the akce, and by a number of European silver coins
collectively known as ghurush. These were also debased, as the importation of low-quality European coins
constituted a major business at the end of the
1 lth/17th century. Local mints virtually ceased operation. There was a brief experiment with a trimetallic
system in the late llth/17th century. Copper, which
hitherto had been used only in small transactions, was
now declared legal tender. Uncontrolled inflation led
to a return to the bimetallic standard after three years.
Debasement as a means of raising revenue was
abandoned in 1260/1844, when a new bimetallic
system was established, based on the silver kurush and
gold lira (100 kurush = 1 lira). This standard was
adhered to till the very end of the Ottoman Empire,
as monetary stability was now regarded as essential to
the needs of trade. To cope with budget deficits, the
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authorities occasionally issued paper money and then
allowed it to depreciate, or contracted the loans which
finally caused the bankruptcy of 1296-97/1879 (see
further, below, IX. Numismatics).
Urban artisans
Many urban producers were organised in guilds,
which had adopted rituals of the Akhis [q. v. ], organisations of young men which Ibn Battuta encountered in
many early 8th/14th century Anatolian towns; however, the Akhis were not organised by craft, and the
exact link between guilds and Akhis, is little understood. Guilds were headed by a sheykh, whose role was
in decline by the 12th/18th century. Daily business
was conducted by the ketkhudd andyigitbashi, who were
elected by the guildsmen and confirmed by the administration; guild officials purchasing their offices
are also on record. Guilds were composed of masters;
apprentices and hired labourers (ishcis) were not
members, and masters tried to discipline their
employees through their guilds. In some places, such
as 10th/ 16th century Jerusalem or 12th/18th century
Bursa, the guilds could be entered easily. At times, it
was probably sufficient to pay the requisite taxes to be
considered a guild member. But in other instances,
masters refused the entry of newcomers under the
pretext of insufficient skills; in Bursa, where such
cases are also on record, rejected masters sometimes
formed new "business centres" on the outskirts of the
city.
Guildsmen often procured raw materials collectively, by agreement with the farmer of a mine or else another guild. Yigitbashls and ketkhudds were in charge of
distribution among individual artisans, and often the
small masters complained that their more successful
colleagues obtained more than their due; or else suppliers found it advantageous to sell to merchants at
higher prices, particularly if the goods in question
were also in demand in the export market. If the artisans whose interests were hurt by this intrusion of the
free market made their complaints heard in Istanbul,
export prohibitions were promulgated. In other cases,
guildsmen preferred to abandon collective purchases
altogether.
In the llth/17th to early 13th/19th centuries,
guildsmen developed a form of property known as the
gedik [see SINF], which encompassed the locale and
tools necessary for the exercise of a given trade. This
was a response to increased demands for rent from
property owners, particularly wakifs, which resulted
from the demand for revenue placed upon the latter
by the Ottoman administration. Once a given property had been recognised as forming part of a gedik, it
could only be turned over to another guildsman, and
guild officials had to approve the transaction. This arrangement protected the interests of craftsmen in contracting trades, but made overall adjustments to
changing demand more difficult. The Ottoman administration, torn between the need for increased
revenue from wakifs and the wish to protect its urban
tax base, did not prevent kdtfis from recognising the
gedik.
From the government's point of view, the guilds
were important as a means of securing control over
the urban population. In wartime, the guilds were
obliged to provide artisans accompanying the army
and undertaking the maintenance and repair work
needed by the soldiers. Other guilds were obliged to
find rowers for the navy. Assessment was not equal,
and gave rise to frequent disputes.
Prices demanded by artisans were decreed by the
market inspector (muhtesib [see HISBA]) or kadi, after
consultation with the heads of the relevant guilds. In
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Istanbul and other large cities, official prices were
recorded in special registers or entered into the kadi
sidjilleri; in smaller towns only the prices for basic
foodstuffs were officially promulgated. The Palace
often demanded goods at less than the official price.
Profit margins for artisans ranged between 10 and 20
per cent, while long-distance traders were much less
closely controlled. Capital formation by artisans was
difficult, although there were instances of craftsmen
branching out into trade without severing their links
to manufacture.
Craft guilds retained their vitality throughout the
13th/19th century, particularly in Istanbul. With
European investment growing, especially in the
transportation sector, guilds defended the interests of
dockyard workers and others whose livelihoods were
threatened by technical and organisational reshaping
of enterprises. The Ottoman government, both before
and after the revolution of 1326/1908, saw the revendications of these guilds as a means of augmenting its
own bargaining power vis-a-vis foreign interests, and
adopted a neutral or even favourable stance. In the
long run, however, the restructuring of enterprises
within the framework of dependent capitalism
weakened the power of the guilds.
Not all urban handicraft workers were guild
members. In 10th/16th and llth/17th century Bursa,
slaves were employed by silk weavers and merchants;
after manumission, some of them set up independent
businesses and then joined the guilds. Women working for artisans also were not usually members. New
migrants to the city, unable to enter a guild, often
made a living as street sellers; this was resented by the
guildsmen, as these unorganised competitors paid no
taxes. During the migrations which accompanied the
Djelali rebellions (late 10th/16th-early llth/17th centuries) many such migrants were active in towns along
the principal routes to Istanbul. Some of the migrants
were destitute; at the end of the 10th/16th century, a
prison was built in Uskiidar to facilitate catching these
people and sending them back to their places of
origin.
Urban society and spatial structure
In Ottoman cities, most artisan activities took place
in the carshi, a district filled by khans, the covered
market (bedestdn) and waktf-owned shops. Only transients renting accommodation in a khan resided in the
carshi. Down to the middle of the 13th/19th century,
construction in residential quarters was not planned
by any central authority, which only from time to
time decreed that encumbrances in public
thoroughfares needed to be removed, or that nonMuslims must not reside in Muslim quarters so that
existing mosques would be ensured of a congregation.
Most day-to-day affairs were in the hands of the ketkhudas of town quarters or communities, disputes
being adjudicated by the kd^is. From the Tanzimdt
period onwards, newly-founded town quarters were
sometimes designed according to a master plan; the
Ottoman administration was concerned about securing streets wide enough for wheeled traffic and the
passage of fire trucks. In Istanbul and Bursa,
neighbourhoods in fashionable areas were reorganised
according to criteria derived from contemporary
French urban planning; by the late 13th/19th century,
the results of such planning were seen in Anatolian
provincial towns as well. To administer these projects,
special administrations were instituted; these involved
the creation of representative bodies through which
urban elites influenced planning.
Building styles in vernacular architecture varied according to the region but also the time period involv-
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ed. The impact of Istanbul models can be discerned in
13th/19th century houses in present-day Greece,
Bulgaria and Albania and also in western and central
Anatolia. In the area where Istanbul influences were
strong, such as in Ankara from the late llth/17th century onwards, multi-story buildings were common; in
certain places, upper floors were often reserved for
summer use. Houses of this type contained numerous
windows overlooking the street, with special arrangements to prevent passers-by from looking in. In
Syria, houses were built around a courtyard, turning
only a blind wall to the street. Normally a house was
inhabited by a single family, but exceptions to this
rule were numerous, such as poor families sharing a
single courtyard. "Apartments" were in use in Cairo
and possibly also in parts of 12th/18th century
Istanbul.
Social dynamics
In the 9th/15th and 10th/16th centuries, high and
medium-level officials as well as merchants possessed
opportunities for capital formation, but caskerts were
the dominant group. ^Askerts enjoyed greater revenues
than re^dyd, although apart from the ^ulemd^ they were
not usually able to transfer their fortunes to their
heirs. *Askeris also controlled the economic power of
the state apparatus, which was the largest single entrepreneur in the land. Mines were mostly owned by
the state, and large enterprises such as the Arsenal
and major building sites were financed and run by the
central administration. Ottoman authors emphasised
the submission of all officials to the will of the sultan,
but many caskerts were able to use political opportunities for private gain. Merchant-caskeri conflicts are
only documented indirectly; late 10th/16th and
llth/17th century texts wax eloquent concerning the
corrupting power of money, but nowhere do we find
the assumption that the handling of money is exclusively the province of the merchant. Some Ottoman officials subscribed to the view, derived from the
teachings of Ibn Khaldun, that gainful activity should
be reserved for the re^dyd, but this view was challenged
by others. In most instances, caskeris viewed their
economic interests as coinciding with those of the state
in general. The Ottoman state should not be viewed
as an abstract entity totally separate from the caskeri
class.
Down to the second half of the 12th/18th century,
Ottoman power rested on the agricultural revenues of
a vast territory and on the control of internal trade
routes. Revenues from international commerce were
of secondary importance. Commercialisation of agricultural revenues was important from at least the
9th/15th century, and increased particularly in the
10th/16th and 12th/18th centuries. In the 9th/15th
and 10th/16th centuries, Muslims dominated a large
share of Ottoman trade, including certain branches of
international commerce. Non-Muslims rose to prominence with the expansion of trade with Europe; but
down to the late 12th/18th century, Muslims continued to be very active as merchants, although they
had lost control of shipping, and certain, though not
all, local industries succumbed to European competition. The role of many non-Muslim merchants involved not only co-operation with Europeans but also
strenuous competition. The Ottoman realm was integrated into the world economy dominated by
Europe only after a protracted struggle.
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(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
III. LITERATURE
The literature to which the name of Ottoman is now
generally given arises out of the literature of the
Oghuz Turks, who settled in Asia Minor in the
Saldjuk period and later in the time of the Ottomans
in Rum-ili, where they founded a powerful empire.
This literature, which had an uninterrupted development from the time of the Saldjuks up to the beginning of the 20th century, was based on the literatures
of still older dialects and remained in touch with these
in all periods of its evolution. Especially since the 16th
century, it became the most important and richest
branch of all the Turkish literatures and exercised an
influence on the literature of the other dialects. Here
the general evolution of this literature will be sketched, noting its main genres and principal personalities.
We shall deal not only with the classical literature
which was confined to the upper classes, but also—in
their general features—with the literature of the
masses, that of the poet musicians (sdz shd^irleri) and
the literature of the various mystic groups.
Ottoman literature may be divided into three great
periods, corresponding to the general development of
the history of Turkey:
a. Muslim literature from the 13th century to the
end of the 16th century.
b. After 1600 AD.
c. European-type and national literature, arising
out of the development of the nationalist movement,
to the end of the Ottoman dynasty.
These will be examined in chronological order, in
order to avoid arbitrary distinctions.
(a) Until 1600 A . D .
1. The beginnings
We find the first written examples of Ottoman
Turkish literature already flourishing in the 13th century, and the works of that literature can be divided
into three types:
1. Classical mystical (Sufi) literature;
2. Religious mystical folk literature; and
3. Classical (later called Diwdn) literature.
Given that the Mongol invasion of Anatolia gave an
impetus to the spreading of mystical views there and
to the literary activities based on them, we shall have
to consider this period as the starting point. During
the Mongol invasions, the migration from Persia and
Turkestan to Anatolia was intensified: scholars, $ufis
and dervishes of various sects (e.g. Nadjm al-Dln
Kubra (d. 1226 [q.v.]), Kufb al-Dln Haydar), and
rich merchants settled down in Anatolia. Amongst
them were major poets as well, such as Fakhr al-Dln
c
lrakl (d. 1289 [q.v.]), author of the theosophical

poem Lamacat, Awhad al-Din Kirmani and Sheykh
Nadjm al-Dln Daya (d. 1256). These $ufis settled in
the cultural centres of Anatolia, such as Tokat,
Kayseri and Sivas, and enjoyed the patronage and
respect of the Rum Saldjuk sultans, and attracted extensive popular followings. In this way, Sufi concepts
and ideas spread effectively amongst the folk masses
over wide areas. In addition, when we consider that
Ibn cArabI (d. 1240), and his step-son and interpreter
$adr al-Dln Konawl, both settled in Konya after
having found peace and tolerance at the Saldjuk
court, we can assume that already in the 13th century
a cultural milieu for the future development of
classical $ufT literature had been prepared. Moreover,
Rum! both elaborated and popularised Ibn cArab!'s
mystical ideas within the spiritual and formal
framework of classical Islamic literature. Thus he introduced the aesthetic conceptions and formal constructions of classical Islamic literature to Anatolia; he
also played a most important role in the furthering of
both classical (Diwdri) literature and the classical $ufi
literature of the Mewlewl order which arose after him
[see MAWLAWIYYA] .
The foundations of $ufi~ literature were laid by
HadjdjI Bektash Wall, one of the dervishes of Ku{b alDln Haydar who also came from Khurasan and settled in Suludja .Kara Hoyuk, in the vicinity of
Kirshehir, spreading his Baba°I-Batini views. As with
Mawlana, he also laid the foundations of the so-called
BektashI literature, the literature of the $ufT order
named after him, that which was greatly developed
later on in Janissary circles [see BEKTASHIYYA] .
Alongside this Sufi folk literature there developed a
religious folk literature based on the tradition of singing of poetry with musical accompaniment (sdz) [see
also NEFES]. This became widespread among the army
and the city folk, the Turcoman tribes and the frontier
ghdzis, and the folk minstrels, under the influence of
the religious atmosphere, and it included heroic epic
cycles and also short pious tales (e.g. the Battdl-ndme,
Ddnishmend-ndme, the Tale of the Gazelle, Tale of the
Dove, etc.) This religious folk literature should accordingly be added to the Turkish literature of the
13th century.
The works belonging to the classical Sufi literature
of this period were composed with the metres and
forms of classical Islamic literature. This meant that
the first poets had to face the difficult task of applying
the rules of the carud metre to the phonetic system of
Turkish. As a result, we witness in these early poems
a lot of unnatural and forced expressions. Amongst
these works we should mention the following: two
religious mathnawts, the Carkh-ndme and the Ewsdf-i
mesddjid-i sherife of HadjdjI Ahmed Fakfh [q.v. in
Suppl.] from Konya, the Turkish ghazeh of Mawlana
RumI (d. 1273 [#.#.]), the Turkish poems found in
Sultan Weled's (d. 1312 [q.v.]) Rebdb-ndme and Ibtidd*ndme, Seyyad Hamza's ghazels and his mathnawi called
Ddstdn-i Yusuf, and Sull Faklh's Yusuf u Zuleykhd which
deals with the same story.
One may also include yet another version of this
very popular biblical story, the mathnawi Yusuf we
Zuleykha, translated by Khalfl-oghlu CA1I from a
Kipc'ak original composed by a certain Mahmud from
the Crimea into Anatolian Turkish, using the syllable
metre and quatrain form typical of traditional folk
poetry.
The first example of classical Turkish literature in
this century came from the pen of Khodja DehhanT,
poet at the court of cAla° al-Dln III at Konya; he
wrote kasides and especially ghazeh with non-religious
themes, and was the first Turkish classical poet to sing
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of the beauty of nature, and of carnal love, wine and
the other pleasures of life.
2. The 14th and 15th centuries
With the collapse of the Saldjuk central government
in Konya around 1300, Turkish culture and art came
to flourish in the capital cities of the beyliks, such as
Kiitahya, Aydm, Antalya, Kastamonu, Kayseri,
Sivas and Konya. The material wealth of these cities
and their lords, who did not know any language other
than Turkish, attracted poets and writers who started
to produce their literary works in their mother tongue.
When the Ottomans started getting the upper hand
over the Anatolian beyliks, cultural and artistic activities were channelled into the emerging Ottoman
centres situated on important trade routes such as
Bursa, Edirne, Amasya and Manisa (1410-53), and
finally to Istanbul, so that the scholars, poets and
writers who used to be active at the courts of the
Anatolian beyliks now began to produce their works
under the direct patronage of the Ottoman sultans
and princes and of Ottoman dignitaries.
Among those poets who formerly served Germiyanoghlu Ya c kub II (1387-1428) and who transferred
themselves to the court of the Ottomans, were
Ahmedl (1334-1413),
Sheykh-oghlu (1350-?),
Ahmed-i Da c l(d. after 1421), and Sheykhl (d. 1429);
they were finally active at the courts of Bayezid I, his
son Amir Suleyman (d. 1412), Mehemmed Gelebl (d.
1421) and Murad II (d. 1451). These rulers were frequently poets themselves, e.g. Murad II had the penname Muradi, Mehemmed II the Conqueror used
that of c Awni, Prince Korkud (d. 1512) that of Hariml
and Bayezid II (d. 1512) that of cAdli. From amongst
these sultan-poets, Mehemmed II, his son Djem (d.
1495) and Bayezid II wrote enough poetry to form independent diwdns.
The Ottomans took special care to promote culture
and the arts in order to preserve their cultural identity
and not to be absorbed by the neighbouring Byzantine
Christian culture. To achieve this goal, they also had
to prove themselves victorious in the cultural rivalries
that had been going on for some time among the
Anatolian principalities. The following example will
illustrate just how strong this rivalry was. When
Molla Fenari was seriously offended by the Ottoman
sultan, he transferred to Konya, where the Karamanoghlu ruler offered him a salary of 1000 akces per day,
as well as 100 akces for each of his students, unheard
of until that time. The flourishing economy of the Ottoman state (see section II, above) greatly contributed
to the success of these literary and cultural activities,
so that the living standards in provincial cities located
on the trade routes across Anatolia to southeastern
Europe such as Amasya, Trabzon, Bursa, Manisa,
Antalya and Edirne increased significantly. That
Mehemmed Celebi became governor of Amasya,
Prince Korkud in Manisa, Prince Sellm (II) in Trabzon, Djem Sultan in Kastamonu and Karaman, was
not at all accidental! They brought with them their
own scholars and poets, but they also encouraged and
protected local literary figures. For instance, NedjatI
Bey [q.v. ] (d. 1509), one of the greatest poets of the
15th century, was first at the court of the crown prince
c
Abd Allah in Karaman, and after the prince died, he
also served as the head of the diwdn of the crown
prince Mahmud in Manisa.
The most striking characteristic of the cultural and
literary activities of the Ottomans during the 15th
century was the admiration which the Ottomans felt
towards the art and literature of the TTmurids at their
courts in Samarkand and Harat, and especially
towards Caghatay literature; it would not be unfair to
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say that classical Ottoman literature was under the
spell of Mir CA1I Shir Nawa°I [q. v. ] whose influence
reached its apogee at the end of the 15th and beginning of the 16th century, including also in the Persian
literature of the time. Indeed, Persian literature,
music, miniature painting and architecture were
greatly refined under the patronage of the Tlmurid
sultans Shahrukh (d. 1447), Ulugh Beg (d. 1449) and
Husayn Baykara (d. 1506) [q. vv. ], and the attraction
of this renaissance of Persian culture under Turkish
political hegemony strongly influenced the Ottoman
court, with echoes of that influence felt up to the 19th
century.
The Tlmurid court was taken as a model first in the
political field. As is well known, at the cultural centres
of Samarkand and Harat, the Uyghur alphabet was
used side-by-side with the Arabic alphabet in literary
texts as well as in the chancery. Wishing to compete
with this Central Asian Turkish court, the Ottoman
sultan Murad II (d. 1451) kept at his court in Edirne
secretaries capable of composing firmans in the
Uyghur alphabet. The crown princes themselves were
taught the Uyghur alphabet. Even at later dates, some
Ottoman firmans were composed in Caghatay and
written down in both the Arabic and Uyghur
alphabets. Thus Mehemmed II announced his victory
over the Ak Koyunlu Uzun Hasan in the form of a
feth-ndme, in which he addressed the local rulers of
Eastern Anatolia in Caghatay written down in
Uyghur letters with an interlinear text in Arabic letters. However, all the Ottoman firmans addressed to
the European powers in Ottoman Turkish were in the
Arabic script.
The Tlmurid court was also taken as a model in the
literary and artistic fields, since Ottoman poets and
intellectuals took a great interest in fiaghatay and
Persian literature. Ahmed Pasha, who was Mehemmed IPs vizier and later on Bayezid IPs sandjak-bey of
Bursa, used to await with enthusiasm and excitement
C
AH Shir Nawa°I's latest ghazels carried with the
caravans to Bursa. At one point, NawaDI sent 33
ghazels to Bayezid II, and Ahmed Pasha wrote naziras
to them at the order of the sultan. To write naziras to
Nawa°I's poems remained fashionable among Ottoman poets up until the 19th century, and even the
greatest and proudest Ottoman poets such as Nedlm
[q. v. ] and Sheykh Ghalib followed that fashion. In the
field of science many young men went to Central Asia
to get a good education, and scholars and scientists
from these lands were esteemed on Ottoman soil. One
of these was the famous Uzbek sheykh Suleyman Efendi who dedicated his Caghatay-Ottoman dictionary to
c
Abd ul-Hamld II. The influence of the courts in
Samarkand and Harat found its echoes in the music
festivals of the Manisa court of the crown prince
Korkud, so that during the 17th century Ewliya
Celebi talks about music festivals called Husayn
Baykara fasillarl.
An important characteristic of the 14th and 15th
centuries was the intensive translation movement
from Arabic and Persian texts. Even though the
Anatolian beyliks and the early Ottomans considered
themselves as Islamic political entities, they still had
not completely broken away from their ancestral Central Asian traditions, nor had they fully assimilated
the new civilisation of which they were now part. So
in order to bring Islamic culture to a wider audience,
a concerted effort was undertaken to translate works
in every field of Islamic learning and practice into a
simple and clear Turkish. These translations may be
classified as follows:
1. Works of cilm-i hdl, a kind of catechism of the
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basic principles of worship and of behaviour within
the family and the community. Alongside these, or
perhaps later, there were made interlinear translations
of the Kur D an and translations of tqfsir, of the stories
of prophets (klsas al-anbiyd*), legends of saints (mendkib
al-awliyd7), etc.
2. Encyclopaedic manuals on medicine and drugs,
on geography, astronomy and the interpretation of
dreams, music treatises and dictionaries.
3. Translations in mathnawi form of love stories of
typical Near Eastern content, as well as mystical $ufT
mathnawts. The first texts to be translated in this
category were Nizami's (d. 1140) Khusraw wa Shmn,
c
Attar's (d. 1193) Mantik al-tayr and Firdawsi's (d.
1020) Shdh-ndma.
It must be emphasised that these so-called translations were not direct word-for-word ones, but rather
adaptions made by the Turkish writers, who, besides
putting in their own phrases, frequently added
chapters and their own corrections or improvements,
so that sometimes the translation would be three times
as long as the original.
The strongest supporter of the translation effort was
Murad II, who was a passionate lover of poetry and
the fine arts and who attracted large numbers of artists
and writers to his court.
Naturally, original creations exist side-by-side with
these translations_. Amongst them are to be noted the
Ghanb-ndme of cAshik Pasha (d. 1332 [q.v.]) which
resembles Rumi's Mathnawi, the allegorical mathnawi
Gang-name of Ahmed-i Dacl (d. after 1421) which expresses man's longing for immortality, the Khar-name
by Sheykhl [q.v.] which is one of the best satirical
works in the entire Turkish literature, the Khawdssndme by Tadji-zade Djacfar fielebi (d. 1516) which
describes Istanbul, the Mewlid of Suleyman Celebi
[q.v.] which narrates the Prophet's birth, his mi^rdd^
and death, and finally, the Muhammediyye of Yazidjfoghlu Mehmed (d. 1449 [q. v. ]) which also deals with
the Prophet's life and his miracles. Besides all this, we
have to mention the greatest mystical folk poet, Yunus
Emre [q. v. ] who has a place of his own within Turkish
literature; soon after he died, many poets imitated his
style, without however attaining the universalism of
his appeal.
All these literary activities raise the issue of the
history of the written language: was the Old Anatolian
Turkish in existence before the migrations from Central Asia? Or did it arise in Anatolia after the migration? Some scholars have argued that the Oghuz
tribes had established their own written language
already in central Asia before their migration into
Anatolia. However, this assumption does not seem to
meet the basic precondition for the creation of a written language, namely that there should be a distinct
political entity under whose auspices the written
language can develop. Such a political structure existed in Konya after the llth century, but was absent
for the Turkomans in Transoxiana. Thus we have to
assume that the Turkomans established their written
language for the first time under the political
patronage of the Rum Saldjuks and the beys of the
Anatolian principalities. There is strong material
evidence for this, namely, the fact that in the very first
Old Anatolian Turkish texts we witness a typically
KurDanic orthography: defective writing of the vowels
and excessive usage of tanwtns for Turkish endings
and any final syllables of words. This would indicate
that they did not bring with them an orthography
already established in Central Asia, where the
Karakhanid system was based on the full (plene)
writing of the vowels.

3. Classical Ottoman literature during the 16th century

At the beginning of the 16th century, the Ottomans
were established as a world-empire, and the literature
of this century reflects well the new political situation.
Starting from the most famous poets like BakI (d.
1600) and Fuduli (d. 1556) [q.vv.] down to lesser
poets, one finds a strong feeling of confidence and selfassurance. Of course, this feeling finds diverse expressions. In Fucjull it becomes a sense of pride that defies
the world, especially in his famous complaint, Shikdyetndme, whereas in BakT and in other poets it is evident
in their majestic style and their placing themselves on
a equal footing with the famous Persian poets. In
UsulT (d. 1538), Hayretl (d. 1534) and KhayalT (d.
1557 [q.v.]) it appears as an expression of disdain for
the worthless material world, but in most works one
can detect a celebration of victory and denial of
humility. Considering that this atmosphere, one taken
for granted in the historical writings, permeates love
tales and even lyric poetry, one has to acknowledge
that the psychology of triumph brought about by the
successes of the Ottoman expansion deeply affected
the literary works of this period. For instance, the love
tale Djem-Shdh u ^Alem-Shdh of Ramadan Bihishti, a
less than first-rate poet, which was dedicated to
Suleyman the Magnificent (d. 1566), clearly expresses
this ideal image of world domination in between the
lines, for all that the poet presented his poem to his audience as a symbolic work expressing his own mystical
ideas.
The literature of this age is mostly preoccupied with
the material and living world, despite the great
number of religiously-inspired works. The simple
religious atmosphere of the previous centuries had
vanished, and with it the simple language, which now
gives way to a flowery idiom of word-plays and refined rhetorical devices. In prose, however, Turkish
entered a mature period of clarity and accuracy of expression, despite the heavy borrowings from the
Arabic and Persian vocabulary. The scribes of the
secretarial class, increasing in size along with the empire's expansion, especially those attached to the re^is
ul-kuttdb and the nishdndjl [q. vv. ], well-versed in poetry
and chancery skills (funun-i kitdbet), played a significant role in the emerging literary trends. A good
number of the poets of this period came from this class
of government officers, e.g. Mustafa CAH Efendi (d.
1599 [q.v.]) the famous historian, who wrote the Kunh
ul-akhbdr and first introduced critical method into Ottoman historiography. It is not surprising that these
secretary-poets had to extoll the pleasures of the material world, as this was part of their duties to please and
entertain their superiors, up to the sultan himself.
This would explain why suddenly the kaside or ode
became fashionable, and every poet of significance
had to compose kasides for the sultan and the high
dignitaries. Thus, in this period when the kaside was
so widespread, the poet was in essence forced to arrange both his inner and outer worlds according to the
palace hierarchy: the sun, moon and stars of the
nature became the sultan in the centre, with the
Grand Vizier and other dignitaries around him; the
sultan is the rose and his officials the other flowers; the
beloved is the sultan, those around the beloved are the
dignitaries of the palace and the lover, i.e. the poet,
is the sultan's slave. The sultan was the centre of the
universe and of the poet's personal world. This imagery was already present in its incipient form in the
earlier centuries, but now acquired precision, continuing until this literature exhausted itself.
The most important representative of the classical
literature flourishing in the palace circles was BakT,
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the court poet of Suleyman the Magnificent who was
himself also a poet writing under the pen-name
Muhibbl. BakI wrote kasides for Suleyman and his successors, Murkd II (d. 1595) and Mehemmed III (d.
1603). His superb skill in composing meticulously
designed, geometrical and artistic poems remained
unsurpassed by contemporary or even later poets, a
skill seen in the elegy which he composed while still in
his forties for the dead sultan.
Baki's diwdn is quite voluminous, revealing not only refined feelings but a brilliant intelligence and eloquence. Eschewing ugliness, he made nature and
realistic love his themes, showing his skill by hiding
the intended image under perfectly chosen words.
The second most important poet of this period is
Fuduli, who excelled because of the liveliness of his artistic skill and the sincerity of his emotions in his
kastdes dedicated to the prophet Muhammad and the
sultan Suleyman. What distinguished him sharply
from all other Ottoman poets is that he was not a poet
from the capital but from Baghdad, which he greatly
praises in his Turkish poems, all written in Adharl or
Azeri Turkish. He was influenced by the Sufi poet
Nesiml (d. 1418 [q.v.]) and especially by CA1I Shir
Nawa°I; the latter's poems provided inspiration for a
lot of his compositions. He may be considered the
poet of suffering. All his poems express a suffering
and love that directly emanate from his nature. For all
that his skills are as superb as Baki's, this is not immediately apparent, since it takes a careful reading to
unveil the complex images (madmun) and word relationships hidden behind a seemingly effortless pleasing verse (sehl-i mumteni^).
In the 16th century, the mathnawi was still a very
popular genre. In fact, we see an increasing number
of poets who wrote love tales as well as mystical and
religious subjects in the mathnawi form. Among the
poets who wrote mathnawis in the fashion of the
famous Persian poet Nizami [^.z>.], with his Khamsa,
two well-known poets can be mentioned here. One of
these was Tashlidjali Yahya (d. 1582 [q.v.]). His
Khamsa consists of the following five mathnawis:
Gendjine-i rdz, Usul-ndme, Shah u gedd, Yusuf u Zuleykhd
and Gulshen-i enwdr.
The second poet, who not only wrote one but two
Khamsas, was LamicT fielebi (d. 1532 [q.v.]), very well
versed in Persian culture and literature, as well as
Caghatay literature, and very much influenced by the
works of Djaml (d. 998/1492 [q.v.]), Mir C AH Shir
Nawa°I and other famous Persian poets. As a result of
this, he translated their works into Anatolian, namely,
Ottoman Turkish. Because of his great interest in
DjarnI and because of his translations of the latter's
works, he was given the title of Djaml-i Rum ("the
Djaml of Anatolia"). LamicT was an outstanding
figure in both Ottoman verse and prose. Being very
productive, he introduced works of diverse forms into
Turkish literature. Among them, his mathnawis included: Absdl u Saldmdn, Wdmik u ^Adhrd, Wis u Rdmin,
Ferhdd u Shmn, Tuhfe-yi Ldmi^i, Shehrengiz-i Bursd, Guy
u Cewgdn, Maktel-i Husayn, Shemc u perwdne, and Heft
peyker (unfinished at his sudden death).
Along with the poets writing in the elaborate
classical style we should mention Tatawlali Mahremi
(d. 1535) and Edirneli Nazml (d. 1548 [q.v.]) who
represent a group of poets who tried, with reasonable
success, to apply the carud metres to a Turkish
relatively purified of foreign borrowings. Whether
writing love or mystical poetry, there was a conscious
effort to address the larger audience of the folk
masses; it may be that these poets took their inspiration from the popular story-tellers and their stories
recited at various meeting places.
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The absence of a religious and mystical atmosphere
from classical poetry is the characteristic peculiarity of
this period. (This is the only period during which the
above peculiarity is valid for all poetry.) This is not to
say that there is no mystical thought in these poems,
only that this is pushed into the background. These
poets used §uft terminology, but expressed their own
personal emotions, so that there emerges, for the first
time, a distinction between the mystical ($ufT) and the
mystical-style (mutasawwif) poet. Even in the love
mathnawi Leyld we Medjnun of Fucluli, which is
permeated with a mystical atmosphere, a story of
worldly but Platonic love is narrated with same intensity as the love adventures and sufferings of two living
people in love. The same can be said of the mathnawi
Shah u gedd by the period's greatest mathnawi writer,
Tashlidjali Yahya.
This interest in the material world made the poets
of this period less and less interested in the classical
themes of Persian literature, and they started to turn
to stories taken directly from real life, to their immediate vicinity and to contemporary human types,
along with the traditional classical topics; this socalled mahallileshme movement continued well into the
17th and 18th centuries, but, with the exception of
Nedlm, eventually lost its impetus without ever
achieving the creativity and universality which the
poets were hoping for.
The main reason for this tendency to be interested
in the real and material world is perhaps connected
with entertainment literature.. Translation activity
here had started in the 15th century, but was now intensified. In particular, Djelal-zade Tahir Celebi
translated the tales of Firuz-Shah and the extensive
story collection in Persian Djdmic al-hikdydt wa-lawdmic
al-riwdydt of Muhammad c Awft [q. v. ] for the benefit of
the sultans and grand viziers. However, these stories
were not read only in palace circles; the people would
listen to them in coffee houses and public gatherings.
Story-tellers had been active narrating religiousheroic cycles, love stories and excerpts from the Shdhndma from the 13th century onwards. During the 16th
century, their repertory came to include unusual
events and characters taken from everyday life. The
custom of employing such story-tellers in the palace
had been going on since the reign of Bayezld I, but acquired new significance in the 16th century, when the
court story-tellers started being educated persons, to
the point that some of them became the sultan's personal courtiers. New themes emerged. For instance,
Mustafa Djinani (d. 1585) wrote his collection of
stories for Murad II, who loved the new stories. Most
likely the same motivation was behind the collection
^Ibrat-numd of Lamicl, the very knowledgeable
translator of the Persian poet Djaml. (It is in the
c
lbrat-numd that we find the first serious mention of
Nasr al-Dln Khoclja [q. v. ] and his extremely popular
anecdotes.)
Finally, we have to mention one event of lasting
consequence. In the 16th century the Ottomans
became in closer touch with the Western world. This
was the result both of accident and necessity, and the
relations with the West were not deliberate and conscious but passive. The following example will illustrate how these contacts were reflected in literature:
a writer using the pen-name Esiri ("prisoner") narrates in his Sergudhesht the story of his captivity during
one of the Ottoman campaigns, his escape and adventures before reaching home again.
Another significant event in this regard was the introduction of the printing press into the empire since
the reign of Bayezld II by the non-Muslim subjects,
including Christians and the Jews who had been
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welcomed into the Ottoman domains after their expulsion from Spain in 1492. Books on Judaism, on
Christianity and on the works of European
Renaissance-period authors were published, and their
influence on Ottoman Muslim society, though not
direct, cannot be dismissed altogether. Moreover, the
old Turkish theatrical representations, Orta oyunu
[q.v.], greatly expanded in the 17th century and were
certainly influenced by the Sephardic Jewish
theatrical traditions and the Italian folk-comedy,
given that the Ottomans had close political and commercial relations with Genoa, Venice and other
Italian principalities.
Throughout the 16th century, then, Ottoman
literature and culture was still considerably influenced
by the Turco-Persian literature flourishing in the
courts of Khurasan and Samarkand, while themes
from everyday life inevitably crept into them as well;
furthermore, Ottoman society, was beginning to be
influenced by the West, without being fully aware of
it.
Bibliography: See the articles on the various
literary figures mentioned in the article and the
general surveys of earlier Turkish literature given
in the more detailed Bibl. at the end of this section
on Literature.
(GoNUL ALPAY TEKIN)
4. Historical and geographical prose literature and popular
poetry during the 16th century

Prose in this century assumes a heavier and more
artificial form; exaggerating Persian models, the
simplest ideas are expressed by the most complicated
images to the detriment of the subject. This lack of
taste is found in the greatest stylists of the period:
Lamicl, JCemal Pasha-zade [q. v . ] , Djelal-zade
Mustafa Celebi [q.v. ], Feridun Beg [q.v. ], cAzmT, the
translator of the Humdyun-ndme, CA1I Celebi, Kinalizade CA1I Celebi [q.v.], Kh w adja Sacd al-Dm [see
KHODJA EFENDI] and others. This artificial tendency
had a much more marked influence on prose than on
poetry. Works written in simple language were
despised by the educated classes. We find, however,
that in very long works, it was only the preface that
was written in this turgid and clumsy style. Many
literary, historical, religious or moralising works of
the period were in fact written in more simple
language. The same applies to official correspondence
and other state documents. In religious works intended for the people, every endeavour was made to write
as simply as possible. The prose which we possess by
BakI and F u d u l l shows an elegant and comparatively simple language.
We shall begin with the historical works, a field in
which great progress was made in this century, mainly
on account of the interest taken by the educated
classes in the military successes of the empire. Beside
the rhymed chronicle, in continuation of the Saldjuk
tradition, we find from the time of Bayezld II and
Sellm I historical works in prose. The official Ottoman history written in Persian by Idrls BidlisT was
translated into Turkish by his son. Other general
histories were those of Ibn Kemal, Djelal-zade
Mustafa Celebi, entitled Tabakdt al-mamdlik, of Muhyl
al-Dm Djemall, of Lutfi Pasha [q.v.], of Khwadja
Sacd al-Dln and of cAlf [q.v.]. There are also a
number of special histories, dealing with particular
periods or certain events (the Feth-ndmes) and
biographical works (like the Djawdhir al-mandkib
relating to Sokollu Mehmed Pasha). At the same
time, the office of Sheh-ndmedji was maintained at the
court. In the time of Suleyman, it was filled by Feth
Allah c Arif Celebi, whose successors included Eflatun
ShirwanI, Seyyid Lukman and TaclTkf-zade (d.

1013/1604). These were also Turkish poets, but tradition demanded that the official Sheh-ndme should be
written in Persian in the mutekdrib metre, until
Mehemmed III ordered it to be written in Turkish.
From the time of Tacllki-zade, prose began to appear
scattered through the text. From the historical point of
view, these Sheh-ndmes are naturally of less importance
than the non-official chronicles. While works like the
Tddj. al-tawdnkh of Sacd al-Dm were regarded as
models of style, the Ta^rikh of Lutfi Pasha, whose style
more resembles that of the old chronicles, and
especially his Asaf-ndme, are very important for our
knowledge of the social history of this period. The
Ta^nkh of Selanikli Mustafa Efendi shows how corrupt
the administration was at the end of the century. We
must regard CA1I as the greatest historian of the time,
and his other works reveal him as a man of almost encyclopaedic learning. Not only his Kiinh al-akhbdr, but
also his Nasihat al-saldtin, Kawd^id al-madjdlis and
Mendkib-i hunerwerdn show that the author was a severe
critic, well informed about the conditions of life of his
time. The style of his historical works is relatively simple (on his life and works, see the introduction by Ibn
til-Emm Mahmud Kemal to the edition of the
Mendkib-i hunerwerdn, Istanbul 1926). To this century
also belongs the Shakd^ik-i Nu^mdniyye written in
Arabic by Tashkoprii-zade [q.v.] and translated into
Turkish with additions by Medjdf [q. v. ] of Edirne and
Khaki of Belgrade; also, an extensive biographical
literature among which the biographies of the Turkish
Sufi sheykhs are of considerable historical interest. A
similar interest is contained in a few light works of
badinage (mizdh) like the Nafs al-amr-ndme of LamicT
and of Nfksari-zade (see Milli TetebbuHar Mea^mucasi,
no. 3).
Among historical works, those which deal with
literary history occupy an important place. The first
Ottoman tedhkere is the Hesht bihisht written in
945/1538 by Sehl [q. v. ], in imitation of the Madjdlis alnafd^is of Nawa3!. He was followed by Latm" [?•#•],
c
Ashfk Celebi [q.v.], cAhdI of Baghdad and Hasan
Celebi [q.v. ]. CAH also gives important notices of poets
in his Kiinh al-akhbdr. The compilation of collections of
nazd^ir on poems of other poets, like the D^dmic alnazd^ir written in 918/1512 by Hadjdji Kemal, containing poems by 266 poets, and others, is a custom
which is also found in the 16th century and has contributed greatly to our knowledge of Turkish poets.
It is in this century that we find geographical works
and travels beginning to appear. In the 15th century
we have only translations and excerpts from alKazwim and Ibn al-Wardl as well as a translation
from the Greek of Ptolemy. In the 16th century, these
two works are again translated, as well as those of Abu
'1-Fida0 (by Sipahl-zade) and al-Istakhn (by Sherlf
Efendi) and CA1T Kushdji's work on mathematical
geography, and geographical descriptions of Egypt. A
Cm seydhat-ndmesi written in Persian by the merchant
C
A1I Ekber Khitayl was translated into Turkish for
Murad III. The celebrated Bahriyye of Plrl ReDIs [q v. ]
written in 935/1529, was a result of the maritime
policy of the Turkish empire. It is based in part on
older cartographers like $afa°i anc} on Italian maps.
As a result of Suleyman's campaigns by land, we have
Matrakdji Nasuh's [q.v.] work, full of admirable little
sketches. SeyyidI CA1I ReDIs wrote his Muhit as a result
of his unfortunate exploit in the Indian Ocean,
although the book is based entirely on earlier Arab
works. The Mir^dt al-mamdlik by the same author is
much more original. After it we have the Seydhat-ndme
in verse of the merchant Ahmed b. Ibrahim, describing his voyage to India. The Mendzir al-^awdlim of
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Mehmed c Ashik of Trebizond is very important;
based on the old Arab geographies, it gives valuable
new information about the Ottoman lands. Finally,
we may mention a Ta\ikh-i Hind-i gharbi on the
discovery of the New World, translated in 990/1582
from a European language by Mehmed Yusuf alHerewT (on this literature see F. Taeschner, in
ZDMG, Ixxvii [1923]).
Alongside classical Turkish literature, we find the
literature of the people increasing, the knowledge of
which was spread by the klssa-khwdn, the meddah and
the karagozdji in the popular cafes and in the barracks
of the Janissaries. Many classical poets also wrote
turkus [q.v.] intended for the masses. These turkus are
in the carutf metre and in the form of murebbac; later
they were called sharki [q. v. ] . This form of poem goes
back to the earliest forms of verse among the Turks.
But the works of unlettered poets, like Enweri,
Thiyabi, Rayl, Rahukl and others, written in imitation of the classical poets, were more to the taste of the
people. In popular gatherings such themes as Abu
Muslim, the Hamza-ndme, Battdl Ghdzt, etc. were enthusiastically received. This encouraged Hashimi of
Istanbul to write the methnewi entitled Barki we-puldd
taken from the Hamza-ndme, and inspired several
authors and poets to write similar works. Sultan
Siileyman had the story of Firuz-shdh translated into
Turkish in 8 vols. by $alih Efendi, translator of the
DjdmP al-hikdydt of c Awft. There were klssa-khwdns
even in the palaces of the sultans. Alongside of old
Islamic and Persian subjects, we find also collections
of stories of everyday life like the Bursali Khwddja ^Abd
al-Re^uf Efendi hikdyesi by the poet Wahdl, also called
Ana Badji hikdyesi. The stories of everyday life by
Mustafa Djinani of Bursa in an unaffected style give
us a valuable insight into different aspects of the life
of the people in these days. Another poet of this kind
is Medhi [ q . v . ] , whose real name was Derwish Hasan,
who was the meddah of Murad III (see Rieu, Cat. of
Turk, mss., 42).
In the 16th century we are a little better informed
regarding the activities of the ozan [q.v.}, although
they are now generally known as ^dsjnk or cogurdju.
These wandering musicians were to be found
wherever the people congregated and used to recite
their poems in syllabic metres, love-songs, heroic
tales, merthiyes and turkus. At the beginning of this century we have a portion of Bakhshi's epic on the Egyptian campaign of Sellm I, and at the end of the century we have the names of Kul Mehmed "(d.
1014/1605), Oksuz Dede, Khayali and Koroghlu,
and, in the garrisons of the Maghrib, Cirpanli, Armudlu, Kul Culkha, Gadamuslu (see also KopriiliizadeM. FuDad, Turksdz shd^irleri, Istanbul 1930). The
influence of the various classes of society on one another even had the result that syllabic metre was
sometimes used among the cultured classes (but
especially in the hezl) and the caru^ metre in popular
poems, just as had been the case formerly for poems
of a religious character. The mystic poets however,
following the tradition of Yunus Emre, wrote their ildhis in syllabic metre. We may note the names of Urnmi Sinan (d. 958/1551), Ahmed Sarban (d.
952/1545), Idris Mukhtefi (d. 1024/1615) and Seyyid
Seyf Allah Khalwetl (d. 1010/1601). But the greatest
successors of Yunus and Kayghusuz were found
among the Bektashis and Kizllbashs, such as Kul
Himmet and his pupil Plr Sultan Abdal, a native of
Siwas who was executed in 1008/1600 by order of
Khicjr Pasha (cf. Sacd al-Dln Nuzhet, Pir Sultan Abddl,
Istanbul 1929). Other products of the popular
literature of the period were Hasan-oghlu turkuleri,
Kara-oghlan turkusu and Geyik destdni.
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(b) A f t e r 1600 A . D .
1. The 17th century
In spite of the political decline of the empire, we still
find intellectual and literary life pursuing its normal
course. The knowledge of the Ottoman literary
language spread among the Muslim lower classes
generally and also through districts with a nonTurkish population or speaking a _non-Ottoman
Turkish dialect like eastern Anatolia (Adhan dialect)
and the Crimea. The Crimea [see KIRIM] began to
produce a number of Ottoman poets, among them actually some of the Khans. The influence of Turkish
literature and culture is found as early as the 16th century in the use of Arabic characters by the Muslim
Hungarians and Croats (cf. Ungarische Bibliothek,
Budapest 1927, no. 14). There is also a TurkishSerbian dictionary in verse, called Potur shdhidiyye,
composed by Hawayi (Bull, of the Soc. of Sciences Skoplije, iii, 189-202), a similar Turkish-Bosniak vocabulary
by UskufT and several rhymed Turco-Greek
glossaries.
Istanbul was always the centre to which men of letters and learning flocked from all parts of the empire
and from beyond its frontiers. With the exception of
Murad IV, no sultan took an interest in literature,
and among statesmen there were relatively few
patrons of literature like Ilyas Pasha, Musahib
Mustafa Pasha, Rami Pasha and the Sheykh al-Isldms
Yahya and Behayl. In spite of this and of the decline
in the medreses, this century saw scholars of ability like
Sari cAbd Allah [ q . v . ] , IsmacTl Ankarewi, Ishak
Khwadjasi, Ahmed Efendi, and others. The various
branches of religious learning and Arabic philology
have, however, no great representatives in this century, and the conflict between the medreses and the tekkes known as the "question of the Kadi-zades" shows
what a narrow point of view still prevailed in the
medreses. The persecutions of the Sufi orders, which
sometimes had a political object also, did not however
prevent these orders from continuing to prosper
throughout the empire.
The "classical" Turkish poetry of the 17th century
was in no respect below the level of the Persian
models. But in place of devoting themselves to imitations and translations, the Turkish poets were now
working on original subjects. It is true, on the other
hand, that the influence of contemporary Persian and
Indo-Persian poets is still felt. NeFl shows the inspiration of c UrfT, NabI of Sa^ib and NaDilT-yi Kadim that
of Shawkat.
Nef^I [q. v. ] may be regarded as the greatest Turkish
master of the kasfde, on account of the power of his imagination, the richness of his language and the harmony of his style. His ghazels and his hidjw on the
other hand are less successful. The influence of Nef-i
was always great on his successors, although his
period saw several eminent kasidedjis, like Newci-zade
c
A{ayi, Kaf-zade Fa'icji, Riyacji, $abri and Ricjayi.
The greatest representative of the ghazel is the Sheykh
al-Isldm Yahya [q. v. ] who may be regarded as the successor of Bakl, especially on account of his great
power to express feelings and emotions. His fame likewise survived into the following centuries. Other
representatives of the school of Bakl and Yahiya are
the Sheykh al-Isldm Behayl and Wedjdi. In contrast to
the latter, the poets Fehlm [^.z>.], NaDili-i Kadim
[ q . v . ] , Shehri and even the poet NabI [q.v.] were
under the influence of contemporary Persian poetry.
NabI, on whom can be noticed the influence of Sa^ib,
became renowned for his methnewi khyriyyes and his
ghazels. His poems are characterised by the
preponderance of intellectual conceptions, but this has
not affected his popularity. In many of his poems he
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describes and criticises the social life of his time. His
young contemporary Thabit [q. v. ] endeavours to
show his originality by mingling proverbial expressions with his poetry. Among the masters of the ghazel
in the 17th century we may also mention NishatI
Mewlewl, Djewri and Ram! Mehmed Pasha.
c
AzmI-zade Haletl [q.v. ] excelled in all poetical
genres and is best known for his rubd^fs. The lughz
[q.v.] and the mucammd became very popular, as did
the ta^rikh (chronogram). The hidjw and mizdh, composed in different forms, caused poets of the first rank
to write very coarse things. Some products of this
genre, however, can be appreciated, like the tedhkere in
the form of a methnewi by Giiftl in which the author
depicts contemporary poets; the hidjw of FehTm and of
Djewri, written in the form of mulammac, are curious
because the text is scattered with passages in nonTurkish languages.
Some methnewis of the first half of the century show
a remarkable perfection. The subjects of the old khamsas are gradually replaced by more topical subjects.
The greatest representative of the style is Newcl-zade
c
Atayf [q. v. ] who acquired his great reputation with
his Khamsa, the subjects of which are taken from the
life of his time. This poet reveals the influence of his
Turkish predecessors like Yahya of Tashlfdja and
Djinani (see above). After him we may note the
following authors of methnewis: Kaf-zade Fa°icjl,
Ghanf-zade Nadiri and Riyadl. It was mainly in this
century that it became fashionable to write Sdki-ndmes
in imitation of the Persian poet Zuhuri, although this
genre is already found earlier, as is shown by the
c
lshret-ndme of Rewani (16th century). Among the
Sdki-ndmes we may specially note those of cAtayi,
Riyadl and Haletf; all are tinged with mysticism. The
methnewi thus served for all sorts of subjects taken from
daily life, stories, descriptions, speculative works,
tales of actual events, etc.
The number of religious and mystical works, lives
of Sufi saints and didactic works connected with the
different tarikas, is very great in this century. Poetical
forms were often used for them. Very well-known is
the Mi^rdajiyye of Nadiri. Then there were panegyrics
of the Prophet (nact), translations in verse of the
Hadith-i arba'in, of mawlids etc. Among the Sufi poets
there were some who used the syllabic metre; we may
note Niyazl-i Misri, founder of the Misriyye branch
of the Khalwetiyye order, whose poems were long
popular; the Bektashls also numbered several poets in
their ranks. There are also a large number of
historical works in verse, Shdh-ndmes, Ghazd-ndmes,
etc., like the Shdh-ndme of Nadiri of the time of
c
Othman II and others. The Shehinshdh-ndme written
by MulhemT by order of Murad IV has only the preface in Turkish; the rest is Persian in keeping with the
old tradition. It is in this century also that the custom
begins of writing brief Ottoman histories in verse; we
have that of TalibT, written in 1017/1608, of Nithari
(d. 1075/1664) written for Mehemmed IV, and the
Fihrist-i Shdhdn, dedicated to Mehemmed IV by $olakzade Hemdeml, and continued by a series of poets
down to Diya (Ziya) Pasha in the 19th century. This
kind of work has neither much historical nor literary
value.
Literary prose follows the same lines as in the
preceding century. The great stylists (miinshi), like
Weysl, NergisI [q.v.], Okdju-zade [q.v.] and others,
carried affection of language to a still more advanced
degree. A fine specimen is given by the official
documents addressed to the Persian court and written
by miinshis like Hiikml; this same style was sometimes
used even in private correspondence. The works

which were considered to have no literary value in
their day are those which are now most appreciated,
like those of Koc7 Beg, Katib Gelebi, Ewliya Celebi
and Naclma. Histories, in this century also, take first
place among prose works. There are several which
have the character of semi-official chronicles like the
Shdh-ndme written in prose by Tashkopriizade [q.v.]
for cOthman II. Murad IV appointed Kabilf as wak^aniiwis for the Eriwan campaign. In 1074/1664 the
nishdnaji cAbd al-Rahman Pasha was appointed by
Mehemmed IV to chronicle events, as was Mehmed
Khalifa [q.v.] of Findfkli by Mustafa II. It is only later
that Naclma was appointed wak^a-niiwis. The
historical works of this century are translations of the
general histories of Islam, original works on the same
subject, general and special works and monographs
on Ottoman history. From the historical point of
view, the most important are the Djami* al-duwal,
written in Arabic by Munedjdjim Bashi [q.v.], the
Fedhleke of Katib Gelebi, the Ta^rikh of Pec'ewl and the
best that of Naclma. The great encyclopaedist Katib
Gelebi [q. v. ] also reveals himself in his Mizdn al-hakk
and Dastur al-camal as a historian of penetrating insight. Pec"ewr [q.v.], who made use of Christian
sources, is also very valuable for his sound judgment
and impartiality. Nacfma [q.v.] who possessed descriptive powers of the first order, gives vivid psychological analyses of historical characters. KocT Beg
[q. v. ] examines in his celebrated Risdle the causes of
the decline of the empire. Kara Gelebi-zade is a miinshi
rather than a historian. We must also mention
chroniclers like Wedjlhl, Hasan Bey-zade and §olakzade, as well as the dheyl to the Shakd^ik-i nu^mdniyye by
Newcl-zade cAtayf and the continuation by
c
Ushshakf-zade.
The tedhkere is much below the level of the 16th century; the most notable is that of Riyadf written in
1018/1609. The Riydd al-sh^ard* of Kaf-zade Fa'idl
composed in 1030/1621 also contains specimens of the
work of the poets dealt with in_it. There is also the
dheyl to this work by Mehmed cAsim (d. 1086/1675),
the concise tedhkere of Rida and that of Giiftl already
mentioned. The MatdlP al-nazd^ir by Khisalf (d.
1062/1652) is a collection of mafia's.
In the field of geography, the most important works
are those of Katib Celebi and Abu Bakr Dimashkl.
They use European as well as Muslim sources. The
Seydhat-ndme of Ewliya Celebi [q. v. ] is important for
the history of all aspects of social life. In spite of its
defects it is a work without an equal in Turkish
literature. In this century also the first sefdret-ndmes
appear.
The great popularity of the shehndmeaji, medddh,
karagozaji, etc. continued in this century in all classes
of society. At Bursa we have Derwlsh Kamili, Kurbanl cAlTsi and others, at Erzerum Kassab Kurd,
Kandilli-oghlu, etc. In Istanbul there were eighty medddhs, who were organised in a gild (esndf)\ the best
known is Tifll [q.v.] who was nedim to Murad IV.
Towards the end of this century, the medddh KlrimT (d.
1120/1708) flourished.
The musician-poets (sdz shd'irleri) became very
numerous in the 17th century. We find them among
the Janissaries, the sipdhis [q.v.], the lewends [q.v.], the
Djeldlis [see DJALALI in Suppl.], and in the religious
bodies like the Kizilbash and the Bektashls. They
were always to be found in military retinues. The
writer of this article succeeded in collecting and identifying the works and names of about thirty musicianpoets of this century. The most notable are Gewheri
and C6mer c Ashik [q.v.]; the latter has almost become
the patron saint of the sdz shd'irleri (cf. Kopriilii-zade
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M. Fu3ad, Turk sazsairlerine ait metinler we-tetkikler, i-v,
Istanbul 1929-30). The influence of this popular
literature is felt even among the upper classes, as in
the poems of the Khan of the Crimea, Mehmed
Giray, who wrote under the makhlas of Kamil, and a
merthiye of c Afife Sultan, one of the favourites of
Mehemmed IV. Several "classical" poets also wrote
sharkis for the masses. The poem on the hero Gendj.
^Othmdn by Kayikdji Mustafa has actually given rise
to a folk-tale which still survives in Anatolia
(Kopriilu-zade, Kayikci kul Mustafa we-genc osman
hikayesi, Istanbul 1930). It is probable that several
other folk-tales originated in this century, like those
called ^Ashik Kerem, ^Ashlk Ghdrib, and Shah Ismd^il.
Lastly, we see from the statements of Ewliya Celebi
that it was in this century that the orta oyunu [q.v.]
began to be popular with the people.
2. The 18th century
Literature and culture in this century continued to
follow the same lines as in the preceding centuries.
There was a vast output in prose and poetry, while the
intellectual links with Persia and Transoxania continued to exist. Persian poets, especially Shawkat and
Sa°ib, exercised a great influence on Turkish poetry.
But in spite of all this, the tendency to a more individual development gained in strength and was
shown in the endeavours to simplify the language. It
is mainly due to the great poets of the beginning of
this century that classical Turkish poetry entered on a
path entirely independent of contemporary Persian
poetry.
The period of Damad Ibrahim Pasha [see IBRAHIM
PASHA, DAMAD] is a very important one. Many works
were written and translated by his orders or those of
Sultan Ahmed III. Committees were appointed to
translate important works rapidly. Among the poets
of this period we may mention cOthman-zade Ahmed
Ta°ib [q. v . ] , who was called the king of poets, Seyyid
Wehbl, SamI, Rajhid, NeylT, Selim, Kami of Edirne,
Durri, Thakib, cArif, Salim, Celebi-zade c Asim, and
c
lzzet CA1T Pasha. Nedlm [q.v.] in particular acquired
a great reputation in the second half of the century
and later. His ghazeh and his sharkis recall the period
of Sacdabad [see LALE DEWRI] and by his original subjects, rich imagination and harmonious language, he
surpasses his predecessors and his contemporaries. In
the sharki he reached a level which neither Nazim
before him nor Fadil Enderunl after him attained. It
was also through the patronage of Damad Ibrahim
Pasha that Ibrahim Muteferrika [q. v. ] was able to inaugurate Muslim Turkish printing [see MATBA C A. 2];
but for several reasons printing remained confined to
a very restricted sphere throughout this century and
did not exercise any particular influence on intellectual or artistic life.
Among the great poets of this century we must also
make special mention of Kodja Raghib Pasha [0.0.],
the greatest representative of the school of Nabl, and
Sheykh Ghalib [ q . v . ] , the last great poet of the
classical period. In the kaside it was the influence of
Nef^T that dominated, while in the ghazel there was a
rivalry between the disciples of Nedlm and Sami on
the one hand and admirers of Nabl on the other. But
towards the end of the century, a decline in both
schools became apparent; poets like Fadil Enderunl
[q.v.] and Sunbul-zade Wehbl [q.v.] are only mere imitators. The poets of this century practised all forms of
poetry and special attention was devoted to genres
characteristic of an epoch of decadence, like the hidjw,
the hezl, the mu^ammd (enigma) and the ta^rikh
(chronogram), while immorality and a general decline
in good taste increased. On the other hand, true
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religious inspiration still continued, as may be seen
from the munddj_dt and the na^t of Nazim [q.v.], the
Mfoddjiyyes of poets like Nayi cOthman Dede, NahifT
[q. v. ] and cArif Siileyman Bey and the verse translation of the Methnewi of Mewlana by NahifT. The
methnewis of this period are numerous but of little
literary value, the old subjects of the khamsa are entirely dropped, with the exception of the Husn-u Hshk of
Sheykh Ghalib, the last masterpiece of this class.
Finally, the rhymed historical works of this period and
the Sun" poems by initiates of the various orders are of
little importance.
Literary prose tends to become gradually simpler,
although we still find imitations of the style of NergisI
and Okci-zade. A well-known stylist like c Othmanzade Ta°ib openly declared against exaggerated artificiality in prose. Historical works occupy the first
place. Among authors serving as wakca-nuwis [q.v.] we
may mention Rashid, Celebi-zade cAsim and Wasif,
but none of them can be compared to their
predecessors like Na c lma, although hundreds of
people were writing biographical and historical works.
The political and military decline of the empire caused
a large number of layiha ("memoirs") to be written
investigating the causes. The most remarkable of
these memoirs is that of Kodja Segban Bashi. From
the point of view of geography, we may note a
number of important sefdret-ndmes, of which the Fransa
sefdret-ndmesi of Yirmi-Sekiz Celebi Mehmed Efendi
[see MEHMED YIRMISEKIZ] is a typical example; these
works were occasionally, although rarely, written in
verse. The sur-ndmes written to celebrate the splendid
festivals held by the sultans are important sources for
sociological research. Those best known are the Surnames of Seyyid Wehbl and of Hashmet. The collections of biographies of poets are even more numerous
than in the preceding century. We may mention the
tedhkeres of Safayl and Salim and that of Bellgh [0.0.];
the tedhkere of Esrar Dede [q.v. in Suppl.] is specially
devoted to Mewlewl poets; to this century belong also
the WakdV al-fudald* of Sheykhl, which is the final
continuation (dheyl) of the Shakd^ik. Lastly, the Tuhfe-yi
khattdtin of Mustaklm-zade [q.v.]—whom we may
regard as the greatest encyclopaedist of this
century—is the most important source for the Muslim
and Turkish calligraphers (khattdt). In the field of
geography we have only translations and excerpts
from European works.
The medddh, karagozdji and orta oyundju continued to
enjoy the same popularity among all classes of society.
The works of the musician-poets were also known
everywhere; we may mention Klmetl, Nuri, Lewnl,
Kaba Sakal Mejimed and Faslhl, but the popularity of
GewherT and c Ashik cOmer continued; some of these
poets were of Armenian origin, like Medjnun and
Wartan who lived at the beginning of the century.
This influence of Turkish musician-poets on the
poems of the Armenian ashugh perhaps begins as early
as the 16th century (see KOPRULU-ZADE, in Edebiyydt
FakiiltesiMedimu<:asi[\922], i, 1-32). The best example
of the way in which the literary taste of the people had
penetrated among the upper classes is the fact that the
great poet Nedlm also wrote a turkii in the popular
metre. This tendency became more marked as the
century advanced.
3. The 19th century
At the beginning of this century, Ottoman
literature had sunk to a very low level which continued till the period of the Tanzimdt. Wasif Enderunl
[q.v.] and c lzzet Molla [0.v.] alone show some
originality. Wasif appeals to the popular taste and
shows the influence of Nedlm as well as that of Faclil
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Enderunl. c lzzet Molla, while strongly influenced by
Nedim and Sheykh Ghalib, is, however, a much
greater poet than Wasif, especially as regards the
purity of his language and his poetical technique; in
addition to kasides and ghazels, he wrote quite good
methnewis; he is the last "master" of classical poetry
before the Tanzimdt. It is true that even after the Tanzimdt, many poets wrote kasides and ghazeh in the ancient style, and among them the great advocates of
literary innovations like Namik Kemal and Diya
Pasha; to this period also belong Ghalib Bey of
Leskofca, c AwnT Bey and c Arif Hikmet Bey [q.v. ], all
imitators of Na°ili and Fehlm-i Kadim. They had,
however, no influence on the course of literary
development. It was only natural that the old literary
tradition could not disappear at one stroke; ShinasT
and his school had to maintain a long and hard struggle against the old school.
The prose of the period before the Tanzimdt is not
of much value, although the production was not less
than in preceding centuries. In history, the Ta^rtkh of
Mviterdjim cAsim [q. v. ] is remarkable for its style and
critical ability; the author uses even simpler language
in his translation of the Burhdn-i kdtf and of the
Kdmus. The wak^a-nuwis Escad Efendi [q. v . ] ,
translator of the Mustatraf of al-Ibshlhi and author of
the well-known Uss-i zafer on the extermination of the
Janissaries, is far below cAsim, with his insipid
language and confused style. The same writer edited
the Takwim-i wekd*ic, and Sultan Mahmud II
reproached him with the obscurity of his language in
an account of a journey of the sultan which he had
drawn up in this capacity. On the other hand, in his
translation of the Mustatraf, he recommends the use of
Turkish instead of Arabic and Persian words and the
simplification of literary style, which shows to what an
extent the movement to simplify the language had
made progress. Lastly, we must _not forget the
celebrated poet and stylist Mehmed cAkif Pasha [q. v. ]
who, in spite of several poems written in the popular
metre and some works in simple prose, ought not to
be regarded as the first to spread literary innovations.
c
Akif Pasha, indeed, remained entirely unaffected by
European culture and was one of the last representatives of the old literature.
Among the representatives of the popular literature
we have information about the medddhs Pi£ Emm, Kfz
Ahmed, HadjdjI MiPedhdhin, Kor Hafiz and others,
as well as of some writers of shadow-plays (khaydlajt)
like Sherbetdji Emm, Hafiz of Kasim Pasha,
Musahib Sacid Efendi; it is only towards the end of
the century that Katib $alih in breaking with the ancient tradition began to imitate the modern theatre.
The best known musician-poets of this century are
Derdli, Dhihni of Bayburt and Emrah of Erzerum,
who acquired a great and well-merited popularity in
Anatolia as well as in Istanbul among all classes (see
KOPRULU-ZADE, Erzurumlu Emrah, Istanbul 1929).
Down to the end of the reign of cAbd al-cAz!z, these
<-dshiks used to assemble in a cafe in Tawuk Pazarl.
They had an organisation of their own with a chief
(re^ts) at their head, recognised by the government.
This organisation was broken up later on, but in the
early 20th century there were still found musicianpoets in Anatolia.
This classical Turkish literature and especially the
poetry had lost almost all its vigour and originality by
the time the Tanzimdt began. Classical poetry had lost
the ability to create anything new within its narrow
limitations, and the poets could only produce imitations (naztre) of the great masters of the past, or in
their efforts to show a little originality, fall into ar-

tificiality and platitude. As a result of continually
repeating the same conceptions by the same limited
means of expression, all the vitality of Turkish poetry
was destroyed. Even great artists like Nedim and
Sheykh Ghalib had not been able to escape the rigid
rules of the old models. On the other hand, the attempts to draw upon the language and literature of the
people and to appeal more to popular taste and
language, efforts such as we observe in Fadil
Enderunl and Wasif, only resulted in vulgarity and
banality. In spite of the political and economic connection with Europe which had existed for centuries,
the social structure of the Ottoman people had never
emerged from the frame of traditional Islamic civilisation, which had kept it imprisoned in a mediaeval
system of ideas. It is true that the continual military
defeats and the gradual economic decline had impressed upon thinking people the material and
technical superiority of Europe and that, as early as
the 18th century, they had begun to take advantage of
European skills to reorganise the army and the fleet.
But it was much more difficult to admit the superiority of Europe in the field of culture. The medreses,
which were in a very backward state compared with
earlier centuries, still clung tenaciously to the mentality and tastes of the Middle Ages. Modern science was
beginning to be introduced only in institutions founded for the army, like the Engineering School
(muhendis-khdne) and the Medical School (tibb-khdne).
These innovations owed a great deal to a few individuals, who had studied western languages and
modern sciences, like Khodja Ishak Efendi, Gelenberi
and Shanl-zade. It was the need felt by Sellm III, and
especially by Mahmud II, to reorganise the army and
navy and to establish a central administration to prevent the empire being parcelled out between feudal
chiefs, that led them to consent, in spite of the opposition of the medreses, to the reform of the teaching of
mathematics and natural sciences.
From the end of the 18th century, there were in
Turkey men who knew French and recognised the
cultural superiority of Europe. In bringing teachers
from France and sending students to Europe, the
movement of Europeanisation was encouraged in
Turkey. It was natural then that, as a result of all
these needs, European influence began to show itself
little by little in every branch of life, including the
fields of thought and art.
(c) " E u r o p e a n - t y p e " Turkish l i t e r a t u r e .
The period of the Tanzimdt and the new
literature
The great industrial and capitalist development in
Europe as well as the political expansion and rivalry
of the imperialist Great Powers could not long ignore
so vast and rich a field of exploitation as Turkey. At
the same time, the mediaeval institutions of the empire had lost their power of resistance, and the revolutionary movements in France had propagated the
principle of nationality among the non-Muslim
elements. All these circumstances made the urgent
need felt of introducing reforms in the social and administrative institutions of the empire. These reforms
were to meet with considerable resistance, not only
among the lower classes but also among those
members of the educated classes who had been
educated in the medreses. It was due to Mustafa Reshid
Pasha [q. v. ] and his little group of followers that the
reforms were gradually introduced into the country.
In Turkish history these reforms are known as Tanzimdt [q.v. ].
The Tanzimdt were not confined to the fields of administration, justice and finance; with the object of
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securing the progress of education among the Muslim
Turks, primary and secondary schools were opened
and plans made to found a university. An Endjumen-i
ddnish was formed to prepare schoolbooks (1269/1853)
and students were sent to Europe. The Endjumen-i
ddnish was soon replaced by the Djjm^iyyel-i ^ilmiyye-yi
^othmdniyye (1277/1860), which began to publish its
own organ, Medjmu'a-yi funun. In the following year,
the Girls' School was opened and in 1279/1862
University courses were begun. In 1282/1865 was
formed a Terdjeme djem^iyyeti, in 1284/1867 the Civil
School of Medicine (Tibbiyye-i mulkiyye mektebi) began
its lectures, and in the following year, the Lycee of
Galata Saray was opened, the curriculum of which
was adapted from western secondary schools and
French was used for teaching alongside of Turkish.
The University (Ddr ul-Funun) was opened in
1286/1869, but the intrigues of the conservative
elements forced it to be closed two years later. In
1287/1870 the School of Law (Hukuk mektebi) was
opened and in 1294/1877 a School of Political Sciences
(Mekteb-i mulkiyye). At the same time, museums and
libraries were founded as well as technical schools
such as the engineering, agricultural and commercial
schools. Thus there was gradually created an educated
class outside the medreses. All this activity was accompanied by a gradual development of the daily press. In
1247/1831 the official publication Takwim-i wekd^
began to appear, which was followed by the Djeride-vi
hawddith in 1256/1840, the Terdjiimdn-i ahwdl in
1276/1859 and the Taswir-i efkdr in 1278/1861 [see
DJARIDA. iii. Turkey]. These two last mark an important stage in the history of modern developments for
it was through them that ShinasT, founder of the new
literary school, and his disciple Namik Kemal addressed the public. Down to the period when the absolutism of cAbd ul-Hamid II prevented any kind of
publication, the Turkish press developed very rapidly.
Many scientific and literary works were translated
from European languages, especially from French,
and the Turkish language began to be simplified, at
the same time enriching itself with a large number of
scientific expressions.
The three great figures of the new literature are
ShinasI [q. v.] who had been educated in France, his
great disciple Namik Kemal [see KEMAL, MEHMED
NAM!K] and Ziya (Diya) Pasha [q.v.], both of whom
had lived in France as exiles. Through these circumstances the new school was imbued with the
French literature of the 18th and 19th centuries, and
the principles proclaimed during the political revolutions in France. The innovators wished to sweep away
the old feudal literature and proclaim the ideas of
"fatherland" (watan), "liberty" (hurriyyet), "democracy" (khalkdjillk) and "constitutionalism (meshrutiyyet)\ and they aimed at creating a "bourgeois"
literature. It was in this way that journalism, political
and literary criticism, the theatre, the translation of
western literary works, the novel and the
philosophical and sociological study began. ShinasT
was neither a brilliant stylist nor a great poet, but his
programme was well defined; he wished to free
himself from the trammels of the old unintelligible
language, and although he was not able to realise all
this programme, his theories exercised a great influence on those around him. Ziya Pasha, by his translations of Rousseau and Moliere and by his literary and
political criticism, gave great support to this movement. He was well versed in the classical literature,
yet he went so far as to allege that this literature had
no relation to the Turkish character; he upheld the
thesis that one ought to follow nature, i.e. borrow
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from the popular language and literature. In reality,
Ziya Pasha had neither the strength nor the courage
to put these theories into force.
It was undoubtedly Namik Kemal who assured the
definite success of the new school. He was a great artist, a keen fighter, a prolific author and a great
patriot. For him, art was a means of provoking a
revival in the land and he contributed vigorously to
the cultural and political revolution in Turkey by his
political articles, his dramas, his novels, his patriotic
poetry, his historical works, his critical essays and
even by his private letters. He exercised a profound
influence. The presentation of Watan was a great
political event in the country. He attacked the old
literature even more bitterly than Ziya Pasha and
thought that it was impossible to write Turkish poetry
in the ^arud metre. However, not even Kemal could
cast off the old traditions entirely, nor could his
friends. It is for this reason that Sacd Allah Pasha was
able to write in 1297/1880 in an anonymous article in
the journal Wakt, that pupils should only be given
literal translations of western works because the
"new" writers had not been able to produce in reality
anything really new.
c
Abd al-Hakk Hamid [q. v. ], a pupil of Namik
Kemal, brought about a great revolution in the field
of poetry, which hitherto had not been able to free
itself from ancient forms. This extremely prolific poet
introduced into Turkish the lyric and the drama in
which his models were Dante, Racine, Corneille and
Shakespeare. Even Namik Kemal acknowledged that
the new Turkish poetry begins with Hamid. Other
important figures were Redja3I-zade Ekrem [see
EKREM] and Sam! Pasha-zade SezaDI [q.v. ], but in proportion as the pressure of despotism increased, the
second generation of the period of the Tanzimdt began
to pursue purely artistic ends.
Many other thinkers or writers contributed to the
cultural evolution of the country. We may mention
the famous historian Ahmed Djewdet Pasha [#.#.],
Ahmed WefTk Pasha [q.v.], Siileyman Pasha, and the
great writer and encyclopaedist Ahmed Midhat Efendi [q. v. ], as well as the lexicographer Shams al-Dln
Sam! Bey [q.v.]. Djewdet Pasha, well versed in
Islamic learning and author of a Turkish grammar in
collaboration with FuDad Pasha, wrote beautiful prose
in Turkish. Ahmed WefTk, animated by western
ideas, wished to revive national culture, and proclaimed the fact that the Turks of Anatolia were a
branch of the great Turkish nation. He compiled the
first dictionary of Anatolian Turkish, collected proverbs and translated the Shadjara-yi Turk of Abu '1GhazT. By his adaptations of the comedies of Moliere,
he played a great part in the development of the
Turkish theatre. Suleyman Pasha, who reorganised
the military schools, was a great patriot. He claimed
that the language and literature should be called
"Turkish" and not ^Othmdnlr, and in his Ta^rikh-i
^Alem he devoted a special chapter to the early Turks,
taking his material from J. de Guignes and other
sources.
Lastly, Ahmed Midhat wrote and translated hundreds of volumes of a popular nature, beginning with
books of the alphabet; he thus trained the people to
read and contributed to raising the level of education,
which was his only aim, for his books have no scientific or literary value. Saml Bey showed himself a
worthy successor of WefTk Pasha in his Kdmus al-a^ldm
and Kdmus-i turki.
At the end of the 19th century appeared Mucallim
NadjT [q. v. ], who obtained great fame under the protection of Ahmed Midhat. NadjT was well versed in
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Islamic culture and wrote ghazeh in the classical style
alongside good poems in the new style. The followers
of the old school expected from him almost a resurrection of classicism, although NadjT was not at all a
champion of such a reaction, as is shown by his
beautiful simple prose (as in C0merin codjuklughu). His
quarrels with Ekrem Bey originated rather in personal
reasons. At the same time Nabf-zade Nazim, who
died very young, came to the front; his novel Zehrd
makes him a figure of first importance in literary
history.
The most important event at the end of the 19th
century is the literary movement begun by a group of
youthful men of letters who had associated themselves, at the instigation of Redja°i-zade Ekrem, with
the periodical Therwet-i Fiinun [q.v. ]; this movement
marks the second and last stage of the Europeanisation of Turkish literature. It is dominated by the
figures of Tewfik Fikret and Khalid Diva (Ziya)
[q. vv. ] and is very much under the influence of the
literary movements in France at the end of the 19th
century. Started in a period of absolute despotism and
having only a short life of five or six years, this movement produced works of a neurotic and pessimistic
sentimentality. Its motto was "art for art's sake". If
we except Djenab Shihab al-Dfn, who acquired after
the revolution the reputation of a great prose writer,
Siileyman Nazlf, who may be considered a pupil of
Namik Kemal with an originality of his own, Fa°ik
C
A1I, an imitator of cAbd al-Hakk Hamid, and Ismacfl
Safa, an independent figure, who found his subjects in
everyday life, all the poets who wrote in the Therwet-i
Fiinun were imitators of Tewfik Fikret. Khalid Ziya,
who had a very choice style, was the true founder of
the literary novel in Turkish. He takes his subjects
generally from the upper middle classes, but some of
his short stories describe the life of the people. The latter genre was more successfully treated by the
novelists Ahmed Hikmet and Hiiseyn Djahid, in
more simple language. Mehmed Ra D uf [q.v.] was a
novelist who made excellent psychological analyses,
but his language was imperfect. In the field of science,
philosophy and criticism, the collaborators on the
Therwet-i Fiinun did no more than translate. But the
severe censorship and the short life of the group did
not enable them to show greater vitality.
While the school of Tewfik Fikret and Khalid Ziya
reflected only the life of the upper classes, Hiiseyn
Rahmf [q. v. ] depicted in his novels various aspects of
the life of the people; and at the same time the notable
publicist Ahmed Rasim [q. v. ] was dealing in several of
his works with the same subject. Among the poets of
this period, we may further mention Rida (Riza)
Tewfik [q. v. ] who wrote the finest lyrics in the style of
the cdshtk poets and Bektashls, but in syllabic metre,
the poetess Nigar Khanim and lastly Mehmed Emm
Bey [q.v.], who suddenly became celebrated during
the Turco-Greek war by his Tiirkce shicrler. Mehmed
Emm employed a very simple language in the syllabic
metre and wished to reach the people directly (khalka
doghru), although the existing popular literature with
its mentality, tastes and traditional forms were entirely unknown to him. As a man of letters he was entirely
of the school of Fikret; he was not, however, an individualist like his contemporaries but imbued with
the populist spirit (khalkdjlllk). This was the first occasion on which a Turkish poet had descended to the
level of the people. Perhaps it is right to charge him
with a lack of lyrical feeling, but this does not prevent
us from regarding him as an interesting figure in
literary history. At the same time, the movement to
simplify the language continued and even gave rise to

an exaggerated purism. By the translation of the
works of European scholars, the early history and
culture of the Turks became known, while the journalistic activities of the young Turks abroad began to
envisage Turkish nationalism from the political point
of view. These were the main elements in the cultural
and literary life of Turkey before the Young Turk
Revolution of 1908.
This event, having brought about the abolition of
the censorship, caused an extended literary activity.
The patriotic pieces of Kemal and Hamid re-appeared
on the stage and a large number of works of a
sociological, philosophical and historical nature were
translated into Turkish. At the same time, great improvements were made in education and the relations
with Europe raised the general cultural level to a
height never before reached.
The most important literary movement after the
Revolution was that of the Fedjr-i dti [q. v. ], although
it was a literary circle which lasted only a short time;
its members began by following the school of Fikret
and Khalid Ziya, but the majority of them ended up
as members of the national literary movement. Ahmed Hashim alone continued to develop in the way he
had first chosen. He never abandoned the ^arui metre,
nor the conception of "art for art's sake" in its
strictest form. Besides, he had ideas of his own on the
relation between music and poetry (see H. Duda,
Ahmed Hdschim, in WI, ii [1928], 200-44). The poet
Yahya Kemal (Beyath) [q.v.], who had a great influence after 1912, had literary views entirely different
from those of Ahmed Hashim, for he sought music
rather in the exterior elements of his poems, while he
retained the motto "art for art's sake". Another poet,
who remained outside the national literature, was
Mehmed cAkif (Ersoy), the advocate of Pan-Islamism
[q.v.] and unrivalled master of the ^arud metre; in simple language he describe_d the life of the people in its
most realistic aspects. cAkif, whose lyrics sometimes
rose to great heights, remained quite uninfluenced by
western poetry; he was a democratic poet, born of the
people. In the work of these three poets, very different
from one another, we see Turkish poetry striving to
free itself from the too limited sphere of TewfTk Fikret
and his school; but under the stimulus of the great
development of the nationalist movement, which
manifested itself in the whole domain of art, poetry
also ended by entering on new paths.
(d) The national literature
After the Revolution of 1908, it was the ideal of Ottomanism (cothmdnlillk) that animated the governing
classes. But the political events which rapidly followed, soon proved that this ideal was a chimera, by
the attitude of the Muslim elements no less than by
that of the Christians. The Turkish element, which
was dominant in the empire, thus needed a new ideal;
this was the national ideal, which had already revealed
itself in the period of the Tanzimdt and which had existed through the Hamldian period in a cultural form.
After the revolution also, this movement began by
assuming a cultural aspect. On 28 December 1908,
the society Turk Dernegi was founded, the object of
which was to study the past and present of the Turkish
peoples, to simplify the Turkish language and to make
it a language of science. This society had not much
power, but in November 1911 the periodical Turk Yurdu began to appear and on 12 March 1912, the Turk
Odjaghl was founded. This movement was not confined to a few Turkish patriots; associated with it were
a number of Turkish intellectuals from other countries
who had fled from Russian expansionism, like Aghaoghlu Ahmed, Huseyn-zade CA1I and Ak Gora-oghlu
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Yusuf. The movement was violently opposed by the
followers of a badly-understood occidentalism (gharbdjillk) on the one side, and by the partisans of PanIslamism (ittihdd-i Islam) on the other. At the same
time, the periodical Gendj. Kalemler, published at
Salonika, again started, under a pretentious name, a
campaign to purify the Turkish language, and Ziya
(Diya) Gok Alp [see GOKALP, ZIYA] a member of the
Committee of Union and Progress [see ITTIHAD WE
TERAKKI DJEMCIYYETI] began his activities. With the
transfer of the central office to Istanbul, Ziya Gok Alp
joined the Turk Yurdu. Later, after the disastrous conclusion of the Balkan War, the younger generation
also rallied to the national movement. The time was
very opportune for the success of the national ideal; it
only required a man capable of directing the national
idea and laying down a programme and giving it a
philosophical basis. It was Ziya Gok Alp who did this.
He exercised a great influence on the youth by his
university courses, by his lectures and by his articles
and poems; all his life, from the time of the Balkan
War to the Armistice, when he was exiled to Malta,
and later during his sojourn in Diyar Bakr and
Ankara, he displayed an uninterrupted activity: the
resume of his teaching is contained in his book
Turkdjulugun esdslari (Ankara 1339/1923, Istanbul
1940, Eng. tr., Principles of Turkism, 1968). His death,
soon after, was a cause of general mourning throughout the land.
As in all branches of life, the national movement
made its influence felt in literature: the syllabic metre
attained the dominant position in poetry; the
language was simplified; the motto "art for art's
sake" was replaced by "art for life"; writers began to
borrow from popular literature and its traditional
forms; literature began to reflect the life and characteristics of all branches of society. Philological and
historical studies were made on the works of the
musician-poets, on the popular literature, the music
of the people. In brief, the science of Turkology was
founded, in large measure through the efforts of
Mehmed Fu'ad Koprulu (1890-1966 [q.v.]). All this
contributed greatly to give a definite direction to the
new literary movement.
Among the poets of this movement we may give
first place to Faruk Nafidh, who in his last poems
depicts the scenery of Anatolia, then Orkhan SeyfT
[q.v.], Ems Behldj, Yusuf Ziya, Khalid Fakhrl and
NedjTb Fadil. All these show the influence of Ziya Gok
Alp and Yahya Kemal rather than of Mehmed Emm.
In prose, progress was still more marked and the
writers in it have still greater force. The greatest
figure of the period is Khalide Edib Khan! m (Adivar
[q. v. ]). After the stories of love and passion which are
characteristic of her first period she wrote books in the
style of Ateshden gomlek in which she describes the
struggle of Anatolia for independence. cOmer Seyfeddin [q. v. ], who died young, has left a number of very
good little stories, some of which, like Bombd, are
masterpieces of national literature. RefTk Khalid
(Karay [q. v . ] ) , who is perhaps the best writer of simple
Turkish, describes in his Memleket hikdyeleri realistic
scenes of Anatolian life, hitherto unknown to
literature; his realism is however expressed in a merciless sarcasm, quite devoid of sympathy and feeling.
Ya c kub Kadrl (Karaosmanoglu [q.v. in Suppl.]) even
in his novels, is more a stylist and a mystic poet than
a story-teller. Other well-known figures in the new
prose are Falih Rikl (Atay [q.v. in Suppl.]), who
describes in Atesh we-gunesh episodes of the war in
Palestine, and Rushen Eshref. Among the novelists
Reshad^ Nurl (Guntekin [q.v.]) achieved fame by his
novel Call kushu.
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The Western-type theatre enjoyed a great spurt in
popularity as a result of the Young Turk Revolution
and increased political liberalisation after the restoration of the constitution. Many of the plays of this
period were patriotic ephemera only; but significant
for the future evolution of the drama in Turkey was
the first appearance in 1919 of a Turkish Muslim
woman actress on the stage [see further, MASRAH. 3.
In Turkey].
Bibliography: For general works on Ottoman
literature and its various genres, see J. von
Hammer-Purgstall,
Geschichte der osmanischen
Dichtkunst bis auf unsere Zeit, 4 vols., Pesth 1836-8;
EJ.W. Gibb, A history of Ottoman poetry, 6 vols.,
London 1900-9; P. Horn, Die turkische Literatur, in
Die Kultur der Gegenwart, ill (1906), 269-81; A.F.
Krimski, Istoriya Turtsii i e'e literatun, 2 vols.,
Moscow 1916; Th. Menzel, Die turkische Literatur, in
Die Kultur der Gegenwart, i/7, 2nd printing, 1926,
283-331; M.F. Koprulu, Turk edebiyydtl ta^nkhi,
Istanbul 1926-8; F. Babinger, Die Geschichtschreiber
der Osmanen und ihre Werke, Leipzig 1927; Hasan Ali
Yiicel, Turk edebiyatina toplu bir bakis, Istanbul 1932,
German tr. O. Reser, Ein Gesamtuberblick iiber die
turkische Literatur, Istanbul 1941; A. Bombaci, Storia
della letteratura turca, Milan n.d. [1956], French tr.
Paris 1968 (good bibl.); Fahir Iz, Eski turk edebiyatmda nesir, Istanbul 1966; idem, Eski turk edebiyatinda
nazim, Istanbul 1966-7. See also PTF, ii, chs. Die
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La litterature moderne de Turquie (Kenan Akyiiz), 465634 (copious bibls.); W.G. Andrews, Poetry's voice,
society's song. Ottoman lyric poetry, Seattle, etc. 1985;
V.R. Holbrook, Originality and Ottoman poetics: in the
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See also HIKAYA. 3; GHAZAL. iii; KASIDA. 3; MASRAH.
3, and I A art. Tilrkler. Turk edebiyati.
(M.F. KOPRULU*)
IV. RELIGIOUS LIFE
Religious life all through the life of the Ottoman
empire, and indeed until Ataturk's secularist reforms
of the mid- and late 1920s, had a two-fold aspect.
First, there was the official religious institution of the
^ulamd^ andfukahd^, in varying extents connected with
the ruling dynasty and headed by the Sheykh ul-Isldm
in Istanbul, whose functions included amongst others
that of mufti or issuer of legal opinions orfatwds. The
training of these ^ulamd^ rested on an extensive structure of orthodox Sunn! madrasas scattered throughout
the empire (whose curricula still warrant further investigation), and the finished products filled various
official posts, often by a kind of cursus honorum, as
muderris, kddis, ndzirs of pious endowments or ewkdf,
khatibs, etc. They were expected to use their intellectual training and polemical powers, in the earlier centuries of the empire's existence, against the threats
from syncretism, within the Ottoman lands of
Anatolia and Rumelia, with the previously-dominant
Greek, Armenian and Balkan Christianity, and in the
9th/15th to llth/17th centuries against ShlSsm
amongst Turkmen elements of eastern Anatolia and
the Ottomans' Safawid enemies in Persia. In subsequent times, the religious classes, including the
numerous class of theological students, softas, were
often a politically and socially reactionary element, at
critical periods involved in riots and revolts in the
capital Istanbul, as in 1808, 1876 and 1909.
Hence for this official religious institution, see FATWA. ii; KADI. Ottoman empire; KADI C ASKER; KULLIYYE; MADRASA; MULAZAMET; MULAZIM; SOFTA;
C
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Second, there has always been a strong current of
Suit mysticism in Turkish religious life and in popular
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devotion, a current which in Anatolia went back to the
time of the Saldjuks of Rum, the Danish mends [q.vv. ]
and the succeeding beyliks. Before they reached
Anatolia, the Turks' Central Asian background had
been strongly influenced by the Sufism of such holy
men of Turkistan as Ahmad Yasawl [q.v. ], and this
was subsequently reinforced in Anatolia by the
establishment in Konya [q. v. ] during the time of the
Mongol invasions of the father of Djalal al-Din RumI,
Mawlana himself and his son Sultan Walad [q.vv.],
making this capital of the Saldjuks and then city of the
Karamanids [q.v.] a centre of spirituality whose
luminaries included also a figure like Sadr al-Din
Konawl [q. v. ], the stepson of Ibn cArabi; the influence
of Ibn cArab! [q.v.] was to be important in later
Turkish mystical thought and poetry. As well as these
religious elements of pre- and early Ottoman religious
life stemming from Khurasan, there seems also to
have been considerable interaction at the popular level
with the Christian and even pre-Christian substrata in
Anatolia.
This is probably the case with a $ufi order like that
of the Bektashiyya [q.v.], in which a distinct Shi^i
tinge is also discernible. The Bektashis became
especially strong amongst the Turkish communities of
the Balkans, and remained so up to the 20th century,
latterly in a somewhat clandestine manner after the
official suppression of the order's patrons, the
Janissaries, in 1826. The MewlewT [see MAWLAWIYYA]
contribution to the Turkish mystical tradition—in
some ways a more aristocratic one, the order being
linked with the dynasty and the higher reaches of the
administration—included an especial emphasis on
their own particular forms of dhikr and samd^ [q. v. ].
But numerous other orders such as the Khalwatiyya,
Shadhiliyya and Nakshbandiyya [q.vv.] were to play
important roles until the official suppression of the
orders and their tekkes by Atatiirk in 1926, and the
$ufT element in Turkish popular religious life is by no
means unimportant today [see e.g. NURCULUK].
A product of this very perceptible $ufi imprint is
further seen in §ufism's contribution to Ottoman
literature, in both its Turkish and Persian embodiments, in the tradition of the simple mystical
poems and hymns of Yunus Emre (d. 721/1321
[q. v. ]), exemplified in the Bektaghl hymns of the
9th/15th century poet Kayghusuz Abdal [q.v.]. Also,
prose hagiographical works in both Persian and
Turkish became a distinct element of Ottoman
literature [see MANAKIB].
See, in addition to the references given above to articles, c ASHiK; BABA; NEFES; PIR. 1; TARIKA; TASAWWUF;
WALI.
(Eo.)
V. ARCHITECTURE
In the 14th century, Ottoman architecture
developed from the simple cubes of such small mosques as that of Hadjdj Ozbek at Iznik (734/1333). Tiled domes were later replaced by lead. A portico was
important as a meeting-place. Early Ottoman rule required dervish centres, and so the mosque-zdwiye plan
emerged in Anatolia and Thrace, such as that of
Bayezid Pa§ha at Amasya (822/1419). A portico admitted to an inner court with a pool under the largest
dome lit by an oculus. From this court, steps led to the
prayer hall with a fine wooden minbar and tiled mihrdb
[q.vv.}. The bays on each side of the court formed
open rooms, while the winter rooms off them had
hearths and ornamental shelving. The plan consisted
therefore of two large domes flanked by pairs of
smaller domes, and the interior functions of a monument could be read from outside. The apotheosis of
the plan in all its permutations was the Green Mosque

(Yes.il Cami) at Bursa (822/1420), with sumptuous
royal apartments on an upper floor. Tiles and ornament of all kinds were rivalled by those of the
mausoleum (tiirbe) of Mehemmed I (823/1421 [q.v.]).
Viziers' foundations developed the mosque-medrese
[see MADRASA] plan, as at that of Isriak Pasha at Inegol
(887/1482), where the college faces the mosque portico. With arcades added and the ground paved, this
form became a hallmark of the Ottoman style.
The conservative tradition flowered into the 24
domes of the Ulu Cami (Great Mosque) at Bursa
(802/1400). The plain square or multi-facetted Ottoman tomb whittled away the elaboration of its
Salcljuk roots. By the 15th century, major monuments
were built of ashlar limestone, although the Byzantine
system of brick mixed with stone courses survived.
In the mid-15th century, Murad II built Ug §erefeli
Cami, the mosque of the Three Balconies, with a
revolutionary central dome 24 m in diameter. This
was carried on six massive piers, of which two were
free-standing. The lateral areas were not walled off
but were still roofed with twin domes. The large
courtyard was also an innovation as were the (eventually) four minarets at each corner. The name of the
architect is unknown, but by this date the names of
builders emerge as ideas developed beyond those of
masons working within a tradition. After the conquest
of Constantinople, the influence of the twin halfdomes of the church of Hagia Sophia was absorbed.
Yet the urge to combine domed units continued. Fatih
Cami (875/1470), the mosque of Mehemmed II [q.v.]
in Istanbul, built by cAtik Sinan, failed to accommodate this influence, but the mosque of Bayezid II
(911/1505) achieved a rigid version. Both mosques
had grand courtyards and re-used Byzantine columns. At the Bayezfdiyye, the bulky minarets [see
MANARA] set abnormally far apart were the last before
the evolution of the slender, stone style which were
emblems of Ottoman supremacy.
In 1537, Sinan cAbd iil-Mennan [q.v.] was appointed chief architect. As a soldier, he was trained in
organising large work forces and supplies. His strictlydisciplined subordinates could carry out his plans independently from the immaculate mosque of Sellm II,
at Karapmar (971/1564) to the elaborate foundation
of Murad III, at Manisa (944/1586). At Sinan's
memorial complex to Mehemmed §hehzade in Istanbul (955/1548), four semi-domes brought the centralised plan to a logical conclusion, but the subordinate buildings of the complex lacked significant
unity. This was achieved with the much larger educational and charitable complex (see KULLIYYE) built for
Siileyman I in Istanbul (964/1557). The mosque is set
on a vast esplanade raised on massive vaults. The fine
quality of the decoration, including Iznik [q.v.] tiles,
contrasts with the puritanical structure where no stone
is purely ornamental. The subordinate courtyards are
remarkable, and in that of the hostel, where the corner columns are the same size as the rest, a sense of
flowing movement is achieved in the Italian Renaissance manner.
Sinan was skilled in the use of awkward sites. At the
mosque-medrese of §okollu Mehmed Pasha [q. v. ] in
Kadirga, Istanbul (980/1572), a broad stairway admits to the courtyard under the central hall of the college. The tiled mihrdb wall is unrivalled. At Edirne
[q.v.], Sinan built his masterpiece for Sellm II. The
use of eight piers inside create a sense of circular
movement, and the decoration is sparingly but splendidly used. The four minarets abutting the dome are
the tallest in Islam (70.89 m) and the dome is as broad
as that of Hagia Sophia (31.28 m). Only the work of
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Sinan's most gifted student, Dawud Agha, absorbed
the influence of the Sellmiyye at the mosque of
Nishandji Mehmed Pasha in Istanbul (997/1588).
The mosque of Mehmed Agha in Istanbul
(1026/1617) and the belated Yeni Valide Camii at
Eminonu (1074/1663) ended the Sinan era.
The palaces of Topkapi and at Edirne expanded
pavilion-by-pavilion, and the Baghdad Koshk
(1048/1638), built for Murad IV at the former of
these, is the noblest Ottoman room. Grander
domestic architecture centred on a first floor chamber
with rooms at each corner. The 18th and 19th centuries built standard wooden-frame mansions capable
of infinite variation, often to create rectangular spaces
where a site was misshapen.
Newshehirli Ibrahim Pasha and Ahmed III [q. vv. ]
imported a modified French rococo which blossomed
into elegant water kiosks [see SABIL]. The flowering of
ornament did not disguise the square form of prayer
halls: thus the decoration of the Nuru Osmaniye
Camii in Istanbul, is superficial except for the
horseshoe shape of the court. The Ayasma Cami at
Uskudar (1174/1760) and the Laleli one in Istanbul
(1177/1763), however, achieved some freedom of interior planning. Ottoman bridges and aqueducts
derived from Roman or Saldjuk precedents, in particular, Sinan's monumental bridge at Buyukcekmece
(975/1587). Bridging techniques were applied to the
foundations of major monuments. Fortresses such as
Rumeli Hisar [q. v. ] on the Bosphorus were massively
built, but their architecture owed much to that of their
enemies. Koshks (kiosks, belvederes) were, in a sense,
permanent tents.
The 19th century was dominated by the buildings
of the Balian family, whose palaces included those at
Dolmabahce (1270/1853) and Beylerbey (1282/1865)
on the shores of the Bosphorus. They built extensively
in the Beaux Arts style. Foreign architects dominated
commercial building, but Kemal til-Din led a
revivalist movement. His fourth Wakif Khan in Istanbul (1335/1916) achieved monumentality, but
generally, pastiche replaced that discipline which was
at the heart of Ottoman architecture.
Bibliography: Edhem Pasha, L'architecture ottomane, Istanbul 1873; C. Gurlitt, Die Baukunst
Konstantinopels, 4 vols., Berlin 1912; A. Gabriel,
Monuments turcs d'Anatolie, 2, Paris 1931-4; idem,
Voyages archeologiques dans la Turquie orientate, Paris
1940; idem, Une capitale turque, Brousse (Bursa), Paris
1958; E. Egli, Sinan der Baumeister osmanischer Glanzzeit, Zurich 1954; U. V6gt-G6knil, Les mosquees turques, Zurich 1953; Ibrahim Hakki Konyali, Mimar
Koca Sinan, Istanbul 1948; Behcet Unsal, Istanbul
Turkish-Islamic architecture 1071-1923, London 1959;
Tahsin Oz, Istanbulcamileri, 2 vols., Ankara 1962-5;
Suut Kemal Yetkin, L 'architecture turque en Turquie,
Paris 1962; Aptullah Kuran, The mosque in early Ottoman architecture, Chicago 1962; Oktay Arslanapa,
Turkish art and architecture, London 1971; G. Goodwin, A history of Ottoman architecture, London 1971;
Omer L. Barkan, Suleymaniye cami'i ve imareti infaati,
1550-57, 2 vols., Ankara 1972-9; Jale N. Erzen,
Mimar Sinan donemi cami cepheleri, Ankara 1981;
Mustafa Cezar, Typical commercial buildings of the Ottoman Classical period and the Ottoman construction
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Master of Ottoman architecture, Washington 1987.
(G. GOODWIN)
VI. CARPETS AND TEXTILES
The Ottoman court was an important patron of textiles and carpets since the 15th century, and commerce in carpets and textiles formed an important
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part of the Ottoman economy. Silk-weavers and
carpet-weavers were listed among the ehl-i hiref of the
court from the reign of Mehemmed II (1451-80) onward, although no carpets from this period have
heretofore been identified with certainty. The
popularity of Turkish rugs in the West led to their export in large quantities from early times; in the year
1503, for example, the customs registers of Bra^ov in
Transylvania list over 500 Turkish carpets passing
through this single frontier post in a eight-month
period. The history and commercial diffusion of
Turkish carpets are further documented by their extensive representation in European paintings,
especially those of Italy, Holland, and Flanders, as
well as of Germany, England, Spain, and France.
Although knotted-pile carpet-weaving as an art
form may have existed in Asia Minor prior to the
Saldjuk invasions of the late 11th century and onward,
the on-going artistic traditions of rug-weaving in
Anatolia, both commercial and traditional, that have
survived into our own time appear to have most of
their artistic roots in a Turkic and nomadic tradition
that came west from Central Asia. In Ottoman times,
Anatolian commercial rug-weaving consisted of two
types: carpets with geometric and emblematic designs
that probably originate in the nomadic past—
including, among others, the so-called Lottos, Holbeins, Memlings, and Crivellis—and carpets whose
designs were derived from other media, at first from
architectural decoration and then later from the arts of
the book—including, among others, the U§ak and
other commercial carpets with medallion, star, "chintamani" and "bird" designs [see BISAT in Suppl.].
The carpets termed by scholars "Ottoman" are in
fact an atypical sub-group of Turkish carpets, utilising
a technique technically related to that of the Mamluk
carpets of Egypt, and patterns stemming from 16thcentury designs created in the nakkdsh-khdne [q.v.] in
Istanbul. Once assumed to be a fairly homogeneous
group of weavings produced in Cairo, these carpets
are in fact a diverse group in both technical and artistic quality; they were probably woven in a variety
of locales, including Egypt and various places in
Anatolia or Thrace, from at least as early as the mid16th century until well into the 17th. The quality of
the "Ottoman" carpets varies widely; the best examples may well have been woven to the specific order
of the court in Istanbul, but many large examples
woven in Ottoman court designs in Cairo appear to
have been made expressly for sale in Europe. The Ottoman carpets had an enormous influence on later
commercial and traditional weaving in Anatolia, and
by the 19th century even certain nomadic carpets in
traditional formats exhibited the influence of the lotus
palmettes, sinuous saz leaves, and vine arabesques of
the earlier court designs. The court-design carpets
themselves were woven until the end of the 17th century, with later examples tending to be of a much
lower technical and artistic quality.
The Ottoman court practice of collecting and
preserving ceremonial robes of the sultans and their
families has resulted in the survival of a remarkable
sequence of Ottoman silks in Istanbul, while the extensive export of Ottoman silks to western, central
and eastern Europe has resulted in the preservation of
early pieces in many European collections.
Documents dealing with Ottoman silks and other textiles, such as woollen, cotton, and mohair fabrics, are
quite numerous both in Turkey and in the lands to
which these luxury textiles were exported; the remarkable commerce in high-quality silks between Istanbul
and Moscow in the 16th and 17th centuries, for exam-
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pie, is extensively documented in Russian archives,
and the Orthodox sacerdotal garments made from Ottoman silk frequently bear embroidered Russian dates
and inscriptions.
The artistic as well as the commercial history of silk
in the Ottoman empire is enormously complex [see
HARIR] . While it has long been known that the Bursa
silk market was a major source of cocoons for the
Italian silk-weaving industry, it now appears that
there was close collaboration between Turkey and Italy in weaving finished silks as well; many fine silk
fabrics which technically appear to be within the
Italian orbit exhibit impeccably Ottoman designs.
Both artistic traditions emerged in the 15th century,
owing much to the Mamluk silks woven in Syria or
Egypt, including the popular ogival or diapered
design format. Typically Turkish floral motifs, such
as the ubiquitous tulip blossom, actually appear in
Italian 15th-century silks depicted by quattrocento
painters such as Uccello, while the earliest surviving
Turkish examples with the motif probably date from
the early sixteenth century. Fifteenth-century Turkish
sources abound with references to Ottoman silks, such
as the famous catma velvets of Bursa, but few examples
seem to have survived.
By the mid-16th century Ottoman silks are more
easily documentable, in part through their appearance
in dateable European paintings, in part from their use
in dateable European sacerdotal garments, but
primarily through their depiction in Turkish historical
manuscript illustrations and through the growing use
of designs originating in the nakkdsh-khdne in the arts
of textile-weaving, ceramics, carpets, bookbinding,
and architectural decoration, each of which may help
serve as collateral dating for the others. Large
numbers of 16th- and 17th-century Ottoman silks are
preserved in museums and collections worldwide.
In the 16th century and later, Bursa continued to be
a major source of velvets (catma, kadife), whose designs
tended to be more traditional; the brocaded silks
(seraser, kemkha, serenk and zerbdft), on the other hand,
appear to have been woven in or near Istanbul, and
their designs show an astounding variety based on the
full repertoire of motifs and styles in use in the
nakkdsh-khdne. In addition, an important subgroup of
16th- and 17th-century Ottoman silks with figural
designs and Christian—specifically Orthodox—
iconography was woven for use in Orthodox churches
both within the Empire and in Russia.
Some of these textiles appear to have been woven
directly under court control or on court commission
by members of the ehl-i hiref; new research indicates
that there is a wide variety of technical quality exhibited in pieces of similar design, possibly an indication of differences between finer pieces woven for the
court on commission, and somewhat coarser silks
woven for export or for sale in the bazaar. Ottoman
documents from the early 16th century onward indicate that maintaining standards of quality in textiles
was a concern both for the miihtesib [see HISBA] and for
the law courts.
In addition to the artistically important carpets and
silks, Ottoman weaving centres from Damascus to
Kavalla produced simple and cheap carpets and textiles for commercial sale; many such manufactories
also produced goods destined for the army. It is quite
difficult to identify specific surviving examples of this
kind of weaving, as they are without dateable design
or ornamentation. Because of their low value very few
examples have been preserved, except occasionally as
military booty and trophies in European collections.
Later Ottoman woven textiles in general show a

marked decline in artistic and technical quality from
those of the 15th until the 17th centuries; the exception is the tradition of Ottoman domestic embroidery,
which continued to produce works of very high artistic
quality through the 19th century.
Bibliography: T. Oz, Turk kumas ve kadifeleri, i,
Ankara 1950, andii, Istanbul 1951; L. Mackie, The
splendor of Turkish weaving, Washington 1974; W.
Denny, Ottoman Turkish textiles, in Textile Museum
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VII. CERAMICS, METALWORK AND MINOR ARTS
(a) Ceramics
The Saldjuk tradition of glazed pottery and tiles of a
hard, white composite ware found at Konya and at
Kubadabad [q.vv.] in the 12th-13th centuries AD was
superseded in Anatolia by a crude red earthenware,
covered with a white slip and decorated in blue,
green, purple or black under a lead glaze. This simple, utilitarian ware, misnamed "Miletus" ware after
large quantities were exacavated in that town [see
MILAS], was in fact produced at Iznik. At Bursa in the
early 15th century, the Yesil Cami and Yesil Tiirbe
were elaborated and decorated with cuerda seca tiles, in
Tlmurid style; the names of the tilemakers, "the
masters of Tabriz" and "Muhammad al-Madjnun",
are recorded on the tile work, as well as the fact that
the decoration in the Yesil Cami was completed in
1424 AD by CA1I b. Ilyas CA1I (Nakkash CA1I). The
Yesil Tiirbe contains the elaborated tiled cenotaph of
Mehemmed I (1413-21) and a fine mihrdb in similar
style. In the second Ottoman capital, hexagonal tiles
of off-white ware decorated in underglaze blue with a
wide variety of designs are found in the mosque of
Murad II, "built in 1435. The mihrdb is a mixture of
cuerda seca and underglaze elements, and these, like the
hexagonal tiles, betray a strong influence of imported
Yuan and early Ming Chinese porcelain, arguing that
such imported blue-and-white was already a current
feature of Ottoman life before the conquest of Constantinople in 1453.
With the establishment of the capital in Istanbul, a
new industry flourished at Iznik, to supply both
vessels and tiles. Both were made of a hard, white
composite ware similar in composition to the fritware
produced in Kashan described in Abu '1-Kasim's
treatise on ceramic manufacture of 1301 AD, suggesting an influx of new technology rather than the
development of the existing Edirne-Iznik tradition.
Initially decorated in cobalt blue, a supplementary
turquoise was added by the first quarter of the 16th
century, and later a full range of softer colours by the
mid-16th century, culminating in the brilliant colours
of the mature Iznik style from ca. 1565 onwards, with
cobalt and turquoise blue, viridian, and a relief red
aptly compared to sealing-wax in appearance. While
the early monochrome blue designs were in a taut,
manuscript style with strong Chinese influence, by the
middle of the 16th century Iznik ware develops a
distinctive iconography of elaborate floral and arabesque forms. Tiles in similar style were produced in
great quantity for the new mosques, palaces and other
buildings in the city; acknowledged as the finest is the
mosque of Riistem Pasha [q.v.] (1561). Iznik ware
was also appreciated outside Ottoman Turkey, and
has been found as far afield as the Crimea, in
Hungary, England, Germany and Nubia.
The history of the Iznik industry is further complicated by the existence of a parallel industry at
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Kiitahya [q. v. ] in western Anatolia; two inscribed and
dated pieces of 1510 and 1529 AD have Armenian
texts and refer to Kiitahya as the place of manufacture; they are in the general Iznik style. Further, texts
refer to the continuing production of Kiitahya ware in
the 16th and 17th centuries, and the precise identification of these wares is the subject of current research.
By the mid-17th century, the Iznik industry had
more or less collapsed, with the withdrawal of Ottoman court patronage, and a minor factory was established at Tekfur Saray in Istanbul, as well as provincial manufacturies in Diyarbakir and in Syria,
working in a sub-Iznik style. A major work was the
restoration of the Haram al-Sharlf in Jerusalem,
undertaken by Sultan Siileyman from 952/1564-5 onwards. The Jerusalem tiles were made in situ by Persian craftsmen who had previously been employed for
the decoration of a number of royal structures in
Istanbul in the cuerda seca technique. In Jerusalem, the
decoration is in tile mosaic and cuerda seca, and
underglaze tiles developed independently of the Iznik
tradition. An inscription above the north porch is
signed "cAbd Allah of Tabriz" and dated 959/1551-2.
In the 18th century, the Kiitahya industry came into its own, with Armenian potters producing both tiles
and pottery in a new style. A major enterprise was the
manufacture of a series of tiles with Biblical subjects,
originally intended for the refurbishment of the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem in 1719 AD; the majority of
these were subsequently installed in the Armenian
Cathedral of St James in Jerusalem ca. 1727. A variety of cups, dishes, bowls and other forms were
delicately decorated with underglazed floral designs,
and enjoyed a wide popularity outside Turkey. In the
19th
century, grotesquely decorated lead-glaze
earthenware was produced at Qanakkale, on the Dardanelles; and Tokat has recently been identified as another centre for lead-glazed pottery in the 18th-19th
centuries, many examples with incised and dated
Turkish inscriptions and some with stamped Armenian monograms.
Armenian potters from Kiitahya were brought to
Jerusalem under the British mandate after World War
I for the repair of the Haram al-Sharlf, and subsequently settled in that city. The modern Kiitahya industry has been largely concerned with the production
of debased Iznik designs for the tourist industry, but
in recent years there have been signs of a new
aesthetic vitality.
(b) Metalwork
Ottoman metalwork can be divided into two
categories, the utilitarian and the decorative.
Predominant in the former is the huge quantity of
arms and armour used by the Ottoman army [see
DJAYSH. iv and HARB. iv], of which much was stored
in the Byzantine church of Hagia Irene in the grounds
of the Top Kapu Palace, and marked accordingly with
a crook-like emblem in an incised ring; a large quantity is now in the Military Museum in Istanbul, whose
collection also includes important examples of European arms. Turkish arms include shields, helmets,
swords and daggers, and horse trappings with
characteristically Ottoman chanfrons. Much of the
finer armour is gilt-plated (tombak). For everyday use,
there was a large production of metal vessels in a wide
variety of forms, and from the mid-17th century onwards, an increasing amount of tinned-copper vessels,
many of the domestic examples being engraved with
maker's and owner's names and dates.
Decorative metalwork was in great demand at the
Ottoman court, and was executed both in gold and
silver and often encrusted with gems. In the late 15th
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century there was a considerable production of silver
vessels, particularly of bowls with repousse and engraved decoration, of Balkan origin; a number of these are
stamped with the tughra of Bayezid II (1481-1512),
and it has been noted that their patterns of interlacing
arabesques had a direct influence on the design of early Iznik monochrome blue ceramic ware of the same
period. Like the other arts, decorative metalwork
reached its peak during the mid-16th century, and
many examples remain in the Ottoman treasury of
Top Kapu Saray, amongst the most distinguished of
which is undoubtedly the sword made for Siileyman
the Magnificent with its chinoiserie panels of dragons
and phoenixes in relief, its ivory hilt inlaid with gold
arabesques and cloud-scrolls, and its elegant gold
relief Arabic thulth inscription on both sides of the steel
blade dedicating it to Siileyman and dated 933/15267; see Rogers and Ward (1988), no. 83. The spine
bears Persian nastaHik verses and the name of the
craftsman, Ahmed Tekkelu.
Mention should also be made of the use of gold inlay and gem settings on vessels of other materials,
such as jade, zinc and even imported Chinese
porcelain (Krahl, 1986).
(c) Bookbinding
The art of bookbinding in the Ottoman empire continued the general tradition of Islamic bookbinding,
the salient features of which were the use of a
triangular envelope flap to protect the fore-edge of the
textblock, the linkstitch sewing of the gatherings or
fascicules, the use of traditional Islamic chevron endbands, often of contrasting coloured threads, and the
joining of the textblock to the covers with hinged
doublures. See Bosch, Carswell and Petherbridge
(1981) for a detailed description of these characteristic
features, based on an analysis of mediaeval bindings,
early bookbinders' manuals (cf. Bosch, 1961) and
modern practice in the Islamic world.
The design of Turkish bindings follows the TTmurid
tradition of the 14th-15th centuries as exemplified at
Harat and Tabriz (cf. Aslanapa, 1979), often with
a pointed central medallion either stamped or built up
from individual petit fer motifs, with quartermedallions at the corners. Titles were often incorporated on the spine (Islamic books being designed to
be stored horizontally, rather than vertically as in the
European tradition). A particularly Turkish feature
was the use of marbled papers (ebru) for the lining of
the covers. For more lavish courtly bindings, instead
of pasteboard, covers were made of expensive
materials such as jade, tortoise-shell, and gold and
silver cloth, further embellished with precious stones,
jewels and pearls set in gold mounts.
The binders themselves would have been an integral part of the nakkdsh-khdne [q. v. ] or court scriptorium, generally credited with being the inspiration
and source of designs for all the Ottoman crafts,
though the importance of the role of the nakkdsh-khdne
in standardising Ottoman taste may be somewhat exaggerated. While the tradition of arabesque ornament
continues, along with foreign elements such as the
Chinese cloud-scroll, specifically Ottoman elements
include spiral designs of tiny rosettes, bold
assymetrical compositions in the feathery sdz style,
and even the use of naturalistic floral motifs—all of
which parallel Turkish design in other crafts, notably
in ceramics and textile design.
(d) Glass-making
Although the Ottoman empire came to include a
region of great importance for the history and evolution of glass-making, sc. the Syro-Egyptian littoral,
the indigenous tradition in Syria was ended by
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Tlmur's deportation in 1400 of the Syrian craftsmen
to Samarkand. In a curious reversal of roles, the Near
East then began, from the time of Bayezfd II onwards,
to be supplied by glass from Venice. In particular,
there is a record from 1569 of the Venetian ambassador to the Ottomans, Marcantonio Barbaro,
ordering from Venice for Istanbul 900 mosque lamps
of two different types, for which he supplied two
drawings.
But at least as early as the late 16th century, there
was glass-making in Istanbul itself, for in 1582 a
Turkish guilds procession included glassblowers on
their float and with furnaces. Throughout the 17th
century, imported European glass was very popular,
often featuring in diplomatic exchanges of presents,
and by the early 18th century Bohemian glass became
a significant export of the Habsburg empire. There
were Bohemian glass warehouses in Istanbul, Izmir,
Beirut and Cairo. Even English and Spanish glass was
imported into Turkey at this time.
From the late 18th century onwards, the local glassmaking tradition was well established in Turkey, with
a factory founded at Beykoz on the Anatolian shore of
the Bosphorus, and workshops sprang up in nearby
villages throughout the 19th century. The earliest
Beykoz ware appears to have been of clear glass,
often with sprigged gold decoration; the more typical
opaque glass with enamel decoration dates from the
mid-19th century. The most popular form was the
rose-water sprinkler, with a threaded, pierced glass
stopper and floral decoration in gold and enamel colours. Other shapes included ewers, cups and tulipshaped vases, dishes and covered bowls, and also fantastic pieces in the shapes of doves and pistols. The
highly-successful modern glass industry at Pasabahge
is located close to Beykoz on the Asiatic shore.
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VIII. PAINTING
Manuscript illustration was the dominant form of
pictorial art among the Ottomans, who developed a
painting school with distinctive characteristics that
showed continuity from the 15th to the 19th centuries.
Ottoman imperial records indicate that the production of illustrated manuscripts was an institutional activity in the court where there was the nakkdsh-khdne
[q. v . ] , the imperial workshop, composed of artists who
illustrated manuscripts commissioned by the sultan
and his officials. Its permanent staff consisted of artists of diverse provenances within the empire and
were supplemented when needed by the local guilds in
Istanbul. Artists collaborated on a manuscript under
the supervision of the chief artist, and sometimes a
single illustration was executed by more than one
nakkdsh.
The earliest illustrated manuscripts date from the
15th century and are attributed to the palace
workshop in Edirne, the earlier capital of the Ottoman
Empire. An illustrated copy of Ahmedf's Iskender-ndme
(Biblioteca Marciana, cod. or XC) and Katibl's
Kulliyydt (Topkapi Saray Muzesi, R. 989), dating
from the mid-15th century, are rather provincial
works revealing traces of Shfraz painting. When
Mehemmed II (1451-81) moved the capital to Istanbul after 1453 and built the Topkapi Palace, he established a studio which through the years absorbed the
one in Edirne, producing most of the illustrated
manuscripts until the 19th century. Mehemmed II invited European painters and medallists, such as Gentile Bellini and Costanzo da Ferrara, to execute his
portrait and his reign is an important era in Ottoman
painting for establishing a tradition of imperial portraiture. These Italian artists inspired local painters
such as Sinan Bey, who, portraying the sultan,
adopted European norms of portraiture to Islamic
canons of manuscript illustration (TSM, H. 2153).
Although his successor Bayezid II (1481-1512) was
less interested in European painting, manuscripts illustrated in his reign reflect certain western influences
in the treatment of landscape and architecture (e.g.
Amir Khusraw DihlawT's Khamsa dated 903/1498 in
TSM. H. 799, and HatifT's Khusraw wa Shmn dated
904/1498-9 in the Metropolitan Museum, New York
69.27).
With the expansion of the empire's eastern and
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western frontiers during the reigns of Selim I (151220) and Suleyman I (1520-66), an increasing number
of artists joined the nakkash-khdne from Persia, Syria
and Egypt in the east and the Balkan provinces in the
west, bringing an eclectic style into Ottoman painting. The literary taste of the time called for Persian
classics and for works in Gaghatay Turkish by CA1I
Shir Newa3!. Illustrated copies of Newa^T's works
(Khamsa dated 937/1530-1 in TSM, H. 802, and
Diwdns ca. 1530 in TSM, R. 804, 806) combine
features from the Harat, Shiraz and Tabriz schools of
painting as well as some western elements retained
from the style of Bayezid IPs period. It was with the
illustrated historical manuscripts produced in
Siileyman I's reign that a distinctive school of painting was established, to reach its classical age in the
reign of Murad III (1574-95).
The outstanding feature of Ottoman painting is the
genre of illustrated histories unmatched by any other
Islamic painting school. Predominating in the 16th
century, these histories written by the official paid annalists, the shdh-ndmea^is, and illustrated at the court
studios, visually recreated the achievements of the
sultans, their appearance and activities with
documentary realism. When illustrating scenes of accession ceremonies, military campaigns, receptions or
royal hunts, the Ottoman artist had to introduce a
new iconography for which no prototypes existed in
other schools of Islamic painting. The monumental
illustrated history_ of the Ottoman Empire written in
five volumes by cArifT, annalist at Siileyman I's court,
documented historical events and served as a prototype for future artists in iconography and compositional schemes (e.g. Suleymdn-ndme, TSM, H. 1517
dated 965/1558). A series of histories were written in
the second half of the 16th century by Lokman,
c
ArifT's successor, and illustrated by a group of artists
headed by cOthman, in which a classical Ottoman
style was achieved by eliminating foreign elements
and formalising rigidly observed compositions, strong
colours and powerful figures. The Tdrikh-i Sultan
Suleyman on the life of Siileyman I (Chester Beatty
Library, T. 413, dated 987/1579), Shdh-ndme-yi Selim
Khan on Selim II (TSM, A. 3595, dated 989/1581),
the two-volume Huner-ndme covering the history of the
Ottomans (TSM, H. 1523 and 1524, dated 1584 and
1588) and the Sur-ndme narrating the royal circumcision festival of 1582 (TSM, H. 1344, dated ca. 1582)
replete with illustrations, all realistically documenting
the events, personages and their settings, mirror the
political and social history of the empire in the 16th
century.
This realistic approach was maintained in religious
manuscripts as well. The Ottomans' interest in their
ancestry resulted in the production of world histories
where the sultans are linked genealogically with the
prophets. The illustrations in Lokman's Ziibdet altewdrikh (Turk Islam Eserleri Miizesi, 1973, TSM, H.
1321 (BL, T. 414, dated 1583-86) and the six-volume
work on the life of Prophet Muhammad, the Siyer-i
Nebidated 1595 (TSM, H. 1221, 22, 23, CBL, T. 419
and New York Public Library), follow the compositional schemes in the historical manuscripts.
One other distinctive genre in Ottoman painting is
royal portraiture. Set by Mehemmed II, the tradition
of portraiture continued into the 16th century with
works by Nigarl, who painted Siileyman I, Selim II
and Khayr al-Dln Barbarossa [q.v.\ (TSM, H. 2134).
Later in the century, portrait albums were produced.
A Shemd^il-ndme describing the appearance of the first
twelve sultans, written by Lokman in 1579 and illustrated by c Othman, set a model for all later images
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of the sultans (TSM, H. 1563, Istanbul Universitesi
Kitapligi T. 6088).
Interest in imperial histories resulted in one other
feature of Ottoman painting, namely topographical illustration, which was foreshadowed early in the 16th
century in the works of Pin ReDTs [q. v. ], captain and
cartographer known for his sea charts and map of the
Atlantic Ocean. The works of Nasuh al-Matraki alSilahi [q.v. ], an officer and historian who wrote and illustrated Siileyman I's campaigns, are the basic examples of this genre (e.g. Beydn-i mendzil-i sefer-i
Vrdkayn, IUK, T. 5964, dated 944/1537-8, Suleymdnndme, TSM, H. 1608, dated ca. 1543). Topographical
illustrations continued throughout the 16th and 17th
centuries in historical manuscripts.
With the empire entering a period of stagnation in
the 17th century, there was a decline in the production
of illustrated histories. The artist, no longer having to
record imperial achievements, turned to single-figure
studies and scenes from daily life. Along with the
westernising efforts of the sultans in the 18th century,
painting took a new course. During Ahmed Ill's reign
(1703-30) the last manuscript of a historical nature
was produced by the poet Wehbi and painter Lewni.
The illustrations of the Sur-ndme (TSM, A. 3593)
relating the circumcision festival of 1721 are full of innovative elements such as shading and perspective.
Lewni and his contemporary Bukhari also painted
single figures dressed in glorious costumes. Costume
studies were produced throughout the century, the
best examples being displayed in the Khubdn-ndme and
the Zandn-ndme of 1206/1793 (IUK, T. 5502), where
figures seem to have acquired European postures and
more volume. The same is true for the sultans' portraits painted in the 18th and 19th centuries. Manuscript illustration ended in the 19th century, and other
forms of painting, such as painting on walls and small
furniture, emerged with easel painting in the western
sense taking over at the end of the century.
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IX. NUMISMATICS
When cOthman b. Ertoghrul (ca. 699-724/1300-24)
established his base in Sogiid in Bithynia there was
probably very little coinage of any kind in circulation.
The principal Islamic coin he would have encountered
was the Rum Saldjuk dirham. The Byzantine basilikon,
the Venetian grosso and smaller denier-sized silver from
various European mints may also have been found in
trade or as booty of war. The Rum Saldjuk coinage
continued to be based on the classic Islamic dirham,
weighing 2.8-2.9 gr, until the coinage reform of the IIkhan Mahmud Ghazan (694-703/1295-1304) in
696/1297. However, with the continued devaluation
of the new coinage under Ghazan's successors,
Oldjeytu (703-16/1304-16) and Abu Sacld (71636/1316-35 [q.vv.]), the eastern Islamic world gave up
the long-established currency system of dinars and
dirhams, whose metrology was enshrined in the Shari^a,
for one where the weight standard was regularly
manipulated (and usually devalued) by the governing
power.
Oldjeytu's early 8th/14th century coinage in
Western Anatolia consisted of light silver dirhams
weighing about one gramme, but the earliest known
Ottoman coin, struck in the name of c Othman b. Ertoghrul, weighs 0.62 gr. Following his capture of the
city of Bursa, ca. 726, Orkhan b. cOthman (72461/1324-60) issued his first coin, an akce weighing
about 1.10 gr based on a conventional Ilkhanid prototype, with the kalima and the names of the four Orthodox Caliphs on the obverse, and that of the ruler
and mint (Brusa) on the reverse with the date 726 written out in Arabic in the margin. Orkhan issued
several subsequent series of akces, all without mint
names or dates, the last of which, introduced after the
Ottomans obtained their first foothold on the European shore of the Dardanelles at Gallipoli ca. 752, was
notable because it omitted his father's name. A special
five-akce weight, 5.80 gr, issue of this type was also
struck, probably as a donative for Orkhan's victorious
troops.
Orkhan's son and successor, Murad I (76191/1360-89) issued three types of akce, one, ca. 762,
with a line dividing the reverse field, a second, ca.
772, with two lines dividing the obverse and reverse
fields, and a third, ca. 782, which was the first to omit
the kalima from the coinage, with three lines dividing
the reverse field. Murad also struck copper manghlrs in
his own name, one with the unusual date of Ramadan
790.
Bayezld I (791-804/1389-1402) continued his
father's practice of numbering his issues. The first has
a numeral 4 and the date 792 on the reverse, and the
second, ca. 802, has a pellet on the dividing lines.
These early issues simply give the names of the rulers
without any titles. When TTmur invaded Western
Anatolia and overthrew Bayezld at the Battle of
Ankara in 804/1402, Bayezld's four sons competed for
the former Ottoman territories. Amir Suleyman held
Rumelia and struck coins in Edirne dated 806 and
813. Mehemmed Celebi held Bursa and Amasya,
where he issued coins first acknowledging Tlmur as
overlord, then, after TTmur's death, in his own right.
Musa Celebi struck coinage in Edirne in 813 and
Mustafa in Edirne and Serez in 822 and 824.
After his consolidation of power Mehemmed I (81624/1413-21) struck coins dated 816 on which he called
himself al-Sultdn, but he removed this title, probably
at the urging of the Tlmurids, on his 822 issue.
Murad II (824-48 and 850-5/1421-44 and 1446-51)
struck a one-year issue dated 824 and a second in 825
from various mints in Rumelia and Anatolia. On

these he inscribed his name in a tughra, a practice introduced by Amir Siileyman in 806. On Murad's
third issue of 834 the obverse and reverse are divided
by two interlaced lines without a tughra. After his first
abdication his son Mehemmed II (first reign 84850/1444-6) issued akces bearing the date 848, and
when Murad II resumed power he copied his son's
coinage, unobtrusively changing the order from
Mehemmed b. Murad to Murad b. Mehemmed by
moving the position of the word ibn from the left to the
right of the names.
Until the 848 issue the weight of the akce had remained roughly constant at 1.1 gr, but during
Mehemmed IPs second reign (855-86/1451-81) it was
regularly reduced each time a new issue was introduced, first in 855, and then in 865, which was the
first coinage to bear the mint name Kustantiniyya, conquered in 857. With his fourth issue in 875,
Mehemmed experimented by striking a ten-akce coin,
the akce-i buzurg. His fifth issue was dated 880, and two
years later he brought out the first Ottoman gold coin,
the sultdm, which adopted the weight standard of the
Venetian ducat, ca. 3.52 gr. A second gold issue was
dated 883 and a third 885. In the last year of
Mehemmed's life his sixth and last series of akces was
struck with the date 886. After the death of the
TTmurid Shah Rukh (807-50/1404-46), Mehemmed
cast aside his inhibitions over the use of titles, and introduced two royal styles that were to remain in use
for centuries. The first was Sultan al-barrqyn wa-khdkdn
al-bahrayn al-Sultdn ibn al-Sultdn and the second Ddrib alnadr wa-sdhib al-^izz wa 'l-nasrfi 'l-barr wa 'l-bahr. Like
his forebears he also struck manghlrs in his own name
in several mints.
On the accession of BayezTd II (886-918/1481-1512)
it was decided to date the coinage by the sultan's accession year rather than by issue as had been the
previous practice. This was probably to avoid public
anger caused by the repeated debasements of the akce
under Mehemmed II. The short-lived rebellion of
Djem b. Mehemmed was marked by an issue of akces
from Bursa following the design of his father's last
coinage dated 886. Bayezld II also struck coins in
Gelibolu (Gallipoli) and Trabzon (Trebizond). The
dies for the latter may actually have been cut by his
son and successor Sellm Shah whose private craft was
die-cutting. Until the end of his reign, Bayezld II's
coinage from both Rumelia and Anatolia was uniform
in style, and was, in effect, the "national" coinage of
the Ottomans.
With the conquests of Sellm I (918-26/1512-20) and
his son Suleyman I (926-74/1520-66) the character of
the Ottoman coinage developed from a national to an
imperial one. After Sellm conquered Syria and Egypt
he continued the coinage of the Burdji Mamluks who
struck gold ashrqfis substantially lighter than the contemporary Ottoman sultdnis, and silver medins based
on the half-dirham, which by then was considerably
heavier than the Ottoman akce. Sellm also introduced
the custom of striking conquest coins to signal the submission of Jthe important towns he had captured, including Amid (Diyarbakir), Bitlls, Dimashk
(Damascus), Halab (Aleppo), al-Djazira, Hisn Kayf
and al-Ruha (Urfa/Edessa) [q. vv. ].
Suleyman I retained a uniform akce coinage for
Rumelia and Anatolia. After the Ottomans conquered
the Maghrib the broad flan heavy weight gold coinage
of the Ziyanids of Tilimsan (Tlemcen) remained in
use, as did the square silver nasrt of formerly liafsid
Tunisia. After the conquest of clrak and Adharbaydjan from the $afawids, a heavier mithkdl-weight
silver coinage was introduced for use in these lands,
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but shortly thereafter its weight was reduced by a
quarter. Under Siileyman's son Selim II (97482/1566-74) minting activity declined, but Murad III
(982-1003/1574-95) and Mehemmed III (100312/1595-1603) expanded the number of mints to no
fewer than fifty, the greatest in Ottoman history.
During Murad Ill's reign the Empire was engulfed
by a tidal wave of silver from the New World. European traders imported silver in coin and bullion in
order to purchase gold which they then exported and
sold in Westen Europe at considerable profit. As a
result the akce suffered a rapid devaluation, producing
both inflation and great hardship for the peoples of the
empire. This decline in prosperity was reflected by a
decrease in the number of active mints and a great
scarcity of gold coinage struck in the names of Ahmed
I (1012-26/1603-17), Mustafa I (1026-7 and 10312/1617-8 and 1622-3), C6thman II (1027-31/161822), and Murad IV (1032-49/1623-40). The quick
succession of sultans demanded frequent distributions
of djulus bakhshishi, accession donations, which
regularly emptied the treasury just when money was
most needed to defend the state against its enemies.
c
Othman II was the first to issue ten-akce coins in
large numbers, because by then the one akce's weight
had fallen to 0.30 gr and a larger coin was needed for
everyday use. The ten-akce was rapidly debased under
Mustafa I and in the economic crises of Murad IV's
reign. Midway through the latter Kemankesh Kara
Mustafa Pasha attempted to revive and protect the
coinage by closing down most of the provincial mints
in Rumelia and Anatolia, and introduced the para,
valued at five akces, to the Constantinople currency.
This reform was continued in Ibrahim's reign (104958/1640-8), when the Constantinople coinage consisted of the 10, 5, 2 and \-akce, and Egypt's of the
gold sultdm, the medin valued at 3 akces and the \-akce.
Since the reign of Bayezid II, the striking of copper
manghlrs had been the prerogative of local tax farmers
who forced the public to buy new issues in return for
payment in silver or gold. By now, however, the purchasing power of copper had fallen so low that it had
virtually disappeared from circulation.
The spiral of economic decline continued under
Mehemmed IV (1058-99/1648-87), when the striking
of silver and gold virtually ceased in Constantinople,
and the value of the Ottoman gold sultdm decreased
markedly against the Venetian ducat, or sequin. It
continued to appear sporadically in Algeria, Tunisia
and Tripoli, and there are also unique examples of
gold coins from Belgrade and Baghdad. During the
llth/17th century European coinage virtually supplanted that of the Ottomans in their own territories,
because the population had lost trust in the products
of their local mints. In the last year of Mehemmed's
reign a European renegade called Frenk Mustafa was
called upon to reform the Constantinople mint. His
first act was to prepare dies of very high artistic quality to return a sense of pride to the imperial mint, and
a few specimens of this work have survived.
The accession of Suleyman II (1099-1102/1687-91)
saw three major reforms. The first was to strike broad
flan gold coins for conversion into jewellery, the
second introduced a large-sized silver coinage on the
European pattern made up of the zolota, 18.5-19.7 gr,
and half-zolota, 8.65-9.85 gr, and, most important, a
new copper coinage to compensate for the great shortage of silver akces. The new mangtar bore the sultan's
tughra on the obverse and was originally valued at one
akce. Its great popularity led to the opening of a second
mint for copper in Saray Bosna (Sarajevo) in 1099,
and for a time its value rose to two akces. By the time
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Ahmed II (1102-6/1691-5) acceded, however, its
value had plunged to virtually nothing, and it was
withdrawn soon after. Ahmed II's coinage followed
the pattern established by Suleyman II.
Fresh attempts at reform were made under Mustafa
II (1106-15/1695-1703). He added mints in Edirne,
Izmir and Erzurum to that of Constantinople so that
European and Safawid coins could be restruck as they
reached the frontiers of the state. A new gold coinage
called the ashrafi, bearing the sultan's tughra, was introduced to replace the discredited sultdm, as was a
kurush valued at 120 akces compared to the 9Q-akce
zolota, but both these reforms failed because of the
economic chaos caused by the wars with Austria.
During the reign of Ahmed III (1115-43/1703-30)
the coinage was repeatedly taken in hand, and a
degree of stability was established. In the early years
the ashrafi and zolota with the mint name Kustantiniyya
were the dominant coins. These were succeeded by a
goldfunduk, or zinajirli altun, bearing only the sultan's
tughra on the obverse and duriba fi Isldmbol on the
reverse, accompanied by the new kurush, valued at 40
paras or 120 akces, whose theoretical weight was approximately 24 gr, with its fractions half, quarter and
eighth. In the last years of Ahmed's reign, a threequarters weight gold coin, 2.64 gr, was introduced,
called the zar-i mahbub. Both this and thefunduk had
fractional and multiple denominations in the broadflan zinet, ornamented jewellery coins. This coinage
pattern continued under Mahmud I (1143-68/173054) and cOthman III (1168-71/1754-7). The Barbary
regencies continued to strike gold coins whose weight
was comparable to the Venetian sequin and the Constantinople Junduk, while the silver coinage maintained various standards based on local usage, but was
struck in the name of the sultan as nominal overlord.
These coins were dated by the actual year of their
striking rather than by accession year only, as they
were in Constantinople and Cairo.
Under Mustafa III (1171-87/1757-74), the coinage
of Constantinople became even more complex, consisting of the gold Junduk and ha\f-funduk, the zar-i
mahbub and its half, the zinet 5, 3 and 1 Vi funduk, the
silver kurush series, full, 40 para, half, 20 para, quarter,
10 para and eighth, 5 para, and the double zolota, 60
para, the zolota, 30 para and the half-zo/ota, 15 para.
There was also the para valued at three akces and the
akce itself. At this time the Constantinople mint
modified the traditional dating system by placing the
actual year of striking on the coin, abbreviated to
(1171) 1-9 and (11) 80-87 as well as the accession year.
With the accession of cAbd (il-Harmd I (11871203/1774-89) came the final change when coins were
dated both by accession year and a^iilus (regnal) year.
(The actual date of striking is found by substracting
one from the number of regnal years and adding the
remainder to the accession year.) In 1203, the last
year of cAbd al-Hamld's reign, the double kurush, 80
para, was introduced to meet the cost of the war with
Russia. Selim III (1203-22/1789-1807), added the
silver 100 para (2 1 /2 kurush) to the series. Towards the
end of his rule an imbalance in the gold and silver
ratio caused an increase in the amount of gold and a
decrease in that of silver placed in circulation.
The coinage of Egypt, always the Ottomans'
primary source of gold, whose tribute was of the
greatest importance to the imperial finances, became
more prominent during this period. Its minor coinage
was still based on the medin, now a debased and ugly
little coin which people stored in their cheeks to keep
it from being lost in the seams of their robes or blown
away by the Khamsin winds. Following CA1I Pasha's
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revolt in 1183 Egypt struck its first large-size silver
coins, the kurush, half and quarter. When the French
seized Egypt during Sellm Ill's reign the Cairo mint
issued kurush, halves and quarters bearing the regnal
year 13, and then, when Ottoman authority was
restored, another issue with the "sun" of Shemsi
Pasha to the left of the tughra was struck in the year 16.
Selim's overthrow in 1222/1807 led to the enthronement of the feeble Mustafa IV (1222-3/1807-8).
By this time the coinage of Algiers, Tunis and Tripoli
(Tarabulus al-Qharb) had undergone a major revival
thanks to the proceeds of piracy in the Mediterranean.
The Algerian Deys issued sultdms, halves and quarters
in gold, but allied their silver coinage to the Spanish
eight reales, striking double, single, half and quarter
real dirhams with the approximate weight and fineness
of the Spanish silver coinage. The Beys of Tunis were
too poor to sustain a gold coinage, and issued a billon
riydll'kurush, half and quarter. In Tarabulus al-Gharb.
now held by the Karamanlf dynasty [q. v. ], the sultdni
remained in use, with frequent silver issues of varying
quality forced into circulation largely as a means of
raising taxes from their unhappy subjects.
The coinage of Mahmud II (1223-55/1808-39) is
the most complex in Ottoman history, and the word
chaos might most aptly describe it. Many points concerning it are still obscure. At the beginning of the
reign it was still traditional in form, but the tremendous political and economic upheavals of the time
transformed it into something new and different. A
bewildering variety of gold and silver coins were in
circulation whose exchange rates fluctuated constantly, whose weights and alloys were inconsistent with
one another, and whose designs and legends departed
from past conventions. Added to this was the usual
host of foreign coins circulating in the Empire, as well
as counterfeit coins which created further confusion in
the public mind.
The financial situation was never easy, and often
desperate, with the state living from hand to mouth,
and the manipulation of coinage was seen as an
unavoidable expedient to help close the wide gap between income and expenditure. By this time the
government fully appreciated that debasing the
coinage was self-defeating, and that a stable medium
of exchange had to be created if the state was to
achieve its broader goals of renewal and reform.
The Constantinople currency was altered no fewer
than eight times in Malimud's reign, and that of
Cairo under Muhammad CA1I Pasha [q. v. ] four times.
The virtually independent state of Algiers was the first
whose mint installed a European coinage press in
1236/1821. The French invasion of 1245/1830 ended
the Algerian Deys' coinage, but the Bey of Constantine continued to strike coins in Mahmud's name until 1253/1837. Tunis maintained a silver billon
coinage throughout the reign, and the Karamanli
Beys of Tarabulus al-Gharb struck a multitude of
issues, sometimes several in a year, as a means of taxation. Their mint was closed after the Ottomans
retook the province in 1250/1834. In the east a limited
copper coinage was struck in Wan, and a more extensive one in Baghdad during the final years of the local
Mamluk dynasty.
After Egypt had reformed its coinage under
Muhammad cAlf in 1251/1835 the impetus for reform
in Constantinople gathered speed, and by the end of
Mahmud's reign the establishment of an Ottoman
coinage on the European pattern was being considered for inclusion within the reforms of the forthcoming Imperial Rescript [see TANZIMAT], issued in
1255/1839. While the Egyptian coinage reform had

introduced a \QQ-kurush coin with the weight of an
English guinea as its principal gold coin, and the 20kurush taler weighing 28 grams patterned on the Maria
Theresa thaler, as its main silver coin, the Constantinople government preferred to rectify the coinage by
striking the silver 20-kurush medjjdiyye which weighed
24 gr of 833 parts fine silver, and the gold lira valued
at 100 kurush weighing 7.20 gr of 916 parts fine gold.
This coinage was to last unchanged until the end of
the Empire in 1341/1923. The gold denominations
were 500, 250, 100, 50 and 25 kurush, the silver 20, 10,
5, 2 and one kurush, and 20 para, and the copper 40,
20, 10, 5 and one para. The copper coinage was
discontinued at the end of cAbd ul-MedjId's reign
because people refused to accept coins that could not
be freely converted into silver and gold. Perhaps the
most important part of the currency reform reduced
seigniorage to the point where it merely covered the
costs of running the mint. In the absence of any other
means of raising revenue the government was forced
to close the shortfall between tax receipts and expenditures through the expedient of contracting foreign
loans. This brought about the bankruptcy of the Empire and the fall of cAbd ul-cAziz (1277-93/1861-76).
He was succeeded by Murad V, who ruled for three
months in 1293/1876, cAbd ul-Hamid II (12931327/1876-1909), Mehemmed V Reshad (132736/1909-18) and finally Mehemmed VI Wahid al-Din
(1336-41/1918-22). The new coinage carried the
reigning sultan's tughra on the obverse, with the regnal
year beneath, and on the reverse the legend cAzza
nasruhu duriba fi Kustantiniyya with the accession year.
A gold zinet coinage was introduced during cAbd ulHamld's reign, the proceeds from which were used to
help fund the state pensions scheme.
The most popular denominations in the currency
series were the lira and the five-kurush (quartermedjidiyye}. The small gold coins were used as presents
on the occasion of circumcision celebrations or gifts
for brides, while the large ones were converted into
jewellery to be kept as family savings. The Imperial
mint also struck special series of coins to commemorate the sultans' visits to Edirne in 1247/1831,
Edirne in 1262/1846, Bursa in 1277/1861, Bursa in
1327/1909, Edirne in 1328/1910 and Selanik
(Salonica), Monastir (Bitola) and Kosowa (Prishtina)
in 1329/1911. The striking of the medjidiyye (20 kurush)
was suspended in 1295 after the rapid fall in the price
of silver following the development of the Comstock
Lode in the United States. It was reintroduced in the
last year of the First World War to pay the Turkish
troops fighting in Syria and Palestine.
Egypt's coinage was hampered because the minting
machinery could not keep up with the needs of the
province, and foreign coins circulated more freely
than did local pieces. However, the Cairo mint did
strike a full range of denominations: gold 500, 100,
50, 25, 10 and 5 kurush; silver 20, 10, 5, 2 K 2 , 1 kurush,
20 and 10 para, and copper 40, 20, 10, 5, 4 and 1 para.
After the British Protectorate was established the
coinage was taken in hand and struck in European
mints from 1302/1884 onwards. This coinage continued to bear the name, and accession and regnal
year of the Ottoman Sultan until the Ottomans joined
the German side in the First World War, whereupon
the British deposed the Khedive cAbbas Hilml II
[q.v. ] and made his brother Husayn Kamil [q.v. ]
sultan of Egypt. In Tunis the Husaynid Beys started
to place their own names on the coinage during the
reign of cAbd ul-MedjId. They introduced European
coinage machinery in 1263, and based their unit of
value on the riydl [q.v.] weighing 3.20 gr. The gold
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coinage consisted of the 100, 50, 25, 10 and 5 riyal;
silver of the 5, 4, 2, 1 and 1A riydl(B kharrub), and copper of the 8, 4, 2, 1, Yi and Vi kharrub. These coins
were struck in the names of both the Ottoman Sultan
and the Bey of Tunis until the establishment of the
French Protectorate in 1298/1881.
Bibliography: There is an extensive literature on
Ottoman numismatics, much of it in short articles,
but only the principal works are mentioned in this
bibliography.
S. Lane Poole, Catalogue of oriental coins in the
British Museum, viii, London 1875-90; Edhem
Ismacil Ghalib, Takwim-i meskukdt-i ^Othmdniyye,
Constantinople 1307; Khaffl Edhem, Meskukat-i
^Othmdniyye I. Meskukat-i kadimi-yi Isldmiyye, kism vi,
Constantinople 1334/1916; F. Sultan, La monnaie
egyptienne, Paris 1914; E. Kolerkilic, Osmanh imparatorlugunda para, Ankara 1958; C. Olcer, Son alti
Osmanh padisahi zamamnda Istanbul'da basilan gumus
paralar, Istanbul 1966; idem, Yildmm Bayezid'in
ogullanna ait akce ve mangirlar, Istanbul 1968; N.
Pere, Osmanhlarda madeni paralar, Istanbul 1968; C.
Olcer, Sultan Mahmud II zamamnda darp edilen
Osmanh madeni paralan, Istanbul 1970 (addendum
published Istanbul 1990); I. and C. Artuk, Istanbul
Arkeoloji Muzeleri teshirdeki Isldmi sikkeler katalogu, ii,
Istanbul 1971; 1. Artuk, Kanuni Sultan Siileyman
adina basilan sikkeler, Ankara 1972; C. Olcer, Sovyet
Rusya muzelerindeki (Moskova ve Leningrad) nadir
Osmanh madeni paralan, Istanbul 1972; A. von
Schaendlinger, Osmanische Numismatik, Brunswick
1973; C. Olcer, Nakish Osmanh mangirlan, Istanbul
1975; idem, Sultan Abdillmecid Han devri Osmanh
madeni paralan, Istanbul 1978; idem, Sultan Abdiilaziz
Han devri Osmanh madeni paralan, Istanbul 1969;
idem, Avrupa muzelerinde nadir Osmanh madeni
paralan, Istanbul 1984; idem, Sultan Murad V ve
Sultan Abdulhamid II donemi Osmanh madeni paralan,
Istanbul 1986; idem, Sultan Mehmed Resad ve Sultan
Mehmed Vahdeddin donemi Osmanh madeni paralan,
Istanbul 1987; idem, Sultan Yavuz Selim §ah bin
Bayazid Han donemi Osmanh sikkeleri 917-926
AHI1512-1520 AD, Istanbul 1989; idem, Darphane
Muzesi: Osmanh madeni paralan katalogu, Istanbul
1985. See also AKCE and PARA.
(R.E. DARLEY-DORAN)
OTRANTO [see ITALIYA].
OTRAR [see UTRARI].
OTUKEN, a f o r e s t e d , m o u n t a i n area of Inner Asia which had a special religious and moral
significance for the early Turkish peoples.
It seems to have been located in the eastern part of
the Khangai Mts. around the headwaters of the
Orkhon and Tamir rivers (the latter river corresponding, according to R. Giraud, L'Empire des Turcs
celestes. Les regnes d'Elterich, Qapghan et Bilga (680-734),
Paris 1960, 207, to the idukyer sub "sacred places and
watercourses" of the old Turkish inscriptions),
generally along the co-ordinates of long. 101° E. and
lat. 47° N., in the western part of what is now the
Mongolian People's Republic (see ibid., 172-3). It was
the heartland of the Kaghans of the Eastern Turk or
T'ukiieh when they constituted their empire in the
later 7th century A.D. (see W. Thomsen, Alttiirkische
Inschriften aus der Mongolei, in ZDMG, Ixxviii [1924],
123-6; R. Grousset, L'Empire des steppes*, Paris 1951,
131-2, 154, Eng. tr. 106, 561 n. 2). It was a region of
cosmic significance for these Turks, the navel of the
world, a holy site, iduk Otiiken ylsh "sacred, forested
Qtiiken", mentioned many times in the Kiil Tigin
and Tonyukuk inscriptions of the Eastern Turk empire and also in the Tariyat and Sine Usu ones from
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the 750s of the Uyghurs who succeeded in Mongolia
to the Eastern Turk Kaghans, although it was probably not the only sacred site for the Turks. In the annals of T'ang China, it appears as Yu-tou-kin (see P.
Pelliot, Le mont Yu-tou-kin (Utukdn) des anciens Turcs, in
T'oung-Pao, xxvi [1929], 212-19).
The religious significance of Otiiken later passed to
the Mongols who came to this region of Inner Asia,
appearing in the 13th century as the Mongol earth
and fertility goddess Atiigan or Itiigan (John of Piano
Carpini's Itoga, see W. Heissig, The religions of
Mongolia, Berkeley and Los Angeles 1980, 101-4; the
Mongols' sacred mountain region of Burkhan Galdun
played for them the role which Otiiken had earlier
played for the Turks).
Only the name, without consciousness of Otiiken's
part in the life of the early Turks, persisted into the
Islamic period: Mahmud Kashghari (late 5th/llth
century [<?.#.]) defines Utukdn as "the name of a place
in the Tatar deserts near the Uyghur" (Diwdn lughdt
al-turk, Tkish. tr. Atalay, i, 138, Eng. tr. R. Dankoff
and J. Kelly, Compendium of the Turkic dialects, Cambridge, Mass. 1982-4, i, 159), but on the map accompanying the manuscript of his dictionary he apparently places it somewhere near the source of the Irtish
river [q. v. in Suppl.] and the steppe of the Yimak [see
KIMAK] (schematic reproduction of the map in
Dankoff and Kelly, op. cit., i, at p. 82, and see also V.
Minorsky, Sharaf al-Zamdn Tdhir Marvazi on China, the
Turks and India, London 1942, comm. 73-4); obviously, Kashghari had only the haziest idea of Otiiken's
real location.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): J.P. Roux, Les inscriptions de Bugut et de
Tariyat sur la religion des Turcs, in Studia turcologica
memoriae Alexii Bombaci dicata, Naples 1982, 459-60.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
OUDH [see AWADH].
OUJDA [see WADJDA].
OXUS [see DJAYHUN].
OYO, a West African Yoruba empire in what is
now Nigeria [q.v.] and rivalling Ife, where kingship
existed from at least the 12th century. Qyo grew in
importance from the 16th century with the rise of the
Atlantic slave trade. The empire linked northern
trade routes along the Niger with the Atlantic.
Muslims from Borno, Hausa, Nupe and the former
Mali and Songhay were resident in its capital and
along the route to the sea, but the Alafin, the local
chief, and the vast majority of the people followed
their traditional religion.
Struggle between central and provincial government produced a series of serious internal crises. At
the death of the Alafin Awole in 1796, the governor of
Ilorin, Afonja, broke from Qyo. To secure his independence against a resuscitating Qyo, he allied
himself in 1817 with Fulani Muslims [see FULBE] connected with Sokoto [q.v.]. Their leader, §alih, conducted a successful djihdd against Qyp with the help of
pastoral Fulani and Muslim town residents and
slaves. His son cAbd-al-Salam turned on Afonja and
was recognised by Sokoto as "Amir of Yoruba".
After a sustained campaign, by 1836 the capital, Qyo
He, was destroyed and the heartland of the empire incorporated into the Ilorin amirate.
Ilorin's djihdd to the sea met resistance from new
Qyo, Ibadan, and later the British in Lagos, but was
ultimately blunted by the disappearance of its
economic target, the Atlantic slave market.
Bibliography: S. Johnson, The history of the
Yorubas, London 1921; R. Smith, Kingdoms of the
Yoruba, London 1969; J.F.A. Ajayi and R. Smith,
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Mosques of Shehzade and Siileyman, Istanbul.

Arz Odasi, Topkapi Sarayi, Istanbul.
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Mehemmed II Mosque, Istanbul.
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Rumeli Hisar, Istanbul.
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Mosque of Sehm II, Edirne.

Central fountain, Mosque of Sellm II, Edirne.

The city of Genoa, Siileymdn-name, written and illustrated by Nasuh al-Matraki al-Silahi, TSM (Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi),
H. 1608, fol. 32v-33r, ca. 1537.

PLATE IX
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Portrait of Mehemmed II attributed to Sinan Bey, TSM, H. 2153, lOr, ca. 1475.
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PLATE X

Siileyman hunting with his prince, Selim, Suleyman-name, written by c Arifi, TSM, H. 1517,
fol. 462v, dated 1558.

PLATE XI
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Suleyman leading his troops, Huner-ndme, Vol. II, written by Seyyid Lokman, TSM, H. 1524,
fol. 278r, attributed to painter Osman, dated 1588.
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PLATE XII

7~MCr?CT t-°-£eaVen Whu C f man named Feltiya"us is caught mistakenly to be crucified,
tubdat al-Tevankh, written by Seyyid Lokman, TSM, H. 1321, fol. 46r, dated 1583-86.
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Yoruba warfare in the nineteenth century, Cambridge
1971; J.A. Atanda, The new Oyo empire, London
1973; S.O. Biobaku, Sources of Yoruba history, Oxford
1973. See R. Law, The Qyo empire c. 1600-c. 1836,
Oxford 1977, for more references. (J. KENNY)
OZAN (T.), in Turkish society " t r o u b a d o u r
p o e t / s i n g e r / s t o r y - t e l l e r " . The term comes from
the verb oz- "to outstrip, go ahead in the race" (see
Clauson, Etymological dictionary of pre-thirteenth century
Turkish, 279), already attested in Kashghari's [q. v. ]
Diwdn lughdt al-turk (5th/llth century), as also in the
living tongues of Kirgiz, Sagay and Koybol of Central
Asia and in the Turkish of Anatolia. The term ozan
was used for the singers who accompanied the army
in Saldjuk times. An Anatolian Turkish poet of the
9th/15th century called himself Ozan. In Turkmen,
the term is archaic and is replaced by bagsi "popular
poet". In the Turkish of Turkey, from the 10th/16th
century onwards it was replaced by cdshik (dsik).
Nevertheless, in certain contemporary dialects of
Anatolia, it has survived with the meaning
"poet/singer", as also as an element of the terms
ozanlama "assonantal sayings, proverbs", ozanci "garrulous person", ozanlik "pleasantry" and ozannama
"improvised story, song". At the present day, in
modern Turkish, it has replaced the Arabic term shaHr
(fair).
^
Bibliography: Attila Ozkinmh, Turk edebiyati ansiklopedisi, Istanbul 1982; Turkiye 'de halk agzindan soz
derlemedergisi, iii, 1947; P.N. Boratav, Halkhikdyeleri
ve halk hikdyeciligi, Istanbul 1988; Kopruluzade
Mehmed Fu D ad, Turk edebiyydtlnda ilk mutesawwlflar,
Istanbul 1918, 273-4; idem, Medddhlar, in Turkiyydt
Medjrnu^asi, i (1925), 2-3; idem, Turk dili ve edebiyati
hakkinda arastirmalar, Istanbul 1934, 273-93; Hamit
Ziibeyr-Ishak Refet, Anadilden derlemeler, 2 vols.,
Ankara 1932-52; K.-K. Yudahin, tr. Abdullah
Taymas, Kirgiz sozlugu, Ankara 1945; Mahmud
Kashghan, Diwan lughdt al-turk, ed. Kilisli Rif*at
Bey, Istanbul 1914-17; W. Radloff, Proben der
Volksliteratur der turkischen Stdmme, i-x, St. Petersburg
1866-1904._
_
(P.N. BORATAV)
OZBEG (UZBAK, UZBIK) (T.), a term with a variety
of uses in pre-modern times.
1. Historical aspects
(a) As a generic term, it was applied to the TurkoMongol nomadic tribal groups in Central Asia,
especially Trans- and Cis-Oxiana and Khwarazm,
which from the mid-15th century onwards comprised
the military support for Djuc'id-Cingizid lineages such
as the Shlbanids [q.v.] (cArabshahids) of Khwarazm
(16th and 17th centuries), the Shlbanids (Abu '1Khayrids) of Trans- and Cis-Oxiana (16th century)
and the Tukay Timurids (Djanids [q.v.]) in Transand Cis-Oxiana (17th century).
By the 16th century, there were two wellestablished traditions listing 32 or 92 distinct
"Ozbeg" tribes (il, kawm, ulus, td^ifa) (T.I. Sultanov,
Kocevye plemena pri-AraVya_v XV-XVII vv., Moscow
1982, 7-51). Of these, the ones which figure most
prominently in the history of Khwarazm (Khlwa
[q. v. ]) and Trans- and Cis-Oxiana from the beginning
of the 16th to the end of the 19th centuries, are the
Mangit, Kungrat, Arghun, Kipc'ak, Kirgiz, Karluk,
Kalmuk [q.v.], Alc7n, Kiyat, Uyrat (Oyrat),
Nayman, Kafaghan, Kangll (Kankuli), Utartt, Durman, Arlat, Kerayit, Ming, Yuz, Djala°ir, Saray,
Onggut, Tanggut, Merkit (Makrit), Karl, Oghlan,
Ushun, Kemkas, Tatar, Kirk, Kush^T, Uyghur and
Bahrin. Many of these tribal entities, or at least their
names, disappeared over the centuries from written
records; others, like the Mangit, Kenlkas, Kataghan,
Kungrat, Ming and Yuz survived the eventual

breakdown of Cingizid authority in the region and
formed successor amlrates (or begates) which survived
to modern times.
The meaning of the term Ozbeg is closely linked to
the emergence of two new Dju&d lineages at the beginning of the 16th century in Central Asia, the Abu
'1-Khayrid and the cArabshahid or Yadgarid. Both
traced their origins to Shiban b. DjucT b. Gingiz
Khan. Their supporters, apparently because of their
earlier affiliations with the Djuftd Golden Horde and
Uzbek Khan, are known (in Persian) as the Uzbakdn
or Uzbakiyya. When allied with the Caghatay
Cingizids, however, these same Turko-Mongol tribal
groups are called Mughuls (see e.g. Zahir al-Dm
Muhammad Babur, Bdbur-ndma, tr. A.S. Beveridge,
London 1922, 2; also Section IV of the introduction,
E.D. Ross (ed.) and N. Elias (tr.), A history of the
Moghuls of Central Asia, being the Tarikh-i-Rashidi of Mirza Muhammad Haidar Dughldt, London 1898). To contemporary observers like Babur and later Iskandar
Beg Munshl [q.v.], the term meant both the TurkoMongol supporters of the Central Asian fiinglzids
and, by extension, and, in the Persian case,
derogatorily, the <5inglzids themselves.
The Djuftd agnates held exclusive right to the titles
khan (sovereign) and sultan (prince), while their Ozbeg
military backers were generally distinguished by the
title of amir. Although a court ceremonial with apparently ancient antecedents established a traditional
hierarchy of the Ozbeg tribal groups, it had little to do
with their actual political power. The early 17th century writer Mahmud b. Amir Wall wrote a detailed
description of court protocol at Balkh which, when
compared with the biographies he also compiled of
contemporary amirs, shows no clear correspondence
between court status and political prominence (see
R.D. McChesney, The Amirs of seventeenth century
Muslim Central Asia, inJESHO, xxvi, 41-2).
The leading amirs were granted rights in revenue
known variously as iktdc, suyurghal, tiyul [q.vv.] (see
e.g. M.A. Abduraimov, Ocerki agrarnlkh. otnoshenii v
Bukharskom khanstve, Tashkent 1966-70, ii, 100-24),
which gave them and their kinsmen and allies an interest in the regions from which they derived this income. Through the 16th and early 17th centuries the
Cingizid sovereigns followed a policy of periodically
transferring their armrid backers, perhaps to limit the
degree of attachment they might feel to any particular
locale. By the middle of the 17th century, this policy
was becoming more and more difficult to enforce. Attempts by Nacjhr Muhammad [q.v.] (r. at Balkh 101551/1606-42 and 1055-61/1645-51), for example, to
move amirs like Yalangtush Bl AlcTn from what was a
long-time iktdc in the region south of Balkh contributed to his downfall after a brief reign at Bukhara
(1642-5). His Cingizid successors did not make the
same mistake.
Through the 18th century, the Ozbeg groups consolidated their local ties and by the beginning of the
19th century some of them had established independent dynasties—at Bukhara and Samarkand
(Mangit), Maymana (Ming), Khokand (Ming), Kunduz (Kafaghan), Khlwa (Kungrat) and Shahr-i Sabz
(Kenikas). The new petty dynasts tended to prefer the
title amir or mir, perhaps in deference to the power
which the idea of Cingizid legitimacy still retained
long after the last of the Cinglzids had disappeared
from the scene.
(b) More specifically, the term was also used as
part of a proper name, perhaps designating urbanised Turkish-speakers who did not identify
themselves with any of the above tribal organisations.
In the archives of the Djuybari shaykhs of Bukhara (see
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P.P. Ivanov (tr.), Khozyalstvo dzhuibarskikh sheikhov,
Moscow-Leningrad 1954) appear names of propertyowners like "Ak Blga, daughter of cAdil Bi Ozbeg"
(134), "Tulum Beg, daughter of Bilal Bi Ozbeg"
(240) and "Khwadja Muhammad Mir Ozbeg" (177).
However, of the several thousand names in this archive less than a dozen are so distinguished.
(c) Contemporary indigenous sources often applied
the term Ozbeg to u n c u l t u r e d and u n l e t t e r e d ind i v i d u a l s , usually nomads or rural peasants (see e.g.
for the mid-17th century, Mahmud b. Amir Wall,
Bohr al-asrdr fi mandkib al-akhydr, i, ed. and Russian tr.
as More tain otnositel'no doblestei blagorodnikh, Tashkent
1977, 1 of the Persian text, for a contrast between the
intellectuals who inhabited Andldjan before the
"Ozbegs" settled in the region; Muhammad Talib
Djuybari, Matlab al-tdlibin, Tashkent IVAN ms. no.
3757, fol. 147b, where Imam Kull Khan (r. 102051/1612-42) is described as angered at "the Ozbegs,
the desert-dwellers (sahrd-nishmdri) of that region",
and fol. 214b, where a shaykh has an encounter with
a drunken "Ozbeg" in a Bukharan street).
(d) Finally, in the late 19th and early 20th centuries
the term Ozbeg was used by the politically-dominant
Durrani Afghans for l o n g - t e r m r e s i d e n t s in
n o r t h e r n A f g h a n i s t a n , whether Turkish-speaking
or not (see R.D. McChesney, Waqf in Central Asia,
Princeton 1991, 303-4; N. Tapper, Bartered brides:
politics, gender and marriage in Afghan tribal society, Cambridge 1991, 39).
Bibliography (in addition to works cited in text):
G e n e r a l w o r k s : Ya. G. Gulyamov (ed.),
Istoriya Uzbekskoi SSR, i, Tashkent 1967; I.M.
Muminov (ed.), Istoriya Samarkanda, i, Tashkent
1969; B.A. Akhmedov,
Istoriko-geograficeskaya
literatura Srednei Azii XVI-XVH veka, Tashkent 1985
(survey of the Persian and Turkish sources); idem,
Gosudarstvo kocevlkh Uzbekov, Moscow 1965.
16th c e n t u r y : (Trans- and Cis-Oxiana,
Kh w arazm, Khurasan) anon, (possibly Muhammad Salih), Tawdnkh-i guzida-yi nusrat-ndma, facs.
text ed. A.M. Akramov, Tashkent 1967; Kh w andamlr, Tehran 1333/1954, iv; (Trans- and CisOxiana) Hafiz-i Tanlsh Bukharl, Sharaf-ndma-yi
shdhi, text, Russian tr. and comm. M.A. Salakhetdinova, i, Moscow 1983-.
17th
c e n t u r y : (Kh w arazm) Abu '1-Ghazf
Bahadur Khan, Shad^ara-yi Turk, text and Fr. tr.
P.I. Desmaisons, Histoire des Mongols et des Tatares,
Amsterdam 1970 (repr. of St. Petersburg 1871-4
ed.); (Trans- and Cis-Oxiana) Mahmud b. Amir
Wall, Bahr al-asrdr Ji mandkib al-akhydr, vi/4, India
Office Library, ms. no. 575, esp. fols. 124a-126b,
277b-286a, 290b-304b, 387b-389a; Muhammad
Yusuf MunshI, Mukim-khanskaya istoriya, ed. and tr.
A.A. Semenov, Tashkent 1966; (Kashghar) Shah
Mahmud Curas, Tdnkh, text, Russian tr. and
comm. O.F. Akimushkin, Moscow 1976.
18th and 19th c e n t u r i e s : (General) E.
Schuyler, Turkistan, repr. New York 1966; A.
Vambery, Travels in Central Asia, New York 1970
(repr. of 1865 edition); (Bukhara) Mfrza cAbd alc
Azim Saml, Tdnkh-i Saldtm-i Manghitiyya, text,
Russian tr. and comm. L.M. Epifanova, Moscow
1962; (Khokand) Muhammad Hakim Khan. Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, facs. ed. A. Mukhtarov, 2 vols.,
Dushanbe 1983-5; T.K. Beisembiev, ilTarikh-i
Shakhrukhi" kak istoriceskii istocnik, Alma-Ata 1987.
(R.D. MCCHESNEY)
2. E t h n o g r a p h y
The Ozbegs are one of the predominant ethnic
groups of Turkistan [q. v. ] or Central Asia, with their
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territory extending from the Caspian Sea to Sinkiang.
They are found in the former Soviet republics of
Turkmenistan, Ozbegistan, Tadjikistan, Kirghizia.
Kazakhstan, across northern Afghanistan and in
Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan, and in the People's
Republic of China. In the former Soviet Union, there
are approximately 20 million Ozbegs, indicating a
rapidly increasing population. The number of Ozbegs
in Afghanistan [q.v. (ii)] has probably been underestimated as one million since the 1960s. In Sinkiang
there are about 14,000 Ozbegs, about whom little is
known in the outside world.
Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and now Europe
and the United States have provided a home for
Ozbegs who have left their traditional territory
because of political, economic and social disruption
related either to Soviet or Chinese expansionism or
the on-going Afghanistan conflict. During Russian
and later Soviet control in Central Asia, the Ozbegs
periodically rebelled and through spontaneous uprisings expressed nationalistic feelings [see BASMA&IS]. In
Afghanistan, competition and hostility has been
directed most toward the Pashtuns [see AFGHANS], a
group economically and politically dominant there.
Ozbegs from northern Afghanistan are currently
(1992) involved in the Afghan resistance movement
against the Marxist government.
The groups of Ozbegs divided by national boundaries have been somewhat isolated from each other
during much of the 20th century. For example, Ozbeg
was traditionally written in Arabic script, but since
1940 Cyrillic script has been used in the Soviet Union,
hampering communication with those in other countries who retain Arabic script as in Afghanistan or
those who utilise Latin script such as Turkistam exiles
in Turkey. However, recent contacts between Ozbegs
have been facilitated by construction of the
Karakorum highway through Pakistan and the
disintegration of the Soviet Union.
The Ozbeg khanates of the late 19th century [see
BUKHARA, KHIWA and KHOKAND] had a complex sociopolitical organisation with dynastic rulers, standing
armies, governmental and religious bureaucracy,
social stratification and specialisation. Villages were
traditionally led by an aksakal, a respected older headman who mediated disputes. The ethnographic
literature and travellers' accounts indicate that
Ozbegs had become sedentary by the 20th century.
Vestiges of a semi-nomadic past remain for some who
still construct yurts, portable felt-covered round tents
with wood frames, in the household courtyards for use
during the summer. Agricultural Ozbegs live in permanent villages which are either compact with surrounding agricultural lands or dispersed with
homesteads in linear arrangements following irrigation canals. Some rural and urban household compounds are still built of adobe brick, most with flat
roofs, but some structures exhibit a "beehive" style.
Agriculturist Ozbegs grow rice, cotton, wheat,
barley, sorghum, alfalfa, various vegetables and
fruits, especially melons, and raise sheep, goats, cows
and horses. Mulberry, which has leaves used in the
raising of silkworms, is cultivated. Traditional commercial activities include black-, tin-, lock- and
coppersmithing; silk, textile, saddle, sheepskin coat,
leather, felt and pottery manufacture, soap making,
barbering, oil pressing, butchering, baking, rice hulling and milling. Carved plaster made of gypsum and
decorative wood work are important decorative crafts.
Ozbeg women are known for their flat-weave rugs and
embroidery. A brightly dyed silk cloth made into
cloaks and dresses is another specialty.
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Men's and women's activities are spatially
regulated. Women traditionally perform their duties
of cooking, cleaning, sewing, bread making and
animal care in the private space of the household
courtyard while men work in the public area of the
marketplace or fields. This division is adhered to most
strictly in urban areas in northern Afghanistan, where
traditional Ozbeg women begin wearing the veil
around the age of puberty. In the former Soviet
republics, Ozbeg women work outside the home in
factories, offices and agriculture. However, they remain the primary homemakers.
Historically, tax-farming was the primary land
tenure system, especially north of the Amu Darya
[q.v.]. In the khanate of Bukhara [q.v.], provinces
were divided into tax districts administered by appointees of the amir of Bukhara. Each beg retained the
amount of revenue which he considered necessary to
maintain his court and forwarded the rest to the amir.
The situation of the common people was not substantially altered after the Russian annexation of Central
Asia except in Farghana [q. v . ] , where the Russians instituted cotton mono-cropping and eliminated the
traditional bureacracy.
In the late 1920s to 1930s, agriculture was collectivised in Turkistan. Despite Sovietisation, many
Ozbegs continued to market some of their own crops.
Increasing cotton production in the late 19th to 20th
centuries has led to integration into the world market.
Depending on location, one-third to one-half of urban
Ozbegs in the former Soviet republics currently own
their own households. In northern Afghanistan the
most important land tenure system is currently
freehold or private ownership which entails full rights
and disposal through sale and inheritance. Most of the
holdings are small, typically 5-10 acres.
The basic kin group is known as the kawm (other
terms are also used), which in its basic sense consists
of related households comprising a community. The
kawm contains several groups of patrilineally-related
families who regard themselves as descended from a
common ancestor. However, kawm is a structural
category which is adjusted by the people to suit their
own social situation. The word is used to include not
only agnates, but also persons who assist each other,
share goods and live nearby, including affinal
kinsmen and even unrelated people who marry in and
become viewed as part of the group. Ideally, the
nearest households in the village or urban
neighbourhood who have close co-operative relationships and who may have their own mosque or other
common interests form a kawm. A village may be
composed of one or more kawms. An urban kawm is
often associated with a craft or occupation. An important feature of kinship terminologies is the emphasis
on special terms for older brother, aka, and older
sister, dpa.
In the traditional marriage system, marriage
preference is for one to whom a kin connection can be
traced. There are norms against marriage with
members of other ethnic groups. Although polygamy
has become rare, parental arrangement and consent
to marriage have been retained. A cash payment from
the groom's side to the bride's is part of marriage
negotiations, part of which may be used to buy
household items for the bride. Divorce is governed by
Islamic law or by the laws of the country, although
community pressure limits its use.
The ideal is the patrilocal extended family with the
senior married couple, their sons, the sons' wives and
children and the unmarried daughters of the senior
couple all residing in the same household compound.

Nuclear families are also common, since extended
families may break up as the sons mature and the
senior pair ages.
Ozbegs generally favour large families. In northern
Afghanistan, the baby is strapped into a special
wooden cradle on rockers beginning forty days after
birth. Outside of the cradle, the baby is swaddled.
Circumcision of boys, practiced by all Ozbegs, is
generally done at some time between the second and
fourth year. A Kur^anic education was traditional,
but now public high school and university education
are increasingly common, especially for boys.
The ruling dynasties in the Central Asian khanates
from the end of the 18th to the 20th centuries were the
tribal groups of Mangit [q. v. ] in Bukhara [q. v. ] and
Kungrat [q.v.] in Kh w arazm [q.v.], which came to be
called Khlwa [q.v.]. The leaders of the Khokand
khanate were from the Ming tribe. Some Ozbegs still
remember a tribal designation and may use this as
part of their personal identity. Important tribes are
Kungrat, Mangit, Kipcak, Kangli, Na^iman, Khitay,
Diirmen, Caghatay, Ming, Kenlkas and Lakai.
Other "non-tribal" Ozbegs use either a district or
town as an identity marker. Gender, age, dialect and
Islamic observance are important components of personal identity and status.
The Ozbegs are Sunn! Muslims who follow the
Hanafiyya [q.v.] legal tradition. Nakshbandiyya [q.v.]
Sufism has been a social and political force. For some,
folk beliefs like the evil eye and harmful possessing
spirits, djinn [q.v.] or part [q.v.], are part of daily life
and necessitate the use of amulets or written verses of
the Kur 3 an. Diseases may be classified as "hot" or
"cold," with oppositely-classified foods used in their
curing. The ^ulamd^, religious scholars and teachers,
traditionally were very influential, since Bukhara was
for long a centre of Islamic learning. Shamanistic
healing, especially the removal of spirits, was done by
a practitioner called a bdkhshi. parikhwdn or du^dkh^dn,
often a mulld learned in the Kur 3 an. In the folk tradition, there is also belief in albasti, a witch-like djinni.
In addition to the celebration of Islamic festivals
and holy periods such as Ramadan, a non-Islamic
holiday, the New Year, held at the beginning of
spring, is celebrated by the distribution of a puddinglike food made of sprouted wheat, sumulak, to family
and friends. Ozbegs are known for their cuisine,
which includes many noodle dishes such as mantu, a
steamed dumpling. The musical tradition includes indigenous instruments such as the two-stringed dutdr
and the dd^ira, a tambourine, for use in public and
private entertainment. To celebrate weddings and circumcisions, men play ulak, a sport in which men on
horseback battle to carry the carcass of a cow to a goal.
Bibliography: E. Schuyler, Turkistan: notes of a
journey in Russian Turkistan, Khokand, Bukhara, and
Kuldja, 2 vols., London 1876; B. Chagatay and
A.N. Sjoberg, Notes on the Uzbek culture of Central
Asia, in Texas Journal of Science, vii/1 (1955), 72-112;
E. Bacon, Central Asians under Russian rule, Ithaca
1966; E. All worth, Central Asia, a century of Russian
rule, New York 1967; I.M. Djabbarov, Crafts of the
Uzbeks of Southern Khorezm in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, in Soviet Anthropology and Archeology
(1973-5); G.P. Snesarev, Remnants of Pre-Islamic
beliefs and rituals among the Khorezm Uzbeks, in Soviet
Anthropology and Archeology (1970-4); E. Naby, The
Uzbeks in Afghanistan, in Central Asian Survey, iii/1
(1984), 1-21.
(AUDREY C. SHALINSKY)
OZBEG B
MUHAMMAD
PAHLAWAN,
Muzaffar al-Dln (reigned 607-22/1210-25), the fifth
and last A t a b e g of the Ildegizid or Eldigiizid
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f a m i l y [see ILDENIZIDS] who ruled in Adharbaydjan
during the later Saldjuk and Kh w arazmshahi periods.
He married Malika Khatun, widow of the last Great
Saldjuk sultan Toghril III (killed in 590/1194 [q.v.]).
During the early part of his career, he ruled in
Hamadhan as a subordinate of his brother Nusjat alDln Abu Bakr, during the time when much of Adharbaydjan and c lrak c AdjamI was falling into anarchy in
the post-Saldjuk period. His freedom of action was
often circumscribed by powerful Turkish amirs,
nominally his agents and protectors, such as Ay-Aba,
Gokce and Ay-Toghmish, until in 607/1210 he succeeded Abu Bakr as Atabeg in Tabriz and head of the
family.
Under military pressure from the resurgent
Georgians [see AL-KURDJ], he had to come to an arrangement with the Kh w arazm-Shah cAla:> al-Dln
Muhammad whereby he was confirmed in Adharbaydjan and Arran but as the Shah's vassal,
acknowledging him in the khutba and sikka (614/1217).
In 617/1220 the Mongols first came to Tabriz, and on
their third reappearance Ozbeg abandoned the city
for Nakhciwan [0.0.], but was back again by the
autumn of 619/1222. In 621/1224 a fresh wave of
Mongol troops entered Persia, defeated the Kh w arazmians at Rayy and pushed on to Tabriz, compelling
Ozbeg to extradite to them the Kh w arazmian
refugees who had fled thither. In Radjab 622/June
1225, however, the Shah Djalal al-DTn [q.v.] occupied
the Ildegizid capital, whilst Ozbeg withdrew to Gandja [q. v. ], and the Shah forced Ozbeg to divorce his
wife Malika Khatun, whom he married himself, till
intervention by the Ayyubid al-Malik al-Ashraf
rescued her and brought her to Khilat. Ozbeg now
lost Gandja also, and died in humiliation at the fortress of Alindja (622/1225), so that his line came to an
end.
Ozbeg is very severely judged by the chroniclers for
his indolence and love of luxurious living; but it must
be said in extenuation that he faced redoubtable foes
in the Georgians, the Kh w arazmians and the
Mongols. His court was famed as a centre for art and
letters, with his vizier Rablb al-Dawla being a noted
patron of poets.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. RawandT, Rdhat alsudur; Husayni, Akhbdr al-dawla al-saldjukiyya; Ibn alAthlr; Nasawl, Sirat al-Sultdn D^aldl al-Din;
MustawfT, Ta^rikh-i Guzida.
2. S t u d i e s . C. Defremery, Recherches sur quatre
princes d'Hamadan, in JA, ix (1847), 148-86;
Bosworth, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 183-4; Boyle, in
ibid., 325-7; Minorsky, ED art. Uzbek b. Muhammad
Pahlawdn, of which detailed article the present one
is a resume.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
OZBEGISTAN [see UZBEKISTAN].
OZDEMIR PASHA,
Ottoman
beylerbeyi
(governor) of Yemen and, subsequently, of coastal
Abyssinia (Habesh [q. v. ]), and the individual most instrumental in establishing the sultan's authority in
both provinces during the mid-10th/16th century.
An Egyptian mamluk of Circassian origin whose
master is said to have been one Kaykawus Shewkat
Bey, Ozdemir took service with the Ottomans after
Sellm I conquered Egypt in 922-3/1517. He held a
number of minor offices in the provincial administration until, by 945/1538, he had gained the position of
kdshif (district prefect). In this year he enrolled for service in the sizeable naval expedition launched from
Suez against the Portuguese in India under the command of Suleyman Pasha [^.».].
Upon the armada's return from India to coastal
Yemen, where Suleyman Pasha secured Ottoman
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rule at Zabid under a sandiak beyi, Ozdemir remained
there as an amir. Ewliya Celebi's claim (Seydhat-ndme,
x, 220, 939) that he next served in southern Egypt
against the expansionist Fundj [q.v.] is without corroboration. Yet Ozdemir is next noticed only in Dhu
'1-Hidjdja 953/February 1547 as a participant in the
Ottoman capture of Tacizz [q.v.]. When shortly
Uways Pasha, the Ottoman governor (beylerbeyi), was
assassinated, Ozdemir, by then a sandjak beyi, was
elected locally as interim commander (serddr). He
resolved to capture $anca°, the Zaydi capital, which
ambition was realised on 7 Radjab 954/23 August
1547. Although it was nearly another two years before
he was confirmed as beylerbeyi of Yemen, he maintained pressure on the weak and divided Zaydls. The
high point of Ottoman domination was reached in
959/1552 when, after five years of unavailing warfare,
the Zaydi leader al-Mutahhar [q. v. ] and Ozdemir
Pasha concluded a peace treaty whereby the former
acknowledged Ottoman suzerainty in return for
limited autonomy.
Ozdemir was dismissed from Yemen during
961/1554, probably in Djumada I/April. Attracted by
the prosperity of the eastern Red Sea port of Sawakin,
where he landed while returning from Yemen, and
filled with enthusiasm to conquer the Abyssinian littoral to further Islam and check Portuguese ambitions, Ozdemir subsequently persuaded Sultan
Suleyman in person to appoint him commander (serddr) of an Egyptian force of 3,000 to achieve that goal.
When an initial attempt to reach his objective via the
Nile River failed, Ozdemir established his base at
Sawakin, the centre of the new Ottoman province of
Habesh, which was officially created on 15 Shagban
962/5 July 1555 with Ozdemir Pasha as beylerbeyi.
From Sawakin, the Ottoman forces first seized and
secured the Abyssinian coastlands, including the key
port of Masawwac [q. v. ], before in 965/1558 commencing successful forays into the province of Tigre. An
inland Ottoman base was secured in 966/1559 at
Debarwa, where a fortress and mosques were constructed.
It was at Debarwa that Ozdemir Pasha died during
967/1560, after which the vastly outnumbered Ottoman troops began retreating towards the coast. His
body was interred at Debarwa, but later it was
transferred for burial in a mausoleum erected at
Masawwac by his son c Othman Pasha [0.z>.], who succeeded him as beylerbeyi of Habesh and who eventually
became Grand Vizier (sadr-l a^zam). Ozdemir is usually portrayed as an indefatigable warrior with frugal
personal habits and an incorruptible loyalty to the Ottoman sultan.
_ Bibliography: Ms. sources include, in Arabic:
c
lsa b. Lutf Allah, Rawh al-ruh, and Ibn Dacir, alFutuhdt; and, in Turkish: Riistem Pasha, Tdrtkh
(paraphrased by L. Forrer, Die osmanischen Chronik
des Rustem Pascha, Leipzig 1923, 159-74, 187-9),
Lukman b_. Sayyid Husayn, Mudjmal al-tumdr,
Mustafa CA1I, Kunh al-akhbdr, and_ the Turkish
rendering of al-Bark (see below) by cAll CA1I, Akhbdr
al-Yamdnt(for differences from the Arabic original).
P u b l i s h e d materials: Nahrawali, al-Bark alYamdm = Ghazawdt al-Djardkisa, ed. H. al-Djasir,
Riyad 1967, 98-128 passim; Yahya b. al-Husayn,
Ghdyat al-amdm, ed. S. c Ashur, Cairo 1968, ii, 698715; PecewT, Tdnkh, Istanbul 1283/1866-7, i, 32-3;
HadjdjI Khalifa, Djihdn-numd, 550; Miinedjcljim
Bash!, iii, 239-42; Si&ill-i WthmdnT, i, 444; Rashid,
Tdnkh-i Yemen, Istanbul 1291/1874-5, i, 84-104
passim; Sheref, Ozdemiroghlu ^Othmdn Pasha, in
TOEM, iv (1289); Wustenfeld, Jemen, Gottingen
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1884, 8-9; C. Orhonlu, Osmanhlann Habesistan
styaseti 1554-1560, in TarihDergisi, xv (1965), 39-54;
idem, Habes eyaleti, Istanbul 1974, 33-48 (rich in
Ottoman documents); and Blackburn, The Ottoman
penetration of Yemen, in Archivum Ottomanicum, vi
(1980), 55-100 (for an annotated translation of
Ozdemir's fath-ndme for the conquest of SancaD).
Q.R. BLACKBURN)
OZI, Ozu, the Turkish name of three related
features: the river Dnepr, the coastal fortress of
Oc'akov (both in the Ukraine), and the Ottoman eydlet
alternately called Ozi or Silistre (roughly a coastal
area bracketed by the lower Ozi/Dnepr on the east
and the lower Danube with the nearby river port city
of Silistre on the south-west; its beylerbeyi resided at
Akkirman or Silistre but not at Ozi/Oc'akov, more
often the seat of a sandjak beyi).
Both the river and the fortress played an important
but complex role in the history of the two Turkish
Muslim powers in the Black Sea area, the Crimean
Tatars and the Ottomans. The river's lower course
first represented a dividing line between the Lithuanians and Poles on the west and the Tatars on the
east, and later, in a similar manner, between the eydlet
of Silistre (Ozi) and the khanate, although within the
framework of the Ottoman empire of which the
khanate became a vassal. The Dnepr approaches the
Black Sea from the east through a long and wide
estuary which also receives the river Bug from the
north; this estuary, known by its Russian term (but
possibly a loanword from Ottoman Turkish) as liman,
at the same time separates the mainland from the Crimean peninsula which ends up in a spur named
Kinburnskay_a kosa ("Kinburn spur", lit. ''scythe",
a distortion of the Ottoman name Kilburun "Hair[thin] cape") two km/1.3 miles south of Ocakov. It
was on the western bank of the Bug's estuary that
King Vytautas of Lithuania built a fort named Dashiv
in ca. 1400, which was renamed Djankirman after the
Crimean Khan Mengli Giray [q. v.] acquired it in
1492. Djankirman became a direct Ottoman possession in 1538. Until its final fall to the Russian army
and navy two-and-a-half centuries later, Ozi—as
Djankirman came to be called by the Ottomans—
played an important strategic role in the long struggle
between the Turks and Tatars on the one hand, and
the Lithuanians, Poles, Cossacks and finally Russians, on the other, involving a contest for the
control—especially naval control—of the Black Sea,
the Crimea, and the Danubian provinces. Although
Ozi failed to deter the Cossacks (who founded their
famous base of Sic" further upstream on the Dnepr)
from raiding it and sailing past it on their forays all
over the Black Sea, it did help the Ottomans maintain
their own presence on this frontier and delay the success of the eventual Russian onslaught. Nevertheless,
by the 18th century the latter showed its force in two
Russo-Turkish wars: that of 1736-9 and that of 178792. Ozi was taken on both occasions (July 1736, but
the Peace Treaty of Belgrade, 1739, restored it to
Turkey; and, definitively, in December 1788, with
the Peace Treaty of Jassy, 1792). This final stage was
memorable, among other things, for the series of
naval engagements between the Ottoman fleet under
the able but inadequately-supported kaptanpasha GhazT
Hasan Pasha and the Russian one, marked by the
rivalry between its two commanders, John Paul Jones
(a hero of the American Revolution) and the German
prince Charles of Nassau-Siegen.
A matter of some interest is Ozi's earlier name,
Djankirman (and another such form given by Ewliya
Celebi, Dehkirman), as well as that of Ocakov. The
specific origin of the name Djankirman is obscure, but

it clearly consists of two elements, djan (possibly the
Persian term "soul, something dear") and kirman
(Persian "fortress"); the latter word appears in a
number of place names in the Ukraine (for example
Akkirman, the Slavic Belgorod), but not elsewhere
(except for the Persian cities of Kirman and Kirmanshah); a Scythian (thus Iranian) origin is probable, a
remarkable case of the permanence and resilience of
toponyms. Although the place became known in Ottoman Turkish by the name of the river as Ozi kalesi
(but was on occasion also called Uzun kale), the
citadel part was called Aci-kale, which was then extended in Russian and Ukrainian (as Oc'akov and
O2akiv) to the whole fortress.
Bibliography: Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme, 173213 (esp. 179-85, where a thorough description of
Ottoman Ozi/Oc'akov is given); LH. Uzuncar^ih,
Osmanh tarihi, iii, iv, passim, see index; SJ. Shaw,
History of the Ottoman Empire and modern Turkey, Cambridge 1976, i, 191, 198, 260, 287; idem, Between old
and new, the Ottoman empire under Sultan Selim III,
1789-1807, Cambridge, Mass. 1971, 29-67; Istoriya
mist i sil Ukrains'koy RSR ("History of the cities and
towns of the Ukrainian SSR"), xv, Kiev 1971, 61431 (entry Ocakiv); Suleyman Nutki, Musawwer
c
muhdrebat-i
bahriyye-i
othmdniyye,
Istanbul
1307/1889, 85-88; R.C. Anderson, Naval wars in the
Levant, Liverpool 1952, 318-47; S.E. Morison,John
Paul Jones, Boston 1985, 361-84; G. Veinstein, L'occupation ottomane d'Ocakov et le probleme de la frontiere
lituano-tatare, 1538-1544, in Passe turco-tatar, present
sovietique. Etudes offertes d Alexandre Bennigsen, Paris
1986, 123-55._
(S. SOUCEK)
OZKEND, UZKEND, sometimes written in the
sources Yuzkand or Uzdjand, a t o w n of mediaeval
Islamic Farghana [q.v.] in Central Asia, lying at the
eastern end of the Farghana valley and regarded as
being near the frontier with the pagan Turks.
Already in the mid-3rd/9th century, Ozkend had a
local ruler called by the Turkish name Khurtigin
(?Cur-tigin) (Ibn Khurradadhbih, 30). The geographers of the next century (i.e. that of the
Samanids) describe it as having the tripartite pattern
typical of eastern Islamic towns, with a citadel in the
madina or inner city and a suburb; from it led the way
towards Semirecye and the Turkish lands (Ibn
Hawkal, ed. Kramers, 513-14, tr. Wiet, 491-2;
al-MukaddasT, 272; Hudud al-^dlam, tr. 116, comm.
255; Yakut, ed. Beirut, i, 280; Le Strange, Lands,
476).
Under the Karakhanids [see ILEK-KHANS], it
became the capital at the opening of the 5th/l 1th century of the Ilig Nasr b. CA1I, and then the capital of the
eastern wing of the confederation, with Yusuf Kadir
Khan b. Harun Bughra Khan minting coins there
from 416/1025. Mahmud KashgharT mentions
Uzkand and defines it as the chief town of Farghana
and as meaning in Turkish balad anfusind "city of our
souls" = "our own, special city" (Diwdn lughdt alturk, tr. Atalay, i, 343 = R. Dankoff and J. Kelly,
Compendium of the Turkic dialects, Cambridge, Mass.
1982-4, i, 270). It remained a centre of the
Karakhanids until the invasions of Cingiz Khan, and
Karakhanid coins were minted there up to 610/1213
(E. von Zambaur, Die Munzprdgungen des Islam, i,
Wiesbaden 1968, 58). But after Mongol times it
declined, since the Mongol maliks of Farghana made
Andidjan [q.v.] their centre there. In modern times, it
is a mere village in the district of Andidjan (Barthold,
A short history of Turkestan, in Four studies on the history of
Central Asia, Leiden 1962, i, 23, 48).
Bibliography: See also Barthold, Turkestan, 1567, 260, 285-6, 353, 363.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
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PA3 or bd^-i farsi or ba^-i ^adjami, i.e. the ba^ with
three points subscript, invented for Persian as supplement to the Arabic bo? and to represent the unvoiced,
as opposed to the voiced, bilabial plosive (for the voiced b, see BA3). It is sometimes interchangeable with bd^
(e.g. asp and asb, dabir and dapir) and, more frequently, with/a 3 (e.g. sapid and safid, Pars and Pars). The
regular use of the letter in manuscripts is comparatively modern, but it is found in good ones of the
7th/13th century while at the same time it is often
omitted in manuscripts of much later date (GIPh, 1/iv,
74; G. Lazard, La langue des plus anciens monuments de
la prose persane, Paris 1963, 142).
The usage of the letter pd^ passed into Ottoman
Turkish, for both original Turkish words (early
Turkish had distinguished both voiced and unvoiced
versions of the sound, and the first writing system for
Turkish, that of the Yenisei and Orkhon inscriptions
(7th-8th centuries A.D.), had had separate signs for/?
and b, see Talat Tekin, A grammar of Orkhon Turkic,
Bloomington, Ind. 1968, 24, 27 n. 10, 75) and for
Persian loanwords (see J. Deny, Grammaire de la langue
turque (dialecte osmanli), Paris 1921, 51-2, 77-8). Pa0 is
likewise used in Urdu both for Persian and Turkish
loanwords and for words stemming from the IndoAryan basis of the language.
In loanwords into Arabic, pd^ may be rendered as
bd'*, e.g. in bdshd for Turkish pasha', bustalbusta for
Italian posta\ batrul for Fr./Eng. petrolelpetrol. But it was
often rendered, especially in Classical Arabic at a time
when Persian cultural influences were strong, as fd^
also, e.g. furdnik < MP parvdnak, NP parwdna
"messenger, courier with despatches";fdmdh < Skr.
phdnita, NP pdnid "sugar-cane syrup"; firind < NP
parand "damascening on a sword" (see A. Siddiqi,
Studien iiber die persischen Fremdworter im klassischen
Arabisch, Gottingen 1919, 71).
(R. LEVY-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
PADHUSPAN [see RUYAN].
PADISHAH (P.), the n a m e for M u s l i m r u l e r s ,
especially e m p e r o r s . The Persian term pdd-i shah,
i.e. (according to M. Bittner, in E. Oberhummer, Die
Tiirken und das Osmanische Reich, Leipzig 1917, 105)
"lord who is a royalty" in which the root pad is connected with Sanskrit patis, lord, husband, fern, patni,
Greek TIOTVUX and Sea-rcoTTjs, Lat. potens (G. Curtius,
Griech. Etymol., 377), was originally a title reserved exclusively for the sovereign, which in course of time
and as a result of the long intercourse of the Ottomans
with the states of the West also came to be approved
for certain Western rulers. In the correspondence of
the Porte with the Western powers, the grand vizier
Kuyudju Murad Pasha (d. 7 Djumada II 1021/5 Aug.
1612) probably for the first time applied the title
pddishdh to the Austrian emperor Rudolf II. At the
conference of Nemirow (1737), Russia demanded the
title for its Tsars (cf. J. von Hammer, GOR, vii, 488)
and claimed it again at the negotiations at Bucharest
(1773; cf. ibid., viii, 412). When pddishdh came to be
applied to the sultan, the pddishdh-i dl-i ^Othmdn, does
not seem to be exactly known. In any case it is found
in conjunction with all kinds of rhyming words as early as the beginning of the 10th/16th century in Ottoman documents. Pddishdh therefore may have come
to be used towards the end of the 9th/15th century,

presumably instead of khunklar (from khuddwendklar\
cf.JA, ser. ii, vol. xv, 276/572), an obsolete word, as
well as sultan (cf. IsL, xi [1921], 70) already found in
dervish Sufism, and was regularly used till the end of
the sultanate (cf. the cry of pddishdhlmiz cok or binyasha
with which the sultan was greeted by his troops and
subjects).
In Persian usage, followed by that of the IndoMuslim rulers such as the Mughal emperors, pddishdh
became a normal designation for the ruler, though
regarded as lower than that of shdhanshdh [see SHAH].
and in more recent times it was used by Persian
monarchs in diplomatic documents addressed to
European kings. Already the Hudud al-^dlam (end of
the 4th/10th century) uses pddshd(h) "ruler" and
pddshd^ilpddshdy even for petty princes of the upper
Oxus region and northern Afghanistan (tr. Minorsky,
108, 109, § 23.65, 75; idem, Addenda to the Hudud al^dlam, in BSOAS, xvii [1955], glossary, 257). When
C
A1I, son of the head of the Safawi order Haydar b.
Djunayd, adopted the title of pddishdh in his struggle
with the Ak Koyunlu [q. v.] towards the end of the
9th/15th century, it was a clear indication of the ambitions of the SafawT family (see R.M. Savory, Iran under
the Safavids, Cambridge 1980, 20). In the later half of
the 19th century, A. de Biberstein Kazimirski noted
that some of the officials of Nasir al-Dln Shah [q.v.]
had taken to describing their master, not on\y_ as
shdhanshdh, but also as pddishdh-i kull-i mamdlik-i Iran,
apparently in imitation of the Tsar's designation
"Emperor of all the Russias" (Menoutchehri, poete persan du 11'eme siecle de notre ere (du 5ieme de I'hegire), Paris
1887, 359-60).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): St. Kekule, Ueber Titel, Aemter,
Rangstufen und Anreden in der offiziellen osmanischen
Sprache, Halle a. d. S. 1892, 3, and P. Horn, Grundriss der neupersischen Etymologie, Strassburg 1893, 61,
no. 266 (where, however, another derivation is
given, from Old Persian pad, protector, and shah,
ruler; cf. thereon Horn, in GIPh, i/1, 274, 309, and
i/2, 41, 88, 97, 159, where the Old Persian,
Pahlavi, etc., forms are given); M.Z. Pakalin,
Osmanli tarihi deyimleri ve terimleri sozlugu, Istanbul
1946-54, ii, 749-51; L4, art. Padisah (Halil Inalcik);
B. Lewis, The political language of Islam, Chicago and
London 1988, 98.
(F. BABINGER-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
PADRI, the name of a major Islamic r e v i v a l i s t
m o v e m e n t in Minangkabau [0.B.], Sumatra, 180338. The appellation Padri is derived from orang Pidari
"men of Pedir (Pidie)", in reference to those who
made the pilgrimage to Mecca by way of the Atjehnese port of Pidie. The Padri built on earlier
Minangkabau reform movements initiated by the two
major Sufi tarekat which had been the instrument for
converting the central highlands of Sumatra, the
Naksyabandiyah (Nakshbandiyya [q. v. ]) and the
Syattariyah (Shattariyya [q. v. ]). Operating by the late
18th century in a society which was only very partially
Islamicised, these tarekat flourished around surau or
centres for religious studies which attracted hundreds
of students from throughout Minangkabau.
In the 1780s the hilly regions surrounding some of
the major surau in the valley districts of Agam, Tanah
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Datar and Limapuluh Kota in the Minangkabau
highlands were experiencing a major economic revival
caused by European and American demand for coffee
and cassia. Overcome by booming demand, the society exhibited an inability to organise a secure trading
network to the coastal ports or a suitable method of
settling disputes in the marketplace. It was the surau
which was able to offer an alternative to the existing
mode of regulation, especially in commercial affairs.
Both the Syattariyah and Naksyabandiyah tarekat had
instigated "back to the syariat (shari^a [q. v. ])" movements in other parts of the Islamic world, and now for
the first time in central Sumatra conditions became
ripe for a similar movement: for Minangkabau
Muslim surau, such as those of the Syattariyah syekh
(shaykh) Tuanku Nan Tua in Agam, to challenge further accommodation with society, and to couch this
challenge in terms of elevating Islamic law, including
the commercial provisions of the syariat, to a position
of pre-eminence.
It was against this background that in 1803 there
returned to Minangkabau three pilgrims who had observed the Wahhabf conquest of Mecca [see
WAHHABIYYA] . They were well aware of the difference
between "back to the syariat" and a return to the fundamental tenets of the Prophet and his Companions.
The most distinguished of these three Padri was Haji
Miskin, who had worked with Tuanku Nan Tua prior
to his departure for Mecca. He now settled in the coffee village of Pandai Sikat in Agam and worked to improve the state of the marketplace and to rationalise
commerce. He gained the support of certain lineage
heads and in fact during the Padri movement a
number of religious teachers and adat [see C ADA]
leaders worked together to introduce a new commercially favourable regime where cockfighting would
disappear from the market and bandit villages would
be eliminated. It is certainly misleading to see the
Padri movement as an uncomprising attack on the
adat leadership.
Ultimately driven out of Pandai Sikat, Haji Miskin
joined the religious teacher Tuanku Nan Rinceh in
the coffee- and cassia-rich hill area in the north of
Agam. Also a pupil of Tuanku Nan Tua, Tuanku
Nan Rinceh had been trying to put his master's ideas
into practice, but piecemeal action no longer seemed
adequate when Haji Miskin was able to indicate another way. Tuanku Nan Rinceh now concluded that
each village must be turned into an Islamic community as rapidly as possible, using the simplicity of the
Wahhabi system as a model along the lines of which
such new communities were to be organised. He proclaimed a djihdd and announced to his own village the
regime of extreme puritanism which must henceforth
be followed. The outward signs of a revivalist village
were to be the abandonment of cockfighting, gambling and the use of tobacco, opium, sirih and strong
drink; white clothes symbolising purity were to be
worn, with women covering their faces and men
allowing their beards to grow; no part of the body was
to be decorated with gold jewellery, and silk clothing
was to be eschewed. Needless to say, prayer five times
a day was obligatory. A system of fines was instituted
for infringement of these rules.
How successful the Padri were at imposing a
Wahhabl-style administration on the villages they
conquered is difficult to say. It seems that the village
traditional leaders in their council continued to play
an important role, although each conquered or converted village was obliged to appoint a kadi (kddi[q. v. ])
who functioned side by side with the village council.
The village was also required to appoint an imam, to

be occupied with expounding the Kur D an and carrying out religious ceremonies in the newly-built
mosque. Apart from this, the most characteristic mark
of the Padri village was its participation in organised
violence against villages which would not submit to
the Padri notion of an Islamic community.
Violence was particularly marked among the Padri
of Tanah Datar, the home of Tuanku Lintau, who
became notorious for his slaughter, in 1815, of many
members of the Minangkabau royal family at a
meeting arranged for negotiations. He went on to
pursue a career of raiding and burning of opposition
villages. In fact, throughout the Padri period all
villages were heavily fortified and their male population kept almost constantly on a war-footing.
Just as a Padri victory over the whole of
Minangkabau seemed certain, the Dutch returned to
the chief Minangkabau coastal port of Padang in
1819. Invited into the highlands by anti-Padri adat
leaders and remnants of the royal family, in February
1821 they signed a treaty in which these suppliants
surrendered Minangkabau to Dutch sovereignty. So
began the Padri War of 1821-38, in which, despite
strong Padri resistance, the colonial forces were
ultimately victorious. Prominent among the Padri
war leaders was Tuanku Imam Bonjol. Having established his village at Bonjol, north of Agam, in 1807,
like other Padri leaders he tried to build up a trading
network to the west coast, away from outside control.
The Dutch after their return in 1819 were a threat to
this, and Bonjol launched its first attack on Dutch
forces in the interior in 1822. From this period until
1837, Dutch and Bonjol forces were periodically
engaged despite Bonjol's attempt to expand away to
the north into the Batak country. Bonjol finally fell to
the Dutch in 1837, Tuanku Imam Bonjol was exiled
and Dutch victory over the last Padri remnants took
place at Daludalu in 1838.
During this period, the Padri movement itself
altered in character. Mecca had been lost to the
Wahhabls since 1813, and by the 1820s Minangkabau
began to pay attention to the reports of returning
pilgrims and the rigours of the original Padri system
began to soften. The returning hajis were aided by the
fact that no Padri leader had ever been able to acquire
unchallenged dominance over a wide area and there
was no monolithic Padri political system to break
down. Nevertheless, the Padri left a lasting mark on
Minangkabau and their legacy was powerful enough
to be revivified as occasion demanded.
Bibliography: H.M. Lange, Het Nederlandsch
Oost-Indisch Leger ter Westkust van Sumatra (18191845), 2 vols., 's Hertogenbosch 1852; H.A. Steijn
Parve, De Secte der Padaries (Padries) in de Bovenlanden
van Sumatra, in Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-, Land- en
Volkenkunde, iii (1855); Ph.S. van Ronkel, Inlandsche
getuigenissen aangaande den Padri-oorlog, in Indische
Gids, xxxvii/2 (1915); D.D. Madjolelo and A. Marzoeki, Tuanku Imam Bondjol. Perintis Djalan ke
Kemerdekaan, Jakarta and Amsterdam 1951; M.
Radjab, Perang Paderi di Sumatera Barat (1803-1838),
Jakarta 1954; M.D.Mansoer et alii, Sedjarah
Minangkabau, Jakarta 1970; C. Dobbin, Islamic
revivalism in a changing peasant economy: Central
Sumatra, 1784-1847, Scandinavian Institute of
Asian Studies Monograph Series no. 47, London
and Malmo 1983, repr. 1987; eadem Kebangkitan
Islam dalam ekonomi petaniyang sedang berubah, Sumatra
Tengah, 1784-1847, Jakarta 1992.
(CHRISTINE DOBBIN)
PAHANG {see MALAY PENINSULA).
PAHLAWAN (P.), from Pahlaw, properly "Par-
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thian", acquired in pre-modern Persian and thence in
Turkish, the sense of " w r e s t l e r , one who engages
in h a n d - t o - h a n d physical c o m b a t " , becoming
subsequently a general term for "hero, w a r r i o r ,
c h a m p i o n in b a t t l e " . From this later, broader
sense it is used as a personal name in the Persian
world, e.g. for the Eldigiizid Atabeg [see ILDENIZIDS]
Nusrat al-Din Djahan-Pahlawan (reigned in
c
Adharbaydjan, d. 581 or 582/1186 [see PAHLAWAN,
MUHAMMAD B. ILDENIZ; and see Justi, Iranisches
Namenbuch, 237, for other bearers of this name]. The
word's appearance in Arabic as bahlawdn is clearly a
secondary development, and has in more recent times
acquired the meaning of "acrobat, tightrope walker in
a circus, etc.", as was noted by Lane in early 19th
century Cairo, where it was gypsies who by then practised these skills (The manners and customs of the modern
Egyptians, ch. xx "Serpent-charmers, and performers
of legerdemain tricks, etc."; see also Spiro, ArabicEnglish diet, of the colloquial Arabic of Egypt, repr. Beirut
1973, 61, and Barthelemy, Diet, arabe-franc^ais des
dialectes de la Syrie, Paris 1935-54, 66). In the most recent colloquial of Cairo, it has become a pejorative
term for "tricky person" (Hinds and Badawi, A diet,
of Egyptian Arabic, Arabic-English, Beirut 1986, 110), cf.
also fahlawi "clever" and fahlawa "cleverness".
The topic of wrestling, as a sport and as an expression of manliness and chivalry, thus linking up with
thefutuwwa [ q . v . ] , was the subject of a classic study,
primarily of its Arabic aspects, by M. Canard (La lutte
chez les Arabes, in Cinquentaire de la Faculte de Lettres
d'Alger (1881-1931), Algiers 1932, 1-64, repr. in L'expansion arabo-islamique et ses repercussions, Variorum
Reprints, London 1974, no. XI), largely utilised here.
Wrestling and fighting, with the aim of bringing the
opponent to the ground, was an expression of classical
Greek and Roman athleticism; but the sports most
probably developed in parallel ways, rather being a
continued influence upon the Arabic and Persian
worlds. In ancient Arabia, wrestling seems to have
been one of the spectacles at the pre-Islamic fair of
c
Ukaz [^.i>.]; in the Sirat ^Antar as it later developed
[see C ANTAR, SIRAT], the hero c Antara b. Shaddad
[q.v.] practised this sport as did, according to some
traditions, the caliph c Umar I. The terms most commonly used for this in Arabic were sur^a and sira^, with
the basic idea of hurling one's opponent to the
ground. It may have continued in mediaeval Arabic
times as a popular sport; in 251/865, during the
disturbances at the caliphal capital of Samarra during
al-Mustac!n's time, citizens there hired musdri^un to
defend their houses against the violence of the Turkish
soldiery (al-Tabarl, iii, 1540, tr. G. Saliba, The crisis
of the ^Abbasid caliphate, Albany 1985, 31).
However, it was in Persia that wrestling was
developed to a fine art, being associated with the
heroes of legendary times. FirdawsT's Shdh-ndma contains several episodes of wrestling and combat, often
illustrated in manuscripts of the national epic; three
centuries or so later, Sacdl often cites the pahlawdn or
wrestler in situations where a moral of some sort can
be pointed. Above all, this national pastime from ancient Iran has survived in the often-described special
gymnasia for wrestling, the zur-khdnas [q.v.], with
ritualistic methods of fighting and a special garb of
tight-fitting trousers [see SIRWAL in El1] and belt.
From the Persians it passed to the Turks and was
a significant element of the military prowess for which
the race was famed in the mediaeval Islamic world. It
was practised amongst the Mamluks of Egypt and
Syria as part of their military training, sird^ being a
skill ascribed to some of the great masters of furusiyya
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[q.v.] (see D. Ayalon, Notes on the Furusiyya exercises and
games in the Mamluk sultanate, in Scripta Hierosolymitana,
ix, Jerusalem 1961, 57, 61-2, repr. in The Mamluk
military society, Variorum Reprints, London 1979, no.
II). Turkish troops took these skills as far as the
Maghrib, and bahlawdndt turkiyya were found in the
entourage of the Beys and Pashas of Tunis up to the
19th century. In the Ottoman empire, wrestlers were
included in each Janissary company (orta [q.v.]), and
in 1 lth/17th century Istanbul, wrestlers were organised into a corporation of pelhiwdns (sic, in this
metathesised form), on the evidence of Ewliya Celebi.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
PAHLAWAN, MUHAMMAD B. ILDENIZ, NUSRAT
AL-DIN, A t a b e g of A d h a r b a y d j a n in the later
6th/12th century. His father Ildeniz [q.v.] had in
course of time risen to be the real ruler in the Saldjuk
empire; the widow of Sultan Toghrfl [q.v.] was
Pahlawan's mother and Arslan b. Toghrfl [q.v. ] his
step-brother. In the fighting between Ildeniz and the
lord of Maragha, Ibn Aksunkur al-Ahmadfli,
Pahlawan played a prominent part [see MARAGHA].
From his father he inherited in 568/1172-3 Arran,
Adharbaydjan, al-Djibal, Hamadhan, Isfahan and alRayy with their dependent territories and a few years
later he also took Tabriz, which he gave to his brother
Kfzfl Arslan. Like Ildeniz, Pahlawan also became the
real ruler. Sultan Arslan b. Toghfl was completely
under his control, as was also his young son Toghrfl
[q.v.], whom Pahlawan put on the Saldjuk throne,
after Arslan had been disposed of by poison.
Pahlawan died in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 581/FebruaryMarch 1186 or the beginning of 582/1186 and his
brother Kfzfl Arslan succeeded him.
Ibn al-Athi-r (xi, 346) pays a high tribute to
Pahlawan's statesmanlike qualities, and during his
tenure of office peace and prosperity prevailed in his
governorship. After his death, however, bloodshed
and unrest broke out. In Isfahan the Shaficls and
HanafTs fought one another, and at al-Rayy the Sunnls and Sh^fs, until order was gradually restored.
Bibliography: Ibn al-Athir, xi, xii, s. index;
Hamd Allah MustawfT KazwTnT, Ta^nkh-i Guzida,
ed. Browne, i, 466, 470, 472-5; C. Defremery,
Histoire des Seldjoukides, in JA, ser. 4, xiii, 15 ff.;
Mlrkh w and, Historia Seldschukidarum, ed. Vullers
ch. 34; Bundarl, Zubdat al-nusra, in Recueil de textes
relatifs a I'histoire des Seldjoucides, ed. Houtsma;
Houtsma, Some remarks on the history of the Saldjuks, in
AO, iii, 136 ff.; K.A. Luther, Rdvandi's report on the
administrative changes of Muhammad Jahdn Pahlavdn, in
Iran and Islam, a volume in memory of Vladimir Minorsky, ed. C.E. Bosworth, Edinburgh 1971, 393-406;
Bosworth, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 168-9, 179-80; F.
Siimer, I A art. Pehlivan. See also the Bibl. to
ILDENIZIDS.
_ (K.V. ZETTERSTEEN)
PAHLAWl, PAHLAVI, the name of the shortlived d y n a s t y which ruled in Persia from 1925 to
1979. Its two members were Rida Shah (r. 1925-41)
and his son Muhammad Rida Shah (r. 1941-79)
[q.vv.]._
PA3I (Hindi "quarter"), English form "pie", the
s m a l l e s t copper coin of B r i t i s h I n d i a = V 1 2 o f a n
anna. Originally, in the East India Company's early
experiments for a copper coinage, the pie, as its name
implies, was the quarter of an anna or pice [see
PAYSA]; after the Acts of 1835, 1844 and 1870, however, the pie was V3 of a pice.
Bibliography: Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobson,
a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words and phrases2,
705.
(J. ALLAN)
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PAI YEN-HU — PAKISTAN

PAI YEN-HU (Muhammad Ayyub), a noted
leader of n o r t h w e s t e r n C h i n e s e M u s l i m
rebellions against the Ch'ing-Manchu rule during
the 1860s and 1870s.
A native of Ching-Yang in Shensi province, he was
born in 1841 into a traditional ahung family. In 1862
he joined the Muslim rebels in Shensi province, his
military skills and family background making him one
of eigthteen rebel leaders. After most of these had
defected to or been killed by the Imperial troops, Pai
assumed overall leadership of the anti-Manchu campaigns. When some of his own "Old Teaching"
followers defected in 1869, he was driven out of Shensi
and joined forces with Ma Hua-Lung [q. v. ] at Chinchi-pao, Kansu, but deserted him again when he
realised that Ma also intended to surrender. Pai and
his troops next took the area around Hsi-Ning, but
were evicted by the veteran pacification general, Tso
Tsung-T'ang, in 1873. From here they fled to
Chinese Turkestan, where they joined forces with
Ya c kub Beg [0.0.], whom they assisted in defending
Dzungaria. They were again defeated by Tso. Ya c kub
Beg died (the cause is unknown) at Kurla in May
1877, precipitating the dissolution of his Kashgharia
amlrate. By this stage severely weakened, Pai and his
followers were forced to flee to Kuca, further
westwards to Aksu, Ush Turfan and eventually into
the Naryn River valley in Russia, where they found
asylum. In 1879 they moved to Pishpek (present-day
Frunze) [q. v. ], where Pai is said to have died of illness
on 22 July 1882.
The descendants of Pai and his followers form the
main stock of the Dungan minority now living in the
Kirghiz, Kazakh and Uzbek Republics of the former
Soviet Union. Recent research suggests that they have
preserved their ethnic identity and some elements of
Chinese Islam. Their first mosques were built in the
Chinese manner, and they still speak Shensi and Kansu dialects, using Chinese in Cyrillic characters.
Bibliography. An Wei-Chun et alii (eds.), Kansu
Hsin T'ung-Chih ("New Kansu province gazetteer"), n.p. 1909; I-Hsin et alii (eds.), P'ing-Ting
Shen-Kan Sinkiang Fang-Lueh ("Documents relating
to the suppression of the Muslim rebellions in Shensi, Kansu and Sinkiang"), repr. of 1896 edition,
Taipei, Cheng-Wen 1968; Mu Shou-Chi (ed.),
Kan-Ning-Ch'ing Shih-Lueh ("Historic records of
Kansu, Ninghsia and Ch'inghai provinces"), repr.
of 1936 ed., Taipei, Kuang-Wen 1973; Pai Shou-I
(ed.), Hui-Min Chi-I ("Collections of documents on
Muslim rebellions during the late Ch'ing period"),
iii-iv, Shanghai, Shen-Chou Kou-K'uan-She 1952;
Svetlana Rimsky-Korsakoff Dyer, Soviet Dungan
kolkhozes in the Kirghiz S.S.R. and the Khazakh S.S.R.,
Oriental Monograph Series, no. 25, A.N.U.
Canberra 1979; Sung Po-Lu et alii (eds.), Shensi Hsu
T'ung-Chi Kao ("New gazetteer of Shensi province"), repr. of 1934 ed., Taipei, Hua-Wen 1969;
Tso Tsung-T'ang, Tso Wen-Hsing-Kung Ch'uan-Chi
("Collected works of Tso Tsung T'ang"), repr. of
1907 ed., Taipei, Wen-Hai 1979; Wan Shu-Tan
(ed.), Sinkiang T'u-Chih ("A gazetteer of Sinkiang
province"), revised ed., T'ien-Chin, Po-Ai 1911.
(CHANG-KUAN LIN)
PAISAJsee PAYSA].
PAK PAT AN, a tahsil in the Montgomery district
of the Pandjab in Pakistan, famous for its association
with Shaykh FarTd-al-Dln Mascud Gandj-i Shakar
[q.v.]. It was founded by a prince of the Yaudhaya
tribe and was named Adjodhan. It appears from
Greek accounts that the place existed at the time of
Alexander's invasion. When Shaykh Farld settled

there, it was a deserted town, having forests full of
ferocious beasts and reptiles. Gradually, it became a
great centre of spiritual culture and people from far
and near were attracted to the djamd^at-khdna of
Shaykh Fand. Ajodhan stood at a strategic place on
the Multan-DihlT road. Caravans and armies passed
through it and carried the Shaykh's fame to different
regions (Fawd^id al-fu^dd, Lucknow 1885, 99; Ibn Battuta, Rihla, Cairo 1928, i, 13). The name Pak Patan
was given by the Mughal emperor Akbar in homage
to the memory of the saint. Situated on a high mound,
it has a complex of buildings: a Friday mosque, tomb
of the Shaykh and his descendants Shaykh Shihab alDln and Shaykh cAla° al-Dm, a sama^-khana (hall for
musical sessions), residential quarters and various
graves.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India1, xix, 3323; Abdullah Chaghtai, Pakpattan and Baba Farid
Ganj-i Shakar, Lahore 1968; Ahmad Nabi Khan,
The mausoleum of Saih ^Ala* al-Dm at Pakpattan (Punjab). A significant example of the Tughluq style of architecture, in EW, N.S., xxix/3-4 (September-December
1974), 311-26; M. Irving, The shrine of Baba Farid
Shakarganj at Pakpattan, injnal. of the Punjab Historical
Society, i/1 (1911), 70-7; D. Ibbetson, A glossary of the
tribes and castes in the Punjab and North-West Frontier
Provinces, Lahore 1914, iii, 342-3; K.A. Nizami,
The life and times of Shaikh Farid-u^d-din Mascud Ganj-i
Shakar, c AHgafh 1955.
(K.A. NIZAMI)
PAKISTAN, the Islamic Republic of Pakistan or
Isldm-i Djumhuriyya-yi Pakistan is bounded by Iran,
Afghanistan, the former Soviet Union, China, India
and the Arabian Sea. It covers an area of 706,495 km 2
and has a population of 114,071,000 (1990 estimate
which includes the population of the disputed state of
Djammu and Kashmir as well as Afghan refugees).
The country is divided into four distinct physical
regions. In the north, sections of the Himalayan and
Karakoram ranges reach an average of more than
6,100 m/20,000 ft. and include some of the world's
highest peaks. The Balucistan plateau to the west and
south-west is a broken highland region crossed by
many ridges. The western portion of the IndoGangetic
plains—the
Indus
valley—extends
southwards from the Potwar plateau to the Arabian
Sea. It is watered by five major rivers—the Indus,
Chenab, Jhelum, Ravi and Satlaj—and their
tributaries, and is Pakistan's most prosperous agricultural region. The Thai, Cholistan and Thar desert
areas are found in the south-east of the country,
bordering on India. The climate is characterised by
extremes of temperature and aridity. A weak form of
tropical monsoon climate occurs over much of the
country with arid conditions in the north and west
where the wet season is from December to March.
Elsewhere, rain is mainly between July and
December. Summer temperatures are high, in places
exceeding 45°C., but the mountains in the north experience cold winters.
Pakistan is made up of the four provinces of the
Pandjab, Sind, Balucistan [q. vv.] and North-West
Frontier Province (NWFP), together with the Tribal
Areas, Gilgit Agency ^q.v. in Suppl.], Islamabad
Capital Territory and Azad Kashmir, whose possession is disputed with India. The bulk of the population
is concentrated in the Indus Valley plain and remains
rural in occupation. Rural to urban migration, however, has resulted in rapidly growing cities such as
Karachi, Lahore, Rawalpindi, Multan, Faysalabad
and Haydarabad, together with the accompanying
problems of inadequate housing and transport
facilities. Pakistan has a developing mixed economy,
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largely based on agriculture, light industries and services. Agriculture, which is almost dependent on an
extensive irrigation system, employs more than 50%
of the labour force and in 1986 provided 26% of GNP
and 45% of foreign exchange earnings. The main
crops are wheat, cotton, maize, sugar cane and rice.
The country is agriculturally self-sufficient although
there are often shortages of staple products. Industry
employs only about 10% of the labour force and produces nearly 20% of GDP. Textiles, especially cotton,
are the main manufacture and leading export commodity. Under-employment is widespread and there
has been significant emigration by professional and
skilled workers, in particular to the Middle East and
Gulf States. Social welfare and health facilities are
limited. Zakdt [q.v.] has been used by governments to
provide funds for welfare provision. Although
primary education is free, less than half the number
of school-aged children attend and literacy remains
limited to only about one-quarter of the population
and only one-sixth of women.
The national language is Urdu, but English is used
in central government and business. The main
regional languages are PandjabT, SindhI, Baluci,
Pashto, Brahui and Siraiki. No single language is
common to the population as a whole. According to
the 1981 census, 96.68% of the population are
Muslims, with Christians (1.55%), Hindus (1.51%),
Parsees and Buddhists making up very small religious
minorities. Most Muslims are Sunnls and belong to
the HanafT school. There is a significant Sh^I minority which is divided into sub-sects, primarily the Ithna
c
Asharis and Isma c flis, both Agha-Khanis and
Bohras. Members of the small but influential sect of
the Ahmadiyya [q.v.] are also found.
Pakistan, which achieved independence on 14
August 1947, was the first modern state to be set up
on the grounds of religion. Its name, meaning "land
of the pure", is said to have been constructed in 1933
by Chaudhri Rahmat CA1I, an Indian Muslim student
at Cambridge, from letters taken from the names of its
component provinces (Pandjab, North-West Frontier
or Afghaniyya, Kashmir, Sind and Balucistan). Its
creation was seen as the logical outcome of the socalled two-nation theory which argued that Indian
Muslims (only about one-fifth of the total population
of India) formed a distinct nation and had the right to
a separate state at independence. The origins of
Pakistan, however, are generally seen as linked to the
effect which British rule in India had on the relationship between the different communities making up the
population of the subcontinent. The interaction of its
impact with processes of religious revival and reform
meant that groups belonging to these communities
gradually came to see themselves as being distinct or
separate in political terms. In this context, the
emergence of the Indian National Congress as the
leading all-Indian political organisation by the beginning of the 20th century helped to bring about a reaction among some Muslims who considered the Congress to be dominated by Hindus and therefore sought
their own political representative. This occurred in
1906 with the formation of the All-India Muslim
League. Suspicion of Congress was especially common in parts of northern India where Muslims,
although a small minority, still enjoyed the legacy of
their former status as rulers of the region during the
period of Mughal rule. They feared that Congress
agitation, Hindu revivalism and constitutional reform
would undermine their position, and hence supported
policies of protecting Muslim "rights" and culture.
Aligarh College, founded by Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan
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[q.v.] in 1877, played an important part in generating
the kind of Muslims who were attracted to this
political path. The diversity of India's Muslims, however, prevented them from coming together in a single
political organisation until the 1940s. Indeed, the intervening years saw periods of collaboration with
Congress, such as 1919-22 when Muslims from all
over India joined with Hindus in the Khilafat-NonCooperation movement [q.v.] to agitate against
British rule. In Muslim majority provinces such as the
Pandjab and Bengal, there was also significant support for provincial parties which represented class
rather than communal interests. League activity remained slack for much of the 1930s, as highlighted by
its poor showing in the provincial elections of 1937.
But constitutional reforms which retained communal
electorates meant that Muslims were increasingly encouraged to think of themselves as a separate political
category, while the growth in communal feeling on
the part of both Hindus and Muslims reinforced this
trend.
The turning point for the League came with the
outbreak of the Second World War. Efforts made at
the centre by its leader, Muhammad CA1I Djinah [q. v. ]
(Jinnah) meant that the British recognised the League
as the representative of Muslim aspirations and, in
the face of Congress opposition to the way in which
India had been taken into the conflict, an alternative
organisation through which to legitimise the war effort. Under these circumstances, in which more
people were listening to what it had to say, the League
in March 1940 issued its Lahore demand for a
separate Muslim state or states, the precise meaning
deliberately vague in order to keep the League's options open. The party's main task was to persuade its
co-religionists in the Muslim majority provinces that
provincial autonomy would not protect their position
if Congress held power at the centre. Gradually, it
won over local landowning and religious elites and
with them their considerable political influence. This
success was reflected in the striking gains made in the
1946 elections in which the League won an overwhelming majority of Muslim seats. Deadlock in
negotiations with Congress, together with growing
communal tension, resulted in a British plan to partition India, including the Pandjab and Bengal which
the League had expected to receive in full. Jinnah,
therefore, was not happy with the "truncated" and
"moth-eaten" state which it was offered, but, with
the alternative of conceding power completely to the
Congress, the League finally accepted this option in
the summer of 1947.
Pakistan faced independence with both strengths
and weaknesses. On the one hand, it could be argued
that, composed of an overwhelming majority of
Muslims, it had the basis of a strong national identity
with which to contemplate the future. On the other
hand, it still had to contend with the fact that,
although predominantly Muslim, its people were
divided ethnically, linguistically, theologically and by
caste and class. In addition, it had the added problem
that its two wings—East and West Pakistan—were
separated by over 1,600 km of Indian territory. In the
event, these obstacles to a united Pakistan proved too
great and the country, in the form that it was created,
survived only 24 years before East Pakistan broke
away to form Bangladesh. Pakistan's new leaders by
and large had supported Jinnah's campaign, not so
much because they desired an Islamic state, but
because Congress rule had become synonymous with
Hindu domination. Islam represented different things
to them, ranging from an ethic on which to base per-
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sonal behaviour within a modern democratic state to
a total way of life requiring a theocracy. With the
removal of the direct threat of a Hindu majority,
these, together with other non-religious differences,
became more apparent. As a result, Pakistan's history
has been characterised by the failure of the new state
to build workable political institutions which could
reflect the diversity present within the country. Provincial rivalry, the intervention of the military in
politics and recourse to Islam as a potential source of
unity have been important features of Pakistan's
political development since 1947. In particular, the
country's "Islamic" identity has generated tensions
within the political system, caused to a great extent by
the need to reconcile Pakistan's creation as a
homeland for Indian Muslims with pressure to
translate it into some kind of more self-consciously
Islamic state.
Pakistan's position in the years immediately following independence was fraught with difficulties. There
was the immense task of resettling about eight million
refugees known as muhddiirs [q.v.] who had begun to
stream across the border at partition, as well as the
need to establish its economy in the aftermath of a war
fought with India over the disputed state of Djammu
and Kashmir. The task of framing a constitution was
entrusted to a Constituent Assembly which also functioned as an interim legislature. The structure of the
state was a federal one, with the Governor-General
and the Constituent Assembly at the centre and
governors and provincial assemblies in the provinces.
Jinnah's death in September 1948 meant that power
passed into the hands of Liyakat c AH Khan [q. v. ] (Liaqat AH Khan), someone who shared his commitment
to a democratic and essentially secular state but whose
power base was considerably weaker. Pakistan had
been created as a state for Indian Muslims, but there
was a significant distinction between this and an
Islamic state. Indeed, Jinnah himself had stressed that
religion was to be an essentially private affair from the
point of view of the state. Liaqat's position, however,
meant that he needed to gain support where he could,
and so in 1949 he wooed the country's religious
spokesmen by issuing a resolution on the aims and objectives of the constitution which emphasised Islamic
values. The debate on the relationship between
religion and the state continued in the Constituent
Assembly where religious groups played an active
role. It was affected by the appointment of Khwaja
Nizamuddin, an individual of great personal piety, as
Governor-General following Liaquat's assassination
in October 1951, as well as by religio-political campaigns such as that led by the Ahrars demanding both
the purification of political life in general and, in
1953, the outlawing of the Ahmadiyya sect in particular. This action led to rioting in some of the country's larger cities, and martial law was imposed to
restore order in Lahore. When Pakistan finally
achieved its first constitution in 1956, it tried to
resolve the debate by accommodating as many different opinions as possible. The constitution embodied the Islamic provisions of the 1949 Objectives
Resolution and declared Pakistan to be an Islamic
republic. Its preamble accepted Allah's sovereignty
over man; Clause 204 envisaged the formation of an
Institute of Islamic Research "to assist in the
reconstruction of Muslim society on a truly Islamic
basis"; and Clause 205 reiterated that "all new laws
were to conform to the Kur3an and Sunna" and no
existing law would be repugnant to them. In reality,
however, these provisions were little more than a
statement of intent as no mechanisms were actually

established to determine whether or not a law was unIslamic. The constitution also confirmed the merger
of the West Pakistani provinces into One Unit carried
out in 1955 to create parity between the two wings of
the country. This was an attempt to reconcile East
Pakistani differences with the centre, which Bengalis
saw as dominated by West Pakistani interests and
which had been reflected in the crushing defeat of the
Muslim League in provincial elections in East
Pakistan in 1954. Finally, the power of the militarybureaucratic elite was reflected in the far-reaching
powers granted to the President in relation to the
federal and provincial parliaments.
Growing factionalism and economic problems reinforced disillusionment with politicians, and meant
that there was little opposition when the military
under General Ayyub Khan (Ayub Khan) intervened
by instituting martial law in October 1958. In March
1962 Pakistan received its second constitution. This
constructed a more centralised system of government,
with the executive branch under the full control of an
indirectly-elected President chosen by an electoral college of Basic Democrats. The powers of the central
and provincial legislatures were severely restricted but
parity between East and West Pakistan was preserved. Initially, the constitution did not envisage
political parties but subsequently a restricted role
was engineered for them. Modernisation was the
watchword for Ayub's regime. Accordingly, his
government displayed a modernising zeal in relation
to the role of Islam. Unlike its predecessor, the constitution did not at least initially call Pakistan an
"Islamic republic" (the adjective had been dropped
in 1958 and it was not until the Amendment of 1963
that the title was restored), nor did it recognise the
Kur3an and the Sunna as the sole inspiration for the
country's law. It did, however, reiterate that no law
should be repugnant to Islam and established various
councils to advise on these matters. All the same, the
government was not popular with religious leaders
who objected to the treatment of Islam in the 1962
constitution. It confirmed their alienation, much
enhanced by the Family Laws Ordinance of 1961
which had included notable reforms such as the
restricting of polygamy. Religio-political parties, such
as the Djamacat-i Islam! led by Mawlana Sayyid Abu
'l-cAla° Mawdudl [q. v. ], increased their support.
Modernisation under Ayub, however, took place
above all in the economic field, which experienced increased growth during the 1960s. But this growth was
unevenly distributed, and the imbalance between East
and West Pakistan increased, leading to greater disquiet among Bengalis. Despite victory over Miss
Fatima Jinnah in the presidential election of January
1965, Ayub's problems mounted in the aftermath of
an unsuccessful war against India also in 1965. In
March 1969 the strength of opposition to his government finally forced him to hand over responsibility to
General Yahya Khan, who once again placed the
country under martial law.
Yahya immediately set about dismantling Ayub's
political system. In March 1970 he published the
Legal Framework Order which defined Pakistan as a
federal democratic republic with a Muslim head of
state; representation was once again to be on the basis
of population rather than parity between east and
west; and West Pakistan was redivided into its former
provinces. Elections were held in December 1970 but
produced the unexpected result of a decisive victory
for the East Pakistani Awami League with 167 out of
300 seats. Faced with the loss of power at the centre
and the Awami League's call for virtual autonomy for
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East Pakistan, West Pakistani politicians, notably
Zulfikar Ali (Dhu '1-Fikar CA1I) Bhutto, leader of the
Pakistan People's Party (PPP), decided to boycott the
National Assembly. The country's military leadership, equally dismayed by the shift in power which
was taking place, cooperated by suspending the
Assembly. This in turn led the Awami League's
leader, Shaikh Mujibur Rahman, to call for complete
secession. The Pakistani authorities launched Operation Searchlight and arrested Mujib, but a stalemate
ensued which was only broken with the entry of India
into the war in December 1971 on the side of the
Bengalis. With its help, the East Pakistani Mukli
Bahini (Bengali freedom fighters) took Dhaka (Dacca)
and established the independent state of Bangladesh
in January 1972.
The main victor in what remained of Pakistan was
Bhutto, who established a patriotic image for himself
at negotiations at the United Nations in New York
and was sworn in as President following Yahya's
resignation at the end of December 1971. Pakistan's
third constitution adopted in April 1973 sought to
reach consensus on the sharing of power between the
federal government and the provinces, the divisions of
responsibility between President and Prime Minister,
and the role of Islam in politics. Bhutto's advocacy of
Islamic socialism led to little tangible change but did
provide, in the short term, a way of keeping Islamic
fundamentalism at arm's length. The populism of his
economic and social programme was also successful at
first, but its failure to live up to popular expectations
led to growing disillusionment with his government.
This was reinforced by increasingly autocratic tendencies on the part of Bhutto and other PPP members.
The drift to the opposition, in particular to religiopolitical alternatives, gathered pace and demonstrated
its threat during elections in March 1977. Although
the PPP won a large victory, the opposition coalition,
known as the Pakistan National Alliance (PNA),
claimed that massive vote rigging had taken place.
Mounting protest brought chaos to Pakistan's cities
and Bhutto was himself forced to proclaim martial
law. Eventually, the military under the Chief of Staff
of the Army, General Muhammad Diya3 al-Hakk
(Zia-ul Haq), took over power in July 1977.
The new military regime, in line with its Operation
Fairplay, announced that it intended to restore
democracy and that fresh elections would be held
within 90 days. Following Bhutto's arrest in early
September on charges of attempted murder, however,
these elections were postponed, supposedly to allow
for Bhutto's trial to take place. In reality, it was clear
that Bhutto remained the only politician with mass
national appeal. Bhutto was eventually hanged in
April 1979 following a Supreme Court review of the
case, but elections promised for November 1979 were
again postponed, political parties banned and strict
censorship imposed on the press. Meanwhile, Zia had
proclaimed himself President. In February 1979, he
embarked on his programme of Islamisation by introducing Islamic criminal punishments. Zia's own
strongly held religious views, however, did not
disguise the political motives which were at the root of
his policies on Islam. Zia firmly believed that
Pakistan's political system had to be Islamised in
order ostensibly to forge national unity, and he used
Islamisation as a populist weapon to disarm the moral
opposition to his regime. His determination was
helped by changes in the international climate caused
by the Soviet Union's intervention in Afghanistan in
December 1979. Substantial support provided by the
United States and Muslim countries such as Saudi
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military while the influx of millions of Afghan
refugees produced enormous amounts of foreign
economic aid. In March 1981, despite the failure of a
specially-appointed committee of scholars, jurists and
c
u/ama 3 to reach a consensus on recommendations for
the structure of an Islamic system of government, Zia
promulgated a Provisional Constitutional Order
which allowed martial law to continue indefinitely and
gave the President powers to amend the constitution.
Its main provisions included the setting up of a
Madjlis-i Shurd or Federal Consultative Council on the
grounds that parliamentary democracy was not compatible with Islam. Partisan political activity, however, was allowed to resume gradually albeit subject to
official censure. An amendment to the Political Parties Act of 1962 meant that parties could be denied
registration if their manifestos did not include Islamic
provisions. A referendum held in December 1984
Arabia allowed him to strengthen the position of the
confirmed Zia's Islamisation policy, which included
economic reforms to the banking system as well as the
controversial Zina Ordinance, which limited the role
and rights of women. Opposition groups strongly contested the result. The official majority of 98% was also
taken as a mandate for Zia to remain in office for a
further five years.
National and provincial elections, boycotted by the
opposition, were held on a non-party basis the following February and Muhammad Khan Junejo was appointed Prime Minister. By then, however, Zia had
moved to concentrate political power even more firmly in presidential hands by promulgating an order
which introduced sweeping changes in the 1973 constitution. Martial law was eventually lifted in
December 1985 and the constitution, in its amended
form, restored in full. Zia remained President as well
as Chief of Staff for the Army which effectively
redefined the relationship between civilians and the
army. In January 1986 Junejo revived the Pakistan
Muslim League and later in the year Benazir Bhutto,
daughter of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, returned from exile
to lead the PPP. Anti-government agitation increased, as did levels of ethnic violence in the province of
Sind and in Karachi in particular. Zia stepped in to
dissolve the national and provincial assemblies in May
1988, accusing them of corruption, and once again
announced elections within 90 days. As before they
were postponed until November 1988, but in August
Zia himself was killed in an unexplained aircrash
along with other senior military officers and the
United States ambassador to Pakistan. The Chairman
of the Senate, Ghulam Ishaq Khan, became acting
President and proclaimed a state of emergency promising that the elections would take place as scheduled later in the year.
Benazir Bhutto's PPP failed to win an overall majority but, with the help of coalition partners, came to
power as the largest party in the new National
Assembly, and Bhutto herself became the first woman
in modern history to be elected premier of a Muslim
state. Ghulam Ishaq Khan was subsequently chosen
by an electoral college to serve a five-year term as
President. In the context of severe economic difficulties and mounting ethnic violence in Sind, Bhutto's hold on power became increasingly tenuous. The
government's failure to introduce a populist socioeconomic
programme
increased
widespread
dissatisfaction, and party members were also
dismayed at their leaders' attempts to win over the opposition by apparently compromising the party's
position.
In August 1990, the President dismissed Bhutto
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and an interim premier, Ghulam Mustafa Jatoi, was
appointed. Elections were held in October in which
the opposition Islam! Djumhurl Ittihad (IJI) and its
allies won convincing victories on both the national
and provincial level. All four provinces returned antiPPP majorities. While the voting was generally considered to be free of rigging, the low turn-out of no
more than 50% reflected continuing popular disillusionment with the political process. The IJI leader,
Nawaz Sharif, a PandjabI industrialist and former
protege of Zia, was sworn in as Prime Minister.
Pakistan was badly affected by the Gulf crisis 1990-91.
Remittances from workers employed in the Middle
East, already declining, dropped further, and the
government was caught in a dilemma between
honouring long-standing alliances with the West and
strong pro- c lrak sentiment at home. In the event,
Pakistani troops were sent to Saudi Arabia with the
provision that they did not come under United States
command. In 1991, the government succeeded in
passing the Shariat Bill which confirmed Pakistan as
an Islamic state but which, like previous attempts at
legislating Islamic principles into the constitution, appeared to lack the necessary mechanisms to give much
weight to the changes which it introduced.
Bibliography: For the growth of Muslim
separatism, the Muslim League and the demand for
Pakistan, see P. Hardy, The Muslims of British India,
Cambridge 1972; F. Robinson, Separatism among Indian Muslims: the politics of the United Provinces'
Muslims, 1860-1923, Cambridge 1974; G. Minault,
The Khilafat Movement: religious symbolism and political
modernization in India, Columbia 1982; A. Jalal, The
sole spokesman: Jinnah, the Muslim League and the demand for Pakistan, Cambridge 1985; D. Gilmartin,
Empire and Islam, Berkeley 1989; and as a bridge between pre-independence and post-independence
trends, Aziz Ahmad, Islamic modernism in India and
Pakistan, 1857-1964, Oxford 1967. For Pakistan's
own subsequent history, focusing in particular on
the interaction between religion, the state and the
military, see: L. Binder, Religion and politics in
Pakistan, Berkeley 1961; L. Ziring, The Ayub era,
politics in Pakistan, 1958-69, Syracuse 1971; K.K.
Aziz, Party politics in Pakistan, 1947-1958, Islamabad
1976; SJ. Burki, Pakistan under Bhutto, 1971-1977,
London 1980; Khalid B. Sayeed, Politics in Pakistan:
the nature and direction of change, New York 1980; S.P.
Cohen, The Pakistan Army, Berkeley 1984; Hasan
Askari Risvi, The military and politics in Pakistan:
1947-86, Lahore 1986; O. Noman, Pakistan: political
and economic history since 1947, London 1990; and A.
Jalal, The state of martial rule: the origins of Pakistan's
political economy of defence, Cambridge 1990. The
break-up of Pakistan and the secession of
Bangladesh are examined in: R. Jahan, Pakistan:
failure in national integration, New York 1972; and T.
Maniruzzaman, The Bangladesh revolution and its aftermath, Dhaka 1980; while M. Ayub Khan, Friends not
masters: a political autobiography, London 1967; and
Zulfikar All Bhutto, If I am assassinated ..., New
Delhi 1979, provide valuable insights on their
regimes.
(SARAH ANSARI)
PALAHANG (P.), Ottoman Turkish form
pdldheng, literally "string, rope, halter, cord", is applied to the belt worn around the waist by dervishes,
especially the Bektashis [see BEKTASHIYYA], and on
which is fixed a disc of stone (of jasper, found near the
tomb of Hadjdji Bektash at Hadjdji Bektash Koy in
Anatolia, of crystal or of translucent stone from
Nadjaf in c lrak) with twelve flutings at the edge; these
are said by the Bektashis to symbolise the Twelve

Imams, the Twelve Disciples of Jesus or even the
Twelve Tribes of Israel (see J.K. Birge, The Bektashi
order of dervishes, London-Hartford 1937, 255-6, 268
and illustr. no. 10, object 8). Its introduction is ascribed to the push-neshm or master of the tekke at HadjdjT
Bektash Koy in the time of sultan Bayezld II (ibid.,
57).
Very similar in shape and substance is the smaller,
twelve-fluted disc worn on a cord, sometimes with
smaller stones strung along the cord (the durr-i Nedjef
"pearls of Nadjaf), around the neck and called the
teslim tashi"stone of submission", given to the young
dervish at the end of his novitiate (see ibid. , 2 1 7 , 2334, 247, 270, and illustr. no. 10, object 4).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Th. Ippen, Skutari und die nordalbanische
Kiistenebene, Sarajevo 1907, 78 (with reference to the
Bektashis of Kruja in Albania); J.P. Brown, The
dervishes or oriental spiritualism1, ed. H.A. Rose, London 1927^214.
(F. BABINGER-[ED.])
PAL AM AW ("place of refuge"), the name of what
is now a D i s t r i c t in the Bihar State of the Indian
Union. It straddles the plateau region of Ghota
Nagpur. It was also the name of two fortresses
which were built by the Radjput Cero Radjas of
Palamaw, which were attacked in the middle decades
of the llth/17th century by the Mughal commander
Dawud Khan Kurayshl, who made the Radjas
tributary and erected several fine Islamic buildings at
Palamaw. In the early years of the 20th century,
Muslims constituted 8% of the population of the
District.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India2, xix, 33444; and see BIHAR.
(Eo.)
PALANPUR, a former, Muslim-ruled p r i n c e l y
s t a t e of India, now in Gujarat State of the Indian
Union but in British Indian times included in the
Western India States Agency. The territory incorporated in this agency included the area formerly
known as Kathiawar together with the Cutch and
Palanpur agencies. Its creation in October 1924
marked the end of the political control of the Government of Bombay and the beginning of direct relations
with the Government of India. The old Palanpur
Agency with its headquarters at the town of Palanpur
was a group of states in Gudjarat [q. v. ] lying between
23° 25' and 24° 41' N. and 71° 16' and 71° 46' E.
It was bounded on the north by the Radjput states of
Udaypur and Sirohi; on the east by the Mahl Kantha
Agency; on the south by the state of Baroda and
Kathiawar; and on the west by the Rann of Cutch.
The state of Palanpur was conquered towards the
end of the 10th/16th century by Lohani Pathans,
subsequently known as Djaloris. A short account of its
history under the Mughal emperors will be found in
the Gazetteer of Bombay, v, 318-24, and in the Mir^dt-i
Ahmadi (Ethe, no. 3599, fol. 741). British relations
with this state date back to the year 1809, when,
through British influence, arrangements were made
for the payment of tribute to the Gaekwar of Baroda
(Aitchison, vi, no. Ixxxix). This engagement was further strengthened by an agreement signed on
November 28, 1817 (op. cit., no. xci). In 1848, the appointment of an agent from the Gaekwar was abolished and the finances of the state remained under
British supervision until 1874, when the ruler of
Palanpur was entrusted with the management of his
own finances.
Palanpur was still ruled by its princes up to 1947
and the merging of the princely states within the Indian Union by Lohani Pathans. It had in 1933 a
population of 264,179, of whom 245,000 spoke
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GudjaratI, when the distribution of population according to religion was as follows: Hindus, 222,714;
Muslims, 28,690 and Jains, 12,542. Since Partition,
many of the Muslims have emigrated to Pakistan.
Bibliography:
C.U.
Aitchison,
Treaties,
engagements and sanads, vi, 1909; Census of India, x,
The Western States Agency, Bombay 1933; Gazetteer of
the Bombay Presidency, v, Bombay 1880; Imperial gazetteer of India2, xix, 345-55; CA1T Muhammad Khan,
Mir^dt-i Ahmadi (India Office, Ethe, nos. 35973599); Selections from the records of the Bombay Government, no. xxv, 1856.
(C.C. DAVIES)
PALEMBANG, the c a p i t a l c i t y of the province of
Sumatera Selatan (South Sumatra) in Indonesia,
situated on the shores of the Musi river. It lies in long.
104° 45' E. and lat. 2°59' S., and has a population
of ca. 790,000 (1990), of whom some 85% are
Muslims.
The area of Palembang, united with neighbouring
Malayu (Jambi), was the centre of the (Mahayana-)
Buddhist empire of Sri Vidjaya (4th-14th centuries
A.D.), renowned especially in the 8th-10th centuries
for its famous study centres for Buddhism and Sanskrit. After the l l t h century, tantric Kala-CakraBuddhism with a strong magical component became
dominant. In 1377 Palembang was conquered and
partly destroyed by the ruler of Madjapahit, the great
Hindu-Javanese empire (14th-15th centuries). A
royal prince, after his escape, founded Malacca [q. v. ]
in 1403 and became its first sultan after adopting
Islam in 1413. The Javanese-Chinese adipati of
Palembang, Arya Damar (after his conversion to
Islam: Arya Dilah = cAbd Allah, 859-91/1455-86),
became the ancestor of the later sultans of "Palembang Darussalam". Sultan Susuhunan Arya Kusuma
c
Abd ar-Rahlm (1069-1118/1659-1706) was the first
ruler to adopt this title. After a power struggle between Sultan Mahmud Badaruddin and Sultan
Ahmad Najamuddin in 1811-21, a struggle used by
the British and Dutch for their conflicting interests,
the Dutch finally exiled the last sultan, Najamuddin's
son, in 1825, following a last abortive attempt to
regain his independence. Thus the history of the
sultanate came to an end.
In the second half of the 18th century especially,
some Muslim scholars from Palembang achieved international fame, such as cAbd al-Samad al-Palimbanl
[q. v. ]. At present, Palembang is the site of an influential Institut Agama Islam Negeri (State Islamic Institute,
IAIN], to promote Islamic education.
Bibliography. M.O. Woelders, Het sultanaat
Palembang, 's-Gravenhage 1975 (= VKI 72);
G.W.J. Drewes, Directions for travellers on the mystic
path, The Hague 1977; Taufik Abdullah, Beberapa
aspek perkembangan Islam di Sumatera Selatan, in
K.H.O. Gadjahnata (ed.), Masuk dan berkembangnya
Islam di Sumatera Selatan, Jakarta 1986, 53-66.
(O. SCHUMANN)
PAMIRS, the name (of unknown etymology) of a
m o u n t a i n m a s s i f of Inner Asia. Its core is in the
modern Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous oblast of
the former USSR, but it spills over into Kirghizia and
Tadjikistan to the north and west, and into the
Sinkiang Uighur Autonomous Region of China to the
east, and Afghanistan (including the Wakhan corridor) and Pakistani Kashmir (Azad Kashmir) to the
south. Comprised mainly of east-west-running
ranges, its many river valleys being right-bank affluents of the upper Oxus (here called the Pandj "Five
[rivers]", its mountains reach a height of 7,495
m/24,584 ft. on Communism Peak. It is extremely
thinly populated: the population of the western
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Pamirs is in the main ethnically Tadjik and IsmacHl
Sm^T in faith, whilst that of the eastern Pamirs is
mainly Turkish Kirghiz and SunnI Muslim (some of
these last, from the Wakhan corridor, fled via Gilgit
and eventually settled in Turkey after the 1978 Communist takeover in Afghanistan; see MUHADJIR. 2. In
Turkey and the Ottoman lands, at vol. VII, 353b). As
a typical refuge area, it is in the Pamirs region that
there survive certain archaic eastern Iranian
languages, such as ShughnI, Ishkashmi, WakhT,
YazghulamI, Sangllcl, MundjI, etc. [see IRAN, iii.
Languages, in Suppl.].
Being so topographically and climatically unattractive to all but a few agriculturists in the valleys and
nomads on the plateaux, the only part of the region of
historical significance has been the upper Oxus valley,
along which an important commercial route led to
passes across the Hindu Kush [q. v. ] mountains to the
Pandihlr [q. v. ] valley of Afghanistan and southwards
into Citral [q.v.] and Gilgit [q.v. in Suppl.]. It was
doubtless for this reason that the region was known to
the Chinese, with Shughnan [q.v. ] appearing in
Chinese sources, such as the travel account of the early 7th century Buddhist pilgrim Hsiien-Tsang, as Shek^i-nior "the kingdom of the five She-ni (gorges)", apparently referring to the Oxus's name here of Panclj.
In Islamic times, al-Ya c kubT, Bulddn, 292, tr. Wiet,
109,
mentions, the principality in
"upper
Tukharistan" [q.v.] of (?) Khumar-Beg or KhumarTigln, ruler of Shikinan (Shughnan) and Badakhshan
[q. v. ]; the people there were still pagan, though apparently tributary to adjoining Muslim princes (see
Ibn Hawkal, ed. Kramers, 467, tr. Kramers and
Wiet/449-50; Barthold, Turkestan3, 65). TheHududal^dlam (4th/10th century) situates in the Pamirs region
the "Gate to Tibet", dar-i Tubbat, and the seat of the
malik of Wakhan at Ishkamish, its chef-lieu (tr.
Minorsky, 120-1, § 26.12-18, comm. 363-9; cf. Marquart, Erdnsahr, 224-6).
Towards the end of the 13th century, Marco Polo
passed through the Pamirs region, from Badakhshan
to the Wakhan valley and thence northwards to
Kashghar [q.v.]; he describes the sparse inhabitants
there as warlike Muslims, with a chief called (?) None
(Yule-Cordier, The book of Ser Marco Polo3, London
1903, i, 170-9 and Itinerary map no. III).
Subsequently, the upper Oxus region of the Pamirs
was mainly under the political authority of Nizari
IsmacTlT hereditary mirs based on Shughnan, who
managed to survive pressure and attacks from the
local Tlmurid governors; this isolated IsmacTlT community has been significant for its role in preserving
many theological and legal texts of the sect (see F.
Daftary, The Ismd^ilis: their history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, 436, 441, 486-7, 544). Toward the end
of the 19th century, the upper Oxus/Pandj river was
established, after disputes between the Amir of
Afghanistan cAbd al-Rahman Khan [ q . v . ] , the Amir
of Bukhara and the Russians, as the political boundary between Russian Central Asia and Afghanistan
(the Russo-Afghan Agreement of 1895) (see L.
Dupree, Afghanistan, Princeton 1973, 424).
Bibliography: Given in the article, but see also
BSE1, xix, 127-9, and the bibls. to BADAKHSHAN.
SHUGHNAN and WAKHAN.

(C.E. BoSWORTH)

PAN-ARABISM, an ideology a d v o c a t i n g an
overall u n i o n of A r a b s (wahdatal-^Arab, al-wahdaal^Arabiyya). Ideologues of Pan-Arabism have consistently recommended such union on the basis of
several elements of commonality: (a) Language and
culture, considered the ultimate expression of the entire Arab nation and one of its major links with the
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past (including the Islamic past; many Arabs have expressed their nationalism in Islamic terms), (b)
History, preoccupation with which afforded immersion in a common past glory differing from the 20thcentury situation, (c) Ethnic-origins, increasingly
called "race" in the first half of the 20th century, (d)
Territorial contiguity from the coasts of Morocco to
those of clrak and Sacudi Arabia, which maintained a
common culture and history and could naturally promote political and economic relations. The methods
advocated and variously attempted generally focused
on the establishment of federations and confederations
as a step towards a general union, to be achieved
either by persuasion or force.
The history of Pan-Arabism is largely a record of
these attempts. In the early 20th century, several
writers and journalists, such as Negib Azoury, discussed the Arab nation in terms of long-extant
primordial sentiments. Their works were mostly read
by relatively small elitist circles, however, and rarely
served as guidelines for achieving an all-Arab union.
Only after the end of the First World War, with the
consequent breakdown of the Ottoman Empire and
the establishment of mandated Arab entities [see MANDATES], were political moves made by several Arab
leaders towards federating Arab-inhabited territories.
The Hashimite rulers in c lrak and Transjordan were
prominently active in this sphere.
The long-range aim of Faysal I [q.v. ] of c lrak was
to establish a confederation, embracing c lrak, Syria,
Transjordan, Palestine and the Hidjaz. He sought to
bolster his own position and that of his country in a
highly competitive environment, while gaining access
to Mediterranean shores. French-mandated Syria was
the key to Faysal's success or failure; he strove to persuade the Syrians, French and British of his plans'
feasibility. Certain nationalist groups supported
Faysal and his Pan-Arab plans during the 1920s and
1930s, not only in c lrak, but in Syria as well. In the
Pan-Islamic Congress that convened in Jerusalem in
1931 [see PAN-ISLAMISM], a group of activists from
Damascus and Jerusalem met and drew up a PanArab charter, whose first paragraph declared the indivisibility of the Arab nation and Arab lands. PanArabists from c lrak, Lebanon and Egypt proclaimed
their solidarity with this charter. Plans to convene an
all-Arab congress in 1932 floundered, however,
because of the strife between c lrak and Sacudl Arabia,
as well as British opposition.
Following Faysal I's death in 1933, his brother
c
Abd Allah [<7-fl.], then Amir of Transjordan, intensified his own efforts at achieving a partial Arab
union. Having been involved in Syria's affairs in the
1920s, in the succeeding decade cAbd Allah renewed
his plans to create a confederation of Transjordan
with Syria (and clrak and Palestine, eventually), with
himself as its ruler. Once the British had ousted the
Vichy French forces from Syria, he again tried to promote his Greater Syria project, persisting in these efforts after the Second World War as well. His failure
was due not only to Sacudl opposition and Egyptian
reservations, but also to the activities of the clrakl
Prime Minister Nun al-Sac!d [q.v.], who was working
along the same lines on behalf of his own state, attempting to persuade the British to help in shaping up
a union among c lrak, Syria and Palestine (including
Transjordan). cAbd Allah, however, opposed this
scheme, which would have diminished his own
chances of heading such a union. Another complicating factor was a proposal in 1936-7 by cAbd alc
Aziz Al Sacud [q. v. ], King of Sacudl Arabia, to set up
an Arab federation headed by himself.

The more factors involved in such moves, the less
practicable they became. Even Egypt joined these efforts. Since the early 20th century, a significant part
of the political spectrum had identified with supranational objectives and defined itself in Pan-Arab or
Pan-Islamic terms, based on the commonality of the
Arabic culture and language for an all-Arab nation.
Egyptian Pan-Islamists, too, considered Pan-Arabism
as a vital step in the struggle for their own ideals. In
the 1930s, political groups advocated Pan-Arabism,
emphasising Egypt's solidarity with Arabs elsewhere.
At the same time, elitist groups in c lrak and Syria expressed themselves in similar political language.
Cultural cooperation among Arab governments and
other organisations also increased in the 1930s and
early 1940s, much of it expressed in political action;
cultural and professional associations were formed
and politico-literary conventions held. Pan-Arab terminology was increasingly employed by these groups
and others.
Towards the end of the Second World War, chiefly
after 1943, Arab wishes and British interests combined to bring about consultations for the establishment of the Arab League (D^dmi^at al-duwal alc
Arabiyya, literally, the League of Arab States [see
AL-DJAMI C A AL- C ARABIYYA in Suppl.]). A preparatory
committee met in 1944 and the League itself was
set up in Cairo in the following year by Egypt, Sacudl
Arabia, c lrak, Syria, Lebanon, Transjordan and
Yemen (along with a representative of Palestine's
Arabs). It has meanwhile grown to comprise twentytwo states, including Mauritania, Somalia and
Djibuti. The League, the most important organisational instrument of Pan-Arabism, could not have
been founded without the increase in the number of
factors propounding Arab unity; its rather limited
political success, on the other hand, reflects strong
elements of divisiveness. The League's main objective
has been to promote all-Arab unity through cooperation and policy coordination amongst its member
states in economics, culture, health, law, communications and social affairs. Its committees have achieved
results in all these areas, but much less so in politics
and military matters, due to clashes of interests
amongst its members and power struggles between
rival groups of members states. Paragraph 7 of the
League's charter, which allows for vetoing any decision, reflected this situation. Consequently, cardinal
decisions in inter-state relations have been reached by
direct negotiations between the states, not via the
Arab League, where members agree to disagree. The
League's most important service to Pan-Arabism remains its very existence as a regional organisation of
sovereign Arab states, a framework for debate and
consultation amongst its members and an instrument
for crisis management, as in its mediation in the civil
war in Lebanon during the 1980s (it failed, however,
in its attempt to mediate between clrak and Kuwayt
in 1990).
Twelve summit meetings of Arab heads-of-state or
their delegates took place between 1964 and 1982 in
various capitals. These were useful occasions to coordinate policies regarding the Palestine problem and to
attempt to resolve conflicts of interest among Arab
states. They accomplished but little, however, insofar
as rapprochement was concerned. More meaningful
were various moves for unification, starting with
Egypt and Syria (in February 1958), soon joined by
Yemen, and the Clraki-Jordanian unification shortly
thereafter. These, however, proved ephemeral, as did
several similar moves, e.g. in North Africa. While
widely proclaimed as steps towards an all-Arab union,
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they were regarded by many as merely intended to
serve regional self-interests. Djamal cAbd al-Nasir
[q. v. in Suppl.] did succeed in arousing Pan-Arab sentiment in Egypt and elsewhere, especially during the
1950s; he was seen by many as a natural leader of a
future Arab union. Similarly, various groups and
political parties, chiefly in Syria and Lebanon, strove
to promote Pan-Arabism. Of these, the most important was the Bacth movement. Its particular importance lies in its widespread impact (it has numerous
branches in various Arab countries), due to its PanArab appeal mingled with a version of neo-Marxism.
Furthermore, the continuous rule of rival Bacth factions in Syria (since 1963) and clrak (since 1970) implies that the movement is indeed capable of enforcing
its ideology: Syria did so by becoming a neardominant force in Lebanon since 1990 (Arab critics,
however, accuse it of "Pan-Syrianism" rather than
Pan-Arabism); and c lrak by raising irredentist claims
against Iran in both the Shatt al-cArab and Khuzistan
since the early 1980s, then in Kuwayt in 1990.
Still, the failure of Pan-Arabism to achieve any
meaningful results during the entire 20th century has
led several Arab intellectuals to mourn "The end of
Arabism" as in the title of a much-discussed essay by
Fouad Ajami (Foreign Affairs [Winter 1978-9]). Ajami
argued that the myth of Pan-Arabism had been
declining, possibly since the 1967 war, supplanted by
the particularist interests and national ideologies of individual Arab states. He also mentioned the
minorities, such as the Christians in Lebanon, who
oppose Pan-Arabism that would submerge them. Not
even Libya's Mu c ammar Kadhdhaft could revive
Pan-Arabism, according to Ajami. Other Arabs
replied, asserting that Pan-Arabism was alive and
well. Centres for Studies on Arab Unity (Markaz
dirdsdt al-wahda al-^Arabiyyd) in Cairo and Beirut strive
to prove this. Whatever the issues, Pan-Arabism,
while declaratively still popular, appears underrated
in practice by certain new elites which are more
oriented towards other universalist ideologies (such as
Pan-Islamism), state nationalism, or socio-economic
problems of development. Nevertheless, the outpouring of emotional support among Arab masses in
several countries for Saddam Husayn and his c lraki
policies in 1990-2 is an indication that the latent ideal
of Pan-Arab unity is maintained and chiefly observable among Sunnls.
Bibliography: A bibliography on Arab nationalism (with little on Pan-Arabism, however) is
F. Clements, The emergence of Arab nationalism from the
nineteenth century to 1921, Wilmington, Delaware
1976. This is updated by P.J. Vatikiotis's Between
Arabism and Islam, in MRS, xxii/4 (Oct. 1986), 57686. For the Arab League: Asher Goren, Ha-Liga hac
Aravit 1945-1954 (Hebrew: The Arab League, 19451954}, Tel Aviv 1954; Michel Laissy, Du
Panarabisme a la Ligue Arabe, Paris 1948; B.Y.
Boutros-Ghali, The Arab League 1945-1955, New
York 1955; Muhammad Khalil, The Arab States and
the Arab League: A documentary record, 1-11, Beirut
1962; R.W. MacDonald, The League of Arab States:
a study in the dynamics of regional organization,
Princeton, NJ. 1965; Hussein A. Hassouna, The
League of Arab States and regional disputes: A study of
Middle East conflicts, Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. 1975;
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PAN-ISLAMISM (in Arabic al-Wahda al-Isldmiyya;
in Ottoman Turkish Ittihdd-l Islam, in modern
Turkish Islam ittihadi), the ideology aiming at a
comprehensive u n i o n of all M u s l i m s i n t o one
e n t i t y , thus restoring the situation prevalent in early
Islam. The religious element of the unity of all
Muslims had been advocated since the days of
Muhammad, but acquired an added political
significance in the 19th century. The Turkish term
was used politically by Turkish writers and journalists
since the 1860s, while "Pan-Islam" seems to have
been coined by Arminius Vambery in early 1878
(probably on the model of "Pan-Slavism") and then
was popularised by the French journalist Gabriel
Charmes in his articles in the Revue des Deux Mondes of
1881-2, reprinted in bookform as L'Avenir de la Turquie: le Panislamisme (Paris 1883). Charmes's main
argument was that the Sultan cAbd ul-Hamld II [q.v. ]
was urging Muslims to unite against France's invasion of Tunisia. Charmes was not far off the mark,
which is probably why his writings stirred serious concern in French and other European chancelleries. In
reaction to the loss of Cyprus (1878), Tunisia (1881)
and Egypt (1882), both orthodox and secular intellectuals energetically strove to formulate political
ideologies and recommend pragmatic steps directed
against European penetration—political, military,
economic and missionary.
Hence, political Pan-Islam originated essentially as
a defensive policy, mainly aimed at saving all
Muslims from foreign, non-Muslim domination by
uniting them. Not surprisingly, then, this movement
came into being during the last third of the 19th century, when European colonialism reached its peak,
and the Great Powers of the day were already ruling
many foreign territories and carving out others for
themselves. Not a few of these were densely inhabited
by Muslim populations. The few independent
Muslim states of the day—Afghanistan, Persia, the
Ottoman Empire and Morocco—troubled by internal
economic, social and political dissension, also felt
threatened externally by European expansionism. Of
these, Afghanistan and Morocco were rather
peripheral, geographically, while Persia, overwhelmingly Sh^I, was less suited than others to promote a
Pan-Islamic policy among preponderantly Sunni
populations. The Ottoman Empire, both centrally
located and territorially the largest, was decidedly
more appropriate.
c
Abd ul-Hamld II subsidised several Pan-Islamic
ideologues (such as Djamal al-Dln al-Afghanl [q.v.]),
to write and publish in Turkish, Arabic or Persian, as
well as agents to spread Pan-Islamic propaganda—both openly and covertly—within and without the Ottoman Empire. This sultan claimed to be the caliph
[see KHALIFA], therefore leader and commander of all
Muslims everywhere, in the old tradition of Islam
where spiritual and temporal rule were one. The
propaganda which he fostered, intended to offset as
far as possible the Empire's military and economic
weakness, seems to have had two major policy objec-

tives: (a) Favouring the central government over the
periphery, and the Ottoman Empire's Muslims at the
expense of others, in education, official and economic
opportunities; special attention was given in this context to Turks and Arabs, and less to Albanians and
Bosnians, (b) Launching a major effort to recruit the
Empire's Muslims and many others outside it, in
response to the activities of some of the Powers who
were encouraging nationalist and secessionist trends
among the Empire's Muslims; the sultan-caliph could
threaten these Powers with incitement of the Muslims
in their empires (French, British and Russian, in particular). The results of cAbd ul-Hamld II's PanIslamic policies were modest in practice: expressions
of support and fund-raising, particularly during times
of war, as with Greece over Crete in 1897. However,
his efforts were taken seriously enough by several
European Powers, which refrained from attacking the
Ottoman Empire while cAbd ul-Hamld was engaged
in Pan-Islamic and other activities.
Following cAbd ul-Hamld's deposition in 1909, Italy invaded Tripolitania, and the Balkan peoples annexed some additional Ottoman territories to bolster
their independence. The Young Turks, less dedicated
to Pan-Islam (some of them were even lukewarm in
their religious commitment), did not hesitate to exploit it in the First World War. The Ottoman declaration of war on 11 November 1914 was accompanied
by a proclamation of djihdd [q. v . } , and the pronouncement of five fatwas, or legal opinions, by the Sheykh
ul-Islam. These ordered all Muslims everywhere to
unite and join the Ottoman Empire, with life and property, in the djihdd against Russia, Great Britain and
France. Separate circulars, sent out by the Young
Turks, defined the aim of the war as "liberating the
Islamic world from the domination of the infidels."
Indeed, these three states (and the Netherlands) were
then ruling most of the non-independent Muslim
populations. Ottoman Pan-Islamic propaganda, with
full German co-operation, was intensive throughout
the First World War, most particularly during the
first two years, until its inefficacy became evident
through its inability to induce Muslims—both
civilians and soldiers in the Allied Forces—to revolt.
The failure of Pan-Islam in the First World War and
the defeat and dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire brought about an almost total lethargy in the
generation following the end of the war, both in
ideological writing and organisational attempts, chiefly in convoking five Pan-Islamic congresses during the
inter-war period: in Mecca, 1924; Cairo, 1926; Mecca(again), 1926; Jerusalem, 1931; and Geneva, 1935.
In Tsarist Russia, during the second half of the 19th
century, the rise of political Islam and Pan-Islam was
chiefly due to two main factors of the official policy,
Russification and Christianisation. The Government
of Tsarist Russia, aware of potential problems with
the numerous groups in the huge empire, undertook
a campaign of forced Russification in the schools and
cultural life of the minorities. In a co-ordinated,
parallel manner, missionaries worked to proselytise
local Muslims. These efforts were only partly successful, as they caused considerable resistance led by
the mullds or Muslim religious functionaries. However, another element joined the resistance to
Russification and Christianisation. Since the middle
of the 19th century, a commercial bourgeoisie had
been growing, chiefly among the Tatars and the
Azeris. These merchants were better educated than
others in the Muslim population and more aware of
general conditions both in the Tsarist Empire and
abroad. Some members of this new class, intellectual-
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ly oriented, developed nationalist aspirations from the
third quarter of the 19th century onwards. While
mostly centred on the specific problems of the Tatars,
Azeris and some other groups, their nationalist sentiments borrowed heavily from both Pan-Islam and
Pan-Turkism [q.v.]. The reason was self-evident;
isolated from one another by huge empty spaces or by
masses of other populations (non-Turkic and nonIslamic), the Tatars, Azeris and others sought the support of their brethren-in-faith, and particularly that of
the largest independent Islamic state of the time, the
Ottoman Empire. Three congresses of Russian
Muslims, in 1905-6, served to sharpen nationalist and
Pan-Turk sentiments and even create several
organisational elements. In 1917, these Pan-Islamic
and Pan-Turkic organisations intensified their
political activities, but were soon broken down by the
new Soviet regime and its Red Army. During Soviet
rule, at least until recently, a persistent atheist propaganda was carried out, intensified by anti-PanIslamic activities. Many Soviet publications of the
time reveal a basic fear of the competition of PanIslam with the regime's own universalist ideology,
Communism.
In another part of the globe, India was one of the
largest concentrations of Muslims masses. While signs
of an Islamic revival were noticeable even before the
First World War, it was mainly subsequent to that
war that political Pan-Islam came into being there,
soon becoming a significant force. Hemmed in by
what they perceived as a threat by the huge Hindu
majority, political leaders of India's Muslims naturally sought allies among Muslim populations abroad,
with increasing emphasis being placed on the PanIslamic element of commonality. Moreover, India's
Muslims, like the Hindus there, already had a tradition of organising politically on European lines, a
feature rarely observable elsewhere. The spark which
ignited Pan-Islamic political activity in India was the
threat to Turkey and, most particularly, to the
caliphate, immediately after the end of the First
World War. The defeated Ottoman Empire was being
dismembered, Constantinople had been occupied by
the Allied Powers and the office of the sultan—who
claimed to be the caliph—was being threatened. Two
brothers, Muhammad CA1I [q.v.] and Shawkat CA1T,
and other Muslim political leaders in India, organised
a Khilafat movement [see KHILAFA] to save the caliph
and the caliphate. This comprised hundreds of
thousands of adherents, collected large sums, which
were sent to Turkey, organised mass demonstrations,
published manifestoes and newspapers, and despatched missions abroad to intercede with the Allied
Powers. The movement grew during the early 1920s,
but petered out after 1924, when the Republic of
Turkey abolished the caliphate and exiled the last
sultan-caliph. This act deprived the Pan-Islamic
movement of its titular head and dealt it a blow from
which it has not yet recovered, remaining without a
common leader to look up to.
Thus in the inter-war period, particularly since the
mid-1920s, political Pan-Islam receded in such important Muslim centres as Russia, India and Turkey.
The Pan-Islamic congresses in that period, mentioned
above, only served to emphasise this retreat. Most of
its activities and publications focused in the Arabpopulated countries of the Middle East and North
Africa. However, in these, too, Pan-Islam had to
compete with rival ideologies, such as modernisation,
secularisation, nationalism, and Pan-Arabism [q. v . } .
But the first expressions of the revival of Islam comprised an obvious element of Pan-Islam as well, for
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example in Egypt, where the organisation of the
Muslim Brethren, set up in 1928, adopted some of the
slogans of Pan-Islam, as in the speeches and writings
of its founder, Hasan al-Banna3 [^.y.]. This could be
noticed even better, at the time and subsequently, in
Saudi Arabia which, after all, had been established on
the foundations of classical Islam which served as the
most prominent element cementing the inter-tribal
union on which rested the new Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia.
The situation changed radically after the Second
World War. The number of independent states with
Muslim populations grew visibly. Although only some
of these emphasised their Islamic character, it soon
became clear that Islam was again a factor to be
reckoned with in local, regional and international
politics. True, Islam and Pan-Islam had to compete
increasingly not only with the impact of Europe, as
before (to which that of the United States was added
later), as well as with that of nationalism, particularism and secular modernism, but also with the
influence of rival universal ideologies in Muslim
lands, like Pan-Arabism, Pan-Turkism and PanIranism. An answer was found by the Pan-Islamists in
due course, on both the ideological and pragmaticorganisational levels.
On the ideological level, the more extreme PanIslamists, rooted in faith, still advocated a religiopolitical union of all Muslims; their model was the
early history of Islam, as warmly preached by Muslim
fundamentalists everywhere; for these, a religious and
political Pan-Islam was a sine qua non. For numerous
others, more moderate, some accommodation with
reality was deemed necessary. Well aware of the immense power of nationalism in many of the new
Muslim states, they argued for solidarity among all
these, as a transitional stage to the universal state canvassed by fundamentalists and their partisans. They
maintained, moreover, that complete solidarity—
political, military, economic and cultural—would
create a huge force, capable of achieving its own ends
in any conflict or clash of interests with European and
other Powers. On the pragmatic level, no less
significantly, it appeared for the first time that achieving Pan-Islam, at least on the level of solidarity, was
feasible. Not only were there independent Muslim
states who had the political means to promote the
fulfillment of Pan-Islam, such as Saudi Arabia and
Pakistan, and later Egypt, Persia and Libya; but at
least some of these also had the economic capacity to
do so. Indeed, some—chiefly Saudi Arabia, Persia
and Libya—had become gigantic oil producers since
the 1973 boycott. Several, notably Pakistan and Saudi
Arabia, had set up efficient structures for furthering
the political and economic aims of Pan-Islam, largely
in the context of promoting solidarity and cooperation. Three of the most important organisations
should be mentioned specifically.
(a) The Muslim World Congress was set up in
Karachi in 1949, very probably with official Pakistani
encouragement; it now comprises some thirty-six
member states, although branches exist in sixty countries. Among its tenets are propagating Islam, cooperating with all Muslim lands in order to promote
Islamic unity, persuading Muslim governments and
peoples to renounce their differences, instilling Arabic
as a lingua franca of all Muslims, co-operating in trade
policies, framing constitutions and laws based on the
shari^a (or Islamic jurisprudence), (b) The Muslim
World League was founded in Mecca in 1962 as an
unofficial agency of the Saudis. It serves, however, as
an umbrella organisation of many other Islamic
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associations and groups. Richly funded by the Saudis,
the League's activities in all five continents have been
varied. As a non-governmental body, it is concerned
not only with Islamisation and propaganda for
religious education, but also with promoting Islamic
solidarity (and paying for it): it promotes many
publications and international seminars, preaches
unified Islamisation and Islamic law and assists
Muslim minorities with the aim of drawing them into
a common Islamic activity, both political and
economic, (c) The Organisation of the Islamic Conference, also Saudi-inspired, was established in 1969
as an association of Muslim states complementary to
the Muslim World League. The Organisation of the
Islamic Conference, made up of some forty-five
states, combines the principles of Islam with the
mechanisms of a contemporary international body.
Both its charter and its activities emphasise the consolidation of Islamic solidarity, co-ordination and cooperation, with a view to strengthening the integration of all Muslim states in the future. For this purpose, the Organisation has set up the instruments for
active policies—political, economic and cultural.
Meetings of the Organisation's Heads-of-State and
Foreign Ministers have initiated and furthered some
common institutions, as an Islamic Development
Bank (modelled on the World Bank), an Islamic
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(patterned on UNESCO), and an Islamic Academy
for Jurisprudence (to achieve the unity of the Islamic
world in the legal sphere). See further, MU D TAMAR.
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PAN-TURKISM, one of the Pan-ideologies
originating in the late 19th century. It expresses
strong nationalist interest in the welfare of all Turks
and members of Turkic groups, recognisable by kindred languages and a common origin, history and
tradition. It addresses itself chiefly to those in Turkey,
Cyprus, the Balkans, the former Soviet Union, Syria,
c
lrak, Persia, Afghanistan and East Turkistan (or
Sinkiang). Pan-Turkism should be distinguished from
Turanism (sometimes called Pan-Turanism), a
broader concept, whose ideologues hail as fellowTurks all those originating from Turan, a mythical
plateau in Central Asia; this would include all the
above groups as well as the Finns, Estonians,
Hungarians, Yakuts, Mongols, Manchurians (even
the Chinese and Japanese). Generally termed
Turkfuluk in modern Turkish, Pan-Turkism is confounded at times with Turkluk, or Turkism, which

more usually refers to the commonality of Turkish
civilisation. It is not always easy to distinguish,
historically, between the more moderate cultural PanTurkism, aiming at solidarity, and the relatively extreme political trend, seeking an irredentist union for
all Turkic groups and the lands they inhabit. As in
some other Pan-ideologies (such as Pan-Slavism), the
cultural trend frequently precedes the political movement, with the latter generally predominating
afterwards.
While Arminius Vambery, the Hungarian-Jewish
Turcologist, seems to have been the first to use the
term Pan-Turkism, in the late 1860s, and to consider
its political potential, it was left to intellectuals from
the Tatars, Azeris, and other Turkic groups in Tsarist
Russia to work out an ideology and attempt to set up
organisational structures. Practically all of them were
Muslims, resentful of policies of Russification and
Christianisation being carried out by the ruling classes
of Tsarist Russia. In defence, Muslim sentiment grew
stronger and nationalist feeling began to spread. The
latter, which proudly asserted the characteristics of
each Turkic group, instinctively sought allies amongst
its ethnic and linguistic kinsfolk, all of which led to the
concept of Pan-Turkism. These nationalist intellectuals tended to be secular-minded, without being antireligious. Their rallying slogans were Turkism and
Pan-Turkism, to which Islam and Pan-Islam [q.v.]
were occasionally added. Indeed, their call for the latter seems to have been in direct ratio to their isolation
and their need for allies.
Not surprisingly, among Pan-Turkism's most
prominent initiators in Tsarist Russia were the
Tatars, who had endured Russian rule longest and
were the chief sufferers from the effects of Pan-Slavicminded Russification. Further, although they were
surrounded by non-Tatars, they were located relatively close to the Ottoman Empire with its preponderant
Turkish-minded elites. A Tatar bourgeois class had
been developing, and in the late 19th century it had
found itself capable of raising the twin banners of nationalism and Pan-Turkism. The Tatars were well
aware that linguistic commonality was the key factor
in a rapprochement and ensuing joint activity among
the Turkic groups. Realising that literacy levels were
low and that linguistic and dialectal variations
prevented effective co-operation, they strove for improved education and language reform, and the
publication of journalistic propoganda. The life's
work of Ismacll Gaspirali [q.v.] examplifies this trend.
A schoolmaster and mayor, he revised the curriculum
in his town to include Turkish, along with Arabic;
then he devised a lingua franca for schools and
newspapers (he himself published a newspaper, called
Terajumdn "Interpreter", from 1883), emphasising
the common vocabulary of the Turkic languages and
attempting to minimise phonological differences.
Preaching "unity in language, thought and action,"
Gaspirali's brand of Pan-Turkism was chiefly
cultural.
Other Tatars, like Yusuf Akcura, °A1I Huseyinzade
and cAbd iil-Reshid Ibrahim, and Azeris like Ahmed
Aghaoghlu, preached political Pan-Turkism. Akcura,
in particular, in his lengthy article Uc terz-i siydset
("Three systems of government"), anonymously
published in Cairo in 1903, rejected Ottomanism and
Pan-Islam, arguing that Pan-Turkism was the only
feasible ideology for unity, which ought to be a union
of all Turks, with Turkey at its centre. These and
others were encouraged in their action by the revolutionary trends current in Russia of that period. In addition to publishing newspapers, they organised three
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congresses of all Russia's Muslims (1905-6), presided
over, again, by Tatars, in which a Pan-Turk union
was discussed; Azeris and Turkestanis joined in. Such
meetings were repeated in 1917 and revolts occurred
in Adharbaydjan, Turkistan, Bukhara, Khiwa and
Khokand. Most of these uprisings were suppressed by
the Red Army in the following years. The Soviet
authorities banned Pan-Turkism, along with other
universal ideologies competing with Communism. A
harsh campaign of propaganda for Communism,
strict censorship, and personal and economic
pressures drove Pan-Turkism underground until the
breakdown of the Soviet Union, when it is showing
signs of a revival.
In most other areas where Turks and Turkic groups
have held a minority status, Pan-Turkism has been
low-keyed in expression, making itself heard mainly
in times of discrimination or persecution. It was only
in the Ottoman Empire, chiefly in its last decade, that
it flourished. Writers and journalists, emigres from
Tsarist Russia and other countries, promoted it, joined by such distinguished Turkish intellectuals as
c
Omer Seyfeddln and Mehmed Emm [Yurdakul]
[q. vv. ], or even Ziya Gok Alp, a Kurd, and Tekln
Alp, a Jew. Their literary and political organisations
inspired further activities, and their books and
newspapers have remained the treasured heritage of
Pan-Turkism to this day. No less important politically
is the fact that from ca. 1910, a part of the ruling Committee for Union and Progress adopted Pan-Turkism
as the official state ideology. Chiefly supported by
Enwer Pasha, the Committee used the state
bureaucracy (including secret agents) and finances for
Pan-Turk propaganda and activity both within the
Empire and abroad, among Turkish-Turkic concentrations. The very entry of Turkey into the First
World War was at least partly motivated by PanTurk, anti-Russian ambitions. Enwer Pasha, by then
Minister for War, pursued these aims unremittingly
and, towards the end of the war, sent his forces into
southern Russia with the aim of carving out a new
Pan-Turk empire to take place of the rapidly
disintegrating Ottoman one. His own death in
Bukhara, fighting the Russians, in 1922, has rendered
him a hero to Pan-Turkists to this day.
Discredited in war, Pan-Turkism had little place in
the Republic of Turkey. Moreover, the Republic's
founding father and first President, Atatiirk [q. v. ],
was very critical of such universalist ideologies as PanTurkism and Pan-Islam, replacing them with his own
popular brand of local nationalism, focused on
Turkey and its Turks. A further consideration must
have been that Pan-ideologies were certain to embroil
Turkey with its neighbours at a time when it badly
needed peace to reconstruct itself politically,
economically and culturally. So Pan-Turkism entered
a latent stage in Turkey, with its few adherents keeping a low profile and initiating rare publications (only
since the 1930s), which seemed to have had few
readers and were severally banned. After Atatiirk's
death in 1938, the number of Pan-Turk periodicals increased, although there was no change in the government's anti-Pan-Turk policy. Their main ideological
quarrel was with Atatiirk's brand of Turkish
nationalism—which the Pan-Turks termed, derogatorily, Anatolianism—as well as with Communistinspired Soviet (and, later, Chinese) rule which they
interpreted as oppressive and perilous to PanTurkism. The main contributors to these periodicals
were from among the emigres, referred to above.
There were also some others; among the Turks, two
brothers were particularly active, Hiiseyin Nihal Atsiz
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(1905-75) and Necdet Sancar (1910-75), whose
writings, particularly during the Second World War,
were frankly racist; their main standard for being
Turk was one of race, which conformed with Nazi
principles.
The Second World War seemed, indeed, to offer
Pan-Turkism a unique opportunity for reasserting
itself, as it might well have been able to change the international status quo. Apparently encouraged by Nazi
propaganda and funding, Pan-Turkists attempted,
unsuccessfully, to persuade the Turkish government
to enter the war against the Soviet Union, first in their
newspapers, then by street demonstrations, led by Atsiz and Sancar. These failed, but after the end of the
war, Pan-Turkism began to be somewhat more
popular than before, and tried to stage a comeback into the mainstream of politics, as one of many competing ideologies since the 1950s to-date. Increasingly, hostility to Communism and its sponsors, and
sympathy for the complaints of Turkish-Turkic
minorities in the Soviet Union, China, c lrak, Greece,
Cyprus and, in the late 1980s, Bulgaria, brought
some potential support. Nonetheless, organisationally
Pan-Turkism in Turkey itself remained weak and
limited to elitist circles.
This situation was partly changed by Alparslan
Tiirkes. Born in Nicosia in 1917, he emigrated with
his family to Turkey and chose a military career,
reaching the rank of colonel. His connections with the
Pan-Turkists began at least as early as the mid-1940s,
when he participated in their street demonstrations. A
controversial figure, he entered politics in 1965, when
he took over the leadership of a medium-size political
party whose name he changed to the Nationalist Action party (Milliyetfi Hareket Partisi). This ultranationalist grouping, active in politics until the
military intervention of 1980, which banned all parties, and subsequently re-established as the Industriousness Party (ffahsma Partisi), still with Tiirkes
as chairman, obtained—at least for a while—the support of Pan-Turkists. In recent years, though, they
have abandoned it, since Tiirkes did not achieve
results that satisfied them, and, also, because Tiirkes,
increasingly took a pro-Islamic stand (in order to gain
more votes), which Pan-Turkists did not consider
consistent with their basic ideology.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, there seems to
have occurred, again, an upsurge in Pan-Turk sentiment, in Turkey, where public feelings identified with
the "Outside Turks" (Dis Tiirkler) first in Bulgaria,
then in the Union of Independent States, heir to the
Soviet Union, as both sides of the border increasingly
wished for greater co-operation and solidarity.
Nonetheless, the ideal of a Pan-Turk union has not
been achieved, for several reasons. Among external
factors, the general reluctance of the Powers to alter
the status quo has co-operated with opposition by the
former Soviet Union and by China, as well as their
proteges, to political (and even cultural) PanTurkism. Among internal ones, no less crucial, have
been opposition by most of Turkey's political
establishment, strong competition by rival ideologies,
paucity of numbers (and no grassroots support) and
lack of efficient organisation.
Bibliography: Several periodicals in Turkey still
carry the message of Pan-Turkism. Some of these
advocate the cause of a specific area and are edited
and published largely by emigres. Such are Azerbaycan, Turkistan and Emel (the last caters to Tatars).
Two scholarly periodicals advocate Pan-Turkism
more generally, the monthly Turk Kultiiru (Ankara)
and the bi-monthly Turk Diinyasi Arastirmalan (Istan-
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bul). A detailed bibliography on Pan-Turkism, updated to 1980, is given by J.M. Landau, PanTurkism in Turkey, London 1981, Greek tr. Athens
1985, Chinese tr. Urumchi 1992. See also: Shirin
Akiner, Islamic peoples of the Soviet Union, London
1983; J.M. Landau, Tekinalp, Turkish patriot 18831961, Istanbul and Leiden 1984; L.L. Snyder,
Macro-nationalism: a history of the Pan-movements,
Westport, Conn. 1984, ch. 6; A. Benningsen and
S.E. Wimbush, Muslims of the Soviet empire: a guide,
London 1985, index; Benningsen, Panturkism and
Panislamism in history and today, in Central Asian
Survey, iii/3 (1985), 39-49; Landau, The fortunes and
misfortunes of Pan-Turkism, in ibid., vii/1 (1988), 1-5;
idem, The ups and downs of irredentism: the case of
Turkey, in Naomi Chazan (ed.), Irredentism and international politics, Boulder, Colo. 1991, 81-96;
Margaret Bainbridge (ed.), The Turkic peoples of the
world, London 1992.
0-M. LANDAU)
PANDJ PlR, PACPIRIYA, followers of the Five
S a i n t s , Urdu pane pir, especially in northern and
eastern India, whose myths and legends (there is no
real historicity or hagiology about them) are attached
to a primitive form of shrine worship with as many
Hindu as Muslim adherents (Kipling in Kim, ch. 4,
speaks of the "wayside shrines—sometimes Hindu,
sometimes Mussulman—which the low caste of both
creeds share with beautiful impartiality". For "caste"
among the lower grades of Muslim society see HIND.
ii, Ethnography). They have no formal organisation,
and belong to the general north Indian cultus of pir
and shahid. The number five of course holds, affectionate associations, at least for a more formal Islam,
in the pandjtan-i pdk: Muhammad, CA1I, Fatima,
Hasan and Husayn; although in the sub-continent today a list of five great saints might be Baha° al-Hakk
of Multan, Rukn-i cAlam of Lakhna D u, Shams-i
Tabriz of Multan, Makhdum Djahaniya Djahangasht of Ucch, and Farld al-Din "Shakargandj" of
Pakpattan, although the list is variable. There are
also, for example, the five hours of prayer, and the
five duties of Islam, and the five "fingers"of the pandja used as one of the Warns in the Muharram
ceremonies, or of the "hand of Fatima" commonly
used as a talisman.
With the Pacpiriya, however, the list is more
variable: Crooke, for example, cites five different
enumerations of the Pan£ Pir in Banaras alone, and
refers to groupings in Bihar which include Langfa
Tar, a piece of crooked wire, and Subarna Tlr, the
bank of the Subarna river, clearly crude fetishism; the
only constant figure in the various enumerations is
GhazT Miyan [0.z>.], i.e. Sayyid Salar Mas c ud,
nephew of Mahmud of Ghaznl, killed in battle against
the Hindus of Bahrayc [q.v.] in 425/1034 and claimed
as one of the first martyrs of Islam in India, and his
tomb and shrine at Bahrayc'—and cenotaphs elsewhere in north-eastern India—are visited as much by
Hindus as by Muslims. The "doubtfully Islamic fair"
referred to in the art. MANER, above, is part of this
cultus. For Hinduism the Pan£ Pandava, the five
heroes of the Mahdbhdrata, or a set of five valiant
Radjput warriors, may even be referred to as the Pan£
Pir.
One possible connecting link among the various
enumerations of the Pan£ Pir is the idea of martyrdom, since the tomb of a shahid— which may come to
have its own attached pir—commonly attracts a particular devotion. For example, away from north India
there is a modern mosque known as Pan£ Pir at
Talikota [#.0.], the site of the battle wherein the
Vidjayanagara army was defeated in 972/1565 by the

confederated armies of the five sultanates of the Deccan; the mosque contains five tombs said to be of Deccan soldiers killed in the battle, which are now visited
and venerated by Muslims and Hindus alike.
The worshippers were described by E.A.H. Blunt,
The caste system of northern India, Oxford 1931, as
belonging to some 53 castes, 44 of which were "wholly or partly Hindu", and he puts the number of Hindu worshippers of the Five at some thirteen and a half
million. R. Greeven, op. cit. below, gives two theories
of the origin of the worship: (i) that low-caste Hindu
converts to Islam degraded its purer doctrines into a
species of more intelligible idolatry; (ii) that the Hindu low castes, under the influence of terror, deified
certain of the earlier Muslim conquerors, into whose
worship the humbler converts, never wholly emancipated from idolatry, relapsed by an easy passage.
Two facts are apparently not disputed: (i) that the
worshippers belong to low castes—indeed one
authority declares that they are almost entirely
sweepers; (ii) that even among Hindu devotees the
Muslim origin of the cult is not forgotten, villagers
speaking of the Five as the "Muslim deities"
(musulmdm dewtdr), and have certain ceremonies performed by Muslim drummers (dafdli, strictly "tambourinist"). Crooke's lists, which enumerate the offerings (not excluding spirituous liquor) presented to
the Five at different places and by different kawm,
show an amazing diversity of practice between one
community and another, as though the Five were
Hindu household or village gods, and as though any
conformity were only a matter of kawm organisation.
The household worship of the Five may simply be
directed to an iron bar or three-pointed spear,
representing GhazT Miyan, or five wooden pegs in the
floor of the courtyard. There may be some cohesion
through the songs of the itinerant dafdlts, but otherwise the Pacpiriya have no formal organisation; the
cult is discouraged by orthodox Muslims, and their
"priests" are nothing but opportunists operating
upon an illiterate and gullible public.
Specimens of the ballad poetry of the dafdlis and
others, given by Greeven, are largely adaptations to
Muslim ideas of tales found in the Indian epics, and
the glorification of GhazT Miyan and his family.
Bibliography: W. Crooke, Popular religion and
folklore of northern India, Allahabad 1894, esp. ch. 4,
"The worship of the sainted dead"; R. Greeven,
The Heroes Five, an attempt to collect some of the songs of
the Pachpiriya ballad-mongers in the Benares division,
Allahabad 1898; ERE, ix, 600 ff.
(D. S. MARGOLIOUTH-[J. BURTON-PAGE])
PANDJAB (P., "land of the five rivers"), a prov i n c e of the northwestern part of the Indo-Pakistan
subcontinent. In pre-Partition British India it comprised all that part of the Indian Empire, with the exceptions of the North West Frontier Province and
Kashmir, north of Sindh and Radjputana and west of
the river Djamna. Geographically therefore it includes more than its name implies, for, in addition to
the country watered by the Djhelum, fiinab, Raw!,
Beas, and Satledj, it embraces the table-land of
Sirhind between the Satledj and Djamna, the SindSagar Doab between the Satledj and the Indus, and
the district of Dera GhazT Khan. Since 1947, the province has been divided between Pakistan and India,
the eastern, Indian portion being now divided into the
states of Pandjab, Haryana and Himachal Pradesh
(see 2. below).
Under British rule, the province of Pandjab was administratively divided into two parts, British territory
and the Pandjab States. British territory, which had
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an area of 99,265 square miles and a population in
1931 of 23,580,852, was divided into 29 districts, each
administered by a deputy-commissioner. These districts were grouped into the five divisions of Ambala,
Djullundur, Lahore, Rawalpindi, and Multan, each
under a commissioner. The Pandjab States had an
area of 37,699 square miles and a population in 1931
of 4,910,005. The conduct of political relations with
Dudjana, Patawdl, Kalsia, and the 27 Simla Hill
States was in the hands of the Pandjab Government.
The remaining states of Loharu, Sirmur, Bilaspur,
Mandi,v Suket, Kapurthala, Maler-Kotla, Farldkot
[q.v.], 6amba, Bahawalpur [q.v.], and the Phulkian
states of Pattiala, Djind, and Nabha, were directly
under the Government of India.
1. History u n t i l 1911
The history of this area has been profoundly influenced by the fact that the mountain passes of the
north-west frontier afford access to the Pandjab
plains. For this reason, it is ethnologically more nearly
allied to Central Asia than to India. The excavations
conducted since 1920 at Harappa in the Montgomery
district are evidence of a culture which probably flourished in the Indus valley about 3000 B.C., and which
bears a general resemblance to that of Elam and
Mesopotamia (Sir John Marshall, Mohenjo-Daro and the
Indus Civilization, 3 vols., London 1931). But the first
migration of which we have any evidence is that of the
Aryan-speaking peoples who established themselves
on the Pandjab plains in pre-historic times. Centuries
later, successive waves of invaders swept like
devastating torrents through the mountain passes of
the north-west. Persian, Greek, and Afghan, the
forces of Alexander and the armies of Mahmud of
Ghazna, the hosts of Tlmur, Babur, and Nadir Shah,
and the troops of Ahmad Shah Durrani [q. vv.], all advanced by these routes to lay waste the fertile plains
of the Pandjab. All these migrations and invasions
added to the heterogeneity of the existing population
in the land of the five rivers. The history of invasions
from Central Asia proves that the Pandjab and the
frontier zone from the banks of the Indus to the
Afghan slopes of the Sulayman range have never
presented any real barrier to an enterprising general.
The Sulayman range itself has seldom formed a
political boundary, for the Persians, Mauryas,
Graeco-Bactrians, Sakas, Pahlawas, the Kushan
branch of the Yiieh-ci, and the Hunas all bestrode this
mountain barrier.
The capture of Multan [q.v.] by Muhammad b.
Kasim [q.v.], in 94/713, extended Arab power to upper Sind and the lower Pandjab, but the real threat to
Hindustan came from the direction of modern
Afghanistan. The Ghaznawid invaders found the
powerful Hindushahiyya dynasty of Wayhand [see
HINDUSHAHIS] ruling between Lamghan and the
Cinab. The power of this Hindu state was completely
shattered by Mahmud of Ghazna [q. v . ] , who annexed
the Pandjab, which became a frontier province of his
extensive empire with its capital at Lahore (Lahawr
[^.y.]) and the sole refuge of his descendants when
driven out of Ghazna by the ShansabanI sultans of
Ghur [see GHURIDS]. Multan and the surrounding
country had remained in Muslim hands since the days
of the Arab conquest, but the fact that its rulers were
heretical Karmatians (i.e. Ismacflls) was one reason
for Mahmud's attack in 396/1006. Muhammad
Ghuri annexed the Pandjab in 582/1186 and on his
death in 602/1206 it definitely became a province of
the Sultanate of Dihll under the rule of Kutb al-Dln
Aybak [q.v.]. With the exception of occasional
rebellions and raids from Central Asia, it remained
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under the Sultans of Dihll until the defeat of Ibrahim
LodI [q.v.] by Babur at Panlpat [q.v.] in 932/1526
paved the way for the foundation of the Mughal empire. Under Akbar [q.v.] the modern province of the
Pandjab was included in the subas of Lahore, Multan,
and Dihli, a detailed description of which will be
found in the A^m-i Akbari (tr. Jarrett, ii, 278-341).
The more intransigent policy of Akbar's immediate
successors, above all, of Awrangzlb [q. v. ], led to the
growth of Sikh political power in the Pandjab and
transformed a band of religious devotees, founded by
Guru Nanak [q.v.] in the second half of the 15th century, into a military commonwealth or Khalsa
animated with undying hatred toward Muslims [see
SIKHS]. The weakness of the central government and
the unprotected condition of the frontier provinces
under the later Mughals exposed Hindustan to the invasions of Nadir Shah [q. v. ] and Ahmad Shah Durrani [q.v.]. On the bloodstained field of Panipat, in
1761, the Marathas [<?.£>.], who were aspiring to
universal sovereignty, sustained a crushing defeat at
the hands of the Afghan invader. In the following
year, at Barnala near Ludhiana, Ahmad Shah
disastrously defeated the Sikhs who had taken advantage of his absence in Kabul to possess themselves of
the country around Lahore. The Sikhs, however,
soon extended their sway to the south of the Satledj
and ravaged the country to the very gates of DihlT, but
their further advance was checked by the Marathas
who had rapidly recovered from their defeat at
Panipat. It was the defeat of the Marathas by Lord
Lake, in 1803, which facilitated the rise of Randjlt
Singh and enabled him to found a powerful Sikh
kingdom in the Pandjab. His attempts to extend his
authority over his co-religionists, the cis-Satledj Sikhs,
brought him into contact with the British, and, by the
treaty of 1809, he pledged himself to regard the
Satledj as the north-west frontier of the British dominions in India (Aitchison, viii, no. liii). After the
death of Randjlt Singh in 1839, his kingdom rapidly
fell to pieces under his successors. Revolution succeeded revolution, and during the minority of DalTp
Singh the Khalsa soldiery became virtually rulers of
the country. Unprovoked aggression on British territory produced two Sikh wars which ended with the
annexation of the Pandjab in 1849.
At first the newly-conquered territories were placed
under a Board of Administration. This was abolished
in 1853, its powers and functions being vested in a
Chief Commissioner. In 1859, after the transfer of the
DihlT territory from the North-Western (subsequently
the United) Provinces, the Pandjab and its dependencies were formed into a Lieutenant-Governorship.
The annexation of the Pandjab by advancing the
British administrative boundary across the Indus
brought the Government of India into closer contact
with the Pathan tribes of the north-west frontier and
the Amir of Afghanistan [<?.#.]. Because this frontier
was too long and too mountainous to admit of its
being defended by the military alone, much depended
upon the political management of the tribes. At first
there was no special agency for dealing with the tribal
tracts, and relations with the tribesmen were conducted by the deputy-commissioners of the six
districts of Hazara, Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu [q.vv. ],
Dera Ismacfl Khan, and Dera GhazI Khan [see
DERADJAT]. In 1876, the three northern districts formed the commissionership of Peshawar, the three
southern ones that of the Deradjat. The system of
political agencies was not adopted until 1878, when a
special officer was appointed for the Khyber [see
KHAYBAR] during the Second Afghan War. Kurram
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[q. v. ] became an agency in 1892, while the three remaining agencies of the Malakand, Tochi, and Wana
were created between 1895 and 1896. The Malakand
was placed under the direct control of the Government of India from the outset, all the other agencies
remaining under the Pandjab Government. This was
the arrangement until the creation of the North-West
Frontier Province in 1901.
The Pandjab attained its latest dimensions within
British India in 1911 when Dihll became a separate
province. It was not, however, until 1921 that it was
raised to the status of a governor's province.
Bibliography: In addition to the standard works
on the history of India, see C.U. Aitchison, Treaties,
engagements, andsanads, viii, 1909; Mufti c AH al-DTn,
c
lbrat-ndma (India Office, no. 3241); J.D. Cunningham, History of the Sikhs, Oxford 1918; M.L.
Darling, The Punjab peasant in prosperity and debt, London 1925; C.C. Davies, The problem of the North-West
Frontier 1890-19081, London 1975; C. Gough and
A.D. Innes, The Sikhs and the Sikh War, London
1897; L.H. Griffin, The Rajas of the Punjab, Lahore
1870; idem, The Punjab chiefs, Lahore 1890; idem,
Ranjit Singh, Oxford 1892; Indian Statutory Commission, x, 1930; S.M. Latif, History of the Panjdb,
Calcutta 1891; idem, Lahore, its history, architectural
remains and antiquities, 1892; M. Macauliffe, The Sikh
Religion, 6 vols., Oxford 1909; Ghulam MuhyT '1Dln, Tdnkh-i Pan&db (India Office, no. 3244);
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2. H i s t o r y a f t e r 1911
The course of British policy profoundly influenced
political developments in the region after 1911. The
British created a system of control based on their
alliance with rural powerholders. They also encouraged the growth of an "agriculturalist" political identity which cut across communal lines. This policy was
largely dictated by the need to secure rural stability in
a region which was the major centre for recruitment
to the Indian Army. The Government of India's introduction of improved communications, the spread
of western education and missionary activity, however, stimulated religious revivalism. The communities of the Pandjab's towns thus developed a
communal political ideal which challenged the British
definition of society. Two systems of politics emerged,
the rural politics of mediation, and the urban politics
of faith.
The Government of India's political institutions
largely excluded the urban communities from power.
Only members of the statutory "agriculturalist"
tribes could stand for election in the rural constituencies which accounted for the majority of the seats in
the Provincial Assembly, newly created in 1937.
Because the rural voting requirements were low and
large numbers of soldiers were enfranchised,
agriculturalists comprised nearly three-quarters of the
restricted electorate. This greatly handicapped both
the Indian National Congress and the All-India
Muslim League, as their supporters were concentrated in the Pandjab's towns.
The Unionist Party was the dominant political

force. The Party was founded in 1923. It won the support both of the Muslim landholders from the West
Pandjab and the Hindu Jat peasants of the eastern
Ambala division. Its main policies concerned the
elimination of rural indebtedness. Its cornerstone was
the 1900 Alienation of Land Act which limited land
transfers and divided Pandjabi society into the
categories of "agriculturalist" and "non-agriculturalist".
Urban politicians, however, stressed communal
identities. The Ahrars championed the rights of
Kashmiri Muslims and also attacked the heterodox
Ahmad! community [see AHMADIYYA]. The Khaksars
preached a revolutionary Islamic nationalism. The
Sikh Akalfs were the first to successfully infuse communal values into rural politics. They wrested power
from the landholders of the Khalsa National Party
through their militant struggle in the early 1920s to
secure control of the Sikh shrines and temples.
Muslim politics continued to move along the same
track as before. The Unionist Party triumphed in the
1937 Provincial elections, reducing the Muslim
League to a single seat. Jinnah received some consolation when the new Unionist Premier, Sikandar Hayat
Khan, agreed to support him in All-India politics in
their Pact of October 1937. But the cost was the
Unionist domination of the reorganised Pandjab
branch of the Muslim League.
The Second World War dealt a series of blows to
the Unionist Party. It had to agree to the unpopular
measure of the forced requisition of grain. The War
also undermined it by raising Jinnah's status and
signalling an imminent British departure from India.
Simultaneously, the Party was internally weakened by
the sudden deaths of Sikandar and Chhotu Ram, its
leading Jat figure. Khidr (Khizr) Hayat Khan
Tiwana succeeded Sikandar as Premier early in 1943.
He remained wedded to the Party's intercommunal
stance, but he lacked his predecessor's ability to unite
all its Muslim factions. Jinnah seized the opportunity
to reassert his authority over the Pandjab Muslim
League. After protracted negotiations, he expelled
Khidr from the party in May 1944. Thereafter there
was a steady drift of Muslim Unionists into the
Muslim League, while their Hindu counterparts joined the Congress.
The Unionist Party was reduced to a rump of 21
members following the 1946 Provincial elections.
Khidr remained as Premier of a Coalition Ministry
until March 1947. His resignation sparked an outbreak of communal violence which had become
endemic by the summer of 1947. The disintegration of
the police and other services helps explain the chaos
which afflicted the region following the British
departure.
The Partition of the Pandjab resulted from the acceptance of the 3 June Plan. The boundary commission drew a line passing between Lahore and Amritsar. The decision to award an area of about 5,000
square miles of contiguous Muslim majority areas to
India to retain the "solidarity" of canal and road
systems evoked great controversy. In the chaotic twoway flight of August to November 1947, 13 million
people crossed the new boundaries. In 1956 the Pattiala and East Pandjab States Union was merged with
the Indian Pandjab State. This was, however, further
reorganised along linguistic lines in 1966 with the
Hindi-speaking areas being carved out into the new
State of Haryana. The Himalayan Hill Tracts were
also taken away to form part of what became the State
of Himachal Pradesh. The Sikhs were left as a majority in their homeland for the first time. By 1981 they
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comprised 56% of the State's population of
16,800,000. The West Pandjab has undergone much
less territorial reorganisation. It has incorporated the
former State of Bahawalpur [ q . v . ] . From 1955-70 it
was merged into the single province of West Pakistan.
When it was reconstituted, it comprised 28 districts in
five divisions and a population of 37,400,000.
Both the Indian and Pakistani Pandjab were
historically well placed to benefit from the Green
Revolution of the 1960s. They possessed good existing
roads and canals and agriculturally skilled populations. With the introduction of the improved seeds
and technology of the Green Revolution, agricultural
production was further increased, with the result that
they became the wealthiest regions in their respective
countries. The Pakistani Pandjab possessed the additional favourable inheritance of a stranglehold over
military recruitment.
The colonial legacy has also shaped political
developments in the Pandjab region. The AkalT Dai's
dominant position in Sikh politics dates from its capture of the resources of the Sikh shrines and temples.
The genesis of the Khalistan demand is complex and
is rooted mainly in the social changes brought by the
Green Revolution and the Centre-State conflicts
engendered by Mrs Gandhi's rule. Nevertheless, the
sharpened Sikh communal identity during the colonial era, and Sikh distrust of the Congress following
the failure of the Sikhistan demand in 1947, are important historical influences.
An important colonial legacy for the politics of the
Pakistani Pandjab, and indeed for Pakistan as a
whole, has been the region's establishment as a major
army recruitment centre. For the virtual exclusion of
non-Pandjabls from the continued military association with power has reinforced regional imbalances
and increased alienation from the centre. Military service, landholding and political power have become increasingly intermeshed. Equally important, however,
has been the inheritance of an unresolved tension between a political authority based on the mediation of
local leaders and Islamic ideals. This boiled over in
the anti-Ahmadi riots in Lahore of 1953 which were
reminiscent of the Ahrars' agitations of the 1930s.
The riots resulted in the introduction of martial law in
Lahore and the downfall of the Premier of Pakistan.
This paved the way for the military to assume a larger
role in the nation's politics [see further, PAKISTAN].
Bibliography: Punjab Unionist Party, Rules and
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Bombay 1944; Punjab Provincial Muslim League,
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Lahore 1944; Punjab Government, Report of the
Government Inquiry constituted under Punjab Act II of
1954 to enquire into the Punjab disturbances of 1953,
Lahore 1954; A.M. Batalvi, Ikbdl he dkhiri do sal,
Karachi 1969; S. Lavan, The Ahmadiyah movement,
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Fox, Lions of the Punjab: culture in the making, Berkeley
1985; I.H. Malik, Sikander Hayat Khan (1892-1942):
apolitical biography, Islamabad 1985; R. Kapur, Sikh
separatism: the politics of faith, London 1986; I.
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'
(I. TALBOT)
PANDJABI is only loosely to be defined as the
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I n d o - A r y a n l a n g u a g e of the Pandjab [0.0.]. Most
linguists follow the narrower definition proposed by
Grierson in the Linguistic survey of India, according to
which "PandjabT proper" is restricted to the speech of
the central and eastern districts only, in distinction
from the western dialects separately classified under
Lahnda [0.0.].
1. Historic status and dialects. Pandjabl is thus placed
between Lahnda to the west and the Khan boll of the
DihlT region, which forms the base of Urdu and of
modern standard Hindi, to the south-east. As is so
often the case in the uncertain internal taxonomies of
Indo-Aryan, its relations with these two immediate
neighbours are complex, being marked by a range of
features shared with one or the other, and being further confused by numerous borrowings.
The intermediate status of Pandjabl was explained
by Grierson in terms of his insecurely based theory of
"Outer" and "Central" groups of Indo-Aryan
languages, according to which Pandjabl was the
product of the innovating "Central" type, exemplified by Western Hindi, having come partially to
overlay the conservative "Outer" Lahnda.
A more satisfactory explanation requires to be more
closely linked to the historical evidence. This is admittedly very scanty for the beginning of the new IndoAryan period, which is here roughly contemporary
with the Ghaznawid conquests of the l l t h century.
Widespread acceptance has, however, been secured
for the argument first advanced by H.M. SheranI that
Pandjabl was one of the principal Indo-Aryan components of the early Muslim lingua franca of India, as
might be deduced from the known patterns of conquest and settlement. The language of both the often
garbled vernacular utterances occasionally included in
some early DihlT malfuzdt [q. v. in Suppl.] and the amply preserved corpus of early DakanI Urdu literature
(ca. 1500-1650) clearly exemplifies this former PandjabT predominance, largely eliminated in later
varieties of Urdu where Khan boll norms have
become the rule. Such Pandjabisms notably include
the preference for the retention of Middle Indo-Aryan
geminates, e.g. akkh "eye" versus modern Urdu dnkh,
the use of vocabulary now distinctively Pandjabl, e.g.
dkh- "say" besides hah- (now alone used in modern
Urdu), and numerous morphological features, e.g.
future dkhsi "he will say" (versus modern kahegd), or
ablative singular premdn "from love" (versus modern
prem se).
Within the Pandjab itself a similar pattern of influence from west to east may discerned in the premodern period. The local Muslim literary language,
as often as not described by its authors in the usual
Indo-Muslim fashion as "Hindi" or "Hindul" rather
than "Pandjabl" freely incorporates many Lahnda
forms alongside those more strictly characteristic of
the central Madjhl dialect of Lahore, the provincial
capital. This may be accounted for by the continuing
importance of Multan as a spiritual and political centre in the south-west, and by the fact that many of the
most important writers came from the districts west of
Lahore, where Pandjabl shades into Lahnda. The
broad dialectal base of the literary language is to be
seen in the simultaneous use of numerous western
(Lahnda), mid-western (Lahnda-Pandjabl) and central (Madjhl) forms, e.g. feminine plural akkhm,
akkhiydn, akkhdn "eyes", or future akhesi, dkhsi, dkhegd
"he will say". Only from ca. 1750 is it possible clearly
to distinguish the SiraikI of south-western Pandjab,
more exclusively based on Lahnda [q.v. ] from this
composite Muslim Pandjabl literary idiom.
2. Muslim Pand^dbi literature. The prolonged cultural
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supremacy of Persian in the Pandjab, only ended by
the imposition of Urdu following the British conquests
in the mid-19th century, accounts for the quite
restricted nature of the typical genres of pre-modern
Muslim Pandjabl literature, whose linguistic base has
been indicated above. Written in Persian script and
drawing extensively upon Perso-Arabic vocabulary,
this Muslim literature may largely be considered in
isolation from the contemporary Sikh scriptural and
post-scriptural literature, whose dialectal base incorporates many more Hindi forms alongside their Pandjabi equivalents, which is recorded in the sacred
Gurmukhl script, and whose abstract vocabulary is
largely Sanskritic in origin. The two literatures coincide only in the isolated small corpus of pre-16th century shalok and hymns attributed to Farld al-Dln
Gandj-i Shakar (571-664/1175-1265 [q.v.]} which is
preserved in the Sikh Adi Granth (1604). While
valuable as uniquely early examples of Muslim vernacular poetry in the Pandjab, and as linguistic
records (especially since the Gurmukhl script records
such archaic features as morphemically significant
distinctions of short vowels, never systematically indicated in the Persian script), these verses must in
many ways be regarded separately from the later
Muslim literature.
This abounds in the difficulties of attribution and
dating, not to speak of the uncertainties of textual
transmission, to be expected from its semi-popular
character in relation to Persian. Also consistent with
its popular nature is the fact that it is all composed in
verse, whose patterns are based not upon the learned
^arud certainly familiar to many of its authors but on
local metres characterised by regular accentual beats.
The literature may be classified under three broad
headings. The first consists of versified Islamic
treatises on fundamentals of the faith or prescriptions
of the shari^a. Although quite copious in quantity, this
genre is of the least literary interest, even in the well
preserved works of its first and best known exponent,
MawlawT c Abd Allah " c Abdf" of Lahore (d.
1075/1664).
A far greater literary significance attaches to the
$ufi~ lyric associated with kawwdli performance. Here
the premier genre is the kdfi, a lyric consisting of
rhymed couplets or short stanzas having a refrain
repeated after each verse, and normally following the
usual Indian poetic convention whereby the poet
assumes a female persona, typically that of a young
girl yearning to be united with her husband/lover,
allegorically to be understood as an expression of the
soul's yearning for God. The 16th-century maldmatiof
Lahore, Shah "Madho Lai" Husayn, is considered to
be the first exponent of the PandjabT ka.fi, although it
must observed that the transmission of the verse attributed to him has been largely through the oral
kawwdl tradition. The master of the genre is the
Kadiri, cAbd Allah "Bullhe Shah" (1680-1758),
whose tomb is at Kasur, and in whose kdfis the combination of a lyrical poignancy underpinned by imagery from local legends and local life with wideranging Islamic references creates a local expresion of
Sufi teaching and ideals still rightly regarded as
classic. His reputation is matched only by that of another Kadiri, Sultan Bahu of Jhang (d. 1102/1691),
whose more sober poetry is cast in the quatrain form
called dohrd.
The third genre consists of longer narrative poems,
composed in one or other of the two local metres
called baint, and arranged by rhyme either in
mathnawi-style couplets, or more usually in stanzas
(paurt) of four or more lines, whose contents are often

headed by Persian prose rubrics. Although more obviously designed for reading than the SufT lyric, at
least the most famous of these narratives are equally
performed as ballads to more or less set tunes. One
category of such narratives indeed consists of
historical ballads (vdr) on martial themes, the best
known examples being the 18th-century Nadir Shah di
vdr by Nadjabat, and the mid-19th century vdr on the
Anglo-Sikh wars by Shah Muhammad.
The largest and most popular class of narrative
poems belongs, however, to the romance or kissa.
Well attested from the 17th century, the Pandjabl kissa
reaches its apogee in the Hir Rdndjhd by Warith Shah
(1180/1766). Comprising some 4,000 lines, this version of one of the most famous local legends is rightly
regarded as the masterpiece of Muslim Pandjabl
literature, not merely for its narrative skill but for its
encyclopaedic vision of Pandjabl society, its exploitation of the total stylistic range of language from the
most rarefied Perso-Arabic to the most earthily
obscene, and its challenging mixture of the sardonic
with the romantic. Classic treatments of other local
legends, besides adaptations from the Persian of such
widely diffused romances as Layla-Madjnun or
Shlrin-Farhad, followed in the early 19th century, and
many further imitations were inspired by the development of Lahore as a major publishing centre from the
1860s. The only later kissa to achieve a popularity
rivalling that of the Warith Shah Hir was, however,
the lengthy and elaborate re-working of the Arabian
Nights' romance of Sayf al-Muluk (1272/1855) by the
Kadiri Miyan Muhammad Bakhsh of Mfrpur (Kashmir) in some 10,000 lines as a Sufi allegory incorporating a vast range of references to Islamic learning
and local culture, characteristically concluding with
the first history of Muslim Pandjabl literature.
3. Modern Panajdbt. While Pandjabl literature of a
traditional type, if no longer of very high quality, continues even now to be produced in Pakistan, premodern patterns have been increasingly affected by
the major linguistic and political changes which have
overtaken the Pandjab in the 20th century.
The intimate association in modern South Asia between Urdu and Islam facilitated the ready acceptance
during the British period by educated Pandjabl
Muslims of Urdu in place of Persian as their main
cultural language. The creation and development of a
modern standard Pandjabl was therefore left to the
Sikh reformists and writers who from 1900 onwards
used it as the medium of a modern prose literature.
Being written in the Gurmukhl script, this literature
was, however, unintelligible to nearly all Muslim
readers, from whose ranks only a very small number
of writers began to experiment with newer poetic
forms, including adaptations of Urdu and English
models into Pandjabl. This profound cultural barrier
was naturally reinforced by the partition of the Pandjab in 1947, and the wholesale exchange of populations between its Indian and Pakistani parts [see
PANDJAB. 2. after 1911].
The place of Pakistan Pandjab as one of the stoutest
continuing bastions of Urdu in South Asia was
challenged in the succeeding decades only by very
small groups of intellectuals and writers who began to
lay the foundations of a modern standard Pakistani
Pandjabl, inevitably profoundly influenced by Urdu,
but consciously differentiated from it by the adoption
of some elements from modern Sikh Pandjabl, and of
a more carefully distinguished orthography (e.g.
through the adoption of super-dotted nun to mark the
retroflex n). The efforts of these pioneers have borne
some fruit in recent decades, when political
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developments have encouraged an increasing role for
linguistic and other manifestations of local ethnicity in
Pakistan. Their reversal of direction in the historic
patterns of influence from west to east has served to
base the written language more closely on the Madjhl
of Lahore, but at the cost of emphasising its distinctiveness from other regional standards, notably the
Siraiki of Multan-Bahawalpur. For the present, therefore, Urdu continues to represent an attractive alternative to the greater adoption of PandjabI as literary
language, even in the specialised world of Pakistani
PandjabI scholarship.
Bibliography: 1. Language. G.A. Grierson,
ed., Linguistic survey of India, ix, part I, Western Hindi
andPanjdbi, 607-825, Calcutta 1916, contains a full
bibliography of the earlier sources. The significance
of PandjabI in the early formation of Urdu was first
argued in H.M. Sherani, Pandjab men Urdu, Lahore
1930. More recent studies are best consulted
through O.N. Kaul and M. Bala, Punjabi language
and linguistics, an annotated bibliography, Patiala 1992.
There is no systematic account of Muslim PandjabI
comparable to the description of modern standard
Sikh PandjabI in H.S. Gill and H.A. Gleason, A
reference grammar of Punjabi, Patiala 1969.
2. L i t e r a t u r e . There is a lengthy composite account (in Urdu) in Pandjdbi adab, in Tdnkh-i
adabiyydt-i musulmdndn-i Pakistan 6 Hind, ed. Fayyad
Mahmud, xiii, part I, Lahore 1971, 185-433. The
earlier period is surveyed in C. Shackle, Early vernacular poetry in the Indus valley, in Islam and Indian
regions, ed. A.L. Dallapiccola and S. Zingel-Ave
Lallemant, Stuttgart 1993, i, 259-89. For the Sufi
poetry, L. Rama Krishna, Panjdbi Sufi poets, A.D.
1460-1900, Calcutta 1938, still awaiting its long
overdue English replacement, may be supplemented by Bulleh Shah [sic], a selection, tr. Taufiq
Rafat, Lahore 1982. A comprehensive bibliography
of English and other sources for the Warith Shah
Hir (and to the kissa poetry generally) is provided in
C. Shackle, Transitions and transformations in Vdris
Shah's Hir, to appear in The Indian narrative: perspectives and patterns, ed. idem and R. Snell, Wiesbaden
1993.
3. Modern PandjabI. The changing status of
the language is examined in C. Shackle, Punjabi in
Lahore, in Modern Asian Studies, iv (1970), 239-67;
idem, Language, dialect, and local identity in northern
Pakistan, in Pakistan in its fourth decade, ed. W.-P.
Zingel, Hamburg 1983, 175-87; idem, Some observations on the evolution of modern standard Punjabi, in Sikh
history and religion in the twentieth century, ed. J.T.
O'Connell, Toronto 1988, 101-9. (C. SHACKLE)
PANDJDIH (PENDJDEH), a village now in the
Turkmenistan Republic, situated to the east of the
Kushk river near its junction with the Murghab at
Pul-i Kishti. The fact that the inhabitants of this area,
the Sarik Turkomans, were divided into five sections,
the Soktls, Harzagls, Khurasanlis, Bayrac, and the
C
A1I Shah, has been put forward as a possible explanation of the origin of the name Pendjdeh, but it carries
no weight as the Sariks were only 19th-century immigrants, whereas the name was in use in the 15th
century.
This obscure oasis owes a somewhat melancholy
importance to the "Pandjdih Incident" of 1885, when
an Afghan force suffered heavy losses in an engagement with Russian troops, and which threatened to
become a major Anglo-Russian military confrontation in Central Asia. History proves that an ill-defined
boundary is a potential cause of war. It was a
knowledge of this and the Russian occupation of
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Marw in 1884, with an intention in Imperial Russian
minds of extending power over all the Turkmen
peoples of the region, that gave the necessary impetus
to negotiations which ended in the appointment of an
Anglo-Russian Boundary Commission for the
delimitation and demarcation of the northern boundary of Afghanistan. Trouble immediately arose in
this quarter, for while the Russians contended that the
inhabitants of Pandjdih were independent, the British
held the view that they were subjects of the Amir of
Afghanistan. According to the British, the district of
Pandjdih, which comprised the country between the
Kushk and Murghab rivers from the Band-i Nadir to
Ak Tepe, together with the rest of Badghls, formed
part of the Harat province of Afghanistan. During the
first quarter of the 19th century, Pandjdih had been
occupied by Djamshldls and Hazaras. Towards the
end of this period, some Turkomans of the Ersari
tribe, whose settlements were scattered along the
banks of the Oxus between the fiardjuy and Balkh,
moved to Pandjdih and obtained permission to settle
there. Salor Turkomans had also settled in this area.
About 1857, the Ersaris migrated from the oasis of
Pandjdih, and soon afterwards the Sarik Turkomans,
forced southwards by their more powerful
neighbours, the Tekkes, occupied Yulatan and
Pandjdih and compelled the Salor families to migrate
elsewhere. Although, therefore, Pandjdih had from
time to time been occupied by various tribes, they had
all, whether Djamshldls, Hazaras, Ersaris, Salors or
Sariks, acknowledged they were on Afghan soil and
paid tribute to the nd^ib or deputy of the Afghan
governor of Harat. The Sarik Turkomans had even
supplied the Amir with troops. The British therefore
contended that the district of Badghls, of which
Pandjdih formed a part, had long been under Afghan
rule (Foreign Office mss. 65, 1205).
The Russians, on the other hand, contended that
the people of this oasis had always enjoyed independence. Lessar, a Russian engineer, who visited
Pandjdih in March 1884, discovered no trace of
Afghan authority, but a Russian doctor, named
Regel, who visited it in June of the same year reported
the presence of an Afghan detachment. In their opinion, therefore, Pandjdih had only recently been occupied by Afghan troops.
The fact that the Afghans had not permanently garrisoned this area was no proof of its independence. On
the contrary, it was only natural that, after the Russian occupation of Marw and Pul-i Khatun, cAbd alRahman Khan should have taken steps to indicate his
sovereign rights over this area. When, therefore, an
Afghan garrison occupied Pandjdih, the Russian
Government immediately protested and disputed the
Amir's claim to the territory. While negotiations were
taking place between London and St. Petersburg,
events moved swiftly on the frontiers of Afghanistan.
On 29 March 1885, General Komarov sent an
ultimatum demanding the withdrawal of the Afghan
garrison. The Afghans resolutely refused to withdraw,
whereupon the Russians attacked them, driving them
across the Pul-i Kishti with the loss of some 900 men.
It must be admitted that the posting of Afghan troops
in Pandjdih, and the Russian advance to Yulatan on
the Murghab and to Pul-i Khatun on the Harl Rud,
were both provocative actions almost certain to
precipitate war. The whole incident should have been
avoided, but the confusing reports of Sir Peter
Lumsden, the British Commissioner, to the Foreign
Office, and the delay of Zelenoi, the Russian Commissioner, in arriving at Sarakhs complicated matters
still more.
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At the time, this incident seemed likely to embroil
Russia and Britain in war, but, fortunately, the good
sense of the Amir, who was at this critical moment on
a State visit to Rawalpindi, and the diplomatic skills
of the Viceroy, Lord Dufferin, prevented this, for
even the pacific Liberal government of Gladstone had
proposed to Parliament that £11,000,000 should be
expended on preparations for war.
It was finally agreed that Pandjdih should be handed over to Russia in exchange for Dhu '1-Fikar, and
by the year 1886 the northern boundary of
Afghanistan had been demarcated from Dhu '1-Fikar
to the meridian of Duk^i within forty miles of the
Oxus. After a dispute as to the exact point at which
the boundary line should meet the Oxus, the process
of demarcation was completed in 1888. This recognition of a definite frontier between Russia and
Afghanistan led to a decided improvement in the Central Asian question.
In the history of mediaeval Islamic literature,
Pandjdih appears as the home, or the place of ultimate
origin, of at least two poets: Abu Hanifa Pandjdihl,
whose Arabic verses are quoted in al-Bakharzi,
Dumyatal-kasr, ed. al-I^ilu, Cairo 1388-91/1968-71, ii,
257 no. 303 = ed. al-cAm, Baghdad 1390-1/1960-1, ii,
154; and Muzaffarl Pandjdihl Marwi (Marwarrudhi
?), a Persian poet included by Nizamf cArudi, Cahdr
makdla, ed. Kazwmi, 28, and c Awfi, Lubdb al-albdb,
ed. Browne and Kazwmi, ii, 63-5, amongst the
eulogists of the Ghaznawids.
Bibliography: Delimitation Afghane. Negotiations
entre la Russie et la Grande-Bretagne, 1872-85, 1886;
Parliamentary Papers, Central Asia, 1884-5, Ixxxvii, c.
4387-9, 4418; Public Record Office, London, Foreign
Office mss. 65, 1205; 1238-45; C.E. Yate, Northern
Afghanistan, or Letters from the Afghan Boundary Commission, London 1888; Sir Alfred Lyall, The life of the
Marquis of Dufferin and Ava, London 1905, ii, 90-3;
V. Gregorian, The emergence of modern Afghanistan.
Politics of reform and modernization 1880-1946, Stanford 1969, 117, 156-7; L. Dupree, Afghanistan,
Princeton 1973, 421-3; M. Bence-Jones, The
Viceroys of India, London 1982, 138-9.
(C.C. DA VIES)
PANDJHIR, the name of a river and its valley in
the northeastern part of Afghanistan. The river flows
southwards from the Hindu Kush [q. v. ] and joins the
Kabul River at Sarobi, and near this point a barrage
was constructed in the 1950s to supply water for
Kabul. The Pandjhlr valley has always been important as a corridor for nomads who winter in the
Lamghanat-Djalalabad [q. vv. ] regions and then travel
to summer pastures in Badakhshan [q.v. ].
In mediaeval Islamic times, Pandjhlr was a famed
centre for silver mining [see MA C DIN at V, 964, 967,
968 for details], and coins were minted there by the
Saffarids [q. v. ], Abu Dawudids or Banldjurids [q. v. in
Suppl.] and Samanids [q.v.] (see E. von Zambaur, Die
Miinzprdgungen des Islam, i, Wiesbaden 1968, 79). Pandjhlr seems to have produced a poet in Persian of
some renown (the "well-known" al-Bandjhlrl of
Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, i, 499?), Abu '1-Muzaffar
Makkl al-Pandjhlri, eulogist of the Qhaznawids; see
c
Awft, Lubdb al-albdb, ed. Browne and Kazwlni,
London-Leiden 1903-6, ii, 46.
In the 1980s, the Pandjhlr valley was a particular
centre of Mudjdhid [q.v.] resistance to the Communist
regime in Kabul and its Soviet Russian supporters.
Bibliography: See Le Strange, Lands, 417-19; J.
Humlum et alii, La geographic d'Afghanistan, etude d'un
pays aride, Copenhagen etc. 1959, 32, 41, 44, 311.
(Eo.)

PANDJWAY [see KANDAHAR].
PANDU'A, a mediaeval Islamic town of the
Bengal Sultanate [see BANGALA], now in the Malda
District of the West Bengal State of the Indian Union,
and situated about 16 km/10 miles to the south of
modern Malda town, in lat. 25° 8' N. and long 88°
10' E. It was the residence of §hams al-Dln Ilyas
Shah of Bengal (746-59/1345-58) and his five successors, and^it was at Pandu'a that he mounted the
throne. Pandu'a continued as the capital of the Bengal
Sultanate till the reign of Djalal al-Dln Muhammad
Shah (817-35/1414-31), who transferred the capital to
Gawr or Lakhnawtl [q.v.]. On coins, Pandu'a is referred to as Firuzabad. It was deserted due to its unwholesome climate and the rise of swamps and marshes. It is now a deserted town—a square mound, five
miles in diameter with archaeological evidence of fortification.
Pandu'a developed as a brisk centre of spiritual activity in Bengal, ijjalal al-Dln Tabriz! established his
khdnahdh at Deotala, near Pandu'a. In 742/1342 cAla'
al-Dln CA1I Shah built his tomb at Pandu'a. Shaykh
Siradj al-Dln c Uthman, known as Akhl Sirap!j, a distinguished disciple of Shaykh Nizam al-Dln Awliya'
[q.v.], planted the Gishtl order at Pandu'a. His
successors—Shaykh cAla' al-Hakk, Nur Kutb-i
c
Alam and others—played an important role in the
cultural life of the place. Shaykh cAla' al-Hakk (d.
800/1398) pushed further the work of his distinguished predecessors and made Pandu'a the centre of
a powerful religious and intellectual movement. His
son Nur Kutb-i cAlam built there a big madrasa and a
hospital. The land granted by cAla' al-Dln Husayn
Shah to his khdnakdh continued up to recent times.
According to the Riydd al-saldttn, Husayn Shah used
to come from Ekdala every year on foot to visit the
tomb of Nur Kutb-i cAlam. We find eminent saints,
like Shaykh Ahmad cAbd al-Hakk of Rudawli,
visiting his shrine (Anwar al-cUyun, cAHgafh 1905,
12-14).
The site of Pandu'a contains some splendid Muslim
buildings, mostly in a ruinous condition, including
the remarkable Adlna or Friday Mosque, the largest
in the subcontinent, built by the second Ilyas Shahid.
Sikandar Shah I (759-92/1358-90), completed in
Radjab 776/December 1374-January 1375 according
to an inscription in the mosque; the 10th/16th century
Ku{b Shah! mosque; and several significant tombs
(see A.H. Dani, Muslim architecture in Bengal, Dacca
1961, 55-73, 76-83, 168-70; G. Michell (ed.), The
Islamic heritage of Bengal, UNESCO, Paris 1984, 10914, 155-64).
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India2, xix, 3924; M. Abid Ali Khan, Memoirs of Gawr and Pandua,
revised by H.E. Stapleton, Calcutta 1931; M.A.
Rahim, Social and cultural history of Bengal, i, Karachi
1963, 183-4; M.R. Tarafdar, Husain Shahi Bengal, a
socio-political study, Dacca 1965, 128-9; A. Karim,
Corpus of the Muslim coins of Bengal, Dacca 1960;
Ghulam Rasool, Chishti Nizami Sufi order of Bengal,
DihlT 1990.
(K.A. NIZAMI)
PANGULU [see PENGHULU].
PANlPAT, a town of northern India (lat. 29° 24'
N., long. 76° 58' E.) situated 86 km/57 miles north
of Dihll; it is also the name of the southernmost tahstl
in the Karnal District of what was in British Indian
times the province of the Pandjab [q. v. ] but has since
1947 been in the eastern or Indian part of the divided
province of the former Pandjab, at present in
Haryana province of the Indian Union.
On three occasions has the fate of Hindustan been
decided on the plain of Pampat: in 1526, when Babur
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[q.v.], the Barlas Turk, defeated Ibrahim Lodi [q.v.];
in 1556, when Akbar [q.v.] crushed the forces of
Hemu; and lastly, in 1761, when the Marathas [q.v.]
were defeated by Ahmad Shah Durrani [?.z>.]. The
geographical factor combined with internal decay and
a weak system of frontier defence has been chiefly
responsible for this. From the strategic background of
Afghanistan the path for invaders lay along the lines
of least resistance, the Khyber, Kurram, Tochi, and
Gomal passes, on to the Pandjab plains, for the Indus
has never proved an obstacle to an enterprising
general. Checked on the south by the deserts of
Radjputana, invading armies were forced to enter the
Ganges and Djamna valleys through the narrow
bottleneck between the north-eastern extremity of the
desert and the foot of the Himalayas.
Hence because of this strategic position, Panipat
has always been important, and is mentioned in the
Mahdbhdrata and in the historical sources on the Dihll
Sultanate [q.v.]. In the first battle of Panlpat, Babur
defeated and killed Ibrahim b. Sikandar Lodi on 8
Radjab 932/20 April 1526. His success was attributed
by earlier scholars to an extensive use of cannon, 700
^arabas [q.v.] being mentioned in the Bdbur-ndma, tr.
Beveridge, 463 ff., see esp. 468-9 n. 3; but these must
have been for the conveyance of baggage, not gun carriages. Babur certainly had an unspecified number of
cannon, and his Master Gunner Ustad cAH-KulI had
farangi, darbzan and degh cannon which were lashed
together for action [see further BARUD. vi. India]. The
battle sealed the late of the Lodi dynasty [^.^.],
but much tougher resistance to Babur was offered
to him in the following year at the battle of
Khanu^a, when he routed the Radjput Raria Saiiga
of Mewaf [q.v.] and brought about the extinction
of Mewaf as a separate kingdom (see Bdbur-ndma, tr.
558-75).
The second battle of Panlpat took place on 2
Muharram 964/5 November 1556, when Akbar, soon
after his accession, defeated the usurping Hindu
minister Hemu, who had assumed the title of Radja
Vikramaditya, this victory being the first major step
in Akbar's constituting the Mughal empire.
The third battle of Panlpat took place on 7
Djumada II 1174/14 January 1761, when the
Marathas, having managed to occupy Dihll, were
nevertheless put to flight by the Afghan amir of Kandahar, Ahmad Shah Durrani. Although Ahmad Shah
returned to Afghanistan shortly afterwards and
Maratha power revived, the battle had long-term effects in preserving the Muslim state of the Nizam in
Haydarabad [q. v. ] and in allowing the British to consolidate their position in Bengal.
The modern town of Panlpat still retains its fort and
a wall with 15 gates, and amongst its monuments are
the ruins of a mosque in the Kabul! Bagh built to commemorate the first battle of Panlpat. In 1971 Panfpat
had a population of 87,981.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India1, xix, 3978; A.S. Beveridge (tr.), Bdbur-ndma, ii, London
1921; Abu '1-Fadl cAllamI, Akbar-ndma, tr. H.
Beveridge, Calcutta 1897-1921, ii, 58 ff.; CA1I
Muhammad Khan. Mir^dt-i Ahmadi (Ethe, no.
3598, fols. 583-4); N.igdr-ndma-yi Hind, Orme 1896
(see also Asiatic Researches, iii, and Elliot and
Dowson, History of India, viii, 396-402); Selections
from the Peshwa 's Daftar, Letters and Dispatches relating
to the Battle of Panipat, 1747-1761, 1930; Hari Ram
Gupta, The Marathas and Panipat, Delhi 1961;
Haryana District gazetteers. Karnal, Chandigarh 1976,
513-16.
(C.C. DAVIES-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
PANTELLERIA [see KAWSARA].
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PANTHAY. a term applied to the Chinese
Muslims of Y u n n a n and their rebellion in the
19th century.
In the second half of the 19th century, Chinese
Muslims in Yunnan province (in south-west China,
bordered by Burma, Thailand and Vietnam) were
known to the Europeans as Panthay, a term which had
never been used anywhere in China. The Yunnanese
Muslims were known as Huei-Huei up to 1949, when
the incoming communist government referred to
them as Huei-Min or Huei-Tsu.
Views differ as to the etymology of the term
Panthay. If it derives from Chinese, it may have meant
indigenous (Pen-ti) or rebellious brigand (Pan-Tsei),
although there is no reliable evidence. If, alternatively, it derives from Persian or Burmese, it might have
been a corruption of Pan-see, a Burmese term, referring to Indo-Burmese of northern Arakan, who had
converted to Islam in the early 13th century, and
originating from Persian Parsi of which the r sound
was dropped by Burmese, who called Muslims Pathi
or Passi. The most likely etymology is that the term
was a British coinage, corrupted by colonial officers in
British India from the Burmese term Pan-see to
designate the Yunnanese Muslims during their 185573 rebellion against the Manchu authorities. For today's Yunnanese Muslims in Burma, Panthay carries
a pejorative meaning.
Sources concerning the first entry of Muslims and
Islam to Yunnan vary in accuracy and credibility.
Tang (618-906 A.D) and Sung (960-1279 A.D)
records have left no adequate summary of the
religious status and activities of Central Asian
migrants in Yunnan, although archaeological
evidence from the Tang period suggests that they
were enslaved in the Buddhist Tali Kingdom of the
native Yunnanese at that time. This accords with the
fact that, when Tibet invaded the Tali Kingdom in
801, many of those taken prisoner were found to be
conscripts from Samarkand. An unofficial history of
the Tali Kingdom dating from the Sung period maintains that the first Muslims were Persian merchants
and Southeast Asians on a tribute mission. According
to Chinese Muslim legend, however, the first settlers
were Arab merchants in the middle years of the Tang
dynasty, and there is no evidence of Islam taking root
in Yunnan prior to the Mongol conquest of the whole
of China (1279), after which mass Muslim immigration into Yunnan was carried out by the central
government through their own Muslim generals.
After the conquest, Muslims migrated to Yunnan
in three waves, in 1253, 1256 and 1267. Various
Muslim ethnic groups (Tanguts, Tatars, Uyghurs,
Persians, etc.) were introduced, following their
overlords there as the province was settled. The
Muslim immigrants were allocated lands and scattered all over the province, so that camps or villages,
known as Huei-Huei Yin or Huei-Huei Chun, gradually
developed. Furthermore, Central Asian Muslim
soldiers were continually sent thither from other parts
of China as part of a political and military strategy
aimed at pacifying Burmese or local insurgents. This
also served to promote social integration in that the
Muslims began to intermarry with native or Han
women or to adopt non-Muslim orphans and bring
them up as Muslims to become natural suitors for
their daughters.
In order to maintain control of the Muslim population, the Mongol-Yuen court appointed Muslim
generals as provincial governors, amongst whom the
most eminent was the Bukharl general, Sayyid Adjall
Shams al-Dm c Umar, who was entrusted by Kubilay
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Khan [q. v. ] with the task of sinicising not only the
local tribes but probably also the Muslims. Under his
governorship, many mosques were built, although he
did not intentionally promote Islam. By the end of the
Yuen period, the Muslims had gradually abandoned
their Central Asian traditions in order to adopt
Chinese customs and had developed their religion into
a syncretised one.
During the Ming period (1368-1644), Muslim
migration continued. However, unlike the Mongols,
who had allowed their non-Han subjects to retain
their traditions, the Ming rulers imposed Confucianism in an attempt to eliminate all non-Han
culture. Under these conditions, Muslims were forced
further to integrate, but managed to preserve their
religious freedom and their numbers grew. As
military activity decreased, soldiers engaged in other
occupations, the most important of which, in mineralrich Yunnan, was mining. The early Ming period also
saw the start of the caravan trade, and eventually six
trade routes linked Yunnan, Burma, Tibet and other
parts of China. Porcelain manufacture also flourished. Huei-Ch'ing (Islamic blue) was made chiefly in
Yunnan for Muslim patrons abroad. By the onset of
the Manchu-Ch'ing period (1644-1911), leather and
carpet manufacture also significantly contributed to
the Yunnanese economy. By the mid-19th century,
the province of Yunnan was home to the second
largest Muslim population centre next to that of
Northwest China [see KANSU].
Under the Mongols, Muslims had enjoyed more
political privileges and higher social status than the
Han Chinese. Even under the Ming, they were still
able to live without political and social discrimination.
However, under the Manchus, Muslims found it increasingly difficult to uphold their religious freedom
in the face of oppressive Confucianisation and Han
chauvinism, which discriminated against all non-Han
cultural elements. The resulting resentment led to
serious uprisings in Muslim population centres in
northwestern China. In Yunnan, where imperial law
was only weakly enforced, social order broke down
still further as the Yunnanese Muslims began to take
up arms against the Han.
Chief among the factors contributing to the Yunnanese Muslim rebellion of 1855-73 were religiocultural and economic conflicts and institutionalised
oppression by Han officials. Muslim traditions, preserved from their ancestors, particularly dietary
customs, set them apart from Han society. Muslims
abhorred pork, while the Han reared cattle only as
draught animals. Other cultural and religious
disparities, which caused conflict, included methods
of worship (Muslims considered the Han idolatrous),
dress, language, wedding and funeral customs.
The national economic crisis prevailing in the 19th
century was chiefly reflected in Yunnan in the mining
industry, in which there was much Han-Muslim
rivalry. Both groups had constantly to look for new
veins of ores, and ownership disputes frequently occurred. The Han resented the Muslims' superior
techniques and trade acumen and would wrest wealth
from their opponents by force.
The maintenance of social order had previously
been the responsibility of the local gentry, but during
the 19th century the whole social system increasingly
became corrupt and local government all but collapsed. Instead of restraining wayward elements, many of
the gentry were themselves a source of disturbance,
particularly in firing Han Chinese hatred against
Muslims. They colluded with local officials, secret
societies and local militia in order to oppress the

Muslims for their own interests. With all these factors
ranged against them, the Muslims vainly tried to seek
justice from the central government, but eventually
they were driven to rebel against the Manchu authority itself.
The rebellions took place in the early 1850s in most
parts of Yunnan, but were concentrated around Yunnan Fu (present-day Kunming), the provincial capital
in the east, and the Tali region in the west. From the
middle of 1856 onwards, local, uncoordinated insurrections gradually gravitated towards a few centres of
leadership in eastern Yunnan. Here, the grand imam,
Yusuf Ma (Chinese name Ma Te-Hsing or Ma Fu-Chu)
was elected as spiritual leader, but military responsibility was in the hands at first of his ahund disciples,
mainly Hsu Yuen-Chi, later a military degree holder,
Ma Ju-Lung.
Imam Ma, a prolific writer and Islamic educationalist, under whom Yunnan became one of the
three Islamic learning centres in China, was a
moderate theologian who advocated a negotiated solution to the Muslims' problems. On the other hand,
Ma Ju-Lung, who had also been one of the imam's
disciples, was an opportunist who sought privileges
with the ruling Manchu.
Muslim forces were able to lay siege to Yunnan Fu
three times between 1855 and 1862, causing severe
strains on the imperial army and local Han militia,
but failed to take the city. The response of the Manchu provincial government was to adopt a policy of
"Pardon and Pacification" and to reward the eastern
rebel leaders with governmental posts and honorary
titles. Imam Ma was appointed the Beg of Yunnan,
which was the equivalent of Shaykh al-Isldm of Yunnan. This bought off the loyalty of the eastern rebels,
who later became the main force led by Ma Ju-Lung
to subdue the rebellion in the west.
This had been led by Tu Wen-Hsiu, also known as
Sultan Sulayman to the Europeans, who was more
committed to the political and religious cause of
Islam. His experience of the brutality of Manchu rule
towards the Muslims in northwest China during the
Djahriyya (a Nakshbandiyya [q.v. ] $ufT sub-order)
movement, inclined him not to yield to the Manchu's
inducements and to hold out instead for a independent Muslim state within China.
Thus in western Yunnan, the situation was different. Here, the rebels seized Tali as capital of their
sultanate (Ping-Nan-Kuo, in Chinese, "Southern
Pacified Kingdom") in 1855. An Islamic court was set
up and Islamic law implemented, but this only applied to Muslims, while the old Ming laws were readopted and applied to non-Muslim subjects. Islamic
learning was encouraged, Islamic schools were established to educate Muslims and many conversions took
place, although these were not forced.
(
During the course of the rebellions, the two rebel
groups were at odds and the only opportunity for
them to unite to drive the Manchu out of Yunnan was
wasted for two reasons. First, Tu Wen-Hsiu offered
Ma Ju-Lung a high-ranking post in his court. Ma,
who was politically and militarily more ambitious, rejected this, saying that he could serve under no-one
other than the grand imam, Ma Te-Hsing. Secondly,
there was considerable sectarian conflict. The eastern
rebels belonged to the traditional conservative Ke-TiMu (Ar. al-Kadim) who opposed new teaching or
reform. The Tali court, on the other hand, was
dominated by the Djahriyya reformists who had been
exiled to Yunnan after the suppression of their movement in northwestern China by the Manchu government. The grand imam, who himself belonged to the
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Ke-Ti-Mu, was once courteously invited by the Tali
Sultan to lead religious affairs, but the invitation was
turned down. Under these circumstances, the Ke-TiMu rendered assistance to the Manchu government to
suppress the Tali rebellion for the sake of preserving
their own religious interests.
After only 18 years, the Tali sultanate collapsed. Its
fate was sealed following the defection to the Manchu
of most of its Han leaders and its lack of modern
weaponry in order to continue to fight. The defection
of the Han leaders resulted from unbalanced powersharing in the Tali court. The sultan was accused of
favouring his Muslim followers in administrative and
military affairs. Towards the end of its rule, the Tali
court sought military assistance from Western
powers. At the beginning of 1872 a Panthay mission,
mediated by the British Government of India, and
headed by the sultan's adopted son, Prince Hasan,
was sent to London to secure arms and recognition
from Queen Victoria as a tributary of Britain. However, at that time the British government's relations
with Peking, from whom they hoped to gain further
trade advantages, outweighed other considerations
and the mission was not well received. Nor did it obtain the support of the Ottoman government in Istanbul, where it stopped on its way back to Yunnan.
The Yunnanese Muslim rebellion was not simply a
political uprising against Manchu corruption, as it has
been sometimes viewed. It was in reality a search for
ethno-religious identity and social status. Prior to the
Manchu period, Muslims were included in the Middle Kingdom, China, as Muslim Chinese and were
treated equally with their Han counterparts. Under
Manchu rule, they were classified as a minority, and
their previous equal rights were gradually eroded. In
these circumstances, a rejection of Manchu rule
developed and was fanned by the religious undercurrents of reform brought by the Sufi Djahriyya movement, these currents thus crystalising in the ideology
of a secession movement, fighting for its own separate
future.
The suppression of the rebellion was highly significant in Chinese history. It was another triumph of the
Han supremacy and Confucianism which had never
been challenged or set aside by non-Han elements.
The status of Yunnanese Muslims was now reduced to
its lowest level. They were forced to abandon their
ethno-religious identity and to assimilate further into
Confucian society. Many of those who did not want
to live under these conditions fled to Burma [q. v. ] and
formed solid communities there in order to maintain
their traditions, these being the forebears of the
present-day Chinese Muslims in Burma.
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(CHANG-KUAN LIN)
PAPYRUS, a term of Greek origin,rcdrcupos,is one
of the w o r l d ' s oldest w r i t i n g materials; it seems
to have been used in Egypt, the land of its provenance, since the 6th dynasty, ca. 2470-2270 A.D. As
an equivalent for this word the Arabs, after their conquest of this country, used bardi, abardt, or better still
warak al-bardi. However, these expressions were not of
widespread usage, and in Egypt the term employed
was/o/Tr, corresponding more closely to the original
Greek. Elsewhere, the word kinds was also used,
derived from the Greek x^PTTl?> through the intermediary of the Aramaic kartis. And since this last
term denoted not only papyrus but also parchment
and later even paper, it became necessary in this context to add the adjective misrt "Egyptian", as was
done by Ibn al-Nadlm in his Fihrist, 21, 11. 10 f.
The use of this material extends over some seven
centuries, lasting until the 8th/14th century. Its
utilisation increased following the arrival of the Arabs
in Egypt and remained dominant even in the 3rd/9th
century, despite the introduction of paper [see
KAGHAD] .
Arabic papyrology is the scientific study of texts
written on papyrus, although it is conventional, as A.
Grohmann (Einfuhrung, 3, 1. 1) has pointed out in his
definition of this branch of scholarship, to include
automatically within its scope non-literary documents
written on other materials, such as leather, parchment, cloth, paper, ostraca, bone or wood. However,
the mass of documents on papyrus is by far the most
important.
Despite the antiquity of papyrus as a writing mate-
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rial in Arabic culture, Arabic papyrology has
developed quite recently. In fact it was only in 1824
that the subject first emerged as a science in its own
right, this being the year in which two papyri were
discovered in a small sealed pottery, located in a tomb
or in a well near the Pyramids of Sakkara (see
Grohmann, Aperfu, table IX; N. Abbott, The rise,
table IV). A. Silvestre de Sacy published them and
thus became the founder of this discipline, which was
nevertheless not to attain real prominence until 1877,
the year in which sensational discoveries of papyri
were made in the ruins of the old ArsinoeKrokodilopolis (Kom Paris and Kom al-Kharyana) to
the north of the town of al-Fayyum. In subsequent
years excavations continued, bringing to light a mass
of material. The pieces found were sold to the
museums of Berlin, to the Bodleian in Oxford, and to
the National Library of Vienna, where the Archduke
Rainer of Austria purchased 1,000 pieces; thus began
the gradual development of the famous PER collection (Papyri Erzherzog Rainer), which currently
holds the world's greatest accumulation of Arabic
pieces and which celebrated its centenary in 1983 (see
Festschrift zum 100-jdhrigen Bestehen...). Sales continued
and other collections came into being around the
world: in Hamburg, Heidelberg, Strasbourg and elsewhere. Excavations also continued in the hills of Old
Cairo (Fusjat), in other ruins including those of the
Memphis Necropolis, Abusir al-Malak, and those of
Ahnas (Herakleopolis), and, with fewer pieces found,
at al-Ushmunayn (Hermopolis Magna) and Kom
Eshkawh (Aphrodito) where in 1901, during the digging of a cistern, two metres of papyri were found.
Other discoveries were made in Upper Egypt, at
Akhmlm (Panopolis), at Gabalayn (Pathyris), the
source of part of the Heidelberg collection (see the
works of C.H. Becker and R.G. Khoury) and also at
Edfu (Apollinopolis Magna) where the Institut Frangais d'Archeologie Orientale of Cairo found some important pieces, including the well-known codex on
papyrus of al-Djamic by cAbd Allah Ibn Wahb (d.
197/812) (see the edition by J. David-Weill), the only
relatively complete book written on papyrus which has
been preserved.
Outside Egypt, there have been few discoveries of
papyri. In Palestine some 600 pieces were found (including about a dozen in Arabic) in the course of
British excavations conducted at cAw<Jja° al-Hafir in
1936-7, and a few other texts, which Grohmann has
published, were discovered by Bedouins in the cave of
Khirbet el-Mird.
Collections, of varying degrees of importance, have
thus been gradually assembled in both the eastern and
the western world. In the East, it is the Cairo collection which is the most important; in the former
Khedival Library (currently the Dar al-Kutub), some
2,000 pieces are to be found: papyri, parchments,
papers, a few ostraca and a rare fragment of a wooden
tablet. The founder of this collection was B. Moritz,
director of the afore-mentioned Library from 1896 to
1914 (with reference to this collection, see B. Moritz,
Arabische SchriftlArabic script; Grohmann, Einfiihrung,
36 ff.; R.G. Khoury, Papyruskunde, 253-54). But it is
Grohmann who deserves the greatest credit for his
study of these papyrological materials, devoting to
them a series of ten volumes, the first six of which
were published in his lifetime, while the four final
volumes remain in manuscript form (see Grohmann,
APEL).
In America, most worthy of mention is the University of Chicago, where the Oriental Institute has
assembled, since 1929, a collection comprising

numerous documents, in particular historical, literary
and KurDanic texts. Chiefly responsible for the
publication of these was Nabia Abbott (see BibL). At
the Library of the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor) there are also a few pieces, and the same applies
to the Museum of the University of Philadelphia.
Other small collections exist, which have not been
catalogued or which are not sufficiently well known to
have attracted academic interest.
In Europe, as in the world at large, by far the most
important collection is that of the National Library of
Vienna, which owes its success to "a very thorough
collaboration" between the merchant Theodor Graf
(on his visits to Cairo), the director of the Library,
Joseph von Karabacek, a papyrologist in his own right
(see BibL) and the already-mentioned Archduke
Rainer. Currently, it contains more than 50,000
pieces and fragments, including more than 10,000
papyri, 340 parchments, some thirty thousand
papers, 33 pieces of cloth, a text on bone and ten
ostraca. Not included in this list are all those items
which have yet to be classified and made available to
scholars, as well as countless fragments. Karabacek
and Grohmann have studied several hundreds of
these, in various forms, as have, more recently,
Khoury, W. Diem and Y. Raghib (Ragheb) (see
BibL).
In Germany, numerous collections exist: in
Giessen, and especially in Hamburg where A.
Dietrich has conscientiously published various letters
or documents (see BibL), and also in Berlin (formerly
East Berlin), where there is an important collection,
consisting primarily of business letters and a variety of
documents, some of which have been studied by
Grohmann, Khoury and Raghib. Particular importance is attached to the Heidelberg collection, which
contains some rare and particularly precious items:
(1) the most important collection of administrative
correspondence, dating from the year 91/710, of
Kurra b. Shank [q.v.], Umayyad governor of Egypt,
which has been published by C.H. Becker (see
Becker, PSR I, and Arabische Papyri); (2) the oldest existing version of the life of the Prophet Muhammad
(Maghazi) and the story of King David (Hadith
Ddwud); and (3) the only papyrus scroll preserved
from the entirety of Arab-Islamic culture. (Khoury
has published all these texts; see Wahb b. Munabbih
with reference to the first two, and cAbd Allah b.
Lahfa, for the third.) This collection, known as PSR
(Papyri Schott-Reinhardt), in memory of the collector
and patron Schott, who purchased a large proportion
of the material and then presented it to the University
of Heidelberg, also contains a variety of other texts,
letters of all kinds, etc. (with regard to publications
relating to these categories, see E. Seidel; Grohmann,
CPR; K. Jahn; Dietrich, Zum Drogenhandel, also, most
relevant to this article, in particular, Diem, Arabische
Briefe).
In France, in the Louvre and in Strasbourg, there
are hundreds of contracts and letters of all kinds, including texts or fragments of texts belonging to the
celebrated correspondence of the governor Kurra b.
Shank. J. David-Weill began the systematic study of
these collections, in particular that of the Louvre (see
BibL) and this work has been continued by Cl. Cahen
and most notably Raghib, who has edited two unpublished letters of Kurra b. Sharik and has undertaken, with considerable success, to classify series of
papyri according to common central themes (see
BibL).
In England, there is a small but valuable collection
in the British Museum, and another, of equal impor-
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tance, in the John Rylands Library at Manchester;
the Bodleian Library of Oxford holds about a hundred
texts, to which more have recently been added.
In Italy, there are a few items in Milan and in
Florence. In addition, Arabic pieces have come to
light from time to time almost everywhere: in Oslo,
Istanbul, Geneva and, in particular, St. Petersburg
and Moscow. Prague also has about a thousand
fragments. There exist, besides these, many other
libraries which hold Arabic papyri, as well as private
collections, often unknown to the academic community; not only here, but especially in the important collections mentioned above, in the East and in the
West, there is an enormous quantity of material to be
classified, examined and studied, which cannot be
utilised until it has been treated and placed at the
disposal of specialists. All these items need to be closely examined, as has been done, for example, in Vienna, Heidelberg and elsewhere, with the object, first of
all, of saving the pieces from destruction; they can
then be subjected to the appropriate scientific
scrutiny.
It is unnecessary to stress the importance of papyri
for the study of Arabic paleography and orthography,
in spite of the fact that it is possible only to trace in
part the history of these two auxiliary disciplines and
to give examples of the possible methods of writing.
However, since papyri constitute the preferred material for writing used in the period before the proliferation of paper, documents on papyrus have acquired a
pre-eminent importance, not only in the two areas
just mentioned, but also, and especially, in that of the
Arabic language: scrutiny of such documents does not
relate exclusively to the study of certain particular
philological phenomena, such as, for example, the
history of KurDanic vocabulary, an area in which
fragments on papyrus are very numerous (see
especially the analysis of Abbott, The rise, 60-91), but
also to the study of classical Arabic of the first three
centuries of the Islamic calendar, as has been shown
by S. Hopkins (Studies in the grammar...). Furthermore,
it is clear that papyri afford considerable interest to
scholars of the later centuries of the Arabic language,
in particular the language of the Middle Ages (for
more detail on this point, see Grohmann, Einfuhrung,
88 ff.; Khoury, Papyruskunde, 263-68; G. Endress,
Herkunft und Entwicklung der arabischen Schrift, in GAP,
i, 165-97; and Handschriftenkunde, in ibid., 271-96).
This is to say nothing of the sometimes unique value
of much of the testimony, authentic and usually
dated, supplied by the papyri, of which more will be
said in due course.
Particularly interesting are those documents which
may be classified as texts of protocols, official or
private documents:
(1) Protocols. As early as the Byzantine period, for
example, the start of each scroll was usually introduced by an official formula or protocol
(ftpaycoxoXXov). The Arabs borrowed this method at a
quite early stage, no doubt from the Byzantines: this
is attested for the first time (among the texts currently
available) in a bilingual text found at cAwdja3 al-Hafir
and bearing the date Dhu 'l-Kacda 54/674. Around
105/724 the unilingual genre began to replace the bilingual.
(2) Official and private documents. Unfortunately the
number of official documents available is too small to
permit close study of the functioning of Islamic institutions in the early years. In the majority of cases
one is at the mercy of later historians and scholars,
who have not always left a reliable picture of
preceding periods; this fact has been definitively es-
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tablished by the celebrated correspondence of the
above-mentioned governor of Egypt, Kurra b. Shank
(90-5/709-14). All of the important elements of this
correspondence published so far (Becker, PSR, i; Abbott, The Kurrah papyri; Raghib, Lettres nouvelles), show
him in a quite different light to his received image:
equitable, zealous for the public good, resolute, etc.
These administrative letters are all the more important in that they constitute a source of a unique kind,
and that nothing comparable regarding the other
Islamic provinces has survived in original and authentic form. We thus remain dependent on these letters,
which are of considerable elegance, concerning the
functioning of the administration of the earliest
Islamic periods.
It is appropriate to draw attention to the opening of
these letters, which usually begin with the basmala, followed by the name of the governor, who is himself the
sender, and that of the addressee of his letter. The
final formula al-saldm cald man ittaba^a 'l-hudd ("peace
be upon him who follows the Guidance") accompanies every letter written by a Muslim to a nonMuslim; in general, and notably in the correspondence under consideration here, the letter concludes with the name of the scribe and the date of
composition (concerning such usages, see for example, al-$uli, Adab al-kuttdb, 225; al-Kalkashandl, Subh,
vi, 344, 366). Other official letters, of equal rarity and
of no less worth, do not contain, for the reasons stated
above, the above formula but conclude with the
classical phrase wa 'l-saldm calayka wa-rahmat Allah
("may peace be upon you, and the mercy of God"),
before introducing the name of the scribe and the date
of the letter.
As for private documents, these concern official or
strictly private relations between individuals: marriage, divorce, purchase, sale, complaints and legal
proceedings of all kinds, etc. Grohmann undertook in
his CPR (see Allgemeine Einfuhrung, 17-88), and subsequently in his Einfuhrung, 107-30, a study of the theory
of diplomatic study (Urkundenlehre) of the papyri. The
form of these documents varies to some degree according to the content: ratification of a marriage contract, simple business contract, receipt concerning a
sum of money received or outstanding, business letter, etc. In spite of the efforts made in this area, by
Grohmann, Jahn and others, a comprehensive account of the theory of diplomatic has yet to be written.
For such a project it would be necessary to examine
the maximum possible number of papyri and to compare all the documents which bear a resemblance,
close or distant, to others, first within the ArabIslamic culture, subsequently in the neighbouring
civilisations (Byzantine, Coptic), from which Islam
profited in this respect.
The value of the various documents of papyrus cannot be over-stressed, value for the study not only of
purely philological problems, but in particular of
those relating to the administration and the social and
private life of the early Islamic centuries in general, all
the more so since this type of source is authentic, and
often unique in its original authenticity. This opens
the way to more reliable methods of scientific investigation and constitutes a firm basis for further,
more thorough studies.
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PARA (Gk. PAROS), Turkish name of an import a n t Aegean Cycladic island, west of Nakshe and
north-east of the once-attached Antiparos (1981 pop.:
8,516), celebrated since Antiquity for its marble, still
popular in the 15th century according to the Italian
travellers Buondelmonti (ed. Legrand, 53 ff.) and
Cyriacus of Ancona (cf. Miller-Lampros [ = M-L], ii,
380, 397), and rich in Byzantine, post-Byzantine and
Catholic (Capuchin) monuments. The Byzantine
period (to 1207) saw the island's incorporation in the
Aegean maritime theme after ca. 843 (see Malamut,
Les ties..., 47 ff., s.v. Paros, Paronaxia), as well as
several Arab raids, due to its strategic position in
Aegean sea routes (see NAKSHE), mostly from the
amlrate of Ikritish [q.v.] in the 9th-10th centuries,
chief among them being those of 837, directed by
Nis(i)r and associated with legendary St. Theoctiste of
Lesbos, who died on the island (872), and of 904,
directed by the renegade conqueror of Thessalonica
[see SELANIK], Leo of Tripoli; the devastations of such
raids are vividly recorded in the Vita S. Theoctistae (see
Christides, Conquest of Crete, 6, 166-7, 211 ff.;
Malamut, 109, 112, 136, 142-3, 269, 401 and s.v.;
more refs. in A. Savvides, Notes on Naxos and ParosAntiparos [in Gk.], in Pariana, xlii [1991], 227-37).
Turkish raids began within the intricate period of
the Archipelago Duchy (1207-1566), when successive
Latin families strove for power; Nakshe, Para and
Antiparos were ravaged by Turcoman and Christian
corsairs from the early 15th century, to the effect that
the Loredani fortified the Antiparian capital
"Kastron" and the Sommaripae transferred the
Parian capital from Paroikia, on the north-west, to the
eastern fortress of Kephalos, following an Ottoman
raid of 1490 (M-L, ii, 372, 381; Pitcher, 67; Krantonelle, 50, 379, n. 114, 400, 437, 443). The first Ottoman raid against Para was led by admiral Gali Bey
at the head of the Gelibolu fleet and was caused by the
Archipelago Duke's failure to greet sultan Mehemmed I at Izmir as master of the western Anatolian
coast; extensive looting was followed by the abduction
of many Parians (Ducas, ed. Bonn, 109; Critobulus,
ed. Reinsch, 92; cf. M-L, ii, 371; Krantonelle, 25,
192, 257, 400; Uzuncarsih, Osmanli tarihi, ii5, 1988,
30; Melas, 10), yet subsequent treaties (1419, 1426,
1446, 1454) acknowledged Venetian overlordship
over the Duchy. Bayezld II's 1490 raid aimed at the
Duke Sommaripa's overthrow, but the Venetian Admiral Capello hindered the Ottoman expedition (ML, ii, 394), while the information that extensive
ravages took place in that raid is to be taken with
reservations (Th. and N. Aliprantes, Paros-Antiparos2,
48-9, 168). Being a base for western espionage against
the Sultanate in the early 16th century made Para one
of the targets of Khayr al-Dln Pasha [q. v. ] in the latter's Cycladic raids; its last ruler, Sagredo, surrendered Kephalos fortress (Dec. 1537) and 6,000
Parians and Antiparians suffered massacre, the young
men ending up as oarsmen in the Pasha's vessels and
young girls entering his harem, apart from many
spoils (see NAKSHE; cf. M-L, ii, 404, 406, 407 ff.; Pitcher, 138 and map XIV; Vakalopoulos, iii, 151 and
map; Krantonelle, 142, 160, 206, 405; Slot, The
Turkish conquest of the Cyclades, 1537-8 [in Gk.], in
Kimoliaka, vii [1978], 62 ff.; idem, Archipelagus, 73 ff.;
Frazee, 83, 90, 253; M. Roussos-Melidones, in
Pariana, xxxvi, [1990], 20 ff. [ace. to W. sources]).
Ottoman control was ratified by the 1540 treaty,
which allowed for semi-autonomy under a kapudan
pasha, while a semblance of Latin power continued
until the eventual annexation of 1566 (see Th. and N.
Aliprantes, 49-50, 66 ff., 156, 168-9); the local influential families were also directly involved in the
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island's affairs, predominantly the Kondylai and the
Mavrogenai (see Th. Blancard, Les Mavrogeni, Paris
1909; cf. Pariana, xviii [1985], 71 ff. [Mavroij; xxvi
[1987], 113ff. [Sphaelloi]; xxxvi [1909], 95 ff.
[Desyllai]; also refs. in N. Aliprantes, in DEGEE, v
[1985], 42-119 [on families and coats of arms]).
After the Jewish Duke Nasi's death in 1579 [see
NAKSHE] , extensive privileges were granted by Murad
III (^ahd-ndme of 1580, renewed by Ibrahim in 1646,
shortly after the ravages against Para in 1645-6) (cf.
Zinkeisen, iv, 766; Vakalopoulos, iii, 491, 502, n. 2;
Polemis, Hist. ofAndros, 74-5, 80-1); Nakshe became
the seat of the Cycladic sandjak, enjoying privileges
until the early 19th century, while Para was to suffer
from incessant piratical raids in the course of the
Turco-Venetian wars of the 16th-17th centuries
(Vakalopoulos, ii 2 , 139, n. 39, 144 ff.; iii, 503; iv, 134
and map, 192, 198; N. Kephalleniades, in Pariana,
xiv-xv [1984]; Krantonelle, 35, 49, 60, 121, 176, 2415, 290, 357, 405 and s.v. Paros). Meanwhile, the first
waves of Capuchins and Jesuits .established themselves on Para, particularly on its northern fortified
harbour of Naoussa (cf. Vakalopoulos, ii2, 148; iii,
404 ff.; iv, 120 ff., 132 ff.; Th. and N. Aliprantes,
53 ff., 170). Ottoman fleets used to collect khardd^ annually from Naoussa and Dryo ports, and it was off
Dryo that the Venetian Admiral Mocenigo scored a
spectacular victory over the Ottomans bringing succour to the besiegers of Crete in mid-1651 or 1652,
capturing 5,000 Turks (Mustafa Naclma, v, 98 ff.;
Sathas, Turkish-dominated Greece, 263-4; Vakalopoulos,
ii 2 , 141; iii, 499-500; iv, 38; cf. Pariana, vii [1981],
100 ff.), while in 1666 or 1668 the kapudan pasha
Mustafa Kaplan, while chasing Latin corsairs, sacked
Paroikia with 63 vessels, executing publicly the local
notable Kondyles and abducting 400 Parians, and
moreover pillaging the celebrated 6th-century
Ekatontapyliane ( = Our Lady of one hundred gates)
church (cf. E. Kriaras, The sack of Paroikia: Cretan verses
of the 17th c. [in Gk.], Athena, xlviii [1938], 120-62;
Vakalopoulos, ii2, 142; Th. and N. Aliprantes, 51-2,
53 ff.); meanwhile, the Turco-Venetian war in Crete
brought waves of Cretan refugees on Para, which was
terrorised by the "Saldar" of Ak Deniz ( = Aegean) in
1674; in 1676-7 another Ottoman fleet, in chase of
western pirates, landed at Naoussa and looted it (cf.
Vakalopoulos, ii2, 145-6).
From the late 17th century local administration was
carried out by a voivode, 2 annual kodja-bashh and a
kd<}i. In ca. 1700, however, the French traveller
Tournefort records that the local magnate Constantine Kondyles secured the Porte's favour and became
acting voivode, to be accused of harbouring pirates and
overthrown by the kapudan pasha Qjanfm Khodja, who
had him executed (1716); these developments caused
new waves of refugees to Smyrna (Vakalopoulos, iv,
148-9, 446, 448, 482; V. Sphyroeras, in Mikrasiatika
Chronika, x, 1963, 172 ff.; Mathiopoulos, 27 ff.;
Pariana, xvl [1991], 73 ff.). In the course of the first
Turco-Russian war (1668-74), the Russian fleet under
admirals Orlov and Svyridov seized Nakshe, Para
and Antiparos, using Naoussa as their base until
1774, when ousted by the Ottomans according to the
Kiic'uk Kaynardja treaty [q.v.], before materialising
their plan to sell Para-Antiparos to the British or
French (cf. testimony of the Dutch Pasch van
Krienen, in Sathas, 516-17, 520; Vakalopoulos, iv,
412 ff.). There ensued hard decades for the Parians,
whose penury is vividly depicted in their 1820 petition
to the kapudan pasha', yet both Parians and Antiparians
were among the first islanders to join the 1821 Greek
War for Independence, with distinguished per-

sonalities, like Demetrakopoulos, Delagramates and
the legendary heroine Manto Mavrogenous (E.
Konstantinou, Parian fighters for independence, and Cycladian fighters for independence, Athens 1985; cf.
Vakalopoulos, v, 406 ff.; vi, 515-16, 718-19 and s.v.;
vii, 384, 726, 811 ff.; cf. Pariana, xvi-xvii [1984-5];
xxx [1988], 145 ff.; xxxvii [1990], 71 ff. [all in Gk.]).
In the course of the uprising, both islands suffered
from domestic pirates [see NAKSHE], until incorporated into the newly-founded Greek Kingdom between 1830-2 (cf. Roussos-Melidones, inParia-na, xxx
[1988], 152 ff.). A most interesting case of Christianisation of an ex-Muslim Turkish woman is recorded in 1823 (see Pariana, x [1982], 106 ff.), the same
year of the Maltese Knights' abortive attempt to purchase Nakshe, Para and Antiparos from the temporary Greek government (Vakalopoulos, vi, 486).
Bibliography: See references in NAKSHE; older
references in D. Moustakas-D. Paschales, Paros, in
MEE, xix, 742-4 and G. Georgalas-D. MoustakasC. Karamanos, Antiparos, in MEE, iv, 914-5 (fundamental); general accounts [in Gk.]: P.
Mathiopoulos, Paros, an historical island in the heart of
the Aegean, Athens 1963; D. Sophianou, C.
Georgousses et alii, Hist, of Paros and Antiparos,
Municipality of Paros 1989; comprehensive Parian
bibliographies in the following in Gk.: Th. and N.
Aliprantes, Paros-Antiparos', Athens 19682 (with detailed chronology); N. Aliprantes, ibid., rev. ed.,
19783 (with Engl. appx. on Ekatontapyliane
[Katapoliane] church by Th. Aliprantes); The
toponymies of Paros, 1990 (fundamental); J. Kampanelles, The holy metropolis of Paronaxia through the
ages, 1991. On Parian-Antiparian fortifications [in
Gk.]: M. Philippa-Apostolou, The castle of Antiparos.
A contribution to the study of medieval fortified settlements
in the Aegean, 1978, unpubl. diss.; J. Gikas, Castlesvoyages in Greece, ii, 1981, 181-93, 194-9; on
Buondelmonti's 15th-century description, cf. J.
Melas, The Cyclades in the early 15th c., in Kykladika,
i/1 (1959), 9-21, esp. 17-18 (Paros-AntiparosNaxos). Various important articles [in Gk.] in
EEKM, i-xi, 1960-84 (mostly by D. Paschales), and
Pariana, i-xli (1980-91); other contributions (esp. on
the Turkish period) include N. Aliprantes, Unedited
Parian documents of the Turkish domination, in Athena,
Ixxv (1974-5), 95-119; Clerics of Paros during Turkish
domination, in Ekklesiastike Rizareios Paideia, ii, 1980,
503-23; B. Sphyroeras, The dragomans of the fleet,
1965; Greek crews of the Turkish fleet, 1965; H. Koukkou, Communal institutions in Cyclades during Turkish
domination, i-ii, 1980-9; T. Gritsopoulos, Paronaxian
episcopal affairs of the 17th c., in EEKM, xiii (198590), 203-44 [all in Gk.].
(A. SAVVIDES)
PARA (P. "piece, fragment"), a Turkish coin of
the Ottoman and early Republican periods. It was
originally a silver piece of 4 akces, first issued early in
the 18th century; it soon replaced the akce as the
monetary unit. The weight, originally 16 grains (1.10
grammes), sank to one-quarter of this weight by the
beginning of the 19th century and the silver content
also depreciated considerably. The multiples of the
silver para were 5 (beshlik) paras; 10 (onltk); 15
(onbeshlik); 20 (yigirmiparallk); 30 (zolota) and 40
(ghurusji or piastre). Higher denominations: 60
(altmlshlik); 80 (ikilik, i.e. two piastres); and 100
(yuzlik) paras were occasionally issued.
In the new Medjidiyye currency of 1260/1844, the
para became a small copper coin with multiples 5 (beshpdrallk), 10 (onpdrallk), 20 (yigirmiparallk) and 40
(ghurusji). In the later years of the Ottoman empire,
the larger copper pieces were replaced by nickel. The
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para under the republic was a money of account, the
100 para or 2V£ piastre piece of aluminium bronze
being the smallest denomination issued. With the
post-World War II inflation, the para eventually
disappeared from use in Turkey; in present-day
Turkey, para has acquired, by a process of semantic
evolution akin to that of Arabic fulus [see FALS], the
general meaning of "money".
When Serbia became independent, it retained the
name para for its smallest coin, as did Montenegro
also. The name survived in the former Yugoslavia
during the interwar period, where the nickel 50 para
piece was the smallest coin issued. During the Russian
occupation of Moldavia and Wallachia in 1771-4,
copper coins were issued with the value in paras and
kopecks.
Bibliography: Lane-Poole, Catalogue of oriental
coins in the British Museum, viii, London 1881; Belin,
iny.4, ser. 6, iii, 447-51.
(J. ALLAN)
PAR&IN-KAR! (P.), a technique of inlaywork used in the architecture of the Indo-Pakistan
subcontinent, in Urdu paccT-kdri.
It is usually set in marble in a technique which
reached its fullest development in Hindustan under
Djahangir and Shah-Djahan in the 1 lth/17th century,
by then as an essential element in imperial symbolism. The craft of using semi-precious stones in
floral or foliate compositions in the equivalent of the
Florentine commesso di pietre dure appears to have arisen
from a long regional tradition of stone intarsia work
with a stimulus from imported Florentine pieces, and
possibly European craftsmen. The Tlmurid use of
faience mosaic, kdshi-tardshi [q.v.], following a somewhat comparable development in Persia and greater
Khurasan, provided the model for compositions in
specific architectural situations: it was already used
extensively at Bidar [q. v. ] in the madrasa of Mahmud
Gawan [q.v.] (877/1472), under direct Persian influence, probably via Mahan (the plan is derived from
Khargird). Although the technique of wood inlay was
well known to the TTmurids, they had not transferred
it to stone, except in marble dados inlaid with
geometric networks, as at Gazurgah (832/1429) and
Taybad (848/1444) or with tesserae of stone or bisque
tile and faience. Stone inlay may therefore be regarded as a medium developed in Hindustan, whose use
can be distinguished in three stages: first the use of
strips or bands of contrasting stone, then the use of a
more varied range of colours in geometrical compositions based on the Persian tradition of cut-brick or tile
profiles (see Wulff, op. cit. in Bibl., fig. 187), and finally the freely-drawn work in coloured stones inlaid and
polished in situ. The origins of this third stage have
been investigated since 1839, and their foreign origin
disputed, but the arguments have been admirably collated, and an Italian connection clearly demonstrated,
by Koch (in Bibl.).
The effect of contrasting marble with stone
masonry was already recognised in the AfhaDI-din-ka
Ejhonpfa mosque at Adjmer (595/1199), where a
single white mihrdb with swirling scrolled carving is set
against the kibla wall. A similar contrast is used for the
mihrdb in the mosque at Sultan Qharl (629/1231) and
for the mihrdb and cenotaph in Iltutmish's tomb at
Dihli (ca. 1235). Inset marble first appears there
under the Khaldji sultanate in the cAla3i Darwaza
(711/1311), where white architrave fillets, inscribed
bands, lotus-bud arches, colonnettes and arched
niches are deftly alternated with elements in red stone,
articulated by changes in plane, and united by the imposition of a mesh of similar deeply incised carving on
both. The inserts of black marble and blue schist suggest a connection with Gudjaratl work.
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The vocabulary is extended in the tomb of Ghiyath
al-Dln Tughluk (ca. 725/1325), where marble spandrels and a fretted tympanum contrast with grey
panels in the red stone, and the treatment is echoed in
the interior. At Dhar the mihrdb of the Kamal Mawla
Masdjid (795/1392-3) is surrounded with black and
white fillets in the architrave, and in the Djamic
Masdjid (Lat Masdjid) (807/1404-5) this treatment is
extended to white lines trimming the black spandrels.
In the Djamic Masdjid at Ahmadabad (827/1424), all
five mihrdbs are carved in carefully assorted marbles,
with an open flower in coloured stones that may be the
first application of true pietre dure. By 858/1454 contrasting marble ^trims to the mihrdb of the Djamic
Masdjid at Mandu are combined with the use of blue
tile infill between the merlons of a frieze above; the
trim and contrasting spandrels are repeated in the
main entrance. Combinations of this kind reached a
sophisticated level in the Purana Kilca complex at
Dihll a century later, where intersecting white arches
surround panels of ultramarine tile mosaic, alternately geometric and floral, with traces of turquoise green:
these suggest a technique imported from Persia by
Humayun [q.v.] on his return in 1555. In his Sher
Mandal (pre-1556) the dados at both levels outside are
filled with geometric inlay, white marble stars and
kite-shaped lozenges in the Iranian range of cut brick
shapes set in linear rosettes of structural stone. The
spandrels are trimmed with a single white line, and inlaid with a six-pointed star on either side. The internal
dados, however, are of faience. At the roughly contemporary Masdjid-i Kuhna nearby, the tympanum
of the central bay is filled with square and rectangular
panels of this geometric inlay, framed with white
strips, while the inner architrave is of successive rectangular panels inlaid with frets of white lines to form
a geometric spider's web. Black outlines to the inscribed panels define mihrdbi cartouches which were to
be used regularly thereafter. The white semidome of
the mihrdb is divided into sectors by a fine black trim.
Use of tilework combined with stone, both in contrasting colours, continued until the mosque and
tomb of clsa Khan were built in 954/1547-8.
Geometric marble set in a red stone matrix, however, gained ascendancy in the metropolitan style
fostered by the harem faction under Persian influence
during Akbar's [q.v.] minority. The elegant little
tomb of Ataga Khan (974/1566-7) at Nizam al-Dm
has a fully Persian pishtdk [q.v.] with inlaid white
geometric tesserae on both dados and spandrels, the
latter alternating with smaller areas of dark blue tile
and green centres. Those in the lateral panels are
reticulated in black lines rather than the red
background stone; yet tile mosaic is fitted to the blind
arches of the western enclosure wall. Larger-scale
marble inlay appears in the merlon frieze and in a
display of six-pointed stars among hexagons on the
drum. This appears again on the drum of Humayun's
tomb (969/1561-2 to 1570), probably reflecting his
preoccupation with astrology, and notably in stars set
in the floor of the main chamber, though the exterior
is trimmed only in the earlier linear style. It has been
suggested by Lowry (op. cit. in Bibl., 140-5) that the
choice of red and white here refers deliberately to India's tradition under the Sultanate, in contrast to
Transoxania where such stone is absent, and that the
star was used to symbolise both Humayun and his
successors. Tessellated inlay is consummated in the
great mosque at Fathpur Slkri (979/1571-2), where
geometric networks are used extensively on the intrados of arches and in bands framing blind arches,
niches, and rectangular panels, mostly inside: again,
some are set off with black lines and some with accents
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of faience. The main mihrdb is inlaid with black and
white marbles, but the lateral ones, though on the
same model, vary in detail, two being set with
tilework in four colours.
The transition to floral forms is marked by the
southern gateway to Akbar's tomb at Sikandra
(1022/1613). Though the wings are decorated with
superimposed panels of geometric work, the
background alternates in buff and red. The framing
bands are in bannd^i technique, and the spandrels
carry diagonal palmettes with arabesque scrolling—
both translating TTmurid practice into stone. The tall
extrados within the pishtdk transforms the usual interlocking rosettes into boldly stylised petals and
leaves in a sequence of giant flowers reminiscent of
block-printing: black, white, and green marble are used. The scheme is repeated in the pishtdk of the tomb
itself. In the gateways to the tomb of Ictimad al-Dawla
(1031-7/1621-7) at Agra the character of these features
is already changed: the inlay on the extrados is intrincately laced, and the spandrel arabesques are spread
more loosely but more evenly, while the side elevations are articulated with arched outlines framing
vases and flasks. The tomb, wholly in white marble,
astonishes by its wealth of meticulous surface ornament of polished pietra dura work, establishing a fully
Persianate vocabulary under the aegis of Nur Djahan
[q. v. ], and epitomising the new technique and its
overall use; the inlay is in black, grey, brown, buff
and white, blue accents being introduced only in the
pavilion roof near the skyline. The material includes
khattu, agate, jasper and yellow porphyry. The dados
both outside and in are in continuous geometrical
work, some of interlocking angular pieces. Similar
panels on the upper wall outside are subdivided by
plain marble fillets, with borders of countered arabesque meanders throughout, and vivaciously coiled
arabesques in the spandrels. The arch reveals are
decorated with grouped trees, flasks, flower-vases and
cups set within outlines of niches, cartouches, and lobed roundels, the round corner towers with ovate polemedallions. As the interior is largely painted, it is
clear that this work was intended for more exposed
positions. The floor of the upper chamber, however,
is inlaid with swirling arabesques. It may be noted
that there is little difference between the types of
designs chosen and those of the faience mosaic still used to face the <5lnl-ka Rawcla (ca. 1048/1638) not far
away, though there floral motifs predominate: the
prototypes may well have been worked out in the Pandjab [q. v. ], where tiles were the usual ornament, in
such buildings as the Saray Doraha (ca. 1610) west of
Sirhind (see Begley, op. cit. in Bibl., pi. 6). Under the
same patronage, Djahangir's [q.v. ] tomb (ca. 1627) at
Shahdara in Lahawr [q. v. ] is clad outside in red and
white work with the same pervasion, while the access
corridor, the floor, walls and cenotaph of the tomb
chamber are inlaid with pietre dure, including floral
designs in which the petals are shaded in differing colours. The inscriptions, too, are inlaid in black marble.
The work, now referred to as parcin-kdn or parcin in
both the ^Amal-i Sdlih and the Pddshdh-ndma, established the standards and the vocabulary used throughout Shah Djahan's reign.
At Agra Fort [see M AH ALL], geometrical work is no
longer in evidence. The Muthamman Burdj apartments (1628-30) combine floral and arabesque inlay
with floral relief carving in the marble dados, and for
the first time the faceted columns are inlaid from base
to scrolled brackets; even the sculpted leaves of the
pool spread among inlay. The djarokhd of the public
audience hall (1037-46/1628-37), with three trefoil ar-

ches and a cini-khdna wall at the rear, is of a more curvilinear design, in which the convex arched soffits, the
concave ceiling coving, and the swelling capitals are
inlaid. The spandrel arabesques are without central
palmettes, and the ceiling is articulated with foliate
strapwork with sharp angles and clasps at intervals
like wrought iron work. As Koch has pointed out (op.
cit., 20), the increasingly florid fullness in marble
forms is in contrast to an increasing stylisation,
slenderness, and symmetry of the floral inlay accompanying them. The deliberate choice of white marble
as an image of purity was combined with a floral
evocation of paradise referring to both legendary and
Kur D anic sources, as both inscriptions and contemporary historians consistently make clear. The
developed medium thus played an essential role in the
Mughal idea of divinely-endowed kingship. By
1045/1635 the Dawlat-khana-yi Khass was built with
marble columns in which the inlay is differentiated between powerfully serrated leaves framing the pedestal
carving, and delicately framed floral repeats in the
collars; all the dados are bordered with floral strapwork of the angular type.
This repertoire is that of the Tadj Mahall (104157/1632-47 [q.v.]). The relatively bold spandrel scrolling still centres on palmettes, or a lyre-shape, and
vestigial use is made of the coarser technique of alternating chevrons for framing dados, but the work tends
to incorporate tiers of paired flowers, and tendrils converted to strapwork: it is subordinate to the sculptured
forms. The mosque and its counterpart continue the
older red stone style, with geometric inlay on the
dome drum.
The great mosques at Agra (1058/1648) and at
Dihll (1066/1656) make no use of the finer technique,
though their red stone is set off by white accents and
outlined panelling, with chevron work at Agra and
reeding at Dihll, both extending to the bulbous domes
themselves. At Dihll a new element is introduced in
an outlined network of panels in the curved zone of
transition under the domes. It appears that the imagery of floral inlay was appropriate only to the
palace. It is significantly absent in the marble court
mosques at Agra, the Mma Masdjid, the Naglna
Masdjid, and the Mot! Masdjid, though the
quintessence of the material can be seen in the serene
black outlines of the dja-yi namdz on the floor. At those
in Lahawr and Dihll it is allowed a discrete appearance on the skyline.
A final stage in the development can be recognised
in the Red Fort at Dihll (1048-58/1638-48), where the
tendrils in borders are wiry meanders linking
predictably-placed foliage and flowers. The main
floral motifs, though finely executed, are reduced to a
display of buds and blooms scarcely connected by
their stems. The Bangall vault of the baldachin in the
public audience hall is plainly elaborated from that at
Agra, with its convex arch soffit and coving. It is the
wall behind this which is clad with work from
Florence, with a figure of Orpheus at the apex and
surrounding panels of birds amongst foliage and fruit,
with lions at the foot, unique in Mughal architecture.
The black matrix of these 318 panels, typical of the
Grand Ducal workshops, is itself an innovation, accommodated by dint of composing it in an arboreal
setting with Indian birds on the usual white ground,
probably done in situ by local craftsmen. Koch has
shown (op. cit., 23-33) that the whole is to be interpreted as a Solomonic setting for the ruler, as bringer
of harmony to nature, hence of natural justice, with
reference to David's pacification of the natural world
through music.
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In this instance, a convergence between the interests and crafts of the Mughal and European courts
could lead to a cross fertilisation which, however,
seems to have led no further. That the main impetus
for the development of parcin-kdri came from faience
mosaic is clear in such details as the inclusion of centres of a different colour in peripheral leaves. A
stimulus may well have been received from Bldar, as
the Rangln Mahall there (ca. 1542-80) was decorated
not only with faience mosaic but exceptionally fine
mother-of-pearl inlay on dark basalt; Shah Djahan
had passed through Bldar during his rebellion of
1623-4, and the complex seemsjo have been emulated
at the Muthamman Burdj at Agra on his accession.
Patterns on textiles, and the floral painting as found
in some tombs at Burhanpur, are likely to have contributed to its evolution.
With the exception of the Moti Masdjid at Dihll
(1073/1662-3), little use was made of parcin-kdn after
Shah Djahan's death, and the craft had so declined by
the mid-19th century that it could only be revived by
a British initiative (Koch, op. cit., n. 24). At the Padshah! Masdjid in Lahawr (1084/1673-4), the exterior
makes further use of red and white work, but though
some strips are inlaid flush, the central pishtdk is ornamented with marble inlay standing out in relief: the
spandrel scrolling is centred on a sunflower, with
petals, leaves, and tendrils all embossed, and the soffit
of the arch carries continuous floral scrolling articulated by a sequence of vases, both highly stylised,
and possibly under Italian influence (Chaghatai, op.
cit. in Bibl., 1972, 26-7). The contrast between
sculpted marble and inlay is thus finally resolved by
sculpting the white inlay itself.
Technique. The Muslim craftsmen still practising
at Agra, who claim descent from those who worked
for Shah Djahan, state that the work is properly called
pacci-kdn, from a Hindi root meaning "joined, sticking", as in Platts' dictionary. The design, khdkd, is
first drawn in pencil, and then chiselled out with a
burin, narza (?), tapering conically to 1.5 mm with a
30° point held between the fourth and fifth fingers like
a pen; another chisel, tdriki(tankih?), with a point 2.5
mm square is used to clean out the edges with a digging action, narzdna. The white marble sang-i marmar,
for the background is from Makrana, some 100 km/60
miles west of Djaypur. The inlaid stones include
malachite, ddna-farang, lapis lazuli, Iddjward, cornelian, cakik, mother of pearl, sip, black onyx, sang-i
musd, coral, mardjan, turquoise, firuza, besides garnet,
moonstone, smoky topaz, golden or yellow topaz, and
all types of agate. Of these the malachite is now from
the Congo, the lapis lazuli from Afghanistan, the cornelian from India, the mother-of-pearl is abalone
from Australia, and the coral is from Sicily—a black
variety is more expensive. The inlay in general is
called pacce; the petals and leaves are patti, and the
stems dand. The flowers, seen as roses, guldb, or
jasmine, cameli, are inlaid first, and then the stems.
The marble, once blasted, is cut with a bamboo
bow, kamdna, with a wire blade: seven pieces can be
cut at once with seven blades. It is then reduced with
a hammer, hatofd, and chisel, cheni, to the required
shape, shakl; its edges are ground, ghisnd, with a
broken piece of grinding wheel, son. The inlay is cut
roughly to shape with shears, kdritt, and ground on a
wheel, ca. 30 cm diameter by 2.5 cm thick, set on a
steel axle and operated by a bow 90 cm long. The
composition of this wheel, regarded as the essential
secret of the craft, is of river sand, sugar-cane juice,
and brown resin: it should last 30 years, and if pitted
can be restored by heating it with charcoal and rub-
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bing it with marble. The flat surface of the wheel is used to grind the inlay surface, and its bevelled edge for
the profile; it takes half an hour to shape a flower of
3 or 5 petals by eye, rakam banana, to fit one another.
The marble is usually hollowed, katydnd, to twice the
depth of the inlay, the profile being exact. After the fit
of each piece has been tested, a glue mixed from white
cement, plaster of Paris, and beeswax, is put in the
hollow and softened by holding a red hot coal over it
with tongs, cimta, for 5-10 seconds, and the stone
pressed in place: it sets in 25 seconds. In some cases
the parts of a flower are pre-assembled with heated
resin, sares, on a mica table. Once set, the work is
ground smooth, sdf karnd, with a piece of grindstone,
water, and river sand, and finally polished with white
zinc powder, water, and a soft cloth. A piece of work
some 40 cm across takes two craftsmen seven hours to
complete (informant: Ustad Muhammad Asaf Khan
b. Muhammad cAbd al-Khan b. cAbd al-Salam b.
c
Abd ai-Asad, 1981).
Bibliography: For a summary of the present
state of research, see the extensive notes in E. Koch,
Shah Jahan and Orpheus. The pietre dure decoration and
the programme of the throne in the Hall of Public Audiences
at the Red Fort of Delhi, Graz 1988. For earlier discussion of the origins, see J.H. Marshall in ASI, AR
(1902-3), 26-8, and in ASI,_AR (1904-5), 1-3; Sir
Sayyid Ahmad Khan. Athdr al-sanddid, DihlT
1263/1847, as ed. Khalid Nasir Hashmi, Cawnpore
(Kanpur) 1904, repr. Delhi 1965, 102-6, tr. R.
Nath in Monuments of New Delhi, New Delhi 1979,
12 ff.; N. Chatterji, Italians and Mughal pietra dura,
in Journal of the U.P. Historical Society, x (1937), 80-7;
M.A. Chaghtai, Pietra dura decoration of the Taj, in
1C, xv (1941), 465-72; Sir Jadunath Sarkar, preface, in S.K. Saraswati, Glimpses of Mughal architecture, Calcutta 1953; R. Nath, Colour decoration in
Mughal architecture, Bombay 1970, 33-7. For the
Italian viewpoint, see L. Bartoli and L. Zangheri,
/ raporti tra la Firenze dei Medici e I'India nella prima
meta del 17° secolo, in Europa und die Kunst des Islam:
15. bis 18. Jhdt., Akten des XXV. International
Kongressesfur Kunstgeschichte, v, Vienna 1985, 55-73,
pis. 22-8.
For Timurid use of stone in dados, see B.
O'Kane, Toy bad, Turbat-i Jam and Timurid vaulting,
in Iran, xvii (1979), 87, pis. Ib, lib, and fig. 5;
idem, Timurid architecture in Khurasan, Costa Mesa
1987, 60-1, fig. 25.5 and pi. 25.4; L. Golombek and
D. Wilber, The Timurid architecture of Iran and Turan,
Princeton 1988, 134, 309, col. pis. Vlla-b, IXb,
and pis. 125, 175. For the Persian cut brick and tile
forms, see H.E. Wulff, The traditional crafts of Persia,
Cambridge, Mass, and London 1966, 122-5.
Adequate i l l u s t r a t i o n s of the buildings referred
to above are not always readily available, but may
be found in the following general works, some in
colour, marked (c). P.A. Andrews, The architecture
and gardens of Islamic India, in B. Gray (ed.), The arts
of India, Oxford 1981, 94-124; P. Brown, Monuments
of the Mughul period, in The Cambridge history of India,
iv, Cambridge 1937, 523-76 and plates; idem, Indian architecture (the Islamic period), Bombay 1942; J.
Burton-Page, Lahore Fort, The Red Fort, Fatehpur
Sikri, and Taj Mahal, in Sir M. Wheeler (ed.), Splendours of the East, London etc. 1965, 83-93, 131-41,
142-53, 154-65; B. Gascoigne, Die GroJSmoguln,
Giitersloh 1987; G. Hambly, Cities of Mughal India,
New York 1968; E. la Roche, Indische Baukunst, v,
Munich 1922; Sir J. Marshall, The monuments of
Muslim India, in Cambridge history of India, iii
(Sultanate), Cambridge 1928, 568-640 and plates; R.
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Nath, Colour decoration in Mughal architecture, Bombay
1970; idem, Agra and its monumental glory, Bombay
1977; idem, Calligraphic art in Mughal architecture,
Calcutta 1979; O. Reuther, Indische Paldste und
Wohnhduser, Berlin 1925; Sir E.W. Smith, Moghul
colour decoration of Agra, Allahabad 1901; Sir M.
Wheeler, Five thousand years of Pakistan, London
1950.
For specific buildings in the sequence mentioned, see as follows: Dihll, T o m b o f l l t u t m i s h ,
c
Ala°I Darwaza, Tomb of Qhiyath al-Dln
Tughluk: Andrews, op. cit. 1981, figs. 113-15;
Hambly, op. cit. 1968, pi. 4, 6 (c), 10. Maridu,
Djami c Masdjid: G. Yazdani, Mandu, city of joy,
Oxford 1929, pi. x; Gascoigne, op. cit., 42 (c).
Dihll, Masdjid-i K u h n a : Andrews, op. cit. 1981,
fig. 118; Brown, op. cit. 1937, ills. 8, 9, and idem,
op. cit. 1942, pi. Ixiii; Nath, op. cit. 1979, pi. xvii.
Dihll, Tomb of Ataga Khan, Brown, op. cit.
1937, ill. 13. Dihli, H u m a y u n ' s Tomb: Andrews, op. cit. 1981, fig. 123 (c); G.D. Lowry,
Humdyun 's tomb: form, function and meaning in early
Mughal architecture, in Muqarnas, iv (1987), 133-48;
F a t h p u r S f k r i , Djami c Masdjid: Brown, op. cit.
1937, ills. 38-40; idem, op. cit. 1942, pi. Ixxii;
Burton-Page, op. cit. 1965, 150 (c); Nath, op. cit.
1979, pis. xxvi-ix; Saiyid A.A. Rizvi and V.J.A.
Flynn, Fathpur Sikri, Bombay 1975, pis. 53-5; E.W.
Smith, The Moghul architecture of Fathpur Stkn, in ASI,
NS, Allahabad 1894-7. Sikandra, A k b a r ' s
Tomb: Brown, op. cit. 1937, ills. 49-51 and idem,
op. cit. 1942, pi. Ixxvii; Gascoigne, op. cit. 1987,
120, detail 142 (c); Hambly, op. cit. 1968, pis. 3941; Nath, op. cit. 1977, pis. 33-54, details; idem, op.
cit. 1979, pis. xxxviii-xlii. Agra, Tomb of
I c t i m a d a l - D a w l a , gateway: Nath, op. cit. 1977,
pi. 56. Tomb: Andrews, op. cit. 1981, fig. 130 (c);
Brown, op. cit. 1937, ills. 53-6; Gascoigne, op. cit.
1987, detail 159 (c), 155; Hambly, op. cit. 1968, pis.
42-5 (c), 53-4; Nath, op. cit. 1977, pis. 58-61; idem,
op. cit. 1979, pis. xlv-vi. Saray Doraha: W.E.
Begley, Four Mughal caravanserais built during the reigns
of Jahdngir and Shah Jahdn, in Muqarnas, i (1983),
167-79. L a h a w r , Djahanglr's Tomb: BurtonPage, op. cit. 1965, 82-3 (c); Sir R.E.M. Wheeler,
Five thousand years of Pakistan, London 1950, pis. xixii; K.K. Mumtaz, Architecture in Pakistan,
Singapore 1985, figs. 4. 19-20; and S. Mahmood,
Islamic inscriptions in Pakistani architecture to 1707\ unpubl. Ph.D. thesis, Edinburgh 1981, 471-7. Agra
Fort: Brown, op. cit. 1937, ills. 59, 63, and idem,
op. cit. 1942, pi. Ixxxix; Gascoigne, op. cit. 1987,
192 (c); Koch, op. cit. 1988, pis. 3, 7; la Roche, op.
cit. v. 1922, Abb. 302-3, and Taf. 111-18 (large b
& w, 115 (c); Nath, op. cit. 1977, pis. 7-9, 19-24, and
idem, op. cit. 1979, pis. lix-lxvi; Reuther, op. cit.
1925, Taf. 51-6 (large b & w). Agra, Tadj
Mahall: Brown, op. cit. 1937, ills. 84-5; BurtonPage, op. cit. 1965, 155, 158-9, 163-4; Hambly, op.
cit. 1968, pi. 74 (c), 57, 68-71; Nath, op. cit. 1970,
idem, op. cit. 1977, pis. 69-81, and idem, op. cit.
1979, pis. lix-lxvi; especially H. Rau, Taj Mahal, in
Lynkeus (house magazine of Dr. K. Thomae
GmbH) Biberach an der Riss n.d. [1904], passim.
(30 outstandingly good colour plates, with details);
Agra, Djami c Masdjid; Brown, op. cit. 1937, ills.
77-8, and idem, op. cit. 1942, pi. Ixxxvi; Hambly,
op. cit. 1968, pi. 84 (c); Nath, op. cit. 1979, pis. xlixli, Dihli, Djami c Mascjjid: Brown, op. cit. 1937,
ills. 79-80; Hambly, op.jit. 1968, pi. 86 (c); Nath,
op. cit. 1979, pis. lii-iv. Agra, marble court mosques: Brown, op. cit. 1937, ill. 62; Nath, op. cit.

1977, pis. 25, 28-9, and idem, op. cit. 1979, pis. Ivvi. Lahawr, MotI Masdjid: Burton-Page, op. cit.
1965, 86. Dihli, Red Fort: Andrews, op. cit.
1981, fig. 128; Brown, op. cit. 1937, ills. 68, 71-4,
and idem, op. cit. 1942, pis. Ixxvii-viii, Ixxx-iii;
Gascoigne, op. cit. 1987, detail 193 (c); Koch, op.
cit. 1988, (passim for a^harokhd, c); la Roche, op. cit.
v, 1922, Abb. 316, 319-20, 323, and Taf. 120-4
(large b & w); Reuther, op. cit. 1925, Taf. 63-71
(large b & w). For the inlay at Bidar, see G. Yazdani, Bidar, its history and monuments, Oxford 1948,
44-5, 96, pis. xii-xiv, and E. Merklinger, The
madrasa of Mahmud Gdwdn in Bidar, in Kunst des
Orients, xi, 1-2, fig. 3. Dihll, Mot! Masdjid;
Brown, op. cit. 1937, ills. 73, 75. Lahawr, Padshahi Masdjid: Brown, op. cit. 1937, ill. 87; A.
Chaghatai, The Badshahi Masjid, history and architecture, Lahore 1972, pis. 3b, 12-4; Gascoigne, op. cit.
1987, 227. _
(P. A. ANDREWS)
PARDA-DAR (P.), literally "the person who draws
the curtain", a term used among the dynasties of
the eastern Islamic world from the Saldjuk period
onwards as the equivalent of Arabic hddjib, i.e. for the
court official, the chamberlain, who controlled access
to the ruler, the latter being normally veiled from
public gaze. For this function, see HADJIB. (Eo.)
PARENDA, a small town and fortress, formerly in the native state of Haydarabad, now in the
Sholapur District of Maharashtra State of the Indian
Union (lat. 18° 16' N., long 75° 27' E.) The fortress
is attributed, like many of those in the Deccan, to the
BahmanT minister Mahmud Gawan [0.».], i.e. to the
third quarter of the 9th/15th century, but may well be
earlier [see BURDJ. III. at vol. I, 1323b]. Parenda was
for a short time the capital of the Nizam Shahls [q. v. ]
after the capture of Ahmadnagar [q.v. ] by Akbar's
forces in 1014/1605, but was conquered by Awrangzib
when he was governor of the Deccan in Shah
Djahan's reign. The fortress and old town subsequently fell early into ruins.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India2, xx, 1-2.
(En.)
PARGANA, a Hindi word, ultimately from a Sanskrit root "to compute, reckon up", a term in IndoMuslim administrative usage denoting an aggregate of villages, a subdivision of a district or
sarkdr [see MUGHALS. 3. Administrative and social
organisation]. In later Anglo-Indian usage, the term
was often rendered aspergunnah, see Yule and Burnell,
Hobson-Jobson, a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words
and phrases, 698-9. The first reference to this term in
the chronicles of the Sultanate of Dihli appears to be
in the Ta^nkh-i Firuz Shahi of ghams-i Siradj cAfif
(Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta 1891, 99), for it is not used
by Hasan al-Nizaml in his Tadj, al-ma^dthir or by
Minhadj al-Din Djuzcljani in his Tabakdt-i Ndsin.
Although it first came into prominence in the 8th/14th
century, partially superseding the term kasba, it is, in
all probability, based on still more ancient divisions in
existence before the Muslim conquest. The exact date
of its creation is therefore uncertain.
An account of the internal working of a pargana occurs in the chronicles of the reign of Shir Shah Sun
(947-52/1540-5), who learned the details of revenue
administration in the management of his father's two
parganas at Sasaram in Bihar. When he became ruler
of Hindustan he organised his kingdom into administrative units known as sarkdrs which were divided
into collections of villages termed parganas. Each
pargana was in charge of a shikddr or military police officer who supported the amtn or civil officer. The amm
had for his civil subordinates afotaddr or treasurer and
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two kdrkuns or clerks, one for Hindi and the other for
Persian correspondence. It does not seem correct to
hold the view that in this respect he was an administrative innovator, for the provincial officials and
institutions which he has been credited with creating
were already in existence before he ascended the
throne. This remained the administrative system until
Akbar organised the Mughal empire into subas (provinces), which were divided into sarkdrs. The smallest
fiscal unit under Akbar was the pargana or mahall.
Thus, for example, the suba of Oudh was divided into
five sarkdrs and thirty-eight parganas (A^in-i Akban, tr.
Jarrett, Bibl. Indica, Calcutta 1891, ii, 170-7).
Under the Mughal emperors, the chief pargana officials were the kdnungo, the amin and the shikddr, who
were responsible for the pargana accounts, the rates of
assessment, the survey of lands, and the protection of
the rights of the cultivators. Similarly, in each village
a patwdri or village accountant was appointed whose
functions in the village resembled those of the kdnungo
in the pargana. It must not be imagined that the
pargana was a stable and uniform unit. Not only did it
vary in area in different parts of the country, but often
a new land settlement was followed by a fresh division
and re-distribution of these fiscal units. The coextensiveness of a pargana with the possessions of a
clan or family has given rise to the suggestion that it
was not only a revenue-paying area but that it was
founded on the distribution of property at the time of
its creation.
The T w e n t y - f o u r Parganas: these were a
d i s t r i c t of Bengal lying between 21° 31' and 22°
57' N. and 88° 21' and 89° 6' E. It derives its name
from the number of parganas comprised in the zaminddn ceded to the English East India Company in 1757
by Mir Dja c far [q. v. ], the Nawab Nazim of Bengal.
This was confirmed by the Mughal emperor cAlamgir
II in 1759 when he granted the Company a perpetual
heritable jurisdisdiction over this area. In the same
year, Lord Clive, as a reward for services rendered by
him to Mir Dja c far, was presented with the revenues
of this district. This grant, which amounted to
£30,000 per annum, made Clive both the servant and
the landlord of the Company. The sum continued to
be paid to him until his death in 1774, when, by a
deed sanctioned by the emperor, the whole proprietary right in the land and revenues reverted to the
Company.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.C. DAVIES)
PARI (p., T. peri, borrowed into English as peri,
French peri), a supernatural being of stories and
legends, and likewise forming a whole category of
popular beliefs. The word stems from Pers. par
"wing"; and the being is sometimes pictured as being
winged. Turkish tradition considers it as a beneficent
spirit. However, amongst the Kazaks it is sometimes
represented as an evil genie. In the Anatolian tradition, it is conceived as a being belonging to both sexes,
and the compound form peri kizi "girl peri" is used for
peris of the female sex. It was believed that marriage
with human beings was possible. Peris form the main
characters of the action in a whole category of tales of
marvels; they bring aid to good persons but punishment for the evil ones.
Bibliography: W. Radloff, Proben der Volksliteratur der tiirkischen Stdmme, i-x, St. Petersburg
1866-1904; J.-J.P. Desmaisons, Dictionnaire persanfranfais, Rome 1908; W. Eberhard-P.N. Boratav,
Typen tiirkischer Volksmdrchen, Wiesbaden 1953;
Boratav, 100 soruda Turkfolkloru, Istanbul 1984, 75,
77; idem, Halk hikayeleri ve halk hikayeciligi, Istanbul
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1988, 67, 69; idem, 100 soruda Turk halk edebiyati,
Istanbul 1988, 104; N.R. Baltacioglu, Anadolu'da
cinlere, perilere ve devlere dair inamslar, in Turk Folklor
Arasttrmalan, no. 35 (Istanbul 1952), Saim
Sakaoglu, Giimushanemasallari, Ankara 1973, 250-1.
(P.N. BORATAV)
In Persian.
The Avestan pairikds, defined as "a class of female
supernatural beings of malicious character, who seek
to beguile and harm mankind" (Boyce, 85), gave
their name to the New Persian pan, but little else of
the characteristics ascribed to them by the
Zoroastrians. The pans of Islamic times are not unlike
the fairies of European folklore (cf. Enzyklopddie des
Mdrchens, iv, Berlin-New York 1984, s.vv. Fairy, Fee).
They are introduced in oral tales and written
literature as benevolent spirits appearing in splendid
and alluring beauty to human beings. Sexual love and
marriage between pans and humans are recurrent
motifs. Such unions can only be reached, however,
after many obstacles of a magical nature are overcome. The pans have two sexes, though females are
much more frequent than males, and they beget
children. They live long but are not immortal. In the
sphere of mythical beings they form a nation, ruled by
a king whose daughter is a leading character in many
fairy tales. The land of the fairies lies far away but can
be reached by ordinary travel. It is sometimes situated
near the mountain Kaf [q. v . ] . In spite of their association with beauty and elegance, they can be fierce
fighters. They are able to fly and can change into
animals, monsters and demons. Their main enemies
are the demons (diw [q. v. ]), the sorcerers and the witches. One may enchant them in a magic circle, and
they are unable to free themselves when they are
chained. In spite of their elusive nature, they are
generally of good will and keep their promises. Some
of them are even believers.
Many of these features are mentioned in the
anonymous Iskandar-ndma, a mediaeval prose version
of the Alexander saga recounting a journey to a country ruled by the fairy queen Arakit, which Iskandar
subdues in a long war ending in the dispersal of the
parts and the return of the land to its original human
inhabitants. The story is strongly influenced by
legends about Sulayman and Bilkls [q.v.], the queen
of Sheba. Both Bilkls and Arakit were said to be of
mixed human and fairy blood (cf. Southgate, 210-11;
B. Carra de Vaux, El1 s.v. Bilkis). Features of the
pans as they appear in Persian fairy tales have been
summarised by Christensen and Marzolph.
To the classical poets, comparisons with the beauty
of the pan were commonplace. In a single hemistich
c
Unsuri (d. 431/1039-40) described his beloved as a
panzdda panru^t pancihn panpaykar ("a fairy-child with
a fairy-face, with the traits of a fairy and shaped like
a fairy"; Diwdn, ed. Y. Karlb, Tehran 1341 sh./1962,
100). Hafiz put the fairies on a par with the hur of the
Islamic Paradise (Diwdn, ed. P.N. Khanlari, Tehran
1362 ^./1983, 121, 210, 391, 404, 425). In the epic
they were included in the armies of the primeval kings
of Iran, together with diws, animals and birds. A trace
of the malice of the ancient pairikds is still apparent in
the figure of the sorceress (zan-i a^ddu) who tried to
seduce the heroes Isfandiyar and Rustam in the shape
of a beautiful woman (cf. Christensen, Demonologie,
64-5). Folkloristic elements are also reflected in
romantic and didactic mathnawis. In the Ildht-ndma of
Farid al-Dln c Attar [q. v. ] the desire of a young prince
for the daughter of the king of the fairies is denounced
by his father as the "cult of lust" ($hahwatparasti). The
first story of Nizami's Haft paykar, told by the Indian
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princess in the Black Pavilion, is a typical instance of
the delusions experienced in a fairy-land. Another example of the use of folklore in polite literature is
Ddstdn-i Djamdl wa Djaldl by the Tlmurid poet
Muhammad Asafi (d. 923/1517), an allegorical
mathnawt about the search of prince "Glory" for
"Beauty", the latter being personified as the
daughter of the king of the parts.
The unique copy of the last-mentioned work, preserved in the Uppsala University Library (Nova 2,
dated 1502-5), is also an important source for the
iconography of the pan in Persian miniature painting.
The fairies were depicted like angels, as the latter were
commonly represented in Tlmurid art (see
Stchoukine, 116). Other subjects giving occasion for
picturing pans were Nizami's story of the Black
Pavilion (see e.g. Robinson, Ry lands, no. 418) and
throne scenes of Sulayman and Bilkfs (cf. e.g. Titley,
98, PI. 14).
Bibliography:
M.
Boyce, A history of
Zoroastrianism, i, Leiden 19892, 85-7; A.
Christensen, Essai sur la demonologie iranienne,
Copenhagen 1941, 14-5, 60-68, 78; idem, Persische
Mdrchen, Dusseldorf-Koln 1958, 290-1; U. Marzolph, Typologie des persischen Volksmdrchen, Beirut
1984, 29-30, 273-4 (Motivindex s.v. Fee); Iskandarndma, ed. by I. Afshar, Tehran 1964, tr. M.S.
Southgate, New York 1978; Farid al-Dln c Attar,
Ildhi-ndma, ed. F. Ruhanl, Tehran 1339 sh./\960,
26-38, tr. J.A. Boyle, Manchester 1976, 30-45;
NizamT, Haft paykar, ed. H. Ritter and J. Rypka,
Prague 1934, 121-50; K.V. Zettersteen and C.J.
Lamm, The story of Jamdl and Jaldl. An illuminated
manuscript in the Library of Uppsala University, Uppsala
1947; I. Stchoukine, Les peintures des manuscrits
Timurides, Paris 1954; B.W. Robinson, Persian
paintings in the John Rylands Library, London 1980;
Norah M. Titley, Persian miniature painting, London
1983.
(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
FARIAS (the word arose from such Latin accountancy terms as paria facere "to settle an account"
already current in Imperial Latin; Du Cange considered Mediaeval Latin pariae as from the Spanish) in
the mediaeval Iberian peninsula " t r i b u t e paid by
one ruler to another in recognition of his
s u p e r i o r status".
The term is rarely used except of tribute paid by
Muslims to Christians. There was no universally
recognised tariff for such payments, nor any set form
of contract setting out what was received in exchange
for the parias, although there clearly was a presumption that payment secured protection from extortion
at the hands of other Christians. Du Cange regarded
parias as a type of feudal due ("feudalis redditus, honores,
homagia"). Whether that is an accurate characterisation is doubtful; parias were paid when Christian
rulers were powerful, refused when the AndalusT
Muslims themselves or their Muslim protectors from
North Africa felt safe to do so. The system appeared
at the end of the Umayyad period and in the first
Ta°ifa period (5th/llth century), apparently ca. 1010
with Ramon Berenguer I of Barcelona, and at times
led to the transfer of considerable sums to the Christians. The taxes raised to pay the parias, quite illegal
from the Islamic point of view (Muslim sources could
only regard them as an inversion of the relationship of
dhimma [q.v.], and, indeed, they are not infrequently
termed ajizya [q. v. ]), were a factor in the collapse of
the Ta°ifa regimes. The Poema de Mio Cid and
Castilian chronicle narratives have al-Muctamid of
Seville [q.v.] complain to Alfonso VI because the
parias paid had not brought him safety from Christian

freebooters; the Cid was despatched southwards to
chastise the trouble-makers and to collect instalments
overdue. (That we have to do with historical reality
here is unlikely; what is important is that this was how
the system was thought to function.) During the
period following the Almoravid collapse, and again as
Almohad power waned, payments resumed. From the
initial agreement between the Castilian crown and
Muhammad I Ibn al-Ahmar [see NASRIDS] in 1246 onwards, parias formed an important part of the relationship between Granada and Castile. As seen by
Castile, such tribute was a sign of the vassal status of
the Nasrid kingdom; as seen by the Granadans parias
were a way of buying respite from damaging tolas
("forays"). Carriazo has shown that the story that the
penultimate Nasrid ruler, Abu '1-Hasan CA1I, refused
to pay parias to Isabel, saying "the kings of Granada
who used to give parias were dead, and the places in
Granada where they used to strike the coins to pay the
tribute were being used to forge lance-heads" is
apocryphal.
Bibliography: Du Cange, Glossarium mediae et infimae latinitatis, Niort 1886 s.v. pariae; I. de las
Cagigas, Los mudejares, 2 vols., Madrid 1948-9; J.
de Mata Carriazo, Las treguas con Granada de 1475y
1478, mAl-And., xix(1954), 317-64; R. Menendez
Pidal, La Espana del Cid5, Madrid 1956, esp. 257-60;
H. Grassotti, Para la historia del botin y las parias en
Leon y Castilla, in Cuad. Hist. Esp. (1964).
(L.P. HARVEY)
PARSA'IYYA, a s u b - o r d e r of the Central Asian
Nakshbandiyya [q. v. ] Sufi tanka and the most prominent shaykhly family of Balkh from the middle of the
9th/15th century. The eponymous founder of the line
was Kh w adja Muhammad b. Mahmud (or Muhammad) al-Hafizi al-Bukhari (d. 822/1419), who adopted
the nickname Pdrsd ("the devout"). His tomb in
Medina became a shrine for Central Asian pilgrims
and the burial place of at least one Central Asian
grand khan, the Tukay-Timurid, Imam Kull (r.
1020-51/1611-41).
Kh w adja Muhammad Parsa's son, Abu Nasr,
seems to have been the first of the line associated with
Balkh. When he died there in 864 or 865 (1459-60 or
1460-1), his patron, the TTmurid general Mir Mazid
Arghun, erected a "high domed building" (gunbadh-i
c
a/i) (ca. 867/1462-3), which became the centre of the
order and survives in much-renovated form to the
present. A no-longer extant madrasa was also built at
the site sometime in the middle of the 10th/16th
century.
The Parsa°Is remained prominent in Bukhara well
into the first half of the 10th/16th century, but the
headquarters of the family and its order shifted to
Balkh. The appointment of a great-grandson, cAbd
al-Hadl b. Abu Nasr (II) (d. ca. 967/1559) as shaykh alisldm at Balkh during the reign of the Abu '1Khayrid/Shibanid cUbayd Allah (r. 940-6/1533-40)
established the family in an official position which it
would hold at least until the beginning of the 12th/end
of the 17th century. Parsa°Is appearing in the literary
record after the mid-10th/16th century are almost
always from Balkh. Among the most prominent
members of the family were cAbd al-Wall Parsa (alias
Kh w adja Djan Kh w adja, d. ca. 995/1587), who is portrayed as populist leader, political advisor and
mediator; Kasim Kh w adja, architect of the royal
madrasa constructed by Nadhr Muhammad Khan
[q.v.] before 1045/1635 as well as shaykh al-isldm; and
Salih Muhammad (/?. 11 OOs/1690s), who was briefly
installed as vice-khan (ka^lkhdri) at Balkh in
1107/1696. From the early 18th century onward, the
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family's fortunes appear to have ebbed along with
those of the city, although the survival of the shrine
suggest that the family and the order it administered
retained at least a local importance for some time.
Bibliography: Kh w andamlr, Tehran 1333/1954,
iv, 4-5; Zayn al-Dln WasifT, BaddV al-wakdV,
Moscow 1961, 230-1; Khwadja Baha3 al-Dln
Hasan Nitharl Bukhari, Mudhakkir al-ahbdb, New
Delhi 1969, 319-21; Sultan Muhammad b. Darwlsh
Muhammad,
Ma^mac
al-ghard^ib,
Institut
Vostokovedeniya
Akademii
Nauk
(IVAN),
Uzbekistan, ms. no. 1494, fols. 16a-b; Hafiz-i
Tanl§h Bukhari, Sharaf-ndma-yi shdhi, Moscow
1983, i, fols. 81b-82a, llla-b (Russian translation
183-4, 240-1); Mahmud b. Amir Wall, Bahr al-asrdr
ft mandkib al-akhydr, India Office Library ms. no.
575, fols. 332a-b, 364b-365a, 366a, 374a; Muhammad Tahir b. Abi '1-Kasim, 'Adjd^ib al-tabakdt,
Royal Asiatic Society ms. no. 179, p. 87; B.A.
Akhmedov, Istoriya_ Balkha, Tashkent 1982, 26-7;
A. Mukhtarov, Pozdnesrednevekovi Balkh, Dushanbe
1980, 56-8.
(R.D. MCCHESNEY)
PARSIS (Pahlavi, pdrsik, NP pdrsi, lit. "inhabitants
of Fars", "Persian"), the name given to those
descendants of the Zoroastrians who migrated to India, mostly to Gudjarat [ q . v . ] , from the 4th/10th century onwards [see MADJUS].
This movement is described in the Kissa-yi Sandjan,
written in 1600 but using older oral tradition. In detail
it is unlikely to be historically reliable but it probably
has a valid overall perspective. It reflects the Pars!
conviction that their move to India was divinelyinspired and that they have been treated tolerantly by
the Hindu majority.
From the 17th century onwards, when European
traders were arriving in western India, Parsis emerged from their previous relative obscurity to rise to
positions of considerable wealth, significant educational status (both in terms of building schools and
colleges and in attending them), from which base they
introduced the industrial revolution into India (first in
the textile industry, then in steel), developed Indian
commerce (notably banking and insurance), were
foremost in many of the professions in western India
(notably law and medicine) and became leaders in Indian politics, especially before the rise of the militants
in the Indian National Congress in 1906. The major
figures were Dadabhai Naoroji (1825-1917), popularly known as the "Grand Old Man of India", who was
a founder of the Indian National Congress and the only person to be its president three times (1886, 1893,
1906). He was also the first Asian to be elected a
Member of the British Parliament (1892-5). (The only
other two Asian M.P.s elected prior to the 1980s were
also Parsis: Bhownagree (elected in 1895) and Saklatvala (elected in 1923).) Two other major Pars! politicians in India were Sir Pherozeshah Mehta (18451915) and Sir Dinshah Wacha (1844-1915). The
former was especially important, not only in the Indian National Congress, but also in the government of
India's commercial capital, Bombay. A brilliant
lawyer arid orator, he was mentor to many Indian
politicians, especially Muhammad Ali Jinnah,
founder of Pakistan [see DJINAH] (Jinnah had several
Pars! connections, notably his wife and his doctor,
who nursed him throughout his final illness).
The popular image of 20th century Parsis is of a
community in decline. Numerically that may be true.
In the 1981 census they totalled 71,630 throughout India, a decline of 20% in a decade, and subsequent
demographic studies suggest that the rate of decline is
likely to increase. The cause is partly emigration, but
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also a low fertility rate due to late marriages (Parsi living standard expectations being high, young people
commonly delay marriage until the age of 30), and
with high levels of female education and career success
many do not marry at all. Converts are not accepted,
at least in the traditional areas of Gudjarat and Bombay, though in Delhi the children of mixed marriages
may be accepted as Zoroastrians.
However, Parsis are typically a high-status social
group, mostly professionals (the civil service, law and
medicine), leading figures in commerce, with some
important political figures. (Mrs Indhira Gandhi was
married to an active Parsi politician, Feroze, so Parsis
sometimes claim that her sons were Parsis; this is
especially claimed for Rajiv who is said to have
resembled his father.) Since independence, Parsis
have held the post of head of each branch of India's
armed forces. They own India's largest industry,
Tatas, and South Asia's largest private company,
Godrej Brothers. Recent studies have further established that the general standard of living of the
average Parsi in Bombay is higher than that of the
general population of the city and this is almost certainly true for other parts of India, with the possible
exception of parts of rural Gudjarat. Throughout their
history in India, Parsis have been noted for their
charitable activities, not only among their own people
but also among the wider community in the subcontinent, back in Iran [see MADJUS, at V, p. 1115]
and indeed on a wider international scale.
From India, Parsis have migrated to most continents in pursuit of trade and education. The first
Parsi to visit China was Hirjee Jivanjee
Readeymoney in 1756. Their main bases were in
Hong Kong (some Parsi traders were there before the
British take-over in 1841), Canton (the Zoroastrian
Association was started in 1845) and Shanghai (the
Association was founded in 1854). The main Parsi
business was opium, but they diversified into many
branches of the import-export trade and into property
and banking.
The first Parsi to visit Britain arrived in 1723, but
it was the mid-19th century before Parsis came in any
numbers. Mostly they came for education, both formal university studies and informal studies of British
industry, especially the textile trade and engineering.
Others came for business. The first Indian firm in Britain was that of the Parsi Cama brothers (with Naoroji) which opened in London and Liverpool in 1855.
The Zoroastrian Association was formed in 1861, the
first Asian religious body in Britain. A burial ground
was purchased in 1861 and the first building obtained
in 1909. Prior to World War II, there were about 200
Parsis in Britain at any one time. More Zoroastrians
migrated, along with other South Asians, in the 1960s
and after. They came mostly from urban centres,
above all Bombay, but also from Pakistan and East
Africa. Typically, they are well educated (over 70%
have a university education), concentrated in London
and are professionals. There are a few Iranian
Zoroastrians who settled in the 1970s and 80s.
Also from the 1960s Parsis began to migrate to
Canada and to America. There are now some 21
Zoroastrian Associations on the continent with
buildings in New York (opened in 1977), Toronto
(1980), Los Angeles (1982), Chicago (1983), and
Vancouver (1987). Following the fall of the Shah a
number of Zoroastrians migrated from Iran and they
settled mostly in New York, Vancouver and California. It was an Iranian Zoroastrian, Arbab Rustom
Guiv and the charitable foundation he endowed,
which provided most, in some cases practically all, of
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the funds to open the Zoroastrian buildings. It is
typically the very well-educated Parsls and Iranian
Zoroastrians who have migrated (in America most are
scientists). Precise numbers are unknown and
estimates vary greatly. They are steadily increasing,
mostly through migration, but it is also a young
population so that the birth-rate exceeds the deathrate. Current plausible estimates suggest around
10,000.
The latest centre for migration is Australia. The
Sydney-based "Australian Zoroastrian Association"
was formed in 1971 and its building was opened in
1986. The other main group in Melbourne was founded in 1987. Numbers in Australia are probably little
over 1,000, but they are increasing for the same
reasons as in America.
The problems facing the younger Parsls in the
"New World" and Australasia are those experienced
by most South Asian migrants: the changing perceptions of successive generations; debates on intermarriage and problems posed by perceived racial prejudice. Typically, these diaspora communities give
greater emphasis to religious education than do the
communities in the "old country" because the elders
are conscious of the dangers of acculturation. The
result, over a number of years, could be that the
Zoroastrian youth in the diaspora know more about
their history and teachings then do those in the "old
country". However, what they are taught tends to be
those facets of the religion more readily intelligible in
the "West" than in South Asia (for example, certain
philosophies or ritual interpretations are stressed
rather than the purity laws). Consequently, the result
of the geographical dispersal could result in a greater
religious diversity.
There are also Pars! communities in Muslim lands
(other than Iran). The most important of these is in
Pakistan, mostly in Karachi, but with about 100 in
Lahore (and until recently Quetta). Parsls played a
significant role in the development of Karachi. The
first Pars! firm to move to Sind was Jessawalla and Co
in (approximately) 1825 and several others soon followed. The burial ground was opened in 1839; the
first temple was built in 1849 and the first Pars! school
in 1859. Numbers grew so that a second temple was
built in 1869 and another dakhma ("Tower of
Silence") was opened in 1875. The main trade pursued by the growing number of settlers was as suppliers to ^he British, especially during the Afghan
Wars. Numbers peaked around 1940 with approximately 4,000 Parsfs. That was also the era of one
of the community's great leaders, Jamshed Mehta
(1862-1952). He was President of the Municipality for
13 years and the first Lord Mayor of Karachi. He was
universally respected as a man of total integrity and
deep commitment to his city. When he died Karachi
came to a standstill as people of all communities
mourned. When Pakistan was declared an independent Muslim state, some Parsls feared for their future
because of their memories of their fate in Iran. That,
as well as the educational and career attractions of the
"West", was why many migrated and numbers
declined to below 3,000. In fact, however, the community has been secure, especially in Karachi where
numbers and wealth are concentrated. Several have
achieved significant status, a judge in the Supreme
Court, brigadiers and majors in the army, two M.P.s
and one Pars!, Jamsheed Marker, has successively
held the post of Pakistan's ambassador to France,
America and the United Nations. Various Pars! firms
have been important in the shipping business, hotels,
Pharmaceuticals and property. Their reputation for

charitable work is outstanding, especially in the
medical and educational fields. As Islam has become
ever more prominent in Pakistan's life, so Parsls have
been required to provide their own children with a
religious education. Numbers attending temple are
commonly reported to be increasing. Whereas ParsTs
in the West are seen as prone to secularism, in
Pakistan typically they are traditional, distanced but
not alienated from the wider society.
There are also long-standing Pars! communities in
East Africa. The pioneer in this development was the
family firm of the Cowasji Dinshaws (1824-1900).
The father was largely responsible for the development of technology in Aden, above all the dockyard.
He also owned a fleet of ships and was agent for
several British firms. He, too, was known for his
charitable work. Contemporary with the ParsI move
to Aden was their settlement in Zanzibar. The first to
arrive was M.A. Mistry in 1845. Others did not
follow until the 18 70s-1890s. The Zoroastrian
Association was formally started in 1875. In 1884 the
Cowasji Dinshaws were persuaded to move here from
Aden. They became leaders in the community,
building a temple and running the Association. After
World War II there were 184 Zoroastrians in Zanzibar, but subsequent to the 1964 revolution,
numbers declined and now in the 1990s there are only
two families left.
Zoroastrian traders probably arrived on the east
coast of Africa centuries ago, but the first known to
have been on the mainland, Jehangir Bhedwar, came
in 1870 and built the dockyard at Mombasa. The architect, Sorabji Mistry, was an important early arrival
for he built many of the major municipal buildings.
From around 1896 many lawyers, engineers and accountants came in connection with the building of the
East African railway. The Zoroastrian Association
was started in 1897 and began to acquire land in
Nairobi from 1902. The main period of growth was
post-World War II when numbers reached about 400
in each city, but with the process of Africanisation in
the 1960s most emigrated, some to India and Canada
but most to Britain. At present (early 1990s) there are
only approximately 40-50 Zoroastrians in the two
cities, mostly business men and professionals.
In East Africa, as in Pakistan, ParsTs have remained
within their own tightly-knit communities (though
there have been strong internal divisions) and as a
result have, on the whole, remained traditional in
their religious beliefs and practices. They have not
been subject to the same processes of acculturation
that those in the West have. Whereas ParsTs in Bombay have been subject to marked Hindu influences,
not only in dress and language but also in customs and
concepts (e.g. wedding rites, symbolic decorations
around the home, ideas on caste and rebirth, veneration for modern Hindu holy men), the deep reservations which have arisen from Islamic persecution in
Iran have in practice meant that most, though not all,
Parsls in Muslim lands have sought to preserve their
distinctiveness. Although many feared for their fate in
the 20th century, they have not experienced overt oppression from Muslims. Their situation in Iran is
documented elsewhere [see MADJUS]. The homeland
remains the country in which there is the most widespread concern for their future. Many feel vulnerable
and oppressed, generally their career prospects are
limited (especially in government and the forces) but
some stress that there has been no actual persecution
and a few Zoroastrian businesses continue to flourish.
Government
estimates put the number of
Zoroastrians in Iran in the 1990s at over 90,000—
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which if accurate would mean that there has been a
fourfold increase in 30 years. Unfortunately, it is
impossible to give an account of the reported 500 Parsis working as traders and professionals in the Arab
Gulf States because no formal Associations have been
established and no records preserved.
Bibliography (in addition to works cited under
MADJUS): there is an overview of the literature in
J.R. Hinnells, The Parsis: a bibliographical survey, in
Journal of Mithraic Studies (JMS), iii (1980), 100-49,
and a compendium of textual materials in M.
Boyce, Sources for the study of Zoroastrianism, Manchester 1984. On the Kissa-yi Sandman as a historical
source, see P. Axelrod, Myth and identity in the Indian
Zoroastrian community, inyMS(1980), 150-65. On the
early sources, see R.B. Paymaster, Early history of the
Parsees in India, Bombay 1954, and for the travellers'
accounts see N.K. Firby, European travellers and their
perceptions of Zoroastrians in the 17th and 18th centuries,
Berlin 1988. The history of the Parsis in Bombay is
outlined in EIr., IV, 339-46; see also Hinnells, Parsis and the British, in Journal of the Cama Oriental Institute (JCOI), Bombay, xlvi (1978), 1-64. Two
books which give a helpful account of the Parsis in
their main 19th century base, Bombay, are C. Dobbin, Urban leadership in Western India, Oxford 1972,
and G. Tyndall, City of Gold, the biography of Bombay,
London 1982. The main biography of Naoroji is
R.P. Masani, Dadabhai Naoroji: the Grand Old Man of
India, London 1939; on Mehta, see H. Mody, Sir
Pherozeshah Mehta, Bombay 1963. Important studies
of the Pars! role in Indian politics include: A. Seal,
The emergence of Indian nationalism, Cambridge 1968;
J. Masselos, Towards nationalism, Bombay 1974; and
G. Johnson, Provincial politics and Indian nationalism,
Cambridge 1973. See also D. Mellor, The parliamen<ary life of Dadabhai Naoroji, in JCOI, Iii (1985), 1113, and C. Monk, The Parsis and the emergence of the
Indian National Congress, in ibid., 115-245. The main
study of the great Pars! philanthropist is J.R.P.
Mody, Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy, Bombay 1959. On the
work of Saklatvala, see M. Squires, Saklatvala: a
political biography, London 1990, and S. Saklatvala,
The fifth commandment, Salford 1991. The main
biography of the leading Pars! industrialist is F.
Harris, Jamsetji Nusserwanji Tata, Bombay 1958.
There are numerous demographic studies of the
community; most are listed in Hinnells'
bibliography listed above. Later studies include: M.
Karkal, Survey of Parsi population of Greater Bombay1982, Bombay 1984; S. Bose and A. Khullar, Socioeconomic survey of the Parsis of Delhi, Delhi 1978; S.
Taraporewala, Religiosity in an urban setting: a study of
Parsi college students in the city of Bombay, Ph.D. thesis,
Kalina University Bombay 1985 (unpubl.); K.
Gould, Singling out a demographic problem: the never
married Parsis, in JMS, iiii (1980), 166-84. At the
time of writing there is little published on the Parsis
outside India. Two works are in preparation: J.R.
Hinnells and R. Writer, The living flame: a study of
the Zoroastrians in Britain, Manchester (this will also
include a study of the otherwise neglected Pars!
M.P., M.M. Bhownagree); and Hinnells, An ancient religion in contemporary exile: the Zoroastrian
diaspora. On Karachi, there is J.F. Punthakey, The
Karachi Zoroastrian Calendar (Eng. tr. F.H. Punthakey), Karachi 1989 (a historical overview of Parsis in the city). On Parsis in Hong Kong, there is
K.N. Vaid, The overseas Indian community in Hong
Kong, Hong Kong 1972, ch. 3, and for Kenya, C.
Salvadori, Through open doors: a view of Asian cultures
in Kenya, Nairobi 1983, ch. 1. (J.R. HINNELLS)
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PARTAI ISLAM SE MALAYSIA (PAS), an
I s l a m i c - o r i e n t e d political party of Malaysia.
The Partai Islam Se Malaysia (formerly Malaya),
or Pan Malaysian (Malayan) Islamic Party (PMIP),
was formed in the 1950s. Its ideological origins lie in
the Islamic reformist movement in Malaya at the beginning of the 20th century. A party began to take
shape in the 1940s as the religious wing (Hizbul
Muslimin) of the radical but essentially secular Malay
Nationalist Party (MNP). In 1948 the Majlis Tertingi
Agama (supreme religious council; its acronym,
MATA, is the Malay word for "eye") was set up at
the religious college at Gunong Semanggol (in the
west-coast state of Perak), which remained the centre
for Islamic politics for several years. The radical
Malay movement collapsed under the Emergency
Regulations issued to counter the communist insurrection in 1948, and in 1951, pulling clear of the
MNP, religious activists formed the All-Malaya
Islamic Association (or Pan-Malayan Islamic Association, Persatuan Islam Sa-Tanah Melayu). At first, the
Association co-operated with the United Malays National Organisation (UMNO), which was the
strongest Malay political party and appealed more to
ethnicity than to Islam, but when UMNO formed the
Alliance with the Malayan Chinese Association (later
joined by the Malayan Indian Congress), the AllMalaya Islamic Association became alienated from
the mainstream of the Malay nationalist movement.
Registering as a political party (the Pan-Malayan
Islamic Party or Partai Islam Se Malaya), it opposed
the Alliance in Malaya's first federal elections of 1955,
two years before independence from British rule. Of
the 52 electable seats, the Alliance (dominated by
UMNO) won 51 seats while PAS was victorious only
in the constituency of Krian (Perak).
The party was put on a stronger footing when Dr
Burhanuddin Al-Helmy (formerly president of the
MNP, 1946-7, and leader of the Hizbul Muslimin}
became its president in December 1956. Blending a
strong appeal to communal chauvinism with an avowed commitment to Islam as the basis for a Malaydominated Malaya, Burhanuddin attracted support
from rural Malays, and PAS came to rely upon Malay
teachers in religious schools or pondoks [see PESANTREN] in the Malay-majority states of the north-west
(Kedah and Perlis) and east coast (Trengganu and
Kelantan). At the 1959 elections, PAS secured the
government of Trengganu and won a landslide in
Kelantan. Although it relinquished the former in the
1964 elections, it maintained control over the latter
until late 1977.
During the bitterly contested election campaign of
1969, which polarised politics on communal lines,
PAS claimed that UMNO had failed the Malays
during the years since independence because it had
compromised with infidels and neglected the needs of
the rural community. Though the UMNO-dominated
Alliance secured a majority in the Dewan Rakyat
(federal parliament), it lost the vital two-thirds majority allowing it to amend the constitution. Non-Malay
parties, notably the Democratic Action Party and
Gerakan, won 25 seats, while PAS gained 12 (and
23.7% of the total vote). These elections and the
bloody aftermath of communal violence (the "13 May
1969 incident") represent a watershed in modern
Malaysian politics and a spur to economic and social
restructuring; the Alliance was refashioned as the
Barisan National (BN, national front), of which UMNO was the major component, and the government
launched a series of five-year plans in support of the
New Economic Policy, whose objectives were to sus-
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tain economic growth, project Malays into the
modern sector and, ultimately, break down communal compartments. PAS joined the ruling coalition
in 1974 and, campaigning as part of the BN, it won
14 of the 154 federal seats in the elections of 1974. Led
by Mohamed Asri Haji Muda (acting president 196471, president 1971-82), PAS reached the high-point in
its electoral fortunes in 1969-74, but in the late 1970s
it went into decline. Torn by internal disputes, PAS
lost control of Kelantan and was forced out of the
Barisan National; at the end of 1977 the federal
government established "emergency rule" in Kelantan, and elections the following year (which PAS
fought in opposition to the Barisan) not only confirmed the end of PAS rule in Kelantan but also reduced the party's seats in the federal parliament from
14 to 5.
Nonetheless, PAS kept up its attacks upon UMNO
and, from the late 1970s onwards, these coincided
with the upsurge of fundamentalism elsewhere in the
Islamic world, notably the Iranian revolution. After
Asri resigned as president following another poor performance in the elections of 1982 (when PAS won five
seats), the more militant Yusuf Rawa (president 198289) assumed the leadership of PAS. Under the influence of the ulama and professing its goal to be the creation of an Islamic state, PAS issued afatwa declaring
all supporters of UMNO to be infidels. The
phenomenon of one Malay Muslim branding another
as infidel—known as the "' kafir-mengkafir dispute"—
became particularly intense in Trengganu, Kelantan
and Kedah, where UMNO and PAS vied with each
other for support and where Malay kampongs divided
in their allegiance to one or other of the parties.
Competition between UMNO and PAS for power
and authority has been a major feature of Malay
politics while Dr Mahathir has been president of UMNO and Prime Minister of Malaysia (1981 to date).
PAS ideas were spread by speakers at ceramah (private
political meetings) and through the distribution of
thousands of audio-visual cassettes. In its attacks both
upon UMNO as guardian of Malay nationalism and
mainstay of the Malaysian government and upon the
Barisan's New Economic Policy, PAS received backing from Islamic universities, many Malays in local
higher education institutions and Malay students
overseas. It also established links with ABIM
(Angkatan Belia Islam Malaysia, the Malaysian
Islamic Youth Movement) led by Anwar Ibrahim.
Committed though it was to Malay interests, UMNO
could not countenance an ideology that rejected
secular nationalism and worldly materialism; UMNO
leaders rejected the PAS strategy as a recipe for
disaster in a country where Malays (i.e. Muslims)
amounted to only a little over half of the total population. UMNO took the dakwah (Islamic revivalist)
challenge seriously, however, with the result that
government adopted a more obviously Islamic stand
on certain issues (such as banking, higher education
and the construction of mosques). Moreover, in 1982
Mahathir co-opted Anwar Ibrahim into the government, thereby diminishing the influence of ABIM. In
1984 a TV debate between UMNO and PAS leaders
vying for legitimacy in the eyes of Malaysia's
Muslims was cancelled at the last minute on the intervention of the Agong (Malaysia's king). Tension
did not fade; on the contrary, confrontation between
government and PAS came to a head at Memali
(Kedah) in November 1985, when Malay policemen
opened fire on Malay farmers, and PAS acquired 14
martyrs for Islam.
UMNO's hold over Malays appeared to be endors-

ed by the 1986 elections when only one PAS candidate
was returned to the federal parliament, whose total
membership had been increased to 177. UMNO's
success can be put down to its efficiency and control
of the media, the five-fold increase in the election
deposit required of candidates, and, perhaps most
significantly, PAS's overtures to Chinese voters. Its
attempt to line up an opposition front in co-operation
with non-Malays, though vain, compromised its
"Malay-ness"; Malay voters opted for ethnic interests rather than Islamic principles.
Although circumscribed by government restrictions, not least the Internal Security Act, PAS was
provided with an opportunity to advance its position
by a power struggle that racked UMNO in 1987-90.
In 1987 UMNO was split by a vicious leadership battle when Tengku Razaleigh challenged Dr Mahathir
for the presidency of UMNO. A new political configuration seemed to be taking shape; the multi-racial
coalition of the Barisan, which Mahathir's UMNO
continued to dominate, was for the first time challenged by an alternative coalition of racially and
ideologically disparate parties. PAS and Semangat '46
("spirit of '46", a party composed of UMNO
dissidents led by Tengku Razaleigh) formed the
Angatan Perpaduan Ummah (Muslim solidarity
movement), and together they joined the Chinesedominated Democratic Action Party in the Gagasan
Rakyat or People's Front. During the 1990 electoral
campaign, PAS tempered its fundamentalism and
adopted the slogan "Developing with Islam", but the
three disparate parties failed to resolve their differences. The Barisan as a whole and UMNO in particular were returned with formidable majorities;
Malays rejected PAS and Semangat '46, except in
Kelantan, where APU formed the state government,
while in the federal parliament PAS increased its
representation from one to seven.
To some extent, the myth of Malay solidarity has
been cracked in recent years by the emergence of
PAS's challenge to UMNO and by the latter's internal rifts. Both UMNO and PAS have inherited and
continue to appeal to the traditions of Malay culture,
but, whereas PAS has presented itself as a fundamentalist Islamic movement, UMNO's reputation as
guardian of Malay nationalism, its command of
government since independence, its capacity to respond to and generate social and economic change,
and the breadth and depth of its organisation have all
assisted its continuing political dominance.
Bibliography: G.P. Means, Malaysian politics2,
London 1976; C.S. Kesseler, Islam and politics in a
Malay state: Kelantan 1838-1969, Ithaca 1978; N J.
Funston, Malay politics in Malaysia. A study of the
United Malays National Organisation and Party Islam,
Kuala Lumpur 1980; Judith Nagata, Religion and
social change: the Islamic revival in Malaysia, in Pacific
Affairs, liii (Fall 1980), 405-39; Mohamad Abu
Bakar, Islam and nationalism in contemporary Malay
society, in Taufik Abdullah and Sharon Siddique
(eds.), Islam and society in Southeast Asia, Institute of
Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore 1986, 155-74;
Hussin Mutalib, Islam and ethnicity in Malay politics,
Singapore 1990; Means, Malaysian politics: the second
generation, Singapore 1991.
(AJ. STOCKWELL)
PARWAN [see FARWAN].
C
PARWANA [see MU IN AL-DIN SULAYMAN
PARWANA] .
PARWANAfil, "relater", term used in Persian
administration for the official who noted down the
instructions for the promulgation of deeds, and who
forwarded them to the chancery.
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The function is recorded for the first time under
TTmur, and is then found among the Tlmurids, the
Kara Koyunlu, the Ak Koyunlu [q. vv. ] and in the early Safawid period. According to Khwandam!r, there
were usually two relaters, one in charge of the Council
for Army Inspection (diwdn-i towdci), the other of the
Council for Finances (diwdn-i mat) and of the administration of the Sadr (sarkdr-i siddrat) [see SADR].
Only occasionally did each of these three departments
have its own relater, or did there exist one single
relater for the three together. In addition to Persians,
there were also Turkish amirs under the relaters. In
rank they were above the secretaries of the chancery
(munshis [q.v.]), but subordinate to the viziers. As a
rule, they apparently transmitted the orders for the
deeds to the chancery in writing. The related
documents were called parwdna, parwdnaca or risdla,
and they were sealed with the muhr-i-parwdna [see
MUHR], which usually was in the hands of a keeper
of the seal (muhrddr) and only exceptionally (see
Khwandamlr, Dastur al-wuzard^, Tehran 2535
shdhdnshdhi, 401) in those of the relater.
Bibliography: H. Busse, Untersuchungen zum
islamischen Kanzleiwesen, Cairo 1959, 69 ff.; G.
Herrmann, Der historische Gehalt des "Ndmd-ye ndmi"
von l}andamir, Ph.D. thesis Gottingen 1968, unpubl., 31, 92 ff., 207 ff.; Sh. Ando, Timuridische
Emire nach dem Mu^izz al-ansdb, Berlin 1992, 106,
172-3, 194-5, 198, 211-12, 249.
(G. HERRMANN)
PARWIN I'TISAMl, celebrated female poet of
I r a n , was born on 16 March 1907 in Tabriz. Her
father, Yusuf Ictisam! (d. 2 January 1938), was a
respected author known chiefly for his translations of
French and Arabic works into Persian. He was also
the founder and principal writer of the literary
magazine Bahdr, which appeared from April 1910 till
November 1911 and again from April 1921 till
December 1922. Parwin received her early instruction
in Persian and Arabic literature from her father.
When she was still small, her father moved the family
to Tehran. There she attended the American High
School for Women. Following her graduation, she
was employed for some time to teach at the same institution. It is reported that Rida Shah wanted her to
act as private tutor to the queen, but she declined. In
1934 she married a cousin of her father, and went to
live in Kirmanshah where her husband was a police
officer. The union, however, did not last, and ended
in divorce after a few months. In 1936 the Iranian
Ministry of Culture gave her a medal ranking third in
order of importance. The poetess is said to have turned down the award which, in its poor choice, was
clearly an offence to her self-respect. In 1939 Parwin
worked for some months as librarian in Danish-sarayi CA1I, University of Tehran. On 5 April 1941 she
died after a brief illness caused by typhoid fever, and
was buried at Kum in the family tomb next to her
father.
According to Malik al-§hucara Bahar, Parwin
started composing poetry when she was eight years
old. In her poetical training during the initial period,
the main guiding figure was most probably her father.
He would give her his prose translations of French,
Arabic and Turkish poems and encouraged her to put
them into verse. Already at an early age, Parwin demonstrated a remarkable artistic maturity. Consequently, some individuals were disposed to take the sceptical view that the poems in her name were actually
composed by her father. In the beginning, her poems
appeared in her father's journal during its second
period. Before her death she is said to have destroyed
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a portion of her poetical output which did not come up
to her. expectations. A book containing her collected
poems appeared for the first time in 1935, and an
enlarged edition was published soon after her death in
1942.
Parwin Ictisami may be regarded as a poet in the
classical mould. Among the literary influences
detected in her poems are chiefly those associated with
such former poets as Nasir-i Khusraw, Anwarl,
c
Attar, Sacdl, and Rum! [q.vv.]. Barring a few exceptions, her poems adhere to conventional verse forms,
and include kasidas, mathnawis, kit^as, and ghazals. As
regards the subject matter of her poetry, it is
dominated by moralistic and ethical themes. The
poetess is largely indifferent to the real social concerns
of her time, and shows only a passing appreciation of
the problems pertaining to her own sex. Still, Parwin's poetry has a charm of its own resulting from a
deep feeling of tenderness and compassion. As her
favourite device, she uses the form of mundzara (strife
poem) [q.v.] and dialogue, a technique borrowed from
earlier sources but featuring more extensively and
devoted to better use in her works.
Bibliography: Parwin Ictisaml, Diwdn, 3rd edition (with introd. by Malik al-Shucara Bahar),
Tehran 1944; idem, Matn-i kdmil-i diwdn-i Parwin
Ictisami, ed. Ahmad Kariml (with introd. by Simin
Bihbihanl), Tehran 1369/1990; Maajmu'a-yi makdldt
wa kitacdt-i ashlar ki bi-mundsabat-i dargudhasht wa
awwalin sdl-i wafdt-i Khdnum Parwin Ptisdmi niwishta
wa suruda shuda ast (published by Abu '1-Fath
I_ctisaml), Tehran 1944; M. Ishaque, Sukhanwardn-i
Iran dar ^asr-i hddir, i, Calcutta 1933; idem, Four eminent poetesses of Iran, Calcutta 1950; Sacld NafTsT, Parwin I^tisdmi, in Paydm-i naw, i/2, Tehran 1323/1944;
Muhammad Bakir Burkaci, Sukhanwardn-i ndmi-yi
mu'dsir, i, Tehran 1229/1950; cAbd al-Hamld
Khalkhall, Tadhkira-yi shuQard-yi mu^dsir, Tehran
1333/1954; Munibur Rahman, Post-revolution Persian verse, Aligarh 1955; idem, Djadid Fdrsi shd^iri.
Aligarh 1959; CAH Akbar Mushir Sallmi, Zandn-i
sukhanwar, i, Tehran 1335/1956-7; J. Rypka et alii,
History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968; cAbd alC
A1T Dastghayb, Hadiyya-yi fikr wa shi^r yd diwdn-i
Parwin Ictisdmi, in Paydm-i nuwin, ii/6, Tehran 1960;
Buzurg cAlawI, Geschichte und Entwicklung der
modernen persischen Literatur, Berlin 1964; Ahmad
Ahmad! and Husayn Razmdju, Sayr-i sukhan, ii,
Mashhad 1345/1966; F. Machalski, La litterature de
I'lran contemporain, ii, Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow
1967; Kashawarz Sadr, Az Rabija td Parwin, Tehran
(?) n.d.; Muhammad Husayn Shahriyar, Parwin
Ictisdmi (poem dealing with the author's personal
impressions about Parwin Ictisaml), in Rahnamd-yi
kitdb, January-March 1971; Heshmat Moayyad,
Parvin's poems: a cry in the wilderness, in Islamwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen, ed. R. Gramlich,
Wiesbaden 1974; Husayn Naminl (ed.), Djdwiddna
Parwin Ksdmi (essays on life and poetry of Parwin
Ictisami by various authors and a selection of her
poetry), Tehran 1362/1983; Nazml Tabriz!, Duwist
sukhanwar, Tehran 1363/1984; Heshmat Moayyad
and A. Margaret Arent Madelung (tr.), A
nightingale's lament (selections from the poems of Parw!n Ictisami), Lexington, Ky. 1985; cAbd al-RafF
Hak!kat, Farhang-i shd^irdn-i zabdn-i Pdrsi, Tehran
13613/1990.
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
PARWlZ, KHUSRAW (II), Sasanid emperor
591-628, and the last great ruler of this dynasty before
the invading Arabs overthrew the Persian empire.
The MP name Parwiz "victorious" is explained in alTabari, i, 995, 1065, as al-muzaffar and al-mansur, the
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name was Arabised as Abarwiz (see Justi, Iranisches
Namenbuch, 19).
For the main events of his long reign (dominated by
the struggles with the Byzantines over the buffer-state
Armenia and over control of the Fertile Crescent in
general, culminating in the Persian invasion of Egypt
in 619, but then the riposte by the Byzantine emperor
Heraclius, which brought the Greek armies as far as
Mesopotamia in 627-8), see Christensen, L'Iran sous
les Sassanides2, Copenhagen 1944, 445-96, and R.N.
Frye, The political history of Iran under the Sasanians, in
Camb. hist, of Iran, iii/1, 165-72. Most relevant for us
here are Khusraw Parwlz's relations with the Arabs
on the fringes of Mesopotamia and, in particular,
with the Lakhmid dynasty of al-HTra [q.v. ], outlined
in LAKHMIDS and chiefly significant for the fact of
Khusraw Parwlz's overthrow of the last Lakhmid king
al-Nu c man III b. al-Mundhir IV in 602 and the
establishment of direct Persian rule soon afterwards,
ending the power of this Arab dynasty which had
acted as a protective force against pressure from the
Bedouins of the Arabian interior. The Sasanids' flank
in western Mesopotamia was laid open to attack, and
a foretaste of the Muslim Arab invasions of the 630s
given in the battle or, more probably, skirmish of Dhu
Kar [q.v.] in central clrak, when the tribe of Bakr b.
Wa°il defeated a coalition of other Arab tribes plus
Persian regular troops, demonstrating that the Persian army was not invincible (see further, C.E.
Bos worth, Iran and the Arabs before Islam, in Camb. hist,
of Iran, iii/1, 607-9).
In later Islamic literature, such as adab works and
the Mirrors for Princes [see NASIHAT AL-MULUK],
Khusraw Parwiz became renowned for the splendour
and luxury of his court. He was a devotee of music
and poetry, and the famous musician Barbadh.
allegedly the inventor of the rhythmic musical modes
known as dastdndt (see H.G. Farmer, A history of Arabian music, London 1929, 198-9), was one of his courtiers. His famous horse Shabdlz is mentioned, but
above all he is linked with his favourite wife, the
Christian ShirTn, as part of the very popular theme in
Persian literature of Shfrfn and her humble lover
Farhad, dealt with by inter alios Nizamf and Amir
Khusraw Dihlawf [q. vv.; see FARHAD WA-SHIRIN] . See
further on Parwlz's image in later literature, Nizam
al-Mulk, Siydsat-ndma, index, and al-Qhazall, Nasihat
al-muluk, Eng. tr. F.R.C. Bagley, Ghazdli's Book of
counsel for kings, London 1964, 192, 194 and the
references there.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
PASANTREN [see PESANTREN].
PASAROF6A, the Ottoman Turkish form of the
Yugoslavian town of Pozarevac, better known in
European history under its Germanic form
Passarowitz. Pozarevac is now a prosperous commercial town, situated in lat. 44°37' N. and long.
21° 12' E. some 60 km/40 miles to the southeast of
Belgrade in the fertile plain of Serbia between Morava
and Mlava, and only a short distance from the
Danube port of Dubravica.
The town, whose name is popularly connected with
the Serbo-Croat word pozar('Tire") (M.D. Milicevic,
Knezevina Srbija, Belgrade 1876, 172, 1058), is first
mentioned towards the end of the 9th/15th century. It
must, however, have been previously in existence and
have become Turkish like the surrounding country in
1459. According to the Turkish treasury registers of
Hungary of 1565 (A. Velics, Magyarorszdgi torok kincstdri defterek, ii, Budapest 1890, 734), PasarofEa belonged to the Turkish sandjak of Semendre (Semen-

dria, Smederevo), and in the middle of the llth/17th
century, HadjdjI Khalifa describes it as the seat of a
judge (kddilik) (cf. Spomenik, xviii, Belgrade 1892, col.
26). Towards the end of the century, many Serbs
migrated from Pasarof2a and at the beginning of the
18th century it is sometimes mentioned as a village.
Pasarofca was, however, destined soon to become
famous through the peace which ended the AustroTurkish war of 1716-18. At the end of 1714, the Ottoman sultan Ahmed III [q.v.] had already declared
war on Venice on the pretext that the peace of
Carlowitz [see KARLOFCA] was not being observed
and in 1715 occupied the Morea and some of the Ionian Islands. Austria, which at first intervened to
negotiate as an ally of Venice, in 1716 entered the war
herself and her armies, led by Prince Eugene of
Savoy, won three great victories, at Peterwardein,
Temesvar and Belgrade, so that England intervened
to secure peace. After long preparations (see von
Hammer, GOR2, iv, 159-64), the congress of
Passarowitz was convoked. The negotiations at which
plenipotentiaries of Turkey, Austria, Venice with
England and Holland as mediators took part began on
5 June 1718 and the Treaty of Passarowitz was signed
on 21 July.
Peace was concluded on a basis of the territory actually held by the opponents at the time (utipossidetis):
Austria retained the eastern part of Sirmia, the banate
with Temesvar, the whole of northeastern Serbia,
with Belgrade, Pozarevac, etc., and Little Wallachia;
Venice also retained a few places she had taken on the
Dalmatian and Albanian coasts, received certain commercial preferences and the island of Cerigo
(Kythera), but had to restore to Turkey the whole of
the peninsula of the Morea and the southeastern
districts of Hercegovina. By a commercial agreement
which was also concluded at Passarowitz on 27 July,
Austria secured certain trading, consular and other
privileges such as preferential tariffs, in the Ottoman
Empire. The Imperial Ostend Company was formed
to exploit these concessions, and in 1719 commercial
activity began from the new "free port" of Trieste.
The actual Treaty of Passarowitz in effect proclaimed
that the Ottomans were no longer a serious military
danger to their European neighbours.
Following the traditional formalities observed after
the conclusion of a treaty of peace, the first Turkish
plenipotentiary Ibrahim Pasha Newshehirli went to
Vienna with his retinue and Count Wirmont, the
Austrian representative in the negotiations, to Constantinople. A member of the Turkish embassy wrote
in 1726 an interesting account which has been published by Fr. van Kraelitz in text and translation
(Bericht uber den Zug des Gross-Botschafters Ibrahim Pascha
nach Wien imjahre 1719, in SB Ak. Wien, clviii [1908];
in TOEM, vii [1332/1916], 211-27, the Turkish text of
this edition was reprinted by A. RefTk).
During the Austrian occupation (1718-39),
PasarofEa was the most important place in this territory. In the Serbian war of independence against
Turkey, it was besieged for a long period, but had
finally to surrender to the Serbs (1804). In 1813, the
town again fell into Turkish hands but became Serbian again in 1815.
In the years of peace that followed (1815-1915),
Pozarevac developed. Prince Miles' in 1825 made it
his second residence and had two konaks (palaces) built
there. Shortly afterwards, a Prussian officer visited
the town and left interesting notes on the conditions
there (Otto von Pirch, Reise in Serbien im Spdtherbst
1829, Berlin 1830, part i, 119-71). In the second half
of the 19th century, the population increased steadily,
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but otherwise the town offered "little of interest" (F.
Kanitz, Serbien, Leipzig 1868, 13).
At the beginning of the 20th century Pozarevac was
one of the most important towns in Serbia. In the
First World War, it was occupied by the Germans in
1915 and by the Bulgarians (from October 1916), but
in the autumn of 1918 it was again occupied by the
Serbs. Since then it has belonged to Yugoslavia now
(1993) coming within the Serbia-Montenegro rump of
the Yugoslavian Republic.
Bibliography (in addition to the references in the
text): V. Bianchi (the Venetian plenipotentiary at
the peace negotiations), Istorica relazione della pace di
Posaroviz, Padua 1719; cAbd al-Rahman Sheref,
Ta^nLh-i Dewlet-i ^othmaniyye, ii, 1312/1894, 140-7;
G. Noradounghian, Recueil d'actes internationaux de
I'empire ottoman, i, Paris 1897, 61-2 (nos. 308-9),
108-16 (Latin text of the treaty of peace with
Austria) and 216-20 (French resume of it); Drag.
M. Pavlovic, Pozarevacki mir (1718. g.}, in Letopis
malice srpske, Novi Sad 1901, part 207, pp. 26-47,
and part 208, pp. 45-80 (good historical study on
the peace of Pozarevac); V. Popovic, in Narodna enciklopedija, iii, Zagreb 1928, 428; Almanah kraljevine
Jugoslavije, Zagreb 1930, i, 561; M.A. Purkovic,
Pozarevac, Pozarevac 1934 (first attempt at a
monograph on the town and its history); Lavender
Cassels, The struggle for the Ottoman empire, 17171740, London 1966, 14, 47; SJ. Shaw, History of the
Ottoman empire and modern Turkey, i, Cambridge
1976; A.N. Kurat, The retreat of the Turks, 16831730, in The New Cambridge Modern History, vi, 6402; L4 art. Pasarofya (Cemal Tukin).
(F. BAJRAKTAREVIC*)
PASE, the name of a d i s t r i c t on the n o r t h
coast of Atjeh [q.v.} in Sumatra, which according to
the prevalent local view stretches from the DjamboAje river in the east to the other side of the Pase river
in the west. The whole area is divided up into a
number of little states each with an uleibalang or chief.
Pase at one time was a kingdom known throughout
eastern Asia. The north coast of Atjeh was in the middle ages on the trade route by sea from Hindustan to
China. Islam followed this route and firmly established itself from India on this coast, the first point in
the East Indian archipelago which it reached. In the
7th/13th century we know there were already Muslim
rulers here. One of these was Malik al-Salih (d. 1297),
according to native tradition founder of the state and
the man to make the country Muslim; his tomb made
of stone imported from Cambay in India has been
discovered along with several other gravestones on the
left bank of the Pase river, not far from the sea. The
capital of the kingdom is said to have been here. A
second capital, rather more to the west, was Samudra;
it was the royal residence when Ibn Ba{tu{a in the
middle of the 8th/14th century twice visited the land,
on his way to China and on the return journey. The
present name of the island of Sumatra, by which it is
known in the west, comes from Samudra (in Ibn Battuta: Sumatra). Pase was then a flourishing country
on the coast; the ruler was king of the port, who
himself sent out trading-ships; a ship belonging to him
was seen by Ibn Baftuta m the harbour of Ch'iinchou
(Fukien) in South China. Life at the court was modelled on that of the Muslim courts of India. The ruler
at this time was an ardent Muslim, who took a great
interest in learning. He waged a victorious djihad on
the natives in the hinterland. Leaden coins struck in
the country and Chinese crude gold were the means
of exchange. The chief food was rice.
Shortly after Ibn Baftuta ieft the country, the king
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had to recognise the suzerainty of the Javanese Hindu
empire of Madjapahit (before 1365). A tomb of a
queen or princess found near Lho' Sukon has an
Arabic inscription, dated 791/1389 at the top of the
stone, and at the bottom an inscription in much
weathered old Javanese script. The Chinese envoy
Cheng Ho remarked in 1416 that the land was involved in continual war with Nago (Pidie). He mentions
rice, silkworms and pepper as its products. The lastnamed attracted the Portuguese there. From 1521
they had a fortified settlement in Pase, but in 1524
they were driven out by the sultan of the rising
kingdom of Atjeh (i.e. Great Atjeh). Henceforth, Pase
was a dependency of Atjeh. The tombs of the rulers
of the former kingdom were still an object of
pilgrimage to the most famous sultan of Atjeh, Iskandar Than!, as late as 1048/1638-9; but at the present
day, even the memory of the old kingdom is extinct.
The mouth of the Pase river is silted up and the place
where the capital stood is no longer recognisable.
Pase exercised through the years a considerable influence in the Malay Archipelago through its Muslim
scholars and missionaries. Javanese and Malay tradition have preserved their memory.
Bibliography: C. Snouck Hurgronje, Verspreide
geschriften, iv/1, 402 ff., iv/2, 101 ff.; Ibn Battuta,
iv, 228 ff.; W.P. Groeneveldt, Notes on the Malay Archipelago and Malacca, in Miscellaneous Papers relating to
Indo-China and the Indian Archipelago, ser. 2, vol. i,
London 1887, 171, 208 ff.; J.P. Moquette, De eerste
vorsten van Samoedra-Pase (Noord-Sumatrd), in Rapporten Oudheidk. Dienst Nederlandsch-Indie (1913),
1 ff.; Oudheidk. Verslag, in ibid. (1915), 127 ff.
(R.A. KERN)
PASHA (T., from the Pers. pddishdh, probably influenced by Turkish baskak), the highest official
t i t l e of h o n o u r (cunwdn or lakab) in use in T u r k e y
until the advent of the Republic and surviving for
sometime after that in c e r t a i n M u s l i m c o u n t r i e s
originally part of the Turkish empire (Egypt, c lrak,
Syria). It was always accompanied by the proper
name, like the titles of nobility in Europe, but with
this difference from the latter, that it was placed after
the name (like the less important titles of bey and efendi). In addition, being neither hereditary nor giving
any rank to wives, nor attached to territorial possessions, it was military rather than feudal in character.
It was however not reserved solely for soldiers but was
also given to certain high civil (not religious) officials.
The title of pasha first appears in the 7th/13th century. It is difficult to define its original use exactly.
The word had in any case early assumed and lost the
vague meaning of "seigneur" (dominus) (cf. Diwdn-i
turkt-i Sultan Weled, 14; text of the year 712/1313,
where Allah himself is invoked in the phrase Ey
Pashal). At this same period, the title of pasha like that
of sultan was sometimes given to women (cf. Ismacfl
Hakkl, Kitabeler, Istanbul 1927, index, s.v. Kadem
pasha, Selc'uk pasha), a practice which recurs only
once again, and then exceptionally, in the 19th century in the case of the mother of the Khedive [see
WALIDE SULTAN].
Under the Saldjuks of Anatolia, the title of pasha (in
as much as it was an abbreviation of pddishdh and
always by analogy with that of sultan) was given occasionally to certain men of religion, who must also have
at the same time been soldiers and whose history is not
yet well known. To judge from the genealogy which
c
Ashik-pasha-zade claims for himself, the title of pasha
was already in use in the first half of the 7th/13th century. Mukhlis al-Din Musa Baba, alias Shaykh
Mukhlis or Mukhlis Pasha had, according to CA1I
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Efendi, seized power before the Karamanoghlu [q. v. ]
and in the same region, after the defeat of the Saldjuk
Sultan Ghiyajh al-Dln Kaykhusraw II [q. v. ] at Kose
Dagh which took place in 641/1243 (cf. Gibb, A history
of Ottoman poetry, i, 177).
At the end of the same century, the title of pasha
seems to have been added to the names of certain
members (restricted in number) of the petty Turkish
and Turkoman dynasties which shared Asia Minor;
these are sometimes rulers, sometimes members of
their families. It was the same in the principalities of
Tekke, Aydin, Denizli and Kizil-Ahmadlf and probably also in other little kingdoms of Anatolia (cf. for
Sarukhan, CA1I Pasha, according to Shihab al-Dln Ibn
Fadl Allah al-cUmarf, al-Ta^rif hi 'l-mustalah al-sharif,
quoted by al-Kalkashandi, Subh al-a^shd, viii, 16, 1.
14).
In the family of cOthman, two individuals are
credited with the tide of pasha: cAla3 al-Dln, son of
c
Othman, and Suleyman, son of Orkhan.
The case of cAla5 al-Dm is very obscure. Two different individuals of this name have even been distinguished: the one being cAla:> al-Dln Bey, son of
c
Othman, the other cAla5 al-Dln Pasha, wazir [q.v.] of
c
Othman, and the two may have been confounded (cf.
Hiiseyin Husameddln, ^Aldeddin Bey, in TTEM, years
xiv and xv, 4 articles). It may be added that the same
individual or one of the two individuals in question
may also have been a beylerbeyi (cf. Orudj's chronicle,
ed. Babinger, 15, 1. 15). Whatever be the case with
this insoluble problem, it seems certain that the title
of pasha was given early to statesmen (cf. a Sinan
Pasha under Orkhan).
The title of pasha in any event very soon became the
prerogative of two classes of dignitaries: 1. the
beylerbeyis of the provinces, and 2. the waztrs of the
capital. It was later extended to officials with similar
functions.
In the second half of the 8th/14th century (in
760/1359 or 763/1362?), Lala Shahln who, according
to the Ottoman historians, was the first (?) beylerbeyi of
the cOthmanlis, was given the title of pasha at the same
time as he received this office. The same title was then
given to the beylerbeyi of Anatolia (thus keeping up the
idea of the two beylerbeyis, one of the right and one of
the left wing) and later as new posts were created in
the growing empire, extended to the other beylerbeyis
or waits "governors-general".
It was the same with the wazirs, of whom the first
(?) according to the Ottoman historians, was Djandarlf Khalil surnamed Khayr al-Dln Pasha (in
770/1368-9) [see DJANDARL!]. The number of the
wazirs who were called kubbe wezirleri down to the time
of Ahmed III was raised to three and then to nine and
the title of wazir, also given to high officials like the
kapudan pasha, the nishandji and the dejterdar [q.vv.\,
became more and more one of honour, carrying with
it the title of pasha; but since at the beginning and for
a considerable time in the capital itself there was only
one wazir, the title of pasha, par excellence and without
any addition, came to be applied to the prime minister
(later ulu wezir or sadra^zam [q.v.]), whence the expression pasha kapisi which was later replaced by that of
bdb-i cdli "Sublime Porte, the door of the first
minister".
The increase in the number of pashas was not at first
very rapid. M. d'Aramon mentions only 4 or 5 pashas
or wezir-pashas and at the time he wrote (in 1547),
there were only three (Ayaz, Giizeldje Kasim and
Ibrahim, all three of Christian origin). It is true that
here he is referring only to the capital.
In the provinces they were, and became, more

numerous, and two classes of pashas were distinguished: 1. the pashas of 3 horse-tails (tugli) or wazir (a
rank which became more and more one of honour and
extending to the provinces gradually absorbed that of
beylerbeyi}; 2. the pashas of 2 horse-tails or mir-mirdn [see
MIR-I MIRAN] (rank at first the Persian synonym for the
Turkish beylerbeyi and the Arabic amir al-umard* but
gradually became a lower rank). Besides, the old
sanajak-beyis having in principle a right to only one
horse-tail were promoted mir-mirdn and thus became
pashas in their turn.
After the Tanzimdt [q.v. ], the title of pasha was given
to the four first (out of 9) grades of the civil (1. wezir,
2. bald, 3. uld, 4. sdniye sinfi ewweli) or military (1.
mushir, 2. birindjiferik, S.ferik, 4. liwa) hierarchy and
to the notables (3. rumeli beylerbeyi, 4. mir-mirdn, with
in practice unjustified extension to the fallen emir-ulumerd^, in this case to the purely honorary rank of the
sixth grade).
The table of ranks having been abolished after the
fall of the Ottoman Empire, the Turkish Republic retained the title of pasha for soldiers only. It was finally
abolished by the Grand National Assembly of Ankara
(26 November 1934). Instead of pasha, one now uses
general and in place of mushur, mareshaL
In western usage, the word was at first pronounced
basha (the pronunciation pasha does not appear till the
17th century): Ital. bascia, Low Latin bassa, Fr. bacha
or bassa, Engl. bashaw, to say nothing of variant spellings. In Greek on the contrary, the form pasha is the
oldest (14th century) but probably under western influence we also find basha (16th century); cf. Ducange,
Glossarium mediae et infimae Graecitatis, s.v. fjwtaaioc$.
The pronunciation as basha by Europeans is due
either to the influence of Arabic in Egypt or to a confusion with the old Turkish title of basha (see the end
of the article).
Etymology of the word pasha: we shall examine
the various etymologies that have been proposed.
1. Pers. pay-i shah "foot of the sovereign". This explanation, which was based on the fact that in ancient
Persia there were officials called "eyes of the king",
is found already in Trevoux's Dictionnaire (s.v. bacha)
and was revived by J. von Hammer. It is to be rejected.
2. Turk, bash "head, chief already suggested by
Antoine Geuffroy (Briesve description de la Court du Grand
Turc, 1542) and by Leunclavius (Lowenklau),
Pandectes historiae turcicae, suppl. to his Annales (1588).
Cf. also Trevoux's Diet, and Barbier de Meynard,
Suppl. It is to be rejected; see the following word.
3. Turk, bash-agha taken (for the purposes of proof)
in the meaning of "elder brother". This is the etymology accepted in Turkey until the end of the 19th century (Mehmed Thureyya, Sidjill-i C0thmdni, iv, 738;
Shams al-Dm Samf, Kdmus-i turki, s.v. pasha) and
based on the fact that Suleyman Pasha and cAlaD alDin Pa§ha were the elder brothers of Orkhan and
c
Othman respectively. CAH Efendi in his Kunh iilakhbdr written in 1001-7/1593-9 (v. 49, 1. 23) and
c
Othman-zade Ahmed Ta'ib (d. 1136/1724) called attention to this use of the word pasha among the
Turkomans (Hadikat al-wuzerd*, Istanbul 1271, 4, 1.
16). Heidborn (Manuel de droit public et administratif ottoman, Vienna 1908, 186, n. a) also says that pasha
means "elder brother" among the Greeks of
Karamania, but there seems to be nothing to confirm
these isolated statements. Some Turkish lexicographers like Ahmad Wefik (under ob) and
Salahl admitted this etymology, but by two stages:
pasha comes from the Turkish title basha which is for
bash-agha. The title of basha, to be discussed below,
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does really seem to come from bash-agha but, contrary
to what the present writer at first thought, has nothing
to do with pasha.
4. Pers. pddishdh "sovereign". This etymologically,
the only admissible one (with however the possibility
of the influence mentioned under 5), was proposed by
the Turkish-Russian dictionary of Boudagov (1869)
and later revived by the Russian encyclopaedia of
Brockhaus and Efron. It had previously been proposed by d'Herbelot (under pascha, a propos of the
spelling with final h). This explanation is based on the
use of the words sultan and pddishdh, as the titles most
often placed after the names when applied to individuals of high rank in the religious world (dervishes). Cf. F. Giese, in Turkiydt Medjmtfasi, i (1925),
164. It seems that one can even explain by pddishdh the
obscure phrase spoken by Orkhan to cAla° al-Dln
Pasha in cAshik-pasha-zade (ed. Giese, 34-5) before
the latter asks leave to retire (cf. above). Orkhan says
"You will be pasha for me." Now a few lines earlier
he had asked him to be a coban pddishdh, i.e. a
shepherd for his people.
On the other hand, it will be noted that the title of
pasha is often used not only as an alternative for
pddishdh but also for shah. Here are a few examples:
Shudjac al-Dln Sulayman, of the dynasty of Kizil
Ahmedli, is called Sulayman Padishah in Ibn Battuta
(ii, 343) and Sulayman Pasha in al- c Uman, al-Ta^rif
bi 'l-mustalah al-sharif, Cairo 1312, 4 (written basha,
following the Arabic script) and in Munadjdjim Bashi
(iii, 30). The son and successor of this ruler, Ibrahim,
is called shah in al-cUmarI and Pasha in Munedjdjim
Bashi. In the Diistur-ndme-i Enweri (ed. Mukrimln
Khalll, 83-4), Siileyman Pasha, son of Orkhan, is
called Shah Sulayman_(with poetical inversion). CA1I
b. Cic'ek (Cecek), the Ilkhanid governor of Baghdad
(d. 736/1336), is called CA1I Pasha by al- c Uman. According to NazmT-zade (Gulshen-i khulafd*, Istanbul
1143), he is also found in some mss. as CA1I Shah. He
is also called CA1T Padishah (Cl. Huart, Histoire de
Bagdad, 10). In the eastern Turkish dialects the title of
pddishdh is given to petty local rulers; there it has taken
the form not of pasha but of patsha (Kirghiz) and potsho
(Ozbeg).
5. Turk, baskak (variants bashkak?, bashkan?)
"governor, chief of police" (Pavet de Courteille, Dictionnaire, and under basmak in that of Boudagov). This
word of the "Kh w arazmian language", according to
Vullers, came into use in Persia (Ilkhanid period).
Among the Mongols, it meant the commissioners and
high commissioners sent by them to the conquered
provinces (or the West only?), notably in Russia. The
accepted etymology is from the verb basmak "to press,
impress (e.g. of a seal)" (not, however, with the extended meaning of "to oppress, tyrannise over",
giving the meaning of "oppressor" for the baskak, an
official whose main duty was to collect taxes and
tribute, cf. G. Doerfer, Turkische und mongolische
Elemente im Neupersischen, ii, Wiesbaden 1965, 241-3).
However extraordinary such an explanation of an official title may appear, it seems to be confirmed by the
parallelism with the Mongol equivalent of baskak,
which is darugha or darogha [q.v.] and which may be
compared with darukhu, a Mongol verb synonymous
with basmak in the sense of "to impress". These may,
however, be popular etymologies.
Schefer, in his edition of the Voyage de M. d'Aramon
(238, n. 3), says "The etymology of the word pacha
given by Geuffroy (from the Turkish bach) is wrong.
Pacha is a softened form of the word bachqaq or pachqaq
which means a military governor."
Carpini calls the Mongol baskaks baschati (variants in
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the ms.: bascati, bastaci; cf. The texts and versions of John
de PL Carpini..., Hakluyt Soc., London 1903, 67 and
261, notes). In the edition of 1598 (Hakluyt) there is
a marginal note "Basha, vox Tartarica qua utuntur
Turci". This also implies a confusion between the
words baskak and pasha.
It is not impossible that there was actually some
confusion among the Turks themselves between
pddishdh (pasha) and the title baskak, the synonym of the
Mongol darugha. It may be noted that the title of pasha
(which is not found in Persian sources, according to
Muhammad Kazwini) was applied either to
Anatolians, subject in fact or in theory to the
Mongols, or to officials of the Mongol Ilkhans (like
the governor of Baghdad mentioned above; cf. also
piser-i cAli Pasha alluded to in the Bezm-ii rezm of cAz!z
b. Ardashir Astarabadi (ed. Koprulii, 249, 1. 8). The
confusion could be explained the more easily as one
finds (rarely) the form bashkak (Djuwaym, Ta^nkh-i
Djahdn-gushd of 658/1260, ed. Muhammad Kazwlnl,
ii, 83, n. 9, tr. Boyle, i, 351; in this passage there is
a reference to a Kh w arazmian official of 609/1212-13,
i.e. before the Mongol conquest).
It may be suggested that, but for the influence of
this confusion with the title bashkak, that of pasha
would never have attained such importance.
The Turkish title of basha. This title, which is not to
be confused with the preceding, nor with the Arabic
or old eastern pronunciation of it, was also put after
the proper name but was applied only to soldiers and
the lower grades of officers (especially Janissaries)
and, it seems, also to notables in the provinces
(Meninski, Thesaurus, i, col. 662 and 294, 1. 18;
Onomasticon, col. 427; d'Herbelot, s.v. pascha;
Viguier, Elements de la langue turque, 1790, 218, 309,
327; Zenker, 164, col. 2 (probably following Meninski); De La Mottraye, Voyages, 1727, i, 180 n. a; cf.
Ewliya fielebi, v, 1076, 21618; Na c ima, v, 71 !I ;
IsmacTl Hakki, Kitdbeler, ^> >-, 41 and 8). De La
Boullaye-Le-Gouz (Voyages, 1657, 59, and 552) also
distinguishes the title from bacha and translates it by
"monsieur". Meninski, loc. cit., also notes the pronunciation bashi(j^.), which is not to be taken as the
word basji followed by the possessive suffix of the 3rd
pers. -i; Meninski knew Turkish too well to make such
a mistake. As to the pronunciation beshe (given by
Chloros, s.v. pasha), it comes from the spelling o* (cf.
e.g. Ahmad WefTk Pasha, Zoraki Tabib, act i, sc. 2,
ironically applied to a woman) but Meninski pronounces basha, even with this spelling.
As the lexicographers have sometimes confused
basha and pasha, some have thought that basha also
meant "elder brother" (Mehmed $alahl, Kdmus-i
'•othmdni, ii, 291 ff., followed by Chloros). It seems
that there are two separate problems and that basha is
really for bash-agha, but with the meaning of "agha
(military title) in chief. The kawas (also called
Janissaries oryasakci) were called bash-agha (according
to Roehrig). On the other meanings of bash-agha, and
in general for more details on some of the points dealt
with here, see Deny, Sommaire des Archives turques du
Caire, Cairo 1930.
A note on the accentuation: In the word pasha, the
tonic accent is on the last syllable (pasha). In the word
basha, it is on the first (basha), as is shown by the
weakening of the final vowel in the pronunciation
bdshi, already mentioned.
Bibliography. In addition to references in the article, see M.Z. Pakalin, Osmanli tarih deyimleri ve
terimleri sozlugu, Istanbul 1946-54, s.v. Pasa.
(J. DENY*)
PASHA KAPUSU, WEZlR KAPUSU, a term of
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Ottoman administration denoting the building
presented by Sultan Mehemmed IV in 1064/1654 to
the Grand Vizier Derwish Mehmed Pasha and intended to serve both as an official residence and as an
office; after the Tanzimdt [q.v.] period it became
known as the Bab-i CA1I [q.v.] or Sublime Porte, and
soon came to house most of the administrative departments of the Diwdn-l Humdyun [q. v. ].
Bibliography: M.Z. Pakalin, Osmanh tarih
deyimleri ve terimleri sozliigu, Istanbul 1946-54, ii, 757.
(ED.)

PASHALIK (T.), means 1. the office or title of a
pasha [q.v.]; 2. the territory under the authority of a
pasha (in the provinces).
After some of the governors called sandjak-beyi (or
mir-liwa) had been raised to the dignity of pasha, their
territories (sanajak or liwd [q.vv.]) also received the
name of pashalik.
Early in the 19th century, out of 158 sanajaks 70
were pashaliks. Of these, 25 were pasha sanajaghl, i.e.
sandjaks in which were the capitals of an eydlet, the
residence of the governor-general or wall of a province. For further details, cf. Mouradgea d'Ohsson,
Tableau general de VEmpire Othoman, vii, 307.
Bibliography: See M.Z. Pakalm, Osmanh tarih
deyimleri ve terimleri sozliigu, Istanbul 1946-54, ii, 758.
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PASHTO [see AJGHAN].
PASHTUNISTAN, a name given to a projected
political u n i t based on the N o r t h West F r o n t i e r
province (NWFP) of P a k i s t a n . The project had a
dual origin, in the NWFP and in Afghanistan.
Although Pashtuns possessed a strong sense of
cultural identity deriving from language, genealogy,
law and custom, there is no evidence before the 1920s
of any desire for political expression of that identity.
A precondition of the formulation of political
demands was the creation of a political arena in the
form of the NWFP. The origins of the province may
be traced to the conquest of the trans-Indus lands of
the former Durrani empire by the Lahore state between 1819 and 1837. In 1849 this region of the
SikhashahT passed into British hands and in 1901 four
trans-Indus districts (Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu and
Dera Ismacll Khan), together with the cis-Indus
district of Hazara, were formed into the NWFP. The
tribal regions (to which Afghanistan had been persuaded to relinquish her claims by the 1893 Durand
Agreement) on the mountainous western borderland
of NWFP did not form part of the province but were
grouped into five political agencies. The peculiar
problems of the NWFP led to its exclusion from the
British Indian constitutional reforms of 1909 and
1919. Resentful Pakhtuns (the alternative forms
Pashtun(istan) and Pakhtun(istan) reflect the regional
differences between the Pashto of the southwestern
group of dialects (the so-called "soft" ones) and that
of the northeastern ("hard") group, see AFGHAN, (ii)
The Pashto language) of the Peshawar valley formed
the Andjuman-i Islam al-Afdghina which in 1929 became
the Afghan Djirga [see DJIRGA in Suppl.] which merged
with the Hindu-Sikh dominated provincial branch of
the Indian National Congress Party in 1931 to form
a party commonly known as the Khudd-yi Khidmatgdr
(KK) after the name of its paramilitary organisation,
also called Red Shirts. The aims of the Pakhtuns
(notably the brothers cAbd al-Qhaffar Khan and Dr
Khan $ahib), who controlled the KK, are uncertain
although the evidence of speeches, memoirs and the
periodical Pakhtun (founded 1928) suggest a vaguely
articulated concept of an ill-defined region referred to
as Pakhtunkhawa which might become a highly

autonomous component of an all-India confederation.
The KK dominated political life in NWFP under
British rule until 1947, when the party began to lose
support to the Muslim League, which demanded that
the NWFP became part of the projected Pakistan.
When it became clear that there was little support for
NWFP joining what was perceived as Hindudominated India, the KK switched to advocacy of an
independent Pakhtunistan (Pathanistan). This option, however, was not included in the referendum of
July 1947, which was boycotted by the KK and yielded an overwhelming majority for Pakistan.
Thereafter, the KK accepted the decision and agitated
for the greatest degree of provincial autonomy within
Pakistan, and this became the main plank of the programme of its successor party, the National cAwamI
Party led by cAbd al-Walf Khan, the son of cAbd alGhaffar. A permanent problem for the Pakhtun nationalists was the circumstance that Pakhtuns were
not a majority within the NWFP, despite their dominant position in the adjacent tribal areas.
Afghanistan's interest in the fate of the frontier
Pakhtuns derived from an historic claim (Afghanistan
contended that the Durand Agreement, although frequently confirmed by Afghan governments, notably
in the 1921 Anglo-Afghan treaty, had been accepted
by Afghanistan under duress and had lapsed in 1947),
ethnic links, geographical propinquity and political
concern about Pakhtun interference in Afghan politics
(as in 1930). On several occasions after 1919, particularly during the Second World War, Afghan governments raised claims to the trans-Indus lands, including the territory of Baluc'istan [q.v.] and its
dependencies, possession of which would have given
Afghanistan an outlet to the sea. In 1947 Afghanistan
modified its position (following contacts with the KK)
and demanded that the Pakhtuns of NWFP should be
offered a choice between joining Afghanistan and an
independent Pashtunistan. Afghanistan maintained
this demand after 1947 and in 1949 encouraged the
emergence of a phantom national assembly of Pashtunistan with the Fakir of Ipi [q.v. in Suppl.] as president. During the prime ministership of Muhammad
Dawud (1953-63 [q.v.]) the dispute between
Afghanistan and Pakistan over Pashtunistan reached
its height, especially after the merger of NWFP in
West Pakistan's one-unit scheme in 1955. Diplomatic
relations were suspended in 1955 and 1961, and
during 1960-1 there were armed clashes in Badjawr.
In 1963 the dispute was patched up, but Pashtun nationalists in Afghanistan maintained the claims.
During the period 1973-5 relations deteriorated again
(although mainly because of the insurgency in
Baluc'istan rather than NWFP) and during the 1980s
the Afghan government gave encouragement to dissident Pakhtuns in Pakistan. The extent of the territory
embraced in the Afghan claim for Pashtunistan was
uncertain. It included not only the NWFP but also the
tribal territories, areas outside the NWFP inhabited
by Pakhtuns, and, in some versions, Baluc'istan as
well. The Pashtuns of the Afghan Pashtun tribal belt
were never included, however. Although India and
the USSR occasionally issued vaguely sympathetic
statements, neither they nor any other state supported
Afghan claims.
Bibliography: Sir Olaf Caroe, The Pathans, 550
BC-AD1957, London 1958; Sir William Barton, India's North-West Frontier, London 1939; Khalid B.
Sayeed, Pakistan: the formative years, 1857-19482,
London 1968; A.T. Embree (ed.), Pakistan's western
borderlands: the transformation of a political order, New
Delhi 1977; S.M. Burke and L. Ziring, Pakistan's
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foreign policy: an honest analysis2-, Karachi 1990; L.
Dupree, Afghanistan, Princeton 1973; J.C. Griffiths,
Afghanistan: key to a continent, London 1981;
Mehrunisa Ali, Pak- Afghan discord: a historical perspective (Documents 1855-1979), Karachi Pakistan Study
Centre, University of Karachi 1990; D.G. Tendulkar, Abdul Ghaffar Khan, Bombay 1967; Abd alQaiyum Khan, Gold and guns on the Pathan frontier,
Bombay 1945; Pathans—the people of Pakistan,
Ministry of Information, Government of Pakistan
1964; Abd al-Rahman Pazhwak, The Pakhtunistan
question, Afghanistan Information Bureau, London
1957.
(M.E. YAPP)
PASIR, a former s u l t a n a t e in southeastern
Borneo, now in the province of Kalimantan Timur
of the republic of Indonesia. It comprises the valley of
the Pasir or Kendilo river, which, rising in the north
on the borders of Kutei runs in a southeasterly direction along the eastern borders of the Beratos range
and, turning east, finally reaches the straits of
Makassar through a marshy district. The country,
about 1,125 km2 in area, still contains primitive
forest, in so far as the scanty population, which is
found mainly in Pasir, the residence of the sultan, and
in Tanah Grogot, that of the official administration,
has not cleared the trees to make ricefields. Although
some gold, petroleum and coal are found in Pasir,
Europeans have not exploited them, still less do they
practice agriculture. A European administrative official was first stationed in 1901 at Tanah Grogot at
the mouth of the Kendilo river. Pasir was therefore a
good example of the Borneo coast state which, as
regards Islam, developed independently of European
influence. The population of the sultanate was in the
1930s estimated roughly at 17,000. It consists of
Dayaks who live by growing rice, of immigrant Bandjarese and Buginese from Celebes, who control the
trade; they are found chiefly in the flat country at the
river mouth. On the coast, the Badjos, a people of
fishermen, live in their villages built on piles in the
sea. Of the 9,000 Dayaks, about 4,000 had by the
1930s adopted Islam, while 5,000 in the highlands
were pagans. The Buginese have a predominating influence in view of their large numbers and their prosperity; the Bandjarese are of less importance. There
are very few Europeans and a small number of
Chinese and Arabs in Pasir.
Half of the population are therefore foreigners, but
like the Dayaks they belong to the Malay race and mix
with one another.
Whilst Borneo formed part of the Netherlands East
Indies, i.e. until 1949, Pasir was despotically ruled by
the sultan and the members of his family; the people
had no voice in the government. Alongside of the
sultan and his presumed successor was a council of
five notables, which the sultan consulted on important
occasions; this was also the highest court of the country. These notables and a number of other members
of the sultan's family had estates as fiefs. Since 1844
each sultan on his accession concluded a treaty with
the Netherlands East Indian authority. In 1908 they
declared themselves vassals of that government. In
1900 the right to collect duties on imports and exports
and taxes, as well as the monopoly of opium and salt,
was ceded to the government in return for compensation. This amounted in the 1930s to 16,800 gulden
yearly, of which 11,200 went to the sultan and 5,600
to the notables.
The sultan still collected the following taxes: a polltax from adult males; 1/10 of the yields of the ricefields and forest products; 2 coconuts from each fruitbearing tree; and military service. He also had an in-
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come from the administration of justice in the capital.
From the very legendary history of the country, it
may be gathered that this despotic government, which
is foreign to the Dayaks, was introduced from eastern
Java. Under the ruling caste were the. chiefs of lower
rank, priests and landowners and freemen as a middle
class. At the beginning of the 20th century, there were
still slaves and debtor-slaves as the lowest class in
Pasir, although slavery had long been abolished in
other states of the Indies under Dutch influence. As
was usual among other Dayak tribes, slaves went
about like free men, took part in all festivities and
games, might own property and were not even distinguished by dress. If their debt was paid to their master
by someone, they went over to the latter. Slaves were
not sold.
The following remarks are confined to the pagan
Dayaks and their Muslim relatives, the Pasirese.
According to tradition, an Arab (Tuan Said)
brought Islam to Pasir. His marriage with the
daughter of the reigning chief did much to further the
progress of Islam in the country.
As to the Pasirese, their social life was only superficially affected by Islam. In their daily life, a pagan
conception of the worship of the deity and of the world
of spirits still prevails. The old belief in the important
influence of spirits on the fate of man and reliance
upon their signs are evidence of this. The fact also is
significant that, throughout Pasir, there was in the
1930s only one missigit and a few smaller places of
worship. The number of Muslim religious leaders and
hddjdjis was also small, nor was the enthusiasm to
make the pilgrimage to Mecca great. On important
occasions, appeal is made for assistance to the spirits;
this is particularly the case with illness among the
Pasirese, who hold the pagan blian feasts, which are
also celebrated in South Borneo. Amid a great din of
gongs and drums which can be heard a long way off,
the pagan priest (balian) becomes possessed by the
spirit which then communicates to him the remedy for
the illness. Even in the capital Pasir, exclusively inhabited by Muslims, the advice of the balian is sought;
only during the month of Ramadan did the sultan forbid this.
How attached the upper classes of Pasir were to
animistic views is evident from the legend still current
according to which sultan Adam in the middle of the
19th century used to isolate himself for several days in
the year on the mountain of the spirits, Gunung
Melikat; he had concluded, it was said, a marriage
there with a female djinn from which a son named
Tendang was born. This son, who has the gift of
making himself invisible, is said to live on the island
of Madura where he married a princess of the djinn.
He appears from time to time in Pasir, when he is invited by a great sacrificial feast (formerly also human
sacrifice). These feasts are still celebrated occasionally, especially in order to free the land from misfortune
and sickness. In the village of Busui, a house was built
for Tendang with a roof in three parts, which was
built on a large pole and thus resembled a dove-cote.
The revenues of the priests consist of what they collect at the end of the month of fasting in zakat and
pitra, everyone giving what he can and the chiefs exercise no pressure. A priest also receives a small fee at
a marriage or divorce.
The calendar now in general use in the sultanate is
the Islamic one. As elsewhere among the Dayaks, the
tilling of the fields begins when a particular constellation becomes visible in the heavens.
The family life of the Pasirese has developed to
some extent according to Muslim ritual. Among the
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followers of Islam, marriage is performed through the
intermediary of a religious leader, with the father or
another man as wall, but only after an agreement has
been come to about the very considerable dowry. This
is paid to the parents of the bride; she herself only
receives a small part of it. According to Dayak
custom, young people are allowed to meet very freely
before marriage. A marriage feast is marked by a very
considerable consumption of palm-wine. The man remains at least a year in the home of his parents-in-law
before he can take a home of his own. Divorce is very
frequent because attention is seldom paid to the
wishes of the woman in the negotiations between the
parents. Man and woman retain their property after
marriage; after a divorce, this goes back to the family.
Property acquired during marriage is divided into two
equal portions between husband and wife. After the
death of one or the other, the survivor inherits all.
Only a few families follow the Muslim law. The
followers of Islam are buried with Muslim rites.
Bibliography: A.H.F.J. Nusselein, Beschrijving
van het landschap Pasir, in BTLV (1905); see also
INDONESIA.

(A.W. NIEUWENHUIS)

PASISIR (Old Javanese, pasisi or pasir; Indonesian, pesisir " shore, coast") originally an adm i n i s t r a t i v e u n i t of the Central Javanese kingdom
of Mataram emcompassing Java's northern littoral
from Cirebon in the west to Surabaya in the east.
Historically, its importance comes from the establishment during the 15th-16th centuries of small Muslim
enclaves within the prevailing religious mix of Hindu,
Buddhist, and animistic beliefs. While traditions of
the conversion to Islam at the hands of the wali sanga,
or Nine Saints, differs from place to place, common
to them are direct experience of Islam in the Middle
East, or transmission by one who had such experience, and an element of Islamic egalitarianism.
Under the guidance of the wali sanga these enclaves
rapidly developed into independent Islamic principalities.
Explanations for Java's conversion to Islam at this
time range from those emphasising the "mood of the
times," through influences of the $ufT tarikas [q.v.] to
a race with Christianity. More significant here is the
region's response to the changing economic environment. With an increased volume of East-West trade,
which tended to be dominated by Muslim merchants,
the states of the pasisir provided an congenial urban
environment for international commerce and Islamic
religious centres. The formation of political confederations among pasisir states—Demak in the 15th
century and Cirebon-Banten in the 16th—led to armed conflict with the inland states, providing a complementary process ultimately furthering Islamic interests in the island.
Culturally, the pasisir played a key role in the introduction of important Arabic texts, especially those
dealing with the shan^a [q. v. ]. Of those cited in the early 19th century Serai Centini, only a half-dozen are attributable to the pasisir era. These include the
Mukharar (al-Muharrar of Abu '1-Kasim cAbd-al-Kanm
b. Muhammad al-RaficI) [see AL-NAWAWI] , the Kitab
Nawawf (Minhddi al-fdlibm of al-NawawI), the Kitab Ibnu Kadjar or Kitab Tuhpah (Tuhfat al-muhtddi li-sharh alMinhdtjj. °f I°n Hadjar al-Haytaml [?.*>.]), the Ilah
(Ijdhfi 'l-fikh), and the Sujak (al-Mukhtasar fi 'Ifikh <ald
madhhab al-Imdm al-Shdfi^i of Ahmad b. al-Hasan b.
Ahmad al-Isfahanl). To these can be added an important work on $ufism, the Hulumodin, a corrupted title
of the Ihya? culum al-din of al-Qhazall [q.v.].

Bibliography: HJ. de Graaf and Th.G.Th.
Pigeaud, De eerste moslimse vorstendommen op Java; stu-

dien over de staatkundige geschiedenis van de 15de en 16de
eeuw, and their companion volume Islamic states in
Java 1500-1700; a summary, bibliography and index, in
Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-,
Land- en Volkenkunde, Ixix, Ixx (1974, 1976);
Th.G.Th. Pigeaud, Literature of Java, catalogue
raisonne of Javanese manuscripts in the Library of the
University of Leiden and other public collections in the
Netherlands, 3 vols., The Hague 1966-70; Soebardi,
Santri-religious elements as reflected in the book of Tjentini,
in BTLV, cxxvii/3 (1971), 331-49.
(M.C. HOADLEY)
PASSAROWITZ [see PASAROFCA].
PASWAN-OGHLU (written Pdsbdn-oghli, as if
from Pers. pdsbdn "guard, shepherd", cf. Kdmus alAcldm, ii, 1467) or Pdzwdnd-oghli (as in cAbd alRahman Sheref, Ta^nkh, ii, 280) or, according to
modern Turkish orthography, Pazvantoglu (Hamit
and Muhsin, Turkiye tarihi, 423), but on his own seal
"Pazwand-zade cOthman" (in OreSkov, see Bibl.),
the rebel Pasha of Vidin (1758-1807). His family
originated in Tuzla in Bosnia, but his grandfather,
Paswan Agha, for his services in the Austrian wars
was granted two villages near Vidin [q. v. ] in Bulgaria
in ca. 1739. cOthman's father cOmer Agha Paswanoghlu not only inherited these villages but as bayrakddr,
etc., was also a rich and prominent man (a^ydn); on
account of his defiant attitude, however, he was put to
death by the local governor.
c
Othman himself only escaped death by escaping
into Albania, but after taking part in the war of
1787-9 as a volunteer, he returned to his native town.
Very soon he was in the field again and fought with
distinction, returning to Vidin in 1791. From there he
organised with his men raiding expeditions into
Wallachia and Serbia. When the sultan wanted to
punish him for this, he cast off his allegiance in 1793,
took to the mountains and at the end of 1794 captured
Vidin with his robber band and became the real ruler
in the pashallk there. Vidin, which he fortified again,
thus became a meeting-place for robbers and
discontented Janissaries who were driven out of Serbia in 1792, and he himself became the popular leader
of all those who opposed the reforms of Sellm III.
In 1795 Paswan-oghlu even attacked the governor
of Belgrade, HadjdjI Mustafa Pasha, a supporter of
the reformers, who had been given the task of disposing of him; strong bodies of troops were sent by the
Porte but without success. In consequence, negotiations were begun at the end of 1795 but Paswan-oghlu
remained practically independent in the whole of Upper Bulgaria.
But since the Porte did not also formally recognise
him, Paswan-oghlu drove the official governor out of
Vidin and in 1797 attacked the adjoining pashallks\ in
the east his forces occupied or threatened a number of
places in Bulgaria (but they were defeated at Varna),
and in the south they attacked Nish [q. v. ] without success; in the west they advanced up to Belgrade, occupied the town, but were driven back from its fortress by the resistance of the Turks and Serbs whom
HadjdjI Mustafa had armed. As a result of this and
because of Paswan-oghlu's negotiations with France
and Russia, the Porte in 1798 sent an army of 100,000
men against him under Admiral Kiic'uk Huseyn
Pasha. He besieged Vidin in vain until October, and
had to withdraw with heavy losses. This defeat and
Bonaparte's invasion of Egypt induced Turkey to
come to terms, nominally at least, with Paswan-oghlu
and to give him the rank of Pasha of three tails (1799).
Nevertheless, he declared himself against the
reforms, against the central government and even
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against Sehm III; he also sent several expeditions to
plunder Wallachia (1800 and 1801) and incited the
Janissaries, who had in the meanwhile returned to
Belgrade, to occupy the fortress (in the summer of
1801) and to murder HadjdjI Mustafa Pasha (at the
end of the year).
At this time, he repeatedly asked the Tsar to
number him among his faithful subjects and also offered his services to France. The Porte, which shortly
before had forgiven Paswan-oghlu everything, from
1803 declared war on him again, but the Serbian rising of 1804 diverted their attention. Paswan-oghlu
himself had to fight in the western part of his territory
against Pintzo's rising (1805). The appearance of the
Russians on the left bank of the Danube (1806) induced him to offer his services to the Porte, but the latter
instead gave the supreme command to the commander of Rus£uk [0.0.]. This embittered him so
much that he resolved to defend only his own territory
against the allied Russians and Serbians, but he died
soon afterwards on 27 January 1807.
That Paswan-oghlu was able to hold out so long was
due to the state of the Ottoman empire at the time, to
his personal ability and foresight (he never abandoned
Vidin), but for the most part to luck. Within his area
he collected customs and taxes, ruled strictly and
despotically, although not entirely without mildness
and justice. In Vidin, he was active in public works,
building a mosque, madrasa and library (see F.
Kanitz, Donau-Bulgarien und der Balkan, Leipzig 1882,
4, 8). Although his health was rather poor as a result
of too great mental strain, ambition led him to aim at
independence, as evidence of which we have the coins
struck by him and known as Pazvanceta.
Bibliography: Various notes on Paswan-oghlu
are already found in the contemporary travels of
G.A. Olivier (1801) and L. Pouqueville (1805), but
it is not till the Notes sur Passvan-Oglou 1758-1807 par
I'adjudant-commandantMeriage, of the French agent in
Vidin (1807-8), that we have a complete picture of
him which is still the best account of his career;
these Notes were edited by Grgur JakSic in La Revue
Slave(i [Paris 1906], 261-79, 418-29; ii [1906], 13944, 436-48; iii [1907], 138-44, 278-88) and tr. in the
Glasnik zemaljskog muzeja (xvii [Sarajevo 1906], 173216) into Serbo-croat. See also J.W. Zinkeisen,
GOR in Europa, vii, Gotha 1863, 230-41; C. Jirec"ek,
Geschichte der Bulgaren, Prague 1876, 486-503; Iv.
Pavlovic, Ispisi iz francuskih arhiva, Belgrade 1890,
esp. 103-28 (diplomatic reports regarding Paswanoghlu, 1795-1807); M. Gavrilovic, in La Grande Encyclopedie, xxvi, Paris n.d., 68; St. Novakovic, Tursko carstvo pred srpski ustanak 1780-1804, Belgrade
1906, 332-89; M. Vukicevic, Karadorde, i, Belgrade
1907, 166-76, 185-208; P. Orggkov, Nekolko
dokumenta za Pazvantoglu i Sofroni Vracanski (18001812) [from the Russian Foreign Ministry], in Sbornik of the Bulgarian Academy of Science, iii [Sofia
1914], article 3, pp. 1-55; V. Corovic, in Narodna
enciklopedija, iii, Zagreb 1928, 272; Sh. Sami, Kamus
al-acldm, ii, 1467; G. Lebel, La France et les principantes danubiennes du XVI*™' siecle a la chute de
Napoleon I", Paris 1955; L4, art. Pazvand-oglu (A.
Cevat Eren).
(F. BAJRAKTAREVI^*)
PAT AN, one of the oldest and most renowned
towns of Gujarat [q.v.] in the Ahmadabad district of
Bombay. It was founded in 746 by the Gavadas of
Gudjarat. Originally known as Anhilwara, the Arab
geographers refer to it as Nahrwala [see NAHRAWAL].
Later, it became known as Patan. According to the
Mir^at-i Ahmadi, the Hindus used the word Patan for a
big or capital town. The poet Farrukhl [q.v.] says that
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on its possession "Bhlm prided himself over the
princes of India" (Nazim, The life and times of Sultan
Mahmud of Ghazna, Cambridge 1931, 217). Sultan
Mahmud of Ghazna attacked and conquered it but
did not annex it. In 573/1178 the Ghurid Shihab alDln attacked it but did not succeed in defeating the
rddja. However, in 591/1195 Kutb al-Dln Aybak
defeated its ruler and collected enormous booty. After
many ups and downs, Muslim power was established
there under cAla° aljDin Khaldji, who retained Patan
as the capital. Patan continued as the capital of
Muslim power in Gudjarat till the time of Ahmad
Shah I, who shifted it to Ahmadabad after his accession in 813/1410.
Patan was a great centre of Muslim culture, with
imposing mosques, splendid madrasas, khdnakahs
zdwiyas and dd^iras. Shaykh Nizam al-DIn Awliya3
[q.v.] sent his disciple Shaykh Husam al-Dln to implant the Cishtl order there. Due to the very large
member of graves of saints, it came to be called Pirdn
Patan. Muzaffar I and Muhammad Shah Tatar Khan
were also buried there. It was perhaps in view of this
background that Muhammad b. Tughluk deputed
there a grandson of Shaykh Farid al-Dln Gandj-i
Shakar [q.v.] to deal with the recalcitrant elements. A
highway—with hundreds^ of thousands of trees on
both sides—connected Patan with Baroda [q.v.]. The
entire region was prosperous and fertile. Its trade
potential attracted the IsmacilT Bohra [q. v. ] community to it. During the time of Akbar, the region was in
the grip of Mahdawl [see MAHDAWIS] and antiMahdawi activities.
The earliest mosque was constructed in Patan in
655/1257. Its madrasas enjoyed a wide academic
reputation and had big libraries attached to them. A
madrasa known as Fayd-i Safa^, founded during the
reign of.Awrangzib, had hostels, a mosque and baths
attached to it. Shaykh Mata's madrasa produced eminent scholars like Shaykh Djamal al-Dln Muhammad
b. Tahir, author of the Madjma*- bihdr al-anwdr.
Bibliography: Imperial Gazetteer of India2, xx, 24;
M.S. Commissariat, A history of Gujarat, i, London
1938, ii, Bombay 1957; SayyidcAbd al-Hayy, Ydd-i
ayydm, Lucknow 1926; Sayyid Abu Zafar NadwT,
Gudjarat ki tamadduni tdnkh, A c zamgafh 1962; idem,
Tarikh-i Gudjarat, DihlT 1958; J. Tod, Travels in
Western India, repr. Dihll 1971. (K.A. NIZAMI)
PATANI (Thai: Pattani), a region of Southeast
Asia, formerly a Malay Sultanate but now included
in Thailand (as a result of the Treaty of Bangkok,
1909, between Great Britain and Siam), and at present comprised of the four southern provinces of Pattani, Narathiwat, Yala (Jala) and Satun. The population of these four provinces is approximately
1,500,000, 80% of whom are Malay Muslims.
From the 14th to 18th centuries, Patani was a
leading entrepot for trade between China and
Southeast Asia. The conversion of the royal court to
Islam, reportedly in the mid-15th century, enabled it
to profit from the economic and political advantages
which affiliation with the Muslim community offered.
Because of the relatively early date (in the local context) of official identification with Islam, Patani is
regarded as one of the cradles of Islam in Southeast
Asia.
For the history of Islam, Patani is chiefly famous for
two reasons. The first is a lengthy and continuing
tradition of kitab literature, that is, works on fikh,
kaldm, and tasawwuf written in Jawi (Malay using the
Arabic script). The founder of this tradition and its
most prolific author was Dawud b. cAbd Allah b. Idns
al-Fa{anI [q. v . ] . He has been followed by a line of in-
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fluential and versatile scholars, the most prominent of
whom was Ahmad b. Muhammad Zayn (1856-1906),
who supervised the Malay printing press in Mecca
and attracted many pupils from the Malay-speaking
world, among them Tok Kenali (1868-1933), a
famous teacher and influential figure for the practice
of Islam in Northeast Malaya. Ahmad b. Muhammad
Zayn is remembered chiefly for al-Fatdwd al-Fataniyya,
which is a substantial collection of his rulings. They
are technically excellent, show a secure command of
Arabic sources and illustrate the adaptation of Islam
to the realities of Malay life in the late 19th century.
The tradition ofkitab writing is maintained to this day
and is influential in the northern Malaysian states of
Kelantan, Kedah and Perak, as well as Patani itself.
Second, and related to the first reason, Patani was,
and to some extent remains, famous as the home of a
distinct tradition of Islamic education and learning as
conducted in the pondok (literally "hut") schools [see
PESANTREN]. These are privately-run traditional
Islamic institutions, headed by a Tok Guru (religious
teacher), often with Middle Eastern education, where
young Muslim men and women are instructed in a
wide range of Islamic subjects. Traditionally, many
pondok graduates went on to study in Mecca, Medina
and Cairo (al-Azhar), and, more recently, also in the
Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia. The pondok is
regarded by Patani Muslims as a guardian of their
religion, language and culture and for that reason has
been an object of considerable concern to the Thai
government throughout this century.
This brings us to the final point. Patani, and the
present northern Malaysian states, came under
Siamese (now Thai) domination during the 19th century. The relationship between Thais and Muslims
was, and remains, strained, Thais still referring to
Malays as khaek (aliens, visitors). In the modern state
of Thailand the Muslims of the south are a tiny
minority (3% of Thailand's 50 million largely Buddhist population). The history of Patani Muslims has
been one of prolonged struggle to remain independent
in religion, language and culture. The traditional past
is kept alive by a vigorous tradition of oral and written
histories which emphasise the pre-19th century
period, when Patani was outside the sphere of
Siamese control. The policy of the Bangkok government towards the southern Muslims has oscillated between a grudging tolerance on the one hand, and an
aggressive policy of Thaiicisation on the other. The
latter was especially prominent in the 1940s and
1950s, giving rise to strong local reaction and bloody
clashes between the government and the Malay
Muslims. Imprisonment of religious leaders resulted
in an even greater determination by their followers to
sustain their traditional Islamic way of life.
From the 1960s to the present, Bangkok's attitude
tends to be one of assimilation, as expressed in policies
such as grants to religious schools providing that they
teach secular subjects as well as Islam; attempts to set
up councils of religious leaders to advise (but as yet
there are no shared courts); the publication of Thai
language translations of the Kurgan, and some concessions to the wearing of Muslim dress. These
policies are viewed by Muslims, rightly, as attempts to
diminish the practice of their religion. In fact,
throughout this century, the Muslim response to efforts at assimilation has been to strengthen their devotion to Islam.
The economic condition of Muslims in the four
southern provinces has been deteriorating since the
1950s and 1960s. In the 1970s, Bangkok recognised
that the subsistence-level living standard of the

Malays was a factor in the increasing political unrest,
banditry and separatist activities which were occurring in the area. Efforts to improve the economic conditions of the region have so far met with little longlasting success, the reasons being complex, but including a reluctance to invest capital in an area whose
history has been so troubled.
There are a number of separatist movements
among the Malays, which since the late 1940s have
struggled for either independence or irredentism with
Malaysia. Since the displacement of their traditional
rulers by the Thais, the people have turned to
religious teachers for leadership, and the four existing
national fronts have leaders from this group. These
movements have been dealt with severely by the Thais
and are currently in a period of quiescence. The occasional separatist violence is followed by rapid suppression, but the determination of the separatists, and
their continued support by Muslims outside
Thailand, indicates that the "problem" will be an
ever-present one for the Bangkok government.
Bibliography: There is as yet no standard
reference work on Patani. The following
Bibliography has been divided into subject headings
for ease of reference.
1. Traditional histories. A. Teeuw and D.K.
Wyatt, Hikayat Patani: The Story of Patani, 2 vols.,
The Hague 1970.
2. Recent local histories with a nationalist purpose.
Patani Dahulu dan Sekarang; Ibrahim Shukri, Sejarah
Kerajaan Melayu Patani, Kelantan n.d., English tr.
C. Bailey and J.N. Miksic, as History of the Malay
Kingdom of Patani, Columbus, Ohio 1985.
3. Modern studies. Uthai Dulyakasem, MuslimMalay separatism in Southern Thailand: factors underlying
the political revolt, in Lim Joo-Jock and S. Vani
(eds.), Armed separatism in Southeast Asia, Singapore
1984; T.M. Eraser, Fishermen of Southern Thailand:
the Malay villagers, New York 1966; Nantawan
Haemindra, The problem of the Thai Muslims in four
southern provinces of Thailand, in Journal of Southeast
Asian Studies, vii/2 (1976), viii/1 (1977); Margaret
L. Koch, Patani and the development of a Thai state, in
Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1/2 (1977); W.K. Che Man, Muslim separatism: the
Mows of southern Philippines and the Malays of southern
Thailand, Singapore 1990; Surin Pitsuwan, Islam
and Malay nationalism; a case study of the Malay-Muslims
in southern Thailand, Harvard Ph.D. thesis, 1982,
unpubl.
4. Islam. W.A. Bougas, Some early Islamic tombstones in Patani, in JMBRAS, lix/1 (1986); Omar
Farouk, The origins and evolution of Malay-Muslim
ethnic nationalism in southern Thailand, in Taufik Abdullah and Sharon Siddique (eds.), Islam and society
in Southeast Asia, Singapore 1986; Virginia
Matheson and M.B. Hooker, Jawi literature in
Patani: the maintenance of an Islamic tradition, in
JMBRAS, lxi/1 (1988).
(VIRGINIA MATHESON HOOKER)
PATE, a small town on an island of that name
in East Africa. It lies in lat. 2°05' S., and long.
41°05' E., off the Kenya coast in the Lamu [q.v.] archipelago. The use by Arab sailors of the Mkanda, the
channel between it and Lamu, is mentioned in the
Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, written ca. A.D. 50.
Ahmad b. Madjid al-Nadjdl identifies it as Batd, and
several epitaphs spell the adjective Batdwi. H.N. Chittick excavated the periphery of the site in the 1960s,
and claimed that it was not occupied before the 14th
century. An excavation by Athman Lali, Curator of
the Lamu Museum, and T.R. Wilson, as yet un-
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published, disclosed Sasanid-Islamic pottery in levels
of ca. ante 750, below a 15th-century mosque with two
mihrdbs, one incorrectly orientated. The former large
town is much depopulated, leaving a large ruin field,
in which numerous Arabic epitaphs, none of them
recorded, protrude from cemeteries which are
overgrown by tobacco crops. The growing of tobacco
for snuff is the principal industry.
At least twelve versions are extant of the Habari za
Pate, the traditional Swahili history. They record the
Nabhani dynasty, claiming that it was founded ca.
A.D. 1200. It is not claimed that the rulers were
descended from the NabhanI maliks of c Uman [see
NABHAN], but rather from collaterals of the same tribe.
Widely-held Swahili traditions report that it and other
Swahili towns were founded under the Umayyad
caliph cAbd al-Malik b. Marwan. In spite of their
19th-century date, recent archaeological evidence
here and in the vicinity at some twenty-six sites suggests that there is some nucleus of truth: they may be
a plausible reminiscence of the increase in demand for
mangrove roofing timbers consequent upon the extensive building operations of that reign.
This dynastic history records thirty-five rulers, and
is remarkable in repeating a complete isndd for each of
the first twenty-five. It appears to be a composite
work, the account of the first twenty-five rulers having
been composed ca. 1810, with additions in distinct
styles ca. 1888 and 1911. A highly glossed version was
published in English by C.H. Stigand, with some
dislocations of the dynastic order. The best version, in
Swahili in Arabic script, Document 157 in the
University Library, Dar es Salaam, has never been
published.
The Portuguese had a customs post on the island
from ca. 1510 until 1698, and an Augustinian mission
from 1596. The most important trade was in
mangrove poles and ivory, and later in tobacco. The
island came under c UmanI suzerainty in 1698, intermittently paying customs dues to Zanzibar. Following
a revolt, the island was garrisoned from Zanzibar in
1861, when the NabhanI sultan, with his family, slaves
and followers, migrated to Witu on the mainland.
A surviving item of the regalia of Pate, an intricately carved ivory horn, with an Arabic inscription, is exhibited in the Lamu Museum.
Bibliography: L. Casson, The Periplus Maris
Erythraei, Princeton 1989; H.N. Chittick, A new look
at the history of Pate, in Journ. of African Hist., x/3
(1969); G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville, The Swahili
Coast, 2nd to 19th centuries, London 1988, with abundant references; M.D. Horton, Shanga, 1980: an interim report, National Museums of Kenya, Nairobi
1980; T.A. Shumovski, Tri neizvestnie lotzii Ahmada
ibn Mddjida, Moscow 1957; C.H. Stigand, The land
of Zinj, London 1912; G.R. Tibbetts (ed.), Arab
navigation, with translation of Ahmad b. Madjid alNacjjdi, Kitdb al-Fawa^id, London 1971; M.
Ylvisaker, Lamu in the nineteenth century, Boston 1979;
information kindly communicated by Bwana
Athman Lali, and personal observation on site.
(G.S.P. FREEMAN-GRENVILLE)
PATHAN [see AFGHAN].
PATNA, a city in Bihar Province of the Indian
Union, situated on the right bank of the Ganges (lat.
25° 37' N., long. 85° 8' E.) and with a population
(1971 census) of 474,000. In the years 1912-36, it was
the capital of the province of Bihar and Orissa of
British India, and subsequently, of Bihar alone.
From 1116/1704 onwards, it is known in Muslim
chronicles as cAzimabad, after Awrangzlb's grandson
c
Azim al-ShaDn who made his court here. Pafna, how-
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ever, had already been selected as the Muslim provincial capital of Bihar [q. v. ] by the Afghan ruler Shir
Shah in 948/1541. At that time it was the seat of the
local government, but as yet an insignificant town.
Shir Shah built a great fort, and we subsequently see
Patna become one of the largest cities of the province
of Bihar. It remained a governor's seat during the
Mughal period. Djahanglr's reign^is especially noted
for the mosques constructed in Patna. On account of
its commercial importance, Patna also attracted European merchants as early as 1620. Peter Mundy, who
came to Patna in 1632, does not fail to mention the
madrasa of Patna, which was famous throughout the
Muslim world. Bankipur, the western suburb of the
city, is well known for its collection of Arabic and Persian manuscripts in the Khuda Bakhsh Library [see
BANKIPUR] .
Bibliography: Numerous chronicles, such as the
Ta^rikh-i Shir Shdhi, the Ta^rikh-i Ddwudi and the
Tabakdt-i' Akbari, mention Patna passim; useful information can also be found in N. Kumar, Bihar
District Gazetteer: Patna, Patna 1970, and Imperial
gazetteer of India2, xx, 54-70.
(A. WINK)
PATRAS [see BALIABADRA].
PATRIK, p a t r i a r c h , the form found in Ottoman
Turkish (see Redhouse, Turkish and English lexicon,
s.v.) for the Patriarchs of the Greek Orthodox and
Eastern Christian Churches in the empire, of whom
by the 19th century there were seven. It stems from
the Arabic form bitnkl batnk [q.v.] "patricius", confused with batriyarklbatrak "patriarch", also not infrequently found in mediaeval Arabic usage asfatrak. See
G. Graf, Verzeichnis arabischer kirchliche Termini2, Louvain 1954, 84; C.E. Bosworth, Christian and Jewish
religious dignitaries in Mamluk Egypt and Syria..., in
IJMES, iii (1972), 68-70.
(Eo.)
PATRONA KHALlL, Ottoman rebel (d. 14
Djumada I 1143/25 November 1730). Of Albanian
origin, he belonged to the proteges of the KapuddnPasha Mustafa and cAbdI Pasha (ca. 1680-5 and later).
He was born at Khurpishte (Khroupista, now Argos
Orestikon, to the south of Kastoria, Greece). He
served as a Lewend [q. v. ] on board the flagship of the
Ottoman vice-admiral, the Patrona (for this term, see
RIYALA) whence probably his name. Transferred from
naval service, he was able to join the Seventeenth Orta
of the Janissary Corps in which he served till the peace
settlement of 1718. While on garrison duty in Vidin
[q.v.] he became involved in a rebellion, managed to
escape to Istanbul where he lived thereafter as an unskilled labourer, travelling salesman and hammdm attendant. During the successive stages of his career he
seems always to have enjoyed protection in high
places, since he always escaped the punishments
which he incurred because of his repeated
misbehaviour and criminal acts.
Together with Muslu Beshe, a greengrocer and
former Janissary, Emir CA1I, a coffeemaker, and
others, Patrona Khalil started the rebellion on Thursday, 15 Rabf I 1143/28 September 1730 which led to
the abdication of Sultan Ahmed III [q. v. ] . The cause
of this revolt may have been a conservative reaction
against the westernising tendencies of the so-called
"LdleDewri" [q.v.]. The rebels claimed that their aim
was the restoration of the rule of Islamic law. The
movement was instigated by a group of disaffected,
high-ranking ^ulemd*, hostile to the powerful faction of
the grand vizier Damad Newshehirli Ibrahim Pasha
[see IBRAHIM PASHA, NEVSHEHiRLi]. There are data
pointing to an element of ethnic solidarity: all the
leading rebels were of Albanian origin. The moment
was well chosen: the losses in the war with $afawid
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Persia worsened the effects of the socio-economic
problems of the day. The Diwdn was not in session
that day; the sultan and grand vizier were absent from
Istanbul and the kd^im-makdm [q. v. ] was at his private
residence in Cengel Koy on the Bosphorus. The
government was not able to organise any effective
resistance. The rebellious ^ulemd^, led by Arnawud
Zulali Hasan Efendi, a former kadi of Istanbul
dismissed in 1140/1728, successfully pressed the
sultan to appoint a new government. Before this the
Grand Vizier Newshehirli Ibrahim Pasha and other
prominent members of the government were
murdered (18 Rabr< I 1143/1 October 1730). The new
sultan Mahmud I [q. v. ], who acceded to the throne on
6 October, was urged to grant a general amnesty to
the rebels following a huddjet issued by the new Sheykh
ul-Isldm (14 Djumada I 1143/11 November 1730).
Patrona Khalil, instead of seeking high office, aimed
at securing a lasting influence on affairs. His domination endured for two weeks only, until the Imperial
Diwdn decided in secret to make an end to it. The factions of the seraglio, led by the Klzlar Aghasi Beshfr
Agha and the new Grand Vizier, Silahdar Mehmed
Pasha, united forces and created their own power base
to effect a counter coup. Kabakulak Ibrahim Agha
(notorious for his bloody suppression of the revolt in
Egypt), the admiral Djanim Khodja Mehmed Pasha,
and a former khan of the Crimea, Kaplan Giray,
organised it. On 14 Djumada I 1143/25 November
1730, Patrona Khalil, accompanied by his fellowrebel leaders, was invited to attend the meeting of the
Diwdn, at which the sultan was to appoint him
beglerbegi of Rumeli. During the meeting in the
seraglio, the three leading rebels were set upon and
killed. ^Ulemd^ such as Zulall Efendi were arrested and
secretly executed later. In Ramadan 1143/March
1731 a riot ensued, purportedly instigated by a group
•of Albanians in revenge for their fellow-countryman
Patrona Khalil; this was quickly suppressed by the
newly appointed grand vizier Kabakulak Ibrahim
Pasha.
Paintings of these bloody events were made by the
French painter Jean-Baptiste Vanmour (Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, Inv. A 2012 and A 4082 i.a.).
Bibliography: Munir Aktepe, Patrona isyani
(1730), Istanbul 1958 (basic, with bibl.); idem
(ed.), §emddni-zdde Findiklili Siileymdn Efendi tarihi
Mur'i't-tevarih, 3 vols. in 4, Istanbul 1976-81, vol. i,
6-19; Ahmed Refik Altinay, Idle devri, ed. H.A.
Dirioz, Ankara 1973, 110-53 (original ed. Istanbul
1912); A. Vandal, Une ambassade francaise en Orient.
La mission du Marquis de Villeneuve 1728-1741, Paris
1887, 147-67; Destari Salih tarihi, ed. B.S. Baykal,
Ankara 1962; A. Boppe, Les peintres du Bosphore au
dix-huitieme siecle, new illustr. ed. C. Boppe-Vigne
and T. Florenne, Courbevoie, Paris 1989, 35-7
(original ed. Paris 1911); G.R. Bosscha Erdbrink,
At the Threshold of Felicity, Ankara 1975, 93-8; [M.
Cezar et alii], Mufassal Osmanh tarihi, 6 vols., Istanbul 1957-63, v, 2460-6, 2468-76; HammerPurgstall, Histoire, xiv, 219-46; R.E. Kocu, Patrona
Halil, Istanbul 1967 (romanticised biography, with
detailed information); Ch. Perry, A view of the Levant
particularly of Constantinople, Syria, Egypt and Greece,
London_1743.
(A.H. DE GROOT)
PAWL A, the name given in the Mughal emperor
Akbar's monetary system to the 1A dam (J4 paysd).
(J. ALLAN)
PAYAS, the Ottoman Turkish form of modern
Turkish Payas, a small town at the head of the Gulf
of Alexandretta 18 km/12 miles north of Iskandarun
[q.v.] (lat. 36° 46' N., long. 36° 10' E.). Lying as it

does in the very narrow coastal corridor between the
sea and the Amanus Mts. or Djabal al-Lukkam [q. v. ],
the modern Turkish Gavur Daglari, Payas has always
been a strategically important point on the route from
Cilicia to Antioch; the name itself goes back to that of
the classical Greek town of Baiae (see PW, ii/2, col.
2775 (Ruge)).
In the early Islamic period, Payas was on the road
connecting Iskandarun with the frontier fortress
against the Byzantines of al-MassTsa [q. v. ] (Mopsuestis), and the classical Arabic geographers name it
as Bayyas, a flourishing small town. Under the Ottomans, with their acquisition of Syria, it became in
the 10th/16th century quite a significant port; the
vizier Sokollu Mehmed Pasha [q. v. ] built there a large
caravanserai, a mosque, madrasa, ^imdret and baths. In
the next century, Ewliya Celebi describes the port as
strongly fortified and with batteries of cannon. In the
19th century it came within the wildyet of Adana, and
Cuinet numbered its population at 6,325, slightly
more than half of whom were Muslims. With the 1921
agreement between France and the Nationalist
Turkish government in Ankara, Payas came just
within the boundaries of Turkey. After the 1939 incorporation of the Hatay vilayet in Turkey, Payas was
included within this last, and is at present the chef-lieu
of a nahiye in the ilce of Dort-Yol in the Hatay/Antakya
il. The population in 1950 was^2,653.
Bibliography: Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme,
Istanbul 1314/1896-7, iii, 42-3; Sam! Bey, Kdmus
al-a^dm, Istanbul 1894, ii, 1571; V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie, Paris 1891, ii, 105-8; Le Strange,
Palestine under the Moslems, 422; R. Dussaud,
Topographie historique de la Syrie antique et medievale,
Paris 1927, 435, 503; IA, art. Payas (Besim Darkot),
on which the above article is based.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
PAYGHU (T.), a Turkish name found e.g.
among the early Saldjuks, usually written P.y.ghu or
B.y.ghu. In many sources on the early history of the
Saldjuks these orthographies seem to reflect the old
Turkish title Yabghu, which goes back at least to the
time of the Orkhon inscriptions (see C.E. Bosworth
and Sir Gerard Clauson, inJRAS [1965], 9-10), and
it was the Yabghu of the western, Oghuz Turks whom
the eponymous ancestor of the Saldjuks, Dukak
Temir-Yaligh ''Iron-bow" served (see Cl. Cahen, in
Oriens, ii [1949], 42; Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, their
empire in Afghanistan and eastern Iran 994-1040, Edinburgh 1964, 219 and n. 46). But the orthography
P.y.ghu, B.y.ghu, is so frequent in the sources that it
has been suggested (e.g. by P. Pelliot and O. Pritsak)
that we have here a totemistic personal name used by
the early Saldjuks, stemming from bighu/plghu "a type
of falcon" (see M.Th. Houtsma, Ein tiirkish-arabisches
Glossar, Leiden 1894, 28). See the lengthy discussion
in J. Marquart, Uber das Volkstum der Komanen, in W.
Bang and Marquart, Ostturkische Dialektstudien, in
AGW Gottingen, N.F. xiii, Berlin 1914, 42-3 n. 5, 44.
In support of this, it is true that the name/title Payghu
/ Bighu Khan re-appears amongst the Karakhanids
[see ILEK-KHANS] in the 6th/12th century (see Pritsak,
Die Karachaniden, in Isl. xxvi [1953-4], 54).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
PAYSA, PAISA (Hindi), English form pice, a copper coin of British India = 3 pies or y\ anna.
Under the Mughals, the name paisd became applied to
the older dam, introduced by Shir Shah, 40 of which
went to the rupee, as the unit of copper currency; the
name found on the coins however is usually simply
fulus or rewdni. Paisd is the general name for the exten-
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sive copper coinage coined in the 18th and 19th centuries by the numerous native states which arose out
of the Mughal empire (see J. Prinsep, Useful tables, ed.
E. Thomas, London 1858, 62-3). In the currencies of
modern India and Pakistan, 100 paisds = one rupee,
and in that of Bangladesh, one taka.
Bibliography: Yule and Burnell, Hob son-Job son,
a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words and phrases2,
703;4.
Q. ALLAN)
PECENEGS, a T u r k i c t r i b a l c o n f e d e r a t i o n of
mediaeval central and western Eurasia. Their
ethnonym appears in our sources as Tibet. Be-ca-nag,
Arabo-Persian Bdjndk, Bdjdndk,
Bdjynh, Georg.
Pacanik-i, Arm. Pacinnak, Greek HaT^ivaxTTat, IlaTCivaxot, Rus'. Peceneg', Lat. Pizenaci, Bisseni, Bysseni,
Bessi, Beseneu, Pol. Pieczyngowie and Hung. Besenyo(<
Beshendgli) = Becendkl Pecendk. It has been etymologised, with some uncertainty (cf. Pritsak, Pecenegs, 211;
Bazin, A propos du nom des Petcheneques], as a variant of
badjanakl badjlnak "in-law" (>Old Church Slav.
Pashenog), i.e. "the in-law clan/tribe."
Their earliest history and origins are unclear. They
have been identified with the Pei-ju (= Middle Chin.
*P9k-nzi w ok = Peceneg (?), according to Pelliot, Quelques noms, 226, n.l), noted in a 7th century A.D.
Chinese source, the Sui-shu, a T'ieh-le tribe, located
near the En-ch'ii (Onoghur?) and A-lan (Alans). But,
this is far from certain. More reliable is a notice in a
Tibetan translation of an 8th century Uyghur source
on the "Northern peoples" which tells of Be-ca-nag
hostilities with the Hor (Oghuz), probably in the Syr
Darya region (Bacot, Reconnaissance, 147; Ligeti, Rapport, 170, 172, 175, 176). Oghuz traditions (cf. Jahn,
Geschichte der Oguzen des Rasid ad-Din, 24-5; Abu '1Ghazi Bahadur Khan, Shaajara-yi Tardkima, ed.
Kononov, 41-2) appear to confirm this. The presence
in their union of the Kangar/Kenger (K<rpfocp) subconfederation (Const. Porph., De admin, imperil, 1701) may also point to a tie to this region. Kangar has
been connected with the Kengeres people mentioned
in the Kill Tegin inscription and the Kangardyd (<
*Khangardye) nomads who settled in Transcaucasia.
These, in turn, may be related to the Turk toponym
Kengii Tarban and the Chinese K'ang-chu (a term
designating the middle Syr Darya and adjoining
lands, see Klyashtorniy, Drevnetyurkskie pamyatniki,
156-78) and Old Iran. Kangha. Pritsak (Pecenegs, 21214) derives this ethno-toponym from Tokharian *kdnk
"stone" (cf. Turk. Tashkent "Stone City," Kengeres
< kdnk + 'Aopaoi> *dvrs>drs>ds = *Kenger As) and
suggests that they were Tokharian-speaking, mercantile city-oasis (Tashkent) dwellers. The difficulty here
is that although Kang, etc., may be connected with
*kdnk} As cannot be derived from 'Aopa ( = Iran.
Aorusa which produces Urs/Ors). Pritsak further conjectures that the Kangars, driven into the steppe by an
Oghuz-Karluk-Kimek coalition, became nomads,
forming a confederation consisting of Tokharian,
Eastern Iranian and Bulgharic Turkic elements.
Their connection with Eastern Iranian elements is
hinted at in the remark of al-BirunT (Tahdid, tr. CA1I,
19) regarding a people that "are of the race of al-Lan
and that of al-As and their language is a mixture of the
languages of the Khwarazmians and the Badj(a)nak."
This is echoed in the Old Rus' translation of Josephus
Flavius (ed. Meshc"erskiy, 454) which adds "the Yas,
as is known, descended from the Peceneg clan/tribe."
Nemeth, followed by Ligeti, however, on the basis of
their fragmentary linguistic remains, view them as
Common Turkic-speakers (most probably, Kipc"ak,
see Nemeth, Die Inschriften, 16, 50-1; Ligeti, A magyar
nyelv, 362, 506, and Gyorffy, A Besenyok nyelve, 170-
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91). Anna Comnena (ed. B. Leib, ii, 142) remarks
that the Pecenegs (whom she calls "Scythians") speak
the same language as the Komans ( = KumanKipcak). Mahmud al-Kashghari (tr. Dankoff, i, 84),
however, seems to lump them together with the
Bulghar and Suwar speaking a "Turkic of a single
type with clipped ends." The available linguistic material points rather in the direction of Kipc"ak. The
possibility that they adopted Turkic is not to be excluded.
Islamic geographers (cf. al-Istakhri, 10; alMascudl, Tanbih, 180-1) were aware that the Pecenegs
had entered the Western Eurasian steppes in a series
of migrations, the source of some confusion regarding
the Peceneg habitat in other Islamic authors. This
confusion is furthered by the use of the ethnonym
BasdjirtlBashdjirt, etc., to denote both the Bashkirs
(Bashkort) and the Hungarians in both their
Bashkirian (Magna Hungaria) and Pannonian
homelands. Warfare with the Oghuz (who absorbed
some of them, cf. the Oghuz Pecene), Karluks and
Kimaks drove the Pecenegs from Central Asia into
the Volga-Ural/Yayik mesopotamia and later, with
added Khazar pressure in the late 9th century (Const.
Porph., DAI, 166-7), into the Pontic steppes. Here,
they nomadised from the Don to the Danube. They
were, as Kashghari notes (tr. Dankoff, i, 92), the
closest, of all the Turkic peoples, to Rum. The Islamic
authors, without indicating which of their abodes is
meant, note that they were the objects of annual
raiding (for slaves and booty) by the Khazars, Burdas/Burtas and others of their neighbours (Ibn Rusta,
140; GardlzI/Barthold, 35, 36; Hudud al-^dlam, 101,
142, 160 (commenting that the slaves brought from
Khazaria to the Islamic lands "are mostly from here"
i.e. the "Khazarian Pecenegs"); al-Bakrl, ed. tr.
Kunik and Rozen, 42). GardizT/Barthold, 35, however, perhaps using information pertaining to their
earlier homeland, describes them as rich in cattle,
horses and sheep and possessing "many vessels of
gold and silver. They have many weapons. They have
silver belts..."
The Byzantines, in Constantine Porphyrogenitus'
day (d. 959) were eager to use them to control the
steppe approaches to the Empire. According to the De
adm. imp., the Peceneg union was composed of 8 tribal
groupings (lit. OefiocTOc "provinces"), headed by
"great princes," four on each side of the Dnieper (reflecting Turkic bipartite, left-right organisational
principles). These further subdivided into 40
"districts" (|xepTj), clan groupings (?). This internal
organisation, like other steppe polities, was dynamic.
Thus Cedrenos (ii, 581-2) reports 13 tribes in the 11th
century. The names of the 8 tribal groupings, consist
of two parts, the name proper, usually a horse colour,
and with some possible exceptions, the titles of their
rulers, e.g. Xapou^iv-yuXoc Kabuksm-Yula "the tribe of
the Yula with bark-coloured horses," Supou-xouXTceTj
Suru Kul Bey '' the tribe of the Kul Bey with greyish
horses." The De adm. imp. also notes the names of the
"great princes" (hereditary positions, passed from
cousin to cousin) at the time they were expelled from
their Volga-Ural/Yayik habitat, ca. 889 (DAI, 166-9;
Nemeth, Die Inschriften, 50-1; Ligeti, A magyar nyelv,
507-11). None of the contemporary sources (Byzantine, Rus' or Islamic) notes the presence of a supreme
executive authority in this tribal confederation. The
Hudud, 101, merely comments that they were ruled by
an "elder" (mihtar) and had no towns. The notice in
Abu Sacid (d. 1286, preserved in Abu '1-Fida, d.
1331), reporting that they had a town, Badjanakiyya,
and were ruled by a Khakan (Abu '1-Fida, Takwim,
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205), should be viewed as a topos. The Pec'enegs, like
most of the nomadic polities in the Western Eurasian
steppes, were stateless.
The Bulgarian Tsar Symeon (893-927), used them
to defeat the Hungarians, allies of Byzantium during
his war with the Empire (894-6). Formal relations
with Rus' were established in 915 so that the
Pec'enegs, now Byzantine allies, could attack
Bulgaria. After 920, Pec'enegs-Rus' relations were
largely hostile. On occasion, Pecenegs served as
mercenaries in Rus' campaigns (e.g. Igor's 944 raid
on Byzantium, PSRL, i, cc. 42, 43, 45). Sometimes,
they were brought in as "allies" in Rus' throne struggles. They never undertook the permanent conquest
of Rus'. The Byzantines used them during
Svyatoslav's Balkan wars, eventually leading to their
fatal ambush of the Rus' ruler in 972 (PSRL, i, cc. 72,
73). Relations with Rus' worsened under Vladimir I
(978-1015), producing several decades of war (988-ca.
1006-7). They were decisively defeated by Yaroslav of
Kiev in 1036 and thereafter pushed (by Rus', Oghuz
and Kuman-Kipc'ak pressure) toward the Byzantine
Danubian frontier (PSRL, i, cc. 150-1; Diaconu, Les
Petchenegues, 39-49) which now became their primary
area of focus. Military defeat and the loss of
pasturages led to internal conflicts which resulted
ultimately in their movement into Byzantine lands
from which a weakened Empire could not dislodge
them. The Rus' defeat of the Western Oghuz (1060)
and the entrance of the Kuman-Kipc'aks into the Pontic steppe increased the pressure on the Pec'enegs, who
retaliated with their own depredations. The Byzantine
Emperor Alexius I (1081-1118), aided by the KumanKipc'aks, delivered a mortal blow to Pec'eneg military
might at Levunion in 1091. Some Pec'enegs fell under
Kuman-Kipc'ak overlordship, others took service as
borderguards with Byzantium, the Hungarian
kingdom (where they also settled) or Rus' (where they
became part of the Cernii Kloboutsi ("Black cowls"
noted in Rashid ad-Din, ed. Alizade, ii/1, 162-3, as
the kawm-i kuldh-i siydhdn), a Turkic, nomadic force in
service to the Kievan rulers.
In their heyday, the Pec'enegs had extensive commercial ties with Rus' (where they sold horses, cattle
and sheep) and the Islamic world. Al-Mas c udi notes
the presence among them of merchants from
Khazaria, the North Caucasus (Bab al-Abwab,
Alania) and elsewhere (Const. Porph., DAI, 48-51; alMascudf, Murudi, ed. Pellat, i, 237). On occasion, the
Pecenegs threatened the "route from the Varangians
to the Greeks" (Const. Porph., DAI, 56-63), but
never seriously affected trade.
We know little of Pec'eneg culture and customs. AlIdrlsl, ed. Bombaci et al., viii, 918, reports that like
the Rus' they burnt their dead. "Some of them shave
their beards. Some plait it. Their clothing consists of
short tunics." A late Rus' source (the Nikon chronicle,
in PSRL, ix, 57, 64) places their introduction to Christianity in the late 10th century (the conversions of
Metigay and Kuc"uk by Vladimir, himself newly converted, in 988 and 991). Latin Christianity was propagated by Bruno of Querfort (early 11th century), the
consequences of which are unclear. Al-Bakn (ed.
Kunik and Rozen, 43), however, reports that the
Pec'enegs were ma&usi, but in 400/1009-10, under the
influence of a captive fakih, converted to Islam,
precipitating internecine strife from which the
Muslims emerged victorious. Manichaeanism, along
with Orthodox Christianity also came to them from
the Balkans (see Vasil'evskiy, Vizantiya i Pecenegi,
38-43).
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PECEWI, lBRAHiM(982-«i. 1060/1574-ai. 1649-50),
Ottoman historian.
Pec"ewl was born in 982/1574 in Pecs in southwestern Hungary, whence his epithet Pecewi (or,
alternatively, Pecuylu, from the Croatian c£yr-). His
family had a long tradition of Ottoman military service. Both his great-grandfather Kara Dawud and his
grandfather Dja c fer Beg served as alay begi in Bosnia;
his father (name unknown) took part in campaigns in
Bosnia, and in c lrak during the 1530s (Pecewl,
Ta^rikh, i, 87, 102-6, 436-7, ii, 433). Pecewi's mother
was a member of the Sokollu [q. v. ] family. At the age
of 14, after the death of his elderly father, he joined
the household of his maternal uncle Ferhad Pasha,
beglerbegi [q.v.] of Buda, and then that of another
Sokollu relative, Lala Mehmed Pasha [q.v.], in whose
service he remained for 15 years until the Pasha's
death while Grand Vizier in 1015/1607 (Ta^nkh, ii,
323). He participated in many of the campaigns of the
Ottoman-Habsburg war of 1593-1606. Thereafter,
Pecewi was appointed tahrir (land census) recorder in
the Rumelian sandjaks of Egriboz, Inebakhti and
Karli-ili (1015/1606), then mukabeledji (clerk) to the
Grand Vizier Kuyudju Murad Pasha (ca. 1607-11).
Following a fire at his home in Pecs, he returned to
Hungary for several years, but by 1031/1622 was
again in Istanbul, where he witnessed the deposition
of c Othman II (Ta^rikh, ii, 380-8). He subsequently
resumed an official career, serving as defterddr [see
DAFTARDAR] of Diyar Bakr (ca. 1033/1623-4), from
where he was sent as beglerbegi of Rakka [q. v. ] with 200
sekbdn troops to the defence of Mardln (1033/1624),
and then as defterddr of Tokat (1034/1625) (Ta^rikh, ii,
391-2, 394-5, 403). His next recorded post was defterddr of the Tuna (Danube) province, from which he
was dismissed in 1041/1631-2 to be appointed defterddr
of Anadolu (Ta^nkh, ii, 421). His next post may have
been as governor of Istolni Belgrad (1042-5/1632-5),
after which he became defterddr of Bosnia (1045/16356) and then of Temesvar (1047/1638) (Ta^rikh, ii, 445,
442). Retiring from official employment in
1051/1641, Pe£ewT spent his last years in Buda and
Pecs writing his history.
Pec'ewf's History as published (2 vols., Istanbul
1261-3/1864-6; repr., 1 vol., with intro. and index,
ed. F.Q. Derin and V. Qabuk, Istanbul 1980) covers
the period from the accession of Siileyman in 1520 to
the death of Murad IV in 1640, and is one of the principal sources for Ottoman history, particularly for the
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period ca. 1590-1632 when the historian was a close
observer of many events. It is a compilation (described repeatedly by Pe£ewl as a medjmH^d) drawing
upon the histories of Djelal^zade Mustafa [see
DJALALZADE], Ramadan-zade, CA1T, Hasan Beg-zade
[0.0.], Katib Mehmed [see KATIB £ELEBI] inter alios
(Ta^nkh, i, 3; on his use of the Hungarian histories of
Heltai and Istvanffy, see Karacson Imre, Pecevi
Ibrahim'in tercume-i hali, in Turk dernegi [1327], 1/3, 8996), but also including much unique material gained
orally from leading viziers and other Ottoman officials
and military men. It is particularly rich for events on
the Hungarian and Bosnian frontiers, incorporating
details which Pec"ewf learnt from his family and local
acquaintances, and for the critical period of the early
1620s. Though written in relatively simple Ottoman
Turkish, the text contains much anecdotal material
and some less usual terms (occasionally of Hungarian
origin) which render it lively but not without difficulty. There is a strong authorial presence, which contributes to its value as an original source.
Pecewi's History was a major source for Katib
Celebi's Fedhleke, Naclma [q.vv.] and Djewrl, and was
used extensively by von Hammer. No other historical
work by him is known.
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(F. BABINGER-[CHRISTINE WOODHEAD])
PECHINA [see BADJDJANA].
PECS (Ottoman Pecuy, German Fiinfkirchen,
Latin Quinque Ecclesiae), town and c e n t r e of a sandj_ak in Transdanubian Hungary.
Founded on the site of Roman Sopianae and
preserving remnants of buildings from the first centuries of Christianity, Pecs became an episcopal see in
1009, housed the first university of the country (established in 1367) and was the most important economic
centre south of Lake Balaton throughout the Middle
Ages.
The town surrendered without fight to the forces of
Kasim, sandjak-begi of Mohacs [q.v.}, and Murad,
sandjak-begi of Pozsega (Pozhegha), during Siileyman
the Magnificent's sixth Hungarian campaign, on 17
Rabl< II 950/20 July 1543. Until 1570, it belonged to
the sandjak of Mohacs, although the name of this administrative unit alternated between Szekcso (Sek^oy)
and—rarely—Pecs. Around the middle of September
1595, the liwd of Pecs was attached to the newlycreated wildyet of Szigetvar (Sigetwar) (cf. Istanbul,
Basbakanhk Osmanli Arsivi, Kamil Kepeci Tasnifi
344, p. 362) and remained so until 1597. Then it was
transferred to the province of Kanizsa [q.v.], established in 1600. There was one serious but unsuccessful
attempt by Count Nicholas Zrinyi to retake Pecs in
1664, which caused great damage. Ottoman domination ended on 3 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1097/21 October 1686
when Louis of Baden captured the town.
The 16th century Ottoman surveys present the
original population of Pecs as purely Hungarian.
Their number shows a markedly decreasing tendency,
as in most administrative centres of Hungary. This
meant that out of 531 married and 58 unmarried
Christian heads of households with their 10 priests in
1546 (Basbakanhk Osmanli Arsivi, Tapu defteri 441,
fols. 5b-9a) there were only 195 heads of families and
2 widows left by 1579 (ibid., Tapu defteri 585, fols.
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5b-7a). On the other hand, the number of Ottoman
mercenaries getting regular pay diminished from 828
in 1545 to 220 in 1568. Some of them, however, had
received timdrs, 237 persons being so listed in 1570. In
the same year, there served 22 za^ims and 98 timariots
plus their ajebeliis in the sanajak (Tapu defteri 480).
Muslim civilians are not listed in the defters at all. The
total number of inhabitants can be estimated at 4,5005,000 in 1546 and at 2,500-3,000 around 1580.
Population data from the 17th century are very
scarce. The first Habsburg survey in 1687 found 363
houses, mostly within the city walls, which permits us
to draw the conclusion that there had been no radical
changes in the meantime. The Muslim majority may
have become dominant with a not-negligible Slav infiltration.
The Reformation (Unitarian, Calvinist and also
Lutheran) strongly affected the town, which was the
scene of open disputes among Protestant theologians.
In the 17th century, however, the Jesuits restored
Catholicism.
Local grain and grape cultivation was modest. In
spite of that, the town was a significant centre of
viticulture, producing wine from the crops of the
neighbouring settlements. In 1687, as many as 3,334
units of vineyards, cultivable in one day, were
registered, naming 387 actual and/or former owners,
the latter being mostly Muslims. The number of mills
was traditionally high, amounting to 40 wheels both
in 1546 and 1687, some of which being ruinous at the
latter date.
Pecs remained an important emporium in Ottoman
times as well. Transit cattle and horses passed through
the town both in the directions of Vienna and Venice.
Local shops were numerous (46 in 1570), mostly in
Muslim, rarely in Christian possession.
The town had remarkable Muslim religious and
cultural institutions. Among the sheykhs of its mevlewTkhdne there were outstanding personalities such as
Ahmed Dede, later head of^ the Yeni-kapl mevlewikhdnesi in Istanbul (cf. Gabor Agoston, 16-17. asirlarda
Macaristan 'da tasavvuf ve mevlevilik, in 1. Milletlerarasi
Mevldna Kongresi. Tebligler. Konya 1987, 228-9). Today, two djdmics (those of Ghazi Kasim Pasha and
Yakowali Hasan Pasha) and a turbe (that of Idns
Baba) still survive in their original form.
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PEDROCHE [see BITRAWSH].
PEHLEWAN [see PAHLAWAN].
PELOPONNESUS [see MORA].
PEMBA, an island of East Africa. It appears in
Yakut and other authors as al-Djazira al-Khadra0.
and lies to the north of Zanzibar [q. v. ] off the Tanzanian coast. There has been much debate whether the
Menouthias mentioned in the Periplus of the Erythraean
Sea is Pemba or Zanzibar, with the balance in favour
of the former. At ca. A.D. 50, it attests Egyptian and
Arab trade in the area.

Nothing is heard of it until al-Djahiz (d. 255/8689), who mentions Landjuya, a corruption of alUngudja, the Swahili name for Zanzibar, pairing it
with an island of forests and valleys which he calls
Kanbalu. Geographically this is satisfactory, for Pemba is hilly and wooded, as opposed to the flatness of
Zanzibar. Al-Mascudi travelled thither with c UmanI
shipowners in 304/916, and gives an account of its
trade. Buzurg b. Shahriyar (d. ca. 956) speaks of it as
a trading station on the way to Sofala, but in spite of
these dates the thirty ancient sites so far identified
have yielded no archaeological evidence earlier than
the 1.0th century. At these the principal remains are of
mosques, some in actual use, and occasional houses.
Yakut mentions two cities on the island, called
Mtanby and Mkanbalu, recognisable in modern Swahili
as Mtambwe and Mkumbuu [see MTAMBWE MKUU].
Each had a sultan. The first-named had as ruler an
Arab who is stated to have emigrated from al-Kufa.
At this place in 1985-6 a hoard of more than 2,000
silver pieces was recovered, naming ten local rulers,
accompanied by seven Fatimid dinars. The ten rulers
covered three to four generations in a hoard formed
ca. 1070, which would place the earliest of them in the
10th century. Al-MascudI speaks of kings (muluk) of
the Zandj people (Muruaj., iii, 6, 29-30 = §§ 848,
871), and it may be suggested that (like the Ayyubids)
these would have reigned in different places at the
same time. There is no historical record of their
vicissitudes.
Pemba was a vassal of the Portuguese Crown from
1506 until 1695, with a king. After 1698 it fell to the
c
Umanis. It served Mombasa as a rice-growing area,
for which its very rainy climate (76" av. p.a.) made it
suitable. Under Sayyid Sacld of c Uman and Zanzibar
(1806-56), clove cultivation was introduced ca. post1822, making it eventually, with Zanzibar, the
greatest clove exporter in the world. The clove plantations were almost all in Arab hands, and exploited until 1873 by slave labour. A disastrous hurricane had
destroyed many plantations in the preceding year,
and the abolition of slavery came as a further disaster.
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PENANG (Malay name Pulau Pinang), a state of
the Federation of Mai ay si a consisting of the island
of Penang (113 sq. miles) in the Straits of Malacca
and a strip of land on the mainland opposite known
as Province Wellesley or Seberang Prai (285 sq. miles)
linked by a road bridge since 1985. The capital,
Georgetown, ranks with Johor Bahru as Malaysia's
second most populous urban centre (both a little over
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400,000 in 1980) behind the Federal capital Kuala
Lumpur.
The sparsely inhabited island was acquired from
the Sultan of Kedah in 1786 for the East India Company as an entrepot for country trade. After initial
success, it was overtaken by Singapore, remaining a
subsidiary centre until the establishment of plantations in eastern Sumatra stimulated it again early this
century. From 1805 it briefly had the status of a
presidency under the English East India Company,
from 1829 joined with Malacca and Singapore as the
Straits Settlements, governed from Singapore after
1836, and in 1867 became a British colony. After the
Japanese interregnum from 1942 to 1945, Penang was
joined to the rest of Malaya in 1948 as a state of the
Federation of Malaya (since 1963, Malaysia [q. v.]). It
retained the free-port status it had enjoyed under
British rule for some time. In 1970 it opened
Malaysia's first free trade manufacturing zone, and
soon became a significant centre for electronics component manufacturing.
Reflecting the commercial history of the settlement,
the population is ethnically mixed. There is a Chinese
majority, Penang having the lowest proportion of
Malays found in any peninsular Malaysian state
(Malays being dominant numerically and politically
in the Federation as a whole: see MALAYSIA).
Georgetown is a predominantly Chinese city (68% in
1980), with Malays (19%) and Indians (13%) in the
minority. Muslims in Penang comprise the whole
Malay community and a small proportion of the Indian population, including the so-called Jawi
Peranakan or Jawi Pekan, Muslims of South Indian
extraction who have to some degree adopted Malay
language and customs. The latter, being urbanised,
have provided political and intellectual leadership to
Penang Muslims. Unlike Singapore, Penang has not
had an important Arab community. As elsewhere in
Southeast Asia, the Shafici law school is followed.
In the Malay states, the hereditary Ruler (Sultan)
is head of religion, administering and regulating
Islamic affairs through the agency of an advisory
council of religious notables (Majlis Ugama Islam)
and secretariat (see MALAY PENINSULA, 8). Such control was absent in the British colonies, beyond the appointment of a Muslim Advisory Board and a Muslim
and Hindu Endowments Board to regulate wakf. In
1957 under the independence constitution, Islam
became the official religion of the Federation of
Malaya, of which Penang was a component state. The
head of Islam in Penang was thenceforth the Federal
Ruler or Yang Dipertuan Agung (chosen in rotation
from the hereditary Rulers of the Malay states) and a
religious administration parallel to that of the Malay
states was set up under the Administration of Muslim
Law Enactment of 1959. This provided for a Majlis
Ugama Islam headed by a state Mufti, including
among its activities the support of Islamic schools,
propagation of Islam, supervision of the khutba, and
administration of zakdt and fitra. A system of kadi
courts (Mahkamah Kadi) to administer shari^a law
was also instituted, though as elsewhere in Malaysia
this jurisdiction extends only to Muslims in the areas
of family and testamentary law, immorality, false
preaching, and failure to fulfil religious obligations.
Given their cosmopolitan urban society, historically
higher educational levels, and lack of governmental
concern with religious matters, the British Straits Settlements became, in Roffs words, "sniping posts"
for critics and reformers. In education, reformist
ideals found expression in the foundation of the
Madrasa al-Mashhur in 1916, which used Arabic and
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English as the media of instruction, while the Jawi
Peranakan in general embraced the government
English education stream. In the 1920s, thanks in
large measure to the scholar-publisher Sayyid Shaykh
al-Hadl, a Malacca-born Malay of HadramI descent,
Penang emerged as the centre of reformist thought
and Muslim publishing in Malaysia, promoting the
values of the young Turks or kaum muda, who stood for
informed idjtihad rather than blind taklid. Reformist
journals like the Malay-language Al-Ikhwdn (1927-31)
circulated from Penang throughout Malaya, southern
Thailand and Sumatra. Through the correspondence
pages of the related and similarly-titled newspaper
Saudara ("Brothers", 1928-41), arose Malaya's first
national organisation, P ASP AM or Persaudaraan
Sahabat Pena Malaya ("Malayan Brotherhood of
Pen-friends"), which espoused the economic and
social progress of the Malay community. During this
period, two Muslim presses in Penang were active
among publishers of kitdb literature (Kur3anic commentaries, manuals offikh, etc.: see INDONESIA, vi. 5),
and tracts, including some by Ahmadiyya [q.v.] activists, as well as modern novels adapted from English
and contemporary Egyptian works.
Within Malaysia, Penang has retained its nonconformist milieu, as an urban centre removed from
the centre of power. From Penang in the 1970s and
80s, Chandra Muzaffar, born in Kedah of Indian
background, has been prominent in advocating the
need for a liberal Islamic sociology unfettered by
ethnicity in a modern plural society.
Bibliography: W. Roff, The origins of Malay nationalism, New Haven 1967 (standard work); J.
Nagata, Malaysian mosaic, Vancouver 1979, ch. 4;
M. Yegar, Islam and Islamic institutions in British
Malaya, Jerusalem 1979; M.B. Hooker, Islamic law
in South-East Asia, Singapore 1984; H. Fujimoto,
The South Indian Muslim Community and the evolution of
the Jawi Peranakan in Penang up to 1948, Tokyo 1988.
(I. PROUDFOOT)
PEN6E (T., from Persian pandja "palm of the
hand"), a t e r m of O t t o m a n T u r k i s h d i p l o m a t i c .
It was a mark, somewhat resembling an open hand
and extended fingers, affixed (on either of the left- or
right-hand margins or at the foot of the scroll) to
documents, such as fermdns [see FARMAN] and
buyuruldus [q.v.], issued from the Ottoman chancery
by higher officials such as viziers, beglerbegs and sandjak
begs.
Bibliography. F. Kraelitz-Greifenhorst, Studien
zur osmanische Urkundenlehre. 1. Die Handfeste (Pence)
der osmanischen Wesire, in MOG, ii (1923-6), 257 ff.;
i.H. Uzunc.ars.ih, Tugra ve penfeler He ferman ve
buyuruldulara dair, in Belleten, v, nos. 17-18 (1941),
111-18, 131-57 and pis. XXXIV-LIV; idem,
Osmanli devletinin merkez ve bahriye teskildti, Ankara
1948, 135-6; M.Z. Pakalin, Tank deyimleri ve terimleri
sozliigu, Istanbul 1946-54, ii, 769-71. See also
DIPLOMATIC, iv. Ottoman empire.
(Eo.)
PENDJIK (T., from Persian pand^yak "fifth"), a
term of O t t o m a n T u r k i s h f i n a n c i a l and adm i n i s t r a t i v e usage. It denoted the fifth which the
sultan drew as the ruler's right (equivalent to the
Arabic khums [q.v. in Suppl.]) from booty captured in
the Ddr al-Harb. This involved, in particular, the collection of young boys from the Christian Balkans and
Greece by the process of the dewshirme [see DEVSHIRME], and these were then trained for either palace
or military service as the kapi kullarl; the official in
charge of the process of thus extracting the sultan's
fifth was termed the pendjikci bashi.
Bibliography: i.H. Uzuncars,ih, Osmanli devleti
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teskildttndan kapukulu ocaklan, Ankara 1943-4; M.Z.
Pakalm, Tarih deyimleri ve terimleri sozlugu, Istanbul
1946-54, ii, 766-9.
(Eo.)
PENGHULU (Indonesian and Malay), literally,
"headman, chief, director", used in Southeast Asia
as a t i t l e for secular and religious leaders. In
areas where Malay was the common language the
word has often been used for chiefs of tribes and clans.
In older Malay writings it is also used as an honorific
title for the prophet Muhammad, indicating him as
"leader of all the prophets" (penghulu para nabi). In
more Javanised areas the word indicated the highest
religious officials, both at the central courts of the various sultanates and at places where the authority was
exercised by a provincial governor (regent, bupati). In
these places the penghulu exercised authority in all
religious affairs, with the implementation of Islamic
jurisprudence as his first and the administration of the
mosque as his second task. The common Javanese
and Sundanese term for this functionary was also
pangulu. Here will be discussed several developments
in the role and position of the Islamic judges in Indonesia through history and also the role of judges in
areas outside Java even if they had other names such
as, inter alia, hakim, hukum, serambi (after the place of
the religious court: in the serambi or front veranda of
a mosque), qadhi, mufti, syarat or even "priest" and
"chief priest" (hoofd-priester) by the Dutch colonial
government.
In Malay historical writings since the 16th century,
religious functionaries under a rich variety of colourful titles took a position at the court of the sultanates.
Very often these religious dignitaries also received important tasks in the general administration of the
country. Shams al-Dln al-Samatranl (ca. 1605-30) as
well as a later successor Nur al-Dln al-Ranlri (163743) served the Achehnese court not only in religious
affairs, but also as a Minister of Foreign Affairs. Collections of Malay law show a clear awareness of the
differences between customary law and Islamic law,
with priority given in most cases to customary law and
only verbal respect to the latter. Only in matters of
family law and inheritance was the judgment of the
Islamic officials to be taken as the final decision. (Cf.
Liaw Yock Fang, Undang-undang Melaka: the laws of
Malakka, The Hague 1976.)
Classical Islamic Javanese literature since the 17th
century depicts the penghulu as the court official assigned to execute Islamic regulations, as being often in
conflict with mystical wanderers and teachers. In
masterpieces of this literature such as the Serai
Jatiswara and the Serai Centhini, the penghulu (sometimes together with his following called kaurri) is
depicted as a stubborn official and as being not
reliable as a guide for religious matters. Also, in the
poetical genre of suluk (shorter mystical poems) we
find many descriptions of the penghulu as a stupid and
ridiculous figure, clearly of a lower standard than the
mystical teacher, kyahi or guru, living in his pondok or
pertapaan (hermitage, outside the towns), centres of
real spiritual life. At the end of the 19th century
Snouck Hurgronje found a cleavage between the
penghulus, closely related to the realm of politics, and
the kyahis, religious teachers at pesantren [q.v. ], independent of, neglected or sometimes even opposed
by the "administrative" religious leaders. Snouck
Hurgronje felt that there was a clear preference for the
independent leaders on the part of the Indonesian
population. He related a number of cases where the
penghulus urgently needed the scholarly advice of good
leaders of the pesantren [q.v.] (Verspr. geschr., iv/1, 281;
idem, Adviezen, 's-Gravenhage 1957, 762-97). Still, at

several Javanese courts the penghulu held a high position. In many cases he was a member of the family of
the ruler. Several penghulus are also well known for
their literary skills and are also known as authors of
babad, traditional Javanese history-writing.
The rich variety of Islamic administration in the
dozens of Muslim kingdoms in the vast Malay archipelago became more centralised after the tightening of colonial rule in the 19th and early 20th centuries. The Dutch administration in the 19th century
recognised the Islamic courts in the traditional fields
of family law and inheritance, while a penghulu also
was nominated as adviser to the higher law-courts.
The various editions of the basic colonial legislation
(Regeringsreglement, 1815, 1830, 1836, 1854) recognised
the indigenous rulers (sultans and regents) as "head of
religion", with the task to supervise and control the
"Islamic priests" (i.e. penghulus, hajis and religious
teachers). The penghulu then was only nominated by
the Governor-General in his function as adviser to
general law-courts. In 1882 the first law on religious
courts was promulgated. This law made the "priest"
(i.e. penghulu) the chairman of a judiciary council.
After many debates (started between L.W.C. van den
Berg, the main author of the 1882 law, and Snouck
Hurgronje, who denied the "priesthood" of Muslim
judges and the collegial character of Islamic courts),
the 1931 regulation on penghulu courts corrected this
law. An effect of the 1882 law was the diminishing influence of the local native rulers on Islamic courts
because the penghulu as religious judge became
nominated by the Governor-General. This tendency
became stronger after C. Snouck Hurgronje was
nominated as "Adviser for Native Affairs" (18891906). Snouck and his successors were deeply involved in the functioning of the penghulu, especially as
religious judges. They gave advice for nominations,
reprimanded corrupt and ignorant penghulus and finally even organised formal examinations of candidates
(a number of examples in G. Pijper, Studien over de
geschiedenis van de Islam in Indonesia, 1900-1950, Leiden
1977, 63-96). The various activities of this colonial office created a climate of centralised administration in
the field of religion, taken over by the Indonesian
government and its Ministry of Religion since
January 1946.
In 1895 the colonial government issued a Regulation of Marriages (Huwelijksordonnantie), which
enhanced the position of the Islamic officials, because
on the islands of Java and Madura, for which this
Regulation was promulgated, the penghulu and his
local staff now also received an (often indirect)
jurisdiction at village level.
In January 1931 a new regulation introduced the
term penghulu court for the religious courts as a
substitute for the former term of priesterraad (lit.
"council of priests", used in the 1882 regulation).
The acknowledgment of the penghulu as a sole judge
was considered a recognition of Islamic law. For the
islands of Java and Madura, however, cases of inheritance were taken out of the religious courts, which
meant a loss of importance for the religious administration versus adat or customary law. Still, decisions of the penghulu courts were bound before and
after to an approval of general courts of justice in
order to become effective, a regulation that was considered as a subordination of the religious courts to
the secular courts. The 1931 Regulation also prescribed the foundation of an Islamic Court of Appeal,
which took effect only in 1938 because of the economic
crisis of the 1930s. A fixed salary to be paid by the
central government, in place of presents from clients
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or the fixed allowance of 10% of the amount of money
involved in a case of inheritance, was decided upon in
1931, but never took effect during the colonial period.
The penghulu and his staff gained their income only
from a small allowance as advisers to general courts of
justice and from free gifts presented to them as heads
of mosques and judges in religious courts.
Since the independence of the Indonesian Republic
and the creation of a Ministry of Religious Affairs
(1946), the title of penghulu has been officially abolished. His tasks in the field of religious courts have been
taken over by the Kepala Pengadilan Agama, head of the
religious courts in a district (kabupateri), while his tasks
as administrator of marriages, divorces and reconciliations are committed to the Kepala Kantor Urusan
Agama, head of the local branch of the Ministry of
Religion on the sub-district level (kecamatan) and his
staff. The administration of mosques has commonly
become a private undertaking, not directly related to
the government. Many Muslims, however, are still
using the officially abolished term for the Kepala Kantor
Urusan Agama in his function as administrator of marriages.
In 1974 the parliament of the Republic of Indonesia
passed a bill on marriage which strengthened the position of the personnel of the Ministry of Religion,
because all cases of divorce now had also to be consented to by this part of the bureaucracy. During the
1980s, the Ministry of Religion carried out an extensive survey concerning the procedures at religious
courts, and in 1989 the parliament passed a bill on
religious courts, where the subordination of these
courts to the general courts was abolished; the former
no longer need the approbation of the latter. Also, the
differences between Java-Madura and the (outer)
islands were abolished by the laws of 1974 and 1989,
which meant the ultimate centralisation of the Islamic
administration.
Bibliography: A.H. van Ophuijsen, De Huwelijksordonnantie en hare uitvoering, Leiden 1907; Adatrechtbundels nos. 28 and 29, 's-Gravenhage 1927-8;
J.J. van de Velde, De godsdienstige rechtspraak in
Nederlandsch-Indie, Leiden 1928; J. Prins, Adat en
islamitische plichtenleer in Indonesie, 's-Gravenhage
1954; D. Lev, Islamic courts in Indonesia, Berkeley
and Los Angeles, 1972; J. Prins, De Indonesische
huwelijkswet van 1974, Nijmegen 1977; Deliar Noer,
The administration of Islam in Indonesia, Ithaca, N.Y.
1978; H. Zaini Ahmad Noeh and H. Abdul Basil
Adnan, Sejarah Singkat Pengadilan Agama Islam di Indonesia, 2Surabaya 1983 (first ed. 1980); M.B.
Hooker, Islamic law in South-East Asia, Oxford 1984;
S. Pompe, A short note on some recent developments with
regard to mixed marriages in Indonesia, in BTLV, cxlvii
(1991), 261-72.
(K.A. STEENBRINK)
PERA [see ISTANBUL].
PERAK, a s u l t a n a t e on the west coast of the
Malay peninsula. It became politically independent in
the early 16th century following the fall of its overlord
Malacca [q.v.] to the Portuguese in 1511. Sometime
after 1528, the elder son of the refugee Malacca sultan
fled to Perak where the people accepted him as ruler.
Perak was already known for its extensive tin deposits,
and under this new regime it began to expand
economically. But although it inherited many of
Malacca's cultural traditions, including adherence to
Sunn! Islam and ShaficT law, Perak never developed
into a similar Muslim centre because it remained a
distribution point for tin and jungle products rather
than being fully integrated into the international
Islamic trade network.
The 18th century court text, the Misa Melayu,
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nonetheless suggests that by this time a loose Islamic
hierarchy was already developing. Like other Malay
courts, Perak attracted a number of HadramI Sayyid
migrants who were accorded great respect and who
have been seen as a powerful impetus to the growth of
religious orthodoxy. However, the ability of the Perak
court to act as a patron of Islam diminished sharply
from about 1800 because of a series of succession
disputes, invasion by neighbouring states, and a
growing Chinese mining population. In 1874, one of
the contenders for the throne signed the Pangkor
Treaty with the British, which obliged him to accept
a Resident whose advice he was to follow in all matters
"except custom and religion". But this secularreligious distinction proved impossible to maintain
because Islam was so much a part of Malay life. In
order to facilitate their own administration, British
advisors, through the sultan and the State Council,
actively fostered the clarification of Malay Islamic law
and the establishment of a statewide religious hierarchy and court system. In the development of Malay
Islam during the colonial period, Perak is important
because many measures were initially introduced here
and later adopted in the other Malay states.
When the Federation of Malaya (later Malaysia
[<?.#.]) gained independence in 1957, each state was
given responsibility for administering Islamic law. In
Perak, as in the other Malay states, Islam was confirmed as the state religion, headed by the sultan who
acts in consultation with the Majlis Agama Islam dan
Adat Melayu (Council of Religion and Malay
Custom). The Majlis is empowered to issue fatwas and
through its executive arm, the Religious Affairs
Department, supervises matters such as the collection
of zakat and fitrah, and the teaching of Islamic doctrine. A system of syariah (shari^a [q. v. ]) law courts is
maintained to deal with religious offences committed
by Muslims. Like the rest of Malaysia, however,
Perak stops short of being a fully Islamic state because
of the necessity of accommodating its considerable
non-Muslim population.
Bibliography: Barbara Watson Andaya, Perak,
the Abode of Grace: a study of an eighteenth century Malay
state, Kuala Lumpur 1979; T.F. Wilier, Religious administrative development in colonial Malay states, 18741941, Ph.D. thesis, University of Michigan 1975,
unpubl.; Moshe Yegar, Islam and Islamic institutions
in British Malaya; policies and implementation,
Jerusalem 1979; M.B. Hooker, Islamic law in SouthEast Asia, Singapore 1984.
(BARBARA WATSON ANDAYA)
PERIM [see MAYYUN].
PERTEW PASHA, the name of two O t t o m a n
statesmen.
I. PERTEW MEHMED PASHA, Ottoman admiral
and wezir, started his career on the staff of the imperial harem, became kapudji bashi [see KApipjf], later
Agha of the Janissaries, and in 962/1555 he was advanced to the rank of wezir; in 968/1561 he was appointed third wezir, in 982/1574 second wezir and
finally commander (serddr) of the imperial fleet under
the kapudan pasha MuDedhdhin-zade CA1I Pasha. He
had fought at the Battle of Lepanto [see AYNABAKHT!] .
He later fell into disgrace and died in Istanbul, where
he was buried in his own turbe in the cemetery of
Eyyub.
Bibliography: J. von Hammer, GOR, iii, 382,
438; Mehmed Thiireyya, Sidjill-i ^othmdm, ii, 37-8.
II. PERTEW MEHMED SACID PASHA, Ottoman
d i g n i t a r y and poet (1785-1837). He was of Tatar
descent and was born in the village of Daridja near
Urmiya. In his early youth he came to the capital
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Istanbul and entered upon an official career. In
Muharram 1240/September 1824 he became beylikdji
efendi, i.e. State referendary, and in Shacban
1242/March 1827 head of the imperial chancery (re^is
al-kiittdb). Two years later he lost the post of chancellor
and went on a special mission to Egypt. On his return
he became in 1246/1830 assistant (kdhya) to the Grand
Vizier. On 23 Dhu 'l-Kacda 1251/ 12 March 1836 he
was appointed minister for civil affairs (mulkiyye ndziri)
and given the title of marshal (mushir). In the spring
of 1836 he was given the title of Pasha but was
dismissed by the autumn. In the beginning of
September 1836 he was banished by Mahmud II to
Scutari in Albania. Pertew Pasha set out a few weeks
after his banishment to his place of exile but did not
reach it. He died in Edirne on 5 Ramadan 1253/3
December 1837, three hours after a banquet which the
governor there, Mustafa Pasha, gave in his honour
(according to Gibb, HOP, iv, 333: Emm Pasha), and
was buried there. No-one doubted that his sudden
death was due to poison, and public opinion ascribed
the crime to Mahmud himself. On his family, see
Sidjill-i ^othmdni, ii, 38. His son-in-law, who shared his
views, was the intrigue-prone private secretary to
Mahmud II, Wassaf Bey, a highly educated man but
lacking in character and accessible to bribery, who lost
his office about the same time as Pertew Pasha and
was banished to Tokat in Anatolia; cf. G. Rosen,
Geschichte der Turkei, i, Leipzig 1866, 255-6. Pertew
Pasha's successor was his political opponent c Akif
Pasha, cf. Babinger, GOW, 357-8. As a statesman
Pertew Pasha took up a pronounced anti-Russian attitude and was no less hostile to the Christians, whom
he oppressed with long obsolete and forgotten laws.
His feeling against the Christians increased with advancing years.
As a poet, Pertew Pasha composed a Diwdn, which
was esteemed as a model of the poetical art of the
period of Mahmud II. There are two editions of it:
Bulak 1253 (8°, 91 pp.) and Istanbul 1256 (8°, 130
pp.). On other works by Pertew Pasha, see Bursali
Mehmed Tahir, 'Othmdnll mu^ellifleri, ii, 114-15. His
valuable library, rich in manuscripts, was in what was
formerly the Sellmiyye monastery in Uskiidar, and is
now in the Siileymaniye Kutiibhanesi.
This Pertew Pasha is not to be confused with the
statesman and poet Pertew Edhem Pasha, who died
on 7 Dhu 'l-Kacda 1289/6 January 1873 as governor
of Kastamuni [q. v. ], a number of whose poems have
been published e.g. a Shdhndme and Ldhika, n.p.
[Istanbul] n.d., and lildk al-afkdrfi cakd al-abkdr, Istanbul 1304. On him, see Mehmed Tahir, op. cit., ii,
114-15; IA, art. Pertev Pasa (§erafeddin Turan).
Bibliography: G. Rosen, Geschichte der Turkei, i,
Leipzig 1866, passim, esp. 255-6; Gibb, HOP, iv,
332-5, with references to Jouannin and J. van
Gaver, Turquie, Paris 1843, for an account of the
death of Pertew Pasha in Edirne; Mehmed
Thureyya, Sidjill-i cothmdnt, ii, 38; Samf Bey
Frasheri, Kdmus al-acldm, 1494-5; Bursali Mehmed
Tahir, ^Othmdnli mu^ellifleri, ii, 114.
(F. BABINGER)
PERZERIN [see PRIZREN].
PESANTREN, Javanese ".yaH/n-place", the
educational institution of Indonesia where
students (santri) study classical Islamic subjects and
pursue an orthoprax communal life. Pondok ("hut,
cottage"; cf. Ar.funduk) is an alternative term, meaning "lodgings" and, by extension, "Islamic religious
boarding school". Pesantren is used most often in Indonesia (especially Java), whereas pondok is the preferred term in Malaysia and the Patani region of

southern Thailand. Sometimes the two terms are
combined in Indonesia, when the speaker means to
make clear that a traditional Islamic boarding school,
a "pondok pesantren", and not merely a religious day
school (such as the more modern madrasa), is meant.
The Minangkabau [q.v.] region of Sumatra has a
parallel type of Islamic school, called surau. This article treats mostly the Indonesian institution, although
some references to peninsular Malaysia are included.
The indigenous origins of the Javanese pesantren are
thought by some scholars to be in the rural Javanese
Hindu-Buddhist mandala schools of East and Central
Java, where ascetical gurus imparted religious doctrine
and mystical wisdom to students residing together in
a communal setting (Koentjaraningrat, 1985, 55,
321-3; Soebardi and Woodcroft-Lee, 1982, 183-4).
With the gradual Islamisation of Java—driven in no
small measure by both tarika and popular $ufism—
and the conversion of such gurus, the mandala evolved
into the pesantren, in which the traditional charismatic
teacher—versed in magical and healing arts—became
the kiai ("venerable religious teacher, respected old
man", cf. shaykh) of Islamic times. The traditional
Islamic Kurgan school—the kuttdb—easily blended
with the Javanese prototype, which helped to
domesticate and, through a dominant ShaficI/#A, inform and integrate, if not unify, Islam in Java. There
was also considerable Sufi" content in the programmes
of many pesantrens; and although not dominant,
Sufism continues to be an important factor in a sector
of pesantren life in Indonesia (see Madjid, 1983; Nasution et alii, 1990). The historical evolution of the pesantren is a complex matter, requiring analysis of its premodern existence in a dynamic, triadic relationship
with the rulers (kraton) and the market (see Abdullah,
1986), before it became more of an independent,
somewhat separatist venture in Islamic communal life
in late colonial times and even more in the present.
The origins of the Malay pondok were probably in
Patani [q.v.] (southern Thailand) in the 15th-16th
century. Patani Muslims are proud of their tradition
in Islamic education, their close ties to the Islamic
Middle East, their success in resisting assimilation to
Thai language and customs (in large part because of
the pondok system of sustaining an Islamic
microcosm), and the many Malay religious books
written in Arabic script (kitab jawi). To this day,
Patani and neighbouring Kelantan in Malaysia have
a strong pondok tradition, which resembles that of Indonesia in most respects (see Matheson and Hooker,
1988, 43-6; Winzeler, 1975).
The pesantren was well established in rural Java by
the 17th century and has contributed much to the
spiritual, cultural, social and economic character of
Islamic village life down to the present (see Geertz,
1956, 144 ff.; Oepen and Karcher, 1988, passim). The
Javanese pesantren was the dominant Islamic educational institution in Indonesia during the colonial
period, when it was a bulwark against Dutch penetration into Islamic faith and order in the countryside
(see Rahardjo, 1985, 245, on the gradual postindependence shift of pesantrens from closed, guarded
institutions to more open and cooperative ventures).
Usually, pesantrens have been built in undeveloped
space near a village or in a separate part of a settled
location. Most students have traditionally travelled to
attend pesantrens outside their native districts. Travelling for study was a hallmark of early Islamic education in Java, and it had both pre-Islamic Javanese as
well as classical Islamic precedent. Thus there is often
a somewhat alien character attaching to santris,
because they are not connected with the local kinship
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and adat. In recent years, pesantren students at selected
institutions have begun to provide some social and
economic services in their rural locations, as part of
modern rural development. One "specialised"
(takhassus} pesantren, Darul Fallah, in Bogor, West
Java, is sponsored by teachers from the Bogor Agricultural Institute, for the purpose of training students
in farming and crafts within a strong Islamic ethos
devoted to useful careers in rural development (for an
overview, see S. Widodo, in Oepen and Karcher,
1987, 140-5). But East Java's "Pondok Modern"
students, for example, are forbidden to have social
contact with the townspeople of Gontor and the idea
of service to the immediate community is lacking.
However, "Pondok Modern" does have a strong
sense of being a wakf that belongs to the world-wide
Muslim community (Short description, 26).
In Java (as in Nazareth) it is thought inappropriate
for a spiritual leader to have been educated in his own
community; the one who has returned, however, after
gaining wisdom and power through foreign experience and travel, may find a receptive attitude in
his home territory. In addition, the pesantren holds up
an ideal of affinity based on a common, transcending
Islamic faith and discipline, whereas so much of archipelago life centres on local custom and traditional
social patterns. On the other hand, pesantren life provides for youth a laboratory for self-government and
socialisation into that larger community of
togetherness and consensus that residents of the
Malaysian-Indonesian archipelago also value highly.
Pesantren-educated Muslims have tended to criticise
their compatriots for what they perceive to be their
less than pure Islamic belief and lax ritual observance.
This Islamist attitude has given Indonesia (mostly in
the 20th century) its (much analysed) santri type of orthoprax Muslim, as contrasted with the vast population of abangan people, with their blending of local
custom and Islamic belief (Geertz, 1960b, 5-7; see
Ricklefs, 1979, 118-125 for a detailed review of the
nuances of Javanese socio-religious distinctions).
Although traditionally the vast majority of students
in pesantrens have been male, there have also been
female students for a long time and today they comprise a sizeable proportion of pesantren populations.
The sexes are always educated and lodged separately
in pesantrens, and there is never social mixing, but
facilities are often on adjoining campuses while sharing the same kiai and faculty, which may include
teachers of both sexes. Female students are not
numerous in Malaysian pondoks, where they usually
reside in the guru's house under a watchful eye. In
Patani, however, females and males attend pondok
(after puberty) in large numbers.
Although the pesantren usually maintains a separate
kind of social presence in a rural locale, its central
figure—the kiai (guru in Malaysia and Thailand)—is
often a well-known, strong-willed, local personage
with charismatic gifts combining Islamic learning
with the occult powers of the shaman-like dukun (cf.
Geertz, 1960a; Rahardjo, 1985). The pesantren would
not exist without the kiai, who is its founder, sustainer, and absolute master. Former students,
whether in the Javanese pesantren or the Malay pondok,
have vivid memories of occasional corporal punishment at the hands of their masters, and being required
to serve him in the fields and other tasks. Sometimes
the kiai has been a local person who returned from
Islamic study abroad or from the hadjdj. whereupon he
started providing more-or-less orthodox Islamic
teaching or was sought out by the locals for healing
and spiritual guidance. Kiais, in the colonial period
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more than in recent reformist times, often provided
Sufi indoctrination, both to the santris and to people in
the community.
Of no small consequence is the kiai's personal
property—land and buildings—which may be inherited, donated as wakf, or acquired by means of his
industry. Whatever goes on in the way of teaching an
Islamic curriculum—and this has varied greatly in the
past, although today standardisation of the curriculum has widely set in—the kiai nevertheless
bestows on the operation a special blessing and
legitimacy. There have been extremely learned kiais
(and gurus), with advanced training in Mecca or
Cairo, and there have been virtually untutored ones,
with strong personal charisma and little in the way of
formal Islamic education in the Arabic classical curriculum. Although often a pesantren perishes when the
kiai dies, sometimes institutions endure and even
flourish in the hands of the kiai's heirs, who may include former students who marry the fiat's daughters
and carry on the teaching tradition.
The physical plant of a typical pesantren consists of
the kiai's house and lodging for assistants, a building
for regular prayers and instruction, an open space for
community activities and sports, latrines/bath with
ablution facilities, student dwellings (the pondok proper), and utility buildings such as granaries, and surrounding fields that are worked by the students.
There is a great range of physical accommodation
found among pesantrens, from minimal necessities (the
majority) to elaborate campuses, such as the Pondok
Modern, in Gontor, East Java, with its Friday
mosque, tall minaret, staffed library, bookstore, student laundry, guest quarters, playing fields, ball
courts and other facilities.
Earlier accounts remark on the extreme filth of the
students' quarters, clothing and persons (e.g. Snouck
Hurgronje, 1906, ii/30-1), resulting among other
things in chronic skin disease. In the writer's visits to
pesantren, the range of personal cleanliness and
housekeeping among males has appeared to be about
what one would find in men's college dormitories in
the west, that is, from acceptable to unsanitary.
Female lodgings have appeared to be clean and orderly and the women students very well groomed.
The pesantren served as the main form of Islamic
educational institution in Indonesia until the early
20th century, when modern schools—such as the
madrasa—began to be established. A distinctive aspect
of the pesantren is its character as a nearly total institution. Although students freely come and go, and
although the curriculum is often largely accessed by
means of private study and individual interaction with
the kiai, or his assistants, the regime of the typical
pesantren is a 24-hour-a-day way of life, with morning
classes and/or tutorials, Kurgan recitation, afternoon
study and work in the fields, with the rest of the time
spent preparing meals and taking care of personal
maintenance tasks, perhaps doing errands for the kiai
and his staff, and honourable begging (in earlier
periods especially). The all-important regular prayers
punctuate each day's progress.
The pesantren is often a place of little comfort, extreme crowding, and scanty means. Student body
sizes range from scores to thousands, with some
Javanese establishments drawing students from
throughout Indonesia and abroad (see Direktori Pesantren: I, passim, for specific enrollment figures and curricula of 255 selected institutions from the more than
5,000 in Indonesia). As no or minimal fees are charged, depending on the institution, poor students can
benefit from the regime of strict moral and religious
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training, socialisation into community selfgovernment, and time for meditation on life from an
Islamic perspective. Students generally range in age
from around ten to twenty-one, although in some
cases children as young as seven attend a pesantren (as
at the Pesantren Ihyaul Ulum, near Gresik, East
Java). In larger pesantrens, the older students act as
preceptors for the younger ones and self-government
is the rule, with the kiai standing aloof, his house and
his face turned away from the pondok part of the campus where the students reside. He is approached for
help and intervention only for special and urgent
reasons.
The pesantren curriculum has always been centred
on the Kurgan, both its recitation and interpretation,
and Arabic language (or Malay or Javanese in Arabic
script) texts on jurisprudence, doctrine, classical
Arabic grammar and rhetoric, ethics, mysticism,
hadith and devotional practices (e.g. collections of
prayers, praise, invocations, blessings). (See
Matheson and Hooker, 1988; and van Bruinessen,
1990, for genres and titles of Arabic script books used
in pesantrens and pondoks over the past century.) Pesantren textbooks are often referred to as kitab kuning
"yellow books" because of the orange-tinged paper
they have often been printed on. Modernist pesantrens,
such as have been supported by the Muhammadiyah,
use textbooks in Romanised Indonesian (as well as
Arabic language and script), which are called, by contrast, buku putih "white books." The distinction between the two types of Islamic education—
traditionalist and progressive—symbolised by the colours, is much less pronounced than a generation ago.
Today, most Indonesian pesantrens have augmented
their traditional course of studies to provide instruction in modern subjects in a curriculum divided into
three levels: ibtidaiyah ("primary" with ca. 60%
general content); tsanawiyah ("middle" with ca. 4050%); and aliyah ("higher" with only 20%) (Rahardjo, 1985, 241). Some pesantrens also have an advanced
level, takhassus, "specialised", where students study
only Islamic subjects, such as Kur3anic studies, fikh,
tasawwufand others. Many pesantrens are still rural and
provincial, with a curriculum dominated by Islamic
subjects taught by rote. Arabic proficiency varies considerably, but there are kiais who are able to raise
students' competence to a level sufficient for studying
advanced classical texts rather than simpler summaries. Moreover, students are often obliged to study
at more than one pesantren (whether in Indonesia or
the Malay world) if they would cover a sufficient
range of the classical Islamic studies curriculum.
However, the contents and methods of pesantren instruction have undergone considerable modernisation
in the more progressive institutions, such as the
aforementioned ones at Gontor and Bogor, where
modern secular subjects—such as social studies,
natural science, mathematics, history and English—
are also taught.
Traditional pesantrens, based on individualised instruction under the authority of a kiai, although still
serving a mostly (but not exclusively) poor, rural
clientele, have steadily diminished in numbers and
importance since independence, when the more
modern madrasas, in Islamic education, and the sekolah
or "secular" school, with a minimum of religious instruction,
have
come to dominate.
The
bureaucratically regulated (whether by government or
voluntary religious associations) madrasa offers
modern subjects alongside Islamic studies, but, unlike
the pesantren, has neither kiai nor an all-encompassing
social environment of Islamic discipline. The madrasa

continues to be a major part of Indonesian education,
although the sekolah is continually gaining ground as
universal public education gradually becomes a reality
in Indonesia (see Steenbrink, 1986).
The modern type of pesantren is far different from
the old-style institution. At Gontor, for example, the
more than 1,900 students are required to converse
socially only in Arabic and English (Indonesian is the
instructional medium in general courses, with Arabic
the medium in Arabic and Islamic studies and English
for teaching that language). Lapses into Indonesian or
Javanese in daily life are punished by a short haircut,
which is a major humiliation for youth acquainted
with rock culture and Jakarta or Surabaya street life
(to be "sent to a pondok pesantren" is a proverbial
parental threat when children become unruly at
home). The strict Arabic- and English-only rule
testifies to the institution's commitment to training its
students to be capable participants in both the global
Islamic and economic communities. A number of outstanding Indonesian religious, civic, governmental
and educational leaders have graduated from Gontor,
which since the later 1960s has also granted the B.A.
degree (in usulal-din). And unlike most old-time pesantrens, the "Pondok Modern" has been placed on a
secure foundation for continuing development and
growth as a rational organisation with a large and
capable professional staff and foreign as well as internal funding (e.g. the Saudi government provided the
resources for a major academic building on the
campus).
The modern pesantren, whether in Bogor, Gontor or
a number of other places, does not exist in name only,
for it continues, like its predecessor, to sustain a closely regulated, full-time Islamic communal ethos set
apart from the differing but equally worrisome seductions of syncretistic Javanese culture and modern
secular materialism. Java, particularly, is experiencing increasing urban encroachment on its rural areas,
so that once isolated pesantrens are being surrounded
by inexorable development. It is likely that some of
the special qualities of pesantren education will be preserved, but in new ways. One widespread development in Indonesia is pesantren kilat ("express pesantren"), intensive Islamic education for youth during
the summer vacation, held on university campuses
and in other facilities. As the Indonesian social scientist, Taufik Abdullah, has summarised the situation,
"the future of the pesantren will be determined by its
ability to maintain its identity as an ulama-dominated
educational system, while at the same time clarifying
its role as a complementary feature of national education" (102).
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PESHAWAR, a city of Muslim India, in the
northwestern part of the subcontinent, now in
Pakistan (lat. 34° 01' N., long. 71° 40' E., altitude
320 m/1,048 ft.). In modern Pakistan, it is also the
name of various administrative units centred on the
city (see below). The district is bounded on the east by
the river Indus, which separates it from the Pandjab
and Hazara, and on the south-east by the Nflab
Qhasha range which shuts it off from the district of
Kohat. Elsewhere it is bounded by tribal territory. To
the south lie the territories of the Hasan Khel and
Kohat Pass Afridls; westwards, the Khaybar Afridls
and Mullagoris. Farther north, across the Kabul
river, the various Mohmand clans stretch to the Swat
river. The northern boundary of the district marches
with the territories of the Utman Khel. the Yusufzays
of Swat and Buner, the Khudu Khel, Gaduns and Utmanzays. Mountain passes famous in frontier history
connect it with the surrounding tribal tracts. In the
northeast, the Mora, Shakot, and Malakand passes
lead into Swat. The historic gateway of the Khyber
(Khaybar [q.v.]) connects it with Afghanistan, while,
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to the south, the Kohat Pass runs through a strip of
tribal territory, known as the Djowaki peninsula, into
the neighbouring district of Kohat [?.*>•].
References to the district occur in early Sanskrit
literature and in the writings of Strabo, Arrian, and
Ptolemy. It once formed part of the ancient Buddhist
kingdom of Gandhara, for, from the Khyber Pass to
the Swat valley, the country is still studded with
crumbling Buddhist stupas. Here, too, have been
unearthed some of the best specimens of GraecoBuddhist sculpture in existence, while one of Asoka's
rock edicts is to be found near the village of
Shahbazgarha in the Yusufzay country. Both Fa-hien,
in the opening years of the 5th century A.D., and
Hiuen Tsang, in the 7th century A.D., found the inhabitants still professing Buddhism. It is also on
record that Purushapura was the capital of
Kanishka's dominions. Through centuries of almost
unbroken silence we arrive at the era of Muslim conquest, when, between the 7th/13th and 10th/16th centuries, numerous Pathan tribes from Afghanistan
spread over and conquered the country roughly corresponding to the modern North-West Frontier Province (T.C. Plowden, Kalid-i Afghani, chs. i-v; Selections from the Tarikh-i Murassa^).
The town of Peshawar is an ancient one, and as
Parashawara or Purushapura was once the capital of
Gandhara; it was also called Begram, appearing as
such in early P ash to poetry. The present name of the
town is popularly ascribed to the Mughal Emperor
Akbar [q. v. ] and is said to derive from Persian peshdwar "frontier [town]". Islam first appeared there in
the time of the Ghaznawids [q.v.]. Sebiiktigin fought
over the surrounding region against its then
possessor, the Hindushahl [see HINDU-SHAHIS] ruler
Djaypal in ca. 376/986-7, and his son Mahmud likewise combatted and defeated there Djaypal's son
Anandpal in 396/1006. Thereafter, it came firmly
within the Ghaznawid dominions, forming an important link in the route down from the Afghan plateau
to the Ghaznawid capital in northern India, Lahore
(Lahawr [q.v.]). In 575/1179-80 Peshawar was captured by the Ghurid Mucizz al-Dln Muhammad b.
Sam [<?.#.], but destroyed by Gingiz Khan some forty
odd years later. Although Peshawar obviously retained its strategic importance, it is somewhat surprising
that Peshawar is so little mentioned in the IndoMuslim sources.
Towards the end of the 9th/15th century; according
to local tradition, two large branches of Pathan tribes,
the Khakhay and the Ghoriyya Khel, migrated from
their homes in the hilly country around Kabul to the
Djalalabad valley and the slopes of the Safid Koh. The
most important divisions of the Khakhay were the
Yusufzay, Gugiyam and Tarklanri; the Qhoriyya
Khel were divided into five tribes, the Mohmands,
Khalfls, Dawudzays, Gamkanms and Zeranls. The
Yusufzays, advancing into the modern Pe§hawar
district, expelled the inhabitants, known as Dilazaks,
and finally conquered the country north of the Kabul
river and west of Hoti Mardan. By the opening years
of the 10th/16th centuries, the Ghoriyya Khel had
also reached the Khaybar area. Eventually these
powerful tribes dispossessed the original inhabitants,
driving some to the Swat Kohistan and forcing the
Dilazaks across the Indus. Later, the Qhoriyya Khel
attempted to oust the Khakhay branch but were
signally defeated by the Yusufzays.
Since the modern Peshawar district lay athwart the
route of invading armies from the direction of Central
Asia, much of its history resembles that of the Pandjab. The Pathans of this part of the frontier proved
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a thorn in the side of the Muslim rulers of India, and,
although nominally incorporated in the Mughal empire, they were never completely subjugated, even
Akbar and Awrangzlb contenting themselves with
keeping open the road to Kabul. Babur [q. v. ] had used Peshawar as a base for campaigns into Kohat, Bannu [q.v.] and Bangash, and Awrangzlb's governor of
Kabul, Mahabat Khan b. CA1I Mardan Khan (not to
be confused with Mahabat Khan Zamana Beg [^.0.]),
used Peshawar as his winter capital, building there his
great mosque (see below). With the decline of Mughal
power, Peshawar was in the 12th/18th century ceded
to the Persian invader Nadir Shah Afshar [q. v. ] and
then subsequently taken over by the Afghan chief
Ahmad Shah Durrani [q. v. ] of Kandahar; under his
son and successor TTmur §hah, the Mughal practice
was revived of using Kabul as the summer capital and
Peshawar as the winter one.
With the militant expansionism in the Pandjab of
the Sikhs in the early 19th century, Peshawar in 1834
was captured by the Italian commander in Sikh service, General Paolo di Bartolomeo Avitabile, but with
the defeat of the Sikhs by British forces in 1849 and
the annexation of the Pandjab, the Pesjbawar valley
came under British control for nearly a century; administratively, it remained part of the Pandjab until
the formation of the North-West Frontier Province in
1901. (For British administration and policy with the
various Pathan tribes of the region, see C. Collin
Davies, The problem of the North-West Frontier 18901908, 2nd ed. London 1975.) In the 1930s, the
Peshawar region was violently disturbed by the agitation of the Khudd^i Khidmatgdrs or "Red Shirts" of
c
Abd al-Ghaffar Khan [see KHAN, CABD AL-GHAFFAR,
in Suppl.J, allied with the Indian National Congress;
this rather unnatural alliance, against all the trends in
other Muslim parts of India, gave a peculiar flavour
to NWFP local politics in the run-up to Partition in
1947, although after that date the Muslim League
took over from the previous Congress-inclined provincial government (see J.W. Spain, The Pathan
borderland, The Hague 1963, 165-73, 211 ff.).
Peshawar city was the capital of the NWFP of
Pakistan for eight years, until in 1955 the NWFP was
amalgamated, together with the provinces of the Pandjab, Sind and Baluc'istan, into the "one-unit" province of what then became West Pakistan. The city
(population in 1981, 555,000, since Partition, almost
entirely Muslim, the great majority ethnically
Pathans) is situated near the left bank of the Bara river
about 21 km/13 miles east of the Khyber Pass. Its importance as a trading centre on the main route between India and Afghanistan increased after the construction of the Khyber railway to Land! Kotal in
1925. It has 16 gates which are closed every night and
opened before sunrise. The richest part is the Andarshahr where before Partition the wealthier Hindus
had taken up their abode. In this quarter, conspicuous
on account of its high minarets of white marble,
stands the mosque of Mahabat Khan. On the northwest the city is dominated by a fort known as the Bala
Hisar. The Shahl Bagh with its spacious and shady
grounds is a favourite resort of the inhabitants in the
spring. The fame of the Kissa Khwanf or Storytellers'
Bazaar is known throughout the length and breadth of
the frontier and beyond.
Two miles to the west of the city are the cantonments, the principal military station in the province. Some three miles to the west of the cantonments is the former Islamiyya College, since 1950
erected into Peshawar University and now with five
constituent and eighteen affiliated colleges.

Peshawar is also the chef-lieu of a district and of a
division (area 38,322 km2/14,798 sq. miles) which
comprises the districts of Mardan, Hazara, Kohat
and Peshawar plus tribal agencies.
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PESHWA. a Persian word for "leader" with various connotations (Pahl. peshopay). As a title, it was used for one of the ministers of the Bahmanf sultans of
the Dakhan and, more ^specifically, the hereditary
ministers of the Maratha kings of Satara [see
MARATHAS].

At first, the Peshwa^ was only the mukhya pradhdn or
"prime minister" of Sivadjf's Council of Eight, and
this post was not hereditary up to 1125/1713, the year
of the accession of BaladjI Visvanath, when the Peshwa began to outstrip the other pradhdns and the
PratfnidhT in importance. When the Peshwa transferred his capital to Puna [q. v. ] (Poona), the Council of
Eight fell into disuse. With the promotion of BaladjI
Visvanath to the Peshwaship by Shahu, a great
number of Brahmans from his subcaste of the Citpavans or Konkanasthas began to migrate from the
Konkan to the Dakhan. Brahmans of all subcastes had
figured prominently in the early part of Shahu's
reign, but by the 1730s the Citpavans had already
gained ascendancy in the Maratha state. Before the
rise of Maratha power, these Brahmans had occupied
a rather low position in the Brahman hierarchy. Now,
however, they began to derive a sense of caste
superiority from their association with the Peshwa.
BaladjI Visvanath in 1131/1719 obtained the farmans for svarddjya, cawth and sardesmukhi from the
Mughal emperor, after which he began to re-organise
the revenue administration through the promulgation
of an elaborate scheme of quota repartition, both in
the Western Dakhan and the newly conquered areas
where the Marathas had not yet obtained full control
but only levied cawth and sardesmukhi. Maratha expansion to the north began to gain momentum under
BaladjT Visvanath's son BadjT Rao, who succeeded
him in the Peshwaship in 1132/1720. This proved to
be of great importance for the consolidation of the
Peshwa's power in opposition to the older Maratha
sarddrs, who were adherents of the Radja of Satara but
jealous of the Peshwa's supremacy. The Peshwas later
gave out to have received sanction from the Mughal
emperor for levying tribute from the subas of Gudjarat
and Malwa. According to the Shahu caritra, the Peshwa's attempts to extend Maratha power in Gudjarat,
Malwa and Hindustan were for some time opposed
with success by the Pratlnldhl, who proposed an expansionist policy into the Konkan and the Karnataka,
to complete the conquests begun by Sivadjf. But it was
the Peshwa who received the Radja's sanction to pursue the expansion to the north as the latter's delegate,
and from then on the Peshwa steadily acquired more
and more power and wealth. The Radja of Satara
became almost entirely a figurehead already under
BadjT Rao, who promoted his own sarddrs, Pawar,
Holkar and SfndhTya, to strategic commands in the
north. BadjI Rao himself was also, up to his death in
1153/1740, incessantly campaigning: in Malwa, the
Dakhan, Gudjarat and in the Konkan.
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BadjI Rao was succeeded by his eldest son, BaladjI
BadjI Rao, in 1153/1740. Now the conquests of
Malwa and Gudjarat were completed. And it is to
Baladji's reign that many of the Brahman families
who were prominent at the turn of the 18th century
date their rise. There now arose two distinct groups of
sarddrs: on the one hand, the relations and adherents
of the Radja of Satara, the Bhonsle of Nagpur [q. v.]
the remainder of the Council of Eight and the Pratlnldhl; on the other, the new men put forward by the
Peshwa, most important of which were Slndhlya and
Holkar. In 1153/1740 BaladjI's claim to Malwa was
recognised by an imperial farmdn of the nd^ib-subaddri
or "deputy governorship" of that province. Between
1153/1740 and 1161/1748 the same Peshwa organised
four other expeditions to the north: twice to
Radjastan, to Bihar, Bengal and Bundelkhand, and
against the Afghan Ahmad Shah Abdall [q. v. ] in Hindustan. After the death of the Maratha king Shahu in
1162/1749, BaladjI assumed power in all but name.
The new king of Satara, Ramradja, was left in almost
complete isolation; the Radja's attempts to regain
control were unsuccessful, and in 1164/1751 he, in effect, renounced all sovereign power, agreeing to sanction the Peshwa's policies unconditionally. Shahu's
widow Tarabai subsequently made a final attempt to
subvert "the Brahman government" of the Peshwa,
but again without success. The Radja, however, continued to invest each new Peshwa with the khiPdt or
robes of honour [see KHIL C A] and similar ceremonial of
state. The Peshwa continued to travel, as the Radja's
"prime minister", to Satara every year in order to
submit the revenue accounts.
BaladjI did not survive the catastrophic Battle of
Panlpat [q. v. ] in 1174/1761, in which the Marathas
were defeated by the Afghans. His son Madhav Rao
then received the investiture from the Radja, who remained in confinement. Madhav Rao reigned for
eleven years, a period in which he succeeded in restoring the prestige of the Brahman radj. Citpavan power
reached its peak under Nana Phadnis, the regent in
the name of the child of Madhav Rao's murdered
brother Narayan Rao. Still, the Radja of Satara continued as the de jure sovereign. From 1188/1775 to
1209/1795, Nana Phadnis's power was supreme,
although he was constantly fearing the Maratha
leaders rallying around the Radja. The new threats,
however, did not come from the Maratha royal clique
but from the Peshwa's own sarddrs, Slndhiya and
Holkar. The Peshwa had to take from Slndhiya and
assume for himself the title of wakil-imutlak of the
Mughal empire. Slndhiya grew more powerful in
Hindustan. In 1210/1796 BadjI Rao II was elevated to
the Peshwashirj by the military power of Slndhiya.
The fear of Slndhiya and Holkar ultimately, in
1217/1802, induced the Peshwa to conclude the Treaty of Bassein with the British, resulting in the
establishment of a subsidiary force in Puna, for the
protection by which the Peshwa sacrificed his independence. This was the first result of the "subsidiary system" devised by Lord Wellesley. The latter
appears to have been unaware of the existence of the
Radja of Satara and spoke of the Peshwa as a
"sovereign". Under Nana Phadnis, in fact, the relationship of the Peshwa and the Radja had, even in its
ceremonial aspect, approached one of equality. However, by 1810, the same forms of external respect
towards the Radja were re-introduced as were observed when the Radja was the effective sovereign and
the Peshwa merely his prime minister. Nevertheless,
all treaties with the British were concluded by the
Peshwa alone. In 1818 an outbreak of hostility led to
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the Third Anglo-Maratha War, the expulsion of the
Peshwa, and British annexation of the Dakhan.
Bibliography: Peshwa Da/tar (Puna Archives);
P.M. Joshi (ed.), Selections from the Peshwa Da/tar
(New Series}, 3 vols., Bombay 1957-62; A. Pawar
(ed.), Tdrdbdikdlin kdgadpatre, 3 vols., Kolhapur
1969-72; V.K. Rajvade (ed.), Mardthydncyd itihdsdcm
Sddhanen, 22 vols., Puna, Bombay, etc. 1898-1919;
G.S. Sardesai (ed.), Selections from the Peshwa Da/tar,
45 vols., Bombay 1930-34; G.S. Sardesai, Y.M.
Kale and V.S. Vakaskar (eds.), Aitihdsik patren yddi
vagaire, Puna 1930; R.B.G.C. Vad, P.V. Mawji
and D.B. Parasnis (eds.), Sanaddpatren, Bombay
1913; R.B.G.C. Vad, D.B. Parasnis, et alii (eds.),
Selections from the Satara Rajas' and Peishwas' diaries, 9
vols., Puna and Bombay 1905-11; V.K. Bhave,
Peshwekdlin Maharashtra, Puna 1935; J. Grant Duff,
History of the Marathas, 2 vols., Delhi 1971; S.N.
Sen, Administrative system of the Marathas, Calcutta
1976; A. Wink, Land and sovereignty in India: agrarian
society and politics under the eighteenth-century Maratha
Svardjya, Cambridge 1986.
(A. WINK)
PEST (Ottoman Peshte), formerly a s e p a r a t e
t o w n , in Ottoman times c e n t r e of a ndhiye in the
sand^ak of Budln [q.v.], today p a r t of the c a p i t a l of
Hungary.
It was an earlier settlement than Buda, with mostly
German inhabitants. After the Mongol invasion in
A.D. 1241-2, with the creation of the fortification on
the Castle Hill of present-day Buda (called new Pest
for a period), Pest slowly lost some of its importance
and was overshadowed by the capital, to which also
the Germans moved. Nevertheless, the population of
Pest reached some 7-8,000 souls at the end of the 15th
century.
Although surrounded by walls and a channel with
morasses, the town was quite vulnerable and fell into
Ottoman hands without fight in 1541. One year later,
a large Habsburg imperial army, headed by Joachim,
Elector of Brandenburg, attempted to reconquer Pest,
but failed due mainly to bad organisation and the lack
of resoluteness. Another siege on 6 October 1602
brought success, and Pest was in Habsburg hands for
almost two years. On 30 June 1684, the forces of
Charles of Lorraine marched into the castle abandoned by the Turks. Four months later, however,
after the abortive attack against Buda, the Ottomans
were able to return. The final retaking by the same
Duke's army took place on 17 June 1686.
The 16th century Ottoman surveys show that the
indigenous population of Pest was Hungarian. Their
number diminished rapidly, as in most administrative
centres of Hungary: 122 Christian heads of families
were found here in 1546, of which there remained 63
by 1590 (intermediate values: 1559-110, 1562-98,
1580-66 heads of families; cf. Gyula Kaldy-Nagy, A
Budai szandzsdk 1546-1590. evi osszeirdsai. Demogrdfiai es
gazdasdgtorteneti adatok ("Registers of the sand^ak of
Buda in 1546-1590. Data on demography and
economy"), Budapest 1985, 490.) As regards
Muslims, our knowledge is limited to mercenaries,
who were almost 1,000 in 1541, close to 1,500 in
1543, and 734 in 1628. The total number of the
population could not have exceded 2,500-3,000
people, although it is difficult to guess at the proportion of possible Muslim civilians.
The role of Pest as a commercial centre was significant both for local and transit trade. Its importance
was enhanced by the immense floating bridge erected
in 1566 when Sokollu Mustafa was governor of Buda.
The ndhiye of Pest was the largest within the liwd of
Buda, with more than 200 settlements and mezra^as.
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PETRO VARADIN [see WARADIN].
PETRUS ALFONSI, A n d a l u s i a n polemicist
and t r a n s l a t o r (/?. A.D. 1106-^z. 1130), convert to
Christianity in 1106, composed his Dialogi contra
ludaeos in 1108 or 1110. Staged as a debate between
his former Jewish self (Moses), and his present Christian self (Peter), the Dialogi ridicule Talmudic Aggadah, showing that they contradict principles of
Graeco-Arabic philosophy and science (in particular
astronomy); the Dialogi became the most widely-read
anti-Jewish text of the Latin Middle Ages.
In the fifth chapter of the Dialogi Alfonsi attacks
Islam, following—to a large extent—the Arabic text
attributed to cAbd al-MasIh b. Ishak al-Kindl [q.v.].
Alfonsi portrays Muhammad as a charlatan driven by
lust and political ambition, ill-tutored in religious
matters by a heretical Christian, Sergius [see BAHIRA]
and two heretical Jews, Abdias (cAbd Allah b. Salam
[q.v.]) and Chabalahabar (Ka c b al-Ahbar [q.v.]}. He
gives a curious description of pre-Islamic cult rituals
at Mecca (based, it seems, on Spanish Jewish
sources), asserting that current Islamic practice is
tainted by these pagan origins. Later Latin writers on
Islam used Alfonsi's tract extensively.
Alfonsi taught astronomy in England and France.
In 1116, he produced an inept Latin adaptation of the
Zidj_ al-Sindhind of al-Kh w arazmI [q. v.]; subsequently,
Adelard of Bath (probably with Alfonsi's help) produced a somewhat better version. He later wrote an
Epistola ad Peripateticos, urging French scholars to study
astronomy and arguing for the superiority of Arab
texts to those of Latin authors such as Macrobius.
Alfonsi's Disciplina clericalis is a collection of proverbs accompanied by short, illustrative fables; it is
one of the earliest Latin texts to contain stories of
Arabic provenance. The Disciplina was extremely
popular for centuries (both in Latin and in its many
vernacular translations); its fables were used by
preachers as exempla, incorporated by Boccaccio into
the Decameron, and resurfaced in the 15th and 16th
centuries in printed editions of Aesop.
Bibliography: The best edition of the Dialogi contra ludaeos is that of K.-P. Mieth, diss. Berlin 1982,
although the older edition by J.P. Migne, in
Patrologia latina cursus completus, clvii, 527-672, is
more widely available. Disciplina Clericalis, A. Hilka
and W. Soderhjelm (eds.), in Acta Societatis Scientiarum Fennicae, xxxviii/4, Helsinki 1911; E. Hermes
(tr.), Die Kunst, vernunftig zu Leben (Disciplina
clericalis), Zurich and Stuttgart 1970. The Epistola ad
Peripateticos is edited by J. Tolan (see below). The
translation of the Zidj. al-Sindhind is edited by O.
Neugebauer, in The astronomical tables of alKhwdrizmi, Copenhagen 1962. On Alfonsi, see B.
Septimus, Petrus Alfonsi on the cult at Mecca, in
Speculum, Ivi (1981), 517-33; G. Monnot, Les citations coraniques dans le <(Dialogus" de Pierre Alphonse, in
Cahiers de Fanjeaux, xviii (1983), 261-77; J. Tolan,
Petrus Alfonsi and his medieval readers, Gainesville, Fla.
1993.
(J. TOLAN)
PHILBY, HARRY ST. JOHN BRIDGER (1885-1960),
Arabian explorer and traveller, adviser to King
c
Abd al-cAziz b. Sucud (Ibn Sucud) [see SUCUD, AL]
and British convert to Islam.
Born of parents connected with planting and with

official service in the Indian subcontinent, he had a
conventional public school and Cambridge University
education, and himself entered the Indian Civil Service in 1908. Already he showed a flare for learning
Indian languages and for immersing himself in the
cultures of India, until the First World War found
him in clrak (1915-17), where he first acquired what
became a lasting love for the Arab world and made his
first trip into the interior of Arabia as part of a government mission in 1917-18 to persuade Ibn Sucud (Ibn
Saud) to attack Ha^il and its pro-Turkish rulers the Al
Rashld [q.vv.]. After the War, he remained in the
Middle East, with Sir Percy Cox in clrak and then in
the newly-created kingdom of Transjordan.
But in 1924 he decided to resign from government
service, disillusioned with British policy in the Middle
East and its failure to recognise the new forces of Arab
nationalism. In the ensuing lean years, he became involved, with little success, in business ventures in the
Middle East and in pro-Arab, anti-British press
polemics. He had often mentioned the potential advantages for his business activities in becoming a
Muslim, and in 1930 became one at the hands of Ibn
Su c ud, though most Arabs were subsequently to consider him insincere and most Europeans to regard his
Islam as a convenience rather than an act of genuine
faith. It did, however, give him the entree to Ibn
Su c ud's court and the King's companionship. He was
now able to make his great cross-Arabian Desert
journeys, including of the Rub c al-Khali [q. v. ] in 1932
(although he had been beaten to this by Bertram
Thomas two years previously), and in 1936-7 around
the southern fringes of Nadjd [q. v. ] and the northern
fringes of the region to the east of the Aden Protectorate, where his appearance with a Sucudi armed
party prompted British fears that his mission involved
Sucudl designs on the South Arabian shaykhdoms; a
deliberate intention in various of his journeys of
enlarging Sucudi borders was in fact almost certainly
a motive as well as the pure love of exploration (see
J.B. Kelly, Jeux sans frontieres: Philby's travels in
southern Arabia, in C.E. Bosworth et alii (eds.), The
Islamic world, from classical to modern times. Essays in honor
of Bernard Lewis, Princeton 1989, 701-32). Philby's
journeys were nevertheless heroic ones, during which
he took meticulous records of all aspects of natural
phenomena (much of this material is deposited with
the Royal Geographical Society, London). Further
business projects involved him with American oil
companies and with the import of Ford cars. He was
back in Britain during the Second World War, but
returned to Arabia in 1945, and between 1950 and
1953 undertook further journeys of exploration—to
Karyat al-Faw [see AL-FA'W], to Midian [see MADYAN
SHUCAYB] and into the south, where he gathered
petroglyphs and Thamudic and South Arabian inscriptions. But the new king, cAbd al-cAziz's son
Sucud, was displeased at Philby's denunciations in his
writings of the laxity of morals and habits of luxury
amongst the ruling elite which newly-found oil wealth
had brought; in 1955 he had to leave Saudi Arabia for
Beirut; and after returning twice to al-Riyad [q. v. ],
died in Beirut in 1960.
Philby's various public careers were vitiated by his
at times immoderate language and hectoring
behaviour, for he lacked the qualities of the diplomat
and conciliator. His fame rests upon his many books
about the peninsula and his acute observation of its
geographical and scientific features. He never claimed
to be a professional historian, and was careless about
checking dates and consulting parallel sources in his
books on Sucudi history (see G. Rentz, Philby as a
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historian of Saudi Arabia, in Studies on the history of Arabia,
i/2, al-Riyad 1399/1979, 25-35). Despite this, his
many talents and remarkable experience of Arabia
give his writings a permanent value.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the article): G. Ryckmans, H. Saint John B. Philby, le
"Sheikh ^Abdallah", 3 avril 1885-30 septembre 1960,
Istanbul 1961 (outline bibl. of Philby's works, 23);
Elizabeth Monroe, Philby of Arabia, London 1973
(official biography; bibl. of Philby's works, incomplete, at 307-12).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
PHILIPPINES, a group of islands between 4°
and 21° N. lat, and 117° and 127° E. long. (Greenwich) on the western rim of the Pacific Ocean.
Although the Philippines comprise 7,107 islands,
about 10% are uninhabited and most of the population is on the eleven largest islands, with the two
largest, Luzon and Mindanao, accounting for 65% of
the country's land area and 60% of its population.
Some seventy Austronesian languages are spoken, as
well as English, with Tagalog (Pilipino), the language
of the people around the capital, Manila, being the
national language. Before colonisation by Spain in the
16th century A.D., the population of the Philippines
lived mostly in small, self-contained communities
(barangays), except in the south where Muslim
sultanates had been established. In the lowland areas,
these small communities quickly came under Spanish
influence, with most of the population being converted to Christianity. Today, somewhat less than
10% of the national population of almost 50 million
is Muslim. Apart from a growing urban population in
Metro Manila, the Muslim communities are concentrated in the south: in the Sulu Archipelago, in
western and southern Mindanao and coastal areas of
southern Palawan. Thirteen ethno-linguistic groups
have been distinguished among them, the three
largest—Maranao, Maguindanao and Tausug—
accounting for three-quarters of the total Muslim
population. Archaeological evidence, however, suggests that the Tausug migrated to Sulu from the
northern Philippines no earlier than the 11th century,
largely displacing the indigenous Samal (the fourth
largest Muslim ethno-linguistic group). As in most of
Southeast Asia, Philippine Muslims are predominantly Sunnls of the Shafici school, though as commentators have often observed, in some Muslim communities Islam has blended into earlier folk religions.
1. Islamisation in the Philippines
From around the 9th century A.D., Arab and Indian merchants, and subsequently Muslim missionaries, travelled, and probably established settlements, along the trade routes which linked Arabia and
China through Southeast Asia. Initially on the
periphery of this trade, by the 14th century Jolo, the
largest island in the Sulu archipelago, had become a
significant entrepot centre. In a sacred grove outside
Jolo there is a Muslim grave dated 710 A.H. (1310
A.D.) which Cesar Majul takes as evidence of a settlement of foreign Muslims on Jolo by the late 13th or
early 14th century. Local genealogies (tarstlas) record
that a Tuan Masha'ika arrived in Sulu around this
time, marrying the daughter of a local chief and raising their children as Muslims. They also speak of a
Karlm ul-Makhdum (Tuan Sharif Awliya)—possibly
a Sufi missionary—who settled on Jolo, at Buansa, in
the second half of the 14th century, preaching Islam
and building a place of worship. Soon after this a
nobleman from the Minangkabao region of Sumatra,
Rajah Baguinda, arrived in Sulu with a small army
and established himself in authority in Buansa. That
he was able to do so, it has been argued, suggests that
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by the late 14th or early 15th century there was,
around Buansa at least, a significant population of
sympathetic Muslims. Baguinda married the
daughter of a local chief and consolidated the process
of Islamisation in the area. Around 1450 another
Arab visitor, Sayyid Abu Bakr, joined Baguinda,
marrying his daughter, Paramisuli, and on Baguinda's death assuming political control in Buansa. Abu
Bakr, known in Sulu as Sharif ul-Hashim, founded
the Sultanate of Sulu. He promoted the spread of
Islam, converting the hill people in the interior of
Jolo, introduced organised religious study, and established social and political institutions along Islamic
lines. At its height, the influence of the Sulu Sultanate
spread from Basilan and the coast of southern Zamboanga in the east, to Palawan in the north and
Borneo in the west. (Later Philippine claims to the
Malaysian state of Sabah refer back to this period.)
The introduction of Islam to the island of Mindanao, however, is believed to have come not from
Sulu but from Johore, with the arrival at the mouth
of the Pulangi River (the present site of Cotabato)
around 1515 of Sharif Muhammad Kabungsuwan
and a group of Samal people. (Maguindanao legends
also tell of earlier visits by the foreign Muslims Sharif
Awliya and Sharif Maraja, who married Awliya's
daughter.) Kabungsuwan, the son of an Arab father
from Mecca and allegedly descended from the
Prophet, and a Malaccan princess, is a powerful
figure in Philippine Muslim history. He is generally
credited with the spread of Islam in Mindanao, by a
combination of proselytising, military conquest and
diplomacy, and he provided the foundation for the
Maguindanao Sultanate, though it appears to have
been his great-great-grandson, the celebrated
Kudarat, who first adopted the title of sultan. From
the Cotabato area, Islam spread inland to Lanao and
other parts of western and central Mindanao, from
the north coast to the Gulf of Davao in the south.
In the late 15th to early 16th centuries Islam also
spread from Borneo to Mindoro and southern Luzon
in the northern islands of the Philippines. Muslim
leaders Rajah Sulayman and Rajah Lakandula, both
kin of the Sultan of Brunei, controlled areas around
Manila and Muslim influence extended south of
Manila into what is now Batangas.
Thus by the 16th century Islam was well established
in Sulu and western Mindanao and was spreading
eastwards on Mindanao and to the northern islands.
In the southern Philippines there were powerful
sultanates and, encouraged by visits from foreign missionaries, religious institutions were growing in
number and influence. Jolo was an important centre
for trade, and intermarriages linked Philippine
Muslims with Malay states to the west and south.
2. Islam in the colonial Philippines
When the Spanish arrived in the Philippines in
1521 they recognised among the local Muslims their
old adversaries the "Moro", and in effect resumed
the crusades in Southeast Asia. Following their permanent settlement in the islands in 1565, the
Spaniards reversed the spread of Islam in the north
and embarked upon a series of Moro Wars against the
Muslims in Sulu and Mindanao as well as in Borneo.
Spanish policy in the Philippines was to Hispanise and
Christianise the native population, and the commander of the first military expedition to Mindanao
and Sulu was specifically instructed to prevent the
teaching of the "doctrine of Mahoma" and to destroy
places in which "that accursed doctrine has been
preached". The Spaniards partially succeeded in
halting the easterly spread of Islam on Mindanao and
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established footholds in western Mindanao, notably at
Zamboanga. In addition to religious and political objectives, Spain sought to displace Moros in local and
regional trade, to stop Moro piracy against Spanish
shipping, and to put an end to Moro raids against
Spanish and Christianised indio settlements in Luzon
and the Visayas. These objectives were pursued
strongly in the 17th and 18th centuries as Dutch commercial activity in the area increased, as Jolo became
a major entrepot in the European trade with China,
and as attacks on Visayan settlements increased along
with the growing importance of slavery to the regional
economy.
In 1637 Lamitan, the capital of Sultan Kudarat of
Maguindanao, fell to Spanish forces; Jolo was captured the following year. Eight years after the fall of
Lamitan, however, the Spaniards withdrew, signing a
treaty with Kudarat which recognised his sphere of influence from Zamboanga to the Gulf of Davao and
eastwards to Maranao territory. Fighting broke out
again in 1656 with a djihad led by Kudarat and the
sultans of Sulu, Ternate and Makassar. In 1663 the
Spaniards again withdrew, not returning until 1718,
when another round of the Moro Wars began. Finally, with increasing European rivalry in the area, the
balance of advantage shifted in favour of Spain with
the introduction of steam gunboats in the mid-19th
century. In 1860 Spanish authorities set up a
"Government of Mindanao", and eighteen years
later the Sultan of Sulu acknowledged Spanish
sovereignty. When in 1898 the Philippines were ceded
by Spain to the USA under the Treaty of Paris, the
Muslim areas of Sulu and Mindanao were still not fully under Spanish control, but this did not prevent
their being included in the settlement, notwithstanding Muslim protests.
Under an agreement signed with the Sultan of Sulu
in 1899 the occupying US army at first adopted a position of "non-interference" in the Muslim areas. This
was soon abrogated, however, and replaced by
policies designed to "develop, civilise and educate"
the Muslims. The American administration made
some attempt to accommodate aspects of Muslim
social life, particularly in relation to Islamic law and
adat on domestic matters, but Muslims justifiably
feared an undermining of traditional authority and attempts to assimilate them into the larger, Christian,
society. Resistance to American rule resulted in a
series of military confrontations, culminating in the
battle of Bud Bagsak on Jolo in 1913. Two years later
the Sultan of Sulu surrendered his temporal authority
to the US government. Under a "policy of attraction" health and education services were improved
and public works programmes undertaken.
Initially administered by US army officers as the
Moro Province, Mindanao and Sulu subsequently
came under a separate department headed by a
civilian governor and later (until 1935) under the
Bureau of Non-Christian Tribes. With increasing
Filipinisation of government, however, the special
provisions granted to the Muslim areas of Mindanao
and Sulu were progressively withdrawn, including, in
1936, recognition of civil titles such as sultan and
datu. In response, there were several local uprisings
and in a series of petitions in the 1920s and 1930s
Moro leaders asked the colonial government either to
incorporate Mindanao and Sulu, with special provisions, within the USA or to recognise the separate independence of a Moro Nation.
3. Islam in the independent Republic
What came to be referred to as "the Moro
Problem" (though Peter Gowing suggested as a more

appropriate
term,
"the
Moros'
'Christian
Problem' ") was inherited by the independent Philippine Republic in 1946. Moreover, heavy immigration
from the northern islands, encouraged by the colonial
government earlier in the century but increasing in
scale after the Second World War, exacerbated the
situation insofar as it created tensions between
Muslim communities and immigrant settlers,
especially over land ownership, and undermined the
political authority of Muslim leaders. In 1954 a
special committee of the Philippines Congress was
created to investigate "the Moro Problem". As a
result of its report a Commission on National Integration was set up to promote "the economic, social,
moral, and political advancement of the nonChristian Filipinos", but it achieved little before
being abolished in 1975. A subsequent report of a
Senate Committee on National Minorities identified
immigration and land grabbing as the major sources
of Muslim grievances, but provided no solutions to
the growing unrest.
As in earlier periods of Moro history, a feeling of
grievance among Muslim communities promoted a
heightened sense of Islamic identity. In the 1950s and
1960s this growing Islamic consciousness was reinforced by tendencies towards "Islamic reassertion"
internationally. Within the Philippines it was reflected
in a proliferation of mosques and maddris, a burgeoning of Islamic organisations, increasing contacts with
overseas Muslims including missionaries, and a growing sense of resentment against the Christiandominated government in Manila. A significant
reflection of this was the formation in 1968 of the
Muslim Independence Movement (MIM) under
Datu Udtog Matalam. The MIM's stated objective
was to create an independent Islamic Republic of
Mindanao, Sulu and Palawan. The following year a
group of young Muslims, recruited through the
MIM, began guerilla training in neighbouring
Malaysia. This group became the nucleus of a more
radical Muslim separatist group, the Moro National
Liberation Front (MNLF). Elections in 1971 proved
to be something of a watershed in Muslim-Christian
relations in the southern Philippines. With the positions of a number of traditional Muslim politicians
under threat from Christian immigrants, and with increasing Christian-Muslim tension, the election campaign in Mindanao was marked by a number of
violent incidents. When the following year Philippine
President Marcos declared martial law, the conflict in
the southern Philippines was listed as a reason for
such action.
In 1972 leadership of the Moro movement was
assumed by Nur Misuari as chairman of the MNLF.
The MNLF received assistance initially from Sabah
and subsequently from Libya. Leadership of the
MNLF came mostly from the young men of traditional elite families, though Misuari himself was a
commoner and had been associated with the Left
while at the University of the Philippines. As well as
demanding restitution of Muslim lands and recognition of a separate Bangsa Moro Republic, the MNLF
also called for social reform within Moro society to
reduce the power of the traditional aristocracy. A
second prominent Moro organisation, the elitedominated Bangsa Moro Liberation Organization
(BMLO), began with similar ethno-nationalist objectives but decided to co-operate with the Marcos
government; in 1974 its leader, Rashid Lucman, was
recognised by President Marcos as the "Paramount
Sultan of Mindanao and Sulu".
Over the next few years the MNLF maintained a
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state of insurgency against the Philippine government, with heavy casualties on both sides and considerable disruption of Muslim communities. Over
100,000 Philippine Muslims took refuge in Sabah.
The MNLF's demands were supported by the
Organization of Islamic Conference and the Islamic
Conference of Foreign Ministers. Following negotiations in 1976, the "Tripoli Agreement" was signed by
representatives of the MNLF and the Philippines
government. The agreement contained general provision for the granting of autonomy in the Muslim areas
of Mindanao and Sulu; by this time, however, as a
result of decades of immigration, only five of the
twenty-three provinces of Mindanao and Sulu contained Muslim majorities and disputes arose between
the MNLF and the Philippines government over the
terms of a proposed plebiscite on autonomy. In the
event, the MNLF rejected the plebiscite, which was
heavily boycotted, and further talks broke down. The
government nevertheless went ahead to set up
autonomous governments in the two administrative
regions with substantial Muslim populations, though
these were generally judged to be ineffective. As well,
the Marcos government adopted a number of
measures to promote Muslim interests. These included commitment to the codification of Muslim laws
and the introduction of Sharia courts, establishment
of a Muslim Amanah Bank, removal of restrictions on
the historic barter trade between the Muslim Philippines and Borneo; creation of an Institute of Muslim
Studies within the University of the Philippines, proclamation of Muslim holidays; and several economic
development programmes in Mindanao-Sulu. Grants
of land, jobs, and scholarships were offered to MNLF
surrenderees.
Between 1977 and 1982 there were two major splits
in the MNLF, the first with the formation of the Moro
Islamic Liberation Front (MILF), a second with the
breakaway of a MNLF-Reformist Group. These splits
reflected personal, ideological, and ethnic divisions
within the movement. There was also during the
1980s some scaling down of the armed conflict.
Following the overthrow of President Marcos in the
"People Power Revolution" of 1986, the incoming
government of President Aquino secured a cease-fire
with the MNLF and reopened negotiations with
Misuari, and the new constitution of 1987 made
specific provision for autonomy in "Muslim Mindanao". Negotiations again broke down, however,
and implementation of the autonomy provisions was
marked by acrimonious debate in which MuslimChristian rivalry was strongly evident. In a subsequent plebiscite, only four of the thirteen provinces
and none of the nine cities polled opted for autonomy.
Given the demographic situation of Philippine
Muslims, outnumbered in all but a few parts of their
traditional homeland, attempts to resolve age-old tensions through the granting of Muslim autonomy on a
geographical basis are bound to run into problems.
However, while inequalities persist and separatist sentiments remain strong, Philippine governments appear to be showing greater sensitivity to the demands
of Philippine Muslims and many Muslims are playing
important roles in national social and political affairs.
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(Moro) people, Chicago 1965; T.M. Kiefer, The
Tausug: violence and law in a Philippine Muslim society,
New York 1972; C.A. Majul, Muslims in the Philip-
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institutions and cultural achievements, Quezon City
1983; Datu M.O. Mastura, Muslim Filipino experience. A collection of essays, Manila 1984; C.A. Majul, The contemporary Muslim movement in the Philippines, Berkeley 1985; M. Boransing, F.V.
Magdalenaand L.Q. Lacar, The Madrasah institution
in the Philippines, Iligan City 1987; Gowing (ed.),
Understanding Islam and Muslims in the Philippines,
Quezon City 1988; May, The Moro movement in
Southern Philippines, in C. Jennett and R. Stewart
(eds.), Politics of the future. The role of social movements,
Melbourne 1989, 321-39; R. Laarhoven, Triumph of
Moro diplomacy. The Maguindanao Sultanate in the 17th
century, Quezon City 1989; W.K. Che Man, Muslim
separatism. The Mows of Southern Philippines and the
Malays of Southern Thailand, Singapore 1990.
(R.J. MAY)
PICKTHALL,
MOHAMMED
MARMADUKE
WILLIAM (1875-1936), English t r a v e l l e r , noveli s t , p o l e m i c i s t and e d u c a t i o n i s t , who became a
convert to Islam at a time when British converts to
Islam were much rarer than later in the 20th century,
and is now best remembered for his Kur D an translation, The meaning of the Glorious Koran.
Born in London, the son of an Anglican clergyman
and with two step-sisters who were Anglican nuns, his
boyhood and formative years were spent in rural Suffolk, from which he acquired a nostalgic view of a
countryside way of life which was then passing. He
was at school at Harrow as a contemporary of
Winston Churchill, and after failing to enter the Army and the Levant Consular Service, lived as a country gentleman in Suffolk, a life interspersed with extensive travels in the Near East, where he became
fluent in Arabic (and later, also in Turkish and Urdu). His extended stay in Palestine, Lebanon and
Syria of 1894-6, with a return through Ottoman
Turkey and the Balkans, inspired him with a romantic view of the Islamic East which was to determine the
future course of his life. He subsequently became a
fervid partisan of the Ottomans and of the Young
Turk reformers [see YENI COTHMANL!LAR] , thereby
ranging himself with such contemporaries as the Conservative MPs and Middle Eastern publicists Aubrey
Herbert and Sir Mark Sykes in his dislike for
Philhellenes and Gladstonian liberals.
All this time he had been writing novels, and after
1903 was publishing one a year, either with British
(mainly Suffolk) settings or Near Eastern ones. The
best-known of the latter was Said the Fisherman (1903)
(reprinted, with an introduction on Pickthall by P.
Clark, London 1986), set in Syria and Egypt during
the latter half of the 19th century and which went
through fourteen editions; another of these novels,
Knights of Araby (1917), was set in the llth century
Yemen of the Sulayhids and Nadjahids [q.vv.].
The First World War, with his beloved Turkey
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ranged on the side of the Central Powers, gave him a
profound emotional shock. He campaigned for a
separate peace with Turkey, and in 1917 announced
his conversion to Islam, at once becoming a leader
among the small band of the indigenous British
Muslims and functioning as Acting Imam of the London mosque, then in Notting Hill. His acceptance of
Islam came from an empathy which had existed for
some two decades between his own naturally conservative temperament and the faith, with its attitudes of
dignity and fortitude in the face of suffering and
adversity and, as he saw it, its essential justice and
tolerance. In 1920 he was invited by Indian Muslim
colleagues to the subcontinent, and spent fifteen years
there as a Muslim journalist and in Haydarabad,
Deccan [q. v. ], as Principal of a Muslim high school
and as an adviser and publicist for the Nizam [0.0.];
he felt that in Haydarabad he was living in a society
were the traditions of the old Mughal empire still lived
on and where a benevolent, paternalistic ruler over a
mass of Hindus exemplified the Islamic ideals of
wisdom and tolerance. Retiring to England in 1935,
he died there on 19 May 1936.
It was whilst living in Haydarabad that he became
editor of the journal Islamic Culture, founded under the
patronage of the Nizam, but above all put together his
The meaning of the Glorious Koran, an explanatory
translation (New York 1930, London 1939; cf. J.D.
Pearson, Bibliography of translations of the Qur^dn into
European languages, in A.F.L. Beeston et alii (eds.),
Camb. hist, of Arabic lit. Arabic literature to the end of the
Umayyad period, Cambridge 1983, 510). For this work
of translation, he spent a period in Egypt with traditional scholars there, but was also familiar with European Kurgan criticism, which he accepted and applied
selectively. His book has had a great vogue, and has
been itself the basis for further translations, e.g. into
Portuguese (in Mozambique) and into Tagalog (for
the Moros of the Philippines); it is still (1991) in print.
Bibliography: Ann Fremantle, Loyal enemy, London 1938; P. Clark, Marmaduke Pickthall: British
Muslim, London 1986.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
PILKHANE [see FIL].
PIR (P.), literally, ''old person, elder" ( = Ar.
shaykh). In Islamic law, these terms were used for
people in their fifties or even in their forties (see alTahanawl, Kashshdf istildhdt al-funun, Calcutta 1862,
731), whilst those even older are often qualified as
harim, fdni "decrepit, worn out".
1. In the Persian and Turkish worlds
In general Persian usage, pir is often, as with Arabic
shaykh, used in compound expressions by metonymy,
e.g. pir-i dihkdn "well-matured wine" (see Vullers,
Lexicon persico-latinum, i, 392a), or in a title, e.g. pir-i
Sarandib = Adam, pir-i Kancdn = Jacob, pir-iHan =
c
Abd Allah al-Ansarf al-HarawI [q.v.].
Its more generalised usage in religious parlance is
as a Sufi" term, again corresponding to Arabic shaykh
and Turkish baba. Hence the pir is the murshid or
spiritual director, and may be the founder of a $ufi"
order or tanka [q.v.]. As a person who has already followed the path (suluk) to God and has acquired
spiritual powers (wildya), he is qualified to encourage
and direct the aspiring novice (murid [q. v. ]) on the $ufi~
path and finally to lay hands on the novice and bestow
on him the $ufi cloak or khirka [q.v.], thereby admitting him to the spiritual fellowship of the order. A
Turkish $ufT author, Rusukh al-DTn Ismacfl b.
Ahmad al-Ankarawi (d. 1042/1632-3, see Brockelmann, IP, 590-1, S II, 662), divides pirs into four
types: (1) sdlik-i sirf, the pir known for his scholarship
but not to be followed, since he is not free from the

trammels of self; (2) madjdhub-i sirf, who is not to be
followed either, since the divine attraction (djadhba)
has brought him to the state of annihilation of self
(fand* [q.v.]); (3) sdlik-i madjdhub. also not to be followed since he has reached a state of ecstasy almost
beyond consciousness; and (4) madjdhub-i sdlik. who is
to be followed, since this person has passed beyond the
stages of ecstasy and/and* and is fit to instruct seekers
and to perfect their discipleship (Minhdd^ al-fukard*,
Istanbul 1286/1869-70, 28 ff.).
Amongst the Sufis also, the cahdr pir "four pirs"
denote al-Hasan, al-Husayn, Kumayl b. Ziyad and
al-Hasan al-BasrT, to whom the khirka was allegedly
given by CAH b. Talib (al-TahanawT, Kashshdf. Calcutta 1862, 737).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): R.A. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic
mysticism, Cambridge 1921; J.P. Brown, The dervishes, or oriental spiritualism, Oxford 1927; IA, art.
Pir (Tahsin Yazici), from which material for this article has been derived.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. In I n d o - M u s l i m usage
In mystic parlance, this is generally used for a
spiritual mentor; in popular usage, it is applied as
prefix or suffix with different terms in a variety of
senses, (i) To distinguish between different types of
spiritual affiliation: pir-i-suhbat, a saint from whose
company one derives spiritual benefit; pir-i-tarikat, a
saint to whom one owes spiritual allegiance, (ii) To
describe mystical customs: pir kd nayza, standard carried in procession to the grave of some saint, (iii) To
denote religious heads: pir-i-haram andpir-i-kalisa. The
famous Urdu poet Muhammad Ikbal [q.v.] has used
these terms frequently in his verses to denote leaders
of Muslim and non-Muslim religions. Note also pir-i
Mughdn, literally chief priest of the Magi, but generally used for a tavern keeper, (iv) As part of proper
names to emphasise spiritual qualities; e.g. Pirdn Pir
(for Shaykh cAbd al-Kadir Gflam [q.v.]). (v) To
denote spiritual links with some khdnakdh, community,
etc.: as Pir Manki Sharif, Pir Taunsa Sharif, Pir
Pagaro, etc. (vi) To specify certain religious donations
or endowments: e.g. pir awtdr, daily allowance paid to
fakirs from collective village sources; pir pdl, land endowed for assistance of the pir or for maintenance of
some mausoleum; pirdn, charity lands bestowed on the
poor in honour of a saint, (vii) To indicate spiritual
kinship: e.g. pir bhdi, disciple of the same spiritual
mentor and therefore brother; pir bahn, woman owing
spiritual allegiance to the same spiritual mentor and
therefore sister; pir zdda, son of the pir. (viii) In sayings: pir dji hi saga Df mir dji kay yahan, pir has his relations with mir, with people of the same status; pir ko
na fakir ko, pahlay kanay cur ko, a low status man receiving precedence over pir and fakir; pir-i man khas ast,
iHikdd-i man bus ast, my pir may be (worthless) like
straw, but my faith in him is firm; pir to ap dar manda
hayn, shafd^at kis ki karain gay, the pir is himself helpless,
how will he help others; pir miyan bakri, murid miyan
banga, a ga^i bakri cap gat banga, the pir is the goat and
his disciples the fodder; barh (tjdyen to amir, ghaten to
fakir, maren to pir, if they thrive they are nobles; if they
decline they are holy ascetics; when they die they are
saints; pdni pi$yay cdhan kay aur pir kidjyah djdn kay,
drink water after straining, select pir after scrutiny,
(ix) In mythology: Pir Bhucri, pir of the eunuchs; Pir
Bhucri ki karhai, food distributed while admitting a
eunuch to the fold; Pir Hatailay, a mythical figure, like
Shaykh Saddo, in whom woman have great faith; Pir-i
Diddr, a legendary saint who arranges intermixture of
breeds; Pir Diddr kd kunda, offering made by women
longing for the return of some relative, (x) To indicate
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things old and aging: pir-i dsmdn or pir-i falak, or pir-i
dihkdn falak, for the sky; pir-i khazaf, old man without
senses; pir duta, man with a bent back; pir-i zal, an old
man with gray hair; pir-i Sarandip, Adam; pir-i Kan^dn,
Jacob; pir-i hasht khuld, Ridwan; pir-i fdni, an old man
about to die; pir-i fartut, very old; pir mard, old man;
pir-i nd bdligh, old man with child-like habits; pir-i zan
or pir-i zal, old woman, (xi) In a derogatory sense: a
clever and crooked old man; pir-i khardbdt, a pir free
from the bonds of shari^at law; owner of a tavern, (xii)
In proverbs: pir-i tasma pa, one difficult to get rid of;
pir khaylna, to behave as if under the influence of some
evil spirit; pir ana, under the spell of some evil spirit;
pir-i payghambar mandnd, to pray, to beseech for the
fulfilment of some desire; pir-i shahid mandnd, to bless
the soul of some saint through offerings, (xiii) To
show cultural status: bay pir, without a pir and therefore, uncultured and uncouth (Sir Syed Ahmad, Sirati faridiyya, Agra 1896, 37). Thus in Indo-Muslim
usage, the term pir either becomes symbolic of excessive attachment with a spiritual mentor, or else it
becomes
surrounded
by
superstitious and
mythological concepts or assumes a derogatory connotation and passes into proverbs and sayings.
Bibliography: J.T. Platts, A dictionary of Urdu,
classical Hindi and English, Lucknow, repr. 1984;
S.W. Fallen, Urdu-English dictionary, Lahore, repr.
1986; Athar Lakhnawl, Farhang-i Athar, Lucknow
1961; Nur al-Hasan Nayyar, Nur al-lughdt,
Lucknow 1345 A.H.; A dictionary of Urdu, iv, Urdu
Development Board, Karachi 1982; J. Shakespear,
Dictionary, Urdu-English and English-Urdu, repr.
Lahore 1980; Sayyid Ahmad Dihlawi, Farhang-i
Asafiyya, i, Tarakki-ytUrdu Board Edition, Dihll 1974;
Nadjm al-Dln, Nadjm al-amthdl, v, Dihll 1876.
(K.A. NIZAMI)
PIR SADR AL-DIN, Indian Muslim holy m a n ,
considered to be the founder of the Khodja [q.v.]
Nizarl Ismacfll community in India. Most of our
biographical information is derived from the gindns
(poetical compositions in Indian vernaculars), the
largest number of which is ascribed to him, hence we
are not on firm ground. He lived probably between
the second half of the 8th/14th and the beginning of
the 9th/15th centuries. The centre of his activity was
around Kotri and Uc'c'h in Sind, where he converted
large numbers of Hindus from the Lohana caste and
gave them the title of Khodjas (derived from Persian
khwddja, honorary title like "sir") because the
Lohanas were addressed by the honorary title thdkur in
Hindi. He seems to have played a key role in the communal organisation and is credited with the establishment of the first djamd^at-khdna (a congregation hall for
the community) in Kotri. He is also said to have
visited the Imam Islam Shah in Persia to hand over
the dasondh (tithes) collected from the Indian community. His shrine is located in Djetpur, near Ucc'h,
but the overseers of his shrine consider themselves as
Twelver Shfrs and call the Pir Hadjdjf Sadr Shah.
Bibliography: For a full description of his works
and sources, see I. Poonawala, Biobibliography of
Ismd'ili literature, Malibu, Gal. 1977, 301-2; Azim
Nanji, The Nizdri Ismd^ili tradition in the Indo-Pakistan
subcontinent, New York 1978, 72-7; F. Daftary, The
Ismd^ilis: their history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990,
479.
(I. POONAWALA)
PlR SHAMS or SHAMS AL-D!N, Indian
Muslim holy man, regarded as the second important figure after Nur Satgur [0.0.], whose name is
traditionally associated with the commencement of
Nizan [q.v.] or Satpanth (i.e. the true path)
Ismacilism in Sind. Historically he is an obscure
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figure surrounded by legends. Most of our information is derived from gindns ascribed to him. The latter,
being poetical compositions in Indian vernaculars
resembling didactic and mystical poetry, are often
anachronistic and legendary in nature. The dates
mentioned for his activities, centred in Sind and working within a Hindu-Muslim milieu, cover a long
period from the first half of the 6th/12th to the
8th/14th centuries. The overseers of his alleged
mausoleum at Multan, however, identify him with
Shams-i Tabriz [0.0.], the spiritual guide of Mawlana
Djalal al-Dln al-Rumi [0.0.], and a descendant of the
Twelver Imam Musa al-Kazim [0.0.]- The Nizan
community of the Shamsls living in Pandjab and
chiefly in Multan, on the other hand, claim to have
been converted by Plr Shams and have preserved the
gindns of the Plr in PandjabI dialect.
Bibliography: For a full description of his works
and sources, see I. Poonawala, Biobibliography of
Ismd'ililiterature, Malibu, Cal. 1977, 299-300; Azim
Nanji, The Nizdri Ismd^ili tradition in the Indo-Pakistan
subcontinent, New York 1978, 53-5, 62-8, 103-5,
121-2; F. Daftary, The Ismd^ilis: their history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, 415, 478-9.
(I. POONAWALA)
PIRl MEHMED PASHA (?-939/?1532-3), an Ottoman Grand Vizier, belonged to Amasya and was
a descendant of the famous Djalal al-Dln of Aksaray
and therefore traced his descent from Abu Bakr. He
took up a legal career and became successively kadi of
Sofia, Siliwri and Galata, administrator of Mehemmed II's kitchen for the poor (cimdret) in Istanbul, and
at the beginning of the reign of Bayezld II attained the
rank of a first defterddr (bash defterddr). In the reign of
Sellm I, he distinguished himself by his wise counsel
in the Persian campaign (see J. von Hammer, GOR,
ii, 412, 417 ff.), was sent in advance to Tabriz to take
possession of this town in the name of the sultan, and
at the beginning of Shacban 920/end of September
1514 was appointed third wezir in place of Mustafa
Pasha, who had been dismissed (see GOR, ii, 420). He
temporarily held the office of a kd^im-makdm of Istanbul, and after the end of the Egyptian campaign was
appointed Grand Vizier in place of Yunus Pasha, who
had been executed on the retreat from Egypt in
923/1517. In this capacity he took part in the conquest
of Baghdad in 927/1521. Soon after the occupation of
Rhodes, Pin Pasha fell from the sultan's favour as a
result of the slanders of the envious Ahmed Pasha,
who coveted his office, and was dismissed with a pension of 200,000 aspers on 13 Shacban 929/27 June
1523. His successor was Ibrahim Pasha [0.0.], a
Greek from Parga. Plrl Mehmed lived another ten
years and died in 939/1532-3 at Siliwri, where he was
buried in the mosque founded by him. One of his
sons, Mehmed Beg, had predeceased him in 932/1526
as governor of K-il. Plrl Mehmed Pasha created a
number of charitable endowments, among them a
mosque in Istanbul called after him (cf. Hafiz
Huseyin, Hadikat al-djawdmP, i, 308), a medrese and a
public kitchen as well as what was known as a tdbkhdne. While his lakab was Pin, he used Remzi as a
makhlas for his poems, which are of moderate merit
(cf. von Hammer, Geschichte der osmanischen Dichtkunst,
ii, 327 ff., with the wrong year of death and also i,
187, under Pin without the identity of the two being
recognised, also LatifT, Tedhkire, 168 under Remzi).
Bibliography:
Mehmed Thiireyya, Sia^ill-i
^othmdni, ii, 43, more fully in cOthmanzade Mehmed Ta'ib, Hadikat al-wuzard*, Istanbul 1271,
22 ff., and the Ottoman chroniclers of the 10th/16th
century; L4, art. Pin Mehmed Pasa (§erafeddin
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Turan).—Bursali Mehmed Tahir,
^Othmanli
mu^ellifleri, ii, 111 ff., deals with Plrl Mehmed
Pasha as a literary man. According to him, he wrote
a small collection of poems (diwdnce) and an exposition of a part of the methnewi and of the shdhidi entitled Tuhfe-yi mir, but both works are described by
Mehmed Tahir as still in mss.
(F. BABINGER)
PlRl RE'lS b. Hadjdji Mehmed, a Turkish
mariner, cartographer and author (b. probably
Gallipoli, date of birth unknown; d. Cairo, 961/15534). His uncle, Kemal Re-'is [</.£>.], served as a captain
in the Ottoman fleet but was especially notorious
among Mediterranean Christians for his exploits as a
corsair; it was in this earlier profession by his uncle's
side that Piri Re-'is first learned the trade of seaman.
Generally welcomed by their Arab fellow-Muslims to
use the coasts of Tunisia and Algeria as a base, refuge
and place for selling their booty, they preyed upon
Christian shipping and the coasts of Spain, France,
western and southern Italy and the islands of the
Western Mediterranean. During these campaigns,
which spanned much of the first half of Bayezid II's
reign (sc. 886-900/1481-95), Piri Re'Is acquired an intimate knowledge of both the Mediterranean and of
the "haven-finding art"—various tools aiding
navigation and the expertise in using them—as it existed among his fellow-sailors of that sea. Both personal experience and assiduous gathering of sources
(primarily Italian and Catalan), combined with an
original creative mind, later enabled Pin Re5Is to
produce a remarkable body of cartographic and
hydrographic work.
The second stage in Plri Reals's life began in
900/1495 when the sultan summoned his uncle to
serve in the Ottoman fleet. From then on until Kemal
Re'is's death (either in 916/1510 or 917/1511; for this
date see S. Soucek, Piri Rets and Turkish map-making
after Columbus, 164), he participated, always by his uncle's side, in various naval assignments such as conveying supplies to Mamluk Egypt or patrolling the
sea-lanes between Istanbul and various points of the
Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean, molested by the
Hospitallers of Rhodes [see RODOS]; Kemal ReDIs
especially distinguished himself during the 1499-1502
war with Venice, an event again witnessed by Plrl
ReDIs, who had by then commanded a ship in his own
right; this independence may also have saved his life
when his uncle went down with his ship during a
storm in the eastern Aegean.
Kemal Reals's death signalled a third and most productive stage in Piri Regis's life, for from then on he
spent more time at Gallipoli [see GELIBOLU; until 1518
it was the chief naval base of the Ottoman empire] and
devoted himself to the theoretical side of the seaman's
profession—marine cartography and science of
navigation. His first and most dazzling achievement
occurred in 1513, when he made a world map of
which only a part—probably one-third—has survived. This map is anchored in a double tradition:
that of the Mediterranean portolan chart, and that of
the world map of the age of Great Discoveries (see T.
Campbell, Portolan charts from the late thirteenth century to
1500, in The history of cartography, ed. J.B. Harley and
D. Woodward, i, 371-458; S. Soucek, Islamic charting
in the Mediterranean, in The history of cartography, ii/1,
269-72; idem, Piri Reis, 49-79); a third type of tradition could be added here, that of the "presentation
specimen chart": for its lavishly coloured and
aesthetically appealing form, as well as several topical
legends relating such events as the discovery of
America or describing the new continent's
memorabilia, revealed a purpose that went beyond

serving as a tool for sailors but aimed to impress an
important recipient. The extant part (Istanbul,
Topkapi Palace library, Revan 1633 miikerrer;
dimensions: 90 x 63 cm, parchment), is the western
third or half of the original, and includes a colophon
which reads: "Composed by the poor Plr son of
Hadjdji Mehmed, known as paternal nephew of
Kemal Re-'is, may God pardon them both, in the city
of Gallipoli, in the month of Muharram the sacred,
year nine hundred and nineteen [March-April
1513]." It shows the Atlantic with the adjacent coasts
of Europe and Africa, and the New World as far as
Piri ReDis could piece it together from up to five cartographic sources: a map made by Columbus, as well
as between one and four Portuguese charts, according
to the author's own statements and to internal
evidence. The map is torn longitudinally in such a
way that what must have been its major part, including the bulk of Europe and Africa and all of Asia,
is missing; how and when the mutilation occurred is
unknown, but it may have happened in Cairo where
Piri ReDTs had sailed with several ships of the Ottoman
navy at the conclusion of Sellm I's 1517 conquest of
Egypt, for he states in another work, the Kitdb-i
Bahriyye (p. 5 in the 1935 facs. ed.; see below), that the
sultan had at that point graciously accepted the map.
It then lapsed into oblivion until its 1929 discovery in
the Topkapi Palace library; the map's identification as
a work partly based on an early but no longer extant
map made by Columbus had an effect that transcended the bounds of scholarly interest, and it became an
international sensation as well as a matter of pride for
the young Turkish republic, especially for its founder
Kemal Atatiirk. Upon instructions from the president, the Turkish Historical Society published in 1935
a facsimile together with, in a separate brochure, a full
transcription as well as translation of its legends into
modern Turkish, German, French, English and
Italian (Piri Reis haritast; repr. in 1966; many smaller
scale reproductions exist, the best in M. Mollat du
Jourdin and Monique de La Ronciere, Sea charts of the
early explorers: 13th to 17th century, New York 1984, pi.
28). The documentary value of the chart, which has
sometimes received such inaccurate labels as "the
earliest map of America" or "the lost map by Columbus in a Turkish translation" is indeed considerable,
and could be even greater if it had survived in its entirety, for Piri ReDIs tells us that he had used both
European and Oriental sources in the construction of
the map. Put in modern terms, the result must have
been a work of unique kind and value. Even in its
truncated state, the map is viewed as one of the prime
treasures of the Topkapi Palace; the world-wide interest it has stirred has also provoked some eccentric
interpretations.
The recent and ongoing interest in Piri ReDTs's
world map stands in sharp contrast to the apparent indifference with which it met in the author's lifetime.
Another work of his, the Kitdb-i bahriyye ("Book on
seafaring"; completed in 1521, and reworked in a
second version in 1526; a facsimile of one of its best
manuscripts, Aya Sofya 2612, now in the
Suleymaniye library, was in 1935 published by the
Turkish Historical Society concurrently with the facsimile reproduction of the 1513 world map; our
references are to the page numbers of this edition (Piri
Reis, Kitabi Bahriye)) fared better, however, judging
from the many copies produced during the 16th and
17th centuries. It too is anchored in the tradition of
portolan texts and portolan charts (but also in that of
the closely related genre of isolarii). Although both
pertain to the universal category of sailing directions
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and marine charts, their "portolan" label further
specifies a genre created and perfected in the Mediterranean between the 13th and 17th centuries; moreover, it was a primarily Christian (Italian and
Catalan) speciality, with only marginal Muslim (Arab
and Turkish) participation. The Kitdb-i bahriyye is an
up to a point original and remarkable exception, not
unlike the author's 1513 world map, for Pin Re^is
again gave free rein to his genius and produced a
volume of texts and charts such as none of his Christian models had ever done: a description of the entire
Mediterranean subdivided into chapters, each chapter
accompanied by a chart of the area described. Moreover, a long versified introduction written for the
second version discusses subjects related to navigation, oceanic geography and the ongoing voyages of
discovery. The first version consists of 130 chapters
and charts, the second of 210. Both have a brief preface in which Pin Re^fs tells why he composed the
work: to provide a manual for his Turkish fellowsailors, and to offer a present to Sultan Siileyman on
the occasion of his accession. This preface in prose is
then followed by the versified introduction in the
second recension (pp. 7-85), and by the main body of
the text in prose with charts (86-848); the second version ends in a versified epilogue (849-55), in which the
author tells how in 1524 the Grand Vizier Ibrahim
Pasha [q. v.} had encouraged him to produce a more
polished version of the work and thus worthier of the
august recipient. Neither recension's autographs are
known to have survived, but copies of both (23 and
10, respectively, plus several adaptations and
modifications; a list of the known manuscripts compiled by T. Goodrich can be found in The history of cartography, ii/1, 290-1) have survived and mostly carry
on either original's structure, form and function.
Those of the first version are less polished but meant
as manuals for sailors; those of the second are often
calligraphied, and their lavishly coloured charts pertain to the art of miniature illustration and were clearly produced not for use at sea but as bibliophile artifacts for wealthy or important customers. Especially
striking are elaborate sketches of many port cities, including topographic views of Istanbul, Venice and
Cairo (Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, ms. 658, and
its twin ms. Yildiz Tiirkce 6605, Istanbul University
library, are the best examples). Despite all these additional documentary and artifactual features, however,
the second version does not quite supersede the first;
in fact, one of the special assets of Pin Reals's
portolan—personal and topical reminiscences from
the Turkish corsairs' main base, eastern Algeria and
Tunisia—exists in the second version only in an
abridged form. Moreover, this truncation may have
been performed not by Pfri ReDTs himself but by one
Seyyid Murad or Muradi, the editor of Khayr al-Dfn
Barbarossa's [q. v. ] Ghazawdt, who claims to have
ghost-written also the second version of the Kitdb-i
bahriyye (see H. Yurdaydin, Kitab-i bahriryye'nin telifi
meselesi, in AUDTCFD x [1952], 143-6).
In 935/1528-9 Piri ReDIs produced his last known
work, another map of the world of which again only
a fragment—probably one-sixth—has survived
(Topkapi Palace library, Hazine 1824; parchment, 69
x 70 cm; see colour reproduction in The history of cartography, ii/1, pi. 21). It covers the north-western part
of the Atlantic and the New World from Venezuela to
Newfoundland and the southern tip of Greenland.
This map, too, is signed by the author, and combines
the artifactual qualites of a "presentation copy" with
those of a valuable document. The quality of this fragment suggests that in its original state, the map may
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have been another brilliant example of the subsequently stifled attempt by Muslim cartography to join
Renaissance Europe's exploration of the world.
Aside from writing and cartographical work between 1513 and 1529, all we know of Piri Re^Is during
this period is that he may have on occasion accompanied Khayr al-DTn Barbarossa to North Africa, and
that he must have remained active as a pilot in the
Empire's home waters, as his assignment to steer
Ibrahim Pasha's ship to Egypt (1524) suggests. After
1529, however, all trace of him disappears until he reemerges in 1547 as commander of the Ottoman fleet
based at Suez. In this capacity, Pm Re-'Fs carried out
the reconquest of Aden (1549); but his luck turned in
1552-3 when reports of the approach of an enemy
relief fleet made him raise the siege of Portuguese-held
Hurmuz [q. v.} and withdraw to Basra; worse still, his
subsequent decision to leave the bulk of his ships there
and return with three vessels (one of which was lost en
route) to Suez led to a death sentence by the government which was carried out at Cairo (Cengiz
Orhonlu, Hint kaptanligi ve Piri Reis, in Belleten, xxxiv
[1970], 234-54). This bizarre end of the great cartographer does not seem to have been questioned by
Ottoman observers, but it has puzzled modern
historians; some have wondered if two namesakes are
not being confused (the age factor for example: by
1553 the cartographer would probably have been an
octogenarian). A more likely explanation is the fact
that the Ottoman elite, with the exception of Ibrahim
Pasha, failed to grasp the value of his cartographic
and hydrographic work, and that, personally, Plrl
ReDfs never managed to penetrate the otherwise broad
spectrum of that elite and thus receive the totally different treatment reserved for its members (as exemplified by the case of Khadim Siileyman Pasha
[q.v.], who in 1538 failed before Diu much as Pm
ReDis did before Hurmuz but instead of being executed became Grand Vizier). [See also SELMAN RE3is,
SEYYIDI C ALI RE^IS, TA^RIKH-I HIND-I GHARBI.]

Bibliography: Given in the article, and S.
Soucek, Islamic charting in the Mediterranean, in The
history of cartography, Chicago 1992, ii/1, 263-92 (see
also this volume's bibliographical index, 521-45);
idem, Piri Reis and Turkish mapmaking after Columbus,
London 1992, 162-75; idem, review article discussing the literature on Pm ReDIs, in JAOS (forthcoming).
(S. SOUCEK)
PIRI-ZADE MEHMED SAHIB EFENDI (10851162/1674-1749), Ottoman Sheykh al-Isldm [q.v.] in
Istanbul and the pioneer translator into Turkish
of Ibn Khaldun.
Ibn Khaldun's Mukaddima was quite early known in
Ottoman Turkey, being cited by e.g. Mahmud b.
Ahmed Hafiz al-Din (d. 937/1550) and by HadjdjI
Khalifa in his Kashf al-zunun. But during the years
1138-43/1725-30 Pm-zade translated the Mukaddima
from the beginning to the end of the fifth chapter, i.e.
about two-thirds of the whole, and this was
lithographed at Cairo in 1275/1859, with Ahmed
Djewdet Pasha [q.v.] shortly afterwards translating
the final, sixth chapter. Pm-zade's translation circulated in manuscript, and thus helped considerably
in making Ibn Khaldun a familiar figure in 18th and
19th century Turkey.
Bibliography: Babinger, GOW, 282-3, with the
Ottoman biographical sources; Findikoglu Z.
Fahri, Turkiyede Ibn Haldunizm, in Koprulu armagam,
Istanbul 1953, 159-60; F. Rosenthal, The Muqaddima, an introduction to history, New York 1958, i, pp.
cvii-cviii; I A art. Ibn Haldun (Abdulhak Adnan
Adivar), at cols. 740b-741b. (C.E. BOSWORTH)
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PIRLEPE

PIRLEPE, PRILEP, a town of more than 40,000
inhabitants situated on the northern edge of the fertile
Pelagonian Plain at the foot of the Babuna Mountains
in the southern part of the former Yugoslav
Macedonia. In the Middle Ages, Prilep was the
capital of a Slav principality. In Ottoman times (13951912) it was the centre of an extensive kddillk stretching from the modern Greek border in the south
(Nidze and Kajmak£alan Mountains, 2521 m/8,268
ft) and the Solunska Glava (the highest mountain of
Macedonia, 2540 m/8,331 ft) in the north, an area
which in 1900 contained 141 villages. Especially in
late Ottoman times, Prilep was the commercial
metropolis of northern Macedonia. It was .also an
Islamic centre of regional importance.
Prilep is first mentioned in the edicts of the Byzantine emperor Basil the Bulgar-Slayer (1014), but must
be much older. From the early llth century till 1201,
Prilep was in Byzantine hands; from 1201 till 1246 it
was included in the Second Bulgarian Empire; then
Byzantine again till 1334, when the troops of the Serbian king (later Tsar) Dusan conquered it and included it in the short-lived Serbian empire. After Dusan's
death, it was included in the principality of Vukasin,
who in 1366 declared himself king in Prilep. During
the wars of the 14th century, both sides made use of
Turkish mercenaries. After the death of King
VukaSin in the Battle of the Maritsa (1371) against the
Ottomans, his son Marko Kraljevic came to rule over
Prilep as an Ottoman vassal, serving in the major
campaigns of the Sultans until his death in 1395 in the
Battle of Rovine. Portraits of Vuka§in and Marko are
preserved in the fresco decorations of the church of St.
Year of
registration
1445
1455
1478
1528
1544
1570
1614
1900

Christian
households

350
300
386
463
492
326
135
3,000

Muslim
households

10
21
141
210
189
279
(ca. 400)
1,400

It is clear that during the rule of Mehemmed the
Conqueror, the town of Prilep received an important
group of Muslim Turkish settlers, mostly craftsmen,
as the registers show (tanners, coppersmiths, tailors,
weavers, etc.). The link between the arrival of this
group and the construction of a large mosque in 14767 is evident. At first, the settlers developed along
natural patterns, but after the mid-16th century the
Muslim community grew, especially through the conversion and linguistic assimilation of a part of the local
Christians. The early defters also show that the villages
on the plain, which in the late Ottoman period were
inhabited by Albanian Muslims (Aldanci, BeluSino,
Borino, CrniliSte, Desovo, Drenovo, Gorno ZitoSe,
Norovo, Safcevo and Vrboec) were still almost entirely
Slavic and completely Christian, only a few incidental
Albanian households being registered. The later, entirely Slav Muslim villages (Pomak/TorbeS) of
DebreSte, Lazani and PeStalevo, were also entirely
Christian. The nine Muslim Turkish villages which
the ka4d^ was to have later did not exist in 1445 and
1455. Ali Obasi (Alinci), Dedebalci and §eleverci are
mentioned as places where a few Yiiruk families lived,
serving in the army in time of war. Dedebal(ci) and
the no-longer-existing hamlet of Timur existed

Michael in the Archangel's Monastery above the old
town of Prilep, which was refurbished by the two
rulers. The old Ottoman chroniclers place the conquest of Prilep in the 1380s, which is an evident
mistake. The town and its district were annexed without a struggle or great disturbance after Marko's
death. A part of his troops went over to direct Ottoman service, to become the Christian sipahts known
from the 15th century census registers.
Mediaeval Prilep was situated below a mountain
top castle (first mentioned in 1240) from which the
town took its name (Prilep = "stuck on a mountain"). The greater part of this mediaeval settlement,
with many Byzantino-Slavic churches with wall paintings of high quality, as well as a large monastery, is
still preserved, the site being called "Kale Varos" or
"Prilep-Varos." The town we see today is an Ottoman creation, situated 2 km/1 mile down in the
plain. The Arabic inscription on the oldest preserved
mosque of the town, the Qar§i Camii, from 881/14767, gives an indication of the time at which the new
settlement came into being. Throughout history,
Prilep-Varos remained an exclusively Christian settlement, whereas the new town was first entirely Turkish
but, especially since the 18th century, became
predominantly Christian. For Prilep and its district, a
relatively large number of Ottoman tahnr defiers have
been preserved and are partly published (Sokoloski,
1971), or have been the basis of demographic research
(Stojanovski, 1981). Together with some Poll Tax
registers preserved in Sofia, and with the numbers
collected by Vasil Kan£ev during his solid research
shortly before 1900, they give the following picture:
Total
households

360
321
530
673
681
605
(ca. 550)
4,400

Approximate total
population

1,500
1,380
2,200
3,000
3,000
2,700
2,200

to 1,600
to 1,420
to 2,300
to 3,200
to 3,200
to 2,900
to 2,400
24,540

Percentage
of Muslims

3%
6%
27%
31%
28%
46%
72%
29%

already in the time of Murad II. The same defter also
mentions groups of Christian eshkunajis, serving in the
Ottoman army in time of war and enjoying important
tax facilities. The important monasteries of the Archangels of Prilep and that of Treskavac, 10 km/6 miles
from the town, a Byzantine imperial foundation, were
the property (mulk) of the Metropolitan of Prilep,
David.
In the second half of the 16th century, almost the
entire ndhiye of Moriovo, constituting the mountainous south of the kacld'* of Pirlepe, was transformed
from khdss to wakf property of the Suleymaniye complex in Istanbul. The wakfiyye of this largest of all Ottoman socio-religious foundations, written between
1558 and 1566, does not yet mention these villages
among the wakf property of the foundation. They
must have been added later, most probably towards
the end of the 16th century, when the wave of inflation
caused financial difficulties. The Djizye Defter F 16 A,
a.e. 60 A, in the Sofia National Library, a newlymade tahnr from the year 1023/1614, mentions 28
villages and the number of their households, from
which ajizye was part of the wakf, together with all
other taxes. Four of these villages were situated
outside the ndhiye of Moriovo, four others no longer
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exist, and 20 of them survive to the present day. The
fact that the Moriovo ndhiye was part of this important
wakf helped them to survive the difficulties and arbitrariness of the 17th and 18th centuries. When
many other villages wholly or partly converted to
Islam to escape fiscal and other pressures, the entire
Moriovo remained Christian and some of its villages
grew from a few dozen households into the largest of
the entire kacia*. This little-known phenomenon finds
parallels in the clusters of wakf villages in Central
Greece (wakf of the Walide Sultan Kosem
Mahpeyker) and in Bulgaria (Plevna, wakf of
Mlkhaloghlu CA1I Bey) and elsewhere.
In the first quarter of the 16th century, six more
Muslim Turkish villages came into being in the plain
south of the town: Budaklar (now called Budjakovo),
Biiyuk Oba (Golemo Kojnari), Elekler (Erekovci),
Kanatlarci, Kuciik Oba (Malo Kojnari) and Musa
Obasi (Musinci). Their names and notes in the defters
tell us that they were Yiiriik villages. Their migration
to Macedonia must be seen in connection with the
persecution of the Kizilbash cAlewI groups in Anatolia
under Selfm I. In the important village of Kanatlarci
there was since a long while back a large Bektashl
tekke, which still exists today, being together with the
one in Kircova/Kic'evo, the only tekkes of this order
surviving in Slav Macedonia.
Ewliya Celebi, who visited Prilep in 1071/1660-1,
describes it as a town of 1,000 houses, divided into
over ten mahalles. He mentions the Mosque of the
Alay Bey, which was particularly lofty, and that of
Arslan Pasha, besides a number of mesajids, 200
shops, a pleasant hammdm, a khan and some medreses,
mektebs and tekkes. These numbers look reasonable.
That of the houses must be too high. Most of the
public buildings of Ottoman Prilep were the work of
Kodja Arslan Pasha, who seems to have been still
alive when Ewliya visited the town. In the course of
the 17th century, the administrative subdivisions of
Macedonia changed. Previously, Prilep was part of
the Pa§ha Liwasf. Hadjdji Khalifa mentions the kadd^
as part of the sanajak of Uskiib. In the 19th century it
was attached to the wildyet of Manastfr.
Throughout the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries,
numerous churches were either newly-built and
painted or else thoroughly reconstructed, beginning
with the new church of Bogorodica Pre&ste in PrilepVaro§ itself, from 1420, and with the paintings of the
Treskavac Monastery from 1430 and the choir of the
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monastery church of Zrze, shortly after 1400. Some of
the newly-built and painted churches, such as in
Dolgaec, from 1454-5, explicitly mention "Tsar
Mehmet Tsalapi" as ruling Sultan. The paintings in
the nave of the monastery church of Treskavac, from
1480-90, belong to the best of the entire Balkans.
Highlights of 16th century painting are those in the
Monastery of Zrze, the work of the Albanian artist
Onufre of Elbasan. Zrze has also good examples of
paintings from 1625 and 1636. Other important and
well-preserved works of the 17th century are the
village churches of Rilevo and Slep^e, built and
painted in 1617 and 1627. The difficult economic and
social conditions of the late 17th and 18th century did
not allow Christian art under the Ottomans to
flourish.
In 1807 Francois Pouqueville visited Prilep and
describes it as a town of 1,000 to 1,100 houses, illustrating the stagnation of the 18th century. Prilep's
great time was to come in the 19th century, when the
population almost quintupled, the Macedonian Christians growing at a much faster rate than the Muslims.
In this time, Prilep became the commercial metropolis
of inland Macedonia. A disastrous fire of 1273/1856-7
could not stop this expansion. In 1861 von Hahn
noted a "richly-stored, newly-built bazaar". In these
years the entire town centre was rebuilt on a regular
chess board plan. A monumental Clock Tower was
added and the old mosque from 1476-7 was restored
and doubled in size by a huge annex.
At the end of the 19th century, the town had more
than 24,000 inhabitants, 16,700 being Macedonian
Christians, 6,200 Muslim Turks and the remainder
Gypsies. Sami Bey in his Kdmus al-acldm, ii, Istanbul
1316/1898-9, describes Prilep as having ten mosques,
three tekkes, five medreses, two hammdms, a Riishdiyye
school, an Ibtfda^iyye school, seven Muslim primary
schools, six Christian primary schools and two churches. He also mentions the famous Prilep Fair in
August-September. The greater part of the population was, according to Saim Bey (but this is an incorrect source), Muslim. The Muslims spoke Ottoman
Turkish and Albanian, the Christians spoke
Bulgarian and Rumanian.
For the composition of the population of the district
of Prilep in the late Ottoman period, we have the data
from the Nufus Defiers of 1884 and 1890, the numbers
of the Sdlndme of 1305/1888, and Kancev's detailed
and reliable numbers. They are as follows:

The population of the kacja0 of Pirlepe according to various late 19th century sources
Nufus Defter
1884

Sdlndme
1888

Nufus Defter
1890

Kancev
c. 1900

BulgariansI Macedonian Christians
Muslims
Vlachs
Gypsies

44,759
13,753
753
709

29,041
30,271
498
in the
above

50,916
13,342
528
1,634

57,213
13,415
745
1,775

Totals

59,974

59,312

66,420

73,146

24%

50,2%

22%

20%

Percentage of
Muslims

It is evident that the numbers of the Salndme, intended for public use, are gross distortions, of a kind
known also from elsewhere [see OKHRI]. The real state
of affairs is reflected in the numbers of mosques and

churches in the 141 villages of the ko4a? of Pirlepe as
given by Sam! Bey on the basis of the Sdlndme: 34 mosques, in the 18 villages with Muslim inhabitants and
the town together, and 101 churches in the 122 Chris-
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tian villages. The proportion of Muslims to Christians
was 20% to 80%, that of mosques and churches 25%
to 75%, or almost the same.
During the First Balkan War, Prilep was taken by
the Serbian Army in 1912. Town and district remained part of Serbia, later Yugoslavia, till 1992,
although interrupted by harsh Bulgarian occupations
during both World Wars. The population of the town
changed considerably through the emigration of a
large part of the Muslim citizens to Turkey in the
1950s. In the post-war years, the town, which had
stagnated in the interwar period because of changes in
the trade routes and economic system, was "modernised", in which process most of the Ottoman
buildings disappeared. In 1990 the old mosque of
1476 was still standing, together with the Clock Tower
from 1280/1863-4 and one wall of the monumental
Kur^unh khan of Kodja Arslan Pasha from the 17th
century.
In the villages of the former kadd^, the changes were
less drastic. The greater part of the Pomak [q.v.] and
Albanian Muslim populations remained where it was,
although both communities grew, but slowly, due to
emigration. The Turkish population of the former
Yuriik villages is also still present and saw a slow
growth from ca. 2,000 to a little below 3,000 souls, living in Budaklar, Elekler, Kanatlarci and Musa
Obasi/Musinci. The other originally Turkish villages
had by 1970 completely lost their Muslim population,
their place being taken by Macedonians.
Bibliography: Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme, v,
Istanbul 1315/1897-8, 570-2; J.G. von Hahn, Reise
von Belgrad nach Saloniki, Vienna 1861, 110; V.
Kan£ev, Makedonija, etnografija i statistika, Sofia 1900
(repr. in Izbrani proizvedenija, Sofia 1970,) 544-8
(generally accepted to be the most reliable population numbers on late Ottoman Macedonia); L.
Schulze-Jena, Makedonien, Landschafts- und Kulturbilder, Jena 1927 (information collected in 1916-18
and 1923-4), 159-60; A. Nikolovski, D. Cornakov,
K. Balabanov, The cultural monuments of Macedonia,
Skopje 1961, 157-79; Enciklopedija Jugoslavije, vi,
Zagreb 1965, 616-17; Sv. Radojttc, Jedna slikarska
skola iz druge polovina XV veka, in Zbornik za Likovne
Umetnosti, i (Novi Sad 1965), 68-104; J. Trifunoski,
Bitolsko - Prilepsko kotlina, antropogeogrqfski proucvanja,
Skopje 1970; M. Sokoloski, A. Stojanovski, Turski
dokumenti za istorijata na Makedonskiot narod, Opsiren
Popiski Defter no. 4, Skopje 1971, 37-130 (full
publication of the Ottoman Tahrir of 1454-5 (Ursinus), wrongly dated 1467-8); Prilep i Prilepsko niz
istorijata, kniga prva, Prilep 1971; Bosko Babic, Srednovekovna naselba, crkva i nekropola Sv. Dimitrija, PrilopVaros, in Arheoloski Pregled, xiv (Belgrade 1972);
idem, Some of the essential characteristics of the origin and
development of medieval Prilep, in Balcanoslavica, vi
(Prilep 1977), 29-35; M. Kiel, Some little-known
monuments of Ottoman Turkish architecture in the Macedonian province: Slip, Kumanovo, Prilep, Strumitsa, in
Giiney-Dogu Avrupa Arastirmalan Dergisi, 6-7 (Istanbul
1978), 153-78 (updated repr. in Kiel, Studies on the
Ottoman architecture of the Balkans, Variorum, London
1990); A. Stojanovski, Gradovite na Makedonija od krajot na XIV do XVII vek, Skopje 1980; Elica Maneva,
Srednovekoven nakit od Makedonija, Skopje 1992, 186-7
(plan of the mediaeval town).
(M. KIEL)
PISHDADIDS, a mythical dynasty of ancient
Persia, given a considerable role in the national
historical tradition of Persia. This tradition was essentially put together in the khwaddy-ndmags of late
Sasanid times and, like most of our information on
Sasanid history, has to be reconstructed from post-

Sasanid, mainly early Islamic sources. Hence we find
information on the Pishdadids in such sources as alTabari, al-Mascudi, Hamza al-Isfahani and alThacalibl.
Hamza, ed. Beirut n.d. [ca. 1961], 13, 16-17,
makes the Fishdadiyya the first tabaka of the kings of
Persia (the second being the [also legendary]
Kayaniyya, the third the Ashghaniyya or Arsacids,
and the fourth the Sasaniyya), with nine monarchs
whose rule totalled 2,470 years. The Persian national
history begins in fact with Kayumarth or Gayomard,
the first world-king, and it is his grandson or greatgrandson Hushang (OP Haosyanha), called paradhdta
(NP ptshddd) "the one who first establishes the law"
(see Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch, 126), who, as bearer
of the "royal glory" (hvarna,farrah), is regarded as the
founder of the Pishdadids. Subsequent members of
the dynasty include such heroic figures as Tahmurath,
Djamshid, Farldun, Manucihr and Garshasp, and the
national history records their struggles with the tyrant
Dahak and with the leader of Turan [q. v. ] Afrasiyab
[9.0.]. Then after the reigns of Garshasp and Zab,
often described as co-rulers, came an interregnum
and the advent of the new dynasty of Kayanids.
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the text, see Tabari, i, 170-2, 174-6, 179-83 (tr. F.
Rosenthal, The history ofal-Tabari. i. General introduction and from the Creation to the Flood, Albany 1989,
341-2, 344-5, 348-52), 201-10, 225-30 (tr. W. Brinner, ibid. ii. Prophets and Patriarchs, Albany 1987, 110, 23-7), 430-40; Mascudi, Murudi, ii, 110-19 = §§
535-41; idem, Tanbih, 85-8, tr. 122-7; Tha^dlibt,
Ta^nkh Ghurar al-siyar, ed. and tr. H. Zotenberg,
Paris 1900, 5 ff.; E. Yarshater, Iranian national
history, in Camb. hist. Iran, iii/1, 370-4.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
PISHKASH (P.) as a general term designates a
present, usually from an inferior to a superior. As a
technical term it denotes a "regular" tax (pishkash-i
mustamarrt) and an ad hoc tax levied by rulers on provincial governors and others, and an ad hoc impost laid
by governors and officials in positions of power on the
population under their control. The offering of
presents to rulers and others was known from early
times (cf. Abu '1-Fadl Bayhaki, Tdrikh-i Bayhaki, ed.
A.A. Fayyad, Mashhad 1350 ^/1971, 655, 679, 705,
734-5, 789, 815). With the proliferation of dues which
took place under the Ilkhanate, the giving of gifts to
the ruler and his officers was transformed into an ad
hoc impost known by such terms as sa^uri and tuzghu
rather than pishkash (see G. Doerfer, Turkische und
mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, Wiesbaden 196375, i, 335). Under the Timurids and the Turkoman
dynasties the term pishkash for such imposts is common. It was levied on the population of a district collectively (pishkash-i dj.am^i) and on individuals
(pishkash-i ghayr-i djamct) (see Sayyid Hossein Modarressi Tabataba'i, Farmdnhd-yi Turkamdndn-i Kara
Koyunlu wa Ak Koyunlu, Kum 1352 jA/1973-4, 103,
115, 126). Under the Safawids, pishkash is attested
both as a due or tax paid on a regular basis and as an
ad hoc levy; it constituted an important source of
revenue. An official of the royal secretariat (daftarkhdna), known as the pishkash-niwis (the registrar of
presents), recorded the number and value of pishkash.
This official is found until the second half of the 19th
century (cf. W. Ouseley, Travels in various countries of
the East, more particularly Persia, etc., London 1819, ii,
172-3). Provincial governors paid pishkash on appointment and thereafter annually at the Naw Ruz [see
NAWRUZ] (cf. K. Rohrborn, Provinzen und Zentralgewalt
Persiens im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert, Berlin 1966, 92).
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Holders of tuyuls and soyurghah, unless given immunity, were subject to the payment of pishkash, as also
were the leaders of dhimmi communities (cf.
documents in A.D. Papazyan, Persidskie dokumentl
Matenadarana. 1. Ukazl, vlpusk perm (XV-XVI vv.),
Erivan 1956 and idem, Persidskie dokumentl
Matenadarana. 2. Ukazl, vlpusk vtoroy (1601-1650), and
H. Busse, Untersuchungen zum islamischen Kanzleiwesen,
Cairo 1959, 212-13). As in the case of other taxes and
funds, drafts were sometimes drawn on pishkash and
collected locally. The Dastur al-muluk of Mirza RafFa
(Muhammad Taki Danish-pazhuh, Dastur al-muluk-i
Mirza Rafi-d wa Tadhkirat al-muluk-i Mirza ShafPa, in
Tehran University, Rev. de lafaculte des lettres et sciences humaines, xv/5-6 [1968], xvi/1-6 [1968-9]) and the
Tadhkirat al-muluk (Persian text in facsimile, tr. and
explained by V. Minorsky, London 1943) record late
Safawid practice and also the levy of commissions and
fees on pishkash made for various officials. Occasions
for the exaction of ad hoc pishkash were numerous.
They included conquest of a town or district, the circumcision of princes, royal marriages, royal "progresses" and the progress of governors through their
provinces. If the Shah visited one of his subjects, his
host was expected to give him a present in return (R.
du Mans, Estat de la Perse en 1660, ed. C. Schefer,
Paris 1890, 33). The grant of immunity from pishkash
is attested in a number of documents (cf. Sayyid Hossein Modarressi Tabataba'i, op. cit., and Papazyan,
op. cit.) andfarmdns (cf. afarmdn of Shah Tahmasp,
dated 932/1526, engraved at the entrance of the Amir
c
lmad al-Din mosque in Kashan (cAbd al-Husayn
Nawa°i, Shah Tahmdsp-i Safawi madjmu^a-yi asndd wa
mukdtabdt-i tdrikhi, Tehran 1350 sh/1971-2, 509).
The levy of "regular" pishkash and ad hoc pishkash
continued under the Kadjars (cf. United Kingdom,
Parliament. Accounts and Papers. Report on Persia,
A&P 1867-68, quoted by C. Issawi, The economic history
of Iran 1800-1914, Chicago 1971, 366, and also the
agreement made between the Imam of Muscat and
the Persian Government dated 1272/1886 in
Djahangir Ka D im-Makami, Yak sad wa pandjah sanad-i
tdrikhi, Tehran 1348 \y£/1969-70, 215-16. See also
Muhammad Dja c far b. Muhammad Husayn NaDInI,
Djami^-i Dja^ari, ed. Iradj Afshar, Tehran 1353
^71974-5, 592, 593-4; Afdal al-Mulk, Afdal altawdrikh, ed. Mansura Ittihadiyya (Nizam Mafi); and
Sirus Sacdwandiyan, Tehran 1361 M/1982-3, 391,
435). Its levy pressed heavily on the population (cf.
Lady Sheil, Glimpses of life and manners in Persia, London 1856, 393). Open criticism of the practice of the
levy of pishkash was not to be expected, but voices
against it were sometimes heard. One such was that
of Muhammad ShafF KazwTni, a hatter (kuldh-furushi)
of Kazwm, who commented on the evils of pishkash in
an essay written between 1264/1848 and 1266/1850,
which he sent to the Amir Kablr, Nasir al-Dln's first
minister (Kdnun-i Kazwini, ed. Iradj Afshar, Tehran
1370 5^/1991).
Bibliography: Haphazard references to pishkash
are to be found in historical texts and documents.
See also A.K.S. Lambton, Pishkash: present or
tribute?, in BSOAS, Ivi (1993).
(ANN K.S. LAMBTON)
PISHPEK. a s e t t l e m e n t of early and mediaeval
Islamic times in the Cu [q. v. ] valley of the Semire£ye
in Turkestan, during the Soviet period forming the
city of F r u n z e (lat. 42° 54' N., long. 74° 36' E.).
The region of Pishpek and nearby Tokmak is known
to have been in mediaeval Islamic times a centre of
Nestorian Christianity, and inscribed grave stones,
the oldest of which date back to the time of the Kara
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Khitay [q. v. ] (6th/12th century), have been found
there (see W. Barthold, Zur Geschichte des Christentums
in Mittel-Asien bis zur mongolische Eroberung, Tubingen
and Leipzig 1901, 1-2, 37-8 et passim).
In the early 19th century, the Khans of Khokand
[q. v. ] founded a fort at Pishpek, captured in 1862 by
the advancing Russians, who then founded in 1878 a
town there. When the Kirghiz SSR was created as
part of the Soviet Union in 1926, Pishpek became its
capital and was re-named Frunze after the Bolshevik
commander M.V. Frunze, sent by Lenin in 1919-20
to Central Asia in order to combat the Basmaci
fighters there for local independence. In 1970 Frunze
had a population of 431,000. With the break-up of the
former Soviet Union, the city has now been re-named
Bishkek, within the Kyrgyzstan Republic.
Bibliography: See also BSE2, xxviii, cols. 31619.
_
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
PISHTAK (P.), literally, "the arch in front",
hence the portal of an important building, the
term being appropriate to the advancing of the structure, at least in its developed form, forward from the
plane of the facade: it is formally typified by this projection, and the articulation of receding planes to the
entrance within. Though initially used throughout the
Middle East and Hindustan, the portal came to be
most typical of Perso-Indian architecture. The Persian concept appears to be connected with the Arabic
dihliz as the palace vestibule where the ruler appeared
for public audience, as at c Amman [q. v. ]. It draws on
the images of pre-Islamic wonders, particularly on the
great Sasanid Tak-i Kisra [q.v.] at Ctesiphon (3rd
century A.D.), as extolled by, for example, al-Buhturl
[q.v.] in the 3rd/9th century (loc. cit. in Bibl.), and
ultimately on Solomon's buildings, with which the
Bab Djayrun became identified (see Soucek, op. cit. in
Bibl.). As Golombek and Wilber have pointed out, the
scale of the portal appears to reflect the status of the
founder (op. cit. in Bibl., 206-7), height, irtifdc, being
a standard metaphor for exaltation; it often displayed
his name conspicuously. It is also suggested (Bloom,
op. cit. in Bibl., 26) that portals may have symbolised
a source from which baraka might emanate (cf. Bab in
Encycl. Iranica), especially in a Sh^i context; this may
have extended to some tombs. In mosques their inscriptions often identify them as entrances to the
world of prayer, and ultimately paradise. Hillenbrand
has also inferred that in some later tomb towers, as at
Bastam (700/1301), it may have had a cultic
significance (op. cit. 1982, in Bibl., 249). Mosque entrances remained flush until the Fatimids introduced
the projection in the early 4th/10th century.
The features characteristic of the developed portal
include a rectangular front taller than its width, surrounded by successive architrave friezes of running
ornament and inscriptions, some in different planes,
or comprising superimposed arched niches, enclosing
an archway whose spandrels are set off with bosses,
panels, or later with arabesque designs; its recessed
rear wall in turn houses a smaller arch, later joined to
it by a semivault, either through mukarnas [q.v.] or
squinch netting, leaving a tympanum over the doorway. Both arches may have round angle shafts. As
such the organisation is close to that of the mihrdb
[q.v.], and appears to have developed in parallel with
it. The format also applies, especially in the PersoIndian context, to the handling of iwdn fronts [q.v.],
here used in the arthistorian's sense.
In the pre-Islamic phase, the iwdn arch at
Ctesiphon is flush with the screen wall on either side,
to which it relates much as that at the Parthian palace
at Assur, itself derived from Roman prototypes, as
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was that at Hatra; it formerly had an arcuated archivolt. In niches at the palace at Bishapur (A.D. 260)
the arch is framed by key-pattern friezes within the
flanking pilasters. The gateway of the 6th century
Sasanid palace at Damghan, now in the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, incorporates two concentric arches
recessed one well within the other. The roughly contemporary rock-hewn iwdns of the Tak-i Bustan near
Kirmanshah incorporate stucco angels in the spandrels and a garlanded archivolt. A fagade shown on
the post-Sasanid Fortress Plate in the Hermitage,
which as Pope showed has features in common with
the Parthian shrine at Takht-i Sulayman, already
shows the arched door set in a clearly defined rectangular frame, of which the upper panel ends in a
cresting different from that on the flanking walls. The
pre-Islamic prototypes thus occur in both sacred and
palace buildings. This dual use was to continue in
Muslim buildings.
Creswell (op. cit. in Bibl., 1958, 197) identified the
liwdn arch on the south side of the Court of Honour
at al-Ukhaycjir (ca. 140-60/760-80 [q.v.]) as the first
example of the pishtdk, but it has fallen, and the
reconstruction of a rectangular frame is conjectural; it
does, however, show the taller arch as the inevitable
expression of a wide central bay in a wall of smaller
arcading. The iwdn of the Tarik Khana Mosque at
Damghan (4th/10th century) was probably comparable, with a frame rising from above the crowns of
the lateral arcades, much as in the Masdjid-i Djamic
at Na°rn (ca. 340/950). In the Great Mosque at
Samarra (234-7/848-52), the complete format can
already be recognised in the mihrdb, with its tall,
recessed rectangular frame, two concentric pointed
arches supported on paired angle shafts of rose marble
on each side, and mosaic spandrels. At Cordoba, the
Bab al-Wuzara3 (Puerta de San Esteban) of 241/855-6
has a horseshoe arch recessed close within a rectangular frame (alfiz) set above the level of the door
lintel, a treatment which persists in the Maghrib:
there are traces of flanking elements on either side in
the flush wall. The full expression of this raised framing, with a cresting of five intersecting arches above,
survives in a side door built by al-Hakam II in ca.
364/965. In the tomb of the Samanids at Bukhara
(pre-331/943) the portal is still flush, but two concentric arches rest on angle shafts, with a decorated tympanum over the door, geometric panels in the spandrels, and a framing frieze of roundels. The entire
front of the mausoleum of cArab Ata (367/977-8) at
Tim in Uzbekistan is a pishtdk rising between
polygonal shafts at the corners to screen the lower part
of the dome, and a deep cavetto moulding within the
frame enhances the recession, with a striking row of
three blind arches above the entry. In the Buyid Djurdjir portal (4th/10th century) at Isfahan, the arch is
joined to the entrance wall by two quadrants of a
semidome, with a window between. The implications
of the dominant fagade at Tim are realised in the three
Karakhanid [see ILEK KHANS] tombs at Uzgend in
Kyrgyzstan (Kfrgizstan) (ca. A.D. 1012-1187), where
the diapered terracotta, while derived from the
Samanid tomb, is now clearly articulated within successive frames reaching the ground, but without the
intervention of an arcade; it includes early geometric
frets. The Karakhanid mausoleum of cAlambardar at
Astana-Baba (ca. 395/1005?) in Turkmenistan has an
advanced ptshfdk housing one arch recessed within another, and what appears to have been a full architrave
frame (its top is missing) as the centre bay of a tripartite arched front (Pugachenkova, op. cit. in Bibl., 26874). A century later, the Salgjjuk mausoleum at

Takistan in western Persia still has, by contrast, a
single, full-front facade, with the outer frame uniting
repeatedly recessed frames for the three sections, and
rows of flat trilobed mukarnas in the top of each
(Hillenbrand, op. cit. 1972 in Bibl.).
The use of superimposed blind niches to flank the
main arch derived from Roman practice, as can be
seen in the projecting portal of the great mosque at
Mahdiyya (308/920-1) [see BAB, pi. xxv a], whence it
appears to have been brought to Fatimid Egypt, in the
Mosque of al-Hakim (393/1003) and the Mosque of
al-Akmar (519/1125) at Cairo: the latter has a
semidomed arch with radial ribbing, flanked by
similar superimposed niches with angle shafts and, for
the first time, square-framed mukarnas hoods over the
lower pair. The absence of minarets in these mosques
is due to the connection between the portal itself and
the call to prayer in Fatimid Egypt. The Akmar front
is angled so as to adjust the line of a pre-existing street
to the kibla-orientated interior. The derivation may
have proceded separately in Persia.
The 18 m outer arch of the Ribat-i Malik on the
Bukhara-Samarkand road (pre-1078), standing 6 m
higher than the walls, is framed by a broad architrave
of contiguous stars in relief, housing a smaller entry
arch within a plain outlined frame for contrast. That
of Sandjar's Ribat-i Sharaf (508/1114-15 [q.v.]) on the
Marw-Nlshapur road is framed by a Kufic inscription
in deep relief contrasted with smooth mouldings,
around a similar four-centred archivolt and diapered
spandrels; in the comparable inner portal the inscription rises from piers indented with tall arched niches
on either side. By the early 6th/12th century the sanctuary iwdn of the Masdjid-i Djamic at Isfahan probably had a pishtdk rising more than twice the height of
the two-storied wings on either side, whose original
form appears to have incorporated lateral frames of
arched panels set one over the other, and a pronounced archivolt; the north entrance was built in 515/1121,
and, according to MafarrukhT, was flanked by paired
minarets. The Saldjuk format of a four-centred arch
flanked by superimposed niches is established clearly
but simply in the iwdns of the Masdjid-i Djamic at
Zawara (530/1135-6) and that at Ardistan (555/1160),
concurrently with the appearance of the four-iwdn
plan in Djibal province. The mosque of Imam Hasan
at Ardistan (late 6th/12th century) has a portal once
crowned by two minarets, possibly the earliest of the
type to have survived. Records of the portal at the
mausoleum of Mu D mina Khatun at Nakhc'iwan
(582/1186) (Useynov et alii, op. cit. in Bibl., 89, 92)
show it to have had a tall arch framed between two
cylindrical minarets rising from the ground. In
Ghurid work, as at the Shah-i Ma§hhad madrasa
(571/1175-6) in Qhardjistan, and the Masdjid-i
Djamic (ca. 1200) at Harat [q.v.], the emphasis remains on broad, highly ornamented Kufic frames.
The east iwdn at Zawzan (616/1219) incorporates
both epigraphic frieze and elaborate mukarnas vaulting. Subsequent structural and decorative developments were to be variations on this scheme. The
classic form is achieved in the Masdjid-i Djamic at
Waramin (726/1326), with a generous arch, splayed
flanks to the projection, and fully integrated faience
and terracotta decoration. This splay led later to the
Tlmurid incorporation of pishtak in the hash} bihisht
plan type.
A type distinguished by a mukarnas hood spanning
from front wall to entry wall emerged in Syria, first in
shallow stucco at the Muristan Nun at Damascus
(549/1154) and then in full depth in stone in the
madrasa of ghadbakht (589/1193) or the Ribaf Nasin
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(635/1237-8) at Aleppo [see BAB, pi. xxvi]; it results in
a triangular profile of successive arcs on the facade.
This was subsequently used on mosques. It reached
Egypt in the madrasa of Baybars (662/1264). Though
keel-vaulted entrances were still used for some
caravanserais in Anatolia, it was already used there by
ca. 1200 in the Halifet Gazi mausoleum at Amasya
(traditionally dated 540/1145-6) with wriggling torus
frames around an arch set on elongated corbels, in the
Sitte Melik Kumbeti at Divrigi (592-1195-6) with its
more sober cranked frame, and in the Mama Hatun
Kumbeti (1200-20) at Tercan, where it is flanked by
tall angular niches. By 656/1258 it appeared in the
mosque of Sahib Ata at Konya flanked by a pair of
pleated brick minarets above two diminutive superimposed niches framed by knotted strapwork and
mouldings. This type with minarets achieved full expression in the Qifte Minareli Medrese at Erzurum
(639/1242?), and the Gok Medrese and Qifte Minareli
Medrese, both of 670/1271, in Sivas. A variant with
a flat-topped hood appeared in parti-coloured marble
in the Biiyuk Karatay Medrese, Konya, of 649/1251,
with cabled angle shafts. Other, highly sculptural
Anatolian forms in this wonderfully inventive period
are in the ince Minareli Medresesi, Konya (ca. 125879), with an inner arch tied by a knotted inscription
band through a semidomed outer arch to an arcuated
cresting, and the Ulu Cami at Divrigi (626/1228-9),
where the swarming, heraldic ornament all but
obscures the form. The full Egyptian form is to be
seen 37 m high in the mosque of Sultan Hasan in
Cairo (760/1359), apparently deriving from the Gok
Medrese, with its two minarets: the hood climbs to a
cusped semidome at the apex, a Syrian detail already
used in the Great Mosque of Baybars (667/1269) in its
lateral niches [see BAB, pi. xxvb]. Ottoman portals
were to incorporate flattened variants of the triangular
Saldjiik hood [ibid. pi. xxixa], but their significance
was usually reduced by the use of an arcade in front.
The format_ with double minarets, apparently
adopted from Adharbaydjan, was to be characteristic
of 8th/14th century Persia under the Mongols. In the
Masdjid-i Djamic at Ashtardjan (715/1315) they are
set back behind the plane of the pishtdk frame to rise
on top of the structure. The height of the arch is three
times its width, housing a mukarnas semi-dome divided
from the entry arch by a horizontal inscription frieze,
all flanked by three tall superimposed arched niches;
subtle use is made of blue glazed brick. Other examples are the portals of the khdnakdh at Natanz
(707/1307-8) . and the Mascljid-i Nizamiyya at
Abarkuh (ca. 725/1325), culminating in the pishtdk of
the great mosque at Yazd (ca. 730/1330, reconstructed
in 765/1364), twice its width in height, with four tiers
of niches, where extra buttressing is required behind
the facade. In that at Kirman, built under the Muzaffarids in 750/1349, the format is transformed by an
overall reventment of mosaic tile, with arabesques in
the spandrels. The use of a cable moulding to frame
the main arch may be a reference to Solomon's supposed ability to mould stone, as told of cabled shafts
in Jerusalem (see MIHRAB, pi. 1, for the mihrdb of
Sulayman in the Kubbat al-$akhra). The squinch nets
first devised under the Muzaffarids, though already
implicit in the star vaults at Isfahan, appear in
TTmurid work by the end of the century: they are used
structurally in the iwdns of the Mosque of Firuzghah
at Turbat-i Djam (846/1442-3), but were later to be
false. By the second half of the 9th/15th century they
were widely to replace mukarnas as the means of transition, though they survived longer in portals than elsewhere, sometimes in combination with nets, as in the
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much-restored iwdn of CA1I Shir Nawa3! at Mashhad.
The Great Mosque of c All £hah at Tabriz (ca. 71020/1310-20) incorporates a vast iwdn (30.15 m span)
in deliberate emulation of Ctesiphon (22.86 m). Not
only its size, but the marble columns of the courtyard,
and the great marble slabs in the entrances, were to
be copied by Tlmur in his Masdjid-i Djamic at
Samarkand (806/1403-4) (17 m, and 19 m high), after
his even larger portal for the Aksaray at Shahr-i Sabz
(781-98/1379-96) (22.30 m, ca. 50 m high). These
may have been influenced by a late 8th/14th century
mosque at Sultaniyya, no longer extant, since in all
three the flanking minarets sprang from the ground
(Golombek and Wilber, op. cit., cat. 211). In all, too,
the cabled moulding is prominent. This was to be a
model for subsequent TTmurid, $afawid, and Mughal
pishtdks.
H i n d u s t a n . The introduction of arched stone
frontal screens [see MASDJID. II. In Muslim India]
gave the central bay a new potential. The form and
articulation of the Ribat al-Sharaf front was to be
emulated in the deeply-carved screen of the Masdjid
Kuwwat al-Islam (595/1199) at Dihli [q.v.], and more
closely in that of the Afha°I-din-ka Djhonpfa mosque
at Adjmer (607-33/1211-36), with its cusped lateral
arches, but this time with two non-functional reeded
minarets set on top of the 17m central bay: the HaratI
(?) architect cited the Kutb Minar in their profile [see
MANARA. 2. In India], probably as a symbol of dominion, thus giving them a new semantic purpose to be
resumed elsewhere. In form, he seems to have anticipated the Anatolian double type. The implication,
rather than the form of such treatment was continued
in the massive domed entrances and iwdns of
Tughlukid mosques. That at Djahanpanah (Begampur, Dihli ca. 744/1343) incorporates a projecting
cahdrtdk porch with battered walls, enhanced by a
wedge of access steps, and a towering pishtdk to the
prayer hall between tapering round angle turrets, in
which the arch is almost as tall as the parapet, dwarfing the triple entrance within. This tendency was
taken still further at Djawnpur, as at the Atala
Masdjid (811/1408), where the sides of the pishtdk
frame are expressed as battered rectangular piers, still
housing niches, with an architrave bridging the arch
at the top; in front of the prayer hall, the structure
forms a pylon five stories high, outtopping the dome,
17 m wide at the base and 23 m high; the arch itself
houses five tiers of grouped openings. The guldasta, a
shaft-like pinnacle, is introduced in Tughlukid work
as a prolongation of the angle turret, and is subsequently transformed. Exceptionally, in the LodI
mosque at Khayrpur, Dihli (900/1494), a facade
directly based on the Mustansiriyya at Baghdad
(1233) is modified by advancing the central bay. A
TTmurid form first appears in the Masdjid-i Kuhna at
DihlT (ca. 1540), with reeded angle shafts recalling the
Kutb, rising into guldasta among merlons at the
skyline, black fillets trimming an epigraphic frieze,
and the first use of geometric white marble inlay in the
flat tympanum. Red sandstone is henceforward the
normal matrix, with inlaid work [see PARC'IN-KARI] . By
969/1561-2, the Khayr al-Manazil, ca. 1568-70, incorporates a semidome for the first time. The portal
of Akbar's mosque in the 6ishtT Dargah at Adjmer
(977/1570) projects between splayed reveals, with one
tall arch recessed within another [see MUGHALS. 7. Architecture, pi. xx, 1]. His Buland Darwaza at Fathpur
STkrT returns in 983/1575-6 to the monumental scale,
39.62 m wide and 40.84 m high, at the top of a vast
flight of steps. The projection is hemioctagonal, with
shafts at the angles, the great arch of the main face
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housing a hemioctagonal recess with a squinch-netted
semidome above. Each splayed face and the three internal sides are articulated in three storeys, with a
cresting of small open domed kiosks in series on the
skyline. The inscriptions carved in cartouches on the
architrave celebrate prayer as a gateway to paradise.
The pishtdk acquires a new independence in the Nil
Kanth belvedere at Mandu (982/1574-5), where three
are grouped to surround a courtyard with a cascade.
In Akbar's tomb at Sikandra, the gateway
(1022/1613) has the arched format of Adjmer, but is
flanked by wings each housing two superimposed arches of the same depth. The inlay is the first to include
floral motifs. Above each bevelled corner stands a tall
marble minaret, still reeded at the base. The rise of
the pishtdk inherently tended to obscure the dome of a
maksura behind it, as evident at Fathpur Slkn [see
MUGHALS. 7, pi. xx, 2]. A solution to the problem was
found in the little Naglna Masdjid (ca. 1630) in the
Agra Fort, where the newly popular Ban gall curve
was used to raise the chadjdja line over the centre bay.
Other devices were tried in smaller mosques [see
MASDJID, volL VI, at 697-8]. In the major metropolitan
mosques at Agra (1058/1648), Dihll (1060-6/1650-6),
and Lahawr (1084/1673-4), however, the pishtdk was
retained, with a relatively wide arch surrounded by an
unpunctuated architrave, framed by angle shafts
enlarged to slender, lanterned minarets, and a single
entry arch within [see MUGHALS. 7, pis. xxxi-xxxii].
Palace pavilions [see MAHALL] generally had straight,
uninterrupted eaves, and the function of the pishtdk at
court was restricted to entrance gates, often with a
raised gallery for the musicians [see MUGHALS. 7, pis.
xxiv, 2 and xxviii, 2].
Bibliography: For parallel material, see BAB
(some parts of sequence now outdated). For the image of Ctesiphon, see BuhturT, tr. G.E. von
Grunebaum, in Kritik und Dichtkunst, Wiesbaden
1955, 59. The general theme of prototypical images
is discussed by B. Finster, in Architekturbeschreibungen
arabischer Autoren des 9.-14. Jahrhunderts, in
Forschungsforum ii (Orientalistik), Bamberg 1990,
56-63, and P. Soucek, The temple of Salomon in Islamic
legend and art, in J. Gutman (ed.), The temple of
Solomon, 1976. The legend of the cabled moulding is
cited by R. Jairazbhoy from J.E. Hanauer, Folklore
of the Holy Land, London 1935, 41.
Other works cited are, alphabetically: J.M.
Bloom, The mosque of al-Hakim in Cairo, in Muqarnas,
i (1983), 15-36; K.A.C. Cresswell, A short account of
early Muslim architecture, Harmondsworth 1958; L.
Golombek and D. Wilber, The Timurid architecture of
Iran and Turan, Princeton 1988; R. Hillenbrand,
Saljuq monuments in Iran. II. The "Pir" mausoleum at
Takistdn, in Iran,JBIPS, x (1972), 45-55; idem, The
flanged tomb tower at Bastdm, in Art et Societe dans le
monde iranien, Paris 1982, 237-61; idem, art. Pishtaq,
in Dict.of the Middle Ages, ix, New York 1987; G.A.
Pugacenkova, Putui razvitiya arkhitekturui yuzhnogo
Turkmenistan, Moscow 1958; M. Useynov (Hiiseynov), L. Bretanitskiy, A. Salamzade, Istoriya
arkhitekturui Azerbaydzhana, Moscow 1963.
Illustrations of Na°fn, Ribat-i Sharaf, Ardistan,
Zawara, Zawzan, Bistam, Ashtardjan and
Waramln can conveniently be found in A. Hutt,
Islamic architecture Iran, 1, London 1977, and Kirman, in ibid., 2, London 1978. See also D. Hill and
O. Grabar, Islamic architecture and its decoration, London 1967 (including Uzgend), and J.D. Hoag,
Islamic architecture, New York 1977. For the Saldjuk
examples in Persia, see A. Godard, Ardistan et
Zaware, in Athar-e Iran ii/1 (Paris 1937), and Isfahan,

in ibid. For the Il-Khanid ones, Godard, Abarquh, in
Athar-e Iran i/1, Paris 1936, and D. Wilber, The architecture of Islamic Iran: the II Khdnid period, Princeton
1955. For Anatolian examples, see A. Gabriel,
Monuments turcs d'Anatolie, ii, Paris 1934 (Amasya,
Divrigi), and A. Kuran, Anadolu medreseleri, i,
Ankara 1969. For India, see the bibliographies
under DIHLI, HIND, MASDJID, and MUGHALS, and E.
Koch, Mughal architecture, an outline of its history and
development, Munich 1991.
(P.A. ANDREWS)
PIST (P.), a kind of food compounded of the liver
of gazelles or almonds, etc. A daily portion of the size
of a pistachio (pista) is taken by those derwishes and
others who undertake long fasts, e.g. the cilia or fortyday fast, and is sufficient to maintain life.
Bibliography: Vullers, Lexicon Persico-Latinum,
s.v. p_ist, cilia.
(R. LEVY)
PIYALE PASHA, Ottoman Grand Admiral,
came according to St. Gerlach, Tage-Buch (Frankfurt
a/M. 1674, 448), from Tolna in Hungary and is said
to have been the son of a shoemaker, probably of
Croat origin. Almost all contemporary records mention his Croat blood (cf. the third series of the Relazioni
degli ambasciatori Veneti al Senato, ed. E. Alberi,
Florence 1844-5, and esp. iii/2, 243: di nazione croato,
vicino ai confini d'Ungheria; 357: di nazione croato; iii/3,
294: di nazione unghero; 418). Following the custom of
the time, his father was later given the name of cAbd
al-Rahman and described as a Muslim (cf. F. Babinger, in Litteraturdenkmdler aus Ungarns Turkenzeit,
Berlin and Leipzig 1927, 35, n. 1). Piyale came in early youth as a page into the Serai in Istanbul and left
it as kapudjt bashl [see KApfpjf]. The year 961/1554 saw
him appointed Grand Admiral (kapudan pasha [q. v. ])
with the rank of a sandjakbey, and four years later he
was given the status of a beylerbey (J. von Hammer,
GOR, iii, 406). He succeeded Sinan Pasha, brother of
the Grand Vizier Rustem Pa§ha [q.v.], in the office
which he had held from 955-61/1548-54. When after
his capture of Djerba and other heroic achievements
at sea he thought he might claim the rank of wezir with
three horse-tails, Sultan Suleyman, thinking it too
soon for this promotion and regarding it as endangering the prestige of the vizierate (see HadjdjI Khalifa.
Tuhfat al-kibdr, first edition, fol. 36, and GOR, iii,
406), married him to his grand-daughter Djewher
Sultan, a daughter of Sellm II (see GOR, iii, 392:
summer of 1562). It was not till five years later that
he received the three horse-tails as a wezir related by
marriage (ddmdd) like Mehmed $okollu Pasjia.
Meanwhile, he had carried out several of his great
exploits at sea and attained the reputation of one of
the greatest of Ottoman admirals. Along with
Torghud ReDfs, at the instigation of the French ambassador d'Aramon, he had harassed the coast around
Naples, besieged and taken Reggio and carried off its
inhabitants into slavery. In 982/1555 he endeavoured
in vain to besiege Elba and Piombino (see GOR, iii,
418), and finally took the fortified harbour of Oran in
Algeria with 45 galleys. In the following year, with 60
warships he occupied the port of Bizerta (Bent-Zert)
and a year later ravaged Majorca with 150 galleys and
burned Sorrento near Naples. In 965/1558 he lay inactive with his fleet, 90 in number, before Valona in
Albania in order to watch the enemy fleets there which
were preparing an enterprise against Djerba and
Tripoli. The 31 July 1560 saw his greatest exploit at
sea, namely, the capture of Djerba, which had shortly
before been taken by the Spaniards; this he did with
120 ships setting out from Modon. On 27 September
1560, he held his triumphal entry into Istanbul, to
which he had sent in advance the news of his victory
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by a galley (see GOR, iii, 421 ff.). The Grand Admiral
did not take to sea again till four years later when, in
August 1564, he took the little rocky island of Penon
de Velez de la Gomera from the Spaniards in order to
prepare for the conquest of Malta, which the sultan's
favourite daughter Mihrimah [see RUSTEM PASHA] was
conducting with all her resources. This time, however, fortune no longer favoured him, for the siege of
Malta in June-July 1565 failed against the heroic
courage of the Christian defenders, who performed
miracles of bravery and inflicted heavy losses on the
Ottomans. During the Hungarian campaign of
Suleyman in the spring of 973/1566, Piyale Pasha was
placed in charge of the harbour and arsenal of Istanbul (see GOR, iii, 438), after previously undertaking
a successful raid on Chios and the Apulian coast (ibid.,
iii, 506 ff.), in which the island of Chios and its harbour passed into his hands (Easter Sunday 1566).
Under Sellm II, his father-in-law, he was disgraced
and deprived of office of Grand Admiral because, it
was alleged, he had kept the greater part of the booty
of Chios for himself (according to the report of the embassy of Albrecht de Wijs of May 1568, in von Hammer, GOR, iii, 782), and replaced by Mu'edhdhinzade CA1T Pasha. He at once endeavoured to regain
the imperial favour by new exploits at sea. In Dhu '1Kacda 977/April 1570, he set sail with 75 galleys and
30 galleots, landed first of all on the island of Tine
which he captured and next took part in the conquest
of Cyprus. On 20 January 1578—according to Ottoman sources on 12 Dhu 'l-Kacda 985/21 January
1578—he died in Istanbul, according to Stephan
Gerlach (cf. his Tage-Buch, 448). His vast estates passed in part to the imperial treasury and in part to his
widow and children. His widow later married the
third wezir Mehmed Pasha and his second son became
sandjak bey of Klis (Clissa) above Split (Spalato in
Dalmatia) in 992/1584 (cf. the Italian record quoted
by von Hammer, GOR, iv, 104, n. 1: La Sultana fo
moglie di Piale ora di Mohammedbassa terzo vezir, ha ottenuto
dal Sign, il Sangiaco di Clissa per il secondo suo figlio con
Piale). Piyale Pasha was buried in Istanbul in the
Kasim Pasha quarter in the mosque founded by him
(cf. HafTz Huseyin Aywansarayi, Hadikat al-djawdmi**,
ii, 25 ff.).
Bibliography: In addition to works quoted in the
text, see the histories of Zinkeisen and lorga, and
Ramiz Pasha-zade Mehmed Efendi, Khanta-yi
Kapuddndn-i Deryd, Istanbul 1285; also Mehmed
Thiireyya, Sidjill-i ^othmdni, ii, 41-2; Jurien de la
Graviere, Les corsaires barbaresques et la marine de
Soliman le Grand, Paris 1887; L4, art. Piyale Pasa
(§erafeddin Turan).
(F. BABINGER)
PLEVEN [see PLEWNA].
PLEWNA (Ottoman Turkish orthography, ^ ),
the modern city of Pleven in northern Bulgaria. It
is situated at an altitude of 105 m/336 ft in a depression of the Pleven plateau which is formed by the
small river Tuc"enica, a tributary of the river Vit,
which passes the city 6 km/3 %. miles to its west. The
important road and railway from Sofia to Bucarest
and the Black Sea port of Varna passes through this
town. In Ottoman times (1393-1878) it was a centre
of Islamic life, with many mosques and some important medreses, and was the centre of a kaffi containing
46 villages. Throughout most of the Ottoman period
it belonged to the sandjak of Nikbull [q.v.] (Nigbolu,
Nikopol). After the reorganisation of the provincial
administration in 1864, it became part of the sandjak
of Rusfcuk [q.v.] (Russe) in the wildyet of Tuna. The
present city is an Ottoman foundation from the last
decade of the 9th/15th century, founded around a
kulliyye consisting of a mosque, a large medrese (with 30
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student cells), an ^imaret, a zdwiye, a primary school
and a hammdm, founded by the well-known akindfi
leader Mikhal-oghlu [q.v.] CA1T Bey. The town gained
international fame during the siege of 1877, which
held up the Russian invasion of the Ottoman Balkans
for over five months and seriously influenced the outcome of the war (see below).
Plewna is the indirect successor of the Roman town
of Storgosia, which was destroyed by the Huns (A.D.
441-8) but which was apparently reconstructed later,
as is indicated by archaeological finds from the 6th
century. Around 600 A.D., during the invasions of
the Slavs and the Avars, this settlement, which was
situated at the site of Kayalik above the present town,
ceased to exist. In the Bulgaro-Byzantine Middle
Ages, a castle and a suburbium of some size must have
existed, but information on it is very meagre: some
coins from the First Bulgarian Empire (10th century),
a few dozen Byzantine coins from the Comneni
emperors (12th century), a Jewish tombstone with an
inscription from A.D. 1266, a few silver coins of Tsar
Michael Sisman (1323-30) and Tsar Ivan Alexander
(1330-71) and, curiously enough, a bronze Buddha
statue of the Pala-Sena period (llth-12th centuries).
In the mediaeval written sources, Plewna is mentioned only once, in 1266, during the Bulgarian campaign of the Hungarian King Stephen the Great,
when his troops took the "castrum Pleun." From this
information, Bulgarian historiography has constructed a thriving military and commercial centre.
The capture of the castle of Plewna by the Ottomans is not recorded in local or early Ottoman
sources. Its capture has to be connected with the 7901/1388-9 campaign of the Grand Vizier Djandarlizade CA1I Pasha, when after the capture of the nearby
Nigbolu/Nikopol [see NIKBULI], the Ottoman army
could have taken it on its way back to Edirne, via
Plewna and Lofca (Lovec). Neshrl [<?.£.], who is the
only source describing this campaign with any detail,
giving lists of important towns and castles of Bulgaria,
is silent about Plewna and Lofca. It is possible that,
on this occasion, the mediaeval Plewna was destroyed.
It is also possible that this happened in 1444 during
the Crusade of Varna, when most north Bulgarian
towns were put to the torch, but the principal account
of that campaign, by Michael Behaim, is silent about
it. Yet this source is incomplete. It does not mention
the conquest of Lofca by the Crusaders, a fact which
we know from an Ottoman source, Ghazawdt-ndme-yi
Sultan Murdd Khan. What Ewliya Celebi reports about
the conquest is purely legendary and based on misidentifications of the various members of the Mikhaloghlu clan, which he associates with it. The castle of
Plewna survived into the 10th/16th century, probably
serving as a basis for Mikhal-oghlu CA1I Bey, the first
of this family about whom we can be certain that he
resided in or near Plewna since ca. 866/1462. The castle is mentioned in the tahnr of 922/1516, where, at
"High Plewna" (Plewne-yi Bala), "a castle survives
from the time of the unbelievers." The settlement of
Plewne-yi Bala itself is first mentioned in a large fragment of the oldest preserved Ottoman tahnr of the
Nigbolu sandiak, an idjmdl from 884/1479-80, as
having ten Christian and nine civilian Muslim
households (ed. N. Todorov and B. Nedkov, Turski
izvori za Bdlg. istorija, ii, Sofia 1966, 244-5). In spite of
this small size, it was the administrative centre of a
ndhiye. Below it, a settlement called Plewne-yi Zir existed. This place is mentioned in another fragmentarily preserved tahnr, from ca. 890/1485, as having three
households, two widows and two muajerreds, all Christians (Sofia, National Library Kiril i Metodii, Or.
Dep. N.K. a.e. 12/9, fol. 10).
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In the 1480s, these two places, and 20 uninhabited
sites (mezraty, were acquired as mulk property by
MikhaJ-oghlu Ghazf CA1I Bey, who subsequently
brought together several hundred Bulgarian Christian
and Muslim Turkish settlers, with whom he founded
20 villages and the town of Plewna, built in the
depression below the ruined castle, at the site of
Plewne-yi Zlr. The new town developed around the
socio-religious buildings provided by CA1I Bey, among
which were many shops. In the ewdsit of Radjab
901/end of March 1496, all this was made into a wakf.
The wakfiyye is preserved in several copies, in Arabic
and in a Turkish translation of the poet-miiderris Dacfn~
from 962/1554-5, and is partly published by A.S. Levend (Gazavdt-ndmeleri, 359-60). The settlers of the
town were attracted by freedom from the ^awdrid and
tekdlif taxes. The Christians of the town and the
villages paid only half the djizye. CA1I Bey had also invited Spanish Jews to his new town, who came by way
of Selanik and Sofia (1516: 69 families). In 910/1505
an important addition, dheyl, was made to the wakf, of
which a Bulgarian extract remains (Trifonov, Grad
Pleven, 40-1). CA1I Bey died in 913/1507-8 and was
buried in a turbe behind his mosque. His life as a warrior of Islam was sung by the poet Suzf Gelebi of
Prizren. His sons and grandsons continued his policy
of promoting the town, adding numerous fountains
and paving for the streets (kaldmm). In 981/1573-4,
Siileyman Bey completed the Kurshunlu Djamic, a
monumental, domed mosque in the best classical Ot-

toman style (good photograph by Trifonov, at 45).
Khiclir Bey added a second medrese, where the poet
Dacrfi worked as miiderris. Together with the great
medrese of CA1I Bey, this made Plewna an important
provincial centre of Islamic learning. Besides these
buildings, the 957/1550 tahrir mentions five smaller
mosques. The 987/1579 tahnr mentions a mosque of
Khadfdje Sultan, the daughter of CA1I Bey's successor
Mehmed, and the new Friday mosque of Siileyman
Bey, son of Hasan Bey b. CA1I, and a number of
mesdjids. When in 932/1526 the Ottomans took
Buda(pest), a part of the Jews of that city was invited
to settle in Plewna (according to the 957/1550 tahrir,
T.D. 382, pp. 685-6, 41 families). The same source
also mentions 62 households of Jews from Germany,
of which seven were headed by widows, and 84
households (15 headed by widows) of Jews from the
Latin lands (Yahudiydn-i Frenk). In the 1570s, these
Jewish groups rose to over 200 households, making
Plewna one of the largest Jewish centres of the
Balkans. Throughout the centuries, Plewna remained
a predominantly Muslim town, which in the course of
time absorbed and turkified a part of the local
Bulgarian population (in 1550, 20% of the Plewna
Muslims were of convert origin). A survey of its
demographic development, based on the Ottoman
tahrirs, a mufassal cawdrid defter, djizye defters, the census
results in 1290/1873-4, the Sdlndme-yi Wildyet-i Tuna
and the first Bulgarian censuses, is given in the following Table:

IN HOUSEHOLDS

1479
1516
1550
1579
1751
1845
1873
1887
1926
1934

Muslims

Christians

Jews

Gypsies

Total

9
200
472
558
441
n.d.
1,241
450
525
560

10
99
185
180
125
660
1,477
2,580
5,915
6,690

/
69
104
209
n.d.
20
75
81
115
60

/
11
36
44
n.d.
n.d.
65
40
105
115

19
379
797
991

47%
54%
59%
56%

2,858
3,151
6,660
7,425

43%
14%
8%
7%

In the llth-12th/17th-18th centuries, the town apparently declined, a process which, in addition to internal reasons, was triggered off by the sack and the
destruction of the town by the Rumanians under
Michael the Brave in 1064/1596, who also carried off
thousands of the inhabitants of the wakf villages and
forcibly settled them in Wallachia. After the invasion,
the ruins of the mediaeval castle were taken down and
the stones used for the construction of a large new khan
with 70 fireplaces, flanking the bedesten.
In 1659 the town was visited by the Bulgarian
Catholic archbishop Philipp Stanislavov (ed. Fermandziev, 1887), who mentions as its inhabitants 500 Orthodox Bulgarians, having two churches, and no less
than 5,000 Turks with seven mosques. Three years
later, Ewliya Qelebi visited the town (Seydhat-ndme, vi,
1898-9 164-5; more detailed in the autograph,
Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi, Revan K6s,k, no. 1457, fol.
59a), who recalls the Wallachian raid of 1064/1596;
but most of his "history" is purely legendary or, at
best, full of misidentifications of historical persons. In
his time, Plewna consisted of "2,000 houses", which
is a gross exaggeration. The cimdret of QhazI CA1I Bey,
which according to its wakfiyye served everyone twice
daily with cooked food, regardless of his religion or

Percentage of Muslims

origin, was still in full operation. Ewliya noted that
there were seven mektebs in the town, six tekkes and six
khans.
Especially in the prosperous 10th/16th century, the
Christian wakf villages around Plewna, and the
monasteries of St George near the town and Sadovec
outside it, developed an important scribal activity,
writing Bibles and church books for the Bulgarian Orthodox churches of northern Bulgaria (survey of preserved copies by Trifonov, 53-6). Of great importance
was the literary production of the Plewna Jews, of
whom Joseph ben Ephraim Karo, who came from
Spain and worked as Hdhdm in the Plewna synagogue,
should be mentioned.
At the end of the llth/17th century, the land
around Plewna suffered badly from the passage
through northern Bulgaria on their way to the
Hungarian front of the army of the Crimean Tatars
under their Khan Sellm Giray, "no cattle, woman
and girls being left behind", according to a marginal
note in a church book dated October 1689. This event
is also recorded in some grafitti in grottos near
Plewna, where the people had taken shelter. In
1131/1719, the town suffered much damage when a
flood swept away the houses and shops of the lower
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quarters of the town. According to the mufassal cawdrid
defter of 1164/1751 (BBA, Kepeci, Mevkufat, 2913),
the town was considerably smaller than in the late
10th/16th century, having ca. 2,500 inhabitants, of
whom almost three-quarters were Muslims. The
names of the mahalles were largely the same as in
987/1579. After the end of the 12th/18th century, but
particularly throughout the entire 13th/19th century,
the town again witnessed a rapid expansion, especially
of the Christians, who outnumbered the Muslims at
the end of the Ottoman period. During the reforms of
Mahmud II, the Mlkhal-oghlu family, living as
mutewellts of the wakfs of their ancestors, succeeded in
keeping most of their property. Afermdn of Mahmud
II from 1238/1823 (published by Ih&ev) confirmed
them in their possessions. Hadjdji cOmer Bey
Mutewelll was reported to be the richest man of the
entire north-western Bulgaria. The tax revenue of the
18 wakf villages was estimated at one million piastres.
The Salname of the Tuna wildyet of 1286/1869-70 noted
that Plewna contained 18 mosques, two churches, one
synagogue, 925 shops, a hammam and 30 khans. The
Sdlndme of 1285/1868-9 adds three medreses and five tekkes. In the very last years of the Ottoman period, the
geographer Felix Kanitz noted 1,627 Muslim houses
and 1,474 Christian ones, giving a total population of
about 17,000 inhabitants; with the Christians having
larger families than the Muslims, the former would
have had a slight majority. During the Russo-Turkish
War of 1877-8, Plewna became world-famous for its
gallant defence of more than five months under the inspired command of (Ghazi) cOthman Pasha. After
crossing the Danube on July 1877, the Russians appeared before Plewna, where they met unexpected
resistance. Their attacks from 20 to 30 July were
repulsed. The town was not fortified. cOthman Pasha
used the excellently defensible position of the surrounding hills, where he had extensive earthworks
thrown up. On 11 and 12 September the Russians and
the Rumanians, who had been summoned to their
assistance, made a third attempt to take Plewna by
storm, and again were repulsed with heavy losses.
After further failures on 18 September and 19 October, the allies decided upon a regular siege of the
town, which was conducted by the Russian general
Totleben, the hero of Sebastopol. On 10 November
the Russians succeeded in cutting off Plewna from the
outside world in an effort to starve the fortress into
submission. A month later, on 10 December,
c
Othman Pasha undertook a last desperate sortie in an
attempt to break through the western lines of the
besieging army of 120,000 men (including the Tsar in
person), which, after an initial success, failed.
c
Othman Pasha, "the Lion of Plewna", was himself
wounded and finally forced to surrender with some
40,000 men. The five months' siege had cost the Russians and their allies over 40,000 men. The fall of
Plewna opened the way for the Russians to Edirne
and on to San Stefano, where they dictated the peace
which was concluded there on 3 March, on the basis
of a truce made at Edirne a month before [see also
BULGARIA] .
The capture of Plewna by the Russians led to a
drastic transformation of the town, half-destroyed
during the siege. The entire Turkish population fled
from fear of the bands of Bulgarian irregulars, and
only a third of them returned when, under the new
Bulgarian state, ordered life returned. A member of
the Mlkhal-oghlu family even occupied a seat in the
Bulgarian Parliament in Sofia. The place left vacant
by the departed Turks was immediately filled by
Bulgarian newcomers from the villages. With their
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much bigger families, the number of Bulgarians in the
town also grew in a natural way, eroding the percentage of Muslims ever faster. In the decades before
World War I, most of the Ottoman buildings of the
town were demolished. A huge Russian neoByzantine mausoleum came to occupy the site of the
mosque, medrese and ^imdret of GhazT CA1T Bey. The
mosque of Siileyman Beg was still standing in 1931,
but was then replaced by the Military Club. On the
site of the great Kerwanseray, the new building of the
provincial administration was erected. Great treelined boulevards and squares came to replace the old
Turkish quarters. A name like "Tekiiskija Bair" still
keeps the memory of the great zdwiye of CA1I Bey. The
bones of the Russian and Rumanian soldiers of "77"
were partly placed in the huge mausoleum, partly in
large war cemeteries, the Rumanians having their
own one, New Grivitsa, where they had fallen in the
furious fights around the Grivitsa Redoubt. The
village of Grivitsa had been until the end of the Ottoman period one of the major possessions of the wakf
of Ghazi CA1I Bey. The skeletons of the tens of
thousands of Ottoman soldiers, however, were dug up
and sold to a British firm to be turned into fertiliser
used for English agriculture. A part of the earthworks
and trenches of cOthman Pasha was maintained as a
memorial and can still be seen. In the 1970s, an enormous memorial building, with a magnificent
panorama of the battlefield, was constructed, one
more beautiful even than that commemorating the
Battle of Borodino (1812) near Moscow.
Ghazi cOthman Pasha's defences around Plewna
left a deep imprint on subsequent Western fortification, the Plewna profile and concept of defence being
used in the newer works around Verdun, the principal
fortress of France, as well as in the "Position Amsterdam" and in the forts of Chatham (Twydale
Redoubt).
After World War II, the city of Pleven, which
already before the war had a considerable amount of
industry (textiles, canned food, chocolate and
metalwork) shot up to become one of the largest industrial centres of northern Bulgaria, with a present
population of over 100,000. Until the early 1970s, only one miserable wooden mosque was still standing in
Pleven, no longer used by the minuscule Muslim
community. Disregarding the earthworks of 1877, not
a single Ottoman building remains to testify to the
long Islamic past of the town, a situation exemplary
for the fate of Islamic culture in south-eastern Europe
after the end of Islamic rule.
Bibliography: F. Kanitz, Donau-Bulgarien undder
Balkan2, Leipzig 1882, ii, esp. 76 ff. (remarks on
early history are worthless); Mouzaffer PaschaTalaat Bey, Defence de Plevna d'apres les documents officiels et prives reunis sour la direction de muchir Ghazi
Osman Pascha, Paris 1889; C. Jirefcek, Das Fiirstenthum Bulgarien, Prague-Vienna-Leipzig 1891, 189,
286, 545; E.W. von Herbert, The Defence of Plevna,
London 1895, repr. Ankara 1990 (Turkish tr.
Nureddin Artan, Plevnemudafaasi, Istanbul 1945); J.
Trifonov, Istorija na grada Pleven do osvoboditelnata
voina, Sofia 1933 (rich material); Z. Cankov,
Geografski recnik na Balgarija, Sofia 1939, 340-2; Agah
Sirn Levend, Gazavdt-ndmeler ve Mihaloglu Ali Bey'in
Gazavdt-ndmesi, Ankara 1956; R. Furneaux, The
siege of Plevna, London 1958 (rich and balanced account); I. Penkov, Pleven, Sofia 1962; §erafettin
Turan, L4, art. Plevne; M. Tayyib Gokbilgin, L4,
art, Mihaloglu; Tsv. and G. Todorova, Pleven,
putevoditel, Sofia 1977; Mihaila Stajnova, Osmanskite
biblioteki v balgarskite zemi, Sofia 1982, 150-4; Ent-
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siklopedija Balgarija, v, Sofia 1986, art. Pleven. The
Ottoman sources used here are unpublished, and
have not been used previously by those writing
about Pleven; hence the picture of the early history
of the town as given here differs greatly from that
in the works cited above.
The date of construction of the important Kurshunlu Djamic is given as a chronogram, mesdjid-i
aksa-yl thdm oldl (Trifonov, 44-5), which Trifonov
and those following him took for 927/1521, instead
of the correct 981/1573-4.
(M. KIEL)
PLOVDIV [see FILIBE].
POLEY [see BULAY].
POMAKS, the name given to a B u l g a r i a n speaking group of Muslims in Bulgaria and
Thrace, now divided amongst Bulgaria, Greece and
the Macedonian Republic of Yugoslavia. This name,
which is usually given them by their Christian fellowcountrymen, used also to be given occasionally by
Bulgarians to Muslims speaking Serbian in western
Macedonia. There, however, the Serbian Muslims
are usually called torbesi (sing, torbes) by their Christian
fellow-citizens, sometimes also poturi, more rarely
kurki, etc. How far these Serbian Muslims were still
called Pomaks by some people in the early 20th century depended mainly on the influence of the
Bulgarian school and literature, and would only be
correctly applied when used of Muslims who had actually migrated from Bulgaria, e.g. in 1877-8 (cf.
J.H. Vasiljevic,JuznaStaraSrbija, i, 187-8, 207, 236).
In the Rhodopes, the Bulgarian Muslims are also
called achrjani (ch = kh) or agarjani (Ischirkoff, ii, 15). In
some parts of Southern Serbia and Bulgaria, the name
citak (pi. citaci) is occasionally heard, and it used sometimes to be said (e.g. by A. Urose vie, in Glasnik Skopskog naucnog drustva, v [1929], 319-20) that this name
was only given to Serbs converted to Islam; the truth
seems to be, however, that this name is limited to
Turks in the two countries (cf. H. Vasiljevic,
Muslimani..., 34, and Elezovic, in Srpski hnjizevni
glasnik, xxviii [1929], 610-14, and in Recnik kosovskometohiskog dijalekta, ii, 449). No more correct is the
statement that apovci is the name given to Serbian
Muslims in Southern Serbia, for this seems to be a
name applied to one another only by Albanians who
are closely related to one another (brothers and
cousins, according to H. Vasiljevic, Muslimani..., 34).
The origin and the etymology of these names are in
part more or less obscure and arbitrary. The usual explanation that the name Pomak comes from the verb
pomoci "to help" and means helper (pomagaci), i.e.
auxiliary troops of the Turks, was first given by F.
Kanitz (Donau-Bulgarien und der Balkan, ii, Leipzig
1882, 182), but was soon afterwards (1891) declared
by Jirec'ek (see Bibl.) to be inadequate. Another equally improbable popular etymology is that which explains Pomak by the Bulgarian word mak = "torment,
force", and justifies this explanation by saying that
the conversion of the Bulgars to Islam on a considerable scale was carried out by force and constraint
(Ischirkoff, ii, 15). In 1933, Iv. Lekov (see Bibl.) explained the name Pomak from poturnjak (lit. "one
made a Turk"). Whether the word comak, which in
Turkish means "club, cudgel", in Uyghur
"Muslim" and in South Russia "pedlar" (cf. Barthold, Histoiredes Turcs d'Asie Centrale, Paris 1945, 734), is in any way connected with Pomak, or has been
influenced by the Bulgarian poturnjak or confused with
it, has still to be investigated.
1. History of the Pomaks from their origin to
the Second World War.
The history of the conversion of the "Pomaks" and

"Torbesi" is very little known in detail. In any case,
the adoption of Islam did not take place everywhere at
once but was gradual and at different periods. A beginning was made immediately after the battle of
Marica (1371) and after the fall of Trnovo (1393):
many Serbs and Bulgars at this time, and especially,
as Jirecek thought, the nobles and the Bogomils
among these, adopted Islam. After these first conversions under Bayazld II, considerable numbers of converts were made according to native tradition in the
reign of Sellm I (1512-20); for this purpose he is said
to have sent his "favourite Sinan Pasha" into the territory of the Sar mountains. The highlands of Cepino
(in the Rhodopes) were converted, according to local
histories, in the beginning of the 17th century; according to Jirecek (Furstenthum, 104), however, not till the
middle, in the reign of Mehemmed IV (1648-87); the
Grand Vizier Mehmed Kopriilu is said to have taken
a leading part in the work. The conversion to Islam of
the Danube territory (Lovec, etc.) is put in this
period. Towards the end of this century (sc. the 17th),
further conversions took place among the Serbs in the
Debar region. In some districts Islam only gained a
footing on a large scale in the course of the 18th century and sometimes not till the beginning of the 19th
(e.g. in Gora, south of Prizren).
Until the early 20th century, one was very often inclined to believe that these conversions to Islam were
made under compulsion, even by force of arms, but
subsequently the view began to prevail that the
authorities never took any direct steps to proselytise
their Christian subjects; conversion was on the contrary voluntary and for quite different reasons except
in a few exceptional cases (cf. e.g. H. Vasiljevic,
Muslimani..., esp. 53-61).
Towards the end of the 19th century, when the process of conversion had ceased for decades everywhere,
the great majority of the Slav Muslims (Bulgar and
Serb) were to be found in the Rhodopes and the
mountains of eastern Macedonia and in groups of
considerable size up and down Macedonia as far as
the Albanian frontier, a wide area which stretched in
the north from Plovdiv (Philippopolis) to Salonika in
the south and in the east from the central course of the
Arda over the Vardar and even beyond the Crni
Drim, i.e. across the districts of Ohrid, Debar,
Gostivar and Prizren to the west. At that time only a
small part of this territory, which was interspersed
with Christian areas, belonged to the principality of
Bulgaria; the greater part was still Turkish, and only
after the Balkan War passed to Serbia or after the
First World War to the former Yugoslavia. In addition to the main body of Muslim Bulgars in the
Rhodopes mountains, there were at the same time
also sporadic groups north of the Balkan range in the
Danube territory, in the circles of Lovec, Pleven
(Plevna) and Orehovo (Rahovo).
Since then, however, the frontiers of the "Pomaks"
have receded considerably. During the siege of Plevna
almost all the Bulgarian Muslims fled from the
Danube districts to Macedonia; although they returned in 1880, they soon afterwards migrated into
Turkey. After the union of eastern Rumelia and
Bulgaria in 1885, the Rhodopes "Pomaks" also
began to emigrate. The frontiers of the "TorbeSi"
likewise were not unaffected. The Balkan War and the
First World War brought about certain changes which
resulted in the migration of some bodies of Serbian
Muslims out of Southern Serbia.
As regards the d i s t r i b u t i o n of these Muslim Slavs
according to c o u n t r i e s , the following statistics may
be quoted. In what used to be the principality of
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Bulgaria Jirecek estimated (1891) their number at
most 28,000 souls, and before the Balkan War there
were within the old frontiers of Bulgaria (according to
official statistics of 1910) 21,143 (0.49% of the
population). In the lands acquired in the Balkan War
in Southern Bulgaria there were, however, many
more Pomaks, mainly in the regions of the rivers Arda, Mesta and Struma, so that the official census of
1920 makes their number 88,399 (1.82% of the whole
population). A somewhat higher figure was given by
the Annuaire du Monde Musulman for 1929 (305), namely 16,000 Pomaks in Bulgaria proper and 75,337 in
Thrace, i.e. 91,337 in all. The 1926 census gave
102,351 Bulgarian-speaking Muslims in Bulgaria, i.e.
1.87% of the population, while the number of
Muslims in Bulgaria without distinguishing their
languages was then 789,296 or 14.41 % of the population. Of these 102,351 Bulgarian-speaking Muslims
only 5,799 lived in the towns and the remaining
96,552 in the villages. Literate Pomaks in the whole
of Bulgaria in 1926 numbered only 6,659 in 1926 (of
whom 5,534 were men).
The number of Pomaks (in reality of Muslim
Slavs) in Macedonia was, according to S. Verkovic
(1889; see Bibl) 144,051 men.
As regards the number of Serbian-speaking
Muslims in S o u t h e r n Serbia, they were estimated
by H. Vasiljevic (Muslimani..., 11 ff.), whose calculations were, however, to some extent based on the
situation before the Balkan War, at 100,000 souls; in
1935 the figure was put at 60,000 and the number of
Serbo-Croat-speaking Muslims in the whole of the
former Yugoslavia at about 900,000 (exact figures
could not be given because the statistics according to
religions had not been published).
For Thrace, the figure of 75,337 Muslim Bulgars
has already been given from the Annuaire; in Western
Thrace there were, according to the inter-Allied census (of March 1920), 11,739 (cf. La question de la
Thrace, ed. by the Comite supreme des refugies de
Thrace, Sofia 1927).
On these statistics, the following observations may
be made. The Bulgars (e.g. Kancov) usually included
as "Pomaks" all the Macedonian Slavs of Muslim
faith, i.e. including Serbs from Southern Serbia. On
the other hand, on account of their religion these
Muslim Slavs were sometimes carelessly counted with
the Turks. Moreover, some statistics were not completely free from chauvinistic and political bias. The
European estimates, finally, were based on approximations or were quite arbitrary.
In spite of the fact that the Pomaks and Torbesi are
occasionally included among the Turks and in spite of
the fact that they sometimes call themselves Turks,
they are nevertheless the purest stratum of the old
Bulgarian or Serbian population, as the case
may be, who have preserved their Slav type and Slav
language (especially archaic words) very well, sometimes even better—as a result of their being cut off
from the Christians and their isolation in outlying
districts—than their Christian kinsmen, who have
been constantly exposed to admixture from other
ethnic elements. They have a certain feeling of aversion for the Turks, whose language they do not understand. It is only in the towns that we find that in
course of time some of these Slavs have adopted the
Turkish language. What bound them to the Ottomans
was not language, but principally a common religion,
with its prescriptions and customs (e.g. the veiling of
women), which along with Turkish rule naturally imposed upon them many Arabic and Turkish words. In
spite of this, there have survived among them many
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pre-Islamic customs and reminiscences of Christianity
(observation of certain Christian festivals, etc.).
That the Bulgar Muslims in particular occasionally
(esp. in 1876-8) fought alongside the Turks against
the Christian Bulgars may be ascribed to the fact that,
as a result of their low cultural level, they made no
clear distinction between nation and religion and that
their Christian fellow-countrymen treated them as
Turks and not as kinsmen. These mistakes were
repeated in the Balkan War, when the victorious
Bulgar troops and the Orthodox priests were led so far
as to convert the Pomaks in the Rhodopes and other
districts to Christianity, mainly by pressure and force
of arms. But on the conclusion of peace, they returned
to Islam again. This was frankly admitted by the
Bulgarian geographer Isirkov (Ischirkoff) and the
Bulgarian writer Iv. Karaivanov (in his Bulgar
periodical National Education, Kiistendil 1931, according to Camalovic [see Bibl.]).
A century or so ago, the songs and ballads of the
"Pomaks" were the subject of much dispute. A Bosnian ex-cleric, Stefan Verkovic (1827-93), an antique
dealer in Seres, published under the title of Veda
Slavena (i.e. the "Veda of the Slavs", Belgrade 1874,
vol. i) a collection of songs which were alleged to have
been collected mainly among Pomaks and which
celebrated "pre-Christian and pre-historic" subjects
(the immigration into the country, discovery of corn,
of wine, of writing and legends of gods with Indian
names, of Orpheus, etc.). A. Chodzko, A. Dozon
(Chansons populaires bulgares inedites, Paris 1875; cf. also
Revue de litterature comparee, xiv [1934], 155 ff.) and L.
Geitler (Poeticke tradice Thrdku i Bulharu, Prague 1878)
also strongly supported belief in this "Veda"; it was
even assumed that the Pomaks were descended from
the ancient Thracians, who had been influenced first
by Slav culture and then by Islam.
But of ballads on such subjects neither the Muslim
nor the Christian Bulgars knew anything, and
Jirecek, who investigated the question on the spot,
repeatedly described this "Slav Veda" as the fabrication of some Bulgarian teachers (Furstenthum, 1071).
We now know that Verkovic's chief collaborator was
the Macedonian teacher Iv. Gologanov (cf. Pentscho
Slawejkoff, Bulgarische Volkslieder, Leipzig 1919, 15).
In view of the fact that the Muslims in question
consist mainly of conservative dwellers in the mountains and villages, they were for the most part illiterate
and there could be no possibility of any literary activity among them. The only people among them who
could write are the khodias, who frequently used the
Turkish language and Arabic alphabet when writing.
They also frequently used the latter alphabet when
writing their mother tongue. (It is interesting to note
that, even today (1993), the Pomaks in Greek
Western Thrace have new Ottoman Turkish
schoolbooks in the Arabic script.) Of earlier generations of Bulgar Muslims, many distinguished themselves in the Turkish army or otherwise in the Turkish
service.
Bibliography (in addition to works mentioned in
the text): C. Jirecek, Geschichte der Bulgaren, Prague
1876, 356, 457, 520, 568 and 578; idem, Das
Furstenthum Bulgarien, Prague-Vienna-Leipzig 1891,
102-8 (the principal passage), 310, 346, 353, 453-6;
S.I. Verkovic", Topograficesko-ethnograficeskij
ocerk
Makedonij, St. Petersburg 1889 (gives full tables of
the numbers of Pomaks in some districts and even
villages); V. Kan6ov, Makedonija etnografija i
statistika, Sofia 1900, 40-53 (where a portion of the
older literature is given, esp. p. 42) with an
ethnographical map of Bulgaria on which these
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"Muslim Bulgar" settlements are specially marked; J. Cvijic, Osnove za geografiju i geologiju Makedonije
i Stare Srbije, i, Belgrade 1906, 182; VI. R.
Dordevic, U Srednjim Rodopima, putopisne beleske od
Plovdiva do Cepelara, in Nova iskra, Year 8 (Belgrade
1906), 172-6, 198-205 (interesting description of a
Serbian journey in the year 1905 on the life and
customs of the Pomaks); M. Gavrilovic, in Grande
Encyclopedic, s.v.; A. Ischirkoff, Bulgarien, Land und
Leute, ii, Leipzig 1917, 14-17; J. Hadzi Vasiljevic,
Muslimani nase hrvi u Juznoj Srbiji2, Belgrade 1924;
idem, Skoplje i njegova okolina, Belgrade 1930, 314;
J.M. Pavlovic, Malesevo i Malesevci, Belgrade 1929,
35, 244-5, 251; S. Cemalovic, Muslimani u Bugarskoj, in Gajret, Year 8 (Sarajevo 1932), 345-5, 364-5,
375-6 (also in La Nation Arabe for 1932, nos. 10-12);
A. Bonamy, Les musulmans de Pologne, Roumanie et
Bulgarie, in REI (1932) (deals with the Pomaks (p.
88) very superficially); Iv. Lekov, Kara vapros za imeto pomak (On the question of the name "Pomak"),
in Sbornik poluvekovna Balgarija, Sofia 1933, 38-100
(cf. Bibliographic Geographique Internationale, Paris
1933, 317, which also quotes a short article by G.
Ivanov on the history of the Lovec'-Pomaks (Za
minaloto na lovcenskite pomaci), appeared in Lovec i
Lovcensko, v, Sofia 1933); Annuaire statistique du
rqyaume de Bulgarie, Sofia 1934, 23, 25, 28.
(F. BAJRAKTAREVldi)

The preceding article skilfully brings together what
was known of the Pomaks on the eve of the Second
World War. One can, however, add to the
bibliography for that period certain items not noted
there or which have appeared since 1935, such as: L.
Miletic, Lovcanskite Pomaci, in Balgarski Pregled, v/5
(Sofia 1899), 67-78; St. Si§kov, Pomacite v trite balgarski
oblasti: Trakija, Makedonija i Mizija, Plovdiv 1914 (cf.
a notice on this work, Les Bulgares Mahometans des
Rhodopes et les traces du christianisme dans leur vie, in En
terre dTslam, vi/51 [Nov.-Dec. 1931], 387-8); idem,
Balgaro-mohamedanite (Pomaci). Istoriko-zemepisen i
narodoucen pregled s obrazi, Plovdiv 1936 (cf. an especially useful review by M.S. Filipovic, in Pregled, xi/166
[Sarajevo, Oct. 1937], 673-9; Ahmet Cevat Eren,
Pomaklar, in L4, ix, 572-6; idem, Pomaklara dair, in
Turk Kiilturu, i/4 (Ankara 1963), 37-41; Ch.
Vakarelski, Altertumliche Elemente in Lebensweise und
Kultur der bulgarischen Mohammedaner, in Zeitschr, fur
Balkanologie, iv (Berlin 1966), 149-72; N. Kaufman,
Pesni na Balgarite mohamedani ot Rodopite, in Rodopski
Zbornik, ii (Sofia 1969), 41-130; B. Lory, Une communaute musulmane oubliee: les Pomaks de Lovec, in Turcica, xix (1987), 95-116.
In regard to the thorny problem of the Islamisation
of the Pomaks, see the viewpoint of St. Dimitrov,
Demografski otnosenija i pronikvaneto na islama v zapadnite
Rodopi i dolinata na Mesta prez XV-XVI v., in Rodopski
Zbornik, i (1965), 165-84.
2. The Pomaks d u r i n g the Second World
War.
Being one of the Axis Powers, Fascist-controlled
Bulgaria was awarded by Hitler, on the one hand, the
southern territories of contemporary Serbia (or Old
Serbia, Stara Srbija or Juzna Srbija) and on the other,
western Thrace (belonging to Greece), which meant
that, from 1941 to 1944, the Pomaks of the Balkans
found themselves united within one state. Our
knowledge of their situation at that time varies from
region to region, but everywhere it was extremely
bad: social and economic deprivation, a deplorable
health position and continual discrimination on the
part of the authorities, religious and cultural oppression, driving the Pomaks towards a "religious

fanaticism", according to the expression used by
Bulgarian authors themselves.
On the Bulgarian occupation of south Serbia
(which in 1944 became part of Yugoslavian
Macedonia), see the collective work (from a proMacedonian, extremely anti-Bulgarian viewpoint)
called Denacionalizatorska dejnost na bugarskite kulturnoprosvetni institucii vo Makedonija (Skopska i Bitolska okupaciona oblast 1941-1944), Skopje 1974.
On the Pomaks of Bulgaria proper, see V. Bozinov,
Balgarite mohamedani prez Vtorata svetovna vojna (19399. IX. 1944), in Iz minaloto na Balgarite mohamedani v
Rodopite, Sofia 1958, 137-44; idem, Balgarite
mohamedani i vaorazenata borba srestu fasizma, in ibid.,
144-51, where some further references can be found.
(It should be mentioned in passing that a law is said
to have been passed on 8 July 1942 concerning the
compulsory Bulgarisation of names borne by the
Pomaks, and that 60,000 of them had to change their
names at this time.) On the participation of some
Pomaks in the anti-Fascist struggle at the side of the
"partisans" (i.e. Bulgarian Communists) towards the
end of 1944, see Iz minaloto..., 148-51; Ju. MemiSev,
Ucastieto na balgarskite Turd protiv kapitalizma i fasizma
1919-1944, Sofia 1977.
As for the Pomaks of Greek Western Thrace (the
southern part of the Rhodope Mountains) at this
time, we possess a piece of evidence (rapid and incomplete, it is true, but completely first-hand) from
the Orthodox Bulgarian Patriarch Kiril, who visited
these regions in 1943-4: Kiril, patriarh balgarski,
Balgaromohamedanski selista v Juzni Rodopi (Ksantijsko i
Gjumjurdzinsko) toponimno, etnografsko i istoricesko izsledvane, Sofia 1960. This contains much information on
the daily life of this people (especially on the
ethnographic level), but also on the general atmosphere in these isolated mountain villages. The
local Pomaks were often hostile to their visitor; they
spoke Bulgarian and knew no Turkish whatsoever;
their womenfolk were only very rarely veiled;
polygamy was unknown; divorce was very rare; but
the villages adjacent to the plain were, more and
more, becoming slowly Turkicised. On the religious
and cultural level should be noted the survival of certain Christian customs, the fact that the dead were
buried in the direction of Mecca and the existence of
mosques in the villages^ (but only one tekke is mentioned, in the district of Sahin, whilst the medreses were
all in ruins).
3. The Pomaks from the end of the Second
World War to the present time.
Since 1945, the history of the Pomaks in the
Balkans can be followed in two countries only,
Bulgaria and Greece, in the light of the fact that, the
Communist Yugoslavian authorities having set up a
"Socialist Federal Republic of Macedonia", all the
Slavonic-speaking Muslims of the region became ipso
facto the Muslim Macedonians. There are, moreover,
relatively few works on this group of Muslims of
former Yugoslavia. See e.g. J.F. Trifunoski, Za
torbesite vo porecieto na Markova Reka, in Godisen Zbornik
(Fil. Fak.), iv/1 (Skopje 1951), 3-11; D.Hr. Konstantinov, Makedonci muslimani, in Prilozi, Drustvo za nauka
i umetnost, xv (Bitola 1970), 139-46; and above all, N.
Limanoski, Etno-socijalne karakteristike islamizevanih
Makedonaca, Belgrade 1991 (unpubl. thesis); and then,
in a much wider perspective, A. Popovic, L'Islam
balkanique. Les musulmans du sud-est europeen dans la
periode post-ottomane, Berlin-Wiesbaden 1986; idem,
Les musulmans yougoslaves (1945-1989). Mediateurs et
metaphores, Lausanne 1990. One can nevertheless
wonder whether the present dissolution of the Com-
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munist countries into ethnic and regional groups may
not bring about the re-appearance some day of the
former entities of this land, such as the
Pomaks/Pomaci, the Citaks/Citaci, the TorbesV
Torbesi, the Gorans/Corani, etc. We shall know at
some future time, but at the present moment,
amongst these diverse groups, the Gorani (Slavonicspeaking Muslims of Skopska Crna Gora) alone speak
of themselves and seem to display a certain
cohesiveness, through the medium of a handful of
spokesmen, notably vis-a-vis the Turkish and Albanian Muslims of Macedonia.
The Pomaks of Bulgaria (peasants and shepherds of
the Rhodopes and the region of Razlog and a few
other places, numbering from 150,000 to 200,000 persons) continued to endure an extremely difficult situation, within a climate of permanent hostility from the
Bulgarian Communist authorities. They speak
Bulgarian and have no knowledge of Turkish, which
excludes them from the very strong Turkish community of the land, three or four times more
numerous and much more structured. Being for the
most part illiterate until recent times and never
having had, in practice, a local "intelligentsia", it
would have been logical to conclude until very recently that their assimilation was only a question of time.
Meanwhile, they are considered in Bulgaria (and they
are still taken into consideration) rather as "lost
children" of the nation. Their religiosity (which is, in
fact, more like an attachment to a sort of "popular
Islam") has had to suffer since 1945 the ravages of
time (notably under the continual attacks of Sovietstyle "scientific atheism"). Official Bulgarian
publications on the local Pomaks (since 1945) are
somewhat condescending. They set forth unanimously their very backward cultural state in relationship to
the rest of the Orthodox Bulgarian populaltion, but
strongly insist that they are indigenous Bulgarians
which various forces and "malevolent" tendencies
have tried, on many occasions, either to assimilate to
the Turks or to separate from their ethnic brothers
and homeland. See e.g. P. Marinov, Iz mirogleda na
sredno rodopskite Balgari-mohamedani, in Balgarski narod,
ii/1, Sofia 1947; N. Vranc"ev, Balgari mohamedani
(Pomaci), Sofia 1948; V. Bozinov, Balgarite mohamedani
pri narodnata vlast, in Iz minaloto..., 151-6; K. Vasilev,
Rodopskite Balagari-mohamedani, Plovdiv 1961; Narodnostna i bitova obstnost na rodopskite Balgari, Sofia 1969;
Balgarite mohamedani-nerazdelna cast ot balgarskija narod
(preporacitelna bibliografija), Blagoevgrad 1971 (with a
lengthy bibl.); C. Monov, Prosvetnoto delo sred Balgarite
s mohamedanska vjara v rodopshija kraj prez godinite na
narodnata vlast (1944-1968), in Rodopski Zbornik, iii
(1972), 9-51; A. Promovski, Bit i kultura na rodopskite
Balgari, Sofia 1974; P. Petrov, Razprostranenie na isljama v Rodopite, in Rodopite v balgarska istorija, Veliko
Tarnovo 1974, 62-86; K. Kanev, Srednorodopski
(svadbeni)nraviiobicai, mRodopi, 1974/10, 22-6; idem,
Srednorodopski obicai, mRodopi, 1974/11, 22-4; etc. For
a diametrically opposed view, amongst numerous
publications of this type, see Rodoplardaki son Turk
katlidmimn if yiizu, Istanbul 1972.
The attempts at forcible (and all other means)
assimilation of the Pomaks by the Bulgarian Communist authorities increased to a brutal pitch after
1979 (see e.g. K. Yanatchkov, Entre le croissant et le
marteau: les musulmanes bulgares, in L 'Alternative [Paris,
Jan.-Feb. 1980] 22-3), culminating dramatically in
the events of February-March 1985. From this date
onwards, the Western press began to speak on
numerous occasions of several dozen (even, of several
hundred) deaths: murders committed in the course of
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the Bulgarisation of names campaign (first amongst
the Pomaks, then amongst the Turks of Bulgaria), an
action which involved not only the change of names of
living persons but also (by means of the civil government registers and the gravestones in cemeteries)
those of parents and ancestors. The fall from power of
Communism stopped this barbarous policy, and the
governments formed after this time have made
numerous acts of appeasement and goodwill towards
the local Pomaks, especially since the necessity of a
coalition (probably tactical and ephemeral) with the
political Party of the Bulgarian Turks.
We are relatively well informed about the life of the
Pomaks of Greece (around 25,000 to 30,000 persons,
and living in the Rhodopes, along the Bulgarian frontier) during this period. These form an exclusively
village society, apart from those settled in the towns
and settlements of Western Thrace, where they are
undergoing a slow Turkification process because of
the presence there of a Turkish community, much
better organised and three or four times as numerous.
It is very much an introspective community, living in
a mountain region to which access (since it is a
military zone) was forbidden until very recent times to
Greeks and foreigners alike and only to be entered
with a special permit, difficult to get. The cultural
level of this population seems to have remained fairly
modest, and in any case we do not have (as is the case
for the Pomaks of Bulgaria) any written eye-witness
information. What we know at present of it rests on
several works which are mainly of an ethnographical
and sociological nature. See e.g. B. Vernier, Rapports
de parente et rapports de domination ... Representation
mythique du monde et domination masculine chez les Pomaques, diss. Paris, EHESS 1972 unpubl. (a brief
analysis of it in Popovic, L'Islam balkanique, 169-70);
E. Arvanitou, Turcs et Pomaks en Grece du Nord (Thrace
Occidentale). Une minorite religieuse ou deux minorites nationales, sous une administration hellenique chretienne, diss.
Univ. de Paris VII, unpubl.; F. de Jong, Names,
religious denomination and ethnicity oj settlements in Western
Thrace, Leiden 1980; E. Sarides, An ethnic-religious
minority between Scylla and Charybdis. The Pomaks in
Greece, in La transmission du savoir dans le monde musulman
peripherique. Lettre d'information, 5 (April 1986), 17-25;
idem, Ethnische Minderheit undzwischenstaatliches Streitobjekt. Die Pomaken in Nordgriechenland, Berlin 1987. As
for the official attitude of the Greek authorities (and
of some local authors), this is disconcerting. It is currently maintained that this is a Greek population (or
else the descendants of ancient Thracian tribes) completely separate from the Bulgarian Pomaks, a
population which was allegedly first of all Bulgarised,
and then Islamised, some time later. See e.g. N.
Xirotiris, Personal remarks on the distribution of the frequencies of blood groups amongst the Pomaks [in Greek],
Salonica 1971; Ph. Triarkhis, The Rhodope administrative district yesterday and today [in Greek],
Salonica 1974; Pan. Photeas The Pomaks of Western
Thrace (a small contribution to a great subject) [in Greek],
Komotini 1976; and finally, three works, also in
Greek, recently have appeared: P. Hidiroglou, The
Greek Pomaks and their relations with Turkey, Athens
1989; Y. Magriotis, The Pomaks or Rodopeoi, Athens
1990; and P. Mylonas, The Pomaks of Thrace, Athens
1990, on which one can find a lucid analysis by M.
Anastasiadou, Trois livres sur les Pomaks de Grece, in La
transmission du savoir ... Lettre d'information, xi (March
1991), 64-6, who writes specifically, "The feeling
which one gets from reading these three works is that
the Greek state is not only resolved to begin a new
process of assimilating the Pomaks—until now con-
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demned to isolation—but above all wishes to prevent
at any price the Pomaks from drawing closer to the
Turks of Western Thrace". There is, moreover, no
doubt that the fall of the Communist regime in
Bulgaria will have as a result the opening-up of this
region of Greece and, as a result, the end of the isolation of the local Pomaks.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(A. POPOVIC)
PONDOK [see PESANTREN].
PONTIANAK, the name of a part of the
former Dutch residency "Wester-Afdeeling"
of Borneo, also of the sultanate in the delta of
the r i v e r K a p u a s and of its capital; these are now
in the Kalimaintan [q. v. in Suppl.] region of the
republic of Indonesia [q.v. ].
As a D u t c h p r o v i n c e Pontianak included the
districts of Pontianak, Kubu, Landak, Sanggau,
Sekadau, Tajan and Meliau. The administration was
in the hands of an assistant-resident whose headquarters were in Pontianak where the Resident of the
"Wester-Afdeeling" also lived. The Dutch settlement
is on the left bank of the Kapuas, where also is the
Chinese commercial quarter. The Malay town lies opposite on the right bank.
The s u l t a n a t e of P o n t i a n a k with its capital of
the same name was independent under the suzerainty
of the Netherlands and was 4,545 km 2 in area. In 1930
the population consisted of 100,000 Malays and
Dayaks, 562 Europeans, 26,425 Chinese and 2,378
other Orientals. The term Malays includes all native
Muslims, among them many descendants of Arabs,
Javanese, Buginese, and Dayaks converted to Islam.
The Dayaks in the interior are still heathen. Roman
Catholic missions are at work among the latter and
the Chinese. The very mixed population is explained
by the origin and development of Pontianak.
The town was founded in 1772 by the Sharif cAbd
al-Rahman, a son of the Sharif Husayn b. Ahmad alKadrT, an Arab who settled in Matan in 1735 and who
in 1771 died in Mampawa as vizier, revered for his
piety. In 1742 cAbd al-Rahman was born, the son of
a Dayak concubine, and very early distinguished
himself by his spirit of enterprise. He attempted to
gain the ruling power, successively in Mampawa,
Palembang and Bandjarmasin, from which he had to
retire with his band of pirates, although the sultan had
been his patron, after he had taken several European
and native ships. By this time, he had married a
princess of Mampawa and Bandjarmasin and possessed great wealth. On his return to Mampawa, his
father had just died. As he met with no success here,
he decided to found a town of his own with a number
of other fortune-seekers. An uninhabited area at the
mouth of the junction of the Landak with the Kapuas,
notorious as a dangerous haunt of evil spirits, seemed
to him suitable. After the spirits had been driven away
by hours of cannon fire, he was the first to spring
ashore, had the forest cut down and built rude dwellings there for himself and his followers.
The favourable position of the site and the protection which trade enjoyed there soon attracted
Buginese, Malay and Chinese merchants to it so that
Pontianak developed rapidly and Sharif cAbd alRahman was able by his foresight and energy to hold
his own against the neighbouring kingdoms of Matan,
Sukadana, Mampawa and Sanggau.
He appointed chiefs over each of the different
groups of people and regulated trade by reasonable
tariffs. He was able to impress representatives of the
Dutch East Indian Co. in Batavia to such an extent
that they gave him the kingdoms of Pontianak and

Sanggau as fiefs after the company had bought off the
claims of Banten to Western Borneo. As early as 1772,
the Buginese prince Radja Hadjdjf had given him the
title of sultan. After his death in 1808, his son Sharif
Kasim succeeded him. He was the first to change the
Arab ceremonial at the court for more modern ways.
According to the treaty concluded with the Dutch
Indies government in 1855, the sultan received a fixed
income from them while they administered justice and
policed the country. The relationship to the Dutch Indies government was defined in a long agreement of
1912, which also settled the administration of justice
and the taxes. From the local treasury, then constituted, the sultan received 6,800 guilders a month;
he also received 50 % of the excise on agriculture and
mines.
In keeping with the nature of its origin, Pontianak
is predominantly Muslim in character and a relatively
large number take part in the pilgrimage to Mecca.
For these pilgrims, who are known as Djawa Funtiana, the sultan, when he performed the pilgrimage
in the 1880s, founded several wakf houses in the holy
city.
The main support of the whole population is
agriculture and along with it trade in the products of
the jungle. The exports are copra, pepper, gambir,
sago, rubber and rotan, especially to Singapore and
Java. Rice, clothing and other articles required by
Europeans and the more prosperous Chinese and
Arabs are imported. The import and export trade is
mainly in the hands of the Chinese. They live together
in the Chinese quarter in the European half of Pontianak on the left bank where also the other foreign
Orientals have settled. This is therefore the centre of
trade and commerce in the valley of the Kapuas.
In the swampy lands of Pontianak, intercourse with
the outer world is amost exclusively by water. Only in
the 1920s and 1930s were motor-roads laid over the
higher ground from Pontianak to Mampawa and
Sambas, to Sungei Kakap and from Mandor to
Landak.
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POONA [see PUNA].
PORPHYRY [see FURFURIYUS].
PORT SACID (A. BUR SACID), a seaport on the
Mediterranean coast of Egypt at the northern extremity of the Suez Canal and on its western bank
(lat. 31° 16' N., long. 32° 19' E.). It is connected
with Cairo, 233 km/145 miles away, by a standardgauge railway constructed in 1904 via ZagazTg and
Ismacfliyya, and also with Damietta and Alexandria.
After the construction of the Suez Canal, it became
the second seaport of Egypt after Alexandria, and is
now the chef-lieu of a governorate (muhqfaza) of the
same name. The population of the governorate (1986
estimate) was 382,000 and of the town itself 374,000.
Port Sacld was founded in 1859, as soon as the Suez
Canal was decided, during the reign of Sacld Pasha
[q.v.], Viceroy of Egypt, and was named after him.
Except for the strip of sand which, varying in width
between 200 and 300 yards, separates Lake Manzala
from the Mediterranean, the site of the present town
was under the water. This site was selected by a party
of engineers under Laroche and de Lesseps, not on account of being the nearest point across the isthmus to
Suez, but because the depth of the water there corresponded most favourably to the requirements of the
projected canal. As soon as work was started on the
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Canal, five wooden houses were constructed above
the water, supported on massive piles and equipped
with a bakery and a water-distillery for the use of the
pioneers. A year later, dredgers began to deepen the
waters of the newly established harbour, and the mud
thus raised was immediately utilised for more
buildings, besides the workshops, covering 30,000
square metres in all. This, however, did not suffice for
the rapid growth of the population as the work on the
Canal progressed towards Ismacfliya. To meet this
emergency, and in the absence of stone quarries within reasonable reach of Port Sacld, the manufacture of
artificial stones capable of resisting the action of seawater was begun by Messrs. Dussaud in 1865. Details
of this process are given in CAH Pasha Mubarak's
Khitat (x, 38-40). These stones weighed about 22 tons
each and were used both for the construction of the
two huge breakwaters of the outer harbour and for the
creation of further building ground. In the same year,
mail boats sailed up the Canal to Ismacfliya while
others brought imports to Port Sacld. In 1868 the
breakwaters were finished, and in 1869 the Canal was
completed. As a result, the town was thronged by consuls and representatives of many nations, and the
population reached 10,000.
By the end of the 19th century, Port Sacld was the
world's largest coal bunkering station, primarily for
the Canal transit trade, and in the early 20th century
the point of export for cotton, rice and other agricultural products of the eastern Nile Delta region and
also a centre for fish processing. Its many public
buildings included the headquarters of the Suez Canal
Company, and by 1907 the population numbered
49,884. Its outer harbour, covering an area of 570
acres, its two moles or breakwaters built in such a way
as to protect the Canal from the continuous onrush of
sea-water and sand-drifts, and its docks numbering
originally three on the western bank, all had to be extended. A large floating dock (259 ft. long, 85 ft. wide
and 18 ft. deep, with a lifting capacity of 3,500 tons)
was constructed; and, further, in the years 1903-9,
new docks were established on the eastern bank. To
accommodate the workmen on these docks, the new
town of Port Fu5ad, named after the then King of
Egypt, FuDad I [q.v. ], sprang up on the east side.
To safeguard the ships approaching the Canal by
night, the Khedive Ismacfl ordered four lighthouses to
be erected at the expense of the Egyptian Government
at Rosetta, Burullus, Burdj al-clzba near Damietta,
and Port Sacld. The latter one was 174 ft. high and its
beam distinct from those of the other three and visible
at a distance of 20 miles. It lay at the base of the
western mole which, at its seaward extremity, carried
a colossal statue of Ferdinand de Lesseps by E. Fermiet, unveiled in 1899.
In 1956 the Egyptian President Gamal cAbd alNasir (Nasser) [see CABD AL-NASIR, DJAMAL in Suppl.]
nationalised the Suez Canal. In the ensuing war of
Britain, France and Israel against Egypt during late
October-early November 1956, Port Sacld was severely damaged by air attacks and during the British and
French landings, with the statue of de Lesseps,
amongst other things, being destroyed. After the war,
the damages were repaired and the Canal re-opened,
but during the Six Days' War of June 1967 Israeli
forces advanced to the eastern bank of the Canal and
occupied the territory of western Sinai up to that
bank. The Canal remained closed for several years.
But after the Camp David Accords of 1978 and the
Israel-Egypt Peace Treaty of 1979, the use of the
Canal revived and the revenue from transit dues has
become a significant part of Egypt's income, with
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Port Sacid returning to something of its former prosperity.
Bibliography: The chief contemporary source is
C
A1I Pasha Mubarak, al-Khitat al-Tawfikiyya, 20
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(A.S. ATIYA*)
POSTA (Ital. posta), borrowed into Ottoman
Turkish and Arabic in the 19th century in the forms
plbosta, plbosta to designate the new conception of
European-style postal services in the Near East. In
more recent times, it has been replaced at the formal
level by band [q.v.], a revival of the mediaeval Arabic
term for the state courier and intelligence services, but
bustalbusta and bustaajt "postman" continue in use in
the Arab Levant at the informal level, and posta remains the standard term in Modern Turkish. In
modern Persian also post, from the French paste, is
used.
(E D -)
POSTA, postage s t a m p s . Postage stamps (Ar.
tdbi*- [bartdi]; Pers. tambr; Tk. put) are a Western innovation. The world's first postage stamp—the "penny black" bearing the portrait of young Queen
Victoria—was issued by Great Britain in 1840. There
exists an evident connection between the spread of the
"postage stamp revolution" and European overseas
expansion. Besides Great Britian, other European
countries, above all France, but also Austria, Germany, Italy and Spain were responsible for the founding of postal services and the diffusion of stamps in
North Africa and the Middle East. Foreign post offices of these countries were opened e.g. in Lebanon,
Syria, Palestine, Morocco, Libya, and Egypt. They
issued the stamps of their countries, and as a result the
dispatching point of these stamps is only to be identified by the postal cancellations. Later, overprints
were added. Here, as in other cases, the foreign post
offices cut into revenues that would otherwise have
gone to the national post office. The first Middle
Eastern countries which joined the parade of stampissuing states were: India (1854 with a portrait of
Queen Victoria on the first issued stamp, after using
issues of the East India Company for two years); the
Ottoman Empire (1863); Egypt (1866); Persia (1868);
and Afghanistan (1871). The first three of them opened post offices in their "satellite states" using the
same practice as the European countries.
Despite the more than one hundred year-old history
of stamps in North Africa and the Middle East,
"Islamic philately" has not received much attention
until recently. This intensified interest is mainly to be
explained by the fact that, since the 1960s and the
1970s, the themes on stamps have been diversified
and several Islamic countries have begun to use
postage stamps as instruments of propaganda.
Philately is considered as an ancillary historical and
social science discipline, although its skilled use as
such is rarely revealed. Unlike its honoured sister
numismatics, philately cannot of course provide information on dark periods where written evidence is
scarce or unavailable. But it can be of additional value
for the analysis of official viewpoints and of cultural
and political history; stamps are excellent primary
sources for the symbolic messages which governments
seek to convey to their citizens and to the world. The
same is true of banknotes, because "both are a
monopoly—i.e. a sovereign attribute of the state as
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well as an efficient iconographic propaganda vehicle
thereof. They can tell us something about the official
discourse of the state, the one for which it attempts to
ensure ideological hegemony" (Sivan 1987, 21). For
modern times, the symbolism of stamps is more useful
for the historian than that of coins because stamps are
more varied and less conservative.
Which types of historical evidence are to be found
on stamps in detail? Stamps can be studied from the
"inside" and the "outside". Under the latter we
understand the stamp as a "physical and economic
object" (cf. Hazard 1959/1980, 200 ff.), made up of
paper, ink, glue, etc., marked by inscriptions, overprints and denominations. An enquiry into the quantity and quality of these components (kind of paper,
method of printing, perforation, watermark, overprint types and settings, etc.) is not merely of limited
interest for the collector or the historian of printing
technology and paper manufacturing; an investigation of these aspects can give indications concerning
the political and economic situation of the issuing
country. A large quantity of new issues has normally
two causes: either the state is fully appreciating the
propaganda value of stamps (as was the case, for instance, in Iran under the last Shah, in Libya since the
mid-1970s and also in clrak at present under the
leadership of $addam Hiisayn), or else it is seeking
additional revenue. Numerous countries, mostly
small and poor, have abandoned their prerogative to
represent themselves in favour of financial advantages. They have entrusted Western agencies with the
production of stamps on any possible occasion and
with their promotion to dealers and collectors. Many
of these stamps never touch the shores of the countries
that issue them. The stamps display themes which
have mostly nothing to do with the heritage of the issuing countries: astronauts, European paintings,
famous people of the world (such as J.F. Kennedy, the
Prince of Wales and Princess Diana), or international
sports events. For the Islamic countries, this practice
was used e.g. by Afghanistan under the reign of Zahir
Shah, by North Yemen (since 1962), by Mauritania,
Katar (since 1961), and the poor Persian Gulf
shaykhdoms ( c Adjman, with even special issues for its
exclave Manama, Dubayy, Fudjayra, RaDs alKhayma, al-Sharika, Umm al-Kaywayn) in the
1960s, with the noticeable exception of Abu Zaby that
possesses 90% of the present-day's United Arab
Emirates' oil wealth. The other extreme is found in
Lebanon, where no stamps were printed in 1976-7, in
1979, and between 1985 and 1987. Due to the civil
war, Lebanon issued not more than 100 stamps over
the last 14 years. More direct money-raising methods
include the issuance of souvenir sheets (also used as a
propaganda instrument), postal tax (also called
revenue) stamps (several Arab countries, e.g. Syria,
printed such stamps for the wars against Israel and
subsequent military needs; the Ottoman Empire
issued tax stamps during the Balkan War of 1911-12,
and the young Turkish Republic printed a large quantity in 1920, reflecting the disastrous situation of the
country during these years), and "semi-postal"
stamps with premiums for charitable or public purposes (including relief for refugees from the Druze
war—Lebanon and Syria, 1926—and for victims of
earthquakes, of volcanic eruptions, etc.). A decline in
the quality of printing, paper, and perforation points
to economic difficulties. For the printing of the
Haydarabad stamp of 1946, commemorating the
Second World War Victory, many types of paper
were used; this is attributable to the scarcity of paper
during and immediately after the War (Nayeem 1980,

198-9). Similar problems are suggested in the case of
Iran after the Revolution in 1979. A possible reason
why the watermark of the Pahlavf stamps was not
altered until 1981 is because of a paper shortage.
Libya used Egyptian watermarks until 1960; the
stamps were printed in Rome, Naples, Cairo or by
Bradbury. This dependence on foreign technology
can be explained by the extreme poverty of this North
African state until the large-scale production and export of oil in the mid-1960s.
Overprints and surcharges are of great historical interest, since they always arise as a result of an
emergency. One of the earliest surcharges became
necessary when a Persian Postmaster-General resigned and thereafter considered a huge quantity of
stamps as his own property, refusing to return them
to the post office (nos. 94 ff./1897-9). After the Ottoman entry into the First World War, the Ottoman
Post Office ran out of the stocks of the 1914 pictorial
set, the plates of which were inaccessible in London.
It had to resort to overprinting old stocks of superseded issues. More often, overprints have been used by
occupying (see e.g. c lrak, occupied in 1918 by units
of the Indian army, where Turkish stamps overprinted "BAGHDAD IN BRITISH OCCUPATION" were used; or Lebanon as occupied territory,
where Turkish stamps overprinted "E.E.F.", for
"Egyptian Expeditionary Force", were issued; or
Syria, where in 1919 French stamps were overprinted
"T.E.O.", for "Territoires ennemis occupes", later
changed to "O.M.F.", for "Occupation militaire franfaise"), protecting, mandatary, and colonial powers.
The date and type of overprints indicate the severity
of foreign rule, the degree of dependence and control.
Whereas Egypt had the right to issue special stamps of
its own, other Ottoman provinces were less
autonomous, as was true for c lrak; it had to use
Turkish postage stamps until the Ottoman Empire
was replaced by the British mandatary power.
Algeria, being constitutionally part of metropolitan
France, had stamps of its own only after 1924.^ In that
year, French stamps were overprinted "ALGERIE".
Even the post-war issues have continued to omit
Arabic, to stress French culture and interests to the
exclusion of Arab ones, and to emphasise French
dominance. Similar was the practice of the Italian colonial power in Libya, whereas the French protectorate in Tunisia replaced the monolingual inscription
"REGENCE DE TUNIS" in 1906 by another one in
French and Arabic; Palestine as a British mandate
after 1920 even used a trilingual inscription in Arabic,
English and Hebrew. The autonomy of the cAlawI
areas, guaranteed by the French after 1924, can be
deduced
from
French
stamps
overprinted
"ALAOUITES-AL-CALAWIYYIN". In the case of
nominally independent shaykhdoms, like al-Kuwayt
or al-Bahrayn, the stamps indicate that they were actually under firm British control. After using Indian
stamps with no indication of the issuing state's name,
the stamps were overprinted (in 1923-4 and 1933 respectively) "KUWAIT/BAHRAIN". After the Partition of India (1947), the same was done with British
stamps. The complex postal history of Morocco under
foreign control, and of war-time Libya, becomes clear
by observing the diversity of overprints and used
stamps.
Pakistan's first stamps illustrate the hasty creation
of the nation. The first issue consisted of Indian
stamps (portrait of King George VI) overprinted
"PAKISTAN" by the Indian Security Press at
Nasik. Owing to the events after Partition, grave
shortages of stamps occurred in many places. It was
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therefore necessary to supplement the Nasik prints by
local overprints in Pakistan. Machine-printed, handstamped, typewritten and manuscript overprints thus
appeared in many places and under varying conditions; they were sanctioned by the central or provincial governments, and sometimes even by minor
authorities down to the village postmaster. All these
issues were governed by the same conditions, namely,
an acute shortage of Pakistan stamps, a surplus stock
of unwanted Indian stamps, and the determination to
do something in order that the posts could carry on
(Martin 1959/1974, VII, 2). A similar situation in independent Algeria caused at the outset the overprinting of former French issues with the initials "E.A."
for " Etat A Igerien''.
Overprints indicating the new state's name, and
similar techniques like the obliterating with black bars
of the former ruler's portrait, have been employed in
other countries following a drastic change in regime in
order to use up old stocks of stamps while
demonstrating a complete departure from the past
(see e.g. Egypt, 1953, or Iran, 1979). Sometimes
former sets are overprinted in order to commemorate
an important event in the history of a particular country; in Transjordan, for instance, stamps of 1927 were
overprinted one year later, in Arabic script, with the
word dustur in order to mark the promulgation of the
constitution. Frequent changes in denomination may
well reveal economic problems and inflation.
We have yet to mention some further conclusions
which can be drawn from the mono- or bilingual inscriptions. The exclusive use of the national language
in Islamic countries either underlines the continuity
with the Islamic past (by confirming the sanctity of the
Arabic script and language; see also the using of
Islamic/Christian dates) or growing nationalistic feelings. To quote some examples: Ottoman stamps up to
1876 used exclusively the Turkish language and
"Turkish"-style numerals. The inscriptions translate
"The Ottoman Empire" and "Postage" (the latter
being the western-derived posta, however, rather than
the Arabic band). In 1876 a French inscription and a
"Western"-style numeral were added to a set of
stamps in order to conform to membership of the newestablished Universal Postal Union. With the
alphabet reform of 1928, the Arabic script gave way
to Latin, after a brief transitional use of both scripts
for writing Turkish (1926-8). HidjazI stamps (191625) used only Arabic (compare Yemeni stamps from
1926 till 1930); not until four years after the unification with Nadjd, in 1929, did the Latin script appear
for the recording of the state and value. National feelings in Egypt came through, when, during Ismail's
rule, Arabic replaced Turkish as the usual language of
administration. The first Egyptian stamps of 1866
(nos. 1-7) bear Turkish-language inscriptions; one
year later, Arabic replaced Turkish on stamps (nos.
8 ff./1867). The change in the language came at the
time of Ismacfl's hard-won acquisition of the title of
Khedive, and a few years later (nos. 14 ff./1872) the
stamps proudly displayed the Khedivial title. After the
recession of British influence on Egypt in 1922, an
overprint exclusively in Arabic announced the formal
independence of "The Egyptian Kingdom" in that
year (nos. 69-81/1922; notice also nos. 82-93/1923-4).
This nationalistically-induced omitting of any
Western script except for a numeral of value was obviously soon found impractical, because French reappears from 1925 onwards (nos. 94 ff.).
Multilingual inscriptions on postage stamps can
also indicate the use of several national languages or
be interpreted as a concession to linguistic minorities.
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Postage stamp series of Haydarabad from 1871 show
a value label in four languages (English, MarathI,
Persian-Urdu and Telugu). The secession of East
Pakistan (later Bangladesh) can be observed on
Pakistani stamps by the reduction of the former trilingual inscription (English, Urdu, Bengali) to a bilingual one.
Stamps may be considered as a prima facie evidence
of the existence of postal services, but not as an
evidence of postal sovereignty, as the cases of
Manama and Bahawalpur [q.vv.\ show. Until 1947
Bahawalpur was a princely state in British India,
afterwards forming part of Pakistan; it issued its own
stamps between 1947 and 1949, although the post offices in Bahawalpur used stamps of Pakistan. The introduction of airmail and special delivery stamps ordinarily indicates the initiation of such a service in a
particular country.
The studying of the stamp's "inside", i.e. of its
iconography, can be quite illuminating and will be of
central concern here. Several factors predestine
stamps to propaganda purposes. First, since the
discovery of offset printing, stamps are easy and cheap
to produce; second, a worldwide spread is potentially
possible; third, visual messages are not difficult to
understand, i.e. it is possible to make them accessible
to persons who are not reached by other communication means; this is especially true of Third World
countries, where the percentage of illiterates is high;
in regard to Arabic countries, one has to bear in mind
also the problem of diglossia. But, whereas the
message which is intended to be transmitted to the
observer of the stamps is comparatively easy to
discern, it is almost impossible to assess its impact
upon its target population.
Subjects often dealt with on stamps can be grouped
in the following way: national symbols; local deceased
heroes; cultural heritage; significant historical and
political events and commemoratives; reforms, national progress, and social, economic or cultural
achievements; foreign policy (regional, Arabic or
Islamic solidarity, international ties); diverse (expositions and fairs, international congresses, etc.).
Primary visual symbols of the modern state include, beside the national flag, emblems, coats of
arms, official seals, the personified state, i.e. the
presiding head of state (a hereditary monarch or an
elected president). With regard to the head of state's
portraits it is interesting to find out when the first portraits appeared, on which occasions they are issued,
how often the head of state is portrayed, in which
manner he is represented, and how he is dressed. Further, the question arises whether there is any difference between monarchies and republics.
Several Islamic countries followed in the beginning
the Islamic proscription of portraits. Instead, they
employed—as the Ottoman stamps did until 1913—
three specialised motifs: the crescent [see HILAL],
sometimes accompanied by a star; a coat of arms; and
the tughrd [q.v.], along with more general
calligraphical and arabesque designs. The turningpoint in Ottoman stamp design came in 1913, when
a set of stamps showing the Istanbul post office swept
aside the tradition of avoiding pictorial designs (nos.
212-21/1913). In 1914, a further step was made by
portraying Sultan Mehemmed V Reshad (no.
245/1914). On the other hand, in Persia, where a
vigorous tradition of pictorial painting had long flourished, the Shah appeared on stamps as early as 1876
(nos. 19-22). In Egypt, religious inhibitions about
portraying living things have been ignored since 1924
(nos. 82-93), and Islamic symbols were replaced by
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monarchical watermarks after 1926. King Faysal of
c
lrak followed this example in 1927/31. Afghanistan
was beginning to portray its monarchs in 1937; afterwards, the rulers of Afghanistan were often depicted,
but President Taraki looks like being, until now
(1992) the last one in this series. States with a special
Islamic legitimation like Saudi Arabia (and its
forerunners Hidjaz and Nadjd), Yemen (first as a
kingdom, later as a republic), and Pakistan, avoided
portraits of the rulers until the 1960s. Saudi Arabia
and Yemen began with a small portrait of a human
figure (1952 and 1948 respectively); the king of Saudi
Arabia (Faysal) was portrayed for the first time in
1964, in the following period several times, in contrast
to North Yemen where the only president ever portrayed until now has been President Hamdi in 1978.
Ayyub Khan was the first president to be shown on
Pakistani stamps (nos. 229-30/1966); thereupon also
the portraits of the deceased national heroes Muhammad CA1T Djinnah and Muhammad Ikbal could appear on stamps (1966-7); previously, the days of their
death were commemorated and their contributions to
the establishment of Pakistan were honoured by showing a memorial inscription or their monograms (e.g.
nos. 44-6/1949 or nos. 96-8/1958). Republics such as
Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Tunisia and clrak depicted
the portraits of their presidents from the beginning.
Another practice was followed in Egypt and Libya
after the revolutions there. Despite his popularity and
the personality cult of him allowed in other media,
President cAbd al-Nasir (Nasser) kept his portrait off
Egyptian stamps except on three occasions (1964,
1965, 1967). After his death, however, he was commemorated on Egyptian stamps in 1970-2, and on
stamps of several other Arabic countries. AlKadhdhafT (Gaddafi) appeared for the first time on a
souvenir sheet in 1975; in subsequent years he has
become the central figure on the stamps. Remarkable
exceptions are Algeria and Iran after 1979. No
Algerian president has appeared until now on stamps
during his lifetime (H. Boumedienne/Hawarf Bumadyan was for the first time portrayed after his death in
1979); on the occasion of the (re-)election of Boumedienne or Shadhll b. Djadid, instead of a portrait, inscriptions in Arabic were used which translate "Election of Brother ... as President ...". Whereas in the
Shah's days a profile of the monarch was almost
always displayed, the Islamic Republic of Iran has only honoured "martyrs" on_ stamps (see also
banknotes). For this reason, Ayatullah Khumaynl
was depicted for the first time after his death
(1989 ff.), although already in his lifetime huge
posters of him were plastered on walls of most Iranian
towns and were carried in processions. As Chelkowski
has pointed out, "This is a clever symbolic manipulation to suggest that Khomeini has not imposed his rule
but is the 'chosen' representative of the people who
carry his portrait out of love and devotion" (1990,
92-3).
Several monarchs of Islamic countries (Egypt since
FuDad I, Afghanistan under Zahir Shah, Iran since
the PahlavTs, Jordan under the reign of Husayn II,
and Morocco under the reign of Hasan II) have flooded their countries with regular issues bearing their
portraits on the occasion of commemorating special
royal events: births and birthdays (especially of the
male heir), royal birthdays; weddings; deaths and coronations (esp. Iran, nos. 1365-7/1967), etc. Another
practice was followed, for instance, in Libya, where
King Idris I was only once portrayed, directly after independence. Ruling predecessors are honoured,
sometimes together with the reigning monarch, to

show the continuity of the particular dynasty. The
Pahlavls even tried to base their reign on a fictitious
continuity of the Persian monarchy since the time of
the Achaemenids. This intention was revealed also in
1935 when Persia was renamed Iran (nos. 149 ff.:
"Pastes iraniennes", instead of "Pastes persanes").
Regularly, the hereditary heads of state have attempted to enhance their legitimacy, either by combining
their rule (in a portrait) directly with symbols of progress (see below), or by stressing the dynasty's role in
the fight for independence (e.g., in Morocco under
Muhammad V and his son, and in Jordan). In this
respect, differences between monarchies and republics
seem to be blurred: republican heads of state are portrayed on similar occasions, as Independence or National Day, Revolution Day, etc.; the personality cult
of Habfb Bourguiba (Abu Rakiba) is intertwined with
his role of Supreme Mudjahid, his life history marking the major milestones of the Tunisian fight against
the French. Other heroes of that same era appear on
stamps only if they are long dead. Bourguiba was
often shown together with female figures; this is an
allusion to the improvement of the women's status as
a result of the revised Personal Status Code in 1956.
Sometimes even the birthdays of the presidents (e.g.
of Saddam Husayn since 1984) are celebrated on
stamps; frequently, they invoke their contributions to
the modernisation process. Turkish presidents present
themselves as the sons of the "Father of the Turks".
A souvenir sheet (no. 25) in 1987 shows the hithertoexisting presidents from Atatiirk to Evren in the shape
of a family tree; the picture seems to suggest that
Turkey is still firmly adhering to the political principles and aims of Atatiirk. On another stamp issued
in 1939 (no. 1052), the role of Atatiirk is compared to
that of George Washington for the United States.
Monarchs often appear on stamps in traditional
(Bedouin) headgear and robes (see Faysal I of clrak in
the 1920s, and his brother cAbd Allah in Transjordan,
and moreover, the rulers of the U.A.E. and Saudi
Arabia), later, they also underlined their links to the
army (see Rida Shah Pahlavl) by wearing military
uniform, or their support for reforms and westernisation by appearing bare-headed and clothed in
Western style. The first presidents (e.g. of Turkey,
Syria) were shown as modern townsmen in Westernstyle coats and ties, thereby expressing their intent to
modernise and secularise the country. The fez, once
a modern symbol, disappeared gradually and by the
1950s it was finally becoming old-fashioned. Soldierpoliticians, as Atatiirk or Sadat, alternated between
military uniform and civilian garb; Asad was always
depicted in civilian clothes despite his military vocation, thereby underscoring his legitimacy, while Sadat
preferred the military uniform. Al-Kadhdhafi is
shown in different garbs; the most favourite one,
beside the military uniform, seems to be Bedouin
garb; sometimes the "revolutionary leader" is sitting
on a horse, surrounded either by fighting people, or
jubilating masses, or "Green Books", propagated as
his "Third Universal Theory", with a liberating
message for the whole world. The described style of illustration is itself a hint at the contents of the "Green
Book" (here part 3), where the author is praising the
Bedouins for their practising of "national sports"
(e.g. mounted games), instead of merely watching
sporting events. Like $addam Husayn (1988),
al-Kadhdhafi is represented on stamps as an ideal
Muslim on the hadjdj or during the Muslim worship
(1985). This confirmation seemed necessary after alKadhdhaft's open shift to "de facto-secularisation" in
1975 and his unorthodox interpretation of Islam since
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then (rejection of the Sunna as a source of Islamic law,
etc.).
Other important and specific national symbols and
emblems which are often seen on stamps should be
mentioned. In the case of Persia, the national emblem
next to the portrait of the Shah was the Lion and the
Sun, under the Pahlavl crown; for Lebanon it is still
the cedar, for Morocco the pentagram. After the Iranian Revolution, the red tulip, symbolising love and
sacrifice in Persian poetry, has been made an official
emblem. The word Allah in the shape of a red tulip appears on stamps, as on the 100-rial bill and on coins.
Turkey used sometimes (1926, 1929, 1931, 1961) the
mythical grey wolf (bozkurt), an embodiment of the
unification of its people. An allegorical figure, the embodiment of the nation, usually represented in the
form of a woman, so popular on French stamps,
represents Syria in one case (1956), but this particular
symbolism seems to have been too foreign to the
Islamic tradition to have taken root in Syria.
Another category of symbols of power is that of
historical notables or local heroes. Every regime has
its own pantheon, and this becomes clear on stamps
too. The emphases shift with the change of regimes,
although local heroes are generally more often
honoured than famous persons who have had an impact on the whole Arab-Islamic world. Whereas
monarchies have emphasised the role of their
ancestors, especially the founder of a particular dynasty (e.g. monarchical Egypt frequently depicted
Muhammad CA1T; Libya the founder of the Sanusiyya,
Sldl Muhammad b. CA1T al-Sanusi; Saudi Arabia
chose Ibn Sacud), republican regimes have issued
stamps to commemorate a variety of nationalists (e.g7.
Turkey memorialised Namik Kemal and Diya0 (Ziya)
Gokalp; Egypt c Umar Makram, cUrabI Pasha and
Mustafa Kamil; clrak honoured Satic al-Husri, progenitor of the various pan-Arab ideological trends;
Syria, instead, preferred to honour a native-born
theoretician of Pan-Arabism, al-Kawakibi), reformers
(al-Tahtawi, al-Afghani, c Abduh, Tahir Haddad,
etc.), freedom fighters (e.g. Pakistan 1979, 1989-90),
and cultural leaders (in literature, arts or creative
fields). A myth of the peoples' continuous struggle for
independence is created in some cases (e.g. on Libyan
stamps since 1971-2, esp. since 1980, and on Iranian
stamps after 1979). The Islamic Republic of Iran
marked the abrupt departure of the past and the
changing orientation from Western ideology and apparel of the Shah's era to the traditional Islamic attitudes by a series of stamps (since 1979) devoted to
the "forerunners of the Islamic movement". The role
of the clerical opposition is overemphasised; but,
besides firm supporters of Khumaynl (like Ayatullah
Bihi§htl, died in 1981), or forerunners of an Islamic
republic (as Fadl Allah Nun, died in 1909), other
famous persons are represented in this_set who would
not have supported the "reign of the Ayatullahs", if
they were still living (e.g., Mirza Kucik Khan.
Musaddik, Al-i Ahmad, Shari^ati, Talikani). Most of
the forerunners are considered as "martyrs" for the
"right cause", pointing to the glorified idea of martyrdom which is also one characteristic of ShiSsm.
Another Shi^T feature commemorated on postage
stamps is that of the Sru^T Imams or works connected
with them, such as the Nahdj_ al-baldgha [q.v.] (e.g. in
1981). The search for historical heroes to honour on
Lebanese stamps is a difficult task. The choice of
Druze and Maronite princes is an indication of Christian dominance there till the outbreak of the Civil
War and of the neglect of the Islamic heritage.
Harmless illustrations of traditional costumes, na-
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tional handicraft, festivals and musical instruments,
animals and flora, fauna, scenery, as well as antiquities,
archaeological
excavations,
historical
monuments (mosques, forts, and palaces etc.) and
modern buildings (hotels, banks, museums, etc.) are
found on the stamps of nearly every country with the
aim of underlining the national heritage and, probably, of convincing the public of a clear-cut national
identity. So, even the representation of antiquities
and other common motifs can throw light upon the
political aims or the ideological orientation of a regime
and its self-identification. Despite the post-colonial
Pan-Arabic and Pan-Islamic rhetorics of some
regimes, they often lay particular stress on the preIslamic and pre-Arabic history, a sign of the specific
national pride and patriotism. In Egypt, Pharaonic
monuments are as prevalent today as they were in
1866 when the first issues bore a pyramid watermark.
All stamps issued between 1867 and 1913 featured
pyramid-and-sphinx designs, and the Giza pyramids
have been a favourite subject ever since, although
after 1952, as the interest in other themes increased,
the pre-Islamic heritage was less often depicted. clrak
places great emphasis on its Babylonian forerunners
(cf. already a set from 1963, here together with
Islamic monuments; and from 1988, on the occasion
of the Babylon Festival), especially since Saddam Husayn shifted from extremist Pan-Arabic policies
towards a specifically clrakl wataniyya; a Mesopotamian-inspired culture is seen as a convenient vehicle
to introduce and support the change in fundamental
ideology (compare the results of A. Baram's study,
Mesopotamian identity in BaHhi Iraq, in MES, xix [1983],
425-55). Jordanian stamps frequently show the
Nabataean city of Petra or the Temple of Djarash
(since 1933). This pattern is repeated also in other
Arab (Algeria, Tunisia) and Islamic (Pakistan,
Afghanistan, etc.) countries.
Depicting antiquities or other signs of national
heritage can be seen as a means of advertisement and
as evidence for the tourist industry (e.g. Lebanon in
the 1960s until 1975; Egypt since the 1950s, with a
short interruption as a result of the 1967 events). But,
as Si van has pointed out, the impressive continuity in
the patterns of postage stamps produced over the last
thirty years shows that touristic considerations have
not reigned supreme in this domain. A comparison
with the monetary iconography of the same era
(issued in Egypt, Syria, and Jordan) shows that the
recurrence of certain images on postage stamps has
not been a purely aesthetic tendency but the result of
conscious political decision. These visual symbols
should be mainly interpreted as official attempts to
create a common national identity and loyalty to the
territory. "Thus, the ancient past is part and parcel
of the legitimating genealogy of the modern state"
(Sivan 1987, 23). Noteworthy exceptions are the Gulf
emirates with no past to speak of, and Saudi Arabia,
where the pre-Islamic past of its territory is associated
with the paganism of the Djahiliyya. An extraordinary
shift has occurred in Iran. Whereas the emphasis in
the Shah's days was almost exclusively on pre-Islamic
architecture and art, the revolutionary Islamic regime
started to neglect the pre-Islamic era; in this context
one has to recall the strong protests of the Islamic
religious classes against the Shah's bombastic celebration of the twenty-five centuries old history of Iran.
Lebanon, again, is a special case in the opposite direction, because of the Maronite elite's support of the
'' Phoenician ideology''.
Stamps illustrate most of the period of colonial expansion, as well as its end. After using their own
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stamps, with or without overprints, the colonial
powers in the Islamic lands under their control passed
on to the "colonial-picturesque style", i.e. one
foreign from the paper to the design; the favourite
subjects on pictorial sets were scenes of monuments
and landscapes; local allusions were rare, natives appeared only occasionally on horse or on camel, whereas representatives of European colonialism (as Marshal Lyautey on Moroccan stamps (1935/1948, 1951),
General Gordon on Sudanese ones (1931/37, 1935))
were commemorated. While the colonial powers were
shown as civilised and modernised, the dependent territories were depicted as backward countries and
societies, needing the import of progress through colonialism. After independence, postage stamps rapidly
became a means of asserting sovereignty, of seeking
for self-definition, and of furthering economic and
social development. The pictorials now often employ
a semi-abstract style and international iconography:
the national flag represents independence; broken
chains and rising suns, flames etc. stand for liberation
and a very promising future; doves for peace; globes
for universal themes; balance scales for justice; the
Asclepian serpent and staff for medicine; books and
torches for education.
In tracing the evolution of some national holidays
and memorial days, we find instances of discontinuity
(particularly in revolutionary states) and continuity
(mostly in conservative ones). But all these memorial
days have a common feature, that they celebrate national events, as e.g. Independence (National) Day;
Evacuation Day, to commemorate the departure of
foreign forces (e.g. the British evacuation of the Suez
Canal Zone, the evacuation of US bases in Libya, the
evacuation of French occupation forces in Syria);
Revolution Day (8 March 1963 in Syria; 1 September
1969 in Libya), which signalled the change in
legitimation; or Army Day (when the army was the
vehicle of the revolution, as in clrak). Other major
political events and changes in legitimation which
may be memorialised philatelically include constitutional, legal or programmatic reforms (e.g. Pakistan
1973, on the occasion of the promulgation of the new
constitution; Algeria, 1976 (new constitution, Charte
Nationale), 1986 (Charte National*)); overthrows of
authoritarian regimes (Sudan, 1986; Tunisia, 1988);
the first regular elections after a long period of
military/authoritarian rule (Turkey, 1950; Pakistan,
1970); decisive plebiscites (Iran, referendum of 1979,
commemorated in 1984, 1991; Pakistan, 1985, "overwhelming mandate by the people" for Diya° al-Hakk
and his Islamisation policy in the 1984 referendum);
nationalisations (of the Suez Canal in Egypt, 1956,
1961/66, or of the oil industry (Iran, 1953, clrak,
1973)); and the "corrective revolution" or accession
day of the present ruler (Asad's Syria or Sadat's
Egypt). Several authoritarian regimes commemorate
the single mass party (as in Tunisia, the Destour, later
PSD; in South Yemen, the National Liberation
Front, later Yemen Socialist Party; in Syria and clrak,
the Bacth; in Egypt, the Arab Socialist Union, and in
Algeria, the FLN).
Postage stamps reinforce a myth of popular struggle
for independence. Turkish stamps memorialised
famous battles during the Liberation War (e.g. that at
Inonu). Libya somehow managed to find two dozens
of major and minor battles against the Italian occupiers during the period of 1911-43 (stamps issued
since 1980). Iranian stamps after the Revolution in
1979 have frequently recalled the heavy toll of lives,
also mentioned in the constitution, so that their
characterisation as "stamps of blood" is justified. The

Iranian stamps reflect the central theme of the revolution, the "Karbala°-martyrdom-paradigm". The
uprising of 5 June 1963 is seen as the beginning of the
revolutionary movement (1979, 1982, etc.)—an obvious, but typical, misrepresentation of the facts.
After military coups toppled monarchies, "the
people" begin to be shown on the stamps (e.g. post1952 Egypt). For the first time, social groups such as
peasants and industrial workers appeared, joining
soldiers, whose role as the people's vanguard was
stressed (e.g. Libya 1969/nos, 284-9 and 1970/nos.
290-95 with the inscription djayshund dir^und al-wdki
"our army is our protective shield"). The scarcity of
pictures of other classes and occupational groups was
not accidental at that time. Most of the women are
shown in modern dress; whereas in conservative
countries, either no females are featured, or they are
shown in their traditional role, or in typical female
professions, South Yemen and Libya even depicted
women as factory workers (South Yemen 1975, 197980; in the case of the People's Republic of South
Yemen this is to be seen in connection with the labour
shortage and the encouragement of working women)
and in military uniform (South Yemen 1971/77;
Libya 1984). Turkey honoured Halide Edip (1966),
Egypt the national pioneer feminists Kasim Amfn
(1958) and Huda Shacrawl (1973). A set of Turkish
stamps on the occasion of the Twelfth International
Women's Congress was issued in 1935, i.e. one year
after the introduction of universal suffrage for
women.
Concerning the Islamic Republic of Iran, the
changed orientation of the new regime becomes evident in this aspect also; women are rarely depicted,
but if they are, they are veiled, marching in a crowd
under a banner, portrayed in a militant way (with a
rifle over the shoulder), or as the mothers of future
• martyrs, following the "model women" of Shi*!
Islam, i.e. Fatima, the daughter of the prophet and
mother of the third Imam Husayn, or Zaynab, the
sister of Husayn.
Despite the protests from the side of conservative
religious circles, some states propagate their promotion of family planning on stamps, symbolised by a
three-, mostly four-headed-family (Pakistan, 1969;
Iran, 1972; Egypt and Tunisia, 1973; Algeria, 1986).
Whereas a revolutionary ideology is shown in cAbd
al-Nasir's Egypt in a less explicit way, Libya after
1977 has turned to propagating the contents of the
"Green Book", e.g. by quoting central statements in
Arabic and English on postage stamps.
Since the 1950s and 1960s, particularly, symbols of
national development and progress are standard. A
difference between monarchies and republics is not
noticeable any more, with the exception of the Islamic
Republic of Iran which stresses much less than
Muhammad Ricja Shah achievements in the
economic and social spheres (compare regular issues
commemorating the reforms since the "White
Revolution" in 1962). The symbols follow the
Western ideals of progress: cogwheels and
smokestacks, etc. stand for a modernised industry;
tractors or modern irrigation works for the
mechanisation of agriculture. Favourite themes on
stamps include the improvement of the communication and transportation networks (building of streets,
railroads, seaports, airports, bridges, installation of
telegraphs), urbanisation (modern buildings and
cities), industrialisation (industrial plants, esp. steel
and cement works, oil refineries), electrification and
irrigation (high dams, irrigation pumps). The importance of the water problem in the Middle East is
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shown by the underlining of great irrigation projects,
as the Libyan one (al-nahr al-sind^i "the artificial
river", illustrated as the lifework of the "revolutionary leader"), which has beome one of the main
subjects on stamps since 1983; Saudi Arabia and the
Gulf states depict plants for the desalination of sea
water (e.g. Saudi Arabia 1974, 1989). Scenes from the
oil industry are illustrated on stamps from several
Arab countries ("petro-philately"), and trace the
Middle East's growth as an oil-producing region. A
portfolio of Arab countries' stamps portrays almost
the entire process of bringing oil from the ground to
its various users; some of the most detailed oil industry stamps have been printed for Dubayy and
Kuwait. Other main export articles also appear on
stamps (cotton on Egyptian and Syrian stamps, jute
on Pakistani ones (before the secession of the Eastern
part), coffee on Yemeni stamps). Economic plans promise a prosperous future.
Stamps indicate the interest in providing free
educational and medical services; new university and
school buildings are illustrated proudly, alphabetisation campaigns are propagated. Occasionally, new
themes and technologies (pollution control or solar
energy) are advertised philatelically ( c lrak, 1985;
Tunisia, 1988).
Stamps alluding to foreign relations are related to
regional as well as international ties. Demonstrations
of regional solidarity (e.g. with the R.C.D./Regional
Cooperation for Development between Turkey, Iran,
and Pakistan, existent till 1979, or the Gulf Cooperation Council) are of minor interest, if compared to the
philatelically-delineated regional tensions and border
disputes which are pieces of evidence for territorial
claims. Since the annexation of a part of the former
Spanish Sahara in 1975, Morocco has printed annually a stamp on the occasion of the so-called "Green
March", firstly, to underline its legitimate claims on
this territory, and secondly, to use this cause as a unifying national factor (compare Mauritania, the occupier of the other part of Spanish Sahara—according
to an agreement with Morocco—which has only once
(1976) printed a stamp showing the map of NorthAfrica with the inscription Mauritanie reunifiee). On the
other hand, Algeria (1976) demonstrates its solidarity
with the POLISARIO guerilla movement there.
Afghanistan issued several stamps supporting the
cause of an independent Pashtunistan [0.0.]; the first
one in this series (no. 367-8/1951) caused—in contrast
to the later stamps (1952 ff.)—political friction with
Pakistan and had to be withdrawn. Since the achievement of full sovereignty in 1919, and since the
establishment of Pakistan, Afghanistan has demanded
the rescinding of the Durand Treaty (1893) which
delimited the border between British India and
Afghanistan. The conflict over Pashtunistan reached
its climax in the early 1960s when Pakistan occupied
the "Tribal Areas" and closed the whole frontier to
Afghanistan. Asad's dream of a "Greater Syria" is
revealed on one stamp (no. 1510/1981). Pakistan's
conflicts with India over Kashmir have been depicted
three times (1960, 1967, 1973). The stamps of Iran
and clrak since 1981 and 1982 respectively concentrate on the Gulf War. The stamps issued until 1992
are an excellent example of the functioning of war
propaganda. Both countries have revived episodes
from Islamic history (Kadisiyya or Karbala3 [0.w.])
for the mobilisation of the population. Thus one Iranian stamp bears a red flag, symbolising blood and
sacrifice, on a cupola of the tomb of Imam Husayn at
Karbala3; inscribed in calligraphic Arabic on that
stamp are the words "Every day is c Ashura 3 , the
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whole earth is Karbala3, all months are Muharram".
c
lrak has issued several stamps propagating "§addam's Kadisiyya" (1981, 1985-6). Special commemorative issues on the occasion of innovated
Memorial Days ("The
Preparation
Day",
"Mobilisation of the Oppressed", "Day of the Army", etc.) are printed. War victims are glorified as
martyrs on both sides. clrak accuses Iran of committing war crimes and vice-versa (1988). clrak even refers
to the Geneva Convention on one stamp (nos. 12758/1985). The aggressor celebrates the armistice as
'Irak's Victory Day (nos. 1413-15/1988), whereas
Iran shows the resolution no. 598 of the UN with an
interrogation mark (1989), indicating thereby its
doubts concerning the durability of the agreement.
The reconquest of occupied territory (clrak, 1988;
Iran, 1985) and later, the reconstruction of destroyed
areas (1989 for both countries) is celebrated.
Pan-Arabic themes became popular since the
1940s. In general, events associated with the Arab
League, Arab conferences on different subjects, Arab
Boy Scout Jamborees, Pan-Arab games, the Arab
Postal Union, etc., are commemorated. An exception
is found on stamps commemorating the unification attempts of several Arab states, e.g. the formation of the
U.A.R. in 1958 was proudly marked by stamps showing an arch uniting the maps of Egypt and Syria. The
eagle, a revolutionary symbol which had appeared
earlier, and the new U.A.R. flag were frequent subjects on stamps from then onwards. Regular annual
issues celebrating the anniversaries of the short-lived
union followed. After the break-up (1961), only the
continuing use of the name "United Arab Republic"
by Egypt remained.
Nearly all Arabic countries, and some Islamic ones,
frequently print stamps demonstrating their solidarity
with the Palestinian cause. Standard are issues showing the Dome of the Rock or al-Aksa in Jerusalem
with an inscription indicating solidarity; the
memorialising of massacres (e.g. the Dayr Yasin one
in 1948; $abra and Shatlla in 1982); and issues pointing to the refugee problem (see esp. Jordan, 1969) or
the outbreak of the Intifada and the proclamation of
the Palestinian state. More militant standpoints are
expressed on stamps of South Yemen, Syria, clrak,
Iran, Libya and Kuwait. Whereas the majority of
these states seem to see the only chance for the liberation of Palestine in armed struggle, Libya is additionally advising the adoption of the "Third Universal Theory" and Iran the establishment of an Islamic
republic. Iran, characteristically, is calling the beginning of the Intifada "the Uprising of the Muslim
People of Palestine" (1980). Both countries commemorate annually (since the early 1980s) the
"Universal Day of al-Kuds". South Yemen has been,
until 1992, the only country that issued a stamp with
the portrait of Yasir c Arafat, the PLO's chairman
(1983).
Religious loyalties are commonly expressed by
printing stamps on the occasion of the beginning of
the 15th century A.H., of Islamic conferences or of
the pilgrimage to Mecca. Mediaeval Islamic history is
referred to on stamps through monuments, personalities and events dating from that period. Still, it
is noteworthy that many of the Islamic symbols are
usually local mosques (apart from the Kacba in
pilgrimage stamps and the famous mosques of
Jerusalem). Mediaeval Islamic personalities are quite
often native sons. Mediaeval persons who do not pertain to the country on whose stamps they appear are
usually those representing the Muslim contribution to
world civilisation (esp. science and technology, such
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as Avicenna/Ibn Sfna, Averroes/Ibn Rushd, alFarabl, al-Kindf, Rhazes/al-Razi). Conservative
countries such as Saudi Arabia, significantly enough,
do not carry such persons on their stamps, preferring
to depict in their stead such people as the founders of
the four Islamic schools of law (in the shape of an inscription; nos. 625-28/1977). The anti-Crusader myth
has been expoused by almost all Arab countries (in
most cases by commemorating the battle at Hittln
[q.v. ] and the victorious Salah al-Dln/Saladin). The
only exception was Maronite Lebanon, which
celebrated the Crusaders as allies of Maronites. The
total neglect of a country's Islamic past, as for instance in Lebanon, can also reflect the ruler's secular
attitude, as was the case in pre-revolutionary Egypt.
Most of the countries hesitate to exploit Islamic sentiments because of the growing fundamentalist opposition. A remarkable exception is again given by the
Islamic Republic of Iran; here, stamps commemorate
the calling of Muhammad to the prophethood (cld almab^ath, commemorated since 1982) and the birthday
of the Mahdl (celebrated since 1980), which is called
''The Universal Day of the Oppressed". Islamic unity is the subject of stamps issued annually on the
birthday of the Prophet Muhammad. Most of these
feature the Holy Kacba surrounded by the faithful of
all races. Such stamps attempt to depict Iran as a unifying force for all Muslims; they bear the message that
the Islamic Republic of Iran is a leader of world-wide
resurgent Islam. By its frequent use of KurDanic
quotations, the regime is trying to depict itself as a
vanguard of the Islamic world.
Solidarity with other fundamentalist movements
and the intention of exporting the revolution are
reflected on Iranian stamps which honour the martyrdom of Muhammad Bakir Sadr (an old friend of Khumayni and a noted theologian, executed by the clraki
regime; no. 2023/1982), President Sadat's assassin
(Khalid al-lslambull; no. 2029/1982), an Egyptian
soldier who shot Israeli civilians (Sulayman Khatir:
no. 2146/1986), or a leading ideologist of the Egyptian
Muslim Brothers (Sayyid Kufb; no. 2078/1984);
solidarity is expressed with the Afghan resistance
(1985-8) and the militant Hizb Allah in Lebanon (no.
2208/1987). The intention to export the state's
ideology is also revealed on Libyan stamps since 1977.
Yet before this, the Egyptian regime under cAbd alNasir had cheered the arrival of new converts to the
left'st camp; stamps marking the clraki and Yemeni
Revolutions and Algeria's independence from France
(1958, 1963, 1962) reflect a feeling of triumph and
revolutionary brotherhood. Algeria showed its
solidarity for Vietnam (1973), Zimbabwe and
Namibia (1977). Some countries are underscoring
their ties with Africa (Egypt, 1964, 1965; Mauritania,
1966, 1973, etc.) and to the non-alignment movement
(e.g. Algeria, 1973).
Anti-Americanism is shown on Iranian and Libyan
stamps. A series of Iranian stamps were issued to
represent the hostage crisis that occurred during the
Carter administration (1983, 1985, 1987); Libyan
stamps condemn the USA for its aggression against
Libya in 1986, representing Kadhdhafi in the same
moment as the peacemaker (nos. 1719-24/1986). In
contrast to these examples, Turkey depicted its
engagement in the Korean War on the side of the
Western powers (nos. 1337-40/1952) and the ensuing
alignment with NATO (1954, 1959, 1964, 1989).
Afghanistan since 1980 printed several stamps portraying Lenin—a sign of the occupation by Russian
forces at that time; stamps marking the centenary of
Lenin's birth were, however, frequently printed in

other Islamic states (e.g. Egypt and Syria, 1970).
Standardised international subjects have been frequently featured on stamps since the 1960s, honouring UNICEF, WHO, FAO, UNRWA, and
UNESCO, as well as the parent UN itself. Other
world themes have included an International Day for
the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Mothers'
Day, Childrens' Day, etc. A major exception is again
to be found on an Iranian stamp, issued in 1983 for
United Nations Day, which indicates a criticism of the
five superpowers' veto power in the Security Council
and the struggle of the Islamic Republic against this
unjust distribution of power. Anti-racism is interpreted as an Islamic achievement by depicting a black
mu^adhdhin. an allusion to the first mu^adhdhin in the
history of Islam [see BILAL B. RABAH]. These internationalist subjects are also stressed for economic
reasons, for they are popular with stamp collectors
around the world.
National pride and heritage is sometimes revealed
on stamps which treat the subjects of sport and traditional activities. As an instance of this intention, one
may mention Iranian or Libyan stamps which depict
"old Iranian" or "national" sports; Afghanistan has
issued several stamps with the motif of traditional
mounted games; Turkey and Pakistan have displayed
wrestling and hockey respectively, and the Arabic
states of the Gulf, falconry.
Bibliography: The information and comments
on stamps in this article are based either on the
Michel-Katalog (Asien 1991192, Ubersee, v/1-2,
Munich 1991; Afrika 1989, Ubersee, iii/1-2, Munich
1989; Europa-Katalog West 1992193, part 2, Munich
1992), or on observation of the stamps themselves.
The number (or series of numbers) or years of
issues in the parentheses refer to the number under
the relevant country in Michel. Other standard
reference works are the following catalogues: Catalogue de timbres-pastes, Yvert et Tellier Publications,
Paris, not revised and enlarged annually; Minkus
new world wide postage stamp catalog, 2 vols., New
York, issued annually; Scott's standard postage stamps
catalogue, 2 vols., New York, issued annually; Stanley
Gibbons' priced postage stamp catalogue, London, issued
annually.—Specialised catalogues: M.H. Bale, The
stamps of the Palestine Mandate, rev. and enlarged ed.,
Ilfracombe, England 1978; cAbd al-H. al-Kllam, alDalil al-^arabi li'l-tawdbi*- al-^arabiyya al-misriyya,
Cairo 1967; Scott's Zeheri catalogue for postage stamps of
Egypt, U.A.R., and the Sudan, ed. by Mehanny Eid
(8th ed., Cairo 1987).
Basic information on special philatelic terms and
on the postage stamps of Islamic countries can be
found in philatelic dictionaries or handbooks, e.g.
C. Briihl, GeschichtederPhilatelie, 2 vols., Hildesheim
etc. 1985-6; W. Grallert and W. Gruschke, Lexikon
der Philatelie, Berlin 1976; U. Hager, Grofies Lexikon
der Philatelie, Giitersloh 1973; G. Schenk, Sit war
dabei. Die Geschichte der Briefmarke, Giitersloh 1959;
J.A. Mackay, The dictionary of stamps in color, New
York 1973.
Special articles and monographs on stamps issued
in Islamic countries: T. Azzabi, De la paste arabe au
timbre paste tunisien, Tunis 1986; R. Badry and J.
Niehoff, Die ideologische Botschaft von Briefmarken dargestellt am Beispiel Libyens und des Iran, Tubingen
1988; B. Bryan, The private posts of Morocco, in
Philatelic Literature Review, x/2 (1961), 12 ff.; P.
Chelkowski, Stamps of blood, in The American
Philatelist (June 1987), 556-66; idem, Khomeini's Iran
as seen through banknotes, in D. Menashri (ed.), The
Iranian revolution and the Muslim world, Boulder, Col.
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agencies in Morocco 1857-1907 and local posts 18911914, Lancashire 1984; J.H. Coles and H.E.
Walker (eds.), Postal cancellations of the Ottoman Empire, i-iii, London-Bournemouth 1984-90; N.
Donaldson, The postal agencies in Eastern Arabia and the
Gulf, Batley, West Yorks. 1975; P.R. Feltus, Catalogue of Egyptian revenue stamps with Sudanese revenues
and Egyptian cinderellas, Southfield, Mich. 1982; J.
Firebrace, British Empire campaigns and occupations in
the Near East, 1915-1924: a postal history, LondonBournemouth 1991; H.W. Hazard, Islamic philately
as an ancillary discipline, in The world of Islam. Studies
in honour of Philip K. Hitti, ed. J. Kritzeck and R.B.
Winder, New York 1980 (repr. of 1959), 199-232;
W. Hoexter and S. Lachmann, The stamps of
Palestine, Haifa 1959; D. Keep, History through
stamps. A survey of modern world history, LondonVancouver 1974 (see, above all, 72 ff.); D.R. Martin, Pakistan overprints on Indian stamps, 1948-49,
London 1959 (rev. ed. 1974, repr. Lahore); M.A.
Nayeem, Hyderabad philatelic history, New Delhi
1980; R.S. Newman, Orientalism for kids: postage
stamps and "creating" South Asia, in Journal of Developing Societies (Leiden), v (1989), 70-82; R. Obojski,
Mosques, minarets and stamps, in Aramco World
Magazine, xxxii/2 (1981), 8-11; Palestine: stamps
(1865-1981), Beirut-Cairo 1981; A. Passer, The
stamps of Turkey, London 1938; F.W. Pollack, The
stamps of Palestine Mandate, Tel Aviv 1961; D.M.
Reid, The symbolism of postage stamps: a source for the
historian, in Journal of Contemporary History, xix
(1984), 223-49 (fundamental); idem, Egyptian history
through stamps, in MW, Ixii (1972), 209-29; idem,
The postage stamp: a window on Saddam Hussein's Iraq,
in MEJ, xlvii (1993), 77-89; R. Schuessler,
Petrophilately, in Aramco World Magazine, xxxix/1
(1988) 38-41; E. Sivan, The Arabs nation-state in search
of a usable past, in Middle East Review, ix/3 (1987), 2130 (fundamental).
(ROSWITHA BADRY)
POTIPHAR [see KITFIR]
PRANG SABIL, the name in Malay of the djihdd
[q.v.] in the East Indian archipelago; prang = war.
The course of recent history ha,s made it difficult for
Muslims to fulfil their duties with respect to the ajihdd.
The representatives of the law, however, still teach
and the masses readily believe that arms should only
be allowed to rest against the kdfir so long as any success must be despaired of. In a Muslim country under
non-Muslim rule, as were the Netherlands East Indies
under Dutch colonial rule, the teachers, however, preferred to be silent. At most they said that under the
prevailing conditions there was no legal inducement
to conduct the djihdd, in view of the superior forces
and the comparative freedom enjoyed by believers.
Or, on the other hand, they expounded particularly
those texts which removed the more serious feuds between Muslim and kdfir to the next world. When
political events, catastrophes, misfortunes of any kind
resulted in disturbances, it was not at all uncommon
for the Muslim population of what is now Indonesia
to look at these things from a religious point of view.
It may happen on such an occasion that the feeling of
being bound to fight the unbeliever is aroused again.
If the leaders utter the war-cry prang sabil, it finds a
ready answer. It is true that according to the law, the
signal for the djihdd should be given by the imam.
There is now no imam; but even in the time when the
Ottoman sultan was still recognised as imam, any
misgivings were easily overcome if the imam remained
inactive. Outside the boundaries of the territory in
which the holy war is proclaimed, the silent sympathy
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of the believers was with the fighters. Any forcible
conversion which took place anywhere in the East Indies, was generally praised by Muslim chiefs and represented as a fulfilment of the more solid obligations
of the djihad.
This practical teaching of the prang sabil was of particular importance in Atjeh [q.v.] in the.last quarter of
the 19th century. Circumstances were very much in
its favour. The Atjehnese were a self-satisfied people,
convinced of their own superiority, and also of a
warlike disposition. Non-Muslims were everywhere
hated or at least despised. At the same time, those individuals who were in any way connected with the
Muslim cult were held in great honour. These qualities were, however, not in themselves sufficient to
conduct a prang sabil with success against a disciplined
attacking power. A military leader was necessary.
There was indeed a sultan in Atjeh, but he was a
negligible factor as regards the situation in the country. The chiefs, the real rulers of the land, preferred
to confine themselves to their own territory; they were
not fitted for co-operation. Bands of armed men
ravaged the country, doing the kdfir as much damage
as possible, but they could raise no claim for general
co-operation and assistance as they were not waging
war in the way Allah had willed. The law lays down
the sources from which the costs of the djihdd can be
met; pillage and plundering, as was the practice of
these bands, could never be blessed by Allah. In addition the organisation of these bands was such that they
never held together long. In these circumstances it
was the ^ulama? (also used as a singular) who took in
hand the organisation of the war; among these the
most prominent were the ^ulamo? of Tiro, from olden
times a centre of study of sacred learning. They
reproached the chiefs with their slothfulness and the
people with preferring worldly advantages to heavenly
rewards. Going up and down the country, they
preached, the doctrine of the djihad and there was no
one who could openly oppose them; indeed, they represented the divine law. In order to be able to wage
war, a war-chest was needed. The culamd* claimed the
share of the zakdt set aside for Allah's purposes; the
^ulamo? of Tiro in particular used it to train a strong
force of duly converted recruits. The C u/ama 3 were for
a long time the soul of the war. It is, however, clear
that the authority which they had gained over the
secular rulers could only last so long as they were able
to inspire the people to continue fighting. When the
war was over, they returned to their old, still very influential position as representatives of the holy law.
Various writings which, together, formed a regular
war literature, proved an effective means of inspiring
their warriors with enthusiasm. They were an accompanying feature of the prang sabil. cUlamd^ wrote pamphlets and epistles in which attention was called to the
duty of waging the holy war; emphasis was laid on the
heavenly reward that awaited the martyr or shahid,
and the kdfirs to be overcome were painted in the
blackest colours. An elaborate poem, the Hikajat Prang
sabi(l), of which there were many versions, was
specially intended to be declaimed in order to increase
the courage and contempt for death of those who
heard it.
Bibliography: C. Snouck Hurgronje, DeAtjehers,
Batavia 1893-4, i, 183 ff.; ii, 123; idem, Verspreide
Geschriften, iv/2, 233 ff.; H.T. Damste, Atjehsche
oorlogspapieren, in Indische Gids, i (1912), 617 ff.,
776 ff.; idem, Hikajat Prang Sabil (text and tr.), in
BTLV, Ixxxiii, 545 ff.
(R.A. KERN)
PREM 6AND (1880-1936), Indian writer of fiction in Urdu/Hindi, best known for his short stories,
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which gained him wide recognition as a pioneer of the
genre.
During his lifetime, and a hundred years previously, apart from English the official language of the
British Government of India was often called Hindustani. It was usually written in Persian-style script
by and for Muslims, and in Devanagarl script by and
for Hindus. The former type, when used as a literary
language, was also referred to as Urdu ("the language
of the army camp, urdu [see ORDO]) and the latter type
as Hindi (formerly Hindawl). When written in the
Persian script, Hindustani was characterised by considerable Arabic-Persian vocabulary. In the
Devanagarl script, the literary language had much
vocabulary taken from Sanskrit and the Prakrit vernaculars. Even before Independence in 1947, Urdu
and Hindi began to be considered distinct languages,
and they were recognised as official languages in
Pakistan and India (Bharat) respectively. It must,
however, be noted that when we read of Prem Cand
writing novels or short stories in Urdu or Hindi, and
then translating them from one language to the other
in subsequent editions, we should not assume that
major alterations were made in translation. Changes
were largely in the script used than in the actual text.
Thus Prem Cand's fiction should be regarded as a
single corpus, rather than as two separate corpora
from a bilingual author. He depicted social life and
preached social reform in the India of his time, with
its rich variety of races, classes and religions, but he
dealt more with rural than urban life and more with
Hindus than with Muslims.
Prem Cand was born in a village near Benares
(Banaras) and named Dhanpat Ra°e. At the start of
his literary career he adopted the nom-de-plume first
of Nawab Ra3e and then of Prem Cand. His father
was a poor postal clerk, and Prem Cand's education
was somewhat haphazard, and depended increasingly
on private studies and tuition. At one time he had to
walk ten miles to Benares for lessons, yet in 1919 he
graduated B.A. as an external student. His home and
family life was not easy; he was orphaned, and had to
look after the rest of the family. Before this, his father
had arranged Prem Cand's marriage at the age of 15.
Some years later, Prem Cand married a second and
younger wife, by whom he had a son and two
daughters. He was never robust in health, and always
had to work very hard for his living. He acquainted
himself with earlier and contemporary Urdu fiction,
ranging from the ddstdn to the works of Surur, Sarshar, cAbd al-Hallm Sharar and Mlrza Muhammad
HadI Ruswa [see KISSA. 5. In Urdu]. He obviously
had ambitions as a writer, especially of fiction, though
he began as a dramatist at the age of 14, writing two
plays, both now unfortunately lost. Earning a living
presented problems, and he changed his occupation
several times. He started as a teacher, then as an inspector of education. He later worked for publishers,
including the well-known Nawal Kashor in Lucknow.
For a time he kept a shop. Finally, he went to Bombay
as a film script writer. But he could not get on with
directors and producers, and was ill at ease in the film
studio environment. He returned to Benares, where
he died in 1936.
He was a prolific writer. As we have seen, his
juvenilia included two plays. Later in life he wrote a
major historical drama, Rambhumi ("Earthly terror")
in Hindi, the title of whose Urdu version, Karbald, indicates its theme from Arab-Islamic history. Prem
Cand had studied Persian for eight years, and at first
showed preference for the Urdu script. But despite his
brilliant command of the language, he did not find

favour with Urdu readers, and increasingly wrote in
the Devanagarl script. After his death, however, he
became recognised as a master of Urdu, particularly
for his short stories. He also wrote numerous
magazine articles, many published in Zamdna from
1901 onwards. He championed Hindu-Muslim cooperation and social reform. Strange to say, he first
won fame as a writer of novels: some short, others fulllength, some published in parts, some in instalments,
others as a whole, some originally in Urdu, others in
Hindi. Saksena, writing presumably in about 1926,
mentions several Hindi novels which he says are to be
published in "Urdu translation" (op. cit. in Bibl.,
344). His short novel, Asrdr-i-mahabbat, appeared in
1898, and his Hindi novel Premd in 1904. Bdzdr-i-husn
("Brothels") described by Sadiq (op. cit. in Bibl., 3467) as "perhaps the most satisfactory of his novels",
appeared in 1918 in two parts. It is the story of a
reformed "fallen woman" who finds that the world
will not forgive her. She is led astray by a wealthy prostitute, and ends up "saved" and working as head of
an orphanage. An account of this and other novels
will be found in Muhammad Sadiq, op. cit., 344 ff.
These novels are now somewhat dated and appear to
have lost some of their popularity.
It is for his short stories that he had gained lasting
fame. These, numbering over 200, were published in
eleven collections between 1907 and 1936, among the
best known being Prem Paccisi, Prem Battisi and Prem
Calm. Many of them deal with the misfortunes of poor
village-dwellers who are "more sinned-against than
sinning". They perhaps justify Sadiq's description of
him as "an idealist ... a reformer ... and a dreamer".
Many of them are masterpieces, though Saksena's
paean of praise is as excessive in its way as is Sadiq's
lukewarmness. Allowance must surely be made for the
taste of readers and writers for melodrama in those
days. The rich harvest of Urdu and Hindi short
stories in the Subcontinent during the last hundred
years owes a great debt to Prem Cand. Moreover, as
Sayyid Wakkar cAz!m says, op. cit. in Bibl., 592, Prem
Cand's fiction "paints a true picture of social and
political life in the early 20th century".
Bibliography: A detailed bibl. would contain
few works in English but a good deal not only in Urdu but also in Hindi. Reference should be made to
the bibl. in Sayyid Wakkar cAz!m's art. Prem Cand,
in Urdu Encyclopaedia of Islam, v, Lahore 1390/1970,
590-4. For general accounts, see Muhammad
Sadiq, A history of Urdu literature, London 1964, 34455, a very perceptive and informative account,
which some may find rather severe. Ram Babu
Saksena, A history of Urdu literature, Allahabad 1927,
343-4, contains a little additional information and is
full of enthusiasm, but was written a little too early,
while Prem Cand was still alive, and is very brief.
There are many editions of Prem Cand's short
stories in both Urdu and Hindi, and most anthologies of prose in both languages include examples. Among general works on Urdu fiction containing useful sections on Prem Cand, see ShaDista
Akhtar Banu Suhrawardi, A critical survey of the Urdu
novel and short-story, London 1945; and, in Urdu,
c
lbadat Brelwi, Tankidi zdwiye, 304-82, Karachi
1957, a detailed history of the Urdu short story.
(J.A. HAYWOOD)
PREVEZE, PREVESE, Greek Prevesa, a coastal
town in the southernmost part of Epeiros, in western
Greece, situated on the upper entrance of the Ambracian Gulf opposite the ancient Cape Actium and
associated with the Italian prevesione ( = "provisioning"), the Slavonic perevoz ( = "passage") and the
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Albanian preveza or preveze ( = "transportation") (cf.
Phourikes, Zur Etymologie von Prevesa, in Philolog.
Wochenschr., xvii [1927], 509; idem, in EEBS, i, 28393, and in Epeir.Chr., iv, 265-6; Soustal-Koder, 242).
The old mediaeval settlement's foundation (Palaeoprevesa) is associated with the destruction of the nearby Nicopolis, 6 km/4 miles north of modern Prevesa,
by the invasion of the Turcophone Uzes (Ouzoi) in
central and southwestern Hellas (1064-5) (Chronicle of
Galaxeidi, ed. E. Anagnostakes, Athens 1985, 20-2,
78; cf. A. Savvides, art. Turks [in Greek], in World
History, ii, Athens 1990, 360 D). In the scantilydocumented mediaeval period, the first definitive
reference appears in the Greek version of the Chronicle
oftheMorea (ed.'P. Kalonaros, Athens repr. 1989, vv.
9108, 9119; see also Italian version, ed. K. Hopf,
Chroniques greco-romanes, Athens repr. 1961, 468 and
French versions, ed. J. Longnon, Paris 1911, §§ 636,
649, with references to the vieille cite de la Prevasse and
to the latter's harbour as port de Saint Nicolas de Tort},
which is, however, connected with the new mediaeval
Prevesa and its despoliation in 1292 by the Genoese
allies of the Byzantine emperor Andronicus II
Palaeologus, during the latter's operations against the
Epeirot despot Nicephorus I (cf. Phourikes, in EEBS,
i, 281 ff. and in Epeir.Chr., iv, 266 ff.; Schreiner,
Kleinchroniken, ii, 528; Soustal-Koder, 242; D. Nicol,
The Despotate of Epiros 1267-1479, Cambridge 1984,
38 ff., 229 f.). The only direct reference between 1292
and the Ottoman conquest of the 15th century,
associates new mediaeval Prevesa with Nicopolim
vetustissimam civitatem, according to the antiquarian
humanist Cyriacus Anconensis, who visited the Ambracian area in 1436-7 (cf. E. Ziebarth, Cyriacus ofAncona in Epeiros [in Greek], in Epeir. Chr., i [1925], 111,
114; Phourikes, in Epeir.;Chr., iii [1928], 141 and iv,
271-2; Soustal-Koder, 214).
The gradual Ottoman annexation was recorded by
four Byzantine anonymous short chronicles (cf.
Schreiner, i, 422, 548, 552, and ii, 528; SoustalKoder, 242): no. 71/7 dates the conquest to A.M.
6986 ( = A.D. 1477-8), i.e. to Mehemmed II's reign,
while nos. 58/23a and 70/39 date the first Ottoman
"foundation" (Greek htisis, here signifying "fortification") to A.M. 6995 ( = A.D. 1486-7), i.e. to Bayezld
II's reign. Finally, no. 58/23b dates the second Ottoman fortification to A.D. 1495. In the course of the
1499-1502 Turkish-Venetian war, a Venetian attack
on the town's Ottoman garrison, recorded by Sacd alDin (Tac-ut-tevarih, ii, 97) and short chronicle no.
36/30 (Schreiner, i, 295, dating it to A.M.
7008 = A.D. 1500), failed despite extensive damages
and, therefore, a supposed Venetian occupation of the
town from 1499-1500 to 1529-30 is to be discarded (cf.
Phourikes, in Epeir. Chr., iv, 274-6; HammerPurgstall, GOR, ii, 325 ff.; i.H. Uzuncarsili, Osmanli
tarihi, ii, Ankara 19885, 217 f., 222). The first Ottoman occupation (1477-8 to 1684) witnessed the most
important events in the area's history, i.e. the victory
of Khayr al-Din Pasha [q. v. ] over an allied western
fleet under Andrea Doria in September 1538 (cf.
Phourikes, op. cit., 276-8; Uzungars.ih, op. cit., 375 ff.;
D.E. Pitcher, An historical geography of the Ottoman Empire, Leiden 1972, 115, 117 and map XIII-A2; K. Setton, The Papacy and the Levant 1204-1571, iii,
Philadelphia 1984, 445 ff.). Following a brief western
recapture of the town (1605), the Venetians under
Francesco Morosini succeeded in capturing Prevesa
(1684) during the 1684-1718 Turkish-Venetian War
(Short Chronicle, no. 58/23, in Schreiner, i, 422; cf.
Phourikes, op. cit., 279-83). The first Venetian rule
(1684-1701) was followed by the second Turkish rule
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(1699 and 1701 to 1717-18), while the ensuing second
Venetian rule (1717-18 to 1797) was terminated by a
brief French rule (1797-8), which ended abruptly by
the decimation of the French guard and the destruction of the town by cAll Pasha Tepedelenli [q. v. ] in
October 1798 (Phourikes, op. cit., 280-9). The first
C
A1I Pasha period (1798-9) was followed by the third
Turkish rule (1800-7), following the Turkish-Russian
treaty of 1800, and the second CA1I Pasha rule (180720), connected with widespread property confiscations
and terrorist involvements of Bekir's Albanian guard,
but also with an extensive plan of fortifications and
building constructions, was eventually followed by the
fourth and final Turkish rule (1820-1912) (Phourikes,
op. cit., 289-94). The Ottoman period in Prevesa ended during the First Balkan War with the entry of a
revolutionary corps of Prevesians in the town on 21
October 1912, following the defeat of the Turkish
forces near ancient Nicopolis.
Bibliography: For older references, see P.
Phourikes, Prevesa. Location-foundation-name [in
Greek], in Epeteris Etaireias Byzantinon Spoudon
( = EEBS), i (1924), 274-94; idem, A small contribution to Epeirot history, pt. II: Prevesa [in Greek], in
Epeirotika Chronika ( = Epeir. Chr.), iv (1929), 263-94.
See also P. Schreiner, Die byzantinischen Kleinchroniken, i-ii, Vienna 1975-7; P. Soustal-J. Koder,
Nikopolis und Kephallenia, Tabula Imperii Byzantini,
no. 3, Vienna 1981, 93 ff., 213-14, 242. Full
references in A. Savvides, The Turkish capture of
Prevesa according to the Short Chronicles [in Greek], in
Tetramena, fasc. xlvi-xlvii, 1991, 3053-68; idem, On
the problems concerning the foundation of medieval Prevesa
[in Greek], in Acts Xllth Panhellenic Hist. Congr.,
Thessaloniki 1992, 73-85; M. Deliba§i, History of
Preveze in the 16th century according to the Ottoman taxation registers, in Osmanli Arastirma ve Uygulama Merkezi
Dergisi, ii (Ankara 1991), 53-62. (A. SAVVIDES)
PRISHTINA (Serbo-Croat, PriStina), a town in
Serbia, the administrative centre of the region of
Kosovo. It is situated in the valley of a small river
called the Pristevka (a western affluent of the Sitnica)
and on the eastern fringe of the Kosovo Plain (Kosovo
Polje), at the foot of the western part of the Butovac
mountain, at an altitude varying (according to the different quarters of the town) between 585 m/1,918 ft.
and 670 m/2,197 ft. The origin of its name is
unknown.
Archaeological investigations have shown that the
district of the town has been inhabited since the
Neolithic period (300-2500 B.C.) and then in the
Bronze and Iron Ages. The first Illyrian colonies
come from the 4th century B.C. In Roman times, the
place was known as an important crossroads, notably
between the towns of Naissus (Ni§ [see NISH]), Lissum
(Ljes) and Skupi (Skoplje), but also as a centre for
roads leading towards Bosnia and Dalmatia. In the
2nd century A.D., at about 12 km/8 miles from the
modern Prishtina, the Roman town called Ulpiana
(Lipljan) grew up, the centre of the province of Dardania. It was rebuilt in the 6th century by Justinian
I, and the town became "Justiniana Secunda", but
then disappeared completely after the Slavic invasions
and the Slav peoples' installation in these districts.
In the mediaeval Serbian state, Prishtina was early
known as the main town of the Kosovo region. Its rise
was linked with mineral exploitation in the nearby
region of Novo Brdo and Kopaonik; with the fertility
of the Kosovo plain, which was always a real agricultural granary; and with its position, moreover, as
the crossroads of the main communication routes in
the Balkans. Soon afterwards, at the time of the first
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exploitation of mineral resources in the reign of king
Milutin (1282-1321), Prishtina became the capital
(first the royal one, then the imperial one) of the Serbian state (at that time under the Nemanid dynasty,
founded by Stevan Nemanja, 1170-96). The king
Stevan Decanski (Stephen Uros III, 1321-31) often
lived there, but much more frequently, his son (king,
then emperor) Stephen Uros IV, known as "Dusan
the Strong" (Dusan Silni, 1331-55). It was in his
palace at Prishtina that Dusan in 1342 received the
Byzantine emperor John Cantacuzenus when the latter had fled from Constantinople, and it was there that
Dusan issued a certain number of imperial charters
(e.g. that of 1351). According to the description left by
Cantacuzenus, Dusan's palace was situated in the
area which is today between the Clock Tower and the
Pazar mosque (Carshi Djami c ), very likely on the site
of the present-day headquarters of the military garrison. Prishtina continued to be the capital under the
next king, Stephen Uros V (1355-71); and then (at a
time when the capital of Serbia, in face of the Ottoman menace, was moved further north, first to
Krusevac and then to Belgrade) it became the capital
of the son-in-law of the "Tsar" (in reality of the
Prince) Lazar, Vuk Brankovic (d. 1398), and this
even after the decisive defeat of the Serbian armies by
the Ottomans on the "Field of Blackbirds" (Kosovo
Polje) not far from Prishtina (June 1389). One might
finally add that it was always at Prishtina that the
descendants of the Serbian royal family continued to
reside until the end of the 15th century.
In the first half of the 15th century, corresponding
to the period of the Serbian "despotate", Prishtina
remained one of the main commercial and trading
centres of mediaeval Serbia. In particular, there was
an important colony of merchants from Ragusa [q. v . ] ,
who also operated a sophisticated banking system,
linked on one hand to the customs duties and on the
other to the possibilities of cash loans granted to merchants and local business men and to various passing
Ragusan emissaries. Thus it is known that the
"despot" Djuradj (George) Brankovic granted to the
Ragusans of Prishtina the customs rights in 1411 and
1415. It was also within the framework of this grant
that the workshops for refining the silver ore extracted
from the nearby silver mines of Novo Brdo and
Trepca functioned, and at Prishtina that the famous
knightly tournaments took place, in which not only
local people from the town and its neighbourhood
took part but also people coming from a distance, such
as the citizens and nobility of Ragusa.
The Ottoman advance was felt more and more,
through the numerous raids which made the roads less
safe and to a large extent injured trade. On the fall of
the Serbian "despotate" in 1439, the Ottomans installed as their representative in Prishtina clsa Bey of
Skoplje, son of Ishak Bey [see BOSNA. 2. (a), at vol. I,
1263a], and a Turkish kadi is mentioned in the town
from 1448. Prishtina became definitively Ottoman in
1455. The palace of the Serbian kings was destroyed
at a time when the first Ottoman buildings appeared,
some of which, however, had been already built at the
time of the last Serbian "despots". This was notably
the case of the "Pazar mosque" (situated in the
eastern part of the main market of the town), founded
by Murad II (824-55/1421-51) and completed by
Mehemmed Fatih (855-86/1451-81). The latter also
had a further mosque built in Prishtina bearing his
own name. Finally, it may be mentioned that not far
from the town was constructed the turbe of Murad I,
killed during the battle of Kosovo Polje in 791/1389
[see KOSOWA].
Under the Ottomans, Prishtina (now only the cen-

tre of a ndhiye) lost its political and administrative importance to the town of Vucitrn, the centre of the sandjak before 1462. Prishtina remained nevertheless an
important economic centre, thanks mainly to the
Ragusan colony and to the permanent consulate there
of Ragusa; to the proximity of rich mining centres
(lead and zinc); and to the numerous trading
establishments filled with goods of all kinds handled
by the Ragusan and Italian merchants (e.g. those
from Verona, Genoa, Mantua and Florence). The
16th century travellers (one could mention the
celebrated Felix Petancius (Ragusinus Dalmata),
diplomat at the court of the king of Hungary,
Vladislas II) underline its importance and richness. In
the 17th century, it is mentioned by several authors:
in a report addressed to the Vatican in 1685, the
Catholic archbishop of Sofia and Skoplje, Pjete'r
Bogdani (of Albanian origin), classes Prishtina among
the category of Serbian towns with as many as 3,000
houses, and he underlines the fact that this was an unfortified town. For Katib Celebi, it was a "mediumsized" town, whilst Ewliya Celebi (who visited it in
1660-1) records that it was a kddillk of 150 akces, and
that it had 2,060 houses ("spacious and in good
repair"), among which were distinguished the palace
of Alay Bey and the building of the legal tribunal
(mehkeme), and also 300 shops, 11 khans and two public
baths (hammdms). It is known that the Ragusan colony
there still existed at this time, possessing some twenty
houses, and that silver mining still continued (but apparently at a reduced level).
The town suffered a great deal in the AustroTurkish War, that of the "Holy League" (1683-99),
especially in 1689 at the time of the famous raid of the
Austrian general Piccolomini, which managed to seize
Prishtina and Skoplje (aided in this by local Serbian
insurgents led by the Patriarch Arsenije III Carnojevic and by Catholic Albanians led by the archbishop
Pjeter Bogdani). Piccolomini's staff headquarters at
this time were actually in Prishtina. A plague
epidemic which broke out carried off a large number
of people, including the Albanian archbishop and the
Austrian general. At the time of the precipitate retreat
by Austrian forces in 1690, a large part of the Serbian
population of the region, fearing future Ottoman
reprisals, emigrated northwards en masse. It was this
emigration (and also that taking place in similar conditions in 1737, under the patriarch Arsenije IV
Jovanovic Sakabenta, at the time of a fresh AustroTurkish War) which was the origin of the installation
of Serbian groups in Hungary (at Budapest, Szentendre, Eger, Szekesfehervar and elsewhere) and the beginning of the mass invasion of the Kosovo region by
Muslim Albanians from Albania, a process which the
Ottoman authorities naturally helped as far as possible (see S. Skendi, The Albanian national awakening
1878/1912, Princeton 1967, 7).
Prishtina declined greatly in the course of the 18th
century, firstly because of a fresh epidemic of plague
in 1707, and then because of a new Austro-Turkish
War (that of 1737) and its consequences. From that
time, profiting from the growing anarchy in the European lands of the Ottoman empire (an anarchy which
made the Ragusan colony and foreign merchants
leave), Prishtina and its district fell under the control
of an Albanian Muslim family, the Gjinolli (in Albanian, Gjinolleve, in Serbo-Croat Dzinici), a domination which lasted, in the shape of an hereditary
pashallk, for about a century. Towards the end of this
century, the town was fortified by means of solid
pallisades and had around 7,000 inhabitants; at this
time it was the seat of a pasha.
There is naturally a lot to say about Prishtina in the
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19th century. In 1812, France opened a consulate
there, followed soon afterwards by other powers, including (in 1889) the kingdom of Serbia. In ca. 1836,
the town had a population of about 9,000 (the figures
cited in the course of this century vary between 9,000
to 12,000), and it was often described as "a small
town fortified by a double wall, and rather dirty in appearance". But it was also mentioned as an important
trading centre "between Sarajevo and Istanbul",
where two fairs were held annually (in April and in
September), frequented by merchants "coming from
Nis, Bosnia, Albania, Edirne and Salonica". After
the two great fires of 1859 and 1863, which seriously
damaged the town, there was only one fair annually
held in the second half of May and lasting for two
weeks, frequented by traders "from Sarajevo,
Skadar, Pec and Prizren" (hence within a much more
restricted radius). Despite a famed body of local artisans, the town's economy continued to decline,
especially as the "local Turks" (in reality, more
Muslim Albanians than Turks proper) in 1873
prevented the line of the railway coming through the
town, thus cutting Prishtina off from its commercial
relations with Skadar and Sarajevo. At that time,
afterwards "hardly anything except sheep and goat
skins" were exported from it. However, in 1877
Prishtina became the seat of the newly-created wildyet
of Kosovo (in place of that of Prizren), but not for
long, since a dozen years later, in 1888, the seat of the
province was transferred to Uskiib/Skoplje, and
Prishtina became once more a mere palanka. During
this short period (1877-88) there appeared at Prishtina
five Sdlndme-yi wildyet-i Kosowa (in 1878-9, 1882-3,
1884-5, 1886-7 and 1887-8), forming an interesting
historical source which has not yet been sufficiently
utilised. During the period between Serbian-Turkish
Wars of 1876-8 and the Balkan Wars of 1912-13, the
more or less continuous terror perpetrated by the local
Albanian governors (often in open or latent conflict
with the Ottoman central government) on the local
Orthodox Serbian population of the town reached
heights of savagery. In ca. 1910 Prishtina had (according to J. Cvijic) "about 4,000 houses, Albanian,
Serb, Jewish, Gypsy and Cerkes, including 3,200 of
Muslims, 531 of Orthodox Christians and 65 of
Jews".
The town was liberated by the Serbian army of
1912. From this time onwards there began an exodus
of the local Muslim population which continued all
through the First World War and even after it. In
1913 the town had 18,174 inhabitants. In 1915,
Prishtina was occupied by the Bulgarian army, then
again liberated by the Serbian one in 1918. From then
till 1941, it formed part of the "Kingdom of the Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes" and then of the "Kingdom of
Yugoslavia". During 1941-4 it was incorporated
(with the entire region of Kosovo and of Metohija) into a Fascist "Greater Albania", at that time under
Italian and then German domination.
After the end of the Second World War, it formed
part of the "People's Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia" as the main town of the "Autonomous
Region of Kosovo and Metohija" (and then simply,
"of Kosovo"). As the cultural and political centre of
the Albanian minority in Communist Yugoslavia,
during this latter period it played a preponderant role
in the more or less clandestine (but in fact upheld in
a perfectly obvious fashion by the Titoist authorities)
action aimed at making the non-Albanian population
of the region (Serb, Montenegrin and Turkish) flee by
terror and intimidation or simply by demographic
pressure, an action marked by various abrupt changes
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of policy, but one in the end successful. As a result,
the Albanian population (which is 95% Muslim and
5% Catholic) now forms 90% of the total population
of Kosovo and Metohija. Prishtina is now the seat of
the official "Muslim community of Serbia" and of a
madrasa (of lower rank in relation to that of Sarajevo),
the "Alaudin medresa", where instruction is given in
the Albanian language. The Albanian Muslim
religious journal called Edukata Islame (which is
generally considered as a version, meant for the Albanian population of the region, of the official Yugoslavian Muslim journal, Glasnik Vrhovnog Islamskog Starjesinstva of Sarajevo) appears there and also a Muslim
annual in Albanian called Takvim.
Bibliography: V. Radovanovic, art. Pristina, in
Narodna Enciklopedija, Zagreb 1928; O. Savic, art.
Pristina, in Enciklopedija Jugoslavije, Zagreb 1965, vi,
619-20; Kosovo nekad i danaslKosova dikur e sot (a collective work published in Serbo-Croat and Albanian), Belgrade 1973, 853 ff.; Istorija srpskog naroda
(collective work, still in course of appearance), i-vi,
Belgrade 1981-6, see index.
(A. POPOVIC)
PRIZREN (in Ottoman Turkish orthography,
PerzerTn), the second largest city of the former
Y u g o s l a v a u t o n o m o u s district of KosovoMet ohij a with about 40,000 inhabitants, the greater
part of which are Albanian-speaking Muslims, the remainder Orthodox Serbians, Muslim Turks, Orthodox Vlachs, Roman Catholic Albanians and some
Gypsies. Prizren is the only trilingual city of the
Balkans. Until the dismemberment of Yugoslavia,
Albanian, Serbian and Turkish were fully recognised,
with newspapers and periodical published in all three
languages and trilingual street name plaques. Till today, Prizren preserved its Ottoman physionomy of
the 19th century better than any other city of the
Balkans, entire districts being placed under protection
of the law on monuments of culture.
In Ottoman times (1455-1912), Prizren was one of
the largest cities of the Balkans interior and was an
Islamic centre of considerable importance, possessing
dozens of mosques and baths, a number of medreses
and dervish convents of no less than seven different
orders (among which is the Asitdne of the
Karabashiyye branch of the Khalwetiyye) and a
library with many old Islamic manuscripts. It was the
centre of a sandjak throughout the Ottoman period,
and a number of important poets and writers of Ottoman literature lived and worked in this city.
Prizren is situated at the southern edge of the fertile
plain of Metohija, at the place where the small river
Bistritsa (a tributary of the Beli Drim) comes out of
the picturesque Duvska Klisura (gorge). The town is
partly built on the northern slopes of the Shar Mountains, beneath the ruins of a huge mediaeval and Ottoman citadel, and partly in the plain. Prizren is
situated 55 km/34 miles north-west of Uskiib/Skopje
and 125 km/77 miles east of the important north Albanian city of Iskenderiye/Shkoder, with which it is linked by a good road over a pass through the Albanian
mountains, one since 1912 largely disused, however.
According to C. Jirecek and those following him,
the present town is the successor of the Roman city of
Theranda; but extensive archaeological research in
the present town has found nothing older than the
Middle Byzantine period. The town is first mentioned
in 1019 as the seat of an Orthodox bishop. It seems
that between 1169-90, as a result of the SerboByzantine wars, the town was in Serbian hands. In
this last-mentioned year it became again Byzantine,
and in 1204 it was included in the Second Bulgarian
Empire. In the mid-13th century, when the Bulgarian
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state collapsed, Prizren was again taken by the Serbians and remained part of their kingdom (later empire) until the Ottoman conquest in 1455. In these two
centuries, the Serbians erected a number of important
buildings in and around the town. In 1307 King
Milutin reconstructed and enlarged the episcopal
church of the Byzantines and had it adorned with
high-quality fresco paintings. This is the church of
Bogorodica Ljeviska, one of the most important
monuments of Orthodox Christian art of the Balkans
and still in perfect shape. Just outside the town, in the
gorge of the Bistritsa, Tsar Dusan (1331-55) constructed the huge marble monastery of the Archangels, which became his imperial sepulcre after his
death. Dusan had made Prizren the capital of the Serbian state. Milutin's and Dusan's noblemen constructed a number of other churches in Prizren, of
which some are still preserved, largely in original
shape (Sv.Spas below the castle).
In 1455, during the war against Vilk-oglu (George
Brankovic) the Ottomans took Prizren. The fact is apparently not mentioned in the early Ottoman
chroniclers, who only mention the capture of the nearby silver mine towns of Novo Brdo and Trepca.
Prizren was immediately made the seat of a sandjak
bey. There are some vague indications of an earlier
conquest of the town, under Murad I, but this had no
lasting consequences, if it took place at all. The sultan
had a garrison stationed in the Prizren castle, and
converted the cathedral of King Milutin into a Friday
Mosque, which became known as Djamic-i cAt!k, or
Djum c a Djamic, by which name it is known in the
wakf-ndme of Kukli Bey from 944/1537-8, and as:
"Djamic-i Sultan Mehemmed Khan" in the census
register Tapu Defter 368 (p. 43), which dates from the
time of the first Grand Vizierate of Rustem Pasha
(1544-53). In the Serbian literature, the conversion is
supposed to have taken place in the course of the 18th
century, the Ottoman sources and the reports of the
Catholic bishop-visitator Pietro Masarechi from 16234 being wholly ignored. It seems that the monastery
of the Archangels was plundered by the Ottomans
during the conquest, but survived and functioned
throughout most of the 16th century. The mufassal
registers of ca. 1550 (T.D. 368, p. 51) and from 156970 (T.D. 495, p. 46) still mention the "Manastir-i

Year of
registration

1530
1550
1570
1591
1643

Arhangel" paying 50 akces per year as tax for its property. In the town itself, the Christians kept a number
of churches for their own use.
There are no records about the size and appearance
of mediaeval Serbian Prizren. The walled town, built
on a hill which is surrounded by a loop of the Bistritsa,
covers two ha and could have contained 300-400 inhabitants. The greater part of the open town was
clustered on the steep slopes below this citadel, but the
preserved cathedral of B. Ljeviska in the plain, several
hundred metres to the north of the castle, suggests
that the town also spread out there, following the river
and the main road to the north. In the words of the
best scholar of the old Serbian culture of bygone days,
Jirec'ek, it should not be imagined as being more than
a Bretterbudenstadt. Perhaps the town had 2,000-2,500
inhabitants, which for the time and the place was considerable.
At the time of the conquest, a sizeable group of
Muslim Turkish colonists must have settled in the
town, setting up their own mahalles, especially in the
plain beneath the castle. The first reliable numbers on
the population of Prizren are contained in the Tapu
Defter no. 167 from 1530-1, which is based on the information taken during the census of the first years of
the reign of Suleyman the Magnificent. At that time
the Muslims, 273 households in all, of which 40 were
akindjis, lived in four mahalles. The Christians, 396
households, lived in nine mahalles. The town might
have had 3,300-3,400 inhabitants. Islamic life was still
little developed. Besides the Mosque of Sultan
Mehemmed, there were only a few mesdjids, financed
from their own wakfs. The Defter mentions: Mesdjidof
Ya c kub Bey, Rikdbddr of Sultan Mehemmed Khan.
Mesdjid of Katib Sinan and the Mesdjid of Ayas Bey.
The Mosque of Sultan Mehemmed had no wakfof its
own but was financed from the poll-tax of the district
of Prizren, a rather common procedure for sultanic
mosques in the Balkans (cf. Mai. mud. 5625, p. 17).
In the course of the 16th and early 17th centuries,
the town did not grow very much, but gained slowly
a predominantly Islamic character, due to the slow
conversion of the local population (1570: 13% converts) and through the erection of a large number of
Muslim buildings. This process of change can be followed with help of the three tahnr defters available,
some poll-tax registers and a mufassal cawdrid defter:

Muslim
households

Christian
households

Muslim
mahalles

Christian
mahalles

Approximate
total population

Percentage
of Muslims

270
278
428
n.d.
466

396
252
254
97
113

4
4
8
n.d.
14

9
11
11
7
3

3,300
2,700
3,500

40%
52%
63%

2,900

80%

1530 = T.D. 167, p. 372; 1550 = T.D. 368, pp. 440-45; 1570 = T.D. 495, pp. 37-46; 1591 = Mai. mud. 14930,
pp. 2-4; 1643 = Kepeci 2607 Mevkufat 62, pp. 4-8.
The stability of the internal situation in the 16th
century can be seen from the size of the garrison of the
castle of Prizren; in 1530 and 1550 it contained only
twenty soldiers, serving under a Dizddr, a Ketkhiidd
and an Imam. The Ottoman registers allow us to
follow the expansion of Islamic life in the town. In
1513 the poet Suzl Gelebi, writer of the important
Ghazawdtndme-i Mikhdl-oghlu (:AliBey, had the wakfiyye
for his mosque and school in Prizren drawn up. Suzi
Gelebi (real name: Mehmed b. Mahmud b. cAbd
Allah) died in 1522 and was buried in a tiirbe behind

his mosque. Both buildings are still extant. Two years
later another poet of Prizren, Nehari (Ramadan Efendi), allegedly Suzi's brother, died and was buried in
the same tiirbe. The tombstones of both men are likewise preserved. In Shawwal 944/March 1538, the sandjak bey Kukli Mehmed Bey founded a mosque in the
town, which still exists today, and had the road from
the Albanian ports of Lesjh and Shkoder secured by
the construction of 17 caravanserais. In the town, he
built 117 shops providing revenue for his foundations.
Another indicator to the growing commercial impor-
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tance of the town is the presence of 80 shops belonging
to the wakf of Ewrenos-oghlu Ahmed Bey (died 1506)
and a hammdm, providing revenue for his foundations
in Yenidje-yi Vardar in (Greek) Macedonia. In 1570
the number of shops had grown to 99. In 1573 the sandjak bey of Iskenderiye/Shkoder, Mehmed Pasha, had
a large domed mosque erected in Prizren, which later
became known as the Bayraklf Djami c . This foundation included a medrese, a mekteb, a large double bath,
a library and a tiirbe for the founder. All these
buildings still exist today, the mosque and the hammdm
largely in original shape. The library contains a large
number of manuscripts, on religion, medicine,
mathematics and history. The Grand Vizier Yemen
Fatihi Sinan Pasha was to add books to this library in
1589. The medrese of Mehmed Pasha functioned till
1947. In 1022/1613, the vizier Sofu Sinan Pasha, a
native Albanian from the Prizren area, erected the
largest mosque in the town, whose huge dome became
one of the architectural dominant features of the
town. A medrese once belonged to it. For the construction of the mosque, the stones of the by now deserted
Monastery of the H. Archangels were used, and
these are clearly visible at the structure. In the
literature, Sinan Pasha is often confused with Yemen
Fatihi Sinan Pasha, who originated from the same
district (Lume belonging to Prizren), as did Sofu
Sinan, who was governor of Buda, Bosnia and finally
of Damascus. He died around 1615. His Prizren
mosque belongs to the largest and most monumental
ones of the entire Balkans. The expansion of Islamic
life in the town can best be shown in a table, based on
the surveys of the wakfs as indicated in the tahrirs:

1520
1 mosque
4 mesdjids
1 hammdm
1 mekteb

1550
1 mosque
7 mesdjids
1 hammdm
2 mekteb
2 caravanserais

1573
4
13
2
3
2
1
1

mosques
mesajids
hammdms
mektebs
caravanserais
medrese
library

In 1606 and 1614 Prizren is described enthousiastically in the reports of the visiting Catholic
bishops Mario Bizzi and Pietro Masarechi, who praised the beauty of the houses, all having courtyards and
fountains and a multitude of green and trees. Bizzi
maintains that Prizren contained 8,600 houses, of
which only 30 were Roman Catholic, having their
own church. There were many schismatics (Orthodox), with two churches of their own. It is interesting to remark that the bishop maintains that "in
this part of Serbia the inhabitants speak Albanian", a
remark also made by Masarechi as pertaining to the
town itself. For the villages, the presence of Albanians
is confirmed by the Ottoman tahrirs. In Serbian
historiography, the Albanisation and Islamisation of
Kosovo has to be seen as a result of the mass emigration of the Serbs after the Christian revolts and
Habsburg invasion at the end of the 17th century and
the subsequent settlement of Albanians on the vacated
lands. The conversion of the great church of Bogorodica Ljevi§ka is therefore also placed in the early
18th century. According to Masarachi, Prizren had
12,000 Turkish ( = Muslim) inhabitants, 600 Serbian
inhabitants and 200 Catholics. Only the numbers of
the two Christian communities look more or less
realistic when compared with the Ottoman data.
Prizren and its district suffered terribly from the invasion of the Habsburg army under Piccolomini in
the winter of 1689-90, during which the city was burnt
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down and a large part of the Muslim population
slaughtered. According to the late 19th century
historian Tahir Efendi, who used local memory and
now unavailable sources, only 60 Muslim families
survived. With the help of Albanian Muslims from
the unoccupied mountains, the Ottomans succeeded
in driving back the Habsburgs and their Serbian and
Albanian-Christian auxiliaries, after which terrible
vengeance was taken on the remaining Christians.
This led to the "Great Exodus" of the Serbs of
Kosovo under their Patriarch Arsenije III Crnojevic.
The Austrian invasion of 1737 led to a repetition of
these events. After these disturbances a certain Salih
Agha from the village of Nenkovac near Prizren, who
had exerted himself in the expulsion of the Austrians,
repaired many mosques and schools in Prizren and
reorganised normal life in the district, for which he received the title of Pasha. Salih Pasha is the founder of
the hereditary dynasty of the (Albanian) Pashas of the
Rotulla family, which was to rule Prizren till well
into the 19th century. Salih was succeeded by his son
Emr Allah Pasha. The son of the latter, Tahir Pasha,
fought against Kara Mahmud Bushatlf, the powerful
Albanian derebey [q.v.] of Shkoder, who occupied
Prizren in 1795 and drove Tahir Pasha away. In 1805
SacTd Pasha, son of Tahir, became sandjak bey of
Prizren. In 1806 he fought against the rebellious
Serbs, a fact memoralised in numerous folksongs.
From 1809 till 1836 Prizren was governed by
Mahmud Pasha, the most important of the Rotulla
dynasty. In 1809 he helped to destroy the Serbian insurgents near Nis [see NISH] and subsequently conquered Semendere/Smederevo and Belgrade. As symbols of his victory, he took the bells of the clock towers
of Smederevo with him and placed them in three new
clock towers which he constructed in the citadel of
Prizren and in the large villages of Orahovica and
Mamusha. In 1821 Mahmud Pasha participated in
the suppression of the Greek Revolt. He is especially
known for the large mosque, the medrese and the mekteb
he had erected in Prizren. Mahmud Pasha also rebuilt
the mosque in the Prizren castle and repaired the
great hammdm of Mehmed Pasha and the Mosque of
HadjdjI Kasfm, which is already mentioned in the
wakfiyye of Kukli Mehmed Bey from 1537-8. In 1831
Mahmud Pasha sided with the rebellious Albanian
vizier Mustafa Bushatlf but was beaten by the forces
of Reshld Pasha. He was finally removed in 1836,
banished to Anatolia and executed there. His brother
Emm Pasha Rotulla succeeded him and remained in
charge till his death in 1259/1843. In 1247/1831,
Emm Pasha constructed the last great mosque of
Prizren and the fourth and last medrese of the city. The
mosque still stands, a large domed structure which is
visibly inspired by the 200 years' earlier mosque of
Sofu Sinan Pasha. Emm Pasha had only one child, his
daughter Umm Kulthum, which is the reason that the
rule of the Rotulla pashas over Prizren ended. In
1327/1909, Umm Kulthum, then living in the Istanbul suburb of Uskiidar, drew up her wakfiyye for the
mekteb she had founded in Prizren.
In 1843, within the framework of the reorganisation
of the eydlets, Prizren became the capital, instead of
Uskiip/Skopje, of a large administrative unit. This
had a positive effect on the population of the town,
which grew rapidly. In 1865 the experienced traveler
Johann Georg von Hahn called "Prisrend" the
"largest
city
of
Albania",
bigger
than
Yeni^ehir/Larissa, Yannina or Shkoder, and probably
even bigger than Monastir. According to the statement of the Austrian consular agent Dr. von Petelenz,
who lived many years in the city, there were 11,540
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houses, of which 8,400 were Muslim, 3,000 Orthodox
and 150 Catholic. In them lived 46,000 inhabitants,
36,000 of whom were Muslims. According to the
same source, Prizren had 26 mosques, two Orthodox
churches and one Catholic church, as well as 17
mektebs for boys and nine for girls, one Rushdiyye
school, and a school for the Orthodox and Catholic
communities each. At this time, Prizren was the arms
factory of the Balkans, producing swords, all sorts of
rifles and pistols as well as excellent saffian leather and
a large textile production; silversmiths were especially
famous. The population was Turkish, Albanian,
Bulgarian/Serbian and Vlach, and most people spoke
all these languages because they lived mixed together
and not in segregated mahalles, a situation which can
be seen as early as 1643 in the ^awdrid defter of that
year. From 1868 till 1874, Prizren was the capital of
the wildyet of Perzerln. In 1288/1871, a bilingual
Turkish-Serbian weekly Perzerin started its existence.
In 1874, however, the large wildyet was split up into
several different units, apparently to counteract the
too strong Albanian influence. After this date, the expansion of the city began to stagnate, especially when
the new railway from Selanik/Thessaloniki to Kosovo
caused a change in the trade network and left Prizren
largely outside it. From 1878 till 1881, the Albanian
nationalist movement called the "League of Prizren"
met in the derskhdne of the medrese of Mehmed Pasha in
Prizren, trying to keep the "Four Albanian wildyets"
(Shkoder, Kosovo, Manastir and Yanya) together
and to prevent Serbian and Greek annexation, attempts which ultimately failed.
In October 1912, during the First Balkan War, the
Serbian army under General Jankovic took Prizren,
which was accompanied by a massacre of the Muslim
population, according to contemporary press reports
amounting to 12,000 victims. After the conquest, the
citadel and all its buildings were blown up, the
mosque of Sultan Mehemmed the Conqueror was
made into a church and the buildings of Rotulla
Mahmud Pasha, the victor of Belgrade and
Smederevo, were totally destroyed. Later, a beginning was made at demolishing the great mosque of
$ofu Sinan Pasha, but violent popular protests saved
the greater part of the building, its three-domed porch
being lost. From the events of 1912 and from the
subsequent neglect in the interwar period, Prizren
never recovered. In 1961 it still numbered as few as
28,056 inhabitants. Even after the settlement of some
industry and the connection with the railroad network
after World War II, the city remained smaller than it
had been at its height in the 19th century. Neglect and
poverty, however, saved it from ugly modernisations.
After the War, extensive works of restoration and conservation were carried out on the Christian as well as
on the Muslim historical monuments.
In the 16th century Prizren was^ in the words of the
biographer and prolific writer c Ashfk Celebi [0.z>.],
himself a native of Prizren (born 1518 or 1520, died
in Uskub/ Skopje 979/1571), a "fountain of poets".
Besides SuzT Celebi, Nehari and c Ashfk himself, there
lived the poet Mu'min and the mystical poet Semci
Beharl. Sacyi from Prizren wrote a Feth kaPa-yi
Belgrad. Sudjutl, who is often represented as a native
of Kalkandelen/Totovo, was in fact from Prizren; he
wrote a Selim-ndme during that sultan's reign and built
a bridge at Prizren. Tedjelli (d. Dhu 'l-Kacda
1100/August-September 1689) is another poet worth
mentioning because of his diwdn. An important 18th
century literary cAdjizT figure was the poet and dervish leader Suleyman Efendi, the founder of the
c
Adjiziyye branch of the Sacdiyye dervish order, who

lived and died in Prizren (1151/1738). His turbe, with
a magnificent wooden dome, is still extant and held in
veneration. The most important 19th century figure is
Khodja Tahir Efendi, teacher in the medrese of Emm
Pasha, whose great work is a Tdnkh-i Perzerin, written
in Arabic rhyming prose, the publication of which is
an urgent desiratum for the history of Ottoman
culture in the Balkans.
Prizren was and still is a centre of dervish life. The
presence of the Sinaniyye order dates from 998/158990, when Sheykh Musa Efendi founded a tekke of the
this order in the Tabak-khane Mahalle. The
Kadiriyye order apparently came in 1066/1655-6,
when Sheykh Hasan, son of Sheykh Maksud, founded
the still-existing tekke of this order in the Kurila
Mahalle. The Karabashiyye branch of the
Khalwetiyye came into being in 1111/1699-1700.
Sheykh cOthman Efendi from Serres founded the stillexisting tekke of this order. A second tekke of the
Smaniyye was founded in 1118/1706-7. The
c
Adjiziyye branch of the Sacdiyye has already been
mentioned. The BektashI order is also said to have
been active in Prizren, and some MelamT groups still
exist. Of more recent date is the now very active
Rifa c iyye, whose tekke was wholly rebuilt in 1972 by
the present (1993) Sheykh Dzemali Zukic, replacing a
late 19th century foundation. The Newruz ceremony
in this tekke is one of the greatest events in dervish life
of all of the former Yugoslav territories.
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Kaleshi-HJ. Kornrumpf, Das Wilajet Prizren,
Beitrag zur Geschichte der tiirkischen Staatsreform im 19.
Jahrh., in Siidost-Forschungen, xxvi (1967), 176-283
(with list of sandjak beys from 1553 till 1908 and
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genealogical tree of the Rotulla Pashas); S.
Nenadovic, Dusanova zaduzbina Manastir Svetih Arhandjela kod Prizrena, Belgrade 1967 ( = Spomenik Srpsha
Akademija Nauka i Umetnosti, cxvi, N.S. 18); K.
Ozergin, H. Kales,i, I. Eren, Prizren kitabeleri, in
Vahflar Dergisi, vii (1968), 75-96; P. Bartl, Die
albanische Muslime zur Zeit der nationalen Unabhdngigkeitsbewegung 1878-1912, Wiesbaden 1968
(on the League of Prizren); Nimetullah Hafiz,
Prizrenli §eyh Haci Omer Lutfi ve onun edebiyapitlan, in
Sesler, no. 60 (Skopje 1971), 57-65; H. Kalesi,
Najstariji vakufski dokumenti u Jugoslaviji na Arapskom
jeziku, Pristina 1972, 257-74 (on the identity of the
two Sinan Pashas); Madzida Becirbegovic, Prosveteni objekti islamske arhitekture na Kosovu, in Starine
Kosova, vi-vii (Pristina 1972-3), 81-96; Roksanda
Timotijevic, Crkva Sv. Spasa u Prizren, same Starine, in
ibid., 65-79; H. Kalesi-I. Eren, Prizrenac MahmudPasa Rotul, njegove zaduzbine i vakufnama, in ibid. ,2364; Selami Pulaha, Nahija e Altun-Ilise dhe popullsia e
saj ne fund te shekullit XV, in Gjurmime Albanolojike, i
(Pristina 1972), 194-272 (French resume; shows
early presence of Albanians in Prizren area);
Nimetullah Hafiz, Haci Omer Lutfunun tarihi eserleri,
in VIII. TurkTarih Kongrese, ii, Ankara 1981, 121622; Dzemal Cehajic, Derviski Redovi u Jugoslovenskim
Zemljama, Sarajevo 1986; Jusuf Sureja, Prizrenski
turski govor, Pristina 1987; A. Popovic, Les dervisches
balkaniques. I. La Rifaiyya, in Zeitschrift fur
Balkanologie, xxv/2 (Berlin 1989), 167-98; //, in
xxvi/2, 142-83; art. Afik fylebi, in Tiirkiye Diyanet
Vakfi Islam Ansiklopedisi, iii, Istanbul 1991, 549-50.
The Ottoman tahrirs from 1530, 1550 and 1570,
and the djizye and cawdrid defters from 1591 and
1643, preserved in the Basbakanlik Arsivi in Istanbul, have not yet been published.
(M. KIEL)
PROCLUS [see BURUKLUS].
PTOLEMY [see BATLAMIYUS].
P'U SHOU-KENG, Chinese Muslim m e r c h a n t
and official. Although somewhat neglected by
classical Chinese and Muslim writers, P'u Shou-keng,
whose surname was probably derived from Arabic
"Abu", was born in the mid-13th century. As to his
place of origin, one theory suggests he was born into
a sinicised Central Asian family that had settled in
Sze-chuan during the early Sung and later moved to
Ch'uan-chou (known as Zaytun to Muslim and
Western travellers in mediaeval times [see AL-SIN]).
Another has it that his family migrated there from
Champa in Southeast Asia in the second half of the
Sung period. The third, and most likely, maintains
that he was from a South Arabian family who had
settled in Kuang-chou.
P'u was one of the wealthiest sea traders in the
provinces of Fu-kien and Canton. In about 1250 A.D.
he was appointed as Superintendent of Shipping
Trade in Ch'uan-chou, a post he held for thirty years.
Through this post he monopolised trade profits and
amassed great wealth. However, towards the end of
the Sung, his defection to the Mongols (attributable to
his anger at the misappropriation by the Sung court
of his personal fortune to finance the war against the
Mongols) led directly to the Mongol conquest of all
China. Following the establishment of the MongolYuan Dynasty, P'u was appointed Commissioner for
Infantry and Cavalry for Defence and Attack. Later
he became Assistant Civil Councillor of Kiang-si Province and in 1281 one of the two Executive Assistants
of the Fu-kien Provincial Secretariat. Thereafter he is
little mentioned in sources and doubtless at some
point died. His family flourished in government posts
throughout the Yuen period.
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P'u and his family were devout Muslims, sponsoring Muslim communities in Fu-kien, donating money
to repair Ch'iian-chou city wall and wakf land for
Muslim cemeteries. P'u's son donated money for the
reconstruction of the city's Ch'ing-chin-ssu mosque.
Ch'iian-chou became the biggest trade port and important centre for Muslim missionaries and travellers
to China. During the Ming period (1368-1644), however, its significance declined and P'u's descendants
were banned from civil posts by the Ming rulers on
acount of his previous disloyalty to the Sung. One,
however, distinguished himself as a writer during the
Manchu-Ch'ing period (1644-1911). P'u Sung-ling's
Liao-Chai Chih-i ("Strange tales from a Make-up
Studio") contains Central Asian characters and
reflects many Islamic traditions.
Bibliography: Chang, Hsiu-min, Chan-ts'engJen
Chams Yi-ju Chung-kuo Kao ("On the Cham people's
migration into China"), in Hsueh Yuen, ii/7 (1948),
41-59; Ch'en, Mao-jen, Ch'uan-nan Tsa-chih
("Miscellanea on South Ch'iian-chou"), in Paoyen-chai Mi-ji, vol. x, reprint of Sheng-shih Shang-chai
edition, Taipei: Yi-wen [n.d.]; Fujita, Toyohachi,
Yule Shi Chu Malco Polo Kiko Hosei Nisoku ("Two corrections to H. Yule's Ser Marco Polo"), in Toy5 Gaku
Ho, iii (1913), 443-8; Huai, Yin-pu (eds.), Ts'unghsiu Ch'uan-chou Fu-chih ("Revised gazetteer of
Ch'iian-chou") 4 vols., repr. of 1870 edition,
Tainan: City Archive Office, 1953; Kuwabara, Jitsuzo, On P'u Shou-keng, in Memoirs of the Research
Department of Toyo Bunko, ii (1928), 1-79, vii (1935),
1-104; Lo, Hsiang-lin, P'u Shou-keng Chuan
("Biography of P'u Shou-keng"), Taipei: Chunghua Wen-hua Publisher, 1955; Sugimoto, Naojiro,
Bojuku no Kokuseki Mondai ("On P'u Shou-keng's
nationality"), in Toyoshi Kenkyu, xi/5-6 (1956), 6676).
(CHANG-KUAN LIN)
PUNA, now officially Pune, conventional European
rendering Poona, a city of South India located in a
District with the same name, on the Dakhan plateau,
at 18° 31' N. latitude and 73° 51' E. longitude. The
Puna district is first mentioned in Rashtrakuta inscriptions of the 2nd/8th century as Punya Vishaya and
Punaka, which had "a thousand villages." The town
can be identified for the first time in the Punaka-vddi
of another Rashtrakuta inscription of the 4th/10th
century. According to local tradition, Puna was a
hamlet of about fifteen huts in 613 A.D.
There are no historical records concerning Puna
from the 5th/llth to the 8th/14th centuries. During
the reign of cAla3 al-Dln Khaldji [see KHALDJIS], the
Sultan of Dihli from 696/1296 to 716/1316, Puna
came under Muslim control. Hindu temples were
now converted into dargdhs, the town became a
Muslim kasaba and a military base surrounded by a
mud-wall. Within the wall there were the Muslim army and a few villagers, outside were the Hindu
cultivators, traders, village officials, and brahmans.
Puna commanded the communications to its immediate hinterland, the Maval Hills, but was not
situated along any of the major trade routes of the
Dakhan. The kasaba was subsequently included in the
Bahmani Sultanate [q.v.], from the 8th/14th century
onwards, and in the Nizam Shahi Sultanate [q.v.] in
the late 9th/15th and early 10th/16th centuries, both
Dakhan-based Muslim powers, which did not, however, make Puna their capital. The Russian traveller
Nikitin mentions Djunnar, not Puna, as the main
town, while travelling through the area in the late
days of the Bahmani Sultanate.
In 1004/1595 the kasaba of Puna, with its surrounding district, was part of a djagir [q. v. ] conferred by the
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Mosque of Mehmed Pasha (Bayrakli Djami c ), 980-1/1573. (Photo: M. Kiel)
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Mosque of Sofu Sinan Pasha, 1023/1614-5. The date is given as chronogramme,
written on the mihrab: mithal-i djennet ( = 1023).

Kadiriyye Tekke, founded 1066/1655 6. TuM, with the tornbs of the eleven Shaykhs since the foundation, all direct descendants of the **.
founder Shaykh Hasan (stlsile by Cehajic, Derviski Redovi). Photo: M. Kiel)
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Mosque of Emm Pasha Rotulla, interior view, 1247/1831-2. (Photo: M. Kiel)
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Nizam Shahf government on the ancestors of the
future Maratha king Sivadjf. The town was destroyed
several times, worst in 1040/1630, when it was captured and burnt by the cAdil Shahi army. About
1047/1637 SivadjT's father first made his residence in
the town of Puna, which started to increase substantially in size. Sivadji, however, spent most of his time
at Satara, in his hill-forts, or campaigning. Puna
changed hands between the Mughals and the
Marathas [q. vv. ] before it came into the possession of
the Peshwas [q.v.] early in the 12th/18th century. Due
to the Mughal presence, the number of mosques increased, as did the Muslim population of the town.
Khan" Khan speaks of Puna in the time of AwrangzTb
as "situated in a treeless plain." By 1133/1720, the
old kasaba may have had a total population of 20,000
to 30,000. By 1164/1750, Puna had officially been
acknowledged as the Maratha capital, and, as the
residence of the Peshwas, expanded dramatically,
while "a million mango trees" were planted in and
around the town. The Peshwas built the Shan war
Palace, the most magnificent building of Puna, which
was, however, destroyed by fire in 1243/1827.
Numerous temples were erected, especially on Parvati
hill, to the south-west of the city. From about
1143/1730 to 1234/1818, Puna was the city of the
Peshwas, a bureaucratic-military capital with a largely Citpavan-brahman constituency. It did not_have
the economic base of such Muslim cities as Agra,
Dihli, Lahore, or Murshidabad, nor did it have the
commercial promise of the new British cities of
Madras, Bombay or Calcutta. Puna had a peculiarly
brahman character, and, for the most part, was a
creation of the Peshwas, who transformed it into a
city of 150,000. Muslims were only a small community in 12th/18th-century Puna, and many of them were
converts from the f Hindu population of the period
before the rise of Sivadji. But both Sh^f and Sunn!
groups were represented. Later in the same century,
Mu3mins and Bohoras [q.v.] came to the city to trade,
and there were also a small number of Sldls, descendants of African Muslims, and mercenary Arabs. In
1225/1810 there were in Puna 412 Hindu temples and
10 Muslim shrines or mosques. The Peshwas'
generosity towards Muslim shrines in Puna (as elsewhere) is nevertheless on record. In general, life in
Puna was much influenced by Indo-Muslim culture.
The Peshwas, for instance, affected a semi-Mughal
style of dress for formal occasions.
In 1233/1817 Puna was occupied by the British,
and British troops remained in Puna until 1368/1948,
in a separate cantonment. The population increased
again, to 276,000 in 1360/1941. In the postIndependence period, Puna became an industrialised
city of over 800,000 in 1391/1971, and over 1,500,000
in the 1400s/1980s. The percentage of Muslims in the
city has, from the mid-12th/18th century onwards,
never been more than ten, and is less now. But the
Muslim population in Puna is still sizeable, and there
is considerable communalist tension.
Bibliography: V.D. Divekar, Survey of material in
Marathi on the economic and social history of India. 3, in
The Indian Economic and Social History Review, xv/3
(July-Sept. 1978), 404-5; B.C. Gokhale, Poona in the
eighteenth century: an urban history, Delhi 1988; J.-Y.
Le Guillou, Le voyage au-deld des trots mers d'Afanasij
Nikitin (1466-1472), Quebec City 1978; K.V.
Purandare (ed.), Purandare daftar, Puna 1929; S.B.
Sawant, The city of Poona: a study in urban geography,
Puna 1978.
(A. WINK)
PUR-I BAHA3-i DJAMI, Tadj al-Dln b. Baha3 alDin, a Persian poet who was active in the second

part of the 7th/13th century when Persia was ruled by
the Mongols. Most of the biographical information is
based on statements to be found in his verses. His
takhallus was Pur-i Baha3. He was a native of Djam in
Khurasan and was born into a family of kadis and
scholars; his ancestors had held the post of kddi'in the
wildyat of Djam since the days of the Samanids, but by
Pur-i Baha3's time had lost this function. In his youth
he lived in Harat, where Mawlana Rukn al-Dln
Kuba3! and SacTd-i Harawl were his masters in
poetry.
Pur-i Baha3 was the madddh of several high officials,
who all belong to the reign of the Tlkhan Abaka (126582 [q. v. ]). While living in Khurasan he praised clzz alDln Tahir al-FaryumadT(d. ca. 668/1270) and his son
Wadjlh al-Dln Zangi (executed in 685/1287) who both
were appointed wazirlnd^ib of that province, the
former in 1265, the latter in 1270 and again in 1282.
Another prominent mamduh was Nasfr al-DTn TusT (d.
672/1274 [q.v.]). When Pur-i Baha3 left his native province he lived in Tabriz, Isfahan and Baghdad where
he became the panegyrist of several members of the
Djuwaynf family: Shams al-Dln the sahib diwdn (executed 1284), cAla3 al-Dln cAta Malik, the famous
historian and governor of Baghdad (d. 1283 [q. v. ])
and Baha3 al-Din b. Shams al-Dln, the governor of
Isfahan (d. 1279). Nothing is known of his fate after
the death of these patrons, a fact which must also have
affected his life considerably.
Hamd Allah MustawfT Kazwlm (d. after 740/133940) confirms in his Ta^nkh-iguzida that Pur-i Baha3's
diwdn was well-known. Verses of Pur-i Baha3 are
quoted in anthologies, biographical or historical
works. By far the most comprehensive collection of his
poems is to be found in a comparatively late
manuscript dated 1029/1619-20, written for the KutbShahfs [q. v. ] of Haydarabad in South India, and entitled Kitdb-i Pur-i Bahd^; but as it does not contain all
the verses cited in other sources it can hardly represent his complete diwdn.
This manuscript comprises 41 kasd^id, 13 mukatta^dt,
1 tarkib-band, 1 mathnawi called Kdr-ndma-yi awkdf, 2
ghazals and 73 ruba^iyydt, altogether totalling 25,216
verses. With the exception of the rubd^iyydt, his poetry
is devoted to panegyrics (madh), satire (hadjw) or quite
often a mixture of both. Sana3! and Suzam were his
favourite poets and admired models.
Pur-i Baha3 shows a predilection for complicated
metres and rare words. He makes frequent use of
financial and administrative technical terms, and is
famous for his macaronic pieces that mix Persian with
Mongolian and Eastern Turkic vocabulary, so that
most of his verses are not easily understood. There are
many comments on the political and social grievances
of the time, such as excessive taxation or the improper
behaviour of state officials, and allusions to otherwise
unknown or little-known individuals. The satirical
mathnawi Kdr-ndma-yi awkdf criticises the bad state of
affairs prevailing within the pious endowments. For
his criticism and satire, Pur-i Baha3 indulges in pornographic images and obscene words; this may have
been the true motive for the copying of his poems for
the Ku{b-Shahf ruler's library.
Bibliography: 1. Mss. (a) BL Or. 9213: Kitdb -i
Pur-i Bahd\ Diwdn of Tadj al-Dln b. Baha3 al-Dln
( = Pur-i Baha3-i Djamf), copied for the library of
Muhammad Ku$b-Shah at Haydarabad in 1029/
1619-20. Cf. G.M. Meredith-Owens, Handlist of
Persian manuscripts, 56. (b) Cambridge University
Library, E.G. Browne Collection V.5 (7),
Maajmu'a of ancient diwdns, ff. 225b-226b. Cf. Descriptive catalogue, Cambridge 1932, 2250.
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2. Editions and t r a n s l a t i o n s : Browne, LHP,
iii, 111-15; Dihkhuda, Lughat-ndma, s.v. Pur-i
Bahd^; V. Minorsky, Pur-i Bahd's "Mongol Ode", in
BSOAS, xviii (1956), 261-78 (also in Iranica, twenty
articles by V. Minorsky, Tehran 1964, 274-91); idem,
Pur-i Baha and his poems, in Charisteria orientalia
(Festschrift for Jan Rypka), Prague 1956, 186-201
(also in Iranica, twenty articles, 292-305); Iradj Afshar, Kdr-ndmayi awkdf. Athar-i Tddi al-Dm Nasd^i,
in Farhang-i Irdn-zamin, viii (1339/1960), 5-22,
based on a 7th/13th century manuscript, wrongly
ascribed to a certain Tadj al-Dm Nasa3!, who is only a protagonist of that satire. This edition of the
Kdr-ndma-yi awkdf was compared to its more comprehensive version in the Kitdb-i Pur-i Bahd^, re-ed.
with German tr. Birgitt Hoffmann, Von falschen
Asketen und «unfrommen» Stiftungen, in Proceedings of the
first European Conference of Iranian Studies, in Turin, 711 September 1987, Part 2, 409-85.
3. Biographical n o t e s on P u r - i Baha 3
a n d / o r specimens of his poetry in h i s t o r i c a l
or biographical w o r k s . MustawfT, Ta^nkh-i
guzida, ed. cAbd al-Husayn Nawa3!, Tehran
13395ft/1960, 724; Sayfi HarawT, Tdnkh-ndma-yi
Hardt, ed. Siddiqi, Calcutta 1944, 346-7; Dawlatshah Samarkand!, Tadhkirat al-shu^ard^, ed. Hadjdji
Muhammad Ramadan!, Tehran 1338 sh/1959, 1368; Fas!h Ahmad b. Djalal al-D!n Muhammad
KhwafT. Mudjmal-i Fasihi, ed. Mahmud Farrukh, ii,
Tehran 1340 ^/1961, 337, 340. For further
references, see Dhabih Allah Safa, Ta^nkh-i
adabiyydt dar Iran, iii/1, Tehran 1363 ^/1984,
660-71.
_
(B. HOFFMANN)
PUR-I DAWUD, IBRAHIM, Persian scholar,
poet and patriot, born in 1886/1264 at Rasht [0.0.],
the son of a merchant-landowner of Sayyid descent.
From boyhood he delighted in poetry, and himself
became an acclaimed romantic and patriotic poet
(Browne, p. XVIII; Rypka, 376). As a student in
Tehran in 1906 he witnessed the struggle for constitutional reform, which affected him deeply. He studied
law briefly in Paris, but abandoned it for ancient Iranian studies, which he pursued in France and Germany
for a number of years. In 1924 the Pars!s [q. v. ] invited
him to translate Zoroaster's Gdthds into modern Persian. He accordingly spent some time in India, where
this translation was published in 1927, to be followed
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by renderings of the Avestan Yasts (1931), Khorda
Avesta (1932) and Yasna (1934) (Tarapore, 14, 19-22,
34-6). His great aim was both to serve Iranian
Zoroastrians and enlighten Iranian Muslims about
their cultural heritage. In 1938 he became professor of
Avestan, Pahlavi and ancient Iranian history at
Tehran University, publishing thereafter other
scholarly works on Iranian religion, history and
folklore, as well as poems. He died in 1347 ^/1968.
Bibliography: E.G. Browne, The press and poetry
of modern Persia, Cambridge 1914; J. Rypka, et alii,
History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968, 385;
J.C. Tarapore, in Professor Poure Davoud memorial
volume, ii, Bombay 1951, 1-48. Further sources in
his obituary, in Rdhnamd-yi Kitdb xi/9 (1347/1968),
486.
(MARY BOYCE)
PUSHTUNISTAN [see PASHTUNISTAN].
PUST (P.), skin, Turkish/?^ orpostaki, a tanned
s h e e p s k i n , used as the ceremonial seat or throne of
a pir or shaykh of a dervish order. The head, sides and
foot had mystical significances ascribed to them. It
corresponds to the Arabic bisdt. According to Ewliya
Celebi (Istanbul 1314/1896-7, i, 495), the mund, after
passing the test by the pir, is called sahib pust. On
ceremonial occasions amongst the Bektashi order, the
hall or convent was said to have been set out with
twelve pusts of white sheepskin in remembrance of the
twelve Imams or standing symbolically for twelve great
figures in Bektash! history, but in the last days of the
order's open existence in Turkey (i.e. before 1925; see
BEKTASHIYYA), the number of special pusts was
restricted to not more than four, in the experience of
Birge (see Bibl.).
Bibliography: J.P. Brown, The darvishes, Oxford
1927; G. Jacob, in Tilrkische Bibliothek, ix, Berlin
1908; H. Thorning, in ibid., xvi, 1913; J.K. Birge,
The Bektashi order of dervishes, London and Hartford,
Conn. 1937, 176 (with illustr. no. 2), 178-9.
(R. LEVY*)
PUST-NESHIN (P.), lit. "the one sitting on the
[sheep's] skin", the t i t l e given to the baba or head of
a dervish tekke in Persian and Ottoman Turkish Sufi
practice,
e.g.
amongst
the Bektash!s [see
BEKTASHIYYA] .
Bibliography: J.K. Birge, The Bektashi order of
dervishes, London 1937, 57 n. 2, 269.
(En.)
PUWASA [see Suppl.].

R
RA3 the t e n t h l e t t e r of the A r a b i c a l p h a b e t ,
transcribed as Irl, and with a numerical value of 200,
according to the eastern letter order [see ABDJAD].
Definition. Vibrant, apical, alveolar and voiced.
This trilled consonant is produced by a series of movements of the tongue produced a little behind the gums
of the incisors. Slbawayh calls the consonant Irl
"hard" (shadtd) and "repeated" (mukarrar), because
of the repetition (taknr) of the tongue's movement
during the sound's production. For al-Khalfl, the Irl
is a "pointed" (dhawlaki) consonant because it is produced with the tip (dhawlak) of the tongue. In
phonology, the phoneme Irl is defined by the oppositions Ir - II, Ir -nl and Ir - ghl\ the phoneme Irl is thus
non-lateral, non-nasal and anterior.
Velarisation (tafkhtm). As well as the simple realisa-

tion of Irl, the grammarians describe an emphatic
realisation Irl brought about by the phonetic surroundings. The Irl is velarised (mufakhkham) when it is
followed by the vowel lal or the vowel lul', or by one
of the seven "high" (mustaHiya) consonants: ///, 1^1,
Izl, I si, Ikl, Ikhl and /gh/, itself followed by lal or lul;
contrariwise, the Irl is not velarised if it is followed by
the vowel HI or the semi-vowel lyl. This emphatic
realisation is a combinatory variant of the same
phoneme, and has only a phonetic, extra-phonological
value. One of the properties of the emphatic Ijl is to
prevent, through its proximity, the inclination (imdla)
of the vowel lal towards HI'. The opposition of nonemphatic Irl and emphatic Irl exists also in Arabic
dialects. In most eastern dialects, the opposition remains purely phonetic, with no distinctive character,
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and the causes producing emphasisation are the same
as those in literary Arabic; but in certain eastern
dialects and in the western ones, the opposition of the
two forms of Irl has a distinctive value, and one can
speak of two phonemes, non-emphatic Irl and emphatic Irl.
Assimilation (idghdm). Because of its specific character, the trilling or repetition (taknr) which accompanies its emission, Sfbawayh considers that
Irl cannot be assimilated (mudgham) to another
consonant, since it would lose its character; however, the assimilations of l-rl-l into /- 11 -/ are
found amongst certain "readers" (kurrd^) of the
Kurgan.
In modern Arabic dialects, Irl undergoes very few
conditioned alterations and is subject to only one nonconditioned alteration; in certain sedentary dialects,
both eastern and western, the Irl may be realised as a
voiced velar spirant Ighl.
Bibliography: Slbawayh, al-Kitdb, ed. Derenbourg, Paris 1889, ii, 283-93, 454, al-Khalfl, K. al<Ayn, ed. Darwlsh, Baghdad 1967, 57, 65; Ibn
Ya c fsh, Shark al-Mufassal, ed. Cairo, ix, 61-2, x,
143; Astarabadhf, Shark al-Shdfiya, ed. Cairo, iii,
20-3, 264; J. Cantineau, Etudes de linguistique arabe,
Paris 1960, 48-50, 172, 200; H. Fleisch, Traite de
philologie arabe, Beirut 1961, i, 57-61, 87-8; A.
Roman, Etude de la phonologie et de la morphologie de la
koine arabe, Aix-Marseilles 1983, i, 52, 70-2, 217,
259-60.
(G. TROUPEAU)
RABC (A., pi. ribd*) originally means home,
domicile, home town or home country; the verb raba^a
means "to dwell". In the context of Cairene architecture, it designates a type of u r b a n dwelling which
is a rental multi-unit building founded for investment.
It can also refer to the living quarters belonging to a
religious institution.
In his description of Cairo in the 5th/llth century,
Nasir-i Khusraw [q. v. ] mentions tenant buildings that
sheltered as many as 350 dwellers, and cAbd al-Latff
al-Baghdadi (d. 629/1231-2) writes about rab's in
Cairo which included 50 living units (bayt) (al-Ifdda wa
'l-ftibdr, 55, 58; de Sacy, Relation, 374-411). Many
travellers have described multi-storied houses in
Fustat which are also mentioned in Geniza documents
(Goitein, A Mediterranean society, iv, 58-9). It is not
clear, however, whether the multi-storied houses
should necessarily be identified with rental buildings.
Apart from the multi-storied houses, there were
buildings consisting of shops or stores on the street
level with living units on the upper level having an independent entrance (ibid., 17). Both the multi-storied
house and the rental apartment complex are
documented in papyri concerning large Egyptian
cities of the Ptolemaic period (Nowicka, Maison privee,
108, 125). In the Fatimid sources, large dwelling complexes are designated by the term ddr; it cannot be
definitely stated whether or not these were the
equivalent of the Roman insulae. The rab^ in the
specific sense of a Cairene dwelling type consisting of
a row of living units built above a row of shops or a
commercial structure is not documented before the
Mamluk period.
The most common type of living-unit in a rab*- is
called tabaka (pi. tibdk); larger apartments are referred
to as riwdk or kdca. The tabaka was a kind of duplex
with a vestibule (dihliz), a recess for water jars, a
latrine and a main room consisting of a slightly raised
iwdn and a durkd^a. An inner staircase led up to a mezzanine (mustaraka) used for sleeping. Each unit had its
own enclosed private roof. A tabaka may also be a

triplex with an additional room above the mezzanine.
The rab** was often built on the second floor above
a row of shops or store-rooms or above any type of
caravanserail like a wakdla, a khan, a funduk or a
kaysariyya. In the first case it was built along the street.
If it was associated with a commercial structure, it was
adapted to its layout, i.e. it was built around a courtyard. As the basic study of L. Ali Ibrahim
demonstrates (see Bibi), the windows of the living
units, as a rule, overlooked the street whenever they
could be located on the street side, which contradicts
the wide-spread conception that residential architecture in Egypt is introverted. Each rabc was served by
an independent staircase which was reached through
a separate entrance from the street. The staircase led
to a gallery leading to the living units. There were also
rab^s built independently without commercial structures, with living units also on the ground floor. Since
the 9th/15th century the rabc type of housing was
adopted to serve as living quarters for the community
of the khdnkdhs and madrasas instead of the traditional
cells. Such rabcs were built by Sultan Barsbay and
Amir Kurkumas at their respective religious-funerary
complexes in the cemetery. A different kind of rab*
was the rabc al-zaytimentioned by Makrizf (Khitat, ii,
78). Located in the green outskirts of Cairo, along the
Nasiri Canal, its apartments on four sides overlooked
gardens and orchards. It was frequented by a licentious clientele (yanziluhd ahl al-khald^a Ii 'l-kasj).
The rental rabcs were built by members of the ruling
class and other wealthy investors who made them into
wakf, i.e. they alienated their revenues either to endow philanthropic and religious foundations or for
their private family trusts. The dwellers of the rab*were not poor, but middle-class citizens who were able
to pay the rent that made this form of dwelling a
lucrative investment. The wakf archives of Cairo provide a wealth ofrab*- descriptions from the Mamluk as
well as the Ottoman periods (see H. Sayed). From the
Mamluk period only rab^s built by the ruling establishment have survived, those of the sultans Barsbay,
Inal, Kayitbay, al-Ghurl and Amir Kurkumas. From
the Ottoman period there are still a good number of
rab's built by amirs and other notables.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Nasir-i Khusraw.
Safar-ndma, Fr. tr. Ch. Schefer, Paris 1881, Eng. tr.
W.M. Thackston, Albany 1986; cAbd al-Latlf alBaghdadl, K. al-Ifdda wa '1-iHibdr, Cairo 1931, Fr.
tr. S. de Sacy, Relation de I'Egypte par Abd Allatif,
medecin arabe de Baghdad, Paris 1810; Makrfzf, Khitat.
Bulak 1270.
2. Studies. M. Nowicka, La maison privee dans
I'Egypte ptolemaique, Warsaw-Cracow 1969; L. Ali
Ibrahim, Middle-class living units in Mamluk Cairo: architecture and terminology, in Art and Archaeology Research
Papers, xiv (1978), 24-30; A. Raymond, The Rabc: a
type of collective housing during the Ottoman period, in Architecture as symbol of self-identity. Proceedings of Seminar
Four (1980) held in Fez, Morocco ... 1979, The Aga
Khan award for architecture, Cambridge, Mass.
1980; M. Zakariya, Le Rab^ de Tabbdna, in AI, xvi
(1980), 275-96; S.D. Goitein, A Mediterranean society,
iv, Berkeley, etc. 1983; J.Ch. Depaule et alii, Actualite de I'habitat ancien au Caire. Le Rabc Qizlar,
CEDEJ Dossier 4, Cairo 1985; H. Sayed, The Rab<
in Cairo. A window on Mamluk architecture and urbanism, unpubl. diss M.I.T., Cambridge, Mass.
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Diagrammatic plan of a rabc block (by Hazem Sayed).
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Diagrammatic plan of a rabc unit (by Hazem Sayed).

RABAB (A.), the generic name for the viol, or
any stringed instrument played with a bow (kaws).
The origin of the name has been variously explained:
a. from the Hebrew Idbab (I and r being interchangeable); b. from the Persian rubdb, which was
played with the fingers or plectrum; and c. from the
Arabic rabba (to collect, arrange, assemble together).
The first derivation is scarcely feasible. The second
has a raison d'etre, although the mere similarity in
name must not be accepted without question. In spite
of the oft-repeated statement that the Arabs admit that
they borrowed the rabdb from the Persians, together

with the word kamdn for the bow, there is not the
slightest evidence for it. No Arabic author (so far as
the present writer knows) makes an admission of this
kind, nor have the Arabs adopted the word kamdn for
the bow, their own term kaws having been considered
sufficient. It is true that we read in the Mqfdtih al-^ulum
(10th century) that "The rabdb is well known to the
people of Persia and Khurasan" (237), but this author
was writing in Transoxania, and we know from alFarabi that the rabdb was also well known in Arabian
lands. One argument against the alleged borrowing
from Persia is that the rubdb with the Persians was

RAB C

The rabc of Sultan al-Ghawn at his wakala near al-Azhar.
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always a plucked and not a bowed instrument. Still,
the Arabs may have borrowed the plucked instrument
and adapted it to the bow. On the other hand, the
Arabic root rabba as the parent of the word rabdb has
much in its favour. As the Arabic musical accousticians point out, plucked instruments such as the ^ud
(lute), tunbur (pandore), etc., gave short (munfasil)
sounds, but bowed instruments such as the rabdb gave
long or sustained (muttasH) sounds. It was application
of the bow which "collected, arranged, or assembled"
the short notes into one sustained note, hence the term
rabdb being applied to the viol (see Farmer, Studies, i,
99).
The rabdb is mentioned as early as the Arabic
polygraph al-Djahiz (d. 255/869) in his Maajmu^at alrasd^il. Yet we cannot be sure whether this was the
bowed rabdb or the plucked rubdb. At any rate, it
already had a legendary history when he wrote. According to the Kashf al-humum (15th-16th century), it
is first found in the hands of a woman of the Banu
TayyP (fol. 263). Turkish tradition ascribed its "invention" to a certain cAbd Allah Faryabl (Ewliya
Celebi, Seydhat-ndme, i/2, 226, 234). An Andalusian
legend places its invention within the Iberian peninsula (Delphin and Guin, Notes sur la poesie et la musique
arabes, 59). One thing is certain: even if we have
iconographic evidence of the viol in the 8th or 9th century (see below), the earliest literary evidence of the
use of the bow comes from Arabic sources, i.e. from
al-Farabi (d. 950), the Ikhwan al-Safa> (10th century),
Ibn Sma (d. 1037), and Ibn Zayla (d. 1048), as I have
fully demonstrated elsewhere (Studies, i, 101-5).
Seven different forms of viol are known to Islamic
peoples, viz. 1. the Rectangular Viol, 2. the Circular
Viol, 3. the Boat-Shaped Viol, 4. the Pear-Shaped
Viol, 5. the Hemispherical Viol, 6. the Pandore Viol,
and 7. the Open Chest Viol.
1. The Rectangular Viol. This consists of a
wooden frame, more or less rectangular, over the face
(waaj.h) and back (zahr) of which is stretched a membrane (djilda). The neck (^unuk) is cylindrical and is of
wood, whilst the foot (rifjjl) is of iron. It has either one
or two strings (awtdr), generally of horsehair. AlKhalTl (d. 791) says that "the ancient Arabs sang their
poems to its [the rabdb's] voice [or sound]" (Farmer,
Studies, i, 100). In the Kashf al-humum (fol. 267) we
read that it was used to accompany the pre-Islamic
kasida and the elegiac poem. Probably the pre-Islamic
rabdb was of this rectangular form. Lane (Lexicon,
1005) held this latter view. Ibn Ghaybl (d. 1435)
describes this viol of the Bedouin as rectangular
(murabbac) and with a membrane face and back and
one string of horsehair (fol. 78b). Niebuhr (i, 144)
says that it was still called the murabba^ in the 18th century. We certainly have a rectangular instrument
shown in the frescoes of Kusayr c Amra (Musil, pi.
xxxiv), but it is played with the fingers and not with
a bow. Yet even in modern times the rabdb of the
desert was to be found played in this way as well as
with a bow (Crichton, ii, 380; Burckhardt, Bedouins,
43; idem, Travels, i, 389; Burton, Personal narrative, iii,
76). Niebuhr (Tab. xxvi, F) delineates a rectangular
viol of two strings, although he says that he saw a viol
of one string in Cairo. Villoteau (722-4, 913-18)
distinguishes between the two instruments. In Egypt,
he says, the rabdb al-shd^ir (poet's viol) had one string,
whilst the rabdb al-mughannt (singer's viol) had two
strings. Lane (Mod. Egypt., chs. xviii, xxi) also
describes them. These instruments never form part of
a concert orchestra, being relegated to the folk. For
other delineations of the instrument, see Fetis (Hist.,
ii, 145), Engel (Catalogue, 211; Researches, 88), Chou-
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quet (204), Sachs (Reallex., 317). Actual specimens
abound in museums, e.g. Brussels, no. 382 and New
York, nos. 242, 391.
2. The Circular Viol. The modern instrument of
this form consists of a circular wooden frame or pan,
the face, and sometimes the back, being covered with
a membrane. There is no foot. There is no special
reference to this form in Arabic literature nor is there
any definite inconographic evidence of it earlier than
the 18th century, when it is described and delineated
by Niebuhr (i, 144; Tab. xxvi, G), who found it at
Basra. It had but one string. It is still found among the
folk of Palestine (Sachsse, 30, 40, Tab. 3, 17) and the
Maghrib (Chottin, 50), where it is still known as the
rabdb or ribdb. For other delineations, see Lavignac
(2790) and Chottin (pi. vi).
3. The Boat-Shaped Viol. This form is confined
to the Maghrib. It consists of a piece of wood hollowed
out into the shape of a boat. The chest (sadr) is covered
with thin metal or wood pierced with ornamental
rosettes (nuwwdrdt), whilst the lower part is covered
with a membrane. The head (ra^s) is at right angles to
the body, and it is generally furnished with two
strings. It seems to have been used by the Arabs and
Moors of Spain since their invasion of the peninsula.
It is praised by their 10th and llth century writers
Abu Bakr Yahya Ibn Hudhayl (see al-Shalahi, fol.
15), and Ibn Hazm (see Muhammad b. Ismacll, 473),
and doubtless they refer to either this instrument or
the Pear-Shaped Viol (see below, 4) since the
Glossarium Latino-Arabicum (11th century) equates rabdb
with lira dicta a varietate. If we have no iconographic
evidence of this viol from Arabian or Moorish
sources, it certainly existed among the Spaniards,
since the instruments in the Cantigas de Santa Maria
(13th century) show definite oriental features; see
Riano (129) and Ribera (pi. xi). Ibn Khaldun (d.
1406) is the first to describe this viol, although not
very clearly (Prolegomena, in Notices et extraits, xvii,
354). It is not until the time of cAbd al-Rahman alFasT (ca. 1650) that we get any musical details of the
instrument (JRAS [1931], 366). European travellers
(Addison, Windhus, Host, Shaw) mention the instrument as popular in the Maghrib, and today it is one
of the principal instruments in concert music. Host
gives us one of the earliest delineations of the instrument from Eastern sources (Tab. xxxi, 2). For a 19th
century description, see F. Salvador-Daniel (80), and
for a design, see Christianowich (pi. 1). Several
delineations of both instruments and players may be
seeninal-Hafm(pls. 34, 39-52), Mahillon(i, 416-17),
Fetis (Hist., ii, 146), Engel (Cat., 143), Chouquet
(205), Sachs (Reallex., 317), etc. For the instrument of
Northern India called the sdrangi, see Lavignac (350)
and Fetis (ii, 298).
4. The Pear-Shaped Viol. Probably, the earliest
Arabic reference to this instrument is that made by
Ibn Khurradadhbih (d. ca. 912) who, in an oration
before the caliph al-Mu c tamid (d. 893), says that the
Byzantines had a wooden instrument of five strings
called the lura which was identical with the rabdb of the
Arabs (al-MascudI, Murudi, viii, 91). We can probably identify the instrument in the famous Carrand
Casket at Florence which dates from the 9th century
(L'Arte, 1896, 24). From the Siculo-Moorish woodwork of the Palatine Chapel at Palermo (12th century)
we see to better advantage what the Arabian instrument was like (BZ [1893], ii, 383). It was this form of
the rabdb, probably, with which al-Farabi (d. 950)
deals (see Land, Researches, 130, 166). He gives full
details of both the accordatura and scales. We know little about this instrument in Arabic-speaking lands
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after the 13th-14th centuries, until it is described by
Niebuhr (i, 143; Tab. xxvi, D) in the 18th century,
and even then it appears to have been favoured only
by the Greek population. It had three strings. It may
have been used in the Maghrib (Jackson, 159-60), but
neither Villoteau nor Lane know of it in Egypt. In
Turkey, it appears to have been adopted from the
Greeks, possibly in the 17th century, and with the cud
and lawta plays a prominent part in concert music today (Lavignac, 3015). Recently, an attempt has been
made to introduce this rabdb turkior arnaba, as it is now
called, into Egypt (al-Hafnl, 661, pi. 35). Designs of
the instrument may be found in Engel (Cat. ,210) and
Crosby Brown (iii/1, 22), where they represent
specimens in collections at South Kensington (London) and New York.
5. The Hemispherical Viol. This is, perhaps,
the best known form of the viol in the Islamic east.
The body consists of a hemisphere of wood, coconut,
or a gourd, over the aperture of which a membrane is
stretched. The neck is of wood, generally cylindrical,
and there is a foot of iron, although sometimes there
is no foot. It is often known in Arabic as the kamdndja
or more rarely as the shishak. The former is derived
from the Persian kamdnca (dim. of kamdn, "bow")
whilst the latter is derived from the Persian and
Turkish shishak, shushak, ghishak, ghizak, ghicak, etc.,
which may have had their origin in the Sanskrit
ghoshaka, an instrument mentioned in the preChristian Ndtya-shdstra (ch. xxxiii). The present writer
believes that the words shishal and sjnzdn mentioned in
the Ikhwan al-Safa° (Bombay ed., i, 97) and alShalahi (fol. 12) respectively, are copyist's errors for
shishak and shizdk. The word kamdndja is first mentioned in Arabic by Ibn al-Faklh (ca. 903) who says
that it was used by both the Copts and the people of
Sind. Of course, this need not mean that the instrument mentioned was a hemispherical viol, because,
being a Persian by origin, the author may have used
the word kamdnaja in its Persian generic sense meaning a viol. That Egypt had an early liking for the
kamdnaja is borne out from various sources. Although
in Egypt the hemispherical viol is nowadays called the
rabdb misri (Egyptian viol), in earlier days it was
acknowledged that Egypt borrowed the instrument
from Persia (Kashf al-humum, fol. 106). The kamdnaja
was certainly popular at the courts of the Ayyubid alKamil (d. 1238) and the Mamluk Baybars (d. 1277);
see al-Makrizi, i/1, 136; Lane-Poole, Hist, of Egypt,
249. In the Persian Kanz al-tuhaf (14th century) the
hemispherical viol is described and figured as the
ghicak, but in Ibn Ghaybl, where both the ghizak and
the kamdndja are described, the former is a larger type
of the latter, having, in addition to its two ordinary
strings, eight sympathetic strings (Kanz al-tuhaf, fol.
26Ib; Ibn Ghaybl, fol. 78). In the 18th century the
kamdnaja is delineated by Russell (i, 152-3, pi. iv), and
Niebuhr (i, 144, Tab. xxvi, E). Both Villoteau (900,
pi. BB) and Lane (Mod. Egyptians, ch. xviii) give
minute details of the construction and accordatura.
Mushaka [q. v. ] also describes the Syrian kamdnaja
(kamanaja) of his day (MFOB, vi, 25, 81). For the
modern Persian instrument, see Advielle (14 and pi.)
and Lavignac (3074). Turkoman instruments are
given by Fitrat (45) and Belaiev (54). For Malaysia,
see Kaudern (178); for India, Lavignac (349) and
Fetis (ii, 295). For other designs, see Farmer (Studies,
i, 76), Fetis (Hist., ii, 136-7), Chouquet (203), Sachs
(Reallex., 207).
6. The Pandore Viol. This form is practically a
tunbur, sitdr, or the like, which is bowed instead of
being plucked by the fingers or a plectrum. The two

best-known examples from India are the esrdr and
tdwus. The former has a membrane on its face and has
five strings played with the bow together with a
number of sympathetic strings. The latter is practically identical with the former, but is adorned with the
figure of a peacock (hence its name) at the bottom of
the body of the instrument. See Lavignac (351) and
Mahillon (i, 131) for designs and details. With the
Persians and Turkomans we see various kinds of pandores used with the bow. See Advielle (14), Lavignac
(3074), Mironov (27) and Kinsky (26).
7. The Open Chest Viol. This is unknown to the
peoples of North Africa and the Near East, although
it is popular in the Middle East and the Subcontinent.
Unlike the preceding forms of the viol, the upper part
of the face of the body or sound-chest is left open. The
best-known example of this is the sdrindd of India
which has three strings. See Fetis (ii, 296), Lavignac
(351), Mahillon (i, 137) and Kinsky (27), for both
designs and details. In Turkestan a similar instrument
known as the kupuz is very popular. It has two strings.
See Belaiev (52), Mironov (25) and Fitrat (43).
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(H.G. FARMER)
RABAD (A., pi. arbdd), district or quarter of a
town situated outside the central part or madina [q. v.}.
This term, which is very frequently found in
mediaeval Islamic historical texts of both the Occident
and Orient, lies at the origin of the Spanish word arrabal, which has the same meaning. In the strongholds
(hisn or sakhra) of Muslim Spain, the name raba$ was
given to the civil quarter situated below the strictly
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military quarter; it was also applied to the quarters of
the lepers and of prostitutes, whilst amongst the
Spanish Christians, it designated a parish.
These quarters of a town generally bore a special
name. Thus we know the names of 21 of the 4th/10th
century suburban quarters of the caliphal capital Cordova [see KURTUBA]. Rabad Shakunda or simply alRabad was the southern quarter of Cordova, where
the celebrated revolt called "that of the suburb"
broke out. Situated on the left bank of the Guadalquivir, it was inhabited by the Cordovan plebs, but
also by artisans and merchants, as well as by Malik!
Jukahd^ who had made it a centre of opposition to the
Umayyad authorities. A conspiracy hatched by the
notables of the quarter in Djumada II 189/May 805
had failed and 72 of those involved had been executed;
in the following year, an outbreak of discontent had
likewise been followed by several condemnations to
death. For about a dozen years, the trouble-makers
amongst the fukahd^ seem to have maintained an attitude of mind which provoked a popular rising on 18
Ramadan 202/25 March 818 (and not in 198/204, the
date generally accepted before Levi-Provencal's revision of this in Hist. Esp. Mus., i, 165 n. 1). The immediate cause of the uprising was the amir al-Hakam
I's decision to impose new, extraordinary taxes and to
entrust the task of raising them to the chief of his
police force, a Christian called RablS but the actual
pretext was the murder of a tradesman by one of the
police. Since al-Hakam was, on his return from a
hunting session in the Campina [see KANBANIYYA],
jeered at by the population of the quarter, he had
some ten of those involved executed, which enraged
the mob. It surged en masse towards the bridge over
the Guadalquivir with the intention of going to seize
the amir's palace situated on the right bank. The
bridge guards were on the point of being overwhelmed when two officers, the sahib al-sawd^if^Ubayd Allah
b. cAbd Allah al-Balawi and Ishak b. al-Mundhir,
crossed the river at a ford with a rapidly-assembled
force of cavalrymen and, taking the mob in its rear,
speedily suppressed the insurrection. The amir then allowed the soldiery to give free rein to pillaging and
massacring with an unheard-of ferocity. At the end of
three days, the killing was halted, and al-Hakam
allegedly put to death 300 of the notables. The remainder of the inhabitants of the quarter were compelled to flee Cordova, the Rabad was razed to the
ground and, right until the end of the 4th/10th century, the prohibition of erecting any sort of building
there was respected by his successors.
The bloody repression of the revolt gave to this last
the name of RabagX which was also given to those victims compelled to swarm all over al-Andalus. A
number of these exiles fled to Morocco where, in the
newly-founded town of Fas, they gave their name to
the cUdwat al-Andalus(iyym), the bank of the Andalus (see R. Le Tourneau, Fes avant le Protectorat,
Casablanca 1950, 136-47 and index).
Bibliography: See E. Levi-Provencal, L'Espagne
musulmane du X™ siecle, Paris 1932, 151, 203, 207;
idem, Hist. Esp. mus., i, 161-2 and index; R. Dozy,
Supplement, s.v.
(E. LEVI-PROVENCAL)
AL-RABADHA. an early Islamic settlement in
western Arabia, now essentially an archaeological site
marked by the birka or cistern of Abu Sallm. It lies in
the eastern foothills of the Hidjaz mountain chain
some 200 km/124 miles east of Medina. In early
Islamic times it lay on the main pilgrimage route from
Kufa in c lrak to Mecca, later known as the Darb
Zubayda [q.v. in Suppl.], with such facilities as food
and drinking water for the pilgrims. Today, the area
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is green for much of the year and is used by Bedouins
for grazing their flocks.
Originally an extensive himd [q. v. ] which Abu Bakr
confiscated from the Banu Thaclaba, al-Rabadha was
a thriving place, and not the contemporary equivalent
of Siberia, when the Companion and puritan activist
Abu Dharr [q.v.] was either exiled to al-Rabadha by
the caliph c Uthman or withdrew there of his own free
will, according to some sources, dying there in 31 or
32/651-3 (see ABU DHARR and also A.J. Cameron, Abu
Dharr al-Ghifdri, an examination of his image in the
hagiography of Islam, revised ed. London 1982, 67-8,
73, 78, 80, 89-90, 107-9). The early Arab historians
often mention it and the geographers described it as
flourishing until 319/931, when warfare of its people
with those of Dariyya to its east in Nadjd brought
about the intervention and destruction of the town by
the Karamita or Carmathians [see KARMATI]; alMukaddasi, 108, characterises it as having only
brackish water and being ruinous.
The modern archaeological site covers an area of
approx. 1,740 hectares, and several seasons of excavations have revealed various types of buildings, including palaces, houses, two mosques, large reservoirs
and underground water-storage tanks. There is
evidence of small-scale artisanal activity such as tanning, dyeing, smelting and metal-working. Many
Umayyad and cAbbasid period dirhams and dinars
have been found, together with a variety of ceramics,
including polychrome and lustre ware, steatite and
glass objects.
Bibliography: In addition to the references given
in the article, see Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iii, 245; Hamad al-Djasir, al-Rabadha fi kutub almutakaddimin, in al-cArab, i/5-8 (1386/1967); and
above all, S. C A. C A. al-Rashid, Al-Rabadhah, a portrait of early Islamic civilisation in Saudi Arabia, Riyad
1986, giving the earlier sources and the results of recent excavations.
(S. C A. C A. AL-RASHID)
AL-RABAHI, YUSUF B. SULAYMAN b. Marwan alAnsarl, Abu c Umar, b. 367/978, d. at Murcia
448/1056, g r a m m a r i a n of M u s l i m Spain. Best
known as such, he is equally credited with competence
in fikh, poetry, metrics and genealogies. It appears
that he played a certain role in the reconciliation of the
various grammatical schools in al-Andalus. A Radd
c
a/a 'l-Kabri and a Radd ^ald Abi Muhammad al-Asili are
attributed to him, but do not seem to have survived.
Bibliography:
Ibn Bashkuwal, Sila, Cairo
1374/1955, ii, 640 no. 1499; Kahhala', MuUHJin,
Damascus 1376-80/1957-61, xiii, 303. _ (Eo.)
AL-RABA C I, Abu '1-Hasan CA1I b. clsa, gramm a r i a n of Baghdad of the 4th/10th century and
contemporary of Ibn Djinni.
He was born at Baghdad in 328/940, and studied
grammar there under the direction of al-SlrafT [q. v. ]
before moving to Shlraz in order to follow the
teaching of al-FarisI [q. v. ] over a period of almost 20
years. He then returned to Baghdad where he died, at
an advanced age, in 420/1029. His eccentricities, seen
in a fear of dogs, prevented him from having any
pupils. Amongst his works, none of which have survived, are mentioned commentaries (shark), such as
one on the K. al-Iddh of al-FarisI and one on the K. alMukhtasar of al-Djarmi, and two treatises on grammar, the K. al-Mukaddima and the K. al-Badi*.
Bibliography: Ibn al-Anbari, Nuzha, 201-3; Kiftl, Inbdh, ii, 297; Suyuti, Bughya, 344-5; Yakut,
Irshdd, v, 283-7; Kahhala, Mu'allifin, vii, 163-4;
Brockelmann, S I, 491; Sezgin, GAS, ix, 185.
(G. TROUPEAU)
RABAT [see AL-RIBAT].
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RABB (A.), lord, God, master of a slave. PreIslamic Arabia probably applied this term to its gods
or to some of them. In this sense the word corresponds
to the terms like Bacal, Adonis, etc. in the Northwestern Semitic languages, where rabb means "much,
great" (see A. Jeffery, The foreign vocabulary of the
Qur^dn, Baroda 1938, 136-7). In one of the oldest
suras (CVI, 3) Allah is called the "lord of the temple". Similarly, al-Lat bore the epithet al-Rabba,
especially at Ta°if where she was worshipped in the
image of a stone or of a rock. In the Kur D an, rabb
(especially with the possessive suffix) is one of the
usual names of God. This explains why in Hadith, the
slave is forbidden to address his master as rabbi, which
he must replace by sayyidi (Muslim, al-Alfdz min aladab, trads. 14, 15, etc.). The abstract rububiyya is not
found in either Kur5an or Hadith, but is in common
use in mystic theology.
In pre-Islamic times, rabb was one of the titles given
to certain of the kdhins [q.v. ]; Lammens gives
numerous references for this topic (see his Le culte des
betyles et les processions religieuses, in BIFAO, xvii [1919],
39-101). The name r by, associated with / h r (the
Moon), designated in the kingdom of Kataban a class
of priest-officials who had the duty of administering
the divinity's domains (G. Ryckmans, Les religions
arabes preislamiques^, Louvain 1953, 30). For the usage
of rabb in the Kur D an, see J. Chelhod, in Arabica, v
(1958), 159-67. For further details, see T. Fahd, La
divination arabe, Paris 1987, 107-8.
Bibliography: In addition to references in the
text, see the Arabic lexica and the Kur 5 an commentaries, s.v.
(AJ. WENSINCK-JT. FAHD])
RABGHUZI, NASIR AL-DIN B. BURHAN AL-DIN,
early w r i t e r in Central Asian Turkish, was born
somewhere in the second half of the 13th century,
possibly in the still unidentified encampment of Ribat
Oghuz in Transoxiana (Western Turkestan), then
under the hegemony of the fiaghatay Khanate [q.v.}.
Being himself a Turk and a judge by profession, he
also had some rather good relations with the Mongol
ruling elite. The date post quern for his death is
710/1310. These scarce facts all stem from his own
work and no other source so far has come to light
revealing anything more about his identity.
Rabghuzl gained his fame as author of the first
Middle Turkic version (in prose) of the Kisas al-anbiyo?
[q.v.] genre, commonly referred to as the Kisas-i Rabghuzi, and written in 710/1310 at the instigation of
Nasir al-Dln Tuk Bugha, a young (not yet identified)
prince of Mongol lineage, but of Muslim faith. The
text is enriched with some seventy poems in Arabic
and Turki (cf. H. Boeschoten and M. Vandamme,
1990); also, it contains some 1200 Arabic quotations
from the Kur D an and the hadith.
First extracting material from a large range of
sources, Rabghuzl then recomposed this chosen material in a number of cyclic stories. However, since the
identification of these sources is still problematical,
this will not be elaborated here; see, however,
Dorleijn (1986) and Boeschoten (1992, 55-6).
Albeit much is still indistinct, Rabghuzl's kind of
Turkic, which he himself calls "Turki", is commonly
referred to as Khwarazm Turkish, the literary Turkic
language of Central Asia of the 13th and 14th centuries. It is commonly characterised as the transition
stage from the Karakhanid literary language to (early)
Caghatay. As a whole, Rabghuzl's Khwarazm
Turkish offers the picture of a hybrid language which
has been infiltrated by forms from various dialects,
notably those spoken by Oghuz and Kfpc'ak tribes
(Boeschoten and Van Damme, 1987, and Boeschoten,

1991, 23 ff.). As to language and contents, the Kisas-i
Rabghuzl stands very close to Mahmud b. cAll's
Nahdjatii l-farddis, written before 1358 (facsimile publ.
by J. Eckmann, Ankara, 1956, and S. Tezcan and H.
Zulfikar, TDK, 518).
Although the archetype has been lost, the Kisas-i
Rabghuzi has become the focus of a Central Asiatic
tradition which lived on well into this century. This
may be summarised briefly as:
(a) The old mss. (13th-16th centuries), of which
five are still extant (Boeschoten, 1991, 3-4). Up to
now, only one facsimile has been produced
(Gr0nbech, 1948).
(b) A period of loss of interest, the cause of which
is still unknown, somewhere in the 17th-18th centuries.
(c) A host of new mss. (18th-20th centuries), which
have the particularity of showing rather conservative versions as to the contents, but which were
modernised versions seen from the language aspect.
For a listing of the most important mss. and older
printed editions, see Hofman (1969), iii/1, 88-9, Jarring (1980), 17-18 and J. Eckmann in PTF, i, 104; ii,
218-19.
Bibliography. H.E. Boeschoten, The Leningrad
mss. of Rabghuzi3s Qisas, i, in Turk Dilleri Arastirmalan, iii (1991), 47-9; idem, Iskandar-Dhulqarnain in
den Qisas-i Rabghuzi, i: De Turciis aliisque rebus, in
Commentarii Henry Hofman dedicati, Utrecht Turcological Series, iii, 1992, 39-57; H.E. Boeschoten
and M. Van Damme, The different copyists in the London ms. of the Qisas-Rabghuzi, Utrecht Turcological
Series, ii, 1987, 177-183; idem, The poetry in
Rabghuzi's Qisas l-Anbiyd', in L'Asie Centrale et ses
voisins, influences reciproques, Paris 1990, 9-36; M.
Dorleijn, De verhalen van Ilyas en Hizir door Rabghuzi,
1986, unpubl. M.A. diss., Utrecht University, unpubl.; K. Gr0nbech, Rabghuzi. Narrationes de Prophetis. Cod. Mus. Brit. Add. 7851, reproduced in facsimile, Copenhagen 1948; H.F. Hofman, Turkish
literature. A biobibliographical survey, iii/1, Leiden
1969; G. Jarring, Literary texts from Kashgar, Lund
1980 (which includes a substantial bibl.); M. Van
Damme, Rabghuzi's Qisas al-Anbiyd reconsidered in the
light of Western Medieval studies: Narrationes vel Exempla, i, in Commentarii Henry Hofman dedicati.
(M. VAN DAMME)
RABIC (A.), the name of the third and f o u r t h
m o n t h s of the Muslim calendar. The Syriac
equivalent rbi^d is used in the Peshitta as a translation
of the Hebrew malkosh (late rain). This and the fact
that the two months following RabI* II are called
Djumada (month of frost) suggested to Wellhausen
that these four months originally fell in winter and
that the old Arab year began with the winter half-year
[see AL-MUHARRAM]. RabI* means originally the
season in which, as a result of the rains, the earth is
covered with green; this later led to the name Rabi*
being given to spring. Al-Birunf expressly describes
autumn (khanj) as the season indicated by Rabi*. As
a result of the Kur^anic prohibition of intercalation
[see NAsP], since the beginning of the Muslim era the
two months no longer fall at a regular season.
Bibliography. Wellhausen, Reste2, 97;_Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum2, s.v.; Blrum, Athdr, ed.
Sachau, 60, 325.
(M. PLESSNER)
AL-RABI C B. YUNUS B. CABD ALLAH B. ABI FARWA
(so-called from his entering Medina with a fleece on
his back), emancipated slave of al-Harith alii af far, himself the emancipated slave of c Uthman b.
c
Affan [0.z>.]. He was really a man of obscure origin,
born in slavery at Medina about 112/730. He was
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bought by Ziyad b. cAbd Allah al-Harithi, who
presented him to his master Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Saffah,
the first cAbbasid caliph. All his life, he served, with
varying fortune, three more cAbbasid caliphs: alMansur, al-Mahdl and al-Hadi.
He reached the zenith of his power under alMansur (136-58/754-75 [q.v.]), who, finding him a
capable and useful courtier, appointed him hddjib and
afterwards made him his wazir in succession to Abu
Ayyub al-Muriyani [q.v.]. His son al-Fadl b. al-Rabi*
[q. v. ], who was destined to play a prominent part in
the forthcoming intrigues against the house of Barmak, succeeded to his father's duties as hddjib. After
the foundation of Baghdad, the new town was divided
into four quarters, one of which was given as a landgrant by al-Mansur to al-Rabi^ and was thus named
after him (katfat al-Rabi*).
During the reign of al-Mahdl (158-69/775-85
[#.#.]), his influence seems to have dwindled for some
time. Abu cUbayd Allah became wazir. From that
time onwards, al-Rabl^ participated in an intrigue
which led to the downfall of his rival by exposing his
son as a heretic (zindik [q. v. ]) in 163/779-80 and bringing about his execution (see Sourdel, Vizirat, 103-11
and index). Even then, al-Rabi* only retained his old
office as hddjib and never became al-Mahdi's wazir. It
was cAbd Allah Abu Ya c kub b. Dawud who succeeded
the disgraced minister, but, at the end of 168/middle
of 785, the absentee caliph made him his delegated
representative in Baghdad. He took part in the intrigues which arose around the succession to alMahdl, but on his accession, al-Hadi [q. v. ] pardoned
him and appointed him to the vizierate, the hidjaba
and the chancery. However, the vizierate was taken
back from his control shortly afterwards, and the only
office which he retained was the diwdn al-azimma. The
exact date of his death is uncertain. Whilst alDjahshiyari and al-Tabari place it in 169/785-6, alKhatlb al-Baghdadl and Ibn Khallikan assert that he
died at the beginning of 170/786.
Details about his administration are scanty, but it
is certain that he was an able, industrious, temperate
and tactful man of affairs. Even al-Mahdi, who was
never lavish in showering favours on al-Rabi^, once
described him as the model of a good administrator
(al-Yackubi, ii, 486). The literary sources, however,
do not single him out as a patron of letters.
Bibliography: 1. Texts. See the indices of the
following works: al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl, Ta\ikh
Baghdad, Cairo 1931, viii, no. 4521; Djahshiyan,
Kitdb al-Wuzard\ ed. H. v. Mzik, Leipzig 1926;
Tabari, ii and iii; Ibn Khallikan, Wafaydt, ed. I.
c
Abbas, ii, 294-9, tr. de Slane, i, 521-6; Yackubi,
Ta^rikh; idem, Bulddn; Bar Hebraeus, Ta^rikh
Mukhtasar al-duwal, Beirut 1890; Ibn Kutayba,
^Uyun al-akhbdr, 4 vols., Cairo 1925-30; Isbahani,
AghdnT, i and iii, 112 ff.; Djahiz, Baydn; Mascudi,
Murudi; idem, TanbTh; Ibn al-Athir, v, 383-4;
Suyuti, Ta>nkh al-Khulafd\
2. Studies. G. Weil, Geschichte der Chalifen,
Mannheim 1846-51; Sir W. Muir, Caliphate, ed.
T.H. Weir, Edinburgh 1924; Cl. Huart, Histoire des
Arabes, Paris 1912-13; G. Le Strange, Baghdad during
theAbbasid Caliphate, Oxford 1924; E. de Zambaur,
Manuel de genealogie, etc., Hanover 1927; S. LanePoole, Mohammadan dynasties, Paris 1925; D.
Sourdel, Le vizirat ^abbdside, 118-21 and index.
(A.S. ATIYA*)
RABIC B. ZAYD, Arabic name of a Mozarab
Christian [see MOZARABS] whose true name was
RECEMUNDO (Recemundus in Latin = Raymond)
and who owes his place in the El to the role which he
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played in the service of the Umayyad caliphs of Spain
c
Abd al-Rahman III al-Nasir (who reigned from 300
to 350/912-61 [q.v.]) and al-Hakam II al-Mustansir
(350-68/961-76 [q.v.]), and to his involvement in the
presentation of the well-known Calendar of Cordova.
Recemundo was a Cordovan who, with his command of Latin and of Arabic, was able to render considerable services to the caliphal chancellery which
employed him, but history remembers him on account of a mission which he undertook in Frankfurt at
the court of Otto I the Great, king of Germany (from
936 onward) and Roman emperor (962-73), who had
held cAbd al-Rahman III responsible for depredations
and extortions committed by the Moors in Provence
[see FRAXINETUM and add to the Bibl., Ph. Senac,
Musulmans et Sarrasins dans le sud de la Gaule (VIIIe-XIe
siecles), Paris 1980, and idem, Provence et piraterie sarrasine, Paris 1982]. In 953 Otto I, who had considered
insolent an initial message sent from Cordova in 950,
dispatched a monk named John of Gorze to deliver a
letter of protest to the caliph. (The biography of this
monk was related by an abbot of St. Arnulph, also
known as John, in his Vita Johannis Gorziensis
(Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptores, Hanover
1841, iv, 338-77); the passage (369 ff.) concerning
these exchanges was utilised by R. Poupardin in Le
royaume de Bourgogne, Paris 1907, 94-5; cf. E. LeviProvengal, HEM, ii, 160-1.) It is stated here that Otto's messenger was detained in Cordova and could
thus have been aware of the departure, in the spring
of 955, of Recemundo, who returned in June 956,
having completed his mission but apparently without
much success. It may also be noted that the Antapodosis
of Liutprand (Mon. Germaniae Hist., 265 ff.) is
dedicated to Recemundus. He is mentioned again,
but under the name of Rab^ b. Zayd, in connection
with another mission, this time to Constantinople and
Syria, with the object of acquiring works of art for
Madlnat al-Zahra3 [0.z>.], under construction since
325/956. He returned with "a basin of sculpted and
gilded marble and a fountain of green onyx decorated
with bas-reliefs representing human figures" (LeviProvencal, HEM, ii, 148, quoting al-Makkari,
Analectes, i, 372-3; see also H. Terrasse, L'art hispanomauresque, 102). As a reward for his services, cAbd alRahman III had him appointed bishop of Elvira (but,
if no errors and omissions have occurred, he is not
mentioned in the section of vol. xii of Espana sagrada
which is devoted to Iliberis).
It is not only for his missions that he is of interest
to historians of Muslim Spain, since he
participated—perhaps without knowing it—in the
development of the Calendar of Cordova (although
Sezgin, who is unaware of him, devotes only one line
of his GAS, i, 327, to the co-author of the work, the
continuator of al-Tabarl, c Anb b. Sacd; see below).
Recemundo was popular at the court of al-Hakam
II, who appreciated his expertise in philosophy and
astronomy. Since this caliph, to whom the Calendar is
dedicated, acceded to the throne in 961, the editor of
this work, R. Dozy, dated it in this year, but it could
have been composed at another date, and in stages.
Whatever the case may be, this composite almanac
has a history all of its own. Libri had discovered and
inserted in his Histoire des sciences mathematiques en Italie
(Paris 1838, i, 461 ff.) a Liber Anoe attributed to Harib
filii Zeid episcopi (sic), and it was not until 1866 that a
ms., in the Arabic language but in Hebrew characters, corresponding to the Latin text published by
Libri, was found to exist in the B.N. of Paris (see further G. Vajda, Index general, Paris 1953, 653). Dozy
copied this ms. and sent it to Simonet, who translated
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into Spanish the liturgical part of the text, precisely
that which may with some confidence be attributed to
Recemundo, and published it under the title of Santoral hispano-mozdrabe escrito en 961 por Rabi ben Zaid,
obispo de Iliberis (in Ciudad de Dios, v [1871], 105-16,
192-212). Two years later, at Leiden, Dozy decided to
publish the original, this time in Arabic characters,
and the Latin version, entitling the whole Le calendrier
de Cordoue de 961. Finally, the author of the present article has revived the Arabic text and the Latin version,
combining the two and offering in addition an annotated French translation. The whole, entitled Le
Calendrier de Cordoue (omitting de I'annee 961), was published at Leiden in 1961, thus exactly a thousand
years after the date assumed by Dozy for the composition of the work. The Arabic text (improved by
reference to the Kitdb al-Anwd* of Ibn Kutayba [q.v. ],
which had recently been edited), lacks a title (but it is
easy to observe that the Latin expression Liber Anoe
corresponds exactly to Kitdb al-Anwd*) and gives as the
name of the author c Anb b. Sacd al-Katib (d. ca.
370/980 [0.z>.]), whereas the Latin version is headed
Harib filii Zeid episcopi quern composuit Mustansir imperatori, with an unexpected genitive and a relative
pronoun which refers to no expressed term. The
phrase needs therefore to be completed, to read, for
example, Harib filii (Sad liber cum libro or (according to
Saavedra) additamentis Rabi filii) Zeid episcopi. As for
the full name of Rabi* b. Zayd, it is supplied by Ibn
Sacld (apud al-Makkari, Analectes, ii, 125), who
specifies his role as uskuf (bishop) and attributes to
him, and to him alone, a Kitdb Tafsil al-zamdn wamasdlih al-abddn, while the colophon of the Arabic text
reads tamma kitdb cArtb f i tafsil, etc., which does
nothing to simplify the issue.
In view of the fact that the almanac comprises a
book of traditional anwd* [q. v. ] and a liturgical calendar, it seems logical to assert that the latter is the work
of Rabi* b. Zayd and that the former is to be attributed to cArib b. Sacd. However the solution is not
so simple, since the statement of Ibn Sacld and the colophon of the ms. are utterly contradictory. It has to
be assumed therefore that an understandable confusion has arisen between the names of the two authors
(which are, it may be observed, anagrams one of the
other) and that the blending is so perfect that, towards
the end of the introduction, a paragraph relating to
Christian festivals gives the impression that the work
is attributable to a single author. As for information
concerning agricultural activities, hygiene, daily life,
etc., so precious in the view of historians, it is not
unreasonable to give the credit to cArib rather than to
Rabi*, since the former was apparently more apt to
respect the tradition of kutub al-anwd^, which themselves contain facts of this type as well as material concerning astronomy and meteorology. In view of the
fact that a Kitdb Tafsil al-zamdn, etc., evidently as a
result of confusion, is attributed to each of the two
authors, the problem remains unsolved.
Bibliography: In addition to the references indicated in the text of the article, see Dozy's introduction to his edition of the Calendrier, idem, Die
Cordowaner ^Arib ibn Sacd der Secretar, und Rabi*- ibn
Zayd der Bischof, in ZDMG, xx (1866), 595-609;
Simonet, Historia de los mozdrabes de Espana, Madrid
1897-1903, index; Dom Ferotin, in appendix to
Liber ordinum, in F. Cabrol and H. Leclercq,
Monumenta Ecclesiae liturgica, v, Paris 1904, 451 ff.;
F. Vire, La volerie dans I'Espagne du Xe siecle, in
Arabica, xii/3 (1965), 306-14; J.D. Latham, review
of the ed. of the Calendrier by Ch. Pellat, inJSS, viii
(1963), 300 ff.; idem, Loanwords from the Arabic in the

Latin translation of the Calendar of Cordova, in B.C.
Bloomfield (ed.), Middle East studies and libraries: a
felicitation volume for Professor J.D. Pearson, London
1980,_103-13.
(CH. PELLAT)
RABicA and MUDAR, the two largest and
most p o w e r f u l c o m b i n a t i o n s of t r i b e s in ancient N o r t h e r n A r a b i a .
The name Rab^a is a very frequent one in the
nomenclature of the Arab tribes. More important
tribes of this_ name within the Mudar group are the
Rabi*a b. c Amir b. Sacsaca, from which came the
Ka c b, Kilab and Kulayb, then the Rabi*a b. cAbd
Allah b. Kacb, Rabl'a b. Kilab, Rabl*a b. al-Adbat
and Rabr*a b. Malik b. Djacfar; also the Rabl*a b.
c
Ukayl and Rab^a b. Djacda; three branches of the
c
Abd Shams also bear this name. Of larger Yemen
tribes may be mentioned: the Rabi* a b. al-Khiyar,
Rabl*a b. Djarwal and Rabi*a b. al-Harith b. Kacb
(Wustenfeld, Register, 377-8). (Banu) Rabl*a simply or
Banu Abl Rabi* a is a clan of the Shayban (^Ikd, iii,
60,27.8, 65,25.5). The name Rabi*a al-kubra or alwusta and al-sughra is given to three clans of the
Tamlm: the Rabi* a b. Malik b. Zayd Manat, also
called RabFat al-Djtf "Hunger Rabi*a", the Rabi*a
b. Hanzala b. Malik b. Zayd Manat and Rabl*a b.
Malik b. Hanzala; the plural al-Raba°ic includes all
these (LA, ix, 469,9 ff.; clkd, ii, 47, 26 , 43,j). In contrast to Rabl*a, the name Mudar hardly occurs elsewhere (perhaps only as a variant of Matar b. Shank:
C
/JW, iii, 74, 2 ; cf. Wustenfeld, op. cit., 290).
Genealogies. According to the genealogists, the
common ancestor of the greatest part of the North
Arabian tribes Nizar b. Macadd b. cAdnan [q.v.] by
his wife Sawda bint cAkk b. *Adnan had two sons
Mudar and lyad [q.v.] and by Djadala bint Wa*lan of
the pre-Arab family of the Djurhum the sons Rabi*a
and Anmar (al-Tabari, i, 1108; al-Batanunl (see
Bibl.}, 25, has also Kuda*a; but cf. Wustenfeld, op.
cit., 137-8). In addition to the well-known story of the
division of their father's inheritance at which Mudar
received the epithet al-hamrd^ (on account of the red
tent: Goldziher, Muh. Stud, i, 268; cf. however, LA,
vii, 26,17) and Rabf*a the name Rabi^at al-Faras
("Rabi* a with the horse"), it is also related that
Rabi*a was buried alongside of Nizar; Mucjar, who
settled, however, in Mecca, was buried in al-Rawha°,
two days' journey from Medina, where his grave is
said to have been a place of pilgrimage (al-Diyarbakri,
Ta\ikh al-Khamis, Cairo 1283, i, 148,6; al-Halabi,
Sira, Cairo 1292, i, 21, 17 ).
According to the genealogical plan, Mudar had two
sons: al-Yas (or Ilyas, Alyas) and *Aylan al-Nas, the
ancestor of large and famous tribes [see KAYS *AYLAN;
there also the question of the descent of the Mucjar is
discussed]. Al-Yas had three sons by his wife Layla
bint Hulwan known as Khindif (see Wustenfeld, op.
cit., 133), from whom her descendants are called Banu
Khindif: Mudrika, Tabikha and Kama*a (Ibn cAbd
al-Barr, al-Inbdh, 72 ff.). The two first in turn became
the ancestors of large and important tribes: Mudrika's
sons were Hudhayl [q.v.] and Khuzayma; the latter
again is the ancestor of the Asad [q. v. ] and Kinana
[q.v.], from whom the Kuraygh [q.v.] are descended
amongst others. Udd b. Tabikha had as sons Dabba
[q.v.], cAbd Manat, c Amr, whose descendants are
known as Muzaina from the name of his wife, Murr
and Humays. Tamlm [q.v.] b. Murr is again the
ancestor of one of the largest Arab tribes.
The sons of Rabf*at al-Faras were Aklub, Dubay*a
and Asad; the latter's sons were cAmTra, cAnaza [q.v.]
and Djadfla, to whom the cAbd al-Kays [0.0.], alNamir and Wa3il b. Kasit trace their descent. Wa°il
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was the ancestor of two of the most powerful Arab
tribes: Bakr [q.v.] and Taghlib [q.v.]. From Bakr are
descended the tribes of Hanifa [q.v.], Shayban,
Dhuhl, Kays b. Thaclaba and others (see Ibn Durayd,
Ishtikak, '189-216).
From the introduction to BakrT's Mu^djam we get
the following idea of the dwelling-places of the two
tribes. At the partition of Arabia among the descendants of Macadd, the Mudar received the frontiers of
the sacred territory as far as al-Sarawat and the land
on this side of al-Ghawr with the adjoining territory;
the Rab^a received the slopes of the hills of Ghamr
Dhi Kinda and the central part of Dhat c lrk with the
adjoining parts of al-Nadjd as far as al-Ghawr in alTihama. Both tribes increased their lands by driving
the other sons of Macadd from Mecca and the district.
After the withdrawal of the cAbd al-Kays to Bahrayn,
a number of Rab^a tribes occupied the highlands of
Nadjd and Hidjaz and the frontiers of Tihama where
al-Dhana-Hb, Waridat, al-Ahass, Shubayth, Batn alDjarib und al-Taghlaman were their settlements. As
a result of a war, the various clans separated and,
pushing forward, for the most part reached
Mesopotamia, where they occupied the lands which
later bore their names: Diyar Rab^a and Diyar Bakr
[q.vv.] (Wustenfeld, Wohnsitze, 107, 136-7, 161 ff.,
168; Blau, in ZDMG, xxiii [1869], 579-80).
After the withdrawal of the Rab^a from the
Tihama, the Mudar remained in their settlements until the Kays, defeated by the Khindif, advanced into
the lands of Nadjd. Dissensions among the Khindif
caused the Tabikha to migrate to Nadjd, Hidjaz and
adjoining territories. Clans of the Tabikha went as far
as Yamama, Hadjar, Yabrln and c Uman; some
groups settled between Bahrayn and Basra. Several
Mudrika tribes, however, remained in the Tihama,
like the descendants of Nadr b. Kinana in the vicinity
of Mecca (Wustenfeld, Wohnsitze, 169 ff.). The
Mudar who migrated to Mesopotamia gave their
name to Diyar Mudar, which Blau, op. cit., 577,
recognises in the Arab tribe of the MocuCocvlTOci mentioned there in the 4th century A.D.
H i s t o r y . Down to the overthrow of the Himyar
kingdom by the Abyssinians, the Rab^a and Mudar
were under the suzerainty of Yaman, which they were
able several times to cast off when they all obeyed one
ruler. Of battles in these wars there are recorded alBayda3, al-Sullan and Khazaz(a) in which the
Macaddi tribes were victorious (Reiske, Primae lineae
hist. regn. arab...., ed. Wustenfeld, 180 ff.; al-Ya c kubi,
ed. Houtsma, i, 257; Yakut, ii, 432 ff., iii, 114-15).
They belonged for a time to the kingdom of the Kinda
[#.».], the rulers of which bore the title king of the
Macadd (or Mucjar) and Rab^a (A. Sprenger, Geogr.,
216). Like the Bakr and Taghlib, the rest of the
Rabija and Mudar recognised the Kind! al-Harith b.
c
Amr al-Maksur, who led them successfully against
the Ghassanid and Lakhmid kings but lost his conquests again (Hamza al-Isfahanl, ed. Gottwaldt, i,
140). When after his death the kingdom of Dhu
Nuwas collapsed under the Abyssinians and the Kindls no longer recognised the suzerainty of Yemen, the
Basus war [q. v. ] broke out between the Bakr and the
Taghlib. The "first day of al-Kulab" or "day of
Kulab of the RabiV', so-called because both tribes
were descended from Rab^a b. Nizar, ended in
favour of the Taghlib, and the Bakr turned to the king
of Hlra al-Mundhir III, who now extended his rule
over the Rab^a and Mudar and other Central Arabian tribes (al-Yackubi, op. cit.; Yakut, iv, 294-5).
To this period belongs the irruption into
Mesopotamia of the Taghlib, who were probably the
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first of the Rab^a to settle there; they were followed
by the Banu Namir b. Kasit and other Rabija tribes.
The hostilities between the Taghlib and Bakr did not
cease, and in the battle of Dhu Kar [q.v.] they were
on opposite sides. The victory of the Bakr, celebrated
as a great success of the Rab^a over the Persians (cf.
Noldeke, Sasaniden, 310 ff.; an earlier encounter,
Yakut, ii, 735 ff.), liberated the Central Arabian
tribes from foreign rule and paved the way for Islam.
Legend records very old connections of the Mudar
with the Meccan sanctuary; the Djurhum [0.0.], the
lords of Tihama and guardians of the Kacba, were
driven out of Mecca by the lyad and Mudar. In the
fight for the possession of the sanctuary the Mudar
were victorious but had to hand over the administration of the Kacba and of Mecca to the Khuza c a [q. v . ] ,
so that only three purely religious offices were left to
them connected with the pilgrimage (the idjaza of
c
Arafat, the ifdda of Muzdalifa and the idjaza of Mina)
and these remained with Mudar families also after the
redistribution by Kusayy [q.v.] (Ibn Khaldun, ^Ibar,
ii, 333, 335; al-Yac'kubT, i, 274). The influential office
of time-reckoner also fell to a Muclari under the Kinda
(Sprenger, Geogr., 225). While Christianity was widespread among the Rabija in Muhammad's time, the
Mudar remained more faithful to the old pagan ways
and were less susceptible to Aramaic influence than
the tribes on the frontier ("this perhaps partly explains their estrangement from the Rab^a":
Wellhausen, Reste2, 231). Radjab was the sacred
month of the Mudar (hence Radjab Mudar; cf.
Wellhausen, op. cit., 97; a strange explanation of this
from Ibn al-Mudjawir in A. Sprenger, Mohammad, iii,
301), Ramadan of the Rab^a (cf. al-Dimishki, Nukhbat al-dahr, tr. Mehren, 403). From their practices
during ihrdm, all the Rabija and many groups of the
Mudar, including the Ribab league, belonged to the
Hilla (al-Yackubi, i, 298). In al-Dimashki, 385, we
find the peculiar view that the Copts are descended
from Rabija "or" Taghlib who had migrated into
Egypt in search of food.
The Muzayna [q.v.] boasted of being the first
Mudar tribe to pay homage to the Prophet (as early
as 5 A.H. it is said; Sprenger, op. cit., iii, 201). In
8/630 Khalid b. al-Walld destroyed the idol al-cUzza
in Nakhla, which was revered by the Kuraysh,
Kinana and "all the Mudar" (al-Tabari, i, 1648). In
the "year of the Deputations" (9/631), several large
clans of the Mudar and Rab^a like the Tamim,
Thaklf, cAbd al-Kays and Bakr b. WaDil adopted
Islam, but this does not imply the submission of the
whole of Central Arabia. The lament of the deputation of the cAbd al-Kays to Muhammad is significant:
"between thee and us dwell Mudar tribes and we can
only come to thee in the sacred months" (Sprenger,
op. cit., iii, 374; cf. 301, n. 1). In the year 11 a saying
of the followers of the false prophet Musaylima [#.£>.],
who belonged to the Rabija, is recorded: "a deceiver
of the RabFa is dearer to us than a true prophet of the
Mudar" (perhaps the variant "than a deceiver of the
Mudar" is better: al-Tabarl, i, 1936-7; perhaps the
earliest clearly expressed contrast between the Rabija
and Mudar?). When in the same year the "RabiV
in Bahrayn proclaimed a king of their own, this can
only refer to the tribes of Kays b. Thaclaba and cAbd
al-Kays (al-Tabari, i, I960; al-Baladhuri, Futuh, 834). The tribes of Rabija and Mudar are from now onwards mentioned as important contingents in the
Muslim armies, but sometimes the large numbers
given for them are doubtful (cf. Caetani, Annali, 12
A.H., § 188, n. 5). When al-Muthanna invaded alSawad in 13/635, he surprised the Rabija and Kuclaca
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assembled at the Suk al-Khanafis, who still recognised
the suzerainty of the Sasanids (al-Taban, i, 2202-3);
five years later a considerable force was sent against
al-Rakka, Naslbln and the nomadic Rabija and
Tanukh (Ibn Khaldun, <Ibar, ii/2, 107-8).
It is unnecessary to follow the history of the Rablca
and Mudar farther, as it is clear from the above that
the two names stand only for a few clans and not for
the whole confederation of tribes, as the genealogists
say (Rab^a usually means the Bakr and Taghlib or
only one of them). Sometimes we even find the whole
Rab^a group included in the Mudar (clkd, ii, 39,30)
which further increases the confusion. The beginnings
of the two tribes are further put at so early a date that
it is difficult to decide whether they really existed as
such, or like Macadd and Nizar are only artificial conceptions. Goldziher (Muh. Stud., i, 94-5) surmised that
the antagonism between North and South Arabia had
its roots in the rivalry between Kuraysh and Ansar,
and he regarded the early wars between Macadd and
Yemen as a later invention. "Macadd and Mudar,"
he lays down, "is primarily contrasted with the name
Ansar." When tribal antagonism became intensified
by political developments, and after the battle of
Mardj Rahit [q. v. ] in 65/684, the tendency to form
confederacies spread ever more widely, and finally the
Tamlm with the Kays joined the large party of the
Mudar. On the other hand, the Azd [q.v. ] joined the
rest of the Yemenis, among whom in Khurasan [q.v.}
were also included the Rabija (Bakr); finally, the
Syrian Kudaca (Kalb) also joined them (Wellhausen,
Das arabische Reich, 44-5). The effects of this dualism
between Mudar (Tamlm and Kays) and Yemen (Azd
and Rab^a) which wiped out the other antagonisms
and polarised the whole Arab world are presented in
their main outlines in the article KAYS C AYLAN.
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(H. KINDERMANN)
RABI'A AL-CADAWIYYA AL-KAYSIYYA (a double nisba because she was attached to a family, the Al
c
Atik, of cAd! b. Kays (of Kuraysh; see Ibn al-KalblCaskel, tab. 35)), famous m y s t i c and saint of
Basra.
One cannot go so far as to throw into doubt her
historical existence, but the traditions about her life
and teachings include a very large proportion of
legend which today can hardly be distinguished from
authentic information. With this qualification borne
in mind, one may nevertheless be permitted to present
a portrait of the saint as it was conceived by her coreligionists over the course of the centuries.
She is said to have been born in 95/714 or 99/71718 and to have breathed her last at Basra in 185/801,
where her tomb was shown outside the city (see alHarawl, Ziydrdt, ed. and tr. J. Sourdel-Thomine,
81/88). In the evolution of SufT mysticism, she became
one of the three most famous female mystics of Basra,
the two others bejng Mucadha al-cAdawiyya, wife of
the "ascetic" cAmir b. cAbd al-Kays al-cAnban
[q.v.], and a certain Umm al-Darda3 (see Pellat, Le
milieu basrien, 104).
Born into a poor home, she was stolen as a child
and sold into slavery (she is even sometimes made into
a kayna [q.v.]), but her sanctity secured her freedom,
and she retired to a life of seclusion and celibacy, at
first in the desert and then in Basra, where she
gathered round her many disciples and associates,
who came to seek her counsel or prayers or to listen
to her teaching. These included cAbd al-Wahid b.
Zayd (d. 177/793; see Pellat, Milieu, 102-3 and index), Malik b. Dinar [^.z>.], the ascetic Rabah alKaysl, the traditionist Sufyan al-Thawrl [q. v. ] and the
SufT Shaklk al-Balkhl. Her life was one of extreme
asceticism and otherworldliness. Asked why she did
not ask help from her friends, she said, "I should be
ashamed to ask for this world's goods from Him to
Whom they belong, and how should I seek them from
those to whom they do not belong?" (it should be
noted that al-Djahiz, more conscious of the neatness
of this reply than of its deeper sense, cites it at least
twice (in Hayawdn, v, 589, and Baydn, iii, 127) and
does not mention any other details concerning
Rabi c a, which seems to show that, in the 3rd/9th century, the legend around her had not yet totally
crystallised. On the other hand, this tradition,
perhaps authentic, is contradicted by a piece of
evidence according to which she possessed a khddiml
khddima and by the mention, in al-Husaynl, of another
saint called Maryam al-Basriyya, her servant and
disciple, to whom she had communicated her doctrine
of pure love, cilm al-mahabba).
To another friend she said, "Will God forget the
poor because of their poverty or remember the rich
because of their riches? Since He knows my state,
what have I to remind Him of? What He wills, we
should also will." Miracles were attributed to her as
to other Muslim saints. Food was supplied by
miraculous means for her guests, and to save her from
starvation. A camel, which died when she was on
pilgrimage, was restored to life for her use; the lack of
a lamp was made good by the light which shone round
about the saint. It was related that when she was dying, she bade her friends depart and leave the way free
for the messengers of God Most High. As they went
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out, they heard her making her confession of faith,
and a voice which responded, "O soul at rest, return
to thy Lord, satisfied with Him, giving satisfaction to
Him. So enter among My servants into My Paradise"
(sura LXXXIX, 27-30). After her death, Rabica was
seen in a dream and asked how she had escaped from
Munkar and Naklr [q.v.], the angels of the tomb,
when they asked her, "Who is your Lord?", and she
replied, "I said, return and tell your Lord, 'Notwithstanding the thousands and thousands of Thy
creatures, Thou hast not forgotten a weak old woman.
I, who had only Thee in all the world, have never
forgotten Thee, that Thou shouldst ask, Who is thy
Lord?'"
Among the prayers recorded of Rabica is one she
was accustomed to pray at night upon her roof: "O
Lord, the stars are shining and the eyes of men are
closed and kings have shut their doors and every lover
is alone with his beloved, and here am I alone with
Thee." Again she prayed, "O my Lord, if I worship
Thee from fear of Hell, burn me therein, and if I worship Thee in hope of Paradise, exclude me thence, but
if I worship Thee for Thine own sake, then withhold
not from me Thine Eternal Beauty." Of Repentance,
the beginning of the SufT Path, she said, "How can
anyone repent unless his Lord gives him repentance
and accepts him? If He turns towards you, you will
turn towards Him." She held that Gratitude was the
vision of the Giver, not the gift, and one spring day,
when urged to come out to behold the works of God,
she rejoined, "Come rather inside to behold their
Maker. Contemplation of the Maker has turned me
aside from contemplating what He has made." Asked
what she thought of Paradise, Rabica replied, "First
the neighbour, then the house" (al-ajdr thumma 'l-ddr)
and al-Ghazali, commenting on this, says she implied
that no one who does not know God in this world will
see Him in the next, and he who does not find the joy
of gnosis here will not find the joy of the Vision there,
nor can anyone appeal to God in that world if he has
not sought His friendship in this. None may reap who
has not sown (Ihyd^, iv, 269). The otherworldliness of
her teaching is shown in her declaration that she had
come from that world and to that world she was going,
and she ate the bread of this world in sorrow, while
doing the work of that world. One who heard her said
derisively, "One so persuasive in speech is worthy to
keep a rest-house" and Rabi c a responded, "I myself
am keeping a rest-house; whatever is within, I do not
allow it to go out and whatever is without, I do not
allow to come in. I do not concern myself with those
who pass in and out, for I am contemplating my own
heart, not mere clay." Asked how she had attained to
the rank of the saints, Rabica replied, "By abandoning what did not concern me and seeking fellowship
with Him Who is eternal."
She was famed for her teaching on mystic love
(mahabbd) and the fellowship with God (uns) which is
the pre-occupation of His lover. Every true lover, she
said, seeks intimacy with the beloved, and she recited
the lines:
I have made Thee the Companion of my heart,
But my body is present for those who seek its
company,
And my body is friendly towards its guests.
But the Beloved of my heart is the guest of my soul.
(Ihyd*, iv, 358, margin)
Questioned about her love for the Prophet she said, "I
love him, but love of the Creator has turned me aside
from love of His creatures"; and again, "My love for
God has so possessed me that no place remains for loving any save Him." Of her own service to God and
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its motive-force, she said, "I have not served God
from fear of Hell, for I should be but a wretched hireling if I did it from fear; nor from love of Paradise, for
I should be a bad servant if I served for the sake of
what was given me, but I have served Him only for
the love of Him and desire of Him." The verses often
ascribed to her (but now shown by G.J.H. van Gelder
to be originally a secular love poem, see his Rabija's
poem on the two kinds of love: a mystification?, in Verse and
the fair sex, a collection of papers presented at the 15th Congress of the UEAI ... 1990, ed. F. de Jong, Utrecht
1993, 66-76) on the two types of love, that which seeks
its own ends and that which seeks only God and His
glory, are famous and much quoted, translated and
commented upon:
I love Thee with two loves: a selfish (or concerned,
impassioned, instinctive) love
and a love of which Thou [alone] art worthy.
The selfish love makes me turn away from all that
is not Thou, making me think only of Thee
But as for that love of which Thou [alone] art
worthy.
Thou raisest the veils so that I may see Thee.
In neither the one case nor the other have I any
merit, but the praise for the first and the second
is wholly Thine.
Al-Ghazali again comments, "She meant, by the
selfish love, the love of God for His favour and grace
bestowed and for temporary happiness, and by the
love worthy of Him, the love of His Beauty which was
revealed to her, and this is the higher of the two loves
and the finer of them" (Ihyd^, iv, 267). Like all
mystics, Rabija looked for union with the Divine
(wast). In certain of her verses she says, "My hope is
for union with Thee, for that is the goal of my
desire", and again she said, "I have ceased to exist
and have passed out of self. I have become one with
God and am altogether His."
Rabica, therefore, according to the traditions about
her, differs from those of the early Sufis who were
simply ascetics and quietists, in that she was a true
mystic, inspired by an ardent love, and conscious of
having entered into the unitive life with God. She was
one of the first of the Sufis to teach the doctrine of
Pure Love, the disinterested love of God for His own
sake alone, and one of the first also to combine with
her teaching on love the doctrine of kashf, the unveiling, to the lover, of the Beatific Vision.
The semi-legendary personality of Rabica has inspired romantic biographies and even two Egyptian
films, but one should remember a curious
phenomenon, which has its origin in an account
which shows the saint holding in one hand fire and in
the other water, and replying to some youths who had
asked her where she was going: "...towards the
heavens, in order to throw some fire into Paradise and
some water on Hellfire, so that both of them may
disappear and that human beings may contemplate
God without hope or fear, for if neither hope for
Paradise nor fear of Hellfire existed, would they worship al-Hakk and submit to it?" This text, which appears in Persian in the Mandkib al-^drifin (ms. India
Office Library, no. 1670, fol. 114a) of AfiakI
(8th/14th century [q. v.]), is found again almost wordfor-word in the Memoires du sieur dejoinville, ed. Paris
1854, 195, with this difference that a Preaching Friar
called Yves the Breton, sent to the "soudan" of
Damascus by the King of France Louis IX (the future
Saint Louis), meets en route an old woman carrying
fire and water, etc. It is not certain that the heroine
of this story is our Rabica al-cAdawiyya, since the
locale is Damascus, where there is said to have lived,
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equally in the 2nd/8th century, another holy woman
called Rabica bint IsmacTl al-cAdawiyya. It is
astonishing that the oldest attestation in the Islamic
world goes back no further than the 8th/14th century
when a French chronicler introduces the story a century earlier. In any case, the bishop J.-P. Camus
(1582-1653) illustrates pure love by developing the
story in question in a work called La Caritee ou le pourtraict de la vraye charite, histoire devote tiree de la Vie de SaintLouis, Paris 1641.
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(MARGARET SMITH-[CH. PELLAT])
RABIB AL-DAWLA ABU MANSUR B. ABI SHUDJAC
MUHAMMAD B. AL-HUSAYN, vizier of the cAbbasids
and Saldjuks. When the vizier Abu Shudjac Muhammad al-Rudhrawarf [q.v.] made the pilgrimage to
Mecca in 481/1089, he appointed his son Rablb alDawla and the nakib al-nukabd* Tirad b. Muhammad
al-Zaynabi his deputies, and in 507/1113-14, on the
death of Abu '1-Kasim CAH b. Fakhr al-Dawla
Muhammad b. Djahir [see DJAHIR, BANU], Rablb alDawla was appointed vizier of the caliph al-Mustazhir
[ q . v . ] . In Dim '1-Hidjdja 51 I/April 1118 the fourteenyear old Mahmud b. Muhammad [q.v.] succeeded his
father as Saldjuk sultan and, when he was looking
around for an able vizier, he was recommended to
choose someone who had had the necessary training
in the service of the caliph (min tarbiyat ddr al-khildfa),
allegedly because there was no suitable man in the
train of the young sultan. The choice therefore fell
upon Rablb al-Dawla who was at once summoned
from Baghdad to Isfahan but, as the nominee of the
amtrs and great men of state, proved himself a somewhat ineffectual vizier until his death after a brief
tenure of office in Rab^ I 513/June-July 1119; ac-

cording to another statement he died as early as
512/1118-19.
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(K.V. ZETTERSTEEN)
RABIGH (Bandar Rabigh, Rabugh), a port in
the Hidjaz province of Saudi A r a b i a , in lat. 22°
48' N., and long. 39° 1' E., half-way between Djudda [q.v.] and Yanbu c . It may perhaps be identified
with Ptolemy's 'Apyoc y^[ir\ (Sprenger, Die alte
Geographie, no. 38). North of Rabigh lies al-Abwa°
[ q . v . ] , now called al-Khurayba,_ the reputed burial
place of the Prophet's mother Amina [0.0.]. In the
past, the port had no proper harbour. Ships anchored
at Sharm Rabigh, an inlet about 3 km long, which offered excellent anchorage (Hogarth, Hej'az, 29). From
there cargoes were transferred on local sailing craft to
Rabigh proper, a group of four hamlets and extensive
date-groves, about 6 km from Sharm Rabigh. It used
to be the place [see MIKAT] where pilgrims to Mecca,
coming overland from Syria, Egypt and the Maghrib,
put on the ihrdm [q.v.] (see Ibn Battuta, Rihla, i, 297,
tr. Gibb, i, 186). As such, Rabigh had succeeded the
village of al-Djuhfa which lies in a valley reaching the
sea just south of the port. Pilgrims coming down the
Red Sea entered into ihrdm as their ships passed
Rabigh. It was the centre of the Banu Zubayd, a subsection of the Banu Masruh who, together with the
Banu Salim, were the main sections of the Banu Harb
[q. v. ] , the dominant tribe in the area between Mecca
and Medina (Hogarth, Hejaz, 38). Before an asphalt
highway joined Mecca and Medina via Djudda.
Rabigh and Badr, secondary routes (see Hogarth, Hejaz, 114-21) ran from Rabigh northward through the
mountains to Medina, providing a more direct but
more difficult approach than the al-Tank (or al-Darb
"narrow mountain pass") al-Sultdm, which follows the
coast. In 1924 cAbd al-cAziz Al Sacud, the future king
of Saudi Arabia, sent the Ikhwdn [q.v.] to capture
Rabigh, cutting the communications between Djudda
and Medina. In 1925 he declared Rabigh an official
pilgrim port.
Bibliography: See AL-HIDJAZ; MAKKA; D.G.
Hogarth, Hejaz before World War I, a handbook, repr.
Cambridge 1978; R. Baker, King Husain and the
Kingdom of Hejaz, Cambridge 1979; Western Arabia
and the Red Sea. Naval Intelligence Division, London
1939-45, 541-2; Ibn BaHuta, Travels A.D. 13251354, tr. H.A.R. Gibb, Cambridge 1958-71.
(Eo.)
RABIH B. FADL ALLAH, an a d v e n t u r e r attached to the ivory and slave trader of the eastern
Sudan, Zubayr Pasha [q.v.]. After the fall of Zubayr
in 1291/1874 and the subsequent death of his son
Sulayman, Rabih assumed leadership of Sulayman's
followers. By 1305/1887 he had become associated
with the Mahdiyya [q.v.] movement in the eastern
Sudan. Between 1309-10/1892 and 1310-11/1893 he
attacked and defeated the sultanates of Baghirmi and
Wadai.
There then followed a period during which Rabih
entered into an association with Hayatu dan Sa3idu,
a disaffected grandson of Muhammadu Bello [q. v. ] ,
first caliph of Sokoto, to conquer Borno [see BORNU]
and then Sokoto [q. v. ]. The conquest of Borno was accomplished at the battle of Ngala in 1311/1893, but at
that point Hayatu and Rabih quarrelled and the projected attack on Sokoto failed to develop.
Rabih now moved south and occupied Dikwa,
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which became his headquarters. After several clashes
with the French, he was defeated and killed at the battle of Kusseri in 1900.
Bibliography: J.F. Ajayi and M. Crowder
(eds.), History of West Africa, ii, London 1974, 11415; M. Hiskett, The development of Islam in West
Africa, London and New York 1984, 198-200. His
relations with Hayatu are dealt with in H.
Jungraithmayr and W. Giinther (eds. and trs.),
Sultan Sa^idu bi Hayatu tells the story of his and his
father's life* in Abhandlungen der Marburger Gelehrten
Gesellschaft, Jahrgang 1977, Nr. 2.
(M. HISKETT)
RABICIYYAT. In O t t o m a n l i t e r a t u r e .
There is no special literary genre called rabfayyat
(bahdriyydt) in Ottoman literature (from now on referred to as diwdn literature). Spring, however, has an
important place within diwdn literature, as is the case
for every other national literature. Spring, with its different functions fitting the structure of almost every
kind of literary style and genre, was given its own
special place in diverse literary genres coeval with the
beginnings of written Ottoman literature in the
second half of the 13th century. Since this literature
favoured the methnewi genre, in which all sorts of
religious stories, religio-mythological works, histories,
semi-religious books of advice pertaining to literary
edification and romances were written, spring acquired a place in romances written in the style of the
13th and 14th centuries, especially those dealing with
love adventures. It did so whilst serving two functions: as a sort of setting-decor, but also, beyond that
obvious function, as a means to convey certain
symbolic-mythological meanings.
Spring in Ottoman literature was naturally connected with the descriptions of orchards and gardens
in springtime, thus bringing together the categories of
time and space and carrying out the task of creating
in the reader/listener the impression of verisimilitude.
In this literature most lovers meet or are introduced
to one another in the setting of a green, blossoming
orchard full of flowers and plants coming back to life.
Spring is connected here with the image of an orchard
and with the idea of eternal life as the plants that have
wilted and died in winter come back to life, and
through these two motifs it is further related to the notion of Paradise (that includes an idealised version of
all the elements of nature in springtime, such as
meadows, gardens, flowers, trees, birds, running
waters, light, cool breezes and the like) and its eternal
happiness. Thus, in the descriptions of spring it is the
notion of Paradise and its central role in the religion
and beliefs of Islam that is at the back of the poet's intention and imagery. For instance, Mehmed, in his
methnewi ^Ishk-ndme (15th century) has the two lovers
meet in an orchard at springtime, and the description
of spring is presented in the above-mentioned terms
(cf. 102, 11. 1716-1728; 116, 11. 2300-16). Likewise,
the first love scenes take place in the same setting, as
do the wedding ceremonies (cf. 81-2,11. 872-91; 248-9
11. 8081-8100; 225 1. 8409). Descriptions of spring in
the same terms are also found in the 14th century
methnewis Djemshid u Khurshid of Ahmed! of Germiyan,
and in the Khurshid-ndme of Sheykh-oghlu Mustafa
(ed. Hiiseyin Ayan, Erzurum 1979, 176-7, 11. 12631319; 192, 11. 1706-29. For the meeting of the lovers
in an orchard, cf. 239-40, 11. 2959-87).
In the methnewis, spring is presented in close
association with the sun. For instance, in the Khurshidndme of Sheykh-oghlu Mustafa, the garden specially
ordered by Sultan Siyawush for his son Khurshid is
described as a garden in eternal springtime. All the
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flowers, trees and vegetation in this garden preserve
their blossoming in an eternal spring. This garden is
in fact an image of paradise. It has been arranged as
an eternally unwilting garden, and moreover, it is the
garden of a god (cf. 176-7). The owner of this garden
is Khurshid, and if we consider the etymology of the
word khurshid we realise that the owner of the garden
is the sun. Furthermore, Khurshid in this work is
dressed in green from head to toe, with a green crown
and a green veil; in other words, he has been described as a Khidir [q.v.] figure (cf. 240, 11. 12979,
1981). At the same time, the garden is a symbol of
Khurshid (cf. further Khurshid-ndme, 19-92), since it is
agulistdn (cf. 1. 1653). In this manner, both the image
and the concept of the orchard's association with the
sun, spring and the rebirth of life at springtime, as
well as the thought that the orchard belongs to the
beloved or the sun or the ruler, are reminiscent of the
Hanging Gardens of Babylon, of the blessed divine
gardens (whose gardener is a Sumerian or Akkadian
king), of the even more ancient Sumerian temples, of
the Sumerian concept of Akat's paradise named
Dilmun, and, finally, of the Paradise of the Torah and
the gardens of Solomon in eternal springtime as described in the Song of Solomon in the Old Testament.
Likewise, the traditional and typified theme in the
methnewis of the meeting of the two lovers in gardens
of eternal springtime, and their holding festivities and
wedding ceremonies there, may be traced back to the
older tradition of the New Year festivals, mostly a
tradition orally transmitted for thousands of years and
only a small part of which is reflected in written traditions. For instance, the scene of the washing and
decoration of Ferahshad before the meeting of the
lovers in the eternal spring garden in the Khurshidndme is clearly a distant echo of the ritual washing and
decoration of the gods and goddesses before their wedding in the New Year festival (cfv 248-9; cf. also G.
Alpay-Tekin (ed.), Ahmed-i Dd^i, Ceng-ndme, in Sources
of Oriental Languages and Literature, 16, Harvard
University 1992; the ninth and tenth part of the text
are a spring and garden description and the celebration of New Year in the spring at the ruler's garden).
These mythological elements preserved their identity during the 14th and 15th centuries but not
thereafter, when they were reduced to mere
decorative elements after losing their lively character
and deeper meaning with the onset of a changing
world view that paralleled the changing living conditions, social classes and economic conditions of the
Ottoman empire. In the hands of the poets of diwdn
literature, spring and everything associated with it
became means for creating all sorts of literary figures
and word plays on the level of style and rhetoric.
Nonetheless, the words expressing these mythological
viewpoints relating to spring, used in a stereotyped
manner both in the methnewis and in other literary
genres to be examined, were used only for the purpose
of background description and word plays in the
following centuries, while viewpoints whose meaning
had been more or less changed were combined with
concepts and used, always, in the same stereotyped
associations. In the following are outlined the main
characteristics of these associations with reference to
these particularities:
1. As mentioned above, spring was presented in
terms of the association garden-spring-eternal-lifeParadise.
2. Spring was always expressed together with the
emotion of eternal happiness, either in connection
with Paradise or with youth. In the following centuries, however, the quality of the eternal withered
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away and happiness was associated with the transitory
quality of spring and depicted as a happiness with an
end drawing near. Uzun Firdewsl started depicting
spring along with the transitoriness of happiness and
youth in his Kutb-ndme (ed. 21.)
3. Spring is the symbol of youth and therefore
represents the beloved and beautiful lady. For instance, in the Yusufu Zulaykhd of the 16th century poet
Kemal Pasha-zade, spring represents youth, and
autumn and winter old age (ed. Mustafa Demirel,
Ankara 1983, 183-4, 11. 1850-6; for a classic depiction
of spring, see 70-1, 11. 553-70). Spring, garden,
beautiful lady, beloved, are all also found in the work
Leyld He Medjnun of the most famous poet of the 16th
century, Fudull (d. 1556 [q.v. ]). In this case, Leyla,
who enters a garden in springtime for a walk with her
friends, does not meet her lover there, yet one of her
companions gives her tidings of Medjnun by reading
to her a poem of his. Thus the picture which has been
painted of spring, the garden and the meeting of the
two lovers in it has here been modified. Nevertheless,
Leyla is depicted as the symbol of the flower that
blossoms in spring and represents youth and beauty,
hence the garden is presented in terms of the traditional associations (ed. Necmettin Halil Onan, Istanbul 1956, 133-42, 11. 1321-1418).
4. The relationship between spring and sun is
presented mostly in the following fashion. Because at
the spring equinox night and day are equal, the sun
is considered a symbol of justice and spring is the
season when this justice is applied. Moreover, it is
because of the sun's beneficial effects that vegetation
comes back to life in the spring. Thus generosity is a
quality that comes about by the joining of spring and
the sun. As a result, in diwdn literature, the sun,
because of its associations with justice and generosity,
has always been conceived in terms of spring and the
ruler, on account of his close relation to the sun, has
been presented as an indivisible part of spring.
5. Spring has always been considered together with
the rains of April and the concepts of blessing and
mercy. Moreover, through the coming into being of
the pearl out of the raindrop of April that falls into an
oyster, the image of the pearl, its preciousness, perfection and beauty are added to these concepts.
6. Spring in diwdn literature is frequently presented
together with the celebrations, drinking and music at
evening gatherings held in gardens in connection with
the spring festivals.
Different social and military conditions entered the
above general picture after the second half of the 15th
century and especially during the 16th century. For
instance, the elements used in describing spring
started to stand for the different ranks of Ottoman
hierarchy, in accordance with the social relations of
the time. Thus the rose (gul) was the sultan, the tulip
(Idle) the sandjak-beyi, the iris (susen) the sildhddr, the
narcissus the emir-i tddjddr and the spring clouds the
ruler's tents. As for the cypress and the plane-tree
(clnar), they were the servants of the ruler standing
around him (KhaydliBey Divam, ed. Ali Nihad Tarlan,
Istanbul 1945, 93-4, 11. 3-5). Likewise, spring was
connected to the military and war system: the
manifestations of spring on the meadows were the
soldiers, and the cypress their banner (liwd). Spring
itself was the young hero (pehlewdn). The violet was
the mace and the rose the shield, and the iris had its
sword girded. (Yahyd Bey Divam, ed. Mehmet
Qavusoglu, Istanbul 1977, 58-9, 11. 1-3, etc.)
During the 17th and 18th centuries, spring was represented in a more realistic way in poetry. These
descriptions were in close association with festivities,

drinking and music sessions, and spring was greeted
as a season of mirth and joy (e.g. Nabf, Khayriyye, ed.
I. Pala, Istanbul 1989, 147-50: der beydn-l ferdh-l fasl-i
bahdr). In this way, in every century, new meanings
and allegorical allusions peculiar to the century were
added to the descriptions of spring. Thus during the
14th century and the first half of the 15th century,
spring was full of symbolic, legendary (romance) allusions, whereas during the second half of the 15th and
the whole of the next century spring was associated
with the wars, social hierarchy and majestic pomp of
the expanding empire. Finally, in the 17th and 18th
centuries it was described in a realistic language that
had more to do with nature and human life, the environment in which people live. However, for all that
spring was presented from all these different point of
views, it was always described in terms of the
stereotyped expressions presented earlier on. Moreover, in the cases where there was no special section
devoted to spring itself, these expressions about spring
were sprinkled, without much sense of unity and
order, in all genres of diwdn literature (methnewi,
ghazel, kaside, kifa, turki and terdjiF). For instance, we
find the standard images of classical poetry where the
cheek of the beloved was compared to a rose, the locks
of hair to hyacinth, the elegant stature to a cypress,
etc.
Spring was sometimes the topic of the nesib (teshbib)
[see NASIB] section of the literary genre of the kaside. In
fact kasides frequently start with a description of
nature, which may have to do with one of the four
seasons, and the poem is termed, accordingly, a
bahdriyye, or a shitd^iyye or a temmuziyye: Just like the
descriptions of autumn and winter, those of spring are
a means for the poet to effect the transition to the short
girizgdh part, serving as an introduction to the praise
(medhiyye) section of a kaside which he has composed in
order to praise his patron-ruler or another high
member of the Ottoman hierarchy, such as a Grand
Vizier or a pasha or a vizier, or even just a person
near and dear to him.
The kasides, for all that they conform to the descriptions of spring presented above and are faithful to the
whole network of stereotypical relations between
themes and concepts, are the poems that best reflect
not only the political and social developments of the
Ottoman empire but the changing conceptions of
spring paralleling those. There are plenty of poets in
diwdn literature who are famous for their kasides, including Ahmed Pasha and NedjatT for the 15th century, Fucjull, Bakl, Newcl, Yahya Bey for the 16th,
Khayall and especially Nef^I for the 17th, and Nedlm
for the 18th. Almost all of these poets treated spring
as the subject of the nesib section of their kasides. There
is little doubt that, among these bahdriyyes, the most
famous is the one dedicated by Nef-I (d. 1634 [q.v.])
to Sultan Murad IV, whose mafia* begins:
Esdi nesim-i newbahdr aclldt gutter subh-dem
Acsun bizim de gonlumuz sdki mede sun djdm-i Djem
(Diwdn, Istanbul 1249, 47).
Another very famous kaside beginning with a spring
depiction was written in the 18th century by Nedlm
(d. 1730). This poem that puts to words the excitement and joy of spring is one of the most beautiful examples of diwdn literature and was composed in praise
of Sultan Ahmed III. Here is its opening distich:
Gel ey fasl-i bahdrdn mdye-i dram u bdbimsln
Enis-i khdtlrim kdm-l dil-i pur iqLtirdbimsln
The following distich is still popularly remembered:
Gulum shoyle gulum boyle demekdir ydre muHddim
Sent ey gul sever ajamm hi djdndna khltdblmsln
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(Nedim, Diwdn, ed. A. Golpmarh, inkilap
Kitabevi, Istanbul 75.)
The influence of the depictions of spring in diwdn
literature is so strong that even when writing shitd^iyyes
or temmuziyyes, poets compare that season to spring. It
is also worth mentioning that sometimes a word
having to do with the spring repertoire is the rhyming
word of the kaside, even if there is no proper nesib section dealing with spring, and the kaside is then named
according to that rhyme word, e.g. the gul kasidesi or
the nergis kasidesi, etc.
A third literary genre (besides the romance
methnewis and the kasides describing spring in their
nesib sections and sometimes therefore named
bahdriyye) that may deal with spring is the Sdki-ndme.
This genre, which is in fact written in methnewi style,
was developed especially after the 16th century.
Spring in this genre is more closely associated with
music and drinking gatherings.
It should be noted that there is a fourth genre dealing with spring, the mundzare [see MUNAZARA], even
though there appears to be only one extant example,
LamicT Celebi's prose work Mundzare-yi Sultdn-l Bahdr
bd Shehriydr-i Shitd. As may be understood from its
title, this work deals with a competition between the
two seasons.
Apart from all these, the only work of diwdn
literature entirely devoted to the springtime New Year
festivals is the Ceng-ndme of Ahmed-i DacT, who lived
in the first half of the 15th century. Except for the last,
synonymous work of 70-80 lines by the Persian poet
Sacdl, this work appears to be the only one connecting
not just Ottoman but Islamic literature with the New
Year festivals of ancient times. In methnewi style, it
was written to express the desire of man, alone and a
stranger in this world, to return to man's real
homeland and to find eternal life. The lyre (ceng),
which represents exactly such a man, is played at a
musical gathering on a spring day, entertaining
everyone. In the first part of the work there is a description of a spring festival in which the son of
Bayezld I, Prince Siileyman, is participating. In the
second part, the lyre played at this festival tells the
poet the adventures of its coming to this strange world
through the stories of the cypress, the gazelle, the
horse and the silk worm, the origins of the four constituent parts of the lyre. The heroes of the four stories
are victims to the chain of eternal change, birth and
death, of the material world and at the same time are
eaten with the desire to return to their homelands, the
source of eternal life. In the Ceng-ndme, the lyre
celebrating spring and the man wishing for eternal life
(symbolised by spring) are joined into one figure.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(G. ALP AY TEKIN)
RABICIYYAT: In Arabic [see ZAHRIYYAT].
RABITA (A.), term employed in al-Andalus to
denote a f o r t i f i e d e n c l o s u r e , a bastion constructed on the coast to deter enemy attacks from the
sea. This term sometimes served as a substitute for
ribdt [q.v.\, a term which no longer extended to the
concentration point occupied by combatants in a holy
war, but was almost reduced to the sense of djihdd
[q.v.] or even replaced ghdra "sudden attack, raid".
In a rdbita, "volunteers, who were periodically
relieved, maintained a vigilant watch, while practising
spiritual exercises and striving to lead an ascetic life.
"The best known of these fortified monasteries, on
the Mediterranean, was that of the Cape of Gata, at
the eastern point of the bay of Almeria... Another
known rdbita, on the other side of the Straits of
Gibraltar, was that of al-Tawba or "Penitence"; it
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stood, opposite Huelva, not far from the estuary of the
Rio Tinto, on the same site where today stands the
famous monastery of the Rabita, whose presence,
since the end of the Middle Ages, has continued to
uphold the Muslim monastic tradition" (E. LeviProvencal, Hist. Esp. mus., iii, 111-12).
Current Spanish toponymy preserves, in the forms
Rapita, Ravita, Rabida, the memory of the existence,
in other parts of al-Andalus, of hermitages which were
places of retreat for persons considered to be saints,
accompanied by their disciples. This term thus
became synonymous with zdwiya [q.v.\, and it is this
which has been adopted by the Spanish language,
which uses rdbida to denote a monastery or a hermitage.
Long before the arrival in the Maghrib of the wave
of mysticism and the development in these regions of
the "maraboutism" characteristic of religious activity, rdbita was also used there in concurrence with
zdwiya (see al-Badisi, Maksad, tr. G.S. Colin, in AM,
xxvi [1926], 240).
Bibliography: L. Torres Balbas, Rdbitas
hispanomusulmanas, in al-And., xiii/2 (1948), 475-91;
C. Villanueva, Rdbitas granadinas, in Misceldnea de
estudios drabes y hebraicos, iii (1954), 79-86. (ED.)
AL-RABITA AL-ISLAMIYYA (A.), literally "the
Islamic league."
Pan-movements in the Muslim world have been
usually rendered by Arabic terms like wahda, ittihdd,
rdbita or djami^a. Rdbita ("bond") in eastern Muslim
mystic tradition originally meant the relationship of a
murid to his master (R. Gramlich (tr.), ^Awdrif alma^drif. Die Gaben der Erkenntnisse des ^Umar asSuhrawardi, Wiesbaden 1978, 107-8) and hence a close
friendship (rdbita-yi ukhuwwat, Sacd al-Dln Khodja
Efendi, Tddj_ al-tawdnkh, as cited in Fr.A. Mesgien
Meninski, Lexicon arabico-persico-turcicum, Vienna
1780, iii, 2-3). It underwent a significant semantic
change in the 19th century, when rdbita became a
political notion in Ottoman usage (in the sense of
"league", X.T. Bianchi, Dictionnaire fran^ais-turc,
Paris 1846, ii, 300), reflecting the emergence of an
Islamic political language. Djami^a [q.v.] as a noun
signifies a gathering, a universality which embraces
everything (hence from about 1850 onwards, also
meaning a university). In modern usage, djami^a has
also been used to characterise a political, united movement. It is this sense which made these two terms
popular among Muslim intellectuals and politicians in
the second half of the 19th century. With the term
isldmiyya attributed to it, rdbita and djdmi^a soon
became notions to render the European word PanIslam [see PAN-ISLAMISM]. Another earlier equivalent
is the Ottoman-Turkish term ittihdd-i Islam ("Union
of Islam", arabicised as al-wahda al-isldmiyyd) which
came into use in 1871 at the latest (e.g. Namik Kemal
[q.v.] in 1872, see Landau, The politics of Pan-Is lam,
ideology and organization, Oxford 1990, 23-4). European
travellers identified this political tendency as an
Islamic form of the then common pan-movements and
accordingly rendered this term with Pan-Islam
(Vambery, see Lee, Origins, 278-87), or in German
with Panislamismus (Murad Effendi [Franz von
Werner], Tiirkische Skizzen, Leipzig 1877, i, 95) from
1877 onwards. The concept of Pan-Islam again was
re-arabicised to al-djdmi^a al-isldmiyya or al-rdbita alisldmiyya when after 1894 Pan-Islamism became a major concept of contemporary Islamic politics in the Ottoman Empire (see e.g. al-Mandr, ii [1317/1899], 33745, where Rashid Rida stated that "today", Djamal
al-Dln al-Afghani's call to Islam should be rendered
as al-djdmica al-isldmiyya).
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These dates suggest that after 1880, Islamic politics
were primarily conceived as a movement to reunify
the Muslim countries and, as al-Afghani put it in
1884, "to preserve [our] nation's honour, to grieve
for what hurts it, and to co-operate to defend a total
union against whomsoever attacks it." (al-Afghanlc
Abduh, al-cUrwa al-wuthkd, 71, tr. Landau, in op. cit.,
319). Consequently, Islamic politics construed the
mass of the whole Islamic umma as superseding any
national boundaries of Muslim politics (see al-^Urwa
al-wuthkd, 48).
Pan-Islamic rhetorics were of great importance
during the reign of the two Ottoman sultans cAbd alc
Az!z and cAbd al-Hamfd II [q.vv.]. They used the
concept of Islamic unity to develop a new form of
foreign policy which aimed at mobilising the peoples
of the Muslim world in favour of the Ottoman Empire. Though cAbd al-Hamfd II, who now stressed his
identity as caliph, tried to establish a network of
Islamic propagandists, the success of his appeal to
Islamic unity and of Pan-Islam as an "imperial
ideology" (Landau, op. cit., 9-72) was very small.
Obviously, national policy was much more able to
mobilise Muslim intellectuals, since the nation state
offered real positions of power, whereas Pan-Islamism
referred to an Islamic umma which had only a
nebulous existence. Only in India were the activities
of the Ottoman emissaries rather more successful.
Since ca. 1900, rabita has also become a technical
term to denote political organisations (e.g. the AllIndia Muslim League, established in the context of
local politics by partisans of Sayyid Ahmad Khan's
(1817-98 [q.v.]) reform movement in 1906 (W.C.
Smith, Modern Islam in India, London 1946, 246-92,
Lahore 1969, 297-358; Landau, op. cit., 185), in
Arabic called al-rdbita al-muslima (Mascud al-NadwI,
Ta^nkh al-Da^wa al-isldmiyya fi 'l-Hind, Beirut
1370/1950, i, 249)). In 1909-10, the famous Egyptian
nationalists Ibrahim Nasif al-Wardanl (1886-1910)
and ShafTk Mansur (1886-1925) called their small,
militant organisation either djam*-iyyat al-rdbita alisldmiyya, o^am^iyyat al-ittihdd al-isldmi or simply
djam^iyyat al-rdbita al-akhawiyya.
During the First World War, the Central Powers,
especially Germany, induced the Ottoman empire to
strengthen its Pan-Islamic activities, hoping that they
would serve to mobilise the Muslim world to join the
war against the Allies. Again, however, this propaganda failed, since national identities of local elites
predominated over trans-national forms of selfidentification [see further on this, PAN-ISLAMISM].
Islamic policy formulated as Pan-Islamism was
often, but not invariably, connected to the Salafiyya
[q.v.] movement. It continued to be an important field
of propaganda, especially in Muslim minority communities and among dissident Muslim political
groups. cAbd al-Rahman al-Kawakibl (1848-1902
[q. v. ]) elaborated the idea of Pan-Islamism in construing a fictive Muslim congress that should have taken
place in Mecca in 1898-9. He stressed the importance
of the civil identity of Pan-Islamism as being for him
the only policy that could guarantee Muslim social,
cultural and political welfare (Umm al-kurd, Beirut
1982, 38-9; Kramer, Islam assembled, 30-5). The congress idea aroused a brief enthusiastic response in
1907-8 and again after the abolition of the caliphate in
Turkey on 4 March 1924. From 1926 to 1931, three
international Islamic congresses were held (Mecca
1926, Cairo 1926 and Jerusalem 1931), each of which
aimed at helping establish an Islamic public opinion
on special issues (the question of the Holy Places, the
question of the caliphate, and the question of the
Sanctuaries in Jerusalem).

The more such independent Islamic groups as the
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood (djam^iyyat al-ikhwdn almuslimm [see AL-IKHWAN AL-MUSLIMUN]) or the
Muslim Youth Organisation (djam^iyyat al-shubbdn almuslimin) were able to spread their propaganda and to
articulate an Islamic policy which was directed more
to a local public than to an imagined Islamic umma
(the influence of Rashld Rida [q.v.] is notable), the
more the traditional concept of Pan-Islam lost its influence. Following Rashld Rida, most Islamic activists now favoured a unity of Islamic avant-garde
organisations (rabita isldmiyya) which would represent
"the polity of Islam" (dawlat al-Isldm) in contrast to
the undifferentiated unity of the Islamic umma (d^dmi^a
isldmiyya) (cf. Rashld Rida, Ta^rikh al-Imdm al-Ustddh
Muhammad ^Abduh, i, Cairo 1350/1931, 318-20, 328).
It is in this sense that the term rabita ("league")
has been widely used since the 1930s. In
Syria, Morocco, clrak, Algeria and Sudan, for instance, Muslim scholars have founded so-called
"leagues" (rdbitat al-^ulamd7), which show that the
term rabita has now become a word signifying an independent Muslim elite organisation, mostly of Salafi
orientation.
After the Second World War, Pan-Islamism as a
label for independent, trans-national Islamic policy
faded out. Instead, national politics of the newlyestablished or re-established states began to incorporate Pan-Islamic ideals into their own propaganda
(Egypt, Jordan, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia) and set up
different trans-national Islamic bodies which would
attest the Islamic identity of the national regimes,
e.g. the Islamic World Congress (1949-52), the
General Islamic Congress of Jerusalem (1953), the
Higher Council of Muslim Affairs (1960) or the
Muslim World League (1962) (Schulze, Internationalisms, 104-22). During the so-called Arab Cold
War (M.H. Kerr, The Arab Cold War, New YorkLondon 1970), Pan-Islamism served as a cornerstone
of either faction: Egyptian Nasserists and Saudi
Royalists both used Pan-Islamic rhetoric in order to
internationalise their policy. In the 1970s, the
strengthening of independent Islamic politics led to a
competition in the field of trans-national Islamic
politics. On the one hand, patronising Muslim states
reacted positively to the Saudi call to found an interstate Islamic organisation (Munazzamat al-Mu ^tamar alls Idmi, 1969, 1972) which would serve to establish
Islamic solidarity through government policy. On the
other hand, however, Islamic politicians favoured the
trans-national co-operation of homogenous Islamic
tendencies which would serve to establish a network of
congenial Islamic organisations. The _most famous
trans-national league is Rdbitat al-^Alam al-Isldmi
(Muslim World League), founded in 1962 at Mecca.
Its members claimed to "represent [the Muslim
world] in the fields of dogmatics and belief' and to
work for the establishing of a "union of the Muslim
world" (djdmicat al-^dlam al-isldmi) (Madjallat Rdbitat alc
Alam al-Isldmi, i/1 [1383/1963], 8; Schulze, op. cit.,
215). Hence rabita now means a political and cultural
avant-garde of Muslim scholars and intellectuals
whose task is, according to Kurgan, III, 103, to propagate the message of "the true Islam" in order to
create a true union of Muslim peoples, whereas
djdmPa continues to signify the political unification of
Muslim states.
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RADAC or RIDA C , also RADA C A (A.), s u c k l i n g ; as
a technical term, the suckling which produces the legal
impediment to marriage of foster-kinship.
1. Legal a s p e c t s .
From the manner in which the Ku^an presents its
ruling, it may be supposed that the question was
already familiar to those addressed. Sura IV, 23, falls
into two sections comprising lists of those with whom
the Muslim may not contract marriage. The first,
dealing with blood relatives, begins with the natural
mother. The second, opening with the foster-mother
and the foster-sister, that is, any female to whom the
foster-mother has also given suck, suggested for
foster-relations duplication of the list already given for
blood-relations. To foster-mother and foster-sister
came to be added the foster-niece, the foster-aunt
(maternal and paternal), and foster-daughter. Nor
may a man simultaneously wed or own two women
who are foster-sisters, nor a woman and either of her
foster-aunts.
An early and long-lived point of contention, expressed in traditions involving the Prophet's own immediate household, concerned the foster-uncle, that
is, the brother of the husband of the wet-nurse. These
reports frequently state that discussion of the status of
the foster-uncle arose subsequent to the imposition of
the segregation of the sexes. What was in view was the
need to identify all males with whom females, in terms
of interpretation of sura IV, 23, read in conjunction
with XXIV, 31, might lawfully dispense with the inconvenience of the hidjab. The latter verse failed to
mention the uncle, although sura IV prohibits marriage with nieces. Informality was taken to be
restricted to persons between whom marriage was not
permitted. Al-ShaficI argued that the extension of the
range of foster-relationship had been based on both
the lay-out of sura IV and the elucidation of the
passage supplied by the Prophet in the traditions just
mentioned. Some of these illustrate the maxim:
"Foster-relationship prohibits precisely what bloodrelationship prohibits."
The addition of the foster-uncle to the relations of
forbidden degree, as well as the idea, promoted in a
series of traditions, that marriage was also prohibited
between the foster-children of two wives or slaves of
the same man, by including relationship by marriage
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in foster-relationship, adds to the impediment to marriage by reason of fostership a further impediment on
grounds of a relationship in law. Resistance to the
idea that the relation established between nurse and
infant extended to the nurse's husband and, through
him, to his brother, was expressed in variants of the
above traditions, one of which exposes the principle
underlying the proposed extension. This is the concept of "the sire's milk". It was thought that there inhered in breast-milk some quality similar to that
residing in blood. The semen of the husband caused
the flow of milk. That was what underlay the ban
created by the act of nursing and it was, therefore, of
necessity, implicated in its legal consequences. Incorporation of relationship in law within the structure of
foster-relationships was upheld but, at least in this
aspect, was abandoned by al-Shafici under the influence of contrary traditions.
Foster-relationship is to a degree specific. The
fukaho? are agreed that, whereas it exists between a
man and all his descendants and his nurse and all her
foster- and blood relatives, and for the majority, all
her husband's ones as well, no foster-relationship is
assumed between a man and the ascendants or lateral
relatives of his foster-brothers and sisters, or between
the nurse and the ascendants or lateral relatives of her
foster-child.
Since the Kurgan envisages the employment for
hire of wet-nurses, the duration of the breast-feeding
had to be ascertained, under the rules governing hire.
As to the age of the infant, that and the question of the
period of his feeding had been addressed in II, 233,
which suggested that the complete course would be of
two years. For the majority, therefore, only suckling
that occurs in infancy and is indispensable for the
physical development of the child creates the legally
significant bond. The point was illustrated using
hypothetical illustrations. A husband, coming to the
aid of his wife whose milk is slow to flow, is not barred
from future marital relations with her if he should inadvertently swallow any of her milk. Nor can a jealous
wife prevent legitimate sexual relations between her
husband and any younger co-wife whom he chooses to
marry by the expedient of nursing her. The response
to such situations was conveyed in traditions traced to
prominent Companions, or to the Prophet himself: innamd 'l-radd^a min al-madjd^a "valid suckling is that
which alone staves off hunger." Traditions of the kind
were directed against the artificial foster-relationship
to which we shall shortly return.
The majority of ihefukahd* accepted that the suckling provided during the first two years of life was
alone legally relevant and (despite the wide circulation
of traditions from the Prophet to the contrary), that
the swallowing of only a single drop of breast-milk at
that age established the legally-recognised affiliation.
The discussion of both these questions had as its
background a debate on the legal efficacy of the suckling of non-infants, referred to in the literature as radd**
al-kabir. Various wives of the Prophet are reported to
have arranged that certain infants be suckled by their
sisters or by the daughters of their brothers, to ensure
that, in their later years, such males would be able to
visit them. The traditions in question make the point
that a minimum number, usually five or ten, of suckling sessions had to be completed if the plan were to
succeed. Where the number of sessions fell below the
stated minimum, the underlying intent was
frustrated. That, it is explained^ is why Salim b. cAbd
Allah could never call upon c A D isha. The discussion
on numbers merged with the separate tradition on the
plight of a particular family unit. When the wife of a
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prominent Companion told the Prophet that, following the revelation of sura XXXIII's negation of the
reality of legal adoption, her husband resented the
continued presence in their home of their adopted
son, now grown to full manhood, the Prophet
counselled her to suckle the man on five separate occasions. A variant says ten separate occasions. Alone
among the Prophet's widows, cA3isha is said, on the
basis of this episode, to have adopted the principle
that the suckling of an adult is legally efficacious.
Rebuked by the Prophet's other widows, cA3isha is
reported to have replied that she merely followed a
precedent established by the Prophet and alluded to
XXXIII, 21. This argument from the Sunna proving
inadequate in the face of an equal weight of contrary
traditions traced to the remaining widows, showing
that they regarded that as having been a specific concession granted by the Prophet and never intended for
general application, resort had to be made to higher
authority. cA3isha is said to have claimed that a
Kurgan verse had been revealed to the Prophet setting
the minimum number of suckling sessions required to
establish the marriage ban at ten. The verse had
subsequently been withdrawn and _replaced by a
second verse setting the limit at five. cA3isha is further
held to have stated that this second verse was still
being recited as part of the Kur D an when the Prophet
died. Malik reproduced this report in his Muwatta^
merely to dismiss it, but it became a crucial element
in al-Shaficf's bitter polemic against the Malikls of his
day. HanafTs and Malikls are agreed that one single
session suffices to establish the ban; three opinions are
transmitted from Ahmad which show him somewhat
equivocal on the matter. Al-Layth b. Sacd and the
Zahirls Dawud and Ibn Hazm argued for this limit of
five sessions, and defended the legal efficacy of suckling an adult, although al-ShaficI had already abandoned this element of the tradition as curtly as Malik
had dismissed any minimum number greater than
one.
The discussion incidentally furnished the theorists
on naskh [q.v.] with what were claimed to be two attested instances of the phenomenon. The ten sucklings
verse exemplified naskh al-tildwa wa 'l-hukm, suppression of both wording and ruling of a Kur D an verse,
while the five sucklings-verse represented suppression
of the wording, but not the ruling of a revealed verse,
naskh al-tildwa duna 'l-hukm. That the Malikls treated
both verses as suppressed in respect of wording and
ruling shows that they traced their view directly to IV,
23. The verse used the preterite of the verb which can
be realised in a single act, an interpretation illustrated
in a tradition attributed to cAbd Allah b. cUmar:
"God's word is superior to cA3i§ha's word. God
merely says 'Your foster-sisters are prohibited'; He
does not say 'One suckling' nor 'two sucklings'."
To prove foster-kinship, many authorities were
content with the testimony of the foster-mother. But,
as the foster-mother may be either free or a slave,
Muslim or dhimmi, Malik is said to have expected the
evidence of at least two women, although his followers
are divided on this. The HanafTs demanded two men,
or, failing that, one man and two women (II, 282).
Bibliography. Wensinck, Concordance, s.v. ra^d^,
Juynboll, Handbuch des isldmischen Gesetzes, 219;
idem, Handleiding3, 185; D. Santillana, Istituziom di
diritto musulmano malichita, i, 161; for the Imamls,
Querry, Droit musulman, i, 657 ff.; J. Schacht, The
origins of Muhammadan jurisprudence, Oxford 1950; J.
Burton, The collection of the Qur^dn, Cambridge 1977;
idem, in St. Andrews University, School of Abbasid
Studies, Occasional Papers, 1 (1986); idem, The sources
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2. In A r a b i a n society.
Before Islam, the Meccans habitually gave their infants to wet-nurses, choosing these for preference
amongst the Bedouins; hence Muhammad was entrusted to Hallma, of the tribe of Sacd b. Bakr (alBaladhun, Ansdb al-ashrdf, ed. Hamldallah, Cairo
1959, i, 93). It was normal for such services to be
recompensed, and Kurgan, II, 233, stipulates that the
wet-nurse should be rewarded according to the
custom. Curiously, it is also envisaged that a husband
should make a payment to the mother whom he has
repudiated as a wife so that she can suckle her child
born of him. If there is any dispute over the amount
of this recompense, the mother can refuse to provide
milk without the father being able to exert any
pressure or compulsion on her. In such a case, the
parents can only entrust their child to a wet-nurse
(LXV, 6).
Suckling creates fraternal bonds which have a
widespread social and moral effect. As a vital element
which embodies a sacred principle, milk produces an
effect comparable to that of blood, of which it is sometimes a synonym. This is why children suckled from
the same breasts were considered as brothers, so that
Shlma, daughter of the wet-nurse HalTma, was the
foster-sister of Muhammad. When she was captured
on the Day of Hunayn [^.z>.], she identified herself to
the Prophet, who accorded her a welcome worthy of
a sister (al-Baladhurl, Ansdb, i, 93).
The mystical bond of relationship created by suckling gave rise to a number of marriage prohibitions
(see 1. above). The prohibition of marrying a fostersister was pre-Islamic. In order to prevent c Antar
from consummating his marriage, a rival tried to
make him believe that he was the milk-sister of his
wife cAbla, on the grounds that the latter had allegedly sucked the breasts of Zabiba, c Antar's mother. In
addition to the KuPanic prohibition (see 1. above), a
hadith adds "suckling prohibits what birth prohibits"
(al-radd^a tuharrimu md tuharrimu al-wildda) (Muslim,
Sahih, k. al-radd^a, Cairo 1334, iv, 162), and another
tradition states "what is prohibited through fostering
is the same as what is prohibited by blood relationship" (yahrumu min al-raffia md yahrumu min al-nasab)
(al-Bukhari, Sahih, k. al-nikdh, Cairo 1376, vii, 9).
When a husband learnt that he had been suckled at
the same breast as had his spouse, he consulted the
Prophet, who ordered him to divorce her (ibid., vii,
10). Since the wet-nurse's husband was considered as
a father, the latter's brother became the uncle of the
man who had been suckled, i.e. a foster-uncle (see 1.
above).
One question to be considered concerns the provenance or source of the milk. Only a woman's milk
creates bonds of kinship; if a man suckles a child with
milk secreted by his breasts, no prohibitions result (alShacranl, Mizdn, Cairo 1322, ii, 143).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(J. CHELHOD)
RADD (A.), the normal term used in classical
Islamic literature to denote a response to an adversary, intended to refute his statements or opinions. A
number of works, especially those belonging to the
earlier period (2nd-4th centuries A.H.), bore the title
Kitdb al-Radd cald... "response, reply to...": cf.
Fihrist, ed. Tadjaddud, Tehran 1971, index, 109-11;
Sezgin, GAS, i, 903-4; viii, 369; ix, 378-9. Also often
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used, with the same meaning, was the expression
Kitdb cala..., cf. Fihrist, index, 132. There are also instances where the word radd is interposed in the second
element of the title; thus, in the field of theological
polemic, the K. Ikhtildf al-lafz wa 'l-radd cald Vdjahmiyya wa 'l-mushabbiha of Ibn Kutayba, the K. alIntisdr wa 'l-radd ^ald Ibn al-Rdwandi of al-Khayyat
[q. v. ], the K. al-Luma*- fi 'l-radd cald ahl al-zaygh wa Vbidac of al-Ashcari, the K. al-Tamhid fi 'l-radd <ald 7mulhidawa 'l-mucattila... of al-Bakillam. Another term
in frequent usage is nakd "refutation", although nakd
is principally employed in reference to a book (K.
Nakd Risdlat al-Shdfft, K. Nakd K. Ibn al-Rdwandi fi 7imdma, etc.; if the refutation applies to an individual,
the expression used is K. al-Nakd c a/a...); cf. Fihrist, index, 159-60. The refutation of a work may in its turn
be refuted; thus the Nakd al-Luma*- of cAbd al-Djabbar
(a refutation of the K. al-Luma*- of al-Ashcan) was followed by a K. Nakd al-Nakd of al-Bakillani (cf. Arabica
[1985], 187, n. 12).
All topics liable to give rise to divergent points of
view, between individuals or between schools, could
provide material for refutation. Thus in the writings
of grammarian-lexicographers, refutations are to be
observed, in opposition to Slbawayh, al-Khalll, alFarra0, al-Mubarrad, al-Mufaddal b. Salama,
Thaclab, Ibn Khalawayh, etc. (cf. GAS, viii and ix,
index of titles). In the field offikh, attention may be
drawn, among others, to refutations of Malik by Abu
Yusuf (Fihrist, 257, 11. 2-3), of Muhammad b. alHasan by al-Shafici (ibid., 264, 1.22), of al-Shafic I by
the Malik! Ibrahim b. Hammad (ibid., 252, 11. 29-30)
and the Imami Abu Sahl al-Nawbakhtl (ibid., 225, 1.
17). But it is in the field of dogmatic theology that
refutations are most abundant; it is accepted, furthermore, that if, in Islam, theology has come to be
known as the "science of speech" (^ilm al-kaldm
[q.v.]), it owes this title to the fact that it was, at the
outset, of an essentially polemical and apologetic
nature (cf., most recently, J. van Ess, Theologie und
Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra, i, BerlinNew York 1991, 48-55). The adversaries in question
are, on the one hand, all adherents of doctrines other
than Islam: Jews, Christians, Mazdaeans, Dualists,
"Zindiks" [0.0.], dahriyya [q.v.], disciples of Aristotle,
practitioners of astrology, partisans of "natures"
(tabd^i*), believers in metempsychosis, "sophists",
etc. On the other hand, within the context of Islam,
there are all the schools or "sects" reckoned to
uphold—from the point of view of the author in
question—doctrines which are erroneous and which
deserve, for this reason, to be opposed: MurdjPa,
jQjahmiyya, Kadariyya, Mu c tazila, "assimilationists" (mushabbiha), "corporealists" (mudjassima),
hashwiyya [q. v. ], "coercionists" (djabriyya or muaj,bira),
Kharidjites, "Raficjis" [q.v.], extreme Sh^Ts (ghuldt),
etc. As among grammarians and jurists, the polemic
is also often of an individual nature: in the
bibliography of the Muctazill Bishr b. al-Muctamir
[q.v.], for example, there figures a whole series of
refutations of this kind, in opposition to, among
others, Abu '1-Hudhayl, al-Nazzam, Dirar, Hafs alFard, Hisham b. al-Hakam, Abu Bakr al-Asamm
(Fihrist, 185, 11. 2-6).
A uniform model of refutation does not exist. It is
possible, however, to identify two principal types.
Either the refutation is purely unilateral; the author
presents successively each of the assertions of the
adversary ("he says", kdla), and in each case gives his
reply ("he is answered", yukdlu lahu), and this is the
model followed for example—although in very different registers—by Ibn Hanbal in the first section of
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his K. al-Radd ca/0 'l-zanddika and by al-Khayyat in his
Intisdr; or else the refutation is presented in the form
of an imaginary controversy (mundzara [q. v. ]), with a
series of questions and answers [see AL-MASA^IL WA 'LADJWIBA], where, naturally, the author gives himself
the best lines and effortlessly reduces his interlocutor
to a state of confusion ("he will be asked", yukdlu
lahu..., "and if he says", fa-in kdla..., "he will be
answered", kila lahu..., "and if he says", etc.). A
good example—among a hundred others—of this
second method is the Tamhid of al-Bakillam (see
especially the chapters opposing the Mazdaeans and
the Christians).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(D. GIMARET)
AL-RADHANIYYA. a name by which is known a
g r o u p of Jewish m e r c h a n t s whose origin, identity
and activities have been the subject of an endless
series of questions, opinions, commentaries and contradictory judgments, none of which have proved
finally convincing.
These speculations have been inspired by a passage
of the Kitdb al-Masdlik wa 'l-mamdlik of Ibn Khurradadhbih [q.v.] composed between 232 and 272/84685. This text, which has been copied and summarised,
but never genuinely corroborated by contemporary or
later authors, Muslim or non-Muslim, has been avidly studied by a series of scholars who will be mentioned below. It appears in its entirety in the editiontranslation of the K. al-Masdlik produced by Barbier
de Meynard (inJA [1865]), in the standard edition of
MJ. De Goeje (EGA, vi, 1885, 153-5), in the editiontranslation of M. Hadj-Sadok (Description du Maghreb
et de I'Europe au IIPIIXe siecle, Algiers 1949, 20-2) and,
partially, in the Extraits des principaux geographes arabes
du Moyen Age by R. Blachere (Paris 1957, 28-9). It has
furthermore been the object of a quite considerable
number of translations into English (for specific
references see Bibl.) by Sprenger, Jacobs, Adler,
Lopez-Raymond, Katz, Rabinowitz (1948 = Jacobs'
translation with commentary by I. Friedlander), Goitein (1954), Roth, Baron, Serjeant; into German, by
Aronius, Caro, Jacobi; into Hebrew, by Dinur; into
Yiddish, by Schipper (this version was also translated
into Hebrew).
The best method of introducing the subject is to offer a literal translation of this text:
"Itinerary/itineraries of the Jewish merchants
(known as) Radhaniyya, who speak Arabic, Persian,
Rumi( = Greek?), Frankish ( = French?), Andalusian
( = Romance) and Slavonic, and travel from the East
to the West and vice-versa, by land and by sea. From
the West they import eunuchs (khadam), young slaves
of both sexes (djawdn and ghilmdn), silk brocade
(dibddj), beaver fur (djulud al-khazz), [pelts of] the sable
(sammur) and [other] furs, as well as swords."
[First itinerary] "They embark in the land of the
Franks (Firandja [see IFRANDJ]) on the Western Sea
( = the Mediterranean) and disembark at al-Farama
( = ancient Pelusium), then they transport their merchandise by land (^ald 'l-zahr) as far as al-Kulzum
[q.v.] (ancient Clysma), a distance of 25 parasangs;
they then traverse the Eastern Sea ( = the Red Sea)
from al-Kulzum to al-Djar (the port of Medina; see
Yakut, Bulddn, s.v.) and to Djudda [q. v . ] . From here,
they continue their journey to Sind [?.*>.], to India
[see AL-HIND] and to China [see AL-SIN]. From China,
they bring back musk (misk [q. v. ]), wood of aloes ( c uflf),
camphor (kdfur [q.v.]), cinnamon (ddr sini [q.v. in
Suppl.]) and other (products) which are imported
from these countries. Thus they return to al-Kulzum,
then transport their [consignment] to al-Farama and
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embark on the Mediterranean. Sometimes, they
made a detour through Constantinople with their
merchandise, which they sold to the Byzantines.
Sometimes furthermore, they went to sell them [in the
land of the] king of Firandja."
[Second itinerary] "When they chose to do so, on
leaving Firandja, they transported their merchandise
by sea, on the Mediterranean, disembarking at Antioch (Antakiya [q. v. ]), whence they made their way,
in three overland stages, to al-Djabiya (see below);
they then sailed on the Euphrates (al-Furat [q. v. ]) to
Baghdad, then on the Tigris (Didjla [q.v.]) to alUbulla (see El1, s.v. AL-OBOLLA), and from here they
gained access to Oman ( c Uman [q. v. ]), Sind, India
and China, all these countries being contiguous with
one another."
After the succinct description of these two
itineraries, the text moves on to the "Russian
traders", who are not to be confused with the Radhaniyya; not only, in fact, do "they call themselves
Christians", but moreover their journeys, confined to
the Orient, have Baghdad as their western limit. The
paragraph devoted to them is possibly an interpolation owed to a copyist, but it is equally possible that
the author himself has inserted a few lines regarding
these merchants; this would then be one of those intercalations through association of ideas which are such
a feature of mediaeval Arab writings, especially in the
process of revision, and it is known that Ibn Khurradadhbih adapted his own text. On the subject of the
Russians, al-Mascudi, who does not know of the Radhaniyya, speaks (Murudj_, ii, 18 = § 458) of the
Ludh c ana (?) "who come in pursuit of trade to Spain,
to Rome, to Constantinople and Khazaria". J. Marquart (Streifzuge, 33), D.M. Dunlop (Khazars, 209) and
A. Seippel (p. xxviii) have proposed various readings
and identifications, but it would be tempting to see
this name as an adaptation of Radhaniyya; the author
of the present article was rash enough to suggest such
a connection (Arabic index of the Murudi, s.v.
Ludh c ana): Jacobi (252-3) also speculates cautiously
on the possibility of the al-Ludhcana = alRadhaniyya equation and shows equal circumspection in considering a passage of the Kitdb al- Tanbih of
the same author (140; ed. Cairo, 121-2) where it is
said that the Byzantine city (sic) of Musannat impounds ships of the Kudhkuna ( = Radhaniyya ?) and
of other Russians.
It is particularly important not to overlook, as R.
Blachere has, the continuation of the account of Ibn
Khurradadhbih, who returns to the Radhaniyya
without introducing them other than by a personal
pronoun (hum), which could equally well refer to the
Russian merchants. So, having described in the first
part of the text two itineraries of the Jewish merchants
who, on the outward journey at least, traverse the
Mediterranean from end to end, the author moves on
to a Third itinerary, to
"Their overland route: those among them who set
out from al-Andalus or from Firandja, cross over (the
strait) to Lower Sus (al-Sus al-Aksa [q. v. ]) and arrive
at Tangier, whence they make their way to Ifrikiya
[q.v.] (approximately equivalent to present-day
Tunisia, but more specifically Kayrawan), to Misr
[q.v.] (Egypt, but more specifically al-Fustat); they
subsequently pass through al-Ramla [q.v.] (in
Palestine), Damascus (Dimashk [q.v.]), Kufa [0.0.],
Baghdad, Basra [q. vv. ] (these last three in clrak), alAhwaz [q. v. ] (in Khuzistan), Fars and Kirman [q. vv. ],
arriving in Sind, India and China."
[Fourth itinerary] "Sometimes they take a route to the
rear of Rome (Rumiya), through the land of the Slavs

(al-Sakaliba [0.^.]), reaching Khamlidj (or Khamlikh;
see Hududal-^dlam, comm. Minorsky, 454 and index),
capital of the Khazars [q. v . ] , then [they sail] on the sea
of Djurdjan ( = the Caspian), [arriving] at Balkh
[q.v.] (in northern Afghanistan) and in Transoxiana
(Ma wara' al-Nahr [q.v.]) before attaining the camp
(wurt; see below) of the Toghuzghuz [q.v.] and moving into China."
The first orientalist to have drawn attention to this
passage was A. Sprenger who, in 1844, undertook an
English translation of it. Shortly after this, J.-T.
Reinaud had occasion to quote it, and C. Barbier de
Meynard annotated it in his edition-translation of the
K. al-Masdlik, all of this before historians of the Jewish
people or of international trade began to utilise and to
analyse it. Among the latter, the most authoritative is
undoubtedly W. Heyd who, although having no
direct access to the Arabic text, posed some pertinent
questions, regarding in particular the land of origin of
these Jews, whom he perceived nevertheless as
westerners, since they set out from the West. Since
then, studies and commentaries have followed in
rapid succession: I. Schipper concurred with Heyd
and stressed the fact (in his Anfdnge and Anteil) that,
among Jewish merchants, only those from the West
travelled worldwide, the orientals among them remaining within the limits of the Islamic world. In fact,
the issue of the origin or the home-base of the Radhaniyya has been discussed by numerous scholars
who, in general, have considered them to be natives
of Spain or of France. M. Lombard has even declared
that they set sail from Narbonne, without providing
evidence in support of this claim. In this company,
only Barbier de Meynard displayed sound judgment,
logically linking their name to that of the district of the
Sawad of Baghdad known as Radhan (see Yakut,
Bulddn, s.v.). J. Jacobs, for his part, has sought to
locate them at Rayy [q.v.], and S. Katz, while appearing to support this hypothesis, has made the remark
that between Spain and China there were enough
Jewish communities to explain the details of the
itineraries described by Ibn Khurradadhbih. In 1957,
S.W. Baron (328, n. 39) wrote that the latter undoubtedly included Jewish merchants of Khazaria
among the Radhaniyya, who are not necessarily all of
the same origin; this scholar considered that these
polyglot travellers could not be linked to any specific
place and, rejecting the suggestion of Barbier de
Maynard and of Simonsen (see below), he supported
the explanation proposed by De Goeje of rdh-ddn
("itinerant merchants").
Setting aside the question of their name, which will
be examined here at a later stage, the problems posed
by the Radhaniyya are not always dealt with, by the
authors who mention them, in relation to a wider context. Thus for example, G. Wiet, writing in 1937, described this text as "crucial" and translated it in part,
but did not dwell on it and did not even mention the
name of the group. In 1954, R. Brunschvig (in El2,
s.v. CABD, at i, 32a), on the basis of this "famous"
passage, gave prominence to the role of the Jews in
the traffic of "Slavs" (i.e. slaves) across eastern and
western Europe and even made a connection with the
"eunuch factory" situated at Verdun [see KHASI, at
iv, 1083b]. Occasional references such as this exist in
abundance, none of them throwing the least light on
the problems posed by the Radhaniyya. The first
thorough study of the text in question was due to J.
Rabinowitz who, following his survey of The routes of
the Radanites (1944), devoted a monograph to these
merchants, entitled Jewish merchant adventurers. A study
of the Radanites, This senior South African rabbi
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reckoned it necessary to consider in the first place the
general situation of the world in the 9th century in
order to identify and locate the "Radanites", in
reference to whom he asserted (11), quoting Jacobs
(194), that "His (Ibn Khurradadhbih's) account gives
the key to the whole economic history of the Jews in
the Middle Ages" and observed that the members of
this group present three unusual features: they begin
their journey in Europe; they follow overland routes
between Khurasan and China; they cover half of the
fourth itinerary before reaching Islamic territories. In
any event, he added, circumstances were favourable
to the Radanites, since the trade routes between
Christian Europe and the Islamic world were closed,
except for the Jews. S.D. Goitein (1955), who was
well aware of the work of Rabinowitz, considered the
history of the Radanites in the light of documents
from the Geniza and saw in their activity the first example of Jewish commerce in the early years of Islam.
Writing in 1967, this same scholar attributed in part
the major role played by Jews in the silk industry to
the Rahdaniyya (sic), who could have had the opportunity, during their visits to China, to become acquainted with the professional intricacies of silk production. Goitein was unaware of a seminal article Y
a-t-ileu des Rahddnites? by Cl. Cahen, who was the first
historian (in 1964) to subject the text of Ibn Khurradadhbih to close analysis. The scepticism suggested
by the title is explained by the fact that the passage in
question—which is not corroborated, it will be
remembered, by any independent source—raises a
number of queries which, taken together, amount to
the question: is it necessary to take Ibn Khurradadhbih's account as valid testimony, such that study of it
is confined to critical examination of certain striking
details or, on the contrary, if the whole is not to be rejected, should its authenticity at least be seriously
questioned, bearing in mind that it is possibly a case
of interpolation, the product of the intervention of
some copyist? No historian has gone so far as this, not
even Cl. Cahen, nor B. Blumenkranz who, writing in
1960, has shown considerable scepticism and has
criticised the modern scholars who "by means of ingenious but barely reliable exegesis" locate the Radhaniyya in the valley of the Rhone (an allusion to
Simonsen; see below). He adds "An organisation into
commercial companies has been invented for them"
and "All the merchants who are known to have traded
between the West and the East are automatically
assumed to be Jews", but this author criticises above
all "the invention" of Jewish merchants, without contributing anything new with regard to the Radhaniyya. For his part, Cl. Cahen bases his doubts on
certain points of the four itineraries described briefly
by the geographer. He finds it astonishing that, in the
first, al-Farama is portrayed as a very busy commercial port and he is surprised that, in the second, Antioch should be the port of disembarkation of the Radhaniyya, for this ancient city, which had lost much
of its importance since the Arab conquest, was not a
known market. Furthermore, the name of al-Djabiya
is suspect (and it hard to understand how Blachere,
op. cit., 28, n. 12, discovered that it refers to "a small
locality on the Euphrates", whereas the name in question [q. v. ] is only that of a small town situated to the
south of Damascus, and it seems unlikely that
itinerant merchants would have made such a detour.
In fact, this toponym features in only one of the two
mss. of Ibn Khurradadhbih and was omitted by Ibn
al-Fakih (see below). On the other hand, if it is accepted that the name of al-Djabiya is not an addition
owed to a copyist but simply replaces that of the locali-
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ty which is thought to be meant, sc. Balis [ q . v . ] , it is
not necessarily a fluvial port which is involved, since
the text says simply: thumma yarkabun fi 'l-Furdt. The
third itinerary caused even greater astonishment to
Cl. Cahen, who justifiably described as "incomprehensible" a "maritime detour leading from France
or from Spain to the Atlantic coast of Morocco".
(This is also the opinion of Hadj-Sadok who, considering the reading al-Sus al-Aksa an error, with
reason corrected it to al-Sus al-Adnd, which is closer to
reality. It is possible that confusion arose in the mind
of the author, who was unfamiliar with the Islamic
West, between Sus and the Maghrib, but such an error does not compromise the veracity of the account.)
Then, Cahen found it doubtful that the journey between Kirman and Sind could have been made by
overland route "on the terrible Persian coast". Finally, the fourth itinerary crosses central Europe and, via
Khazaria, leads to China by way of the Caspian,
Balkh, Transoxiana and the Camp of the
Toghuzghuz, in other words through the "traditional
passes of the Silk Road". (The word wurt in the text
should no doubt be read yurt oryurt, "tent" or "encampement" [see KHAYMA. iv. Central Asia].)
Without rejecting the whole of the paragraph,
Cahen questioned the general image of the
"Rahdanites". He doubted that Spain could, in this
period, have exported beaver furs, that Jewish merchants would have adopted four quasi-specific
itineraries, and that there would have been a
"Rahdanite" organisation. He admitted, however,
the plausible existence of a kind of association between people speaking various languages among those
mentioned above and travelling between the West and
the Far East.
This explosive article was bound to provoke reactions among historians. Writing in 1965, B. Lewis (in
EP, s.v. IFRANDJ, at iii, 1044b) supported the sceptical
attitude of Cahen. In 1970, E. Ashtor expressed equal
surprise at certain sections of the itineraries and considered that Ibn Khurradadhbih without doubt "included in his survey material which does not conform
to the conditions of his period, such as the journey to
the Indies by way of the Red Sea". In his opinion, the
geographer's intention was to indicate the principal
routes of worldwide commerce, at a time when Jews
played a dominant role in exchanges between the
Christian and Muslim worlds.
The most detailed response to Cahen has been that
of Jacobi who, in his article Die Rdddniyya, has offered
a veritable monograph comprising: (1) a German
translation of the text, in which the four itineraries are
clearly separated (with recourse to the passages mentioned above, by Ibn al-Faklh and al-MascudI which
Marquart was the first to link together in his Streifzuge); (2) acceptance of its authenticity; (3) its
credibility: discussion of points of detail regarding the
languages spoken by the Radhaniyya, the itineraries
(with references, 257 n. 1, to the role of al-Farama as
a commercial port, the role on which Cahen cast
doubt). Jacobi contradicts the latter, who had asserted
that al-Ubulla was "enclosed within the Muslim city
of Basra". In regard to the overland itinerary, he sees
in the expression al-Sus al-Aksa a synonym of alMaghrib al-Aksa, which is evidently inaccurate. In
view of the fact that Ibn Khurradadhbih indicates (849, ed.-tr. Hadj-Sadok, 2-10/3-11) a more detailed
overland route, there is a temptation to use it to supplement the itinerary across North Africa which is
more succinctly described in the passage studied here;
but it does not seem appropriate to accept extrapolations of this kind. Jacobi examines the different types
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of merchandise mentioned and supplies, for each of
them, references which in general do not contradict
Ibn Khurradadhbih's version. The religion of the
group poses no problem, the role of the Jews in
worldwide commerce being well known; its organisation, however, is a mystery. (4) Etymology and
origin: it is specifically in regard to the meaning and
etymology of the term that Jacobi presents an interesting hypothesis worthy of serious consideration.
Recalling that the author of the K. al-Masdlik was a
member of the managerial staff of the postal organisation (band) and thereby, of an information service, he
proposes to see in the word rddhdniyya, not a name as
such, but a technical term denoting a group of intelligence agents who, being Jews, were able to move
from one community to another without attracting too
much attention, using their commercial activity as a
cover. This interpretation deserves to be taken
seriously, but judgment must be suspended so long as
there is no new source available to throw a decisive
light on this problem.
The dialogue has not stopped here, and Cl. Cahen
returned to the attack with an article intitled Quelques
questions sur les Radanites. He thanks Jacobi for having
corrected a few minor errors and judges "plausible,
though unproven" his "interpretation of the word
Ra(h)daniya", but returns to the major questions posed by the problem of the "Radanites". He adds that
the text of Ibn Khurradadhbih gives the impression of
"an organisation of people travelling from one end to
the other along specific itineraries", which appears to
conflict with the information supplied a little later by
"the documents of the Geniza, according to which
there never was a single commercial route directly followed from the West to the Indian Ocean." Above
all, how is it to be explained that Ibn Khurradadhbih
should be the only one to speak of the Radhaniyya,
that there was no western testimony regarding their
journeys and that Europe knew nothing of the Far
East?
The latest, chronologically, to take an interest in
the Radhaniyya has been M. Gil (1974), who presents
a historical survey of works devoted to this subject and
of answers to some of the questions posed by Cahen.
Refusing to follow Kmietowicz (see below) and
Jacobi, he sets out to study the relative value of the
sources (a comparison with Ibn al-Faklh), the point of
departure and the itineraries (on which he comments
at length), the meaning of Firandja (which he prefers
to interpret as meaning Italy), the types of merchandise transported (which are subjected to thorough
analysis) and finally the land of the Radhanites: Gil
revives the notion that they take their name from Radhan, a toponym which is the object of a very detailed
study. The conclusion (323) is that "they were no
organisation, rior association, nor group; they only
had in common their country of origin."
An issue which has so far been left to one side is the
widely debated question of the etymology of the name
of the Radhaniyya. Reinaud was the first to associate
it with a "Persian" word, rdh-ddn, translating it as
"knowers of the way", and it is in fact a Persian
origin which has been proposed by the scholars who
have tackled the subject, with the exception of those
who, like Barbier de Meynard or Gil, see Radhan as
an ethnic term. In his Glossarium to the EGA, De Goeje
followed Reinaud, justifying his acceptance of rdh-ddn
with the reading Rahdaniyya of Ibn al-Faklh alHamadhani [q.v. ] who, in his Mukhtasar Kitdb alBulddn (270, tr. H. Masse, Abrege du Livre des Pays,
Damascus 1973, 324), summarised the passage of Ibn
Khurradadhbih. However, in the course of editing

this translation, the author of the present article has
established that the Mashhad ms. of the Mukhtasar also
featured Radhaniyya, thus a reading identical to that
which De Goeje retained in his edition of the K. alMasdlik. In 1907, D. Simonsen returned to the
etymological problem and, rejecting the solution of
Barbier de Meynard, since the Radhaniyya came
from Europe, he revived Sprenger's hypothesis and
suggested that they should be seen as "sea voyagers
from the Rhone" (nautae) Rhodanici. Furthermore in
1931, in a book in Hebrew on the subject of Israel in
the diaspora, B. Dinur accepted this etymology, and
he was not the only one to do so (see F. Kmietowicz,
166), but it had been rejected as early as 1908 by De
Goeje (in his Opusculd), for a phonetic reason, a
transformation from o to d being impossible. Jacobs
and Katz, who saw the Radhaniyya as coming from
Rayy [q.v.] in Djibal, where Ibn Khurradadhbih was
employed as head of the band, sought to link their
name to this town, although the corresponding ethnic
term is RazT. In 1957, S.W. Baron considered De
Goeje's explanation ( = itinerant merchants) more
plausible than that of Simonsen. Cl. Cahen (1951,
1964, 499, n. 4) seemed willing to accept rdhddn, rejecting rdhddr ("custodian of the road"), which could
equally well be proposed; he made the point, however, that the orthography of the name of the group
is far from being established. He no longer accepted
a possible harmonisation with the reading of alMukaddasi (Ahsan al-takdsim, 30), who mentions a
plural rahddina and explains it as meaning "sellers of
linen and cotton goods". Dozy, who took this
reference into account (Suppl., s.v. r-h-d-n), added that
he had encountered in the ms. of the Riydd al-nufus of
al-Maliki (mid-6th/llth century), the same plural
designating (fol. 29b) a quarter of Kayrawan and (fol.
91b) traders who used their children to sell their merchandise (cf. R. Brunschvig, Hafsides, i, 354, ii, 204);
there was also at Kayrawan a Bab al-Rahadina (alMukaddasI, op. cit., 225; partial ed.-tr. Pellat, Description de I'Occident musulman au !VeIXe siecle, Algiers
1950, 14/15). In 1970, Kmietowicz took a direction
radically different from that of all his predecessors,
deriving rddhdniyya from veredarii "couriers" and
positing a phonetic evolution veredarii-reddrii-redhdm, a
somewhat far-fetched notion and one made all the
more difficult to justify by the fact that the Latin
veredus has given to Arabic band "post and information" and to Berber abnd "road". It emerges that it
is precisely espionage which Jacobi had in mind (2612), accepting the etymology proposed by Reinaud.
Finally, the last chronologically, M. Gil (306), is noteworthy for his assertion that the name of these merchants is based in all probability on the Syriac rhadhan.
This rapid survey has shown that, in spite of the
erudition or the imagination of scholars, the problem
posed by the origin of the term rddhdniyya remains unsolved. Other unanswered questions include, whether
this name was known throughout the itineraries described, or whether it was current only in the East of
the Islamic world or even known only in the services
of the band; was it a kind of password used by spies,
assuming that Jacobi's suggestion is to be taken
seriously?
What is to be concluded now from examination of
the principal works devoted to the Radhaniyya? If it
is accepted that they did really exist—and nobody
seriously doubts this—it is beyond doubt that they
were merchants who followed numerous itineraries
between western Europe and China. On the outward
and return journeys they conveyed a number of types
of costly merchandise which are carefully listed by Ibn
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Khurradadhbih. The latter also informs us that they
spoke numerous languages, and it may be supposed
that each individual was familiar with two or three
among the languages mentioned and that they would
have employed a common traders' argot, probably
containing many Hebrew elements. This is all that
can be said with confidence.
The scholars whose opinions have been summarised above have posed questions which they have attempted to answer with varying degrees of success.
They have seized the opportunity to demonstrate their
knowledge of international commerce in the Middle
Ages and of the economic role of the Jews, but as
regards the Radhaniyya specifically, all their speculations have not brought any discernible progress. For
so long as new sources remain undiscovered it is appropriate to avoid both hypercriticism and imprudence and to admit that Ibn Khurradadhbih, occasional geographer, musicologist and above all sahib
al-band wa 'l-khabar, constituted himself the echo of information which circulated—perhaps confidentially—in the governmental circles of his time.
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(CH. PELLAT)
RADHANPUR, a former p r i n c e l y s t a t e , headed
by a Nawwab [<?.#•], of British India, at that time in
the Palanpur [q.v.] Agency of Bombay Province, now
in the Gujarat State of the Indian Union. It is also the
name of its capital (lat. 23° 49' N.,long. 7° 39' E.),
lying 90 km/56 miles to the southwest of Palanpur and
to the east of the Rann of Cutch.
The rulers of Radhanpur traced their descent from
a Muslim adventurer who came to India from Isfahan
about the middle of the llth/17th century. His
descendants became fawdjddrs and farmers of revenue
in the Mughal province of Gudjarat [0.0.]. Early in
the 12th/18th century Djawan Mard Khan Babi", the
head of the family at that time, received a grant of
Radhanpur and other districts (Mir^dt-i Ahmadi, ms.
in Ethe, no. 3599, fol. 742). With the decline of the
Mughal empire these districts passed into the hands of
the Marathas [<?.#.], but the Babi family were confirmed in the possession of Radhanpur by DamadjI
Rao Gaekwar.
British relations with Radhanpur date back to the
year 1813 (Aitchison, vi, c). Some years later, the
British were called upon to rid Radhanpur of plundering tribes from Sind who were committing serious
depredations in the Nawwab's territories. In return
for this the Nawwab agreed to become a tributary of
the British government, but a few years later this
tribute was remitted because it was felt that the state
was unable to bear the expense. After the Sepoy
Mutiny of 1857-8, in 1862, the ruler of Radhanpur received an adoption sanad from the governor-general
(op. cit., cii). It was not until 1900 that the Djorawarsai currency previously in use was discontinued and
replaced by British currency.
In the last years of British rule, Radhanpur covered
an area of 1,150 square miles and supported a population of 70,530, of whom only 8,435 were Muslims.
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The town of Radhanpur, the capital of the state, had
a total population of 11,225, of whom 3,694 were
Muslims (1931 Census Report).
• Bibliography: See that to PALANPUR, and also
Imperial gazetteer of India2, xxi, 22-5.
(C. COLLIN DAVIES)
AL-RADI BI 'LLAH, ABU 'L-CABBAS AHMAD
(MUHAMMAD) B. AL-MUKTADIR, the t w e n t i e t h
c
Abbasid caliph.
He was born in Rab^ II 297/December 909; his
mother was a slave named Zalum. He was proposed
for the caliphate immediately after the assassination of
his father al-Muktadir [q.v.], but the choice fell upon
al-Kahir [q.v.]. The latter had him thrown into
prison; after the fall of al-Kahir, he was released and
put upon the throne (Djumada I 322/April 934). As
his adviser in this difficult^period, al-Radl chose alMuktadir's vizier CA1I b. clsa [q. v. ] who asked, however, to be excused on account of his great age,
whereupon Ibn Mukla [q.v.] was given the office. The
most influential official, however, continued to be
Muhammad b. Yakut [q.v.] and only after his fall in
Djumada I 323/April 935 did Ibn Mukla gain control
of the administration, while the caliph himself fell
completely into the background. But Ibn Mukla's rule
did not last long; in Djumada I 3247April 936 he was
seized by al-Muzaffar b. Yakut, brother of the abovementioned Muhammad, and the impotent caliph had
to dismiss him and in the same year summon the
governor of Wasit and Basra, Muhammad b. Ra°ik
[q.v.], to Baghdad and entrust him with complete
authority as amir al-umard^. This meant a complete
breach with the past; the caliph was only allowed to
retain the capital and its immediate vicinity and to
abandon all influence on the business of government,
while Ibn Ra^ik in combination with his secretary
decided all the more important questions. Ibn RaDik
held power for nearly two years; his name was actually mentioned in the khutba for the reigning dynasty
along with that of the caliph; in Dhu 'l-Kacda
326/September 938, however, he was replaced by
Badjkam [q.v.].
To the financial difficulties and the constant quarrels of the viziers and amir?, there was now added war
with foreign foes. In 323/935 al-Radi endeavoured to
remove from office the governor of al-Mawsil Nasir
al-Dawla [q. v. ], but failed, and a few years later
Badjkam, accompanied by the caliph, attacked the
Hamdanids in order to force them to pay tribute
levied upon them, but had to make peace because the
fugitive Ibn Ra3ik suddenly appeared in Baghdad.
The war with the Byzantines was also continued; the
Hamdanids, however, in this war came forward as
defenders of Islam. In Egypt Muhammad b. Tughdj
[q. v. ] founded the dynasty of the Ikhshldids and at the
same time Badjkam had to fight with the Buyids, who
were advancing on several sides and a few years later
victoriously entered Baghdad.
In the capital itself al-Radl had to take measures
against the fanatical Hanballs (323/935), who had
many followers among the common people and committed all kinds of excesses. They entered private
houses, destroyed musicial instruments, ill-treated
women singers, poured away wine that they found,
interfered in business, annoyed passers-by in the
streets, beat Shaficls and generally behaved as arbitrarily as if they represented a kind of tribunal of the
Inquisition.
Al-RaclI died in the middle of Rabi* I
329/December 940 of dropsy. The Arab historians
praise his piety, justice, clemency and generosity as
well as his interest in literature and it is said of him,

for example (Ibn al-Tiktaka, al-Fakhn, 380): "He was
the last caliph, by whom a collection of poems exists,
the last who retained his independence as a ruler, the
last to preach a sermon from the pulpit on Fridays, the
last to mix freely with his friends and to welcome men
of learning, and the last who followed the principles of
the earlier caliphs as regards rank, tokens of favour,
servants and chamberlains." This characterisation
may well be correct in its main lines, but al-Radf was
not independent; he was on the contrary a ready tool
in the hands of his viziers and amirs.
Bibliography: c Anb, 33, 43-5, 57, 79, 92, 116,
139, 155, 168, 180, 183, 185; Mascudl, Murudj., i,
166, viii, 308-44, ix, 31, 48, 52; idem, Tanbih, 105,
122, 154, 174, 193, 388-97; Ibn al-Athir, viii, see
index; Abu '1-Fida3, Annales, ed. Reiske, ii, 383 ff.;
Ibn Khaldun, al-Vbar, iii, 396 ff.; Abu '1-Mahasin
b. Taghrlbirdl, al-Nudjum al-zdhira, ed. Juynboll
and Matthes, ii, see index; Ibn al-Tiktaka, alFakhri, ed. Derenbourg, 370-1, 374, 379-85;
Amedroz and Margoliouth, The eclipse of the CAbbasid
caliphate, see index; Hamd Allah MustawfT Kazwlnl, Ta^nkh-i guzida, ed. Browne, i, 339, 344-6,
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RADI AL-DIN HASAN AL-SAGHANl [see
AL-SAGHANl].

RADIF (A.), lit. "one who rides behind", "pillion
rider", is used metaphorically in several technical
senses (for a poetical figurative use in Turkish, cf.
ordu-yi zafer-redif "the victorious army [one which has
victory on its croup]" in Tdnkh-i Djewdet, Istanbul
1270/1853-4, i, 22):
1. In astronomy it has two meanings, which seem,
however, not very amply attested: (a) al-Radif, and
also, better attested, al-Ridf, is the ancient Arabic
name for Dhanab al-Dadjadja, i.e. the star Deneb (a.
Cygni), called thus because it "rides pillion" to the
"Horsemen" (al-Fawdris}—8ye£ Cygni. (b) Radif
refers to a star or constellation that is rising (yanu^u,
cf. also ANwA 3 ) at sunrise, while its opposite (rakib) is
setting. For both meanings see L*A and Lane, s.v., for
al-Ridf also al-Kh w arazmi, Mafdtih 212, 6, and P.
Kunitzsch, Arabische Sternnamen in Europa, Wiesbaden
1959, 82, 143.
2. In Persian and Persianate prosody the term
denotes a word or a whole phrase that follows the
rhyme letter (rawiyy) and recurs in every line of the
poem. In Western languages various renditions of the
term have been used, such as "over-rhyme" (Schimmel, 21), "echo rhyme" (Bombaci, in PTF, ii, pp.
xxii, xxv), "refrain" (Thiesen, 76, n. 5), and
"hypermeter" (J. Deny, in El1, s.v. REDIF). However, "refrain" normally refers to entire lines or even
stanzas repeated throughout a poem, while the radif is
always shorter than a hemistich, and "hypermeter"
denotes a metrically superfluous element, which the
radif is decidedly not. The radif is a metrically and
semantically necessary element of the line, as Shams-i
Kays (Mu^djam, 258) and other authorities stress. The
following line by Hafiz (q. v.; Diwdn, edd. Kazwinf
and Ghanl, no. 233) may serve as an example:
Dast az talab naddram td kdm-i man bar dyad
yd tan rasad bi-djdndn yd djdn zi tan bar dyad.
"I do not cease striving, until my desire comes
about:
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either the body reaches the friend or the soul
comes up from the body."
The rhyme (kafiya) in this ghazal is -an (the rawiyy
being -n) and the radif is bar dyad. Clinton (Manuchihri,
51) calls the overall rhyme scheme in such cases very
aptly "multiple rhyme", but goes on, as do others as
well, to call this ensemble a radif, which is not correct
usage: kafiya and radif are considered two separate
elements.
The length of the radif may vary between one word
and several words almost filling the hemistich. Extreme examples are (radifs underlined):
zihi fuzuda ajamdl-e tu zib u ^drd rd_
shikasta sunbul-i zulf-e tu mushk-i sard rd
(Rudakl [q.v.], apud Elwell-Sutton, 225)
and
sarw-rd gul-bdr nabwad w-ar buwad nabwad cunin
sarw-e gul-rukhsdr nabwad w-ar buwad nabwad cunin
didam-ash way bar sar-e gulbdr u guftam rdsti
sarw dar gulbdr nabwad w-ar buwad nabwad cunin
(Kh w adju [q.v.], apud Elwell-Sutton, 225)
or, from Caghatay Turkish:
Meni shay da klla durghan bu kongul dur, bu kongul,
Khpr u ruswd klla durghan bu kongul dur, bu kongul.
Ok tegin kdmatimlznl kara kashlighlar ucun
Muttasil ya klla durghan bu kongul dur, bu kongul...
Lutft [q.v.], apud]. Eckmann, in PTF, ii, 310)
Mere suffixes following the rawiyy are not considered a
radif (d. e.g. DjamI, Kafiya, 1), and statements to the
contrary in the secondary literature should be amended. It is true that Naslr al-Dln-i TusI (Mi^ydr
al-ashcdr, 200-1) prefers to consider everything that
follows the rawiyy-cum wasl (see below) a radif but, as
al-Tahanawi (Kashshdf. i, 576, 23-4) notes, this is
against the communis opinio (wa in khildf-i muta^draf ast).
The strength of this general opinion is shown by the
fact that the early modern Turkish critic Mu c allim
NadjI (Istilahat, 51) who would likewise subsume the
suffixes under the general heading radif, defends his
position with a personal statement to this effect (Adz
kanaatimizce, reviden sonra her ne gelirse redif sayilmak daha
dogrudur). The suffixes, or rather the letters that make
up the suffixes, have special names in "orthodox"
c
i/m-i kafiya, the first letter after the rawiyy being called
wasl, the second khurudi, the third mazid, and the
fourth, fifth and sixth—which is said to be the
maximum—nd^ira.
The radif is supposed to have the same meaning
throughout the poem. If it does not, a special artifice
results (radif mutadjdnis, see al-TahanawI, Kashshdf. i,
576) with complete paronomasia between radifs,
Another specific type is the internal radif, called
hddjib, which precedes the rhyme rather than following it. In the following example the hdajib is sultan and
the rhyme, -ur:
Sultan Malik ast u bar dil-e sultan nur
har ruz bi-ruy-i u kunad sultan sur etc.
(Mas c ud-i Sacd-i Salman, apud Elwell-Sutton,
226)
Even more sophisticated is a combination of hdajib
and double rhyme (dhu 'l-kdfiyatayn), as in the following lines from Mucizzl [q.v.] (ibid.), where the first
rhyme is -an, followed by the hddjib ddri, in turn followed by words containing the second rhyme -akht:
Ay shdh-i zamin bar dsmdn ddri takht
sust ast Wu td tu kamdn ddri sakht etc.
A poem with radif is called muraddaf. This should
not be confused with the term murdaf, which means
"provided with a ridf. The ridf is a letter of prolongation (alif, wdw, yd*) immediately preceding the rawiyy,
as in the Arabic rhymes ndru, niru, nuru (spelled naHru,
niyru, nuwru [H = alif]); in Persian rhyme theory
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there is the additional ridf-i za^id which denotes a consonant intervening between the ridf and the rawiyy, as
in dust (spelled duwst), where w is the ridf, s the ridf-i
zo?id and / the rawiyy. Since both muraddaf and murdaf
are terms used in rhyme theory, confusion is not easily avoided.
As for history and the poetics of the phenomenon,
much remains to be studied. The first thing to be said
is that the radif is unknown to the Arabs, as a critic like
Rashld al-Din-i Watwat (Hadd^ik, 79-80) was well
aware, except, he says, for innovations of the
Moderns. As an example he adduces a kifa by alZamakhshari [q.v.] in praise of cAla° ad-Dawla
Kh w arazmshah in which the lakab of the mamduh is
used as radif. First line:
al-fadlu hassalahu ^Ald^u l-Dawlah
wa l-maajdu aththalahu ^Ald^u l-Dawlah
In the Arabic poetry of Persian poets this is actually
not uncommon (e.g. KhakanI, Diwdn, ed. Sadjdjadi,
950-3, a panegyric on the city of Baghdad with its
name as radif).
Elwell-Sutton, 176, 178, 225, makes the point that
the radif occurs in Persian poetry at a very early date,
already in those satirical jingles from the late 7th and
early 8th centuries A.D. preserved in Arabic sources.
Here the radif is not even preceded by a regular
rhyme, but by assonances at best, which may represent an earlier stage in the development. Koprulii, in
discussing the origins of the radif (redif) in Turkish
poetry, denies that it was taken over from Persian,
"car les origines de ce precede de redif qui, d'ailleurs,
est tout a fait conforme a la structure de la langue turque, se trouvent dans 1'assonance de la poesie turque
ancienne" (PTF, ii, 259). It is probably closer to the
truth to say that existing rhyme phenomena in preIslamic Turkish poetry facilitated the adoption of the
Persian radif technique.
Watwat alleges that "most" Persian poems have a
radif (Hadd^ik, loc. cit.). In the case of Manucihri [q.v.]
poems with and without radif are about evenly divided
(Clinton, Manuchihri, 51). But simple percentages do
not tell much without due consideration of the various
kinds of radifs that are attested. The most common,
and probably most ancient, type is the verbal radif
consisting of a simple and mostly rather nondescript
verb (cf. the line from Hafiz quoted above). This may
be expanded into longer phrases and even complete
sentences, such as bar na-tdbad bes az in "more than this
is not feasible" serving as a radif m a kasida of seventynine lines by KhakanI (q.v.; Reinert, tfdqdni, 40; cf.
Diwdn, 337-40). As for nominal radifs, KhakanI does
not follow the fad of his time which was to choose just
any noun in order to display one's artistic virtuosity;
the nouns he selects always have a bearing on the
theme of the poem, such as using khdk "dust", as a
radif in a dirge of forty-two lines (ibid.; cf. Diwdn, 2379), or the noun construct sag-i kuy-at, "the dog of your
street", in a ghazal of fifteen lines in which the poet
describes himself as the most despicable dog in the
beloved's lane (Schimmel, 403, n. 26, cf. Diwdn, 575).
These nominal radifs can acquire an iconic character,
as in a tard^-band by DjannatI Biya, quoted by c Awfi
(Lubdb, ed. Browne, ii, 394), where they denote various precious stones (gawhar, lacl, zumurrud), thus forming a necklace of sorts for the poem itself (Schimmel,
156). This possibility is also alluded to in a poem by
the Mughal poet Ashraf who says about a celadon
bowl with craquele glaze:
You cannot describe it in a quatrain or a ghazal I think of a kasida with the radif "Hair"
(Schimmel, 149).
Similarly, almost every poet in Persia, Turkey, and
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Muslim India attempted at least one poem with the
radif gut, "rose" (Schimmel, 389, n. 65), and in Ottoman poetry such poems with gul (and also nergis) as
radif almost form subgenres of the kasida [see
RABI C IYYAT, toward the end].
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3. In T u r k i s h m i l i t a r y u s a g e . Mahmud II [q.v.]
gave the name of redif (^asdkir redife-yi mensure) to the
reserve army created in 1834 (Jouanin and van
Gaver, Turquie, 425). The historian LutfT (iv, 144),
speaking of the project for this army, under the year
1249/1833-4, explains the meaning of the term by saying that it was a force that "came after" the regular
army (muwazzafe-ye redif olarak). They were, therefore,
not soldiers who had, at need, to mount behind the
cavalry on the croup, like the Roman velites. Redif was
contrasted with nizdm or ^asdkir-i nizdmiyye or ^asdkir-i
muwazzafe, taken in the strict sense of active or regular
army (standing army), and with ihtiydt "reserve of the
regular army". For the lack of an exact equivalent,
we may say "militia" in English and "armee de
reserve" or "garde nationale" in French. The German term "Landwehr" is perhaps nearest to it, but
in the former Prussian rather than the Austrian sense.
Sometimes the redif are included in the nizdmiyye, taking the latter term in a wider sense of regular or
disciplined troops (synonym muretteb). LutfT (loc. cit.)
calls the redif bir newc-i ^asdkir-i nizdmiyye "a kind of
regular troops".
The characteristic feature of the redif army was the
existence of permanent cadres, whence its mixed character. It was linked with the regular army by its officers and with the reserve by its men (efrdd-i redife). It
was the object of its creators that this army should provide a large number of men, if necessary, without imposing too long a period of service on the rural
population (LutfT, op. cit.).
It was decided from the first that the redif should
consist of battalions (tabur), and, indeed, this
organisation by battalion depots (tabur dd^ireleri) remained in force as long as the redif existed. The com-

manders of these battalions (binbasjn) were at first
chosen from the chief local families (mahallerin
khdneddnlndan). The first battalions formed in
1250/1834-5 were those of the sanajaks [q.v.] of
Karahisar Sahib, Ankara Kangiri (Cankfri), Siroz
and Menteshe. Ismacll Bey, hereditary Kurdish
governor of Palu, was appointed colonel of the three
battalions in the kadd\ known as those of the "Imperial Mines" (me^ddin-i humdyun) in the eydlet of Slwas
(LutfT, iv, 171). There were three to four battalions to
the sanajak, thus 10 to 12 to the eydlet. The officers received a quarter of the usual pay, but were only expected to serve and wear uniform two days a week
(Mustafa Nun Pasha, Netd^ia^ ul-wuku^dt, iv, 109).
In 1252/1836-7, the redif was organised in wide
groups with a high command: mushirlik (mushurluk) or
"marshal-ship" [see MUSHIR] of redif', conferred upon
the waits. The first were those of the eydlets of
Karaman (Konya), Khudawendigar (Bursa: guard or
khdsse), Ankara, Aydin, Erzurum and Edirne. At the
same time, plans were made to raise the money required for this purpose. The wa/f-marshals were given
the harwdni(kharmdni) or cloaks of their new rank. Just
as the troops of the line (mensure) were distinguished
from those of the guard (khdsse), so there were redif-i
mensure and redif-i khdsse. The appointment of commanders of divisions was to follow (for details, see the
Takrir-i cdli or report of the grand vizier Mehmed
Emm Ra 3 uf Pasha, in LutfT, v, 165-70). If we may
believe the khatt-1 humdyun [q. v. ] promulgated on this
occasion by Mahmud II, these first steps gave every
satisfaction (ibid., 74).
When the Military School (mekteb-i harbiyye) instituted in 1251/1835-6 began to supply officers, the
redif under arms was converted into active forces and
the officers were sent back to their oajdks (Netd^id^ ulwuku^dt, iv, 109-10). The service as redif (khidmet-i
redife) was now definitely to assume the character of a
kind of period of service in the reserve or intermittent
service, the duration of which (muddet-i redife) was to
be fixed under conditions which we shall explain
below.
In the khdtt-i humdyun of Giilkhane (30 November
1839), there is an allusion to an approaching improvement in the system of regional recruiting. In 1838,
five years had been fixed as the period of service in the
regular army, previously practically unlimited (one
saw young married soldiers leaving their families for
life), but this measure did not immediately make its
effect felt (cf. von Moltke, Lettres sur I'Orient, n.d.,
211, letter no. xlvii).
On 6 September 1843, the military law of the
ser^asker Rida Pasha (Engelhardt, i, 71) was promulgated, a law of fundamental importance, halfFrench and half-German in character, the principles
of which survived even into the early Republican
period; it confirmed the period of regular service at
five years (later reduced to four), to be followed by a
period of seven years during which a redif could be
recalled to the colours for a month each year (later
every two years). Each ordu (army corps) was to have
its redif contingent (sinf-l redif) placed in time of peace
under the orders of a brigadier-general (liwd, brigade)
who lived at the headquarters of the ordu. In 1853
(Ubicini, i, 456) the redtfwas organised into 4 (out of
6) ordus, namely, those of khdsse (Uskudar [Asia] and
Izmir), Derisecadet (Istanbul and Ankara), Rumeli
(Manastir) and Anatolia (Harput). The ordus of
c
Arabistan and c lrak were still to be organised.
Ubicini adds this observation: "By means of this
organisation the government has secured....a force at
its disposal equal to the regular army and capable of
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being moved in a few weeks either to the line of the
Balkans or to any other point in the empire." According to Bianchi (Guide de la conversation, 1852, 230), the
organised reserve (muretteb redif) was then 150,000 men
compared with 300,000 of the regular army.
Hiiseyn c AwnI Pasha's law of 1869, more clearly
French in character (Aristarchi, iii, 514; Engelhardt,
ii, 37 ff.), provided for 4 years' active service and one
of ihtiydt or in the active reserve, a period of 6 years
in the redif in two bands (sinf-l mukaddem and sinf-l tali)
of 3 years each (according to Engelhardt, of 4 and 2
years respectively). In practice, in 1877 there were 3
bands, the third (sinf-l thdlith) being represented by the
territorial army (mustahfiz) then mobilised (Zboiriski,
98). A conscript who obtained a lucky number in the
draw was drafted directly into the redif army (art. 17).
The law of 27 Safar 1304/13 Teshnn-i than! 1302
(25'November 1886; resume by Lamouche, 77, and
Young, ii, 394) prepared by a commission of
reorganisation which included Muzaffar Wall Rida
Pasha and von der Goltz Pasha, fixed the period of
redif service at 9 years, but was soon afterwards followed by a special law (redif kanunu) of 10 Muharram
1305/28 September 1887. According to this, which
was, however, not put into force till 1892, the period
of redif service was 8 years. The ranks in the raft/were
the same as in the regular army from general of division down to sergeant-major. These officers formed at
the same time the personnel of the recruiting offices
for the whole army.
According to the law regulating the uniforms of the
army on land (elbise-yi ^askeriyye nizdm-ndmesi) of 29
Djumada I 1327/5 HazTran 1325 (18 June 1909), the
redif soldiers wore as distinctive badge a dark green
(nefti) piping (zih, Pers. zih, Ar. zik) at the bottom of
the collar (yaka) of the tunic (djaket or djeket, modern
spelling caket, ceket). The officers wore a piece of cloth
of the same colour 7 cm in length fastened on the collar of the undress tunic (ceket) or the full dress tunic
(setre, older setri; cf. Pers. sudre) (Diistur, Tertib-i thdm,
i, 276; A. Biliotti and Ahmad Sedad, Legislation ottomane, Paris 1912, 171 ff.).
The redif system was abandoned by the Young
Turks. The law of 18 Ramadan 1330/18 Aghustos
1328 (31 August 1912), without proclaiming the
dissolution of the corps, ordered the formation of units
of mustahfiz with elements furnished by the battalion
depots in the second inspection (mufettishlik) or redif
(Diistur, Tertib-i thdm, iv, 615). The Young Turks were
reproached for this measure, and some even saw in it
the cause of the Turkish defeat in the Second Balkan
War.
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RADIYYA, in full, Radiyyat al-Dunya wa '1-Dm,
female sultan of DihlT during the period of the
Slave Kings (634-8/1236-40) and daughter of the
Sultan Iltutmush [q.v.] by a daughter of Kutb al-DTn
Aybak. She was the only female ruler in mediaeval
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Islamic India, and her rule was a source of wonder to
later Indo-Muslim historians.
In 629/1231 she was appointed by her father Iltutmush to govern DihlT whilst he was away campaigning against Gwalior [see GWALIYAR], and shortly afterwards he nominated Radiyya as his heir. However,
when in 634/1236 he died, the army commanders and
courtiers disregarded his wishes and raised to the
throne one of his sons, Rukn al-DTn Flruz. Flruz
wasted his time in riotous living, all power being in
the hands of his mother Shah Turkan. The latter's excesses led to a popular revolt. Radiyya appeared in
red garments before the DihlT populace, and they and
a section of the army raised her to the throne, despite
traditionalist objections to a woman ruler. She was
astute enough to steer a course between the factions of
the Turkish commanders, favouring instead the
Habashi Malik Djamal al-DTn Yakut, the amir-i dkhur
[q. v. ]. Only towards the end of her reign did she appear in men's clothing and unveiled.
Eventually, the Turkish amirs rebelled against her
rule, and deposed and imprisoned her, replacing her
by her half-brother Bahram Shah (Ramadan
638/March-April 1240). However, the governor of
Bhattinda [q.v.], Ikhtiyar al-DTn Altuniya, to whom
she had been entrusted, decided to espouse her cause
and married her. The two of them advanced towards
DihlT with their forces, but were defeated by the new
sultan, Bahram £vhah, near Kaithal, captured, and
both put to death (RabT< II 638/December 1240),
Radiyya having reigned three-and-a-half years.
Bibliography. The only contemporary, in part
eye-witness, source for her reign is DjuzdjanT's
Tabakdt-i Ndsin, ed. HabTbT, Kabul 1342-3/1963-4,
i, 457-62, tr. Raverty, i, 637-48; see also c!samT,
Futuh al-saldtin, ed. A.S. Usha, Madras 1948, and
Yahya b. Ahmad SirhindT, Ta^nkh-i Mubdrak-Shdhi,
ed. Hidayat Husayn, Calcutta 1931. Of secondary
sources, see M.A. Ahmad, Political history and institutions of the early Turkish empire of Delhi (1206-1290
A.D.), Lahore 1949; A.B.M. Habibullah, The foundation of Muslim rule in India, Allahabad 1961.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
RADJCA (A.) (or karra), lit. "return", a t e r m that
has several distinct meanings in the d o c t r i n e s of
ShT c T g r o u p s :
(1) The p a s s i n g of the soul i n t o a n o t h e r body
either human or animal (i.e. metempsychosis), or
(2) the t r a n s m i g r a t i o n o f t h e s p i r i t o f h o l i n e s s
from one Imam to the next. Both are more usually referred to as tandsukh. It was mainly members of various ghuldt sects [q.v.] that believed in them.
(3) R e t u r n of p o w e r to the Sh^a (see further
under no. 5).
(4) R e t u r n f r o m c o n c e a l m e n t , usually of a particular Imam at the end of his occultation (ghayba
[q.v.]). Already c Umar is said to have initially denied
Muhammad's death, arguing that he had gone into
temporary concealment, like Moses before him. Belief
in the return of an Imam is first attested among various chiliastic movements in the Umayyad and early
c
Abbasid periods. A group of Saba^Ts, the followers of
c
Abd Allah b. SabaD [ q . v . ] , for example, reportedly
held that CA1T was not dead and would return to install
a reign of jusice; similarly, Abu Karib, founder of the
Kuraybiyya subsect of the Kaysaniyya [q. vv. ], denied
that Ibn al-Hanafiyya had died and predicted that he
would return to wreak vengeance on the Umayyads.
These beliefs are reflected in the poetry of Kuthayyir
[q.v.] and later of al-Sayyid al-Himyari [0.0.]. Belief
in the disappearance and future return of the Imam as
MahdT is characteristic of many Wakift sects. It some-
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times incorporates docetic elements: the corpse taken
to be that of the Imam is said actually to have belonged to someone else. In Twelver Sh^ism the term
rad£a ordinarily has the sense given in the next
paragraph, and the most commonly used term for the
appearance of the last Imam is zuhur.
(5) The return to life of some of the dead before
the Resurrection. The earliest adherents of this doctrine are also to be found among subsects of the
Saba^iyya and Kaysaniyya. Thus some SabaDTs
claimed that CA1I was dead but would be brought back
to life (yub^athu) together with others before the Resurrection; and the followers of the KaysanI Hayyan alSarradj believed that Ibn al-Hanafiyya had died in the
Radwa mountains and would return to life with his
supporters before the yawm al-kiydma. In Imam!
reports, however, Hayyan is said to have denied the
death of Ibn al-Hanafiyya and to have predicted that,
like Jesus, he would return (see e.g. Ibn Babawayh,
Ikmdl al-din, Nadjaf 1389/1390, 34-5). Early proponents of the idea of radfa are said to have included
Djabir b. Yazld al-Dju c fT and Bashshar b. Burd
[q.vv.].
By the early cAbbasid period, belief in radfa had
spread among a number of Zaydl groups, though it
was rejected by mainstream Zaydism; more
significantly, it became a constituent element of
ImamI, and subsequently of Twelver, ShlSsm. The
doctrine is described by al-AshcarI (ed. Ritter, 46) as
common to most of the Rafida [^.».j; and al-Khayyat
(K. al-Intisdr, 97), who ascribes it to the Rafida as a
whole, asserts that they concealed it from outsiders—a
claim which appears to find support in Imam! texts.
According to Imam! exegetes, there are a number
of Kur'anic verses which prove that the rad£a will take
place. Already Djabir b. cAbd Allah al-Ansarl [q.v. in
Suppl.] is said to have interpreted the ma^dd of
XXVIII, 85, as referring to the radfa. Other verses
repeatedly cited are II, 243, 259, XVII, 6, XXIV, 55,
XXVIII, 5-6, and particularly XXVII, 83 ("On the
day when We shall muster out of every nation a
troop"). There is also a Sh^T kira>a [q.v.] of III, 185
("Every soul shall taste of death"), in which the word
wa-manshura ("and shall be brought back to life") is
added to the canonical text and interpreted as referring to the radf-a (al-Hasan b. Sulayman al-Hilll,
Mukhtasar basd^ir al-daradjat, 17).
Some Imam! traditions say that the radfa will occur
before the coming of the Mahdl, some place it during
his coming, and some after his coming. The identity
of the Imams who will be brought back to life was likewise a moot point. A number of traditions refer only
to al-Husayn, emphasising that he will reign until he
reaches a great age. According to other traditions, alHusayn will be followed by CA1I (often referred to as
sahib al-karrdt), who will avenge himself on all those
who fought against him. Elsewhere it is claimed that
all Imams (with the exception of the Mahdl) and all
prophets will be brought back to life to fight at cAll's
side. In addition, some of their followers and opponents will also be returned; in a prelude to the
events of the final Day of Judgment, the followers will
triumph and the opponents will be punished for their
deeds. Then both parties will die to await the Resurrection and their respective eternal reward or punishment. The opponents are typically identified as
Kurashls or Umayyads; they will be decapitated, or
else the Mahdl will cut off the hands and legs of some
and will crucify or gouge out the eyes of others. There
is agreement that the radfa (which is sometimes referred to as hashr khdss, "specific resurrection", in
contradistinction to the Resurrection which is the

hashr camm) will involve believers and unbelievers only
from Muhammad's community, and not from earlier
communities.
The growing influence of Muctazilism on ImamI
thought during the Buwayhid period did not lead to
the rejection of the doctrine of radfa, which remained
a subject of dispute between the two sides. It was
perhaps in order to accommodate Muctazili objections
that a minority among the Imamiyya interpreted
radfa as referring to the return of power (dawla [q.v. ])
to the Shi^a during the time of the Mahdl; but this
view was rejected by the leading ImamI scholars of the
Buwayhid period. Their main concern was to prove
that there was no contradiction between the doctrine
of rad£a and Muctazill views about reason and divine
justice. A case in point is al-Shaykh al-Muftd (d.
413/1022 [q.v.]), who was told by a Muctazill critic
that if radf-a were to take place, this would give the
enemies of ShlSsm a chance to repent and thus escape
punishment. Al-Muftd's answer is that the Imams
have made it clear that these enemies will never repent; and even if they were to do so, God would not
accept their repentance, just as He did not accept the
repentance of Pharaoh. The Muctazill argues that if
this were so, then the radfa would constitute an enticement to disobedience (al-ighrd^ hi 'l-^isydn) during the
period of renewed life that followed it, since God's
enemies would know that even if they were to change
their ways, their repentance would not be accepted.
Al-MufTd responds that their past experience of
punishment after death will deter them from adding to
it by further evil deeds when brought back to life (alMurtada, CA1I b. al-Husayn, al-Fusul al-mukhtdra,
Beirut 1405/1985, 115-9, cited in McDermott, The
theology of al-Shaikh al-Mufid, 268-9). The subject of alighrd^ bi 'l-Hsydn is also tackled by the Muctazill Abu
'1-Kasim al-Balkhl al-KacbI (d. 319/931). He asserts
that if people were to know that they would have a
chance to repent following the radfa, this would incite
them to acts of disobedience in this life. Abu Dja c far
al-Tusi (d. 460/1067) replies that since only some will
be brought back to life, and it is not known who they
are, no-one can safely act on the assumption that he
will be among them (Tibydn, i, 255).
This doctrine of radfa continued to be a favourite
subject of attack by opponents of ShlSsm, who
claimed that it was a borrowing from Judaism that
had no basis in Islam. Such criticism led some ImamI
apologists to minimise its importance. For example,
the contemporary Lebanese scholar Muhammad
Djawad Maghniyya maintains that not all ImamI doctors adhere to this doctrine; he asserts that it is only
transmitted in reports (ahddith, akhbdr) of a type which
may be accepted or rejected, and that it is not among
the principles of the religion (usul al-diri) (al-Shi^afi 'lmizdn, Beirut n.d., 54-5).
(6) The r e t u r n to life of all of the dead before the
Resurrection (sometimes referred to as al-radfa alc
dmma). Belief in this idea is ascribed to a number of
extremist Shi*! sects.
The term radfiyya or ashdb al-radfa may refer to
adherents of any of the doctrines described here.
Bibliography (in addition to the sources cited in
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RADJA GANESH (the latter part of the name
being the Hindu name Ganesa, appearing in Arabic
script as G.n.s or G.n.sl), a local H i n d u l a n d o w n e r
of n o r t h e r n Bengal, who successfully usurped
authority in Bengal during the latter years of the first
period of power of the Ilyas Shahl line, probably in
the first decade or so of the 9th/15th century.
The sources are unclear, but it seems that Radja
Ganesh wielded the real power in the state under the
nominal rule of the Ilyasids, and then in 817/1414
placed on the throne his young son Djadu, who
became a Muslim and assumed the name of Djalal alDin Muhammad Shah. The latter ruled until
835/1432, when he was succeeded by his son Shams
al-Dln Muhammad Shah, who held power in Bengal
till the restoration of the Ilyas Shahls in 841/1437.
This family of Islamised Hindus had clearly enjoyed
considerable support from both the class of Muslim
landholders and notables and the Hindus, and it had
ruled over a powerful sultanate which extended as far
as the Kusi River in the north-west of Bengal to Chittagong [q. v. ] in the south-east.
Bibliography: R.C. Majumdar (ed.), The history
and culture of the Indian people, vi. The Delhi Sultanate,
Bombay 1960, 205-11; C.E. Bosworth, The Islamic
dynasties, 193, 195.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RADJAB, the s e v e n t h m o n t h of the Islamic
c a l e n d a r , was observed as a holy month in the
period of the Djahiliyya in spring. It was the month
of the sacrifices of the ^atd^ir offered to the pagan
deities as a token of gratitude for the augmentation of
their flocks and herds. It was also the time of invocations of their deities to increase the number of their
flocks. It was as well the month of the sacrifices of the
furu*-, the firstlings of the flocks and herds. The owner
of the flock had to sacrifice one ewe out of fifty (or
hundred) of his herd.
The holy month of Radjab was also the month of
peace in the Arab peninsula; the tribes refrained from
raids and warfare. The month was called al-asamm
"the deaf because no sound of weapons was heard
during that month and al-asabb "the pouring"
because the unbelievers of Mecca used to say that the
mercy is pouring forth in this month. Another byname of Radjab was al-radjm "the stoning" because
the Satans were stoned in that month and were expelled from the dwellings of the tribes. Other by-names
attached to Radjab were: al-mukim "the constant,"
because its sanctity was a firm one, since Radjab is
one of the four hurum months; al-harim "the aged"
because the sanctity of the month was an ancient one,
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dating from the time of Mudar b. Nizar; as the tribes
of Mudar venerated this month, it was also named
raajab Mudar. Because of the comprehensive peace
among the tribes and their abstaining from hostilities,
the month was called munsil al-all and munsil al-asinna,
pointing to the fact that the spearheads were removed,
weapons laid down and no fighting among tribes was
launched. The name al-mu^alld "the elevated" was attached to Radjab because it was a month highly
respected among the Arab tribes. The name al-mubri^
"the clearing [from fault]" was given to the month
because warlike activity was given up, no iniquity was
committed and no act of hypocrisy was perpetrated
during the month. A peculiar name granted to Radjab
was al-mukashkish "the exonerating," denoting that
Radjab distinguished between the people who stuck to
the tenets enjoining abstention from fighting during
the month and those who violated the sanctity of the
month by fighting. Finally, the month was called alc
attra because the sacrifices of the catira were carried
out during this month.
According to tradition, the month of Radjab was a
time of devotional practices, exertions and fasting. Invocations against the iniquitous and the wrong-doers
in this month were especially efficacious.
The opinions of the scholars of Islam as to the permission to continue these practices in Islam were
divergent, controversial and even contradictory. The
differences in their opinions are clearly exposed in the
utterances attributed to the Prophet in the collections
of hadith.
An utterance attributed to the Prophet and recorded in the early collection of cAbd al-Razzak (d.
211/826) says that the Prophet approved of the
sacrifice of the catira which the people used to practice
in Radjab. The Prophet said, "Do it, and name it alradjiba."
The utterance of the Prophet enjoining sacrifice of
the catira and naming it the radjiba is opposed by an utterance attributed to the Prophet enjoining annulment
of the sacrifice of the firstlings and the sacrifice of the
Radjabi Catira . It is recorded in the same collection
and is formulated plainly: Idfara^a wa-ld Catira "there
is no [sacrifice] of the firstlings nor of the Catira."
This prohibitive tradition was, however, changed
by the interpretation given to it by al-§haficT: there is
no sacrifice of the catira nor of the fara^a "as an
obligatory practice", adds al-ShaficI. This comment
of his changes, of course, the meaning of the tradition
and its significance.
In the same way was interpreted the utterance of
the Prophet ca/a ahl1 kuW bayttn an yadhbahu shdtan fi
hull1 radjabm wa-fi hull1 adhd shdtan. The expression ca/a
hull* ahl* baytin is, however, interpreted not as an enjoinment but only as a recommendation. The utterance has to be understood as recommendation for
every family group to sacrifice a ewe during every
month of Radjab and to sacrifice a ewe on every adhd
celebration.
An utterance of the Prophet about the Catira permits
the sacrifice of the Catira in any month of the year and
enjoins the practice of charity, dividing among the
poor the meat of the slaughtered beasts. It is obvious
that the sanctity of Radjab was, according to this
tradition, fairly limited, or even abolished, while the
advice of charity was especially stressed.
A tradition reported on the authority of cA3isha
says that the Prophet enjoined the slaughter of the
firstling of the herd numbering fifty, which tallies with
the prevalent Djahili practice. But another tradition
attributed to the Prophet says, "Practice the sacrifice
of the/araca if you want". Thus the sacrifice was left
to the discretion of the believer.

A peculiar utterance of the Prophet turns the
sacrifice of the/araca into a voluntary practice, with a
special reservation of the Prophet changing the aim of
the practice. The Prophet permitted the practice but
remarked that it would be preferable to feed the camel
until it grows up and to ride it on expeditions and
raids for the cause of God; similarly, it is preferable
to feed the ewe until it grows up, to sacrifice it and to
divide the meat among the poor.
Similarly, the utterance of the Prophet in which he
is said to have approved of tht/ara c a, saying al-Jara^a
hakk, was considerably changed by the added reservation that it would be better to feed the destined
sacrificial animal until it grows up and can be used to
ride on it in a raid for the cause of God (in the case
of a camel) or to slaughter it (in the case of a ewe) and
give the meat as charity to a needy widow.
Scholars of Islam stress that the slaughter of
animals in Radjab was continued in the first period of
Islam and was only later abrogated. Al-KhattabI (d.
388/998) considered the Catira compatible with the
principles of Islam: it was in the period of Islam
sacrificed to God in contradistinction to the Djahili
c
atira, which was sacrificed to the idols. There is indeed a report saying that Ibn Smn (d. 110/729) used
to slaughter the Catira in Radjab.
Strictly orthodox scholars stressed that there is no
valid tradition concerning the virtues of Radjab.
There were, however, scholars, especially from
among the pious and devoted, who favoured the
widely-circulated popular traditions allegedly uttered
by the Prophet, emphasising the virtues of Radjab
and encouraging the carrying-out of the various practices considered laudable and right. The Prophet is
said to have named Radjab "the month of God",
shahr Allah, because it was the month of the people of
the haram (i.e. the people of Mecca) who were called
dl Allah. The problem of the sacrifices during the
month of Radjab was only one aspect of the disputes
among the Muslim scholars as to the ritual practices
performed in the Muslim community in that month.
A significant tradition ascribed to the Prophet singled out the peculiar sanctity of three months of the
year: "Radjab is the month of God, Shacban is my
month and Ramadan is the month of my people." As
the month of Radjab was put on par with the two
other months there was an obvious tendency to competition between these holy months regarding the
rewards of the ritual practices performed during these
months, the exceptional position of certain nights of
the months and the prayers during these months. The
competition between Radjab and Shacban is clearly
presented in a tradition reported on the authority of
Zayd b. Aslam. The Prophet was informed about
people fasting during Radjab. He remarked, "How
far are they from the virtues of the people fasting
during Shacban!" Zayd observed, "Most of the
fasting of the Prophet, except in Ramadan, was in
Shacban." The partisans of Radjab quoted a report of
Ibn al-cAbbas saying that the Prophet used to fast so
many days in Radjab that his Companions did not
think that he would break his fast; and he used to
break his fast so that they doubted whether he would
resume it.
As against the people venerating Sliacban, the partisans of Radjab had recourse to utterances attributed
to the Prophet in which the fasting of Radjab was
recommended and very high rewards were promised
to people who were fasting in it. The Prophet is said
to have stated that the month of Radjab is of a high
position and that the good deeds of the believer gain
multiple rewards. He who fasts one day in Radjab is
in the position of a believer who would fast a year. He
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who fasts nine days, for him the gates of Hell are closed; he who fasts eight days, for him the eight doors of
Paradise are opened; he who fasts ten days, God will
fulfill for him every wish; he who fasts fifteen days, a
herald will announce from Heaven that God forgave
him every sin which he had committed in the past. In
the month of Radjab God carried Nuh (Noah) in the
ark; he fasted during Radjab, and bade his people to
fast during it, thus expressing their gratitude to God
for their salvation.
Ahmad b. Hanbal said that he had in his possession
a tradition recording the rewards for fasting of every
day of Radjab; he considered, however, the hadith a
forged one. The fasting of the whole month of Radjab
was nevertheless frowned upon and sometimes forbidden in order not to create a similarity with Ramadan.
The practices of fasting during Radjab were censured
by Abu Bakr, cUmar and people of the sahdba, says
Ibn Taymiyya.
Some nights of Radjab are considered to be replete
with God's graces. In the first night of Radjab, God
will grant every supplication of the believer. It is one
of the five chosen nights in the year. Another prayer
strongly censured by Ibn Taymiyya was the prayer
practised in the midst of Radjab called saldt Umm
Ddwud.
A night highly praised by those who observed
Radjab was the night of the saldt al-raghd^ib "the night
of the prayer for extensive and desirable gifts"; it
starts on the eve of the first Friday of Radjab; the
prayers and supplications contained hundreds of invocations, prostrations, rakcas and recitations of some
suras of the Kurgan. The believer is requested to fast
on Thursday preceding this night. A night of Radjab
distinguished by the rich rewards is the night of the
twenty-seventh of Radjab. The believer spending this
night in vigils: praying; thanking God; repeating a
hundred times the various phrases of gratitude, the
oneness of God, invocations and supplications; performing prostrations and rakcas; and reading a sura of
the Kur D an and fasting the next day, will be highly
rewarded by God; he will attain God's grace as if he
fasted a hundred years and practiced vigils for a hundred years. On that night, Muhammad was sent as a
prophet.
The significant events connected with the life of the
Prophet which allegedly happened in Radjab turn the
month into one of the most distinctive periods of the
year. According to a tradition, the mother of the
Prophet conceived him on the first evening of Radjab;
another tradition claims that he was born in Radjab.
Some traditions assert that the event of the laylat almicrddi occured in Radjab. Other traditions claim that
the date of the isrd^ was the twenty-seventh day of
Radjab.
The struggle of the orthodox scholars against those
practices of Radjab widely approved by pious ascetics
and Sufis was not entirely successful. These practices
have survived and form until the present time an
essential part of Muslim popular belief and ritual.
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RADJASTHAN [see Suppl.].
RAJDJAZ (A.) indicates an A r a b m e t r e . The
proper meaning of the word is "tremor, spasm, convulsion (as may occur in the behind of a camel when
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it wants to rise)". It is not clear how this word became
a technical term in prosody. The other etymological
meaning of raajaz "thunder, rumble, making a
noise", may perhaps be taken into consideration. In
that case, there might be an allusion to the iambic,
monotonous and pounding rhythm of these poems (cf.
ka-md samicta radjaza l-sawdciki, Abu Nuwas, ed. E.
Wagner, ii, 299; for the etymology, see also T. Fahd,
La divination arabe, Leiden 1966, 153-8). A poem composed in this metre is called urajuza.
1. Prosody
In the system of Arabic metres, the raajaz occupies
a special place. Whereas in other metres the lines of
verse consist of two symmetrical half-lines, separated
by a caesura, the line of verse of the raajaz is in one
part only and has no caesura. In general, the raajaz
lines are only half as long as the lines of other metres.
The basic element is the dipody which consists of four
syllables. The first and second syllables can be long or
short, but the third one must be short and the fourth
one long - - ^ -. Three such dipodies form a
t r i m e t e r , which is by far the most widely used form
of the raajaz poem. In its acatalectic form it has the
following scheme: ^ ^ ^ - | ^ ^ ^ _ | ^ ^ w - (e.g.
innaka Id tadn ghadan mdfighadi, Ru^ba, no. 20, v. 23).
In the catalectic form, the second syllable in the third
dipody must be long, while the third (short) syllable is
missing: ^ ^ w - | ^ ^ ^ - | ^
(e.g. naski 'l-'idd
ghayzan tawila l-aja^zi, Ru 3 ba, no. 23, v. 10). A
brachycatalectic variant seldom occurs.
Next to the trimeter there is a less frequent
d i m e t e r (manhuk al-raajaz), which again can be
acatalectic, catalectic or (rarely) brachycatalectic. An
example is Abu Nuwas's panegyric poem for al-Fadl
b. al-RabiS which begins as follows: wa-baldatin fihd
zawar \ sd^rd^a tukhtdji sa^ar \ martin idhd 'l-dhi^bu ktafar
(Diwdn, ed. E. Wagner, i, 161 ff.; Abu '1-Fath
c
Uthman b. DjinnI, Tafsir urajuzat Abi Nuwas, ed.
Muhammad Bahdjat al-Athari, Damascus 1966; see
also E. Wagner, Abu Nuwas, Wiesbaden 1965, 216).
A m o n o m e t r i c a l raajaz poem consisting of 17 verses
was once composed by Salm al-Khasir (urajuza ^ald
ajuz^ wdhid or mukatta^ al-raajaz, cf. G.E. von
Grunebaum, in Orientalia, N.S. xix [1950], 66, no.
15).
By analogy with the other metres, the radjaz is
sometimes constructed as a d i s t i c h . In this case, two
verses are linked to one another, the first verse becoming the first half-line, the second verse the second halfline. The end of the first verse, lying between the two
halves, becomes the caesura, and the rhyme occurs
only in the second (half-)verses. Examples are the
poems by Ka c nab b. Damra al-Ghatafanl, al-Nazzar
b. Hashim al-FakcasI (cf. al-Akhfash al-Asghar, K. alIkhtiydrayn, Damascus 1974, no. 54; Ahmad b. Abi
Tahir Tayfur, K. al-Manthur wa 'l-manzum, xii/1,
Beirut 1977, 103-8), Ibn al-Ruml (ed. Nassar, i, no.
165), Ibn al-Mu c tazz, Ibn Durayd (the famous
Maksura, ed. Mahmud Djasim Muhammad, Beirut
1986, with commentary by Ibn Khalawayh), alMa c arri, SafT al-Dln al-Hilli, and others. Such a
distichal poem was composed by Ahmad b. cAbd alRahman b. Nafada (d. 601/1204), who in a playful
way introduced four different rhymes in the 2nd, 3rd,
4th and 6th dipodies (cf. al-Safadi, Waft, vii, 44).
A further variety of the old urajuza is the muzdawidj.
[q. v. ] poem, in which the principle according to which
one and the same rhyme is obligatory for the entire
poem is abandoned. Instead, only two verses rhyme.
This type of poem came into being in the cAbbasid
period. By restricting the constraint imposed by the
rhyme, it became possible to compose narrative,

historical or didactic poems of some length. In this
way, Aban b. cAbd al-Hamld al-Lahiki (d. ca.
200/815; Sezgin, ii, 515-16) retold the book of fables
Kalila wa-Dimna [q.v.] (cf. al-Suli, K. al-Awrdk, i,
46 ff.). This poem is said to have comprised 14,000
verses. Later, Muhammad b. al-Habbariyya [q.v.] (d.
509/1115-16) and cAbd al-Mu'min b. al-Hasan alSaghani (Brockelmann, SI, 235) also presented the
same material in muzdawidj_ verses. Proverbs and
aphorisms were treated in this type of verse by Abu '1c
Atahiya (Diwdn, ed. L. Cheikho, 346-8; ed. Sh.
Faysal, Damascus 1965, 444-66), while historical subjects were treated in this way by CA1T b. al-Djahm, Ibn
al-Mu c tazz, Ibn cAbd Rabbih (cf. J.T. Monroe, The
historical Arjuza of Ibn cAbd Rabbihi, in JAOS, xci
[1971], 67-95), cAbd al-Djabbar al-Mutanabbl and
Lisan al-Din b. al-Khatlb. In general, any subjectmatter, when versified for the sake of instruction, was
preferably presented in the form of an urajuza muzdawidja. Such poems exist on astronomy (cAbd alRahman al-Sufl), medicine (Ibn Slna), agriculture
(Ibn Luyun), navigation (Ibn Madjid), grammar
(Mulhat al-icrdb by al-Hariri, the Alfiyya by Ibn Malik),
metrics, law of inheritance, chess, hippology, archery
and many other subjects. The simple, rhythmical
verses were an easy vehicle for memorising.
Next to the muzdawidi, in which every two verses
have the same rhyme, other groups were developed.
In the urdjuza muthallatha every three verses are rhymed, in the murabba^a every four, in the mukhammasa
every five, in the mu^ashshara every ten. In these forms
the strophic poem thus becomes visible. These poems,
too, serve to present scientific doctrines, lexical
problems, various descriptions and travel accounts.
2. H i s t o r i c a l d e v e l o p m e n t
In pre-Islamic times, the radjaz was only used for
short poems. They originated from a concrete situation, were mostly improvised [see IRTIDJAL] and as a
rule comprised only three to five verses. It is true that
these compositions in raajaz were correct prosodic
units, but they were no poems in the sense of works
of art. Initially, the raajaz was not a "literary" metre.
During the Djdhiliyya [q.v.\, no-one composed a kasida
in the radjaz.
A typical situation was the man-to-man fight, in
which two adversaries came forward from their battle
array. Both heroes called their names and boasted
about their strength. Abu Hayya al-Fazarl, for instance, said and Abu Hayyata wa-smi Wad^dn I Id dara^un
tiflun wa-ld ^awdunfdn I kayfa tarddarbi ru^usa l-akrdn (cf.
al-Amidi, Mu^talif, ed. cAbd al-Sattar Ahmad Farradj, Cairo 1961, 146). The purpose of such utterances was to intimidate the adversary and to make
him insecure. Self-praise (fakhr) was here linked to
cursing (hidjd*) the enemy. The factual power of words
should hit the adversary and weaken him. Here it
becomes clear that magic was one of the ancient
elements of the radjaz.
Hiaja* also indicates another group of raajaz poems,
namely, trivial mocking verses of an erotic and
obscene content. Occasionally, a dialogue is then staged between man and wife during intercourse, the
dialogue being divided by conventional expressions
such as kultu...kdlat. A typical example is the poem by
al-Aghlab al- c ldjli, in which he ridicules the pseudoprophets Musaylima [q. v. ] and Sadjahi (cf. Djumahl,
Tabakdt, ed. Mahmud Muhammad Shakir, Cairo
1974', 740-2).
Raajaz is also the metre for tunes, sung at
rhythmical activities such as urging camels or drawing
water [see CHINA 3 ]. Rhythmical games are also accompanied by raajaz verses: mothers used to sing such
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verses when making their children dance in a circle
(cf. W. Walther, Altarabische Kindertanzreime, in Studia
Orientalia in memoriam Caroli Brockelmann, Halle 1968,
217-33). Finally, incantations were also composed in
radjaz. Hind bint al-Khuss [q.v. ] was able to cast, with
such verses, a spell on birds that were flying by
(Aghan? ix, 175; 3xi, 36).
In the old days, the radjaz therefore was only artless
folk poetry. Great poets such as al-Nabigha alDhubyanl, Zuhayr, Tarafa, c Antara, Imru 3 al-Kays,
etc., hardly used this metre and the few verses in it
ascribed to them cannot be vouched for as being
authentic. In the early Islamic period a change
gradually becomes apparent. According to the Arab
literary historians, al-Aghlab b. Djusham al- c ldjli,
who allegedly fell in the battle of Nihawand in 21/641,
is said to have been the first to compose longer poems
in radjaz (Sezgin ii, 163-4; collection of fragments by
Nun HammudI al-Kaysi, in Madjallat al-Madjma*- al<Ilmi al-'Irdki, xxxi/3 [1980], 104-44). But Labld b.
Rab^a al-cAmin and al-Shammakh b. Dirar alGhatafanl, together with his companions Djabbar b.
DjazD, Djundab and al-Dhulayh, also composed
several urdjuzas which comprise as many as 40 verses.
They contain parts of the real kasida, like the nasib
[q. v . ] , the ride through the desert or the description of
the bull antelope. The Hudhall Mulayh b. al-Hakam
composed an urdjuza of 94 verses (Ashlar alHudhaliyyin, ed. J. Wellhausen, no. 278; German tr.
H.H. Brau, in ZS, v [1926], 277-82).
This development of the raajaz into a metre for real
literary poems continued in the second half of the
lst/7th century. It culminated in two eminent poets,
namely, cAbd Allah b. Ru 3 ba b. Labld, called alc
Adjdjadj [q.v.] (d. ca. 91/710, Sezgin ii, 366-7) and
his son Ru'ba (d. ca. 145/763, Sezgin ii, 367-9). Both
composed verses exclusively in raajaz and did not use
any other metre. But as far as the contents are concerned, their poems are full kasidas, which start with
the complaint addressed to the remains of the abandoned camp (atldf), pass into the desert ride (rahil
[q.v.]) and end in a request to the patron. They contain the usual images which are developed into independent episodes, and all the other elements of the
traditional kasida. Both poets are inclined to exaggeration and immoderation. Their phrasing is marked by
rudeness and coarseness, and their arsenal of words of
abuse is inexhaustible. But it looks as if even the
greatest self-glorification and the devastating scoffing
of the adversary are not meant that seriously. Again
and again, ironic and humoristic turns of phrase are
woven into their diatribes, and irony does not
exempt their own persons. Sarcastic, grotesque,
comical and humoristic elements may be said to turn
al- c Adjdjadj's and Ru D ba's urdjuzas into a persiflage of
the regular two-hemistich kasida.
Next to these two poets mention should be made of
their contemporary al-Fadl b. Kudama al- c ldjlf, called
Abu '1-Nadjm [#.#.], of whose poems, apart from a
lamiyya (ed. cAbd al-cAz!z al-Maymanl, al-Tard^ifaladabiyya, Cairo 1937, 55-71), only fragments have
been preserved (collected by cAla° al-Dln Agha, alRiyad 1981). Other radjaz poets of this period are
Muhammad b. Dhu D ayb al-FukaymT, called alc
UmanI (collection of fragments by Hanna Djamil
Haddad, in RIMA, xxvii/1 [1983], 73-119), Abu
Nukhayla al-Himmanl [q.v. in Suppl.], al-Zafayan,
Humayd al-Arkat [q.v.], Manzur b. Marthad alAsadl and Himyan b. Kuhafa al-SacdI.
As for the great poets of the Umayyad period, they
were not as unfavourably disposed towards the radjaz
metre as had been their colleagues of the Djdhiliyya.
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'There exist at least 20 urdjuzas by Djarlr (d. 111/729
[q.v.]}, some of which contain more than 40 verses.
They deal mainly with satire, but some are undoubtedly fragments of original kasidas. Typical
Bedouin kasidas are also the 10 urdjuzas which have
been transmitted in the diwdn of Ghaylan b. c Ukba,
called Dhu '1-Rumma (d. 117/735-6 [q.v.]). Among
them are long pieces of 60 to 80 verses. This metre is
also used by the poets of the cAbbasid period. Bashshar b. Burd [q.v.] (d. 167/783), for instance, composed lengthy kasidas in radjaz after the old fashion. They
contain mainly panegyrics on the governors Dawud b.
Yazld, c Ukba b. Salm and Yazid b. Hatim. Two of
these poems contain more than 160 verses (Diwdn, ed.
Muhammad al-Tahir b. c Ashur, Cairo 1950-7, i,
134 ff., 140 ff.; ii, 219 ff.; iii, 92-3, 178 ff.). Important and lengthy urdjuzas were also composed by Ibn
al-Rumi [q.v.] (Diwdn, ed. Husayn Nassar, Cairo
1973 ff., nos. 60, 76, 91, 141, 217, 293, 310, 340,
355, 357, 368, 415, 438, 440, etc.). They are for the
greater part defamatory poems (hidid* [q.v.]), whose
contents are grossly obscene. Abu Tammam, alBuhturf, al-Sharif al-Murtada and his brother alRadl, al-Acma al-Tutfll and many other poets occasionally also used this metre, moulding all the usual
themes of the earlier poets. Worth mentioning is that
Mahmud b. al-Husayn al-Sindl, called Kushadjim (d.
ca. 350/961 [q.v.]), often uses the radjaz in description
poems (ekphrasis, wasf). He depicts a fried fish (Diwdn,
ed. Khayriyya Muhammad Mahfuz, Baghdad 1970,
no. 5), an abacus (no. 24), a wine filter (no. 30), a
cake (nos. 48, 63), sugar-cane (no. 50), ink and reed
pen (no. 53), fodder beans (nos. 55, 143), figs (no.
86), the polo game (no. 108), a hen (no. 136), a cloud
(nos. 151, 153), asparagus (no. 160), a melon (no.
166), a mill (no. 206), a quince (no. 223), and many
other objects. He thus asserted the rights of the radjaz
in a field which otherwise is dominated by other
metres (cf. A. Giese, Wasf bei Kusdgim, Berlin 1981).
A special place is taken by the hunting poems (tardiyydt). Unlike the hunting descriptions of ancient
poetry, in which a poor man is hunting for antelopes
and onagers in order to secure his sustenance, the tardiyydt deal with descriptions of courtly hunting,
organised by high-placed personalities as a pastime
and for pleasure. These poems are composed almost
exclusively in radjaz and are, from their beginning onwards, largely standardised in their motives and
wording. They very often start with the striking of
camp in early morning, the formula had aghtadi wa 7subhu... occurring quite repeatedly; or it is simply
said, an^atu kalban... The hunting animals are dogs
and cheetahs, and as trained birds of prey are named
the hawk (bdzi, zurrak), the saker or lanner (sakr), the
peregrine (shdhin), the merlin (yu^yu3), the eagle
(cukdb) and the sparrowhawk (bdshik). The quarry are
antelopes, hares, foxes, cranes, bustards (hubdra),
francolins, geese and other birds. The dog is said to
fly away without wings or, when running, to resemble
a falling star. Its muzzle looks like burning coal, the
falcon's plumage like a piece of embroidery, its claws
like spearheads or a butcher's knives. At the end, the
preparation of the game for the meal is often described, and the poet praises his dog or falcon.
The beginnings of this poetry are apparently to be
found with al-Shamardal b. Shank al-YarbucI, a contemporary of al-Farazdak. From his work, 17 urdjuzas
are transmitted, but most of these are only ^small
fragments (ed. T. Seidensticker, Die Gedichtedes Samardal, Wiesbaden 1983, nos. 19-29, 36-41). AlShamardal was the model for Abu Nuwas, in whose
Diwdn the tardiyydt take up a full chapter (ed. Asaf,
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Cairo 1898, 206-34; ed. E. Wagner, ii, 176-327; cf.
also Wagner, Abu Nuwas, Wiesbaden 1965, 265-89).
Even if, according to the transmitters, many of them
are not authentic, yet the full range and richness of
this literary genre are shown in Abu Nuwas. More
than others he strongly influenced later poets when
they were writing about hunting. Among other
poems, cAbd al-Samad b. al-Mu c adhdhal (d. ca.
240/854; Sezgin ii, 508) composed one on hunting
with the cheetah (fahd), 49 verses of which are
transmitted by Kushadjim (Masdyid, Baghdad 1954,
190 ff.). Among the hunting poems of cAbd Allah b.
al-Mu c tazz (d. 296/908) are 48 urajuzas, and only 5 in
other metres (Diwdn, ed. B. Lewin, iv, 2-44; ed.
Yunus A. al-Samarra'i, ii, Baghdad 1978, 405 ff.).
His contemporary cAbd Allah b. Muhammad alNashP al-Akbar (d. 293/906; Sezgin, ii, 564 ff.) also
composed numerous urdjuza?> on falcons, dogs and on
fox-hunting (cf. the inventory of his poems in J. van
Ess, Friihe muHazilitische Hdresiographie, Beirut 1971,
155-61; see also c AHb. Muhammad al-Shimshati, K.
al-Anwar wa-mahdsin al-ash^dr, Baghdad 1976, 284-5,
300, 305, 311, 322). Kushadjim, too (see above),
composed a number of hunting urdjuzas (Diwdn, ed.
Khayriyya Muhammad Mahfuz, Baghdad 1970, nos.
2, 12, 88, 172, 259, 260, 267', 321, 354, 371, etc.). He
was very familiar with this metier. In his K. al-Masdyid
wa 'l-matdrid he also quotes numerous hunting poems
by other poets. Finally, mention should be made of
San" al-DTn al-Hilll (d. 749/1349; Brockelmann, II,
159, S II, 199), who composed 7 urajuzas on hunting
with falcons, cheetahs and dogs (Diwdn, Beirut 1962,
257 ff.). One of his muwashshahdt [q.v.] (Diwdn,
245 ff.) is also composed in radjaz. He describes in it
bird-hunting with the crossbow (kaws al-bunduk), a
theme already treated by Abu Nuwas.
3. Special characteristics
As said above, the length of line of the radjaz is in
general only half of that of the other metres. The hand
verse contains an average of 8, 9 words, while the
radjaz trimeter consists of only 4, 3 words. This means
that every fourth or fifth word must be a rhyme word
(in the dimeter the relations are even less favourable),
and thus the poet is quite limited in the choice of his
words. Nowhere does the darurat al-shi^r impose itself
so strongly as in the radjaz. If, for instance, the poet
chooses the -ayn rhyme, almost every fourth word
must be a dual. In Ru D ba's poem no. 32 the rhyme is
-ati. Consequently, almost all the rhyme words of the
94 verses must be nouns in the genitive. In the -itu
rhyme (Ru5ba, no. 10) the forms of the first person
perfect of the verba tertiae infirmae dominate, and in alc
Adjdjadj's poem no. 40, which has the -iyyu rhyme
and which comprises 200 verses, innumerable nomina
relativa (nisba) occur. The part of speech, the case and
the grammatical person thus are largely determined
by the requirements of the rhyme, and so the syntax
of the verses is fixed to a high degree. It is also evident
that a full sentence can only rarely be accomodated in
the short lines of verse. Nowhere does enjambment
(tadmin) occur so often as in the radjaz (cf. GJ.H. van
Gelder, Breaking rules for fun ..., On enjambment in
classical Arabic poetry, in The challenge of the Middle East:
Middle Eastern studies at the University of Amsterdam,
1982, 25-31, 184-6; idem, Beyond the line, Leiden 1982,
123-4). The choice of words, too, depends on the requirements of the rhyme. Since the lexicon of literary
speech is not sufficient for the rhymes of a long urdjuza, the poet searches for rare words, i.e. expressions which have become obsolete or which originate
from certain dialects, or he reaches even for foreign
words. In order to meet the requirements of the

rhyme, the poet furthermore often has to change, to
mutilate or to expand the words; he has to replace one
sound by another, to form irregular plurals, and so
on. Metre and rhyme had to be taken into account
correctly in any case, while sounds, forms and syntax
could eventually be changed. All this gives the radjaz
poems their unmistakable, distinctive hall-mark.
They belong to the most difficult texts of Arabic
literature.
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4. As a t e r m of n o n - m e t r i c a l poetry
In some early Arabic traditions the term radjaz is used not in its metrical sense, but to denote poetry
defined by "halved" (mashtur), i.e. three-foot,
lines w i t h o u t caesura. Since poetry in the radjaz
metre is, at least for the most part, also characterised
by tripodies (see above under 1.), the two applications
of the term are certainly related. The priority may lie
with the mashtur meaning, which would then have
been narrowed down to the one metre in which
mashtur verses occurred most.
The first early attestation of this use is in al-Akhfash
al-Awsat (d. 215/830 or 221/836 [q.v.]), Kawdfi, 67-8,
where poetry is divided into kasid, ramal, and radjaz,
which are defined as having lines that are tdmm,
madjzu^, and mashtur, i.e. "complete", "shortened by
one foot per hemistich", and "halved". In terms of
metres, the kasid comprises tawil, basit, hdmil, madid,
wdfir, and radjaz (sic, here meant as the radjaz hexameter with caesura), the radjaz includes everything
with three feet and no caesura (thus presumably the
radjaz and the munsarih trimeter), and the ramal [q.v.]
covers everything else (thus the metres ramal, hazadj_,
the metres of the Fourth [unless they are trimeters]
and the Fifth Circles, and all kasid metres, if they are
madjzu*).
A slightly different system is found in al-Djawharl
(d. 393/1003 or later [q.v.}), Kawdfi, fols. 34b-35b.
Here we have the following fourfold division:
1. kasd^id tdmm

2. ramal

tawil, al-basit al-tdmm, al-wdfir altdmm, al-kdmil al-tdmm, al-radjaz
al-tdmm,
[some say al-khafif al-tdmm}
madjzu* madjzu^ al-madid, madjzu* al-basit,
madjzu^ al-wdfir, madjzu* al-kdmil,
and the like (sic).
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3. radj_az

mashtur mashtur al-radjaz, mashtur
al-munsarih

4.

manhuk manhuk al-radjaz, manhuk
al-munsarih

The difference is the addition, in al-Djawhari, of
the manhuk metres, i.e. the "emaciated" dimeters,
which however do not have their own name. The rest
seems to be identical, although for lack of a complete
enumeration of the metres covered by each term in
both authors we cannot be certain. A system similar
to al-Djawhan's is quoted by al-TahanawT, Kashshaf.
i, 745, where the last category is called khafif.
Of particular interest are the various functions attributed to these formal types of poetry. Al-Akhfash
says that kasidis sung (taghanna) by the caravan riders,
while radjaz is chanted (tarannamd) to accompany
work, to drive herds, and to urge on riding-camels
(the function of ramal is not mentioned). Al-Djawhan
offers a similar picture with slight changes: kasd^id are
for chanting and singing when mounted, ramal for
social rank disputes, praises and lampoons, radjaz for
chanting at the market places, during work and while
driving the camels, and the manhuk metres for urging
on the camels, for letting little children dance (tarkis),
and for drawing water from wells.
These various divisions are explicitly attributed to
the '•Arab, the Bedouins, and they soon fell into
desuetude. Al-Djawhari says that all four genres were
later also used in situations different from the original
ones mentioned.
Bibliography: al-Akhfash al-Awsat, K. alKawdfi, ed. c lzzat Hasan, Damascus 1390/1970;
DjawharT, K. al-Kawdfi, ms. Istanbul, Atif Efendi
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RADJCIYYA (A.), also IRTIDJA C , the term coined in
modern Arabic for r e a c t i o n in the political sense
(from r-^-c "to return"). Towards the same end of
the political spectrum appear also the terms muhdfiz
"conservative" and muhdfaza "conservatism"; cf. A.
Ayalon, Language and change in the Arab Middle East,
New York-Oxford 1987, 125.
(Eo.)
RADJM (A.), the c a s t i n g of s t o n e s . R-d^-m is a
Semitic root, derivatives from which are found in the
Old Testament with the meaning of "to stone, to
drive away or kill by throwing stones" an abominable
creature; radjma is "a heap of stones, an assembly of
men, cries, tumult".
In Arabic, the root means "to stone, to curse";
radjam, "heap of stones", also means simply the
stones placed upon tombs either as flagstones or in a
heap, a custom which hadith condemns, recommending rather that a grave should be level with the surface of the ground. On the hadith of cAbd Allah b.
Mughfal, it is discussed whether la turadjdjimu kabn
means "do not build my grave in a mound" or "do
not utter imprecations there".
The lapidation and heaps of stones at Mina [q. v. ]
are called djamra, and djamarat al-^Arab means the
groups of Bedouin tribes; we find there the two old
meanings of the root which can be taken back to dj_-m,
in Arabic a^amma and a^amaca "to reunite". The Arab
grammarians derive djamra "lapidation" from
djamardt al-^Arab.
In addition to the meaning of "ritual stoning as a
punishment for fornication", radjm means the casting
of stones at Mina, which is one of the pre-Islamic rites
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preserved by Muhammad and inserted among the
ceremonies of the pilgrimage. See here DJAMRA,
HADJDJ and MINA with their bibliographies.
The Kur 3 an does not mention this rite, but it knows
radjama in its Biblical sense of "stoning of prophets by
unbelievers", and also radjim ( = mardjum) as an
epithet of Satan, "driven away and struck with projectiles of fire by the angels", and lastly (XVIII, 21)
in an abstract sense which indicates a long semantic
evolution.
The rite of casting stones at Mina was regulated by
hadiths in the classical collections. There is a model
hadjdi. that of the Prophet which we find in the
manuals of mandsik al-hadjdj. e.g. in the Risdla of Ibn
Taymiyya (cf. Rifat, i, 89 ff.). Some hadiths of archaic form (e.g. al-Bukhari, Nikdh, bdb 2; Salam, bdb 1
and 2; cUmda, viii, 489) show that Muhammad had to
lay down rules for the essential question of the wukuf,
the culmination of the hadjdi. The Hums, i.e. the
Kuraysh and their allies, observed it at Djam c (Muzdalifa [q.v.]), in the haram; the others, the '•Arab, at
c
Arafa, outside of the haram of Mecca. Having to
choose between his companions of two different
origins, the Muhdd^irun and the Ansdr [q.vv.], Muhammad decided with the latter for c Arafa; but he retained
a secondary wukuf at Muzdalifa, and the two ifddas,
the new combination of rites culminating in the
throwing of stones at c Akaba.
Situated at the bottom of the valley of Mina, on the
slope of the defile towards Mecca, al-cAkaba is "not
in Mina but it is its boundary on the side of Mecca"
(cUmda, iv, 770). On the morning of 10 Dhu '1Hidjdja, the pilgrim goes down into the valley, passes
without saluting them in front of the great djamra, 500
yards farther on the middle one, and 400 yards
beyond he comes to djamrat al-^Akaba (Rif-at, i, 328).
There he throws 7 stones, and this is one of the four
ceremonies which on the tenth day are intended to
remove his state of sanctity. He must also have his
hair shaved (halk), sacrifice a victim (nahr) and return
in procession to Mecca (ifadd). This last rite prepares
the sexual deconsecration; the three others together
abolish the prohibitions of the hadjdi. but the legists
are not agreed on the order in which they have to be
accomplished. The hadtths say that the Prophet replied
to the pilgrims who were worried, not having followed
the order in which he had himself followed them, Id
haradja "no harm (in that)" (al-Bukhari, Hadjdj. bdbs
125, 130 etc.). It is explained that the Prophet on this
day of rejoicing did not wish to hurt the feelings of the
ignorant Bedouins. We may imagine that these cArab
did not follow the customs of the Kuraysh and that
Muhammad had neither the time nor the inclination
to impose his own choice between the varying
customs.
Muhammad began with the lapidation at al-Akaba.
After the halk, the sacrifice and the ifdtfa, he returned
to spend the night in Mina. Then on the llth, 12th
and 13th days, he cast 7 stones at the three djamardt,
ending with that of al-cAkaba. The pilgrims imitating
him ought therefore to throw 7 + (7 x 3 x 3) = 70
stones. But in general, they take advantage of the
liberty (rukhsa) given them by the hadith, to leave Mina
finally on the 12th day and therefore only to throw
7 + ( 7 x 2 x 3 ) = 49 stones. It is probable that there
was no ancient usage; the presence of the bodies of the
sacrificial victims made Mina a horrible place. It is
difficult to see how Wavell (Pilgrim, 202) threw 63
stones, i.e. 7 x 3 x 3 ; this is, however, the number of
victims which, according to tradition, Muhammad
sacrificed with his own hand, one for each year of his
life.
The stoning of al-cAkaba is done on the 10th day by
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the pilgrims in ihrdm\ those of the three days following
by the deconsecrated pilgrims. The whole business is
not a fundamental element of the pilgrimage (rukn).
Little stones are thrown, larger than a lentil, but
less than a nut, what the old Arabs called hasa 'l-khadhf
which were thrown either with the fingers or with a little lever of wood forming a kind of sling (mihhdhafa: alTirmidhl, iv, 123). A hadith forbids this dangerous
game, which might knock out an eye but is not strong
enough to kill an enemy; it must therefore have had
something magical or pagan in its character. The
stones have to be collected of the proper size and not
broken from a rock. Gold, silver, precious stones,
etc., are condemned; but some texts allow, in addition
to date-stones, a piece of camel-dung or a dead sparrow, which we find are also the means used by the
women of the Djahiliyya at the end of their period of
isolation to remove the impurity of their widowhood
and prepare a new personality. It is recommended
that the seven stones for the lapidation of al-cAkaba
should be gathered at the masjfar al-haram at Muzdalifa, outside of Mina. As a rule, the 63 others are
gathered in the valley of Mina, but outside of the
mosque and far from the djamardt to avoid their having
already been used (Ibn Taymiyya, 383). Besides, it is
thought that stones accepted by Allah are carried
away by angels. Stones collected but not used should
be buried; they have assumed a sacred character
which makes them dangerous.
The model pilgrimage of the Prophet fixed the time
of the djamrat al-**Akaba for the day of the 10th Dhu '1Hidjdja. It shows him beginning the ifdda of Muzdalifa after the prayer at dawn (fadjr) and casting the
stones after sunrise. But by survival of an ancient
custom more than for reasons of convenience, other
times are allowed by law. Al-Shafi c i, against the three
other imams, permits the c Akaba ceremony before
sunrise (Ri^at, i, 113); in general, the time is extended to the whole morning (duhd}, till afternoon (zawdt),
till sunset, till night, till the morning of the day following; these infractions of the normal routine are atoned
for by a sacrifice or alms, varying with the different
schools. The djamardt of the three days of the tashrik
take place in the zawdi. here again there are various
opinions (al-Bukhan, Hadjdj. bdb 134). In fixing the
time of the lapidations, the law has always
endeavoured to avoid any Muslim rite, e.g. prayer,
coinciding with one of the three positions of the sun by
day, rising, noon, setting. AJ. Wensinck asserted (in
HADJDJ, at vol. Ill, 32b) the probability of the solar
character of the pagan hadjdj.
Muhammad made his lapidation at al-c Akaba from
the bottom of the valley, mounted on his camel, turned towards the djamra, with the Ka c ba on his left and
Mina on his right, standing at a distance of five cubits
(eight feet). But there are other possible positions.
Rifat (i, 328) gives the djamra the following dimensions: 10 feet high and 6 feet broad on a rock 5 feet
high (see the photographs, ibid.). It is said to have
been removed at the beginning of Islam and replaced
in 240/854-5 (al-Azraki, 212). Muhammad made the
lapidations of the other two djamardt on foot, turning
towards the kibla. In brief, the stones are cast in the
attitude one happens to be in. The position facing the
Great Devil is explained by the nature of the ground,
but it would also be in keeping with the idea of a curse
cast in the face of a fallen deity. The position which
makes the pilgrim turn towards the Kacba is due to
the Muslim legend of the tempter Satan and to the
rule of the takbir, which will be explained below.
According to the sunna, the stones are placed on the
thumb and bent forefinger and thrown, one by one,

as in the game of marbles. However, the possibility of
the stones having been thrown together in a handful
has been foreseen, and it was decided that this should
only count as one stone and that the omission could be
made good. The stone should not be thrown violently
nor should one call "look out! look out!" (alTirmidhi, iv, 136), a pagan custom which the modern
Bedouins still retained until quite recently (Rifat, i,
89). It seems that Muhammad put some strength into
it, for he raised his hand "to the level of his right
eyebrow" (al-Tirmidhl, iv, 135) and showed his armpit (al-Bukhari, Hadjdj_, bdb 141).
In Islam, the casting of each stone is accompanied
by pious formulae. It is generally agreed that the
talbiya is no longer pronounced at cArafa or at least
before the lapidation of al-c Akaba (al-Bukhan, Hadjdj.
bdb 101); some writers however approve of it after alc
Akaba. The tahlil and tasbih are permitted, but it is
the takbir which is recommended (Ibn Taymiyya, 382;
al-Bukharl, Hadjdj., bdbs 138, 143). The spiritual
evolution of the rites even sees in this the essential
feature of the rite, the throwing of the stone and the
figure formed in throwing it by the thumb and forefinger forming an ^ukd which represents 70, being no
more than symbolical and mnemonic gestures. "The
throwing of the stones was only instituted to cause the
name of God to be repeated" (al-Tirmidhi, iv, 139).
To al-Ghazall (Ihyd*, i, 192), it is an act of submission
to God and of resistance to Satan, who seeks to turn
man away from the fatigues of the hadjdj. but the rite
is without rational explanation min ghayr1 hazzm li 7<akll wa 'l-nafs' fihi (cf. Goldziher, Richtungen, 252).
The devout man adds a prayer (du^d*) which is as a
rule quasi-ritual. The usual one is Alldhumma 'dfalhu
hadjdj?"
mabrur3" wa-dhanb°n maghfur*"
wa-sa^y""
mashkuran "Lord, make this pilgrimage a pious one,
pardon our sins and recompense our efforts!" There
is, as a matter of fact, after the stoning, a halt, a
wukuf, before the two higher djamardt, that at the
second being especially long: the duration is
calculated by the recitation of the sura of the Cow (II),
or of Joseph (XII), or of the Family of c lmran (III) by
altering the indication in the hadith (al-Bukhan,
Hadjdj. bdbs 135-7). This would take the place of an
ancient ceremony of imprecation.
Breaches of the rules for the performance of these
diverse ceremonies, especially as regards the number
of stones thrown and the time when they are thrown
(<Umda, iv, 767 ff.; Rifat, i, 113), are punished by
atonements, the exact nature of which the legists
delight to vary, from the sacrifice of an animal to the
giving of a mudd of food in alms.
The Muslim teachers have sought to explain the
lapidations of Mina. Some exegetes (e.g. al-Tabari,
To/sir, xxv, 167) have seen quite clearly that they
represent ancient rites and have compared the ramy of
the tomb of Abu Ridjal. Others are known, for example at the well of Dhu '1-Hulayfa (Lammens, Betyles,
94). The works quoted [see HADJDJ] show the spread
of this rite and the cases in which we are certain that
it is a question of the driving away or the expulsion of
evil. Stones used to be thrown behind an individual
whom one wished never to return (al-Hamadhani,
Makdmdt, ed. Beirut, 23). At Alexandria, tired people
used to go and lie down on a fallen pillar, throw 7
stones behind them on a pile "like that of Mina",
then go away quite recuperated (al-Kalkashandi, Subh
al-acshd, iii, 322). But comparisons would take us out
of the region of Arabia (Lods, Prophetes d'Israel, 354).
Popular legend has connected the lapidation, like
many other rites, with Abraham. It was Abraham or
Hagar or Ishmael, or even Muhammad, that Satan
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wished to deter from accomplishing the rites of the
hadjdj and who chased him, whoever this was, away
with stones. If we conclude that he is rad^tm, we are
some way to the explanation of sura LXVII 5 (see
above).
One would like to be able to locate the lapidations
among the rites of the pre-Islamic pilgrimage. One
would first have to have a clear idea of the meaning
and details of the ceremonies and of the part played by
lapidations and sacred piles of stones in Semitic and
Mediterranean antiquity. Stoning seems to have been
a rite of expulsion of evil which coincided with the
deconsecration of the pilgrim and seems to protect his
return to everyday life. It is possible that lapidations
at one time followed the sacrifices which perhaps took
place at c Arafa and Muzdalifa.
To sum up, the lapidation at Mina has been by
turns interpreted as a vestige of the cult of the dead
(refs. in Lammens, Le culte des betyles, 39 and esp.
96 ff.); a rite honouring protective deities, after the
manner of the 'EpfiocTov (refs. in Fahd, La divination
arabe, 189 n. 1); a symbol of the expulsion of
malevolent spirits (averuncatio), in the sense given by
Tradition to the rite at Mina (refs. in ibid., 189); a
gesture of cursing against certain tombs of persons of
sinister memory (ibid., n. 3); and, finally, as an act of
scopelism born out of the hatred of the nomads for the
sedentaries (see V. Chauvin, Le jet de pierres au
pelerinage a la Mekke, in Annales de I'Academie Royale d'Archeologie, 74, 5th ser., iv [Antwerp 1902], 272-300, a
thesis refuted by Van Vloten and Th. Houtsma; refs.
in Fahd, 189 n. 4).
In regard to the basic sense of ajamra [q.v.], pi.
ajimdr, which designates, among other things, the
tribe (kabila}, this rite seems merely to have been in
origin a simple gesture of coming together, done by
means of a ballot. In practice this term denotes essentially the internal uniting of all the fractions of a tribe
or a tribal grouping (see TA, .iii, 129: al-ajamra alkabila indammat fa-sdrat yad°n wdhida1?n la tandammu ild
ahad1" wa-ld tuhdlifu ghayra-ha). Thus "the secondary
sense, expressed in ajamra, pi. ajimdr, 'pile of pebbles',
allows the gesture of union, which renews the tribe
periodically or occasionally, to be represented as
being like the throwing of a pebble on a precise spot,
near to a sacred site or in the midst of an encampment, done by all the members of the tribe or by the
heads of the clans composing it, and thus symbolising
the indissoluble unity of the tribe and its adhesion to
a decision which has been taken. The standing at
Mina which ends the sacred sequence of the
Pilgrimage, before entry into the sacred city, lends
itself well to the idea of a renewal of a pact of union
between clans and tribes. In short, the basic aim of the
Meccan Pilgrimage was to serve as a rallying point for
all the Arab tribes, involving the exclusion of all outsiders, in order to put an end to the internal quarrels
between tribes and in order to undertake common action aimed at permanently opposing all outside intervention in this inviolable centre of the Arabian
peninsula" (Fahd, op. cit., 190).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Ibrahim Rifat Pasha, Mir^dt alHaramayn, Cairo 1344/1925-6, 2 vols.; Ibn
Taymiyya, Risdlat Mandsik al-hadjdj. in Maajmucat
al-rasdW al-kubrd, Cairo 1323/1905, ii, 355; T.
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(M. GAUDEFROY-DEMOMBYNES-[T. FAHD])
RADJMAHAL, a former city of Muslim Bengal
during Mughal times, now a small town 6 km/4 miles
to the east of the ruinous Mughal site, in the Santal
Parganas District of Bihar Province in the Indian
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Union (lat. 25° 3'N, long. 87° 50'E.). To its west
run the basaltic Radjmahal Hills of central Bihar.
Radjmahal city grew up in the strategically important
gap between the Hills and the right bank of the
Ganges, a corridor defended in Mughal times by the
fortress of Teliagarhi.
When the Radjput governor of the Mughals, Man
Singh [<?.0.], had in 1000/1592 conquered Orissa [see
URISA] , he made the existing settlement Agmahal into
Radjmahal and into the capital of Bengal, and it remained the capital until this was moved to Dacca/Dhaka [q.v. ] in 1069/1659. European travellers
testify to the importance of Radjmahal, which, with
Dhaka, was one of Bengal's two minting centres. It
still had probably some 25,000 to 30,000 inhabitants
in the early 19th century, but its prosperity was
adversely affected by changes in the channels of the
Ganges. It is now notable for a remarkably large
number of significant monuments of Mughal architecture, many now ruinous, including the Akbari
mosque, the Chota ("small") mosque, the Djumma
mosque, the enormous Djami c mosque, etc.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India2, xxi, 768; Catherine B. Asher, in G. Michel (ed.), The
Islamic heritage of Bengal, UNESCO Paris 1984, 11627, withjurther references. (C.E. BOSWORTH)
RADJPUTANA [see RADJASTHAN in Suppl.].
RADJPUTS, i n h a b i t a n t s of India, who claim
to be the modern r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of the
K s h a t r i y a s of ancient tradition. (From the Sanskrit
rdajaputra "a king's son". For the connection between
Radjanya and Kshatriya see Macdonell and Keith,
Vedic index, i, s.v. Ksatriya) The term Radjput has no
racial significance. It simply denotes a tribe, clan, or
warlike class, the members of which claim aristocratic
rank, a claim generally reinforced by Brahman
recognition.
The origin of the Radjputs is a problem which
bristles with difficulties. The theory which was held
earlier this century was that propounded by Bhandarkar, Smith and Crooke. According to this theory,
the Radjputs can be divided into two main classes, the
foreign and the indigenous. The foreign clans, such as
the Cawhans, Calukyas, and Gurdjaras, are the
descendants of invaders of the 5th and 6th centuries of
the Christian era. The indigenous Radjputs include
the Rashtrakutas of the Deccan, the Rathors of
Radjputana proper, and the Candels and Bundelas of
Bundelkhand.
The theory that certain Radjput clans are of foreign
extraction is chiefly based on Radjput legends and
folklore, according to which there are three branches
of Radjputs: the Suradjbansi, or Solar race; the Candrabansi, or Lunar race; and the Agni Kula, or Firegroup. The legend relates how the Agni Kula
Radjputs, that is, the Cawhans, Calukyas, Parihars
(Pratiharas), and the Pramara, originated in a fire-pit
around Mount Abu in southern Radjputana. From
this it has been concluded that the four clans in this
group are related and that the fire-pit represents a rite
of purgation by which the taint of foreign extraction
was removed. Since these writers believed the
Parihars to be invaders of Gurcjjar stock, it was concluded that the other three Agni Kula clans were also
invaders.
According to Smith, the Gurdjaras were invaders
who founded a kingdom around Mount Abu. In time
the rulers of this kingdom, who were known as
Gurdjara-Pratiharas, conquered Kanawdj [q.v.] and
became the paramount power in northern India about
800 A.D. Smith contends that the Pratiharas were a
clan of the Gurdjara tribe. This seems to be the chief
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evidence produced by these writers for the foreign extraction of certain Radjput clans.
It seems wrong to base this theory of foreign descent
principally upon the Agni Kula legend, for Waidya
and other writers have proved this^ to be a myth first
heard of in the Prithwirddj_-rdisd of the poet Cand, who
could not have composed this work before the 12th
century A.D. Recent research has brought to light the
fact that the inscriptions of the Pratiharas and
Cawhans before the 12thj:entury represent them as
Solar Radjputs, while the Calukyas are represented as
of the Lunar race. The Agni Kula legend does not
therefore deserve the prominence given to it by Smith
and other writers. Even the contention that the
Pratiharas were a branch of the Gurdjara tribe has
met with much hostile criticism.
According to the orthodox Hindu view, the
Radjputs are the direct descendants of the Kshatriyas
of the Vedic polity, but this claim is based on fictitious
genealogies. The Kshatriyas of ancient India disappear from history, and this can probably be explained
by invasions from Central Asia which shattered the
ancient Hindu polity. It is accepted that these invading hordes, such as the Yiieh-ci and Hurias,
became rapidly Hinduised, and that their leaders
assumed Kshatriya rank and were recognised as such.
Out of this chaos arose a new Hindu polity with new
rulers, and the families of invaders which became
supreme were recognised as Kshatriyas or Radjputs.
In later times, many chiefs of the so-called aboriginal
tribes also assumed the title of Radjput.
It is therefore safe to assert that the Radjputs are a
very heterogeneous body and probably contain some
survivors of the older Kshatriyas. A mass of legend
arose assigning to the various clans a descent from the
sun and the moon, or from the heroes of the epic
poems. These are the legendary pedigrees recorded in
great detail by Tod. The main argument which can be
brought forward in support of the foreign descent of
certain Radjput clans is the incorporation of
foreigners into the fold of Hinduism to which the
whole history of India bears testimony. Even though
the Agni Kula legend be discredited, it is still possible
to argue that the Radjputs are not a race. Anthropologically they are definitely of mixed origin.
That some Radjputs were of foreign origin can be
proved by the acceptance of the Hunas in the
recognised list of Radjput tribes.
Whatever may be the origin of the Radjputs, we
know that disorder and political disintegration followed the death of Harsha, and that until the Muslim
invasions of northern India the chief characteristic of
this period was the growth and development of the
Radjput clans. Except for about two hundred years,
when the Gurdjara-Pratiharas were the paramount
power in Hindustan, there was constant internecine
warfare between the various Radjput kingdoms. This
weakness considerably facilitated the Muslim conquest. It was not, however, until the days of Muhammad of Ghur that the Radjput dynasties in the plains
were finally overthrown [see MUHAMMAD B. SAM,
MU C IZZ AL-DIN]. Driven from Dihll and Kanawdj, they
retreated into modern Racljputana [see RADJASTHAN in
Suppl.] where they eventually built up a strong position and were able to resist the Muslim invader, for
it cannot be said that the Sultans of Dihll ever really
subdued the Radjputs of Radjputana. Nevertheless,
throughout this period there was constant warfare,
fortresses and strongholds frequently changing hands.
The Radjputs nearest to Dihll were naturally the
weakest because the eastern frontier of Racjjputana
was exposed to attack. The Sultans of Dihll appear to

have realised the value of communications with the
western coast, and we find that the route between
Dihll and Gudjarat via Adjmer was usually open to
imperial armies. The chief menace to the Radjputs
was not from Dihll but from the independent Muslim
kingdoms of Gudjarat [q.v.] and Malwa [q.v. ].
The outstanding feature of the period from the end
of the so-called Sayyid rule to the final invasion of
Babur [q. v. ] was the growth of Radjput power in
northern India under Rana Sariga [q.v.] of Mewaf
[q. v. ]. Taking advantage of the weakness of the Lodls
[q. v. ] under Ibrahim and of the war between Gudjarat
and Malwa, he had extended his sway over the greater
part of modern Radjputana. The battle of Khanu^a in
1527, when Babur shattered his power, marks a
turning-point in the history of Muslim rule in India,
for the Radjputs never again attempted to regain their
lost dominions on the plains and contented themselves
with remaining on the defensive. After Khanu^a, the
place of the Sesodias in Radjput politics was taken by
the Rathors, the growth of whose power under
Maldeo of Marwar was facilitated by the struggle between Humayun [q.v.] and Sher Shah. Akbar's
Radjput policy was based on conquest and conciliation. The fall of Citawf and Ranthambhor made him
master of the greater part of Radjputana, with the exception of Mewaf [ q . v . ] , which was not completely
subdued until the reign of Djahanglr [0.0.]. The
reversal of Akbar's conciliatory policy produced the
great Hindu reaction of Awrangzfb's reign, when,
faced at the same time with the Radjputs of the north
and the Marathas [q.v.] of the Deccan, Awrangzlb
[q.v.] was unable to concentrate on either campaign.
But internal dissensions once more prevented the
Radjputs from taking advantage of the decline of
Mughal power, and, in the second half of the 18th
century, they proved no match for the Marathas, who
easily overran their country. It was not until the beginning of the 19th century, when the British were at
war with the Marathas, that they entered into political
relations with the Radjput states. Before the end of the
year 1818, the group of states which in British Indian
times comprised Radjputana had been taken under
British protection.
In British India of the 1930s, there were 10,743,091
Racjjputs distributed throughout the country as
follows: United Provinces, 3,756,936; Pandjab,
2,351,650; Bihar and Orissa, 1,412,440; Radjputana,
669,516; Central Provinces and Berar, 506,087;
Gwalior, 393,076; Central India, 388,942; Bombay,
352,016; Djammu and Kashmir, 256,020; Western
India States, 227,153; Bengal, 156,978; Baroda,
94,893; and Haydarabad 88,434 (1931 Census report}.
It will be noted that, in Radjputana, only 669,516
Radjputs were to be found out of a total population of
11,225,712. The native states of Radjputana were ruled by Racljputs, with the exception of Tonk, which
was Muslim, and Bharatpur and Dholpur, which was
Djat. the chief Radjput clans in Radjputana are the
Rathor, Kac'hwaha, Cawhan, Djadon, Sesodia, Ponwar, Parihar, Tonwar and Djhala. RadjasthanI is the
mother tongue of 77% of the inhabitants of this area.
It is interesting to note that in some parts of India,
Radjputs have embraced Islam, as for example the
Manhas, Katils and Salahria of the Pandjab.
Bibliography. In addition to the standard works
on the history of India, see C.U. Aitchison, Treaties,
engagements, andsanads, iii, 1909; D.R. Bhandarkar,
Gurjaras, in JBBRAS, xxi (1902-4); W. Crooke,
Rajputs and Mahrattas, inJ.R. Anthropological Institute,
xi (1910); K.D. Erskine, The Western Rajputana
States, 1909; R.C. Majumdar, The Gurjara-
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Pratihdras, in Journal of the Department of Letters,
Calcutta University, x (1923); M.S. Mehta, Lord
Hastings and the Indian States, 1930; G.H. Ojha,
Rdjputdne kd Itihds, fasc. i, Adjmer 1925, ii, 1927;
B.N. Reu, History of the Rdshtrakutas (Rdthodas),
Jodhpur 1933; A.M. Rose, Glossary of the tribes and
castes of the Punjab and North-West Frontier Province,
1914, iii, s.v. Rajputs; R.V. Russell, Tribes and
castes of the Central Provinces, iv, 1916; V.A. Smith,
The Gurjaras of Rdjputana andKanauj, mJRAS(\9Q9);
J. Tod, Annals and antiquities of Rajasthan, 3 vols.,
1920; C.V. Vaidya, History of mediaeval Hindu India,
3 vols., Poona 1921-6; R.C. Majumdar et alii
(eds.), The history and culture of the Indian people, v. The
struggle for empire11, Bombay 1966, 61 ff., 161 ff.;
ibid., vi. The Delhi Sultanate, Bombay 1960, 326-61;
A. Wink, Al-Hind. The making of the Indo-Islamic
world, i, Leiden 1990, 277-303.
(C. COLLIN DAVIES)
RADKAN, the site of a m e d i a e v a l I s l a m i c
m o n u m e n t in northern Persia. The tomb tower (Iranian National Monument 145) sits on the edge of an
isolated, 1,300 metre long valley in the Alburz Mountains north of the Nika River, 70 km/43 miles east of
Nika in the province of Mazandaran. It is often
known as Radkan West to distinguish it from another
tomb tower, the Mll-i Radkan at Radkan East near
Tus in Khurasan. The cylindrical tower (height 35 m;
exterior diameter 9.8 m; interior diameter 5.80 m) is
built of baked brick and is topped with a conical roof.
An inscription plaque in terra cotta once stood over
the entrance doorway, and another inscription band
in Pahlavi and Arabic (illustrated in KITABAT, PI.
XIX, no. 22) encircles the tower below the roof. Both
record that the patron was the amir and ispahbad Abu
Dja c far Muhammad b. Wandarin Bawand and that
the building was constructed during his lifetime between Rabi* II 407/September-October 1016 and 4117
1020-1. He was a member of the first branch of the
Bawand [q.v.] dynasty, the Kayusiyya, which ruled
the mountainous area south of the Caspian 45397/665-1006. The family lost power when the
ispahbad Shahriyar revolted agajnst the Ziyarid Kabus
b. Wushmglr [q. v. ], was captured, and later executed,
but several local princes such as Muhammad b. Wandarln continued to rule in isolated localities. The tomb
tower at Radkan exemplifies a type of funerary construction which became common in the area at the
time (the most striking example is the stellate tower
that Kabus ordered in 397/1006-7 at nearby
Gunbadh-i Kabus) and is remarkable for its superb
inscriptions in plaited Kufic script.
Bibliography: E. Diez, Churasanische Baudenkmdler, Berlin 1918, 36-9, 87-100; RCEA, nos. 231213; E. Herzfeld, Postsasanidische Inschriften, in Archaeologischen Mitteilungen aus Iran, iv (1933), 140-7;
S.S. Blair, The monumental inscriptions from early
Islamic Iran and Transoxiana, Leiden, 1991, no. 31.
(SHEILA S. BLAIR)
AL-RADUYANl, Muhammad b. c Umar, a u t h o r
of the first Persian treatise on rhetoric, the Kitdb
Tarajumdn al-baldgha. The little that can be inferred
about the author's life is known from the Tarajumdn
itself; no other source mentions him. According to the
researches of A. Ates, he seems to have lived in Transoxania, and his book was written between 481/1088,
the beginning of the Karakhanid Ahmad Khan's incarceration at the hand of Malik Shah, as mentioned
in one of the poems quoted, and 507/1114, the date of
the unique ms. of the Tarajumdn, the madjmu^a Istanbul, Fatih 5413, fols. 233a-290a.
As al-Raduyanl explicitly states (Tardjumdn, 3), his
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book was modelled on the Arabic Mahdsin al-kaldm of
Abu '1-Hasan Nasr b. al-Hasan al-Marghlnani,
recently published by G.J. van Gelder as K. alMahdsinfi 'l-nazm wa 'l-nathr (see Bibl.}. However, in
spite of his assertion, there are substantial differences
between the two works in size and structure, e.g. the
Mahdsin has about 33 rhetorical figures as opposed to
73 in the Tardjumdn, the figures being slightly
misleading because of different taxonomies; also, the
Mahdsin uses examples from Kur 3 an and Hadlth,
which are totally lacking in the Tarajumdn (see further,
Ates, Introd. to Tard^umdn, 39-42).
The Tarajumdn in turn was known to Rashld alDln-i Watwat (d. 573/1177 [q.v.]), who found it lacking and wrote his own Hadd^ik al-sihrfi dakd^ik al-shi^r
to supersede it (Hadd^ik, 1). He does not mention the
author's name. Later sources do not seem to have had
direct access to the Tarajumdn and uniformly attribute
it to the poet Farrukhl (d. 429/1037-8 (?) [q.v.]).
Whereas Watwat adduces both Persian and Arabic
examples, all poetic examples in the Tarajumdn are in
Persian. Due to its early date it is an important source
for the beginnings of Persian poetry (see Ates, Etude,
and Lazard).
Bibliography: Ahmed Ates (ed. and introd.),
Kitdb Tarcumdn al-baldga yazan Muhammed b. ^Omar
ar-Rdduydm, Istanbul 1949 (contains also a facs. of
the ms.), an earlier version of the introd. in a German tr. by H. Ritter, in Oriens, i (1948), 45-52;
idem, Etude sur le Tarcumdn al-baldga et sur la maniere
dont la poesie per sane s'est conservee jusqu'd nos jours, in
Turk Dili ve Edebiyati Dergisi, iii (1949), 257-65; G.J.
van Gelder (ed.), Two Arabic treatises on stylistics: alMarghindni's al-Mahasin fi 'l-nazm wa-'l-nathr and
Ibn Aflah's Muqaddima, formerly ascribed to alMarghindm, Istanbul 1987; Rashld al-Dln-i Watwat, Hadd^ik al-sihr ft dakd^ik al-shi^r, ed. c Abbas
Ikbal, Tehran 1339/[1960]; G. Lazard, Les premiers
poetes persans (IXe-Xe siecles), 2 vols., Tehran 1964.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
RADWA, the name of the crags west of M e d i n a ,
occasionally mentioned in connection with the mountain Thabir (Sirat al-Habasha, 86). Lying behind
Yanbu c , between the regions of Madyan [see MADYAN
SHU C AYB] and Mecca, they were known to Ptolemy
(Sprenger, Die alte Geographic, nos. 28, 30) and are
mentioned by Ibn Ishak (The life of Muhammad, tr.
413, 542). Al-HamadhanI quotes a tradition, according to which the Prophet said: "May God be satisfied
(radiya) with it (Radwa)!" Abu Karib, leader of the
Kuraybiyya [^.z>.], a sub-sect of the Kaysaniyya, is
said to have believed that Muhammad b. alHanafiyya, a son of CA1T b. Abl Talib, was alive hidden in the mountains of Radwa.
Bibliography: Hasan b. Ahmad al-Hayml, Sirat
al-Habasha, ed. and tr. E. van Donzel, Stuttgart
1986; A. Sprenger, Die alte Geographic Arabiens als
Grundlage der Entwicklungsgeschichte des Semitismus,
repr. Amsterdam 1966; Ibn Ishak, The life of
Muhammad, tr. A. Guillaume, London-New York
1955; Ibn al-Faklh al-Hamadhani, Abrege du Livre
des Pays, tr. H. Masse, ed. by Ch. Pellat, Damascus
1973, 25, 30, 257; D.H. Hogarth, The penetration of
Arabia, New York 1904, 182, 289; A. Musil, The
northern Hegdz, a topographical itinerary, New York
1926; A. Al-Wohaibi, The northern Hijaz in the
writings of the Arab geographers 800-1150, Beirut 1973.

(Eo.)
RAFC (A.), literally, "elevation, the act of raising something".
1. As a technical term of Arabic grammar
Here it denotes the vowel lul which affects the final
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consonant of words (nouns and verbs) which are inflected (mu^rab). The term indicates not a function but
the position of the tongue "raised" (marfu^ towards
the top of the palate in order to pronounce the vowel
lul'. European grammarians see in this vowel the mark
of the nominative case of nouns and the mark of the
indicative mood in verbs.
Nouns "raised" (marfucdt) by the vowel lul are of
five kinds:
(1) The inchoative (mubtada3), which is to be connected (musnad) with an item of information, and
which is stripped (mudj_arrad, mu^arrd) of any regent
(cdmil) which is expressed (lafzt); it is "raised" by the
fact of beginning a piece of speech utterance (ibtidd3),
which is an understood (macnawi) regent.
(2) The noun which is a predicate (khabar), to which
the inchoative is connected (musnad ilayhi). For certain
of the Basran grammarians (including Slbawayh and
Ibn al-Sarradj), it is "raised" at the same time by
both the act of beginning and by the noun which
forms this; for other Basran grammarians, it is
"raised" by the act of beginning by means of (biwdsita) the noun which forms this; for the Kufans, it
is "raised" solely by the act of beginning.
(3) The noun which is an agent (/aciV) built upon a
verb formed (buniya) for it and to which it is connected; it is "raised" by this verb, which is what one
is talking about (md yuhaddath ^anhu).
(4) The noun which is a direct object (rnaful bihi)
built upon a verb formed by it and to which it is connected, but whose agent is not named (summiya); it is
"raised" by this verb, which is what one is talking
about (md yuhaddath canhu).
(5) The noun which is assimilated (mushabbah) to the
agent in actual utterance (lafz). This noun comes after
incomplete verbs, such as kdna and its sisters, which
are not genuine (hakiki) verbs, since they express only
time. It can also come after two negative particles
assimilated to these verbs, such as md and Idta in the
dialect of the Hidjaz; it is "raised" by this verb or by
this particle.
As for the "similar" (muddric [q.v. ]) verb, it is
"raised" by an understood (ma^nawt) regent, which is
the fact that it occupies (wuku*-) the place (mawki*) of
a noun, whatever its inflexion might be.
Bibliography: G. Troupeau, Lexique-Index du
Kitdb de Sibawayhi, 101-2; Mubarrad, K. alMuktadab, ed. cUc!ayma, i, 8-9, iv, 126-35; Ibn alSarradj, K. al-Usul, ed. Fatll, i, 58-98, ii, 146-7; Ibn
al-Anbari, K. Asrdr al-^arabiyya, ed. Seybold, 28-41,
124-9; Ibn Yacish, Shark al-Mufassal, ed. Cairo, i,
74-101, vii, 12-14.
(G. TROUPEAU)
2. As a technical t e r m in the science o f M u slim
t r a d i t i o n = hadith [ q . v . ] .
Beside the verbal noun, the passive participle marfuc
(plural marfucdt), "lifted up", is commonly used. An
isndd [q.v.] of a tradition is marfuc, when it is, as it
were, "lifted up", sc. to the level of the Prophet
Muhammad, supporting a main (= text) containing
either his words and/or describing some activity of his
as transmitted by one of his Companions. (In contrast, when the transmission of such a tradition is put
in the mouth of a Successor, who could not possibly
have been present, or someone who lived even later,
one speaks of a mursal [q.v.] isndd; on the other hand,
when the text of a tradition does not contain a mention of the Prophet, but describes the words and/or
deeds of a Companion or somebody later, tradition
science defines that as a mawkuf tradition, a qualification also applied to its isndd, since it has literally
"stopped" at the Companion.)
During the initial stages of hadith transmission, a

time roughly coinciding with the first three quarters of
the lst/7th century, the necessity of naming one's
source(s) was not yet generally felt. In the course of
the last few decades of that century, however, the isndd
as authentication device came into use. In order to
validate a report of which one claimed that it described an event of the past, one was requested to call
an older authority to witness. The earliest isndds contained only one name, mostly that of an alleged expert
in legal or ritual matters, a Companion or somebody
of a later generation, resulting in a mawkuf isndd
strand, or the Prophet himself, resulting in a mursal
isndd, thus without a Companion. But, as a result of
inaccurate handling of isndds and/or because of widespread isndd fabrication, they became subject to a
more sophisticated evaluation, which resulted in the
course of time in fully-fledged isndd criticism. Merely
supplying mawkuf or mursal isndds in an attempt to
guarantee the veracity of a report which one wished to
circulate was no longer sufficient, and the call for
isndds ending in a Companion, who reported on the
authority of the Prophet, became louder. Muslim
tradition scholars generally credit the founder of the
legal school that bears his name, Muhammad b. Idris
al-Shaficr (d. 204/820) [ q . v . ] , with the foresight of
having been the first to emphasise the authority of
marfu*- isndds, more so than the other types of isndd
strands. This was also underlined in western studies,
notably in those of J. Schacht (cf. his The origins of
Muhammadan jurisprudence, Oxford 1950, ch. 3). As
from al-Shafici's days, the prestige of these latter types
began to diminish and traditions supported by them
gradually failed to attract the attention of tradition
collectors, while supplying marfu*- isndd strands, which
in the beginning were vastly outnumbered by the
other types as is especially clear in the pre-canonical
hadith collections, became the rule.
The qualification marfu** for an isndd strand does not
necessarily imply that it is at the same time beyond
criticism. To be considered unassailable, the strand
has to show up an uninterrupted string of names of
known transmitters, from the Prophet to the collector
in whose collection that strand turns up. At the same
time, each pair of transmitters in that string of names
must be believed to have transmitted from one another. For this quality of a strand the technical term
muttasil is used. Because not each muttasil strand is
marfu*, but can "stop" at a Companion ( = muttasil
mawkuf) and because not every marfuc is at the same
time muttasil (e.g. a munkatic marfu*), a strand deemed
genuinely reliable has to be both marfuc as well as muttasil; for both terms taken together the technical term
musnad [q.v.] came into use. It is only a tradition with
a main supported by a musnad isndd strand which may
have a claim to be considered sahih [ q . v . ] , "sound".
The Arabic root r-f-c has given rise to yet another
derivative being widely used in a technical sense in the
context of hadith. With the prestige of marfu* strands
gradually increasing, but especially after al-Shafici's
insistence on them, many transmitters became known
as raffdcun, i.e. people who developed the habit of frequently "raising" isndd strands "to the level" of
marfucdt, either by inserting the name of a Companion
in mursal strands which they had, or replacing the actor in a mawkuf-supported main by the Prophet.
In later times certain form rules were less strictly
observed. Thus the mention of the Prophet was often
dropped in a saying ascribed to him by the mere addition of the adverbially used marfu*an after the name of
the Companion of that saying's isndd strand. Alternative loose formulae for this were the verbal forms
yarfa^u 'l-hadith, yanmihi, yablughu bihi or riwayatan im-
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mediately following the name of the Companion in an
isndd strand. Reports, furthermore, in which
Companions are alleged to have said: "We used to do
(or say) such and such a thing in the time of the
Prophet", were considered mawkuf as to the actual
wording but marfu^ as to the underlying meaning,
since they implied Muhammad's tacit approval, in
Arabic taknr (plural taknrdt}. Moreover, although
Muhammad's name is not mentioned, additional
statements in a matn such as: "... while the Kur 3 an
was still being revealed", or a Companion's assertion
that a certain Kur 3 an verse pertained to one particular
situation to which he bore witness, were likewise considered to be ra0r/uc-supported, but only by
implication.
Bibliography. For the usages of the derivatives
of r-/-c and accompanying casuistry, including
juridical authority, see Ibn al-Salah, al-Mukaddima
[ft ^ulum al-hadith], ed. c A 3 isha c Abd al-Rahman
Bint al-Shati3, Cairo 1974, 122-30; Nawawl,
Takrib, tr. W. Marcais inJA, 9C serie, xvi (1900),
506-13; SuyutI, Tadnb al-rawi, ed. C A. c Abd alLatif, 183-93; al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl, al-Kifdya fi
^ilm al-riwdya, Haydarabad 1357, 415-24; SubhT alSalih, <iUlum al-hadith wa-mustalahuhu, Damascus
1959, 226 ff.; for the role of the raf- phenomenon in
the proliferation and fabrication of traditions, as
well as a list of raffd^un, see G.H.A. Juynboll,
Muslim tradition. Studies in chronology, provenance and
authorship of early hadlth, Cambridge 1983, index
s.v. raf~ and raffd^', idem, Some notes on Islam's first
fuqaha 5 distilled from early hadlth literature, in Arabica,
xxxix (1992), 287-314.
(G.H.A. JUYNBOLL)
RAF C [see TALAK].
RAFAH, conventional modern rendering Rafah,
originally a t o w n 5 km/3 miles inland from the
eastern Mediterranean (lat. 31° 18' N.,long. 34° 15'
E.), on the borders of Egypt and Palestine and now
administratively divided between Egypt and the
Israeli-occupied Gaza Strip as two separate towns.
The name is ancient, and appears in Egyptian
records of ca. 1300 BC as RPH. In Byzantine times it
was part of Palestina Prima and a prosperous place,
depicted on the famous Madaba map. At the time of
the Arab invasions, it seems to have surrendered to
c
Amr b. al-cAs on condition of paying the poll-tax and
the ^ushr [q. v. ] in return for security of life and property: subsequently, it was included in the djund [q.v.} of
Filastln. The Arabic geographers often mention it as
a stage on the route between Damascus and Egypt
and as being in the zone of djifdr, sand dunes difficult
to traverse. However, water was easily available
through digging, and in the 18th century Asad alLukayml(d. 1765), en route for Jerusalem, compared
the water from Rafah's well to that of the Nile in its
sweetness. The geographer
al-Muhallabi (d.
376/986), cited by al-Kalkashandi, says that the
population of this madina was composed of Lakhm and
Djudham tribesmen; it had a market, a mosque with
a minbar, funduks, and was administered by a wall alma^una who had a force of soldiers at his disposal.
Modern archaeological surveys and investigations
have disclosed a number of derelict settlements in the
neighbourhood, including on the coast, Tall Rafah,
which served as the town's landing-place. Yakut
describes Rafah as ruinous in his own time, and for
several centuries it is hardly mentioned.
But in the 19th century it regained some of its old
importance, being from 1865 a telegraph station on
the Damascus-Cairo line. In 1870 the Khedive Isma c fl
visited the place, and two granite columns were
erected to define the border there of Egypt and Ot-
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toman Syria. Subsequently, however, Rafah became
a point of dispute. In 1898 c Abbas Hilmi [q. v.] visited
it after threats of an Ottoman annexation of the Sinai
peninsula, discouraged at this time by British
diplomatic intervention; but in April 1906 the Ottomans occupied Rafah, removed the two columns
and uprooted the telegraph poles. Negotiations followed, and the borders were defined in October 1906,
with the telegraphic service restored and telephone
and camel postal services introduced. During the First
World War, British forces under Sir Archibald Murray occupied Rafah in June 1917, establishing a
military camp; a double-track, standard-gauge
railway from al-Kantara to Rafah, thence to Beersheba, was built. The town later grew by the settlement of Bedouins there and, after 1948, of Palestinian
refugees; and in 1956 and 1967 it was occupied by
Israeli forces. Following the Camp David Accords and
the peace treaty between Israel and Egypt of 1978,
Palestinian Rafah was again separated from its Egyptian counterpart.
Bibliography. 1. For the classical A r a b i c
s o u r c e s , see Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems,
517, and Marmardji, Textes geographiques arabes sur la
Palestine, 80, also Ibn Fadl Allah al- c Umarf, Masdlik
al-absdr, ed. Ayman Fu D ad Sayyid, Cairo 1985, 95;
Kalkashandl, Subh, iii, 232, iv, 75-7, 89; Mudjlr alDln al- c UlaymI, al-Uns al-ajalil, c Amman 1973, ii,
67.
2. S t u d i e s . Na c um Shukayr Bey, The history of
Sinai... (in Arabic), Cairo 1916, 19, 122, 175-9,
252-3, 588-616; H.C. Luke and E. Keith-Roach,
The handbook of Palestine and Trans-Jor dan2, London
1930, 286-7; Naval Intelligence Division, Admiralty Handbooks, Palestine and Jordan, London 1943,
index; U. Heyd, Ottoman documents on Palestine 15521615, Oxford 1960, 125-7; Muhammad Ramzl, alKdmus al-djughrdfi li 'l-bildd al-misriyya, Cairo 1963,
ii/4; art. Rafa, in Encyclopaedia Judaica, xiii, 1510;
arts, on history and education and on the town of
Rafah itself, in al-Mawsu^a al-Filistiniyya, Beirut
1990.
(M.A. BAKHIT)
RAFI C B. HARTHAMA, a s o l d i e r of f o r t u n e
who disputed control of Khurasan with other adventurers and with the Saffarid AmTr c Amr b. al-Layth
[q.v.] in the later 3rd/9th century, d. 283/896.
Rafi c had been in the service of the Tahirids [q. v. ],
and after the death in 268/882 at Nlshapur of the
previous contender for power in Khurasan. Ahmad
al-Khudjistam, he set himself up as de facto ruler of
Khurasan, subsequently securing legitimisation from
the c Abbasid caliphs when al-Muwaffak [q.v.] broke
with the Saffarids. By 283/896, however, c Amr
managed to defeat Rafi c and to drive him out of
Khurasan to Kh w arazm, where he was killed.
Bibliography. R. Vasmer, Uber die Munzen der
Saffdnden und ihrer Gegner in Pars und Hurdsdn, in
Num. Zeitschr., N.F., xxiii (1930), 138 ff.; C.E.
Bosworth, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv, 118-20; idem,
The Saffarids of Sistan and the Maliks of Nimruz, Costa
Mesa, Calif. 1993.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RAFI C B AL LAYTH B NASR B SAYYAR, ap
parently the grandson of the last Umayyad governor
of Khurasan Nasr b. Sayyar [q.v. ] and rebel a g a i n s t
the c A b b a s i d c a l i p h a t e in the opening years of the
9th century A.D.
In 190/806 Rafi c led a rising in Samarkand which
turned into a general rebellion throughout Transoxania against the harsh rule and financial exploitation
of the caliphal governor of Khurasan, CA1T b. c lsa b.
Mahan [see IBN MAHAN]. As well as receiving support
from the local Iranian population, Rafi c secured help
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from the Turks of the Inner Asian steppes, the
Toghuz-Oghuz [see GHUZZ] and Karluk [q.v.]. Harun
al-Ra§hId sent against him the commander Harthama
b. A c yan [q.v. ], and was about to take charge of the
campaign against Rafi c personally when he died at
Tus in 193/809. Only after Harun's death did Rafi c
surrender to the successor as cAbbasid governor in the
East, al-Ma D mun, and receive from him amdn or pardon, after which Rafic fades from historical mention.
Bibliography: Barthold, Turkestan down to the
Mongol invasion, 200-1; E.L. Daniel, The political and
social history of Khurasan under Abbasid rule 747-820,
Minneapolis and Chicago 1979, 172-7; C.E.
Bos worth (tr.), The History of al-Tabdri. xxx. The
CAbbasid caliphate in equilibrium, Albany 1989, index,
with the other primary sources (Ya c kubf, Mascudl,
GardTzI, NarshakhT, etc.) indicated at 259 n. 891
and 2_61 n. 894.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RAFIC AL-DIN, MAWLANA SHAH MUHAMMAD B.
SHAH WALI ALLAH B. C ABD AL-RAHIM AL- C UMARI
(after the caliph c Umar b. al-Khaftab), was born in
1163/1750 in Dihll, in a family which enjoyed the
highest reputation in Muslim India for learning and
piety, from the 18th century onwards, and produced
a number of eminent ^ulamd^ up to the Sepoy
Rebellion of 1837-8 (see Siddik Hasan Khan, Ithdf' alnubald\ Kanpur 1288, 296-7; JASB, xiii, 310). He
studied hadith with his father, Shah Wall Allah [see ALDIHLAWI,
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celebrated traditionist in his time, in India.
After the death of his father in 1176/1762-3, he was
brought up by his elder brother Shah cAbd al-cAz!z
(1159-1239/1746-1823), with whom he completed his
studies in the usual sciences, being specially interested
in hadith, kaldm and usul. When about twenty, he
entered upon his career as mufti and mudarris, and later
succeeded in these capacities his brother and teacher,
who, in his old age, had lost his eyesight, and had indifferent health. He died on 6 Shawwal 1233/9 August
1818, at the age of 70 (lunar years), of cholera, and
was buried in their family graveyard outside the city
of DihlT.
He wrote about 20 works, mostly in Arabic and
Persian, and a few in Urdu. He is praised for the
subtlety of his ideas and the conciseness of his style.
Among his works are:
In U r d u : 1. a translation of the Kurgan, interlinear to the Arabic text, which it follows closely
and faithfully. He and his brother cAbd al-Kadir [q. v.}
were the pioneers in this field, though their work was
considerably facilitated by their father Shah Wall
Allah's Persian translation of the Kurgan (entitled
Path al-Rahman fitardjamat al-Kur^dn). The first edition
of Shah RafF al-Dln's translation appeared in Calcutta in 1254/1838-9 and another, in 1266/1849-50. For
some of its numerous editions (from 1866 onwards)
see Blumhardt, Cat. of the Hindustani printed books of the
Libr. of the British Museum, London 1889, 290-1, and
its Supplement, London 1909, 403.
I n A r a b i c : 2 . Takmil al-sind^a or Takmil li-sind^at aladhhdn, dealing with a. logic, b. tahsil, i.e. principles
of dialectics, teaching, learning, authorship and selfstudy, c. mabdhith min al-umur al-^dmma (some
metaphysical discussions) and, d. tatbik al-drd^ (i.e. an
enquiry into the causes and the criteria for judging
conflicting opinions in religious matters). A considerable portion of the work has been quoted in the
Abdjad al-^ulum, 127-35 and 235-70; 3. Mukaddimat alc
*7m; see Abdjad al-^ulum, 124; 4. Risdlat al-Mahabba, a
discourse on the all-pervading nature of love; see Abajad al-'ulum, 254; 5. Tafsir Ayat al-Nur, a commentary
on sura XXIV, 35; 6. Risdlat al-'Arua1 wa 'l-kdfiya; see
Abdjad, 915; 7. Damgh al-bdtil, dealing with some

abstruse problems of the Him al-hakd^ik; 8. a gloss on
Mir Zahid al-Harawi's commentary on Kutb al-DTn
al-Razi's Risdlat al-Tasawwurdt wa 'l-tasdikdt (see GAL,
II 2 , 271); 9. Ibtdl al-bardhin al-hikmiyya <ald usul alhukamd^.
In Persian: 10. Kiydmat-ndma (Lahore 1339;
Haydarabad, undated ed.), on the last judgment also
called Mahshar-ndma (see Browne's Supplementary
handlist, 189). For the two poetical versions, in Urdu,
of this popular work, viz., Athdr-i mahshar
(chronogrammatic name, which gives 1250/1834-5 as
the date of composition), and Athdr-i kiydmat, see
Sprenger, Oudh catalogue, 624, and Blumhardt, Cat.,
290, and for an Urdu prose version, Kiydmat-ndma or
Da^b al-dkhirdt, see Blumhardt, loc. cit.\ 11. Fatdwd,
Dihll 1322; 12. Madjmu^at tis^ rasd^il, Dihll 1314, small
treatises on religious and mystical topics; 13. Shark alSudur bi-sharh hdl al-mawtd wa 'l-kubur, an
eschatological work, in a ms. copy in the Dar alc
Ulum, Deoband, which institution also possesses the
ms. of his 14. Latd^if khamsa, a mystical work (ff. 32).
Bibliography: Besides the references given
above, Malfuzdt Shah ^Abd al-^Aziz Muhaddith Dihlawi
(composed 1233/1818), Meerut 1314, 79, 83-4;
Muhammad b. Yahya (commonly known as alMuhsin) al-Tirhutl, al-Ydnic al-djani fi asdnid alShaykh cAbd al-Ghani (lithogr. on the margin of the
Kashf al-astdr can ridjdl ma^dni 'l-dthdr, and composed
in Medina in 1280/1863), Deoband 1349, 75; $iddlk Hasan Khan, Abdjad al-^ulum, Bhopal 1295,
124, 914-15, and other places mentioned in the article; Kanm al-Dln, Fard^id al-dahr, Dihll 1847, 410;
Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Athar al-sanddid, Dihll 1270,
106; Fakir Muhammad Djihlami, Hadd^ik alhanafiyya, Lucknow 1891, 469; Rahman CA1I,
Tadhkira ^ulamd^-i Hind, Lucknow 1914, 66 (and 4,
24, 51, 63, 223, 276 for notices, etc., of the §hah's
sons and pupils); Bashlr al-Dln Ahmad, Wdki^at
Dihli, Agra 1918, ii, 588-9; Garcin de Tassy,
Histoire de la litterature hindoue et hindoustanie, 2nd ed.,
Paris 1870, ii, 548-9; Saksena, History of Urdu
literature, Allahabad 1927, 253; Ma'drif (an Urdu
monthly published from A c zamgafh, India) for
Nov. 1928, 344 ff.; The Oriental College Magazine,
Lahore (an Urdu quarterly) for Nov. 1925, 42-9
(life, including a biogr. notice from the unpublished
Nuzhat al-khawdtir by Mawwl cAbd al-Hayy of
Lucknow, and a list of works).
(MUHAMMAD &HAFIC)
AL-RAFIDA or AL-RAWAFID, a term that refers to
(i) the proto-Imamiyya (and, subsequently, the
Twelver Shl^a); (ii) any of a number of Sh^I sects. In
this article it is used in the former sense unless otherwise indicated.
The origin of the term is a matter of dispute. 1. Early ImamI heresiographers maintain that the name was
first applied to the adherents of Dja c far al-$adik by alMughlra b. Sacid (executed in 119/737), immediately
after they had dissociated themselves from him [see
MUGHIRIYYA]. 2. Other reports, in contrast, relate it to
the abortive uprising of Zayd b. CA1I against the
Umayyads (in 122/740). According to these reports
(including one from the Kufan historian cAwana b. alHakam and another from Abu Mikhnaf [q.vv. ]), some
Kufans who had initially joined Zayd's camp made
their continued support conditional on his rejection
(rafd) of Abu Bakr and c Umar (or of the entire sahdba).
When Zayd refused to accede to their demands they
deserted him (rafaduhu), thus bringing about his
defeat. The term Rdfia'a is therefore variously said to
recall the desertion of Zayd, the rejection of the first
two caliphs, or both.
The name is used to refer to the proto-Imamiyya in
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statements of dubious authenticity ascribed to the
traditionist al-ShacbT (d. 103/721 or 110/728), and
was current by the mid-2nd/8th century, when it was
reportedly used by (among others) the Zaydl
Sulayman b. Djarir. Not surprisingly, Hasanid circles
were particularly active in propagating anti-RafidT
traditions. Zayd himself is said to have quoted the
Prophet as telling CA1I that he should kill any RafidT
whom he meets; the reason given is that they are
polytheists (Nashwan al-Himyarl, al-Hur al-^in, Cairo
1948, 185). Muhammad is also said to have declared:
"At the end of time there will appear a group ...
called Rawdfidwho will reject (yarfuduna) Islam." According to an account attributed to al-SuddT (d.
127/744-5), Zayd compared the RafidT desertion with
the KharidjI revolt against CA1I (Ibn c Asakir, Ta^rikh
Madtnat Dimashk, facsimile ed., vi, 648). Detractors
argue that rafd is based on Judaism; they allege that
c
Abd Allah b. SabaD [q.v. ] was of Jewish origin, and
claim that anthropomorphism (tashbth), allegedly a
hallmark of Judaism, was first introduced into Islam
by the Rafida (cf. J. van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft,
i, 399-403).'
While Rafida was originally intended as a pejorative
term, the ImamTs soon turned it into an honorific.
The traditionist al-Acmash [q.v.] quotes Dja c far alSadik as explaining that it was bestowed on the Sh^is
by God and is preserved in both the Torah and the
Gospels. According to al-Sadik, there were seventy
men among the people of Pharaoh who rejected their
master and chose to join Moses instead. God therefore
called them Rafida, i.e. those who rejected evil, and
ordered Moses to write this word, in the original
Arabic, in the Torah. After Muhammad's death,
when most of the early adherents of Islam began to
stray from the path of truth, only the ShTcTs rejected
evil. They thus became the successors of the original
Rafida. According to another version, those who renounced Pharaoh were not Egyptians but Israelites
who had adopted (or perhaps been born into)
Pharaoh's religion; having later become aware of
their error, they rejoined their erstwhile co-religionists
(al-Kulml, al-Kafiled. CA1T Akbar al-Ghaffarl, Tehran
1375-7, viii, 34). Yet another account states that the
term was originally applied to Aaron and his followers
by the worshippers of the golden calf, whence it was
given to the followers of CA1I (al- c AmilT al-Bayadi, alSirdt al-mustakim ild mustahikki 'l-takdim, ed. Muhammad Bakir al-Bihbudl, Tehran 1384, i, 323); this
reflects the well-known ImamI tradition that equates
c
AH's position with regard to the Prophet with that of
Aaron with regard to Moses. A retrojection of the
term into an even earlier period occurs in an Imam!
account about Idns [q.v. ]. According to this account,
Idns lived during the reign of the infidel tyrant
BTwarasb (i.e. al-Dahhak, cf. al-MascudI, Muruaj_, ed.
Pellat, §537), who belonged to the progeny of Cain;
those who rejected the tyrant and counted themselves
among the followers (shi^d) of Idns were called Rafida
(al-MascudI, Ithbdt al-wasiyya, Nadjaf 1955, 20-1). Another version, finally, states that the first Rafida were
the seventy followers of Noah ( c Abd al-DjalTl Kazwlm, Kitdb al-Nakd, 585-6).
Rafidism, which first emerged in Kufa, had spread
to Kumm by the end of the 2nd/8th century. Kumm
became a bastion of Rafidl orthodoxy, in contrast to
Kufa, where the various Sh^T sects were in continual
conflict with each other. It was primarily in Kumm
that Rafidl traditions were sifted and collected. The
KummT traditionists were largely Arabs, whereas
those of Kufa were mostly mawdli. Rafidl centres
which arose in the 3rd/9th century included Ahwaz,
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Rayy and Naysabur; by the 4th/10th century,
Rafidism had spread to Tus, to Bayhak and to various
places in Tabaristan and Transoxania, and Baghdad
(particularly the Karkh quarter) had become a
stronghold of RafidT rationalist kaldm (see W.
Madelung, Religious trends in early Islamic Iran, Albany
1988, 78-86).
The early RafidTs combined extreme anti-Sunnl
positions with political quietism. Their most prominent theologians included Zurara b. Acyan (d.
150/767), Shaytan al-Tak, Hisham al-Djawallkl and
Hisham b. al-Hakam (d. 179/795-6 [q.v.]). They were
divided into a number of subsects, some of which are
noted in the list which the prefect of police Ibn alMufaddal drew up for the caliph al-Mahdl (alKishshT, Riajdl, Nadjaf n.d., 227). While disagreeing
on points of detail (as indicated for example by the
title of one of Hisham b. al-Hakam's works, Kitdb alRadd ca/fl Hisham al-Djawaliki), most RafidTs shared a
number of basic doctrines. They affirmed that God
has a form, that his attributes are essentially subject to
change, and that he may reverse his rulings [see
BADA D ]. On the question of the imamate they maintained that CA1T had been appointed as Muhammad's
successor by an explicit designation (nass) and that the
majority of the Companions were sinners or even
unbelievers for failing to support him after the
Prophet's death. The RafidTs asserted further that
c
All's enemies deleted or changed passages in the
Kur D an in which cAlT's rights were mentioned; as a
result the Kur D an as we have it is not identical with the
original revelation. They maintained that both the
Imams and their community were created of a
heavenly substance and are thus sharply distinguished
from the outside world. Only members of this community are believers; they remain in a state of belief
even when they sin, and are guaranteed entry into
Paradise. The Imams are immune from error and sin
[see C ISMA] and are the supreme authority since they
possess virtually limitless knowledge; their teachings
formed the basis for the RafidT legal system. The
RafidTs held that self-protection through dissimulation
(takiyya [q.v.]) is often permitted and sometimes
obligatory, and believed that there will be a return to
this world before the resurrection [see RADJ C A]. As
noted by al-Ash c an, some RafidTs had by the 3rd/9th
century adopted Mu c tazilT ideas about God's unity
and about the Kurgan.
In practice, the Imams' authority manifested itself
chiefly in religious guidance. Muhammad al-Bakir
and Dja c far al-Sadik [q. vv. ] laid down the principles of
Rafidl doctrine and law and taught them to a circle of
students in Medina. With the advent of the
c
Abbasids, the Imams' activities were severely
hampered by the restrictions placed on their movements; they were often incarcerated or placed under
house arrest, and so had little direct contact with their
followers. This, combined with the geographical expansion of the Rafida, led naturally to the growth of
a local leadership, to which the Imams delegated some
of their authority. In the mid-3rd/9th century, for example, Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Ash c an served as
leader of the RafidT community in Kumm and as the
upholder of RafidT orthodoxy. In addition, the Imams
relied on a network of financial agents for the collection of the khums. The groundwork was thus laid for
the assumption of responsibility by the ^ulamd* after
the onset of the Occultation [see GHAYBA] .
The RafidTs were attacked by representatives of
most other religious groups; Ibn al-NadTm, for example, records three works entitled al-Radd ca/a 'l-rdfida,
one by the IbadT cAbd Allah b. YazTd, a second by the
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Mu c tazill Bishr b. al-Mu c tamir and the third by the
Zaydl al-Kasim b. Ibrahim (on which see W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim ibn Ibrahim, 98; ed. B.
Abrahamov, in The theological epistles of al-Kasim ibn
Ibrahim, Ph.D. diss., Tel-Aviv University 1981, unpubl.). While some Sunn! scholars permitted traditions to be transmitted on the authority of Rafidis,
others did not (al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl, al-Kifdyafi Cz7m
al-riwdya, Haydarabad 1357, 120-5). Opposition to
the Rafidfs also came to the fore in the legal sphere:
the kadi of Kufa Ibn Abl Layla (d. 148/765 [q.v.])
reportedly refused to accept their testimony (Wak^,
Akhbdr al-kuddt, Cairo 1366-9/1947-50, iii, 133; alMadjlisT, Bihar al-anwar, Ixviii, 156), while one of his
successors as kddi, the Kufan traditionist Hafs b.
Ghiyath al-NakhacI (d. 194/809-10), is said to have
denied permission for women to marry them. His
stated reason was that the Rafidis consider a triple
repudiation (taldk) pronounced in one session to be
tantamount to a single repudiation, and hence
revocable; Rafidls who pronounced this formula
therefore regarded themselves as still married (WaklS
Akhbdr al-kuddt, iii, 185, 188; Ta*nkh Baghdad, viii,
193-4). The ascription of this view to Hafs has
polemical overtones, since he was generally regarded
as pro- c Alid. SunnI authors often contrast rafd with
tashayyu*-, a favourable attitude to CA1I and members of
the Prophet's family which in itself is not
objectionable.
As already noted, the appellation Rdfida had wider
applications. For example, Khushaysh b. Asram (d.
253/867), as cited by al-Malati, refers to fifteen Rafidi
groups, most of whom were extremist Sh^Is, and alShahrastanT also includes the ghuldt in the term Rdfida;
and the Rafidls whose veneration for CA1T is likened in
some traditions to the Christian deification of Jesus
may likewise be the ghuldt. Ibn Hanbal (as cited in Ibn
AbT Ya c la, Tabakdt al-handbila, i, 33), Ibn Kutayba,
c
Abd al-Kahir al-Baghdadi, Abu '1-Muzaffar alIsfarayini and others used the term Rafida to refer, inter alia, to the Zaydls.
Yet in general the term continued to denote the
Twelver ShIcTs throughout the Middle Ages and into
the modern era, particularly in a polemical context.
Of late it has again been used in a positive sense, as
when the Lebanese ShT^i leader Musa al-$adr described the Sh^is as men who reject evil (rdfia'un) and
who revolt against tyranny (cited by Fouad Ajami,
The vanished Imam, Ithaca and London 1986, 155).
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Beirut-Wiesbaden
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des religions et des secies, i, Peeters-Unesco 1986, index; J. van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3.
Jahrhundert Hidschra, i, Berlin and New York 1991,
272-403. See also §HICA.
(E. KOHLBERG)
AL-RAFI C I, CABD AL-KARIM B. ABI SA C ID MUHAMc
c
MAD b. Abd al-Kanm al-§hafi i, Abu '1-Kasim Imam
al-Dln, §hafi c i scholar, born at Kazwin in 555/1160
and died there in 623/1226. He is best known by his
nisba of al-Rafici and, because of this, occasionally
confused in some oriental sources with the poet of
Tabaristan Rafi c r Naysaburi and with a poet of Ghur
called Abu '1-Kasim Raficl, whilst Browne, LHP, iii,
88, 381, takes him for al-Yafici.
Skilled infikh, he was the author of several works,
numbering ten if one examines the sources which contain notices of his scholarly works: (1) K. al-Muharrar;
(2) K. al-Tadwm fi dhikr ahl al-Hlm bi-Kazwin; (3) alAmdli al-shdriha li-mufraddt al-Fdtiha; (4) Sawdd al-^ayn fi
mandkib Abu 'l-^dlamayn Ahmad al-Rifd^i; (5) al-Tadhmb;
(6) Shark al-Wadjjz (sc. by al-Qhazali); (7) §harh
Musnad al-^hdfi^i; (8) al-Sharh al-saghir; (9) al-Tartib;
(10) K. al-Idjdz fi akhtdr al-Hia^dz. The first six are to
be found in Brockelmann (I, 393, S I, 678), and the
others in al-Subkl (Tabakdt, Cairo 1965, v, 120). To
underline al-Rafi c i's high standing amongst Sunn!
scholars, one may merely note that the famous
Minhddj. al-tdlibm of al-NawawT [q. v. ] (Fr. tr. L.W.C.
Van Den Berg, Batavia 1882) is a compendium of his
K. al-Muharrar.
However, one should also note the value for the
history of Kazwln and its region of his K. al-Tadwm,
a dictionary containing over a thousand biographies,
listed more or less alphabetically, spread out over the
first six centuries of Islam and devoted to the Sunn!
^ulamd^, above all the Shaficl ones, of Kazwln. The
pre-eminence of this madhhab there is confirmed by it,
even if, in the Safawid period, another scholar of the
town, RadI al-Din Kazwlnl, who was fiercely critical
of the Tadwin and its author, was to endeavour, in his
Diydfat al-ikhwdn (ed. al-Sayyid Ahmad al-Husaynl,
Kumm 1977), by somewhat dubious methods, to exaggerate the importance of the Imamls in KazwTn, by
bringing to light a good number of them concealed
amongst the persons listed in the Tadwin; such is the
remarkable case of Muntadjab al-Din [q.v.}, one of
the most famous Imam! Sh^I scholars of the period
and who was, moreover—a testimony to the strength
of takiyya—one of al-Rafi c f's masters.
But the book's value can especially be seen in the
four chapters prefixed to the actual biographies (of
which preliminary chapters, lengthy extracts translated into Persian may be found in Sayyid CA1I
Gulrlz's Minudar yd bdb al-djanna Kazwin, Tehran
1337). They provide rich historical and geographical
information which was extensively used, a century
later, by Hamd Allah Mustawfi Kazwim [q. v.} in the
6th chapter of his T. -i Guzida and even, in a very synthetic fashion, in the passages on Kazwin in his Nuzhat
al-kulub. Since the formal dependence of this section of
the T.-i Guzida on the Tadwin is demonstrable, one
will need to reconsider the importance of this history,
which has generally been considered as one of the
main sources on Kazwin, since its information dates
from a century before.
As well as the Persian extracts from the Tadwin
mentioned above, there exists an index of the persons
listed in it compiled by Mir Djalal al-Dln Husayn
(Fihrist asma? al-ridjdl [Tehran] 1374), who has used
only a single one of the mss. of this work.
Bibliography: A. Arioli, // Kitdb al-tadwin I, in
Annali di Ca' Foscari, xvii/3 (1978) (Serie Orientale,
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9), 39-50 (with full bio-bibliographical references to
the oriental sources); idem, Su unafonte di Mustawfi
Qazwini, in La Bisaccia dello Sheikh. Omaggio ad
Alessandro Bausani islamista nel sessantesimo compleanno,
Venice 1981, 29-41; idem, Dei dotti contest. Note alia
Diydfat al-ikhwdn di Ratfi d-din Qazwini (XVII sec.), in
Cahiers d'onomastiquearabe, C.N.R.S. Paris 1981,6779.
_
(A. ARIOLI)
RAFSANgJAN, a town of Kirman province, central Persia (lat. 30° 25' N., long. 56° 00' E., altitude
1,572 m/5,156 ft.), situated on the Yazd road 120
km/74 miles to the west of Kirman city. It is the cheflieu of a shahrastdn or district of the same name.
Known also as Bahramabad, in 1991 it had an
estimated population of 87,798 (Preliminary results of
September 1991 census, Statistical Centre of Iran,
Population Division). Its chief claim to fame is as the
home of the present (1993) head of state of the Islamic
Republic of Iran "President and Prime Minister"
C
A1I Akbar Hashimi Rafsandjanl.
Bibliography:
Razmara (ed.),
Farhang-i
djughrdfiyd-yi Irdn-zamin, viii, 207.
(Eo.)
AL-RA£HIB AL-I$FAHANI, ABU 'L-KASIM ALHUSAYN b. Muhammad b. al-Mufadcjal, religious
and Arabic l i t e r a r y scholar. Despite the considerable popularity of his works, at least a dozen of
which are extant, and his demonstrable influence on
al-GhazalT and other later figures, al-Raghib's name
is missing from almost all the standard biographical
collections, and information about his life is extremely
scanty. Although late sources place him in the
6th/12th century, more recent scholarship has confirmed al-Suyuti's statement (Bughya, ii, 297) that he
died early in the 5th/llth. In his literary anthologies
he alludes a number of times to contemporaries who
can be identified as members of the circle of the Buyid
vizier Ibn cAbbad (d. 385/995 [q.v.]); and the fact that
he refers to Ibn c Abbad's successor, Abu 'l-cAbbas alDabbl (d. 399/1008), exceptionally, by his full title
suggests that he may have been writing during the latter's vizierate. There is no sound evidence that alRaghib ever visited Baghdad or left his native
Isfahan.
Further knowledge of al-Raghib comes almost entirely from his own works, whose variety made it difficult for later biographers to pigeonhole him; alSuyutl calls him simply an "author" (sahib almusannafdt). His best-known work, the Muhdtfardt aludabd^ wa-muhdwardt al-shu^ard^ wa 'l-bulaghd* (2 vols.,
Beirut 1960, and earlier editions), is a comprehensive
adab encyclopaedia, organised in twenty-five chapters
covering such topics as intellect, rulership, crafts,
food, courage, love, death, and animals, and including poetry and short prose anecdotes from all
periods of Islamic history in approximately equal proportions; particularly prominent are verses by alMutanabbl and al-Shanf al-Racji [q. vv. ] and poetry
and prose by Ibn cAbbad. Similar in scope, and
overlapping in content, is the Madjma^ al-baldgha (ed.
Muhammad cAbd al-Rahman al-SarisI, c Amman
1986), which differs from the Muhddardt in purpose,
however, being essentially a thesaurus of elegant expressions for the use of the aspiring litterateur; this
title is not recorded by the biobibliographical sources,
but is probably to be identified with the Kitdb alMa^dnt al-akbar referred to by Hao!jg!ji Khalifa (ed.
Fliigel, v, 616), quoting from the extant but unpublished introduction to al-Raghib's own Durrat alta^wil (see below). A third literary work by al-Raghib.
preserved without proper title in a Yale manuscript
(ms. Landberg 165) and dealing with the standard
rhetorical figures of poetry, is perhaps to be identified
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with the Afdnin al-baldgha mentioned by al-Suyuti and
later sources.
Al-Raghib's predilection for subtle semantic
analysis, apparent in the Madjma^ al-baldgha, is even
more pronounced in his alphabetical lexicon of
Kur D anic vocabulary, the Mufraddt alfdz al-Kur^dn (ed.
NadTm MarcashlT, Beirut 1972, and other editions).
This work, whose influence can be traced in later to/sir
as well as lexicography, was one of a series of
monographs by al-Raghib on the Kur 3 an; in its introduction the author refers to his previous Risdla munabbiha cald fawd^id al-Kur^dn and Risdla fi 'l-kawdnin alddlla ca/a tahkik mundsabdt al-alfdz, both apparently lost,
and promises a further work specifically on the
"obscure distinctions" to be drawn between apparent
synonyms in the Holy Book. The latter is probably to
be identified with the Durrat al-ta^wilft mutashdbih altanzil, a study of phrases repeated in the Kur D an in
slightly varying forms, offering explanations for the
significance of such minor variations. This work is extant in a number of manuscripts with varying titles,
and has been shown by Muhammad cAbd al-Rahman
al-Sarisi to be substantially identical, except for its introduction, with the Durrat al-tanzil wa-ghurrat al-ta^wil
(Beirut 1973, and other editions) attributed to alKhatib al-IskafT (d. 421/1030), a contemporary and
compatriot of al-Raghib and a member of the circle of
Ibn cAbbad in Rayy; whatever the source of the confusion, al-Raghib's authorship seems to be supported
on stylistic grounds, as well as by an internal reference
to the author's Djdmi*- al-tafsir, which accords with
other information on al-Raghib but not on al-IskafT.
Al-Raghib's ta/str, of which only the initial sections
are known to be extant in manuscript, is quoted in the
tafsirs of al-BaydawT (anonymously) and Fakhr al-Dln
al-Razi (explicitly). It may never have been completed. Most celebrated was its methodological introduction, which was often copied separately and has
been printed several times (most recently, as a mulhak
to al-Nahi, al-Khawdlid [see Bibl.]). A model of clarity,
this brief essay combines traditional philology with
concepts derived directly from the philosophical tradition in an elegant and novel way.
The same combination of traditional religious
scholarship and falsa/a is even more apparent in alRaghib's best-known ethical work, al-Dhari^a ild
makdrim al-shari^a (ed. Abu Yazld al- c Adjami, Cairo
1985, and earlier editions). This work is structured in
terms of a Platonic-Aristotelian psychology, with
separate chapters on man's faculties in general, his intellect, the concupiscent and irascible faculties,
justice, labour and money, and human acts. The pervasive philosophical influence is highly reminiscent of
Miskawayh [q. v. ] (who died and was buried in Isfahan
in 421/1030), although no textual parallels between
the two authors' works have been identified (except
for a few brief quotations from Miskawayh in the
Muhda'ardt). Al-Raghib's falsa/a is, however, considerably more Islamicised than Miskawayh's, with
virtually every assertion being backed up by appropriate citations from Kur'an and haditfi. The statement by al-BayhakT (TVriM hukamd'* al-Isldm, ed. M.
Kurd CA1I, Damascus 1946, 112-13) that al-Raghib
combined sharPa and hikma in his works is particularly
apposite to the QharPa. The work's ultimate influence
was considerable, as it was al-Qhazali's direct source
for a good half of his Mizdn al-*amal, as well as for
significant sections of his Ihyo? culum al-din and
Macdri$. al-jcuds. Al-Raghib also wrote a companion
piece to the Qbflri*a, the Tafsil al-nasjfatayn wa-tahsil alsa^ddatayn (ed. cAbd al-MacljTd al-NacjjciJar, Beirut
1988), which presents many of the same ideas but

stresses even more explicitly the complementarity of
c
afcl and sharc.
Influence from the falsafa tradition is equally apparent in a theological treatise by al-Raghib published
(very imperfectly) under the title al-Ptikdddt (ed.
Shamran al-cAdjalT, Beirut 1988). Its proper title is
unknown, although one of the three known manuscripts of the work calls it (rather implausibly) Tahkik
al-baydn fi ta^wfl al-Kur^dn, a title referred to by the
author himself in his Dhari^a. In this work, al-Raghib
deals with a series of standard kaldm topics, such as the
attributes of God and the problem of free will, but
much of his argumentation is philosophical, including
his conception of God as the Necessary Existent
(wdajib al-wudjud bi-dhdtihi) and the Unmoved Mover.
Repeated attacks on the Muctazills, and occasional
ones on the Sh^a, show traditional questions about alRaghib's adherence to either of these positions to be
groundless, although the existence of such questions
from an early period suggests that this work was never
widely known. Al-Raghib's actual theological stance
seems in fact to have been close to that of the Ashcaris,
although he attacks them once for denying the existence of a rational moral order in the universe; his
pointed omission of Abu Hanlfa from a list of major
formative figures in jurisprudence can be added to
other evidence for his adherence to the §haficl school
in law. He also explicitly supports $ufism in some
form.
Al-SarlsT has noted the existence of four brief
epistles by al-Raghib in an Istanbul manuscript (Esad
Efendi 3645), with the titles R. fi anna fa&lat al-insdn
bi 'l-^ulum, R. fi dhikr al-wdhid wa 'l-ahad, R. fi dddb
mukhdlatat al-nds, and R. fimardtib al-^ulum. The status
of a few other titles in manuscript catalogues and
bibliographical sources remains to be investigated.
Apparently uninfluenced by his contemporary Ibn
Slna, al-Raghib is significant as a precursor of alGhazalT in accepting and utilising a more diffuse form
of falsafa in maintaining a rationalised but relatively
conservative Islamic stance.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the article): Mafarruichl, Mahdsin Isfahan, ed. al-Tihrani,
Tehran 1312/1933, 32; Fakhr al-Dln al-Razi, Asds
al-takdis, Cairo 1935, i, 5; Dhahabi, Siyar aHdm alnubald\ Beirut 1981, xviii, 120-1; $afadi, Wdfi, xiii,
45; Zarkashi, al-Burhdn fi culum al-Kur^dn, Cairo
1957, index; Suyuti, al-Muzhir fi culum al-lugtia waanwd'ihd, Cairo 1945, i, 201; HadjcUi Khalifa, index; Kh w ansarl, Rawddt al-djanndt, Kumm 1970,
iii, 197-227; Agha Buzurg Tihranl, al-DharPa ild
tasdmf al-sh^a, Nadjaf 1936-, i, 374, iv, 351-2, v,
45-6, vii, 73, viii, 95, x, 25-6, x, 28, xx, 128, xxi,
364; Brockelmann, I, 289, S I, 505-6, S II, 83; W.
Madelung, Ar-Rdgib al-Isfahdm und die Ethik alGazdlis, in Islamwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen Fritz
Meier zum 60sten Geburtstag, ed. R. Gramlich,
Wiesbaden 1974, 152-63; $alah al-Dln cAbd alLaflf al-Nahl, al-Khawdlid min drd* al-Rdgbib alIsfahdm ft falsaf at al-akhldk wa 'l-tasjiri* wa 'l-tafawwuf,
c
Amman 1987; c Umar cAbd al-Rahman al-Sansi,
al-Rdgjiib al-Isfahdm wa-a^uhuduhu fi 'l-lugha wa 'ladab, c Amman 1987.
(E.K. ROWSON)
RAfiHIB PASHA, KMOJBJA MEHMED (111176/1699-1763), O t t o m a n Grand Vizier and litt e r a t e u r . He was born in Istanbul, the son of the
kdtib Mehmed Shewkl, and was soon on account of his
unusual ability employed in the diwdn. He then acted
as secretary and deputy-chamberlain to the governors
of Van, c ArifT Ahmed Pasha, and Koprulu-zade cAbd
al-Rahman Ahmed Pasha [0.0.], and, lastly, to
Heklm-zade CA1T Pasha. In 1141/1728 he returned to
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the capital and in the following year went back to
Baghdad as deputy to the re^is efendi. Soon after the
conquest of Baghdad in 1146/1733 he was appointed
defterddr there, but very soon received the post of chief
of the petition department of the mdliyye office in
Istanbul. Two years later he accompanied the governor Ahmed Pagha, who had been appointed as
ser^asker of Baghdad, as deputy of the re^is efendi, and
returned to the capital as chief of the poll-tax office
(djizye muhasebe<jjisi). In this capacity he went into the
field in 1149/1736 and took a leading part in the peace
negotiations of Nimirov. In Dhu 'l-Hig^Jja 1153/
February 1741 he succeeded the re^is efendi Mu?{afa in
his office, and three years later was promoted to be
governor of Egypt. For five years he struggled there
with the factions of the Mamluks [q. v. ], but had finally in Ramadan 1161/September 1748 to yield to the
superior power of the begs. He returned to the capital,
and as nishdndfi-bashi was given a seat in the diwdn.
After brief periods as governor in Rakka and Aleppo,
he was appointed to the highest office in the state, the
Grand Vizierate, in succession to Mustafa, who had
been dismissed on 20 Rabl* I 1170/13 December
1756. He filled this office gloriously for seven years till
his death, and was the last outstanding Grand Vizier
of the Ottoman empire. He died in Istanbul on 24
Ramacjan 1176/8 April 1763 and was buried in the
garden of the noble library founded by him (see J. von
Hammer, GOR, viii, 249).
Mehmed Raghib Pasha was not only one of the
greatest of Ottoman statesmen but is one of the
classical authors of Turkish literature. His works,
which are distinguished by beauty of style as well as
by graceful presentation, cover all possible fields (see
J. von Hammer, GOR, viii, 255-6). He was also a distinguished political historian. His state documents
and letters of congratulation known as telkhisdt were
famous as models of perfect writing (see GOR, ix, 626,
nos. 3338-3653). His translations into Turkish of two
Persian histories, Mirkh w and's [q.v.} Rawdat al-safd^
and cAbd al-Razzak b. Ishak al-Samarkandi's history
of the Timurids, Matla^ al-sa^dayn, unfortunately only
survive in fragments but even in this state are masterpieces of Ottoman prose. Raghib Pasha is no less
highly esteemed as a poet. His Diwdn (printed at
Bulak in 1252 and n.p. [ = Bulak] in 1253) contains
his most important poems, some of which are in praise
of great contemporaries.
On mss. of his works, see Babinger, GOW, 290 (to
which may be added Istanbul, Hamldiyye, no. 598;
Zagreb Acad. of Sciences, orient, coll., no. 833, 1 and
2 (with Diwdn), both containing his telkhisdt; Uppsala,
no. 706 (see Zettersteen, Cat., ii, 106-7) obviously
contains another work).
Bibliography: See F. Babinger, GOW, 288 ff.,
and the sources given on 290; L4, art. Rdgip Pap
(Bekir Sitki Baykal-Abdulkadir Karahan)
(F. BABINGER)
RAGHUSA. the mediaeval Arabic form of the
name of the Dalmatian c i t y of RAGUSA, until the advent of Bonaparte a free state, the modern Dubrovnik
in Croatia (see 2. below), situated in lat. 42° 40' N.,
long. 18° 07' E.
1. History up to the b e g i n n i n g of the 19th
century.
Ragusa, the Roman Ragusium (see PW, 2. Reihe,
l.A. 1, col. 130), is situated on the south side of a
peninsula which runs out into the Adriatic, picturesquely situated (50 feet) at the foot and on the slopes
of Mount Sergius, and was founded in the 7th century
by Romance fugitives from Epidaurus which had
been destroyed by the Slavs; it later belonged to
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Byzantine Dalmatia which had been settled by a
Romance population. At the end of the 10th century
the town, which had became strong and rich through
its prosperous maritime trade, was paying homage to
the Venetians, under whose suzerainty it remained
after various interludes continuously from 1204 to
1358. In this year, Ragusa passed to Hungary and
soon attained such power through its flourishing trade
that it formed a free state with an aristocratic form of
government. Authority was in the hands of the nobles
(Grand Council) who chose the Senate (45 members).
The latter chose the Little Council (10, later 7
members) which chose every month a Rector (rettore)
as head of the state. Al-IdrTsI [q. v. ] mentions Ragusa
in his Opus geographium (761, 769, 790, 791)
as A-y-; (other readings: ^fy-, *~*j*j), and is evidently quoting Frankish sources (cf. thereon W.
Tomaschek, Zur Kunde der Hdmus-Halbinsel: II. Die
Handelswege im XII. Jahrh. nach den Erkundungen des
Ambers Idrisi, in SEAL Wiss. Wien, phil.-hist. Kl., vol.
cxiii [1887], fasc. 1). In the Ottoman period, the Slav
name Dubrovnik is found exclusively, in place of
Ragusa.
Ragusa's relations with Islam, at first completely
hostile, go back to a remote date. When the Arabs in
the 9th century conquered Sicily and established
themselves on the mainland in Bari (Apulia), they
besieged Ragusa on one occasion, which defended
itself bravely and was relieved by the navy of the
emperor Basil I (867-86). Under the emperor
Romanus III (1028-34) the Ragusans distinguished
themselves in the sea-fights between Byzantines and
Arabs. It was not till a later date that relations became
more peaceful, when Ragusan commerce, which extended to Egypt and Syria, to Tunis and as far as the
Black Sea, began to flourish. As early as the 14th century, corn was exported to Ragusa from the harbours
of Anatolia and the relations to the beyliks (tewd^if-i
muluk) in Anatolia were well established. The first
documented relations between Ragusa and the Ottoman empire belong to the period of Bayezld I
Yildirim (791-805/1389-1403 [q.v.]}, as the relations
of the free state with Orkhan [q. v. ] and Murad I [q. v. ]
mentioned in later Ragusan histories will not bear
serious investigation. It is, however, certain that at
quite an early date it became necessary for the
Ragusans to remain on good terms with the Ottomans, who were advancing westward, for the sake
of their trade. They were able to deal with tact and
skill with their new neighbours. Ragusan trade in
Turkey developed considerably as the many frontiers
and customs offices of the numerous petty rulers of the
Balkans, who had been dispossessed by the Turks,
disappeared and the Turkish duties were uniform and
low. Articles manufactured in Ragusa itself, like
cloth, metal, soap, glass, wax, etc., or goods imported
from Italy for the Balkan peninsula, were taken into
the interior on safe roads. There was a caravan trade
which went from Ragusa via Trebinje, Tientiste,
Fo£a, Gorazde, Plevlje, Prijepolje, Trgoviste,
Novibazar, Nis [see NISH], Sofia and Plovdiv to
Edirne and later to Istanbul (cf. C.J. Jirec'ek, Die
Handelsstrassen und Bergwerke von Serbien und Bosnien
wdhrenddesMittelalters, Prague 1879, 74 ff.: Von Ragusa
nach Nis). In the interior of the Peninsula, there were
the factories of the Ragusans like Rudnik, Prizren,
Novo Brdo, PriStina [see PRISHTINA], Zvornik,
Novibazar, Skoplje and Sofia, with many other settlements extending as far as the mouths of the
Danube. On 12 May 1392 the Little Council of
Ragusa gave the nobleman Teodoro Gisla in Novo
Brdo orders to travel to the Turkish sultan and to
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make representations about the capture of some
Ragusan merchants. There is a Turkish safe-conduct
(litera securitatis) of 20 June 1396 prepared for Ragusan
merchants. In 1397 Sultan Bayezid I allowed the
Ragusans to trade unhindered in the Ottoman empire, and a few years later (1399), the first Ottoman
embassy led by Kefalja Feriz (Firuz)-Beg arrived in
Ragusa from the citadel ofZve6an (in Kosovo) (cf. F.
von Kraelitz-Greifenhorst, op. cit. below, 7). The first
embassy from Ragusa to the Sublime Porte was, however, not sent until 1430. It was received by the sultan
in his court at Edirne and received from him the first
extant charter of trading privileges, dated Edirne, 6
December 1430 (cf. Ciro Truhelka, Turskoslovjenski
spomenici dubrovacke arhive, in Glasnik zemaljskog muzeja u
Bosni i Hercegovini, Sarajevo, xxiii [1911], no. 2). To
protect her widespread trade in the Balkan Peninsula,
Ragusa, after the first temporary conquest of Serbia
by the Ottomans, found herself forced to offer the
Porte an annual present of 1,000 ducats in silver plate
(argenterie), but when Georg Brankovic restored the independence of Serbia in 1444 this promise was promptly withdrawn; on the final subjection of Serbia by
the Turks in 1459, this tribute (khardd£) became a
regular institution. From 1459 it was 1,500 ducats and
gradually increased to 15,000 ducats. From 1481 it
was 12,500 ducats and was annually brought to the
imperial court by special oratores tributi with very detailed instructions (cf. the text of one of these commissione for the Paladins Marino de Gondola and Pietro
di Luccari of 1458, and of a later one for the ambasciatore del tribute Giov. Mar. di Resti of 1572, in Lujo knez Vojnovic, Dubrovnik i osmansko carstvo. Prva
knjiga: Odprvoga ugovora s portom do usvojenja Hercegovine,
Belgrade 1898, 118-55, 256-66); cf. Jirecek, Die
Bedeutung von Ragusa, etc., no. 49. A number of the
earliest documents relating to these missions have
been published by F. von Kraelitz-Greifenhorst, in his
Osmanische Urkunden in turkischer Sprache aus der zweiten
HdlftedesXV.Jahrhunderts,mSBAk. Wiss. Wien, phil.hist. Kl., cxvii (1922); they come without exception
from the archives of Ragusa, part of the Turkish portion of which was taken after 1918 Belgrade.
On their journey the envoys had to give all kinds of
presents, for example to the sandjakbeg of Herzegovina
in Sarajevo [q. v. ] and the beglerbeg of Rumelia whose
headquarters were in Sofia. The readiness with which
the Ragusans adapted themselves to the requirements
of dealings with the infidel Turks did not at first find
approval at the Holy See. Paul II in 1468 gave the
Ragusans express permission to trade with the
heathen Ottomans (cf. W. Heyd, Histoire du commerce
du Levant, ii, Leipzig 1885, 347-8, with further
references to Ragusan trade with the Ottomans). The
lands of the free state of Ragusa, which stretched from
the mouth of the Narenta to the Gulf of Cattaro
(Kotor), thanks to the skilful policy of its leaders, thus
remained intact till its end in 1808. Only occasionally
the Ragusans had to suffer from the covetousness of
Ottoman rulers, e.g. about 1667 when Kara Mustafa
[q.v. ] demanded from the Ragusan envoys 150,000
talers as "blood money" for the Dutch ambassador
G. Crook who perished in the great earthquake in
Ragusa (6 April 1667) (cf. J. von Hammer, GOR, vi,
203-4), or when ten years later the same Grand Vizier
endeavoured to extort the same sum and threw the
ambassadors of the free state into prison (cf. GOR, vi,
346). When Ragusa had fallen several years behind
with the tribute, it had in 1695 to pay a considerable
sum in compensation (cf. GOR, vi, 616). In 1722 a
similar case recurred (cf. GOR, vii, 312-13) when the
tribute was three years in arrears. It is, however, a

fact that Ragusa cunningly used every opportunity to
avoid its oppressive obligations (cf. the significant saying in the Levant quoted by von Hammer, GOR, vii,
29: Non siamo Christiani, non siamo Ebrei, ma poveri
Ragusei), until the peace of Carlowitz (1699) [see
KARLOFC:A] made it possible for the Ottomans to collect
the tribute again (cf. von Hammer, GOR, vii, 29).
From 1703 it was paid every three years and, in 1804
delivered for the last time in Istanbul by the envoys
Paul Gozze and Blasius Menze.
In the Turkish wars of 1683-99 and 1714-18 the
Venetians occupied the hinterland of Ragusa and
Trebinje, but at the peaces of Carlowitz and
Passarowitz [see PASAROFC^A] the Ragusans, protected
by Austria and the Porte, negotiated so skilfully that
Turkey was not only left the land as far as the
Ragusan frontier but also two strips of territory on the
coast (Kick and Sutorina) so as not to become direct
neighbours of Venice. This was the last great coup of
Ragusan policy.
With the decline in Ragusan trade, which came
about for the same reasons as the general decline of
Italian trade in the Levant, the political decline of the
republic set in, with only a final revival during the
Napoleonic era (see 2. below).
The Ottoman traveller Ewliya Celebi [q.v.] in his
Seydhet-ndme (vi, 443 ff., esp. 445-53) gives a full description of Dobre Venedik which he contrasts with Bundukdni Venedik, i.e. Venice proper (cf. on these terms,
F. Babinger, Aus Sudslaviens Turkenzeit, Berlin 1927, 38
n., and H. v. Mzik, Beitrdge zur Kartographie Albaniens,
in Geologica Hungarica, series geologica, tomus iii,
Budapest 1929, 639=19, n. 88). In 1074/1664 he
came via Ljubomir, Popovo to Dubrovnik, whence he
went on to Castelnuovo (Hercegnovi). On Hungarian
and Serbo-Croat translations of this section, cf. Babinger, Ewlijd Celebi's Reisewege in Albanien, Berlin 1930,
1 and 2, n. 8.
Statistics regarding the population of Ragusa in the
older period are not available. With the prosperity
and long period of peace, a literary life began;
poetry—Latin and Slav—was definitely cultivated
from the end of the 15th century. Latin was used in
the offices for over 1,000 years, in recording the proceedings of the Senate till 1808. Within its walls
Ragusa frequently sheltered illustrious fugitives from
Turkish persecution (e.g. Skanderbeg).
The archives of Ragusa, kept in the Rector's
palace, still await thorough study and contain a large
number of unpublished Turkish documents and
countless documents of value for the history of
Turkish rule in southeastern Europe. Cf. F. Giese,
Die osmanisch-tilrkischen Urkunden im Archive des Rektorenpalastes in Dubrovnik (Ragusa), in Festschrift fur Georg
Jacob zum siebzigsten Geburtstag, Leipzig 1932, 41-56.
Cf. also J. Gelcich (Djel&c), Dubrovacki arhiv, in
Glasnik zemaljskog muzeja u Bosni i Hercegovini, xxii
(1910), and Milan v. ReSetar, Dubrovacki arhiv, in
Narodna Enciklopedija, i, 584 ff.
Ragusa had busy commercial relations with other
Muslim states besides Turkey. In 1510, for example,
Ragusa received from the Mamluk sultan Kansawh
al-Ghawri [q.v.] a charter which gave its trade with
Egypt protection and freedom (cf. Giacomo Luccari,
Copioso ristretto degli Annali di Rausa, Venice 1605, 126,
and thereon Fr.M. Appendini, Notizie sulle istoricocritiche antichitd, storia e letteratura de' Ragusei, Ragusa
1802, i, 213, with erroneous conclusions). The relations were, it is true, not always of a peaceful nature,
as the "state of war" in 1194/1780 between Ragusa
and Morocco showed (cf. thereon, F. Babinger, Ein
marokkanisches Stoatsschreiben an den Freistaat Ragusa vom
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Jahre 1194 (1780), in MSOS, xxx [Berlin 1927], part ii,
'l91 ff., and ibid., xxxi, 98-9). The archives of
Dubrovnik contain further unpublished Moroccan
documents of the end of the 18th century, e.g. a
government document of 9 RabT II 1195/4 April 1781.
Bibliography: In addition to the works mentioned in the text, see also the older travellers in so
far as they describe the road through the Balkan
Peninsula (Sclavonia), especially Jean Chesneau, Les
Voyages de Monsieur d'Aramon (1547), Paris 1887, ed.
Ch. Schefer; Sieur D[es Hayes de] C[ourmenin],
Voyage du Levant fait par le commandement du roy en Vannee 1621 parle Sieur D.C.2, Paris 1632; Les Voyages de
M. Quiclet a Constantinople par terre, Paris 1664 and
later printings; Sir George Wheeler, Journey into
Greece, London 1682, or French translation, Voyage
de Dalmatie, de Grece et du Levant, Amsterdam 1689,
2 vols.—A scholarly account, particularly one based
on the documents, of the relations of Ragusa with
the Ottoman Empire is still lacking, as is a full commercial history of the republic.—The principal
work on the history of Ragusa is the Geschichte des
Freistaates Ragusa, Vienna 1807, by Johann Christ,
von Engel (1770-1814). On other relations between
Ragusa and the lands of Islam, see Vladimir
MaSuranic, Sudslaven im Dienste des Islams (vom X. bis
ins XVI. Jahrhundert), German tr. publ. by Camilla
Lucerna, Zagreb-Leipzig 1928, 55 pp., a work
which does not, however, on every point stand the
test of strict examination.—On the coinage of
Ragusa, see Milan v. Resetar, Dubrovacka numizmatika, 2 parts, 1924-6.—Of the Ragusan historians
of the older period, in addition to S. Razzi, La storia
di Raugia, Lucca 1588, and Jun. Resti, Chronica
Ragusina (in the Monumenta Slav. Merid., xxv,
Zagreb 1893), Giacomo di Pietro Luccari [ =Jakov
Lukarevic (1551-1615)] most deserves mention, but
a thorough study of the probably unreliable sources
of his Copioso ristratto degli annali di Rausa (Venice
1605, xxxvi, 176 pp., 4°, and Ragusa 1790, xxiii,
325 pp., 8°) is still a desideratum; see for the present VI. Mazuranic, Izvori dubrovackoga historika
Jakova Lukarevica, in Narodna Starina, Zagreb 1924,
no. 8, 121-53.—An excellent and exhaustive
bibliography on Ragusa is given in the introduction
to the work of Ivan Duj£ev, Avvisi di Ragusa.
Documenti sull' Impero turco nel secolo XVII e sulla guerra
di Candia, Rome 1935, which is also of great importance for the history of relations between Ragusa
and Turkey.—There is no collection or edition of
the surviving reports of Ragusan envoys on their
journeys to the Porte on the lines of the longavailable Venetian relazioni. The only possible exception is the Relazione dello stato della religione nelle
parti dell' Europa sottoposte al dominio del Turco of Matthaus Gundulic (Gondola), who was in Turkey for
28 months until July 1674, written in Rome in
1675, ed. by Banduri, Imperium orientate, Paris 1711,
ii, Animadversiones in Constant. Porphyrogen. de administratione imperii, 99-106 (cf. thereon Drinov, in
Periodicesko Spisanie of Braila, ii, 65, who did not
know this edition and published extracts from another manuscript). Nor is there a list of these envoys
available (see von Hammer, GOR, ix, 318), among
whom we find representatives of almost all the
noble families of Ragusa such as the Bona, Caboga,
Gozze, Gondola, Menze, Pozza, Resti, etc. Ragusa
being a tributary country, the Porte never sent ambassadors to it but only commissioners (see GOR,
ix, 331), so that we have no Turkish reports at
all.—Modern studies include: J. Radonic,
Dubrovacka akta ipovelje (''Acts and charters of D."),
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5 vols., Belgrade 1945-51; B. Krekic, Dubrovnik et le
Levant au Moyen-Age, Paris and the Hague 1961.
(F. BABINGER)
2. H i s t o r y a f t e r 1800.
During the period 1800-5 of the Napoleonic Wars,
Ragusa especially flourished as the only neutral state
of the Mediterranean shores, hence was able to expand its carrying trade. But the French seized the city,
and in 1808 the Republic was extinguished, with
Marshal Marmont as Duke of Ragusa, and it was in
1809
incorporated into the newly-established
Kingdom of Illyria. The Congress of Vienna of 1815
awarded Dalmatia, including Ragusa, to Austria,
under whose control it remained till 1918, by that
time connected to Mostar, Serajevo and Belgrade by
a narrow-gauge railway. From 1918 to 1941 Ragusa
formed part of the newly-created Kingdom of
Yugoslavia and became generally known by the Slav
name Dubrovnik (Serbo-Croat dubrova "wooded",
because until mediaeval times the main street of
Ragusa, the Placa Stradone, was a marshy channel
dividing the Latin island of Ragusa from the forest
settlement of Dubrovnik). During the Second World
War, it was occupied 1941-4 by Italian and German
troops. From 1945 it has been part of the People's
Republic of Croatia within the People's Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia. The population in 1971 was
31,106. During the fighting attending the break-up of
Yugoslavia in 1991-2, the mediaeval city was indiscriminately bombarded and damaged by the
(essentially Serbian) Yugoslav army.
Bibliography:
Baedeker,
Austria-Hungary11,
Leipzig 1911, 404-8; Hartleben Illustrated Guides.
Handbook of Dalmatia, Vienna and Leipzig 1913,
130-44; Enciclopedia Italiana, xxviii, 781-5; Admiralty Handbooks, Yugoslavia, London 1944, i, index,
ii, 41 ff. See also DALMATIA, in Suppl.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RAHA [see TAHUN].
AL-RAHBA, RAHBAT MALIK B. TAWK or RAHBAT
AL-SHA D M, a town on the right bank of the
E u p h r a t e s , t h e modern a l - M i y a d l n .
Hardly anything definite is known about the history
of the town before the Muslim era. In the Middle
Ages it was usually identified as the Rehobot hanNahar of the Bible (Gen. xxxvi, 37) i.e. Rehobot on
the river (Euphrates) especially in the Talmud and by
the Syriac authors (e.g. Mich. Syr., cf. index, 63*;
Barhebraeus, Chron. syr., ed. Bedjan, 273 and passim),
who usually call it Rehabot, Rahabat (M. Hartmann,
in ZDPV, xxiii, 42, n. 1). A. Musil (The Middle
Euphrates, New York 1927, 340) takes it to be the
Thapsakos of Ptolemy, which he—certainly
wrongly—wants to distinguish from the well-known
town of the name at the bend of the Euphrates (ibid.,
318-20), instead of seeing only an erroneous location
by the Alexandrine geographers (cf. the article Thapsakos, in Pauly-Wissowa, RE, v. A, cols. 1272-80).
The name al-Rahba is explained by Yakut (Mucajam,
ii, 764, following the grammarian al-Nadr b.
Shumayl) as the flat part of a wadl, where the water
collects (E. Herzfeld, Archdolog. Reise im Euphrat- und
Tigris-Gebiet, ii, 382; cf. A. Socin, in ZDPV, xxii, 45).
According to Arabic accounts, it was at one time
called Furdat Nu c m (al-Tabarl, i, 917) or simply alFurda (Miskawayh, Tadjarib, ed. Caetani, 87); in the
vicinity was a monastery, Dayr Nu c m (Yakut, ii, 704,
iv, 797).
According to al-Baladhurl, Futuh, 180, there was no
evidence that al-Rahba below Karklsiya is an old
town; on the contrary it was only founded by Malik
b. Tawk b. c Attab al-Taghlibl (cf. Ibn Taghrlbirdl,
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Nudjum, ed. Popper, ii, 34) in the caliphate of alMa'mun (198-218/813-33) (a legendary embellishment of the story of its foundation by c Umar alBistami, in Yakut, ii, 764). The new foundation was
in the form of a long, rectangular head cloth (taylasdn).
After the death of its founder (Ibn al-Athlr, vii, 188)
in 260/873-4, he was succeeded as ruler of the town by
his son Ahmad, who was, however, driven out of it in
270/883 by Muhammad b. Abi '1-SacJj, lord of alAnbar, Tank al-Furat and Rahbat Tawk (al-Tabarl,
iii, 2039).
The Karmati Abu Tahir al-Qjannabl took the town
on 8 Muharram 316/3 March 928 and killed many of
its inhabitants (Miskawayh, Tadjdrib, ed. Amedroz, i,
182-3; al-Mas c udi, Tanbih, 384-5; Ibn al-Athir, viii,
132; cAr!b, 134). In the following decades, the town
suffered much from civil wars until cAdil, who had
been sent from Baghdad by Badjkam, in 330/941-2
took possession of the town and the whole province of
Tank al-Furat and a part of al-Khabur (Ibn al-Athlr,
xiii, 266-7, 295). In the reign of the Hamdanid Nasir
al-Dawla, the Taghlibi Djaman rebelled in al-Rahba,
and the town suffered very much; he was finally
driven out and was drowned in the Euphrates (op. cit.,
357-8). After the death of Nasir al-Dawla (358/969),
his sons Hamdan, Abu '1-Barakat and Abu Taghlib
disputed for the possession of the town, which finally
fell to the last-named, who had its walls rebuilt (Ibn
al-Athlr, viii, 437-8). He lost it again in 368/978-9; it
then passed to the Buyid c Adud al-Dawla (Ibn alAthlr, viii, 511-12). Baha3 al-Dawla in 381/991-2, at
the wish of the inhabitants, appointed a governor to
al-Rahba (Ibn al-Athlr, ix, 64). Soon afterwards the
town passed to Abu C AH b._Thimal al-KhafadjI, who
was killed by the cUkaylid clsa b. Khalat in 399/10089. The latter in turn was defeated by an army sent by
al-Hakim from Egypt and slain. The c Ukaylid Badran
b. Mukallid was, it is true, able to drive back the
Egyptian army but Lu-'lu3 of Damascus soon afterwards brought al-Rakka and al-Rahba into Egyptian
power.
A citizen of the town, Ibn Muhkan, next made
himself its independent master and also took c Ana, an
enterprise in which the KilabI Salih b. Mirdas of alHilla at first supported him but later killed him in
order to make himself master of al-Rahba (Ibn alAthlr, ix, 148; Ibn Khaldun, Vbar, ed. Bulak, iv,
271). Between 447/1055 and 450/1058, Arslan alBasasIrT [q. v. ] fled to al-Rahba in order to join up with
the Egyptian caliph al-Mustansir from there (Yakut,
i, 608). Salih's son, Thimal, later lord of Aleppo, followed him in possession of the town (Ibn al-Athir, ix,
163). In the spring of 452/1060 his brother c Atiyya
(Ibn al-Athlr, x, 8) captured it. He was driven from
Aleppo in 457/1065 by his nephew Mahmud, but remained lord of al-Rahba, Aczaz, Manbidj and Balis
(Kamal al-Dln, Historia Merdasidarum, tr. J.J. Miiller,
59). To the district of al-Rahba at this time (455/1063)
there also belonged al-Khanuka, Karklsiya and
Duwayra (Ibn al-Kalanisi, ed. Amedroz, 116).
Malikshah in 479/1086-7 granted al-Rahba with the
country round it, Harran, Sarudj, al-Rakka and alKhabur to Muhammad b. §haraf al-Dawla (Ibn alAthir, x, 105). In 489/1096 Karbuka of al-Hilla seized
and plundered the town (Ibn al-Athlr, x, 177). After
his death it passed in 495/1102-3 to Kaymaz, a former
general of Alp Arslan, then to the Turk Hasan. It was
taken from him by the ruler of Damascus, who sent
the §haybanid Muhammad b. al-Sabbak to govern it
(Ibn al-Aihlr, x, 249). On 24 Ramaclan 500/19 May
1107, Djawall, the general of clmad al-Dln ZangI,
took the town through treachery (Ibn al-Athir, x, 297;

Ibn al-Kalanisi, ed. Amedroz, 156-7; Michael Syrus,
tr. Chabot, iii, 193, iv, 592; Barhebraeus, Chron. syr.,
ed. Bedjan, 273). c lzz al-Dln Mascud b. al-Bursukl
took it in 521/1127 shortly before his death (Ibn alAthlr, x, 360-1; Mich. Syr., iii, 228, v, 610;
Barhebr., Chron. syr., 287). His successors killed one
another fighting for the succession and al-Rahba then
passed to clzz al-Din's young brother, for whom
Djawuli governed it as vassal of ZangI (Ibn al-Athlr,
x, 453-4). Kutb al-Dln, son of ZangI, in 544/1149-50
occupied the town (Ibn al-Athlr, xi, 93). On 4 Radjab
552/12 August 1157, al-Rahba with Hamat, Shayzar,
Salamiyya and other towns were destroyed by an
earthquake (Ibn al-Kalanisi, ed. Amedroz, 344;
Mich. Syr., iii, 316; Barhebr., Chron. syr., 325-6).
The Khafadja tribe who in 556/1161 had plundered
the district of al-Hilla and al-Kufa returned to Rahbat
al-Sha3m, followed by the government troops, where
they were reinforced by other nomads and scattered
the enemy (Ibn al-Athlr, xi, 182-3). Nur al-Dln
granted the Kurd Asad al-Dln Shirkuh b. Ahmad b.
Shadi of Dwln, Salah al-Din's uncle, in 559/1164, alRahba and Hims (Mich. Syr., iii, 325; Barhebr.
Chron. syr., 330). The latter entrusted the government
of al-Rahba to an officer named Yusuf b. Mallah.
Shirkuh built al-Rahbat al-Djadlda with a citadel
about afarsakh (3 miles) from the Euphrates, because
the town of Rahbat Malik b. Tawk was now in ruins
(Abu 'l-Fida°, Takwim al-bulddn, ed. Reinaud, 281;
HadjdjI Khalifa, Djihdn-numa, Istanbul 444). The new
town of al-Rahba became an important caravan station between Syria and the clrak, as we learn from Ibn
Battuta amongst others (iv, 315) who travelled from
there via al-Sukhna to Tadmur.
The town remained for a century in Shirkuh's
family until in 662/1264 Baybars installed an Egyptian governor there (Ibn al-Athlr, xi, 341, xii, 189;
Abu 'l-Fida°, Annales muslem., ed. Reiske-Adler, iv,
142, v, 16). Sunkur al-Ashkar of Damascus, who
rebelled against Kala°un in 678/1279, fled after a
defeat to al-Rahba to the amir clsa and from there appealed to the Mongol Abaka for protection (Barhebr.,
Chron. syr., 543).
The Mongols under Kharbanda besieged al-Rahba
in 712/1312-13 on their way to Syria. On his return,
Kharbanda left his siege artillery behind, whereupon
it was taken by the defenders of the town into the
citadel (Abu 'l-FidaD, v, 268-9; al-Hasan b. Hablb b.
c
Umar, Durrat al-asldk fi dawlat al-atrdk, in H.E.
Weijers, in Orientalia, ed. Juynboll, ii, Amsterdam
1846, 319). Its governor at the time, Ibn al-Arka|hi,
died in 715/1315-16 in Damascus (Abu 'l-_Fida3, v,
300). Al-Muhanna and his family, the clsa, were
driven from the district of Salamiyya in the spring of
720/1320 and_pursued by the Syrian troops as far as
Rahba and c Ana (Abu '1-Fida', v, 340-1); the town
was perhaps destroyed on this occasion.
In 731/1331 the Euphrates inundated the country
round al-Rahba (Ibn al-Athlr, Vienna ms. in Musil,
The Middle Euphrates, 3, n. 3).
According to the Muslim geographers, al-Rahba
lay on the Euphrates (Kudama, 233; al-MukaddasI,
138; al-Idnsi, tr. Jaubert, ii, 137-8; al-Dimashkl, ed.
Mehren, 93; Abu '1-Fida3, ed. Reinaud, 51) and also
on the canal Sacid led off from it at Fam Sacld on the
right bank, which rejoined the Euphrates below the
town, the gardens of which it watered, and above alDaliya also called Daliyat Malik b. Tawk (Suhrab, ed.
von Mzik, in Bibl. arab. Histor. u. Geogr., v, Leipzig
1930, 123; Yakut, iv, 840; Abu '1-Fida3, Takwim,
281). The town lay 3 farsakhs from Karklsiya (alc
Azizi, in Abu 'l-Fida D , ed. Reinaud, 281) and, ac-
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cording to al-MukaddasT, 149, a day's journey each
from this town, al-Daliya and Blra (the latter statement is quite inaccurate; cf. Musil, op. cit., 253-4).
Musil (ibid., 250) wrongly takes al-Daliya to be alSalihiyya, which is impossible, as 8-10 miles above it
the Euphrates flows close to the foot of Djabal Abu '1Kasim, so that the Sacld canal must have flowed north
of it back into the Euphrates (cf. the Karte von
Mesopotamien of the Prussian Survey, Feb. 1918, 1:
400,000, sheet 3c: c Ana; Cumont, Fouilles de DouraEuropos, Paris 1926, Atlas, pi. i.: Cours de I'Euphrate entre Circesium et Doura-Europos d'apres I'Aeronautique de
"I'Armee du Levant" on the same scale and the maps in
Sarre-Herzfeld, Arch. Reise). The town of al-Rahba
was a Jacobite bishopric (a list of the bishops in Mich.
Syr., iii, 502); that it—for a time at least—was also a
Nestorian bishopric is shown from a life of the
Catholicos Eliya I (on him, see Baumstark, Geschichte
der syr. Literatur, 286-7) who, shortly before his death
on 6 May 1049, appointed a bishop to this town
(Assemani, in BO, iii, 263).
In the statements of the Arab geographers, it is
clear that the old Rahbat Malik b. Tawk lay on the
bank of the Euphrates (al-Istakhri, 13, 72; Ibn
Hawkal, ed. de Goeje, 17, 138; al-Mukaddasi, 138;
Yakut, iii, 860; Ibn Khurradadhbih, 233), i.e. it
presumably corresponded to the modern al-Miyadln
(pi. of mayddri) (G. Hoffmann, Ausziige aus syr. Akten
pen. Mdrtyrer, 165; Herzfeld, Arch. Reise, ii, 382, n. 1;
A. Musil, The Middle Euphrates, 3, 253, 340), while the
new al-Rahba, as we saw, was built afarsakh from it,
where in the south-west of al-Miyadln there still are
the ruins of the citadel al-Rahaba or al-Rahba. According to Abu 'l-Fida° (ed. Reinaud, 281), towers
were still standing among the ruins of the old town.
Opposite al-Rahba on the left bank of the Euphrates
stood a fortress taken by Marwan II (127-32/744-50)
in the fighting with Hisham (Mahbub of Manbidj,
Kitdb al-^Unwdn, ed. Vasiliev, in Pair. Orient., viii,
517-18). In this fortress Musil (op. cit., 338-9) has
recognised al-Zaytuna (al-Baladhuri, Futuh, 180; alTabari, ii, 1467-8; Ibn Khurradadhbih, 74) and the
ancient ZociSa which is still called al-Marwaniyya after
this caliph, but is not really opposite al-Miyadm but
fourteen miles farther down.
Ibn Hawkal, 155, praises the fertility of the wellwatered region of Rahba, where the orchards on the
east bank of Euphrates also produced date-palms;
their quinces were also famous (al-MukaddasI, 145).
The Karte von Mesopotamien (1 : 400,000) marks at
"Mejadin" "the first (most northerly) palm". Dates
really only ripen in specially favourable weather in the
region of Albu Kamal (Musil, op. cit., 342). According to al-Istakhn, 77, Rahbat Malik b. Tawk was
larger than Karklsiya; al-MukaddasT, 142, calls it the
centre of the Euphrates' district (Carnal al-Furdt or
ndhiyat al-Furdt), as in the early Islamic period the fertile plain from Dayr al-Zawr _to Albu Kamal with the
towns of al-Rahba, Daliya, c Ana and al-Hadltha was
called (Herzfeld, op. cit., ii, 382). According to him,
the town was built in a semi-circle on the edge of the
desert and defended by a strong fortress.
Yakut visited the town, which according to him was
eight days' journey from Damascus, five from Aleppo, 100/arrays from Baghdad and a little over 20 farsakh* from al-Rakfca. In al-Dima§]ikr, 202, it is called
Rafrbat al-Furatiyya. In the time of Khalil al-?ahiri
(Zubda, ed. Ravaisse, 50) it belonged to Aleppo. According to al- c Uman, Syria, or, to be more exact, its
eastern marches with the capital Hims, reached as far
as al-Rahba; he mentions there "a citadel and a
governorship and there are Bahriyya, cavalry, scouts
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and mercenaries stationed there" (al- c UmarI, tr. R.
Hartmann, in ZDMG, Ixx, 23, 30). Ibn Battuta calls
the town "the end of al-clrak and the beginning of alSha-'m". HadjdjI Khalifa reckons from c Ana to alRahba three days' journey and from there to al-Dayr
one days' journey (Djahdn-numd, 483; cf. thereon,
Musil, op. cit., 257).
The Venetian jeweller Gasparo Balbi, who passed
by the town on 6 February 1588 on the Euphrates,
says (Viaggi dell' Indie orientali, Venice 1599, without
pagination) vedemmo castello Rahabi appresso il qual
castello si vede una cittd rovinata, ma in alcuni lati di essa
habitata da alcune poche persone di nome di Rahabilatica (on
the form Rahabi, cf. M. Hartmann, in ZDPV, xxii,
44, at no. 390). Pietro Delia Valle (Viaggi, Venice
1544, i, 571) saw the town of "Rachba" at some
distance from the Euphrates and heard that there were
some old buildings there. Tavenier (Les six voyages, i,
Paris 1676, 285) mentions a place called "Machedraba", i.e. Mashhad al-Rahba (six miles to the southwest of al-Rahba).
The mediaeval Arabic texts on al-Rahba have now
been published over the last half-century. For the
period 640-1060, for which no further publication of
importance is to be expected, a tentative sketch of its
history has been made by Th. Bianquis, Rahba et les
tribus arabes avant les Croisades, in BEO, xli-xlii (198990), with a detailed bibliography.
As for the period 452-923/1060-1517, the work of
extracting information from the texts is still in progress. Ibn al-Dawadan's history, especially rich on
the sieges of al-Rahba (see, in particular, the year
711/1311-12), has not been exploited, and the appearance of chronicles from the 7th/13th and 8th/14th
centuries is announced. Until an extended study on
al-Rahba and the middle Euphrates in general during
the Arab period shall appear, a survey of some recently acquired pieces of information is given here.
Numerous projects have been carried out since
1970 on the material culture of the region in
mediaeval and post-mediaeval times. Archaeological
excavations have been made on the site from 1976 to
1981 by the General Directorate of the Syrian
Museum of Antiquities, the Institut Frangais
d'Etudes Arabes de Damas and the University of
Lyons II. Subsequently, Syrian, European and
American multi-disciplinary teams, working on the
societies of the desert margins, have carried out
surveys on both banks of the Euphrates and on those
of the Khabur. Our knowledge of the past of al-Rahba
and its region has thus been considerably enlarged,
but the sparse publications so far available are still only provisional.
Work has been carried out at three sites. To the
south of the town of al-Miyadln, a stretch of territory
on the banks of the Euphrates, near an old Ottoman
caravanserai, was excavated from 1976 to 1981, mainly revealing dwellings from the Ayyubid period and
with abundant material. The excavation had to be
relinquished in the face of contemporary building
operations just when an old level, probably cAbbasid
(4th/10th century) had been uncovered beneath a
layer of material abandoned when irrigated gardens
were laid out, corresponding to an urban decline in
the 5th/l 1th century. The coins discovered at this site
have been published by A. Negre, Les monnaies de
Mayddin, in BEO, xxxii-xxxiii (1980-1), and the pottery will shortly be published also. Some urban life
then continued along the Euphrates banks long after
the earthquake of 551/1156.
The great citadel on a cliff some 2.5 miles/4 km
from the Euphrates (for earlier illustrations of this, see
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Musil, The Middle Euphrates, 7, fig. 2, and SarreHerzfeld, Arch. Reise, iii, pis. LXXIX ff.) is now
deteriorating rapidly, with erosion eating away the
supports of the walls. A study made 1976-81 allowed
the drawing up of plans and elevations of the site,
bringing out the complexity of the building, which
was destroyed, rebuilt and enlarged on several occasions; see J.L. Paillet, Le chateau de Rahba, etude d'architecture militaire islamique medievale, diss. Univ. of
Lyons II 1983, unpubl. Large numbers of featherings
for arrows, cut out of the paper of registers, have been
found, souvenirs of sieges by the Mongols. From the
Ottoman period onwards, the building no longer had
any military value and provided shelter for sheepraising villagers.
From 1976 to 1978, work was undertaken at the
foot of this fortress in the abandoned ruins of an urban
settlement. A great enclosure, quadrangular in shape
with sides of some 30 m, surrounded by a wall one
metre thick, restored on various occasions and in
some places more than 4 m in height, has been partially revealed. One can guess at an ensemble comprising
a public building—a khan, a cavalry barracks or a
great mosque, probably including a small oratory—
with a complex network of canals for the bringing in
of fresh water and for carrying away waste and dirty
water. The pottery and coins which have been analysed are mainly Mamluk, with some Ayyubid sherds in
the deeper layers. The houses around this great
building have not yet been excavated but offer a clearly more rural aspect than the houses spread along the
Euphrates banks.
Until the end of the 5th/l 1th century al-Rahba was
a riverine port to which came caravans arriving via
Tadmur or Palmyra from Damascus, Hims,
Salamiyya and Hamat. After then, this river traffic
declined, for reasons not yet clear; lack of wood for the
construction of river craft? Decrease in the amount of
water through desiccation? Insecurity? Caravan traffic running parallel to the river, on the plateau above
the right bank, now enjoyed a corresponding increase.
The ability to survey the steppe lands, which stretch
as far as eye can see, always justified the building of
a progressively stronger citadel on the river banks. To
the north-east, it dominated the valley and could easily block or hold up the advance of an army venturing
into the 4 km-wide plain along the right bank of the
Euphrates. The fortress being at a lower level, on the
edge of the cliff, on the alluvial plain, and unable to
command a view of the steppes at a higher level, lost
some of its value.
Al-Rahba formed part of various types of regional
groupings: the Euphrates valley in the context of the
administration of the tank al-Furdt, the Djaziran principality of Mawsil under the Hamdanid Nasir alDawla, Fajimid Egypt and southern Syria at the beginning of the 6th/12th century, northern Syria under
the KilabI Mirdasids after 416/1025, the Saldjuk principality of Damascus at the end of the 5th/llth century and the Syrian steppe principality extending
from Salamiyya to the Euphrates in the Zangid and
Ayyubid periods. Under the Mamluks, the citadel
was rebuilt and held an important garrison, and it
protected the new town which had grown up right at
its feet. The nd^ib commanding it had a high place in
the military hierarchy. It played a notable role at the
time of the Turco-Mongol invasions between 1260
and 1400, forcing these invaders to detach from their
fighting force powerful contingents to watch over and
besiege the fortress. There are several mentions of alRahba in the Ta^nkh of Ibn Kadi Shuhba, ed. Adnan
Darwich, Damascus 1977; on p. 479 the author states

that, in 795/1392-3, when Tlmur Lang had conquered Mesopotamia, he sent messages to the na^ib of
al-Rahba, who after having read them, put the TurcoMongol emissaries to death.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Ibn Djubayr, ed. Wright, 250;
KalkashandT, &aw\ Cairo 1324, 291, cf.
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, La Syrie a I'epoque des
Mamelouks, Paris 1923, 77-80, 183, 245-6, 254, 259;
R. Hartmann, Die geographischen Nachrichten uber
Paldstina und Syrien in £halil al-Zdhiri's Zubdat Kashf
al-Mamdlik, diss. Tubingen 1907, 62; K. Ritter,
Erdkunde, xi, 268, 693-4, 706, 1433; G. Hoffmann,
Auszuge aus syr. Akten pers. Mdrtyrer, 165; M. Hartmann, in ZDPV, xxiii, 42, 44-50, 49, 61, 68, 113,
124, 127; OLZ, ii (1899), col. 311; B. Moritz, Zur
antiken Topographic der Palmyrene, in Abh. Pr. Ak. W.
(1889), 36, 37 n. 4; E. Sachau, Reise in Syrien und
Mesopotamien, Leipzig 1883, 279 ff.; G. Le Strange,
Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, Cambridge 1905, 105,
124; idem, Palestine under the Moslems, London 1890,
517-18; R. Hartmann, mZDMG, Ixx (1916), 30, n.
9; E. Reitemeyer, Die Stddtegriindungen der Araber
(diss. Heidelberg), Munich 1912, 85; R. Dussaud,
Topographie historique de la Syrie antique et medievale,
Paris 1927, 252-3, 259, 454 n. 2, 514; A. Musil,
The Middle Euphrates, New York 1927, 340-5 and
passim, cf. index, 415-16, s.v. ar-Rahba, Rahba
Towk, etc.; A. Poidebard, La trace de Rome dans le
desert de Syrie, text, Paris 1934, 93, 104; E. Herzfeld
in Sarre-Herzfeld, Archdologische Reise im Euphratund Tigris-Gebiet, ii, Berlin 1920, 382-4, and B.
Schulz, ibid., 384-6, figs. 367-9; iii, Berlin 1911,
pis. LXXIX ff.
(E. HONIGMANN-[TH. BIANQUIS]
RAHBANIYYA (A.), m o n a s t i c i s m . The term is
derived from rdhib [q.v.] "anchovite, monk"; it occurs
in the Kur D an once only, in a complicated passage
(sura LVII, 27) that has given rise to divergent interpretations: "And we put in the hearts of those who
followed Jesus, compassion and mercy, and the
monastic state (rahbdniyyd); they instituted the same
(we did not prescribe it to them) only out of a desire
to please God. Yet they observed not the same as it
ought truly to have been observed. And we gave unto
such of them as believed, their reward; but many of
them have been doers of evil."
According to some of the exegesis, the verb "we
put" has two objects only, viz. compassion and mercy, whereas the words "and the monastic state" are
the object of "they instituted". Accordingly, the
monastic state or rahbdniyya appears here as a purely
human institution, which, moreover, has been
perverted by evil-doers.
According to others, however, the object of the
words "and we put" is compassion, mercy and the
monastic state. According to this exegesis,
monasticism is called a divine institution, although
not prescribed for mankind. But it has been perverted
by evil-doers. This exegesis seems preferable to the
other, although the juxtaposition of compassion, mercy and the monastic state seems rather unnatural. Of
the two, the first interpretation displays a much less
favourable attitude to the monastic state than the
second. L. Massignon pointed out that this latter exegesis is the older one; the younger one expresses a
feeling hostile to monasticism, which coined the tradition "No rahbdniyya in Islam."
This tradition does not occur in the canonical collections. Yet it is being prepared there. When the wife
of c Uthman b. Maz c un [q.v.] complained of being
neglected by her husband, Muhammad took her part,
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saying: "Monasticism (rahbdniyya) was not prescribed
for us" (Ahmad b. Hanbal, vi, 226; al-Darirm, Nikdh,
bdb 3). The following tradition is less exclusive: "Do
not trouble yourselves and God will not trouble you.
Some have troubled themselves and God has troubled
them. Their successors are in the hermitages and
monasteries, 'an institution we have not prescribed
for them"' (Abu Dawud, Adah, bdb 44).
Islam, thus rejecting monasticism, has replaced it
by the djihdd: "Every prophet has some kind of
rahbdniyya; the rahbdniyya of this community is the
djihdd" (a tradition ascribed to Muhammad, in
Ahmad b. Hanbal, iii, 266; and to Abu SacTd alKhudrT, ibid., iii, 82). See also TARIKA, ZUHD.
Bibliography. L. Massignon, Essai sur les origines
du lexique technique de la mystique musulmane, 123 ff.;
the commentaries of the Kurgan on sura LVII, 27;
Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, ed. Sachau, iii/1, 287; Harm,
Makdmdt, ed. de Sacy, 570-1; Zamakhshari, alFd^ik, Haydarabad 1324, i, 269; Ibn al-Athir,
Nihdya, s.v.; A. Sprenger, Das Leben und die Lehre des
Mohammad, i, 389; I. Goldziher, Muhammedanische
Studien, ii, 394; idem, in RHR, xviii, 193-4, xxxvii,
314; E. Beck, Das christliche Monchtum im Koran,
Helsinki 1946.
(AJ. WENSINCK)
RAHIB (A., pi. ruhbdn, rahdbin, rahdbina), a m o n k .
The figure of the monk is known to pre-Islamic poetry
and to the Kur 3 an and Tradition. The pre-Islamic
poets refer to the monk in his cell, the light of which
the traveller by night sees in the distance and which
gives him the idea of shelter.
In the Kur'an, the monk and the kissis, sometimes
also the ahbdr, are the religious leaders of the Christians. In one place it is said that rabbis and monks live
at the expense of other men (sura IX, 34) and that the
Christians have taken as their masters instead of God
their ahbdr and their monks as well as al-Masih b.
Maryam (IX, 31). In another passage, the Christians
are praised for their friendship to their fellowbelievers, which is explained from the fact that there
are priests and monks among them (V, 87). In Hadith,
the rdhib is frequently encountered in stories of the
nature of the kisas al-anbiyd^ (see al-Bukharl, Anbiyd^,
bdb 54; Muslim, Zuhd, trad. 73; Tawba, trad. 46, 47;
al-Tirmidhi, Tafsir, sura LXXXV, trad. 2; Mandkib,
trad. 3; al-Nasa°T, Masddjid, trad. 11; Ibn Madja,
Fitan, trad. 20, 23; al-Darimi, Fadd^il al-Kur^dn, trad.
16; Ahmad b. Hanbal, i, 461; ii, 434; iii, 337, 347;
v, 4; vi, 17 bis).
From the fact that in the Islamic literature of the
early centuries A.H. the epithet rdhib was given to various pious individuals, it is evident that there was
nothing odious about it then; see, however, the article
RAHBANIYYA.

Bibliography: See that to RAHBANIYYA.
(AJ. WENSINCK)
RAHiL, in the Bible R a c h e l , wife of Jacob,
mother of Joseph and Benjamin, is not mentioned in
the Kur 3 an. There is, however, a reference to her in
sura IV, 27: "Ye may not have two sisters to wife at
the same time; if it has been done formerly, God now
exercises pardon and mercy." This is said to allude to
Jacob's marriage with Liya and Rahll; before Moses
revealed the Tora, such a marriage was valid. AlTabari gives this explanation in his Annals, i, 356,
359-60. Ibn al-Aihir, i, 90, adopts it. But already in
Tafsir, iv, 210, al-Tabari explains the verse correctly:
Muhammad forbids for the future marriage with two
sisters but he does not dissolve such marriages concluded before the prohibition.—Islamic tradition
generally adopts the view that Ya c kub only married
RahTl after Liya's death. So already in al-Tabari, i,
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355, al-Zamakhshari, al-Baydawi, Ibn al-Athir, etc.
Al-Kisa°I even thinks that Ya c kub only married RahTl
after the death of Liya and of his two concubines.
Here again Muslim legend differs from the Bible, in
making him not marry RahTl until after 14 years of
service; in the Bible, Jacob serves seven years, marries Leah and, after the wedding week, Rachel and
serves another seven years. Ya c kub's wooing and
Laban's trick by which he substitutes Liya for RahTl
as "neither lamp nor candle-light" illuminate the
bridal chamber, is embellished in Muslim legend.
RahTl is also of importance in the story of Yusuf.
Yusuf inherits his beauty from RahTl; they had half of
all the beauty in the world, according to others twothirds, or even according to the old Haggadic scheme
(Kiddushin, 49b), nine-tenths (al-ThaclabI, 69). When
Ya c kub left Laban, he had no funds for the journey;
at Rachel's suggestion, Yusuf steals Laban's idols. As
Yusuf, sold by his brothers, passes the tomb of RahTl
he throws himself from his camel on the grave and
laments: "O mother, look on thy child, I have been
deprived of my coat, thrown into a pit, stoned and
sold as a slave." Then he hears a voice: "Trust in
God." The old Haggada does not know this touching
scene. But it has found its way into the late mediaeval
book of stories Sefer Hayashar (ed. Goldschmidt, 150).
The Judaeo-Persian poet Shahln (15th century)
adapts this motif from FirdawsT's Yusuf u Zulaykhd in
his book of Genesis.
Bibliography: Tabarl, i, 355-60, 371; idem, Tafsir, iv, 210; Tha c labl, Kisas al-anbiyd^, Cairo 1325,
69, 74; Ibn al-Athir, i, 90; Kisa°i, Kisas nl-anbiyd^,
ed. Eisenberg, 155-6, 160, tr. W.M. Thackston,
The Tales of the Prophets of al-Kisa^i, Boston 1978,
165, 167, 181; Neumann Ede, A muhammeddn Josef
monda, Budapest 1881, 12, 39-40; Grunbaum,
Gesammelte Aufsdtze zur Sprach- und Sagenkunde, ed. F.
Perles, Berlin 1901, 523, 534-8, 548; W. Bacher,
Zwei judisch-persische Dichter, Schahin und Imrdni,
Budapest 1907, 119. See also YA C KUB and YUSUF.
' (B. HELLER)
RAHIL (A.), "travelling by camel", a term applied in Arabic poetry to t h e m e s i n v o l v i n g a desert
j o u r n e y . In its specific meaning it denotes a section
of the polythematic kasida [ q . v . } , following the nasib
[ q . v . } , where the poet describes his camel and his
travels. The term is derived from the verb rahala "to
saddle a camel" or "to mount a camel". In Arabic
poetics, the rahil is not classified among the "genres"
(aghrdd) of poetry, nor is the term used in a technical
sense. Mediaeval critics usually paraphrase the theme
(cf. Ibn Kutayba, Shicr, 14).
In the Djdhiliyya [ q . v . } , poets allude to the perilous
desert journey at the beginning of their self-praise [see
MUFAKHARA], introducing it, like other themes of
fakhr, by wdw rubba ("and many a...") or by kad
preceding a verb in the imperfect tense ("and often
I..."). But already in early texts, there is a tendency
to connect the rahil with the nasib. The poet, after his
disappointment in love, turns to his camel for consolation, or he asks whether it will be strong enough to
carry him to his beloved. Then usually follows a detailed description of the camel (wasf
al-afamal),
embellished by scenes of animal life, introduced as
comparisons, the camel being compared to a wild
bull, an onager, an ostrich, and, very rarely, to an
eagle. If the ode ends with a madih [q.v.\, the poet
sometimes adds, by way of transition (ta&talluf), that
he is travelling towards the mamduh, the addressee of
his panegyric. From the corpus of pre-Islamic verse it
appears that the rahil originally formed a theme of
fa^hr, and that its interpretation as a journey to the
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mamduh is a secondary development. For poets in the
Djahiliyya do not travel towards a destination; travelling is the mode of Bedouin life, and the camel is its
most significant symbol. By turning to his excellent
mount after the emotional crisis of the nasib, the
"Bedouin hero" regains his equanimity and his ability to perform the tasks demanded of him by tribal
society.
During the first part of the 7th century, a transformation of the camel-section sets in, which is continued
in the Umayyad period. As a result, the traditional
description of the poet's camel is replaced by a rahil to
the mamduh, by which the poet emphasises the dangers
and hardships which he took upon himself on his way.
In the Umayyad rahil, the destination is always stated,
and the length of the way dwelled upon. The poet
mentions a group of travellers and their mounts, and
describes their state of weariness and exhaustion.
Sortie odes begin with a rahil, which is often blended
with the madih in an ingenious way. Thus the rahil is
now entirely determined by the panegyrical function
of the ode, as described by Ibn Kutayba (loc. cit.), who
evidently had the Umayyad kasida in mind, when explaining the genre (cf. R. Jacobi, The camel-section of the
panegyrical ode, \nJAL, xiii [1982], 1-22).
In the early cAbbasid period, the rahil is gradually
reduced in length or omitted altogether (Jacobi, op.
cit., 19-21). cAbbasid odes are as a rule bipartite in
structure, a development already beginning in the
Umayyad period. However, later poets occasionally
fall back upon traditional patterns, and there are some
original variations of the travel theme. As part of the
panegyrical ode, the rahil survives until modern times.
Bibliography: In general w o r k s , the rahil is
treated in connection with the kasida, cf. GAP, ii (index), CHAL, ii (index); E. Wagner, Grundzuge der
klassischen arabischen Dichtung, i-ii, Darmstadt 1987-8
(Index). S t u d i e s l i m i t e d to the Djahiliyya: R.
Jacobi, Studien zur Poetik der altarabischen Qaside,
Wiesbaden 1971, cf. 49-65; A. Hamori, The poet as
hero, in idem, On the art of medieval Arabic literature,
Princeton 1974, 3-30; W. Rumiyya, al-Rihla fi Ykasida al-djahiliyya, 1975.
(R. JACOBI)
RAHIM [see ALLAH].
D
RAHMA (A.), a Kur anic term (attested 114
times), denoting either k i n d n e s s , b e n e v o l e n c e
(synonym of ra^fd) or—more frequently—an act of
k i n d n e s s , a f a v o u r (synonym of ni^ma orfaaT). Almost invariably, the term is applied to God; in only
three verses is there reference to the rahma which
humans have, or should have, in their relationships
with others: sons towards their father and mother
(XVII, 24), married couples between themselves
(XXX, 21), Christians among themselves (LVII, 27).
The French translation by "misericorde",
although often used, is misleading, since in current
usage, particularly in religious vocabulary,
"misericorde" essentially includes the notion of
forgiveness, this being the kindness whereby God
forgives men for their sins (the same observation applies moreover, although less precisely, to the English
"mercy" and the German "Gnade"). It is true that
the indulgence of God with regard to sinners is an
eminent form of his kindness, and in fact in some instances the Kurgan associates the two notions (cf. for
example XVIII, 58; XXXIX, 53; XL, 7). It is also
possible to understand in this sense (although not
necessarily, cf. al-TabarsT's commentary) the formula
of VI, 12 and 54: kataba '•aid nafsih al-rahma. But in the
majority of cases, the notion of the forgiveness of sins
is totally absent from Kur D anic usages of rahma. As
previously stated, this term is to be understood most

often as a simple equivalent of ni^ma. It represents a
"kindness" which God grants (dtd, wahabd) to men
(cf. Ill, 8; XI, 28; XVIII, 10, 65), a good which He
"makes them taste" (adhdkd), as opposed to the evils
which he inflicts upon them, rahma being, in such instances, opposed to tfurr, tfarrd*, or sayyi^a (cf. X, 21;
XI, 9; XXX, 33, 36; XLI, 50; XLII, 48); sometimes,
in fact, it is an affliction (su*, tfurr) which He wills
upon them, and sometimes a rahma (cf. XXXIII, 17,
and XXXIX, 38).
These rahmas which God gives as benefits to men,
or to one or another individual, are of various kinds.
There is the "Book given to Moses", described as
hudd wa-rahma (VI, 154; VII, 154), imdn wa-rahma
(XI, 17; XLVI, 12); the Kur'an itself, also frequently
described as hudd wa-rahma (XXVII, 77; XXXI, 3;
etc.) or as shifd* wa-rahma (XVII, 82); Jesus (XIX,
21); Muhammad (XXI, 107). Also a rahma is the fact
of having given to Moses, to assist him, his brother
Aaron (XIX, 53), to Zachariah a son (XIX, 2); of
having saved from annihilation Hud and his supporters (VII, 72; XI, 58). Rahma is furthermore the
treasure destined to the two orphans of XVIII, 82; the
wall erected by Dhu '1-Karnayn (XVIII, 98); the
maintenance (rizk) which the Prophet awaits from
God (XVII, 28); the rain (VII, 57; XXV, 48;
XXVII, 63; XXX, 50); and the alternation of day
and night (XXVIII, 73).
There is disagreement among the early exegetes regarding the original meaning of the term, a disagreement which essentially divides, it seems, lexicographers from theologians. For the former, rahma
denotes at the outset an aggregate of related emotional
states, of which the most characteristic is that of rikkat
al-kalb, which may be translated, for want of a better
choice, by "sensibility", the "fact of having a sensitive heart". Al-Mubarrad would define rahma by
tahannun ("tenderness") wa-rikka (according to alZadjdjadjl, Ishtikdk asmd* Allah, Beirut 1986, 41, 8),
rikka wa-ta^attuf ("benevolence") (according to Abu
Hatim al-RazI, al-Zina, ii, Cairo 1958, 23, 7-8; cf.
also LA). In his "exoteric" commentary on the
basmala, al-Shahrastani gives the following definition:
"In Arabic, rahma denotes sensibility (rikkat al-kalb),
compassion (shafaka), softness (Ifn) and gentleness
(rifk); this term has for antonyms hardness (fazdza)
and severity (ghilzat al-kalb)" (Mafdtih al-asrdr, facs. ed.
Tehran 1989, fol. 33b). Lending force to this interpretation is a saying of Ibn cAbbas, glossing rahmdn
with rakik and rahim with cdtif (cf. Gimaret, Les noms
divins en Islam, Paris 1988, 379). The question which
is posed is, for a theologian, whether, thus understood, rahma can truly be used in connection with
God. On account, no doubt, of what this term implies
in the sense of vulnerability, fragility, it is generally
reckoned in fact that rikka could not be counted among
the divine attributes (thus al-Khaftabl and al-Husayn
b. al-FaoU al-Badjall, according to al-Bayhaki, alAsmd^wa 'l-sifdt, Cairo 1939, 51, 13-18). A rikka, explains al-GhazalT, is a cause of suffering, and it is in
order to alleviate this suffering that the "sensitive"
man performs an act of beneficence; God, on the
other hand, is not susceptible to suffering (al-Maksid
al-asnd, Beirut 1961, 66, 1-11). For this reason alZamakhshan considers that, when rahma is applied to
God, it is to be taken in a figurative sense, signifying
His beneficence (incdm) towards His creatures (alKashshdf, Cairo 1385/1966, i, 44-5). For al-Mubarrad,
the term is frankly ambiguous. Applied to men, it
signifies "tenderness and sensibility"; applied to
God, it means "beneficence and generosity" (incdm
wa-if^dl) (al-ZadjdjadjI, Ishtikdk, 41, 8-9). Al-
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Djubba°i, for his part, goes further; for him, the true
sense of rahma is that which makes it an equivalent of
nPma; if a man of sensitive heart is described as rahim,
it is in fact because such a man is beneficent ( c Abd alDjabbar, al-Mughni, xx/b, 207, 6-8). The same point
of view is expressed by Ibn Babawayh (al-Tawhid,
Nadjaf 1387/1968, 203-4).
The question of the origin and meaning of the
divine name al-Rahmdn, as well as of the formula alRahmdn al-Rahim, has already been discussed [see
BASMALA and AL-KUR D AN. 4.c]. For almost all the ancient commentators—the single exception being
Thaclab—there is no doubt that rahmdn and rahim are
quite simply two parallel qualificatives, both derived
from the root r-h-m, one in the/a c /arc form, the other
in/fl c f/, both attesting that the person thus described
practises the virtue of rahma. Some, including the
grammarian Abu c Ubayda, even saw the words as
pure doublets, analogous, they declared, to the pair of
nadmdn and nadim, the only difference being that
rahmdn could be applied only to God (thus, in particular, al-Ashcari, according to Ibn Furak, Muajarrad,
Beirut 1987, 47, 21-3; al-Djuwaym, Irshdd, Cairo
1950, 145, 4-6). However, later authorities—these
being the majority—attribute to rahmdn a stronger
quality, precisely because the word is applied only to
God, and because, according to a frequent exegesis,
rahmdn is reckoned to have a broader "extension"
than rahim. It is said that God is rahmdn for all men,
believers or non-believers, while He is rahim only for
believers (in conformity with Kur D an, XXXIII, 43,
wa-kdna bi 'l-mu^minina rahiman}. For al-HallmT, for
example, God is rahmdn in that He gives to all men the
means of finding their salvation, so that they have no
excuse not to worship Him; He is rahim for the
believers in that He rewards them without stinting (alBayhaki, al-Asmd^, 49, 20-1). Some writers (for example, Ibn Babawayh, al-Tawhid, 203, 13-14) furthermore assert that, if God alone is described as rahmdn,
while rahim can be applied to anyone who has compassion for the suffering of others, this is because God
alone has, in addition, the power of removing this suffering (on this area of speculation, see Gimaret, Noms
dtvins, 379-82).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(D. GIMARET)
RAHMA B. 5JABIR [see KURSAN. iii].
RAHMAN [see BASMALA; KURGAN).
RAHMANIYYA, A l g e r i a n $ufT o r d e r (tarika}
called after Muhammad b. c Abd al-Rahman alGashtulT al-Djurdjurl al-Azharl Abu Kabrayn, who
died in 1208/1793-4. It is a branch of the Khalwatiyya
[q. v.] and is said to have at one time been called
Bakriyya after Mustafa al-Bakrl al-Shaml. At Nafta
[ q . v . ] , in Tunisia, and some other places it is called
c
Azzuziyya after Mustafa b. Muhammad b. c Azzuz.
Life of the f o u n d e r . His family belonged to the
tribe Ayt Smacll, part of the Gash tula confederation
in the Kabiliyya Djurdjura; having studied at his
home, and then in Algiers, he made the pilgrimage in
1152/1740, and on his return spent some time as a student at al-Azhar in Cairo, where Muhammad b.
Salim al-HafnawT (d. 1181/1767-8: Silk al-durar, iv,
50) initiated him into the Khalwati order, and ordered
him to propagate it in India and the Sudan; after an
absence of thirty years he returned to Algeria, and
commenced preaching in his native village, where he
founded a zdwiya; he seems to have introduced some
modifications into KhalwatT practice, and in his Seven
Visions of the Prophet Muhammad made some important claims for his person and his system; immunity from hell-fire was to be secured by affiliation to his
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order, love for himself or it, a visit to himself, stopping before his tomb or hearing his dhikr recited. His
success in winning adherents provoked the envy of the
local murdbits, in consequence of which he migrated to
Hamma in the neighbourhood of Algiers. Here, too,
his activities met with opposition from the religious
leaders, who summoned him to appear before a
mad^lis under the presidency of the Malik! mufticAll b.
Amln; through the influence of the Turkish
authorities, who were impressed by the following
which he had acquired, he was acquitted of the charge
of unorthodoxy, but he thought it prudent to return
to his native village, where shortly afterwards he died,
leaving as his successor CA1I b. clsa al-Maghribl. His
corpse is said to have been stolen by the Turks and
buried with great pomp at Hamma with a kubba and
a mosque over it. The Ayt Smacfl, however, maintained that it had not left its original grave, whence it
was supposed to have been miraculously duplicated,
and the title Abu Kabrayn "owner of two graves" was
given to him.
_ H i s t o r y and p r o p a g a t i o n of the o r d e r . CA1T b.
c
lsa al-Maghribl was undisputed head from
1208/1793-4 to 1251/1835; his successor died shortly
after, and from the following year, though the order
continued to win adherents, it divided into independent branches. This was owing to the objections raised
by the Ayt SmacTl to the succession of al-Hadjdj
Bashlr, another Maghribf; in spite of the support of
the amir cAbd al-Kadir [q. v . ] , he had to quit his post,
which was held for a time by the widow of CA1T b. c lsa,
who, however, owing to the dwindling of the revenues
of the zdwiya, had ultimately to summon Bashlr back.
Meanwhile, the founders of other zdwiyas were assuming independence. After the death of Bashlr in
1259/1843, the widow's son-in-law al-Hadjdj c Ammar
succeeded to the headship of the order. Finding his influence waning owing to his failure to participate in
the attack on the French organised by Bu Baghla, in
Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1272/August 1856 he called his
followers to arms and obtained some initial successes;
he was, however, compelled to surrender in the
following year, together with his wife (or mother-inlaw) at the head of a hundred khwdn shortly afterwards. c Ammar retired to Tunis, where he
endeavoured to continue the exercise of his functions,
but he was not generally recognised as head of the
order, and his place among the Ayt Smacll was taken
by Muhammad Amezzyan b. al-Haddad of Sadduk,
who at the age of 80 on 8 April 1871 proclaimed djihdd
against the French, who had recently been defeated in
the Franco-Prussian War. The insurrection met with
little success, though it spread far, and on 13 July Ibn
al-Haddad surrendered to General Saussier, who sent
him to Bougie. The original zdwiya was closed as a
precautionary measure.
His son cAz!z, who had been transported to New
Caledonia, succeeded in escaping to Djudda, whence
he endeavoured to govern the community; but various mukaddams who had been appointed by his father,
as well as other founders of zdwiyas, asserted their independence. Lists have been given by Depont and
Coppolani of these persons and their spheres of influence, which extended into Tunisia and the Sahara. In
their work, the numbers of the adherents to the order
were reckoned at 156,214 (1897). In 1954, L.
Massignon revised this number to 156,000 adherents,
with 177 zdwiyas, whilst in 1961 Fauque estimated
them at 230,000. It should be said that the
Rahmaniyya constitute the most important Sufi order
in Algeria, with more than one-half of the khwdn of the
land. It predominates in the towns of the Constan-
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tinois such as Constantine, c Annaba, Souk-Ahrag,
Batna, Biskra, etc., and naturally in Kabylia, where
it originated. Rinn noticed that the Rahmaniyya of
Tolga regularly maintained good relations with the
French authorities.
P r a c t i c e s of the order. The training of the murid
consists in teaching him a series of seven "names", of
which the first is the formula Id ildha ilia 'lldhu, to be
repeated from 12,000 to 70,000 times in a day and
night, and followed by the others, if the shaykh is
satisfied with the neophyte's progress; these are: 2.
Allah three times; 3. huwa; 4. hakk three times; 5. hayy
three times; 6. kayyum three times; 7. kahhdr three
times (Rinn's list differs slightly from this). Rinn
stated that the dhikr of the order consists in repeating
at least 80 times from the afternoon of Thursday to
that of Friday the prayer ascribed to al-Shadhilf [q. v. ],
and on the other weekdays the formula Id ildha ilia
'lldhu. Favourite lessons are the "Verse of the
Throne" followed by suras I, CXII-CXIV (prescribed in the Founder's diploma, translated by A.
Delpech, in RA (1874), and the Seven Visions mentioned above (translated by Rinn, 467).
L i t e r a t u r e of the o r d e r . Most of this would seem
to be still in ms.; the founder is credited with several
books. A. Cherbonneau, inJA (1852), 517, describes
a catechism called al-Rahmdniyya by Muhammad b.
BakhtarzT with a commentary by his son Mustafa,
perhaps identical with a work called by French writers
Presents dominicaux. Another work belonging to the
order which they mention is called al-Rawd al-bdsim fi
mandkib al-Shaykh Muhammad b. al-Kdsim.
Bibliography: E. de Neveu, Les Khouan, Paris
1846, repr. Algiers 1913; L. Rinn, Marabouts et
Khouan, Alger 1884; O. Depont and X. Coppolani,
Les confreries religieuses musulmanes, Algiers 1897; H.
Carrot, Histoire generale de l}Algerie, Algiers 1910; M.
Simian, Les confreries islamiques en Algerie, Algiers
1910; A. Berque, Essai d'une bibliographie critique des
confreries musulmanes algeriennes, in Bull, de la Soc. de
Geogr. et d'Arch. d'Oran, xxxix (1919), 135-74, 193283; L. Massignon, Annuaire du monde musulman,
Paris 41954, 235; L.P. Fauque, Ou en est I'lslam
traditionnel en Algerie?, in L 'Afrique et I'Asie, Iv (1961),
17-22; A. Merad, Le reformisme musulman en Algerie de
1925 a 1940, Paris-The Hague 1967, 55, 59-60.
(D.S. MARGOLIOUTH*)
RAHN (A.), pledge, s e c u r i t y ; rdhin, the giver
and murtahin, the taker of the pledge. The Kur D an (II,
283), obviously in confirmation of pre-Islamic legal
usage, provides for the giving of pledges (rihdnun
makbuda] in business in which a definite period is concerned, if the preparation of a written document is
impossible. The part here played by the security as
evidence of the existence of an obligation is in Islamic
law much less important than that of securing the
fulfilment of a demand. From the latter point of view,
the traditions are mainly concerned with two questions: a. whether the security in case of non-fulfilment
passes without more ado into the ownership of the
creditor or not (the two answers are crystallised in the
legal maxims al-rahn bi-mdjih or al-rahn layaghlak); and
b, who is entitled to use it and is bound to maintain
it (the answer often found in earlier authorities that
the taker of the pledge may enjoy its use if he sees to
its maintenance, later fell out into disuse). According
to the doctrine of Islamic law, the giver of the pledge
is bound to maintain it, but can enjoy the use of it only according to the £haficls; its use by the taker of the
pledge is also forbidden (except by the Hanballs); the
yield (increase) belongs to the giver of the pledge but
also becomes part of the security (except with the

Shaficls); the taker of the pledge is responsible for it
according to the HanafTs and (with limitations) the
Malikls. Among the Shaficis and the Hanballs, the
agreement regarding the security is regarded as a bailment relationship (with much less responsibility). The
basis for the condition of a pledge must be a claim
(dayn)\ the accessory character of the security is in
general allowed; but exceptional cases are recognised
in which the debt is extinguished by the disappearance
of the security, i.e. the risk passes to the taker of the
pledge. While the ownership of the pledge remains
with the debtor, he has no power of disposal over it
and possession passes to the creditor; the latter has the
right to sell it to satisfy his claim if the debt becomes
overdue or is not paid. Mortgage is unknown, as well
as a graded series of rights to the same object of
pledge. To be distinguished from the pledge is the
detention (habs) of a thing to enforce fulfilment of a
legal claim, which represents a concrete right afforded
by the law in individual cases so that it has contacts
with the legal right to pledge.
Bibliography: J. Schacht (ed.), G. Bergstrdsser's
Grundzuge des islamischen Rechts, Leipzig 1935, 55-6;
Guidi-Santillana, Sommario del diritto malechita,
Milan 1919, ii, 285 ff.; Lopez Ortiz, Derecho
musulman, 192-3; Sachau, Muhammedanisches Recht,
Stuttgart and Berlin 1897, 323 ff.; Querry, Droit
musulman, Paris 1871-2, i, 443 ff.; Th.W. Juynboll,
De hoofdregelen der Sjafi^itische leer van het pandrecht,
dissertation, Leiden 1893; Schacht, An introduction to
Islamic law, Oxford 1964, 138-40.
(J. SCHACHT)
AL-RA C I, lakab of a poet of the Banu Numayr [q.v. ]
who lived in the lst/7th century. His real name was
c
Ubayd b. Husayn (see his genealogy in Ibn al-Kalbi,
Djamharat al-nasab, ed. W. Caskel, Leiden 1966, Taf.
92 and 112; for other sources see R. Weipert, Studien,
27-8), but he was commonly known as al-RacI alNumayn. His kunya Abu Djandal refers to his son
Djandal, who inherited his father's poetical talent and
produced some poems (for a collection of some
fragments see N.H. al-Kaysi and H. Nadji, Shicr alRd^i, 8-13).
Al-Ra c T was a sayyid of his tribe and commanded
great respect. He spent a considerable part of his life
in c lrak, especially in Basra, where he was on good
terms with Umayyad rulers and governors, e.g. Bishr
and cAbd al-Malik b. Marwan, Yazld and cAbd Allah
b. Mu c awiya [ q . v v . ] , Khalid b. cAbd Allah b. Khalid
b. AsTd and Sacld b. c Abd al-Rahman b. c Attab, to
whom he addressed his panegyrical odes. It is evident
that he kept these close relations with wealthy men of
political influence for his personal profit, because, as
many of his invectives against other tribes and poets
like c Adi b. al-Rika c , al-Akhtal, and Djarir [q.vv.]
show, he did not get on easily with neighbours or
fellow poets. When he interfered in the nakd^id [q.v.]
between DjarTr and al-Farazdak [q.v.] and gave
preference to the latter, Djanr was deeply hurt and
reacted by composing his famous kasida "aldammdgha" (see his Diwdn, ed. Nu c man Muhammad
Amln Tana, Cairo 1969 f., ii, 813 ff. no. 3), in which
he slighted al-Raci and the Banu Numayr entirely.
This poem silenced al-RacI at once and, as many
traditions say, led to his premature death less than a
year after this event (see M.N. Higljab, al-Rd^i, 76-7,
who fixes the date of his death in 96/714 or 97/715).
Al-Ra c I's verses are a typical example of Old Arabian Bedouin poetry; he excels in the description of
the camel and its shepherd (hence his nick-name), the
wild bull, the oryx, the wild ass, and other animals of
the desert. The Arab literary critics highly esteemed
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al-Ra c i's qualities and ranked him besides Humayd b.
Thawr and Ibn Mukbil [q. vv.] at the head of the
Mudar poets (see al-AsmacT, Fuhulat al-shu^ard^, ed.
C.C. Torrey, in ZDMG, Ixv [1911], 500). According
to Ibn Sallam, who called him ' 'fahl Mudar" (see his
Tabakdt, i, 503), he belonged to the first class of
Islamic poets and was equal in value to Djarir, alFarazdak, and al-Akhtal.
His diwdn was transmitted by his rdwi Dhu '1Rumma [0.z>'. ], whose own poetry is strongly influenced by al-Ra c T's style (see Ibn Sallam, Tabakdt, ii,
551). About a century later, al-AsmacT [q. v.] composed the first philological recension of his diwdn, which
was largely used by Abu c Ubayd al-Bakn [q. v. ] in his
Mu^djam ma 'sta^djam (see the index). Other recensions
are due to al-Sukkarl [ q . v . ] , Ibn al-Anbarl [see ALANBARI, ABU BARK], and Tha c lab [q.v.] (see R.
Weipert, Studien, 34-5). Tha c lab's recension and commentary was still known to Yakut [q. v. ], who often
quoted it in his Mu^ajam al-bulddn (see the index).
Though al-RacT's diwdn has been cited and valued
by many lexicographers, philologists and udabd^, no
manuscript of it has been discovered so far. Fortunately, Muhammad b. al-Mubarak b. Maymun (d.
591/1201) selected from the diwdn twenty complete
kasidas for his Muntahd 'l-talab min ashlar al-^arab (ms.
Yale 389, fols. 135b-163a). These long poems, which
are missing in the obsolete collections of G. Oman and
N. al-HanT, form the basis of the comprehensive editions of al-Ra c T's poetical remains, published by R.
Weipert and, less critically, by N.H. al-KaysT and H.
NadjT in 1980, each of them containing about 1,300
verses, to which only a dozen may be added today.
Bibliography. The main b i o g r a p h i e s are in
Abu c Ubayda, Nakd^id Djarir wa 'l-Farazdak, ed.
A.A. Bevan, Leiden 1905 f f , i, 427-32; Ibn Sallam
al-Djumahf, Tabakdt fuhul al-shu^ard^, ed. Mahmud
Muhammad Shakir, Cairo 1974, i, 502-21; Ibn
Kutayba, Shft, 246-8; Aghdni5, xxiv, 205-16; Ibn
c
Asakir, Ta^nkh madinat Dimashk, ed. Shakir alFahham, in MMIA, Ixii (1987), 669-84.
M o d e r n s t u d i e s : Muhammad Nablh Hidjab,
al-Rd^i al-Numayri ... casruhu, haydtuhu, shi^ruhu,
Cairo 1383/1963; R. Weipert, Studien zum Diwan des
Rdci, Freiburg 1977 (Islamkundliche Untersuchungen 44).
E d i t i o n s : G. Oman, Un poeta pastore: al-Rd^T, in
AIUON, xiv (1964), 311-87, xvi (1966), 89-100;
Nasir al-Hani, Shi^r al-Rdcial-Numayri wa-akhbdruhu,
Damascus 1383/1964, corrected and supplemented
by Hilal Nadji, in al-Mawrid, i/3-4 (1972), 237-76;
Nun HammudI al-Kaysi and Hilal Nadji, Shicr alRd^i al-Numayri, Baghdad 1400/1980; R. Weipert,
Diwdn al-Rdci, Beirut 1401/1980 (BTS 24). For further bibliographical references see F. Sezgin, GAS,
ii, 388 f. and ix, 283; R. Weipert, Beitrdge zur
Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, in ZGAIW, ii
(1985), 261; idem, Literaturkundliche Materialien zur
dlteren arabischen Poesie, in Oriens, xxxii (1990), 355-6.
(R. WEIPERT)
AL-RA'ID AL-TUNUSI ("The Tunisian Scout"),
the first o f f i c i a l n e w s p a p e r to be published in the
Arabic language, appearing on 22 July 1860 and
thereafter on a weekly basis. Considered the thirdoldest newspaper of the Arab world [see DJARIDA],
after al-WakdW al-misriyya (1828) and the Algerian
Moniteur, al-Mubashshir (1847), this leading light of the
Tunisian press was created by the twelfth HusaynT
Bey Sadik (1859-82), at the instigation of the minister
Khayr al-Dln [q. v. ], champion of the Tunisian reformist movement, with the object of promoting the
reforms set in motion by the promulgation, in 1857,
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of the Fundamental Pact (cAhd al-Aman [see DUSTUR])
and provoked by the combined effect of European
economic penetration, the French occupation of
Algiers in 1830 and the Tanzimdt (1839 and 1856).
The creation of al-Rd^id, as well as that of the first
Arabic printing-press [see MATBA C A. 2.] followed on
from attempts to introduce lithographical presses,
private and governmental, in progress since 1847;
these were at first, in the frantic race for concessions,
granted to a British subject, Richard Holt, who published on an experimental basis, in April 1860, several
issues of a weekly, in Italian, La Gazetta di Tunisi. But
this private agreement was soon revoked by the
Beylical government which, by a decree of 17 July
1860, inaugurated al-Rd^idal-Tunusiand al-Matba^a alrasmiyya, placing them under the direct authority of
the President of the Municipal Council, General Husayn (d. 1887), and specifying that "no political issue
is to be addressed without express authorisation from
the above-named President".
Pascal-Vincent (alias Mansur) Carletti (1822-90), a
French subject, born in Nicosia of Italian parentage,
brought up in Syria, former pupil of Silvestre de Sacy
and founder of the weekly cUtdrid ("Mercury"),
which appeared first in Marseilles in 1858, then in
Paris in 1859, was engaged both as editor (munshi) of
al-Rd^id and as supervisor of the printing-press. ProFrench, Carletti succeeded in retaining his post for
seventeen years, until the downfall, in 1877, of his
patron, General Khayr al-Dln.
He contributed, however, to ensuring his own
replacement by Tunisian
personnel: Shaykh
Mahmud Kabadu (d. 1871), author of the first
editorials of the 1860s and inventor of the title of the
journal; Bayram V (d. 1889); and Muhammad alSanusI (d. 1900).
With a circulation of about a thousand (in a population of a million, the vast majority being illiterate),
and with an average annual frequency of 40 to 50
issues, drawing its revenue from subscriptions imposed on more than 400 officials and from a government
subsidy, al-Rd^id was sold for one riydl (piastre), or 60
centimes, per copy. Consisting of four pages in piano
50/28, each of three columns, it appeared with a
headline bearing the title, surmounted by the Tunisian flag—a revealing sign of the aspirations for independence of the Regency in relation to the Sublime
Porte—surrounded by palms and Beylical heraldic
symbols. From 1870, the headline bore, in addition,
a supposed hadith: hubb al-watan min al-imdn ("love of
country is part of faith").
The contents of al-Rd^id fell under two major
headings: an official section (kism rasmi), devoted to
the publication of laws and decrees, and a non-official
section (ghayr rasmi), devoted to national news
(hawddith
ddkhiliyyd)
and
international
news
(khdrid^iyyd), commercial activity (matdjar] and literary
and scientific items. Sources were Beylical governmental ordinances for the kism rasmi, and European,
principally French journals, for international news.
Although providing strictly-regulated information,
and in spite of three intermissions (1867-8, 1875 and
1880-2), al-Rd^id is of undeniable documentary and
historical interest for the pre-colonial period of
Tunisia (1860-81); it was definitely the chronicler of
the constitutional era, from 1860 to 1864 (promulgation in April 1861 of the first Tunisian constitution
[see DUSTUR] and the lavish festivities which marked
the event), and of the reforms of Khayr al-Dln between 1870 and 1877, in his capacity as controlling
Minister (mubdshir) and as Prime Minister.
During the peasant insurrection of 1864, led by Ibn
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Ghidhahum [q.v. in Suppl.], al-Ra^id, although experiencing a few very brief interruptions, displayed
objectivity and calmness, all relative of course, but
worthy of recognition.
It compensated for the interruption of the publication of the texts of laws and decrees relating to reforms
with the publication of literary articles, consisting in
most cases of excerpts from works published by the
matba^a (some 70 titles, from 1860 to 1880).
Thus, as admitted by the eminent historian Ibn Abi
'1-Diyaf (1802-74 [q.v.]), al-Rd^idconstituted both the
best complement and the most faithful continuation to
the Ithdf, which came to an end in 1872. It remains,
furthermore, a first-hand source for the study of the
rise of modern Arabic culture.
Under the French Protectorate and since Independence, al-Rd^id has continued to appear into the
present day, as an official journal, stricto sensu, bilingual and bi-weekly.
Bibliography. Besides the references cited in
DJARIDA. B. North Africa, see Ibn Abi '1-Diyaf, Ithdf
ahl al-zamdn bi-akhbdr muluk Tunis wa-^ahd al-amdn,
Tunis 1964, iv, 31-2, vi, 117-40; M. Chenoufi, Le
probleme des origines de I 'imprimerie et de la presse arabes
en Tunisie dans sa relation avec la renaissance "Nahda"
(1847-1887), i-ii, thesis reproduction service,
University of Lille III, 1974, passim.
(M. CHENOUFI)
RA 3 IKA, a slave s i n g i n g - g i r l (kayna [q.v. ]) in the
earliest days of Islam. She is mentioned as being in the
poetry and music-making circles of Medina in
c
Uthman's caliphate, i.e. the middle years of the 7th
century A.D., and as being the teacher (ustddhd) of the
celebrated singer c Azza al-Mayla 3 [ q . v . ] .
Bibliography: Aghtin?, xvi, 13 = 3 xvi, 162;
H.G. Farmer, A history of Arabian music, London
1929 ± 46, 54, 147.
(Eo.)
RA^IS (A.), pi. ru^asd^, from ra^s, "head", denotes
the " c h i e f , l e a d e r " of a recognisable group
(political, religious, juridical, tribal, or other). The
term goes back to pre-Islamic times and was used in
various senses at different periods of Islamic history,
either to circumscribe specific functions of the holder
of the office of "leadership" (rPdsd) or as a honorific
title (lakab [q.v.]).
1. In the sense of " m a y o r " in the c e n t r a l A r a b
lands.
Here, the ra^is most commonly referred to was the
head of a village, a city or a city-region. He emerged
as a kind of local "mayor" and was particularly active
from the 4th/10th to the 6th/12th centuries. Although
references to such ru^asd^ well before that time do exist, the exact date of origin, as well as its place, remains open to question. The areas of activity of the
ru^aso? were located in c lrak and the Persian regions,
in Syria and the DjazTra. Thus ru^asd^ (in the sense of
mayors) established their position mainly in territories
under Buyid, Fatimid and Saldjuk rule.
The degree of power exercised by the ra^is was
dependent on the weakness or strength of the political
authorities. Just as, if not more, important were
groups of the local population who lent support to the
ra^is. Most famous were native-born, non-professional
militias of "young men", the ahddth [ q . v . ] , as they
were called in Syria and the Djazlra, and the fitydn
[see FATA] or ^ayydrun [see C AYYAR], in c lrak and Persia. Together with such popular elements, the ra^is,
himself as a rule of local origin, constituted a dynamic
force of urban self-representation vis-a-vis the central
rulers, usually foreigners. This situation was most evident in Syrian cities, in Damascus more than in Aleppo, when the ra^is succeeded in transforming

"classical" government offices, such as that of the
police (shurta [q. v. ]), the supervision of the market and
public order (hisba [ q . v . ] ) , and the vizierate (wizdra
[q.v.]), into local self-representative institutions.
Things evolved so far that the ru^asd^ complemented
or even replaced the official rulers and their garrisons.
In time, they became institutionalised collaborators
within the regimes. By forcing the authorities to
recognise the ra^is al-ahddth as the ra^ts al-balad
("mayor of the city"), symbolised through the grant
of robes of honour [see KHIL C A] and estates, the latter
rose to a semi-official position. Competition or even
cooperation between the ra^is and the central government became more frequent than resistance by local
leaders against foreign rule (which earlier had been
the case when the ra^is was only leader of the ahddth).
An illustrative example of this new arrangement of
power was the appointment of several ru^asd* in
Damascus to the office of vizier. Another was the
political and military cooperation against common
enemies from outside. With the increase of functions
attributed to or gained by the ra^ts, some cities established hereditary dynasties of ru^asd^, comparable with
the dynasties of kadis [q.v.] in Syrian coastal cities
(Tyre, Tripoli) at that time, but lacking in their
degree of "urban independence". Concerning the
social origin of the ru^asd^, it seems that some of them
came from a low social milieu, even from rural
background. This holds true for those ru^asd^ who did
not acquire official recognition through the rulers. On
the other hand, most ru^asd* obviously were members
of wealthy families—a fact which also may have eased
their access to a semi-official position.
After the middle of the 6th/12th century, the urban
office of the ra^is started to experience a gradual, but
irresistible decline. Due to a new policy of centralising
rule by the Saldjukids and their successors, who installed military commanders (shihna [q.v.]) at the head
of each city, the ra^is was doomed to political insignificance. Military, political, and administrative
functions were now exercised by the shihna, and the
control of the urban economy was returned to the
classical holder of this office, the muhtasib. The ra^is as
mayor of the city became much more rarely mentioned by the sources, only to disappear from them
altogether during the second half of the 7th/13th
century.
With regard to c lrak and also Persia, many cities
also had a ra^is who appears sometimes to have been
the ra^is of the fitydn or **ayyarun in his place. Parallels
to conditions in Syria are existent, but just as important are dissimilarities which also must be seriously
taken into consideration, if one wants to understand
the varieties of the institutional history of Islamic
cities.
Bibliography: E. Ashtor-Strauss, L'administration urbaine en Syrie medievale, in RSO, xxxi (1956), 73128; Th. Bianquis, Damas et la Syrie sous la domination
fatimide (359-4681969-1076), 2 vols., Damascus
1986-9; Cl. Cahen, Mouvements populaires et
autonomisme urbain dans I 'Asie musulmane du moyen age,
in Arabica, v (1958), 225-50; idem, in Arabica, vi
(1959), 25-56, 233-65; N. Elisseeff, Nur ad-Din, un
grand prince musulman de Syrie au temps des Croisades
(511-569 H.11118-1174), 3 vols., Damascus 1967,
830-2; A. Havemann, Ri^dsa und qadd*. Institutionen
als Ausdruck wechselnder Krdfteverhdltnisse in syrischen
Stddten vom 10. bis zum 12. Jahrhundert, Freiburg i.Br.
1975; idem, The vizier and the ra^is in Saljuq Syria: the
struggle for urban self-representation, in IJMES, xxi
(1989), 233-42; idem, Non-urban rebels in urban
society—the case of Fatimid Damascus, in M.A. al-
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Bakhit and R. Schick (eds.), Bilad al-Sham during the
Abbasid period ( = Proceedings of the Fifth International
Conference on the History of Bildd al-Shdm...), Amman
1991, 81-90; G. Hoffmann, Kommune oder
Staatsburokratie?, Berlin (GDR) 1975; B. Lewis, The
political language of Islam, Chicago-London 1988, 59;
R.P. Mottahedeh, Loyalty and leadership in an early
Islamic society, Princeton, NJ. 1980, 129-35, 150-7.
(A. HAVEMANN)
2. In the sense of "mayor" in the Eastern
Islamic lands.
Here, as in the lands further west also, the riydsa
was an office that was of concern to both the state and
to the urban bourgeoisie and notables what Bulliet has
styled, with regard to Nishapur, the patriciate
although the actual functions of a ra *is are less easy to
pinpoint than those of e.g. the khatib and the kadi, who
were in a similar, dual position as state nominees and
as socially significant members of the local acydn or
notables. In general, the ru^asd^ of the 4th-5th/10thllth centuries seem to have been prominent in those
towns which did not form normally the residences or
courts of rulers; thus they are seldom mentioned for
Shlraz and Rayy in the Buyid and Saldjuk periods or
for Bukhara under the Samanids, although under the
Buyids, the ru^asd^ of quite small towns in provinces
like rural Pars and Gurgan could play significant
political roles (see R.P. Mottahedeh, Loyalty and leadership in an early Islamic society, Princeton 1980, 150-3).
In Khurasan, the position of the ru*asd*of Nishapur
is quite well known to us because of the plethora of
biographical information on its scholars and notables.
One of the greatest of Nishapur families, the MikalTs
[q.v.], who were the confidantes of and diplomatic
representatives for princes, held the office there for
most of the Samanid period and that of the Ghaznawids, i.e. till ca. 431/1040, interspersed with
members of the HanafT SacidT family and one Ibn
Ramish, equally from top Nishapur families. From
the pages of the Ghaznawid historian Abu '1-Fadl
BayhakI, it emerges that, during Sultan Mas c ud's
reign at least, when firm control over Khurasan in the
face of the Turkmen incursions was vital to the ruler,
the state nominated or at least approved the ra^is and
marked him out by the award of official robes, a fine
horse, etc., the ra^is being then responsible to the central government for the town's internal security and
taxation (see Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, 180 ff., 1845; R.W. Bulliet, The patricians of Nishapur. A study in
medieval Islamic social history, Camb., Mass. 1972,
66-8).
In Saldjuk times, the central government certainly
appointed the ra^is on some occasions, e.g. the vizier
Nizam al-Mulk [q. v. ] appointed to NTshapur an outsider from Marw al-Rudh, Abu cAlf Hassan alMan^I, as shaykh al-Isldm and ra^is of the town, intending to use him as the agent for favouring Ashcari
theology and ShaficT law there, with Abu CA1T holding
office there ca. 465-82/1073-89; but after al-ManIcI's
death, the office of shaykh al-Isldm reverted to a
member of the Sacidl family, a former persecutor of
the Ashcaris in Nishapur (Bulliet, op. cit., 45, 52 n.
13, 66, 68, 74, 170). During the 6th/12th century, the
Saldjuk sultans continued to nominate ru^asd* for the
larger towns, although in the smaller ones, the ru^asd*
tended to emerge from the local urban notables without any outside interference. We possess the texts of
various administrative documents nominating these
heads of towns or regions, such as that for Tadj al-Dfn
Abu '1-Makarim Ahmad as ra^is over Mazandaran,
Gurgan and Dihistan during Sandjar's reign, in
which Tadj al-Din is granted by the sultan's diwdn full
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civil powers over the populations there and is invested
with splendid insignia of office consonant with the exaltedness of his office. As before, the ra^is, whether appointed by an outside ruling body or not, was not
simply a salaried official of the state but the representative of his town and its interests vis-a-vis the provincial or central government, above all, over questions
of the taxation due from the town, and he could report
back to the sultan's diwdn if any of the state officials
were grossly abusing their power locally. The ra^is
seems often to have had an office or diwdn of his own
and to have been paid for his official duties by dues
(rusum) levied locally; but most ru^asd^ were men of
substance anyway (see A.K.S. Lambton, in Camb.
hist, of Iran, v, 251-2; eadem, The administration of Sanjar's empire as illustrated in the cAtabat al-kataba, in
BSOAS, xx [1957], 383-7; H. Horst, Die Staatsverwaltung der Grofoelguqen und fjorazmsdhs (1038-1231),
Wiesbaden 1964, 53-6 and index s.nn. ra^is, riydsat).
The ra *is recedes from mention in the history of the
Persian lands by the time of the Mongol invasions,
but it should be noted that the Al-i Burhan, the line
of HanafT ru^aso? in the Transoxanian city of Bukhara,
held hereditary office there from the mid-6th/12th
century well into the middle years of the 7th/13th one,
with the additional title, expressive of their religious
leadership also in the city, of sadr al-sudur [q. v. ] or sadri ajahdn (see Bosworth, EIr art. Al-e Borhdn).
Within Persia, during Ak Koyunlu, Safawid and
subsequent times, up to the 19th century, many of the
functions of the earlier ra^is were assumed, as the link
between the central government and the taxpayers, by
the headman of a town or district, who was then
known as the kaldntar [q.v.], although the parallels are
not completely exact.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
3. In the sense of "sea c a p t a i n " .
Here ra^is, in Turkish re^ts, with its derivation from
ra*s "head", followed the same semantic process as
"captain" from caput "head", and came to mean
"ship's c a p t a i n " in O t t o m a n T u r k i s h . The
names of most major figures of the empire's naval
history from the 15th and 16th centuries are followed
by this epithet: Kemal Re3Ts, Pin Re3is, Selman
Re'Ts, Seyyidi CA1I Re'Is, Turghut ReTs [q.vv.].
Towards the end of the 16th century, further nuances
appeared. In the imperial navy, re^is began to be
restricted to captains of single units, while kapudan or
kaptan was applied to those who commanded actual
fleets (see KAPUDAN PASHA). Meanwhile, in the semiindependent beylerbeyilik of Algiers [see AL-DJAZA D IR],
the term became associated with commanders of corsair ships (the td^ifa of the ru^asd7), an institution that
vied with the Turkish oajaks of Janissaries or their offspring (the kul-oghlus [q.v.]) for political power. In
modern Turkish, the word, spelt reis, means "captain
of a small merchant vessel, skipper; able-bodied
seaman" (Redhouse Yeni turkce-ingilizce sozluk, Istanbul
1974, 953). For the completely different usage in Ottoman bureaucracy, see RE 3 is UL-KUTTAB.
Bibliography:
I.H.
Uzuncar§ih,
Osmanli
devletinin merkez ve bahriye teskildti, Ankara 1948, 432
and passim; Katib Celebi, Tuhfat ul-kibdr f t esfdr ilbihdr, Istanbul 1329, passim.
(S. SOUCEK)
RA C IYYA (A.), pi. ra^dyd, literally "pasturing herd
of cattle, sheep, etc.", a term which in later Islam
came to designate the mass of subjects, the taxp a y i n g c o m m o n people, as opposed to the ruling
military and learned classes.
1. In the mediaeval Islamic world.
Kur D anic use of the verb racd and its derivatives
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covers the two semantic fields of "to pasture flocks"
(e.g. XX, 56/54; XXVIII, 23) and "to tend, look
after someone's interests" (e.g. XXIII, 8; LVII, 27;
LXX, 32). Since other Near Eastern religions and
cultures have evolved the image of the ruler, in both
a theocratic and a secular sense, as the shepherd
superintending his flock, sc. the subjects (the obvious
example being that of Christianity with Jesus as the
Good Shepherd), it is not surprising that Islam evolved similar ideas. In the later developments of the personality and role of Muhammad—developments
which were in many cases influenced by the figure of
Christ, his characteristics and his miracles, in Eastern
Christianity—the Prophet is said by the Kddi'Iyad alYahsubl (d. 544/1149 [q. v. ]) to have been awarded the
epithets al-m^uf "the kindly one" and al-rahim "the
merciful one" by God from amongst His own Most
Beautiful Names [see AL-ASMA D AL-HUSNA] (al-Shifd^ bita^rif hukuk al-Mustafd, cited in T. Andrae, Die Person
Muhammeds in Lehre und Glauben seiner Gemeinde, Upsala
1917, 254), and he is described by the mystic Muhammad b. CA1T al-Haklm al-Tirmidhl (flor. later 3rd/9th
and early 4th/10th centuries, see Brockelmann, I 2 ,
216, S I, 355-7, and Sezgin, i, 653-9) as the shepherd
of mankind, whose sheep the latter are: he guides
them in the right way, gives them pure water, provides them with winter and summer pasture, keeps
them from the dangerous places, cares for the newlyborn lambs, etc. (Nawddir al-usulfi ma^rifat akhbdr alrasul, cited in Andrae, op. cit., 254-5).
Both the image from Islamic ethics of the secular
ruler (as opposed to the Prophet) as racf "shepherd"
and that of his subjects as ra^iyya "flock" appear in the
manuals of constitutional law and the "mirrors for
princes" literature [see NASIHAT AL-MULUK]. But there
further developed, in the eastern Islamic world in particular, the additional concept—foreign to the emphases of early Islam on piety and worthiness of God's
grace as ideally determining the conduct of worldly
affairs—that the raHyya were the lowest stratum of a
hierarchical social structure, the taxable classes of
traders and cultivators, whilst above them were the
ruling military and civilian classes, the ahl al-sayf wa 7kalam. The roots of this conception probably lay in
Sasanid Persia, where society had been divided into
the military aristocracy; the secretaries; the
Zoroastrian clergy; and finally, the peasants, artisans
and merchants, who paid taxes. Certainly, the duties
of treating the ra^iyya with benevolence and equity are
stressed in the mirrors and in other sententious and
moralising literature. Thus ch. 5 of Nizam al-Mulk's
[q.v.] Siydsat-ndma deals with the holders of land
grants, mukta^dn, and the need for their enquiring into
the condition of the ra^dyd; and solicitude for the interests of the taxpayers who financed the armies and
administration of the Mongol Il-Khans is expressed
by Rashld al-Din [q.v.] in the maxim "there are no
ra^iyyat if there is no justice."
But the ethical aspect of the ruler-subject relationship, the ruler's duty to further agriculture and trade
and the prosperity of the cultivators and artisans,
tended to fall into the background in the face of
relentless financial exigencies in which the duties of
the docile taxpayers were emphasised but not the
reciprocal duties of the rulers. The lot of the peasantry
in particular deteriorated in the Saldjuk and Mongol
periods, not least from the incessant warfare in the
lands stretching from northern Syria to Transoxania
and from the alienation of much land to feudatories,
with a consequent loss of direct control by the ruler
[see IKTA C ]. Although legally free in status, their
freedom was in practice a fiction, and they were op-

pressed and ill-treated, liable e.g. for forced labour
(bigdri, hashar); for housing and feeding officials,
messengers, soldiers, etc. and their staffs (nuzut); and
for providing mounts for the postal courier service
(olagh). These requirements had, of course, existed
before, but they became much more onerous in the
central and eastern lands of Islam from the 5th/12th
century onwards (see A.K.S. Lambton, Landlord and
peasant in Persia, London 1953, chs. II-IV; I.P.
Petrushevsky, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 492-4, 515,
527 ff.; 535-7; B. Fragner, in ibid., vi, ch. 9).
Hence it was during these times that the word
ra^iyya became narrowed down in the eastern lands to
its present meaning in Persia, sc. that of "peasantry"
pure and simple, and this meaning was carried into
Indo-Muslim society, yielding the Anglo-Indian term
ryot = "farmer, cultivator" (see Hobson-Jobson, a
glossary of Anglo-Indian words and phrases, new ed. London 1903, 777). Ra^iyya also tended increasingly, in
the central and eastern Islamic lands of the later
mediaeval period, to have the connotation of "those
classes in society who were not allowed to bear arms",
and this usage passed into Ottoman official terminology, for which see section 2. below.
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. In the O t t o m a n e m p i r e .
Here, the plural re^dyd was commonly used. In the
Ottoman context down to and including the 12th/18th
century, the term denotes the tax-paying subject
population as opposed to the servitors of the Ottoman
state (^askerts). The re^dyd paid taxes and possessed few
opportunities for legitimate political activity. From
the 12th/18th century onwards, the term is increasingly used for the Christian taxpayers only; 13th/19th
century population counts distinguish between re^dyd
and Islam; all statements in the present context refer
to members of the subject population regardless of
religion. In the 9th/15th and 10th/16th centuries,
re^dyd status was proven by showing that the person in
question or his father had been recorded in the Ottoman tax registers as one of the re'-dyd. In later
periods, the evidence of witnesses was regarded as
decisive.
Re c aya and caskens: boundaries and boundary crossing.
Exemption from certain taxes, particularly the
^awdrid-idiwdniyye [ q . v . ] , were quite readily granted to
re^dyd performing special services to the Ottoman
state, such as the guarding of dangerous passes, the
repairing of bridges or auxiliary services to the
military. Down to the 10th/16th century, re^dyd
soldiers formed special corps in the Ottoman army,
known asyaya and musellem [ q . v . ] . Certain members of
those corps performed military service, while others
engaged in agriculture on special landholdings (ciftliks
[q. v. ]) to finance their fellows' campaign expenses.
Detribalised nomads in the Balkans (yuruks [q.v.]) also
were originally employed as soldiers. But from the late
10th/16th century onwards, the yaya and musellem
corps were abolished and their members demoted to
the status of ordinary peasants, while the yuruks increasingly were confined to guard duties. In principle,
tax exemptions for special services did not place a
re^dyd classified as mu^df (or mu^df we musellem) in the
^askeri category. However, certain re^dyd doubtlessly
used tax-exempt status as an opportunity to claim the
privileges of the ruling group.
From the point of view of established caskerts,
people born as re^dyd could only under very specific
conditions legitimately abandon their station. The
study of religious law and subsequent careers as kadi,
mufti and muderris were open to all Muslims. While
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minor mosque personnel often were reconsidered
*askerion\y for the duration of their appointments, the
higher ranks of the Hlmiyye [q.v.] permanently left
their subject status behind. More problematic was the
position of zdwiyeddrs in charge of the numerous Ottoman dervish convents; in the 9th/15th and
10th/16th centuries, they could sometimes claim
c
askert status by default, if able to demonstrate that in
the contemporary tax registers they had not been
recorded as ra^iyyet. Dervishes suspected of heterodoxy
were occasionally reclassified as re^dyd by way of
punishment. Down to the llth/17th century, the levy
of boys (dewshirme [q.v.]} normally permitted the
young men thus recruited unchallenged entry into the
Ottoman ruling group, provided they survived the
often arduous training period. In later centuries, it
was possible to enter the ranks of the ^askeris by service
in the household of a high official. In particular, the
sultan could move the young men he called into his
service from their humble status as recayd to a position
of power. More problematic was the status of
mercenaries of re^dyd background who were awarded
timdrs [q.v.] for service on the frontiers. Such promotions occured, for instance during the HapsburgOttoman "Long War" (1001-15/1593-1606), but the
beneficiaries might find their status challenged at a
later time.
c
Askeris could frequently count upon support from
the Ottoman sultans in their attempts to limit upward
mobility on the part of the re^dyd. In the later
10th/16th and throughout the llth/17th century, the
re^dyd best placed to wage a struggle for casken
privileges were the musket-armed mercenaries who
now constituted the bulk of Ottoman armed forces on
the Hapsburg and Persian frontiers. Time and again,
the attempts of these former peasants turned
mercenaries to obtain the regular pay and privileges
of Janissaries and other regular military corps resulted
in full-scale civil war. The authorities armed peasant
militias (il erleri) against the rebellious mercenaries,
and in extreme cases mobilised militias over entire
provinces (nefir-i cdmm [see NEFIR]). Some mercenaries
of re^dyd background doubtlessly gained admission to
the ^ashen class in the course of this unrest, but most
were unable to shake off their subject status.
From the llth/17th century onwards, merchants
and craftsmen increasingly protected themselves from
unforeseeable demands for supplementary taxes by
joining the Janissary and other military corps of the
major cities. By paying fixed dues to the corps to
which they adhered, the Muslim merchants and artisans of recdyd origins became pro-forma soldiers and
joined the lowest ranks of the caskeris. This process has
been particularly well studied in the case of Cairo,
where it was virtually completed by the middle of the
12th/18th century.
Competition for economic resources.
The re^dyd constituted a political and not an
economic category. In terms of economic activity, this
group was extremely diverse; town dwellers, nomads
and peasants all counted as re^dyd. Disparities of
wealth were equally great. While rich merchants of
recdyd status were active in 9th/15th century Bursa or
10th-llth/16th-17th century Aleppo and Cairo, the
majority of recdyd were peasants of modest income,
who, from the evidence of their estate inventories,
must have reproduced their families with great difficulty. Moreover, in the 9th/15th and 10th/16th centuries substantial merchants of recdyd status could not
compare in wealth with even quite modest Caskeris.
In principle, recdyd were able to transfer their wealth
to their descendants, while the inheritances of ^askerts
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were largely confiscated. However, debts to the fisc,
incurred particularly by tax farmers, led to the confiscation (musddere [see MUSADARA]) of recdyd estates as
well. Heirless estates reverted to the state; the right to
collect these properties was often farmed out and
sometimes gave rise to major abuses. Toward the end
of the 12th/18th century, previous rules concerning
musddere were frequently disregarded, as the central
administration confiscated the estates of wealthy recdyd
in an effort to raise cash.
The competition between recdyd and Caskeris for the
control of economic resources constitutes an important aspect of Ottoman commercial history. While
substantial merchants of recdyd status engaged both in
internal and external trade, governors and other important officials had the grains, cottons and other products of their khdss [q.v.] marketed, and gained
economic advantage from their political position. Ottoman officials sometimes also used their political
power to make loans to peasants, or to market peasant
produce. After the institution of the mdlikdne [q.v.]
(life-time tax form) in 1106/1695, Caskeris gained a further advantage over their recdyd competitors, as the
latter were barred from direct access to this form of investment. The attempts of Christian recdyd merchants
to gain tax-exempt status by association with European consulates thus may be seen as a move in their
challenge to the economic supremacy of the Caskeris.
The Ottoman system of taxation depended upon
the marketing of peasant produce. Peasants were
obliged to carry the timdr holders' grain to the nearest
market, while tax farmers supplied provincial towns
and thereby remitted to the central administration in
money taxes which they had collected in kind. In the
9th/15th century, low-level administrative districts
(kadd^) generally possessed a single market; but by the
end of the 10th/16th century, markets in villages, and
in some areas even in the open countryside,
multiplied. In Thessaly and Thrace during the same
period, minor local fairs developed into centres for
inter-regional and at times even international exchange. Pious foundations profited by this upsurge of
rural trade by providing shops and booths and by collecting rents in return. From the later 10th/16th century onwards, peasants also made money by selling,
often illegally, grain, cotton or raw silk to European
merchants.
However, the profits from this trade were not for
the most part retained by the peasantry but collected
by the central government or local administrators in
the shape of taxes or interest on loans. In addition, a
10th/16th century peasant paid at least 15% and up
to 50% of his gains from agriculture in the form of
tithes and other taxes; this percentage does not include the money which he needed to set aside for dues
such as ^awdrid and sursat, whose level was not
predetermined as it depended on the demands of current campaigns. When comparing the estates of
peasants and townsmen from one and the same area,
the substantially lower standard of living in the
villages immediately strikes the eye. (On farming and
peasant tenure, see C OTHMANLI. II. Social and
economic history.)
Peasant recaya and local government.
Most Ottoman peasants ran their smallholdings independently, with minimal involvement on the part of
timdr holders and other tax grantees. But since the tax
registers specified that taxes in kind were levied on
specific crops, and the taxes were assessed on the
village as a whole, the pressure to conform to locally
established crop patterns was very strong. This situation did not, however, preclude changes in response to
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market conditions. The expansion of a town or city
encouraged the conversion of fields into gardens and
vineyards, and from the llth/17th century onwards
the villages surrounding Bursa switched over to
mulberry orchards and silk cultivation.
Disputes between peasants and local administrators
focussed on taxes and the manner of their collection.
Frequent tours of inspection on the part of governors,
accompanied by numerous armed men, resulted in
spoliation of the re^dyd; concern about peasant flight
and erosion of the tax base caused Sultan Murad III
to totally prohibit these armed incursions in the
990s/1580s. This prohibition did not last long, but
recayd complaints continued to refer to their existence
for a much longer time. Monetisation of the economy
formed another source of complaints, as tax collectors
increasingly demanded payments in coin from
peasants whose access to markets remained limited.
Re^dyd at times sought redress of their grievances by
complaining to the Diwdn-i humdyun [q.v.] and demanding an official commission in charge of redressing grievances (mekhdyifmufettishi). At the height of the
Djelali rebellions [see DJALALI in Suppl.], some
villages also built strongholds for use in emergencies.
Others fled to neighbouring provinces, the cities or
remote areas. The frequent flight of re^dyd to some
degree checked the abuses committed by local administrators, as such events were considered "bad
points" in the official's record on the part of the central government. However, financial considerations
often induced the latter to allow governors and tax
farmers notorious for their oppression of the re^dyd to
go unpunished.
The abolition of recaya status.
With the Khatt-l shenf [q.v.] of Giilkhane, promulgated in 1255/1839, all subjects of the Ottoman
sultans were accorded equal rights, and the disappearance of ^asken privileges entailed the abolition of
the re^dyd as a special legal category. However, increasing nationalist and communal rivalries among
the inhabitants of the Ottoman Empire and the
political, economic and cultural interventions of the
various European powers nullified the attempt to
create a unified Ottoman citizen body irrespective of
social, religious and national differences.
Bibliography: M. Tayyib Gokbilgin, Rumeli'de
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Yilmaz, Kontrolle der Lokalbehorden durch die Zentralverwaltung im Osmanischen Reich, in Periplus (forthcoming).
(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
RAK C A (A.), literally "the act of bowing, bending", a s e q u e n c e of u t t e r a n c e s and actions performed by the Muslim believer as part of the act of
worship or saldt, involving utterance of the takbir and
Fdtiha, then the bending of the body from an upright
position (rukuc) and then two prostrations (sudjiid). See
further SALAT.
(E D -)
AL-RAKASHI [see ABAN B. C ABD AL-HAMID].
RAKIB (A.), from a root signifying "to guard",
"to wait", "to observe, watch over", is one of the
names of God, with the sense of "guardian, vigilant
one who knows everything that takes place", but it is
especially familiar as a t e r m in A r a b i c love p o e t r y ,
ghazal [ q . v . ] , where it denotes the person who, by
watching or simply being present, prevents the lovers
from communicating with each other. The character
first appears in the amorous poetry of the Umayyad
period (B. Blachere, Les principaux themes de la poesie
erotique au siecle des Umayyades de Damas, in AIEO, v
[1934-41], 82-128 = Analecta, Damascus 1975, 33378), in particular, in the poetry which Blachere
(Histoire de la litterature arabe des origines d la fin du XVe
de J.-C., iii, 620 ff.) calls "of Hidjazian spirit", in
company with other enemies of lovers, such as the
kdshih, "secret, spiteful enemy", the wdshi,
"slanderer" and the cddhil, "censorious person",
who, in the poems of c Umar b. Abl Rabija [ q . v . ] , appear to make reference to real individuals (Ibn Abl
c
AtTk [ q . v . ] , for example), but who, very soon,
become fictional characters inhabiting the world of the
lovers.
In this early period, the figure of the rakib appears
relatively infrequently (it does not appear in the diwdn
of DjamTl al- c Udhri [q. v. ]), in comparison with that of
the kdshih and especially that of the wdshi. The same
applies to the poetry of al-cAbbas b. al-Ahnaf (d.
193/808 [q.v.]) but, in the course of the 3rd/9th century, through the influence, perhaps, of amorous narratives and the romanticised biographies of love poets,
the rakib becomes one of the principal obstacles to the
union of the lovers. He appears as such in the treatises
on love written by the Arabs, in particular in the work
of those authors who are more interested in the
psychology of love or in the situations in which lovers
find themselves (Ibn Dawud, Ibn Hazm and Ibn Abl
Hadjala [q. v v . ] ) , than in the ethical problems posed by
unrestrained love. Ibn Hazm, who devotes three
chapters of the Tawk al-hamdma to the ^ddhil, the wdshi
and the rakib, classifies the last-mentioned according
to three categories: the unwelcome, but not
malevolent witness to the meeting of the lovers; the
curious who seeks to discover, by observing the
lovers, whether his suspicions are justified; the guardian charged with watching over the loved one—this
last being, in his opinion, the one about whom the
poets complain. The similarity between this type of
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rakib and the gardador, or between the wdshi and the
lauzengier, in the poetry of the troubadours, constitutes
one of the arguments in favour of establishing links
between Hispano-Arab and Provencal poetry (R.
Menendez Pidal, Poesia drabe y poesia europea, Madrid
1941; A.R. Nykl, Hispano-Arabic poetry and its relations
with the old Provencal Troubadours, Baltimore 1946,
371 ff.; R. Boase, The origin and meaning of courtly love.
A critical study of European scholarship, Manchester
1977).
The rakib appears quite frequently in the poetry of
al-Andalus (H. Peres, La poesie andalouse en arabe classique au Xle siecle, Paris 1953, 417-20). With the wdshi
and the ^ddhil, he is the subject of a brief monograph
by the later poet Ibn Khatima [q. v.] (S. Gibert, Un
tratadito de Ibn Jdtima sobre los enemigos de los amantes
(Notas sobre el ms. 5974 de la B.N. de Paris), in AlAndalus, xviii [1953], 1-16). Predictably, this theme of
amorous poetry plays a significant role in the muwashshahdt (A. Jones, OCCAM. Computer-based study of the
Muwassah and the Kharja, in F. Corriente and A.
Saenz-Badillos (eds.), Poesia estrofica. Adas del Primer
Congreso Internacional sobre Poesia Estrofica Arabe y Hebrea
y sus Paralelos Romances (Madrid, diciembre de 1989),
Madrid, Facultad de Filologia, UCM-ICMA, 1991,
187-200, Appendix A), and is even introduced into
the khara^as in Hispanic vernacular (E. Garcia
Gomez, Las jarchas romances de la serie drabe en su marco,
Madrid 1965, nos. IV, XXVIII).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(TERESA GARULO)
RAKID (A.) "the sleeping child". This term (in
Maghrib! dialects, raged or bu mergud) is used to indicate a f o e t u s which is considered to have stopped its
development, continuing to stay in the womb in an
unchanged condition for an indefinite period of time,
after which it may "wake up" again and resume its
development until it is born. The "falling asleep" and
"waking up" may either take place spontaneously or
(at least in the Maghrib) be induced by a religious
scholar (fkih] or by a midwife (kdbla] with the help of
charms (a written charm to that effect is found in ms.
Leiden Or. 14048, B2 fol. 12b) and herbs (see
Gaudry, Societe feminine, 370).
This belief is firmly rooted in Islamic culture as far
back as the earliest Islamic times, and has been incorporated in the legal systems of the four leading
madhdhib. Some famous cases are mentioned by Ibn
Kutayba (K. al-Ma^drif, Cairo 1960, 594-5), among
them Malik b. Anas, the founder of the Malik! law
school; by Malik himself (Muwatta^, Cairo 1951, 740,
= K. al-Akdiya, no. 21), where a case is discussed that
dates back to Djahiliyya days; and by cAr!b b. Sac!d
al-Kurtub!, Khalk al-ajamn, 32. The latter text, which
is of a medical nature, also illustrates the fact that
Islamic physicians were little inclined to include the
idea of the rdkid in their theoretical considerations;
they took their ideas from the Greek rather than from
the ancient Arabian tradition, which implied that the
eleven-month pregnancies sometimes allowed for by
Hirjpocrates were the maximum that they were
prepared to consider.
From early Islamic times onwards, jurists have
disagreed about the possible duration of the prolonged
pregnancy; some saw two years as a maximum, but
according to others it could last much longer. Even in
the midst of the 20th century, Libyan Courts of Appeal were prepared to accept pregnancies of up to
twelve years, as A. Layish's research into the practice
of Libyan Shari^a courts (which have yielded a number
of cases of children legally born after prolonged
pregnancies) has shown (Divorce in the Libyan family,
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New York etc. 1991, 161). Recent law reforms in
Muslim countries have generally abolished the practice and have put the maximum duration of pregnancy at one year, although sometimes allowing for extension, as for instance in the Moroccan Civil Code of
1958, the Mudawwana (arts. 76, 84).
Although the idea of the rdkid is accepted by all four
Sunn! law schools, it seems to have taken root mainly
under Malik! law, especially in North Africa, where
until very recent times it was firmly incorporated into
the social system, thus creating a device to protect
women as well as children against the sanctions attached to pregnancies and births out of wedlock: a
rdkid might be born legally long after its parents' marriage had come to an end by death or divorce. At the
same time, the system offered barren wives an escape
from the odium of infertility and the practical and psychological consequences attached to it, such as depression, loss of social status and repudiation.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): cAr!b, K. Khalk al-djanin wa-tadbir alhabdla wa 'l-mawludin, ed. and tr. H. Jahier and N.
Abdelkader, Algiers 1956; Wanshansi, al-Mfydr almu^rib wa 'l-d^dmi** al-mughrib ^an fatdwd ^ulamd^
Ifnkiya wa 'l-Andalus wa l-Maghrib, Fez 1897, iii,
224-5, iv, 335, 353, 542; G.H. Bousquet and H.
Jahier, L 'enfant endormi. Notes juridiques, ethnographiques et obstetricales, in Revue algerienne, tunisienne et
marocaine de legislation et jurisprudence (Feb. 1941), 1736, 28-30, 153-4; L. Buskens, Islamitisch recht en
familiebetrekkingen in Marokko, diss. Leiden 1993, unpubl., 392-3; M. Gaudry, La societe feminine au Djebel
Amour et au Ksel. Algiers 1961, 192-4, 370, 485-90;
W. Jansen, My the of macht. Langdurige zwangerschappen in Noord-Afrika, in Tijdschrift voor Vrouwenstudies,
1982/2, 158-79; Y. Linant de Bellefonds, Traite de
droit musulman compare III. Filiation, incapacites,
liberalites entre vifs. Paris etc. 1973, 36; J. Mathieu
and R. Maneville, Les accoucheuses musulmanes traditwnelles de Casablanca, Paris 1952, 45-8, 73-4, 81-7;
0. Verberkmoes, Raged. Hoe een foetus in de baarmoeder in slaap valt en pas jaren later geboren wordt, MA
diss., Utrecht 1988, unpubl.
(OoiLE VERBERKMOES and REMKE KRUK)
AL-RAKIK AL-KAYRAWANi [see IBN AL-RAKIK].
AL-RAKIM [see ASHAB AL-KAHF].
RAKK, RiKK (A.), p a r c h m e n t .
1. H i s t o r y of the use of p a r c h m e n t in the
Islamic world.
Rakk is the term employed by the Arabs to denote
p a r c h m e n t , alongside certain other terms used in a
less specific manner, such as kirtds [q.v.] (from the
Greek xap^S, through the intermediary of Aramaic)
denoting papyrus, a sheet of papyrus or even a scroll
of papyrus; warak, which was later to be reserved for
paper; and djild[q.v.\ (leather). Furthermore, all these
words occur from time to time, in reference to the early years of Islam, to denote writing materials in
general, whereas bardi or warak al-bardi was the particular term for papyrus [see PAPYRUS] and rakk the
particular term for parchment. The latter is derived
from the verb rakka "to be thin, fine" (hence the explanatory terms observed at a later stage, such as djild
rakik, or "fine leather"). Parchment (on the subject of
which Grohmann wrote a very fine article, see Bibl.)
was fashioned initially, in most cases, from the hide of
certain animals such as sheep, goats or calves, but
sometimes also from the hide of gazelles (see below).
Its usage in Arabia may conceivably be attested
from the 5th century A.D., as may be observed in the
Kasida of Kudam b. Kadim (A.D. 400-80) (on this see
Griffini, // poemetto, 352, v. 56), if this is not—as
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seems very probable—later cAlid or cAbbasid propaganda (Caskel); at a later stage, Tarafa speaks of
kirtds al-Shdm, and Labld mentions a firs ndtik ("speaking parchment"). Tirs is a palimpsest, of which only
a few exist dating from the Arabic period. Such a fragment is preserved in the papyrological collection of
Florence: on the recto is a Latin fragment of the Bible,
Exodus viii, 16, and on the verso an Arabic economic
text of the 1st century A.H. (on this, see Vaccari, and
on Labid, see A. von Kremer, Uber die Gedichte des
Labid, 583).
Before the time of the Arabs, parchment had been
in use among the ancient Babylonians, and, in particular, among the Egyptians from the 2nd century
B.C., and it was subsequently to become ever more
important. The Prophet Muhammad is said to have
used, alongside leather, a very fine variety of parchment for his correspondence; evidence of this is a
document allocating territory to the Tamlm tribe,
written by CAH and mentioned by Ibn Durayd, K. alIshtikdk, ed. Wiistenfeld, 226, n.b. The Kurgan itself
(LII, 2-3) declares that it is written on rakk manshur
("unfolded parchment"). It is known that certain
fragments (rikdc), containing what the Prophet left
behind, must have contained verses of the Kurgan,
some of them written on parchment (cf. al-Suyuti,
Itkdn, 137, 11. 11-13; idem, Mukaddimatdn, i, 36, 1. 22;
49, 1. 8; L. Marraccius, Prodromus, i, 257; A.
Sprenger, Das Leben, iii, 39); the corpus of the Holy
Book of Islam, the assembly of which was undertaken
by Zayd b. Thabit, must have been written on parchment, warak (on this, see Sprenger, ibid., iii, 40; alSuyutl, Itkdn, 138, 1. 3); the ancient sections of the
Kur3an which have survived provide convincing
evidence of this (see e.g. the Vienna collection, published by Loebenstein).
This tradition was continued under the RightlyGuided Caliphs, as is noted by Ibn Khaldun (see
Mukaddima, index; cf. Karabacek, MPER, ii/3, 1887,
119), since by this means their correspondence, their
instructions and their edicts had a more artistic and
attractive appearance, and were better assured of
long-term survival; furthermore, use of this material
added to the renown of the scribes.
In the Umayyad period, the situation was unchanged (see e.g. Abu '1-Faradj al-Isfahanl, Aghdm, xvi,
111, 11. 3-5, where the subject is the biography of the
poet Dhu '1-Rumma). Furthermore, the caliph
Mu c awiya personally instructed the officials of his administration to use parchment, in order to underline
the importance of the edicts emanating from it (see
Quatremere, tr. of Rashid al-Dln, Histoire des Mongols
de la Perse, Paris 1836, i, 134; Karabacek, MPER, ii/3,
1887, 152). It would, moreover, be surprising if sections of the Akhbdr of c Abid/ c Ubayd b. Sharya, lively
tales related to this caliph in Damascus and put into
writing by order of the same sovereign, were not written, at least in part, on parchment, in view of the high
regard in which Mu c awiya held them, particularly admiring their innumerable verses (see, on this subject,
R.G. Khoury, Kalif, Geschichte und Dichtung, 214-15).
Even in the early years of the cAbbasid caliphate,
parchment continued to be used, albeit alongside
papyrus, the use of which was dominant, and paper,
the use of which was becoming ever more widespread
but which did not command, at the outset, the same
degree of acceptance. Ibn Hanbal himself, when
asked which method of writing he preferred, replied,
"A pen of reed, shining ink and fine hide" (alManufT, Latd^if, fol. lOOa); this is definitely a
reference to parchment, this being the meaning of
djildrakik, which is the expression used in this phrase;

the lexicographer al-Djawhan, Sihdh, ii, 85, 28 f.,
provides testimony in support of the use of these two
words. And when the diwdns were ransacked, under
Muhammad b. Zubayda, the caliph al-Amln [^.z>.],
the parchments taken from them, from which the texts
had been obliterated, were re-used as writing
materials (firs). At Kufa and Edessa (al-Ruha [#.».]),
parchment of the finest quality was produced. But as
paper progressively gained acceptance in administrative circles, the use of parchment declined,
before coming to a definitive end. In the llth and
12th centuries A.D. it was still being used alongside
paper (see cUmdat al-kuttdb, Codex gothanus 1357, fol.
lib).
In al-Andalus, as late as the time of al-Mukaddasi,
who composed his work after 373/985, parchment was
still being used for all copies of the Kur D an and books
of accounts (Ahsan al-takdsim, 239). As for the
Maghrib, the situation there was the same, as has
been proved by the discovery of hundreds of literary
codices on parchment in the mosque of Sidl cUkba at
Kayrawan (see G. Marcais et alii, Objets fcairouanais).
Recent discoveries in the Great Mosque of $anca° also
confirm this well-established tradition.
Besides the other types of hide described above, the
fine hide of gazelles was also used for the making of
parchment, especially for copies of the Kur D an, as is
attested by codices preserved e.g. in Cairo (see Fihrist
al-kutub al-^arabiyya, i, 2; Ahmed Moussa, Zur
Geschichte der islamischen Buchmalerei, 45-6; Muhammad
Tahir al-Makkl al-Khattat, 81) or in Medina (Spies,
102-3). Furthermore, in the various collections of
papyrus, which contain not only documents on
papyrus but also texts written on hide and all other
kinds of ancient material, striking examples of all
types of parchment are to be found (see A.
Grohmann, Einfuhrung, 3; Khoury, art. Papyrus in
EP; Chrestomathie, 7).
Initially, it was usually the recto, this being the
smoother surface, which was written on; when space
was insufficient, the verso was used. Judicial
documents were often bound up with a strip of leather
or a thread of some kind. The dimensions of parchments vary between 85.2 x 82 cm (see P. Lond.
B.M. Or. 4684/III) and 4.8 x 1.8 cm (see PER Inv.
Perg. Ar., 53). Some of the Vienna fragments are saffron coloured and there is no way of knowing whether
the material has been dyed or if this is merely the effect of long-term storage. On the other hand, there is
at least one undisputed example of the use of blue dye:
this is a leaf which belonged to a Kur^anic manuscript
of Mashhad (Persia) datable to the 2nd/8th century.
In addition, manuscripts on purple parchment are
well known among mediaeval Latin documents.
The earliest known and datable Arabic parchment
is a fragment which Ernst Kiihnel saw in the possession of a German consul in Luxor, of which neither
Grohmann, during his stay in Egypt, nor the writer
of this article, have succeeded in finding any trace.
The most recent is from the year 498/1105 (P. Berol.
9160). Naturally, these observations apply to known
parchments; it is possible that there are others which
will come to light in the future, either in private collections or in the unclassified stocks of certain libraries.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the article): 1. Sources. Djawhari, Tddj_al-lugha wa-sihdh
al-^arabiyya, Cairo 1282/1865; ManufT, Latd^if akhbdr
al-uwalfiman tasarraffi Misr min arbdb al-duwal, ms.;
SuyutT, al-Itkdn fi ^ulum al-Kur^dn, Calcutta 1857;
idem, Mukaddimatdn fi ^ulum al-Kur^dn, ed. A. Jeffery, Cairo 1954; Tarafa, Mucallaka, in ZawzanI,
Sharh al-Mu^allakdt al-sab^, Beirut 1963, v. 31 (cf.
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2. S t u d i e s . L. Marraccius, Prodromus ad refutationem Alcorani, Rome 1691; A. Sprenger, Das Leben
und die Lehre des Mohammed, 3 vols., Berlin 1861-5;
A. von Kremer, Uber die Gedichte des Labid, in
SBWAW, phil.-hist. Cl., xcviii (1881); Khedival
Library, Cairo, Fihrist al-kutub al-^arabiyya al-mahfuza
bi 'l-Kutubkhana al-Khidiwiyya, Cairo 1892-3; E.
Griffmi, IIpoemetto di Qudam ben Qadim, in RSO, vii
(1916), 293-363; Ahmed Moussa, Zur Geschichte der
islamischen Buchmalerei in Agypten, Cairo 1931; O.
Spies, Die Bibliotheken des Hidschas, in ZDMG, xc
(1936), 83-120; Nabia Abbott, The rise of the North
Arabic script and its Kur^dnic development, with a full description of the Kurgan manuscripts in the Oriental Institute,
Chicago 1939; Muhammad Tahir al-Khattat,
Ta^rTkh al-khatt al-^arabi wa-dddbihi, Cairo 1939; G.
Marcais, L. Poinssot, L. Gaillard, Objets kairouanais,
IXe au XIIIe siecle, 2 vols., Tunis 1948-52; A. Vaccari, Frammento biblico latino, in PSI, xii/2 (1951), no.
1272, 97-110; A. Grohmann, Einfuhrung und
Chrestomathie zur arabischen Papyruskunde, i, Einfiihrung, Prague 1954; idem, Arabische Paldographie, 2
vols., Vienna 1967-71, s.v. Pergament, at i, 108bl l l b (utilised as a basis for this present article);
R.G. Khoury, Kalif, Geschichte und Dichtung. Der
jemenitische Erzdhler ^Abid/^Ubayd ibn Sharya am Hofe
Mu^awiyas, in ZAL, xxv (1993) [ = Festschrift fur W.
Fischer], 204-18 (cf. Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, ed.
Fliigel, 89-90); idem, EP art. Papyrus; idem and
Grohmann, Chrestomathie de papyrologie arabe, Hdb.
der Or., Leiden 1993.
Sigla for collections of p a p y r i : P. Berol. =
papyri of the Berlin Museums; P. Cair. = papyri
of the Egyptian Nat. Libr. (Dar al-Kutub); PER =
Papyri Erzherzog Rainer, Vienna; PERF = ibid.,
Fuhrer durch die Ausstellung Wien 1894 (of
Karabacek); P. Lond. = Papyri in the Brit.
Museum; PSR = Papyri Schott-Reinhardt,
Heidelberg. For other sigla, see Khoury, in Khoury
and Grohmann, Chrestomathie, bibl.
(R.G. KHOURY)
2. The p r o d u c t i o n of p a r c h m e n t and modern
k n o w l e d g e of I s l a m i c p a r c h m e n t .
Parchment was used in the early Islamic period as
one of the common durable writing materials for
books, chancery documents, letters and registers, the
less durable material being papyrus. In Europe, it remained in use till well in the 15th century. In
Ethiopia, which may have given Islam the term mushaf
[q.v.}, parchment remained in use as a writing material for religious and superstitious texts till well in the
20th century. Although its primary and main use in
the Middle East was as a writing material, it was used
for other purposes as well. Most notable in this respect
is its use in musical instruments and in puppets for
shadow plays [see KHAYAL AL-ZILL]. For these uses,
parchment may have been made of the skin of other,
larger, animals as well.
Parchment is manufactured by cleaning the skin
from hair and impurities, by applying lime or certain
other preserving materials to it and by then letting it
dry under tension, the skin being stretched on a
frame. This stretching and the absence of tanning
make parchment different from leather. In many
parchments it is still possible to discern the flesh side
from the hair side, the latter being recognisable from
its grained appearance caused by the roots of the
hairs. Techniques were developed in mediaeval times
visijally to diminish this difference as much as possible. This was done either by finely thinning and
scrubbing or chafing the skin or by splitting it. The
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use of the skin of unborn animals also vouches for a
soft and minimally hairy appearance of the
parchment.
Being of natural origin, parchment had its limit in
size determined by the size of the animal it was made
of. Many of the large KuPanic manuscripts of the
early period consist of single or at best double leaves
of parchment only. For smaller-sized books, the
parchment may have been folded once or twice more,
thereby making quarto or octavo arrangements. Depending on whether the first fold was in the length or
in the width, the quarto quire resulting from this
operation would be oblong shaped or not. The square
shape of MaghribI books on parchment may be explained by supposing that the animal-shaped material
was first folded two times in the width and then once
in the length, whereby a quire of six almost square
leaves of moderate size was produced. In the Middle
East, Gregory's rule, by which parchment leaves in a
quire are so arranged that flesh sides would only face
flesh sides and hair sides only hair sides, was as often
as not unobserved. This rule apparently did not matter as much in the Middle East as it did in Europe.
The basic tools for a comprehensive study of the
Middle Eastern parchment book are lacking. A catalogue of a corpus of parchment codices does not exist.
There are a few large collections of parchments books
and fragments that together would constitute the main
elements of such a corpus. The most important of
these are the Kur D anic fragments in the Bibliotheque
Nationale of Paris (a varied collection which served as
the source of the typology of the graphics of the early
Kurgan codex as developed by Francois Deroche); the
Nasser D. Khalili collection in London, which contains coloured fragments as well (extensively described by Deroche); the fragments that were
discovered in ca. 1970 in the Great Mosque of SancaD
and that are now kept in the Dar al-Makhtutat in
San c a> (studied by G.-H. Puin, H.C. Graf von
Bothmer and Ursula Dreibholz; no major description
published as yet); and, finally, the §am Evraki, the
Kur 3 anic fragments that were transferred some one
hundred years ago from the Umayyad Mosque in
Damascus to Istanbul and that are now kept in the
Turk ve Islam Eserleri Miizesi in Istanbul (studied by
Deroche; no major description published as yet). The
library of the Monastery of St. Catherine in Sinai contains an important number of Christian Arabic
codices on parchment. It would seem that the use of
parchment persisted longer with the Oriental Christians than among Muslims. Parchment of several types
has continued to be used for religious reasons by
Oriental Jewry till the present day. Their extensive
technical literature on the subject is also of relevance
to the study of Islamic parchment. Many parchment
fragments of the Kur D an, and to a limited extent also
of other Islamic texts, have surfaced since ca. 1970 in
the international art market, a fact witnessed by their
frequent appearance in the auction catalogues of
Christie's and Sotheby's of London. Parchment material is present in virtually all larger collections of Middle Eastern manuscripts.
Bibliography: F. Deroche, Les manuscrits du
Coran. Aux origines de la calligraphie coranique. Paris
1983; idem, The Abbasid tradition. Qur^ans of the 8th to
10th centuries. (The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of
Islamic Art, vol. i), London 1993; idem, A propos
d'une serie de manuscrits coraniques anciens, in Les
manuscrits du Moyen-Orient [ = Varia turcica, VIII],
Istanbul-Paris 1989, 101-11; P. Ruck (ed.), Pergament. Geschichte, Struktur, Restaurierung, Herstellung,
Sigmaringen 1991. Particular use has been made
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for the present article of the contributions in this
volume by Michael L. Ryder, Menahem Haran,
Gerhard Endress, Robert Fuchs, Ursula Dreibholz,
J. Visscher and of the bibliography by Stefan
Janzen and Angelika Manetzki. For Arabic
language publications, see A. Gacek, A select
bibliography of Arabic language publications concerning
Arabic manuscripts, in MME, i (1986), 106-8.
(JJ. WITKAM)
AL-RAKKA, a m e d i a e v a l I s l a m i c t o w n on the
left bank of the Middle Euphrates, at the junction of
its tributary the Nahr al-Balikh. Today it is the administrative centre of the al-Rakka governorate of the
Arab Republic of Syria; in mediaeval Islamic historic
topography it was considered to be the capital of Diyar
Mudar [q. v.] in al-Djazira/Northern Mesopotamia.
The origin of settlement on opposite sides of the
Nahr al-Balikh is attested by the Tall Zaydan and the
Tall al-B^a, the latter identified with the Babylonian
city of Tuttul (excavated since 1980; reports published
in MDOG, cxiii [1981] and later). To the south of the
Tall al-B^a, on the border of the Euphrates, Seleucus
I Nikator (301-281 B.C.) founded the Hellenistic city
of Nikephorion, later probably enlarged by Seleucos
II
Kallinikos
(246-226 B.C.)
and
named
Kallinikos/Callinicum after him. Destroyed in A.D.
542 by the Sasanid Khusraw I Anushirwan [q. v. ], the
emperor Justinian (527-65) soon after rebuilt the town
in the course of an extensive fortification programme
at the Byzantine border alongside the Euphrates (on
the pre-Islamic city, see the article by M. al-Khalaf
and K. Kohlmeyer in Damaszener Mitteilungen, ii
[1985], 133-62).
The classical c i t y was conquered in 18/639 or
19/640 by the Muslim army under c lyad b. Ghanm.
who became the first governor of the DjazTra (in this
connection, see W.E. Kaegi, Byzantium and the early
Islamic conquests, Cambridge 1992). Renamed alRakka, the Muslim faith was heralded by a congregational mosque, founded by the succeeding governor
Sacld b. c Amir b. Hidhyam, which was subsequently
enlarged to monumental dimensions of c. 73 x 108 m.
Recorded by the German scholar Ernst Herzfeld in
1907, the mosque, together with the square brick
minaret (PI. XXVI, 1), supposedly a later addition
from the mid-4th/10th century, has since vanished
completely.
In 36/656 CA1I crossed the Euphrates at al-Rakka on
his way to Siffin [0.0.], the place of the battle with
Mu c awiya b. Abl Sufyan, the governor of Damascus
and founder of the Umayyad dynasty. Located near
the village of Abu Hurayra opposite the mediaeval
citadel of Kalcat Dja c bar [a.v.] ca. 45 km/28 miles west
of al-Rakka, the burials of c All's followers remained
venerated places of Sh^T pilgrimage (listed extensively
in al-HarawT's Kitdb al-Ziydrdt). The last of those
tombs located in the Muslim cemetery on the western
fringes of the early Islamic city of al-Rakka, the
mausoleum of Uways al-Karanl, recently had to give
way to a huge pilgrimage centre. Another witness
from the early days of Islam, a stone column supposedly depicting an autograph of CA1I from the
Mashhad quarter of al-Rakka, was already in the
6th/12th century transferred to Aleppo, where it was
incorporated in the Masdjid Ghawth (E. Herzfeld,
CIA, part ii, Northern Syria, Inscriptions et monuments
d'Alep, i, Cairo 1955-6, 271-2 no. 142).
Throughout the Umayyad period al-Rakka remained an important fortified stronghold protected by
a garrison, occasionally involved in revolts and internal fighting over supremacy in the Djazira, as described by al-Tabarl. Opposite al-Rakka, near the

south bank of the Euphrates, the Umayyad caliph
Hisham b. cAbd al-Malik (105-25/724-43), residing
mainly at al-Rusafa [q.v.] ca. 50 km/31 miles further
to the southwest in the Syrian desert, created the agricultural estate of Wasit al-Rakka, irrigated by two
canals named al-Hani wa 'l-Aiari. Further north, at
a distance of ca. 72 km/45 miles, near the river alBallkh, another member of the Umayyad family, the
famous military commander Maslama b. cAbd alMalik (d. ca. 121/739 [q.v.]), a half-brother of the
caliph Hisham, founded the residential estate of Hisn
Maslama, which served as an advanced outpost
towards the Byzantine frontier (on the ruins of
Madlnat al-Far, probably to be identified with Hisn
Maslama, see the report by C.-P. Haase in Bildd alShdm during the Abbasid period. Proceedings of the fifth International conference on the History of Bildd al-Shdm, ed.
Muhammad cAdnan al-Bakhlt and R. Schick, Amman 1991, 206-13).
Though the treaty between the inhabitants of alRakka and the victorious Muslim general clyad b.
Ghanm, as quoted by al-Baladhurl, 173-4, stipulated
that the Christians should retain their places of worship but were not allowed to build new churches, the
non-Muslim community is recorded to have thrived
well into the Middle Ages. Till the 6th/12th century
a bishop is attested to have resided there, and at least
four monasteries are frequently mentioned in the
sources, the most famous of which, the Dayr Zakka,
can be identified with recently excavated ruins on the
Tall al-B^a (on the Christian sources and the newlydetected remains, see M. Krebernik, in MDOG, cxxiii
[1991], 41-57). To this monastery belonged the estate
of al-Salihiyya, a favourite halting place for hunting
expeditions (described by al-Bakrl, iii, 582, and
Yakut, ii, 644-5), possibly to be associated with the
ruins of al-Suwayla near the river al-Ballkh, ca. 4
km/2.5 miles to the northeast of al-Rakka (recently investigated archaeologically and recorded in Damaszener
Mitteilungen, ii [1985], 98-9). There also existed a large
Jewish
community
maintaining
an
ancient
synagogue, still operating during the visit of Benjamin
of Tudela in about 1167 (see his Travels, tr. M.N.
Adler, London 1907, 32).
The e a r l y c A b b a s i d p e r i o d . Early in the
c
Abbasid period the programme of border fortifications in all of the Muslim empire resulted in the construction of an entire new city about 200 m/660 feet
west of al-Rakka. Named al-Rafika, "the companion
(of al-Rakka)", the city, according to al-YackubI
(Ta^rikh, i, 238) was already conceived in the time of
the first cAbbasid caliph al-Saffah (132-6/749-54);
nevertheless, al-Tabarl attributes the foundation of alRafika to his brother and successor al-Mansur (13658/754-75), who in 154/770-1 decided on the construction of the city, which was eventually implemented by his son and heir-apparent al-Mahdl
from 155/771-2 onwards. Construction work was still
continuing when, in 158/775, al-Mahdl was summoned to Baghdad to be invested as caliph upon the sudden death of his father. Purposely modelled after the
only recently completed residential city of Baghdad,
the partly surviving city fortifications testify to the
military might of the c Abbasid empire. In the form of
a parallelogram surmounted by a half circle with a
width of ca. 1300 m/4,265 feet, the city was protected
by a massive wall of almost 5000 m/16,400 feet in
length (PI. XXV, 1). Fortified by 132 round projecting towers, an advance wall and a moat further improved the defence system (see Murhaf al-Khalaf, in
Damaszener Mitteilungen, ii [1985], 123-31). Originally
accessible by three axial entrances, the recently ex-
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cavated northern gate (PI. XXV, 2) has revealed stately
dimensions, with a portal opening of four metres/13
feet. Remains of iron door posts attest the existence of
massive or metal-plated doors, which attracted special
praise in the Arabic chronicles. One of the doors, according to the mediaeval tradition, is identified with
spoils from the Byzantine city of Amorion or
c
Ammuriya [q. v. ] in Asia Minor, transported by alMuctasim (218-27/833-42) in 223/838 to his newlyfounded
residence
at
Samarra0 in central
Mesopotamia, from where it supposedly reached alRakka towards the end of the 3rd/9th century. Only
about half-a-century later, the door was again
dismantled in 353/964 on behalf of the Hamdanid
Sayf al-Dawla CA1I (333-56/945-67), to be later incorporated in the Bab al-Kinnasrfn at Aleppo (E. Herzfeld, CIA, part ii, Northern Syria, Inscriptions et
monuments d'Alep, i, 60).
In the centre of al-Rafika another Great Mosque
was constructed with monumental proportions of
108 x 93 m/354 x 305 feet in order to serve the garrison of soldiers from Khurasan (PI. XXVI, 3). Built
with massive mud brick walls, strengthened by burnt
brick facing and encircled by a chain of round towers,
the plan layout is characterised by triple aisles on brick
piers in the prayer hall and by double arcades on the
three other sides of the interior courtyard (see
Creswell, Early Muslim architecture, ii, Oxford 1940, 458, and recent project reports). This first pillar mosque
in Islamic architecture obviously served as a model for
later Friday mosques at Baghdad (enlarged from
192/808 till 193/809 by Harun al-Rashld), Samarra3
(both mosques of al-Mutawakkil, inaugurated in
237/852 and 247/861 respectively) and at Cairo
(Mosque of Ahmad b. Tulun, completed in 265/879).
A l - R a k k a as capital of the c A b b a s i d e m p i r e .
The new city al-Rafika alone almost matches the
traditional Syrian capital Damascus in size; but the
two sister cities of al-Rakka and al-Rafika together
formed the largest urban entity in Syria and northern
Mesopotamia, probably only surpassed by the
c
Abbasid centre of power, Baghdad, in central
Mesopotamia. Therefore, it was a logical choice that
the caliph Harun al-Rashld (170-93/786-809), when
searching for an alternative residence in 180/796,
settled on al-Rakka/al-Rafika, which remained his
base for a dozen years till 192/808. This resulted not
only in additions to the city fortification (inscription
on the eastern gate of al-Rafika, the Bab al-Sibal,
quoted by Ibn Shaddad, iii/1, 71), but more importantly, in the construction of an extensive palatial
quarter to the north of the twin cities. This caliphal
residence of almost 10 km 2 , as attested by aerial
photographs, includes about twenty large-size complexes, of which the most monumental of ca. 350 x 300
m/1,148x984 feet in a central position obviously
served as the main residence of Harun al-Rashid (PI.
XXVII, 1), probably to be identified with the Kasr alSalam mentioned by Yakut. The other structures
were evidently used for housing the family members
and court officials residing with Harun al-Rashfd at
al-Rakka, or else were devoted to service functions.
The huge area of ruins outside the twin cities has
since 1944 attracted archaeological investigations.
First trial soundings were conducted by the Syrian
Antiquities Service at the Main Palace, but were soon
discontinued due to the poor state of preservation. Instead, another major complex of ca. 120x150
m/393 x 492 feet, only 400 m/1,312 feet north of the
city wall of al-Rafika, named Palace A, was partly excavated. Excavations eventually continued at three
other complexes to the east of the Main Palace: Palace
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B (1950-52), Palace C (1953), and Palace D (1954 and
1958), all of rather monumental dimensions measuring ca. 1 7 0 x 7 5 m/557 x 246 feet, 150x110 m/
492 x 360 feet and 100 x 100 m/328 x 328 feet respectively; (see the series of reports by Nassib Saliby in Les
Annales Archeologiques de Syrie, iv-v [1954-5], 205-12,
Arabic part 69-76; vi [1956], Arabic part 25-40). Additionally, further soundings in the vicinity of and at
Palace A were implemented between 1966 and 1970
(summarised by Kassem Toueir in the excavation
review by P.H.E. Voute [ed.], in Anatolica, iv [19712], 122-3). Since the modern town development caused the overbuilding of most of the palace city, the German Archaeological Institute in Damascus has conducted ten seasons of rescue excavations from 1982 till
1992. At the eastern fringes of the site, four larger
buildings bordering on a public square were investigated: the so-called Western Palace of ca.
110 x 90 m/360 x 295 feet divided into representative,
living and infrastructural units; the North Complex of
ca. 150 x 150 m/492 x 492 feet, probably the barracks
of the imperial guards; the East Complex of ca.
75 x 50 m/246 x 164 feet, mostly of recreational functions; and the Eastern Palace of ca. 70 x 40
m/230 x 131 feet, reserved entirely for representative
purposes. On the northeastern limits of the palace
area, another large-size complex with an extension of
ca. 300x400 m/984 x 1,312 feet was also partly excavated, revealing an elongated double courtyard
structure encircled by round towers, which was obviously left unfinished (see the reports by J.-Chr.
Heusch and M. Meinecke).
All the investigated buildings depended on mud as
the major construction material, either in the form of
sun-dried bricks or of stamped mud, only occasionally
strengthened by burnt bricks. The ground plans, on
the other hand, are generally characterised by precisely calculated geometrical subdivisions, indicating the
careful laying-out of the built fabric. The publicly visible parts, on the exterior as well as in the interior, received a coating of white plaster, masking and protecting the mud core of the walls. On the representative
units the buildings were decorated by stucco friezes in
deep relief (PI. XXVII, 2-3), depicting mostly vine
ornament in numerous variations (partly documented
by Meinecke, in Rezeption in der islamischen Kunst, ed.
B. Finster, forthcoming). Genetically, these patterns
are only vaguely related to Umayyad predecessors; instead, the dependence on classical models indicates an
intended revival of the ornamental corpus of the
monuments from the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D. at
Palmyra (see Meinecke and A. Schmidt-Colinet, in
the exhibition catalogue by E.M. Ruprechtsberger
[ed.], Syrien. Von den Aposteln zu den Kalifen, Linz 1993,
352-9). Selections of excavation finds and decorative
elements from the Rakka palaces are exhibited at the
Damascus National Museum and at the archaeological museum at al-Rakka.
Though the investigated complexes lack building
inscriptions pointing to their original function or to
the patron, their history can be clearly defined by the
numismatic evidence. Among the coins collected
during the recent excavations on the eastern border
structures of the palace belt, examples minted at alRafika in the year 189/804-5 in the name of Harun alRashld are especially numerous, while only individual
items minted at al-Rafika in the reigns of the succeeding sons al-Ma D mun (208/823-4 and 210/825-6)
and al-Mu c tasim (226/840-1) have been recorded (on
the cAbbasid mint at al-Rafika, see now L. Ilisch, in
Numismatics - witness to history. IAPN publication, viii
[1986], 101-21). Consequently, those structures
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investigated recently must have been in use towards
the end of Harun al-Rashid's tenure of power at
al-Rakka. After the removal of the court back to
Baghdad on the death of Harun al-Rashid in 193/809,
the palaces were obviously in use only briefly and occasionally.
This extensive residential city was evidently founded in 180/796 by Harun al-Rashid and continuously
further enlarged for over a decade. These buildings
formed the backstage of the political events of this
period, described in great detail by al-Tabari and
others. From there, the yearly raids (sawd^if, sing.
sd^ifa [q.v. ]) into the Byzantine empire and the frequent pilgrimages to the Holy Cities of Mecca and
Medina were organised. In these palaces lived the
family of the caliph, including his wife Zubayda and
his heirs apparent, al-Amln, al-Ma D mun and alKasim, and also al-Mu c tasim, for much of their youth
(as described by N. Abbott, Two queens of Baghdad,
Chicago 1946). Here was the military centre with the
army command and the administrative centre of the
vast cAbbasid empire, where the treasuries and the
material wealth of the caliph were safeguarded (alTabari, iii, 654). Here the members of the Barmakid
family managed the affairs of the state until they were
executed or imprisoned in 187/803 [see AL-BARAMIKA].
For his periodic centre of administration, Harun alRashfd also improved the infrastructure decisively.
For the irrigation of the palace city, two canals were
laid out: one channelling the water of the Euphrates
from about 15 km/9 miles further west, and another
of over 100 km/62 miles collecting water from the
Anatolian mountains to the north. According to
Yakut, one of these (probably the Euphrates canal)
was named Nahr al-Nll (described by Kassem Toueir,
in Techniques et pratiques hydro-agricoles traditionelles en domaine irrigue. Actes du Colloque de Damas, ed. B. Geyer,
Paris 1990, 217-20).
About 8 km/5 miles to the west of the city, the
Euphrates canal passes by another monument to be
associated with Harun al-Rashid. Surrounded by a
circular enclosure wall of 500 m/1,640 feet in
diameter, with round buttresses and four portals on
the cardinal points, the centre is occupied by a
massive square building of ca. 100 m/328 feet for each
side. Accessible on the ground level only are four
vaulted stately halls on the main axis, from where
ramps lead to the upper storey, which was not, however, completed. This curious stone structure, recently also investigated archaeologically, with the traditional name of Hirakla obviously alluding to the
conquest of the Byzantine city of Heraclea by Harun
al-Rashid in 190/806, can be interpreted as a victory
monument. The stone material used seems to have
originated from churches of the frontier region whose
dismantling was ordered in 191/806-7 by the caliph
(Ibn Shaddad, iii/1, 342). Obviously, due to the
departure of the imperial patron to Khurasan in
192/808 and his death shortly thereafter, the building
was left unfinished (see Toueir, in World Archaeology,
xiv/3 [1983], 296-303, and in La Syrie de Byzance a
I'I slam, VIP-VHP siecles, Actes du Colloque International,
ed. P. Canivet and J.-P. Rey-Coquais, Damascus
1992, 179-86).
The extensive construction programme at al-Rakka
was accompanied by accelerated industrial activities;
these are attested by a string of mounds with large
piles of ashes outside the northern wall of the city of
al-Rakka/Nikephorion. Recently investigated archaeologically at two points, workshops for pottery
and glass production have been detected, for which
the numismatic evidence points to their use in the
time of Harun al-Rashid. The expertly-potted

ceramics with incised or moulded decoration, as well
as the fragile glass vessels featuring incised, relief or
lustre decoration, which are known from the inventories of the excavated palaces, were thus evidently for
the most part fabricated locally.
The l a t e r c Abbasid p e r i o d . Shortly after the
sudden death of Harun al-Ra§hid, his widow
Zubayda in 193/809 organised the transfer of the vast
state treasures to Baghdad, where her son al-Amin
(193-8/809-13) was enthroned as ruler of the cAbbasid
empire (al-Taban, iii, 775). While this marks the
reinstallation of Baghdad as the administrative centre
of the Muslim world, the city of al-Rakka remained of
regional importance as seat of the governor of the
Djazlra province until the mid-4th/10th century.
In opposition to al-Ma D mun (198-218/813-33), who
succeeded in capturing Baghdad from his brother alAmln, a revolt caused the destruction by fire of the
market quarter between the sister cities of al-Rakka
and al-Rafika in 198/813 (Michael Syrus, ed. J.-B.
Chabot, iii, 26). To police the situation, al-Ma > mun
sent the general Tahir b. al-Husayn [q.v.] as governor
of the Djazlra to al-Rakka, followed by his son cAbd
Allah b. Tahir (q.v.} until 210/825-6, when he was
nominated governor of Egypt. In the time of the
Tahirids, the palace belt outside the city walls was
already evidently falling into disrepair. Nevertheless,
a last reactivation is attested for the time of alMu c tasim on the basis of fresco inscriptions with his
name found at the Palace B to the east of Harun alRashld's central residence (A. Grohmann, Arabische
Paldographie, ii, Vienna 1971, pi. 18). This is to be
connected with the last military campaign into the
Byzantine empire conducted from al-Rakka, which
resulted in the conquest of the city of
c
Ammuriyya/Amorium in 223/838 (Ibn Shaddad.
ii/1, 341). From there, the caliph carried off the
famous iron doors to his newly-founded capital of
Samarra0, to be set up at the main entrance, the Bab
al- c Amma, of his residential palace, then under construction.
Instead of utilising the palace city of Harun alRashid, new structures were built up on top of the
suburb between the sister cities; soundings conducted
by the Syrian Service of Antiquities (1953 and 1969)
have revealed stucco decorations in the bevelled style
of SamarraD from the mid-3rd/9th century. About the
same time also, the prayer-niche of the Great Mosque
at al-Rafika received a new stucco decoration with
similar features. A series of stone capitals, now scattered to many museum collections, featuring the
characteristic slant cut and related ornamental patterns, bear witness to continuous building activities
(M.S. Dimand, in Ars Islamica, iv [1937], 308-24;
Meinecke, in Bildd al-Shdm during the Abbasid period, in
Proceedings of the fifth International Conference on the History
of Bildd al-Shdm, 232-5).
Though the size of the inhabited area became
drastically diminished, the city of al-Rakka remained
the only real antipode to Baghdad. Therefore, it was
the obvious alternative for caliphs in exile or seeking
refuge, as it was the case with al-Musta c m in 251/865,
al-Mu c tamid in 269/882, al-Mu c tadid in 286/899 and
287/900, and finally with al-Muttakl in 332-3/944, as
recorded by al-Tabari and other historians. But the
fame of the city at that period did not result from
political might or artistic achievements but from the
scholars living and teaching at al-Rakka, for instance
the famous astronomer Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad
al-BattanT(d. 317/929 { q . v . } ) , or Muhammad b. Sacld
al-Kushayn (d. 334/945), the author of a Ta^nkh alRakka, ed. Tahir ai-NacsanI, Hama 1959.
The f i r s t period of d e c l i n e . The decline of the
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central administration of the cAbbasid caliphate affected also the city of al-Rakka. Since the conquest by
the Hamdanids in 330/942, the urban centre on the
Euphrates was contested between the rulers of Mawsil
and Aleppo, as being the gate for supremacy in
Northern Mesopotamia. The founder of the Aleppo
branch of the Hamdanid dynasty, Sayf al-Dawla CA1I,
(333-356/945-967) is blamed by Ibn Hawkal and Ibn
Shaddad for the devastation of the Djazfra and the
former capital al-Rakka. Political instability caused,
for instance, the destruction by fire of part of the city
of al-Rakka/Nikephorion in 332/944, resulting in a
gradual depopulation of the initial urban settlement.
The dismantling in 353/964 of the iron doors from an
entrance gate to the city is another proof for a marked
reduction of the population (on the history of this
period in general, see M. Canard, Histoire de la dynastie
des H'amddnides de Jazira et de Syrie, i, Algiers-Paris
1951). This development is also mirrored by the
Umayyad Great Mosque, which, according to the
position of the minaret in the interior courtyard, only
remained in use with part of the initial prayer hall.
After the Hamdanids there followed a century of
turmoil, when the governorship of al-Rakka was
fought over by the Arab tribal dynasties of the
Numayrlds, the Mirdasids and the cUkaylids (described in great detail by Ibn Shaddad, iii/1, 74-8).
Nothing is attested as having been added to the urban
fabric; on the contrary, the shrinking population
retreated increasingly from the initial city al-Rakka to
the cAbbasid foundation of al-Rafika, which according to Yakut, followed by al-Dimashki, eventually
also took over the name of the sister city.
The revival of al-Rakka in the Zangid and
A y y u b i d p e r i o d s . The fate of the city only changed
with the appearance of the Zangids in the region (on
the history of that period, see C. Alptekin, The reign of
Zangi (521-541/1127-1146), Erzurum 1978). Conquered by clmad al-Din Zangl in 529/1135, al-Rakka
was soon to regain importance, as attested by building
activities (listed partly by Ibn Shaddad, iii/1, 71).
When Zangi was murdered in 541/1146 whilst besieging Kalcat Djacbar further up the Euphrates, he was
first buried at Siffin, but soon afterwards his corpse
was transferred to a domed mausoleum constructed
for this purpose in the Mashhad quarter of al-Rakka
(Ibn al- c Adrm, ii, 285). Following the death of Zangi,
his wazir Djamal al-Dln Muhammad al-IsfahanT
organised from al-Rakka the succession of Zangl's
son, Nur al-Din Mahmud (N. Elisseeff, Nur ad-Din,
Damascus 1967, 390-2). In this connection a palace is
mentioned, which may eventually be identified with the
Kasral-Banat(Pl. XXVIII, 2), a ruined structure from
that period (on the archaeological investigation since
1977, see Toueir, in Damaszener Mitteilungen, ii [1985],
297-319). Ibn Shaddad in addition also mentions a
khdnkdh of the same patron, as well as another commissioned by Nur al-Dln Mahmud, together with a
hospital (bimdristdri) and two madrasas, one for Shafts
and the other for HanafTs, presumably all erected by
or in the time of the same ruler. Most indicative for
the reactivation of the city during this period is the
c
Abbasid Great Mosque of al-Rafika, which already
attracted minor construction and decoration activities
in 541/1146-7 and 553/1158, as recorded on re-used
inscription fragments (photographed by G.L. Bell in
1909) and on newly-discovered inscription panels (excavated in 1986, now on display at the Rakka
Museum). The surviving parts of the mosque, the
facade or the kibla riwdk and the cylindrical minaret (PI.
XXVI, 1), are due to the reconstruction programme
of Nur al-Dm Mahmud, completed in 561/1165-6.
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The reduced size of the reactivated mosque, limited to
the former prayer hall, mirrors the comparatively
modest population of the town, which only occupied
the eastern half of the cAbbasid city, where evidently
most of the lost other religious buildings mentioned
were also located. As the main entrance to the
mediaeval city, there functioned the Bab Baghdad at
the southeast corner of the cAbbasid city walls, according to the brick decoration erected at this time
(PI. XXVIII, 1) (re-dated by J. Warren, in Art and
Archaeology Research Papers, xiii [1978], 22-3; and R.
Hillenbrand, in The art of Syria and the Jazira 11001250, ed. J. Raby, Oxford 1985, 27-36).
With the conquest by Salah al-Dm in 578/1182, the
city passed into the control of the Ayyubids. As one of
the chief towns of the principality of Diyar Mudar, alRakka was especially favoured by the Ayyubid prince
al-Malik al-cAdil Abu Bakr, who took up residence at
the city between 597/1201 and 625/1128. He is attested to have constructed palaces and bath complexes, and laid out many gardens with extensive
plantations (Ibn Shaddad, iii/1, 71-2). Of these
Ayyubid additions to the town, nothing has survived.
But in this period, al-Rakka emerged as a major production centre for glazed ceramics of high artistic
perfection, which were exported widely. Most frequent among these are figural or vegetal designs in
black under a transparent turquoise glaze, but other
variations with lustre on turquoise and purple glazes,
or coloured designs, including red, under a colourless
glaze, are also recorded (see the detailed studies by
E.J. Grube, in Kunst des Orients, iv [1963], 42-78; V.
Porter, Medieval Syrian pottery (Raqqa ware), Oxford
1981; and also the extensive bibliography by Cr.
Tonghini and Grube, in Islamic Art, iii [1989], 59-93).
The pottery workshops were located in the immediate
vicinity of the urban settlement, even partly within
the cAbbasid city walls to the south of the Great
Mosque (on a kiln excavated in 1924 immediately
outside the east wall of the city, see J. Sauvaget in Ars
Islamica, xiii-xiv [1948], 31-45).
The Ayyubids successfully repulsed occasional attacks on the city by the Saldjuks of Asia Minor and the
Kh w arazmians, but finally had to yield to the Mongol
forces, who invaded northern Mesopotamia in
657/1259 (on the history of that period, see R.S.
Humphreys, From Saladin to the Mongols, Albany
1977). Urban settlement at Diyar Mudar ceased in
the early years of the Mamluk era, when in 663/1265
all the fortified cities on the middle Euphrates were
destroyed for tactical reasons, including al-Rakka (L.
Ilisch, Geschichte der Artuqidenherrschaft von Mardin
zwischen Mamluken und Mongolen 1260-1410 AD,
Munster 1984, 51-2).
The O t t o m a n period. Throughout the Mamluk
period, al-Rakka remained practically deserted, as
certified by Abu 'l-Fida°. Only after the Syrian campaign of the Ottoman sultan Sellm I (918-26/151220), which resulted in the downfall of the entire
Mamluk empire in 923/1517, was it reactivated as a
military outpost. In the time of sultan Suleyman II
Kanum (926-74/1520-66), al-Rakka was the nominal
capital of a province of the Ottoman empire, probably
in memory of its past glory. A building inscription
commemorating the restoration of a castle and a
sacred building (haram) by Sultan Suleyman b. Selim
Khan remains the only testimony to this limited reactivation as a military and administrative centre
(originally located at the Mausoleum of Uways alKaranf, now on display in the archaeological museum
of the modern city). Due to destruction by Turkmen
and Kurdish tribes, the governorship was transferred
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to the city of al-Ruha/Urfa ca. 135 km/84 miles further north (according to Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme,
tr. J. von Hammer, i/1, London 1834, 95, 101, 104,
110; tr. Danisman, y, Istanbul 1970, 41, 52-3). On
the visit of Ewliya Celebi in winter 1059/1649, the
place was deserted following recent raids, though the
ruins of the glorious past and formerly-irrigated
gardens still remained visible.
The site was only repopulated in the late 19th century, when the Turkish government settled there a
group of Circassians in order to police the region. Initially a village of only a few houses near the southwest
corner of the cAbbasid city, the population grew slowly but steadily, counting somewhat less than 5,000 inhabitants by the middle of the 20th century. Since
then, due to the agricultural revival of the region, the
settlement has reached a population of nearly 90,000
inhabitants in 1981 (Syrian ... Central Bureau of
Statistics (ed.), Statistical abstract, xxxvii, Damascus
1984). Now the capital of a province administered by
a governor, and an active commercial and industrial
centre, the city has reached a size larger than ever in
its history, consequently submerging most of the
historic fabric. This in turn has motivated an extensive programme of archaeological research and architectural conservation for the monuments from the
Islamic past.
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(M. MEINECKE)
RAKKADA, a city of the Maghrib which was
the centre of power of the Aghlabid amirs of
Ifrlkiya about 6 miles south of Kayrawan, was founded in 263/876 by Ibrahim II, seventh prince of the
dynasty. Until then the Aghlabids [q.v.] had resided
in cAbbasiyya [q. v.] nearer the capital. A chance trip
into the country by Ibrahim, it is said, determined the
site of the new residence. The amir was suffering from
insomnia and on the advice of his physician, Ishak b.
Sulayman, went out to take the air. Stopping in a certain place, he fell into a deep sleep and decided to
build a palace there which was called Rakkada, the
"soporific". The story is probably based on a popular
etymology of the name, which is found elsewhere in
North Africa. Another explanation, equally suspect,
is that which attributes the name to the memory of a
massacre of the Warfadjuma by the Ibadi chief Abu '1Khattab [q.v.] in 141/758 and the many dead left lying
there.
In the same year that the work of building was
begun, Ibrahim settled in Rakkada in the Castle of
Victory (Kasr al-Fath). He was to live there the rest of
his life, as were his successors, except for the stays the
amirs made in Tunis. Rakkada became a regular town
just as al-cAbbasiyya had been before it. Besides Kasr
al-Fath (or Kasr Abi '1-Fath), there were several other
castles in it: Kasr al-Bahr (the castle on the lake), Kasr
al-Sahn (castle of the court), Kasr al-Mukhtar (castle
of the elect) and Kasr Baghdad, a large mosque,
baths, caravanserais and suks. Al-Bakri says that it
had a circumference of 24,040 cubits (over 6 miles);
al-Nuwayri makes it smaller (14,000, nearly 4 miles).
A wall of brick and clay surrounded this vast area, and
this wall was renovated by the last Aghlabid with a
view to a final effort at resistance. Al-Bakri further
tells us that the greater part of the enceinte was filled
with gardens. The soil was fertile and the air
temperate. The amirs and their followers enjoyed in
Rakkada a liberty of conduct which would have caused a scandal in Kayrawan. The sale of nabidh [q.v.],
forbidden in the pious old city, was officially permitted in the royal residence.
It was from Rakkada that Ziyadat Allah III, the last
of the Aghlabids, fled on the approach of the Shi^i
Fatimids. The victorious Abu cAbd Allah [q.v.] installed himself in Kasr al-Sahn. His master, the
Mahdl cUbayd Allah, lived in Rakkada until 308/920
when he moved to al-Mahdiyya [ q . v . ] . After being
deserted by the ruler, Rakkada fell into ruins. In
342/953 the Fatimid caliph al-Mucizz ordered what
was left of it to be razed to the ground and ploughed
over. The gardens alone were spared.
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PLATE XXV

1. City walls of al-Rafika (photo German Archaeological Institute Damascus: P. Grunwald 1985).

2. North Gate of al-Rafika (photo German Archaeological Institute Damascus: M. Meinecke 1984).

PLATE XXVI
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1. Great Mosque of al-Rakka/Nikephorion, minaret
(photo G.L. Bell 1909; courtesy Gertrude Bell Photographic Archive: Department of Archaeology, The
University of Newcastle upon Tyne).

2. Great Mosque of al-Rafika, minaret (photo
German Archaeological Institute Damascus: P. Grunwald 1984).

3. Great Mosque of al-Rafika, aerial view ca. 1930 (reproduced from M. Dunand, De 1'Amanus an Sinai, 1953).
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PLATE XXVII

1. Palace City of Harun al-Rashld, main palace and neighbouring structures on the southeast, aerial view ca.
1930 (reproduced from M. Dunand, De I'Amanus au Sinai, 1953); for identification see map.

2. Western Palace, stucco frieze (photo German
Archaeological Institute Damascus: P. Grunwald
1985).

3. Western Palace, stucco frieze (photo German
Archaeological Institute Damascus: P. Grunwald
1985).

PLATE XXVIII
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1. Bab Baghdad (photo German Archaeological Institute Damascus: K. Anger 1983).

2. Palace of Djamal al-Din Muhammad al-Isfaham/Kasr al-Banat, domed corner room (photo German
Archaeological Institute Damascus: K. Anger 1983).
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A few traces of the Aghlabid foundation are still to
be seen at the present day. A great rectangular reservoir with thick walls strengthened by buttresses may
be identified with the lake (bahr) which gave its name
to one of the palaces. A pavilion (?) of four stories
stood in the centre. Nothing is left of it, but on the
west side of the reservoir may be seen the remains of
a building which must have been reflected in the great
mirror of water. Three rooms may still be distinguished with their mosaic pavements. The technique
and style of decoration closely connect these Islamic
buildings of the 3rd/9th century with the Christian art
of the country.
Excavations under the auspices of the National Institute of Archaeology of Tunisia have been carried on
at the site since 1962. The finds have only been very
partially studied until now (1993), but are preserved
in a rich National Museum of Islamic Art established
not far from the ruins, whilst awaiting a fuller examination.
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Lezine, Architecture de 1'IJriqiya. Recherches sur les
monuments aghlabides, in Arch. Med., ii (1966);
Ennabli-Mahjouni-Salomson, La necropole romaine de
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(G. MARCAIS*)
RAKKAS (A.), in French rekkas, a term which has
several meanings but which only merits an entry in
the El because, amongst several technical senses, it
particularly denotes, in the Muslim West, a
messenger who travels on foot long distances in
order to carry official or private mail. The name is
derived from the noun raks meaning "trotting" (of a
horse or camel; see LA, s.v.), but is also applied to a
man who "trots", as is the case with the rakkds. The
development of various means of communication has
put an end to this calling, now unnecessary, and the
word rakkds can now only denote an occasional
messenger, above all in time of war.
Dozy, Supplement, s.v., gathered together a certain
number of references in the Arabic sources (notably
al-Makikari, Analectes, i, 557, since the term was used
in Spain, as P. de Alcala indicates in his Vocabulista)
and in the accounts of Western travellers, and also indicated various other technical senses of rakkds,
notably "pendulum", "hand of a watch" (cf. Fr.
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"trotteuse"), "trigger of a fire-arm" and, after
Mehren (in Acts of the Royal Society of Sciences,
Copenhagen 1872, 28), "part of a mill which produces a noise through the movement of the
millstone". It is nevertheless also useful to note that
the Kabyle ankkas (with de-emphasisation of the
sibilant) is equally applied to the hand of a watch and
the pendulum of a clock, as well as to a piece better
described byj. Dallet (Dictionnairekabyle-franc,ais, Paris
1982, 732) than by Mehren: "a simple contrivance of
a water-mill made from a pin fixed on a small stick
floating above the moving mill-stone; this pin, fixed to
the trough containing grain, transmits a vibration to
it which ensures the regular feeding of the grain into
the mouth of the mill."
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(ED.)
RAKS (A.), dance. The following article deals
with the dance in Sufism.
During recent decades, one could sometimes read
in American newspapers about "Courses in Sufi
Dance", and "Sufi dance" became a fashionable way
of cultivating one's soul. However, the topic of
dancing is frowned upon in Islam, for dancing is connected, in the history of religions in general, with
ecstasy. It takes the human being out of his/her normal movement and makes him/her gyrate, so to
speak, around a different centre of gravity. To be
sure, cheerful parties of well-to-do people in the
Islamic Middle Ages often ended with music and
dancing, but in the context of religion, the dance,
basically an epi-phenomenon of music or melodious
recitation, was felt to contradict the nomcs-oriented
character of Islam because it could make the individual stray from the divinely ordered way, the
slidri^a. Therefore, normative Islam has opposed
dancing, and, based on sura VIII, 35, it also opposed
handclapping and related movements. Treatises and
articles against dancing have been written throughout
the centuries, for one saw here demonic influences;
hc-nce musicians and dancers should not serve as
witnesses at court. Typical is a risdla attributed to Ibn
Taymiyya [q. v. ] about raks and samd^ [q. v. ] which are,
as he claims, as dangerous for the believers as is their
obedience to the Mongols (more than one later scholar
has seen in the SufT dance an influence from or
reminiscence of shamanistic dancing). Even the sober
SufTs themselves blamed those for whom dancing constituted the main feature of Sufism and who joined the
Sufi movement because they wanted to indulge in
such ecstatic experiences.
They agreed with Hudjwln [q. v. ], who wrote in the
5th/1 1th century "Dancing has no foundation in the
religious law or the Path ... frivolous imitators have
made it a religion..." (Kashf al-mahajub, Eng. tr.
Nicholson, 416).
The first known samd^-khdna or place for religious
music-making and dancing was founded in Baghdad
in the second half of the 3rd/9th century. There, SufTs
could listen to the musical recitation of poetry, during
whi( h some were borne into a whirling movement.
Sometimes, their ecstatic state led them to tear their
robes; the pieces were carefully collected, since they
\vere thought to be filled with baraka [q.v.], "blessing
and charismatic power." The question was whether
beginners on the SufT path should be allowed to participate, so that their sensual lusts might be dissipated
(thus the Sufi \haykh of Khurasan Abu Sacld [q. v. ]), or
should be prohibited from listening and dancing. Another problem was, whose mystical "state" was loftier, that of a SufT who left himself to whirl at the
sound of music, or the one who, like al-Djunayd
[q. v. ], refrained from showing movement?
Stamping and handclapping were part of such
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dances, which might end in a frenzied group ecstasy
(as the poet Djami [q. v.] describes it ironically in his
Silsilat al-dhahab), and numerous miniatures, mainly
from the Persian world, show Sufis in whirling
dances, with their long sleeves resembling wings. The
normative believer disliked the fact that the presence
of a shdhid, a handsome young man, was regarded as
necessary during the samd**; in fact, the very contemplation of such a person might induce the Sufi involuntarily to dance (as would any overwhelming experience).
It is related that al-Halladj [q.v.] (executed in
309/922) went dancing in his fetters to the execution,
and a "dance in chains" occurs as a literary cliche, as
does the Persian expression of the raks-i bismil, the
"dance" of a ritually slaughtered bird, that is, the
convulsions of the lover who resembles "a headless
chicken".
Although dance as part of the samd** occured in various dervish groups, especially among the Cishtiyya
[<7.y.], it was institutionalised only in the MewlewT
order [see MAWLAWIYYA] . Mawlana Djalal al-Dln
Rum! (604-72/1207-73 [q.v.]) had composed most of
his lyrical poetry while listening to music, and many
of his ghazals [q.v.] can easily be accompanied by
rhythmical handclapping. Terms like "clapping",
"stamping" and the like abound in his lyrics,
especially in his rubd^iyydt [q.v.\, for the ru6acf was the
poetical form generally used in samd^ sessions. For
RumI, the whole universe is moving in a wonderful
dance, from the moment that Not-Being heard God's
primordial address "Am I not your Lord?" (sura
VII, 172) and came into existence by dancing (Diwdn,
no. 1832), an idea alluded to as early as in Djunayd's
sayings. Dance and samd^ are the ladder to heaven,
that is, the true mi^rddi, and angels and demons participate in it. Stamping the ground makes the water of
life gush forth; it is like treading the grapes out of
which the spiritual wine is made. The trees, touched
by the spring breeze, move their twigs in happy
dance. Rumi's son Sultan Walad [q.v.] institutionalised the music and dance from which his father had
drawn much of his inspiration. Thus the dance of the
MewlewTs is by no means a wild ecstatic act but rather
a well-organised "ballet" in which the individual dervish, however, may experience something like an
ecstatic rapture. But it is "a dance for God", a way
of praising God. The whirling is often compared to
the movement of the stars around the central sun, or
the dance of the moth around the candle in order to
become annihilated; it is experiencing fand^ "annihilation" in God in order to reach a higher level of
consciousness. Later MewlewT poets such as Ghalib
Dede in Istanbul (d. 1213/1799 [q.v.]) took over this
symbolism into their poetry as did Indo-Persian poets,
most outspokenly Mirza Ghalib (d. 1869 [see GHALIB,
MIRZA ASAD ALLAH KHAN]) in his ghazdl with the radif
ba-raks.
Among the dervishes, and in particular the
Mewlewis, funerals were often accompanied by
ecstatic dance, and so was the ^urs, the celebrations to
commemorate a dead saint. It is therefore not
astonishing that some Sufis claimed that there was
dance in Paradise (thus reminding the western reader
of Fra Angelico's paintings), and Ruzbihan-i Bakll (d.
605/1209 [q. v. ]) saw himself dancing with the archangels and with the Prophet, symbolising the end of
his mystical journey as a "dance with God".
As for folk dances in Islamic countries, they are
usually performed by either men or women, and in
cases when both sexes participate—as is the case
among some Berber tribes—dancing is frowned upon

by both normative believers and serious Sufis. The
fact that, nowadays, even women participate in dervish dances in "modernised" orders contradicts all
classical tradition because the dervish dance does not
aim at sensual goals, especially as conservative, traditionalist critics of Sufism like the Hanball Ibn alDjawzi [q.v.] in his Talbis I bits branded dancing as a
demon-inspired, "immoral" activity.
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(ANNEMARIE SCHIMMEL)
RAM-HURMUZ (the contracted form Rdmiz,
Rdmuz is found as early as the 4th/10th century), a
town and district in Khuzistan [q.v.] in southwestern Persia. Ram-Hurmuz lies about 55 miles
southeast of Ahwaz, 65 miles south-south-east of
Shushtar, and 60 miles north-east of Bihbihan. Ibn
Khurradadhbih, 43, reckons it 17 farsakhs from
Ahwaz to Ram-Hurmuz and 22 farsakhs from RamHurmuz to Arradjan. Kudama, 194, who gives a
more detailed list of stages, counts it 50 farsakhs from
Wash to Basra, thence 35 farsakhs to Ahwaz, thence 20
farsakhs to Ram-Hurmuz, and then 24 farsakhs to Arradjan. The importance of Ram-Hurmuz lay in the
fact that it was situated at the intersection of the roads
from Ahwaz, Shushtar, Isfahan and Fars (via Arradjan); that it is the natural market for the Bakhtiyari
and Kuh-gilu tribes [see LUR] and that there is oil in
its vicinity. The town lies between the rivers Ab-i
Kurdistan and Gupal. The first of these (also called
Djibur) is made up of the following streams: Ab-i
Gilal (Ab-i Zard), Ab-i Acla (coming from
Mungasht), Rud-i Putang and Ab-i Darra-yi Kul. A
canal is led from the right bank of the Djibur to supply
the town of Ram-Hurmuz. Farther down, the Djibur
joins the Ab-i Marun which comes from the southeast
in the region of Bihbihan and of the old town of Arradjan [ q . v . ] . Their combined waters are known as the
Djarrahl. The other little river (Gupal) runs north of
Ram-Hurmuz and is lost in marshes. Ram-Hurmuz
(160 m/500 feet above sea-level, in lat. 31° 15 'N.,
long. 49° 38' E.) is situated above the plain to the
northeast of which rise the hills of Tul-Gorgun 490
m/1,600 feet high.
The town is rarely mentioned by historians. The
Pahlavi list of the towns of Iran, § 46 (ed. Markwart, A
catalogue of the provincial capitals of Erdnshahr, 19, 98) attributes the building of Ram-Hurmuz to Hurmuzd b.
Shahpuhr (272-3) (cf. also al-Tabari, i, 833). Accord-
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ing to Hamza, ed. Gottwald, 46-7, the town was built
by Ardashfr I and its name was Rdm-(i) Hurmizd Ardashir, which Marquart explains as "the delight of
Ahura Mazda is Ardashfr". According to a tradition
recorded by al-Istakhn, 93, Manl was executed in
Ram-Hurmuz, but al-Tabari, i, 834, says that Man!
was exposed on the "gate of Man!" at Djundl-Sabur
(cf. also al-Bfrunf, Chronology, 208). The Nestorian
bishops of Ram-Hurmuz are_mentioned in the years
577 and 587 (Marquart, Erdnsahr, 27, 145). AlMukaddasT, 414, says that c Adud al-Dawla built a
magnificent market near Ram-Hurmuz and that the
town had a library founded by Ibn Sawwar (according
to Schwarz, the son of Sawwar b. cAbd Allah, governor of Basra, who died in 157/773), and was a centre
of Mu c tazill teaching. According to Ibn Khurradadhbih, 42, Ram-Hurmuz was one of the 11 kuras of
Khuzistan (Kudama, 242, and al-Mukaddasf, 407:
one of the 7 kuras). Its towns (al-Mukaddasf) were
Sanbil, Idhadj [q.v. ], Tyrm(?), Bazank, Ladh.
Gh.rwa(?), Babadj, and Kuzuk, all situated in the
highlands. To these Yakut, i, 185, adds Arbuk (with
a bridge, 2farsakhs from Ahwaz). On the other places
in the kura of Ram-Hurmuz (Asak, Bustan, Sasan,
Tashan, Ur) see Schwarz, op. cit., 341-5. According
to al-Mukaddasi, 407, Rarn-Hurmuz had palmgroves but no sugar-cane plantations (in the 8th/14th
century, however, Hamd Allah Mustawfi, Nuzhat alkulub, 111, says that Ram-Hurmuz used to produce
more sugar than cotton); among the products of RamHurmuz, al-Istakhri (93) mentions silks (thiydb
ibrisam) and al-Dimashkl, 119, tr. 153, the very
volatile white napththa which comes out of the rocks.
Oil seepages in the region between Shushtar and
Ram-Hurmuz were noted as commercially exploitable from the beginning of the 20th century, and
Ram-Hurmuz has in recent decades benefited from
the expansion of the Khuzistan oil industry, with the
Haft Gel oilfield just to its north and the Agha Djari
one just to its south. It also remains, with other towns
of the northern rim of the province like Dizful and
Mascijid-i Sulayman, a market centre for the
tribespeople of the adjacent Zagros massif. The
population of Ram-Hurmuz was in 1991 34,059
(September J 99 J census, Statistical Centre of Iran, Population
Division). The ethnic composition of the RamHurmuz region includes, as well as Persians, Arabs of
the Al Khamsin from the Djarrahls.
Bibliography: J. Macdonald Kinneir, A geographical memoir, London 1813, 457; Rawlinson, Notes
on a march from Zohdb, inJRGS(\839), ix, 79 (region
of Mungasht, to the north-east of Ram-Hurmuz);
Bode, Travels, London 1845, i, 281 (BihbihanTashun-Mandjanik-Tul-Malamlr-Shushtar),
ii,
39, 76, 82 (distribution of tribes); Layard, Description of Khuzistan, in JRGS (1846), 13 (country round
Ram-Hurmuz; in the town 250 families, taxes
3,000-5,000 tumans), 66 (valley of Djarrahl); Herzfeld, Eine Reise durch Luristan, in Pet. Mitt. (1907)
(Ahwaz-Shakh-i Gupal-Medibciye (*MTr-baca?) Ramiiz (sic) - Palm-Djayzun-Bihbihan); Ritter,
Erdkunde, ix, 145-52; Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter, i,
332-5, cf. also the index; Le Strange, The Lands of
the Eastern Caliphate, 243, 247; Admiralty Handbooks. Persia, London 1945, index; Razmara (ed.),
Farhang-i djughrdfiyd-yi Iran, vi, 186; Barthold, An
historical geography of Iran, Princeton 1984, 190, 194.
(V. MlNORSKY-[C.E. BOSWORTHJ)

RAMAD (A.), an eye disease, "ophthalmitis;
ophthalmia, conjunctivitis". Ramad, nomen verbi of
ramida, follows the morpheme/acal which is commonly
used to denote chronic and congenital diseases. Being
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a genuine Arabic word, ramad occurs in pre- and early
Islamic poetry in the broad sense of i n f l a m m a t i o n
of the eye (ophthalmitis). Accordingly, the Arab lexicographers often explain ramad by referring to one or
another symptom of ophthalmitis, i.e. pain,
oedematous swelling, increased lachrymation, redness, itching, hyperaemia et alia. In the course of the
transmission of Greek medicine, especially the Corpus
Galenianum, to the Arabs during the late 2nd/8th and
3rd/9th centuries, ramad became a proper medical
term. It was used by the Arab physicians in the
specifically narrowed sense of i n f l a m m a t i o n o f t h e
c o n j u n c t i v a , based upon Galen's observation that
an inflammation of the eye usually means an inflammation of its mucous membrane (multahim,
£7U7re9i>x<o<;): o90aX[jua TJ ioG [eTuJTtscpuxoTcx; ujxevo?
9XeYfjiovr| (thence ophthalmia = conjunctivitis).
Clinically, the disease was classified into "[acute] conjunctivitis" (ramad, 090aX(jLta/9XeyfjLovri toG £7U7t£9uxoTO$), "chronic c." (r. muzmin,rcoXuxpovux;090aX[juoc),
"inveterate c." (r. camik, XEXpow^fjiivrj 090ocXfjua), and
"severe c." (r. sacb/shadid, x^M-^aii;); the initial stage
was called "irritation [ofthe conjunctiva]" (takaddur,
Tapocfo).
Bibliography (selected): B. Lewin, A vocabulary of
the Hudailian poems, Goteborg 1978, 164; cAbda b.
al-Tabib (fl. 20/641), in The Mufaddaliydt. An anthology of ancient Arabian odes, ed. C.J. Lyall, Oxford
1921, i (Ar. text), 279 no. 32; Ibn Manzur, Lisdnalc
arab, Beirut 1388/1968, iii, 185a; M. Meyerhof,
The book of the ten treatises on the eye ascribed to Hunain
ibn Is-haq (809-877 A.D.), Cairo 1928, 55-6 (tr.),
128-9 (Ar. text), 188-9 (gloss.); J. Hirschberg and
J. Lippert, Die Augenheilkunde des Ibn Sina, Leipzig
1902, 27-9; idem, Ali ibn Isa. Erinnerungsbuch fur
Augendrzte, Leipzig 1904, 130-1; M. Ullmann, Die
Medizm im Islam, Leiden-Koln 1970, 15, 235.
(O. KAHL)
RAMADAN (A.), name of the n i n t h m o n t h of
the Muslim calendar. The name from the root
r-m-d refers to the heat of summer and therefore shows
in what season the month fell when the ancient Arabs
still endeavoured to equate their year with the solar
year by intercalary months [see NASI D ].
Ramadan is the only month of the year to be mentioned in the Kur'an (II, 181/165): "The month of
Ramadan (is that) in which the Kurgan was sent
down", we are told in connection with the establishment ofthe fast of Ramadan. Concerning the origins
of this, to what is said in El1 SAWM should be added
the researches of S.F. Goitein, Zur Entstehung des Ramadan, in Isi, xviii (1929), 189 ff., who in connection
with the above-mentioned verse of the Ku^an calls
attention to the parallelism between the mission of
Muhammad and the handing of the second tablets of
the law to Moses, which according to Jewish tradition
took place on the Day of Atonement (^dshurd^, the
predecessor of Ramadan) and actually was the cause
of its institution. Goitein _suggests that the first arrangement to replace the cAshura° [q. v. ] was a period
often days (ayydm macduddt, sura II, 180/184), not a
whole month, which ran parallel with the ten days of
penance of the Jews preceding the Day of Atonement
and survives to the present day in the 10 days ofthe
i^tikdf [q. v . ] . If we consider further that the Muslim
ideas of the Laylat al-Kadr which falls in Ramadan, in
which according to Kur D an, LXXXVII, 1, the
Kur D an was sent down, coincide in many points with
the Jewish ones on the Day of Atonement, we must
concede a certain degree of probability to Goitein's
suggestions, in spite of the undeniable chronological
difficulties (alteration ofthe length ofthe period ofthe
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fast, within a very short time) and although the final
settlement of the term as a whole month is not thereby
satisfactorily explained. On the other hand, to
strengthen Goitein's position, it ought perhaps to be
pointed out that the Laylat al-Bard^a (on which see
G.E. von Grunebaum, Muhammadan festivals, repr.
London and Ottawa 1976, 53-4) precedes Ramacjan
in the middle of the preceding month of Shacban. The
ideas and practices described by Wensinck in El1 art.
SHA C BAN, which are associated with this night, really to
some extent resemble Jewish conceptions associated
with the New Year—which precedes the Day of
Atonement by a rather shorter interval than the Laylat
al-Bard^a precedes Ramadan—that the connection between the latter and the Day of Atonement is thereby
strengthened. If we try to connect the so far unexplained word baro?a with the Hebrew ber?a "creation" and reflect that, according to the Jewish idea,
the world was created on New Year's Day (numerous
references in the liturgy of the festival), we have
perhaps a further link in the chain of proof; but first
of all the age of the ideas associated with the Laylat alBard^a must be ascertained.
The legal regulations connected with the fast of
Ramadan are given in SAWM [see also TARAWIH]. Of
important days of the month, al-Biruni, among
others, mentions the 6th as birthday of the martyr alHusayn b. CA1I, the 10th as the day of death of
Khadidja, the 17th as the day of the battle of Badr, the
19th as the day of the occupation of Mecca, the 21st
as the day of cAlT's death, and of the Imam CA1I alRida's, the 22nd as birthday of CAH and finally the
night of the 27th as Laylat al-Kadr [ q . v . ] .
The name of this night is Kur D anic; sura XCVII is
dedicated to it. It is there described as a night "better
than a 1,000 months" in which the angels ascend free
from every commission (bi-idhn Allah min hull amr) and
which means blessing till the appearance of the red of
dawn. The revelation of the Kurgan, as already mentioned, is expressly located in it. The same night is obviously referred to in sura XLIV, 2, as a "blessed"
one. The date, the 27th, is not, however, absolutely
certain; the pious therefore use all the odd nights of
the last ten days of Ramadan for good works, as one
of them at any rate is the Laylat al-Kadr [see I C TIKAF].
Trade and industry are largely at a standstill during
Ramadan, especially when it falls in the hot season.
The people are therefore all the more inclined to make
up during the night for the deprivations of the day. As
sleeping is not forbidden during the fast, they often
sleep a part of the day; and the night, in which one
may be merry, is given up to all sorts of pleasures. In
particular, the nights of Ramadan were formerly the
time for public entertainments, the shadow play [see
KHAYAL AL-ZILL] and other forms of the theatre.
On the termination of the fast by the "little
festival", see C ID AL-FITR.
_ Bibliography: Wellhausen, Reste2, 97; Biruni,
Athdr, ed. Sachau, 60, 325, 331 ff.; Snouck
Hurgronje, Mekka, ii; idem, De Atjehers, i; Lane,
Manners and customs, ch. xxv; Mehmed Tevfiq, Ein
Jahr in Konstantinopel. 4. Die Ramazan-Ndchte, tr. Th.
Menzel, in Turkische Bibliothek, iii, 1905; Wensinck,
Arabic New-Year, in Verh. Ak. Amst., N.S., xxv/2;
idem, The Muslim creed, 219 ff.; Pijper, Fragmenta
Islamica; Littmann, Uber die Ehrennamen, etc. in hi.,
viii, 228 ff.; K. Wagtendonck, Fasting in the Koran,
Leiden 1968.
(M. PLESSNER)
o
RAMADAN OGHULLARI, a p e t t y A n a t o l i a n
d y n a s t y . The earlier history of the Ramadan
oghullan is, like that of most of the minor Anatolian
begs (muluk-i tewd^if), wrapped in obscurity. Accord-

ing to tradition, this Turkoman family came in Ertogh nil's time from Central Asia to Anatolia where
they settled in the region of Adana and founded their
power. Their territory comprised the districts of
Adana. Sis, Ay as, a part of the territory of the Warsak
Turkomans, Tarsus, etc. The date of the earliest
known prince of the dynasty, Mir Ahmad b.
Ramadan (see below), is put at 780-819/1379-1416.
Nothing definite is known about the real founder,
Ramadan Beg. The French traveller Bertrandon de la
Broquiere thus characterises Mir Ahmad b.
Ramadan: "lequel estoit tresgant personne d'homme
et treshardy et la plus vaillante espee de tous les Turcz
et le mieulx ferant d'une mache. Et avoit este filz
d'une femme crestienne laquelle 1'avoit fait baptiser a
la loy gregiesque pour luy enlever le flair et le senteur
qu'ont ceulx qui ne sont point baptisiez. II n'estoit ne
bon crestien ne bon sarazin" (cf. Le Voyage d'Outremer
de Bertrandon de la Broquiere, ed. Ch. Schefer, Paris
1892, 90-1). Mir Ahmad was succeeded by Ibrahim
Beg (819-830/1416-27). The beginning of his reign is
put by some, e.g. Mehmed Niizhet Bey, as early as
810, while its end is put in 819. Ibrahim Beg was
deposed before his death (831) by his brother clzz alDln Hamza-Beg, who reigned from 830. He was succeeded by another brother Mehmed Beg and the latter's brother CA1T, who seem to have reigned jointly.
The ensuing years are obscure, and we only know that
Ibrahim's son Dawud fell in 885/1480 in a battle in
the vicinity of Diyarbakr. His body was brought to
Aleppo and buried there. The history of the Ramadan
Oghullari now becomes a little better known. His son
and successor, Ghars al-Din Khalfl, known from a
number of inscriptions (cf. Max von Oppenheim and
Max van Berchem, Inschriften aus Syrien, Mesopotamien
undKleinasien, Leipzig 1909, 109-10, nos. 141-5 of the
years 898, 900, 906, 913) ruled for 34 years with his
brother Mahmud Beg and died in battle in 916/1510.
The date of his death (beginning of Djumada I
916/beginning of August 1510) is known with certainty from his epitaph in Adana, in von Oppenheim and
van Berchem (op. cit., 110, no. 145). His son Piri
Mehmed Pasha, who appears as ruling from 91676/1510-68), distinguished himself as an Ottoman
vassal, fighting against the rebels of Ic'-eli (Anatolia;
cf. J. von Hammer, GOR, iii, 71) in Shacban
934/May 1528 as well as in the civil war between the
princes Bayezid and Sellm at Konya (May 1559; cf.
von Hammer, GOR, iii, 368 ff.). He died in 972/1568
in his capital Adana. He had an equal command of
Persian and Turkish and composed a diwdn. His son
DerwTsh Beg, who had been mutesarrif of Tarsus in his
father's life-time became after his death governor
(wall) of Adana but died young in 986/1578. He was
succeeded by his eldest brother Ibrahim Beg, who had
previously been sanajak beyl of cAyntab. He acted as
governor at his father's capital till his death in
994/1586 or 997/1589. His son Mehmed and the latter's son Pir Mansur seemed to have retained some
power until 1017/1608-9.
Bibliography. Max von Oppenheim and Max
van Berchem, Inschriften aus Syrien, Mesopotamien
und Kleinasien, Leipzig 1909, 109 ff. (cf. the
genealogical table based on the inscriptions at. 114,
now to be corrected in the light of Sinner's table, see
below); Mehmed Niizhet Bey, Ramadan ogh.ullari, in
TOEM, no'. 12, Istanbul 1327, 769 ff.; Khalfl
Edhem Bey, Dilwel-i isldmiyye, Istanbul 1345/1927,
313 ff. (with important corrections); E. von Zambaur, Manuel de Genealogie et de Chronologic pour
rhistoire de I'lslam, Hannover 1927, 157; G. Weil,
Geschichte der Chalifen, v, 136 ff.; C. Ritter, Der Erd-
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Genealogical table (after F. Siimer)
1. Ramadan Beg

2. Sarim al-Dln Ibrahim
(d. 785)

c

5. clzz al-Dm Hamza

4. Sarim al-Dln Ibrahim
(d. 831)

6. Mehmed

Kara Mehmed
(d. 785)

3. Shihab al-Dln Ahmed
(d. 819)

9. C6mer

Dawud (d. 885)

Ali

7. Eyluk (d. 843)
8. Diindar
(Beg in 861)

12. Selim
11. Mahmud
(d. 922)

Ghars al-Dm Khalll
(d. 916)

13. Kubad
(d. 966)

15. Derwlsh

14. Pin
(d. 976)

16. Ibrahim
(d. 994 or 997)

Sherlf Mehmed
Pasha (d. 940)

Mustafa
(d. 959)

17. Mehmed

r

18. PirMansur
kunde von Asien, ix, Kleinasien, part 2, Berlin 1859,
152 ff.; I.H. Uzuncarsili, Anadolu beylikleri ve AkKoyunlu ve Kara-Koyunlu devletleri, Ankara 1937; I A
art. Ramazan-Ogullan (F. Siimer).
(F. BABINGER*)
RAMADAN-ZADE MEHMED CELEBI PASHA,
YESHILDJE, known as Kiicuk Nishandji, an Ottoman
historian. He was born in Merzifun [q.v.] and was
the son of a certain Ramadan Celebi. He was a
secretary in the diwdn, became in 960/1553 chief defierdar, in 961/1554 re^is ul-kuttab or secretary of state, and
in 965/1558 secretary of the imperial signature (tughra
[q. v. ]). He was later appointed defterddr of Aleppo,
then governor of Egypt and finally sent to the Morea
to make a survey (tahnr). He retired in 970/1562 and
died in Djumada I 979/September-October 1571. To
distinguish him from Djelal-zade Mustafa, known as
the Great Nishandji (see F. Babinger,GOW, 102-3),
he is usually called Kiiciik Nishandji, the Little
Nishandji.
At the bidding of sultan Siileyman, Ramadan-zade
compiled the history, widely known under the name
of Ta^nkh-i Ramadan-zdde but the real name of which
is Siyer-i enbiyd^-i ^izdm we-ahwdl-i khulefd^-i hirdn wemendkib-i seldtm-i dl-i ^Othmdn; it remained till the end
of the Ottoman period one of the most widely-used
and most popular handbooks of Ottoman history.
After a very brief sketch of the history of the world,
the history of the Ottoman empire up to the time of
Suleyman the Magnificent in 969/1561 is dealt with
more fully. Scattered throughout are notes on
celebrated scholars, saints, authors and poets as well
as of buildings by the sultans.

The history of Ramadan-zade is preserved in
countless mss. (see F. Babinger, GOW, 104-5, to
which may be added Paris, Bibl. Nat., a.f.t. 95, 96,
100; s.t. 191, 493, 496, 520, 734, 1131, 1319; Uppsala, Univ. Libr., no. 665 (cf. Zettersteen, Cat., ii, 423) and Rhodes, Library of Hafiz Ahmad, no. 459)
and in two printed editions (Istanbul 1279 and the
second impression—not mentioned in Babinger,
GOW, 105—of the Ta^nkh-i Nishan^i Mehmed Pasha,
Istanbul 17 Rabr* II _1290/1873).
Bibliography: CA1I, Kiinh iil-akhbdr, repeated in
Pecewi, Ta^nkh, i, 44; Siajill-i ^othmdni, iv, 120; Bursal! Mehmed Tahir, ^Othmdnll mu^elliflen, iii, 53;
Babinger, GOW, 103-5; IA, art. s.v. (§erafeddin
Turan).
(F. BABINGER)
AL-RAMADI, whose full name was ABU CUMAR
c
(wrongly Abu Amr) YUSUF B. HARUN AL-KINDI
AL-KURTUB! AL-RAMAD!, poet of Muslim Spain,
who lived in the 4th/10th century and died in
403/1013, according to Ibn Hayyan (in Ibn
Bashkuwal, cf. Bibl.), in 413/1022-3 according to alMakkarl (quoting the same Ibn Hayyan); he was
buried in the cemetery of Cordova known as
Makbarat Kalac.
The ethnic al-Ramadl is explained in two ways:
1. the poet is said to have come from al-Rammada, a
little town between Alexandria and Barka; this explanation is to be rejected, for this toponym would not
give an ethnic like al-Ramadi (with one m); 2. the
second explanation, which derives RamadI from
ramdd "ordinary ashes" or "ashes for washing", is
the only possible one; the poet perhaps in his youth
followed the trade of an ash-merchant; in confirma-
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tion of this we may call attention to the Romance surname which was originally given to him of Abu Djanis
(wrongly Abu SabTh in the Yatimat al-dahr), i.e. padre
ceniza, "father cinders" or "the man with the
cinders".
Al-Ramadi, a native of Cordova, spent all his life
in his native town except for a brief period of exile in
Saragossa. His life was dominated by three great factors: his attachment to al-KalT [q.v.], his devotion to
the cause of the had^ib al-Mushafi [q. v.\ and his love
for Khalwa.
Abu CA1T al-Kall, summoned from the east to Spain
by the Umayyad caliph cAbd al-Rahman III al-Nasir
(300-50/912-61) had from his arrival in Cordova in
330/942 no more faithful disciple than al-Ramadi,
who studied under his direction the Kitdb al-Nawddir.
The young scholar's admiration found expression in
a poem which has remained famous (rhyme -li, metre
kdmit) of which some thirty lines are preserved in the
Yatimat al-dahr of al-Thacalibi and the Matmah al-anfus
of al-Fath b. Khakan (see BibL). It is this poem which
gained him the title of MutanabbI al-Gharb (which
had already been given to Ibn Hani al-AndalusI and
which was later to be given to Ibn Darradj al-KastallT
and to Abu Talib cAbd al-Djabbar). Al-Ramadi
studied also under an Andalusian scholar named Abu
Bakr Yahya b. Hudhayl al-Kafif or al-Acma ("the
blind"), of whom we know very little.
When at the height of his powers, al-Ramadi
became laureate to the Umayyad caliph al-Hakam II
al-Mustansir (350-66/961-76), then to his son and successor Hisham II al-MuDayyad (366-99/976-1009);
but his attachment to the cause of the hddjib Abu '1Hasan al-Mushafi and his participation in the plot
fomented by the eunuch Djawdhar to overthrow
Hakam II and proclaim a caliph other than his son
Hisham brought down upon him the wrath of the
great minister al-Mansur Ibn Abl c Amir [q.v.].
Thrown into prison at al-Zahra-1, he suffered all sorts
of ill-treatment; during his imprisonment, he wrote
the most touching verses (including a poem in -ki,
metre tawil, and another in -luhu, metre tawil) and he
prepared a poetical work on birds, the description of
which concluded with a poem in praise of the heirpresumptive Hisham II. Liberated through the intercession of friends, he had to go into exile. He went
to Saragossa to the governor cAbd al-Rahman b.
Muhammad al-Tudjibi, whose merits he celebrated in
a poem in -mi. Amnestied by al-Mansur, he was able
to return to Cordova, but on condition that he did not
go into society. Finally pardoned, he entered the entourage of the all-powerful hdajib as a recipient of
allowances (murtazik) and it was in this capacity that
he took part in an expedition against Barcelona in
375/985. During thefitna which was to lead to the collapse of the Umayyad caliphate and the formation of
petty independent states ruled by the muluk al-tawd^if
[q.v.], al-Ramadi led a miserable existence and it was
in the greatest distress that he died in the early years
of the 5th/llth century.
Al-Ramadi became celebrated chiefly for his chaste
love for the enigmatic Khalwa (wrongly: Halwa or
Hulwa), whom he met one Friday in the public
gardens of the Banu Marwan on the left bank of the
Guadalquivir at the end of the bridge but was never
able to see again. It was Abu Muhammad Ibn Hazm,
whose ascetic tendencies on this subject are well
known, who did most to spread this lovestory; but it
seems that the memory of Khalwa occupied the heart
or mind of the poet only very little. If it still possessed
him at Saragossa to the extent of inspiring all the nasib
of the panegyric in honour of the Tudjlbi governor, on

his return to Cordova, it disappeared completely, for
we see al-Ramad! henceforth completely overwhelmed by a new passion, the object of which is not
a woman but a Mozarab boy to whom the poet gives
the name of Yahya (John) or Nusayr (Victor?).
The Diwdn of al-Ramadi never seems to have been
collected; of his book on birds, Kitdb al-Tayr, written
in prison, there survives only the Ldmiyya in which he
described the falcon hunting; the more important
fragments that have survived have already been mentioned. A pupil of al-Kall, al-Ramadi is inclined to
imitate the poetry of the east, but after Ibn cAbd Rabbihi and before cUbada b. MaD al-Sama0, he shows a
marked fondness for the muwashshah. into the construction of which he introduced several innovations.
In spite of its classical structure, his verse has a very
personal character, especially when he calls upon
Khalwa or describes his sufferings in the prison at alZahra D . The few lines in which he alludes to the
weakness of Hisham II and to his complete domination by his mother Subh and by the hdajib al-Mansur,
and those in which he speaks of Djawdhar's plot, are
not without historical interest; finally, the information
which he gives about Mozarabs (worship and
costume) in connectio_n with his favourite enables us
to check what Abu c Amir Ibn Shuhayd says on the
same subject and is for this reason of some documentary importance.
Bibliography: Abu 'l-Walld al-Himyari, al-Badi*
Ji was/ al-rab?, ed. H. Peres, Rabat 1940, passim
(verses describing flowers); Ibn Hazm, Tawk alhamdma, ed. and tr. L. Bercher, Algiers 1949, 57-9,
tr. A. Nykl, The dove's neck-ring, Paris 1931, 31-2
and notes, 225-6; Ibn Bassam, al-Dhakhira, ed. LutfT
c
Abd al-Badic, Cairo 1975; Thacalibl, Yatimat aldahr, ed. Damascus, i, 365, 434-6; al-Fath b.
Khakan, Matmah al-anfus, ed. Istanbul, 69-74, ed.
Cairo, 78-83; Ibn Bashkuwal, al-$ila, no. 1376
(613-14: 6 lines); Ibn Khallikan, Wafaydt al-acydn,
ed. Ihsan cAbbas, vii, 225-9, tr. de Slane, iv, 56972; al-Dabbl, Bughyat al-multamis, no. 1451 (478481); Kutubl, Fawdt al-wafaydt, ed. cAbbas, ii, 149;
MarrakushI, al-Mutyib (Hist, des Aim.), 15-17; ed.
Cairo, 14-16; tr. Fagnan, 403; Ibn al-Khatlb, alIhdta, Cairo, ii, 71; al-Makkarl, Nafh al-tib
(Analectes), index (vol. ii, 440-3, reproduces the beginning of al-DabbT, the end of Ibn Bashkuwal—
with the date 413 instead of 403 for the poet's
death—and the whole Matmah); M. Hartmann, Das
arab. Strophengedicht. i. DasMuwassah, Weimar 1897,
no. 108, 75-8; Dozy, Hist, musulmane d'Espagne"1, ii,
223, 224-5; A. Gonzalez Palencia, El amor platonico
en la Corte de los Calif as, in Bol. R. Acad. de ... Bellas
letras ... de Cordoba, Cordova 1929, 3-4; E. Garcia
Gomez, Poetas musulmanes, in ibid. 13; idem, Poemas
arabigo-andaluces, Madrid 1930, no. 32, 78; H.
Peres, La poesie andalouse en arabe classique au XIe siecle, Paris 1953, index; Ihsan c Abbas, Ta?nkh al-Adab
al-andalusi, Beirut 1962, 155-69; Sezgin, GAS, ii,
692-3 (with complementary bibl.).—Isolated verses
Ibn Dihya, al-Mutrib, B.L. ms., fols. 5a and 6a; Ibn
Sacld al-Maghribl, ^Unwdn al-murkisdt, ed. Bulak,
57; Nuwayri, Nihdyat al-arab, Cairo, x, 213; Ibn
Fadl Allah al- c Uman, Masdlik, Paris ms., no. 2327,
fols. 5b-6b; S.Kh. Jayyusi, Andalusi poetry: the golden
period, in eadem (ed.), The legacy of Muslim Spain,
Hdb der Or, 1. Abt., Bd. 12, Leiden etc. 1992,
330-2L
(H. PERES)
AL-RAMAHURMUZI, ABU MUHAMMAD ALc
HASAN b. Abd al-Rahman b. Khallad, often referred
to in mediaeval Arabic literature as IBN AL-KHALLAD,
kadi and a u t h o r of various works of adab [q.v.]
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who died in 360/971. His date of birth is unknown,
but judging by the death dates of his alleged tradition
masters, he must have been born some one hundred
years earlier, if credence were to be granted at all to
the usual longevity ascribed to transmitters of that
period. For references to biographical notices on him,
see GAS, i, 193. Of the poetry attributed to him a few
lines have been preserved in Yatimat al-dahr, ed. Cairo,
iii, 423-7, by al-Thacalibi [q. v.], cf. also Yakut, Irshad,
iii, 140-4. Of his prose works, only two seem to have
survived, both related to hadith [q.v.]. First, a collection called Amthdl al-nabt, which comprises some 140
proverbs and other assorted wise sayings attributed to
the Prophet and moulded in the form ofhadiths, cf. the
editions of Amatulkarim Qureshi, Haydarabad (Sind)
1968, and C A. C A. al-Aczamf, Bombay 1983. For the
amthdl genre in general, see R. Sellheim, Die klassischarabischen Sprichwortersammlungen insbesondere die des Abu
c
Ubaid, The Hague 1954. Ramahurmuzf's fame
squarely rests, however, on a comprehensive,
theoretical work on the science of hadtth entitled alMuhaddith al-fdsil bayna 'l-rdwiwa 'l-wdcf, the first such
work to be written in Islam, which exerted a lasting
influence on all theoretical hadith works to follow.
The title refers to two sorts of hadith transmitters
which he distinguishes from one another: those who
merely transmit without paying proper heed to all
sorts of crucial details in isndd [q. v. ] as well as contents
of a tradition, whose transmission he calls riwdya\ and
those who have learned to discern between all
transmission minutiae, whose activities he summarises under the term dirdya. Examples of these
minutiae are (1) the proper distinction between
namesakes and people bearing names with (nearly)
the same consonantal pattern (rasm); (2) the identification of transmitters not known by their patronymics
but by grandfathers, other forebears or (grand)mothers; (3) the identification of transmitters who
share kunyas or nisbas, etc. Ramahurmuzl's exploration of this thorny terrain is exemplary and constitutes
to this day an indispensable tool for any approach
towards isndd analysis. His is in fact the first
systematic attempt to unravel an, until his time everincreasing, multitude of no longer correctly identified
transmitters, thus exposing many hitherto undetected
cases of isndd tampering (tadlis [q.v.]). Furthermore,
his division into generations (tabakdt) of those
transmitters who travelled extensively in order to collect traditions (fi talab al-cilm [q.v.]) is the first such
survey and is remarkable for its exhaustiveness as well
as the relatively late chronology he proposes for its
onset. Moreover, Ramahurmuzf is fully aware of
what Islam owes to its mawdli of the first hour by emphasising time and again their undeniably important
role in the development of juridical thinking and in
transmitting traditions in order to derive fikh precepts
from them. This book is available in the reliable edition of Muhammad cAdjdjadj al-Khatfb, Beirut 1971.
Bibliography: Given in the article. See further,
G.H.A. Juynboll, Muslim tradition. Studies in chronology, provenance and authorship of early hadith, Cambridge 1983, 29, 47, 66, 135, 141.
(G.H.A. JUYNBOLL)
RAMAL (A.) 1. As a poetic m e t r e . This is the
name of the eighth metre in Arabic prosody [see
C
ARUD], based on the foot fd^ildtun in which the first
syllable may be either long or short (^ w
). Of the
two current types, one has three feet to the hemistich
with 22 syllables to the line (±> ^
| ^/w
|
^ ^ — (I ^ ^
| ^ ^ - — | ^ ^ — ). The other
one, called maajzu^ al-ramal (ramal shortened by a foot
or ajuz^), has 16 syllables to the line: ^ w
|
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v_, ^ _ _ || ^ w _ _ I ^ w _ _. The final syllable of
the line is normally long, but occasionally poems with
overlong last syllables are found. In modern poetry,
so-called "free verse" (al-shicr al-hurr) in ramal is built
on thefdcildtun foot, but shows lines of unequal length.
Ramal poems are few in pre-Islamic poetry, but
some are ascribed to Imru 3 al-Kays [q.v.] and cAb!d
b. al-Abras [q. v. ] (cf. Ibn al-Sarradj, al-Mfydrfiawzdn
al-ash^dr, ed. M.R. al-Daya, 19793, 156-7). One of the
three Mufaddaliyydt [q. v. ] in ramal is by al-Muthakkib
al-cAbdI (died ca. 590). According to al-Akhfash alAwsat [q.v.} (Kitdb al-^Arud, ed. S. al-Bahrawf, in
Fusul vi/2 [1986], 152) a lot of ramal poetry was practised by the Bedouins, but this may refer to ramal as
a genre name for "poetry which is neither kasid nor
raajaz" (al-Akhfash, Kitdb al-Kawdfi, ed. clzza Hasan,
Damascus 1970, 68; Lane, s.v. r-m-f), apparently
referring to maajzu^ poetry. This fits in with alTahanawf's division of Arabic poetry into four classes
(al-kasida, al-ramal, al-raajaz and al-khafif] in Kashshdf
istildhdt al-funun, Calcutta 1862, 745, where a poet who
writes mainly verse of the second class is called a rdmil
(cf. W. Stoetzer, Theory and practice in Arabic metrics,
Leiden 1989, 61-73). Al-Qjawhan [q.v.] labels both
variations of ramal as ancient (kadim) (see cArud alwaraka, ed. Muhammad al-cAlamI, Casablanca 1984,
52). As from the Umayyad period, both types of ramal
are regularly found in monostrophic poems, in
muwashshah and zadjal (cf. M. Ben Cheneb, Tuhfat aladab3, Paris 1954, 117 and 131), popular ballads (cf.
P. Cachia, Popular narrative ballads of modern Egypt, Oxford 1989, 103) and modern poetry, where it has gained popularity over the years (S.K. Jayyusi, Trends and
movements in modern Arabic poetry, Leiden 1977, 608 n.).
Data on the occurrence of ramal are found in J.E.
Bencheikh, Poetique arabe, precedee de Essai sur un discours
critique, Paris 1989, 201-27 (incorporating statistics by
Braunlich and Vadet) and in S. Moreh, Modern Arabic
poetry 1800-1970, Leiden 1976, 219. See also the article RAMAL in the Supplement of the first edition and
E. Wagner, Grundzuge der klassischen arabischen Dichtung,
i, 52-5^.
According to Hazim al-Kartadjannf [q.v.], ramal,
together with madid, comes, aesthetically, after tawil,
basit, wdfir and khajif and is characterised by
"smoothness (lih) and facility (suhula) and therefore
more suitable for elegies and the like" (see his Minhddj.
al-bulaghd\ ed. M.H. Belkhodja, Tunis 1966, 268-9).
For the role of ramal in the relationship between
music and verse, see O. Wright, in Arabic literature to
the end of the Umayyad period ( = The Cambridge history of
Arabic literature, i) Cambridge 1983, 450-9. One of the
indigenous explanations of the name is precisely that
ramal is a kind of music characterised by this pattern
(yakhrudju cald hddhd 'l-wazn) (see Ibn Barn, Shark alghumud min masd^il al-carud, ms. Escorial 288, fol.
46a = 410, fol. 171a). See also section 2. below.
For a discussion of the arguments for and against
the possible Persian origin of ramal, see E. Wagner,
op. cit., 47-8.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(W. STOETZER)
2. As a musical metre (ikd*- [q.v.]). This was "invented" in Mecca at the end of the lst/7th century. In
early Arabic music theory, distinction is made between a "heavy" (thakil) or slow, and a "light"
(khajif) or quick version of the metre. According to
3rd/9th and 4th/10th century sources, a "period"
(dawr] of the "heavy" ramal consisted of one heavy
and two light "beats" (nakardt), followed by a rest
(fdsila). Abu Nasr al-Farabi, who developed a very advanced ikdc theory, explains this pattern by means of
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the mnemonic syllables tanna tan tan which represent
the length of the notes (and also correspond to the
metric scheme of the prosodic ramal):
(3/2) J
J
J
»
tanna
tan
tan
+
fdsila
c
fd iidtun
Ibn Slna's disciple Ibn Zayla (d. 440/1048) added
the alternative form of (3/2)
which was confirmed later by Sail al-Dln al-UrmawT (d. 693/1294)
and his successors up to the 9th/15th century. They
transcribe it by substituting a consonant (t or n) for
each quaver, and define the length of the notes by the
number of syllables:
J

(3/2)

J

J

J

tan
tan
tananan
tananan
Simple ternary patterns such as these were also attested in Muslim Spain and still survive in the nawba
[q.v.] of North Africa, though the name ramal vanished there long ago.
As a result of "duplication" (tadcif), the ramal
developed into the very popular form of (6/2)
J J J J J J J J J which was called a Persian variety and first
occurs in 7th/13th century sources. cAbd al-Kadir alMaraghi (d. 838/1435) expanded this pattern in his
own compositions, as he says, from 12 to 48 and even
96 units per period.
Another sophisticated form developed in Ottoman
Turkey (al-ramal al-turki; remel). Its basic scheme consists of 28 units per period (or 56 units, when
"doubled"):
(2/2 + 3/2 ...)
J 1
J J
J

r

i

dum te-ke

r

j r

r

H^

dum te-ke te-ke

r ^ r
dum te-ke

dum tek tek

r

dum tek dum dum
tek te-ke
Here, the mnemotic syllables represent the quality but
no longer the length of the beats.
The "light" version of ramal had a basic pattern of
(3/4) J J $, plus some variant forms, as listed in Arabic
sources from the 3rd/9th to the 7th/13th centuries.
From Ibn Slna's time on, a "limping" (aksak) variety
(2/8 + 3/8), J J . , is also recorded. In al-UrmawT's
school, both patterns were transmitted side by side.
Bibliography (in addition to the sources listed in
IKAC in Suppl.): G.D. Sawa, Music performance practice in the early 'Abbdsid era 132-320 AH/750-932 AD,
Toronto 1989, 54-7, 60-1; Ibn Sma, al-Shffi. alRiyddiyydt. 3. Djawdmi*- Ci7m al-musiki, Cairo 1956,
119; Ibn Zayla, al-Kdjifi 'l-mustkt, Cairo 1964, 559; SafT al-Dln al-UrmawT, Kitdb al-Adwdr, Cairo
1986, 299-303; idem, Baghdad 1980, 149-51; idem,
al-Risdla al-Sharafiyya, Baghdad 1982, 206-7; cAbd
al-Kadir al-Maraghl, Djami* al-alhdn, Tehran 1987,
220-1; idem, Sharh-i adwdr, Tehran 1991, 262-3;
Ismail Hakki Ozkan, Turk musiktsi nazariyati ve
usulleri. Kudum velveleleri, Istanbul 1984, 667-9.
(E. NEUBAUER)
KAMI MEHMED PASHA, an Ottoman Grand
Vizier and poet, was born in 1065 or 1066/1654 in
Eyyub, a suburb of Istanbul, the son of a certain
Hasan Agha. He entered the chancellery of the Re3Ts
Efendi as a probationer (shdgtrd), and through the poet
Yusuf Nabi [q. v. ] received an appointment as masraf
kdtibi, i.e. secretary for the expenditure of the palace.
In 1095/1684 through the influence of his patron, the
newly-appointed Kapuddn Pasha [q. v. ] Mustafa Pasha,
he became dtwdn efendi, i.e. chancellor of the Admiralty. He took part in his chief s journeys and campaigns
(against Chios) and on his return to Istanbul became
re^ts keseddn, i.e. pursebearer to the Re^is Efendi. In
1102/1690 he was promoted to Beylikaji, i.e. Vice-

Chancellor, and four years later, Re^is Efendi in place
of Abu Bakr, in which office he was succeeded in
1108/1697 by Kiicuk Mehmed Celebi. After the battle
of Zenta (12 September 1697), he became Re^ts Efendi
for a second time and was one of the plenipotentiaries
at the peace of Carlowitz [see KARLOF£A], by the conclusion of which "he put an end to the ravages of the
Ten Years War but also for ever to the conquering
power of the Ottomans" (J. von Hammer). As a
reward for his services at the peace negotiations, he
was appointed a vizier of the dome with 3 horse-tails
(tugh) in 1114/1703, and in Ramadan 6, 1114/24
January 1703, appointed to the highest office in the
kingdom in succession to the Grand Vizier Daltaban
Mustafa Pasha. In this office he devoted particular attention to the thorough reform of the civil administration, through the abuses in which he saw the security
of the state threatened (cf. von Hammer, GO/?, vii,
64). "By lessening the burden of fortresses on the
frontiers in east and west, by raising militia against
the rebel Arabs, by securing the pay of the army from
the revenues of certain estates, by making aqueducts,
by restoring ruined mosques, by taking measures for
the safety of the pilgrim caravans and for the security
of Asia Minor, by settling Turkmen tribes, by ordering the Jewish cloth manufacturers in Selamk and the
Greek silk manufacturers in Bursa in future to make
in their factories all the stuffs hitherto imported into
Turkey from Europe", he exercised a most beneficent
activity, which however soon aroused envy and
hatred, and, especially as RamI Mehmed Pa§ha, as a
man of the pen entirely and not of the sword, was unpopular with the army, particularly the Janissaries,
finally was bound to lead to his fall (cf. GOR, vii, 72).
In the great rising in Istanbul which lasted four weeks,
beginning with the enthronement of Sultan Mustafa
II and ending with his deposition (9 Rab?1 II, 1115/22
August 1703), his career came to an end. He was
disgraced, but pardoned in the same year and appointed governor, first of Cyprus, then of Egypt (October 1704). His governorship there terminated as
unhappily as his grand viziership (cf. GOR, vii, 133,
following Rashid and La Motraye). In Djumada I
1118/September 1706 he was dismissed and sent to
the island of Rhodes, where he died in Dhu '1-Hidjdja
1119/March 1707, either under torture or a result of
it (cf. GOR, vii, 134, quoting the internuntius Talman).
RamI Mehmed Pasha is regarded as a brilliant stylist,
as the two collections of his official documents (inshd*)
containing no less than 1,400 pieces, distinguished by
their simple clear and elevated style, amply show (cf.
the mss. in Vienna, Nat. Bibl. nos. 296 and 297, in
G. Flugel, Diearab., pers. u. turk. Hss., i, 271-2). RamI
Mehmed Pasha also left a complete Diwdn, of which
specimens are available in the printed Tedhkire of
Salim (cf. F. Babinger, GOW, 272-3: Istanbul 1315).
His poetical gifts were inherited by his son cAbd Allah
Re'fet (cf. Bursali Mehmed Tahir, <0thmdnll
mu^ellifleri, ii, 187). His son-in-law was the tedhkirea^i
Salim [^.y.].
Bibliography: J. von Hammer, GOR, vii,
passim; the history of the Istanbul rising was written
by Mehmed Shefik; Bursali Mehmed Tahir,
'Othmdnit miiWifleri, ii, 186-7; Salim, Tedhkire, 2528; cOthman-zade Ahmad Ta5ib, Hadikat al-wuzard*,
Istanbul 1271, at the end; Ahmed Resmi, Khalifat
al-ru^asd*, Istanbul 1269, 47 ff.; Siflill-i 'othmdm, ii,
367-8; von Hammer, Geschichte der Osmanischen
Dichtkunst, iv, 26 ff.; Fahir Iz, Eski turk edebiyattnda
naztm, Istanbul 1966-7, i, 387-8; IA art. s.v. (Bekir
Sitki Baykal).
(F. BABINGER)
RAM! TABRIZI, SHARAF AL-DiN I^ASAN b.
Muhammad, Persian rhetorician and poet, who
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flourished in the middle of the 8th/14th century. Very
little is known about his life and the few chronological
indications that we possess are either imprecise or
unreliable. Dawlatshah states that he was the poet
laureate (malik al-shu^ard* [q.v.]) of clrak during the
reign of the Muzaffarid Shah Mansur (reigned 78995/1387-93), but dedications in his two most important works prove that he attended the court of Sultan
Abu '1-Fath Uways Bahadur or Shaykh Uways (75776/1356-74) of the Djalayirids [q.v.}, presumably after
the latter's conquest of Adharbaydjan in 761/1360. In
his Anis al-^ushshdk. Kami mentions the poet Awhadf
(d. 738/1337) as a contemporary and Hasan b.
Mahmud Kashf, who died as early as 710/1310, as his
teacher (cf. Ikbal, introd., p. ddl). A late and unlikely
dating for his death is 795/1392-3 (see Storey, iii,
182-3).
His most original work is Anis al-'-ushshdk. a short
treatise on the poetical description, "from head to
foot", of a beautiful person. According to his own
statement, the author made up his mind to compile
this book while he was in Maragha on a visit to the
observatory of Nasfr al-Dm TusI [ q . v . ] . He dedicated
it to Shaykh Uways. In this treatise, Ram! discusses
the conventions ofghazal poetry, as well as of romantic
mathnawis, in depicting the charms of a ma^shuk, male
or female (see EIr, iv, s.v. Beloved}. Twelve of the
nineteen chapters deal with parts of the head: the hair,
the temple, the eyebrows, the eyes, the eye lashes, the
face, the down on the cheeks (khatt], the beauty spot
(khdf), the lips, the teeth, the mouth and the chin; then
follow the neck, the breasts, the fore-arm, the fingers
and finally the stature, the waist and the legs. The
Persian text, preserved in a great number of manuscripts, was published by cAbbas Ikbal (Tehran 1325
5$./1946, with a short introd.) and was translated into
French by Cl. Huart (Anis el-^ochchdq. 7mite des termes
figures relatifs d la description de la beaute, Paris 1875).
Under the title Hakd^ik al-hadd^ik (erroneously
called Hadd^ik al-hakd^ik by Dawlatshah), RarnT
prepared a commentary on the well-known textbook
of rhetorical figures Hadd^ik al-sihr Jidakd^ik al-shicr by
Rashfd al-Dm Watwat [q. v. ]. To the order of Shaykh
Uways, he removed the Arabic quotations from the
basic text. This work was edited by Sayyid
Muhammad-Kazim Imam (Tehran 1341 $71962,
with an introd. and extensive notes).
Ramf's Diwdn, containing kastdas, mukatta^dt and
quatrains, was in the days of Dawlatshah still
available in western Persia but now seems to have
disappeared. Only a few poems are preserved in anthologies (cf. Imam, introd. 12 ff.). Other works
ascribed to Ram! are known to exist only in very few
copies: BaddW al-sandW or Tuhfat al-fakir, treating of
sixteen figures of speech (Munzawl, iii, 2127-8); Dah
fast, a mathnawiin the metre of Djalal al-Dm Ruml's
Mathnawi-yi macnawi (Munzawl, iv, 2817-8); Sifat-i
sancat-i shicr wa shu^ard^ (MunzawT, iii, 2142) and
Mukhtasar-i sand^-i shi^n. About Hulyat al-madddh, a
work also attributed to Ram! (Hadjdji Khalifa, iii,
112) nothing else is known.
Bibliography: Dawlatshah, 308; Pavet de
Courteille, in/,4, vii (1876), 588-91; Browne, LHP,
ii, 83-4; M. C A. Tarbiyat, Ddnishmanddn-i Adharbdydj_dn, Tehran 1314 $71935, 189-91; Munzawl,
Fihrist-i nuskhahd-yi khatti-yi fdrsi, iii, Tehran 1350
$71971, 2133-4 (s.v. Haddyik al-hakdyik), v,
Tehran 1351 $71972, 3527-30 (s.v. Anis al^ushshdk); cAbd al-Husayn Zarnnkub, Nakd-i adabi,
3
Tehran 1361 $71982, i, 250-1; Storey, iii/1, 1823 (on Hakd^ik al-hadd^ik).
(E. BERTHELS-JJ.T.P. DE BRUIJN])
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RAML (A.), pi. rimal, armul, "sand", with ramla,
pi. rimdl for "area of sands, sand dunes". For the
sands of the Arabian peninsula, see AL- C ARAB,
DJAZIRAT AL-. ii; DAHNA 3 ; NAFUD; AL-RUB C AL-KHALI.

For geomancy, divination by means of the patterns in
sand (in Arabic, al-khatt bi 'l-raml), see AL-KHATT.
AL-RAMLA, a t o w n of Palestine, in early
Islamic times in the djund [q.v.] of Filastfn [ q . v . ] . It is
situated on the coastal plain 40 km/25 miles westnorth-west of Jerusalem, inlat. 31° 50' N., long. 34°
52' E., and now lies between the modern Israeli
towns of Rehovot and Lod (Lydda, Ludd [q. v. ]). The
Umayyad caliphs liked to choose little country towns,
usually places in Palestine, to live in rather than
Damascus. Mu c awiya, and after him Marwan and
others, frequently resided in al-Sinnabra on the south
bank of the Lake of al-Tabariyya, Yazfd I in
Hawwarfn, Adhri c at, cAbd al-Malik in al-Djabiya,
Walld in Usays (now Djabal Says [q.v. in Suppl.] to
the south-east of Damascus) and al-Karyatayn, and
his sons in al-Kastal, Yazld II also in al-Muwakkar
[q.v.] near Fudayn or in Bayt RaDs (Lammens, La
Bddia et la Hira sous les Omaiyades, in MFOB, iv [1910],
91-112; A. Musil, The country residences of the Omayyads,
in Palmyrena, New York 1928, 277-97; BADIYA, in
Suppl.).
In the reign of al-Walld, his brother Sulayman was
governor of Filastln. Stimulated by the examples of
c
Abd al-Malik, the builder of the Kubbat al-Sakhra in
Jerusalem, and of his brother who had restored the
mosque of Damascus (Yakut, Mu^djam,
ed.
Wustenfeld, ii, 818), he founded the new town of alRamla and removed to it the seat of the provincial
government which had been in Ludd since the
"plague of c Amwas" [q.v.] in 18/638-9. As caliph also
he continued to live in al-Ramla (96-9/715-17).
The whole population of Ludd was transferred to
the new capital of the ajund of Filastm and the latter
fortified, while Ludd was allowed to fall into ruins.
Sulayman first of all built his palace (kasr) then the
"house of the dyers" (ddr al-sabbdghin) which was provided with a huge cistern; at a later date it was confiscated with all the property of the Umayyads and
came into the possession of the heir of the cAbbasids,
Salih b. CA1I b. cAbd Allah. Sulayman also began to
build the mosque and continued it when caliph. It was
finished under c Umar b. cAbd al- c Azfz, although not
on the scale originally intended. The financial
management of the building of the palace and of the
chief mosque was in the hands of a Christian of Ludd,
al-Bitnk b. al-Naka (al-Baladhun, 143-4; vars. Bitnk
b. Baka in Ibn al-Fakfh, 102, and Ibn Bltrfk in Yakut,
Bulddn, ii, 818). According to Yakut (ii, 817) the latter
asked the people of Ludd to give him a house near the
church, and when they refused he decided to pull
down the church; according to al-MukaddasI, iii, 1645, the caliph Hisham threatened the people of Ludd
that he would destroy their church if they did not hand
over the marble columns, which they had intended for
a splendid building and concealed. Sulayman also
began to bring a canal called Barada to the new town
and to dig wells of fresh water, as it was 12 miles distant from the nearest river, the Nahr Abu Futrus
[q.v.] (al-YackubF, Bulddn, 328). The considerable cost
of keeping up the canal was later taken over by the
c
Abbasid caliphs and at first voted annually but from
the time of al-Muctasim included as current expenditure in the budget.
The advantages and disadvantages of the new town
are vividly described by al-Mukaddasi. Rich in fruits,
especially figs and palms, good water and all
foodstuffs, it combined the advantages of town and
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country, those of a position in the plain with the proximity of hills and sea, of places of pilgrimage like
Jerusalem and coast fortresses. It had a splendid chief
mosque, fine khans, comfortable baths, commodious
dwellings and broad streets. On the other hand, in
winter it was like a muddy island, in summer a sandbin and as it was not on a river the ground was hard
and without grass; and the lack of ample running
water was the chief defect of this otherwise so favoured
town, for the little drinking water in the cisterns was
not accessible to the poorer part of the population.
The town covered an area of a whole square mile. Its
buildings were of fine building stone and brick. The
town's wares were exported chiefly to Egypt.
Al-Ramla had several gates, enumerated by the
geographers, and in the centre of its market-place was
the chief mosque, Djamic al-Abyad, the mihrdb of
which was regarded as the largest of all that were
known, the pulpit of which was second only to that in
Jerusalem and whose splendid minaret was much
admired.
Whether there had been an older town on the site
of al-Ramla is problematic. The old attempts to identify it with Arimathia, Ramatha or Ramathaim have
now been generally abondoned. An ancient IIap£[JLpoXr;, "Camp" (> al-Ramla, the initial Greek p
being interpreted as the Coptic article, as in uskuf <
ETctoxoTto;), should rather be considered, a place-name
particularly frequent in Palestine, which was borne
for example by the camp of Jerusalem (Hebr., xiii,
11, 13; Acts, xxi, 34-xxiii, 32) and bishoprics in
Palestine I. (now BPr al-Zaraca, cf. Federlin in
Genier, Vie de S. Euthyme le Grand, 104-11) and in
Phoinike Libanesia (R. Aigrin, art. Arable, in Diet,
d'hist. et de geogr. eccles., iii, 1194-6); for the Egyptian
al-Ramla four miles to the north-east of Alexandria
corresponds to an ancient Nicopolis and later Parembole. But the Arabic writers say there was no town
previously on this site but only a sandy area, after
which the town was named (al-Baladhuri, 143, etc.).
The population of al-Ramla was in the time of alYackubl (Bulddn, 327) a mixture of Arabs and Persians (on the settlement of Persians in Syria, cf. alKindl, Governors of Egypt, ed. Guest, 19); the clients
were Samaritans.
The great cistern cUnayziyya (cAneziyye) to the
north-west of al-Ramla near the road to Yafa, known
as the cistern of St. Helena, has a Kufic inscription of
Dhu '1-Hidjdja 172/May 789, i.e. of the time of
Harun al-Rashid (van Berchem, Inscr. arabes de Syrie,
Cairo 1897, 4-7; M. de Vogue, La citerne de Ramla, in
Comptes-rendus de I'Acad. des Inscr. et Belles-lettres, xxxix
[1911], 362-3, 493-4).
By the Frankish pilgrims the town is first mentioned
in 870 as "Ramula". The Crusaders made it a
bishopric. In the 12th century was built the beautiful
church of the Crusaders, now the mosque (D^dmi** alKabir in the east of the town) with its noble Gothic
portal, to which was later added very unskilfully an inscription of Sultan Kitbugha. It also has an inscription, according to which its square tower (now replaced by a round minaret) was built or restored in
714/1314-15 by Sultan Muhammad.
The old "white mosque" was restored by Salah alDln in 587/1191 and given by Baybars in 666/1267-8)
two domes, above the minaret and the mihrdb, and the
gateway opposite it (Mudjir al-Dln, Bulak, 418, tr.
Sauvaire, 207; the inscription in van Berchem, op.
cit., 57-64). The minaret, the so-called "tower of alRamla" or "Tower of the 40 martyrs", was, according to MudjTr al-Dln and an inscription over its
gateway, rebuilt in Shacban 718/October 1318 (Zwei

arabische Inschriften, in Jerusalemer Warte, Ixix [1913],
100-1); the mosque as well as the minaret have both
been wrongly taken for the work of the Crusaders (cf.
against this van Berchem, op. cit., 63-4).
Nasir-i Khusraw, who visited al-Ramla in
Ramadan 438/March 1047, calls it a large town with
high and strong walls of stone and gates of copper; the
inhabitants had a receptacle for the collection of rainwater at the door of each house. There was also a large
cistern for general use in the middle of the Friday
mosque.
An earthquake of 15 Muharram 425/10 December
1033 destroyed a third of the town and its mosque fell
into ruins (cf. also Ibn al-Athir, ix, 298).
Most of the public and private buildings were built
of marble and adorned with fine sculptures and ornaments. Figs were the chief export of al-Ramla. The
name of the province of Filastin was also given to the
capital al-Ramla (Clermont-Ganneau, Recueil d'Arch.
Orient., vi, 101).
Salah al-Dln in 583/1187 destroyed the town so that
it might never again fall into the hands of the Franks
and it remained in ruins (Yakut, i, 818; Safi al-Dln,
Mardsid, i, 483). Ibn Battuta visited it in 756/1355; he
mentions the Djamic al-Abyad in which, he was told,
300 prophets were buried. A Latin monastery was
founded in 1420 in al-Ramla by Duke Philip the
Good, and restored at a later date by Louis XIV.
In 1798 the town was Bonaparte's headquarters
during his unsuccessful attempt to take Palestine from
the Ottomans. It was the scene of fighting in July 1948
when the Transjordanian Arab Legion was driven out
by Israeli forces. Most of the largely Christian Arab
population left, to be replaced by Jewish immigrants.
In 1970 the estimated population was 31,000.
Bibliography. Khwarazml, Kitdb Surat al-ard, ed.
von Mzik, in Bibl. arab. Histor. u. Geogr., iii, Leipzig
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Mucdjam, ii, 817-18; SafT al-Dln, Mardsid, ed. Juynboll, i, 483; Dimashkl, ed. Mehren, 198-200; Abu
'1-Fida3, ed. Reinaud, 48; Ibn Battuta, ed.
Defremery-Sanguinetti, i, 128 Eng. tr. Gibb, i, 82;
K. Ritter, Erdkunde, xvi, 583 ff.; Robinson, Biblical
Researches, iii, 36 ff.; Survey of Western Palestine,
Memoirs, ii, 264 ff.; Conder and Drake, Palestine
Expl. Fund Quarterly (1874), 56 ff., 66; de Vogue,
Eglises de Terre Sainte, 367; idem, La citerne de Ramleh,
in Compt.-rend. de I'Acad. d. Inscr. Lett., xxxix (1911),
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(E. HONIGMANN*)
AL-RAMLI, MUHAMMAD B. AHMAD B. Hamza alManufT al-Misri al-Ansari Shams al-Dln, prominent
Shaficl jurist, born in Cairo on 30 Djumada I
917/1511 (Lutf al-samar, i, 78; al-Muhibbl, iii, 347,
and later sources give 919/1513), where he died on 13
Djumada I 1004/1595. His father, Shihab al-Dln alRamlT (d. 957/1550), a student of Zakariyya3 alAnsari (d. 926/1520), was the leading Egyptian
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Shaficr jurist of his day and held the high post of nazir
al-khdss in 905/1499-1500 under the Mamluk sultan
al-Zahir Kansuh (Ibn lyas, Badd^ al-zuhur, ed. M.
Mustafa, Cairo 1383/1963, iii, 424, 440).
Al-Ramll's principal teacher was his father, who instructed him in the entire range of religious sciences.
Upon the elder al-Ramli's death, Shams al-Dm took
over his teaching duties in the Azhar mosque (alShacranf, 122). He also held teaching positions in the
Khashshabiyya (Lutfal-samar, i, 265; cf. al-Kawdkib alsd^ira, ii, 36) and in the Sharifiyya (al-Muhibbf, i,
146) madrasas, both positions designated by their
terms for the leading Egyptian Shaficf. Al-Ramll actively transmitted the writings and authorised texts of
Zakariyya0 al-Ansan, both directly through a general
idjdza that he received in his childhood from al-Ansan
(Lutfal-samar, i, 78) and indirectly on the authority of
his father (e.g. al-Muhibbf, i, 332, Ibrahim alKuranf, al-Amam li-ikdz al-himam, Haydarabad
1328/1910, 79-80). Al-Ramll's numerous students, in
both Shafrifikh and hadith, included Syrians as well as
Egyptians, the most prominent being the Egyptian
Shaficr jurist Nur al-Dm CA1I b. Yahya al-ZayyadF (d.
1024/1615) (Lutfal-samar, ii, 568-78; al-Muhibbi, iii,
195-7), and in the realm of letters Shihab al-Dm alKhafadjI (d. 1069/1659 [q.v.]). His influence also extended to the haramayn (al-Isamf, Simt al-nudjum al^awdlifi anbd'* al-awd^il wa 'l-tawdli, Cairo n.d., iv, 357
quoted by al-Shawkam, al-Badr al-tdlic, Cairo 1348, ii,
102) through his teaching in Mecca (cf. the isndds in
Ahmad al-Nakhll, Bughyat al-tdlibin, Haydarabad
1328/1910, 48, 54), where he made the pilgrimage on
numerous occasions (Lutfal-samar, i, 80) and where he
spent a period of mudjdwara in 991/1583 (al-Muhibbl,
ii, 458). Like his father, al-Ramll was the pre-eminent
Egyptian ShaficT mufti of his day, and was officially
recognised as such (al-Muhibbf, i, 117).
Both father and son were favourably disposed
toward the Stiffs. They were on familiar terms with
the famous Egyptian Suff cAbd al-Wahhab alShacranf (d. 973/1565) (M. Winter, Society and religion
in early Ottoman Egypt: studies in the writings of cAbd alWahhdb al-Sha^rdni, New Brunswick, NJ. 1982, 2212), and Shams al-Dm's son-in-law Abu '1-Mawahib
(d. 1037/1628) was a son of the SufT leader and poet
Muhammad al-Bakrf (d. 994/1586) (al-Muhibbf, i,
146).
The most important of al-Ramll's writings is his
large-scale commentary on the Minhddj_ al-tdlibin of
Abu Zakariyya3 al-Nawawf (d. 676/1278), entitled
Nihdyat al-muhtddi ild shark al-minhddi, begun in
963/1556 and completed in 973/1566, some fifteen
years after the completion of Tuhfat al-muhtddi bi-sharh
al-minhddi of his father's student (al-Kawdkib al-sd^ira,
iii, 112) Ibn Hadjar al-Haytamf [q.v.] (Tuhfat almuhtddi, i, 3 gloss). Although apparently neglected at
first in favour of Ibn Hadjar's Tuhfat al-muhtddi (alMuhibbf, iii, 176), al-Ramlf's commentary came to
be recognised as the leading Shaficf work of authority
outside of Yemen (including Hadramawt) and part of
the Hidjaz, where Ibn Hadjar's commentary was followed (Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Kurdl (d.
1194/1780) quoted in Ba Sabrayn, Ithmid al-^aynayn,
4-5).
The esteem in which al-Ramlf was held and his
significance in the history of the Shaficf madhhab are
indicated by the honorific title bestowed on him of alShaficf al-saghir and by his being reckoned by many as
the mud^addid of the 10th century of the hidjra (alMuhibbf, iii, 342, 344, 346-7).
Al-Ramli's printed works include Nihdyat al-muhtddi
(8 vols., Cairo 1286, Bulak 1292, and later), Ghdyat al-
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baydn fi shark zubad Ibn Raslan (Bulak 1291, Cairo
1305, and later), and his collection of his father's
Fatdwd (on the margin of Ibn Hadjar al-Haytaml's alFatdwd al-kubrd, Cairo 1308, 1329, and later) (Sarkls,
Mu^ajam al-matbu^dt al-arabiyya wa 'l-mu^arraba, Cairo
1346/1928, i, 952). The title-page of the Fatdwd gives
al-Ramll's lineage as Muhammad b. Ahmad b.
Ahmad (sic) b. Hamza, which apparently led
Hurgronje, Versp. Geschr., ii, 333 n. 1, to misidentify
the Fatdwd as those of Ahmad al-Ramlf, "the brother
[sic] of the author of the Nihdya", although he later,
ibid., 423 n. 1, again erroneously, identified them as
those of Shams al-Dfn.
The nisba al-Ramll refers to the Egyptian village
Ramlat al-Manufiyya (al-Shacranf, 67 and al-Zabfdf,
Tddj. al-^arus, vii, 352, s.v. Ramla). This is the
present-day Ramlat Banha (lat. 30° 26' N, long. 31°
10' E) (U.S. Dept. of Interior, Office of Geography,
Gazeteer No. 45, Egypt and the Gaza Strip, Washington,
D.C. 1959, 57) in al-Kalyubiyya Province (M. Ramzf, al-Kdmus al-a^ughrdji Ii 'l-bildd al-misriyya, Cairo
1954-68, ii/1, 19; H. Halm, Agypten nach den
mamlukischen Lehensregistern, Wiesbaden 1979-82, ii,
669 and Map 24), incorrectly identified as Ramlat alAngeb by Winter (Society and religion, 221).
Bibliography: Biographies of Shams al-Dln
al-Ramll: cAbd al-Wahhab al-Shacram, al-Tabakdt
al-sughrd, ed. cAbd al-Kadir Ahmad c Ata, Cairo
1390/1970, 121-3, referred to in later sources as alTabakdt al-wustd; Nadjm al-Dm Muhammad alGhazzI, Lutf al-samar wa-katf al-thamar mm tardd^im
a^ydn al-tabaka al-uld min al-karn al-hddi cashar, ed.
Mahmud al-Shaykh, Damascus 1981-2, i, 77-85;
al-Muhibbl, Khuldsat al-athar fi a^ydn al-karn al-hddi
c
ashar, ' Cairo 1867, iii, 342-8; Ziriklr^ al-AHdm,
Beirut 1979, vi, 7-8; Kahhala, Mutyam almu^allijin, Damascus 1957-61, viii, 255-6; Dar alkutub al-misriyya, Fihris al-khizdna al-taymuriyya,
Cairo 1367/1948, iii, 115; Brockelmann, IP, 41819, S II, 442.
Biographies of Shihab al-Dln al-Ramli:
Shacranl, 67-9; GhazzI, al-Kawdkib al-sd^ira bi-a^ydn
al-mi^a al-^dshira, ed. Djibra3!! Sulayman Djabbur,
Beirut 1945-58, ii, 119-20; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt
al-dhahab fi akhbdr man dhahab, Cairo 1350-1, viii,
316; Zirikll, i, 120; Kahhala, i, 224; Fihris al-khizdna
al-taymuriyya, ii, 115-6; Brockelmann IP, 416, S II,
440. Both Brockelmann and Sarkls, i, 951-2, apparently following the title-page of the Fatdwd (see
above), give Shihab al-Dm al-Ramli's name as
Ahmad b. Ahmad b. Hamza, creating some confusion (e.g. Kahhala, i, 147-8) with another student of
Zakariyya 5 al-Ansan, Shihab al-Dm Ahmad b.
Ahmad b. Hamza al-RamlF (d. ca. 971/1563),
whom the sources (al-Kawdkib al-sd^ira, iii, 111,
Shadhardt al-dhahab, viii, 359), however, do not connect with the two jurists discussed here.
C. Snouck Hurgronje frequently called attention
to the authority in the Shaficf school of the commentaries on al-Nawawi's Minhdd^ al-tdlibin of Ibn
Hadjar and al-Ramll as illustrative of the force of
consensus in Islamic law (e.g. Verspreide Geschriften,
Bonn-Leipzig-Leiden 1923-7, ii, 331-2, 355, 387-8,
iv/1, 105, 288-90, vi, 8). The points of disagreement between al-Ramll and Ibn Hadjar al-Haytami
are collected in CA1I b. Ahmad b. Sacld Ba Sabrayn
(d. 1304/1887), Ithmid al-^aynayn fi ba<d ikhtildf alshaykhayn, printed on the margin of cAbd alRahman b. Muhammad Ba cAlawi, Bughyat almustarshidm, Cairo 1952, which, however, does not
extend beyond the ^ibdddt.
(A. ZYSOW)
RAMPUR, a former M u s l i m - r u l e d princely
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state of Rohilkhand [q.v.] in northern India. In
British times, the state was under the political supervision of the government of the United Provinces. In
the post-1947 Indian Union, Rampur became a
district of Uttar Pradesh, bounded on the north by
NainI Tal, on the east by Bareilly, on the south by
BadzPun and on the west by Muradabad districts,
with an area of 2,318 km2/895 sq. miles and a
population in 1961 of 701,537; in 1931, 45% of the
population was Muslim.
The early history of Rampur is that of the growth
of Rohilla power [see ROHILLAS] in Rohilkhand. After
the establishment of Muslim rule in India, large
bodies of Afghans or Pathans settled down in the
country. So powerful did they become that they were
twice able to establish their rule in northern India,
under the Lodis [q.v.] in the second half of the 15th
century, and under the Surs [q.v.] in the time of Shir
Shah. After the death of Awrangzlb and with the
decline of the Mughal empire, Afghan settlements increased until in the words of the Siyar al-muta ^akhkhinn
"they seemed to shoot up out of the ground like so
many blades of grass''. The name Rohilla was applied
to those Afghans who settled in what is now known as
Rohilkhand.
The real founders of Rohilla power were an Afghan
adventurer, named Dawud Khan, who arrived in India immediately after the death of Awrangzlb, and his
adopted son, CA1T Muhammad Khan, who succeeded
him as leader of a band of mercenary troops. It was
during the lifetime of CA1T Muhammad Khan that his
possessions came to be called Rohilkhand or the land
of the Rohillas. In course of time, CAH Muhammad
Khan became so powerful that he refused any longer
to pay his revenues to the central government, in
which course he was encouraged by the anarchy consequent upon the invasion of Nadir Shah [<?.#.]. The
growth of his power so alarmed Safdar Djang [q. v. ] of
Oudh [see AWADH] that he persuaded the emperor to
send and expedition against him, as a result of which
C
A1T Muhammad Khan surrendered to the imperial
forces and was taken prisoner to DihlT. After a time he
was pardoned and appointed governor of Sirhind. In
1748, according to the Gulistdn-i rahmat, he was
transferred to Rohilkhand, but it seems more probable that he took advantage of the invasion of Ahmad
Shah Durrani [q.v.] to recover his former possessions.
Two factors had contributed to the growth of Rohilla
power: the weakness of the central government and
the fact that they were able to take advantage of the
internal struggles between the various Radjput chiefs
and zaminddrs of Rohilkhand.
C
A1T Muhammad Khan left six sons, but the
absence of the two eldest in Afghanistan, combined
with the extreme youth of the other four, meant that
all real power remained in the hands of a group of
Rohilla sarddrs, the most important of whom were
Hafiz Rahmat Khan [q.v.] and I.mndi Khan. This
naturally produced intrigues and disputes and eventually weakened the Rohilla power.
In 1771 the Marathas [q.v.] turned their attention
to the conquest of Rohilkhand, whereupon the
Rohillas applied for aid to Shudjac al-Dawla, the
nawdb-wazir of Oudh. It was agreed that Shudjac alDawla should receive forty lakhs of rupees for his services (Aitchison, i, 6-7), but the Rohillas later refused
to abide by their pecuniary engagements. In accordance with his promise at the Conference of Benares in
1773, Warren Hastings agreed to assist the nawdbwazir in expelling the Rohillas from Rohilkhand, for
which he was to receive forty lakhs of rupees. On 23
April 1774, the Rohillas were defeated and their

leader, Hafiz Rahmat Khan, slain. At the end of this
war Fayd Allah Khan, a son of CA1I Muhammad
Khan, concluded a treaty with Shudjac al-Dawla at
Laldang (India Office mss., Bengal Secret Consultations, 31 October 1774; see also extracts from the Persian interpreter's journal, 14 February 1775).
By this treaty, Fayd Allah Khan received a (fragir
consisting of Rampur and other districts with a
revenue estimated at approximately fifteen lakhs of
rupees. To prevent him from becoming a menace to
Oudh, he was not allowed to retain in his service more
than 5,000 troops. After the death of Shudjac alDawla, in 1775, Fayd Allah Khan was informed that
his engagements with the \ate_nawdb-wazir still continued in force with his son, Asaf al-Dawla (Bengal
Secret Consultations, 17 April 1775. Draft correspondence with the Country Powers, no. 34).
In 1780, the English Company needed additional
troops and Hastings urged Asaf al-Dawla to demand
from Fayd Allah Khan the 5,000 horses he had engaged to supply by treaty. This demand for cavalry was
an unwarrantable interpretation of the Treaty of
Laldang for which no justification has ever been attempted. In 1781 Hastings empowered Asaf al-Dawla
to resume Fayd Allah Khan's ajdgir, but fortunately
this order was never carried out, and it was eventually
decided to solve the problem by means of a fresh
agreement whereby the obligation to provide troops
for the nawdb-wazir's service was commuted under the
Company's guarantee to a cash payment of fifteen
lakhs of rupees. In 1801, on the cession of Rohilkhand
to the British, Fayd Allah Khan's descendants were
continued in their possessions. For his services in the
Sepoy Rebellion of 1857, Muhammad Yusuf CA1T
Khan, the ruler of Rampur, received a grant of land
and was assured by sanadthat, on the failure of natural
heirs, any succession in his state, which might be
legitimate according to Islamic law, would be upheld
by the Government of India.
Modern Rampur City, situated on the left bank of
the Kosi River in lat. 28° 48' N., long. 79° 03' E.,
had a population in 1961 of 135,407. The rulers of
Rampur were great patrons of learning, and the statesupported Madrasa cAliyya attracted for its Arabic
teaching students from as far as Central Asia; the
modern Rada College is affiliated to Agra University.
Rampur also has a famed library with an outstanding
collection of Islamic manuscripts.
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(C. COLLIN DAVIES*)
RAMZ (A.), a verbal noun with the original meaning of "winking", "signalling with your eyes and
eyebrows, or by forming words with your mouth without a sound" (see also section 3. below, first para.).
This developed into a concrete noun, with the pi.
rumuz, denoting a variety of indirect methods of ex-
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pression, such as "allusion", "symbol", "cypher".
1. In r h e t o r i c .
Here the term is used sparingly. It does have its
place in the scholastic discipline based on al-Sakkakl's
(d. 626/1229 [q.v.]) Miftdh al^ulum, where it denotes
a specific subcategory of kindya [q. v. ], here used in the
sense of "circumlocution" ("leaving the direct mention of a thing for the mention of something concomitant with it" (Miftdh, 402); note that the definitory
statements in the entry KINAYA do not always reflect
the Sakkaki tradition). More specifically, ramz has the
following position within al-Sakkakf's system: the
kindya is characterised either by oblique intention, in
which case it is called ta^nd, or not so; the latter is
characterised either by many intermediaries between
the allusion and the thing alluded to—this is called
talwih—or by few; if the latter, it is either marked by
a certain obscurity (khufya)—this is ramz—or it is not,
in which case it is called ishdra or imd3(Miftdh, 411-12).
An example is caridal-wisdda "with flattened pillow",
meaning "sleepy, stupid." This system ultimately
finds its way into the nineteenth-century Western
handbooks (Mehren, Ar. text, 46, 62; 95-6; Garcin de
Tassy, 75). It is noteworthy that ramz does not occur
in the great compilations outside the Sakkakl tradition, such as the Tahrir al-tahbir of Ibn Abi 'l-Isbac (d.
654/1256) and the Badi^iyya commentaries of Ibn
Hidjdja al-HamawI(d. 837/1434 [ q . v . ] ) , Ibn Ma c sum
(d. 1117/1705), and cAbd al-Ghanl al-Nabulus! (d.
1143/1731 [q.v.]).
Earlier, the term ramz is used by Ibn Rash Ik (d.
456/1064 or later [q.v.]) for one of the thirteen subcategories of ishdra, "allusion", although for lack of a
definition one cannot clearly identify its meaning
(^Umda, \, 305-6). The two examples adduced by the
author allow the assumption that it refers to an
enigmatic turn of phrase, which can only be solved
with reference to an earlier line of poetry—though,
whether or not this last qualification is a necessary
prerequisite cannot be said with any certainty. The
first example is by an anonymous ancient poet: "As
bloodmoney for her husband I have paid her the
counting of pebbles at morning time or in the
darkness of every evening." The enigmatic "counting of pebbles" is explained as going back to a line
of Imru 3 al-Qays [q.v.]: "I remained [there] sitting
with my tunic over my head, counting the pebbles,
my tears never ceasing." (Diwdn, ed. M. Abu '1-Fadl
Ibrahim, no. 6, v. 3); in other words, it is a sign of
grief, and grief is all she will ever receive. Ibn
Rashfk's jumble of ishdra subcategories is brought into
a neat logical system, bearing little resemblance to alSakkakl's, by al-SidjilmasF (d. after 704/1304-5), who
enumerates lahn (letter riddle), ramz, tawriya (mispointing information for secrecy), and hadhf (truncation of
words) as different types of tacmiya (mystification),
which in turn is a subcategory of ishdra. Since again
ramz is not defined and only exemplified by a single
shdhid, it cannot be adequately identified; however,
the author does call it "riddle-like (lughzi). Thus,
whereas in the Sakkakl tradition ramz belongs to the
genus of "circumlocution", with the Maghrib!
authors it is one of a number of literary types of riddles. The enigmatic plays a role in both.
2. Related uses.
(a) Ramz as "code." Ibn Wahb al-Katib (first half
of 4th/10th century) includes a chapter on ramz in his
book on the four ontological stages of expressivity (i.e.
baydn on the successive levels of the thing, thought,
speech, and writing). Since the author deals with the
conveyance of information in a general rather than a
strictly literary sense, ramz here has the meaning of
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"code", especially "code names" (Burhan, 137-8).
The sender (mutakallim) would use, for a word or a letter, the name of a bird or a wild animal or another letter; the resulting message would be clear to sender
and recipient, but cryptic to anyone else (marmuzan can
ghayrihimd). The author contends that the books of the
ancient philosophers and scientists were full of rumuz,
most of all those of Plato. Furthermore, there are
highly important rumuz in the Kurgan, from which
one may prognosticate the major events of Islamic
history, the duration of reigns, momentous
upheavals, etc. This refers to the mysterious letters
and to the oaths at the beginning of a number of
suras. Knowledge of this code belongs to the Imams,
who have been entrusted with the knowledge of the
Kur D an. Here the author reveals his Shlcl persuasion.
The idea that the Ancient sages used rumuz to make
their writings inaccessible to the uninitiated is not uncommon. One has to distinguish here between (1) the
level of language, i.e. rumuz in the sense of codenames, symbols, and allegories, and (2) the level of
script, i.e. rumuz meaning secret characters and
alphabets.
(i) The Ismacrlr thinker Abu Hatim al-RazI (d.
322/933 [q.v.]) says that the ancient philosophers were
used to coining analogies (darb al-amthdl), in which
they followed the methods of the prophets (dhahabu ...
madhhab al-anbiyd^); people say that most of Plato's
speech is ramz (A cldm al-nubuwwa, apud¥±ra.us,Jdbir, ii,
274). Occult sciences such as alchemy are particularly
prone to the use of such codes. The author of the
Djabir corpus again mentions Plato as the most
typical representative of ramz use (ibid. ,281) and contrasts him with Aristotle who uses ighmdd, "obscurity," rather than ramz for the same effect (ibid., 48).
He himself, although conversant with the Ancients'
use of rumuz, does not approve of it, using instead the
principle of tabdid al-cilm, "the scattering of
knowledge" throughout the corpus with elaborate
cross-references, to make access to the "art" difficult
for the unworthy (ibid., 32-3). Because of the
enigmatic language of the Ancients—here he uses the
term lughz—their books are less profitable than those
of the moderns (muta^akhkhirun, i.e. the Arabs), who
are the commentators (mufassirun) of the Ancients
(ibid., 281). This attitude did not, however, diminish
the popularity of rumuz in later alchemical writings.
Nor did it inhibit philosophers like Ibn Sma (d.
428/1037 [q.v.]) and Shihab al-Dln al-Suhrawardi (d.
587/1191 [q.v.]) from composing stories in the
allegorical-symbolic mode.
(ii) One specific type of ramz was the secret
alphabet. Ibn Wahshiyya (first half of 4th/10th century [q.v.]) is credited with a collection of existing
scripts, entitled Shawk al-mustahdm fi ma^rifat rumuz alakldm, "The yearning of the infatuated for the
knowledge of the signs of the alphabets" (cf. also
MU C AMMA). This is a strange mixture of (a) regular
alphabets (Arabic, Syriac, Hebrew, Greek, and
others), (b) invented alphabets said to be those of ancient nations, such as the Nabat [q.v.] and the
Chaldaeans, (c) secret alphabets attributed to various
ancient philosophers, sages, and kings (including the
well-known tree script, al-kalam al-mushadjdjar. attributed to Dioscorides and, in another form, to Plato,
and the spectacled script invented by "Kalaftariyus"
(cf. the kalafttriyydt, x«paxTfjpe<; "Brillenbuchstaben",
see Ullmann, Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften, 362), (d)
planetary and zodiacal alphabets for magical purposes, and (e) the non-alphabetical symbols invented
by the Hermeses (Hardmisa), which they wrote on
Egyptian temples and pyramids and "made as a
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shield for their sciences and treasures" (fa-dja^alu
hddhihi 'l-rumuza sitr^n *~ald ^ulumihim wa-kunuzihim, Ibn
Wahshiyya, 91-2). The latter clearly refer to the
hieroglyphs, and a number of them are easily
recognisable, albeit fancifully explained, in Ibn
Wahshiyya's book. The double function of these symbols becomes clear: they are said to encode (a) occult
(alchemical, magical, astrological) knowledge, and (b)
information about hidden treasures. In his book on
the pyramids, Abu Djacfar al-Idrisi (d. 649/1251)
reports about people who claim to be able to
decode—hall al-rumuz—the hieroglyphs (al-kalam albirbdwi) and thus to find the hidden treasures (Ahrdm,
36, 61, 141). As a result of this idea Hall (or Fakk) alrumuz JT kashf al-kunuz becomes a very popular booktitle, not only in the field of the occult sciences (cf.
Brockelmann, I 2 , 139-40, S I , 144, 430, 531, 712,
783, S II, 768, etc., and the indices of GAS}.
In all this, it is important to be aware of the fact that
the ramz, whether linguistic or graphic symbol, can be
used for encoding as well as for decoding, and that the
latter, interpretive, function may be applied to texts
that were not encoded in the first place. Allegories of
non-allegorical technical writings (cf. e.g. Kraus,
Jdbir, p. 12-13, n. 7) and symbolic interpretation of
hieroglyphs are both instances of this phenomenon.
(b) Ramz as "symbolic action". This may refer to
cryptic messages conveyed by sending certain objects
that the recipient needs to interpret. In a chapter entitled "cryptic remarks (rumuz) current among literary
men and their playing with allusions (ma^dnd) which
only the eloquent can understand", Abu 'l-cAbbas alDjurdjanl (d. 482/1089) enumerates many cases in
which the rumuz are enigmatic references to poetical
lines, but also some where the language of objects is
used. These, he says, are very hard to solve, because
they are restricted to the mere acts (al-iktisdr cald
mudjarrad al-fi^l) without words (Kindydt, 71-85, esp.
79). Al-Kalkashandi (d. 821/1418 [q.v.]) gives a few
examples of such wordless messages as used in
diplomacy (Subh al-a^shd, ix, 249-51 [ = ch. on alrumuz wa 'l-ishdrdt allati Id ta^alluk lahd bi 'l-khatt wa 'lkitdba], tr. C.E. Bosworth, in Arabica, x [1963], 14853). In a different way, the term ramz is used by Ibn
Abi ('l-)Sarh (wrote 274/887) to denote the
superstitious acts of the ancient Arabs, on which he
was the first to write a comprehensive work (Rumuz,
ed. Husayn, 641-42; tr. Bellamy, 227). He actually
uses the construct ramz al-nafs, not yet satisfactorily
explained, and divides the rumuz into three categories:
supernatural, natural, and mixed.
(c) Rumuz as "sigla". This modern meaning is
already attested in mediaeval contexts. Muhammad
b. cAbd al-Rahman al-cUkbari (fl. 665/1267), in his
Madjmac al-akwdl fi ma^dnt al-amthdl, uses thirty different abbreviations to indicate his sources after each
proverb and calls these signal rumuz (see A.J. Arberry,
mJAL, i [1970], 109-10).
Bibliography: 1. Rhetorical meaning: Sakkaki, Miftdh al-^ulum, ed. Nu c aym Zarzur, Beirut
1403/1983; J. Garcin de Tassy, Rhetorique et prosodie
des langues de I'orient musulman, repr. Amsterdam
1970; A.F.M. von Mehren, Die Rhetorik der Araber,
repr. Hildesheim and New York 1970.—Ibn
Rashlk, al-^Umda fi mahdsin al-shi^r wa-dddbih wanakdih, ed. Muhammad Muhyl al-Dln cAbd alHamld, 2 vols.', Cairo 31383/1963-4, i, 305-6;
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Arabica, x (1963), 148-53; Ibn Abi ('!-)'Sarh, K. alRumuz, ed. S.M. Husayn, in RAAD, ix, 1931, 64155; tr. and ann. J. Bellamy, in JAOS (1961), 22446.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
3. In mystical and other esoterical discourse.
Like its counterpart, ramz originally meant
"gesture" or "sign", usually a silent one, especially
a speechless movement of the lips practiced by interlocutors in order to conceal the contents of their
conversation from a third party. By extension, the
term also denotes any silent gesture made by the
hand, the head, the eyes, the eyebrows, etc. (see LA,
s.v. r-m-z; al-Firuzabadi, al-Kdmus, Beirut n.d., ii,
183-4). In this sense, ramz appears in the Kur3an, III,
41, where God bids Zakariyya3 "not to speak to the
people except by gesture" (ramz'1'1). While the majority of commentators agree that ramz here is synonymous with either ishdra or ima* (yet another word for
a silent sign), al-Tabarl adds that in pre-Islamic
poetry it also meant an unintelligible murmur or
whisper (see al-Tabari, DjamP al-baydn, Beirut 1984,
iii, 259-60). For al-Thacalibi, ramz is "movement indicative of what is [concealed] in the heart of the
gesturer (ramzV)", and also "a speech deflected from
its apparent meaning (muharraf can zdhirihi)", i.e. a
symbolic and allegoric speech par excellence (see his
Djawdhir al-hisdn, Beirut n.d., i, 264-5). In both cases,
ramz is viewed as the opposite of tasrih, an unequivocal
declaration of one's feelings and intentions. These two
terms, together with their synonyms, became closely
associated with the major opposition between the explicit style of thinking and narration and that involving deliberate ambiguity, an opposition that pervades
Muslim intellectual culture as a whole [see ZAHIR and
BATIN].
As a statement implying more than its words and
thus evoking a host of various associations, ramz was
employed by mediaeval literary critics (see above, section 1.). In its broader meaning, ramz was often used
to describe literary works which utilised the allegoric
language, vague symbols, allusions and obliquities,
e.g. "an allegorised poem" (kasida marmuza), mentioned by al-Makkari [q.v.] (Analectes, i, 608).
In early Sufi literature, it was also overshadowed by
ishdra. A striking example of the wide currency enjoyed by the latter word is Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidi's
[q.v.] al-Ishdrdt al-ildhiyya, in which Sufi knowledge is
forthrightly equated with the capacity to comprehend
mystical symbols and allusions. Throughout the
work, the author constantly referred to them as ishdrdt
but never as rumuz (see al-Tawhidl, op. cit., ed.
Wadad al-Kadl, 2Beirut 1982). In other Sufi writings,
ramz almost invariably appears in conjunction with, or
as an explanation of, ishdra. According to early $ufi
authors, symbolic language and allusions play a double role. On the one hand, they are the only way to
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convey the elusive spiritual experiences and ineffable
visions bestowed upon the "friends of God" (awliyd^
[see WALI]). On the other, they effectively preserve the
essence of these higher mysteries and insights from the
uninitiated, who should satisfy themselves with the
"externals" (zahir) of religion. Hence the knowledge
of rumuz pertains exclusively to the Sufi masters, and
is not to be divulged to the outsiders (see Adab almuluk. Ein Handbuch zur islamischen Mystik aus dem
4./10.Jahrhundert, ed. B. Radtke, Beirut 1991, 20, 34,
70-1). Attesting the importance of the word ramz for
the mystical doctrines of the Sufis, Abu Nasr alSarradj (d. 378/988) included ramz in his list of the
specifically Sufi terms. According to this author, ramz
designates "an inner meaning hidden under the guise
of outer speech, which no one will grasp except for its
people (ahluhu)." Such symbols should be looked for
primarily in the correspondence between the Sufi
masters, rather than in works addressed to the
uninitiated reader (al-Sarradj, al-Lumac, ed. cAbd alHalim Mahmud and Taha Surur, Baghdad 1960,
414, cf. 314). Ruzbihan BaklF ShfrazI (d. 606/1209
[q. v. ]), who cites a similar definition of ramz, adds that
it allows one to grasp "the mysteries of the unseen by
means of the subtleties of knowledge, which, in turn,
find their expression in the language of mystery
through the words opposite to their meanings" (Commentaire sur les paradoxes des sou/is, ed. H. Corbin,
Tehran-Paris 1966, 561). Thus, when dealing with
the language of the Sufis, one should be careful in
distinguishing between the verbal shell (lafz) and the
kernel of an allusion (ramzuhu). A person unaware of
such a symbolic method of expression can be easily
misled by some Sufi utterances and condemn them as
an expression of the worst kind of unbelief. At the
same time, a more perspicacious interpreter will find
them in complete accord with the inner meaning
(bdtin) of the Kurgan and the Sunna (see Ibn cAbd alSalam al-Sulamf, Hall al-rumuz wa-mafdtih al-kunuz,
Cairo 1961, 5-20, etpassim). In a sense, the opposition
between lafz and ramz reflects the irreducible contradiction between the normative, outward aspects of
religion (shari^a [ q . v . ] ) , and its spiritualised interpretation and interiorisation practiced by the Sufi gnostics
(hakika [q. v. ]). To Sufi authors, rumuz appeared to be
the most convenient way to express the latter without
disclosing it to those from whom it ought to be
withheld (see aJ-Ghazali, Mishkdt al-anwdr, ed. Abu '1c
Ala° cAfifi, Cairo 1382/1964, 40).
Ibn al-cArabf (d. 638/1240 [q.v.]), who often treats
ramz as a synonym of lughz [q. v. ] (puzzle or enigma),
defines it as "a speech which does not convey the
meaning implied by the speaker". In his view, the use
of ramz is not an end in itself, because what matters is
the implicit meaning behind it. Due to his overall proclivity toward allegorisation of reality, Ibn al-cArabr
tends to envision the whole cosmos as a giant arrangement of symbols that require an explanation. In keeping with their ability (or inability) to comprehend the
true meaning of these cosmic symbols (which, in
many respects, are similar to the verbal symbols and
allusions permeating revelation), people are divided
into several categories ranging from the greatest
knowers, the "men of symbols" (ridjdl al-rumuz), who
can grasp the allegorical meaning of all things and
events through supersensory unveiling (hash/ [q. v. ]),
to the ignorant populace, who accept everything at
face value and are, therefore, doomed to wander in
darkness. Ibn al-cArabF's magnum opus, al-Futuhdt almakkiyya, abounds in descriptions of various symbolic
events and personalities, whose real meaning is sometimes disclosed but, more often, is tantalisingly left
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open to a wide variety of interpretations. On many occasions, Ibn al-cArab! draws close parallels between
Sufi modes of self-expression and poetic language,
both of which, in his view, endeavour to clothe their
meanings in intricate symbols and allegories. No
wonder that in his major works, al-Futuhdt al-makkiyya
and Fusus al-hikam, this author normally introduces
his daring insights in the form of symbolic verses, then
proceeds to elucidate them in prose (al-Futuhdt almakkiyya, ed. O. Yahya and I. Madkur, Cairo 1972-,
i, 67, 218, 251, iii, 120, 196-7, 201, etc.; Fusus alhikam, ed. Abu 'l-'Ala0 cAfifi, Beirut 1946, passim; cf.
idem, Diwdn, Bulak 1271/1855, passim). Stressing Ibn
al-cArabr's propensity for an abstruse and allegoric
style meant to hide his real intentions, his compatriot
Ibn Khatima [q.v.] wrote that this Sufi thinker "spoke
from behind the veil (hidjab), fortifying himself with
[the use of] ramz in an impenetrable mountain citadel,
and seeking refuge in the ishdra of dubious import"
(see al-Makkarf, Azhdr al-riydd Ji akhbdr ^lydd, ed.
Mustafa al-Sakka, Ibrahim al-Abyarf and cAbd alHafiz Shalabi, Cairo 1361/1942, iii, 54-5).
Ibn Sma's [q.v.] usage of ramz is a corollary to his
theory of prophecy which, in his view, should of
necessity be communicated to the masses in a symbolic or allegorical form lest they misinterpret the prophetic message, thus ruining the divinely-established
order. Therefore, the prophet "should inform them
(sc. the masses) about God's majesty and greatness
through symbols (rumuz) and images (amthila) derived
from things that for them are majestic and great."
The same is true concerning other articles of faith,
e.g. divine punishment and reward, destiny (kadar),
etc. Basically, however, symbols communicate the
same knowledge that can be stated in demonstrative
or expository language employed by the rational
philosophers (see D. Gutas, Avicenna and the Aristotelian
tradition, Leiden 1988, 300-1). Because "the majority
of humans are ruled not by pure intellect but rather
by their lower passions", they are unqualified to
grasp such an abstract language and the syllogistic
argumentation it conveys. Conversely, symbols and
images primarily appeal to imagination and not to intellect. Hence they are more likely to be comprehended by uncultured minds (see P. Heath, Allegory and
philosophy in Avicenna, Philadelphia 1992, 150-2). Irrespective of whether or not Ibn Sfna actually regarded the allegorical method of communication as inferior to the demonstrative and expository (Gutas, op.
cit., 302; cf. Heath, op. cit., 153-65), he was convinced
that "those individuals with philosophical propensities" were in a position to penetrate the authentic
meaning of the symbols found in the revelation, and
would eventually acquire a philosophical vision of the
universe (Gutas, op. cit., 307). A similar view of the
function of ramz was adopted by the later philosophers
of Muslim Spain, namely Ibn Tufayl and Ibn Rushd
[q. vv. ]. According to the former, "pure truth does not
at all suit the vulgar, enslaved by senses." In order
"to penetrate those materialistic intelligences, ... it is
obliged to clothe itself with the wisdom that constitutes the revealed religions", in other words, with
symbols and allegories (L. Gauthier, Ibn Thofa'il, Paris
1909, 63). Symbols can also be helpful as a means to
present some abstract philosophical ideas. Thus Ibn
Tufayl's Hayy b. Yakzdn [q.v.] may be taken as a symbolic representation of the evolution undergone by the
human active intellect. Ibn Rushd seems to have envisaged ramz as an essential part of rhetoric argument
(as opposed to demonstrative and dialectical), which
the prophets address to their communities because
most of the people are not intellectually mature
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enough to understand the more sophisticated types of
discourse. This fact accounts for the necessity to explicate revelation allegorically [see TA^WIL] with a
view to reconciling it with the conclusions reached
through the syllogistic argument.
Proponents of messianic expectations, who sought
to substantiate their claims regarding the imminent
advent of the mahdi [q. v. ] by exploiting the numerical
values and occult properties of the Arabic characters,
often viewed the latter as rumuz—esoteric signs pointing to the inevitable fulfillment of their predictions.
To decipher such signs contained, for instance, in the
mysterious letters preceding some Kur5anic suras and
the divine names [see AL-ASMA3 AL-HUSNA, and cf.
above, section 2(a), first para.], Muslim esotericists—primarily, the Shl^a, including the
Ismacllls, and some Sufi leaders harbouring messianic
hopes—practiced elaborate divinatory techniques
known as djajr [q.v.; see also HURUF]. KuPanic stories
and certain hadith, mostly of an esthatological nature,
were also treated by the esoterically-minded Muslims
as symbols and signs, whose true meaning could only
be elucidated by means of an allegoric interpretation.
A curious mixture of IsmacIlT and Sufi views utilising
both types of ramz can be observed in a divinatory
poem by a purported IsmacTlT da^i [q. v. ], c Amir b.
c
Amir al-Basri, d. in the early 8th/14th century (see
Y. Marquet, Poesie esoterique ismailienne, Paris 1985,
73-4, 81, 101, etc.; cf., however, Ibn cArabI, ^Anko?
mughrib, Cairo n.d., where in similar predictions the
word ramz is never mentioned).
Ahmad al-Bunl (d. 622/1225 [q.v. in Suppl.]), the
celebrated fortune teller and master of "letter magic"
(simlyyd), considered the usage of rumuz to be part and
parcel of the occult sciences permitting to predict the
future. As in the case with the philosophers and Sufis,
symbols, according to al-Bunl, perform the twofold
function. They conceal the secrets of the divinatory
procedures from the uninitiated, while at the same
time helping to impart them to the deserving few (see
Manba^ usul al-hikma, Cairo 1370/1951, 5, 6, 325).
Interestingly, ramz (spelt rams) is one of the few
Arabic words mentioned by the great Catalan philosopher, missionary, and mystic Ramon Llull (d. 1316),
for whom it apparently meant a tropological-moral
purport behind some scriptural parables (see Ch.
Lohr, Christianus arabicus, in Freiburger Zeitschrift fur
Philosophic und Theologie, xxxi [1984], 59). Normally,
however, when referring to the moral lessons contained in the Kur5anic text, Muslim exegetes would rather
use such terms as mathal [q. v. ] and hadd (see G. Bowering, The mystical vision of existence in classical Islam,
Berlin 1980, 138-41).
4. In modern Arabic l i t e r a t u r e .
In this literature, which took shape under the strong
influence of European literary trends, ramz became an
exact equivalent of the Western term "symbol" defined as "a deliberate use of a word or a phrase to signify
something else, not by analogy (for, unlike metaphor
and simile, it lacks a paired subject), but by implication and reference" (S. Jayyusi, Trends and movements
in modern Arabic poetry, Leiden 1977, ii, 709). As in the
West, in the Middle East also, an acute interest in,
and extensive use of, symbols gave rise to a literary
movement known as "symbolism" (al-ramziyyd) that
flourished from the 1920s to the 1940s, but then
gradually lost ground as a cohesive literary trend. Its
representatives, primarily poets such as Adlb
Mazhar, Sacld cAkl, Bishr Paris, and, to a lesser extent, Abu '1-Kasim al-Shabbl have employed symbol
as "a vehicle for feelings, for complex and valuable
states of awareness" as well as a means to express an

idea or a set of ideas. While most of the Arab symbolists drew their inspiration from the European
literary notions of "universal relationships" and "latent affinities" which they sought to convey through
symbolist imagery (K. Abu Deeb, Al-Jurjdm's theory of
poetic imagery, Warminster, Wilts. 1979, 124-6;
Jayyusi, op. cit., 478-81), they seem to have neglected
the fact that similar approaches to creative process had
already been maintained, albeit spontaneously and
unconsciously, by their Muslim predecessors, namely, Ibn al-Farid, Djalal al-DTn Rumi and many other
mediaeval Sufi poets, who communicated their nonrational and intuitive perception of being by having
recourse to elaborate symbols and allegories (see e.g.
Ibn al-Farid's masterful use of wine symbolism to
convey his mystical vision of reality, Ibn al-Faric],
Diwan, Beirut 1962, 140-3). Sufi imagery and symbols
were more readily adopted by the less Westernised
poets and prose writers, who, being well versed in the
Islamic turdth,, succeeded in creating original works in
which Islamic and Western influences were inextricably intertwined (see, e.g. Nadjlb Mahfuz,
Adunls, Muzaffar al-Nawwab, Djamal al-Ghltanl.
etc.). On the other hand, some symbols, which
became particularly popular with the modern Arab
poets (e.g. the sea, the rain, the wind etc.), have suffered from over-use and have gradually developed into mere conventions devoid of any poetic originality
(Jayyusi, op. cit., 710).
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RAN jsee NAZIM HIKMET].
RANA
SANGA
(reigned
915-35/1509-28),
Radjput ruler of the kingdom of Mewaf [q.v.] on
the borders of Radjasthan and Malwa, with his
capital at Citawf. He was a strenuous opponent of the
Muslim rulers of northern and western India in the
years before Babur's establishment of the Mughal empire, and under him, Mewaf became a major power
in India.
In the first 15 years of his reign, he made firm his
power within Mewaf and strengthened his position
vis-a-vis his Muslim neighbours. The reaction of the
ruler of Malwa, Mahmud II KhaldjI, against the
ascendancy of his Radjput wazir MedinI RaDI [9.0.],
led in 923/1517 to Mahmud's seeking military
assistance from Muzaffar II of Gudjarat [?.*>•],
whereupon MedinI Ra5T in Mandu sought in turn the
aid of Rana Sanga. In 925/1519 the latter decisively
defeated Mahmud, capturing him and only releasing
him the next year on payment of a war indemnity and
the provision of hostages at the Mewaf court, and in
the next year Rana Sanga successfully repelled an attack by the forces of Gudjarat under Muzaffar's
general Malik Ayaz [9.0.].
He was, however, disposed to make peace because
of his ambitions on the Dihll Sultanate [q.v.] itself
(after 923/1517 under the rule of Ibrahim Lodl [see
LODIS]). A Lodl invasion of Mewaf was repelled, in
part because of the temporary treachery of Ibrahim's
Afghan commander Husayn Khan Farmull, and the
power of Mewaf was extended into Malwa as far as
Kalpi [q.v.] on the Djamna river. Rana Sanga now
proposed to the Mughal Babur [q. v. ] a concerted attack on Ibrahim Lodl. Babur accordingly defeated
Ibrahim at the first battle of Panlpat [q.v.] in
932/1526, but was now obviously aiming at
establishing a kingdom in northern India for himself.
Rana Sanga secured in effect control over Gudjarat,
but at the battle of Khanu^a near Fathpur Slkrl in
933/1527 the numerically superior Radjput army was
completely routed by Babur. Rana Sanga himself died
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a year later at the age of 46 and with him, Mewaf lost
its power as an independent kingdom.
Bibliography. R.C. Majumdar (ed.), The history
and culture of the Indian people. The Delhi Sultanate,
Bombay 1960, 167-9, 183, 328, 339-47; G.N. Sharma, in M. Habib and K.A. Nizami (eds.), A comprehensive history of India, v. The Delhi Sultanate, New
Delhi 1970, 797-802; and see the Bibls. to MEDINI
RA3! and MEWAR.
(Eo.)
RANGIN, the takhallus of several Indian
poets. The Riydd al-wifdk of Dhu '1-Fikar CAJI,
biographies of Indian poets who wrote in Persian, and
the Tadhkira of Yusuf cAlf Khan (analysed by
Sprenger, A catalogue of the Arabic, Persian and Hindustan
mss... of the King of Oudh, i, 168, 280) mention five of
them. The first, a native of Kashmir, lived in Dihll in
the reign of Muhammad Shah (1719-48): his ghazals
were sung by the dancing-girls.—The most
celebrated, however, was Sa c adat Yar Khan of
Dihll. His father, Tahmasp Beg Khan Turanl, came
to India with Nadir Shah and settled in DihlT where
he attained the rank of haft-hazdn and the title of
Muhkim al-Dawla. In his turn, Sacadat Yar Khan
entered the service of Mfrza Sulayman Shikuh, son of
the emperor Shah cAlam II, who lived in Lucknow.
He was a good horseman and able soldier; for a time
he commanded a part of the artillery of the Nizam of
Haydarabad, but he gave up this post to go into
business. He was in his youth a friend of the poet
Insha3 [q. v.] in Lucknow; a pupil of the poet Muhammad Hatim of Dihli(cf. Ram Babu Saksena, A history
of Urdu literature, 48; Sprenger, op. cit., 235), he afterwards submitted all his verses to the criticism of
Nithar (cf. Sprenger, 273), then of Mushaff [q.v.]
(Saksena, 90); he died in 1251/1835 aged eighty (or a
year later; cf. Garcin de Tassy).—The following are
his works in Urdu: Mathnawi dilpazir, a poem of
romantic adventures (1213/1798); Idjad-i Rangm, a
mathnawi of fables and anecdotes (Lucknow 1847,
1870); another mathnawi of anecdotes: Mazhar al^adja^ib or Ghard^ib al-mash^ur (lith. Agra and
Lucknow); four diwdns collectively known as Now
ratah (''the Nine Jewels"), the two first lyrical, the
third humorous and partly in rekhti (language peculiar
to women), the fourth in this same language with a
preface by Rangm explaining the principal words (on
the development of rekhti and Rangm's skill in this
licentious genre (see URDU, and Saksena, op. cit., 94);
in prose a treatise on horsemanship (Faras-ndmd,
1210/1775, several times edited) and a collection of
critical observations on a number of poets, entitled
Madjalis-i Rangm. In Persian (if the work is really his;
cf. Sprenger, op. cit., 54, no. 462), Rangm under the
title Mihr u-mdh, sang of the adventure of a son of a
sayyidand of a daughter of a jeweller, based on an incident that occurred in Dihli in the reign of Djahanglr
(cf. GrIPh, ii, 254).
Bibliography: In addition to the references in
the text, see Garcin de Tassy, Litt. hindouie et
hindoustanie2, \, 45, ii, 2; Pertsch, Die HandschriftenVerzeichnisse der Konigl. Bibl. zu Berlin, iv, index,
1157; Blumhardt, Cat. of the
Hindustani mss. in
the British Museum, no. 74.
(H. MASSE)
RANGOON, a city of the Pegu district of Burma
and the country's capital, situated on the Rangoon
(Hlaing) River (lat. 16° 47' N., 96° 10' E.). It was
developed as a port in the mid-18th century by the
founder of the last dynasty of Burmese kings, with a
British trading factory soon established there and with
flourishing groups of Parsee, Armenian and Muslim
merchants. In 1852, during the Second AngloBurmese War, it passed definitively under British
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control, and Rangoon became a more modern city,
and also, through immigration, largely Indian in
composition. These last included Muslims, who in
1931 comprised 17% of the city's population. But the
Indian and European population was reduced by the
Japanese occupation of 1941-5, and after Burma's opting for independence in 1948, the Indian and
Muslim element in Rangoon was reduced still further
by the policies of governments hostile to non-Burmese
in general and Muslims in particular (for these in Burma, see ARAKAN, BURMA, MERcui). Today, 90% of
Rangoon is Burmese, with Muslims only a small part
of the remaining 10%.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India"1, xxi, 21321; M. Yegen, The Muslims of Burma, a study of a
minority group, Wiesbaden 1972; idem, The Muslims
of Burma, in R. Israeli (ed.), The crescent in the East,
Islam in Asia Major, London 1982, 102-39. (Eo.)
AL-RANIRI [see INDONESIA, vij.
RANK (P.), literally "colour, dye", a term used in
mediaeval Arabic sources primarily to designate the
emblems and insignia of amirs and sultans in
Egypt, Syria, and al-DjazIra. Mamluk historians occasionally also use it as a generic term for emblem in
general, such as the ranks of merchants' guilds (alKalkashandl, Subh al-acshd, Cairo 1913-18, v, 207),
those of Bedouin chieftains in Tunisia (Ibn Shaddad,
Ta\ikhal-Malihal-Zdhir, Wiesbaden 1983, 196), and,
oddly, the rank of Kassam, a Damascene rebel under
the Fatimids who lived even before the word was in
common use (Ibn al-Dawadan, al-Durra al-mudiyya f i
akhbdr al-dawla al-Fdtimiyya, Cairo 1961, 195, 210).
There is no indication otherwise that the term, or the
practice of having ranks, was known beyond the
historic or geographic limits of the Ayyubid and
Mamluk states.
From the Ayyubid period there are a number of
references to ranks (Ibn Taghrfbirdf, al-Manhal al-sdfi,
Cairo 1988, v, 296; Ibn al-Dawadan, al-Durra aldhakiyyafi akhbdr al-dawla al-turkiyya, Cairo 1971, 56-7)
but no corresponding, conclusive material to show
how they looked. The fleur-de-lis associated with Nur
al-Dm Mahmud b. Zangl (541-70/1146-74 [q.v.]},
and the truncated bicephalic eagle in the Cairo
Citadel attributed to Salah al-Dln (Saladin) are no
longer accepted as ranks (L. Mayer, Saracenic heraldry,
Oxford 1938, 152, 195; M. Meinecke, Zur
mamlukischen Heraldik, in Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archdologischen Instituts Abteilung Kairo, xxviii [1972] 21516). The earliest firmly established rank is the feline
motif of al-Zahir Baybars (658-76/1260-77 [q.v.]},
many more or less identical examples of which are attested on buildings, coins, and other objects. From
Baybars's time until the end of the Mamluk period,
ranks were adopted by sultans, amirs, and perhaps
other high officials. They were carved on buildings,
painted on glass, wood, and pottery, engraved on
metalwork, struck on coins, and embroidered or dyed
on textiles. But the profusion of material evidence is
not matched by contemporary textual testimony.
Mayer counted less than fifty references in the sources
he knew. Today, we have perhaps seventy. This
paucity of historical information led early studies to
consider ranks in terms of European heraldry, but
most authors today caution against doing this and try
to study ranks on their own terms.
Mamluk ranks come in different shapes and forms.
They may be monochromatic or multicolored, freestanding or enclosed in round, pointed, or polygonal
shields. They first appeared as single-element
emblems. Horizontal strips, called shatfa in the
sources, were introduced to the shields in the early
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14th century, and, in the 15th and early 16th centuries, ranks developed into composite shields with
three fields, each containing one sign or more. Some
rare ranks may be termed representative, such as the
felines of Baybars, which may have implied power
and courage or illustrated his own name bay bars,
meaning "chief panther" in Kipcak Turkish. Others

are denotative, displaying the attribute of the office
held by the amir, such as Kawsun (d. 743/1342) who
started his career as a cupbearer (sdki) and who carried a rank showing a cup. Still others combine more
than one sign of office, or a sign and an image, such
as the rank of Tukuztamur (d. 746/1345) which includes an eagle over a cup.

Fig. 1. Examples of single-element ranks: a) rank of dawadar (secretary); b) rank of saki (cupbearer);
c) rank of ajamdar (wardrobe master). (Drawing Nasser Rabbat 1993).

Fig. 2. Examples of composite ranks. (Drawing Nasser Rabbat 1993).
Initially, the sultan assigned ranks to his newly appointed amirs as symbols of their positions at court
(Ibn Taghribirdi, op. cit., vii, 4). Thus, for instance,
the rank of a dawadar (secretary) [q. v.] was a pen box
or an inkwell, and that of a ajamdar (wardrobe master)
[q.v.] was a lozenge. This practice may have been inherited from earlier Islamic rulers, notably the
Khwarazm-Shah Muhammad b. Tekish (596-

617/1200-20), who is said to have honoured his close
pages with emblems (designated by the Arabic term
'•alamo) representing their offices (Abu 'l-Fida°, Kitdb
al-Mukhtasar Ji akhbdr al-bashar, Beirut 1979, vi, 49).
Amirs usually held their ranks for their entire careers,
whether or not they subsequently held other offices.
Midway in the Mamluk period, ranks appear to have
become the choice of the individual amir, irrespective

Fig. 3. Line drawing of the feline rank of Baybars (658-76/1260-77) as it appears on a recently-uncovered tower
at the Citadel of Cairo. (Drawing Nasser Rabbat 1993).
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of the insignia associated with his original office (alKalkashandl, Subh, iv, 61-2). Later still, ranks became
composite, each containing a number of elements
from a fixed repertoire disposed in three strips. Mayer
noted that the composite ranks of a group of amirs who
were mamluks of a given sultan exhibited the same arrangement (Saracenic heraldry, 29-33). They appear to
have differed chiefly in the attribute of the position
held by each individual which was inserted somewhere in his own rank. This may mean that ranks had
by then become an indication of an affiliation with a
royal household in addition to being a sign of office
(see Meinecke, 258-78). Furthermore, additions to
ranks appear to have been made as the amir ascended
up the Mamluk hierarchy. Yashbak Min Mahdl aldawadar added a lion (sabuc) to his rank in 885/1480
before he led a campaign to Anatolia (Ibn lyas,
BaddV al-zuhur fi wakaV al-duhur, Cairo 1982-84, ii,
127).
Ranks of sultans were different from those of amirs.
Round, tripartite shields with the name, title, and a
short motto inscribed on one, two, or all three strips
became the norm in sultans' ranks from the beginning
of the 14th century. But they were not exclusively
utilised, especially in the Burdji period (784-922/13821517) when most sultans were former amirs with
denotative ranks, which they sometimes displayed
alongside their inscribed shields.
Very little is known about the significance of ranks
in Mamluk society. Like European nobility, sultans
and amirs seem to have used their ranks both as
decipherable codes and as signatures displayed on
their buildings and objects or on those they wanted to
claim as their own (Ibn Taghribirdi, op. cit., xiii,
199). But, unlike coats-of-arms in Europe, ranks do
not seem to have carried any heraldic potential. In
rare instances, sons of amirs who became amirs themselves inherited their fathers' ranks. But even then,
these individuals did not acquire the offices or
privileges that had originally pertained to their
fathers' ranks, perhaps because of the peculiar structure of the Mamluk ruling class whose members passed their power to recruited mamluks rather than to
their own sons [see MAMLUK]. This apparent absence
of a hereditary mechanism may have been the major
reason why the institution of rank died out after the fall
of the Mamluks and the coming of the Ottomans in
922/1517.
Bibliography. In addition to the works cited in
the text, see Meinecke, Die Bedeutung der
mamlukischen Heraldik fur die Kunstgeschichte, in
ZDMG (1974), Suppl. II. XVIII Deutscher Orientalistentag, Vortrage, 213-40; W. Leaf and S.
Purcell, Heraldic symbols, Islamic insignia and Western
heraldry, London 1986; Estelle Whelan, Representations of the Khassakiyah and the origins of Mamluk
emblems, in Content and context of visual arts in the
Islamic world, Philadelphia 1988, 219-43.
(NASSER RABBAT)
RAPAK (Javanese; A. raf) is a technical term used
among the Javanese, in this one case only, for the
charge made by the wife, at the court for matters of
religion, that the husband has not fulfilled the obligations which he took upon himself at the ta^lih of taldk
or divorce [see TALAK]. These obligations are of a
varied and changing nature. Among the conditions
the following always occurs: "If the man has been absent a certain time on land or (longer) over seas" i.e.
without having transmitted nafaka, i.e. payment for
maintenance to his wife. A clause that is never omitted is the following: "If the wife is not content with
this." She is therefore at liberty to be quite satisfied
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with the husband's non-fulfilment of his vows, without taking steps for a divorce. The work of the court
is only to ascertain the fulfilment of the condition and
the arising of taldk. As always, the taldk is still entered
in a register. It is evident that this procedure
guarantees the integrity of the law otherwise endangered.
Bibliography: C. Snouck Hurgronje, DeAtjehers,
Batavia 1893, i, 382; Th.W. Juynboll, Handleiding
tot de kennis van de Moh. wet, Leiden 1925, 210.
(R.A. KERN)
RA3S (A. pi. ru^us/ar^us), "head", in geography the
common word for "cape" (cf. Latin caput —• cape),
but it is also used with the meaning of "headland,
p r o m o n t o r y " . The Musandam Peninsula in
c
Uman is sometimes called RaDs Musandam, while
the small territory occupying the northern tip of the
Peninsula is called Ru D us al-Djibal "the Mountain
tops". RaDs Tannura [ q . v . } , the terminal of pipelines
in eastern Saudi Arabia, derives its name from the tip
of a small peninsula, at which the modern port is
situated. In the name RaDs al-Khayma [q.v.] "Tent
Point", the word ra^s is not geographical, but refers to
a large tent formerly used as a navigational device.
(ED.)

RA'S AL- C AM (A.) m e a n s New Y e a r ' s Day, lit.
"beginning of the year", i.e. 1 al-Muharram. For the
difference with Ra^s al-sana, see Lane, Lexicon, s.v.
c
am. Sunni Muslim law does not prescribe any particular celebration for the first month of the year, except that a voluntary fast-day is recommended on the
tenth [see C ASHURA D ]. However, the first ten days of
the month are considered as particularly blessed
(Lane, Manners and customs, chs. ix, xxiv). The Shi^a
know several celebrations during this month [see
MUHARRAM; TA C ZIYA]. In most Islamic countries, New
Year's Day has long been indicated by the Persian
word Nawruz [ q . v . ] , Arabic variant Nayruz. (Eo.)
RA'S AL- C AYN or C AYN WARDA, Syriac Resh
c
Ayna, a town of classical and mediaeval Islamic
times of al-Djazira, deriving its name ("springhead") from the famed springs of the locality (see
below). It is situated on the Greater Khabur [q.v.] affluent of the Euphrates in lat. 36° 50 ' N. and long.
40° 02' E. It is now little more than a village straddling the modern border between Syria and Turkey,
with the Syrian settlement still known as RaDs al-cAyn
and the Turkish one as Resiilayn or Ceylanpinar.
In classical times it was known as ResainaTheodosiopolis,
receiving from the Emperor
Theodosius I (379-95) urban rights and its latter
name, one also borne by the Armenian town of Karin
(Erzurum [q. v . ] ) , probably from the time of
Theodosius II (408-50), so that it is sometimes difficult in the sources to Distinguish which one is meant.
The Persian general Adharmahan twice (in 578 and
580) destroyed Resh c Ayna, according to Michael
Syrus, and in the reign of the Emperor Phocas the
Persians captured the rebuilt town.
In 19/640 clyad b. Ghanm, after the subjection of
Osrhoene, marched against the province of
Mesopotamia and by c Umar's orders sent c Umayr b.
Sacd against the town of c Ayn Warda or Ra3s al-cAyn,
which was besieged and stormed by him (alBaladhurl, ed. de Goeje, 175-7). When a portion of
the people of the town abandoned it, the Muslims
confiscated their property. Among the rebels who rose
against the caliph cAbd al-Malik in ca. 700 was
c
Umayr b. Hubab of RaDs al-cAyn (Abu '1-Faradj,
Kitdb al-Agham, Bulak, xx, 127; Ibn al-Athlr, iv, 2545; Mich. Syr., ii, 469; Barhebraeus, Chron. syr., ed.
Bedjan, 111). In the reign of al-MaDmun, Hubayb
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PLATE XXIX

Feline rank from the entrance of Khan al-Wazir, Aleppo (1682).

Composite rank on the metal sheathing of the entrance to the Khan of Khayir Bek, Aleppo (1516).
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took the town in 1125Sel. (A.D. 814) (Mich. Syr., iii,
27; Barhebraeus, op. cit., 137). The Jacobite patriarch
Yohannan III died on 3 December 873 in Resh cAyna
(Mich. Syr., iii, 116; Barhebraeus, Chron. eccles., ed.
Abbeloos-Lamy, i, Lyons 1872, col. 387). After their
campaign against Dara and Naslbfn (A.D. 942) the
Byzantines in 943 took Ra3s al-cAyn, plundered it and
carried off many prisoners (Ibn al-Athfr, viii, 312). A
man from Ra3s al-cAyn, Ahmad b. Husayn Asfar
Taghlib, called al-Asfar, disguised as a dervish, in
395/1005 with a body of Arabs made a raid into
Byzantine territory as far as Shayzar and Mahruya
near Antakiya but was driven back by the Patricius
Blghas. The governor Nicephorus Uranus in the
following year undertook a punitive expedition to the
region of Sarudj, defeated the Banu Numayr and
Kilab and had al-Asfar thrown into prison by Lu D lu D ,
lord of Aleppo in 397/1007 (Yahya b. Sacid al-Antakl,
in Patrol. Orient., xxiii, 1932, 466-7; Georg. Kedren.Skylitz., Bonn, ii, 454, 8; Barhebraeus, Chron. syr.,
ed. Bedjan, 229). In ca. 523/1129 the Franks were
lords of the_ whole of Syria and Diyar Mudar and
threatened Amid, NasIbTn and Ra3s al-cAyn. The latter was taken by Joscelin and a large part of the Arab
population killed and the remainder taken prisoners
(Mich. Syr., iii, 228; Barhebr., Chron. syr., ed. Bedjan, 289). But the Franks cannot have held the town
for very long.
Sayf al-Dm of Mawsil and c lzz al-Dm Mascud of
Aleppo in 570/1174-5 attacked Salah al-Dm and
besieged Ra^s al- c Ayn, but were soon afterwards
defeated by him at Kurun Hama. In 581/1185-6
Salah al-Dfn crossed the Euphrates and marched via
al-Ruha°, Ra3s al-cAyn and Dara to Balad on the
Tigris. His son al-Afdal in 597/1200-1 received from
al-cAdil the towns of Sumaysat, Sarudj, Ra3s al-cAyn
and Djumlin; when he then marched on Damascus,
Nur al-Dm of Mawsil and Kutb al-Dln Muhammad
of Sindjar again took DjazTra from him, but fell ill at
Ra-'s al-cAyn in the heat of summer and concluded
peace again. In 599/1202-3 al-cAdil took from alAfdal the towns of Sarudj, RaDs al-cAyn and Djumlin
(other fortresses also are mentioned). When the Kurdj
[q.v.] (Georgians), who had advanced as far as Khilat
in 606/1209-10, learned that al-cAdil had reached
Ra D s al-cAyn on his way against them, they withdrew
(Kamal al-Dm, tr. Blochet, in ROL, v, 46). Al-Malik
al-Ashraf, who had defeated Ibn al-Mashtub in
616/1219-20 forgave him for rebelling and gave him
Ra3s al-cAyn as a fief (Kamal al-Dm, op. cit., 61; according to Barhebraeus, Chron. syr., 439, however,
Ibn al-Mashtub died in prison in Harran).
Salah al-Dm's nephew al-Ashraf in 617/1220-1 was
fighting against the lord of Mardfn. The lord of Amid
made peace between them, when Ra^s al- c Ayn was
ceded to al-Ashraf, al-Muwazzar and the district of
Shabakhtan [q. v.} (around Dunaysir) to the lord of
Amid. In exchange for Damascus, al-Ashraf, in
626/1229 gave his brother al-Kamil the towns of alRuha°, Harran, al-Rakka, Sarudj, Ra3s al- c Ayn,
Muwazzar and DjumlTn (Kamal al-Dm, in ROL, v,
77; Barhebraeus, Chron. syr., 458) who occupied them
in 634/1236-7 (Kamal al-Dm, op. cit., 92). After the
defeat of the Kh w arazmians at Djabal Djalahman
near al-Ruha 3 , the army of Aleppo in 638/1240-1 took
Harran, al-Ruha 3 , Ra3s al- c Ayn, Djumlm, alMuwazzar, al-Rakka and the district belonging to it
(Kamal al-Dm, in 'ROL, vi, 12). But in 639/1241-2 the
Kh w arazmians, who had made an alliance with alMalik al-Muzaffar of Mayyafarikfn, returned to RaDs
al- c Ayn, where the inhabitants and the garrison, including a number of Prankish archers and

crossbowmen, offered resistance. An arrangement
was made by which they were admitted to the town by
the inhabitants, whose lives were promised them, and
captured the garrison. When al-Malik al-Mansur had
returned to Harran and al-Muzaffar had retired to
Mayyafarikfn with the Khwarazmians, they sent their
prisoners back (Kamal al-Dln, in ROL, vi, 14). In the
same year also, the Mongols came to Ra3s al-cAyn
(ibid., 15). When the Khwarazmians and Turkmens
raided al-Djazfra, the army of Aleppo under the amir
Djamal al-Dawla in Djumada II 640/1242-3 went out
against them, and the two armies encamped opposite
one another near Ra3s al-cAyn. The Khwarazmians
combined with the lord of Mardin, and finally a peace
was made by which Ra3s al-cAyn was given to the Artukid ruler of Mardfn (Kama! al-Dm, in ROL, vi, 19).
In a Muslim cemetery in the north of Ra3s al-cAyn,
M. von Oppenheim found an inscription of the year
717/1317-18. The Syrian chroniclers mention Resh
c
Ayna as a Jacobite bishopric (11 bishops between 793
and 1199 are given in Mich. Syr., iii, 502) in which
a synod was held in 684 (Barhebraeus, Chron. ecd., \,
287). Towards the end of the 8th/14th century the
town was sacked by Tlmur.
Ra3s al-cAyn is built at a spot where a number of
copious, in part sulphurous, springs burst forth,
which form the real "main source" of the Khabur (alDimashki, ed. Mehren, 191). The Wadf al-Djirdjib,
which has not much water in it and starts further
north in the region of Wiranshehir, and which may be
regarded as the upper course of the Khabur, only after
receiving the waters from the springs of RaDs al-cAyn
becomes a regular river, known from that point as the
Khabur. According to M. von Oppenheim (cf. his
map in Petermanns Mitteil. [1911], ii, pi. 18), the
springs at Ra D s al-cAyn are cAyn al-Husan, cAyn alKebrft and cAyn al-Zarka°; according to Taylor
(JRAS, xxxviii, 349 n.), c Ayn al-Bayda° and cAyn alHasan are the most important; he also gives the
names of 10 springs in the north-east and 5 in the
south of the new town. The Arab geographers talk of
360, i.e. a very large number of springs, the abundance of water from which makes the vicinity of the
town a blooming garden. One of these springs, cAyn
al-Zahiriyya, was said to be bottomless. According to
Ibn Hawkal, RaDs al-cAyn was a fortified town with
many gardens and mills; at the principal spring there
was according to al-Mukaddasf a lake as clear as
crystal. Ibn Rusta (106) mentions Ra3s al-cAyn,
Karklsiya, and al-Rakka as districts of al-DjazIra. Ibn
Djubayr in 580/1184-5 saw two Friday mosques,
schools and baths in RaDs al-cAyn on the bank of the
Khabur. According to Hamd Allah MustawfT
(8th/14th century), the walls had a circumference of
5,000 paces; among the rich products of RaDs al-cAyn
he mentions cotton, corn and grapes. The historical
romance Futuh Diydr Rabija wa-Diydr Bakr (10th/16th
century?) wrongly ascribed to al-Wakidf, which contains much valuable geographical information, mentions at Ra3s al-cAyn a plain of Muthakkab and a
Mardj a!-Tir (var. al-Dayr); it also mentions a
Nestorian church in the town and several gates (in the
translation by B.G. Niebuhr and A.D. Mordtmann,
in Schriften der Akad. von Hamburg, i, part iii, Hamburg
1847, 76, 87. The "gate of Istacherum" in the east
and the "Mukthaius or gate of Chabur" are not
precisely located.
At Ra3s al-cAyn were the Jacobite monasteries of
Beth Tirai and Spequlos (speculae; Ps.-Zacharias
Rhet., viii, 4, tr. Ahrens-Kriiger, 157, 2; so also for
Asphulos in Mich. Syr., iii, 50, 65, cf. ii, 513, n. 6;
Saphylos in Mich. Syr., iii, 121, 449, 462;
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Barhebraeus, Chron. eccl., ed. Abbeloos-Lamy, i, 2812; Sophiclis, ibid., 397-8, probably so to be read
throughout).
A little to the southwest of Ra3s al-cAyn on the right
bank of the Khabur is the great mound of ruins, Tell
Halaf, where M. von Oppenheim excavated the ancient palace of Kapara (see Bibl.}.
Bibliography: The Arab geographers and
historians and Syriac chroniclers already mentioned; also Khwarazmf, Kitdb Surat al-ard, ed. von
Mzik, in Bibl. arab. Hist. u. Geogr., iii, Leipzig 1926,
21 (no. 296); Suhrab, ^Adja^ib al-akdlim, ed. von
Mzik, in ibid., v, 1930, 29 (no. 256) Hudud al-^dlam,
tr. Minorsky, 141, § 34.7; on Resaina in Antiquity:
Weissbach, in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. Resaina, i, A,
cols. 618-19; s.v. Theodosiopolis, no. 1, vol. v, A,
cols. 1922-3; Assemani, Dissert, de monophysit., in
BO, ii, 9; Carsten Niebuhr, Reisebeschreibung nach
Arabien u.a. umliegenden Ldndern, ii, Copenhagen
1778, 390; K. Ritter, Erdkunde, xi, 375 ff.; Taylor,
inJRGS(l868), xxxviii, 346-53; G. Le Strange, The
lands of the Eastern Caliphate, Cambridge 1905, 87,
95-6, 125; V. Chapot, La frontiere de I'Euphrate de
Pompee a la conquete arabe, Paris 1907, 302-3; M. von
Oppenheim, in ZG Erdk. Berl., xxxvi (1901), 88;
idem, Der Tell Halaf und die verschleierte Gottin, in Der
Alte Orient, year X, fasc. 1, Leipzig 1908, 10-11;
idem, Der Tell Halaf, eine neue Kultur im dltesten
Mesopotamien, Leipzig 1931, 69-70 (cf. also index,
274, under Ra3s al-cAyn); A. Poidebard, La trace de
Rome dans le desert de Syne, Paris 1934, 130, 151-2,
158, 164; M. Canard, Hist, de la dynastie des H'amdanides, 97-8.
(E. HONIGMANN*)
RA5S AL-KHAYMA (officially Ras-al-Khaimah), a
constituent Amirate of the United Arab Emirates
federation
[see AL-IMARAT AL- C ARABIYYA ALMUTTAHIDA in Suppl.], to which it acceded in
February 1972. It is also the name of the capital of the
Amirate. The town seems to take its name from a configuration of hills on the coast which, seen from
seaward, suggest the profile of the pole ridge of a
nomad tent. The name is known to Portuguese
geographers by the 16th century, but it is not until the
18th century that Ra3s al-Khayma supplants its
predecessor, Djulfar, whose deserted tells lie immediately north of the suburbs of the town. The
capital of the Amirate is divided into several major
areas, of which the oldest is the old town, where the
fort of the Al Kasimf rulers is situated. It has a good
port as a result of dredging. There is also an airport.
The Amirate is ruled by the Al Kasimf, members of
the Hawala Arab tribe, who, according to their tradition, originate in clrak. The present Amirate constitutes the remains of very much larger Al Kasimf
territories which once encompassed most of the
c
Uman peninsula, as well as places on the Persian
coast opposite. The borders of the present Amirate are
complex and, at certain points, they are subject to
dispute. The main Ra3s al-Khayma territory lies in
the far north of the U.A.E., principally bordered by
the neighbouring Amirates of Umm al-Kuwayn and
Fudjayra. In the north, it borders the Sultanate of
c
Uman's territory on the Musandam Peninsula.
There is also a large enclave of RaDs al-Khayma territory further south, centring on Huwaylat and Wadf
al-Kawr, bordering the Amirate of Fudjayra, and the
eastern enclaves of the Amirates of al-Sharika (i.e.
Sharjah) and c Adjman, and the Sultanate of c Uman.
Ra5s al-Khayma also formerly held two Gulf islands
known as the Tunbs until they were seized by Iranian
forces on 30 November 1971.
The indigenous population of the Amirate is Arab
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and Sunnl, with marked Wahhabi sentiments since
the late 18th century. The inhabitants of the mountains are §hihuh, who continue into the cUmanf territory of Musandam. There is also a nomadic element
to the population. Migrant workers including Indians, Pakistanis and Persian Baluc have settled in the
Amirate in recent years.
The main coastal settlement in the past was the port
of Djulfar, before it gave way to Ra3s al-Khayma
town. Other coastal settlements which belong to the
Amirate include Shacm, al-Rams and Djazfrat alHamra5. Between the coastal strip and the Djabal
Hadjar highlands there is a belt of agricultural land irrigated by rainfall, wells and afldd^. The Shihuh farm
small plots of land on the top of the Djabal Hadjar
chain.
The Amirate preserves a large number of archaeological sites testifying to settlement in ancient
times, especially during the Bronze and Iron Age:
there are numerous tombs associated with the 3rd-1st
millennium in northern Ra5s al-Khayma, on the
Daya plain and around Shimal. There are also early
sites further south at al-Khatt and along the course of
Wadf al-Kawr in southern Ra^s al-Khayma. Ceramic
finds suggest activity in the 3rd century A.D. on
Djazfrat al-Hulayla on the coast, north of al-Rams.
The main town for much of the Islamic period was
Djulfar. In its broadest application, the place-name
Djulfar seems to have related to successive settlements
between Ra^s al-Khayma town in the south and the
Djazfrat al-Hulayla area in the north. Indeed, it now
seems likely that before Islam and in the early Islamic
period, Djulfar was centred on al-Hulayla. The name
of Djulfar is mentioned in context of the early Islamic
sea-borne expeditions against Persia when c Uthman
b. al-cAs in ca. 16/637 sailed with a force from Djulfar.
Umayyad and cAbbasid caliphs repeatedly used
Djulfar to disembark armies engaged in campaigns
against the Ibadf community of c Uman. This reflects
the fact that Djulfar's harbour was the finest in the
lower Gulf. In the 4th/10th century, al-Mukaddasf,
70-1, numbered Djulfar among the kasabas of c Uman
and on an equivalent level with Maskat, Suhar and
Nizwa [q. vv. ].
Around the 7th/14th century the centre of Djulfar
shifted to the area of tells known as al-Mataf and alNudud on the northern edge of modern RaDs alKhayma town. The port was engaged in pearl fishing
and commerce with China and south-east Asia, as
well as India; imported Chinese porcelain and celadon
found in quantity at the site bear witness to this trade.
By the 7th/14th century, Djulfar was under the
jurisdiction of the sultans of Hurmuz [ q . v . ] , whose
coinage it used, and when Hurmuz passed under Portuguese control, they established a garrison at Djulfar.
The Portuguese remained in control of the coast until
1043/1633 when they were finally driven out by the
c
Umanf Imam, Nasir b. Murshid al-Yacariba.
Thereafter, Djulfar declined, possibly because of the
silting channels into the port, and the town of Ra3s alKhayma to the south increasingly supplanted Djulfar.
The Persian ruler Nadir Shah [q. v.} sent a force
through Djulfar in 1149/1737 to occupy much of
c
Uman, establishing garrisons at a number of places,
including Djulfar and al-Khatt (in the Amirate of
Ra3s al-Khayma today). The Persians were finally expelled in 1157/1744. During the latter part of the
1^2th/18th century, Ra3s al-Khayma passed under the
Al Kasimf shaykhs, of the Hawala Arab tribe, which
has elements on both the Arab and the Persian coasts.
The Al Kasimf have continued to rule Ra3s alKhayma until the present time. In the framework of
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the traditional cUmanI factions, they espouse the
GhifarT cause as opposed to the HinawT.
The Al Kasimi shayjchs adopted Wahhabism under
the influence of the Al Sucud, with whom they still
maintain good relations. As a sea-borne power, they
engaged in piracy in the Gulf in the latter years of the
18th and the early 19th century, challenging East India Company shipping and the British Navy. In
1224/1809 British and Indian forces from Bombay attacked Ra-'s al-Khayma to suppress the "Joasmee"
(Kawasimi) forces. These operations were repeated in
1234/1819, which led to the reduction of the Al
Kasimi and the demolition of their fortresses, the
destruction of their fleet and a brief British occupation
of RaDs al-Khayma. A General Treaty between the
British and the Al Kasimi was signed at al-Falaya near
to Ra5s al-Khayma town in 1235/1820, aimed at suppressing piracy in the Gulf: it was to this treaty that
other shaykhs along the coast acceded, creating the
foundation of the Trucial c Uman states. The Treaty
was finally reinforced by The Perpetual Maritime
Truce of 1853 which set the framework of relations between the various shaykhdoms and the British until
1971. Ra-'s al-Khayma underwent a period of decline
with its power sharply reduced by the British attack.
The main political concern of the Al Kasimi during
the following years was to prevent incursions on their
territory_by cUman and by the Band Yas of Abu Zabl.
The Al Kasimi ruled their territories from either
Sharjah or Ra5s al-Khayma, but after 1921 the family
territories were conclusively divided and RaDs alKhayma was recognised by the British as an independent Amirate. The British recognition of the Amirate
of Fudjayra in 1952 marked the formal ending of alKasiml control of this part of the east coast of the
c
Uman Peninsula: today the border of RaDs alKhayma with Fudjayra lies at the western edge of the
Djabal Hadjar.
With the ending of the British treaty relationship
with the Trucial States in 1971, Ra3s al-Khayma acceded to the newly created United Arab Emirates on
10th February, 1972. The Ruler of Ra's al-Khayma
since 1948, Shaykh Sakr b. Muhammad al-Kasiml, is
a member of the Supreme Council of the U.A.E. Today, RaDs al-Khayma, lacking oil in any quantity, is
one of the poorer members of the U.A.E. Its major
exports are stone from the Djabal Hadjar and cement,
and its manpower contributes to the federal administration and the armed forces.
Bibliography: Mukaddasi, loc. cit.; Duarte Barbosa, The Book of Duarte Barbosa, ed. M.L. Dames,
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(North), Wiesbaden 1983; J. Hansman, Julfdr, an
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by the British team at Julfdr, Ras-al-Khaimah, U.A.E.:
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(G.R.D. KING)
RA3S MUSANDAM, a rocky peninsula that lies
at the northernmost point of the promontory that terminates the Djabal Hadjar mountain range, the spine
of the Oman Peninsula. It is attached to the mainland
by the narrow Maklab isthmus. The Peninsula is
deeply indented by creeks, of which the most important are Khawr al-Shamm, Khawr Habalayn and
Khawr Ghubb CA1T. Khawr al-Shamm is known as
Elphinstone Inlet after Mountstuart Elphinstone,
Governor of Bombay when the Court of Directors of
the East India Company initiated a coastal survey of
the western side of the Oman Peninsula, starting in
the neighbourhood of Musandam in 1820. Buckingham comments on the depth of the water in the inlets of Musandam, but also remarks on the area's
dangers as an anchorage and the risks entailed to shipping entering the channels (J.S. Buckingham, Travels
in Assyria, Media and Persia, London 1830, ii, 385-6).
In modern usage, the term "Musandam" encompasses the dramatic cliffs of the mountainous
mainland, properly termed Ru D us al-Djibal (J.G.
Lorimer, "Ruus al Jibal", in Gazetteer of the Persian
Gulf, ^Oman, and Central Arabia, ii/B, 1604-14; S.B.
Miles, The countries and tribes of the Persian Gulf2, 378,
449; A.T. Wilson, The Persian Gulf, London 1959, 3)
and the term also indicates the northernmost territory
of the Sultanate of Oman (cUman).
The term "Musandam" is taken by D.G. Hogarth
(The penetration of Arabia, repr. Beirut 1966, 230) to
mean "Anvil Head". The name is not known to the
Classical or Arabic geographers and it seems to enter
the literature in the Portuguese period, and,
thereafter, the northern tip of the Oman Peninsula
regularly appears as Ra3s Musandam.
Ra-'s Musandam and Ru5us al-Djibal reflect marked geological activity in the late Quaternary. The
highlands are formed of limestones and dolomites,
while sandy gravels form slope deposits and alluvial
fans, a characteristic of the entire Oman Peninsula.
The earliest reference to RaDs Musandam dates to
326 B.C., when Alexander's admiral Nearchos saw it
from the Persian side of the straits of Hurmuz and was
told it was called Maketa. It is further mentioned by
Eratosthenes and Strabo, and possibly by Pliny,
whilst the Periplus of the Erytraean Sea refers to the
mighty range of the Asabon; Miles (op. cit., 10) suggested that Asabon is preserved in the place-name
Khasab, a village on the northern end of the promontory.
Al-Mukaddasi (70-1) refers to a sequence of places
between Maskat and Djulfar, but makes no reference
to the villages of RaDs Musandam that we know today.
Al-Idrisi refers to al-Khayl, al-Djabal or Habal lying
between Maskat and Djulfar (Opus geographicum, ed.
A. Bombaci et alii, Naples-Rome 1972, ii, 162, tr.
Jaubert, i, 157). The reading al-Djabal, if correct, is
an appropriate reference to Djabal Hadjar, RuDus alDjibal and RaDs Musandam.
Evidence of early settlement at RaDs Musandam is
slender, although the accumulation of gravels in the
alluvial fans may mask early archaeological sites. The
earliest evidence of settlement in the region is indicated by a site on Djazlrat al-Ghanam attributed to
the Sasanid period (B. de Cardi, A Sasanian outpost in
northern Oman, in Antiquity, xlvi, no. 184 [1973], 305-
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10; eadem, Archaeological survey in Northern Oman, 1972,
in EW, xxv [1975], 24-6). It included foundations of
rectangular buildings along the foreshore to which a
date after Shapur II had occupied parts of eastern
Arabia has been suggested (early 4th century A.D.),
based on ceramic evidence. Evidence of Sasanid occupation is limited elsewhere in this area and most
ceramics recovered from the Musandam settlements
indicate a 14th to 15th century A.D. date range.
Information increases about RaDs Musandam with
the coming of the Portuguese. A Portuguese fleet is
shown off "Cabo de Mocamdam" in the Livro de
Lizuarte de Abreu ofca. 1564. Khasab (Casapo) is marked in Fernao Vaz Dourado's map drawn at Goa in
1571: Sfbf is indicated in Dourado's map of 1575.
Ruy Freyre de Andrada visited Kumzar and Khasab
in 1620 during the last period of Portuguese dominion. Finding a fort at Khasab, de Andrada reinforced and garrisoned it (C.R. Boxer (ed.), Commentaries
of Ruy Freyre de Andrada, London 1930, 189; Miles,
446; De Cardi, Archaeological survey in Northern Oman,
1972, 28). An inscription in the fort also records
restoration in 1649 by the Portuguese. There are
other Portuguese forts at Lima, at Djazfrat alGhanam and Sffa Maklab, the latter appearing to be
17th century.
From the second half of the 18th century, the Sultan
of Maskat [q. v. ] would collect taxes at Ra3s Musandam on commerce passing through the straits of Hurmuz (Miles, 291). The deep creeks of RaDs Musandam gave cover to Kawasimf pirates [see AL-KAWASIM]
in the early years of the 19th century, and Buckingham describes the use of the Musandam creeks by
pirates with their oar-driven boats sailing out to prey
on shipping. From 1809, East India Company vessels
in alliance with the Sultan of Maskat took up station
off Ra3s Musandam, in order to control the piracy of
the Kawasim (Miles, 314). Colonel Lewis Pelly, the
British Resident in the Gulf, proposed in 1862-3 the
siting of a British station near Khasab from which to
control local disputes and the slave trade.
In 1862-4 a cable was laid for the Indo-European
Telegraph across Ra3s Musandam, running through
Elphinstone Inlet (Khawr al-Shamm) and Malcolm
Inlet (Khawr Habalayn). The cable system remained
in use until 1955 (C.P. Harris, The Persian Gulf submarine telegraph of 1864, in GJ, cxxxv/2 (June 1969],
170-90).
According to Lorimer, the population of Ru D us alDjibal was 13,750 in 1908 (''Oman", in op. at., ii/B,
1411, and "Ruus al-Jibal", 1605). Estimates in 19701 suggested that the population remained much as in
Lorimer's time, but with a greater concentration in
the coastal settlements (A. Coles, in EW, xxx [1975],
16). The majority of the people are Shihuh.
dominating the mountain summits and the coasts
alike, with elements of the much smaller Dhahiriyya
residing at Bukha and Khasab among other places.
Ra3s Musandam has little cultivable lowland, and
the people of Kumzar take their flocks by boat to
Djazfrat al-Ghanam to graze. By contrast, Khasab
and Bukha on the coast of Ru 3 us al-Djibal have somewhat more extensive date groves. Fish, shell fish and
pearling remain part of the economy as they have
since ancient times, when people of this area were
termed Ichthyophagi by the Classical sources.
Isolated and inaccessible farmsteads characterise
the mountains, where the terraced fields depend on
rainfall for irrigation. Various types of distinctive,
stone-built structures have been developed in the
highlands, including the bayt al-kifl, a storage grain
building.
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Politically, RaDs Musandam and Ru 3 us al-Djibal
are under the jurisdiction of the Sultanate of cUman
(Oman), although the southern areas of Ru 3 us alDjibal lie in the Amlrate of Ra3s al-Khayma, while
Dibba is under the joint jurisdiction of c Uman, alFudjayra (Fujairah) and al-Sharika (Sharjah).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): B. de Cardi, with sections by C. VitaFinzi and A. Coles, in EW, xxv (1972), 9-75; L.
Casson, The Periplus Marts Erithraei, Princeton 1989;
P.F.S. Cornelius, The Musandam expedition 1971-72.
Scientific results, in GJ, cxxxix (1973), 400-25; P.M.
Costa (ed.), Musandam, London 1991; N.L. Falcon,
The
Musandam
(Northern
Oman)
expedition
(1971/1972), in GJ, cxxxix (1973), 1-19; C.
Ptolemy, Geography, tr. E.L. Stevenson, with an introd. by J. Fischer, New York 1932; Strabo,
Geography, tr. H.L.Jones, Loeb edn.; B. Thomas,
The Musandam Peninsula and its people the Shihuh, in
Journal of the Royal Central Asian Society, xvi (1929),
71-86; idem, Alarms and excursions in Arabia, Indianapolis 1931; P. Ward, Travels in Oman on the
track of the early explorers, Oleander 1987, 453-77.
(G.R.D. KING)
RA'S (AL-) TANNURA, a cape in eastern Saudi
A r a b i a on the Persian Gulf, in lat. 26° 40' N., 50°
13' E., north of al-Katff [q.v.]. The word tannur occurs in Kurgan, XI, 42, and XXIII, 27, in the story
of Noah, meaning "oven". It also indicates any place
from which water pours forth (Lane, Lexicon, s.v.). In
July 1933 King cAbd al-cAzIz gave the concession for
drilling oil in the eastern part of Saudi Arabia to the
Standard Oil Company of California. The first consignment of Saudi oil was sent away from Ra3s Tannura in 1939. Its refinery is connected by a pipeline
with the Dammam field, about 60 km/37 miles away.
Bibliography: G. de Gaury, Faisal. King of Saudi
Arabia, London 1966; H.I. Anderson, Aramco, the
United States and Saudi Arabia. A study of the dynamics
of foreign oil policy 1933-1950, Princeton 1981; H.
Blume, Saudi-Arabien, Tubingen-Basel 1976, index
s.v.; see also the Bibl. to NAFT. 3.
(Eo.)
RASHA'IDA, kabilat al-Rasha^ida, an Arab and
M u s l i m nomadic people of the eastern Sudan and
Eritrea, which emigrated from the coast of Arabia in
the middle of the 19th century. Installed in the first instance on the sdhil between Sawakin (Suakin) and
c
Akfk, they were forced by the Mahdiyya [q.v.] to
move southwards. Some of them then returned to the
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, so that today they can be
found dispersed along the coast from Port Sudan to
Massawa [see MASAWWA C ] and on the left bank of the
Atbara beyond Kassala. In the Sudan, their number
was estimated in 1922 at one to two thousand and in
1986 at 40,000. They are less numerous in Eritrea.
They herd goats in the more confined areas and,
more often, camels in the wider expanses. The most
northerly group nomadises, for example, along the
axis of the Atbara over 500 km/310 miles. In the wet
season, from the end of June to October, the herds
(from 50 to 70 head) are between Kassal and Goz
Regeb. In the dry season, they go down towards Doka
and the Dinder National Park in order to graze on the
fields of sorghum which have just been watered.
The Rasha°ida have other resources. The camel
rearers of the fringes are carriers and have benefitted
from the Eritrean war up to 1991. Certain of them
sometimes engage in agriculture. One group has even
tried to live by fishing on two of the Dahlak [q.v.]
islands.
They do not ally either with the Cushitic peoples of
whom they are neighbours (Bichari, Hadendowa,
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etc.) nor with other Arabs, and have preserved their
own dialect and traditions. They live in small family
groups (ddr) of two to eight tents, grouped together in
the dry season in an encampment (fang) of 100 to 200
persons who recognise the authority of an ^omda. The
cohesion of the community as a whole is not kept
together by any central authority able to represent
them vis-a-vis the political authorities.
The men wear a long shirt over trousers with wide
legs, have on their heads a voluminous turban and
never move anywhere without a long whip. The
womenfolk wear long black robes and a veil of material and leather decorated with embroidery in which
two square holes are made for the eyes. Among the
young girls, the veil, decorated with cowrie shells,
hides only the nose and mouth.
Bibliography: W. Young, The effect of labour
migration on relations of exchange amongst the Rashaayda
Bedouin of Sudan, in Revue europeenne des migrations internationales, ii/1 (1986), 121-36; idem, The Days of
Joy: a structuralist analysis of weddings among the
'Rashaayda Arabs of Sudan, diss. UCLA 1988; I.
Kohler-Rollefson et alii, The camel pastoral system of the
southern Rashaida in eastern Sudan, in Nomadic Peoples,
xxix (1991), 68-76.
(A. ROUAUD)
RASHID. ROSETTA, a t o w n i n E g y p t , situated in
lat. 31° 24' N.,long. 30° 24' E., on the western bank
of the western branch of the Nile. The town which is
situated near the site of the ancient Bolbouthio (Greek
Bolbitine) seems not to have existed before the Arab
conquest. Even at the beginning of the 8th century
A.D., the papyri mention only the name of Bolbitme
as emporium for merchandise from Upper Egypt
(Bell, The Aphrodite papyri, 1414, 1. [59], 102, etc.).
Till the 9th century A.D., ships sailed direct to
Fuwwa; but owing to the excessive depositing of the
silt in this region, RashTd began to take its place.
RashTd is first mentioned in 132/750 when the
Copts of the town revolted against the caliph Marwan
II who had taken refuge in Egypt from the cAbbasids
(al-Kindi, Wuldt, 96). In 278/891-2, al-YackubI
(Bulddn, 338) mentions its port. When the Fatimid
heir-apparent (the future caliph al-Ka^im) tried to
conquer Egypt in 307/920, his fleet was prevented by
an cAbbasid squadron from sailing into the mouth of
the RashTd branch of the Nile, and was then annihilated (al-Kindi, Wuldt, 276).
RashTd is numbered among the kuras [q. v. ] of Egypt
(al-Yackubi, loc. cit.; al-KudacT, quoted by al-MakrlzI,
Khitat, ed. Wiet, i, 311, 1. 5). After the reorganisation
of the provinces of Egypt, probably during the reign
of the Fatimid caliph al-Mustansir (427-87/1035-94),
it became a unit of its own, not belonging to any of
the newly-created provinces of the Delta. Al-IdrlsI,
Opus geographicum (ed. E. Cerulli et alii), 343, describes
it as a commercial town and mentions the fishery activities on the Nile and the Sea and the export of pickled mussels (dallinas). The Arab geographers usually
qualify RashTd as a frontier station (thaghr), where
probably customs were levied. In the 8th/14th century, its revenues were given as an ikta* to Mamluk officers; but ca. 885/1480, under sultan Kayit Bay, it
was part of the crown-lands (al-khdss al-sultdni; Ibn alDj^an, al-Tuhfa, ed. B. Moritz, Cairo 1898, 138). In
the last years of the 8th/14th century, Ibn Dukmak
(al-Intisdr, ed. Vollers, Cairo 1893, v, 113-14) calls
RashTd a ribdt and says that the inhabitants of the
town were exclusively volunteers (murdbitun).
After the Ottoman conquest of Egypt in 1517 and
the decay of European trade through Alexandria,
RashTd became an important centre for maritime
trade with Istanbul and the Aegean territory of the

Turkish Empire. The viceroy cAli Pasha, in
915/1509, restored its old khdns (warehouses) and/unduks (hostelries), built new ones, and cleared the silt
from its docks. Till modern times, its wall was maintained for defence against Arab raids. At the mouth of
the River, near Kom al-Afrah, two castles guarded
the waterway entrance to the town. Vansleb, who
visited RashTd in May 1672, gives a description of the
castles and their garrison (State of Egypt, London 1678,
105). When Carsten Niebuhr passed through Rashid
in November 1761, the town was the residence of a
French and a Venetian consul; it served as port of
trans-shipment for the trade between Cairo and Alexandria (Reisebeschreibung, i, 56-7 and pi. VI). In 1799,
in the neighbourhood of the town, Boussard, an officer of the French Expedition, discovered the famous
Rosetta Stone with its trilingual inscription (now in
the British Museum). In 1218/1803 Rashid witnessed
al-BardTsT's victory over the combined sea and land
forces of the Ottoman Porte; and in 1222/1807 it was
seized by the British who came to help al-AlfT and his
Mamluk successors.
The town continued to flourish until Muhammad
C
A1T [q.v.] reconstructed the Mahmudiyya Canal for
navigation between Alexandria and the Nile, and thus
diverted the course of trade from RashTd, which
declined rapidly to a mere fishing town with but a few
minor local industries such as rough cotton weaving,
rice production and oil manufacture. Its population in
1907 was only 16,660, but in 1970 the population of
the town, which still benefits from coastal trade and
fisheries, had risen to 36,711.
Bibliography: CA1T Pasha Mubarak, al-Khitat alTawfihiyya, Bulak 1884-9, xi, 75; Maspero-Wiet,
Materiaux, 99-100, 173-91; M. RamzT, al-Kdmus aldjughrdfi li 'l-bildd al-Misriyya, Cairo 1953-68, ii/2,
300; H. Halm, Agypten nach den mamlukischen Lehensregistern, II. Das Delta, Wiesbaden 1982, 769, map
49.
(A.S. ATIYA-[H. HALM])
RASHID, AL, an Arabian tribal dynasty
belonging to the cAbda clan (^ashira) of the Shammar
tribes and ruling over parts of northern and central
Arabia from 1251/1835 until 1340/1921. Although the
area under their control fluctuated with their political
fortunes, their essential power base was in the Djabal
Shammar region of northern Nadjd where they could
rely on tribal allegiance and make the small town of
Hayil [q.v.] their Centre of government.
The history of Al RashTd is closely linked with that
of Al Sucud [see SU C UD, AL] , at first as their allies and
supporters, later as their rivals for domination over
central Arabia. The founder of the RashTdT dynasty,
c
Abd Allah b. RashTd, is usually presented as a close
friend and supporter of the SucudT amir Faysal b.
Sucud and, on a religious and military level, enthusiastic to promote the WahhabT cause. He managed to establish himself as ruler in Hayil in 1251/1835
after a power struggle with cousins from the rival
family of Ibn c AIT, but to what extent he owed his position to the SucudTs or to his personal abilities and
tribal backing is a subject of dispute. He was noted for
his largely successful efforts to enforce security,
despite resentment in some quarters of his pro-SucudT
and WahhabT stance. He was succeeded on his death
in 1264/1847 by his eldest son Talal.
TalaTs rule from 1264-84/1847-67 saw the achievement of a high point in commercial prosperity and
stability due to his encouragement of trade. More
religiously tolerant than his father, he accepted the
settlement of ShT^T merchants from clrak, generally
hated by the WahhabTs. His apparently accidental
death from a gunshot wound led to a brief period of
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internecine struggle, characteristic of the Rashldis
and a major cause of their downfall, before Muhammad, a younger brother of Talal, came to power
following his massacre of all Talal's sons.
Despite its bloody beginnings, the long reign of
Muhammad b. Rashid (1289-1315/1872-97) witnessed the expansion of RashTdf power over al-KasIm
[q. v. ] and the Wahhabf heartlands of southern Nadjd,
including the Sucudf capital, al-Riyad [ q . v . ] . After a
long contest with Al Su c ud he defeated them decisively at the battle of al-Mulayda in 1309/1891, expelling
them from Nadjd, after which they sought refuge in
al-Kuwayt, among them the young cAbd al-cAzTz
[y.z>.], future founder of the modern kingdom of
Sucudl (Saudi) Arabia. The amir Muhammad was
noted for his military skills and the energy with which
he sought to control recalcitrant tribes. European
visitors to Hayil during his reign included C.M.
Doughty, the poet Wilfred Scawen Blunt and his wife,
Lady Anne.
Following the death of their last great amir, Al
Rashfd sank into their final decline, faced with the rising new power of cAbd al-cAzIz b. Su c ud as well as
political and economic pressures exerted by the
Ottomans and British, especially during World War I
and its aftermath. Muhammad's immediate successor, his nephew cAbd al-cAz!z, was killed in battle
with the Sucudls, and the Rashfdis then fell prey to
savage internal quarrels reminiscent of the time before
Muhammad's accession. Four amir?, were murdered
by their own relatives in the period from 1325/1907 to
1339/1920. The last two amirs, who ruled only briefly,
were forced to surrender to Ibn Su c ud in
1339-40/1921.
Bibliography: The local Nadjdf historian
c
Uthman b. Bishr (d. 1288/1871), cUnwdn al-madjd
fi ta^rikh Nadjd, Mecca 1930; Lady Anne Blunt, A
pilgrimage to Nejd, London 1881; C.M. Doughty,
Travels in Arabia Deserta, Cambridge 1888; J.C.
Lorimer, Gazetteer of the Persian Gulf, ^Omdn and Central Arabia, Calcutta 1908-15, i/lB, 1161-78; Dhan c
b. Rashfd, Nubdha ta^nkhiyya ^an Nadjd, al-Riyad
1966; cAbd Allah al- c Uthaymm, Nash^at imdrat Al
Rashid, al-Riyad 1981; M. Al Rasheed, Politics in an
Arabian oasis, the Rashidi tribal dynasty, London 1991,
combines
historical
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anthropological
approaches.
(ELIZABETH M. SIRRIYEH)
AL-RASHID [see HARUN AL-RASHID].
AL-RASHID BI'LLAH, ABU DJA C FAR AL-MANSUR,
the thirtieth c A b b a s i d c a l i p h , the son of alMustarshid [q. v. ] and a slave girl called Khushf, was
probably born around 501/1107-8 since the sources
record the date of his wall al- cahd ceremony as 2 Rabi*
II 513/13 July 1119 when he was aged twelve (Ibn alAthlr, x, 377). Al-Rashid became caliph after alMustarshid's murder in Dhu '1 Ka c da 529/August
1135 (Sibt Ibn al-DjawzI, 158; Ibn al-Athlr, xi, 16)
and died in 532/1138.
His reign was tragically short. He was drawn immediately into a bitter and ultimately fatal battle of
wills with the Saldjuk sultan Mascud b. Muhammad
[q. v. ] who now, after his clashes with al-Mustarshid,
wanted a malleable caliph ready to stay put in
Baghdad and to confine himself to religious matters
(Ibn al-Azrak, 73). Al-Rashid, however, was of a different ilk, demanding vengeance for his father's
murder and no doubt cherishing hopes of continuing
al-Mustarshid's aim of expelling the Saldjuks from
c
lrak. The sources record in some detail the
deteriorating relationship between caliph and sultan.
Shortly after al-Rashid's accession, Mascud
demanded tribute from him, but this the caliph refus-
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ed to disgorge. Indeed, he proceeded to prepare for
conflict by raising troops and fortifying Baghdad (Ibn
al-DjawzT, x, 54; Ibn al-Athlr, xi, 22; Bar Hebraeus,
262; Ibn al-clmram, 222), whilst factions hostile to
Mascud, notably his nephew Dawud b. Mahmud, and
ZangT, converged on the city in Safar 530/November
1135 and persuaded al-Rashid to make common
causes with them. After the khutba had been pronounced in Dawud's name on 14 Safar 530/23 November
1135 (Ibn al-DjawzI, x, 55; Ibn al-Athir, xi, 23),
Mascud hastened to besiege Baghdad and the intimidated rebels soon dispersed in disarray. After an
initial display of bravado, al-Rashid fled in panic with
Zangi to Mawsil (al-Bundarl, 180; Ibn al-Azrak, 767; Ibn al-DjawzT, x, 59; Ibn al-Athlr, Atdbegs, 51).
It was a serious blunder for al-Rashid to vacate the
traditional seat of caliphal power. In Dhu 'l-Kacda
530/August 1136, Mascud entered Baghdad peacefully and engineered the deposition of the absent caliph.
A group of ^ulamd^ summoned by Mascud declared alRashid unsuitable for office, accusing him of winedrinking and immorality and of breaking a solemn
oath to Mas c ud that he would never leave Baghdad or
take up arms against him (Ibn al-Azrak, 72) and producing a document to this effect signed by al-Rashid
(Ibn al-Athir, xi, 26; Ibn al-Djawzi, x, 60; Bar
Hebraeus, 263). A fatwd deposing al-Rashid was pronounced by the Shaficf kadi, clmad al-Dln Ibn alKarkhf (Ibn al-Athir, Atdbegs, 53; Ibn al-Azrak, 78).
Al-Rashid's uncle al-MuktafT [q.v.] was proclaimed
caliph in his stead.
Zangl's support for the exiled al-Rashid proved
short-lived. The ex-caliph soon felt too insecure to remain in Mawsil and he moved to Adharbaydjan to
join Dawud and a coalition of Turkish amirs who
resolved to restore him to the caliphate (al-HusaynT,
108-9; al-Bundan, 180; Ibn al-Athir, xi, 39-40).
These and other offers of support soon evaporated
(ibid., xi, 41; Ibn al-Azrak, 81) and after wandering
from place to place, the hapless al-Rashid was finally
killed outside Isfahan on 25 or 26 Ramadan 532/6 or
7 June 1138. Although some sources blame the
Assassins for his murder ( c lmad al-DTn al-Isfahani,
apud Sibt Ibn al-DjawzT, 168; Ibn al-Athlr, Atdbegs,
55), Saldjuk complicity seems likely, since Mascud
could clearly no longer tolerate the way that the
peripatetic al-Rashid was arousing rebellion within
the western Saldjuk sultanate. What is indisputable,
however, is that two successive cAbbasid caliphs,
father and son, who had ventured forth from Baghdad
and defied the Saldjuk sultan, had now been
eliminated.
Al-Rashid was buried in the Friday mosque of
Shahristan in a turba set aside exclusively for him (alBundan, 181; Sibt Ibn al-Djawzi, 168). His caliphate
had lasted about eleven months (Ibn al-Athir, xi, 27).
Little is known of al-Rashid's personality, although
his recorded conduct suggests that he was ambitious,
foolhardy and easily embroiled in intrigue. It was his
misfortune to clash with Mascud, a ruthless warrior
sultan who in difficult times contrived to stay in power
for twenty years. Al-Rashid's sexual precocity was
legendary—by the age of nine he had fathered a son
from one of al-Mustarshid's concubines and he had
allegedly sired twenty more by the time of his accession (Sibt Ibn al-Djawzi, 158; Ibn al-Azrak, 73). Like
his father, he had a ruddy complexion and dark blue
eyes and was of medium stature (Ibn al-clmranl, 224).
Bibliography: 1. P r i m a r y s o u r c e s . Bar
Hebraeus, Chronology, tr. E.A.W. Budge, London
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AL-RASHID (MAWLAY) B. AL-SHARIF B. cALi B.
c
c
MUHAMMAD B. ALi, Alid s u l t a n of Morocco and
the real f o u n d e r of the d y n a s t y which still rules
the Sharifian empire. He was born in 1040/1630-1 in
Tafilalt [q.v.] in the south of Morocco, where his
ancestors, the Hasan! Shurafa 3 (Shorfa 3 [q. v. ]) of
Sidjilmasa [ q . v . ] , had founded a flourishing zdwiya
[q.v.\ and gradually acquired a fairly considerable
political influence, which increased with the decline of
the Sacdian [q.v.] dynasty. Morocco being at this time
plunged into anarchy, the Shorfa3 of Tafilalt were
able rapidly to become masters of the great tracts of
steppe-like country to the north of the cordon of oases
which formed their appanage. The eldest son of the
chief of the zdwiya, Mawlay Mahammad, having successfully fought the marabout of the zdwiya of Iligh in
Tazarwalt (in the south-west of Morocco), C AH Abu
Hassun, who had political ambitions of his own,
assumed a royal title in 1050/1646. He did not, however, yet succeed in crushing the power of the
marabouts of the zdwiya of al-Dila3 [q. v. in Suppl.] in
central Morocco; he had to be content, after a very
brief occupation of Taza and Fas in 1060/1650, with
effective sovereignty over eastern Morocco only.
On the death of Mawlay al-Sharif in 1069/1659, his
son, Mawlay al-Rashid, not trusting his brother,
Mawlay Mahammad, left the ancestral zdwiya for the
rival zdwiya of al-Dila3, where in spite of a superficially
warm welcome, he was soon given the hint to go; he
proceeded to Azru, then to Fas, which, regarded as an
undesirable by the lord of the city, the adventurer alDuraydl, he was not allowed to enter. He next went
to eastern Morocco, and very soon succeeded in gaining a large number of followers, particularly, in the
important tribe of the Banu Iznassen (Ben! Snassen),
the Shaykh al-Lawatl, a religious dignitary, then of
great influence. At the same time he attacked a very
rich Jew, who behaved like_a great lord and lived in
the mountains of the Banu Iznassen, at the little town
called Dar Ibn Mashcal: al-Rashid slew him and seized his wealth. This coup vividly impressed the imagination of the people of the district and was to give
rise, as P. de Cenival brilliantly showed, to a legend,
the memory of which still survives in the annual
festival which follows the election of the "sultan of the
tulbdy' at Fas. Mawlay al-Rashid by this murder not
only acquired considerable material resources but also
a real ascendancy over the people of the
neighbourhood. In 1075/1664, the large tribe of the
Angad rallied to his authority, and he set up in Oujda
[see WADJDA] as a regular ruler. On the news of the
proclamation of al-Rashid, his brother Mawlay
Mahammad, much disturbed, hurried from Tafilalt
to eastern Morocco; his troops were met by those of

al-Rashid, and Mawlay Mahammad having been
killed early in the battle, his men then went over to the
surviving prince. Thenceforth, Mawlay al-Rashld
went on from success to success.
He very soon seized Taza without difficulty, and
directly threatened Fas, but he first of all took care to
secure his power solidly at TafTlalt, the cradle of his
line, and added to his lands the mountains of the Rif
[q. v. ] on the shores of the Mediterranean, which were
then ruled by an enterprising individual named Abu
Muhammad cAbd Allah Acarras. This shaykh had
made an agreement, first with the English and then
with the French, for the establishment of factories on
the Rif bay of Alhucemas [see AL-HUSAYMA in Suppl.]
(transcribed in the documents of the period as
Albouzeme). Mawlay al-Rashid deprived him of the
Rif in Ramadan 1076/March 1666, just when the
Marseillais Roland Frejus, having obtained from the
King of France the privilege of trading in the Rif, was
landing on the Moroccan coast. Frejus then went to
see Mawlay al-Rashld at Taza, but the negotiations
into which he endeavoured to enter with the shaykh
soon collapsed.
Al-Rashld without delay turned his attention to the
capital of northern Morocco, Fas, which still
withstood his authority. He laid siege to it and took it
by storm on 3 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1076/6 June 1666; the
adventurer in command there, al-Duraydl, took to
flight. Al-Rashid took vigorous steps to punish certain
of the notables of the town, and the people proclaimed
him sultan. He was at the same time able to rally to
his side the important group of Idrisid Shorfa3 in the
capital.
The years that followed were used by Mawlay alRashid to extend his possessions towards west and
south. He first made an expedition against the Gharb.
out of which he drove the chief al-Khadir Ghaylan.
and seized al-Kasr al-Kablr [q.v.] (Alcazarquivir); he
also took Meknes [see MIKNAS] and Tetuan [see TITTAWIN] as well as Taza, the inhabitants of which had
rebelled. In 1079/1668, he took and destroyed the
zdwiya of al-Dila3 after having routed its chief
Mahammad al-Hadjdj at Batn al-Rumman. The
same year, Mawlay al-Rashld seized Marrakush and
put to death there the local chief cAbd al-Karim alShabbani,
surnamed
Karrum al-Hadjdj.
In
1081/1670, he undertook an expedition into the Sus
[ q . v . ] , where agitators still disputed his authority. He
took Tarudant [q. v. ] and the fortress of High and
returned to Fas, now lord of all Morocco. At this time,
says the chronicler al-Ifram, "all the Maghrib, from
Tlemcen to the Wad! Nul on the borders of the
Sahara, was under the authority of Mawlay
al-Rashid".
The next year the sultan went from Fas to Marrakush, where one of his nephews was endeavouring
to set up as a pretender to the throne. During his sojourn in the southern capital, Mawlay al-Rashid, not
yet 42, died as the result of an accident on 11 Dhu '1Hidjdja 1082/9 April 1672; the horse he was riding
having reared, he fractured his skull against a branch
of an orange tree. He was buried at Marrakush, but
later his body was brought to Fas, where he was interred in the chapel of the saint CA1I Ibn Hirzihim (vulg.
Sidl Hrazem). His brother, Mawlay Ismacil [q.v.],
who succeeded him, was proclaimed sultan on the 15
Dhu '1-Hidjdja following.
The brief political career of Mawlay al-Rashid was,
as has been seen, particularly active and fruitful. The
Muslim historians of Morocco never tire of praising
this ruler, whose memory is still particularly bright,
especially in Fas. It was he who built in the town the
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"Madrasa of the Ropemakers" (Madrasat al-Sharratin),
the bridge of al-Rasif, the kasaba of the Shararda
(Casba of the Cherarda) and 2 Vi miles to the east of
Fas, a bridge of nine arches over the Wad! Sabu
(Sebou).
Bibliography: Ifram, Nuzhat al-hddi, ed. and tr.
Houdas, in PELOV, 3rd series, iii, Paris 1889, 3014 (text) and 501-3 (tr.); ZayyanI, al-Turdjumdn almu^rib, ed. and tr. Houdas (LeMaroc de 1631 a 1812,
in PELOV, 2nd series, xviii), Paris 1886; Akansus,
al-Djaysh al-^aramram, Fas 1336/1918, i, 58-63;
Nasin, Kitdb al-Istiksd^ Cairo, iv, 1312/1894-5, tr.
Fumey, in AM, ix, Paris 1906 (Chronique de la
dynastie ^alaouie au Maroc}, index; Kadiri, Nashr almathdni, Fas, ii, 3-6, tr. E. Michaux-Bellaire, in
AM, xxiv, Paris 1917, 211-17; most of the other
Moroccan biographers (cf. E. Levi-Provencal, Les
historiens des Chorfa, Paris 1922, index); Mouette,
Histoire des conquetes de Mouley Archy [ = al-Rashld],
connu sous le nom de roy du Tqfilet, et de Mouley Ismael,
Paris 1683; H. de Castries, Les sources inedites de
I'histoire du Maroc, Paris, 2nd series, passim; P. de
Cenival, La legende du juif Ibn Mech^al et la fete du
sultan des tolba d Fes, in Hesperis, v (1925), 137-218;
A. Cour, L'etablissement des dynasties des Cherifs au
Maroc et leur rivalite avec les Turcs de la Regence d'Alger
(1509-1830), Paris 1904; Ch.A. Julien, Histoire de
I'Afrique du Nord, Paris 1931, 487-90 (reproduction
of a portrait [authentic?] of Mawlay al-Rashfd, fig.
225, p. 481); H. Terrasse, Histoire du Maroc, Paris
1949-50; P. Shinar, Essai de bibliographie selective et
annotee sur I'I slam maghrebin contemporain, ... 18301978, Paris 1983. See also C ALAWIS; AL-MAGHRIB;
SHORFA; SIDJILMASA; TAFILALT.
(E. LEVI-PROVENCAL)
RASHID, MEHMED (?-l 148/1735), O t t o m a n
historian and poet. He was born in Istanbul, the
son of kadi Mustafa Efendi from Malatya. From
1116/1704 he held a regular series of posts as a muderris
culminating in appointment to the Suleymaniyye in
1130/1718, the latter held concurrently with the post
of Haremeyn mufettishi, inspector of the awkaf of Mecca
and Medina. He then served as kadi of Aleppo 11357/1723-4. His career thereafter was irregular by comparison, and much influenced by political considerations, in particular by his closeness to the Grand
Vizier Newshehirli Ibrahim Pasha [q. v.} and his consequent identification with the palace culture of the
Idle dewri [q._v.] period (described in Ahmed Refik
[Altinay], ^Alimler ve sanatkdrlar, Istanbul 1924, 31122). In 1141/1728-9, Rashid went as Ottoman ambassador to Isfahan, and shortly afterwards was appointed kadi of Istanbul (1141-3/1729-30). Following
the Patrona Khalil [q.v.] rebellion of 1730, Rashid
spent three years in exile, first in Bursa, then on the
island of Limni. His final appointment, in 1147/1734,
was as kadi casker [q.v.] of Anatolia, in which post he
died in 1148/1735.
Although enjoying a contemporary reputation also
as a leading poet and prose stylist, Rashid is
remembered principally as an historian, successor to
Naclma [q.v.] as official Ottoman historiographer. In
1126/1714 he was commissioned by the Grand Vizier
Damad CA1I Pasha [see DAMAD] to write the history of
the reign of Ahmed III, from his accession in
1115/1703. For this purpose he was given the title
wekdyi^-nuwis (or wak^a-niiwis [q. v. ]), allowed access to
official documents, and required to attend in person
on the Morea and Waradfn campaigns of 1714 and
1716 respectively. In 1130/1718 at the request of
Newshehirli Ibrahim Pasha, newly-appointed Grand
Vizier, Rashid then revised his work to begin in
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1071/1660, at the point where Na c ima's history ceased. The Ta\ikh-i Rashid terminates in 1134/1722.
Rashid was succeeded as wak^a-nuwis by Kiicuk
Celebi-zade Ismacfl c Asfm Efendi [0.0.].
The Ta^nkh-i Rashid has been published twice: in
1153/1741, by the Miiteferrika press, 3 vols., and
1282/1865, 5 vols. (both editions also include the continuation by Kiicuk Celebi-zade Ismacfl cAsfm Efendi
for the period 1134-41/1722-8; cf. Babinger, GOW,
268-70).
Bibliography: For the biography and a list of
Rashid's works, see M. Kemal Ozergin, IA, Rdsid,
with detailed bibl.; see also Ta\ikh-i Rashid, i, 4-10,
v,_449-54, and passim. (CHRISTINE WOODHEAD)
RASHID, N.M., modern Urdu poet (1910-75).
His real name was Nadhar (Nadhr) Muhammad, but
he is universally known by his literary name, Nun
Mim Rashid.
He was born in the township of cAHpur Catfha
(formerly Akalgafh) in the Gudjaranwala district of
the Pandjab in present-day Pakistan. His father, Fadl
Ilahl CishtT, was in the provincial educational service
from which he retired as District Inspector of Schools.
Rashid pursued his early education in his native town
passing his high school examination in 1926.
Thereafter, he studied in Layalpur and Lahore respectively, and received his M.A. in economics from
Government College, Lahore, in 1932. After completing his education he was employed from 1932 to
1934 as editor of Nakhlistdn, a semi-literary journal
published by the Punjab government's Rural Welfare
Department. During 1934 and 1935 he worked as
assistant editor for the literary journal Shdhkdr, which
was published from Lahore. He was associated with
All-India Radio from 1939 until 1943, after which he
joined the Indian Army as Public Relations Officer in
Inter-Services Directorate. His job in that capacity
lasted until 1947, and involved his stay in outside
countries such as Iran, clrak, Egypt and Ceylon
(presently Sri Lanka). In 1947 he rejoined All-India
Radio as Assistant Regional Director. Following the
partition of the sub-continent in 1947, he transferred
himself to Radio Pakistan, where he remained until
1951. In October 1952 he joined the United Nations
as Information Officer, rising eventually to the position of Director, U.N. Information Centre. In that
position he was posted in 1967 to Tehran, where he
was stationed until his retirement in 1974.
Thereupon, he took up permanent residence in
England, and died in London on 9 October 1975 of a
heart attack. In accordance with his own wish, his
body was cremated instead of being buried as required under Muslim custom.
Rash id's first volume of poetry appeared in 1941
under the title Mdward ("Beyond"), which immediately established him as a non-traditional poet of
considerable originality and boldness. His next collection was published in 1955, entitled Iran men adjnabi
("A stranger in Iran"), and contained, in part, a
group of poems arranged collectively under the same
name. This work was followed in 1969 by Ld=Insdn
("X = Man"), the poems of which indicated a more
complex symbolistic style. Rasjiid's last poetical collection was Gumdn kd mumkin ("The possibleness of
doubt"), which was published in 1977 after the poet's
death. Finally, a complete edition of his entire verse
(Kulliyydt} was published in 1988.
Apart from original works, Rashid also made a
number of translations from foreign languages such as
Alexander Kuprin's Yama the pit (1939), William
Saroyan's Mama I love you (1956), and an anthology
published under the title DjadidFdrsi shd<iin(^i Modern
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Persian poetry") (1987), which contained Urdu
translations from modern Persian poets as well as
notices on the life and works of the authors.
The dominant note of Rash id's poems is personal,
often interspersed with political subjects. Sexual
themes are prominent in the poems which belong to
his early and middle periods, but in his later works he
shows an increasing disposition towards complex
human and personal issues. An overly-Persianised
idiom pervades his diction, and his expression is complicated and difficult. His poetic technique has given
impetus to the widespread use of nazm-i dzdd (the Urdu form of "free verse"), and he is regarded as one
of the pioneers whose influence has been of paramount importance in giving a new direction to
modern Urdu poetry.
Bibliography: N.M. Rashid, Kulliyydt-i Rashid,
Lahore 1988; Malik Ram, Tadhkira-yi mu^dsirin, iii,
Delhi 1978; MughnI Tabassum and Shahriyar, Nun
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n.d.; Muhammad Sadiq, Twentieth century Urdu
literature, Karachi 1983; Annual of Urdu studies, v
(Chicago 1985); M.A.R. Habib (tr.), The dissident
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literature, i/1, Islamabad 1992; Kathleen Grant
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Urdu poetry, i, Delhi 1984; Mahfil: a quarterly of South
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Coppola and Munibur Rahman).
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
RASHID AL-DIN SINAN, the g r e a t e s t of the
c
m e d i a e v a l N i z a r T Isma IlT leaders in S y r i a , d.
588/1192 or 589/1193. Also referred to as Sinan
Rashid al-DTn by the NizarTs, his full name was
Rashid al-Dln Sinan b. Salman (or Sulayman) b.
Muhammad Abu' '1-Hasan al-Basri. He was born into an Imam! ShTcI family during the 520s/1126-35,
near Basra, where he converted to NizarT IsmacTlism
in his youth. Subsequently, Rashid al-DTn Sinan went
to the central headquarters of the Nizarl da^wa at
Alamut [<?.y.], in northern Persia, to further his
IsmacTlT education. There, Sinan became a close companion, and possibly a schoolfellow, of the then lord
of Alamut's heir apparent Hasan, the future Hasan II
c
a/d dhikrihi 'l-saldm. Soon after his accession in
557/1162 to the central leadership of the NizarT da^wa
and state, Hasan II dispatched Sinan to the NizarT
community in Syria, which henceforth became the
centre of his activities.
Initially, Sinan spent some time at Kahf, a major
NizarT stronghold in the Djabal Bahra5 region of central Syria, making himself extremely popular locally
as a schoolmaster. The death ofShaykh Abu Muhammad, who had led the Syrian NizarTs for some years,
resulted in unprecedented succession disputes within
the community, but soon Sinan was appointed by
Alamut as the chief NizarT dd^i'm Syria, a post he held
for some thirty years until his death.
Immediately upon his appointment, Sinan, who
normally resided at the fortresses of Kahf, Masyaf or
Kadmus, began the task of reorganising the NizarT
dacwa and community in Syria and also of fortifying
the existing sectarian strongholds and acquiring new
ones in the Djabal Bahra3. He also paid special attention to establishing a corps offidd^is (orfiddwis), the
self-sacrificing devotees who would undertake missions to remove prominent enemies of their sect. The
absolute obedience of the fidd^is and their seemingly
irrational behaviour, as well as the much exaggerated
reports about their assassination attempts, gave rise to

a number of imaginative legends, especially in the
Crusaders' circles, regarding the strange practices of
the sectarians (known to the mediaeval Europeans as
the Assassins) and their awe-inspiring chief, Sinan,
who now became famous in the occidental sources as
the "Old Man of the Mountain"; or, "le Vieux de la
Montague" (see William of Tyre, Willelmi Tyrensis Archiepiscopi Chronicon, ed. R.B.C. Huygens, Turnholt
1986, ii, 953-4; L. Hellmuth, Die Assassinenlegende in
der osterreichischen Geschichtsdichtung des Mittelalters, Vienna 1988, 78-116).
When Hasan II proclaimed the kiydma within the
Persian NizarT community in 559/1164, it fell upon
Sinan to inaugurate the new dispensation in Syria. A
while later, Sinan did ceremonially announce the
spiritual Resurrection of the Syrian NizarTs; and he
taught his own version of the kiydma doctrine, which
evidently never acquired any deep roots in the community (see S. Guyard, Fragments relatifs d la doctrine des
Ismaelis, Paris 1874, text 17-9, 66-9, tr. 99-101, 204-9;
Ibn Fadl Allah al-cUmari, Masdlik al-absdr ft mamdlik
al-amsdr, ed. A.F. Sayyid, Cairo 1985, 77-8).
Sinan played a prominent part in the regional
politics of his time, successfully resorting to diplomacy
and other suitable policies in the interest of safeguarding the independence of the Syrian NizarT community. To this end, he entered into an intricate and shifting web of alliances with the major neighbouring
powers and rulers, especially the Crusaders, the
Zangids and Salah al-DTn.
When Sinan assumed the leadership of the Syrian
NizarTs, the ardently SunnT Nur al-DTn [q.v. ], who
ruled over the Zangid dominions in Syria, was at the
height of his power, posing a greater threat to Sinan
than the Crusaders, who had been sporadically
fighting the NizarTs for several decades over the
possession of various strongholds. The NizarTs were
also under pressure by the Hospitallers and Templars
[see DAWIYYA and ISBITARIYYA in Suppl.], who acted
rather independently and often successfully demanded tribute. Hence, from early on Sinan aimed to
establish peaceful relations with the Crusaders; and,
in fact in 569/1173, he sent an embassy to king
Amalric I, seeking a formal rapprochement with the
Latin state of Jerusalem. On Nur al-DTn's death in
569/1174, Sinan came to be confronted by $alah alDTn, leader of the Muslim holy war against the
Crusaders, who was then extending his own authority
over Syria. Sinan now allied himself temporarily with
the Zangids of Aleppo, equally threatened by §alah alDTn's rise, and he dispatched/zWaYs to kill the latter on
two occasions without success during 570-1/1174-6
(see B. Lewis, Saladin and the Assassins, in BSOAS, xv
[1953], 239-45). In vengeance, $alah al-DTn then laid
siege to Masyaf. However, hostilities soon ceased permanently between Sinan and Salah al-Dm, who had
reached some sort of truce. Towards the end of
Sinan's life, relations seem to have deteriorated once
again between the Crusaders and the Syrian NizarTs.
According to Ibn al-AthTr (anno 588 A.H.) and other
sources hostile to Salah al-DTn, the murder of Conrad
of Montferrat, the Prankish king of Jerusalem, in
588/1192 at the hands of/zWaYs, had been instigated
by Salah al-DTn.
Sinan enjoyed an unprecedented popularity within
the Syrian NizarT community, which enabled him,
alone amongst the Syrian NizarT leaders, to act somewhat independently of Alamut in managing the affairs
of his community. There are, indeed, reports indicating that serious disagreements had developed between Sinan and Hasan II's successor at Alamut, Nur
al-DTn Muhammad II (561-607/1166-1210 [q.v.]).
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But there is no evidence suggesting that Sinan was
ever acknowledged as an imam by the Syrian Nizarls,
who were sometimes called by the outsiders as the
Sinanis after his name (Ibn Khallikan, tr. de Slane,
iii, 340). An outstanding organiser, strategist, and
statesman, Rashid al-Dln Sinan led the Syrian
Nizans to the peak of their power and laid solid foundations for the continued existence of the Nizarl community and da^wa in Syria. He died in 589/1193, or,
less probably, a year earlier.
Bibliography (in addition to the works cited in
the article): 1. Sources: References to Rashid alDin Sinan may be found in most of the general
Muslim histories and the regional chronicles of
Syria dealing with his period, and in the occidental
chronicles of the Third Crusade. However, the
chief primary sources on Sinan's life and career
are: (i) Fasl min al-lafz al-sharif', or Mandkib al-mawld
Rashid al-Din, ed. and tr. S. Guyard in his Un grand
maitre des Assassins au temps de Saladin, inJA, 7 serie,
ix (1877), 387-489; a new ed. of its Arabic text in
M. Ghalib, Sinan Rashid al-Din, Beirut 1967, 163214, which is a Syrian Ismacflf hagiographical work
attributed to the Nizan ddci Abu Firas Shihab alDfn al-Maynakf (flor., 10th/16th century); and (ii)
Kamal al-Dln Ibn al-cAdIm's biography of Sinan in
a still undiscovered volume of his Bughyat al-talab, as
preserved in later recensions, ed. and tr. B. Lewis
in his Kamal al-Din's biography of Rdsid al-Din Sinan,
inArabica, xiii (1966), 225-67; repr. in his Studies in
Classical and Ottoman Islam, London 1976, no. X.
2. Studies: E.M. Quatremere, Notice historique
sur les Ismaeliens, in Fundgruben des Orients, iv (1814),
353 ff.; C. Defremery, Nouvelles recherches sur les
Ismaeliens ou Bathiniens de Syrie, in JA, 5 serie, v
(1855), 5-32; W. Ivanow, art. Rashid al-Din Sinan,
in El1; M.G.S. Hodgson, The Order of Assassins,
The Hague 1955, 185-209; B. Lewis, The Ismd^ilis
and the Assassins, in A history of the Crusades, ed. K.M.
Setton, i, The first hundred years, ed. M.W. Baldwin,
2
Madison 1969, 120-7; idem, The Assassins, London
1967, 110-8; N.A. Mirza, Rashid al-Din Sinan, in
The great Ismaili heroes, Karachi 1973, 72-80; I.K.
Poonawala, Biobibliography of Ismd^ili literature,
Malibu, Calif. 1977, 289-90; F. Daftary, The
Ismd^ilis: their history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990,
332, 396-403, 689-91; idem, The Assassin legends,
London 1994.
_
(F. DAFTARY)
RASHID AL-DIN TABIB, Persian s t a t e s m a n
and the greatest h i s t o r i a n of the Ilkhanid period
(ca. 645-718/oz. 1247-1318).
Rashid al-Dln Fadl Allah b. clmad al-Dawla, Abu
'1-Khayr, was born in Hamadan into a Jewish family
with a professional medical tradition: his father was
an apothecary. He himself was originally trained as a
physician (hence he remained known as Tablb), and
in that capacity he entered the service of the Mongol
court during the reign of the Ilkhan Abaka (r. 66380/1265-82). He had converted from Judaism to
Islam at around the age of 30. His Jewish religious
background remained throughout Rashld al-Dln's
career a potential embarrassment, and the demonstration of his Islamic orthodoxy and respectability may
well have been his principal motive for writing a
number of somewhat derivative works on Islamic
theology (see J. van Ess, Der Wesir und seine Gelehrten,
Wiesbaden 1981, and the comments in A.Z.V.
Togan, The composition of the History of the Mongols by
Rashid al-Din, in CAJ, vii [1962], 60-72). It may be
that he should be identified with the Rashld al-Dawla
who, according to Bar Hebraeus, was prominent in
the household of the Ilkhan Gaykhatu (r. 690-4/1291-
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5) during the troubles caused by the introduction of
paper currency, ch'ao, on the Chinese model (J.A.
Boyle, introduction to Rashld al-Dm, The successors of
Genghis Khan, New York and London 1971, 3).
Rashld al-Dm did not achieve high political office
until 697/1298, during the reign of Ghazan, when
after the fall ofSadr al-Dln Zandjanl (to whom Rashid
al-Dm had briefly acted as deputy) he was appointed
associate wazir to Sadr al-Dm's successor, Sacd al-Dm
SawadjI. He remained at the summit of state affairs
for the rest of his life, though always with a colleague;
he was never sole chief minister. He is usually
credited with having been the principal architect of
Ghazan's great programme of administrative
reforms. His position, though always, like that of all
Ilkhanid ministers, precarious, was one of great
power and influence, and he accumulated vast wealth,
such that he was able to construct quarters in both the
capitals, Tabriz and Sultaniyya. The wakf-ndma for his
quarter in Tabriz, the Rabc-i Rashidi, survives, in
part in his own hand (facsimile ed. Tehran 1972,
printed ed., Tehran 1977-8, both ed. I. Afshar and
M. Mlnovl). His interests extended beyond history
and administration including, as well as theology,
agriculture and related subjects, on which he left a
treatise, the Athdr wa ahyd^ (ed. M. Sutuda and I. Afshar, Tehran 1990). (A volume of letters attributed to
him and known as the Mukdtabdt-i Rashidi, ed. M.
ShafTc, Lahore 1945, or as Sawdnih al-afkdr-i Rashidi,
ed. M.T. Danishpazhuh, Tehran 1980-1, is now
generally regarded as a spurious compilation, perhaps
of the Tlmurld period.)
Rash Id al-Dln's last colleague, during the reign of
Oldjeytu (r. 703-16/1304-16), Tadj al-Dm cAll Shah,
was also a bitter rival. Relations between them eventually became so bad that administrative responsibility had to be divided, with Rashld al-Dm taking the
centre and south of the empire, and Tadj al-Dm the
north-west, Mesopotamia and Anatolia. During the
reign of Oldjeytu's son and successor, Abu Sacfd,
Tadj al-Dm's intrigues were ultimately successful in
bringing about Rashid al-Dln's overthrow. He was
charged with having poisoned Oldjeytu, and together
with his son Ibrahim was executed in 718/1318. His
property was confiscated and the Rabc-i Rashidi
looted; but later in the reign, his son Ghiyath al-Dln
followed his father in the office of wazir.
Rashid al-Dln's enduring fame rests more on his
work as a historian than on his career as a prominent
official. His Djami** al-tawdrikh is undoubtedly the most
important single historical source for the Mongol Empire as a whole, not merely of the realm of the Ilkhans.
The work was commissioned by Ghazan. who seems
to have feared that the Mongols, as they settled down
as Muslims in Persia, might be in some danger,
ultimately, of forgetting who they were and where
they had come from. It initially contained an account
of the history of the Mongols and their steppe
predecessors. This part, which became known as the
Ta^rtkh-i Ghdzdni, was presented to Oldjeytu after the
death of his brother and predecessor. Oldjeytu asked
Rashid al-Dln, as a memorial to Ghazan, to continue
the work so as to provide a history of all the peoples
with whom the Mongols had come into contact. It is
this part of the history that justified Boyle's description of Rashld al-Dln as "the first world-historian".
The history, when completed (there appears to have
been an earlier, shorter version), consisted of the
following parts: (1) The Mongol and Turkish tribes;
the Mongols, from Cinggis Khan to the death of
Ghazan; (2) A history of Oldjeytu (of which no copy
is known, though Togan claimed to have seen one in
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Mashhad in 1923), followed by the "universal
history": Adam and the Patriarchs, the pre-Islamic
kings of Persia, Muhammad and the caliphs, the
dynasties of Persia in the Islamic period, the Oghuz
and the Turks, China, the Jews, the Franks, and India; (3) The Shucab-i pandjgdna [the "Five
genealogies" of the Arabs, Jews, Mongols, Franks
and Chinese: unpublished but surviving as Topkapi
Sarayi ms. 2932]; (4) The Suwar al-akdlim, a
geographical compendium of which no copy has yet
come to light. These sections are very uneven in
length: the first is by far the largest. In 1908 E.G.
Browne produced a scheme for publication of the
whole, organised more manageably (Suggestions for a
complete edition ofthejami 'ut-Tawarikh of Rashidu'd-Din
Fadlu'llah, inJ/?AS[1908], 17-37). Much, though not
all, of this has since been accomplished (for details of
the more important editions and translations of the
various sections of part 1, see the Bibl. to MONGOLS).
Study of the Djdmi'* al-tawdnkh is not without its
problems. Even the authorship of the book has been
questioned. Togan (art. cit.) contended, not very persuasively, that it was a translation from a Mongol
original. The author of the most important surviving
contemporary source for the reign of Oldjeytu, Abu
'1-Kasim KashanT, maintained that he was himself the
true author of the work, for which RashTd al-DTn had
stolen not only the credit but also the very considerable financial rewards (KashanT, Ta^nkh-i
Uldidytu, ed. M. Hambly, Tehran 1969, 240). It is not
easy to judge what justification there may have been
for this claim. RashTd al-Din was of course a busy
government minister, whose available time for
scholarship must have been limited; he tells us that he
wrote his history between morning prayer and
sunrise. It may well have been that he was obliged to
use one or more research assistants to deal with the
collection of material and perhaps the initial writing
up, and that KashanT was among these; this was Barthold's hypothesis (Turkestan, 47).
The various parts of the Djami'* al-tawdnkh differ
greatly in their value to the historian. Not all of them
can be regarded as primary. Much of Rashld al-Dln's
material on the period after the death of Cinggis
Khan, for example, is lifted straight from his
predecessor Djuwayni [<?.y.], and has limited independent significance. The "universal history" sections
are of undeniable historiographical interest because
they are evidence of so unprecedented an intellectual
endeavour; but no one would go to them to find out
what happened in China, India or Europe. On the
other hand, RashTd al-DTn's account of the life and
career of Cinggis Khan is of the first importance, even
though he was writing a century after the events. This
is because his material is derived from a now lost
Mongolian chronicle, the Allan debter, whose contents
appear to have been conveyed to him by Bolad
Chingsang, the representative in Persia of the Great
Khan in China. So far as can be judged by comparison with Chinese use of the same chronicle, the
Persian version accurately preserves what was in the
original (see P. Pelliot and L. Hambis (ed. and tr.),
Histoire des campagnes de Gengis Khan, i, Leiden 1951).
For the historian, by far the most important section
is Rashld al-Dln's history of the Ilkhans, the period of
which he was a contemporary, and for much of which
he held high office and was, presumably, well placed
to gather full and accurate information. There can be
no doubt that Rashld al-Dln's position at the centre of
affairs makes his history of those affairs uniquely
authoritative. Yet this creates its own problems: not,
perhaps those of accuracy as such, but of perspective

and partisanship (see D.O. Morgan, The problems of
writing Mongolian history, in S. Akiner (ed.), Mongolia
today, London 1991, 1-8). RashTd al-DTn, inevitably,
had a point of view and a set of assumptions: those of
a Persian bureaucrat, which were by no means
necessarily identical with those of his Mongol masters,
who are rarely represented directly in our sources. We
almost always see the Mongols through the eyes of
others.
Equally, as both chief minister and, in effect, "official" historian to Ghazan and Oldjeytu, RashTd alDTn had an interest in painting the troubles of the preGhazan era in colours as black as possible and in
depicting Ghazan's reforms as a total success. This
should be treated with a degree of scepticism. The
Ta\ikh-i Ghdzdni provides us with the full texts of the
reforming edicts (yarlighs), which are vivid, convincing and full of detail. There may be less reason, however, for supposing that the edicts were in fact universally implemented. RashTd al-DTn was a remarkable
historian of great importance; but it should not be
supposed that he was an impartial one.
Bibliography: Given in the article. See also
Browne, LHP, iii; Spuler, Mongolen*, Leiden 1985;
CAJ, xiv (1970), an issue which contains numerous
valuable articles on aspects of RashTd al-DTn's life
and work, e.g. I. Afshar, The autograph copy ofRashid
al-Din's Vaqfndmeh, 5-13, J.A. Boyle, Rashld al-Din
and the Franks, 62-7, K. Jahn, Rashld al-Din and
Chinese culture, 134-47, I.P. Petrushevsky, Rashld alDin's conception of the state, 148-62.
(D.O. MORGAN)
RASHID AL-DlN Muhammad b. Muhammad b.
c
c
Abd al-DjalTl al- UmarT, known as WATWAT,
secretary and prolific author in Arabic and
Persian. A reputed descendant of the caliph cUmar,
he was born either in Balkh or Bukhara, but spent
most of his life in Gurgandj, the capital of
Kh w arazm. He died, according to Dawlatshah, in
578/1182-3, in his 97th year, which would put his
birth in 481/1088-9; Yakut (at least in the published
text) has him die 5 years earlier.
RashTd al-DTn was chief secretary (sahib diwdn alinshd*) under the Khwarazmshah Atsiz (521-51/112756) and his successor Il-Arslan (d. 568/1172). His
loyalty to Atsiz earned him the enmity of the Saldjuk
Sandjar who, according to DjuwaynT, resolved at one
point to cut RashTd al-DTn into 30 pieces, but was
dissuaded from doing so by his own chief secretary,
Muntadjab al-DTn al-DjuwaynT, the uncle of our informant's great-grandfather. We possess a considerable number of RashTd al-DTn's highly ornate letters, including those which he wrote on behalf of his
two masters (in Arabic to the caliphs and their entourage, in Persian to Sandjar and others) and also his
private letters in both languages. Two bilingual collections of epistles were compiled by RashTd al-DTn
himself, Abkdr al-afkdr fi 'l-rasd^il wa 'l-ash^dr and
^Ard^is al-khawdtir wa nafd^is al-nawddir, and others are
preserved elsewhere. The Persian letters found in the
two collections were edited by K. TuysirkanT (Tehran
1338 S&./1960), and a large number of Arabic letters
were published (from an unidentified source) by
Muhammad FahmT under the title Madjmu*-at rasd^il
Rashid al-Din al-Watwdt, 2 parts, Cairo 1315/1897-8.
Ten of the latter are translated in H. Horst, Arabische
Briefe der ffirazmsdhs an den Kalifenhof aus der Feder des
Rasid ad-Din Watwdt; in ZDMG, cxvi (1966) 24-43,
and the same author has summarised many of the Persian letters in his Die Staatsverwaltung der Grofiselguqen
und Horazmsdhs, Wiesbaden 1964.
RashTd al-DTn's Persian diwdn contains more than
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8,500 verses in S. Nafisl's edition (Tehran 1339
Sh./1960) and consists largely of poems eulogising
Atsfz. Modern Persian critics have in general not had
a high estimate of their merits. But the best known of
his works is Matlub kull tdlib min kaldm amir al-mu^minin
^Ali b. Abi Tdlib, or Tarajama-yi sad kalima, consisting
of the 100 Arabic sayings of CA1I said to have been collected by al-Djahiz [q. v. ]; each apothegm is followed
by a verbose Arabic paraphrase, then a Persian commentary and finally a poetic paraphrase in the form of
a mostly rather pedestrian Persian dubayti. It has frequently been printed in the East—though in many of
the editions (and mss.) one or both of the prose commentaries are omitted—also with a Latin translation
by Stickel (Jena 1834), with a German version by
Fleischer (Leipzig 1837) and with an English verse
rendering (but without the prose versions) by Harley
(Calcutta 1927). Rashld al-Dfn subsequently gave the
same treatment to 100 sayings of each of the three first
caliphs, with his works entitled Tuhfat al-sadik ild 'lsadlk min kaldm amir al-mu ^minin Abi Bakr al-Siddik, Fadl
al-khitdb min kaldm amir al-mu^minln ^Umar b. al-Khattdb
and Uns al-lahfdn min kaldm imam al-mu^minm cUthmdn
b. cAJfdn; these remain unpublished, though mss. are,
available. Another work of comparable nature, Latd^if
al-amthdl wa tard^if al-akwdl, is a collection of several
hundred Arabic proverbs, each with a Persian prose
translation and often extensive commentary. It was
published by S.M.B. Sabzwarl (n.p. 1358 ^.71979)
on the basis of an old ms. found in Medina. Further
paraenetic works survive in manuscript.
His much-admired handbook of rhetorical figures,
Hadd^ik al-sihr fi dakd^ik al-shicr, is available in a richly
annotated edition by cAbbas Ikbal (Tehran 1308
Sh.l\929-30; reprinted, but without the editor's introduction and endnotes, in the appendix to Nafisl's edition of the diwdn, and again, with a Russian translation by N.Yu. Calisova, Moscow 1985). It is
strongly dependent both on al-Marghlnanl's alMahdsinfi 'l-nazm wa 'l-nathr, from which many of the
Arabic prose and verse quotations are derived, as well
as on Raduyanl's Tardjumdn al-baldgha, whence
Rashld al-Dm has virtually all of the illustrative
quotations from early Persian poets (see the editions
of the two books by Van Gelder and Ates respectively), but he added a good number of citations from
Persian poets of the 6th/12th century as well as from
his own poems in both languages. He has also been
credited with a Persian dictionary (Hamd wa thand, or
Nukud al-zawdhir wa ^ukud al-djawdhir, extant in both
prose and verse versions) and a short treatise on metre
(Risdla-yi carud), but the question of their authenticity
requires closer scrutiny.
Bibliography: cAl!b. Zayd al-Bayhakl, Tatimmat
Siwdn al-hikma, ed. M. Shaft*, Lahore 1935, 166-8
of the Arabic section; Muhammad b. Muhammad
al-Katib al-Isfahanl, Khandat al-kasr (the relevant
entry was published by M. Shaft* in Oriental College
Magazine [1934-5], at the end of fascicules xi/1, xi/2,
xi/3, xii/4, separate pagination); Yakut, Udabd^,
vii, 91-5; cAwfT, Lubdb i, 80-6; Djuwayni ii_, 6-14,
18; Zakariyya0 b. Muhammad al-Kazwml, Athdralbildd, ed. Wustenfeld, Gottingen 1848, 223-5;
Dawlatshah, 87-92; Browne, LHP, ii, 330-3;
Brockelmann, I 275-6, S I 486; A. Ates, Rasid alDm Vatvdt'm eserlerinin bazi yazma niishalan, in Tarih
Dergisi, x (1959) 1-24; Storey, iii/1, 85-7, 176-8. See
also the editors' introductions to Rashid al-Dm's
various works (listed in the article).
(F.C. DE BLOIS)
RASHID CALI AL-GAYLANI (al-Qflanl), Prime
Minister of c lrak on four occasions in the 1930s and
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1940s and for long a symbol o f c I r a k i resistance to
British i n t e r e s t s . He was a descendant of the
famous religious leader cAbd al-Kadir al-Djflanl [q. v. ]
and a member of a cadet branch of the family which
held the office of nakib al-ashrdf [q.v.] in Baghdad
several times in the 19th and 20th centuries (b.
Baghdad 1892, d. Beirut 1965).
Rashld CA1I qualified as a lawyer and became an
appeal court judge in 1921; in 1924 he became
Minister of Justice in the cabinet of Yasln al-Hashimi,
perhaps his most intimate political colleague.
Together with other opponents of Nun al-Sacid [q. v . ] ,
he and Yasln were co-founders of the Party of National Brotherhood (Hizb al-Ikha?al-Watani) formed to
spearhead opposition to the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of
1930. However, after the treaty had come into effect
and clrak had become at least theoretically independent of Britian, both men came to adopt a more
pragmatic approach. Rashld CA1I accepted his first
premiership on 20 March 1933 and held office until
the end of October of the same year. After this he remained out of power until March 1935, but he and
Yasln spent much of the intervening period attempting to incite the Middle Euphrates tribes to rise
against the governments of their rivals CA1I Djawdat
and Djamll Midfacl. Their efforts succeeded to the extent that tribal demonstrations in Baghdad prevented
Djawdat and Midfacl from forming cabinets, and in
March 1935 Yasln became Premier, with Rashld CA1I
as Minister of Interior, in a government which lasted
until Bakr Sidkl's coup d'etat in October 1936.
By the latter part of the 1930s, especially after the
Palestine rebellion and the failure of the FrancoSyrian independence negotiations, Britain and France
had become widely unpopular in the Arab Middle
East. At the same time, the governments of Italy and
Germany were held up by Arab nationalists as exemplars of states whose strength lay in their national
unity. Pan-Arab nationalism had little following in
c
lrak outside the officer corps, but the weakness of the
central institutions of the state after the death of King
Faysal, the existence of widely shared aspirations for
genuine independence from Britain, the arrival of alHadjdj Amin al-Husaynl, Mufti of Jerusalem [q.v. in
Suppl.] in Baghdad in October 1939, and the fact that
a clique of four powerful nationalist officers, the socalled "colonels of the Golden Square" had come to
exercise a pivotal influence on clrakl politics, combined to heighten anti-British feeling, and also to
create a climate of opinion in clrak which was either
neutral or benevolent towards the Axis powers at the
beginning of the Second World War.
Rashld CA1I became the chief political ally of the nationalist colonels of the Golden Square, and became
Prime Minister for the third time in March 1940,
after the fall of Nun al-Sacid's fifth ministry. Nurl,
who stayed on under Rashld CAH as Minister of
Foreign Affairs, was unpopular because of his
staunchly pro-British past, but he thought that a
government headed by Rashld CA1I, who had been
famous for his opposition to the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty,
would be both less compromised because of the latter's anti-British record and better able to resist the
more extreme demands of the Golden Square. However, after the fall of France in June 1940, and under
the combined influence of the Golden Square, the
Mufti and prominent Syrian politicians in exile in
Baghdad, Rashld CA1I gradually adopted a more
openly anti-British and pro-Axis stance.
Under the terms of the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of 1930,
the clrakl government was obliged to allow the transit
of British troops across its territory in wartime. Bri-
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tain requested this facility in June 1940, and permission was eventually if somewhat grudgingly given in
mid-July. However, in spite of requests from Britain,
the clrakl government refused to break off relations
with Italy when Italy declared war on Britain in June
1940, and the Italian legation developed into a centre
of anti-British intrigue. In addition, the clrakl government now began to approach the legations of Italy and
Japan for arms supplies, and in August 1940 Rashid
C
AH and the Mufti entered into direct if somewhat
fruitless negotiations with Berlin (for details, see
Majid Khadduri, Independent Iraq 1932-1958: a study in
Iraqi politics2, London 1960, 181-2, 378-80, and U.S.
Department of State, Documents on German foreign policy
1918-1945, Series D, vol. x, 141-4, 154-5, 275, 41516, 558-60).
Matters came to a head, when Rashid CA1T, who
now had the support of most of the armed forces,
refused to yield to British pressure to resign in
November 1940 in the face of his unwillingness to
allow British troops to land in or pass through clrak.
He was forced to step down temporarily as Prime
Minister in January 1941 but returned to power on 12
April; by this time the Regent, Nun and other proBritish politicians had fled to Transjordan.
On 17 and 18 April 1941 British troops landed at
Basra; there was no doubt that Rashid CA1I and his
government enjoyed widespread support (cf. Khadduri, op. cit., 214; Hanna Batatu, The old social classes
and the revolutionary movements of Iraq; a study of Iraq's old
landed classes and its Communists, Ba'thists and Free Officers, Princeton 1978, 453-62), but, given the balance
of forces involved, the defeat of the clrakl army in
May 1941 was a foregone conclusion. The German
assistance which Rashid C AH had requested never
materialised, and he was obliged to flee first to Iran,
and then to Germany, where he arrived in November
1941.
Rashid CA1T stayed in Germany until May 1945,
and then found his way to Sacudl Arabia, where he remained until 1954. He returned to c lrak a few weeks
after the overthrow of the monarchy in July 1958, apparently hoping that his previous services would be
duly acclaimed. When adequate recognition was not
forthcoming he set about planning the sort of coup
that he had engineered successfully in the mid-1930s,
inciting rebellion among the tribes of the Middle
Euphrates in a quixotic attempt to unseat the government of cAbd al-Karlm Kasim [<?.#.]. He was arrested
in December 1958, tried and condemned to death, but
the sentence was commuted by Kasim, and he was
eventually released from prison in October 1961. He
died in Beirut on 30 August 1965.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(P. SLUGLETT)
RASHID RIDA, whose full name was Muhammad
Rashid b. CA1T Rida b. Muhammad Shams al-Dln b.
Muhammad BahaD al-Dln b. Munla (i.e. Mulla) CA1T
Khalifa (1865-1935), o n e o f t h e most productive and
influential a u t h o r s of Islamic reform [see ISLAH],
of Pan-Islamism [q. v. ] and also, to a certain extent, of
Arab nationalism [see KAWMIYYA]. His name is connected with the journal al-Mandr [q.v.] in the first
place, whose editor he was from its foundation in 1898
till his death.
Rashid Rida was born on 27 Qjumada I 1282/23
September 1865 in Kalamun, a village near Tripoli
(Tarabulus al-Sham [</.y.]) on the Mediterranean
coast in northern Lebanon (for his day of birth, see
Sharabasi, 102). The inhabitants of Kalamun were
exclusively Sunn! Muslims and the great majority of
them claimed descent from the Prophet (for the

allegedly Husaynid pedigree of Rashid Rida's family,
see Shaklb Arslan, 809-11, and Sharabasi, 103-7).
Rashid Rida received his first education in the kuttdb [q.v.] of Kalamun, and after that in an Ottoman
state school in Tripoli and, above all, in the madrasa
wataniyya, founded there in 1879. The director of this
school was Shaykh Husayn al-Djisr (1845-1909). It
was from this scholar that Rashid Ricla received the
incentives that were essential for his intellectual
development, such as, for instance, those regarding
the
modernistic
interpretation
of
scientific
achievements. Later, he also had heated differences of
opinion with al-Djisr (see Sharabasi, 231-46; Ebert,
index, 188; for other teachers of Rashid Rida in
Lebanon, see Sharabasi, 246 ff.).
In the winter of 1897-8, Rashid Rida travelled to
Egypt. Already the day after his arrival in Cairo he
went to see Muhammad cAbduh [q. v. ] in order to expound to him his aim of publishing a journal dealing
with Islamic reform. The first issue of this journal, alMandr, appeared on 22 Shawwal 1315/mid-March
1898.
The house which Rashid Rida acquired at Cairo,
after some time, served as private residence, printing
establishment, bookshop and bookstore (Sharabasi,
137). Notwithstanding the success of many of his
publications and the occasional gifts of friends and
patrons, he apparently was seldom free from financial
worries (Sharabasi, 166-9, based, among other
sources, on letters of Rashid Rida to Shaklb Arslan).
Some information on his being married three times
(the first two marriages broke down after a short time)
and on his children can be found in Sharabasi.
216-27.
After the Ottoman constitution had been reinstated in 1908, Rashid Rida visited Bildd al-Shdm.
On this journey, as well as on later journeys to Istanbul (1909-10), to India (1912; on his way back he
visited Maskat and Kuwayt), to the Hidjaz (1916 and
again in 1926), to Syria (1919-20), to Europe (1921-2)
and to the Pan-Islamic Congress in Jerusalem (1931),
he each time reported in al-Mandr (partly reprinted in
Yusuf Ibish (ed.), Rihaldt; see also Sharabasi, 145-61).
For Rashid Rida, all these journeys were connected
with specific political aspirations, but he was not
seldom disappointed in his immediate expectations.
For instance, during the journey to Syria in 1908, an
incident in the Umayyad mosque in Damascus and a
subsequent riot made it clear to him that he had to
reckon there with considerable opposition, and that he
could not rely unconditionally on support from the
Young Turks (Ibish, 29-40; cf. Arslan, 147-8 and
Commins, nn. 129-31). His stay in Istanbul (October
1909-October 1910) was aimed at removing
misunderstandings in the relationship between Arabs
and Turks. Rashid Rida also wanted to establish in
Istanbul a modern Islamic institution of higher education, whose graduates —much better scholars than the
c
u/araaD educated in the traditional way—would be
able to defend Islam according to modernist
standards.
After some initial successes, Rashid Rida came to
the conclusion that both aims could not be attained
—in any case not according to his own conceptions—
mainly because of the opposition of influential
members of the Ittihdd we TerakkiDjem^iyyeti [q.v.\, the
ruling Committee of Union and Progress (Tauber,
104-6; al-Shawabika, 193 ff.). Disappointed, he
returned to Egypt and immediately started preparations for establishing an association that should serve
as the basis for the planned institution of higher
education. The latter was indeed founded in 1911,
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under the name of Dar al-Da^wa wa 'l-Irshdd, Regular
instruction began in March 1912, but had to be
discontinued soon after the outbreak of the First
World War for want of financial donations (Tauber,
106; for the curriculum, see RMM, xviii [1912],
224-7).
As a result of his disappointment with the Young
Turks, Rashid Rida began to develop political plans
on the lines of Pan-Arabism [0.0.]. Already in 1902-3
al-Mandr had printed in instalments the work of c Abd
al-Rahman al-Kawakibl [q.v.], Umm al-kurd (see for
this and for the further political context, Kramer, esp.
30-5). Now, from 1911-2 onwards, Rashld Rida
adhered to the public agitation against the Young
Turks and at the same time founded a secret political
association with Pan-Arabic aims, the Djam^iyyat alD^ami^a al-^Arabiyya. Its purpose was, on the one hand,
to reconcile the rulers of the Arabian Peninsula with
one another, and on the other, to put the Arabic secret
associations in touch with one another (Tauber, 10611). These activities led Rashld Rida to establish relations with most of the rulers of the Arabian Peninsula,
such as Ibn Su c ud and the Sharif of Mecca, but they
also burdened for years to come, especially during the
First World War, his contacts with those of his friends
who, like ShakTb Arslan, associated themselves, notwithstanding many reservations, with the Ottoman
Empire (Arslan, 152-6).
During the First World War, Rashld Rida supported the "Arab Revolt" in the Hidjaz and even
after the War's end he belonged for some time to the
propagandists of its aims. During his journey to Syria
in 1919-20 he was elected president of the "Syrian
Congress", but he returned to Egypt after the French
mandatary troops had marched into Syria.
In the following years, his relations with the King
of the Hidjaz, Husayn b. CA1I, and with the
Hashimite dynasty in general, deteriorated. After the
WahhabT Al Sucud had taken over power in the
Hidjaz, and the Hashimites had been expelled (19246), Rashfd Rida came to belong to those authors who
tried, on historico-political grounds, to justify this
development (see Boberg, esp. 290-314).
The most important proof of this attitude is his
work al-Wahhdbiyyun wa 'l-Hiajdz (Cairo 1925-6), a
collection of articles which had appeared in al-Mandr
and in the daily newspaper al-Ahrdm (see also
KawtharanT, 191-238, 290-318). Until his death in
1935 he repeatedly explained how and why his judgement of the Wahhabiyya had changed: in his youth,
under the influence of Ottoman propaganda, he had
regarded the WahhabTs as fanatical sectarians; after
his arrival in Egypt, however, through reading the
chronicle of al-DjabartT [q. v.} and works of other
authors and through direct information, he had understood that it was the Wahhabfs, not their opponents, who defended true Islam, even if they were
inclined to certain exaggerations. Parallel to this,
Rashfd Rida aimed at the rehabilitation of authors
like Ibn Taymiyya [q. v. ] and of his school (see Laoust,
Essai, 557-75, and idem, Le reformisme, esp. 181-2; cf.
Rashid Rida's preface to Muhammad Bashlr alSahsuwanl, Siydnat al-insdn can waswasat al-Shaykh
Dahldn, 3rd ed., Cairo 1958-9, 8-9).
This change of views, for which he also referred to
remarks made in private by his mentor Muhammad
c
Abduh, necessarily led to a deterioration of his relations with the Shi^Ts and of his judgement on the role
of the Shi^a in Islamic history. Already earlier,
separate articles in al-Mandr had provoked protests by
Shi*! scholars (see, for example, Sayyid Muhsin alAmTn al- c AmilT, al-Husun al-mani^a fi radd ma awradahu
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sahib al-Manar ft hakk al-Sht^a, Damascus 1910, new
impr. Beirut 1985). In opposition to these protests,
however, there existed numerous statements of
Rashid Rida and other authors of al-Mandr in favour
of Pan-Islamic unity and of interconfessional overtures. After his overt endorsement of the
Wahhabiyya, Rashid Rida became the chosen target
of Shi^I polemics, as for instance in the work of the
above-mentioned Sayyid Muhsin al-Amin al- c AmilT,
Kashf al-irtiydb fi atbdc Muhammad b. ^Abd al- Wahhdb,
Damascus 1927-8, re-impr. Tehran ca. 1973. Rashld
Rida's objections against these polemics are resumed
in his al-Sunna wa 'l-Shi^a aw al-Wahhdbiyya wa 'lRdfida, i, Cairo 1929-30, ii, 2nd ed. 1947.
Already at an early stage, Rashid Rida, who in his
younger years had been for a while a mund of the
Nakshbandl order, criticised ideas and practices
which appeared to him as false and harmful Sufism.
His increasingly critical statements on the role of the
Sufi orders, especially of those of his own day, which
later also brought him in conflict with leading scholars
of al-Azhar, are not, however, to be understood as a
radical refusal of all forms of Sufism (Hourani, Rashid
Rida and the Sufi orders}.
In the internal Islamic debates on the past and the
future of the caliphate [see KHILAFA, KHILAFAT MOVEMENT], Rashld Rida, after the First World War, opted
more and more for a renewed, Arabic caliphate. His
work al-Khildfa aw al-imdma al-^uzmd (Cairo 1923) is an
answer to the fact that the Great Turkish National
Assembly had abolished the sultanate on 1 November
1922, i.e. had stripped the caliphate of all secular
authority (for the contents of this work, see H.
Laoust's annotated translation, Le calijat, and M.
Kerr, 151-86). Rashid Rida took a lively part in the
further discussions on the caliphate, in the preparations of several Pan-Islamic congresses [see
MU 3 TAMAR] as well as in their sessions (see Kramer, index, 248; Shawabika, 337-54).
Many aspects of his political activities, such as his
attitude towards the British occupation forces in
Egypt, require further investigation (Shawabika, 26475; Tauber, 105, 110).
The extraordinary influence exercised by Rashid
Rida in many parts of the Islamic world as the
spokesman of the Salafiyya [q. v. ], as well as the
development of his views in a great number of individual questions concerning theology and the
Shari^a, cannot be dealt with here. For this, see the articles ISLAH, AL-MANAR, and the literature given in the
Bibliography, in particular the works of Adams,
Jomier, Kerr, Marrakushl and Samarra3!.
Bibliography: Numerous p u b l i c a t i o n s of
RashTd Rida consist of series of articles published
first in al-Mandr and later brought together in book
form. A useful (even if not faultless) survey is given
by Yusuf Ascad Daghir, Masddir al-dirdsa al-adabiyya,
ii/1, Beirut 1956, 396-401; see also Brockelmann,
S III, 321-4; Khayr al-DTn al-Zirikli, al-Acldm, 3rd
ed. Beirut 1969, vi, 361-2; c Umar Rida Kahhala,
Mu'djam al-muWlifin, Damascus 1960, ix, 310-2,
and Mustadrak, Beirut 1985, 639.
Since 1970, certain texts from al-Mandr have
been selected thematically and reprinted in bookform. See especially: 1. Salah al-Dm al-Munadjdjid
and Yusuf K. Khun (eds.), Fatdwd 'l-Imdm Muhammad Rashid Rida, 6 vols., Beirut 1970; 2. Yusuf
Ibish, Rihaldt al-Imdm Rashid Rida, Beirut 1971; 3.
WadjTh al-KawtharanT, Mukhtdrdt siydsiyya min
madj_allat al-Mandr, Beirut 1980. A general survey of
the contents of the individual volumes of al-Mandr is
found in Anwar al-Djundl, Ta^rikh al-sihdfa al-
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islamiyya. i. al-Manar, Cairo 1983. A mukhtasar of his
Tafsir, already begun by Rashid Rida, was completed and published by Muhammad Ahmad
Kan c an and Zuhayr al-Shawish as Mukhtasar tafsir
al-Manar, 3 vols., Beirut-Damascus 1984.
From the extensive secondary l i t e r a t u r e in
A r a b i c , there may be mentioned Shakib Arslan,
al-Sayyid Rashid Rida aw ikhd^ arbacin sana, Damascus
1937; Ibrahim Ahmad al-cAdawT, Rashid Rida, alimdm al-mudjahid, Cairo n.d. [ca. 1965]; Ahmad alSharabasI, Rashid Rida, sahib al-Manar, Cairo 1970;
Haslb al-Samarra:>i, Rashid Rida
al-mufassir,
Baghdad 1977; Muhammad Salih al-Marrakushl,
Tafkir Muhammad Rashid Rida min khildl madjallat alManar, Tunis-Algiers 1985; Muhammad Ahmad
Durnayka, al-Sayyid Rashid Rida, isldhdtuhu alidjtimdc-iyya wa 'l-diniyya, Tripoli-Beirut, 1986;
Ahmad Fahd Barakat al-Shawabika, Muhammad
Rashid Rida wa dawruhu fi 'l-haydt al-fikriyya wa 7siydsiyya, c Amman 1989.
In W e s t e r n l a n g u a g e s : C.C. Adams, Islam and
modernism in Egypt, New York 1933; H. Laoust, Le
reformisme orthodoxe des "salafiyya", in REI, vi (1932),
175-224; idem, Le calif at dans la doctrine de Rashid
Rida, Beirut 1938; idem, Essai sur les doctrines sociales
et politiques de Taki-d-Din Ahmad b. Taimiya, Cairo
1939, 557-75; J. Jomier, Le commentaire coranique du
Mandr, Paris 1954; A. Hourani, Arabic thought in the
Liberal Age, London 1962, 222-44; idem, Rashid
Rida and the Sufi orders: a footnote to Laoust, in BEO,
xxix (1977), 231-41; M. Kerr, Islamic reform. The
political and legal theories of Muhammad cAbduh and
Rashid Rida, Berkeley, etc. 1962; R. Wielandt, Offenbarung und Geschichte im Denken moderner Muslime,
Wiesbaden 1971, 73-94; A. Busool, Shaykh Muhammad Rashid Ridd's relations with Djamal al-Din alAfghdni and Muhammad ^Abduh, in MW, Ixvi (1976),
272-86; M. Kramer, Islam assembled, New York
1986; E. Tauber, Rashid Rida as Pan-Arabist before
World War I, in MW, Ixxix (1989), 102-12;
E.E. Shahln, Muhammad Rashid Ridd's perspectives on
the West as reflected in al-Manar, in ibid., 113-32; D.D.
Commins, Islamic reform. Politics and social change in
late Ottoman Syria, New York-Oxford 1990;
D. Boberg, Agypten, Nadjd und der Hidjaz, Berne
1991; J. Ebert, Religion und Reform in der arabischen
Provinz. Husayn al-Djisr, Frankfurt a.M. 1991.
(W. ENDE)
RASHID YASIMl, m o d e r n Persian poet and
scholar, born on 4 December 1896 at Kirmanshah
and died in 1951. His real name was Ghulam Rida,
but he is popularly known as Rashid Yasimi in
literary and intellectual circles. He came from a
cultured and well-educated family, which counted as
one of its respected members the author of the novel
Shams u tughrd, namely Muhammad Bakir Mlrza
Khusrawl (1849-1950), who was his maternal uncle.
After completing his early education in his native
town, Rashid Yasimi proceeded to Tehran in
1333/1914-15 and joined the Saint Louis High
School, from where he graduated with proficiency in
French language and literature. Simultaneously, he
devoted his attention to the pursuit of Persian studies
as well as to the study of Arabic, Pahlavi and English.
Having finished his education, he served for some
time as principal of a local high school in Kirmanshah. But soon afterwards he returned to Tehran,
where he joined Malik al-Shu c ara D Bahar (d. 1951 [see
BAHAR]) in founding the journal Ddnishkada, which
began to appear in 1918 as the organ of the literary
association bearing the same name. Among his contributions to this journal were a series of articles which

he published under the title Inkildb-i adabi describing
the history of changes in French literature from the
18th to the 20th century. Translated for the most part
from French sources, these articles were of special
value to Persian readers in so far as they contained
useful information about French writers and their
works. His early writings also appeared in such journals as Dunyd-yi imruz, Shark, Naw bahdr and Armdn.
Rashid Yasimi held a number of government jobs
before he was appointed in 1933 to the chair of Islamic
history in the Faculty of Letters, Tehran University,
and the Advanced College for Teachers. Subsequently, he was also made a member of the Iranian
Academy. In 1944 he travelled to India as part of a
cultural delegation representing the Iranian government. He died in early May 1951 after a prolonged
illness.
Rashid Yasimi was the author of numerous books
covering a variety of subjects. These included
biographical accounts of Ibn Yamin (d. 769/1368) and
Salman SawadjI (d. 778/1376), editions of the poetical
works of Mascud Sacd Salman (d. 515/1121) and
Hatif Isfahan! (d. 1198/1783-4), publication of
DjamT's mathnawi Saldmdn u Absdl, and translation of
the fourth volume of E.G. Browne's Literary history of
Persia as well as of books from other writers. His
creative writing consisted mainly of a modest collection of poetry which was first published in 1337/1958.
On the basis of the dates appended to most of his
poems, it may be assumed that his poetic career began
around 1295/1916-17. His verse is characterised by a
lyrical outlook and love of nature. It contains a moral
tone tending towards philosophising. His literary
position may be best described as that of a transitional
poet representing preliminary changes from traditionalism in the 20th century Persian poetry.
Bibliography: Rashid Yasimi, Diwdn-i Rashid
Yasimi, 2nd ed., Tehran 13_62/1983; Muhammad
Ishak (ed.), Sukhanwardn-i Iran dar ^asr-i hddir, i,
Delhi 1933; Muhammad Bakir Burkacl (ed.),
Sukhanwardn-i ndmi-yi mu^dsir, i, Tehran 1329/1951;
F. Machalski, La litterature de I'Iran contemporain, ii,
Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krakow 1967; Jiri Bettca
(ed.), Dictionary of oriental literatures, iii, London and
New York 1974, s.n.; Mahdl Hamldl(ed.), Daryd-yi
gawhar, iii, Tehran 1367/1988; Dhabih Allah Safa
(ed.), Gandhi sukhan, iii, Tehran 1367/1988; Abu
Talib Radawl-nizhad (ed.), Cahdr-sad sha^ir-i Parsiguy, Tehran 1369/1990.
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
AL-RASHIDIYYA, al-Djam^iyya al-Rashidiyya li 'lMusikd al-Tunisiyya, a T u n i s i a n musical society
founded in November 1934.
A general assembly of 71 participants (including a
singer-actress, Shafiya Rushdl), from all walks of
life—artisans, members of the liberal professions,
musicians, poets and men of letters—decided to create
an "association to safeguard the heritage of Tunisian
music and its spread amongst the coming generations". Mustafa Sfar, mayor of the Medina of Tunis,
was unanimously elected its first president. Various
names were proposed before that of Rashldiyya was
chosen, thereby glorifying the work of the musicloving Bey Muhammad al-Rashid (d. 1172/1759).
During its period of evolution, the Rashldiyya was to
assume the work of an Institute, whence its name alMachad al-Rashidi li 'l-musikd al-tunisiyya, ca. 1945).
The setting-up of this famous institution was not
fortuitous. It formed part of the Tunisian nationalist
movement founded at the beginning of the century,
and for which the 1930s formed a period of transition
on the cultural and artistic level. It marked the beginning of a period of intense activity, of recovery and
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preservation and of creativity on behalf of an identity
which felt itself threatened. In practice, music had
during this period become the profession of a despised
class, whose depraved morals and avidity for nothing
but financial gain had ended in dragging the whole
art, and as a result, the artist's status, down to a
deplorable situation. Just as there were many factors
leading to a series of attempts aiming at the rehabilitation of Tunisian music, so these were favoured by
several important events concerning the poetic and
musical spheres. Such a spirit had already taken shape
thanks to the creative impetus of Shaykh Ahmad alWafT (1850-1921) and the genius of Khumayyis Tarnan (1894-1964), both reared, like so many others, in
the pure tradition of the zdwiyas of the SufT
brotherhoods, and to the efforts of Baron Rudolphe
d'Erlanger (d. 1932) and of the musicians and
musicologists gathered round his palace of Sldl Bu
Sacid. In 1931 the famous Syrian musician Shaykh
C
AH DarwTsh of Aleppo arrived in Tunisia and within
the Khalduniyya gave the first courses in tonic sol-fa,
and in the modes and rhythms of Arab music, as well
as tuition in the nay. There was also the first congress
of Arab music at Cairo (14 March-3 April 1932),
which was an event of great artistic importance. The
Tunisian delegation included various famous figures,
such as Hasan Husni cAbd al-Wahhab, MannubT
SnusT, Hassuna Ben c Ammar, and a musical ensemble composed of Muhammad Ghanin (rabdb),
Khumayyis Tarnan (^ud carabi), CA1T bin c Arfa (tar),
Khumayyis al-cAtI (nakkdrdf) Muhammad al-Mukranl
and Muhammad Billahsan (singers). In this way, the
Rashidiyya, whose setting up had been for music the
culmination of a concatenation of circumstances, very
soon became "a real bed of flowers", as Shafiya
Rushdi liked to stress, a nursery of high-quality artists, poets and musicians who succeeded, "through
work and faith", in rehabilitating Tunisian musical
art.
The Rashidiyya was controlled by a legal charter
which gave it civil and financial autonomy, and its
directing committee was composed of a dozen
members from amongst its most faithful supporters
and patrons, chosen by the duly qualified electors and
with a mandate which was renewable. It had three
commissions: literary, musical and the sphere of
public relations; the first two sat in the form of a committee of sifting and selection. In 1935, a first concert
was given in its provisional headquarters, on the patio
of the patron Belahsen Lasram, before it acquired its
own centre. An initial competition was held to
stimulate creative activity amongst Tunisian artistes.
Thereafter, a lively activity was embarked upon, envisaging three vital objectives:
(1) Safeguarding the musical heritage (and more
especially, the ma^luf or popular one), against all currents of deformation, preserving it intact against the
effects of time and the blurring of the collective
memory, giving it fresh impetus and spreading it
widely. A long work of recovery and transcription was
envisaged, a somewhat arduous and delicate mission,
given that the music of an oral tradition, difficult to
pin down in a fixed, standard notation, was involved,
and that numerous versions, making up a field of
great richness, had to be gathered together. Hence the
effort was carried out on two fronts: collection and
transcription (led by M. TrTkT), and restoration, the
giving of fresh impetus and new compositions (a work
given effect by Kh. Tarnan). The text and music of
thirteen complete nawbas [ q . v . } , as well as those of
numerous traditional pieces of music, instrumental
and vocal, were gathered together, transcribed and
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published (cf. the nine fascicules of the Tunisian
musical heritage). The greater part of this repertoire
was likewise recorded.
(2) Laying the foundations for a centralised musical
teaching, involving mainly national and Arab music.
Through the seriousness and successfulness of this
policy, the Rashidiyya speedily became an Institute
for educating cadres who were well qualified to keep
up this role until 1972, when its courses were transferred to the National Centre for Folk Music and the
Arts.
(3) Launching a vigorous movement of musical
creativeness and high quality poetic activity, as much
on the level of the texts as the music and interpretation. Tunisian song had its genuine creative spirits,
composers, song-writers, instrumentalists and singers
of great talent, notably the famous group Taht al-Sur
("below the city wall") or ^Askar al-/z7("soldiers of the
night"), artistes, intellectuals and bohemians who
were known by the name of the famous cafe which
gave them shelter.
One by one, the new wave of musicians and poets
were to help in the building of a new edifice, all bringing their contribution to the Tunisian song, for which
they provided an impulse which brought it to the
forefront of Arab music. The Rashidiyya did much to
render respectable practical musical-making. A tradition of weekly concerts was begun, and, according to
Tnki, one went there "as to the mosque".
The founding of a national radio network (Tunis
R.T.T. in 1936), which began to transmit its own
emissions towards the end of 1938, helped the rise of
the Tunisian song and probably contributed to promote the efforts of the Rashidiyya, notably through
the live transmission of its weekly concerts. However,
this institution gradually lost its potentialities once an
orchestra had been created (1948), and then a choir
(1957), both belonging to the R.T.T. and which attracted the best artistes of the time. At the present
time, the Rashidiyya, with its headquarters in the rue
du Dey, no. 5, comes under the Ministry of Culture
and is supported financially by the municipality of
Tunis. A new breath has been recently given to it so
that it may recover its former status.
Bibliography: On Muhammad al-Rashld Bay,
see Kahhala, ix, 246, and Zirikll, vi, 336. On the
Rashidiyya, see the works published under its
aegis: al-Ma^had al-Rashidi, histoire de I'institution,
Tunis n.d., and two monographs devoted to two of
its leading figures, Ahmad al-WafT and Khumayyis
Tarnan. In general, see S. al-Mahdl, Makdmat almusika al-^arabiyya, Tunis n.d.; M. Guettat, La musique classique du Maghreb, Paris 1980, 214-27; idem,
La Tunisie dans les documents du Congres du Caire, in
Musique arabe. Le Congres du Caire 1932, Cairo 1992,
69-86; idem, Visages de la musique tunisienne, in IBLA,
no. 160, 227-40; M. Marzuki and S. al-Mahdi, alMa^had al-Rashidt li 'l-musiki al-Tunisiyya, Tunis
1981; Tunisian Ministry of Culture, al-Turdth almusikial-tunisi, 9 fascs. so far appeared, Tunis 196779; S. Rizgl, al-Aghdni al-tunisiyya, Tunis 1967; M.
SkandjT, al-Rashidiyya, madrasat al-musiki wa-ghind^
al-^arabi Ji Tunis, Tunis 1986. See also the Bibl. to
NAWBA.
(M. GUETTAT)
RASHT. RESHT, a town of the Persian prov i n c e of Gllan [0.0.], in the Caspian Sea lowlands
and lying on a branch of the Saftd Rud [q.v.] in lat.
37° 18' N. and 49° 38' E. It has long been the commercial centre of Gflan, with its fortunes fluctuating
with the state of sericulture and silk manufacture.
However, the town is not mentioned by the early
Arabic geographers, who localise the silk industry in
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the province of Tabaristan to the east [see MAZANJ*
DARAN], and it is the Hudud al-^dlam which first gives
the name, but as a district, not a town (tr. Minorsky,
137, § 32.25). It does appear as a town in Hamd Allah
MustawfT, writing soon after the Mongol conquest of
Gflan in 706/1307, and by that time, the silk of Gilan
was famous and, according to Marco Polo, sought
after by Genoese merchants whose ships had recently
appeared on the Caspian waters. Subsequently, Rasht
became the seat of a minor dynasty of Gflan, the
Ishakids of Fumin, until these rulers were replaced by
the Kiya princes of Lahidjan [ q . v . ] , and then, in
1000/1592, Shah cAbbas the Great [q.v.] annexed
Gllan to the Persian state.
Among the events of this period was the establishment in Gflan, of which Rasht became the administrative and economic centre, of the "Muscovite
Company" founded in 1557 by Anthony Jenkinson,
Richard and Robert Johnson, who, taking the Russian route, sent ten expeditions into Persia between
1561 and 1581. It is to noteworthy that the last independent ruler of Gilan, Ahmad Shah, sent ambassadors to Moscow to seek help against Shah
c
Abbas and obtained promises of protection which,
however, came to nothing. The Cossacks at the same
time were plundering in Gflan and Rasht and trying
to gain the support of the Persian court. The most
notable invasion was that of Stenka Razin who sacked
Rasht in 1045/1636. On 2 Safar 1082, the day of
Stenka's execution, the Persians in Moscow at the
time were invited to be present at it (cf. the journal
Kdweh, 12, N.S., 1 December 1921). From 1722 to
1734, Rasht and Gilan were occupied by the Russians
(Shipov, then Matushkin) invited by the governor
who was threatened by the Afghans. In 1734, Gilan
was restored to Persia after a treaty. Rabino quotes a
Persian testimony in favour of the Russian occupation. For military reasons the Russians cleared the
jungle round Rasht.
The history of Gilan and that of Rasht, which has
always played a preponderant part in it, merges into
the general history of Persia after its annexation.
During the Persian Revolution, a body of Social
Democrats was sent by the Regional Committee of the
Caucasus to Rasht, and there helped in February
1909 to overthrow the authority of the Shah and to
establish a revolutionary committee which elected as
governor the Sipihdar c Azam, who played a prominent part in the history of the period along with Sardar Asad Bakhtiyarf (cf. Persia v borbe za nezavisimost,
by Pavlovic and Iranskii, Moscow 1925). Rasht then
became the base of operations of the northern revolutionary army. A few years later, during the First
World War, Rasht again attracted attention in connection with the movement of the Djangalts, created
by Mfrza Kucak Khan [ q . v . ] . Assisted by German
(von Passchen), Turkish and Russian officers, an
armed force was organised to oppose the passage of
the British troops under General Dunsterville on their
way to Baku, without, however, much success (battle
of Mandjfl, 12 June 1918). The British were able to
force their way through with the help of Bicerakhov's
detachment of Cossacks and established a garrison in
Rasht. A second battle with the Qiangalis in the town
itself on 20 July 1918 also ended in British victory. On
25 August peace was signed with Kucak Khan at
Enzell. At one time, at the end of March 1918, the
position of Kucak Khan was so strong that the capture
not only of Kazwfn, but even of Tehran, was feared
(cf. The adventures of Dunsterforce by Maj. Gen. L.C.
Dunsterville, London 1920).
Rasht again became the arena of the revolutionary

Djangah movement, aimed at the pro-British government in Tehran of Mushfr al-Dawla in 1920. After the
capture of Baku on 28 April 1920 by the Reds, the
White Fleet sought refuge in the port of Enzell, which
was held by the British. Enzelf fell to the Soviet forces,
who then twice occupied Rasht. But after the PersoSoviet agreement of May 1921, Russian and British
troops left Persian territory, Kuc'ak Khan's movement was suppressed by Rida Khan's [see RIDA SHAH
PAHLAWI] Cossack Brigade, and Persian authority reestablished in Gflan and Rasht.
Rasht was again occupied by Russian forces in the
Second World War. At the present time, it is the administrative centre of the ustdn of Gllan. It has road
connections with Tehran and Bandar Anzall and an
airport. In 1972 it had an estimated population of
160,000.
Bibliography: H.L. Rabino, Les provinces caspiennes de la Perse. Le Guildn, in RMM, xxxii (1915-16),
1-499; Le Strange, Lands, 174-5; Admiralty Handbooks. Persia, London 1945, 532-3 and index; Razmara, Farhang-i djughrdfiyd-yi Iran, ii, 130-2; Barthold, An historical geography of Iran, Princeton 1984,
236-7.
(B. NIKITINE-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
RASHTi, SAYYID KAZIM B KASIM (d.
1259/1844), the head and s y s t e m a t i s e r of the
Shaykhf school of Shf c ism after Ahmad al-Ahsa°f
[q. v . ] . The son of a merchant, Sayyid Kazim was born
in Rasht [<7-#-], in northern Persia, between
1194/1784 and 1214/1799-1800. Details of his early
life are sparse and contradictory. Educated in Rasht,
he underwent mystical experiences and, somewhere
between his mid-teens and early twenties (between
1809 and 1814?), became a pupil of al-Ahsa3!, then
living in Yazd. He also studied under and received
idjdzdt from other mudjtahids.
The Sayyid soon came to hold an important position among al-AhsaVs entourage, acting as his ndib or
deputy and spokesman, answering questions on his
behalf, continuing and translating some of his
writings, and defending him from the attacks of
hostile ^ulamd^. On al-AhsaVs death, Rashtf succeeded him as head of the central group of his pupils in
Karbala 0 . This led to the emergence of a sort of order
for the transmission of inspired knowledge within orthodox ShlSsm, with Rashtf as "the bearer of innate
knowledge" (Kirmanf) and the interpreter of alAhsa°f's words. Although he denied trying to establish
a new madhhab, he became embroiled in major public
debates with leading ^ulamd^. These disputes, and
Rashtf's own development of an esoteric teaching
divulged to a privileged circle of students, made it inevitable that Shaykhism should be viewed as a school
of heterodox opinion within Twelver ShfSsm.
In spite of this, Rashtf acquired considerable
political influence in Karbala5 and Persia, where he
numbered many members of the ruling Kadjar family
among his admirers. His death on 11 Dhu '1-Hidjdja
1259/1 January 1844 sparked off a leadership struggle
within the school, resulting in the emergence of two
sharply opposed branches: that of Kanm Khan Kirmanl, which attempted a rapprochement with orthodoxy, and that of cAlf Muhammad Shfrazf [q. v . } ,
which grew into the Babf sect.
Bibliography: D. MacEoin, From Shaykhism to
Babism. A study in charismatic renewal in Shi^i Islam,
diss. Cambridge 1979 unpubl., ch. 3, at 95-124; H.
Corbin, Les successeurs de Shaykh Ahmad Ahsa^i, in En
Islam iranien. Aspects spirituels et philosophiques. IV,
Paris 1972, Livre VI L 'Ecole Shaykhie, ch. II, at 2326; A.L.M. Nicolas, Essai sur le Cheikhisme. II. Seyyed
Kazem Rechti, Paris 1911; Abu '1-Kasim b. Zayn al-
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c
Abidm [Khan Kirmani], Fihrist-i kutub-i Shaykh
Ahmad Ahsd^t wa sd^ir mashdyikh-i ^izdm, 3 Kerman
[1977], 112-28, 288-359 (a brief biography and a
comprehensive listing of Rashti writings).
(D. MAC£OIN)
RA§HWA (A.) or, apparently preferred by purists,
rishwa/rushwa, pi. rushd, Persian rishwat, rishwe, rushwa,
Turkish riisvet, the legal term for "bribe." Like
English "bribe", its connotation is absolutely
negative and whatever is called rashwa is strictly forbidden by law. The word itself does not occur in the
Kurgan. More general passages like II, 188, and V,
42, 62-3 (suht) were interpreted to include the prohibition of bribe-taking. The hadith, however, makes the
matter perfectly clear. One of the most explicit
statements invokes the divine curse upon those who
offer and who take bribes (rdshi, murtashi), sometimes
adding the go-between (radish) and the specification fi
'l-hukm.
Other words may refer to the process of bribery
such as dja^dlai'dju^l or, in the course of time, drift in
that direction such as itdwa or bakhshish [ q . v . ] , but
none of them ever became as unambiguous and
forceful as rashwa. An insignificant exception may
possibly be birtil, if it is derived from Greek proteleia
and the interpretation of proteleia as "previous payment, advance" (Liddell and Scott, 1524) in a 6thcentury papyrus from Egypt is correct; in this case,
Persian partala "gift" could be secondary or another
derivation from the Greek (see S. Fraenkel, Aram.
Fremdworter, Leiden 1886, 84). A picturesque euphemism for bribing, "pouring oil in the lamp" or
simply kandala, is listed by al-ThacalibT, Kindya, Beirut
1405/1984, 70; al-Raghib, Muhddardt, Bulak 1286-87,
i, 128.
Nothwithstanding the legal prohibition, bribery
was as common in Islam as in other large societies,
although the degree of its prevalence no doubt widely
varied. It was, therefore, necessary for jurists to
define what distinguished it from allowable gifts [see
HIBA] and to circumscribe its boundaries. In contrast
to supposedly disinterested and unconditional gifts,
bribes were stated to be what was given for a purpose.
This left open the possibility of beneficial purposes
such as attempts to prevent wrongdoing and injustice,
see, e.g., LA, s.v. r-sh-w: "gifts that lead to obtaining
a right or ward off a wrong," or al-SharishT, commenting on "death does not take bribes" in al-Harm's
twenty-first makdma: "a gift given for warding off the
harm of someone who has power over you" (Shark alMakdmdt, Cairo 1306, i, 279). In the legal view, however, the beneficial purpose did not invalidate the
general prohibition; while the briber may be within
his rights in offering a bribe, it is illegal to accept it,
since the intended recipient should do on his own volition what is required and proper. It was, however,
recognised by some that any gift whatever was given
for some purpose. Al-GhazalT thus discusses
hypothetical situations such as giving something to a
ruler's officials or intimates in order to gain access to
him, as well as other situations of gift-giving for expected services. The negative view mostly prevailed,
but it is obvious that the very discussion opened up
potential loopholes. Note that the alleged "first case of
bribery in Islam" involves outstanding early Muslims
and access to the caliph (Ibn Kutayba, Ma^drif, ed.
c
Ukkasha, 558, and the awd^il collections).
The environment where unlawful bribing was seen
as particularly at home was the twin realms of government and judiciary. On a widely discussed problem
where the two clearly intertwined concerned the expenditure of money for an appointment to a
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judgeship, see, most concisely, al-Mawardl, Adab alkddi, ed. M.H. Sarhan, Baghdad 1391/1971, i, 151-2,
and Tyan. While bribery on various governmental
levels, internally as well as internationally, was discussed (see al-Subki, Fasl al-makdlfi haddyd al-^ummdl;
Rosenthal, 137-8), the principal concern was with
the judiciary, where the concept of bribery and its
practical role were seen as most deeply embedded and
unquestionably corruptive. In the case of judges, the
acceptance of well-intentioned gifts even by relatives
could constitute a problem calling for legal discussion.
Gift-giving among ordinary
individuals and,
presumably, in business pursuits not involving officialdom was, it seems, not considered to incur the
danger of developing into forbidden rashwa.
Someone found guilty of bribery could, of course,
be dismissed. Legally, punishment was left to the
decision of the judge (taczir). The Hanafi Ibn
Nudjaym appears to have considered public exposure
as the most effective deterrent.
The attention paid to rashwa throughout the
literature proves, if proof is needed, that bribery was
an ever-present problem. Its social effects were no
doubt considerable but cannot be accurately, or even
approximately, quantified. It appears to have become
institutionalised at certain periods and locations.
From Ottoman times, an increase in monographs on
the subject is noticeable. Political thinkers were much
concerned with it and even ended up in almost
despairing of finding a remedy for it (see Wright).
Westerners often felt convinced that bribery was a
way of life in the East. It may, however, be doubted
whether detailed research will provide valid clues to a
specific role of bribery in mediaeval Muslim civilisation as a whole, if, indeed, there was anything specific
to it.
Bibliography. Some of the vast and scattered
source material is cited by E. Tyan, Histoire de
{'organization judiciaire en pays d'Islam, Paris 1938-43,
i, 425-31, 2nd. ed., Leiden 1960, 289-92, and F.
Rosenthal, Gifts and bribes: the Muslim view, in Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, cviii
(1964), 135-44, repr. in idem, Muslim intellectual and
social history, Variorum Reprints, Aldershot 1990.
See, for example, WakTc, Akhbdr al-kuddt, ed. cAbd
al- c Aziz Mustafa al-Maraghl, Cairo 1366-69/194750, i, 45-60; JGhazalT, Ihyd\ book II, ch. 4 at end,
tr. H. Bauer, Erlaubtes und verbotenes Gut, Halle
1922, 206-12, and Murtada al-Zabldl, Ithdf, Cairo
1311, repr. Beirut, vi, 157-69; DhahabI, Kabd^ir,
ch. 32; Ibn Nudjaym, Risdla mukhtasara f t baydn alrashwa wa-aksdmihd, in Rasd^il, Beirut 1400/1980,
110-17; HadjdjI Khalifa, The Balance of Truth, tr.
G.L. Lewis, 124-27; W.L. Wright, Ottoman
statecraft, Princeton 1935, text, 38 f f , tr. 87-93;
Ahmet Mumcu, Osmanh devletinde riisvet (Ankara
1969).
(F. ROSENTHAL)
RASIM [see AHMAD RASIM].
RASM (A., pi. rusum), the act of drawing, a d r a w i n g , is not always distinguished from painting; nor
can it be. Drawing was performed both as a
preliminary to painting and to produce works to stand
alone. It might be representational [see TASWIR] or
decorative (historians of Islamic manuscripts confine
the term illumination to decorative work). Nakkdshi
covers drawing and painting, whether representational or decorative; tarrdhiis designing, in the context
of pictures, the production of the underdrawing. In
addition to the illustration of manuscripts, drawing is
an important element in the decoration of ceramics
and other forms of applied art; draughtsmen might
exercise their skill in several fields. Writing in the ear-
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ly llth/17th century, Kadi Ahmad distinguishes two
sorts of kalam, the one from a plant and the other from
an animal (see Calligraphers and painters: a treatise by Qadi
Ahmad, son of Mir-Munshi (circa A.M. 1015IA.D. 1606),
tr. V. Minorsky, Washington, D.C. 1959, 50): these
are the calligrapher's reed pen and the painter's
brush, probably made with squirrel-hair. Ink [see
MIDAD] was prepared from soot, gallnut and alum, in
a medium of gum arabic. Dilute ink (or a red pigment, perhaps minium) was used, usually with a
brush, for the underdrawings of paintings. Either
pen, brush, or a combination, was used for
autonomous drawings; some drawings include small
areas of ink wash, thin colour or details in gold.
Training in the drawing of particular motifs might be
carried out by pouncing, using a gazelle skin (Persian
carbd). A draughtsman often worked with a drawingboard supported by his knee. The line generally
reveals the influence of the calligraphy of its period, in
its curves and rhythms. Ruler and compass were used
in the basic layout of schemes of illumination, but
many complex curved lines appear to be drawn
freehand. There is occasional use of stencils from the
15th century onwards. The illuminator (mudhahhib]
worked, among other things, with brush-gold, goldleaf rubbed into moist or dry glue and diluted.
Early period
Surviving examples of drawing from the early
Islamic period are mostly in the service of wall- or
floor-paintings in Umayyad palaces (Kusayr c Amra
[see ARCHITECTURE] or Kasr al-Hayr al-Gharbi [q. v.]);
there is an evident debt to late classical and Sasanid
art, and outlines are heavily marked (but have sometimes been exaggerated in excessive restoration). The
earliest surviving book illustrations appear to be the
highly formalised, coloured drawings of mosques and
trees in an Umayyad Kur D an, discovered in Sanca°
(see H.-C. Graf von Bothmer, Architekturbilder im
Koran: eine Prachthandschrift der Umayyadenzeit aus Yemen,
in Pantheon, xlv [1987], 4-20). The earliest surviving
drawings in which line is exploited for aesthetic effect
are figures of the constellations in a manuscript of alSuff's Suwar al-kawdkib al-thdbita (Bodleian Library,
Oxford), whose text was copied in 400/1009-10,
presumably in Baghdad. The wiry line describes the
notional body with smooth contours and the clothing
with exuberant bracketing folds; Sasanid and Chinese
influences are evident. Approximately contemporary
is a Fatimid drawing of a nude female musician (Israel
Museum, Jerusalem). Over a red underdrawing, the
line is slightly more variable, but volume is chiefly
conveyed by curves. In works of the Arab school of the
7th/13th and 8th/14th centuries, figures have large
and expressive faces and eloquent gestures of the hand
(fig. 1). The line is rapid and confident, sometimes to
the point of carelessness. Drawing in the Saldjuk
tradition at this period, as represented in Warka u
Gulshdh (Topkapi Sarayi Library, Istanbul) or on
lustre ceramics, is more sober; faces are more oriental, and on the ceramics pattern is more pervasive.
Chinoiserie
A new mode of drawing begins in the late 7th/13th
century as Chinese influence, mediated by various
arts, introduces new motifs and softens the Islamic
line. Finished ink drawings, exercises and designs for
applied arts are preserved in Albums in the Topkapi
Sarayi, Istanbul, and the Staatsbibliothek in Berlin
[see MURAKKA C ]. In general, these are datable to the
8th/14th and 9th/15th centuries, but more particular
datings are a matter of debate; vigour tends to suggest
the earlier century, and delicacy the later. Ink drawing was known at this period as kalam-i siydhilsiydh

kalam; Dust Muhammad, who compiled one of the
Albums for the Safawid Bahram Mlrza in 951/1544,
mentions one Amir Dawlat Yar, proficient in this field
in the 14th century (see W.M. Thackston, A century of
princes: sources on Timurid history and art, Cambridge,
Mass. 1989, 345). Islamic arabesque ornament accepted new motifs, lotus leaves or flowers, Chinese
clouds, ducks, peris, cloud-deer, dragons and stmurghs
(a Chinese form for the legendary Persian bird); cartouches have "cloud-collar" edges (fig. 2). Some
studies draw on Buddhist mythology. In the 9th/15th
century, chinoiserie is enriched by motifs from the
Islamic tradition, hunting felines, monkeys, peacocks,
and the wdkwdk scroll (a scroll inhabited by faces,
named after the tree of talking heads encountered by
Iskandar in Firdawsl's Shdh-ndmd). By the 10th/16th
century Persian illuminators execute chinoiserie
borders in brush-gold with subtle variations in density. Chinoiserie was carried to the Ottoman sphere,
where, in the 10th/16th century, draughtsmen make
a speciality of ink drawings of the sdz motif, the
feather-like flower of the reed. From the late 10th/16th
century, Mughal painters introduce into gold
chinoiserie borders figures which are increasingly
realistic and coloured.
Classical Persian and Mughal drawings
In classical Persian painting, produced from the
1390s to 1540s, outline becomes much less visible than
hitherto. A sketchy underdrawing indicates where one
block of colour is to abut on another, and the edge of
the colour-block assumes the greater part of the defining function. Lines applied over the colour blocks to
indicate features, folds, patterns or other details, are
delicate. Chinese influence is evident in the convention of round, small-featured faces. Outlines are more
evident in provincial styles. Drawings of narrative
subjects are preserved in the Albums, and drawing
predominates over painting in the illustrations to a
Suwar al-kawdkib al-thdbita made for Ulugh Beg [q. v. ] ,
presumably in the 1430s and at Samarkand
(Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris).
In Mughal painting of the late 10th/16th and early
llth/17th centuries [see MUGHALS. 9], the Persian
colour-block system is modified by traditions both
linear and painterly. Line may be strongly marked,
and is sometimes further emphasised by a surrounding shadow; at other times it is lost. For drawing per
se, a fruitful source of inspiration was found in European prints (and probably also illustrations in
grisaille). In the late 10th/16th century, Basawan produced masterly drawings with adaptations of European style and European classical mythology. In the
llth/17th century, the Mughal interest in reportage
fostered portrait drawings—including those of
elephants—and drawing from the life [see MUGHALS.
9]. Some drawings, usually of more traditional subjects, were accompanied with half-colour (mm kalam}.
A class of jeu d'esprit, perhaps a development from
metamorphic tendencies in Persian ornament with
assistance from chinoiserie, is formed by drawings in
which ridden elephants or camels are composed from
subsidiary figures in the archimboldesque manner.
Later Persian drawing
With a growing taste for Albums in Persia in the
later 10th/16th century [see MURAKKA C ], the finished
ink drawing gains in importance as an independent
work. Subjects are often single figures of the upper
classes, sitting or standing, by the llth/17th century
sometimes presented against a minimal landscape of
hills, trees and cloud. Conversation pieces are also
found, low-life or eccentric characters, and animals;
in addition, there are a small number of studies of
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earlier manuscript illustrations. Line of strongly
calligraphic quality and varying width is used, both
for its descriptive and abstract value. Volumes are
largely implied by fold lines; hatching is not
employed, but in some areas fold lines cluster
together. Signatures, or attributions, and dates are
not infrequent. Prominent draughtsmen of the
10th/16th and llth/17th centuries are Sadik, Rida-yi
c
AbbasI [q. v. ] and the latter's pupil Mu c in Musawwir.
The second half of the 19th century sees the acceptance of new means of graphic expression, the pencil
(with shading by hatching and smudging) and the
lithograph. Influential in this was Abu '1 Hasan Ghaffarl, Sanic al-Mulk, first director of art in the Ddr alFunun (Polytechnic) in Tehran, who died in 1866.
Portraits in the new media have a cautious stillness,
derived from photography; but drawing of a more
traditional character may venture into caricature.
Bibliography. F.R. Martin, The miniature painters
of Persia, India and Turkey: from the 8th to the 18th century, London 1912; R. Ettinghausen, Arab painting,
Geneva 1962; M.§. Ipsiroglu, Saray-Alben: Diez'sche
Klebebdnde aus der Berliner Sammlungen, Wiesbaden
1964; E. Atil, The brush of the masters: drawings from
Iran and India, Washington, B.C. 1978; M.C.
Beach, The Grand Mogul: imperial painting in India
1600-1660, Williamstown 1978; B. Gray (ed.), The
arts of the book in Central Asia, Paris and London
1979; Islamic Art, i (1981); N.M. Titley, Persian
miniature painting, London 1983; A. Negre, A.
Okada, F. Richard, A la com du Grand Moghol, Paris
1986; Y. Porter, Peinture et arts du livre, Paris 1992.
(BARBARA BREND)
RASM. In ottoman Turkish usage [see RESM).
AL-RASS, the name in Arabic geographical writing
for the A r a x e s R i v e r (Perso-Turkish form Aras,
Armenian Erask c , Georgian Rakhshi, modern Aras).
It rises in what is now eastern Turkey near Erzurum
and flows generally in an eastwards direction for
1,072 km/670 miles into the Caspian Sea. Its middle
reaches, from a point near Mount Ararat, today form
the boundary between the former Azerbaijan SSR
and Persia, with the lower stretch receiving the Kur
River and flowing through the Mukan [q.v.] steppes
and what is now wholly Azerbaijani territory.
The early Arabic name al-Rass led the Muslim exegetes to connect it with the Ashdb al-Rass [q.v.] of
KuPan, XXV, 38, L. 12, mentioned as one of the
unbelieving peoples destroyed for their impiety. The
eastern and middle stretches of the Araxes came
under Arab control when the Muslim invaders pushed
through Adharbaydjan towards eastern Caucasia in
the later lst/7th century, but for many centuries these
remained frontier regions, open to attacks from the
Alans [see OSSETES], the Khazars and the Rus [q.vv.]
from the north and from the Armenian princes and
the Byzantines from the west.
The river valley was a very fertile area and formed
a corridor for commerce connecting the Black Sea
with the Caspian and northwestern Persia, so that urban centres like Dwln (q.v.} or Dabfl, An! [q.v.] and
Djulfa flourished greatly. In the Saldjuk period,
migratory Turkmens passed along it heading for
eastern Anatolia once the Byzantine defences there
had collapsed after the battle of Malazgird [q. v. ] in
464/1071. In later times, independent or semiindependent local khanates like those of Karabagh,
Nakhfrwan and Ordubad [q.vv.] formed buffers between the Safawids and Ottomans. By the early 19th
century, Persia was compelled to relinquish control
over the lands to the north of the Araxes and of its
lower course, with the Treaty of Turkmancay of 1828
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establishing the present boundary between Azerbaijan
and Armenia on the one side and Persia on the other
along the river's middle stretch.
Bibliography: Tomaschek, in PW, ii/1, cols.
402-4; Hudud al-^dlam, tr. Minorsky, 77, § 6.55;
Abu Dulaf, Second Risdla, ed. and tr. Minorsky,
Cairo 1955, § 16, tr. 36; Le Strange, Lands of the
Eastern Caliphate, 166-8; £/rart. Araxes (W.B. Fisher
and C.E. Bosworth).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-RASSJsee ASHAB AL-RASS].
AL-RASSI, AL-KASIM B. IBRAHIM b. Ismacil b.
Ibrahim b. al-Hasan b. al-Hasan b. C AH b. Abl Talib
(169-246/785-860), Zaydl imam and founder of the
legal and theological school later prevalent among the
Zaydis in the Yemen.
He grew up in Medina where he was taught basic
Zaydl religious doctrine in his family and Medinan
hadith, and perhaps Kur D an readings and Arabic
language, by Abu Bakr cAbd al-Hamld b. Abl
Uways, a nephew of Malik b. Anas. Before 199/815
he came to Egypt, probably al-Fustat. It is doubtful
whether he was, as reported by a late source, sent
there by his brother Muhammad who at that time was
recognised as imam by the Kufan Zaydis. Al-Kasim,
in any case, later expressed reservations about
Muhammad's theological views. In Egypt he studied
the Jewish and Christian scriptures and Christian
theological and philosophical treatises and engaged in
debates with Muslim and non-Muslim scholars. His
refutations of a Manichaean treatise ascribed to Ibn
al-Mukaffa c [q.v.] (ed. M. Guidi, La lotta tra I'islam e
il manicheismo, Rome 1927) and of the Christians (ed.
I. Di Matteo in RSO, ix [1921-3], 301 ff.) were written there. Evidently under the influence of Christian
writings he adopted some of his characteristic views
on the divine attributes and upholding human free
will which deviated from the earlier Zaydl tradition.
Under suspicion of seditious activity by the
authorities, he left Egypt soon after 211/826, returning to Medina. He bought an estate at al-Rass near
Dhu '1-Hulayfa and stayed there writing and teaching
Zaydl visitors, especially from Kufa and western
Tabaristan, until his death. There is no sound
evidence that he ever seriously attempted to lead a
Zaydl revolt.
Al-Kasim summed up his religious teaching in five
principles (usuf) which only partly agreed with those of
the Mu c tazila [q.v.].
1. In his sharply anti-anthropomorphist doctrine of
the unity of God he stressed, in agreement with contemporary Christian theology, the total dissimilarity
(khildf) of God to all creation, while rejecting the corollary of an aspect of similarity upheld in the Christian doctrine. Under Christian theological influence he
also placed the essential generosity (djud) and
goodness of God at the centre of his doctrine of divine
attributes. He ignored the Muctazill distinction between divine attributes of essence and of act.
2. Concerning divine justice he strictly dissociated
God from evil acts and affirmed human free will. He
rejected, however, the Mu c tazill doctrine of compensation (Hwad) owed by God for undeserved pain inflicted by Him and held, in accordance with Christian
doctrine, that the blessings of God to children and
others completely outweighed any pains. He also
distanced himself from the Muctazill interpretation of
the predestinarian terms kada? and kadar as meaning
merely commandment and judgment. Here he clearly
tried to avoid expressing condemnation of the traditional Zaydl position affirming predestination.
3. On the basis of his concept of divine justice he
upheld the tenet of the divine "promise and threat"
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(wacd wa-wacid) entailing the unconditional punishment of the unrepentant sinner in the hereafter.
Unlike the Mu c tazila, and in agreement with the early
Zaydl view, he held that evil acts, in particular injustice, oppression and transgression (cudwdn) constituted forms of unbelief (kufr), though not of unbelief
in God or polytheism (shirk). Thus it was licit to make
war on Muslim oppressors and their supporters.
4. The fourth principle stressed the overriding
authority of the Kur3an as a guide-line in all religious
matters. Al-Kasim affirmed that the Kurgan as a
whole is detailed, unambiguous and free of contradiction. He rejected Imam! assertions that parts of it had
been lost or tampered with. Although his theological
principles implied the created nature of the Kurgan,
he refused to call it either created or uncreated, partly
because of his veneration of the Holy Book and partly
because the question was controversial among the
contemporary Zaydls, the majority considering the
Kur 3 an uncreated. Sharply reacting against the rising
tide of Sunn! traditionalism, he affirmed that the sunna
of the Prophet consisted only of what was mentioned
or intended in the Kurgan. He accused the Hashwiyya
(Sunn! traditionalists) of massive forgery of hadith and
viewed them as the main supporters of the oppressors.
5. Al-Kasim defined the lands dominated by the illegitimate Muslim rulers as an "abode of injustice (ddr
al-zulm)" where disposal over property, trade, and
economic gain were not fully licit because of the
prevalence of usurpation and extortion. Unable to
resist the tyrants, the faithful were obliged to emigrate
from there. The Kur 3 anic duty of hidjra, imposed
initially on the faithful in order that they should
dissociate from the polytheists, was permanent and
now applied to their dissociation from the unjust and
oppressors.
Al-Kasim's view on the imamate agreed generally
with the contemporary Zaydl position [see IMAMA).
He stressed, however, superior religious knowledge as
a prime requirement for the rightful imamate and ignored the traditional Zaydl requirement of armed
revolt. He considered CA1I the only legitimate successor of Muhammad and rejected the caliphate of his
three predecessors.
His legal doctrine was basically Medinan and lacked some characteristic Sh^I elements like the formula
hayya cald khayri 'l-camal in the adhdn [q.v.] and rights
of non-agnates in inheritance. He recognised, however, the validity of the consensus of the Family of the
Prophet and relied on reports about C AH transmitted
to him by Abu Bakr b. Abl Uways from Husayn b.
c
Abd Allah b. Dumayra with a family isndd. He accepted the fifth imam of the Imaml Sh^a, Muhammad
al-Bakir [ q . v . ] , as a legal authority, but condemned
the later Imam! imams as wordly exploiters of their
pious followers. He is known, however, to have
transmitted a book of traditions of Dja c far al-Sadik
[q.v.] from his father on the authority of Musa alKazim [q.v.] (al-Nadjashl, Ridjdl, ed. Musa alZandjanl, Kumm 1407, 314).
Al-Kasim's theological and legal teaching became
basic in the Zaydl communities in western Tabaristan
and the Yemen. It was, however, partly superseded
by the Mu c tazill and more strictly Sh^I teaching of his
grandson al-Hadl ila '1-Hakk [q.v. in Suppl.].
Bibliography: The basic b i o g r a p h y of alKasim is contained in Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Hasanl, alMasdbTh, ms. Ambros. B 83; al-Natik bi '1-Hakk, atIfdda, ms. Berlin Glaser 37, partly edited and
analysed by R. Strothmann, in hi., ii (1911), 4952, 76-8; and al-Muhalll, al-Hadd^ikal-wardiyya, ms.
B.L. Or. 3786, fols! 2b-15b. Of s t u d i e s , see W.

Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim ibn Ibrahim und die
Glaubenslehreder Zaiditen, Berlin 1965; idem, Imam alQasim ibn Ibrahim and Mu^tazilism, in On both sides of
Al-Mandab ... Studies presented to Oscar Lofgren,
Stockholm 1989, 39-47; idem, Al-Qasim ibn Ibrahim
and Christian theology, forthcoming in Aram; B.
Abrahamov, al-Kdsim ibn Ibrahim's argument from
design, in Oriens, xxix-xxx (1986), 259-84; idem, AlKdsim Ibn Ibrahim's theory of the imamate, in Arabica,
xxxiv (1987), 80-105; idem, Al-Kdsim b. Ibrahim on
the proof of God's existence: Kitdb al-dalil al-kabir,
Leiden 1990.
(W. MADELUNG)
RASSIDS, a n a m e s o m e t i m e s used, most
c
notably by Ibn Khaldun ( /fozr, iv, 111), of the Zaydl
imams of the Yemen [see ZAYDIYYA]. The term
"Banu '1-RassI" is not commonly used by the Yemeni
ZaydT historians and may only have gained some currency in Europe after Kay's translation (Yaman,
184 ff.) of the chapter in Ibn Khaldun's clbar. Perhaps
also as a result of Kay's translation, the term Rassid
imams was used soon after in Lane-Poole's Dynasties,
102 and table, for the Zaydl imams down to ca.
700/1300. The nisba is derived from a place in the
Hidjaz, al-Rass, held by al-Kasim b. Ibrahim
Tabataba al-RassT [ q . v . ] , the grandfather of al-Hadl
ila '1-Hakk Yahya b. al-Husayn [ q . v . ] , the first Zaydl
imam in the Yemen.
Bibliography: Ibn Khaldun, clbar; H.C. Kay,
Yaman, its early mediaeval history ..., London 1892; S.
Lane-Poole, The Mohammadan dynasties-chronological
and genealogical tables with historical introductions,
Westminster 1894; C.E. Bosworth, The Islamic
dynasties, Edinburgh 1967, 71-3. (G.R. SMITH)
RASUL (A., pi. rusul), m e s s e n g e r , apostle.
1. In the religious sense. According to the
Kurgan, there is a close relation between the apostle
and his people (umma [q. v. ]). To each umma God sends
only one apostle (sura X, 48, XVI, 38 cf. XXIII, 46,
XL, 5). These statements are parallel to those which
mention the witness whom God will take from each
umma at the Day of Judgment (IV, 45, XXVIII, 75
and cf. the descriptions of the rasul who will cross the
bridge to the other world at the head of his umma: alBukharl, Adhdn, bdb 129; Rikdh, bdb 52).
Muhammad is sent to a people to whom Allah has
not yet sent an apostle (XXVIII, 46, XXXII, 2,
XXXIV, 43). The other individuals to whom the
Kur D an accords the dignity of rasul are Nuh, Lut,
Ismacll, Musa, Shu c ayb, Hud, Salih and clsa.
The list of the prophets [see NABI in El1 and
NUBUWWA] is a longer one; it contains, besides the majority of the apostles, Biblical or quasi-Biblical characters like Ibrahim, Ishak, Ya c kub, Harun, Dawud,
Sulayman, Ayyub and Dhu '1-Nun. Muhammad in
the Kur 3 an is called sometimes rasul, sometimes nabi.
It seems that the prophets are those sent by God as
preachers and nadhir [q.v.] to their people, but are not
the head of an umma like the rasul. One is tempted to
imagine a distinction between rasul and nabi such as is
found in Christian literature: the apostle is at the same
time a prophet, but the prophet is not necessarily at
the same time an apostle. But this is not absolutely
certain, the doctrine at the basis of the KurDanic utterances not being always clear.
As to the close relation which exists between the
rasul and his umma, it may be compared with the doctrine of the Acta apostolorum apocrypha, according to
which the twelve apostles divided the whole world
among them so that each one had the task of
preaching the Gospel to a certain people.
As regards the term rasul, account must be taken of
the use of the word apostle in Christianity, as well as
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of the use of the corresponding verb (shalah) in connection with the prophets in the Old Testament (Exodus,
iii, 13-14, iv, 13; Isaiah, vi, 8; Jeremiah, i, 7). The
term rasul Allah is used in its Syriac form (sheliheh dalldha) passim in the aprocryphal Acts of St. Thomas.
Post Kur 3 anic teaching has increased the number of
apostles to 313 or 315 without giving the names of all
of them (Ibn Sacd, ed. Sachau, i/1, 10; Fikh Akbar III,
art. 22; Reland, De religione mohammedica, 2nd ed.,
Utrecht 1717, 40).
The doctrine that they were free from mortal sin is
part of the faith [see C ISMA]. For the rest, the difference
between rasul and nabi—apart from the considerable
difference in point of numbers—seems in later
literature to disappear in the general teaching about
the prophets. Thus in the ^Akida of Abu Hafs c Umar
al-NasafT, the two categories are treated together and
the author makes no difference between rasul and nabi.
Similarly, al-Idji deals with prophets in general, so far
as can be seen, including in them the rasuls. If one difference can be pointed out, it is that the rasul, in contrast to the prophet, is a law-giver and provided with
a book (commentary on the Fikh Akbar II by Abu '1Muntaha, Haydarabad 1321, 4). According to the
catechism published by Reland (40-4), the rasul
lawgivers were Adam, Nuh, Ibrahim, Musa, c lsa and
Muhammad.
In the catechism of Abu Hafs c Umar al-NasafT, the
sending of the apostles (risdla) is called an act of
wisdom on the part of God. Al-Taftazam's commentary calls it wddjib, not in the sense of an obligation
resting upon God but as a consequence arising from
his wisdom. This semi-rationalist point of view is not,
however, shared by all the scholastics: according to
e.g. al-Sanusi (cf. his Umm al-bardhin), it is d^d^iz in
itself but belief in it is obligatory.
Bibliography: A. Sprenger, Das Leben und die
Lehre des Mohammed, ii, 251 ff.; Snouck Hurgronje,
Verspreide Geschriften, index, under "gezanten
Gods"; J. Horovitz, Koranische Untersuchungen,
Berlin-Leipzig 1926, 44 ff.; E. Pautz, Muhammeds
Lehre von der Offenbarung, index; A.J. Wensinck, in
AO, ii, 168 ff.; idejn, The Muslim creed, Cambridge
1932,
203-4; al-Idji, Mawdkif, ed. Soerensen,
169 ff.; A. Jeffery, The Qur^an as scripture, in MW,
xl (1950). See also the Bibl. to NUBUWWA.
(A.J. WENSINCK)
2. In the s e c u l a r s e n s e . For its meaning of
"diplomatic envoy, ambassador", in later Arabic
usage safir, see ELCI and SAMR.
RASULIDS, name of a Sunn! d y n a s t y of the
Y e m e n . They took their name from a certain
Muhammad b. Harun who had earned for himself the
nickname Rasul ("messenger") under one of the
c
Abbasid caliphs in the 6th/12th century because of
his trustworthiness and efficiency as a confidential envoy. The family tree can be constructed as given
below (the element al-Malik prefixed to the rulers'
honorific titles is omitted here).
By the time the last sultan appeared on the scene,
Rasulid history was marked by serious family squabbles over the leadership.
1. H i s t o r y . The Rasulid historians and
genealogists all claim an Arab pedigree for the family
and call them Ghassanids, a branch of al-Azd [q.v. ].
They further claim that a distant ancestor in the time
of the caliph c Umar b. al-Khattab became a Christian
and went to live in Byzantine territory. His children
migrated into the lands of the Turkomans and settled
among what is described as being the noblest of their
tribes, Mandjik. It is probable that the Mendjik of the
Oghuz Turks is meant. There they lost their Arab

Muhammad b. Harun (Rasul)
I
C
A1T
I
al-Mansur c Umar m (626-47/1228-49)
al-Muzaffar Yusuf (II) (647-94/1249-95)

al-Ashraf c Umar (III)
(694-671295-6)

al-Mu'ayyad Dawud (IV)
(696-721 /1296-1322)
al-Mudjahid CA1I (V)
(721-64/1322-63)
al-Afdal c Abbas (VI)
(764-78/1363-77)
I
al-Ashraf Ismacll (VII)
(778-803/1377-1401)
al-Nasir Ahmad (VIII)
(803-27/1401-24)
I
al-MansGr c Abd Allah
(IX)
(827-30/1424-7)
I
al-Ashraf IsmacTl (X)
(830-1/1427-8)

al-Zahir Yahya (XI)
(831-42/1428-38)

al-Ashraf Ismail (XII)
(842-5/1438-41)

c

Umar

al-Muzaffar YQsuf (XIII)

identity entirely and intermarried with the
Turkomans and spoke their language. It was only
about the time of Muhammad b. Harun himself that
the family moved to c lrak and from there to Syria and
finally to Egypt. There they came to the notice of the
ruling Ayyubid dynasty [ q . v . ] . In all probability, however, the family was originally of Mendjik, Oghuz
Turkish origin.
It was either in the train of Turanshah [q. v. ], the
first Ayyubid sultan in the Yemen and the brother of
Salah al-Dln [ q . v . ] , when he conquered the country
from Egypt in 567/1173, or in that of his successor
and brother, Tughtakln, in 579/1183 that a number
of Rasulid amirs first entered the country. Nur al-Dm
c
Umar b. CA1T was a fief-holder (muktac) during the
period of Ayyubid control of the Yemen, and when
the last Ayyubid, al-Malik al-Mascud, left the Yemen
to travel north to take up the governorship of
Damascus in 626/1228-9, he could find no one other
than Nur al-Dm c Umar to act as his deputy there. AlMascud died in Mecca on his way north. Although
Nur al-Dm c Umar had been instructed to hold the
Yemen for the Ayyubid house until the arrival of a
new Ayyubid ruler, no other member of the family
was ever to set foot in the Yemen again. Nur al-Dln
c
Umar showed outward allegiance to his Ayyubid
masters in Egypt until 632/1235, when he received an
official diploma of authority from the c Abbasid caliph
al-Mustansir [ q . v . ] . This marks the real beginning of
the independent Rasulid state in Southern Arabia.
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The Ayyubids had made a thorough job of conquering
and controlling Tihama [^.^.], the Red Sea coastal
plain, and the southern highlands as far north as
Sanca° [q.v.]. This was the territory the Rasulids inherited. The Zaydl imams [see ZAYDIYYA] continued to
hold much of the land north of Sanca° and the city
itself was frequently disputed between them and the
SunnT Rasulids.
The period after 632/1235, during which the
Rasulids held control of Tihama and southern
Yemen, was without doubt the most brilliant in the
mediaeval history of the country. All the hard,
pioneering work had been done by their predecessors,
the Ayyubids, with their vast armies, including
numerous cavalry. Their conquests had been
thorough. In addition, their skilled administrators
trained in Syria and Egypt had established an effective
administration in the Yemen. The Rasulids were able
to build on to these achievements. They, too, had efficient local civil servants and, what is more, the royal
house was blessed with a plethora of gifted intellectuals who brought great scholarly effort to an already
highly educated country (see below, 3. M o n u m e n t s ,
and 5. L i t e r a t u r e ) .
It is not possible to chronicle in detail the events of
more than two centuries of Rasulid rule in the
Yemen. Until his death in 647/1249, al-Mansur
c
Umar, the first sultan, was kept busy with the internal affairs of the city of Sanca°. He had signed a peace
treaty with the Zaydis in 628/1230 which included a
clause declaring the intention of excluding the
Ayyubid house from the region. Sanca° was granted as
a fief to his nephew, Asad al-Dln Muhammad b.
Hasan. He was to prove unreliable, if not actually
treacherous, and this is what involved al-Mansur so
much in the affairs of the city. Al-Mansur c Umar was
murdered in al-Djanad [q.v.] near Tacizz [q.v.] in
647/1249 by a gang of mamluks, and al-Khazradji
[0.0.], the Rasulid court historian, has no hesitation in
pointing the finger at Asad al-Din Muhammad.
Al-Mansur c Umar's preoccupation with problems
in San'-a3 had brought about the neglect of Tihama
and the south of the Yemen. The new sultan, his son,
al-Muzaffar Yusuf, spent the early years of his rule reestablishing Rasulid control over these areas. It is surprising that he retained Asad al-Dln Muhammad in
charge of Sanca°, but the latter was removed in
658/1260 and c Alam al-Din al-Shacbf appointed over
Sanca° in his stead. With this new appointment we
enter into the zenith of Rasulid power and achievement in southern Arabia. c Alam al-Dm was a loyal
and gifted servant of the Rasulid house and, with his
team of effective troubleshooters, he did much to
reassert control over Sanca:> and the north of the
country.
Thus from his capital city Ta c izz, al-Muzaffar
Yusuf presided over a Yemen, with the exclusion of
the northern highlands north of Sanca°, of unparalleled peace, stability and brilliance. It was during his
reign, until 694/1295, that Rasulid territory reached
its most extensive, for, apart from Tihama and the
southern highlands, the northern highlands including
Sanca° can be reckoned within Rasulid control, and
also vast territories in the east, Hadramawt [q. v. ] and
Southern Arabia as far as the maritime settlement of
Zafar [q. v. ], present-day al-Balfd, near Salala in
Oman. Here a branch of the family ruled independently or semi-independently for some time (see
Bibi, Porter and Smith, mJRAS).
Al-Muzaffar's death in 694/1295 heralded the rule
of a long line of his direct descendants. A number of
these were extremely able rulers and they promoted

the interests of the Rasulid extremely effectively. It is,
however, of interest to note that after the death of
c
Alam al-Dln al-ShacbT in 682/1283 San'a0 never
again remained long in Rasulid hands. One might say
too that the dynasty never attained its former glory.
Gifted as the successive Rasulid rulers undoubtedly
were, the house suffered greatly at the hands of
unreliable and at times openly rebellious tribes and
equally at the hands of envious and mutinous
mamluks.
When al-Nasir Ahmad died in 827/1424, the
Rasulid dynasty crumbled fast. Al-Nasir had done
much to revive the flagging fortunes of the house. He
had made military gains within the Yemen and received rich gifts from as far away as China. Throughout the 830s and 840s/1420s and 1430s, sultans came
and went, unable to hold the dynasty together. The
mamluks revolted time after time and, what is more,
plague visited the land. The Rasulid amirs began to
quarrel among themselves. With the fall of Aden [see
C
ADAN] to the Tahirids [q.v.] in 858/1454 and the surrender of the Rasulid amir there, the dynasty came to
an end.
2. Coins and m i n t s . A very large number of
Rasulid coins covering at least the period 634-ca.
842/1236-ca. 1438 minted by all the sultans from alMansur to al-Zahir is extant. Their main mint towns
were Aden, Ta c izz, Zabld [q.v.] and al-Mahdjam,
although coins are also known minted in al-Dumluwa,
Sanca:>, Hadjdja, al-Djahili, Zafar and Thacbat (see
below). An interesting feature of Rasulid coins is the
mint figure: for Aden, a fish; for Zabld, a bird; for alMahdjam, a lion; and for Tacizz and Thacbat, a
seated man. It is clear that between the years 735-ca.
777/1334-<;<2. 1376, during which coins were minted
by the Rasulids in their small mountain retreat,
Tha c bat, very near Tacizz, no coins during this period
were minted in the latter place. Fairly recently
Rasulid coins minted in Mabyan have been published
(see Bibi, Porter).
3. M o n u m e n t s . The Rasulids were great builders
also and the visitor today to the southern Yemeni city
of Ta c izz can still see the remarkable design and
craftsmanship of such buildings as the Djami c alMuzaffar, named after the second sultan, al-Malik alMuzaffar (647-94/1249-95) and the Ashrafiyya, named after al-Malik al-Ashraf II (764-78/1377-1401).
Other monuments were built by the Rasulid sultans in
al-Djanad, Zabld, Ibb and other parts of southern
Yemen. The monuments show a clear dependence on
outside influences, Egyptian, Syrian, etc., and mark
an evident break with the early architectural tradition
of the Yemen. This break should perhaps be more
correctly assigned to the beginning of the Ayyubid
period (569-1173), but the number of Ayyubid
monuments still extant is small.
4. Trade and commerce. Political stability and
an efficient administration provided an ideal
background for thriving trade and commerce. With
Aden as the main port, a remarkable range of goods
flowed through, on their way to and from East Africa,
Egypt and the Mediterranean, India, South-East Asia
and China. Merchants were held in high esteem and
were organised under a head of merchants, especially
taken care of by the sultan himself. Usually the head
of the merchants was in charge of the sultan's matdjar
al-sultani. Unfortunately, the two texts specifically
providing details of this flourishing trade, Mulakhkhas
al-fitan (see Bibl., Cahen and Serjeant, in Arabica) concerning Aden in 814/1411-12 and another from the
time of al-Muzaffar (647-94/1249-95), of which the
correct title and author are unknown, remain un-
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published. However, both are now providing information on Rasulid trade and commerce which fully
confirms how widespread, sophisticated and lucrative
they were. Main imports coming into Aden were
cloths, spices and perfumes from India, South-East
Asia and China and slaves, ivory and pepper from
East Africa. Main exports through Aden in Rasulid
times were textiles, lead and kohl going out to India
from Egypt and North Africa. Although precise information is still scant, it can perhaps be noted that three
main fees were payable on goods coming into, and going out from, the port of Aden in Rasulid times.
There were the ^ushur, customs dues only rarely in fact
a "tenth", the dildla, a commission fee, and the
shawdni, the latter literally meaning "galleys", a tax
imposed from the time of the Ayyubid al-Mas c ud (d.
626/1228) for the maintenance of the warships
employed by the state in the protection of the merchant fleet.
5. L i t e r a t u r e . Not surprisingly, the Rasulid
period saw a flowering of literature and a number of
members of the royal house were themselves authors
of some repute. Al-Muzaffar Yusuf (d. 694/1295)
composed a selection of forty hadiths, a treatise on the
movements of the heavenly bodies which is extant, a
treatise on medicine (extant), a literary Mufdkahdt aldjalis on entertainment and a volume in ten chapters
on the pen, ink, gold and silver writing, etc. AlAshraf c Umar (d. 696/1296) composed a treatise on
astronomy entitled al-Tabsirafi ^ilm al-nudjum, as well
as another on veterinary science, al-Mughni fi 'Ibay tarn. Al-Afdal c Abbas (d. 778/1377) produced a
miscellany of writings of practical utility, intellectual
interest and entertainment entitled Fusul madjmu^a fi
'l-anwd^ wa 'l-zuruc wa 'l-hisdd. The contents include
astronomical and astrological data, the astrolabe,
agriculture, animals and animal husbandry, warfare,
the, mangonel, geographical information, a brief
polyglot dictionary, etc. Al-Ashraf IsmacTl (d.
803/1401) was the author of a general history of the
Yemen entitled Fdkihat al-zaman wa-mufdkahat al-dddb
wa 'l-fitanfiakhbdr man malaka 'l-Yaman. The section of
this work on the Rasulids themselves which continues
almost to al-Ashraf's death is particularly useful. This
list is by no means exhaustive, and is meant merely to
indicate some of the remarkable achievements of the
Rasulid monarchs in the field of literature in its
broadest sense.
Bibliography. 1. H i s t o r y . al-Ashraf IsmacTl b.
al- c Abbas Ibn Rasul, Fdkihat al-zaman wa-mufdkahat
al-dddb wa 'l-fitanfi akhbdr man malaka 'l-Yaman, John
Rylands University Library of Manchester, Arabic
ms. 19; C AH b. al-Hasan al-KhazradjT, al-^Ukud allu^lu^iyyafi ta^nkh al-dawla al-Rasuliyya, El-Khazreji's
History of the Result dynasty of Yemen, with translation,
introduction, annotations, index, tables and map
by J.W. Redhouse, text edited by Muhammad
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Asal, G.M.S., III, Leiden and London 1906-18, 5
vols., G.R. Smith, The Ayyubids and Rasulids—the
transfer of power in 7th/13th century Yemen, in 1C, xliii
(1969), 175-88; c Abd al-Rahman b. CA1I Ibn alDaybac, Kurrat al-^uyun bi-akhbdr al-Yaman almaymun. ed. Muhammad CA1I al-Akwa c , Cairo
1977, 2 vols.; Smith, The Ayyubids and early Rasulids
in the Yemen, G.M.S., XXVI, London, 1974-8, 2
vols. (vol. i = the text of Ibn Hatim's al-Simt al-ghdli
al-thaman); Ta\ikh al-dawla al-Rasuliyya, ed.
c
Abdallah Muhammad al-Hibshi, Sanca3 1984;
Smith, The political history of the Islamic Yemen down to
the first Turkish invasion (1-9451622-1538), in W.
Daum (ed.), Yemen—3000years of art and civilisation
in Arabia Felix, Innsbruck and Frankfurt/Main, n.d.
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[ca. 1988]; The Rasulids in Dhofar in the viith-viiith/xiiixivth centuries, part I, The historical background by G.
Rex Smith, part II, Three Rasulid tombstones from
Zafdr by Venetia Porter, in JRAS (1988), 26-44.
2. C o i n s and m i n t s . W.F. Prideaux, Coins of the
Benee Rasool dynasty of South Arabia, mJBBRAS, xvi
(1885), 8-16; H. Nutzel, Munzen der Rasuliden,
Berlin 1891; idem, Munzen der Rasuliden nebst einem
Abriss der Geschichte dieser jemenischen Dynastie, in
Zeitschrift fur Numismatik, xviii (1892), 127; E. von
Zambaur, Die Miinzprdgungen des Islams, Wiesbaden
1968; Smith, The Yemenite settlement of Thacbdt:
historical, numismatic and epigraphic notes, in Arabian
Studies, i (1974), 119-34; idem, Some medieval
Yemenite numismatic problems—observations on some
recently sold coins, in Arabian archaeology and epigraphy,
i (1990), 29-37; Porter, The Rasulid Sultan al-Malik
al-Mansur and the mint of Mabyan, in ibid., 38-45.
3. M o n u m e n t s . R. Lewcock and G.R. Smith,
Three medieval mosques in the Yemen, in Oriental Art, xx
(1974), 75-86 and 192-203; Ismacrl b. CA1I alAkwa c , al-Maddris al-Isldmiyya fi 'l-Yaman, Sanca°
1980; Lewcock, The medieval architecture of Yemen, in
Daum, Yemen, 204-12; Porter, The art of the Rasulids,
in ibid., 232-54; Barbara Finster, The architecture of
the Rasulids, in ibid., 254-65.
4. Trade and c o m m e r c e . Cl. Cahen and R.B.
Serjeant, A fiscal survey of medieval Yemen, in Arabica,
iv (1957), 23-33; Serjeant, Early Islamic and mediaeval
trade and commerce in the Yemen, in Daum, Yemen, 1637; D.M. Varisco, Medieval agricultural texts from
Rasulid Yemen, in Manuscripts of the Middle East, iv
(1989), 150-4.
5. L i t e r a t u r e . Varisco, op. cit.; A. El-Shami
and R.B. Serjeant, Regional literature: the Yemen, in
Julia Ashtiany et alii (eds.), The Cambridge history of
Arabic literature. ^Abbasid belles-lettres, Cambridge
1990, 442-68.
(G.R. SMITH)
RATAN, BABA, HADJDJI, ABU 'L-RIDA, a longl i v e d I n d i a n s a i n t , famous in almost all the lands of
Islam, called Ratan b. Kirbal b. Ratan al-Batrandl in
the Kdmus (Cairo 1330, iv, 226; see variants in Isdba,
Calcutta, i, 1087; Lisdn al-mizdn, ii, 450 ff.). The nisba
(vocalised as al-Bitrandl in Lisdn al-mizdn, and Tddj_alc
arus, ix, 212) is derived, according to al-Zabidl, from
al-Bitranda, "a city in India", where, as we learn
from the A^in-i Akban (ed. Sayyid Ahmad Khan, ii,
207 = tr. Jarrett, iii, 360), Ratan was born and where
he died. This place is now called Bhatinda, lies in 30°
13' N. and 75° E., and is the headquarters of the
Govindgarh tahsil (in Anahadgarh Nizamat) of what
was the Patiala State, hence now in the East Pandjab
state of the Indian Union [see BHATTINDA]. It is an important railway junction and its old name was probably Tabarhind (see Punjab States Gazetteers, xvii, A;
Phulkian States, Lahore 1909, 188 ff.). Three miles
from this town, at a place called HadjdjT Ratan, exists
the shrine of the saint, "a large building with a
mosque and gateway, and surrounded by a wall on all
sides" (ibid., 80). The shrine, which seems to have
been an important place of pilgrimage even in the
12th/18th century (see Tddj.al-carus, loc. cit.), is visited
now mostly by Muslims, but Hindus also frequent it,
particularly at the curs (annual fair) of the Hadjdjf,
held from the 7th to the 10th Dhu '1-Hidjdja, when a
large number of Sadhus also attend. For nearly five
centuries the shrine has been held by Madan fakirs,
whose ancestor Shah Cand came from Makanpur in
Oudh. These gaddmashirs let their hair grow and do
not marry.
Who was this HadjdjI Ratan? It appears from combining the extant narratives of over a dozen men who
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had visited him in his native place from various parts
of the Muslim world, that, in the 7th/13th century,
there lived at Bhatinda a man, Ratan by name, about
whom "it was said that he was a long-lived individual,
who had met the Prophet, was present with him at the
Ditch (at the siege of Medina in A.H. 6), when the
Prophet prayed for his long life, that he was present
when Fatima was conducted as a bride to CA1I, may
God be pleased with both of them, and who transmitted hadith" (Tddj. al-^arus, loc. cit.).
We get the following particulars also from some of
these narratives about his mode of life, personal appearance, etc. A merchant of Khurasan, who had interviewed him, tells us that Ratan was living under a
fufal tree (peepal?—for/zl/a/ or Areca catechu does not fit
in with the context), that his teeth were small like
those of a serpent, that his beard, whose hairs were
mostly white, was like thorns, that he lifted his
eyebrows, which reached down to his cheeks, with a
hook, that he said he had never been married, and the
length of the space occupied by him, when sitting, was
three cubits (al-Djanadl, quoted in Isdba, i, 1099). Another merchant, from the same land, found him laid
like the young one of a bird, in a large basket, stuffed
with cotton, which was hanging from a branch of a
huge tree outside the village, and was worked by
means of a pulley. He spoke in Persian, his voice
being like the humming of a bee. He referred to all the
inhabitants of the big village as his children or grandchildren (Isdba, i, 1094; Lisdn al-mizdn, ii, 452,
quoting the Tadhkira of al-Safadl, who, in his turn, is
quoting the Tadhkira of al-Wadaci (d. 726/1326), see
Brockelmann, IP, 10, S II; HadjdjI Khalifa, ii, 264).
Contrary to the first narrative, which tells us that he
was never married, the second makes him say that he
had a large progeny, and, in fact, Ibn Hadjar includes
two of Ratan's sons, Mahmud and cAbd Allah,
among the transmitters of hadith from him.
Some of these narratives represent him as having
been first converted to Christianity and then to Islam
(hdba, i, 1097-8).
The date of his death is given variously, as A.H.
596, 608, 612, 632 (Isdba), 700, and even 709 (Atn-i
Akbari; Fawdt al-wafaydt).
The sayings of the Prophet, which Ratan transmitted from him directly, called al-Rataniyydt (cf. Tddi al^arus, loc. cit.), were collected in book form and a copy,
containing about 300 hadith, and dated A.H. 710, was
seen by Ibn Hadjar. These were handed down from
Ratan by Abu '1-Fath Musa b. Mudjalli al-Sufi, and
al-Dhahabl suspected that either he had forged them
or that they had been forged for Musa by someone
who had invented for him the story of Ratan (Isdba,
i, 1090). An earlier collection of forty sayings was
made, out of Musa's stock, by Tadj al-Dln Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Khurasanf. Some of these sayings,
of which about eighteen are quoted in the Isdba, are
preserved in manuscripts in Leiden, Berlin and
Lucknow, and show "traces of both ShlSte (or
perhaps better cAlide) and Sufic tendencies" (Journal
of the Panjab Historical Society, ii, 112). Al-Flruzabadl
had heard them from the companions of Ratan's
companions (Kdmus, loc. cit.).
The claims of Ratan widely attracted the attention
of Muslims in the 7th/13th century, and caused a lot
of differences of opinion in Muslim circles in subsequent centuries, as would be indicated by the following list of some outstanding personalities, who expressed themselves for or against his main claim, viz.
of being a long-lived Companion of the Prophet.
For: 1. Shaykh R a d i y y al-Dln c A l T - y i Lala alG h a z n a w T (d. 6 4 2 / 1 2 4 4 ) , who associated with

Ratan in India and received from him a comb, with
the transmission of which the Prophet had entrusted
Ratan; 2. R u k n al-Dln c A l a D al-Dawla alS i m n a n i (d. 736/1336), whom the above-mentioned
comb ultimately reached, along with a khirka received
by c AH-yi Lala from Ratan. Rukn al-Dln attested this
in writing (see Nafahdt al-uns, Calcutta 1858, 50, with
notes of Larion the passage); 3. c Abd al-Ghaffar b.
N u h a l - K u s i (d. 708/1309), the author of the Kitdb
al- Wahid fi suluk ahl al-tawhid, for which see HadjdjI
Khalifa, vi, 432, cf. Brockelmann, IP, 142 (see Isdba,
i, 1096); 4. al-Djanadl (d. 732/1332), the author of
the Ta^rikh al-Yaman; cf. Brockelmann, IP, 234 (in
Isdba, i, 1096-7); 5. Salah al-Dln al-Safadl (d.
764/1363); see above (previous col.); 6. Shams alDin M u h a m m a d b. I b r a h i m a l - D j a z a r i (d.
739/1338-9), the author of Hawddith al-zamdn waanbd^ihi for which see Sarkls, Mu^djam al-matbu^dt, col.
696, is also apparently to be added to this list; see
Isdba, i, 1092; 7_. Kh w adja M u h a m m a d Parsa (d.
822/1419), see A *in-i Akbari, ii, 207 ( = tr. Jarrett, iii,
360); 8. N u r Allah Shushtari (about 1010), who
maintains that the SunnI opposition to Ratan's claim
was really due to (d) Ratan's being a Sh^I, most of
whose hadith was in praise of the Ahl al-Bayt and their
partisans, and to (b) the jealousy of the contemporary
Sunn! ^ulamd^, who were thrown into shade by the
Sahdbi, who could transmit hadith directly from the
Prophet (Madj_dlis al-mu^minin, Tehran 1299/1882,
309).
Against: 1. a l - D h a h a b l (673-748/1274-1348), who
attacked Ratan violently in his Tadjrid (quoted in
Isdba, i, 1087), Mizdn al-iHiddl, i, 336, and alMushtabih, 215, and even wrote a monograph on the
subject entitled Kasr wathan Ratan (quoted in Isdba, i,
1088-9), in which he insinuated that only those could
admit his claim to Companionship of the Prophet who
believed in the continued existence of Muhammad
(al-Muntazar) b. al-Hasan (the twelfth Imam), and
the palingenesis (radfd) of CA1I (see Isdba, i, 1091; cf.
Lisdn al-mizdn, ii, 452); 2. c A l a m al-Dln a l - B i r z a l i
al-Shafi c I(d. 739/1339) (see Fawdt al-wafaydt, i, 163);
3. B u r h a n al-Dln Ibn D j a m a c a (d. 790/1388, see
Brockelmann, IP, 136) (quoted in Isdba, i, 1101); 4.
Madjd al-Dln a l - F l r u z a b a d l , who was in India
about A.H. 785-90 and had visited Bhatinda (in
Kdmus, loc. cit.; but cf. Isdba, i, 1102); 5. Ibn Hadjar
a l - c A s k a l a n i (d. 852/1449), in Isdba, i, 1101-2, and
in Tabsir al-muntabih, Rampur ms., p. 79, also quoted
in Tddj.al-carus, ix, 212; 6. al-ZabIdI(d. 1205/1791),
in Tddj_ al-carus, loc. cit.
Apart from the above literary tradition, the
Muslims as well as the Hindus of Bhatinda, have preserved local versions of Ratan's story.
The earlier Muslim version represents him as the
Minister of Vena Pal, the Hindu Radja of Bhatinda,
at the time of Shihab al-Dln Muhammad Churl's invasion, when he betrayed the fortress to the Muslims.
He was converted to Islam and performed the hadjdi.
According to a fuller version, still current in Bhatinda, he was a Cawhan Radjput, Ratanpal by name.
He knew by his knowledge of astrology that the
Prophet would be born in Arabia and spread Islam.
In order to be able to see him, he practiced restraining
his breath. After the miracle of shakk al-kamar (splitting
the moon into two), which he witnessed, Ratan set out
for Mecca, was converted to Islam, and lived with the
Prophet for thirty years. Then he returned to India
and stayed where his shrine is now, continuing the
practice of restraining his breath. Later, when Shihab
al-Dln Churl proceeded to Bhatinda to fight Prithi
Radj, the sultan visited the Hadjdji, the saint per-
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formed a miracle and became instrumental in the conquest of the fort, shortly after which event he died, at
the age of 700 years (Journal of the Panjab Historical
Society, ii, 98; Glossary of the tribes and castes of the Panjab
and N.W.F. Province, i, 551).
The Hindu version, also still current at Bhatinda,
asserts that he was a much-travelled, miracle-working
Hindu Sadhu, of the Nath clan, and that his name
was Ratan Nath. He won the confidence of the
Muslims by manifesting his miraculous powers in
Mecca, which he had visited in his wanderings. He
then came to Bhatinda, and lived and died there. He
was buried and his samddh was built, which the
Muslim replaced by a khdnkdh, and called him
HadjdjI, on account of his visit to Mecca (see JPHS,
ii, 100; it gives some other Hindu versions also).
For Ratan's connection with some versions of
Guga's legend, see Glossary of the tribes and castes of the
Panjab and N.W.F. Province, i, 175, 179, 181.
Horovitz reconciled these divergent versions in a
striking theory: "It may be that Ratan was originally
a Yogi, who as such was believed to have been alive
hundreds of years and who on becoming acquainted
with the Muhammadan aspects of longevity, used
them to strengthen his position in the eyes of his
Muhammadan followers... The saint had two faces:
he showed that of a long-lived Yogi to the Hindus,
that of a companion of the Prophet to the Muhammadans" (JPHS, ii, 113-14).
Bibliography: J. Horovitz's article on Bdba
Ratan, the Saint of Bhatinda, in JPHS, ii, 97 ff., gives
the fullest information, with references, to which
may be added: Ibn Hadjar, Lisdn al-mizdn,
Haydarabad 1330, ii, 450 ff. (mostly repeats his
own article in Isdba); ZabidT, TdcJi al-^arus, ix, 212;
H.A. Rose, A glossary of the tribes and castes of the Punjab and North- West Frontier Province, 1919, i, 152, 175,
179, 181. In an Arabic-Persian Kitdb al-Arba^in (ms.
in the Pandjab University Library, defective at the
beginning), a fuller version of the story given by
Horovitz on p. 110 n. 1, occurs, with the name of
Harun substituted for that of Sultan Mahmud.
(MOHAMMAD SHAF!C)
RATIB (A., pi. rawdtib), a word meaning what is
fixed and hence applied to c e r t a i n n o n - o b l i g a t o r y
saldts or c e r t a i n l i t a n i e s . The term is not found in
the Kur3an nor as a technical term in Hadith. On the
first meaning, see NAFILA. As to the second, it is applied to the dhikr [q. v. ] which one recites alone, as well
as to those which are recited in groups. We owe to
Snouck Hurgronje a detailed description of the rawdtib
practised in Acheh [q. v. ].
Bibliography: C. Snouck Hurgronje, DeAtjehers,
Batavia-Leiden 1893-4, ii, 220. English tr.
O'Sullivan, The Achehnese. Leiden 1906, ii, 216;
Constance E. Padwick, Muslim devotions, London
1961, 22 (definition), 291 and 301 (lists of rawdtib
ascribed to well-known shaykhs).
(A.J. WENSINCK)
RATL [see MAKAYIL].
RAWAHA, BANU, a Shafi c l f a m i l y originally
from the town of Hamat [q. v. ], numerous members of
which held public office in this town, as also in
Damascus and Tripoli during the Ayyubid period and
in the early times of the Bahriyya Mamluks. The
Banu Rawaha, of Medinan origin and belonging to
the tribe of Khazradj, seem to have had an ancestor
in the Companion of the Prophet c Abd Allah b.
Rawaha b. Imri D al-Kays, who distinguished himself
in the majority of his military campaigns, became
Muhammad's accredited poet and died a martyr's
death at Mu D ta [q.v.] in 8/629; this would account for
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the fact that numerous members of this family are
known to have born the name cAbd Allah. (Ibn Sacd,
Tabakdt, ed. Sachau, iii/2, 79-82; al-Safadl, Wdf,
xvii, 168-70; art. C ABD ALLAH B. RAWAHA).
Four members of a primary branch of the Banu
Rawaha, linked by direct line of descent, are known
to us:
(1) Abu Muhammad C ABD ALLAH b. al-Husayn,
"khatib Hamat", died in 561/1166 (or 562/1167), aged 75. Official preacher of Hamat and poet, he composed, while passing through Baghdad in the course
of the Pilgrimage, numerous poems in praise of the
caliph al-Muktafi (Sibt Ibn al-DjawzI, Mir^dt al-zamdn,
viii/1, 263; Wdfi, xvii, 142-4).
(2) His son, Abu CA1T AL-HUSAYN (515-85/1121-89),
fakih and poet; his surviving works include an ode
honouring Salah al-DIn and a few fragments of erotic
poetry (al- c lmad al-IsfahanT, Kharidat al-kasr (Sham), i,
484, and Yakut, Mutyam al-udabd\ x, 46-56). His life
was eventful; taken prisoner, he lived in Sicily, then
on his release he spent some time in Alexandria,
returned to Syria and died a martyr's death at the battle of Mardj c Akka (Wdfi, xii, 413-14).
(3) The son of the above-named, c lzz al-DIn Abu '1Kasim C ABD ALLAH, born in Sicily in 560/1165, during
the captivity of his father; in Alexandria, he had
numerous audiences with the eminent traditionist alSilafT, between 570/1175 and 575/1179, the date of the
latter's death. A muhaddith himself and a poet, he lived
in Aleppo and in Hamat, where he was buried in
Djumada II 646/July-August 1248 (al-Dhahabi,
Tdnkh, ms. Bodl. Land 305, fol. 212; Waft, xvii,
144-5).
(4) His grandson, Nur al-DTn AHMAD b. c Abd alRahman b. cAbd Allah, known as ' ;< al-khatib", held
the post of kdtib al-inshd^ at Tripoli and in the occupied
cities (futuh).
He died in Hamat in Shacban
712/December 1312 (Ibn al-SukacT, Tali al-wafaydt, 45
(44 in the Arabic text) and 148; Wdfi, vi, 56-7).
From a collateral branch of the Banu Rawaha, another known individual is ZakT al-DTn HIBAT ALLAH b.
Muhammad b. c Abd al-Wahid b. Rawaha, apparently a first cousin to al-Husayn (cf. no. 2, above), who
lived in Damascus and died there in Radjab 623/JuneJuly 1226. A wealthy merchant, poet and sworn
witness (mu^addal), enjoying much respect in
Damascus, he founded two madrasas for the teaching
of Shafi c i/zA:A, one at Aleppo, the other in Damascus,
this being the Rawahiyya, founded in 622/1225. No
longer in existence, it was situated in the interior of
the Bab al-Faradls, to the north of the Great Mosque.
Its founder lived there until his death in an apartment
to the east of the madrasa, opposite the opulent library
which he had also founded. He had richly endowed
this madrasa, thus enabling students of humble means
to lodge there, including the eminent muhaddith and
fakih al-NawawI (d. 676/1277 [q.v.]). He had laid
down the following conditions for admission to this
madrasa: "Neither Jew nor Christian nor anthropomorphist HanbalT (hashwi) shall enter here."
Before his death he had designated as superintendent
(ndzir) of the madrasa the great fakih Takf al-DIn Ibn
Salah al-Shahrazuri (d. 643/1245); but after his death
two individuals, the Sufi Ibn cArab! and a grammarian named Khaz c al, who both lived close to the
madrasa in question, accused Ibn Rawaha of having
dismissed him.
Serious disruption ensued in the functioning of the
madrasa, at least until the time of the death in 665/1267
of Abu Shama, our principal source of information.
Bibliography: In addition to the references cited
in the text, see Abu Shama, Tardd^im ( = Dhayl al-
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Rawdatayn), ed. Kawtharl, 149; cf. also DhahabI,
<Ibar, v, 92; Safadi, Wafi, ms. Bodl. 1,678, fol. 208;
Ibn Kathfr, Biddya, xiii, 116, who dates his death to
622/1225, and especially, Nu c ayml, al-Daris, i, 266,
267; see also L. Pouzet, Damas au VIIeIXIIIe siecle,
Bejrut 1988, 155, 157, 170.
(L. POUZET)
RAWALPINDI, the name of a c i t y , d i s t r i c t and
d i v i s i o n of the northern Pandjab in P a k i s t a n . The
city lies in lat. 33° 40' N. and long. 73° 08' E. at an
altitude of 530 m/1,750 feet. In British Indian times,
it was one of the most important military stations of
northern India, and is now the headquarters of the
Pakistan Army, with extensive cantonments, as well
as being an important commercial and industrial centre and the starting-point of the route into Kashmir.
From 1959 to 1969 it was the capital of Pakistan
before the removal of this to the new city of Islamabad
14 km/9 miles to its northeast. The population of the
city and of the surrounding district and division is almost wholly Muslim. In 1972 the city had an
estimated population of 615,000.
Since Rawalpindi lies in the path of invaders from
the north-west, much of its history resembles that of
the Pandjab [q.v.]. The district formed part of Gandhara and was included in the Persian empire of the
Achaemenids. About ten miles to the north-west of
the town lie the ruins of the ancient city of Takshacila
(Taxila) which was an important seat of learning in
the 4th century B.C. The Muslim invaders experienced much trouble from the turbulent Gakkhar tribes
of this area who are still the most important tribe
socially in the district. In the days of Akbar [q. v. ], the
territories included in the modern district of
Rawalpindi formed part of the sarkar of Sind Sagar
Doab in the suba of Lahore (A^in-i Akbari, tr. Jarrett,
ii, 324).
Rawalpindi grew in importance when a Sikh
adventurer, Sardar Milka Singh, occupied it in 1765
and brought in colonists to it, but after 1849 it passed,
with the rest of the Pandjab, under British control.
Bibliography: In addition to the works cited in
PANDJAB, see Imperial gazetteer of India2, xxi, 261-73;
J.H. Marshall, Archaeological discoveries at Taxila,
1913; Guide to Taxila, 1918; Rawalpindi District Gazetteer, 1907; H.A. Rose, A glossary of the tribes and castes
of the Punjab and North-West Frontier Province, 1919,
s.v. Gakkhars.
(C. COLLIN DAVIES-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
AL-RAWANDAN (present-day [Turkish] Revanda
Kalesi; Prankish Ravendel; Armenian Areventan), a
f o r t r e s s of the n o r t h S y r i a n b o r d e r l a n d s ,
situated south of Gaziantep ( c Ayn Tab [see C AYNTAB]),
and about 16 km/10 miles west of Kilis on the Turkish
side of the modern frontier with Syria. It occupies the
top of a conical hill overlooking the upper c Afnn
River. We first hear of the place in 490-1/1097, at the
start of the Crusades, when it was seized by Baldwin
of le Bourg from the Turks, who had taken it from the
Armenians, apparently the first occupants. Baldwin
restored it to the Armenians, but later retrieved it
from them, giving it, in 495-6/1102, to Joscelin I.
After a brief period of Byzantine control following on
the capture of its Prankish ruler Joscelin II, Count of
Courtenay, it was secured in 546/1151-2 by Nur alDln Mahmud b. Zangl [q.v.], passing in due course
from Zangid to Ayyubid hands. Subsequent rulers included al-Malik al-Zahir, ruler of Aleppo, and Shihab
al-Dln Toghril, regent for al-Zahir's infant heir alMalik ai-cAz!z. In 624/1226-7, Toghril gave it to alMalik al-Salih Ahmad of c Ayn Tab. On the latter's
death, the fortress passed to al-Salih's nephew, alMalik al-Nasir Yusuf II, the ruler of Aleppo.

Thereafter, al-Rawandan's fortunes shared those of
the rest of northern Syria: the onslaught of the
Mongols, followed by their retreat, and the establishment of Mamluk rule under Baybars. Little remains
today of the fortress except the entrance arrangements, and the principal salients of the walls.
Bibliography:
Albert
of Aix,
Historia
Hierosolymitana, iii/17-18, in RHC, historiens occidenc
taux, iv, 350-1; Ibn al- Adim, Bughya, ed. S. Zakkar, Damascus 1988, i, 324, 457; Ibn al-Athlr, alDawla al-Atdbakiyya, in RHC, historiens orientaux, ii/2,
182-3; Ibn Shaddad, al-Acldk, i/2, ed. Y. cAbbara,
Damascus 1991, 94-7; William of Tyre, Historia
Rerum in partibus transmarinis gestarum, x/24, in RHC,
historiens occidentaux, i/1, 437; Yakut, Bulddn, Beirut
1979, iii, 19; Cahen, La Syrie du Nord, 117-18; H.
Hellenkemper, Burgen der Kreuzritterzeit, Bonn 1976,
43-6; D. Morray, in Anatolian Studies, liii (1993) (on
a visit by Ibn al-cAd!m to al-Rawandan).
(D.W. MORRAY)
RAWANDI, MUHAMMAD B. c Au, Persian
h i s t o r i a n who flourished at the end of the Saldjuk
period. Details of his life are known only from information in his sole surviving work, the Rdhat al-sudur
wa-dyat al-surur, a dynastic history of the Great
Saldjuks [q. v. ]. RawandT belonged to a scholarly family from Rawand, near Kashan. He studied HanafT
fikh in Hamadhan from 570/1174 to 580/1184 and
became a skilled calligrapher and gilder. When sultan
Toghril III b. Arslan wanted a beautiful Kurgan,
Rawandi, as a member of the team of craftsmen,
gained favour at court. After Toghril's imprisonment
in 586/1190, Rawandl found other patrons and one of
them, a certain Shihab al-Dln al-Kashani, encouraged him to begin writing the Rdhat al-sudur in
599/1202.
Rawandl would have doubtless liked to dedicate his
work to a Saldjuk prince of Persia. After the dynasty's
demise in Persia in 590/1194 and the advent of the
Kh w arazmshah, whose rule Rawandl deplores (30-2),
he sought patronage from Konya, wanting his book to
be in the "name of a Saldjuk sultan" (62). Indeed, he
went there personally to present his work (64).
Originally, he had dedicated it to sultan Sulayman II
(d. 600/1204), but he was obliged to re-address his
panegyrics to Kaykhusraw I [q. v. ] after his accession
that year (19-38). The re-orientation of Rawandi's
work towards Rum is a clear indication that early
7th/13th century Persian scholars viewed the
Anatolian Saldjuk dynasty as the new champions of
Sunn! Islam, and Konya as the centre for the continuation of Persian scholarly traditions.
For its account of Saldjuk history until Toghril III,
the Rdhat al-sudur is one of several Persian historical
sources dependent on the Saldjuk-ndma of Nlshapurl
(d. ca. 582/1182 [q.v.]). Rawandi's history is, however, an invaluable first-hand source for Toghril's
reign. The work is deeply permeated with the
Furstenspiegel ethos. Far from being a detailed history,
it is a didactic essay on exemplary kingship in which
a skeletal narrative framework is fleshed out with illustrative anecdotes, Arabic aphorisms (with accompanying Persian translations) and poetic quotations
(notably from Nizaml and the Shdh-ndma, as well as
lesser-known poets, including Rawandl himself). The
last section of the book discusses courtly accomplishments and is drawn from HanafT legal works
(418). Generally, RawandT's approach resembles that
of Muhammad MalatyawT in his Band al-sa^ddat,
dedicated to Kaykhusraw's successor in Konya,
Kaykawus (cf. Fouchecour, 430).
Rawandl's history was often used by later Persian
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historians (especially Yazdl) and was translated into
Turkish in the reign of sultan Murad II (cf. Barthold,
116; Storey, i, 257). Rawandl also wrote a polemical
work against the Rafidis [see RAFIDIYYA] and another
on calligraphy (Rdhat al-sudur, 394, 445), which have
apparently not survived.
Bibliography. Ch. Schefer, Nouveaux melanges
orientaux, Paris 1886, 3-47; E.G. Browne, Account of
a rare, if not unique, manuscript history of the Seljuqs, in
y/MS(1902), 567-610, 849-87; Muhammad Yazdl,
al-^Urddafi 'l-hikdya al-saldjukiyya, ed. K. Sussheim,
Leiden 1909; Rawandl, Rdhat al-sudur, ed. Muhammad Iqbal, London 1921, Tkish. tr. Ahmed Ates,
Ankara 1957-60; Barthold, Turkestan down to the
Mongol invasion3, 29; Zahir al-Din Nishapuri,
Saldiuk-ndma, Tehran 1332/1954; K.A. Luther, The
political transformation of the Seljuq sultanate of Iraq and
Western Iran, 1152-1187, Ph.D. diss., Princeton
1964, unpubl.; idem, Rdvandi's report on the administrative changes of Muhammad Jahdn Pahlavdn, in
C.E. Bos worth (ed.), Iran and Islam, in memory of the
late Vladimir Minorshy, Edinburgh 1971, 393-406;
Ch. de Fouchecour, Moralia, les notions morales dans
la litterature persane du 3e/9f au 7el 13e siecle, Paris
1986; Storey, i, 256-7; Storey-Bregel, ii, 747-9.
(CAROLE HILLENBRAND)
AL-RAWANDIYYA, a term referring to an ext r e m i s t Shi c i g r o u p which originated within the
c
Abbasid movement in Khurasan. The term was
subsequently expanded to include at times the entire
c
Abbasid shi*a, but unless otherwise stated it will be
used in this article in its original sense. It is said in
some sources to derive from al-Kasim b. Rawand or
from Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Rawandl, both of whom are
otherwise unknown; other sources more plausibly
derive it from c Abd Allah al-RawandT, who appears in
a list of propagandists (du^dt) of Muhammad b. C AH b.
c
Abd Allah b. al-cAbbas [q. v.] (see Akhbdr al-dawla alc
abbdsiyya, ed. c Abd al- c Aziz al-Durl and cAbd alDjabbar al-Muttalibi, Beirut 1971, 222). Both cAbd
Allah's son Harb (d. 147/764) and his grandson Nasr
b. Harb were senior officers in the c Abbasid army in
c
lrak during al-Mansur's reign. Harb who, like his
son, is said to have been a member of the Rawandiyya
[see KAYSANIYYA], participated in the crushing of the
revolt of the Hasanid Ibrahim b. cAbd Allah [q.v.]
before being killed in Armenia by Turkish rebels (alTabari, iii, 296, 353); he was also given an estate in
an area north of the Round City of Baghdad which
became known after him as al-Harbiyya (cf. ibid., iii,
328).
Initially, the Rawandiyya appear to have argued
(in line with the bulk of the Hashimiyya) that the
imamate had passed from CA1T via Muhammad b. alHanafiyya to the latter's son Abu Hashim cAbd Allah
and then, in accordance with Abu Hashim's testament (wasiyyd), to Muhammad b. CA1I b. cAbd Allah
b. al-cAbbas (al-Nawbakhtl, Firak, 29-30; Sacd b.
c
Abd Allah, Makdldt, 39-40; al-Baghdadi, Fark, 40);
they are therefore occasionally counted among the
Kaysaniyya. Al-Nawbakhti's source (evidently
Hisham b. al-Hakam [q.v.]), referring to the group as
ghuldt al-rdwandiyya, adds that the doctrines which they
espoused included deification of the imams, belief in
their omniscience, and dispensation from the religious
law for those who know the imams; he notes that their
strength increased when most of the followers of cAbd
Allah b. Mu c awiya [q.v.] joined their ranks. Some
further details are provided by al-Mada°ini's [q. v. ]
father (as cited in al-Tabarl, iii, 418) when he
describes the first recorded Rawandl uprising,
crushed by Asad b. cAbd Allah al-Kasn [q.v.] during
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his governorship of Khurasan (116-19/734-7). A leper
called al-Ablak ("piebald"), who aspired to lead the
Rawandiyya at the time, upheld the doctrine of the
periodic incarnation of the deity on earth by claiming
that the spirit of Jesus had passed on to CA1I and then,
successively, to each of the imams up to Muhammad
b. c AlT's son Ibrahim [see IBRAHIM B. MUHAMMAD]; he
and his followers also sanctioned communal access to
women.
Most sources agree that the Rawandl doctrine of
the imamate underwent a significant shift after the
c
Abbasid rise to power: the imamate was no longer
believed to have started with CA1T rather than with alc
Abbas, from whom it passed to his descendants. The
Rawandiyya based their belief in al- c Abbas's succession to the Prophet on the ancient inheritance laws
whereby the paternal uncle excludes daughters,
cousins and nephews; and they interpreted accordingly the Kur'anic verse "Those related by blood are
nearer to one another in the Book of God" (VIII, 75,
XXXIII, 6). There are indications that this doctrine
had its advocates in the c Abbasid court some time
before its emergence as an official tenet under alMansur and especially under al-Mahdl (cf. M.
Sharon, Black banners from the East, Jerusalem and
Leiden 1983, 82-99); it remains to be established
whether it was first elaborated among the Rawandiyya and was then adopted as the official cAbbasid
line or whether, in contrast, the Rawandiyya mirrored the changing court ideology.
In a report from an unnamed source, Ibn al-DjawzT
(viii, 29) describes the Rawandiyya as a group (td^ifd)
of Batinls (i.e. Isma c ilis) known as Sabciyya, who
believed that the cycle (dawr) of the imams which
began with al-cAbbas ended with the seventh, alMansur. The reference to the Rawandiyya as Batinls
must be a back-projection; at the same time, if indeed
they insisted on a line of seven imams, this would
make them the earliest "Sevener" ShicT group,
predating the Wakifiyya who emerged after the death
of Musa al-Kazim [q.v. ].
The sources present a confused and sometimes contradictory picture of the relationship between the
Rawandiyya and other groups in the early cAbbasid
period. Some (such as Ps.-Nashr 5 ) identify them with
the Hurayriyya (followers of Abu Hurayra alRawandT or al-Dimashki), and regard the Rizamiyya
(followers of Rizam b. Sabik) as an offshoot of the
Rawandiyya/Hurayriyya. Others (e.g. Abu Hatim alRazI [<?.£.]) maintain that both the Rawandiyya and
Hurayriyya upheld the pure cAbbasid line, but that
the Rawandiyya also believed in the divinity of alMansur and the prophethood of Abu Muslim; the
Rizamiyya, in turn, held to the earlier line of imams
via Abu Hashim, believing in addition that Abu
Muslim had not died. In Abu Hatim al-Razi's K. alZina these three groups are described as comprising
the c Abbasiyya (i.e. the c Abbasid shi^d). In contrast,
al-Nawbakhti's source identifies the Rawandiyya with
the cAbbasid shi^a as a whole and says that it consisted
of three subgroups: the Abu Muslimiyya, for whom
Abu Muslim was the living imam; the Rizamiyya
who, in addition to following the line of imams via
Abu Hashim, secretly believed in Abu Muslim
(presumably while acknowledging that he had died);
and the Hurayriyya, described as "the pure
c
Abbasids" (al-^abbdsiyya al-khullas], who upheld the
imamate from al-cAbbas.
There are scattered references to disturbances involving Rawandls in the first cAbbasid decade. In
135/752-3 a group from Talakan, headed by Abu
Ishak (perhaps Khalid b. c Uthman, an cAbbasid ddci
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who had been commander of Abu Muslim's guard),
attacked and killed one of Abu Muslim's officers
before they themselves were slain (al-Tabarf, iii, 82).
After this incident they were no longer heard of in
Khurasan, but they reappeared a few years later in
the West. Here the most widely reported event is the
riot sometimes referred to as yawm al-rdwandiyya. Its
date is variously given as 136 or 137 (al-Taban, citing
an anonymous source), 139 or the beginning of 140
(al-Baladhuri), 140 (Ibn al- c lbn), 141 (al-Taban and
others) and 142 (al-DTnawari), and it is said to have
taken place in al-Hashimiyya [q.v. ] (or in Basra, according to al-DlnawarT, whose version also differs in
other details). The accounts in al-Baladhuri (iii, 2356) and al-Taban (iii, 129-33) speak of 600 Rawandls
who took part, all of whom were Khurasan! followers
of Abu Muslim who believed that Adam's soul resided
in c Uthman b. Nahlk (one of al-Mansur's security officers who was killed in the ensuing combat) and that
al-Haytham b. Mu c awiya (like c Uthman, an cAbbasid
dd^T) was the angel Gabriel. They began to circumambulate al-Mansur's palace, hailing him as their God
(rabb) who provided them with food and drink. At this
point al-Mansur, who seems at first to have tolerated
(or even welcomed) their excesses, drew the line. He
had 200 of their leaders incarcerated and forbade the
others to congregate; disregarding his order, they
stormed the prison and released their colleagues.
When they headed back towards the palace al-Mansur
left on foot and was provided with a saddled horse
outside. The ShaybanT leader Macn b. Za°ida [q. v. ],
an erstwhile Umayyad general who had been in
hiding from the c Abbasids, came to the rescue and, in
a display of courage which won al-Mansur's admiration, managed to beat off the attackers, virtually all of
whom were killed. According to other reports, Abu
Nasr Malik b. al-Haytham (who had been among the
original nukabd^} personally guarded the palace gates,
while the military commander Khazim b. Khuzayma,
together with the local populace, was instrumental in
overcoming the Rawandls. One of the attackers,
Rizam (founder of the Rizamiyya?), was granted
amnesty after he sought refuge with the caliph's son
Dja c far. The reason given in the sources for the attackers turning against al-Mansur is their anger at the
arrest of their leaders; it would seem that they were
also bitterly disappointed with the caliph's unwillingness to come up to their expectations of him. That
al-Mansur was in serious danger is confirmed by
reports that he was almost killed by the rioters (e.g.
Ibn al-Athlr, v, 502: kddu yaktulunahu). The incident
dramatically pointed up the caliph's vulnerability and
contributed to his decision to look for a capital elsewhere, a decision which eventually led to the beginning of work on Baghdad.
Two reports concerning the riot are especially noteworthy. The first (al-Tabari, iii, 418-9) describes
some Rawandls as jumping to their deaths from the
green dome of the palace (referred to as al-Khadra0,
which was also the name of the green dome of the
Baghdad palace; cf. J. Lassner, The topography of
Baghdad in the early Middle Ages, Detroit 1970, 135-6).
That such behaviour was not atypical is suggested by
an account concerning another group of Rawandls.
These men revolted in Aleppo and Harran in
141/758-9; believing themselves to be in the s»ame
rank (manzild) as angels, they mounted a hill in Aleppo, put on silk clothes, jumped off and perished (Ibn
al- c AdIm, Zubdat al-halab min ta^rikh Halab, ed. SamT
al-Dahhan, i, Damascus 1370/1951, 59-60). In the
second report (al-Baladhuri, iii, 235) the Rawandiyya
state that, if al-Mansur wished, he could make the

mountains move, and if he were to order them to turn
their backs to Mecca during prayer they would comply. This formulation also appears in Ibn al-Mukaffa c 's
[q. v. ] Risdla fi 'l-sahdba which he composed for alMansur (probably between 136/754 and 142/759),
when he describes the views of some over-zealous
Khurasanian troops (ed. Muhammad Kurd CA1I,
Cairo 1946, 120; cf. S.D. Goitein, A turning point in the
history of the Muslim state, in his Studies in Islamic history
and institutions, Leiden 1966, 156). It is thus possible
that the troops against whom he warned the caliph
were the Rawandiyya.
Hardly anything is heard of this group after the
death of al-Mansur, though some of them were involved in the struggle over his succession. The more
extreme elements merged into other sects known collectively as Khurramiyya [q. v. ]. The number of those
who upheld al- c Abbas's designation as Muhammad's
successor appears also to have diminished sharply.
Marwan b. Abi '1-Djanub [q.v.] still wrote for alMutawakkil a poem about the hereditary rights of the
c
Abbasids (al-Tabari, iii, 1465-6, cited in Goldziher,
Muslim studies, ed. S.M. Stern, ii, London 1971, 1001); yet by the time of al-Sharif al-Murtada (d.
436/1044) the last adherents of this doctrine had apparently disappeared (cf. al-Shdfifi 'l-imdma, Tehran
1301/1884, 99).
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(E. KOHLBERG)
RAWANDIZ, RUWANDIZ, a town of K u r d i s h
c
l r a k , the chef-lieu of a kadd^ in the liwd^ of Irbil. In
ca. 1940 it had a population of 7,000. It lies in lat. 36°
37' N. and long. 44° 33' E. at an altitude of ca. 914
m/3,000 feet on a route which connects Mawsil and
Irbil [q.vv.] via the Garu Shinka pass (1,830 m/6,000
feet) with Mahabad/Sawdj-Bulak [q.vv.]. The route
was described in early Islamic times only by Yakut,
enumerating seven stages from Mawsil to SawdjBulak.
H i s t o r y . It will be evident that Rawandiz,
situated at the intersection of the communications of
Kurdistan as well as of roads leading farther afield,
has always owed its importance to its position. It
should also be remembered that in the period of prosperity of the Nestorian Church all this country played
a great part, mainly on account of the influence of the
Metropolitan see of Arbil. We may mention (cf. Hoffmann, Auszuge) the names of Dara, Hanitha,
Shaklawa (from which came one of the mss. which
enabled the Abbe Chabot to establish the text of the
Synodicon orientale, Paris 1902), as well as the fact that
there were many monasteries in these parts. According to the late Metropolitan Mar Hananlsh6c, the
mahall of Baradost (not to be confused with the
Baradost of the Shikak Kurds to the north of
Tergawar; see URMIYA) before the First World War
had still a few Christian communities. From the point
of view of Kurdish history, the destinies of Rawandiz
have been frequently those of Shahrizur, of which it
formed part at certain times. The Persian historian
Ahmad Kasrawi Tabriz! (Shahriydrdn-i gum-ndm, ii,
Rawddiydn, Tehran 1308/1929) gives us some notes
(125, 133-6) on Rawandiz in the time of the Ahmadlll
[q.v.] Atabeks (501-624/1106-1227) the last representative of whom, a woman, became the wife of jDjalal
al-Din Kh w arazmshah. A local history of the waits of
Ardalan, a resume of which was published by B.
Nikitine, in RMM, xlix, 70 ff., also contains some information about the families ruling in Rawandiz
down to A.H. 1249.
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In the early 19th century, one of these lords, the
half-blind Muhammad
Khor ("the blind"),
dominated the local tribes and established his power
from 1826 onwards as far as the Little Zab and Irbil
and then in 1833 as far as cAmadiyya and Zakho, and
minted coins of his own as al-Amir al-Mansur Muhammad BTk; but after his fall in 1836 and deportation by
the Ottomans, Rawandiz shrank once more to a place
of minor significance only. During the First World
War the Rawandiz road was used in the winter of
1914-15 by KhalTl Bey's troops advancing on Urmiya
(contrary to H. Grothe, Die Tiirken und ihre Gegner,
Frankfurt a.M. 1915) and later in July 1916 by the
Russian Rybalcenko. After the armistice and during
the period till December 1925, when the League of
Nations made its decision on the wildyat of Mawsil,
Rawandiz was the focus for attempts at some form of
autonomy or independence under the Kurdish chief
Shaykh Mahmud BarzandjI, who in 1922 proclaimed
himself in the liwa* of Sulaymaniyya "Padishah of
Kurdistan", and also for Turkish attempts at this
time to retain the region within Turkey, with a
Turkish kd^im-makdm, CA1I ShefTk, appointed to
Rawandiz in 1922. The town was, however,
recovered for the new Kingdom of c lrak government
in April 1923 by a combined operation of the c lraki
army and local Assyrian Christian levies, and an administration installed there under Sayyid Taha of
Neri as kd^im-makdm. In 1925 a League of Nations
commission awarded the wildyet of Mawsil, including
Rawandiz, to c lrak.
L a n g u a g e . Kurdish is the language spoken in this
region, except by the town dwellers (Irbil, Altun
Koprii, Kirkuk, etc.) of Turkish origin. According to
O. Mann (Die Mundart der Mukri Kurden, ii, 205), the
dialect of Rawandiz is very like that of Shamdinan,
but E.B. Soane did not share this opinion (Kurdish
grammar, London 1913). F. Jardine's manual,
Bahdinan Kurmanji, a grammar of the Kurmanji of the Kurds
of Mosul division and surrounding districts of Kurdistan,
London 1922, is more particularly devoted to this
dialect.
Bibliography: M. Bittner, DerKurdengau Uschnuje unddieStadt Urumije, Vienna 1895; M. Streck, Das
Gebiet der heutigen Landschaften ... Kurdistan, in ZA, xv
(1900); S.H. Longrigg, Four centuries of modern Iraq,
Oxford 1925; Admiralty Handbooks. Iraq and the Persian Gulf, London 1944, 548-50 and index;
Longrigg, clraq 1900 to 1950, a political, social and
economic history, London 1953; B. Nikitine, Les
Kurdes, etude sociologique et historique, Paris 1956; C.J.
Edmonds, Kurds, Turks and Arabs, London 1957.
See also KURDS, KURDISTAN.
(B. NIKITINE-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
RAWDA (A.), literally "garden"; an island in the
N i l e in the southern part of Cairo about 3 km/2 miles
long and with an average width of 500 m/1,640 ft. A
narrow canal (al-Khalidj or Sayyalat al-Rawda)
divides the eastern bank of the river from the island.
Before the regulation of the river in the 19th century,
the canal often dried out. From the time of the
establishment of Arab rule until the early 19th century, the island was mostly connected by pontoon
bridges with both banks of the river (the Fustat as well
as the DjTza shore). The island has been the place of
a Nilometer (Mikyds [q. v.]) since the early 2nd/8th
century. Concerning the historical topography of
Rawda, see MISR. C. 2. ii.
As long as the annual rise of the Nile was
celebrated, the island was of crucial importance in the
social life of Cairo. Each year at this time, until the
high crest was reached (wafd^ al-Nil), i.e. for about
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two months, people gathered in tents and pavilions on
the island celebrating, while expecting the opening of
the Cairo canal in early August. Their unbridled
behaviour often led to their removal from the island
and the burning down of their tents (see Ibn lyas,
BaddY al-zuhur, Cairo 1960-92, who reports this fact
for later mediaeval times). In mediaeval times, the
island was used, for strategic reasons, for fortifications
and the naval arsenal [see MISR, loc. cit.}. Two rulers,
Ahmad b. Tulun (254-70/868-84 [q.v.]) and the
Ayyubid al-Malik al-Salih (636-47/1240-9) thought it
worthwhile to build fortresses on the island; neither of
these, however, lasted for long. Ibn Tulun's fortress
was built as a place of retreat when he.was threatened
by the caliphal power, but it was never used and soon
decayed. Al-Malik al-Salih was equally led to take advantage of the island. In order to secure his position
he had begun to import Turkish Mamluks, and it was
more convenient to have them reside outside alKahira. He may also have intended securing a retreat
for himself in case of an attack by the Crusaders, but
it seems more plausible to assume that he wanted to
be able to deploy instantaneously his warships anchoring there in case of a Prankish attack on Egypt's
Mediterranean ports. After al-Salih's death, the vast
fortress—half of the island was encircled by walls—
was abandoned. The Mamluk ruler al-Zahir Baybars
(658-76/1260-77 [q.v. ]) rebuilt the kaPa; apparently he
intended to use this Rawda citadel as his stronghold,
but the advantages were not sufficient to replace in the
long run the Kalcat al-Djabal (see El1 art. Rawda,
where it is falsely stated that the Bahri line of the
Mamluks reigned there). Thereafter, the materials of
the Kalcat al-Rawda were re-used by succeeding
sultans for their own buildings.
From the 4th/10th century, Rawda was a place of
recreation, due to its clement climatic conditions.
Gardens and palaces, and a residential area were
built. Muhammad b. Tughdj al-IkhshTd (323-34/93546 [q.v.}) built a garden called al-Mukhtar, and the
Fatimid vizier al-Afdal b. Badr al-Djamall (d.
515/1121 [q. v. ]) laid out the garden, rawda, whence
the name of the island. In the time before this and
afterwards, the island was called DjazTrat Misr or
simply al-Djazfra. In ca. 519/1125, the Fatimid caliph
al-Amir [q.v.} built a palace called Hawdadj. During
these times, Rawda is said to have been a town in
itself, and several Friday mosques were built, pointing
to the growing population density on the island. The
oldest mosque, the Djami c Ghayn, is attributed to the
black eunuch Ghayn (d. 404/1013), a high Fatimid official.
About a century later, the above-mentioned alAfdal built the Djami c al-Mikyas, which was later
rebuilt by al-Malik al-Salih, became part of his fcalca
and was called Djami c al-Rawda. This mosque was
destroyed and rebuilt by al-Mu 3 ayyad Shaykh alMahmudl in 824/1421 (Ibn Dukmak, K. al-Intisdr, i,
Cairo 1310/1893, 115-16) and finally destroyed in the
19th century (CA1T Mubarak Pasha, al-Khitat alajadida, xviii, 13). The erection of the huge kalca temporarily put an end to that situation because al-Malik
al-Salih evacuated the island and destroyed the
greater part of the buildings. But after al-Salih's
death, the island apparently became more populated
because the number of buildings round the Djamic
Ghayn increased and the khutba was pronounced there
again. Parts of the decayed kalca were used for private
buildings, and a new Friday mosque was built in the
early 8th/14th century (the Djami c Fakhr). This
mosque was renovated a few decades later by the
vizier al-MaksT, hence was called the Djami c al-

Maksi. In 886/1481 the dilapidated mosque was
demolished by Sultan Kayitbay and again rebuilt.
Thereafter, it was called Djamic al-Sultan (or Djamic
Kayitbay). This mosque existed until the 19th century
(al-Khitat al-ajadida, xviii, 13-14). In 896/1491 the still
extant madrasa of Kayitbay was completed as well.
There also existed after 770/1368 a Friday mosque
called the Djami c al-RaDTs, Ibn Dukmak mentions
about 20 masaj_ids and several zdwiyas on the island at
the beginning of the 9th/15th century. According to
Ibn Zahira ( = Abu Hamid al-Kudsf), al-Fadd^il albdhira, Cairo 1969, 202, in the late 9th/15th century
the eastern shore of the island was densely built up,
and Felix Fabri, a European traveller who stayed
there in 1483, even reports that the whole island was
encircled by high buildings with people everywhere
(Le Voyage en Egypte de Felix Fabri 1483, Cairo 1975, 3
vols., iii, 443-4); but he was also told that, just 15
years previously, no building was to be found there.
His impression was that the arm of the Nile dividing
Rawda and Cairo cut the town in half. Leo Africanus
in 1517 confirmed the crowdedness of the island; he
counted 1,500 hearths and mentions a palace which
the reigning sultan had built at the northern end of the
island (Description de I'Afrique, tr. A. Epaulard, Paris
1956, 511-12). The Sultan al-Ghawn is said to have
ordered the building of a new Friday mosque near the
Nilometer in 917/1511 (Ibn lyas, iv, 175).
Several statements of travellers in the 16th and 17th
centuries suggest that Rawda was used as a place for
recreation by the local inhabitants and as a residential
area, contrary to the assumption, expressed in El1,
art. Rawda, that the island was abandoned in Ottoman times up to the early 19th century. In 1598
Harant mentioned about 100 houses (Le Voyage en
Egypte de Christophe Harant, Cairo 1972, 231). Half-acentury later, de Monconys reported that there were
to be found buildings and an area with pavilions of the
nobles which was like a town of its own (Le Voyage en
Egypte de Balthasar de Monconys, pairo 1973, 157-8).
This is corroborated by Ewliya Celebi (1091/1680)—
whose statements have to be taken critically—when he
praises the island, mentioning numerous streets and
buildings (Seydhat-ndme, Istanbul 1938, x, 321-2, 3257). cAbd al-Gham al-NabulusT spent some time on the
island, and praised it for its beauty (al-Haktka wa Yma&dz, Cairo 1986, 236-7). In 1806 <AJr Bey alc
AbbasT found Rawda abandoned, having been
formerly a little paradise; he praises the French for
having formed the walk with rows of trees which
traversed the island from south to north (Travels, London 1816, repr. 1970, ii, 22-3). In later Ottoman
times, Rawda was likewise one of the favourite fields
of military practice for the Mamluks; in the fights between the rival Mamluk groups, one of the factions
used to resort to the island.
In the 19th century many gardens and palaces, and
also mosques (sometimes used as funerary mosques),
were built. A large garden (no longer extant), which
is described as a kind of botanical and zoological
garden, was founded in the northern part of the island
(al-Khitat al-ajadida, xviii, 11). In recent times, the
island has become mainly a residential area.
It should be mentioned that poetry on Rawda is
abundant, often as a part of anthologies on gardens
(rawdiyydt); see e.g. Abu Djacfar al-ldrfsl, Anwar
^ulwiyy al-aajrdm;
al-Suyutl, Kawkab al-Rawda
(Brockelmann, IP, 202); Ibn Dukmak op. cit., ch. on
c
Rawda; and Abd al-Ghanl al-Nabulusi, op. cit.
Bibliography: In addition to references in the article, see SuyutT, Husn al-muhddara ft ta^rikh Misr wa
'l-Kdhira, ed. Muhammad Abu '1-Fadl Ibrahim,
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Cairo
1306/1888-9, x v i i i , _ 2 - l l l .
(O. WEINTRITT)
RAWDA-KH W ANI, a Sh^T Persian mourning
ritual commemorating the suffering and martyrdom
of Imam Husayn, the grandson of the prophet
Muhammad and other Srn^T martyrs. The name of
this public lamentation is derived from the title of a
literary masterpiece called Rawdat al-shuhadd^ ("The
Garden of the Martyrs"). This book, written in Persian but under an Arabic title, was composed by Husayn Waciz Kashifi [q.v.] in 908/1502-3 when Shi^T
Islam was being imposed as the state religion of Persia. Rawda-khwdm literally means "recitation from the
Garden [of the Martyrs]" and is popularly called just
rawda. Originally, it was customary to recite or chant
a chapter from The Garden of the Martyrs in public each
day during the first ten days of the month of Muharram. Gradually, it was staged during the whole month
of Muharram and the following month of Safar, eventually to be performed all year round. Today, despite
the fact that it is still called "the Garden Recitation",
the original text has been almost abandoned as each
Rawda-khwdn (person who does the recitation) tries his
own creative skills in conjuring up the story.
All classes of society participate in the Rawdakhwdni, which can be held anywhere from black tents
set up for the occasion in the public square of a village
or town, to a mosque or a courtyard of a private
house, or even to special edifices built for the ShicT
mourning rituals called Husayniyya or takiyya. These
buildings have been constructed in Persia from the
end of the 18th century onwards.
Rawda-khwdm belongs to the category of the stationary Sh^i commemorative rituals which are collectively known at madjalis al-^azd^. It starts with the
chants invoking the prophet Muhammad and other
saints and is followed by a rawda-khwdn, a master
story-teller, who recites and sings the story of Husayn
and his family and followers at the bloody battle of
Karbala0 while sitting on a minbar above the assembled crowd. His rapid chanting in a high-pitched voice
alternates with sobbing and crying to arouse the audience to an intense state of emotion. The audience
responds with weeping, chest beating, and body
flagellation. The performance can last from a couple
of hours to an entire day, well into the night as a succession of rawda-khwdns are being used. The rawdakhwdm ends with the congregational singing of nawha
[see NIYAHA] (dirges).
The art of rawda-khwdm depends on the ability of
the rawda-khwdn to manipulate the assembled crowd,
using his (or her, if the gathering is entirely female)
choice of episodes of the tragedy as well as his or her
use of body language and tonality. A successful rawdakhwdn is able to bring the audience to a state of frenzy
in which the members of the audience identify with
the suffering of Husayn and other martyrs. According
to popular belief, participation in rawda-khwdni ensures participants of intercession by Husayn on
Judgement Day. Almost from its inception it has been
a tradition that mixed the past with the contemporary,
and rawda-khwdns often make digressions into the
political, social and moral issues of the day. This
makes the rawda-khwdm a very important political
weapon.
Outside Persia, rawda-khwdm had been used in India in its original form, but now exists in modified
versions reflecting Indian cultural influences. In
Bahrayn, the Persian model is still followed. Other
Shi^a communities also observe this public lamentation for Husayn and other martyrs according to local
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traditions. The intensity of feeling discharged in these
rituals, no matter where, is universal.
Bibliography: Husayn Wa c iz Kashifi, Rawdat alshuhadd^, Tehran 1341 Sh.; Mahmoud Ayoub,
Redemptive suffering in Islam, The Hague 1978; P.J.
Chelkowski (ed.), Ta^ziyeh: ritual and drama in Iran,
New York-Tehran 1979; G.E. von Grunebaum,
Muhammadan festivals, New York-London 1958; G.
Thaiss, Religious symbolism in social change. The drama
of Husain, in Nikki R. Keddie (ed.), Scholars, saints,
and Sufis, Berkeley, etc. 1972. (P. CHELKOWSKI)
RAWH B. HATIM b. Kablsa b. al-Muhallab b.
Abl Sufra (d. 18 Ramadan 174/28 January 791) was
the f o u r t h g o v e r n o r from the M u h a l l a b i d s [q.v.]
of Ifrlkiya, where there preceded him successively a
distant cousin, c Umar b. Hafs b. c Uthman b. KabTsa
(151-4/768-71), his brother YazTd (19 Djumada II
155-18 Ramadan 170/27 May 772-13 March 787) and
his nephew Dawud b. Yazld who, on his father's
death, took over in the interim until the arrival of his
uncle Rawh on 1 Radjab 171/16 December 787.
Rawh had first served in the army before rejoining,
in 159/776, the group of governors. He is mentioned
for the first time in 132/749-50, at the siege of Wasit,
in the army of Abu 'l- c Abbas al-Saffah. Ten years
later, in 142/759, he fought in Tabaristan in the service of al-Mansur, and is then found subsequently acting as chamberlain for the latter caliph.
In 159/776 he was made governor of Sind by alMahdl. From then onwards, with intervals of varying
length when he was available for service, spent probably at court, he was appointed governor of Kufa,
Basra, Tabaristan, Armenia and Palestine, this being
his last post in the east. In 166/782-3, when he was
governor of Basra, his son Dawud was accused of zandaka and arrested, but freed once he had recanted.
Recalled from Palestine, Rawh learnt in Baghdad of
the death of his brother Yazld at Kayrawan. The new
caliph Harun al-Rashid appointed him as Yazld's
successor.
He found a province left in a peaceful state by his
brother, allowing him to govern there without incident. He had the good sense to make peace firm by
establishing good relations with the Imam of Tahart.
By then he was very aged, and it often happened, we
are told, that he went to sleep during meetings. The
officer in charge of the band [q.v.] (postal and intelligence service) informed al-Rashid about this,
who, in order to prepare for all eventualities, secretly
appointed another Muhallabid, Nasr b. Hablb, to
succeed Rawh on his death. Rawh, for his part, had
left the power to his son KabTsa. In this way, probably
with a deliberately theatrical gesture, during the investiture ceremony for KabTsa in the Great Mosque,
the sahib al-band exhibited al-Rashld's diploma in
favour of Nasr. Those present acquiesced.
The evidence shows that the caliph was keeping a
weather eye open, and did not want a dynastic tradition to become established in North Africa. After two
years and three months, Nasr was dismissed, and the
interim authority entrusted to al-Muhallab b. Yazld
whilst the new governor, another son of Rawh, alFadl, was awaited. Al-Fadl entered Kayrawan in
Muharram 177/April-May 793, the eighth and last
Muhallabid governor in Ifrlkiya. Trouble broke out
immediately, and in Shacban 178/November 794, alFadl was killed in a revolt by the djund.
With the Muhallabids, a dynastic tradition was appearing in the last province of the Maghrib still in
caliphal hands. It was, however, abortive. Another
period of troubles had to arise in order to convince the
caliphs to relax their control, and this was, in 184/800,
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to the profit of Ibrahim b. al-Aghlab, founder of the
Aghlabid [q.v. ] dynasty of governors.
Bibliography. 1. Sources. Tabari, index;
Ya c kubl, Ta^rikh, index; Kudama b. Dja c far, K. alKharddi, Baghdad 1981, 320, 334, 348; Ps. alRaklk, Ta^nkh, Tunis 1967, 148-202; Ibn al-Athlr,
index; T. al-Ridda, extracts from the Iktifd* of alKalacT al-Balansi, gathered together by Khurshid
Ahmad Fariq, New Delhi 1970, 150; Ibn
Taghribirdi, Nudjum, Cairo 1963, ii, 16, 77;
Nuwayri, Nihdya, Cairo 1984, xxii, 96, 100, xxiv,
79-92; Ibn c ldhari, Baydn, Leiden 1948, i, 84-5; Ibn
Khaldun, <Ibar, Beirut 1958, iv, 415; Ibn
Khallikan, ed. cAbbas, ii, 305-7, tr. de Slane, i,
529-31; Nasirl, Istiksd\ Casablanca 1954, i, 120-1;
Malikl, Riyad, Beirut 1983, i, 168, 183, 221-2, 237;
M. Talbi (ed.), Biographies aghlabides extraites des
Madarik du Cadi ^lydd, Tunis 1968, 11, 25, 44-5;
Dabbagh and Tidjani, Ma^dlim, Cairo 1968, i, 225,
242, 291-2.
2. S t u d i e s . Zirikll, AVdm3, iii, 63; Sacd Zaghlul,
T. al-Maghrib, Cairo 1965, 320-48; M. Talbi,
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RAWH B. ZINBA C AL-DJUDHAMI, an A r a b t r i b a l
leader, especially prominent in upholding the
Umayyad cause against the Zubayrids in the second
civil war (64-72/683-92).
Son of a notable from the Banu Djudham [q. v. ],
which had been settled in Palestine from before the
Arab conquest of the region, Rawh is said to have incurred Mu c awiya's suspicion in circumstances which
are obscure. Later, we find him named as one of a
group of Syrian ashrdfwhom Yazld b. Mu c awiya [q.v. ]
sent to c Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr [q.v.] in an attempt
to obtain the latter's bay^a, and, shortly afterwards, as
one of the commanders of the army sent to the Hidjaz
by Yazid under Muslim b. c Ukba al-Murri [q.v.] in
63/682-3.
Following the death of Yazld and that of his shortlived son and successor Mu c awiya (II) [q.v.] in
64/683-4, Hassan b. Malik b. Bahdal al-Kalbl, who
was governing the djund of Filastm for the Umayyads,
was unable to maintain his position and withdrew. He
left Rawh behind as his representative, but Rawh too
had to abandon his post in the face of opposition from
his rival for the leadership of Djudham, Natil b. Kays.
The latter, who seems to have enjoyed seniority, proclaimed his allegiance to Ibn al-Zubayr in an attempt
to secure his own position, while Rawh may have
alienated many of his tribe by a reported maladroit attempt to attach Djudham to the "northern"
(Macaddl) descent group (eventually they were
generally accepted as belonging to the "southern",
KahtanT, group). However, Rawh's continuing support for the Umayyads in the person of Marwan b. alHakam [q. v. ] (he is credited with a speech eulogising
Marwan and calling for his succession in preference to
other candidates) proved well judged. Following the
victory of the Kalb at Mardj Rahit [q. v. ] and the consequent extension of Marwan's authority over Syria,
it was the turn of Natil b. Kays to flee and Rawh again
became governor of Palestine. When cAbd al-Malik
followed his father Marwan as caliph (Ramadan
65/April 685), Rawh became one of his influential
confidantes and advisors. In some of the literature he
appears as a prototype of the later viziers.
Rawh is said to have died in 84/703. He is known

as a transmitter of hadith and is even counted by some
hadith authorities as a Companion of the Prophet. His
descendants are referred to in reports about the
disturbances in Syria towards the end of the Umayyad
period.
Bibliography: Taban, ii, 424, 468-69, 475,
1164-5; Baladhurl, Ansdb, i, 36, iv a, 53-4, 70, 125,
iv b, 20, 40, 46, 55, v, 128, 132, 134, 148, 149, 204,
304, 356, 377; Ya c kubT, Ta\ikh, ii, 299, 301, 304,
306, 321, 335; Mascudi, Muruaj., v, 191-92, 254-58,
282-86, vi, 123-24; Aghdni, Tables, 351; Mohammad ShafTS Analytical indices to the Kitdb al-^Iqd alFarid o f . . . Ibn <Abd Rabbihi, Calcutta 1935, 363;
DjahshiyarT, Kitdb al-Wuzard^ wa 'l-kuttdb, Cairo
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Rotter, Die Umayyaden und der zweite Biirgerkrieg (680692), Wiesbaden 1982, 130, 136-7, 144, 146, 150-2,
183, 212, 225; M. Gil, A History of Palestine, 6341099, Cambridge 1992, 79-81; I. Hasson, Le chef
judhdmite Rawh ibn Zinbd**, in SI, Ixxvii (1993),
95-122.
(G.R. HAWTING)
RAWI (A.), pi. ruwdt, r e c i t e r and t r a n s m i t t e r of
p o e t r y , as also of narrative traditions (akhbdr) and
hadith [ q . v . ] . The term is derived from rawd "to bring,
carry or convey water", and has been extended to
"carrying" in a figurative sense, i.e. "to bear by
memory, to transmit or recite" (cf. Lane, 1194).
There is an intensive form rdwiya, explained as
"copious transmitter" (kathir al-riwdya), used in
mediaeval sources as a synonym to rdwi. In modern
research it is applied, as a rule, to the learned collectors of Bedouin poetry in the 8th century.
The institution of the raw i is the main basis for the
preservation of pre-Islamic poetry. In the Djdhiliyya
[q. v. ] poets used to have one or more rdwis, who learned their verses by heart, recited them in public,
especially at the annual fairs, where poetic contests
took place, and transmitted them to the next generation. It often happened that a rdwi became a famous
poet himself. Lists of poets and their raw is are known
over several generations. A spectacular line, extending over two centuries, begins with Aws b. Hadjar
[0.0.], the stepfather of Zuhayr b. Abl Sulma [0.0.],
who was his rdwi (Ibn Kutayba, Shicr, 57). Zuhayr,
who also had his son Ka c b [0. v. ] for a rdwi, figures at
the beginning of the following list (Aghdni1, vii, 78):
Zuhayr, al-Hutay^a [ q . v . ] , Hudba b. Kh ash ram.
Djamll [0.0.], Kuthayyir c Azza [0.0.], who died in
105/723. He was "the last to combine the function of
poet and rdwi ' (dkhir man idjtama^a lahu al-shicr wa 'lriwdya, loc. cit.). From the list and similar information,
it appears that transmission of poetry often took place
in the same family or clan, but not necessarily, which
implies that rdwi was an accepted profession or semiprofession.
The question whether transmission in the Djdhiliyya
was exclusively oral, or whether poets and transmitters assisted their memory by writing, remains controversial. Whereas Sezgin (GAS, ii, 22-33) maintains
the early use of writing in the process of transmission,
other scholars have emphasised the oral character of
pre-Islamic texts (M. Zwettler, The oral character of
classical Arabic poetry, Columbus 1978, cf. 85-8). Since
there is no conclusive evidence, one can only attempt
to evaluate the known facts. In the Dj_dhiliyya, the use
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of writing, although well established for contracts,
treaties or other official documents, could hardly have
played a significant part in poetic transmission. It is
possible that poets in contact with the courts of Hlra
[q. v.] and Qhassan [q. v. ] were able to write, but
among Bedouins that knowledge cannot have been
common. Furthermore, the corpus of pre-Islamic
verses presents characteristic features of oral
literature, e.g. a high percentage of formulaic expressions, semantic repetition and independence of detail,
which later gave way to other stylistic features and
modes of composition. Thus it is to be assumed that
during the 6th century A.D. composition and
transmission of poetry took place orally, which does
not exclude the possibility of a rdwi noting down
verses as a mnemonic aid.
In the course of the first Islamic century, the use of
writing increased in various fields (cf. G. Schoeler,
Schreiben und Veroffentlichen. Zur Verwendung und Funktion
der Schrift in den ersten islamischen Jahrhunderten, in hi,
Ixix [1992], 1-43). The first collections of poetry were
made in the early Umayyad period, e.g. the
Mu^allakdt [q.v.] (cf. M.J. Kister, The Seven Odes, in
RSO, xiiv (1979) 27-36). The poet al-Farazdak [q.v.]
mentions in some of his verses that he possessed
"books" with collected poetry of other poets (The
Nakd^id o/Jarir and al-Farazdak, ed. A.A. Bevan, i-iii,
Leiden 1905-12, i, 201, v. 57, 61). It is further
reported that Djarir [q.v.] and al-Farazdak used to
dictate to their rdwis (Nakd^id, i, 430, 12; ii, 908, 2).
It seems therefore, that oral transmission was at first
aided, and then gradually replaced, by writing.
In the final stage of poetic transmission, the early
c
Abbasid period, Bedouin poetry was systematically
collected by learned rdwis like Khalaf al-Ahmar,
Hammad al-Rawiya and al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi
[q.vv.]. There is ample evidence that they had written
collections of poetry at their disposal, but they were
still expected to know the texts by heart, and to recite
them when requested (Aghdm1, v, 174). In addition,
they used to collect information from Bedouins and to
verify their knowledge by questioning them. These
Bedouin informants, who were also called "rawf', are
in part known by name (cf. Ch. Pellat, Le milieu basrien
et la formation de Gdhiz, Paris 1953, 137-8). Thus
presumably the term rdwilrdwiya was applied, as long
as learning by heart and reciting of verses still played
a part, even if a marginal one, in poetic transmission.
Another aspect is the exact function of the raw i and
his relation to the poet who employed him. Since a
rdwi often became a poet himself, it has been assumed
that he also served an apprenticeship with his poet,
receiving a thorough training in metrics and the art of
composition. This would imply that the institution of
the rdwi not only assured the preservation of poetry,
but also the continuity of technical knowledge, and of
the vocabulary, style, and thematic range of an individual poet. The first to consider the possibility of
establishing "schools" of poetry was Taha Husayn,
who with regard to the list of rdwis mentioned above
speaks of the "poetic school" (madhhab shi^ri) of Aws
b. Hadjar (Fi }l-adab al-djdhili, Cairo 1927, 161989,
270). The question has been studied with regard to
the poetry of Hudhayl [q.v. ] by E. Braunlich (Versuch
einer literargeschichtlichen Betrachtungsweise altarabischer
Poesien, in Isl., xxiv [1937], 201-69; cf. 221 ff), as also
by G.E. von Grunebaum (Zur Chronologie der
friiharabischen Dichtung, in Orientalia, N.S. viii [1939],
328-45), who established six "schools" of poetry in
the pre-Islamic period.
The assumption that rdwis received a thorough
education, and reached a competence equal to that of
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the poets they served, is further evidenced by reports
that a rdwi was expected to correct, to polish up or
even to embellish the verses of his master. This seems
to have been a common practice in the Djahiliyya (cf.
Goldziher, Muh. St., ii, 8 2 ), as also in the Umayyad
period. There is a story concerning Djarlr and alFarazdak, whose rdwis were found to correct their
metrical blunders (Aghdm1, iv, 54). In view of this and
similar reports, it is easy to appreciate the exclamation
of al-Hutay 5 a: "Woe to verses in the hand of a bad
transmitter!" (waylun Ii 'l-shi^ri min rdwiyat al-su^;
Aghdni1, ii, 59). It also underlines the difficulty, and
sometimes the impossibility, for historians of
literature to clearly differentiate between the work of
a poet and that of his raw i.
Bibliography: In addition to references in the article, see Blachere, HLA, i, 85-127, and in particular, Nasir al-Dln Asad, Masddir al-shi^r al-djdhili
wa-kimatuhd al-ta^rikhiyya, Cairo 1978, 222-54.
(RENATE JACOBI)
RAWK (Egyptian pronounciation: rok), a word of
non-Arabic origin, probably derived from Demotic
ruwkh, "land distribution". From the noun is derived
an Arabic verb rdka, yaruku.
In the language of Egyptian administration, rawk
means a k i n d of c a d a s t r a l s u r v e y which is followed
by a r e d i s t r i b u t i o n of the arable land. The procedure comprises the surveying (misdha [q.v.]) of the
fields, the ascertainment of their legal status (private
property, endowment, crown land, grant, etc.), and
the assessment of their prospective taxable capacity
(cibra). Until the fall of the Fatimid dynasty the bulk
of the arable land was bestowed on private tax farmers
(mutakabbil or ddmin), whereas in the Ayyubid and
Mamluk periods it was granted to officers and free
soldiers as military grants (iktd*- [q.v. ]).
Al-MaknzT states that in early Islamic times a rawk
had been carried out every thirty years, in order to
synchronise the lunar (hildli) and the fiscal (kharddji)
calendars (Khitat, ed. Wiet, ii, 2), but this statement
rather seems to reflect the ideal case. In fact, in the
eight-and-a-half centuries between the Arabs' appearance and the Ottoman conquest, only six rawks
are mentioned in the sources. The first is that which
c
Ubayd Allah b. al-Habhab, director of the finances
(^dmil) of Egypt, executed in the years 105-7/724-5
during the reign of the caliph Hisham. The result of
the survey is said to have been an arable surface of
30,000,000/fl^an (ca. 191,000 km 2 ); the fiscal register
established in 107/725-6 recorded a yield of kharddj.
[q.v.] of 1,700,837 dinars for all Egypt, and that of
1,449,420.5 for Upper Egypt and 251, 416.5 for the
Delta (al-MakrizI, op. cit., 62.)
The rawk of Ahmad b. al-Mudabbir, cdmil of Egypt,
accomplished around 253/867-8, just before the arrival of Ahmad b. Tulun [q. v. ], amounted to
24,000,000/<wWans or ca. 153,000 km 2 (al-Maknzi, op.
cit., ii, 62-3, 69, 81).
The third rawk, called al-Afdali, was the only one
carried out under Fatimid rule. His initiator was the
general and future vizier Muhammad b. Fatik "alMa^mun" al-Bata^ihl, to whose son Musa we owe a
detailed report (quoted by al-MakrlzI, op. cit., ii, 5-6).
At the suggestion of al-Bata D ihi, the vizier al-Afdal b.
Badr al-Djamall in 501/1107-8 gave orders to perform
a new survey in order to remedy grievances and to
abolish unjustified privileges which had spread since
the last rawk.
The rawk al-Saldhi, performed in the years 5727/1176-81 by the eunuch BahaD al-Dln Karakush (the
builder of the Cairo citadel) on the orders of Sultan
Salah al-Dln al-Ayyubi, laid the foundation of a com-
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pletely new military system; it was closely linked to
the introduction of the iktd*- system. The assessed
khardajyield of 3,670,500 dinars was split into iktd^s for
111 officers (amir), 6976 heavily-armed horsemen
(tawdshi) and 1,553 light cavalrymen (kard-ghuldm) (alMakrlzl, op. cit., ii, 16-17). Ibn MammatI in his book
on the rules of administration (Kitdb Kawdnin aldawdwin) has preserved the complete list of all places
of Egypt surveyed in the Salahi rawk (ed. A.S. Atiya,
Cairo 1943, 84-200).
The rawk al-Husdmi was initiated by the Mamluk
sultan Husam al-Dln Ladjln in 697/1298 in order to
curtail the power of the great amirs and to strengthen
that of the sultan, but it completely failed, and the
sultan was murdered by his officers (al-MakrlzI, op.
cit., ii, 21; idem, Suluk, ed. Ziyada, Cairo 1934-58,
i/3, 841-4; Ibn TaghrlbirdI, Nudjum, ed. Cairo, viii,
90-5; Ibn lyas, BaddV, ed. M. Mostafa, Wiesbaden
1975, i/1, 396-7). The list of place names surveyed by
the HusamI rawk seems to be preserved in the
anonymous Tuhfat al-irshdd, discovered by M. Ramzl
in the library of the Azhar in 1932.
The last rawk was carried out by order of sultan alNasir Muhammad b. Kalawun during his third reign.
The Nasirl rawk, which combined a survey of some
regions of Syria in 713/1313-14 with one of all Egypt
in 715/1315, was a repetition of the failed HusamI
rawk, and this time the sultan was successful in depriving the great amirs of their power. The Nasirl rawk can
be considered as a kind of coup d'etat: the crown land
(khdss al-sultdn) was considerably increased; the whole
province of al-DjIza was transformed into khdss land
(al-MakrlzI, Khitat, ii, 22-32; idem, Suluk, ii/i, 14657; Tubinger Atlas des Vorderen Orients, map B VIII 13).
The registers set up in the Nasirl rawk have been
copied by Ibn Dukmak, K. al-Intisdr (ed. Vollers,
Cairo 1893) and Ibn al-DjI^an, al-Tuhfa al-saniyya (ed.
B. Moritz, Cairo 1898, repr. Cairo 1974).
Bibliography:
C.H.
Becker, Beitrdge zur
Geschichte Agyptens unter dem Islam, Straftburg 1913,
ii, 107-10, 140-8; H. Rabie, The financial system of
Egypt, London 1972, 50-6; H. Halm, Agypten nach
den mamlukischen Lehensregistern, Wiesbaden 1979-82,
i, 8-56.
(H. HALM)
RAWSHANIYYA, a m y s t i c a l and g n o s t i c
I s l a m i c sect founded amongst the Afghans of the
North-West Frontier region, with centres at e.g.
Kariiguram and Tirah in Wazlristan, by Bayazid b.
c
Abd Allah Ansarl of Karilguram (<:<z. 931-80/^z. 152573). He claimed to be, if not actually a Mahdl, at least
a hddi or guide towards tawhid, the Divine Unity, for
his followers. He styled himself pir-i rawshan "the
divinely-illuminated pir [q. v. ]", although his orthodox
enemies called him pir-i tdriki "the pir of darkness"
and his adherents Tdnkiydn "devotees of darkness".
The movement had distinct elements of Afghan national consciousness within it, reacting against
Mughal expansionism in the Frontier region and
against Kabul, as well as a religious significance.
1. Bayazid A n s a r l ' s career. For this, the last
years of which were spent in the warfare against the
Mughals in which he eventually was killed, see the article s.v.
2. L a t e r h i s t o r y of the m o v e m e n t . Bayazld's
activities were resumed by the eldest of his five sons,
c
Umar, who attacked the Yusufzai, a tribe which had
followed Bayazid but had reverted to orthodox Islam;
in the battle which ensued c Umar was killed, as was
also his brother Khayr al-Dln; another brother, Nur
al-Dln, was put to death by the Gudjars. The
youngest son, Djalal al-Dln, was captured by the
Yusufzai, who surrendered him to Akbar in 989/1581.

Escaping from Akbar's court he returned to Tirah,
where he assumed the role of sovereign of
Afghanistan, and Akbar found it necessary to send an
army against him in Safar 994/January-February
1586. This army met with a serious defeat, which was
repaired by a later expedition (995/1587). The
numbers of the Rawshanls are given on this occasion
as 20,000 foot and 5,000 horse. A further expedition
was sent in 1000/1591 (or 1001) which captured some
14,000 men (according to Bada^uni) with Djalal alDln's wives and children, but not apparently himself,
since in 1007/1598-9 he took Ghaznl, but was unable
to maintain himself there, and on retiring was attacked by the Hazaras [q. v. in Suppl.], wounded and put
to death. This last affair is by some assigned to a son
of his bearing the same name.
The next head of the community was Djalal alDln's son Ihdad, who figures in the history of
Djahanglr. In 1020/1611 he surprised Kabul in the
absence of its governor Khan Dawran. The attack was
beaten off with great loss to the raiders, yet in
1023/1614 Ihdad was again in the field, but sustained
a serious defeat at Pish Bulagh. After a series of enterprises with varied success he was besieged in the fortress of Nuaghar, and killed by a musket-shot.
The historian of Shah Djahan, Muhammad Salih
Kanbo, asserts that in the second year of his reign
(1038/1628-9) that monarch took effective steps to
suppress the heresy started by Bayazid; nevertheless,
in the following year he records how the Afghan
Kamal al-Dln was joined in the attack on Peshawar by
c
Abd al-Kadir, son of Ihdad, and Karlmdad, son of
Djalala (Djalal al-Dln). The place was relieved by
Sacld Khan, and cAbd al-Kadir induced to submit; in
1043/1633-4 he was recommended by Sacld Khan,
"who had caused him to repent of his evil deeds" to
Shah Djahan, who gave him a command of 1,600
horse. Other members of Ihdad's family received
honours and rewards in 1047/1637-8. In the same
year, Karlmdad, who had taken refuge in the Mohmand country, but had been recalled by the tribes of
Bangash, was attacked, captured and executed by
Sacld Khan. It is asserted that some relics of the community still exist in this region. A branch of the sect,
called clsawl, was founded at Swat by one Sayyid clsa
of Peshawar (T.C. Plowden, translation of the Kdlid-i
Afghani, Lahore 1875).
3. D o c t r i n e s of the sect. According to the
Dabistdn, which is friendly to the sect, Bayazld's doctrine was extreme pantheism; "If I pray" he said, "I
am a mushrik; if I pray not, I am a kdfir." He marked
eight stages (makdm) in religious progress: sharPa,
tarika, hakika, ma^rifa, kurba, wusla, wahda, sukun\ the
four last are said to be technicalities of his system. The
explanation of these stages, quoted from Bayazld's
Hdl-ndma, inculcates lofty morality, e.g. to hurt no
creature of God. The account which follows is inconsistent with this, as noxious persons were to be killed
because they resembled wild creatures, and harmless
persons who did not possess self-knowledge might be
killed, because they resembled domestic animals.
They might be regarded as dead, and their property
might be seized by the "living". Further, he
abrogated the direction of prayer and the preliminary
ablution. Other details are furnished by a hostile
writer, the historian of Shah Djahan quoted above,
copied in KhafT Khan's Muntakhab al-lubdb. Marriage,
he says, is without a contract, there being merely a
feast at which a cow is slaughtered. Divorce is ratified
by placing some pebbles in the wife's hand. The
widow is deprived of inheritance, and indeed is at the
disposal of the heirs, who may marry her themselves
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or sell her to someone else. When a son is born to one
of them, an incision is made in the ear of an ass, and
the blood dripped on the infant's tongue. This is in
order to ensure that the infant shall be bloodthirsty
and have the mind of an ass. Any stranger who falls
into their hands is enslaved and can be bought or sold.
Daughters receive no share in the inheritance. They
massacre whole tribes when they conquer them. Even
on the Day of Judgment their victims, though martyrs, will not hold them to account. According to
others, however, they recognised neither Paradise nor
Hell.
4. L i t e r a t u r e of the sect. BayazTd is said to have
written much. For his own works, see BAYAZID ANSARI.
Works composed by his opponents and_in refutation
of his doctrines include the orthodox Akhund Darwlza's Makhzan-i Afghani and Tadhkirat al-abrdr wa 7ashrdr. Such works composed at the Mughal court as
Abu '1-Fadl cAllamT's Akbar-ndma (detailed account of
the warfare with the Rawshaniyya), Bada D uni's Muntakhab al-tawdnkh, Djahangfr's Tuzuk, the Ta^rikh-i
Firishta and Muhammad Salih Kanbo Lahawri's
^Amal-i Sdlih, were necessarily hostile; but FarTd
Bukharl's Dhakhirat al-khawdmn (biographical accounts
of Mughal nobles) gives a more sympathetic view of
them.
Bibliography: The account of the sect given by
J. Leyden, in Asiatic Researches, xi, 363-428, London
1810, based on the Dabistdn al-madhdhib (= 247-253
in ed. Bombay 1292) and the Pashto work Makhzan
al-Isldm of Akhund Darwlza furnished the material
for the account of the sect in Graf T. A. von Noer's
Kaiser Akbar, Leiden 1885, ii, 179, and largely for
that in Glossary of the Punjab tribes and castes, Lahore
1915, iii, 335 ff. Notices of the sect were also got
from Indian historical works; from the Akbar-ndma
(printed Calcutta 1881) in M. Elphinstone, History
of India, London 1866, 517 etc.; from the Tabakdt-i
Akbari (lith., Lahore 1292), in H. Elliot, History of
India, London 1873, v, 450; from the Tuzuk-i
Djahdngin, tr. A. Rogers and H. Beveridge, London 1909, in Beni Prasad, History of Jahangir, Oxford 1922, who also used the Ikbdl-ndma-yi
Djahdngiri, Calcutta 1865. For Shah Djahan's time,
the Shah Djahdn-ndma, called cAmal-i Sdlih, of
Muhammad Salih Kanbo, ed. Ghulam Yazdani,
Calcutta 1923-7, is the chief authority. The printed
text of cAbd al-Hamid LahawrT's Bddishdh-ndma
(Calcutta 1867-8) which, according to the Muntakhab al-lubdb, Calcutta 1869, should contain an exaggerated account of the atrocities of the sect, has
very little about it.
See further H.G. Raverty, Ethnographical notes on
Afghanistan and part of Baluchistan, London 1880-3;
Sir Olaf Caroe, The Pathans 550 B.C.-A.D. 1957,
London 1958, 199-204, 226-30; S.A.A. Rizvi,
Rawshaniyya movement, in Abr-Nahrain, vi (1965-6),
63-91, vii (1967-8), 62-98; Annemarie Schimmel,
Islam in the Indian subcontinent, HO, II.4.3, LeidenKoln 1984, 87-8.
(D.S. MARGOLIOUTH-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
RAWTHER (Tamil irauttur meaning "horseman"
or "trooper", also known as Rowther, Ravuttan,
Rayuttan), a c o m m u n i t y of T a m i l - s p e a k i n g
M u s l i m s located in the state of Tamilnadu, India,
one of four sub-divisions of the Tamil-speaking
Muslim community, the others being Marakkayar,
Kayalar and Labbai [q.v.]. Like the Labbai, the
Rawther follow the Shaficr school, whilst the others
are HanafTs. Unlike the other sub-divisions, the
Rawther and Labbai are found in greatest numbers in
the interior, where they are mostly petty merchants
and tradesmen.
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Effectively endogamous like the other sub-divisions
and historically located in particular districts
(Madurai and Tiruchirapalli), there has nevertheless
been a blurring of group boundaries. Migration to
larger urban centres, some intermarriage and Islamic
revival movements, have stressed their egalitarian
outlook and weakened clan-based lineages with their
focus on the shrines of particular saints.
The Rawther probably originated as cavalry
militia, comprising indigenous converts to Islam, for
Tamil Hindu rulers before pre-colonial Muslim rulers
began similar recruitment in the late 17th century.
During the 19th century Wahhabl missionaries began
a process of Islamisation, attacking vestiges of Hindu
ritual practices, stressing Sunn! orthodoxy and encouraging the use of Urdu as a symbol of "pure"
Islam. Many Tamil Muslims were affected by this
movement, and a considerable number of Labbai
adopted the title of Rawther because they regarded
any claim to martial ancestry as more orthodox and
prestigious than simple Labbai status. Urdu, however, remained primarily the second language of a
minority of Rawthers.
Bibliography: M. Mines, Muslim social stratification in India: the basis for variation, in Southwestern
Journal of Anthropology, xxviii (1972), 333-49, and
Susan Bayly, Saints, Goddesses and Kings. Muslims and
Christians in South Indian society, 1700-1900, Cambridge 1989, are fundamental. See also W. Frances,
South Arcot District manual, Madras 1906; idem,
Madura District gazetteer, Madras 1920; F.R. Hemingway, Trichinopoly District manual, Madras 1907
(useful). For the Rawther in a broader historical
context, see S.K. Aiyangar, South India and her
Muhammedan invaders, Madras 1921; Qadir H.
Khan, South Indian Mussalmans, Madras 1910; K.
McPherson, The political development of the Urdu- and
Tamil-speaking Muslims of the Madras Presidency 1901
to 1937, M.A. thesis, University of Western
Australia 1968, unpubl.
(K. MCPHERSON)
RAWWADIDS or BANU RAWWAD, a minor
d y n a s t y of n o r t h w e s t e r n Persia which flourished
during the period which Minorsky characterised as
the "Iranian intermezzo" between the decline of
Arab power there and the incoming of Turkish
peoples like the Saldjuks, essentially during the 4th5th/10th-llth centuries.
Although the Daylamfs [see DAYLAM] were the most
prominent in this upsurge of northern Persian mountain peoples, the part of other races like the Kurds was
not negligible. The Rawwadids (the form "Rawad"
later becomes common in the sources) were originally
of Azdl Arab stock, but gradually became assimilated
to their environment in Adharbaydjan (and especially, the area around Tabriz) and became Kurdicised
(cf. the similar process taking place in Shirwan [q. v. ]
or Sharwan, where the Yazldl Shirwan-Shahs became
Iranised). In ca. 141/758-9 the caliph al-Mansur's
governor of Adharbaydjan, Yazld b. Hatim alMuhallabl appointed al-Rawwad b. al-Muthanna to
secure the region between Tabriz and al-Badhdh [q. v.
in Suppl.]. Over the next two centuries, al-Rawwad's
descendants became thoroughly Kurdicised, and Kurdish forms like "Mamlan" for Muhammad and
"Ahmadfl" for Ahmad begin to appear in their
genealogy.
In the disturbed condition of Adharbaydjan during
the mid-4th/10th century, consequent on the disappearance of the Sadjids [q.v.] from there, the
Rawwadid Abu '1-Haydja3 Husayn b. Muhammad
(344-78/955-88) succeeded to the heritage of the
Kangarids or Musafirids [q. v. ]. During the next century, the outstanding member of the family was Abu
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Mansur Wahsudan b. Mamlan b. Abi '1-Haydja0 (ca.
410-46/ttz. 1019-54). He early faced the incursions of
the so-called " c lraki" Turkmens driven out of
Khurasan by Mahmud of Ghazna and of
independently-operating Turkish bands, but it was
not until 446/1054 that the Saldjuk leader Toghril Beg
[q. v. ] resolved to bring Adharbaydjan and Arran
under his control and to make the petty rulers of
northwestern Persia and eastern Transcaucasia his
vassals. Wahsudan's eldest son Mamlan was confirmed in his father's territories by Toghril in
450/1058, but the days of the dynasty as an
autonomous power were numbered. The Ottoman
historian Munedjdjim Bashi [q.v. ], quoting earlier
chronicles on the history of the region, states that,
when the Saldjuk sultan Alp Arslan returned in
463/1071 from his Anatolian campaign against the
Byzantines, he deposed Mamlan. But a later member
of the family, Ahmadil b. Ibrahim b. Wahsudan, held
Maragha [q.v.] and took part in warfare against the
Crusaders in Syria, and his personal name was
perpetuated by the line of his Turkish ghuldms, the
Ahmadllis [ q . v . } , who ruled in Maragha as Atabegs
during the 6th/13th century; survivors of the actual
Rawwadid family can be traced up to Il-Khanid times
in the early 8th/14th century.
Bibliography: Ahmad Kasrawl, Shahriydrdn-i
gum-ndm1, Tehran 1335/1957, ii, 130-225, 251; V.
Minorsky, Studies in Caucasian history, London 1953,
115-16, 164-9; W. Madelung, in Cambridge history of
Iran, iv, 236-9; Bosworth, in ibid., v, 32-4; idem,
The Islamic dynasties, 88-9. See also TABRIZ.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RA3Yv[_see Suppl.].
RAYCUR, a t o w n and d i s t r i c t of South I n d i a ,
now in the Gulbarga division of the Indian Union
state of Karnataka, before 1947 in the Haydarabad
princely state of British India (lat. 16° 15' N., long.
77° 20' E.).
An ancient Hindu town formerly part of the
kingdom of Warangal, it passed to the Khaldji Sultans
of Dihll in the 8th/14th century, then to the Bahmanls
and, after Awrangzlb's Deccan conquests, to the
Mughals. Raycur has interesting Islamic monuments.
The BahmanI Ek mlnar kl masdjid has its minaret in
the corner of the courtyard [see MANARA. 2. In India].
The fortifications and gateway were built by Ibrahim
I c Adil Shah in the mid-10th/16th century, and the
Djami c masdjid or Friday mosque stems from
1022/1618.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India1, xxi, 3445; Annual report, Arch. Dept. Hyderabad, 1339F;
Elisabeth S. Merklinger, Indian Islamic architecture:
the Deccan 1347-1686, Warminster, Wilts. 1981, 48,
51 and plan 28.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RAYDA (Rlda, Reda) is the n a m e of a n u m b e r
c
of places in As!r, in the Yemen and in Hadramawt.
The word rayd (pi. aryddlruyud) means a ledge of a
mountain, resembling a wall, or a resting upon ledges
of mountains (Lane, Lexicon, s.v.). At least in
Hadramawt, it is the term for the centre of the territory of a Bedouin tribe, which is generally a depression in the rocky plateau (D. van der Meulen and H.
von Wissmann, Hadramaut, some of its mysteries unveiled,
Leiden 1932, 22, n. 1). There are several places of this
name (Reda) in Hadramawt: Raydat al-Saycar,
Raydat Ardayn, Raydat al-clbad, _Raydat ajFIar(a)miyya. In cAs!r, Muhammad b. c A 3 id of the Al
c 3
A id [see C ASIR; C ARAB, DJAZIRAT AL-] was defeated in
1872 by the Ottomans, under Muhammad Redlf
Pasha, at Raydat Bam Muftd. The territory was annexed by King c Abd al- c Aziz after he had conquered

al-Hidjaz. The best-known place of this name is
Raydat al-Bawn (Raydat Shahlr) in the Yemen, a
large village in the plain of Bawn (Hamdan), at lat.
15° 49' N., long. 44° 2' E. According to A.
Sprenger, Die alte Geographic Arabiens als Grundlage der
Entwicklungsgeschichte des Semitismus, repr. Amsterdam
1966, no. 293, its location corresponds with
MocyouXocua of Ptolemy. Actually, Raydat al-Bawn is
the chief place of the district (ndhiya) of the same
name, with a population (in 1979) of 1,637 inhabitants. The well-known Abu Muhammad alHasan al-Hamdanl [q.v.} spent the greater part of his
life in Raydat al-Bawn, where he probably died and
was buried after 340/951-2. The place is also known
for its pre-Islamic inscriptions.
Bibliography: Besides the works given in the
text, see, for a full discussion of the sources for
Raydat al-Bawn and its inscriptions (with
photographs), Chr. Robin, Les hautes-terres du NordYemen avant I'lslam. Leiden-Istanbul, 2 vols. 1982.
(Eo.)
AL-RAYDANIYYA [see MAMLUKS. i. e; SELIM i].
AL-RAYHANI, AMIN, Lebanese p o l y g r a p h , of
Maronite persuasion, born at Freika (al-Furayka) 24
November 1876 and died there 13 September 1940.
At twelve years old, he emigrated with his uncle to
New York, where he dabbled in business, appeared
on the stage and studied law for a while, but principally worked tirelessly to perfect his knowledge of
English. Subsequently, he moved back and forth between the West and the East, studied Arabic authors
and discovered al-Ma c arri [0.0.], whose work he
translated into English. Following the publication of
an anti-clerical pamphlet, al-Muhdlafa al-thuldthiyya fi
'l-mamlaka al-hayawdniyya, New York 1903, 138 pp.,
he was excommunicated. His vision of life is expressed in The Book of Khalid, New York 1911, 349 pp.
During the First World War, he was a newspaper correspondent in Europe. In 1922, he embarked on a
tour of the Arabian Peninsula, a journey which lasted
a year and was to be the subject of a remarkable account, Muluk al-^Arab, Beirut 1924, 925 pp. He lived
alone for most of his life, and his marriage to Bertha
Case (1879-1970) did not last long. He maintained a
literary salon and diffused his energy in countless conferences and articles.
His corpus comprises some forty works, including
ten in English and eight published posthumously (fifteen have been edited in the USA). It was republished
by his brother Albert in Beirut between 1980 and
1983. However, this last is not an accurate and complete edition: in a political context, where the author
uses the word Syria this is often replaced by Lebanon,
and in a religious context, certain criticisms aimed at
the Maronite community are mitigated. Finally, the
text of his will in which he insisted on a secular burial
has been censored. A new, complete edition has
subsequently appeared, under the patronage of his
nephew Amln, also in Beirut, at Dar al-Djil (with a
large print-run).
Unlike many Arab writers of his generation who
sought a haven in the West, Amln al-Rayhanl undertook a return to the East, under the influence of Emerson and Carlyle. He regarded himself as a philosopher, while as a poet, he was one of the first to
compose texts in free verse. In prose, his style is
strongly influenced by the Kur 3 an. He believed in
God, but his religion tended towards the kind of
naturalism favoured by Rousseau. He was a supporter of Darwinian theories of evolution. Motivated
by sentiments of revolt against institutions (sectarianism in particular) and intolerance, he defended
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human liberty and fraternity with determination. A
social reformer, he preached justice and the virtues of
work. His political ideal was based on an Arab nationalism extending over an area considerably exceeding the boundaries of contemporary Lebanon;
such an independent entity, he believed, would be
capable of confronting the foreign intruder and
guaranteeing the future of Palestine.
Bibliography: Brockelmann, S III, 399-414;
Daghir, Masddir, 1956, ii, 404-11.
Monographs: T. al-Rafici, Cairo 1922; A. alRayham, Beirut 1941; Dj. Djabr, Beirut 1947; R.
al-Khuri, Beirut 1948; M. c Abbud, Cairo 1952; S.
al-Kayall, Cairo 1960; M. C A. Musa, Beirut 1961;
M. Abu c Ali, Beirut 1963; C I.M. Saba, Cairo 1968;
F. Ayyub, Beirut 1968; W. Baki, Damascus 1968;
H.S. al-Khatib, Beirut 1970; M.N. Kan c an, Beirut
1971; N.M. Zakka, University of Lille III, 1979,
271 pp.; N. Musa- c A. Hasan, Beirut 1982.
Anthologies: al-Makshuf, no. 271, 22 October
1940; Madjlis al-Matn al-Shamall li '1-Thakafa,
Amin al-Rayhdni ba^d rub'* karn, Beirut 1966; Ittihad
al-Kuttab al-Lubnaniyyln, Amin al-Rayhdm rd^id
nahddwi min Lubndn, Beirut 1988 (J. FONTAINE)
AL-RAYY, the ancient Ragha, a c i t y in the old Persian region of Media, during Islamic times in the province of Djibal [^.z>.].
Its ruins may be seen about 5 miles south-southeast of Tehran [q. v. ] to the south of a spur projecting
from Elburz into the plain. The village and sanctuary
of Shah cAbd al- c Azim lie immediately south of the
ruins. The geographical importance of the town lies in
the fact that it was situated in the fertile zone which
lies between the mountains and the desert, by which
from time immemorial communication has taken
place between the west and east of Persia. Several
roads from Mazandaran [q.v.] converge on Rayy on
the north side.
1. H i s t o r y .
In the Avesta, Widewddt, i, 15, Ragha is mentioned
as the twelfth sacred place created by Ahura-Mazda.
In the Old Persian inscriptions (Behistun 2, 10-18),
Raga appears as the province of Media in which in the
autumn of 521 B.C. the false king of Media Frawartish sought refuge in vain; from Ragha also Darius
sent reinforcements to his father Wishtaspa when the
latter was putting down the rebellion in Parthia
(Behistun 3, 1-10).
Ragha is also mentioned in the Apocrypha. Tobit
sent his son Tobias from Niniveh to recover the silver
deposited in Ragha with Gabael, brother of Gabrias
(Tobit, i, 14). The book of Judith (i, 15) puts near
Ragau (if indeed it was Ragha) the plain in which
Nebuchadnezzar defeated the king of Media, Arphaxad (Phraortes?).
In the summer of 330 B.C., Alexander the Great,
following Darius III took 11 days to go from Ecbatane
to Rhagae (Arrian, 3, 20, 2). According to Strabo, xi,
9, 1 and xi, 13, 6, Seleucus Nicator (312-280) rebuilt
Rhagae under the name of Europos (in memory of his
native town in Macedonia), and near Europos the
towns of Laodicea, Apamaea and Heraclea were
peopled with Macedonians. After the coming of the
Parthians the town was renamed Arsakia. It is, however, possible that all these towns, although situated
in the same locality, occupied slightly different sites
for they are mentioned side by side in the authorities.
Rawlinson (JGS, x, 119) would put Europos at
WaramTn [q.v.]. The Greek popular etymologies
which explain the name Ragha as alluding to earthquakes seem to reflect the frequency of this
phenomenon in this region so close to Damawand.
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In the Sasanid period, Yazdagird III in 641 issued
from Rayy his last appeal to the nation before fleeing
to Khurasan. The sanctuary of BTbi Shahr-Banu
situated on the south face of the already mentioned
spur and accessible only to women is associated with
the memory of the daughter of Yazdagird who, according to tradition, became the wife of al-Husayn b.
C
A1I. In the years A.D. 486, 499, 553, Rayy is mentioned as the see of bishops of the Eastern Syrian
church.
Arab c o n q u e s t . The year of the conquest is
variously given (18-24/639-44), and it is possible that
the Arab power was consolidated gradually. As late as
25/646 a rebellion was suppressed in Rayy by Sacd b.
Abl Wakkas. The Arabs seem to have profited by the
dissensions among the noble Persian families. Rayy
was the fief of the Mihran family and, in consequence
of the resistance of Siyawakhsh b. Mihran b. Bahram
Cubln, Nu c aym b. Mukarrin had the old town
destroyed and ordered Farrukhan b. ZaynabI
(ZaynadI?) b. Kula [see MASMUGHAN] to build a new
town (al-Taban, i, 2655). In 71/690, again, a king of
the family of Farrukhan is mentioned alongside of the
Arab governor.
The passing of power from the Umayyads to the
c
Abbasids took place at Rayy without incident but in
136/753 the "KhurramT" Sunbadh, one of Abu
Muslim's stalwarts, seized the town for a short time.
The new era for Rayy began with the appointment of
the heir to the throne Muhammad al-Mahdl to the
governorship of the east (141-52/758-68). He rebuilt
Rayy under the name of Muhammadiyya and surrounded it by a ditch. The suburb of Mahdi-abadh
was built for those of the inhabitants who had to give
up their property in the old town. Harun al-Rashld,
son of al-Mahdi, was born in Rayy and used often to
recall with pleasure his native town and its principal
street. In 195/810 al-Ma D mun's general Tahir b. Husayn won a victory over al-Amln's troops near Rayy.
In 250/865 the struggle began in Rayy between the
Zaydl c Alids of Tabaristan and first the Tahirids and
later the caliph's Turkish generals. It was not till
272/885 that Adhgii-tegin of Kazwln took the town
from the cAlids. In 261/894 the caliph al-Mu c tamid,
wishing to consolidate his position, appointed to Rayy
his son, the future caliph al-MuktafT. Soon afterwards, the Samanids began to interfere in Rayy.
Isma c fl b. Ahmad seized Rayy in 289/912, and the fait
accompli was confirmed by the caliph al-MuktafT. In
296/909 Ahmad b. IsmacTl received investiture from
al-Muktadir in Rayy (GardTzT, ed. Nazim, 21-2).
In the 4th/10th century, Rayy is described in detail
in the works of the contemporary Arab geographers.
In spite of the interest which Baghdad displayed in
Rayy, the number of Arabs there was insignificant,
and the population consisted of Persians of all classes
(akhlat\ al-YackubI, Bulddn, Yackubl, 276). Among the
products of Rayy, Ibn al-Faklh, 253, mentions silks
and other stuffs, articles of wood and ''lustre dishes",
an interesting detail in view of the celebrity enjoyed
by the ceramics "of Rhages". All writers emphasise
the very great importance of Rayy as a commercial
centre. According to al-Istakhn, 207, the town
covered an area of 1 Vi by 1 Yz farsakhs, the buildings
were of clay (tin) but the use of bricks and plaster
(d^iss = gac) was also known. The town had five great
gates and eight large bazaars. Al-Mukaddasi, 391,
calls Rayy one of the glories of the lands of Islam, and
among other things mentions its library in the Rudha
quarter which was watered by the SurkanI canal.
D a y l a m I period. In 304/916 the lord of Adharbaydjan Yusuf b. Abi '1-Sadj [see SADJIDS] occupied
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Rayy, out of which he drove the Daylami Muhammad b. CA1T Su c luk who represented the Samanid
Nasr (Ibn al-Athir, viii, 74). This occupation, commemorated in coins struck by Yusuf at Muhammadiyya (see Miles, The numis-matic history of Rayy,
140-2), was the beginning of a troubled period. Rayy
passed successively into the hands of the Daylami CA1T
b. Wahsudhan, WasTf Bektimuri, the Daylami
Ahmad b. CA1I and of Muflih, slave of Yusuf (in
313/925; cf. R. Vasmer, 0 monetakh Sadjidov, Baku
1927). Lastly, the Samanids, encouraged by the
caliph, succeeded in bringing Rayy again within their
sphere of influence but soon their general Asfar (a
Daylaml) became independent in Rayy. In 318/930
Asfar was killed by his lieutenant MardawTclj [q. v. ] (a
native of Gflan and one of the founders of the Ziyarid
dynasty [see ZIYARIDS]) who took over his master's
lands (Cl. Huart, Les Ziydrides, in Mems. Acad. Insers.
et Belles-lettres, xlii (1922), 363 [ = 11]).
After the assassination of Mardawidj (323/925), the
Buyids established themselves in Rayy, which became
the fief of the branch of Rukn al-Dawla [q. v. ] which
held out there for about 100 years. In 390/1000 the
last Samanid al-Muntasir made an attempt to seize
Rayy but failed. In 420/1027 the Buyid Madjd alDawla [q. v. ] was ill-advised enough to invoke against
the Daylamis the help of Mahmud of Ghazna, who
seized his lands (cf. Muhammad Nazim, The life and
times of Sultan Mahmud, Cambridge 1931, 80-5; C.E.
Bosworth, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv, 176-7). The brief
rule of the Ghaznawids was marked by acts of
obscurantism, like the destruction of books on philosophy and astrology and the atrocious persecutions of
the Karmatians and Mu c tazills (Gardlzl, 91; Ibn alAthlr, ix, 262).
The S a l d j u k s . The Ghuzz laid Rayy waste in
427/1035, and in 434/1042 the town, where Madjd alDawla still held out in the fort of Tabarak (Ibn alAthlr, ix, 347), fell into the power of the Saldjuks and
became one of their principal cities. The last Buyid,
al-Malik al-Rahim, died a prisoner in Tabarak in
450/1058 (or in 455/1063; cf. H. Bowen, in JRAS
[1929], 238) and the new lord Toghril [q.v.] also died
at Rayy in 455/1063. Henceforth, Rayy is constantly
mentioned in connection with events relating to the
Great Saldjuks and their branch in Persian c lrak.
From the reign of Ghiyath al-Dln Mas c ud (529547/1133-52 [q.v.]), Rayy was ruled by the amir
Inandj whose daughter Inandj Khatun became the
wife of Pahlawan, son of the famous atabeg of Adharbaydjan, Ildegiz [q.v.]. When the latter put on the
throne sultan Arslan Shah (whose mother he had married), Inandj opposed this nomination but was
defeated in 555/1160. Inandj withdrew to Bistam, but
with the help of the Kh w arazmshah II Arslan reoccupied Rayy. He was finally murdered at the instigation of Ildegiz, who gave Rayy as a fief to Pahlawan.
Later, the town passed to Kutlugh Inandj b.
Pahlawan who, like his maternal grandfather,
brought about the intervention of the Kh w arazmshah
Tekish in the affairs of Persia (588/1192). Two years
later, in a battle near Rayy, the last Saldjuk Toghril
III was killed by Kutlugh Inandj but the country remained with the Kh w arazmians. In 614/1217 the
atabeg of Fars Sacd b. ZangI [see SALGHURIDS] succeeded in occupying Rayy, but was almost immediately driven out by the Kh w arazmshah Djalal alDm (cf. Nasawl, ed. Houdas).
Civil s t r i f e . Al-Mukaddasi, 391, 395-6, mentions
the dissensions (^asabiyydt) among the people of Rayy
in matters of religion. Under 582/1186-7, Ibn alAthir, xi, 237, records the damage done in Rayy in

the civil war between Sunnis and Sh^is; the inhabitants were killed or scattered and the town left in
ruins. Yakut, who, fleeing before the Mongols, went
through Rayy in 617/1220, gives the results of his enquiry about the three parties, the HanafTs, the
ShaficTs, and the Shi* Is, of which the two first began
by wiping out the Sh^Ts who formed half the population of the town and the majority in the country.
Later, the ShaficTs triumphed over the HanafTs. The
result was that there only survived in Rayy the ShaficT
quarter which was the smallest. Yakut describes the
underground houses at Rayy and the dark streets difficult of access which reflected the care of the inhabitants to protect themselves against enemies.
The M o n g o l s . The Mongols who occupied Rayy
after Yakut's visit dealt it the final blow. Ibn al-Athlr
(xii, 184) goes so far as to say that all the population
was massacred by the Mongols in 617/1220 and the
survivors put to death in 621/1224. It is, however,
possible that the historian, echoing the panic which
seized the Muslim world, exaggerates the extent of the
destruction. Djuwayni (ed. KazwTni, i, 115, tr. Boyle,
i, 147) only says that the Mongol leaders put many
people to death at Kh w ar Rayy (in the country inhabited by Sh^Is?) but in Rayy they were met by the
(Shaficl?) kddtwho submitted to the invaders (il shud),
after which the latter went on. Rashid al-Dln (ed.
Berezine, in Trudy VO, xv, 135 [tr. 89]) admits that
the Mongols under Djebe and Siibetey killed and
plundered (kushish wa-ghdrat) at "Rayy", but he seems
to make a distinction between Rayy and Kum, in
which the inhabitants were completely (ba-kulli)
massacred.
The fact that life was not completely extinguished at
Rayy is evident from the dates of pottery which apparently continued to be made in Rayy (cf. R. Guest,
A dated Rayy bowl, in Burlington Magazine [1931], 134-5:
the painted bowl bears the date 640/1243). The citadel
of Tabarak was rebuilt under Ghazan Khan (12951304) but certain economic reasons (irrigation?) if not
political and religious reasons, must have been against
the restoration of Rayy, and the centre of the new administrative Mongol division (the tumdn of Rayy)
became Waramln [q.v.] (cf. Nuzhat al-kulub, .ed. Le
Strange, 55). After the end of the Il-Khanids, Rayy
fell_to the sphere of influence of Tugha-Tlmur [q. v. ]
of Astarabad. In 1384, Timur's troops occupied Rayy
without striking a blow but this must mean the district
and not the town of Rayy, for Clavijo (ed. Sreznevsky, 187), who passed through this country in 1404,
confirms that Rayy (Xahariprey = Shahr-i Rayy} was no
longer inhabited (agora deshabitadd). No importance is
to be attached to the mention of "Rayy" in the time
of Shah Rukh (Matla*- al-sa^dayn, under the year
841/1437) or of Shah Ismacll, in Habib al-siyar.
_ Bibliography: A n c i e n t h i s t o r y : Marquart,
Erdnsahr, 122-4; A.V.W. Jackson, Persia, loc. cit.;
idem, Historical sketch of Ragha, in Spiegel memorial
volume, Bombay 1908, 237-45; idem, in Essays in
modern theology to Ch.A. Briggs, New York 1911, 93-7;
Weissbach, arts. Arsakia, Europos and Raga, in
Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopddie; Herzfeld, Archdolog. Mitteil. aus Iran, ii (1930), 95-8.
I s l a m i c h i s t o r y : A Ta^nkh al-Rayy was written
by Abu Sacd Mansur b. Husayn al-Abl [ = Awa3!];
the author was the vizier of the Buyid Madjd alDawla and had access to very good sources; Yakut
often cites this history (i, 57, s.v. Aba); another
Ta^nkh al-Rayy is attributed to the Persian scholar
Muntadjab al-Dln al-Kumml (d. 575/1179-8
[q.v.]), quoted in Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalam's Lisdn almizdn; Quatremere, Histoire des Mongols, 272-5
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11-16th 1972, Tehran 1976, 1-12). The remains of
(many quotations from the Muajmal al-tawarikh);
several subterranean tombs and of what were aboveBarbier de Meynard, Diet, geographique, 1861
ground tomb structures have also been discovered, see
(quotations from the Haft iklim of Ahmad RazI); G.
Adle, Constructions funeraires a Ray circa Xe-XHe siecle, in
Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 214-18;
Archdologische Mitteilungen aus Iran, Ergdnzungsband 6,
P. Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter, 740-809 (very comBerlin 1979 (=Akten des VII. International Kongresses
plete utilisation of the Arabic sources; complete list
c
fur Iranische Kunst und Archdologie, Munchen 7.-10
of the dependencies of Rayy); Hudud al- dlam, tr.
September 1976), 511-15.
Minorsky, 132-3, comm. 384; G.C. Miles, The
The hill of Tabarak on which was the citadel
numismatic history of Rayy, New York 1938; Abu
(destroyed in 588/1192 by the Saldjuk sultan Toghril
Dulaf, Second Risdla, ed. and tr. Minorsky, AbuIII) was, according to Yakut, situated to "the right"
Dulaf Mis^ar ibn Muhalhil's travels in Iran (circa A.D.
of the Khurasan road, while the high mountain was to
950), Cairo 1955, text §§ 47-50, tr. 51-3; W. Bar"the left" of this road. Tabarak therefore must have
thold, An historical geography of Iran, Princeton 1984,
been on the top of the hill opposite the great spur (hill
121-6.
(V. MINORSKY)
G in Ker Porter's plan: "fortress finely built of stone
2. A r c h a e o l o g y and m o n u m e n t s .
and on the summit of an immense rock which comOlivier in 1797 sought the ruins of Rayy in vain
mands the open country to the south"); cf. the map
and, it was Truilhier and Gardane who first
in A.F. Stahl, Die Umgegend von Teheran, in Pet. Mitt.
discovered them. The earliest descriptions are by J.
(1900).
Morier, Ker Porter and Sir W. Ouseley. The first has
Finally, one should note that a considerable
preserved for us a sketch of a Sasanid bas-relief which
number of silk fragments from the Buyid period,
was later replaced by a sculpture of Path AIT Shah.
many of them with inscriptions on them, have ostenThe description, and particularly the plan by Ker
sibly been found at Rayy, although not in a controlled
Porter (reproduced in Sarre and A.V.W. Jackson,
archaeological context; their authenticity accordingly
Persia), are still of value because since his time the
remains disputed, see Dorothy F. Shepherd, Medieval
needs of agriculture and unsystematic digging have
Persian silks in fact and fancy, in Bull, de Liaison du Centre
destroyed the walls and confused the strata. Large
International d'Etude des textiles anciens, no. 39-40, Lyons
numbers of objects of archaeological interest, and
1974.
particularly the celebrated pottery covered with paintBibliography (in addition to references given in
ings, have flooded the European and American
the article): Description
of the r u i n s :
markets as a result of the activity of the dealers. ScienJ. Morier, A Journey, 1812, 232, 403; Second Journey,
tific investigation was begun by the Joint Expedition
1818, 190; Ker Porter, Travels, 1821, i, 357-64
to Rayy of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and the
(map); Ouseley, Travels, 1823, iii, 174-99, plate Ixv;
Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, in 1934 (cf. The
Ritter, Erdkunde, vi/1, 1838, 595-604; Curzon, PerIllustrated London News [22 June 1935], 1122-3; E.F.
sia, i, 347-52; F. Sarre, Denkmdlerpersischer Baukunst,
Schmidt, The Persian expedition [Rayy], in Bulletin of the
Berlin 1901, text, 55-58; A.V.W. Williams
University Museum, Philadelphia, v [1935], 41-9, cf.
Jackson, Persia past and present, New York 1905, 42825-7), and was continued by Chahryar Adle from
41 (plan by Ker Porter).
1974 onwards. In the citadel hill, Dr. Erich Schmidt
M o d e r n s t u d i e s : Husayn Kariman, Rayy-i
found a great variety of pottery and the remains of
bdstdn, Tehran 1345-9/1966-70, 2 vols., is the most
buildings among which the most interesting are the
detailed work here, but does not take account of the
foundations of al-Mahdl's mosque (communication
by A. Godard to the Congress of Persian Art at Lensubsequent work by Adle, Y. Kossar and others;
see, regarding this, Adle, Notes sur les premiere et
ingrad in September 1935).
In an interesting passage, al-MukaddasI, 210,
seconde campagnes archeologiques a Rey. Automne-hiver
speaks of the high domes which the Buyids built over
1354-5511976-7, in Melanges Jean Perrot, Paris 1990,
295-307, providing a resume of a 6-vol. report on
their tombs. The remains of three tomb towers are
these investigations deposited at the Centre iranien
still visible at Rayy, including a twelve-sided one
pour les recherches archeologiques. See also Sylvia
whose site accords with two buildings of the Buyid
A. Matheson, Persia: an archaeological guide2, London
period mentioned in Nizam al-Mulk's Siydsat-ndma,
1976, 46 ff., and the arts. TIHRAN and WARAMIN.
ed. Darke, 211, tr. idem 2 , 167, sc. a dakhma or Tower
(V. MiNORSKY-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
of Silence built by a Zoroastrian at Tabarak, later
RAYY [see MA 3 ].
called the dida-yi sipdhsdldrdn "vantage-point of the
commanders", and the nearby "dome (gunbadh) of
RAYYA, modern Spanish rendering REYYO
Fakhr al-Dawla", presumably the Buyid amir's tomb
(RAYYO), the name given in Muslim Spain to the ad[see FAKHR AL-DAWLA], and also the so-called "Tomb
m i n i s t r a t i v e circle (kura) comprising the south of
of Toghril", which had an iron plate on it with the
the Peninsula, the capital of which was successively
date Radjab 534/March 1140 (see on this last, G.C.
Archidona (Arabic Urdjudhuna) and Malaga. The
Miles, in Ars Orientalis, vi [1966], 45-6, and on the
usual Arabic orthography is XJ»: in particular, this
towers in general, R. Hillenbrand, The tomb towers of
Iran to 1550, diss. Oxford University 1974, unpubl.,
is the form found in the Mu^djam al-bulddn of Yakut;
ii, 68-9, 73-5, 82-8). A further tomb tower, circular in
but some Spanish mss. give the orthography &j.,
plan and probably originally having a conical cap like
the Gunbadh-i Kabus [q. v. ] in Gurgan, was
more in keeping with the local pronunciation Reyyo
photographed by Curzon in 1890 (see his Persia and the (Rayyu) attested by Ibn Hawkal. It is probably, as
Persian question, i, 351) but destroyed in ca. 1895 for
Dozy thought, a transcription of the Latin regio (no
use as building materials (the fate of so many of the
doubt Malacitana regio); the suggestion put forward by
buildings of Rayy in the 19th and early 20th cenGayangos of a connection with the Persian townturies); its Kufic inscription band probably bore the
name al-Rayy is of course untenable.
date 466/1073 or, less likely, 476/1083-4 (see
When the fiefs in the south of Spain were assigned
Chahryar Adle, Notes preliminaires sur la tour disparue de
to the former companions of Baldj b. Bishr [q.v.], the
Ray (46611073-74), in Memorial vol. of the Vlth Internal.
district of Reyyo was alloted to the djund of Jordan (alCongress of Iranian Art and Archaeology, Oxford, September
Urdunn). During the Umayyad caliphate of Cordova,
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the hum of Reyyo was bounded by those of Cabra and
Algeciras in the west, by the Mediterranean in the
south and by the kura of Elvira in the east.
One should now add to the above a reference to J.
Vallve, La division territorial de la Espana musulmana,
Madrid, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas 1986, of which pp. 328-31 are devoted to "la
cora de Rayya". According to this author, one should
read Rayya and not Rayyo, basing himself on the sole
topographical trace of this name, Campo de Zafarraya,
interpreted as Fahs Rayya, and, above all, on certain
poems which require this reading for their end
rhymes. An origin of the name has also been suggested in Phoenician via Latin.
The main problem regarding this kura is the exact
situation of the fortress of Bobastro (Bubashtr,
Bubashtur), the main refuge of the rebel c Umar b.
Hafsun, which we know was held by him and for
which several localisations have been proposed. The
traditional identification, with the place called Las
Mesas de Villaverde, was defended by FJ. Simonet
(earlier works cited in M. Riu Riu, Aportacion de la arqueologia al estudio de los Mozdrabes de al-Andalus, in Tres
estudios de historia medieval andaluza, Cordova 1977, 85112), but Vallve has proposed an identification with
the high ground of Marmuyas in the district of Comares, where several seasons of excavations "with interesting results" have taken place. See for a full
discussion, BUBASHTRU in Suppl. Vallve further cites,
in regard to Rayya, the passage describing it by Ibn
Ghalib, published by him and translated in the abovementioned work; he also translates the passage of alNubahl (K. al-Markaba al-^ulyd, published by LeviProvencal), written in the 8th/14th century and giving
the earlier borders of the kura.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): IdrisT, Description de I'Afrique et de
I'Espagne, ed. and tr. Dozy and de Goeje, 174, 204
of the text, 209, 250 of the tr.; Yakut, ii, 892 (cf. ii,
826); Ibn c Abd al-Mu c nim al-Himyari, al-Rawd almftar, Spanish ed. 81; Dozy, Recherches*, i, 317-20;
Alemany Bolufer, La geografia de la Peninsula iberica en
los escritores drabes, Granada 1921, 118; E. LeviProvencal, L'Espagne musulmane au X"ne siecle, Paris
1932, 116-18; J. Vallve, De nuevo sobre Bobastro, in
And., xxx (1965), 139-74; idem, Notas de toponimia
hispanodrabe. La Cora de Rayya (Malaga), in Homenaje
a Manuel Ocana Jimenez, Cordova 1990, 213-20.
_(E. LEvi-PROVENgAL-Q.-P. MOLENAT])
AL-RAZI, ABU BAKR MUHAMMAD B. ZAKARIYYA^,
known to the Latins as Rhazes (ca. 250/854-313/925
or 323/935), p h y s i c i a n , p h i l o s o p h e r and a l c h e mist.
The most free-thinking of the major philosophers of
Islam, al-RazT was born in Rayy, where he was well
trained in the Greek sciences. He was reputedly well
versed in musical theory and performance before
becoming a physician. His work in alchemy takes a
new, more empirical and naturalistic approach than
that of the Greeks or jDjabir, and he brought the same
empirical spirit to medicine. Immersed in the Galenic
tradition, and apparently even conversant with Greek
(al-Birunl ascribes to him translations and
abridgements from the Greek and even a poem "in
the Greek language"), al-Razi greatly profited from
the Arabic translations of Greek medical and
philosophical texts. He headed the hospital of Rayy
before assuming the corresponding post in Baghdad.
His property in the vicinity seems to have brought
him back often to Rayy, and he died there, somewhat
embittered and alienated, partly by the loss of his
eyesight. Like many of the great physicians of Islam,

al-Razi was a courtier as well as a scholar, clinician
and teacher. His medical handbook the Mansun,
translated into Latin by Gerard of Cremona in the
12th century, was dedicated to Mansur b. Ishak, the
Samanid governor of Rayy; his Muluki or Regius, to
C
A1T b. Wahsudhan of Tabaristan. The author of some
two hundred books, al-RazI claims in his apologia, the
Sira al-falsafiyya, or "Philosophical Way of Life", that
his has been a life of moderation, excessive only in his
devotion to learning; he associated with princes never
as a man at arms or an officer of state but always, and
only, as a physician and a friend. He was constantly
writing. In one year, he urges, he wrote over twenty
thousand pages, "in a hand like an amulet maker's."
Others remark on his generosity and compassion, seeing that the poor among his patients were properly fed
and given adequate nursing care. Arriving patients
first saw an outer circle of disciples, and then an inner
circle, if these could not aid them, leaving al-Razi
himself to treat the hardest cases. His medical
research was similarly methodical, as revealed in his
notebooks. These were edited, in some 25 volumes, as
the K. al-Hdwi fi 'l-tibb, at the instance of Ibn alc
AmId [0.0.], the vizier of Rukn al-Dawla [ q . v . ] .
Translated as the Continens in 1279 by the Jewish
physician Faradj b. Salim (known as Farraguth) for
King Charles of Anjou, it was printed at Brescia in
1486
and
repeatedly
thereafter.
The
text
(Haydarabad 1955) contains al-Razi's extensive notes
from a wide range of sources, organised anatomically,
from head to toe. His own clinical observations, often
at variance with received opinions, typically close the
sections. Al-RazT mined these files for his numerous
medical works, and several unfinished works can be
discerned in the Hdwiin embryo. His magnum opus,
the Kitdb al-Djami^ al-kabir, or "Great Medical Compendium", often confused with the Hdwi, was a work
that al-Razi published, not the corpus of his private
files. Among the most famous of his medical writings
are those on Stones in the kidney and bladder (K. al-Hasd
fi 'l-kuld wa 'l-mathand) and Smallpox and measles (K. alDjadan wa 'l-hasbd). The latter was the first book on
smallpox, and was translated over a dozen times into
Latin and other European languages. Its lack of
dogmatism and its Hippocratic reliance on clinical
observation typify al-Razf's medical methods. His independent mind is strikingly revealed in his Shukuk
c
ald Djaltnus or "Doubts about Galen". Here al-Razi
rejects claims of Galen's, from the alleged superiority
of the Greek language to many of his cosmological and
medical views. He places medicine within philosophy,
inferring that sound practice demands independent
thinking. His own clinical records, he reports, do not
confirm Galen's descriptions of the course of a fever.
And in some cases he finds that his clinical experience
exceeds Galen's. He rejects the notion, central to the
theory of humours, that the body is warmed or cooled
only by warmer or cooler bodies; for a warm drink
may heat the body to a degree much hotter than its
own. Thus the drink must trigger a response rather
than simply communicating its own warmth or coldness. This line of criticism has the potential, in time,
to bring down the whole theory of humours and the
scheme of the four elements, on which it was grounded. Al-RazT's alchemy, like his medical thinking,
struggles within the cocoon of hylomorphism. It
dismisses the idea of potions and dispenses with an appeal to magic, if magic means reliance on symbols as
causes. But al-Razi does not reject the idea that there
are wonders in the sense of unexplained phenomena
in nature. His alchemical stockroom, accordingly, is
enriched with the products of Persian mining and
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manufacture, and the Chinese discovery, sal ammoniac. Still reliant on the idea of dominant forms or
essences and thus on the Neoplatonic conception of
causality as inherently intellectual rather than
mechanical, al-Razi's alchemy nonetheless brings to
the fore such empiric qualities as salinity and
inflammability—the latter ascribed to "oiliness" and
"sulphuriousness". Such properties are not readily
explained by the traditional fire, water, earth and air
schematism, as al-Ghazall and other later comers,
primed by thoughts like al-RazI's, were quick to note.
Like Galen, al-Razi was speculatively interested in
the art and profession of medicine. He wrote essays on
such subjects as "The reasons for people's preference
of inferior physicians," "A mistaken view of the function of the physician," ''Why some people leave a
physician if he is intelligent," "That an intelligent
physician cannot heal all diseases, since that is not
possible," and "Why ignorant physicians, common
folk, and women in the cities are more successful than
scientists in treating certain diseases—and the physician's excuse for this." He also shared Galen's interest in philosophy and heeded his treatise, "That
the outstanding physician must also be a philosopher." Al-BTruni lists some eighty philosophical titles
in his al-Razi bibliography, and al-Nadim lists dozens
of his works on logic, cosmology, theology,
mathematics and alchemy. Given the general
repugnance toward al-RazT's philosophical ideas
among his contemporaries and medieval successors,
few of these works were copied. But fragments survive
in quotations by later authors, as do the Sira alfalsafiyya and the Tibb al-ruhdni, the "Spiritual
physick" or "Psychological medicine," which embodies al-RazT's largely Epicurean ethical system.
Among the writings of which we have mention are:
a commentary on Plato's Timaeus, perhaps based on
the epitome of Galen, a rebuttal of lamblichus'
response to Porphyry's Letter to Anebos (that is, the De
mysteriis), an appraisal of the Kur D an, a critique of
Mu c tazilism, another on the infallible IsmacTlT Imam,
a work on how to measure intelligence, an introduction to and vindication of algebra, a defence of the incorporeality of the soul, a debate with a Manichaean,
and an explanation of the difficulty people have in accepting the sphericity of the earth when they are not
trained in rigorous demonstration. Other works deal
with eros, coitus, nudity and clothing, the fatal effects
of the Simoom (or simply, of poisons, sumum, cf.
Sezgin, GAS, iii, 289 no. 32) on animal life, the
seasons of autumn and spring, the wisdom of the
Creator, and the reason for the creation of savage
beasts and reptiles. One work defends the proposition
that God does not interfere with the actions of other
agents. Another rebuts the claim that the earth
revolves. Al-Razi discussed the innate or intrinsic
character of motion, a sensitive point at the juncture
between Democritean and Aristotelian physics. He
wrote several treatments of the nature of matter, and
one on the unseen causes of motion. His expose of the
risks of ignoring the axioms of geometry may aim at
kaldm defenders of dimensionless atoms; and his book
on the diagonal of the square may have defended his
own atomism against the ancient charge, first levelled
at Pythagoreanism, that atomism is refuted by the
demonstrated incommensurability of a square's side
with its diagonal; for al-Razi's acceptance of the void
and rejection of Aristotle's doctrine of the relativity of
space disarms that charge, since al-RazT's absolute
space is a Euclidean continuum and need not, like his
matter, be composed of discrete, indivisible quanta.
The Tibb al-ruhdnt, written for al-Mansur as a com-
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panion to the Mansuri, develops a moderately ascetic
ideal of life from the premise that all pleasures presuppose a prior pain (or dislocation). This means that
peace of mind or lack of perturbation is the optimum
of pleasure, as al-Razi explains in his widely-cited lost
work on pleasure. Pleasures cannot be amassed or
hoarded, and what some hedonists might think of as
"peak experiences" are reached only by traversing a
corresponding valley. To feed an appetite, moreover,
is only to enlarge it. So the attempt to maximise one's
happiness by serving the appetites and passions is a
self-defeating strategy, as Plato showed when he
argued that such a life is comparable to trying to carry
water in a sieve. Epicurus took that argument very
much to heart when he sought to devise a hedonistic
alternative to the sybaritic outlook of the Cyrenaic
philosophers, and al-Razi does so as well. His ethical
treatise follows al-Kindl's precedent in treating ethics
as a kind of psychic medicine or clinical psychology,
an approach later used by Ibn Gabirol and
Maimonides. But the basis of the art in question,
which is the Socratic tendance of the soul, is not
primarily the Platonic "second voyage," the
endeavour to flee to a higher world—although that
theme is important to al-RazI. Expressing grave
doubts about the demonstrability of immortality, he
falls back on the less metaphysically demanding and
more dialectically persuasive position that, if death is
the ultimate end of our existence, it is nothing to be
feared but only a surcease of our pains and troubles.
Wisdom, then, springs not from the thought of
death, as many philosophers and pious teachers have
supposed, but from overcoming that thought. For,
even more than the appetites themselves, the fear of
death is the goad of the passions that hamper human
rationality and undermine human happiness. As alRazT explains: "As long as the fear of death persists,
one will incline away from reason and toward passion
(hawd^)." The argument is Epicurean. The passions
here, as in Epicurus, are thought of as neuroses, compulsions, pleasureless addictions, to use al-Razi's description (his word for an addict is mudmin). The glutton, the miser, even the sexual obsessive, are, by
al-Razi's analysis, as much moved by the fear of death
as by natural appetites. For natural needs, as
Epicurus would explain, are always in measure. The
unwholesome excess that makes vice a disease comes
from the irrational and unselfconscious mental linking
of natural pleasures and gratifications with security,
that is, a sense of freedom from the fear of death.
Ethics here becomes entirely prudential, as al-Razi's
critics were not slow to note. If we knew that our
ultimate state was immortality, and the return of the
soul in us to her true home, our mad scrabbling after
the surrogates of immortality would cease. But the
fear of death "can never be banished altogether from
the soul, unless one is certain that after death it shifts
to a better state.'' And his conclusion is that it "would
require very lengthy argumentation, if one sought
proof rather than just allegations (khabar). There really
is no method whatever for argument to adopt on this
topic... The subject is too elevated and too broad as
well as too long.... It would require examination of all
faiths and rites that hold or imply beliefs about an
afterlife and a verdict as to which are true and which
are false"—a task al-Razf has no immediate or pressing intention of attempting. For practical purposes,
then, he offers the Epicurean consolation that death is
nothing to us, if the soul is really mortal. What scripture has to say on the subject is just another
undemonstrated report, an unsubstantiated allegation.
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In his debates with an Ismacill adversary, Abu
Hatim al-RazI (d. 322/934 [q.v.]), chief lieutenant to
the Ismacfll ddci of Rayy, and later chief dd^i himself,
al-RazI faces a Muctazill argument that harks back to
Stoic sources: God's mercy would not deny humanity
the guidance of leaders inspired with revealed
knowledge of God's own will and His plan for human
destiny. Al-RazI answers that God has provided what
we need to know, not in the arbitrary and divisive gift
of special revelation, which only foments bloodshed
and contention, but in reason, which belongs equally
to all. Prophets are impostors, at best misled by the
demonic shades of restless and envious spirits. But ordinary men are fully capable of thinking for themselves and need no guidance from another. One can
see their intelligence and ingenuity in the crafts and
devices by which they get their living, for it is here
that they apply their interest and their energy. Intellectuals who have not devoted their energies, say, to
mechanical devices would be baffled by the skills and
techniques of such men; but all human beings are
capable of the independent thinking that is so critical
to human destiny. It is only because the philosopher
has applied himself to abstract speculations that he has
attained some measure of understanding in intellectual matters.
Asked if a philosopher can follow a prophetically revealed religion, al-RazI openly retorts: "How can
anyone think philosophically while committed to those
old wives' tales, founded on contradictions, obdurate
ignorance, and dogmatism (mukim cald 'l-ikhtildfat,
musirr cald 'l-djahl wa 'l-taklid)?" Al-RazI takes issue
with ritualism for what he sees as its obsession with
unseen and unseeable sources of impurity; but he also
combats the natural tendency of his contemporaries to
think of philosophy as a dogmatic school or even a
sect, their expectation that a philosopher should
believe and behave as Socrates or Plato did. Like
many philosophers, he has difficulty explaining to
others
that
philosophical disagreements
and
divergences of outlook are not a scandal but a source
of vitality. A philosopher, he urges, does not slavishly
follow the actions and ideas of some master. One
learns from one's predecessors, to be sure, but the
hope is to surpass them. Al-RazI admits that he will
never be a Socrates, and cautions against anyone's expecting in short order to rival Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Theophrastus, Eudemus, Chrysippus, Themistius
or Alexander of Aphrodisias. But he also affirms a
belief in progress, at least for individuals, and denies
that one is trapped within the teachings of the great
founders of traditions: "You must realise," he tells
Abu Hatim, "that every later philosopher who commits himself creatively (idjtahadd), diligently, and persistently to philosophical inquiry where subtle difficulties have led his predecessors to disagree, will
understand what they understood and retain it,
having a quick mind and much experience of thought
and inquiry in other areas. Rapidly mastering what
his predecessors knew and grasping the lessons they
afford, he readily surpasses them. For inquiry,
thought and originality make progress and improvement inevitable." The smallest measure of original
thought, even if it does not reach unrevisable truth,
al-RazI insists, helps to free the soul from its thrall in
this world and secure for us that immortality which
was so wrongly described and so vainly promised by
the prophets.
The Soul, al-RazI argues in such works as his Kitdb
al-^Ilm al-ildhi or "Theology", and On the five eternals,
both now lost, but well represented by fragments,
paraphrases, descriptions and refutations, was one of

five eternal things that antedate the cosmos. The other
four were God, matter, time and space. Space is the
void. It may or may not have atoms in it. Time, like
space, is absolute, not relative to bodies in motion, as
in Aristotle. Being absolute, time is eternal. Motion is
not. For matter, in itself, is inert; its motion stems
from the activity of soul. Soul, the world soul, initially
stood apart from matter, in a spiritual realm of her
own. She yearned, however, to be embodied. And
God, like a wise father, understanding that Soul
learns only by experience, allowed her to embroil
herself here, as a king might allow his headstrong son
into a tempting but in many ways noxious garden, not
out of ignorance, unconcern, or even powerlessness or
spite, but out of understanding that only through experience will the boy's restlessness abate. In the case
of Soul's entry into materiality, chaos was the first
result, as she set matter stirring in wild and disordered
motion. God, in His grace, intervened, imparting intelligence of His own to the world that Soul's impetuous desire had formed. As an immanent principle, intelligence gave order to the world, stabilising its
motions and rendering them comprehensible. But it
also gave understanding to the Soul itself, allowing
her to recognise her estrangement in this world and
seek a return from exile. It is this striving for return
that gives meaning to all human strivings in the realm
of life.
Only by such a theory, al-RazI insists, can creationists hope to overcome the elenchus of the eternalists, who deny creation altogether. A quasi-gnostic
quasi-Platonic/ormotfzo mundi, then, not creatio ex nihilo,
is the sole workable hypothesis which al-RazI can offer
on behalf of the world's temporal origination, as opposed to its eternal, Plotinian emanation or its
perpetual existence as a Democritean or Epicurean
mechanism. Clearly the materialists, al-RazI reasons,
improperly ignore the life and intelligence that course
through nature, giving directed and stable movement
to otherwise inert and passive matter. As for the
Neoplatonic Aristotelians, their theory of emanation
leads them to fudge (as Aristotle had done) on the inertness of matter. For, by treating the natural order as
eternal, they seem to make motion and ordering form
inherent properties of matter, rather than imparted
acts and powers, as Neoplatonic principles should require. Only the affirmation of a temporal origin,
which al-RazI unabashedly adopts from scripture and
from the concurring authority of Plato's Timaeus,
seems to do justice to the fact that nature's order is not
intrinsic but imparted; and only a temporal creation
does justice to the unimpeded operation of the forces
of nature and the self-governing actions of human intelligence and will. For these gifts were given long ago
and are not, as in Neoplatonism, timelessly imparted
without ever really departing from their Source.
But although creation involves a kind of gift, alRazI cannot treat the act of creation as a sheer act of
grace, as many of his contemporaries might wish to
do. His view that in this life evils outweigh goods, endorsed by Epicurean concerns over the problem of
evil, and by physiological arguments about the
ultimate prevalence of pain and suffering over peace
and pleasure in all sensate beings, press him toward
the gnostic conclusion that creation is a tragedy or
mistake. Stopping short of such condemnation, alRazI treats creation as a qualified evil: Life as a whole
and bodily existence in general represent a fall for the
life-giving principle, the Soul. But the fall is broken by
the gift of intelligence. The crypt of the gnostic image
has a skylight, through which streams the light of day.
There is an avenue of escape. And the Soul's fall,
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neither devised nor forced by God, is ascribed to her
spontaneity, not to God's will or wisdom. It was
neither coerced and destined nor mandated by the
very nature of intelligence, as though it were (as in
Neoplatonism) a demand of logic, but it was foreseen
and tolerated by an all-seeing wisdom. And the loss it
brought about will be overcome.
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AL-RAZI, AHMAD B. C ABD ALLAH, Y e m e n i t e
h i s t o r i a n whose full name is Abu 'l-cAbbas Ahmad
b. c Abd Allah b. Muhammad al-Razi. The date of his
birth in Sanca3 is unknown; he died there ca.
460/1068. The little that is known of this historian is
owed to al-Djanadl (d. 732/1332) who, in his book alSuluk (ms.), indicates that he was a native of the
capital of the Yemen, and that he was an imam, wellinformed in matters offikh and hadith. Furthermore,
it seems that he was a Sunni, a fact to which his work
alludes, and al-Djanadl attributes to him an "extensive tradition" and a "perfect spirit". The biographer
believes that the author's family came originally from
the town of Rayy (hence the nisba; on this point see
Yakut's list, Mu^ajam, iii, 120-2, in which his name
does not however appear), but he gives no information as to when the family took up residence in the
Yemen; it could have been with the Persian expedition of the 6th century A.D., in support of the
Himyarite dynasty, with Sayf b. DhT Yazan (see R.G.
Khoury, Wahb b. Munabbih, 189 ff.), or with the
Tabardniyyun, who came from Tabaristan to the aid of
the imam al-Hadi Yahya b. al-Husayn (220-98/835911) (see e.g. Sirat al-Hadi, ed. S. Zakkar, 116, 236;
W. Madelung, Der Imam al-Qasim, etc.), or later still,
which seems less likely.
In his capacity as an author, al-Djanadl mentions
his Ta^rikh San^, which he describes as having gained
popular acclaim and which he must have used as a
primary source in the writing of his own al-Suluk fi
tabakdt al-^ulamd^ wa 'l-muluk. He gives no other information on this subject. Yet a version of the Ta^rikh of
al-Razi is currently available; it has been edited by
Husayn c Abd Allah al- c Amn and cAbd al-Djabbar
Zakkar, under the title Ta^rikh madinat £znca3 (see
Bibl.). The content of the book covers the period from
the foundation of the city to the times in which the
chronicler lived, i.e. the 5th/llth century;
Brockelmann barely mentions this historian (GAL, SI,
570) and Sezgin not at all, although at least eight
manuscript copies of the book existed in various
libraries and were accessible to the editors.
The book comprises two major elements: a
historical element which goes beyond the framework
of history as such, and a bio-bibliographical element.
The historical section opens with general information concerning the Yemen, its capital and the villages
surrounding it, the construction of this capital, the
boundaries of which were established by Shem, under
divine inspiration, and which attained its maximum
level of development towards the end of the 3rd/9th
century, a level which it had regained in the lifetime
of the author, after its destruction. Details are also
provided regarding the fortress of Ghumdan, the
merits of the Yemen and of Sa^a3, formerly called
Azal, and the numerous mosques of the city, the first
of which was planned by the first Muslim governor,
Wabar b. Yuhannis, and constructed and enlarged by
his successors. This section, the shorter of the two,
contains beyond any doubt the most detailed of information concerning the history of the city, providing
data which are precise and useful, up to a point (for
example, regarding the mosques, the valleys, the
quarters, etc.). However, as a whole the work is un-
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satisfactory, since it is rife with traditions traced back
to various historical and religious sources and individuals, which have a single purpose: to promote
the cause of the Yemen among the lands of God's
Elect, and to extol the merits of the capital, as much
in the Biblical tradition as in that of the Prophet
Muhammad. The conspicuous exaggerations are
motivated by this purpose, as for example the claim
that the first church of the town was built on the site
where Jesus had prayed, or the latter's prophecy concerning the powerful individual who was to come
forth from the town at the end of time; such items are
to be found in all the chronicles of ancient Islamic
cities.
The second elements of the book is biobibliographical. It begins with the Companions of the
Prophet who came to the Yemen and some of whom
were appointed governors of this land.
However the work becomes more systematic with
its consideration of the elite of Yemenite scholars and
ascetics, prominent among whom is the most illustrious figure of Sanca:>, Wahb b. Munabbih (d.
110/728 or 114/732 [q.v.]), an ideal source of Biblical
history for later Islamic historians, and thus for Ibn
Ishak, whose universal Muslim history he had anticipated, and one of the principal sources of al-Razi.
In the main his information is valuable, since many of
these scholars are barely known or not at all. Details
are provided here of their origin, their connections
with the Yemen, the traditions attributed to them or
concerning them, material such as is encountered in
other Islamic books of the same genre. Unfortunately
there are few dates, and, in the case of some of them,
nothing more than one or a few trifling traditions.
With the importance accorded to the biobibliographical element, it is evident that the interest
in the work of al-Razi, as in that for example of the
chroniclers al-Khatib al-Baghdadi (392-463/1002-71)
in his Ta\ikh Baghdad, or Ibn c Asakir (499-571/110676), in Ta^rikh madmat Dimashk, can be explained by
the fact that they were primarily historians and muhaddithun, for whom it was natural to employ the method
of the ahl al-hadTth, albeit with particular nuances and
the often considerable differences between these works
(and others which are not mentioned here), to which
the writer of this article has drawn attention elsewhere
(see R.G. Khoury, Zur Bedeutung des Ahmad... al-Razi,
93-6, 98, 100).
It is important to recognise that this book, in the
terms of the literary production of its time, remains a
relatively reliable and positive source, in particular for
certain aspects of the history, geography and archaeology of the city and even of the country, not to
mention his bio-bibliographical notices which supply
the titles of a large number of books, most of them
lost, which are the sources to which the author refers
(see ibid., 91 ff.).
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RAZI, AMIN AHMAD, a P e r s i a n b i o g r a p h e r of
the later 10th/16th and early llth/17th centuries.

Hardly anything is known of his life. He belonged to
Rayy, where his father Kh w adja MTrza Ahmad was
celebrated for his wealth and benevolence. The latter
was in high favour with Shah Tahmasp and was appointed by him kaldntar [q.v.] of his native town. His
paternal uncle Kh w adja Muhammad Sharif was
vizier of Khurasan, Yazd and Isfahan, and his cousin
Ghiyath Beg a high official at the court of the
Emperor Akbar. Amln himself is said to have visited
India. The work to which he owes his fame is the great
collection of biographies Haft iklim (finished in
1002/1594). For many years he collected information
about famous men, until finally he yielded to the entreaties of one of his friends and arranged his material
in book form. The final editing of it took six years.
The biographies are arranged geographically according to the 7 climes. In each clime the biographical part
is preceded by a short geographical and historical introduction which is followed by notes on poets cu/ama3,
famous shaykhs, etc. in chronological order. The work
is of special importance for the history of Persian
literature, as the biographies of poets contain
numerous specimens of their works, some of which
are very rare. It contains the following sections: Clime
I: Yaman, Bilad al-Zandj, Nubia, China. Clime II:
Mecca, Medina, Yamama, Hurmuz, Dekkan,
Ahmadnagar, Dawlatabad, Golkonda, Ahmadabad,
Surat, Bengal, Orissa and Kush. Clime III: c lrak,
Baghdad, Kufa, Nadjaf, Basra, Yazd, Fars, Slstan,
Kandahar, GhaznTn, Lahawr, Dihli, India from the
oldest times down to Akbar, Syria, Egypt. Clime IV:
Khurasan,
Balkh,
Harat,
Djam,
Mashhad,
Nlshapur, Sabzawar, Isfara D In, Isfahan, Kashan,
Kum, Susa, Hamadhan, Rayy and Tihran, Damawand, Astarabad, Tabaristan, Mazandaran, Gflan,
Kazwln, Adharbaydjan, Tabriz, Ardabll, Maragha.
Clime V: Shlrwan, Gandja, Kh w arazm, Ma waraD
al-Nahr, Samarkand, Bukhara, Farghana. Clime VI:
Turkistan, Farab, Yarkand, Rus, Constantinople,
Rum. Clime VII: Bulghar, Saklab, Yadjudj,
Madjudj.
The Calcutta 1918-72 edition of E. Denison Ross,
c
Abdul Muqtadir, A.H. Harley, etc., omits the fourth
clime, over half the complete work; complete ed.
(poor) by Djawad Fadil, 3 vols., Tehran 1340/1961.
Bibliography: H. Ethe, Neupersische Literatur, in
GrIPh, ii, 213; Browne, Lit. hist, of Persia, iv, 448;
Rypka, Hist, of Iranian literature, 452, 495; Storey, i,
1169-71, 1365; M.U. Memon, Amm Ahmad RazT, in
EIr, i_, 939.
(E. BERTHELS*)
AL-RAZI, FAKHR AL-DiN [see FAKHR AL-DIN
AL-RAZI]^
RAZIN, BANU, the dynasty which ruled the petty
state [see MULUK AL-TAWA'IF] of al-Sahla [q.v.] (or
Albarracin, derived from their name) in al-Andalus
[q.v.] during the 5th/llth century.
Of Berber descent, but long settled in the peninsula, they remained loyal to the legitimist Umayyad
regime of Hisham II al-Mu3ayyad at the time of the
collapse of the caliphate, but finally switched to support of Sulayman al-Mustac!n, who recognised them
as governors of their local territory. They survived as
independent or semi-independent rulers from ca.
405/1014-15 (possibly as early as 403/1012-13) to
Radjab 497/April 1104, when they were deposed by
the Almoravids or al-Murabitun [ q . v . ] . The list of
their rulers is not entirely clear: the founder of the
dynasty, Hudhayl b. Khalaf b. Lubb (the name may
point to intermarriage with local Christian families)
Ibn Razln, seems to have ruled until 436/1044-5, and
to have been succeeded by a son, Abu Marwan cAbd
al-Malik, Djabr al-Dawla. The latter, who reigned for
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a remarkable sixty years, until 496/1103, is usually
identified as Husam al-Dawla in the sources, but the
fragmentary text edited by Levi-Provencal as an appendix to Ibn cldhari, vol. iii, reports that he used the
title Husam al-Dawla only before his accession and
gives that title as a throne-name to this ruler's successor, Yahya, who reigned for the last year of the
dynasty's existence. The founder of the dynasty is
generally
described
with
the
superlatives
characteristic of mediaeval sources on the taifa rulers,
although he is also said to have been directly involved
in the murder of his own mother; the sources seem
more impressed with the amounts he spent on the acquisition of singing-girls. A few lines of poetry by
members of the dynasty are preserved. The survival
of the dynasty, and of the state which it ruled, for so
long seems to be the product of a combination of
geographical isolation, overall unimportance and luck
rather than of any particular skills possessed by the
members of this family.
A. Vives y Escudero, Monedas de las dinastias ardbigoespanolas, Madrid 1893, 206, no. 1266, assigns one
coin (surviving in only a single specimen) to this
dynasty, but there seems to be a confusion here with
the rulers of Alpuente (al-Bunt [q. v.]) (the coin itself
presents other difficulties); A. Prieto y Vives, Los
Reyes de Taifas, estudio historico-numismdtico de los
musulmanes espanoles en el siglo V de la hegira (XI dej. C.),
Madrid 1926, 107, suggests that some other coins (a
total of four specimens of two types recorded by
Vives, nos. 799-800 = Prieto, nos. 29-30) of the year
405/1014-15, struck in the name of Sulayman alMustacln and naming his son Muhammad as heir,
which bear also the name Ibn Khalaf, may be issues
of the first member of this dynasty. The suggestion
seems plausible.
Bibliography: in addition to that given above
and in D. Wasserstein, The rise and fall of the PartyKings: politics and society in Islamic Spain, 1002-1086,
Princeton 1985, 93, see Ibn al-Khatlb, Acmdl ala'ldm, ed. E. Levi-Provencal, 2 Beirut 1956, 205-6,
tr. W. Hoenerbach, Islamische Geschichte Spaniens.
Ubersetzung der Acmdl al-A^ldm und ergdnzender Texte,
Zurich and Stuttgart 1970, 372, 389-93, and 59697, notes 59-68 (with further references); A.R.
Nykl, Hispano-Arabic poetry and its relations with the Old
Provencal troubadours, Baltimore 1946, 206-8; and P.
Guichard, Structures sociales "orientales" et ''occidentals" dans I'Espagne musulmane, Paris-The Hague
1977, 270-2 (useful for the political behaviour of the
family in the 4th/10th century).
(DJ. WASSERSTEIN)
RAZIN B. MU C AWIYA, Abu '1-Hasan b.
c
c
Ammar al- Abdan al-Sarakustl (d. 524/1129 or
535/1140), A n d a l u s i a n t r a d i t i o n i s t . Of unknown
date of birth, his nisba indicates that he probably was
born in Saragossa. The biographical works do not
record any data about his life in al-Andalus. If he did
live in Saragossa, he may have left it when the
Almoravids captured the town in 503/1110, in which
case he must have belonged to those who did not
welcome the new lords of the Peninsula. Otherwise,
he may have left the town after the Christian conquest
of 512/1118. The 6th/12th century marks the beginning of the wave of Andalusians emigrating to safer
lands. It may also be that Razm b. Mu c awiya's travel
to the East was not motivated by either political or
military reasons, but simply by the desire to perform
the rihlafi talab al-^ilm and the pilgrimage. He settled
in Mecca, where he died at an advanced age. Nothing
is known about his Andalusian teachers, but his
teachers in Mecca were Abu cAbd Allah al-Husayn al-
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Tabarl, with whom he studied Muslim's Sahih, and
Abu Maktum clsa b. Abl Dharr al-HarawT, with
whom he studied al-Bukhari's work. Abu Maktum
was the son of one of the most influential transmitters
of al-Bukhari's Sahih, whose riwaya was well known in
al-Andalus. Razm b. Mucawiya wrote his two known
works in Mecca: a history of Mecca, which seems to
have included also information on Medina (Kitdb Ji
akhbdr Makka, also called Akhbdr Makha wa'l-Madma
wa-fadlihimd), and al-Taajridfi 'l-djarn*- bayn al-Sihdh alsitta or Tadjrid al-Sihdh, a collection of the traditions
common to the works of al-Bukhari, Muslim, Abu
Dawud, al-Tirmidhl, al-Nasa°T and Malik's Muwatta^.
The inclusion of Malik's work among the canonical
collections of hadith shows clearly the Western Islamic
background of the author. The extant manuscripts
(mentioned in GAL) remain unpublished. The Tadjrid
is one of the sources of Madjd al-Dln Ibn al-Athlr's
DjamP al-usul, as Ibn al-Athlr himself (d. 606/1209)
explains in his introduction. The interest of Razln b.
Mu c awiya's work can be deduced from the following
example. The controversial tradition which runs
"whosoever spends liberally on his household on the
day of c Ashura 3 , God will bestow plenty upon him
throughout the remainder of the year" (man wassa^a
c
ald (nafsihi wa-)ahlihil Hydlihi (fi 'l-nafaka) yawm
^Ashurd^ wassa^a Allah calayhi (wa-^ald ahlihi) sd^ir alsana/tula sanatihi), mentioned among others by
Sulayman b. Ahmad al-Tabaranl (d. 360/971) in his
al-Mu^am al-kabir (10 vols., Beirut 1983), x, 94, no.
10,007), is quoted by Ibn al-Athlr in his Djamic al-usul
in the chapter f i fadl al-nafaka (ed. cAbd al-Kadir
Arna 5 ut, 10 vols., n.p. 1969, ix, 527), stating that his
source is Razm b. Mu c awiya's Tadjrid. It v/ould seem
therefore that Razm thought that the tradition was included either in the Muwatta^ or in the other abovementioned collections, but it is found in none of the
extant versions of these works, according to the Concordance. Among others, al-Udjhun (d. 1066/1656)
pointed out in his Fadd^il yawm ^Ashuro? (ms. B.N.
Paris, no. 3244, fols. 153-75) that it was very strange
that Ibn al-Athir quotes the tradition on liberal spending on cAshura:> day in his DjamP and more strange
still that Ibn al-Athlr's brother reiterates it in his Ikhij
tisdr Djami^ al-usul, both stating that the tradition is to
be found in al-Bukharf's and Muslim's collections. It
is in Razln's work where an explanation for this "oddity" is to be found. Two possibilities can be taken
into account. Either Razln included it because he
agreed with its contents, disregarding its absence in
the canonical collections; or else he found the tradition
in the version of one of those collections at his
disposal. The latter possibility can be sustained by
evidence on the circulation of different versions of alBukhari's collection. Among Razm b. Mu c awiya's
pupils the following are mentioned: the ascetic Ahmad
b. Muhammad b. Kudama (of the famous family of
the Banu Kudama), Ibn c Asakir and the judge of
Mecca Abu '1-Muzaffar Muhammad b. CAH alTabarT, who wrote to Ibn Bashkuwal informing him
of Razln's death.
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Ibn Bashkuwal, no.
424 (ed. C I. al-Husaym, 2 vols., Cairo 1374/1955,
no. 428); Dabbl, no. 741; Ibn Khayr, Fahrasa, ed.
F. Codera and J. Ribera, 2 vols., Saragossa 1893,
i, 123, 279, 451; Dhahabi, Siyar aHam al-nubald\ 23
vols., Beirut 1985, xx, 204-6 (129); Ibn Farhun, alDibadj. al-mudhhab, 2 vols., Cairo 1972, i, 366-7;
HadjdjI Khalifa, ed. Fliigel, ii, 192, no. 2445, and
v, 175, no. 10638; Ibn al- c lmad, Shadhardt al-dhahab,
4 vols., Beirut n.d., iv, 106; Makhluf, Shaajarat alnur, Cairo 1950-2, i, 133, no. 395.
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2. S t u d i e s . F. Pons Boigues, Ensayo biobibliogrdfico sobre los historiadores y geografos ardbigoespanoles, Madrid 1898, 185, no. 153; Kahhala, iv,
155-6; Brockelmann, S I, 630; J. Ma Forneas, La
primitive. Slra de Ibn Ishdq en al-Andalus, in Homenaje
... Bosch Vila, Granada 1991, 167-8; M^ I. Fierro,
Obrasy transmisiones de hadit (ss. VIXI-VIIIXIII)
en la
Takmila de Ibn al-Abbdr, in Ibn al-Abbar. Politic i
escriptor drab Valencia (1199-1260), Valencia 1990,
205-22; M. Fierro, The celebration of cAshurd3 in Sunni
Islam, in Procs. du XIV Congres de I'Union Europeenne
des Arabisants et Islamisants, Budapest 1988, forthcoming. _ _
(MARIBEL FIERRO)
REDJA5I-ZADE MEHMED DJELAL BEY (12541300/1838-82), T u r k i s h w r i t e r and poet, and elder
brother of Redja°i-zade Mahmud Ekrem Bey [see
EKREM BEY]. He had a moderately successful administrative career, entering the Translation Office
(Ter&iime Odasi) of the Sublime Porte in 1270/1853-4,
being appointed in 1279/1862-3 chief clerk to the embassy in St. Petersburg, becoming assistant secretary
(mektubimu^dwini) under Ahmed Djewdet Pasha [q. v. ]
in 1282-1865-6, when the latter became wdli of Aleppo, and finally chief secretary of the provinces of
Kastamonu (in 1288/1871-2) and Aydm (in
1294/1877). In 1298/1881 he was dismissed from his
last post.
His poetry has apparently never been published.
Some specimens can be found in Inal_ (see Bibl.). He
belonged for a while to the salon of cArif Hikmet Bey
[q. v. ], the last great representative of the classical
diwdn school, and his poetry seems unaffected by the
new trends personified by his brother. His forte appears to have been hezliyydt "jesting poems." His penname for these is Dhewkl, while his serious ghazels are
signed Djelal. He also composed some poetry in Persian (a mukhammas in Inal, 203).
Bibliography. Ibniilemin Mahmud Kemal
[Inal], Son asir turk sairleri, Istanbul 1930, 200-4;
Ibrahim Alaettin Govsa, Turk meshurlan ansiklopedisi, [Istanbul] n.d. [ca. 1945], 80. (Eo.)
REDJEB PASHA, TOPAL (d. 1041/1632),
Ottoman Grand Vizier under Sultan Murad IV
[q.v.]. Of Bosnian origin, he began his career in the
bostandji corps and attained the high office of Bostandjlbashl [q.v.] in the reign of Ahmed I [q.v.]. Although
slightly invalid (a sufferer from gout, hence topal), he
continued his career: a vizier since 1031/1622, he was
appointed commander-in-chief in the Black Sea. With
his squadron he defeated a Cossack fleet of 600
shqykas. Redjeb Pasha was Kapuddn-pasha 10325/1623-26. Commanding the fleet in RadjabRamadan 1033/May-July 1624 at the time of a revolt
of the Khan of the Crimea Mehmed Giray III (second
reign 1032-6/1623-7), he was able to hold Kefe [q.v.].
Next year, he again defeated a Cossack force of 350
shqykas off Kara Harman (to the north of
Kostendje/Constanta [q.v.]). In 1035/1626 he organised a revolt of Janissaries in the capital and gained the
position of kd^im-makdm instead of Giirdju Mehmed
Pasha [q.v.]. Provoked by the dismissal of the Grand
Vizier Khosrew Pasha [q.v.], in 1041/1631 he incited
another uprising of Janissaries and Sipahls of the
Porte who were of Bosnian and Albanian origin
(1042/1632). This violent episode led to the murder of
Grand Vizier Hafiz Ahmed Pasha [q.v.] in front of
Murad IV and the massacre of a number of the
sultan's favourites, rivals to Redjeb's faction. In this
way, he became Grand Vizier on 19 Radjab 1041/10
February 1632. Murad IV, however, soon made an
end to this zorba regime and had Redjeb Pasha executed inside the seraglio on 28 Shawwal 1041/18

May 1632 (von Hammer, following Pecewi, has 17
May); this execution meant the beginning of Murad
IV's personal rule. Redjeb Pasha was married to
Djewher Khan Sultan, a daughter of Ahmed I and
earlier the widow of Damad Mehmed Pasha Okiiz
[q.v.] and Hafiz Ahmed Pasha. He had a daughter
born in 1040/1630.
Bibliography: Dispatches 1631-2 of Cornelis
Haga, Dutch ambassador to the Porte, General
State Archives (ARA) SG 6901, partially publ. in
Kronijk Historisch Genootschap Utrecht 1867, 370-455;
I. Dujcev, Lettres d'information de la Republique de
Raguse (XVIIf s.) Sofia 1937, 29-31; Mehmed
Khallfe, Ta^nkh-i Ghilmdni, new (pop.) ed. K. Su,
Istanbul 1976, 12-13; Ibrahim Pecewi, Ta'rikh,
Istanbul 1283, ii, 420-6; Naclma, Ta\ikh, Istanbul
1283, ii, 208, 245, 332-41, 356-60, 394-5, 400, iii,
75-112; Solak-zade, Ta*rtkh, new ed. V. Qabuk,
Solakzade tarihi, Ankara 1989, ii, 497, 519, 522,
530 ff.; I.H. Danismend, Osmanh tarihi kronolojisi,
Istanbul 1961, iii, 329, 333, 349-54; [M. Cezar et
alii] Mufassal Osmanh tarihi, 6 vols., Istanbul 195763, iv, 1884-1904, 1978-9; Hammer-Purgstall,
Histoire, ix, 82-3, 168-83; A.D. Alderson, The structure of the Ottoman dynasty, Oxford 1956, table
XXXIV; A.H. de Groot, The Ottoman Empire and the
Dutch Republic, Leiden-Istanbul 1978, 172, 176.
(A.H. DE GROOT)
REFI C I, an O t t o m a n poet and H u r u f I [see
HURUFIYYA]. Of Refill's life we only have a few hints
from himself; the Ottoman biographers and historians
do not seem to mention him at all. He himself
describes how in his youth he studied many branches
of knowledge but did not know what he should
believe, and how sometimes he turned to the Sunna,
sometimes to philosophy and sometimes to
materialism. He often travelled a great distance to
visit a particular scholar but always was disappointed.
The poet Neslml [q. v. ] was the first to teach him the
grace of God and the truth, and ordered him to teach
this truth in his turn to the people of Rum, and for this
purpose he had to speak in Turkish. He therefore
wrote his Beshdret-ndme, "the message of joy", which
he finished on the first Friday of Ramadan 811/18
January 1409. This work is not yet printed; it is quite
short and written in the same metre as cAshik-pasha's
Ghanb-ndme, a remel of six feet with irregular prosody.
The HurufT teaching is expounded in a very prosaic
style, the merits of the names and letters, the sacred
number 32, the prophets, the throne of God, the
human countenance, the splitting of the moon, Fadl
Allah [q. v . ] , the founder of the HurufT sect—all this is
dealt with from the usual HurufT point of view. As
sources, an ^Arsh-ndme, a Djawidan-name, and a
Mahabbet-ndme are quoted, all three probably the
works of the same names by Fadl Allah.
Another of Refill's works is the "Book of
Treasure" (Gend^-ndme], facs. edn. Istanbul 1946. The
Gend^-ndme is better as poetry and on the whole less
HurufT than generally SufT in tone. Man from the
HurufT and philosophic point of view, Fadl Allah and
Ahmad ( = Muhammad), the 72 sects, the greatest
Name (ism-i a^zam), the water of life, etc., are discussed in it.
Neslml and his pupil Refill seem to be the only
Ottoman HurufT poets of importance, and while the
sect, in spite of all persecutions, continued to exist
long after and even had connections with the
Bektashiyya [q. v. ], these two poets as such do not
seem to have produced any school.
Bibliography: Gibb, HOP, i, 336, 341, 344, 351,
369-80; Mehmed Fu'ad Koprulil, Turk edebiyydtlnda
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ilk mutesawwifler, Istanbul 1918, 363, 3882.—Mss.
of the Besharet-name: Vienna, Fliigel, ii, 261-2, no.
1968 (incomplete) and 1970; London, British
Museum, Rieu, 164-5. Add. 5986; of the Genaj.ndme: Vienna, Flugel, i, 720, no. 778, fols. 5a-8a;
printed in the Diwdn-i Nesimi, Istanbul 1260/1844,
9-14, also facs. edn., see above; both works in the
Browne ms. A 43, Turkish, see E.G. Browne, further notes on the literature of the Hum/is and their connection with the Bektdshi order of dervishes, inJRAS, xxxix
(1907), 556-8; R.A. Nicholson, A descriptive catalogue
of the Oriental mss. belonging to the late E. G. Browne,
Cambridge 1932, 45, 49; L4, art. Refii (Giinay
AlpayJ.
_
(W. BJORKMAN)
REFIK KHALID KARAY [see KARAY, REFIK
KHALID].
REG, a form generally retained in European
languages for the Arabic riklf "dessicated t e r r a i n " ,
in its Bedouin realisation (Sahara of the Maghrib)
regg\ cf. LCA. s.vv. rikk, rakk, rakdk, rukdk, with a common denominator meaning "terrain where water has
disappeared, at least on the surface", and with varying connotations. See G. Boris, Lexique du parler arabe
des Marazig, Paris 1958, 220: r'gdg, pi. regdgdt, "a
wide expanse of desert terrain".
In French, the word has become a scientific term
which may be used in reference to any part of the
globe. As a stony flat or almost flat surface, commonly
found in the deserts where deposits of sand are lacking, the reg corresponds to the removal of minute,
fine materials by the winnowing effects of winds,
which only leave a hard crust beneath which one may
often find the finer material protected by the stones.
A reg can be covered over: by shingle (alluvial and
allochthonous, as in the regs of the ancient course of
the Oued Ighagha to the south of the hamdda of
Tinghert, towards 28° N, 6° E); by angular,
autochthonous gravel (reg formed by the removal of
the weathered surfaces of hamddas, such as those of the
northern piedmont of the Saharan Atlas, forming a
band running west-south-west to east-north-east some
100-150 km wide and 800 km long, from 31° N, 1°
W to 33° N, 6° E); or by rounded material joined
together and too large for the wind to move them (sarir
of the Libyan desert forming a paved-like or mosaiclike reg, like the Tibesti sarir around 24° N, 17° E).
The nomads sometimes use the term mriyye "mirror"
to describe certain regs which are particularly regular.
The surfaces of regs are often very stable areas, where
the fact that the elements composing them remain in
the same place favours atmospheric actions, such as
polishing by the wind, the formation of polished
desert surfaces, and even of pebbles with windpolished facets (dreikanters) in the regions
characterised by continuous winds.
The regs cover extensive surfaces in the SaharanArabian and the Asiatic deserts of the Islamic world,
whether on the plains or on the plateaux, since they
form the surface pattern which is habitual in desert
regions when the sand layer is insufficient to cover the
soil. For example, in the central Sahara, the regs of
the fringes of the Hoggar cover the greater part of the
slopes and plains surrounding the mountain massifs.
The regs constitute areas which are very unfavourable
for the growth of vegetation, hence for human activity, except in times of rain. On the other hand, they
are often, when the surface debris is not too large in
size, stretches of terrain more easily adapted for moving about than the ergs (cirk), the mountain zones and
the dissected plateaux of the tassili type, and they have
been instrumental in siting the great caravan tracks in
the desert regions and, later, roads for motor traffic.
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Bibliography: J. Tricart and A. Cailleux, Le
modele des regions seches, Paris 1969; R. Coque,
Geomorphologie,t Paris 1993.
(Y. CALLOT)
RE'lS UL-KUTTAB or REDIS EFENDI (A., used in
Turkey), properly "chief of the men of the pen", a
high O t t o m a n d i g n i t a r y , directly under the Grand
Vizier, originally head of the chancery of the Imperial
DTwan (diwdn-i humdyun), later secretary of state or
chancellor and Minister of Foreign Affairs. According
to d'Herbelot, he was called also re^is kitdb.
This office, unlike many others, is purely Ottoman,
at least as regards the particular line of development
that it took. Establishing itself at the expense of the
functions of the nishdndji [q.v.], we may say that it
owes nothing to the influence of the more or less Persianised Saldjuks nor to the Byzantines. In its origins
it seems rather to be connected with a more general
and more vague institution of the East, one which
deserves more profound study: that of the secretaries
of the diwdn or chiefs of the secretariat of the diwdn.
This office is found in different Muslim countries
under different names: perwdne among the Mongols of
Persia, diwdn begi among the Tlmurids and munshi in
Persia (cf. Chardin, vi, 175; Ewliya Celebi, ii, 267).
In the Ottoman provinces there was attached also to
the wall an important official known as the diwdn efendi(si); in Egypt, under Muhammad CA1I, the diwdn
efendi became a kind of president of the council of
ministers. The re^is ul-kuttdb was in brief the diwdn efendisi of the capital. It is perhaps to this that we owe the
use of the tide re*is efendi, by which they were more
commonly known. We know that the term efendi was
generally applied to people of the pen. This connection seems to have already been noticed by E. Blochet
(Voyage en Orient de Carlier Pinon, Paris 1920, 83).
Until the time of Suleyman the Magnificent, the
title re^is ul-kuttdb (or re^is efendi) was not used. At least,
this is what we are told by Ahmed ResmT, who quotes
in this connection the BeddW ul-wekdW of the historian
Kodja Hiiseyn Efendi of Sarajevo (cf. Babinger,
GOW, 186). The latter, who was himself re^Ts ul-kuttdb,
says that before Suleyman, the official correspondence
was in the hands of the emin-i ahkdm or "depository of
the decisions (of the Diwdn)" along with the nishdndji.
This point of view has been adopted by other
historians (von Hammer; cf. also the Sdlndme-yi
nezdret-i khdridjiyye).
There is, however, no agreement as to who was the
first re^is ul-kuttdb; it is usually said to have been Djalal
(Djelal)-zade Mustafa Celebi [q.v.] (see Babinger,
GOW, 102). This well-known historian, whose
genealogy is taken back to the legendary founder of
Byzantium, Yanko b. Madyan, was re^is ul-kuttdb in
931/1524-5 before becoming nishdndji, but the Nukhbet
iil-tewdnkh of Mehmed b. Mehmed refers to the death
in 930/1523-4 of a re^is ul-kuttdb of the name of Haydar
Efendi. According to other indications, it would even
appear that the office goes back to Mehemmed II [see
NISHANDji],

The riydset or office of re*is efendi lasted over three
centuries, during which its holder changed 130 times,
the average tenure of office being 2 years and 5
months, which reveals a remarkable lack of
ministerial stability: some of the occupants held the
office twice, thrice and even four times.
D u t i e s of the re^is efendi. As secretary of state the
rent's kept records of memoirs and reports (telkhis and
takrir) presented to the sultan by the Grand Vizier acting as representative of the government and of the
Diwdn. These documents which were prepared by the
dmedi-yi diwdn-i humdyun or dmeddji (referendar or
reporter of the Imperial Diwdn) were brought in a bag
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(kise) kept for the purpose to the ceremonial sittings of
the Diwdn by the re^is himself who handed them to the
Grand Vizier. After being read, they were given to a
special officer, the telkhisdji, whose duty it was to
present them to the sultan.
As chancellor, the re^is had a kind of jurisdiction
over all the civil functionaries and was the immediate
head of the department of the Imperial Diwdn (diwdn-i
humdyun kalemi).
This chancellery was divided into three offices (oda
or kalem):
1. the beylik, the most important, saw to the
despatch of imperial rescripts (firman), orders of the
viziers, and in general all ordinances (ewdmir) other
than those of the department of finance (defterddr
dd^iresi). This office kept copies of them, as did the
Grand Vizier also. Ordinances bearing on the back
the signatures of the clerk, of the chief editor
(mumeyyiz), and of the head of the office (beylikdji),
were submitted by the latter to the re^is, who placed
his sign (resid) upon them and, if it was a. firman, sent
it to the nishdndjl for the tughrd [q. v. ] to be placed upon
it. The btylik in addition retained the originals of civil
and military regulations (kdnun or kdnun-ndme) (usually
elaborated by the nishdndji), as well as of treaties and
capitulations (^ahd-ndme) with foreign powers. The
re3w had to consult these treaties, notably when certifying the der-kendr or "marginal" answers put by his
subordinates on the requests or notes, known as verbal (takrir), which the ambassadors addressed to the
Grand Vizier. It is this side of his activity which,
gradually becoming more and more important and
absorbing, ended by making the re^is a Minister of
Foreign Affairs.
2. office of the tahwil or "annual renewal" of the
diplomas of the governors of provinces (berdt [q. v . ] ) , of
the brevets of the mollds or judges in towns of the first
class (tahwil), of the brevets of the timariots or holders
of military fiefs (dabt firmdnl).
3. office of the ru^us or "provisions" of different officials, as well as of the orders for pensions from the
treasury (sergi) or from wakfs (see for the details of the
organisation of this office, Mouradgea d'Ohsson, vii,
161).
The re^is accompanied the Grand Vizier to the audiences which the sultan gave him and to those which
the Grand Vizier himself gave to ambassadors. He
shared with his master the midday meal, as did the
cawush bashi [see £AWUSH] and the two tezkeredjis, except on Wednesdays when these two were replaced by
the four judges of Istanbul.
In the official protocol, the re^is had the same rank
as the cawush bashl, with whom he walked in official
processions, before the defterddrs (which showed he was
of lower rank than the latter).
The elkdb or epistolary formulae to which they were
entitled are found in Ferldun, Munshe^dt, 10. They
were the same as for the aghas of the stirrup [see RIKABDAR] and the defter emmi. For the dress of the re^is, see
Brindesi, Anciens costumes turcs, pi. 2; Castellan, iv,
107.
According to Mouradgea d'Ohsson, the re^is used
to act as agent for the khdns of the Crimea.
A d m i n i s t r a t i v e c a r e e r of the re*is. The re^is,
like all Ottoman officials, were chosen by the sultan or
Grand Vizier as they pleased, but, except in case of
appointment by favour, they followed a fixed line of
promotion (tank) in the administration. It was in the
administrative offices, i.e. among the khwddjegdn (Persian pi. which was given as an honorific title to the
principal clerks or khwadjalkhodja or kalem ddbitleri),
that this career was spent.

In examining the Sefinet ul-ru *esa3 of Ahmed ResmI,
we find that, up to the re^is Boyali Mehmed Efendi
(Pasha) (d. 977/1569-70), there is no information
available about the career of the re^is, but starting with
him we find that the re^is were regularly chosen from
among the former tedhkered^is of the wezirs or of the
Grand Vizier. From Sheykh-zade cAbdI Efendi (d.
1014/1605-6) onwards, the re^is were mainly taken
from the wezir mektubajisis or private secretaries of the
Grand Vizier. These secretaries were themselves at
the head of an office (odd) which contained a very
small number of officials (khalife or kalfa, pi. khulefd3);
there were only two between the years 1090/1679 and
1100/1689. When the number increased (at a later
date there were about 30), the career of the future re^is
was as follows: khalife in the office in question, called
also mektubi-yi sadr-i ca/f odasl, then ser-khalife or bashkalfa "chief clerk", then mektubdji. The post of mektubdji was much sought after. It brought its holder into
close contact with the Grand Vizier and it was then
very easy to advance oneself. More rarely, the future
re^is rose through the similar but less important office
of secretary to the lieutenant to the Grand Vizier or
Kahya Bey (ketkhuda kdtibi odasi).
The riydset did not mark the end of a career, but
gave access to still higher posts (see NISHANDJ! for the
old rules of promotion by which the re^is became
nishdndji). It was one of what were known as the "six
[principal] dignities", mendsib-i sitte, namely, the
nishdndji, defterddr, re^is ul-kuttdb, defter emini, shikk-i
thdni defterddrl, shikk-i thdlith defterddri (Ahmed Rasim,
Ta^nkh, 756).
According to the Nasihat-ndme (39-40 of the French
translation), the re^is was under the authority of the
Grand Defterdar (for financial matters only?).
I n c r e a s i n g i m p o r t a n c e of the office of re^is.
The growing influence of the re^is is explained by the
increasing importance of foreign policy in Turkey (including the so-called "Eastern Question").
Down to the end of the 10th/16th century, the
nishdnajis were certainly superior to the re^is; they controlled and even revised the orders and decisions of
the diwdn (ahkdm), but from the 17th century onwards,
re^is like Okdju-zade Mehmed Shah Efendi, Lam-cAlI
Celebi and Hukml Efendi shed a certain lustre on
their office. From 1060/1650 the incapacity of certain
nishdndjis precipitated the decline of their office in
spite of the ephemeral efforts by Grand Viziers like
Shehid CA1I Pasha and of the nishdndjis appointed by
him (Rashid Efendi and Selim Efendi). It was in this
period that the office of beylikdji was created (see
above).
The Ottoman protocol (teshnfdt) was nevertheless
still to retain for a long time traces of the originally
rather subordinate position of the re^is. For example,
they did not sit in the office of the Diwdn itself, called
Diwdn-khdne (in the Top Kapu Sarayi or "Old
Serai"), but remained seated outside of the room in
a place called re^is takhtasl, "the bench of the reW,
where there were also seats for certain other officials
to wait upon. In the formal sittings, even in those like
the distribution of pay (^ulufe) to the Janissaries which
took place in the presence of foreign ambassadors, the
part played by the re^is was rather limited. He carried
in, with slow step and the sleeves of his ust turned up,
the bag containing the telkhis (see above). He kissed
the hem (etek) of the Grand Vizier's robe, placed the
bag on his left, kissed the hem of his robe again and
withdrew to his place. He came in again to open the
bag, handed the documents to the Grand Vizier, took
them back from him to fold them (baghlamak), sealed
them and gave them to the telkhisdji. If he was unable
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to be present, the bag of the telkhis was handed to the
Grand Vizier by the biiyuk tezkeredji (Kanun-ndme of
c
Abd ul-Rahman Pasha, 85, 123 etc.).
Lucas (Second Voyage, Paris 1712, 216) writes that
during the audience given by the Grand Vizier to the
French Ambassador "le Ray Affendy ou Grand
Chancelier demeura debout et appuie contre la
muraille".
Things were changed at the reform of the Diwdn effected at the beginning of his reign (1792) by Sellm
III, desirous of limiting the power of the Grand
Vizier. The old Diwdn consisted of six waztrs of the
dome (having only one consultative voice; see KUBBE
WEZIRI), of the Mufti (Sheykh ul-Isldm) and the two
kazaskers. The new Diwdn was to consist of 10
members by right of office and others chosen in different ways (about 40 in all). The members by right
of office were the Kahya Bey, the Re3Is Efendi, the
Grand Defterdar, the Celebi Efendi, the Tersane
Emlni, the Cawush Bashi, etc. (Zinkeisen, Geschichte,
vii, 1863, 321).
The office of re^is tended more and more to become
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Sublime Porte,
parallel to the post of Kahya Bey (Interior).
S u p p r e s s i o n of the d i g n i t y of re*is. The title of
re^is was suppressed by the khatt-i humdyun of Sultan
Mahmud II addressed on Friday 23 Dhu 'l-Ka c da
1251/11 March 1836 to the Grand Vizier Mehmed
Ernin Pasha. The Turkish text will be found in the
Sdlndme of the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the
French translation (or at least parts of it) was published in the Moniteur Ottoman of 23 April 1836 (according to A. Ubicini, Lettres sur la Turquie, 38, n. 1).
This document at the same time created two new
ministries (nezdret), which in memory of their origin
remained to the end in the same building as the grand
vizierate [see BAB-I CAL!]: 1. the Ministry of the Interior (originally of civil affairs or umur-u mulkiyye,
later ddkhiliyye) replacing the department of the Kahya
Bey; and 2. the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(khdridjiyye) replacing that of the re^is. The preamble
said that, abandoning the old regulations of the service, the sultan had thought it advisable to create real
posts of wezir (wizdret) and not honorary ones, but
without its being necessary to give the new wezir of
foreign affairs the tide of pasha [q. v . ] , "which is mainly a military one".
Bibliography: By far the most important source
is the work known as Sefinet ul-rii^esd^, which consists
of: 1. Ahmad Resml's work (Babinger, GOR, 30910) which contains the biographies of 64 re^is down
to Raghib Mehmed Efendi (1157/1744), and 2. its
continuation by Siileyman FaDik Efendi, which contains the biographies of 30 re^is down to Ahmed
Wasif Efendi at the beginning of the 19th century.
According to the preface to Suleyman Fa°ik's (not
Fatik) continuation, Ahmed ResmI had entitled his
work Hakikat ul-ru^esd^, in imitation of the Hadikat
ul-wuzerd^ of cOthman-zade Ta3ib, but changed it at
the suggestion of Raghib Pasha to Sefinet ul-ru ^esd*
(the references in the Catalogue of Turkish mss. in
the Bibliotheque Nationale by E. Blochet, ii, 158,
should be corrected accordingly). The word halikat
apparently makes no sense; that of khalifat which is
usually found in other works (Flugel, Cat., ii, 407,
no. 1250; Babinger; Bursali Mehmed Tahir, iii, 59
n.), does not seem correct either. One ought undoubtedly to read khalikat (which rhymes with the
hadikat of the prototype). The Sefinet ul-ru^esd^ was
published by the State Press in Istanbul in
1269/1853.
See also in addition to the references in the text:
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Mouradgea d'Ohsson, Etat de I'Empire Othoman, vii,
1824, index; J. von Hammer, Des osmanischen Reichs
Staatsverfassung und Staatsverwaltung, Vienna 1815, ii,
index; Kanun-ndme of Tewki^I (nishdndji) cAbd ulRahman Pasha, written in 1087/1676-7 and ed. by
F. koprulu (MTM, 508); Escad Efendi, Teshrifdt-l
Dewlet-i ^Aliyye, 85, 123, etc.; Sdlndme-i nezdret-i
khdridjiyye, 1 year, 1301/1885, Ebiizziya Press,
Istanbul (contains in addition a historical resume
and a chronological list of all the grand viziers and
all the re^is); C. Perry, A View of the Levant, particularly of Constantinople, etc., London 1743, 36; C.V.
Findley, Bureaucratic reform in the Ottoman empire: the
Sublime Porte, 1789-1922, Princeton 1980; idem, Ottoman civil officialdom: a social history, Princeton 1989;
IA, art. s.v. (Halil Inalcik). On the sahib al-diwdn or
ra*is (!) al-diwdn, see Kalkashandi, Subh al-a^sha, i,
101 ff.; vi, 14, 17-18, 50; H. Masse, Code de la
Chancellerie d'Etat... d'Ibn al-Sayrafi, in BIFC, xi,
79 ff. Among the Saldjuks, the offices of sahib aldiwdn and perwdne were quite separate; cf. Ibn Bibi,
in Houtsma, Recueil d. textes .... Seldj., iii, 105.
(J. DENY)
REMBAU (Rumbow), a traditional district
(luak) in N e g r i Sembilan, Malaysia. It is important in Islamic studies for two reasons.
First, the social structure of the Malay-Muslim
population is based on matrilineal descent groups
(suku), in which succession to office and inheritance of
property descend in the female line. This has serious
repercussions for Islam's rules of inheritance which
are widely avoided, or at least compromised. The
Malay population is otherwise devoutly Muslim. The
obvious parallel is Minangkabau [q. v. ] in Sumatra.
Second, while the Undang (lawgiver) of Rembau
qualifies for his office by descent in the matrilineal
line, he is also a component part of "The Ruler" of
the State of Negri Sembilan along with three other
"Ruling Chiefs" and the Yang di-Pentuan Besar. As
such, he forms part of a single constitutional ruler for
the State. One of the duties of the Ruler is to protect
the religion of Islam, and this has difficult repercussions, given the realities of politics and the matrilineal
element. Rembau is thus a classic case for the study
of Islam and adat [see C ADA], the social implications of
religion in a peasant community and the politics of
religion.
Bibliography. C.W.C. Parr and W.H.
Mackray, Rembau: its history, constitution and customs,
mJRAS, Straits Branch, Ivi (1910), 1-157; P.E. de
Josselin de Jong, Islam versus adat in Negri Sembilan,
in Bijdragen, cxvi (1960), 158-203; M.B. Hooker,
Adat laws in modern Malaya, Kuala Lumpur 1972,
chs. 7 and 9.
(M.B. HOOKER)
RESHAD NURl (RESAD NUR! GUNTEKIN), late
O t t o m a n and modern T u r k i s h a u t h o r , born in
1889 in Istanbul, died in 1956 in London. He was the
son of a military doctor, Nuri, and Lutfiyye, the
daughter of Yawer Pasha, governor of Erzurum. He
attended Galatasaray Lycee in Istanbul and, later, the
Freres High School in Izmir. After graduating from
the Faculty of Letters of Istanbul University in 1912,
he worked as a teacher and schoolmaster in Bursa and
in several lycees in Istanbul (Vefa, Qamlica, Kabatas,
Galatasaray and Erenkoy), teaching French, Turkish
literature and philosophy. In 1927 he became an inspector for the Ministry of Education. In 1939 he was
elected to the Parliament as Halk Partisi representative for Qanakkale. In 1943 he went back to the
Civil Service, and in 1947 was promoted to Chief Inspector for schools in the Ministry for Education. He
was sent to Paris to represent Turkey at UNESCO
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and as the Turkish educational attache in France. He
retired in 1954, and died in London on 7 December
1956, where he was receiving treatment for cancer.
Reshad Nun started his literary career by
publishing unsigned poems. He attracted attention
during the First World War with his articles on
Turkish literature in La Pensee Turque and the
newspaper Zamdn. These were followed by his story
Eski ahbdb, published in Dihen (1917), and a novel
Khardbelerin ciceghi (1918), in Zamdn, and his first play,
Hakiki kahramdn (1919). When his play Istanbul klzl was
not liked by the Istanbul theatres, Reshad Nun
changed it into a novel and it was published as a serial
with the title Callkushu in Wahit newspaper (1922); in
this form, it was read so widely that he became
famous. In 1936, his travel experience in literary form
were published with the title Anadolu notlan. During
1942, he wrote satire, using the pseudonyms "FireFly" and "Cicada" for the journal Kelebek which he
published with Mahmut Yesari, Munif Fehim and
ibniirrefik Ahmed Nuri. In 1947 he started to publish
a daily newspaper Memleket which aimed to defend and
express the views of the Turkish republican regime,
but it did not last long. Between the years 1918 and
1955 he not only published books but also wrote articles in numerous literary journals. Resad Nuri is the
most popular author of modern Turkish literature; his
novel Qahkusu is still read widely, and he is often
known simply as "the author of Qahkusu"'. This
popularity is due to the fact that he was able to combine the eastern and western traditions of fiction in his
works. The clash between the individual and the
society is the most recurrent theme of his works, but
he treated even the villains of his novels as human beings who need love and pity and compassion, so that
the reader is left with the feeling that there are only
"good people" and "not so good people" on earth.
His works are all set in the late 19th century and the
early days of the Republic, and are characterised by
detailed and precise descriptions of events and people.
However, he reflects the problems, beliefs, ideas,
dreams, feelings of individuals from different sections
of society without imposing an ideological framework
on the reader. From the linguistic point of view, he
used Turkish in a masterful fashion, blending spoken
and literary languages, and the simple, sincere and
natural style of his prose is easily recognised. He has
accordingly become the symbol of the "New
language" and "National literature" movements.
Bibliography: 1. His works ( f i r s t e d i t i o n s ) ,
(a) Novels—Qalikusu, Istanbul 1922 (German tr.
M. Schultz, Zaunkonig, der Roman eines turkischen
Mddchens, Leipzig 1942; Eng. tr. Sir Wyndham
Deede, The autobiography of a Turkish girl, London
1949); Gizli el, Istanbul 1924; Damga, Istanbul
1924; Dudaktan kalbe, Istanbul 1924; Aksam gunesi,
Istanbul 1926; Bir kadin dusmam, Istanbul 1927;
Yesil gece, 1928; Yaprak dokumu, Istanbul 1930;
Kizilak dallan, Istanbul 1932; Gokyuzu, Istanbul
1935; Eski hastalik, Istanbul 1938; Ales gecesi, Istanbul, 1942; Degirmen, Istanbul 1944; Miskinler tekkesi,
Istanbul 1946; Harabelerin (ifegi (as an independent
book), Istanbul 1953; Kavakyelleri, Istanbul 1961;
Son siginak, Istanbul 1961; Kan davasi, Istanbul
1962. (b) Short stories—Recm, genflik ve giizellik,
Istanbul 1919; RofildBey, Istanbul 1919; Eskiahbab,
Istanbul n.d.; Tann misafiri, Istanbul 1927; Sonmus
yildizlar, Istanbul 1928; Leyla He Mecnun, Istanbul
1928; Olagan isler, Istanbul 1930. (c) Plays —
Hanger, Istanbul 1920; Eski ruya, Istanbul 1922;
Umidin gunesi, Istanbul 1924; Gazeteci dusmam, §emsiye hirsizi, Ihtiyar sereri (three plays), Istanbul 1925;

Tas par$asi, Istanbul 1926; Bir koy hocasi, Istanbul
1928; Babur §ah'in seccadesi, Istanbul 1931; Bir kir
eglencesi, Istanbul 1931; Umit mektebinde, Istanbul
1931; Felaket karsismda, Gozdagi, Eski bore., Istanbul
1931; Istiklal, Ankara 1933; Vergi hirsizi, Istanbul
1933; Hulled, Istanbul 1933; Bir yagmur gecesi,
Ankara 1943; Yaprak dokumu, Istanbul 1971; Eski
sarki, Istanbul 1971; Bahkkesir muhasebecisi, Istanbul
1971; Tanndagi ziyafeti, Istanbul 1971. (d) Travel
notes—Anadolu notlan, 2 vols., Istanbul 1936.
Numerous articles and several translations, e.g.
from French, were published in journals and
newspapers.
2. Studies. O. Spies, Die turkische Prosaliteratur
der Gegenwart, Leipzig 1943; Ibrahim Hilmi
Yucebas,, Butun cepheleriyle Resat Nuri, Istanbul 1957;
Tiirkan Poyraz-Muazzez Alpbek, Resat Nuri
Guntekin, hayati ve eserlerinin tarn listesi, Ankara 1957;
Kenan Akyiiz, in PTF, ii, 586 ff.; Muzaffer
Uyguner, Resat Nuri Guntekin, hayati, sanati, eserleri,
Istanbul 1967; Zeki Burdurlu, Resat Nuri Guntekin,
Izmir 1974; Seyit Kemal Karaalioglu, Turk edebiyati
tarihi, iv., Istanbul 1982; Olcay Onertoy, Resat Nuri
Guntekin, Ankara 1983; Emin Birol, Resat Nuri
Guntekin, Ankara 1989.
(QiGDEM BALIM)
RESHiD PASHA, MUSTAFA (1800-1858), Ott o m a n d i p l o m a t , s t a t e s m a n and r e f o r m e r .
Reshid was born, the son of a financial clerk in
Istanbul, on 13 March 1800, but his family originally
hailed from Kastamonu. His father died in 1810, after
which he grew up under the protection of his uncle,
Ispartali Seyyid Pasha. He studied at a medrese, but
did not graduate (i.e. he did not get an idjaza [q.v.]).
Thereafter, he was trained within the scribal institution. ReshTd took part in the campaign against the
Greek insurgents in 1821, as seal-keeper of the
commander-in-chief, Seyyid CA1I Pasha. During this
campaign, he saw for himself the hopeless condition of
the Ottoman army. When Seyyid CAH Pasha was
dismissed, his followers, among them Reshid, according to the Ottoman tradition of intisdb, were also forced out of office. Reshid had some trouble finding a
new position, but after a while landed a job at the correspondence office of the Porte.
During the Ottoman-Russian war of 1828, Reshid
served as army clerk. The reports he sent to the capital
in this capacity drew the attention of the sultan,
Mahmud II [q.v.], who was looking for capable and
reform-minded servants to implement his reforms.
Reshid was now taken into the AmedT Odasl, the
secretariat for incoming correspondence of the Porte.
In 1829, he was attached as secretary to the Ottoman
delegation to the peace negotiations with the Russians
in Edirne. By now, he seems to have belonged to the
circle of Pertew Pasjia, the Re*is ul-Kuttdb (Chief
Scribe) and former Amedi (Receiver, head of the incoming correspondence secretariat), whose proBritish policies and close relationship with the British
ambassador Ponsonby may have influenced Reshid in
the same direction. He joined Pertew Pasha in July
1830 on his mission to Egypt for negotiations with
Muhammad CAH Pasha [q. v. ] and from then on gained a reputation as an expert in Egyptian affairs during
the years when Muhammad CA1I constituted the
greatest threat to the continued existence of the Ottoman Empire. In March 1833 he was sent to
Kiitahya to negotiate with Muhammad cAll's son
Ibrahim Pasha [q.v.], who had conquered Syria and
defeated the Ottoman army near Konya. His decision
to grant Ibrahim Pasha the position of tax collector for
the district of Adana (besides the governorship of the
provinces of Damascus and Aleppo) was very un-
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popular in Istanbul, but he managed to survive it both
physically and politically.
In 1834 Reshid was sent to Paris as special envoy
with a mission to regain Algeria from the French.
While he was bound to be unsuccessful in this, he did
manage to loosen the ties between Paris and Muhammad CA1I. He returned to Istanbul in March 1835, but
was sent to Paris again three months later, now as a
full ambassador. After a year in Paris he was transferred to London. There, his crucial achievement was to
gain the unequivocal support of the British government in the conflict with Muhammad CA1I Pasha.
From now on, Reshld would work closely with the
British government almost continually for the rest of
his life. In July 1837 he was made a marshal (mushir
[q. v. ]) and given the position of Minister of Foreign
Affairs. After a tour of factories in Britain, he returned to Istanbul to take up his new job. Early in 1838
he was made a Pasha. Foreign affairs remained his
preoccupation, but we now see Reshid Pasha initiating reforms in other spheres, too (such as the first
attempts at a modern census). For the next thirty
years, the Foreign Office would remain deeply involved in the wider programme of administrative, legal
and educational reform in the Ottoman Empire. This
reflected both the importance of European, notably
British, diplomatic pressure in favour of reform and
the fact that the Foreign Office was the greatest
repository of knowledge about Europe and its ways.
In August 1838 Reshid was sent to London once
more, to try to conclude a defensive alliance with Britain against Egypt. The alliance did not materialise,
but Reshld did receive guarantees of British support.
As part of the effort to gain British support, a commercial treaty opening the Ottoman market to British
goods and promising the abolishing of state
monopolies was concluded on 16 August 1838.
After the death of Sultan Mahmud II in the midst
of the second Egyptian crisis on 1 July 1839, Reshid
returned to Istanbul. There he took a leading part in
the promulgation of the Giilkhane edict [see KHATT-I
HUMAYUN], which promised the subjects of the Sultan
security of life, honour and property; an orderly
system of taxation and conscription; and—in somewhat ambiguous terms—equality before the law irrespective of their religion. Like the trade treaty of a
year before, the edict was clearly meant as an attempt
to gain foreign, and especially British, diplomatic support in the conflict with Egypt, but it also reflected the
genuine concerns of the reformist circles around
Reshld. It is hard to say whether the edict was instrumental in convincing British policy makers, but
the Egyptian crisis was solved in the Ottomans'
favour when British military intervention forced the
Egyptian troops to evacuate Syria in late 1840.
Muhammad CA1T now clearly identified Reshid as
his main opponent, and he used bribes to have him
removed from the post of Foreign Minister in March
1841. Reshid was sent to Paris once more, but soon
returned, ostensibly for health reasons. All his efforts
to regain his position failed, however (he was only offered the post of governor of Edirne, which he refused), and he had to return to France in 1843. There he
occupied himself primarily with negotiations on the
Lebanon, where the situation had beome highly
unstable after the retreat of the Egyptians and the attendant fall of the Druze Amir Bashir II.
In 1845 Reshid was restored as Foreign Minister,
and in September 1846 he was made Grand Vizier for
the first time. With a short interruption of less than
four months in 1848, he remained Grand Vizier for
the unusually long period of six years. These years
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were his most productive ones in terms of the modernising reforms introduced in the legal system (founding of mixed commercial courts in 1847, adoption of
a new commercial code (copied from France) in 1850,
prohibition of torture and slavery); in education
(founding of secular secondary schools for boys between 10 and 15, the Rushdiyyes, of a separate
Ministry of Education and, in 1851, of an Academy
of Sciences, the Endjiimen-i Danish); and in the administration (including, in 1846, a first attempt to
organise a modern archive, the Khazme-yi Ewrdk). In
the reforms, as in his foreign policy, Reshld closely
collaborated with the British ambassador, Stratford
Canning (or Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, as he would
later become). His intimate relationship with the
British ambassador made him suspect in the eyes of
representatives of other foreign powers, including the
French. In January 1852 Reshid was deposed, but
barely two months later he was reappointed, only to
be deposed a second time in August, after a row between him and the commander of the Imperial
Arsenal.
The conflict between France and Russia over the
Holy Places in Palestine, which was to result in the
Crimean War, reached crisis proportions when the
Russians demanded the right to protect the Orthodox
population of the Ottoman Empire on 5 May 1853.
This crisis brought about the return of Reshid Pasha
as Foreign Minister on 15 May. Closely collaborating
with Stratford Canning once more, Reshld played for
time, while refusing the Russian demands. Once he
knew that the Ottoman Empire was assured of a
military alliance with Britain and France he supported
the declaration of war (28 March 1854). During the
war he was appointed Grand Vizier again (November
1854). During his six-month stay in office he instituted the Medjlis-i ^Ali-yi Tanzimat (High Council
for Reforms) which had the twin functions of preparing legislation and of keeping watch over the
bureaucracy. His dismissal as Grand Vizier in May
1855 was due to his intriguing in order to prevent the
granting of the concession for the Suez Canal. This
upset the French, who saw Reshid anyway as a British
puppet and preferred to deal instead with his pupils
C
A1T Pasha and Fu3ad Pasha.
Reshid's dismissal meant that he was left outside
the work of the peace conference in Paris which ended
the Crimean War and that he had no hand in the imperial reform edict (the Isldhdt Fermdni) of February
1856, which was drawn up by the British and French
ambassadors together with CA1T Pasha in order to
forestall Russian demands for reforms. By now,
ReshTd's relations with his former pupils, now competitors, had turned sour. Reshid had a good eye for
talent, and in the best Ottoman intisdb tradition he
had always actively sought to further the careers of the
members of his circle, but he was also extremely
jealous when they evolved from clients to colleagues
and equals.
It took Reshid a year and a half to topple his rivals
and to return to power. In November 1856 he was
restored to the Grand Vizierate under British
pressure. His stubborn resistance to French demands
for eventual unification of the Principalities into a new
Rumanian state led to his dismissal under French
pressure at the end of July 1857. Three months later,
he was back again, being appointed Grand Vizier for
a sixth and last time on 22 October. On 7 January
1858 Mustafa Reshid Pasha died of a heart attack. He
was buried in a turbe on the Okcular Djaddesi in the
BeyazTd area of Istanbul.
Reshfd Pasha was married twice and had five
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children, one son by his first wife and four by his
second.
His legacy was a lasting one, even if intra-elite factionalism, lack of funds and qualified personnel, and
the non-existence of broadly-based support in society,
meant that the results of his reform programme were
very patchy. On the one hand, the Giilkhane edict
which he introduced and the reforms which he and his
circle launched in the 1840s and 1850s formed a
crucial phase in the transition from a traditional and
patrimonial system of government to a legal-rational
system. During ReshTd's lifetime, the clerks of the
Porte evolved into a bureaucracy which formed the
strongest force in the state. The edict and the reforms
also marked the start of the legal emancipation of the
non-Muslim communities of the Empire. At the same
time, Reshid and his colleagues often seemed to be reduced to the position of pawns in the games of the
Great Powers, with Reshid serving British policy objectives in particular. However, given the weakened
state of the central Ottoman government, it is hard to
see how that could have been otherwise.
Bibliography: The literature which appeared up
to 1961 is both used and given in Ercument
Kuran's article Mustafa Resit Pasa in L4, ix, 701-5,
Istanbul 1971. Most important among the pre1961 publications are Cavit Baysun's article Mustafa
Resit Pasa, in Tanzimat, Ankara 1940, 723-46, and
Resat Kaynar, Mustafa Resit Pasa ve Tanzimat,
Ankara 1954. In the last thirty years, no scholarly
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[q.v.], the reform programme with which ReshTd
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reform in the Ottoman Empire. The Sublime Porte, 17891922, Princeton 1980; idem, Ottoman civil officialdom. A social history, Princeton 1989; §erif Mardin, The genesis of Young Ottoman thought. A study in the
modernization of Turkish political ideas, Princeton 1962;
Ilber Ortayli, Imparatorlugun en uzun yilzyih,
Istanbul 1987; R.H. Davison, Reform in the Ottoman
Empire 1856-1876, New York 19732. Murat Beige
(ed.), Tanzimat'tan Cumhuriyet'e Turkiye Ansiklopedisi,
Istanbul 1986, 6 vols. represents the state of the art
in Turkey at the time of writing, although the article on Mustafa Reshid Pasha is an excerpt from
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(EJ. ZURCHER)
RESM. The Arabic word rasm, in Turkish resm,
resim, means in Ottoman usage state practices and
o r g a n i s a t i o n s as d i s t i n g u i s h e d from those
based on I s l a m i c p r i n c i p l e s and t r a d i t i o n s .
Specifically, the word indicates taxes and dues introduced by the state called rusum-i ^urfiyye [see C URF] as
distinguished from the sharct taxes which are called
hukuk-l sher^iyye. In the Ottoman Empire, resm was
sometimes called hakk in the sense of legal right, as in
the term hakk-l kardr, a fee which asipahi or feudal
cavalryman took when vacant mm [q.v.] land was
assigned to a peasant.
The term resm is used synonymously with kanun
[q.v.], teklif and ^ddat. A resm is usually called ^ddat
whenever it originates from a locally-established
custom, such as ^ddat-i kharmdn (harvest custom).
Also, pre-Ottoman state practices are occasionally
called *-ddat, as in the example of ^ddat-l Kdyitbdy.
Those rusum which were paid in cash were often called
akce, as in the examples of cift akcesi and bostdn akcesi.
Most of the rusum originated from the tax system of
the conquered lands.
Ottoman administration tried carefully to discover
and incorporate into the Ottoman tax system the well-

established pre-conquest taxes and dues under the
term rusum. Even the pig tax, resm-i khinzir, was
adopted in the Balkan provinces. Although they were
often called bid^at, innovations against the religious
law, such taxes were distinguished into bid^at-i ma^rufe,
those customarily recognised, or bid^at-i marfu^e, those
abolished by the sultan's specific order. Exactions
taken illegally by local authorities are called tekdlif-i
shdkka, or onerous exactions and, when discovered,
were prohibited by the sultan.
In adopting a local tax into the Ottoman system,
the administration made inquiries as to whether or
not it yielded a sufficient amount of revenue or
whether it caused discontent in the newly-conquered
areas. Then, the new tax with the estimated amount
of yearly yield, was entered into the mukdta^a [q.v.]
registers, thus becoming a regular state tax.
The commercial dues were variously called according to the regulations to which they are subject. Goods
sold wholesale at the urban bazaars or fairs were liable
to a bddj_ or tamghd per unit, bale, sack, cask, or cart,
whereas valuable goods were to be brought and
weighed at the public scales and taxed by weight, paying resm-i kapan (jkabbdn), resm-i kantar or resm-i mizdn.
Goods paid also a bad^-i ^ubur at fixed points on a
caravan route. Imported and exported goods paid
gumruk [q.v. ] (from Greek kommerkion) at various rates,
according to the kind of the good or whether the importer or exporter was a Muslim, a Dhimmtor a Harbi.
Bid^ats, particularly those affecting the well-being of
the Muslims (such as bddj_ and tamghd imposed upon
necessities and causing prices to rise), were hated by
the public and denounced by the ^ulemd^ as contrary
to the Shari^a. At critical times, particularly at the time
of accession to the throne, rulers abolished them and
inscribed their orders on the gates of mosques or fortresses to show their concern for the public. However,
in all of the Islamic states, rusum and bid^ats were a
significant source of revenue cash for the state
treasury, and those which had been abolished once
were reintroduced before long.
Although ^awdrid-i diwdniyye [see C AWARID] or
' salghunlsalghln, emergency levies, which were collected
by the state in kind, cash or services rendered, were
denounced as an unjust burden on the peasantry, they
were frequently collected and over the course of time
converted to a regular tax. In a crisis, such taxes were
even legitimised by special fatwds [q.v.] as a fard,
religious duty for the defence of Islam. Salghuns were
introduced by a commander in an emergency situation, but were usually prohibited by the central
government. A grain tax added to a^shdr, called sdldrllk
or sdldriyye (increasing the regular tithe to one-eighth
of the produce) was introduced into the earlier tax
systems prior to the Ottoman period. The Ottomans
continued it, although the peasantry complained
about this additional tithe. The Shaykh al-Isldm Abu '1Sucud [q. v. ] attempted to legitimise it by claiming that
the lands conquered by the Ottomans were all of the
kharddjf type and thus subject to kharddj_, which could
go up to one-fifth of the produce.
A widespread Byzantine/Balkan grain tax which
survived into the Ottoman tax system was that of one
or two measures of barley and wheat delivered to the
feudal lord or the state. It corresponded to the Ottoman cawdrid.
A resm of particular importance was the resm-i cift,
a one-gold coin tax per household or its equivalent in
silver coins, imposed upon a peasant family in possession of a ciftlik [q.v. ] and a pair of oxen. Traced back
to the Roman jugum-caput and Byzantine zeugaratikion,
this tax was probably the origin of the cift-bd-khdne
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system in the Ottoman empire. Its nature, combining
a hearth-tax and land-tax, confused bureaucrats as
well as scholars. It must be the origin of the khardaj.
and the djizya in the early Islamic tax system.
Zeugaratikion and the cift-resmi [q.v.] system gave the
whole of rural society in Anatolia and the Balkans its
particular social-fiscal organisation under the Byzantine and Ottoman Empires. The resm-i cift was a compound tax which included cash equivalents of various
feudal services (see Inalcik, Osmanlilarda raiyyet rusumu,
and idem, Village, peasant and empire}.
The resm-i cift system included resm-i cift, resm-i nimcift, resm-i benndk, resm-i ciftlu benndk, resm-i ekinlii benndk, resm-i mudjarrad, resm-i kara, resm-i djaba, resm-i
biwa, resm-i donum, resm-i duhdn, resm-i zamin, resm-i ciftbozan, resm-i yaylak and resm-i klshlak.
Ispend^e or ispence, from Slavic yupanitsa, a feudal
peasant household tax in the pre-Ottoman Balkans,
was incorporated into the Ottoman tax system and extended into eastern Anatolia from 1540 onwards.
Every non-Muslim peasant household or individual
paid it at the rate of 25 akces. Abu 'l-Su c ud interpreted
it as kharddl-i muwazzafa or "fixed kharddj,". In the
1540s, the Ottomans identified it with resm-i kapu or
gate-tax in Hungary, raising its rate to fifty akces,
about the value of one gold piece in Ottoman silver
coins in the period. Collection of resm-i cift, ispend^e
and djizya at the same time came to triple the original
hearth-tax. Such double taxing, due to the confusion
about the origin of the tax, often occured in the newlyestablished regimes.
The resm-ifilori [q.v.], originally a one-gold piece
tax applied to the Eflaks, non-Muslim nomads of the

Balkans, was another composite tax paid by
household.
The resm-i bdd-i hawd, evidently from the Byzantine
aerikon, also called tayydrdt, was another composite tax
which included occasional taxes such as djerd^im or
fines, resm-i carusdne, also called resm-i cerdek, marriagetax, resm-i dashtbdniyye, field-guard fee, and resm-i tapu
or fee on land transfers. The above-mentioned cornposit taxes of pre-Ottoman origin, namely resm-i cift
and its derivatives, ispendje and bdd-i hawd, were paid
directly to the sipahi as part of his timdr [q.v.].
The Ottoman tax system also allowed government
agents to collect for themselves a small fee for their
services. It was called khidmet akcesl, service-money or
ma^ishet, livelihood. In later periods many such fees
were returned to the treasury. However, in the 17th
century when timdr revenues drastically lost their
value, government agents in the provinces invented a
host of service fees (see Inalcik, Military and fiscal
transformation].
The sultan's favour, which established privileges
and benefits for persons, was thought to be
reciprocated by payments. So, an important category
of riisum, including the resm-i berdt, diploma fee, or
resm-i tedhkire, certificate fee, brought to the treasury
quite a sizeable revenue.
The sale of offices which became widespread from
the end of the 16th century onwards, must be interpreted in the same way.
In the courts, Kadis took several resms for their services. Their abuses caused widespread complaints,
and from time to time Ottoman rulers issued regulations fixing the rates of court fees.

Fees at the Law Courts
(in akces)
c
ltak-ndme
(Manumission
certificate)

Hukm dated
H.884
Hukm dated
H.928
Hukm dated
H.1054

Kd

H
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1
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Abbreviations: Kd :
KE:
Kt :
H :
S :
Re :
R :

6
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Nikah resmi
(Marriage tax)

Resm-i kismet
(Division of
inheritances per
thousand)
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Kd

Kd

H

1
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-
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4

4
6

_

H

Kt
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Kadi
Katib Emm
Katib
Hidjrl date
Signature
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Reportion

Bibliography: H. inalcik, Osmanlilarda raiyyet
rusum, in Belleten, xxiii, 575-610; idem, Military and
fiscal transformation in the Ottoman empire, 1600-1700,
in Archivum Ottomanicum, vi, 283-337; idem, Village,
peasant and empire, in The Middle East and the Balkans
under the Ottoman empire, Bloomington, Ind. 1993,
136-60.
(HAUL INALCIK)
REWAN, ERIWAN, the capital city of Armenia,
possibly identical with the town called Arran by the
Arab geographers Ibn Rusta and Ibn Faklh, which in
Armenian is called Hrastan and Rewan in Ottoman
sources.
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7

12
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In Islamic times, the town seems to have become
important from the mid-10th/16th century onward.
The city is located close to the Armenian patriarchal
seat of Echmiadzin, often referred to as Uckilise
"Three Churches" in Ottoman and European
sources, even though there are actually four churches.
In the 10th/16th century, the town formed part of
Safawid Persia, but was raided several times by Ottoman forces. In 990/1582 Rewan was conquered by
the Ottoman serddr Ferhad Pasha, who ordered the
construction of new fortifications. In the reign of Shah
c
Abbas, Eriwan was taken back by the Safawids and
in 1025/1616 besieged by the Ottomans, who were
however unable to take the city. In 1041-2/1632 the
Ottoman Sultan Murad IV retook Rewan and had a
famous kosk, the Rewan Kosku, added to the Topkapi
Sarayi to commemorate the event. However Rewan
was soon after reconquered by the Safawids. According to the treaty of Kasr-i Shirin (1048-49/1639) the
city thenceforth remained in Persian hands, apart
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from a brief Ottoman interlude which ended in
1159/1746.
From the llth/17th century date the first extensive
descriptions of Eriwan. Ewliya Celebi visited the place
in 1057/1647, and describes the sieges and countersieges of the reign of Murad IV, who had taken a
liking to the former khan of Rewan, Emlrgun. Ewliya
felt that the walls of Rewan, consisting of but a single
ring, were in no condition to resist a serious siege. At
the time of his visit, those parts of the walls erected by
Ferhad Pasha could still be distinguished from the
higher sections built by the Persian governor Tokmak
Khan. The city was entered by three strong gates, and
well-stocked with weaponry. Among the officials present in Rewan Ewliya mentions the kadi, along with a
full complement of civilian and military officials. At
certain times the city was governed by a khan of khans.
Another extensive description was provided by the
French jeweller and merchant J.-B. Tavernier, who
visited Rewan in 1065-6/1655. He notes that the province was one of the richest in the Safawid empire,
both on account of transit trade and the fertility of the
area, which permitted the cultivation of rice. Raw silk
was here collected for export, and merchants enjoyed
the privilege of paying a flat rate, without opening
their bales. Tavernier claims that the old city had
been ruined during the Ottoman-Safawid wars, and a
new one built on the boards of the river Zengi Qayi;
this may be compared to Ewliya's statement that the
town had only been founded in the reign of Tlmur
Lenk. Tavernier refers to an active^ commercial
suburb equally mentioned by Ewliya Celebi, where
merchants and artisans, particularly Armenians,
resided. He also describes a stone bridge with
chambers underneath, where the khan sometimes
spent the hottest hours of summer.
About a decade later, Rewan was described by J.
Chardin, as a large city with numerous gardens and
vineyards. The citadel contained about 800 houses,
inhabited only by Persians, while Armenian
shopowners left the enclosure in the evenings. The
garrison amounted to 2,000 men. There was a second
fortress, by the name of "Quetchy-kala", with a double wall and cannons, suitable for another 200 men.
The core of the city was located at a cannon shot's
distance from the citadel. It contained a mayddn surrounded by trees, where parades and games were
held. The principal mosque was located in the market
area, and there were also several Armenian churches,
built partly underground. Chardin praises the city's
public baths and caravanserais, the most recent of
which had been built by a governor; the gallery was
filled with shops selling a variety of textiles, and there
were 63 apartments along with stables and storage
spaces. This building is probably identical to the Gorji
(Georgian) khan of later times, where goods from
Russia and Georgia were usually stored. In spite of
the cold climate in winter, the area was famous for its
grapes and wine, the Armenian peasants burying
their vines at the approach of winter. In the summer
of 1113/1701, Joseph Pitton de Tournefort also visited
Rewan; however, his account of the city only repeats
those of his predecessors.
After his appointment to the Caucasus in 121718/1803, General Tsitsianov attempted to force the
khan of Rewan to abandon his Persian allegiance and
submit to Russia; however a siege in 1219/1804 ended
in failure. Between 1225/1810 and 1233-4/1818, the
diplomat J. Morier visited Rewan and recorded the
post-war atmosphere in the city; the houses in the
citadel for the most part lay in ruins, and the citadel
mosque had been converted into a storehouse. Ac-

cording to a register prepared at this time by Hasan
Khan, brother of the current sarddr, Rewan and its
villages contained a total of 18,700 males between the
ages of 15 and 50, which according to Morier's
assumption, corresponded to a population of 74,800.
A separate register recorded 5,000 Kurdish families,
which brought the total up to about 100,000. Official
revenues collected in the area amounted to 168,000
tumdns, and consisted mainly of rural dues, customs
duties yielded 12,000 tumdns, and dues from the salt
mines of Kolpi 6,000. In certain areas, one-third of
rural produce apparently was collected as taxes. The
sarddr monopolised the cotton crop and sold it to
Georgia, importing Georgian fabrics in return.
During another Russo-Persian war (1241-3/1826-7)
Rewan was again besieged, and local notables arranged for a surrender to the forces of General Paskevich;
Russian domination was confirmed by the treaty of
Turkmancay in February 1828/Shacban 1243. Extensive data on the urban resources and population of
Rewan date from 1244-8/1829-32, when the new Russian administration conducted a detailed survey. According to this document, the city had 7,331 Muslim
inhabitants of both sexes, along with 3,937 Armenians. Among the latter, 1,715 were recent immigrants from Persia. The total urban population
amounted to 11,463 persons in 2,751 households,
distributed over three large quarters encompassing
1,736 houses. Apart from the Muslims who had left
the khanate after the Russian conquest, the newlyacquired Russian province contained a population of
115,152 persons in 20,932 households, of which
61,018 were males. The Turkish nomad population
before the Russian conquest had numbered more than
20,000; about 10% must have left the area immediately following the war, as the Russian survey
counted only 18,287.
At the time of the Russian takeover, there were 851
stores in Eriwan; 543 formed part of the bazaar, while
252 were attached to the city's seven caravanserais
and another 32 located in the fortress. The three
quarters making up the remainder of the city must
therefore have been all but exclusively residential.
There were eight mosques with attached madrasas (one
of them, the Shehir Djami c , with its Turkish inscription of 1098/1687), and seven Armenian churches,
while the ten public baths were mostly part of mosque
or caravanserai complexes. Imports from Persia included silk, coffee, sugar, indigo, cotton, wool, dried
fruit, raisins and condiments; while from the Ottoman empire came wool, cloth, butter, coffee, wine,
fruit, nuts, wood and tobacco. Exports to Persia were
limited to cloth and grain, while the Ottoman Empire
bought raisins, indigo, silk and cotton. From Georgia,
cloth, wine, tea, fruit and nuts as well as wood were
imported, while wood and salt were conveyed there.
Russian and other European imports were usually
luxury products. Merchants were numerous both
among the Muslim and the Armenian population;
among the Armenian immigrants from Persia, there
were 105 weavers and 64 carpenters established in the
city proper. In addition, women weavers worked at
home; the survey records almost 3,000 looms for the
Ichanate in its entirety.
An impressionistic account of Rewan in the 1240s1250s/1830s was published by F. Dubois de Montpereux. He described the reception hall of the last Persian sarddr, decorated with mirrors and wall paintings
of Shah c Abbas, Nadir Shah, Path CA1I Shah, the heirapparent c Abbas Mlrza, the sarddr himself and various
mythological figures. Dubois also has published sketches of several of these paintings. The sarddr's haram at
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this time had been transformed into a barracks, but
the traveller was able to see the canal providing water
to this section of the palace as well as the four ay van?,,
which at this time still retained their original decoration. One of the two mosques, with a facade richly
decorated with tilework was still being used as an
arsenal, while the other had been transformed into a
Russian church. The business district was in poor
condition, with many of the shops closed. This impression was confirmed by R. Wilbraham, who
visited the city at about the same time and saw but a
single public bath in working order; reportedly no
repairs had been made as there were plans afoot to
move the fortress to another, healthier site.
For 1310-16/1893-8 there exists an extensive description by H.F.B. Lynch, who records that the city
now contained about 15,000 inhabitants, half of them
Muslims and the other half Armenians. It was divided
into two sections by the road to Tiflis and by a central
park, the western part being inhabited by Armenians
and the eastern part by ShTcT Muslims speaking
Adherf Turkish. However, the Gok Djami c , the principal mosque, though located in the western section,
was surrounded by a Muslim quarter; according to
local informants, it had been built by Nadir Shah.
The mosque in the citadel, already in ruinous condition, was dated to the reign of Fath CA1T Shah and
called the cAbbas MTrza Djami c ; this was probably the
structure seen by Morier and Dubois. Lynch briefly
describes the churches, but considers that the most
important monument in the city was the koshk of the
Persian governors (sarddrs) located close to the citadel
at some distance from the city centre; from its decoration, it was probably built or at least restored in the
13th/19th century.
The extreme centralisation of the Russian Empire,
along with policies probably intended to favour future
Russian settlement, in Lynch's opinion inhibited the
city's economic development. There was almost no
transit trade with Persia, while raw cotton to the value
of £400,000 was despatched to Russian manufactures
by way of the Caspian Sea. While the cotton trade was
monopolised by a few Russian firms, Armenians sold
a limited quantity of local wine to Russia, while rice
was exported to Erzurum. Well-to-do Armenian merchants invested in education, their schools competing
with state-sponsored Russian establishments; Lynch
comments on the small number of Muslim students in
the latter. Wealthy Muslims were often landowners
cultivating the fruit for which Rewan was locally
famous; but Muslims were found also among the
substantial shopkeepers, while the poor earned their
livings as hucksters, irrigation workers and cart
drivers.
After the fall of the Tsarist government (March
1917), Russian troops withdraw from the area, and in
late November, an interim government was formed in
Tiflis which attempted to negotiate on behalf of the
entire region. This government dissolved after an
Ottoman military advance in the Caucasus. A
separate Republic of Armenia was formed, with its
capital in Rewan/Yerevan, which the Ottoman Empire recognised by the Treaty of Batum (June 1918).
In another war (September 1920), waged between the
Republic of Armenia on one side and the Soviet
Union and the Kemalist forces recently constituted in
Anatolia on the other, the intervention of Red Army
troops ensured the establishment of a Soviet Socialist
Republic, again with its capital in Yerevan. By 1932,
the city's population had grown to about 100,000.
New town quarters had been built to accommodate a
large number of new arrivals, many of them refugees
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from Anatolia. At this time, the city had acquired a
university, a state library and other institutions of
higher learning. Of the monuments from the Persian
period, there remained the stone bridge over the river
Zengi, the Gok Masdjid and the remains of the Sardar
Mosque and Palace. After the dissolution of the Soviet
Union at the end of 1991, Yerevan once more began
to function as the capital of a state, now named the
Republic of Armenia.
Bibliography: For an extensive bibl. of the work
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Bournoutian, The Khanate of Erevan, 285-323. Of
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(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
REWANI, an O t t o m a n p o e t . His real name was
Ilyas Shudja c Celebi, his father's name was cAbd
Allah ( c Abdullah), and he was born ca. 1475 and
educated in Edirne (Abdiilkadir Karahan, art. Revani
IA). Tradition has it that he took his pen-name of
RewanT from the river Tundja, which flowed (rewdri)
past his garden. He entered the service of Sultan
Bayezld II (886-918/1481-1512) in Istanbul, and was
sent by him as administrator of the surre (the annual
sum set aside for the poor of Mecca and Medina) to
the Holy Cities in order to distribute the money. Accused by the Meccans of unjust distribution and/or
embezzling a part of the money, however, he was
dismissed (ibid.}. A malady of the eyes, which affected
Re wan! at this time, was described by a poet hostile
to him as the just punishment of God, whereupon
Re wan! answered him, also in verse, and calmly confessed: "He who has honey licks his fingers." He fled
to the court of Prince Sellm, then governor of the province of Trabzon, and entered his service. Here too,
however, he committed some indiscretion and his property was confiscated. Some sources put his appointment to the surre at this date. Others say he determined to go to Egypt, but Sellm pardoned him and
restored him to favour, RewanT henceforth serving
him all the more faithfully. Thus Rewanl was in
Sellm' s entourage when in 918/1512 the latter came to
Istanbul to dethrone his father Bayezld, and is said at
the last decisive council of war to have thrown his turban in the air with joy and to have praised the day.
After Sellm's accession he was appointed superinten-
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dent of the kitchen (matbakh emini), then entrusted with
the administration of Aya Sofya and of the hot baths
(kablldja) in Bursa. With the wealth he accumulated,
he built a mosque complex (no longer standing) in the
Kirk Ceshme quarter of Istanbul. This mosque was
named after him, and he was buried there on his
death in 930/1524 during the reign of Siileyman the
Magnificent. Rewani left a Diwdn, dedicated to Sellm,
and a methnewi entitled clshret-ndme ("Book of the
wine-feast"). There is an unpublished critical edition
and transcription of the former (Samiye Inceoglu,
Revani divam edisyon kritik ve transkripsiyonu, Istanbul
Universitesi, Mezuniyet Tezi, 1961) and another
study is in process (Ziya Avsar, Revani divam, Ankara
Universitesi, Yiiksek Lisans Tezi). Critics consider
that the real strength of RewanT's Dfwdn is in its
ghazels, in which he sings in a lively and easily flowing
manner of both human and mystic love; many of
these were set to music and quickly became popular in
the coffee and winehouses (Karahan, op. cit.; Nihad
Sami Banarh, Resimli lurk edebiyati, Istanbul 1989,
478).
The ^Ishret-ndme, a methnewi of 694 beyts (Ridvan
Qamm, art. Sdkindme, in Turk dili ve edebiyati ansiklopedisi [1990] vii, 433-7) is undated but may have
been written towards the end of the poet's life since he
refers to his white hair and to his being in the autumn
of life. In it, Rewani relates legends concerning the
origin of viniculture and the discovery of wine, and
describes in realistic detail the etiquette of the drinking bouts of his time, the meal served before them, the
wine, wineglass, flagon, candle, musical instruments,
cupbearers, etc. Towards the end he suggests that the
poem may be given a mystical interpretation, but this
is to be considered as a safety-net against attacks from
the devout, the contents really reflecting the existence
of such activities in his day, and his own penchant for
them; and although he is said to have renounced this
in his old age, in general he left behind him a reputation for dishonesty and libertinism (see A. Bombaci,
La letteratura turca, Milan 1969, 334).
Poems containing bacchic themes have a long
history in the literature of the Arabs and Persians (see
KHAMRIYYA, and Qanim, art. Sdkindme, 434), the
metaphor of wine also becoming an all-important
feature of mystical poetry. Bacchic elements are found
in the literature of the Turks in the 14th and 15th centuries (ibid., 435), but Rewani's ^Ishret-ndme is the first
poem of its kind in Ottoman Turkish literature, and
the sdki-ndme genre only became popular a century
later. His work is, therefore considered original and
his own invention, and it has been praised for its wit
and its language, which is graceful and elegant, but at
the same time simple and clear (Karahan, loc. cit.).
Sehl states that the ^Ishret-ndme is only one part of a
Khamse-yi Rum, which Tahir says includes a poem entitled DjamP al-nasd^ih. Nothing further, however,
seems to be known of this.
Bibliography: In addition to works mentioned in
the article, for mss. and tedhkeres see the catalogues
for Berlin, Gotha, Vienna, Cairo and Istanbul, and
bibliographies in the arts. Revani in IA (Karahan)
and Buyuk turk kldsikleri, Istanbul [1986], iii, 226-9;
Ziya Pasha, Khardbdt, ii, 148; J. von HammerPurgstall, GOR, iii, 465; idem, GOD, i, 187-97;
Gibb, HOP, ii, 317-46; K.J. Basmadjian, Essai sur
I'histoire de la litterature ottomane, Paris and Constantinople 1910, 63-4; Ridvan Qanim, Sdki-ndmeler ve
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(W. BJORKMAN-[KATHLEEN BURRILL])
RIAU (Dutch, Riouw), the name of the f o r m e r
Malay k i n g d o m of Johore Riau-Lingga, which was
regarded as the successor state to Melaka (Malacca
[q.v.]) after it fell to the Portuguese in 1511. The
rulers of the Melakan line re-established their authority on the island of Bintan (also known as Riau), south
of Singapore, in the late 17th century, and after a
period of instability, during which Bugis adventurers
entered the scene, a new more prosperous era began.
By the mid-18th century, an extensive trading network had developed around the main port of Riau
which attracted merchants from the Middle East,
China and Europe as well as neighbouring areas of
Southeast Asia. The Bugis adventurers married into
the Malay royal line and were granted the title of
Yang Dipertuan Muda, or Junior Ruler. They
amassed fortunes in the opium and tin trades and in
1784 laid siege to the Dutch garrison in Melaka. This
led to a Dutch reprisal which resulted in a permanent
Dutch presence on Riau. The Malay Sultan moved
his court to the island of Lingga to the south, and the
kingdom became divided into two centres, the Dutch
and Bugis in control of Riau, and the Malay Sultan
and his court on Lingga. In 1818 Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles leased the island of Singapore, a
dependency of the kingdom of Johore Riau-Lingga,
from one of the hereditary chiefs of the Malay court,
and installed a member of the Malay royal family as
Sultan. The economic decline of Riau began with the
Anglo-Dutch Treaty of 1824, which demarcated
British and Dutch areas of influence. Singapore
became a free port and attracted Riau's former trade.
In 1857 the Dutch demonstrated their political control
of Riau-Lingga by deposing the reigning Malay
Sultan, and in 1913 they formally abolished the
historic kingdom.
Since Indonesian Independence in 1945, Riau has
been a Sumatran Province, covering part of the central coast of East Sumatra and more than 3,200
islands between Sumatra and the South China Sea.
The island of Bintan, Riau, remains the cultural
heartland of the area and since the 1980s has experienced a cultural revival with renewed interest in
all aspects of its past, including its status as an Islamic
centre. Economic revival will probably follow, as
Riau is closely linked to the new industrial and trade
triangle of Johor-Singapore-Batam.
For the history of Islam in Southeast Asia, Riau is
famous as a 19th century centre of Muslim scholarship and piety. European visitors of the time reported
that the nobles vied to outdo each other in performing
their religious obligations, and anything non-Islamic
was regarded as anathema. A local text, Tuhfat alnafis, composed in 1865 by Radja CA1I HadjdjI, one of
the leading Muslim scholars, describes religious life in
Riau. During the 19th century a series of Yang Dipertuan Mudas, inspired by the writings of al-Ghazall
[q. v . ] , especially his Nasihat al-muluk, strove to behave
as ideal Muslim rulers and to establish conditions in
Riau which would enable their subjects to fulfill all
their religious obligations and lead a godly life. They
invited religious scholars from the Middle East to stay
on Riau and teach, and the Tuhfat al-nafis lists the
works that were studied. They banned behaviour that
was unseemly, enforced the daily prayers and sponsored the copying and composition of religious and
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didactic treatises. In the late 1880s a study group, the
Persekutuan Rushdiyyah, was formed to discuss religious
and literary matters and to publish texts written by its
members using their own printing press. These works
were disseminated to Singapore and Peninsular
Malaysia. Early in the 19th century the Nakshabandi
Tarikat [see NAKSHBANDIYYA] was introduced to Riau
and became very popular. The Tuhfa records that all
the Riau princes studied mysticism and copies of the
texts are still kept in the area. One of the Riau rulers
bought a wide selection of books, mainly Islamic texts
from India and the Middle East, and established a
library which is still maintained in the mosque on
Penyengat island. Students (such as Sayyid Shaykh
al-Hadi), who received their initial training in Riau,
went on to found religious journals and schools in
Singapore and Penang and to influence the course of
modernist Islam in the Malay speaking world.
The tradition of religious teaching was continued in
Riau until the 1930s, and scholars from the Middle
East, including an expert in astronomy from alAzhar, regularly visited Riau to advise the local
religious teachers. The Second World War disrupted
this pattern, and the local population has declined
since the early years of the century. However, Riau
has maintained its reputation as a religious and
literary centre which is respected both in Malaysia
and in Indonesia.
Bibliography: L.Y. Andaya, The kingdom ofJohor
1641-1728, Kuala Lumpur 1975; Barbara Watson
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Precious Gift, Tuhfat al-nafis, Kuala Lumpur 1982;
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thesis, ANU Canberra 1985; eadem, Material
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(VIRGINIA MATHESON HOOKER)
RIBA (A.), lit. increase, as a technical term, u s u r y
and i n t e r e s t , and in general any unjustified increase
of capital for which no compensation is given.
Derivatives from the same root are used in other
Semitic languages to describe interest.
A. In classical Islamic l a w .
1. Transactions with a fixed time limit and payment
of interest, as well as speculations of all kinds, formed
an essential element in the highly developed trading
system of Mecca (cf. Lammens, La Mecque a la veille de
I'hegire, 139 ff., 155 ff., 213-14). Among the details
given by the Muslim sources we may believe at least
the statement that a debtor who could not repay the
capital (money or goods) with the accumulated interest at the time it fell due, was given an extension of
time in which to pay, but at the same time the sum
due was doubled. This is clearly referred to in two
passages in the Kurgan (III, 130; XXX, 39) and is in
keeping with a still usual practice. As early as sura
XXX, 39, of the third Meccan period (on the dating,
cf. Noldeke-Schwally, Geschichte des Qprdns, i), the
Kurgan contrasts ribd with the obligation to pay zakdt
but without directly forbidding it: "Whatever ye give
in usury to gain interest from men's substance shall
not bear interest with Allah, but what ye give as zakdt
in seeking the face of Allah, these shall gain double".
The express prohibition follows in III, 130 (Medinan,
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obviously earlier than the following passage):
"Believers, devour not the ribd with continual doubling; fear God, perhaps it will go with you". This prohibition had to be intensified in II, 275-80 (evidently
of the earlier Medinan period, cf. the following
passage): "Those who devour ribd shall only rise again
as one whom Satan strikes with his touch; this because
they say, 'selling is like usury'; but Allah has permitted selling and forbidden usury. He therefore who
receives a warning from his Lord and abstains shall
have pardon for what is past and his affair is with
Allah; but they who relapse into usury are the people
of Hell, and they shall remain in it for ever. Allah
abolishes usury and makes alms bring interest; Allah
loveth no sinful unbeliever... Believers, fear Allah and
remit the balance of the ribd if ye be believers. But if
ye do not, be prepared for war from Allah and his
apostle. If ye repent, ye shall receive your capital
without doing an injustice or suffering injustice. If
any one is in difficulty, let there be a delay till he is
able to pay, but it is better for you to remit if ye be
wise". To evade the dogmatic difficulty of an eternal
punishment for the sin of a believer, the passage in
question (already presupposed in al-Tabarf) has been
interpreted to mean that by relapse is meant the
holding lawful and not the taking of interest; in any
case the Kurgan regards ribd as a practice of
unbelievers and demands as a test of belief that it
should be abandoned. It comes up again in sura IV,
161 (of the period between the end of the year 3 and
the end of the year 5; this also gives a clue to the date
of the preceding passage), in a passage which sums up
the reproaches levelled against the Jews: "and
because they take ribd, while it was forbidden them,
and devour uselessly the substance of the people".
The fact that the principal passages against interest
belong to the Medinan period and that the Jews are
reproached with breaking the prohibition, suggests
that the Muslim prohibition of ribd owes less to conditions in Mecca than to the Prophet's closer acquaintance with Jewish doctrine and practice in Medina. In
the later development of the teaching on the subject as
we find it in tradition, Jewish influence is in any case
undeniable (cf. Juynboll, Handleiding, 286).
2. The traditions give varying answers to the question, what forms of business come under the Kur 3 anic
prohibition of ribd, none of which can be regarded as
authentic. The ignorance of the correct interpretation
is emphasised in a tendentious tradition, obviously
put into circulation by interested individuals (the
tradition is probably older than Lammens, op. cit.,
214, thinks); according to this view, the principal
passage in sura II is the latest in the whole Kurgan,
which the Prophet could not expound before his
death. That the rigid prohibition of usury in Islamic
law only developed gradually is clear from many
traditions. Alongside of the view repeatedly expressed, but also challenged, that ribd consists only in (the
increase of substance in) a business agreement with a
fixed period (nasi^a, nazira, dayn) we have the still more
distinct statement that there is no ribd if the transfer of
ownership takes place immediately (ya&n bi-yad). But
even in arrangements with a time limit, a number of
traditions pre-suppose a general ignorance of the later
restrictions; for example, we are told that in Basra
under Ziyad b. AbThi [q. v.} gold was sold on credit for
silver (this may have an anti-Umayyad bias—cf.
below on Mu c awiya—but it is illuminating); but at a
later date such forms of the traditions against ribd were
to some extent dropped. What was generally understood in the earliest period as the ribd forbidden in the
Kurgan, seems only to have been interest on loans
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(chiefly of money and foodstuffs); anything that goes
beyond this is to be regarded as a later development.
The reason for such prohibitions is at different times
said to be the fear of ribd, and sometimes we have
underlying the recognition that there is no tradition of
the Prophet relating to this. This is also expressed in
the form that nine-tenths of the permitted amount is
renounced or that ribd was conceived as going as far
as ten times the capital. The view which later became
authoritative is laid down in a group of traditions of
which one characteristic example is as follows: "gold
for gold, silver for silver, wheat for wheat, barley for
barley, dates for dates, salt for salt, the same thing for
the same thing, like for like, measure for measure; but
if these things are different, sell them as you please if
it is (only) done measure for measure". Another common tradition expressly forbids the exchange of different quantities of the same thing but of different
quality (see below). Other traditions demand equality
of quantity even in the sale of manufactured precious
metals. This last case seems to have been especially
discussed, and on more than one occasion Mu c awiya
appears as champion of the opposite view and practice
(this again has a distinctly anti-Umayyad bias).
Particularly conscientious people went even further in
their limitation of ribd than the generality and would
only exchange wheat for barley in equal quantities.
Still stricter was the view that the exchange of even the
same quantities of the same thing, especially of
precious metals, was ribd. This view must be older
than a difference from the usual opinion (e.g.
Muslim, Bdb bay*- al-ta^dm mithlan bi-mithf), which is
based on the secondary interpretation of an already
recognised tradition, which obviously only forbade
the exchange of different quantities of the same thing
but of different quality (cf. above). This same general
prohibition of exchange is also given for dates. The
question whether one party to an agreement can
voluntarily give the other a bonus, is denied for an
exchange, but affirmed for a loan. The reduction of
the amount of the debt if the loan is voluntarily paid
before it falls due, is sometimes approved as the opposite of ribd, sometimes disapproved, sometimes forbidden as being equivalent to ribd; in any case, it is clear
that the practice existed. On the sale of an animal for
an animal on credit, opinion is also not unanimous.
Numerous traditions forbid ribd without defining it
more closely; the Prophet is said to have uttered this
prohibition at his farewell pilgrimage (scarcely
historical). Ribd is one of the gravest sins. Even the
least of its many forms is as bad as incest and so on.
All who take part in transactions involving ribd are
cursed, the guilty are threatened with hell, various
kind of punishment are described; in this world also,
gains from ribd will bring no good. In spite of all this,
tradition foresees that ribd will prevail.
In connection with ribd, tradition mentions various
antiquated forms of sale of special kinds, like
muhdkala, mukhdbara, muzdbana, etc., which concern
the exchange of different stages in the manufacture or
development of the same thing, or of different qualities, and which are forbidden; an exception is made,
obviously because of its undeniable practical and
social necessity, of what is known as ^ariyya (plur.
^ardya), fresh dates on trees intended to be eaten,
which it is permitted to exchange in small quantities
for dried dates.
3. While the existence of the Kur'anic prohibition
of ribd has never been doubted, the difference of opinion that finds expression in tradition regarding the
relevant facts is continued in the earliest stage of
development of Islamic law. Unanimity prevails re-

garding the main lines of the limitations to be imposed
upon the exchange of goods capable of ribd (mdl
ribawi); it is only permitted if transfer of ownership
takes place at once and, so far as goods of the same
kind are concerned, only in equal quantities. In the
case of a loan, it is forbidden to make a condition that
a larger quantity shall be returned without regard to
the kind of article. Gold and silver are generally
regarded as mdl ribawi (only quite exceptionally are
coins of small denomination included). All the greater
are the differences of opinion as to what things outside
of the precious metals are liable to the ribd ordinances.
In isolated cases, one still finds views that show themselves uninfluenced in principle by the authoritative
group of traditions (cf. above), e.g. when everything
realisable is subjected to the ribd ordinances (Ibn
Kaysan) or all business dealings in things of the same
kind (Ibn Sinn, Hammad) or when everything liable
to zakdt is considered capable of ribd (Rab^a b. cAbd
al-Rahman). Other opinions differ in the treatment of
property capable of ribd from that group of traditions,
although it is not known what they understand by
this; possibly, if at an exchange of the same kind of
thing, not equality of quantity but equality of value in
two quantities is demanded (al-Hasan al-Basri), or
equality of quantity also in the exchange of different
kinds apparently within a limited circle of goods
capable of ribd (Sacld b. Djubayr). The old interpretation that there is no ribd if the transfer of possession
takes place at once is ascribed to cAta° and the jurists
of Medina. The views of most authorities, however,
and in particular, those which survive later in the law
schools, assume the literal acceptance of the text of
that group of traditions and differ only in its interpretation. Thus there are mentioned as precursors of
the later Zahirl doctrine Tawus, Masruk, al-ShacbT,
Katada, c Uthman al-Battl; as precursors of the
Hanafi view, al-Zuhn, al-Hakam, Hammad (cf.,
however, above), Sufyan al-Thawrl; as precursors of
the earlier view of al-ShaficI, Sacld b. al-Musayyib
and others; and as precursors of his later view alZuhn (cf., however, above) and Yahya b. Sacid. On
the question whether a loan can be repaid in another
kind and what is to be done if defects are revealed in
an exchange of mdl ribawi after it has changed hands,
there are ancient differences of opinion.
4. In the above-mentioned group of traditions, the
following goods in addition to gold and silver are expressly mentioned as bearing the prohibition of ribd at
their exchange: wheat, barley, dates and salt (sometimes also raisins, butter and oil). The Zahiris, as a
result of their refusal on principle to accept analogy
(kiyds), assume that the prohibition applies only to the
six things especially named (the other kinds are rejected as not well attested). The other schools of law,
on the other hand, consider the kinds mentioned in
tradition only as examples of the variety of things that
come under mdl ribawi, but differ from one another in
their lists of these things. According to the Hanafis
and Zaydls (also al-AwzacI), gold and silver represent
examples of the class of things defined by weight
(mawzuri) and the four other things those sold by
measure (makil). The Imam! teaching is practically the
same. According to the Malikls and Shafi c is, gold and
silver represent the class of precious metals and the
four other things the class of foodstuffs: the latter, in
the Maliki view, including actual eatables so far as
they can be preserved, according to the older view of
al-ShaficI, provisions which are sold by weight and
measure; according to his later view, which is also that
of his school, foodstuffs without any qualification.
The teaching of the HanbalTs corresponds to that of
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the HanafTs; as regards the "four kinds", two further
opinions of Ahmad b. Hanbal are handed down which
correspond to the two views held by al-ShaficT. In
these, wheat and barley are regarded as two different
kinds by the HanafTs, the Shafi c fs and the betterknown tradition of the HanbalTs (as well as Zahins,
Zaydls and Imamls); as one kind according to the
HanbalTs (also according to al-Layth b. Sacd and alAwzacl). The HanafTs and the Imamls, in contrast to
the other schools, are content, in so far as it is not a
question of the exchange of precious metals, with fixing the quantities, and do not demand actual change
of ownership during the negotiation (mad^lis}. The
Zahins, in the strict interpretation of the text of one
tradition, in every case demand a change of ownership in the fullest sense at once. The sale of fresh dates
for dried dates is forbidden by all schools except the
HanafTs on the authority of one tradition; the barter
of carayd, on the other hand, is not permitted by the
HanafTs, but regulated by the other schools, without
any uniformity; as regards exchange of the same material in different stages of manufacture there are
many differences of opinion. As regards the exchange
of goods of the same kind which are not mdl ribawi, the
difference of quantity is generally permitted,
postponement (nasi^a, nasd^ of the single payment is
still forbidden by the HanafTs and Zaydls but permitted by the other schools (with differences in detail). At
the sale of wares, even of those which are mdl ribawi,
for precious metal, the payment at later date (salarri)
and sale on credit (bay** al-^ind) with postponement of
delivery or of payment is permitted. The apparent
contradiction of analogy in the salam, which forms a
type of transaction by itself, has given rise to discussions on principle. The postponement of both sides of
the transaction is regarded on the authority of a tradition as entirely forbidden in all agreements regarding
sale or exchange.
5. The prohibition of ribd plays a considerable part
in the system of Islamic law. The structure of the
greater part of the law of contract is explained by the
endeavour to enforce prohibition of ribd and maysir
[q.v.] (i.e. risk) to the last detail of the law
(Bergstrasser, in hi., xiv, 79). Ribd in a loan exists not
only when one insists upon the repayment of a larger
quantity, but if any advantage at all is demanded.
Therefore, even the bill of exchange (suftadja) is sometimes actually forbidden (as by the ShaficTs) because
the vendor, who is regarded as the creditor, reaps the
advantage of avoiding cost of transport. This did not
prevent the extensive spread of this arrangement in
the Arabic Middle Ages and its influence upon European money-changing. But they were always conscious that a direct breach of the prohibition of ribd
was a deadly sin. Pious Muslims to this day therefore
not infrequently refuse to take bank interest. The importance of the prohibition of ribd, on the one hand
deeply affecting everyday life, and the requirements
of commerce on the other, have given rise to a
number of methods of evasion. Against some of these
there is nothing formally to object from the standpoint
of the law; they are therefore given in many lawbooks
and expressly said to be permitted. The Shafi'Is, the
later HanafTs and the Imamls have recognised such
methods of evasion, while the Malikls, the Hanballs
and the ZaydTs reject them. The recognition of these
methods of evasion is not contrary to the strict enforcement of the prohibition in the fikh. The inner
significance of decrees of the divine law naturally cannot be understood by the mind of man. This is shown
in the case of ribd in the limitation to certain kinds of
goods. The Zahins are thus among the most energetic
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defenders of evasions of the prohibition of ribd. Their
line of argument is based not only on their formal
negative rejection of deduction by analogy but also
upon their positive estimation of the intention
underlying the evasions. One of the oldest transactions of the kind, against which several traditions are
already directed, is the double contract of sale (from
one of its elements it is called bayc al-^ina, credit sale
par excellence): one sells to someone who wants to lend
money at interest something against the total sum of
capital and interest which are to be due at a fixed date,
and at the same time buys the article back for the
capital which is at once handed over. This transaction
was taken over in mediaeval Europe under the name
of mohatra (from the Ar. mukhdtara [q.v.]; cf. Juynboll,
Handleiding, 289, n. 1, and E. Bassi, in Rivista di storia
del diritto italiano, v, part 2). Another method of evasion consists of handing over to the creditor the use of
a thing as interest by a fictitious agreement to sell or
to pledge.
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tr. and commentary (this text is supposed to belong
to clrak ca. 400 A.H.).—On the practice of taking
interest, cf. Juynboll, op. cit., and the travellers,
e.g. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka in the latter part of the
19th century, 4-5; Polak, Persien, i, 345.
(J. SCHACHT)
B. In m o d e r n c o m m e r c i a l usage [see Suppl.].
RIBAT (A.), a m i l i t a r y - r e l i g i o u s i n s t i t u t i o n
of mediaeval Islam.
1. H i s t o r y and d e v e l o p m e n t of the i n s t i t u t i o n .
It is impossible to present an unequivocal definition
of the term ribdt. The word needs to be constantly
related to a context and a chronology since the sense
has been very evolutive. The root r-b-t is present in the
Arabic of the lst/7th century, in numerous derived
forms. It is possible to identify a first stratum of usage,
comprising Kur 3 anic usages and those of the early
caliphal period. Originally, these usages are linked to
tribal warfare. They imply no type of construction,
nor any fortification, but simply the preparations
which are made with the mustering of cavalry
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mounts, with a view to battle. In this case, the term
ribdt is used as a verbal noun, a masdar, and not as a
substantive. The period immediately following the
great conquests, which saw the establishment of
Muslim powers in new territories, was to change the
modalities of war. This was to become a war of position, during the intervals between continuing offensives. Dispositions of defence were constructed (or reused in cases where there were previous constructions), on the coasts and on the land frontiers. This
was done progressively, during the time of the
caliphate at Medina, most notably under the caliph
c
Uthman, and was continued under the Umayyads,
according to local requirements and conditions,
although no unified doctrine was obligatorily applied.
It may be supposed that it was from this time onward that the word ribdt and the terms associated with
it came to be applied to new objects. The ancient connotations did not disappear entirely, although they
did require adaptation. It is not known whether it was
during this period, or rather later, under the earlier
c
Abbasids, that the term began to be used to denote
a fortified edifice (from the simple observation tower,
to the small fort, to the fortress, and to the
caravanserai). These very diverse establishments
would normally be situated in hazardous regions, on
frontiers, on coasts, or on difficult internal routes. But
this mutation of sense does not seem to have been
general. The only elements of localisation are supplied
by relatively late sources, which usually mention the
fact without any indication which could be used in
establishing a chronology. It seems that what is involved is the simple imposition of a noun, probably
denoting the existence of danger and the need to take
precautions against it, upon various pre-existing constructions, without any suggestion that there is, at the
outset, such a thing as a unique type of edifice which
could be called ribdt. It can thus be stated with confidence that to define it a "Muslim military
monastery" is evidence of extrapolation and misinterpretation, and this applies, whatever the period and
the region. It cannot be denied that the urban
residences of Sufis were subsequently known as ribdt.
In the east of the empire and in Egypt, they were more
commonly known as khdnkdh [q.v.\. c lrak supplies a
notable exception in this zone, since until the middle
of the 7th/13th century these establishments were
known there exclusively by the name ribdt, possibly in
preference to the use of a word with such strong connotations of origin (a purely Persian word and the Iranian provenance of the establishment). But, with very
few exceptions, constructions of this type did not truly
begin to develop until after the 6th/12th century, at
the time of the burgeoning of the mystical fraternities
of the Muslim tarikas (q.v. in El1; on the other hand,
the KarramI khdnkdh?, [q-v.] are more ancient). These
communal establishments for mystics (which often
also accommodated travellers) had, in any case,
nothing in common with the fortified constructions of
the frontier which, in mediaeval Muslim representation, after a certain period, are reckoned to have
welcomed "warriors of the faith". It will be observed
that this last consideration, linked to a representation
of djihdd [q.v.]—often treated as evidence in itself—
needs to be approached with caution. It could derive,
to a great extent, from the ideology and imagery of
belief, rather than from direct historical actuality (see
the detailed examination by C.E. Bosworth of the
term ribdt and its evolution, in The city of Tarsus and the
Arab-Byzantine frontiers, in Oriens, xxxiii [1992], 284-6).
a. Ribdt as a v e r b a l n o u n , from t r i b a l A r a b i a
to the f r o n t i e r s of the e m p i r e .

The root r-b-t gives the general sense of attaching or
linking, in a concrete sense, and of strengthening (the
heart), in a figurative sense (three Kur^anic instances
display this latter sense). The theme of linkage seems
to have become specific in reference to the act of
assembling and keeping together the horses which
were to be used in the razzia. In tribal Arabia, according to traditional representation, horses were
mounted when the attack was imminent, while camels
were reserved for the advance to the site of the combat. Most of these horses would have been mares,
which were considered, in tribal society, particularly
valuable beasts (see the modern testimony of Ch.
Doughty, Travels in Arabia deserta, 2nd ed. London
1921, and of A. Jaussen, Les Arabes au pays de Moab,
Paris, new ed. 1948; for the use of the horse in preIslamic Arabia and subsequently, see FARAS; according to F. Vire, author of the article, this usage did not
date back beyond the 4th century A.D.). The term
ribdt is considered by mediaeval Arabic dictionaries as
the plural of the singular rabit (with a passive sense).
The word is said to denote either "the group of horses
which have been gathered together in anticipation of
combat" (according to the L^A, there should be at
least five of them) or "the place where these mares
were kept hobbled and where they were fed". In the
desert, they were kept under the awnings of tents. But
ribdt could, equally, perform the function of a masdar
of the Form III verb rdbata. This supplies, in general,
the notion of staying or of attachment to a place (or
sometimes to a person). But it also applies very
precisely to the act of "assembling horses with a view
to preparing a razzia" or to the notion of "being
ready for combat, having gathered the horses".
It is this specialised sense which seems appropriate
to two of the five Kur^anic instances where the root is
employed. In both cases, the context is effectively that
of preparation for war. In sura VIII, 60, it is a matter
of gathering "horses in sufficient number", ribdt alkhayl, to intimidate the adversary. The latter is called
"enemy of God" and denoted by the periphrasis
alladhma kafaru "those who have been ungrateful", in
other words—in the late Medinan context—those who
have refused alliance with Medina and conversion. In
III, 200, there is the final and isolated verse which
closes the sura with a triple exhortation: in order to
prevail, there is a need to "show oneself personally
resolute" (asbiru), to "confront the adversary" (not
named in this instance) (sabiru) and to "make ribdt".
The Kur 3 anic text contains the imperative rdbitu,
which would signify, in the context, the act of taking
measures consisting in "gathering the mares to show
readiness for battle". In this passage, there is no suggestion of "going to the frontier". This meaning can
only have emerged at a later stage, either in the period
of conquests or in the period which followed it, that of
the war of position, which was to see over several centuries the Muslim caliphate in confrontation with its
Byzantine opponents, especially on the Cilician
borders in the foothills of the Taurus mountains, in
the region known as the thughur [see El1, THAGHR, and
also CAWASIM and RUM. 2. in EP]. The Central Asian
frontier, facing the Turkish world, was to be stabilised
to a certain extent, in the mid-2nd/8th century. It was
to be further pacified, from the 4th/10th century onward, by means of victorious Muslim incursions into
Turkish territory, also by gradually becoming a zone
of conversion, allowing a progressive infiltration of
Turkish elements into the Muslim lands. However,
the sources of the 4th/10th century continue to see it
as a "region of ribdts", which poses a historical
problem.
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The tribal sense does not seem to have evolved
during the caliphate of Medina and the period of
futuh, the great extra-peninsular conquests. There
were certainly numerous opportunities for the practice of ribdt in the traditional sense. Significant
numbers of cavalry mounts were supplied under the
sadaka, the obligatory contribution of allegiance and
solidarity which was levied each year, in kind (i.e.
livestock), on the allied tribes. The animals were
gathered in himds [q. v. ], special pastures under the
control of the caliphate. The horses were pastured on
a site known as al-Naki^ (Yakut, Mucdjam al-bulddn).
But while the camels were subsequently distributed
among those entitled to them, the caliph c Umar decided to keep all the horses for purposes of war, thus performing an act of ribdt. The term is not used, but the
account is unequivocal and testifies to the persistence
of the former situation (on this episode, see Abdallah
Cheikh Moussa and Didier Gazagnadou, Comment on
ecrit I'histoire ... de 1'islam!, in Arabica, xl [1993], 208).
In the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries, in exegetical,
historiographical, geographical or legal sources, there
appear some important divergences from this first
stratum of meaning and the ancient status of the word
ribdt (the earliest sources date back to the mid-2nd/8th
century; they are few in number and often are only
preserved in later works). First to be noted is a
divergence which is less of sense than of purpose. Increasingly often, the term comes to be associated with
the ideology of djihdd [q.v.] as it developed, probably
only after the cAbbasid period. It did so, apparently
in uneven fashion, possibly first among the traditionists and historiographers, before passing into the
realm of the jurists. The first post-Kur^anic usages of
the representation of djihdd, as war to the death, are
confused. They are sometimes taken to refer to sectarian exclusions of the takfir type (descriptive of
disbelief) practised by various ancient movements
such as certain Kharidjite or ShrcT tendencies against
their own co-religionists rather than against the
external enemy. In the Kur 3 an, while often invoked
on the subject, it is the term kifdl and not ajihdd (e.g.
IX, 29-35) which refers to conflict with the Ahl
al-Kitdb.
An interesting perspective, regarding the probable
chronology of the change in meaning of a term such
as ribdt, may be found in comparing the most ancient
eastern edition of the Muwattd^ of Malik b. Anas (d.
179/795 [q.v.]) by the Baghdadi Muhammad alShaybani (d. 189/804, a disciple of Abu Hamfa who
was also familiar with the teaching of Malik), with the
major compilations of prophetic traditions of the
3rd/9th century which were soon to be taken for the
canonical sum-total of Sunn! Islam. The edition of the
easterner al-Shaybani is also opposed to that of the
Cordovan Malik! Yahya al-MasmudT (d. 234/848), in
that the content of the two editions is not identical (on
these divergences, see Sezgin, GAS, i, 458-60). The
Cordovan version contains a Kitdb al-djihdd which
does not appear in the text transmitted by al-Shaybani
(opinion of Michael Bonner on the subject, in his Some
observations concerning the early development of Jihad on the
Arab-Byzantine frontier, in SI, Ixxv [1992], 24-5).
The Muwatta^ compiled by al-Shaybanl (ed. cAbd
al-Wahhab cAbd al-Latlf, Dar al-Tahrir, Cairo 1967)
seems, curiously, to deny any endorsement of warfare
on the frontier in a context of djihdd (al-Shaybani is,
however, himself the author of a book of Siyar, Sezgin,
i, 430; this text is preserved in the refutation of alShaficl (d. 204/820), which is to be found in the Kitdb
al-Umm, Beirut 1980, vii, 321-90; it deals with rules
of conduct concerning war; this is the sense of the
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term siyar for jurists; it is neither an exhortative nor
an apologetic treatise, and djihdd is not evoked). A
brief passage of the Muwatta'*, in the recension of alShaybanT (included at the end of the chapters on
prayer, abwdb al-saldt) is incorrectly entitled by the
editor fadl al-ajihdd "the virtue attached to djihad",
while all that appears, in the received tradition, is the
KuPanic expression al-mudjahid f t sabil Allah, which
refers, probably, to a verse of the type of sura IV, 95
(in this verse, the expression is in the plural; other
Kur 3 anic usages, II, 218, V, 54 etc., comprise a verbal periphrasis with djdhadd). In this passage of the
Muwattd^, there is a very brief mention of the
Kur D anic stereotype of "death in battle", shahdda,
without which the word djihdd is never used as a proper noun. This status of a proper noun is effectively
non-Kur D anic. It is thus possible to suppose that, in
the mid-2nd/8th century, the Medinan scholar (or, at
least, his HanafT editor, a generation later) may have
belonged to a tendency which was sceptical about warfare on the frontier, particular with regard to the purity of the intentions of the fighters (they were certainly
not regarded as "warriors of faith"; certain traditions
accuse them of having no object in mind but booty;
sec s.v. maghnam in Wensinck's Les Concordances}. In
the Cordovan recension (but not in that of alShaybanT) there is furthermore attributed to Malik the
transmission of a hadith, according to which the most
scrupulous piety (ablutions, attendance at the
mosque, continual observance of prayer) would be
"the true ribdt", dhdlikum al-ribdt (in this text, the term
ribdt evidently functions as a verbal noun; reference in
Wensinck, op. cit., under ribdt, ii, 212; re-examined,
in extenso, by LCA, under the root r-b-t; also Ibn Hanbal's Musnad, 2 Beirut 1398/1978, ii, 277). This does
indeed seem to represent a position which would effectively have been professed by Malik. It is further confirmed by another passage (included in the chapter on
"the virtues of mosques", fadl al-masddjid, 55-6, no.
95, in the recension of al-Shaybani), according to
which "he who goes morning and evening to the
mosque", ghadd aw rdha, without ulterior motive, Id
yuridu ghayra-hu ("not wanting anything else"), has
the same status as the muajahid. It should certainly be
understood, in this case, that the comparison is made
with the Kur^anic mudj_dhid and not with the contemporary soldiers of the thughur.
It may be wondered whether these traditions do not
allow the supposition of a conflict of representation
between traditionists at the end of the 2nd/8th century. These indications could permit the fixing of the
time when the ideology of djihdd, professed by circles
yet to be identified, began to stress the meritorious
aspect of military service on the frontier, while in
other circles there was manifest opposition to this new
point of view (possibly from the peoples of Arabia, i.e.
of c lrak, against the Syrians, the Khurasanians and
the westerners, MaghribTs and Spaniards; thorough
analysis by M. Bonner, op. cit., but the problem of the
opposition to this ideology is not addressed). If such
was the case, it could be said that this conflict would,
as if symbolically, have divided those who, of quietist
tendency, aspired to make mudjawara (the mudjdwirun
are "those who dwell close to the Kacba"; this is the
ancient sense of the term, although subsequently the
descriptive mud^dwir would be applied even to those
dwelling in other places considered as sacred or as
conferring blessing, including on the frontier), from
those who aspired to make ribdt (the murdbitun, to be
understood in the new sense would be "those who
dwell on the frontier"). The latter would have professed a new type of activism. Confirmation for this
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hypothesis could be found in the anecdote (true or fictitious, but significant as the expression of a point of
view) which is put, by the ^Uyun al-akhbdr of the adib
Ibn Kutayba (d. 276/889 [q.v.]), into the mouth of a
major quietist figure of Islamic tradition of the late
2nd/8th century, Fudayl b. c lyad (he allegedly died as
a muajdwir, in Mecca, in 187/803). The story related
is that of a man who made great efforts to make his
way to Tarsus, on the frontier and with the intention
of making ribdt. But, following his capture by the
Christians, he abjured Islam (^Uyun, ed. A.Z. alc
AdawI, Cairo 1925-30, ii, 365). In another anecdote
reported ironically by the ^Uyun (i, 219), an ascetic of
al-MassTsa [q.v.] (Mopsuestis, a city of the Cilician
frontier zone) fasted so rigorously that he was driven
to the verge of insanity. It is true that in the Sifat alsafwa of Ibn al-Djawz! (d. 597/1200), Fudayl is introduced as an admirer of Ibn al-Mubarak (ed. M.
Fakhuri, Aleppo 1393/1973-4, iv, 140-1); but it is his
son, Muhammad b. Fudayl, who deserves the credit
for putting that person in a position of describing the
merits "of a^ihdd and of ribdt" (op. cit., iv, 147). This
type of anecdote, which produces a face-to-face encounter between figures of importance, is often of
symbolic significance and has little to do with factual
history. Whatever the motives behind the ideological
exploitation of these figures, the text of Ibn Kutayba
shows that the representation of the merits of djihdd
does not seem to have been evenly shared during the
3rd/9th century.
The contrast appears very striking, among traditionists, between the time of Malik and that of the major figures of the following century: the Baghdad! Ibn
Hanbal [q.v.] (d. 241/855, numerous passages of the
Musnad, see Concordances, under ajihdd and ribdt); the
Transoxianian al-Bukhar! (d. 256/870 [q.v.]), Sahih;
the work contains a Bdbfadl al-djihdd wa l-siyar, iv, 17128, Matdbi^ al-sha^b, n.p. 1378/1958-9, 51 (certain
traditions relate battles against Constantinople, "the
city of Caesar" and against the Turks); the Khurasanians Muslim (d. 261/875 [q.v.]), Sahih, Beirut n.d.
(passages are to be found in the K. al-ajihdd wa 'l-siyar,
v, 139-200, and in the K. al-imdra, vi, 2-55), Ibn
Madja (d. 273/886 [q.v.]), Sunan, ii, K. al-djihdd,
920/61, ed. M.F. cAbd al-Bakl, Matbacat al-Halabl,
Cairo n.d.), Abu Dawud al-Sidjistani (d. 275/888
[q.v.]), Sunan, iii, K. al-a^ihdd, 3-93, ed. M.M. c Abd
al-Hamld, n.p. n.d. (a passage on the merits involved
in waging war successfully against the Byzantines,
Rum, 5), al-Tirmidh!(d. 279/892 [q.v.]), Sunan, iii, K.
abwdbfaddWal-ajihdd, 88-131, ed. C A.R. Muhammad
c
Uthman, Cairo 1384/1964) and al-Nasa3! (d.
303/915 [q.v.]), Sunan, vi, K. al-djihdd, 2-50, ed. H.M.
al-MascudI, Beirut n.d. All present special chapters,
sometimes very long, in which the term djihdd is
employed, without ambiguity, as a proper noun. The
traditions related in these chapters stress the need to
conduct, "in the way of God", Ji sabtl Allah, warfare
on the frontier, whether this is in the East, facing the
Turkish steppes, or in the Cilician border zone, confronting Byzantium. These traditionists do not deal
with the West, where, nevertheless, the same ideology
seems to have been put into effect in various ways, in
the action of the autonomous province of the
Aghlabids, in Ifrlkiya, or in that of the Umayyad
caliphate of Spain (on the "existence of the ribdt" in
al-Andalus, see references given by C.E. Bosworth,
art. cit., 276, 285; A. Castro, The structure of Spanish
history, Princeton 1954, 88-9, 202). Djihddis presented
as situated, in direct line, in the tradition of Muhammad's conflict with the polytheists of Arabia. All these
works include, in the context of ajihdd, traditions con-

cerning ribdt. The term seems to have gone beyond the
second level of "assembling of mounts", arriving at
the sole meaning of "prolonged presence on the frontier" (muldzamat al-thaghr, according to LCA). The term
nevertheless continues to imply a presence "under
arms". Some special traditions dealt with irtibdt. This
second term continues to apply to the mounts themselves and to the need to keep them in good condition
(the combattants in frontier expeditions theoretically
all being horsemen).
In all these texts of the 3rd/9th century, the term
ribdt and its derivatives thus revive, with modifications, the ancient tribal sense. It should be noted that
on the Byzantine frontier there is never any question
of an edifice bearing the name ribdt. The fortifications
have different names, according to their nature. The
word him "fortress" seems to dominate. It is contained in a number of toponyms. Often these are constructions prior to Islam which have been restored (on
this zone, see for example the references concerning
Tarsus/Tarsus and Mopsuestis/al-Massisa, which are
ancient fortified towns; descriptions of the Cilician
plain and its cities in Cl. Cahen, La Syrie du Nord a
I'epoque des croisades, Paris 1940, 148-52; on genuine
and mythical history, C.E. Bosworth, art. cit.; on the
absence of designation by the term ribdt, 285).
It should be noted, in particular, as regards this
zone (the point of departure for caliphal summer expeditions, known as sawd^if^ee SA D IFA], description in
the K. al-Khardaj. of Kudama b. Dja c far, 259, see
below), that, from a historical viewpoint, the ideology
of djihdd seems to correspond poorly with the realities
of frontier warfare, in the first and second Muslim
centuries, and even later. The army consisted of professional soldiers, receiving pay, the ca/«3 fa-fl-]*and
groups of mercenary irregulars, often drawn from
tribal splinter-groups and led by their own chieftains.
These last receivd the aju^l (A. Cheikh Moussa and D.
Gazagnadou, op. cit., 224, nn. 153-4), a kind of contract, regarded as degrading (other forms with the
same meaning, aj.icdl, ajacdla, aja^ila, etc.; the same
term served to designate the sum, levied in advance,
as insurance against failure to participate in an
obligatory razzia). These quasi-autonomous troops
pillaged on their own account and were excluded from
official booty, the maghnam. They had their
equivalent, on the Byzantine side of the frontier. Unequivocal confirmation of the presence on the frontier
of these irregular troops (who seem to have nothing to
do with "battle for the faith") is to be found in the
seventh chapter of the K. al-Kharddi, which is devoted
specifically to frontier zones, on the Muslim side as
well as on that of its adversaries: Dhikr thughur al-hldm
wa 'l-umam wa 3l-adjydl al-mutifa bi-hd, 252-66 (edition
following the Kitdb al-Masdlik wa 'l-mamdlik of Ibn
Khurradadhbih (d. 272/885 [q.v.], ed. De Goeje).
The K. al-Kharddj_, preserved only in part, ostensibly
had for its author a Baghdad! secretary occupying a
senior position in the caliphal administration,
Kudama b. Dja c far [<?. f.], who died at the beginning
of the 4th/10th century. In this text, the frontier garrisons are explicitly described as composed of
"regular soldiers", a^iind, and of sacdlik. It is known
that this term (sing, su^luk), denoted, in Arabia, the
tribal outcasts and brigands who often joined together
in bands (Barbier de Meynard translated this as "irregular troops", op. cit., 193, 194, see also
MUTATAWWI C A). It is worth noting the totally areligious tone of this secretary of the caliphal administration, who deploys a varied vocabulary to
speak of the different defensive works of the frontiers
(the word ribdt is never used to denote a building of
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any kind). There is an unexpected and very significant verbal use of rdbata which is taken in its strictly
military sense when speaking of the frontier of
Daylam on which there is said to have been "stationed", yurdbitun, garrisons of Persian horsemen,
asdwira. It is crucial to note that this situation is given
as describing affairs "before Islam" (op. cit., Arabic
text, 261, tr. 202). Finally, a tradition presented as Prophetal ostensibly discouraged attacks
against the Turks, "who should be left alone as long
as they leave you alone" (a play of words on the
Arabic root t-r-k, Arabic text, 262, tr. 204). What is
perhaps nothing more than a pleasantry on the part of
a diplomatic secretary challenged the validity of the
representation of a permanent djihdd against the
Turks of the steppes which is described by numerous
authors of this period (it is true that Kudama seems
to be speaking of the caliphal period or that of the
Tahirid governorate, and probably not that of the
Samanids; but as will be seen, below, their overall
policy seems to have been of much the same nature).
Another important passage regarding the composition
of irregular troops is provided by the geographer Ibn
Hawkal (d. 367/977 [ q . v . ] ) , who compares with the
new Samanid armies of the 4th/10th century, composed of loyal and disciplined "Turkish slaves" (al-atrdk
al-mamlukun), the "dregs of the tribes" (shudhdhddh alkabd^il), lacking any sense of faith or law, who in
former times fought on the frontier (they are also
called sacdlik al-casdkir, K. Surat al-ard2, 471, ch. on
Transoxiana). Later, in the period of the Crusades,
even if collective emotion sometimes inspired groups
of volunteers nourished with the ideology of djihdd, a
long-standing component of belief, it was not the
"warriors of faith" who were to recapture the cities
and fortresses under Christian domination. Those
who fought these battles were first the Saldjuk amir?, of
Syria with their Turcoman contingents (N. Elisseeff,
Nur al-din, Damascus 1967, ii, 317; Sivan does not
share this writer's reservations, see his L'Islam et les
Croisades. Ideologic et propagande dans les reactions
musulmanes aux Croisades, Paris 1968), and then the
professional Ayyubid armies, well-trained and equipped. These armies were composed essentially of
Turko-Kurdish elements [see AYYUBIDS and also HATTIN, HiTTiN, Salah al-Dln's great victory near Tiberias
in 583/1187].
However, the assumptions of the ideology of djihdd
are entirely different. It is "the Muslims" (a vague
and sociological expression without any real
significance) who are supposed to commit themselves
as "volunteers", muttawwi^a, to play the role of
mudjdhidun, "those who perform djihdd" or murdbitun,
"those who perform ribdt" on the frontier. They are
also said to have born the name of ghdzi [q. v . } , pi.
ghuzdt, which seems to originate from the frontier of
Khurasan and Transoxiana, a symbolic name which
recalls the warriors of the mythologised ghazwa [q. v. ]
of the Prophet (the term is, however, used by Kudama
in a neutral fashion). In the sources of the 4th/10th
century, the representation of djihdd seems to be promulgated in two major directions. On the one hand,
there is Sufism, which tends to lay claim to an irreproachable past (J. Chabbi, Reflexions sur le soufisme
iranien primitif, mJA, cclxvi [1978]). But it seems that
certain minorities within Sunnism professed parallel
ideas, advocating exterior activism and inner
moralisation. The movement appears to have expanded during the 5th/llth century. In the East, works of
theoretical law, like those of applied law, henceforth
deal with the question (on the Wadjiz of al-GhazalT (d.
505/111), see H. Laoust, La politique de Gazdli, Paris
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1970, 264, 342-3). The same applies to numerous
works of theology: the Ashcarl Abu Mansur cAbd alKahir al-Baghdadl (d. 429/1037), the great scourge of
the lukewarm or the deviant in matters of religion,
gives in his Usul al-din an overtly activist interpretation of djihdd in giving it the basis of "commandment
of good and prohibition of evil" (ed. Madrasat alilahiyyat, Istanbul 1928, 193-4). As for the West, the
Risdla of the Malik! Ibn Abl Zayd al-Kayrawanl (d.
386/996), contains, in ch. xxx, a Bdbfi 'l-djihdd(zd. J.
Carbonel, Algiers 1945, 63-7: mention of the merit attached to performance of ribdt in a thaghr, 165). H.
Laoust, who published numerous HanbalT cakidas,
declared that, in the most ancient ones, the term
ghazw occurs more frequently than djihad (La profession
defoid'Ibn Batta, Damascus 1958, 47, 127). This is the
case with the 'Aktda of Ibn Batta (d. 387/997). This
could indicate that the principle of djihdd is no longer
an issue for theoretical speculation on the part of the
author concerned. On the other hand, in the work of
the later Hanbali Ibn Kudama (d. 620/1223), djihdd is
the only issue (H. Laoust, Le precis de droit d'Ibn
Kudama, Damascus 1950, 271-81, tr. and annotation
of the cUmda, which is a summary of the celebrated
Mughni fi 'l-usul: a passage on the duration of
residence of the ribdt type on the frontier, 272; djihdd
in the Mughni, x, 364-97).
As a historical guide, it may be noted that the Kitdb
al-Umm of al-ShaficT (d. 204/820 [q.v.]), ed. Beirut
1980, followed by the Mukhtasar of al-Muzanl (d.
264/877), includes, on the one hand, traditional
chapters of siyar, on the law of war, with a discussion,
radd, on the ideas of Malik (vii, 201-84) and of the
treatise on siyar attributed to al-AwzacT (the text is
given in the context of its refutation by the Hanbali
Abu Yusuf (d. 182/798), vii, 352-89). The work contains, on the other hand, a theory of djihad, which is
included in the Kitdb al-djizya (iv, 167-222, on djihdd,
esp. 170-80). In these passages, al-Shafici formulates,
for the first time, the definition offard kifdya, "collective obligation" in regard to external war (K. al-Umm,
iv, 176, is opposed to individual duty, fard cayn, see
DJIHAD). He defines the obligations of the caliphate, as
well as the precautions to be taken to ensure that the
campaigns (at least annual, or biennial when this is
possible) do not end in disaster, mahlaka (K. al-Umm,
tafri^ fard al-djihdd, iv, 177-8). The defensive situation
of the frontier, thughur (or atrdf, "the extremities") is
evoked (the presence of fortresses, husun, and ditches
and ramparts, khanddik, is assumed). The frontiers
should be manned with soldiers. Their status as warriors of the faith is given no particular emphasis. They
are under the command of trusted, wise and
courageous men. When an attack, ghazwa, has been
launched and there is a risk of it failing, the soldiers
must withdraw to their camp and to the ribdt al-djihdd.
This expression does not seem to denote a type of
building which could be called ribdt. It appears rather
to refer to the operational base where defensive
measures could be taken. The phrase would simply
signify that there should be no hesitation in returning
to the camp or the fortress which is the point of departure, when an operation has been begun but its continuation appears hazardous. This passage would indicate that, at the beginning of the 3rd/9th century,
there seems to be no question of the presence of
warrior-monks, volunteers of the faith, on the frontier, at least in regard to that of Byzantium, which
seems to be the only one under consideration here. It
is even less likely that they would be gathered together
in buildings of their own. It may be supposed that this
representation of a warlike monasticism reflects, in
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fact, a state of belief to which certain reputedly Prophetal traditions could refer, although the dating of
the latter, and the circles in which they were current,
are not easily determined. The most significant is that
which is mentioned only by Ibn Hanbal (at least as
regards the canonical compilations of Sunnism; it
does not seem to be invoked in the text of al-ShaficI):
"djihdd is the monasticism, rahbdniyya, of Islam"
(Musnad, iii, 82, 266).
Later, however, warriors of the frontier were to be
seen, in a manner simultaneously unreal and symbolic, as varieties of saints, sdlihun. The term sdlih
(both in the singular and the plural) is a Kur^anic
epithet which is applied to prophets, anbiyd^ (e.g.
XXXVII, 112) who are considered to be "men of
goodness" who strive to keep their kinsfolk to the
right path. There was even to be talk of the presence
on the frontier of abddl [q. v. ] (not a Kur D anic concept),
ascetic or pietistic persons who are regarded as intercessors and dispensers of baraka. Certain figures
were to be individualised in the same quasiredemptive role, probably a posteriori. Among them
there is found a summary of figures presented as
being those of major zuhhdd "ascetics who renounce"
(sc. the temporal world) who characterise the 2nd/8th
century. They are cited in the Tabakdt as self-styled
mystics, from the 5th/llth century onward (after the
example of the Hilyat al-awliyd^ of Abu Nu c aym alIsfahanl (d. 430/1038), ed. Cairo 1932, i-x), and
subsequently in the relevant works of other contemporaries, including the Sifa of the HanbalT Ibn alDjawzf (see above). Among these numerous figures,
names which constantly recur are those of Ibrahim b.
Adham [q. v. ] (a native of Balkh, he is said to have
died in 161/777-8; the representation of the miracles
performed by him outside the framework of ghazw on
the sea and in the snow-covered mountains, Hilya,
viii, 7-8, in the company of CA1T b. Bakkar, who is said
to have died ca. 207/823; this individual is also
credited with comparable feats; his legendary
biography is in Hilya, ix, 317; he is considered the
typical murdbit) and of ( c Abd Allah) Ibn al-Mubarak
[q.v.} (a native of Marw, he is said to have died in
181/797 at Hit, on the Euphrates, while returning
from the frontier; attributed to him is a Kitdb alDjihdd, in addition to the compilation of traditions regarding zuhd which bears his name (see Bonner, op.
cit., 27; J. Van Ess, Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und
S.JahrhundertHidschra, Berlin-New York 1992, ii, 5523); an enigmatic aphorism concerning ribdt as the
defence of hakk, the "true religion" (?) is attributed to
him, Hilya, viii, 171).
From the time when the major provinces (in particular Persia) were extensively converted to Islam
(the first cAbbasid century is probably a key period in
this respect), it is certainly impossible to ignore the
movements which impelled individuals or groups, imbued with religious feeling and yearning for action,
towards the most prestigious frontier, that of Byzantium. According to Bonner, in his important article
on early djihdd against Byzantium, the movement apparently did not really begin until the c Abbasid
period. However, at the beginning of the 3rd/9th century, the idealisation of figures of the frontier does not
yet seem to have been greatly emphasised. Ibn Sacd
(d. 230/845), devotes in his Tabakdt an article comprising 18 names to the residents of the frontier, alc
awdsim wa 'l-thughur (ed. Beirut 1958, vii, 488-92).
The notices are very short and not at all idealised. The
first named is al-Azwa c i, in his capacity as a resident
of Beirut, which is considered a city of the maritime
thaghr, as well as of the Palestinian coast. The list ends

with an individual who died in 225/840 (Ibn Adham
is not mentioned in the Tabakdt; Ibn al-Mubarak is
listed among the people of Khurasan, vii, 372; he is
credited with having incited to djihdd, al-hathth cald 7djihdd}. Twelve individuals are residents of al-Massisa
(Tarsus is not mentioned). Not one is presented as
performing ribdt or djihdd. Only Abu Ishak al-Fazan
(d. 188/805) is presented as a man of virtue (who
follows the good path, sunna) and of warfare, ghazw, as
well as an inferior transmitter of hadith. The work of
siyar which bears his name is of a quite anodyne content with regard to djihdd; the term ribdt never occurs,
and he seems mostly to be reflecting the judicial views
of war professed by al-Awzaci, of whom he was a
former disciple. They are presented in the form of
responsa. It is this person, however, who, concurrently
with Ibn al-Mubarak, apparently, according to Bonner, entered into legend in his lifetime (op. cit., 7). It
would be appropriate, in this writer's opinion, to
defer the process to a somewhat later period (even in
the Hilya, the biography of al-Fazan is still rather
laconic, viii, 253; he is above all presented as one who
exercised on the frontier the role of scourge of bidca
"blameworthy innovation").
Historically, this appears to be a typical case of the
mythic return to the sources which is a feature of the
emergence of different ideological movements
developing in the course of the 3rd/9th centuries, in
activist Sunn! circles as well as in mystical circles. All
these themes were to become stereotypical in the
literature of the frontier which subsequently appeared, in isolated passages or in chapters, in the work
of numerous authors, irrespective of their specialities,
in succeeding centuries. This literature has been
scrupulously preserved, especially in the Syrian context. Thus the aristocratic historiographer of Aleppo,
Ibn al-cAdIm (who died in Egypt in 660/1262, having
fled to escape the Mongols; he was an Ayyubid judge
and vizier), included in his biographical history of
Aleppo, the Bughyat al-talab (ed. Suhayl Zakkar, i-xi,
Damascus 1991), long passages attributed to an individual, apparently a native of Tarsus, the kddi
c
Uthman b. cAbd Allah al-TarsusI, who lived in the
4th/10th century, shortly before the city fell, for three
centuries, under Byzantine domination. This person,
otherwise little known, was apparently the author of a
text intitled Siyar al-thughur, a compilation of traditions
and anecdotes regarding the frontier city, the eminent
figures who resided there and its fortified environment. It will be noted that the sense of the term siyar
has evolved from the meaning which it had in the
2nd/8th century. It is no longer confined to points of
law (the Siyar of c Uthman Tarsus! have been extracted
by Shakir Mustafa from an Istanbul manuscript and
published in the review of the Faculty of Letters and
Education of Kuwait (Madjallat al-dddb wa 'l-tarbiya,
viii [Kuwait 1975]; cf. also Bosworth's remarks on the
author and his treatise, in Oriens, xxxiii [1992], 271,
280 and in his Abu cAmr al-Tarsusi's Siyar al-thughur
and the last years of Arab rule in Tarsus (fourth!tenth century), in Greco-Arabica, v [Athens 1993], 184-5).
These representations of djihdd have little to do with
history. They seem primarily to propose a rewriting,
and even more so, a moralisation and an idealisation
of the past, the necessity of which would not become
evident until after the event (on the conditions of real
war, the history of which is still largely unwritten,
besides the conditioning of the ideology of djihdd, see
HARB and DJAYSH). It was inevitable, however, that
when the representation of djihdd became established,
it could have effects on certain aspects of war itself and
on those who took part in it, besides the fact that it
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might be exploited in the caliphal policies of the frontier. It should nevertheless be noted that, in adab
literature, the chapters intitled kitdb al-harb seem to
have escaped the influence of the new doctrine on
frontier warfare, as seen by traditionist circles. These
passages constitute a veritable treasure-store of ancient representation, from the djahiliyya onwards,
through the Prophetal phase of Islam, to the adventures and achievements of the great warriors of the
Umayyad period (see, for example, one of the more
voluminous works, the ^Ikd al-Farid, by the Andalusian Ibn cAbd Rabbih (d. 328/940 [q.v.]), accredited
panegyrist to the Umayyad court of Cordova, who
transferred to the West the oriental tradition, and also
the so-called popular romances describing the epic
adventures of great warriors of the Umayyad period
who were real persons; see AL-BATTAL and DHU
'L-HIMMA).
In his major commentary on the Kurgan, Djdmi^ albaydn, al-Tabari (d. 320/923), presents exegetical
readings which seem to accord with the ideology of
diihdd, such as it has been found expressed by means
of the Prophetal traditions which are included in the
compilations of the 3rd/9th century. But he also
revives the contradictory ideology of quietism which
makes ribdt simply a modality of devotion (it is not certain, however, that this is what served as a referential
base for the latter usage of the term by mysticism).
There is room for speculation regarding the future
role of this latter tendency, which seems not to have
disappeared entirely, despite the probable dominance
of the ideology of djihdd, throughout subsequent
periods, apparently enjoying a powerful revival
during the time of the Crusades. The two readings
(pro- and anti-ajihad) thus figure, concurrently, in the
commentaries on the two Kur'anic verses concerned
(Djdmi^al-baydn, ed. M.M. Shakir, Cairo, vii, 501, on
III, 200, and xiv, 31, on VIII, 60).
Finally, attention should be drawn to the use of a
derivative of the root r-b-t which figures in the Book
of Conquests, Kitdb al-Futuh, of the Baghdad!
historiographer al-Baladhuri (d. 279/892) (ed. R.M.
Radwan, Beirut 1978, 189, ch. on Malatiya). The fact
that this work dates from the second c Abbasid century
is all the more interesting in that it seems to preserve
an ancient usage of the term which hardly coincides
with the representation in the ancient period of a
d^ihad involving volunteers of the faith. The account
concerns the war which the future caliph Mu c awiya
(he was still governor of Syria at the time) led on the
frontier, recapturing Malatiya which had been lost
after an earlier conquest. He "posted" there, rattaba
fihd, "a squadron of Muslims", rdbita min al-muslimin,
"under the leadership of their chief", ma^a ^dmili-hd
(during the caliphate of Medina and the Umayyad
period, the cdmil denotes the governor as well as the
military chieftain, responsible for a group of warriors,
whatever its level and its number; D.M. Hill speaks
of the " C amz7of a small band of fighters" in reference
to the reconquest of a town in the Djazira, see his The
termination of hostilities in the early Arab conquests, London
1971, 85). The term rdbita, used in this passage, is
based on the theme of a name for a group. The latter,
according to the ancient sense of the root, should be
seen as being provided with horses and weapons and
being ready for combat.
b. Ribdt as a b u i l d i n g : l o o k - o u t p o s t , s m a l l
fort, fortified city, caravanserai, staging-post
and urban establishment for mystics.
Ribdt might seem to be easier to pin down in its role
as a substantive denoting a building than in its usages
as a verbal noun or a noun of action. However, except
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in the case of the urban establishments for mystics
which do not appear in a definitive fashion until the
Saldjuk period and are included in a well-defined
general policy of the construction of specialised
buildings on the part of sultans, their viziers or other
dignitaries (madrasas [q. v. ] for specialists in fikh and
khdnkdhs [q.v.] for Sufis), there is a definite possibility
that there has often been confusion and misunderstanding concerning the ribdt as an edifice.
There may well be cases where a reference to a particular edifice has been understood, when in reality it
is simply an extension of the sense of the verbal noun
denoting an exposed place: an isolated stage on an inland route, a border-post or a fortified coastal city. It
seems difficult to present a general opinion on the
question, such being the variety, in nature and in purpose, of the built-up places and spaces to which the
name of ribdt is given, in the sources of the 4th/10th
century. The earliest information seems to emanate
from geographical sources of the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th
centuries. But, depending on the authors, the latter
may already have been permeated by ideology. Since
the historical problems have yet to be clarified and
separated from phenomena of representation, it is not
possible to identify and fix a historical starting-point.
It is possible, however, to draw some conclusions from
textual comparisons. Thus attention may be drawn to
the very neutral terminological usages of the caliphal
functionary Kudama (see above), who seems to be
opposed to certain "engaged" remarks of the geographers of the mid-4th/10th century which do not
correspond strictly to historical reality. A. Miquel, in
three of the volumes of his Geographic humaine du monde
musulman, has made a systematic survey of uses of the
term ribdt among early geographers, instances, which
make it possibly, in his opinion, to indicate, directly
or indirectly, the presence of an edifice named ribdt (4
vols., Paris 1967-88; on the ribdt, see index, at ii, 582,
iii, at 529, iv, at 374). He has, in addition, devoted
to this term part of a chapter (iv, 54-6, with numerous
references to what are essentially geographical
sources). He keeps, however, to the general definition
of "fortified convent" as giving the basic sense (iii,
82, n. 1).
i. The eastern frontier
Of all the mediaeval authors in this field, Ibn
Hawkal in his K. Surat al-ard and al-MukaddasT (d.
378/988 [q.v.]) in his Ahsan al-takdsim f i ma'rifat alakdlim are the ones who deal in the greatest detail with
everything concerning ribdt (as a verbal noun or as a
substantive with plural ribdtdt). According to these
authors, ribdts are divided among several major zones,
Transoxiana and Khurasan, provinces to the south of
the Caucasus, the West Caspian zone and the
Mediterranean coasts, from Palestine to the Maghrib
and to Spain (Miquel, op. cit., ii, "les marches", 536;
the thughur of the Arabo-Byzantine frontier have been
omitted from this list because, as has been seen above,
the usages of ribdt do not seem to denote there a
specific building, but exclusively an action or a place
of action). However, this terminology does not seem
to be shared by all authors. Unlike the geographertravellers of the mid-4th/10th century, Kudama,
writing two generations earlier, makes no mention of
ribdt as a frontier edifice of diihdd. The situation to
which he refers allusively on the frontiers of the north
is that of the Turkish "raid", verb ghdra, and not that
of Muslim incursion (extract from the K. al-Kharddj.
in EGA, vi, Leiden 1889, 208, 212, 262; this would
seem to confirm the tradition related by the same
Kudama, according to which "the Turks should be
left in peace", op. cit., 262). Similarly, instead of the
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term ribdt which was to be used in the 4th/10th century, he uses the term khan [q.v.\ to denote the
caravanserai and sikka for the "relay" of the postal
service band [q.v.] (association of the khan and the
sikka, in certain isolated "stages", manzil, 209, 210),
and this over the whole extent of the empire (however,
it is generally supposed that it was the relays of the
eastern post which were called ribdt [see BARID].).
Even if local powers from time to time conducted a
more offensive policy (without disruption of commerce, and in particular, the very lucrative trade in
slaves, some of whom were to become caliphal soldiers
from the 3rd/9th century onward, see GHULAM), it
may be noted that the Muslim rulers of Persia finally
found themselves in a situation similar to that of the
empires which had preceded them, confronted by
nomads from the north and the east (a legendary
evocation of relations between the Sasanid Anushirwan and the king of the Khazars, which led the former
to build a wall of bricks, hd^it, against the raids of the
nomads, intractable subjects of the latter, Kudama,
259-61).
A related question concerns, in particular, the
representation of djihddon the eastern frontiers of Persia. It may be wondered whether what is presented, in
the sources, as a generalised ajihdd, performed from
the starting-point of thousands of ribdts, in fact reflects
historical facts. Al-Mukaddasi speaks of a thousand
ribdts at Paykand, on the border of Bukhara (282).
They are said to be "in ruins" or disused, khardb, or
"in active use", cdmir, although the respective proportion is not given. The same author states the
presence (without specifying whether active or otherwise) of 1,700 ribdts at Isfidjab, on the right bank of
the Syr Darya or Sayhun (273; Ibn Hawkal also
speaks of a thousand ribdts at Paykand, 489). These
highly implausible figures are probably a reflection of
hyperbole and mythic representation. In fact, the
historical elements of the context (drawn from
historiographical sources, as well as from certain
passages of the geographers themselves), on the policy
conducted by the local Muslim powers (the Tahirid
governors at first, later, the Samanid amirs}, during
the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries, confronted by the
Turkish peoples of the steppe (Ghuzz, Karluk [q. vv.],
Arabic Kharlukh), present a quite different picture. In
both cases, it is a policy of defence (based on fortresses, him or kuhandiz (the Persian word), of towns
encircled by walls, muhassana, or by ditches and ramparts khandak, especially in Kh w arazm, works of
which many must have been pre-Islamic) and not of
attack, which seems to have been practised once the
conquests had reached the unclear, but traditional,
frontier of the steppe. In response to raids by the
Turkish nomads (who normally took the initiative),
there appear to have been punitive Muslim expeditions, of which the best-known is that of the Samanid
IsmacTl I (279-95/892-907 [q.v.]) against one of the
Turkish centres of population, that of the Karluk, the
town of Talas, in 280/893. This must have established
calm on the frontier for most of the 4th/10th century.
From this period, which is precisely contemporary
with that of the geographer-travellers, the warfare
would have been over. This was achieved, furthermore, by the progressive conversion of the Turkish
border tribes. Information on these conversions is also
found in the writings of the geographers themselves
who, furthermore (without concern over contradictions or over anachronisms), continue to speak of the
burgeoning activity of the ribdts and of the influx of
volunteers. Al-MukaddasI tends to hark back to this
theme, which had probably become, in part, mythic:

on Ush in Farghana, muttawwi^a, 272; the district of
Paykand, to the west of Bukhara, ghuzat, 282. He
mentions, however, some precise examples which
seem more plausible. Such would be the case of the
approaches to the mountain massif of the Ghur [q.v. ],
between Harat and Bamiyan. This region was not, in
fact, to be conquered and converted until the 5th/11th
century, by Mahmud of Ghazna (cf. al-Mukaddasi,
306). In this region, it is furthermore not so much a
question of volunteers as of regular soldiers,
"posted", murattabun, there, and of "watchmen",
hurras. Similarly, in the description of a forward post
in the district of Ustuwa, two places are mentioned
which are called ribdt, or rather pertaining to ribdt (in
the capacity of a verbal noun), where there are stationed "ardent and decisive men", riajdl shihdm, wellequiped with arms and with horses. It is impossible to
tell whether this refers to volunteers. They are
deployed, facing the sands, in three forts, hisn, "linked together", muttasila, one of them being defended
by a ditch and rampart, khandak (al-Mukaddasi, 320).
The mode of expression is lyrical; it could refer to the
reality of the previous century. On the other hand,
Ibn Hawkal provides a significant extract on the converted tribes installed on the pasture-lands of Shash,
the region of what is today Tashkent (511; alMukaddasi is decidedly more discreet, 274). Furthermore, it was soon to be the Muslim irregulars of the
frontier who were causing problems. In the article
GHAZI, Cl. Cahen defines them as companies of
"mercenaries" and not as volunteers for the faith (it
may be recalled that Kudama and Ibn Hawkal spole
of sa^dlik to denote these irregulars, see above). For
want of external action, they seem to have found a
diversion in participating in various revolts, including
one in Samanid Bukhara, in 318/930 [see GHAZI].
Some reportedly sought in the mid-4th/10th century
to leave for the West (Camb. hist. Iran, iv, The
Sdmdnids, ed. R.N. Frye, 155). Others were probably
employed by Mahmud the Ghaznawid in his expeditions to the Pandjab at the beginning of the 5th/llth
century. It could almost be said that, it is only when
the mercenaries of the frontier have left the scene, that
the warriors of faith make their entrance, in an
idealised representation of the past, in this region just
as in the Syrian marches.
From these first elements it can be seen that it is no
longer possible to subscribe, in a global manner, to
the definition of G. Marcais, who presents ribdt (in his
El1 article s.v.) as "a type of establishment, both
religious and military, which seems quite specifically
Muslim" and which would have appeared "at an early stage". It is no longer possible to retain as "current" the interpretation of "fortified convent" (see
above). Before drawing hasty conclusions, the most
prudent course is, without doubt, to analyse the
sources and to identify the points where usage seems
to indicate the presence of edifices called ribdt. This
will not be sufficient to indicate whether it is the
edifice itself which bears this name or it is the function
assigned to it which accounts for the name. In the first
case, there would effectively be a specific construction. In the second case, there would be a common
name denoting various types of edifice, according to
the function attributed to them. Thus the full range of
evolutionary senses of the verbal noun would be encountered, from preparation for combat, to vigilance
or to a protected halting-place (a use as verbal noun
in the writings of al-MukaddasT, 303, with reference
to Badakhshan, in the mountains of the upper Oxus
basin).
Furthermore, a careful reading of the texts reveals
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that it is probably a mistake to attribute a military
function to certain ribdts; sometimes the reference
seems to be to a simple hospice for travellers, especially in the case of an edifice situated at the gate of a city,
founded by a specifically-named individual and maintained by the incomes of a wakf or mortmain (see
WAKF, and Cahen, Reflexions sur le waqf ancien, in Les
peuples musulmans dans I'histoire medievale, Damascus
1977, 287-306). This would be the case of the four
ribdts of IsfTdjab, each situated at the gates of the town
(and not in the vicinity of the great mosque, as suggested by the unclear text of al-Mukaddasi, 272-3; cf.
Ibn Hawkal, 510, making possible a correction of Miquel, iv, 56), on an important route leading from the
major regional metropolises. These hospice-nfoz/s
seem to have been specifically for the accommodation
of travellers who were natives of these cities (see the
case of the ribdt probably founded by Karatigin, a
Samanid military dignitary, who is buried there and
who converted into wakf the revenues of a market; another possible case, in the writings of al-Mukaddasi,
is the ribdt of Mirki (?), the founder of which was a
Samanid amir; in this case, too, the establishment is in
the environs of the town, 275). On the other hand, in
the writings of Ibn Hawkal passages are found which
indicate more clearly the purpose of the edifice: ribdts
for travellers on internal routes maintained by the
wakfs, mandzil wa-ribdtdt mawkufa ^ald sdbilat al-tank
(401). As for the ribdt situated on the plain to the north
of Usrushana, facing the steppe which borders on the
left bank of the Sayhun, the foundation of which is attributed to the celebrated Afshln [0.0.], the prince of
this province who distinguished himself in far-flung
campaigns (before ultimately being imprisoned as a
rebel, in Samarra, in 226/841), it seems to be of
distinctly military purpose (Ibn Hawkal, 504-5; this
institution was supported by the revenues of lands
which had been constituted as wakf). The verb band
clearly denotes the effective construction of an edifice
by this person. It is, however, not known whether it
was originally intended as a ribdt. Clearly less ambiguous are the passages in the works of geographers
concerning the halting-places on internal routes called
ribdt. They are generally denoted by a composite expression, "the ribdt of...", followed by a place or the
name of a founder (Miquel, iv, 55, n. 120, mentioning in particular Ibn Hawkal, 454, with a commentary of the latter on the services provided by the ribdt
as place of protection or accommodation; see also alMukaddasi, 291, a ribdt outside the town, near
Bukhara, founded and financed by a Samanid amir).
But these halting-places were also very often established in connection with the postal service, the band
and its relays, especially in eastern and central Persia.
The term ribdt is applied to them specifically by alMukaddasT (thus differing from Kudama, see above),
in his lists of itineraries in the east (372, 493; in
western Khurasan, with a description of the ribdt
founded by Ibn Simdjur, the Samanid general.
It is, however, quite true that certain ribdts (which
did not necessarily originate as military establishments; here too, each case must be analysed separately) seem to have been ultimately represented
as mashdhid (mentioned by Miquel, iv, 51, n. 92),
signifying both "[supposed] places of martyrdom"
and "blessed places". A legendary tomb is often
associated with them. It may appeal to a collective
patronage, that of the "Companions of Muhammad", on an itinerary of the region of Naysabur, in
Khurasan (al-Mukaddasi, 334). It may even claim
identification with great mythical figures such as Dhu
'1-Karnayn, the KuPanic Alexander and the
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mysterious prophet Dhu '1-Kifl (Kurgan, XXI, 85).
These two figures are associated with two twin ribdts,
each situated on a bank of the Oxus, one on the
Hephthalite side, that of the Haytal [see HAYATILA],
and the other on the side of Khurasan, downriver
from Tirmidh (mentioned by Miquel, loc. cit.; list in
al-Mukaddasi, 291, 333). Also to be found (idem,
292), is the exceptional mention of mud^dwirun in a
ribdt (guard-post or halting-place?) which apparently
served as a crossing-point of the Oxus. Djiwdr.
originally linked with residence in Mecca, is to be understood here in an extended sense, perhaps referring
to non-combatant pietists, possibly preachers and
evangelists. The movement of the Karramiyya [q. v.}
could possibly have played a role of this type in the
Turkish zone, under the Samanids and then under the
Ghaznawids. This role is also attributed to the Sufis
with whom the Karramiyya are often confused. It
should be remembered, however, that Sufis did not
appear in Persia until the mid-4th/10th century (see
Chabbi, op. cit., and eadem, Remarques sur le de'veloppement historique des mouvements ascetiques et mystiques au
Khurasan in SI [1977]). The facts of the sanctification
of certain sites, called ribdt by certain authors, should,
in this writer's opinion, be often considered (at least
on the eastern border; the situation in the West is less
clear, see below, in regard to Ifrikiya), as phenomena
adduced a posteriori, especially in the case of military
posts which had lost their importance or fallen into
disuse. It is clear that each passage needs to be examined in detail and compared with parallel sources,
since each case seems to pose different questions, even
when the same region is under discussion. In any
case, the important question remains open: who is
finally responsible for allocating the name ribdt to certain edifices—the founders, the actual users, or later
authors describing events?
ii. The central coastal zones and the western frontier
According to Kudama's formula, all the coasts
from Syria to Egypt are thaghrs (253; details of the
coastal cities, 255; a brief paragraph is devoted, at the
end of the chapter, to the thughur al-gharb which begin
with Ifnkiya, 265-6). The geographers of the 4th/10th
century are less synthetic in approach. They do not
omit to mention all the fortified towns of the coast
(musawwara, encircled by a sur, wall, or muhassana,
defended like a hisn; these expressions are recurrent in
their writings). It is therefore surprising, with regard
to these coasts, that there are so few references to
ribdts, except in the cases of Ifrikiya and of Sicily. Ibn
Hawkal confines himself to saying that Damascenes
go to Beirut to perform ribdt, sc. yurdbitun, with the
soldiers, when there is an appeal in case of danger
(istinfdr "call to arms, general mobilisation", 175; no
site of the Near Eastern littoral is mentioned). Concerning the frontiers of the West, al-Mukaddasf confines himself to very vague formulae: the Maghrib is
in a state of permanent diihdd(215, the same applying
to Cordova, 233). The coasts of Sicily are "noble
thaghrs''1 which contain "superb ribdts", thughur ajalila
wa-ribdtdt fddila (or superb "places of ribdt"?) (15); as
for Ibn Hawkal, he goes into most detail when
describing Ifnkiya and Sicily, see below. On the other
hand, with regard to the coasts of the eastern Mediterranean, al-Mukaddasi makes a double exception.
This concerns, on the one hand, the whole of the
coast-line controlled by Ramla, the "capital", kasaba,
of the district of Palestine, a city some distance removed from the littoral, and on the other hand, the zone
of Damietta, Dimyat, in Egypt. There are said to
have been, on the coast at Damietta, numerous ribdt
(edifices or verbal noun denoting a place of ribdt?)
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which are not otherwise adduced. They presumably
had a "season" of activity, mawsim, during which
there was an influx of murdbitun. The passage is fairly
enigmatic (203). It is perhaps linked to maritime conditions, which rendered approach to the Egyptian
coast extremely difficult for the greater part of the
year. The ribdts dependent on Ramla are even more
surprising (177; Miquel has partially translated the
passage, in La geographic humaine, iv, 55). The points
on the coast identified as ribdt represent the totality of
maritime cities of the Palestinian coast or their ports.
The city itself may be somewhat removed from the
coast, as is the case of Ghazza in relation to Mimas in
the south and of Azdud and Yubna in the central
zone. The port of these two small cities is called mdkuz
(a word normally meaning "space between two armies", which could be applied to a maritime forward
post in relation to the city by which it is controlled).
The other ribdts are fortified cities situated directly on
the seaboard, Ascalon or cAskalan (between Mimas
and Azdud), Jaffa or Yafa (considered to be the port
of Ramla) and finally Arsuf, a fortified port situated
further to the north (description of the defensive works
of these cities, 174, with the exception of Azdud and
Yubna, which are mentioned only in the abovementioned passage, 177). Given this context, it is
reasonable to assume that it is a question of places
where ribdt was practised, rather than of edifices of a
particular type. The latter are described, furthermore, by their customary names, whether it is a case
of "fortresses", hisn, small forts with "observation
towers", mahdris (sing, mahras; these were apparently
especially numerous in the zone of Ascalon. The town
is described as kathirat al-mahdris, 174). The ribdt
which, according to al-Mukaddasi, is practised in this
zone is of a very particular type. It is not a question
of combat but otfidd3 [q. v. in Suppl.], "the ransoming
of prisoners" (the principal source on this subject is
al-Mas c udi, Tanbih, 189-96, who deals with official
"campaigns" of ransom conducted by caliphal
representatives; there is no mention of ransoms effected on the Palestinian coast). Miquel has good
reason for wondering whether, in fact, it was not
rather a matter of exchange (ii, 471). According to the
procedure described by al-MukaddasI as regards the
Palestinian coasts, as soon as the galleys and barques
arriving from the Christian shores (their provenance
is not specified) are sighted, the alarm is raised
throughout the region. The inhabitants come to
negotiate in the above-mentioned ports. Such activities are highly plausible, especially as it is unclear
who, in the event, represented the Christian side
(legitimate traders or pirates?) Besides, it would not
be unreasonable to wonder whether, from a historical
point of view, all actions on these coasts were
motivated purely by faith, as the sources would have
us piously believe.
Ifrikiya is reputed to have supplied the most ancient
evidence of the existence of an establishment known
as ribdt. The earliest foundations reportedly date back
to the first half-century of the cAbbasid period, shortly
before the appearance of the hereditary Aghlabid
governorate (established from 184/800 onward). The
purpose would have been to reinforce the coastal
defences against raids launched from the Christian
shores of the north. The Aghlabids [q.v.] continued
this policy, erecting numerous walls and fortresses.
The first expeditions against Sicily were mounted in
211/187 and its capital, Palermo or Balarm, was taken
in 216/831. There is doubt as to which is the more ancient, the ribdt of Monastir or that of Sousse (see
MONASTIR for this city and constructions in other near-

by towns, Sousse and the region of Mahdiyya). Ibn
Hawkal gives the most detailed account concerning
the whole of this region, including Sicily. He seems to
have been present in the area in 361/972. Concerning
the fortress which is today considered as the ribdt of
Monastir (which is a fortress, fcasr, to which similar
works were to be added, at a later stage, by various
local powers, from the Fatimids to the Zlrids, the
whole constituting kusur), the question is the same as
that posed in the East, whether the edifice was really
called, from the outset, a ribdt or is it a case of simple
extension of the verbal noun, denoting the "place of
ribdt"? Perusal of the text devoted to the city by Ibn
Hawkal suggests that the second hypothesis is valid, at
least for the ancient period. The few lines dealing with
the shores of central Tunisia (73) include three uses of
the term. The first could indicate either an edifice, or
a place of residence, ribdt yaskunu-hu umma min al-nds,
"a ribdt (a place of ribdt), where a significant number
of people reside", ^ald 3l-ayydm wa 'l-sd^dt, "according
to days and periods", yu^rafu bi-Munastir, "(place)
which is known by the name of Munastlr". The
second use appears in an expression which makes ribdt
a functional epithet (kasr ribdt, "a fortress having the
function of ribdt"). The third use is a verbal noun:
"there are at the edge of the sea two large fortresses",
kasrdn ^azimdn, li 'l-ribdt wa 'l-cibdda, "for ribdt and
religious observance", ^alay-himd awkdf kathira biIfrikiya, "which are maintained by the benefits of
numerous wakfs situated in Ifrlkiya", wa 'l-sadakdt
ta^ti-hd min kulli ard "and by alms which come from
everywhere".
There is no doubt that, at a later stage, when their
military role had perhaps become less important, the
fortresses of Monastir were considered as sanctified
sites, favoured by the nobility as places of interment
(see MONASTIR: the acts of piety related by the sources
are, however, perhaps interpreted a little too literally
here). It could be considered that the text of Ibn
Hawkal tends to idealise the situation on the coast of
Africa (as also the case of Sale in Morocco, confronting the Barghwata Berbers, considered at the time to
be unconverted, 81-2), while he castigates the vice
prevalent in the Sicilian places of ribdt (121; partial tr.
A. Miquel, in La geographic humaine, iv, 55). Historical
reality probably lies between the two extremes. However, there may well have been periods during which
zealous Muslims (or simply citizens anxious to participate in the defence and security of their homes)
could have succeeded in transforming these fortresses
into convents, as is postulated by numerous modern
studies. If mystical movements were able at a later
stage partially to occupy this type of edifice, they seem
absolutely unrepresentative of the situations which
could have arisen in more ancient times.
In Andalusia, three marches confronted the Christian kingdoms, including the famous Galician march,
thaghr al-ajaldlika. The war which was waged against
the local Christians, "of quarrelsome and obstinate
temperament", was, according to Ibn Hawkal (who is
manifestly prejudiced), a war characterised by
trickery and ambushes which have little to do with the
rules of chivalry, furusiyya. No mention of ribdt is to be
found in his text (111, 114; but the province of Spain
appears to be little known; only a few pages deal with
it). In this respect, al MukaddasT is equally vague; on
the difficulties of documentation regarding Muslim
Spain in the early period, see AL-ANDALUS. (iii)
"Outline of the historical geography of al-Andalus";
on military history, very rich in varied vicissitudes (vi)
"General survey of the history of al-Andalus". It
may, however, be wondered whether the lands of the
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Muslim West genuinely link, to a greater extent than
in the east, military action and guarding of the frontier to a sustained devotional practice (which is not to
be confused with a mystical practice!) A critical study
of the sources on this subject would unquestionably be
a worthwhile project. The Sicilian counter-example
which Ibn Hawkal gives, with a view to denouncing
it, and which describes the undesirable elements of the
frontier, is very significant in this respect. On the
other hand, it is no doubt necessary to take account,
as in continuity with ancient usages and not as a
novelty, of the fact noted by G. Marcais [see RIBAT in
El1], concerning the existence, in Spanish, of the
word rebato to denote "an action performed by a troop
of horsemen in conformity with Muslim tactics". Encountered in this definition is the precise basic sense
of the verbal noun of the early caliphal period. It does
not go as far as the original ribdt, on the banks of the
Senegal river, which has long been reckoned the point
of departure of the Almoravid Berbers, a fact which is
not today held in doubt [see H.T. Norris, ALMURABITUN]. The Almoravid movement, which began
in the Maghrib at the beginning of the 5th/llth century, passed into Spain during the final quarter of the
same century (479/1086, victory of Yusuf b. Tashfin
at Zallaka, see P. Chalmeta, AL-MURABITUN. iv. "The
Almoravids in Spain") and dominates it politically,
while unleashing war on the frontier, using both
regular troops and mercenaries, exactly as in the East.
In this context, there seems however to appear, as a
specific case, the activity of certain splinter-groups of
Malikism from the Maghrib which preached an activist application of religious observance. This would
be the case of the founder of the Ddr al-murdbitin (mentioned by Norris, in art. cit., and located in the Moroccan Sous) which apparently professed a blend of
pietism and warfare. This movement could first have
inspired the faith of the Saharan Almoravids, then
that of the ideologues who followed them, and who
were to be recruited into circles of jurists of the Malik!
persuasion. It is nevertheless important not to continue to confuse these modalities of active observance,
perfectly identified (which could, in certain aspects,
be compared, in the East, to Hanbali activism and,
much later, to Wahhabism) with the use which the
Sufis and the mystical brotherhoods were to make of
the institution of ribdt. On the contrary, the Almohad
ribdts of the 6th/12th century, mentioned by G. Marcais in his El1 article, seem, at first sight, to be of a
far more classical nature, since their role is that of ribdt
Tdzd [q.v. in El1], the base of operations for antiAlmoravid action. As for the ribdt al-fath [q.v.], it was
the mustering point for men and materials awaiting
transfer to Spain. Before becoming the site of the
future city of Rabat, this area of coastal ribdt apparently served as a necropolis for the MarTnids (after the example of certain ribdts of Ifrikiya, for the local
dynasties: see RIBAT in El1). It should probably be
born in mind that it would be impossible to continue
to deal with the problem of ribdt, in general and without reference to the precise contexts in which the
usages of this term have been forged and have evolved. The permanent confrontation which, from the
moment of the launching of the Reconquista, opposed
the lands of the Muslim West to the Christian
kingdoms, makes it reasonable to suppose that very
particular cases of utilisation of the ancient terminology are to be encountered. These specific usages
probably involved not only the ideology of djihad and
its associated terms, including the verbal noun ribdt,
but also the emergence of practices of magical
mysticism, thaumaturgy, and the liturgy of interces-
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sion which were to be a fundamental element of
maraboutism (with various usages of the root r-b-t;
"marabout" evidently emanates from one of the late
usages of the Arabic murdbit). G. Marcais noted,
moreover, the multiplication of usage, in Muslim
Spain, in a fairly late period (which he did not, however, specify), of the term rdbita to denote certain innovations which he supposes to be of a mystical nature
(by analogy with the Maghrib! usage defined by G.
Colin in his translation of the Maksad... ft dhikr sulahd^
al-Rif, of Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Hakk al-BadlsI, d.
711/1312, in Arch. Maroc., xxvii, Paris 1926, 240: "a
hermitage which is the retreat of a saint and where he
lived surrounded by his disciples and his religious servitors"; see also El1 art. ZAWIYA; it would also
definitely be useful to refer to the volumes of the Nafh
al-tib of al-Makkar! [q. v. ], which deal with alAndalus). G. Marcais also claimed to have found a
direct echo of the term rdbita in a number of Spanish
toponyms such as Rdpita, Rdvita and Rdbida.
iii. Ribat, as an establishment for mystics (relations with
establishments of similar type—khankah, zawiya, tekke)
It is not known at exactly which point in history the
term ribdt and parallel terms, in particular khankah in
the East, zawiya in the West, were first effectively and
regularly applied to groups of mystics devoting themselves to practices of piety, ^ibdda, in a building to
which they had rights of ownership. It can only be
asserted that the phenomenon became established—at
the earliest, but still in a very uneven manner—from
the second half of the 5th/11th century, in the Saldjuk
lands of Persia. Similar structures were apparently
also in evidence among the Ghaznawids of northeastern Persia, as far as the approaches to the Pandjab. It subsequently spread very widely over the
newly-conquered territories, arriving, from the
7th/l3th century onward, in the DihlT Sultanate [q. v. ],
when this region was settled by Persian elites fleeing
from Mongol domination, henceforward established
throughout Persia (K.A. Nizami, Some aspects of khdnqah life in medieval India, in SI, viii [1957], 51-69). In
the same manner, the progress of these establishments
seems to have followed, in the West, the advance of
the Saldjuks and their successors, first in Zangid Syria
and then in Ayyubid Egypt, as well as in Anatolia
(which passed definitively under Muslim control after
the victory won at Manzikert or Malazgird [q.v.] by
the second Great Saldjuk sultan, Alp Arslan [9.0.], in
463/1071). Subsequently the movement of founding
these institutions continued to spread, in particular,
as the result of the development of the mystical
brotherhoods, turuk (sing, tanka, q.v. in El1}. The entire Muslim world was thus affected. Local particularities and significant disparities between
establishments are to be noted, however, resulting
from the circumstances of foundation (whether or not
the initiative was sponsored by a dynasty or a powerful individual, and the level and permanence of the
wakfs intended for their support).
It should be noted, for example, that the genesis
and evolution of mysticism in the Muslim West,
Maghrib and Spain, seem to have been quite different
from what took place in the East, possibly as a result
of the quasi-exclusive domination of the Malik! school
of law, which was able to impose certain obstacles in
matters of the spiritualisation and the practice of faith.
In these regions, as was later to be the case in subSaharan Africa,
the overwhelming
mystical
phenomenon was maraboutism (elements in E.
Doutte, Magie et religion dans I'Afrique du Nord, Algiers
1908, repr. Paris 1983; G. Drague, Esquisse d'histoire
religieuse du Maroc: confreries et zaouias, Paris 1951; E.
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Dermenghem, Le culte des Saints dans I'Islam maghrebin,
Paris 1954). However, the Sufi brotherhood movement was ultimately to be established in the West also.
There it took on some quite specific traits (on the
mystical brotherhoods in general, see J.S. Trimingham, The Sufi orders in Islam, Oxford 1971, on the
establishments and the phenomenon of ziydra, "pious
visiting [of a shrine or tomb]" see ch. vi, esp. 166-80).
The thesis which continues to be propounded, in
regard to the Muslim West, consists in saying, following E. Levi-Provencal [see ZAWIYA in El1 ] that the ancient local term was probably rdbita (see above), which
applied to a "hermitage", while zdwiya was later to be
systematically employed in the same sense, but only
from the 7th/13th century onward. This thesis seems
to require renewed discussion.
In the central and eastern regions (from the time of
their submission to Saldjuk domination), the
establishments for mystics (these latter being
henceforward all denoted as Sufis, with the exception
of the remnants of the Karramiyya, surviving in the
Ghurid domain, see GHURIDS), took either the name
khankdh [q. v. ], which was the dominant usage in
numerous regions, or ribdt. There is sometimes concurrence of the two terms in the same zone (Syria and
Egypt). In lists of establishments compiled in a later
period and applying to Egypt as well as Syria (see
below), the appellation zdwiya is also found referring
to urban establishments which seem to be of the same
nature as ribdts or khankdhs. It is not known in what
circumstances this third term (which is supposed, a
priori, to be of western origin) is applied in these central regions. As for designation by the word ribdt, it is
seldom an exclusive usage, except in c lrak, in the
region of Baghdad (but only until the Mongol period).
It is, in fact, this declining caliphal metropolis which
seems to have provided, for some time, the most important and probably the most ancient stratum of urban ribdts (cf. the present writer's article on the preMongol period of foundation of the Baghdad! ribdts,
see below). Elsewhere, it is the appellation of khankdh
which seems to have originally been prevalent, this
applying to all the lands of the Muslim East or lands
of the Levant, controlled, directly or indirectly, by
powers of Saldjuk origin (Syria and Egypt). It is this,
moreover, which seems to have impressed western
travellers like Ibn Djubayr in the 6th/12th century
and Ibn Battuta in the 8th/14th century (see below).
The names given to these establishments, most of
them founded between the 6th/12th and the 7th/13th
centuries, were not subsequently to change, though
the foundations could be of very different nature, in
terms of their dimensions, their importance, their
financial means, even their users, whether or not
under the control of successive powers. The most important foundations often accommodated the tomb of
the founder, even if the latter had no connection with
mysticism (see KUBBA, where the primary concern is
with tombs in madrasas; see also the term turbalturbe).
This was to be the case especially in Mamluk Egypt
(see KHANKAH). Lists of establishments are to be found
in certain relatively late sources. For Egypt, they
feature in the Khitat of al-Makr!z!(d. 845/1442 [q.v.]).
According to this author, the city of Cairo is said to
have contained 23 khankdhs, 12 ribdts and 26 zdwiyas
(op. cit., Bulak 1270/1853, repr. offset, Baghdad n.d.,
ii, 414-36). These establishments evidently do not all
belong to the same period. The chronology here is
defective, needing to be restored before any analysis
is attempted. Thus it is possible that the khankdhs
could be the most ancient, which would explain the
astonishment of the Maghrib! travellers who passed

through Cairo, between the 6th/12th and 8th/14th
centuries (if the lists supplied in the sources are to be
believed, there had, however, been zdwiyas since the
7th/13th century, in Syria and in Egypt). For
Damascus, there is a list comparable to that of Cairo,
but of even later date. It is owed to cAbd al-Kadir alNucaym! (d. 927/1521, see Brockelmann, 8*11, 164)
and feature in the Tanbih al-tdlib wa-irshdd al-ddris (2
vols., Damascus 1948; al-Nucaym! makes frequent
references to Yusuf Ibn Shaddad, d. 632/1235, for the
more ancient establishments). The figures were
reportedly as follows: 29 khankdhs, 26 zdwiyas and 21
ribdts (to this list should be added an indeterminate
number of tekkes, from the Ottoman period [see
DIMASHK]. This Turkicised word denotes an establishment of the same type as those already mentioned, its
Arabic form being takkiya}. Here, too, the chronology
is defective, and the dates of foundation of the
establishments are not given systematically. Historical
exploitation of these lists has yet to be undertaken.
In the Maghrib, it was to be the appellation zdwiya
which was prevalent before the Ottomans. The latter
were to build a certain number of tekkes, alongside
older establishments, except in Morocco, which
escaped their domination (given the conditions of
local mysticism, the Maghrib! zdwiyas are not
necessarily urban establishments, see Trimingham,
op. cit., index, 314). The observation of Ibn Djubayr
(who was in the East at the end of the 6th/12th century, see below, Rihla, 330) suggests that while
khankdh was probably unknown in the West, there
were nevertheless usages of the term ribdt, taken in the
sense of a generic term. It should be noted that, in another Rihla, of two centuries later, Ibn Battuta, the
great traveller and a native of Tangier (q. v.; he is said
to have died in 779/1377 or a little earlier), for his part
uses zdwiya as a term of reference to denote all kinds
of establishments, from institutions for mystical
brotherhoods to simple wayside hostelries. This
uniformity of nomenclature does not seem to correspond to reality. It could be the product of extrapolation, deriving from a typically Maghrib! usage. In his
accounts, often lively and spiced with anecdotes, this
traveller-narrator would be unlikely to mention the
terminology actually used in the regions of which he
speaks. Furthermore, he abandons his procedure, at
least once, in reference to Cairo when he declares, "as
for zdwiyas, which are here called khankdhs". The
passage is included in a chapter devoted to the various
establishments of Cairo (the mosque of c Amr, the
madrasas, the mdristdns and the zdwiyas), see his Rihla,
Beirut 1967, 37). In pre-Ottoman Turkey, it is also
zdwiyas which are attributed by him to the Turkoman
organisations of the akhis [ q . v . ] , who were to revive, in
Anatolia, the most ancient tradition of the futuwwa
(<?. r ;.; see also Cl. Cahen, Pre-ottoman Turkey, London
1968, 196-200). The word ribdt seems to be completely
absent in the Rihla of Ibn Battuta. There is a single
isolated use of the term rdbita, apparently denoting an
oratory regarded as a sacred site (placed under the
mythic patronage of the prophet Ilyas and of Khadir
[ q . v . ] , in the region of Sinope or Sinub (op. cit.,
319-26).
Returning to the genesis of the process, it will be
noted that the most distinguishing feature of these
new kinds of establishment is that they are situated, in
principle, in cities (except in the case of marabout
edifices, many of which reflect the local configuration
of places collectively recognised as "sacred") and not
on a frontier or in an exposed place. Just like the
madrasas or colleges of law [q. v. ] , which also appear in
towns, in the same places and during the same
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periods, the urban establishments for Sufis were to be
almost exclusively financed by the system of wakfs (see
above). These enabled them to continue in existence
and to survive, without too much damage, some
particularly turbulent political phases. These were
sometimes private wakfs (especially as regards small
and ancient foundations, for the use of a single master
and his disciples). Later, in establishments of importance, these were to be public or semi-public foundations, initiated by persons belonging to the higher
echelons of the state or of the court. There are cases,
for example, of foundations created by princesses and
by the wives of caliphs and sultans (the position in
Baghdad from the 5th/llth century to the 7th/13th
century is well-known through local chronicles such as
the Muntazam of Ibn al-DjawzT [q. v. ]; see J. Chabbi,
La fonction du ribat a Bagdad du Vr siecle au debut du VII1
siecle, in REI, xlii/1 [1974]).
But this phase of official foundations, which began
in Persia with the first Saldjuks of the 5th/llth century, seems to have been preceded by a much more
obscure period during which the transition was made
from the very overt tradition of the diffusion of
knowledge, cilm (religious knowledge, in this case),
which was normally dispensed in the mosques, masajid
[q.v.], or the great-mosques, dj.dmic [see MASDJID], to
instruction conveyed in the enclosed space of the new
institutions. The latter did not, however, cause the
disappearance of the former. It is, yet again, in Persia
that the process seems to have begun, probably on the
basis of previous local models. The invention of the
Muslim khankdh (a word in Persian undifferentiated in
gender which has evolved into a feminine in Arabic)
is probably the most ancient. It may be attributed to
the ascetic preachers of the movement of the Karramiyya, on the basis of a model which is possibly
Manichaean. The earliest foundations seem to have
been established, in north-eastern Persia, between
Transoxiana and Khurasan, during the Samanid
period, probably from the end of the 3rd/9th century
onwards. Until around the middle of the following
century, the khankdh seems to belong specifically to the
movement represented by those whom al-MukaddasT
calls khdnkd^i, "man of the khankdh" (44; khawdnik is
the Arabised plural of this word). It seems that the use
of this kind of institution by Sufism (established in
Persia in the mid-4th/10th century, see above) came
about in a later period and in conditions which have
yet to be elucidated, from a historical point of view.
There are pieces of evidence concerning Naysabur
[see NISHAPUR], the great metropolis of knowledge in
Khurasan, during the 4th/10th century. But these
apply primarily to the foundation of madrasas, assigned to the various juristic rites. This seems, furthermore, to be a question of small institutions, of a
private type, reserved for the teaching of a single
master, for whom the establishment doubtless also
served as a residence (R.W. Bulliet, The patricians of
Nishapur, Cambridge, Mass. 1972, 249-55, gives a
complete list of these pieces of evidence). Bulliet also
speaks of the khankdh. But he does not seem to assess
correctly its exclusive ancient relationship to the
movement of the Karramiyya (for example, an erroneous substitution of terms, 229, n. 5). On the other
hand, it is important to note that he makes no mention of the urban ribdt for Sufis in the sources that he
has studied. For his part, F. Meier devotes an entire
section of ch. 13 of his study of the (Persian-speaking)
Khurasanian Sufi", Abu SacTd b. Abi '1-Khayr (d.
440/1049), a native of Mayhana [q.v.] near Sarakhs;
this Sufi" apparently maintained a personal khankdh in
his town), to what he calls "convents", Konvente. He
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attempts to discover the most ancient attestations of
the ribdt for Sufis as well as of khankdh. But his study
lacks a thorough placing in the context of the citations
(Abu Sa^id-i-Abu l-Hayr, Wirhlichkeit und Legende, in Acta Iranica, Ser. 3, vol. iv, Leiden 1976). It may, however, be supposed that the process probably developed
during the 4th/10th century, at least in reference to
Persia, and that it was definitively established in the
following century. With the exception of one case,
presented in a fairly obscure fashion, at Dabll or Dvln
in Armenia, at 379, it should be noted that alMukaddasT never links the khankdh to Sufism. On the
other hand, the association which he seems to
establish, in several passages (412, 414, 415), between
ribdts and Sufism has been interpreted as suggesting
that "convents" are to be envisaged. But an anecdote
which he locates in Susiana and in which he is personally involved (he is mistaken for a Sufi on account
of the woollen gown which he wears), seems to show
that this is not the case, 415; the Sufis have their circle, madjlis or "meeting place", in the great mosque
of Susa; they seem to have an inclination to travel,
they are considered as bearers of sanctity and they
receive donations; the ribdts which they frequent are
not their own property, but the small forts on the
nearby coast in the region of Abbadan which, at the
time, must still have been in a reasonable state of
repair). The equivalence between the two terms ribdt
and khankdh, which for Syria, and in the context of
Sufism, was to be established two centuries later by
the traveller-pilgrim Ibn Djubayr [q. v. ], seems to be
far removed from current opinions (his Rihla ed.
Wright and De Goeje, Travels oflbnjubayr, GMS, V,
1907, tr. M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Ibn Jobair,
Voyages, Paris 1949-65). This text is extremely
valuable because it offers testimony de visu. The
passages on the Sufis and their recognised
establishments, all situated in urban surroundings,
are exclusively concerned with the Syria of Salah alDln (Ibn Djubayr was residing there in 580/1184). It
is the terminology of the khankdh which seems to be
asserted here first, in a spectacular fashion (see
Cahen's remarks on the utilisation of Persian terminology in Ayyubid Syria: L 'emigration persane des
origines de I'Islam aux Mongols, Communication, Rome
1970, repr., Les peuples musulmans dans I'histoire
medievale, Damascus 1977, on khdnkdhs, 448; on the
pre-Ayyubid period, see N. Elisseef, Nur ad-Din, un
grand prince musulman de Syrie au temps des croisades (511569H/1118-1174), Damascus 1967, index). The very
expression used by Ibn Djubayr suggests that he knew
elsewhere of the ribdt for Sufis ("the ribdts which are
here called khankdh", see below, tr. 330). The conditions of foundation, maintenance, as well as the
magnificence of certain establishments, are the object
of precise observations (the seminal passage with the
exclamation, "the Sufis are the kings of this land!"
(text 284, tr. 330-1; foundations by princesses, text
275, tr. 318; a case of double appellation, khankdh and
ribdt, text 243, tr. 279-80).
It is for the moment impossible to detail the successive stages of evolution which led to the situation
described, from the 6th/12th century onward, by concordant sources. Thus it is not known why it is the
term ribdt, long associated—in the ambiguous conditions which have been described—with the history of
the frontier, which comes to be established (in the
Arabic version) as the designation of establishments
intra muros, dedicated to the shelter of mystics. It could
evidently be supposed that, by this means, the mystic
establishment reverts to the old sense proposed by the
contemporary traditionist who held that religious ob-
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servance constituted the true ribdt. But it may further
be supposed that the word is linked to the symbolic
representation of ajihdd, which becomes the mystic
mudjahada, the djihdd against oneself. It is this interpretation which is proposed, in clrak towards the end
of the c Abbasid caliphate, at the beginning of the
7th/13th century, by a major connoisseur of Baghdad!
establishments, the Sufi author Abu Hafs c Umar alSuhrawardl (d. 632/1234) in his compendium of
Sufism, the Kitdb cAwdrif al-macdrif (publ. as a supplement to the Ihyd3 culum al-din of al-GhazalT, Maktaba
Tidjariyya, Cairo n.d., chs. 13-18 of which are
devoted to what could be called "the rules of ribdt";
the rules of ribdt are said to have been defined in Persian by the Sufi Abu SacTd, at the beginning of the
5th/llth century). The proposed interpretation has
the merit of coherence, but it supplies no historical
justification. It has to be recognised that, for the moment, no explanation is available which could be supported by admissible historical evidence. Furthermore, there are certainly considerable differences,
according to periods, regions, types of foundation, between the establishments which are quite simply
called ribdt, khdnkdh, zdwiya or, later, tekke. Ibn
Djubayr seems most astonished at finding in Syria
establishments which resemble, according to him,
palaces, kusur. This indicates that the entire history of
the word, in its mystical sense, remains to be written.
All that is certain is that, once launched, in very
disputable conditions, the movement was to be irreversible. It was all the more so in that it was soon
to be supported by the mystical brotherhoods. But it
could be that an even greater contribution was made
by the untiring activities of the founders. It may be
supposed that, over and above the pious work with
which they associated their name (such establishments
usually bore the name of their founder), aristocratic
persons soon came to regard the establishments which
they had initiated and financed as a not inconsiderable
perquisite of power, albeit symbolic.
With more precise regard to ribdt, and as a way of
concluding the account of the adventures of this word,
it may be noted that it is the final evolution of the term
which tends to cover, with its sense, all the ancient
and intermediate stages of its itinerary, through the
successive contexts of Muslim societies. It is no doubt
as a result of this that there is regularly encountered,
in translation, a misinterpretation which could be described as functional, that which, in defiance of all the
ancient usages, makes of ribdt a "military convent"—one thing which it never was.
Bibliography: Given in the text. (J. CHABBI)
2. A r c h i t e c t u r e .
Ribdt architecture developed from notions of
preparedness and defensibility and from models in
conquered lands that could be appropriated for these
purposes. Early ribdts varied in size and complexity
from isolated watchtowers to fortresses with cells for
the murdbitun, a mosque, storehouses, stables, and
towers. Examples of the former cannot be identified
with any certainty, and only two verified examples of
the latter survive in Tunisia. The first, heavily
renovated and remodeled, is in Monastir [q.v.]. The
second, the Ribat of Susa on the Gulf of Gabes, is a
fine representative of the full-fledged fortress-nfoz/. Its
core dates to the period 154-80/770-96, and its last
stage of construction is attributed to the Aghlabid amir
Ziyadat Allah (201-23/817-38). It consists of a fortified, square enclosure (approximately 39 m to the
side) with a single, central, projecting entrance in the
southern wall, four attached, round towers in the four
corners, and three semi-round towers in the middle of

the three other sides. The southeastern tower, much
higher than the others and encased in a square base,
doubles as a mandr, both for the call to prayer and for
watching and signaling. The courtyard is surrounded
by vaulted porticoes, behind which run windowless
cells on the east, north, and west sides. The second
story contains similar cells, for which the porticoes
serve as a continuous gallery. The southern side of the
second floor is occupied by an arcaded mosque with
a concave mihrdb in its centre (for both ribdts, see
K. A.C. Creswell, A short account of early Muslim architecture, ed. J.W. Allan, Cairo 1989, 286-90, and A.
Lezine, Deux villes d'Ifriqiya, Paris 1971, 82-8 for Susa,
and idem, Architecture de I'lfriqiya, Paris 1966, 122-6,
for Monastir).
This prototypical ribdt layout was adopted for a
non-military building type that existed from the
earliest Islamic period, sc. the khan [q.v.] or
caravanserai. Khans, too, were fortified, well-guarded
enclosures with a single entrance to a court surrounded by cells for travellers, stables for their mounts, a
mosque, and in many instances a watchtower.
Perhaps this is why many mediaeval caravanserais in
Persia are called ribdt, as they all exhibit the same
basic scheme as the one encountered in authentic
ribdts (see, for example, B. O'Kane, Timurid architecture in Khorassan. Malibu, Calif. 1987, 287-97 and figs.
40-1; and cf. RIBAT-I SHARAF). But post-Saldjuk
sources use the term ribdt to designate quite another
type of building, sc. houses for Sufis. This is probably
a development out of the initial function of ribdt,
where pious murdbitun spent their time in devotional
exercises during peaceful periods and it does not
reflect a continuation of the original layout. Wakf
descriptions of Mamluk ribdts, for example, show that
they were a variation on khdnkdhs [q. v. ] except perhaps
that some of them accommodated non-Sufis (Laila
Ibrahim and M.M. Amin, Architectural terms in
Mamluks documents, Cairo 1990, 52; Leonor Fernandes, The evolution of a Sufi institution in Mamluk
Egypt; the Khanqah, Berlin 1988, 10-13.
Bibliography: Given in the text.
(NASSER RABBAT)
RIBAT AL-FATH, RABAT, colloquially er-Rbdt
(ethnic Ribdti, colloqu. Rbdti), a t o w n in Morocco,
situated on the south bank at the mouth of the Wad!
Abu Rakrak (Wed Bou Regreg) opposite the town of
Sale [see SALA]. After the establishment of the French
Protectorate, it became the a d m i n i s t r a t i v e c a p i t a l
of the Sharlfian empire, the usual residence of the
sultan of Morroco and the headquarters of the makhzen
[see MAKHZAN] and of the French authorities. The
choice of Rabat as the administrative centre of Morroco brought to this town considerable development
in place of its earlier somnolence.
When Morroco regained its independence (1956),
Rabat became the official capital of the land, and the
seat of political (Royal Palace, Parliament), administrative (government ministers, services of the
state) and military power. All the diplomatic representatives were concentrated there. But the economic and
commercial capital remained Casablanca (headquarters of large businesses, banks, export and import
agencies, etc.). Morroco is thus the only North
African state which has two capitals with specialised
functions, 56 miles/90 km from each other, a fact
which avoids, to some extent, too great a concentration of powers and functions in one dominating
metropolis.
The foundation of Ribat al-Fath was the work of the
Almohads [see AL-MUWAHHIDUN]. The site of the
"Two Banks" (al-^Idwatdri) of the estuary of the Bou
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Regreg had previously been the scene of Roman and
pre-Roman settlements: the Punic, later Roman Sala
was built on the left bank of the river higher up at the
site of the royal Marinid necropolis of Chella (Shalla
[q. v. ]). The Muslim town of Sala on the right bank,
from the beginning of the 4th/10th century, in order
to protect it against the inroads of the Barghawata
[q. v.} heretics at the time when it was the capital of a
little Ifranid kingdom, had fortified on the other side
of the Bou Regreg a ribdt [q. v . ] , which was permanently manned by devout volunteers, who in this way
desired to carry out their vow of djihdd [q. v. ]; the
geographer Ibn Hawkal is authority for its existence
at this date (ed. de Goeje, 56). But we know very little
of the part played by this ribdt in the course of the
sanguinary wars later fought between the Barghawata
and the Almoravids [see AL-MURABITUN]. It is not even
possible to point out its exact situation. It was perhaps
the same fortified spot that is mentioned in the middle
of the 6th/12th century under the name of Kasr BanI
Targh by the geographer al-Fazari.
The final and complete subjugation of the
Barghawata meant that a different part was to be
played by the ribdt on the estuary of the Bou Regreg.
In 545/1150, the founder of the dynasty of the
Mu 3 minid Almohads, c Abd al-Mu^min, chose the fort
and its vicinity as the place of mobilisation for the
troops intended to carry the holy war into Spain. A
permanent camp was established there and he provided for a supply of fresh water by bringing a conduit
from a neighbouring source, c Ayn Ghabula. The permanent establishments,—mosque, royal residence—
formed a little town which received the name of alMahdiyya [q. v. ] as a souvenir of the MahdT Ibn
Tumart [q. v. ]. On several occasions, very large bodies
of men were concentrated around the ribdt, and it was
there that c Abd al-Mu 3 min died on the eve of his
departure for Spain in 558/1163.
The development of the camp went on under c Abd
al-Mu D min's successor, Abu Ya c kub Yusuf (55880/1163-84), but it was the following prince of the
Mu 3 minid dynasty, Abu Yusuf Ya c kub al-Mansur,
who at the beginning of his reign gave the orders and
opened the treasuries necessary for its completion. In
memory of the victory gained in 591/1195 by the
Almohads over Alfonso VIII of Castile at Alarcos [see
AL-ARAK], it was given the name of Ribat al-Fath. The
camp was surrounded by a wall of earth flanked with
square towers enclosing with the sea and the river an
area of 450 ha. The wall is still standing for the most
part, and is nearly four miles in length; two
monumental gates, one now known as Bab al-Ruwah,
the other which gives access to the kasaba (Kasba of the
Udaya), date from this period. It was also Ya c kub alMansur who ordered the building inside Ribat alFath of a colossal mosque which was never finished;
rectangular in plan it measured 183 m/610 feet long
by 139 m/470 feet broad; the only mosque in the
Muslim world of greater area was that of Samarra
[q.v.]. It was entered by 16 doors and in addition to
three courts had a hall of prayer, supported by over
200 columns. In spite of recent excavations more or
less successfully conducted, this mosque still remains
very much a puzzle from the architectural point of
view. But the minaret, which also remained unfinished and was never given its upper lantern, still
surprises the traveller by its unusual dimensions. It is
now called the Tower of Hassan (burdj, Hassan). Built
entirely of stones of uniform shape it is 44 m/160 feet
high on a square base 16 m/55 feet square. Its walls
are 2.5 m/8 feet thick. The upper platform is reached
by a ramp 2 m/6 feet 8 ins. broad with a gentle slope.
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This tower in its proportions, its arrangement and
decoration, is closely related to two Almohad minarets
of the same period: that of the mosque of the
Kutubiyya at Marrakush [q. v. ] and that of the great
mosque of Seville, the Giralda [see ISHBILIYYA].
Ya c kub al-Mansur's great foundation never received the population which its area might have held
and the town opposite, Sale, retained under the last
Almohads and in the 7th-8th/13th-14th centuries all
its political and commercial importance. Rabat and
Sale in 1248 passed under the rule of the Marlnids,
and it seems that Rabat in those days was simply a
military station of no great importance, sharing the
fortunes of its neighbour, which had gradually
become a considerable port having busy commercial
relations with the principal trading centres of the
Mediterranean. But a chance circumstance was suddenly to give the town of the "Two Banks" a new
aspect. The expulsion from Spain of the last Moriscos
[q.v.] decided upon in 1610 by Philip III brought to
Rabat and Sale an important colony of Andalusian
refugees, who increased to a marked degree the
number of their compatriots in these towns who had
previously left Spain of their own free-will after the
reconquest. While the population of the other Moroccan cities, Fas and Tetouan principally, in which the
exiles took refuge, very quickly absorbed the new arrivals whom they had welcomed without distrust, the
people of Rabat and Sale could not see without
misgivings this colony from Spain settle beside them,
for they lived apart, never mingled with the older inhabitants and devoted themselves to piracy and soon
completely dominated the two towns and their
hinterland. Rabat, known in Europe as "New Sale"
in contrast to Sale ("Old Sale"), soon became the
centre of a regular little maritime republic in the
hands of the Spanish Moors who had either left of
their own accord before 1610, the so-called "Hornachuelas", or had been expelled in 1610, the socalled "Moriscos", the former, however, being clearly in the majority. This republic, on the origin and life
of which the documents from European archives published by H. de Castries and P. de Cenival threw new
light, hardly recognised the suzerainty of the sharif
who ruled over the rest of Morocco. While boasting of
their djihdd against the Christians, the Andalusians of
the "Two Banks" really found their activity at sea a
considerable source of revenue. They had retained the
use of the Spanish language and the mode of life they
had been used to in Spain. They thus raised Rabat
from its decadence. Their descendants still form the
essential part of the Muslim population of the town
and they have Spanish patronymics like Bargash
(Vargas), Palamlno, Moreno, Lopez, Perez, Chiqulto, Dinya (Span. Denia), Runda (Span. Ronda),
MulTn (Molina), etc.
The spirit of independence and the wealth of the
Spanish Moors in Rabat soon made the town a most
desirable object in the eyes of the sultans of Morocco.
Nevertheless, the little republic with periods of more
or less unreal independence, was able to survive until
the accession of the cAlaw! sultan Sldl Muhammad
b. cAbd Allah in 1171/1757. This prince now endeavoured to organise for his own behalf the piracy
hitherto practised by the sailors of the republic of the
"Two Banks". He even ordered several ships of the
line to be built. But the official character thus given to
the pirates of Sale very soon resulted in the bombardment of Sale and Larache [see AL- C ARA D ISH] by a
French fleet in 1765. The successors of Muhammad b.
c
Abd Allah had very soon to renounce any further attempt to wage the "holy war" by sea. The result was
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a long period of decline for Sale which found expression not only in the gradual diminution of its trade but
also in a very marked hatred of each town for the
other. At the beginning of the 20th century, Rabat,
like Sale, had completely lost its old importance. They
were both occupied by French troops on 19 July 1911.
After the installation of the Protectorate, the
demographical and spatial growth of Rabat was intensified. The population in 1912 was estimated at
24,283 (comprising 23,000 Moroccans and 1,283
Europeans), adjacent to Sale with 17,000 inhabitants,
all Moroccans. In 1952, a few years before independence, the census of population gave 156,209
inhabitants for Rabat (114,709 Moroccans and
41,500 Europeans). In 1982, the date of the latest official census, valid until the present time, Rabat had
a total of 526,100. But one should take into account
not only the residents of the capital city but also those
of Sale, closely linked with Rabat (316,700 inhabitants) and ca. 150,000 in the surrounding
suburbs. Hence the whole agglomeration of RabatSale has more than a million people, forming the
second largest urban grouping of Morocco, after
Casablanca, and spreading its buildings over more
than 130 km 2 .
The "bipartite urban settlement" which as grown
out of the "Republic of the Two Banks" has thus
become strongly dissymetrical, from all points of
view. Together with its suburbs, Rabat holds threefifths of the population of the agglomeration, the
essential part of the tertiary sector jobs and even the
industrial ones. The industrial concerns, estimated at
8,000 in 1986, make the capital the sixth of the industrial centres of Morocco, which hardly allows one
to visualise it as a residential and official city. Rabat
provides numerous jobs, distributes the resources to a
multitude of officials but also to modest households
existing in the shadow of the propertied classes (informal employment). As for Sale, it provides housing for
employees and workers and appears as a "dormitory
town" narrowly dependent on its powerful
neighbour.
The urban structure of the two cities also differs. It
is true that the two madinas have always faced the
mouth of the Bou Regreg and contain the historic
memorials of the two cities (gate of Bab el-Alou and
the ancient melldh and Kasba of the Udaya at Rabat;
and the gate of Bab Sabta, and the Marinid Great
Mosque and Medersa at Sale). But the Rabat madina
has been less densely packed than the Sale one, and its
role in the agglomeration is secondary. On the other
hand, the Sale madina is overpopulated but in other
respects is more attractive to the population on the
right bank of the river.
The extensions extra muros, in effect the 20th century
quarters, are of a very different nature on each side of
the river.
In Rabat, these are large, well-spaced blocks, with
wide roads and numerous green spaces, which have
brought about, since the beginning of the "colonial
city"—where the town planners Prost and Ecochard
distinguished themselves—a relatively harmonious
city (quarters of the Cejitre, the Residence, Tour
Hassan, Grangers and Agadal). The sites laid out
after independence (Amal Fath, university campus,
enlargement of the quarter of the luxurious villas of
Souissi and the spacious plots of Ryad) have
perpetuated this tendency, even if some poverty belts
have grown up in the southern suburbs. The expanse
of these suburbs, which are either "spontaneous" or
have been remodelled by the state, is incontestably
more limited there than on the Sale bank of the river.

In Sale, beyond the madina, there is a rabbit's warren of "refuge quarters" which have gradually grown
up, biting into the old market gardens and throwing
into relief the lower-class and dependent nature of this
city, which is neither a rival nor a twin of Rabat but
which has become simply an annexe of the capital
city.
Strangely enough, although Rabat is the undisputed national capital, it is not a regional centre.
Its hinterland is limited to the Zaer country to the
south, an important region for stock-rearing, and to a
string of bathing resorts along the Atlantic coast. Contrariwise, the economic hinterland of Sale is much
more extensive and clearly dominated by the city of
Sale itself, and comprises the regions of the Sehoul
and the Zemmour. Thus Sale has retained an active
role within the adjoining rural world, which is
characteristic of traditional Islamic towns, whereas
Rabat seems to have turned its back on the countryside, as befits a relatively new and probably still to
some extent artificial town.
Bibliography: In the Archives Marocaines and in
the periodical Hesperis there are many articles on
Rabat, its monuments, its industries and dialectical
topography. See also the important monograph
Villes et tribus du Maroc, publication de la Mission
scientifique du Maroc, Rabat et sa region, 3 vols.,
Paris 1918-20. The m a r i t i m e life and the
A r a b i c dialect of Rabat have been studied by L.
Brunot, La mer et les traditions indigenes a Rabat et Sale
(PIHEM, v, Paris 1920); idem, Notes lexicologiques
sur le vocabulaire maritime de Rabat et Sale (PIHEM, vi,
Paris 1920); idem, Textes arabes de Rabat (PIHEM,
xx, Paris 1931). On the Jews of Rabat: J.
Goulven, Les Mellahs de Rabat-Sale, Paris 1927. On
the history of the s e a f a r i n g r e p u b l i c of Rabat: H.
de Castries, Les Sources inedites de I'histoire du Maroc,
Paris 1905-27, index. On the m o n u m e n t s of
A l m o h a d R a b a t : cf. Dieulafoy, La mosquee
d'Hassan, in the Memoires de I'Academie des Inscriptions
et Belles-Lettres, xliii, 167; G. Marcais, Manuel d'art
musulman, Paris 1926, i; H. Terrasse, L'art hispanomauresque des origines au XIII*me siecle (PIHEM, xxv,
Paris 1932). Also Jerome and Jean Tharaud, Rabat
ou les heures marocaines, Paris 1918; P. Champion,
Rabat et Marrakech (collection Les villes d'art celebres),
Paris 1926; C. Mauclair, Rabat et Sale, Paris 1934;
Leandre Vaillat, Le visage francais du Maroc, Paris
1931. On the d e v e l o p m e n t of R a b a t between
the two W a r s , see H. Prost, L'urbanisme au Maroc,
in Cahiers Nord-Africains, 1932; F. Gendre, Le plan de
Rabat-Sale, in Revue de Geographic du Maroc (4th
trimester 1937); M. Ecochard, Rapport de Presentation
de I'esquisse de Rabat-Sale, Dec. 1948; F. Mauret, Le
developpement de I'agglomeration de Rabat-Sale, in Bull.
Economique et Social du Maroc (4th trimester 1953).
On the recent u r b a n spread of R a b a t , see
Kingdom of Morocco, Ministry of the Interior,
Schema directeur d'amenagement et d'urbanisme de I'agglomeration Rabat-Sale, Rabat n.d. [ca. 1972]; J.L.
Abu Lughod, Rabat, urban apartheid in Morocco,
Princeton 1980; R. Escallier, Citadins et espaces urbains au Maroc, in ERA 706, fasc. 8-9 (Univ. of
Tours 1981); collective work, Present et avenir des
medinas, in ERA 106, fasc. 10-11 (Univ. of Tours
1982); M. Belfquih and A. Fadloullah, Mecanismes
et formes de croissance urbaine au Maroc. Le cas de I'agglomeration de Rabat-Sale, 3 vols., Al Maarif, Rabat
1986 (essential).
(E. LEVI-PROVENCAL-[J.F. TROIN])
RIBAT-I SHARAF, a building in mediaeval
Islamic Khurasan, situated on the Nishapur-Sarakhs
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caravan route, two stages from Sarakhs. It consists of
two four-iwdn courtyards, each containing a mosque.
The larger inner court is surrounded by extensive
suites of rooms; the outer court served mainly for
stabling.
On the pishtdk [q. v. ] at the rear of the inner court is
an inscription with a date in which the units ended in
8. The iwdn behind it has a stucco inscription dated
549/1154-5 in the name of the Saldjuk sultan Sandjar
[q.v.], crediting the work to his wife Turkan Khatun.
At this date, Sandjar was being held_captive_by the
Ghuzz; A. Godard (Khordsdn, in Athdr-i Iran, iv
[1949], 7-68) suggested that Turkan Khatun's work
involved mostly decorative repairs, and that on
stylistic grounds 508/1114-15 was the date of the
original foundation.
Although the building was restored in the 1970s,
leading to the find of a cache of 11-14th century
metalware and pottery, a lacquer box and a Safawid
firman under one of the floors (M.Y. Kiani, Robat-e
Sharaf, Tehran 1981), there has been no systematic
study of the building to confirm Godard's sometimes
problematic hypotheses regarding attribution of the
work to the original building period or to restoration.
For instance, the stucco revetment of the squinch of
the mosque, ascribed by Godard to 1154-5, is almost
identical to that of the Yarti Gunbad in Turkmenistan
dated 491/1098 (S. Blair, The monumental inscriptions
from early Islamic Iran and Transoxiana, Leiden 1992,
180).
The stucco is extraordinarily varied, ranging from
the multi-layered arabesques of the soffit of the axial
iwdn to archaic work (best published in A. Hutt, Iran
1, London 1977, PI. 65) suggesting the involvement of
the same team responsible for the stucco of the tomb
of Sandjar at Marw. The range of brick decoration
and vaulting techniques, as yet inadequately published, is equally impressive.
This sumptuousness, together with the royal
restoration inscription, make it likely, as J.M. Rogers
has pointed out (in J. Sourdel-Thomine and B. Spuler
(eds.), Die Kunst des Islam, Berlin 1973, no. 242), that
the building was as much a palace as a caravansaray.
A monumental gateway with the fragmentary remains
of a royal inscription at nearby Du Barar (W.M.
Clevenger, Some minor monuments in Khurasan, in Iran,
vi [1968], 58) may have been the gateway to the
caravansaray/palace or a surrounding hayr.
Bibliography. Given in the text.
(B. O'KANE)
RIDA (A.), literally "the fact of being pleased or
contented; contentment, approval" (see Lane, 1100),
a term f o u n d in Sufi m y s t i c i s m and also in early
Islamic h i s t o r y .
1. In m y s t i c a l v o c a b u l a r y . In the Kurgan, the
root radiya and its derivatives occur frequently in the
general sense of "to be content", with nominal forms
like ridwdn "God's grace, acceptance of man's submission" (e.g. Ill, 156/61, 168/174; IV, 13/12; IX,
73/72; LVII, 20, 27), although the actual form ridd
does not occur. In the writings of the proto-Sufi alHasan al-Basrl [q.v.], it is a moral state, contentment
with the divine precepts and decrees, and the
reciprocal contentment of the soul and God (see L.
Massignon, Essai sur les origines du lexique technique de la
mystique musulmane, Paris 1954, index).
2. In early I s l a m i c h i s t o r y . The term has a
special role in the events leading up to the c Abbasid
Revolution of 128-32/746-50, when the antiUmayyad du^dt made their propaganda in the name of
al-ridd (? al-radi) min dl Muhammad "a member of the
House of the Prophet who shall be acceptable to
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everybody". This conveniently vague term enabled
both the partisans of c Ali's family, the Sh^a, and
those of the Prophet's paternal uncle, al-cAbbas, to
claim that they were the intended new leaders of the
umma (see M. Sharon, Black banners from the East. The
establishment of the CAbbasid state—incubation of a revolt,
Jerusalem 1983, 146-7, 158-9 n. 14, 172).
Subsequently, the term tended to be particularly
identified with the Shi^a; it was, for instance, the lakab
[q.v.] of the Eighth Imam, CA1I al-Rida b. Musa alKazim [q.v.}.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(Eo.)
RIDA, an O t t o m a n b i o g r a p h e r of poets.
Mehmed Rida b. Mehmed, called Zehir Mar-zade,
was born into a family living in Edirne. Of his life we
know only that he was for a time, respectively, muderris with a salary of 40 akces, nd^ib and mufti—he held
this latter function at Uzun Kopru near Edirne—and
that he died in his native town in 1082/1671-2.
Besides a collection of poems (Diwdn) and a work with
the title Kawd^id-i fdrisiyye (no manuscript of these
works has yet been found), Rida wrote a Tadhkirat alshu^ard^, a biographical collection in which he dealt in
alphabetical order with the poets who lived in the first
half of the 9th century A.H., i.e. 1591-2 to 1640-1. In
the introduction he discussed eleven sultans who
wrote poetry. The book was completed in 1050/16401 as the ta^rikh or chronogram shows. The few manuscripts which do exist (in libraries in Istanbul and
Vienna) contain, apart from the introduction, sometimes 165 and sometimes as many as 260 short
biographies illustrated with quotations in verse. The
printed edition (by Ahmed Djewdet, Tedkire-yi Rida,
Istanbul 1316/1900-1) has 173 biographies
Bibliography. J. von Hammer, GOD, iii, 486;
Sidjill-i C0thmdni, ii, 397; C0thmdnli mu^ellifleri^u,
185-6; Babinger, GOW, 215-16; Ismacll Pasha, lo\ah
al-maknun fi }l-dhayl cald Kashf al-zunun, i, 274;
Gunay Alpay, I A art. Rizd.
(F. BABINGER-JJ. SCHMIDT])
RIDA C ABBASI, l e a d i n g a r t i s t at the court of the
Safawid Shah cAbbas I [q. v. ]. In addition to 29 works
dated between 1001/1591-2 and 1044/1634, the four
main sources for Rida cAbbasT's life are: (1) Kadi
Ahmad b. Mir Munshi, Gulistdn-i hunar (1005/1596
and 1015/1606), Calligraphers and painters..., tr. V.
Minorsky, Washington, D.C. 1959, 192-3; (2) Iskandar MunshT, Ta^rikh-i ^dlam-drd-yi ^Abbdsi (ca.
1025/1616 and 1038/1629), History of Shah CAbbas, i, tr.
R.M. Savory, Boulder, Colo. 1978, 273, and T.W.
Arnold, Painting in Islam, Oxford 1928, 143-4; (3)
"The Robber, the poet and the dogs" (Keir Coll.,
Richmond, Surrey), a drawing which Rida began in
1028/1619 and his son ShafF cAbbas! completed in
1064/1654; and (4) Portrait of Rida cAbbasI, by
MucTn Musawwir (Princeton University Library,
96G), begun in 1045/1635, completed in 1087/1673.
Rida, the son of the Safawid court artist CAH
Asghar, served Shah c Abbas. Scholars have questioned whether "Rida" and "Aka Rida" were identical
to "Rida c Abbasi". "The Robber, the poet and the
dogs" contains one inscription by Rida referring to
himself as "Rida Musawwir [ c Abba]si" and another
by Shaft*- cAbbasT, calling him "Aka Rida". Likewise, Mucln Musawwir calls him "Rida-yi Musawwir
c
AbbasI... also known as Rida-yi CA1T Asghar".
Rida's career consists of three periods. (1) Ca. 9951013/1587-1604 his style developed away from the attenuated forms of the Kazwln school of 1560-80. Extremely delicate brushwork characterises his paintings; his drawings introduce a calligraphic line of
variable thickness used to define form and suggest
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movement. (2) Ca. 1013-1019/1604-10. After the
move to the new capital, Isfahan, in 1006-7/1598 and
the addition of the honorific "cAbbasT" to his name
ca. 1011-12/1603, Rida rebelled, ceasing to portray
courtly figures. His staccato style of draughtmanship
fits the subject-matter of the period—lone, anguished
men in the wilderness. (3) Ca. 1019-44/1610-35.
Resuming court employment, Rida introduced a
ponderous figural style, a palette of half-tones, and
multi-figure compositions to his oeuvre. The singlepage subjects include portraits of shaykhs, courtiers,
Europeans, and drawings after originals by Bihzad
[q.v.}. Rida's work strongly influenced contemporaries and followers throughout the llth/17th
century.
Bibliography: In addition to sources cited, see,
I. Stchoukine, Les Peintures des manuscrits de Shah
c
Abbds Ier, Paris 1964, 85-133 and passim; A.
Welch, Artists for the Shah, New Haven 1976, 10049; S.R. Canby, Age and time in the work of Riza, in
Persian masters: five centuries of painting, ed. Canby,
Bombay 1990, 71-84; A. Soudavar, Art of the Persian
courts, New York 1992, 261-85; Canby, The rebellious
reformer: Riza, painter of Isfahan, London 1994.
(SHEILA R. CANBY)
RIDA KULl KHAN B. MUHAMMAD HAD! B.
C
ISMA IL KAMAL, P e r s i a n scholar and man of lett e r s , 'Tun des hommes les plus spirituels et les plus
aimables que j'aie rencontres dans aucune partie du
monde" (Gobineau). A descendant of the poet Kamal
Khudjandl [q. v. ], ^the grandfather of Rida KulT, chief
of the notables of Carda Kilata (district of Damghan),
was put to death by the partisans of Karlm Khan
Zand against whom he supported the Kadjars (cf.
Relation de I'ambassade au Kharezm, tr. Schefer, 203).
His father became one of the dignitaries of the court
of the Kadjars; in 1215/1800, while on a pilgrimage to
Mashhad, he heard of the birth of a son in Tehran to
whom he gave the name of the imam. Becoming an orphan in 1802, Rida KulT spent his early years in Pars;
he was brought back from Pars to Tehran, lived some
time with relatives at Barfurush (Mazandaran), then
returned to Pars where he received his education; he
then entered the service of the state under the
patronage of the governor-general of Pars. His earliest
efforts in poetry were published under pseudonym of
Cakir, which he soon changed to that of Hidayat. In
1829, on the occasion of Path CA1T Shah's stay in
Shlraz, he composed a panegyric and other poems
which gained him the royal favour; but a serious illness prevented him from leaving Shlraz. In 1838
Muhammad Shah showed such esteem for him that he
entrusted his son c Abbas Mirza's education to him.
The political troubles that followed the Shah's death
in 1848 sent Rida Kull into retirement. In 1851 Nasir
al-Dln Shah recalled him and sent him on an embassy
to Khlwa. He was next appointed to the Ministry of
Education, became Director of the Royal College (ddr
al-funun), then fifteen years later, tutor (Idld-bdshi) to
the crown prince Muzaffar al-Din, whom he followed
to Tarlz, where he spent several years. He returned to
Tehran where he died in 1288/1871.
His very numerous works include e.g. some
treatises on theology and letters (one may mention only the Miftdh al-kunuz, a commentary on difficult
verses in KhakanI, and the Nizdd-ndme-yi saldtm-i
c
aajam-nizdd, on early Persian dynasties: analysed in
JRAS [1886], 198). His lyrical poetry (Dtwdn) totals
about 30,000 lines. Of his six mathnawis (enumerated
by himself, Maajma*- al-fusahd^, ii, 582) only the epic
entitled Bektdsh-ndme (or Gulistdn-i ham, lith. Tabriz,
1270/1853) is published: it celebrates the tragic loves

of the hero and the Persian poetess of Arab origin
Rab^a Kizdarl Balkhi, known as Zayn al-cArab. His
other works which are published are mainly of a
documentary nature and therefore very important.
The Fihris al-tawdrikh ("Repertory of chronicles",
chronology, lith. in part at Tabriz) was presented to
Nasir al-Dln Shah before the author's departure to
Kh w arazm (1851); the Aajmal al-tawanjch (lith. Tabriz
1283) is a short precis of the history of Persia composed for the crown prince Muzaffar al-Dln; the Rawdat
al-safd-yi Ndsiri, continuation of the Rawdat al-safd of
Mir Kh w and [q.v.] down to 1270/1853 (Tehran 1270,
3 vols. fol., also Tehran 1338-9/1959-60, 10 vols.), is
a work of considerable size, based on eastern sources
(of which several are still unpublished) and on official
documents, most of which are reproduced in full; in
addition to the record of political events the work contains much geographical, literary and artistic information. The Riydd al-^drifin ("Gardens of the initiated"),
biographies of mystical poets, with an excellent introduction on Sufism, was prepared for Muhammad
Shah (lith. 1305, Tehran, printed Tehran 133640/1957-61, 2 vols. in 6). It is closely connected with
the Madjma*- al-fusahd^ ("Assembly of eloquent individuals"), of first importance for the history of Persian poetry (lith. Tehran 1294, 2 vols. fol.); this last
work, the author's best, contains after a general introduction on the history of Persian poetry, biographies
and select pieces from all the poets (the poet laureates
form the first section); at the end is an autobiography
and an anthology of the poems of Hidayat (ii, 581678; autobiography and a number of the verses
reproduced by the author of the Fdrs-ndma-yi Ndsiri, ii,
125). The researches necessary for these last two
works showed Hidayat the inadequacy of the dictionaries at his disposal; he intended to remedy this by
his Farhang-i anajuman-drd-yi Ndsiri (lith. Tehran 1288)
which, preceded by a remarkable introduction, gives
the different meanings of each Persian word, with
quotations from the classical poets. The work entitled
Maddriaj. al-baldgha (lith. 1331) is a glossary of
rhetorical and poetical terms with many examples
taken from different poets. Lastly, we owe to Hidayat
the first editions of the Diwdn of Manucihrl (lith.
Tehran 1297), of the Kdbus-ndma (ibid. 1275) and of
the Nafthat al-masdur (history of the fall of the
Kh w arazmian empire) of Muhammad ZaydarT (publ.
posthumously, Tehran 1308). Its autobiographical
character gives the attractive "Narrative of a Journey
to Kh w arazm" (Safar-ndma-yi Khwdrazm, ed. and tr.
Schefer, in PEIOV, Paris 1879) a special place among
his works; he undertook this journey in 1851 as ambassador sent to settle the differences between the
courts of Tehran and KhTwa. This journal is a
valuable document for the history of the khanates and
has been utilised by later Persian historians (notably
Muhammad Hasan Khan [q.v.]); besides valuable
historical, archaeological and geographical matter,
the book, which is written in a simple and natural
style, is a contribution to the study of the manners and
customs of the period (notably, conditions of travel);
we find in it pretty pictures of native life and charming
landscapes. Several of Hidayat's descendants have
taken a prominent part in literature, politics and
administration.
Bibliography: In addition to works already mentioned: Rieu, Cat. of Persian manuscripts in the British
Museum, Suppl., index; Edwards, Persian printed
books in the British Museum; E.G. Browne, LHP, iv
(index and portrait, 344); GrIPh., ii, index; de
Gobineau, Trois ans en Asie (ch. "Les caracteres");
S. Churchill, in JRAS (1886), 196-204, (1887), 163;
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A. Kegl, Riza Kuli Xan als Dichter, in WZKM, xi
(1897), 63-74; Nizaml-i c Arudi, Cahdr makdla, ed.
Browne, index, 320, s.v. Madjma c ul-Fusaha D ;
Storey, i, 224, 239, 342-3, 906-13, 1246.
(H. MASSE*)
RIDA NUR, RIZA NUR (1879-8 September 1942),
T u r k i s h medical d o c t o r , p o l i t i c i a n , d i p l o m a t ,
man of l e t t e r s and n a t i o n a l i s t i d e o l o g u e , born
in the Black Sea town of Sinop in 1879. After
graduating from the military medical college he
taught at the Faculty of Medicine, but abandoned
medicine for politics after the constitution was
restored in July 1908. Elected to the parliament from
Sinop, Rida Nur joined the opposition Liberal party
(Ahrdr Firkasi) against the Ittihdd ve TerakhT Djem^iyyeti
[q.v.], the CUP. Suspected of playing a role in the
abortive counter-revolution of April 1909, he fled to
Egypt but returned to continue his oppositional role
against the CUP. On 19 July 1910 he was arrested for
conspiring against the government but was acquitted
for lack of evidence. He became a founding member
of the Hurriyyet ve Ptildf Firkasi [q. v. ] in November
1911, which attempted to unite all the opponents of
the CUP. After the assassination of Mahmud
Shewkat Pasha [q. v. ] in June 1913 he was exiled to
Europe.
Rida Nur returned to Istanbul after the armistice of
October 1918 and was elected to the last Ottoman
Parliament, where he allied with the Islamists and
Ottoman patriots. But in April 1920 he joined the
Nationalists in Ankara, serving the movement in various capacities: as Minister of Education (May 1920);
in the delegation to Moscow (January 1921); Minister
of Health (December 1921-September 1922); and
delegate to the Lausanne Conference (1922-23). As a
supporter of the caliphate, he sided with the conservatives against Mustafa Kemal and was again forced
to go into exile. He published the Revue de Turcologie
in Paris and Alexandria between 1931 and 1937 and
left behind a number of manuscripts, including his
memoirs, in the British Library, London. Rida Nur
was allowed to return to Turkey in December 1938
after Kemal Atatiirk's death and again became active
in politics and the pan-Turkist press, writing in journals like Kopuz. He founded Tanndag in May 1942
and died soon after in September, having led an
adventurous and colourful life.
Bibliography: Rida Nur, Medjlisi Meb^uthdnda
firkalar mes^elesi, Istanbul 1325; idem, Diem**ivyet-i
khdfiye. Istanbul 1330; idem, Hurriyyet ve Ptildf nasll
doghdu, nasll oldii, Istanbul 1334; idem, Hay at ve
hatiratim, 4 vols., Istanbul 1967-8; T.Z. Tunaya,
Tiirkiye'de siyasi partiler 1859-1952, Istanbul 1952;
idem, Tilrkiye'de siyasal partiler, 3 vols., Istanbul
1984-9; Utkan Kocaturk, Ataturk ve Turkiye
Cumhuriyeti tarihi kronolojisi 1918-1938, Ankara 1983;
Sina Aksin, 31 Mart olayi, Ankara 1970; idem, Jon
Turkler ve tttihat ve Terakki, Istanbul 1987; Feroz
Ahmad, The Young Turks: the Committee of Union and
Progress in Turkish politics 1908-1914, Oxford 1969;
Ergun Aybars, Istikldl mahkemeleri, i-ii, Izmir 1989
(and earlier eds.); J. Landau, Pan-Turkism in
Turkey, London 1981; Cemil Kocak, Turkiye'de milli
sef donemi (1938-1945), Ankara 1986; Cavit Orhan
Tiitengil, Doktor Riza Nur uzerine, uc yazi-yankilarbelgeler, Ankara 1965; idem, Riza Nur'un kisiligi, in
Cumhuriyet, 10 August 1964.
(FEROZ AHMAD)
RIDA SHAH (1295-1365/1878-1944), f o u n d e r
and first ruler of the Pahlavl d y n a s t y of Persia
(1344-99/1925-79). Rida Shah replaced the deposed
Ahmad Shah Kadjar in 1925, having previously participated in the coup d'etat of 1921, which eventually
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led to the ousting of the Kadjar dynasty. Between
1925 and 1941, he was the catalyst for the modernisation programme which gave Iran the infrastructure of
a 20th-century nation-state. In 1941, he was forced to
abdicate by the British and Soviets on account of his
pro-Nazi leanings. He died in exile outside
Johannesburg in 1944.
Rida Shah's career falls into two distinct phases: his
first forty-five years as a commoner, and the fifteen
years of his rule as Shah. As with other founders of
dynasties, Rida Shah's origins are comparatively
obscure. The official date of his birth was 16 March
1878 and he was born in the village of Alasht in the
Sawad Kuh of Mazandaran. His father, cAbbas CA1T
Khan, who was an officer in the Kadjar army, died in
the same year. His mother, from an emigrant family
from Erivan, then took him to Tehran where, around
1893, he joined the Shah's Cossack Brigade. This
unit, established by Nasir al-Dln Shah in 1879 and officered by Russians, was at that time the most effective unit in the Iranian army. Rida enlisted as a common soldier, but was soon promoted successively to
corporal, sergeant, and sergeant-major, and in 1911,
having seen active service in the turbulent period
which followed the constitutional movement of 19056, was commissioned as a second lieutenant, and a
year later, promoted to lieutenant. After further experience campaigning against recalcitrant tribes, in
1915 he was promoted to the rank of major. He was
regarded as a model officer, with a reputation for both
bravery and conscientiousness. He also seems to have
become politically engage about this time,as the result
of neutral Iran's occupation by British, Russian, and
Ottoman forces during the course of the r'irst World
War.
In 1916, he became a lieutenant-colonel, and a year
later was appointed to command one of the Cossack
regiments. It seems that Rida Khan felt increasingly
bitter that the force in which he served, although
regarded as the "crack" unit of the Iranian army, was
an instrument of Russian influence in Persia. The
outbreak of the Russian Revolution in 1917 shattered
the Russian command-structure in the Cossack
Brigade and in the course of the machinations which
followed, Rida Khan was promoted rapidly to the
rank of general officer. The First World War had now
ended, the Anglo-Persian Agreement of 1919 had
been drawn up, virtually reducing the country to the
status of a British protectorate, and a British military
mission, under Major-General W.E.R. Dickson, had
arrived in Tehran. In May 1920, Bolshevik forces
bombarded EnzelT, and the DjangalT movement under
Kucak Khan [q.v.] in Gflan forced a response from
the feeble central government, resulting in Rida
Khan's participation in the fighting in Gflan, in
which, despite militarily inconclusive results, he
returned to Tehran with an enhanced reputation for
courage and resourcefulness.
Promoted to the rank of full general, he was now
appointed to command the Cossack regiments stationed in Kazwm, and it was probably here that he first
made contact with the British. In October 1920, the
British forces stationed in northwestern Persia (a
holdover from the First World War) were placed
under the command of General Edmund Ironside,
who, along with other British officers, came to respect
the morose giant as the outstanding figure among the
Cossack officers of the Kazwm garrison. Only a few
months later, there occurred the coup d'etat of February 1921, involving inter alios the pro-British journalist,
Sayyid Diya0 al-Dln Tabataba3!, which provided the
opportunity for Rida Khan's rise to power. For the
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Sayyid needed military force to carry through his coup,
and Rida Khan was the man to provide it, when his
Cossacks advanced on Tehran from KazwTn (18-21
February 1921). At the time, public opinion in
Tehran assumed that the British must have been
behind these events, a viewpoint later frowned upon
during the PahlavT period, when the coup was represented to have been a spontaneous act in which
Rida Khan played the leading part. Recent publications (e.g. Zirinsky, Imperial power and dictatorship]
point to local British military and diplomatic involvement, but not British government sponsorship.
Diya°, who became Prime Minister following the
coup, sought to initiate a coherent programme of internal reform and to end the threat of further national
disintegration and fragmentation, working within the
framework of the Constitution of 1906-7, and with
Ahmad Shah Kadjar (1327-42/1909-24) as a constitutional monarch. Although lacking political acumen,
Diya 3 was a high-minded patriot of considerable ability and from the outset understood that reform had to
include military reform. In the first proclamation of
his new government (24 February 1921), he declared
himself in favour of "An army before and above
everything. Everything first for the army, and again
for the army ... until our armed forces reach the
highest stage of development" (Wilber, Riza Shah
Pahlavi, 49). This was, no doubt, the quid pro quo between Diya0 and Rida Khan which had led to their
collaboration, for Rida Khan had long deplored the
supine state of the country and its helplessness in the
face of foreign aggression, which was the direct consequence of its military backwardness. Rida Khan was
now appointed Sarddr-i Sipah (Army Commander),
subordinate to the Minister of War, a post which he
was also to assume within a matter of months. He now
undertook what was to be his most concrete achievement, the modernisation of Persia's armed forces,
which coincided with the effective suppression of insurgency in Adharbaydjan, Gllan and Khurasan, and
among the Kurds, Lurs, BakhtiyarTs and Kashka°Is,
a process which was to continue in the years following
his accession to the throne. The two processes complemented each other. The army, reorganised, welldisciplined and equipped with modern weapons,
became the agent for the forceful reassertion of the
authority of the central government throughout the
provinces, while its successes in the field reinforced its
prestige and self-confidence, making the man who
had willed it into existence—Rida Khan—
indispensable to the politicians.
As Sarddr-i Sipah, Rida Khan, semi-literate and unpolished compared with the old-style Persian aristocracy, found himself "odd man out" in a government
in which his colleagues were mostly, and inevitably,
scions of the old Kadjar ruling elite. Diya° himself did
not last long—by May, he had resigned and gone into
exile—and his replacement as prime minister was
Kawam al-Saltana, a former governor-general of
Khurasan recently imprisoned by Diya°, the brother
of the former premier, Wuthuk al-Dawla (1918-20),
and one of the greatest Persian statesmen of the 20th
century. As Minister of War, Rida Khan's name continued to be in the forefront of affairs. In October
1921, the Djangali revolt in Gllan collapsed and
Kucak Khan died in that same month, and by the
middle of the following year, the Kurdish rebels
had been defeated and their leader, IsmacTl Khan
"Simko", had fled into exile. These successes convinced the Madjlis (Parliament) of the value of Rida
Khan's army reforms, and even if it did not trust him,
it was prevailed upon to grant him additional

revenues with which to provide for the further expansion of the army. With regard to funds for the latter,
his appetite was insatiable. Meanwhile, the army was
emerging as a new and, ultimately, the dominant factor in the Persian equation. In Avery's words,
"uniforms and extortion, heavy boots and the rifle
butt came to symbolise a new form of tyranny. In old
forms there were always detachable elements and a
certain sense of community had existed between
tyrants and the people. ... The nobility and the clergy,
for all their faults and shortcomings, had social virtues
which from time to time were exercised for the benefit
of the society of which they formed a recognised and
integrated part. They had nothing to do with the horrors of the guardroom and military prison" (Avery,
Modern Iran, 259).
During the 1920s, the two great powers long accustomed to deciding the fate of Persia, Russia and
Great Britain, were both preoccupied elsewhere. Britain was war-weary and distracted by world-wide
responsibilities, while the new Soviet Union was locked in civil strife, massive social dislocation, and
economic experimentation. Under Diya0, a RussoPersian treaty, which had been under negotiation
since the previous year, was signed on 26 February
1921, which, for the time being, satisfactorily redefined relations between the two countries. On the same
day, the Sayyid repudiated the hated Anglo-Persian
Agreement, leaving British policy in Persia in temporary limbo. Thus, the British would be forced to
acquiesce in Rida Khan's pacification of the Bakhtiyari, and his overthrow of Shaykh Khaz c al [q. v. ] of
Muhammara in Khuzistan (November 1924-January
1925), both erstwhile clients of the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company. As Minister of War, his authority grew as
that of his colleagues declined, and on 28 October
1923 the Shah grudgingly appointed him Prime
Minister prior to his own departure for Europe on
health grounds. He never returned to Persia, dying in
France four years later. On 13 March 1924, the
Madjlis met and appointed a committee to consider
the question of Persia becoming a republic, a move
which Rida Khan initially seemed to favour, and a bill
was submitted to the Madjlis on 15 March. But in
that same month, the Turkish Grand National
Assembly abolished the caliphate, confiscated awkdf
(religious endowments) and brought religious education under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education. The ShfcT ^ulamd^ in Persia were naturally apprehensive at these developments, which seemed to
equate republicanism with secularism and sacrilege,
and Rida Khan heeded their fears and played on
them, proclaiming on 1 April 1925, following a visit
to Kum, that a republic would be better for the welfare of the country. On 31 October 1925, the Madjlis
formally deposed Ahmad Shah and ended the rule of
the Kadjar dynasty, although in a long dissentient
speech, Dr. Muhammad Musaddik [q.v. ] (formerly,
Musaddik al-Saltana), anticipating Rida Khan's
imminent elevation to the throne, pointed out that,
whatever the good qualities of the Prime Minister had
been, as Shah he would wield a power contrary to the
Constitution. Finally, on 12 December 1925, the
Madjlis voted for Rida Khan to become Shah. There
were some abstentions, but only four publicly opposed
the vote: the veteran Constitutionalist Sayyid Hasan
Taklzada, Husayn c Ala, Yahya DawlatabadT and Dr.
Musaddik. Rida Khan had already assumed the
family name of Pahlavi, redolent of ancient preIslamic Iranian glories, and so the Pahlavi dynasty
was duly established by law.
Crowned Shah in the old Gulistan Palace on 25
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April 1926, Ricja Shah now embarked upon a brutal
but effective programme of modernisation which left
untouched almost no area of Iranian life. The overall
social structure remained superficially the same, but
military officers, bureaucrats, and well-connected entrepreneurs and contractors came into prominence,
often becoming richer and certainly more influential
than the former court nobility, landlords, clerics, and
bdzdrts. Now, cronyism became the most direct road
to wealth and power, and vast fortunes were dubiously acquired, that of Ricla Shah himself being of spectacular extent. The predominant characteristics of the
new regime were centralisation and regulation, a
despotism of licenses and permits, enforced by a horde
of officials, police and, ultimately, the army. Most
manifestations of free speech or opposition were
ruthlessly stamped out, and the fiscal rapacity of the
regime probably exceeded that of any of its
predecessors. In this sense, Ricja Shah's rule strongly
resembled the governing style of the other dictatorships which emerged during the 1920s and 1930s.
At the same time, enormous changes took place in
the material life of the Iranian people. Roads were
built (generally, with strategic considerations to the
fore, especially in tribal territory), a Trans-Iranian
railway linked the Persian Gulf to the Caspian Sea,
and Iran was integrated with the rest of the world by
air- and steamship-links. New industries were set
up—textile mills, sugar refineries, cement works.
There was an emphasis on the pre-Islamic components of Persian culture; language reform to
eliminate Arabic elements; and a downplaying of
Iran's historic links with the Arab lands of the Middle
East. At the level of scholarship and archaeology,
there was a remarkable revival of knowledge of Iran's
early history, much of it due to European savants.
Yet despite the achievements of these fifteen years,
Rida Shah remained the quintessential dictator,
suspicious of those around him, fearful lest anyone
other than himself should earn public respect or admiration, and malignant toward those who opposed
his will or offered alternative solutions. His vindictiveness was proverbial and his prisons were kept full.
Former collaborators and helpmates such as Timurtash, the Minister of Court, and Sardar Ascad BakhtiyarT, the Minister of War, died in prison under
mysterious circumstances, as did his critic in the
Madjlis, Sayyid Hasan Mudarris. cAlf Akbar Dawar,
the Minister of Justice, committed suicide. Writers
and journalists were no less subject to persecution.
The poet clshkf was murdered; the novelist Buzurg
c
Alaw! was imprisoned, and there were others.
The style of Rida Shah's government was despotic
and militaristic, with the Shah taking the important
decisions, which were then carried out by his
ministers, most of whom (Dawar was an exception)
were ciphers. In foreign policy, Rida Shah's
achievements were more positive in that, conscious of
the past diplomatic history of his country, he was able
to diminish the role of both Great Britain and the
Soviet Union in its internal affairs, establishing an international persona for a country which had for so
long seemed to be an Anglo-Russian protectorate.
Iran (he had abandoned the Eurocentric name of Persia) was an early signatory of the League of Nations,
thereafter widening its diplomatic representation
overseas. Of particular significance were Rida Shah's
diplomatic forays into the Middle East. In 1934, he
paid a state visit to Turkey, becoming personally acquainted with Atatiirk, and in 1937, he engineered
the regional Sacdabad Pact with Afghanistan, clrak
and Turkey. In that same year, Iran signed a treaty
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with clrak over the §hatf al-cArab. An Egyptian marriage for the Crown Prince, Muhammad Ricja [q.v.],
established links with Egypt's ruling elite and did
something to open up a court which had hitherto been
drab and provincial. Ricla Shah had four wives: the
first, Hamdam, had a daughter of the same name; the
second, Tadj-i Malik, gave him Shams, the twins
Muhammad Rida and Ashraf, and CA1T Rio'a; the
third, Turan, a Kadjar, gave him one son, Ghulam
Rida; and by c lsmat, also a Kadjar, he had four
sons—cAbd al-Rida, Mahmud Ricla, Ahmad Rida
and Hamld Rida—and a daughter, Fatima.
In the years prior to the Second World War, Rida
Shah rashly assumed a pro-German stance, intended
to reduce Iran's dependence on Great Britain and the
Soviet Union, while the Nazis assiduously wooed and
flattered him. With the outbreak of war, both Great
Britain and the Soviet Union demanded that these
German connections be severed. The Shah, however,
prevaricated, and he was forced to witness the invasion of his country by British and Soviet units, which
began on 25 August 1941. Against these, his prized
and pampered army performed abysmally. He abdicated on 16 September 1941, in order to ensure his
son's succession, and was taken by the British first to
Mauritius and then to the Transvaal in South Africa,
where he died on 26 July 1944.
There is little disagreement about Rida Shah's
character and temperament. He had developed at an
early age the soldierly virtues of personal courage,
self-discipline and concentrated application, and these
qualities were to stand him in good stead throughout
his life. A man of limited formal education and little
imagination, he seems to have been a remarkable example of the self-taught man of action who utilised his
limited experience to maximum advantage as a head
of state who was both usurper and revolutionary. In
this sense, he was more reminiscent of Peter I of
Russia or Muhammad CA1I of Egypt than of Atatiirk,
the man with whom he is usually compared, who was
at once a more complicated and a more cosmopolitan
personality.
With his great height, commanding bearing, and
raptorial glare, Rida Shah's awe-inspiring presence
reinforced an impression of ruthlessness and brutal
strength. His son would write: "Those eyes could
make a strong man shrivel up inside" (Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi, Mission for my country, London 1961,
36). General Hasan Arfa, encountering him soon
after his promotion to Sarddr-i Sipah, noted: "His complexion was rather dark and his eyes of a strange
golden hue were large with a searching look which it
took courage to meet. He had a small black moustache
slightly turned up at the ends, and altogether his appearance was extremely virile and soldierly" (Under
five Shahs, 115-16). At his coronation, four years later,
Vita Sackville-West described him as "... an alarming man, six feet three in height, with a sullen manner, a huge nose, grizzled hair, and a brutal jowl" (V.
Sackville-West, Passenger to Tehran, London 1926, 1034). Decades after his death, his principal wife, Tadj-i
Malik, confessed that "she did her best to keep out of
his way" (A. Alam, The Shah and I, New York 1992,
447), and his daughter Ashraf wrote that "Even as an
adult I would weigh my words carefully before I
brought up any subject that might provoke or
displease him", while at the same time she admired
"his stubbornness, his fierce pride, and his iron will"
(Ashraf Pahlavi, Faces in a mirror, Englewood Cliffs
1980, 13-14). These were no doubt the qualities needed at that time to impose by sheer will-power from
above the radical reorganisation of a profoundly con-
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servative society, and it was just that which was to
prove Ricja Shah's lasting achievement.
Bibliography: Yahya Dawlatabadi, Tdrikh-i
mu^dsir yd haydt-i Yahyd, Tehran 1331/1952; Husayn
Makki, Tdnkh-i bist-sdla-yi Iran, Tehran 1324/1945;
Hassan Arfa, Under five Shahs, London 1964; Amin
Banani, The modernization of Iran, Stanford 1961; P.
Avery, Modern Iran, London 1965; D.N. Wilber,
Riza Shah Pahlavi: the resurrection and reconstruction of
Iran, New York 1975; L.P. Elwell-Sutton, Reza Shah
the Great: founder of the Pahlavi dynasty, in Iran under the
Pahlavis, ed. G. Lenczowski, Stanford 1978, 1-50;
E. Abrahamian, Iran between two revolutions,
Princeton 1982; M.P. Zirinsky, Blood, power, and
hypocrisy: the murder of Robert Imbrie and American relations with Pahlavi Iran, 1924, in IJMES, xviii (1986),
275-92; Sussan Siavoshi, Liberal nationalism in Iran:
the failure of a movement, Boulder 1990; G.R.G.
Hambly, The Pahlavi autocracy: Riza Shah, 19211941, in The Cambridge History of Iran, vii, ed. Avery
and Hambly, Cambridge 1991, 213-43; Zirinsky,
Imperial power and dictatorship: Britain and the rise of
Reza Shah, 1921-1926, in IJMES, xxiv (1992), 63963o. _
_
(G.R.G. HAMBLY)
RIDA TEWFlK [see BOLUKBASH!, R!DA TEWFIK, in
Suppl.].
RIDAC [see RADA C ].
RIDA3!, AKA, Muhammad Djahangiri or HarawT,
Persian p a i n t e r in the service of the Mughal prince
Salim or Djahangir in the late lOth-early llth/late
16th-early 17th century. Mentioned in Djahangir's
memoirs, Aka Rida°i of Harat or Marw joined
Sallm's service before 997/1588-9, the year in which
his son Abu '1-Hasan was born at Sallm's court. On
a portrait of Shah Djahan of ca. 1050/1640, Abu '1Hasan refers to himself as "al-Mashhadi", a nisba
repeated on a painting by his brothe_r cAbid. However, no direct connection between Aka RidaDI and
Mashhad can be established. He may have emigrated
to India as a result of the Uzbek invasion of Harat and
massacre of its inhabitants in 996/1587.
Aka Rida^I's known work ranges in date between
ca. 996-1018/1587-1609 and includes manuscript illustrations, album margins and single-page portraits.
Stylistically, his oeuvre adheres closely to Persian
models; his manuscript illustrations reflect a familiarity with the court painting of Shah Tahmasp (r. 931 84/1524-76 [<7-fl.]), while his single-figure portraits rely on the Khurasan style of Muhammad! Harawl (/?.
968-99/1560-90). Although Aka Rida'I consistently
preferred the two-dimensionality and decorative surface treatment of Persian painting, he did employ
shading, especially on faces, a concession to Mughal
naturalism. Having worked for Salim at Lahore, he
continued in the service of the prince during his
rebellion at Allahabad from 1008/1599 to 1013/16_04.
As the leading artist at Sallm's Allahabad court, Aka
Rida D I exerted a strong Persianate influence on the art
of his fellow painters. Yet he also absorbed some
elements of late Akbari painting, enlarging the scale
and reducing the number of figures in his manuscript
illustrations. When Salim acceded to the throne in
1014/1605 and took charge of the imperial artists'
atelier, Aka Rida°i was rapidly eclipsed by painters
working in the fully synthesised Mughal style.
His major works include: 1-4. Marginal illustrations of four folios of the Murakka^-i Gulshan, Gulistan
Library, Tehran, fols. 29, 105, 145, 152. One, with
vignettes based on European prints, is dated 28
Ramadan 1008/12 April 1600. 5-7. Two manuscript
illustrations and one portrait of a prince kneeling
before Shaykh Salim Cishti, from the Murakka^-i

Gulshan. The manuscript illustrations rely closely on
$afawid prototypes and may date from the late
990s/1580s. 8-12. Five illustrations to the Anwdr-i
Suhayli, British Library, Add. 18,579, fols. 21a, 36a,
40b, 54b, and 331b, dated 1013-19/1604-10; 13.
Seated Musician, late 990s/1580s, Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, 14.609; 14. Bustdn of Sacdl, dated
1014/1605-6, Agra, fol. 147a, Art and History Trust
Collection, Houston; 15. Kulliyydt of Sacdl, Prince
Sadruddin Aga Khan Collection, fol. 9la. Other attribute_d works are listed in Beach, The Grand Mogul,
94-5. Aka Ricja°i signed his paintings on rocks or near
the main figures, referring to himself as murid, ghuldm
or banda ("disciple", "servant" or "slave") bd-ikhlds
(sincere) of Shah, Sultan or Padishah Salim or
Djahangir, depending on the date. Attributions are
written near or in the margins.
Bibliography: Tuzuk-i Djahdngiri, tr. Rogers and
Beveridge, London 1914, ii, 20; The Lights of
Canopus, Anvar-i Suhaili, described by J.V.S.
Wilkinson, London, n.d., 15 and pis. hi, iv, v, vii,
xxix; Binyon, Wilkinson, and Gray, Persian
miniature painting, Oxford 1933, 149 (no 236), 160,
192 and pi. CIVa; M.C. Beach, The Grand Mogul,
Williamston, Mass. 1978, 92-5, cat. no. 30. This
contains a thorough list of attributions and
bibliography; A. Welch and S.C. Welch, Arts of the
Islamic book: the collection of Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan,
179-82, 191-7, cat. nos, 60, 64, fol. 91a; P.P.
Soucek, art. Aqd Reza HeravV*, in EIr, ii, 180-2; A.
Okada, Imperial Mughal painters, Paris 1992, 104-11;
A. Soudavar, Art of the Persian courts, New York
1992, 348-9, cat. no. 137p, fol. 147r.
(R. ETTINGHAUSEN-[SHEILA R. CANBY])
AL-RIDDA [see Suppl.].
RIDIYYA [see RADIYYA].
RIDJAL (A.), pi. of radjul, a common Arabic word
for "man", used specifically in Arabic literature for
transmitters of hadith [q.v.\, i.e. Muslim tradition.
When in the course of the second half of the 1st century of the hidjra (the 690s) the isndd [q.v.], i.e. the
chain of transmitters of a tradition, had been introduced as the semi-official authentification device for it
to be accepted or rejected, rather than that authentification was achieved by weighing the matn, i.e. its
actual contents, the need to identify hadith. transmitters and to obtain detailed information on them, gave
rise to the so-called ridjdl books which, beginning with
the late 2nd/8th century, eventually acquired gigantic
proportions. Islam's multi-volume biographical dictionaries may be thought of as having grown out of the
riajal lexicons. During the first three centuries of
Islam, giving information on someone was tantamount to supplying details about his study and handling of hadiths. Only in a later stage did biographical
dictionaries (e.g. those of Yakut (d. 626/1229 [q.v.])
and Ibn Khallikan (d. 681/1282 [q.v.]) gradually
develop their own characteristics, being no longer
confined within strictly #a^-determined dimensions.
With the introduction under c Umar b. al-Khattab
[q.v.] of the diwdn [q.v. at II, 323b], listing those entitled to an annual stipend from the treasury, the ancient
Arab interest in tribal genealogy received a new impulse; with the emergence ofisndds half a century later
this interest was.deepened even more. The isndd requirement stipulated that, apart from simple identification of a transmitter within his lineage, information on his lifetime as well as that of his alleged hadith
masters and pupils be gathered, which was meant to
facilitate the drawing of conclusions as to the feasibility of his actual having met with either. The science of
hadith criticism became inextricably intertwined with
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ridjal expertise, which formed its major constituent.
This science also goes by the name of al-djarh wa 7ta^dil [q.v.] (i.e. the science of disparaging and declaring trustworthy, sc. hadith transmitters). For a survey
of the mediaeval Muslim hadith scholar's wielding of
the technical terms and criteria used in ridjdl criticism,
see AL-DJARH WA 'L-TA C DIL; for a modern appraisal of
the same, see what follows, and also G.H.A. Juynboll, Muslim tradition etc., Cambridge 1983, chs. 4-5.
The classical period
The first hadith expert whose name is linked to the
science of "men" was Shucba b. al-Hadjdjadj (d.
160/776 [q.v.]) from Basra. He was soon followed in
this by a string of other hadith experts, e.g. Yahya b.
Sacld al-Kattan (d. 198/813), allegedly the first whose
judgements were compiled in a book (cf. Ibn Hadjar,
Lisdn al-mizdn, i, 5), cAbd al-Rahman b. Mahdl (d.
198/813), Muhammad b. c Umar al-Wakidi, the
author of the Maghdzi (d. 207/822) and Abu Nu c aym
al-Fadl b. Dukayn (d. 219/834) [ q . v . ] ) , but their collections of data have not been preserved except for occasional quotations in biographical lexicons compiled
later. The oldest extant printed collection deserving
the qualification ridjdl lexicon is the Kitdb al- Tabakdt alkabir by Ibn Sacd [q.v.] (ed. E. Sachau et alii, Leiden
1905-17, 9 vols., with some 4250 entries), who died in
230/845. Muhammad b. Sacd used to be al-Wakidi's
secretary, which permits the assumption that the data
we find in his work may be at least partly al-Wakidi's.
As its title indicates, Ibn Sacd's tabakdt work is built
upon the successive "generations" (literally:
"layers") of hadith transmitters from each major urban centre in the early Islamic domain. Ibn Sacd
preceded his ridjdl information by an extensive
biography of the Prophet. Large numbers of the ridjdl
dealt with are only mentioned by name, and their
historicity—if any—is well-nigh impossible to
establish.
From the beginning, isndd criticism comprised two
main approaches, knowledge of ridjdl and that of Hlal
(the plural of Cz7/a, usually rendered "hidden defects",
sc. mostly in isndds, highlighting links between certain
pairs of transmitters which are subject to dispute).
Ridjdl studies contain of necessity numerous
references to cilal, while ^ilal studies are in fact ridjdl
works analysing (the absence of) certain links among
them. The earliest works after Ibn Sacd's Tabakdt still
reflect both approaches in their titles, such as the Kitdb
al-cllal wa-ma^rifat al-ridjal of Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (d.
241/855 [q. v. ]), in which there is not yet discernible an
alphabetical arrangement of the ridjdl treated (cf. the
edition by T. Kocyigit and I. Cerrahoglu, Ankara
1963, i). Later riajdl-cum-cilal works often have the
title ta^nkh. In its earliest usage this term does not
necessarily mean historiography per se, since the
"men" surveyed in such works are not described in
their political roles but are mostly assessed exclusively
as to their merits or demerits in the transmission of
hadith. On the whole, the genres of tabakdt, cilal and
ta^nkh (the last-mentioned in the WzTA-technical sense
of the term) show in many early works a considerable,
if not total, overlap.
Khalifa b. Khayyat (d. 240/854 [see IBN KHAYYAT
AL- C USFURI]) separated his ridjdl material from his
other information by producing a tabakdt work proper
(cf. the edition of A.D. al- c Uman, Baghdad 1967,
with some 3,300 entries), next to a Ta^rikh, the earliest
published annalistic chronicle of Islam (cf. the editions
of A.D. al-cUmari, 2nd impr., Damascus-Beirut
1977, and Suhayl Zakkar, Damascus 1967, 2 vols.).
Al-Tabari's Ta^rikh, Islam's best-known annalistic
history compiled a little more than half a century
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later, is arranged like Khalifa's, but is concluded by
a ridjdl section entitled Dhayl al-mudhayyal min ta ^rikh alsahdba wa 'l-tdbicm (ed. De Goeje, iii, 2296-2561). Furthermore, the title ta^rikh was given to works of even
more varied, almost encyclopaedic, contents: the
Ta^nkh of the Andalusian author cAbd al-Malik b.
Habfb (d. 238/853) contains only a relatively brief section on tabakdt, cf. the edition of J. Aguade, Madrid
1991, 156-78. Many 3rd/9th century cilal, tabakdt and
ta^nkh works by authors contemporaneous with, and
somewhat later than, Ibn Sacd have not been preserved, but references to these can be found in GAS,
i, title index, and Juynboll, Muslim tradition, 238-41.
In the following, only some of those works that are
presently extant in printed editions will be surveyed in
roughly chronological order, together with their
respective salient features and innovative approach (if
any). In order to illustrate the ongoing updating at the
hands of later compilers, resulting in constantly swelling numbers of transmitters described (for this
phenomenon, see Juynboll, Muslim tradition, 23-30,
137-46), the number of entries will be included where
that could be obtained from the editions or otherwise
approximated.
Among the most critical early isndd experts is Yahya
b. Ma c m (d. 233/847). Several of his ridjal works in
different redactions of pupils bearing various titles (cf.
GAS, i, 107) have recently become available in print
(editions by Ahmad M. Nur Sayf, Damascus-Beirut
1980). Quotations from his works in later collections
are mostly introduced by kdla ... can Yahya ..., or kdla
Yahyd....
Allegedly less severe, but as frequently quoted, is
C
A1T b. cAbd Allah Ibn al-Madim (d. 234/849). His
works acquired such fame that references to them
mostly begin with the words: kdla 'Alt... His c//a/ (alhadith wa-ma^rifat al-ridj_dt) was printed in Beirut, 1972
(ed. M.M. al-AczamI), and Aleppo 1980 (ed. cAbd alMu c tT Amm Kalcadjl).
After Ibn Sacd's Tabakdt, the first similarly extensive ridjdl lexicon is that of al-Bukharl (d. 256/870
[q. v. ]). As was the case with Ibn Sacd, information on
a great many individual transmitters in al-Bukhari's
Ta\ikh kabir(ed. Haydarabad 1361-5, 8 vols.) is lacking or very brief and constitutes evidence of the as yet
overall scantiness of biographical data in circulation.
But the proliferation of single strand isndds had
become so widespread, also because of wide-scale imitation of Ibn Hanbal's skill in devising them, that
many hundreds of transmitters populating these
strands had to be accounted for in al-Bukharf's lexicon, with its 12,791 entries. After all the persons
called Muhammad have been enumerated, a still
loosely applied alphabetical order of names is observed: isms, and within each ism the patronymics, are
arranged only on the basis of the first letter; within
each new entry the frequency of isms is mostly the
determining factor in the order observed, not the
alphabet. Shortened versions of al-Bukhan's Ta^rikh
are his Ta^rikh awsat and T. saghir (cf. the latter's edition by M.I. Zayid, Aleppo 1976-7, 2 vols.). AlBukhari has brought those, in his opinion, especially
questionable transmitters together in a separate collection, the first of its kind, called K. al-du^qfd* al-saghir
with 418 entries (edited together with a similar work
by al-Nasa'I (d. 303/915) with 675 entries by M.I.
Zayid, Aleppo 1396).
The Syrian tradition scholar Ibrahim b. Ya c kub alDjuzadjanl (d. 259/873) compiled a very critical ridjdl
lexicon with 388 entries entitled (Shadjaraji) ahwdl alridjal, ed. Subhi al-Badri al-Samarra0!, Beirut 1985, in
which he especially criticised c lraki transmitters.
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The compiler of Islam's second most revered
canonical tradition collection, Muslim b. al-Hadjdjadj
(d. 261/875 [q.v.]), devoted the middle part of the introduction to his Sahih to n^z/-critical remarks (cf. the
Eng. tr. of this introduction inJSAI, v, 273-92). Difficulties in the identification of persons only known by
their kunyas gave rise to the kunya genre, in which
Muslim, following the example of Ibn Hanbal's alAsdmi wa 'l-kund, collected his al-Kund wa 'l-asmd^, cf.
the facs. edition of Damascus 1984; a similar work
was compiled by M. b. A. al-Dulabl (d. 310/923), cf.
the edition of Haydarabad 1904, 2 vols. For other
riajdl-related works of Muslim, cf. GAS, i, 143.
Ahmad b. cAbd Allah al-cldjll (d. 261/875) compiled a work called Ta^rikh al-Thikdt which is, like its
predecessors, remarkable for its ultra-brief information on most of the transmitters dealt with; the majority of tardjamas consists only of the qualification thika
accompanied by a nisba indicating his provenance or
his generation. However, it is the most extensive early
record of those transmitters defined as sahib sunna (for
this technical term, cf. JSAI, x [1987], 112-6; moreover, it often indicates that the transmitter thus
qualified was considered to have been responsible for
certain sunnas—to be interpreted in this context as
legal or ritual prescriptions—to have come into existence, an allegation confirmed by their frequentlyobserved position as "common link" in the isndd
bundles of said sunnas). The work was edited in a
strictly alphabetical arrangement of its 2,116 entries
by cAbd al-Mucti Kalcadji, Beirut 1984.
Abu Zur c a c Ubayd Allah b. cAbd al-Karim al-Razi
(d. 264/878) compiled a collection of weak transmitters, K. al-Du'afd*, edited together with a similar work
of Sacld b. c Amr al-Bardhaci (d. 292/905) by Sacdi alHashimi, Medina 1982, 3 vols.
Ya c kub b. Sufyan al-FasawT (d. 277/890) wrote a K.
al-Ma^rifa wa 'l-ta^rikh of which the first part is an annalistic history comprising early Islamic history up to
the year 240/854, the second and third parts constituting a riajal lexicon, partly based upon tabakat,
with a host of original data not found in other such
works. The annals covering the first 134 years are now
lost; for the rest of the work, see the edition of A.D.
al-cUmari, Baghdad 1974, 3 vols.
Abu clsa Muhammad b. clsa al-Tirmidhl (d.
279/892 [q.v.]), compiler of one of the six canonical
collections, added to his Djdmi^ a final chapter on ^ilal;
this important cilal collection was rearranged by one
Abu Talib al-Kadi (d. ?) and edited by Subhl alSamarra0! et alii, Beirut 1989. The Hanbali Ibn
Radjab (d. 795/1393) wrote an extensive commentary
on this Ct7fl/ chapter called Shark cilal al-Tirmidhi(cf. the
edition of $ubhi Djasim al-Humaydl, Baghdad 1396).
Beside being a riajdl-cum-cilal book, Ibn Radjab's
study is now recognised as one of the most important
Wr/A-theoretical monographs of the Middle Ages.
Abu Dawud (d. 275/889), the compiler of one of the
canonical collections, had a pupil, Abu cUbayd alAdjurri (fl. ca. 300/913) who collected his master's
pronouncements on riajdl entitled Su^dldt aajaba ^anhd
Abu Ddwud etc., see the edition of M. C A.K. alc
Umari, Medina 1983.
Ahmad b. Harun al-Bardidji (d. 301/914) compiled
a K. al-Tabakat fi 'l-asmd* al-mufrada min asmd* al<i
ulamd') wa-ashdb al-hadith which is available in two editions by S. Shihabi, Damascus 1987, and c Abduh C A.
Kushk, Damascus 1990.
Muhammad b. c Amr al-cUkayli (d. 322/934) compiled a K. al-Du^a/d* wa 'l-matrukin, ed. cAbd al-Mu c ti
A. Kalcadji in 4 vols. with 2,101 entries, Beirut 1984.
Apart from the data which are also found in its

predecessors in this genre, the book constitutes a major enlargement in that it contains numerous examples of prophetic traditions which the weak and rejected transmitters described are supposed to have
brought into circulation.
c
Abd al-Rahman b. Abl Hatim al-RazI (d.
327/938) produced a massive riajdl lexicon entitled K.
al-Djarh wa 'l-ta^dil, which is almost wholly based on
the data provided by his father, Abu Hatim Muhammad b. Idrls al-Razi (d. 277/890) and the latter's lifelong friend and fellow-tradition expert Abu Zurca alRazl. For the transmission paths along which this
riajdl information reached Ibn Abl Hatim, see Juynboll, Muslim tradition, 243 f. In this lexicon, Ibn Abl
Hatim applied a similar, loosely alphabetical, order in
listing names as did al-Bukhan in his Ta^rtkh, with
which work it differs in that, with its 18,040 entries
(over 5,000 more than al-Bukhari's) it lists an even
greater number of strictly unknown transmitters, the
so-called madjhulun. He also wrQte a separate study on
c
ilal, see the edition (entitled K. al-^ilal) of Cairo 13434, 2 vols. It is the first such work in which the traditions with their respective ^ilal are primarily arranged
according to the order of chapters observed in tradition collections. To Ibn Abl Hatim we also owe a brief
riajal work on the shortcomings of al-Bukhari's
Ta\ikh, entitled Bay an khata* al-Bukhdn fi ta^rikhihi,
Haydarabad 1961.
Muhammad b. Hibban al-Bustl (d. 354/965 [see
IBN HIBBAN]) was the author of a large tradition collection but he also produced several major riajal works.
One, his K. al-Thikdt (ed. Haydarabad 1973-83, 9
vols.) is, like Ibn Sacd's Tabakat, preceded by an extensive biography of the Prophet. It is further organised on the basis of three tabakat: that of the Successors
and those of the following two generations. The
technical term thikdt from the title is not to be taken in
its literal sense of "reliable persons"; a sizeable
percentage of riajal dealt with are madjhulun. For lack
of more precise characteristics, they were labelled
thika. This term was often used especially in order to
classify transmitters about whom little, if anything,
was known. The traditions in whose isndds they occurred, however, had a certain appeal, which prevented
ridjal experts from rejecting them altogether. While
describing someone about whom (next to) nothing is
known, later riajal experts frequently refer to Ibn Hibban's lexicon using the term wathtjiakahu Ibn Hibban,
or dhakarahu Ibn Hibban fi 'l-thikdt ... or similar expressions, thereby indicating that that transmitter, as well
as the mostly innocuous tradition(s) he is reported to
have transmitted, may be preserved, be it merely for
the sake of comparison. Furthermore, there is Ibn
Hibban's Kitdb al-Maajruhin (wa 'l-du^afd7) min almuhaddithin, ed. cAziz Bey al-Kadirl, Haydarabad
1970, 2 vols., also listing often the traditions in whose
proliferation the weak transmitters dealt with in the
lexicon are alleged to have had a hand. Ibn Hibban's
Mashdhir ^ulamd* al-amsdr, a lexicon with 1,602 entries
built upon the tabakat principle, was edited by M.
Fleischhammer, Wiesbaden 1959.
By general agreement, the most extensive early lexicon of doubtful transmitters was that of cAbd Allah b.
c
AdI (d. 365/976). What was said for al-cUkaylI's lexicon is equally true for Ibn c Adi's K. al-Kdmil fi
(ma^rifat) tfu^afd^ al-riajdl (al-muhaddithin wa-^ilal alhadtth) with approximately the same number of entries
(more than 2,000). However, it surpasses al-cUkayli's
in size, especially in numbers of doubtful traditions
quoted in connection with their alleged originators.
This lexicon is, furthermore, the first in which the
Arabic term maddr is occasionally used to indicate that
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certain mains, or main clusters, are due to one particul ir transmitter who is held responsible for
disseminating these to a number of pupils. The term
maddr, first used in CA1T Ibn al-Madlni's c//a/, is in Ibn
c
Adi's usage a genuine technical term which comes
closest to the term ' 'common link'' coined by Schacht
(cf. The origins of Muhammadan jurisprudence, Oxford
1950, 171 ff.) and further elaborated in Juynboll,
Muslim tradition, 206-17.
c
Umar b. Ahmad Ibn Shahin (d. 385/995) wrote a
Ta^rikh Asmd^al-thikdt mimman nukila ^anhum al-^ilm, cf.
the edition of cAbd al-Mu c ti A. Kalcadji, Beirut 1986,
with 1,569 entries. Like the thika collections of cldjll
and Ibn Hibban mentioned above, the transmitters
are arranged in loosely alphabetical order and are not,
contrary to what its title suggests, universally considered reliable.
C
A1I b. c Umar al-Darakutm (d. 385/995) compiled
a Kitab al-Du^afd^ wa 'l-matrukin, ed. Subhf al-Badri alSamarra0!, Beirut 1986, with 632 entries.
The post-classical period
With the 4th/10th century, there begins, as
Brockelmann defined it, the post-classical period, with
initially relatively little activity in the compilation of
ridjal works. On the basis of a remark of cAbd alRahman b. CA1I Ibn al-Djawz! (d. 597/1200 [q.v.]),
one could almost infer that, during the two centuries
after al-Darakutnl's lexicon, there do not seem to
have been any basically new additions to the genre,
for Ibn al-DjawzT enumerates in the introduction to
his Kitab al-Du^afd^ wa 'l-matrukin (see the edition with
4,018 alphabetical entries of Abu '1-Fida3 c Abd Allah
al-KadT, Beirut 1986, i, 7) the sources from which he
compiled his work: they are the same as all those listed
hitherto, the last being the al-Darakutm work. After
Ibn al-DjawzT, however, various major, and increasingly more-embracing, ridjal lexicons did see the light
which were constantly subject to expansion as well as
abridgements at the hands of subsequent compilers.
At the centre of these activities stands Yusuf b. alZakl cAbd al-Rahman al-Mizzi (d. 742/1341 [q.v.]),
the author of a colossal biographical dictionary of
transmitters occurring in the Six Books and a few
minor collections entitled Tahdhib al-kamdlfi asmd^ alridjal, which grew out of a work by c Abd al-Ghanl b.
c
Abd al-Wahid al-DjammacrlT (d. 600/1203, cf.
Brockelmann, S I, 606). It is presently only partly
available in the edition of Bashshar c Awwad Ma c ruf
(Beirut 1980-, 15 vols. with, at the time of writing,
some 20 more to follow). Al-MizzT's work, together
with some lexicons of his pupil al-Dhahabf (cf. below),
lie then again at the basis of arguably the most famous
ridjal work of all: the Tahdhib al-tahdhib of Ibn Hadjar
al-cAskalani (d. 852/1448 [q. v. ]), with its ca. 7,300 tarajamas being a compendium of al-MizzI's work but,
because of its smaller size, less unwieldy. (For more
on this lexicon, see Juynboll, Muslim tradition, 134-7,
238-41.) What makes al-Mizzi's original, however,
even more useful than Ibn Hao^jar's abridgement is
that in each transmitter's tarajama, at the mention of
each of his masters as well as of each of his pupils,
symbols of tradition collections are sometimes inserted indicating in which of the Six Books material of
the described transmitter can be found, whereas in
Ibn Hadjar's lexicon—at least in the only available
edition, that of Haydarabad 1325-7— these symbols
are solely listed preceding the name of each muhaddith
treated. Al-MizzT's arrangement of his material thus
allows the drawing of inferences as to either the
origins of certain transmitters' fictitiousness or doubtful personae, as well as other conclusions.
Beside al-MizzI, his pupil al-DhahabI(d. 748/1348)
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deserves separate mention. For a survey of his contributions to ta ^rikh and ridjal works and how these are
interdependent, see AL-DHAHABI. Moreover, mention
should be made of a few major new editions of his
specific ridjal works: al-Mughnifi 'l-du^afd^, ed. Nur alDin c ltr, Aleppo 1971, 2 vols.; Siyar a^ldm al-nubald*,
ed. Shucayb al-Arna D ut, Husayn al-Asad etalii, Beirut
1981-4, 23 vols.; Tadhkirat al-huffdz, several impr.,
Haydarabad 1955-70, 4 vols. (with dhayls by M. b.
C
A. al-Husaynl, M. b. M. Ibn Fahd and al-Suyuti);
al-Kdshiffima^rifat man lahu riwdyafi 'l-kutub al-sitta, ed.
c
lzzat CA1I cld c Atiyya and Musa M. C A. al-Mawshi,
Cairo 1972, 3 vols, with more than 7,000 entries; and
Mizdn al-iHiddl, ed. C A.M. al-Badjawi, Cairo 1963, 4
vols., with 11,053 entries. In this last work he
assembled not only all the weak transmitters he could
find but also scores of at first sight blameless ones.
This lexicon was revised and enlarged by Ibn Hadjar
al-cAskalanI (d. 852/1449 [q.v.]), resulting in his Lisdn
al-mizdn, Haydarabad 1329, 6 or 7 vols., with ca.
15,000 entries. A large number of data concerning
political, cultural and literary history as well as
theological discussion can be gleaned from both lexicons. The Lisdn is especially rich in examples of traditions which are deemed fabricated by the man in
whose biography they are cited, allegations that could
often be confirmed by modern isndd analysis, as was
the case with the du^afd^ lexicons of al-cUkaylI and Ibn
c
AdI described above.
All the time, other types of ridjal lexicons, too
numerous to list all, had made their appearance.
Some of these are described here by genre.
(1) The generation of Companions received special
attention, something which was probably also
stimulated by the establishment of their collective
ta^dil, a dogma that seems to have found its first formulation sometime in the course of the final decades
of the 2nd/8th and the first decades of the 3rd/9th centuries (cf. Juynboll, Muslim tradition, 190-206). The
earliest author credited with a lexicon exclusively
devoted to Companions and their alleged roles in the
transmission of prophetic traditions was Muhammad
b. cAbd Allah b. Sulayman al-HadramT Mutayyan (d.
297/909). No mss. of it are listed in GAS, i. Ibn Hibban compiled a Ta^nkh al-Sahdba alladhina ruwiya
c
anhum al-akhbdr (ed. Buran al-Dannawi, Beirut 1988,
with 1,608 entries). This work is the first lexicon solely devoted to the subject and available in a printed
edition. It was improved upon by, among others, the
following: Ibn cAbd al-Barr (d. 463/1071 [q.v.]), K.
al-Isti^dbfiasmd^al-ashdb, ed. C A.M. al-Badjawi, Cairo
1960, 4 vols. with 4,225 entries; c lzz al-Din Ibn alAthlr (d. 630/1233), Usd al-ghdba fi ma^rifat al-sahdba,
ed. Cairo 1970, 7 vols. with 7,703 entries; alDhahabl, Tadjrld asma? al-sahdba, ed. cAbd al-Hakim
Sharaf al-Dln, Bombay 1969-70, 2 vols. with 8,859
entries, and finally Ibn Hadjar, K. al-lsdbajitamyiz alsahdba, ed. C A.M. al-BadjawT, Cairo 1970-2, 8 vols.
with 12,290 entries. To be sure, in this last source not
all persons paraded were Companions in the technical
sense of the word; Ibn Hadjar added scores of
borderline cases in his so-called second, third and
fourth kisms.
(2) A specifically Muctazill-influenced ridjal work is
K. Kabul al-akhbdr wa-ma^rifat al-ridjal by Abu '1-Kasim
al-Kacbi al-Balkhl (d. 319/931 [q.v.], and Juynboll,
Muslim tradition, index s.n.). An edition is in preparation in Leiden University Library.
(3) The first Shi*! ridjal work is that of Muhammad
b. c Umar al-Kashshi (d. ca. 340/951 [q.v.]), see the
corrected redaction with 520 entries of Muhammad b.
al-Hasan al-TusI (d. 460/1068) in the edition of
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Ahmad al-Husayni, Karbala 1963. The work is based
on the tabakdt principle, describing the persons in the
entourage of the respective imams. The majority of
people enumerated are assessed as to their political
position in society, but the lexicon does give extensive
/WfM-technical information. The other Shl^I lexicons
are perfectly ordinary hadith-rdattd, alphabetically arranged dictionaries of transmitters closely resembling
their Sunn! counterparts. To the same al-Tusi we owe
a work called Ridjal al-Tusi, ed. M. Sadik Al Bahr alc
Ulum, Nadjaf 1961, comprising some 8,900
transmitters. Al-Nadjashi (d. 450/1058) wrote a K. alridjdl, ed. Djalal al-Dln al-cAmilT, Tehran 1958.
c
lnayat al-Dln CA1I al-Kuhpa'I (fl. ca. 1016/1607)
compiled a lexicon in which he incorporated five
earlier major ridjdl lexicons, including the three just
mentioned, entitled Madjma*- al-ridjdl, ed. Diya0 al-Dln
al-Isfahani, Isfahan 1384, 7 vols. Muhammad b. CA1I
al-Ardabni(/7. ca. 1100/1689, cf. ZiriklT, 4th impr., vi,
294-5) produced a DjamP al-ruwdt, Kumm ca. 1967, 2
vols. See further, C ILM AL-RIDJAL.
(4) Al-Bukhari's and Muslim's collections were
especially subjected to a sort of isndd scrutiny,
resulting in ridjdl lexicons too numerous and too
varied to enumerate all of them, in which in one way
or another transmitters occurring in one collection are
compared with those occurring in the other. Information on these kutub ridjdliyya can be found among the
secondary works listed in GAS, i, derived from (commentaries on) the two Sahihs. But there is also a small
and useful transmitters' lexicon on those of Malik's
Muwatta* by al-Suyutl (d. 911/1505 [q.v.]), Iscdf almubatta^ bi-ridjdl al-Muwatta3, ed. with the Muwatta^by
Faruk Sacd, Beirut 1979.
(5) Another genre of ridjdl works is that of regional
or city histories. Whereas Abu Zakariyya3 al-Azdl (d.
334/946) only occasionally touches on hadith transmission in his Ta^rikh Mawsil, ed. CA1I Hablba, Cairo
1387, as does Ahmad b. cAbd Allah al-Razi (ed.
460/1068 [q.v.]) in his Ta^rikh Madinat Sancd>, ed.
H. C A. al-cAmn and c A.Dj. Zakkar, $ancaD
1401/1981, other works in this genre contain only
very few purely historical data on the regions or cities
dealt with and are in reality tabakdt-arranged or
alphabetically ordered works, with all the trimmings
of other ridjdl lexicons on muhaddithun, from all those
who once lived in a particular region or city to those
who merely passed through it. Some examples: Aslam
b. Sahl Bahshal (d. 292/905), Ta^rikh Wdsit, ed.
Kurkis cAwwad, Baghdad 1967, a strictly hadithcritical ridjdl work; Hamza b. Yusuf al-Sahml (d.
427/1036 [q.v.]), Ta^rikh Djurdjdn aw kitdb ma^rifat
^ulamd^ ahl Djurdjdn, ed. M. cAbd al-Mucid Khan,
Haydarabad 1950; Abu Nu c aym al-Isbahani (d.
430/1038 [q.v.]), K. DhikrakhbdrIsbahdn, ed. S. Dedering, Leiden 1931-4, 2 vols.; the great tradition
scholar al-Khatib al-Baghdadi (d. 463/1071 [q.v.])
devoted his large Ta^rikh Baghdad, cf. ed. Cairo 1931
+ reprints, 14 vols., following a topographical introduction, almost wholly to hadith,-related characteristics
of the 7,831 persons described in, again, a loosely
alphabetical order; modelled on this lexicon but even
more massive is the Ta^rikh Madinat Dimashk of CA1I b.
al-Hasan Ibn cAsakir (d. 571/1176 [q.v.]), which is
well on its way of being edited in complete form under
the auspices of the Arab Academy of Damascus; for
Spain we have Muhammad b. Harith al-Khushani
(d. 361/971 [q.v.]), Akhbdr al-fukahd^ wa 'l-muhaddithin,
a specifically Andalusian lexicon with 527 entries, ed.
Maria Luisa Avila and Luis Molina, Madrid 1992.
The nisba [q.v.] genre may be considered as an offshoot of city lexicons as well as genealogical works;

under each nisba all the tradition experts and, occasionally, other religious scholars, are enumerated who
were best known—or sometimes only known—by that
nisba. The most famous compilation is the K. al-Ansdb
of cAbd al-Karim b. M. al-Samcani (d. 562/1166
[q.v.]), cf. the facs. ed. of Leiden-London 1912, and
that of cAbd al-Rahman b. Y. al-MucallimI,
Haydarabad 1962-82, 13 vols.
(6) A special type is furthermore the so-called atrdf
compilation, that is an alphabetically-arranged collection of the Companions' musnads, with every tradition
ascribed to each of them shortened to its taraf(i.e. gist
or salient feature), accompanied by all the isndd
strands supporting it which occur in the Six Books and
a few other revered collections. The most famous
representative of this type is the Tuhfat al-ashrdf bima^rifat al-atrdf by al-MizzI; for a more detailed description, see AL-MIZZI. The work was imitated but
never improved upon.
(7) In an attempt to solve onomastic difficulties
around transmitters' identities, several lexicons were
compiled listing ambiguous names with accompanying solutions as to their proper vocalisation and attribution. The best-known examples are the works entitled Mudih awhdm al-d^am^ wa 'l-tafrik, Haydarabad
1959-60, by al-Khatib al-Baghdadl; al-Ikmdlfi raf alirtiydb *~an al-mu^talif wa 'l-mukhtalif min al-asmd* wa 7kund wa 'l-ansdb by CA1I b. Hibat Allah Ibn Makula (d.
between 475/1082 and 487/1094), see the edition of
c
Abd al-Rahman b. Y. al-MucallimI and Nayif alc
Abbas, Beirut 1962-7, 7 vols.; and al-Dhahabi's K.
al-Mushtabih (fi 'l-ridjat), ed. P. de Jong, Leiden 1881,
and C A.M. al-BadjawT, Cairo 1962, 2 vols. See also
IBN MAKULA.

(8) Women hadith transmitters are usually treated in
the ridjdl lexicons at the very end after all the men
have been dealt with, but one nisd^ lexicon was made
into a separate publication: C U.R. Kahhala, Acldm alnisd^fi^dlamay al-^arab wa 'l-isldm, Damascus 1959-77,
5 vols. Its contents are exclusively based upon
mediaeval sources. A large percentage of the women
are described only as to their hadith activities, but for
the rest it is an ordinary biographical dictionary arranged in alphabetical order.
(9) There are quite a few lexicons arranged by year
in which the muhaddithun and other religious scholars
who died that year are enumerated, eventually with
an admixture of purely historical data thrown in.
Best-known in this genre is the Shadhardt al-dhahab of
Ibn al-clmad (d. 1089/1678 [q.v.]), Beirut n.d., 8 vols.
(10) For the rich genre of lexicons in which lists of
someone's hadith masters are compiled, i.e. the socalled mashyakha works, see the comprehensive introduction of H. Schiitzinger's Das Kitdb al-mu^gam des
Abu Bakr al-Ismd^ili ( = Abhandlungen fur die Kunde
des Morgenlandes, XLIII, 3), Wiesbaden 1978; and
FAHRASA.

Biographical lexicons of Kurgan reciters and
exegetes, judges, governors, jurists, theologians,
mystics, poets, grammarians, scientists and a host of
other professions and shared characteristics (e.g. the
blind and the longeval), although often containing
hadith-related data, do not really fall within the scope
of the ridjal genre in that they do not deal specifically with these categories' (de)merits in hadith transmission. But they were doubtless modelled on the genuine
ridjdl works.
Bibliography: Given in the article. Several
recently published editions of the ridjdl lexicons
mentioned contain in their introductions more or
less adequate surveys of the genres on thikdt and
du^afd^, especially the edition of Bashshar cAwwad
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Macruf of Mizzi's Tahdhib. For a general approach
to the tabakdt genre, see I. Hafsi, Recherches sur le
genre Tabaqdt dans la litterature arabe, in Arabica, xxiii
(1976), 227-65, xxiv (1977), 1-41, 150-86; P.
Auchterlonie, Arabic biographical dictionaries: a summary guide and bibliography, Durham 1987 (Middle
East Libraries Committee research guides 2); for
Sh^I riajal works, see the papers of B. ScarciaAmoretti, A. Arioli and D. Amaldi in Cahiers
d'onomastique arabe, i, Paris 1979, and C ILM ALRIDJAL. See further, Jacqueline Sublet, Le voile du
nom. Essai sur le nom propre arabe, Paris 1991.
(G.H.A. JUYNBOLL)
RIDWAN, the g u a r d i a n (khdziri) of P a r a d i s e , is
absent from the Kurgan, early tafsir, hadith and
descriptions of Paradise. In Ibn Hisham, 268, this
angel is still called Ismacll. The proper name Ridwan
may result from a personifying exegesis of the ridwdn
(= Allah's favour) which believers will meet in the
hereafter (Kur 3 an, III, 15, etc.). In the anonymous
4th/10th century Kitdb al-^Azama (e.g. ms. Paris 4605,
Vatican 1480; ed. Raven, forthcoming) Ridwan
opens the gates of Paradise, dresses and serves the
believers, draws away the veils from the face of Allah,
etc. Slightly later he appears in the Sh^T legend about
C
A1I and Fatima [q. vv. ] and in Ismacili cosmogony (H.
Halm, Kosmologie und Heilslehre der friihen Ismd^ilTya,
Wiesbaden 1978). He is an accepted figure in Arabic
belles-lettres, at least from al-MacarrT (R. al-Ghufrdri)
onwards, and in later Islamic literatures throughout.
(W. RAVEN)
RIDWAN or RUDWAN B. TUTUSH b. Alp Arslan,
Fakhr al-Mulk (d. 507/1113), S a l d j u k p r i n c e in
Aleppo after the death of his father Tutush [q. v. ] in
Safar 488/February 1095.
After assuming power in Aleppo, Ridwan and his
stepfather, the Atabeg Djanah al-Dawla Husayn,
aimed at taking over Tutush's former capital
Damascus and thus at controlling the whole of Syria
and Palestine not still in Fatimid hands. However,
Ridwan's brother Dukak and his Atabeg Tughtigin
held on to Damascus, and after Ridwan broke with
Djanah al-Dawla, the latter established himself in
Hims. For one month, in Ramadan-Shawwal/
August-September 1097, Ridwan acknowledged the
Fatimid caliph al-Musta c li [q. v. ] in the khutba at Aleppo, but reverted to Sunn! allegiance and acknowledgement of the cAbbasid al-Mustazhir and the sultan
Berk-yaruk [q.vv.] when it became apparent that the
Fatimids could not deliver any material help to him.
From Radjab 491/June 1098, Ridwan had the
Crusader leader Bohemund, now Prince of Antioch,
as his neighbour, and the ensuing years were filled
with warfare with Bohemund (and then with Tancred
of Antioch and Edessa, Bohemund's successor) and
also with his Muslim rivals such as Djanah al-Dawla
(until the latter's death at the hands of the Assassins
in Radjab 496/May 1103). It was around this time
that Ridwan allied with the strong Isma c ilT faction
within Aleppo and used them as part of his tortuous
policies (which in 502/1108-9, e.g., allied him with
Tancred against the Muslim Cawli Sakaw of Mawsil),
and although he was unable to take Damascus, he had
his name recognised in the khutba and sikka there by
the young Tutush b. Dukak. When a Muslim army
aimed at the Crusaders appeared from Mawsil before
Aleppo, Ridwan refused to admit it and defended his
city with Isma c fli help (Safar 505/August-September
1111). His standing with what was probably the majority Sunn! population of Aleppo was now understandably impaired. He allied with Tughtigin of
Damascus but secured peace in northern Syria by
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making payments to Tancred and (after November
1112) his son Roger. He substantially avoided taking
part in a djihdd against the Crusaders led by Tughtigin
and Mawdud b. Altuntash of Mawsil, sending only a
tiny token force, but died on 1 Rabi* I 507/16 August
1113, to be succeeded briefly by his son Tadj al-Dawla
Alp Arslan [see HALAB].
The SunnI sources regard Ridwan, from his use of
the Syrian Ismacflis, with disfavour, stigmatising him
as al-maPun, sayyi^ al-sira, etc. They even accuse him
of having been converted to Ismacllism by the local
leader in Aleppo, al-Hakim al-Munadjdjim; it seems
impossible to discern the truth here. He is further condemned for his miserliness, since he left a large
treasury at his death. His diplomatic and political
skills were, however, considerable, and within what
was at that time a highly complex situation in Syria,
he successfully maintained his power between the
Crusaders and various Muslim rivals for nearly nineteen years.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. These include Ibn
al-KalanisT, Dhayl Ta^nkh Dimashk, ed. Amedroz, tr.
Gibb; Ibn al-cAdIm, Zubda, ed. Dahhan; idem,
Bughya, ed. AH Sevim, Ankara 1976, biography of
Ridwan, no. XIV, Ar. text, 138-51, Tkish. resume,
78-80; Ibn al-Athlr, x; Ibn Khallikan, ed. cAbbas,
i, 296, tr. de Slane, i, 274 (s.v. Tutush); SafadI,
Waft, xiv, ed. Dedering, 129-30 (biography of
Ridwan).
2. S t u d i e s . See the general histories of the
Crusades by e.g. Grousset and Runciman, and
Cahen's ch. The Selchiikids, in Setton and Baldwin
(eds.), A history of the Crusades, i. Also Cahen, La
Syrie du norda I'epoque des Croisades, Paris 1940, index
s.v. Rodwdn; M.G.S. Hodgson, The order of
Assassins, The Hague 1955, 70, 89-92; R.W.
Crawford, Ridwdn the Maligned, in J. Kritzeck and
R.B. Winder (eds.), The world of Islam, studies in
honour of Philip K. Hitti, London-New York 1959,
135-44; Farhad Daftary, The Ismd^ilis, their history
and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, 356 ff.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RIDWAN BEGOVIC CA1I Pasha (in Serbo-Croat
RIZVANBEGOVIC Ali-pasa; ca. ?1783-1851), wezir of
H e r z e g o v i n a from 1833 until his death by assassination in March 1851. He was an interesting individual,
whose biography well illustrates the complex circumstances affecting this region of the Balkans in the
closing stages of Ottoman domination.
He was descended from an old Muslim family.
Towards the end of the 18th century his father, Dhu
'1-Fikar (Zulfikar), was governor (with the title ofmtr-i
mirdn (?), i.e. "provincial governor", or that of
kapudan (?), a term rendered in Serbo-Croat by
"kapetan") of the town of Stolac (in southern
Herzegovina, to the south of Mostar [q. v. ]) and its environs, hence his name of Stocevic (or RizvanbegovicStocevic) which is also encountered in the texts. CA1T
Pasha is said to have been born in this town ca. 1783
(considerably earlier, according to V. Corovic, ca.
1761). Following a dispute with his father (over a
trivial issue, according to S. Basagic), he parted from
his family while still a young man, only returning
(and bringing with him a considerable sum of money,
so it is alleged) after the death of his father,
whereupon he engaged in conflict with his brothers,
Mustafa (Mustaj-Beg) and Hadzun (HadjdjI Beg:
some sources mention also the name of C6mer), for
several months during the year 1222/1807, over the
succession to the post of governor of Stolac and
possession of the rich aghalik of the village of Hutovo.
This dispute was temporarily resolved the following
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year by a special envoy from Istanbul, in the course
of negotiations which took place in Sarajevo, but it
was subsequently revived, lasting many years and
coming to an end only in 1229/1813-14, when CAH
Pasha finally succeeded his father in the capacity of
governor of Stolac and the surrounding area, while
HadjdjT Beg obtained the aghalfy of Hutovo. With
regard to these appointments, Corovic comments,
"CA1I Pasha and his brother Hadjdjf Beg were neither
of them good masters or congenial neighbours, but
HadjdjI Beg was by far the worse". The relations
maintained by CAH Pasha with the powerful Muslim
families of Bosnia-Herzegovina were variable; he was
very close to the eminent IsmacH Agha fiengic (an individual immortalised by the Croatian poet Ivan
Mazuranic, 1814-90), but was in open conflict with
his other neighbours, such as the Kapetanovics of the
town of Pocitelj. It was in the course of a skirmish with
Isma c il Kapetanovic and his supporters, during the
siege of Pocitelj in 1813, that he was wounded in the
leg; as a result of this he was to be lame for the remainder of his life. By 1820 he was the most widelyknown governor (kapudan)
in the whole of
Herzegovina, and an implacable foe of the wezirs of
Bosnia, based at Travnik. However, in 1831, at the
time of the uprising of the Bosnian aristocracy, led by
Huseyn Beg Gradascevic (known as Zmaj od Bosne,
"the dragon of Bosnia"), CA1I Pasha Rizvanbegovic
and IsmacTl Agha Cengic did not associate themselves
with the rebels and sided ostensibly with the Ottoman
sultan and the central authority. CA1I Pasha then took
under his protection the ousted wezir of Travnik, while
his brother HadjdjT Beg allied himself with the insurgents and met his death (27 February 1832)
fighting alongside the troops of Gradascevic as the latter were laying siege to the town of Stolac. This
fratricidal war claimed many other victims, on both
sides; thus Ismacll Agha Cengic ordered the assassination of one of his own relatives, Fejz Alaj-Beg Cengic.
Following the failure of the rebel attacks on Nevesinje
and Stolac, CA1I Pasha Rizvanbegovic lent powerful
support (with IsmacTl Agha Cengic and Bash Agha
Redzepasic, ancestor of the eminent family of the
Basagic) to the troops of the wezir Kara Mahmud
Pasha in the course of the decisive battle which took
place on the plain before Sarajevo on 17 May 1832,
and which resulted in the total defeat of the supporters
of Gradascevic.
C
A1I Pasha subsequently participated, with an army
raised in Bosnia-Herzegovina, in the expedition
mounted by the Porte against Muhammad CA1I [q. v. ]
of Egypt, during which he and his troops performed
sterling service. He was rewarded in 1832 by the
sultan Mahmud II [q. v. ], who appointed him first
beylerbeyi, then, in 1833, wezir and wall of
Herzegovina, although this region was detached from
the wildyet of Bosnia.
He thus governed this region, in a quasiindependent fashion, for almost twenty years (living
either at Mostar, or in his country residence on the
river Buna), according to one of his celebrated maxims, Evo vam Stanbul, Mostar; evo vam cara i u Mostaru
(according to another version, Evo vam i cara u
Mostaru), which may be loosely translated as "Here
you have an Istanbul, Mostar, and here you have an
emperor, also at Mostar" (or, "and here you have
also an emperor at Mostar"). He succeeded, in fact,
at a very early stage in concentrating all power within
his family and his circle of supporters, entrusting internal security to "gendarmes" commanded by boluk
bashh who were in his pay. He paid to the Porte an annual tribute of 87,000 florins, retaining the remainder

of the funds raised by taxation, and took certain steps
to improve agriculture and the economy. Thus he encouraged, for example, the populace to plant
vegetables and fruits emanating from lands of the
south, introducing the cultivation of olives,
pomegranates, almonds, jasmine, tobacco, rice and
even silk-worms.
His relations with the diverse populations of the
region varied considerably, according to time and circumstances. Hence in the early stages he showed his
gratitude to the local Serbs (who had given him strong
support during the conflicts of 1831-2), authorising
them in 1833 to rebuild the ancient Orthodox church
of Mostar, and supporting the Serbian Orthodox
clergy in its opposition to the appointment of Greek
bishops to positions of authority in the church. Furthermore, he helped the Franciscans of Bosnia to acquire their own vicariate in 1846, and obtained for
them in the same year a firman permitting the foundation of a Catholic monastery at a place called §iroki
Brijeg. As for the Muslim community, he contributed
substantial donations to various religious associations
and had a number of building constructed at Mostar
and elsewhere, including a mosque at Buna.
Regarding "external affairs", these were confined,
as will be seen, to relations with Montenegro [see
KARA DAGH] and with the Porte. This process began in
1836 with the battle of Grahovo, in the course of
which Herzegovinan troops, commanded by CA1I
Pasha and Ismacll Agha Cengic, inflicted a heavy
defeat on Montenegrin units, with the result that
Grahovo became (temporarily) Ottoman territory.
This defeat outraged the Montenegrins, who
ultimately assassinated Isma c fl Agha Cengic in 1840.
But in the meantime, the internal situation had
changed considerably, and the rumour circulated
among the Muslim circles of Herzegovina that the
death of the aged Ismacll Agha had been welcomed by
Rizvanbegovic, since for a considerable time
previously Ismacil Agha had been the leader of a party
opposing Rizvanbegovic, accusing him, on the one
hand, of imposing increasingly draconian taxes on the
population, and on the other, of brutally and
shamelessly advancing the material interests of his
own family. He had in fact undertaken a methodical
redistribution of the former "capitanates" (rights of
authority which had become hereditary within certain
leading local families) into larger administrative units,
which he then allocated to his sons and relatives. In
spite of all this, to avenge the death of Ismacfl Agha
and to silence the afore-mentioned rumours, Rizvanbegovic in 1841 attacked the region of Drobnjak,
slaughtering a number of its male inhabitants, while
in 1842 rivalry over Grahovo resumed. With the aim
of putting an end to the war, a meeting took place the
same year at Dubrovnik between Rizvanbegovic and
the bishop of Montenegro, Peter II (the illustrious
poet Petar II Petrovic Njegos), in the course of which
the frontiers between the two countries were fixed.
But the Porte was unwilling to recognise this accord,
and negotiations continued for some time longer, until 28 October 1843, the date of the final signing at
Kotor of a new accord which broadly stipulated a
return to the frontiers as they had stood before the
conflicts of 1836.
However, resentment against Rizvanbegovic and
his sons increased, to such an extent that even in
Mostar an overt coalition against him was formed.
Furthermore, CA1T Pasha had finally sided with the
leading "feudal" Muslims of Bosnia, who were opposing, with weapons at the ready, the implementation of reforms introduced in Turkey by Mahmud II.
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When, in 1850, the renowned "executioner" of the
Bosnian Muslim nobility, C6mer Pasha Latas, sent by
the Porte to suppress the rebellion, set about
methodically mopping up the pockets of resistance,
his troops decisively defeated those of Rizvanbegovic
in a battle which took place near the town of Konjic.
C
A1I Pasha himself was taken prisoner on 5 February
1851, then displayed in Mostar, his capital, in a
humiliating fashion (seated back to front on an ass,
holding the animal's tail in his hands), then sent to the
camp of cOmer Pasha, who was based at this time
near Banja Luka [see BANJALUKA]. But in the course of
this transfer, on or about 20 March 1851, not far from
this town, the elderly CA1T Pasha Rizvanbegovic was
"accidentally" killed by one of the soldiers escorting
him. He left four sons: Hafiz Pasha, Nafidh Pasha,
Riistem Beg and Mehmed CA1I Pasha. His daughter
Hablba (1845-90) was a renowned poetess, a_ profession also followed by his grandson Hikmet ( c Arif Beg
Rizvanbegovic, 1839-1903).
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RIDWAN PASHA, a 10th/16th-century O t t o man beylerbeyi ( g o v e r n o r ) of Y e m e n largely
responsible for the collapse of Ottoman authority
there during 974-6/1566-8. He was the son of Mustafa
Pasha Kara Shahln [^.o.], a previous governor of
Yemen (963-7/1556-60), and the brother of Bahram
Pasha, a later one (977-83/1570-5). When appointed
to Yemen in RabTc II 972/November 1564, he was
sandjfik beyi of Ghazza.
Ridwan,
who reached Yemen
in
Safar
973/September 1565, served only briefly before, on
the recommendation of Mahmud Pasha [q.v.], his
predecessor and the governor of Egypt after Radjab
973/February 1566, Yemen was divided, in Djumada
II 973/December 1565, into two provinces. Awarded
the poorer and more demanding beylerbeyilik of Sanca°
in the highlands, Ridwan became resentful. His determination to widen his jurisdiction's sources of
revenue and to amass personal wealth led him to
violate the peace accord concluded with the Zaydls in
959/1552 [see OZDEMIR PASHA]. The Zaydl leader alMutahhar [q. v. ] took the offensive and quickly succeeded in confining Ridwan and his troops to the city
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of Sanca> (Radjab 974/January-February 1567).
Learning in Shawwal 974/April 1567 of his
dismissal, Ridwan departed for Istanbul where,
despite earlier efforts to defend his actions through
dispatches, he was censured and imprisoned. His exoneration followed the assassination in Cairo during
Djumada I 975/November 1567 of Mahmud Pasha
who, it was discovered, had concealed Ricjwan's alarming reports from Yemen. Ridwan again became sandjak beyi of Ghazza in 978/1570-1, and in Shawwal
980/March 1573 was named beylerbeyi of Abyssinia
(Habesh [q.v.]), which appointment he held until after
Rabi< II 982/July-August 1574. He is next mentioned
only in 987/1579, serving in the Persian campaign. In
late 990/1582 or early 991/1583 he was made beylerbeyi
of Anadolu, in which office he died on 1 Rabi* II
993/2 April 1585.
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RIF (A.), "countryside".
I. As a geographical and t e r r i t o r i a l t e r m .
1. One sense of this term early emerged from the
Egyptian context, where an arid country is traversed by a river with food-producing fringes: the image
is that of the fertile (and cultivated) banks of the Nile
[see NIL], It includes two ideas, that of "fringe"
(bank, littoral and, by extension, flank, limit) and that
of "fertile countryside", "abundance" (as opposed to
the desert; and, by extension, "countryside" as opposed to the town) (see the lexicon of Lane and
Kazimirski).
2. In Morocco, where the natural environment is
different, the sense of "fringe" is further found:
(a) Amongst certain groups of transhumant
pastoralists, partly Arabophone, who call nj, in the
circle of tents, those which are on the periphery
(Querleux, Les Zemmour, in Archives Berberes, ii [Rabat
1915-16], 127). By extension (?), certain Berberophone groups of the Middle Atlas use it to define a
group of tents held together by a close relationship in
the male line (the equivalent of the ikhs of other Berber
speakers) (R. Montagne, Les Berberes et le Makhzen dans
le Sud du Maroc, Paris 1930, 181 n. 1).
(b) In reference to the coastal chain, the Rif, which
extends from the Straits of Gibraltar to the approaches
of Moulouya. Its presence here as a toponym, with a
varying definition of extent, is probably due to the
configuration of the geographical relief along the
Mediterranean coast (however, this etymological version could be moderated by the fact that, in the
western, Arabophone part of the Rif, the villages
sometimes call certain of their quarters Rif).
The term appears as a neologism at the beginning
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of the 7th/13th century to designate the ancient
Mauretania Tingitana (H. Ferhat, Sabta des origines
jusqu'd 1306, diss. Paris I, forthcoming). Ibn Sacid
[q.v.] defines it as "littoral", known under the name
of the "Rif of the Ghumara"; Ibn al-Abbar [ q . v . ] ,
somewhat differently, describes it as "adjoining the
Ghumara"; and al-Badisf, in the 8th/14th century,
extends it from Sabta to Tlemcen.
History very early touched the Mediterranean
shores of Morocco. The principality of Nakur [ q . v . ] ,
in the plain behind the bay of al-Husayma [q.v. in
Suppl.], was founded in 90/709 by a commander of
the caliph in Damascus, Salih b. Mansur al-Himyarl
(the town was built some time around 143/761), thus
preceeding the foundation of Fas. The town seems to
have been subject to the same sort of hazards as the
Idrlsid kingdom, squeezed between the Umayyads of
Cordova and the Fatimids. It hardly survived, and
was razed by the Almoravids (473-4/1080-1). The
Idrisids (and, in the first place, c Umar b. Idrls, to
whom the region fell) played a major role in the integration of the Rlf chain to the emergent nation.
With Kalcat Hadjar al-Nasr (within the tribe of the
Sumata), they even had an ephemeral capital there
(4th/10th century), where they left behind a line
which was rendered famous, in the 7th-8th/13th-14th
centuries, in his hermitage on the Djabal al-cAlam
(amongst the tribe of the Bam c Arus), by the kutb
Mawlay cAbd al-Salam Ibn Mashish, considered to
have been the master of al-Shadhill. It was the
Almohads, masters of both shores, who really brought
about the development of the littoral, with Sabta
[q.v.], Badis and a series of petty maritime settlements. The loss of al-Andalus, however, ruined it,
and the consequent pressure was unceasing: the fall of
its main ports (Sabta/Ceuta in 818/1415), the
establishment of the Spanish presidios at several points
on the coast, the "guerra de Africa" with the seizure
of Tetouan (1859-60), and finally, the establishment
of the Spanish Protectorate (1912). The disorders
which accompanied or preceeded it (al-Raysunl, Bu
Hamara) had hardly any long term effects, but it was
a different matter with the resistance led by Bin cAbd
al-Krlm al-Khattabl (1921-6), the first war of liberation in the 20th century; the victory of Anwal (1921)
had a deep effect on colonial peoples (see further, II.
below).
Thus there are, in Morocco, three senses of the
toponym Rif:
(a) The Rlf of the c h r o n i c l e r s is a mountainous
region bordering on the Mediterranean;
(b) The R i f of the geologists is a region of folded
strata from the Alpine period, about 360 km long and
80 km at its maximum width, laid down at a late date
up against the Atlas region. Its altitude is not so great
(Tidighine: 2,450 m), since it is deeply entrenched
and forms a juxtaposition of mountainous compartments rather than a homogenous mountain chain (G.
Maurer, Les montagnes du Rif central. Etude geomorphologique, Tangiers 1968); and
(c) The Rif as u n d e r s t o o d by the p o p u l a t i o n is
exclusively formed from this eastern half of the chain
together with the hills which prolong it as far as the
mouth of the Moulouya, where the language spoken
is dhamazighth (wrongly still called dharifith, Arabised
into tarifit), belonging to the Zanatiya variety of the
Berber tongues of Morocco. Its inhabitants are the
only one bearing the name of Riyafa (Rwafa,
RTfiyyln).
In their turn, the geographers distinguish a Rif
influenced by the Atlantic, humid and with good
vegetation, and a sub-arid Rlf. The division is one of

relief (the boundary passes where the limestone spine
culminates, then through the central ridge of the
Sanhadja Srayr, a little to the west of the meridian alHusayma-Taza); one of climate (it follows an
isohyetal curve which begins at Djabha on the coast,
bends eastwards, passes to the south of the Targuist
basin and turns back southwards at the level of the
above-mentioned meridian; see Maurer, op. cit.); and
one of humans, since a series of linguistic and cultural
pockets (Arabophone "Rif round the Ban! Frah;
Ghmara further to the west; Sanhadja further to the
south, each with Berber islets of speech) extend along
this fringe separating the Rif, in the east, from the
Djbala, in the west.
In effect, although one cannot date its appearance,
the word Djabal only later replaced, in the western
part, the term Rlf and its inhabitants are called Djbala
(sing. Djabli). They form an arc which connects the
Tingitana peninsula with the valley of the Wargha.
They are the heirs of the ancient Ghumara [q. v. ] (an
ethonym which has persisted only for the nine tribes,
called Ghmara, forming an enclave between the
highest crest of the mountains and the sea). Ibn
Khaldun classed this group amongst the Masmuda
family. Several traits remind one of the other great
sub-group of the Masmuda, the mountain peoples of
the Sus (Swasa). Thus we have a great number of
learned men (fukahd*, ^ulamd^ and tulbd); the deserted
settlements of the Rlf are traditionally attached to the
Swasa; and finally, although Arabised for many centuries, the speech of the Djbala retains Berber intonations which connect it with tashelhit rather than other
varieties of Berber. On the other hand, certain traits
connect the Djbala territory with certain massifs of the
Algerian and Tunisian Tells: an important vegetation
cover, a great density of population, intensive labour
and a great variety of production, large villages with
thatched roofs, etc. One last peculiarity is the intensity of the urbanisation phenomenon; there is a real urbanisation belt around the Tingitana peninsula, often
going back to Antiquity and in any case to the time
when there were close communications with alAndalus.
The Rif and its maritime facade are probably the
last great challenge which must face Morocco in order
for its development to succeed: it is endeavouring to
leave behind the accumulated backwardness (illustrated by the fragility of an over-exploited region,
the monoculture of Indian hemp over a large area of
the Rif and the poverty of its infrastructures) and to
close the dossier of the colonial period. Sabta/Ceuta,
Melilla and a few islets remain occupied; the commercial domination of these two towns in respect of
smuggling activities affects, notably, the regional
structure of small and medium enterprises (see
G.E.R.M., Le Maroc mediterraneen. La troisieme dimension, Casablanca 1992).
Assets are not lacking: water, halieutic resources,
sites for beaches and mountain resorts (cedar and pine
plantations), banking facilities (Nador is the second
most important financial centre after Casablanca)
and, finally, the closeness of a key crossroads of the
Mediterranean. From being on the periphery (more
as a result of modern history than from geography,
however), the Rif—in its regional setting—is able to
renew its age-old vocation of being a focus for
economic activities and a bond of union between continents.
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II. The Rif War of the 1920s.
This frontier region of the Moroccan empire, protected by its geographical configuration, has always
remained more or less rebellious against the central
authority, e.g. since the time of the principality of
Nakur [ q . v . ] , but especially, in recent times, against
the authority of the makhzan. The rivalries which appeared amongst the European powers (above all, between Germany, France and Spain) from the 19th
century soon precipitated disorders. The imprudent
activities of sultan cAbd al-cAz!z led to the appearance
in 1901 of a pretender, the rugi Bu Hmara, who from
a base at Taza led a fierce rebellion during 1907-8.
Agreements reached after great effort favoured the intervention as a pacifying influence, but one which was
sometimes hazardous if not contradictory, of France
and Spain. A chieftain of the Rif rose to power thanks
to German intrigues under cover of the First World
War, Muhammad b. cAbd al-Karim, called Bin cAbd
al-Krim, and he managed to hold back the power of
Spain thanks to the exactions of his rival Ahmad b.
Muhammad al-Raysuli/Raysuni and to gain the resounding victory of Anwal over the Spanish forces
(1921). He came back again in 1925 against the forces
of France under the Marshals Lyautey and then Petain, and threatened Fas. The Rif forces' offensive
was definitively broken at the beginning of 1926
thanks to a combined offensive of the French and
Spanish forces, and Bin cAbd al-Krim was deported to
the Isle de Reunion. Nevertheless, the last pockets of
resistance did not surrender until the 1930s. AlRaysull, the unfortunate rival of Bin cAbd al-Krim,
disappeared in 1925, after having, according to the
flow of circumstances, at times assisted and at others
hindered the efforts of Bin cAbd al-Krim.
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RIFACA BEY AL-TAHTAWI (1801-73), Egyptian e d u c a t i o n i s t and a u t h o r , who can, more than
anyone else, be recognised as the initiator and symbol
of the Egyptian "Awakening" (nahda [q.v. ]) and considered the leading intellectual figure of his
generation.
Abu 'l-cAzm Rifa c a Rafic b. Badawl was born into
a family of prominent ^ulamd^ in the Upper Egyptian
town of Tahta. In 1817 he came to Cairo and enrolled
in al-Azhar. Of the professors there it was Hasan alc
A{tar (1766-1834) who had the greatest and most
lasting influence on him. Al- c Attar had come into contact with the French during their occupation of Egypt
and become interested in Europe, its thought and
sciences. Through the friendship with his teacher,
Rifa c a became acquainted with secular subjects not
yet taught at al-Azhar as well as with some aspects of
European thought while still studying at the university. Between 1822 and 1824 shaykh Rifa c a occupied a
teaching position at al-Azhar.
In 1824 al- c Attar secured Rifa c a's appointment as
wa^iz and imam of a regiment in the new Egyptian army, and when Muhammad CA1I Pasha [^-#-] sent a
mission of 44 students to France in 1826, shaykh Rifa c a
was chosen as one of the four imams accompanying the
mission, also on the recommendation of al- c Attar.
In Paris, Rifa c a, on his own initiative, studied
French in order to be able to read works in that
language, beginning with history and geography,
later taking up philosophy and literature. His object
was to translate the books he read into Arabic. During
his stay he made friends with leading French orientalists, such as A.I. Silvestre de Sacy (1758-1838) and
E.-F. Jomard (1777-1862), who also appreciated him
as a learned Muslim scholar. Under their benevolent
supervision, he became aware of the new discoveries
of Egyptology and of western values and culture in
general. On his return to Egypt at Muhammad cAll's
request, he published his observations and impressions TakhlTs al-ibnz ild talkhis Bdnz in 1834, a work
which he had already written in Paris. This rihla description became very well known and until the 1850s
it remained the sole work in which Arabic-speaking
readers were offered a description of a European
country. J. Hey worth-Dunne has called it the only
human document of the age by the only writer of this
period to have produced anything readable.
After his return from Paris in 1831 and more
especially after the death of al- c Attar, Rifa c a became
Muhammad c All's right-hand man among the
^ulamd^. Rifa c a was an intellectual-cum-public servant
acting as the main ideologue of the ruling family, a
position of unquestioning adherence to the policy of
the powers to be. Even when expressing his own opinions in writing, the limits were defined by others.
Therefore, the final assessment of his contributions
must also be an assessment of the endeavours of his
patrons.
Between 1831 and 1834 Rifa c a was employed as a
translator first at the School of Medicine and then at
the Artillery School. The real breakthrough came in
1836 in connection with the reorganisation of the
Schools Administration when he was chosen as one of
the permanent members—and the only Egyptian—of
the Council. In 1837 Rifa c a was made head of the
newly-created School of Languages, where the European system was successfully adapted to the method
employed by the ^ulamo?, and, in 1842, even entrusted
with the editorship of the official newspaper al- WakdW
al-Misriyya for a time. But without question, his most
important work was as a translator and supervisor of
translators. He was rewarded in 1846 with the
honorific title Bey.
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All this came to an abrupt end with the death of
Muhammad CA1I; he was succeeded by his grandson
c
Abbas I [q. v. ] who had Rifa c a Bey sent to Khartum
in 1850 to what was, in fact, virtual exile. The translation movement came to an end, and the School of
Languages was closed the following year. Only when
Sacld [q.v. ] succeeded cAbbas, who was assassinated,
did Rifa c a regain favour and was allowed to return to
Cairo in 1854. He became head of a military school
but when it was closed in 1861 he remained
unemployed until the reign of Ismacfl [q.v.]. IsmacTl
reopened the School of Languages in 1863 and appointed Rifa c a as director; he was also one of the
group that planned the new educational system. In
1870 Rifa c a became the editor of Rawdat al-maddris, a
periodical for the Ministry of Education; he occupied
this position until his death.
It is a moot question whether Rifa c a owed most of
what is regarded as European influence on him to his
teacher at al-Azhar, Hasan al- c Attar, or if he was a
real innovator bringing back ideas from France. The
main problem which he had to face as the ideologue
of Muhammad c All's innovations was how to have his
countrymen partake in the modern world while remaining Muslim. In his writings he tried to answer
this question. Though a prolific author, nothing
Rifa c a wrote after TakhlTs equalled it either in style or
in significance. This is not to say that his writings
were without impact; quite the contrary.
Although Rifaca himself was not a first-rate
historian, it was he who laid the groundwork for later
Egyptian achievements in historiography. A turningpoint in the writing of history in Egypt as well as a
turning-point in Egyptians' self-awareness as a nation
occurred in 1868 when he published his Anwar tawfik
al-djalTlfi akhbdr Misr wa-tawthik bam Ismd^il. It was the
first part of a history of Egypt planned to cover the
period from the Deluge to his own time, although
together with the posthumously (1874) published sira
of the Prophet Nihdyat al-idjaz fi sirat sdkin al-Hiajaz, it
was all that was published. Anwar included the ages of
the ancient Egyptians, Alexander the Great, the
Romans and the Byzantines, and it ended where
Egyptian history written by Arabs had usually
begun—the Arab conquest. Rifa c a was the first writer
who saw Egypt as something historically continuous,
a distinct geographical unit, and he tried to explain
this vision of an Egyptian nation in terms of Islamic
thought.
Two other publications of Rifa c a have to be mentioned here. They are a general book on Egyptian
society Mandhiaj_ al-albdb al-misriyya ft mabdhidj_ al-dddb
al-'-asriyya (1869), and a book on education al-Murshid
al-amm li l-bandt wa'l-bamn (1872). In the latter he
advocated—albeit timidly—the necessity of extending
general education to girls.
The pre-eminence which Rifa c a Bey has come to
hold, and deservedly so, reflects the intellectual
mediocrity of the Muhammad CA1I era.
Bibliography. Rifa c a Bey's most important
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AL RIFA C I, AHMAD B. c Au, Abu 'l-cAbbas, Shafi'i
fakih by training and f o u n d e r of the R i f a c i y y a
[q.v.] dervish order.
He was born in Muharram 500/September 1106
(or, according to other authorities, in Radjab
512/October-November 1118) at Karyat Hasan, a
village of the Bata°ih or marshlands of lower clrak [see
AL-BATIHA] between Basra and Wasit, whence the
nisba sometimes given to him of al-Bata°ihI, and he
died at Umm c Ubayda in the same region on 22
Djumada I 578/23 October 1182 (see Ibn Khallikan,
ed. c Abbas, i, 171-2, tr. de Slane, i, 152-3). The nisba
al-Rifa c I is usually explained as referring to an
ancestor Rifa c a, but by some is supposed to be a tribal
name. This ancestor Rifa c a is said to have migrated
from Mecca to Seville in Spain in 317/929, whence
Ahmad's grandfather came to Basra in 450/1058.
Hence he is also called al-Maghribl.
Ibn Khallikan's notice of him is meagre; more is
given in al-DhahabT's Ta^rikh al-Isldm, taken from a
collection of his Mandkib by Muhyl '1-Din Ahmad b.
Sulayman al-Hammaml recited by him to a disciple in
680/1281. This work does not appear in the lists of
treatises on the same subject furnished by Abu '1Huda Efendi al-RaficI al-Khalidi al-$ayyadl in his
works Tanwir al-absdr (Cairo 1306) and Kilddat aldjawdhir (Beirut 1301), the latter of which is a copious
biography, frequently citing Tirydk al-muhibbin by
TakI al-Dln al-Wasiti (see below), Umm al-bardhin by
Kasim b. al-Hadjdj, al-Nafha al-miskiyya by c lzz al-Din
al-Faruthl (d. 694/1295), and others. Al-Hammaml's
statements are cited from one Ya c kub b. Kuraz, who
acted as mu ^adhdhin for al-RifacI. Great caution is required in the use of such materials.
Whereas according to some accounts he was a
posthumous child, the majority date his father's death
to 519/1125 in Baghdad, when Ahmad was seven
years old. He was then brought up by his maternal
uncle Mansur al-Bata^ihl, resident at Nahr Dakla in
the neighbourhood of Basra. This Mansur (of whom
there is a notice in al-Shacrani's Lawdkih al-anwdr, i,
178) is represented as the head of a religious community, called by Ahmad (if he is correctly reported
by his grandson, Kildda, 88) al-Rifaciyya; he sent his
nephew to Wasit to study under a Shaficl doctor Abu
'1-Fadl CA1I al-Wasitl and a maternal uncle Abu Bakr
al-Wasiti. His studies lasted till his twenty-seventh
year, when he received an iajaza [q.v.] from Abu '1-
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Fadl, and the khirka from his uncle Mansur, who bade
him establish himself in Umm cUbayda, where (it
would seem) his mother's family had property, and
where her father Yahya al-Nadjdjan al-Ansari was
buried. In the following year, 540/1145-6, Mansur
died and bequeathed the headship of his community
(mashyakha) to Ahmad to the exclusion of his own son.
His activities appears to have been confined to
Umm c Ubayda and neighbouring villages, whose
names are unknown to the geographers; even Umm
c
Ubayda is not mentioned by Yakut, though found in
one copy of the Mardsid al-ittild^. This fact renders incredible the huge figures cited by Abu '1-Huda for the
number of his disciples (muridin) and even deputies
(khulqfd^, the princely style and the colossal buildings
in which he entertained them. Sibt Ibn al-Djauzi in
his Mir^dt al-zamdn, ed. Haydarabad, viii, 370, says
that one of their shaykhs told him he had seen some
100,000 persons with al-Rifa c T on a night of Sha c ban.
In Ibn al- c lmad's Shadhardt al-dhahab the experience is
said to have been Sibt Ibn al-Djauzi's own, though
this person was born in 581/1185, three years after alRifa c T's death. In the Tanwir al-absdr (7, 8) his grandfather as well as himself is credited with the assertion.
His followers do not attribute to him any treatises,
but Abu '1-Huda produces 1. two discourses (madjlis]
delivered by him in 577/1181 and 578/1182-3 respectively; 2. a whole diwdn of odes; 3. a collection of
prayers (ad^iyd), devotional exercises (awrdd), and incantations (ahzdb); 4. a great number of casual utterances, sometimes nearly of the length of sermons,
swollen by frequent repetitions. Since in 1, 2 and 4 he
claims descent from CA1T and Fatima, and to be the
substitute (nd^ib) for the Prophet on earth, whereas his
biographers insist on his humility, and disclaiming
such titles as kutb, ghawth, or even shaykh, the genuineness of these documents is questionable.
Various books were written on him by his followers
and by subsequent members of the Rifa c l tarika, such
as the Tirydk al-muhibbin fi sirat sultan al-cdrifin Ahmad
Ibn fl/-/?i/flcf of Taki '1-Dm c Abd al-Rahman al-Wasiti
(d. 744/1343-4; see Brockelmann, S I, 781, S II, 214).
In Ibn al- c lmad, op. cit., iv, 260, it is asserted that
the marvellous performances associated with the
Rifa c Ts, such as sitting in heated ovens, riding lions,
etc. [see RIFA C IYYA] were unknown to the founder, and
introduced after the Mongol invasion; in any case,
they were no invention of his, since the like are
recorded by al-Tanukhf in the 4th/10th century. The
anecdotes produced by al-Dhahabi (repeated by alSubkl, Tabakdt al-Shaffayya al-kubrd, iv, 40) imply a
doctrine similar to the Buddhist and Indian ahimsd,
unwillingness to kill or give pain to living creatures,
even lice and locusts. He is also said to have inculcated poverty, abstinence and non-resistance to injury. Thus Sibt Ibn al-DjawzT records how he allowed
his wife to belabour him with a poker, though his
friends collected 500 dinars to enable him to divorce
her by returning her marriage gift. (The sum mentioned is inconsistent with his supposed poverty.)
Inconsistent accounts are given of his relations with
his contemporary cAbd al-Kadir al-Djflani [ q . v . ] . In
the Bahdjat al-asrdr of Nur al-Dln al-Shattanawfi it is
recorded by apparently faultless isndds on the authority of two nephews of al-Rifa c i, and a man who visited
him at Umm c Ubayda in 576/1180-1, that when cAbd
al-Kadir in Baghdad declared that his foot was on the
neck of every saint, al-Rifa c i was heard to say at Umm
c
Ubayda "and on mine". Hence some make him a
disciple of cAbd al-Kadir. On the other hand, Abu '1Huda's authorities make cAbd al-Kadir one of those
who witnessed in Medina in the year 555/1160 the
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unique miracle of the Prophet holding out his hand
from the tomb for al-Rifaci to kiss; further, in the list
of his predecessors in the discourse of 578/1182-3, alRifa c T mentions Mansur but not cAbd al-Kadir. It is
probable, therefore, that the two worked independently.
Details of his family are quoted from the work of alFaruthl, grandson of a disciple named c Umar. According to him, al-RifacT married first Mansur's niece
Khadldja; after her death, her sister Rab^a; after her
death NafTsa, daughter of Muhammad b. alKasimiyya. There were many daughters; also three
sons, who all died before their father. He was succeeded in the headship of his order by a sister's son, CA1T
b. c Uthman.
Bibliography. In addition to references given in
the article, see ShacranT, Lawdkih al-anwdr fi tabakdt
al-akhydr, Cairo 1276/1859-60, i, 121-5; ZiriklT,
Acldm, iii, 169; Mustafa Kamal Wasft, al-Imdm alKabir Ahmad al-Rifd<i, Cairo 1376/1957; J.S. Trimingham, The Sufi orders in Islam, Oxford 1971, 37 ff.
and index; Brockelmann, S II, 780-1.
(D.S. MARGOLIOUTH*)
RIFA C IYYA, the name of one of the most p r o m i n e n t Sufi orders from the period of the institutionalisation of the tarikas [ q . v . ] , and one which came
to be noted in pre-modern times for the extravagance
of some of its practices.
It is unclear whether the founder, Ahmad al-Rifa c T
[ q . v . ] , was a mystic of the thaumaturgic, miraclemongering type, but the order which he founded and
which was developed by his kinsmen certainly acquired its extravagant reputation during the course of
the 6th/12th century; it may not be without
significance that the order grew up in the Lower c lrak
marshlands between Wash and Basra where there was
a melange of faiths and beliefs, Muslim, Christian,
Mandaean, etc., with many older survivals. Already,
Ibn Khallikan [q.v.} (wrote ca. 654/1256) reported that
the Rifa c T dervishes rode on lions in the Bata°ih and
that eating live snakes and walking on hot coals were
amongst their practices (ed. Ihsan c Abbas, i, 172, tr.
de Slane, i, 153).
Al-Rifa c T's retreat in the marshlands was a focus for
visiting dervishes, some of whom founded their own
orders, such as the Badawiyya, DasuLiyya and Shadhiliyya, and it was the prototype for many zdwiyas
which sprang up. Ibn Battuta [q.v.] frequently mentions the strange practices of their devotees. Thus
when in Wasit in 727/1327, he visited Ahmad alRifa c T's shrine at Umm c Ubayda, where he saw
throngs of people and witnessed fire-walking and fireswallowing (Rihla, ii, 4-5, tr. Gibb, ii, 273-4); an
eastern counterpart of these practices were those of the
Kalandars [see KALANDARIYYA], dervishes of the
Haydariyya order, which he witnessed in India (Rihla,
ii, 6-7, iii, 79-9, tr. ii, 274-5, iii, 583).
The Rifa c iyya spread rapidly into Egypt and Syria,
possibly under the patronage of the Ayyubids. In
Syria, a key figure was Abu Muhammad CA1I alHarfri (d. 645/1268), so that this branch became
known as the Hanriyya; another Syrian branch which
was later to become notorious for its extravagant practices, including that of the dawsa [q.v.] or trampling of
adherents by the mounted shaykh of the order, was that
of the Sacdiyya [q.v.] or Djibawiyya founded by
Ahmad al-Rifa c i's grandson, c lzz al-Dln Ahmad alSayyad (d. 670/1271-2). In Egypt, the order became
especially strong. c lzz al-Dln al-Sayyad was teaching
in Cairo in 638/1236 and married there an Ayyubid
descendant, the grand-daughter of Nur al-Dln alMalik al-Afdal. However, the great mosque of al-
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Rifa c i, near the Cairo Citadel, was not begun till the
later 19th century, and the tomb which it contains was
thought by CA1I Pasha Mubarak more likely to be that
of one of Ahmad al-Rifa c i's descendants or khulafa*.
The RifaSyya order further became popular
amongst the Turks in the course of the 7th-8th/13th14th centuries, continuing so in Turkey up to the 20th
century. Ibn Baftuta, again, visited what he calls
"Ahmadi" zdwiyas in Anatolia, including at Amasya,
Izmir and Bergama (Rihla, ii, 292-3, 310, 315-16, tr.
ii, 436, 445, 449); whilst at this same period, the
Mewlewl AflakI [q. v. ] describes, with disapproval, the
extravagances of fire-walking, snake-biting, etc.,
which could be seen at the zdwiya of "Sayyid Tadj alDln Ahmad al-Rifaci" in Konya (Mandkib al-^drifin,
ed. and tr. Cl. Huart, Paris 1918-22, tr. ii, 203-4).
From Anatolia, the order spread into the Balkans as
far as Bosnia and across the Black Sea to the lands of
the Golden Horde; Fuad Kopriilu thought that the
Rifaciyya of the Turkish lands might have been additionally influenced by the semi-magical practices surviving from old Turkish shamanism (see Kopriiluzade
M. Fuad, Influence du chamanisme turco-mongol sur les ordres mystiques musulmanes, Istanbul 1929, 12-13; Gibb
and Bowen, Islamic society and the West, i/2, 196-7).
In the Maghrib, the ecstatic practices of the
Rifa c iyya or one of its offshoots were adopted by the
c
lsawiyya or Isawa [q.v.] founded by Muhammad b.
c
lsa (d. 930/1524) after his travels in the central
Islamic lands. Perhaps most distantly of all, Ibn Battuta even mentions Rifacls in the Maldive Islands
[q.v.} (Rihla, text, iv, 141).
The Rifa c iyya was thus the most widespread of all
the turuk until the 9th/15th century, when it was overtaken in popularity by the Kadiriyya [q.v.]. After this
time, its greatest appeal was to be in the Arab lands,
and especially in Egypt. In 18th century Cairo, the
mawlid [q.v.] or birthday celebration of Ahmad alRifa c l was celebrated on 12 Djumada II at Rumayla.
This order, and the associated one of the Badawiyya
[see AHMAD AL-BADAWI] were at this time widely
recruited from the lower strata of society, compared
with e.g. the Kadiriyya and Khalwatiyya [q.v.]; alDjabartl stigmatises the Ahmadiyya and Sacdiyya as
popular amongst the awbdsh or lowest classes (see A.
Raymond, Artisans et commercants au Caire au XVIII* siecle, Damascus 1973-4, ii, 435-6).
In the early 19th century, E.W. Lane gave a classic
account of the grotesque practices of the Rifa c iyya
"howling dervishes" and their offshoots the Sacdiyya
and c llwaniyya, which included snake charming and
the thrusting of iron spikes, glass, etc. into their
bodies (The manners and customs of the modern Egyptians,
chs. x, xx, xxv). By the middle years of the century,
however, such popular excesses began to be
deprecated by the Ottoman and Egyptian authorities,
when the more progressive-minded of the ruling
classes began to regard the turuk as brakes on progress
and as associations which were bringing the image of
Islam into disrepute, in Western eyes. Hence in
Egypt, the dawsa ceremony was prohibited by the
Khedive TawfTk on the basis of afatwd from the Chief
Mufti of Egypt, that it was a bid^a kabiha or reprehensible innovation. It continued, however, for some
decades afterwards in Ottoman Syria, for the sultan
c
Abd al-Hamld II [q.v.] strongly favoured the dervish
orders as part of his Pan-Islamic and pro-Islamic
policies. The influence of the Rifa c i shaykh Abu '1Huda Muhammad al-Sayyad (1850-1909), of the
Sayyadiyya branch of the Rifa c iyya in Aleppo, was
particularly great at the Ottoman court, and this influence was much disapproved of by Islamic moder-

nists and reformers of the stamp of Muhammad
c
Abduh.
During the 20th century the Rifa c iyya have continued to be influential in Cairene life. A good picture
of it as it was in the 1940s to 1960s, including the form
of its dhikr [q.v.], is given by E. Bannerth in his La
RifaSyya en Egypte, in MIDEO, x (1970), 1-35. Bannerth noted that, at that time, the supreme head of the
order in Egypt was a descendant of the founder and
that the members of one section at least, the
c
Amriyya, included a good number of persons with
secondary education and belonging to the middle
classes. The charismatic activities by members of the
order were played down, but in 1969 the author personally witnessed in the al-RifacI Mosque the piercing
of cheeks with sharpened iron skewers without any
resultant bleeding or visible wounds.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): J.W. McPherson, The Moulids of Egypt,
Cairo 1941, 283-4; J.S. Trimmingham, The Sufi
orders in Islam, Oxford 1971, 37-40, 126-7, 247, 2801 ( = Appx. H, list of Rifaci td^ifas in the Arab
world); F. dejong, Turuq and turuq-linked institutions
in nineteenth-century Egypt, Leiden 1978, index.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RIH (A.), wind. Arabic traditional knowledge of
the winds is gathered in ethno-astronomical and
meteorological treatises such as the kutub al-anwd* [see
ANWAD] and other lexicographical treatises written by
Arabic philologists from the early 3rd/9th centuries
onwards. In these treatises, nearly one hundred words
depict different kinds of winds according to their effects, qualities and direction. Very little information
is given about their geographical location in the Arabian peninsula or the nature of the wind, if we except
the fact that, in the anwd* system, the wind, especially
hot ones (bawdrih), is seen as an effect of the star that
rises. In that tradition the compass rose is based on
four cardinal winds, the centre of which is the Kacba.
The wind's direction is determined by the rising and
setting of the Sun and of certain stars [see MATLAC and
KA C BA] . Al-Asmaci and Abu cUbayd say that the Dabur
(west wind) comes from the back of the Kacba, the
Kabul (east wind) from its front; the Shamdl (north
wind) from the Black Stone; the Djanub from the opposite direction. According to Ibn al-Acrabi, the Dabur
blows between the matla* (rising-point) of Canopus
and the matla* of the Pleiades; the Kabul from the
matla* of the Pleiades to the matlac of the Great (?) Bear
(Bandt Na'sh); the Shamdl from the matlac of the Great
(?) Bear (Bandt Na'sh) to the maghrib (setting point) of
Altair: Djanub from the maghrib of Altair to the matlac
of Canopus [see the graphics in MATLAC]. The winds
which blow between the cardinal ones are called
nakbd*. Other compass roses with six winds, as well as
synonyms of cardinal winds can be found in those
sources. Information about local winds is contained in
geographical treatises and calendars.
In the 3rd/9th century, an important development
in meteorology took place. It followed the classical
tradition of Aristotle's Meteorology,_translated into
Arabic by Yahya al-Bitrlk (Kitdb al-Athdr al-^ulwiyya).
Other classical sources were introduced, and among
the Arabic authors on this subject we. can mention alKindi, Hunayn b. Ishak, Ibn al-Haytham, al-Birunl
and the Ikhwan al-^afa3 [q.vv.]. Aristotle conceived
the wind as an effect of dry and hot exhalations produced by the Sun in the sphere of the air, but a more
accurate explanation was furnished by al-Kindl, who
stated that the wind is due to the movement of the air
expanded by the heat of Sun towards colder places
where the air is more contracted. Practical informa-
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tion about Greek winds is acquired by the translation
of calendars such as Aratus of Soloi's Phaenomena or
Ptolemy's Phaseis (translated by Sinan b. Thabit b.
I£urra and summarised by al-Birunl in his Kitdb alAthdr al-bdkiya).
Winds are particularly important in navigation
treatises [see MILAHA and IBN MADJID], in which we can
find fairly detailed explanations about their causes,
directions, effects in navigation, the monsoons and
their seasons [see MAWSIM], coastal breezes and their
causes, and the vocabulary of the sailors. The works
of Ibn Madjid (/?. 866-905/1462-1500) and Sulayman
al-MahrT (/?. 917-60/1511-53) show that the sailors of
the Indian Ocean also took into account the four cardinal winds. The most important were the Kabul,
called Azyab by the sailors, and the Dabur or Kaws,
because they were the prevailing winds of the three
periods in which navigation was possible during the
monsoons. The direction of the Kaws was determined
by the setting of Sirius (maghib al-Tir), while the direction of eastern winds was marked by the rising of a
Bootis (Simdk Rdmih).
Bibliography: 1. Arabic Sources: Aristotle's
Meteorology, ed. C. Petraitis, Beirut 1967; Ibn
Kutayba, K. al-Anwd*, ed. Ch. Pellat-M.
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(M. FORCADA)
RIHA, the name of two t o w n s in the L e v a n t .
1. The Arabs called the Jericho of the Bible Riha
or Arlha (Clermont-Ganneau, in JA [1877], i, 498).
The town, which was 12 mils east of Jerusalem, was
reckoned sometimes to the Djund of FilastTn (e.g.
Yakut, Mu^djam, iii, 913 and sometimes to the district
of al-Balka° (al-YackubI, Bulddn, 113); sometimes,
however, it was called the capital of the province of
Jordan (al-Urdunn) or of Ghawr, the broad low-lying
valley of the Jordan (Nahr al-Urdunn) from which it
was 10 mil distant (Yakut, i, 227). As a result of its
warm moist climate and the rich irrigation of its fields
the country round the town produced a subtropical
vegetation; among its products are mentioned, some
already known in ancient times, dates and bananas,
fragrant flowers, indigo (prepared from the wasma
plant), sugar-cane, which yielded the best Ghawr
sugar. Not far from the town were the only sulphur
mines in Palestine (Abu 'l-Fida°, ed. Reinaud, 236).
There were however many snakes and scorpions there
and large numbers of fleas. From the flesh of the
snakes called tirydkiya found there was made the antidote called "Jerusalem tiryak" (0r)pi«xa 9<ipfjuxxa).
In the Kurgan, Ariha is the town of the giants captured by Joshua; there was shown the tomb of Moses
and the place where, according to the Christians, their
Saviour was baptised. The eponymous founder of the
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town (Ariha) was said to have been a grandson of Arfakhshad/dh. grandson of Noah. The town was
particularly prosperous during the Crusades but then
began to decline and was in ruins in the 12th century.
The modern Jericho in the WadI el-Kelt (lat. 31° 52'
N., long. 35° 27' E.) occupies the site of the town of
the Crusaders; it is 250 m/820 feet below the level of
the Mediterranean. Travellers of the 19th century expatiated on the squalor of Jericho, by then little more
than a large village. It revived under the British Mandate of Palestine and after the West Bank's incorporation into Jordan in 1948, with a population of 6,830
in 1967; in that year, it passed under Israeli control.
Bibliography. On the Biblical Jericho, see Sir
George Adam Smith, Historical geography of the Holy
Land,* London 1897, 266 ff. On its archaeology
(begun in the early 20th century by Sellin and then
Garstang), see K.M. Kenyon and T.A. Holland,
Excavations at Jericho, 5 vols., London 1960-83. On
early Islamic J e r i c h o , see Istakhrl, 56, 58; Ibn
Hawkal, 1st ed., I l l , 113; MakdisT, 179-80;
Yackubl, Ta^rikh, ed. Houtsma, 113; Yakut,
Mu<djam, i, 200, 227, ii, 884, iii, 823, 913; SafT alDln, Mardsid al-ittildc, ed. Juynboll, i, 52, 496, ii,
322, 362; Idrisi, ed. Gildemeister, in ZDPV, viii, 3;
Abu 'l-FidaD, ed. Reinaud, 48, 236; G. Le Strange,
Palestine under the Moslems, London 1890, 15, 18, 2832, 53, 288, 381, 396-7; S. Marmardji, Textes
geographiques arabes sur la Palestine, Paris 1951, 8-9.
On the modern town, see Murray's handbooks,
Syria and Palestine, new ed. London 1903, 163;
Baedeker's Palestine and Syria5, Leipzig 1912, 128-9;
H.C. Luke and E. Keith-Roach, The handbook of
Palestine and Trans-Jordan, London 1930, 127-9; Admiralty handbooks, Palestine and Transjordan, London 1943, 322-3 and index.
2. A little town in the district of Aleppo. According to Yakut, it stood in a wooded, well watered
area "on the slopes of the Djabal Lubnan". By this
term the Arabs meant not only the Lebanon but also
its northern continuation as far as the Orontes (Lammens, Notes sur le Liban, ii, 6; MFOB, i [1906], 271).
But in the present case, the heights to the east of the
Orontes are certainly wrongly included in the term.
Riha on the contrary is on the northern edge of the
Djabal Ban! c Ulaym (Ibn al-Shihna, 102, 130), the
modern Djebel Arbacln, a part of the Djebel Rlha or
Djebel al-Zawiyye (cf. the map Djebel Riha or Djebel
iz-Zawiyeh by R. Garrett and F.A. Norris, in Publics,
of the Princeton Univ. Arch. Exp. to Syria, div. ii, sect. B,
part iii, Princeton 1909). The identification of Rlha
with the Rugia or Chastel Rouge of the Franks is
untenable, as Dussaud (Topogr. de la Syrie, 167, 174,
176, 213) rightly pointed out that this should rather be
identified with al-Rudj of the Arabs.
There is a place noted for its ruins of antiquity
called Ruwayha ("little Rlha") about 13 km/8 miles
south-east of RTha.
Rfha is very frequently mentioned in modern travel
literature, as it was on the main road from Halab to
Hama (Ritter, Erdkunde, xvii, 1502; Dussaud, Topogr.
de la Syrie, 183), over which Nasir-i Khusraw (before
1047) and Ibn Battuta (1326) travelled in their day.
The town is therefore mentioned by Belon du Mans
(1548), Pietro Delia Valle (1616), Wansleb (1671),
Pococke (1737), Drummond (1754), C. Niebuhr
(1778), Seetzen (1806-7), Burckhardt (1810-12) and
many others.
Bibliography: Yakut, Mutyam, ii, 885; $afT alDln, Mardsid al-ittild^, i, 496; Ibn al-Shihna, al-Durr
al-muntakhabJi ta^rikh Halab, Beirut 1909, 102, 130;
R. Pococke, Description of the East, London 1745, ii,
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31; Alex. Drummond, Travels through different cities of
Germany, Italy, Greece and several parts of Asia, London
1754, 228, 290 (Rhia; on the Map of part of Syria, at
p. 205, which is the anonymous map, referred to by
Dussaud, Topogr., p. viii, n. 1: Raia); Niebuhr,
Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien und anderen umliegenden
Landern, Copenhagen 1778, ii, pi. iii. (Rdhd);
J.B.L.J. Rousseau, Description du Pachalik de Haleb,
in Fundgruben des Orients, iv, Vienna 1814, 11-12;
idem, Liste alphabetique..., in Recueil de voyages et de
memoires, Paris 1825, 207-17; de Corancez, Itineraire
d'une partie pen connue de I'Asie Mineure, Paris 1816,
36: Riha east (!) of Sarmm; Burckhardt, Reisen in
Syrien, Paldstina und der Gegend des Berges Sinai, ed. by
W. Gesenius, i, Weimar 1828, 225, n. 1 (Rieha);
W.M. Thomson, Bibliotheca sacra, v, New York
1848, 672; Seiff, Ein Ritt durch das Innere Syriens, in
ZG Erdk., viii (1873), 23; G. Le Strange, Palestine
under the Moslems, London 1890, 520-1; M. Hartmann, in ZDPV, xxii (1899), 145; Dussaud,
Topographic de la Syrie, Paris 1927, p. vi, n. 2, p. viii,
n. 1, 174, 176, 183, 205 ff., 212-13, 243.
(E. HONIGMANN*)

RIHLA (A.), a j o u r n e y , voyage, travel; also a
travelogue.
It is clear from the lexicons that the root rahala,
from which this word derives, was originally
associated with camel husbandry. A rahl is a camel
saddle and thus we find such phrases as rahala al-ba^tr
(he saddled the camel) (Lane, s.v. rahala). The word
rihla thus connoted the act of saddling one or more
camels and, by extension, a journey or voyage. The
person endowed with skill in the saddling of a camel,
or one who travelled much, was called a rahhdl in
Arabic or, even more emphatically, a rahhdla, which
neatly translates as "globetrotter" (see ibid., s.vv.
rihla, rahhdl). A distinction can be made between rihla
and the further form ruhla: the former indicates a
(single) journey; the latter implies the actual destination and also has the rarer meaning of a noble or
learned man to whom one may travel (see ibid., s.v.
ruhla). Derivatives of the root rahala appear four times
in the Kur D an: three times indicating "a saddle-bag"
or "saddle-bags" (XII, 62, 70, 75), and once indicating actual journeys, employing the form rihla
(CVI, 2). In the hadith [q.v.] literature, a famous example canonises the travel impetus, indeed
wanderlust, often implicit in the word rihla and
presents the Prophet Muhammad as urging believers
to seek knowledge even as far as China (see also Wensinck, Concordance, ii, 232-5 esp. s.vv. rahala, rihla).
This injunction, coupled with an increasing desire
for knowledge, especially of c*7m in the sense of tradition, gave rise to the concept of al-rihla ft talab al-^ilm
("travel in search of knowledge") in mediaeval Islam.
A genre of rihla literature later developed whose
primary impulse, or excuse, was the Pilgrimage [see
HADJDJ] . The archetypical exponents of this flowering
of the genre were Ibn Djubayr (540-614/1145-1217
[q.v.]) and Ibn Battuta (703-70/1304-68 or to
779/1377 [q.v.}). The first undertook his documented
Rihla, often regarded as a prototype, from 578/1183 to
581/1185 with the Hadjdj as a principal focus, to make
amends for an act of wine drinking into which he had
been forced by the Almohad governor of Granada; the
second made the Hadjdj the initial excuse for what
proved to be a virtual lifetime of globetrotting. With
the Rir^la of Ibn Battuta we reach the peak in the articulation of a genre which should be perceived much
more in terms of a literary art form than a formal
geography. It is an art form which encapsulates the
believable and the incredible, embraces the niceties of

everyday life as well as the *-Adja?ib [q. v. ] or marvels,
and whose value as a geographical and historical
source must, in consequence, be treated with caution.
Thus, while the historian and History of Art scholar
may relish the description of Mecca and Medina in
the Rihla of Ibn Battuta (partially plagiarised from the
earlier Rihla of Ibn Djubayr), they must treat with extreme caution the former's description of his visit to
China in view of the controversy over whether he actually visited that area in person. To conclude, the
Rihla in mediaeval Islam must be conceived of, and
appreciated as, a literary genre beside such other
genres as the Awd^il [q.v.], the ^Aa^d^ib and the
Nawddir [see NADIRA]. It is a species of Adab [q.v.]
rather than Ta\ikh [q.v.] or Djughrafiyd [q.v.]. As such
it was appreciated by the Nobel Prize-winning Egyptian novelist Nadjlb Mahfuz (born 1329/1911), who
consciously based his Rihlat Ibn Fattuma ("Voyage of
Ibn Fattuma") (Cairo 1983; tr. D. Johnson-Davies
under the tide The Journey of Ibn Fattouma, New York
and London 1992) on the famous Rihla of Ibn Battuta,
producing not a parody but a Bunyanesque,
allegorical and picaresque narrative of Everyman's
Rihla through life itself.
Finally, one should note that not all travelogues
were necessarily called rihla; cf. the Seydhat-nama of the
Ottoman Turkish traveller Ewliya5 Celebi [0.0.].
Bibliography: For individual notable examples
of the Rihla genre, see Tidjam, Rihla, ed. H.H.
c
Abd al-Wahhab, Tunis 1377/1958; cAbdari, alRihla al-Maghribiyya, ed. Ahmad b. Djadu, Algiers
1965, also ed. Muhammad al-FasI, Rabat 1968;
Ibn Battuta, Rihla, ed. Karam al-Bustanl, Beirut
1964; Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, Beirut 1964; and the index s.v. Rihla in Brockelmann, S III, 1050. See also
C.F. Beckingham, The Rihla: fact or fiction? in I.R.
Netton (ed.), Golden roads: migration, pilgrimage and
travel in mediaeval and modern Islam, Richmond 1993,
86-94; R.E. Dunn, The adventures of Ibn Battuta: a
Muslim traveller of the 14th century, London and
Sydney, 1986; idem, International migrations of literate
Muslims in the Later Middle Period: the case of Ibn Battuta, in Netton (ed.), Golden roads, 75-85; D.F.
Eickelman and J. Piscatori (eds.), Muslim travellers:
pilgrimage, migration and the religious imagination, London 1990; Amikam Elad, The description of the Travels
of Ibn Battuta in Palestine: is it original? in JRAS
(1987), 256-72; R. El-Enany, Najib Mahfuz in search
of the ideal state: a critique of his Rihlat Ibn Fattuma, in
Netton (ed.), Goldenroads, 160-6; M.K. Lenker, The
importance of the Rihla for the Islamization of Spain,
Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania 1982, unpubl.; F. Moussa Mahmoud, A Muslim Pilgrim's
Progress: the Rihla of Ibn Fattuma, in Netton (ed.),
Golden roads, 167-81; H. Mu'nis, Ibn Battuta wa
Rihlatuh, Cairo 1980; I.R. Netton, Arabia and the
pilgrim paradigm of Ibn Battuta: a Braudelian approach,
in idem (ed.), Arabia and the Gulf: from traditional society to modern states, London 1986, 29-42; idem, Basic
structures and signs of alienation in the Rihla of Ibn
Jubayr, in Netton (ed.), Golden roads, 57-74, and in
JAL xxii/1 (1991), 21-31; idem, Ibn Jubayr: penitent
pilgrim and observant traveller, in UR, ii (1985), 14-17;
idem, Myth, miracle and magic in the Rihla of Ibn Battuta, inJSS, xxix/1 (1984), 131-40.

(I.R. NETTON)
RIKCA [see KHATT].
RIKAB (A., "stirrup"), in Persian and Turkish
usage at Muslim courts, "the sovereign himself or his
presence, the foot of the throne" (metonymy, like
those of khidmet in Saldjuk usage; hazret or hadret', khdk-i
pay; etc.).

RIKAB — RIKABDAR
The figurative expression rikdb-i humdyun (Turk,
pronunciation: rik'db-i humdyun), or (more rarely)
rikdb-i shdhdne or simply rikdb is already found in Persian of the Saldjukid period applied to the sultan
himself or his entourage in the field or travelling. For
example one said that so-and-so was "in the service of
the imperial stirrup" (Ibn Blbl, in Houtsma, Recueil
... seldjpucides, iv, 37; iii, 18) or "in the service of the
parasol (catr) of the imperial stirrup" (ibid., iv, 7). In
modern Persian one says "to be at the stirrup of a
prince" for "to be attached to his court" (Kazimirski,
Dialogues, 493 and 482-3).
In Turkish usage, the same expressions were applied to:
1. The imperial cavalcade and the procession formed on this occasion. However, in order to avoid confusion with other uses of the word rikdb, there was also
used, especially in the reigns of Mahmud II and c Abd
al-MedjId, the Turkish word binish which was applied
to all public appearances of the sultan, whether on
horseback or in a boat (Mouradgea d'Ohsson, vii,
141, 144; Jouanin and van Gaver, Turquie, 377 n.;
Andreossy, Constantinople et le Bosphore, 33, 494). The
prince's procession was also called mawkib (mewkib-i
humdyun) (Ibn BTbi, in Houtsma, iii, 18; on these
words in Ottoman and Egyptian usage, cf. J. Deny,
Sommaire des Archives du Caire, 104, 564). Cf. also the
name of rikdb solaghl given to the eight solak lieutenants
who walked by the sultan's stirrup in the great procession (Mouradgea d'Ohsson, vii, 25, 317).
2. The audience given by the sultan (resm-i rikdb or
simply rikdb), whether or not he was in procession.
The Grand Vizier himself could only be introduced to
the sultan's presence by the latter's formal order and
his admission was called rikdb. There were ordinary
rikdbs and ceremonial rikdbs (Mouradgea d'Ohsson,
vii, 133 ff.). Cf. details of the bayram rikdbl teshrifatl in
c
Atd tdnkhi, i, 23; cf. Zenker, Diet., i, 468; Ahmed
Rasim, Tdrikh, iv, 1014.
3. The service of the sultan or simply his presence
(Sekowski, Collectanea, Warsaw 1824, ii, 24). The
presence was not necessarily immediate. Thus the expression rikdb-i humdyunde (in the locative) "with the
sultan" was used in speaking of the troops (kapu kulu)
of the capital (cAbd al-Rahman Sheref, Tdnkh, 292) or
of the Grand Vizier in so far as he was endowed with
the full powers of the sultan (MTM, 528). Similarly,
the words rikdb-i humdyune (in the dative) were used for
petitions (^arzuhdl, Ar.-Pers. ^ard-i hdl) addressed to
the sultan (Meninski, Thesaurus; Kdnun-ndme of
Suleyman or Nasihat-ndme, 151), whence the expression ma^ruddt-l rikdbiyye applied to these petitions.
It is from this connection that we have the use of the
words rikdb-i humdyun or rikdb in the sense of interim or
substitute. When the Grand Vizier moved from place
to place, the government was thought to go with him
and there was appointed "to the sovereign a substitute
for the Grand Vizier who was called rikdb
kd^immakdmi" (Bianchi, Diet., 1 ed.; Perry, A view of
the Levant, London 1743, 37). The other chief
dignitaries of the Sublime Porte had also their
substitutes "of the imperial stirrup".
Rikdb aghalan or aghaydn-l rikdb-i humdyun or uzengi
aghalan.—These names were applied to a certain
number of important officers or dignitaries of the
palace (from 4 to 11, according to the different
sources). They were the mir-^alem or "standardbearer", the two mir-dkhur (imbrohor) or "squires", the
kapudjular kahyasi or "chief usher" and other
dignitaries with different offices (cf. LutfT Pasha, Asafndme, in Turk. Bibliothek, xii, 18, 21 of the Turkish text
ed. Tschudi; Beauvoisins, Notice sur la Cour du Grand
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Seigneur, 1809, 54; Mouradgea d'Ohsson, vii, 14; von
Hammer, Staatsverf., ii, 61, with references to
Castellan and CA1T; esp. MTM, 526, for the kdnun or
"usages" regarding the aghas of the stirrup; Feridun,
Miinshe^dt, 10, for the elkdb or protocol relating to
them). The following is a translation of the passage in
the Asaf-ndme which is a comparatively old text (LutfT
Pasha [ q . v . ] , died probably in 970/1562-3): "The
defterddrs of the finances have precedence (tasaddur)
over the sandjak beyi and the uzengi aghalan. The principal (bash olan) of these is the agha of the Janissaries,
next comes the mir-^alem, then the kapudju bashl, after
him the mir-dkhur, then the cakirdfi-bashl, the ceshnegirbashl and the boluk aghalan'' (starting with the agha of
the Janissaries, we have here then an enumeration of
the uzengi aghalan).
Considering the authority of these sources, we must
conclude that the variations are the results of changes
which actually took place, which leads us to conclude
that the tradition of the palace left the sultan a certain
freedom in this respect. We know, moreover, that admission to the rikdb was in general subject to the
istidhdn or "approval, pleasure" of the sultan.
The most important function, at least in principle,
of the aghas of the stirrup was exercised when the
sultan mounted his horse: the grand mir-dkhur held the
inner stirrup (ic rikdb], the bash-kapu^u-bashi agha, the
outer stirrup (dish rikdb]; the mir-^alem held the bridle
and the ceshnegir-bashl assisted the sultan by holding
him under the arm or "under the armpit" (koltugha
girmek). The kapudjubashi or "chamberlains" stood all
around and the dkhur khalifesi (kalfasi) held the horse's
head (MTM, 526).
On the functions of the chamberlains, who, to the
number of 150, headed by the bash-kapudju-bashi,
already mentioned, were in the service of the stirrup,
and for other details, see Mouradgea d'Ohsson, vii,
18, and especially MTM, loc. cit. Their duties were to
take to the province important firmans and to carry out
various confidential missions.
Sometimes epithets rhyming in -db were added to
the word rikdb in the language of the court: e.g. rikdb-i
kamertdb "stirrup shining like the moon" (Tdnkh-i
Wdsif, i, 105); cf. also the epithets kdmydb, gerdun
dj_endb, dewlet-intisdb (Meninski, Thesaurus).
The tribute which the Voyvodes of Wallachia and
Moldavia sent to the sultan in their own name, supplementary to that (djizye) paid by their subjects, was
known as rikdbiyye and ^idiyye (Ahmed Rasim, i, 380;
cf. Saineanu, Influenta orientala, Bucarest 1900, i, 249).
Bibliography: Given in the text. (J. DENY)
RIKABDAR or RIKIBDAR, a Persian derivative
from the preceding, properly "one put in charge of
the stirrup, one who holds the stirrup, when his
master mounts" (cf. French estafier, Ital. staffiere,
Russ. stremennoy, English groom of stirrup, words formed
from staff a, stremyOj stirrup = French estrieu, mod.
etrier). In fact, remembering that the word rikdb has
been given or has assumed a wider meaning [see
RIKAB], rikdbddr meant "a kind of squire, groom or
riding attendant who had charge of the care and
maintenance of harness and saddlery and of
everything required for mounting on horseback".
The pronunciation with an i in the second syllable
(rikibdar or rekibdar) used alike in Egypt (Dozy; Spiro,
198) and in Turkey (Moldavian-Wallachian rechiptar
or richiaptar in Saineanu, ii, 99) is due to a (Persian)
corruption analogous to that found in the words
silihddr for sildhddr and iHimid for i^timdd (cf. the
Turkish translation of the Burhdn-i kdtf, 405). In
Arabic we find the forms rikdbi and sahib al-rikdb.
Al-Makkarf mentions a personage who was sahib al-
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rikab already to the first Umayyad caliph of Spain
(138-72/756-88; cf. Analectes, i, 605, reference given
by Dozy). In Egypt at the court of the Fatimids, there
were over 2,000 rikdbi or sibydn al-rikdb al-khdss, so
called "on account of their costume (ziayy)", whose
duties were the same as those of the sildhddr and tabarddr of the time of al-Kalkashandi (Subh, iii, 482).
As to the Persian form rikdbddr, it must have been
in use among the Saldjuks for we have to admit by
analogy that it was from them that the Ayyubids and
later the Mamluks borrowed the term, like many
others of the same kind.
In Persia itself, the term rikdbddr was replaced by
its (Turkish) synonym iizengi (or zengu) kurcisi (cf.
Chardin, 1711 ed., vi, 112; Pere Raph. du Mans,
Estat de la Perse, 24). According to the Burhdn-i kdti*-,
the rikdbddr were replaced by the djilawddr (from
djilaw, bridle), but it should be noted that the office of
the latter was contemporary with and independent of
that of iizengi kurcisi.
In E g y p t , the rikdbddrs of the Mamluks, also called
rikdbi, were members of the rikdb-khdna, like the other
"men of the sword" (arbdb al-suyuj), such as the sandjakddr, mahmizddr, kara-ghuldm and ghuldm-mamluk.
The rikdb-khdna (the khizdnat al-surudj_ of the Fatimids)
was the depot for harness and in general for all the
material required for horses and stables. The heads of
this service were called mihtar (cf. the Ottoman mehter
whose duties were different and humbler). The rikdbddrs were under the command of the amir ajdnddr,
"Marshal of the Court" (cf. the kapudjular kahyasl of
the Ottoman court). See al-Kalkashandl, iv, 12, 20;
Khalfl al-Zahiri, 124; Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Syrie,
pp. liii, lix.
The word rikdbddr is found in the 1001 Nights, where
it is translated "palefrenier" by E. Gauttier, vi, 168,
and "groom" by Burton, x, 365, n. 2. From the context we might also suggest "riding attendant". Bocthor gives (for Syria?) r-k-bddr under the French
"ecuyer (qui enseigne a monter a cheval)" and r-kkib
al-khayl under "groom (celui qui monte a cheval)".
The synonymous expression sahib al-rikdb, in the sense
of "good squire, one who mounts a horse well", is
found in the romance of c Antara. In 19th and early
20th century Egyptian usage rikib-ddr or rakbddr means
"jockey, groom" (Spiro, Habeiche). (According to
the Burhdn-i kdti^ [Turk, tr.], the rikdbddr of Egypt was
replaced by the sarrdaj_ "saddler" mentioned by
Volney and others.)
T u r k i s h u s a g e . In Turkey the office of rikdbddr
must have been taken over directly from the Saldjuks,
but instead of becoming assimilated to that of humble
grooms or rikdbis, as in Egypt, it became an important
dignity at the sultan's court reserved for a single officer. It is in the reign of Orkhan (ca. 1324-62) that we
find the first Ottoman rikdbddr: he was called Kodja
Ilyas Agha (^Atd tdrikhi, i, 94). It was, however, only
under Selim I (1512-20) that the duties of the rikdbddr
were defined. According to the organisation at this
time, the rikdbddr agha was a khdss odali, i.e. he was one
of the khdss oda (and not odasi) or "company of the
corps (Mouradgea d'Ohsson): chambree supreme
(Castillan); innerste Kammer (von Hammer)" which
was the first of the six groups of officers of the
household (icor enderun) of the Palace and consisted of
the fixed number of 40 officers or pages, including in
theory the sultan himself. It had been formed by
Sultan Selim to guard the relic of the Prophet's mantle
(khlrka-yl se^ddet) brought back after the conquest of
Egypt ( c Ata, i, 208; for details of the organisation, see
ibid., and Mouradgea d'Ohsson, vii, 34 ff). The
rikdbddr was the third of these officers in order of

precedence (following the silihddr and the cohadar and
preceding the dulbend aghast) and an officer passed in
this order from one office to another. The four officers
just mentioned were the only khdss odali who had the
right to wear the turban.
According to the usual definition repeated everywhere, the chief duty of the rikdbddr agha was to hold
the sultan's stirrup. It may have been so at first, but
none of the documents available show the rikdbddr performing this duty in practice. Indeed, we have seen
[s.v. RIKAB] who actually were the "aghas of the stirrup" entrusted with this duty. Now in spite of his
name, the rikdbddr was not one of these. The Arabic
version of the Asaf-ndme (ed. Beirut, 9, n. 7) and the
German translation (in Turk. BibL, no. 12, 1910, 17,
n. 1) have therefore confused rikdbddr agha and rikdb
aghasi, which has given rise to an erroneous interpretation of the whole passage (see the corrected
translation in RIKAB).
On the other hand, Western writers of the 16th century mention as the third officer of the household (ic
oghlan) after the silihddr and cohadar a "cup-bearer"!
Theodore Spandone (Spandouyn Cantacazin) calls
him shardbddr (cf. Garzoni, 1573) and Leunclavius
kupdar "bearer of the (water)-jar", a name also found
in Lonicer (69). This water-carrier was given other
names later. D'Ohsson (pi. 158) and the cAtd tdrikhi (i,
282) speak of a koz-bekci or "keeper of the koz, probably for the Arabic-Persian kuz(e) or water-jar". Wearing a berata, he carried a ewer (mashrapa) of warm
water at the end of a stick. Von Hammer calls this official mataradji or bearer of the gourd (matara for
mathara). The use of warm water is easily explained by
the fact that, as an author writing in 1631 tells us, the
t h i r d g e n t l e m a n of the s u l t a n ' s c h a m b e r "carried him 'sherbet' to drink, and water to wash with"
(de Stochove, Voyage du Levant, Brussels 1662, 84:
Ischioptar, for rikdbddr?; cf. Baudier who writes
rechioptar).
On the other hand, there was an officer whose duty
it was to carry a stool (iskemle) plated with silver which
the sultan used in mounting his horse, when he did
not prefer the assistance of a mute who went on his
hands and knees on the ground (Castellan, Mceurs....,
iii, 139; c Ata, loc. cit.; d'Ohsson, pi. 157). He was the
iskemle aghasi or iskemledjiler bashi, chosen from among
the oldest grooms (kapudju eskisi). Wearing a dolama
and a kece, he rode like the water-carrier on horseback
in processions (rikdb). Probably through some confusion, Castellan calls him rikdbddr, but adds that in his
time the rikdbddr was chosen not from among the khdss
odali, but from the cawush (mistake for kapudju?). Nor
must we confuse, as Saineanu (Influenta orientala, ii,
104, s.v. schemniagd) does, the iskemle (or iskemni) aghasi
with the special commissioner of this name who was
charged, along with the sandjak aghasi, to install on the
throne (scamn) the new hospodars of Moldavia and
Wallachia (cf. Melanges lorga, Paris 1933, 202). There
were also iskemle aghasi similar to those of the sultan in
certain provinces ([Rousseau], Description dupachalik de
Bagdad, Paris 1809, 27).
Among the special duties of the rikdbddr, one need
only mention the custody and care of the harness, etc.
of the sultan (as among the Mamluks) and hispabucor
shoes and cizme or boots (Kdnun-ndme of Siileyman or
Nasihat-ndme, 132).
It should be noted that, according to the cAtd tdrikhi
(i, 208), the services of the rikdbddr, like those of the
cohaddrs, were only required on gala days (eiyydm-l
resmiyye). This practice is said to have been introduced
under Mustafa III (1757-74) out of consideration for
the age of these concerned, for they were generally
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over 60 and had spent 40 years in the service of the
court (odjakyolu). According to the same source, these
duties were reduced to very little. During the
ceremonies (seldmlik) of the Prophet's birthday (mewlid
or mewlud), the two bayrams and at the binish or
ceremonial appearances of the sultan, the rikdbddr sat
opposite the sultan in the imperial barge with the
silihddr, khdss oda basht and the two cohaddrs.
From all this we may conclude that, if there really
was a rikdbddr in the time of Orkhan, he performed not
only the duties of a squire but also those of a "cupbearer", and we know that in Persian rikdbddr means
"cup-bearer" and rikdb means also "cup". In time,
with the rikdbddr becoming a more and more important personage, these duties were divided between two
special officers: on the one hand, the koz-bekci and
similar officers, and on the other, the iskemle aghast.
The rikdbddr agha, like the cohaddrs, received a daily
salary or culufe of 35 aspers (akce), while the silihddr
drew 45 (Hezarfenn, ms. Bibliotheque Nationale, ancien fonds turc, fol. 18b). Like the cohaddrs, they had
in their service two lalas of the khdss oda, a karakollukcu,
a baltaaji with tasselled caps (zuluflu), two sofalh, a
heybedji and two jW^forzs. The rikdbddrs who did not attain the rank of silihddr were put on the retired list
(became ctrak) with a pension of 60-100,000 piastres.
In the absence of the cohaddr, the rikdbddr performed
the duties of the silihddr. On the quarters in the palace
occupied by the rikdbddr, see c Ata, i, 312, 20.
The four chief officers of the khdss oda, including the
rikdbddr, were often called by the name—not official,
however—of koltuk wezirleri or "viziers of the armpit"
because they had the privilege of touching the sultan,
particularly of giving him their hand or taking him by
the arm during a walk and they frequently attained
the rank of wezir (Cantemir, Hist. Emp. Ott., Paris
1743, iv, 119-21). The rikdb aghalari [see RIKAB] were
also koltuk wezirleri.
The same four officers were also called CW aghalari
because they had the right to present (card) to the
sultan any petition which reached them, like the
master of petitions (Rycaut, Bk. i, p. 97 of the French
tr.; Castellan, iii, 185). According to Ahmed Rasim
(ii, 639), in processions, the iskemle aghast had the task
of returning to those concerned petitions which were
not granted.
The rikdbddrs were abolished by Mahmud II, probably about the same time as the koz bekci (in
1248/1832-3; cf. LutfT, iv, 68) and the sildhddr (in
1246; cf. LutfT, iv, 61); see von Hammer, Hist., xvii,
191.
Bibliography: See the works already quoted
above, of which the most important is the cAtd
tdrikhi. See also Ahmed Rasim, Tdrtkh, i, 186, 479,
ii, 526; von Hammer, Hist., vii, 15, for references
not used here; LH. Uzuncarsih, Osmanlt devleti
teskildtma medhal, Istanbul 1941, index.
(J. DENY)
RIKK [see RAKK).
RIND (P.), a word applied in Persian with a contemptuous connotation to "a k n a v e , a rogue, a
d r u n k a r d " or "a debauchee"; in the terminology
of poets and mystics it acquired the positive meaning
of "one whose exterior is liable to c e n s u r e , but
who at heart is sound" (Steingass, s.v., after the
Burhdn-i kdtic). The etymology of rind is unclear. It is
not an Arabic loanword, in spite of the existence of the
broken plural runud, a learned form used next to the
regular Persian plural rinddn. The abstract noun rindt
denotes the characteristic behaviour of a person thus
qualified.
Mediaeval historians refer to rinds collectively as
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freebooters associated with the ^ayydrun [q. v. ] and the
aw bash. Locally they could be a political factor of some
importance, as it appears from phrases like "the rinds
of Baghdad" or "the rinds of Khwarazm". Mention
is also made of rural groups (rinddn-i rustd). They were
further characters in popular literature. Bawdy tales
about the rinds were considered to be unsuitable for a
royal banquet (Ibn Isfandiyar, Ta^rtkh-i Tabaristdn; see
for these and other examples from historical sources,
Dihkhuda, Lughat-ndma s.v. rind).
In the 5th/llth century, the Ismacfll poet Nasir-i
Khusraw [q.v.] still condemned their behaviour
outright when he rebuked the world for "approving in
its many children only that which results in bad
behaviour and debauchery (badficlt-u rindt)" (Diwdn,
493,-3). Even two centuries later, Sacdl [q.v.] looked
unfavourably upon their violent attacks on the $ufTs
and upon their sensuality (Gulistdn, 107, 140).
Already at the beginning of the 6th/12th century,
however, Sana5! [q.v.] gave ample evidence of a
reversed appreciation. In his poetry, the word belongs
to a cluster of terms and motifs peculiar to the kalandariyydt [see KALANDARIYYA]. In this mystical genre, it
came to denote the type of the antinomian mystic, like
the cognate terms kalandar and kallds_h. The abandonment of all self-interest by the rinds is contrasted to the
insincerity of ascetics (zdhid) and devout believers
(cdbid) whose piety is merely a mask for their
selfishness.
After Sana3!, Farid al-Din c Attar [q.v.] further
developed the genre in his ghazals and quatrains. The
rinds are also frequently mentioned by Hafiz [q.v.].
The "vices" he ascribes to them are being frantic
lovers, ogling beautiful boys (nazarbdzt), excessive
drinking and gambling. They are beggars who have
squandered all their earthly possessions (muflis,
pdkbdz) and have "set the world to fire" (^dlamsuz).
Willingly they destroy their good reputation, drinking
the dregs of wine and suffering for the sake of love.
The reversal of terms like rind in the usage of the
poets is related to the attitude of the maldmatiyya [q.v.},
who from the 4th/10th century onwards dominated
the spiritual atmosphere of Khurasan. In a telling
anecdote about Abu Sac!d Mayhan! [q. v. ] it is related
that he learned the true meaning of pdkbdzt from the
rinddn who honoured him as the "amir of the
gamblers" (Ritter, Das Meer der Seek, 202). Eventually, the term was adopted into standard mystical terminology. Shams al-D!n Lahidj! (d. 912/1506 [q.v.]),
commenting on Mahmud Shabistari's [q.v.] Gulshan-i
rdz, defined the rind as someone who is completely
detached from all qualities and conditions of the
multitude of created being "having removed everything with the rasp (randd) of obliteration and effacement". Such a person would no longer be bound to
anything, not even to the discipline of a spiritual
teacher (Mafdtth al-itydz, 636).
The force of this imagery is not yet quite exhausted,
though it has been used over and again by countless
poets and mystics. In the present century, it could still
serve Sir Muhammad Ikbal [q. v. ] as an item of his
poetry which aimed at the revitalisation of Islam.
Bibliography: F. Steingass, A comprehensive
Persian-English Dictionary, London 1892; Khalaf
Tabriz!, Burhdn-i kdti', ed. M. Muc!n, Tehran 1331
sh./1952, ii, 963; 'cAl!-Akbar Dihkhuda, Lughatndma, Tehran 1325 sh./1946 ff., s.vv. rindt rindiand
runud; Nasir-i Khusraw, Diwdn, ed. Sayyid Nasr
Allah Takawi, Tehran 1349 sh./1960; Sacd'i,
Gulistdn, ed. Qh.-H. YusufT, Tehran 1368 sh./1989;
H. Ritter, Das Meer der Seek, Leiden 1955, 488-90;
idem, Philologika XV: Fandaddin ^Attar ... Der Diwdn,
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in Orient, xii (1959), 14-64; idem, Philologika XVI:
... Muxtdrndme, in Oriens xiii-xiv (1961), 219-22;
J.T.P. de Bruijn, The Qalandariyydt in mystical poetry,
from Sand^i onwards, in The legacy of mediaeval Persian
Sufism, ed. L. Lewisohn, London-New York 1992,
75-86; D.M. Correale, The ghazals of Hafez. Concordance and vocabulary, Rome 1988, 493; Shams al-Dln
Muhammad Lahidji, Mafdtih al-ica^dz ft shark
Gulshan-irdz, ed. K. Sarrn*!, Tehran 1337 sh.71958;
J.C. Biirgel, The Pious Rogue: a study in the meaning of
qalandar and rend in the poetry of Muhammad Iqbdl, in
Edebiydt, iv (1979), 43-64. Q.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
RISALA [see RASUL].
RISALA (A.), an Arabic term attested at a very
early stage, in the ancient inscriptions of Arabia, with
the meaning of message or of mission (G.
Lankester Harding, An index and concordance of preIslamic names and inscriptions, Toronto 1971, 277).
In fact, risdla has many meanings; it has signified
message,
missive,
letter,
epistle
and
m o n o g r a p h ; from the 5th/llth century onwards it
could also be a synonym of MAKAMA (see below, section on Risdla and mahdma). The synonyms recorded
are kitdb [q.v.], khitdb (for Ps.-Ibn al-Mudabbir in the
3rd/9th century, risdla and khitdb were synonyms, Safwat, iv, 224; on numerous occasions, the $ahib Ibn
c
Abbad had recourse to the same term when speaking
of his letters, Diwdn rasd^il al-Sdhib Ibn CAbbad, ms.
B.N. arabe, 3411, fols. 152a, 176b, 186a, 189a, 194b;
Sacd b. Haddad al-Munadjdjim, 3rd/9th century, did
likewise, Yakut, Irshdd, iv, 231, v, 381); mimar (from
Aramaic, attested in philosophy); makdla (Hadjdji
Khalifa, ii, 1781, 1. 22; 1783, 11. 2, 7; the risdla of Ibn
Slna, Risdlat al-Kuwd al-insdniyya wa-idrdkdtihd, was
also entitled by him al-Makdla ft 'l-kuwd al-insdniyya,
see ibid., 1783, 1. 27); lisdn (al-Hutay'a, Diwdn, Beirut
1967, 71; al-Mufacldaliyyat, Oxford 1918, 482, 1. 7;
Acsha Bahila, Gedichte von Abu BasTr Maimun b. Kais alAcshd, London 1928, 266, iv, v. 4); manuka (alKhansa3, Diwdn, ed. Cheikho, 188, 1. 17; Suhaym
c
Abd Ban! al-Hashas, Diwdn, Cairo 1950, 19); sahifa
(al-Djahiz, Hayawdn, iii, 48, 1. 4; al-Akhtal, Diwdn,
387, 1. 22); and kalima (Aghdni3, xii, 246, 1. 9; xiii,
345, 1. 6).
1. In A r a b i c .
Makdla, lisdn, kalima and manuka denoted an oral
message. With the exception of the first, which was
subsequently to denote a text (al-Djahiz, Hayawdn, i,
12), the other terms retained their initial meaning.
The etymology of these terms played a decisive role in
this respect. The case of kalima and lisdn requires no
further explanation. For manuka, it is appropriate to
note that, according to the lexicographers, the root
aluka signifies ''to champ the bit" when it is used in
reference to a horse; it is thus closely related to speech
(al-Aghdni3, x, 222, 1. 19, the poet CA1I b. al-Djahm;
Abu Firas al-Hamdanl, Diwdn, Beirut 1944-5, iii,
354, v. 42). According to the lexicographer al-Layth,
"aluk is risdla; it is denoted thus because words are
chewed by the mouth" (L*A, s.v. alaka, ed. Saolir,
Beirut, x, 292, 11. 7-8; K. al-^Ayn, s.v.). (In reality,
manuka, etc., is a metathesis of the root l-^-k).
I. EVOLUTION OF THE TERM
Risdla (pi. rasa3i7, risdldt being essentially KuPanic),
denoted originally the oral transmission of a message.
In pre-Islamic times, in the Kurgan and throughout
the Umayyad period, the term demonstrated a remarkable stability and remained closely linked to
speech. It is the spoken message. In a tradition
relating to al-Harith b. Djabala, it is stated specifically
(fa-akhbarahu bi-risdlati al-Hdrithi bni Djabalata fa-rakana
ild kawlihi), sc. he reported to him (communicated to

him orally) the message of al-Harith b. Djabala, he
relied entirely on his words (Ibn al-Anbari, Shark alkasd^id al-sab^ al~tiwdl al-djdhiliyydt, Cairo 1969, 480).
Poetry confirms this state of affairs beyond all expectation. The following structure is attested there:
"abligh (followed by a name) risdla^ (communicated
to (a certain person) the content of the following
message"; the text of the message follows, this clearly
showing that it is a case of oral communication
(Hamdsa, Bonn 1828, 186, 1. 6, Riyah b. Zalim
al-Murri; Zuhayrb. AblSulma. ed. Ahlwardt, xvi, v.
25; for the Umayyad period, al-Farazdak, Diwdn,
Paris 1870, 68, v. 12; cUmar b. Abl Rab^a,. Diwdn,
Leipzig 1901-9, 117, v. 12). Furthermore, al-Kasam
(d. 587/1191), a highly original personality, has described this situation well: al-risdlatu hiya an yursila
rasulan ild radjul"1 . . . f a dhahaba 'l-rasulu wa-ballagha 'lrisdlata li-anna 'l-rasula safir1"1 wa mucabbirun can kaldmi
}
l-mursili ndkilun kaldmahu ild 'l-mursali Hay hi ("risdla
consists in sending a messenger to a person... The
messenger goes and conveys the message, since the
bearer is an envoy who expresses (through direct
speech) and conveys the speech of the sender to the
addressee" (al-Kasanl, K. BaddW al-sand^i f i tartib alshardY, Cairo 1328/1910, v. 138).
The transference to written text takes place under
the reign of Hisham b. cAbd al-Malik (105-23/72443). It is associated with Salim Abu 'l-cAlaD. His
translation of the written correspondence between
Alexander and his teacher includes in its title the term
risdla: Risdlat Aristdtdlis ild 'l-Iskandar f i siydsat al-mudun
(M. Grignaschi, Le roman epistolaire classique conserve
dans la version arabe de Salim Abu l-cAld^, in Le Museon,
Ixxx [1967], 219, 223). In a eulogy addressed to alSaffah, the first cAbbasid caliph, the poet Abu
Dulama, for his part, evokes a risdla of the chieftain of
the Banu Asad written (takhuttuhd) by a female scribe
(Aghdni5, x, 266, 11. 12-13). Thus a significant mutation is introduced into the genre; the former meaning
disappears almost completely, except for a few
isolated vestiges encountered from time to time in the
course of the texts (al-$ull, K. al-Awrdk, Cairo 1936,
208; Aghdn?, xx, 56; Yakut, Irshdd, ii, 4-5, vi, 106,
166).
It is not unusual for the risdla, a written message, to
adopt the form of a rhymed poem. It is attested
throughout the cAbbasid period. Here however,
unlike in the Djahiliyya, these notes are written. The
Arabic holdings of the Bibliotheque Nationale include
a manuscript intitled Madjmu*- murdsaldt wa-tahdni
(arabe, 3431); all the texts included are letters in
poetic form. Furthermore, numerous stylists had
recourse to this process, notably Ibrahim b. Hilal al$abl and al-Sharlf al-Raqll, following the well-known
pattern of poems adopting identical metres and
rhymes (Rasd^il al-Sdbi wa 'l-Shanf al-Rafi, Kuwait
1961, 7-62, section al-mukdtabdt bi 'l-shi^r, comprising
eleven kasidas).
This process of transference from oral usage to the
written letter is, after all, quite natural. Constable and
Hunger observe in this context that all ancient
civilisations used the oral message exclusively at the
outset (G. Constable, Letters and letter-collection, in
Typologie des sources du Moyen Age, fasc. 17, Turnhout
1976, 48; H. Hunger, Die hochsprachliche Literature der
Byzantiner, i, Philosophie, Rhetorik, Epistolographie,
Munich 1978, 199).
II. THE POETRY OF THE RlSALA
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Hellenistic and Persian culture. As a result of the
works of Mario Grignaschi, this influence has been established beyond doubt. In fact, one of the most illustrious representatives of this circle, Salim Abu '1c
AlaD (see above), the mawld of Sacid b. cAbd alMalik, in his translation of the letters of Aristotle to
Alexander, included two chapters of great interest,
al-Siydsa al-^dmma and al-Siydsa ft tadbir al-ri^dsa: they
contain, in effect, quotations and indications proving
that he has followed "the outline of the Greek letter
more closely than has sometimes been admitted" (Les
"Rasd^il Aristdtdlisa ild l-Iskandar" de Salim Abu l-^Ald^
et I'activite culturelle a I'epoque umayyade, in BEO, xix
[1965-6], 9). Furthermore, ch. x, of classical origin,
which has been published in an abridged version by
Lippert under the title Peri Basileas, is identical in all
respects to the Arabic ms. of Salim (Koprulu 1608)
except in one detail. The Arabic translation has added
here two extracts from the Testament d'Ardashir; Salim
has thus proceeded to an integration of the Greek
foundation to the Sasanid foundation (ibid., 14).
Now, according to Ibn Khallikan, Salim was the
protector of cAbd al-Hamld b. Yahya al-Katib and his
master in the art of writing (Wafaydt al-a^ydn, Beirut
1397/1977, iii, 230), in other words the founder of the
c
Abbasid risdla in all its variety Q.D. Latham, The
beginnings of Arabic prose: the epistolary genre, in The Cambridge history of Arabic literature, Cambridge 1983, 15579; Hannelore Schonig, Das Sendschreiben des *-Abd alHamid b. Yahya an den Kronprinzen ^Abdalldh b. Marwdn
II, Stuttgart 1985, introd. to the translation, 3-27).
The risala as monograph
The transmission of knowledge under the first
caliphs of the Marwanid branch was accomplished in
the form ofrisdlas. c Abd al-Malikb. Marwan, wishing
to know more of the events which had accompanied
the beginnings of Islam, addressed himself to c Urwa
b. al-Zubayr, who replied to him with a written
missive containing the information requested. These
missives were preserved by al-Tabarl to constitute the
basis of his documentation for the event in question
(Annales, i, 1180-1, 1634-6, 1770, 1284-6). This
framework offered numerous facilities and allowed the
writer to lend to his work the tone of a direct conversation. As time passed, the addressee of the risdla was
solicited and even invented by the writer himself with
a view to exposing his ideas on a question which interested him particularly (A.F.L. Beeston, The epistle
on singing girls byjdhiz, London 1980, § 3, 2-3; G. Lanson, Choix de lettres du XVIP siecle, Paris 1913, p. xxv).
This sub-genre was to enjoy lasting popularity.
Numerous authors, from the time of cAbd al-Hamld
al-Katib to the present day, have made frequent use
of it.
Moreover, there was the opportunity of filling the
letter-missive with personal ideas and nonconformist
concepts which adab could not or would not accommodate, it being regulated by very strict rules.
Knowledge (c*7m), like literature, was considered the
ultimate canonical genre; for the same reason, it was
doomed to cantonisation in compilation; otherwise,
there was the risk of impairment. Every khabar mentioned, real or fictitious, was endowed with an isndd
which accentuated its status as a received text, rather
than the product of independent thought. The risdla,
the only remaining framework in prose, lent itself
perfectly to the role of receptacle for personal
thoughts, nonconformist ideas and texts based on
analysis and not on quotation. This is why the most
original texts were conceived as risdlas. In politics, one
of the most thorough analyses of religious, political
and military institutions under the early cAbbasids is
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supplied by the Risdla ft 'l-sahaba of Ibn al-Mukaffac
(Ch. Pellat, Ibn al-Mukaffa^ conseilleur du calife, Paris
1976, 1, 4, 12). In literature, the Risdlat al-tarb? wa
'l-tadwir by al-Djahiz and the Risdla al-hazliyya of Ibn
Zaydun presented the most successful examples of
humorous texts (O. Rescher, Excerpte und Ubersetzungen
aus der Schriften des...Jdhiz, Stuttgart 1931, 212-25; alFikr, xii/3, 54-60; T. Husayn, Min hadith al-shfr wa 7nathr, 88-99; H. Djad Hasan, Ibn Zaydun, Cairo
1375/1955, 266-9, 274-5). More generally, Risdlat alghufrdn by Abu 'l-cAla° al-Macarn and Risdlat altawdbic wa 'l-zawdbic by Ibn Shuhayd [q.v. ] may be
considered triumphs of classical Arabic literature. In
poetry, the most penetrating analysis of the aesthetic
rules governing poetry and the epistolary art, and also
the most systematic, borrowed the same formal
framework (A. Arazi, Une epitre d'Ibrahim b. Hildl alSdbisur les genres litteraires, in Studies in Islamic history and
civilization in honour of Professor David Ayalon, Jerusalem
and Leiden 1986, 473-505).
Indisputably, the risdla comprises, here, all the
aspects which constitute the monograph or the essay.
Henceforward, this framework was to play a role in all
sectors of Arab culture: philosophy, grammar, lexicography andfikh—they all adopted it as a means of
producing their finest achievements. The Rosd^il of
Djahiz dealt with a broad spectrum of theological,
social, political and literary problems and count
among the most profound analyses of the Basran
thinker, perhaps of the whole of cAbbasid literature.
The format itself is a major contributor to this success:
each title studies a single problem, which encourages
reflection (Ch. Pellat, The life and works ofjdhiz, London 1967, 14-26). It has even been written of some of
them that they are psychological and moral studies in
which the author is aware of producing original work;
this is not a regular occurrence in the works of the
3rd/9th century (Ch. Vial, Al-Djdhiz, quatre essais,
IFAO, Cairo 1976, 3). The same phenomenon is attested in the work of a polygraph of the Mamluk
period, Qjalal al-Dln al-Suyutl (d. 911/1505 [q.v.]),
whose principal claim to fame was his faculty for compilation. In his epistles, he attacked the abuses with
which the society of his time was confronted, refraining from compiling for the pleasure of compiling.
However, it is in theology, in philosophy and in the
domain of the sciences that this phenomenon seems to
have taken on the broadest role. The translation, or
perhaps the paraphrase, in Arabic, of the correspondence between Alexander and Aristotle, seems
to have had an immediate impact on the framework
and the format of Arabic religious writings relating to
faith. Written texts were seen as indispensable for the
formulation of all things concerning religious belief.
Another external source, which was apparently to
have a very profound influence on the risdla, was the
translation into Arabic of the New Testament, which
includes a very extensive section of epistles attributed
to St. Paul and St. Peter. Systematically, they include
in their titles the name of the region destined to
receive them. It is interesting to note a similarity with
the letters of certain mutakallimun (see below).
Among the most ancient, a significant number of
theological treatises are risdlas attributed to historical
figures (al-Hasan al-Basn) and addressed to no less
historical figures (the Umayyad caliphs). All these
epistles have recently been the object of philological
analysis by Michael Cook, Early Muslim dogma, Cambridge 1981 (with very comprehensive bibliography).
The dating of these documents continues to be problematical, and expert opinion is divided as to their
paternity; this last is accepted by van Ess, whilst
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others have not hesitated to draw attention to certain
anachronisms featuring in these documents.
Whatever the case, it seems very reasonable to place
them at the end of the Umayyad dynasty or under the
first cAbbasids. The authors, most of them Tdbi^un or
Successors, chose this framework on account of its
similarity to the letter, in other words, as a concrete
message which would make their theological
statements more easily understood. Later, numerous
theologians made use of the epistle to propound their
doctrines. Al-Ashcari had recourse to it in two instances: the first in the well-known Vindication of the
engagement in speculative theology (R. MacCarthy, The
theology of al-Ashcari, Beirut 1953) and the second in
Risdla ild ahl al-thaghr. The second in fact constitutes a
brief exposition of the theology of the author (publ. in
Ilahiyat Fakiiltesi Mecmuasi (Istanbul), viii [1928]; on
the two epistles, see D. Gimaret, La doctrine d'alAsh'ari, Paris 1990, 13-16). The responsa (fatdwd,
ajawdbdt, adjwiba, masd^il) constitute an ancient
ramification of theological epistles. Numerous works
belonging to this category have been attributed to
Abu Hashim al-Djubba3! (d. 321/933), one of the
most eminent Basran MuctazilT thinkers; these also
followed the previously-mentioned pattern, with a
title bearing the name of the addressee and his country of residence. Worth mentioning, by way of example, are the Baghdddiyydt and the ^Askariyydt (Gimaret,
Materiaux pour une bibliographie des Djubbd^i, in JA,
cclxiv [1976], 308, 321, and 286, a reply from his
father Abu CA1T to the inhabitants of Khurasan).
Numerous collections, identical in every respect, were
mentioned by the Muctazill kddi^Abd al-Djabbar (d.
416/1025), such as al-Rdziyydt, al-Khwdrazmiyydt, etc.
(al-Usul al-khamsa, ed. C A. Uthman, Cairo 1967,
21-3).
A similar process is in evidence in the epistles of Ibn
Taymiyya (Madjmu^at al-rasd^il al-kubrd, Beirut 1980,
i-ii, repr. of the original edition). In addition to the
usual framework, the introduction includes here the
name of the questioner, the heading of the question
and the mention of other circumstances which contribute to fix his risdla more firmly in reality. Thus the
differences between/a&ztua and epistles tend to become
blurred. Another characteristic of theological risdlas,
which could prove to be of great importance, since it
is capable, possibly, of determining the character of
the discussion, is the opportunity given to the author
of providing a detailed account of his position on a
point of doctrine. Such an opportunity was readily
seized upon by the author, who expounded at length
the subject which was being debated. These
theological responses, thus enlarged, were transformed into veritable monographs; the question which is
the point of departure then appears to arise from the
incident (see below, on Judaeo-Arabic). The exposition of theological ideas, in the form of a monograph,
in response to questions posed to an author, is known
in Syriac sources (for example, in the work of Jacob
of Edessa, late 7th-early 8th century), taking its inspiration, perhaps, from the Greek tradition through
the intermediary of the Byzantines (Cook, op. cit.,
145-6). The most ancient manifestations of this
framework in Christian theological literature written
in Arabic are attested in the collection of Maydmir attributed to the "Melkite" bishop Theodore Abu
Kurra (d. 820, see G. Graf, GCAL, ii, 7-26; I. Dick,
Theodore Abu Kurra, in Proche-Orient Chretien, xii [1962],
209-23, xiii [1963], 114-29). It is appropriate to
observe that the Aramaic mimar (< mimro = memrd)
might well have constituted the antecedent of the
Arabic term makdla (J. Wansbrough, The sectarian

milieu, Oxford 1978, 104-5, where he expresses the
hypothesis of the existence of Christian theological
treatises in Arabic in an earlier period).
Although numerous questions and uncertainties
have been presented, with good reason, in the
epistolary framework, many people have sought, and
have succeeded, through its intermediacy, in preserving prolonged theological discussions owed to those
who were unanimously recognised as authorities on
the subject.
It should be noted that, at a very early stage, in various domains of the religious sciences, the term risdla
was applied to numerous works, lists of which are to
be found in various histories of Arabic literature. It is
worth mentioning, for the sake of example, two of the
most characteristic examples, these being the Risdla of
al-ShaficI (ed. A.M. Shakir, Cairo 1940) and the
Risdla of Ibn Abl Zayd (d. 386/996), a compendium
of Malik! fikh (Sezgin, GAS, i, 478). In philosophy,
the risdla dates back to an early stage of the discipline.
A\-Kmdi,faylasufal-cArab, revealed the best aspects of
his system (and of his scientific work) in the Rasd^il alKindi al-falsafiyya (ed. M. C A. Abu Rlda, Cairo 1950-3,
i-ii). In any event, the resemblance of this work to the
epistolary genre goes beyond the use of the epistolary
formula attested in the introduction and the recourse
to formal dedications (see e.g. the first lines of the
epistle/article on metaphysics dedicated to the son of
al-Muctasim, tr. A. Ivry, Al-Kindi's Metaphysics,
Albany 1974, 55, and notes to p. 115). The same applies to the philosophical works of Abu Bakr al-RazI
(d. ca. 318/930 [q.v.]), wo used the risdla as a vehicle
for his ideas.
During the 3rd/9th century, in philosophy as in
other branches of learning, the epistle became the format habitually chosen by the authors of monographs.
In fact, from the last quarter of the 3rd/9th century
onwards, the equivalent terms risdla and makdla
("discourse, article") signify treatise or monograph.
Hundreds, if not thousands of treatises on the different branches of science (medicine, mathematics,
pharmacology, etc.) opt for this structure. Special
mention should be made of a collection of epistlemonographs, on account of its scale but also on account of its importance, the Rasd^il Ikhwdn al-^afd^
(numerous editions, e.g. 4 vols., Beirut 1957) which
dealt with human knowledge classified into four major
groups (mathematics, logic, natural sciences and
metaphysics) and discussed these systematically in 52
letters. Adopting the form of letters written in the first
person plural, they are addressed to a single addressee, to a single "brother". The format is that of
a personal correspondence maintained with the addressee; also included, especially in the closing
paragraphs, are various kinds of good wishes, advice
regarding morals and other matters. This may be seen
as an attempt to give a personal flavour to these
theoretical discussions.
In this area, a special place belongs to the Andalusian philosopher Ibn Badjdja (d. 579/1183 [q.v.]), who
seems to have displayed a marked predilection for the
genre. His principal treatises are epistles (see Rasd^il
Ibn Bddjdjda al-ildhiyya, Beirut 1968). The abridged
commentaries of Ibn Rushd on the works of Aristotle
(the Epitomes, Ar. Djawdmi0), in most cases bear in the
manuscripts the title rasd^il and the printed compilation of these extracts is intitled Rasd^il Ibn Rushd
(Haydarabad 1947). On the other hand, this philosopher wrote numerous treatises which he called makdlat
(Talkhts al-samdc wa 'l-caldmdt, Fez 1984, 32-4).
The term monograph should not mislead. It has not
always denoted a short work; a risdla can extend over
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several volumes (cf. the Risdla of Ibn Abl Zayd on
Malik! fikh; the Risdlat al-saddka wa 'l-sadtk covers
more than 400 pages; etc.).
Writers of risdlas, not being obliged to observe constraining conventions for fear of being considered at
fault, as was the case with adab, were permitted to give
free rein to their creative spirit and express themselves
with total liberty. Furthermore, a cultural phenomenon comes into being: with the creation of new
genres, in the absence of appropriate terminology, the
work receives the tide of risdla. Thus the original title
of the rihla of Ibn Fadlan is nothing other than Risdlat
Ibn Fadlan (ed. Sam! Dahan, Damascus 1379/1959),
no doubt on account of its unedited nature and the
impossibility of integrating it into one of the conventional literary categories.
Risala and autobiography
A vital aspect of the literary risdla and of the personal letter, namely, its confessional nature, confers
on this type of writing an autobiographical character
which is unusual in classical Arabic texts. Ch. Vial
has rightly stressed this aspect in the four epistles of alDjahiz which he has studied (Quatre essais, 7). Abu
Hayyan al-Tawhfdl seems to have had a marked
predilection for this genre of personal revelation. His
Risdlat al-saddka contain numerous very intimate
passages, of disconcerting candour. To an even
greater extent, in his Risdla fi 'l-culum, which sets out
a classification of sciences, the author unburdens
himself, recounts intimate events, reveals his most
secret thoughts, informs the reader of his beliefs and
takes the reader into his confidence in describing his
states of mind and justifying his behaviour (M. Berge,
Risdla fi }l-culum, in BEO, xviii, 244-6; he does the
same thing at the beginning of the Risdlat al-haydt,
Damascus 1951, 52-4). Any study of ancient
autobiography must take into account the contribution of this thinker. In personal letters, this aspect has
sometimes taken on a surprising intensity. The library
of the University of Leiden possesses the third volume
of the Correspondence of Abu Hilal al-Sabf (ms. Or.,
766, fols. 115a-l 18b). In a letter addressed to his son,
al-Sabl, written at the age of 42, he feels that he is old
and believes that he can detect in his dreams and in
the incidents of daily life premonitions of death. Accordingly, he reviews the balance-sheet of his life, informs his son of the love that he holds for his wives,
his fondness for animals and the bribes that he has
handled; he declares his weariness and gives advice to
his son.
Style
This type of correspondence and exchange of ideas
greatly interested literary circles, stylists and amateur
scholars among the aristocracy, and this led to the
emergence of texts of a high literary standard. In fact,
the very choice style verges on the precocious. The
distilled language, laden with tropes, fine allusions,
plays on words, verbal tricks and metalepses (tawriya),
and is constantly rebarbative and not easily understood. Rhymed prose, almost of necessity, obliges the
stylists to practise what are virtually verbal acrobatics.
In a letter opposing the principle of fasting, al-cAmTd
Abu Abd Allah b. al-Husayn b. Muhammad employs
rhymed periods of such precise equality that the editor
of the Yatima mistakes them for poetry and sets out the
lines accordingly (al-ThacalibI, Yatimat al-dahr, ed.
Cairo, iii, 8). A similar process is evident in Byzantine
culture (Hunger, 206). Such style, described by
Karlsson as "ceremonial", can appear irritating.
This cult of the form can only be understood in the
light of the triumph of bad?; in the cultural environment, this means accepting the notion that educated
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literature submits of its own accord to a form of expression considered noble.
Undoubtedly, alongside such literary letters, there
always existed letters of no literary pretension. These
functional missives paid little regard to form; they
were written in every-day language and discarded by
the addressee once they have been read and their contents noted. In the opinion of scholars, such letters
were not worth preserving. Having no literary merit,
they were not considered "true" letters. Only a few
score of them, written on papyrus, have survived, and
these have been published by Y. Ragheb (Marchands
d'etoffes du Fayyoum d'apres leurs archives (Actes et lettres),
i-iii, Cairo 1982-92). A vast gulf separates these brief
texts, adopting the language of the vernacular, from
the letters of scholars written in the purest literary
Arabic.
III. THE STYLISTS
The extravagant elegance of style demands an unsurpassed mastery of the language. Gaining the status
of an accredited epistolographer was the outcome of a
long apprenticeship. The aspirant was obliged as a
first step to familiarise himself with the most successful compositions of his predecessors (rasd^il almutakaddimin), with archaic poems, chronicles,
biographies of eminent persons and amusing anecdotes, all of this leading to an enrichment and diversification of language. It was also necessary to study
the makdmdt, the discourses and debates of the Ancients, the macdniof the cadjam, the maxims of the Persians (Diya3 al-Dln Ibn al-Athlr, al-Mathal al-sd^ir fi
adab al-kdtib wa 'l-shdcir, Beirut 1411/1990, i, 87-148).
Furthermore, the fact that their writings were read in
public and their letters passed from hand to hand to
be copied and annotated (Yakut, Irshdd, v, 329, 351,
vi, 67-8), gave them a prominent position in society.
It may be supposed that whole generations of preparation and training were required to produce the most
illustrious of the stylists. The epistolary art underwent
a process identical to that of poetry in the training of
artists. The diwdns of poets are matched by the diwdns
of mutarassils (Ibn al-Nadfm, Fihrist, Cairo n.d., 244,
gives a list of 70 collections of letters attributed to
epistolographers of the 2nd-3rd/8th-9th centuries.
Through the good offices of Ibn al-Nadlm and his
systematic approach, it is possible to trace the various
stages, often spread over many decades, necessary to
train a major stylist.
A good example is the family of the Banu Wahb, a
veritable dynasty of mutarassils; its members were the
descendents of Kanan b. Matta, the eponymous
ancestor. Immediately after the conquest of Syria, he
held the post ofkdtib in the service of Yazfd b. Abf Sufyan; when he was appointed governor of Syria,
Mucawiya retained him in the same post. He was "inherited" by Yazid b. Mu c awiya, and died during the
latter's caliphate. His son Kays replaced him in his
post, which he retained under cAbd al-Malik and
Hisham. His grandson, al-Husayn b. Kays b. Kanan
b. Matta, kept the same functions. He seems to have
led an eventful life; after the assassination of Marwan
II, he found a patron in Ibn Hubayra, then entered
the service of al-Mansur and of his son al-Mahdl. The
great-grandson, cAmr b. al-Husayn b. Kays, followed
the same course, subsequently serving Khalid b. Barmak. The fifth and sixth representatives, Sacld b.
c
Amr b. al-Husayn and Wahb b. Sacld b. c Amr b. alHusayn served the Barmakids until their disgrace,
subsequently supervising the correspondence of
Hasan b. Sahl. The seventh link in the chain,
Sulayman b. Wahb b. Sacld b. cAmr b. al-Husayn,
enjoyed the status of a great stylist; in turn, starting
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at the age of 14 years, he supervised the correspondence of al-MaDmun, of Aytakh and of Ashnas
before becoming the vizier of al-Muctamid. His letters
were compiled in a diwdn. His brother, al-Hasan b.
Wahb b. Sacid b. c Amr b. al-Husayn b. Kays b.
Kanan b. Matta, voluntarily chose a literary career;
in addition to his merit as mutarassil, he was considered an excellent poet. In addition, his letters were
judged to be of superior quality and worthy of compilation in a diwdn (Fihrist, 177). This text provides a
fascinating slice of history; veritable dynasties of
stylists, experienced in the affairs of state, retaining
their posts in spite of major changes and vicissitudes
affecting the world of Islam. On the strictly literary
level, this continuity encouraged the development of
stable literary forms in the composition of letters. Furthermore, seven generations had to elapse before
members of these families were enabled to compose
collections of risdlas. At the same time, it is possible to
sense the genuine appreciation and respect felt by
society towards the risdla.
IV. THE RISALA AND SOCIETY
In cAbbasid society, just as in ancient society (Constable, 11), letters were intended to be read by more
than one person. The stylist was aware of this even
before writing, and it was for this reason that he
aspired to elegance rather than spontaneity and drew
both the basis and the form of his letters from established formulae. Even an administrative letter should
be composed according to artistic and literary criteria;
in society's view, it belonged to the domain of the fine
arts, and accordingly, the kdtib was considered above
all an artist (al-cAskan, K. al-Sind^atayn, Cairo
1372/1952, 69; al-Kalkashandi, Subh al-acshd, ii, 327).
At the same time, the people of that period tended
to confuse the risdla genre with its practical and
utilitarian functions. In their view, the epistolary art
was a means of addressing the most important aspects
of mediaeval Islamic society, such as the levying of
land tax (kharddf), the fortification of frontier zones
and the colonisation of distant regions; the kdtib was
called upon to soothe discord, to exhort to ajihdd, to
engage in controversy with a particular sect and to
congratulate the recipient of an honour or to offer
condolences in the event of misfortune (Arazi, Une
epitre sur les genres litteraires, 490 and n. 64, 503).
Moreover, this was an idle and frequently bored
society which looked to the letter as a means of distraction. Once a letter was received, and after numerous
readings, the addressee invited his friends to a session
at which the letter was read and re-read (Madjmuc
rasd^il wa-makdmdt, ms. B.N. Paris, arabe 3923, fols.
60b-61a; al-ThacalibI, Yatima, iii, 312), and especially
eloquent passages were admired (Yakut, Irshdd, v,
351; on reception of a letter from Ibn al-cAmid, the
meeting held to hear it resembled a veritable madjlis,
complete with drinks and selected delicacies).
Such public reading was closely matched by the
ceremonial of Byzantine letters. In fact, in Islamic territory, the practice was treated with rather less intensity. The Byzantine stylists of the middle and late
period, such as Libanius, Synesius, Psellus and
Nicephorus Gregorias, regarded the spectacle as a
theatron, and the listeners as an audience (H. Hunger,
Die Hochsprachliche profane Literatur der Byzantiner. I.
Philosophic, Rhetorik, Epistolographie, Geschichtsschreibung, Geographic, Munich 1978, 210-11).
V. THE LETTERS
Various classifications have been suggested by
modern theorists of the letter. Hunger proposes a
distinction between the private letter; the literary letter (Hunger, 204); the didactic letter (Hunger, 205);

the cliche letter (Klischeebrief), where all the correspondence is constructed according to accepted
models dealing with immutable subjects; literary
private letters (literarischer Privatbriefe), a median way
between private and literary letters; and, finally, letters without any literary pretension (Hunger, 206,
212).
Constable, after discussing various methods of
classification, suggests the adoption of that of the Ancients, to avoid the risks of casting aspersions on the
ancient letter in all its variety (G. Constable, Letters
and letter-collections, in Typologie des sources du Moyen-Age
occidental, fasc. 17, Turnhout 1976, 25). This is a
suitable method. For the classical Arabic risdla, there
is a need to distinguish between ikhwdniyya and
diwdniyya in accordance with the ancient treatises; it is
also necessary to study the monograph-ma/a, which
has not been studied by the above-mentioned critics,
not being correspondence in the strict sense of the
word.
The Risala ikhwaniyya
The term derives from ikhwdn "friends" and is correspondence between two friends. The exclusive subject of these letters is deep affection. It is a substitute
for the absent friend; a friend who is in fact far away
is evoked with nostalgia and the writer pines for him
(Safwat, iii, 114-5, a letter of Ghassan b. Hamid, the
kdtib of Djacfar b. Sulayman, period of al-Mansur;
Rasd^il al-Sdbi wa 'l-Sharif al-Rafi, 104, 108-9, 112;
Abu Bakr al-Khwarazmi, Rasd^il, 26, 39, 42, 70, 812). The number of such notes written in this period is
quite considerable. These protestations of friendship
constitute the basis of the ceremonial of the letter, the
conventional obstacle which needs to be overcome for
the interpretation of the majority of these texts. These
ma/as evoke the minor events of daily life: congratulations on the birth of a son ($afwat, iii, 57, Ibn alMukaffa c ; Yatima, iv, 190, Badi* al-Zaman alHamadhani), on the occasion of a marriage ($afwat,
iii, 120-1), accompanying a gift (al-KhwarazmI,
Rasd^il, 51-2), declarations of welcome (Yatima, iv,
192), an invitation (istizdra, Yatima, iii, 80-3) and condolences (Yatima, iv, 191; $afwat, iii, 122-4,
numerous cases).
The most important question involves the precise
meaning of ikhwdniyya. Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidl
deserves the credit for providing a contemplation in
depth of the issue, the Risdlat al-saddka wa 'l-sadtk (ed.
Ibrahim Kaylani, Damascus 1964). As in the majority
of risdlas, the analysis is systematic and the treatment
of the subject carefully constructed. The concept of
friendship seems to have been directly influenced by
numerous factors, such as Greek thought, ambient
cultures, Bedouin qualities, Islam and the current
social situation. The leitmotif of the ikhwdniyyat may be
defined by means of the following phrase: the attitude
towards a friend is like the attitude towards oneself,
the friend being an alternative self. The stylists proclaimed this in their letters, as did al-Tawhidi in his
treatise (he said that he was quoting the opinions of
the Greeks). No doubt he was referring to the translation of Aristotle's Nichomachaean ethics (in which books
viii and ix deal with friendship) by Ishak b. Hunayn,
the K. al-Akhldk, which was universally known (M.
Berge, Une anthologie sur I'amitie d'Abu Hayyan alTawhidi, in BEO, xvi [1961], 15-59).
However, all these prolific letter-writers were obliged to face a contradiction inherent in the letter considered as an illustration of friendship. According to
Aristotle, the vital first condition of friendship is the
fact of living in close proximity: "if distance does not
destroy friendship utterly, it puts an end to its free
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exercise. If an absence is prolonged, it makes a man
forget his friendships" (tr. G. Karlsson, Ceremonial et
ideologic dans I'epistolographie byzantine, Uppsala 1962,
22). In such a situation, according to the Arab letterwriters, the letter can represent the absent friend,
giving the illusion of presence and preserving friendship, on condition that the memory of the friend is
kept constantly alive; it is the shdhid al-ikhd^ (testimony
of friendship) in the words of a stylist of the early
c
Abbasid period (Safwat, iii, 136; al-KhwarazmI,
Rasd^il, 39, 42, 63, 67, 81; Madjjnu' rasd^il wamakdmdt, B.N., arabe 3923, fol. 55b; the letter
replaces the absent friend and the reading of it, his
conversation).
Obviously, it is necessary to treat with caution this
idealised conception of friendship. Cicero's De
amicitia, the most wide-ranging treatise on friendship
written in the Roman world (Constable, 32), elevates
friendship to the status of a cult; however, it is based
on mutual aid. P.A. Brunt has shown that sincere
belief in this sentiment was accompanied by a cliquish
spirit, with friends exchanging political, economic
and personal services (Amicitia in the Late Roman
Republic, in Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society, clxxxvi [1965], 4-6). This self-serving aspect constitutes an integral part of the ikhwdniyya; requests are
made for help, money, a title, etc. The stylist appears
in this context in the guise of a shameless petitioner
(Safwat, iii, 61, Ibnal-Mukaffa c ; Kashfal-ma^dniwa 'lbaydn <an rasd^il Badi* al-Zamdn, Beirut 1890, 372-3,
431-2, 511).
The Arab ars dictaminis are not concerned with providing a list of the themes most frequently addressed
by the ikhwdniyydt; they confine themselves to mentioning tahdni (felicitations), ta^dzi (condolences) and
tahddi wa-muldtafdt (mutual exchange of gifts and acts
of benevolence). It is not until the time of alKalkashandi (d. 821/1418) that a detailed list of
themes is obtained. Those mentioned are: al-shafdcdt
(intercessions), al-cindydt (expressions of solicitude),
al-tashawwuk (nostalgia), al-istizdra (invitation),
al-mawadda (friendship), iftitdh al-mukdtaba (the beginnings of intercourse conducted by correspondence),
Khitbat al-nisd^ (request for marriage), al-istirda? wa Yisti^tdf (efforts to please and to arouse goodwill), ali^tizdr (excuses), al-shakwd (complaint), istimdhat alhawd^idi (request for the fulfilment of one's needs), alshukr (gratitude), al-citdb (disapproval), al-Hydda
(visiting the sick), al-su^dl can hdl al-marid (request for
news of a sick persion), al-dhamm (lecturing), al-ikhbdr
(announcement) and mudd^aba (pleasantry) (Subh, viii,
126).
The risala diwaniyya
This owes its name to the term diwdn al-inshd^ (Correspondence Bureau). Later, it was called al-risdla alinshd^iyya, Evidently, this applies to official prose. It
should be stressed that this correspondence differs
fundamentally from the modern administrative letter,
a very carefully considered text, documents in which
every term is weighed and pondered. The diwdniyyas
belonged as much to the tradition of eloquent
discourse as to that of administrative prose. In this
respect, the works—and works is indeed the correct
term—of Ahmad b. Yusuf al-Katib, of Ibrahim b.
Hilal al-Sabl, of Ibn al-cAm!d, of al-Sahib b. cAbbad,
and to a lesser degree, those of Ibn Nubata and alKadl al-Fadil, attained and continued to attain the
status of texts belonging to the domain of the fine arts,
much appreciated by scholars (Yatima, iii, 10-12; Safwat, iv, 262, 364-5). Two lists citing the themes addressed by these letters are currently extant, that of
Ibn al-Nadlm (Fihrist, 183) which includes 30 titles
and that of al-Kalkashandl (Subh, i, 244-356), which
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comprises 22 titles, giving an impression of the wide
variety of subjects. On the other hand, the existence
of these lists threatened to classify the stylists in these
categories and thus to constitute a classicism in the
diwdniyyas. Finally, the best specimens were preserved
in the diwdn to serve as normative models. The stylist
acted in the capacity of a memorialist, evoking, in his
risdlas, events and dealing with subjects neglected by
ancient historiography. Furthermore, letters written
in the name of the sovereign were intended to be read
in public, and to be discussed and debated by a
knowledgeable public. An enormous range of
knowledge was required. At a very early stage, from
the 3rd/9th century onward, voices were heard to lament the ignorance of these "pillars of the state" (G.
Lecomte, L'introduction au Kitdb adab al-kdtib, in
Melanges Louis Massignon, Damascus 1957, iii, 45-63).
In order to remedy this state of affairs and to put
suitable tools at the disposal of stylists, ars dictaminis
were compiled for their use, treatises in which advice
was accompanied by model letters. These were essentially manuals, which never aspired to poetry. The
authors confined themselves to mentioning formulas
for opening and closing, some general advice regarding the necessity of brevity, of adapting the style to the
nature of the addressee, the use of poetry and the need
to abstain from poetry in letters addressed to princes.
Another section included practical advise concerning
ink, pens, dimensions of the page, etc. The manual
concluded with the mention of the most characteristic
fusul (or sections) of the official letter, such as sudur
(openings), tahmiddt(doxo\ogy), etc.; model letters are
cited in the collections.
In fact, this situation persisted until the 5th/llth
century: anthologies, such as al-manzum wa 'l-manthur
of Ibn Abl Tahir Tayfur (d. 280/893), constitute the
best proof of this. The theoretical section is somewhat
thin in his work, but he cites fusul and model letters;
this was undeniably a major asset for a kdtib in search
of a tahmid, for example. In a later period, from the
mid-5th/llth century, with CA1I b. Khalaf (d.
455/1063), the author of the Mawadd al-baydn (analysis
of this work has been undertaken by S. al-Droubi, A
Critical edition of and study on Ibn Fadl Allah's manual of
secretaryship..., Mu'ta 1413/1992, 64-5), a degree of
specialisation emerges. Collections of stylised pieces
offer models drafted by functionaries of the past or of
the present regarded as consumate specialists or
stylists. On the other hand, manuals of formularies
and instructions came into being (R. Vesely, in the introduction to Ibn Nazir al-Djaysh, Tathkif al-ta^rif,
Cairo 1987, pp. i-iv). An exhaustive list of the ars dictaminis has been established, with a brief summary, by
al-Droubi (ibid., 60-79, section on The genre of secretarial
manuals down to al-cUmart's time).
The formulae employed are very old and date back,
for the most part, to the second half of the lst/7th century, since they are attested in the papyri of Kurra b.
Shank [#.#•], governor of Egypt in 90/709; people
used, in effect, as 31 formulas, expressions which were
dignified by usage, which means that they were wellrespected in an even earlier period. The opening comprises the basmala, a very brief tahmid (fa-inni ahmadu
Alldha 'l-ladhi Id ildh Hid huwa "I praise God, there is
no other god but He"), a formula of transition ammd
bacdu ("this is the gist of the subject"). The formula
of salutation (wa 'l-saldmu ^aldman ittabaca 'l-hudd"and
greetings to those who follow the way of truth") closes
the letter. The two last lines bear the name of the
scribe and the date (C.H. Becker, Papyri Schott
Reinhardt, i, Heidelberg 1906, 92-4, letter 10).
VI. RISALA AND MAKAMA
From the second half of the 5th/llth century, after
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the publication of the Makdmat of al-Hariri, numerous
sources of the time confuse risdla and makdma, Ibn
Hamdun (d. 495/1102), in vol. vi of the Tadhkira, that
devoted to the epistolary genre (al-mukdtabdt wa 7rasd^il), entitles a section of the book Min rasd^il Abi 7Fadl Ahmad b. al-Husayn al-Hamadhdm 'l-ma^ruf b. Bad?*
al-Zamdn al-HamadhdnT 'l-musammdt bi 'l-makdmdt
"(Choice) of the letters of Abu Fadl Ahmad b. alHusayn al-Hamadhani, known by the name of Bad^
al-Zaman al-HamadhanT, which are called almakdmdt" (ms. Reisiilkiittab Mustafa Efendi, no. 770,
fol. lOlb, 11. 10-12). In the 6th/12th century, this
equivalence between the genres is attested on
numerous occasions in the texts (numerous attestations have been gathered together by H. cAbbas, Fann
al-makdmafi 'l-karn al-sddis, Cairo 1986, 86, 97, 98-9,
120, 249, 320). Al-ZamakhsharT confuses makdla and
makdma
(Murtada
al-ShlrazT,
al-Zamakhshan
lughawiyyan wa-mujassiran, Cairo 1977, 251). This
tendency persisted in the manuscript of seven risdlas of
al-Suyuti copied in the 18th century; al-Risdla alsundusiyya bears the following title, Risdlat al-makdma
al-sundusiyya fi 'l-nisba al-mustafawiyya (cf. Hadjdji
Khalifa, 1875, makdmdt al-Suyuti wa-hiya tiscun waishrun risdla1?n}.
It is evident that what is encountered here is a
cultural process which deserves study. As a result of
the work of De la Granja (Makdma y risdlas andaluzas,
Madrid 1976, pp. xi-xiii), the various stages of this
evolution can be traced. At the outset, the risdla, written in an artistic prose which had no well-established
canons in the early stages, supplied the precious
primal material from which the first writers of the
makama derived their ideas. Here, as in the risdla,
rhetoric and lexicography were pressed into the service of this original and entertaining creation. In the
second half of the 5th/llth century, al-Hariri contributed to the launching of the makdma in new directions, with the appearance of the didactic makdma. The
ingenious and eloquent beggar leaves the stage, to be
replaced by medical, geographical, mystical and
linguistic opuscules, in other words, risdlas. The
distinction between the two genres no longer had any
reason to exist, and this is why they were assimilated
to each other.
However, a converse process seems to have come
into play here. Certain risdlas, on account of their lofty
literary qualities, were considered to be makdmas.
Thus Ibn Sina, who seems to have shown an inclination towards artistic and rhythmic prose, composed
numerous rasd^il and poems (see Tis^ rasd^ilfi 'l-hikma
wa 'l-tabftyydt, Cairo 1908). The most interesting is
that which borrows the methods of allegory, sc. Hayy
b. Yakzdn. Rather than a risdla, as is specified by the
title, this is in fact a makdma. A century later, the Andalusian philosopher Abu Bakr b. al-Tufayl [q.v.]
composed a philosophical novel bearing the same title,
even though the objects of the two works are different.
Abraham b. c Ezra (mid-12th century) composed an
imitation of the allegory of Ibn Sina. In the introduction, written in Judaeo-Arabic, the mediaeval editor
of the Diwdn (ms. Berlin, 186, section intitled al-nathr
al-masdju^ describes the letter as risdla, whereas the
fragment of the same work preserved in the Geniza is
intitled makdma (Cambridge T-S K. 16-70; see also the
critical edition of Israel Levin, Tel Aviv 1983).
VII. THE RISALA IN JUDAEO-ARABIC
Quite naturally, letters in Judaeo-Arabic are
similar in all respects to those composed in the mother
culture. The Geniza of Cairo has preserved a large
number of letters, differing considerably in style and
in content. Qualitatively and quantitatively, these

documents constitute a unique phenomenon in the
annals of mediaeval Arab culture. However, on account of their Jewish provenance, they contained a
considerable number of Hebrew terms, formulas and
phrases. This applies principally to the polite formulae of opening the letter, to the glorification of
God, to eulogies (tahmiddt) reserved for the addressee.
Sometimes they adopt a precious style, an artistic
Hebraic prose, often rhymed. Evidently, here also a
close relationship existed between the style of the letter
and the status of the writer and of the addressee, in the
family and in society. In Judaeo-Arabic, the correspondence between local dignitaries and the communal functionaries belonging to institutions enjoying
an "ecumenical" status has been preserved (M.
Cohen, Correspondence and social control in the Jewish communities of the Islamic world: a letter of the Nagid Joshua
Maimonides, in Jewish History Quarterly, i/2 [1986], 3948; S.D. Goitein, A Mediterranean society, Berkeley and
Los Angeles 1988, v, 422-4, see also i, 1967, 11-12).
The development of artistic style in letters written in
Judaeo-Arabic directly influenced the development
of Hebraic prose among the Jewish writers of Christian Europe. Some highly significant examples are to
be found in the letters written in Hebrew by Judah
Ha-Levi (early decades of the 12th century, letters
written from Lucena and from Narbonne published in
his Diwdn, ed. H. Brody, Berlin 1893, i, letter 4; see
also Goitein, op. cit., v, 463-6, on the Arabic letters of
Ha-Levi). The letters, emanating from the offices of
certain senior rabbinical authorities, identical to the
diwdniyyas, reflect a little the personal style of the
scribes, but to a greater extent the style of the dtwdns
of correspondence, the fruit of numerous decades of
maturation; a good example is provided by the letters
featuring in the edition of S. Assaf, A collection of letters
by Samuel b. cEli, Jerusalem 1930 (in Hebrew). These
pieces, emanating from the offices of the Gaon (the
Talmudic Academy) of Baghdad, are written in a very
precious and ornate Judaeo-Arabic and are in no
respect inferior to the letters of the cAbbasid
chancellery. Some, those addressed to East Kurdistan
and to Persia, are written exclusively in Hebrew.
The poetry of the Judaeo-Arabic risdla does not differ in any respect from that of its Arabic parent; furthermore, the evolution of the two followed an identical course. It is thus that monograph-letters are
attested in various branches of the culture of the Jews
of the East; religious and scientific disciplines tally for
the most part (M. Steinschneider, Arabische Literatur
derjuden, index of Arabic titles, s.v. makdla, risdla). In
the following lines, the principal aspects will be
reviewed but only the cases which present special interest being examined.
One of the most ancient examples of the JudaeoArabic risdla is a treatise comparing Hebrew, Aramaic
and Arabic attributed to Judah b. Kuraysh of Tahart
(Morocco, d. ca. 900; ed. D. Becker, Tel Aviv 1984).
This work was addressed to the community of Fez,
which had abandoned the custom of reciting the
Aramaic translation of the Pentateuch (Targum). Still
in the linguistic context, another monograph was intitled risdla by its author; this is the Risdlat al-Tanbih by
Ibn Djanah (Spain, first half of the llth century, ed.
J. and H. Derenbourg, Paris 1880).
Maimonides (1138-1205) composed numerous
risdlas and makdlas in response to the questions and requests of the faithful. A large proportion of his work
reflects the pre-occupations of an extremely gifted
stylist, who was also an original thinker. This eminent
authority on matters of religious law revealed his
opinions on the problems and precepts of faith in
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meticulously-crafted risalas. Thus his philosophical
work, Daldlat al-hd^irm, the well-known Guide to the
perplexed, is described, in numerous passages of the
book, as a makdla, in other words, as a letter. Furthermore, the prologue contains a personal letter addressed to his favourite disciple Joseph b. Judah (ed.
Joel, 1931, 1; see also The guide of the perplexed, tr. S.
Pines, 1963, 3-4). Some of these letters were written
in Arabic, others in Judeao-Arabic, in accordance
with the language of the addressee. The majority
represent the type of enlarged responsa in which the
author deals with problems in depth and beyond immediate circumstances. The best illustration of the
profundity of his essays is supplied by The Yemenite
epistle (ed. A.S. Halkin, the text of the medieval
Hebrew tr.; English tr. B. Cohen, New York 1952),
which was addressed to the Jews of the Yemen; it
seems to have been motivated by serious incidents
which had afflicted the community, in particular the
appearance of a false Messiah; he deals in it with a
number of problems, including that of prophecy and
that of the status of the prophet Muhammad in particular. The risdla contains a long prologue written in
very ornate Hebrew rhymed prose. There is no doubt
that, deriving from the genre, it conforms to the pattern of the Arabic epistle; on the other hand, it maintains in a direct line the traditional attitude of Jewish
letters, stipulating that Hebrew alone is the language
of poetry.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Ahmad ZakI Safwat, Djamharat ashlar al^Arab fi 'l-^usur al-^arabiyya al-zdhira, Cairo 13567,71937-8; M. Kurd CA1I, Rasd>il al-bulaghd\
Damascus 1370/1950; idem, Umard^ al-baydn al^arabi, Cairo 1367/1948; al-Djahiz, Rasd>il, ed.
Harun, Cairo 1399/1979; al-Sahib Ibn c Abbad,
Rasd^il, Cairo 1366/1947; al-Sabi, RasdW, Bacabda
1898. On m o d e r n t h e o r i e s a b o u t the l e t t e r :
Karlsson; Hunger; Constable; Leclercq, Le genre
epistolaire au Moyen Age, in Revue du M.A. latin, ii
(1946), 63-78; idem, L'amitie dans les lettres du Moyen
Age, in ibid., i (1945), 391-410. For the s t u d y of
the poetical h i s t o r y of the genre: Ibn alNadim, Fihrist, 168-244 (indispensable); W. Marcais, Les origines de la prose litteraire arabe, in R. Afr.,
cccxxx/1 (1927), 1-15; C.E. Bosworth, A maqama
on secretaryship: al-Qalqashandi's al-Kawakib aldurriyya fi manaqib al-badriyya, in BSOAS, xvii
(1964), 291-8; S.A. Bonebakker, A Fdtimid manual
for secretaries, in AIUON, xvii (1977), 5-59; J.H.
Escovitz, Vocational patterns of the scribes of the Mamluk
chancery, in Arabica, xxiii (1976), 42-62; H. Nassar,
Nash^at al-kitdba al-fanniyya, Cairo 1966; M. Nablh
Hidjab, Baldghat al-kuttdb fi 'l-^asr al-^abbdsi, Cairo
1385/1965; HusnT Na c isa, al-Kitdba al-fanniyya f t
mashrik al-dawla al-isldmiyya fi 'l-karn al-thdlith alhidjri, Beirut 1398/1978; Shawkl Dayf, al-Fann wamadhdhibuhu fi 'l-nathr al-^arabi, Cairo 1960; AdunTs,
C
A1I Ahmad SacTd, al-Thdbit wa 'l-mutahawwil, iii,
Beirut 1983, 21-33.
(A. ARAZI and H. BEN-SHAMMAY)
2. In P e r s i a n .
Risdlas, or short treatises, composed in Persian, are
numerous and varied. The majority of them may be
classified under the following headings.
Religion. Among these, epistles connected with
Sufism are perhaps the most numerous. One of the
earliest authors of such writings was Kh w adja cAbd
Allah Ansarl (396-481/1006-89 [ q . v . ] ) , said to have
composed the first risalas of their kind in rhymed prose. His treatises with a Sufi message include DU u ajdn
"Heart and soul", Kanz al-sdlikin "Provisions of the
travellers", Kalandar-ndma "Book of the mendicant"
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and Mahabbat-ndma "Book of love". These writings,
partly ethical, partly mystical, are distinguished by a
mingling of prose and verse—a feature in which the
author's pioneering efforts influenced many later
writers.
A well-known treatise belonging to the early
6th/12th century is Ahmad al-GhazalT's [q.v.] Risdlat
al-sawdnihfi 'l-^ishk "Treatise on ideas of love". The
author was the younger brother of the famous ethical
theologian Abu Hamid Muhammad Ghazali (d.
505/1111 [q.v.]). His work comprises 75 short
chapters and seeks to give a Sufi interpretation of the
concept of love, lover and beloved. Its philosophical
meaning is couched in a metaphorical language, and,
like the works of cAbd Allah Ansari cited above, it also
uses the device of inserting short poems in its prose
narrative. He was also the author of a R. al-tuyur "T.
on the birds", the theme of which constitutes a probable source of Farld al-Dln c Attar's (d. 627/1299
[q. v.]) allegorical poem Mantik al-tayr.
A number of risalas were produced by individuals
who were prominent in the Sufi orders which emerged
in Islam after the 6th-7th/12th-13th century. The
founder of the Kubrawi order, Shaykh Nadjm al-Dln
Kubra (540-618/1145-1221 [q.v.]), was a prolific
writer whose output included both Arabic and Persian
works. In his epistle al-Sd^ir al-hd^ir "The bewildered
traveller", the author outlines ten conditions for the
novice to reach his goal. Nadjm al-Dln Kubra wrote
this Persian treatise in response to a request by those
of his disciples who were unacquainted with Arabic.
A disciple of Nadjm al-Dln Kubra was the noted
Sufi mystic and writer Nadjm al-Dln Razi "Daya"
(d. 654/1256). His famous R.-yi cishk u <akl "T. on
love and intellect", also named as R.-yi mi^ydr al-sidk
fi misddk al-cishk "T. on the touchstone of truth to
verify love", was written in answer to a question by
one of the author's friends; it attempts to enquire into
the relationship between love and reason, and shows
a tendency towards philosophising.
Another prominent disciple of Nadjm al-Dln Kubra
was Sayf al-Dln Bakharzl (d. 659/1261), who continued to teach his master's way in Transoxiana after
the latter's violent death at the hands of the Mongols.
Primarily a poet known for his rubd^ts, he was also the
author of a prose R. -yi ^ishk "T. on love", which deals
with an idealised view of human emotion and its psychological significance.
There are many risalas ascribed to Mir Sayyid CA1T
Hamadam (713-86/1314-85), through whom the
Kubrawl order gained a foothold in Kashmir. Included in his works are the R.-yi mandmiyya "T. on
dreams", R.-yi wuajudiyya "T. on existence", R.-yi
dhikriyya "T. on dhikr\ R.-yi cakabdt "T. on difficult
paths" and R.-yi darwishiyya "T. on poverty".
Among the leaders of the Nakshbandl order, c Abd
al-Khalik Ghudjdawam (d. 617/1220) was the author
of the R.-yi sdhibiyya "T. of the master", a manual
describing the Sufi stages advocated by his spiritual
guide, Abu Ya c kub Yusuf b. Ayyub HamadanT (d.
535/1140). An important member of cAbd al-Khalik
Ghudjdawam's chain of succession (silsila) was Baha°
al-Dln Nakshband (d. 791/1389 [q.v.]), whose disciple, Kh w adja Abu Nasr Parsa (756-822/1355-1420),
composed two major treatises on Sufism, R.-yi kudsiyya "T. on sanctity" and R.-yi kashfiyya "T. on
revelation", both works presenting a Nakshbandl
view of Sufi thought. The first, based upon Baha° alDin Nakshband's lecture sessions, discusses twelve
topics concerning Sufi theory and practice; the second
tries to explore the mystical states of inspiration, intuition and illumination.
The founder of the Ni c mat Allah! order, Shah
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Ni c mat Allah Wall (730-834/1330-1431 [see NI C MATALLAHIYYA]), was a prolific writer who contributed
greatly to the exposition of $ufism through his commentaries and interpretations. He is said to have produced over 500 works, of which an important number
have survived. Some of his treatises are: the R.-yi
suluk "T. on the Sufi pilgrimage", R.-yi tawhid "T.
on the unity of God", Nasihat-ndma "The book of
counsels", R.-yi nuriyya "T. on light", R.-yi ma^drif
"T. on knowledge", R.-yi tawwakkul "T. on the trust
in God", R.-yi ruhiyya "T. on the soul", R.-yi khalwat
"T. on retreat", R.-yi ilhdmdt "T. on divine revelations" and R.-yi rumuz "T. on mysteries".
An extreme offshoot of Sufism was the Hurufi or
"Literalist" school which emerged in Persia in the
8th/14th century [see HURUFIYYA]. Its founder was
Fadl Allah Astarabadl (martyred in ? 796/1394), to
whom Sacld Nafisi ascribed the work named R. dar
usul-i Hurufiyya "T. on the Hurufi doctrine" (Tdnkh-i
nazm u nathr dar Iran, ii, 791-2).
Sufi literature was enriched by the risdlas of some
well-known literary figures such as the 7th/13thcentury poet and mystic, Fakhr al-Dln c lrakl (d.
688/1289 [q. v. ]), famed for his major work on Sufism,
the Lama^dt "Flashes". Apart from this work, he
wrote a small risdla concerning Sufi terminology and
its symbolical meaning. The terms are arranged in
three sections according to their association: the first
section comprises the terms connected either with the
beloved or the lover; the second contains names common to both the lover and the beloved; and the third
consists of words identified more specifically with the
lover and his mental states.
To c lrakl's illustrious contemporary SacdT (d.
695/1295-6 [q.v. ]) belong six risdlas, two of which bear
the impress of Sufi thought. The first, entitled *~Akl u
c
ishk "Intellect and love", was written in response to
a question asked by a certain Sacd al-Din, and deals
with the concept of attaining mystical knowledge of
the Divine through emotion rather than by reason. It
resembles the Gulistdn in its style, and is written in a
simple language. The second is named Madjdlis-i
pandjgdna "Five sessions"; it contains five sermons
modelled after the discourses delivered by religious
preachers and Sufi divines in their services.
Mahmud Shabistari (d. 720/1320-1 [q.v.]), the
author of the famous mathnawi on Sufi doctrine
Gulshan-i rdz "Rose-garden of secrets", is credited
with three prose writings, one of which is the R.-yi
hakk al-yakin "T. on certain truth", dealing with Sufi
theosophy. It contains eight chapters whose headings
are mentioned by E.G. Browne in his account of the
author (LHP, iii, 149-50). The work has been likened
to Iraki's Lama^dt, but is inferior in merit (see
Arberry, Classical Persian literature, 303).
The poet Kasim Anwar (d. 837/1433-4), who was
a major influence on the Sufi movement of his time,
was the author of two risdlas reflecting his mystical
leanings, the R.-yi su^dl u djawdb "T. with questions
and answers", an exchange on the topic of good and
evil, and R. dar baydn-i cilm "T. explaining
knowledge". Serious questions have been raised regarding the views of the author. He was suspected,
during his lifetime, of complicity in the attempted
assassination of Tlmur's son, Shah Rukh [q.v.], by a
Hurufi fanatic. More recently, it has been suggested
that his poetry betrays Hurufi tendencies although his
writings show that he belonged to the mainstream of
Sufi thought.
The philosophical aspect of Sufism finds a vivid
evidence in the risdlas of Sa°in al-Dln Turka (d. ca.
836/1432), in whom the roles of the mystic and philos-

opher tend to coalesce. Like Kasim Anwar, who was
his contemporary, he was subjected to the allegation
of being indirectly involved in the murder attempt on
Shah Rukh. His numerous writings in Arabic and
Persian embrace a variety of mystical, theological and
philosophical subjects, and include R.-yi asrdr-i saldt
"T. on the secrets of prayer", a work interpreting the
fundamentals of Muslim worship from a Sufi perspective; R.-yi shakk al-kamar wa sd^at "T. on the splitting
of the moon and the hour", on the Kur3anic verse
"The hour drew nigh and the moon was rent in two"
(LIV, 1); R.-yi daw^ al-Lama^dt "T. on the lustre of
the Flashes", a commentary on c lraki's work Lama^dt;
R. dar baydn-i macni-yi cirfdm-yi cilm-i sarfllT. explaining the gnostic meanings in morphology", on the
relationship between mysticism and language; and
R.-yi harf (EL. Add. 23,983) "T. on the letters", sc.
on the letters of the Arabic alphabet and their esoteric
meanings.
Among the Persian treatises on Sufism composed in
India, mention may be made of the R.-yi hakk-numd
"T. on the guide to truth", by Dara Shikuh (102468/1615-58 [q.v.]), the eldest son of Emperor Shah
Djahan (r. 1037-70/1627-59 [q.v.}}. Dara Shikuh was
the author of several works devoted to a synthesis of
Hindu and Muslim thought, a movement initiated by
his great-grandfather Akbar (r. 963-1014/1556-1605
[q.v.}}. The R.-yi hakk-numd, completed in 1055/16456, comprises six parts dealing with the following
topics: (1) world of humanity; (2) world of intelligible
substances; (3) world of power; (4) world of divinity;
(5) identification of the Lord of lords; and (6) unicity
of being.
In addition to Sufism, orthodox theology forms the
subject-matter of various risdlas. The poet DjamT
(817-98/1414-92 [q.v.}), whose large output extended
over many topics, wrote on various theological and
mystical matters which included the exegesis of the
Kurgan, traditions of the Prophet and biographies of
Muslim saints. His theological work R.-yi arkdn-i
hadjdj "T. on the pillars of the pilgrimage" describes
the rules and ceremonies prescribed for the hadjdj and
c
umra.
One of the well-known theological treatises of the
9th/15th century is al-R. al-^Aliyya ft 'l-ahddith alnabawiyya "The cAHd treatise on the traditions of the
Prophet", by Husayn b. CA1I Waciz Kashifi (d.
910/1504-5 [q.v.]), who is famous for his work on
ethics the Akhldk-i Muhsini as well as for his collection
of fables the Anwdr-i Suhayli "The lights of Canopus".
His theological risdla, mentioned above, contains forty
traditions arranged in eight groups according to their
themes.
Conspicuous among the theological writings dealing with the IsmacIlT sect are two treatises by Naslr alDmTusI(d. 672/1274 [q.v.]) namely fl. dartawalldwa
tabarrd "T. on friendship and exoneration", and R.-yi
sayr u suluk "T. on travel and pilgrimage". The
author was in the service of the Isma c flis for a long
time, and it is probably during this period that he
wrote his two theological treatises in support of their
doctrine.
From the 10th/16th century, theological works on
Shlcism found increasing currency in Persian. An interesting example of this type is the R. -yi Hasaniyya
(BL. Egerton 1020) or R.-yi Husniyya by Ibrahim b.
Wall Allah Astarabadl, a writer of the 10th/16th century. It deals with Sh^T doctrines, especially those
relating to the prerogatives of CA1I and his descendants. The treatise derives its title from the name of
a slave-girl who is represented as debating the infallibility of the Sh^I faith with learned scholars in the
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presence of the caliph Harun al-Rashld. The author
claims that his work was a translation from an Arabic
original, supposedly composed by the 6th/12thcentury commentator on the Kurgan, Djamal al-DIn
Abu '1-Futuh Khuza c l Razi. He further states that the
manuscript of the Arabic original came in his possession in Damascus, while he was on a Pilgrimage to
Mecca, and that he translated it for the Safawid
monarch Shah Jahmasp I (r. 930-84/1524-76 [q.v.]).
Shl^ism found a vocal spokesman in the person of
Nur Allah Shushtari (d. 1019/1610 [q.v.]), who went
to India during Akbar's reign, and was appointed kadi
of Lahawr. During Djahanglr's regime (102337/1605-27 [ q . v . ] ) , however, he became the target of
SunnI hostility and was executed by the orders of the
Emperor. He is known primarily for his work Madjdlis
al-mu^minin "Assemblies of believers", which contains the biographies of Sh^I divines. He also composed the R. dar tahkik-i dya-yi Nur "T. containing an enquiry into the Light Verse" (Kurgan, XXIV, 35),
and R. dar hurmat-i namdz-i djum^a dar ayydm-i ghaybat
"T. on the sanctity of Friday prayer during the occultation of the Imam".
With the rise of the Safawids in the 10th/16th century, there was an upsurge of hostile feeling towards
the Sufis, encouraging the production of theological
works concerned exclusively with the denunciation of
Sufi ideas and practices. One of these works was the
R.-yi khqyrdtiyya_(BL. Add. 24,411) "T. on charity",
composed by Aka Muhammad CA1T Bihbihani (d.
1216/1801-2 [q.v. in Suppl.]) in 1211/1796-7; its appearance resulted in provoking violence against the
Sufis that led to the murder of some of their leaders.
Philosophy. Early Persian treatises in philosophy are
represented by some risdlas attributed to Ibn Sina (d.
428/1037 [q. v. ]). Among others, they include the R. -yi
^ishk "T. on love", and the manual on psychology R.yi nafs "T. on the soul". However, frequent doubts
have been expressed regarding the authenticity of
their authorship, and it is only from a much later date
that risdlas of definite provenance become available.
The list of writers on philosophy after Ibn Sina is
headed by Fakhr al-Dln Razi (d. Harat, 606/1209
[q.v.]) and Naslr al-Dm TusI. Among the former's
risdlas is al-R. al-kamdliyyafi 'l-hakd^ik-i Ildhiyya "The
perfect treatise on Divine truths", which comprises
ten discourses concerning logic, divine philosophy
and natural sciences.
Naslr al-Dln TusI may be regarded as only second
in importance to Ibn Sina for the influence which he
exercised over philosophical trends in Persia. In his
writings such as R.-yi ithbdt-i wddjib al-wudjud "T. on
proving the existence of the necessarily existing (i.e.
God)", R.-yi djabr u kadr "T. on necessity and
freewill" and R. dar kismat-i mawajuddt u aksdm-i an
"T. on the division of created things and their
varieties", he displays a keen intellectual insight in
discussing some of the debatable religio-philosophical
issues of his time.
One of his contemporaries, and reportedly his
nephew, was Afdal al-Dln Kasham (d. 667/1268-9),
author of several philosophical studies and a scholar
influenced by Ibn Sina. He also translated some
originally Greek works, obviously from Arabic. His
R.-yi nafs "T. on the soul", is a Persian rendering of
Aristotle's work on psychology. Another of his
translations is the R.-yi tuffdha "The apple treatise",
a pseudo-Aristotelian work called De porno et morte inclyte principis philosophorum Aristotelis, which has been
printed several times in Europe.
In logic, the writings of Athlr al-Dln Mufaddal
Abhari (d. 663/1264-5) and Kutb al-Dfn Razi (d.
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766/1364) have an important place; the former was a
disciple of Fakhr al-Dln Razi, and his R. dar mantik
describes in brief some of the basic points of logic.
Among the learned men of the late Mongol period
was Kutb al-DIn Razi (d. 766/1364-5), a protege of
Ghiyath al-DIn Muh_ammad (d. 736/1336), who was
chief minister to the Ilkhanid ruler Abu Sacld (r. 71636/1317-35 [q.v.]). Kutb al-DIn Razi belonged to the
group of writers who engaged themselves in preparing
commentaries and textbooks for educational use, involving the writing of small treatises for the convenience of the students. His risdlas, which were probably written with this purpose in mind, include R. f i
tahkik al-kulliyydt "T. on the verification of universals", R.-yi tahkik-i tasawwur u tasdik "T. on the inquiry into concept and assent" and R.-yi tahkik-i
mahsurdt "T. on the investigation into finitudes". It is
most likely that Kutb al-DIn Razi's approximate contemporary, Mir Sayyid Sharif DjurdjanI (d.
816/1413-14), also had an educational motive before
him for writing some of his works; his writings on
logic comprise the R.-yi kubrd "The major treatise",
and the R.-yi sughrd "The minor treatise".
The Safawid period witnessed some distinguished
personalities in philosophy, the major exponents in
this field being Sadr al-Dln Muhammad ShlrazI (d.
1050/1640-1), popularly known as Mulla Sadra [ q . v . ] ,
and Muhammad Bakir of Astarabad (d. 1041/1631),
commonly called Mir Damad [see DAMAD]; but their
contribution falls more appropriately within the realm
of Arabic literature, since almost all their output is in
Arabic. It is, therefore, difficult to find significant
philosophical studies in Persian produced during the
Safawid period.
Science. Early scientific literature by Persian writers
was produced mainly in Arabic, the language of learning and scholarship in Islam. However, from the
7th/13th century, works written in Persian became
more frequent, and Naslr al-Dln TusI wrote several
risdlas on astronomy, a field in which he was highly
regarded for he was chosen by Hiilegu to supervise the
observatory established by the Mongol ruler at
Maragha. Probably his finest treatise on astronomy is
the R. -yi Mu^iniyya, named after Mucln al-DIn Abu '1Shams, son of the author's former patron, Nasir alDln b. Abl Mansur (d. 655/1257-8), governor of
Kuhistan.
In 824/1421 Ulugh Beg (d. 853/1449 [q.v.]), the
talented son of Tlmur, built an observatory at
Samarkand, and there brought together some of the
leading scientific figures of his time, among whom
was cAla° al-Dln CA1I b. Muhammad Ku§hdjl (d.
879/1474-5), commonly called'CA1I KushdjI [ q . v . ] .
Some time after the death of Ulugh Beg, the latter
joined the service of the Ottoman sultan Mehemmed
II the Conqueror [^.^.], under whom he composed the
R. dar hay ^at "T. on astronomy", otherwise known as
Fdrsi hay^at "Persian astronomy", which enjoyed
much popularity, and was used as a textbook for
teaching astronomy in schools.
Among later works on astronomy is the R. dar rubc-i
mudjayyib^ "T. on the astronomical quadrant", by
Mlrem Celebi (d. 931/1525), whose real name was
Mahmud b. Muhammad. A writer of the same
period, Nizam al-Dln b. Muhammad Husayn Birdjandl(d. 934/1527), composed in 930/1523-4 the R.yi ab^dd u adjrdm "T. on distances and bodies", which
discusses, among other things, the measurements of
the earth's surface and of the heavens and stars.
Interest in astronomical instruments gave rise to a
number of treatises relating, more particularly, to the
astrolabe. One of the best known is Naslr al-DIn
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Tusi's R. -yi hist bab dar macrifat-i asturlab ' 'T. in twenty
sections concerning the knowledge of the astrolabe",
which found a host of commentators; this may have
been an abridged version made by the author from
one of his larger works on the subject.
Ghiyath al-Dln Djamshid Kashi (d. 832/1428-9 or
840/1436-7) worked on the staff of Ulugh Beg's observatory, and is the author of the R. dar sdkht-i asturlab
"T. on the construction of the astrolabe", and the R.
dar sharh-i dldt-i rasad "T. explaining astronomical instruments", the latter completed in 818/1416. Some
other works which have a similar content include the
R. dar sifat-i kura-yi djadid, "T. on the characteristic of
a new sphere"; the R.-yi asturlab "T. on the
astrolabe"; and the R. dar dldt-i rasadiyya "T. on
astronomical instruments". The first, which was written by cAla5 al-Dln KirmanI, was dedicated to the Ottoman sultan Bayezld I (r. 792-805/1389-1402) or to
Bayezid II (r. 886-918/1481-1512), and deals with the
construction and uses of a new armillary sphere; the
second was completed in the 10th/16th century by
Abu '1-Khayr FarsI; and the third was composed by
c
Abd al-Mun c im Amull in approximately 970/1562-3
on the orders of Shah Tahmasp I.
Hand in hand with the cultivation of astronomy
went the study of meteorology. One of the earliest
works dealing with this branch of knowledge is the R. yi dthdr-i culwi "T. on the celestial phenomena", by
Abu Hatim Muzaffar Isfizari. Very little is known
about the author except that he belonged to the town
of Isfizar [<7-P.], in present-day Afghanistan. He
dedicated his treatise to Fakhr al-Mulk, son of Malik
Shah's minister Nizam al-Mulk. Since Fakhr al-Mulk
met his death at the hands of the Assassins in
500/1106-7, the work may be dated to before that
event. From the time of its composition, it continued
to remain an important source utilised by other
writers for their works.
Among the contributions on meteorology inspired
by IsfizarT was the R. -yi Sandjariyya fi 'l-kd^indt al^unsuriyya "T. for Sandjar [q. v.] concerning the world
of elements", written for the Saldjuk ruler (r. 51152/1118-57) by Zayn al-Dln c Umar b. Sahlan Saw!
(SawadjI) who, as far as internal evidence is concerned, knew about Isfizan's treatise. A more direct
influence may be observed in Sharaf al-Dln Mas c udT
Marwazi's R. dar bdra-yi dthdr-i culwi "T. concerning
the celestial phenomena", which was completed in the
middle of the 7th/13th century. Meteorology is also
the subject of the R.-yi kd^indt-i gjaww "T. on
meteorology" by Muhammad CA1I b. Abl Talib
GilanI, better known as Muhammad CA1T Hazln, who
was born in Persia but spent a considerable portion of
his life in India where he died in 1180/1766.
In the mathematical sciences, the first important
epistle that may be mentioned is the R. dar handasa
''T. on geometry", by Abu c Ubayd cAbd al-Wahid b.
Muhammad DjuzdjanT, a pupil of Ibn Sina; his work
represents a collection of his master's notes on
geometry.
An early 7th/13th-century work is the R. fi tank almasd^il al-^adadiyya "T. on the handling of arithmetical
problems", written by Sharaf al-Dln Husayn b.
Hasan Samarkand! and completed in 632/1235. Contributions to mathematical studies were also made by
certain scholars who had been active primarily in the
field of astronomy. For instance, Nasir al-Dln TusI
wrote a R. dar hisdb "Treatise on arithmetic". This
name also belongs to the work produced by Salah alDln Musa, commonly known as Kadi-zada RumI,
who was attached to Ulugh Beg's observatory. His
colleague, CA1I KushdjT, mentioned earlier for his

work on astronomy, was the author of a R. dar cilm-i
hisdb "T. on the science of arithmetic", known alternatively as Fdrsi hisdb "Persian arithmetic". The
TTmurid historian Sharaf al-Dln Yazdi (d. 858/1454
[q. v. ]), whose various learned activities included
scientific work as well, has been credited with the
authorship of a R. -yi hisdb-i cikd-i andmil "T. on finger
reckoning".
Medicine. The earliest Persian treatise in medicine is
probably the so-called R. dar nabd "Treatise on the
pulse", or Rag-shindsi"Angio\ogy", attributed to Ibn
Sina. The number of medical risdlas encountered after
the 9th/15th century is comparatively large. Included
among these is the R. dar ^ilm-itibb "T. on medicine",
by Uways al-Latift al-Ardabfll (? flor. in the second
half of the 9th/15th century). Another is the R. dar
mu^dladjdt-i badan "T. on the treatments of the body",
also known as Kawdnin al-^ilda^ "Canons of treatment" and Shifd^ al-amrdd "Treatment of diseases",
completed in 871/1466 by Muhammad cAla3 al-Dln
Sabzawarl, popularly known as Ghiyath Mutatabbib;
it comprises fourteen sections dealing with cures (BL.
Add. 23, 557).
The Safawid period produced some noted physicians, one of whom was clmad al-Dln Mahmud b.
Mascud al-Tablb, who lived towards the end of Shah
Tahmasp I's reign. Besides his main contribution,
Yanbu<Ji<ilm al-tibb (BL. Add. 23, 560) "The sources
of medical science", he left several other risdlas, such
asR.-yiafyun(EL. Add. 19, 619), "T. on opium", R.
dar baydn-i khawdss u manfi^at-i cub-iam "T. on the properties and benefits of the Chinese root", and R.-yi
dtishak "Treatise on syphilis".
Among the distinguished writers on medicine who
flourished in India under the Mughals was Maslh alDln Abu '1-Fath Gflanl (d. 997/1589), Akbar's court
physician and author of a R. -yi tibb al-mua^arrabdt "T.
on tested remedies", a collection of cures tried by the
author during the course of his profession.
Other specialised writings in this field include the
R. dar tashrih-i badan-i insdn wa kayfiyyat-i awddc-i an
"T. on the human anatomy and the nature of its
bases", by Mansur b. Muhammad, also called
Tashrih-i Mansuri "Mansur's anatomy" and published under this tide at Lucknow in 1264/1847-8. It
gives a description of the limbs, organs, and other
elements of the human body, and has been illustrated
with anatomical diagrams. It was dedicated to Mlrza
Diya3 al-Dln Plr Muhammad Bahadur (d. 809/14067), a grandson of Tlmur.
Studies on preventive medicine are represented by
several works on hygiene such as the R. dar hifz al-sihha
"T. on hygiene" and R. dar tadbir-i hifz-i sihhat "T.
on the planning of hygiene" written respectively by
two of Shah Tahmasp I's physicians, Sharaf al-Dln
Bafakl (d. 978/1570-1) and Kamal al-Dln Husaynl
Shlrazi. In addition, manuals which dealt with
poisons and provided means to dispel their effects are
also common, e.g. c lmad al-Dln Mahmud's handbooks R.-yi sumum "T. on poisons", and R.-yipdzahr
"T. on antidotes". Works on veterinary science include a R. dar khawdss al-hayawdn "T. on the characteristics of animals", by Muhammad CA1I Hazln.
Most writings in this category deal with horses and
were written in India. An example of this type of
literature is the risdla entitled Faras-ndma "Book of
horses" by this same author, who had been resident
in India.
Poetics. Many authors wrote at length on prosody,
rhetoric and rhyme. An early work in this field, whose
authorship is attributed, in some manuscripts, to the
poet Adlb $abir (d. between 538-42/1143-8 [q.v.])
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and, in others, to Rashld al-Dm Watwat (d.
578/1182-3 [q.v.]) is a small treatise on metres. It has
been published under the title R. -yi dar bdb-i awzdn-i
shicr-i Arabi wa Fdrsi "T. concerning poetic metres in
Arabic and Persian". The author of the R.-yi ^arutf-i
Sqyfi"T. on prosody by SayfT", Mulla Sayfi Bukhari
(d. probably 909/1503-4), served at the courts of
sultan Abu Sacid and his successor in Harat Husayn
Mlrza; his work, completed in 896/1490-1, enjoys a
respectable position among writings on Persian prosody. The contemporary Djami also composed a risdla
on Persian prosody, but his better-known work is his
treatise on rhyme named variously as R. -yi kawdfiand
R. dar fann-i kdfiya, still a useful reference work for
students of the technical aspects of Persian poetry.
During the 9th/15th and early 10th/16th centuries
the acrostic verse (mu^ammd [q.v.}) acquired much
popularity, and was elevated to a respectable form of
poetry. Prompted by its appeal, many works were
written on composing the mucammd, including three
risdlas by Djami. Similar treatises were produced by
the historian Sharaf al-Dln Yazdl and by Fudull (d.
963/1556 or after 988/1580 [q.v.]), the Turkish poet
who also wrote in Persian, but the most distinguished
work here was perhaps the R. fi 'l-mu^ammd by Mir
Husayn al-Husaym (d. 904/1499), called Mu c ammaDI, which gained an authoritative status, attracting
commentaries in Persian and Turkish.
Miscellaneous. Mention may be made here of a few
important risdlas on miscellaneous topics, such as that
of Farldun b. Ahmad Sipah-salar, a biographical account of the leaders of the Mevlewl order and an important aid to the study of the history of Sufism; its
author was a high military commander who spent forty years as a disciple of Djalal al-Dm Rum! (d.
672/1273 [q.v.]), and undertook the writing of his
work soon after the death of his spiritual mentor.
In the field of music, Djaml's name is cited, as also,
that of Sadr al-Dm Muhammad (d. 903/1498), son of
the astronomer Ghiyath al-Dln Mansur, who is said
to have dedicated his risdla to the Timurid prince Husayn Mlrza. Two other writers on music were Nadjm
al-Dln KawakibI and Darwlsh CA1I, called Cangf-yi
Khakani; the former dedicated his risdla to the
Shlbanid ruler cAbd Allah Khan (d. 1005/1597) and
the latter to the Astrakhanid monarch Imam-kull
Khan (d. 1050/1640).
A work suggestive of social geography is the R. -yi
Ruhi Andrajdm, named after an author who flourished
in the second half of the 10th/16th century; composed
probably in 992/1585 or 993/1586, it describes the
beliefs and customs of the people of Tabriz recorded
by the author from personal observation.
Bibliography: B.M. Cat. of Persian manuscripts,
London '1879-95; Cat. of the Persian manuscripts in the
library of the University of Cambridge, Cambridge 1896;
India Office, Cat. of Persian manuscripts, London 190337; B.N. Paris, Catalogue des manuscrits Persans, Paris
1905-12; Descriptive cat. of the Arabic, Persian and Urdu
manuscripts in the library of the University of Bombay,
Bombay 1935; Fihrist-i nuskha-hd-yi khatti-yi
kitdbkhdna-yi Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt-i
Tihrdn,
Tehran 1339/1960; Fihrist-i kitdbkhdna-yi Ddnishgdh-i
Tihrdn (Mishkat Collection), Tehran 1330-38/19519; H. Ethe, in GI Ph; Storey; Browne,^ LHP; Ria!azada Shafak, Tarikh-i adabiyydt-i Iran, Tehran
1321/1942; AJ. Arberry, Classical Persian literature,
London 1958; Sacld NafisT, Tdnkh-i nazm u nathr dar
Iran wa dar zabdn-i Fdrsi, repr. Tehran 1363/1984;
idem, Sarcashma-yi tasawwuf dar Iran, Tehran
1345/1966; Dhablh Allah §afa, Tdnkh-i adabiyydt dar
Iran, repr. Tehran 1364/1985; idem, Tdnkh-i culum-
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Chapel Hill N.C. 1975; cAbd Allah An§ari, RasaWi djdmic, ed. Sultan Husayn Tabanda-yi Gunabadi,
3rd ed., Tehran 1347/1968; Muhammad Djawad
Shar^at, Sukhandn-i Pir-i Hardt, Tehran 1358/1979;
Ahmad QhazalT, Mcyijmu^a-yi dthdr-i Fdrsi, Tehran
1370/1991; idem, Sawdnih (Aphorismen iiberdie Liebe),
ed. H. Ritter, Istanbul 1942; idem, Risdlat alsawdnih fi 'l-Hshk, ed. Iradj Afshar, in Madjalla-yi
Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt, Ddnishgdh-i Tihrdn, xiv
(1346/1967); Nadjm al-Dm Kubra, R. al-sd^ir alhd^ir, ed. Mascud KasimI, Tehran 1361/1982-3;
Nadjm al-Dm RazI, R.-yi Hshk u cakl, ed. TakI
Tafaclclull (introd. Mudjtaba Mlnuwl), Tehran
1345/1966-7; Sayf al-Dm Bakharzl, Risdla-yi <ishk,
ed. Afshar, in Madjalla-yi Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt,
Ddnishgdh-i Tihrdn, viii/4 (1340/1961); Mir Sayyid
C
A1I Hamadani, Ahwdl u dthdr u ashlar ... (bd shish
risdla az way), ed. Muhammad Riyacl, Islamabad
1985; Muhammad Akhtar Clma, Shakhsiyyat-i ^irfdni
wa ^ilmi-yi Khwddja Muhammad Pdrsd-yi Nakshbandi
Bukhdri, in Madjalla-yi Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt u
^Ulum-i Insdm, Ddnishgdh-i Firdawsi, x/3 (1353/
1974); Shah Nicmat Allah Wall, Rasd*il, ed.
Djawad Nurbakhsh, ? 1340-51/1961-72, Fakhr alDm c Iraki, Kulliyydt (prose section), ed. NafisI,
Tehran 1336/1957-8; SacdT, Kulliyydt (prose section), ed. cAbbas Ikbal, Tehran 1340/1961; Kasim
Anwar, Kulliyydt (prose section), ed. NafTsI, Tehran
1337/1958; $a>in al-Dm Turka, Cahdr-dah risdla-yi
Fdrsi, ed. Sayyid CAH MusawT Bihbiham and Sayyid
Ibrahim DlbadjI, Tehran 1335/1956-7; Bihbiham,
Ittild^dti dar bdra-yi Sd^in al-Dm Isfahdni Khudjandi
ma^rufbi Turka, in Madjmu^a-yi khitdba-hd-yi nukhustin
kungra-yi tahkikdt-i Irani (2), Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt u
^Ulum-i Insdm, Ddnishgdh-i Tihrdn, 1353/1975; Dara
Shikuh, Muntakhabdt-i dthdr, ed. Sayyid Muhammad
Rida DjalalT NaDinT, Tehran 1335/1956-7; Naslr alDin Tusi, Madjmu^a-yi rasd^il, ed. Muhammad
Mudarris Radawi, Tehran 1335/1956; idem, R.-yi
imdmat, ed. Muhammad Takl Danish-pazhuh,
Tehran 1335/1956; idem, al-R. al-Mu^iniyya (photocopy), publ. Danish-pazhuh, Tehran 1335/1956;
idem, R. -yi hall-i mushkildt-i Mu^iniyya (photo-copy),
publ. Danish-puzhuh, Tehran 1335/1956; idem,
R.-yi bist bdb dar ma^rifat-i asturldb, ed. Radawl,
Tehran 1335/1956; idem, Muhammad Mucln,
Nasir al-Dm Tusiwa zabdn u adab-i Pdrsi, in Madjallayi Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt, Ddnishgdh-i Tihrdn, iii/4
(1335/1956); Ibn Sma, R.-yi <ishk, ? n.d.; idem,
Rag-shindsi (R. dar nabd), ed. Sayyid Muhammad
Mishkat, Tehran 1330/1951; idem, Tardjama-yi R.yi aksdm-i nufus (introd. and text), in Madjalla-yi
Ddmshkada-yi Adabiyydt, Ddnishgdh-i Tihrdn, ii/1
(1333/1954); Fakhr al-Dln RazI, al-R. al-kamdliyyafi
'l-hakd^ik-i Ildhiyya, ed. Muhammad Bakir Sabzawan, Tehran 1335/1956-7; Afdal al-Dm
Kasham, Musannafdt, ed. Minuwl and Yahya
MahdawT, Tehran 1366/1987; Athlr al-Dm Mufaddal Abhan, R. dar mantik, ed. Danish-pazhuh, in
Madjalla-yi Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt u ^Ulum-i Insdni,
Ddnishgdh-i Tihrdn, xvii/3-4 (1349/1970); Mir
Sayyid Sharif Djurdjanl, R. fi tahkik al-wudjud, ed.
Karamat Racna Husayni, in ibid.; Abu Hatim
Muzaffar Isfizan, R.-yi dthdr-i culwi, ed. Radawi,
Tehran 1977; Zayn al-Dm c Umar b. Sahlan Saw!
(SawadjI), R.-yi Sandjariyya fi 'l-kd^indt al-^unsuriyya,
in Du risdla dar bdra-yi dthdr-i ^ulwi, ed. Danish-
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pazhuh, Tehran 1337/1958; Sharaf al-Dln Muhammad Mascudi MarwazI, R.-yi dthdr-i Qulwt, in ibid.',
R. dar bdb-i awzdn-i shicr-i ^Arabi wa Fdrsi, ed.
Minuwl, in Madjalla-yi Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt,
Ddnishgdh-i Tihrdn, ix/3, 1341/1962; Parwlz Natil
Khanlari, Ydd-ddshti dar bdra-yi R. -yi ^arua1 mansub bi
Adib §dbir yd Rashid Watwdt, in ibid.; H. Blochmann,
The prosody of the Persians (R. -yi carutf-i Sayfiand R. -yi
kdfiya-yi Djdmi), repr. Calcutta 1972; R.-yi Faridun
b. Ahmad Sipah-sdldr, ed. NafisI, Tehran 1325/1946;
R.-yi Ruhr Andrdjani, ed. idem, in Farhang-i IrdnZamin, ii (1333/1954).
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
3. In Ottoman Turkish.
In Ottoman Turkish, as well as the usual meanings
in Arabic and Persian, risdla also denoted "a piece of
cloth fixed to the front of a dervish's tddj. or cap" and,
by the 19th century, "a booklet or a weekly or monthly journal" (this last often called a risdla-yi mawkuta)
(see Redhouse, Dictionary, and Pakalin, s.v.).
Given such a strong Persian cultural influence on
the Saldjuks of Rum and their successors in Anatolia,
it is not surprising that the first manuals for secretaries
and collections of model letters written in Anatolia
were in Persian, and it was not till the beginning of
the 9th/15th century that such works began to appear
in Turkish; see H.R. Roemer, Staatsschreiben der
Timuridenzeit, Wiesbaden 1952, 2-7, and Yahya b.
Mehmed iil-Katib, Mendhicu 'l-insd, ed. §inasi Tekin,
in Sources of Oriental languages and literatures 2, Cambridge, Mass. 1971, 9-11.
The constituent departments of the Ottoman
chancery and their staff are examined in the articles
DIWAN-I HUMAYUN and RE D IS UL-KUTTAB, whilst the of-

ficial literature emanating from these offices is examined in INSHA 3 . It is sufficient to note further here
that a chancery style in Persian developed amongst
the Saldjuks of Rum at their court in Konya, from
which we have examples of compilations of documents
(see O. Turan, Turkiye Selfuklan hakkinda resmi
vesikalar, Ankara 1958), and in the other beyliks of
Anatolia during the 6th/12th and 7th/13th centuries.
Hasan b. cAbd al-Mu3min Khuyl composed in Persian for his patron the Coban-oghlu ruler of
Kastamonu, Muzaffar al-Din Yuluk Arslan, and his
son Mahmud two short works, the Ghunyat al-kdtib and
the Rusum al-rasd^il (see Turan, op. cit.; A.S. Erzi,
Selfuktler devrine did insd eserleri. la. Hasan b. ^Abdi 7Mu^min el-tfoyi, Ankara 1963). Hence by the time of
the early Ottomans, there was a secretarial class at
work for the sultans in their chanceries (see H.
Inalcik, L4, art. Reisulkiittab, at 672), and surviving
documents seem to indicate that the Ottoman
chancery had reached its developed form by the time
of Murad II (d. 855/1451).
The secretaries working in the Ottoman chancery
(diwdn kalemi) had to have a thorough education in all
branches of literary composition for correspondence,
including the correct forms of address for different
ranks of persons, and in such skills as calligraphy, all
these being part of what were termed thefiinun-i kitdbet
we terassul. Hence for such secretaries, various
manuals of secretaryship were composed (for details,
see Inalcik, art. cit.), including what might be called
"quick reference works". These comprised works on
epistolographic theory, with model or abstract examples of letters; collections of actual letters and administrative documents; and works which combined
both a theoretical section with actual examples. The
first type exists only in the Persian used amongst the
Rum Saldjuks (see §inasi Tekin, op. cit., 10), but the
remaining two comprise various works written in
Turkish.

We know of two chancery manuals in Turkish from
the opening decades of the 9th/15th century, the court
poet Ahmed-i Daci's Terassul (see t.H. Ertaylan,
Ahmed-i Da'i hayat ve eserleri, Istanbul 1952, 157-60,
with facsimile text 325-8; edition, tr. and annotation
by W. Bjorkman, Die Anfdnge der turkische Briefsammlungen, in Orientalia Suecana, v [1956, publ. 1957]) and
Yahya b. Mehmed iil-Katib's Mendhidj_ ul-inshd*, the
oldest surviving copy of which (B.N. suppl. turc 660)
dates from 883/1478 (ed. from this ms. by Tekin, op.
cit.). Others follow in the early 10th/16th century,
such as the Gulshan-i inshd^ of Mahmud b. Adham
Amasyawi, composed during the reign of Sellm I (see
Bursali Mehmed Tahir, 'Othmdnll mu^ellifleri, i, 170;
M. Ergin, Bursa kitaphklanndaki tiirkce yazmalar arasmda, in Turk Dili ve Edebiyati Dergisi, iv/1-2 [1950], 10732; §inasi Tekin, op. cit., 12), and the Giil-i sad berg by
the poet Meslhi (d. 918/1512 [q.v.]), of which several
mss. exist. According to Inalcik, Meslhi's collection
forms the basis of the Munshe^dt of Feridun Beg (see
below) (see Inalcik, art. cit., at 678).
Collections of diplomatic and official documents,
form the inshd* or miinshe^dt collections, and these also
include official and diplomatic resd^il proper, i.e. letters to governors, rulers, etc., which may be in
Arabic, Persian or Turkish. The oldest of this mixed
type is a Medjmu^a-yi munshe^dt of Persian and Turkish
letters belonging to the periods of Mehemmed the
Conqueror and Bayezld II (publ. by N. Lugal and
A.S. Erzi, Istanbul 1956; see also §inasi Tekin, op.
cit., 11-12). The celebrated Munshe^dt-i seldtin of
Feridun Beg (d. 991/1583 [q.v.]) was early published
(Istanbul 1274-5/1857-9), and an unknown contemporary of his further compiled a similar collection of
Arabic, Persian and Ottoman Turkish documents
ranging from the time of the Conqueror to that of
Murad III, the latest document stemming from
986/1578 (see H. Ilaydin and A.S. Erzi, XVI. asra did
birmunsedt mecmuasi, in Belleten, xx, no. 82 [1957], 22152). The genre continues in the llth/17th century
with the two collections ofmunshecdt by the famous re*is
ul-kuttdb Sari cAbd Allah (d. 1070/1660) and even goes
up to the 19th century, when Hayret Efendi (d.
1241/1826) composed his Inshd^-i Hayret, containing
letters and petitions to sultans, grand viziers, sheykh ulIsldms, etc. (printed Bulak 1242/1826-7).
Finally, one may mention that the literary form of
the risdle was also used by Ottoman writers in a more
general fashion; one of the most famous of these is the
Risdle of KocH Beg [q. v. ], written for sultan Murad IV
in 1040/1630.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(GoNUL ALPAY TEKIN, shortened by the Editors)
RIWAK (A.) or ruwdk, an Arabic a r c h i t e c t u r a l
term with a great many meanings. The lexicographers derive it from the root r-w-k which has
two basic meanings (Ibn Faris, Mvf-djam makdyis allugha, Cairo 1947-52, i, 460-1). The first one carries
the idea of refinement or beauty and the second
signifies the part that comes first in something, such
as the bull's horns or youth, or the advanced battalion
in an army (rawk al-djaysh), or the anterior section in
a space (rawk or riwdk al-bayt); according to Ibn Faris,
this last definition of the term was the original one
from which the other functions developed. This may
indicate that riwdk initially had a spatial connotation,
an observation that is further confirmed by the multiple uses of the word to designate either the space
located forward in a tent or a room or a building, or
the space above the first level, also called samdwa
(which may have been derived from the word for sky,
samd^, though it was argued that it was not; cf. Ibn
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Siduh, al-Mukhassa?, Beirut, n.d., vi, 4), or, sometimes, an entire tent of a certain type similar to a
fustdt, where the only support is a central post (LA, xi,
424-5; A. Dessus-Lamare, Etude sur Rawq, Riwaq, et
Ruwaq et leurs equivalents termes de construction, JA,
ccxxxviii [1950], 338-9). Despite the dicta of the
Arabic lexicographers, the term is almost certainly
Persian in origin.
Architecturally, the term was mainly applied to that
part of a structure that forms its front. Depending on
the type of structure, a riwdk could be a gallery, an
ambulatory, a portico, a colonnade, a porch, or a
balcony (cAbd al-Rahlm Qhalib, Mawsu^at al-^imdra
al-isldmiyya, Beirut 1988, 207; H. Crane, Risale-iMi^mariyye, an early seventeenth century Ottoman treatise on
architecture, Leiden 1987, 86). The word was also used
to indicate a pre-Islamic architectural form, the Greek
stoa, such as the stoa attributed to Aristotle in Alexandria (al-MakrizI, al-Mawd^iz wa '1-iHibdr, Bulak 1856,
i, 159-60). From this last usage was derived the
Arabic term for the Stoics, al-Riwdkiyyun (Butrus alBustanl, Muhit al-muhit, Beirut 1867, 840; Dozy,
SuppL, i, 572). Dessus-Lamare (340) notes that one of
the earliest appearances of riwdk, in the plural form arwika, is in Ibn al-Fakih's description of the porticoes
in the peristyle houses of Palmyra in the Syrian desert
which date to the middle Roman period. A similar use
of riwdk obtained in Islamic palaces and houses, where
it also designated the arcades around the courtyard, as
well as the specific portico with three doors fronting
the T-shaped reception hall, known as madjlis hmafter
the city of al-Hlra [$M>.], which was common in
c
Abbasid residences from Samarra to Egypt (alMakrizI, Khitat, i, 386-7; Hazem Sayed, The development of the Cairene Qd^a: some considerations, in AI, xxiii
[1987], 32-9).
The word riwdk was also appropriated in religious
architecture, especially in the Mashrik. The first
mosque, the Mosque of the Prophet in Medina,
founded in 1/622, originally had an empty courtyard
and a simple, covered prayer hall, called zulla. Subsequent enlargements and alterations, beginning in the
reigns of c Umar and c Uthman, resulted ultimately in
surrounding the courtyard with arcades or colonnades, called arwika, on all four sides. This development was probably inspired by the peristyle courts in
the conquered lands [see MASDJID. I. D. 1]. Eventually, riwdk became the term most commonly used to
designate all arcades in mosques, whether they constitute the porticoes around the courtyard or whether
they form the transversal or longitudinal aisles inside
the hypostyle prayer halls, such as in al-Mukaddasi's
description of the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus
(157-8), and in al-MakrfzI's description of al-Azhar
Mosque in Cairo (Khitat, ii, 273-5). The word was
also used to designate the entire covered area on one
side of a mosque's courtyard, and, at the same time,
one row of columns or pillars that carry the arches and
make up one component of the covered area (DessusLamare, 342-6). Moreover, a riwdk need not mean a
straight arcade; it could be circular or octagonal in
layout, such as the two ambulatories around the Kubbat al-Sakhra [q.v.] in Jerusalem, also called arwika (alMukaddasI, 169). In the Maghrib, however, riwdk in
the sense of an arcade in a mosque was replaced by at
least two other terms, baldta (pi. baldt or baldtdt) and
sakifa (pi. sakd^if) (Ibn Djubayr, Rihla, Beirut 1964,
236-9; Dessus-Lamare, 352-60).
In the Mamluk period in Egypt and Syria (648922/1250-1517), riwdk maintained its meaning in
religious architecture, but in residential architecture it
gained a new spatial and formal significance (Van
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Berchem, CIA, Egypt, i, 43, n. 1; Laila Ibrahim and
M.M. Amm, Architectural terms in Mamluk documents,
Cairo 1990, 57-8). The new application probably
developed from one of the term's original definitions,
as something akin to samdwa, or the upper part of a
tent, but it acquired a specific contextual application
to one of the particularities of Mamluk residential and
palatial architecture. Thus in wakf[q.v.] documents,
riwdk was equated with a kdca mucallaka or a raised
hall, that is, a living unit located on the second floor
(cf. Ahmad Darrag, L 'acte de waqf de Barsbay, Cairo
1963, 16, 19, 35, 37). The plan of a riwdk was similar
to that of a typical Mamluk kd^a, and was composed
either of two opposing twdns [q. v. ] and a space in the
middle called durkd^a, or of one iwdn and a durkd^a,
with or without dependencies, such as a latrine, cupboards and alcoves for sleeping (cAbd al-Latlf
Ibrahim CA1T, Wathikat al-Amir Ak^ur Kabir Karakudja
al-Hasam, in Maafallat Kulliyyat al-Addb [Journal of the
Faculty of Literature] xviii/2 [Dec., 1956], 231-2, n.
41; Mona Zakarya, Deux palais du Caire medieval, waqfs
et architecture, Marseilles 1983, 146). This residential
application of the term survived into the Ottoman
period (Nelly Hanna, Habiter au Caire aux XVIF et
XVIII'siecles, Cairo 1991, 40, 44, 122), although new
architectural elements appeared which had the same
location and function but different names, such as the
Turkish oda "room, chamber". Furthermore, another Mamluk application of the term, which extended its meaning to encompass an entire structure, is
still in use today. This is riwdk as residence hall, one
usually reserved either for the members of a $ufi order
(al-Maknzi, Khitat, ii, 428; Dozy, SuppL, i, 572), or
for an ethnic or regional group of students, such as in
al-Azhar Mosque where numerous arwika were built
at different times by various sponsors (lists in El1,
Azhar. II and VI). Aside from that, the word is today
confined to the domain of religious architecture and is
equivalent to the English word gallery, with all its
synonyms.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(NASSER RABBAT)
RIWAYA (A.), verbal noun of rawd, which
originally means "to bear, to convey water" and
hence signifies "to transmit, relate"; in classical
Arabic the noun riwdya mostly applies to the technical
meaning of transmission of poems, n a r r a t i v e s ,
hadtths, and also applies to the authorised transmission of books (see below). Riwdya may sometimes appear synonymous with hikdya [q.v.], and is used in
classical Persian in the sense of a hadith; in modern
Arabic usage it has become an equivalent of "story,
novel, play".
The active participle rdwm, having the general
meaning of relater, is of particular significance for the
poetry of pre-Islamic and early Islamic times, when
the rdwi [q. v. ], as a pupil and assistant of the poet, had
to retain, recite and even arrange the verses of his
master. This may have served as a model for the later
activity and role of transmitters in other fields as well.
The intensive form rdwiya, closely associated with the
name of Hammad (d. 155/772) [q.v.], and others,
such as Khalaf al-Ahmar (d. ca. 180/796 [q.v.]), was
reserved for the experts in collecting poetry and narrative traditions, who gathered their material from
many different informants.
Riwdya generally means transmission through the
spoken word, including purely oral retelling as well as
recitation from notes and books. With the use of
writing for the preservation of knowledge, riwdya
came to mean, in practice, the transmission of a written text through oral expression. It is this function of
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riwdya, based on the great value attached to oral
testimony, which is hard to understand for outsiders
and which is most characteristic of Islamic
scholarship.
Riwdya in Islamic scholarship. The development of culum al-hadith fostered the methodology of the
study of Tradition, describing a number of recognised
methods by which traditions could be received (see
HADITH. IV.). The very heart of these methods is the
concept of an authorised transmission, as expressed
by iajdza [q. v. ], which was meant to guarantee the correctness of the text and its attribution. The isndd [q.v. ]
identifies the succession of real or supposed transmitters in the riwdya and thus supports the authority of a
tradition or any text treated according to these rules.
Manuscripts sometimes preserve, under the heading
of riwdya, and with the confirmation of the isndd at the
beginning of the text, the names of those who were
responsible for the transmission of the whole text from
generation to generation.
The reading of a text to a shaykh (kird^a cala) was one
of the most recommended ways to control the accuracy of a copy (card), and to obtain, by attending the
session and listening to the reading, the authorisation
for further transmission. This highly-formalised practice was widespread in medieval Islam and is
documented on many manuscripts in the form of certificates of reading or hearing (kird\ samdc; for a
bibliography, see G. Vajda, Transmission orale). Few
testimonies of this kind are preserved from the
4th/10th century (e.g. M. Muranyi, Musnad hadit,
134-5; Y.M. al-Sawwas, Fihris al-cUmariyya, 691), but
internal evidence, isndds and traditions on Cz7m—as
collected by al-Bukhari and others—indicate that this
method was an established practice even a century
before. In any case, simple recitation, from memory
or from notes, with the purpose of transmission, goes
back to the beginning of the study of Tradition.
Formal transmission by kird^a was, although closely
related to the study of Tradition, applied to other
genres of literature as well and can be found in all
those texts that were treated in academic sessions
(halakdt, maajalis) designed for that purpose. Among
these we find, to give but a few examples, editions of
and commentaries on the diwdns of poets, such as
Thaclab's (d. 291/904) Shark Diwdn Zuhayr b. AbiSulmd
(Cairo 1363/1944) and Ibn al-Kalbi's (d. 204/819)
Diwdn Shi^r Hdtim al-Td^i wa-akhbdruhu (ed. cAdil
Sulayman Djamal, Cairo 1411/1990), works on grammar, such as Sibawayhi's (d. ca. 180/796) Kitdb (ed.
c
Abd al-Salam M. Harun), and philology, such as alMubarrad's (d. 286/900) al-Kdmilfi 'l-adab, as well as
works of adab literature, such as al-Mucafa b.
Zakariyya's (d. 390/1000) al-Djalis al-sdlih (vol. i ed.
Muhammad MursI al-Khuli, Beirut 1981, 147-51).
Riwdya in the light of modern research. Principally, two sorts of inquiry, both indispensable for
the study of early Arabic literature, deal with riwdya.
A common procedure is to reconstruct hypothetically
the sources of a work from the study of its isndds,
which include, among the ruwdt mentioned, earlier
authors' names. This approach is to be complemented
with the critical study of riwdydt in the sense of
transmissions of a work, given in manuscripts and by
quotations in later collection-works. This implies the
evaluation of variant readings that can be traced to
particular transmitters, in contrast to variants produced by copyists. The analysis of riwdydt is thus a
principal tool for the study of the textual history of a
text-unit or a book, and is equally important for the
identification of the origin of a text from the peculiar
forms of editing prevalent in early Arabic literature.

At a time when transmission was not yet generally
based on complete written versions, that is to say,
before 250/864, the "transmitter" could indeed be the
writer of a book, editing the material that he had received from his teacher. This is demonstrated, for example, for al-Kdmil of al-Mubarrad [q.v.] the Mufatffaliyydt [q. v. ], and several classical books on proverbs
[see MATHAL, iii-iii, 5]. In this sense, riwdya implies
redaction or recension. Closest to original authorship
is the teacher's dictation (imld*\ J. Pedersen, Book,
23 ff), next come the student's notes of the teachings
(e.g. M. Muranyi, Siyar, 71, 77); a more independent
operation is the quest for material apart from personal
notes or memory, and even more of redactional work
is implied, when the notes of the author are edited (S.
Leder, al-Haitdm ibn cAdi, 9, 12).
These procedures, and the fact that the methods of
transmission were not yet firmly established or consistently practised, furthered the occurrence of
divergency among the riwdydt of a text. In so far as
they concerned traditions, Islamic scholarship was
eager to collect variants, as was done, for example, by
Muslim b. al-Hadjdjadj in his Sahih. In contrast, the
study of variants in various transmissions of a work is
an integral part of modern scholarship.
Divergence in riwdydt is quite frequent for old, and
even for not so very old texts (from the 3rd/9th century) of different genres (cf. R. Sellheim, al-Qali,
366 f., 371 f), and appears when a text rendered in
quotations is compared to the riwdya of the original
work (e.g. W. Werkmeister, Quellenuntersuchungen, 57101, 130-1). Variant readings are, in part, due to
retelling from memory, but they cannot be understood generally as indicators of oral transmission. As
G. Schoeler has explained in detail, notes and
notebooks played an important role in early Arabic
literature. Books published by their authors in this
way, or edited by transmitters on the basis of notes,
have to be distinguished from works which were
edited by the authors themselves in a completed form.
Variant riwdydt may sometimes owe their existence
to different versions given by the author himself
during repeated lessons (e.g. Schoeler, Frage, 210-12),
but in many cases the redactional interference of the
editor-transmitters have to be taken into account (for
details, see Leder, op. cit., 10 f, ch. 3, 4, 6). Particularly in the case of collections of isndd-supported textunits, variants were also produced during the ongoing
transmission, even after a work had been edited in a
firmly-established form (idem, Authorship).
The study of riwdydt may confirm their coherence or
uncover divergency. In the latter case, and in particular when divergency is significant, we may
become aware that we do not have an "original", but
only several riwdydt of a work, as in the case of the Stra
by Ibn Ishak (M. Muranyi, Ibn Ishdq's k. al-Maghdzi).
In this sense, riwdydt, and not the authored works purported to be their origin, are the topics for textual
criticism.
Bibliography (in addition to the EP arts cited in
the text): S. Leder, Authorship and transmission in
unauthored literature, in Oriens, xxxi (1988), 67-81;
idem, Das Korpus al-Haitam ibn <Adi (st. 207/822),
Herkunft, Uberlieferung, Gestalt fruher Texte der A^bdr
Literatur, Frankfurt 1991; M. Muranyi, Das Kitdb
al-Siyar von Abu Ishdq al-Fazdn, inJSAI, vi (1985),
63-97; idem, Das Kitdb Musnad hadit Malik ibn Anas,
mZDMG, cxxxviii(1988), 128-47; J. Pedersen, The
Arabic book, Princeton 1984; Yasin M. al-Sawwas,
Fihris mad^drm^ al-Madrasa al-^Umariyya fi Ddr alKutub al-Zdhiriyya bi-Dimashk, Kuwait 1407/1987; G.
Schoeler, Die Frage der schriftlichen und miindlichen
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Uberlieferung der Wissenschaften im Islam, in hi., Ixii
(1985), 201-30; idem, Weiteres zur Frage der
schriftlichen
oder mundlichen
Uberlieferung
der
Wissenschaften im Islam, in Isl., Ixvi (1989), 38-67; R.
c
Sellheim, Abu Ali al-Qali. Zum Problem mundlicher
und schriftlicher
Uberlieferung
am Beispiel von
Sprichwortersammlungen, in Studien zur Geschichte und
Kultur des Vorderen Orients, Festschrift fur Bertold Spuler,
ed. H.R. Roemer and A. Noth, Leiden 1981, 36274; G. Vajda, De la transmission orale du savoir dans
I'I slam traditionel, inL'Arabisant, iv(1975), 2-8, repr.
in La transmission du savoir en Islam (VIP-XVIIe siecle), London, Variorum Reprints 1983; W.
Werkmeister, Quellenuntersuchungen zum Kitdb al-^Iqd
al-fand des Andalusiers Ibn ^Abdrabbih (2461860328/940). Ein Beitrag zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte,
Berlin 1983 (Islamkundliche Untersuchungen 70).
For classical Arabic tides on the technical aspects
ofriwayd, see HADITH, IV. In addition may be mentioned al-RamahurmuzI's (d. 360/971) al-Muhaddith
al-fdsil bayna 'l-rdwi wa '1-wcPi ed. Muhammad
c
Adjdjadj al-Khapb, Beirut 1391/1971 and Ibn alSalah's (d. 643/1245) al-Mukaddima, ed. cA3isha
c
Abd al-Rahman Bint al-ShatP, Cairo 1974, as well
as the titles of al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl (d. 463/1071),
al-Kifdya fi ctlm al-riwdya, Haydarabad 1357, and
Takyid al-cilm, ed. Youssef Eche, Damascus 1949.
Further material concerning riwdydt in Sellheim,
Materialien zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte, 2 vols.,
Wiesbaden 1976-87, Indices vol. ii, 417; the beginnings of writing for the use of transmission are discussed by Schoeler also in his Mundliche Thora und
Hadit, Uberlieferung, Schreibverbot, Redaktion, in Isl.,
Ixvi (1989), 213-51; the different functions of the
ruwdt named in the isndds are examined by S. Giinther, Quellenuntersuchungen zu den "Maqdtil atTdlibiyyin'' des Abu l-Farag al-Isfahdni (gest. 356/967],
Hildesheim-Zurich-New York 1991 (Arabistische
Texte und Studien Bd. 4); for riwdya in Kurgan
commentaries, see F. Leemhuis, Origins and early
development of the tafsir tradition, in A. Rippin (ed.),
Approaches to the history of the interpretation of the Qur*dn,
Oxford 1988, 13-30.
(S. LEDER)
RIYA D (A.), or Ri^A 3 according to Kur D anic orthography (thrice in the expression ri*a* al-nds, II,
264; IV, 38; VIII, 47), masdar or verbal noun of form
III of ra*d "to see", with the meaning of o s t e n t a t i o n
or h y p o c r i s y .
The concept of riyd* is made explicit and developed
in Tradition; in Wensinck's Concordance, i/2, 202-3,
there are to be found under rd*d 23 distinct hadiths. But
the most complete source comes in the Shu^ab al-imdn
of al-Bayhaki, in ch. 45, which deals with pious works
devoted to God and the avoidance of ostentation (ed.
Zaghlul, 9 vols., Beirut 1990, v, 325-69, nos. 68056988). Al-Bayhaki cites other traditions than those
listed in Wensinck; in addition, he mentions logia
relative to riyd* pronounced by some fifty ascetics and
spiritual masters, such as al-Hasan al-Basrf, Sufyan
al-Thawri, Fudayl b. c lyad, Dhu '1-Nun al-Misri
(mentioned thirteen times in this chapter), San alSakatl, Sahl al-Tustan, al-Djunayd, etc. One of the
most frequently-used traditions is that riyd* is part of
shirk, "associating other things with God", at times
qualified as being asghar, minor, and at others as being
khafi, hidden. Riyd* is contrasted with ikhlds, which is
purity of intention (niyya] and whole-hearted sincerity.
The first detailed analysis of riyd* is by al-Harith b.
Asad, better known under his by-name of alMuhasibl (d. 243/857-8 [q.v.]), one of al-Djunayd's
most senior masters. He devoted a whole book to it,
bearing this title, published in al-Ri^dya li-hukuk Allah,
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ed. cAbd al-Halim Mahmud and Taha cAbd al-Baki
Surur. This study by al-Muhasibl is divided into 43
chapters, supported by 79 traditions; it was to be
taken over in complete form by al-Ghazall (d.
505/1111 [q.v.]), but using a different order and
adopting a clearer and more useable arrangement, in
his Ihyd*, in book xxviii, which deals with the
reprehensibleness of honours (djaK) and ostentation
(book viii, especially the second part, divided into 11
baydns, new ed. Beirut in 5 vols., iii, 310-53). AlGhazali cites al-Muhasibl here, iii, 325, explicitly, in
regard to the controversial question, is a pious work
voided when thoughts of ostentation become mixed
with the initial purity of intention? (cf. al-Muhasibf,
K. al-Riyd*, 193-4). He also cites him at iii, 332-3, on
the various responses concerning the appropriate attitude towards the Devil in order to fend him off (cf.
K. al-Riyd*, 160-3).
Al-Muhasibl (147-50) and al-Ghazali (iii, 314-16)
group under five categories the "objects of ostentation" (al-mura*d bihi), which they list in the following
order: the body; external appearance and dress;
speech; action; and the company kept. Both of them
being acute psychologists, they stigmatise fiercely the
various manifestations of false piety. Some examples
may be cited. Through emaciation and pallor, one
may give the impression of being devoted to works of
mortification and to spending the nights in vigil. One
can lead people to believe that one is following Tradition and the example of holy men devoted to God by
appearing with dishevelled hair, shorn-off moustache,
bowed head when walking, slow and deliberate
gestures, with marks of prostrations on the face, wearing coarse clothing such as woollen ones, hitching up
one's garments to the calves, shortening the sleeves,
wearing dirty and torn clothes and thus trying to pass
as a §ufT. Various pieces of hypocritical cant are also
noted by them (cf. al-Muhasibl, 180-1, and alGhazalf, iii, 321), and they describe for us those who
assume the appearance of mystics, full of humility,
handing out words of wisdom, delivering sermons and
exhorting their neighbours, in order to obtain the
guilty favours of a woman or a young man (wa-innamd
kasduhu al-tahabbub ild mar*a aw ghuldm li-ad^l al-fudjur).
One should finally note that, if one of the possible
senses of riyd * is seeking the exaggerated consideration
of others, and if it can be combatted above all by the
ecstatic mystics, the $ufts, the ahl al-maldma or "those
incurring blame", attached the same importance to
an exaggerated opinion of oneself (ru*yat al-nafs), as alSulamf [q. v. ] showed in his Risdlat al-Maldmatiyya (tr.
Deladriere as La Lucidite implacable, Paris 1991).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(R. DELADRIERE)
AL-RIYAD (A., pi. of rawtfa "garden"), the
capital of Saudi Arabia (estimated population,
1993: 1.5 million).
1. Natural setting. Al-Riyacj is situated in the centre
of the Arabian peninsula, in the region of Nadjd
[q.v.], at 453 km/280 miles from Bahrayn on the Gulf
coast and 1,061 km/660 miles from Djudda [q.v.] on
the Red Sea coast. The actual site is on a plateau with
an average height of 600 m/1,968 ft. made up of
sedimentary deposits, mainly calcareous, and of the
Jurassic period. This plateau is intersected by valleys
with scarped edges, notably that of the Wad! Hanlfa
to the west, which forms a natural boundary to the
region as a whole. A shallower valley, that of the Wad!
Batha, running north-south, has determined the communications layout of the city centre before being
covered over and transformed into a main road. To
the east, the topography becomes more broken and
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rocky hillocks hinder the growth of urbanisation. Like
all Nadjd, al-Riyacl suffers from a hot desert climate:
irregular rainfall, but less than 100 m per annum,
average temperatures of 35° C in summer and 11° in
winter, very low atmospheric humidity and a liability
to violent winds raising sand storms which pose
serious problems for traffic and the upkeep of public
spaces.
2. History. The existence of underground water
channels in the alluvial subsoil of the Wadis Hanlfa
and Batha allowed, well before the coming of Islam,
the development of small human settlements,
associated with date palm groves. The most notable
seems to have been Hadjar, an oasis and market mentioned by Ibn Batfuta ca. 732/1332 as a place of
gardens and vegetation.
But it was only in the 12th/18th century that the
name of al-Riyacl appears in history with the decline
of Hadjar, ruined by local conflicts. The town of alDirciyya [q.v. ] was seized by the Al Sucud in
1187/1773 and chosen by them as their capital, as also
once again after a period of eclipse in ca. 1238/1823 by
Turk! b. cAbd Allah Ibn Sucud, the restorer of Saudi
power, who incorporated the Khardj [q.v.] in the
newly-reconstituted state. The Al Sucud were thus
able after this to resist incursions launched against
them from the Hidjaz by the Egyptians, at the instigation of the Ottomans, in the 1840s. The dissensions
after the death of Fay sal b. Turk! in 1282/1865 ended
in the conquest of al-Riyacl by the Al Rashid of HaDil
[q.vv. ]. The ensuing period of instability, characterised by revalries and conflicts between the "Turks" (in
fact, the Egyptians), the Wahhabls and the tribes,
finally resulted in the recovery of al-Riyacl from its
Rashidl governor by cAbd al-cAziz b. Sucud_b. Faysal
in 1319/1902. After the submission of the Al Rashid
and the reconquest of al-Hasa in 1331/1913, but
above all with cAbd al-cAziz's entry into Mecca on 6
Djumada I 1343/13 December 1924, the Saudi stateas then constituted comprised three-quarters of the
peninsula. From then onwards, the evolution of alRiyacl has been indissolubly linked with the political
decision-making of the reigning dynasty and the decisions made to maximise the prodigious subterranean
resources of the kingdom.
3. Contemporary developments. With a population of
less than 30,000 in 1929, even in 1949 al-Riyacl was
only a modest-sized town within fortified walls. In this
year, the walls were demolished and the town grew to
83,000 people spread over 5 km2. A continuous pattern of growth, strengthened by strong immigration
currents, made the population pass the million point
during the 1970s, to reach 1.5 million by 1993. At the
same time, the surface extension of the agglomeration
has reached around 600 km2 today, whilst the
development plan envisages an area of 1,781 km2 including, at the present time, vast land reserves. This
exceptional growth has taken place in parallel with the
creation of a diversified base of various functions,
generating numerous jobs. The industrial sector
represents 20% of those employed, and the main
zones of activity, whether public or private, lie on the
eastern and southern peripheries of the city. But alRiyacl has become above all a city of service enterprises, which has progressively concentrated, to the
detriment of Djudda, all the centres of decision
making, whether political or economic and financial,
at the same time as it has been acquiring hospitals, as
well as financial and university institutions, destined
to exert an influence over the Arabic and Islamic
world.
4. Urban planning. After a period of uncontrolled ur-

banisation, the Saudi authorities have opted for a
highly-planned development of their metropolis. This
is based on the Doxiadis Plan of 1968, actually put into practice in 1978 by SCET Inter, and contains all
the main options for development to be realised in the
following decades. These include: an extensive network of expressways which will complete a beltway
around the city in order to assist traffic circulation,
vital for a highly motorised population (600,000
private cars) which lives mainly in individual habitations. Furthermore, a general application of zoning
has brought about the building of university complexes around the periphery, including an Islamic
University and the King Sacud University, as also a
diplomatic quarter which includes all the diplomatic
representatives and the royal and governmental
quarter or KCOMMAS. On the southeastern
periphery is likewise situated the extensive housing
development of cUraydja.
In distinction from other Arab capital cities, alRiyao! has no historic centre and only a few preserved
buildings bear witness to the former architectural
traditions of Nadjd.
5. The urban structure. The administration of al-Riyacl
is under the shared responsibility of the state and of a
municipal administration, set up in 1936, whose
powers were much increased in 1977. In 1951, alRiyacl was linked to Dammam by a railway, but air
travel remains the most used method of communications; the airport opened in 1952 to the north of the
city, now judged inadequate, has been replaced since
the 1980s by the King Khalid Airport which covers an
area of 225 km2. But the main preoccupation of the
administration is the permanent challenge of a desert
environment, against which it is setting up a double
response: the systematic provision of green spaces for
the whole agglomeration and an abundant provision
of water. In order to satisfy a daily consumption of
around 400 litres per head, the underground water
levels of the region have been tapped and these
resources are supplemented by the bringing in of
desalinated water, whilst a growing proportion of the
water used is being recycled for watering the
numerous parks and gardens.
Bibliography: H. al-Djasir, Madtnat al-Riydol *abr
afwdr al-ta^nkh, al-Riyacl 1966; H. Pape, Er Riad,
Stadtgeographie und Stadtkartographie der Hauptstadt
Saudi-Arabiens, Bochumer Geographische Arbeiten,
Sonderreihe 7, Paderborn 1977; A. Fares, Mutation
d'une ville du desert arabe, diss. Univ. de Paris XII
1981, unpubl.; P. Bonnenfant, Riyadh, metropole
d'Arabic, in Bull. Soc. Languedocienne de Geogr. (1986),
395-420; C. Chaline and A. Fares, L'urbanisme contemporain et Riyad, reflexions sur Vamenagement urbain
arabe et occidental, Beirut 1986; Al-Ankary and El-S.
Bushara (eds.), Urban and rural profiles in Saudi
Arabia, Stuttgart 1989; W. Facey, The Old City of
Riyadh, London 1991. See also AL-CARAB, DJAZIRAT;
AL-HASA; SUCUD, AL.
(C. CHALINE)
RIYADI, an Ottoman biographer of poets.
Molla Mehmed, known as Riya^I, was the son of a
certain Mustafa Efendi of Birge (to the south-east of
Izmir) and was born in 980/1572. He was first of all
employed as a muderris, later became kdoli of Haleb
(Aleppo) and died on 9 $afar 1054/17 April 1644 in
Cairo. He was known as al-Asamm.
His chief work, Riyaol al-shucard:', is a biographical
dictionary of poets. It is known to have been written
by 1018/1609. According to F. Babinger and Niki
Gamm, his Tedhkire contains 384 names, 8 Ottoman
sultans as royal poets and 376 names of non-royal
poets in 20 extant manuscripts (see Gamm, Riydzi's
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Tezkire as a source of information on Ottoman poets, in
JAOS, xcix [1979], 643-44). But Namik Acikgoz gives
the number as 424, including royal poets and nonroyal poets in 26 extant manuscripts (see his Riyazu'sSu'ara, AUDTCF graduate/master's thesis Ankara
1982 unpubl.; idem, Riydzi divam'ndan sefmeler,
Ankara 1990, 28-9; on the differences of the number
of the poets in the Tedhkire, see Goniil Alpay [Tekin],
art. Riydzi, in L4, 2nd ed., 1970, 752.
As a tedhkire writer, Riyap1! belongs to a group of
writers who tried to cover the entire field of Ottoman
poetry. Like them, he also selected such poets whose
poetic abilities he valued as good, and he tried to
justify his judgements, selecting appropriate examples
from their work. From the information at the end of
the Tedhkire, we understand that RiyacjT completed his
work and presented it to Sultan Ahmed I in
1018/1609. Following the Introduction, which ends
with a kifa and a du^d (prayer) addressing Ahmed I,
it is divided into two sections (rawa'as). The first section contains information about the Ottoman sultanpoets Mehemmed Fatih, Bayezld II, Sellm I,
Suleyman I, Sellm II, Murad III, Mehemmed III and
Ahmed I. In this section, he gives basic information
about the lives of the sultans, such as their father's
name, their date of accession, their pen-names and
their praisworthy deeds, and he quotes some verses
both from their own poems and from those of other
poets written about them.
In the second section, the biographical entries are
given in alphabetical order by pen-name, and each
poet is dealt with in a much more detailed way than
in the first section. Here, he mentions the poet's birthplace, if known, and his date of birth and death; his
full name; and information about his family, his
education, his teachers, his profession; and whether
he was a judge or a teacher, or whether he held a high
official rank in the government. Occasionally, he
refers to poets coming from the ranks of the army.
Often he dwells on the unusual characteristics or witty
nature of the poets, providing witty and sarcastic hints
and anecdotes about their life. Then he makes an
evaluation of the poet's poetical ability, giving some
quotations from his poetry in order to prove the correctness of his judgement. Finally, he concludes by
giving the poet's death date and place, and his burial
ground. Sometimes he adds to this information a
chronogram commemorating the death. He usually
follows this pattern of information (ta^rikh) as far as
possible, and if he makes omissions, this stems from
a lack of information.
Besides his Tedhkire, he compiled a murattab Diwdn
consisting of 25 kasidas, the sdki-ndma, 652 ghazels, 17
incomplete ghazeh, 9 kitcas (of which one is in Persian), 171 rubdcis, 89 matlacs and 11 miydna couplets.
Kasidas are dedicated to inter aliad cOthman II, Murad
IV, the Grand Viziers CA1I Pasha and Hafiz Ahmed
Pasha, and the Sheykh al-Islam Yahya Efendl.
Riyadl's Diwdn is known in 30 extant mss., in scattered libraries all over the world. The Sdki-ndma, his
other well-known work, was probably composed between 1011/1603 and 1012/1609, and was written in
mathnawi form, consisting of 1054 couplets. Having
embellished this Sdki-ndma with scattered rubd^ts in appropriate places, Riyadi tries here to describe a drinking party which took place one night, and gives very
lively descriptions of the tavern-keeper, the musicians
and musical instruments, the wine-cups, the
cupbearer, and the psychology of the drunkards. In
addition to these, he describes very lively scenes taken
from the real life of his time, sc. the beginning of the
llth/17th century.
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His third work, the Dustur al-^amal, is a PersianTurkish encyclopaedic dictionary which was probably
written ca. 1016/1607 and consists of 1050 phrases, expressions and some special usages of Persian phrases,
with explanations of the grammatical issues. He also
quotes Persian couplets in order to explain how these
special usages and grammatical forms were used.
Later, the author of the Farhang-i Shucuri, Hasan
§hucuri, wrote an addendum to this work called the
Durub-i amthdl wa istildhdt ( Topkapi Sarayi tiirkfeyazmalar
katalogu, ii, 48).
Riyacli's Lexicon has not yet been published, but is
accessible in a number of mss., a list of which is given
by Babinger, GOW, no. 178; another one is in
Suleymaniye, Lala Ismail no. 314. On a German
translation of an extract from it by V. von
Rosenzweig-Schwannau, see ZDMG, xx (1866), 439,
no. 3.
Besides the above-mentioned works, there are other
religious, historical and literary works of his recorded
in the bibliographical works and in some historical
sources, including 1. Siyar, 2. an abbreviated Turkish
translation of Ibn Khallikan's Wafaydt al-acydn;
3. Sahd^if al-latd^if Ji anwdc al-^ulum wa 'l-ma^drif;
4. Kashf al-hidjdb can wadjh al-sawdb; and 5. Risdlat fi
C
z7m al-baydn.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Rida, Tedhkire, 38-9; Bellgh, Giildeste-i
riydol-i ^irfdn ve wefeydt-i ddnish-wardn-i nddirdn, 401;
Sheykhl Mehmed,
Wekdyi^ al-fua'ald*,
133;
c
Ushshaki-zade Seyyid Ibrahim, Dheyl-i 'Ushshdkizdde, fol. 48a; Sidjill-i ^othmdni, ii, 425; J. von Hammer, GOD, iii, 367; Bursali Mehmed Tahir,
C
0thmdnlt muWifleri, ii, 183-4 (with references);
Babinger, GOW, 177-8; Namik Acikgoz, Divan
edebiyatinda mektup ve XVII. yuzyil sairlerinden
Riyazi'nin iki mektubu, in Firat Universitesi Sosyal
Bilimler Dergisi, i/2 (Elazig 1987), 7-14; idem,
Riydzi, hayati, eserleri ve edebi kisiligi, Ph.D diss., 3
vols., Firat Universitesi, Elazig 1986, unpubl.
(GONUL ALPAY TEKIN)
AL-RIYADIYYAT, AL-RIYADA (A.), m a t h e m a tics.
Arabic mathematics are those cultivated by scholars
of diverse ethnic origins and of diverse religions, over
a period of at least seven centuries—from the 3rd/9th
to the 10th/16th centuries—but who all wrote in
Arabic and belonged to the civilisation of Islam in its
widest sense. Other mathematical activities directly
linked to these, in other languages, notably Persian,
or those via translations of Arabic texts, e.g. in Latin
or Hebrew, will not be treated here. Finally, given the
limited space available and the vastness of
mathematical activities in Arabic during this period,
whose diversity and importance has been shown by
recent research, not all the mathematical disciplines
and the applied sciences can be treated. Also not considered are the important chapters like those on the
project!ve methods (see R. Rashed, Geometrie et dioptrique au Xe siecle. Ibn Sahl, al-Quhi et Ibn al-Haytham,
Paris 1993, pp. CIII-CXXV), and fundamental applications in optics and in astronomy inter alia.
But, before tracing the history of these
mathematical activities, let us look at the origins of its
main traits, and, first, let us go back to Baghdad at the
beginning of the 3rd/9th century. It was just at this
period and in this milieu—that of the "House of
Wisdom" [see BAYT AL-HIKMA] at Baghdad—that
Muhammad b. Musa al-KhwarazmI [q.v. ] composed
a book whose subject and style were new. It was in effect within these pages that, for the first time, algebra
came forward as a distinct and independent
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mathematical discipline [see AL-DJABR WA 'LMUKABALA]. The event was crucial, and was seen as
such by contemporaries, as much for the style of this
mathematics as for the ontology of its object and, even
more, the richness of the possibilities which it offered
for the future. The style was at the same time
algorithmic and demonstrative, and at that time and
henceforth, with this algebra, the great potentiality
which would suffuse mathematics from the 3rd/9th
century onwards, may be glimpsed: the application of
mathematical disciplines to each other. In other
words, if algebra, through its style and the generality
of its object, made these applications possible, the latter, by their number and the diversity of their nature,
did not cease to modify the shape of mathematics after
the 3rd/9th century.
Al-Kh w arazmi's successors progressively undertook the application of arithmetic to algebra, of
algebra to arithmetic, from each of these to
trigonometry, from algebra to the Euclidian theory of
numbers, from algebra to geometry and from
geometry to algebra. These applications were always
those laying the basic foundations for new disciplines
or new chapters. Thus there saw light the algebra of
polynomials, combinatorial analysis, numerical
analysis, solving of numerical equations, the new
elementary theory of numbers and the geometrical
construction of equations. Other effects were to result
from these multiple applications, such as the separation of the integer Diophantine analysis from rational
Diophantine analysis, which became a complete,
separate chapter of algebra under the title of "indeterminate analysis".
From the beginning of the 3rd/9th century, the
mathematical landscape was no longer the same; it
became transformed and its horizons widened. From
the outset, we witness an extension of Hellenistic
arithmetic and geometry: the theory of conies and that
of parallels, projective studies, Archimedean methods
for the measurement or curved areas and volumes,
isoperimetric problems and geometrical transformations. All these domains became the objects of study
for the most famous mathematicians—Thabit b.
Kurra [q.v.] al-Kuhl [q. v. in Suppl.], Ibn Sahl and
Ibn al-Haytham [q. v. ], amongst others—who managed, through profound researches, to develop them in
the same style as their predecessors or modified them
when conditions required this. Furthermore, within
these Hellenistic mathematical studies themselves,
there was a movement towards non-Hellenistic areas.
It is this new landscape which we will now sketch
out below in its main traits, without, however, let it
be understood, any pretentions to exhaustiveness.
I. A l g e b r a .
1. Al-Kh w arazmi's book, which appeared between
197/813 and 215/830 in Baghdad, was the first book
in which the term algebra appeared in a title (this was
K. al-Djabr wa 'l-mukdbala). The two terms here
denoted at the same time both the discipline and its
operations. Thus for example
x2 + c - bx = d
with c > d
the algebra consists in transposing the subtractive expressions
x2 + c = bx + d
and al-mukdbala in reducing the similar terms
x2 + (c - d) = bx.
In this book, the author's aim is clear and never
before envisaged: to elaborate a theory of equations
which can be solved by roots, to which can be brought
equally arithmetical and geometrical problems, and
thus be of use in calculations, commercial operations,
successions, mensuration of land, etc. In the first part

of his book, the author begins by defining the basic
terms of this theory, which, because of the requirement of resolution by radicals and because of his
knowledge of the procedure in this domain, could only
involve equations of the first two degrees. It is in fact
a question of the unknown quantity, denoted indifferently by "root" and "thing", its square, positive
rational numbers, the laws of arithmetic of ± , x/-f-,
V, and of equality. The main concepts then introduced by al-KhwarazmI are the equation of the first
degree, that of the second degree, associated
binomials and trinomials, the normal form,
algorithmic solutions and the demonstration of the
formula for solutions. The concept of the equation appears in his book to denote an infinite class of
problems and not, as with e.g. the Babylonians, in the
course of the solution of one or other problem. On the
other hand, equations are not presented in the course
of the solution of problems to be solved, as amongst
the Babylonians and Diophantus, but, from the
outset, from the starting-point of primitive terms
whose combinations are to yield all the possible forms.
Thus, immediately after having given the basic terms,
he gives the following six types:
ax2 = bx, ax2 = c, bx = c, ax2 + bx = c,
ax2 + c = bx, ax2 = bx + c.
He then introduces the idea of normal form, and requires the reduction of each of the preceding equations to the normal corresponding form. From this
there results, in particular, for the trinomial equations
x2 + px = q, x2 = px + q, x2 + q = px.
He then passes to the determination of the
algorithmic formulae for solutions.
He demonstrates equally the different formulae for
solutions not algebraically but by means of the idea of
the equality of areas. He was apparently inspired by
a quite recent knowledge of Euclid's Elements,
translated by his colleague in the "House of
Wisdom", al-Hadjdjadj b. Matar.
Al-Kh w arazmI then undertakes a brief study of
some properties of the application of the elementary
laws of arithmetic to the most simple algebraic expressions. Thus he studies products of the type
(a ± bx) (c ± dx)
with a, b, c, d € Q+ .
In order to better grasp the idea which he made for
himself of the new discipline, as well as its richness,
one only needs to compare his book with the ancient
mathematical works; it is equally necessary to examine the impact which he had on his contemporaries
and his successors. It is only then that one can place
him within his true historical dimension. Now, one of
the features of his book, essential to our minds, is that
he immediately stirred up a current of algebraic
research. The bio-bibliographer of the 4th/10th century al-Nadlm [q.v.] already provides us with a long
list of al-Kh w arazmi's contemporaries and successors
who followed his path of research. Amongst others,
there figure Ibn Turk, Sind b. CA1I, al-Saydanani,
Thabit b. Kurra, Abu Kamil, Sinan b. al-Fath, alHububl and Abu 'l-Wafa D al-Buzadjanl [0.0.].
In this time and immediately after it, one witnesses
essentially an extension of researches already dealt
with by al-KhwarazmI: the theory of quadratic equations, algebraic calculus, the indeterminate analysis
and application of algebra to the problems of successions, divisions of inheritances, etc. Research into the
theory of equations was itself pursued along many
paths. The first was that already blazed by alKhwarazrm himself, but this time with an improvement of his proto-geometrical proofs; this is the way
pursued by Ibn Turk, who without adding anything
new, resumed a discussion of the proof which was
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more closely-argued (see Aydin Sayili, Logical
necessities in mixed equations by cAbdal-Hamid ibn Turk and
the algebra of his time, Ankara 1962, 145 ff.). More important was the way taken a little later by Thabit b.
Kurra. This last went back in effect to the Elements of
Euclid, in order at the same time to establish alKh w arazmi's proofs on more solid geometrical foundations and also to render geometrically the equations
of the second degree. Thabit was moreover the first to
distinguish clearly between the two methods,
algebraic and geometrical, regarding which he tried to
show that they both led in the end to the same result,
i.e. to the geometrical interpretation of algebraical
procedures.
But this geometrical rendering by Thabit of alKh w arazmi's equations shows itself as particularly
important, as will be seen, for the development of the
theory of algebraic equations. Another rendering,
very different, took place at almost the same time,
which was also to be fundamental for the development
of this same theory: that of the problems of geometry
in algebraic terms. Al-Mahani, who was, in effect, a
contemporary of Thabit's, only began by rendering
certain biquadratic problems of Book X of the Elements
into algebraic equations but also a solid problem, that
given in Archimedes' The sphere and the cylinder, as a
cubic equation (see below).
One witnesses, moreover, following al-Kh w arazmf,
the extension of algebraic calculation. This was,
perhaps, the main theme of research and the one most
shared together by the algebraists following him.
Thus one began by extending the very terms of
algebra as far as the sixth power of the unknown, as
may be seen with Abu Kamil and Sinan b. al-Fath.
The latter defined, furthermore, the powers
multiplicatively (see on the powers, in Sinan, Rashed,
Entre arithmetique et algebre. Recherches sur Vhistoire des
mathematiques arabes, Paris 1984, 21 n. 11), thus differing from Abu Kamil, who gave an additive definition.
But it was the latter's work in the field of algebra
which marks both the epoch and the history of algebra
(in his K. al-Djabr wa 'l-mukdbald). As well as the extension of algebraic calculation, he brought within his
book a new chapter in algebra, indeterminate analysis
or Diophantine rational analysis.
2. One would not be able to understand anything
about the history of algebra if one did not underline
the contributions of the two currents of research which
developed in the period considered above. The first
was concerned with the study of irrational quantities,
whether on the occasion of a reading of Book X of the
Elements, or, in some manner, independently. One
may mention, amongst many other mathematicians
who participated in this work of research, the names
of al-Mahani, Sulayman b. clsma, al-Khazin [<?.£.],
al-AhwazT, Yuhanna b. Yusuf and al-Hashiml.
The second current was stimulated by the translation into Arabic of the Arithmetics of Diophantus, and,
notably, by the algebraical reading of this latter book.
Now this Arithmetics, even if it was not a work of
algebra in al-Kh w arazmi's sense, nevertheless contained techniques of algebraic calculation, effective for
the time: substitutions, eliminations, changes of
variables, etc. It was the object of commentaries by
mathematicians like Kusta b. Luka [q.v.\, its
translator in the 3rd/9th century, and al-Buzadjanl a
century later, but these texts are unfortunately lost.
Whatever may have been the case, this progress in
algebraic calculation, whether by its extension to
other domains or by the mass of technical results obtained, resulted finally in a renewal of the discipline
itself. A century and a half after al-KhwarazmI, the
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Baghdad mathematician al-KaradjI [q. v. ] conceived
another project of research: the application of
arithmetic to algebra, i.e. the systematic study of the
application of the laws of arithmetic and of certain of
its algorithms to the algebraic expressions and, in particular, to polynomials. This is exactly this calculation
on the algebraic expressions of the form

which became the main object of algebra. The theory
of algebraic equations is certainly always present, but
occupies only a modest place amidst the preoccupations of the algebraists. One realises that, from this
time onwards, the books about algebra undergo
modifications not only in their content but also in
their organisation.
Without going over here the history of six centuries
of algebra let us illustrate this impact of al-KaradjT's
work by turning to another of his successors of the
6th/12th century, al-Samaw'al (d. 569/1174), who integrated within his book on algebra, al-Bdhir, the main
writings of al-KaradjI. Al-Samaw3al began by defining, quite generally, the idea of algebraic powers (he
writes, after having noted in a table on both sides of
x°, the powers, "If the two powers are on one and the
other side of the unity from one of them we count in
the direction of the unity the number of elements of
the table which separate the other power from the unity, and the number is on the same side as the unity.
If the two powers are of the same side of the unity, we
count in the direction opposite to the unity"; see AlBdhir en algebre d'al-Samaw^al, ed., introd. and notes by
S. Ahmad and R. Rashed, Damascus 1972), and,
thanks to the definition x° = 1, gives the rule
equivalent to x m x n = xm + n , m, n 6 Z. There then
follows the study of the arithmetical operations on
monomials and polynomials, notably those of the
divisibility of polynomials, as also the approximation
of the fractions by the elements of the ring of the
polynomials. Thus one has, e.g.

in which al-Samaw3al obtains a kind of limited
development
f(x)
h(x) = v } , which is only valid for x when it is
g(x)
sufficiently great.
One then finds the extraction of the square root of
a polynomial with rational coefficients. But, for all
these calculations regarding polynomials, al-Karadji
had devoted a work, at present lost but fortunately
cited by al-Samaw^al, in which he exerts himself to
establish the formula of the binomial development
and the table of coefficients

It is on the occasion of the demonstration of this formula that one witnesses the appearance, in an archaic
form, of the complete, finite induction as a procedure
of the proof in mathematics. Amongst the means of
auxiliary calculation, al-Samaw^al gives, following alKaradjI, the sum of the different arithmetical progressions, with their proof:
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There then follows the reply to the following question: "How can the multiplication, division, addition,
subtraction and extraction of roots be used in regard
to irrational quantities?" (see Ahmad and Rashed,
Al-Bdhir en algebre ... , 37). The reply to this question
led al-KaradjI and his successors to read in an
algebraic fashion and in a deliberate manner, Book X
of the Elements, to extend to infinity the monomials
and binomials given in that book and to propose rules
for calculation, amongst which one finds explicitly formulated the one of al-Mahanl

There is also to be found an important chapter on
rational diophantine analysis and another one on the
resolution of systems of linear equations with several
unknowns. Al-SamawDal gives a system of 210 linear
equations with ten unknowns.
Starting from the works of al-KaradjI, one sees a
trend of research in algebra taking shape, a
recognisable tradition regarding the content and
organisation of each of the works.
At the heart of this trend, the chapter on the theory
of algebraic equations, properly speaking, without
being central had nevertheless made some progress.
Al-Karadji himself considered, like all his
predecessors, quadratic equations. Certain of his successors tried, however, to study the solution of cubic
equations and equations of the fourth degree. Thus alSulaml in the 6th/12th century concentrated on cubic
equations in order to find a solution through radicals
(al-Mukaddima al-kdfiya fi hisdb al-djabr wa 'l-mukdbala,
Collection Paul Sbat, no. 5, ff. 92b-93a). This text of
his bears witness to the interest of the mathematicians
of his time, brought to bear on the solution by radicals
of cubic equations.
3. The algebraists who were also arithmeticians
concentrated on the solution by radicals of equations,
and sought to justify the algorithm of the solution.
One even encounters sometimes, in the same
mathematician (e.g. Abu Kamil), two justifications,
one geometrical and the other algebraical. For the
cubic equation, they lacked not only solutions by
radicals but also the justification of the algorithm of
solution, since the solution could not be constructed
by means of a ruler and a compass. Recourse to conic
sections, explicitly meant to resolve cubic equations,
rapidly followed the first algebraic renderings of solid
problems. We have mentioned, from the 3rd/9th century, al-Mahani and Archimedes' lemma (see how alKhayyam traced in this manner this story in his
famous treatise of algebra, in L'oeuvre algebrique d'alKhayydm, Aleppo 1981, 11-12); other problems, such
as, notably, the trisection of an angle, the two means
and the regular heptagon, were very soon rendered in
algebraic terms. But, on the other hand, confronted
by the difficulty mentioned before, and thus by that in
resolving cubic equations by means of radicals, the
mathematicians of the 4th/10th century like al-

Khazin, Ibn clrafc, Abu 'l-gjud b. al-Layjh and alShanm, were led to render this equation in the
language of geometry (op. cit., 82-4). They thus found
themselves applying to the study of this equation a
technique already at that time currently used for the
examination of solid problems, i.e. the intersection of
conic curves. It is precisely in this that there is found
the main reason for the geometricisation of the theory
of algebraic equations. This time, contrary to Thabit
b. Kurra, people did not try to render geometrically
algebraic equations in order to find the geometrical
equivalent of the algebraic solution already obtained,
but tried to determine, with the help of geometry, the
positive roots of the equation which people had not
been able to achieve otherwise. The attempts of alKhazin, al-Kuhi, Ibn al-Layth, al-§hannl, al-Birum,
etc., are in this way partial contributions, up to the
conception of the project by cUmar al-Khayyam (439526/1048-1131 [q.v.]): the elaboration of a geometrical theory of equations of the third degree or
less. For each of these types of equations, al-Khayyam
found a construction of a positive root through the intersection of two conies. Thus e.g. in order to solve
the equation "a cube is equal to a certain number of
sides plus a number", i.e.
(*)
x3 = bx + c
b,c>0,
al-Khayyam only considered the positive root. In
order to determine it, he proceeded by means of the
intersection of a half-parabola and a branch of an
equilateral hyperbola.
In order to elaborate upon this new theory, alKhayyam saw himself as endeavouring the better to
conceive and to formulate the new relationships between geometry and algebra. One needs to remember
that, in this regard, the fundamental concept introduced by him was that of the unit of measurement
which, suitably defined in relation to that of dimension, allowed the application of geometry to algebra.
Now this application led al-Khayyam in two directions, which may seem at first view paradoxical: at a
time when algebra was then identifying itself with the
theory of algebraic equations, this last seemed
henceforth, though still timidly, to be transcending
the gap between algebra and geometry. The theory of
equations was above all a place where algebra and
geometry met, and, more and more, ways of reasoning and analytical methods. In his treatise, alKhayyam arrived at two remarkable results which
historians normally attribute to Descartes: a general
solution for all equations of the third degree through
the intersection of two conies, and, on the other hand,
a geometrical calculation made possible by the choice
of the unit of length, whilst nevertheless remaining,
contrary to Descartes, faithful to the rule of
homogenity.
One should note that al-Khayyam did not stop
there, but tried to give an approximate numerical
solution for the cubic equation. Thus in his work
called On the division of a quadrant of a circle (op. cit., 80),
in which he announced a new project on the theory of
equations, he got as far as an approximate numerical
solution by means of trigonometrical tables.
4. Up to recently, it was thought that the contribution of the mathematicians of this time to the theory
of algebraic equations was limited to al-Khayyam and
his work. But in fact, it was nothing like this at all.
Not only did al-Khayyam's work inaugurate a complete tradition, but, moreover, it became deeply
transformed hardly half-a-century after his death.
Two generations after him, we come across one of
the most important works of this current of ideas,
§haraf al-Dln al-Tusi's treatise On equations (see Sharaf
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al-Din al-Tust. Oeuvres mathematiques. Algebre et geometrie
au XIIe siecle, ed., tr. and comm. R. Rashed, Paris
1986, 2 vols.)- This treatise (ca. 565/1170) brings forward some very important innovations in regard to
the work of al-KJiayyam. Contrasted with that of his
predecessor, al-TusT's approach was not global and
algebraic but local and analytical. This radical
change, particularly important in the history of
classical mathematics, was able to construct a bridge
between classical algebra and the prehistory of infinitesimal methods (see op. cit.).
But al-Tusi's example is sufficient to show that the
theory of equations not only became transformed after
the time of al-Khayyam, but never stopped getting
further and further away from the search for solutions
by means of radicals; it thus finished by covering a
vast domain, and included sectors which later were to
belong to analytical geometry or simply to analysis.
II. Combinatorial analysis.
Combinatorial activity began by revealing itself as
such, but in a dispersed manner, amongst the
linguists on one side and the algebraists on the other.
It was only later that the meeting between the two currents was to take place and that combinatorial analysis
was to present itself as a mathematical tool applicable
to the most various situation: linguistic, philosophical,
mathematical, etc. It is then that one can speak of
combinatorial activity in Arabic. Already in the
3th/9th century, this activity can be found amongst
the linguists and philosophers who set forth problems
connected with language, within three spheres in particular: phonology, lexicography and, finally, cryptography [see MU C AMMA]. The name of al-KhalU b.
Ahmad (99-169/718-86 [q.v.]) marks the history of
these three disciplines. He had explicit recourse, for
his founding of Arabic lexicography, to a calculation
of arrangements and combinations. For his lexicon,
he began by calculating the number of combinations,
without repeating, of the letters of the alphabet, taken
r to r, with r = 2, ..., 5, and then the number of permutations in each group of r letters. In other terms,
he calculated
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calculations. E.g. al-Samaw5al (ibid., Ar. text 232, introd. 77 ff.) set forth ten unknowns and searched for
a system of linear equations with six unknowns. He
then combined these ten figures, considered as symbols of these unknowns—today they would be called
indices—six to six, and thus obtained his system of
210 equations. He likewise proceeded by means of
these combinations to find the 504 conditions of compatibility within this system. All these combinatorial
activities, these rules discovered in the course of
linguistic research and algebraical studies, made up
the concrete conditions for the emergence of this new
chapter in mathematics. It remains, however, to note
that the act of this chapter's birth consisted in the explicitly combinatorial
interpretation
of the
arithmetical triangle, and of its law of formation, i.e.
the rules given by al-KaradjI as tools of calculation. It
would be excessive to think that the algebraists had
not seized upon this interpretation fairly quickly. We
are, on the contrary, more and more convinced that
this interpretation had been noticed by the algebraists
but that they had no stimulus for them to give an explicit formulation of it. The combinatorial interpretation is certainly there, very probably before the
7th/13th century, as we are now able to show thanks
to a text of the mathematician and philosopher NasTr
al-Dm al-TusT (597-671/1201-73 [q.v.]), until the
present time unknown. A reading of this text (see
Rashed, Metaphysique et combinatoire, forthcoming)
shows that he knew of this interpretation, that he put
it forward in a totally natural fashion as something
readily admitted and expressed it in a terminology
which is to be found, either wholly or in part, in his
successors. In the course of this study, he was led to
calculate the number of combinations of n distinct objects taken k to k, with 1 < k < n. Thus he calculated
for n =12
, and used in the course of his calculation
the equality

n being the number of letters of the alphabet, 1 < r
< 5.
Now this theory and method calculation used by alKhalfl recurs later in the writings of most of the lexicographers. They further were utilised in cryptography, developed from the 3rd/9th century onwards by al-Kindl and then, at the end of that same
century and the beginning of the next one, by
linguists like Ibn Wahshiyya [q.v.], Ibn Tabataba,
amongst several others. In the practice of their
discipline, the cryptographers had recourse to the
phonological analysis of al-Khalfl, calculation of letter
frequency in Arabic and that of permutations,
substitutions and combinations.
At the same time as this important activity in the
field of combination, the algebraists, as we have seen,
had put forward and demonstrated, at the end of the
4th/10th century, the rule for the formation of the
arithmetical triangle for the calculation of binomial
coefficients. Al-Karadji (Ahmad and Rashed, al-Bdhir
en algebred'al-Samaw^al, 104 ff.) had in effect laid down
the rule

The algebraists applied the new rules in their

One should now note that al-TusI had given in his
book on arithmetic (Djawdmic al-hisdb, ed. A.S.
Saidan, in al-Abhdth, xx/2-3 [1967], 141-6) the
arithmetical triangle and its law of formation. He
calculated an expression equivalent to
LJ \th

1

with 1 < p < 16, n=12.

After al-TusI at least, and very probably before
him, one will continually come across the combinatorial interpretation of the arithmetical triangle
and its law of formation, as well as the ensemble of
elementary rules of combinatorial analysis. As we
have shown, towards the end of this same century and
at the beginning of the next, 8th/14th, Kamal al-Din
al-Faris! (d. 719/1319 [q.v.]), in a treatise on the
theory of numbers, returned to this interpretation and
established the use of the arithmetical triangle for the
numerical orders, i.e. the result which one normally
attributed to Pascal. In effect, in order to form the
represented numbers (see Rashed, Materiaux pour
I'histoire des nombres amiables et de Vanalyse combinatoire, in
Jnal. for the Hist, of Arabic Science, vi [1982], 209-78;
idem, Nombres amiables, parties aliquotes et nombres figures
aux XIII' et XIV siecles, in Archive for Hist, of Exact
Science, xxviii [1983], 107-49, repr. in Entre arithmetique
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et algebre ..., 259-99), al-Farisi set up a relationship
equivalent to

with Fq the pth represented number of the order
q, F? = 1.
But at the same time as al-Farisi was busy with his
studies in Persia, Ibn al-Banna° (cf. reference above)
(d. 721/1321) was at work in Morocco on combinatorial analysis. In effect he went back to the combinatorial interpretation and took up the rules which
were known before his time, notably those of the arrangement of n distinct objects, without repetition,
r to r, of permutations and combinations without
repetition:
(n)r = n(n-l) ... ( n - r + 1 )

(n)n = n !

mathematical justification for algorithms, the comparison between the different algorithms with the aim
of choosing the best one and, to sum it all up, conscious reflection on the nature and limit of approximations.
There remains now the task of going back to the
main domains which divided up numerical analysis:
the extraction of roots from an integer number and
the resolution of numerical equations on one hand,
and methods of interpolation on the other.
As far back as one can go in the history of
mathematics, one meets algorithms meant for extracting square or cube roots, some of which are of
Hellenistic origin, whilst other are probably of Indian
origin, and, finally, yet others are owed to the Arab
mathematicians themselves.
Thus amongst the formulae which circulated at the
opening of the 4th/10th century, two should be particularly noted, each called "the conventional approximation":
3

^=a +
relations which were readily deducible from the expression (*) given by al-KaradjT three centuries
before.
Al-Farisi and Ibn al-Banna° not only followed after
al-TusT but used the greater part of the technical lexicon already adopted by the latter. With these
authors, combinatorial analysis no longer had as its
domain algebraic or linguistic applications only, but
the most varied domains, e.g. metaphysics, i.e. every
domain in which scholars were concerned with the
partition of a set of objects.
This concept and this chapter were to survive up
the present time. Scholars were to continue to treat
combinatorial analysis in different works of
mathematics, and independent works were also to be
devoted to it. Thus later mathematicians like al-Kashi
(d. 840/1436-7 [q.v.]) (see his Miftdh al-hisdb, ed. A.S.
al-Dimirdash and M.H. al-Hifm, Cairo 1967, 73-4,
where he gives the law for the composition of the
arithmetical triangle), Ibn al-Malik al-Dimashkl (alIs^dfal-atamm, ms. Dar al-Kutub, Cairo, Riyada 182;
he gives the arithmetical triangle and explains its formation at pp. 46-7; in the triangle, al-Dimashkl places
the names given as powers in abbreviation), al-Yazdl
(^Uyun al-hisdb, ms. Suleymaniye, Istanbul, Hazine
1993; see the arithmetical triangle at fols. 1 and 20a-b)
and TakI '1-Dln Ibn Ma c ruf, to give only a few names,
treat of it.
III. N u m e r i c a l a n a l y s i s .
Compared to Hellenistic mathematics, Arab
mathematics offered a much more important number
of numerical algorithms.
Algebra, in effect, did not just furnish the indispensable theoretic means for this development—even if
this were only the study of polynomial expressions and
the combinatorial rules—but also a vast domain of the
application of these techniques: the methods
developed for determining the positive roots of
numerical equations. Research in astronomy, from
another aspect, led mathematicians to take up the
problems of the interpolation of certain trigonometric
functions. Some of these methods, as will be seen,
were applied in quantitative research in optics. The
result, as may be already guessed, was an appreciable
quantity of numerical techniques which it is impossible to describe here in a limited number of pages.
Yet more important than the number of numerical
algorithms brought to light by the mathematicians
was the discovery of new axes of research, such as the

£77 a n d V N - a + 3^/3^,'

At the end of this same century, the mathematicians possessed, according to all the evidence, the socalled Ruffini-Horner method. Kushiyar b. al-Laban
[q.v.] applied this algorithm, in all appearance of Indian origin, in his Arithmetic (Kushydr ibn Labbdn,
principles of Hindu reckoning, tr. M. Levey and M.
Petruck, Madison 1965; see the Arabic text established by A. Saidan, in Rev. de I'lnst. de manuscrits
arabes, Cairo [May 1967], 55-83). We know at present
that Ibn al-Haytham (d. after 431/1040) not only
knew of this algorithm but endeavoured himself to
give a mathematical justification for it. It is his
general approach which we will set forth here, but in
a different language.
Let the polynomial with integer coefficients f(x) and
the equation be
(*)
*W-N
Let s be a positive root of this equation, and let us
suppose (sj) i > 0 (indice) to be a series of positive integers such that the partial sums are

one says that the Sj are parts of s.
It is evident that the equation
f0(x) = f(x + s 0 ) - f ( s 0 ) = N - f ( s 0 ) = N0
has as its roots those of equation (*) diminished by s0.
For i > 0, let us form by recurrence the equation
fi(x) = f(x + s 0 + . . . +8;) - f ( s 0 + . . . +Si)
= [N-f(s 0 +...-Hs i _ 1 )]-[f(s 0 +...+s i )-f(s 0 -f ... + Si_,)]
-N i ;
thus. e.g. for i = 1, we have
f,(x) = f(x + s0 + s,)- f(s0 + s,)
= [ N - f ( s 0 ) ] - [ f ( s 0 + s 1 )-f(s 0 )]
0
0+ 1
0
1
The method used by Ibn al-Haytham and justified
by him, which is found in Kushiyar and is called
Ruffini-Horner, furnishes an algorithm which allows
us to obtain the coefficients of the ist equation from
the starting point of the coefficients of the (i - l) th
equation. The principal idea behind this method lies
here (see Rashed, Les mathematiques infinitesimales entre
le IX* et le XP siecle, ii, London 1994).
The ensemble of methods and of preceeding results,
gained at the beginning of the 5th/llth century, then
comes up again not only in the contemporaries of
these mathematicians but in the majority of the
treatises on arithmetic, henceforth very numerous.

= N -[f(s s )-f(s )] = N .
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Amongst many others, one may mention those of alNasawl, successor to Kushiyar (see H. Suter, Uber das
Rechenbuch des Alt ben Ahmed el-Nasawi, in Bibl.
Mathematica, 3. Folge, vii [1906-7], 113-19; see also
Nasawt-ndma, ed. Abu '1-Kasim Qhurbani, Tehran
1973, 65 ff. of the Pers. introd. to the edition, and
8 ff. of the photocopy of the published Arabic text), of
Naslr al-Dln al-TusI (Djawdmi*- al-hisdb, op. cit.,
144 ff., 266 ff.), of Ibn al-Khawwam al-Baghdadl (alFawd^id al-bahd^iyya fi 'l-kawd^id al-hisdbiyya, ms. B.L.
Or. 5615, fols. 7b-8a), of Kamal al-Din al-Farisi (Asds
al-kawd^id, ed. M. Mawaldi, diss. Univ. of Paris III,
1989), etc.).
The mathematicians were in possession of the
arithmetical triangle and the binomial formula from
the end of the 4th/10th century onwards, and were not
to meet any major difficulties for the generalisation of
the preceeding methods and for the formulation of the
algorithm in the case of the root nth. Similar attempts, unfortunately lost, already existed in the
5th/llth century with al-Blruni and al-Khayyam. It
was in his contribution of 568/1172-3 that alSamawDal (see above) not only applied the so-called
Ruffmi-Horner method for the extraction of the root
n th of a sexagesimal integer, but also formulated a
clear concept of approximation. By "to approximate", the 6th/12th century mathematician meant:
to know a real number by means of a series of known
numbers with an approximation which the
mathematician could render as small as he wished. It
is then a case of measuring the divergence between the
irrational n th root and a series of rational numbers.
After having defined the concept of approximation,
al-Samaw3al began by applying the so-called RuffiniHorner method for the example
f(x) = x5 - Q=0,
with Q=0; 0, 0, 2, 33, 43, 36, 48, 8, 16, 52, 30.
Now this method was to survive till the 6th/12th
century and was to be found in many other treatises
on "Indian arithmetic", as they were called at that
time. It was to be met yet later in the predecessors of
al-Kashi, in al-Kashi himself and also in his successors. To take only the example of al-Kashi, in his
Key to arithmetic he resolves
f(x) = x5 - N = 0,
with N = 44 240 899 506 197.
If now we come to the extraction of the irrational
n th root from an integer, we encounter an analogous
situation. In his Treatise on arithmetic, al-Samaw^al
gives in effect a rule for approximating by means of
fractions the not integer part of the irrational root of
an integer, and gives expressions equivalent to

i.e.

It is thus a case of the generalisation of what
mathematicians have called "conventional approximation". We find it later amongst so many
mathematicians, such as al-TusI and al-Kashi. It was,
furthermore, with the aim of improving these approximations that there was conceived in an explicit manner the decimal fractions, as the example of alSamawDal shows (see above).
It was in the course of the search for the extraction
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of the n th root and the problems of approximation
that the first theory of decimal fractions was
elaborated in the 6th/12th century. The first known
exposition of these fractions was given by al-SamawDal
in 569/1172-3, and it shows that the algebra of
polynomials is essential to the invention of these fractions. These last survive in the work of al-Kashi (Miftdh al-hisdb, 79, 121; P. Luckey, Die Rechenkunst bei
&amsidb. Mas'ud al-Kdsi, Wiesbaden 1951, 103. Cf.
Rashed, Entre arithmetique et algebre, 132 ff.), and appear again in the works of the mathematician and
astronomer of the 10th/16th century TakI '1-Dln Ibn
Macruf (Bughyat al-tulldb, fol. 13la ff.) and al-Yazdl
(in his cUyun al-hisdb one cannot fail to discern a certain familiarity with decimal fractions, although he
preferred to make calculations with sexagesimal fractions and ordinary ones, see e.g. fols. 9b, 49a-b) in the
llth/17th century. Several indications suggest that
they were transmitted to the West before the middle
of that century, and they are named in a Byzantine
manuscript brought to Venice in 1562 as "Turkish"
fractions (al-Kashi introduced a vertical stroke which
separated the fractional part; this representation is
found amongst Western scholars like Rudolff, Apian
and Cardan). The mathematician Mlzrahl (b. Constantinople 1455) used the same sign before Rudolff.
As for the Byzantine ms., it reads, notably, "The
Turks make multiplications and divisions of fractions
by means of a special procedure for calculation. They
introduced their fractions when they came to rule our
land here". The example given by this writer leaves
no possible doubt about the fact that he is speaking
here of decimal fractions. Cf. H. Hunger and K.
Vogel, Ein byzantinisches Rechenbuch des 15. Jahrhundert,
Vienna 1963, 32 (problem no. 36).
Let us finally note that the methods of interpolation
were already, long before this, applied by
astronomers. From the 3rd/9th century onwards, they
sought out methods for formulating and using
astronomical and trigonometrical tables and, on this
occasion, came back to methods of interpolation in
order to improve them.
The numerousness of methods at the end of the
4th/10th century has set a new problem for research:
how is one to compare these different methods
amongst themselves, in order to be able to choose the
most efficacious for the tabular function being
studied? Al-Birunl himself began to take this problem
for his own consideration and to place side-by-side different methods for the case of the cotangent function,
with its difficulties which are connected with the existence of the poles. In the next century, al-SamawDal
was even more explicitly concerned with this task.
The mathematicians not only pursued their researches on these methods, but equally applied themselves
to other disciplines like astronomy. Thus Kamal alDln al-FarisT had recourse to one of them—called kaws
al-khildf, the arc of the difference—in order to
establish the table of refractions. But this method
called " the arc of the difference", applied by al-FarisT
at the opening of the 8th/14th century, goes back to alKhazin in the 4th/10th century, and was to be taken
up again in the 9th/15th century by al-Kashi in his
Zidj_ Khdkdni. This last example shows well that, for
this chapter, it is a case of stages in an identical
tradition.
IV. I n d e t e r m i n a t e analysis.
The emergence of indeterminate analysis or, as it is
called today, Diophantine analysis, as a distinct
chapter of algebra, goes back to al-Kh w arazmi's successors, notably Abu Kamil, in his book written ca.
266/880.
Abu Kamil aimed in his Algebra not at lingering any
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longer over a diffuse exposition, but at giving a more
systematic exposition in which would be highlighted,
as well as the problems and algorithms for solution,
the methods. He did, it is true, treat in the last part
of his book of the 38 Diophantine problems of the
second degree and of the systems of these equations,
four systems of linear, indeterminate equations, other
systems of linear, determinate equations, an ensemble
of problems which led to arithmetical progressions
and a study of these last (this part occupies fols. 79a1 lOb). This whole corresponds to the double aim fixed
by Abu Kamil: to resolve indeterminate problems,
and on the other hand to resolve by means of algebra
the problems treated at that time by arithmeticians.
One should note that it is in his Algebra that one meets
for the first time in history—to the present writer's
knowledge—an explicit distinction between determinate problems and indeterminate one. Now the examination of these 38 Diophantine problems does not
only reflect this distinction; it further shows that these
problems do not follow each other haphazardly but according to an order meticulously indicated by Abu
Kamil. The first 25 thus belong to one and the same
group, for which the author gives a necessary and sufficient condition in order to determine rational,
positive solutions. Let us take just two examples. The
first problem in this group (fols. 79a-b) may be set
forth as
x2 + 5 = y 2 .
Abu Kamil proposes to give two solutions amongst, as
he himself proclaims, an infinity of rational solutions.
Another example of the same group is problem no.
19 (fols. 87a-b), which may be set forth as
8x - x 2 +109 = y 2 .
Abu Kamil then considers the general formula
(1)
a x - x 2 + b = y2.
He then gives the sufficient condition for determining the rational, positive solutions of the preceding
equation. This last may be expressed as

^ ( i - ' ) 2 - b + (f)';
let us now suppose that x = —~—, and one has

(2)

Hi) = b + (i)'

and the problem is thereby brought to dividing up a
number, the sum of two squares, into two other
squares: problem no. 12 of the same group, already
resolved by Abu Kamil. Let us suppose in effect that
2

i_
I a I
b + ^~2~] =

u9

+

v

9
>

with u and v rational numbers. Abu Kamil poses
y = u + T
t = 2 (kt - v);
he substitutes in (2) and finds the values of y, t and
finally x. Thus he knows that, if one of the variables
can be expressed as a rational function of the other,
or, in other terms, if one can have a rational
parametrage, one has all the solutions; whereas, on
the other hand, if the sum brings us to an expression
whose root cannot be got round, one does not have
any solution. In other terms, unknown to Abu Kamil,
a curve of the second degree of the genus 0 does not
have any rational point, or is bi-rationally equivalent
to a straight line.
The second group is made up of 13 problems—nos.
26-38—which do not allow a rational parametrage;

or, this time again in a language unknown to Abu
Kamil, they define all curves of genus 1. Thus e.g.
problem no. 31 (fol. 92b) may be set out as
x2 + x = y 2 ,
x2 + 1 = z2,
which defines a skew quartic, a curve of A3 of genus
1.
The third group of indeterminate problems is made
up of systems of linear equations, as e.g. in no. 39
(fols. 95a-b) which may be set out as
x + ay + az + at = u,
bx + y + bz + bt = u,
ex + cy + z + ct = u,
dx + dy 4- dz + t = u.
This interest brought to indeterminate analysis,
which led in the end to Abu Kamil's contribution,
gave rise to another occurrence: the translation of
Diophantu s' A rithmetic.
In contrast to Diophantus, al-KaradjI does not give
well set-out lists of problems and their solutions, but
he organises his exposition in his al-BadP around the
number of terms which make up algebraic expressions
and around the difference between their powers. E.g.
he considers in successive paragraphs:
ax2n ± bx20'1 - y 2 , - ax2n + bx2n'2 = y2,
ax2 + bx + c = y2.
This principle of organisation was to be moreover
borrowed by his successors. It is thus clear that alKaradjT had as his aim the giving of a systematic exposition. On the other hand, he carried further the
task begun by Abu Kamil, which consisted in
elucidating as far as possible the methods for each
class of problems. In his al-Fakhri, al-Karaclji brought
forward only the principles of this analysis, indicating
that it bore notably upon the equation
ax2 + bx + c = y2,
a, b, c € Z,
in which the trinomial in x is not a square, in order
to pass finally to the different classes of problems, of
which the greater part are indeterminate.
Al-Karacjji studied many other problems, notably
double equality. Let us set simply forth the problem
x2 + a = y 2 ,
(*) 2
x - b = z2,
which defines a curve of the genus 1 in A3.
His successors did not merely comment upon his
work, but endeavoured to advance further along the
road traced out by him; thus in his al-Bdhir, alSamawDal commented on al-Bad? and studies equations of form:
y3 = ax -I- b,
and considered then the equation
y3 = ax2 + bx.
We cannot here follow the works of al-Karaclji's
successors on rational Diophantine analysis, but can
only note that, in the future, this last was to form part
of every algebraic treatise of any importance. Hence,
in the first half of the 6th/12th century, al-ZancJjanl
borrowed the greater part of al-KaragJjI's problems
and of the first four books of the Arabic translation of
Diophantus. Ibn al-Khawwam set before himself certain Diophantine equations, including Fermat's equation for n = 3 [(x3 + y3 = z3)], as also Kamal al-Dm alFarisi in his great commentary on the latter's work on
algebra. This interest and these works on indeterminate analysis were followed unabatedly up to the
llth/17th century with al-Yazdl and, contra what the
historians of this chapter say, it was not to end with
al-Karac|ji.
The translation of Diophantus' Arithmetica was not
just essential to the development of rational Diophantine analysis as a chapter of algebra, but contributed
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equally to the development of the integer Diophantine
analysis as a chapter, not only of algebra but also of
the theory of numbers. In the 4th/10th century, in effect, there took place for the first time the constituting
of this chapter, probably thanks to algebra but also in
opposition to it. In practice, the study of Diophantine
problems was tackled by requiring on one side the obtaining of integer solutions, and on the other side the
proceeding by proofs of the type of Euclid in the
arithmetical books of the Elements. It is this combination, explicit for the first time in history—for the
numerical domain, restricted to positive integer
numbers interpreted as segments of straight lines, for
algebraic techniques and for the requirement of giving
a proof in the pure Euclidean style—which allowed
the inauguration of this new Diophantine analysis.
The translation of Diophantus' Arithmetica furnished
these mathematicians, it will readily be understood,
less with methods than with certain problems in the
theory of numbers which were formulated there,
which they did not hesitate to systematise and to examine for themselves, contrary to what can be seen in
Diophantus. Such are e.g. the problems of the
representation of a number as a sum of squares, congruent numbers, etc. In brief, one meets here the beginning of the new Diophantine analysis in the sense
in which it was to be discovered and developed later
by Bachet de Meziriac and Fermat (see Rashed,
L'analyse diophantienne au Xe siecle, in Rev. d'Histoire des
Sciences, xxxii/3 [1979], 193-222, repr. in Entre
arithmetique et algebre, 195-225).
Hence in an anonymous text of the 4th/10th century, after having introduced the basic concepts for
studying Pythagorean triangles, the author posed
questions about the integers which can be the
hypotenuses of these triangles, i.e. the integers which
one can represent as the sum of two squares. In particular, he announced that every element of the sequence of primitive Pythagorean triplets was such that
the hypotenuse is of one or other form: 5 (mod 12) or
1 mod (12). However, he noted—like al-Khazin after
him—that certain numbers of this sequence—e.g. 49
and 77— are not hypotenuses of such triangles. This
same author also knew that certain numbers of the
form 1 (mod 4) could not be hypotenuses of primitive
right-angled triangles.
Al-Khazin later studied several problems involving
numerical right-angled triangles, as well as the
problems of congruent numbers, and set forth the
following theorem:
if a is a given natural integer, the following conditions are
equivalent

1.
2.

the system (*) admits of a solution;
there exist a pair of integers (m, n) such that
m 2 + n 2 = x2,
2 mn = a;
in these conditions, a has the form 2 uv(u 2 - v2).
It is in this tradition that scholars equally brought
to bear the study of the representation of an integer as
the sum of squares. Thus al-Khazin devoted several
propositions of his treatise to the study of this.
It was likewise these mathematicians who, as the
first persons to do so, posed the question of impossible
problems, such as the first case of Fermat's theorem.
It has long been known that al-Khudjandl tried to prove that "the sum of two cubic numbers is not a cube".
According to al-Khazin (Rashed, op. cit., 220), alKhudjandT's proof was defective. A certain Abu
Dja c far also tried to prove the same proposition. This
is equally defective. Even if one has had to wait till
Euler for the establishing of this proof, the problem
never ceased, despite everything, to preoccupy the
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Arab mathematicians who, later, enunciated the impossibility of the case x4 + y4 = z4.
Research on the integer Diophantine analysis, and
notably, on numerical right-angled triangles, did not
stop with its initiators of the first half of the 4th/10th
century. Quite the opposite: their successors took it up
again and in the same spirit, in the course of the
second half of that century and at the beginning of the
next one, as the examples of Abu '1-Djud Ibn alLayth, al-Sidjzi and Ibn al-Haytham attest. Later on,
others followed, in one manner or another, this line of
research, such as Kamal al-Dln Ibn Yunus.
V. The classical theory of numbers.
The contribution of the mathematicians of the time
to the theory of numbers was not limited to integer
Diophantine analysis. Two other currents of research,
starting from two distinct points, led to the extension
and renewal of the Hellenistic theory of numbers. The
first current had as its source, but also as its model,
the three arithmetical books of Euclid's Elements,
whilst the second came within the line of NeoPythagorean arithmetic, as it appears in the
Arithmetical introduction of Nicomachus of Gerasa. It is
in Euclid's books that there is to be found a theory of
parity and a theory of the multiplicative properties of
integers: divisibility, prime numbers, etc. For Euclid,
an integer is however represented by a segment of a
line, a representation essential for the proof of the propositions. If the Neo-Pythagoreans shared this concept of the integers and were in a wide sense attached
to the study of these same properties, or of properties
derived from these last, there remains the fact that, by
their methods and their aims, they were to be distinguished from Euclid. Whereas the latter proceeded by
proofs, these others had as their only means that of induction. Moreover, for Euclid, arithmetic had no
other aim beyond itself, whilst for Nicomachus it had
philosophical goals and even psychological ones. This
difference in method was clearly perceived by Arab
mathematicians like Ibn al-Haytham. For those of the
time, it was clearly a question thus of a difference between the methods of proof and not between the aims
of arithmetic. From this time, it may be understood
that, despite a marked preference for the Euclidean
method, mathematicians, even those of Ibn alHaytham's importance, reached the point of proceeding, in certain cases by induction, in accordance
with the problem posed; it is thus that Ibn alHaytham discusses the "Chinese remainder
theorem" and Wilson's theorem. Furthermore, if the
mathematicians of the first rank, and in accordance
with certain philosophers like Avicenna, neglected the
philosophical and psychological goals assigned to
arithmetic by Nicomachus, other mathematicians of
lower rank, philosophers, physicians, encyclopaedists,
etc., interested themselves in this arithmetic. The
history of this last is thus based on that of the culture
of a scholar within Islamic society over the centuries,
and goes well beyond the scope of the present article.
Research into the theory of numbers in the Euclidean and Pythagorean sense began early, before the
end of the 3rd/9th century. It was contemporary with
the translation of Nicomachus' book by Thabit b.
Kurra (d. 288/901) and his revision of the translation
of Euclid's Elements. It was in fact Thabit who set in
motion this research into the theory of numbers,
whilst elaborating the first theory of amicable
numbers. This fact, known to historians since the last
century thanks to the work of F. Woepcke (Notice sur
une theorie ajoutee par Thabit Ben Qprrah d I'arithmetique
speculative des Grecs, in JA, ser. 4, ii [1852], 420-9,
in which the author gives a resume of Thabit's
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opusculum), only had its full significance realised very
recently, when the existence has been established of a
complete tradition, begun by Thabit in the most pure
of Euclidean styles, to end some centuries later in alFarisi (d. 719/1319), thanks to the application of
algebra to the study of the first elementary
arithmetical functions. This tradition is marked out
by many names: al-Karabisi, al-Anfaki, al-Kubaysi,
Abu '1-Wafa3 al-Buzadjanl, al-Baghdadl, Ibn alHaytham, Ibn Hud, al-Karag^ji, etc., to cite only a
few of them. Clearly, one cannot in these few pages
devoted to the theory, claim to give a detailed description. An attempt will simply be made to sketch this
movement just mentioned.
At the end of Book IX of the Elements, Euclid gives
a theory of perfect numbers and shows that the
number n = 2P (2P+ J - 1) is a perfect one, i.e. equal
to the sum of its own divisors, if (2P + 1 - 1) is a prime
number. He does not mention the theory of amicable
numbers, however. Thabit b. Kurra then decided to
construct this theory. He set forth and proved, in pure
Euclidean style, the most important theorem of
amicable numbers up to this time, the one which
bears his name today.
Let us note a0(n) as the sum of the aliquot parts of
the integer n, and o(n) = a0(n) + n as the sum of the
divisors of n; and let us recall that two integers a and
b are called amicable if a0(a) = b and a0(b) = a.

(3)

°o(n) = />2aoto) + aoto) + (ft),
if n = pr, p is a prime number, then
r-l

a0(n) = EA*.
*=o
These three propositions have been until now attributed to Descartes.
(4) Finally, he tried, but without succeeding, as one
may readily understand, to establish a formula valid
for the case where n = pjp 2 , with (pj, p 2 )^l.
A second group includes several propositions bearing on the proposition -c(n): the number of divisors of
n.
(5) if n = pjp 2 ... pr, with p,, ..., pr as distinct prime
factors, then the number of parts of n denoted T0(n) is
equal to

a proposition attributed to the Abbe Deidier.
ei

e2

er

(6) if n = pi p 2 ... pr , with p,, p2, ... pr as distinct prime factors, then
r

Thabit b. Kurra 's theorem:

For n > l , let pn = 3.2n - 1, qn = 9.2 2n ' 1 -l; if pn.,,
p n , and qn are prime numbers, then a = 2 n p n .jp n and
b = 2nqn are amicable numbers.
It is with the algebraists, in particular, that the
calculation of pairs of amicable numbers other than
those given by Thabit was undertaken, i.e. (220,
284). Thus one finds in al-FarisI in the East, in the
milieu of Ibn al-Banna° in the West, and in alTanukhl and many other 7th/13th century
mathematicians, the pair (17296, 18416), known
under the name of Fermat's. Al-Yazdl was to
calculate later the pair known as that of Descartes
(9363584, 9437056).
The famous physicist and mathematician Kamal alDln al-FarisI wrote a work in which he tried
deliberately to prove Thabit's theorem in an algebraic
fashion. This action obliged him to conceive the first
arithmetical functions and to bring into being a complete preparation which led him to set forth for the
first time the fundamental theorem of arithmetic. AlFarisI furthermore developed the combinatorial
means required for this study, and thereby, a complete programme of research into figured numbers. In
brief, it is a case this time of the elementary theory of
numbers, just as one finds it later in the llth/17th
century. t
Al-FarisI examined the procedures of factorisation
and the calculation of aliquot parts as functions of the
number of prime factors. The most important result
on this level was without any doubt the identification
between the combinations and the figured numbers.
Hence everything was then in place for the study of
arithmetical functions. A first group of propositions
concerned a(n). Even if al-FarisI only in fact treated
of a0(n), it must be agreed that he recognised a as a
multiplicative function. Amongst the propositions of
this group, one finds in particular:
(1)

if n=plp2, with (pi,p2)= 1, then
a

o(n) =Mo(/>2) +/>2aoto) + tytototo)'
which shows that he knew the expression
(2)

if w=/?i/>2> with p2
to»/>2) = 1, then

a

Prime number and

and T0(n) = t(n) - 1, a proposition attributed to John
Keresy and to Montmort.
Al-FarisI finally proved Thabit b. Kurra's theorem.
He had simply in effect to prove that
'(2nPn-i Pn) - °(2nqn) - 2n[Pn., Pn + qn]
= 9.2 2 n - 1 (2 n + 1 -l).
If, with the works on amicable numbers, the
mathematicians sought also to characterise this class
of integers, whilst studying perfect numbers, they followed the same goal. We know through al-Khazin
that in the 4th/10th century people were thinking
about the existence of odd perfect numbers—a
problem still unsolved (al-Khazin wrote "This question is put to those who wonder to themselves [about
abundant, deficient and perfect numbers] whether
there exists a perfect number amongst the odd
numbers or not"; cf. the Arabic text published by A.
Anbouba, Un trailed'Abu Jamjar al-Khazin sur les triangles
rectangles numeriques, in Jnal. for Hist, of Arabic Science,
iii/1 [1979], 134-78, see 157). At the end of the same
century and at the beginning of the next one, alBaghdadl obtained some results concerning these
same numbers (see Rashed, Nombres amiables ..., 267
of repr.). Thus he gives
if a0(2n) = 2n - 1 is a prime number, then 1 + 2 +
... + (2n - 1) is a perfect number, a rule attributed to
the 17th century mathematician J. Broscius. AlBaghdadi's contemporary Ibn al-Haytham (see Rashed, Ibn al-Haytham et les nombres parfaits, in Historia
Mathematica, xvi [1989], 343-52) tried, as the first, to
characterise this class of even perfect numbers, by
endeavouring to prove the following theorem:
if n is an even number, the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) if n = 2P(2P + 1 -l), with (2P + 1 -1) a prime
number then cr0(n) = n;
(2) if a0(n) = n, then n = 2P(2P + M), w i t h ( 2 P + 1 - l )
a prime number.
It is known that (1) is none other than IX-36 of
Euclid's Elements. Ibn al-Haytham then tried further
to prove that every even perfect number is of Euclidean form, a theorem which was definitively to be es-
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tablished by Euler. It should be noted that Ibn alHaytham, no more than Thabit b. Kurra with regard
to amicable numbers, did not try, for perfect
numbers, to calculate any other numbers beyond
those known and handed down by tradition. This task
of calculation was to be that of mathematicians of
lower rank, closer to the tradition of Nicomachus of
Gerasa, such as Ibn Fallus (d. 637/1240) and Ibn alMalik al-Dimashki (see Rashed, op. cit.), amongst
many others. Their writings tell us that mathematicians knew at this time the first seven perfect
numbers.
One of the axes of research into the theory of
numbers was thus the characterisation of numbers:
amicable, equivalent (the numbers equivalent to a are
the numbers defined by a^1 (a)) and perfect. In these
conditions, one should not be astonished that
mathematicians came back to the prime numbers in
order to move on to a similar task. This is exactly
what Ibn al-Haytham did in the course of his solution
to the problem called that of "the Chinese remainder" (see Rashed, Theorie des nombres et analyse
combinatoire, in Entre arithmetique et algebre, 238). He
wished in fact to solve the system of linear congruences
x as 1 (mod nij)
x = 0 (mod nip),
with p a prime number and 1 < m; < p-1.
In the course of this study, he gives a criterion for
determining prime numbers, the theorem called
Wilson's:
if n > 1, the two following conditions are equivalent:
(1) n is a prime number
(2) (n - 1) ! • -1 (mod n).
The study of this system of congruences is partially
found once more in Ibn al-Haytham's successors in
the 6th/12th century, e.g. al-Khilati in Arabic and
Fibonacci in Latin (see Rashed, op. cit.).
One could add, to these areas of the theory of
numbers in Arabic mathematics, a multitude of
results which can be classed within the line of
Nicomachus' arithmetic, developed by arithmeticians
or algebraists, or simply for the needs of other techniques such as the construction of magic squares or
arithmetical games. One might note here the sums of
powers of natural integers, polygonal numbers,
problems of linear congruence, etc. A considerable
number of results are involved there, which extend or
prove what was known previously, but these cannot
be detailed here (one only has to read the arithmetical
works of arithmeticians like al-Uklidisf, al-Baghdad!.
al-UmawI, etc., of algebraists like Abu Kamil, alBuzadjanf, al-Karadji and al-Samaw3al, and of
philosophers like al-Kindl, Ibn Sma, al-Djuzdjanl,
etc., amongst a hundred or so of others).
VI. I n f i n i t e s i m a l d e t e r m i n a t i o n s .
The study of asymptotic behaviour and infinitesimal objects represents a substantial part of
mathematical research in Arabic. From the 3rd/9th
century onwards, mathematicians began work in
three main domains: the calculation of infinitesimal
areas and volumes; the squaring of lunules, areas and
volumes extrema at the time of examination of the
isoperimetric problem.
At the beginning of this same century, al-Hadjdjadj
b. Matar had translated Euclid's Elements. It was in
Book X of this work that the mathematicians knew the
famous proposition for this calculation, which may be
written: Let a and b be two known magnitudes, a >
0 and b > 0, such that a<b; and let (bn)n > j a sequence such that, for every n, one has
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then there exists n0 such as, for n > n0, one has

Two works of Archimedes were also translated into
Arabic: the measuring of the circle, KuxXou \iitpr\ais,
and concerning the sphere and the cylinder, Ilept
ac|jaipoc£ xat xuXtvSpou. The translation of the first was
known to al-Kindl and the Banu Musa (q. v. and see
the art. s.v. in Diet Scientific Biogr., 1970, i, 443-6; also
the treatise of the Banu Musa cited below), whilst that
of the second was revised by their collaborator Thabit
b. Kurra. As for Archimedes' other books, i.e. on the
spiral, on conoids and spheroids, on the squaring of a
parabola, and on method, there is nothing to show
that they were known to the Arab mathematicians.
This last remark is especially important since Archimedes introduced into his book On conoids and
spheroids the idea of lower and higher integral sums,
which then completed the method of exhaustion.
The translation of Archimedes' two treatises, as
well as of Eutocius' commentary (these texts were
twice translated in the course of the 3rd/9th century,
see Rashed, Al-Kindi's Commentary on Archimedes' The
Measurement of the Circle, in Arabic Science and Philosophy, a Historical Journal, i, 3 no. 1, [1993], 7-53), and
Archimede dans les mathematiques arabes, in I. Mueller
(ed.), Essays around the mathematical sciences of the Greeks,
Apeiron 1991), clearly correspond to the demands of
al-Kindl, the Banu Musa and their school. The Banu
Musa comprised three brothers, Muhammad, Ahmad
and al-Hasan, who were all concerned with
geometry—and notably, with conic sections—as
much as with mechanics, music and astronomy.
These three wrote at Baghdad in the first half of the
century the first Arabic work in this sphere. Their
treatise, called On the measurement of plane and spherical
figures, did not merely launch Arabic research into the
determination of areas and volumes but also remained
the basic text for Latin science after it was translated
in the 12th century by Gerard of Cremona. The
treatise in fact falls into three sections. The first concerns the measurement of the circle; the second, the
volume of the sphere; whilst the third deals with the
classical problems of the two means and the trisection
of the angle.
The brothers showed that the area of a circle is
equal to S = r. c/2 (r being the radius and c the circumference). But in this proof, they did not compare
S to S' >S and then to S"<S, but supposed that S
= r. c/2 and compared c to a c' > c and to a c" <
c, being thus content to compare the lengths.
The brothers then explained Archimedes' method
for the approximate calculation of n, and brought out
its general significance. They showed in effect that
this method goes back to the construction of two adjacent sequences (an)n > 1 and (b n ) n > 1 — an < bn
sequences for all n — and which converge towards the
same limit 2nr. This involves two sequences which
can be set out as:
an = 2nr sin rc/n bn = 2nr tg rc/n.
They remarked that "it is possible with the help of
this method to attain any required degree of precision" (see Rashed, op. cit.). With a method analogous
to that applied in the case of the area of a circle, they
determined the area of the lateral surface of a sphere.
The contemporaries and successors of the Banu
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Musa pursued research in this sphere very actively.
Thus al-Mahanl did not only comment upon Archimedes' book On the sphere and the cylinder, but began
on the determination of the segment of a parabola;
this text of his has not, however, survived.
The brothers' collaborator, Thabit b. Kurra, contributed to this area of research on a large scale. He
composed successively three treatises: one on the area
of the segment of a parabola, one on the volume of a
revolving paraboloid and one on sections of the
cylinder and its lateral area. In the first treatise, on
determining the area of a segment of a parabola,
Thabit, who did not know of Archimedes' study on
this subject, began by proving 21 propositions, 11 of
these being arithmetical. Examination of these shows
that Thabit knew perfectly and rigorously the concept
of the upper limit of a set of square real numbers and
the unicity of this upper limit. In effect, he used the
following formula for characterising the upper limit:
let ABC be a segment of the parabola, AD its
diameter corresponding to BC (Fig.). For all given
e>0, one can make correspond to it the division A,
Gj, G2, ..., G n _!, D, of the diameter AD, so that
area BAG - area of the polygon BEn j ...

EJ^AF.FJ ...Fn.,c<t,.

i.e. putting it another way, the area BAG is the upper
limit of the area of these polygons.

proofs of this rich and profound treatise, such as the
proof by means of which Thabit showed that "the surface of an ellipse is equal to the surface of a circle
whose square of the half-diameter is equal to the
product of one of the two axes of this ellipse by the
other", i.e. it ab, with a and b the two axes of the
ellipse.
His contribution was to be actively followed by his
successors, such as his grandson Ibrahim b. Sinan.
This latter mathematician of genius only lived 38
years, and did not like, according to his own words,
"that al-Mahanl should have a study more advanced
than that of [my] grandfather, without one of us going
on further than him". Hence he wished to provide a
proof not only shorter than his grandfather's, which
needed 19 lemmata, as we have seen, but also than
that of al-Mahanl. The proposition on which
Ibrahim's proof was based and which he was
previously careful to set forth, was: affine transformation
leaves the proportionality of the areas invariable.
In the 4th/10th century, the mathematician al-cAla3
b. Sahl (see Rashed, Geometrie et dioptrique au Xe siecle)
took up the study of the squaring of a parabola, but
his treatise has unfortunately not yet come to light. As
for his contemporary al-Kuhl, by re-examining the
determination of the volume of a revolving
paraboloid, he rediscovered the method of Archimedes.
The famed mathematician and physician Ibn alHaytham, successor to Ibn Sahl and al-Kuhl, took up
the proof of the volume of a revolving paraboloid as
well as that of the volume resulting from the rotation
of a parabola around its ordinate (see Rashed, op. cit.,
and Ibn al-Haytham et la mesure du paraboloide, mjnal. for
the Hist, of Arabic Science, v [1982], 191-262). Let us
rapidly examine this second type, more difficult than
the first one. In order to get to the determination of
this volume, Ibn al-Haytham began by proving certain arithmetical lemmata: the sums of powers of n
successive integers, in order to establish a double inequality, fundamental for his study. On this occasion
he obtained results which mark a point in the history
of arithmetic, notably the sum of any integer power of
n successive first integers
n

£ kj
k= i

Thabit showed in quite a rigorous fashion that 2/3
of the area BHMC is the upper limit of the areas of
the polygons already mentioned. He finally arrived at
his theorem, thus formulated: "A parabola is infinite
but the area of any one of its segments is equal to twothirds of a parallelogram of the same base and the
same height as that segment" (Cairo ms., Riyacja 40,
fol. 180b).
One should note that his squaring, given the definition of a parabola, is equivalent to the calculation of
the integral J 0 V Px dx.
Thabit's contribution to this chapter did not, however, stop here. He undertook to determine the
volume of a revolving paraboloid.
He finally undertook, in his treatise on The sections
of the cylinder and their surfaces, a study of the different
types of plane sections of an upright cylinder and an
oblique one; he then determined the area of the ellipse
and the area of elliptical segments; he discussed maximal and minimal sections of a cylinder and their
axes; and determined the area of a part of the surface
delimited by two plane sections.
It is impossible here to set forth the results and

, i - 1 , 2, ...;

he then establishes the following inequality
n

(*)

2

L [(in-l)2-k2] < - ^ ( n + l ¥ n + l ) 4 <

Let there now be a paraboloid generated by the rotation of the part of the parabola ABC of the equation
x = ky2 around the ordinate BC. Let on = (yi) 0 ^j^ 2 m,
with 2m = n a subdivision of the interval [0, b] of the
step

Let Mj be the points of a parabola of ordinates y; and
of abscissae Xj respectively. Let us posit
TJ = C - X;

there results

(0 < i < 2m = n);
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but, after the inequality (*), one obtains
Ins-^V<Cn,
where V = TC k2 b4. b is the volume of the circumscribed cylinder. By using a different language
from that of Ibn al-Haytham:
As the function g(y) = ky2 is continuous on [0, b],
Ibn al-Haytham's calculation will be equivalent to
the volume of the paraboloid

lunules—surfaces bounded by two arcs of circles—is
one of the most ancient.
Ibn al-Haytham's approach went back to the study
of lunules bounded by any arcs, whilst seeking for the
equivalents of surfaces. He introduced circles in
general equivalent to sectors of the given circle in the
problem, and expressed by a fraction of the latter. He
justified the existence of the circles introduced, which
he had to add or to subtract from polygonal surfaces,
in order to obtain a surface equivalent to that of a
lunule or the sum of two lunules.
Ibn al-Haytham took back to its foundation the
problem of the squaring of lunules, set it down on the
plane of trigonometry, and tried to deduce the different cases as so many properties of a trigonometric
function, one which would be recognised more
precisely much later by Euler.
From the beginning of his treatise, Ibn al-Haytham
explicitly recognised that the calculation of the areas
of lunules involved the sums and differences of the
areas of sectors of the circle and of triangles, whose
comparison in turn required the comparison of the
relations of angles and the relations of segments. It
was for this reason that he began by establishing four
lemmata.relating to the triangle ABC, right-angled at
B in the first lemma, and with^an obtuse angle in the
other three, which was in future to show that the
essential point of the study was taken back to a study
of the function
r/ \
sin^x
n ^ ^
f(x)
=
O<X<TC.
v
'
x
One can thus rewrite these lemmata:
1)

I f O < C < -j <A< y,
,,
sin2C . 2 . sin2A
then — < — <-£-;
it is evident that if C = A = ~r~,
thensi^C =

C
2)
V being the volume of the circumscribed cylinder.
Ibn al-Haytham did not stop there; he turned
afresh towards the small solids of framing in order to
study their behaviour when the points of subdivision
are increased indefinitely. This time we find ourselves
in the presence of a clearly infinitesimalist, and in
some ways functional, way of thinking, in so as the
crux of the problem is explicitly the asymptotic
behaviour of mathematical entities, the determination
of whose variation is being sought.
Ibn al-Haytham applied the same method to the
determination of the volume of a sphere. There,
equally, one notes that he gave an arithmetically inflected version of the method of exhaustion. In effect,
in his researches, the role of explicit arithmetical
calculation seems much more important than in the
works of his predecessors.
In this study, one can see the development of the
means and techniques of this chapter in Arabic
mathematics. It has been seen that Ibn al-Haytham,
in his work on the paraboloid, obtained results which
the historians have attributed to e.g. Kepler and
Cavalieri. However, this chapter stops there, very
probably because of the lack of a suitable symbolic
means of expression.
VII. The squaring of l u n u l e s .
Amongst the problems of the determination of the
areas of curved surfaces, the exact squaring of

si^A
A

=

JL
TC

Let « - B - B,,
i f C < f < B l < t , t h e n ^ e = ^.

Q\
3)

ir A ^ * u
sin2A ^ SU-^B!
If A < -T-, then —-— < —~—L.
T

4)

A

Jjj

Here Ibn al-Haytham wished to study the case

A > ~r\ but the study is incomplete.
He showed that for a given A, one can find B0 such
that
B,,B0^>^.
This incomplete study seems to have hidden from Ibn
al-Haytham's view the equality
sin2A _ SinZB,
A ~ B!
It may be remarked that these lemmata, since they
link the problem of the squaring of lunules with
trigonometry, changed its position, and allowed the
unifying of the particular cases. But the incompleteness already mentioned masked the possibility of the existence of lunules capable of being squared.
Ibn al-Haytham pursued his researches whilst solving important propositions which would take too long
to set out here. He likewise contributed, following alKhazin, to the study of isoperimetric and isepiphanic
problems, which led him to pose important questions
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regarding the solid angle (see Rashed, Les mathematiques infinitesimales entre le IXe et le XIe siecle, ii).
We have just been present at the emergence of new
researches into geometry, extensions of the Hellenistic
heritage, or new chapters of which the Alexandrians
never conceived: algebraic geometry in the sense of
that used by al-Khayyam and Sharaf al-Dln al-Tusi.
Other chapters on geometry, all of them important,
saw the light, stimulated by the application of
geometry to the other mathematical disciplines or to
other fields, such as astronomy and optics. Thus the
mathematicians developed the study of punctual
geometrical transformations, notably in the course of
their researches on infinitesimal determinations and
in the course of their works on isoperimetric and
isepiphanic problems. The analysis of the optical properties of conies developed thanks to catoptric and
dioptric researches. The study of geometrical
projections—conic and cylindrical—was brought into
being through the needs of astronomy. To that may
be added a whole tradition of research on the theory
of parallels, on geometrical constructions and on practical geometry. Equally evident, for the first time in
history, is the fact that trigonometry took shape as a
branch of geometry. It is readily understandable that,
within such a burgeoning, philosophers and
mathematicians became interested in the philosophy
of mathematics.
There exist so many other chapters which, for lack
of space, we can only cite here but whose titles, added
to those which we have already examined, allow us to
realise the ramifications of mathematics and to place
them within the history of this discipline.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): arts, on individual mathematicians in
Diet, of scientific biogr.; A. Youschkevitch, Geschichte
der Mathematik im Mittelalter•, Leipzig 1964, section
on Arabic mathematics tr. into Fr. as Les mathematiques arabes (VIIP-XVe siecles), Paris 1976; R. Rashed, Entre arithmetique et algebre. Recherches sur I'histoire
des mathematiques arabes, Les Belles Lettres Coll.
Sciences et philosophic arabes. Etudes et reprises,
Paris 1984, Ar. tr. Beirut 1989, Eng. tr. The development of Arabic mathematics. Between arithmetic and
algebra, Kluwer 1994; idem, Optique et mathematiques:
recherches sur I'histoire de la pensee scientifique en arabe,
Variorum, London 1992. See also the Bibl. to C ILM
AL-HISAB.
(R. RASHED)
RIYAFA (A.), from nf, pi. arydf, "cultivated and
fertile region", generally designates the lands along a
river or the sea and the fertile plains bordering the
desert [see further RIF]. The noun riydfa, a recent formation on the model of kiydfa (note that al-Djahiz, K.
al-Tarb? wa 'l-tadwir, ed. Pellat, 91-2, § 176, gives for
kiydfa [q.v.] the sense of the detection of paternity, the
whereabouts of water, atmospheric phenomena and
the earth), designates the w a t e r - d i v i n e r ' s art which
estimates the depth of water under the earth through
the smell of the earth, its vegetation and the instinctive reactions of certain creatures, in particular, the
hoopoe (cf. HadjdjI Khalifa, iii, 523, who cites, at 1,
444, a Mukhtasar on this art by Badr al-Dln Muhammad al-Karkhi, d. 1006/1597, Brockelmann, II 2 , 493,
and who notes that the most important pieces of information on it are to be found in the K. al-Fildha alnabatiyya (see ed. IFDEA, Damascus 1993, i, 54-111).
In effect, the Nabataean agriculture devotes a lengthy
treatise to the discovery of water called Bdb istinbdt almiydh wa-handasatihd. This monograph, which can
easily be detached from the rest of the work, has
several chapters, with the following titles:
(1) Searching for water and the necessary technical

knowledge for this; (2) How to dig wells and how to
increase the flow of water by various proven devices
and techniques; (3) The drilling of wells; (4) devices
for increasing the water from wells; (5) How to get the
water up from a very deep well; (6) How to increase
the amount of water in the well and its sources; (7)
How to change and improve the taste of the water;
and (8) Concerning the difference in the nature and
the effect of the water according to the nearer or further position of it in relation to the ecliptic.
The contents of this treatise on water have been
analysed by the present author, classifying these
under six headings: (1) Hydrology; (2) The search for
wells; (3) The drilling of wells; (4) Increasing the flow
of the water of wells; (5) Hydrology, the modifying
and improving of the water's taste; (6) The different
natures and effects of the waters according to their
positions in relation to the ecliptic (see FAHD, Un traite
des eaux dans al-Filaha 1-nabafiyya: hydrogeologie,
hydraulique agricole, hydrologie, in La Persia nel Medioeveo,
Accademia dei Lincei, Rome 1971, 277-326).
In the writings onfirdsa [q. v. ], the meaning of riydfa
has been stretched to that of uncovering the presence
of metals underground: 'Tacces a ces tresors enfouis
precede de la connaissance des signes que recelent ces
montagnes et qui apparaissent aux yeux du connaisseur averti sous forme de veines ou filets dont il lui
faut interpreter la nature, la disposition et la couleur"
(Fahd, La divination arabe, 404). The seeker "doit connaitre 1'origine astrale du mineral qu'il recherche et
savoir sous la domination de quelle planete il se
trouve; car chaque metal a la couleur, la nature, les
caracteristiques et les proprietes de la planete dont il
est cense etre issu" (ibid.). Amongst the Harranians,
the following correspondences were to be found:
Gold-The Sun; Silver-The Moon, (Black) LeadSaturn; Tin-Jupiter; Copper-Venus; and Iron-Mars
(see IBN AL-NADIM, Fihrist, 411-12).
In general, it is a question of a natural gift which
"reside dans la connaissance de 1'etat des lieux sans
signes apparents, mais avec des pressentiments fondes
sur des proprietes qu'il n'est pas donne a tout le
monde de deceler; cela est generalement du a la
perfection des sens et a la force de 1'imagination
(Fahd, op. cit., 403; Y. Mourad, La physiognomie arabe
et le K. al-Firdsa de Fakhr al-Dtn al-Rdzi, diss. Paris
1939, 137 n. 21, citing Zayn al-cAbidm al-cAmiri).
Riydfa, like kiydfa (Fahd, op. cit., 370-8), is classed
among the physiognomic procedures since it involves
"des deductions relatives a des choses cachees, partant de phenomenes apparents, par analogic avec les
previsions concernant 1'aspect moral, basees sur
1'aspect physique" (ibid.). Further details on these
procedures in Mourad, op. cit., 15 (the sciences connected withftrdsa).
Bibliography: In addition to the work of
Mourad, see T. FahdL La divination arabe, Paris
1967, 403-6; Zayn al-cAbidm al-cUmari al-§haficl
(d. 970/1562), K. al-Bahd^a al-unsiyya fi 'l-firdsa alinsdniyya wa 'l-hikamiyya (mss. in Ankara, Istanbul,
Paris and Cairo, cf. Brockelmann, II2, 440, S II,
463, who reads for his nisba al-Ghumrl).
(T. FAHD)
RIYAH, BANU, a n A r a b t r i b e , t h e most powerful
of those that, regarding themselves as descended from
Hilal [q.v.], left Upper Egypt and invaded Barbary in
the middle of the 5th/11th century. Their chief at that
time was Mu^nis b. Yahya of the family of Mirdas.
The Zirid amir al-Mucizz [q.v.], who did not foresee
the disastrous consequences of the entry of the Arabs
into Ifrikiya, tried to come to an arrangement with
him and to win over the Riyah. The latter were the
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first to lay his country waste. But thanks to the protection of the chiefs of the Riyafc, to whom he had married his daughters, al-Mucizz himself succeeded in
escaping from Kayrawan and reaching al-Mahdiyya

[?•»•]•
At the first partition of Ifrikiya which followed the
invasion, the Riyali were naturally the best served.
They obtained the greater part of the plains, which the
Berbers had abandoned to seek shelter among the
mountains; they had thrust their relatives, the
Athbig!j, towards the east. They held Bap!ja, which the
Fafimid caliph in Cairo had allotted to them in anticipation. The people of Gabes [see KABIS] took the
oath of loyalty to Mu3nis. "It was", says Ibn
Khaldun, "the first real conquest of the Arabs". The
Djamic, a family related to the Riyah, made Gabes a
regular little capital, which, they adorned with their
buildings. Lastly, a chief of the main tribe, Muhriz b.
Ziyad, made himself a fortress in al-Mucallaka (a
Roman circus?), among the ruins of Carthage. The
powerful lords of al-Mucallaka, however, supported
the policy of the Zlrids of al-Mahdiyya, and joined
them in their resistance to the Almohads.
This resistance did not long impede the expeditions
sent by the Maghribls against an Ifrikiya in anarchy.
Defeated by cAbd al-Mu5min in 546/1152, 555/1160
and 583/1187, the Arabs were ordered to supply contingents for the holy war in Spain. cAbd al-MuDmin,
leaving a section of the Riyah in Ifrlkiya under command of cAsakir b. Sultan, took the others to the
Maghrib with their chief, cAsakir's brother Mascud,
known as al-bult ("the axe"; cf. Dozy, Supplement, i,
111). He settled them in the Moroccan plains to the
north of Bu Regreg. This control was little in keeping
with the traditions of the Riyah; Mascud fled to
Ifrikiya and there gave his support to the Banu
Qhaniya [q.v.], who were trying to revive for their
own advantage the Almoravid power.
It is known how the trouble stirred up by the Banu
Ghaniya led to the Almohad caliph's appointing a
governor of Ifrikiya invested with very extensive
powers, Abu Muhammad of the Hafsid [q.v. ] family.
This governor naturally attacked the Riyah, and, in
order to be rid of them, encouraged the settlement in
the country of the Sulaym Arabs [see SULAYM, BANU]
hitherto quartered in Tripolitania. Under the
pressure of the Sulaym, the Riyah, the principal family of whom at this time was the Dawawlda, migrated
to the plains of Constantine where they were
henceforth to remain.
In their new home, the position of the Riyah remained a very strong one. They had rights over all the
centre of the region of Constantine, approximately
from the region of Guelma to that of Bougie. In the
Zab [q. v. ] they were on terms—which were sometimes
friendly but more often hostile— with the Banu Muznl of Biskra, who ruled this Hafsid province. This is
how the Banu Muzm had to fight against that curious
movement, at once religious and social, stirred up by
the Riyahid marabout Sacda. The Dawawlda, and in
particular their most powerful family, the Awlad
Muhammad, held winter pastures and enjoyed
revenues paid by the people of the ksur in the Sahara
region of the Wad! Rfgh.
During the whole of the 8th/14th century, the two
chief branches of the main tribe, the Awlad Muhammad and the Awlad Sibac, were actively engaged in
the politics of the Hafsid princes and the cAbd alWadids of Tlemcen, in the enterprises of the
pretenders who threatened their dynasties. The power
of the Riyah of central Barbary lasted till the 15th and
16th centuries. According to Bernardino of Mendoza,
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they had in 1536 10,000 horsemen and large numbers
of foot. The 12th/18th century saw them assisting the
Turkish Bey of Constantine, to whom they were connected by marriage and the independent sultans of
Tuggurt. In 1844, Carette and Warnier noted that the
name Dawawlda was still synonymous with "noble
Arabs".
Another group of the Riyah played a notable part
in the history of the Zanata states. In the western
Maghrib, bodies of them transported by the
Almohads to the plains of the coast faithfully served
this dynasty, by trying to check the advance of the
Marlnids [q.v.]. Defeated near the WadI Sbu in
614/1217, the Riyah were mercilessly punished by the
victorious Marlnids. Decimated and weakened, and
driven northwards, they submitted to the humiliation
of paying an annual tribute. Their name no longer
figures on the map of modern Morocco except at a
place near the road from al-Ksar to Tangiers.
Finally, at the other end of Barbary, in their first
home, the name survives in the nomenclature of the
tribes.
Bibliography: Ibn Khaldun, Histoire des Berberes,
ed. de Slane, i, 19 ff., tr. idem, i, 34 ff. and passim;
Ibn cldhari, Baydn, ed. Dozy, i, 300 ff., tr. E.
Fagnan, i, 433 ff.; Ibn al-Athir, ed Tornberg, ix,
387 ff., tr. Fagnan, Annales du Maghreb et de
I'Espagne, 456 ff.; E. de la Primaudaie, Documents
inedits sur I'histoire de I'occupation espagnole en Afrique,
in R. Afr. (1877); Feraud, Le Sahara de Constantine,
Algiers 1887; idem, Histoire des villes de la province de
Constantine, Bordj bou Arreridj', \nRecueildelaSocietearcheologique de Constantine, xv; Carette and Warnier,
Notice, in Etablissements Jranfats, 1844; Bouaziz ben
Gana, Le cheikh el-Arab, Algiers 1930; MichaudBellaire et Salmon, Tribus arabes de la vallee de I'Oued
Lekkous, in Archives marocaines, iv, 58-9; G. Margais,
Les Arabes en Berberie, see index and genealogical
table ii; R. Brunschwig, Hafsides, index; H.R.
Idris, La Berberie orientale sous les Zirides, Paris 1962,
i-ii; H. Terrasse, Histoire du Maroc, Casablanca
1949-_50, i. See also HILAL.
(G. MARCAIS*)
RIYAL, a name used for coins in a number of
Islamic countries, derived from the silver real (de
plata), first issued by Pedro the Cruel of Castile (13509), followed by Ferdinand of Portugal (1367-83). In
Spain it continued until 1870 and in Portugal until
1910.
The relations of the Spanish and Portuguese currencies to those of the Near East belong to the
monetary history of the Ottoman Empire and of Persia. From the early 16th century the eastern gold and
silver currencies suffered frequent devaluation and
debasement. Western merchants needed more stable
monetary standards if they were not to incur loss, and
so relied on imported currencies; they could make further profit by exporting them as bullion to India.
Austria, Germany, Holland, Poland, Spain and
Venice were the principal western sources; the Levant
Company, of London, forbidden to export English
currency, at first purchased Spanish reals, but turned
later to Dutch coinage. Spanish and Mexican reals
were greatly valued for their purity, but, being
roughly struck, encouraged clipping; Austrian and
Saxon issues became popular because they were
minted with a collar, which defied clipping. Thus
among Bedouin they have remained popular into the
present century.
The term riydl is first recorded in the east in Persia
under Shah cAbbas I in 1609. With Fath CA1I §hah's
issue of 1797 it became the official name of the silver
coinage, and this was retained in Ritfa3 (Reza) Shah's
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reforms of 1932. It was frequently devalued and
debased, and bore no numismatic relationship to the
Spanish and Portuguese issues. The earlier Persian
term Idri [see LARIN] is recorded as the common currency at Mombasa, Kenya, in conjunction with
"peeces %", that is, "pieces-of-eight" or Spanish
reals, by an English visitor in 1617.
In Yemen, while still under Ottoman sovereignty,
Imam Yahya b. Muhammad al-Mutawakkil (190448) determined to defy the Ottoman right ofsikka, that
of issuing coinage. H.F. Jacob, then Political Agent
for the Bombay Government in Aden, has left an account of how machinery ordered from England for a
mint in $anca° was passed through the Aden Customs
manifested as something else. Ottoman troops sent to
intercept it were outwitted by an escort of 500 Yemeni
tribesmen. This mint operated from 1906-63. The
Yemen still uses the term riydl for its currency.
'there were sporadic issues of riydls elsewhere, at
Ghurfa and two other mints in Hap!ramawt at the end
of the 19th century, and in Zanzibar by Sultan
Barghash b. Sacid, of silver in 1881, and of Vi and K
copper riydls in 1882 and 1883. A curiosity of the
pieces is that the ruler's given name is reversed with
his patronymic, as Sacld b. Barghash. Slightly earlier,
Charles Doughty, travelling down the Pilgrimage
Route, found that the Maria Theresa thaler was the
usual currency but that tribes further east preferred
the riydl.
In Saudi Arabia, the riydl was instituted as local
currency in 1935, in c Uman (Oman) in 1945, in the
United Arab Emirates in 1966, and in Dubayy and
Katar (Qatar) since 1972. They all obtain their supply
from the Royal Mint in Wales.
The history of the riydl can only be traced in the
works of foreign travellers. Official documentation is
not available. F.W. Hasluck has printed extracts from
travellers to the Ottoman Empire, and H.L. Rabino
de Borgomale cites references to Persia. A detailed
report, 1766, Observations sur I'etat actuel de I'Empire Ottoman, by Henry Grenville, Ambassador to the Porte
in 1762-65, and brother of George Grenville, Prime
Minister of Great Britain 1763-65, gives an official account of the Ottoman economy and government. The
Venetian sequin was the most favoured foreign currency, the Austrian thaler holding second place.
Bibliography: C.M. Almeida do Amaral,
Catdlogo das moedas Portuguesas, i, Lisbon 1875; R.H.
Crofton, Zanzibar affairs, 1914-33, London 1953;
C.M. Doughty, Arabia Deserta, London 1988; Enciclopedia Universal Ilustrada Europeo-Americana,
Madrid, s.v. real; G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville (ed.),
The East African coast: select documents, Oxford 1962;
Henry Grenville, Observations, etc., ed. A.S.
Ehrenkreutz, Ann Arbor, Michigan 1965, 33-45;
F.W. Hasluck, The Levantine coinage, inNC, 5th ser.,
vol. i (1921), 39-91; H.F. Jacob, Kings of Arabia, the
rise and set of the Turkish sovranty [sic] in the Arabian
peninsula, London 1923; C.L. Krause and C.
Mishler with C.R. Bruce III, Standard catalogue of
world coins, 1750s through 1945, Krause Publications,
Iowa, Wisconsin 1961 edn.; H.L. Rabino di
Borgomale, Coins, medals and reals of the Shahs of Iran,
1500-1941, 2 vols., Oxford 1945; R.B. Serjeant,
The Portuguese off the South Arabian coast, Oxford 1963.
(G.S.P. FREEMAN-GRENVILLE)
RIYALA, RIYALE or RIYALA BEY, abbreviation of
riyala-yi humdyun kapudani "captain of the imperial
[galley-] royal", from the Italian riyale (secondary
form from reale, abbreviated from galea reale, "the
royal galley"), a general officer of the Ottoman
navy who commanded the galley of the same name,
later "rear-admiral". There was also a popular pro-

nunciation Irydla with the prosthetic i frequent in
Turkish in loan-words with an initial r (cf. Hindoglou,
113 under "contre-amiral" and 457 under "reale";
the form irydla is found as early as Ewliya Celebi, viii,
466, 11). The Italian pronunciation riyale is attested in
the Itineraire de Jerome Maurand d'Antibes a Constantinople
(1544), ed. L. Dorez, Paris 1901 (we also find there
exceptionally rialle, reale and realle). For the pronunciation, we may compare the Turkish riydla with the
Turkish riydl, Ar. riydl, for the Spanish real (del plata),
name of a coin [see RIYAL]; cf. the French "gros
royal", Turk, grush, krush, gurush, mod. kurus
"piastre, formerly ecu". Here also we find the prosthetic form irydl (Hindoglou, 200, s.v. "ecu";
Aucher gives riydl, under "real"). In the west, the
Turkish word riydla was sometimes transcribed reala,
no doubt regarded as more correct (Herbette, Une
Ambassade turque sous le Directoire, Paris 1902, 238).
The rank of riydla, as well as those of kapudana and
patrona to be discussed later, was at first known among
the Turks only as applied to officers of the navies of
Christendom (see e.g. Ewliya 6elebi and the
Ottoman historians like Naclma and others). These
ranks came into use among the Turkish sailors, at first
unofficially, in the time of Sultan Mehemmed IV,
1058-99/1648-87 (cf. below in connection with
patrona). D'Ohsson, undoubtedly by confusion, says
that they were used in the time of Mehemmed II (85586/1451-81). We do not, however, find these titles of
foreign origin in the Tuhfet ul-kibdr of HadjdjI Khalifa
(1066/1656) nor in Hezarfenn (d. 1102/1691). It was,
it appears, under cAbd al-Hamid I (1187-1203/177489) that they were officially adopted (Mehmed
ShukrI, Esfdr-l bahriyye-i 'othmdniyye, 1306/1890, i,
145).
We are well informed about the hierarchy of the
naval high command at this period, thanks to the
Teshrtfdt-l kadime, a work of Sahhaflar-Sheykhl-zade
Escad Mehmed Efendi (d. 1848). On p. 102 ff. we
have a list of the old establishment, which combined
the non-sea-going officers, of which a list will be given
here, and the sea-going officers, who will be dealt with
in more detail because the riyala was one of them and
bore, like them, a name taken from the Venetians.
a. General officers of the A d m i r a l t y (tersdne-i
Admire).
(All three seem to have had, but perhaps only from
the beginning of the 19th century, the right to the title
of pasha.)
1. The kapudan-pasha [q. v. ] having the rank of wezir
(dewletlii). He was the Capitan del Mar (kapudan-l
derya) or, as was also said, the kapudan par excellence.
The name kapudan, from the Venetian capitan(o) and
its modernised form, probably under the influence of
English, kaptan, was further applied to any commander of a ship, small or large, foreign or Turkish.
(The vowel u in the second syllable is due to the influence of the neighbouring labial p and Trevoux's Dictionary gives the intermediate form "capoutan"
under capitan-bacha; cf. also Relation des 2 rebellions arrivees d Constantinople en 1730 et 1731, The Hague 1737,
23.)
2. Tersdne(-i Admire) emini agha (se^ddetlu) "Intendant
de 1'Arsenal" (d'Ohsson), Germ. "Intendant des
Arsenals" (Hammer), Engl. "Intendant of the
Marine" (Perry). He took the place of the Grand Admiral in his absence. From 1246/1830 onwards, he
was called mudir.
3. Tersdne(-i cdmire) ketkhiiddsl (kahyasl) agha "Intendant des galeres", "Lieutenant of the Arsenal",
"Sachwalter des Arsenals". He was particularly concerned with the police of the Admiralty.
b. Admirals with the title of bey.
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Except the fourth, these officers were sea-going admirals and took the name, of Venetian origin, of the
vessels they commanded. The name might have the
addition of humdyun "imperial" in a Persian construction, whence the official barbarisms bashtarda-yl
humdyun, kapudana-yl humdyun, etc. The full titles were
in theory bashtarda-yl humdyun kapudani, kapudana-yl
humdyun kapudani, etc.
1. Bashtarda, bashfarda, basharda-(yi humdyun)—Ital.
bastarda, Fr. bastarde or bdtardelle. This was not the
largest unit of the fleet. In Turkish as in Venetian
usage, the bastarda was a galley larger than the galea
sensile (Tk. kadlrga or cektiri), but smaller than the
galeazza or galliass (Tk. maund) and had a very rounded poop "like a water-melon" (karpuz klcli). Among
the Turks it contained 26-36 oturaks or benches of 5-7
rowers. The one which had the Kapudan Pasha on
board was called (kapudan-) pasha bashtardasl and had
26-36 oturaks. It was distinguished by the three
lanterns (fener) attached to the poop in addition to that
on the main mast (Tuhfa, fol. 69; Djewdet Pasha tdnkhi,
1309, 131). As it flew the flag of the Grand Admiral,
it w,as sometimes (Meninski, Thesaurus, i, 663; Barbier
de Meynard) called "Captain", but we shall see that
among the Turks this name was given to another
vessel. Chance has willed it that the first syllable in the
word bashtarda means in Turkish "head, chief but it
is difficult to say that the Ottomans gave first place to
this ship simply as a result of a popular etymology.
The disappearance of the ship propelled by oars
resulted in the abolition of the bashtarda. Officially
disused in 1177/1764, according to d'Ohsson, it was
still used from time to time on certain ceremonial occasions. The sailing-ship (kalyun, "galleon") which
became the flagship of the kapudan pasha, was commanded by the "Flag Captain" who, according to
d'Ohsson, was called in Turkish suwari kapudani "captain of the ship commanders" and, according to von
Hammer (Staatsverf., ii, 493), sandjak kapudani, Germ.
"Flaggenkapitan", cf. Eng. "flag captain". Escad
Mehmed Efendi calls this officer, probably by an archaism, bashtarda(-yi) humdyun-i pasha "(commander
of) the imperial bashtarda of the (kapudan) pasha.
2. Kapudana bey. Kapudana comes from the Venetian
(galea or nave) capitana "galley or ship carrying the
leader of a naval expedition, flag-ship" (Jal). In
France it was called "la capitaine" or "capitainesse",
but these terms disappeared in 1669 with the office of
general of the galleys, and in the French navy pride of
place was given to the Reale (see below). On the
kapudana which took part in the naval battle of
fieshme (1770), cf. Jaubert, Grammaire, appendice, 3.
Kapudana and kapudan have often been confused (von
Hammer, Staatsverf., ii, 291; Blochet, Voyage de Carlier
de Pinon, 128; Douin, Navarin, 250, 276, 295, 311).
We find the full title of kapudana-yi humdyun kapudani,
e.g. in a letter from Muhammad CA1I Pasha [q.v.] (of
Egypt) to the Grand Vizier of 29 Ramadan 1231/1
July 1821 register, no. 4, p. 71.
3. Patrona bey. Patrona comes from the Venetian
(galea or nave) patrona or padrona, Fr. la patronne "galley
carrying the lieutenant-general or the next in command to the chief of the squadron" (Jal). The earliest
mention of an officer of this rank known to us is connected with the years 1676-85 (see Sidjill-i ^othmdni, \,
112, below. Patrona Khalfl [q.v.], a Janissary, and
leader of the rebels who deposed Ahmed III in
1143/1730, owed his epithet to the fact that he had
been a lewend [q. v. ] on board the Patrona (Relation des
2 rebellions, 8; Eng. tr. in Charles Perry, A view of the
Levant, London 1743, 64). We also find the forms applied, it is true, to Christian ships: patorna, patorona,
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batorna, and even botrona (Ewliya fielebi, viii, 579, 12;
i, 104, 7; viii, 447, below; 446, 10; Hasan Agha,
Djewdhir al-tewdnkh, ms. Bibl. Paris, S.T. 506, fols.
160b-161). All these pronunciations show that the
word was already well known but that it was finding
difficulty in being acclimatised in a correct form.
4. Liman resist "captain (admiral) of the port" of
Istanbul, Ger. "Kapitan des Hafens". He was also
commander of the midshipmen (mandedji).
5. Riydla bey. Riydla comes from the Venetian (galea
or nave) reale "galley which carried the king or
princes" (the same name was often also applied as an
epithet to vessels beonging to the king, i.e to the state,
in contrast to privately owned ships). For the lexicology of this borrowing from the Italian, see the beginning of the article.
At the battle of Lepanto, Don John of Austria,
Captain of the League, sailed in a Reale. A Patrona
Reale went astern of the Reale of the Prince and of the
Capitana of the "General Capitan dell' Armata" of
Venice. Except for these two ships, none of the 202
vessels of the allies was given the name of Reale (Contarini, Historiadellecose.... dellaguerra mossa da Selim Ottomano a' Veneziani, Venice 1572, fols. 36b ff.). In
France, the Reale also went in front of the Patrone
and was the first ship of the navy, intended to carry
the king, princes, the admiral of France or in their
absence the general of the galleys (Jal). At the conquest of Cyprus, in 1570, Contarini (Venice 1595)
gives for 185 Christian ships 18 capitana, 7padrona and
1 bastardella (no Reale); for the 276 Turkish ships 1 real
(sic) and 29 capitana (these terms do not correspond
exactly to those of Turkish usage of that time).
It is not explained how the title of Reale came to
descend among the Turks until it was applied to the
ship of the admiral of lowest rank. We may suppose
that they were misled by the second meaning of the
word Reale (see above), or that they confused him
with the English "rear-admiral".
Marsigli (Stato Militare..., 1732, i, 146) mentions
the Turkish "commandante nella Reale" as having a
higher rank than the gardyan basht, who was in turn
superior to the captain of an ordinary galley. According to Escad Efendi, the riyale came before the kalyunlar
kdtibi.
All the officers here mentioned, from the kapudan
pasha to the riydla, were sahib deynek, i.e. they had the
right to carry, in imitation of their Venetian colleagues, a commander's baton or cane, deynek, also
called sadefkdri ^asd (Escad Efendi, 109, 7) because it
was encrusted with mother of pearl of different colours
(see below). It was what the Venetians called th$ giannetta or cana (canna); from canna d'India, "Indian
cane", often taken in the sense of "bamboo", from
which we also have the English word "cane". They
alone wore small turbans and fur-trimmed robes (cf.
d'Ohsson, pi. 228).
When under cAbd al-Hamfd I, or later under his
successor Selim III [q.vv.], the naval hierarchy was
organised and to some extent modernised, three
grades of admiral were instituted (independent of the
kapudan pasha, who was the Grand Admiral or
"amiralissimo"). They were:
1. The kapudana bey "Admiral". Mehmed Shukri
regards his rank as equivalent to the more modern one
of shurd-yi bahriyye re^isi "president of the Higher
Council of the Navy". He had a fixed monthly salary
of 4,500 piastres, and in addition received pay for
1,000 men (out of which he was liable to make various
grants), but with the obligation to give to the kapudan
pasha spices or offiize to the value of 4,000 piastres. He
carried a green cane and had the right to have a pen-
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non below the flag on the main mast (that of the
kapudan-pasha was above).
2. Patrona bey "vice-admiral" (Mehmed ShukrT).
modern Turkish vis amiral but we also find the French
equivalent of "guidon" (Sam! Bey; TinghirSinapian). Salary: 3,500 piastres. Pay of 800 men.
Djd^ize to the kapudan pasha of 3,000 piastres. Blue
cane. Flag on the fore-mast.
3. Riydla bey "rear-admiral" (Mehmed ShukrT).
Salary: 3,000 piastres. Pay of 700 men. Dja^ize to the
kapudan pasha: 2,500 piastres. Blue cane. Flag on the
mizzen-mast.
It may be noted that, in theory, there was only one
officer of each of these ranks at one time.
All three took part in the battle of Navartino in
1827 (Douin, Navarin, 250 and passim). They were
under the command of Tahir Pasha who had the rank
of mirmirdn. He was himself patrona, but this does not
mean duplicating the office of the patrona who was
subordinate to him, because the commanders-in-chief
of the fleet (ser-asker or bash-bogh) were chosen without
regard to rank. Khidir Ilyas (Enderun tdnkhi, 481)
mentions a liman re^isi with the rank of patrona in 1826.
The flag-commander of the kapudan pasha retained
his functions, but seems to have occupied a position
on the edge of the hierarchy which the presence of the
Grand Admiral on board sometimes made unenviable
(von Hammer, Staatsverf., ii, 293)
We do not know at what period these ranks were
replaced by the more modern terms of mushir, ferik and
liwd. The equations of rank varied considerably. The
riyala is regarded as mir afay} mirmirdn, liwd ferik and
even birina^i ferik. It is probable that it was necessary
to choose a grade between these. At Sebastopol in
1854, the Turkish fleet was commanded by a patrona,
Ahmed Pasha (cf. Ahmed Rasim, Tdrikh, iv, 2015).
In Egypt under the Khedives, there was for a time
a riyala pasha in command of the fleet.
Bibliography: Only d'Ohsson gives definite information about the officers mentioned above, see
his Tableau de Empire Othoman, vol. vii, bk. viii, 42038, devoted to the Navy. See also Ubicini, Lettres sur
la Turquie, 2nd ed., Paris 1853, i, 484 (important);
Jouannin, La Turquie, 436; Pakalin, iii, s.v.; l.H.
Uzuncars,ili, Osmanli devletinin merkez ve bahriye
teskildti, Ankara 1948, 434-5. See also BAHRIYYA. iii,
and KAPUDAN PASHA.

(J. DENY)

RIYAM, BANU, also and perhaps originally Ri3am,
a tribal grouping in c Uman [q.v.].
The tribe would appear to have originated in the
coastal area of southern c Uman and in the 4th/10th
century al-Hamdanl (Sifa, 52) refers to them as a batn
of al-Kamar, which Ibn Manzur's LA (v, 115) states
is a bain of Mahra b. Haydan, not the main group of
Mahra which remained in southern Arabia. Kahhala
(Mu^djam, ii, 458), relying on the 5th/llth century
geographer, al-Bakri, says Banu Riyam themselves
are a batn of Mahra b. Haydan b. c Amr b. al-Haf, that
they live in the coastal area of southern cUman and
that one of their fortresses is Raysut (Wilkinson,
Imamate, 75-6). The latter is the port of Zafar [q.v.],
about 15 km/10 miles across the bay from the settlement. Al-Firuzabadi's Kdmus (ii, 125) says that Banu
Riyam are between Zafar and al-Shihr, the port of
Hadramawt. Despite these early references placing
Banu Riyam only in the south, their even earlier
settlement pattern seems to have extended from the
southern coastal area as far as the plateau of al-Djabal
al-Akholar, and their main centre was in Djaclan, the
area in the south-eastern corner of the Arabian Peninsula. The political importance of Banu Riyam in central c Uman, however, becomes clear at the end of the

3rd/9th century when they began to take over settlements at the foot of al-Djabal al-Akho!ar on all sides
(Wilkinson, Settlement, 245-6 and fig. 33). The area of
al-Djabal al-Akh^ar inhabited by Banu Riyam has
become renowned for its cultivation of such fruits as
pomegranates, grapes, peaches, figs and mulberries,
as well as roses for making rose-water and walnuts
(ibid., 12-13).
Bibliography: HamdanI; Ibn Manzur, LA,
Beirut 1955-6; Flruzabadi. al-Kdmus al-muhit, Cairo
1952; Caskel-Strenziok, Gamharat an-nasab, ii, table
328; c Umar Ripla Kahliala, Mu^am kabd^ilal^Arab,
Beirut 1982; J.C. Wilkinson, Water and tribal settlement in South-East Arabia, Oxford 1977; idem, The
Imamate tradition of Oman, Cambridge 1987.
(G.R. SMITH)
RIZE, a town on the northern, Black Sea
coast of Asia Minor, in the eastern part of classical
Pontus and in the later mediaeval Islamic Lazistan
[see LAZ], now in the Turkish Republic (lat. 41° 03'
N., long. 40° 31' E.).
In Byzantine times, Rhizus/Rhizaion was a place of
some importance and was strongly fortified. With the
Ottoman annexation of the Comneni empire of Trebizond in 865/1462 [see TARABZUN], it became part of
the Ottoman empire. A list of Orthodox Church
metropolitanates still in existence at the end of the
9th/15th century mentions the town, which formed
part of the province of Trabzon, as a separate judicial
district (kafii*). In the early years of Kanuni
Siileyman's reign, the town contained 215 Christian
households, two further households recently converted to Islam and 41 men subject to the bdshtlna
(landholding) tax. There also existed a monastery
transcribed in the Ottoman register as Ayo Randos.
The town was protected by two fortresses, one of them
guarded by 31 soldiers under the command of a dizddr
and ketkfiudd. A second ketkhudd was recorded for the
"old fortress", which means that it was still in use.
Two inhabitants of the town had been granted the
privileges of koprudius, that is, they were exempt from
certain taxes while responsible for the construction
and upkeep of a local bridge. After the conquest of
Trabzon, Mehemmed the Conquerer had resettled
certain personages of the area in Rumeli (siirguns); this
fact was still mentioned in the records of the early
10th/16th century. Among the town's residents there
also were a few siirguns from Bosnia and Morea. These
were ^'mar-holders and followers of a governor, that is,
they had probably been people of distinction in their
areas of origin.
In the rural district surrounding the town, there
were at least 29 villages and 35 mahalles (quarters).
This means that the non-nucleated settlement pattern,
which is widespread in the area to the present day, existed in the 10th/16th century as well. The tax
registers of the early 10th/16th century mention
possessions of a Georgian power-holder (Giir$u kdfir)
in the area, which had been turned into a timdr after
the Ottoman conquest. The total population of the
kaffi of Rize was recorded as 6,152 households. The
majority of the population was still Christian, and
many villages bore Greek names.
In the 1 lth/17th century, Rize, similar to other settlements located on the Black Sea coast, was subject to
raids both on the part of the Abaza, who attempted to
capture slaves, and on the part of Cossacks from the
northern shore of the Black Sea. Guard towers were
therefore built in the vicinity, which were still standing when the Mekhitarist monk Minas Bizhishkian
visited them in the early 13th/19th century. He
records only a single fortress in Rize, a port and some
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shops. At some point in the past, Persian Armenians
seem to have settled in the town quarter of Roshi and
built a church; but it had apparently disappeared by
the time of Bizhishkian's visit. That the town went
through difficult times in the llth/17th century is
probable; Ewliya5 Celebi, who wrote a detailed description of Trabzon, merely mentions passing
through or near Rize and does not supply any details.
Rize is mentioned in early 13th/19th century
sources in connection with the Tuzdju-oghullari, a
local a^ydn family which rebelled against Sultan
Mahmud II in 1229-32/1814-17 and again in 12347/1818-21 and 1248-50/1832-4. The Tuzdju-oghullari
had been influential in the area since at least the mid12th/18th century. They engaged in trade and
agriculture—Bizhishkian praised the area's handsome orange and lemon groves, while maize by this
date had already replaced millet as the principal food
grain. Peasants unable to repay their debts to the
Tuzdju-oghullari had to hand over their land and
work it as sharecroppers, a situation which entailed
political loyalty toward this landholding a^ydn family.
The latter paid the area's taxes as a lump sum
(maktu*), and at the height of their power, the central
government's tax collectors could not enter the area.
A handsome palace in Rize attested the power of the
family. However, competition with another powerholder, who had succeeded in obtaining the governship of Trabzon, resulted in an uprising on the part
of Memish Agha, the head of the Tuzdju-oghullari.
After recurrent revolts and considerable bloodshed,
the principal members of the family surrendered and
were banished to Ruse/Rusc'uk and Varna.
In 1294-5/1877-8, Rize became part of the newlyestablished sub-province (sana^ak) of Lazistan and was
promoted to the rank of provincial capital. Ca. 13078/1890, in addition to a covered market, the town possessed an administrative building (konak) and constituted the seat of a governor (mutesarrij). At this time,
the district contained a population of 160,000, of
whom 138,820 were Muslims. Apart from
agriculture, citrus growing and small-scale boat
building, Rize was noted for a fine and high-quality
striped linen, which was marketed as far as Baghdad
and Egypt. This fabric has had a long history; it is
mentioned in records of the Comnenian period, and
ca. 1245/1830, 75,000 pieces were produced every
year; ca. 1308/1890, 150,000 pieces were being
woven. However, Rize weavers were able to expand
output only by lowering prices and profit margins, so
that textile manufacturing relieved the poverty of the
area only to a limited extent. Rize peshtemdl is being
manufactured down to the present day.
Overpopulation in the course of the 13th/19th century caused many young men to emigrate. Some of
them settled in Istanbul, while others found their way
to Odessa. The migrants specialised in various crafts;
many were pastry-cooks. After the Russian Revolution of 1917 and the following civil war, most
migrants to Russia were obliged to return. The losses
of World War I, the Allied occupation of Istanbul and
the War of Independence, also made life impossible
for many of those who had migrated to the capital.
Therefore, the district of Rize lived through a period
of acute overpopulation and crisis during the 1920s,
particularly since the market for fruits and nuts, the
principal export crops of the time, collapsed during
the distress of these years.
In an attempt to find a new source of livelihood for
the people of the area, state-supported experiments
were begun with the cultivation of tea. Until after
1950, local interest remained limited, and the situa-
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tion only changed when the government guaranteed
prices and undertook to process and market the finished product; but given the high production costs, Rize
tea has never been competitive with the major teagrowing areas of the outside world. Since the early
1980s, tea cultivation has slowed down, and emigration from the region to the industrial areas of Istanbul
and northwestern Anatolia has continued.
Rize is now the chef-lieu of an i/ or province of that
name. With a town population of 43,407 in 1980,
Rize now possesses such public amenities as secondary schools and hospitals.
Bibliography: V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie,
Paris 1892, i, 119-22; W. Heyd, Histoire du commerce
du Levant au Moyen-dge, 2Leipzig 1936, 94; M.
Miinir Aktepe, Tuzcu ogullan isyani, in Tarih Dergisi,
iii/5-6 (1951-2), 21-52; M. Tayyib Gokbilgin, XVI
yuzyil baslannda Trabzon livasi ve Dogu Karadeniz
bolgesi, in Belleten, xxvi/102 (1962), 293-337; P.
Minas Biji§kyan (Trabzonlu), Karadeniz kiyilan tarih
ve cografyasi 1817-1819, tr. and annotated Hrand
Andreasyan, Istanbul 1969, 61-2; S. Vryonis, The
decline of medieval Hellenism in Asia Minor and the process
of islamization from the eleventh through the fifteenth century, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London 1971, 307,
395; M.E. Meeker, The great family Aghas ofTurkey:
a study of a changing political culture, in R. Antoun and
I. Harik (eds.), Rural politics and social change in the
Middle East, Bloomington 1972, 237-66; Yurt Ansiklopedisi, ix, Istanbul 1982-3, art. Rize (fundamental; extensive bibl.); C.M. Hann, Second thoughts on
smallholders: tea production, the state and social differentiation in the Rize region, in New perspectives on Turkey, iv
(1990), 57-80; idem, Tea and the domestication of the
Turkish state, London 1990; D. Quataert, Ottoman
manufacturing in the age of the Industrial Revolution,
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(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
RIZK (A.), pi. arzdk, literally, "anything granted
by someone to someone else as a benefit", hence
"bounty, sustenance, nourishment".
1. As a theological concept.
Rizk, and the nominal and verbal forms derived
from it, are very frequent in the Kurgan, especially in
reference to the rizk Allah, God's provision and
sustenance for mankind from the fruits of the earth
and the animals upon it (e.g. II, 20/22, 23/25, 57/60,
etc.) (see further, section 2. below). Hence one of
God's most beautiful names [see AL-ASMA° AL-HUSNA]
is al-Razzdk, the All-Provider. The ultimate origin of
the Arabic word lies, according to Jeffery, The foreign
vocabulary of the Qur^dn, 142-3, in Middle Persian rozig
"daily bread" < roc "day", New Persian ruz, borrowed into Arabic at an early date—since it occurs
frequently in ancient poetry—via Syriac rozikd.
The ancient Arabs seem to have regarded a man's
rizk, sc. whether he would go hungry in life or not, as
something settled by Fate, an obvious consequence of
the harsh desert environment of Arabia, which could
not be altered much by individual human effort.
Under the new dispensation of Islam, the power to
determine a man's sustenance and happiness in life
was transferred to the All-Powerful God, as is expressed by Kur 3 an, XI, 8, "There is not a beast in the
earth but God is responsible for its sustenance; He
knows its lair and its resting-place; everyone is in a
clear book" (cf. W. Montgomery Watt, Free will and
predestination in early Islam, London 1948, 16-17; idem,
Muhammad at Mecca, Oxford 1953, 24-5, 77; idem, The
formative period of Islamic thought, Edinburgh 1973, 89,
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92). This Kur^anic view was later strengthened by the
hadith which stated that God decrees (fatfd, kaddara)
every term of life, a man's labour and a man's
sustenance, for the coming year, a tradition which
also echoes the pre-Islamic concepts and which can be
found in others of the older Near Eastern religions
(see H. Ringgren, Studies in Arabian fatalism, UppsalaWiesbaden 1955, 13, 117 ff., 163, 176).
In later centuries, some of the Islamic theologians,
and especially, the Muctazila, questioned whether it
was right to say that God decreed things like a man's
sustenance beforehand; what if a man were to live off
stolen food? Hence the Muctazila concluded that God
only provides for a man the sustenance to which he is
lawfully entitled. On the other hand, orthodox
theologians like al-Nadjdjar and al-A§hcari [^.zw.],
faced with the proposition that God provided unlawful
as well as lawful sustenance, made the distinction
that, whilst God provides both lawful and unlawful
sustenance, it was possible for Him to provide a thing
without giving ownership of it (cf. Watt, Free will and
predestination, 66-7, 146; idem, The formative period of
Islamic thought, 201, 233).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. In the K u r ' a n .
In the extensive Kur^anic use of this masdar (55 occurrences) and its related verbal forms (68 occurrences), God is virtually always the subject or implied
agent. XXX, 40, makes maintenance of human life
the explicit correlate of God's creation of it. Like creation, the power to sustain belongs to God alone (cf.
XVI, 73, XXIX, 17, XXXV, 3, LXVII, 21) and requires no reciprocal human offering (cf. XX, 132, LI,
57). Frequent repetition of the two phrases (and
variants) "God provides/will provide for whom he
wishes" and "God spreads (yabsutu) his provision
generously for whom He wishes and sparingly [for
whom He wishes]'', conveys a sense of specific allotment and allowed the commentators to offer hazz (portion, lot) as a synonym for rizk. The believer is promised this divine allocation both in this life and the
Hereafter, prompting him to continuous praise of this
"Best of Providers" (khayr al-rdzikm; cf. V, 114,
XXII, 58, etc.).
Kur D anic specification of God's sustenance includes
such general designators as "good things" (tayyibdt)
and "a good, or generous, provision" (rizk0"
hasananlkanman), as well as more explicit reference.
The mention of fruit (thamardt, fawdkih) is associated
particularly with Abraham's prayer and with the
eschatological reward (cf. II, 25, 126, XIV, 37,
XXVIII, 57), while livestock (bahimatu l-an^dm) is
specified as a provision for the hadjdj rituals (cf. XXII,
28, 34). Miraculous intervention marks the nourishment provided to Moses' people, i.e. manna and
quail (cf. II, 67, VII, 160), and that supplied to Mary
in her sanctuary (III, 37). Jesus prays for sustenance
(V, 114) in the form of a table sent from heaven to be
a feast and a sign from God. Occasional Kur^anic
designation of rizk as "lawful and good" (haldlan watayyiban generated an exegetical and legal debate
about whether illicitly acquired elements could be
reckoned as part of one's allotment (see section 1.,
above).
Although some Sufi groups insisted that strict
tawakkul [q.v.] precluded all efforts to secure one's
livelihood, a more moderate view eventually prevailed. As recipient of God's beneficence, the human
being incurs a consequent ethical and legal obligation.
The frequent Kur^anic approbation of those who "expend of what We have provided," often found linked
with the injunctions to believe in God and to establish
the ritual prayer, conveys a fundamental posture of

orthopraxis. In one of the few uses of the verb where
God is not the direct agent, the imperative (warzukuhum) in IV, 5, 8, signals this responsibility for
relatives and orphans and for the incompetent (alsufahd*), while II, 233, mandates the provision of food
and clothing for nursing mothers (rizkuhunna wakiswatuhunna).
Bibliography: Within the commentary literature, see especially the excursus in Fakhr al-Dln alRazI, al-Tafsir al-kabir, on Kurgan, II, 3; A§hcari,
Makdldt al-isldmiyyin, Istanbul 1930, 257, and alIbdna, tr. W. Klein, New Haven 1940, 117-19; Abu
Talib al-Makkl, Kut al-kulub, Cairo 1381, ii, 3-37;
Bakillani, K. al-Tamhid, Beirut 1957, 328-9; cAbd
al-Djabbar, Mughni, Cairo 1385, ii, 27-55, and
Shark al-usul al-khamsa, Cairo 1384, 784-8; Abu
Yacla Ibn al-Farra3, K. al-MuHamad, Beirut 1974,
149-52; Djuwayni, K. al-Irshdd, Paris 1938, 208-9;
L. Gardet, Dieu et la destinee de I'homme, Paris 1967,
132-4; B. Reinert, Die Lehre vom tawakkul in der
klassischen Sufik, Berlin 1968, 35-43; D. Gimaret,
Les noms divins en Islam, Paris 1988, 397-400.
QANE D. MCAULIFFE)
3. In m i l i t a r y terminology.
Rizk appears here for the regular payments, in cash
and in kind, made to those soldiers registered on the
diwdn of earliest Islamic times and, by the cAbbasid
period, on the more elaborate diwdn al-a^aysh, hence
equivalent to catd* [q.v., and also DJAYSH.. 1. and
DJUND] or tama*. Such soldiers, the murtazika, those
drawing regular allowances, are contrasted with the
mutatawwica [q. v. ], volunteers who served in the early
Islamic armies without regular stipends but who
shared in the plunder. A single pay allotment was
termed a razka, pi. razakdt. A considerable amount of
information can be gleaned from the sources on the
pay procedures, the intervals between payments, etc.,
both of the central caliphate and also of its provincial
successor dynasties; see, in particular, W. Hoenerbach, Zur Heeresverwaltung der ^Abbdsiden. Studie uber
Abulfarag: Dlwan al-gai§, in Isl., xxix (1950), 278 ff.,
and C.E. Bosworth, Abu ^Abdalldh al-Khwdrazmi on the
technical terms of the secretary's art, inJESHO, xii (1969),
144-6.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RIZWAN BEGOWIC [see RIDWAN BEGOVIC].
RODOS, Turkish name (popular pronunciation
also Rados) for Rhodes (Greek Rhodos, Latin
Rhodus, both fern.), an island and port city near
the southwestern corner of Turkey, since 1948 a
Greek possession and administrative centre of the
nomos of Dodekanesos [see ON I'KI' ADA].
Rhodes stands out for its relatively large size (1,404
km 2 ; the second largest island of the eastern Aegean
after Lesbos (see MIDILLI); maximum length between
capes Kumburnu and Praso, 80 km, maximum
breadth between capes Lardos and Armenistis, 38
km), regular shape (an extended ellipse with a
northeast-southwest axis), position at the southeastern
extremity of the Aegean archipelago, and proximity to
the Anatolian coast (18 km to the nearest point on
Daracya peninsula; 45 km separate the harbours of
Rhodes and Marmaris). The interior is relatively
mountainous (Attaviros, 1215 m/3,985 ft. is the
highest peak) and has one of the last remaining forests
that once covered the Aegean islands. Its warm but
never extreme climate, beautiful scenery, and thriving vineyards and orchards, have since Antiquity
elicited praise from poets, pilgrims and tourists.
In the past it was the island's strategic location on
or near shipping lanes linking the eastern Mediterranean with the Aegean, Adriatic, and Black Seas that
made it play a historic role in trade, war, piracy, and
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traffic of pilgrims to and from the shrines of the Near
East. Aside from the context of war with the Byzantines, the caliph Mucawiya may have foreseen some of
these assets when in 52/672 he sent a fleet under
Djunada b. Abl Umayya al-Azdl to seize Rhodes after
a preliminary raid in 33/654 staged by him while still
governor of Syria; al-Balac]huri states that when
Yazld succeeded Mucawiya seven years later, he
ordered Djunada to destroy the fort built after the
conquest and return to Syria. Byzantine reports imply, however, that the Arabs occupied the island intermittently until definitive withdrawal in 717-18 caused
by their failure to take Constantinople. According to
a Byzantine source, the Muslims sold during their
brief presence the bronze statue of the Colossus, since
225 BC lying toppled by earthquake in the sea, to a
Jewish merchant of Edessa as scrap metal.
The next and most dramatic steps of Rhodes into
Islamic history began when the Knights of St. John of
Jerusalem (the Hospitallers, after 1530 better known
as Knights of Malta [see DAWIYYA and ISBITARIYYA in
Suppl.]) acquired it as their new base and headquarters. This military and charitable order, driven
out of Acre [see C AKKA], their last possession in
Palestine, in 1291 by the Mamluks, first moved to
Cyprus as guests of the Lusignan dynasty, but by
1309 they established themselves in Rhodes as a complex theocratic, commercial, and naval power until
their defeat and expulsion by Suleyman the Magnificent 213 years later. Besides adding various buildings
of religious and utilitarian nature, the Knights kept
strengthening the fortifications of the city and port to
the point where it would take a supreme effort by the
Ottoman empire at the peak of its might to conquer
it. On the commercial and economic level, the Order,
which also possessed several other islands of the
Dodecanese as well as the fortress of St. Peter (ancient
Halicarnassus; see BODRUM) and the small but important island of Meis (Castellorizo) by the Turkish
coast, prospered through trade carried on by a
cosmopolitan lay community benefiting from the
security assured by the rulers, but also through
lucrative piracy cloaked in the mantle of Holy War
and practiced both by the Knights themselves and by
privateers welcomed under specific conditions. On the
charitable level, the Order lived up to its original mission of caring for sick and needy pilgrims, for they
built and ran a hospital described with admiration by
many travellers; and on the military level, the Order,
although initially new to maritime matters, created a
small but efficient fleet that became a thorn in the side
of the Muslim powers of the eastern Mediterranean,
first the Mamluks and then the Turks. Having
originated and functioned in Palestine as a byproduct
of the Crusades early in the 12th century, the
Hospitallers retained some of this attitude and participated in several later Crusades; thus in 1344 they
played a vital role in the league organised by Pope
Clement VI that captured Izmir from the amirs, of
Aydin [q. v. ]; placed in charge of the city, they
withstood all Turkish attempts to dislodge them until
Timur [q.v.] stormed the place in 1403. In 1365, the
Hospitallers participated in the sack of Alexandria led
by the king of Cyprus Peter I. This attack provoked
a belated but vigorous response from the Mamluks,
who in 1424-6 reduced Cyprus to vassalage, and who
between 1440 and 1444 made three attempts to conquer Rhodes. The second attempt (1443) ended with
the seizure of Meis, but only the third attacked
Rhodes itself; after a 40 days' long siege, however,
counterattacks by the Knights forced the Mamluks to
desist and sail back to Damietta.
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Despite the confrontations with the Mamluks and,
increasingly, the Turks, the Hospitallers also had intermittent diplomatic and commercial relations with
the Muslims, not unlike those pursued by Venice and
other merchant republics, except that their emphasis
was on care for Christian pilgrims (consuls in
Jerusalem, Ramla and Damietta). The Knights sent
envoys with congratulations and presents on the occasion of Mehemmed II's accession in 1451, and after
the sultan's conquest of Constantinople, they proposed a commercial treaty. The new crusade projected by Pope Calixtus III did not materialise, but
the plan forced the Knights to change their policy and
to resume maritime depredations on Turkish shipping
and coasts. As a result, punitive expeditions were sent
in the course of the 1450s; none dared to attack the
fortified port city itself, but the second under Hamza
Bey raided Istankoy/Kos, the Knights' other largest
and most important island possession, and the fortress
of Archangelos on the northeastern coast of Rhodes.
The subsequent accommodation stipulating a cessation of the Knights' depredations had limited effect,
partly because war with Venice (1463-79) absorbed
the Ottomans' naval resources; the shehzdde jDjem
[q,v.], as governor of Karaman [q.v.], had the task of
dealing with the vexing problem. The return of an envoy sent by him to plead with the Knights coincided
with the conclusion of the war, and the sultan turned
his main attention to Rhodes. An imperial fleet under
MesTh Pasha sailed in spring 1480, and the Turks
besieged the port city for two months (May-July
1480), but the final assault on 28 July collapsed and
they withdrew. The failure may have been partly
caused by flaws in the vizier's leadership, but also by
the absence of the sultan himself. Moreover,
Mehemmed II did not repeat the attempt the following year but threw the main force of the empire into
a campaign that may have had Rome as its ultimate
target; his own death in May 1481 caused the Turks
to abandon their bridgehead at Otranto, and the
subsequent fifteen years witnessed a paralysing contest between Djem and his brother, Sultan Bayezld II
[q.v.], for the throne. The shehzade, defeated by his
brother on the mainland, took refuge in Rhodes (JulyAugust 1482), whence the Knights transferred him to
the custody of their brethren in France; the threat
which the pretender's existence posed to the sultan
was held in check by payment of onerous indemnities,
first to the Knights and then to the Pope, and it ceased
only with Djem's death in 1495. Even more harmful,
however, was the chronic threat posed by the powerful
corsair Knights, whose port also functioned as an intelligence centre and a base for other Christian powers
and pirates preying on "infidels", and the sultans'
protracted neglect to resolve this problem. Ironically,
however, the Hospitallers may have unwittingly
assisted the birth of Ottoman power in North Africa,
and the genesis of the greatest naval epic of the Islamic
Mediterranean, when they turned the initially
commerce-minded Barbarossa brothers into prodigiously successful Muslim corsairs by temporarily
capturing and enslaving Khicjir, the future Khayr alDm [0.0.].
The overdue conquest of Rhodes was finally
achieved by Suleyman the Magnificent after a five
months' long siege (July-December 1522) whose
magnitude, display of heroism by both sides, as well
as mutual courtesy marking the two encounters between the Order's Grand Master Philippe Villiers de
1'Isle Adam and the sultan, have secured it a choice
place in the annals of Mediterranean history. Both
adversaries were long aware of the inevitability of a
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final confrontation. Since the siege of 1480, the
Knights had perfected the fortifications to the verge of
impregnability. The sultan, however, eager to inaugurate his reign by succeeding where his illustrious
ancestor had failed (at Belgrade [q.v.] and Rhodes),
threw the formidable resources of the Ottoman empire against the daunting defences of the island fortress. The besiegers had at their disposal a war and
logistical fleet estimated at up to 700 vessels; the
sultan, who had come overland, embarked at Marmaris for the island. The operations themselves were
revealing for the great strides the art of siege mining
had made since the fall of Constantinople; it performed a role against the walls of Rhodes no less crucial
than artillery had done against those of the Byzantine
capital. The final surrender of the Hospitallers was
facilitated by the generous terms which Suleyman the
Magnificent accorded them; they included a safe
departure of the Order as well as of all others wishing
to leave. The Turks entered the fortress on Christmas
Eve 1522; churches were turned into mosques oh
Christmas Day, and on St. Stephens' Day, a Friday,
the sultan held a diwdn, at the end of which he received the Grand Master. The Order's evacuation, in
its own ships, was completed by 1 January 1523, with
Villiers de 1'Isle Adam leaving on that day. The
humaneness displayed by Suleyman at the conclusion
of this triumph was marred by the arrest and execution of his uncle Murad, the son of Djem, who had remained in Rhodes and converted to Christianity, and
of his son (his wife and two daughters were sent to
Istanbul). Moreover, although the magnanimity of
the sultan's treatment of the defeated Knights is indisputable, its wisdom is less certain: Suleyman
underestimated the resiliency of the military order,
which would become his nemesis at the conclusion of
his life by repulsing a similar attempt to dislodge it
from the island of Malta (1565), besides again becoming a thorn in the side of Muslim shipping.
After the conquest and for the rest of the Ottoman
period (1522-1912), Rhodes lost much of its former
prominence and strategic importance; this was due
not only to the fact that it itself no longer threatened
Turkish coasts and shipping but also because all of the
eastern Mediterranean became part of the empire.
Nevertheless, the port city could at times perform ancillary roles. Thus it served as a naval base during the
conquest of Cyprus in 1571, and then again during
that of Crete, 1645-69. Rhodes also began to play a
role once Ottoman naval hegemony in the eastern Mediterranean was broken: in 1799, when it was the rallying point for the fleet sent to counter Napoleon's invasion of Egypt; and in 1824, when the Egyptian fleet
joined the Ottoman one as part of the campaign launched to quell the uprising in the Morea [see MORA].
Meanwhile, Rhodes also declined as a commercial
emporium, and the population of the port city shrank
to a fraction of the size it is believed to have had
during periods of prosperity from Antiquity to the
Middle Ages. Ewliya Celebi, who stopped on the
island in 1671 on his way to Mecca, describes the port
city as containing, within the walls, 4,200 houses or
24 mahalies (neighbourhoods), of which 18 were inhabited by Muslims, 4 by Greeks, and 2 by Jews.
Although the city acquired a predominantly Turkish
population and a somewhat Ottoman touch, thanks to
the minarets adorning its mosques, the countryside
remained overwhelmingly Greek; it may also be that
not all the dwellings of the Turkish quarters were occupied, as suggested by the figures arrived at by late
19th century censuses (data published by Cuinet, i,
370) which mention the island's population as 29,148

souls, of whom 6,825 were Muslims, 20,250 Greek
Orthodox, 1,513 Jews, 546 Catholics, and 14 Armenians; the port city itself was found to harbour 7,800
people, of whom 6,287 were Muslims and 1,513 Jews
within the walls, while 150 Muslims, 2,300 Greek Orthodox, 546 Catholics, and 14 Armenians lived
outside the walls (the latter two groups were thus
limited to the capital's suburbs); in other words,
toward the end of the Ottoman period, most of its
Turkish population lived within the walls of the city of
Rhodes, whereas none of the Greeks did.
After the conquest, Rhodes became a sandjak in the
eydlet of the archipelago (Djaza3ir-i Bahr-i Safid [q. v. ])
under the command of the Kapudan Pa§ha [q.v.].
With the 1283/1867 administrative reform of the empire, which established the wildyet as the largest unit
consisting of sandjaks and katfd^s, the new wildyet used
the same name but was reduced to 4 sandiaks (Chios
[see SAK!Z], the administrative centre; Rhodes, Lesbos
[see MIDILLI], and Limni [q.v.] each with several adjacent islands). The administrative centre was moved to
Rhodes in 1283/1876, and from then on until 1912 the
two islands took turns to claim this primacy.
Rhodes left the Ddr al-Isldm in a manner that was as
antithetical to its glorious entry four centuries earlier
as the empire itself was to its former self. The Italian
conquest, a spin-off from the war over Tripolitania,
was little more than a formality when on 4 May 1912
a 6,000 men strong force landed on the island and
marched the next day into the port city, abandoned by
the wall, who had fled to the mainland, and by the
small garrison, which withdrew to the interior town of
Psinthos. The Italians reduced the latter by 1 June,
the casualties being 9 men on the invaders' side and
100 on the defenders' one. This conquest was
characteristic of the ease with which the colonial
powers of Europe usually overcame the resistance of
their non-European victims. The peace treaty of
Ouchy signed in October 1912 stipulated that Rhodes
and other islands would be restored to the Ottomans,
but Italy then took advantage of Turkey's woes caused by the Balkan War and refused to honour the
pledge; moreover, Turkey's choice of the losing side
in World War I and Italy's choice of the winning one
facilitated the latter's goal permanently to acquire
Rhodes with its dependent islands. This was the
genesis of the hole Italiane dell'Egeo, a possession sanctioned by the peace treaty of Lausanne (24 July 1923).
By then, however, not Turkey but Greece had
become Italy's contender for the islands; but only the
effects of World War II made Greece's acquisition of
this archipelago possible (7 March 1948).
The four centuries of Ottoman rule in Rhodes left
memories of historical as well as monuments of architectural interest. At the same time, the Turks allowed most of the island's earlier physiognomy to remain intact, so that Rhodes is now a treasure trove for
scholars and tourists alike. A library founded in
1208/1793 by Hafiz Ahmed Agha, a native of the
island, who had risen to the position of rikdbddr-i
shehriydn at the court, was further enriched by his son
Topkhane Mushlri FethI Pasha, and is now one of the
source depositories for the history of Ottoman Rhodes
(see Rossi in BibL). From among other buildings and
sites, the kulliyye of Murad Re'is (d. 1018/1609) is
especially noteworthy because the tombs of several
notables retired or exiled to Rhodes (such as three
khans of the Crimea) are in the courtyard of its tekke.
Bibliography: (The pre-Islamic period as well as
non-Islamic aspects, outside the scope of this article, are covered by a literature whose volume and
quality dwarf that devoted to our topic; this is ex-
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Bibl. to ON IKI ADA.
(S. SOUCEK)
RODOSTO [see TEKIRDAGH].
ROH, the generic name, used by local western
Pandjabls and Balu£ for the tract of northwestern
India extending southwards from Swat and Badjawr
in the north and up to the Sulayman Mountains in the
west. It was significant in the history of the later
9th/15th century and early 10th/16th century as a
region from which the LodI [q.v.] sultans of Dihll
drew many of their Afghan supporters.
Bibliography: Sir Olaf Caroe, The Pathans 550
B.C.-A.D. 1957, London 1958, index. See also
ROHILKHAND.
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ROHILKHAND, the "land of the Rohillas", is
the historical appellation of an area of about
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12,800 square miles between the Himalayas and the
Ganges, including Katahr [q.v.\ and the Mughal
districts of Sambhal and Bada3un. It became current
from about 1153/1740 onwards, when groups of IndoAfghans known as Rohflas or, later, Rohillas, made
their main settlement in India in the area thus
denoted. Rohilla was simply an Indianised name for
Afghan which developed in the 1 lth/17th century, but
more specifically referred to the people from Roh
[q.v.], the term which in the 11th/17th-century Indian
and Indo-Afghan works most often signified the area
from Swat to Badjawr in the north to Slbl and Bhakkar in Sind, and from Hasan Abdal in the east to
Kabul and Kandahar in the west. In the 12th/18th
century Rohilla panegyric Khuldsat al-ansdb, the extent
of Roh comes very close to that of present-day
Afghanistan. Wendel wrote about the Rohillas in
1767: "Us occupent seuls tout le pai's au-dela du
Gange, depuis le Gomaon jusqu'aux frontieres du
soubah d'Avat [Awadh], environ trois degres en
latitude, du 27° au 30°, et deux ou 2° 30 de
longitude, de 94° au 96° et demi, prise du meridien
de risle.-de-fer. Ce pai's s'appelle, a notre terns, de
leur nom et demeure Rohel-Kand" (Deleury, 156).
The Imperial Gazetteer of India'(19Q8), 304, says that
"the name is often applied to the present Bareilly
Division of the United Provinces; but it also denotes
a definite historical tract nearly corresponding with
that Division plus the Rampur and the Tarai parganas
of Nairn Tal District."
The successive Muslim rulers of Hindustan have
always attached great importance to the possession of
this advantageously situated and fertile region. From
early Islamic times onwards, the eastern part was
known as Katahr, the home of the Katahriya
Radjputs, who, according to local traditions, may
have arrived here in the 6th/12th and 8th/14th centuries, occupying first the country between the
Ramganga and the Ganges, and subsequently
spreading east of the former river. In 594/1197 Kufb
al-Dln Aybak [q.v.] conquered Bada°un [#.#.], probably from the Rathor ruler Lakshmanapala. Bada^un
was one of the earliest centres of Muslim culture in
North India. Hundreds of Muslim martyrs lie buried
there. The ikfdc of Bada°un was one of the most important assignments of governors already under the
Mucizzl Sultans of Dihll and is mentioned frequently
in the Indo-Muslim chronicles. Iltutmish [q.v.] came
to the throne in 607/1211 while he held the iktd*- of
Bada'un. In 633/1236 its governor Rukn al-Din
became king of Dihll. Some of the earliest Muslim architecture in the area dates back to these first governors. Bada°un held its position as the Muslim capital
of Katahr for over four centuries, during which period
numerous uprisings of the Katahriya mawdsdt
('brigands') are recorded. The importance of Bada°un
decreased, and Bareilly became the capital, under
Shah Djahan, while Awrangzib added the district of
Sambhal (Western Rohilkhand) to the territory ruled
over by the governor of Katahr.
The great majority of Afghan immigrants who,
from the second half of the 1 lth/17th to the beginning
of the 13th/19th century, settled in Katahr/Rohilkhand originated from the area of Peshawar [q. v. ] and
belonged to the Yusufzay tribe, mostly of the Mandanr subsection. At the beginning of the l?th/18th
century, Mughal rule in the provinces of Sambhal and
Bada5un was restricted to the vicinity of the larger
cities of Bareilly, Muradabad and Bada°un, while
there were already many Afghans from the Peshawar
area in the local armies of the Katahr rdajas, and
Katahr at large was dominated by rival Katahriya
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Radjput, Djat and Bandjara zaminddrs. Dawud Khan
(ca. 1122-37/1710-25), founder of the Rohilla state,
started his career as a petty horsetrader, and for some
time was a military entrepreneur and cavalry officer
in the service of one of the local zaminddrs of Katahr.
The succeeding Rohilla leader, CAH Muhammad
Khan (1137-62/1725-49), became increasingly involved in Mughal politics, assumed the title of Nawwdb
[q.v.]—which was soon recognised by the emperor—
and set up court at the new capital of Aonla. This happened in the wake of Nadir Shah's invasion
(1152/1739), when new waves of Yusufzay immigrants from Roh swelled the Rohilla ranks to
around 100,000. In 1155/1742 a large campaign into
the Terai and the northern hills was undertaken; Kumaon and Garhwal were reduced to tributary status.
At the time of CA1I Muhammad Khan's death,
Mughal imperial influence in Rohilkhand had vanished. Ka5im Khan, the Bangash nawwdb of the adjacent
Afghan principality of Farrukhabad [q.v.], as the
senior member of the Afghan nobility at the Dihll
court, now claimed the whole of Rohilkhand. He was
killed, however, in the ensuing struggle with the
Rohillas in 1161/1748-9, near BadaDun. Rohilkhand
then became a confederacy of small principalities
based on a dense and flourishing urban network. Another Rohilla parvenu, Nadjib al-Dawla (116684/1753-70 [q.v.]), the main Indian ally of Ahmad
Shah Durrani and a supporter of the acting wazir in
DilhI, clmad al-Mulk, against the Irani faction of the
Awadh governor Safdar Djang [q. v. ], received
Rohilkhand, next to Djalalabad [q.v. in Suppl.] and
Saharanpur [q. v. ] in djdgir, with an imperial mansab of
5,000. Nadjib al-Dawla, a principal noble at the Dihll
court, became a strong champion of Sunn! revivalism,
a patron of Shah Wall Allah [q. v. ], and Rohilkhand
was turned into the ideological counterpart of Shici
Awadh. Having gained control of the entire Upper
Miyan DoDab, Nadjlb al-Dawla founded a new capital
which he called Nadjlbabad [q.v.] and which was to
become an important commercial centre for the control of the hill trade with Garhwal and Tibet and the
east-west trade routes to Kashmir and Peshawar. Safdar Djang, in the years 1161/1748 and 1165/1752,
tried to oust the Afghans from both Rohilkhand and
Farrukhabad with the aid of the Marathas [q.v.]. But
Durrani involvement in India in the 1160s/17 50s and
1170s/1760s greatly boosted the power of the Rohillas.
After Nagljib al-Dawla's death in 1184/1770, again,
Durrani influence faded, while Maratha incursions
became more frequent. As a consequence of Durrani
withdrawal from India and increased British involvement, Rohilkhand was annexed to Awadh in
1188/1774.
In the subsequent period, until the British annexation of the area in 1216/1801, the djama*- figures for
Rohilkhand declined sharply, as did the trading and
important horse breeding activity in the area. In the
13th/19th century the Rohillas no longer played a
dominant role, but are still encountered as
mercenaries, local landlords and urban elites.
Wendel, Tieffenthaler, Francklin, Forster, and Hardwick all describe the flourishing conditions of the
Rohilla cities and the surrounding countryside in the
12th/18th century. Wendel mentions the Rohillas as
the great producers of hemp, marijuana and opium of
India. The population of Muslims in Rohilkhand was
28% of the total of near 6.2 million in 1908, about
double that found in the Ceded Provinces as a whole.
Bibliography: A. Cunningham, Report of tours in
the Gangetic provinces from Badaon and Bihar in 1875-76
and 1877-78, repr. Varanasi 1968, 1-11; G.

Deleury, Les Indes florissantes: anthologie des voyageurs
franfais (1750-1820), Paris 1991, 109, 115, 155-9;
Imperial gazetteer of India2, xxi, 304-8; A. Wink, AlHind. The making of the Indo-Islamic world, II. The
Slave Kings and the Islamic conquest of India (forthcoming); E.I. Brodkin, Rohilkhand from conquest to
revolt, 1774-1858: a study of the origins of the Indian
Mutiny uprising, Ph.D. diss. University of Cambridge 1968, unpubl.; JJ.L. Gommans, Horsetraders, mercenaries and princes: the formation of the IndoAfghan empire in eighteenth-century South and Central
Asia, Ph.D. diss., University of Leiden 1993, unpubl.
(A. WINK)
ROHILLAS or ROHILAS, the name given to
Afghans of various tribes who came from Roh [q. v. ]
and settled in the llth and 12th/17th and 18th centuries in Katahr [q. v. ] (in the western part of modern
Uttar Pradesh) called Rohilkhand [q.v.] after them.
Bahadur Khan Rohilla, a noble of Shah Djahan
(1037-68/1628-58) founded Shahdjahanpur; and his
brother Dillr Khan founded Shahabad (1664). The
area began to attract Afghan immigrants, among
them a mercenary Dawud Khan (killed in
1132/1720). Dawud Khan's adopted son CAU
Muhammad Khan (d. 1160/1748) established himself
at Aonla (near Bareilly) as a local chief, and it needed
an expedition personally led by the Mughal Emperor
Muhammad Shah (1157/1745 [q^v.]) to dislodge him
from there. His son Nadjib al-Dawla [q.v.] competed
with the other Rohilla leaders Hafiz Rahmat Khan
[q. v. ] and Dundl Khan, who took possession of his territory. In 1166/1753 Hafiz Rahmat Khan sided with
the minister Safdar Djang [q.v.], while Nadjib alDawla aided the Emperor and was awarded a mansab
[q.v.] of 5,000. In 1169/1756 Nadjib al-Dawla joined
the Afghan ruler Ahmad Shah Durrani or AbdalT
[q.v.]. In 1170/1757 Nadjib al-Dawla obtained appointment as Mir Bakhshi. All the principal Rohilla
chiefs allied themselves with Ahmad Shah Abdali and
played an important role in his victory over the
Marathas at Panlpat [q.v.] in 1174/1761. As rewards,
extensive territories were assigned to them by the victor. But the Rohilla leaders could not consolidate their
gains because of mutual jealousies. Nadjib al-Dawla
died in 1186/1772 and was succeeded by Dabita
Khan. Hafiz Rahmat Khan and his allies among the
Rohilla chiefs were utterly overthrown by §hudjac alDawla and the English in 1188/1774. Dabita Khan (d.
1199/1785), who was not involved in this conflict,
maintained his position with difficulty; his son
Ghulam Kadir became infamous by seizing Dihll and
blinding the Emperor Shah cAlam (1202/1788). He
was killed soon afterwards, and Rohilla rule in the upper Do3ab also disappeared; the Rampur State [q.v.]
was the only Rohilla principality to survive.
The Rohillas obtained commendation from contemporary observers for their promotion of
agriculture. As builders, their contributions were
modest, though Nadjlb al-Dawla left a town named
after him (Nadjlbabad [?.*>.]), where he built a fort
and some other buildings. Nor did the Rohillas leave
much of an imprint on art and literature. They do not
appear to have promoted their own language, Pashto,
in any notable way, and it soon disappeared. In the
next century, the Rohillas under Khan Bahadur
Khan, a grandson of Hafiz Rahmat Khan, joined the
Sepoy Rebellion of 1857-8 and suffered the consequences of its failure.
Bibliography: Qhulam Husayn, Siyar almuta^akhkhinn, Lucknow 1876; Ghulam CA1I Nakwl,
^Imddal-sa^ddat, Lucknow 1897; W. Irvine, The later
Mughals, ii, Calcutta 1922; Jadunath Sarkar, Fall of
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1952; Iqbal Husain, The rise and decline o/Rohila chieftains, New Delhi 1993.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
ROHTAS, a fortress in the Jhelum District of the
Pandjab province of Pakistan (lat. 32°55 / N., long.
73°48' E.), 16 km/10 miles to the northwest of
Jhelum town. It was built by §hir Shah Sur [q.v.] in
949/1542 after his victory over the Mughal Humayun
[q.v.] and named after Sher Shah's other fortress in
Bihar, Rohtasgafh [q.v.].
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer ofIndia2, xxi, 332.
(Eo.)
ROHTASGARH, a hill f o r t r e s s and s e t t l e ment in the Shahabad District in the northeast of the
state of Bihar in the Indian Union (lat. 24°37' N.,
long. 83°55/ E.), some 50 km/30 miles south of the
town of Sahsaram [q.v.}. There must have been a
Hindu fort or settlement there previously, but the
present fortifications date from its capture by Shir
Shah Sur [q.v.] in 946/1539. They were added to by
Akbar's general Man Singh [q.v.] when he was appointed governor of Bihar and Bengal. It was surrendered to the British army in Bengal soon after the
battle of Baksar (Buxar [q. v. ]) in 1764 through the efforts of Mir Kasim cAll's opponent Ghulam Husayn
Khan Tabafaba0! [q. vv.}.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer of India"1, xxi,
322-3.
(Eo.)
RONDA [see RUNDA].
ROSHANIYYA [see RAWSHANIYYA].
AL-RU'ASI, Ibn Akhl Mucadh al-Harra>,
MUHAMMAD [B. AL-HASAN] b. Abl Sara al-Nfll alNahwi, Abu Dja3far, an Arab g r a m m a r i a n ,
regarded to be the legendary founder of the Kufan
school of grammar.
Very little is known about his life and grammatical
views, which are rarely quoted by later grammarians.
The legend about al-RuDasI's founding the Kufan
school of grammar seems to have been invented by
Thaclab [q.v.] in his polemics with al-Mubarrad
[q.v.]. Both grammarians quote the name of al-RuDasf
(this name from the largeness of his head) in a clearly
polemical vein. Al-Ru D asf is said to be quoted by
Sibawayhi as al-Kufi "the Kufan", which is not corroborated by the text of al-Kitdb. Al-Ru3asf was a
mawld of Muhammad b. Kacb al-KurazI, and probably a relative (according to Ibn al-Anbarl, his nephew)
of the inventor of tasrtf and Kur D an reader Mucadh alHarra5, which might be inferred from his name Ibn
AkhT Mucadh al-HarraD. Later grammatical sources
(e.g. al-Suyuti) confuse al-Ru3as! with his relative
Mucadh al-Harra°. In Kufa, al-RuDasi studied
KurDanic recitation (huruj) under aj_-Acmash (d.
147/764); grammar he learned from clsa b. cUmar
and Abu cAmr b. al-cAla3. His disciples in KuPanic
recitation were Khallad b. al-Minkari and CA1I b.
Muhammad al-Kindl, and in grammar al-Kisa3! and
al-Farra3, both famous grammarians from the Kufan
school. He is said to have visited Basra, but was never
accepted there as a grammarian. Kufa seems not to
have been his favourite dwelling place; most of the
time he spent in the neighbouring al-Nfl (whence his
nisba), from where his wife originated. Judging from
secondary evidence, al-RuDasi lived in the second half
of the 2nd/8th century; he was a contemporary of alKhalfl b. Ahmad [0.z>.], with whom he maintained
contacts. During the reign of Harun al-Rashid he was
said to have been very old (^ummird).
None of his works is extant. (1) His most frequently
mentioned work on grammar is the treatise al-Faysal
("The Decisive"). The 3rd/9th century grammarian
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Ibn al-Sarradj claimed to have read it (according to
Yakut). His other grammatical works are: (2) alTasghir on the diminutive; (3) al-Ifrdd wa 'l-djamc on the
singular and plural. His main interest lay, however,
in practical problems of Kur^anic recitation. Quoted
are the following works: (4) Kitdb Martinial-Kur^dn; (5)
al-Ikhtiydrdtfi 'l-kira^a; (4) Kitdb al-Wakf wa'l-ibtidd* alkabir; (5) K. al-Wakf wa 'l-ibtidd* al-saghjr.
Bibliography: Ibn al-Nadlm, Fihrist, Cairo, 967; Abu '1-Tayyib, Mardtib, Cairo 1974, 48-9;
Yakut, Mutyam al-udabd\ vi, 480-2; Ibn al-Anbari,
Nuzhatal-alibbd^fitabakdtal-udabd*, Stockholm 1963,
32-3; Kiffl, Inbdh al-ruwdtfianbd^al-nuhdt, Cairo, iv,
99-103; Suyuti, Bughyat al-wu^dt, i, 82-3 (no. 134),
109 (no. 180: another version of his biography);
Sezgin, GAS, ix, 125-6.
(J. DANECKI)
AL-RUCAYNI, ABU 'L-HASAN c Au B. MUHAMMAD
c
c
b. AHb. Muhammad b. Abd al-Rahman b. Haysam
(al-Hadjdj), scholar and adib of Muslim Spain.
He belonged to a family, known as the Banu '1Hadjdj, established in Batsha (near Seville) and was
also known as Ibn al-Fakhkhar. "the son of the potter", that being his father's occupation, which he
refused to follow. Al-Ru c aynI was born in Seville in
592/1196 and died in Marrakush in 666/1267, where
his funeral was widely attended. He studied the
Kur3anic sciences, grammar, hadith, fikh and adab.
Most of the details of his life we know through his own
writing. He travelled widely in al-Andalus and in the
Maghrib; he can be traced in Kabtfl, Malaga, Jerez,
Cordova, Murcia, Granada, Sabta, Tlemcen and
Marrakush. At an early age (year 615/1218), he was
kddi'm Moron. However, his activities were soon concentrated in his work as kdtib of the kings of alAndalus and the Maghrib. By this it may be understood that he served not only the Almohads but probably also the various independent rulers who, taking
advantage of the progressive weakness of the Almohad
regime, appeared in al-Andalus and North Africa. In
this, his career was similar to that of other contemporary kuttdb like Abu '1-Mutarrif Ibn cAmira [0.0.].
Al-Ru c aym's exchange of letters with the famous kdtib
Abu cAbd Allah b. al-Djannan has been preserved by
al-Marrakushl. Ibn al-Djannan having written a
Risdla ^ayniyya, al-Ru c aym replied with two other letters using the same device, namely, employing words
all of which contained the letter ^ayn. He also exchanged letters with Ibn c Amira.
Al-Marrakushl has also recorded some of his
poems, as well as the names of his teachers from alAndalus and abroad, this information being more
complete that the list found in al-Ru c aynI's own barnamadj,. This most important work, entitled Kitdb alIrdd li-nubdhat al-mustafdd min al-riwdya wa 'l-isndd bilikd^ hamalat al-cilmfi 'l-bildd ^ald tank al-iktisdr wa 7iktisdd, is preserved in two mss. (Escorial, 1729 and
private collection of Khayr al-Dm al-Zirikll). I. Shabbuh presented the text in an article which he published
in 1959 and later edited in a book (Damascus 1962).
The barndmadi is organised according to the names of
al-Ru c aym's teachers and according to their
teachings. Its methodology and value have been
assessed by al-Ahwam and Forneas in their seminal
work on Andalusian bibliographical literature. AlRu c aynl's barndmad^ contrary to Ibn Khayr's Fahrasa,
does not offer complete riwdydt of the works mentioned
and therefore is not of great use for the study of their
introduction in al-Andalus. It is, however, of great
value for the knowledge of which books were being
written and transmitted in his lifetime and in those of
his teachers. It contains abundant information on the
teaching and transmission of the Kur D anic sciences
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(especially kird^dt), adab works (like al-Hariri's
Makdmdt) and poetry. Among the data which he offers, it is worth noting the transmission of the §hicrfi
'l-hua$$a cald ithbdt al-kadar by al-Muradi, of the
Makdmi* al-sulbdn by al-Khazradji, of other bardmiaj.
(he quotes many riwdydt by Ibn cUbayd Allah alHadjari, d. 591/1194, through Abu 'l-cAbbas alc
Azaft), of al-Suhrawardi's K. cAwdrif al-macdrif and
c
lyao"s K. al-ghifd*. He has recorded valuable information about his teachers and contemporaries, like
Ibn Hisham al-Azdi (the author ofMufid li 'l-hukkdm),
Ibn Kharuf al-Nahwi (d. 609/1212), Ibn Zarkun (d.
622/1225), Ibn Khalfun (d. 636/1238), Abu 'l-RabI<
al-Kalaci, Abu 'l-cAbbas al-cAzafT, Abu cAmir b. Ubba (author of several theological works) and Yahya b.
Ibrahim al-Khudhudj al-MursI, author of a work on
chess. Also noteworthy is his wide use of the idjaza. AlRu c ayni's leaning towards adab and poetry is shown in
his Djand 'l-azdhir al-natftra wa-sand l-zawdhir al-munira
Ji silat ' 'al-Matmah'' wa 'I-' 'Dhakhira'' mimmd walladathu al-khawdtir min al-mahdsin fi hddhihi al-mudda alakhtra, a continuation of the works by Ibn Khakan and
Ibn Bassam [q. v. ]. He also wrote a work on hadith entitled Iktifd* al-sanan Ji intikd^ arbacin min al-sunan, and
another on Kur D anic readings, Shark al-Kdfi li-bn
Shurayh.
Bibliography: MarrakushI, al-Dhayl wa 7takmila, ed. Ihsan c Abbas, Beirut n.d., v/1, 323-69,
no. 636; Ibn al-Zubayr, Silat al-Sila, ed. E. LeviProvengal, vii, Rabat 1938, 140, no. 283; F. Pons
Boigues, Ensayo bio-bibliogrdfico, 301, no. 254;
Zirikli, iv, 333; CA. al-Ahwanl, Kutub bardmidj. al'ulamd^fi 'l-Andalus, in RIMA, i (1955), 102-4; I.
Shabbuh, Barndmadj. shuyukh Ibn al-Fakhkhdr alRu*aym, in ibid., v (1959), 103-44; ed. idem, Barndmadi shuyukh al-Ru*aym, Damascus 1381 /1962; J.
Ma Forneas, Elencos bibliogrdficos ardbigoandaluces.
Estudio especial de la "Fahrasa" de Ibn *Atiyya alGarndfi (481-54111088-1147), (Extracto de) Tesis
Doctoral, Madrid, Facultad de Filosofia y Letras
1971 (Rucaynl's work is not mentioned in C A.H. alKattani, Fihris al-fahdris wa 'l-athbdt wa-mu^am almacda^im wa 'l-mashyakhdt wa 'l-musalsaldt, 2 vols.,
2
Beirut 1402/1982); M. b. Tawit, Sabta al-muslima,
in Al-Mandhil, xxii (1982), 138, 142. The information contained in Ru c aym's work has been analysed
by J. Ma Forneas in the following articles: Datos
para un estudio de la Mudawwana de Sahnun en alAndalus, in Adas IV. Coloquio hispano-tunecinolPalma
deMallorca, 1979, Madrid 1983, 93-118; Laprimitiva
Slra de Ibn Ishdq en al-Andalus, in Homenaje Bosch Vila,
Granada 1991, i, 169; Recepcion y difusion en alAndalus de algunas obras de Ibn Abi Zayd al-Qayrawdni,
in Homenaje al Prof. Dario Cabanelas Rodriguez,
O.F.M. en su LXX aniversario, i, Granada 1987,
315-44.
(MARIBEL FIERRO)
RUBC (A.), literally, "quarter", in Islamic
astronomical terminology, q u a d r a n t . The kind of
large mural quadrant (libna) with a graduated altitude
scale described by Ptolemy (see BATLAMIYUS] was used
by a series of Muslim astronomers over the centuries.
Descriptions exist of i. a. those used in the Damascus
observations in the early 3rd/9th century (ca. 5 m in
radius), by the astronomer Hamid b. Khidr alKhudjandl at Rayy in the late 4th/10th century (called
al-suds al-Fakhn, radius ca. 20 m), and in the early
9th/15th century observatory of Ulugh Beg [q.v.] at
Samarkand (radius ca. 40 m!). The last-mentioned,
actually a sextant rather than a quadrant, has been excavated and partially restored; those quadrants still to
be seen in some of the stone observatories in India
(early 18th century) are in the same tradition. With

such instruments, astronomers could measure the
meridian altitudes of the sun and stars, which they
could then use to determine improved values of the
local latitude, new values of the obliquity of the ecliptic [see MAYL and MINTAKA], and to check or improve
stellar coordinates [see NUDJUM].
In the 3rd/9th century, Muslim astronomers
developed three main varieties of smaller quadrants
(rub^ for timekeeping [see MIKAT]. First, the horary
quadrant (rub* al-sd^dt), marked with a radial solar
scale and curves for the hours. With this one could
simply hold the quadrant vertically and align the
radial edge fitted with sights towards the sun; then the
bead set at the appropriate solar longitude on a thread
attached at the centre of the instrument would hang
over the hour curves, and from its position relative to
these one could read the time (see Pis. XXXII,
XXXIII). Second, the trigonometric or sine quadrant,
marked with a set of parallel horizontal lines (originally for each 15° on the outer scale, representing hour
lines). With this one could calculate the time of day T
in seasonal hours [see SACA] from the observed solar
altitude h and the meridian solar altitude H—the
underlying formula was approximate, equivalent to
the following in modern notation:
T = — arc sin i

(Note that the boundary conditions when the sun is on
the horizon (T = 0 when h = 0) and on the meridian
(T = 6 when h = H) are satisfied; the formula is in fact
accurate at the equinoxes). This approximate formula
has the advantages that it is much simpler than the accurate formula, that it works for any terrestrial
latitude (within limits), and that it yields good results
for most practical purposes (if only for lower latitudes,
and certainly not for latitudes in Northern Europe).
From this quadrant there developed in later centuries
the sine quadrant (rubc mua^ayyab) with markings
resembling modern graph-paper; with this any
problem of mediaeval trigonometry could be solved
(see PI. XXXV). Third, the universal horary quadrant (rub* dfdki), designed to solve the same trigonometric formula as the second variety but quite
different in appearance. The hour-curves are now a
set of circular arcs radiating from the centre to each
15° on the outer scale (with a semicircle representing
the sixth hour, that is, midday). Such markings were
used by Muslim and European astronomers for over
a millennium, mainly on the backs of astrolabes [see
ASTURLAB] and sometimes in combination, as shown
in PI. XXXIII, and it can be assumed that few in later
centuries (especially the Europeans) had any idea of
the underlying formula. This quadrant, then, is universal (dfdki), and one enters simply with the solar
meridian altitude, but it can be made specific by
having a cursor marked with a solar or a calendrical
scale on the outer rim. A 3rd/9th-century treatise
from Baghdad describes such an instrument with
either a fixed cursor, serving a single latitude, or a
movable cursor, enabling the user to enter with the
solar longitude. This instrument was known in
mediaeval Europe as quadrans vetus (see below).
Few early Islamic quadrants survive. But the same
markings—for performing trigonometric calculations
or for finding the hours—were added to the backs of
astrolabes, and it is there that we can trace their
development in instrumentation.
In the 5th/llth or 6th/12th century, probably in
Egypt, an astronomer whose name is unknown to us
hit on the clever idea of using one-half of the markings
on an astrolabe plate as a quadrant, replacing the rete
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with a thread with movable bead attached at the centre (rubc al-mukantardt). The earliest surviving examples of this kind of astrolabic quadrant are by
the early-8th/14th-century Damascus astronomer
Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Mizzi. Such quadrants,
with trigonometric markings on the back, were very
popular in the Ottoman Empire and generally replaced the astrolabe in those regions. Dozens of late examples survive (see Pis. XXXIV, XXXV).
The writings of al-Marrakushl (fl. Cairo, ca.
680/1280 [q.v.]) and Ibn al-Sarradj (fl. Aleppo, ca.
725/1325, unpublished, extant in ms. Dublin Chester
Beatty 102, 2) illustrate the variety of other quadrants
developed by Muslim astronomers. A minority of Ottoman quadrants are of unusual kinds described in
these earlier sources. The numerous types of European quadrants are with few exceptions based on
Islamic precursors. An exception appears to be the
quadrans novus of Prophatius Judaeus (Provence, ca.
1290), an unhappy combination of the Islamic
quadrans vetus (approximate) and astrolabic horizons
(accurate). Meanwhile, Muslim astronomers had
developed the more satisfactory astrolabic quadrant,
which was unknown in Europe until a French
instrument-maker hit on the idea about 1600.
Bibliography: (An asterisk indicates that the
work in question is repr. in F. Sezgin et al., eds.,
Arabische Instrumente in orientalistischen Studien, 6 vols.,
Frankfurt, Institut fur Geschichte der ArabischIslamischen Wissenschaften, 1991.) On mural
quadrants in Islamic observatories, see A. Sayili,
The observatory in Islam, Ankara 1960. For two examples, see H.J. Seeman, Die Instrumente der Sternwarte zu Mardgha ..., in SBPMSE, Ix (1928), 15126*, and art. Ulugh Beg in The Dictionary of Scientific
Biography, New York 1960-80, xiii, 535-537. (The
accounts of observational instruments in the Islamic
sources, mainly published, let alone the archaeological findings, cry out for an overview to
supplement Sayih's pioneering work).
The standard work on smaller quadrants, based
solely on textual sources, is P. Schmalzl, Zur
Geschichte des Quadranten bei den Arabern, Munich
1929*, now very much outdated; see also H.
Michel, TraitedeVastrola.be, Paris 1947, on the use of
some of these. Useful studies of some quadrants by
al-Mizzi and various late Ottoman instruments and
texts are: W.H. Morley, Description of an Arabic
Quadrant, inJRAS, xvii (I860), 322-30*; B. Dorn,
Drei in der Kaiserlichen OJfentlichen Bibliotheh zu St.
Petersburg befindliche astronomische Instrumente mit
arabischen Inschriften, in Memoires de I'Academie Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, 7e serie, ix/1
(1865), 150 pp.*; J. Wurschmidt, Die Schriften
Gedosis uber die Hohenparallelen und uber die Sinustafel
(Zum Gebrauch des Quadranten im Islam), in SBPMSE
(1928), 127-54*; and idem, Ein tiirkisch-arabisches
Quadrant-Astrolab, in Archiv fur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften und der Technik, viii (1918), 167-81*.
See also G. Fehervari, An eighth/fourteenth-century
quadrant of the astrolabist al-Mizzi, in BSOAS, xxxvi
(1973), 115-17 and 2 plates; L. Janin and R. P.ohr,
Deux astrolabes-quadrants turcs, in Centaurus, xix
(1975), 108-24; J. Moulierac (ed.), Syne, memoire et
civilisation, Paris, Institut du Monde Arabe 1993
(contains descriptions of two Syrian quadrants, including the one illustrated in PI. XXXIII).
More recent studies include various articles
reprinted in D.A. King, Islamic astronomical instruments, London, Variorum Reprints 1987, as well
general remarks in idem, Strumentazione astronomica
nel mondo medievale islamico, in G.L'E. Turner (ed.),
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Gli strumenti, Turin 1991, 154-89 and 581-5. Some
of the earliest texts on the horary quadrant with cursor and the sine quadrant are discussed in idem, A
survey of the scientific manuscripts in the Egyptian National
Library, Winona Lake, Ind. 1986, 53 (no. BIOS),
and idem, al-Khwdrizmiand new trends in mathematical
astronomy in the ninth century, in Occasional Papers on the
Near East (Hagop Kevorkian Center for Near
Eastern Studies, New York University), 2 (1983),
esp. 28-31. On the universal horary quadrant, see
especially J.D. North, Astrolabes and the hour-line
ritual, and R.P. Lorch, A note on the horary quadrant,
in Journal for the History of Arabic Science, v (1981),
113-14, and 115-120, and D.A. King (with D.
Girke), An approximate formula for astronomical
timekeeping and its history over a millennium, Institut fur
Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften, Frankfurt
University, Preprints Series, 1 (1988).
(D.A. KING)
AL-RUBC AL-KHALI (A.) (Empty Quarter), a vast
and inhospitable sand-sea occupying much of the
south and south-east of the Arabian Peninsula. It lies
approximately between 45° E. and 57° E. and 17° N.
and 23° N., encompassing some 200,000 sq. miles,
consisting of tracts of aeolian sands with immense
dunes rising over up to 60 m, areas of gravel and
limestone known as shukka (pi. shikak), and in the
east, towards al-Liwa3 (al-Djiwa°), sabkha [q.v.] at
Umm al-Samlm and al-Kidan. It lies largely in Saudi
Arabia, with its northwest limit roughly marked by
the line of the Djabal Tuwayk escarpment. In the
north and northeast the sands merge with the desert
of Djafura near the Djabrin (or Yabrin) oasis, and
with the sands of al-Dahna° [q.v.] in eastern Arabia.
Al-Dahna0 in turn runs into the Nufud [q. v. ] sand sea
in the north of Arabia. In the southwest and the south
in Yemen, the Rub c al-Khall sands approach Marib
[q.v.] and Hadramawt [q.v.] respectively and in the
east, they reach the Liwa3 oasis in the United Arab
Emirates and to the hinterland of c Uman.
The aridity that characterises the desert today differs markedly from the environment of earlier times.
In the late Miocene (6-7 million years BP [before present]), the climate was wetter with rivers flowing from
the Rub c al-Khall into what is now the Arabian/Persian Gulf. Late Miocene elephant bones have been
found in the UAE, while crocodile and turtle fossils
indicate the presence of an ancient river system flowing from the Rub c al-Khall. Fresh-water lakes existed
in the Rub c al-Khall between 9,700 BP and 6,390 BP,
but desiccation followed thereafter, producing the
harsh environment that constitutes the Rub c al-Khali
today. In the east, the WadI Idima, Wadi Habawna
and WadI Nadjran drain run-off from the cAs!r
highlands into the western Rub c al-Khall, where the
waters run out in the sands. The broad bed of Sabkha
Matt! in western Abu Dhabi marks the course of a
former river system that rose in the interior, with two
major periods of flow in the period 80,000-70,000 BP
and again 50,000 to 25,000 BP, and a lesser flow in
the period 10,000 to 4,500 BP.
Some of the Rub c al-Khall sands may have blown
in from the bed of the Arabian Gulf in the period
before it was flooded as a result of sea level rises between about 18,000 BP and 8,000 BP, after the last
Ice Age. A date of 23,000-17,000 BP has been given
to the formation of sand dunes in the Liwa° oasis on
the eastern side of the Rub c al-Khall.
The term Rubc al-Khall has attached itself to the
entire sand-sea among Arabs and non-Arabs alike,
although uncertainty exists over the origins of the
name (Sir Percy Cox and D.G. Hogarth in R.E.
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PLATE XXXII

A 4th-/10th-century horary quadrant from Nishapur, signed by Muhammad b. Mahmud. Courtesy of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, N.Y. (inv. no. 36.20.54, radius 65 mm), Excavations of the
Museum, 1935, purchase, Rogers Fund, 1936.

PLATE XXXIII

RUBC

A trigonometric quadrant (upper left), horary quadrant for a specific latitude, in this case 41° serving Istanbul
(upper right) and a universal horary quadrant (lower right) on an astrolabe dated 1125 AH [ = 1713-14] signed
by c Abdi. Courtesy of the Museum of the History of Science, Oxford (inv. no. 57-84/171 A, diameter 131 mm).
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PLATE XXXIV

The astrolabic markings for latitude 33°30', serving Damascus, on a quadrant signed by Muhammad al-Sakas!
al-djarkasi ca. 1800

(radli 134/11 mm) PrivatC collection
£lv"$
^
°
'
>
XXXV) courtesy of Mr. Luis Marden, Washington, D.C.

courtes

Y

of

the owner, photographs (also PIp1

PLATE XXXV

RUB C

The trigonometrical markings on the back of the same instrument include all of the special lines and curves
devised by Muslim astronomers over the centuries for solving specific problems of timekeeping.
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Cheesman, The deserts ofjafura and Jabrin, in GJ, Ixv
[Jan.-June 1925], 139). According to Cox, Bertram
Thomas, Wilfred Thesiger and H.R.P. Dickson, the
name Rub c al-Khali was unknown to the indigenous
people living around the desert perimeter and the only
general term known to most modern travellers to describe the desert was "al-Ramal" or "al-Rimal"
(Thomas, 180; Thesiger, 37), although Cox also encountered the term Nufud as well. Within the desert,
specific tracts are identified by particular names, such
as al-Kacamiyyat, Shuwaykla, Hawaya, Ramlat alKuthayyib, Shakkat al-Kharlta and c Uruq al-Awarik.
By contrast, Philby (127-32) argued that the term
Rubc al-Khali was indeed known to the people with
whom he travelled, including tribesmen from the
sands. The terms al-Rimal or al-Ramla were used to
describe the areas occupied by pastoralists. Areas of
briny water were known as Khiran; and areas of better water known as Sariam. Philby regarded the
waterless district specifically as the Rub c al-Khali, a
term which he also equates with Rubc al-Kharab.
More recently, D.P. Cole has noted that the Al Murra
used the term for the region as a whole, with lesser
subdivisions given their own names.
The remoteness of the arduous terrain ensured that
neither the Classical nor the Arab geographers had
much detail to offer on the sands. Ptolemy gives the
names of places, wells and mountains, but his
knowledge of the interior is very limited. In the
Arabic sources, part of the southern desert is termed
al-Ahkaf, although its application varies. AlHamdanl, 87; see also 127, 216) uses al-Ahkaf for a
valley between Hadramawt and Mahra. Al-Bakri (76)
associates al-Ahkaf with the region of Shihr [q. v. ] in
Hadramawt. Yakut (ii, 78), on the authority of alAsma c i, describes al-Ahkaf as a district of Arabia,
placing it between Yemen and Saba in the southwest
and al-Yamama, al-Shihr and c Uman in the
southeast. Elsewhere, Yakut associates al-Ahkaf with
the pre-Islamic tribe of c Ad, iv, 1027, iii, 634), identifying it as a sandy district between c Uman, al-Shihr
and Hadramawt. J. Halevy in 1870 refers to the
desert east of Nadjran as al-Ahkaf, and von Wrede in
1843 (3, 22) marks it as the desert district immediately
north of the Hadramawt (see also Hogarth, 333 ff.).
Philby, however, declared that al-Ahkaf was a literary
name for the sands and was not used by the local
people he encountered.
Another place mentioned by the sources in the
Rub c al-Khali area is Wabar (or Ubar: see Thomas,
161) which Yakut (iv, 896) locates between Yabrln
and Yemen. Wabar is said to have been cursed by
Allah when its people rejected the prophet Hud, and
the settlement was consumed by fire for the sins of its
king, cAd b. Kinad. Philby (168 ff.) visited a place
pointed out to him as Wabar and known to his guides
as al-Hadlda, but it proved to be a meteorite crater
rather than a settlement. The iron-rich meteor is now
in King Sucud University at al-Riyacj. Wabar has
recently been associated with Shisur in Zufar by R.
Fiennes and J. Zarins, but this view is not universally
accepted.
A.R. al-Ansary has excavated a major archaeological site at Karyat al-Faw [see AL-FAW],
located on the southwestern edge of the Rub c al-Khali
at the point where there is a break in the Djabal
Tuwayk escarpment. It was probably an important
town before its decline in the early 4th c. A.D., with
paintings and sculpture reflecting its diverse commercial and cultural contacts with Yemen, Egypt and elsewhere. To date, it is one of the better candidates to be
related to Bedouin legends of ancient towns in the

Rub c al-Khali overwhelmed before Islam by sand or
divine punishment.
The accounts by Thomas, Philby and Thesiger
show that in the heart of the Rub c al-Khali, no tribes
permanently inhabited the sands but rather, they lived a nomadic existence on its edges, occasionally
entering the inner areas in pursuit of grazing or the
oryx that formerly inhabited the remoter sands. Major tribes around the Rub c al-Khali include Al Murra
in the northeast, Banu Yas, Manasir, Rashid and
c
Awamir in the east, Rashid, c Awamir, Sacar and
Bayt Kathlr in the south, and Yam in the west. The
history of these camel-rearing tribes was formerly one
of raiding and feud, with the seizure of camels as a
principal feature of their warfare. The inner areas of
the Rub c al-Khali provided a relatively secure retreat
after raids on the desert margins.
The obstacle to travel formed by the Rubc al-Khali
suggests to D.T. Potts that ancient routes avoided the
sands, and he suggests that travellers followed easier
routes between Yemen and Nadjd via al-Afladj or
from Nadjd through to Burayml and c Uman. Nevertheless, there are persistent indications that routes
with seasonal pools exist between the southeastern
coast and Yemen which are known to the tribes and
are still used today.
The Rub c al-Khali was the last part of the Peninsula to be explored, and ignorance of its vast inner
areas endured until well into the 20th century.
Thomas (1930-1), Philby (1932) and Thesiger (19467, 1947-8) all conducted major journeys of exploration
in the sands, and in modern times, oil exploration and
development have made it relatively more accessible.
Today, a number of international boundaries in the
Rubc al-Khali are disputed and the discovery of oil
has encouraged conflicting claims, several of which remain unresolved.
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RIPBA B. AL-CADJDJADJ AL-TAMIMI, Abu '1Djahhaf (Abu Muhammad also occurs), an Arab
poet of the Umayyad and early cAbbasid era (d.
145/762), the greatest exponent of the radj.az [q.v. ]
kasida. The name Ru3ba, by which he was called
after his grandfather, is attested seven times, and its
diminutive Ru^ayba eight times, in Ibn al-Kalbi's
genealogy (see Caskel-Strenziok ii, 489b). There is no
clear cluster of attestations in Eastern Arabia, which
makes Krenkow's contention (see EP, s.n.) that the
name is the Persian robdh "fox" less likely. Arabic
philologists suggest several explanations of this
peculiar name (Ibn Durayd, al-Ishtikdk, 260). AlAmidl (al-Mu^talif, 175-7) mentions three poets by
that name, but only RuDba b. al-cAdjdjadj of the tribe
of the Banu Malik b. Sacd b. Zayd Manat b. Tamim
became celebrated as a poet of raa^az verses, in which
genre he surpassed both his father [see AL-CADJDJADJ]
and the latter's rival Abu '1-Nadjm al-cldjll [q.v.]. He
and his father are sometimes jointly called al'Adjdjadjan' (dual cala 'l-taghlib).
Of his life very little is known. His birth date is
unknown, but since he is said to have died at an advanced age, 65/685 is a likely guess. Like his father he
spent most of his early life in the desert (bddiya). In his
middle years he seems to have travelled widely in the
Eastern parts of the empire (Khurasan, Kirman) as a
panegyrist, but possibly also as a soldier and a merchant (he mentions the flourishing silk trade [bay* alsarak, no. 12, 1. 32] in Kirman, though he himself is
poverty-stricken). For the rest of his life he seems to
have settled down in Basra (min a^rdb al-Basra), where
he became inter alia an important linguistic informant
for the nascent Basran circle of philologists.
Exact dates are hard to come by. In 97/716 he made
the pilgrimage in the entourage of the caliph
Sulayman b. cAbd al-Malik, which also included the
poets Djarfr and al-Farazdak (Aghani, ed. Dar alKutub, xiv, 85). This may indicate the true beginning
of his career as a panegyrist, as Blachere suggests
(HLA, 526). His poem (no. 54) in praise of the
general Maslama b. cAbd al-Malik (d. 121/738 [q.v.])
alludes to the latter's victory over Yazld b. alMuhallab whom he killed in 102/720 [see
MUHALLABIDS]; it clearly shows Rumba's casabiyya
against the Azd, though not necessarily against the
Southerners in general (he praises, e.g., the Kalbl alHakam, see below). Other addressees of his poems
include:
(1) Umayyad officials (inter alios):
Maslama b. cAbd al-Malik (see above, also no. 10);
Bilal b. Abi Burda (inter alia kdaT'm Basra before 118,
d. 126/744; nos. 6, 30, 42, and 57); cAbd al-Malik b.
Kays al-DhPbl (governor of Sind c. 105/723; no. 26);
al-Hakam b. cAwana al-Kalbi (governor of Sind
under Hisham, Diiamben, no. 13); IChalid b. cAbd
Allah al-Kasri (governor of Iraq, d. 126/743-4 [q.v.];
no. 18); Aban b. al-Walld al-Badjali (in 127/745 appointed chief of the guard by the caliph Marwan; nos.
15, 23, and 25); Nasr b. Sayyar (last Umayyad governor of Khurasan, d. 131/748 [q.v.]\ nos. 19, 50); and
al-Kasim b. Muhammad b. al-Kasim al-Thakafi
(Ahlwardt, Diwdn, lii, and Krenkow in ED call him
the conqueror of Sind, but that would be Muhammad
b. al-Kasim [q. v. ]; Ru5ba addresses him as Kasim and
describes himself as old and bald, which he would not
have been at the time of Muhammad's death in
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96/715, so al-Kasim is possibly a son of the conqueror
of Sind. Cf., however, al-Tabari ii, 1256, where
under the year 94 al-Kasim b. Muhammad is mentioned as the conqueror of ara1 al-Hindl No. 22).
(2) Umayyad caliphs:
Hisham (105-25/724-43; no. 2, where the introductory phrase wrongly states Maslama as the addressee,
and Diiamben, no. 9); al-Walld II b. Yazld (125-6/7434; no. 39); and Marwan II b. Muhammad (12732/744-50; no. 41).
As he had in his way shown his attachment to the
Umayyads, it is no matter for surprise that Ru3ba did
not feel his life safe when he was summoned before
Abu Muslim. Of the audience, we only know that
Abu Muslim showed himself a connoisseur of Arabic.
Two poems in praise of Abu Muslim are to be found
in Geyer's Diiamben, nos. 4 and 6. Several other
poems in praise of members of the new dynasty have
survived; one of 400 lines (no. 55) is dedicated to Abu
'l-cAbbas al-Saffah and two to his uncle Sulayman b.
C
AH (nos. 45 and 47), whom he appointed governor of
Basra. The latest poems of RuDba are in praise of alMansur, who succeeded his brother as caliph in
136/754 (no. 14 and Diiamben, no. 8). He was then an
old man and is said to have died in 145/762.
All Rumba's poems are in the radjaz mashtur metre;
the few verses in other metres ascribed to him (nos.
104-8 of the abydt mufrada in Ahlwardt's ed. of the
Diwdn) are by other poets and wrongly attributed to
him, with the possible exception of nos. 107 and 108,
for which we have Abu cUbayda's testimony that they
constitute Rumba's only non-ra^oz output (see
Ullmann, Untersuchungen, 3 In.). He had learned the
art from his father, whom he even accuses of taking
credit for his poems when Ru5ba began to write, and
we actually have a poem by RuDba in which he asserts
himself against his father (no. 37). From his father he
also inherited a fondness for unusual words and his
poems are among the most difficult in the Arabic
language, as they are full of words that are never or
only very rarely found in other poets (cf. Ahlwardt's
lexical-statistical proof of this phenomenon in Diwdn,
xcviii-cxii, including both al-cAdjdjadj and Ru5ba).
One even suspects that, for the sake of effect, the poet
coined new words which did not previously exist. He
certainly feels free to derive new words from existing
roots and to bend roots and words to his liking. These
are general features of raa^az (see Ullmann, Untersuchungen, chs. 3-8), but Ru5ba may be particularly
audacious in this violent handling of the language. He
is also fonder than any other poet of accumulating a
number of forms from the same verbal root in the
same line (tadjnis ishtikdk "figura etymologica"). The
resulting style is rough, harsh, but forceful, at times
willfully obscure, pronouncedly Bedouin-like, a lingua
rustica (Ahlwardt, Diwdn, xii), which often borders on
the grotesque and ironic and seems to acquire the
character of a parody of the ancient kasida (Ullmann,
Untersuchungen, 37). However, Blachere has pointed
out that Ru5ba is quite capable of using simple
language when the rhetorical exigencies of the situation require it (e.g. in no. 50, addressed to Nasr b.
Sayyar and warning him of Abu Muslim); it is
Bedouin themes like the haunting desert descriptions
that attract most of thegharib vocabulary (HLA, 529).
As a rule, Ru3ba's poems are remarkably long. The
tripartite structure nasib-rahil-madih is often adhered
to, but more complex structures are not uncommon,
as Nallino (Litterature, 158) and Blachere (HLA, 528)
have shown. One of the more interesting/a^r themes
is pride in his own poetry (see the collection of
shawdhidin Ahlwardt, Diwdn, lix-lxi). The Diwdn con-
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tains several monothematic pieces, in particular three
desert descriptions (nos. 1, 34, and 40), which
Ahlwardt considers to be incomplete poems. While
this may be true, it should be noted that no. 40 (starting wa kdtimi 'l-a^mdki khawi 'l-mujshtarak), which is the
most famous of Rumba's poems, is unabashedly called
a kasida in the later literature and the quoted line its
beginning.
Some important intellectual developments reflected
in Rumba's poetry are the following: (1) In a poem in
praise of Higham (no. 2, 1. 45), he speaks against the
kadariyyun, apparently in the less usual sense of people
believing in predestination (this attestation to be
added to the ones collected in KADARIYYA, vol. IV,
368b). (2) In no. 22,1. 139, the term note'"language
expert" is attested, in the context of a poetic fakhr
asserting that the poet's command of the language is
superior. (3) In several places, astrological notions are
alluded to (Nallino, Litterature, 159). (4) Koranic
themes and allusions are not infrequent. His eerie
depiction of Jonah in the belly of the fish in the depth
of the ocean is a most impressive example (no. 10, 11.
66-74). It is the final image in a poem of giving thanks
to God for being delivered out of the hands of the
Kharidjites; Jonah (referred to as sahib al-hut, not dhu
'l-nun) is a model from the past for God's deliverance
out of misery.
There are many reports that all the important early
philologists of Basra and, less often, of Kufa were in
contact with him to increase their knowledge of the
lugha, and this to such an extent that he became tired
of them. He seems to have been an important link between the oral tradition of poetry and the nascent
scholarship of the philologists. Due to the high percentage ofgharib in his poetry, he remained a favourite of
the lexicographers; in the LCA lines quoted from his
poetry run into the thousands.
Ru3ba is also known as a hadith transmitter (see, in
particular, Ibn cAsakir, Ta^nkh, vi, 284-92, and Ibn
Hadjar, Tahdhib, iii, 290-1).
He had two sons, cAbd Allah, to whom two poems
of remarkable tenderness are dedicated (nos. 20 and
56), and cUkba who also wrote poems in the same
metre as his father (GAS, ii, 369), though nothing
survives.
Ru5ba's poems were collected by several scholars,
among them his younger contemporaries Abu c Amr
b. al-cAla°, Abu cAmr al-Shaybam and Ibn al-Acrabi
[q.vv. ] and the later al-Sukkarl [^.».]. For details on
the recensions and the mss. see GAS, ii, 368-9. On the
basis of the Berlin ms. Landberg 826 (Ahlwardt
8155), a modern copy of the ms. Cairo adab 516, the
diwdn has been edited by W. Ahlwardt (Berlin 1903,
repr. Baghdad n.d.), unfortunately without the commentary by Muhammad b. Hablb (d. 245/860 [q.v.])
which is absolutely necessary for an understanding of
the poems, and in the alphabetical order of the rhymes
which makes it difficult to recognise the original arrangement of the collection. As this edition was incomplete, Geyer in 1908 published, in a collection of
several radjaz poets entitled Altarabische Diiamben,
twelve further poems with the commentary, basing
himself on the different recension contained in the ms.
Cairo adab 519. Ahlwardt had added to his edition a
collection of verses which he had found in various
works quoted as by Ru3ba. This collection was extended by Geyer in his Beitrdge zum Diwdn des Ru^bah,
in S.B. Ah. Wien, clxiii (1910). Even then there remain
lines attributed to RuDba which have escaped both
editors. Confusion seems to have begun at quite an
early date between the poems of Ru5ba and those of
his father al-cAdjdjadj. Ahlwardt also published a

complete German translation of the whole Diwdn in
metre. The value of this translation is considered
small by Krenkow in El1 for being only a paraphrase
that does not help with the difficulties of the Arabic
text. Ullmann gives a fairer and more positive evaluation (Untersuchungen, 30n.). The new edition by cAbd
al-Hafiz al-Satll, announced in Akhbdr al-turdth, iii
(1982), 15, has so far not yet appeared.
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RUBACI (pi. RUBA'IYYAT), a verse form.
1. In Persian.
In Persian, this is the shortest type of formulaic
poem; its long history, the strict rules governing its
use and the richness of its expression make it one of
the jewels of Persian literature. It is usually but inaccurately called "quatrain" (Arabic rubd*, "in fours, in
foursomes"; rubdct, composed of four parts >
"quadriliteral"). In the 7th/13th century, Shams-i
Kays explained the Arabic appellation thus:
"because, in Arabic poetry, the hazadi metre is made
up of four parts; thus, each bayt (in Persian) constructed on this metre forms two bayts in Arabic"
(Shams, 115, 11. 3-4). This reference to Arabic poe
technique in describing a specifically Persian form of
poem has for a long time confused study of the
quatrain.
Shams-i Kays, in his magisterial treatise on Persian
poetic technique (completed after 630/1232), alMu^djam fi ma^dyir ashlar al-^adjam, tells the story of an
ancient Persian poet ("and I think that it was
Rudaki", 112, 1. 4) who invented the metre of the
quatrain on hearing a winsome child crying out in the
course of a game: ghaltdn ghaltdn hamirawad td bun-i gu
("the ball is rolling, rolling to the bottom of the
hole"), i.e. in quantitative metre:
^—^—ww-.
On account of its rhythm and freshness, the poem
thus invented was called tardna ("young and fine");
"it was also called du bayti(with two bay?)". This involved recourse to anecdote betrays awareness of the
specifically Persian origin of the quatrain. But Shams
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no longer possessed the elements which would have
enabled him to address correctly the study of the
quatrain: this is a formal adaptation of Arabic technique to a poetic material of Iranian tradition.
The survey of the rubdci supplied by Shams-i Kays
(112-27) is the most complete that is known. The
numerous treatises subsequently composed are
pedagogic adaptations of it. The studies in European
languages by Fr. Glad win, Garcin de Tassy, Fr.
Ruckert-W. Pertsch and H. Blochmann, are annotated translations of the latter. All give prominent
place to the study of the rubdci, as does §hams-i Kays.
In the first chapter of al-Mu*(jjam, the first metre of
which he analyses the constitution and usage is the
bahr-i hazadj_, a metre of quantitative rhythm composed of a foot of one short and three longs (mqfd^tlun)
repeated three times, hence four equal feet. Like his
predecessors, §hams seeks to locate the rubdci among
the realisations of the Arabic haza& metre; but he
finds it so original that he relegates study of it to a
footnote at the end of his survey of this metre. He then
has recourse to the authority of an imam of Khurasan,
Hasan Kaftan (115, 1. 19), who had constructed an
overall diagram formed of two trees with twelve
branches, designed to show all the opportunities for
"changing the foot by excision of a syllable" (zihdf),
available in Persian in the usage of rubdct and "which
did not exist in Arabic" (115, 1. 5), even though "today", he says, there are numerous rubd^iyydt in
Arabic, imitations of the Persian. Case by case, over
six pages, Shams subsequently brings his aesthetic appreciation to bear on the major realisations of haza$_
metre in the rubdci; these are formed on the basis of
two principal types of excision of a letter (or of a
syllable) at the beginning of a foot, kharb or kharm. The
specifically Persian tardna was thus forced into a mould
which was inappropriate for it and from which
modern ingenuity has been unable to extricate it (M.
Farzaad, Persian poetic metres, Leiden 1967, 99-123).
In order to escape from the impasse to which the
false path of hazadj_ was leading, it has been necessary
to undertake a philological study of the antecedents of
this sophisticated rubdct and a statistical study of the
reality of the usage of the metre of the Persian
quatrain, setting all theories aside. It is undisputed
that three elements characterise the rubdci: brevity, the
use of a special metre and the use of a rhyme appropriate to its structure. In its classical form, it is the
shortest of Persian poems. Each one begins in the
same formal fashion. It is composed of two bayts; each
bayt consists of two misrd^s or hemistiches; the four
misrdcs have the same metre, or are arranged in pairs,
with two variants of the metre. Misrdcs 1, 2 and 4
rhyme; in some cases misrd*- 3 also rhymes with the
others. In short, it is a form offering almost limitless
possibilities for stylistic experiments.
It is not known when the quatrain first came into
existence. Its emergence in literature can be pinpointed, but it is certainly of pre-Islamic origin, and
of popular origin also: the du bayti remains a form of
poetry widely practised throughout the Persian
cultural sphere. Historically, the quatrain has followed the evolution of Persian poetry in general.
Written evidence remains of pre-Islamic poetry based
on a syllabic metre and an accentual verse with
caesura; rhyme, admittedly irregular, appears in the
early Islamic period, and is followed by the use of
quantitative metre, irregular at first, ultimately
becoming regular quantitative versification, with
regular rhyme (Lazard 1975, 612-14). The appearance, under Arabic influence, of rhyme dictated
by increasingly stringent rules is understandable;
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more singular is the subjection of the Iranian syllabic
metre to Arabic quantitative prosody (Benveniste
1930, 224). There was imitation of the quantitative
principle, but application took account of previous
realities. It is for this reason that the Persian metre
differs from the Arabic metre in the distribution of
long sounds; this applies particularly to the quatrain.
The Persian metre is a syllabic metre, but with
syllables divided into long and short. Accents and
caesuras had moulded the elementary distributions of
syllables; the major Persian metres are moulded according to these distributions. The accent has ceased
to be a factor in the distribution of syllables in the
classical bayt. The reckoning of syllables, short and
long, is what matters in Persian metrical systems,
rather than the reckoning of letters, which are important only for the rhyme.
Various studies have been undertaken (Benveniste,
Henning, Lazard and ShafFi KadkanI) with the object of identifying, in fragments of verse in Pahlavi (of
the Bundahishn) and in older Persian (before the
3rd/9th century), transmitted through texts in Arabic
as well as in Manichaean fragments, what used to be
known as the tardna, a term of pre-Islamic origin
which denoted songs intended for feasting and wine.
Rudaki (d. 329/940 [q.v.]) had, at the apogee of the
Samanids of Bukhara, a leading role, owed to a poetic
genius which led to his acceptance as a master by all
the poets of the 5th/llth century. Numerous
quatrains were attributed to him (including, no
doubt, some pseudepigrapha), and he was even
credited with the invention of the genre. But among
poets who preceded him, some by as much as a century, and among poets contemporary with him, examples are known of poems which conform to the
characteristic traits of the rubdci. In Arabic, the rubdci
did not appear until the end of the 4th/10th century,
in Khurasan and from the pen of a poet of Pu§hang
in the region of Harat (ShafFl KadkanI, 1988, 2331),
evidently under Persian influence.
Another important feature in the history of the
quatrain is its usage in $ufT circles. The question was
posed in the 4th/1 Oth century: whether in the course
of the spiritual observance and the dance which accompanies it (samd* [q.v.]), it is permitted to listen to
rubd^iyydt (Abu Nasr al-Sarradj al-Tusi (d. 378/988),
K. al-Lumdc, 299, 1. 3). A number of pieces of
evidence emanating from $ufi circles of Khurasan,
and also from Baghdad and elsewhere (thus alTanukhi, in Nishwdr al-muhatfara, written in 360/971),
testify to the usage of the quatrain by the Persians,
simple people expressing their love to the best of their
ability; "it is the discourse of lovers and madmen",
the master Djunayd (d. 298/910) is supposed to have
said of it, according to SulamI (d. 412/1021). According to the same, the samdc al-rubd^iyydt "is suitable only
for strong and experienced men" (Shaft*! KadkanI,
2337, 1. 22).
It is therefore not astonishing that in the 5th/llth
century the quatrain was in use among all the Persian
lyrical poets. Attempts have been made to establish
Abu Sacld Abi '1-Khayr (d. 440/1049 [q.v.]) as the inventor of the quatrain in $ufism; like others before
him, he practised it, but his eminent role in the
history of Khurasanian $ufism gave added respectability to the rubdct, and poems attributed to him were
considered to have been endorsed by his authority. In
the same period, the Hanbali $ufi al-Ansarf (d.
481/1088 [q.v.]) composed some fine quatrains, and
the mountain-dwelling hermit Baba Tahir (d. in the
middle of the same century [q. v.]) expressed the sum
of his experience in du bqytts in which his Persian was
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blended with dialectal elements of Luristan. There are
few poets who, over ten centuries, have not practised
the quatrain; the modern period has seen the evolution of variants of the rubd't having 3 or 5 misrd^s. The
most widely admired author of quatrains is cUmar
Khayyam (d. before 53071135 [q.v.]); his life, his work
and his eminent position made him an easy target for
pseudepigraphical artifice; it was not until a century
after his death that a copy of a quatrain attributed to
him was found, but the scholarly scepticism which is
observed here corresponds closely to that which was
denounced by the great mystic cAtfar (d. ca. 617/1220
[?.».]), in regard to Khayyam precisely (Ildhi-ndma,
215,11. 5169-83). Thus was born a Khayyamian tradition of quatrains, from the terrible century of the
Mongols, the 7th/13th, onwards.
In his study of Persian metre based on statistical
findings, P.N. Khanlari (Khanlarl 1966), has demonstrated once again that the metre of the rubd^i followed
rules exclusive to it. The basic structure of what he
calls the bahr-i tardna consists, he asserts, of five feet;
the first and the fourth, comprising two longs, never
vary; feet 2 and 5, made up of two longs, may have
as a variant: ww-; foot 3, constructed thus: w-^, can
have two variants: -w^ and —. Twelve principal
realisations are identified by the author, emanating
from the possibilities offered by these variants.
L.P. Elwell-Sutton (1976, 134-6), has set aside the
division into feet and has sought to group the realisations of a sample of 400 lines or "hemistiches"
(misrdc), under patterns capable of producing all the
realisations. A group a corresponds to a basic pattern
constructed thus:
—^j\jl—w—w—\j^j—

this is the most ancient, the most popular and the
most frequent; group b:
WV>»/

^J^l

WW —

For the two shorts in the penultimate position, it is
quite common to substitute one long; the same
substitution for the two shorts in the third position is
exceptional, and this would be out of place in the middle of the line. These features are quite typical of Persian metre. The statistical survey has also enabled the
author to state that lines of 12 and 11 syllables are the
most frequent, and that there is no evidence to show
that the rhyme pattern A A A A in the quatrain is
older than the rhyme pattern A A B A, although the
latter obtains in 70% of cases.
The quatrain is not restricted to a unique semantic
field; it may be lyrical, satirical, mystical, philosophical, conveying aphoristic maxims or expressing states of mind. It should be dignified (buland), or
delicate (lattf), or mordant (tiz). Its structure should be
such that the first three misrdcs introduce the fourth,
the first two sharing a certain unity, whence the ternary structure which is encountered in a number of
quatrains (Bausani 1960, 532). While quatrains are to
be found in almost all the Persian dtwdns, there are
some diwdns which are composed exclusively of
quatrains.
There are numerous translations of Persian
quatrians. The technical problems of translating the
rubd^i into European languages have only recently
been the object of systematic consideration (Lazard
1991). The object must be to convey an impression of
the form of the rubd^i, a poem of such rigorous intensity that the rhythmic clash of words is constantly striking brilliant sparks of intelligence.
Bibliography: E. Benveniste, Le texte du Draxt
Usurlk et la versification pehlevie, mJA, ii (1930), 193225; Shams al-Dln Muhammad b. Kays al-RazI, alMudiam ft macdyir ashlar al-caajam, ed., introd. and

notes Muhammad Kazwim and Mudarris-i
Racjawi, Tehran 1314/1935, 374; A. Bausani, La
quartina, in Storia delta letteratura persiana, Milan 1960,
527-78; P.N. Khanlari, Wazn-i shfr-ifdrsi, Tehran,
3rd ed. 1345/1966, 272-5; G. Lazard, ahu-ye
kuhi... Le chamois d'abu Hafs de Sogdiane et les origines
du Robdi, in Henning memorial volume, 1970, 238-44;
L.P. Elwell-Sutton, The rubacl in early Persian
literature, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv, 633-57; idem, The
Persian metres, Cambridge 1976; F. Thiessen, A
manual of classical Persian poetry, Wiesbaden 1982,
166-73; B. Reinert, Die prosodische Unterschiedlichkeit
von persischem und arabischem Rubd^i, in R. Gramlich
(ed.), Islamwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen, Wiesbaden
1974, 205-24; M.R. §hafi<I Kadkani, Rudaki wa
ruba^i, in Ndmwdra-i Duktur Mahmud Afshdr, iv,
Tehran 1367/1989, 2330-42; Lazard, Comment
traduire le robdi?, in Ydd-Ndma. In memoria di Alessandro Bausani, Rome 1991, 399-409.
(C.-H. DE FOUCHECOUR)
2. In T u r k i s h .
It is impossible to deal with the problems of the
Turkish rubd^i without a suitable consideration of the
corresponding Persian metre; the two civilisations
have broadly amalgamated.
The word rubd^i signifies here the distinct type described by Eilers, sc. an independent strophe of four
lines, with the basic form —ww—ww—ww-, the
rhyme sequence aaba and a definite meaning sequence: introduction (the first two lines), surprising
new motive (third line), pointe, return to the outset
(last line). We may call this kind of quatrain the "perfect genuine rubd^i" (abbreviated PGR).
In this rigid and narrow sense, the word rubd^f is
frequently employed in Turkish (and extra-Turkish)
literature, for example in the following works:
Kabakli (i, 617-18, 678-9), Ozkinmh (996), TDEA
(xxvii, 445), Dilcin (5, etc.). Karaalioglu (605); Gibb
(i, 88-90), Kowalski (161-3), Andrews (167-70).
Nevertheless, the term is sometimes employed in a
broader sense, namely as an equivalent of the Turkish
dortluk. That is, it signifies a quatrain: a strophe consisting of four lines (which we may abbreviate as
FLS). Cf. Rypka, 694 ("the quatrain [rubdci\", by
which term is meant the popular Persian strophe containing eleven syllables in each line), Kopriiluzade,
113-22 (where the form is arranged into the general
notion of dortluk, e.g. some strophes of Kutadhghu bilig,
which are, nevertheless, mutakdrib mahdhuf), Bertel's,
88 ( = Eastern Turkish tortluk), Eckmann, in PTF, ii,
299-300 (the quatrain quoted there as "rubdci" has the
metre fd^ildtun fd^ildtun fd^ildtun faculun, similar to
tuyugh).
The origin of the PGR is controversial, since it is in
c
an#, but not of the Arabic type. This diachronic
problem must clearly be distinguished from the synchronic structure of the PRG, as it has been described
above. See on this, Doerfer (Hungary, Sweden).
Substantially, two opinions exist:
(a) The "rubd^i" has a purely Persian origin, either
as going back to Old Persian metres (Salemann, Gershevitch) or as having developed in an early New Persian epoch (Elwell-Sutton, Eilers, Meier, Andrews,
Rypka). Most Turkish authors, too, support this
thesis, under Koprvilu's influence (Dilgin, 208,
Kabakli, 618, Ozkinmli, 996, TDEA, 350-1,
Karaalioglu, 605); cf. also PTF, ii, 104-5, 112-13,
256, 261. To be sure, "rubd*?* is mainly confined
here to the narrow sense of PGR.
(b) On the other hand, Kopriiluzade remarks (11322) that the dortluk (= FLS) already existed in preIslamic Turkish literature. He says, furthermore, that
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for the "rufoz c f' ( - PGR) neither a Turkish nor a Persian origin can finally be proven (although PGR is
documented in the Persian literature much earlier).
At any rate, the four-line strophe is popular both in
Turkish and Persian mediaeval and modern lyrics.
The same differentiation is also expressed in Bertel's,
88, 107; the PGR has originated under the influence
of the Turkish FLS, but it has assumed its ultimate
shape in Persian literature.
The origin of the Persian PGR under the influence
of the Turkish FLS has been underlined still more expressively by Kowalski, 161-3: TurkAnsiklopedisi, 445;
Qetin, in L4, 759-61; and Bausani, 527-78 (above all
in 535, where Chinese parallels, also originating
under Turkish influence, have been considered).
Indisputably, the first PGR metre has been
documented much earlier in Persian poetry than in
the Turkish. It is found as early as 333/944-5 in a
poem by Abu Shakur, whereas the first PGR metre in
Turkish language belongs to the second half of the
6th/12th century, see below. This fact proves that at
least the direct origin of the PGR is Persian; and this
simultaneously signifies that the hypothesis of an
origin from the Turkish FLS cannot in the strictest
sense be proven, particularly since the first Turkish
poems belong to the 5th/llth century. On the other
hand, a diachronic investigation shows that an origin
from the Turkish FLS (or, at least, a certain influence
from this side) can also not be excluded. The most frequent metre in Mahmud al-Kashghari's Diwdn is
—^_/_ w _. The Diwdn dates from 464-70/1072-8,
but derives from many earlier sources. But exactly
this metre occurs, too, in the first rubdct-\ike poem in
New Persian literature, found in a satirical verse in alTabari under the year 108/726: az Khuttaldn dmadhih I
bd ru tabdh dmadhih I dwdr bdz dmadhih I be dil fardz
dmadhih. The subsequent development of early Persian metrics gradually leads to the PGR. It should be
noted that these metres are largely similar to alKashghan's eleven-syllable metre —\j—l—v—l—w-.
Cf. Hanzala (250/864), — w-/^—A,—/-„_;
Mashriki (283/896), —^_A,_^,_/— (the same
metre is found in a poem by Mamie"ihri (432/1040-1);
Abu '1-Husayn (311/923), —^-/-^-/-w-;
Shahld (324/936), —^_/_ w w _/_^_ (but only in
a two-line verse); and finally, in Abu Shakur,
—ww-/^-^-/-v_yw-. This last example is of particular interest, since it follows the PGR rhythm exactly; however, it has a rhyme sequence aaaa. Both the
rhyme sequence aaba and the meaning sequence (see
above) have only gradually developed in Persian
literature (see below), becoming a general norm from
the 5th/llth century onwards. Since Bausani has
shown that a Turkish influence of the FLS both upon
the East (China) and the West (Iran) is likely, the
hypothesis of a Turkish FLS origin of the Persian
PGR may also be regarded as possible. But the
definitive shaping of PGR occurred on Persian soil, so
that PGR is a witness to the Iranian spirit.
In other words, we may put forward the hypothesis
that the Persians adopted models from both adjacent
nomadic societies: that west of Iran (the Arabic caru<f)
and that east of Iran (the Turkish FLS), but that they
reorganised these patterns into a genuine Persian
form.
So much for metrics. The meaning sequence described above is certainly of Persian origin and has
been cultivated, above all, by c Umar Khayyam [q.v. ],
to become an admired and frequently imitated model
not only for Persian, but also for Turkish poetry. The
spirited and pointed rhyme sequence aaba has also
been made a norm by c Umar Khayyam. It seems like-
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ly that TDEA, 350, is right in supposing that it was
Mewlana Djalal al-Din RumI (604-72/1207-73 [q.v.])
who influenced Ottoman literature by his Diwdn-i
kabir, introducing the PGR in its perfect structure.
The rhyme sequence aafia occurs frequently in the
Eastern Turkish literature of the 5th/llth century,
e.g. in the Kutadhghu bilig (196 verses) and in the
c
Atabat al-hakd^ik (generally), cf. Kopriilu, 341. To be
sure, these verses are no PGR, but FLS in mutakdrib,
and resemble a collection of kita^dt. In MK's work,
aaba is rare, if it exists at all, but it may be found in
Stebleva's no. 44, which also follows the PGR-like
metre —^-/-^-/—w-. This sequence is widespread
in modern Turkish folk-poetry, not only in the
Anatolian mdni [q. v. ] and in other regions of Western
Turks, such as Persia, but also in Central Asia
(Karakalpak, Kazakh, Uzbek and New Uyghur
folklores). It is even found in South Siberia—above all
in Tannu-Tuva—and this may be a hint at the archaic
character of aaba in the Turkish world. On the other
hand, in Iranian folk-poetry aaba is also welldocumented. In Iranian educated literature, the older
rubd^iyydt have mostly the rhyme sequence aaaa, cf.
Elwell-Sutton, 639-44; seven Persian poets of the
5th/11th century offer 905 cases of aaaa (91 %), against
only 91 (9%) aaba. In cUmar Khayyam's work, on the
contrary, aaba prevails over aaaa (70%: 30%), and
this norm is still more valid in Hafiz, where aaaa has
become extremely rare (about 2.5%).
The Turkish development is almost a parallel of the
Iranian one. However, extensive statistical investigations of this topic are still lacking, and poets seem to
behave very differently. Mir CA1I §hir Nawa3! (845906/1441-1501) favours aaaa both in his Caghatay
Turkish and Persian rubd^iyydt to about 88%. The last
word is often identical in all four verses_(then generally with a radif[q.v. ]). In poems of the Adharbaydjani
poet Neslmi (770-820/1369-1417), aaaa prevails over
aaba (and xaya); 314 (86%) 52 : 1. But in the East
Anatolian Kacli Burhan al-Dln's (745-800/1345-98)
poems we find aaba : xaya in a relation of 19 : 1;
similarly in the Rumelian Yahya Newcl's (9401007/1533-99) rubd^iyydt, aaba : xaya = 8 : 3; and in
the Istanbul! Haleti's (977-1040/1570-1631) poems
(here, for example, the 16 poems quoted by Gibb, iii,
227-30, are aaba throughout). The same holds true of
the Adharbaydjani Fucjull's (d. 963/1556) work:
aaba : aaaa = 65 : 7 (three aaaa with radtf), i.e.
90 : 10%. Generally speaking, the rhyme sequence
aaba (which corresponds to that of the mdni) found increased use in the course of time, particularly in the
western area of Turkish literatures.
These and other hints at the Turkish origin of the
FLS and PGR are remarkable, and may be due to a
narrow Turkish-Iranian symbiosis. However, the
PGR in its ideal form is owed to the Persians and
above all to c Umar Khayyam. It remains (Eilers, 212)
"ein wundervolles Zeugnis des persischen Genius".
This PGR has been adopted by both OttomanAdharbaydjani and Caghatay literature and plays an
enormous role there. Kabakli, 618, understates when
he says that every Diwdn poet has written "one or two
rubdciyydt"; PGRs, sometimes in great number, are
found in almost every important diwdn.
The earliest documented purely Turkish PGR was
written by Mubarakshah from Marw-i Rud [q.v.] in
eastern Khurasan. It presumably belongs to the end
of the 6th/12th century: wa^dd berusdn nd^iicun kdlmdssdn I soz yalghaninl mdning bild koymas-sdn I yuzung kiin u
sac tun kara kormds-sdn I ^Ishklngda kardrslz ay ^adjab
bilmds-sdn "thou givest me a promise, (but) why doest
thou not come? Thou abandonest neither lying nor
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me. Thou dost not see that thy face is (bright as) the
sun and thy hairs are black (as) the night. Thou
knowest, foresooth, that thou art unsteady in thy
love". Furthermore, there are two macaronic
rubd^iyydt dating from the same period, Badr al-Dln alKawwami of the Rayy Oghuz (6th/12th century, with
a rhyme sequence aaad) and Kura§hl from Transoxania (7th/13th century, rhyme sequence aaba), cf.
Kopriiluzade, Turk dili ve edebiyati hakkinda avastirmalav,
118-20.
According to Kopriilu (344, and in PTF, ii, 256)
the PGR metre is not adapted for the Turkish
language ("etranger au rhythme du metre national
turc et tres difficile a adapter a la langue turque ...
caprices individuels des poetes turcs possedant une
solide connaissance de la metrique persane"). On the
other hand, he explains (1934, 350) that the PGR was
readily adaptable to Turkish prosody, since it is a
four-line strophe. Indeed, the PGR has become a
favoured genre in the Turkish literatures, at least
those more or less influenced by Persian poetry. This
preference lasted from the earliest period (e.g. KacJI
Burhan al-Dln until the modern era (e.g. Yahya
Kemal Beyatli, 1884-1958). Rubd^iyydt have been
shaped not only in the Ottoman Empire and Turkey,
but also in Adharbaydjan (see above; Nesiml, Fucjuli,
and many others), in Turkmenia (Azadi, 1700-60)
and even in the successive regions of the Ulus
Caghatay (Nawa5!; Shlbam, 855-916/1451-1510;
AmanI, 945-1017/1538-1608; Babur, 888-936/14831530; Kamran Mirza, 1825-99; Djahan Khatun, 19th
century; cf. Eckmann, in PTF, ii, 304-402, and
Hofman).
For the poets of the Ottoman Empire (and Turkey)
cf. PTF, ii (index 952; references given by Bjorkman
at 403-65); Kabakli, 618; Turk Ansiklopedisi, 445;
Dilcin, 168, 350, etc., Ozkinmh, 996, Karaalioglu,
605; Necatigil. As well as those named above we may
mention as the most outstanding rubd^t poets: Kara
Fadli (d. 1564), Ruhr from Baghdad (d. 1014/1605);
Fehlm (1036-58/1627-48); Djewri (d. 1064/1654);
Neshati (d. 1085/1674); Thabit (1060-1124/16501712); Nab! (1052-1124/1642-1712); Nedlm (10921143/1681-1730); Seza°I (1080-1151/1669-1738);
Nahlfi (d. 1151/1738); Esrar Dede (d. 1210/1796);
Sheykh Ghalib (1170-1214/1757-99); cAwm from
Yenishehir (1826-83); Sabahattin Eyuboglu (190873); Arif Nihat Asya (1904-75); and Cemal Yesil
(1900-77). The most famous and celebrated rubd^i
poet, however, is cAzmi-zade Haleti. Nedlm glorified
him with the following verse: Haletiewd^-i rubdcide ucar
*ankd gibi "HaletT is like the cankd (bird), flying on the
rubdVs summit", cf. PTF, ii, 443; TDEA, 350.
Mucallim NadjI, however, criticised him. As to his
biography and literary creativity cf. El1 art. s.v.
(Menzel), lA, v, 125-6 (Yontem); EP art, s.v. (Iz),
Turk Ansiklopedisi, xviii, Ankara 1970, 346-8. He
wrote 2 car</-i hdh, 3 kasfdas, 2 merthiyes, 3 kifa-yl
kebires, 5 tdrfkhs, 330 beyts, but 569 rubd'is. He was
called Ustdd-i rubd^i "master of the rubdci" and
Khayydm-i Rum. (Gibb's and Kabakli's opinion that
HaletT cannot equal Khayyam in respect of originality
is disputed by Yontem.)
In Turkish (Ottoman) rubd^iyydt, the akhreb pattern,
whose first three syllables are —w, is much more frequently employed than the akhrem pattern (
), cf.
TDEA, 350-1; the same holds true for Caghatay
literature (e.g. for Nawa°I). This fact may be conditioned by the structure of the Turkish languages. The
rubdct appears in 12 variants, of which Turkish poetry
has made a certain selection; not only the akhrem, but
also certain kinds of akhreb patterns occur less often.

The following table shows the patterns and their frequency:
akhreb

1 —w/w-w-/w

/-

frequent according
to Kabakli, TDEA,
Dilcin; according
to Andrews (along
with 2) the most
frequent pattern
2 —v^/^-w-/w—v^/w- frequent according
to Kabakli, TDEA,
Dilcin; according
to Andrews (along
with 1) the most
frequent pattern
3 —w/w
/
/frequent only according to Kabakli
and TDEA
4 —w/w
/—w/w— frequent only according to Kabakli
5 —w/w—w/w
/- frequent according
to Kabakli, TDEA,
Dilcin
6 —w/^—w/w—\jl\j— frequent according
to Kabakli, TDEA,
Dilcin
akhrem 7
/-w-/w
/frequent only according to TDEA
8
/-^-/^—w/w- frequent only according to TDEA
9
/
/
/_
rare
10
/
/_ ww _/_
rare
11
/—ww/
/rare
12
/—ww/—^W- rare
These statements can be corroborated. For example,
New c i's 11 rubd^iyydt and KacJI Burhan al-Dln's 20
rubd^iyydt are all akhreb; in Fucjull's 72 examples, only
one akhrem is to be found.
According to Dilcin, 207, a certain preference exists
to employ two different variants in a rubd^i, namely,
one for the verses 1,2,4 (which also rhyme with each
other) and another for the third (in the aaba pattern,
unrhymed) verse; this is a frequent usage in Persian
poetry too, for example in c Umar Khayyam's poems.
This accentuation of the third verse, the underlying of
its particular character is also known in the Turkish
mdni, where, to be sure, the same effect is produced by
a change of caesura (e.g. dam iistunde I duran kiz II
bayram geldi I dolan kiz II kurbanslz I bayram olmaz II olam
sana I kurban kiz "girl standing on the roof; bayram has
come, walk around, girl; without victims there is no
bayram; I may become a victim for you, girl": 4,3;
4,3; 3,4; 4,3). In a more distant way, this underlining
of a verse resembles certain poems in al-Kashghari,
where, however, it is the last verse of the aaab pattern
which has a particular structure (e.g. in Stebleva,
31.1, following the scheme
\J

I^J

1/<J

/W

1 I\J

/V->

//— W W — / — \J — ).

In whatever manner the problem of the genetic connection of the Turkish and Persian folk poetries (of
which the PRG is a sublimation) may be explained,
the symbiosis of these peoples and the similarity of
their civilisations is undeniable.
Bibliography: W.G. Andrews, An introduction to
Ottoman poetry, Minneapolis and Chicago 1976; A.
Pagliaro and A. Bausani, Storia della letteratura persa,
Milan 1960; E.E. Bertel's, Istoriya persidskotadzikskoi literaturt, Moscow 1960; C. Dilcin,
Orneklerle Turk siiri bilgisi, Ankara 1983; Doerfer
(Hungary) = G. Doerfer, Formen der dlteren turkischen
Lyrik (forthcoming); Doerfer (Sweden) = G.
Doerfer, Gedanken zur Entstehung des rubacl (forth-
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coming); L.P. Elwell-Sutton, The rubaci in early Persian literature, in Camb. hist. Iran, v, Cambridge
1975, 633-57; W. Eilers, Vierzeilendichtung, persisch
und aulerpersisch, in WZKM, Ixii (1969), 209-49;
PTF, ii, ed. L. Bazin et alii, Wiesbaden 1964;
Fuzuli, Turkfe divan, ed. K. Akyiiz et alii, Ankara
1958; EJ.W. Gibb, HOP; H.F. Hofman, Turkish
literature, Utrecht 1969; A. Kabakli, Turk edebiyati,
Istanbul 1985; S.K. Karaalioglu, Ansiklopedik
edebiyat sozlugu, Istanbul 1969; F. Kopriilii ( = Kopriiluzade), Edebiyat arastirmalan, Ankara 1966;
idem, Turk dili ve edebiyati hakkinda arasttrmalar, Istanbul 1934; T. Kowalski, Ze studjow nad forma poezji
ludow tureckich ("Studies on the form of the poetry
of the Turkish nations"),'Krakow 1921; G. Lazard,
Les premiers poetes persons (IXe-Xe siecles), TehranParis 1964; Mahmud al-Kashghari, Diwdn lughat alturk, according to Stebleva, q.v. (other editions by
Brockelmann, Danfcoff and Talat Tekin); F. Meier,
Die schone Mahsati, Wiesbaden 1963; Mir cAH-£hir
Nawa°i, Diwdn, ed. L.V. Dmitrieva, Moscow 1964;
idem, Divanlar, ed. S.S. Levend, Ankara 1966;
Necatigil = B. Necatigil, Edebiyat imizda isimler
sozlugu, Istanbul 1991; Neslml = Imadaddin
Nasimi, Asdrldri, i, ii, ed. Kahramanov, Baku 1973;
New c i, Diwdn, ed. M. Tulum and M.A. Tanyeri,
Istanbul 1977; A. Ozkirimh, Turk edebiyat ansiklopedisi, Istanbul 1987; Kacli Burhan al-Dm,
Divan, ed. M. Ergin, Istanbul 1980; J. Rypka,
History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht 1968; I.V.
Stebleva, Razvitie tyurkskikh poeticeskikhform v XI veke,
Moscow 1971; TDEA = Turk Dili ve Edebiyati Ansiklopedisi, vii, Istanbul 1990; Turk Ansiklopedisi,
xxvii, Ankara 1978; c Umar Khayyam = A.
Christensen, Critical studies in the rubdiydt of ^Umar-iKhayydm, Copenhagen 1927.
(G. DOERFER)
3. In A r a b i c .
The rubd^iyya, lit. "quadripartite entity", or
quatrain occurs in Arabic literature both as an independent verse form and as an element of structure
in longer compositions. It represents a comparatively
late development of poetic form and its origins are not
altogether clear.
The lines of the quatrain can either be lines in the
sense of a bayt (two hemistichs with between 16 and 30
syllables and a caesura) or in the sense of a misrd** or
shatr (a single hemistich so to speak, of 15 or less
syllables). In the classical kasida it is the bayt which
represents the unit of structure, in radjaz poetry it is
the shatr. In the rubaHyya either case can apply, leading
to ambiguity in the usage of this term. However,
more often than not, the rubd^iyya denotes a quatrain
whose lines have the length of half a bayt. This explains why expressions like baytdn1 ("two bqyts") or
dubayt (from Persian du "two"; also dubayti) are sometimes used as synonyms for ruba^iyya.
Dubayt, however, is more often used for a quatrain
of a particular metre (fa^lun mutafd^ilun fa^ulun faHlun)
and rhyme scheme aaba (called a'radf) or aaaa. Common metrical variations are:
(a)

ww—w—w

wv_/—;

(b)

v-/w

v»/w

^j^j—;

(c) —^w
^—ww-. When used in this sense,
dubayt is the Arabic equivalent of the Persian rubd^i. Its
origins and its development are discussed extensively
in the introductory essay of Kamil Mustafa al-ShaybT.
Diwdn al-dubayt fi 'l-shicr al-^arabi (fi ^asharat kurun),
Manshurat al-djamica '1-Llbiyya, n.p. 1392/1972, 15132. This book contains, arranged according to centuries, a collection of 808 poems in the dubayt metre
(mostly quatrains, but also some other forms, such as
muwashshahs) by 168 poets from the 5th/llth century
until the beginning of the 14th/20th century, together
with 120 anonymous poems, of which 14 are in collo-
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quial Arabic. Supplements have been published in alMawrid (1975), 153-72, and (1977), 49-108.
In most cases, only a few dubayt quatrains of each
author have been handed down in the literature. A
more extensive collection is the dubayt diwdn Nukhbat
al-shdrib wa-^ua^alat al-rdkib, by Nizam al-Dln alIsfaham (d. after 680/1281 or in 1278, Brockelmann,
S I, 449), which contains some 500 quatrains arranged according to rhyme-letter in Arabic (predominantly), Persian and in a mixture of both languages
(mulamma*). Eighty of the Arabic quatrains of this
author are in al-ghaybi's book (op. cit., 285-300).
c
lmad al-Dln al-Isfahanl (519-97/1125-1201 [q.v.})
and $alah al-Dln al-Irbill (572-631/1176-1234) are
also said to have composed diwdns of dubayt quatrains
(see al-^haybl, op. cit. 74-5).
The rise of the dubayt quatrain is placed by al§haybi among bilingual Persians in and around
Qhazna, and the most easterly Iranian territories. As
a date he suggests the 380s A.H., i.e. coinciding more
or less with the beginnings of the Persian rubd^i. The
Persian origin is borne out by the occurrence of a radif
[q. v. ] in three early Arabic dubayts (al-Shaybl, op. cit.,
nos. 2/1, 5/1 and 8/1).
The earliest textual examples of dubayt quatrains go
back to the first half of the 5th/l 1th century. They are
preserved in the Dumyat al-kasr compiled by Abu '1Hasan CA1I al-Bakharzi (murdered in 467/1075 [q. v. ]).
In his comment on one of these quatrains, al-BakharzT
speaks of "pieces in the rubd^iyya metre" (kitac cald
wazn al-rubd^iyya) and he remarks that he had not
heard of this method (tarikd) until his father had
recited quatrains in this manner (rubd^iyydt cald hddhd
'l-namat) (Dumya, ed. Muhammad Raghib alTabbakh, Aleppo 1349/1930, 174). Two early Arabic
dubayts are by the Persian mystic Abu Sacld b. Abi '1Khayr (357-440/967-1049 [q.v.]) famous for his more
than 700 Persian quatrains.
References to quatrains of an earlier date do occur
in the literature. Examples are Abu Nasr al-Sarradj
(d. 378/988), K. al-Lumac fi 'l-tasawwuf, ed. R.A.
Nicholson, London 1914, 299 (Bab f i man kariha 7samdc); Abu CAH al-Tanukhi (329-84/939-94), The
table-talk of a Mesopotamian judge (= Nishwdr alMuhddara), ed. and tr. D.S. Margoliouth, London
1921-2, i, 54, ii, 59: "there was a Sufi present, who
was humming some rubd^iyydt"; Abu cAbd alRahman al-Sulaml (330-412/941-1021), Tabakat alsufiyya, ed. Nur al-Dln Shurayba, Cairo 1953, 239, in
a report in which Abu 'l-cAbbas Ahmad b. Masruk alTusi (d. 298/911) is asked for his opinion on the permissibility of listening to musical performances of
quatrains (su^ila can samd*- al-rubd^iyydt). All these texts
suggest that these quatrains were popular in Baghdad!
mystical circles. As the word rubd^iyya is indefinite
with regard to structural details, it is difficult to know
if dubayt quatrains are intended in any of these cases.
Another expression that may refer to the quatrain
is mathndt, mentioned in al-Djawhari, Sihdh, Cairo
1282, ii, 453 s.v. th-n-y, said to be equivalent to "what
is called in Persian dubayti, which is singing (alghind^}" (see also LA, xiv, 119 s.v. th-n-y).
Quatrains or quatrain-like compositions may also
be intended in a passage in Aghant1, xiii, 74
( = Aghani?, xiv, 324) where shfo muzdwidj. baytayn1 baytayn1 is attributed to Hammad cAdjrad (d. between
155/772 and 168/784 [q.v.]). See also G.E. von
Grunebaum, in JNES, iii [1944], 10 and G. Vajda,
Les zindiqs en pays d'Islam au debut de la periode abbasside,
in RSO, xvii [1938], 205.
The 7th/13th century represents the Golden Age of
the dubayt quatrain, with many poets among mystics
(such as Ibn al-Farid [q. v. ] with over 30 quatrains and
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Djalal al-Dm al-Ruml [q.v.] with 19 Arabic dubayts in
the Kulliyydt-i Shams), princes, men of law,
philosophers and physicians. There are experiments
in form, e.g. the famous dubayt kasida by Baha° al-Dln
Zuhayr (581-656/1186-1258 [q.'v.]), Diwdn, ed. E.H.
Palmer, Cambridge 1876, 202-4; the mixture of dubayt
and muwashshah. such as the example by Ahmad alMawsili (603-56/1207-58) quoted in Ibn Shakir alKutubi, Fawdt al-Wafaydt, ed. Muhammad Muhyi alDln cAbd al-Hamid, Cairo [1951], ii, 510-11; as well
as the many imitations (mu*dra4a [q.v.]) which these
innovations provoked.
In this century, the dubayt also spread to the western
part of the Muslim world. The Escorial ms. 288 contains four texts on the dubayt written by Maghrib!
authors, Abu '1-Hakam Malik b. cAbd al-Rahman
Ibn al-Murahhal (604-99/1207-99), Abu Bakr alKalalusi (d. 707/1307), Muhammad b. cUmar alDarradj (authorship not certain) and Abu '1-Hasan
C
A1I Ibn Barn (d. 730/1330). Two of these texts have
been published by Hilal NadjT, Risdlatdn1 faridatdn1fi
*arud al-dubayt, inal-Mawrid, iii(1974), 145-74. Hazim
al-Kartadjanm (608-84/1211-85 [q.v.]) finds the
dubayti exquisite, in spite of its non-classical origin,
and therefore approves of its being practised (Id ba^s0
bi 'l-*amal *alayhi fa-innahu mustazraf wa-wad*uhu
mutandsib), see Minhddj. al-bulaghd^, ed. M.H. Belkhodja, Tunis 1966, 243. After the 7th/13th century, the
number of dubayt-quatrains found in the literature
dwindles, but there are examples in the work of
authors such as $afi al-Dm al-HillT (d. ca. 752/1351
[q.v.]), $alah al-Dm al-$afadl(d. 764/1363 [q.v.]), Ibn
Hidjdja al-Hamawi (767-837/1366-1434 [q.v.]) and
Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalam (773-852/1372-1449 [q.v.]).
Today, the dubayt is said to be still in use in alKuwayt, al-Bahrayn and cUman.
In modern Arabic literature, the rubd*iyya in the
dubayt metre is seldom found, but there are many instances of quatrains in original Khalflian metres or
modern derivatives. They represent one of the examples of the revival and development of strophic
form in modern Arabic poetry (cf. S. Moreh, Modern
Arabic poetry 1800-1970, Leiden 1976, and idem,
Technique and form in modern Arabic poetry up to World
War II, in Studies in memory of Gaston Wiet, ed. M.
Rosen-Ayalon, Jerusalem 1977, 415-34 = Moreh,
Studies in modern Arabic prose and poetry, Leiden 1988,
116-36).
The diwdn of Ibrahim NadjI (1898-1953 [q.v.]), for
example, contains, under the title Rubd*iyydt, a collection of 77 short-lined quatrains in the sari* metre,
partly in monorhyme aaaa and partly in cross rhyme
abab (ed. Ahmad Rami et alii, Cairo [1961], 225-34).
In this diwdn, the short-lined quatrain is also used as
a structural unit in 27 other poems, three of which
are of the murabba* type aaaa, bbba, ccca ... (see
MUSAMMAT), most of the others showing cross rhyme
(abab cdcd efef...). The number of quatrains per poem
varies between 4 and 35. Several metres are
employed, especially hdmil, ramal and sari*.
The long-lined quatrain (based on a bayt with two
hemistichs) occurs in 11 poems. The rhyme scheme
for most of these is aa xa xa xa; xb xb xb xb; xc xc xc xc
(in which x represents unrhymed hemistichs). The
number of quatrains varies between 4 and 33 per
poem.
The Egyptian poet CAH Mahmud Taha (1901-49)
also employed both short-lined and long-lined
quatrains in longer poems. His poem Allah wa 'l-shd*ir
consists of 108 short-lined quatrains in the sari* metre
with rhyme scheme abab cdcd efef... (al-Malldh al-td^ih,
Cairo 19433, 77-117).

Slightly longer is Tarajamat shaytdn by cAbbas
Mahmud al-cAkkad (1889-1964 [q.v.] in Suppl.]),
with the same rhyme scheme but in the ramal metre
(Diwdn al-*Akkdd, Cairo 1346/1928, 238-54).
Cjamfl $idkl al-ZahawI (d. 1936 [q. v. ]), has a diwdn
called Rubd*iyydt, Beirut 1924, containing 1,018
quatrains in different metres, all of them of the shortlined type.
Mahmud Darwi§h (b. 1942) publishes under the
tide Rubd*iyydt 22 short-lined quatrains (abab cdcd efef
rhyme) mAwrdk al-zaytun, Beirut n.d. (original date of
publication 1964), 133-142. Eleven of these are in
Diwdn Mahmud Darwish i, Beirut 19796, 108-13. His
Yawmiyydt (jjurh filastini, from tfabibati tanhatfu min
nawmihd, is a poem of heterometric quatrains (made
up of lines of differing lengths), with rhyme scheme
abab cdcd and a ramal-type metre (Diwdn i, 542-62).
More traditional are the long-lined quatrains with
rhyme scheme xa xa xa xa by the Mahdjar [q. v. ] poets
Ilyas Farhat (1893-1976) in Rubd*iyydt Farhdt, Sao
Paulo 1954 (U925), and Ilyas Kunsul (1914-81), in
Rubd*iyydt Kunsul, al-Djuz^ al-awwal, Damascus 1956.
$alah IJjahln (1931-86) published a collection of
quatrains in the sari* metre in Egyptian Arabic under
the title Rubd*iyydt, Cairo 1962; also in Dawdwin $aldh
Djdhin, Cairo 1977, 205-61.
There is no uniformity with regard to the
nomenclature of the modern quatrains. The longlined quatrain is sometimes called murabba*, the shortlined quatrains with rhyme scheme abab are also referred to as muthannaydt or thund^iyydt (cf. Yusuf Bakkar, Fi 'l-*aru4 wa 'l-kdfiya, Beirut 19902, 177-87).
The term rubd*iyydt is also used as a name for
translations of Persian quatrains, such as those by
Hafiz and Sacdl, and, especially, c Umar Khayyam
[q.vv.]. Seldom have these quatrains been translated
in the original rubd*i form, i.e. in the dubayt metre:
there is one example of a quatrain by c Umar
Khayyam translated as a dubayt quatrain, in the work
of the above-mentioned Nizam al-Dm al-Isfahanl (see
al-Shaybl, op. cit., 287); there are six quatrains from
the Gulistdn of Sacdl occurring in the Arabic translation by Djabra'a b. Yusuf al-Mukhallac (d.
1268/1851), ed. Cairo 1340/1921, 46, 137, 144, 151,
168, 197; and some examples in the translation of
c
Umar Khayyam's quatrains by Ahmad al-$afT alNadjafi (1895-1978), ed. Damascus 1350/1931, e.g.
nos. 24, 194, 243, 320. Ahmad Zaki Abu §hadi
chooses the khafif metre, following the example of
Djamil $idki al-Zahawi, wrongly alleging that it coincides with the Persian original (Rubd*iyydt *Umar alKhayydm, Cairo 1931, 3). The translation made by
Ahmad Rami (M924), which is entirely in the sari*
metre, has become popular in its version sung by the
Egyptian singer Umm Kulthum (d. 1975).
Apparently the first rendition in Arabic of a collection of Khayyam's quatrains is the one published by
Wadi* al-Bustam (1886-1954), Cairo 1912, which has
the form of septets, a 7-line stanza with the rhyme
scheme aaabbCD, brought together in two cantos
(nashid), in each of which the septets are linked
together throughout the canto by the common rhyme
of the last two lines.
Muhammad al-SibacI (1881-1931) published in ca.
1918 his translation in three cantos of 44, 38 en 9
quintains cccAB, dddAB in an extended muwashshahlike fashion.
Structured along the same lines, but in Egyptian
Arabic, is the work of Husayn Mazlum Riyacj,
Rubd*iyydt al-Khayydm, Ladjnat al-nashr li '1djamiciyyin, Cairo 1944.
A more recent translation in short-lined verse in the
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mutakdrib metre is by the Bahraym poet Ibrahim cAbd
al-Husayn al-cUrayyic] (b. 1908), published as
Rubd^iyydt al-Khayydm, Beirut 1966, 19842.
The term rubd^iyya is also employed in the sense of
a literary work in four parts, translating both tetralogy
and quartet.
Bibliography (in addition to works already cited
in the text): Muhammad al-SibacI, Rubd^iyydt cUmar
al-Khayydm, Cairo n.d. [ca. 1918]; Ahmad ZakI Abu
ghadl (tr.), Rubd'iyydt Hdfiz al-§hirdzi, Cairo 1931
(also in al-Muktataf[1931]); idem, RubdHyydt ^Umar
al-Khayydm, Cairo 1931; Mustafa Djawad, alRubd^iyydt wa 'l-mathnaydt, in Ma&allat mad^rna^ allugha al-^arabiyya bi-Dimashk, xliv (1969), 982-9; B.
Reinert, Die prosodische Unterschiedlichkeit von persischem und arabischem Rubd^i, in R. Gramlich (ed.),
Islamwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen Fritz Meier zum
sechzigsten Geburtstag, Wiesbaden 1974, 205-25; W.
Stoetzer, Sur les quatrains arabes nommes "dubayt"', in
Quaderni di studi arabi, v-vi (1987-8), 718-25; Yusuf
Bakkar, al-Tarajamdt al-^arabiyya li-rubd^iyydt alKhayydm, Doha 1988 (not seen); Reinert, Der
Vierzeiler, in W. Heinrichs (ed.), Orientalisches Mittelalter ( = Neues Handbuch der Literaturwissenschaft Bd.
V), 1990, 284-300.
(W. STOETZER)
RUB£HUZI [see RABGHUZI].
RUBIS [see YAKUT].
RUDAKI (properly RodhakI, arabicised as alRudhakl) the leading Persian poet d u r i n g the
first half of the 4th/10th c e n t u r y and author of
the earliest substantial surviving fragments of Persian
verse. Al-SamcanI gives his name as Abu cAbd Allah
Dja^far b. Muhammad b. Hakim b. cAbd al-Rahman
b. Adam al-Rudhakl al-Shacir al-Samarkandl, says
that he was born in Rodhak, a suburb of Samarkand,
and that he also died there in 329/940-1; there are,
however, reasons to think that this date might be
about a decade too early (see the discussion in Storeyde Blois). c Awfi says that Rudaki was born blind and
there are quite a few references to his blindness
(though not to the fact that he was sightless from
birth) in early Persian authors. The available
biographical data all link him with the Samanid ruler
of Bukhara Nasr II b. Ahmad (301-31/914-43 [q.v.])
or with his minister Abu '1-Fadl al-BalcamI [q. v. ], and
it was evidently under their patronage that he
flourished.
Rudaki left, as AsadI tells us, a diwdn of more than
180,000 verses. This was lost long ago. What have
survived are a fairly large number of single verses
quoted in the Persian dictionaries (notably in the
oldest of them, Asadl's Lughat-i Furs) as well as a few
complete poems quoted by anthologists and
historians, the most important of the latter being a
splendid kasida of nearly 100 verses (beginning mddar-i
may) which is preserved in the anonymous Tdrikh-i
Sistdn and which, according to that source, Rudaki
sent from Nasr's court in Bukhara to the ruler of
Slstan, Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Khalaf. We also
have (in chronological order of the authorities who
cite them) five short poems, all of elegiac inspiration,
quoted by the historian Abu '1-Fadl BayhakI [q.v.],
the verses beginning boy-i djpy-i Muliydn quoted by
NizamI cAruclI in connection with an anecdote about
Nasr b. Ahmad, a few short pieces quoted by c Awft
and Shams-i Kays and a description of spring quoted
by the 8th/14th century anthologist Djadjarml. The
later anthologies add a few more poems, but the only
one of these that can be ascribed more or less confidently to Rudaki is a long ode, cited by Amm RazI
(1002/1593-4), in which the poet laments his old age
and recalls the amorous adventures of his youth. This
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poem refers also the riches which the poet had formerly received from the Samanids, but also from "mfr
Mdkdn" (evidently the Daylami Makan b. KakI, d.
329/940-1 [q.v.]), and adds that ''times have changed" and that the poet was now reduced to poverty.
The most famous of Rudaki's works was evidently
his versification of the book of Kalila wa-Dimna. The
Shdh-ndma of Firdawsl tells us how the dastur Abu '1Facjl (sc. Balcaml) first had this book translated into
Persian and how the amir Nasr subsequently appointed "interpreters" to read it out so that the blind
Rudaki could versify it. Horn noticed already that
some of the rhymed couplets in ramal metre quoted
from Rudaki in Asadl's Lughat-i Furs clearly belong to
the stories of Kalila wa-Dimna, and the present author
has been able to identify the location in those stories
of about 50 verses. Moreover, Noldeke (apud Horn)
showed that some of the fragments in the same metre
belong to the story of Sindbad and the Seven
Ministers and that Rudaki must consequently have
versified that book as well.
From at least the 11th/17th century onwards the anthologists begin to ascribe to Rudaki a number of
poems that are in fact by Katran [q. v. ], and these form
the main content of the diwdn that is ascribed to
Rudaki in a number of manuscripts and which was
lithographed in Persia in 1315/1897. It is now
recognised that this diwdn is a forgery. The valuable
collection of Rudaki's fragments by Sacld NafisI
(altogether 1,047 verses in the second edition) excises
Katran's poems, but retains a number of other
dubious verses from unreliable sources. Moreover,
the collection includes a good number of pieces that
the sources either quote anonymously or ascribe to a
different poet, but which NafisI attributed to Rudaki
for stylistic reasons, as well as several "poems" that
he patched together from single verses quoted in the
lexica. The collection must therefore be used with
caution.
Rudaki's style is simple and direct, and consequently stands in stark contrast to the mannerism
which dominated Persian poetry from the 6th/12th
century onwards; it is thus hardly astonishing that his
works, greatly admired though they were in his own
time, soon seemed dreadfully old-fashioned and fell
into oblivion. What he lacks in rhetorical ornament he
makes up for in musical sonority; he is particularly
fond of assonance and internal rhymes. Much of what
remains of his poetry has a decidedly pessimistic tone,
a lot of it along the usual lines of Islamic homiletic
poetry (as represented, for example, by Abu '1c
Atahiya [q.v.]), but there is hardly anything overtly
religious in his work and certainly no trace of Sufism.
"You ought not, O guests", he says in one poem, "to
set your hearts for ever on this way-station, for you
must slumber under the earth, even if now you sleep
on silken brocade. What use to you is the companionship of others? The road into the grave must be taken
alone and your companions under the ground will be
ants and flies", etc. (BayhakI, 188). Other poems are
unashamedly hedonistic, though with a hedonism that
is often shot through with melancholy. "Live merrily", he advises us, "amongst the black-eyed beauties,
merrily, for the world is nought but wind and an idle
tale. Be happy with what has come your way and give
no heed to what has departed. Look rather at me in
the company of a maiden with curly hair and the
fragrance of fine musk, a face like the moon, of the
race of the houris. ... This world is a breeze, a fleeting
cloud, a jest. Bring the wine and let come what may."
(cAwfi, ii, 9).
Bibliography: Firdawsl, Shdh-ndma, ed. Moscow
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viii, Nosjun-ruwdn verses 3337-3470; Bayhaki,
Tdnkh-i Mas^udi, ed. Ghani and FayyacJ, Tehran
1342 SH./1945, 61, 188, 239, 366, 599; Tdnkh-i
Sistdn, ed. M.T. Bahar, Tehran 1314 Sh./1935,
316-24; Asadi, Lughat-i Furs, passim (see the editions
by Horn, Ikbal and Mudjtaba°i/$adiki, and also
Horn's introd., 18-21); Raduyani, Tardjumdn albaldgha, ed. A. Ates, Istanbul 1949, passim (and
Ates's notes, 90-2); Samcani, fol. 262a-b = ed.
Haydarabad, vi, 192; Nizami cAruc]i, Cahdr makdla,
ed. Kazwini, London-Leiden 1910, 28, 31-4;
c
Awfi, Lubdb, ii, 6-9; Shams-i Kays, al-Mu'djam fi
macdyir ashlar al-^adjam, ed. Kazwini, London 1909,
passim; Muhammad b. Badr al-Djadjarmi, Mu^nis
al-ahrdrjidakd^ikal-ash^dr, ed. Tabibi, Tehran 133750 Sh./1959-79', ii, 453-4; Dawlatshah, 31-3; Amln
RazI, Haft iklim, ed. Dj. Fadil, n.p. n.d., iii, 33543; E.D. Ross, Rudaki and Pseudo-Rudaki, inJRAS
(1924), 609-44; idem, A Qasida by Rudaki, inJRAS
(1926), 213-37 (contains a critical edition of the ode
mddar i may... by M. Kazwini and a translation by
Ross); S. NafTsi, Ahwdl wa asjfdr-i Rudaki, 3 vols.,
Tehran 1309-19 Sh./1930-40 (collection of the
fragments in the last volume); revised ed. under the
title Muhit-i zindagi wa ahwdl wa ashcdr-i Rudaki,
Tehran 1336 Sh./1958 and reprints; M. DabirSiyaki, Rudaki wa Sindbdd-ndma, in Yaghmd, viii
(1334 Sh./1955), 218-23, 320-4, 413-6; Osori
Rudaki, ed. A. Mirzoyev, Stalin-abad 1958;
Rudaki, Stikhi, ed. I.S. Braginskiy with Russian
verse trs. by V.V. Levik and S.I. Lipkin, Moscow
1964; C A.A. SadikI, Asjfdr-i tdza-yi Rudaki, in Nashri Danish, ix/4 (1372 Sh./1993), 6-14; Storey-de
Blois, v/1, 221-6 (with further literature).
(F.C. DE BLOIS)
RUDHBAR. RUDBAR, meaning literally in Persian,
a district along a river or a district intersected by
rivers, and a f r e q u e n t toponym in Islamic Persia.
Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iii, 770-8, and alSamcanl, Ansdb, ed. Haydarabad, vi, 187-90, list
Rudhbars at Isfahan, Tus, Balkh, Marw, Hamadhan
and Baghdad, and in the provinces of Shash and
Daylam. As homes or places of origin of noted
scholars, the most significant of these were the Rudhbar by the gate of Tabaran, one of the two townships
making up Tus [q.v.}\ the one near Baghdad; and the
one near Hamadhan.
In the historical geography of Persia, the most
significant Rudhbars have been:
1. On the left bank of the southernmost bend of the
Helmand river in s o u t h w e s t e r n A f g h a n i s t a n ,
now in the Nimroz province of modern Afghanistan
(lat. 30° 10' N., long. 62°39' E.), with the modern
settlement there still preserving the mediaeval name
as known e.g. in the periods of Arab and §affarid
domination in Sistan.
2. In Kirman, a district along the present-day
Minab or Dozdan river which in mediaeval Islamic
times lay on the road connecting Djiruft [q. v. ] with the
Persian Gulf at the Straits of Hormuz, the plain of
Reobarles crossed by Marco Polo in the later 7th/13th
century (see Yule and Cordier, The Book of Ser Marco
Polo3, London 1903, i, 109, 113-14; Admiralty Handbooks, Persia, London 1945, 391).
3. In mediaeval Daylam [q.v.], with the name
now surviving in the modern bakhsh or county of Rudbar in Gflan province and its chef-lieu of the same
name in the valley of the SafTd Rud [see KIZIL-UZEN]
and on the Kazwln-Rasht road (lat. 36°49' N., long.
49°29' E.) (see Razmara (ed.), Farhang-i djughrdfiyd-yi
Irdnzamin, ii, 133); the population of the bakhsh in ca.
1960 was ca. 60,000.

This is the most famous of the Rudhbars in Islamic
history because the district was, from the late 5th/11th
century to the 7th/13th century, a major centre for
Ismacfll [see ISMACILIYYA] activity. A century or so
before the implantation of Ismacllism there, the
Rudhbar of Alamut [q.v.], in the valley of the Shah
Rud, the southern constituent stream of the SafTd
Rud, had been the residence of the DaylamI dynasty
of the Djustanids (on whom see Sayyid Ahmad
KasrawT, Shahriydrdn-i gum-ndm, Tehran 1307/1928,
22-34; W. Madelung, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv, 223-4)
and already a centre of Zaydl ShiSsm. From Alamut,
Hasan-i $abbah [q. v. ] furthered the Ismacfli da^wa by
establishing garrisons in several other fortress in the
Rudhbar district towards the end of the 5th/11th century, such as Girdkuh, Lanbasar [q.v.] and Maymundiz [q. v. ]. These fortresses were held by the community until the operations in Daylam of Hiilegu's
Mongols in 651/1253, substantially completed with
the reduction of most of the fortresses by 654/1256,
although in the 1270s the local Ismacflls seem to have
re-occupied some of the Rudhbar fortresses. See
Freya Stark, The valleys of the Assassins, London 1936;
P.J.E. Willey, The castles of the Assassins, London 1963;
M.G.S. Hodgson, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 430-2; F.
Daftary, The Ismdcilis, their history and doctrines, Cambridge 190, 344-8, 422 ff., 445, 448-9.
Bibliography: See also W. Barthold, A historical
geography of Iran, Princeton 1983, 73, 14^209, 232;
D. Krawulsky, Iran—das Reich der Ilf}dne, eine
topographisch-historische Studie, Wiesbaden 1978, 57,
145.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RUDHRAWAR, a rural district (rustak, ndtiiya)
of the mediaeval Islamic province of Djibal [0.0.], sc.
western Persia. The geographers describe it as a fertile
plain below the Kuh-i Alwand, containing 93 villages
and producing high-quality saffron which was exported through the nearby towns of Hamadhan and
Nihawand. The chef-lieu of the district, in which was
situated the djami** and minbar, was known as Karajjj-i
Rudhrawar, characterised in the Hudud al-cdlam, tr.
132, § 31.8-9, as prosperous and the resort of merchants. The site of this seems to have been distinct
from the Karadj which had, in earlier cAbbasid times,
been the seat of the Arab Dulafid family [see ALKARADJ] and which the author of the Hudud al-^dlam
states was in ruins by his own time (sc. late 4th/10th
century), and it may be that Karadj-i Rudhrawar
grew up on a new site to replace the old Dulafid
capital.
Karadj-i Rudhrawar was still flourishing in the
post-Mongol period, when Hamd Allah Mustawft
described it as a town on which depended 70 villages,
still famed for their saffron production and yielding a
tax revenue of 23,500 dinars (Nuzha, 73, tr. 76). The
present ruins known as Rudflawar probably mark the
site of Karadj-i Rudhrawar (J. de Morgan, Mission
scientifique en Perse, Paris 1894-1904, ii, 136).
Bibliography: See also Samcanl, Ansdb, ed.
Haydarabad, vi, 190; Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iii,
78; Le Strange, Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 197;
Schwarz, Iran im Mittelalter, 504-5.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-RUDHRAWARi, ABU §HUDJAC MUHAMMAD B.
AL-HUSAYN, ZAHIR AL-DIN, vizier to the cAbbasid
caliphs and adib '(437-88/1045-95).
He was actually born at Kangawar [see KINKIWAR]
in Djibal, but his father, a member of the official
classes, stemmed from the nearby district of Rudhrawar [q.v.]. Abu Shudjac Muhammad served alMuktadi as vizier very briefly in 471/1078-8 after the
dismissal of cAmid al-Dawla Ibn Djahir [see DJAHIR,
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BANU] and then for a longer period, Shacban 476$afar or Rabi* I 484/December 1083 to January 1084April or May 1091, after the second dismissal of
c
AmId al-Dawla Ibn Djahir, until pressure on the
caliph from the Saldjuk sultan Malik-Shah [q. v. ] procured his dismissal. Hence in 478/1094 he left clrak
for the Pilgrimage, and spent the last year of his life
as a mudjawir [q. v. ] in Medina; he died in Djumada II
488/June 1095 at the age of 51 and was buried in the
Baki* al-Gharkad cemetery there.
Al-Rudhrawarl is said to have been a wise and
humane vizier in Baghdad, who, amongst other
things, pursued a conciliatory policy regarding the
Sunnls and Sh^Is and their rivalries in the city. The
sources praise him both for his piety and his literary
skills. He was the author of a poetic diwdn, of which
some 80 verses are extant in the literary and
biographical sources, and of a dhayl or continuation to
Miskawayh's [q.v. ] history, the Tadjdrib al-umam,
covering the years 368-89/979-99 (ed. and Eng. tr.
H.F. Amedroz and D.S. Margoliouth, in Eclipse of the
c
Abbasid caliphate, iii, 9-332, tr. vi, 1-358; see
Brockelmann, S I, 583, and Margoliouth, Lectures on
Arabic historians, Calcutta 1930, 147).
Bibliography: clmad al-Dln al-Isfahanl, Khandat
al-kasr, al-kism al-^irdki, ed. M. Bahdjat al-Athari
and Djairnl Mu c abbar, Baghdad 1375/1955, part 1,
77-87; Ibn al-Djawzi, Muntazam, ix, 90-4 (lengthy
death notice); Ibn al-Athlr, x, 39, 74-5, 78, 84, 94,
106, 111, 123-4, 156, 171, 221; Ibn Khallikan, ed.
c
Abbas, v, 134-7, tr. de Slane, iii, 288-90; Ibn alTiktaka, Fakhri, ed. Derenbourg, 400-3, Eng. tr.
Whitting, 287-9; Sayf al-Dln cAkflI, Athar alwuzard*, ed. Urmawf, Tehran 1337/1959.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RUDJUC (A.), verbal noun from the verb radjaca,
basically, "to return", and f r e q u e n t in the K u r D a n
in various senses, according to context. It is found e.g.
in VII, 168, and XXX, 41, in the expression
la^allahum yardji^una ''perhaps they will return",
which, explains al-Kurtubl, has the sense "they will
return from their unbelief (can kufrihim), or elsewhere given as the equivalent ofyatubuna ("they will
repent of themselves"). Rud^u^ would seem to be, in
this sense, a synonym oftawba, and just as repentance
is considered at the same time man's turning to God
and God's turning to man, the verb radja*~a is used
both in the active and passive senses: man is said to
return to God and be brought to God.
But the verb is employed in other contexts, and
especially in verses like II, 28, "He makes you to die,
and then He makes you to live, then you are brought
to Him", or XXX, 11, "God begins the act of creation, then He repeats it, then you are brought to
Him". Al-Kurtubl comments on the first of these
verses thus: "that is to say, your return is towards His
punishment (ild cadhabihi mardjicukurri) because of your
unbelief; it is also said that it is towards life (sc. the
resurrection after death) and the questioning
(mas^ala), in such a way that their new beginning
(i^dda) is like their beginning (ibdd*), and it is in this
sense that one should understand ruaju*-". This glossing seems to refer implicitly to the pre-eternal mtthdk
[q.v.] when God, creating mankind, asked them,
"Am I not your Lord? They replied, 'Yes' ". The interrogation at the end of time will pose the same question in order to know whether man has remained
faithful to this first promise. The question is thus of a
return to a primitive situation when, coming forth
from the hands of God, man, at the very moment of
his creation, can make no reply to his Creator but yes
or no. Likewise, after death, at the moment of resur-
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rection, "when the affair is decided" (idh kuoliya alamr), man is unable to plead his cause, and can only
answer yes or no. This appears in Fakhr al-Dln alRazi's commentary on the second verse (XXX, 11),
basing himself on the immediate sequel to this when
it is a question of the Hour, whence of the Last Judgment. Having revealed, he says, that mankind will be
brought back towards Him, "God explains what will
take place at the moment of the return to Him (wakt
al-rudjvf- ilayhi)", declaring, "those who are guilty will
be thrown into despair (yulbisu)". Al-RazT explains
the sense of this verb by citing the Baghdad! grammarian al-Zadjdjadji (d. 311/923): the mulbis is the one
who is silent (al-sdkif) and who has his speech cut short
in the course of his arguing (al-munkati*- ft hudjdjatihi).
This is how the return, in the commentaries on the
verse in which the verb radjaca figures, is to be interpreted. The return to God, from this point of view,
would appear to be essentially a summons to judgement at the time of the Last Judgement. It follows immediately after the resurrection, which, one might
say, forms the first step. The question posed by the
philosophers, that of knowing whether the soul alone,
or even, the intellect alone, comes back to life, or
whether there is also a resurrection of the body, is thus
linked with that ofrua^ti^. In one sense, it is a question
of faith; but belief in a spiritual return has obviously
a special theological and philosophical interest.
For thefaldsifa, such as Ibn Slna, the whole orientation of the human life—political, moral, intellectual
and religious—is defined by two opposite poles, that
of departing and that of arriving. At the departure,
there is God in his oneness, God as the "First", from
whom stem all the secondary beings; at the arrival,
there is God as the "Last" (cf. Kurgan, LVII, 3).
Thus, in the political scheme of the Shifd*, Ibn Slna
explains how the nature of the two notions of tawhid
on one side, and ma^dd [q.v.] on the other, must require every effort of reflection on the government of
mankind. The ma^dd as the place of return corresponds to the final cause which is, according to Ibn
Slna, "the cause of the efficience of the efficient
cause" (cf. his Ishdrdt). The return accordingly has an
ontological meaning, in so far as it is a constituent element of beings. At a first moment, starting from the
First, who is a One, is seen the coming into being, by
a descending process, of a multiplicity which ends up
in the plurality of forms which the Agent Intellect,
wdhib al-suwar, gives, on the one hand, to the material
elements and the things composed of them, and on the
other, separated from all matter, to the human intelligence. From this moment onwards, there is a
possible and progressive upwards motion towards unity, and it is this movement of return towards the One
which, by rediscovering intelligible reality linked to
unity, constitutes the return to God, without however
prejudging what the outcome of this return will be.
One might conceive of it from the viewpoint of a
religious mystical phenomenon, or that of an intellectualist mystical phenomenon of the kind in Plotinus.
For the Ikhwan al-^afa3 [q.v.], the particular souls,
having accomplished their mission in regard to the
bodies and having thus acquired the completeness
(tamdm) which they lacked, return to the universal
soul. For them, to die is to pierce the covering of the
body, just as, at birth, the embryo had pierced the
enveloping membranes which surrounded it in the
womb. (On all these questions, see the very interesting comments of L. Gardet, in his Dieu et la
destinee de I'homme, Paris 1967, 267, 276, 279.)
The idea of a return to origins, which we have seen
being sketched out in the commentaries on certain
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Kur3anic verses, easily takes on a mystical value. In
the present life, men are separated from God by veils
which their various faculties suspend between them
and Him. Al-Djunayd accordingly used to teach that
one should separate oneself from them by a purification of everything to which they cling in themselves,
in order to lose oneself in the unique aim which is
borne towards Him: this is al-fand* bi 'l-madbkur, the
final aim of mystical experience, a return to the
authentic origin of the creature in the divine creative
act, al-nihdya rua^uc ild 'l-biddya (cf. al-Djunayd.
Enseignement spirituel, tr. R. Deladriere, Paris 1983,
45-6). But this is a type of ru&iP which Ibn cArabI
especially considered: the highest form of the mystical
favour and gift is, not to arrive at the summit of the
spiritual ascension but to be sent back amongst
creatures in order to enlighten and guide them. Thus
we have here a return to mankind. One should note
that this is what happened to the Prophet: he was
raised up at the time of the mfodtjj. [q. v. ], and he was
sent back with the mission of announcing the good
news and of adopting a watchful attitude (on this concept of return, see M. Chodkiewicz, Le sceau des saints,
Paris 1986, 141, 185, 217). Finally, one should mention the idea of a return at the end of time: the return
of the Messiah, of Muhammad and of the MahdI.
This is totally bound up with the eschatological visions
nurtured, above all, by various hadiths.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(R. ARNALDEZ)
RUFUS AL-AFSlSl, Rufus of Ephesus, a Greek
physician who lived at Ephesus [see AYA SOLUK]
around 100 A.D. Of his biography hardly anything is
known. He was an important medical author, who
wrote monographs on many questions concerning
pathology and dietetics. Most of his writings, however, were lost during the Middle Ages since his work
was overshadowed by that of Galen [see DJALINUS] (cf.
0. Temkin, Galenism. Rise and decline of a medical philosophy, Ithaca and London 1973). Consequently, only
four of his works have survived in Greek: 1. On
kidney and bladder diseases (ed. A. Sideras, CMC III,
1, Berlin 1977); 2. On satyriasmus and gonorrhea
(ed. Daremberg and Ruelle, Paris 1879, 64-84); 3.
On the names of the parts of the human body (ed. G.
Kowalski, diss. Gottingen 1960), and 4. On questions
put to patients by physicians (ed. H. Gartner, CMC,
Suppl. IV, Berlin 1962). Of all the other works by
Rufus, only fragments are known, transmitted by
Byzantine compilers, mainly by Oribasius and Aetius
of Amida. A work on the diseases of the joints was
translated into Latin in the 6th century, and has thus
been preserved (De podagra, ed. H. Morland, Oslo
1933).
Under these circumstances, the Arabic tradition is
of crucial importance. The translators, who in the
3rd/9th century rendered at Baghdad far more than
one hundred books by Galen and other Greek physicians into Arabic, did not ignore Rufus, whose works
at that time had not yet been eclipsed by those of
Galen. In his Kitdb al-Hdwi, Muhammad b.
Zakariyya3 al-RazT [q. v. ] quotes a dozen works by
Rufus. In 377/987 Ibn al-Nadim presents 42 titles of
Rufus (Fihrist, ed. Fliigel, 291-2, ed. Tehran, 350),
and this list was enlarged with 16 titles by Ibn Abl
Usaybica (d. 668/1270) (cUyun al-anbd\ ed. A.
Muller, i, 33-4). Both lists constitute an important
guideline for the reconstruction of Rufus's work.
Attention may in particular be called to the following works:
1. Makdla fiMayanbaghili 'l-tabib anyas^ala ^anhu 'lc
alil = Ti Set TOV totTpov ipwTav TOV voaoGvtoc (Ibn Abl

Usaybica, i, 34, 11-12). This work was used and
copied out by Ishak b. CA1T al-RuhawT in his K. Adab
al-tabib (The conduct of the physician by al-Ruhdwi, facs.
ed. Frankfurt a. M. 1985, 134-9).
2. Makdla ft 'l-Yarakdn = Ilepl JxTipou. Greek excerpts are preserved by Aetius of Amida (Tetrabiblos
X, chs. 17-18). An epitome in Arabic is found in the
codex Berolinensis (Ahlwardt 6232); there is also a
14th century Latin tr. by Nicolaus of Regium (Niccolo de Reggio) (ed. M. Ullmann, Die Schrift des Rufus
von Ephesos iiber die Gelbsucht in arabischer und lateinischer
Ubersetzung, mAbh. Akad. d. Wiss. Gottingen, phil.-hist.
Kl. III. Folge, no. 138, Gottingen 1983).
3. Makdla fi 'l-Hifz = Ilepl {ivr^ dnioXa>XuCa$. This
work can partly be reconstructed from Greek excerpts
in Aetius of Amida (Tetrabiblos VI, ch. 23) and from
the Arabic transmission in al-Razi, Hdwi, i, 94-5).
4. Makdla fi 'l-Mdlankhuliyd or Kitdb al-Mina alsawdd* = Ilepl (leXa-yxoXia?. Next to excerpts found in
Aetius, there are above all Arabic fragments
available, preserved by al-Razi and by Ishak b.
c
lmran (Abhandlung iiber die Melancholie und Constantini
Africani Libri duo de Melancholia, ed. K. Garbers, Hamburg 1977) (cf. H. Flashar, Melancholie und Melancholiker in den medizinischen Theorien der Antike, Berlin
1966, 84-104).
5. Kitdb al-Tadbir = Ilepl Stat-nrj?. This is a large
work on dietetics, i.e. on a proper way of life, in which
an harmonious balance is sought between work and
leisure, movement and rest, food and drink, sexual intercourse and continence, sleep and vigil, joy and sorrow. Many fragments have been preserved in
Oribasius as well as in Hunayn b. Ishak (K. alAghdhiya, ms. Bankipore, Khudabakhsh 2142), alRazi, Ibn Samadjun and Ibn al-Baytar.
6. Kitdb al-§hardb = Ilepl ofvou, translated into
Arabic by Kus{a b. Luka [q.v.]. There are fragments
in al-Razi, Ishak b. Sulayman al-Isra^fli and al-Raklk
al-Nadim al-Kayrawani, K. Kutb al-surur ft awsdf alkhumur (cf. Ullmann, Neues zu den didtetischen Schriften
des Rufus von Ephesos, in Medizinhistorisches Journal, ix
[1974], 30-7).
7. Kitdb al-Laban = Ilepl fdcXax-Kx;. From this work
an excerpt was made by Aetius of Amida (Tetrabiblos
II, chs. 86-103). A summary of the Arabic translation
has been preserved in al-Razi, Hdwi, xxi, 440-7. It is
a monograph in which all kinds of dairy products,
milking and cheese are described from the most various points of view.
8. Kitdb Tarbiyat al-atfdl = Hepl xoiAi&ffc rcociSuov.
This is a work on pediatrics and pediatric diseases,
copied out by al-Razi in his Hdwi and by Ahmad b.
Muhammad b. Yahya al-Baladi (4th/10th century) in
his K. Tadbir al-habdld wa 'l-atfdl (cf. Ullmann, Die
Schrift des Rufus ' De infantium curatione" und das Problem
der Autorenlemmata in den "Collections medicae" des
Oreibasios, in Medizinhistorisches Journal, x [1975],
165-90).
9. Kitdb al-Adwiya al-kdtila (the Greek title has not
been transmitted). This is a work on poisoning and its
therapy, in which vegetable poisons and bites of insects, serpents and dogs are dealt with. Important
fragments have been preserved by al-Razi, Ibn Sma
(Kdnun) and al-Husayn b. Abl Thaclab b. alMubarak, K. al-Munkidh min al-halaka (ms. Chester
Beatty 4525).
10. The so-called "Journals of sick persons" are a
collection of 21 clinical reports which Sarabiyun b.
Ibrahim inserted in his K. al-Fusul al-muhimma ft tibb
al-a^imma (ms. Oxford, Bodl., Hunt. 461). They deal
with melancholy, frenzy, lethargy, epilepsy, paralysis,
aches of the joints and angina. According to the title
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they were noted down by "Rufus and other ancient
and modern physicians" (ed. Ullmann, Rufus von
Ephesos, Krankenjournale, Wiesbaden 1978). The editor
tried to prove that the 21 pieces form a unity and that
no other physician than Rufus can be considered as an
author. F. Kudlien (in Clio Medica, xiv [1979], 148-9,
and xv [1981], 137-42) is, however, of a different
opinion.
All these writings show Rufus as an all-round physician, who deals with many pathological questions and
who attaches special importance to dietetic prescriptions. As can be inferred from many a remark which
he interwove into his representations, he had strong
cultural-historical interests. Like Galen he stood in the
tradition of Hippocrates, but in contrast to the former
he was not apparently interested in current
philosophical questions. His attitude was less
speculative, but rather, closer to the facts; yet the
Middle Ages gave preference to Galen's system,
which had a philosophical basis.
Bibliography: Oeuvres de Rufus d'Ephese, publication commencee par Charles Daremberg, continuee
et terminee par Charles-Emile Ruelle, Paris 1879
(repr. Amsterdam 1963); J. Ilberg, Rufus von
Ephesos, ein griechischer Arzt in trajanischer Zeit, inAbh.
d. Sdchsischen Akad. d. Wiss., phil-hist. Kl., xli
(1930), no. 1, Leipzig 1930; Sezgin, GAS, iii, 64-8;
M. Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, Leiden-Cologne
1970, 71-6; idem, Die arabische Uberlieferung der
Schriften des Rufus von Ephesos, in Aufstieg und
Niedergang der Romischen Welt, ed. H. Temporini and
W. Haase, Berlin, Teilband II, 37, 2 (forthcoming).
(M. ULLMANN)
RUH [see NAFS].
RUH B. HATIM [see RAWH B. HATIM].
RUH ALLAH [see KHUMAYNI in Suppl.].
AL-RUHA or AL-RuHA 0 , the Arabic name of a city
which was in early Islamic times in the province of
Diyar Mucjar [q.v. ] but known in Western sources
as EDESSA (Syriac Orhay, Armenian Urhay). It is now
in the province of Diyarbakir in the southeast of
modern Turkey and is known as Urfa, a name for the
city which is not clearly attested before the coming of
the Turks to eastern Anatolia.
1. In pre-Islamic times.
The city is probably an ancient one, though efforts
to identify it with the Babylonian Erech/Uruk or with
Ur of the Chaldees cannot be taken seriously. Its site,
at the junction of ancient highways from Armenia
southwards and east-west from the fords across the
Euphrates to Mesopotamia and Persia, must have
made it strategically valuable when it was founded or
re-founded by the Seleucids. Orhay now received new
names, such as "Antioch by the Callirrhoe", i.e. "by
the beautiful, flowing [water]", a reference to its
famed fish-ponds or to the river of Orhay, and
Edessa, originally the name of the Seleucids' own
capital in Macedonia.
The names of the local rulers, called by the Greeks
Phylarchs or Toparchs, are known. The early ones
were vassals of the Parthians, in whose political and
cultural sphere Edessa lay, but in the 2nd century
A.D. it came sporadically under Roman rule, with its
kings therefore as Roman vassals. These kings seem
to have been of Arabic stock, although their regnal
names included Iranian as well as Semitic ones. In the
early 3rd century they are said to have adopted Christianity, and certainly, by the early 4th century the
whole of the city was Christian and famed as the first
kingdom officially to adopt Christianity as its state
religion, a prominent role being assigned to King
Abgar V, who was said to have acknowledged Jesus
Christ as the Son of God before His crucifixion.
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The monarchy in Edessa had ended ca. 242, affected adversely by the appearance on the scene in the
Near East of the aggressive and expansionist Sasanid
Persian empire and the Roman withdrawal from
much of the Mesopotamian countryside, although the
Romans and the Byzantines retained dominion over
the city until the Arab invasions. Edessa now became
a major centre for Syriac-language literary activity
and for Christian religious life, becoming, like most of
Mesopotamia and Syria, Monophysite in theology
during the course of the 6th century. When the Arabs
appeared, there were in the city a small community of
Nestorians, a Melkite hierarchy and community, and
the two ethnic elements of Monophysites, the Syrian
Jacobites (the majority in Edessa) and the Armenians.
2. The Islamic period up to the Ottomans.
Abu cUbayda in 16/637 sent clyad b. Ghanm to alDjazlra. After the Greek governor Joannes Kateas,
who had endeavoured to save the region of Osrhoene
by paying tribute, had been dismissed by the emperor
Heraclius and the general Ptolemaius put in his place,
al-Ruha5 (Edessa) had to surrender in 18/639 like the
other towns of Mesopotamia (al-Baladhurl, 172-5;
Ibn al-Athir, ii, 414-17; Yakut, s.v. al-Djazira;
Kh w arazmi, ed. Baethgen, Fragmente syr. u. arab.
Historiker, Leipzig 1884, 16, 110 = Abh. KM, viii, no.
3; Theophanes, ed. de Boor, 517, 521). The town
now lost its political and very soon also its religious
significance and sank to the level of a second-rate provincial town. Its last bishop of note, Jacob of Edessa,
spent only four years (684-7) and a later period again
of four months in his office (708). The Maronite
Theophilus of Edessa (d. 785) wrote a "Chronicle of
the World" and translated into Syriac the "two Books
of Homer about Ilion".
Al-Ruha°, like al-Rakka, Harran and Karkisiya,
was usually reckoned to Diyar Mudar (Ibn al-Athir,
viii, 218; al-Yackubi, i, 177; M. Hartmann, Bohtdn,
88, no. 2 a n d 3 = M K 4 G [1897], i, 28; Canard,
Wamdanides, 91-2). In 67/686-7 al-Ruha3, Harran
and Sumaysat formed the governorship which
Ibrahim b. al-Ashtar granted to Hatim b. al-Nucman
(Ibn al-Athlr, iv, 218).
The "old church" of the Christians was destroyed
by two earthquakes (3 April 679 and 718). In 737 a
Greek named Bashlr appeared in Harran and gave
himself out to be "Tiberias the son of Constantine";
he was believed at first, but was later exposed and executed in al-Ruha3 (Barhebraeus, Chron. syr., ed. Bedjan, 119). In 133/750-1 the town was the scene of
fighting between Abu Djacfar, afterwards the caliph
al-Mansur, and the followers of the Umayyads, Ishak
b. Muslim al-cUkaylI and his brother Bakkar, who
only gave in after the death of Marwan (Ibn al-Athir,
v, 333-4). But continual revolts broke out again in alDjazlra (Ibn al-Athlr, v, 370 ff.); in the reign of alMansur, for example, the governor of al-Ruha3 of the
same name, the builder of Hisn Mansur, was executed in al-Rakka in 141/758-9 (al-Baladhuri, 192).
When Harun al-Rashld passed through al-Ruha°, an
attempt was made to cast suspicion upon the Christians and it was said that the Byzantine emperor used
to come to the city every year secretly in order to pray
in their churches; but the caliph saw that these were
slanders. The Gumaye (from al-Djuma, the valley of
c
Afrm in Syria), who, with the Telmahraye and
Rusafaye, were one of the leading families of alRuha 3 , suffered a good deal, however, from his
covetousness (Barhebraeus, Chron. syr., 130). In
196/812 the Christians were only able to save the unprotected town from being plundered by the rebels
Nasr b. Shabath [q. v. ] and c Amr by a heavy payment;
Abu Shaykh therefore fortified al-Ruha3 at the ex-
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pense of the citizens (Barhebraeus, 136-7). At the beginning of his reign, al-Ma5mun sent his general
Tahir Dhu '1-Yammayn [q.v.] to al-Ruha°, where his
Persian soldiers were besieged by the two rebels, but
offered a successful resistance supported by the inhabitants among whom was Mar Dionysius of
Tellmahre (Barhebraeus, 139). Tahir, who himself
hacl fled from his mutinous soldiers to Kallinikos, won
the rebels over to his side and made cAbd al-Acla
governor of al-Ruha°; he oppressed the town very
much (ibid., 139-40). Muhammad b. Tahir, who governed al-DjazIra in 210/825, persecuted the Christians
in al-Ruha0, as did the governors under al-Muctasim
and his successors.
In 331/942-3 the Byzantines occupied Diyarbakr,
Arzan, Dara and Ras al-cAyn, advanced on Naslbln
and demanded from the people of al-Ruha3 the holy
picture on linen of Christ called (iav8uXtov (al-Ikona alMandil)\ with the approval of the caliph al-Muttaki, it
was handed over in return for the release of 200
Muslim prisoners and the promise to leave the town
undisturbed in future (Yahya b. Sacld al-An^aki, ed.
Krac'kovskiy-Vasil'ev, in Patrol. Orient., xviii, 730-2;
Thabit b. Sinan, ed. Baethgen, in op. cit., 90, 145).
The picture reached Constantinople on 15 August
944, where it was brought with great ceremony into
the Church of St. Sophia and the imperial palace (see
in addition to Yahya, loc. cit., al-Mascudi, Murua^, ii,
331 = § 753; Ibn al-Athir, viii, 302, and an oration
ascribed to Constantine Porphyrogenitus on the etxcov
<xx£ip07ioiT)TO£ or De imagine Edessena, ed. Migne, Patrol.
Graec., cxiii, col. 432, better ed. von Dobschiitz,
Christusbilder, in Texte u. Untersuch., xviii). But by 338/
949-50 this treaty was broken by the Hamdanid Sayf
al-Dawla, who, together with the inhabitants of alRuha3, made a raid on al-Massisa (Yahya, op. cit.,
732). Under the Domesticus Leo the Byzantines in
348/959-60 entered Diyar Bakr and advanced on alRuha° (Ibn al-Athir, viii, 393). The emperor
Nicephorus Phocas towards the end of 357/967-8 advanced on Diyar Mudar, Mayyafarikm and Kafartutha (Yahya, 815). According to Ibn al-Athir (viii,
454, below), al-Ruha° was burned to the ground in
Muharram 361/October-November 971 and troops
left in al-Djazira. One should rather read Muharram
362/October-November 972 and take the reference to
be to the campaign of John Tzimisces, unless there is
a confusion between Edessa and Emesa (Hims) which
was burned in 358/969 (Barhebraeus, Chron, syr.,
190).
Ibn Hawkal in ca. 367/978 refers to over 300 churches in al-Ruha0, and al-MukaddasI reckons the
cathedral, the ceilings of which were richly decorated
with mosaics, among the four wonders of the world.
Down to 416/1025-6, the town belonged to the chief
of the Banu Numayr, c Utayr. The latter installed
Ahmad b. Muhammad as nd^ib there, but afterwards
had him assassinated. The inhabitants thereupon
rebelled and offered the town to Nasr al-Dawla the
Marwanid of Diyarbakr (Greek 'Arco(iep[iavT)£), who
had it occupied by Zangi. After the murder of cUtayr
and the death of Zangi (418/1027), Nasr al-Dawla
gave c Utayr's son one tower of al-RuhaD and another
to Shibl's son (Ibn al-Athir, ix, 244). The former (according to others, a Turk Salman, SaXafAOcvT)^, appointed governor, who was hard pressed by cU{ayr's
widow) then sold the fortress for 20,000 darics and
four villages to the Byzantine Protospatharius
Georgius Maniakes, son of Gudelius, who lived in
Samosata; he appeared suddenly one night and occupied three towers. After a vain attempt by the Marwanid amir of Mayyafarikm to drive him out again, in

which the town, which was still inhabited by many
Christians, was sacked and burned (winter of 1030-1),
Maniakes again occupied the citadel and the town
(Ibn al-Athir, ix, 281 bis; Michael Syrus, ed. Chabot,
iii, 147; Barhebraeus, Chron. syr., 214; Aristakes
Lastivertcci, c. 7, pp. 24-5; Matthew of Edessa, ed.
1898, c. 43, pp. 58-62 = tr. Dulaurier, 46-9;
Cedrenus-Seylitzes, ed. Bonn, ii, 500; the accounts of
the events preceding the surrender differ very much).
Edessa under Maniakes seems to have enjoyed a certain amount of independence from Byzantium, as he
sent an annual tribute thither (Cedrenus-Seylitzes,
502).
In Radjab 427/May 1036, the Patricius of Edessa
became a prisoner of the Numayri Ibn Waththab and
his many allies; the town was plundered but the fortress remained in the hands of the Greek garrison (Ibn
al-Athir, ix, 305; Barhebraeus, Chron. syr., 217). By
the peace of 428/1037 the emperor again received
complete possession of Edessa which was refortified
(Ibn al-Athir, ix, 313; Barhebraeus, 221).
According to the Armenian sources, Maniakes was
followed by Apukcap or A£o>v Ae7cev8pTjv6s, then by the
Iberian Bapaopa-c^e as strategus of Edessa; in 1059
'Io>dcvvT]£ 6 AouxTjT&rjs was catapanus of the town. In
1065-6 and 1066-7, the Turks under the KhurasanSalar attacked the town and the Saldjuk Alp Arslan
besieged it for fifty days in 462/1070; it was defended
by Wasil (son of the Bulgar king Alosian?). After the
victory of Malazgird [q. v. ], Edessa was to be handed
over to the sultan, but the defeated emperor Romanus
Diogenes had no longer any authority over it, and its
Catapanus Paulus went to his successor in Constantinople (Scylitzes, ed. Bonn, 702). In 1081-2 Edessa
was again besieged by an amir named Khusraw, but
in vain. After the death of Wasil, the Armenian
Smbat became lord of Edessa and six months later (23
September 1083) Philaretus Brachamius succeeded
him. But he lost it in 1086-7 when, in his absence, his
deputy was murdered and the town handed over to
the Saldjuk sultan Malikshah. The latter appointed
the amir Buzan governor of al-Ruha0 and Harran.
When the latter had fallen in 487/1094 fighting
against Tutush [0.0.], Tutush's general Alpyaruk occupied the town, but it was not plundered by his army
as he was poisoned by a Greek dancing-girl called
Gall. Then the Armenian Kuropalates Tcoros
(Theodorus), son of Het c um, took the citadel. When
in 1097-8 Count Baldwin of Bouillon captured Tell
Bashir, Tcoros asked him to come to al-Ruha3 to assist
him against their joint enemies, and received him
with joy, but was shortly afterwards treacherously
murdered by him (Matthew of Edessa, ed. 1898,
260-2 = tr. Dulaurier, 218-21; Anonym. Syriac chronicle
of 1203-1204, in Chabot, C.-R. Acad. Inscr. Lettr.
[1918], 431 ff.).
From 1098 the Latins ruled for half a century the
"County of Edessa" to which also belonged Sumaysat
and Sarudj (1098 Baldwin of Bouillon) I; 1100
Baldwin of Bourg II; 1119 Joscelin (de Courtenay) I;
1131 the latter's son Joscelin II). The town suffered a
great deal under them, and there was some justification for Matthew of Edessa's comment that Baldwin
du Bourg "hated Christians more than Turks". Ecclesiastical disputes, for instance, on the vexed question of the date for celebrating Easter, divided the
Christians, Latin versus Monophysites. Despite their
private jealousies, the Crusaders managed to hold on
to the county of Edessa, largely because of the divided
counsels of the Muslim amirs, but with the rise of the
resolute and skilful Atabeg of Mawsil, clmad al-Dm
Zangi—coinciding in 1143 with the deaths of two of
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the strongest figures in the Christian camp, the
Byzantine emperor John II Comnenus and Fulk, king
of Jerusalem—the days of Crusader control over
Edessa were numbered.
On 25 Djumada II 539/23 December 1144, clmad
al-Din ZangI took it (a detailed description of these
events in the Anonymous Syriac chronicle of 1203-1204,
ed. Chabot, in CSCO, series iii, vol. xv, 118-26; tr.
Chabot, Une episode de I'histoire des Croisades, in Melanges
Schlumberger, i, Paris 1924, 171-9). Under Joscelin II
and Baldwin of Kaysum, the Franks again attempted
to retake the town in October 1046 and succeeded in
entering it by night, but six days later Nur al-Din appeared with 10,000 Turks, and soon occupied and
sacked it; the inhabitants were put to death or carried
into slavery. Baldwin was killed and Joscelin escaped
to Sumaysat (Barhebraeus, 311-12). The fall of this
eastern bulwark of the Crusaders aroused horror
everywhere; in Europe it led to the Second Crusade.
The Syrian Dionysius bar $allbl as Diaconus wrote an
"oration" and two poetic memre about the destruction
of the town. Three similar pieces were written by
Basilius Abu '1-Faradj b. Shummana, the favourite of
ZangI; he had also written a history of the town of
Orhay (Baumstark, Gesch. d. syr. Lit., 293, 298).
After the death of Nur al-Din, his nephew Sayf alDln GhazI took the town in 1174; in 1182 it fell to the
Ayyubid $alah al-Dm, who later handed it over to alMalik al-Mansur. When al-Malik al-cAdil died in
1218, his son al-Malik al-Ashraf Sharaf al-Dm Musa
became lord of al-Ruha0, Harran and Khilat. In June
1234 the town was taken by the army of the Rum
Saldjuk cAla:) al-Din Kaykubad and its inhabitants
deported to Asia Minor (Kamal al-Din Ibn al-cAdIm,
tr. Blochet, in ROL, v, 88; Barhebraeus, Chron. syr.,
468). But it was retaken within four months by alMalik al-Kamil. In 1244 the Mongols passed through
the district of al-Ruha0 and in 1260 the troops of
Hiilegu. The people of al-RuhaD and Harran surrendered voluntarily to him, but those of Sarudj were
all put to death (Barhebraeus, Chron. syr., 509; Chron.
arab., ed. Beirut, 486).
In the time of Abu 'l-Fida°, al-Ruha0 was in ruins.
Hamd Allah MustawfT in ca. 740/1340 could still see
isolated ruins of the main buildings. According to alKalkashandl, the town had been rebuilt by his time
(ca. 1400) and repopulated and was in a prosperous
state. In connection with the campaigns of Timur,
who conquered al-DjazTra in 1393, al-Ruha0 is
repeatedly mentioned in the Zafar-ndma of Sharaf alDm CA1I Yazdl (written in 828/1425).
Bibliography: For older bibliography, see
Honigmann's El1 art. Orfa. The information of the
geographers is given in Le Strange, Lands of the
Eastern Caliphate, 103-4, see also Naval Intelligence
Division, Admiralty Handbooks, Turkey, London
1942-3, ii, 588-90. On history, see now Canard,
H'amdanides, 91-2, 747-52; R. Grousset, Histoire des
Croisades, Paris 1948, i, 382 ff., ii, 53-145, 169-209;
S. Runciman, A history of the Crusades, ii. The
Kingdom of Jerusalem and the Prankish East 1100-1187,
Cambridge 1952, 107-39, 225-44; M.W. Baldwin
(ed.), A history of the Crusades, i. The first hundred years,
Philadelphia 1955; J.B. Segal, Edessa 'The Blessed
City', Oxford 1970.
(E. HoNiGMANN-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
3. The Ottoman and modern periods.
Al-Ruha was conquered by sultan Selim I, probably in 923/1517. The first Ottoman tax register was
compiled in 924/1518; the tax-paying population at
that time consisted of 782 Muslim families and 75
bachelors, 300 Christian families and 42 bachelors,
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amounting to a total of 1,082 families and 117
bachelors, or an estimated population total of slightly
over 5,500. This low figure was probably due to the
upheavals of the Ottoman-$afawid War, for only
eight years later, in 932/1926, the tax-paying population had increased to 988 Muslim and 334 Christian
families, along with 182 Muslim and 89 Christian
bachelors. Moreover, 213 Ottoman military men had
settled in the town, thus bringing total population to
about 8,000 people. A further tax register from the
last year of Siileyman the Magnificent (973/1566)
records 1,704 Muslim and 866 Christian families,
along with 705 Muslim and 221 Christian bachelors;
these figures point to a total population of 13,00014,000 inhabitants. The town consisted of five large
mahalles named after the five gates and must have possessed an active textile industry, for the dye houses of
al-Ruha and nearby Harran produced the impressive
revenue of 100,000 akces. A bedestdn is also on record.
In the 10th/16th century, al-Ruha formed part of
the beglerbeglik of Diyarbekir, and was located on the
caravan route from Mawsil and Mardln to Aleppo. It
was therefore visited by several European travellers,
among them an anonymous merchant whose travel
account was published in 971-2/1564. He mentions
the principal features of the town which were to recur
in European travel accounts throughout more than
two centuries: the strong walls and impressive citadel,
the sanctuary of Abraham/Ibrahim, venerated by
Christians and particularly by Muslims, the fishpond
next to the sanctuary, and, at a distance from the
town, a well frequented by lepers and other sick
people. A few years later, al-Ruha was visited by the
Augsburg physician and botanist Rauwolf (982/
1575), who describes the town as handsome and wellbuilt. The town possessed a lively trade in rugs and
carpets, which were sometimes sold to Europe, and
also served as a point of transit for goods from
Damascus, Aleppo and Istanbul, which were sold in
Persia and clrak.
The most detailed description of al-Ruha/Urfa
before the 13th/19th century is due to the Ottoman
traveller Ewliya Celebi, who passed through the town
(which he calls Urfa, as do all other visitors of this
period) in 1056/1646. His interest in it may have been
due to the fact that one of his relatives had served as
a kcifi there. He describes two fortresses, one the
citadel on the hill and the other a fortified settlement
(wdrosh). The citadel he links with King Nimrod, and
the two Roman columns standing there Ewliya interprets as a catapult with which this ruler supposedly
had the prophet Ibrahim al-Khalfl (Abraham) thrown
into the fire. Otherwise, the citadel contained 20 small
houses inhabited by the commander (dizddr) and his
200 men, in addition to a mosque, an armoury, a
barn and a number of cisterns. Ewliya mentions only
three gates, partly with names different from those
recorded in the 10th/16th century tax register. He
claims to have counted 2,600 houses in the fortified
section. If his count was accurate and the area outside
the fortifications remained uninhabited, the town
must have stagnated since 973/1566. As Ewliya's
figures concerning houses are generally more
generous than the household data found in late
10th/16th century tax registers, the upheavals of the
Djelali period, particularly the occupation by the
forces of Kara Yazidjf in 1008/1599-1600, must have
taken their toll. Houses were generally built of mud
brick, but there were quite a few opulent residences
with their own gardens and baths, belonging to pashas
and more rarely to kdflis.
He also enumerates 22 mosques; the mosque
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known as Kizil Djamic was considered to be of great
age and a former monastery, converted into a mosque
by Harun al-Ra§hid. The minaret, undated, often has
been regarded as the bell tower of the church which
formerly stood on the mosque site, but according to
Gabriel, it is an original minaret. Ewliya has also
picked up a legend of Jesus' visit to al-Ruha and his
stay in a local monastery. Ewliya records three
medreses\ the medreses possessed no wakf revenues, but
the traveller comments on the multitude of Kurdish
scholars, both in the medreses proper and in the local
ddr al-kadith and ddr al-kurrd*. There were also three
zdwiyes. Among the public kitchens, the most notable
was the ^imdret of Ibrahim, supposedly built by the
caliph al-MaDmun. Connected with the *imdret was alRuha/Urfa's major sanctuary, dedicated to Ibrahim
by $alah al-Din Ayyubi's nephew al-Malik al-Ashraf
(608/1211-12), and visited by pilgrims from all over
the Islamic world.
Ewliya was not much impressed with the shopping
streets and markets of al-Ruha/Urfa; but though the
Kiire Carshisi was not of imposing appearance, quantities of valuable goods were sold there. He records a
total of 400 shops and a large number of mills, one of
them named for a certain Tayyaroghlu Ahmed Pasha.
The town also possessed a tannery; here a superior
quality of yellow maroquin leather was manufactured.
According to the French merchant Tavernier, alRuha/Urfa, along with Tokat and Diyarbekir, was
the source of the finest maroquin leathers. In addition, the town was noted for its cotton fabrics, and
there was also some silk production.
Ewliya's account is confirmed by the description of
Tavernier, who passed through the town in
1054/1644. On his sight-seeing tour, this merchant
and traveller saw many houses poorly built or even
totally in ruins; there were so many empty lots that
Tavernier compared the town to a desert. He also observed rugs and carpets spread out by the side of the
fish pond, and commented on the veneration Muslims
felt for this site. A church in the midst of a cemetery
supposedly had been selected by St. Alexis as a place
of retreat; and not far from the town Tavernier was
able to see the Armenian church and monastery of St
Ephrem in the midst of a Christian necropolis. This
monastery was partly located in grottoes cut into the
living rock, a feature of the local landscape also noted
by Ewliya and many other travellers; in the early
13th/19th century they were used as habitations.
When Thevenot passed through al-Ruha/Urfa in
1074/1664, the damages mentioned by Ewliya and
Tavernier were still clearly visible. A valuable record
of al-Ruha/Urfa's otherwise poorly documented
13th/18th century is found in the accounts of revenues
and expenditures pertaining to the mosque of Ibrahim
al-Khalfl and the then newly constructed Ricjwaniyye
medrese. These survive for a few years beginning with
1151/1738-39 (Osmanh Arsivi, Istanbul, Maliyeden
Miidevver 2004). The register contains a listing of the
shops, gardens, mills and public baths belonging to
these foundations, along with information about
tenants and rents. The foundations also received rent
from the Aladja Khan, in addition to a mulberry orchard located in front of the medrese. These accounts
document the existence of a flourishing carsht, with
relatively few properties untenanted. Apparently Urfa's recovery was under way by this time. Thevenot
also commented on the large number of ruined
houses, even though the walls were in good condition
and the town populous.
The Danish traveller Niebuhr passed through the
town in the spring of 1179-80/1766, and produced a

sketch map of the built-up area, which shows the town
as possessing four gates, but there must have been an
entrance to the citadel, even though his sketch does
not show any. Thus we can understand why most accounts mention only four gates, while the Ottoman
tax registers and B. Poujoulat (before 1256/1840)
record five. His account mentions twelve minarets, of
which the mosque of Khalll al-Rahman was the most
notable, and also two Christian churches within the
walls. The Armenian church was in a largely ruinous
condition, but the surviving part richly decorated with
Persian rugs; the congregation numbered about 500
families, while the Jacobite church served only about
150 persons. In Niebuhr's time, Turkish was the principal language spoken in al-Ruha/Urfa, but merchants and mule drivers usually knew Arabic and
Kurdish as well.
However, in socio-economic terms, the richest
travel account between Ewliya's time and the
republican period is due to Buckingham. He visited
the town in 1234/1816, and as Ottoman-Wahhabi
warfare closed the roads, spent considerable time
there. By his time, the name al-Ruha had been almost
completely supplanted by Urfa, the only people who
still called the town by its old name being Christian
Arabs. He estimated the town's population as 50,000
persons; 47,500 were Muslims, 2,000 Christians and
500 were Jews. However, Poujoulat, who was in Urfa
before 1256/1840, claims that the population consisted of only about 15,000 (14,000 Muslims, 1,000
Armenians, 100 Jacobites). As in Aleppo, the town
consisted of two factions, namely the Janissaries and
the sherifo, and Buckingham complained of the
former's lack of discipline. Buckingham describes the
houses as consisting of good masonry, and resembling
those of Aleppo; many of the townsmen obviously lived more comfortably than their forefathers, who had
made do with the mud brick seen by Ewliya and his
contemporaries. Harem and seldmlik were separated by
a courtyard; the upper floors of the seldmliks generally
contained opulently furnished reception rooms.
Because of the insecurity due to warfare, many of the
bazaars were closed; but in more peaceful times, the
townsmen were still known for their lively cotton
trade. Buckingham was even able to observe cotton
printers at work. In addition, rough woollen cloth and
rugs, the latter of good quality, were manufactured in
Urfa. Goods from India, Persia and Anatolia were ordinarily available. The traveller mentions mohair
fabrics from Ankara, which he calls shalloons, and
some cashmere shawls.
A slightly later description of Urfa is due to the
Prussian officer von Moltke, who visited it in
1254/1838. He mentions a mosque which he does not
name, and which must have been the Kizil Djamic,
for the structure is described as a solidly-built tower of
great antiquity. The author also visited a large foundation adjacent to the two fishponds, which he
describes as a medrese and which must have been the
foundation which $alah al-Dm had added to the
mosque of Ibrahim (587/1191). He also made a map
of the town and recorded the presence of numerous
orchards.
From 1307-8/1890 or slightly earlier dates the description by Cuinet. According to him, the town possessed a population of 55,000, of whom 40,835 were
Muslims; about 1297/1880, Sachau had estimated the
number of Urfa's inhabitants at minimally 50,000.
However, these optimistic evaluations were contradicted by E>jewdet Pasha's claim (1298/1881) that
Urfa kafa consisted of only 2,380 households or
families (1,337 Muslims, 1,003 Christians, 29 Jews).
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If we compare the estimates by Buckingham and
Sachau-Cuinet, it would seem that population growth
in the 13th/19th century was just able to compensate
for wartime population losses, and Urfa's population
must have been at a low ebb for several decades in the
mid-century. Private houses in Cuinet's time were
generally built in rough or even regularly hewn stone.
The streets possessed wide pavements, while a channel in the centre served for the evacuation of water
and household waste. The city walls had deteriorated,
but the citadel apparently was in better condition.
The town now possessed 18 medreses with 500 students,
in addition to a rushdiyye. There were also primary
schools for the children of the various Christian churches, so that a total of 2,464 students were receiving
a formal education.
At this time, Urfa was a flourishing centre of textile
manufacture. The cotton industry survived the competition by factory-woven textiles, partly because
manufacturers switched to imported thread which was
woven locally. However, to remain competitive,
weavers were forced to accept very low wages. By the
early 20th century the ancient trade route linking
northern Mesopotamia with Aleppo had revived, and
Urfa's new prosperity permitted the construction of a
town quarter extra muros. This development was, however, cut short when, after the fall of the Ottoman
Empire Syria became a French and clraka British
mandate. British and later French troops occupied
Urfa in 1919-20. After severe fighting, which included
a local uprising, the Treaty of Lausanne determined
the inclusion of Urfa into the newly-founded Republic
of Turkey (1923).
Throughout the Republican period, it has not been
possible to re-establish Urfa's former trade links. This
situation has emphasised the agricultural character of
the vilayet. Grain is the main crop; apart from wheat,
barley and beans are also significant. Productivity is
often low, as much of the land is subject to erosion. A
significant share of the grain grown is not intended for
the market. Irrigation is a precondition for increasing
productivity, and the regulation of the Firat
(Euphrates), the region's only important body of
water, is expected to expand the area amenable to irrigation.
Limited opportunities in agriculture and the progress of mechanisation have diminished employment
here, so that there has been considerable migration of
labour to e.g. Adana, Gaziantep and Diyarbekir in
search of work; female labour finds work cottonpicking in the Qukorova. Low incomes have likewise
limited the progress of education, and literacy rates
are lower than the national average. Since 1980-2,
however, Urfa has been the site of a college of Dicle
University at Diyarbekir, and the foundation of a
local university is envisaged by the town's citizens.
Bibliography: G.B. Ramusio (ed.), Secondo
volume delle Navigation! et viaggi... Venice 1564, 78;
J.Ch. Tayfel, // viaggio del molto illustresignor Giovanni
Christoforo Taifel, Vienna 1598; J. Gassot, Lettre
ecritte d'Alep en Surie... Bourges 1674, 1684; R.
Fitch, Aanmerklyke Keys na Ormus, Goa, Cambaya...
1583-91, Leiden 1706; M. Poullet, Nouvelles relations
du Levant, Paris 1668, ii, 441-3; J. Thevenot, Suite
du voyage de MT de Thevenot au Levant..., 2nd part,
Paris 1689, 119 ff.; R. Pococke, A Description of the
East and some other Countries, London 1745, ii/1, 15961; M. Otter, Voyages en Turquie et en Perse, Paris
1748, i, 112-13; C. Niebuhr, Reisebeschreibung nach
Arabien und umliegenden Ldndern, Copenhagen 1778,
ii, 406-10;J.S. Buckingham, Travels to Mesopotamia,
including a journey to Aleppo, London 1827, 51-129;
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W. Ainsworth, Researches in Assyria, Babylonia and
Chaldea... London 1838, 261-3 (geology of Urfa's
site); B. Poujoulat, Voyage dans I'Asie Mineure...,
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London 1842, ii, 103; C. Ritter, Die Erdkunde, vii,
West-Asien, Berlin 1844, 315-56; F. Chesney, The
expedition for the survey of the Rivers Euphrates and Tigris,
London 1850, i, 114, PI. VII; Ch. Texier, La ville
et les monuments d'Edesse, in Revue americaine et orientale, i (1859), 326-54; H. Petermann, Rosen im
Orient, Leipzig 1861, ii, 351-6; E. Sachau, Reise in
Syrien und Mesopotamien, Leipzig 1883, 190-210; V.
Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie, Paris 1891, ii, 249-63; H.
von Moltke, Briefe uber Zustdnde und Begebenheiten in
der Turkei aus den Jahren 1835 bis 1839, 5th ed.,
Berlin 1891, 229-30; Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme,
iii, Istanbul 1314/1896-7, 148-60; S. Guyer, Reisen
in Mesopotamien, in Petermanns Geographische Mitteilungen (1916), 172-4; A. Baiao (ed.), Itinerarios da
India a Portugalpor terra, Coimbra 1923, 62, 240; A.
Gabriel, Voyages archeologiques dans la Turquie orientale,
Paris 1940, i, 277-86, 354 ff.; M. Akdag, Celdli
isyanlan (1550-1603), Ankara 1963, 190-201; N.
Goyiinc, XVI-yiizyildaMardinsancagi, Istanbul 1969,
34-5, 41-2, 66, 90, 134; L. Rauwolf, Aigentliche
Beschreibung der Raiss inn die Morgenlaender, introd. D.
Henze, Graz 1971, 258-62; Urfa ilyilligi, Ankara
1973; Goyiinc, XVI Yiizyilda giiney-dogu Anadolu'nun
ekonomik durumu: Kanuni Siileyman ve II. Selim devirleri,
in Turkiye iktisat tarihi semineri, ed. O. Okyar and U.
Nalbantoglu, Ankara 1975, 71-98; M. Kohbach,
Urfa und seine Legendentradition bei Evliya fylebi, in Der
Islam, Ivii (1980), 293-300; J.B. Tavernier, Les six
voyages de Turquie et de Perse, notes by S. Yerasimos,
Paris 1981, i, 244-6; Cevdet Pasa, Tezdkir, ed.
Cavit Baysun, Ankara 1986, ii, 224, 235; i. §ahin,
Evliya fylebi'nin Urfa hakkinda verdigi bilgilerin arsiv
belgeleri isiginda degerlendirilmesi, in Turkliik Arastirmalan dergisi, iv (1989), 293-8; B. Masters, The
origins of western economic dominance in the Middle East,
New York 1988, 207; S. Yerasimos, Les voyageurs
dans I'Empire ottoman (XIVe-XVIe siecles], Ankara
1991, 156, 208, 271, 360, 394; Yurt Ansiklopedisi,
Turkiye, IIII, Dunu, Bugunii, Yanm, Istanbul 1982-4,
art. Urfa (authors' names not given); L4, art. Urfa
(Ottoman period by Goyiinc; extensive bibl.)
(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
RUHANIYYA (A.), a term derived from the adjective ruhdni according to a well-known mode for the formation of abstract nouns and generally translated by
"spirituality" in modern dictionaries. In the ancient texts, however, its usual meaning is rather that
of "spiritual being", except in cases where it refers
to the ajinns and the shaydtin which, like the mald^ika,
evade the sensible perception of the majority of men,
but are not of a "spiritual" nature. It is in fact in the
vocabulary of angelology that it is most often encountered. Among thefaldsifa and the $ufis, it denotes
more specifically the spiritus rector, the angel who rules
(mudabbir) each of the celestial spheres. It is in this
sense that the Ikhwan al-$afa3 (Rasd^il, Beirut 1957,
xi, 215) speak of "angels which the hukamd* called
ruhdniyydt". Similarly, cAbd al-Karlm al-Djfll, in ch.
Ixii of his K. al-Insdn al-kdmil, explains that each of the
seven heavens is governed by an angel created min
ruhdniyyati kawkab tilka 'l-samd*. Among the
Ishrakiyyun or Illuminationists, and in particular in
the work of al-Suhrawardl, ruhdniyya is also used to
denote the "angel of the species", the rabb al-naw** (see
H. Corbin, En Islam iranien, Paris 1971, index s.v.).
This word appears frequently in literature relating
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to magic. According to Ibn Khaldun (Mukaddima, iii,
127, tr. Rosethal, iii, 159), magic (al-sihr) consists in
"linking the superior natures with the inferior
natures. The superior natures are the ruhdniyydt alkawdkib". This is a statement confirmed by ps.Madjriti(Qhdyat al-hakim, ed. H. Ritter, Leipzig 1933,
182), who claims to reveal the techniques by which it
is possible to convoke (istidjldb) the ruhdniyya of the
celestial bodies.
While ruhdniyya is currently used in $ufT texts as a
denomination of these "cosmic intelligences"—Ibn
c
Arabi, for example, speaks in the K. al-tadjalliydt (ed.
O. Yahya, Tehran 1988, 317) of purified human
spirits granted access to the contemplation of
ruhdniyydt mufdraka, forthwith identified with the spirits
(arwdh) of the celestial spheres—it also often denotes
the "spiritual entity" of a prophet or of a deceased
wall whose murid receives supernatural assistance.
Thus Ibn cArabI speaks (al-Futuhdt al-Makkiyya, Bulak
1329, iii, 43), of his suluk with the ruhdniyya of Jesus.
This usage is associated with the notion of sainthood,
uwaysiyya, which is characterised by the transmission
of a baraka independently of any contact with a
physically present shaykh. It is encountered frequently
in the literature of the Nakshbandi tanka, where the
silsila presents numerous cases of this type (e.g. that
of Abu '1-Hasan al-Kharakani, d. 425/1033 [q.v.],
who is directly linked with Abu Yazld al-Bistami, d.
234/857 or 261/874 [q.v.]). On the doctrinal justification of these chronological anomalies, see cAbd alMadjid al-Khanl, al-Hadd^ik al-wardiyya, Damascus
1306, 9. In al-Sa^dda al-abadiyya, Damascus n.d., 27-8,
the same author describes the rites which, at the time
of ziydrat al-kubur, allow the establishment of a
connection with the ruhdniyya of the wall whose body
is interred in the tomb that is visited. (On this practice, see also the Rashahdt^ayn al-haydt of Fakhr al-Dln
C
A1T $afT, Tehran 1356/1977, ii, 468). Paul Fenton has
drawn attention to an analogous Jewish practice, that
of yihud, which is also conducted over the tomb of a
saint. On the beliefs associated with this meaning of
ruhdniyya, see M. Gaborieau, A. Popovic and T. Zarcone (eds.), Naqshbandis. Cheminement et situation actuelle
d'un ordre mystique musulman, Istanbul-Paris 1990, index s.vv. ruhdniyya and uwaysiyya. In Imaginary
Muslims, London 1993, Julian Baldick has analysed a
singular case of the exploitation of traditional data
concerning this theme with the appearance in Central
Asia, at the end of the 16th century, of a mythical
"History of the Uwaysls".
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(M. CHODKIEWICZ)
RUHl (d. after 917/1511), Ottoman h i s t o r i a n .
There is little definite information about jthis
historian apart from his makhlas Ruhi. From cAll's
[q.v.] reference to him in the Kunhu 'l-akhbdr as
Edrenewl Mewlana Ruhr, it is probable that he was a
member of the ^ulamd* and had a family or professional association with Edirne (J. Schmidt, Mustafa
(
'All's Kunhu 'l-ahbdr and its preface according to the Leiden
manuscript, Istanbul 1987, 58). Any identification with
Ruhi Fadil Efendi (d. 927/1528), son of the shaykh alIsldm Zenbilli CA1I Efendi, remains hypothetical
(Babinger, GOW, 42, and El1, art. Ruhi). The format
of his history and the declaration that he was commanded to write it by Bayezid II [q. v. ] suggest that he
may have been connected with the Ottoman court (cf.
V.L. Menage, Edirneli Ruhi'ye atfedilen Osmanh
tarihinden iki par$a, in I.H. Uzunfarsili'ya armagan,
Ankara 1976, 311-33).
Ruhr's history, known either as Tewdnkh-i Al-i
C
0thmdn or as Ta^nkh-i Ruhi, narrates the history of the

dynasty down to 917/1511. It is divided into two
parts: (i) mebddi, "beginnings", on general considerations and the virtues of the Ottomans; and (ii) eight
matdlib, "questions, researches", each of which
describes the reign of one sultan. It was cited as a
source by CA1I and Munedjdjim-bashi, and may also
have been used by Lutfi Pasha [q.v.] in his Ta^rikh
(M.K. Ozergin, IA, art. Ruhr, at ix, 765). It was
thought no longer to exist as an independent text until
in 1925 J.H. Mordtmann identified several surviving
manuscripts (Ruhi Edrenevi, in MOG, ii [1925], 12936). Of these, however, the "Oxford Anonymous"
(ms. Bodleian, Marsh 313) is probably not the work
of Ruhi but an earlier history (covering events to
889/1484 only) which was his main source (Menage,
Neshn's History of the Ottomans, London 1964, 11-13).
The work remains unpublished (for manuscripts, see
Babinger, GOW, 43).
Bibliography: In addition to the references given
above, see the bibl. to M.K. Ozergin, L4, art. Ruhi.
(F. BABINGER-[CHRISTINE WOODHEAD])
RUHMI, a name given in early Islamic
geographical, travel and maritime literature to an
eastern region of South Asia, most likely in the
ancient Suhma region in the western part of Bengal
[see BANGALA]. There is considerable confusion about
its location; readings vary from Ruhml (al-YackubI,
106) to Rahma (Ibn al-Fakih, 15) and Dahum (Sharaf
al-Zamdn Tdhir Marvazi on China, the Turks and India,
ed. and tr. V. Minorsky, London 1942, text 35). Of
these, the closest to Bengali is Dharma (a spelling used
by Sulayman al-Tadjir), a possible reference to a
famous Bengali king Dharmapala (769-801 A.D.).
Sulayman al-Tadjir also noticed correctly Dharmapala's non-aristocrat and humble origin. According to Ibn Khurradadhbih, 63-7, Ruhml, a vast
kingdom, was bordered by Kamrun (Kamrup) not far
from China, and was bountifully supplied with
elephants, buffaloes and Indian aloe woods. Its coast,
according to Hudud al-cdlam, tr. 87, included areas
such as Nimyas, Samandar, Andras, Urshin and
Harkand (ancient Harikela near Candradvlpa in
South Bengal, from which comes Bahr al-Harkand,
the early Arabic name for the Bay of Bengal). The
kingdom fought constantly with its neighbours,
Ballahara (Radja Ballahraya of the Rastrakuta dynasty of the Deccan) and Djurz (Gurcjjaras of Kanawdj).
It was particularly famous for its fine cotton cloth,
later known as muslin. In addition to gold coins,
cowrie-shells were used for currency. Trade with the
Arabs flourished in the port cities in the south,
especially in ShatP-djam (Chittagong [^.z>.]) and
Samandar. The recent dicovery of two cAbbasid coins
in Bangladesh, one from Paharpur dated 172/788,
from the time of Harun al-Rashid (170-208/786-809)
and the other from Mainamati minted during the
reign of al-Muntasir (247-8/861-2) attests to this early
Arab-Bengal trade link which undoubtedly speeded
up the Islamisation of the region.
Bibliography (in addition to references given
above): Sulayman* al-Tadjir and Abu Zayd alSirafi, Akhbdr al-Sm wa 'l-Hind (237/851), ed. and
tr. J. Sauvaget, Relation de la China et I Inde, Paris
1948, text 13-14.
(M.Y. SIDDIQ)
RUKAYYA, daughter of Muhammad and his
wife Khadidja. She is sometimes said to have been
the eldest of his four daughters, but this is unlikely.
She and her sister Umm Kulthum were betrothed and
married to two sons of Abu Lahab [q. v . ] , but the latter
told his sons to divorce their wives when Muhammad
began his career as a prophet. The divorces could not
have been, as sometimes stated, after the revelation of
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sura CXI, in which Abu Lahab is attacked, unless
that was an early Meccan revelation. The statement
in some sources that the divorces took place before the
marriages had been consummated, is probably an invention to keep the holy family free from contamination with the family of Abu Lahab. After the divorce,
Rukayya was married to cUihman b. c Affan [q.v.],
went with him and other Muslims to Abyssinia, and
returned to Mecca before the Hidjra. She made the
Hidjra to Medina with her husband, but died while
Muhammad was absent from Medina on the expedition to Badr [q. v. ]. After several miscarriages she had
a son, cAbd Allah, but a few years after his mother's
death a cock pecked his eye and he died.
Bibliography: Ibn Higham, see index; Wakidi,
ed. Marsden Jones, London 1966, 101, 115, 154;
Ibn Sacd, viii, 24; Ibn al-Athlr, Usdal-ghaba, v, 456;
Lammens, Fdtima et les filles deMahomet, Rome 1912,
3 ff.
'
(W. MONTGOMERY WATT)
RUKHAM [see Suppl.].
AL-RUKHKH (A.), a huge, ostrich-like bird
(Aepyornis maximus), now extinct, probably existing
well into historical times as a peculiar species in
Madagascar, where it is mentioned by among others
Marco Polo. Other aepyornitidae, such as the New
Zealand Moa bird, which became extinct only around
the 14th century, might have contributed to the
genesis of the rukhkh's image. Though early Arab
seafarers could conceivably have seen the bird face-toface, Arabic tradition soon turned the rukhkh into a
fabulous creature embellishing it with all kinds of
strange details.
While early references to al-Djahiz cannot be
verified, the first mention of the rukhkh is found in
Buzurg b. Shahriyar's (4th/10th century) 'Aaja^ib alHind. Further references are mostly contained in
works belonging to the genre of ^aaja^ib literature,
such as Abu Hamid al-Gharnatl's (d. 565/1169-70
[q.v.]) Tuhfat al-albdb, al-Dimashki's (d. 727/1327
[q. v. ]) Nukhbat al-dahr fi ^aajd^ib al-barr wa 'l-bahr and
Ibnal-Wardi's(d. 749/1349 [q.v.]) Kharidat al-<adja*ib;
later summaries are rendered by al-Damiri (d.
808/1405 [q.v.]) and al-Ibshlhi (9th/15th century
[q. v.]). By way of its mention in the Travels of Sindbad
the sailor, itself included in the widely-read Arabian
Nights (Chauvin, Bibliographic, vi, 92-3, vii, 12), the
rukhkh became known and was discussed in Western
sources.
According to the fabulous accounts of various
Arabic authors, the rukhkh is capable of carrying an
elephant while airbound; each of its wings has 10,000
feathers of an enormous size, and it lays eggs as big
as a mountain (cf. G. Thompson, Motif-index, B 31.1).
These accounts obscured the opportunity to perceive
the rukhkh as a real creature and succeeded in
relegating it to the realm of fantasy, similar to the
c
Anka° [q.v.], and closely assimilated with the
Slmurgh [q. v. ], with both of which the rukhkh is in fact
sometimes confused. On the other hand, already
authors such as al-Abl (d. 421/1030) in his Nathr aldurr, vi, 532, qualify the alleged rejuvenating properties of his feathers (or beak) as a tall tale (kadhib).
Bibliography:]. Vernet, Rujj = Aepyornis maximus, in Tamuda, i(1953) 102-5; H. Eisenstein, Einfuhrung in die arabische Zoographie, Berlin 1990, index
s.v. Vogel (ruhfr).
(U. MARZOLPH)
AL-RUKHKHADJ (in Hudud al-^dlam, tr. Minorsky, 111, 121, Rukhudh; in al-Mukaddasi, 50, 297,
Rukhud, perhaps to be read as Rukhwag!h), the name
given in early Islamic times to the region of s o u t h eastern A f g h a n i s t a n around the later city of Kandahar [q.v.] and occupying the lower basin of the
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Arghandab river (see D. Balland, EIr art. Arganddb).
The Islamic name preserves that of the classical
Arachosia, through which Alexander the Great passed
on his Indian expedition in 330 B.C. (see PW, ii/1,
cols. 367-8 (W. Tomaschek)), which is itself a
hellenisation of Old Pers. Harakhuvatish, Avestan
Harakhvaiti. In Syriac it was rendered as Rokhwad.
a region with a Nestorian Christian community, in
the Acts of the Synod held at Ctesiphon in 544 A.D.
(see Markwart-Messina, A catalogue of the provincial
capitals of Erdnshahr, Rome 1931, 17, 84; C.E.
Bos worth, Sistdn under the Arabs, from the Islamic conquest
to the rise of the Saffarids (30-2501651-864), Rome 1968,
9)The region was first raided by the Arab commander
c
Abd al-Rahman b. Samura in the caliphate of
c
Uthman, when Slstan and Bust [q.vv. ] were first attacked, but the Muslims were for long blocked in
securing any permanent foothold beyond Bust by the
implacable hostility of the local rulers of southeastern
Afghanistan, the Zunbfls, whose winter residence was
in the garmsir or hot region of al-Rukhkhadj and their
summer one in the cooler sardsir of the region of
Zamlndawar [q. v. ] or Bilad al-Dawar immediately to
the north. These Zunbfls remained a hostile force till
the second half of the 3rd/9th century, when the Saffarid Ya c kub b. al-Layth engaged in warfare with
them [see SAFFARIDS], and it is only after this that the
native dynasty disappears from historical mention and
that the Islamic geographers were able to treat alRukhkhadj as part of the Ddr al-Isldm. Thus the Hudud
al-^dlam, 111, describes it as a prosperous and pleasant
district. These authors mention as two of its main
towns Pandjway and Tiglnabad; for a discussion of
the location of these, see KANDAHAR at IV, 536b. Administratively, al-Rukhkhadj seems often to have
been linked with STstan; Ibn Hawkal2, 425, tr. 412,
gives a global figure for the revenues of these two
provinces as 100,000 dinars plus 300,000 dirhams.
After this time, the name al-Rukhkhadj falls out of
use; the Ghaznawid historian GardizI (wrote in the
mid-5th/llth century [q.v.]) seems to be the last
author regularly to refer to Rukhud. Only the site of
an Islamic settlement now called Tepe Arukh
preserves its name.
Since Arab raiders captured many slaves from the
pagan region of al-Rukhkhadj. one occasionally meets
the nisba al-RukhkhadjT, e.g. for Harun al-Rashid's
mawld Abu '1-Faradj, who became a very influential
secretary and governor for the caliphs of the early
3rd/9th century; see Bosworth, op. cit., 82-3; Patricia
Crone, Slaves on horses, the evolution of the Islamic polity,
Cambridge 1980, 190. Whether the vizier of the
Buyid amir in Baghdad Musharrif al-Dawla,
Mu^ayyid al-Mulk Abu CA1I al-Husayn al-Rukhkhadji
(see H. Busse, Chalifund Grosskonig, die Buyiden im Iraq
(945-1055), Wiesbaden-Beirut 1969, 244), derived his
nisba from Afghanistan or from the village near
Baghdad of al-Rukhkhadjiyya (cf. Yakut, Bulddn, ed.
Beirut, iii, 38—a settlement of persons transported
from al-Rukhkhadj in Afghanistan?), is unclear.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Marquart, Erdnsahr, 272 and index; Le
Strange, The Eastern lands of the Caliphate, 345;
Bosworth, Sistdn under the Arabs, 28-9, 35, 120-1 and
index; idem, The history of the Saffarids ofSistan and the
Maliks of Nimruz (2471861 to 94911542-3), Costa
Mesa, Calif. 1994, index; see also KANDAHAR.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RUKHSA (A.), literally "permission", dispensation".
1. In law.
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Here, rukhsa is a legal ruling relaxing or suspending
by way of exception under certain circumstances an
injunction of a primary and general nature (caztma

[,.».]>.

The general obligation to fast during Ramaclan is,
by way of rukhsa, suspended during the days of an illness or a journey, under condition that these days are
made up after Ramaclan. Similarly, the general prohibition to eat meat that has not been ritually
slaughtered is suspended if a Muslim could only survive by violating it. As a rule, one has the choice
whether or not to make use of the rukhsa. However, if
one fears that one may die if one does not avail oneself
of the rukhsa, following it is obligatory, except in the
case that one is threatened to be killed if one does not
renounce Islam, for then martyrdom is to be preferred. The circumstances permitting a dispensation
of the strict rule are either the necessity to preserve
one's life or the removal of hardship, such as in the
permission for a physician to look at a woman's
pudenda or the relaxation of the obligation to perform
saldt during a journey. The distinction between rukh?a
and *azima does not have legal consequences, except
that, according to the Hanafis, tacit consensus (igfynd*
sukuti) can establish a rukhsa but not a ^aztma.
Bibliography: Mohammad Hashim Kamali,
Principles of Islamic jurisprudence, rev. ed. Cambridge
1991, 339-40, 186; Muhammad Abu Zahra, Usul
al-fikh, Cairo n.d., 49-52; Izmlri, Hdshiyat cald
Mir^dt al-usul sharh Mirkdt al-wuful li-Molld Khosrew.
Istanbul 1309/1891-2, ii, 394-8; MJ. Kister, On
'concessions' and conduct. A study in early Hadfth, in
G.H.A. Juynboll (ed.), Studies in the first century of
Islamic society, Carbondale, 111. 1982, 89-107.
(R. PETERS)
2. In $ufism.
The way in which the concepts of rukhsa and its
counterpart cazima are used in $ufism involves an extrapolation from a juridical to a much more ethical
domain. Here they refer to two opposite and
differently-valued patterns of behaviour. ^Azima
denotes a way of life characterised by determination
and firmness of purpose, and is consequently of a
higher level than rukhsa, which lacks these characteristics. These two words refer also, particularly in their
plural form, to concrete deeds in which the two
behavioural patterns manifest themselves. E.g.
celibacy and tawakkul (trust in God to such an extent
that one does not support oneself) are considered to be
c
azd*im, whereas marriage and supporting oneself are
seen as rukhaf. The depreciatory valuation of the latter
is to be witnessed in the idea expressed e.g. by alMakkl in his Kut al-kulub that rukhas are (meant) for
the weak, whereas the *azd*im are characteristic of the
strong. Also, al-Kushayri makes it clear in his Risdla
that, with these strong persons, the $ufis are meant.
On the other hand, in Kut al-kulub and also in the Kitdb
al-Luma* by Abu Nasr al-Sarraclj, the tradition is
quoted according to which God loves the use of both
rukha$ and 'azd^im equally well, albeit that in the latter
source this tradition is quoted primarily as a warning
against denouncing people who avail themselves of
rukhas. Thus the overall picture painted by these
sources is that in $ufi circles a surplus value is attached to the ^azd^im (B. Reinert, Die Lehre vom tawakkul in
der klassischen Sufik, Berlin 1968, 135-7; R. Gramlich,
Schlaglichter uber das Sufitum. Abu Nasr as-Sarrdgs Kitdb
al-luma* eingeleitet, ubersetzt und kommentiert, Stuttgart
1990, 240; idem, Das Sendschreiben al-Qusayris uber das
Sufitum. Eingeleitet, ubersetzt und kommentiert,
Wiesbaden 1989, 538).
Nakshbandi $ufis even claim that their attitude of

strictly confining themselves to ^azd^im and avoiding
the use of rukhaf is one of the most distinctive characteristics of their order. Yet even Nakghbandls have
had to take the above-mentioned tradition in consideration, and therefore, according to a saying by
Baha° al-Din Nakghband, thfs brotherhood, although
abstaining from these practices, yet does not denounce others who observe them (J. ter Haar, Follower
and heir of the Prophet. Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi (1564-1624)
as mystic, Leiden 1992, 80-1, 107). This strong emphasis on Cazima is partly a reaction to other $ufis who
used the idea of rukhsa in order to justify certain controversial practices like samdc and raks [q.vv.] (L.
Massignon, La passion d'al-Hallaj, Paris 1922, ii, 77981). A different and much more positive valuation of
rukhas is to be found in the Kitdb Addb al-muridin by
Abu '1-Nadjib al-Suhrawardi, where they are considered to be an integral part of a special type of affiliation, viz. the affiliation of the mutashabbihun, i.e.
the lay members affiliated to an order, a designation
which in this source at least has no pejorative connotation. Their affiliation is admittedly of a lower level
compared to that of the §ufis proper; nevertheless, it
is a valuable one, since, according to a saying of the
Prophet, "Whoever makes the effort to ressemble a
group of people is one of them" (M. Milson, A Sufi
rule for novices. Kitdb Addb al-Muridm~of Abu al-Najtb alSuhrawardi, Cambridge and London 1975, 17-21,
72-81).
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(J.G.J. TER HAAR)
RUKN (A.), pi. arkdn, literally "corner (as in alrukn al-yamdni= the southeastern corner of the Kacba),
support, pillar". The singular rukn occurs twice in the
Kur5an, in XI, 82/80, when Lot seeks for support in
a strong rukn, pillar, or, figuratively, a leader or chief;
and in LI, 39, where Pharaoh and his support, rukn,
i.e. retinue, reject Moses.
1. In religious and legal usage.
Here, it is commonly found in the expression arkdn
al-din or arkdn al-cibdda, denoting the basic "pillars" of
religion and religious observance. These so-called
"pillars of Islam" are usually enumerated as (1) the
profession of faith, shahdda; (2) the pilgrimage, hadjdj:
(3) the worship, saldt; (4) fasting, sawm; and (5) almsgiving, zakdt, sadaka. To these some authorities add a
sixth, perpetual warfare against infidels, djihdd.
Bibliography: See almost all the general works
on the Islamic faith, e.g. H.U.W. Stanton, The
teaching of the Qur'an, London 1919, 58 ff.; H.A.R.
Gibb, Islam, ch. 4; Gaudefroy-Demombynes,
Muslim institutions, London 1954, ch. 6; A. Rippin,
Muslims, their religious beliefs and practices, i. The formative period, London and New York 1990, ch. 7.
The teachings of cAbd al-Kahir al-Baghdadi [q.v.]
are translated in Rippin and J. Knappert (eds.),
Textual sources for the study ofIslam, Manchester 1986,
10-11, 89 ff. See also W.C. Smith, Arkdn, in Essays
on Islamic civilization presented to Niyazi Berkes, Leiden
1976, 303-16, repr. in idem, On understanding Islam,
The Hague, etc. 1981, 162-73 (contends that arkdn
originally meant "parts of the body"). For greater
detail, see the individual El articles on these
"pillars" and also SHARICA.
(Eo.)
2. In natural science and alchemy.
Here, it denotes "cardinal point", "part", "direction" and, in particular, "element".
In the Sirr al-khalika attributed to Ballnas [see
BALINUS] , a source that has played a fundamental role
in much of Islam's alchemical tradition, the word rukn
appears in its literal sense of a corner, side or an extremity (see Lane, i/3, 1148-9). Yet it functions as a
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technical term in this text, since it is employed consistently and exclusively in a cosmological context.
Thus in a discourse on winds (riydh [see RIH]), the
author tells us that the rukn which faces the east
(mukdbil al-mashrik) is cold-moist, since it is here that
the cold-moist wind blows, stabilising and strengthening the rukn (K. Sirr al-khalika wa-san^at al-tabt^a, ed. U.
Weisser, Aleppo 1979, 135). This cosmological idea of
strength appears to have subsequently been integrated
into the ordinary meaning of the word, for one of the
meanings of rukn found in the standard Arabic lexicons (e.g. T*-A) is the strongest side (a^dnib) of a thing
(see Lane, loc. cit.).
Again, in a discourse on the motion of celestial
bodies, the Sirr, 140, uses the term to designate each
of the four geographical regions or sides of the
physical world—rukn al-mashrik, rukn al-gharbi, etc.
Finally, in the course of an explication of the tabdV
(natures) [see TABICA], the term is employed strictly in
a conceptual sense, that of the four directions—al-rukn
al-sharki, al-rukn al-gharbi, etc. (188). Here rukn is practically equivalent to djiha.
But it is in the grand alchemical corpus attributed
to Djabir b. Hayyan [q. v. ] that the term reaches its
full technical maturity and sophistication. As in the
Sirr, here too rukn appears in a cosmological context.
Thus, explicating variously his doctrine of the formation and elemental structure of the physical world, the
alchemist distinguishes between natural elements
which constitute gross physical bodies and artificial
elements which are extracted out of these bodies
through alchemical procedures; the former are
designated by the term ustukussdt (sing, ustukuss) or
^andsir (sing. cunsur), etc., and the latter by the term
arkdn (see e.g. K. al-Ldhut and K. al-Bdb, ed. P. Lory,
Damascus 1988, 12, 31; cf. P. Kraus, Jdbir ibn
Hayyan, ii, Cairo 1942, 6). In the K. al-Hudud, rukn is
unambiguously defined: it is that "compound" (see
below) which is produced by alchemical operations
(al-mudabbard) (ed. P. Kraus, Paris 1935, 481). This
stands in sharp contrast to the definition of Ibn Slna
[q.v.}, who explains rukn as a relative concept: it is any
simple body (djism basit), he tells us, that constitutes
an essential part (djuz* dhdti) of the physical world.
Thus, according to Ibn Sma, an individual thing (alshay*) is a rukn in relation to the world; in relation to
what is composed from it, it is an ustufcuss; and in relation to what is generated from it, it is an cunsur (Arabic
text in A.M. Goichon, Lexique de la languephilosophique
d'Ibn Sind, Paris 1938, 144).
There is in the corpus Djdbirianum, however, another
distinct use of the term, something that manifests a
profoundly distinguishing philosophical feature of the
cosmological tradition which its author represents.
Thus arkdn designates the four tabdDzc, hot, cold, moist
and dry. Here, unlike the case practically with all
other philosophical traditions in Islam, the term
kuwwa (SuvocfAi?) is never applied to the tabdV; and
kayfyya (TTOIOTT)?) extremely rarely (cf. P. Kraus, Jdbir
ibn Hayyan, ii, 147, 165; S.N. Haq, Names, natures and
things, Dordrecht and London 1993, 57-62). These
Djabirian arkdn were the primary material elements of
all things; they were the "first simple elements", as
opposed to earth, water, air and fire which latter were
the "second compound elements" (see e.g. K. alTasrifand K. al-Mizdn al-saghir, ed. Kraus, 412, 482).
In Abu Bakr al-Razi [q.v.], as much as we know of
his writings, the term is used but rarely. In his Sirr alasrdr, where rukn does make an appearance, it conveys
the broad sense of an element, equivalent to the
Aristotelian orot^efov (see tr. J. Ruska, Berlin 1937,
121). But, like Djabir (Kraus, Jdbir ibn Hayyan, i,
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Cairo 1943, no. 500), al-Razi too wrote a whole book
on this subject, the lost K. al-Arkdn (H.E. Stapleton,
R.F. Azo and M.H. Husain, Chemistry in Iraq and
Persia in the tenth century A.D., in Memoirs of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, viii [1927], 337). In general, it is in
the specified Aristotelian sense that rukn is most frequently employed in the alchemical and cosmological
writings of mediaeval Islam.
Bibliography: In addition to works cited in the
text, see M. Berthelot and O. Houdas, La chimie au
Moyen Age, iii, Paris 1893; EJ. Holmyard, The
Arabic works of Jdbir ibn Hayyan, Paris 1928; U.
Weisser, Das ,,Buch uber das Geheimnis der Schopfung"
von Pseudo-Apollonius von Tyana, Berlin and New
York 1980.
(S. NOMANUL HAQ)
RUKN AL-DAWLA, ABU cAu AL-HASAN B. BUYA,
second in age of the three brothers that founded
the Buyid dynasty [see BUWAYHIDS], His fortunes
followed those of the elder brother CA1I (later clmad alDawla [q.v. ]) up to the latter's occupation of Pars in
322/934; Rukn al-Dawla was then given the governorship of Kazarun and other districts. But shortly afterwards he was forced by the cAbbasid general Yakut,
at whose expense the Buyid conquest of Pars had been
made, to seek refuge with his brother; and when
Yakut was in turn defeated by the Ziyarid Mardawidj
[q. v. ], the Buyids' former overlord, against whom
they had revolted, clmad al-Dawla, who then found it
advisable to conciliate MardawT^j, sent Rukn alDawla to him as a hostage. On Mardawnjj's
assassination in the following year (323/935), Rukn
al-Dawla escaped and rejoined clmad al-Dawla, by
whom he was supplied with troops to dispute the
possession of Djibal with Mardawidj's brother and
successor, Wu§hmgir. Rukn al-Dawla succeeded at
the outset in taking Isfahan; but the first round of his
contest with Wu§hmgir ended in Rukn al-Dawla's
ejection from that city in 327/939, when he again fled
to Pars.
In the next year Rukn al-Dawla's help was sought
by his younger brother al-Husayn (later Mucizz alDawla [q. v. ]), who had meanwhile set himself up in
Khuzistan, against the Baridis [^.z>.]; whereupon
Rukn al-Dawla, being now possessed of no territory,
attempted to take Wasif but was obliged to retire
when the caliph al-Ra^I [q. v. ] and the amir Bagljkam
[q.v.] opposed him. Almost immediately afterwards,
however, he succeeded in recovering Isfahan, owing
to Wushmgir's championship of Makan b. Kakuya in
a quarrel with the Samanid Nasr b. Ahmad [q.v.]; and
when the latter ruler died in 331/943, Rukn al-Dawla,
who had meanwhile supported the Samanid cause,
was able to drive Wu§hmglr as well from al-Rayy, of
which he had momentarily regained possession on the
retirement of the Samanid general Abu CA1I Caghani.
With al-Rayy, Rukn al-Dawla gained control of the
whole Djibal; and but for two short intervals (of about
a year in each case) retained it for the rest of his days.
Up to 344/955-6, however, his position was highly
precarious. For not only Wughmglr but also the
Samanids continued to challenge it. It was only by
playing them off against each other and sowing
dissensions between the Samanid princes and the
commanders whom they sent against him that Rukn
al-Dawla was able to maintain it. Even so (as indicated above) he was driven from al-Rayy, and his
representatives were expelled from most parts of the
province, once in 333/944-5 and again in 339/950-1,
in each case by Samanid forces. Indeed, he was obliged in the end to become the Samanids' tributary (at
least two agreements for the payment of tribute being
recorded); it was on this basis that he first made peace
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with them in 344/955-6, as again in 361/971-2. In the
course of his long contest with Wusjjmgir, who, until
he was killed in an accident in 357/968 never ceased
to intrigue with the Samanids against him, Rukn alDawla on several occasions invaded Tabaristan and
Gurgan, but was unable to incorporate these provinces permanently in his dominions. And though in
337/948-9, after he had defeated an attempt on alRayy made by the Musafirid or Sallarid Marzuban b.
Muhammad, whom he took prisoner, he gained control of southern Adharbaycljan, his ejection two years
later from al-Rayy itself (see above) naturally cost him
this as well.
Rukn al-Dawla received his lakab simultaneously
with his brothers in 334/945-6, on Mucizz al-Dawla's
entry into Baghdad; and on clmad al-Dawla's death
in 338/949 succeeded him as head of the family and
amir al-umard* (though this title was also held by
Mucizz al-Dawla). The last two years of his life were
rendered unhappy—so much so that he never
recovered from the shock induced by the news—
owing to the conduct of his son, cAclud al-Dawla
[q. v. ], in taking advantage of an appeal for help sent
by clzz al-Dawla Bakhtiyar [q. v. ] (son of Mucizz alDawla and his successor in the rule of clrak), to imprison the latter, and, in conjunction with Rukn alDawla's own wazir Abu '1-Fath Ibn al-cAmid [^.y.],
who had been sent likewise with a force to Bakhtiyar's
aid, to seize that province for himself. And though
c
Aclud al-Dawla obeyed his command to release
Bakhtiyar and return to his government in Fars,
Rukn al-Dawla was only with difficulty persuaded to
visit cAclud al-Dawla in 365/975-6 at Isfahan, in order
to ensure that by receiving a confirmation of his appointment as heir, he should succeed without dispute.
Rukn al-Dawla died at al-Rayy in Muharram of the
next year/September 976.
In the settlement arrangements made at Isfahan
just before his death (see above), Rukn al-Dawla
nominated his eldest son cAglud al-Dawla, at this moment ruler in Pars and subsequently in clrak also, as
his successor, but provided that Rayy should go to his
second son Fakhr al-Dawla [q, v. ], and Hamajihan to
the third son MuDayyid al-Dawla [q. v. ] as subordinate
to cAclud al-Dawla; in the event, Rayy passed under
MuDayyid al-Dawla's control, and Fakhr al-Dawla,
who fled to the Ziyarids and Samanids, was only able
to establish his claims there after MuDayyid al-Dawla's
death.
As shown above, Rukn al-Dawla faced considerable
difficulties in setting the northern amirate of the
Buyids on a firm basis, but what success he achieved
was largely attributable to the firm backing and wise
advice of his vizier, the famous Abu '1-Faoll Ibn alc
Am!d [q.v.], who served the Buyid for 32 lunar years
(328-60/940-70) and was able to contain the violence
and rapacity which were the normal attributes of a
ruler like Rukn al-Dawla who had begun as a
Daylami robber chief. Nevertheless, Miskawayh, in
Eclipse of the ^Abbasid caliphate, ii, 279, tr. v, 298-9,
lamented that Ibn al-cAmid was prevented from
establishing the rule of justice by his master's impetuosity and lack of inherited kingly authority. The
circle of scholars and literary men which grew up
around the vizier, one which at various times included
such luminaries as Abu Hayyan_al-Tawhidi [q. v. ], the
philosopher Abu '1-Hasan al-cAmin [q.v. in Suppl.]
and Miskawayh himself, as Ibn al-cAmId's coadjutor,
made Rayy at this time a dazzling centre of Arabic
culture (see J.L. Kraemer, Humanism in the renaissance
of Islam. The cultural revival during the Buyid age, Leiden
1986, 210-11, 223, 230, 241-6). It is less easy to

estimate whether there was a specifically Persian element within Rukn al-Dawla's ethos of rulership, but
he does seem to have conceived of himself as a
monarch in the line of ancient Persia, possibly as an
inheritance from his early life in the entourage of
Mardawlg!j; a silver medal struck at Rayy in 351/962
depicts the amir as a Persian emperor and has a legend
in Pahlavi "May the glory of the king of kings increase!" (see G.C. Miles, A portrait of the Buyid prince
Rukn al-Dawlah, ANS Museum Notes no. 11, New
York 1964; Kraemer, op. cit., 44).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): 1. Sources. Miskawayh, in Eclipse, iii, tr. iv-v; Gardlzl, Zayn al-akhbdr; Ibn al-Athlr,
viii; Ibn Khallikan, ed. c Abbas, ii, 118-19 no. 176,
tr. de Slane, i, 407-8; Mlrkhwand, ed. and Ger. tr.
F. Wilken, Mirchonds Geschichte der Sultane aus dem
Geschlechte Bujeh, Berlin 1835. 2. Studies. Spuler,
Iran, 94 ff.; H.' Busse, Chalif und Grosskonig, die
Buyiden im Iraq (945-1055), Beirut-Wiesbaden 1969,
index; idem, in Camb. hist. Iran, iv, 254, 262-9.
(H. BowEN-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
RUKN AL-DIN [see KiLipj ARSLAN n and m].
RUKN AL-DIN BARBAK SHAH b. Nasir al-Din
Matimud Shah, Bengal Sultan of the restored Ilyas
Shahiline, r. 864-79/1460-74.
Barbak was one of the most powerful of the
medieval rulers of Bengal, achieving a great reputation from his warfare against the Hindu rulers of
Orissa and northern and eastern Bengal, regaining
Silhet [q.v.] (Sylhet) and also Chittagong [q.v.] from
the Arakanese. He recruited for his armies Habashi
military slaves and Arab mercenaries, and popular
hagiographical tradition attributed many of Barbak's
conquest to one of this latter group, the warrior-saint
Shah Ismacil Ghazi cArabi, concerning whom a
Risdlat al-Shuhadd* was composed in 1042/1633 by Plr
Muhammad Shat{ari, see Storey, i, 990. Bengal
prospered under Barbak; he undertook extensive
building work on his palace at Gawr or Lakhnawtl
[q.v.] and was a great patron of Bengali literature.
Bibliography: R.C. Majumdar (ed.), The history
and culture of the Indian people. VI. The Delhi Sultanate,
Bombay 1960, 212-13; K.A. Nizami and M. Habib
(eds.), A comprehensive history of India. V. The Delhi
Sultanate (A. D. 1206-1526), Delhi etc. 1970, 1153-4.
_ (C.E. BOSWORTH)
RUKN AL-DIN £HUR§HAH, Nizarl Isma c ill
imam and the last lord of A l a m u t . The eldest son
of'Ala 3 al-Din Muhammad III (r. 618-53/1221-55),
Rukn al-Dm (al-Hasan), also known as Khurshah.
was born in Rudbar around the year 627/1230; and it
was in his childhood that he was designated to succeed
to the Nizarl imamate. Rukn al-Din succeeded, as an
imam, to the leadership of the Nizari Ismacfll community and state upon the assassination of his father
on the last day of Shawwal 653/1 December 1255. His
very brief but eventful reign as the eighth and last lord
of Alamut coincided with the completion of the
Mongol conquests in Persia and the final year in the
history of the Persian Nizarl state of the Alamut
period.
By the time of Rukn al-Dln's accession, the Persian
Nizarls of Kuhistan and Kumis had already experienced a foretaste of the destructive powers of the
Mongol hordes. But it remained for Hiilegu or
Hulagu [q.v.] or Hiilegu himself, leading a major
Mongol expedition to Persia, to uproot the Nizarl
state centred in Rudbar [see RUDHBAR] in the central
Alburz mountains of northern Persia. The sources are
generally ambiguous on Rukn al-Dm's policy vis-avis the Mongol invaders. Vacillating between submis-
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sion and resistance, he eventually seems to have aimed towards a compromise solution, perhaps hoping to
avert at least the Mongol capture of the chief Nizari
strongholds in Rudbar. But he did adopt a conciliatory policy towards the Sunms who had played a
part in spurring the Mongols against the Nizan
IsmacilTs. Be it as it may, Rukn al-Dln was drawn into
an intricate and ultimately futile web of negotiations
with the Mongols, from the time of Hulagu's arrival
in Persia in Rabi* I 654/April 1256. The Nizan ruler
also dispatched several embassies, headed variously
by his vizier Shams al-Dm GflakT and a number of his
own brothers, to Hulagu, who persistently demanded
nothing less than Rukn al-Dln's total submission and
his orders for the demolition of the Nizari fortresses,
including Alamut, the traditional seat of the Nizari
state.
Having grown weary of Rukn al-Dln's delaying
tactics, Hulagu soon decided to launch his assault on
Nizari Rudbar, ordering the main Mongol armies to
converge on Maymun-Diz [q.v. ], where the Nizari
ruler was then staying. On 18 Shawwal 654/8 November 1256, Hulagu himself encamped on a hilltop
facing Maymun-Diz. After the failure of a last round
of Nizari-Mongol negotiations followed by a few days
of intense fighting, the Nizari ruler was finally obliged
to surrender. On 29 Shawwal 654/19 November
1256, Rukn al-Din Khursjiah, accompanied by a
group of Nizari dignitaries and Naslr al-Dm al-TusT,
descended from Maymun-Diz and presented himself
before the Mongol conqueror, marking the close of
the Nizari state of Persia; he had ruled for exactly one
year.
Subsequently, Rukn al-Dm was treated hospitably
by the Mongols whilst they still needed his cooperation to persuade the remaining Nizari strongholds to
surrender. Rukn al-Dm now issued a general order of
surrender to the commandants of the Nizari fortresses; about forty such fortresses in Rudbar fell
readily into Mongol hands, and they were duly
dismantled after their garrisons were taken into
custody. Alamut did not surrender until the end of
Dhu 'l-Kacda 654/December 1256, and Lanbasar
[q. v. ] held out for another year while Girdkuh resisted
its Mongol besiegers until 669/1270. The Persian
historian Djuwayni, who took part in the truce
negotiations between his master Hulagu and the
Nizaris and drew up Rukn al-Dm's actual terms of
surrender, has left a vivid description of Alamut,
before the Mongols destroyed that impregnable fortress and its famous library.
As the Nizari imam's usefulness to the Mongols approached its end, Hulagu approved of Rukn al-Dln's
curious request to visit the Great Khan Mongke [q. v. ]
in Mongolia. On 1 Rabi< I 655/9 March 1257, Rukn
al-DTn set out on his fateful journey to Karakorum,
accompanied by a group of companions and some
Mongol escorts. Once in Karakorum, or its vicinity,
however, Mongke refused to meet with the captive
Nizari imam, on the apparent pretext that he still had
not delivered Lanbasar and Girdkuh to the Mongols.
By that time, Mongke had already sanctioned a
general massacre of the Persian Nizaris who were in
Mongol custody. Rukn al-Dm Khurshah's own tragic
end occurred sometime in the late spring of 655/1257,
when he and his companions, then supposedly on the
return journey to Persia, were put to the sword by
their Mongol guards somewhere along the edge of the
Khangai mountains in central Mongolia.
Bibliography: £)juwaynl, iii, 106-42, 253-78;
Djuwaynl-Boyle, ii, 618-40, 707-25; Rashld al-Dm
Fadl Allah, Qjflmic al-tawdrikh, kismat-i Ismdciliydn,
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ed. M.T. Danishpazhuh and M. MudarrisI Zandjam, Tehran 1338 S&./1959, 182-95; idem, Histoire
des Mongols de la Perse, ed. and tr. E. Quatremere,
Paris 1836, 180-220; idem, Djdmi^ al-tawdrikh, iii,
ed. A.A. Alizade, Baku, 1957, 24 if., 29-38; Abu
'1-Kasim cAbd Allah b. CA1I Kashanl, Zubdat altawdrikh, bakhsh-i Fdtimiydn wa Nizdriydn, ed. M.T.
Danishpazhuh, 2nd ed., Tehran 1366 Sh./1987,
219-20, 224-33; M.G.S. Hodgson, The Order of
Assassins, The Hague 1955, 261-71; B. Lewis, The
Assassins, London 1967, 91-6, French tr., Les
Assassins, tr. A. Pelissier, Paris 1982, 132-7; J.A.
Boyle, The Ismd^ilis and the Mongol invasion, in
Ismdcf/f contributions to Islamic culture, ed. S.H. Nasr,
Tehran 1977, 7-22; F. Daftary, The Ismd'tlfs: Their
history and doctrines, Cambridge 1990, 421-9, 435,
444, 697-8 (containing further bibliographical
references).
_
(F. DAFTARY)
RUKNABAD (or AB-I RUKNI, the water of Rukn
al-Dawla), a s u b t e r r a n e a n canal (kandt) which runs
from a mountain (called Kulayca: P. Schwarz, Iran im
Mittelalter, ii, 48, no. 7) about six miles from Shlraz.
Enlarged by a secondary canal, it follows for a part of
the way the road from Isfahan to Shlraz. Its waters
reach as far as the vicinity of the town towards the
cemetery in which the poet Hafiz [q.v.] is buried,
when they are not entirely absorbed for irrigation purposes. According to Hasan Fasa5! (Fdrs-ndma-yi Ndsiri,
part ii, 20), "all the waters of the plain of Shlraz come
by subterranean channels except the water from the
spring of Djushk... The best waters are those of the
ZangI and Ruknl canals.... The Kanat-i Rukni (i.e.
Ruknabad) was made in 338/949-50, one-and-a-half
farsakhs to the northeast of Shlraz by Rukn al-Dawla
Hasan b. Buya [see BUWAYHIDS]; its waters rise in the
ravine of Tang-i Allah Akbar a mile north of Shlraz;
it waters the plain of al-Musalla". In the 8th/14th century, Ruknabad is mentioned by Ibn Battu{a and by
Hamd Allah MustawfT Kazwlnl (Nuzhat al-kulub, tr.
Le Strange, 113: "The water comes from subterranean canals and the best is that of Ruknabad"). But
it is to the poets that this canal really owes its fame.
In the 6th/12th century Sacdi declares himself charmed by the land of Shfraz and the waters of Ruknabad
(Kulliyydt, Calcutta 1791, fol. 299b, 1. 4). In the
following century, cUbayd-i Zakani sings: "The
zephyr which blows from al-Musalla and the wave of
Ruknabad remove from the stranger the memory of
his native land" (text quoted by E.G. Browne, who
finds in it an echo of Sacdl, LHP, iii, 238). Hafiz in
particular immortalised Ruknabad in his verses:
"Pour out, cup-bearer, the wine that is left, for in
Paradise thou shalt find neither the stream of
Ruknabad nor the promenade of al-Musalla" (ed.
Khalkhall, Tehran 1306/1927, no. 3, v. 2); "Shlraz
and the wave of Ruknl and the sweet breeze of the
zephyr, blame them not, for they are the pride of the
universe" (ibid., no. 35, v. 7); "The zephyr which
blows from al-Musalla and the wave of Ruknabad will
never allow me to depart" (ibid., no. 168, v. 9);
"May God a hundred times preserve our Ruknabad,
for its limpid waters give a life as long as that of
JChidr" [q.v.] (ibid., no. 277, v. 2), and in a piece
which may be apocryphal (ibid., part 2, no. 71): "The
water of Ruknl, like sugar, rises in al-Tang (-i Allah
Akbar)". According to later writers, Ruknabad,
which Ibn Battuta called a great water-course (al-nahr
al-kabir), gradually dried up. Among the notable
travellers of the 17th century, Chardin, almost alone
in mentioning it, saw only a large stream and gives
Ruknabad the fanciful meaning "Ruknenabat, veine
ou filet de sucre" (Voyages, ed. Langles, viii, 241). At
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the end of the 18th century, W. Franklin praises the
sweetness and clearness of the waters of this little
stream to which the natives attribute medicinal qualities. At the beginning of the 19th century, Scott Waring notes that its breadth was nowhere more than six
feet. Ker Porter observes that the canal has become
choked up through neglect. The Kulthum-ndma
deplores the disappearance of the groves that surrounded it. At a later date we have the same observation by Gobineau ("Cette onde poetique ne m'apparut que sous 1'aspect d'un trou bourbeux"),
Curzon ("a tiny channel filled with running water")
and Sykes ("a diminutive stream").
The Fdrs-ndma-yi Nasiri mentions a second
Ruknabad in Pars: "The source of the warm stream
of Ruknabad is part of the district of Bikha-yi Fal
(Laristan); it is over afarsakh north of the village of
Ruknabad; having a bad flavour and an unpleasant
smell, it is of no use for agriculture; it cooks in a few
minutes eggs put into it; one can only bathe in it at
some distance from the spring" (ii, 318 middle, 288).
Bibliography: In addition to the references in
the text, see Ibn Baftuta, ii, 53, 87, tr. Gibb, ii,
299, 318; Abu 'l-cAbbas Ahmad b. Abi '1-Khayr
Zarkub §hlrazi (8th/14th century), Shtrdz-ndma,
Tehran 1305-10/1926-31, _23-4 (panegyric in a
precious style); Zayn al-cAbid!n Shirwani (19th
century), Riyaj, al-siydha, 336, ult. and Bustdn alsiydha, 326 middle (short notices); Kitdb-i Kulthumndma, tr. Thonnelier, Le livre des dames de la Perse,
Paris 1881, 120, tr. Atkinson, Customs and manners of
the women of Persia, London 1832, 77; L. Dubeux, La
Perse, Paris 1841, 34; W. Franklin, Voyage du Bengal
en Perse, tr. Langles, Paris, year VI, i, 107; Scott
Waring, A tour to Sheeraz, London 1807, 40; Morier,
A second journey through Persia, London 1818, 69;
Ouseley, Travels, London 1819, i, 318, ii, 7; Porter,
Travels, London 1821, i, 686/695; de Gobineau,
Trois ans en Asie, Paris 1922, i, 199; H. Brugsch,
Reise... nach Persien, Leipzig 1862, ii, 166; Curzon,
Persia, London 1892, ii, 93, 96; E.G. Browne, Ayear
amongst the Persians, London 1893, index; P.M.
Sykes, Ten thousand miles in Persia, London 1902,
323; Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate,
Cambridge 1905, 250 (on the water supply of
Shiraz); A.V.W. Jackson, Persia past and present,
New York 1906, 323; A.J. Arberry, Shiraz, Norman, Okla. 1960, index; W. Barthold, An historical
geography of Iran, Princeton 1984, 156.
(H. MASS£)
RUKYA (A.), from the root r - k -y meaning "to
ascend" (cf. Kur'an, XVII, 93, XXXVIII, 10; to
this, LXXV, 27, adds the idea of "enchanter", "one
who cures" and "magician" rdkin, a term often found
in the Sira, in Hadith and in the Sunna), "enchantm e n t , magical spell". Since casting a spell was
usually by means of a magical formula pronounced or
written on an amulet of parchment or leather, rdktn is
to be connected with kdri* and rikk [q.v.]. The term
tardktof the preceding verse, 26, from the root r-k-wly,
variously understood by the commentators, means
"collar bones" (see TA and Lane, s.v.; Steingass,
Persian-English diet., 291), and reminds one of the
Clavicules de Salomon, a book of magic, printed in 1641
and reissued by Pierre Belfond, Paris n.d. It is known
that Judaeo-Arabic tradition attributes various works
of a magical nature (notably Solomon's seal) to
Solomon, a mythic character of the Kur 5 an who controls the winds, animals, spirits, named seventeen
times in the Kurgan (see esp., XXXVIII, 30-9, and
cf. Ibn Sacd, viii, 147; Ibn al-Athir, i, 160-70; Ibn alMudjawir, i, 103, ii, 164, 173, 180, etc.).

Rukya, corresponding to Latin carmen, magical
chant, consists in the pronouncing of magical formulae for procuring an enchantment. It is one of the
procedures of sihr [q. v. ], used by the Prophet himself
and, because of this, permitted in exceptional cases,
on condition that it brings benefit to people and does
not harm anyone. One may have recourse to it against
poison, bites, fever, the evil eye, etc. (many refs. in A.
Kovalenko, Magie et Islam, diss. Strasbourg 1979,
reprod. by Minute S.A., Geneva 1981, pp. 721; cf.
113 and 247 (notes); see also G. Bousquet, L'authentique tradition musulmane, Paris 1964, 301 nos. 105-6, and
308 no. 130). According to Muslim, ii, 279, "charms
are forbidden as soon as they touch upon, in one manner or another, polytheism".
The Prophet thought that beneficial rukya could
modify the fate decreed by God and that it was in fact
part of it (al-Tirmidhl, ii, 7). For him, "the evil eye
definitely exists. If something could forestall destiny,
the [evil] eye would precede it" (Muslim, ii, 275). In
this case, he recommended rukya. Faced with a slave
whose colour had altered, he said to one of his wives,
"Have recourse to magical means, for he has been affected by some malevolent glance" (ibid., ii, 277;
Bousquet, op. cit., 232-2 no. 104). He himself used
rukya in order to cure a sick man; he placed his right
hand on him and pronounced a conjuration formula
(Muslim, ii, 276-7). When he was ill_, he recited over
himself magical formulae and spat. cADisha used to do
it for him when sorrow was particularly heavy upon
him (ibid., ii, 277). The angel Gabriel would sometimes come to him and apply a rukya (ibid., ii, 274-5).
There exists a complete literature called al-Tibb alnabawi "Prophetic medicine", full of recipes and
practices of this kind attributed to Muhammad (see
Ibn al-Athir, Usdal-ghdba, ii, 258, 277 = ii, 289, 300;
A. Perron, La Medecine du Prophete,; K. Opitz, Die
Medizin im Koran, Stuttgart 1906; T. Fahd, La divination arabe, Paris 1967, 241-5; and art. KHAWASS
AL-KUR D AN).
Starting from these Prophetic examples, rukya from
then onwards multiplied enormously, and, especially,
amongst the more backward milieux of society. The
intellectual classes were unanimous in formally "forbidding the practise of magic, but, in the absence of
a definition of the idea of sihr in the Kurgan, as likewise in Islamic law, this prohibition was watered
down by the Prophetic example. Al-Djuwaynl (d.
681/1283), an Ashcari jurist, wrote, "God has merely
prohibited what is harmful and not that which is
useful; if it is possible for you to be useful to your
brother, then do it" (cited in Bousquet, op. cit., 301
n. 104); whilst Ibn Khaldun wrote, "The religious
law makes no distinction between sorcery, talismans
and prestidigitation. It puts them all into the same
class of forbidden things" (Mukaddima, tr. Rosenthal,
iii, 169).
For al-Ghazali, who provided Islamic theology with
its definitive formulation, magic is based on a combined knowledge of the properties of certain terrestrial
elements and of propitious astral risings. This
knowledge is not in itself blameworthy, but it could
only serve to injure others and to do evil (Ifyyd*, i, 4950). The privileged place given to this knowledge is
justified by words attributed to the Prophet, "The
superiority of the believer who also possesses
knowledge over the merely pious believer is that of 70
degrees" (cited in ibid., i, 12).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the text): I. Goldziher, Zauberelemente im islamischen
Gebiete, in Orientalistische Studien Th. Noldeke gewidmet,
Giessen 1906, i, 303-29; E. Doutte, Magie et religion
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dans I'Afrique du Nord, Algiers 1909; W.B. Stevenson, Some specimens of Moslem charms, in Studia semitica
et orientalia (J. Robertson vol.), Glasgow 1920, 84114; G. Bousquet, Fiqh et sorcellerie, in AIEO, viii
(1949-50), 230-4; H. Kriss-Heinrich, Volksglaube im
Bereich des Islam. II. Amulette und Beschworungen,
Wiesbaden 1961 (with 104 pis.); T. Fahd, Le monde
du sorcier en Islam, in Le monde du sorcier ( = Sources
orientales, 7), Paris 1966, 157-204; idem, art. Magic
in Islam, in M. Eliade (ed.), Encyclopaedia of religions,
New York 1987, repr. in L.E. Sullivan, Hidden
truths: magic, alchemy and the occult, New YorkLondon 1989, 122-30; Fahd, La connaissance de I'inconnaissable et I'obtention de ^impossible dans la pensee
mantique et magique de I'lslam, in BEO, xliv (1993),
33-44; idem, Sciences naturelles et magie dans Ghayat
al-haklm du Ps. -Maajriti, in Ciencias de la naturaleza en
Al-Andalus. Textos y estudios, i, ed. E. Garcia Sanchez, Granada 1990, 11-21.
(T. FAHD)
RUM. 1. In Arabic l i t e r a t u r e .
Rum occurs in Arabic literature with reference to
the Romans, the Byzantines and the Christian
Melkites interchangeably. This issue of nomenclature
is the first problem that confronts the reader of Arabic
literature. Most often, however, the reference is to the
Byzantines, which is the meaning followed in this
entry.
The sources for the pre-Islamic times include the
important Namara [q. v. ] inscription. All the literary
sources were written in later Islamic times, deriving
from the historian Ibn al-Kalbl.
In the Islamic period, the first reference to Rum occurs in the Kurgan (Surat al-Rum, XXX, 1-5): "The
Rum have been vanquished in the nearer part of the
land..." Kurgan exegesis contains several explanations for these verses and provides further information
on the Byzantines (al-Tabari, Djdmi^ al-baydn ft ta*wil
al-Kur^dn, Cairo 1954, xviii, 17-19; al-AlusI, Ruh alma^dni; Ibn Kathir, Tqfsir al-Kur^dn al-cAztm). Rum
also occurs in hadith literature, where Constantinople,
in particular, partakes in apocalyptic traditions. Such
is the hadith in al-Bukhari stating that Umm Haram
had heard the Prophet saying "The first among my
people to attack the city of Caesar will see their sins
forgiven" (Sahth, 56, ch. 93) or that found in Ibn
Hanbal, "The Dadjdjal will not appear until the
Byzantines are vanquished" (Musnad, 178). The Stra
of Ibn Hisham includes several references to the Rum
in various contexts such as warfare, justice, trade and
the diplomatic relations with Emperor Heraclius (Sirat
al-Nabi, ed. M. cAbd al-Hamld, iv, 170). The conquest literature which chronicles the conflict between
Byzantium and the Arab Islamic forces digresses into
various other subjects as well such as Muhammad alAzdf's diversion into issues of Byzantine injustice (K.
Futuh al-Shdm, ed. Nassau Lees, Calcutta 157-8). Ibn
al-Actham al-Kufi's references in his K. al-Futuh,
Haydarabad 1968, i, 151) are connected with scenes
of Byzantine ceremonial, elegance and wealth.
In the main historical chronicles, in al-Taban's
Ta^nkh al-Rusul wa 'l-muluk, for instance, references to
Rum are guaranteed at the end of each year; the account closes by mentioning Muslim raids into Byzantine territory.
For Constantinople
[see ALKUSTANTINIYYA], in particular, the last major siege led
by Maslama in 98/716-17 is recounted in detail in the
anonymous Kitdb al-^Uyun, ed. de Goeje, Leiden
1869, i, 23-33. The conflict between Byzantium and
the Islamic state directed the orientation of the sources
so that warfare holds a predominant place in the
Futuh, chronicles and historical works.
The Rum figure prominently in the Arabic
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geographical literature of the 3rd-5th/9th-llth centuries. The geographers of the early "clraki" school,
Ibn Khurradadhbih, Ibn Rusta, Ibn al-FakTh and
Kudama b. Djacfar included in their respective works
a chapter on the Byzantines. Ibn Khurradadhbih's alMasdlik wa 'l-mamdlik provides information on fiscal
revenues, itineraries, geographical boundaries, and
the make-up of Byzantine population. Ibn Rusta's alAcldk al-nafisa includes the most detailed Arabic description of Constantinople. Among the geographers
of the "Balkhi" school, Ibn Hawkal alone, in his K.
Surat al-arol, provides a full-length chapter on the lands
of Rum. Foremost among all Arabic works are the
two masterpieces of al-MascudI, K. al-Tanbth wa 7ishrdf and Murua£ al-dhahab, which include not only
geographical material and anecdotes on the Rum but
also attempt at a systematic historical treatment of
Byzantine history after the rise of Islam. See also
Manuela Marin, «Rum» in the works of three Spanish
Muslim geographers, in Graeco-Arabica, iii (Athens 1984),
109-17.
The organisation of the Byzantine administration
and the army is referred to in various texts such as
Kudama b. Djacfar's K. al-Khard^ (255-7) and the
Mafdtth al-Qulum of al-KhwarazmI (see for this last,
C.E. Bosworth, Al-Khwdrazmion the secular and religious
titles of the Byzantines and Christians, in CT, xxxv, no.
139-40 [1987] ( = Melanges Ch. Pellat), 28-36). Descriptions of Byzantine ceremonial are found in Ibn Rusta,
where the Muslim prisoner Harun b. Yahya witnessed several ceremonials of the Byzantine court (123-5).
Anecdotes concerning the court ceremonial are found
in al-Mascudi (Murudj., ii, 18) and Ibn al-Faklh (Mukhtasar K. al-Bulddn, 137-8) and other works. Important
references to Rum are made in the context of embassies and diplomatic relations, hence the importance of Ibn al-Farra°'s Ta^rtkh al-Rusul wa 'l-muluk
wa-man yasluh li 'l-sifdra written in the 4th/10th century. Special works like the K. al-Dhakhd^ir wa 'l-tuhaf
of the KaclT Ibn al-Zubayr, ed. M. Hamldullah and S.
Munadjdjid, Kuwayt 1959, from the 5th/llth century, deal mostly with exchange of gifts between
Muslim and Byzantine rulers and include information
on ceremonials.
In works typically referred to as adab, references to
the Byzantines are most often scattered and anecdotal.
Al-Djahiz has dispersed references in his K. alHayawdn. He deals in a much more consistent way
with the topic in his epistle Risdla ft al-radd 'aid 'lNasdrd (ed. A. Harun, in Rasd^il, iii) and in al-Akhbdr
wa-kayfa tasihh, in JA, cclv [1967], 65-105). Some
anecdotes are rather extensive, such as those mentioned by al-Tanukhl (d. 384/945-6) concerning an
Arab prisoner captured by the Byzantines (al-Faraa^
bacd al-shidda, ed. A. al-ghaldji, Beirut 1978, ii, 192205) or the meeting between a Christian grandfather
and a Muslim grandson (ibid., ii, 29-31). The K. alAghdni includes information on the Byzantine Empress Irene (Bulak, xvii, 44), anecdotes on the correspondence between the Umayyad caliph cUrhar b.
c
Abd al-cAziz and the Byzantine Emperor (viii, 157)
as well as on the poet Irnru3 al-Kays, explaining how
his death was related to a Byzantine princess (viii, 73).
In a typical adab work such as Ibn Kutayba's cUyun alakhbdr, references are mentioned in several books, depending on the context, whether war, food, morals,
etc... In addition to anecdotes, some works of adab
contain statements about the various civilised nations
in the context of the §hucubiyya [q.v.] controversy
such as the K. al-Imtd* wa 'l-mu *dnasa of Abu Hayyan
al-Tawhldl (d. 414/1023). One should note also $acid
al-AndalusT's (d. 462/1070 [q.v.]) Tabakdt al-umam.
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References to the Byzantine language and script
imply some mutual knowledge of the rivals' respective
language. Most of the information concerning the
literary achievements of the Rum appears within the
intellectual discussion that accompanied the §hucubi
movement, notably by al-Djahiz in his K. al-Baydn wa
'l-tabyin. The first section of the Fihrist of Ibn alNadlm describes the four different Greek scripts used
by the Rum in Baghdad.
In poetry, references are scattered in isolated
verses. More significant poems are found in Abu
Nuwas and Abu 'l-cAtahiya as they sing the praises of
Harun al-Rashid, while Abu Tammam (Diwdn, ed.
Shahin cAUyya, Beirut 1889, 289, verse 18 and 35,
verses 6-10) and al-Buhturi (Diwdn, Beirut, 1911, 24,
verses 3-14) focus on the achievements of al-MaDmun
and al-Muctasim. The capture of Amorium in
233/838 by al-Muctasim was the subject of a famous
poem by Abu Tammam. The most notable Arab poet
to deal at length with the Arab-Byzantine wars is alMutanabbl. As long as he remained at the court of the
Hamdanid Sayf al-Dawla [q. v. ] in Aleppo, Mutanabbl devoted poems to each of the Amir's campaigns
against the Byzantines, so that his poems are useful as
topographical and historical sources.
Bibliography:
This is enormous, since
references to the Rum can be found almost
anywhere. One may single out, in addition to
sources mentioned in the article, Kadi cAbd alDjabbar's Tathbit dald^il al-nubuwwa, Beirut 1966,
which focuses on personal traits and morality of the
Byzantines, and al-Kadi al-Nu c man's K. al-Madjalis
wa 'l-musdyardt which has the benefit of including
the Fatimids in the picture. Irfan Shahid, Byzantium
and the Arabs in the fourth century, Washington 1984,
see also his Byzantium and the Arabs in the fifth century,
Washington 1989, investigates very meticulously
the pre-Islamic sources on the Byzantines. M.
Canard, Les expeditions des Arabes contre Constantinople
dans I'histoire et la legende, in JA, ccviii-ccix (1926),
61-121, provides a good introduction for the
references to the Byzantines and, particularly, Constantinople in the genre of folkloric traditions. A.
Miquel, La geographic humaine du monde musulmanjusqu'au milieu du XI™ siecle, Paris 1967-88, 4 vols.,
provides an excellent introduction to the Arab
geographers' view of the world around them including the Rum. Also valuable is Ahmad Shboul,
Byzantium and the Arabs: the image of the Byzantines as
mirrored in Arabic Literature, in Proceedings of the First
Australian Byzantine Studies Conference, London 1979,
and idem, Al-Mas'udi and his world, London 1979,
ch. 6, The Byzantines. See also ASFAR, BANU 'L-.
(NADIA EL CHEIKH)
2. Relations between the Islamic powers and
the B y z a n t i n e s .
(a) Military and political aspects of Arab-Byzantine
relations
The Muslims, first the Arabs and then, with the incursions of the Turkmens into Anatolia from the
5th/llth century onwards, the Turks, had close relations, often bellicose but at times on a more peaceful
level, for a period of some eight centuries. This extended from the initial Arab conquests of Byzantine
imperial territories in the Levant, Egypt and the
Mediterranean islands until the final extinction of the
remnants of the Byzantine empire, and also of Greek
independence, by the falls of Constantinople
(857/1453), the Despotate of Morea (864/1460) and
the empire of Trebizond (865/1461).
The ambivalent relations of the two great world
faiths and powers of the Near East and Eastern

Europe were thus manifested in both the politicomilitary sphere and also the cultural one (see section
(b) below). Constantinople was from the outset a goal
of Muslim arms, as the supreme bastion of the rival
faith of Christianity, and Arab raids were directed at
the East Roman capital itself from the caliphate of
c
Uthman onwards, with the warriors' enthusiasm
soon buttressed by apocalyptic traditions looking forward to the city's capture. Such traditions, e.g. the
prophetal hadith that Constantinople would fall to an
Islamic ruler who bore the name of a prophet (in this
case, of Solomon) seem to have been a motive behind
the prolonged, but ultimately unsuccessful, onslaught
on the Byzantine capital begun by Sulayman b. cAbd
al-Malik (97-99/716-18) (see R. Eisener, Zwischen
Faktum und Fiktion. Eine Studie zum Umayyadenkalifen
Sulaimdn b. ^Abdalmalik und seinem Bild in den Quellen,
Wiesbaden 1987, 129-37; and see KUSTANTINIYYA).
When the new caliph cUmar (il) cAbd al-cAziz
abandoned the expansionist plans of his predecessors,
the apocryphal and messianic motives decreased in
vigour, and the last effort of the Arabs against Constantinople was that of the prince Harun, later the
caliph al-Rashid, who appeared at Scutari in 165/7812 but was bought off by a timely offer of tribute from
the Empress Irene. The real legacy of these Arab attacks was in the spheres of folklore and hagiography
rather than a material one. Thus the tomb of the
veteran Medinan Companion Abu Ayyub al-Ansari
[q.v.], who died during the siege of Constantinople by
Yazld b. Mucawiya in his father's caliphate, became
regarded as a source of baraka or charisma for the
Muslims, most recently by the Ottoman Mehemmed
II the Conqueror [q.v.], after his entry into Constantinople, who erected a splendid mosque, the present
one of Eyup, on the tomb's supposed site. The siege
of Constantinople by Maslama b. cAbd al-Malik [q.v.]
during Sulayman's caliphate left behind, it was
believed, a tangible memorial in the shape of a
mosque, identified in the later popular mind with
what is now called the Arab Camii in Karakoy (in
fact, this building was given as a church to the
Dominicans, as the Church of St. Paul or St.
Dominic, in 1232, during the Latin occupation of
Constantinople, and only became a mosque at the Ottoman conquest). Harun al-Ra§hid's efforts, though
in reality without issue, played a big part in later Ottoman Turkish folklore, and according to one story
retailed by the llth/17th century traveller EwliyaD
Celebi [q. v. ], Harun avenged a massacre of Muslims
within Constantinople by hanging the Emperor
Nicephorus I in Santa Sophia (see M. Canard, Les expeditions des Arabes contre Constantinople dans I'histoire et
dans la legende, inJA, ccviii [1926]. 87-106 - Byzance et
les Musulmanes du Proche Orient, Variorum Reprints,
London 1973, no. I; C.E. Bosworth, Byzantium and the
Arabs: war and peace between two world civilisations, in
Jnal. of Oriental and African Studies, iii-iv [Athens 19912], 1-4).
There was periodic naval warfare along the coasts
of southern and western Anatolia and against Byzantine islands like Cyprus [see KUBRUS], Rhodes [see
RODOS], Crete [see IKRITISH] and Sicily [see SIKILLIYA],
although the Byzantine navy generally managed to retain maritime control—with intervals of Muslim
successes—over the first three of these islands and
over the Aegean islands in general until the advent of
Italian, Catalan and French adventurers there, above
all, the Venetians and Genoese, in the 12th century
A.D. (see, in general, E. Eickhoff, Seekrieg und
Seepolitik zwischen Islam und Abendland. Das Mittelmeer
unter byzantinischer und arabische Hegemonie (650-1040),
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Berlin 1966; H. Ahrweiler, Byzance et la mer. La marine
de guerre, la politique et les institutions maritime de Byzance
aux VIIe-XVe siecles, Paris 1966; and on one specific
early naval battle, DHAT AL-§AWARI, in Suppl.).
By land, warfare was intermittent between Greeks
and Arabs in southeastern Anatolia and its marches
for some four centuries. When not distracted by internal difficulties of the caliphate, the Muslims normally
mounted summer raids (sawd^if, sing, sd^ifa [q.v. ])
and, occasionally, winter ones (shawdti, sing, shdtiya),
often under the leadership of Umayyad or cAbbasid
princes (e.g. Maslama, al-cAbbas b. al-Walid b. cAbd
al-Malik and cAbd al-Malik b. $alih b. CA1T) and other
prominent commanders. Quite often, their raids
penetrated deep into Byzantine territory, such as the
famed sack by al-Muctasim of Amorion ( c Ammuriya
[q.v.]) in 223/838. But on the whole, there were no
permanent, large-scale Arab annexations in Anatolia,
and in the later 3rd/9th century, the advent to the
throne in Byzantium of the vigorous Macedonian
emperors set the Christians on the offensive in
northern Syria and al-Djazira, this impetus only
being checked by the appearance of the Turkmens as
a factor in the politics of the region and, behind them,
the constituting of the Great Saldjuk sultanate [see
SALDJUKS]. Only then, in the second half of the
5th/l 1th century, was the stage set for the gradual advance of the Turks into Anatolia after the Saldjuk
sultan Alp Arslan [q.v.] had decisively defeated
Romanus IV Diogenes at Mantzikert or Malazgird
[q.v.] in 463/1071, thereby gaining control over much
of eastern Anatolia. During the next four centuries,
Anatolia was to be completely taken over by Turkish
dynasties, to be finally unified by the Ottomans [see
C
OTHMANLI], with portentous changes in the ethnic
and religious composition and the socio-economic
make-up of Asia Minor (see section (c) below).
The interface of Byzantine-Arab land contact was
essentially the region of southeastern Anatolia backed
on the Muslim side by a line of "strongholds"
(cawdsim [q.v.]), a line of protective fortresses stretching in an arc from Antioch through the Anti-Taurus
and the upper Euphrates region to Manbidj. Before
this line of rear defences lay a stretch of debatable
land, much fought over, the clawd^ih al-Rum or "exterior lands facing the Greeks", in which were
situated the "gaps" or thughur [q.v.], the forward
strongholds, stretching from Tarsus on the Cilician
coast to Malatya and the mountains of eastern
Anatolia. For the general course of this frontier warfare, see the standard histories of Byzantine-Arab
relations and of Byzantium, such as A. A. Vasiliev, H.
Gregoire and M. Canard, Byzance et les Arabes, 4 vols.,
Brussels 1935-68 (incs. trs. by Canard of the relevant
Arabic texts, and vol. iv, Die Ostgrenze des byzantinische
Retches von 363 bis 1071 by E. Honigmann); Vasiliev,
History of the Byzantine empire, Madison 1952, esp. vol.
i; G. Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine state, Oxford
1956, 2Oxford 1969; R. Jenkins, Byzantium, the imperial centuries A.D. 610-1071, London 1966; J.M.
Hussey (ed.), The Cambridge medieval history, iv, The
Byzantine empire, esp. ch. XVII by Canard, Byzantium
and the Muslim world to the middle of the eleventh century,
and, more specifically from the Arab side, Bosworth,
The Byzantine defence system in Asia Minor and thefirst Arab
incursions, in Procs. of the Fourth International Conference on
the history of Bildd al-Shdm, i, cAmman 1987, 116-24,
and idem, Byzantium and the Syrian frontier in the early Abbasid period, in Procs. of the Fifth International Conference
on the History of Bildd al-Shdm, Eng. and Fr. section,
'Amman 1412/1991, 54-62.
A notable feature here is a certain symbiosis which
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takes place along the Byzantine-Arab borders, with
the evolution of a frontier society differing from the
more stable and peaceable communities of the
hinterlands (see Bosworth, The city of Tarsus and the
Arab-Byzantine frontiers in early and middle CAbbasid times,
in Oriens, xxxiii [1992], 276). Part of this society involved, from the Arab side, the activities of Islamic
ghdzis [q. v. ] or fighters for the faith, motivated in varying proportions by a love of plunder and by a spirit of
a^thdd [q. v. ] or warfare for the extension of the Ddr alIsldm, and from the Greek side, the activities of the
akritai or frontier fighters. The Muslim ghazis based
themselves in the frontier posts, variously called hisn,
maslaha ribdt, etc., in the (lawa^ih, whilst their Greek
counterparts sallied forth from cities and outposts on
the Anatolian plateau and in the Taurus mountains,
heavily fortified as part of the reshaping of the Byzantine empire, from the later 7th century A.D. onwards,
into military themes perpetually organised for warfare
(see R.-J. Lilie, Die byzantinische Reaktion auf die
Ausbreitung der Araber. Studien zur Strukturwandlung des
byzantinisches Staates im 7. und 8. Jhd., Munich 1976;
Bosworth, The Byzantine defence system in Asia Minor and
the first Arab incursions, 119 ff.). A further feature of
these frontier societies was the development of an epic
literature there (although this was not necessarily contemporaneous with the events purported to be described in it), seen on the Greek side in the epic of
Digenes Akrites and on the Arabic one in the stories
of Sidl Baftal [see AL-BATTAL, SAYYID GHAZI] and Dhu
'1-Himma [q.v.], whilst, again on the Arab side, we
know of an only partially-extant work, the Siyar althughur"Ways of life, conduct, along the frontiers" by
the 4th/10th century author al-TarsusI (himself a
native of the thaghr of Tarsus [see TARSUS], possession
of which oscillated between the Greeks and Arabs until Nicephorus Phocas captured it in 354/965), which
treated of life along the Muslim side of the frontier
(see Bosworth, The city of Tarsus and the Arab-Byzantine
frontiers..., 271-2, 280 ff.; idem, Abu ^Amr ^Uthmdn alTarsusi's Siyar al-thughur and the last years of Arab rule
in Tarsus (fourth/tenth century), in Graeco-Arabica, v
[Athens 1993], 183-95).
The frontier warfare, and the territorial advances
and withdrawals of each side, created in the clawdhi
something like a scorched-earth zone, and, at the
human level, brought in plentiful supplies of slave
captives for both sides. To make up depleted populations in the frontier territories, groups of peoples were
often transplanted from the interiors of the Arab and
Byzantine empires and settled there; thus there were
to be found, on both sides of the frontier, members
from the community of the Mardaites, brought from
the Amanus region of northwestern Syria [see ALDJARADJIMA, and also ZUTT]. At intervals, exchanges of
captives might be arranged, and these are enumerated
in the Arabic sources as a series offidd's [q.v. in
Suppl.] or "ransomings", taking place during the
3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries and usually on the
banks of the Lamos or Lamas Su river near Seleucia
or Silifke (see Bosworth, Byzantium and the Arabs...,
13-16, and LAMAS-SU).
(b) Cultural and artistic relations of the Arabs and
Byzantines
One should not dwell exclusively on the military
aspects of relations without noting that, interspersed
between the frontier raiding and warfare, were long
periods of peace (even if these last were, in strict
Islamic law, periods of truce, hudna, rather than of
sulh), during which diplomatic, cultural and commercial intercourse was possible. The two sides, the ArabMuslim and the Greco-Byzantine, shared a common
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world-view, a ideological view of human existence as
progressing from the divine act of Creation to the last
things (these being, for the Muslims, the vanquishing
of Satan or the Anti-Christ (Dadjdjdl [q.v. ]), the
Resurrection and the Judgement) and the end of
human history; both had similar ethical standards, the
pursuit of justice in this world and of individual salvation for the next one. Hence despite political rivalry
and military clashes, there was the possibility of occasional co-operation in such spheres as artistic, cultural
and scientific ventures.
This was favoured, in practice, by the fact that,
although they were enemies of the Greeks from the
religious point of view, the Arabs—in distinction from
their view of the Franks or Western Europeans, whom
they regarded with contempt as barbarians [see
IFRANDJ]—considered Byzantium as a world power
and world culture on a par with themselves. A passage
in the Kitdb. Tabakdt al-umam of the Spanish Muslim
kadi of Toledo, $acid b. Ahmad al-Kurjubi (wrote
460/1068) divides the peoples of the world into those
concerned with learning and the sciences and those
not; in the first category are included peoples like the
Indian, Persians, Chaldaeans, Greeks (as Yundn, i.e.
the ancient Greeks), the Rum (i.e. the Byzantines),
Egyptians, Arabs and Jews (Fr. tr. R. Blachere, Livre
des categories des nations, Paris 1935, 36-7, cited in B.
Lewis, The Muslim discovery of Europe, London 1982,
68-9). For their part, the Byzantine emperors not infrequently accorded the representatives of their
Muslim foes a higher rank at their court and among
their society than those of the Western Europeans. In
a famous passage of his De ceremoniis aulae byzantinae,
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (913-59) gives
"Saracen (lit. Hagarene) friends" precedence at the
imperial table over the ''Prankish friends", and
amongst the Saracens in general, the eastern ones (toi
anatolikoi prokrinomenoi) are accorded the best places
(see Bosworth, Byzantium and the Arabs, 17).
When the Arabs overran the former territories of
the Byzantine empire in the Near East, they saw
numerous monuments to Christian architectural
achievement. Above all, in Greater Syria, there were
still some forested areas with timber as yet unfelled
and plentiful supplies of fine building stone, together
with a human tradition of building skills and fine
craftmanship. The presence of these factors favoured
the erection of imposing Islamic public buildings and
private palaces in the region, of which the Umayyad
Mosque in Damascus and the Mosque of cUmar and
the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem were conspicuous
examples. Sir Hamilton Gibb suggested that, in
Jerusalem, there was a conscious aim of emulating the
Christian practice of cathedral building (ArabByzantine relations under the Umayyad caliphate, in Studies
on the civilization of Islam, ed. S J. Shaw and W.R.
Polk, Boston 1962, 50 ff.). Moreover, there is a persistent tradition in later Islamic historians that the
caliph al-Walld (I) b. cAbd al-Malik sent to the
Byzantine emperor (presumably Justinian II, 685-95,
705-11) requesting, and in fact obtaining, help for the
adornment of the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus
and the Prophet's Mosque in Medina, in which last
place the governor c Umar b. cAbd al-cAziz was
building a fine new structure in place of the original,
simple building [see ARCHITECTURE. I (2)]. The
geographer al-Mukaddasi (158, partial Fr. tr. A. Miquel, La meilleure repartition pour la connaissance des provinces, Damascus 1963, 170-1), describes how the
Emperor sent precious metals, skilled artisans and
mosaic cubes (fasdfisa, fusayfisa<Grk. psephos), including some cubes retrieved from ancient cities,

presumably in Anatolia (see Bosworth, op. cit., 18-20,
and FUSAYFiSA3). Such a request for the skills of artisans from Byzantium does, however, raise questions
of the motivations behind the actions of both sides. It
may be that the Emperor acceded to the caliph's request as an act of condescension, the bestowal of artistic expertise on benighted barbarians, and that alWalid thought that he was cunningly acquiring artistic and trade secrets, knowledge of which would in
future make him independent of recourse to infidels.
Oleg Grabar has discussed these questions, in an attempt inter alia to explain which mosaicists from
Byzantium should be necessary when there were
clearly, from the evidence of the workmanship of the
new Islamic structures at Jerusalem, local artisans
who were completely competent in such specialisations. (Islamic art and Byzantium, in Dumbarton Oaks
Papers, xviii [1964], 69-88, esp. 82 ff. = Studies in
medieval Islamic art, Variorum Reprints, London 1976,
no. IV).
Recourse to Byzantium for artistic guidance, and
for what would now be called technical aid, was made
two-and-a-half centuries later by the Umayyad rulers
of Muslim Spain, with whom Constantinople had intermittent diplomatic relations: both powers shared a
common hostility to the cAbbasids. In 839-40 the
Emperor Theophilus (829-42) sent an embassy to
c
Abd al-Rahman II [q. v. ] in his capital Cordova, seeking to get the amir to use his influence among the band
of Muslim adventurers from al-Andalus under Abu
Haf§ c Umar al-Balluti, who had established themselves in the Byzantine posession of Crete and subjugated the Christian Greek population there. Then,
a century later, the Umayyad caliph cAbd al-Rahman
III [q. v. ] looked to Constantinople for assistance and
advice, regarding the Byzantine capital as the outstanding centre of cultural splendour in the Mediterranean basis, and possibly also in an endeavour to
counterbalance the cultural impact in Spain of the
Islamic East, and particularly of Baghdad. It seems
that in the A.D. 950s cAbd al-Rahman sent the
Mozarab bishop Recemundo or Rabi* b. Zayd [q. v. ] ,
who had already been employed on a mission to the
Emperor Otto I, to Constantinople in order to acquire
objets d'art for the decoration of the new palace, alMadinat al-Zahrd* [q. v. ], which the Umayyad ruler was
building outside Cordova. The later Moroccan
historian Ibn cldhari records that, keeping up the
tradition, cAbd al-Rahman's son al-Hakam I [q.v.]
maintained these diplomatic relations with Byzantium, and sent to Nicephorus Phocas for a mosaicist
and for materials to decorate the Great Mosque at
Cordova (see E. Levi-Provencal, Un echange d'ambassades entre Cordoue et Byzance au IXe siecle, in Byzantion, xii [1937], 1-24; idem, Hist. Esp. musulmane,
Paris-Leiden 1950, i, 251-4, ii, 146-53, cited in
Bosworth, op. cit., 20-1).
Canard, in his article Le ceremonial fatimite et le
ceremonial byzantin, essai de comparaison, in Byzantion, xxi
(1951), 355-420 = Byzance et les Musulmanes du Proche
Orient, no. XIV, drew attention to similarities between the court practices of the Byzantine emperors
(known to us in detail from Constantine Porphyrogenitus's De ceremoniis) and those of the Fafimid
caliphs, and mooted the possibility (415 ff.) of cultural
influences in Fafimid North Africa and Egypt
emanating from Byzantium. He found it difficult to
produce evidence of a deliberate policy of imitation on
the part of the Fa^imids, but did draw attention to the
significant role in the early Fafimid caliphate of ethnic
groups from various parts of the Byzantine empire,
such as the Sicilian (or Dalmatian, or even Greek?)
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Qjawhar (d. 381/992 [?.*>.]), in whose conquering army was certainly a corps of Rum. I. Hrbek, discussing
the role of the $akaliba [q.v.] and Rumls in the
Fafimid army, opined that the majority of these
Rumls came from the Balkans, over which Byzantium
claimed a general suzerainty, the Balkans being for
long a great reservoir for slave manpower (Die Slawen
im Dienste der Fdtimiden, in ArO, xxi [1953], 543-81,
esp. 567 ff.). We also have evidence of some direct
diplomatic contact between Byzantium and the
Fatimid caliph al-Mucizz in the shape of an embassy
from Constantinople to his palace at Mansuriyya near
Kayrawan in 346/957 seeking peace after naval
clashes in the Mediterranean between ships of the
Spanish Umayyads and their Byzantine allies on the
one side and ships of the Fatimids on the other (S.M.
Stern, An embassy of the Byzantine emperor to the Fatimid
caliph al-Mucizz, in Byzantion, xx [1950], 23958 = History and culture in the medieval Muslim world,
Variorum Reprints, London 1984, no. IX), but this
seems to have been an isolated occurrence.
In addition to these sporadic artistic and cultural
relations between Byzantines and Arabs, there were
also odd cases of co-operation, and even, on one occasion, something like a joint expedition, for scientific
purposes. The caliph al-Ma3mun [q.v.] was known for
his interest in science and learning, and he brought
together various experts in his Bayt al-Hikma [q. v. ] at
Baghdad, with the aim of recovering and translating
the ancient Greek scientific,
medical and
philosophical heritage. According to Ibn al-Nadlm's
3
Fihrist, al-Ma mun sent to the Emperor in Constantinople for books on science, which the latter somewhat unwillingly sent, and he further endeavoured,
but without success, to attract from the Byzantine
capital to his own court the celebrated mathematician
and philosopher Leo, subsequently Archbishop of
Thessalonike. Al-Ma 3 mun's son al-Wathik [q.v.] inherited his father's interests, and when he became
caliph he sent to Ephesus in Rum the astronomer and
mathematician Muhammad b. Musa al-Khwarazmi
[q. v. ], with the aim of getting information on the
"Companions of the Cave", Ashdb al-Kahf[q.v.]; for
this quest, the Emperor Michael III (842-67) provided
a guide (see Bosworth, op. cit., 22-3).
After the 5th/10th century, the Byzantines and the
Arabs tended to be separated from each other geographically by the intrusion of a new ethnic element,
the Turks, as will be described in the next section, and
diplomatic and cultural contacts were much reduced,
although whilst ever the rulers in Constantinople controlled maritime traffic through the Straits and the
Dardanelles, they had a continuing role in the slave
trade between the Kipc'ak Steppe and South Russia
which was such a vital factor in the replenishment of
military personnel in the Mamluk state [see MAMLUK].
(c) Byzantium and the Turks
With the coming of the 5th/11th century, Muslim
pressure on Byzantium passed from the hands of the
Arabs into those of the Turks, in the shape of
Turkmen begs or tribal leaders and the more organised Turkish principalities which arose in Anatolia
towards the end of that century, such as that of the
Danishmandids [q.v. ] in northern and eastern
Anatolia and the branch of the Saldjuks in Kenya. All
these now became the spearhead of Islamic penetration of Anatolia and of the region's gradual subtraction from Byzantine control.
In later decades of the century, the Saldjuk adventurer Sulayman b. Kutalmish b. Arslan Israeli and his
raiding bands penetrated right across the length of
Asia Minor, at a time when the Byzantine empire was
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weakened by succession disputes, so that for several
years, until 490/1097, Sulayman was able to make
Nicaea or Iznik [q.v.], in the extreme northwest of
Anatolia, his temporary capital.
Under the emperors of the Comneni dynasty, and
with assistance from the Prankish Crusaders who
passed through Asia Minor en route for the Holy
Land, the Byzantine position was in the 6th/12th century generally re-established in western Anatolia and
in the Black Sea and Mediterranean coastlands. But
the defeat of Manuel I Comnenus at Myriocephalon
in 572/1176 showed the rising strength of the Saldjuk
sultanate of Rum in Konya, and in the last two
decades of the century the Byzantine frontier defences
largely crumbled. Also, the Latin conquest of Constantinople in 1204 reduced the Byzantine hold over
Asia Minor to its northwestern portion, ruled from
their temporary capital of Nicaea for over half-acentury, and this meant that, even though the rule of
the Palaeologi was restored in Constantinople, the
next two centuries were ones of steady decline, with
Byzantium as a vassal state of the Ottomans after the
mid-8th/14th century.
These last Byzantine rulers formed merely one element, and that of decreasing authority, within a
states-system of South-East Europe and Asia Minor
which included rising powers in the Balkans like Serbia and Bulgaria, the Italian and other merchant
adventurers in Greece and the Aegean isles, but,
above all, the Turks of Anatolia. An indication of the
Byzantine emperors' enfeeblement was that, whereas
earlier monarchs had disdained to link themselves
with lesser families, and certainly not with infidels,
the Palaeologi had to seek allies where they could find
them, and this not infrequently involved marriage
alliances with Muslim ruling families. Michael VIII
(1259-82) had diplomatic relations with the Mongol
Golden Horde in South Russia and with the IIKhanid of Persia, Hiilegu, and gave his illegitimate
daughter Euphrosyne in marriage to the Djoc"id amir
Noghay. The claimant to the throne in Constantinople John Cantacuzenus (1347-54) in 1346 allied with
the Ottoman chief Orkhan during the course of a succession dispute within Byzantium, and gave his
daughter Theodora in marriage to Orkhan. (C. Imber, The Ottoman empire 1300-1481, Istanbul 1990, 23).
In the northeast of Anatolia, the empire of Trebizond,
surrounded along its land frontiers with Turkish territory, only survived as long as it did by means of
alliances and agreements with the Muslims. Thus the
Bayandur Turkmen tribe pressed particularly hard on
Trebizond until Kara cOthman, founder of the Ak
Koyunlu [q.v.] or "White Sheep" Turkmen principality, married the princess Maria of Trebizond.
Kara cOthman's grandson Uzun Hasan married in
ca. 862/1458 Despina, daughter of the Trebizond
Emperor John IV Comnenus, and Despina's
daughter Martha was to marry Shaykh Haydar
$afawl of Ardabil and become the mother of Shah
Ismacil I of Persia [see UZUN HASAN, in El1].
The history of the Turkish advance and the gradual
take-over of Anatolia, may be followed in ANADOLU
(iii), in COTHMANL|, in SALDJUK. III. 5, in the articles
on the various beyliks, and in such standard works
(which also discuss such contentious questions as the
nature and pace of Islamisation and the relative contribution to Anatolian life and society by what eventually became the Greek and Armenian substratum)
as Cl. Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey. A general survey of the
material and spiritual culture and history c. 1071-1330,
London 1968; S. Vryonis, The decline of medieval
Hellenism in Asia Minor and the process oflslamizationfrom
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the eleventh through the fifteenth century, Berkeley, Los
Angeles and London 1971; Osman Turan, Selfuklar
zamamnda Turkiye. Siydsi tarih Alp Arslan'dan Osman
Gazi'ye 1071-1318, Istanbul 1971; F. Taeschner's chs.
The Turks and the Byzantine empire to the end of the thirteenth
century and The Ottoman Turks to 1453, in Camb. med.
hist., iv/1, 737-75; A.G.C. Savvides, Byzantium in the
Near East: its relations with the Seljuk sultanate of Rum in
Asia Minor, the Armenians of Cilicia and the Mongols A.D.
c. 1192-1237, Thessalonike 1981; etc.
Finally, it is interesting to note the vicissitudes of
use of the actual ethnic/dynastic term Rum during
these later centuries of the empire's existence. Byzantine Greek sources refer to the empire as Rhomania or
Rhomaionlrhomaikai chorai from the 9th century onwards. In more recent Islamic usage, Rum had always
had a geographical sense also (see above, (a)),
designating the Greek lands of the Byzantine empire
beyond the Taurus-upper Euphrates frontier zone.
Hence when the Turks penetrated into these regions
during the later 5th/llth century, it was natural that
a line of begs like those of the Danighmandids [q. v. ],
who were originally based on the Sivas district, should
style their territories Rum, and we find Malik
Muhammad Ghazi (529-36/1134-42) styled on his
Greek-legend coins "the Great King of Romania and
Anatolia". The Anatolian Saldjuks, whose principality was based on the region of Konya and southern
Cappadocia—territories which were for long strongly
Greek in ethnos and still in early Ottoman sources
called Yundn wildyeti "province of the Greeks"—
referred to their state, at least in informal usage, as
that of Rum and themselves as Salajukiydn-i Rum,
thereby in some measure conceiving of themselves as
heirs to the Byzantines in south-central Anatolia
(although Rum continued also, as with regard to the
Greeks who had lived within the Arab caliphate centuries before, to denote the Greek Christian population of Asia Minor; towards the middle of the 8th/14th
century, the Moroccan traveller Ibn Batfuta records
sailing to Alanya in the Bilad al-Rum, "called after
the Rum because it used to be their land in olden
times, and from it came the ancient Rum and the
Yunanis. Later on it was conquered by the Muslims,
but in it there are still large numbers of Christians
under the protection of the Muslims, these latter
being Turkmens", Rihla, ii, 255, tr. Gibb, ii, 415).
The expansion of the Ottomans in the 8th/14th century eventually made them masters of the former
Byzantine territories, grosso modo those of Rhomania, in
both Anatolia and the Greco-Balkan region. Since the
territories of the Palaeologi were latterly mainly in
Europe, this Rhomania became for the Ottomans
Rum-eli [q.v.], or Rumelia, the land characterised by
its predominantly Orthodox Christian population, the
Rum. The circumscribed remnant of the Byzantine
empire was by now rarely in Ottoman sources styled
Rum, nor was its emperor styled Kaysar, the latter office being more commonly referred to by the
(originally Armenian) title Tekfur "king". It was the
Ottomans who took over for themselves, and especially from the times of Mehemmed I and II [q. vv. ], the
title of Sultan (or Padishah or K^an)-i Rum, regarding
themselves as being already, before the final capture
of Constantinople, substantially the heirs to both the
Byzantine empire and the Rum Salcjjuk sultanate.
Thus it was natural that the Tlmurid historian Nizam
al-Din Shami [q.v.] should, in his Zafdr-ndma (ed. F.
Tauer, Prague 1937-56, i, 257), call the Ottomans of
Bayezld I, whom Timur crushed, the Rumiydn, adducing at the same time the Kur^anic reference to the
Rum and their defeat (XXX, 1, reading ghulibat al-

Rum). See in general on these questions, P. Wittek, Le
sultan de Roum, in Ann. de I'lnst. de Philologie et d'Hist.
Or. et Slaves, Bruxelles, vi-= Melanges Emile Boisacq, ii
(1938), 361-90; Savvides, A note on the terms Rum and
Anatolia in Seljuk and early Ottoman times, in Byzantinotourkika meletemata. Anatypose arthron 1981-1990,
Athens 1991, no. X [171]-[178].
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): G.E. von Grunebaum, Medieval Islam.
A study in cultural orientation, Chicago 1946, 22 ff.,
294 ff.; L. Massignon, Le mirage byzantin dans le
miroir bagdadien d'il y a mille ans, in AIPHOS, x Melanges Henri Gregoire, iii (1950), 429-48; G.M.
Miles, Byzantium and the Arabs: relations in Crete and the
Aegean area, in Dumbarton Oaks Papers, xviii (1964),
l-3_2.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
RUM KAI/ESI, KAL^AT AL-RUM, a fortress in
mediaeval northern Syria, which lay on the right
bank of the Euphrates river where it takes its great
westernmost bend, hence to the north-north-west of
Blredjik [#.&.]. Its site accordingly comes within the
modern Turkish province (if) of Gaziantep.
According to Arnold Noldeke's description, it is
situated "on a steeply sloping.tongue of rock, lying
along the right bank of the Euphrates, which bars the
direct road to the Euphrates from the west for its
tributary the Merziman as it breaks through the edge
of the plateau, so that it is forced to make a curve
northwards around this tongue. The connection between this tongue of rock, some 1,300 feet long and
about half as broad, and the plateau which rises above
it is broken by a ditch made by man about 100 feet
deep. The walls of the citadel with towers and salients
follow the outlines of the rock along its edge at an
average height of 150 feet above the level of the
Euphrates, while the ridge extending along the middle
of the longer axis rises 100 to 120 feet higher" (A.
Noldeke, in Petermanns Mitteil. [1920], 53-4, where the
main road up to the citadel, the buildings, etc., are
also described).
The unusual position of the fortress on a high cliff
suggests that it corresponds to the tower of Shitamrat
' 'hovering like a cloud in the sky'' which Shalmaneser
III took in 855 B.C. (E. Honigmann, art. Syria, in
Pauly-Wissowa, iv, A, cols. 1569, 1592).
It seems probable (following e.g. Marmier, B.
Moritz, F. Cumont, R. Dussaud, etc.) that Rum
Kalcesi should be identified with Urima, Armenian
Uremna, but later called in that language Hromklay
and similar names. Urima was an Armenian
bishopric, as is recorded up to the time of Matthew of
Edessa, and it is likely that this was the place which
Syriac historians like Michael the Syrian and
Barhebraeus call Kalca Romayta and Byzantine
historians Rhomaion Koula.
In the early 12th century, Rum Kalcesi came within
the Prankish County of Edessa [see AL-RUHA]. The
Jacobite metropolitan Abu '1-FarajJj Basil bar Shummana of Edessa, who escaped to Samosata after the
second devastation of the town in 1146 by the Turks,
had been previously imprisoned in Rum Kal'esi by
Joscelyn de Courtenay. In 1148 the Armenian
Catholicos Grigor III Pahlavuni moved his residence
to "the fortress of the Romans" (Arm. Hromklay) at
the demand of the Franks of the former County of
Edessa (whose capital had been since 1145 at Tell
Baghir). The Armenian Catholicos resided there until
1293, although Rum Kalcesi also contained many
Jacobite as well as Armenian Christians. Until the
later 13th century, events in Rum Kalcesi impinged
little on the affairs of the Islamic lands, although when
the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa passed through
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Anatolia in 585/1189, it is recorded by Abu Shama
that the Armenian Catholicos of Kalcat al-Rum (sc.
Grigor IV) sent a letter to the Ayyubid sultan §alah
al-Dln [q. v. ], and another in the following year, asking for help (K. al-Rawfatayn, in Rec. Hist. Or. des
Croisades. Historiens arabes, iv, 435-6, 453-6).
In 1260 the Mongol Il-Khan Hulegii [q. v. ] crossed
the Euphrates by bridges of boats at Malatya, Kalcat
al-Rum, Bira and Karklsiya0 (Barhebraeus, Mukhtasar
T. al-Duwal, Beirut 1890, 486; idem, Chronograph?, ed.
Bedjan, 509). Then in the reign of the Mamluk sultan
al-Mansur Kalawun, an Egyptian army of 9,000
horse and 4,000 foot under Bay sari as well as Syrian
forces under Husam al-Dln of cAyntab came to Rum
Kalcesi and laid siege to the fortress 19 May 1280.
The sultan demanded that the Catholicos should surrender the fortress and move with his monks to
Jerusalem, or if he preferred, to Cilicia. When the
Catholicos refused to do so, the Egyptians laid waste
the country around the town which was inhabited by
Armenians, on the next day forced their way over a
wall only recently built into the town, and set it on
fire. The whole population fled into the citadel. After
the Egyptians had ravaged and plundered the country
round for five days, they retired.
In the reign of al-Ashraf Khalil they undertook a
new expedition against Rum Kalcesi in 691/1292, in
which the prince of Hama, al-Malik al-Muzaffar, took
part with Abu '1-Fida3 in his retinue (Abu 'l-Fida°,
Annales muslemici, ed. Reiske-Adler, v, 102 ff.). On
Tuesday, 8 Djumada II, the Egyptians appeared
before the town and erected 20 pieces of siege artillery. It fell after a siege of 33 days. On 11 Radjab/29
June 1292, it was plundered and a massacre carried
out among the garrison of Armenians and Mongols.
Among the 1,200 prisoners, who were mostly taken to
the sultan's arsenal on 28 June (al-Nuwayrl, Nihdya,
ms. Paris, fols. 100-1 cited in Quatremere, Hist, des
Suit. Mamlouks, ii/1, 141, n. 30), was the Armenian
Catholicos (Ar. "Khalifat al-Masih, whom they call
Kathaghikus", cf. Yakut, iv, 164), Stephanos IV of
Rum Kalcesi, with his monks; he died a prisoner in
Damascus (Barhebraeus, Chronography, 579). According to the inscription of ownership in a Syrian
manuscript (B.L. ms. Syr. no. 295), it belonged to a
certain Rabban Barsawma of Kalca Romayta, high
priest of Racban, who in a note refers to the harsh imprisonment which he suffered from the Egyptians;
Armenian verses on the fall of the fortress are preserved on a relic casket (Wright, Catal. syr. mss. Brit.
Mus., i, 23 Ib, Carriere, Inscription d'un reliquaire armenien, in Melanges orientaux, Paris 1883, 210, n. 1; Promis, Mem. deir accad. di Torino, xxxv [1884], 125-30).
The inscription on the great gate of the citadel, which
was restored by al-Ashraf Khalil, speaks of him as a
victor who among other feats had put the Armenians
to flight, an allusion to the capture of Rum Kalcesi
(van Berchem, inJA [May-June 1902], 456; the inscription published by Sobernheim, in IsL, xv [1926],
176). The sultan sent boastful bulletins of victory to
the cities of Syria in which he proclaimed the capture
of this impregnable citadel as an unprecedented feat of
arms and concluded with the words: "After the capture of this fortress, the road is open to us to conquer
the whole of the East, Asia Minor and clrak so that
with God's will we shall become owners of all the
lands from the rising of the sun to its setting" (alNuwayrf, ms. Leiden, fol. 58, tr. in Weil, Gesch. d.
Chalifen, iv, 183-4).
The fortress of Kalcat al-Rum was rebuilt on orders
of the sultan by the nd^ib of Syria, Sandjar al-ShudjacI,
and given the name of Kalcat al-Muslimln; another
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part of the town was left in ruins, however
(Quatremere, Hist, des Sultans Mamlouks, ii/1, 139-40).
The successor of the imprisoned Armenian
patriarch Stephanos, Grigor VII of Anavarza (12931307), took up his residence in Sis in Cilicia, which
henceforth was the seat of the Catholicos. Rum
Kalcesi, in spite of its restoration as a frontier fortress
(cf. also Abu 'l-Fida°, ed. Reinaud, 226; al-Dimi§hki,
ed. Mehren, 214), under the Mamluks never seems to
have recovered from the blow. In 775/1373-4, much
damage was done by floods in Kalcat al-Muslimm as
well as in Aleppo, al-Ruha°, al-Bira and Baghdad (alHasan b. Habib, Dunat al-asldk ft dawlat al-atrdk, in
Weijers, Orientalia, ii, Amsterdam 1846, 435).
In the spring of the year 881-2/1477 the Mamluk
sultan Ka^itbay made a tour of inspection as far as
Kalcat al-Muslimin (described by Abu '1-Baka5 Ibn alDj^an, ed. R.V. Lanzone, Viaggio in Palestina e Soria
di Kaid Ba, Turin 1878; tr. R.L. Devonshire, in
Bulletin IFAO, xx [Cairo 1921], 1-43). After the battle
of Mardj Dabik [q.v.], the fortress became Ottoman,
and under Ottoman rule came under the pashalik of
Aleppo (HadjdjT Khalifa, Djihdn-numd, 598).
Only a few remnants of the fortress now remain, as
well as of an Armenian monastery and a mosque
(plans of the fortress in Moltke and following him in
Humann and Puchstein, Reisen..., 175, and in A.
Noldeke, in Peterm. Mitt. [1920], pi. 3, map: Plan von
R.K. in 1:2000; photographs in F. Freeh, in Geogr.
Zeitschr., xxii [1916], pi. 1; Cumont, Etudes syriennes,
170, fig. 54; from the north: Humann and Puchstein,
op. cit., 176, fig. 25; from the east with the Euphrates:
A. Noldeke, op. cit., pi. 13).
Bibliography: Yakut, Mu^am, iv, 164; $aft alDln, Mardsidal-ittila*, ed. Juynboll, ii, 442; Abu '1FidaD, ed. Reinaud, 226, 279; Dimashki, ed.
Mehren, 206, 214; Ibn al-ghihna, al-Durr almuntakhab fi ta^rikh mamlakat Halab, Beirut 1909,
157, 238-9; R. Pococke, Description of the East, London 1754, ii, 155-7; Saint-Martin, Memoires sur
rArmenie, i, Paris 1818, 196; K. Ritter, Erdkunde, x,
461 ff., 931-42; Quatremere, Histoire des Sultans
Mamlouks del'Egypte, ii/1, Paris 1842, 209, n. 2; Th.
Noldeke, in NGW Gott. (1876), 12, n. 2; G. Le
Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, London 1890,
42, 475-6; Humann and Puchstein, Reisen in Kleinasien und Nordsyrien, Berlin 1890, 175-9 with pi. 1, 1;
Marmier, La route de Samosate au Zeugma, in Societe de
Geographie de I'Est, Bulletin trimestriel (Nancy 1890),
531-4; M. van Berchem, in CIA, i, 503, n. 1, 504,
n. 1; B. Moritz, in MSOS As., i (1898), 131 ff.; P.
Rohrbach, in Preuss. Jahrbiicher, civ (1901), ii, 471;
Papken C.W. Giileserean, Gowk*-, Tlukc und HiromGlay, eine historisch-topographische Studie, Vienna
1904, 61-88; Hist, orient, des croisad. Docum. armen.,
i, p. cxx; KJ. Basma^jian, in ROC, xix (1914), 361
(Catholicoi of Rum Kalcesi); R. Hartmann, in
ZDMG, Ixx (1916), 32, n. 10, 33; F. Freeh, in Geogr.
Zeitschr., xxii (1916), 5; F. Cumont, Etudes syriennes,
Paris 1917, 167-71, 203, 247, 293, 329; A.
Noldeke, in Petermanns Mitteilungen (1920), 53-4; M.
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, La Syrie a I'epoque des
Mamelouks, Paris 1923, 86; R. Dussaud, Topographie
historique de la Syrie, Paris 1927, 450, n. 2; Cl.
Cahen, La Syrie du nord a I'epoque des Croisades, Paris
1940, 122 and index; M. Canard, Histoire de la
dynastie des H'amdanides, 277.
(E_. HoNiGMANN-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
RUM SALDJUKS [see SALDJUKS].
RUMELt, originally RUM-ILI, the territory of the
Rum [0.0.], the geographical name given to the
Balkan peninsula by the Ottomans; also the
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name of the Ottoman province which included
this region. The Muslims knew the Byzantines as
Rum, and the Eastern Roman Empire as Bildd al-Rum
or Mamlakat al-Rum, hence once Anatolia came under
Turkish-Islamic rule, the designation Rum survived
as a geographic name to designate Asia Minor. Some
Western travellers of the 13th century, however, referred to Anatolia under Turkish rule as Turquemenie
or Turquie and used the name Romania for the area
under Byzantine rule. Subsequently, this expression
came to designate the Balkan peninsula where Greek
Orthodoxy predominated.
Ottoman Turks borrowed the name Rum-ili from
the Greek Rhomania and began to use it, in contradistinction to Anadolu, to refer to the lands they
conquered from the Byzantines beyond the sea. The
name Rum by itself, retained its original meaning and
remained as a geographical name designating the area
under Saldjuk rule in Asia Minor (see further, RUM.
2).
During the time of the Emperor Justinianus, the
northern borders of the Byzantine Empire were the
Danube and Drava. Ottoman sultans from Bayezid I
[q. v. ] onwards considered the peninsula extending to
the south of the Danube as their area of sovereignty.
Murad II was clearly following this notion when he
obtained the commitment from Hungarians not to
cross the Danube in the treaty he made with them in
1444 (H. Inalcik, Fatih devri, i, Ankara 1954, 22).
The first settlement of the Anatolian Turks in the
Balkans is related to the incident of clzz al-Dln
Kaykawus of the Salg!juks fleeing and taking refuge in
Byzantium in 662/1264. The emperor Michael VIII
Palaeologus allocated the steppes of the Dobrudja for
him to settle there with his men. Following this, a
group of 30 to 40 Turcoman clans (oba) who supported
him, crossed to the Dobrucjja in the company of Sari
$altuk Baba (see P. Wittek, Yazljloghlu 'Alton the Christian Turks of the Dobruja, in BSOAS, xiv [1952], 63968). Ibn Baftuta mentions Babadagh town around the
1330s (tr. H.A.R. Gibb, ii, 449). In the second half
of the century, first the khan of the Golden Horde,
Berke, and then the powerful Amir Noghay, directly
interfered in Balkan affairs and took the Muslim
Turks in the Dobrudja under their protection.
Around this time, Sakdji (Isakdjf) on the lower
Danube is described as a Muslim city [see DOBRUDJA]
and cited as the headquarters of Noghay (Baybars,
Zubdat al-fikra, ed. W. Tiesenhausen, Tkish tr. AltinOrdu devleti tarihine ait metinler, Istanbul 1941, 221).
Noghay, who converted to Islam, appears to have
come under the influence of Sari §altuk. After the fall
of Noghay, Tokhtu, the pagan khan of the Golden
Horde, appointed his son Tukal Bugha in Sakojji.
Moreover, the Bulgarians having killed Noghay's
son, 6eke began to harrass the Turks of the
Dobrudja. In this situation, some of the Dobrujjja
Turks returned to Anatolia in 1307-11 (see Wittek, op.
cit. ,651) and those who remained converted to Christianity. Most probably these Turks, together with the
Christian Comans or Kumans, were established in the
despotate of Dobrudja under the rule of Balik and his
brother Dobrotic shortly before the year 1366 [see
DOBRUDJA] . Initially, the centre of this despotate was
Kalliakra, but at the time when the Ottoman Turks
arrived it was Varna.
In the first half of the 14th century, Turcoman amirs
of Aydin, $arukhan and Karasi, having conquered
western Anatolia, crossed the Aegean Sea with their
fleets and made raids into the Balkans. The most
celebrated hero of these raids was GhazI Umur Bey
[q.v.] of the Aydin-oghlu.

The first Ottoman conquests in the Balkans.
Due to Umur's death in May 1348, the Ottomans
assumed the leading role in the Turkish operations in
Rumeli. In 1345 when the Serbian king Stephen
Dughan died and his empire in the Balkans
disintegrated, the Ottoman leader Orkhan [q.v.]
became an ally of John Cantacuzenus and married his
daughter Theodora. In the second civil war that
erupted in the Byzantine Empire, the Ottomans took
sides with Cantacuzenus while the Serbians and
Bulgarians supported John V. A contingent of 10,000
men sent by Orkhan under the command of his son
Suleyman Pasjia routed the Serbian-Greek forces supporting John V. This victory, won in the autumn of
1352, is the turning-point that made it possible for the
Ottomans to settle in Rumeli. Rumeli had already
become a field of operations for the ghazis from
Anatolia. The ghazi groups which had organised
themselves independently, had already started crossing into Rumeli, taking advantage of the Byzantine
civil war and the struggle between Byzantium, the
Serbs and Bulgarians.
Cantacuzenus notes Suleyman's reluctance to
evacuate the various places which he occupied in
Rumeli, but he only mentions Tsympe (Djimbi or
Djinbi) among these. Ottoman chronicles mention
Aya ghiline or Aya Shilonya, Odkoklek and
Eksamilye among the fortresses which Suleyman occupied in the period 1352-4. The places which Cantacuzenus tried to have him evacuate must be these
fortresses. Thus the first settlement of the Ottomans
took place in the isthmus of Gallipoli in 1352 and the
conquest of Gallipoli followed two years later. It was
one of the sons of Asen, the Tekfur of Gallipoli, who
assisted the Ottomans to cross over to Rumeli and
settle there. He converted to Islam and took the name
Melik. With his co-operation, a ship was built in
Lapseki and Akfa-Burgos on the opposite shore was
taken, after which 3,000 men crossed to Kozlu-Dere
and took Bolayir. On 2 March 1354, hit by a violent
earthquake, the city walls of Gallipoli unexpectedly
collapsed and the Tekfur of the fortress fled by ship,
and Suleyman Pasha captured the city.
According to the details given by Cantacuzenus, at
the time when he was trying to recover the Tsympe
fortress from Suleyman by promising him 10,000
pieces of gold, through "Divine Providence" a severe
earthquake ruined almost all of the cities in Thrace
and the people ran to take refuge in the cities whose
walls were not affected. Suleyman conquered these
cities, as well as Gallipoli, and placed there Turks
whom he had brought from Anatolia. Ottoman
settlements in Rumeli created great agitation and
anxiety in Constantinople, and Cantacuzenus, who
was held responsible for this, was compelled to abdicate the throne.
Suleyman made Gallipoli the headquarters for his
subsequent raids. His conquests in Rumeli included
Migalkara (Malkara), Ipsala, Vize, Tekfur Daghi
Seyyid Kawaghi, Bolayir and Gelibolu [q.v.] itself.
The Ottoman expansion in the Balkans.
Following their settlements in the towns of the
Gallipoli isthmus and Gallipoli itself in the period
1352-4, the Ottomans established military posts or
ua£s, oriented in three directions. The first u(ji was
used as the base for the raids along the shore in the
direction of Tekfur Daghi, Corlu and Constantinople;
the second in the middle was for the raids in the direction of Malkara, Hayrabolu and Vize through KonruDagh (today Kuru Dag); and the third ufa became the
base for the raids along the River Maritsa, in the
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direction of Ipsala and Edirne. This uffr system was
maintained throughout the Ottoman conquest of
Rumeli, and as the conquest advanced, the udi
settlements were moved farther ahead in the three
directions. Due to Suleyman's death in 1357 and Orkhan's old age, there appears to have been a retreat.
Various places conquered in Suleyman Pasha's time
were lost. During this time, Hacjjclji Ilbeyi and
Ewrenos Bey had been active in the left-hand uaj..
Over the course of time, this u(ji was transferred to Ipsala, and then to Gumulcljine, Serez and Kara Ferye,
and from there on, splitting into two branches, it
moved to Tirhala and Uskiip. As for the right-hand
uaj_, it was first transferred to Yanbolu, Karinova and
Pravadi, where it split into two, one moving to Tirnova and Nikebolu and the other to the Dobrudja.
The middle ua% first moved to Cirmen, then to Zagra
and Filibe and then split into two, with one branch
shifting to Sofia and Nisji, and the other to Kostendil
and Uskiip. Conquests made in these three directions,
constituted the right, left and middle sand£aks of
Rumeli. In the middle branch, the sangjaks, first of
Edirne then of Sofya, became the centres of the
Beylerbeyi or governor of Rumeli. Turkish immigration and settlement followed these frontier zones,
starting with Suleyman Pasjia. The Ottomans in
Rumeli dispatched successively Turcoman or Yoriik
clans in the ugjs. As these frontier settlements moved
forward, the earlier frontier centres which were left
behind flourished over the course of time as Turkish
towns.
Specifically,
pious
and
commercial
establishments created by endowments [see WAKF]
played an essential role in the development of these
early frontier towns. Edirne, Filibe, Serez, Uskiip,
Sofya, Silistre, Tirhala, Yeni ghehir and Manastir initially developed in this manner, adorned by the endowments of the u(fr beyis, and subsequently became
the main towns of Rumeli, maintaining their
significance until the present time.
Conditions at the Ottoman conquest.
In their conquests the Ottomans, along with the
frontier raids, used the policy of istimdlet or conciliation towards the subject peoples, treating them in such
a way so as to win them over to their side. As noted
by cA§hfk PasJia-zade (ed. Atsiz, 123) "They did not
injure the infidel population, perhaps they even
granted favours to them. They captured only those
leading men among them". So "the infidels of Qjinbi
became allies with these ghazis". The Ottomans
faithfully followed this policy in the conquest of
Rumeli, with the state trying to win over the peasant
population especially. The feudal lords were either
eliminated, or, if they did not resist, were integrated
into the Ottoman military cadres. Even during the
times of Murad II and Mehemmed II [q. vv. ], we find
Christian military families kept as Ottoman sipdhis enjoying timdrs (see Inalcik, Ottoman methods of conquest, in
SI, ii [1954], 103-29). Likewise, peasant soldiers
called voynik or voynuk whom we find in the areas once
under the empire of Stephen DusJian, were, under the
Ottomans, kept in the military cadres of the new state.
In the 15th century, under the same name, they
reached significant numbers in Macedonia, Thessaly
and Albania. Similarly, the Martolos [q.v. ] in the fortresses along the Danube and the Christian nomads of
the military group called Eflak [q. v. ] (Vlachs) were admitted into the Ottoman military cadres under the
command of their own overlords. This policy, coupled
with the protection of the Church's organisation,
facilitated Ottoman expansion in the Balkans. This
came at a time when the Byzantine Empire, the
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Bulgarian Tsardom and Dushan's empire had already
disintegrated. Western feudal practices started to take
hold in the Balkans, and due to the weakening of a
central power, feudalism began to spread. The local
feudal lords, called tekjur by the Ottomans, strove to
strengthen their control over land and peasant labour
in the countryside. When the Ottomans arrived, they
first ended the local feudal structures by placing agricultural lands exclusively under state control, as mm
[q. v. ]. They systematically abolished the corvees and
replaced them with a fixed tax called cift resmi [q. v. ].
The landlords, who could not secure the support of
the peasants against Ottoman invasion, sought the aid
of the Latins and Hungarians invading the Balkans
under a Crusader banner. The Latins and
Hungarians, of Roman Catholic faith, considered the
native Greek Orthodox population as schismatics and
had been trying to convert them to Catholicism by
force. The Ottomans, on the other hand, not only offered recognition and protection to the Orthodox
Church but they granted to its priests tax exemptions
or even ttmdrs, in order to turn them into employees
of the state (see Suret-i defter-i sancak-i Arvanid, ed. Inalcik, Ankara 1954, 58, 73).
The settlement of the Turks in the Balkans.
Mass immigration and settlement occurred
especially in the 14th century. Later on, TTmur's occupation of Anatolia gave rise to a big wave of migration from Anatolia to Rumeli. At that point, Edirne
became the capital of the empire. As a result of these
migrations, Thrace, eastern Bulgaria, the river valley
of the Maritsa and then the Dobruclja became thickly
populated by Turks. The evidence of the Ottoman
population and tax registers reveals conclusively that,
in these regions in the 16th century, Turks formed a
large part of the population. Although spontaneous
migration, continuing from the time of Orkhan, was
by no means less important, the state's policy of
deportation was largely responsible for this result. A
classification of the place names found in the 15th century surveys indicates that settlements were associated
with nomadic Yoriik groups such as the Kayi,
Salurlu, Tiirkmen and Ak£akoyunlu, or with sedentary or nomadic groups associated with a place name
in Anatolia, such as, $arukhanli, Mentesheli,
Simawli, Hamldli and Eflughanli, or with the
followers of famous military leaders, such as
Dawudbegli and Turakhanli, or with members of the
Ottoman military organisations such as doghan$i,
cawush, damghadfi, miiderris, kdoli and sekbdn, or with a
zawiye [see ZAWIYA] or pious endowment. It should
also be pointed out that dervish convents played a
crucial role in the formation of Turkish villages.
Turkish immigrants generally formed independent
villages with Turkish names and did not generally mix
with the local Christian populations. Even in the
towns, Christian neighbourhoods were always
separate. In the 14th-15th centuries, Islamisation appears to have been quite sporadic, occuring mostly on
the successive military frontier zones on the Via
Egnatia, Maritsa valley and eastern Balkan passes.
According to the a^izye registers of 893-6/1487-91, only 255 cases of conversion were identified over three
years. Levies of Christian boys [see DEWSHIRME] are
not included in the figure. The use of the native
language can be taken as an indication of Islamisation. Bosnian and Albanian Muslims and Pomaks
constitute the largest of such groups. Those Muslim
groups who spoke exclusively Turkish or were bilingual, with Turkish as the mother tongue, were
definitely of Anatolian Turkish origin. Turks or
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Tatars of the northern Black Sea steppe, Turks of the
Deli-Orman region, Dobrucjja and Varna, as well as
those of the Maritsa Valley, were of this category

while there were also Noghays [q. v. ] in the Dobrudja
and in Budjak [q.v. ] or Moldavia.

Population of Rumeli, Ottoman census of 1894
Province

Muslim

Greek

Armenian

Bulgarian

Edirne
Manastir
Yanya
Ishkodra
Girit
Adalar
6ataldja
Selanik
Kosova

434,366
630,000
235,948
330,728
74,150
30,809
18,701
463,000
419,390

267,220
228,121
286,294

16,642

102,245

5,913
175,000
226,590
35,848
277,000
29,393

29
—
—
500
83
585
1,257
—

—
—
—
—

Jewish
13,721
5,072
3,677
2,797 Catholic

200
2

5,586
223,000
274,826

2,956

966
37,206 (2,311 Catholic)
1,706 (5,588 Latin)

Source: K. Karpat, Ottoman population, Madison 1985, 155.
Quite numerous records (ifrd(tdt) about farms in the
newly-opened up agricultural lands indicate the
substantial expansion of arable lands in Rumeli in the
16th century. It was coupled with a significant increase in population. It is estimated that shortly before
1535, the population of Rumeli had risen to five
millions. The Turks introduced or spread cotton and
rice cultivation into the Balkans. The establishment of
a large centre like Istanbul, with an estimated population of 400,000, in the 16th century, provided a great
market for Thrace and Bulgaria and encouraged all
sorts of agricultural production. In the Ottoman
period, too, there was an increase in mining activities
and new mineral workings were exploited. In
Novobrdo, Kratovo, Rudnik, Trep£e and Zaplanina
in Serbia, copper, lead, gold, iron and, especially,
silver were being produced. Sidre-Kapsa in
Macedonia was the most important silver production
centre. Silver and lead were being produced at various
places in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The most important
iron production sites were Samakov in Bulgaria, and
Vlasina and Rudnik in Serbia.
The administrative organisation of Rumeli.
In Gelibolu, Suleyman Pasha, bearing the official
title of commander-in-chief of the main forces of the
state, was in practice the Beylerbeyi. Murad I (1362-89)
with his Lala, Shahln, conquered Adrianople in 1361.
When he ascended the throne he apppointed Shahln
to the middle udj_ to conquer territories in the direction
of Filibe. The first chef-lieu was Adrianople or Edirne
[ q . v . ] . Thus Rumeli emerged as a separate militaryadministrative region under the rule of a Beylerbeyi.
The fact that the empire was divided by the straits and
the Sea of Marmara necessitated the de facto division
of the realm into two large administrative regions,
Rumeli and Anadolu. The beylerbeylik of Rumeli, the
first such governorate in the Ottoman Empire, maintained its special position even after other beylerbeylik?,
were formed [see EYALET].
In the 14th and 15th centuries, the governor of
Rumeli mostly resided in the empire's capital city.
Like the viziers, he bore the title of pasha, and participated in the government deliberations in the
diwdn-l humdyun. Because the Beylerbeyi of Rumeli commanded the most important army of the state, composed of ^'mar-holding sipdhis of Rumeli, the Grand
Viziers Mahmud Pasha and Ibrahim Pasha both held
the position of Beylerbeyi of Rumeli at the same time.
The areas conquered in the 15th century were
added to the territory of the Beylerbeyi of Rumeli; not

only the area to the south of the Danube, but also
Kilia and Ak Kerman beyond the Danube were
assigned to it in 1484. In 1541, however, with the
establishment of the governorate of Budin, the
number of Ottoman beylerbeyliks in Europe increased.
Bosnia became a beylerbeylik in the same year.
In a list of 1475 (lacopo de Promontorio deCampis, ed. F. Babinger, Die Aufzeichnungen, Munich
1957), the following seventeen sanajak beys are cited in
Rumeli: 1. Istanbul; 2. Gallipoli; 3. Adrianople; 4.
Nikebolu/Nigbolu; 5. Vidin; 6. Sofia; 7. Serbia (Lazili); 8. Serbia (Despot-ili); 9. Vardar (Ewrenosoghullari); 10. Uskiip; 11. Arnawut-ili (that of
Iskender Bey); 12. Arnawut-ili (that of Araniti); 13.
Bosna (belonging to the king); 14. Bosna (that of
Stephen); 15. Arta, Zituni and Athens; 16. Mora; and
17. Manastir. The Beylerbeyi of Rumeli would raise
about 22,000 men from these seventeen sanajaks. In
addition, there were 8,000 akinajis (skirmishers or
raiders) and 6,000 cazebs (foot soldiers).
In an Ottoman document from the early years of
Suleyman I's reign, the sanajaks or liwds of Rumeli are
listed according to the rank of the beys in charge, with
each name of the sanajak followed by the salary (in
akces) of the sandjak beyi:
1. Pasha; 2. Bosna, 739,000; 3. Mora, 606,000; 4.
Semendire, 622,000; 5. Vidin, 580,000; 6. Hersek,
560,000; 7. Silistre, 560,000; 8. Okhri, 535,000; 9.
Awlonya, 535,000; 10. Iskenderiyye, 512,000; 11.
Yanya, 515,000; 12. Gelibolu, 500,000; 13. Kostendil, 500,000; 14. Nikebolu, 457,000; 15. Sofia,
430,000; 16. Inebakhti, 400,000; 17. Tirhala,
372,000; 18. Aladja Hisar, 360,000; 19. Vulcetrin,
350,000; 20. Kefe, 300,000; 21. Prizren, 263,000; 22.
Karli, 250,000; 23. Aghriboz, 250,000; 24. Cirmen,
250,000; 25. Vize, 230,000; 26. izvornik, 264,000;
27. Fiorina, 200,000; 28. Ilbasan, 200,000; 29.
Cingene (Gypsies), 190,000; 30. Midilli, 170,000; 31.
Karadagh (Montenegro), 100,000; 32. Musellemdn-i
Kirk Kilise, 81,000; and 33. Voynuk, 52,000.
Among these, Cingene, Musellem and Voynuk were
not territorial sanajaks located in a particular place.
Each one of these scattered groups was put under a
sanajak-beyi, whose main duty was to be the commander of the sipdhis in his sanajak. In a list compiled
ca. 1534 (Topkapi Palace Archives, D. 9578, see
Belleten, no. 78, 250, 258), we find all the sanajaks
mentioned above except Sofya, Inebakhti and
Fiorina. The sanajak of Selanik is added. In general,
Selanik was included in the sultan's khdss [q.v.] or
given to the viziers as a retirement pension. In this
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period, Sofia was included in the sultan's khass, or else
assigned independently to the administration of a
subashl. The sandjak belonging to the Beylerbeyi during
the early years of Siileyman I included the cities of
Uskiip, Pirlipe, Manastir and Kesriye and was spread
over a wide region. Afterwards, these towns became
the centres for sandjak beyis.
In the list given by_ c AynI CA1I shortly before
1018/1609 (Kawdnm-i Al-i ^Othmdn, published in
Taswir-i Efkdr [Istanbul 1280] 11-13), Sofya and
Manastir were included under the Pasha sandjak. This
list includes additionally the sana^aks of Selanik,
Uskiip, Dukagin, Kirk Kilise and Ak Kerman
(together with Bender). On the other hand, before
1609, some sandjaks of Rumeli were assigned to the
newly-formed provinces of Djeza°ir-i Bahr-i SefTd,
Kefe and Bosna. Sanajaks assigned to the Djeza^ir-i
Bahr-i SefTd were Gelibolu, Aghriboz, Inebakhti.
Karli ili and Midilli. Those assigned to the province
of Bosna were Kilis, Hersek, Pojega, Izvornik,
Zacana (Zacasna), Rahovidja and Kirka. The province of Djeza°ir-i Bahr-i SefTd was created as a
beylerbeylik for Barbarossa Khayr al-Dln Pasha [q.v.],
appointed grand admiral of the empire or kapudan-i
deryd in 1533 [see EYALET]. The sandjaks of Silistre,
Nikebolu/Nigbolu, Cirmen, Vize, Kirk Kilise,
Bender and Ak Kerman from Rumeli were added to
the province of Ozi or Silistre. According to a ru^us
defteri, official register of appointments of governors,
written ca. 1644, the sandjaks of Rumeli were: I.
Kostendil, 2. Tirhala, 3. Prizren, 4. Yanya, 5.
Delvine, 6. Vulcetrin, 7. Uskiip, 8. Elbasan, 9.
Awlonya, 10. Dukagin, 11. Iskenderiyye, 12. Okhri,
13. Aladjahisar, 14. Selanik, and 15. sanajak of the
Voynuks. In the 18th century, Morea was separated
from the eydlet of Rumeli to become an independent
eydlet under a muhassil [q. v. ] .
During the period of the Tanzimdt [q.v.], in the 19th
century, administrative divisions of Rumeli underwent numerous changes, and smaller provinces were
formed. Shortly before 1263/1847, the new eydlets of
Uskiip, Bosna, Yanya and Selanik were formed and
the main eydlet of Rumeli included only the three sanajaks of Iskenderiyye, Okhri and Kesriye (Sdl-ndme of
1263/1847). In 1862, the first wildyet of Rumeli was
composed of the liwds of Kesriye, Okhri and
Ishkodra, with Manastir as the centre of the wildyet
(Sdl-ndme of 1278/1862). Following the formation of
the wildyet of Tuna in 1280/1864 with the sandjaks of
Ruscuk, TulcX Vidin, Sofya, Tirnova, Nish and
Varna, new wildyets were formed one after another,
namely Bosna, Ishkodra, Yanya, Selanik and Edirne,
thereby reducing Rumeli to a mere geographical
name. The new wildyet of Selanik included Manastir,
Serez, Drama and Uskiip. After Bulgaria seceded in
1312/1894, Rumeli was divided into the wildyets of
Edirne, Selanik, Kosova, Yanya, Ishkodra and
Manastir (Sdl-ndme of 1312/1895).
Bibliography: N.V. Michoff, Sources bibliographiques sur I'histoire de la Turquie et de la Bulgarie, i-iv,
Sofia 1914-34; idem, Population de la Turquie et de la
Bulgarie, i-ii, 1915-24; L. Savadjian, Bibliographic
Balkanique, Paris 1931; A. Boue, La Turquie
d'Europe, i-iv, Paris 1840; J. Cvijic, La Peninsule
balkanique, Paris 1918; Ph. Kanitz, Donau-Bulgarien
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Geschichte Sudosteuropas, Munich 1950; C. Jirecek,
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1928; 6.L. Barkan, XV. veXVI met asirlarda Osmanh
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Vienna 1812; T. Gokbilgin, Kanuni Sultan Siileyman
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Inalcik, Tanzimat ve Bulgar meselesi, Ankara 1943;
idem, The Ottoman Turks and the Crusades, in K.M.
Setton (general ed.), A history of the Crusades, vi, ed.
P. Zacour and H. Hazard, Madison 1989; idem
(ed.), Hicri 835 Tarihli Defter-i Sancak-i Arvanid,
Ankara 1954; idem, The Middle East and the Balkans
under the Ottoman Empire, in Essays on economy and
society, Indiana University Turkish Studies, Bloomington 1993; idem The Ottoman decline and its effects
upon the Reaya, in H. Birnbaum and S. Vryonis,
eds., Aspects of the Balkans: continuity and change, The
Hague 1972; N. Todorov, The Balkan town, 14001900, Seattle 1983; B. §imsir, Rumeli'de Tiirkgdfleri,
Ankara 1989; B. McGowan, Economic life in the Ottoman Empire, Cambridge 1982; H. Kaleshi and
H.-J. Kornrumpf, Das Wilajet Prizren, in
Sudostforschungen, xxvii (1967), 176-238; cAynI CA1I,
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change in South-Eastern Europe during Ottoman rule, in
Chirot (ed.), The origins of backwardness in Eastern
Europe, Berkeley 1989, 117-76; Balkanlar: Ortadogu ve
Balkan incelemeleri vakfi, Istanbul 1993; B. Jelavitch,
History of the Balkans, Cambridge 1991; E. Hosch,
Geschichte der Balkanldnder von der Fruhzeit bis zur
Gegenwart, Munich 1988; O. Sander, Balkan
gelismeleri ve Turkiye, Ankara 1969; J.R. Lampe and
M.R. Jackson, Balkan economic history, 1550-1950,
Bloomington 1982; Sudosteuropa Bibliographie, publ.
Siidostinstitut, Munich 1982.
(H. INALCIK)
RUMELI HI§ARI, a fortress and village at the
narrowest part of the Bosphorus which has at this
point its strongest current (called §eytan akmtisi).
The castle served, together with Anadolu Hisari
[q. v. ], to control the maritime passage between the
Euxine (Black Sea) and the Propontis (Sea of Marmara). In Ottoman sources it is also called
Boghazkesen and Rumeli Orta Hisari kalcesi. Two
existing Byzantine towers were taken in 1452 by
Mehemmed II and remodelled and enlarged in three
months (oldest Ottoman inscription of Istanbul). The
castle was completed in RabI* II 856/June-July 1452,
being the result of a division of labour between the
sultan and his leading commanders (Sarudja, Khalfl,
Zaghanos), extensively described by Byzantine and
Ottoman contemporaries. Only the Donjon of Coucy
(Aisne) exceeded the three towers in size at this
period. At the barbican (hisdr-pecce), 18-20 guns were
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installed. Rumeli Hisari served as a prison and as a
check-point for customs (see ISTANBUL, Plate VII;
C
OTHMANL|. v. ARCHITECTURE, Plate VI).
The village was already in Ewliya's time a summer
resort, frequented by members of the Ottoman ruling
class (e.g. Kopriilu-zade cAsim and Mekkl-zade), who
owned waterfront palaces (yali). Rumeli Hisari preserved its predominantly Muslim character, with
more than a dozen Friday mosques and mas^ids, until
the early 19th century. There were prominent dervish
convents. The sheykh of the Bektashi tekke of Shehidler
above the castle was an important figure in the Young
Turk period. In 1863 Robert College, the forerunner
of the modern Bogazici Universitesi, was opened by
the American Presbyterian Christoph Rheinlander
Robert. There was a small Armenian quarter in the
vicinity of Surp Santukht (late 18th century).
Bibliography: Ewliya Celebi, Seydfiat-ndme, 453;
Huseyin Aywansarayi, Hadikat ul-^awdmic, ii,
Mehmed Ra'if, Mir^at-i 'Istanbul, 270-8; J. von
Hammer, Constantinopolis und der Bosporos, 1822, ii,
220-7, G. Goodwin, A history of Ottoman architecture,
London 1971; W. Miiller-Wiener, Bildlexikon zur
Topographic Istanbul*, Tubingen 1977, 335-7 (with
further sources and literature); P. Tuglaci, Istanbul
Ermeni kiliselerlArmenian churches of Istanbul, i, Istanbul^ 1991, 180-2.
(K. KREISER)
RUMI, a designation for the Turks from alR u m [q.v. ], which was once under the Eastern
Roman Empire. The name Rumi was widespread in
all eastern Islamic countries, including the Arab
lands, Persia, Central Asia and Indonesia, from the
9th/15th century onwards. The Ottomans restricted
the name Rum to the provinces in the Amasya and
Sivas areas. The Rumis were appreciated particularly
for their tactical skills and for skills in the making of
firearms. Rumi mercenaries were employed by the
Mamluk sultans, the rulers of Arabia, clrak, and,
thereafter, by the Indian and Indonesian rulers (J.
Aubin, Mare Luso-Indicum, ii, 175-9).
While employment opportunities with high salaries
attracted a great number of individual Anatolian
soldiers, who had once been in the service of the Turcoman rulers, the Ottoman sultans also gave permission to friendly rulers to enlist volunteers from their
territory. Such Rumi mercenary groups equipped with
muskets played in those countries a prominent part in
the struggle against the Portuguese from the first
decade of the 16th century. The Mamluks and even
local Arab chiefs in lower c lrak took them into their
service by the 1520s. Rumis who were sent by the
Mamluk sultan to Yemen became a dominant
military group in the internal power-struggle there
until the Ottomans finally established their own firm
control in the land ca. 1539. Already in 1513, Afonso
de Albuquerque wrote to the king of Portugal that,
unless Rumis were eliminated, there would be no
security for the Portuguese in the Indian Ocean.
In Persia, ustdd-i Rumts, Ottoman experts, founded
guns in the destur-i Rumi, Ottoman style, for the first
$afawid rulers. In India, Babur [q.v.] had in his service two Rumi founders who founded guns and showed him how to use them tactically. In 1538 Ottoman
soldiers from Suleyman Pasha's [q.v.] army entered
the service of the sultan of Gudjarat, who promised a
salary ten times higher than that under the Ottomans.
In 1567 two large ships carrying 500 Turks including
gun-founders, gunners and engineers to build ships
and fortresses, reached Atjeh [q.v.].
Not only Turkish soldiers, but also merchants
known as Rumis, appeared on the western coasts of the
Indian subcontinent and in Indonesia in the 10th/16th

century, forming quite sizeable colonies in Diu,
Calicut and Bantam. Joining earlier Arab traders,
Rumis obtained a trading post at Pasai [q.v.] in
Sumatra as early as 1540.
The term Rumi also indicated a special motif in the
form of a leaf or stylised animal designs in Ottoman
art and in architectural ornamentation. For the Rumi
calendar, see TA D RIKH.
Bibliography: H. Inalcik (ed.), An economic and
social history of the Ottoman Empire, Cambridge 1994.
(HAUL INALCIK)
RUMIYA (wrongly Rumiyya, cf. Yakut, ii, 8667), the name given to the city of Rome by the Arab
geographers, with the exception of the western ones
(al-Bakrl, al-Idrisi and al-Himyari), who use the form
Ruma, as also Ibn Khaldun (only Ibn Rusta writes
Rumiyya, treating it as if it were a nisba).
Rome's fame, both as the seat of power of the Rum
[q. v. ] and then as the centre of Christianity, could not
fail to be noted by the mediaeval Arabs. In fact, the
solicitude, if not critical sense, which they displayed in
grasping at every item of information about the city,
ended up in a host of pieces of information which is
in striking contrast to their almost total ignorance, up
to the time of al-Idrisi, with regard to Christian
Western Europe. Unfortunately, this involved only
indirect information, with the unique exception of the
narrative (in Ibn Rusta, 129-30) of the mysterious
Harun b. Yahya, who fell into the hands of the Byzantines and who visited Rome towards the end of the 9th
century A.D. (furthermore, it is known that an event
as sensational as the sacking of the Roman basilicas,
in 846 A.D., has left no trace whatever in the Arabic
texts). Again, the pieces of information are drawn
from anonymous sources and, going beyond this fiction, from the domain of the imaginary and legendary, such as the largely factitious picture of
mediaeval Rome fixed in the minds of the Arabs. It
is as if they had seen its landscape, urban and rural,
through the eyes of someone else, in other words,
through the intermediacy of the Greco-Byzantine and
Syriac tradition, as the analysis of texts (cf. I. Guidi,
in BibL) has shown.
This procedure is indeed what is responsible, either
through an ambiguous geographical representation,
which goes back rather to Constantinople (presence of
the sea on three sides, the golden gate and the gate "of
the king", the situation of the great market); or
through this fairy-like enchantment, marked by an
unparalleled display of gold and precious stones (e.g.
in regard to the altar of the Lateran church); or, finally, through exaggerated figures evoking a setting in
which thousands of churches are crammed (with
120,000 bells...), as many as 23,000 monasteries,
22,000 markets and 660,000 baths! It should nevertheless be remarked that this attitude does not seem to
be shared by all the authors. In so far as one can identify the different traditions, one may conclude that only Ibn Khurradadhbih [q.v.], on the one hand, followed by al-Idrisi, al-cUmarI and (in part) Ibn Rusta,
and on the other hand, Yakut and al-Kazwmi [9.00.],
following the version of Ibn al-Fakih (absent from the
abridgment, which alone has survived), devote a considerable amount of space to the marvellous. In this
context, one should particularly note the mention of
the columns or talismanic statues, of which Yakut and
al-Kazwini preserve the most complete memory, connected with the legend of the Salvatio Romae, or indeed
with that of the birds who bring olives to ensure a supply of oil for the lamps, or yet again, with the belief
in the apotropaic power of certain images.
The edition which has recently appeared (see BibL)
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of the Masdlik of al-Bakri [see ABU CUBAYD AL-BAKRI],
comes opportunely to allow us to verify, at the same
time as demonstrating the dependence of the Rawtf of
al-Himyari [see IBN CABD AL-MUN C IM AL-HIMYARI], the
existence, in regard to Rome, of a clearly different
tradition, one in which an interest, which may be
called "historical" in the wider sense, is dominant.
Instead of a topography with fabulous features,
such as the enceinte with two walls separated by a
paved-over river (or in some way covered over) with
copper flags, side-by-side with a canal having the
same paving with flags and running through the
market, there appears here, within a natural setting
which is much more realistic, nothing more than the
name of the Tiber, at the side of that of Octavius (with
the reminiscence of the age 'of bronze) and, on the
other hand, that of Constantine. The sumptuous description of churches found elsewhere is here likewise
reduced to that of St. Peter, not without some realistic
details. A sequel to this absence, or near-absence, of
the monumental and the fantastic, is the attention
here to the human beings and to. their nature (the
Romans are the most cowardly people in the world!)
and to their customs. If al-cUmari himself knows a lot
about the Pope, and if others (Yakut, Ibn Rusta, etc.)
underline the role, both spiritual and cultural (sic) of
Rome, it is al-Bakri and al-Himyari above all—and
more than anyone else—who stop at the social and
religious life of Rome's inhabitants, shown in a
number of remarks: on Sunday and the celebration of
the Eucharist, on monogamy and adultery, the laws of
hereditary succession and fasting, oaths and the
sacred texts. One would like to know the source from
which they derived all this information. It is regrettable that, at the present stage of our knowledge, all
one can say is to exclude any identification of this information with the History of Orosius (ed. Badawl,
Beirut 1982), the sole work of Latin literature which
was translated into Arabic.
Bibliography: I. Guidi, La descrizione di Roma nei
geografi arabi, in Archivio della Societd Romana di Storia
Patria, i (1878), 173-218; M. Nallino, Un'inedita
descrizione araba di Roma, in AW ON, N.S. xiv
(1964), 295-309, with references, to which should
be added Abu cUbayd al-Bakri, K. al-Masdlik wa 'lmamdlik, ed. A.P. Van Leeuwen and A. Ferre,
Tunis 1993; M. Nallino, "Mirabilia" di Roma negli
antichi geografi arabi, in Studi in onore di Italo Siciliano,
Florence 1966, 875-93.
(R. TRAINI)
RUMLI LEWEND [see LEWEND].
AL-RUMMA or RUMA, WADI, the main regional
drainage system of n o r t h A r a b i a , running over
1,000 km/620 miles from the Harrat Khaybar in the
Hidjaz, to the north-east of Medina through al-Kasim
to run out in southern al-clrak. Al-Hamdani (ed.
Miiller, i, 144) mentions Batn al-Rumma flowing between two mountain areas in the neighbourhood of
the lands of the tribe of al-Tayyi3 and the fertile land
of al-Kasim to the south. He also mentions (i, 145)
WadI Sarlr as being the name of the lower part of
WadI al-Rumma, in an area associated with the Banu
c
Amir of Tamlm. Much the same is reported by
Yakut (i, 75) citing al-Asmaci: he also declares that the
Wad! al-Rumma flows betweeen two mountains, the
black Aban and the white Aban. Musil (Northern Negd,
New York 1928, 224, also 130) knew of the two Aban
mountains between which the Wad! al-Rumma ran its
course. These distinctive ranges of rocky hills lie in
western al-Kasim beside the modern road to Medina
under the names Aban al-Asmar (on the north side of
the al-Rumma channel) and Aban al-Ahmar (on the
south bank) (R.A. Bramkamp, L.F. Ramirez, G.F.
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Brown and A.E. Pocock, Geology of the Wadi ar Rimah
quadrangle, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, in Miscellaneous
geologic investigations, Map 1-206 A [1963/1383]).
Al-Bakri, writing in the 5th/llth century, refers to
it as a great valley (kd*) in Nadj into which a number
of other wadls flow (Mu^ajam ma ista^ajam, ed.
Wiistenfeld, Gottingen and Paris 1877, 410). Yakut
(ii, 635-6) refers to the Wad! as a valley that runs
through north Arabia under a series of names. It was
known as al-Rumma in the land of the Ghatafan, after
which it was Batn al-Rumma on the road between
Fayd [q.v. in Suppl.] (a Hadjdj halt on the Darb
Zubayda) and Medina. The same watercourse then
became Wad! '1-Hadjir and in the lands of the Tayyi3
it was known as Ha3il. Among the Banu Taghlib the
Wad! was called Suwa, while in the Banu Kalb land
it was called Kurakir. It ran out at al-Nfl near
al-Kufa.
The great length of the Wad! led to the local
changes of name recorded by al-Hamdam and Yakut
and the same phenomenon is noted by modern
authorities. From its head in the Harrat Khaybar to
al-Kasim, it is called Wad! Rlsha (J.G. Lorimer,
Gazetteer of the Persian Gulf, ^Orndn and Central Arabia,
Calcutta 1908, IIA, 281-2, 597-8, IIB, 1591, 1601-2).
By contrast, Musil, op. cit., 220, refers to it merely as
"al-Wadl" in al-KasIm. Modern mapping describes
the entire course in this area as WadI al-Rumma (or
al-Rimah) from its head in the Harrat Khaybar as far
as the point at which it reaches the Dahna3 [q. v. ] sands
to the north-east of al-Kasim, and which form a great
natural barrier. In the Dahna3, the Rumma is known
as Wad! al-MustawT (H.R.P. Dickson, Kuwait and her
neighbours, London 1956, repr. 1968, 53), and beyond
the Dahna3 it becomes Wad! al-Batn, whose course
eventually marks Kuwait's western border with clrak.
Wad! al-Batn runs out at the Ratk ridge towards
Hawr al-Hammar, west of al-Basra.
The western reaches of the WadI al-Rumma were
first explored by C.M. Doughty (Travels in Arabia
Deserta, Cambridge 1888, ii, 329, 391-3 and passim),
who describes its shallowness, its salinity in al-Kasim,
and the sands blocking it to the east. C. Huber
(Journal d'un Voyage en Arabie, 1883-1884, Paris 1891,
11. 13) also mapped its course around cUnayza. Musil,
op. cit., 38-9 describes the fertility of the alluvium that
ran against the Dahna3 sands as they form a dam
across the WadI. In parts of al-Kasim, the WadI is virtually invisible and this is noted by several travellers.
H.St.J. Philby (Arabia of the Wahhabis, London 1928,
repr. 1977, 177 ff.) described wells and springs in the
WadI al-Rumma channel near to c Unayza, and the
practice of establishing palm groves that tapped the
brackish water beneath the saline sabkha. Doughty
says that the WadI had not flowed for some 40 years
in his day, but Philby (op. cit., 257) speaks of regular
floods in the west of al-Kasim before the early 20th
century. These would transform the depression
known as Zukaybiyya into a lake. In 1982, the present
writer saw the entire country west of Uklat al-$ukur
on the western course of the WadI al-Rumma turned
by rainfall into a vast shallow lake which fed into the
Rumma.
In the 19th century, the lower course, the WadI alBafn, provided a route from Kuwait into al-Kasim
(Doughty, ii, 392; D.G. Hogarth, The penetration of
Arabia, repr. Beirut 1966, 277; Dickson, 60). Here
there were wells, notably at Hafar and at Rikacl, but
in this lower stretch of its course, beyond the Dahna3,
the WadI normally does not flow. By 1936 Hafar had
a Saudi fortress, and today Hafar al-Batn has grown
into a major Saudi military base.
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AL-RUMMANI, ABU 'L-HASAN cAu B. C!SA b. CAH
c
b. Abd Allah (296-384/909-94). By profession a warrdk [q. v. ], al-Rummani (also known as al-Ikhshidi, see
below) was a seminal t h i n k e r in the Arab
linguistic and literary sciences in 4th/10th century Baghdad. He was born in Baghdad and died
there, having written, during the course of a long and
active life, in excess of one hundred works on a wide
but coherent range of topics (for a list of these works,
see Mubarak, Al-Rummani, 37-103). Much of his
literary output was taken by dictation, and included
works on grammar (nahw), lexicography (lugha),
rhetoric (baldgha), the Kur'anic sciences (^ulum alKur^dn), and philosophical theology (kaldm). Although
he is widely quoted in later sources, only a handful of
his works, or fragments thereof, appears to have survived. They are:
(1) K al-Alfdz al-mutarddifa al-mutakdribat al-ma^nd
(ed. Path Allah $alih CA1I al-Misri, al-Mansura 14071987). A short lexical work, it is divided into \$2fusul,
eachfasl containing a set of words (or phrases) that are
synonymous. The work is representative of a technical
genre common during this period.
(2) K. al-DjdmPfi c*7m (or tafsir) al-Kur^dn. A work
on KurDanic philology, it appears originally to have
been very large, only parts of which have survived (as
yet unedited). They are: Part 7—Paris, B.N. 6523;
Part 10—Tashkent, Akademiya 3137; Part 12—
Jerusalem, Masdjid al-Aksa 29 ( = Cairo, Machad alMakhtutat, Microfilm Collection 18 (see GAS, viii,
113, and, for a discussion of the work, accompanied
by citation of select passages, Mubarak, Al-Rummdni,
83-8).
(3) K. al-Hududfi 'l-nahw (in Rasd^ilfi 'l-nahw wa 'llugha) ed. Mustafa Djawad and, Yackub Maskuni,
Silsilat kutub al-turdth, 11, Baghdad 1388/1989, 37-50).
A short lexical work, it constitutes a small dictionary
of 88 technical terms that commonly occur in Arab[ic]
grammatical theory of the period.
(4) K. Ma^dni 'l-huruf (ed. cAbd al-Fattah Ismacil
Shaldji, Djudda 1404/1984). This is a systematic
treatise on the categorical nature and function of the
grammatical particles in Arabic. The work is
representative of a technical genre that evolved,
during this period, amidst debates over the nature of
speech and the status of grammar in relation to logic.
(5) K. Mandzil al-huruf (in Rasd^il fi 'l-nahw wa 'llugha, 51-79). Although handed down as a separate
work, it, in effect, constitutes, with some slight variation; the final 23 abwdb of the K. Macdni 'l-huruf.
(6) al-Nukat f i i^djdz al-Kur^dn (in Thaldth rasdW fi
ica^dz al-Kur^dn, ed. Muhammad Khalafallah and
Muhammad Zaghlul Salam, Dhakhd^ir al-^Arab, 18,
Cairo 19551, 19882, 75-1331 [ = 89-1042]). This work

is a risdla that treats the subject of the uniqueness or
inimitability of the Kurgan. In structure, it constitutes
a compilation of short paragraphs illustrating the
author's teaching, but without any arguments (or
counter-arguments), and with, sometimes, little contextual continuity. Without abandoning the traditional theological arguments that had been put forth
on behalf of the Kur D an's inimitability, al-Rummani
attempts to put the entire issue on firmer ground by
logically subordinating the theological arguments to
the notion of the Kur3an's incomparable style, which
rests squarely upon the quality of its eloquence
(baldgha). According to al-Rummam, baldgha is divisible into the following ten categories: (i) terseness
(i&dz), (ii) comparison (tashbih), (iii) metaphor
(isti^dra), (iv) euphony (tald^um), (v) end-rhymes [of
the KurDanic verses] (fawdsil), (vi) paronomasia
(tadjanus), (vii) transformation of a root [into various
awzdn] (ta$rif), (viii) implication (tatfrnin), (ix) emphasis (mubdlagha), and (x) distinctiveness [of expression] (husn al-baydn).
(7) The Shark Kitdb Sibawayh. This appears to have
been a rather large work, only portions of which survive, for the most part unedited (see, however, E.
Ambros (ed. and tr.), Sieben Kapitel des Sarh Kitdb
Sibawaihi von ar-Rummdni in Edition und Ubersetzung,
Vienna 1979; Kism al-sarf, al-ajuz* al-awwal, ed. R.A.
al-Damiri, Cairo 1408/1988. They are: Istanbul
Feyzullah Efendi 1984-7 ( = vols. ii-v of the Sharh);
and Vienna, Akademie 2442 ( = Part 3 of the Shark).
This work has been the subject of a number of studies,
the most comprehensive of which being Mubarak, AlRummdni (see also GAS, ix, 112, and Bibl. for further
titles).
(8) Tafsir al-Kur^dn. An apparently very large work,
only a small portion of which has survived (as yet,
unedited): Cairo, al-Khizana al-Taymuriyya tafsir
201 (GAS, viii, 270). It was highly regarded throughout the later mediaeval period (for a discussion of the
work, with remarks about it from later authors, see
Mubarak, Al-Rummdm, 96-9).
One thing that distinguishes Basran grammarians
of this period, from their predecessors, is the patent
and increasingly more refined awareness of the importance of distinguishing between purely syntactic
phenomena and such stylistic alternatives as are
available within the syntactic constraints of a given
language (in this case, Arabic), when making
judgements about acceptable and accepted usage. AlRummanl is representative of this trend.
Theologically, al-Rummam belonged to the Ikhshldiyya (Yakut, Irshdd, V 280-1) after Ibn al-Ikhshid,
the eponymous founder of the school; whence alRummanl's auxiliary nisba, al-Ikhshidi), one of three
competing Muctazill schools of kaldm, in Baghdad, the
other two being the Ba Hashimiyya and the so-called
"old Baghdad" school. As a young man, alRummam had witnessed the legendary debate
(320/932) between Abu Sacld al-SlrafT [q.v.] and Abu
Bishr Matta b. Yunus over the relative merits of logic
and grammar. He would serve as the main source for
al-TawhidT's recapitulation (Imtd^, i, 128) of the
events (the other informant, albeit with less of a
memory for the details, being al-SlrafT himself). As an
expert in jurisprudence (fikh), as well as grammar and
theology, al-Rummam was appointed, along with alSlrafT, to a judgeship over Baghdad's East District,
shortly after Abu Muhammad Ibn Macruf had been
appointed chief judge of the city (Kraemer, Philosophy,
73; al-Hamadhanl, Takmila, 197; Ibn al-DjawzI,
Muntazam, vii, 38, 54). Probably as Ibn Ma c ruf s official witness (shdhid), al-Rummam was a member of
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a self-appointed delegation of notables (many of them
jurisconsults) that appeared before c lzz al-Dawla
Bakhtiyar to air the grievances of the populace (Imtdc,
iii, 151-2).
Al-Rummani studied under such influential figures
as Ibn al-Sarradj (d. 317/929), Ibn Durayd (d.
321/933), and al-Zadjdjadj (d. 311/923). Those who,
at one time or other, had studied under al-Rummanl
would prove themselves no less distinguished than his
teachers. It is al-Rummanl who is credited with
having dubbed one such student, Ibn Nu c man (d.
413/1022), with the epithet by which the precocious
young shaykh would come better to be known, viz. almufid, "the instructor", as a consequence of his
having outwitted al-Rummanl in debate after having
been present at, and posed a question during, one of
the latter's widely attended lectures (Ni c ma, Faldsifat
al-shfa, 456). Among al-Rummam's devoted disciples
was the brilliant and irascible Abu Hayyan alTawhldl (d. 414/1023), the source for much of our
knowledge about al-Rummani. Al-TawhidI adjudged
al-Rummanl to be endowed with a capacity for eloquent expression tantamount to the legendary alDjahiz (Yakut, Irshdd, v, 252, possibly the greatest
praise he could lavish on anyone.) Other appraisals of
al-Rummanl were less enthusiastic: "It used to be
said", notes Yakut (v, 281), "[that] 'the grammarians of the day are three: one whose speech is
incomprehensible—that being al-Rummani; one
some of whose speech is comprehensible—that being
Abu CA1I al-Farisi; and [perhaps not without a tinge of
irony] one all of whose speech is comprehensible without a teacher—that being al-Sirafi' "]. In another less
than enthusiastic appraisal of al-Rummani, apparently provoked by his somewhat controversial habit of integrating grammar and logic (Nuzhat, 157-8). It was
the same Abu CA1I al-Farisi who, on at least one occasion, made what he had to say completely understood,
in no uncertain terms (Yakut, v, 281), noting that "if
grammar is what al-Rummani says it is, then we have
no part in it; and if grammar is what we say it is, then
he has no part in it". If, by some estimates, perspicuity was the hallmark of eloquence, then, given some of
al-Rummani's notoriety for obfuscatory discourse,
complicated by the fact that he treats the subject of
eloquence, at some length, in the Nukat ft Pdjaz alKur^dn, it is not entirely surprising to find at least one
contemporary, Abu '1-Hasan al-Badihi (protege of
Yahya b. cAdi, distinguished pupil of al-Farabi), complaining that al-Rummanf was unaccustomed, with
respect to eloquence, of practising what he so ardently
preached (Basd^ir, i, 171-2). Al-Rummanl's definition
of eloquence (baldghd) given in the Nukat (75) is
preceded by two preliminary counter-definitions of
what, in his opinion, eloquence is not, one of which,
as if to respond to his critics, runs: "Eloquence is not
the [act of] making a given meaning understood,
because sometimes two speakers (mutakallimdn) will
make a given idea understood, one of whom is eloquent, the other incapable of expressing himself well"
(Nukat, 75). His positive definition of eloquence,
cited, with some slight variation, by Ibn Rashlk
(<Umda, i, 246), yet ascribed not to al-Rummanf but
to an unnamed muhdath poet, runs as follows: wainnama 'l-baldgha isdlu 'l-macnd ila 'l-kalbi fi ahsani
suratm min(a) 'l-lafz—"What eloquence in fact is, is
the conveying of a given idea to the heart ( = mind) in
the most beautiful form of wording" (Nukat, 75; cf.
c
Umda, i, 246, wherein ibdd^ replaces isdJ). If, as
Versteegh has attempted to show (Greek elements, 94, n.
20), al-Rummani, like other Muctazills of the period,
was operating under influences, either direct or in-
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direct, that bear the stamp of stoicism, then his appeal
to rhetoric is, in effect, an appeal to logic, under
which the stoics, in contrast to the Aristotelians, subsumed rhetoric (along with dialectic).
In the context of his discussion of the incomparability of the Kurgan's stylistic qualities, alRummanl introduces a number of innovations into
the treatment of the tropical use of language, with e.g.
his notion of the asl al-lugha, the basic or proper meaning of an expression, that would become pervasive
throughout later literary theory. His treatment of
metaphor (isti^dra) and comparison (tashbih) also exhibits a rather radical departure from previous theory
(for a discussion of these topics, see Heinrichs, Hand
oftheNorthwind). His approach to these and other matters would greatly influence other theorists, both contemporary and later, among them Abu Hilal alc
Askan(d. ca. 395/1004), al-Hatimf (d. 388/988), and
Ibn Sinan al-KhafadjT (d. 455/1073-4), to name only
a few, and signals the point at which Arab(ic) literary
theory begins to emerge as a discipline independent
of, for example, Kur^anic hermeneutics, in the context of which much of the earlier theorising had taken
place.
Bibliography: Extant works by al-Rummam:
see article, and Brockelmann, I, 113, S I, 175; GAS,
viii, 112-14, 270, ix, 111-13, 314; Zirikll, v, 134;
Kahhala, vii, 102. Additional sources cited in
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1955; idem, al-Basd^ir wa 'l-dhakhd^ir, 4 vols., ed. I.
KaylanI, Damascus 1984-8; Yakut, Irshdd al-arib, 7
vols., ed. Margoliouth.—Studies cited in the article: W. Heinrichs, The Hand of the Northwind,
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RUNDA, Sp. RONDA, the chef-lieu of the
d i s t r i c t (kura, sometimes iklim) in mediaeval alAndalus o f T a k u r u n n a , situated to the north-west of
Rayya [q.v.] (modern Malaga).
This is a very mountainous region, well watered by
rivers and abundant rain, allowing the development
of agriculture and stockrearing. The town of Runda
is described in the Arabic sources as an impregnable
fortress, and this fact, in addition to its geographical
situation, has moulded its history. The northern part
of the town is protected by a ravine (tajo) formed by
the river, a kilometre long and 160 m deep. This
natural defence was completed by a powerful fortress
with triple walls. Outside the walls, urban expansion
in the shape of suburbs (rabcuf) only happened in the
13th and 14th centuries A.D. Traces of its Islamic
past are visible today in its baths (situated below the
town, on the river side), the mihrdb of the great
mosque, preserved in a church, a minaret and some
rdbitas. The so-called house of the Gigantes is the best
example of civilian Islamic architecture there, since it
has kept the greater part of its structure and decor.
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One should also add the Almocabar (al-makdbir) gate
in tfie enceinte and a few other architectural remains
preserved in the modern buildings. At the time of its
conquest by the Christians (1485), the town had
numerous mosques, dwelling houses (most of them on
a modest scale) and 77 shops. The defensive value of
Runda was reduced through the town's lack of a water
supply, hence at some unknown date—but one during
the Islamic period—a stairway was constructed in the
rock down to the river, still in part preserved. The
Arabic sources call the river the nahr Runda, but its
Castilian name (Guadalevin) is clearly Arabic in
origin. The usually accepted etymology (wddi 'l-laban)
has been rejected by E. Teres, who suggests the local
toponym wddi 'l-liwd as a possible alternative, even
though it is not confirmed in the sources (the place
name al-liwd is cited only once, in a kafida by a poet
of Runda).
The population of Runda and its hinterland comprised, as well as indigenous elements, a strong
Berber presence, plus some Arab lineages. Among the
Berbers, one notes the presence of the W.lhasa (of
Nafza [q. v. ]), as well as the Banu '1-Khali* (see below)
and the Banu '1-Zacljcljali. These last, of undistinguished origin, according to Ibn Hayyan, later
installed themselves at Cordova and reached there a
high position. The famous poet cAbbas b. Firnas
(3rd/9th century) belonged to a Berber family settled
in the Runda district (the very name of Takurunna is
considered to be of Berber origin). The presence of
Nafza Berbers is attested until a late date by the
patronyms of persons like the poet Abu '1-Baka5
(7th/13th century) and the mystic Ibn cAbbad
(8th/14th century), both born at Runda. The
references to Arabic lineages are much less numerous.
According to al-Razi, cited by Ibn al-Khafib, a descendant of Sacd b. cUbada [q.v.] settled in the region
of Takurunna. In the 5th/llth century the Banu '1Hakim, an important Arab family of Seville, chose to
reside at Runda and thereafter played an important
role in the town's history. The Arabic nisbas borne by
the natives of Runda are recorded in the biographical
sources, but, as elsewhere in al-Andalus, this fact does
not guarantee a genuine Arab origin. The existence of
a small Jewish community is attested by the presence
of a Jew as interpreter in the negotiations which led to
the surrender of the town in 1485; and a Jewish physician of Runda is mentioned in the 6th/12th century.
In the Umayyad period, the Berbers of Runda and
its district were often involved in rebellions against the
amirs of Cordova. However, the Banu '1-Khali*, who
were clients of the Umayyads of Syria, had given their
support to the youthful cAbd al-Rahman I when he
had landed in the peninsula; the lord of the kura of
Takurunna, cAbd al-Acla b. Awghaclja, offered him
his help and a body of 400 cavalrymen. In the reign
of Hi§ham I, the Berbers of Takurunna rose in
178/795-6. This rising was severely suppressed by the
amir's army, who killed a large part of the rebels; those
who escaped took refuge in regions fairly distant from
Runda (Talavera and Trujillo). This first Berber
revolt resulted in a depopulation of Runda and its
district, which has probably, however, been exaggerated by the Arabic sources. Other Berber revolts
are recorded in the region in the reign of cAbd alRahman II, in 211/826 and 235/849; but it was above
all in Muhammad's reign (238-73/852-86) that the
movement challenging the authority of the amirs
became widespread in the Runda district. At first
revolt, led by Asad b. al-Harilh b. Rafic in 261/874,
was soon extinguished. But in 265/878-9 the revolt
reached the districts of Takurunna, Algeciras and

Rayya, as a reaction against the tax exactions of the
governors, and after this the Umayyad administration
began building fortresses (hufiin) in order to overawe
the region. Then in 267/880 broke out the great revolt
of cUmar b. Hafsun [q.v.], himself a native of Runda.
Under the amir cAbd Allah ('275-300/888-912), this extended through the kura of Rayya and adjacent
regions, including Runda. In his struggle, cUmar
sought help from Awshajjja of the Banu 'l-Khall^ who
abandoned him, however, after his conversion to
Christianity. cAbd al-Rahman III succeeded in reestablishing peace in the area, and after the fall of
c
Umar's capital Bobastro [see BUBASJHTRU in Suppl.),
all fortresses in the region were destroyed except for
those necessary for exercising the central government's authority.
With the disintegration of caliphal power, Runda
became one of the taifa principalities dominated by the
Berbers, in this case by Zanata members of the Banu
Ifran, brought in as part of the armies of the hdfaib Ibn
Abi cAmir al-Mansur [^.z>.]. At first recognising the
suzerainty of the Hammudid ruler of Malaga, after
431/1039 Abu Nur Hilal al-Ifrani declared himself independent in Runda, as one of the belt of Berber principalities (Carmona, Mor6n, Arcos and Runda) surrounding the cAbbadid principajity of Seville, and
which were in fact absorbed by this latter power under
al-Muctaclid. Abu Nur Hilal was deposed by the
c
Abbadid, but his son Abu Nasr Fatuh succeeded him
in 449/1057 and ruled till 457/1064, when alMuctaclid finally incorporated Runda in his principality as the advance post of Sevillan authority expanding towards Malaga. Al-Muctamid entrusted it
to his son al-Racli [q. v. ], and it was from him that the
Almoravid commander GJjarrur took possession of
the town in 484/1091.
In the last years of Almoravid power, local lords
proclaimed their independence all through alAndalus, and in 540/1145-6 the lord of Arcos, Jerez
and Runda, Abu '1-Kamar Ibn cAzzun, recognised
the authority of the Almohads immediately after they
appeared at Cadiz. It was in this century that the armies of Castile attacked the region on several occasions, taking captives, burning crops and seizing fortresses. With the decay of the Almohads, Runda
became a frontier post of the kingdom of Granada
against the Christians, alternatively controlled by the
Nasrids and the Marinids [q.vv.], although it seems
also to have preserved a certain feeling of local
solidarity and independence. This oscillation of control continued into the 8th/14th century, and during
this period, especially under the Marinid sultan Abu
'1-Hasan CA1I (731-49/1331-48), the fortifications of
Runda were strengthened. However, Marinid influence there declined after this, with Runda being frequently the seat of rivals for the Nasrid throne in
Granada. This role continued during the internal succession disputes of the Granadan rulers, but it remained also the advance position against Christian
military pressure. Despite truces between Granada
and Castile, frontier incidents were frequent, often
only recorded in the Castilian chroniclers. Military
activity intensified in the later part of the 9th/15th
century. Thus the men of Runda were at the head of
the important capture of Zahara, one of the last efforts
undertaken against the Christians, when an army of
300 cavalry and 4,000 infantry seized the town in
December 1481, under the command of Abrahem
Alhaquine (thus according to Spanish sources; this
Ibrahim al-Hakim was probably a member of the
family of the Banu '1-Hakim). But this success was
short-lived, as the Catholic monarchs now began the
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final assault on the Granadian kingdom. In 1484 fresh
Castilian advances isolated Runda more and more
from the rest of the kingdom, and after a short siege
(8-22 May 1485), the commander of Runda, Ibrahim
al-Hakim (the alguacil mayor of the Castilian
chronicles) surrendered the town to the Marquis of
Cadiz. This led to the loss of the whole surrounding
region and that of Malaga and the Mediterranean
shores. The population of Runda had to abandon the
town to Christian settlers, although the people of the
smaller rural settlements were allowed to remain as
vassals of Castile.
Runda had never reached the cultural level of other
towns in al-Andalus, but there was a certain intellectual development in the 7th/12th and 8th/14th centuries, when persons like Yusuf b. Musa b. Sulayman
al-Munta§hakiri, a prolific author and the teacher of
Ibn al-Khajib [q.v. ], emerged. But Runda's most
famous sons were the poet Abu 'l-Baka° (601-84/120485), the author of a renowned kasida on the loss of
Cordova, Seville, Valencia and other towns of alAndalus, and the mystic Ibn cAbbad [ q . v . ] .
Bibliography: The Arabic and Castilian sources
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AL-RUNDi, Abu Khalid Yazld b. Muhammad alMuctamid b. cAbbad, AL-RApi BI-LLAH, prince of
R u n d a [q.v.] or Ronda in Spain (460-94/1068-91).
Yazld, more generally known by his lakab of alRacjl, was one of the sons of the Taifa king of Seville,
al-Muctamid [q.v.], born of his famous concubine
Ictimad. Her master's love for her and his miserable
end in the Almoravid's prisons, became a central
feature of the cAbbadid poetic diwdns, the most
brilliant ones of the culture of al-Andalus. The fate of
the children of this liaison seem likewise to have inherited some of the tragic poignancy.
Al-Racji appears on the scene with the Almoravids
[see AL-MURABITUN] . In 479/1086 he was governor of
Algeciras when the Berbers disembarked, summoned
for help by the Taifa princes in face of the progress of
the Christians. Distrustful of his new allies, Yusuf b.
Ta§hufin, the Almoravid leader, decided to occupy
the town. Al-Racji had to cede the place at the orders
of his father, and retired to Runda, where he was to
remain permanently.
Averted for a while by the victory at Zallaka [q.v.],
the danger from the Christians re-appeared two years
later in the east. According to cAbd Allah Ibn Zlri, the
ruler of Granada, al-Muctamid apparently saw the
opportunity to re-assert his authority over Murcia, occupied but then relinquished a few years before, and
to provide al-Racji with an appanage worthy of him.
He charged his son with attacking the.Christians, who
were devastating the region of Lorca, but the prince,
more at home with his books than in battle, went
down in defeat, and 3,000 of the troops of Seville were
cut to pieces by 300 Christian cavalrymen. This inglorious rout drove al-Muctamid to make an irrevocable decision to call in fresh Almoravid intervention.
The Berbers' check at the siege of Aledo, for which
Yusuf b. Tashufin blamed the Andalusian rulers,
sealed the fate of the Taifas. After Granada and
Malaga (483/1090), the Almoravid directed his blows
towards the cAbbadids. Seville was taken by assault in
Radjab 484/September 1091. Al-Muctamid was taken
prisoner and compelled to order his sons to lay down
their arms. Al-Radl showed his reluctance. Runda,
situated on a rocky outcrop, was practically impregnable, and the Almoravid forces, directed by
Gharrur, did not even dare to embark on the siege. In
the end, al-Radi gave in to the solicitations of his
father, to which I c timad is said to have joined her entreaties, and surrendered to the Berbers. As soon as
he was in Gharrur's hands, the latter, of whom cAbd
Allah Ibn Ziri has left a distinctly unflattering portrait, had al-Radl put to death in a corner of the
ramparts.
Al-Radi is, in sum, the most frequently-mentioned
of al-Mu c tamid's sons, since he was, with his father,
"the poet of the cAbbadids". An assiduous scholar,
he leant towards Ibn Hazm's Zahirf school. His father
on several occasions reproached him for preferring the
pen to the Arabs' lance, but other sources speak of his
passion for horses. It is especially hard to grasp the
reality of his character since the epic tale of the
c
Abbadids probably owes a lot to that of the Hamdanids. Both, as Arabs and as patrons, poets and warriors, fought against the Christians and against the
mounting pressure of the "Barbarians" within Islam.
These striking resemblances led posterity to assign the
roles at Seville, as they had been at Aleppo, to the
proud and brave al-Mu c tamid as Sayf al-Dawla, and
his son al-Radl, as a distant echo of Abu Firas, with
whom he shared a love of poetry, a mediocre political
sense and a miserable end.
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c
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Cairo 1955, partial Fr. tr. idem, in al-And, iii-vi
(1935-41), Span. tr. E. Garcia Gomez, El siglo XI
en primera persona, Madrid 1980, Eng. tr. Amin T.
Tibi, The Tibydn, memoirs of ^Abd Allah b. Buluggin,
Leiden 1986; H. Peres, La poesie andalouse en arabe
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kUNI, ABU 'L-FARADJ [see ABU 'L-FARADJ B
C
MAS UD RUN!, in Suppl.].
RUPIYYA, an Indian coin, a rupee. In the later
9th/15th and early 10th/16th centuries, the silver tanka
[q. v. ] of the sultans of Dihll had become so debased
that when Shir Shah (947-52/1540-5) reformed the
coinage, the name could no longer be given to a silver
coin. To his new silver coin, corresponding to the
original fine silver tanka, he therefore gave the name
rupiyya = rupee, i.e. the silver coin (Sanskrit, rupya,
rupaka), and tanka became a copper denomination.
The weight of the rupee was 178 grains (11.53 gr) and
it rapidly established itself in popular favour. Under
the Mughals it was struck all over India at over 200
mints and with the decline of Mughal power continued to be struck by their successors, notably the
English East India Company. In the llth/17th century, Akbar and Djahanglr struck many square
rupees; on one coin of Akbar the name rupiyya occurs.
Djahanglr for a short period struck a heavy rupee of
220 grains (14.259 gr), but, on the whole, the rupee
showed little variation in weight. In the 19th century
the British rupee gradually drove the local issues out
of circulation, and with few exceptions, the local mints
closed. Such native states as still issued their own
rupees before 1947 struck them on the same standard
as the Indian Government rupee.
Ahmad Shah Durrani [q.v.] adopted the rupee as
his monetary unit on becoming independent, and until the early 20th century it remained the standard
coin of Afghanistan. The Hindu kings of Assam also
struck the rupee. At present in South Asia, the rupee
remains the currency of India, Pakistan, Nepal,
Ceylon/Sri Lanka (since 1870) and Bhutan (there
since the 1974 currency reform called the ngultrum)
(see C.L. Krause, C. Mishler and C.R. Bruce II,
7997 Standard catalog of world coins17, lola, Wise. n.d.
[1991], 197-201, 1347-68, 1593-6).
By the early years of the 20th century, the Indian
rupee had become current along the Arabian shores of
the Persian Gulf and along the East African coast, including the British and German possessions there.
The rupee continued in use in East Africa until
problems caused by the fluctuations of dual currency
systems led to the rupee being suddenly demonitised
there on 8 February 1921 in favour of local currencies
(see V.T. Harlow et alii, History of East Africa, ii, Oxford 1965, 430).
In the Middle East, the Indian rupee had been
brought to Mesopotamia by the British and Indian
forces invading Ottoman territory there from the last
months of 1914 onwards, and it became the established currency under the British post-war occupation
of clrak and the Mandate until, just before the ending
of the Mandate, it was displaced on 1 April 1932 by
a national currency, the clraki dinar (see Admiralty
Handbooks, Naval Intelligence Division, Iraq and the
Persian Gulf, London 1944, 478). Within eastern
Arabia, the Indian rupee was counterstamped Nadjd
in 1251/1835, 1256/1840 and 1278-93/1862-76.
Kuwayt minted its own copper bayzas [see PAYSA] in

1304/1886-7, but no rupees, and inaugurated its own
currency of fulus and dinars in 1380/1961. In the
Trucial Oman states, after 1971 the United Arab
Emirates [see AL-IMARAT AL-CARABIYYA AL-MUTTAHIDA, in Suppl.], various emirates acquired their own
currencies, based on the riydl, in the 1960s and 1970s.
In the Sultanate of Maskat and cUman, until 1970
there was a dual currency of the rupee and the riydl,
the first made up of 64 bayzas and the second of 200
baysas (see RIVAL and, in general, Krause et alii, op.
cit., 1194-5, 1409-13, 1533).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
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J. ALLAN-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
RUS, occasionally Rusiya, the Arabic rendering
(and thence into other Islamic languages) of Eastern
Slavic Poycb (Rus*). This was the designation of a
people and land from which modern Russia, Ukraine
and Belarus' derive.
The rapid ethnic, political and social evolution of
this term and the people(s) which it denoted during
the 3rd-4th/9th-10th centuries produced a series of
temporally multi-layered, occasionally contradictory
notices in the classical Islamic geographical literature.
In contemporary Byzantine sources it appears as 'Po>£
(which may, indeed, be the source of the Arabic form,
Barthold, Arabskie isvestiya o rusakh), cf. also 'Pwoaia,
the name of the country derived from it and the infrequently noted form (pi.) 'Pouatoi). Modern Russ.
Rossiya ("Russia") is taken from the Byzantine ecclesiastical usage. Al-IdnsI, 914, mentions "Outer
Russia" (bildd al-rusiyya al-khdriajiyya). It is not clear if
this usage has any relationship to the efo> Tcoatoe noted
by Constantine Porphyrogenitus, the geographical
contours of which are equally uncertain. The form
Urus and its variants, found in a number of Turkic
languages (e.g. Karac"ay-Balkar Orus, Noghay, Kazak
Ons, Cuvash Viras) goes back to the Arabic form.
Mediaeval Latin sources record them as (Annales Bertiniani, s.a. 838-9) Rhos; (The Bavarian Geographer,
9th century) Ruzzi; (Liudprand of Cremona, mid10th century) Rusios; (Thietmar of Merseburg, d.
1018) Ruscia; Old Germ. Ruz, Riuz; Old Swed. Ryds.
Long-standing attempts to identify this ethnonym
with the Hros mentioned in the 6th century Syriac ecclesiastical history of Pseudo-Zacharias Rhetor have
generally (with the exception of some Soviet scholars)
been rejected (see Lowmiariski).
The origins of the Rus
The origin and etymology of this term/ethnonym
and thus, it is averred, the ethnic affiliations of the
people or socio-mercantile group that first bore this
name in the Islamic and other sources of the 3rd4th/9th-10th century, are much debated. It has long
been argued (cf. Thomsen) that Rus' is the Slavic
rendering of the Baltic Finnic term for "Swede":
Finn. Ruotsi, Est. Roots, Vot. Rotsi, Liv. R'uqt'S (but
cf. Volga Finnic: Mari Rus, Udm. Zuc, Komi-Perm.
Roc "Russian" and Samoyedic [Nenets] Lutsa, Lusa
"Russian". There have been two centuries of occasionally heated discussion of this issue between "Normanists" (those favouring a Scandinavian origin of
the Rus' and by extension the Rus' state) and their
opponents, the "Anti-Normanists." The Classical
Normanist position, from the philological perspective,
posits: Slav. Rus' < Finn. Routsi < Old Norse roper,
ropsmenn, ropskarlar "rowers, seamen" associated with
the coastal region of Sweden, Roslagen (see Low-
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mianski, and in Jenkins et d., Constantine Porphyrogenitus De administrando imperio. Commentary.
Historical evidence in support of the Scandinavian
origin of the Rus' is adduced from the account in the
Annales Bertiniani, s.a. 838-9, of an embassy from the
"Rhos Chacanus" (Kaghan of the Rus') to Constantinople. Unable to return to their homeland because
of nomadic pressure in the Western Eurasian steppes,
the embassy was diverted to the Prankish court at Ingelheim. There, to the consternation of the Franks, it
was discovered that the mysterious Rhos were, indeed, Swedes. A century later, Liudprand of
Cremona appears to confirm this ethnic identification
in noting in his listing of the northern peoples the
"Rusios whom we call by another name the Northmen" (Rusios, quos alio nos nomine Nordmannos
apellamus). Elsewhere he further explains that there is
a certain people established in the North whom,
because of the characteristics of their physical appearance (a qualitate corporis) "the Greeks call Pouaio?,
Rusios, but we, however, because of their location call
Northmen (Nordmanni)." On the basis of these and
other connections made in contemporary sources with
the Viking world, the formation of the Rus' state is
thus seen as part of that outpouring of Viking energy
aimed initially at gaining control of vital international
trade routes and ending in some instances as conquest
and colonisation. The name Rus does, indeed, figure
in some accounts of Viking raids on Muslim Spain.
Al-Yackubi, s.a. 229/843-4, tells of the attack of the
"Madjus who are called Rus" on Seville (Ishbfliyya).
"Madjus" [q.v.] was a term used rather broadly for
pagans and more specifically for Zoroastrians and
Norsemen. Al-Mascudi also mentions "a nation of the
Madjus" who, before the year 300/912-3, had raided
Andalus. He identified them with the Rus and posited
the Pontic region as their starting point. Ibn Hawkal,
in his account of the destruction of the Khazar cities
at the hands of the Rus in 358/968-9 (more probably
several years earlier, this date represents the year in
which Ibn Hawkal first heard of these events),
remarks that after their despoiling of Khazaria "they
came at once to the land of Rum and Andalus..." He
then refers to earlier expeditions, commenting that
they, the Rus, "are the ones who of old went to Andalus and then to Bardhaca." He also notes that "the
ships of the Rus and Pec'eneg Turks" sometimes attack Spain. This alliance of Rus' and Pec'enegs [q.v.],
who were often at odds, while not unknown, is all the
more remarkable in that it implies Pec'eneg involvement in sea-borne expeditions. A most dramatic turn
of events in Rus activities in the Mediterranean
occurred in 860, when the "Rhos" mounted an unsuccessful naval assault on Constantinople from which
the Byzantines believed themselves to have been
spared only through divine intercession. The
Patriarch Photius (858-67, 878-86), an astute and
well-informed statesman, referred to these invaders as
an e'0vo$ ayvcocrcov a hitherto "unknown people" (see
Vasiliev). The Rus who attacked the Byzantine
capital appear to have come from Kiev (Vasiliev)
rather than from Western or Northern Europe. Almost a century later, the Byzantine Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (d. A.D. 959) in his De
administrando imperio, written ca. 948-52, gives an account of how the Rus' merchants travel from
Novgorod to Kiev and then down the Dnieper and into the Black Sea to trade with Constantinople. The
names of the Dnieper rapids are reported in both
Rhos ('Pcoorum) and Slavic (£xXocpr|viaTi). The
"Rhos" forms are clearly Scandinavian.
G. Vernadsky preferred an Iranian origin: Rus <
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Alanic Rukhs-As through a conjectured relationship of
the Alans with the early (Eastern) Slavic tribal confederation of the Antes. The Varangians (Old Norse
Vaeringi, pi. Vaeringjar, Rus'. Bapm (Varqg) Mod.
Russ. Bapm (Varyag), Arab. Warank, Greek Bocpdrpfoi
< vdrar "pledge, oath, guarantee" = "men of the
pledge", he argues, who in the 8th-9th century
became the dominant force here, merged with this
grouping and assumed their name. This dilution of
strict Normanism has found few adherents. AntiNormanists have countered with a variety of theories,
both philological and historical. Perhaps best grounded are the Slavist Anti-Normanists who point to the
presence of toponyms and hydronyms with the element rus-lros- in the Eastern Slavic lands. These, in
turn, may be associated with the Slavic or Balto-Slavic
*rud/*rus "reddish, ruddy, blond" (e.g. Ukr. rusty
"blond", 'Lith.rausvas "red", cf. Latin russus etc., see
P. Respond, Mavrodin). H. Paszkiewicz (The origin of
Russia, 1954, repr. New York 1969, 143-4), a Normanist, suggested that this was the Slavic name of the
Norsemen, so called because of their ruddy complexion.
Eastern Slavic sources do not help to clarify the
situation. The later Kievan Rus' tradition associates
"Rus'" with the south, i.e. the Middle Dnieper
Kievan region (cf. Hrushevs'kiy, i). The Primary
Chronicle (also called the Chronicle of Nestor), however,
in its introductory genealogical comments places the
"Rus" among the peoples in Japheth's part of the
world, in this case the northern, Finnic ethnic groupings. Further on, it includes them in a listing of the
"Varangians,
Swedes,
Normans
(Ourmane),
Gotlanders, Angles, Galicians, Italians (Volukhva),
Romans, Germans, etc. Clearly, they are associated
with the Germanic North. The Chronicler, often
evincing a Byzantinocentric viewpoint, comments
(PSRL, i, 17) that the Rus' land began to be so-called
at the time of the accession of the Emperor Michael
III (852). In another passage (PSRL, i, 23) discussing
Oleg's conquest of Kiev, traditionally dated to 882,
the Rus' are again associated with the North: "he (sc.
Oleg) had with him Varangians, Slovene (sc. a tribe
associated with Novgorod) and the rest who are called
Rus'." Elsewhere, however, the Chronicle (PSRL, i,
25-6), s.a. 898, notes the Polyane, the Eastern Slavic
tribe most closely associated with Kiev, "who are now
called Rus'" (nine zovomaya Rus'). Still further on,
the Chronicler attempts to explain these discrepancies
thus (PSRL, i, 28): "the Slavic nation (sloven'skiy
yazik) and the Rus' (rouskly) are one; for it was called
Rus' from the Varangians (ot Varyag bo prozvashasya
Rous'yu), but first they were Slavs, although they were
called Polyane, nonetheless, they were of Slavic
speech..."
In addition to philological argumentation and to the
ethnographic and ethnogenetic data offered by our
sources, the Normanist position is based largely on
the Primary Chronicle's "historical" account of the
genesis of the Rus' state. According to it, in 859 (the
dating, at best, is off by several years), the Varangians
"from across the sea" levied tribute on the Finnic
Cyud', the Novgorodian Slovene, the Finnic Merya
and the Slavic Krivi£i, while the Slavic Polyane,
Severyane and Vyatift to their south were tributaries
of the Khazars. In 860-2, the Varangians were expelled, but the northern groupings proved unable to
govern themselves. As a consequence, the
Varangians, led by Ryurik, who settled in Novgorod,
and his two brothers, Sineus and Truvor, were summoned to rule over them. Ryurik brought with him
"the whole of Rus'." From "these Varangians it was
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called the land of Rus'" (PSRL, i, 19-20). Two
Varangian subordinates of Ryurik, Askold and Dir,
then came to the south, taking Kiev. Al-MascudI (d.
ca. 345/956-7) in his Muru& (iii, 64 - § 908), mentions the "king al-Dlr [Dayr], first among the kings of
the $akaliba." The occasionally suggested identification of al-Dlr with the Varangian Dir is questionable.
It is much more likely that, despite the similarity in
names, al-Mascudi's al-Dlr was a Central European
Slavic ruler and his contemporary. With Ryurik's
death, sometime between 870-9, power was given to
his kinsman, Oleg < helgi. Oleg is presented in the
traditional narrative as the guardian of Ryurik's son,
Igor'. In 880-2, Oleg took Kiev, killing Askold and
Dir. Another Rus' tradition preserved in the
Novgorodian First Chronicle (NPL, 107, 434), depicts
Igor' as the conqueror of Kiev, with Oleg merely as
his general. The charismatic Oleg, about whom
legends imputing prophetic abilities developed, has
also been identified with the I3bn hlgw of the Geniza
Kh'azar Hebrew document, the so-called "Cambridge" or "Schechter" document. This *Helgu, the
"king of Rusia", perished in the aftermath of an unsuccessful raid on Byzantium. According to the
Primary Chronicle, Oleg, after taking Kiev then set
about conquering the neighbouring Slavic tribes. In
907, he launched his first raid against Constantinople.
Igor', according to the Chronicle, began to rule in
913. There are, indeed, serious problems of chronology and questions regarding the identity of the
personages involved. Pritsak, for example, posits a
conflation of several Helgi/Olegs, real and mythical.
Nonetheless, it is generally accepted that the account
has some underlying historical basis.
The Anti-Normanists minimise the importance of
the non-autochthonous elements. They contend that
in the 6th-7th century there existed in the Middle
Dnieper region the Polyane tribal union which took
the name Ros or Rus deriving from a toponym or
hydronym. Some support for this may be found in the
"Bavarian Geographer", an anonymous work composed before 821, which places the "Ruzzi" next to
the "Caziri" (Khazars). The power of this Kievcentred state, according to Soviet Anti-Normanists,
grew as reflected in the 838-9 embassy to Constantinople. The Swedes noted here, they suggest, were
merely Vikings in Rus' service. The tale of the summoning of the Varangians, they further argue, is
mythical. Ryurik may have been a real figure, but his
ethnic affiliation is unclear.
The Normanist vs. Anti-Normanist controversy
cannot be resolved on the basis of the currently
available written sources. Archaeological evidence,
similarly, does not provide decisive proof. A recent
assessment of the data from a Scandinavianist
perspective concludes that the Rus' were Scandinavians, but constituted only one element in a mixed
population. The Vikings called Rus' svipjob hian mikla
"Sweden the Great", indicating an almost proprietary sense in an area of economic expansion and
opportunity. The other Old Norse term for the region
was GordlGorbum in the 10th-llth century and
Gardariki, "kingdom of (fortified) towns or steads", in
the 12th-13th century.
The Islamic sources, while not providing the conclusive information needed to resolve these questions,
shed some light on the early Rus'. Genealogical tradition, as reflected in the anonymous Mudjmal altawdnkh, dated 520/1126, presents the eponymous
Rus as the brother of Khazar and the son of Japheth.
Dissatisfied with his own place of abode, Rus wrote to
his brother and "asked for a corner of his country."

He obtained an island, difficult of access, with soggy
soil and foul air. These and other themes are drawn
from information that was part of the body of Islamic
geographical literature of the 3rd-4th/9th-10th centuries (see below). Balcaml, in his translation of alTabarl, s.a. 22/643, reports the words of Shahriyar.
the ruler of Darband/Bab al-Abwab [^.y.], to the commander of the Arab advance forces, cAbd al-Rahman
b. Rab^a, to the effect that he was "between two
enemies the Khazar and the Rus. These peoples are
the enemies of the entire world and, in particular, of
the Arabs." This seems very early, indeed, for a Rus'
presence in this region. The Khazars, of course, were
already an important factor in the North Caucasus.
The pairing of the Rus with them as enemies of the
Islamic world has an anachronistic ring. Nonetheless,
some scholars are willing to accept its historicity (cf.
Lewicki, Zrodta arabskie do dziejow stowiaiiszczyzny\
Togan, Ibn Fadldn's Reisebericht. Novosel'tsev cites
several other references to the Rus dating to the time
of Khusraw I Anushirwan (531-79), e.g. in alThacalibl, who built fortifications against the "Turks,
Khazars and Rus." These, too, are most probably
anachronistic. The earliest reliable reference to Rus in
the Islamic sources is perhaps to be seen in the
"mountain of the Rus" from which the river drws
flows, noted in al-Kh w arazmi's Surat al-ard\
Novosel'tsev).
One of the earliest and most important notices is
found in Ibn Khurradadhbih, writing probably ca.
272/885-6, on the "route of the Rus merchants" who
brought goods from Northern Europe/Northwestern
Russia to Baghdad. It interrupts a notice on the route
of the Radhaniyya [q.v. ], a Jewish merchant company, which appears to have been supplanted by the
Rus. Noonan has recently suggested that the latter
may have initiated these contacts as early as A.D.
800. A hoard of coins found at Peterhof, near St.
Petersburg, contains twenty coins (Sasanid, AraboSasanid and Arab dirhams, the latest dated to
189/804-5) with graffitti in Arabic, Turkic (probably
Khazar) runic, Greek and Scandinavian runic (more
than half the total). This may be viewed as evidence
for the existence of the route described in Ibn Khurrradadhbih by the late 2nd/early 9th century (see T.
Noonan, When did Rus/Rus' merchants first visit Khazaria
and Baghdad?). In Ibn Khurradadhbih's famous account, the Rus are described as "a kind ((ijins) of the
$akaliba," a sentence that has often been taken to indicate that they are a Slavic tribe. The Arabic is much
more imprecise. The primary meaning of cljins is
"kind, type, variety, species." The term $akaliba
(sing. $aklabi < Gr. SxXdcpo?) while often used to
designate the Slavs, was also employed to denote the
whole of the fair-haired, ruddy-complexioned population of Central, Eastern and North-eastern Europe.
In mediaeval Greek and Latin, sclavus became synonymous with "slave" (the English word [< French
esclave] deriving ultimately from the ethnic designation). Our source further notes that these Rus merchants "transport beaver hides, the pelts of the black
fox and swords from the farthest reaches of the
Sakaliba to the Sea of Rum. The ruler of Rum takes
a tithe of them. If they wish, they go to the (ms. Oxford, Bodleian, Huntington 433, fol. 74b j*, ms.
Paris, Bibliotheque nationale 2213, fol. 49a ^, ms.
Vienna, Nationalbibliothek 783, fol. 65a ^-J, see also
Golden, Khazar studies), ^ *tnys river (variously
read/identified as the "Tanais" [Tdtvai?] i.e. the Don
(so De Goeje), j* yitil, i.e. Itil (- Volga, see
Lewicki, Zrodta) or j%; Tin ( = Don, see Marquart, or
Siverskii Donets', see Pritsak, An Arabic text on the trade
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route of the corporation ofar-Rus in the second half of the ninth
century), the River of the $akaliba. They travel to
KhamlicJj/Khamlikh, the city of the Khazars whose
ruler takes a tithe of them. Then they betake themselves to the Sea of Djurdjan and they alight on
whichever of its shores they wish
Sometimes, they
carry their goods from Djurcjjan by camel to
Baghdad. $aklab slaves translate for them. They
claim that they are Christians and pay the ajizya."
Much has also been made of the Rus use of "$aklab"
translators, attesting, it is argued, a common Slavic
tongue. Although we do not know with certainty what
language was used, it may well have been Slavic, the
most practical lingua franca in Central and Eastern
Europe. Ibrahim b. Yackub [q.v.], the 4rd/10th century Jewish traveller, who journeyed to Central
Europe and the Western Slavic lands, remarked that
"the majority of the tribes of the North speak $aklabl
(most probably, here meaning Slavic) because of their
commingling with them. Among them are the Germans (Tudishkl), Hungarians (Unkall), Pefenegs,
Rus and Khazars." The Hudud, has preserved the
tradition that among the Rus "lives a group of Slavs
who serve them" (see below). There is no doubt that
the, Rus had very intimate ties with Slavic speakers
and the Scandinavian-speaking element was certainly
bilingual, if not completely slavicised by the late 10th
century. Igor's son, Svyatoslav (d. 972) already bears
a Slavic name. There were, it might also be noted,
Slavic colonies in caliphal territories that presumably
could have also provided speakers fluent in Slavic and
Arabic. A variant of Ibn Khurradaclhbih's account,
taken, perhaps, from a common source is found in
Ibn al-Faklh. See also Pritsak, An Arabic text, and the
earlier comments of Marquart, who suggest that the
intellectual circle of Ibn al-Fakih's father in Hamadhan served as this common source. Here, the merchants in question are designated as $aklab. After
their arrival at the Sea of Rum (most probably the
Black Sea is meant here) and their payment of the
tithe, they go to "Samkargh of the Jews" (cf.
*Samkars of the Khazar "Cambridge" document =
Samker£ = Tmutorokan' /TocjJweTdpxa /OocvotfoupCa;
see literature cited in Lewicki, Zrodta). Then they turn
towards the $akaliba or they betake themselves from
the Sea of the $akaliba by this river, which is called
the River of the $akaliba, until they come to
Khamllkh..." Ultimately, their goods may go as far
as Rayy. The identification of the various $aklab
waterways remains problematic. Al-MascudI, Muruaj.,
remarks that the Rus consist of "numerous peoples of
diverse kinds. Among them are a kind (a^ins) called
4<lpjjUi al-Ludhcdna (or AiU^ili *al-Ludhghdna) and they
are the most numerous. They frequently visit, for the
purpose of trade, the land of Spain [Andalus], Rome,
Constantinople
and
the
Khazars."
The
Ludh*dna/Ludhghana have been identified with the Rus
c
grouping noted as &*f& al-Kudh.kdna by al-Mas udI in
his Tanbih, 141. These, in turn, have been viewed as
garblings of *\*$l\ al-Urdmdna (cf. Marquart, who,
while noting this possibility, preferred to view this as
a corruption of al-rdhddniyya/al-rdc]hdniyya', Minorsky,
Kudaezdilidrevnierusl?). Pritsak, following Kokovtsov,
has suggested that the ror6 Lwznyw of the "Cambridge" document, taken from an Arabic-script
source &} (luzntyu) is a corruption of Jio^ (ludmdni,
see Golb and Pritsak) = Lo(r)dman = Nordman. Pritsak has, moreover, put forward an interesting thesis
in explication of the Ibn Khurradag!hbih/Ibn al-Faklh
notices. The $aklab lands were primary sources for
the slave trade (the "river of the $akaliba" denoted
the "river of Slaves" coming from the Khazar empire
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via the Volga and Don rivers). The two major companies involved in this trade on an international level
were the Ra^haniyya/Rahdaniyya (ca. 750) and the
Rus, who ultimately replaced them. Both were based
in (southern) France (this is well-established for the
Raglhaniyya, see Lewicki, Zrodta, who associates the
Rahdaniyya mostly with trade in cloth). Kmietowicz,
also places the Raglhaniyya "most probably in
France, though they were equally connected with
Spain." He derives the term for this trading diaspora
from raeda/rheda, the name for a type of vehicle, >
veredarius "messenger, courier, traveling merchant."
The Rus, according to Pritsak, were near Rodez:
Rutenicis < Celto-Latin Ruteni/Ruti > Middle French
Rusi, Middle Germ. Ruzzi (the source of Finnic Routsi). Unlike the Racjhaniyya, Pritsak argues, who as
Jews enjoyed religious neutrality in the Mediterranean, the Rusi were obliged to seek a northern point
of entry into Eastern Europe and the Baltic zone.
They integrated themselves into the FrisianScandinavian world and by the late 8th century,
developed a "Danish" type "society of nomads of the
sea." Ryurik was the Frisian Danish king R0rik. The
Slavic and "Rhos" (Scandinavian) languages noted
by Constantine Porphyrogenitus.were simply two of
the linguae francae used by this trading diaspora (Pritsak, Origin). While it might be noted that neither of
the two passages make any reference to the slave
trade, Khazaria, as is well-known from the Arabic
geographical literature, was a major source of slaves
entering the eastern Islamic world and the Rus were
deeply involved in this trade.
The evidence is highly circumstantial at best. Given
the complexities of their conjectured origins, it may,
nonetheless, not be amiss to view the Rus at this stage
of their development, as they began to penetrate
Eastern Europe, not as an ethnos, in the strict sense
of the term, for this could shift as new ethnic elements
were added, but rather as a commercial and political
organisation. The term was certainly associated with
maritime and riverine traders and merchantmercenaries/pirates of "$akaliba" stock (Northern
and Eastern European, Scandinavian, Slavic and
Finnic).
The Rus Kaghanate
We have already noted that the Annales Bertiniani
refer to the Rus' ruler as Chacanus. This is the Turkic
title Kaghan "emperor". Kievan Rus' tradition,
although overwhelmed by Byzantine models, occasionally made use of the title in literature of the
Christian age: e.g. the references to "our kaghan
Vladimir" (kagan nosh Vladimir) and "our kaghan
Georgii" (Yaroslav) in the mid-llth century religioideological tract "The sermon on Law and Grace"
[Slovo o zakone i blagodati] of Metropolitan Ilarion (see
Des Metropoliten Ilarion Lobrede) and the application of
this title to several figures in the Igor' Tale (Slovo o
polku igoreve). There is also the graffito in the
Cathedral of St. Sophia in Kiev which reads "O
Lord, save our kaghan" (spasi gospodi kagana nasj&go,
Visotskiy). The Islamic geographers, based on traditions stemming from the 3rd/9th century, mention the
khdkdn rus (Ibn Rusta/rus-k/tdkdn (Hudud)/kfrdkdn-i rus
(Gardlzl, in Gardlzi/Barthold; Muo&mal al-tawdri/di).
This title could only have come to the Rus', or more
likely one grouping of them, through intimate contact
(i.e. a marital tie) with one of the ruling, charismatic
steppe dynasties. In all likelihood, this was the Khazar
royal line. Such a tie is perhaps hinted at in the Islendingaboc with its references to "Yngve the King of the
Turks" (see discussion in Golden, The question of the
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Rus' Qaganate). The location of this Rus kaghanate has
been and remains the source of much speculation.
Equally unclear are the inception point and ultimate
fate of this polity. Pritsak, Origin, suggests that the
Rus kaghanate was founded by a Khazar ruler who
fled to the Rus' ca. 830-40. He places the kaghanate
in the Rostov-Yaroslav region of the Upper Volga.
Smirnov, was of the opinion that it appeared only
briefly, ca. 830, and was soon destroyed by the migration of the Ugro-Turkic tribal confederation that
became the Hungarians in Danubian Europe. Since
the latter were already on the Don by 838, cutting off
the Rhos embassy from its return route from Constantinople and forcing its diversion to the Prankish
lands, this would appear to have been a very shortlived political phenomenon. On the other hand, the
sacral ruler described by Ibn FacUan in 309/921-2 (see
below) certainly possessed many of the attributes of a
holy Turkic Kaghan. The memory of this institution,
in any event, endured into the Christian era of Rus
history, as we have seen, and could be summoned for
ideological purposes.
The location of the Rus lands

The tradition represented by Ibn Rusta, Gardlzl
and others (cf. al-MakdisT, Mua^mal, MarwazT; alKazwlnl; Ibn lyas, in Seippel; al-BakuwT, see also
discussion in Zakhoder, place the Rus on an island of
three days' journey in width in a lake (or a sea). It is
densely wooded, damp, soggy and possessing foul,
unhealthy air. GardizI (or rather his sources), followed by al-Makdisi, puts the island's population at
100,000. Ibn lyas and al-Bakuwi comment that the
island is a "fortress" that protects them from their
enemies. Some scholars are inclined to place this
island in the north. Novgorod, it might be
remembered, in Scandinavian tradition was termed
Holmgarbr "Island-Garth" (Barthold, Arab. izvest.\
Novosel'tsev). Other suggestions include Aldeigjuborg, North-east Rus', Kiev, Tmutorokan' and the
Taman peninsula (see literature in Golden, Question).
Fakhr al-Dln Mubarakshah, simply notes that they
live on islands. This, however, may refer to a later
time period. For example, al-Dimashki, says that they
have islands in the "Sea of Mayufas" (text has the
corrupted form " Mamtas " = Maeotis, the Sea of
Azov). Al-Nuwayri, terms the Black Sea the "Sea of
the Rus", adding that the Rus "inhabit the islands in
it". Al-Mascudi, who is uncertain of the geography
involved and is perhaps referring to the situation in
his day, comments regarding the Rus who raided
Spain that they "reach their country from a gulf
(khalidj, "bay" ? "canal"?) which meets the Sea of
Ukyanus, (but) not through the gulf in which are the
bronze lighthouses. In my opinion—but God knows
best—this gulf is connected to the Sea of Mayutas and
Bunfas and this people is the Rus..." A more northerly orientation can be assumed from Ibn Hawkal's
comment that the honey, wax and beaver furs brought
to the Islamic world from Khazaria actually come
from the region around Rus and Bulghar. Indeed,
some of the prized fur animals are only found "in
these northern rivers which are near Bulghar, Rus
and Kuyaba" (see below). Al-IdrlsI, gives us some
idea of the distances involved, informing us that
"from Bulghar to the first border of Rus is 10 days'
journey. From Bulghar to Kuyaba it is about 20 days'
journey." The anonymous author of the Hudud, probably reporting the situation close to his own time
(372/982) places the Rus territory west of the "mountains of the Pec'enegs." To its south is the river Ruta
(? Duna?), to the west are the Sakaliba and in the

north are the "Uninhabited Lands." In contrast to
the forbidding depiction of the island of the Rus, the
Hudud views the Rus habitat as "extremely favoured
by nature with regard to all the necessities (of life)."
Indeed, Ibn Rusta, seemingly contradicting his
remarks about the Rus' island but obviously referring
to a different grouping of Rus and perhaps conflating
earlier and later traditions, notes that they have many
towns. The "island" theme, in any event, most probably referred to only one grouping of Rus.
By the late 9th century, there were three urbanterritorial units associated with the Rus'. The Hudud,
following the tradition also found in al-I§^akhn and
Ibn Hawkal (a melange of these and other traditions
are also recorded in al-Idrisi), notes three subdivisions
of the Rus, each based on an urban centre: (1) Kuyaba
(= Kiev, cf. the 3T«p [Qiyob] of the 10th century
Khazar Kievan letter, Golb and Pritsak, the
Kiopoc/KCocpoc noted by Const. Porph., who mentions
that the city is also called £<xnpocT<i?, the meaning of
which is unclear (Pritsak, op. cit., 44, derives this term
from Balkan Latin sambata "Saturday", the principal
market day. He further suggests that Kiev is based on
the name of the Khazarian vizierial family of
Khwarazmian origin Kuya (< *kaoya "peculiar to the
Iranian sacred ruling dynasty Kaway + -dwa"). This
form arose in the late 9th century), and the Cuiewa of
Western sources (Thietmar of Merseburg). Old Norse
knew it as Koenugarbr "Boat-Garth". This is the
southernmost of the Rus lands ("nearest to the
Islamic lands"). It is also closest to and bigger than
Bulghar. A Rus king resides in Kuyaba. (2) $aldwiyya
(Saldba in the Hudud). Barely commented on by alIstakhri (who says that it is the farthest from them)
and Ibn Hawkal, the Hudud remarks that it is a "pleasant town from which, whenever peace reigns, they go
for trade to the districts of Bulghar." Only Ibn
Hawkal notes the presence of a king in it. Al-Idrisi
says that it is on the top of a mountain. The $alawiyya
are clearly the Slovene of the Lake II'men region and
Novgorod. The latter was actually founded ca. 930,
the earlier "Novgorod" is perhaps to be identified
with the "Ryurikovo gorodighc'e", to the south which
contains some Scandinavian finds (Clarke and Ambrosiani). It continued to have a strong trade orientation towards the Finno-Ugric forest peoples, competing here with Volga Bulgharia up to the Mongol
conquest. (3) Arthdniyya (< *Rothania ? Ruthenia ?)
whose city is Arthd(n) (Hudud: ^u,i *rtdb, recte ott,»
was noted for its secretiveness and inhospitality (killing all strangers who enter). Yet they actively engaged
in trade bringing their goods to the outside world. According to al-Istakhri and Ibn Hawkal, they exported
black sable, black fox, beaver pelts, lead and mercury
(see also al-ldrisl, 917-18). The Hudud also ascribes to
them the production of "very valuable blades and
swords which can be bent in two, but as soon as the
hand is removed they return to their former state."
Al-Idrisi locates it four days' travel from both Kuyaba
and $alawa. Arthan(iyya) is probably to be located
near the Volga or in the Volga-Oka mesopotamia
(hence some efforts have been made to identify them
with one or another Finno-Ugric people, cf.
Swoboda). It might be noted in this connection that
Arabo-Jewish documents refer to the Volga as Arthd
and the furs imported from there were termed artjn.i
(Goitein). It is unclear which, if any, of these centres
may be identified with the Rus Kaghanate.
Al-IdrisI gives the names of a large number of cities
in "Rusiyya" and its immediate envirions: Luba§ha
(Lyubec1), Zaka (Sakov), Sklahi, Qhalisiyya (Galicia,
Haltf),
Snubll,
Turubi (Turov),
Barazlaw
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(Pereyaslavl'), Qnw (Kanev ?), 3IskI, Mulsa, Kaw
(on the Danabrus/Dnieper = Kiev ?), Brzula,
Usiyya, Brasansa, Lu4jgha, Armn, Mrturl, at the
mouth of the river Danast/Dnestr (some of these are
discussed in Lewicki, Polska i kraje sqsiednie w s'wietle
Ksitgi Rogera geografa arabskiego z xii w. al-Idrisi'ego, and
Beylis.
Relations with neighbours

The Islamic sources paint a picture of largely
bellicose relations with their neighbours. The Hudud
reports that "they war with all the infidels who live
round them, and come out victorious." Ibn Rusta,
Gardizi and al-MafcdisI, note the $akaliba as the principal victims. The Rus come by boat, capture them
and send them off to the slave markets of Khazaran
and Bulghar. They also take their foodstuffs since
they have no cultivated fields of their own. Gardizi
adds that many $akaliba agree to take service with the
Rus, working as servants (confirmed by the Hudud,
loc. cit.: "among them lives a group of Slavs who serve
them"). It has often been assumed that these were the
Saklabl servants who functioned as translators for the
Rus merchants who came to Baghdad noted in Ibn
Khurradadhbih (see above). How these translators
acquired Arabic, if this was, in fact, the language to
which they translated, is unclear. Ibrahim b. Yackub
remarks that the commerce of the $akaliba " frequently comes by land and sea to the Rus and Constantinople." The $akaliba in question here are probably the
Western Slavs. That same author, 5, reports that the
Rus also attack the Pruss (Burus), crossing over to attack them in ships "from the West." These would appear to be Rus operating in the Baltic. Prior to the
10th century Rus and $akaliba were to be found in the
Khazar military service and as the servants of the
Khakan, living in the Khazar capital. The Khazar
judiciary made provisions for its ethnically variegated
subject population. There were seven judges, two
each for the Jews, Muslims and Christians and "one
for the $akaliba and Rus who render judgment according to pagan judicial principles (bi-hukm aldjahiliyyd), the judgment of reason" (al-MascudI,
Muru& al-Istakhri). Al-MascudI, Tanbih, mentions
groups of Rus, who like the Armenians, Bulgarians
(Burghar) and Pec"enegs, had entered the Byzantine
military service. By the late 10th century, Rus contingents, whose assistance, unlike the free-lance
mercenaries already found in Byzantine service, had
been requested by Constantinople, were used to suppress domestic rebellions in Anatolia (see below).
Rus-Pec"eneg relations (the Pe£enegs entered the Pontic steppe, driving out the Proto-Hungarian tribal
union in the late 3rd/end of the 9th-beginning of the
10th century) were very complex. In 915, the first of
a number of Rus'-Pec'eneg "peaces" were arranged,
but by 920, Igor' had launched a campaign against
the nomads. Thereafter, the periods of hostility largely overshadowed the periods of more pacific interaction. As a consequence, Ibn Hawkal's statement, that
the Pe£enegs are the "fighting power" (shawkd) of the
Rus and their allies (ahldf)" seems quite remarkable,
as does also his statement (see above) that Rus and
Pec'eneg ships attacked Spain. Minorsky, Kuda ezdili,
suggested a very different sense of this passage,
translating shawka as "thorn" and emending ahldf to
akhlqf "opponents." This seems closer to the general
tenor of Rus'-Pec'eneg relations. Although the
Pec"enegs had ceased to be a threat to the Kievan state
and had largely been driven into the Byzantine
borderlands by the Rus and Kipc'aks by his day, alIdrisI made note of the warfare of these nomads on
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Rus' and Byzantium. He also was aware of the internecine strife that had become increasingly
characteristic of Rus' domestic politics, commenting
that the Rus "have wars and constant dissension with
their own kind (maca ajinsihim) and with lands that are
close to them" (904, 960). Allusions to similar
problems may be seen in the statement of the Mwjjmal
that "they do not favour one another." Ibn Rusta
and Gardizi, however, using notices that go back to
an earlier era, stress their unity, cf. Ibn Rusta: "if a
people (td^ifa) goes to war against them, they all go on
campaign. They are not disunited, but are as one
hand against their foes until they defeat them." He
also comments that they are less fearless in combat
when fighting on foot rather than from ships, their
favoured mode of warfare. These two authors also
note their use of "swords of Solomon" (al-suyuf alsulaymdniyyd), which were similar to "Prankish"
blades, but less ornate. They appear to have been produced in the land of Salman in Khurasan (see
Lewicki, Zrodta).
Government

We have already noted the reports of the Muslim
geographers regarding the Rus Kaghan. Of our written sources, it is only Ibn Faollan, however, who appears to have actually encountered Rus in Volga
Bulgharia, during his sojourn there in 309/921-2. It is
from him that we gain a detailed description of a Rus
ruler. It is not made clear if this ruler was the
Kaghan; our source merely refers to him as the
"king." According to Ibn FaoUan, he resides in a castle, surrounded by his retinue of 400 select warriors
who die when he dies. Each of them has a slave-girl
to serve them. The king sits on a jewel-encrusted
throne (al-Hanafi, in Seippel, Fontes, calls it a golden
throne) along with 40 slave-girls, with whom he sometimes has public sexual intercourse. The king does not
normally step down from the throne, even for the performance of natural functions. If he leaves the throne,
his feet are not permitted to touch the ground. A horse
is brought up to the throne and he mounts upon it
from there. In addition, "he has a deputy who commands the armies, attacks the enemy and stands in his
place before his subjects." This is clearly a description
of a sacral king, in many respects similar to that of the
Khazar Kaghanate (except for the sexual licentiousness), with its holy Kaghan and the Shadlbeglyilig
who ran the actual affairs of government. If this notice
is not a contamination from the notice on the Khazar
Kaghan which immediately follows it in the text, it
may be viewed as a significant piece of evidence in
support of the thesis of the Khazar origins of the Rus
Kaghanate. Ibn FaoUan, however, never refers to the
Rus ruler as "khakan." This special retinue or comitatus (perhaps the body referred to as "one group of
them who practise chivalry" in the Hudud), may be a
variant of the Scandinavian hirb (Rus'. grid' "warrior,
princely bodyguard", Fasmer; Jones).
The Hudud remarks that a tithe is taken on their
"booty and commercial profits." Gardizi, however,
states that their king collects this tax from merchants.
Legal disputes are first brought to the "khakan" who
renders a decision (Ibn Rusta; Gardizi, see also alMakdisI). If one of the disputants disagrees with the
verdict, the king orders that they engage in a
ceremonial sword fight. Whoever has the sharper
sword and succeeds in chipping the blade of the other
is declared the winner. Ibn Rusta adds, however, that
"their companions come and stand armed. The two
fight and whosoever of the two is more powerful than
the other becomes the arbiter in his case as he
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wishes." A later report, from the 8th/14th century
author Nag!jm ad-Din al-Harranl (in Seippel, Fontes),
states that "they do not obey a king or any law
(sharPa)." There is a very distinct tradition found in
al-Marwazi which is repeated and slightly mangled in
c
AwfT. The former remarks that the Rus king is called
Waladimir (bi-walddimir). In c Awfi this was transformed into "Bulacjhmir" (Kawerau; Barthold, Novoe
musul'manskoe izvestiye o russkifch). This, of course, is a
reference to Volodimir/Vladimir I (972-1015), who
brought about the conversion of Rus' to Orthodox
Christianity. Curiously, Ibn Khurradacjhbih, who
gives the titles of the various rulers of interest or importance (including those of the §akaliba), makes no
mention of the Rus ruler.
Economy
The initial picture presented is that of mobile,
urban-based traders/raiders. Ibn Rusta reports that
the Rus "possess no real estate property (*akdr), nor
villages, nor cultivated lands." He subsequently
notes, however, that they have many towns. Rather
than engaging in agrarian pursuits, "their profession
is trade (tidjard) in sable, grey squirrel and other such
furs which they sell to purchasers. They take the value
of the goods in gold and fasten it to their belts." This
strong mercantile emphasis is noted by the other
Muslim authors, who universally speak of their involvement in extensive trading relations with their immediate neighbours, the Khazar empire and Volga
Bulgharia (through which their goods reached the
Islamic lands), Byzantium, Spain and Central Europe
(al-Istakhri: al-Mascudi, Muruafy. Ibrahim b. Yakub
reports that Rus and $akaliba traders come to
"Faragtia [Prague] from Karaku0 [Krakow]" for
trade. Kiev's importance as a major commercial centre continued and is reflected in later Muslim sources.
Thus al-Idrisi comments that Muslim merchants from
Armenia come to Kiev. This finds confirmation in
contemporary Georgian sources (e.g. the journey of
the "great merchant Zankan Zorababeli" of T'bilisi
who was sent off to Rus on a diplomatic-marital mission ca. 1184 "by relays of horses", K'art'Us
ts'khovreba), using an already well-established route.
The importance of this region for trade with the
Islamic world would appear to be supported by considerable numismatic evidence (Islamic dirhams first
begin to surface in what became Russia and the Baltic
region ca. 800; on this see Noonan, Why dirhams first
reached Russia: the role of Arab-Khazar relations in the
development of the earliest Islamic trade with Eastern Europe).
The volume of this trade seems to have exceeded that
of their commercial relations with Byzantium. Although Sawyer (Kings, 123-6) cautions that the
presence of these dirhams does not necessarily constitute evidence of a great volume of trade, nor need
they have reached these areas solely by trade, Ibn
Facjlan (see below) gives direct evidence of goods
being exchanged for Islamic coins. The Rus, it may
be concluded, at least in the early stages of their
history, were largely merchant middlemen and on occasion pirates. They produced nothing of their own,
but raided, extorted/collected tribute or traded for
furs and other commodities of the Northern forest
zone which they then brought to the Mediterranean or
the Islamo-Central Asian world either directly or
through yet other middlemen, Volga Bulgharia or
Khazaria. However it was obtained, the volume of
Islamic coinage entering Rus' declined in the late 10th
century and had largely stopped by 1015. The causes
of this change, much debated, remain unclear. Local
sources of precious metals were not unknown. Thus,

al-MascudI (Murua^) mentions silver mines in Rus territory more or less equal to the silver sources in the
Pancjjhir mountains in Khurasan.
Personal appearance and clothing
Ibn Rusta describes the Rus as possessed of "long
bodies, a (good) visage and fearlessness." Our sources
(Ibn Rusta, GardizI) stress their personal neatness;
some are clean-shaven, others braid or plait their
beard. Istakhri and Ibn Hawkal attribute this personal fastidiousness to their mercantile pursuits. Ibn
Rusta further remarks that they treat their slaves well.
This, too, could be viewed as an indication of a higher
cultural level. Their clothing is made of linen (Gardlzi) and they wear arm bands/bracelets of gold.
Their trousers, according to Ibn Rusta and the
Hudud, are made out of 100 cubits of (cotton) fabric,
which they gather in at the knee and fasten there.
They also wear "woollen bonnets with tails let down
behind their necks" (Hudud). Al-Istakhri and Ibn
Hawkal report that they wear short coats. Ibn Facllan,
however, who remarks that they are as tall as date
palms, blond and ruddy, says that they do not wear
short coats or caftans but a kisd* (a cloak, see Dozy,
Supplement, ii, 476). He goes on to note that each of
them carries an axe, a sword and a knife from which
they are never parted. Their women are bedecked
with various gold and silver ornaments in displays of
ostentation commensurate with their husband's
wealth.
Customs and religion
Our sources are impressed with the spirit of independence and enterprise inculcated among the Rus
from birth. Ibn Rusta, followed by GardizI, alMakdisi and the Muafoial, reports that "when a baby
boy is born to one of them, he sets before the baby boy
a drawn sword and places it between his hands and
says to him 'I leave you no goods as inheritance. You
have nothing except what you may acquire for
yourself by this, your sword.'" MarwazI (in
Kawerau) adds that the daughter receives her father's
inheritance, while the son is given a sword and told
"your father acquired his wealth by the sword, imitate and follow him." This same sense of rugged individualism was reflected in their treatment of the ill.
Ibn Facllan remarks that "when one of them falls ill,
they pitch a tent for him, in a secluded place away
from them, and they cast him away there. They place
with him quantities of bread and water" and leave
him alone until he either recovers or dies. Transgressors were dealt with harshly. Thieves, this same
source informs us, were hung by the neck from stout
trees until dead and then left to rot.
This same author was quick to note their human
frailties. He appears to contradict, at least in part, the
report of their personal neatness noted above, declaring them the "dirtiest of God's creations" because of
their lack of personal hygiene. To this failing were
added inordinate suspicion and covetousness. Ibn
Rusta and GardizI report as an example, in this
regard, that they go out to perform their natural functions only when accompanied by several friends to
stand guard. Otherwise, a man on his own would be
killed. So great is their distrust and perfidy that if one
acquires even a little wealth "his brothers and friends
who are with him crave it, try to kill him and
dispossess him of it" (Ibn Rusta). How much of this
is accurate and how much travellers' tall tales
highlighting the greed of the "barbarian" is difficult
to gauge. It is highly doubtful, however, that the Rus'
could have been as effective a commercial and
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military force as they were, given such a state of helium
omnium. Ibn Facllan was also shocked by their lack of
modesty (engaging in sexual intercourse with their
slave-girls while their friends looked on).
This same source has much to say about their
beliefs. When ships arrive, he reports, they each come
out bearing bread, meat, onions, milk and wine.
They proceed to a long piece of wood planted in the
ground on which has been carved the face of a man.
It is surrounded by smaller idols and other long pieces
of woooS planted into the ground. They prostrate
themselves before the large image, which they address
as "Lord" and announce what goods they have
brought. They conclude their devotions by saying "I
want you to provide me with a merchant who has
many dinars and dirhams, who will buy from me
everything that I want him to buy, and he will not
contradict me in what I say." If business is good,
more offerings are made. In especially good circumstances, sheep and cattle are slaughtered, much of
which are consumed, at night, by dogs. Ibn Facllan,
occasionally adopting a mocking tone and anxious to
display their ignorance to his readers, reports that
nonetheless, he who made the offering says "my lord
is satisfied with me and has eaten my gift".
According to the tradition preserved in the accounts
of Ibn Rusta and GardizI, their shamans or
"medicine men" (atibbd^ltabibdri), enjoyed a very high
status. They could pass judgment on the king and
govern them. They could select as sacrifice to their
gods whomsoever they pleased, human and animal.
These unfortunates were hung by the neck until dead.
The commandments of their "medicine men" must
be carried out (Ibn Rusta; Gardizi). We have relatively brief descriptions of their funerary customs in Ibn
Rusta, GardizI and the Hudud. Ibn Rusta reports that
"when one of their important people (djalil minhum)
dies, they dig him a grave, like a spacious house, and
place him in it. Together with him, they place his personal clothing (thiydb badanihi), gold bracelets which he
wore, much food, vessels with drink and gold money
also. They bury with him in the grave the wife that he
loved (best). She, after this (sc. his burial) is still alive.
They seal up the door of the grave and she dies
there." Al-Istakhri and al-Mascudi, Murudj_, also note
that they cremate their dead, together with their wife
or slave-girl, horses and finery. Al-MascudI further
adds that "when the wife dies, the husband is not
cremated. If one of the unmarried men dies, he is
married after his demise, and the women request that
they be cremated (with him) so that they may, according to their own thinking, enter among the souls of
paradise." Ibn Fadlan, however, provides us with one
of the most extraordinary, ethnographically detailed
depictions of the funeral of a Rus chief. The customs
were related and explained to him on a number of occasions ("they told me of the things they did with their
chiefs at their death, the least of which is cremation").
He also appears to have witnessed one such spectacular funeral. The deceased was placed in a grave
over which a roof was erected. He remained there for
10 days while new clothing was fashioned for him.
When a great man dies they ask his household "who
of you will die with him?" Those who answer in the
affirmative are duty-bound to fulfill this commitment.
The majority of those who agreed to do so were slavegirls. One of the slave-girls was then given this
honour. The deceased was to be taken out of his grave
and placed in a special structure on a boat which was
taken out of the river and mounted on a kind of
wooden holding frame. The corpse, because of the
cold was remarkably well-preserved. An old woman

called the "angel of death," was now put in charge.
The deceased was placed in the special structure.
Food (bread, meat, onions) was placed before him. A
dog was sacrificed, cut in half and thrown on the boat.
Two cows were also sacrificed (as well as other
animals). The slave-girl who was to die with her
master then had sexual intercourse with her master's
relatives or boon companions and she was given
copious amounts of wine so that she became dullwitted (taballadat). The men outside began to strike
their shields with wooden sticks in order to drown her
cries as she was strangled. A close relative of the deceased man, completely naked, set fire to the wood
under the boat. The sacrificed slave-girl was placed
beside her master. In response to Ibn Fadlan's questions, one of the Rus explains their views: "You
Arabs are stupid. You take the most loved and distinguished among you and dump them in the earth. The
earth consumes them (as do also) insects and worms.
But we cremate them in fire, in the flick of an eye, and
he enters Paradise immediately." A small burial
mound was then set up on the site in which the boat
was burned. A large piece of khadang wood was placed
on the spot and the deceased's name was written on
it as well as that of the king of the Rus. This khadang
wood was especially associated with the Rus lands (see
TusT, ^Adja^ib al-makhlukdt). The corpses of slaves were
simply abandoned to dogs and birds of prey.
Although Artha/Arthaniyya was famous for its inhospitality to strangers, killing all outsiders who came
to it (al-Istakhrl and al-Harranl), the other areas of
Rus' were not. Ibn Rusta says that they were
generous to their visitors. They were ferocious, however, in exacting revenge (Mudjmal).
The Rus Caspian raids and the fall of Khazaria
It was undoubtedly the lucrative trade routes of the
Volga that first drew the Rus to Eastern Europe. The
Rus both traded with and raided the Islamic lands. As
early as the era of the cAlid al-Hasan b. Zayd (25070/864-84 [q. v. ]), leader of the Zaydl Shfl principality
in Tabaristan, the Rus attempted to raid the region.
A second raid took place in 297/909-10, aimed at
Abaskun [q.v.]. A third raid took place in 299/911-12
and a fourth one, according to al-MascudI "sometime
after 300/312" (Dorn, Aliev, Minorsky; slightly different dates in Barthold and Pritsak). At the outset
of this last raid the Rus in return for being allowed
passage through Khazar lands in order to raid the
Caspian coasts, offered half of the spoils to the Khazar
ruler. The raid caused much devastation, especially in
the regions of Bardhaca, al-Ran, Baylakan, Adharbaycjjan, §hirwan and the city of Bakuh. The Rus
then returned to the Volga estuary. Here they were
attacked, apparently with the acquiescence of the
Khazar ruler, by Khazar Muslims (the Ursiyya and
others), as well as some Christians, desirous of
revenge. According to al-Mascudi, those that escaped
were finished off by the Burfas and Volga Bulghars.
An even more ferocious eruption of the Rus into the
Caspian Islamic lands took place in 332/943-4. In that
year Barc]haca [q.v.] was again a target. It was taken
and the Rus settled in, showing every intention of remaining for some time, but remained there only for
some months. The Khazar-Byzantine entente by this
time had come to an end. The Rus now figured prominently in actions that were overtly hostile to
Khazaria. According to the "Schechter" document,
when the Khazar ruler Joseph, responding to Byzantine persecutions of Jews under the emperor Romanus
I (920-44), "did away with many Christians" in his
realm, Romanus retaliated by inciting "Helgu
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[labn/Oleg, see above], king of Rusia" against
Khazaria. "Helgu" was forced to flee by sea where he
and his men perished. The Letter of the Khazar ruler,
Joseph, to Hasday b. §haprut, the Jewish courtier of
the Spanish Umayyads, reports, ca. 960, that the
Khazars were continually at war with the Rus. "If I
left them (in peace) for one hour, they would destroy
the entire land of the Ishmaelites up to Bagdad"
(Kokovtsov). The main confrontation appears to have
taken place in 354/965. The immediate causes for the
Rus assaults on Khazaria are not elucidated in our
sources. Given the ongoing hostilities reported in the
Letter of Joseph, however, Byzantine involvement in
inciting revolts within the Khazar sphere of influence,
the Rus attempts to gain unrestricted passage through
the Khazar-controlled Volga route to the Caspian,
these may be easily conjectured. Khazaria was a
fading power. The Rus formed an alliance with the
Oghuz Turks and together they advanced on
Khazaria. The Primary Chronicle has a very laconic
notice reporting only that in 6473/965 the Rus ruler,
Svyatoslav (d. 972) attacked the Khazars and "took
their city and Bela Veza" ( = Sarkel, a var. led. says
only that Bela Veza was captured). Al-MukaddasI
reports two accounts that he "heard." According to
the first, Khazaria was attacked by al-Ma3mun of
Djurdjan who captured the Khazar ruler. He subsequently heard that "an army from Rum, called Rus,
conquered them and took possession of their land."
Miskawayh writes that in 354/965 "news came to the
effect that the Turks had invaded the territory of the
Khazars. The latter invoked the aid of the people of
Khwarazm, who declined saying: You are Jews; if
you want us to help you, you must become Muslims.
They all adopted Islam in consequence with the exception of their king." Ibn al-Athlr has, basically, the
same report, adding, however, that after the
Khwarazmians drove off the Turks (the Oghuz), the
Khazar ruler converted to Islam as well (see Golden,
The migrations of the Oguz, 77-80). Ibn Hawkal, who
learned of these events in 358/968-9, paints a picture
of large-scale devastation. The dating of the events
described in Ibn Hawkal has been the subject of some
debate, some scholars placing them in 358/968-969,
the year in which our source first heard of the Rus
raid (Kalinina, Svedeniya Ibn Khaukatya o pokhodakh
Rusi vremeni Svyatoslava, who, following Marquart and
Barthold, Arab, izvest., does not believe that Volga
Bulgharia was affected by the raids). There is no
reason, however, to doubt Ibn Hawkal, who had firsthand information. In addition, the Rus and their
Oghuz allies followed a similar pattern 20 years later,
in 985, when they attacked Volga Bulgharia, the first
in boats, the second by land (PSRL, i, 84). A distant
echo of these events is found in al-ldrisl, writing in the
mid-6th/12th century, who says of the Rus who
neighbour "on the land of the Unkariyya
(Hungarians) and Makadhuniyya; they have at present, at the time that we were writing this book, conquered the Burfas, the Bulghar and Khazars, taken
away control of their lands and nothing remains of
these people except the name in (their former) lands."
This, of course, is inaccurate for his day since the Burtas and Volga Bulghars were still very much on the
scene.
There are references to Rus activities in Bab alAbwab/Darband found in the Ta^rfkh al-Bdb. In
377/987, the amir Maymun called in the Rus to help
him against local chiefs. The Rus came with 18 ships
but uncertain of their reception, sent only one in to
reconnoitre the situation. When these men were
massacred by the local population, the Rus went on to

Maskaf, which they looted. Rus professional soldiers
appear to have already been on the scene. Thus
in 379/989, this same Maymun is reported to have
refused the demand of the Gflanl preacher, Musa alTuzl, to turn over his Rus ghulams to him for either
conversion to Islam or death. Maymun's attempt to
have a counterbalance (Rus ghulams) to the local
population ultimately failed, for he was driven from
the city and forced to surrender the ghulams (Minorsky, Sharvdn). He returned in 382/992. In 421/1030,
the Rus raided the ghirwan region, but were then induced, with "much money," to aid the ruler of Gancjja, Musa b. Facll, in suppressing a revolt in
Baylakan. "The Rus then quitted Arran for Rum and
thence proceeded to their own country" (see ibid.).
One of the variant mss. of this source (see idem,
Studies in Caucasian history), using only the Top Kapi
ms. 2951 of MunedjcJjim-Bashi's DjdmP al-duwal,
which contains extracts from the Ta^rikh al-Bdb, says
that in 422/November 1031, the Rus "came a second
time and Musa set forth and fought them near
Bakuya. He killed a large number of their warriors
and expelled them from his dominions." This was followed in 423/1032 by a Rus raid into Shirwan, joined
now by the Alans and Sarlr. They were defeated, in
424/1033, by local Muslims who "wrought great
havoc" among them (Minorsky, Studies, and idem,
Sharvdn). It is unclear to which Rus grouping these
raiders may have belonged. Pritsak, Origin, suggests
that they operated out of a base near the Terek
estuary and had their principal home in
Tmutorokan'. He also conjectures that shortly
thereafter, the Rus, operating in the Caspian, may
have provided some military assistance to the Oghuz
in a power struggle in £hwarazm. KhakanI tells of a
Rus raid ca. 569/1173 or 570/1174. These Rus appear
to have been Volga pirates who came in 73 ships. At
the same time, although it is unclear if their actions
were coordinated, the Kipc'aks [q.v. ] attacked Darband and went on to take Shabaran as well. The Shirwan§hah, Akhsitan/Aghsartan I turned to the
Georgian king, Giorgi III (d. 1184), for aid. Together
they defeated both the Rus and the Kipc'aks. The
Georgian sources, however, only mention attacks of
the Khazars of Darband. Completely anachronistic,
of course, is the tale of Alexander's wars against the
Rus found in Nizami's Iskandar-ndma. The Rus king,
called Knfal, is presented as the ruler of the Burfas,
Khazars, Alans and (W)isu (Vepsi).
Later sources offer little new historical or ethnogeographical information regarding the Rus, being
largely compilations based on the earlier sources. We
have a brief description of the Mongol conquest of
Rus' in Djuwaynl, lacking in specific details. Other
sources, e.g. Djuzsjjanl, merely note them in passing.
There are occasional references to the "Rus", here
designating the Russians/Muscovites, in later
Ottoman-$afawid era Islamic sources, e.g. kandz Iwdn
(Russ. knyaz' Ivan = Ivan IV "the Terrible"),
mentioned in a discussion of Russo-Crimean Tatar
relations s.a. 980/1572-3, in Hasan Rumlu, 584-5.
The Crimean Tatars had raided and burned Moscow
in 1571, but another raid the following year was
repulsed. Ottoman materials for the history of the
later Eastern Slavic peoples have been relatively little
investigated (cf. Ewliya Celebf's comments on the
Rus-i menhus "inauspicious
Rus" Ukrainian
Cossacks).
The conversion of the Rus
The Islamic and Arabic-writing Christian authors
provide useful data on the conversion of the Rus to
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Orthodox Christianity. In 987, the Byzantine
emperor Basil II (976-1025) was faced with the revolts
of Bardas Sclerus and Bardas Phocas. The latter,
having double-crossed Sclerus, with whom he briefly
joined forces, proclaimed himself emperor on 17
Djumada 377/14 Aylul 1298/14 September 987, as we
are informed by Yahya of Antioch (d. ca. 1066). Basil,
now desperate, sent to the Rus, "even though they
were enemies," for assistance. The Rus ruler,
Volodimir/Vladimir, agreed to send troops in return
for a marital alliance. He was to marry Basil's sister.
Volodimir also agreed to convert to Orthodoxy and,
with him, his people, who were without any religion
or religious law. Basil subsequently sent him a
metropolitan and bishops. When the wedding arrangements were settled, the Rus troops were sent
and they helped to put down the revolt. Essentially
similar accounts are given by Abu Shudjac alRudhrawari [q.v.] (d. 1095), al-Makin, al-Dimashkl
and Ibn al-Athir (see Rozen and Kawerau; Ibn alAthir dates these events to 375/985-6). Some of the
6,000 Rus troops sent to aid Basil remained in Byzantine service, forming the nucleus of the famous
"Varangian Guard" (see V.G. Vasil'evskiy). The
Rus' tradition relates only that Volodimir, who had
long been considering the adoption of a monotheistic
religion and had examined Islam, Judaism and Christianity, was already inclining towards the latter in its
Orthodox form. Islam he rejected because of its prohibition on alcohol, remarking that "for Rus', drinking is a joy, we cannot exist without it" (PSRL, i,
84 ff.). In 988 he marched on Byzantine Crimea, taking Chersones/Korsun'. With this he now forced Basil
and his brother Constantine into a marital tie. Their
sister Anna was sent to Volodimir, who in return
agreed to convert himself and his people to Orthodoxy
(PSRL, i, 109 ff.). The two accounts do not necessarily contradict each other. Volodimir may well have used his excursion to the Crimea to insure that he received his Byzantine princess.
Another Islamic tradition, however, depicts the
Rus as first converting to Christianity and somewhat
later to Islam. MarwazI, who mentions that their ruler
is called Walddimir (see above) relates that after they
"entered Christendom," their new faith "sheathed
their swords" and prevented them from acquiring
wealth by their customary means (warfare). They
were reduced to poverty. They were then drawn to
Islam, which allowed them to engage in holy war.
They dispatched an embassy, consisting of four
relatives of the king, to Khwarazm. The Khwarazmshah sent an Islamic scholar to instruct them and they
converted to Islam (Kawerau, also found in
c
AwfT/Barthold, placing this event in 300/912).
Writing systems
Ibn Facllan speaks of wooden grave markers on
which the Rus inscribed the name of the deceased and
that of the Rus king. Similarly, al-Nadlm writes that
one of his informants "believes that they have writing
inscribed in wood, and he showed me a piece of white
wood with an inscription on it." This may perhaps be
a reference to writing on birchwood bark, well known
in later Kievan Rus'. The Byzantine missionary Constantine (Cyril), before his famous mission to the
Slavs of "Moravia" journeyed, ca. 860, to the Khazar
empire. According to the Vita Constantini, in the Khersonese he found a Psalter and book of the Gospel written in the Rus' or Rush script (ros'kl [rous'klmi,
rous&kimij pismenl pisano). He also encountered someone who spoke this language and found that he could
understand him. Indeed, he quickly began to read
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and speak this tongue (Grivec et al.; Istrin). Since,
Constantine/Cyril was bilingual, in Greek and Slavic,
it could only have been the latter tongue, whose
writing system he was able to assimilate so quickly.
Needless to say, there is much debate over the
significance and indeed historicity of this passage.
The existence of calendrical and other types of markings among the Eastern Slavs by the 2nd-4th centuries
A.D. is posited by some Russian scholars (Ribakov).
The use of a "proto-Cyrillic" alphabet based on
Greek, which was already employed in Danubian
Bulgaria, is also suggested for Pre-Christian Rus'
(Istrin). The oldest Cyrillic monument dates to 863
(from Preslav, Bulgaria). The earliest writings in
Cyrillic in Rus' are dated to the early 10th century.
There is still some debate over whether Constantine/Cyril invented the "Glagolitic" alphabet, itself
perhaps derived from a Greek or Cyrillic base, but
quite different in appearance from "Cyrillic", or the
script that now bears his name.
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AL-RU$AFA, the name of several places in the
Islamic world, from Cordova in the west to
Nishapur in the east (see Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut,
iii, 46-50).
Amongst the Rusafa settlements of c lrak were:
l . R u s a f a t A b i ' l - c A b b a s (cAbd Allah al-Saffah),
begun by the first cAbbasid caliph in lower clrak on
the banks of the Euphrates, near al-Anbar [#.z>.], and
probably identical with that town called alHashimiyya.
Bibliography. Yackubi, Bulddn, 237, tr. Wiet, 9;
Yakut, Bulddn, iii, 46.
2. al-Rusafa, the name of a quarter of the city of
Baghdad [q.v.] founded soon after the caliph alMansur [q.v.] built his Round City.
The quarter of al-Rusafa (whose name refers to the
paved, embanked causeway across the swampy
ground enclosed by the bend of the Tigris within
which the quarter was laid out) was, according to the
historical accounts, built by al-Mansur on the eastern
banks of the river, opposite the palace of al-Khuld and
the Round City, for his son and heir al-Mahdi [q.v.]
when the latter returned from Rayy in northern Persia in Shawwal 15I/October-November 768. It combined a palace complex, with protective rampart and
moat, and an army encampment with a review
ground (mayddn [q.v.}) and with various estates
granted out as katdY to members of the cAbbasid
family and to the great military commanders (see
Yackubi, Bulddn, 249, 251, tr. 31-2, 35-6). From this
last function as a military centre, it was originally
known as cAskar al-Mahdi. Al-Tabarl (iii, 365-7, tr.
H. Kennedy, Al-Mansur and al-Mahdi, Albany 1990,
56-9) plausibly explains that the caliph wished to
separate his Arab supporting forces by the river which
divided the two sides of Baghdad, so that if one section of the army rebelled, he could call upon the forces
on the opposite bank.
The building of al-Rusafa took seven years, and
was not completed till 159/776, by which time alMahdi had (in 159/775) succeeded to the throne. The
new quarter was connected to the western side of
Baghdad by a bridge of boats, al-Djisr, whose obvious
strategic importance was such that each end was
guarded by a police post of the shurfa [q. v. ]. Lassner
has suggested that al-Mansur began the construction
in al-Rusafa of a palace complex of such splendour in
order to buttress his son's right to succeed to the
caliphate against his nephew clsa b. Musa [^.».],
thereby asserting al-Mahdi's claims.
As caliph, al-Mahdi made al-Rusafa his official
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residence, but towards the end of his reign preferred
to spend much of his time at a new palace and
pleasure ground, that of clsab§dh, also on the eastern
side of the city but away from al-Rusafa. His successors Harun al-RasJild and al-Amln [q.vv.] chose,
however, to reside at al-Khuld on the western side;
and eventually, al-Muctasim [q.v.] moved his seat to
the new military centre of Samarra [q.v.] some 100
km/60 miles upstream from Baghdad.
The foundation of al-Rusafa was the starting-point
for the expansion of Baghdad into such suburbs as
Shammasiyya to its north-east and Mukharrim to its
south; in later times, the tombs of the cAbbasid
caliphs were located along the river bank above alRusafa.
Bibliography: Le Strange, Baghdad during the Abbasidcaliphate, Oxford 1900, 187-98; J. Lassner, The
topography of Baghdad in the early Middle Ages, Detroit
1970, 64-5 (trs. the relevant section in the survey of
the historical topography of Baghdad by al-Khatib
al-Baghdadi, 95 ff.).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
3. In Syria.
This place, distinguished as RUSAFAT HISHAM,
RUSAFAT AL-§HAM, is now a ruinous site 30 km/19
miles to the south of the Euphrates in a depression
near the Djabal Bishri, on the ancient desert route
from Hims-Salamiya to al-Rakka or al-Rahba, containing the pilgrimage place of the "Arab" Saint
Sergius, martyred here in the early 4th century, after
which it was officially named Sergiupolis in Byzantine
times. Archaeological excavations have shown it to be
a Roman site, which in the 6th century was embellished with four churches inside the impressive rectangular city walls; among them, the basilica of the
Holy Cross, founded in 559 and housing the relics,
shows by inscriptions a continuous building tradition
until the 12th century. Also inside the city walls, three
large cisterns and an ingenious system of supply and
distribution of the spring rain water remained famous
throughout mediaeval sources. It seems to be referred
to in the K. al-^Uyun wa 'l-hadd^ik: "It had been a
Byzantine city of ancient foundation with cisterns and
a 'water way' (tank li 'l-md7) from the margins of the
desert" (in Fragmenta, 101). Outside the north gate a
church or praetorium (?) is connected to the Ghassanid
prince al-Mundhir b. al-Harith (569-82) by an inscription, and literary sources point to the presence of
the Crhassanids as well: al-Nucman b. al-Harith b. alAyham is mentioned as a governor there, and is said
to have repaired the cisterns destroyed by a Lakhmid
and to have constructed a large new one (Yakut, ii,
955, 784 (according to the Akhbdr muluk Ghassdri):
Hamza al-Isfahanl, Ta^rikh, Berlin 1340/1921-2, 79
(and quoted by Ibn al-cAd!m, Bughya, i, 114), as well
as Abu 'l-Fida°, Mukhtasar, Cairo 1325, i, 73, only
mention the restoration).
Al-AsmacI mentions, besides the B. Djafha of
Ghassan, the B. Hanlfa (of Bakr b. Wa'il, Ibn alKalbl-Caskel, ii, 156; Kahhala, KabdW, i, 312-13) as
inhabitants (quoted by al-Bakri, Mu^am, i, 441); it is
he who gives a further name of this, Rusafa al-Zawrd^
(compare Bakrl with Yakut, ii, 784, 955; Musil,
Palmyrena, 267; the "Byzantine" name for al-Rusafa,
K.tamfla, supposed by Ibn al-cAdim, i, 113, remains
unexplained, cf. Ibn Khurradacjhbih, 218, B.f.
lamiya, 35 mils from it?). Earlier, the city was within
the region of the Tanukh (al-Baladhuri, Futuh, 145; I.
Shahid, Byzantium and the Arabs in the fourth century,
Washington 1984, 405, 465), and—after them?—of
the Taghlib (al-Tabari, i, 2072; Rotter, Die Umayyaden
und der zweite Biirgerkrieg, Wiesbaden 1982, 131). This
may have led to the occasional attribution of al-

Rusafa to Diyar Mucjar (e.g. al-Tabari, iii, 2219). In
the cAbbasid period, it came under the control of the
B. Khafacjja b. cAmr, a branch of the (North Arabian)
c
Ukayl (al-AsmacI, in Yakut, ii, 284; Caskel, ii, 338;
Kahhala, Kabd^il, i, 351); al-Bakri alone connects this
Rusafa with a verse by al-Akhnas b. §hihab alTaghlibl on the extended animal-hunting of the
(South Arabian) B. Bahra0 (? sharafc"1 ldhibun, 56;
Yakut, ii, 782). Ibn al-cAdIm mentions some B. $alih
of Haghim here at the time of Harun al-Rashid
(Bughya, iii, 1467-8, vii, 3446).
Administratively, al-Rusafa belonged to Kinnasrln
or Aleppo in Umayyad and later cAbbasid times (Ibn
al-cAdim, i, 113-14), under Harun al-Rashid it was
added to the ^awdsim province (Ibn al-Fakih, 111), but
some transmitters were uncertain about its district
(Rusdfat al-Rakka, even al-Rusafa in the Djazira, Ibn alc
Ad!m, v, 2103 with correction; Ibn cAsakir, iv, 259;
Ibn Khurradacjhbih mentions it twice, apparently
with its closer neighbours, 74, and together with Balis
in the cawdsim, 75). From Zangid until Mamluk times
it seems to have mostly been known as a Christian
suburb or in the district of Kalcat Djacbar, which was
also called Kalonlkos/ Kallinikos—in this way a
remark by Barhebraeus, Chronography, ed. Budge,
120, tr. 2111, could be understood: "Hisham died in
Rusafa of Kallinikos" (cf. ibid. tr. 2218; Syriac Chronicle, ad a. 1234, i, 215), and it would fit the reading of
an Arabic inscription on the silver goblet from the
Rusafa treasury suggested by R. Degen, "This is
what Zayn al-Dar, daughter of ustddh Abu Durra,
bestowed to the church of the protected Kalcat
Djacba[r]," probably meaning al-Rusafa (before
1243, in Ulbert, Resafa, iii, 72; for Kalcat Djacbar as
a district (a^mdl), cf. Ibn al-Dawadari, vii, 283, year
624/1227).
Nothing is reported on the Islamic conquest of alRusafa, and the sources rather convey the impression
of its lying in ruins until the building activities of
Hisham (Ibn al-cAdIm, i, 113). But it is mentioned as
being on the march of the Kaysl Djahhaf b. Hakim
from the Djazira against the B. Taghlib with their
poet al-Akhfal and their "day" at Djabal Bishri in
73/692-3 (al-Baladhuri, Ansdb, v, 329; Aghani, Bulak,
xi, 59; Ibn al-cAdim, i, 431 ff.; Khizdnat al-adab,
Cairo, ix, 4); and also, before 724, a Bishop Abraham
of al-Rusafa is documented (Degen 70-1, quoting
Wright, Cat. of Syriac mss., ii, 796 ff.).
The main information on al-Rusafa in Muslim
sources pertains to the caliph Hisham (105-24/72443), whose residence it became at least in summer and
who was buried there. While these sources
unanimously locate the residence in or next to this alRusafa (e.g. Ibn FaoU Allah al-cUmari, Masdlik, Cairo
1342/1924, 332-3), some modern authors have
doubted this and identified it with the ruins of Kasr alHayr al-Sharkl [q.v.] (Sauvaget, Remarques sur les
monuments omeyyades, inJA [1939], 1-13). This theory
was finally rejected by O. Grabar (City in the desert,
1978, 1-2, 31). It is not very easy to recognise the
original tradition within the several additions
transmitted by the historians; the news of the death of
his predecessor and the regalia were brought to
Hisham at al-Zaytuna, where he possessed a small
dwelling (duwayra), and he then rode from al-Rusafa
to Damascus (al-Tabari, ii, 1467); perhaps because of
the unexplained leap, later sources locate either the
transmission of the news and the regalia to al-Rusafa
(al-^Uyun wa 'l-hadd^ik, 82; Abu 'l-Fida°, Mukhtasar,
Cairo 1325, i, 203) or from al-Zaytuna to al-Rusafa
(Yakut, ii, 784). While O. Grabar still thinks of an
identification of al-Zaytuna with Kasr al-Hayr al-
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Shark! (City in the desert, 13-14), a hint by Ibn Bujlan
[q. v. ] possibly gives the clue to understanding the sequence of residences: Hisham was fleeing from the
mosquitoes on the banks of the Euphrates to al-Rusafa
(in Yakut, ii, 785)—this fits the surroundings of the
straitened dimensions of his princely residence alZaytuna, perhaps in the vicinity of his further possessions near al-Rakka. Another often-embellished story
mentions him avoiding the Syrian cities in favour of
al-Rusafa because of the plague; like other
Umayyads, he fled to the desert (e.g. al-Tabari, ii,
1737; Ibn al-cAdim, i, 113-14).
Hisham is reported to have reconstructed al-Rusafa
and erected two castles there (kasrayn, al-Tabari, ii,
1738; al-^Uyun wa 'l-hadd^ih, 101; Ibn Butlan, ibid.).
Whether their descriptions as possessing a pool and
olive yard (al-Tabari, ii, 1813) or as being luxurious
constructions with floral paintings (Ibn al-cAdim, vii,
3044: masdnic here evidently not meaning the cisterns,
as in ibid., i, 113) go back to eye witnesses or are
literary topoi, cannot be decided. Brief archaeological
soundings and a survey showed several large
Umayyad structures to the south of the city (OttoDorn, Ulbert, Sack). The court of Hisham was
magnificent, and must have shown Persian traditions
in several respects (cf. the analysis by R. Hamilton,
Walid and his friends, Oxford 1988, passim). Whoever
was interested in Persian topics among the early
c
Abbasid caliphs would also refer to accounts of
Hisham's court (e.g. al-Mansur, al-Tabari, iii, 412;
al-MascudI, iv, 47-8, 133-4 = §§ 2234, 2379). Even
translations from the Persian seem to have originated
from Hi§ham's secretaries in al-Rusafa, Salim b.
c
Abd al-Rahman or cAbd Allah and his son Djabala
(al-Tabari, ii, 1750, 1649-50; al-Mascudi, Tanbih,
106, 113; Ibn al-cAdim, ix, 4143; M. Grignaschi, in
BEO, xix [1967] 12-13, 24-5, 51-2). The Arab tradition at his court was upheld by the poets (see, besides
the famous competition by al-Farazdak, Djarir and alAkhtal, descriptions by IsmacH b. Yasar al-Nasa°i, in
Aghdni, iv, 125; Khalid b. §afwan al-Ahtam, in Ibn alc
Adim, vii, 3044; Abu '1-Nadjm, in Aghdm, ix, 78 ff.,
Ibn al-cAdim, x, 4640). And in one respect he tried to
surpass pre-Islamic customs: he himself built the
greatest hippodrome (halba) for 3,000 horses here, six
bowshots long (Aghdni, x, 64; al-Mascudi, iv, 41 = §
2219; Ibn al-cAd!m, vi, 2858). Also, the biographies
of traditionists at his court contain material on alRusafa, most famous among them being al-Zuhri
(GAS, i, 280-3), Abu Manl* cUbayd Allah b. Abl
Ziyad and his grandson Abu Muhammad alHacijdjadj b. Yusuf (Ibn al-cAd!m, v, 2100 ff.; alSamcanl, vi, 135; Ibn cAsakir, x, 669-70, iv, 259-60),
Khusayf b. cAbd al-Rahman or Ibn Yazld al-Harrani
(Ibn al-cAdim, vii, esp. 3265-6). Out of Higham's
family, his son Sulayman stayed in al-Rusafa until his
defeat by Marwan II (al-Tabari, ii, 1908).
Hisham's tomb and body were desecrated under
the first cAbbasid (al-Tabari, iii, 2498-9; al-Yackubi,
ii, 427-8). The town had an cAbbasid governor in
137/754 (al-Tabari, iii, 94-5); but apart from occasional visits of a caliph, only one event is mentioned,
the sack by the Carmathians at the end of
289/December 902, when the mosque, adjoining the
cathedral, was burnt and the cAbbasid defender Sabk
al-Daylaml killed (al-Tabari, iii, 2219; Ibn al-cAdim,
ii, 946: better, Shibl al-Daylaml; cf. the excavations
by D. Sack).
Eyewitnesses are few, and are repeatedly quoted in
geographical sources: al-AsmacI, who mentions merchants, rich and poor, travelling abroad and employing local Bedouins (^arab), a small suk with ten shops
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and textile manufacturing (Yakut, ii, 284-5; still in alIdrisi, ed. Rome, 649, Ibn al-cAdim, i, 113-14, and
Hadjdji Khalifa, Djihdn-numd, 594, without any contemporary observations). Apart from the cisterns and
the walls the city is especially famous for its Christian
buildings, figuring in the mentioning of its dayr, listed
separately by al-Bakri, Yakut, and al-Himyari. This
gave rise to several topoi and anecdotes of nostalgia of
the Umayyads and of the monasteries, which do not
seem to correspond with reality, as already noticed by
Musil (Palmyrena, 268; cf. the story connected to the
visit of al-Mutawakkil in 244/858, al-Tabari, iii,
1436; al-Himyari, Rawtjl (Beirut 1975), 253; Ibn alc
Adim, i, 114, quoting the K. al-Diydrdt by alShimshati; for the cliche of the monastery, see L.
Conrad, in The quest for understanding, ed. S. Seikaly et
alii, Beirut 1991, 271-2). Only the Christian Ibn
Bu{lan was interested in the great church, of which he
describes the external gold mosaic in 440/1048-9
(cited in Yakut, ii, 785). Judaeo-Arabic inscriptions in
one building, dated 1102 and 1127, prove the
presence of a Jewish community there (A. Caquot, in
Syria, xxxii [1955], 70-4).
Ibn Shaddad gives an account of the end of habitation in al-Rusafa, added to a long quotation from Ibn
al-cAd!m (ed. A.-M. Terrasse-Edde, 394, tr. 21-2):
the Mongols had spared the inhabitants on their
march in 658/1260, and after the Mamluk reconquest, a governor was left there until 668/1269-70,
when the inhabitants left for Salamiya, Hamat and
other places, apparently because of the destruction,
which is also archaeologically evident. Since then, the
site has been deserted.
Bibliography: For the pre-Islamic and Christian
history, see Pauly-Wissowa, RE, s.v. Sergiupolis,
Honigmann in El1, and, especially, the excavation
publications edited by Th. Ulbert, Resafa, i (1984
ff.), with detailed references; especially R. Degen,
ibid, iii (1991), 65-76; D. Sack, Die Grofie Moschee von
Resafal Rusdfat Hisdm, ibid, iv, with a ch. by B.
Kellner-Heinkele on the sources (in course of
publication); K. Otto-Dorn, in Ars Orientalis, ii
(1957), 119-33. All Arabic text quotations from the
standard editions (except where indicated), Ibn alc
Adim, Bughyat al-talab ft ta>rikh Halab, ed. S. Zakkar, Damascus 1408/1988; Ibn cAsakir, Ta^nkh
madinat Dimashk, facs. of the ms. Zahiriyya,
Damascus, s.a.; cAbd al-Malik b. Habib, K. alTa^nkh, Madrid 1991, 133-5; Ibn ghaddad, al-A^ldk
al-khatira, ed. A.-M. Edde-Terrasse, in BEO, xxxiixxxiii, 394-393 [sic], tr. eadem, Damascus 1984,
19-22; Musil, Palmyrena, New York 1928, index; see
also HISHAM and KALCAT DJACBAR.
(C.-P. HAASE)
4. In Muslim Spain.
Munyat al-Rusafa, in Spanish Arrizafa, Arruzafa,
is the name of the country residence founded by cAbd
al-Rahman I (138-72/756-88 [q.v.]) to the north-west
of Cordova and to which he gave the name of the
Rusafa in Syria (see 3. above) founded by his grandfather Hisham b. cAbd al-Malik.
The first Umayyad amir of al-Andalus purchased
lands which had belonged to a Berber chief of Tarik's
army, Razin al-BurnusI, and built there a palace
(kasr) and gardens. The Arabic sources class the Cordovan Rusafa amongst the three most important constructions of cAbd al-Rahman I's reign (the other two
being the Grand Mosque and the palace of Cordova).
The amir enjoyed living there very much and spent
most of his time there. In the course of his residence
at al-Rusafa, he ordered the execution of three rebels:
his nephew al-Mughira b. al-Walid, Wahb Allah b.
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Maymun and cAy§hun b. Sulayman al-AcrabI. Their
corpses were dragged as far as Cordova and gibbeted
on the banks of the Guadalquivir. In his reign, it
became, in some measure, the seat of power, since at
the time of his death, his son High am, who happened
to be at Merida, hastened to arrive there before his
brother Sulayman (who was at Toledo and who was
disputing with him the right of succession).
Moreover, cAbd al-Rahman I made the gardens at
al-Rusafa the first botanical gardens in the history of
al-Andalus. He had planted in his grounds exotic
plants, mainly brought from Syria, to which he sent
envoys to contact his sisters. The most famous of these
fruits imported from the East was the so-called safari
pomegranate, whose name is connected with Safr b.
c
Ubayd al-Kilaci, from the &und of al-Urdunn. The
latter is said to have cultivated this variety of
pomegranate in the region of Rayya [q.v.], whence it
was spread throughout al-Andalus. The origin of the
date-palm groves in the Iberian Peninsula is equally
attributed, with no real basis in truth, by some Arabic
authors to a palm tree at al-Rusafa. cAbd al-Rahman
I's successors continued the tradition of periods of
residence at al-Rusafa. It was probably in the reign of
c
Abd al-Rahman II (206-38/822-52 [q.v.]) that the
poet cAbbas b. Firnas tried, at al-Rusafa, to imitate
the flight of birds, dressed in a garment of silk covered
with feathers and bearing wings. But above all, it was
the amir Muhammad (238-73/852-86), known for his
zeal as a builder, who enlarged and improved the
buildings and the gardens of this residence, where he
loved to take rest and where he organised hunting parties. The amir transferred from Cordova to al-Rusafa
accompanied by his entourage of chamberlains and
eunuchs, and thus surrounded by all the splendour of
the Umayyad court. He charged his wazir Ha§him b.
c
Abd al-cAz!z with the construction of a new madjlis at
al-Rusafa and provided him with 10,000 dinars for
this. However, the wazir had the madjlis built at his
own expense. When the work of building was finished, Hashim gave back to the amir his 10,000 dinars
and, as a further gesture, prepared for him a sumptuous banquet. The first Umayyad caliph, cAbd alRaliman III al-Nasir (300-50/912-61 [q.v.]), had accompanied, whilst he was still young, his grandfather
the amir cAbd Allah during his pleasure sessions at alRusafa. But his preferred country residence was the
munyat al-Nd^ura. During his reign, al-Rusafa is mentioned as a residence for important visitors, such as
the North African chief Ayyub b. Abl Yazld Makhlad
b. Kaydad al-Ifranl in 335/946. Al-Nasir's son and
successor al-Mustansir (350-66/962-76) preferred
above all the munyat Arha? Ndsih.
Between the residential palace complex and the city
of Cordova there developped a suburb (rabatf), equally
called al-Rusafa, and the nisba from this was borne by
some Cordovan scholars, such as the father of alIJumaydl [q.v.]. It was there that al-Mansur Ibn Abl
c
Amir, al-Mustansir's hd&ib, had his palace built,
which he later abandoned for al-munya al-cdmiriyya,
whose exact location is controversial. With the arrival
of Berber troop contingents during the rule of alMansur, the suburb of al-Rusafa became the
residence of the Banu Maksan b. Ziri and the Banu
Zawf b. Zlri, whose houses were destroyed in the
course of the troubles during the first reign of
Muhammad al-Mahdi. Like the other northern
suburbs of Cordova, that of al-Rusafa suffered the
consequences of thefitna and its name disappears from
the Arabic sources after the 4th/10th century.
As for the munyat al-Rusafa, it was first of all despoiled by al-Mahdl in 400/1009 during his second reign.

The caliph used the contents of the palace, like those
of the munyat al-Nd^ura and the royal palace in Cordova, in order to pay his troops and to support the
costs of the fight against the rival army of the Berbers
on which his rival Sulayman al-Mustacm depended.
In the following year, and in order to ward off the
Berber advance, al-Rusafa was totally destroyed on
the orders of Wacjih, the military chief of Cordova.
He even had the trees in the famous gardens cut
down, but shortly afterwards he realised the
uselessness of his action from the point of view of the
defence of Cordova. Only the name of the Umayyad
princes' residence survived. After the Christian conquest, in 633/1236, the land involved was bestowed on
the counts of Hornachuelos. Later, a monastery was
established on the site.
The Rusafa of Cordova early became a favoured
subject of the court poets. Some very famous verses on
its solitary palm tree are attributed to the founder,
c
Abd al-Rahman I (according to other version, its
author is said to have been cAbd al-Malik b. Bi§hr b.
c
Abd al-Malik b. Marwan). A poem of cAbbas b. Firnas on al-Rusafa, reproduced by Ibn Hayyan [q.v.],
describes at length its buildings, streams, plants,
birds, etc. After its destruction, Rusafa became, like
Cordova, a poetic subject for the expression of
nostalgia for departed splendours (texts of Ibn
Zaydun and Ibn Burd, given by Ibn Bassam, Ibn
Khakan and al-Makkari; this same Ibn Zaydun mentions the existence of a garden of marguerites, rawftalukhuwdn). In Almohad times, poets still gathered
before the site of al-Rusafa in order to drink and to
recite poetry. The poem of aJ-Kasim b. cAbbud alRiyahi develops the theme of ubi sunt.
The second al-Rusafa in al-Andalus was situated at
Valencia, between the town and the sea (the placename is still preserved under the form Ruzafa, a
quarter of the modern town). There is no information
on the foundation of this Valencian Rusafa. E. LeviProvengal was the first to suggest the name of the
Umayyad prince cAbd Allah al-BalansT, son of cAbd
al-Rahman I, as its possible founder, at the same time
warning of the lack of documentary evidence. This
hypothesis has nevertheless been commonly accepted
by Spanish and Arab scholars. The Arabic sources
stress above all the beauty of the grounds of alRusafa, considered as the most attractive pleasureground in the vicinity of Valencia (together with the
munya of Ibn Abl cAmir). The poet Muhammad b.
Qhalib al-RusafT (d. 572/1177) was originally from
there and devoted some poems to it. In 480/1087,
Castilian troops commanded by Alvar Fanez, giving
aid to the prince al-Kadir, installed themselves at alRusafa. It was likewise there that king James I of
Aragon encamped with his army, besieged the town
and conquered it in 636/1238. Like its Cordovan
homonym, this Rusafa became a literary subject in
the poetical or rhymed prose texts written on the occasion of the loss of Valencia (texts of Ibn al-Abbar and
Ibn cAmIra preserved by al-Himyari and alMakkarl).
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Akhbdr ma^jmu^a, ed.
E. Lafuente Alcantara, Madrid 1867, 110, 115;
Dhikrbildd al-Andalus, ed. L. Molina, Madrid 1983,
i, 33; Himyari, K. al-Rawj al-miHdr, ed. I. c Abbas,
Beirut 1975, s.v. Balansiya and al-Rusdfa; Ibn alAbbar, al-Hulla al-siyard*, ed. H. Mu3nis, Cairo
1963, i, 37^ 39, 120; Ibn Bassam, al-Dhakhjra, ed.
c
Abbas, Beirut 1975-9, i, 422-3, 519; Ibn Hawkal,
112-13; Ibn clc]hari, ii, 57, 60, 51, 111, 214, 258,
iii, 75, 99; Ibn Hayyan, Muktabis, ed. M. MakkT,
Beirut 1973, 170, 226 ff., ed. Martinez Antuna,
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(MANUELA MARIN)
AL-RU$AFI, ABU CABD ALLAH MUHAMMAD b.
Ghalib, al-BalansT, H i s p a n o - A r a b i c poet born at
al-Rusafa near Valencia, died in 572/1177.
Information on his life is very sparse. In his youth
he left his native land, which he hymns in several
poems suffused with nostalgia (Diwdn, no. 56 and,
especially, no. 21). In 555/1160 he went, with several
other poets, to Gibraltar in order to welcome and
greet the Almohad caliph cAbd al-Mu^min [q.v.],
before whom he recited a long poem (no. 24),
celebrating him as the restorer of orthodoxy. According to al-Marrakushl, al-RusafT was still not twenty
years old at that point, which would place the date of
his birth around 536/1140-1. On this reckoning, he
must have died before the age of forty, a piece of information which one might have thought would have
attracted the attention of the Arabic biographers, who
are nevertheless silent on this question. This poem,
like others dedicated to the Almohad rulers and
notables, appears to have assured his career as a
panegyrist of the new dynasty. However, al-RusafT
prefered to live away from the court, for reasons
which he explains (Diwdn, no. 23), and to make a living by practising his trade.
This trade of mending clothes (raffd7) and his living
far away from Valencia led him to compare himself
with al-Sari al-Raffa0 [q. v. ] of Mawsil (Diwdn, no. 48),
whilst the Hispano-Arabic anthologists compare him,
on the basis of his descriptions, with Ibn al-Rumi
[q. v. ]. He is the continuator of the poetic school of Ibn
Khafadja [q.v.], sharing with Ibn Khafadja his independence with regard to authority, his taste for the
classical form of the kasida in face of the popular forms
like the muwashshah and the zadjal and the enthusiasm
with which he hailed a new dynasty.
The Diwdn of al-RusafT, which was in circulation
according to Ibn al-Abbar, is now lost. The one published by Ihsan cAbbas in 1960, using the historical
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and literary sources, remains incomplete. There
should be added to it the poems in the Ihdta of Ibn alKhatib [q.v.] (Cairo 1974, ii, 505-15) and in the
Ta^rikh Mdlaka of Ibn cAskar [q.v. in Suppl.]. Others
may come to light, as has happened with the publication of the anthology of Ibn Bughra (A. Jones, The
c
Uddat al-jalis of *-Ali ibn Bishri. An anthology qfAndalusian Arabic Muwashshahat, Cambridge 1992, 95-6).
Bibliography: Virtually all the bibliographical
references can be found in Diwdn al-Rusdfi alBalansi, Abi ^Abd Allah Muhammad b. Gbalib, 572 h.,
ed. I. cAbbas, Beirut 1960, which may be completed with Ar-Rusdfi de Valencia. Poemas, tr. and introd. T. Garulo, Madrid 1980,21986. See also J.T.
Monroe, Hispano-Arabic poetry. A student anthology,
Berkeley and Los Angeles 1974; Garulo, Una moaxaja de al-Rusdfi de Valencia, in Homenaje al Prof. Forneas
Besteiro, Granada (in the press).
(TERESA GARULO)
AL-RU$AFi, MACRUF [see MA C RUF AL-RUSAFI].
RUSCUK, an a d m i n i s t r a t i v e d i s t r i c t and a
port on the Danube in Bulgaria (often wrongly
called and written as Ru§hc'uk), officially in Bulgarian
Ruse (Pyce). It is situated at the confluence of the
Rusenski Lorn (Tk. Kara Lorn) and the Danube,
which then reaches a width of 1,300 m/4,264 feet. It
faces the Rumanian port of Giurgiu (Tk. Yer Koki)
and spreads out along terraces of loess, above the level
of flooding. It is the main port on the Danube and the
fourth largest town of Bulgaria, being a rail and road
hub (Bridge of Friendship over the river, built in
1954), as well as an industrial and cultural centre with
a population of 200,000.
After the decay of the mediaeval C erven some 15
miles inland, which survived as the name of a
Bulgarian eparchy and the ruins of which could still be
seen in the 17th century (cf. Hagljgjjl Khalifa, Rumeli
und Bosna, tr. J. von Hammer, Vienna 1812, 44), the
new Ruse arose on the Danube half-a-day's journey
away. The Turkish name Rusfcuk, by which the town
is still almost exclusively known outside of Bulgaria,
is undoubtedly a diminutive from Ruse (Ruse = Rusc'uk; cf. the name of the island of Rhodes, Turk.
Rodos and Rodos-clk for Rodosto), but only seems to
have come into being in the first third of the 17th century. In the two treaties concluded between the Porte
and Hungary on 20 August 1503 (cf. von Hammer,
GOR, ii, 331-2, and the text on 618: Rwcz = Ruse) and
1 April 1519 (cf. Theiner, Monumenta Hungarica, ii,
624: Kusly for Russy) and in Mercator's map of 1584
the Bulgarian form still appears. The town must have
already attained considerable prosperity in the 16th
century. It quickly developed under Turkish rule and
became an important centre of traffic, trade, industry
and strategy in Danubian Bulgaria and surpassed the
two fortified towns of Nicopolis [see NIKBULI] and
Silistria which played the leading part there at the beginning of Ottoman rule (cf. A. ISirkov, Bulgarien,
Land und Leute, Leipzig 1917, ii, 102-3). The French
traveller Pierre Lescalopier, who reached Rusfcuk on
14 June 1576, in his valuable journal, which has only
been published in part, describes Rusci as a populous
town: ceste ville est peuple ety a quantite de marchandise de
toutes sortes et des vivres en abondance et a bon pritz (cf. Revue
deTHistoire diplomatique, xxxv [Paris 1921], 46). Shortly before, the famous Ottoman architect Sinan [q.v.]
built a mosque there for the Grand Vizier Rustem
Pasha [q.v.], still admired in the 17th century,
presumably in the north at the water's edge. The
figure given for the population, as for the mosques,
varies; of the latter, Rus£uk had at one time a considerable number. The Franciscan Peter Bogdan
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BakSic, later Archbishop of Sofia, in 1640 found in
Ruhcich 3,000 Turkish houses with 15,000 inhabitants
and 10 mosques of stone (fatte die pietra bianco), and 200
Armenian houses with over 1,000 inhabitants and a
citadel with five towers (cf. Eug. Fermendzin, Ada
Bulgaria* ecclesiastica = vol. xviii of the Monumenta spectantia historian Slavorum meridionalium, Zagreb 1887,
74). In 1659 Filip Stanoslavov counted 6,000 Turkish
wooden houses with over 30 mosques (ibid., 263; cf.
also 7, 10, 26, 31, 88, 137, 299 [Russio Ruhcich: 1685],
300 with further particulars). Ewliya Celebi (Seydhetndme, iii, 313-14; cf. the Bulgarian tr. by D.G.
Gadzanov, in Periodicesko spisanie na bdlgarskoto knizevno
druzestvo v' Sofija, Ixx, Plovdiv 1909, 654-5) about the
same time mentions 2,200 houses of wood, also three
Christian quarters, the mosque of Rustem Pagha,
baths and three caravanserais in "Urusc'uk". The only Jews, he says, were those who visited the place on
their trading journeys. The people, whom he praises
for their hospitality, lived by commerce and spoke
Bulgarian as well as the "language of Wallachia and
Moldavia". Ewliya Gelebi says the melon (kawun)
there was particularly good, 10 being sold for 1 pen(e)z
(5 of which = 1 Vienna groschen or 3 kreuzers,
150=1 taler).
Rusc'uk is regularly mentioned in the many records
of travel on the Danube in the following centuries.
References to the town in the 18th and first half of the
19th century are in general agreement. The inhabitants seem at all times to have conducted a busy
trade in wool, cotton, silk, leather and tobacco, which
at an earlier period was for a considerable part in the
hands of Ragusan merchants, who had a settlement
there from 1673 to 1755. The English clergyman R.
Walsh (1827) estimated the population at 18-20,000
souls. The streets of the town, which was surrounded
by walls on three sides after the manner of Turkish
fortresses, as a rule sloped steeply to the Danube,
which was partly undefended. Turks, Greeks, Bulgars
and Armenians lived in some 7,000 houses and conducted a busy trade with Turkey (cf. R. Walsh, Narrative of a journey from Constantinople to England*', London
1828, 207). Helmuth von Moltke who visited Rusc'uk
in 1835 and described it (cf. Briefe uber Zustdnde und
Begebenheiten in der Turkei*, Berlin 1877, 11 ff., 132 ff.,
424 ff.), was surprised that "this important Turkish
fortress with its long, dominated and enfiladed lines
without outer works, half armed and defectively
planned" could offer the enemy such resistance.
As an important frontier fortress, Rusc'uk was a
military prize in the Russo-Turkish wars. Besieged in
1773, it was the site of a great battle on 4 July 1811.
The fortunes of war favoured the Turks, led by the
Grand Vizier Ahmed Pasha, after which the Russians, commanded by Kutusov, constructed fortifications and fell back on to the other bank of the Danube
after having reduced the town to cinders. During the
Crimean War, Rusc'uk served as the base for a diversionary manoeuvre aimed at threatening Bucarest.
During the War of 1877-8, Ottoman forces commanded by Kayserili Ahmed Pasha had to surrender the
town and its fortress to the Russians on 21 February
1878 after a long siege. Rusc'uk was important in the
history of the reform movement in the Ottoman empire. After the deposition of Sellm III [q.v. ] (29 May
1807), the officers of the Nizam-i Djedid [q.v.]
regrouped there around Mustafa Bayrakdar [q. v. ] and
launched the counter-revolution there which swept
away Mustafa IV. It was the seat of a sandjak bey, and
sometimes of a pasha (ca. 1840, when Danubian
Bulgaria was divided into three pashaltks: Rusc'uk,
Vidin and Silistre); in 1864 the town became the ad-

ministrative centre of the new wilayet of the Danube
(Tuna wildyeti), whose first governor was the reformer
Midhat Pa§ha [0.0.]. Under his impulsion, it enjoyed
an early process of Westernisation: urban reform,
development of the docks, the first railway link
(Rusc'uk- Varna, 1866), the beginnings of industrialisation, the first hospital, etc.. A provincial
printing press was set up, which published the bilingual newspaper Tuna-Dunav (14 March 18651 September 1877) and an annual sdlndme (Tuna
wildyeti sdlndmesi) which allows one to see the extent of
these reforms.
Rusc'uk was the birthplace of the Grand Vizier
Celebi-zade gherif Hasan Pasha (d. 1205/1791), of
thekdtib AmanlCelebi (d. 1000/1591 according to von
Hammer, GOD, iii, 83), and of the famous Ottoman
author Ahmed Sherif Hasan Midhat Bey (1841-1912,
cf. F. Babinger, GOW, 389-90), not forgetting the
novelist of Sephardic Jewish origin and writer in German, Elias Canetti, the Nobel Prize-winner for
literature in 1981.
The post-Ottoman history of Rusc'uk, which
became officially Ruse, begins in 1878. The Westernisation begun by Midliat Pasha increased in momentum under Bulgarian rule. In accordance with the
Treaty of Berlin, the fortifications were partly
demolished, an urban plan transformed the main
Muslim cemetery into a public garden, and numerous
mosques disappeared (Kanitz numbered them at 29 in
1874; there were no more than seven in 1936). The
eclectic architectural style of Central Europe triumphed. The Muslim population, despite being socially reduced in status and weakened by the exodus of its
elites, nevertheless managed to maintain a certain
cultural life. Thus eight journals in Turkish appeared
up to 1910, essentially on account of the activity of
Ahmed Zekl. Turkish education remained active,
with two secondary schools in 1921-2; from 1952 to
1957 there functioned in Rusc'uk the sole Turkish
lycee for girls in Bulgaria. After the 1960s, the policy
of national assimilation pursued under the regime of
Todor Zivkov gradually stifled all signs of a specifically cultural and religious life. The town's population,
which had risen from 26,000 in 1880 to 49,500 in
1934, grew rapidly with industrialisation, actively
promoted by the Communist regime. The former
Turkish element of the town disappeared under a
massive influx of rural Bulgarians. In 1985 the town
had 195,000 inhabitants; nevertheless, the villages of
the administrative disitrict of Rusc'uk have a 25%
Turkish population.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the
text): Carsten Niebuhr, Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien, iii, Hamburg 1837, 174; M.J. Quin, A steam
voyage down the Danube*, Paris 1836, 181; idem,
Voyage sur le Danube de Pest d Routchouk (sic!), par
navire d vapeur, i, Paris 1836, 276 ff.; Herrn Jenne's
Reisen nach St. Petersburg, nebst einem Reisejournal der
Donaufahrt, Pest 1788, 210-11; Gugomos, Reise von
Bucharest, der Hauptstadt in der Wallachai, uber
Giurgewo, Rustschuk, durch Oberbulgarien, bis gegen die
Graenzen von Rumelien, und dann durch Unterbulgarien
uber Silistria wieder zuruck, im Jahre 1789, Landshut
1812; Ph. von Wussow, Ubersicht des Kriegsschauplatzes der europdischen Tiirkei, Coblence 1828, 78-9;
HadjdjI Khalifa, Rumeli und Bosna, tr. J. von Hammer, Vienna 1812, 43-4; M.F. Thielen, Die
europdische Turkey, Vienna 1828, 238-9; C.W.
Wutzer, Reise in den Orient Europas und einen Theil
Westasiens, Elberfeld 1860, 209 ff.; von Hammer,
GOR, viii, 144 ("Rusc'uk stormed by rebels in
1751"); F. Kanitz, Donau-Bulgarien und der Balkan2,
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i, Leipzig 1882, 123 ff.; CJ. Jire£ek, Cesty po
Bulharsku, Prague 1888, 191-4; idem, Das Fiirstenthum Bulgarien, Leipzig 1891, 410-11; A. Grisebach,
Reise durch Rumelien und nach Brussa, i, Gottingen
1841, 23-4; C. Griibler, Rustschuk, ein tiirkisches
Stddtebild, in Aus alien Welttheilen (Monatschrifi fur
Lander- und Volkerkunde), year viii (1877), 70-5; H.
von Moltke, Der russisch-tiirkische Feldzug 1828 und
1829, dargestellt im Jahr 1845*, Berlin 1877; M.K.
Sarafov, Uber die Bevolkerung der Stddte Ruscuk, Varna
undSumen (Sumla), in Periodicesko spisanie na balgarskoto knizevno druzestvo, year iii, Sofia 1882, 20; Karel
Skorpil, Opts na starinite po tecenieto na reka Rusenski
Lorn, ii, Sofia 1914; Nikola G. Popov, Opisanie na
Ruscuk, Ruse 1928 (contains an account of the state
of Rus£uk in 1860-79); Mihajl Hadzi Kostov,
Minaloto na Ruse, Rusiuk 1929; the periodical, publ.
in Ruscuk and now defunct, Letopis in its second
year, nos. 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9 contained contributions
to the history of the town; J. Gellert, Rustschuk, in
Mitteilungen des Vereins der Geographen an der Universitdt
Leipzig, Heft 14-15, Leipzig 1936; Sami Bey
Frasheri, Kdmus ul-aHdm, iii, 2323; S. Parmakov,
Ruse, vcera i dnes, Ruse 1936; A.F. Miller, Mustafa
Pasha Bayraktar, Moscow-Leningrad 1947, Fr. tr.
Bucharest 1975; Izvestiya na narodniya muzey Ruse,
from 1964 onwards; D. Kazasov, Ruse, Sofia 1964;
V. Doynov, Ruse v nyakoi geografski karti, sacineniya i
nadpisi, in Istoriceski Pregled, i (1975); HJ. Kornrumpf, Die Territorialverwaltung im ostlichen Teil der
europdischen Turkei, Freiburg i. Br. 1978; S.
Draganova, Materiyali za Dunavskiya vilayet, Sofia
1980; V. Doykov and I. Ivanov, Ruse i negovite
okolnosti. Patevoditel, Sofia 1983; V. Paskaleva, Sredna Evropa i zemite po dolniya Dunav prez XVIII i XIX
vek, Sofia 1986; Entsiklopediya Balgariya, v, 839 ff.;
B. Simsir, The Turks of Bulgaria 1978-1985, London
1988.
(F. BABINGER-[B. LORY])
AL-RUSHATI, ABU MUHAMMAD CABD ALLAH B.
c
ALi b. cAbd Allah b. c All'b. Khalaf b. Ahmad b.
c
Umar al-Lakhmi al-Marl al-AndalusI, traditionist
and historian of Muslim Spain.
He was born in 466/1074 at Orihuela (Murcia). His
nisba al-Rushati is of Romance origin and refers to a
physical characteristic. One of his ancestors had on his
body a mole (shama) of the type known as "rose" (warda) called by the Christians "rusha"; the Romancespeaking servant (khddim '•adjamiyya) who cared for
him as a child called him "Rushatelo", from which
the nisba of the family derived. When he was six years
old, al-Rushati's family moved to Almeria, where he
completed his studies and where later he taught.
Having witnessed the conquest of the town by the
Almoravids in 484/1091, he himself died a martyr
when the Christians conquered Almeria in 542/1147.
His teachers were the two most famous traditionists of
the time, Abu CAH al-Ghassam (d. 498/1104) and Abu
C
A1I al-$adafi (d. 514/1120), the roi**n°Abu '1-Hasan
Ibn AkhT '1-Dush and his maternal uncle Abu '1Kasim Ibn Fathun (d. 505/1111), author of a K. alWathd^ik. Al-Rushati also obtained the idjaza from
Abu cAbd Allah al-Khawlanl (d. 508-1114), author of
a fahrasa, and from his famous contemporary Abu
Bakr b. al-cArabI (d. 543/1148 [q.v.]). Like many
other scholars of his time, al-Rushati did not perform
the rihlafi talab al-^ilm abroad. His most famous work
is the Iktibds al-anwdr wa-iltimds al-azhdr ft ansablasma?
al-sahdba wa-ruwdt al-dthdr, a book praised by Ibn
Kathlr and one similar in methodology (uslub) to the
genealogical work by al-SamcanI (d. 562/1167 [tf.y.]).
The only extant edition of this most important
genealogical tract is the partial text by E. Molina
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Lopez and J. Bosch-Vila, restricted to the entries
related to al-Andalus. According to H. al-Djasir,
c
Abd al-Rahman al-cUthaymm is preparing a complete edition of the preserved text. The Iktibas contained five parts, of which only parts one, three and five
have reached us (the mss. are found in Tunis and
Karawiyyln; their description can be found in
Molina-Bosch Vila's and al-Djasir's works). Part of
the missing contents can be restored by means of the
preserved abridgements (a list in Molina, 541-3, and
al-Djasir, 623-38) written by later authors, among
them, Ibn al-Kharrat al-Ishbfli (d. 581/1180) and
Madjd al-Din Ismacil b. Ibrahim al-BilblsI (d.
802/1399), in whose talkhis he added what Ibn al-Athir
had added to the Ansdb of al-Samcani. The parts of Ibn
al-Kharrat's Ikhtisdr dealing with al-Andalus have
been incorporated by Molina-Bosch Vila into their
partial edition of al-Rushati; they have also used material from al-Bilbisi's abridgement.
Al-Rushati's other works are the Kitdb al-IHdm bimdfi Kitdb al-Mukhtalif wa 'l-mu ^talif li 3l-Ddrakutni min
al-awhdm and a refutation of the famous mufassir cAbd
al-Hakk b. c Atiyya (d. 541-2/1146-7), who had
criticised certain passages of his own genealogical
work. Although he is remembered as an expert in ansdb and cilm al-riajal, al-Rushatl also studied grammar,
adab, fikh and hadith. In the last field, he transmitted
the K. ^Ulum al-hadith by al-Hakim al-Nlsaburl [q.v.].
Among his numerous pupils, we find especially traditionists (some with an interest in Cz7m al-ridjal and
history) like Abu Bakr b. Abl Djamra (d. 599/1202),
Abu 'l-Walld b. al-Dabbagh (d. 546/1151), Ibn
Bashkuwal (d. 578/1182 [q.v.]), Ibn Kurkul (d.
569/1173), Ibn Hubaysh (d. 584/1188 [q.v.]), two
authors offahdris, Abu Muhammad b. c Ubayd Allah
(d. 591/1195) and Ibn Khayr (d. 575/1179 [q.v.]), as
well as the grammarian Ibn MadaD [<?.y.].
Bibliography: Ibn Bashkuwal, no. 648 (ed. alHusaynl, Cairo, 1374/1955, no. 651); Dabbl, no.
943; Ibn al-Abbar, Mu^am, 217-22, no. 200; Ibn
Khallikan, Wafayat, iii, 106-7, no. 352; Dhahabi,
Siyar aclam al-nubald\ Beirut 1985, xx, 258-60, no.
175; Dhahabi, Tadhkirat al-huffdz,
Haydarabad
1968-70, iv, 1307-8, no. 1084;' SafadI, 'al-Wdfi bi lwafaydt, xvii, 326, no. 280; Ibn al-Zubayr, Silat alsila, ed. C A. Harun and S. A c rab, Rabat 1993, no.
159; HadjdjI Khalifa, ed. Fluegel, i, 375, 456;
Makhluf, Shadjarat al-nur, Cairo 1950-2, i, 135, no.
404; F. Pons Boigues, Ensayo bio-bibliogrdfico, 207,
no. 169; Kahhala, vi, 90; Zirikli, iv, 105; G. Vajda,
La transmission du savoir en Islam (VHe-XVIIIe siecles),
London 1983, no. IV ("La liste d'autorites (Tuhfat
ahl al-haditfi isdl igdzat al-qadim bil-hadif) de Mansur
ibn SalTm Wagih ad-din al-Hamdam), 376, no. 73;
J. Bosch Vila, Una nueva fuente para la historia de alAndalus: El Kitab Iqtibas al-anwar de Abu Muhammad al-Rusdti, and E. Molina, Almeria isldmica: Puerta
de Oriente, objetivo militar. Nuevos datos para su estudio
en el Kitab Iqtibas al-anwar de Abu Muhammad alRusdti, both in Actas XII Congreso U.E.A.I. (Malaga,
1984), Madrid 1986, 37-52 and 565-615; Ma L.
Avila, Las mujeres "sabias" en al-Andalus, in La mujer
en al-Andalus, ed. Ma J. Viguera, Seville 1989, 153,
no. 13 (for the meaning of his nisba); E. Molina
Lopez, El Kitab ihtisar Iqtibas al-anwar de Ibn alHarrdt. El autor y la obra. Andlisis de las noticias
historical, geogrdficas y biogrdficas sobre al-Andalus, in
Quaderni di Studi Arabi, v-vi (1987-8), 541-60; Abu
Muhammad al-Rusdti (m. 54211147)1 Ibn al-Jarrat alIsbili(m. 58111186), Al-Andalus en el "Kitab iqtibds alanwdr" y en el "Ijtisdr Iqtibds al-anwdr", ed. E.
Molina Lopez and J. Bosch Vila, Madrid 1990
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(Fuentes Ardbico-Hispanas, 7); and see the corrections
by Sh. al-Fahham in RAAD, Ixvii (1992), 318-335;
H. al-Djasir, Ansdb al-Rushati al-Andalust wamukhtasardtu-hu, in ibid., Ixvi (1991), 611-45.
(MARIBEL FIERRO)
RUSTAK, Arabised form of M. Pers. rostqg, meaning "rural district, countryside", and given the
broken pi. rasdtik.
(1) In the mediaeval Islamic usage of the Arabic
and Persian geographers and of the Arabic writers on
finance and taxation, rustdk is used both as a specific
administrative term and in a more general sense.
Thus, reflecting the more exact usage, in Sasanid and
early Islamic clrak, each kura [q.v.] or province was
divided into tassudjs or sub-provinces, and these last
were in turn divided into rustdks, districts or cantons,
centred on a madina or town. According to Hilal al$abiD, K. al-Wuzard*, a tassu^j. might contain up to
twelve rustdks, and a rustdk might contain up to twelve
villages (cited in F. L0kkegaard, Islamic taxation in the
classic period, Copenhagen 1950, 164-7). AlMukaddasi's usage, however, is less neat and formal.
Thus the rasdtik which he gives for the iklim [q. v. ] of
Syria are extensive rural districts, such as the six ones
of Damascus province (kura): al-Qhuta, the Hawran,
al-Bathaniyya, al-Djawlan, al-Bikac and al-Hula
(text, 154, Fr. tr. A. Miquel, Ahsan at-aqdsim ... (La
meilleure repartition ...), Damascus 1963, 160, cf. also
23 and n. 51). Likewise, the Hudud al-^dlam speaks of
rustdks as administrative subdivisions, but in a vaguer
sense (see tr. Minorsky, index at 524).
(2) In wider literary usage, the rustdk/rustd or countryside may be contrasted with the urban centres, and
its populations regarded as country bumpkins compared with the more sophisticated town-dwellers, so
that in Persian, rustd-tabc "having a rustic nature"
was a contemptuous expression. Thus the $uft shaykh
Abu Sacid Mayhanl [q.v.] had to be dissuaded from
burying himself in the rustd, in this case, the small
country town of Mayhana [^.z;.] in northern
Khurasan; cf. C.E. Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, 152.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-RUSTAK, the name of a town and area in
c
Uman [q.v.] which finds no place in the classical
Arabic geographies. The town is situated about 112
km/70 miles west, as the crow flies, of the chief town
of the Sultanate, Muscat [see MASKAT], on the
northern side of the range of al-Djabal al-Akhdar.
The district, according to Lorimer (Gazetteer of the Persian Gulf, Calcutta 1908, IIB, 1603-4), is the region of
western Hadjar from al-Hazm with all the villages
therein.
The word itself is universally defined as Arabised
Persian (see the previous article) meaning "village",
"market-town", "encampment of tents or huts",
"rural area". The Arabic lexica invariably gloss it
with the word sawdd "rural district", "environs of
town" (Firuzabadi, al-Kdmus al-muhit; LA). The town
was the centre of the interior during the pre-Islamic
Sasanid period, with $uhar [q.v.] as the port. The
massive fort which can still be seen, and was known
even in the 20th century as Kalcat Ibn Sharwan (i.e.
AnushTrwan), had, one assumes, a pre-Islamic
predecessor, though the present building dates in all
probability from the times of the Yacariba (llth12th/17th-18th centuries). The_ early and late
Yacariba imams, as well as the Al Bu Sacld imams
[q.v.] (also 12th/18th century), regarded al-Rustak as
their capital.
The district today comprises 150 villages, including
al-Hazm, and has an estimated population of 75,000.

It is the centre of the Omani date industry and also
produces limes, grapes, quinces and mangoes. AlRustak has its own research apiary and is a centre for
the production of honey in the Sultanate.
Bibliography (in addition to works mentioned in
the text): J.C. Wilkinson, Water and tribal settlement
in South-East Arabia, Oxford 1977, 131, 154; Sultanate
of Oman throughout 20 years: the promise and fulfilment,
Ministry of Information, Muscat n.d., 40-1.
(G.R. SMITH)
RUSTAM, the principal hero of the Iranian
epic, especially in the version of Firdawsi [q.v.].
1. In Iranian legend.
Neither his name nor that of his father Zal occur in
the A vesta. In the Yashts, Karesaspa (in Persian, Karshasp or Garshasp) is the most important heroic
figure. Marquart conjectured that
originally
"Rustam" was no more than an epithet of Karasaspa,
which only by chance was not attested in the extant
Avestan texts. The exploits later attributed to Rustam
would be the result of a blend of the legends of
Karasaspa with historical memories of Gondophares,
the ruler of the Indo-Parthian empire in the first century A.D. It is now generally accepted, however, that
in the Avestan tradition Zal and Rustam did not yet
belong to the cyle of legends about the Kayanid kings.
Some scholars (in particular Noldeke) assumed that
they had their origin in the legends of the original
population of Drangiana and Arachosia; others
assigned them to the traditions of the Saka people who
came to the same lands (later known as Slstan and
Zabulistan) in the late 2nd century B.C. (cf. Camb.
hist, of Iran, iii, 454-6).
The oldest form of the name known is the Middle
Iranian Rodstahm (in Pahlavi writing, Iwtsthm), from
which the Soghdian rwstmy was derived. It is likely
that tales about Rustam were given a place already in
the Khwdday-ndmag, the synthesis of various legendary
cycles compiled in the late Sasanid period. This lost
source is reflected in the works of Muslim historians
and writers ofadab works, who already mention a few
stories about Rustam, in particular his guardianship
of Siyawal^hsh, his combat with Isfandiyar and his
death. These stories are, however, far less elaborate
than they are in the §hdh-ndma. Relatively close to the
Persian epic is the chronicle of the kings of Iran by alThacalibl [q.v.], written in the early 5th/l 1th century,
but also in this source many of the best known adventures are missing. Indications of Rustam's popularity
in early Islamic times are the occurrence of his name
in the lst/7th century, both as that of a Sasanid
general and of Christian monks in Mesopotamia (cf.
Noldeke, 11). Fragments of his legends are to be
found in the work of the Armenian Moses of Khoren
(7th or 8th century A.D.) and in a Soghdian
manuscript found at Turfan which relates Rustam's
fights with the demon (see Camb. hist, of Iran, iii, 457,
1229, with further references).
Only Firdawsl's Shdh-ndma contains a continuous
story of the hero. His ancestors were local rulers of
Slstan and Zabulistan, who were vassals to the kings
of Iran. Among them Garghasp and Nariman are
mentioned, but only his grandfather Sam is a figure
of some epic content. Rustam's father Zal, who
especially in the Arabic sources is also called Dastan,
married Rudaba (Rudhawadh according to alThacalibl), the daughter of the king of Kabul who was
descended from the "dragon-king" Pahhak. This indicates a demonic streak in Rustam. His body, commonly compared to that of an elephant, was already
at the time of his birth so enormous that he could only
be delivered with the help of the miraculous bird
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Simurgh. When he grew up, he besought God to
reduce his weight so that he could walk without sinking into the ground. In Arabic, a common epithet to
his name is al-shadid; in Persian he is called tahamtan
''the one with the mighty body". Rustam's steed
Rakhsh is as formidable among horses as his master
is among humans.
His earliest deeds are the killing of a white elephant
escaped from his father's stables, and the conquest of
the fortress of Sipand in revenge for his greatgrandfather Nariman. The philological evidence
points out that these two narratives were later added
to FirdawsT's text (cf. Shdh-ndma, i, 275-81). With the
assignment to bring Kay Kubad down from the
Alburz mountains, in order to become the king of
Iran, begins his service to the Kayanid dynasty. He
rescues Kay Kawus from the hands of the White
Demon in Mazandaran and, another time, from his
captivity with the Hamawaran of Yaman. Conspicuous is his role in the wars with the arch-enemy
Afrasiyab (Frasiyat in Arabic sources) of Turan. Major tales in the Shdh-ndma with Rustam as a prominent
character are the revenge for prince Siyawakhsh (or
Siyawush), his fight with the demon Akwan, the story
of Bizhan and Manizha and the duel with his son
Suhrab. The Herculean Seven Deeds (haft khwdn) of
Rustam were in all likelihood copied from similar
deeds ascribed to Isfandiyar.
The final episodes tell about a tragic controversy
with the last Kayanid kings. According to the version
of al-Dlnawari, the cause of this conflict was Rustam's
refusal to accept the new religion which king
Gustashp (Avestan Vistaspa; in Arabic, Bishtasb or
Bishtasf), the protector of Zarathustra, had embraced.
Other sources only mention Rustam's refusal to fulfill
the duties of a vassal. Gustashp sends his son Isfandiyar (Avestan Spanto.data; called Isfandiyadh by alDinawarl) to capture the disobedient Rustam, who
kills the prince in a man-to-man fight. Finally, the
hero himself falls victim to the treachery of his own
brother Shaghad, who lures him into a trap during a
hunting-party. In a last effort before he dies, Rustam
manages to kill his murderer by a miraculous shot
from his bow. Isfandiyar's son Bahman takes revenge
on Rustam's family and has his son Faramurz
executed.
Heroes modelled on Rustam appear many times
over in Persian epics written after Firdawsi. The characters in those works often bear the names of his
ancestors or descendants. In lyrical poetry, comparisons drawn with Rustam are particularly frequent
in the panegyrics of Farrukhl [q. v. ], who himself came
from Slstan and was a near contemporary of Firdawsi.
He was also used as an exemplum by mystical poets,
notably by Sana5! and Djalal al-Dln Rum! [q.vv.],
especially in the latter's Diwdn-i Kabtr.
Bibliography: Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch; J.
Marquart, Beitrdge zur Geschichte und Sage von Erdn, in
ZDMG, xlix (1895), 643-4; Thacalibi, Ghurar akhbdr
muluk al-furs wa-siyarihim, ed. and tr. H. Zotenberg,
Paris 1900; Th. Noldeke, Das iranische Nationalepos2,
Berlin-Leipzig 1920, 9-12; A. Christensen, Les
Kayanides, Copenhagen 1931, 130-46 and passim; E.
Yarshater, Rustam dar zabdn-i sughdi, in Mihr, vii
(1331 §h./1952), 406 ff.; M. Mole, L'epopeeiranienne
apres Firdosi, in La Nouvelle Clio, v (1953), 377-93;
Dlnawari, al-Akhbdr al-tiwdl, Cairo _1960, 25-6;
Dhablh Allah $afa, Hamdsa-sardyi dar Iran3, Tehran
1352 sh./1973; C.-H. de Fouchecour, Une lecture du
Livre des Rois de Ferdowsi, in St. Ir., v (1976), 171202; Camb. hist, of Iran, iii, passim, and esp. Yarshater's ch. Iranian national history, 373-77, 453-57;
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M. Perlmann (tr.), The History of al-Taban, IV. The
Ancient kingdoms, Albany 1987; Firdawsi, Shdh-ndma,
ed. Dj. Khaliki-Mutlak, i-iii, Costa Mesa-New
York 1988-93. '
(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
2. In Islamic art.
The earliest representation of Rustam in Islamic art
is probably that in the Edinburgh University Library
manuscript of Rashid al-Din's Djdmic al-tawdrikh
(1306; ms. Arab 20, fol. 6b). He is there represented
seated before King Minuc'ihr, wearing a headcloth
and tiger-skin over Mongol clothes, and grasping a
mace; he is bearded and has long horizontal
moustaches. In the celebrated Demotte Shdh-ndma (ca.
1330), Rustam wears Mongol dress or armour, but in
the 14th century manuscripts of the epic produced at
Shlraz under the Indju^d and Muzaffarid rulers he is
once more distinguished by a tiger-skin surcoat, and
this convention, once established, persisted throughout Persian painting.
The next stage was the addition of a leopard's head
or mask fixed over his helmet, and this originated
under the patronage of Iskandar Sultan, its earliest
appearances being in the British Library Miscellany of
1410-11 (Add. 27261, fol. 298b) and a fragment dated
to 1413 in the Topkapi Sarayi Library (B. 411, fol.
161b). It seems not unlikely that this very effective addition to the hero's panoply was due to the initiative
of the young prince himself; he could easily have seen,
or been told of, classical or Hellenistic portrayals of
Heracles in the skin of the Nemean lion with its mask
on his head.
It took a little time for this complete panoply to be
universally established. In Baysunghur's £hdh-ndma of
1430, Rustam always wears an ordinary helmet with
his tiger-skin surcoat, but in the copy made a year or
two later at Shiraz for his brother Ibrahim Sultan
(Bodleian Library, Ouseley Add. 176) the leopard's
head appears in several miniatures. In the Royal
Asiatic Society Shdh-ndma of Muhammad Djuki (ms.
239; Herat, ca. 1440) it appears in only one miniature
(fol. 145b). Shdh-ndma manuscripts produced under
Turkman patronage in the middle years of the 15th
century also present the hero sometimes with, and
sometimes without, the leopard's mask on his helmet.
But in the numerous copies of the epic illustrated in
the Commercial Turkman style, and issuing from
Shlraz during the last quarter of the century, the
leopard's mask is invariable.
Thus by the beginning of the $afawid dynasty,
Rustam's full panoply is well established, and to this
period (ca. 1505) belongs the most splendid portrayal
of Rustam in the whole of Persian painting: "Rustam
lassoing the King of Sham" in the Kunstgewerbemuseum, Leipzig, in which the leopard's head helmet
is topped by a magnificent seven-fold plume, and the
hero's moustache and beard are red. This miniature
is probably the work of Sultan Muhammad in his
young days. Later in the $afawid period, attempts
were made to represent Rustam as an old man in the
latter stages of his career, but at the same time
painters sometimes failed to show him as a child in his
earliest exploits; thus, in depicting his killing the mad
elephant, an artist may show him in full panoply with
moustache and beard.
In the 17th century, the languid and slightly decadent style of Ricla cAbbasT [q. v. ] was ill-suited to epic
illustration, and Rustam sometimes presents an
awkward and distinctly unheroic figure. His late appearances under the Kadjars show him with the wasp
waist and luxuriant black beard of Fath CA1I Shah
[q.v.]. But the traditional panoply survives to the end.
Bibliography: B.W. Robinson, Persian painting
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and the national epic, London 1983, and references
there given.
(B.W. ROBINSON)
RUSTAM B. FARRUKH HURMUZD (thus in
c
al-Tabari; in al-Mas udI, b. Farrukh-zad), Persian
general and commander of the Sasanid army at the
battle of al-Kadisiyya [q. v. ] fought against the Arabs
in Muharram 15/February-March 536 or Muharram
16/February 637, the battle in which he was killed.
His father is described as the ispabadh [q.v.] of
Khurasan, for which province Rustam was deputy. In
the lengthy account by al-Tabari of the battle of alKadisiyya, derived mainly from Sayf b. cUmar, there
is much folkloric material, doubtless derived from
materials used by the kufsds [see KASS], in which the
Persian Emperor Yazdagird III and Rustam try to
dissuade the Muslims from battle by a use of verbal
parables and a show of superior splendour and luxury; but these are of no avail, and Rustam leads his
forces into battle and is killed by Hilal b. cUllafa alTayml (See F.M. Donner, The early Islamic conquests,
Princeton 1981, 397, for the various traditions concerning this episode).
Bibliography: Tabarl, i, 2243-4, 2247 ff.; 2261,
2265-85, 2335 ff., tr. Y. Friedmann, The battle ojalQddisiyyah and the conquest of Syria and Palestine,
Albany 1992; Baladhuri, Futuh, 254 ff.; Mascudl,
Murudi, iv, 207-8, 221-3 = §§ 1537-8, 1555-6;
Noldeke, Geschichte der Perser undAraber, 393-4; Justi,
Iranisches Namenbuch, 263. See also AL-KADISIYYA.
(Eo.)
RUSTAMIDS or RUSTUMIDS, an IbacJI d y n a s t y ,
of Persian origin, which reigned from Tahart (in
what is now Algeria) 161-296/778-909.
The birth of the Ibacjl principality of Tahart is
bound up with the great Berber rising begun by
Maysara (called, as a tribute from his enemies, alHakir "The Vile") in 122/740. As a result of this rising, the greater part of the Maghrib fell away
definitively from the control of the caliphate in the
East, with the exception of the principality of
Kayrawan (Kairouan), which only achieved virtual
independence with the coming of the Aghlabids [q. v. ]
in 184/800. The IbacJI chief Abu '1-Khattab alMacafirl [^.0.], once elected Imam, seized Tripoli and
then, in 141/758, Kayrawan, from where he ejected
the $ufri Kharidjites and then entrusted its government to cAbd al-Rahman b. Rustam. It seemed that
the whole of the Maghrib, now detached from the
caliphate, was likely to fall to Kharidjism, with its two
strands of Ibacjism and $ufrism.
c
Abd al-Rahman b. Rustam b. Bahrain, the
founder of the Ibacil principality of Tahart, was certainly of Persian origin, without one being able to
connect him, with any certainty, to the Persian royal
house, as certain sources suggest. Having arrived in
Kayrawan, with his mother, as a child, he felt attracted towards Ibadism which, with other doctrines,
was being taught in the Great Mosque there, until
Sahnun [q.v.], appointed kafi in 234/848-9, "broke
up the circles of innovators (ahl al-bida0)" (M. Talbi,
Biographies Aghlabides ..., Tunis 1968, 104), and forbade them to spread their "deviations" (zayghahum).
In 135/752, like others, he took the high road towards
the East (rihla) in order to complete his education at
Basra, at that time the spiritual centre of Ibacjism, at
the feet of Abu cUbayda Muslim b. Abl Karima, the
great authority of the age, who gave out instruction in
which political theology necessarily played a large
role, conformable to the general principles of
Kharidjism which had itself arisen from of a succession to power crisis. Five years later, in 140/757,
together with Abu '1-Khatfab, he was one of five mis-

sionaries, the hamalat al-^ilm (lit. "bearers of
knowledge"), who set out for the Maghrib in order to
pass on to the phase of the kkurufa, i.e. open insurrection, with the aim of installing a just Islamic regime
conformable to the IbacJI ideas of an elective and
equalitarian theocracy, considering that all the
previous existing authorities had more or less
betrayed true Islam since the time of the arbitration
(tahkim) at $ifftn (37/657) [see IBADIYYA].
The conjunction of affairs was at that moment
especially favourable. iCharidjite propaganda had
been introduced into the Maghrib some four decades
previously, and it found there its most fertile ground.
The $ufris were the first to enter the lists and, thanks
to some resounding victories, had founded three principalities: at Sidjilmasa, at Tlemcen and in the region
of Sale on the Atlantic shores. The Ibacjls had the am'bition of assuming for themselves power over the
eastern Maghrib, and nearly succeeded.
However, Baghdad was not yet disposed freely to
relinquish control, and still had the means within its
general framework of policy to achieve this. In
144/761 Ibn al-A§hcath recaptured Kayrawan, and
Ibn Rustam fled into the central Maghrib. He ended
up at Old Tahart, in a region where several IbacJI
Berber tribes were solidly established. He was not immediately elected Imam in place of Abu 'l-Khattab.
killed in battle, but he continued his involvement in
the warfare against the cAbbasids, and in 151/768 he
besieged, without success, the chief town of the Zab,
Tubna, the ancient fortress of Tubunda, which had
become an advance bastion protecting Ifrlkiya.
The Ibacjiyya in the end had to renounce the capture of Kayrawan, firmly held by a governor of firstrate competence, Yazld b. Hatim al-Muhallabl, and
then decided to found their own principality in the
Tahart region where cAbd al-Rahman b. Rustam had
already found refuge. There, in 161/778, "on a slope
which dominated, from a height of a thousand metres,
the steppes and their pasture-grounds" (Ch.-A.
Julien, Histoire de I'Afrique du Nord, ii, 34), and in a
place where there was abundant water, they constructed their capital, New Tahart or TThart (9 km/6
miles to the west of present-day Tihert, founded in
1863, the administrative centre of a wildya or province
in modern Algeria), around which was built a protective wall with four gates. The site offered advantages
at the same time for sedentaries and nomads alike,
and constituted a natural fortress.
After his return from Basra, cAbd al-Rahman b.
Rustam had already been in charge of various responsibilities, whence the uncertainty of the sources regarding the date of his investiture as Imam. This
probably did not take place officially till after the foundation of Tahart, sc. in 162/779. Ibn Rustam evidently combined in himself the conditions of knowledge
and piety required by the Ibacjiyya for the election of
their Imam. But the main reason which tipped the
balance in his favour was that, if disputes should arise,
he had "no tribe to bring him aid, and no clan to support him" (Ibn al-$aghlr, Akhbdr ..., in CT, nos. 91-2
[1975], 321-2).
Externally, Ibn Rustam practised a pacific policy
with regard to his neighbours, the cAbbasid governors
in Kayrawan, the cAlid Idrisids in Fas or Fez, and the
$ufri Midrarids in Sidjilmasa. Internally, he devoted
his efforts to strengthening his power and to furthering the economic prosperity of his principality,
thanks, in particular, to financial support from the
Ibacjiyya of the East, to the impulse given to transSaharan trade, and to agricultural and urban development. Tahart speedily became a rich and
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cosmopolitan metropolis, and the Sunn! Ibn al-$aghlr
observed a host of people there, people stemming
from Basra, Kufa, Kayrawan and other places, all attracted by the justice and order which prevailed there.
Before his death, which probably took place in
171/788, cAbd al-Rahman b. Rustam appointed a
council to choose a new Imam. The choice fell on his
son cAbd al-Wahhab. Till the end of the kingdom of
Tahart, the succeeding Imams all came from his line,
but with a chronology more or less uncertain and with
many troubles which often took on the character and
tiresome nature of schisms. In a theocracy guided by
the Kurgan and Tradition, where the Imam had ideally to double as a pious theologian controlled by
religious leaders no less pious than himself, in a
theocracy which was in principle equalitarian, austere
and puritanical—cAbd al-Rahman is depicted as perched on the roof of his modest house, finishing off its
building with the help of a slave—such an evolution
was inevitable. In Tahart, wrote Julien, op. cit., ii, 37,
"people lived in a permanent state of religious exaltation". The following is the most likely succession of
the Imams, theoretically elected but in fact succeeding
by virtue of the dynastic succession rule against a
background of schisms and political crises:
c

Abd al-Rahman b. Rustam, 161-71/778-88
Abd al-Wahhab b. cAbd al-Rahman, 171-208/
788-824
Abu Sacld Aflah b. cAbd al-Wahhab, 208-58/
824-72
Abu Bakr b. Aflah, 258-60/872-4
Abu '1-Yakzan Muhammad b. Aflah, 260-81/874-94
Abu Hatim Yusuf b. Muhammad, first reign 281-2/
894-5
Ya c kub b. Aflah, first reign 282-6/895-9
Abu Hatim Yusuf b. Muhammad, second reign
286-94/899-907
Ya c kub b. Aflah, second reign ?
Yakzan b. Abi '1-Yakzan, 294-6/907-9
c

The first schism (iftirdk) broke out as soon as cAbd
al-Wahhab came to power, with his election contested
by a splinter group of the Ibadiyya. It took shape as
the Nukkariyya [see AL-NUKKAR], who had their hour
of glory under the command of Abu Yazld [q. v. ], the
"Man on the Donkey", who almost succeeded in putting an end to the Fatimid caliphate of Mahdiyya.
Towards 195/811, a conflict broke out between the
Ibadiyya of Tahart and their Zanata Berber
neighbours, who professed Muctazilism in its Wasill
form. It is related that the controversy preceded the
open conflict which was finally resolved in favour of
Tahart, thanks in particular to intellectual and
military support from the Nafusa [q. v. ] Berbers of
southern Tripolitania.
The second schism which broke out amongst the
Ibadiyya was that of the Khalafiyya, from the name
of Khalaf b. al-Samh, a grandson of the Imam Abu '1Khattab, who succeeded his father as governor of the
Djabal Nafusa [q. v. ] to the south of Tripoli but without the agreement of the Imam cAbd al-Wahhab, who
rightly feared that a new dynasty would become installed there. Khalaf s partisans, taking as a pretext
the discontinuity of the kingdom of Tahart, proclaimed Khalaf as an independent Imam. The secession of
the Djabal Nafusa continued during Aflah's imamate
until at least 221/836—the date of a decisive defeat inflicted on Khalaf—and the Khalafiyya maintained
their doctrinal stance until the very end of the
Rustamids.
Aflah's reign, an exceptionally long one, was the
Golden Age of the Rustamid imamate. Despite various shocks which rocked the eastern part of the prin-
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cipality, his reign was relatively peaceful. He was
able, by a combination of pliant policies and largesse,
to impose his autority on the nomadic tribes, which
were quarrelsome by nature.
His successors were less fortunate or skilful. The
Tahart principality had fluid frontiers, more human
than geographical ones. It was very little urbanised,
and had no limes or frontier march supported by a line
of powerful fortresses. The Imam's territory had no
other frontiers except those of the tribes which considered themselves Ibadi, and consequently recognised his authority, and this ultimately on the spiritual
rather than the temporal level. This was the case e.g.
of the Ibadiyya within the Aghlabid principality.
Moreover, the principality was a mosaic of very differing ethnic elements: Berber tribes, predominantly
nomadic and having divergent interests, Persians who
had got rich in the shadow of Rustamid power, and
fractions of the Arab djund—through their profession,
bellicose in nature—who had fled from Ifrikiya. Once
the religious bond became relaxed, all these ingredients became a typically explosive mixture. Hence
the internal history of the Rustamid state was full of
ups and downs, especially after Aflah's death.
Armed clashes forced Abu Bakr to yield his power
to his brother Abu '1-Yakzan, who was supported by
the Arabs. The latter was nevertheless not able to take
up residence at Tahart until 268/882, thanks to the
support of the Lawata and Nafusa Berbers. Having
learnt from these occurrences, he followed, it is
recorded, a policy of justice, tolerance and balance,
on an indispensable foundation of piety, austerity and
erudition.
During his own lifetime, Abu '1-Yakzan appointed
his son Abu Hatim to succeed himself, a procedure
not at all, at least in principle, in accordance with
Ibadi tradition. It is true that the make-up of Tahart
had, meanwhile, changed considerably. Henceforth,
at the side of a cosmopolitan plebs or camma, there
were all sorts of groups of people, including a great
number of Malikls and Shi^is, whose weight began to
be felt on the chequerboard of politics. In these conditions, an uncle of Abu Hatim, Ya c kub b. Aflah, preferred to leave the capital and settle amongst the
Zuwagha Berbers who formed part of the Khalafiyya.
Civil warfare soon resumed. Abu Hatim was driven
out of Tahart and his uncle Ya c kub took his place. But
this was not for long, and political alliances, from now
onwards no longer reserved for the IbadI community,
were made and unmade according to shifting interests. Ya c kub, in turn, lost his capital, and Abu
Hatim returned to power, supported by the c amma, a
mixture of both Ibadls and non-Ibadls. Disorder got
worse and the central power became more relaxed.
Abu Hatim was ruler only in name, and was
assassinated by his nephews, which merely added to
the disorders. Yakzan b. Abi '1-Yakzan was on the
throne when the troops of Abu cAbd Allah al-Shi^T
came to extinguish the Rustamid principality; Tahart
offered no resistance.
Wedged between two hostile regimes, that of the
c
Alid Idrlsids on the west and that of the cAbbasid
governors, and then the Sunn! Aghlabids on the east,
the Rustamids practised, by force of circumstances, a
policy of rapprochement: to their south, with the SufrT
Midrarids of Sidjilmasa, who, moreover, controlled
the vital route by which gold came; and to their north,
with the strongly Malik! Umayyads of Cordova,
disregarding, in the interests of practical politics, the
fact that Malik had condemned to death the Ibadl
heretics (Sahnun, Mudawwana, Cairo 1323/1905, ii,
47).
To the east, after vain attempts to seize Tripoli
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from the Aghlabids, the Imam cAbd al-Wahhab, who
had directed the battle in person, relinquished the
town itself and the seas to the Aghlabids, and contented himself with the hinterland, having been
neither conqueror not vanquished, and with a reversion to the status quo ante. In 239/853-4, the Aghlabid
Abu 'l-cAbbas Muhammad I built a town in the
neighbourhood of Tahart, which he provocatively
called al-cAbbasiyya in honour of his suzerains. The
Imam Aflah burnt it down and informed the caliph in
Cordova of his action; the latter sent him 100,000
dirhams. Finally, in 283/896 Ibrahim II inflicted a
severe defeat at Manu, near the sea and to the south
of Gabes, on the Nafusa, the spear-head of Ibacjl
power. In the west, the Imam cAbd al-Wahhab allowed Idris I to capture Tlemcen in 173/789 almost
without any adverse reaction.
Across the seas, the Ibacjl Imams of Tahart and the
Malik! amirs of Cordova had extremely amicable relations, despite their doctrinal differences, united by a
common political interest. In 207/822, cAbd alRaliman II gave a warm welcome to three sons of the
Imam cAbd al-Wahhab arriving at Cordova on an
embassy, probably to greet the amir on his accession
to power. In 229/844, "Cordova informed Tahart officially of its victory over the Northmen" (LeviProvengal, Hist. Esp. mus., i, 245), and in 239/853
Muhammad I sent a sumptuous present to the Imam
Aflah on his accession. Furthermore, members of the
Rustamid family, installed in Muslim Spain, held
high offices in Cordova, up to the ranks of commander and vizier. Possibly one might think, as did
Levi-Provengal, of links of vassalage (loc. cit.).
At its apogee, the Rustamid capital was very prosperous. Al-YackubI describes it as "an important city,'
very famous and with a great influence, which people
have termed the clrak of the Maghrib", adding that
"a fortress on the coast serves as a port for the fleet
of the principality of Tahart; it is called Marsa
Farukh" (tr. Wiet, Les Pays, 216-17). Concerning the
commercial routes by land, Ibn al-$aghir, op. cit.,
325, noted that there were roads connecting Tahart
with the land of Sudan and with all the lands to the
East and the West. It was probably in order to
stimulate trade with Sub-Saharan Africa that Abu
Bakr b. Aflah sent an embassy headed by a rich merchant of Tahart, Ibn c Arafa, to the "king of the
Sudan" (ibid., 340). A great tolerance reigned within
the city, whose population included, amongst others,
Christians (*adjam), who are described as being
especially influential and rich (Julien, op. cit., ii, 37).
The people of Tahart were fond of controversy and
disputation, and the Imams themselves were often
scholars as well-versed in the profane sciences as the
religious ones.
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Kramers and Wiet, index; Bakri, Masdlik, ed. A.P.
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Nuzha, index.
2. Studies. G. Dangel, L'Imamat ibatfite de
Tahert, diss. Strasbourg 1977; W. Schwartz, DieAnfdnge der Ibaditen in Nordafrika, Wiesbaden 1983; U.
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Cuperly, Professions de foi ibdrfites, diss. Paris IV,
1982; M. Talbi, La conversion des Berberes au Khdridjisme ibdclito-sufrite, in Etudes d'histoire ifrikiyenne,
Tunis 1982, 13-81; idem, L'emirat Aghlabide, Paris
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(M. TALBI)
RUSTEM PASHA (906?-968/1500?-1561) Ottoman Grand Vizier.
Born ca. 1500 in a village near Sarajevo, Rustem
Pasha came of a family most probably of Bosnian
origin (though some sources mention Croatian or
possibly Albanian ancestry), whose pre-Muslim surname had been either Opukovic' or Cigalic* (cf. Alberi,
Relazioni degli ambasciatori venetialsenato, ser. iii, vol. iii,
89; C. Truhelka, Bosnische Post, Sarajevo 1912, no.
80). A register from the £o</f s [q.v.] court at Sarajevo,
dated 974/1557, records the sale of a house by Hacjjc|ji
C
A1T Beg b. Khayr al-Din, mutewelli of Rustem Pasha's
bedesten in the city, on behalf of one "Nefisa Khanum.
daughter of Mustafa and sister of Rustem Pagha''. A
brother, Sinan Pasha (d. 961/1554), was also in the
service of the Ottoman government, rising to the rank
of Kapudan Pasha [q. v. ].
Educated in the palace school, Rustem Pasjia's first
recorded post was as sildhddr on the Mohacs [q.v.]
campaign, and then as mirdl&ur-i ewwel. The date of
his appointment as beglerbegi [q. v. ] of Diyar Bakr is
unknown, but it was from this post that he was appointed beglerbegi of Anatolia in 945/1538 (Pecewl,
Ta\ikh, Istanbul 1281/1861, i, 206). The following
year, he became third vizier and was married to
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Mihrimah, the daughter of Kanuni Siileyman and
Khurrem Sultan [g.w;.]. In 948/1541 he was promoted to second vizier, and in 951/1544 succeeded
Khadim Siileyman Pasha [q.v.] as Grand Vizier.
Dismissed in 960/1553 during the outcry caused by
the execution of Siileyman's eldest son Mustafa,
Riistem Pasha spent two years in retirement before
being re-appointed Grand Vizier in 962/1555, following the execution (at which he is said to have connived) of Kara Ahmed Pasha [q. v. ], grand vizier since
960/1553. He then served in this post until his death,
probably from dropsy, in 968/1561. He was buried in
the tiirbe designed for him by the architect Sinan [q. v. ]
next to the Shehzade mosque in Istanbul. (For further
biographical details, see S. Altundag and §. Turan,
IA, art. Riistem Pasa; F. Babinger, El1, art. Riistem
Pasha; Siajill-i 'Othmdni, ii, 377-8, iii, 106).
Riistem Pasha was Siileyman's longest-serving
Grand Vizier (a total of fourteen-and-a-half years in
two periods of office), but one whose reputation, both
contemporary and historical, was mixed. During his
first period of office a major treaty was concluded with
the Hapsburg Emperor (in 1547) stipulating the annual payment of 30,000 ducats' ''tribute" by the latter. Internally, his tenure was marked throughout-by
his successful efforts to build up government finances,
neglecting no possible sources of income, even, according to the Habsburg ambassador Busbecq, selling
vegetables and flowers grown in the grounds of
Topkapi Sarayi [q.v.] (Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq,
The Turkish letters, tr. E.S. Forster, Oxford 1968, 30).
On the other hand, Riistem Pasha was held largely
responsible for introducing the sale of government offices and for allowing imperial khdsss [q. v. ] to be given
out in tax farms, thus paving the way for the bribery
and corruption detected by later Ottoman historians.
He amassed an immense personal fortune (see the inventory of possessions on his death given by PecewT,
Ta^rikh, i, 23, taken from cAlT's [q.v.] Kunhu 'l-akhbdr),
and was accused of greed and avarice both on his own
behalf and that of the state (for several complaints
against him, see M.T. Gokbilgin, Riistem Pasa ve hakhndaki ithamlar, in Tarih dergisi, viii/11 [1955], 11-50).
Riistem Pasha appears to have enjoyed the sultan's
full confidence, due partly to his abilities and partly to
the mutual agreement between himself, Mihrimah
Sultan and Khurrem Sultan. However, his positive
achievements as Grand Vizier were overshadowed by
his involvement in the conspiracy leading to the execution of the popular prince Mustafa, which cleared
the way for the eventual succession of one of Khurrem
Sultan's two surviving sons, Sellm II [q.v.]
(Gokbilgin, op. cit., 20-4, 38-43). Rustem's dismissal
in 960/1553 may have been at his request, in order to
forestall demands from supporters of Mustafa for his
own execution.
Busbecq's description of Riistem Pasha as "a man
of keen and far-seeing mind" is largely borne out by
Ottoman sources, who attest his capable administration and loyal service, stressing his financial acumen
and the fact that even where offices were sold these
were only to worthy people who were never thereafter
dismissed. Whereas to Bus_becq he seemed "always
gloomy and brutal" and CA1I criticised his dislike of
dervishes and poets, PecewT stresses his correct manners, sobriety and piety (Busbecq, Turkish letters, 29,
190; J. Schmidt, Pure water for thirsty Muslims: a study
of Mustafa <AliofGallipoli's Kunhu l-ahbdr, Leiden 1991,
153, 89, 159; PecewT, Ta>rikh, i, 21-2). He was nevertheless a master of political intrigue and a controversial figure.
As a patron of architecture, Riistem Pasha commis-
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sioned, in addition to his principal foundation in
Istanbul, the Riistem Pasha mosque, at least four
medreses and a number of other mosques, ^imdrets, kerwdnsarays, and other structures throughout Anatolia
and Rumeli. Many of these were also designed by
Sinan. However, it_is now thought that the historical
work Tewdrtkh-i Al-i ^Othmdn (or Ta^nkh-i Riistem
Pasha) for long attributed to Riistem Pasha's authorship, is in fact part of the Djami^ ul-tewdrikh of
Matrakci Nasuh [^.z>.], compiled at Riistem Pasha's
request (L. Forrer, Die Osmanische Chronik des Rustem
Pascha, Leipzig 1923; H.G. Yurdaydm, An Ottoman
historian of the XVIth century: Nasuh al-Matrdki and his
Beyan-i menazil-i sefer-i c lrakayn and its importance for
some clrdqi cities, in Turcica, vii (1975), 180-2).
Bibliography: For further references in addition
to those in the text, see the bibl. to S. Altundag and
§. Turan, IA, art. Rustem Pasa.
(CHRISTINE WOODHEAD)
RUSWA, MIRZA MUHAMMAD HADI, U r d u
novelist, poet, t r a n s l a t o r and writer on scientific, philosophical and religious subjects. He was
born in Lucknow most probably in 1858. His
ancestors had migrated from Persia during the
Mughal period. His great-grandfather, Mirza Dhu '1Fakar CA1T Beg, took up permanent residence in
Awadh [q.v.] during Asaf al-Dawla's time (1775-97),
and became adjutant in the Nawab's army. Rusw_a received his early education from his father, Agha
Muhammad TakT, who taught him Arabic, Persian
and mathematics. For learning English, Ruswa went
to La Martiniere College, where he remained until
the middle grade. By the time he was sixteen years of
age both his parents died. Ruswa came into a large inheritance, but his maternal uncle, who was his guardian, appropriated most of it. What remained was
squandered by Ruswa himself in self-indulgence and
extravagant living. At this time, a friend of his father,
by the name of Haydar Bakhsh, who was a
calligrapher by profession, came to Ruswa's aid, and
helped him through his financial difficulties. Ruswa
enrolled himself in Thomason Engineering School,
Roorkee, and obtained an overseer's diploma in 1876.
Thereafter, he worked first in Rae Bareli and, later,
in the Quetta region of Baluc"istan, where his duties
were connected with the laying of railway tracks. Not
long afterwards he resigned from his job, and took up
employment as instructor of Persian in the Church
Mission School, Lucknow. From there he passed his
high school examination as a private candidate.
In 1888 Ruswa joined Christian College, Lucknow,
to teach Arabic and Persian, and stayed there for over
thirty years. In 1894 he passed his B.A. examination
from Punjab University as a private student.
Together with his full-time job in Christian College,
he taught briefly in Isabella Thorburn College, an institution for women students. Towards the latter part
of his life, he showed an open involvement with
religion, which found expression in a number of
religious tracts composed by him and in the publication of a journal entitled al-Hakam, which contained
articles on religious matters written from a ShT^T point
of view. This journal continued to be published from
1902 to 1907. In 1919 Ruswa found employment in
the Bureau of Translation, Osmania University,
Haydarabad (Deccan), where he spent the remaining
years of his life. He died in Haydarabad on 21 October 1931 and was buried there.
Ruswa was a man of varied talents. His intellectual
preoccupations were not restricted only to literary
pursuits, but extended to other fields as well, such as
philosophy and science. For giving expression to his
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philosophical interest, he founded the bi-monthly Ish- •
rdk, a journal devoted to the dissemination of
philosophical ideas. It appeared for the first time on 5
May 1884, and was perhaps the first journal of its
kind in Urdu. However, it was shortlived, and had to
be discontinued after one and a half years due to a
lack of enthusiasm on the part of Urdu readers. In addition to his original contributions, Ruswa published
in this journal his Urdu translations of two of Plato's
works, namely the Apology and Crito. At a later date,
while working at Haydarabad, he translated several
works dealing with philosophy and psychology. He
also took an interest in astronomy and chemistry, and
composed some works on these subjects. Among his
other accomplishments was his participation in the
development of a system of Urdu shorthand and a
keyboard for the Urdu typewriter.
In the literary field, Ruswa is known primarily for
his novels. He was also a poet of a minor sort, writing
conventional verses. His first poetical work, a
mathnawi entitled Now bahdr (''Spring"), appeared in
1886. He also composed a verse drama, in the
mathnawi form, under the title Murakka^-i Lay Id
Madjnun ("An album of Layla and Madjnun"), which
was completed probably in 1887. He used the penname of "Mirza" for his poems, reserving the
pseudonym "Ruswa" for his novels. In the beginning, his mentor in poetry was the respected contemporary poet of Lucknow, Dablr (1803-75 [^.y.]). As a
novelist, Ruswa was the author of five original works,
namely Afshd-yi rdz ("Exposed secret"), Umrd^o Djdn
Add, Dhdt-i sharif ("A perfect knave"), Sharif-zdda
("Of good breed"), and Akhtan Begum. Afshd-yi rdz
(1896), of which only the first part seems to have been
completed, represents Ruswa's earliest attempt at
novel-writing. Its theme, dealing with the decadent
society and culture of Lucknow during the latter part
of the 19th century, was elaborated by the author in
his next novel, Umrd^oDjdn Add (1899), which tells the
life story of a courtesan, on whose name the title of the
novel is based. Ruswa's third novel, Dhdt-i sharif
(1900), has for its central theme the life of a gullible
and degenerate aristocrat who succumbs to the deceptions and allurements of unscrupulous hangers-on,
and brings destruction upon himself due to his indiscretions. In Sharif-zdda (1900), the story revolves
around a person of meagre means who, by virtue of
his character, personal effort and hard work, finds
success in life. Ruswa's last novel, Akhtan Begum
(1924), is a narrative of a middle class household, and
contains a plot built upon misunderstandings. Of all
the above-mentioned novels, Umrd^o Djdn Add is
decidedly a masterpiece, and contributes, for the most
part, to Ruswa's literary fame. On its appearance, it
was welcomed in literary circles and was so wellreceived by the reading public that it went through
several editions during a short time. In this novel
Ruswa gives a sensitive portrayal of the current state
of society and provides an insight into the traditional
culture representative of the Muslim upper class in
Lucknow. Because of its realistic delineation of the
theme, its successfully constructed plot, and its superb
characterisation, Umrd^o Djdn Add has come to be
regarded by many critics as the first true novel in
Urdu.
Bibliography: Mirza Muhammad Had! Ruswa,
Umrd^o Djdn Add, ed. Zahlr Fathpun, Lahore 1963;
idem, Umrao Jan Ada (Courtesan of Lucknow), tr.
Khushwant Singh and M.A. Husaini, Calcutta
1961; idem, Afshd-yi rdz, Lucknow 1896; idem,
Dhdt-i sharif, Lucknow 1965; idem, Sharif-zdda,
Allahabad 1968; idem, Akhtart Begum, Karachi

1961; idem, Now bahdr, Lucknow 1886; idem,
Murakka^-i Layld Madjnun, Allahabad 1928; idem,
Mirzd Ruswd he tankfdi murdsaldt, ed. Muhammad
Hasan, Aligarh 1961; Maymuna Begum Ansari,
Mirzd Muhammad Hddi Mirza wa Ruswd: haydt wa
adabi kdrndme, Lahore 1963; Adam Shaykh, Mirzd
Ruswd: haydt awr ndwil-nigdn, Lucknow 1968; Zahlr
Fathpun, Ruswd ki ndwil-nigdn, Rawalpindi 1970;
Mirza Muhammad cAskari (tr.), Tdnkh-i adab-i Urdu, repr. Lahore n.d.; CA1I c Abbas Husaynl, art.
Mirzd Ruswd, in Nukush, 47-8, Lahore 1955;
Muhammad Sadiq, A history of Urdu literature, London 1964; T.W. Clark (ed.), The novel in India,
Berkeley 1970; Fayyad Mahmud and clbadat
Barelawl (eds.), Tdnkh-i adabiyydt-i Musalmdndn-i
Pakistan wa Hind, iv, Lahore 1972; Urdu dd^ira-yi
ma^drif-i Isldmiyya, x, Lahore 1973; Djacfar Husayn,
Biswin sadi ke ba^d Lakhnawi adib apne tahdhibi pas
manzar men, Lucknow 1978; Salim Akhtar, Urdu
adab ki mukhtasar-tann tdrikh, Lahore 1981; Icdjaz
Husayn, Mukktasar tdnkh-i adab-i Urdu, revised by
Sayyid Muhammad cAkil, Allahabad 1984; DJ.
Matthews et alii, Urdu literature, London 1985.
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
RUTBIL [see ZUNBIL].
RUTUL, a people of Daghistan in the eastern
Caucasus.
Until the Soviet period the Rutuls lacked a common
ethnic self-designation, but rather referred to themselves by village (aul) or as members of the Rutul
Magal. The Rutul Magal was one of the numerous
free societies or clan federations found in Daghistan
prior to the Soviet period. This is one of the few cases
where all of the members of a given ethnic group belonged to the same free society. In addition to the
Rutuls, who dominated this free society, a number of
Tsakhur and Lezgin villages were also members of the
Rutul Magal. The existence of this free society helped
in the establishment of a distinct Rutul ethnic group
during the Soviet period.
The Rutuls traditionally inhabited 20 villages in
Rutul district in southern Daghistan (18 of which are
in the Samur valley and 2 others in the Akhtic'ai
valley) and 2 villages across the border in neighbouring Adharbaydjan^ The Rutuls lived under very
strong Lezgin and Adharbaydjani influence, and until
the Russian Revolution they were on the verge of total
assimilation by these two other culturally more dominant peoples. The Rutul language belongs with
Lezgin to the Samurian group of the northeast
(Cec'eno-Daghistani) division of the Caucasian
language family. The Rutul language is only vernacular (i.e. it has no written form). Prior to the Russian Revolution, there was almost universal illiteracy
among the Rutuls, and the few individuals who could
write used classical Arabic. After the Revolution and
until the 1930s, Lezgin and Azeri Turkish served as
the literary language among the Rutuls. Since that
time, Russian has been the primary literary language
used by the Rutuls of Daghistan, and Azeri by those
of Adharbaydjan.
The Rutuls were polytheistic until the appearance
of Zoroastrianism in the northern Caucasus starting
sometime around the 5th century B.C. Later Christian influences penetrated the Rutul region from the
south (primarily by Armenians living in Adharbaydjan prior to the appearance of the Adharbaydjanf
Turks in the llth century). According to Rutul
legend, Islam was introduced by the Arabs in the 7th
and 8th centuries, but was more likely spread from
other areas in Daghistan between the 10th-13th centuries. Although officially Muslim, Islam was practic-
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ed among the Rutuls and other southern Daghistams
with many Christian, Zoroastrian, and polytheistic
holdovers. During the 18th-19th centuries conservative Sufi movements were active among the Rutuls
and during this period many of the pre-Islamic
cultural rituals and beliefs were eliminated. The
Rutuls today are SunnI Muslims. As among all other
Daghistani peoples, and many other North Caucasians, pre-Islamic clan vendetta laws are still common
among the Rutuls to this day.
Until the mid-20th century, patriarchal-clan endogamic marriage patterns prevailed among the
Rutuls. Since that time traditional clan endogamy has
been breaking down. In addition to clan exogamy,
some ethnic intermarriage patterns with other
Daghistani peoples is beginning to develop, and in
particular in urban areas of Daghistan.
The traditional economy among the Rutuls was
based on transhumant pastoralism. Sheep and goats
were the most common stock animals raised by the
Rutuls for food, milk, and wool. As this is a dry and
mountainous region, little agriculture was practised
and animal husbandry predominated. Traditionally,
women engaged in agriculture while the men tended
the animals. Horses were also raised for transport as
were some cattle. Rug weaving and ceramics were
common crafts among the Rutuls, and the trade in
these goods formed an important part of the Rutul
traditional economy.
There was a long tradition of seasonal migration by
the Rutul men to find winter employment in other
parts of Daghistan and northern Adharbaydjan. As
there are no urban areas within the Rutul region
itself, a significant emigration to areas outside the
Rutul region by young people developed during the
Soviet period. Derbend and Makhac-kala in
Daghistan, and Baku, Shekl, and Kuba in Adharbaydjan are the main cities to which the Rutul
migrate.
The Rutuls are one of the numerically small peoples
of the Caucasus. According to the census returns of
the USSR, there were 10,495 Rutuls in 1926; 6,732
in 1959; 12,071 in 1970; 15,032 in 1979; and 29,672
in 1989. The radical changes in population reflect the
rapid rate of assimilation of the Rutuls by their
neighbours during the 1930s, and then a reversal of
that trend afterwards. The doubling of their population between 1979 and 1989 represents a rise in Rutul
consciousness (i.e. redefinition by Rutuls who formerly called themselves Daghistams, Lezgins or
Adharbaydjanis).
Bibliography: Narodi Dagestana, Moscow 1955;
Narodi Kavkaza, Moscow 1960; R. Wixman,
Language aspects of ethnic patterns and processes in the
North Caucasus, Chicago 1980; A. Bennigsen, The
problem of bilingualism and assimilation in the North
Caucasus, in Central Asian Review, xv/3 (1967),
205-11.
(R. WIXMAN)
RUWALA (A., also Ruwayla, conventional renderings Eng., Roala, Rwala, Ruwalla, Ruweilah; German, frequently Ruala, Rualla, Ruola, also Rawalla
and Erwalla; French, Rou'ala, Roualla), an i m p o r tant tribe in northern Arabia.
The Ruwala and other c Anaza [q.v.] say that the
Ruwala are from the Dana Muslim group of c Anaza.
An authoritative RuwaylT genealogist, Fraywan b.
Frayh al-Mu D abhil al-Sha c lan, opposes Djas to Bishr;
Djas has, as descendants, Zayyid and Wahhab;
Zayyid has Rwayli (the Ruwala) and Mislim, who are
the Swalma, Shadjaca and c Abdilla; the Wahhab are
opposed to Zayyid and the descendants of Wahhab
are the C AH (Wald C AH) and Mufarridj, who are the
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Hasana and Mesalikh (Lancaster 1981, 25). Other
authorities (e.g. Musil, 1928, quoting the then amir
Nun Shaclan) give the Dana Muslim as the BenT
Wahhab and the al-Djas: the Ben! Wahhab divide into the Hasana and the Wald CA1T; the Djas into the
Mihlef and the Ruwala. The names are similar, but
their position in relation to each other is inconsistent.
The sections (fukhud) of the Ruwala are: al-Mur 3 az
and al-Doghman (who together are the Djum c an), alKa c adki c a and al-Fraydja. The Kwatzba, now reckoned as part of the Ruwala, claim descent from Kahtan
[q. v.] and joined the Ruwala possibly in the 18th century (Musil, Arabia deserta, 1927, 14-6; Lancaster,
1981, 155-6). The shaikhly family is Ibn Shaclan of
the Mur D az section, who took over the shaykhdom
from Ibn Ka c ka c of al-Ka c adki c a, possibly in the 16th
century (Musil, 1928, 51; Lancaster, 1981, 126-7).
The areas used by the Ruwala in the present and
past include Tayma and Khaybar, the Djubba, WadI
Sirhan, al-Wudiyan, al-Labba, the Hamad and
Hawran. Numbers are difficult to establish, but the
Ruwala say they were and are the largest and most
powerful tribe in the northern Arabian desert. Shaykh
Fay sal b. Fawwaz Sha c lan estimates there to be over
half a million, most of whom are in northern Saudi
Arabia, with a few in Syria and Jordan.
Inconsistencies, noticeable in the sources, in the
precise relationships of the Ruwala to other parts of
the Dana Muslim group, in their sections, locations
and numbers, may be understood by reference to
RuwaylT concepts. The genealogy is seen as a way of
talking about political and jural relationships of
closeness and distance between constituent parts of
the group, not actual descent. The shaikhly family
often personifies the tribe in historical and political
discussion; this encourages a shift in political focus to
be seen as a migration from one area to another which
is not justifiable when more detailed information is
available. The Ruwala are, as they have always been,
concerned with living their lives in their own terms;
they see their shqykhs as ambassadors, or agents, between them and the agencies of other governments,
rather than leaders as such. From this point of view,
the movement northwards in the late 18th century is
a political and economic shift on the part of the
shaikhly family and those Ruwala who saw the shift as
a useful option.
The Ruwala say they are from cAnaz, who was the
brother of Ma c az, the sons of WaDil. This c Anaz b.
WaDil genealogy is not totally consistent with the information of Hisham b. Muhammad al-Kalbi in his
Djamharat al-nasab on c Anaza b. Asad, "alter Stamm,
spater zu Rab^a gerechnet" (tr r Caskel and Strenziok, Band ii, 189, and Band i, tables 141 and 172).
The Rab^a and Bakr b. Wa3il tribes dominate the
recorded history of northern Arabia in the early and
mediaeval periods. Yakut, iii, 644, records the cAnaza
in Khaybar.. as does Abu '1-Fida, Takwim, tr.
Reinaud, 120. Sections of the Ruwala continue to
own date gardens there and in Tayma (Lancaster,
1981, 128). The Djlas (identified with the Ruwala by
Burckhardt, Notes, i, 6), and other c Anaza, are mentioned in Ottoman tax registers of 1558 as wintering
around Safad (A. Cohen and B. Lewis, Population and
revenue in 16th century Palestine, Princeton 1979, 160).
Abujabr (Pioneers over Jordan, London 1989, 166) mentions a family from a section of the Ruwala who left
Tayma about 1600 and settled in al-Husn, near Irbid
in Jordan. Thus the Ruwala have been using the
wider region for a long period, although political and
economic shifts have caused them to be identified
with, and to identify themselves with, different areas.
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Musil, quoting other tribes in the region, says the
Ruwala were the "most Bedu" tribe in northern
Arabia. At this date (1908-16), "being Bedu" meant
camel-herding. The camel herds provided subsistence
and enabled the Ruwala to provide services of protection and restitution to those parts of the wider population unwilling or unable to protect themselves, to provide guides and protectors to caravans, and to sell
camels in the markets of Syria and Egypt for meat,
transport animals and for agricultural work. Camel
herding, together with tribal political and jural processes, permitted a system of government (hukuma—
based on mediation and consensus) that was an alternative to that of states. Raiding (ghazu) took a variety
of forms (Lancaster 1981, 140-5), the purpose being
the acquisition of booty and personal reputation.
Burckhardt, Wallin, Guarmani, the Blunts, and
Musil provide a partial history of the tribe during the
19th century and up to the First World War. During
this period the Ruwala became pre-eminent among
the cAnaza tribes. Although opposing Wahhabi
political ambitions, in 1809 they defeated a Turkish
government army outside Baghdad in pursuit of the
Wahhabi forces; thus the Ruwala achieved independence of both Ibn Sucud (who relieved them of
the obligation to recognise his overlordship) and of the
Turks (Lancaster, 1981, 128-9). Relationships with
the Turkish government in Damascus were always
ambivalent shifting between open hostility and uneasy
compliance (Euting, 1896, i, 93; Musil, 1928). In
1909, Nawwaf b. Nun Shaclan, with his father's
reluctant support (Musil 1927, 1928) retook Djawf
from Ibn Rashld of the Shammar, whose political fortunes were in decline [see RASHID, AL]. After the First
World War, Nawwaf had plans for the Shaclan
kingdom of northern Arabia, to which Nun was opposed. The rise of the power of Ibn Sucud, and the
French and British mandates over Transjordan and
Syria, together with the death of Nawwaf in 1921,
ended any possibility of this, and amir Nun handed
over Djawf and the WadI Sirhan to Ibn Sucud in
1926, signing the Treaty of Hadda. Amir Nuri, according to one of his great-grandsons, Shaykh Fay sal
b. Fawwaz, was conscious of the contradictions inherent in the political role of a tribal amir and an urban ruler. The present amir Mitcib b. Fawwaz, and
his generation of Shaclan shqykhs, see their function as
maintaining freedom of access for tribesmen to the
economic and political resources of the various states
in which the Ruwala live.
The increasing use of motor transport exacerbated
a trend signalled by the opening of the Suez canal in
1870 and the Hicjjaz Railway in 1908, to the point
where there was little market for surplus camels, except for meat and some agricultural work. This was
the real cause for the ending of raiding. The Ruwala
had lost, between a declining market for camels, and
the loss of services now provided by the Mandate
governments or Ibn Sacud, a substantial part of their
income. They managed, between the late 1920s until
the 1950s, by having vastly increased herds, and
employment in the Arab Legion, as Meharistes, and
with Ibn Sucud. Some Ruwala became Ikhwan, and
a few, under Firhan al-Mashhur, were involved in the
Ikhwan revolt of Faysal al-Darwish of the Mufayr
(Glubb papers; Philby papers). There were also
problems with the authorities of the French and
British Mandates, and with Ibn Sucud, over whether
the Ruwala were a Syrian or a Saudi tribe. As their
amir was based near Damascus, and many Ruwala used Syria in the summer, it was decided the Ruwala
were a Syrian tribe, while those who stayed in Saudi

Arabia in summer and paid taxes to Ibn Sucud were
Saudi citizens. The Treaty of Hadda guaranteed the
Ruwala their traditional markets and grazing areas.
During the thirties, al-A wrens b. Trad Shaclan based
himself outside H4 (IPC pumping station) in eastern
Jordan from where he advised the Iraq Petroleum
Company and developed an extensive political network. The amir NurT, and after 1936 his grandson amir
Fawwaz b. Nawwaf, were members of the Syrian
Chamber of Deputies.
With the increase in oil wealth in Saudi Arabia,
together with the drought of 1958-62, many Ruwala
joined the newly-formed National Guard in Saudi
Arabia or became employed in the oil companies. The
rise of the Bacth party to power in Syria in the 1960s,
and the resulting political and economic difficulties for
particular tribes, encouraged the Ruwala to concentrate on options in Saudi Arabia. At this date amir
Nay if b. Nawwaf filled a position similar to that of
Speaker of the House of Commons in Saudi Arabia.
After the Shaclan lost their assets in Syria, many of
them, under the leadership of Shaykh Nun b.
Fawwaz, together with Ruwala tribesmen, collected at
al-Risha in eastern Jordan and began smuggling from
Saudi Arabia into Syria as a political action (Lancaster 1981). The antagonism to Syria was simultaneously expressed as active support for King Husayn
of Jordan in the troubles with the Palestinian
Fidd^iyyin.
The smuggling ended with some reconciliation between the Shaclan and the Syrian authorities, together
with pressure from the Jordanian government. The
closing of the desert roads between Syria and Jordan
by the Syrian authorities during the 1980s ended the
viability of al-Risha as a base for trading (legitimate
or otherwise) by the Ruwala and others. Profits from
smuggling were invested in sheep herds, gardens, property and businesses, especially in Saudi Arabia but
also in Jordan and in Syria. The Ruwala are an important group in the National Guard of Saudi Arabia,
and are represented in the Army and Air Force; they
play an active part in government, the professions and
business in Saudi Arabia. Their political influence is
apparent in Saudi Arabia, Jordan and Syria.
While they say they are no longer Bedouin, as they
do not depend on the bddiya or desert as in the past,
they maintain their strong tribal identity.
Bibliography. The chief authorities are A.
Musil, particularly The manners and customs of the
Rwala bedouins, New York 1928; Arabia deserta, New
York 1927; and Northern Nejd, New York 1928.
Raynaud and Martinet, Les bedouins de la mouvance de
Damas, Beirut 1922; V.M.P. Mueller, En Syrie avec
les bedouins, Paris 1931; and M. von Oppenheim,
Die Beduinen, i, Leipzig 1939, continue Ruwala
coverage. W. Lancaster, The Rwala bedouin today,
Cambridge 1981, provides an anthropological
analysis. Articles by Lancaster deal with detailed
aspects: The logic of the Rwala response to change in contemporary nomadic and pastoral peoples, in Asia and the
North, studies in Third World societies, viii (1982); The
concept of territoriality among the Rwala bedouin, in
Nomadic Peoples, xx (1986); and Desert devices: the
pastoral system of the Rwala bedouin, in A world of
pastoralism; herding systems in comparative perspective,
ed. J.G. Galaty and D.L. Johnson, New York
1990.
Other important sources include; J.L. Burckhardt, Notes on the Bedouins and Wahabys, London
1831; G.A. Wallin, Narrative of a journey from Cairo to
Nejd, inJRGS, xxiv (1854), 115-207; C. Doughty,
Travels in Arabia deserta, London 1885; Lady Anne
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Blunt, Bedouin tribes of the Euphrates, London 1879;
C. Huber, Voyage dans I'Arabie centrale 1878-82, in
Bull. Soc. Geogr., vii/5 (1884); J. Euting, Tagebuch
einer Reise in Inner-Arabien, 2 parts, Leiden 1896,
1,914; C. Guarmani, Northern Nejd, London 1938;
H.St.J. Phi\by,Jaufand the northern Arabian desert, in
GJ, lxii/4 (1923) and Arabia of the Wahabis, London
1928 (but see Elizabeth Monroe, Philby of Arabia,
London 1973); T.E. Lawrence, Revolt in the desert,
London 1937; C.R. Raswan, The black tents of
Arabia, London 1934 (for photographs); J.B.
Glubb, War in the desert, London 1960; N. Lewis,
Nomads and settlers in Syria and Jordan 1800-1980,
Cambridge 1987; M. Meeker, Literature and violence
in northern Arabia, Cambridge 1979 (a semiotic
analysis of some Ruwala poetry, with which the
Ruwala disagree on methods of analysis and interpretation).
(W. and FIDELITY LANCASTER)
RLPYA (A.), derived from the Semitic root r-^-y
which gives rise to formations expressing "sight"
(ru^yaft)) and "vision" (ru^ya), one of the aspects of vision being n o c t u r n a l v i s i o n , the d r e a m .
1. In the m e a n i n g of d r e a m .
On relations between "seer" (ro^e = Aram, hoze =
Ar. hdzi), "soothsayer" (kdhin, ^arrdf, etc.) and
"prophet" (nabi), see the articles KAHIN, KIHANA,
NUBUWWA.
The Semitic terminology of the dream and of the vision evolves in two fundamentally different semantic
zones:
(1) The first is situated in the space extending between sleep and waking and is consequently expressed
by the rootsylw-sh-n (cf. Akkadian shittu "sleep", and
shuttu "dream", Hebr. shend "sleep", Ar. sina
"sleep"), n-w-m (cf. Akk. munattu "dawn",
"dream", Hebr. tenumd "light sleep, dozing", Ar.
mandm "somnolence", "dream") and Akk. b-r-y,
Aramaic h-z-y, Hebr. and Ar. r-^-y (whence, respectively, Akk. tabnt/mushi, Hebr. and Aram, hezion/layla,
Hebr. mar°a/ha-layla, Ar. ru^yd, all denoting nocturnal
vision or dream). Thus the first group expresses
"deep sleep" and the second "light sleep", between
sleeping and waking, an activity relating to the domain of waking, if not to waking itself. It is in this last
group that is situated the point of concurrence between the nocturnal vision or dream and the prophetic
vision (diurnal and nocturnal) or ecstasy (cf. Fahd, La
divination arabe, 269, based on A.L. Oppenheim, The
interpretation of dreams in the Ancient Near East. With a
translation of an Assyrian Dream-Book, in Transactions of
the American Philosophical Society, N.S., xlvi/3
[Philadelphia 1956], 179-373, cf. 225-6; E.L. Ehrlich,
Der Traum im Alien Testament, Beihefte zur ZATW,
Ixxiii, Berlin 1953, 1-12; on the difficulty of
establishing a line of demarcation between dream and
vision, cf. A. Guillaume, Prophetic et divination, French
tr. Paris 1941, 261-2).
(2) The second is situated in a specific period of life,
sc. puberty, a period marked by the development of
sexuality (T^A, viii, 355). The dream is then expressed in all Semitic languages through the root h-l-m,
which indicates, in the adolescent, a degree of physical
maturity (becoming fat, fleshy, expansion of the
sexual organs, nocturnal pollution) and of intellectual
maturity (acquiring good judgment, being kind and
gentle, patient and master of oneself).
Concerned to distinguish the true dream, rendered
by ru^yd, from the false dream, resulting from the passions and preoccupations of the soul, or furthermore
the dream inspired by God from that inspired by
Satan, Muslim tradition adopted h-l-m for the expression of the latter, on the basis of the following tradi-
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tion: "The ru^ya comes from God and the hulm from
Satan" (cf. Concordance, i, 504; al-Bukhari, ii, 324 =
Khalk, 11; Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddima, iii, 8 ff., tr.
Rosenthal, iii, 103 ff.; other references in Goldziher,
Abhandlungen zur arab. Philologie, i, 110). However, the
lexicographers continue to treat them as synonyms, as
is the case with Ugaritic h-l-m, Hebr. halom, Aram.
helmd/Syriac helmo, etc., which refer to the prophe'lc
dream as much as do the derivatives of r-^-y and of
h-z-y (cf. Ehrlich, op. cit., 1).
The Kur 3 an seldom uses hulm in a pejorative sense
with the meaning of dream; ahldm appears twice, in
XII, 44 and XXI, 5, preceded by arfghath "incoherent
and confused dreams", and once unqualified in the
former of these verses, in the expression ta^wil alahldm, "interpretation of dreams", while the innumerable verbal and nominal forms of r- *-y are used
to denote all kinds of vision, whether it be real, intellectual or metaphorical (see Concordance, s.v. ra*a).
The verb ra^d and the substantive ru^yd convey the
dream of Joseph (XII, 4-5) as well as that of his fellowprisoners (XII, 36) and that of the Pharaoh (XII, 43).
The order communicated to Abraham to sacrifice his
son (XXXVII, 102, 105) was given to him in a
dream; Allah fulfilled the dream (ru^ya) of Muhammad that he would return to Mecca (XLVIII, 27); the
dream of the ism* and of the mi^rddj. which he had
before the emigration to Medina, were given to him
to test the faith of those who had followed him; this
was, in a sense, "the Tree of Temptation in the
Kur'an" (XVII, 60).
After ru^yd the Kurgan uses mandm (XXXVIII,
102), of which it makes a divine sign (XXX, 23) a
summons before God, analogous to death (XXXIX,
42) and an instrument of divine direction, used by
God to guide His Prophet and the believers step by
step (VIII, 43-4). The Sira and historiography relate
a large number of dreams which marked the major
events of the Prophet's life, those of his contemporaries and of his successors (cf. La divination arabe,
255 ff.).
Shortly before his death, the Prophet is supposed to
have said: "Nothing remains of prophecy other than
the good dream; the just man sees it or it makes itself
seen by him" (Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, iii, 18). This gives
an impression of the importance accorded by him to
the dream in which he saw a divine intervention (on
dream and prophecy, see NUBUWWA).
As a result of the conduct of the Prophet, which
consecrated a pre-Islamic usage, the study of dreams
was developed considerably under Islam. The oneirocritics, of whom Abu Bakr, the first caliph was one,
proliferated and Arab oneiromancy was born,
nourished, at the outset, by the inexhaustible sources
of the oral tradition, in which certain symbolic constants, certain techniques and even an oneirocritical
style and cliches began to be established; they are to
be found dispersed in the Sira, the Maghdzi, in Hadith
and before long in the Tabakdt of Ibn Sacd (d.
230/845), secretary of al-Wakidl (d. 207/823), where
there is a list of dreams interpreted by Ibn alMusayyab, who lived in the time of the Umayyad
caliph cAbd al-Malik b. Marwan (65-86/685-705).
This was the first attempt at the compilation of a
literary genre which was to undergo a considerable expansion (Tabakdt, v, 91-3; list quoted in full in La
divination arabe, 310-12).
Ibn al-Musayyab was succeeded by Ibn Sinn [q.v. ],
whose renown as an oneirocritic has survived to this
day (cf. Abdel Daim, L'oniromancie arabe d'apres Ibn
Sinn, Damascus 1958; La divination arabe, 312 ff.;
Fahd, L'oniromancie orientate et ses repercussions sur
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I'oniromancie de I'Occident medieval, in Oriente e Occidente
nel Medioevo: Filosofia e Scienze, Rome 1971, 347-74).
His name figures among the ancestors of oneiromancy
in the earliest treatise of Ta^bir which is known, the
Dusturfi 'l-ta^bir of Abu Ishak Ibrahim b. cAbd Allah
al-Kirmanf who lived under al-Mahdl (158-69/77585), a treatise which has not survived, but the
existence of which is confirmed by Abu Bakr alAnbarT (d. 328/940); it served as the basis for
numerous later works, in particular for al-Ishdra ild
c
ilm al-^ibdra (cf. La divination arabe, 315, 345, 352).
At this stage, Arab oneiromancy lacked a method
for the classification of dreams, according to precise
categories, illustrated by concurrent examples which
would make clearer the significance of symbolic constants in a secular spirit. The Arabic translation of the
Oneirocritica of Artemidorus of Ephesus (cf. Le Livre des
Songes, Arabic tr. by Hunayn b. Ishak, ed. Fahd,
Damascus 1964), commissioned by al-Ma^mun, and
al-Kddinfi 'l-ta^bir, composed by Abu Sacld Nasr b.
Ya c kub al-Dlnawari for the caliph al-Kadir bi 'llah
(381-422/991-1031) in 397/1006, a work which makes
systematic use of the former, filled this gap (cf. Fahd,
Hunayn Ibn Ishdq est-il le traducteur des Oneirocritica
d'Artemidored'Ephese?, in Arabica, xxi [1975], 270-84).
Attributed to Ibn Kutayba is a Ta^bir al-ru^yd(cf. G.
Lecomte, Ibn Qutayba, Damascus 1965, 157, no. 23),
substantial extracts from which have been preserved
by Abu CAH al-Husayn b. Hasan b. Ibrahim alKhalfli al-Dari in his al-Muntakhab fi tacbtr al-ru^yd (cf.
La divination arabe, 316 ff., 335, no. 27; for the content
of these extracts, ibid., 317-26). If this attribution
were to be proved authentic (see the indications of
authenticity, ibid., 326), "it would follow from this
that Arab oneiromancy was, as early as the middle of
the 3rd century of the Hidjra, if not before, with alKirmanl, in possession of a coherent doctrine for the
interpretation of dreams, with solid principles which
were to serve as the basis for the development which
it was later to undergo" (ibid., 317).
This development is clearly illustrated in the inventory which the author of this article has compiled of
oneirocritical treatises, in which 181 treatises have
been identified and located (La divination arabe, 329363). On the basis of the principal treatises it may be
concluded that the symbolic constants of Arab
oneiromancy, the origin of which is inseparable from
that of the Arabs and which has developed and
become enriched incessantly over the centuries, was
supplemented, in the 3rd/9th century, by a written
code of principles, laws, procedures, drawn from
uninterrupted oral traditions, conveying the benefits
of a long and rich experience of the past. The
oneirocritical treatise always includes the following
two sections, although in highly disproportionate
volume: the first, a theoretical introduction revealing
the general rules, the modi procedendi and the duties of
the oneirocritic; the second, the symbolic, in the form
of equations between realities of all kinds and symbols, often followed by justifications and examples.
The internal organisation of the material takes the
form of hierarchical lists of the beings or objects
susceptible to being seen in dreams (the pattern of this
may be found in Les songes et leur interpretation en Islam,
in Les songes et leur interpretation, Sources Orientales, ii,
Paris 1958, 132 f).
But in practice, use of such lists can prove problematical. In an attempt to make consultation of such
works easier, lists have come into being where
oneirocritical themes are classified in alphabetical
order. Such was the structure of the Keys to dreams,
veritably encyclopaedic dictionaries of dreams, which

held long and illustrious sway. Nevertheless, consultation is not always easy; dreams may be experienced in
all kinds of circumstances where the work to be consulted is not within reach; and, since the dream is
fleeting and may soon be forgotten, there is the risk of
losing its benefit. This concern led to the versification
of oneirocritical material, after the pattern of all
materials of didactic vocation.
On the other hand, there exist monographs dealing
with only one group of oneirocritical themes (see inventory: nos. 12, 43, 56, 81, 87, 95, 104). However,
only the vision in dreams of the Prophet of Islam was
the object of special monographs which were usually
the result of a mystical experience (cf. nos. 3, 6, 16,
21, 22, 50, 51-4, 57, 74, 84, 111, 118, 119).
Finally, it is appropriate to provide a glimpse of the
content of the typical theoretical introduction which is
to be found in the major oneirocritical works. The
most complete example is to be found in the introduction to al-Kddin fi 'l-ta^bir by Abu Sacld Nasr b.
Ya c kub al-Dmawarl (d. ca. 400/1009). It is the most
ancient Arab oneirocritical treatise which has survived
in its entirety, in spite of its substantial length. It exploited all the information from the Book of Dreams by
Artemidorus that was susceptible of adaptation to its
milieu.
The introduction to this treatise, composed of 30
chapters (fasts), divided into 1396 bdbs, comprises 15
makdlas on the nature of sleep, the conduct to be followed by the dreamer, the modalities of the dream,
the angel of the dream, the nature of the dream, the
varieties of true and of false dream, the times and
seasons of the dream, the definition of interpretation,
the rules to be followed by the narrator of the dream
and by the interpreter, the omens to be observed at
the time of interpretation, interpretation and the days
of the week and the types of oneirocritics (cf. La divination arabe, 336-7; for more detailed information, see
Les songes et leur interpretation en Islam, 133-47).
Finally, it may be noted that incubation, practised
by the ancient Semites (cf. Ehrlich, op. cit., 13-55; Oppenheim, loc. cit., index s.v. Incubation dream, 352; A.
Haldar, Associations of cult prophets among the ancient
Semites, Uppsala 1945, 81-2; Sources orientales, ii, 39-41
(Egypt), 80-1 (Assyro-Babylonia), has survived in
istikhdra and the custom of sleeping in mosques (cf.
ISTIKHARA and La divination arabe, 363-6).
Bibliography: Most of the material contained in
this article has been borrowed from the present
author's La divination arabe, Paris 1987, and from his
contribution to Sources orientales, ii, Paris 1959, 12758, under the title Les songes et leur interpretation en
Islam. Besides the references given in the text, see
N. Vashide and H. Perron, Le reve prophetique dans
la croyance et la philosophie des Arabes, in Bull, de la
Societe Anthropologique de Paris, 5th series, iii (1902),
829-30; L. Massignon, Themes archetypiques en
onirocritique musulmane, in Eranos-Jahrbuch, xii (1945)
= Festgabe fur C.G. Jung, 241-51; see also his lectures in Annuaire du College de France, 41st year (19401), 84-6; 42nd year (1941-2), 93-5; 51st year (19501), 179-83; P. Schwarz, Traum und Traumdeutung
nach ^Abd al-Ghani an-Ndbulsi, in ZDMG, Ixvii
(1913), 473-93 (critique by A. Fischer, in ibid., 6813, and Ixviii [1914], 275-325); Fahd, Le reve dans la
societe musulmane du Moyen age, in Les reves et les societes
humaines, ed. G.E. von Grunebaum and R.
Caillois, Paris 1967, 335-65, Span. tr. Buenos Aires
1964, 193-230, Eng. tr. Berkeley and Los Angeles
1966, 351-79; idem, Les corps de metiers au IVeIXe siecle d Baghdad d'apres le ch. XII d'al Qadirl ft t-tacblr
de Dmawan, in JESHO, viii/l(1965), 186-212; F.
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Krenkow, The appearance of the Prophet in dreams, in
JRAS (1912), 77-9 (completed by I. Goldziher, in
ibid., 503-6); J. de Somoygi, The interpretation of
dreams in ad-Damiri's Hayat al-Hayawan, in ibid.
(1940), 1-20.
(T. FAHD)
2. In its p h i l o s o p h i c a l - m y s t i c a l m e a n i n g .
In its philosophical-mystical meaning, the term,
like mandm, describes the dream as a means to
transmit fictitious observations or, in the best instances, information and knowledge which convey another, higher reality. As such, this information has its
origin in God or in persons near to God, such as prophets, holy men and Sufis. Starting points in this interpretation of dreams are found in the Kurgan (suras
VIII, 43/45; XII, 43; XXXVII, 102/lOJ; etc.) and in
the tripartite subdivision of dreams, found in Islamic
hadith and in other cultures (see Gatje, Traumlehren,
258): true dreams, which have their origin in God and
bear a prophetic character; false dreams, which come
from Satan; and dreams connected with man's nature
and therefore unable to predict anything about the
future. In Sufi literature, the dream mainly appears as
a means for having a dialogue with deceased Sufis and
holy men, or even with the Prophet, and to receive
messages, warnings or pieces of advice (see the works
by Schimmel and Smith, in Bibl.}.
Islamic philosophy, going back to the Kur'anicmystical interpretation of the dream, considers it as a
means to transmit the truth, its prophetical-divine
origin serving as a criterion. This criterion, however,
caused discussions about the postulates of dreams.
Galen's explanation that they originate from a mixture of the fluids in the human body, and his localising
(as against Aristotle) fantasy and thought in the brain
and not in the heart, is often drawn into the argumentation. Beyond this, with reference to the Neoplatonic philosophy of the divine emanations as well
as to the Aristotelian-Peripathetic doctrine of the soul
and of the divine intellect, the dream is given an important part in the process of human perception. This
development culminates in the precedence of divinelyinspired prophetic knowledge over human knowledge
(see Daiber, Abu Hdtim), defended by the IsmacIlT Abu
Hatim al-RazI [q. v. ] against Abu Bakr al-RazI [see
AL-RAZI, ABU BARK], and in the transmission of this
prophetic knowledge by way of portentous dreams,
which owe their existence to the divine active intellect.
The latter view is represented by Abu Nasr al-Farabl
[,.».].
The origin of this development can already be
found in Abu Yusuf al-Kindl [#.0.], who links up with
Aristotle (De anima), but puts new accents, which he
owes to the Alexandrian exegesis of Aristotle and
which presuppose a Neoplatonic-hermetic concept of
the soul (see Genequand, in Bibl.). In his FTMdhiyyat
al-nawm wa 'l-ru^yd ( = Rasd^il, i, 293-311), which was
translated into Latin by Gerhard of Cremona (ed.
Baeumker, 12-27), and in his as yet unpublished
treatise on the anamnesis of the soul (see Endress, AlKindi's theory), the soul appears in an intermediate
position between the perception of matter and the
eternal ideas of the divine intellect; in the process of
its purification, and in its endeavour to return to its
divine origin, the soul avails itself of the "shaping
capacity" (al-kuwwaal-musawwira), i.e. of the fantasy,
the carrier of the dreaming activity, which increasingly liberates itself from sensory perceptions. After that,
the soul remembers more and more its originally
divine situation i.e. the world of the intellect. In its
most complete form, the dream is no longer confused
dreams (adghdth), or mere opinion, but the remembrance of the shape of sensible objects, or of the genus
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and species of intelligible objects. Thus the soul is
capable of anticipating the future in a dream (alKindl, RasdW, i, 303).
Al-Kindl's doctrine of the dream is part of his doctrine of the intellect (see Jolivet, L'intellect, esp.
128 ff.), in which the cognitional constituent appears
as being integrated in a Neoplatonic doctrine of
anamnesis. This accentuation was not continued by
al-Farabi. In the latter's doctrine of the dream, the
remembrance of intelligibles is not mentioned. On the
contrary, in a newly created terminology al-Farabl
speaks of the "imitation" (muhdkdt) of perceptible particulars (al-djuzfyydt)
and of the "separating intelligibles" (al-ma^kuldt al-mufdrika) which ensue in a
dream. The imaginative pictures in the dream are
thus the result of a cooperation between perception,
imitating imagination or fantasy, and the divine "active intellect". If this imitation is not limited to sensible phenomena, if it is not solely oriented towards the
activities of nutrition and desire, and if it is not shaped
by the constitution of the body (see Galen, De dignotione ex insomniis), then the dream represents "exalted
objects" (mawdjuddt sharifa), i.e. the intelligibles of the
divine "active intellect"; the point at issue then is
prophecy, prophesying "divine things". From this alFarabl, while modifying Plato's doctrine of the
philosopher-king, deduces his well-known thesis on
the sovereign of the Ideal State, who should be both
philosopher and prophet. His starting-points in
literature are first of all Aristotle's works, in particular, De anima, the Nicomachaean ethics and the
theory of the dream and divination in the Parva
naturalia, and also the exegesis of Aristotle by Alexander of Aphrodisias. The parallel between al-Farabl
and the new accentuation of Aristotelian doctrines,
found in the transmitted Arab version of the Parva
naturalia, is remarkable. Deviating from the Greek
text, the latter emphasises the divinity of the intellect,
which causes the "images" (suwar) which come into
being in "true dreams" (see the Arabic ms. Raza
Library, Rampur, no. 1752, dating from the
llth/17th century, fols. 7a-54b, of which fols. 44b 1.
11-fol. 47b 1. 25 deal with the dream; cf. Davidson,
340 ff; Pines; Ravitzky).
Above all, al-Farabl is convinced that, as Aristotle
said, the soul thinks in images, and for this needs
perception; its imaginative power imitates reality and
produces imitating images. The most perfect imitations of the particulars and intelligibles, which
originate in the divine active intellect and are realised
in a dream by the imaginative power, are made into
statements about the future and into prophecies. They
are then transmitted to mankind by the sovereign,
either in the form of philosophical argumentations or
in the form of prophetic "warnings". At this, alFarabl, in his thesis on the perfect "religion" as imitation of "philosophy", presupposes the reciprocal
dependence of the two. Religion is an indispensable
"instrument" of philosophy because, in the Ideal
State (al-madma al-fddila), it realises the practical part
of the latter, namely ethics. In agreement with
Aristotelian epistemology, according to which the soul
does not think without the images of perception,
religion is at the same time a perceptible image of philosophy and of the intelligibles, which experience their
realisation in the most perfect form in the prophetical
revelation (for further details, see Daiber, Prophetic;
Ruler). And so prophetic revelation in a dream is not
only a perceptive representation of what had been preexisting in the mind, and what has been inspired by
the active intellect; for by transmitting laws and
prescriptions of "religion", this revelation also clears
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the way for realising the practical part of philosophy,
namely the ethics of every single person in the Ideal
State.
Later philosophers, above all Ibn Slna and Ibn
Rushd [q.vv.], were decisively influenced by alFarabf's doctrine of the divine active intellect as the
cause of prophetic dreams. They took up al-FarabT's
Neoplatonic attachment of separate intellects to certain heavenly spheres, a doctrine which had further
developed Aristotle's conception of the spirits of the
spheres, as well as al-Kindl's doctrine of the intellect.
In their works, the divine active intellect (al-^akl al-fac^dllal-fd^if), the tenth and last member of these intellects, appears as an emanation of the ninth intellect
which rules the sphere of the moon. However, Ibn
Sina and Ibn Rushd did not adopt al-FarabT's idea of
religion as being the visualisation of philosophy. Contrary to Aristotle, but in consequent continuation of
al-Kindl's Neoplatonism, they maintain that thinking
does not need perception through the senses; the active intellect leads the thinking soul out of the stage of
potentiality.
Ibn Slna's explanations in his Kitdb al-Shifd^ and in
his Risdla al-mandmiya show that al-Farabi:s doctrine of
dreams was modified. He gives more attention to the
elements mentioned by Galen, and al-FarabT's explanations are completed; in the common sense (hiss
mushtarak), the dream is the sensorial representation of
the forms which have been abstracted from the matter. This representation has been realised by the
preserving "forming power" (musawwird), together
with the combining "fantasy" (mutakhayyila). The interpretation of dreams (ta^bir al-ru^ya) deals with the
ma^dni, the intentiones of these abstractions, which
belong to the realm of the perception, of the intellect
or of the heavenly world. In Ibn Slna's work the function of the prophetic dream appears, in a modified
form, as providence (^indya) of the "divine power", or
of the "intellectual" and "heavenly angels"; the
Hndya becomes their tool, and is allotted to just rulers,
to outstanding scholars and, beyond them, to all
mankind; it is no longer a privilege of the prophet.
Ibn Rushd, in his Epitome of the Parva naturalia,
essentially follows Ibn Slna and does not bring any
new element. The dream is a spiritual process and
gets its bearings from the macdnt, which are deposited
in the faculty of memory (hdfiza, dhdkird), abstracted
by the faculty of thought (al-mufakkird) from the individual perceptions, which at first have been united
in the common sense, then preserved by the imaginative power (musawwira, mutakhayyila). Beyond
that, the prophetic dream is an activity of the active
intellect; in as much as the sensorial representations
and their macdm are already potentially present in the
soul, the dream enables the actualisation of the potential intelligence of the human being, of his "material"
intellect, that is, by the active eternal intellect. Certainly, the possibility of scientific knowledge through
dreams, admitted by al-Farabl and, to a certain extent, also by Ibn Slna, is limited by Ibn Rushd (as
already had been the case with Ibn Badjdja) (see
Davidson, 342 ff); the inspiration given by dreams is
limited to what is useful or harmful, and to a few practical arts; it does not extend to theoretical science.
Prophetic revelation recedes here into the background.
Instead, Ibn Rushd propagates a connection between the form of the soul, understood as eternal
potentiality of the "material" intellect, and the
divine, eternal, active intellect. This connection is
said to be the road to the most perfect form of human
knowledge. For Ibn Rushd, the universality of this

general form of the soul excludes any individuality
(and thus also the individual immortality of the soul).
Here, too, can be detected a basic tenet of Islamic
philosophical thinking, which had become apparent
with al-Kindl and which could appeal to the Kur3an,
to mystics, and to the religious tradition of Islam,
namely tracing human knowledge back to God, considering prophetical knowledge as superior to human
knowledge, and dreams as the road along which God
transmits knowledge to mankind. However, Ibn
Rushd limited the traditional appreciation of this
road.
Bibliography. 1. Texts. Rasd^il al-Kindt alfalsafiyya, ed. Muhammad cAbd al-HadT Abu Rlda,
i-ii, Cairo 1950-3, partially new ed. 1978; partial
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tr. R. Walzer, al-Farabi on the Perfect State, Oxford
1985; Ibn Slna, al-Shifd*, al-tabfiyydt, vi: al-Nafs, ed.
G. Anawati and Sacld Zayid, Cairo 1975; ed. F.
Rahman, Avicenna's De Anima (Arabic text) being the
psychological part of Kitdb al-Shifd*, Oxford 1959;
idem, al-Risdla al-mandmiyya, ed. Muh. cAbd ulMucld Khan. A unique treatise on the interpretation of
dreams, in Avicenna commemoration volume, Calcutta
1956, 255-307; Eng. tr. idem, Kitabu ta^bir-ir-ruya of
Abu <Ali b. Sina, in Indo-Iranica, ix/3 (1956), 15-30;
ix/4, 43-57; Ibn Rushd, Talkhts Kitdb al-hiss wa 7mahsus, ed. H. Gatje, Wiesbaden 1961; ed. H.
Blumberg, Cambridge, Mass. 1972 ( = Corpus
commentariorum Averrois in Aristotelem [ =
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Blumberg, Cambridge, Mass. 1961 ( = CCAA, versio anglica, VII).
2. S t u d i e s . D.P Brewster, Philosophical discussions of prophecy in medieval Islam, diss. Oxford 1975,
unpubl.; H. Daiber, Abu Hdtim ar-Rdzi(10th century
A.D.) on the unity and diversity of religions, in Dialogue
and syncretism. An interdisciplinary approach, ed. J.
Gort, H. Vroom et alii, Grand Rapids, Michigan
1989, 87-104; idem, Die Autonomie der Philosophic im
Islam, in Knowledge and the sciences in medieval philosophy, ed. M. Asztalos, J.E. Murdoch, I. Niiniluoto,
i ( = Acta philosophica fennica, 48), 228-49; idem,
Naturwissenschaft bei den Arabern im 10. Jahrhundert n.
Chr. Briefe des Abu l-Fadl Ibn al-^Amid (360/970) an
'Adudaddaula, Leiden 1993 ( = Islam. Philos.,
Theol. a Science, XIII), 150 ff. (Ibn al-cAmId
modifies al-FaraWs doctrine of the dream); idem,
The ruler as philosopher. A new interpretation of alFdrdbi's view, Amsterdam-Oxford-New York 1986
( = Mededelingen der Koninklijke Nederlandse
Akademie van Wetenschappen, afd. Letterkunde,
nr. 49/4); idem, Prophetie und Ethik bei Fdrdbi (gest.
3391950), in L'homme et son univers au moyen age, ed.
Chr. Wenin, ii ( = Philosophes medievaux,
XXVII), 729-53; H.A. Davidson, Alfarabi, Avicenna, andAverroes, on intellect, New York-Oxford 1992;
G. Endress, Al-Kindi's theory of anamnesis, in Islam e
arabismo na peninsula iberica. Actas do XI congresso da
uniao europeia de arabistas e islamologos, ed. A. Sidarus,
Evora 1986, 393-402; H. Gatje, Die "inneren Sinne"
bei Averroes, in ZDMG, cxv (1965), 255-93; idem,
Philosophische Traumlehren im Islam, in ZDMG, cix
(1959), 258-85; idem, Studien zur Uberlieferung der
aristotelischen Psychologie im Islam, Heidelberg 1971,
81 ff. (on pp. 130 ff. cf. Daiber, Prophetie, 729, n.
1); Ch. Genequand, Platonism and hermetism in AlKindPs Ft al-nafs, in ZGAIW, iv, Frankfurt/M.
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422-35); M.E. Marmura, Avicenna's theory of prophecy
in the light of Ash^arite theology, in The seed of wisdom.
Essays in honour of T.J. Meek, ed. W.S. McCullough,
Toronto 1964, 159-78; J.R. Michot, La destinee de
I'homme selon Avicenne, Louvain 1986 ( = Academic
Roy ale de Belgique, Classe des Lettres, Fonds Rene
Draguet, v), 104 ff.; A. Schimmel, Mystische Dimensionen des Islam, Cologne 1985; M. Smith, Rabija the
mystic A.D. 717-801 and her fellow saints in Islam,
Cambridge 1928; Sh. Pines, The Arabic recension of
Parva Naturalia and the philosophical doctrine concerning
veridical dreams according to al-Risdla al-Mandmiyya and
other sources, in IOS, iv (1974), 104-53; F. Rahman,
Prophecy in Islam, London 1958; A. Ravitzky,
Hebrew quotations from the lost Arabic recension of Parva
Naturalia, in JSAI, iii (1981-2), 191-202; M. Wali
Ur-Rahman, Al-Fdrdbi and his theory of dreams, in 1C,
x (1936), 137-51; R. Walzer, Greek into Arabic, Oxford 21963, 206-19 (Al-Fdrdbi's theory of prophecy and
divination).
_
(H. DAIBER)
RIPYAT ALLAH, the vision of God. It is usually qualified by the phrase bi 'l-absdr, "through perception", to distinguish it from a metaphorical concept,
sometimes acknowledged, of vision "through the
heart", cf. al-Ashcari, Makdldt, 157,11. 10-13 and 216,
11. 10-13.
Whether it is or will be possible for men to see God
with their own eyes is one of the questions which have
deeply divided Muslim theologians. Sunnls of all persuasions (Hanbalis, Kullabiyya, Ashcarls, Karramiyya and MaturidTs) maintain that it is so. The
notion was absolutely refuted, on the other hand, by
the Djahmiyya and then by the MuctazilTs, also, it is
said, by the Kharidjis, the Zaydis, and the majority of
the MurdjPls (cf. Makdldt, 216, 11. 14-15; cAbd alDjabbar, al-Mughni, iv, 139, 11. 4-6; Abu '1-Yusr alPazdawl, Usul, 78, 11. 6-7). Among the Imami Shlcls,
only the earliest theologians (Hisham b. al-Hakam,
etc.), adherents of a "corporealist" conception of
God, acknowledged His visibility; but early
theologians such as al-Kulayni and Ibn Babawayh
(thus, even before the "conversion" of the Imamls to
Muctazill kaldm) adopted the contrary view (cf. Vajda,
Le probleme, in Le ShPisme imamite, 33-46).
To say that God is "visible through perception"
does not necessarily mean, for the adherents of this
thesis, that He is so for all, and in all circumstances.
The customary Sunni position, as defined at an early
stage in the profession of faith of the ashdb al-hadith articulated by al-Ashcari (Makdldt, 292, li. 12-13) is that
God will be seen only in the after-life and only by
believers; infidels will be deprived of the sight of Him,
in conformity with Kur'an, LXXXIII, 15. In this
world, on the other hand, God could be seen by
nobody, with the exception of the Prophet Muhammad (although this last point is controversial, on account, notably, of two contradictory statements attributed to Ibn cAbbas and c A D isha).
Here as elsewhere, the Kur'an is invoked in support of both theories. The opponents of the notion of
visibility invoke VI, 103: la tudrikuhu 'l-absdru,
"perceptions do not comprehend Him". In reply, the
Sunnls propose two interpretations. For some (such as
al-Ashari), the implication of the verse is more
specific; a qualification such as "in this world" is to
be understood. Others, including Ibn Kullab and
later al-Maturldl, distinguish between idrdk and ru^ya:
God denies that perceptions "comprehend" Him, not
that they "see" Him.
The Sunnls, for their part, invoke LXXV, 22-3,
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where it is said that on the Day of Resurrection faces
will be ild rabbihd ndzira, "their Lord regarding". To
which the Muctazills reply that nazara is equivalent
here to intazara, and the expression is metonymical. It
is the reward of their Lord which they "will wait for".
The Sunnls also have recourse to VII, 143: since
Moses, a prophet, asked to see God, it follows, they
say, that God can be seen. To which the Muctazilis
reply, following al-Djubba5!, that it was not for
himself that Moses made this request, but for his incredulous people, who demanded it of him.
The Sunnls also base a major part of their argument on a well-known hadith according to which the
Prophet, on a night of full moon, is said to have promised his Companions "You shall see (tarawna) your
Lord as you see this moon" (al-Bukhari, mawdkit, 16
and 26; tawhid, 24, 1-3). For the Muctazilis, either the
hadith is inauthentic or else tarawna is to be understood
in a figurative sense, as a synonym of taclamuna.
In the realm of rational controversy, the Muctazills
place the greatest emphasis on the argument that, in
order to be seen, a thing must be either substance or
accident, and God is neither one nor the other. The
solution proposed by al-Ashcan (and also adopted by
the Maturldis) is that visibility is not confined to
substances and accidents; it is a necessary characteristic of all existing things—and God exists.
Bibliography: Ashcari, Makdldt, 2nd ed. Ritter,
213-17; idem, al-Ibdna, Damascus 1401/1981, 3150; idem, al-Luma^, ed. McCarthy, §§ 68-81;
Maturldl, al-Tawhid, ed. Kholeif, 77-85; Bakillani,
al-Tamhid, ed. McCarthy, 266-79; idem, al-Insdf,
Cairo 1382/1963, 176-93; Djuwaynl, al-Irshdd,
Cairo 1369/1950, 166-186; PazdawT, Usul al-din,
ed. Linss, 77-88; Abu 'l-Mu c m al-NasafT, Tabsirat
al-adilla, Damascus 1990, 387-442; Abu Yacla^ alMu^tamad, Beirut 1974, §§ 147-53; cAbd alDjabbar, al-Mughni, iv, 33-240; Mankdlm (TV/ft)
Sharh al-usul al-khamsa, ed. C A.K. c Uthman, 232-77;
G. Vajda, Le probleme de la vision de Dieu (ruDya)
d'apres quelques auteurs suites duodecimals, in T. Fahd
(ed.) Le Shftsme imamite, Paris 1970, 31-54 (repr.
Variorum Reprints, London 1986); idem, Le Probleme de la vision de Dieu d'apres Yusuf al-Bastr, in
Islamic philosophy and the Classical tradition (Studies for
R. Walzer), Oxford 1972, 473-89; A.K. Tuft, The
ru D ya (sic) controversy and the interpretation of Qur^dn
verse VII (al-Acraf): 143, in Hamdard Islamicus, vi
(1983), 3-41; D. Gimaret, La Doctrine d'al-Ash^ari,
Paris 1990, 329-44; J. van Ess, Theologie und
Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert Hidschra, iv, forthcoming.
(D. GIMARET)
RIPYAT AL-HILAL (A.), a term in Islamic
astronomy denoting the sighting of the lunar crescent. In this article, astronomical aspects are covered.
Muslim astronomers from the 2nd/8th century onwards performed calculations to predict the visibility
of the lunar crescent, of particular importance for the
fixing the beginning and end of Ramadan and the
festivals [see HILAL, i. In religious law; C ID; RAMADAN;
SAWM; TA^RIKH]. Over the centuries, the techniques
and visibility conditions that they used became more
sophisticated. Even the simplest procedures involved
a knowledge of the longitudes of the sun and moon at
sunset on the night when visibility was in question and
methods for finding the difference in setting times of
the sun and moon [see MATALIC]. More complicated
procedures involved the altitude of the moon above
the horizon or the apparent velocity of the moon.
These conditions are recorded in astronomical handbooks [see zipj] and treatises on astronomical
timekeeping [see MIKAT].
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The earliest Muslim astronomers adopted a simple
Indian visibility condition, namely, that the difference
in setting times of the sun and moon be at least 12
equatorial degrees (or 48 minutes of time). Using this,
they calculated tables displaying for a specific latitude
and for different solar longitudes the minimum
elongation between sun and moon necessary for
visibility (see PI. XXXVI). More complicated tables
involved directly the lunar latitude or served a series
of different latitudes. Some later astronomers used
conditions so complex that they had to calculate by
hand the various astronomical quantities involved and
then investigate whether these satisfied their visibility
conditions, not always explicitly stated (see PI.
XXXVII). The results of their labours were circulated in astronomical ephemerides [see TAKWIM], in
which for each day of a given year the positions of the
sun, moon and planets would be tabulated and for
each month the lunar visibility calculations and
predictions, as well as astrological prognostications,
would be recorded (see PI. XXXVIII) and occasionally illustrated (see PI. XXXIX). There are no known
mediaeval records of conflicts with the ^ulama?, who
favoured actual sightings of the crescent (see HILAL. i)
and used simple arithmetical procedures (based on
alternating months of 29 and 30 days) when adverse
weather conditions prevailed.
This is a subject on which a great deal of work remains to be done. First, there are numerous
astronomical discussions of the subject yet to be
studied. Second, there are even more legal discussions
awaiting study (see, for example, the volume by cAbd
al-Wahhab cited below). And third, there are
references to actual practice scattered throughout the
historical literature. Of particular historical interest
are various Shi*! treatises.
In the modern world, with instant communications
between places where the crescent can be seen and
others where it cannot, as well as less mutual understanding between religious scholars and scientists,
there is occasionally some confusion about the beginning and end of Ramadan.
Bibliography: Several different mediaeval procedures and tables are analysed in the following articles: E.S. Kennedy, The crescent visibility theory of
Thdbit bin Qurra, in Procs. of the Mathematical and
Physical Society of the United Arab Republic (I960), 714, idem and M. Janjanian, The crescent visibility table
in Al-Khwdrizmi's Zlj, in Centaurus, xi (1965), 73-8
(the table is Andalusian and unrelated to alKhwarazml), and idem, The lunar visibility theory of
Ya^qub ibn Tariq, inJNES, xxvii (1968), 126-32, all
three repr. in E.S. Kennedy et ai, Studies in the exact
sciences in Islam, Beirut 1983; and D.A. King, Some
early Islamic tables for determining lunar crescent visibility,
in Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, 500
(1986), 185-225, idem, Ibn Yunus on lunar crescent
visibility, Jnal. of the History of Astronomy, xix (1988),
155-68, and idem, Lunar crescent visibility predictions in
medieval Islamic ephemerides, in S. Seikaly, R.
Baalbaki, P. Dodd (eds.), Quest for understanding.
Arabic and Islamic studies in memory of Malcolm H. Ken,
Beirut 1991, 233-51, all three repr. in King,
Astronomy in the service of Islam, Aldershot, Variorum
Reprints 1993; J.P. Hogendijk, Three Islamic lunar
crescent visibility tables, in Jnal. for the History of
Astronomy, xix (1988), 29-44, and idem, New light on
the lunar crescent visibility table of Yaq^ub ibn Tariq, in
JNES, xlvii (1988), 95-104. These works contain
references to other technical literature on the subject (such as that in zi^s).
See also H.P J. Renaud, Sur les lunes du Ramadan,

in Hesperis, xxxii (1945), 51-68, unique of its genre,
for the practice in Morocco. A large number of
original sources from legal texts are collected in
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahhab, al-^Adhb al-zulalfi
mabahith ru^yat al-hildl, Katar 1977.
On the problems associated with the Muslim
calendar nowadays, see M. Ilyas, A modern guide to
the astronomical calculations of Islamic calendar, times &
qibla, Kuala Lumpur 1984, and Imad-ad-Dean
Ahmad, Signs in the heavens. A Muslim astronomer's
perspective on religion and science, Beltsville, Md. 1992.
(D.A. KING)
RUYAN, a d i s t r i c t of the Caspian coastlands
region of Persia c o m p r i s i n g the w e s t e r n half of
M a z a n d a r a n [<7-#.].
I r a n i a n t r a d i t i o n . According to Darmesteter,
Avesta, ii, 416, Ruyan corresponds to the mountain
called Raodita ("reddish") in Yasht, 19, 2, and Royishnomand in Bundahishn, xii, 2, 27 (tr. West, 34). AlBTruni, Chronologic, ed. Sachau, 220,_makes Ruyan
the scene of the exploits of the archer Arish (cf. ZahTr
al-Dln MarcashT, Ta^nkh-i Tabaristan u Ruyan u Mazandaran, ed. Dorn, 18 [Yasht 8, 6, in this connection
mentions the hill Aryo-xshnOa]). In the letter addressed to the mobad Tansar by king *Gushnaspshah
(3rd century A.D.?), the latter claims to be lord of
Tabaristan, Patishkh w ar-gar, Gflan, Daylaman,
Ruyan and Damawand.
Geography. According to Ibn Rusta, 150, and
Ibn al-Faklh, 304 (the latter cites Baladhun as
authority, but the passage is lacking in the Futuh albulddn), Ruyan was at first an independent hura attached to Daylam. It was conquered by c Umar b. al'Ala0 (after 141/758), who built a town there with a
minbar and attached it to Tabaristan. Ruyan comprised an extensive area the districts of which lay between
two mountains (Ibn al-Fakfh: "between the mountains of Ruyan and Daylam"); each township could
supply from 400 to 1,000 soldiers (Ibn al-Fakih: in all
50,000). The kharadi levied on Ruyan by Harun alRashid was 400,050 dirhams. The town of Ruyan
called Kadjdja was the headquarters of the wall.
Ruyan was near the mountains of Rayy and was
reached via Rayy. The text of the two authors above
quoted suggests that, between Ruyan and unsubjected Daylam, was a region which formed the
military zone from which operations were conducted
against Daylam. To this zone belonged Shalus or
Calus, a town called al-Kabira (situated opposite
Kadjdja), another (?) town called al-Muhdatha and
lastly Muzn. (But on these frontiers, see the Hudud al^dlam and ZahTr al-Dfn.)
Al-IstakhrT, 206, enumerates the mountains of
"Daylam" (in the broad sense) as the following:
Djibal Karin, Djibal *Fadhusban and Djibal alRQbandj (according to Barthold, *al-Ruyandj =
Ruyan). In these last-named highlands, there were
formerly kingdoms (mamdlik); in the part adjoining
Tabaristan the kings were of Tabaristan, and in the
part adjoining Rayy they were of Rayy.
According to the Hudud al-cdlam (written in
372/982), tr. Minorsky, 135, comm. 387, Natil (according to Istakhn, 217, one marhala west of Amul)
Calus, Rudhan ( = Ruyan) and Kalar (west of Calus)
formed a province of Tabaristan, but the authority
there belonged to a king named Ustundar. Rudhan
produced red woollen materials for waterproofs and
blue gilim (a kind of carpet material).
R u s t a m d a r . From the Mongol period we find the
geographical term Rustamdar. According to Hamd
Allah Mustawfi, Nuzhat al-kulub, ed. Le Strange, 161,
the greater part of its territory was irrigated by the
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PLATE XXXVI

The crescent visibility theory of Abu Dja c far al-Khwarazmi [q.v. ] from the early 3rd/9th century. The table,
which serves the latitude of Baghdad (taken by the author as 33°), displays the minimum distance between the
sun and moon for each zodiacal sign. From ms. Cairo Talcat falakfdrisi 11, fol. 61 a, courtesy of the Egyptian
National Library.

PLATE XXXVII
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Calculations of the possibility of crescent visibility on the first day of the civil months of the year 1125 AH
1713-14]. The tables, part of a set for the years 1125-30 AH and serving Cairo, show the lunar longitude
latitude (but, alas, for the purposes of analysis not the solar longitude), the apparent distance between the
and moon, the altitude of the moon, the difference in setting times of the two luminaries, and then at the
of each line a prediction. If the crescent cannot be seen, the new month will start on the next day. From
Cairo Dar al-Kutub sind^a 166,2, fol. 40a, courtesy of the Egyptian National Library.
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PLATE XXXVIII

In these extracts from a Yemeni ephemeris for the year 808 AH [ = 1405-6], the information at the top of the
double-page for a specific civil month relates to the astrological implications of the full moon in the middle of
that month and to the new moon on day one, for which the prediction is that it will not be seen (Idyura). The
main tables show the ecliptic positions of the sun, moon and five naked-eye planets, as well as the implications
of the relative positions of the moon and the other celestial bodies, for each day of the month in question. From
ms. Cairo Dar al-Kutub Taymur riydda 274, pp. 104-5, courtesy of the Egyptian National Library.

PLATE XXXIX
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In this Egyptian ephemeris for the Djalali year 936 AH [ = 1614-15], the position of the crescent relative to
the horizon of Cairo is shown for each month. From ms. Cairo Dar al-Kutub mikdt 141,3, courtesy of the Egyptian National Library.
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Shah-rud (?!) and CAH b. Shams al-Dm Lahidji,
Ta^nkh-i Khdnt, ed. Dorn, 298, says that Talakan (on
the upper Shah-rud) adjoined Rustamdar. On the
other hand, Zahlr al-Dln gives the term a larger connotation and uses it sometimes as a synonym of
Ruyan and sometimes with a special meaning. An examination of the passages led R. Vasmer, Die
Eroberung Tabaristdns, 123-4, to the conclusion that
Rustamdar in the proper sense was situated towards
Kudjur and Kalar, while Ruyan primarily meant the
country between Rustamdar and Kasran (i.e. the
country towards Rayy). According to Zahlr al-Dln,
19-20, the eastern frontier of Rustamdar was originally at Si-sangan (near the mouth of the river of
Kudjur), but in the time of the jSaldjuk Sandjar was
brought back to Alisha (near Amul?); the western
frontier was at first at Malat (near Langarud in
Gilan), but in 590/1193 was brought back to Sakhtasar (on the eastern frontier of Gllan) and in
640/1242 at Namak-awa-rud (west of Kalarastak). It
is curious that Zahlr al-Dln, 17, seems to place the
"town of Ruyan" (the Kadjdja of Ibn Rusta) at
Kudjur, but the passage is not very explicit and the
legend of the foundation of the town given by Zahlr
al-Dm may belong to a period before the appearance
of the term Rustamdar.
The princes of R u y a n . The title attested for the
dynasty is Ustundar (perhaps *Ustan-ddr< Ostdn-ddr;
cf. al-Tabari, i, 2638). It is not clear if the dynasty
also took the title of pddhuspdn (<pdtgospdn), which in
Sasanid terminology was at first borne by the viceroys
of the four great divisions of the empire, the
prerogatives of which were lessened in time by the increase in power of the military commanders
(sipdhbadh', cf. Christensen, L'Iran sous ies Sassanides2,
139, 352, 518 ff.). The fact is that in the passage in alIstakhri, 206, the mountain of *Fadhusfan is mentioned separately and, it seems, to the east of
*Ruyandj, but it is possible that the two names only
mean the two parts of "Ruyan" which at this time
were under Tabaristan and Rayy respectively. In any
case, in the genealogy of the Ustundars (Zahlr al-Dm,
146-54, 320-1), Paduspan appears as the personal
name of the eponymous founder and of certain
princes only. The eponym Paduspan (towards the end
of the 7th century?) was regarded as one of the three
sons of Gll-Gawbara, a descendant of the Sasanid
Djamasp (who reigned 497-9). Towards the beginning of the 4th/10th century (al-Istakhri, 206, see
above), the dynasty seems to have passed through a
crisis which it survived. After the death of Djalal alDawla Kayumarth b. Bisutun b. Gustahm in
857/1453, his possessions were divided between his
two sons: the line of Kawus reigned in Nur, in the
valley of the left bank tributary of the river of Amul
(Haraz-pay), and that of Iskandar at Kudjur, on the
northern slopes of the mountains of Nur.
On the feudal wars in Mazandaran, see Zahlr alDin, ed. Dorn, also ed. c Abbas Shay an, Tehran 1333
5^./1954, indices. The princes of Rustamdar retained
their autonomy down to the time of the Safawids. In
947/1540 the expedition of Shah Tahmasp against
Malik Djahanglr b. Malik Kawus, who had shut
himself up in the fortress of Laridjan, was a failure (cf.
Hasan Rumlu, Ahsan al-tawdnkh, ed. Seddon, 299). In
997/1589 the maliks Djahanglr b. cAziz of Nur and
Djahanglr b. Muhammad of Kudjur came to pay
homage to Shah cAbbas, but finally in 1003/1594 they
were both dispossessed of their lands; the ruler of Nur
submitted voluntarily, while he of Kudjur was seized
by force (cf. Iskandar Munshi, Ta^rikh-i ^Alam-drd,
265, 334, 354-7).
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Bibliography: See that to MAZANDARAN; F. Justi,
Iranisches Namenbuch, s.v. Patkospdn, Ustanddr, and
433-5; J. Marquart, Erdnsahr, 131, 135 (Kuan); G.
Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 373-4;
R. Vasmer, Die Eroberung Tabaristdns durch dieAraber,
in Islamica, iii/1 (1927), 115-25 (a detailed analysis
of the sources); H.L. Rabino, Mazandaran and
Astardbdd, London 1928, see index; idem, arts,
listed in the Bibl. to MAZANDARAN; W. Barthold, An
historical geography of Iran, Princeton 1984, 233-4.
(V. MINORSKY)
RUZBIHAN b. Abl Nasr al-Fasa>I al-Daylaml
AL-BAKLI AL-SHIRAZI, Sadr al-Dln Abu Muhammad
(522-606/1128-1209), Persian Sufi a u t h o r . Ruzbihan was born into a family of Daylami origin in the
town of Fasa5 (Pasa3) in Fars and raised without
religious guidance. From early youth, however, he
was susceptible to dreams and powerful ecstasies, so
that he soon abandoned his early trade as a grocer
(whence his name BaklT), was initiated into a branch
of the Kadharuni tanka, and travelled in search of
religious knowledge. For 50 years he preached in the
mosque of Shlraz, and he established a ribdt [q.v.]
there in 560/1165 that continued to be a centre of SufT
training and activity under his descendants for several
generations. His predilection for the outrageous
ecstatic sayings (shathiyydt) of earlier Sufis earned him
the sobriquet "Doctor Ecstaticus" (shaykh-i shattdh).
He recorded his spiritual experiences with directness
and power, using a prose style of great rhetorical density. Although the tanka Ruzbihdniyya did not endure
as an institution, his writings, particularly his mystical
Kurgan commentary, have been studied, preserved,
and commented on by a select group of readers in the
Ottoman regions (e.g. cAynI Simabi), in Central Asia
(Djami [q.v.]), and in India (Dara Shukoh [q.v.]), as
well as in Persia proper, up to the present day.
Ruzbihan is the subject of two hagiographies written by his grandsons: Tuhfat ahl al-^irfdn by Sharaf alDm Ibrahim b. Sadr al-Dln Ruzbihan Thani, completed in 700/1300 (ed. Dj. Nurbakhsh, Tehran
1349/1970), and Ruh al-ajindn by Shams al-Dln cAbd
al-Latlf b. Sadr al-Dln Ruzbihan Than!, which was
dedicated to the Atabak Nusrat al-Dln Ahmad-i Lur
(r. 696-733/1296-1333) (both texts ed. M.T. DanishPazhuh, Ruzbihdn-ndma, Tehran 1347/1969).
Among his chief extant writings on Sufism are the
following: (i) Kashf al-asrdr, a spiritual autobiography
in Arabic written in 577/1181-2 (partial editions by N.
Hoca, Istanbul 1971, and P. Nwyia, in al-Machriq,
Ixiv [1970], 385-406); (ii) cArd>is al-baydnfi hakd^ik alKur^dn (several times lithographed in India), a
voluminous Sufi tafsir in Arabic building on previous
commentaries by al-Sulami and al-Kushayrl [q.vv.}\
(iii) Mantik al-asrdr, an Arabic collection of ecstatic
sayings (shathiyydt) with commentary and a lexicon of
SufT terminology; (iv) Sharh-i shathiyydt (ed. H. Corbin, Tehran 1966), a Persian translation and expansion of the Mantik al-asrdr (extracts tr. L. Massignon,
in Kitdb al tawdsin, Paris 1913, 79-108); (v) cAbhar alc
dshikin (ed. with full bibliographic and biographic
essays by H. Corbin and M. Mu c in, Tehran 1958,
also ed. gj. Nurbakhsh, Tehran 1349/1971), a Persian treatise on mystical love; (vi) Mashrab al-arwdh
(ed. N. Hoca, Istanbul 1974), an Arabic treatise on
1,001 spiritual states (ahwdl); (vii) Risdlat al-kuds and
(viii) Ghalatdt al-sdlikin (both ed. Dj. Nurbakhsh.
Tehran 1351/1972), Persian treatises for §ufT novices;
(ix) al-Ighdna, also known as Shark al-hujub wa 'l-astdr
f i makdmdt ahl al-anwdr wa 'l-asrdr (lith. Haydarabad
1333/1915), a commentary in Arabic on the veils that
separate the soul from God. He also wrote poetry in
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Arabic and Persian, plus numerous other works on
standard religious subjects such as hadith, exoteric
Kur3an commentary, and §haficl jurisprudence, some
of which have only been preserved in excerpts in his
biographies.
Bibliography: In addition to the texts mentioned
in the article, see L. Massignon, La vie et les ceuvres
de Ruzbehan Baqli, in Opera minora, ed. Y. Moubarac,
Beirut 1963, ii, 451-65; H. Corbin, En islam iranien,
Paris 1972, iii, 9-146; C. Ernst, Words of ecstasy in
Sufism, Albany 1985; idem, The symbolism of birds and
flight in the writings of Ruzbihdn Baqli, in Sufi, xi
(1991), 5-12; idem, The stages of love in early Persian
Sufism, from Rabija to Ruzbihdn, in Sufi, xiv (1992),
16-23; A. Godlas, The Quranic hermeneutics of Ruzbihdn al-Baqli, diss., University of California at
Berkely 1991, unpubl. New editions and French
translations of the Kashf al-asrdr, Risdlat al-kuds, alIghdna, and several minor theological texts are forthcoming from P. Ballanfat.
(C. ERNST)
RUZNAMA (P.), literally "record of the day",
hence acquiring meanings like "almanac, calendar,
daily journal" etc.
1. As a mediaeval Islamic a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
term.
In the cAbbasid caliphate's financial departments,
the ruzndmaaj_ was the day-book (kitdb al-yawm) in
which all the financial transactions of the day—incoming taxation receipts, items of expenditure—
were recorded before being transferred to the awdradj_,
the register showing the balance of taxation in hand.
The form ruzndmadj_ points to an origin of this practice
in Sasanid administration. Later, in Fatimid and early Ayyubid Egypt, ruzndma was used in a sense contrary to its etymological meaning and its usage in the
eastern Islamic world, sc. for the rendering of accounts every ten days.
Bibliography: C.E. Bosworth, Abu cAbdalldh alKhwdrazmi on the technical terms of the secretary's art, in
JESHO, xii (1969), 121-2.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. In the sense of almanac, calendar [see
TAKWIM].
RUZNAMEDJI(p.-Tkish.), the Ottoman term
for the keeper of a daybook (ruzndme or ruzndmce),
referring principally to the official in charge of the
register of daily income and expenditure of the central
treasury, khazine. From the diminutive form ruzndmce,
this official was known alternatively as ruzndmceaji, a
title often contracted to ruzndmce and identical with the
name of the daybook itself. The ruzndmeaji and his
scribal staff formed part of the financial bureaucracy
headed by the bash defterddr [q.v.]. The late-15th century kdnunndme of Mehmed II assigns a relatively high
scribal status to the ruzndmeaji. This, together with the
essential nature of such a register, indicates that the
post probably dates from the earliest period of
Ottoman administration.
By the mid-10th/16th century, the ruzndmeaji''s office was developing two relatively distinct branches.
The ruzndmeaji-yi ewwel, later buyiik ruzndmeaji (chief
daybook keeper), was the senior official with overall
responsibility for recording all kinds of income and
expenditure; the ruzndmeaji-yi thdni, later kucuk ruzndmeaji (second, or lesser, daybook keeper) became
specifically concerned with recording expenditure on
the wages and salaries of palace servants and lesser officials of the central administration.
The designation ruzndmeaji was also applied
generally to the daybook clerk(s) in various other offices of the central and provincial administration, e.g.
keepers of timdr ruzndmeleri, registers of appointments
to timdr and zecdmet [q. vv.] holdings.

During the 19th-century Tanzimdt [q.v.], the khazine
daybook was retitled synonymously yewmiyye defteri,
and the ruzndmeaji as yewmiyye kdtibi.
Bibliography: Pakalm, iii, 60-2; LH. UzunCarsjh, Osmanli devletinin merkez ve bahriye teskildti,
Ankara 1984, 336-9 and passim; K. Rohrborn,
Untersuchungen zur osmanischen Verwaltungsgeschichte,
Berlin 1973, 36-9; H. Sahillioglu, Ruznamfe, in [M.
Kiitukoglu (ed.)], Tarih boyunca paleograjya ve
diplomatik semineri, 30 nisan - 2 may is 1986: bildiriler,
Istanbul 1988, 113-39, 333-46.
(CHRISTINE WOODHEAD)
AL-RUZZ (A., vars. aruzz, uruzz), the Arabic word
for rice, Oryza sativa L., one of two major cultivated
species, the other being the indigenous African variety
0. glaberrima, both of which spring from perennial
rice. Arabic agronomical manuals do not distinguish
among the known varieties of wild rice, although
several types may well have been employed in addition to the domesticated kind.
From its place(s) of origin in India or China ca.
3,000 BC., the use of rice spread to the Middle East,
where it was also cultivated in pre-Islamic times,
albeit in limited areas such as Mesopotamia and Jordan. Knowledge of rice spread slowly among the
classical cultures of the Mediterranean; its diffusion
westward as a cultivated crop is evident in Islamic
times and references to its cultivation in al-Andalus
from the 4th/10th century are numerous.
The 6th/12th century AndalusI author Ibn alc
Awwam, who cites (ii, 55-63), among others, his
eastern predecessor Ibn Wahshiyya [q.v.] (see ms.
Bodleian, Hunt. 349, fol. 21), relates various methods
of planting rice. These included the familiar (and
recommended) submerging of the seedlings in water
to drown their weed competitors; however, they were
also planted in drier or drained areas which required
careful weeding. Transplanting seedlings to the paddy
field after they had swollen was the preferred technique, but non-transplanting was apparently also practiced. Milling techniques were basic; the plants were
dried after harvesting and then placed in sacks and
beaten with metal rods to remove the kernels. After
winnowing, the kernels were placed in another bag
and beaten to remove the husk. After a second winnowing, the milled, unpolished, white grains were
stored in earthenware jars. There is no mention of
subsequent polishing of the grains or of using the ancient Indian technique of parboiling the plant to
preserve more of its nutrients, such as vitamin Bl.
Two crops a year were harvested, the summer crop
being said to be better than the winter one.
Out of all the cereals known in the mediaeval
Islamic world, rice did not seem to enjoy the widespread popularity that wheat, sorghum and barley
did. Nevertheless, in areas where it was heavily
cultivated, such as the southern parts of the Sawad of
c
lrak and Khuzistan, rice bread was the staple of the
poor (Ibn Kutayba, cUyun al-akhbdr, i, 221) and alDjahiz reports that it was the favoured fare of misers,
who offered it to their guests (Kitdb al-Bukhald^, ed.
van Vloten, 129; see also H. Zayyat, Khubz al-aruzz,
in al-Machreq, xxxv [1937], 377-80). The rice bread
baker was called khubz aruzzi (the nisba of the popular
poet of Basra Abu '1-Kasim Nasr al-Khubza3 aruzzi
[q.v.]. The physician al-RazI (d. 320/932) observed
that rice bread was less digestible than wheat bread,
hence it should be eaten with salty food or with a lot
of fat or with milk or garlic in order to prevent ill side
effects. In this connection, Canard (122) has remarked upon references to the consumption of rice and rice
bread with fish in clrak. Ibn Zuhr (d. 557/1162) adds
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that rice bread produces thick humour, causes
obstructions in the intestines and has an astringent effect upon the stomach.
The general medical view of rice itself was that it inclined towards the "cold" element by nature which,
it was said, could be modified when cooked with milk
or fat and eaten with sugar. When cooked with milk,
oxymel was recommended to be drunk afterwards to
counter obstructions in the stomach caused by it.
Food preparation with rice was not, however, confined only to bread among the lowest classes. The
mediaeval Arabic culinary manuals, which reflect the
urban ambience of a leisured class, contain recipes
where rice is employed in a number of ways. The
following is a representative selection taken from the
anonymous work of probable Egyptian provenance of
the 7/13 or 8/14 century (see anon., Kanz, index).
These include rice as an alternative to cornstarch as a
thickening agent in stews made with meat and
vegetables, where the rice is added in the last stage of
preparation. In another receipt, washed rice cooked in
fresh milk and seasoned with mastic, camphor and
cinnamon appears to be close to the modern popular
rice pudding dish, muhallabiyya. The mediaeval version of muhallabiyya, by contrast, was made with meat
or chicken, sweetened with honey and seasoned with
spices to which saffron-coloured rice is added. Indeed,
the most common way of using rice in a substantial
dish was to cook meat and/or vegetables with it in the
same pot. One variation called al-labaniyya containing
meat and leeks or onion is cooked in milk (laban)
together with a little powdered rice. A dish called alaruzziyya contains meat and seasonings (pepper, dried
coriander and dill), into which a small amount of
powdered rice is added during cooking and washed
(whole) rice towards the end of the preparation. A further use for rice is found in the well-known Egyptian
spiced beverage subiyya, which could be made with
either wheat or rice. And, as with certain other
beverages, this could have been made in both an intoxicating and a legal, non-alcoholic, version. The
method of preparing rice flour is given in one receipt
for use in another preparation called ushndn, a perfumed (powdered, pasty?) mixture for washing and scenting the clothes and hands. Finally, rice was also used
in making vinegar.
The remaining extant mediaeval Arabic cookbooks
contain dishes similar in style to these just mentioned.
One, aruzz mufalfal, which appears in several versions,
was evidently very popular and ressembles a type of
Turkish pilaw. Made with spiced meat and/or chick
peas or pistachio nuts, the dish may contain rice coloured with saffron, white rice alone or a combination
of both. A variation of this dish, called al-muajaddara,
made from lentils and plain rice, is similar to the
modern preparation of the same name. Modern uses
of rice which may not go back earlier than the
8th/14th century include rice presented alone as accompaniment to other dishes and as a filling for
vegetables such as courgettes and the leaves of the
cabbage and vine.
Bibliography: Ibn al- c Awwam, Kitdb al-Fildha
(Libra de Agricultura), ed. and tr. J.A. Banqueri, 2
vols., Madrid 1802, repr. 1988; Abu Bakr al-RazT,
Mandfi^ al-aghdhivya wa-daf- maddrrihd, Cairo 1305;
c
Abd al-Malik b. Zuhr, Kitdb al-Aghdhiyya (Libra de
los alimentos), ed. and tr. E. Garcia Sanchez, Madrid
1992; Ibn al- c Adim, al-Wusla ild 'l-habib f i was/altayyibdt wa 'l-tib, ed. S. Mahjub and D. al-Khatlb,
Aleppo 1988; anon., Kanz al-fawd^id fi tanwi^ almawd^id, ed. M. Marin and D. Waines, Wiesbaden
1993; Ibn Sayyar al-Warrak, Kitdb al-Tabikh, ed. K.
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Ohrnberg and S. Mroueh, Helsinki 1987; A. Watson, Agricultural innovation in the early Islamic world,
Cambridge 1983; H. Zayyat, Kitdb al-Tabdkha, in
al-Machreq, xxxv (1937), 370-6; M. Rodinson,
Recherches sur les documents arabes relatifs a la cuisine, in
REI, xvii (1949), 95-138; M. Canard, Le riz dan* le
Proche Orient aux premiers siecles de I 'Islam, in Arabica,
vi (1959), 113-131; E. Ashtor, The diet of the salaried
classes in the mediaeval Near East, in Jnal. of Asian
History, iv (1970), 1-24.
(D. WAINES)
_RUZZIK B. TALA 5 I C , Abu Shudjac al-Malik alc
Adil al-Nasir, Madjd al-Islam, vizier of the
F a t i m i d caliph al-cAdid li-Dln Allah, d. 558/1163.
He succeeded his father, Abu '1-Gharat Tala5ic b.
RuzzTk, al-Sayyid al-Adjall al-Malik al-Salih Faris alIslam, fatally wounded in Ramadan 556/September
1161. In order to avoid his father's fate, RuzzTk, attacked in the doorway to his ministry, had a subterranean passage dug connecting the Dar Sacld al-Sucada:>
where he lived and the Dar al-Wizara opposite to it.
More relaxed than his father, who had wished to play
in the Fatimid caliphate of Egypt the role which the
Great Saldjuk sultans had played in the cAbbasid
caliphate a century previously (see al-Fariki, cited in
Ibn al-KalanisT, Dhayl Ta^rikh. Dimashk, ed. Amedroz,
Beirut 1909, 330, 360-1), Ruzzik reduced the tax
burden (on the meaning of husbdndt in the passage of
c
Umara of Yemen cited by Muhammad HamdT alMinawT, al-Wizdra wa 'l-wuzard^ fi 'l-casr al-fdtimi,
Cairo 1970, 287, see Th. Bianquis, Le fonctionnement
des diwans financiers, in AA, xxvi [1992], 57). He
abolished the taxes levied on the pilgrims to the profit
of c lsa b. Abl Hisham, amir of the Holy Cities. He
summoned from Alexandria cAbd al-Rahlm b. CA1T alBaysanT, al-KadT al-Fadil, who headed the diwdn aldjcivsji and whose remarkable administrative career
was to extend into the Ayyubid period.
RuzzTk did not have time properly to put into practice his reforms since he could not make firm his own
power. Tala^ b. Ruzzik, on his death bed, had
warned his son against the danger posed by the amir
al-cjjuyush Abu Shudjac Shawar b. Mudjlr al-SacdI,
governor of the SacTd or Upper Egypt, and had advised him not to provoke him unnecessarily. However,
Ruzzlk wished to replace him at Kus [q. v. ] by the amir
Nasir al-Dln Shaykh al-Dawla Ibn al-Rifa. Shawar
then marched on Cairo with his troops; repulsed
towards the Oases, he returned back on to Tarudja,
to the west of the Delta, and finally occupied Cairo in
Muharram 558/January 1163. RuzzTk fled to one of
the intimates of his sister, the wife of the caliph alc
Adid, Sulayman, Ya c kub or MunTl b. al-Fayd, alBTd, or al-Nays al-LakhmT, possibly a Christian, who
betrayed him and handed him over to Tayy b.
Shawar. The later killed him in Ramadan 558/August
1163, putting an end to the attempt of this family, of
Armenian origin, to assume supreme power in Egypt
(its ancestor RuzzTk had arrived in Egypt with Badr
al-DjamalT [q.v. ]). As a convert to Twelver ShTcism.
Tala3^ had been fiercely anti-Sunnl, and his son followed him in this.
Bibliography. The Arabic sources mentioning
RuzzTk are numerous but jejune and repetitive.
See, above all, c Umara al-Yamam, K. al-Nukat almisriyya fi akhbdr al-wuzard^ al-misriyya, ed. Derenbourg, Paris 1897, 69-70; Ibn Zafir,'Akhbdr al-duwal
al-munkati^a, ed. Ferre, Cairo 1972, 111-13, with
rich annotation and bibl.; MakrTzT, Itti^dz alhunafd^, iii, 242-63 and index. Further information
on this vizierate and on the sources in Ayman FuDad
Sayyid, al-Dawla al-fdtimiyya fi Misr, tafsir ajadid,
Cairo 1413/1992, notes, 219-21. See also Ibn al-
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Ward!, Ta^rikh, n.p. n.d. [Cairo], ii, 66; J.-C. Garcin, Remarques sur le plan topographique de la grande mosquee de Qus, in AI, ix (1970), 97-108; idem, Un centre
musulman de la Haute Egypte medievale, Qus, Cairo
1976, indispensable for the period of the military
vizierate.
(TH. BIANQUIS)
RZEWUSKI, (Count) Wenceslas Severin (17851831?), the son of a Hetman or supreme general of
Poland.
Born at Lemberg (Lvov), he was eight years old at
the time of the Second Partition of Poland in 1793.
Deeply moved by the dismemberment of his native
land, Wenceslas' father voluntarily exiled himself to
Austria and chose Vienna for his home. He established friendly relations with the Viennese aristocracy
and the French emigres, and it was in this FrancoGermanic milieu that the young Rzewuski was
brought up. Under the influence of his uncle, Jan
Potocki, he early acquired a great love for the Orient
and avidly studied oriental languages. Together with
the famous orientalist Josef von Hammer, he began in
1809 the publication of a periodical, Die Fundgruben des
Orients "Treasures of the East".
Also, whilst applying himself to the study of Arabic,
he set up his own stud farm, having conceived the extravagant idea of improving the European horse
stocks by bringing in new blood from the Arabian
desert. A journey to the East was now vital for him.
In 1817, having made various preparations, he set out
for Istanbul in order to realise his plan. His journey
took two years and had no element of the merely plea-

sant jaunt. He explored Turkey and Syria; went into
the mountains of Nadjd; ploughed through the desert
with Bedouin tribes who proclaimed him amir, joined
up with, in their company, the escort providing the
safety of the Pilgrimage Caravan and thus was able—
although a non-Muslim—to get into Mecca, whose
site and the rites there he describes briefly; had a long
stay with Lady Hester Stanhope; took part, against
his better judgement, in the rising at Aleppo of 1819;
and returned to Europe with 140 horses chosen from
amongst the best of the Nadjdl stock.
Once back home, he wrote in 1822 a work in two
volumes, totalling some 800 pages, Sur les chevaux orientaux etprovenants (sic) de races orientales. Vol. I is devoted
to the Bedouins, their natural habitat, their customs
and their tribes. It is thus a lively and vivid travel narrative, rich in anecdotes and descriptions of all kinds.
Everything goes past in review: towns, notably Aleppo and Damascus, the countryside, the desert, famous
historical sites (Palmyra, Baalbek), the Caravan to
Mecca, eminent personalities (Lady Hester Stanhope
and the explorer CA1I Bey, whose last moments he
describes, dying, he affirms, in the Christian faith)
and the main events, especially the great revolt at
Aleppo, whose course is recorded day by day.
Bibliography: Rzewuski's book, unpublished, is
in two volumes, richly illustrated with drawings in
Indian ink, in the Warsaw Library, no. TV. 6651;
cf. L. Damoiseau, Voyage en Syrie et dans le desert,
Paris 1833, 9, 67, 77, 114-15, 130, 140.
(J. CHELHOD)

S
SAC (A., masc. or fern.), a m e a s u r e for grain "of
the value of 4 mudd (modius) according to the custom
of Medina" (L^A\ al-Khwarazmf, Mafdtih al-culum,
ed. Van Vloten, 14). If the cubic contents of the sdc,
like that of the mudd, varied with town and district as
far as commercial transactions were concerned, the
value of the ja c was from the canonical point of view
fixed in religious law by the Prophet in the year
2/623-4 when he laid down the ritual details of the orthodox feast of cid al-fitr, which carried with it the
compulsory giving of alms called zakdt al-fitr, the value
of which in grain was one ja c for each member of a
family. It was, of course, the sd^ of Medina that was
chosen as the standard measure and the mudd of
Medina henceforth was called mudd al-nabi.
This primitive mudd of orthodox Islam was standardised by Zayd b. Thabit; and it is from this
standard that the mudd?, and sdcs made henceforth for
religious use seem to have been copied more or less accurately. This is, at least, what has been proved for
the Maghrib from various documents. According to
these documents, the official capacity of the mudd alnabi would be approximately 5 gills and that of the sdc
5 pints.
The Muslim jurists give the following estimates of
this measure. For them the value of the sd^ is 26 2/3 ritls
or rails, the ritl being equivalent to 128 Meccan drams
and the dram equivalent to 50 */5 grains of barley. We
see how lacking in precision this definition is. If there
is no mudd or sd*- available, the quantity of grain to be
distributed for the zakdt al-fitr is measured with the
hands held together, half open, with palms upwards.

Lastly, besides this use of the sd^ and of the mudd alnabi, these measures are further used in certain
measurements required by religious law: (1) to
calculate the zakdt, and (2) to measure the minimum
quantity of water necessary for an ordinary ablution
(wudu^, a mudd} and for general ablution (ghusl, a sd*).
Bibliography: The Arabic dictionaries, especially the Muhit al-muhit, Beirut 1870, ii, 1221, col. 1;
the treatises on Islamic law and the collections of
HadTth; A. Bel, Note sur trois anciens vases en cuivre
grave, trouves a Fes et servant a mesurer I 'aumone legale du
Fitr, in Bull. Archeolog. (Paris 1917), 359-87, illustrated, where further references are given. See
also MAKAYIL and the Bibl. there.
(A. BEL)
SACA (A.) "hour", hence "clock".
1. In technology.
Monumental water-clocks are described in detail in
two Arabic treatises. Al-Djazarl [q. v. in Suppl.] in his
book on mechanical contrivances completed in Diyar
Bakr in 602/1206 describes two such machines. Ridwan b. al-SacatI, in a treatise dated 600/1203,
describes the water-clock built by his father Muhammad at the Djayrun gate in Damascus (see E.
Wiedemann and F. Hauser, Uber die Uhren in Bereich
der Islamischen Kultur, in Nova Acta der Kaiserl. Leop.
Deutschen Akad. der Naturforscher, ciii [1918], 167-272).
It fell into disrepair after Muhammad's death and was
restored to working condition under his son's supervision. It was a large construction, having a timber
working face about 4.73 m wide by 2.78 m high, built
into the front of a masonry structure. The clock had
several design defects which undoubtedly caused the
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breakdown that Ridwan undertook to repair. Moreover, Ridwan himself was not an engineer and his
description, though containing some valuable information, omits to deal with some important constructional details.
Al-Djazan's two clocks, on the other hand, were
manufactured and constructed in a very workmanlike
manner. Although very similar in principle to alSacatT's, they did not incorporate any design defects.
The first and larger of the two was described in such
careful detail that it was possible to construct a fullsize working facsimile from al-Djazari's instructions
and illustrations for the World of Islam Festival, in the
South Kensington Science Museum, London, in
1976.
The working face of the clock consisted of a screen
of bronze or wood about 225 cm high by 135 cm wide,
set in the front wall of a roofless wooden house which
contained the machinery. At the top of the screen was
a Zodiac circle about 120 cm in diameter, its rim
divided into the twelve "signs". It rotated at constant
speed throughout the day. Below this circle were the
time-signalling automata which were activated at each
hour. (The clock worked on "unequal" hours, i.e. the
hours of daylight or darkness were divided by twelve
to give hours that varied in length from day to day.)
These included doors that opened, falcons that dropped balls on to cymbals and the figures of five
musicians—two drummers, two trumpeters and a
cymbalist. The musicians were operated by the
discharge of water from an orifice, whereas all the
other automata were operated by a heavy float that
descended at constant speed in a reservoir. A cord tied
to a ring at the top of the float led to a system of
pulleys that activated various tripping mechanisms.
The speed of descent of the float was controlled by
very ingenious water machinery that included a feedback control system and a flow regulator, the latter for
varying the rate of discharge daily in order to produce
the "unequal" hours. The same system was used by
Ridwan, and both writers attribute its invention to
Archimedes. There is a treatise that exists only in
Arabic and is attributed to Archimedes (On the construction of water-clocks, ed. and tr. D.R. Hill, London
1976). The treatise almost certainly contains
Hellenistic, Byzantine and Islamic material, but its
first two chapters describe water machinery that is
essentially the same as that used by Ridwan and alDjazari. There is every likelihood that these chapters
were indeed the work of Archimedes.
Al-Djazan's book also contains descriptions of four
other water-clocks, two of which embody the principle
of the closed-loop, and four candle-clocks which on a
small scale are as impressive from an engineering
point of view as the water-clocks.
Other Arabic works add to our knowledge of
Islamic hydraulic timekeeping. A certain Ibn Djalaf
or Ibn Khalaf al-Muradl worked in al-Andalus in
t h e 5 t h / l l t h century (D.R. Hill, Arabic water-clocks,
Aleppo 1981, 36-46). Unfortunately, the unique
manuscript of his treatise on machines is badly defaced, but it is possible to determine the essential details
of the automata and water-clocks that are described in
it. The most important feature that they incorporate
is complex gear-trains, which include segmental gears
(i.e. gears in which one of the wheels has teeth on only
part of its perimeter, a device that makes intermittent
action possible).
Al-KhazinT's justly famous book on physics, Kitdb
Mizdn al-hikma (ed. Hashim al-Nadwa, Haydarabad
1940) was completed in 515/1121-2. In the eighth
treatise, two steelyard clepsydras are described. On
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the short arm of the beam was a vessel that discharged
water at constant speed from a narrow orifice. Two
sliding weights were suspended to the long arm, which
was graduated into scales. At a given moment, the
weights could be moved to bring the beam into
balance and the time could then be read off from the
scales (Hill, Arabic water-clocks, 47-62).
In 1276-7 a work entitled Libros del saber de astronomia
was produced in Castilian under the sponsorship of
Alfonso X of Castile (5 vols., ed. M. Rico y Sinobas,
Madrid 1863). This consists of various works that are
either translations or paraphrases of Arabic originals.
It included five timepieces, one of which is of
significance in the history of horology. This consisted
of a large drum made of walnut or jujube wood tightly
assembled and sealed with wax or resin. The interior
of the drum was divided into twelve compartments,
with small holes between the compartments through
which mercury flowed. Enough mercury was enclosed
to fill just half the compartments. The drum was
mounted on the same axle as a large wheel powered
by a weight-drive wound around the wheel. Also on
the axle was a pinion with six teeth that meshed with
36 oaken teeth on the rim of an astrolabe dial. The
mercury drum and pinion made a complete revolution every four hours, and the astrolabe dial made a
complete revolution in 24 hours. This type of
timepiece had been known in Islam since the 5th/11th
century—at least 200 years before the first appearance
of weight-driven clocks in the West (S.A. Bedini, The
compartmented cylindrical clepsydra, in Technology ad
Culture, iii [1963], 115-41).
The mechanical clock was invented in western
Europe towards the end of the 13th century. Almost
certainly its inventor came from the ranks of the
makers of water-clocks. The verge escapement made
the mechanical clock possible, but all its other
features—weight-drive, automata, gear-trains and
segmental gears—were present in Islamic waterclocks. It is highly probable that these ideas were
transmitted from Islam to the European makers of
water-clocks. An Islamic influence on the genesis of
the mechanical clock may therefore be postulated.
Several of TakT al-Dln's writings are concerned
with timekeeping, and one of these, The brightest stars
for the construction of mechanical clocks, written about
973/1565, has been edited with Turkish and English
translations. (Sevim Tekeli, The clocks in the Ottoman
Empire..., Ankara 1966). In this he described the construction of a weight-driven clock with verge-andfoliot escapement, a striking train of gears, an alarm
and a representation of the moon's phases. He also
described the manufacture of a spring-driven clock
with a fusee escapement. He mentions several
mechanisms invented by himself, including, for example, a new system for the striking train of a clock.
He is known to have constructed an observatory clock
and mentions elsewhere in his writings the use of the
pocket watch in Turkey. Takl al-Dln's descriptions
are lucid, with clear illustrations, showing that he had
mastered the art of horology. Clockmaking did not,
however, become a viable indigenous industry, and
Turkey was soon being supplied with cheap clocks
from Europe. Takl al-Dln himself commented on the
low price of these European clocks, which entered
Turkey, he said, from Holland, France, Hungary and
Germany.
Bibliography: There is now an Arabic edition of
al-Djazari, al-Djdmi*- bayn al-^ilm wa 'l-^amal al-ndfi^a
Jisindc atal-hiyal, ed. Ahmad Y. al-Hassan, Institute
for the History of Arabic Science, Aleppo; English
tr. D.R. Hill, The book of knowledge of ingenious
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mechanical devices, Dordrecht 1974.
Further
bibliography given in the text.
(D.R. HILL)
3. In eschatology.
Al-Sd^a ("the Hour") is one of the most notable
concepts of Kur 5 anic eschatology, for which
numerous parallels can be detected in Judaism and
Christianity. Al-Sd^a indicates throughout the scripture the time of the resurrection (XXII, 7) and of the
Last Judgement (XXII, 55-7) [see BACTH; KIYAMA].
When the Sd^a comes, people will meet Allah carrying
their sins with them (VI, 31). Each soul will be given
the reward due for its works (XX, 15); the believers
will enter Paradise, whereas the idolaters will not be
saved by their gods (XXX, 12-16). Those who
disbelieve deny the S&a (e.g. XXXIV, 3). The Sd'a is
inevitable (XL, 59), and expected to occur suddenly
(XLVII, 18; XLIII, 66), and within a short time (e.g.
XVI, 77; LIV, 1; XLII, 17; XXXIII, 63). It will be
swift (LXXIX, 42-6). Its exact time is, however,
known to Allah alone (XLIII, 85).
The materialisation of the Kur'anic Sdca will be
preceded by a cataclysmic catastrophe. The moon will
be split (LIV, 1), the earth will quake, and the people
will be terrified (XXII, 1-2). The preceding signs
(ashrdt) of the Sdca are already manifest (XLVII, 18).
The Hour is already "heavy" in the heavens and in
the earth (VII, 187).
In post-Kur 3 anic hadith, the portents of the Hour
became the subject of numerous traditions in which
they were described as natural disasters. The sun will
rise from the west (al-Bukharl, Sahih, 81 [Rikdk], 40),
a "fire" [i.e. volcanic eruption] will thrust the people
from the East to the West (Bukhan, 92 [Fitan], 24), or
will burst out in the Hidjaz, and illuminate the necks
of the camels in Syria (Muslim, 52 [Fitan]). Entire
tribes will be swallowed up (khasf, cf. Kurgan LXVII,
16) by the earth (e.g. Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad,
Cairo 1313/1895, iii, 483, v, 31).
The statements about the portents of the Sdca are
usually traced back to the Prophet himself; his
knowledge about the coming events is taken to demonstrate his prophetic capability, for which reason the
traditions containing his apocalyptic utterances concerning the Sd^a sometimes appear in chapters about
his miracles (e.g. al-Bukharf, 61 [Mandkib], 25).
The most typical structure of Muhammad's
apocalyptic predictions is: "The Hour will not come
until..."—Id takumu 'l-sd^a hattd... (for a thorough
survey of the various traditions of this type, see Ibn
Hadjar al-cAskalanT, Path al-bdn, shark Sahih alBukhdri, Bulak 1310/1892, repr. Beirut n.d., xiii,
72 f.).
Several traditions of the Prophet comply with the
Kur 3 anic tenet that the time of the Hour is known to
Allah alone (e.g. al-Bukhan, 2 [Imdn], 37). But other
traditions stress that it is near at hand, and that
Muhammad was sent as a prophet at a distance of only two fingers away from it (e.g. cAbdallah b. alMubarak (d. 181/797), Musnad, ed. al-Samarra3!,
Riyad 1987, no. 87). Sometimes a specific date was
indicated for the Hour (e.g. at the turn of a century).
After the date had elapsed while nothing happened,
the traditions had to be reinterpreted, and new traditions shifting the end to a later date were put into circulation (see S. Bashear, Muslim apocalypses and the
Hour: a case-study in traditional ^interpretation, in IOS, xiii
[1993], 75-99).
The eschatological chaos which was to antedate the
Sdca did not remain limited to natural disasters, but
was also expanded in Muslim tradition to human
society. Many traditions are based on the conviction
that the Sdca will come when the orders of cultural and
social structures are turned upside down; nomads will

construct high buildings, masters will be born to
slave-girls, the poor and_naked will become leaders,
etc. (e.g. al-Bukhari, 2 [Imdn], 37; Ibn Hanbal, i, 27,
51-2, 319). Religious and moral degeneration was
turned into the most characteristic symptoms of the
Hour: Knowledge will vanish, ignorance will prevail,
fornication will become routine, and wine drinking
will spread (ibid., iii, 151). Spiritual values will give
way to showy ambitions. The Hour will not come,
says a tradition, till people start competing with each
other in (erecting grandiose) mosques (e.g. Ibn
Madja, 4 [Masdd^id], 2). The most crucial signs of
religious degeneration antedating the Hour are that
the Arab tribes will revert to the idolatry of the
Djdhiliyya (al-Bukhan, 92 [Fitan], 23), and that the
pilgrimage to the Kacba will be renounced (ibid., 25
[Hadjdj], 47). The decay of the Muslims before the
Hour will eliminate the distinction between them and
their non-Muslim predecessors. A tradition of the
Prophet states that the Hour will not come until his
community starts following in the footsteps of the
previous communities (ibid., 96 [Ictisdm], 14; Ibn
Hanbal, ii, 325, 336, 367).
Other traditions focus on specific Islamic groups
whose decline is said to indicate the impending Sdca.
A tradition says that the Hour will not occur as long
as one Companion of Muhammad is still alive (ibid.,
i, 89, 93). Another tradition says that one of the
portents of the Hour is the perdition of the Arabs (alTirmidhl, 46 [Mandkib], 69). Such statements indicate
that, like many other topics, that of the Sd^a was, too,
used for advertising the virtues (fadd^il) of various
groups and factions within the Islamic community.
The great bulk of the traditions about the Sd^a are
recorded in the hadith compilations in the sections
entitled Fitan (sometimes also called Maldhim [q.v. ]),
i.e. tribulations, civil strife and wars which started
since the murder of c Uthman [see FITNA]. These
historical events were identified with the portents of
the Hour, and they, too, appear in Muhammad's
apocalypses. They are often referred to in a cryptic
manner. Once interpreted they can be used for dating
the traditions (see L.I. Conrad, Portents of the Hour:
Hadith and history in the first century A.H. (forthcoming
in 1st.). See also M. Cook, Eschatology, history and the
dating of traditions, unpublished paper submitted to the
third colloquium From Jdhiliyya to Islam, The Hebrew
University, Jerusalem 1985).
The apocalyptic predictions of Muhammad contain
also messianic ideas: clsa b. Maryam [q.v.] will descend and restore peace, faith and justice, and will
defeat the Dadjdjal [q.v.] (e.g. Ibn Hanbal, ii, 406).
This vision of eschatological combat with evil powers
which will mark the beginning of a new golden era
was incorporated into the symptoms of the Hour. The
expected Descent of clsa and his clash with the
Dadjdjal appear amongst the portents of the Hour in
the earliest hadith compilations. In the Djami** of
Ma c mar b. Rashid (d. 154/770) (preserved in the
Musannaf of cAbd al-Razzak (d. 211/827), x-xi, ed.
Hablb al-Rahman al-AczamI, Beirut 1970), a tradition is recorded in which ten symptoms of the Hour
are counted (cAbd al-Razzak, xi, no. 20792). Some of
them reflect Kur^anic imagery. The signs are: Three
instances of people being swallowed up in the ground;
the emergence of the Dadjdjal; the Descent of clsa; the
emergence of the Beast (Ddbba [q.v.]; see Kurgan,
XXVII, 82); the Smoke (Dukhdn; see Kur'an, XLIV,
10); the breaking loose of Yadjudj and Madjudj (Gog
and Magog; see Kur 3 an, XXI, 96-7); a chilly wind
which will take away the soul of every believer; and
the rising of the sun from the west.
Historical enemies of the Muslims were turned into
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the evil party of the eschatological wars. In the early
$ahifa of Hammam b. Munabbih (d. 132/749), they
are the Turks. Battles with various Turkish tribes are
said to mark the approaching Hour (Hammam b.
Munabbih, Sahifa, ed. RiFat Fawzl cAbd al-Muttalib,
Cairo 1985, no. 126). In the Djami^ of Ma c mar b.
Rashid, the Rum, i.e. the Byzantines, appear as the
eschatological rivals. The traditions about them
reflect the greatest military ambition ever nurtured by
the Muslims, namely the conquest of Constantinople
[see KUSTANTINIYYA]. At the same time, they also reveal the Muslim apprehensions of the grand military
power of the Byzantine empire. The expected battle
for Constantinople is predicted in a clear
eschatological context. It is stated in cAbd al-Razzak
(xi, no. 20812) that the Hour shall only come when
the battle with the Byzantines breaks out. During the
battle, Constantinople will fall, the Dadjdjal will appear and the Muslims will die fighting him. But according to other traditions, the Dadjdjal will soon be
defeated by clsa (Ibn Hibban, xv, no. 6813. See also
W. Madelung, Apocalyptic prophesies in Hims in the
Umayyadage,JSS, xxxi [1986], 158 f.). In a tradition
appearing in other hadith compilations (e.g. alBukhari, 58 [Djizya\, 15), the anticipated combat with
the Byzantines is again set in an eschatological context, but this time, it is not the much-desired fall of
Constantinople which is predicted but rather a
massive Byzantine attack of which the Muslims seem
to have been worried at the time when the tradition
was first prompted. This attack is the last of six events
which, according to Muhammad's prophesy, will
precede the Hour (for a detailed analysis of this tradition, see Conrad, art. cit.). The first five are well
known from Islamic history: Muhammad's own
death; the conquest of Jerusalem; a frightful epidemic
(interpreted by Muslim commentators as the plague
of cAmwas [q. v.] in c Umar's days); abundance of
wealth with which no one will be satisfied any longer
(said to refer to spoils coming in from the occupied
lands in the days of c Uthman); a devastating/ztoa (explained as the events which took place following the
murder of c Uthman). The sixth sign is a truce with the
Byzantines, which the latter will soon violate and then
attack the Muslims with a mighty army. According to
Muslim commentators, only the latter event is yet to
come (see Ibn Hadjar, Path al-bdri, vi, 199).
In less prevalent traditions, the expected
eschatological wars include battles against other
historical enemies of Islam, namely the Jews. Muslim
tradition had turned them into the supporters of the
Dadjdjal. It is related that when the Hour occurs, inanimate objects will be able to talk, and each stone
will surrender to the Muslims the Jew who hides
behind it (e.g. al-Bukhari, 56 [Djihdd\, 94; Muslim,
52 [Fitan]; Ibn Hanbal, ii, 398, 417, 530).
The messianic expectations for salvation following
the eschatological wars were not only focused on the
Descent of clsa who would defeat the Dadjdjal, but
also on the appearance of the Mahdi [9.0.]. His exact
identity was disputed between various political
groups, and their disparate pretensions are often
reflected in the traditions, including those referring to
the Hour. In some of them, it is stated that the Sdca
will not occur until a man from Muhammad's family
comes and fills the earth with justice (e.g. ibid., iii, 17,
36). A more specific tradition attributes to Muhammad the statement that the man's name will coincide
with that of the Prophet (ibid., i, 376). Such
statements could confirm the claims of the cAlids, who
anticipated a Mahdi of Muhammad's family. But
other groups expected their own Mahdi. Muslims of
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Yamam descent awaited the emergence of a South
Arabian ("Kahtani"), i.e. non-Kurashi, leader,
whose chief achievement would be the conquest of
Constantinople (see Madelung, Apocalyptic prophecies,
149 f.). Some identified him with the prophet
Shu c ayb b. Salih (Ibn Hadjar, Path al-bdri, xiii, 67-8).
Such expectations triggered off the reaction of those
who believed that leadership should only be invested
with members of Kuraysh. The latter included the
predicted advent of the KahtanT among the ominous
portents of the Sd'a. A tradition stating that the Hour
will not come until the Kahtani leads the people was
recorded by al-Bukharl under the derogatory heading
(92 [Fitan], 23: "The change of time till idols are worshipped"). In other traditions with the same statement about the Kahtani, the hopes for the conquest of
Constantinople are scorned (cAbd al-Razzak, xi, no.
20816). Another tradition of the Prophet predicts the
advent of a man from the mawali whose name is
Djahdjah; he will lead the people at the end of days
(al-Tirmidhl, 31 [Fitan], 50; Ibn Hanbal, ii, 329).
Some Muslim scholars identified him with the
Kahtani (Ibn Hadjar, Path al-bdri, vi, 397).
Bibliography (in addition to the references given
in the article): Wensinck, Handbook, 100-1 (s.v.
Hour). A variety of p r o p h e t i c t r a d i t i o n s with
numerous kinds of ashrdt al-sd'a may be found in the
Fitan sections of the following hadith, compilations:
Ibn Abi Shayba, al-Musannaffi 'l-ahddith wa 'l-dthdr,
Bombay 1967, xv, 5 f!; Bukhari, Sahih, Kitdb no.
92; Muslim, $ahifi, Kitdb no. 52; Abu Dawud,
Sunan, Kitdb nos. 34, 36; Ibn Madja, Sunan, Kitdb
no. 36; TirmidhI, Sahih, Kitdb no. 31; Nur al-Dln
al-Haythaml, Kashfal-astdr can zawd^idal-Bazzdr, ed.
Habib al-Rahman al-AczamI, Beirut 1979, iv,
88 f.; idem, Madjma*- al-zawd^id wa-manba** alfawd^id, repr. Beirut 1987, vii, 223 f., viii, 5 f.;
Muhammad b. Ahmad Ibn Hibban, al-Ihsdn fi
takrib Sahih Ibn Hibban, tartib 'Ald^ al-Din al-Fdrisi,
ed. Shu c ayb al-Arna'ut, Beirut 1988, xv, 5 f.; alHakim al-Naysaburi, al-Mustadrak 'aid 'l-Sahihayn,
Haydarabad 1342/1923, iv, 418 f.; al-Husayn b.
Mascud al-BaghawI, Masdbih al-sunna, Beirut 1987,
iii, 465 f.; Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalanI, al-Matdlib alc
dliya bi-zawd^id al-masdnid al-thamdniya, ed. Hablb
al-Rahman al-Aczami, Beirut 1987, iv, 264 f.; alMuttakT al-Hindi, Kanz al-'ummdl fi sunan al-akwdl
wa 'l-af-dl, ed. Safwat al-Sakka, Bakri al-Hayyani,
Beirut 1979, xi, 107 f.
I n d i v i d u a l c o l l e c t i o n s : Nu c aym b. Hammad,
Kitdb al-fitan, ed. S. Zakkar, Beirut 1993, 385-6;
C
A1T b. Musa Ibn Tawus, al-Maldhim wa 'l-fitan,
Beirut 1988.
(U. RUBIN)
SACADA (A.), happiness, bliss, a central concept
in Islamic philosophy to describe the highest aim of
human striving, which can be reached through ethical
perfection and increasing knowledge. In nonphilosophical literature, the term (as opposed to
shakdwa, shakwa, shakd^, shako) describes either happy
circumstances in life (see for instance Ibn Hanbal,
Musnad, ed. Cairo 1313/1895-6, i, 168, 29-30, iii, 407,
last section), the unexpected happiness of a long life
(Musnad, iii, 332, 28), preservation from temptations
(ibid., i, 327, 9-10; Abu Dawud, Sunan, Kitdb al-Fitan,
2, Hims 1973, iv, no. 4263), or the eternal stay in
Paradise.
The last meaning is based on the Kur D an (e.g. sura
XI, 105/107, 108/110), whose eschatological implications led to the newly-created term yawm al-sacdda =
"Day of Resurrection" (cf. Dozy, Supplement, i, 654).
The Kurgan, and occasionally hadith (e.g. alTirmidhl, Sunan, Tafsir al-Kur^dn, ed. Hims, ix, no.
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3341), already indicate that mankind, because of
divine predestination, is divided into "happy" inhabitants of Paradise and "unhappy" dwellers in
Hell. However, the impact of predestination is
mitigated by utterances according to which an active
effort of the human being is required. Next to human
acceptance (ridd [^-^-]) of what God has predestined,
Musnad, i, 168, 26-7, also mentions the prayer to God
for obtaining what is good (istikhdra [q. v. ]) as a
characteristic of sa^dda.
Under the influence of various classical doctrines
(cf. Spaemann), namely of Platonic political philosophy, of Aristotelian ethics, of Neo-Platonism, and
partly also of Islamic mysticism, the possibility for a
human being to strive after sa^dda is often described in
Islamic philosophy as the pursuit of "assimilation to
God" (ofzoiGoeu; 0eo>, Plato, Theaet., 176 B), of
nearness to God, and of knowledge of God through a
virtuous life. At the beginning of Islamic philosophy,
this interpretation is found in al-Kindi's works. His
Risdla ft hudud al-ashyd^ wa-rusumihd (ed. Abu Rlda,
Rasd^il, i, 177 ff. = Cinq epitres, 37 ff.), his utterances
transmitted in the Muntakhab Siwdn al-hikma of Abu
Sulayman al-Sidjistanl (ed. Dunlop, §§ 246-8), his
Risdla fi alfdz Sukrdt (ed. Fakhry, Dirdsdt, 45-60), his
Risdla ft Alkibiades wa-Sukrdt (cf. Atiyeh, 123 ff., Alon,
131 ff.; Butterworth, in Political aspects, 32 ff.) and his
Risdla fi 'l-hila li-daj^ al-ahzdn (ed. Walzer-Ritter,
1938), which goes back to a lost Hellenistic treatise,
describe a concept of virtue which is inspired by the
Platonic cardinal virtues. Socrates is named as the
ideal of moderation and of spiritual values, which are
superior to wordly possessions. The person who turns
his attention to intelligibles, and who in his doings
keeps to the virtues, will "not be unhappy (shakiyy}"
in the hereafter, will be near to his Creator and will
know Him (Muntakhab, § 248, Eng. tr. Atiyeh 1966,
225). This image of Socrates was adopted, with some
modifications, by Abu Bakr al-RazT [q. v. ] in his al-Sira
al-falsafiyya (ed. Kraus, Rasd^il, 99 ff.; tr. Arberry,
Aspects, 120 ff; cf. Walker in Political aspects, 77 ff.).
The person who leads a moderate life and who, as far
as possible, restrains his passions, "assimilates
himself to God as far as possible" (Rasd^il, ed. Kraus,
108, 8 ff.). In his Makdla fiamdrdt al-ikbdl wa 'l-dawla
(= "political success"), Abu Bakr al-Razf expresses
this as follows (Rasd^il, ed. Kraus, 145, 8): "progress
(tanakkul) and knowledge ( c z/ra) belong to the symptoms of "happiness" (ikbdl) and indicate that a person
"is attentive to happiness" (tayakkuz al-sa^dda lahu)."
Knowledge and justice are named as the main aims of
the human being.
This ideal of virtue was adopted by Abu Bakr's opponent, the IsmacflT Abu Hatim al-Razf [ q . v . ] , with
one alteration: the bearer par excellence of the
Platonic cardinal virtues and of the Aristotelian principle of the golden centre is the Prophet Muhammad,
who possesses knowledge revealed by God. He who
follows him and does not rely upon his own intuition,
is able to understand the religious laws and can be
sure of salvation (nadjat) (Abu Hatim, Acldm, ed. AlSawy, 77 ff., esp. 110, 9 ff.; cf! Daiber, 1989).
The high appreciation of reason as the guideline for
a practical philosophy, understood as ethics in the first
place, is characteristic of the philosophers mentioned
so far, and culminates in al-Farabl's [q.v.] thesis of the
ideal sovereign as philosopher and prophet (cf.
Daiber, Ruler). His knowledge, inspired by the divine
active intellect, enables him to govern the Ideal State
by ordering religious laws. Religion appears as the
imitating picture ("imitation") and the "instrument" of philosophy, which is essentially understood

here as practical philosophy and as ethics of the individual person in the State. In this way, philosophy,
thus understood, realises itself through religion and
becomes an ethical insight into "what is good and evil
in the actions usually performed by human beings"
(al-Farabi, Mabddi\ ed. Walzer, 204, 1-2). As was the
case with Aristotle (Nicomachean Ethics, 1144a, 5-6),
philosophy is not exclusively "scientific perception"
or theoretical philosophy; rather, it provides a human
being with an ultimate degree of happiness (al-sa^dda
al-kuswd = eudaimonia; cf. Daiber, Prophetic, 733-4;
Shahjahan) with the help of the above-mentioned
ethical insight, i.e. practical philosophy. When alFarabl speaks of "political happiness" (see Galston,
in Political aspects, 100 ff.), he has in mind the
Aristotelian concept of the human being as o>ov
TtoXinxov (Politics, 1253a, 2), who needs the help of his
fellow-citizen in an Ideal State, governed by a philosopher who possesses prophetical knowledge.
This "political happiness" is reflected in the practical aspect of al-Farabl's concept of sacdda. It is part
of the ultimate happiness, namely that of the
hereafter; the human being can reach this when his
soul liberates itself from its corporeal existence, actualises its potential intellect and arrives at the level of
the active intellect. But happiness, in its complete
form, is at the same time practical perfection. For
practical philosophy, on the one hand, shows the way
to theoretical perfection, to contemplation; on the
other, theoretical perfection is the signpost towards
practical philosophy, the ethical insight into the Perfect * State. The latter's sovereign, the prophetphilosopher, transmits it to his subjects, the state's
citizens, in the form of religious laws, religion being
the sum total of these laws.
In this way, theoretical philosophy develops into
practical-ethical perfection through practical philosophy and through religion that is, through the guidance
of religious prescriptions, transmitted by the
philosopher-prophet. At the same time, practicalethical perfection in the Ideal State, in society, is the
prerequisite for theoretical perfection, i.e. contemplation. The theoretical and practical aspects of
knowledge, of moral-ethical insight respectively, are
thus inseparably united in al-Farabf's concept of
sacdda.
This link between ethics and knowledge is also
found in the Epistles (Rasd^il) of the Ikhwan al-Safa3
[ q . v . } , possibly composed in A.D. 959-60. Their
political philosophy betrays the influence of al-Farabf
(Enayat; Abouzeid), but they accentuate more strongly the Neo-Platonic elements and are eschatologically
inspired. Through "purification" of his soul and
reform of his character, the human being acquires increasing knowledge of "intelligibles" (al-umur al^akliyya), for it is only knowledge (macrifa) of God
which leads to ultimate happiness and to salvation in
the hereafter (Rasd^il, iii, 241, 322-3; tr. and comm.
Diwald, 203 ff., 419 ff.). For this, a human being
needs as a preliminary step the fraternal society, a
society which is aware of its solidarity in being obedient to the divine law (ndmus [q. v. ]), and jointly pursues "the good of the religion and of the world" (saldh
al-dm wa 'l-dunyd) (RasdW, i, 223, 16).
The stronger accentuation of individual ethics,
already expressed by the Ikhwan al-Safa°, led
Miskawayh [q.v.}, in his Tahdhib al-akhldk, to declare
that a human being certainly does need the help of his
fellow-citizen, and therefore must live with him in
love (mahabba) and friendship (saddka), but also that inequality is the reason why everyone must strive after
his own happiness by bringing his character to perfec-
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tion (al-kamdl al-khulki) (Tahdhib, 72, 10 ff.). For the
individual in society, he thus offers ethics which are
inspired by the Platonic-Aristotelian doctrine of virtues (Fakhry, 1991, 107 ff.). Just and virtuous acts
and increasing knowledge of the "spiritual things"
(Tahdhib, 83 at the end) purify the soul of the
"physical things" (al-umur al-tabfayya; see Tahdhib,
91, 18; cf. Plotinus, Enn. I, 6), lead to "tranquility of
the heart "(Tahdhib, 40, 5) and to "nearness to God"
(djiwdrrabb al-^dlamin; see Tahdhib, 13 at the end). This
is the state of perfect knowledge and of wisdom, in
which the human being resembles the divine first
principle, the divine intellect (Tahdhib, 88-9);
Miskawayh called it the ultimate happiness, which is
preceded by several preliminary steps (sa^dddt)
(Miskawayh, al-Sacdda; Ansari 1963; Fakhry, 1991,
121 f.).
Among the Islamic thinkers who followed
Miskawayh's ethics (Fakhry, 131 ff.), mention may
be made here of al-Raghib alTsfahani [q. v . ] . In his
Kitdb al-Dhari^a ild makdrim al-shari^a he offers an
original adaptation of Greek ethics as it was known
to him through al-Farabl, Miskawayh and the Rasd^il
Ikhwdn al-Safd^, to the statements of the Kurgan
(Daiber, Griechische Ethik). He replaces Miskawayh's
Platonic-Neoplatonic concept of the assimilation to
God by the Kur'anic concept of khildfa (sura II, 30;
VI, 165). As the "representative" (khalifa) of God in
this world, the human being imitates God as much as
he is able to, by following the shari^a and by concerning himself about his sustenance on this earth (cf. sura
XI, 61/64: ista^marakum). Thus a human being acquires happiness in this world which, as in
Miskawayh, is a preliminary to the "real happiness"
in the hereafter (al-Dhari^a, 128, 4 ff.; cf. Tafsil alnash ^atayri).
In al-Raghib al-Isfahani's ethics, by which alGhazalT [q.v.] was deeply impressed, a mystical
tendency can be detected which was already visible in
the Rasd^il Ikhwdn al-Safd* and in Miskawayh's work.
There is not so much concern about the role of the individual in society, but rather about striving after the
happiness lying in the knowledge of, and the nearness
to, God, which is a happiness of the hereafter. This
corresponds to the Neoplatonic omporfiicov PIO<; ideal of
the philosopher who withdraws from society (cf.
Kraemer 1986, 128).
In accordance with this view, the prophet, for Ibn
Slna, is a Sufi who preaches the divine laws as a way
to the mystical path, to the liberation of the soul from
the body, to its intellectual perfection, and to the vision of God (Ibn Slna, Risdlafi 'l-sa^dda; Ansari 19623; E.I.J. Rosenthal, 144 ff.). But for Ibn Slna too, life
in society remains an indispensable preliminary to
happiness in the hereafter. Obedience to the lawgiver,
to the prophet, is a postulate, as is the fulfilment of
duties towards God and towards the fellow man. According to Ibn Slna's view, which is clearly associated
with that of al-Farabl, the sovereign, who is a prophet
and a Sufi, unites in his person practical and
theoretical wisdom (Morris, in Political aspects,
153 ff). This union creates happiness (al-Shifd^, alIldhiyydt, ii, 455, 14), but is also a postulate for the
sovereign, who combines it with prophetical qualities.
It was the Andalusian philosopher Ibn Badjdja,
and, above all, his younger contemporary Ibn Tufayi
[ q . v v . ] , who drew the final conclusion from the increasingly mystical-Neoplatonic orientation of the
sacdda concept. Society is no longer a postulate for the
individual to strive after happiness. On the contrary,
it is only the isolated philosopher (al-mutawahhid), the
Sufi, who, withdrawing from society, obtains ultimate
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happiness through his self-government (tadbir) and his
vision of the truth (Altmann; Daiber, Autonomie,
242 f f ; Harvey, in Political aspects, 199 ff). For him,
it is possible to achieve a mystical ascent to higher
forms of knowledge, namely by liberating the soul
from the matter and by the union (ittisdl) with the
divine active intellect, which is an emanation from
God. Society is only a place to meet (likd*, iltikd*),
which may be useful for the individual and may
stimulate his emulation in striving after intellectual
perfection. In opposition to Plato's view, the citizen
no longer serves society; at best, society can stimulate
the individual in his striving after happiness, to be
found in intellectual perfection.
In his philosophical novel Hayy Ibn Yakzdn, Ibn
Tufayi (cf. Fradkin, in Political aspects, 234 ff.) consequently developed the thesis that the individual's philosophy and society's religion are not contradictory,
but do not support each other either. Ibn Tufayi's
compatriot Ibn Rushd, who was twenty years his
junior did not share with him this radical turningaway from al-Farabi (Daiber, Autonomie, 246-7). In his
Epistle on the possibility of conjunction with the active intellect, he declares that in this life, too, it is possible to
strive after happiness as long as this is not hampered
by society. For this, theoretical study should be combined with acts (tr. Bland, 108-9). The aim of such a
striving is the immortality of the soul, which is
achieved when the soul increasingly unites its acquired knowledge with the active intellect. This
union, which is the most perfect form of human cognition, is possible because the active intellect is the form
of the intellectus materialis, which in its turn is the form
of the soul, i.e. its eternal potentiality. It is not only
remarkable that Ibn Rushd denies (against alGhazall) the individual immortality, deriving this
denial from the union of the soul with the eternal
form of the active intellect; much more important is
his conclusion that striving after philosophical
knowledge, i.e. after happiness, is not a duty of individuals or of individual states, but a task of
mankind. This philosophical knowledge is the most
perfect form of the universal human knowledge of
religious truth which is reflected in the shari^a. Accordingly, the Ideal State, i.e. the Philosophical State,
comprises all mankind; the best Islamic State, a State
which only existed during the period of the first four
caliphs, is at best an imitation of such a Philosophical
State.
Ibn Khaldun [ q . v . ] , the last great Islamic thinker,
incorporated into his philosophy of history Ibn
Rushd's universalistic opinion, as well as al-Farabi's
and Ibn Slna's doctrines (Mahdi, 1957). He put new
accents and, by introducing the term ^asabiyya [q.v.\,
he gave a new significance to the concept of society.
The polis, the state, is indispensable for the entire
human society, for its progress (Mukaddima, iii, 54 at
the end: isldh al-bashar) and for its preservation. In his
philosophy, which he preaches to mankind in the form
of "political laws" (ahkdm al-siydsa), the sovereign of
the Ideal State, the prophetical lawgiver, deals with
the well-being of the world (masdlih al-dunyd) and with
the "salvation" of mankind "in the hereafter" (saldh
dkhiratihim) (Mukaddima, i, 343). Philosophy, understood as ethics and politics, as well as religion and the
society of the state, are seen here as indispensable
materials for the well-being of all mankind in this
world and for their happiness (sa^dda: Mukaddima, i,
343, 4) in the hereafter.
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SACADAT CALI KHAN. Nawab of Awadh or
Oudh (regn. 1798-1814).
His brother Asaf al-Dawla had died in September
1797, but after a four months' interim, Asaf alDawla's putative son Wazlr CA1I Khan was set aside
and the British governor-General Sir John Shore installed in his place Sacadat CA1I Khan, who had been
living under British protection in Benares since 1776.
His reign is noteworthy for the extension of British
control over the Oudh territories. A treaty concluded
with the late Nawab in 1775 had placed these territories under the protection of the East India Company, which undertook to provide troops for their
defence in return for an annual subsidy; in 1798, a
fresh treaty increased the subsidy to 76 lakhs a year
and transferred the fort of Allahabad [q.v.] to the
Company as an arsenal, the Company undertaking to
maintain a body of 10,000 men for the defence of the
Nawab's dominions both against internal and external enemies. The mutinous behaviour of the Nawab's
troops prompted the new Governor-General, the
Marquis Wellesley (1798-1805), to propose that this
useless and dangerous force, which Sacadat CAH Khan
had himself declared would be useful only to the
enemy, should be disbanded and replaced by the
Company's troops. Alarmed by the dangers that
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threatened his person, Sacadat C AH Khan was at first
eager for this reform, but afterwards refused his consent and also refused to abdicate, and only in 1801
yielded to pressure and signed the Treaty of
Lucknow; this relieved him from all pecuniary obligations to the Company, by the cession of six districts
yielding a revenue equal to the cost of the Company's
troops, and the Nawab undertook to introduce into
his territories a system of administration conducive to
the prosperity of his subjects and calculated to check
the ruin that threatened the resources of his country.
Thus Wellesley's fears that the buffer state of Oudh
might come under pressure from the west, in particular from the ruler of Afghanistan Zaman Shah
(who had already invaded the Pandjab in 1797) in
alliance with the Rohilla [q. v.] Afghans, were set at
rest. With the cession of the western part of Oudh and
its lands along the Ganges and Djamna rivers, only a
rump of the state remained until its complete annexation in 1856. Europeans already controlled much of
Oudh's economy by the early 19th century, especially
the trade in fine cloths and raw cotton, and this commercial control now increased.
Sacadat CA1T Khan's reign was an Indian summer of
the Mughal culture of Hindustan, with Lucknow
especially flourishing as a centre of Shici culture [see
LAKHNAW]. Sacadat CA1T Khan died in 1814 and was
succeeded by his second son GhazI al-Dln Haydar,
who subsequently became the first king of Oudh [see
AWADH].
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' SA'ADYA BEN YOSEF, SA C ID (Ani) YA C KUB
YUSUF AL-FAYYUMI (269-331/882-942), J e w i s h
theologian, philosopher and philologist who
w r o t e in A r a b i c , considered through his independence and breadth as the initiator of several
Jewish intellectual disciplines, and a pioneer in
mediaeval Jewish philosophy; he was one of the very
few Jewish thinkers covered by the Arabic
biographers (cf. Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, i, 320).
1. Life
He was born at Dilas in the province of Fayyum in
Egypt, but little is known of his youth except that his
father, of humble origin, had the reputation of being
a scholar. He probably received a solid education in
the Biblical and Rabbinical spheres as well as in
Arabic culture. Sacld began his literary work at a
precocious age, writing in 300/912-13 a HebrewArabic dictionary called ^Egron (Hebr. "Collection")
(ed. N. Allony, Jerusalem 1969). If the title reminds
one of the K. al-Djam£ of the grammarian clsa b.
c
Umar al-Thakafi (d. 149/766), its alphabetic arrangement according to the final letters "in order to
facilitate the writing of verses" could have been the
model for the Sihdh of al-DjawharT (d. 398/1007
[q.v.\). Of his K. al-Lugha, the oldest Hebrew gram-
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mar, also written at this time, only fragments exist. In
the course of his period of education, he addressed to
Ishak b. Sulayman al-lsra'ill (d. ca. 344/955) at
Kayrawan, a physician at the Aghlabid court, a
philosophical correspondence which did not, it seems,
meet with the approbation of this Neoplatonist. In
303/915, he put together his defence of Rabbinical
Judaism against the Karaites [q. v. ], very numerous in
Egypt.
In this same year, Sacid left for Palestine, where,
according to al-MascudI (Tanbih, 113), he perfected
his education at the feet of Abu Kathlr Yahya al-Katib
al-Tabaranl (d. 320/932). The latter is also mentioned
by Ibn Hazm in his K. al-Fislal wa 'l-nihal, iii, 171, as
being, together with David al-Mukammis and Sacld
himself, one of the mutakallimun of the Jews.
In 309/921, very likely with the aim of getting to
know the great Jewish academies of Mesopotamia,
Sacld left for Baghdad, stopping en route at Aleppo.
In 310/922 he was the main protagonist in the controversy over the calendar, in which the heads of the
Babylonian community were in opposition to Aharon
Ben Meclr, head of the Palestinian academy. Sacld
emerged victorious from this quarrel, which is mentioned even by the Syrian historian Elias of Nisibin
( l l t h century) in his chronology. This victory had a
determining influence on his career, since, in recognition of his services to the Rabbanite cause, Sacid was
elected ^alluf or master of the Babylonian academy of
Pum Peditha.
A Jewish society in full transition, becoming progressively Arabised and intellectually enriched by new
philosophical and scientific disciplines,
posed
challenges, to which the creative genius of Sacid was
able to respond. Stopping up the breaches, he consolidated Rabbinical Judaism's authority, faced as it
was with the twin threats of schismatic movements, in
part inspired by Islamic heresies, and of Muslim
polemics. According to Maimonides, "If it had not
been for Sacadya, the divine religion might well have
almost disappeared, for he made clear its mysteries
and strengthened its weak points by spreading it and
supporting it by his word and pen" (Epistle to the
Yemen, ed. A. Halkin, New York 1952, 64). In
316/928, despite his non-Babylonian origin, he was
nominated as GaD6n or Chief Scholar of the academy
at Sura^ (whence the name by which he is best
known), and under his direction, this institution enjoyed a remarkable renaissance.
Through political intrigues in which the caliph alKahir had to intervene, Sacld Ga^on was deposed in
320/932, but was restored in 327/938 and functioned
in the office till his death in 331/942. During the interim years of isolation, he had devoted himself to his
literary work.
2. Works
H. Malter, Sacld's biographer, listed over 200
titles, covering almost all the domains of learning
cultivated at that time, such as exegesis, philosophy,
philology, law, liturgy, polemics and chronology.
In the legal sphere, Sacld was the first Jewish author
to have composed his decisions in Arabic. He made
the first attempts at codification, in the form of
monographs whose structure is clearly inspired by the
model of the Islamic fatwds.
His main work in philosophy, and the first
systematic attempt at a synthesis between the philosophy of kaldm and Jewish dogmas, was the K. al-Amdndt
wa '1-iHikdddt (ed. in Arabic script S. Landauer,
Leiden 1880, in Hebrew script, ed. Y. Kafih,
Jerusalem 1970, Eng. tr. S. Rosenblatt, The Book of
beliefs and opinions, New Haven 1948), written in
322/933. It had a deep influence on Jewish thought,
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above all in its Hebrew translation Sefer ha- ^emunot weha-de^ot, made in 582/1186 by Yehudah Ibn Tibbon.
Its importance only faded with the appearance of
Maimonides' Guide for the perplexed. The arrangement
of the work follows, without becoming dependent
upon them in a servile fashion, the five principles
(usul) of Muctazill doctrine. Thus Sacld adopted the
proof of the existence of God by the contingency of the
world, whilst he denied atomism, the rational basis of
universal contingency according to kaldm. His doctrine of the relations between reason and revelation
and his rational justification for the dogmas of
Judaism became the model for later Jewish
philosophers. In it, he attacks, in particular, the
Muslim theses concerning abrogation (naskh) of the
Mosaic revelation.
There are indications that Sacld had presumably at
his disposal the Arabic translation of the doxographical compilation De placitis philosophorum made
by Kusta b. Luka [<?. f. ]. He seems equally to have
utilised the K. al-Zahra of his contemporary Ibn
Dawud(d. 294/907). In his Tafsir Kitdb al-Mabddi (¥r.
tr. M. Lambert, Commentaire sur le Sefer Yesira, Paris
1891, written in 319/931, Sacld, as a true mutakallim,
was particularly interested in the problem of the
origin of things.
SacTd was also the author of the first translation of
the Hebrew Bible into Arabic (Tafsir). Each book was
preceded by an Arabic preface, explaining its structure and contents. Faithful to the rationalist tendencies of the Mu c tazila, Sacld endeavoured to attenuate
the anthropomorphisms. With the accompaniment of
a commentary of a philosophical character, his
translation became the Vulgate for Arabic-speaking
Jews and served as a basis, too, for the Arabic version
adopted by the Samaritans and by the Coptic Church.
The first published edition, at Constantinople in
953/1546 within the polyglot Sorcino Pentateuch, was
the first Arabic text to be printed in the East. The
Arabic versions of the polyglot Pentateuch of Paris
(1645), with the Latin translation of Gabriel Sionita,
and of Walton (London 1654-7), were those of Sacld.
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SABC, SABCA (A.), s e v e n , is a number of greatest
importance in both the Semitic and the Iranian traditions as it combines the spiritual Three and the material Four. Its history probably begins in Babylon with
the observation of four lunar phases of seven days
each. The seven planets (including sun and moon)
have reigned supreme in human thought since Antiquity. Each of them is connected with a specific colour, scent and character. Nizaml's (d. in the early
7th/13th century [q.v.]) Persian epic Haft pay/car is the
finest elaboration of these ideas. The imagined seven
stations between the sublunar world and the
transplanetary sphere served as models for the way of
the seeker in almost all religions (the Mithras cult is
a good example). In Islam, it found its best-known example in the seven valleys in c Attar's (d. in the early
7th/13th century [q.v.]) Mantik al-tayr. Before him, alNun(d. 294/907 [q.v.]) had spoken of the "city of the
heart" with its seven walls. To this group of ideas
belong also the 70,000 veils of light and darkness
which, according to Sufi thought, separate God and
human beings. For the Ikhwan al-Safa0 [ q . v . ] , divine
creation reaches human kind in seven degrees through
the First Intellect.
Seven was often connected with periodicity; the
development of human life, especially, was thought to
depend upon a seven-year rhythm. Here, the classical
example is Ibn Tufayl's (d. 581/1185 [q.v.]) Hayy Ibn
Yakzdn.
Seven plays a considerable role in early Islamic
tradition: the Kur D an often mentions the seven
heavens, and heptads appear frequently in Surat
Yusuf. The sabc mathdm (sura XV, 89) are often
thought to point to the Fdtiha with its seven sentences.
The number of the sawdkit al-Fdtiha, the letters not
found in the Fdtiha (which are used in magic) is again
seven. Seven suras begin with h-m, which was later interpreted to mean habibi Muhammad, "My beloved
Muhammad", and the Kurgan has not only seven
wudjuh "aspects", but also seven canonical ways of
recitation. During the hadjdj or Pilgrimage, the tawdf
around the Kacba has to be performed seven times, as
has the running (sa*-y) between Safa and Marwa, and
Satan is stoned with three times seven stones.
Al-Bukhan speaks of seven major sins, and many
ritual acts, prayers and invocations should be
repeated seven times in order to yield a positive result.
But according to a hadith, the infidel eats "with seven
stomachs."
The Seven Sleepers, mentioned in sura XVIII, 22,
may be the models for numerous groups of heptads,
such as the haft ^afifa, the seven virtuous women, who
are venerated in Sind and the Pandjab as a unit, or the
seven protective saints in Marrakesh. In popular
usage, one finds customs such as begging alms for a
religious purpose from seven women called Fatima; in
Pakistan, the material for the bridal dress is cut by
seven happily-married women. In all these cases,
seven points to completion, as it also does in book
titles like Haft iklim "The seven climes" or Haft kulzum
"Seven oceans" (which, however, is a work on poetic
rules).
Sufism knows the seven latd^if, fine spiritual points
in the body, and seven major prophets are connected
with them. Heptads appear in visions (see RumI,
Mathnawi, iii, 11. 1985 ff.). The mystical hierarchy has
seven degrees, and in some Sufi" traditions, seven
saints are sometimes called "the eyes of God." The
Tldjaniyya [q.v.] dervishes believe that the Prophet
honours their meeting with his presence when a certain litany of blessings over him is repeated seven
times.
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In the Persian tradition, expressions with Seven
abound. For Nawruz [q.v.}, haft sin are prepared, that
is 7 items (fruit, plants, etc.) whose names begin with
r, heroic acts such as Rustam's Haft khwdn appear
sevenfold. Sindbad's seven journeys too belong in this
category. The spheres are often called the "seven
mills", Ursa Major appears as "seven thrones", haft
awrang, and to ward off evil one may say "Be seven
Kur'ans (or seven mountains) between [the disaster
and us]!" To do the work of seven mullas means "to
achieve nothing."
Seven reigns the whole philosophy of the IsmacIlTs,
the Sevener ShTcTs [see ISMA C ILIYYA], who have
developed a complicated system of heptads: seven
prophets are the seven pillars of the House of
Wisdom, the seventh imam in the succession of a
prophet will bring the resurrection. From God's
creative words "Be! and it becomes", with its seven
Arabic letters (k.nf.y.k.w.n), are formed the principles
out of which the seven primordial fountains flow. The
seven prophets correspond to the seven spheres, the
seven imams in each prophetic cycle, to the seven
earths. The heptagonal fountain in the Ismaclll Centre in London symbolises the structure underlying
everything in Ismacill thought in an artistic form.
Nevertheless, the number seven leads only to the
goal at the end of the created universe, beyond which
lies the Eight of eternal bliss—hence the hadith, according to which Hell has seven gates, while Paradise
has eight.
Bibliography: L.I. Conrad, Seven and the TasbTc.
On the implications of numerical symbolism for the study of
medieval Islamic history, in JESHO, xxxi (1988),
42-73; Hartmann-Schmitz, DieZahl 7 im sunnitischen
Islam, Frankfurt-Bern 1989; A. Schimmel, The
mystery of numbers, New York 1993.
(ANNEMARIE SCHIMMEL)
SABA3 or the Sabaeans (Greek SocpocToi), the name
of a folk who were bearers of a highly developed
culture which flourished for over a millennium before
Islam, together with three other folks, Ma c ln,
Kataban and Hadramawt [q.vv.}. The main Sabaean
centre was at Maryab (later Marib, see MA^RIB) in
Yemen with its fertile oasis on the western edge of the
desert known to Arab geographers as Sayhad (modern
Ramlat al-Sab c atayn). In early historical times there
were also Sabaean settlements in the WadT Adhana
above the great dam which waters the oasis of Marib,
in some smaller oases to the north, and in parts of the
Wad! Djawf or WadT Madhab. All these locations are
approximately 1,000 m above sea level. The montane
plains lying west of Marib and having an average level
of 2,000 m above sea level were the home of other
folks who spoke the same language as the Sabaeans
proper, and seem to have formed some kind of federation under the hegemony of Saba3. Towards the end
of the first millennium B.C., these highland folks
became politically dominant in the Sabaean
federation.
Our knowledge of the Sabaeans is derived principally from their own inscriptions. Modern scholarship was first made aware of these by Carsten
Niebuhr, member of a Danish exploratory mission in
the end of the 18th century. A sporadic number of inscriptions were published and studied during the
earlier part of the 19th century, but it was Eduard
Glaser's travels in the last decades of the century
which produced a large number of copies (mostly
squeezes) forming the real foundation of subsequent
research. It must be admitted, however, that later
19th and early 20th century scholars indulged too
freely in speculative deductions based on insufficient
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evidence. A turning point came in 1950; from then
onwards, an ever more rapid archaeological activity
resulting in the discovery of new texts has overturned
not a few conclusions too confidently advanced by
earlier researchers. At the time of writing, the flow of
new material is still in full course, and it has to be anticipated that some of the presently current hypotheses
may in their turn prove to be invalid. Any account
that can be written at the moment must be taken as
still tentative.
1. S c r i p t and l a n g u a g e . The monumental inscriptions are drafted in a variety of South Semitic
alphabet, the so-called musnad script [see MUSNAD. 1].
The Sabaic language, with the languages of Ma c m,
Kataban and Hadramawt, forms an independent
branch of Semitic, having in common one distinctive
feature that is found nowhere else in Semitic: the use
of suffixed -an in the function of a "definite article"
corresponding to the Arabic prefixed al-. Within this
language group, Sabaic is distinguished from the
other three by using h as prefix of the causative verb
and as base of the 3rd person pronouns, where the
others have a sibilant. On the southern borders of the
Sabaean domain, the area between the Yislih pass and
Dhamar used Sabaic language, as did the nonSabaean Radman folk to the east thereof, in the Radac
area. By the end of the 3rd century A.D. the other
three languages had fallen into disuse, at least for
epigraphic purposes, and the inscriptions throughout
Yemen, now under Himyarite domination (see
below), are in a late form of Sabaic; there are indications that the language may by this time have become
a prestigious "learned" language, not in everyday use
(this is comparable with the case in North Arabia,
where the Nabataean inscriptions are in Aramaic,
though the everyday language was probably Arabic).
The general consensus today is to assign the oldest
substantial body of Sabaic inscriptions (apart from a
handful of seemingly earlier examples) to the 8th century B.C. Yet it still remains not altogether easy to
discount completely one point which led Pirenne to
propose a dating a couple of centuries later. Inscriptions of this period have rigidly geometrical forms,
subjected to strict canons of proportion, astonishingly
like Greek inscriptions of the 6th-5th century, but
wholly unlike any other Semitic script of that or any
earlier dating. It is hard to envisage how this style can
have evolved totally independently, with a time-lag of
two centuries, in two adjacent cultures with ancient
trade links between them. In the latter part of the first
millennium B.C., the musnad script developed (as was
the tendency in Greco-Roman inscriptions) more
decorative embellishments, at first with the introduction of serifs at the ends of the strokes.
2. H i s t o r y . For the pre-history of SabaD, that is,
before the beginning of the epigraphic record, there is
no evidence available as yet. Silt deposits in the Marib
oasis point to intensive agricultural exploitation by artificial irrigation going back to at least the early
second millennium B.C.; but what, if any, connection
there may have been between these ancient
agriculturalists and the Sabaeans as we know them, is
wholly obscure. Trade links between South Arabia
and Mesopotamia there must have been, judging by
Akkadian references to South Arabian products such
as frankincense and myrrh; but the first specific mention of Sabaeans in Akkadian sources is in the 8th century B.C., when the governor ofSuhu (approximately
c
Ana on the middle Euphrates) and Mari intercepted
and plundered a caravan of folk from Tayma3 and
Saba3 ("whose home is far away"), seemingly for
making a detour to evade transit dues in Suhu (A.
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Cavigneaux and B.K. Ismail, Die Statthalter von Suhu
und Mart, in Baghdader Mitt., xxi [1990], 351). Two
other texts, known to us for a long time and recording
"gifts" made by Sabaeans to Assyrian rulers in ca.
715 and 685 B.C., have led some scholars to postulate
a Sabaean group living close to Assyria, since "gifts"
was interpreted as "tribute". In fact, it is now clear
that the "gifts" were such as a trade mission would
normally bring (and still do today) in order to smooth
their path.
In this archaic phase, the Sabaean rulers used
regnal names chosen from a total list of only six, but
accompanied optionally by a cognomen chosen from
a list of four; the use of these styles was exclusive to
the rulers, hence a reference to an individual by these
styles was sufficient to indicate ruler status. However,
the inscriptions drafted as from the ruler himself commonly added the title "mkrb of Saba3"; this term is
now believed to have much the same signification as
Arabic mud^ammi^ "unifier" (which was applied to
Kusayy [q. v. ]), possibly implying that he was head
both of Sabaeans proper and of non-Sabaean elements
in the federation. A few early inscriptions do contain
references to "kings (^mlk) of Marib", as well as to
"kings" of other small communities such as Haram,
Nashk, etc. It remains uncertain whether or not a
mkrb ofSaba 3 was simultaneously a "king" of Marib.
The archaic flowering of Sabaean culture lasted until some time after the middle of the first millennium
B.C. The fact that through the fourth, third and
second centuries B.C. the important frankincense
trade was in the hands of the Ma c fn folk suggests some
falling-off in Sabaean ascendancy.
The second great flowering of Sabaean culture was
in the first three centuries A.D., by which time a very
different political picture had emerged. The various
folks of the 2,000 m highland zone played a much
more dominant role; and some of their leaders, who
traditionally bore the title kwl "prince" (in later
Sabaic and in Arabic, kayl), founded dynasties who
ruled as "king of Saba3" or "king of Saba3 and dhu
(lord of) Raydan". The dual title has been presumed
to be the origin of the remark in the late first century
A.D. Greek document known as the Periplus that a
single ruler named Charibael was "king of two nations, Himyarites and Sabaeans", and had his
residence at Zafar (near modern Yarim), of which the
adjacent citadel is named Raydan (see HIMYAR).
Throughout these three centuries there was a confused situation, with Sabaeans and Himyarites sometimes at war with each other, sometimes united under
a single monarch as had been the case under
Charibael; occasionally there appear to have been two
rulers reigning simultaneously in Marib and Zafar
and both claiming the dual title "king of Saba3 and
dhu Raydan". Somewhat oddly, the indigenous inscriptions of this period never speak of a "king" of the
Himyarites; on one occasion when a king ofSaba 3 was
at war with the Himyarites, he alludes to his antagonist simply as "the Raydanite" (much as a European might speak of "the Hapsburg").
In addition to the Sabaeo-Himyarite conflicts, there
were wars waged by varying alliances among Saba3,
Kataban, Radman (see above) and Hadramawt, and
also involving Abyssinians (Habashat [q. v. ]) settled in
the Red Sea coastal region. But by the beginning of
the 4th century A.D., Shammar Yur c ish, whom the
Arab writers call "the first Tubbac" [see TUBBAC] had
put an end to these conflicts by eliminating Kataban
and Hadramawt, and for the first time uniting the
whole of what is today Yemen, employing the title
"king of Saba3 and dim Raydan and Hadramawt and

the South (Ymnt)"\ in the 5th century this title was
further enlarged by the addition of "and their Arabs
(i.e. Bedouin) in the highland and the Tihama".
The 4th to 6th centuries A.D. are thus politically
speaking a Himyarite period and do not properly
belong to the history of Saba3, despite the fact that
what is called the Late Sabaic language continued to
have great prestige value and to be employed for
epigraphic purposes.
Mediaeval Arab writers have preserved for us from
the Himyarite period a mass of oral traditions which
contain much authentic material mingled with
folklore motifs. But they knew practically nothing
about the genuine history of Saba3 before the 4th century A.D., though they do mention the names of one
or two of the most prominent individuals of the firstthird centuries, notably king Illsharah Yahdib, whom
they credit with the building of the famous palace of
Ghumdan [q.v. ] in Sanca3.
3. R e l i g i o n . The religion of all four South Arabian folks down to the beginning of the 4th century
A.D. was a polytheistic paganism. Though it is probable that this may have survived among the peasantry
and in remoter parts of the kingdom through the 4th
to the 6th centuries, the upper classes, who are the
authors of our inscriptional material, went over to
some form of monotheistic creed, a cult of "the Merciful (Rhmn-n), the Lord of Heaven", which could
perhaps best be described as "Hanafite" [see HANIF]
since it is devoid of explicit marks of either Judaism
or Christianity. At the same time, already from the
end of the 4th century, a few explicitly Jewish texts attest an influential Jewish presence, and in the 6th century under Abraha [q.v.] Christianity prevailed.
For the period down to the early 4th century A.D.,
few would now agree with the excessive reductionism
of D. Nielsen, who in the 1920s held that all the many
deities in the pagan pantheon were nothing more than
varying manifestations of an astral triad of sun, moon
and Venus-star; yet it is certainly the case that three
deities tend to receive more frequent mention than the
rest. The first, in the sense that his cult is found
among all four of the South Arabian folks and that in
invocations of several deities his name normally
comes first, is c Athtar, a male counterpart of north
Semitic Ishtar/ c Ashtoreth/Astarte. He is often
qualified by the epithet "eastern" and occasionally by
the complementary one "western", which tends to
support the commonly accepted identification of him
with the planet Venus, regarded as "morning star"
and "evening star".
But just as the Greek local patron deities such as
Athene in Athens, Artemis in Ephesus, etc., figure
more prominently than the remoter and universal
Zeus, so in South Arabia the most commonly invoked
deity was a national one, who incorporated the sense
of national identity. For the Sabaeans this was ^Imkh
(with an occasional variant spelling ^Imkhw). A probable analysis of this name is as a compound of the old
Semitic word 3/ "god" and a derivative of the root
khw meaning something like "fertility" (cf. Arabic
kahd "flourish"); the h is certainly a root letter, and
not, as some mediaeval writers seem to have imaginged, a to? marbuta, which in South Arabian is always
spelt with t. The "federal" significance of this deity
appears notably in the fact that at the shrine on Djabal
Riyam (Arhab) the worshippers of the local folk-deity
Ta3lab were instructed that they must not omit to
make an annual pilgrimage to ^Imkh in Marib.
Many European scholars still refer to this deity in
a simplicistic way as "the moon god", a notion stemming from the "triadic" hypothesis mentioned above;
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yet Garbini has produced cogent arguments to show
that the attributes of ^Imkh are rather those of a
warrior-deity like Greek Herakles or a vegetation god
like Dionysus. (The remarks made in the art.
KATABAN on this topic as it affects the situation in
Kataban went to press before Garbini's article had appeared; they now need modifying in the light of that
article.)
Nevertheless, the moon certainly had much
religious significance. A very common symbol
engraved on altars and religious buildings shows a
crescent embracing a disc. It is presumably this symbol that the Muslim writers had in mind when they
say that the first act of the day for an ancient Yemeni
king was to "bow down to the images of the sun and
moon". This is not to say, of course, that they were
right in seeing the disc as representing the sun; some
modern scholars have been inclined to think it
represents the planet Venus.
The place occupied by the sun in the pantheon is
not easy to assess. The Radman folk had as their national patron-deity s2msl *-lyt "Lofty Sun", and elsewhere there are mentions simply of "Sun" without
qualification. But it is dubious whether the majority
belief is justified, that numerous references to a
feminine deity described simply as "She-who-ispossessed of (dhdt)" a certain quality, are necessarily
to a solar goddess (too often, the interpretation proposed for the term describing the quality has been dictated by the preconception that it must be a quality of
the sun).
Certain of the ancient religious practices have a
special interests in that they have survived in some
form or another until the present day. Worth mentioning are the communal pilgrimages (ziydrdf) on prescribed days; a code of ritual purity (see Ryckmans);
and a ritualised hunting of the ibex, thought of as connected with the divine blessing of rain (Ryckmans and
Serjeant).
4. Saba 3 in Bible and K u r D a n . The visit of the
Queen of Sheba to king Solomon, and the abundant
accretions of legend around it [see BILKIS], have been
too extensively discussed to need mention here, except
for the remark that there is a possibility that such a
visit might have been associated with a trade mission,
like the missions to the Assyrian kings (see above). In
the Kur'anic allusion (XXVII, 27 ff.) the name Saba3
does not occur; she is simply "the queen of the
south". But Saba3 does feature in a passage
(XXXIV, 15-16) which is one of those where the fate
of ancient peoples is mentioned as a warning against
worldly pride. The prosperity of the Marib oasis
(situated on each side of the wadi bed, hence "the
garden of the left" and "the garden of the right") had
been dependent on the maintenance of the great dam
in good order; after the death of king Abraha the
political fabric that had made repairs possible crumbled, the irrigation system was destroyed and the oasis
was devastated.
5. Sabaeans in A f r i c a . Around the middle of the
first millennium B.C., there were Sabaeans also in the
Horn of Africa, in the area that later became the
realm of Aksum (Eritrea). The evidence consists of
only a scanty number of inscriptions, which, however,
make it clear that we have to do with genuine
Sabaeans, holding to the national cult of ^Imkh. They
were mixed up with various non-Sabaean communities, and it is still much in dispute how one can
envisage the actual demographic (and political) situation. There are five places in the Bible where the
writer distinguishes Sheba («atf) son of Yoktan (who
appears in the Arab genealogies as Kahtan [q. v . ] ) , i.e.
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the Yemenite Sabaeans, from Seba (N3D) son of
Kush, implying an African habitat. This spelling differentiation, however, may be purely factitious; at all
events the indigenous inscriptions make no such difference, and both Yemenite and African Sabaeans are
there spelt in exactly the same way.
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SABA, PATH c Au KHAN. Persian poet, was born
in Kashan, probably in 1179/1765, and died in
1_238/1822-3. His people belonged originally to
Adharbaydjan, and came from the Dunbali stock, a
tribe of Kurds settled in the region of Khuy. Members
of his family held jobs as governors and administrators under the Zand and Kadjar rulers. His
father, Aka Muhammad, was governor of Kashan
under the Zands, and his eldest brother, Muhammad
C
A1I Khan, was minister to the Zand ruler Lutf CA1T
Khan (r. 1203-9/1789-94). Saba also seems to have
been identified with this monarch, and is reported to
have composed poems in his praise. When Lutf CA1T
Khan fled from Kirman in 1208/1794 from the
Kadjars, Saba's brother_was captured and put to
death by the orders of Agha Muhammad Shah (r.
1193-1212/1779-97 [q.v.]), founder of the Kadjar
regime. Following this tragedy, the poet wandered
from place to place in fear of his life until he was fortunate to find refuge with Fath CA1T Khan (afterwards
Fath cAll Shah, r. 1212-50/1797-1834 [q.v.]), who was
governor-general of Fars at that time. Saba transferred his allegiance to the Kadjars, and reportedly
destroyed the diwdn which contained poems composed
by him in praise of his former patrons, the Zands.
In 1212/1797, on the occasion of Fath CA1I Shah's
accession to the throne, Saba presented a kasida which
was well received by the new ruler. His fortunes prospered until he was appointed poet-laureate at the
court. For some time he was also governor of Kum
and Kashan, and held the honorary title of Ihtisab alMamalik ("Censor of the Provinces"). Eventually,
however, he abandoned his administrative assignments to remain permanently at the court. He accompanied the monarch on his various travels and
campaigns. It was during one of these campaigns in
1228/1813, involving Persia's hostilities with Russia,
that Saba, at the behest of the Shah, undertook the
composition of his long epic poem, Shdhanshah-ndma
("Book of the King of Kings").'
Saba died in 1238/1822-3 in Tehran. His eldest
son, Mirza Husayn Khan (d. ca. 1264/1848), who
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used cAndalib as his pen-name, succeeded him as
Path cAli Shah's poet-laureate, and continued in that
position during Muhammad Shah's reign (125064/1834-48 [q.v.]) as well. Saba's family occupies a
distinctive place in the history of 19th century Persian
literature insofar as some of its members were leading
literary figures of the Kadjar period. These included,
in addition to Husayn Khan cAndal!b, Saba's
youngest son, Abu '1-Kasim Furugh (d. 1290/1873),
his nephew, Ahmad Khan Sabur (d. 1228/1813), and
his grandson, Mahmud Khan (d. 1311/1893), the
last-named being the poet-laureate of Nasir al-Dm
Shah (r. 1264-1313/1848-96 [q.v.]).
Saba was generous and helpful towards his fellowwriters. He often used his influence at the court to
assist his literary colleagues in their professional
needs. One of those benefiting from his good offices
was the author Fadil Khan GarrusI (b. 1196/1781-2,
d. 1254/1838-9), who was officially commissioned, on
Saba's recommendation, to write a history of poets,
later named by him as Andjuman-i Khdkdn ("Assembly
of the Emperor").
Saba was a prolific poet. In his youth he took his
poetic training under HadjdjI Sulayman Sabahl (d.
1218/1803-4), who was his fellow-townsman. Saba's
verse output consists predominantly of kasidas and
mathnawis. His poetic skill finds its characteristic expression in his panegyrics, of which those in praise of
Path CA1I Shah and other dignitaries occupy a prominent place. Together with Shdhanshdh-ndma, cited
earlier,
his better-known mathnawis include
Khuddwand-ndma ("Book of the Lord"), ^Ibrat-ndma
("Book of warning"), and Gulshan-i Saba ("The rosegarden of Saba"). Shdhanshdh-ndma, a poem containing some 40,000 couplets, which the poet claims to
have composed in three years, is patterned after Firdaws!'s Shdh-ndma, and describes chiefly the events of
Path CA1T Shah's reign. Khuddwand-ndma, another
lengthy poem of nearly 25,000 couplets, deals with the
history and miracles of the Prophet Muhammad and
with the battles fought by his cousin and son-in-law,
C
A1I. The third mathnawi, ^Ibrat-ndma, is a poem denouncing some unnamed individuals, identified only
as Jews, who were allegedly sowing mischief in the
kingdom. The last-named mathnawi, Gulshan-i Saba,
contains counsels addressed to the author's son, Mlrza Husayn Khan cAndalIb, and ends with a eulogy in
praise of Path CA1T Shah and his family. Composed
probably when Saba was in his mid-forties, it
represents one of the best works of the poet. In the
simplicity of its expression, it presents a marked contrast to much of Saba's poetry, which suffers from a
frequent use of quaint and unfamiliar words and
phrases.
Many contemporary and later writers have
showered rich praise upon Saba and his works. According to Rida-kull Khan Hidayat [q.v.], no poet
equal to him had appeared in Persia for some seven
hundred years. Comments such as these are of course
a gross exaggeration of the truth, and do not merit
serious consideration. The subject-matter of the poet
is limited in its appeal and his style tends to be
laboured and heavy. Saba's chief contribution
perhaps lies in the fact that he played a major role in
the Persian poetic revival (bdzgasht), which began in
the 12th/18th century and was directed towards a
return to earlier native models in contrast to the Indian style (sabk-i Hindi [q.v.]} favoured by Persian
poets of the preceding two centuries.
Bibliography: Path CA1T Khan Saba, Diwdn-i
ashcdr-i Malik al-Shu^ard* Path cAlt Khan Saba, ed.
Muhammad CAH Nadjati, Tehran 1341/1962;
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SABAB (A.), pi. asbdb, literally "rope" (habJ), the
basic sense as given by the lexicographers (cf. L^A),
coming to designate a n y t h i n g which binds or conn e c t s . It is "anything by means of which one gains
an end (maksud; al-Djurdjanl) or an object sought"
(matlub; in the Bahr al-djawdhir). One can mention
asbdb with the sense of "bonds" in Kur'an, II, 166:
"When the bonds [which unite them] are broken...".
Ibn cAbbas interpreted this as friendship (mawadda);
Mudjahid, "alliance" (tawdsul) in this context. The
sense is also found of "a means of achieving s. th.".
Ibn Manzur cites the expression "I made such a thing
into a means of obtaining what I needed"; here, sabab
is a synonym of wadadj_ "a means of arriving at s.
th.". From this arises the sense of "way of access",
found in the Kurgan: the way which leads to the
heavens (asbdb al-samawdt), and the use of the term in
philosophy in the expression asbdb al-^ilm ("the ways
of knowledge"; cf. Gardet and Anawati, Introduction d
la theologie musulmane, 66, 375). From this same point
of view, asbdb has assumed the sense of "means of
subsistence".
1. In p h i l o s o p h y and medical science.
The hukamd^ use the term as a synonym of cilla (one
may consult C ILLA, which deals with both terms in
falsafa and kaldm). Al-TahanawI gives in his Istildhdt,
following the Bahr al-^awdhir, an interesting general
presentation. The sabab is also called mabda^ "principle"; it is "that which a thing needs, whether in its
quiddity or in its existence ... It is either complete
(tdmm: this is the divine causality in its perfect unity)
or else incomplete (ndkis), and is then divided into four
types (these are the causes in the physical and
metaphysical sense). The cause may be interior to the
thing, and if the thing is with it potentially, it is the
material cause (sabab mdddi). If it is in activity, it is the
formal cause (sabab suri). Or if it is not interior to the
thing, then it has an effect on its existence; it is the efficient cause (sabab fd^ili). If it has an effect on the efficience of its efficient cause (fifd^iliyyatfd^ilihi),
it is the
final cause (sabab ghd^i). One should note that this is
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the way Ibn Sma defines the final cause (cf. Ishdrat,
ed. Sulayman Dunya, iii, 444-5, with the comm. of
Naslr al-Dm Tusi). If the efficacious action of the
cause (ta^addial-sabab) is constant (dd^imi) or present in
the greater number of cases (akthdri, cf. Aristotle, TO
ircl TO 710X6), the cause is termed essential (sabab dhdtt)
and the effect caused (musabbab) the essential end
(ghdya dhdtiyya}. If there is efficacity in the smallest
number of cases equal to that where it does not occur
(ta^addi akalli aw musdwi), this cause is said to be accidental (sabab ittifdki), and the effect which is caused
is termed the accidental end. It has been said that if
all the conditions of efficacity combine, the cause is
essential and the end essential. If not, the efficacity is
impossible and there is no accidental cause. To put it
another way, every cause, as such, has a necessary effect as soon as all the conditions for its action are
brought together; if not, it has no action at all and the
power which essentially constitutes it as a cause remains without effect. Accordingly, there is no accidental cause.
One may reply to this that, amongst its conditions,
everything which gives in reality its efficacity to the
action of the cause, is taken into account as part of the
cause; but one must also take into account the factors
which are not part of it, such as the absence of any
obstacle (intijo? al-mdni^) and the disposition of an object to receive the action of a cause (isti^ddd al-kdbil).
Now when these two latter conditions can be equally
realised or not realised, the causality of the cause
becomes accidental there where it exerts its effect. Let
us take an example. Fire burns by its essence; but it
will not burn a combustible matter which is damp
(here the dampness constitutes an obstacle) or an incombustible matter (which is incapable of receiving
the action of fire). Consequently, if there are as many
chances that the matter is or is not made up of dry
wood, and if it happens that it is in fact dry wood, the
fire burns, but accidentally, since it is accidental that
dry wood is involved.
Physicians use the word sabab in a more particular
sense than the philosophers. For them, it denoted
uniquely the efficient cause, and even, not every efficient cause but exclusively those which have an effect
within the human body, whether they produce illnesses or restore health or preserve health. They are
either of a corporeal nature, and are then either
substances like food or medicines, or they are accidents, such as heat and cold. They also distinguish
the asbdb which are internal to the body, like the
temperament and the humours; those which are external, like warm air; and those which are of a psychical
nature (min al-umur al-nafsdniyya), like anger.
Finally, in Kur'anic exegesis one should understand the expression asbdb al-nuzul in a sense
analogical to its legal sense (see 2. below): the reasons
or circumstances which explain the revelation of such
or such a verse, and to which certain commentators
appeal in their quest for a rational form of exegesis
(see Gardet and Anawati, op. cit., 29-30).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(R. ARNALDEZ)
2. In law.
Here, sabab is defined as the designation given by
the law maker for an injunction (hukm). The sabab
itself may not be the actual cause but merely serves as
a mark (^aldma) to indicate that a certain hukm should
apply. The classic example is found in the case of
travelling as permitting the breaking of fasting during
Ramadan. The main difference between sabab and
c
illa, when considering kiyds, is marginal in practice,
since S7/a is merely a subdivision of sabab. cllla is also
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termed sabab munasib, a sabab which can be understood
by human reasoning. Travelling is therefore described
as both ^illa and sabab in regard to permitting breaking
of the fast during Ramadan since, by the application
of reason, it is apparent that the objective is to reduce
hardship. However, since there is no rational explanation why Ramadan has been prescribed for fasting, it
is therefore sabab but not Cz7/a.
The schools of fikh are divided in their opinions
about sabab. The Shaficl and HanafT ones, like the
modern Germanic school of law, concentrate on the
apparent will. By contrast, the Malik! and HanbalT
schools and the Shi^a focus on the actual intention, a
tendency similar to that in Roman law. In contemporary Islamic civil application, the importance of
sabab can perhaps be well understood from the UAE
Civil Code definition of it as "the direct purpose aimed at by the contract".
Bibliography: cAbd al-Razzak al-Sanhun, alWasit JT sharh al-kdnun al-madani, Beirut 1952, i,
1314-15; ShatibI, al-Muwdfakdt, ed. A. Draz, Beirut
n.d., i, 187-262; Wahba al-Zuhayll, al-Fikh al-isldmi
wa-adillatuhu, Damascus 1985, iv, 185-6; S.E.
Rayner, The theory of contracts in Islamic law, London
1991, 132-3.
(M.Y. Izzi DIEN)
3. In p r o s o d y [see also C ARUD].
Here, sabab, lit. "tent rope", and watid, lit. "tent
peg", denote the two smallest metrically meaningful
elements which serve as building-blocks for the feet
(adjzd^, sing. ajuz^. Following the established tentverse analogy of the bayt, the inventor of prosody, alKhalTl [<?.a.], coined these terms to characterise the
variable (sabab) and the stable elements (watid} within
each foot. The sabab consists of two letters/consonants
(the watid of three), of which the second may be either
vowelless or vowelled, resulting in the two subtypes of
the sabab khafij, "the light cord", and the sabab thafcil,
"the heavy cord." Syllabically speaking, the light
cord is one long syllable (e.g. kad), the heavy cord two
short ones (e.g. laka). A foot consists of one watid and
either one or two sababs. The "heavy cord" exists only
in conjunction with a "light cord" to form the feet
mutafd^ilun and mufd^alatun, from which the metres
kdmil and wdfir are constructed. The combination of
"heavy cord" and "light cord" (muta-fd- and -calatun, respectively, i.e. ww—) is also covered by the
metrical term fdsila (more precisely fdsila sughrd),
which seems to go back to al-Khalll also. Since neither
this term nor the fdsila kubrd (w^^-) is useful for the
system, because both can be interpreted in terrns of
sabab and watid, they are best seen as elements used in
the analysis of the really existing metres (awzdn) rather
than the abstract ideal metres (buhur) of the system.
Breaking the fdsila sughrd up into two sababs allowed for
a unified definition of the zihdfas a deviation from the
ideal norm that befalls the second letter of a sabab
(Stoetzer, 42-3). The zihdfdt, usually elisions, are
characteristic of the sabab; they may change from one
line to the next.
Some Persian prosodists introduce as a third type of
sabab the sabab-i mutawassit, consisting of an overlong
syllable (e.g. ydr) (Elwell-Sutton, 9; Khanlari, 94, n.
2, quoting the Durra-yi Nadjafi of NadjafkulT Mlrza
MucizzT).
Bibliography: W. Stoetzer, Theory and practice in
Arabic metrics, Leiden 1989, index; see also the
bibliographies in C ARUD, and in Grundriss der
Arabischen Philologie, Bd. II, Literaturwissenschaft,
Wiesbaden 1987, 205-7 (W. Heinrichs); and the additions in Bd. Ill, Supplement, Wiesbaden 1992, 276
(R. Weipert); for a clear presentation of the zihdfdt
in the form of tables, see L.P. Elwell-Sutton, The
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Persian metres, Cambridge 1976, 16-38; P.N.
Khanlan, Wazn-ishfr-ifdrsi, Tehran 1345^.71966.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
4. In g r a m m a r .
The term is used by Slbawayhi in his Kitdb 39 times
(Troupeau, Lexique-Index s.v.) to denote a "semantic
link" between words that brings about a change in the
expected case ending. Thus alongside zaydun lakitu
akhdhu we find zaydanlakitu akhdhu, where the dependent (mansub) form of zaydan is acceptable because it is
"semantically linked" with akhdhu (min sababihi, Kitdb,
i, Der. 32/Bul. 43). In this way, Slbawayhi acounts
for a variety of inflectional problems, particularly concord, the most familiar being the attraction of hasanun
to hasanln in marartu bi-raajulin hasanin abuhu due to the
sabab between rad^ul1" and abuhu (ibid., i, 195/228).
The "semantic link" is always realised by a bound
pronoun, either suffixed (as in akhdhu, abuhu, above)
or concealed, as in antafa-nzur, with anta assigned the
same case as the concealed agent pronoun of unzur
because of the sabab between them (ibid., i, 59/71).
This pronoun is obligatory: in *md zaydun muntalik0"
abu ^amrin it is not enough to know that Abu c Amr
really is Zayd's father—without the pronoun this expression is disallowed, contrast md zaydun muntalik""
abuhu (ibid., i, 24/31). In addition to the direct sabab,
Slbawayhi recognised an indirect link which he calls
iltibds "involvement", e.g. marartu
bi-radjulin
mukhdlitihi dd^n (ibid., i, 193/226; here the suffixed
pronoun has moved from da*"1 to its predicate
mukhdlitihi) and, one stage more remote, "involvement with something semantically linked", e.g.
marartu bi-radjulm mukhdlit1" abdhu dd^" (see Mosel,
297). Subsequently, sabab was largely dropped from
grammatical theory and replaced by other explanations or synonyms. By the time of Ibn al-Sarradj (d.
316/929, Muajaz, 62), it is virtually restricted to the
adjectival structure marartu bi raajulin hasanin abuhu,
later commonly termed the nact sababi.
Bibliography. Slbawayhi, Kitdb, ed. H. Derenbourg, Paris 1881-9, ed. Bulak, 1898-1900; Abu
Bakr Muhammad b. al-Sarradj, al-Muajaz ft 7nahw, ed. Moustafa El-Chouemi [Mustafa '1Shu^ayml] and Bensalem Damerdji [Bin Salim alDamirdjT], Beirut 1385/1965; U. Mosel, Die syntaktische Terminologie bei Sibawaih, diss. Univ. of
Munich 1975; G. Troupeau, Lexique-index du Kitdb
de Slbawayhi, Paris 1976; M. G. Carter, The term
sabab in Arabic grammar, in Zeitschr. fur Arabische
Linguistik, xv (1985), 53-66.
(M.G. CARTER)
SABAH, a state consisting of over 29,000 square
miles of territory on the n o r t h e r n coast of the
island of Borneo and a constituent part of Malaysia
since 1963. Formerly it was known as North Borneo
(1877-8 to 1946) and was governed by the British
North Borneo Company (incorporated by Royal
Charter in 1881) by virtue of agreements between the
Company and the Sultans of Brunei [q. v. in Suppl.j
and Sulu [q. v. ]. In July 1946 the Company transferred all its rights to Britain and the territory became a
Crown Colony which lasted until 1963 when Sabah
joined the Federation of Malaysia.
The Muslim population is a small percentage of the
total (3%-4%), but increasing as a result of an aggressive dakwah programme. They are predominantly
coastal dwellers (Bajaus and Bruneis), living in the
major river towns where the language is Malay and
Samal. Historically Islam has always had a presence
in the area, at least from the 17th century, and the
pre-modern history of Sabah is part of the history of
Brunei and Sulu.
It is in the period from the late 19th century to the

present that the historical record for Islam begins and
it has three main features which, together, define the
modern form of the religion.
First, the international aspect. The reference here is
to the treaties between the Sultans of Brunei and Sulu
with the British, as to the transfer of territory and
sovereignty to the latter. They are examples of the late
19th century practice of international relations involving Muslim sovereigns and the modern European
imperium in the East. Sovereignty was undoubtedly
transferred from the European point of view but not
necessarily from the Muslim. State practice on either
side was not strictly comparable, and the misunderstandings of the 1880s continue to give rise to
inter-state dispute in modern Southeast Asia, in this
case between the Philippines and Malaysia.
Second, from the point of view of the colonial power,
Islam was but one of a number of "native" religions
and laws. From this perspective it had no status in
state sovereignty or the definition of the state. The
shari^a came to be reduced in status and restricted to
basic provisions on family matters and sexual misconduct. The line between shari^a and adat or cdda [q.v.]
was typically blurred.
Third, from the transfer to the Federation of
Malaysia in 1963, Islam gained an immediate
political presence and its status was no longer that of
"native belief" and law but instead became an important defining element in public and social life. Now,
legislation has been introduced to implement the
shari^a, to encourage education in Islam, to distribute
funds for religious purposes and, in general, to make
Islam an essential element in the Malaysian polity.
Bibliography: S. Jayakumar, The Philippine claim
to Sabah and international law, in Malaya Law Review,
x (1968); L.R. Wright, The origins of British Borneo,
Hong Kong 1970; J.P. Ongkili, Pre-Western Brunei,
Sarawak and Sabah, in Sarawak Museum Journal, N.S.
xx/40-1 (1972); M.B. Hooker, Native law in Sabah
and Sarawak, Singapore 1980; Anwar Sullivan and
Cecilia Leong (eds.), Commemorative history of Sabah
1881-1981, Sabah State Govt. 1981; M.B. Hooker,
Islamic law in South-East Asia, Singapore 1984.
(VIRGINIA MATHESON HOOKER)
SABAH, AL, A r a b i a n d y n a s t y from the c Utub
branch of the cAnaza tribe, rulers of al-Kuwayt [q.v.]
from ca. 1165/1752 until the present. They presided
over its development from a small port dependent on
pearling, fishing and the transit trade with India to its
current position as an independent, oil-rich state.
Al Sabah originated in Nadjd and migrated with
other members of the c Utub to Katar [q.v.] in about
1085/1674 and then to al-Kuwayt early in the
12th/18th century. The rise to power of the founder of
the dynasty, Sabah I (ca. 1165-71/1752-6), remains
obscure. His claim to authority was of a civil nature,
not based on descent from the Prophet or any role as
a religious leader, and he does not seem to have imposed it by force but by agreement with other sections
of the c UtbI community^ During the late 12th13th/l8th-19th centuries, Al Sabah managed to maintain their political authority with the internal support
of local tribesmen and merchants. They also succeeded for the most part in achieving a delicate balance in
handling their relations with those external forces who
could have swept them from power, namely the Ottomans, the British and the SucudT-led Wahhabls.
Moreover, the succession proceeded relatively
smoothly, ensuring family cohesion and stability.
The exception to this pattern was the dynamic
figure of Mubarak (1313-34/1896-1915), who came to
power by assassinating two of his brothers, Muham-
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mad I (1310-13/1892-6) and Djarrah. Despite Ottoman suspicions of British involvement in the coup
and Mubarak's concern to achieve British protection,
it was not until 1316/1899 that an agreement was signed, excluding other foreign powers from acquiring
Kuwaytl territory by lease or purchase and preventing
their representatives from being received in alKuwayt without British approval. In an accompanying letter, Mubarak was assured of "the good offices
of the British Government". This close association
with Britain proved valuable in maintaining alKuwayt's independence in the face of Ottoman
pressures, especially during World War I, and it may
also be seen as offering conditions promoting commercial development and modernisation. However, it
restricted Mubarak in his dealings with his Arabian
neighbours, the Al Rashld [q. v.] of Djabal Shammar
and cAbd al- c Aziz b. Sucud [<?•£.], effectively preventing any KuwaytT territorial expansion at their expense; early in the reign of Ahmad I (1339-69/192150), it even led to territory being ceded to the Sucudls.
Following a period of recession with the decline of
the pearling industry and economic warfare with Ibn
Su c ud, al-Kuwayt won a reprieve with the discovery
of oil in 1356/1938. Exports began on 30 Radjab
1365/30 June 1946, ushering in a new era of prosperity, especially after the accession of cAbd Allah III
(1369-85/1950-65). cAbd Allah oversaw the creation
of al-Kuwayt's modern infrastructure, initiating ambitious construction projects, a comprehensive welfare
state, extensive education and health facilities. He
also ended the 1316/1899 Anglo-Kuwaytl agreement,
which was increasingly resented, asserting alKuwayt's full independence as a sovereign state on 6
Muharram 1381/19 June 1961. Immediately, he was
threatened with invasion by al-clrak, laying claim to
sovereignty over al-Kuwayt, but on this occasion Britain's prompt action in sending forces to the border
deterred the clrakls from invading. The present ruler,
Djabir III (1398-/1977-) was less fortunate when on
10 Muharram 1411/2 August 1990 he was faced with
an actual clrak! invasion, resulting in the occupation
of his country and his exile in SucudT Arabia until
after the liberation of al-Kuwayt in the Gulf War of
Radjab-Shacban 1411/January-February 1991.
Bibliography: An authoritative genealogical
study is A. Rush, Al Sabah: history and genealogy of
Kuwait's ruling family 1752-1987, London and
Atlantic Highlands 1987. See also B.C. Busch, Britain and the Persian Gulf 1894-1914, Berkeley 1967; G.
Troeller, The birth of Saudi Arabia: Britain and the rise
of the house of Sa^ud, London 1976; A.M. AbuHakima, The modern history of Kuwait 1750-1965,
London 1983; Rosemary Said Zahlan, The making of
the modern Gulf states, London 1989.
(ELIZABETH M. SIRRIYEH)
SABAH AL-DlN ("Prens" Sabahattin) (18771948), late O t t o m a n political t h e o r i s t . $abah alDln was born in Istanbul, the elder son of Damdd (imperial son-in-law) Mahmud Djelal al-Dln Pasha. His
mother was Senlha Sultan, a younger sister of Sultan
c
Abd al-Hamld II. He was educated privately.
When his father fled to Paris in 1899, Sabah al-Dln
and his younger brother Lutf Allah accompanied him.
Sabah al-Dln came to the fore as one of the leading
Young Turk emigre publicists and politicians. Backed
by his father's wealth, he soon became a serious competitor of Ahmed Rida for the leadership of the Young
Turk movement. In 1902 he took the initiative in
bringing together the first "Congress of Ottoman
Liberals" in Paris, where his group, that of Ahmed
Rida, but also Armenian, Albanian and Arab delega-
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tions met. At the congress a split occurred between the
centralist and nationalist Young Turk movement of
Ahmed Rida (the Ittihdd we TerakkiDjem^iyyeti [q.v.] or
"Committee of Union and Progress") and the other
groups over the question whether armed struggle, including foreign intervention, was acceptable as a
means to depose the sultan. Together with the
Armenians, Sabah al-Dln supported intervention and
armed resistance (an abortive attempt at a military
coup with the help of the garrison in Tripolitania was
actually undertaken by his followers after the congress). Later in 1902, Sabah al-DTn united his
followers in a separate organisation, the ^Adem-i
Merkeziyyet we Teshebbus-u Shakhsi Djemciyyeti ("Society
for Decentralisation and Private Initiative").
The name of the society reflected Sabah al-DTn's
ideological stance. He was a follower of Le Play and,
especially, of Edmond Desmolins, whose A quoi tient la
superiorite des Anglo-Saxons (1897) influenced him deeply. In Sabah al-DTn's eyes, society could only progress
on the basis of the improvement of its smallest constituent parts, sc. the family and the individual. Unlike
most other Young Turks, who saw the state as the only vehicle for the modernisation of society, he saw the
secret in creating a strong "individualism" in the
Ottoman Empire. Sabah al-DTn was a thinker and
writer (from 1906 to 1908 he edited the Paris-based
newspaper Terakki "Progress") but not a very astute
politician. As a concrete political programme, his
brand of sociology had little to offer in the way of solutions for the short-term problems of the Ottoman
Empire.
In 1907, his group participated in the second "Congress of Ottoman Liberals" in Paris, which was
organised by the Armenian Dashnaks. After the 1908
constitutional revolution, he returned to Istanbul,
but, although he had many followers in the Ahrdr
Firkasl ("Liberal party", 1908-9) and the Hiirriyyet we
Ptildf Firkasl ("Entente Liberate", 1912-13, 1919-22),
he never joined any of these parties and he did not actively participate in the politics of the second constitutional period. He had to leave the Ottoman Empire
when he was accused of involvement in the murder of
the Grand Vizier Mahmud Shewket Pasha [q.v.] in
1913. After World War I he returned, but as a
member of the Ottoman dynasty he was banned from
Turkey again in 1924. Thereafter he lived in exile in
Switzerland until his death in 1948.
Bibliography: Cavit Orhan Tiitengil, Prens
Sabahattin, Istanbul 1954; Ibrahim Alaettin Govsa,
Turk meshurlan ansiklopedisi, Istanbul 1946 (?), 332;
§erif Mardin,^ Tiirklerin siyasi fikirleri 1895-1908,
Ankara 1964, 215-24; Ahmet Bedevi Kuran, Inkildp
tarihimiz ve "Jon Turkler", Istanbul 1945; Ali Birinci, Hurriyet ve hilaf Firkasi, Istanbul 1990.
(E.J. ZURCHER)
SABAHATTIN ALl (Ottoman orthography,
C
Sabah ul-DTn A1T), T u r k i s h novelist and short
story w r i t e r , born in Komotini [see GUMULDJINE, in
Suppl.], eastern Thrace (now in Greece), on 12
February 1906 or 25 February 1907, died on 2 April
1948. His father was the army Captain Ali Salahaddin
and he had his elementary education in Istanbul,
Qanakkale, and Edremit. His childhood in Qanakkale
during World War I was to leave deep emotional
traces on him; later, when the family came to
Edremit, the area was under invasion and they found
themselves under dire financial circumstances, so that
Sabahattin Ali had to work as a street seller. He continued his education at Bahkesir and Istanbul Teacher
Training Colleges (1921-7). Upon graduation, he
worked in Yozgat as a teacher for a year before he was
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sent to Germany in 1928 by the Ministry of Education
to further his studies. He returned in 1930 and taught
German in Aydin and Konya, but in 1932, because of
his poem Memleketten haberler, he was sentenced to one
year's imprisonment for disparaging Ataturk, being
freed after 10 months under a general pardon. Between the years 1934 and 1945, he worked in the
publications section of the Ministry of Education and
later as a teacher in Ankara. He was highly criticised
for his political activities and, in 1945, resigning from
his duties, he moved to Istanbul, becoming a journalist. Because of an article which he published in the
satirical magazine Marko Pasa, he was sentenced to
three months in jail. In 1948, after he left prison, he
began to work as a lorry driver and wrote in the
journal Zincirli Hurriyet. He was under constant police
surveillance, hence decided to run away to Bulgaria,
but was killed on 2 April 1948, by the smuggler who
was helping him to cross the frontier, possibly in an
ambush.
Sabahattin Ali began to publish his sentimental
poetry and short stories in journals during 1925-6.
Later, he abandoned poetry and became known by his
short stories and his novel Kuyucakh Yusuf. His
familiarity with the Anatolian villagers, which stemmed from his childhood memories, became clearer as
he met more people in the prisons. The bulk of his
later work is devoted to the village life and people;
their struggle with nature, their social and economic
conditions, and their mistrust for officials and intellectuals. Some of his stories are about workers, but these
are not as detailed as the village stories. The middleclass people and the intellectuals are reflected as
negative personalities who despise and mistreat the
villagers; his administrators are corrupt and take sides
with the rich. The women in his stories are pushed into prostitution by society. His characters are not well
developed psychologically; the plot and the motivation of his characters are more important. His first
novel Kuyucakh Yusuf (1937) is his village novel. The
events start in Aydin in 1903 and end in 1915 in
Edremit. It is based on the oppositions of city: nature;
corruption: naivety; lust: love. His second novel,
tfimizdeki seytan, takes place in Istanbul and is set
among the young university students before World
War II. Kurk mantolu Madonna is a love story about an
intellectual, his problems with his family and his
society. In all the three of his novels the heroes are
men who are not in harmony with their communities.
Sabahattin Ali strove in his writings to be a social
realist; he did not abstract art from society and believed that art and literature had a mission, which was to
lead human beings towards the more beautiful and the
just and to teach them about themselves and life. He
began by employing an elaborate literary language, as
in his early love stories, but shifted to using very
plain, non-descriptive language, believing that the
written language should reflect the spoken form.
Bibliography: 1. First e d i t i o n s of his w o r k s ,
(a) Poetry: Daglar ve ruzgar, Istanbul 1934. (b) Short
story collections: Degirmen, Istanbul 1935; Kagm,
Istanbul 1936; Ses, Istanbul 1937; Yeni diinya, Istanbul 1943; Sirfa kosk, Istanbul 1947. (c) Novels:
Kuyucakh Yusuf, Istanbul 1937 (in French: Youssouf
le Taciturne, Paris 1977); Icimizdeki seytan, Istanbul
1940; Kurk mantolu Madonna, Istanbul 1943.
2. S t u d i e s . Fethi Naci, On Turkromam, Istanbul
1971; Mustafa Kudu, Sabahattin Alt, Istanbul 1972;
Asim Bezirci, Sabahattin Ali: hayati, hikayeleri,
romanlan, Istanbul 1974; Kemal Bayram, Sabahattin
olayi, Istanbul 1978; F.A. Laslo and Atilla
Ozkinmh, Sabahattin Ali, Ankara 1979; Elisabeth

Siedel, Sabahattin Ali, Mystiker und Sozialist, Berlin
1983; Okay Onertoy, Turk roman ve dykusii, Istanbul
1984; Berna Moran, Turk romanma elestirel bir bakis,
ii, Istanbul 1990; Gevdet Kudret, Turk edebiyatmda
hikaye ve roman, iii, Istanbul 1990.
(QIGDEM BALIM)
SABANDJA, modern Turkish Sapanca, a town in
northwestern Anatolia, in the classical Bithynia,
situated on the southeastern bank of the freshwater
lake of the same name and to the west of the Sakarya
river (lat. 40°41'N., long. 30°15'E.).
Almost nothing is known of its pre-Islamic history,
although there are Byzantine remains; the name may
be a popular transformation of Sophon. According to
Ewliya Celebi, the town was founded by a certain
SabandjI Kodja, but this last must be merely an
eponymous hero. It seems to appear in history only in
the 10th/16th century, when Suleyman the Magnificent's Grand Vizier Sari Riistem Pasha [see RUSTEM
PASHA] is said to have founded there a mosque, a
public bath and a caravanserai with 170 rooms.
Ewliya describes it a century later as having 1,000
houses, and Sabandja was at this time the centre of a
kadd^ in the liwd* of Kodja-eli [q.v.\, connected administratively and financially with the eydlet of the
Kapudan Pasha or Grand Admiral. Its main importance was as a staging-post on the road from the
capital to the Anatolian interior, and then, in the early
20th century, as a station on the railway line from
Uskiidar into Anatolia. During the Greco-Turkish
warfare of 1921, it was occupied by the Greeks from
16 March to 21 June and damaged. It is now the cheflieu of an ilce or county in the il or province of
Sakarya, with fruit-growing as an important local
agricultural activity; in 1960 the town had a population of 5,788 and the ilce one of 13,114.
The lake of Sabandja (15 km/9 miles by 5 km/3
miles) has been important for its fish since Antiquity;
it is mentioned by Ammianus Marcellinus as lacus
sumonensis, and in later Byzantine times the mountain
by the lake was called Siphones. The project of connecting the lake by means of a canal with the Gulf of
Izmit was mooted as far back as the Emperor Trajan's
time, and in the Ottoman period, during the reigns of
Mustafa III and Murad III in the 10th/16th century,
and after (see i.H. Uzuncarsili, Sakarya nehrinin Izmit
korfezine akitilmasi He Marmara ve Karadeniz'in birlestirilmesi hakkmda vesikalar ve tetkik raporu, in Belleten,
iv/14-15 [1940], 149-74).
Bibliography: Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme,
Istanbul 1314-18/1896-1900, ii, 171-2, 459 ff., v,
74; Hadjdjf Khalifa, Djihdn-numd, 6560, 673; von
Hammer, GOR, i, 72, 578, iv, 200; Sir W.M.
Ramsay, The historical geography of Asia Minor, London 1890, 188; V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie, Paris
1894, iv, 378; F. Taeschner, Das anatolische
Wegenetz, Leipzig 1924, 93-4, 255; L4, art. Sapanca
(Besim Darkot). For the European travellers in the
area, see the Bibl. to F. Babinger's El1 art.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SABASTIYYA, SEBASTIYYA, the Arabic name of
v a r i o u s t o w n s in the Near East.
1. The a n c i e n t Samaria, which Herod had
changed to SejBaaTrj in honour of Augustus. The form
Sepdtateia—as in the case of other towns of this
name—was presumably also used, as the Arabic name
(which is sometimes also written Sabastiyya) suggests.
By the end of the classical period, the town, overshadowed by the neighbouring Neapolis (Sichem;
Arabic, Nabulus), had sunk to be a small town (rcoXixviov) and played only an unimportant part in the Arab
period. It was conquered by cAmr b. al-cAs while Abu
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Bakr was still caliph; the inhabitants were guaranteed
their lives and property on condition that they paid
poll-tax and land-duties (al-Baladhurl, 138; Ibn alAthlr, ii, 388). Al-BattanI is the first of the Arab
geographers to mention it, but gives already much less
accurate figures for its position than Ptolemy had
done. In the later Arab geographers, Sabastiyya appears as a place in the Djund Filastin. According to a
tradition found as early as Jerome, for example, the
tomb of John the Baptist was there (Ibn al-Athir, loc.
cit.\ Yahya b. Zakariyya0; xi, 333); on its site there
was in Late Antiquity a basilica built and in the
Crusading period (in the second half of the 6th/12th
century) a church of St. John; remains of the latter
still survive. According to western sources, Sabastiyya
was again a bishopric at this time (Lequien, in Oriens
Christianus, iii, 650 ff). Usama b. Munkidh, about
534/1140, visited the town and its sanctuary. Salah alDln advanced on Sabastiyya in 580/1184, but its
bishop, by handing over 80 Muslim prisoners, saved
the town from the terrible fate of Nabulus (Ibn alAthir, xi, 333; Abu 'l-FidaD, Annales, in Recueil des hist,
orient, des croisades, i, 53; Ibn Shaddad, in ibid., iii, 82;
Epistola Balduini, in Rohricht, Regesta regni Hierosol.,
no. 638). In the year 583/1187 it was finally taken
from the Crusaders by Husam al-Dln c Umar b.
Ladjln; the church of St. John was turned into a
mosque and the bishop brought to c Akka (Ibn alAthir, xi, 357).
Bibliography: BattanT, Kitdb Zidj_ al-Sdbi, ed.
Nallino, in the Pubblicazioni d. Reale Ossewat. di Brera
inMilano, xl/2, 39, no. 114; Ibn al-Faklh, 103; Ibn
Khurradadhbih, 79; Yackubl, Bulddn, 329; Yakut,
Bulddn, ed. Wustenfeld, iii, 33; Derenbourg, Vie
d'Ousdma, tr. 188-9, 486, Arabic text, 528, 617; V.
Cuinet, La Syrie, 192; Thomsen, Loca sancta, i, 102;
Schiirer, Gesch. d. jud. Volkes im Zeitalter Christi*, ii,
195-8; R. Hartmann, Palastina unter den Arabern (Das
Landder Bibel, i/4), 14; Baedeker, Palastina u. Syrien6,
Leipzig 1904, 195; Le Strange, Palestine under the
Moslems, 28, 523; H.C. Luke and E. Keith-Roach,
The handbook of Palestine and Trans-Jordan2, London
1930, 130-1; A.-S. Marmardji, Textes geographiques
arabes sur la Palestine, Paris 1951, 92.
2. A place in the Thughur al-Shamiyya, according
to Ibn Khurradadhbih, 117, on the Cilician coast, 4
mils from an otherwise unknown Iskandariyya, which
again was 12 mils from Kurasiyya (Kopdcaiov). It is the
ancient 'EXououaaoc or £&(3a<rcr), the modern Ayas.
Bibliography: Pauly-Wissowa, v, 2228, 's.v.
Elaiussa; ii/A, 952, s.v. Sebaste no. 5; Tomaschek,
in SB Ak. Wien (1891), Abh. viii, 65; E. Herzfeld,
in Peterm. geogr. Mitteil., Iv (1909), 29, col. 2.
3. A town in Asia Minor, which was taken by alc
Abbas b. al-Walid in 93/711-12 along with alMarzubanayn and Tus (read Tarsus!), whose situation is unknown. In some manuscripts of al-Taban
and Ibn TaghrTbirdi, the name is wrongly written
Samastiyya (or something like that) which can hardly,
as Brooks suggests, stand for the Byzantine MiaOetoc in
Phrygia. The reference is rather to the Phrygian
SejkaTTj (Pauly-Wissowa, ii/A, 951, no. 1).
Bibliography: Ibn al-Athir, iv, 457; Tabarl, ii,
1236, with note b.; Ibn Taghnbirdl, Nudjum, ed.
Popper, i, 251; E.W. Brooks, in Jnal. of Hellenic
Studies, xviii (1898), 193.
4. A town of this name said to be not far from
Sumaysat on the upper Euphrates is mentioned by
Yakut, iii, 33. It might be Juliopolis in Cappadocia
(Ptolemy, v. 6. 25, ed. Miiller, 893), which was
presumably called after Augustus and perhaps may
have also been called Sebasteia; but perhaps we
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should rather assume there has been some confusion
with Slwas on the Upper Nahr Alis (Halys or Kizil
Irmak [q.v.]).
(E. HONIGMANN*)
SABCATU RIJDJAL, collective designation of
seven p a t r o n saints venerated in certain Moroccan
towns and tribal areas, as well as in some parts of
Algeria. Probably the oldest group of this kind are the
Seven of the Radjradja (Regraga), a Berber
maraboutic tribe (later: family) belonging to the Haha
(Masmuda) and composed of the descendants of 13
saints (the original seven plus six affiliates), whose
tombs and zdwiyas are located west, east and on top of
their holy mountain, Djabal al-Hadld, between alSawlra (Mogador) and the Tansift in Shayazima
(Chiadma) country.
According to local tradition, the Radjradja had
been Christians since the time of Christ, but when
they heard of Muhammad's call, seven of them
travelled to Mecca, met the Prophet, embraced Islam
and were commissioned to Islamise the Maghrib,
which they did. The most conspicuous feature of their
cult is the annual circular pilgrimage, dawr, which
begins on 21 March (vernal equinox) and lasts 40
days. For a detailed description of its rites, symbolism
and mythology by a sawm participant, see C A. Mana,
Les Regraga, Casablanca 1988.
While the origins of the Seven Radjradja are
shrouded in myth, the Seven Saints of Marrakesh are
historical persons who lived between the 6th/12th and
10th/16th centuries. They include men like the
famous Kadi clyad [^.z>.], and Muhammad b.
Sulayman al-DjazulT [ q . v . ] , spiritual ancestor of most
Moroccan Sufi orders. H. de Castries, in his Les sept
patrons de Marrakech, les Sab^atu Rijal, in Hesperis, iv/3
(1924), 245-303, has shown that the circular
pilgrimage to the Seven was established by the famous
savant and mystic Abu CA1I al-Hasan al-Yusi in 16889, at the demand of the Sultan Mawlay IsmacTl [<?.y.].
The latter took a dim view of Regraga influence, and
tried to curb it by having the ^ulamd^ of Fas issue afatwd (1687-8) denying their title of Companions of the
Prophet and by creating a rival pilgrimage centre at
Marrakesh. The new ziydra proved such a success that
the term sab^atu ridjal became synonymous with the
name of the city. In 1811 Mawlay Sulayman, under
Wahhabi influence, condemned the MarrakushI infatuation with the Seven, but his successors respected
it.
Other instances of the veneration of seven saints
have been observed near Amizmiz, among the
Baranis (northeastern Morocco), in Fas, in Shafshawen and in other places in Northern Morocco, in
Ifni and in Algeria (Kabylia, Awras).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the article): A. Moulieras, Le Maroc inconnu, Oran-Paris
1899, ii, 171-8; H. Gaillard, Une ville de I'Islam: Fes,
Paris 1905, 137; E. Doutte, En tribu, Paris 1914,
222, 360; R. Montagne, Les Berberes et le Makhzen
dans le Sud du Maroc, Paris 1930, 27, 66, 67, 84, 87,
208; A. Domenech-Lafuente, Del Territorio de Ifni,
etc., in Cuadernos de Est. Afr., vii (1949), 9-21; E.
Maldonado, Sebaatu Riyal, in Africa, vi/86 (1949),
55-9; E. Dermenghem, Le Culte des saints dans I'lslam
maghrebin, Paris 1954, 47-9; J. Berque, Structures
sociales du Haut-Atlas, Paris 1955, 66, 270, 296, 435;
idem, Al-Yousi, Paris 1958; G. Deverdun, Marrakech
des ongines d 1912, Rabat 1959, i, 571-5; W.
Hoenerbach and J. Kolenda, Sefsdwen (Xauen), in
WI, n.s. xiv (1973), 39.
(P. SHINAR)
SABBAGH (A.), lit. d y e r , is a technical term
which was applied to a group of skilled craftsmen in
Islamic Middle East and North Africa. In a polemical
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writing, the Arab writer al-Djahiz argued that the
dyers, tanners, cuppers, etc. were exclusively Jewish
in the early Islamic period, but historians like alKhatib al-Baghdadl and other writers have indicated
names of Muslims bearing the name al-Sabbagh
which may indicate the involvement of Muslims in the
dyer's profession at least during later Islamic centuries. A statement attributed to the Prophet Muhammad said that "the most habitual liars were the
dyers" (akdhab al-nds al-sabbdghun); but, according to
Abu cUbayd Ibn Sallam (d. 232/846), al-sabbdgh acquired a new shade of meaning and was applied to
persons who were engaged in "forgery and embellishment offyadith" (al-Khatib, Ta^rikh Baghdad, xiv, 216).
According to a tale in the Alf layla wa-layla, the
dyer's trade tended to be hereditary. The dyers had a
low status in society due to the foul odour associated
with their work. The hisba manuals speak of the
trickery of the dyers, who allegedly cheated their
customers by applying non-permanent dye for their
cloth. In the modern era, the Damascene dyers were
well-known for providing the dye indigo (al-nif), lapis
lazuli (Iduwardi), dark blue dye (kuhlt) and a variety of
other shades for their customers' cloth (al-Kasimi,
Kdmus, 267). The Yemeni dyers of the early 20th century have preserved some of the traditional skills of
their trade. The biographer al-Safadl (d. 764/1362)
recorded the biographies of some notable Muslims affiliated to the dyers' families who had unusual names
like cAbd al-Sayyid Muhammad b. cAbd al-Wahid b.
Dja c far al-Sabbagh (d. 477/1084), who lectured on
jurisprudence at the Nizamiyya college in Baghdad
and wrote some books. His grandson cAbd al-Sayyid
b. CA1I al-Sabbagh (d. 563/1168) was also a man of
some distinction.
Bibliography: Djahiz, Thaldth rasd^il, ed. Finkel,
Cairo 1926, 17; Thacalibl, Thimdr al-kulub, Cairo
1908, 193; Ibn Bassam al-Muhtasib, Nihdyat al-rutba
fi-talab al-hisba, ed. H. al-SamarrsPi, Baghdad 1968,
128; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Macdlim al-kurba, ed. R.
Levy, London 1938, 45; SafadI, al-Wdfi bi 7wafdydt, iv, 63, 152, viii, 118-19, xviii, 440-1, xix,
273; Subkl, Tabakdt al-Shdffayya al-kubrd, Cairo
1971, viii, 112; al-Kadl al-Talakanl, Risdlat Amthdl
al-baghdddiyya, ms. Baghdad Museum n. 6929, 6;
Alf layla wa-layla, ed. Hasan Djawhar et alii, Cairo
1952-4, part iv, 18-19; M.S. al-Kasiml, Kdmus alsindcdt al-shdmiyya, i-ii, Paris-The Hague 1960, 2678; M.A.J. Beg, Social mobility in Islamic civilization the classical period, Kuala Lumpur 1981, 64; R.B.
Serjeant et alii, Sancd^: an Arabian Islamic city, Cambridge 1983, 265.
(M.A.J. BEG)
SABP (A.), or, with the usual weakening of final
hamza, Sdbi, plural Sdbi^iin, Sdbi^a, Sdba, in English
"Sabian" (preferably not "Sabaean", which renders
Saba^ [q.v.]), a n a m e applied in A r a b i c to at least
three entirely different religious communities:
(1) the Sdbi^un who are mentioned three times in the
Kur'an (II 62, V 69, XXII 17) together with the
Christians and Jews. Their identity, which has been
much debated both by the Muslim commentators and
by modern orientalists, was evidently uncertain
already shortly after the time of Muhammad and remains uncertain now. They were clearly not Mandaeans (as Chwolsohn and many others believed), and
hardly Elchasaites (as proposed below, s.v. SABI-'A);
there is indeed little reason to believe that Muhammad and his compatriots could have had any
knowledge of either of these communities. The present author has argued that they might possibly have
been Manichaeans, i.e. what the Arab antiquaries
refer to as the zanddika among the Kuraysh.

(2) The Sabat al-bata^ih, or mughtasila, of Southern
lrak, the remnant of an ancient Jewish-Christian
sect, the Elchasaites. They owed the designation "Sabians" evidently to the fact that some of the early
Kur D an commentators in Basra or Kufa saw in them
a possible candidate for identification with the Sabians
of the holy book.
(3) The Sabians of Harran, a community following
an old Semitic polytheistic religion, but with a strongly Hellenised elite, one of the last outposts of Late Antique paganism. These adopted the Kur'anic name
Sdbi^a during the 3rd/9th century so as to be able to
claim the status of ahl al-kitdb and thus avoid persecution. (Arabic Muslim and Christian authors occasionally also apply the name Sdbi^, by extension, to the
pagans of ancient Greece and to other polytheists.) It
is only with these last that Muslim authors of the
c
Abbasid period were acquainted at first hand and,
except in discussions of the Kur D an, the name SdbP is
normally applied either to Harranian pagans or else to
their Muslim descendants (e.g. the astronomer alBattanl [q.v.]). In particular, the name was applied, in
effect as a nisba, to two d i s t i n g u i s h e d f a m i l i e s of
scholars and s e c r e t a r i e s of Harranian origin who
flourished in Baghdad between the 3rd/9th and
5th/l 1th centuries, and it is with these that the present
article is concerned.
The two families in question were related to each
other by marriage, although the exact nature of their
relationship has been the subject of much confusion.
Ibn al-Kifti (Ta^nkh al-Hukamd\ ed. A. Miiller and J.
Lippert, Leipzig 1902) says (twice on pp. 110-1) that
Thabit b. Sinan (no. 4) was the maternal uncle (khdt)
of the historian Hilal b. al-Muhassin (no. 9) and he
says again (on p. 110) that Hilal was "the son of his
(i.e. Thabit 5 s) sister"; this information is repeated by
the sources dependent on Ibn al-Kifti (i.e. Ibn Abl
Usaybica and Ibn al-clbrl) and has been accepted by
modern authors. However, Yakut (Udabd^, ii, 397)
quotes a poem by Abu Ishak Ibrahim (no. 7) lamenting the death of "his maternal uncle" Thabit b.
Sinan; i.e. Thabit was the maternal uncle not of
Hilal, but of his grandfather Ibrahim (similarly, alSafadl, x, 464, paraphrasing Yakut, says of Ibrahim
wa huwa <ibn> ukht Thabit; badly "emended" in the
edition.) Yakut's version is confirmed by Hilal
himself when he introduces one of the anecdotes in his
Rusum ddr al-khildfa
(ed. c Awwad, Baghdad
1383/1964, 86) with the words: "My grandfather
Ibrahim b. Hilal told me about this matter saying: my
grandfather Sinan b. Thabit told me saying: my
father Thabit was", etc. It is thus clear that Sinan was
the maternal grandfather of Ibrahim, not of Hilal. To
be sure, Hilal refers elsewhere in the same book (p.
49) to Sinan b. Thabit as djaddi, but in the light of the
just-quoted passage it is evident either that ajaddt is a
haplography for djadd ajaddi, or else that it here means
not "my grandfather" but "my ancestor".
Bibliography: The most complete study of the
Sdbi^un in general and of the two families outlined
below remains D. Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier und der
Ssabismus, 2 vols., St. Petersburg 1856. See also F.
de Blois, The ''Sabians'' (Sdbi^un) in pre-Islamic Arabia
(forthcoming).
1. Abu '1-Hasan Thabit b. K u r r a b. Mar wan
b. Thabit [q.v.\ (died 288/901), the celebrated
mathematician, astronomer and translator of Greek
books, was the first member of the Sabian community
to come to the notice of Muslim intellectuals. He was
born in Harran but spent most of his life in Baghdad,
where he enjoyed the especial patronage of the caliph
al-Mu c tadid.
c
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Genealogical table of the Sabi^ families

(1) Thabit b. Kurra b. Marwan
d. 288/901
Ibrahim b. Harun, d. 309/921 (?)
(2) Sinan d. 331/943

(3) Ibrahim
296-335/908-946

(4) Thabit
d. 365/976

I
I
(daughter) = (6) Hilal

(5) Thabit
281-369/897-980

(7) Ibrahim
313-384/925-994

(8) al-Muhassin
d. 401/1010
I
(9) Hilal
359-448/969-1055

Sinan
d. 380/990

Sacid

(10) Harun (?)
d. 444/1052

(11) Muhammad, d. 480/1088
I
Ishak
I
(12) Muhammad
481-563/1088-1168
I
Ishak
I '
(13) Muhammad, d. 619/1222
2. His son Abu Sa c id Sinan served as personal
physician of three successive caliphs: al-Muktadir, alKahir and al-Radl. Al-Kahir forced him to convert to
Islam, but his children apparently remained in the
ancestral religion. Sinan was responsible for building
hospitals and supervising the medical profession in
Baghdad, and is credited with introducing a system of
examining and licensing the practising doctors. The
sources list various writings of his on history,
mathematics and astronomy; strangely, they mention
no medical titles. His only extant work seems to be a
short treatise on ethics, Siydsat al-nufus (Brit. Mus.
Cat., p. 205). He died (according to al-Suli and
Yakut) on 1 Dhu 'l-Kacda 331/943.
Bibliography: Suli, Akhbdr al-Rddiwa 'l-Muttaki,
ed. J. Heyworth Dunne, London 1935, 245;
Mascudi, Murudi, i, 19-20 = § 14; Fihrist, 272, 302;
Blrunl, al-Athdr al-bdkiya, 243-75 (detailed summary
of Sinan's Kitdb al-Anwd^); Yakut, Udabd*, iv, 2578; Ibn al-Kifti, 190-5; Ibn Abl Usaybica, i, 220-3;
Chwolsohn, i, 569-77; Brockelmann, I 2 , 244-5, S I,
386; Sezgin, v, 291, vii, 331; Y. Dold-Samplonius,
Sinan ibn Thabit, in Dictionary of scientific biography,
xii, 447-8; M. Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam,
Leiden 1970, 124.
3. His son Abu Ishak I b r a h i m was an important
astronomer and mathematician. He was born in
296/908-9 and died in Muharram 335/946 (according
to Ibn AbT Usaybica; the earlier authorities give no
dates). A collection of six of his scientific writings has
been published under the title Rasd^il ibn Sinan
(Haydarabad 1366-7/1947-8).
Bibliography: Blrunl, al-Athar al-bakiya, 326;
Fihrist, 272; Ibn al-Kifti, 57-9; Ibn AbT Usaybica, i,
226; Chwolsohn, i, 577-8; Brockelmann, I 2 , 245,
S I, 386; Sezgin, v, 292-5, vi, 193-5, vii, 274-5;
R. Rashed, Ibrahim ibn Sindn, in Dictionary of scientific
biography, vii, 2-3.

4. His brother Abu '1-Hasan Thabit succeeded
his father as physician to the caliph al-Radl and served
then in the same capacity under al-Muttakl, alMustakfT and al-Mutf. He died on 11 Dhu 'l-Kacda
365/976 (thus Ibn al-Nadim and also Yakut, quoting
Hilal; others differ). He was, however, best known as
the author of a history of events from 295/908 (i.e. the
ascension of al-Muktadir, with whose reign alTabari's history breaks off) up to the year of his own
death (according to Ibn al-Nadim) or to the end of
363/974 (Ibn al-Athir, viii, 476). Although this work
is lost, it is quoted extensively not only in the surviving writings of Thabit's great-great nephew Hilal
(below, no. 9), but also by Miskawayh, alHamadhani, Ibn al-Athir, al-Dhahabl and others,
and is thus indirectly doubtless one of the most important sources for the events of the period in question.
As a court physician, Thabit was evidently especially
well informed about the private affairs of his masters.
The Ta \ikh akhbdr al-Kardmita which has been published as the work of Thabit (ed. Suhayl Zakkar,
Beirut 1391/1971) is, in the judgement of the present
author, a clumsy forgery knocked together out of extracts from Ibn al-Athlr.
Bibliography: Fihrist, 302; Yakut, Udabd\ ii,
397-8; Ibn al-Kiftl, 109-11; Ibn Abl Usaybica, i,
224-6; Ibn Khallikan, 127; Chwolsohn, i, 578-81;
M.S. Khan, Miskawaih and Tdbit ibn Sindn, in
ZDMG, cxvii (1967), 303-17.
5. Abu '1-Hasan Thabit b. I b r a h i m b . H a r u n
(thus in Tadjaddud's edition of the Fihrist, 149, 360,
and al-ThacalibI, Yatima, ed. Damascus, ii, 23; most
other sources have Zahrun) was born in al-Rakka in
Dhu 'l-Kacda 283/897 and died in Baghdad in
Shawwal 369/980 (these dates according to Ibn alKiftl, 115). He served as a physician to several important persons, among them the Buyid amir al-umard^
c
Adud al-Dawla. His writings on medicine and his
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translations of Greek medical books are not known to
have survived. Ibn al-Kiftl (76) surmised that his
father might have been the Abu Ishak Ibrahim b.
Zahrun al-Harranl al-Mantikl of whom Thabit b.
Sinan (as quoted by Ibn al-Kiftl) says that he died in
Safar 309/921; however, the identification of the two
is not certain.
Bibliography: Fihrist 272, 303; Ibn al-Kiftl 1115; Ibn Abi Usaybica, i, 227-30; Chwolsohn, i,
584-5.
6. His brother Abu '1-Hasan Hilal, whose dates
are not recorded, was the physician of the amir Tuzun
at the same time that his brother-in-law Thabit b.
Sinan was looking after the health of the caliph.
Bibliography: Ibn al-Kiftl 350; Chwolsohn, i,
587.
7. His son Abu Ishak Ibrahim was born on 5
Ramadan 313/925 and, though trained as a doctor
and astronomer, he made his name as a secretary in
the service of the Buyid amir Mucizz al-Dawla, who
appointed him chief secretary (sahib diwdn al-inshd*) in
349/960. Although c lzz al-Dawla Bakhtiyar attempted
to convert him to Islam and even offered the post of
wazir as a reward, Ibrahim remained true to the faith
of his fathers. After the death of Mu c izz al-Dawla,
Ibrahim got caught up in the rivalry between clzz alDawla Bakhtiyar and his cousin c Adud al-Dawla
Fana-Khusraw, and his attempts to serve two masters
led to his being imprisoned by each of them in turn.
The victorious cAdud al-Dawla kept him under house
arrest from 367/978 till 371/981 and ordered him to
spend his enforced leisure composing a history of the
Buyids, al-Kitdb al-Tddji fi akhbdr al-dawla aldaylamiyya, the pages of which are reported to have
been sent, as they were completed, to the amir, who
then returned them, corrected, to their imprisoned
author. The often-repeated anecdote according to
which Ibrahim provoked the anger of the amir by confiding to an indiscreet friend that the history he was
composing was nothing but a fabric of lies involves a
number of chronological errors and cannot be taken at
face value (see, in detail, the article by Madelung).
The Kitdb al-Tdaj_ihas not survived as such, though it
is quoted (or plagiarised) by several later historians;
moreover, a substantial extract from its first part was
edited by an anonymous Zaydl author and has survived in a unique ms. in San^3 (ed. Muhammad Husayn al-Zubaydl, Baghdad 1977; also in W.
Madelung, Arabic texts concerning the history of the Zaydi
imams of Tabaristdn, Daylamdn and Gildn, Beirut 1987,
9-51).
Ibrahim returned to favour after the death of c Adud
al-Dawla (in 372/983) and enjoyed the friendship in
particular of the celebrated Twelver Shicl poet alSharlf al-Radl [q. v. ] with whom he corresponded in
prose and verse (see Rasd^il al-Sdbi wa 'l-Sharif al-Radi,
ed. Muhammad Yusuf Nadjm, Kuwait 1961) and
who lamented his death (on 12 Shawwal 384/994) in
a famous elegy. He also compiled a history of his own
family (mentioned by Ibn al-Nadlm). His collected
letters have survived in a number of manuscripts, but
only a small selection has been printed (al-Mukhtdr min
rasd^il Abi Ishak... al-Sdbi, al-djuz^ al-awwal [apparently
all published], ed. Shaklb Arslan, Bacabda 1898;
repr. Beirut 1966). A good number of his poems are
quoted by Thacalibl. Though he resisted to the end
the temptation of conversion, Ibrahim was in all other
regards a typically Muslim man of letters whose
elegant Arabic epistles and poems were greatly admired by his contemporaries.
Bibliography: Fihrist, 134; al-ThacalibI, Yatima,
i, 14, 34, 69, 187-8, 190-1, 508, and especially ii,

23-86; idem, Tatimmat al-yatima, ed. CA. Ikbal, i, 73;
Yakut, Udabd\ i, 324-58; Ibn al-Athir, viii, 397; ix,
11, 74, 226; Ibn al-Kiftl, 75-6; Ghwolsohn, i, 588604; Brockelmann, I2, 95, S I, 153-4; J.Chr.
Biirgel, Die Hofkorrespondenz ^Adud ad-Daulas...,
Wiesbaden 1965, 112-21 and passim (contains summaries of many of his letters); Sezgin, ii, 592; v,
314; A. Arazi, Une epitre d'Ibrahim b. Hilal al-Sdbisur
les genres litteraires [with an edition of his Risdlafi 7fark bayn al-mutarassil wa 'l-shd^ir], in Studies in Islamic
history and civilisation in honour of Professor David
Ayalon, Jerusalem 1986, 473-505. The extract from
al-Kitdb al- Tddji has been studied in a series of articles by M.S. Khan, in Arabica, xii (1965), 27-44;
xvii(1970), 151-60; xviii (1971), 194-201; in Islamic
Studies, viii (1965), 247-52; and by W. Madelung,
Abu Ishdq al-Sdbi on the Alids of Tabaristdn and Gildn,
inJNES, xxvi (1967), 17-57.
8. His son Abu CA1I a l - M u h a s s i n , called Sahib
al-Shama, died (according to Yakut) on 8 Muharram
401/1010, like his father still a pagan. Ibn al-Kiftl consulted an autograph of his containing bibliographies
of the works of Thabit b. Kurra and Sinan b. Thabit.
Yakut quotes a few of his poems and mentions also his
two brothers Abu Sacld Sinan (d. Radjab 380/990; see
also his father's elegy on his death in al-Thacalibi.
Yatima, ii, 48-9) and Abu 'l-'Ala' Sacid.
Bibliography: Yakut, Udabd\ vi, 244-9; Ibn alKiftl, 114, 116, 119; Ibn Abi Usaybica, i, 224-7;
Chwolsohn, i, 604-5.
9. His son was the famous historian Abu '1H u s a y n Hilal [q.v.] (359-448/969-1055), a Muslim
convert. His history (of which only a small part is extant) continues that of his ancestor Thabit b. Sinan.
10. Abu Nasr H a r u n b. Sa c id "b. H a r u n " alSabi D , was (according to Ibn al-Kiftl, 338) the chief
physician in Baghdad and died on 3 Ramacjan
444/1052. He could well have been the son of $acid b.
Ibrahim (see no. 8).
11. Abu '1-Hasan Muhammad b. Hilal, called
Ghars a l - N i c m a , served as a secretary at the time of
the caliph al-Ka°im. He inherited from his father a
considerable fortune and was thus apparently able to
retire from official service and devoted himself to
literary and philanthropic activities. Of the latter, we
know in particular of his endowment of a public
library in Baghdad with 1,000 books. He died in Dhu
'l-Kacda 480/1088. His history, Dhayl Ta^rikh Hilal alSdbi, or ^Uyun al-tawdrikh, which continued his father's
chronicle down almost to the time of his own death,
has not survived as such, but it was used extensively
by al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl, Ibn al-Djawzi and, in particular, by Sibt Ibn al-Djawzi, whose account of the
events from 448-79/1055-86 seems to be almost entirely dependant on Ghars al-Nicma. Extant is his Kitdb
al-Hafawdt al-nddira min al-mu^akkilin al-malhuzin (etc.),
a collection of over 400 amusing anecdotes (ed. Salih
al-Ashtar, Damascus 1387/1967). Fragments survive
of his Kitdb al-Rabi*-, evidently also a compendium of
anecdotes in the style of the Nishwdr al-muhda'ara of
al-Tanukhl.
Al-SafadI (al-Wdfi bi 'l-wafaydt, ii, nos. 555, 570;
following al-Dhahabl) gives the dates (reproduced in
our table) of two of his descendants: his grandson Abu
'1-Hasan Muhammad b. Abi Nasr Ishak (no. 12),
who was head of the diwdn of the caliph al-Muktadi,
and his great-great grandson al-Shaykh al-Salih Abu
'1-Husayn Muhammad b. Ishak (13), the last recorded member of this illustrious lineage.
Bibliography:
Ibn al-Djawzi, al-Muntazam,
Haydarabad 1357-9/1938-41, ix, 42-3; Ibn
Khallikan, no. 785; Ibn Kathlr, al-Biddya wa 'I-
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nihdya, Cairo 1351-8/1932-9, xii, 134; Safadi, Wdji,
v, no. 2200; Brockelmann, I 2 , 394-5; Sezgin, i, 327;
I. cAbbas, Shadhardt min kutub mafkuda ji 'l-ta^nkh,
Beirut 1988, 325-50, 329, 469-71; C.E. Bosworth,
Ghars al-Ni^ma Hildl al-Sdbi^'s Kitdb al-Hafawdt alnddira and Buyid history, in Arabicus Felix, Luminosus
Britannicus. Essays in honour of A.F.L. Beeston,
Reading 1991, 129-41.
(F.C. DE BLOIS)
SABPA (A.), the name of two rather m y s t e r i o u s
groups in early Islamic times:
1. Sdbi^at al-batd^ih.
The Mesopotamian dialectal pronunciation of
sdbi^a, where the cayn has been transformed into^ or
i, also occurs in Mandaean (cf. Lidzbarski, Ginzd;
Noldeke, Manddische Grammatik; R. Macuch, Handbook, 94, 1. 16: sabuia). This substantive, which
became current in Mecca during the period of
Kur D anic preaching, irrespective of its etymology,
derives from the Semitic root s-b-^ (Aramaic, Hebrew,
Syriac; Ethiopic sabkha), corresponding to s-b-gh in
Arabic. The verb signifies, in the first form, "to dye,
to bathe, to immerse", whence, in the second form,
"to baptise (by immersion)". Consequently, the
noun denotes "baptists", named three times in the
Kur'an (II, 62; V, 69; XXII, 17), in the company of
the Believers, the Jews and the Christians, with whom
they share the title of "people of the Book" (ahl alkitdb}. In the last of these verses (XXII, 17), the
sdbi^un occupy the third place after the Believers and
the Jews, and are followed by the Christians, the
Zoroastrians and the polytheists; which would suggest
a closer relationship between them and the Jews. A
reference to baptism is to be found in sura II, 138,
where the context is that of the "imprint" (sibgha) of
God on the Muslim, which is compared to Christian
baptism (J. Penrice, A Dictionary of the Koran, repr.
London 1970, 81; cf. al-Kulim, Kofi, lith. Tehran
1307/1928, 152, where tina "matter", is opposed to
sibgha which "is Islam" (hiya l-isldrri); other references
apud Kraus, Jdbir, ii, 171, n. 1).
Given the indisputable monotheism of the sdbi^un of
the Kurgan, this can only refer to a baptising religious
community. There is a temptation to think immediately of the Mandaeans, who are dispersed, at
the present day, on the banks of the Euphrates and of
the Tigris in the south of c lrak, and along the river
Karun in Khuzistan. They are called by their Arab
neighbours subba or subbi "baptisers"; they form two
groups: the manddye (gnostics) and the ndsordye (observants). This is the thesis defended by D. Chwolsohn
in Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus, dating from 1856.
Although it has been severely criticised over certain of
its conclusions, this work remains a basis for studies
of the Sabians (cf. J. Hjarpe, Analyse critique des traditions arabes sur les Sabeens Harraniens, Uppsala 1972,

i ff.).

On the basis of a text of Ibn al-Nadim (Fihrist, 340),
where there is reference to a baptising sect called almughtasila, also known as sdbat al-batd^ih, "the
Sabaeans of the marshes", whose leader was called
l.h.s.y.h (var. ' l.h.s.h and ' l.h.s.dj), Chwolsohn
identified the latter with Elchasai (i, 112 ff.), thus
identifying Mandaeans and Elchasaites. He found
evidence for this in information recorded by Hippolytus in Refutatio omnium haeresium, ix, 13 (ed.
Wendland, 251), where it is said that Elchasai,
founder of the sect, is supposed to have given a revealed book to a man named Sobai. Chwolsohn made
of the last-named "a later personification of the name
of a sect, this being that of the Sabaeans—the Mandaeans being called al-subba" (Hjarpe, op. cit., 11).
On the basis of the etymological sense of sdbi^a, he
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considers that the term had been translated by almughtasila, "the baptisers" (i, 110). A year before the
appearance of Die Ssabier, E. Renan had contributed
a Note sur I 'identite de la secte gnostique des Elchasaites avec
les Manddites ou Sabiens, mJA, vi (1855), 292-4.
Since then, researches into the Elchasaites have
made it possible to correct this confusion (see, for example, A.J.W. Brandt, Elchasai: ein Religionsstifter und
sein Werk, Leipzig 1912, and more recently, A.F.J.
Klijn and G.J. Reinink, Patristic evidence for JewishChristian Sects, Leiden 1973 = Suppl. to NT, xxxvi;
G.P. Luttikhuizen, The revelation of Elchasai, Tubingen
1985 = Texte u. Studien zum antiken Judentum, 8. It is
thanks to the biography of Mam, found in the Codex
Manichaicus Coloniensis (cf. W. Sundermann, Mitteliranische manichdische Texte kirchengeschichtlichen Inhalts
= Berliner Turfantexte, xi, East Berlin 1981, 19, text
2.1, tr. 3), that it is known that the Elchasaites were
not identified with the Mandaeans. In fact, Mam
"grew up, lived, formed his system of thought and
matured his vocation" between A.D. 219-20 and 240,
in a community of sectaries called, in Greek and Coptic documents, baptistai ("baptisers, baptists"), by
Arab authors, al-mughtasila ("those who purify themselves, who wash themselves") and, according to the
Syriac tradition, the menaqqede ("those who purify
themselves" or "are purified") and tulle hewwdre
("white vestments"). Cf. al-Tabari, Tafsir, xxviii,
55 f. on the hawdriyyun, a term normally denoting the
apostles of Jesus, but al-Dahhak sees here al-ghassdlun
in Nabataean, since, as others specify "they cleaned
their garments".
These "sectarians" are identical, as is declared by
the Codex of Oxyrhyncus, not with the Mandaeans,
which has been the general belief until now, but with
the Elchasaites, disciples of the doctrine which spread
in consequence of a vision experienced in "the land of
the Parthians", around the year A.D. 100, by the
prophet Elchasai (Alkhasaios) (H.-Ch. Puech, Le
manicheisme, in Histoire des Religions, ii, Paris 1972 =
Encyclopedie de la Pleiade). At twelve years old, then
again at twenty-four years old, Man! received from
the Holy Spirit the command to leave this community
and to show himself in public, vigorously proclaiming
his doctrine. Excluded from his community for having
deviated from the Law, in turning towards
"Hellenism" and towards the "world", he left it accompanied by his father and by his two sole supporters. In his eyes, baptism was said to have been
nothing more than a false religion, instigated by the
"Spirit of Error" (ibid., 532-3). In spite of this, he
"claimed as his own a number of views borrowed
from Elchasaism" (ibid.), while criticising "two of
their principal practices: the habit of daily and frequently repeated ablutions; the prohibition concerning bread, fruit and vegetables of foreign provenance
and of profane origin" (ibid.).
The Elchasaites are one of those sects which are
described as "Judaeo-Christian", such as the
Nazaraeans, the Ebionites and the Archontics. The
Ebionites, established in Transjordania in the time of
Trajan, formed one of the groups belonging to
Palestinian Christianity; they were very close to Rabbinical Judaism and rejected all Greek doctrines, in
particular the all-too-speculative Christology of St.
Paul, in whom "they saw an Antichrist, responsible
for the apostasy of so many brothers". In the eyes of
the Hellenistic churches, they took on little by little
"the appearance of a heretical sect, while in fact, they
were the most direct heirs of the primitive Church,
even if they no longer had the combative vitality".
They adopted "a Gospel inspired by the synoptic
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Gospels, but adapted to their doctrinal idiosyncrasies,
the Gospels of the Ebionites, of which only a few
fragments are known" (cf. on this subject, E.
Trocme, Le Christianisme des origines au Concile de Nicee,
in Histoire des Religions, ii, Paris 1972, 234-5).
These Ebionites drew the attention of a major
theologian of the last century, A. von Harnack; he
saw in their doctrine "Christian parallels with Islam"
(Christliche Parallelen zum Islam, Vortrag im Leipziger
akademischen Docentenverein, 1877-8, 18 ff.).
More recently, three scholars have taken an interest
in this problem: P. Roncaglia, Elements ebionites et
elkasaites dans le Goran, in Proche-Orient Chretien, xxi
(1971), 101-26; M. Hamidullah, Two Christians of PreIslamic Mecca: ^Uthmdn ibn al-Huwairith and Waraqa ibn
Naufal, injnal. of the Pakistan Historical Soc., vi (1958),
97-103, and Abu Musa '1-Harfri (pseudonym of J.
c
AzzI), Kiss wa-nabi. Bahthfi nash^at al-Isldm ("Priest
and prophet. Research into the origin of Islam"),
Jounieh-Kasslik 1979, pp. 223. This is a very
methodical study of the Kur3anic elements which
make possible the construction of a thesis which has
tempted many scholars in the past, sc. the JudaeoChristian origin of Islam. Identifying "Nazaraeans"
(nasdrd) with Ebionites, the author makes Waraka b.
Nawfal, the cousin of Khadldja, first wife of Muhammad, the teacher and mentor of the latter, preparing
him to succeed him at the head of the small Ebionite
community of Mecca (on the Christians in Mecca on
the eve of the Hidjra, cf. Lammens in BIFAO, xiv
[1918], 191-230, and A. Jeffrey, Christians at Mecca, in
MW, xix [1929], 24-35).
Having examined all the elements capable of
having an origin in the Gospel of the Ebionites,
known also by the name Gospel of the Hebrews, current according to St. Jerome among the Nazaraeans,
in other words the Aramaic-speaking JudaeoChristians of Palestine and Syria (cf. B. Altaner, Precis
de Patrologie, tr. Grandcladon, Mulhouse-Tournai
1941, 53-4), the author considers that Muhammad
abandoned the path traced by Waraka when he left
Mecca for Medina and founded the Islamic state,
where the tradition of Arab political isolationism was
revived. He sees the signs of this separation appearing
in the contradictions arising between what he calls the
"KurDan of the priest and the prophet" and the
"mushqf of c Uthman". The thesis in itself is
fascinating, but its demonstration will remain based
on assumptions which are not likely to be confirmed
by new sources.
The "baptismal imprint", to which there is
reference in sura II, 138, quoted above, may apply to
Ebionites/Nazaraeans as well as to Elchasaites/mughtasila. On the latter, see the interesting study written
by F. de Blois, intitled The Sabians (Sabi^un) in PreIslamic Arabia, to appear inJSS, which includes an annotated translation of the text of the Fihrist concerning
them. In this study the author proposes a new interpretation of the term sdbi^un which he translates by
"converted", on the basis of the root s-b-^, which will
be considered further at a later stage. He sees in this
term, applied to Muhammad and his followers by
their Meccan adversaries, a reference to the
Manichaeans. On the basis of a possible equivalence
between sdbi^ and zindik in the sense of "heretic",
"infidel", the author believes that, in the time of
Muhammad, the word sdbP signified "Manichean",
being later replaced by zindik. But Kister (Arabica, xv
[1968], 144-5, quoted by de Blois, n. 39) supplies
evidence for an equivalence zindik = mazdakT.
Two texts seem ostensibly to support the view of F.
de Blois:

The first refers to the caliph al-Walid who, according to Aghdnt, vi, 135-6, was a zindik and followed the
doctrine of ManI, which was preached to him by a
man of the Kalb. He had, in a basket covered by a silk
veil (hanriyyd), an image (sura) of a man, in the eyes
of which mercury and sal-ammoniac had been placed.
These eyes seemed to move and wink. The caliph is
supposed to have said to his visitor, al-cAla° alBandar, the narrator of this account: "That is Mam.
God has sent no prophet either before him or after
him!" After leaving the caliph, the Kalbl was found
strangled in the desert by a mysterious figure who
descended from the sky. The Bedouins who witnessed
the scene transported his body to the caliph.
The second text is a description of the zandaka by
the cAbbasid caliph al-Mahdl (cf. al-Taban, Ta\ikh,
iii, 588). A zindik was brought before him who refused
to repent; then he had him decapitated and crucified
and said to his son al-Hadl: "When you accede to the
caliphate, devote yourself to the repression of this
band (cisba), I mean the followers of Manf. It is a sect
(firka) which calls upon people to behave well, by
avoiding the commission of turpitudes, by practising
ascetism here on earth, by preparing for the life
hereafter; then, it incites them to deny themselves the
consumption of meat, the touching of pure water, to
abstain from killing reptiles in order to avoid the commission of a sin; subsequently, it makes them worship
two [entities]: the Light (nur) and the Darkness
(zulma); finally, it allows them marriage with sisters
and daughters, ablution with urine, the seizure of
children in the streets with the object of removing
them from the Darkness and leading them towards the
Lights. Raise before the followers of this sect the gibbet (khashab) and draw the sword from the scabbard,
for the honour of Allah, who has no partner". And
the caliph added: "I have seen in a dream your grandfather al-cAbbas handing me two swords and commanding me to slay the dualists (ashdb al-ithnqyn)".
Whatever the part played here by folkloric
elements, these two texts reflect the opinion held by
Muslims, in the Umayyad and cAbbasid period, regarding the Manichaeans. However, there is no
evidence to suggest that this opinion differed from
that current in the time of KuPanic preaching. Therefore, it must be reckoned inconceivable that such
Manichaeans could have been considered, in the
Kurgan, as forming part of the "people of the Book".
The Manichaeans had scriptures; but it is questionable to what extent these scriptures were known in
Central Arabia at the beginning of the 7th century
A.D. There are definitively some convergences to be
observed between Kur^anic and Manichaean concepts
in matters of prophecy and revelation. But these convergences derive from "an anonymous tendency of
general thought" (T. Andrae, Mahomet, 110), where
are encountered ideas of the "Messenger of God", of
the "seal of the prophets", of the Paraclete promised
by Jesus, of ecumenism, of possession of total truth
and absolute knowledge, the claim of accommodating
previous revelations and of achieving "a complete
gnosis, a pure and perfect knowledge, of which the
clarity and evidence are immediate and the scope infinite" (Puech, Histoire des literatures, i, 679).
It is important to bear in mind the fact that Central
Arabia was (and remained) hermetically sealed to any
religious mission emanating from Byzantium, from
Persia, from Abyssinia. If Manichaeans succeeded in
making their way to Mecca, it was only in the role of
merchants or of slaves. The latter played a significant
part in the penetration of certain Judaeo-Christian
ideas into nascent Islam. An obvious example is that
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of Zayd b. Haritha whom Muhammad emancipated
and then adopted. It was he who taught Muhammad
and CAH to read and write. Attention may also be
drawn to cAddas, a Christian slave and a native of
Nineveh, who acknowledged the prophethood of
Muhammad, also to the seven djinns inhabiting Nisib
who believed his message and went away to convey it
to their fellows (Kur'an XLVI, 29-32; LXXI, 1;
etc.).
It may be noted, in conclusion, that the name
Muhammad was not widely known before the time of
the Prophet. Among those who bore this name before
Islam, Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, i, 1, 112, mentions Muhammad b. Sufyan al-TamlmT and describes him as a
"bishop". This name corresponds to the Greek-Latin
EuXoyios/Eulogius. Did the adversaries of the Prophet
see in this an indication of his belonging to a baptising
community? Al-Tabari, Tafstr, i, 242, renders sdbi^by
murtadd "renegade", and adds that "The Arabs call
sdbP anyone who abandons his religion for another".
The polytheists said of the Prophet: had saba^a, an expression which could be rendered by kad ta^ammada,
"he has had himself baptised" (cf. Ibn Sacd, i/1, 123).
In the same commentary, Ziyad b. Ablh (d. 53/673)
and Katada (d. 117/735) supply the information that
the sdbi^un "worshipped the angels (mald^ika)'', a fact
attested by St. Hippolytus, ix, 13, 2-3, with regard to
the Elchasaites; see also St. Epiphanius, xix, 4. 1-2;
xxx, 17, 6; liii, 1, 9 (references given by de Blois, loc.
cit.\ cf. Marcel Simon, Remarques sur I'angeloldtrie juive
au debut de I'ere chretienne, in CRAI [1971], 120-32). It
may be noted, finally, that the akwdlun sab^at™, "the
seven words", which Ibn al-Nadlm attributes to the
mughtasila, as they have been restored by I. Stern and
M.A. Lewy (quoted by de Blois, loc. cit.), find an echo
in sura IV, 159, where, speaking of Jesus, the Kurgan
says: "On the day of Resurrection, he will testify
against them ( = those who are said to have believed in
Him)".
2. The Sdbi^at Harrdn.
Thus far the discussion has been of baptising sects,
whose nomenclature derives from the root s-b-^. Not
being appropriate for the pagan gnostics of Harran,
this root was replaced by the commentators by a root
s-b-*, in the sense of "to bow down" before the
celestial bodies, to worship the planets, which fitted
the cults of the Harranians perfectly. In fact, bowing
and prostration before the rising and setting planets
formed part of their three daily prayers. Idolatry is
often astrolatry. It was this last which was resisted by
Abraham in Harran (Kur'an, VI, 74-8; XXXVII,
83-8; etc.).
The astrolators of Harran sought to reach the
"spiritual beings" (ruhdniyydt) with the aid of
"celestial temples" (al-haydkil al-'-ulwiyyd), the planets;
these "temples" "rise and set" (Kur'an, VI, 76-8);
whence the necessity to have "figures and representations" (suwar wa-ashkhds) by which the "temples"
may be reached and thereby the "spiritual beings",
"because they bring us closer to God, they say"
(Kurgan, XXXIX, 4) and serve mankind as
"mediators (shufa^d7) before Him" (Kur'an, X, 19).
This information is to be found in the work of the
Arab polygraphs and in al-Shahrastani's Mild, the
data from which have been collected and analysed by
Hjarpe, Les Sabeens Harraniens, cited in section 1.
above. On the astral nature of Arab paganism, see T.
Fahd, Lepantheon de I'Arabie centrale d la veille de I'hegire,
Paris 1968, 18 ff.
The Arabic sources, and in particular Ibn alNadim, who devoted to the Harranians copious pages
which served as a point of departure for D.
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Chwolsohn, explain the designation of sdbi^a, claimed
for themselves by the astrolators of Harran, as arising
from an act of usurpation on their part, following a
visit by the caliph al-Ma5mun to the region. Called
upon to explain their religious allegiance, they
claimed to be sdbPa and, consequently, "People of the
Book", with the aim of evading the caliph's threats.
For the same purpose, they declared themselves to be
hanifs, another KuPanic term for "monotheist" (vol.
Ill, 60, 87-9, etc.; W. Montgomery Watt, art. HANIF;
Hjarpe, op. cit.).
The explanation is indeed plausible. Al-Ma3mun
had much respect for the Harranian scholars who
were then present in large numbers in Baghdad. The
most eminent of them was Thabit b. Kurra [0.0.].
Chwolsohn devotes a long chapter to biographies of
the Sabian scholars (i, ch. 12); there he introduces
some thirty of them: philosophers, doctors,
astronomers and mathematicians.
The Sabians of Baghdad were, it seems, considered
to be heterodox by the Sabians of Harran (Ibn
Khallikan, Wafaydt, n. 127, tr. de Slane, i, 288). The
threats of the caliph were to reveal support for the
former, who had succeeded in gaining his favour as
scholars and philosophers, against the latter whose
paganism was even more manifest.
Thabit b. Kurra made known through numerous
writings (Chwolsohn, ii, 1-6; Wiedemann, in SPMSE
[1920-1]) the theology and the philosophy of the Harranians. He succeeded in forging amicable relations
with the scholars of his time (Muslims, Jews and
Christians) and was therefore capable of diffusing
ideas which were to appear in the theologicophilosophical speculations of the subsequent period, at
the time of the development of what has been called
"Arab hermeticism" (cf. J. Doresse, L'hermetisme
egyptianisant, in Histoire des Religions, ii, Paris 1972,
479-82), inspired by "Sabian" doctrines and "Indianised" hermeticist astrology, the expression of
which is to be found in:
(1) K. Sin al-khalika, attributed to Ballnus [q.v.]
Apollonius of Tyana (ed. and German tr. Ursula
Weisser, Aleppo 1979 and Berlin-New York 1980),
"drawn from a treatise of Hermes, On the causes..."
"It offers two items of great interest, a study of the
Creation and the famous account of the discovery of
the Emerald Table" (cf. J. Ruska, Tabula Smaragdina.
Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der hermetischen Literatur,
Heidelberg 1926).
(2) Mundzarat al-faldsifa (Turba philosophorum), containing "fragments of the Physica and the Mystica of
Democritus" (cf. Ruska, Turba Philosophorum. Ein
Beitrag zur Geschichte der Alchimie, Berlin 1931).
(3) Ghdyat al-hakim of Abu '1-Kasim Maslama b.
Ahmad al-Madjritl, a manual of talismanic astrology
nourished from Sabian sources, a factitious work of
Hippocrates, translated into Latin under the title of
Picatrix (cf. ed. H. Ritter, Teubner 1933; German tr.
Ritter and M. Plessner, Leipzig-Berlin 1962; Ritter,
Picatrix, ein arabisches Handbuch hellenistischer Magie, in
Vortrage der Bibliothek Warburg, 1921-2, LeipzigBerlin 1923, 94-124).
(4) al-Fildha al-nabatiyya (Damascus 1993), a
geoponic compilation probably translated from the
Syriac by Ibn Wahshiyya [q. v. ] at the end of the 9th
and beginning of the 10th centuries A.D., containing
"religious data'' relating to a stellar theology based on
"secrets" and on "revelations" made by the Sun, the
Moon and Saturn to Adam, to Seth, his son, to
Messus and to other leaders of rival gnostic sects in
Babylonia. The author of the third recension of the
book, Kuthama, was the leader of the sect of the
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Kukaeans, known from Syriac authors; he relates, in
long digressions, the echoes of their quarrels, the
essential points of which are to be found in a brief
survey published in ZDMG, suppl. iii/1, Wiesbaden
1977, 362 [see also NABAJ. 2.].
In a very detailed study, Michel Tardieu sees the
Harranians as Platonists (cf. Sdbiens coraniques et "Sdbiens... de Harran", mJA, cclxxiv [1986], 1-44), "in
the academic sense of the term. Plato was the object
of their study and the centre of the research activity of
their school" (39). He refuses to describe them as
"gnostics" since, according to him, "they were not
philosophers by profession. But they utilised the
philosophers, and Plato in particular" (ibid.). He
bases his argument on a statement by al-Mascudi
(Muru£, ed. Pellat, ii, Paris 1965, 536-7, § 1395; cf.
also his K. al-Tanbih wa 'l-ishrdf, 162, tr. 3-5), declaring that he "saw at Harran, on the knocker of the
door of the meeting-place of the Sabians, an inscription in Syriac characters, drawn from Plato", which
read as "He who knows his nature becomes a god"
and "Man is a celestial plant. In fact, man resembles
an upturned tree, the root being turned towards the
sky and branches [sunk] in the ground" (Tardieu,
13 ff.). He sees, in the first "an echo of Alcibiades,
133.C" and, in the second, "a reminiscence" of
Timaeus, 90 A.7-B.2 (cf. ref. 3, n. 8 and 14). It may
be noted that echoes of these quotations are to be
found in the literature of the "Sayings of the Sages"
(Placita philosophorum) and that the quotation from the
Timaeus occurs twice in the Nabataean agriculture (i,
360). There is no evidence to indicate that the
Nabataeans of the region of Sura were Platonists; it
has been observed that various currents of a gnostic
tendency had developed there.
At the end of this extremely erudite survey, the
author identifies the sdbi^a of the Kurgan with the
"Archontics" of Epiphanius (Haer., xxix, 7, xl, 1, 5),
known also by the name of "Stratiotics" (Epiphanius,
ibid., xxvi, 3, 7), followers of the "celestial bands", a
Judaeo-Christian sect of gnostic character, formed in
Palestine and known in Egypt (ibid., xl, 1, 8) and in
Arabia (ibid., xl, 1, 5). The Kur'anic term would be
derived from the Hebrew sdbd, "army" (an explanation already proposed by E. Pococke). Such an
association leads the discussion back to JudaeoChristian circles, among whom the Elchasaites/mw^u
tasila provide, in the present writer's opinion, the best
explanation of the Kur D anic sdbi^a.
Thus, whatever may be the origin of the name of
the sdbi^un, the latter are shown to belong to two
distinct groups: on the one hand, the disciples of
Judaeo-Christian
baptising
sects
(Ebionites,
Elchasaites, mughtasila, Stratiotics) and, on the other,
Harranian astrolators, the last representatives of decadent Greco-Roman paganism. Both groups may be
described as gnostic: the first, Christian and the
second, pagan. Hence the ambiguity of the term
denoting them, and the diversity of commentaries
relating to the three Kur'anic verses which name
them. A degree of corruption has occurred over the
centuries, both in the terminology and the concepts,
and this has greatly hindered the task of the historian
of ideas and of religions.
Bibliography: Besides the references in the text,
see, for studies and sources in general: D.A.
Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus, i-ii, St.
Petersburg 1856, where the bibliography of
previous works is to be found; J. Hjarpe, Analyse
critique des traditions arabes sur les Sabeens Harraniens,
typescript thesis, Uppsala 1972, pp. 187, including
the remainder of the bibl. F. de Blois, cited in text,
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mention should be made of A.J.W. Brandt's Die
jildischen Baptismen, Giessen 1910; J. Thomas, Le
mouvement baptiste en Palestine et Syrie, Gembloux 1935
(diss. theol. Louvain, ii, 28); M. Simon, Sur deux
points de contact entre le christianisme et ITslam, in
Iranica, iii (1965), 20-7; H. Zimmern, Nazorder, in
ZDMG, Ixxiv (1920), 429-38; B. Gartner, Die
rdtselhaften Termini Nazorder und Iskariot, UppsalaLund 1957 (Horae Soederblomianae); G. Widengren,
Reflexions sur le bapteme dans la chretiente syriaque, in
Paganisme, Judaisme, Christianisme (= Mel. M.
Simon), Paris 1978, 347-57; J.-D. Kaestli, L'utilisation des actes apocryphes des Apotres dans le manicheisme,
apudM. Krause (ed.), Gnosis and gnosticism, Leiden
1977, 207-16; see M. Tardieu, Les livres sous le nom
de Seth et les Sethiens de I'heresiologie, 204-10; MJ.
Lagrange, La gnose biblique et la tradition evangelique,
in RB, xxxvi (1927), 321-49; 481-515; 37/1928, 3-6;
the same, L'Evangile selon les Hebreux, in RB, ii
(1922), 161-81; 1923, 322-49; J. Danielou, Theologie
du judeo-Christianisme, Paris 1958; I. Goldziher,
Neuplatonische und gnostische Elemente im Hadit, in ZA,
xxii (1909), 317-44.
Of the works of R. Macuch, the specialist on the
Mandaeans, see his bibl. in Histoire des Religions, ii,
Paris 1972, 520-2, and see K. Rudolph, ch. on the
Mandaeans in Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens
und der Mandder, Stuttgart 1979, 403-62. On
Manichaeism, see the excellent synthesis of H.-Ch.
Puech, in Histoire des Religions, ii, 523-45 (bibl., 63645); Seston, Le roi sassanide Narses, les Arabes et le
manicheisme, in Melanges R. Dussaud, Paris 1939,
227-34 ( = BAH, xxx); on zandaka, see the study by
G. Vajda, Les zindiqs en pays d'I slam au debut de la
penode abbasside, in RSO, xvii (1938), 173-229, supplemented by that of F. Gabrieli, La (fzandaqa" au
ler siecle abbaside, in Cl. Cahen (ed.), L 'elaboration de
ITslam, Symposium of Strasburg (12-14 June 1959),
Paris 1961, 23-38; L. Massignon, Inventaire de la litterature hermetique arabe, appx. iii, apud Festugiere, La
revelation d'Hermes Trismegiste, i3, Paris 1950; Y.
Marquet, Sabeens et Ikhwdn al-Safd^, in SI, xxiv
(1966), 35 ff.; G. Monnot, Sabeens et idoldtres selon
c
Abd al-Jabbdr, in MIDEO, xii (1974), 13-43; cAbd
al-Razzak al-HasanT, al-Sdbi^un fi hddithihim wamddihim, Sayda 1955, Beirut 1958, 128 pp.
(T. FAHD)
AL-SABIKUN (A.), lit. "foregoers": a term occas i o n a l l y applied in Shf c ism to the Prophet, Imams, and Fatima in recognition of their status as preexistent beings and the first of God's creatures to respond to the demand "Am I not your Lord?" (a-lastu
bi-rabbikum?). The term derives primarily from
Kurgan, LVI, 10-11 (wa 'l-sdbikun al-sdbikun uld^ika 7mukarribun); there are also examples of verbal usage
(e.g. "how could we not be superior to the angels,
since we preceded them (sabakndhum) in knowledge of
our Lord?" al-Kirmanl, Mubin, i, 304). The Shi*!
concept of pre-existence closely parallels Sufi theories
concerning the Nur Muhammad! [q. v. ] and the preeternal Covenant. Justification for the doctrine is
found in numerous akhbdr, where a variety of details,
many of them contradictory, are given concerning the
series of events preceding the creation.
The theme of light is central to many of these traditions. Thus, "God created us from the light of his
greatness" (al-Kulaynl, Kitdb al-Hudjdja. bdb 94, p.
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303); "God created me [Muhammad] and cAh and
Fatima and Hasan and Husayn and the (other) imams
from a light" (al-Kirmanl, Mubin, i, 304); "I
[Muhammad] was created from the light of God; He
created my family from my light and created those
that love them from their light; the rest of mankind
are in hell" (al-Kirmani, Fast, 71); in one account, the
Throne was created from the light of the Prophet, the
angels from that of CA1T, the heavens and earth from
that of Fatima, the sun and moon from that of Hasan,
and heaven from that of Husayn (ibid., 75-6).
The term sdbikun was also widely used in early
Babism, where it was applied with what seems
deliberate ambiguity to the group of eighteen disciples
who, with the Bab, formed the primary cadre of the
sect's hierarchy, the Letters of the Living (huruf alhayy). A faction which seems to have been broadly
identical with the party centred on Kurrat al- c Ayn
[q. v. ] maintained that these early believers were
sdbikun in the double sense of having preceded the rest
of mankind in recognition of the new cause and in
being actual incarnations of the Prophet and Imams.
Thus Mulla Muhammad Husayn Bushru3! [q. v. ] was
identified as Muhammad, Mulla CA1T Bistami as CA1T
and Kurrat al-cAyn as Fatima. This doctrine received
approval in several writings of the Bab, notably in the
early chapters of his Persian Baydn. Later, Babism introduced numerous variations on this theme, and in
the early period of Baha^T Babism, several believers
were given names of God, preceded by the title Ism
Allah (thus Ism Allah al-Asdak).
Bibliography: Abu Dja c far Muhammad... b.
Ishak al-KulaynT, al-Usul min al-Kdfi, ed. Muhammad Bakir al-Bihbudi and CA1T Akbar al-Ghaffari, 4
vols., Tehran, 1392/1972, Kitdb al-Hudjdja, bdbs 94
and 1 111 (pp. 302-7, 434 ff.); Hadjdj Muhammad
Khan Kirmani, al-Kitdb al-mubin, 2 vols., 2 Kirman
1354 jS£./1975-6 (bdb sabk khalkihim <ald mald^ikati
'llah; bdb innahum al-sdbikun ft macrifat al-rabb..., 3045); idem, Fasl al-khitdb, 2 Kirman, 1392/1972, Kitdb
ma^rifat al-nubuwwa, bdb sabk khalkihi... ca/a ajami^ alkd^lindt, bdb inna djami* md siwdhu min nurihi..., 71-2;
Kitdb ma^rifat al-imdma, bdb sabk anwdrihim ca/a 7khalk bdb tinatihim, 75-6; Sayyid Kazim Rashti, Usul
al-^akd^id, ms. pp. 57-8; Sayyid CA1T Muhammad
Shirazi, the Bab, Kayyum al-asmd^, Cambridge
University Library, Browne Or. ms. F. 11, fols.
37a, 45a, 132a, 161a, 162a, 182b; idem, Baydn-i
Fdrsi, n.p. [Tehran], n.d., i/2, pp. 6-7, i/3-19, pp.
8-10; D. MacEoin, From Shaykhism to Babism: a study
in charismatic renewal in Shi^i Islam, Ph.D. diss. Cambridge 1979, unpubl., 146 (and references), 205.
(D. MAC£OIN)
SABIL (A.), pi. subul, literally "way, road, path",
a word found frequently in the Kur 3 an and in Islamic
religious usage.
1. As a religious concept.
Associated forms of the Arabic word are found in
such Western Semitic languages as Hebrew and
Aramaic, and also in Epigraphic South Arabian as slbl
(see Joan C. Biella, Dictionary of Old South Arabic,
Sabaean dialect, Cambridge, Mass. 1982, 326). A. Jeffery, following F. Schwally, in ZDMG, liii (1899),
197, surmised that sabil was a loanword in Kur'anic
usage, most likely taken from Syriac, where shebild
has both the literal sense of "road" and the figurative
one of "way of life", just as in Arabic (The foreign
vocabulary of the Qur^dn, Baroda 1938, 162).
Thus we find in the Kurgan its literal usage, as in
III, 91/97, "whoever is able to make his way thither
(sc. to the Kacba in Mecca)", etc. Figuratively, it has
various senses, including (1) the idea of fighting in the
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way of God, sabil Allah (II, 149, etc.) [see DJIHAD,
MUDJAHID]; (2) the true way of the Prophet, as in
XXV, 29/27, "O would that I had taken, along with
the Messenger, a way!"; (3) a means of achieving or
acquiring an object, or finding a way out of a difficulty, as in IV, 19/15, "or [until] God appoints for them
(i.e. women committing indecency) a way [of dealing
with them]"; and (4) in the expression ibn al-sabil
"son of the road", later taken as "traveller,
wayfarer'' and therefore as a fit object of charity or
compassion. Cf. II, 172/178 (which may however
here refer to those early believers who had suffered in
Mecca for their faith by displacement or forced
emigration; see R. Bell, Bell's commentary on the Qur^dn,
ed. C.E. Bosworth and M.E.J. Richardson, Manchester 1991, i, 35, and R. Paret, Der Koran, Kommentar undKonkordanz, Stuttgart etc. 1980, 38-9, with citation from G.-R. Puin, Der Diwdn von ^Umar ibn
al-Hattdb, Bonn 1970).
From the idea of doing something charitably or
disinterestedly, fi sabil Allah, the word sabil acquired in
later Islamic times the specific meaning of "drinking
fountain, public supply of water provided by someone's private munificence and charity", at the side of
which is also found, less commonly, sabbdla "public
fountain, drinking basin" (Dozy, Supplement, i, 630).
For the social and architectural aspects of these, see 2.
below.
Bibliography. Given in the article.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. As an architectural t e r m .
As noted above, the sabil is used in mediaeval
Islamic sources to designate water-houses which provided drinking water for free public use. In Egyptian
wakf documents of the Mamluk and Ottoman periods,
the term sabil is also used to designate other charitable
objects, such as hawd al-sabil, i.e. a drinking trough for
the animals, or maktab al-sabil which is a charitable
elementary school for boys.
Although public water-supply is not specifically
Islamic—it was a basic feature of Roman and Byzantine cities—the significance of the sabil in Islamic cities
is due to the repeated precept in the Kurgan to give
water to the thirsty. However, the sabil was not common in all Islamic cities, and in the cities where it was
widespread its appearance does not seem to predate
the 12th century. In some cities, such as Cairo, Fez or
Istanbul, the sabil is characterised by a distinctive architectural form. It is always richly decorated and thus
meant to be an aesthetic element in the street.
1. Cairo. Mediaeval Cairo was at a distance from
the Nile and, because of its hot and dry climate, the
provision of drinking water was a matter of great importance. Drinking water was transported from the
Nile in goats skins by camels and mules and sold in
the street by ambulant water-carriers or in shops.
However, providing water on a charitable basis gave
the ruling establishment a good reason to demonstrate
their piety.
As a charitable foundation, a sabil was sustained by
wakf endowments. The wakf documents of Mamluk
and Ottoman Cairo include a great deal of references
to sabils, though the descriptions are generally brief.
Some were attached to mosques, others were independent constructions. In the late 8th/14th century it
became customary to combine the sabil with a maktab
or primary school for boys; the maktab was built above
the sabil.
The sabil is usually built on two levels, an
underground cistern (sihridft and on the street level a
room (hdnut al-sabil) where the muzammildti, or attendant of the sabil, served the public. Through the win-
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dow grills he issued the water in copper or ceramic
cups to the passer-by. The openings at the lowest part
of the grills have the shape of a row of arches which
are large enough for the cups to be passed. A stone
bench was built beneath the window to allow the user
to stand at the level of the grill to receive the cup.
The intake of the sabil was filled once a year during
the season of the Nile flood in the summer; camels or
mules carried the water from the Nile or the Khalldj
or Canal of Cairo in goat skins. The intake was filled
in from an opening on the facade of the sabil. It was
made of brick and roofed with domes supported by
piers and had an entrance for the maintenance staff.
It was cleaned before the yearly refill and sprayed with
incense; the water was perfumed with basil leaves.
Water from the intake was raised by means of
buckets and filled into basins of stone or marble where
the cups were replenished. A more sophisticated type
of sabil, such as that of Sultan al-Qhawrl, had a cistern
located in a back room behind the hdnut. From this
cistern a shddirwdn was fed. The shddirwdn in Cairene
terminology is a fountain in the wall surmounted by
a decorative niche, usually made of painted and gilded
wood with mukarnas [q.v.], and connected to a sloping
marble panel (salsabil) which led the water from the
wall down into a stone or marble basin. The function
of the shddirwdn, which faced the sabil window, was not
only decorative but it served also to air the water coming from the cistern.
The floor of a sabil was always paved with marble.
Water was raised from the intake through a round
opening surrounded by a marble balustrade (kharaza).
The ceiling of the sabil, which is visible to the public
through the grills, was made of wood and as a rule
richly painted and gilded. Cairene sabils are usually
adorned with the Kur3anic inscription of Surat al-insdn
(LXXVI, 16-18) which refers to Paradise, where a
heavenly ginger-flavoured water from a fountain
called Salsabll will be served.
The maktab of the sabil is a room, similar to a loggia,
open with a double or triple arch on each side. It was
reached by its own staircase.
The muzammildti was in charge of cleaning the
premises of the sabil and its utensils and of raising the
water from the cistern and serving it to the thirsty.
Wakf documents usually stipulate that he should be
clean, good-looking, free of infirmity and healthy;
some documents stipulate that he should have good
manners. The muzammildti dwelt in an apartment attached to the sabil.
Whereas Mamluk sabils were served by one person
only, some Ottoman sabils had more than one muzammildti, such as that of cAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda,
which had three. In the Ottoman period the muzammildti was sometimes assisted by a person called the
sabili.
The opening time of sabils varied; some were open
all day long, and during the month of Ramadan all
night; others were open only at specific hours of the
day, between the prayers of noon (zuhr) and afternoon
(W); yet others were open only during summer.
Cairo has an important number of sabils from the
Mamluk and Ottoman periods. The earliest extant
sabil is that of Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad built in the
early 8th/14th century. Today it is ruined and appears
as an L-shaped portico on columns built along the corner of the madrasa of al-Nasir's father al-Mansur
Kalawun. It was surmounted by a small dome
decorated with faience mosaic on the base. The sabil
of Amir Shaykhu (755/1354) is a very different type of
building; it is hewn in the rock in the form of a vaulted
room

By the second half of the 8th/14th century, the
standard location of the sabil was at the corner of a
religious building with a maktab on the upper floor.
With two large iron-grilled windows, one on each
facade, it was well ventilated. This device was maintained throughout the Mamluk and Ottoman periods.
Some mosques have more than one sabil-maktab.
Sultan Ka°it Bay, who was a great builder, erected
a number of separate sabils all over the city. They had
one or two apartments attached to them, sometimes
also a shop. Some had a mihrdb in the wall of the hdnut.
The only extant free-standing sabil-maktab of Ka°it
Bay is at the Sallba street (884/1479); it has three
facades and is one of the most lavishly decorated
monuments of mediaeval Cairo, with polychrome inlaid marble, carvings, and inscriptions.
The sabil of Sultan al-Ghawri, attached to his
religious-funerary complex (909/1504) in the centre of
the old city of Cairo, is described in the wakf document with more detail than usual. It projects from the
street with three facades, each with a large window.
Behind each window there was a marble basin connected to afawwdra, a kind of water tap, which received water through lead tubes from the shddirwdn. In
summer the windows of the sabil were protected with
awnings against the sun.
The Ottomans founded fewer religious buildings
than the Mamluks, but they erected an important
number of sabil-maktabs in Cairo, some of which have
a mihrdb and were used also for prayer.
Until the 18th century the sabil-maktabs continued to
be built in the Mamluk style. In the mid-18th century,
a new trend for facade decoration in carved stone appears also in sabil architecture. Amir cAbd al-Rahman
Katkhuda, a great patron of architecture who created
a new style of facade decoration, sponsored in
1157/1744 one of the most handsome sabil-maktabs of
the old city of Cairo. Built at the bifurcation of the
main street of al-Kahira, it has three facades with
marble carved in Turkish style and inlaid in Mamluk
style. The eastern facade has a trilobe mukarnas portal.
The interior is panelled with Turkish ceramic tiles.
Two apartments for the staff are attached to the
building. It has a mihrdb in the shape of a painted
niche in the ceramic tiles surmounted by a representation of Mecca.
In the late 18th century, the architectural style of
the sabils of Cairo shows Turkish influence. This can
be seen at the curved semi-circular and faceted
facades, the floral carvings, the inscribed cartouches
with poems and chronograms, often in Turkish, and
the elaborate window grills. However, the sabil maintains its basic traditional features such as the maktab on
the upper floor. The sabil attached to the madrasa of
Sultan Mahmud (1164/1750) has five facets and was
used also for teaching; along with the sabils of
Rukayya Dudu (1174/1761) and NafTsa al-Baycia3
(12i 1/1796), it is among the finest examples of the late
Ottoman period. In the 19th century the TurcoItalian influence is even more pronounced, while the
Islamic decorative repertoire tends to vanish. The
sabils of this period, unlike their contemporaries in
Turkey, however, maintain the curved facades.
2. Fas. The city of Fas is often said to be built on
water because of the abundance of the water which it
receives from the river Fas and its tributaries, as well
as from a multitude of springs. In the 5th/llth century an underground system of piped channels was
built beneath the city to serve its mosques, houses and
fountains.
Fas has preserved an important number of public
fountains known popularly as sikaya (from sakd "to
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Fig. 1. The sabil of cAbd al-Rahman Katkhuda in Cairo (1157/1744) (by Philip Speiser).
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give to drink"). Already in the Almohad period,
during the reign of al-Mansur, the city had 80 public
fountains. Today 106 fountains survive, of which 93
are functioning. The earliest datable one is from
840/1436 (Betsch).

Fig. 2. The composition of a sabil at Fas
(by William Betsch).
The shape of the fountains of Fas show a persistent
continuity over the centuries. The typical fountain is
a mural structure which consists of a vertical rectangular panel including a recessed arch. This composition has been compared with that of a gate or a
mihrdb and associated with symbolism. At the lower
part of the arch are the spigots from which the water
flows down into a basin or sunduk protruding from the
wall. The fountains are characterised by their faience
mosaic decoration or zallidj_. Thousands of individually shaped elements cut from glazed ceramic tiles of
several colours and cast into plaster or cement are
combined to form geometric star designs of dazzling
effect. Considering the white introverted architecture
of the city, the fountains reveal themselves as aesthetic
focal points.
3. I s t a n b u l . Istanbul inherited from Constantinople the Byzantine system of aqueducts and pipes. In
Istanbul there are two forms of sabil fountains, the sebil
served by an attendant behind the grill, and the ceshme
which is a kind of self-service sabil where the water is
received from a tap above a basin. The water coming
from the aqueducts through pipes was collected in a
cistern located behind the facade on street level. In the
early Ottoman period in Istanbul, the provision of
water on a charitable basis was not very common,
despite the widespread public kitchens. Public fountains were established only in the absence of alternative sources of water. J.M. Rogers has observed

that the wakf documents of great imperial foundations
following the conquest of Istanbul did not include as
a rule the provision of water for free public use. The
sikayas attached to religious foundations of the
10th/16th century were for the use of their own communities only. References to sikayas with which mosques were endowed indicate that their water was sold.
The great complex of Siileyman the Magnificent in
Istanbul had originally no public fountain until Sinan
added one in the 1570s. Siileyman, however, following the example of the Mamluk sultans, sponsored
several sabils in the Holy Cities and particularly in
Jerusalem. Zubayda, the wife of Harun al-Rashld,
who became famous in Muslim history for aqueducting water to Mecca in a period of drought, seems to
have established this tradition.
The ceshmes of Istanbul, similar to the fountains of
Fas, are mural fountains which consist of a recessed
niche framed by a rectangle with a protruding basin,
made of carved white marble. Their niches are
trilobe, with mukarnas or with a shell pattern. As in
Fas, the resemblance with a gate or a mihrdb can be
noticed here. The ceshmes of the 18th century are surmounted by a large crest filled with arabesques,
similar to that on manuscripts. Many fountains combine a sebil with a ceshme. White marble is
characteristic of Turkish water architecture.
In the late 10th/16th century, the shape of the Ottoman sebils begins to acquire its characteristic
features. Sebils like that of Gazanfer Aga (1599) in
Istanbul were built as part of a religious or funerary
complex in the shape of polygonal faceted structures
with arched grill windows set between pilasters; the
leaded domical roof had eaves. Goodwin sees in the
late 10th/16th century the genesis of Ottoman water
architecture, which reaches its apogee in the late tulip
period [see LALE DEVRI] during the first third of the
12th/18th century, "an age of water". At that time,
instead of the faceted fagade of the sebil, it becomes
more curved and semi-circular and, when integrated
into a tomb, both fagades are combined, such as in the
complexes of Hekimoglu Ali Pasa (1147/1734) and
Haci Mehmet Emin Aga (1152/1740). The marble of
this period is carved with baroque foliation and
garlands, flamboyant floral and fruit motifs combined
with traditional patterns, which also characterise contemporary ceshmes. The grills become intricate with
lacy patterns.
The most famous water-house is that of Sultan
Ahmed III (1141/1728) built at the gate of the
Topkapi Seray as a combination of four sebils and four
ceshmes. Built of marble with a wooden roof that runs
down into eaves, it consists of a central rectangular
cistern with a ceshme on each side. The ceshmes are set
within arched panels with polychrome voussoirs and
are flanked by a pair of mukarnas niches which include
benches. The sebils occupy the corners, each with
three concave intricate grills between columns. Five
wooden domes protrude from the roof, four at the corners and a central one. Gilded foundation inscriptions
written as poems in nasta^lik adorn the upper part of
the building. Carved marble, paintings, polychrome
voussoirs and tiles contribute to the lavish decoration.
The fountains of 19th century Turkey which stand
independently in public spaces, such as that of cAbd
ul-Hamld II at Istanbul (1310/1892), are characterised by their rectangular shape and rectilinear fagades,
which contrast with the shallow curves of the
decorative arches and the volute designs. Their
decoration follows European tradition.
Bibliography. L.A. Mayer, The buildings of Qdytbdy as described in his endowment deed, London 1938;
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Abd al-Latlf Ibrahim CA1T, Silsilat al-wathd^ik alta^nkhiyya al-kawmiyya. madjmu^at al-wathd^ik almamlukiyya, in Madjallat kulliyyat al-dddb—Djdmi^at
al-Kdhira, xviii/2 (Dec. 1956), 183-250; R. Mantran, Istanbul, Paris 1962; G. Goodwin, A history of
Ottoman architecture, London 1971; W. Betsch, The
fountains of Fez, in AARP, xii (Dec. 1977), 33-46; A.
Raymond, Les fontaines publiques (Sabil) du Caire a
I'epoque ottomane (1517-1798), mAA, xv(1979), 23591; M.M. Amm, al-Awkdf wa 'l-haydt al-idjtimd^iyya
ft Misr (648-92311250-1517), Cairo 1980; J.M.
Rogers, Innovation and continuity in Islamic urbanism,
in I. Sarageldin and S. el-Sadek (eds.), The Arab
city—its character and Islamic cultural heritage, Medina
(Arab Urban Development Institute) 1982, 53-9;
Ph. Speiser, Restaurierungsarbeiten in der islamischen
Altstadt Kairos, in Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archdologischen Instituts Abteilung Kairo, xxxviii (1982),
363-78; M.M. Amm and L.A. Ibrahim, alMustalahdt al-mi^mdriyya fi 'l-wathd^ik al-mamlukiyya,
Cairo 1990; M.H. al-Husayni, al-Asbila 'l^uthmdniyya bi-madinat al-Kdhira (1517-1798), Cairo
n.d.; S. Eyice, L4, art. Qesme (incs. extensive bibl.,
mainly for Istanbul). See also H. inalcik, art. ISTANBUL.
(DORIS BEHRENS-ABOUSEIF)
SABIR B. ISMA C IL_AL-TIRMIDHI, Shihab al-DTn,
usually known as ADIB SABIR a P e r s i a n poet of
the first half of the 6th/12th century.
His diwdn, which has been published twice (ed. CA1I
KawTm, Tehran 1331 ^71952-3, and ed. M. C A.
Nasih, Tehran 1343 5£./1964), consists almost entirely of panegyrics praising the Saldjuk sultan Sandjar
(511-52/1118-57), the Kh w arazmshah Atsiz (52168/1127-72) and various persons at their respective
courts, in particular Sandjar's ra^is-i Khurasan, Madjd
al-DTn CA1T b. Dja c far al-MusawT, the poet's principal
patron. The rivalry between his two royal masters was
the cause of his undoing. DjuwaynT says that Sabir,
whom Sandjar had sent to Kh w arazm with a message
for Atsiz, discovered that the Kh w arazmshah had
dispatched two men—DjuwaynT says that they were
maldhida (i.e. Isma c TlTs)—to assassinate the sultan.
Sabir sent a secret message warning Sandjar of the
plot and giving a description of the assassins, but Atsiz
somehow found out about it and had Sabir drowned
in the Oxus. Although DjuwaynT does not give the
precise date of this incident, he does seem to imply
that it was at some time between 538/1142-3 and
542/1147-8. Dawlatshah (followed by others) repeats
DjuwaynT's story, but gives the date of Sabir's death
as 546/1151-2, which seems too late.
The most noticeable feature of Sabir's poetry is his
dexterous use of artificial devices. c Awft singles out a
contrived poem dedicated to Madjd al-DTn in which
Sabir uses the words sarw (cyprus) and ydkut
(hyacinth) in every verse of the first (amatory) section
and then the words dftdb (sun) and dsmdn (heaven) in
every verse of the second (panegyric) section. He also
composed not one, but several long poems in which
every verse enumerates three things ("one thing is A,
a second is B, a third is C") in its second misrd^, or
again, a kasida in which he does without the letter alif.
It was for this sort of thing that he won the admiration
of his contemporaries, for example that of the now
much more famous Anwarl [9.0.], who says in one of
his verses: 'At least I am as good as SanaDT, even if I
am not like Sabir'.
Bibliography: c Awfi, Lubdbii, 117-25; DjuwaynT
ii, 8; Dawlatshah, 92-3; Browne, LHP, ii, 333-5;
S. NafTsT, Adib Sdbir-i Tirmidhi, in Armaghdn, iv
(1920), 230-45, 294-306; Storey-de Blois, v, no.
276.
(F.C. DE BLOIS)
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SABIR, MIRZA CALI AKBAR (b. 1862 in Shemakha,
d. 1911 in Baku), A z e r b a i j a n i s a t i r i c a l poet and
journalist.
After the First Russian Revolution of 1905, a
humorous and satirical literature grew up in Russian
Adharbaydjan, seen especially in the weekly journal
Molld Nasreddm founded at Tiflis in 1906 by Djelal
Mehmed KulT-zade [see DJARIDA. iv], which attacked
the old literary forms, backwardness in education and
religious fanaticism, achieving a circulation also in
Turkey and Persian Adharbaydjan. One of the
writers in it was Sabir (who also sometimes used the
pen-name Aghalar Giileyen, "he who laughs"), the
most effective of the satirists on contemporary culture
and political events, attacking inter alia both the Ottoman and Kadjar monarchies. After his death, his
satirical poetry was collected in Hop-hop-ndme (Baku
1912, repr. several times later).
Bibliography: Collected poetry in Shicirler
meajmu^asi, Baku 1923, and subsequently in Cyrillic
script in Moscow, Leningrad and Baku. Of
s t u d i e s , see Ahmet Caferoglu, in PTF, ii, 679-81,
690-6, 698, with specific studies on the poet noted
in the bibl. there; J. Prusek (ed.), Diet, of oriental
literatures, iii. West Asia and North Africa, London
1974, 163.
(Eo.)
SAB C IYYA, "Seveners", a designation for those
ShT c T sects w h i c h re c o g n i s e a series o f s e v e n Imams. Unlike the name Ithnd ^ashariyya or "Twelvers"
the term SabHyya does not occur in mediaeval Arabic
texts; it seems to have been coined by modern scholars
by analogy with the first term. The name is often used
to designate the IsmacTliyya [q. v . } , but this is not correct, because neither the Bohora nor the Khodja
IsmacTlTs count seven Imams. The term can be applied
only to the earliest stage of the development of the
IsmacTlT sect, during which the IsmacTlT propaganda
proclaimed a line of seven Imams, starting with alHasan b. CA1T b. AbT Talib, and ending with Muhammad b. Isma c Tl b. Dja c far al-Sadik whose return as the
MahdT was expected. The unity of the IsmacTlT movement was broken by the schism of the year 286/899
when the leader of da^wa, the future Fatimid caliph alMahdT, claimed the ranks of imam and mahdi. His
claim was rejected by the communities in c lrak and alBahrayn, which clung to the original doctrine, so that
only these so-called Carmathian or "KarmatT" communities preserved the old belief in a series of seven
Imams, whereas the "FatimT" branch of the movement continued the line of Imams beyond the seventh
one; the actual leader of the Khodja branch of
Isma c Tlism, Agha Khan IV, is considered to be the
49th Imam. Given the inaccuracy of the artificial
term, the name "Seveners" should best be avoided
altogether.
Bibliography:
See
those
for
BOHORAS;
ISMA C ILIYYA; KARMATI; KHODJA.
(H. HALM)
SABK-I, HINDI (P.), the I n d i a n s t y l e , is the
third term of a classification of Persian literature into
three stylistic periods. The other terms, sabk-i
Khurdsdm (initially also called sabk-i Turkistdni) and
sabk-i clrdkt, refer respectively to the eastern and the
western parts of mediaeval Persia. The assumption
underlying this geographical terminology is that the
shifts of the centre of literary activity from one area to
another, which took place repeatedly since the
4th/10th century, were paralleled by a stylistic
development, especially in poetry. Broadly speaking,
this amounted to a gradual change from the rather
simple and harmonious poetical idiom of earlier times
to a much more intricate manner of writing, often
qualified as "baroque" [see further IRAN. vii.
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Literature, at vol. IV, 60aj. For a long time Persian
critics have interpreted this development as a decline,
which reached its lowest level during the period of the
Indian style. The appellation "Indian style" was
derived from the fact that the features usually
associated with this style were most conspicuous in the
works of poets and writers who were attached to Indian courts during the Mughal period. As the poets of
the Safawid court of Isfahan in the 17th and early 18th
centuries wrote in a similar fashion, some modern
Persian scholars have proposed to use the names sabk-i
Isfahdni or sabk-i Safawi instead.
Although a development of style as outlined by this
classification cannot be denied, it is impossible to
determine the chronological boundaries between the
three periods with any precision. Only the end of the
period of the Indian style can be dated approximately,
and then only as far as Persia itself is concerned. In
the middle of the 12th/18th century, poets in Isfahan
and ShTraz_, notably Mushtak, Maftun and Lutf- c AlI
Beg [q. v. ] Adhar, began to criticise the excesses of the
Indian style and to demand a return to what they
regarded as the stylistic purely of early Persian
poetry. This reaction, now known as the bdzgasht-i
adabi (the "literary return"), initiated a neoclassicism which dominated the writing of poetry in
Persia well into the present century. It also influenced
the outlook of Persian critics on the Indian style. This
outlook is reflected, for instance, in the introduction
to Rida Kull Khan Hidayat's Madjma^ al-fusahd^
(completed in 1288/1871), where the word sdbk is
already used in its modern sense although the
geographical qualifications are not yet mentioned.
Similar views were expressed in a letter on the subject
written by Mlrza Muhammad KazwTni to E.G.
Browne (LHP, iv, 26-8). This neo-classicist return did
not affect, however, Persian poetry written in
Afghanistan, Central Asia and, particularly, the Indian subcontinent, where the Indian style held its
ground.
According to M.T. Bahar, the theory of the three
styles came into being in the late 13th/19th century,
when the question which one of the two early styles
should be taken as a model for imitation was much
debated. About 1880, literary critics at Mashhad, to
which Bahar's father, the poet Sabuhl, and the latter's
teacher Nadim Bash! belonged, seem to have taken a
leading part in these discussions (cf. Sabk-shindsi, i, pp.
y-yb; see also Armaghdn, xiii, 440 ff.).
It is less easy to determine the historical startingpoint of the Indian style. Some modern scholars have
maintained that its roots go back to the very beginnings of Indo-Persian poetry in the 7th/13th century;
others have connected them to the rise of the Safawid
state in Persia (10th/16th century) and the exodus of
Persian poets to the Indian courts which began in the
course of the same century. Several names have been
put forward as the initiators of these stylistic changes:
among them are Fighanf [q. v. ], who was attached to
the courts of Harat and Tabriz during the transition
between the Tlmurid and the Safawid dynasties, c UrfT
[ q . v . ] , a poet from Shlraz who in the late 10th/16th
century was one of the first Persians to make a career
at the Mughal court, and his contemporary the
Indian-born FaydT [ q . v . ] . Even much earlier poets
have been mentioned occasionally as predecessors.
The only statement which can be made with any
degree of certainty is that the special traits of the Indian style are noticeable since the beginning of the
llth/17th century in all the countries where Persian
poetry was cultivated. Eventually, it also made a
strong impact on the poetry in the Persian manner

which was written in Turkish, Urdu and other IndoAryan languages.
Several attempts have been made to define the
distinctive traits of Indian style poetry and to explain
its appearance. The Indian scholar Shibll Nu c manl
[q.v. ], in the third volume of his Shicr al-cAdjam, drew
up a list of such features, which has been seminal for
subsequent research. Although the classification of the
three regional styles was still unknown to him, he did
acknowledge the innovations in the style of the poets
of the 10th/l 6th-llth/17th centuries. The prominence
gained by the ghazal since the 7th/13th century (due
mainly to the influence of Sacdl, Amir Khusraw
Dihlawl and Hafiz) was, according to Shibll, of
primary importance. An early new element was the
addition of references to actual occurrences of an
erotic nature to the usually abstract imagery of ghazal
poetry, known as wuku^-gu^i, "relating incidents". A
remarkable example is the Djaldliyya, a cycle ofghazals
written by Muhtasham-i Kashani [q. v. ] to celebrate a
dancer he admired. The beloved was often identified
as a young craftsman in the bazaar (ma^shuk-i bdzdri),
especially in shahrdshub [q.v.] poetry, in which the
beauty of the protagonist is described as "creating
havoc in the town". The rise of this genre betrays a
tendency towards realism noticeable also in the use of
images taken from real life and of elements from
popular speech, hitherto not regarded as suitable for
the poetic idiom.
A second major trend is the conceptual complexity,
affecting both imagery and themes, subsumed by
ShiblT under the headings khiydl-bdfi("the weaving of
the imagination") and madmun-sdzi ("the creation of
concepts"). His observations were further developed
by A. Bausani, who pointed out that the novelty of
Indian style poetry was caused by the increasing
disregard of the rule of the harmonious and
associative choice of images ("das Prinzip der harmonischen oder beziehungsreichen Bildwahl", in the
phrase of H. Ritter, cf. Uber die Bildersprache Nizdmis,
Berlin 1927, 25), which had disciplined the phantasy
of the classical poet. This greater freedom resulted in
the combination of rather incongruous images within
the compass of a single verse as well as in a much
greater density of expression. The intricate play of the
imagination these poets allowed themselves went
together with a pointed intellectualism. From the time
of c Urft onwards, philosophical themes became a
common element added to the Persian ghazal, which
was characterised already by its blend of anacreontism
and mysticism. According to Bausani,
the
philosophical ideas expressed in this poetry were
rather superficial because the main emphasis was put
on the witticism of the expression itself. A cerebral attitude can also be observed in the frequent use of infinitives and abstract terms in a semi-allegorised
mode. ShiblT mentioned the use of examples taken
from common speech as a kind of proverbial
argumentation added to a poetic statement
(mithdliyya). The Persian poet Sa°ib [q.v.] was particularly noted for this (see e.g. the specimens quoted by
Browne, iv, 170-6).
Among the linguistic innovations, the formation of
new compounds, a predilection for constructions
based on participles rather than on finite verbs, and
the extension of the semantic spectrum of words are
particularly conspicuous (on this, see especially the
monograph by W. Heinz). The syntax of the verse is
not seldom unnatural, and this has become one of the
most serious objections against the Indian style.
As a social factor promoting these changes, Shibll
pointed to the rise, about the same time, of the
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mushdcams [q.v.], gatherings of poets where the poetic
skills could be sharpened in competitive improvisations. This replaced the earlier tradition of imitating
the works of older poets mainly accessible through
written sources.
Explanations for the rise of these innovations have
been sought in various directions: the political and
religious revolution in Persia brought about by the
establishment of the Safawid state, the different
cultural conditions in India as well as structural
changes in Persian society. These theories were discussed, and nearly all refuted, by E. Yarshater
(278 ff.), who himself proposed that the mannerism of
the Indian style would signal the end of classical
poetry as a living artistic tradition. In recent years,
Persian critics have emphasised that a distinction
should be made between an early, moderate phase,
culminating in the works of Sa'ib (d. 1088/1677-8),
and a more extreme stage of the same stylistic trends,
as they are exemplified especially in the works of later
poets who lived outside Persia, like Nasir C AH Sirhindl
[<7.y.](d. 1108/1697) and Bidil [0. z>. ] (d. 1133/1720) in
India and Shawkat of Bukhara (d. 1107/1695-6) in
Central Asia. This view led to a reappraisal of the artistic merits of Safawid literature [0.0.].
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(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
SABKHA (A.), pi. sibdkh, the term used by the
mediaeval Arabic geographers for salt marshes or
lagoons and for the salt flats left by the evaporation of
the water from such areas. Thus they employ it for
describing the salt flats characteristic of parts of the
Great Desert of central and eastern Persia (the present
Dasht-i Kawlr and Dasht-i Lut) and of the adjacent
province of Slstan (Ibn Hawkal, ed. Kramers, 407,
415, tr. Kramers-Wiet, 397, 404; al-Mukaddasi, 488;
cf. A. Miquel, La geographic humaine du monde musulman
jusqu'au milieu du lle siecle. iii. Le milieu naturelle, ParisThe Hague 1980, 95).
In the Maghrib, the form sebkha is used to denote
the salt lagoon, one of the characteristic features of the
hydrography of North Africa and the Sahara, very
common in the high plains, without communication
with the sea. It is the terminus of a network of streams
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either above ground or subterranean, which have
spread out and disappear in the ground; it is a shallow
basin with well-marked contours sometimes
delineated by steep sides. After rain, it is more or less
completely filled with water impregnated with mineral
substances which accumulate at the bottom of the
basin. In periods of drought, the waters evaporate
completely or partly and the floor is uncovered. The
floor of the sebkha is covered with saline incrustations,
sometimes traversed by crevasses in which the crystals
gather. The salt deposit sometimes covers mud,
quicksands and dangerous quagmires.
This definition and description of the features of the
sebkha apply equally to the shott. An attempt has been
made to establish a distinction between the two, the
former term being applied to hollows which always remain more or less moist, the second to those whose
evaporation is greater than the access of subterranean
water or to those the floor of which looks like a plain
losing itself in the horizon. There is no real foundation
for this distinction. The two terms are employed indifferently in the same district. For example, we have in
Orania the sebkha of Oran and the shott Gharliu and
Shark!, in the Sahara the sebkha of Timimun
(Gurara), the shott of Southern Tunisia, the sebkha of
Wargla, of Siwa, etc.
Bibliography: See that to SAHARA.
(G. YVER*)
SABR (A.), usually rendered "patience, endurance". The significance of this conception can
hardly be conveyed in a West European language by
a single word, as may be seen from the following. According to the Arabic lexicographers, the root s-b-r, of
which sabr is the nomen actionis, means to restrain or
bind; thence katalahu sabr0" "to bind and then slay
someone". The slayer and the slain in this case are
called sdbir and masbur respectively. The expression is
applied, for example, to martyrs and prisoners of war
put to death; in the Hadith often to animals that—
contrary to the Muslim prohibition—are tortured to
death (e.g. al-Bukharl, Dhabd^ih, bob 25; Muslim,
Sayd, trad. 58; Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad, iii, 171).
The word has a special technical application in the expression yaminu sabr1", by which is meant an oath imposed by the public authorities and therefore taken
unwillingly (e.g. al-Bukhan, Mandkib al-Ansdr, bob 27;
Aymdn, bdb 17; Muslim, Imdn, trad. 176).
In the Kur 3 an, derivations from the root s-b-r frequently occur, in the first place with the general
meaning of being p a t i e n t . Muhammad is warned to
be patient like the Apostles of God before him
(XXXVIII, 16; XLVI, 34; "for Allah's threats are
fulfilled", is added in XXX, 60). A double reward is
promised to the patient (XXXIII, 113; XXVIII, 54;
cf. XXV, 75). In XXXIX, 16, it is even said that the
sdbirun shall receive their reward without hisdb (which
in this case is explained as measure or limitation).
The conception is given a special application to the
holy war (e.g. Ill, 140; VIII, 66); in such connections
it can be translated by "endurance, tenacity". Form
VIII is also used in almost the same sense, e.g. XIX,
66, "Serve him and persevere in his service". The
third stem is also found (III, 200; see below).
The word is next found with the meaning resignat i o n , e.g. in the sura of Joseph (XII, 18) where
Jacob, on hearing of the death of his son, says "[My
best course is] fitting resignation" (fa-sabr"" djamilun).
Sometimes sabr is associated with the saldt (II, 42,
148). According to the commentators, it is in these
passages synonymous with fasting, and they quote in
support the name shahr al-sabr given to the month of
Ramadan [q.v.].
As an adjective, we find sabbdr in the Kurgan,
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associated with shakur (XIV, 5 etc.); cf. thereon alTabari, Tafsir, "It is well with the man who is resigned when misfortune afflicts him, grateful when gifts of
grace become his"; and Muslim, Zuhd, trad. 64,
"Wonderful is the attitude of the believer; everything
is for the best with him; if something pleasant happens
to him, he is thankful and this proves for the best with
him; and if misfortune meets him, he is resigned and
this again is for the best with him." The ideas of sabr
and shukr are also associated in al-Ghazali, see below.
The later development of the conception is, of
course, also reflected in the commentaries on the
Kurgan; it is difficult to say in how far these interpretations are already inherent in the language of the
Kur D an. In any case, the conception sabr, in all its
shades of meaning, is essentially Hellenistic in so far
as it includes the <XTapa!j(a of the Stoic, the patience of
the Christian and the self-control and renunciation of
the ascetic; cf. below. In place of many other explanations of the commentators, we will give here only that
of Fakhr al-Din al-Razi (Mafdtih al-ghayb, Cairo 1278,
on III, 200). He distinguishes four kinds of sabr: (1)
endurance in the laborious intellectual task of dealing
with matters of dogma, e.g. in the doctrine of tawhid,
c
adl, nubuwwa, macdd and disputed points; (2) endurance in completing operations one is bound or
recommended by law to do; (3) steadfastness in
refraining from forbidden activities; and (4) resignation in calamity, etc. Musdbara is, according to him,
the application of sabr to one's fellow-creature (like
neighbours, People of the Book), refraining from
revenge, the amr bi'l-ma^ruf wa'l-nahy ^ani 'l-munkar,
etc.
The high value laid upon sabr is also seen in the fact
that al-Sabur is included among the beautiful names
of God. According to the Lisdn (s.v. s-b-r], Sabur is a
synonym of halim, with the difference that the sinner
need not fear any retribution from al-Hallm, but he
is not sure of such leniency from al-Sabur. God's sabr
is in the Hadith increased to the highest degree in the
saying that no one is more patient than He towards
that which wounds His hearing (al-Bukhari, Tawhid,
bdb 3).
In the Hadith, sabr is, in the first place, found in
general connections, like, to him who practises sabr
God will grant sabr, for sabr is the greatest charisma
(al-Bukhan, Zakdt, bdb 50; Rikak, bdb 20; Ahmad b.
Hanbal, iii, 93); in the Hadith. also, sabr is applied to
endurance in the holy war. A man asked Muhammad: "If I take part in the Djihdd with my life and my
property and I am killed sabr"*1 and resigned, rushing
forward without fleeing, shall I enter Paradise?" And
Muhammad answered: "Yes". (Ahmad b. Hanbal,
iii, 325). The word is found in other passages in the
sense of e n d u r i n g , e.g. towards the public
authorities, "after my death ye shall suffer things, but
exercise sabr until ye meet me at the heavenly pool"
(hawd) (al-Bukhan, Rikak, bdb 53; Fitan, bdb 2; cf.
Ahkdm, bdb 4; Muslim, Imdra, trads. 53, 56, etc.). The
word here usually has the meaning of r e s i g n a t i o n ,
as in the oft-recurring saying, "The (true) sabr is revealed at the first blow (innamd 'l-sabr cinda 'l-sadmati
'l-uld, or awwali sadmatin or awwali 'l-sadmati, alBukhari, Djand^iz, bdb 32, 43; Muslim, Djand^iz, trad.
15; Abu Dawud, Djand^iz, bdb 22, etc.).
Significant, in other respects also, is the story of the
epileptic woman who asked Muhammad for his duW
for her healing; he replied to her that, if she refrained
from her request and exercised sabr, paradise would
be her portion (al-Bukharf, Mardd, bdb 6; Muslim, alBirr wa 'l-sila, trad. 54). The word is often found in
this connection associated with the proper word for

resignation, viz. ihtisdb (e.g. al-Bukhari, Aymdn, bab 9;
Muslim, Djand^iz, trad. 11); with this should be compared the following hadith kudsi, "If my servant is
deprived of the light of both his eyes, I grant him
paradise in compensation" (al-Bukhari, Mardd, bdb
67; Ahmad b. Hanbal, iii, 283).
In conclusion, we may remark that in the canonical
Hadith the meaning r e n u n c i a t i o n is exceedingly
rare, a meaning which receives so great an importance in ethico-ascetic mysticism (cf. what has already
been said above on sura II, 42, 148). Bdb 20 of alBukharT's Kitdb al-Rikdk (which, like the chapter zuhd
in the other collections of traditions, represents the
oldest stage of this tendency in Islam) has in the tardjama: c Umar said, "We have found the best of our
life in sabr.'" Here we already can trace the Hellenistic
sphere of thought for which renunciation was the kind
of life fitting the true man, the wise man, the martyr.
What the Kur D an and. Hadith say about sabr recurs
in part again in e t h i c o - m y s t i c a l l i t e r a t u r e ; but
the word has here become, so to speak, a technical
term and to a very high degree, as sabr is the cardinal
virtue in this school of thought. As with other fundamental conceptions (see the series of definitions of
Sufi and Sufism given by Nicholson inJRAS [1905]),
we find numerous definitions of sabr, definitions
which often point rather to fertility of imagination
than give an exhaustive exposition of the idea, but are
of great value for the light which they throw upon the
subject like lightning flashes. Al-Kushayri in his
Risdla, ed. C A.H. Mahmud and M. Ibn al-§harif,
Cairo 1385/1966, 397-404, gives the following collection: "The gulping down of bitterness without
making a wry face" (al-Djunayd); "the refraining
from unpermitted things, silence in suffering blows of
fate, showing oneself rich when poverty settles in the
courts of subsistence"; "steadfastness in fitting
behaviour (Husn al-adab) under blows of fate" (Ibn
c
Ata°); "bowing before the blow without a sound or
complaint"; "the sabbdr is he who has accustomed
himself to suddenly meeting with forbidden things"
(Abu c Uthman); ' 'sabr consists in welcoming illness as
if it were health"; "steadfastness in God and meeting
His blows with a good countenance and equanimity"
( c Amr b. c Uthman); "steadfastness in the ordinances
of the Book and of the Sunna" (al-Khawwas); "the
sabr of the mystics (literally, lovers) is more difficult
than that of the ascetics" (Yahya b. Mu c adh);
"refraining from complaint" (Ruwaym); "seeking
help with God" (Dhu '1-Nun); sabr is like its name i.e.
[bitter] like aloes (sabr; see the next article) (Abu CA1I
al-Dakkak); "there are three kinds of sabr, sabr of the
mutasabbir, of the sdbir and of the sabbdr (Abu cAbd
Allah b. KhafTf); ''sabr is a steed that never stumbles"
(CA1T b. Abl Talib); and "sabr is not to distinguish between the condition of grace and that of trial, in peace
of spirit in both; tasabbur is calm under blows, while
one feels the heavy trial" (Abu Muhammad alDjurayri; cf. aTOcpocftoc).
Al-Ghazali treats of sabr in Book II of the fourth
part of the Ihyd^, which describes the virtues that make
blessed. We have seen that, already in the Kur 3 an,
sabr and shukr are found in association. Al-GhazalT
discusses the two conceptions in the second book
separately, but in reality in close connection. He bases
the combination, not on the Kur 3 anic phraseology,
but on the maxim "belief consists of two halves: the
one sabr and the other shukr''. This again goes back to
the tradition "sabr is the half of belief (cf. the traditions given above which also associate sabr and shukr).
Al-Ghazali comprises the treatment of sabr under
the following heads: (1) the excellence of sabr; (2) its
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nature and conception; (3) sabr, the half of belief; (4)
synonyms with reference to the object of sabr; (5) kinds
of sabr as regards strength and weakness; (6) opinions
regarding the necessity of sabr and how man can never
dispense with sabr; and (7) the healthfulness of sabr
and means of attaining it. This division is virtually
adopted by Bar Hebraeus [see IBN AL- C IBRI] in his
Ethikon for the msaybrdnutd (see AJ. Wensinck, Bar
Hebraeus' Book of the Dove, Leiden 1919, pp.
cxvii-cxix).
Only the following out of these sections can be
given here. Sabr, like all religious makdmdt, consists of
three parts, ma^rifa, hdl and Carnal. The ma c arz/are like
the tree, the ahwdl the branches and the a^mdl the
fruits. Out of the three classes of beings, man alone
may possess sabr. For the animals are entirely governed by their desires and impulses; the angels, on the
other hand, are completely filled by their longing for
the deity, so that no desire has power over them and
as a result no sabr is necessary to overcome it. In man,
on the contrary, two impulses (bdcith) are fighting, the
impulse of desires and the impulse of religion; the
former is kindled by Satan and the latter by the
angels. Sabr means adherence to the religious as opposed to the sensual impulse.
Sabr is of two kinds: (a) the physical, like the endurance of physical ills, whether active, as in performing difficult tasks, or passive, as in suffering blows,
etc.; this kind is laudable; and (b) the spiritual, like
renunciation in face of natural impulses. According to
its different objects, it is called by synonyms like ciffa,
dabt al-nafs, shad^d^a, hilm, sacat al-sadr, hitman al-sirr,
zuhd and kanaka. From this wide range of meanings,
we can understand that Muhammad, when asked,
could answer, liimdn is sabr". This kind is absolutely
laudable (mahmud tdmm).
As regards the greater or less strength of their sabr,
three classes of individuals are distinguishable: (a) the
very few in whom sabr has become a permanent condition; these are the siddikun and the mukarrabun; (b)
those in whom animal impulses predominate; and (c)
those in whom a continual struggle is going on between the two impulses; these are the mud^ahidun;
perhaps Allah will heed them. One of the gnostics
(says al-GhazalT) distinguishes three kinds of sdbirun:
those who renounce desires, these are the td^ibun;
those who submit to the divine decree, these are the
zdhidun; and those who delight in whatever God allows
to come upon them, these are the siddikun.
In section VI, al-Ghazall shows how the believer requires sabr under all circumstances; (a) in health and
prosperity; here the close connection between sabr and
gratitude is seen; and (b) in all that does not belong
to this category, as in the performance of legal obligations, in refraining from forbidden things and in
whatever happens to a man against his will, either
from his fellow-men or by God's decree.
As sabr is an indication of the struggle between the
two impulses, its salutary effect consists in all that may
strengthen the religious impulse and weaken the
animal one. The weakening of the animal impulse is
brought about by asceticism, by avoiding whatever
increases this impulse, e.g. by withdrawal (cazla), or
by the practice of what is permitted, e.g. marriage.
The strengthening of the religious impulse is brought
about (a) by the awakening of the desire for the fruits
ofmudidhada, e.g. by means of the reading of the lives
of saints or prophets; and (b) by gradually accustoming this impulse to the struggle with its antagonist, so
that finally the consciousness of superiority becomes a
delight.
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(AJ. WENSINCK)
SABR (sabir, sabur) (A.) denotes the aloe, a species
of the Liliaceae, which was widespread in the warm
countries of the ancient world, mainly in Cyprus and
on the mountains of Africa.
The leaves of many varieties provide fibres ("aloefibres") for spinning coarse cloths, and from the
aloe's dark-brown wood a valued perfumery is won.
Important was also the aloe drug, i.e. the juice
pressed from the leaves, whose Greek name aXoT) was
borrowed by the Arab pharmacologists as dluwi. In
the West, the name apparently was pronounced sibar,
which survives in Spanish acibar. The most extensive
descriptions of the plant and its drug are found in Ibn
al-Baytar, Djdmic, iii, 77-81 (tr. Leclerc no. 1388) and
in al-Nuwayrl, Nihdya, xi, 304-7. According to them,
the leaves of the plant resemble those of the sea onion
(ishkil), which are wide and thick, bent back, covered
with a sticky liquid and whose ends are thorny.
Among the numerous varieties of the aloe, three are
generally mentioned: sukutri, ^arabi (hadrami), and
simind^dni (the latter reading is uncertain; it is perhaps
derived from Simindjan in Tukharistan). The first
variety is considered to be the best and probably corresponds with the Aloe Parryi Baker, the Aloe Socotrina,
which thrives in great quantities on the island of
Socotra (Sukutra [q. v. ]). The leaves, which are full of
water, are squeezed, chopped up and pounded until
the juice comes out. This is left to thicken, placed in
a dish and exposed to the sun until it dries up. The
juice resembles that of saffron, its scent that of myrh.
The entire plant has a sharp odour and a very bitter
taste. It has only one root. The drug was used above
all as laxative, as an amarum or appetiser and as a
choleretic; externally, it was applied on badly healing
wounds, ulcers and burns; it was also used against inflamations of the eye, and as a means to improve bad
breath.
Bibliography: A. Dietrich, Dioscurides triumphans. Ein anonymer arabischer Kommentar (Ende 12.
Jahrh. n. Chr.) zurMateriaMedica, no. Ill, 23, mAbh.
Ah. Gottingen, Phil.-hist. Kl., Neue Folge, no. 173,
Gottingen 1988.
(A. DIETRICH)
SABRA or SABRATHA, one of the t h r e e a n c i e n t
c i t i e s (Leptis Magna = Lebda; Oea = Tripoli; and
Sabratha or Sabrata = Sabra) which made up
Tripolitania. Sabra Mansuriyya [0.0.], another town
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33 km/20 miles to the west of Tlemcen in Algeria bore
(Ibn Khaldun, War, Beirut 1959, vii, 524), and still
bears today, this same name, after having assumed
that of Turenne in the colonial period. The
homonomy here is fortuitous.
Sabrata—now a tourist town and the centre of an
archaeological zone along the littoral some 75 km/48
miles west of Tripoli and 35 km/20 miles west of
Zuwara—is a Tyrian foundation, or a Carthaginian
one, dating from the 5th century B.C., of which imposing ruins remain.
In 22/642-3, c Amr b. al-cAs, after having taken
Tripoli, made a surprise attack on Sabratha, at that
time in decline and inhabited by Berber Christians of
the Nafusa tribe [ q . v . ] . In 123/741, Sabra (or Sabrata
according to the orthography of Ibn cAbd al-Hakam)
was besieged by the Sufri Berbers of the Zanata tribe,
and then relieved by the amir of Tripoli. In 131/748-9,
c
Abd al-Rahman b. HabTb, the master of Kayrawan,
at that moment on bad terms with the caliphate,
transferred the population and trade of Sabra to
Nubara, probably in consequence of a rebellion. This
was almost certainly only a partial and temporary
transfer. Towards the middle of the 3rd/9th century it
was the "ancient statues in stone" which attracted alYa c kubl's attention. Ibn Hawkal noted that, at the
time when he visited the Maghrib, in 340/951-2, a tax
was levied on caravans which passed through the
town. In the last quarter of the 4th/10th century, alMukaddasi wrote that Sabra was a fortified town, surrounded by palm groves and orchards full of fig trees.
In 403/1012-13 Sabra was at the centre of rebellions
fomented by the Zanata against the Zlrid amir BadTs.
Towards the end of the 5 t h / l l t h century, al-Bakn
described it as a prosperous town, populated by
Zuwagha, who had taken the side of Ibn Khalaf
against the last Rustamids [ q . v . } . In the middle years
of the 6th/12th century, al-Idrlsi merely mentions it,
adding that it was, like all the other urban centres of
the region, "a lifeless desert" (khald^ balka^), having
been devastated by the Arabs of the Banu Hilal and
given over to pillage by the Mirdas and Riyah, as confirmed by Ibn Khaldun. In Safar 707/August 1307,
al-Tldjanl noted that the biggest populated unit of the
region through which he was passing was Zuwagha.
and that in its environs, by the sea coast, were to be
found "the ruins of an ancient city known as Sabra,
which may also be sometimes written with a sin". In
the mid-10th/16th century, Leo Africanus/al-Hasan
b. Muhammad al-ZayyatT no longer mentions Sabra.
He merely mentions Zuwara, describing it as a small
town in full decay. It was in the neighbourhood of this
town that there was held, in a tent, the conference of
March-September 1893 between France and the Ottomans which delimited the Tunisian-Libyan
frontier.
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(M. TALBI)
SABRA or AL-MANSURIYYA, or also MADINAT
c
lzz AL-ISLAM, a royal c i t y founded between 334 and
336/945-8, at half-a-mile to the southeast of
Kayrawan, by the Fatimid caliph al-Mansur—
whence its name—in order to commemorate his victory over the rebel Abu Yazld [ q . v . ] , on the very spot,
so we are told, of a decisive battle.
The name. Sabra means "a very hard stone" (LCA,
Beirut 1955, iv, 441, 442). Like sakhr "rock", the
term is attested as a personal name (al-Tabari, index;
al-Malikl, Riyad, Beirut 1983, i, 250) or as that of a
clan (Kahhala, Mu^am kabd^il al-^Arab, Beirut 1968,
ii, 631). As a toponym, Sabra probably designated a
suburb or a stretch of land, in the proximity of
Kayrawan, which derived its name from that of the
occupiers of the place. The city founded on this spot,
or near it, was officially called al-Mansuriyya "the
Victorious City", and it is this name which, until
438/1046-7 (i.e. till the Zlrids' break with the
Fatimids in Cairo), appears exclusively on coins. To
symbolise the rupture in relations, the city officially
changed its name from 439/1047-8 onwards. After
then, there appears either the original name §abra
(which had never completely disappeared out of
everyday usage) or that of Madlnat c lzz al-Islam
"City of the Glory of Islam". The Kadi al-Nu c man
[9.0.], the first judge of the city founded by alMansur, in his K. al-Madjalis (ed. Tunis 1978, index),
never calls it by anything but its official name alMansuriyya. Other authors call it indifferently by one
or the other of its names. The derivation of the name
Sabra from the root s-b-r "to endure", with reference
to the contradictory exhortations to resistance addressed to the Sh^T troops by al-Mansur (alMukaddasI, partial Fr. tr. Ch. Pellat, Algiers 1950,
16-17; Ibn Hammad, Ahhbdr, ed. and Fr. tr.
Vonderheyden, Algiers-Paris 1927, 23-41), or, per
contra, to the Kharidjite troops by Abu Yazld (Abu
Zakariyya3, K. al-Sira, Tunis 1985), 175, is, so far as
one can see, an imagined, post eventum explanation.
The city's evolution. On Tuesday 19 Shawwal 337/1
May 949 al-Mansur transferred the seat of his government to al-Mansuriyya (Ibn Hawkal, K. Surat al-ard,
tr. Kramers-Wiet, 68). As with Baghdad, the city was
round in plan—and this is confirmed by aerial
photography—and the caliph's palace was in the centre. Its ramparts were pierced with four or five gates
with iron fittings. The city had a copious supply of
water and very soon developed greatly. Al-Mansur's
successors in turn built numerous and luxurious
palaces adorned with gardens and stretches of water,
palaces whose foundations have been partially revealed by excavations. The city had 300 hammdms
which belonged largely to private houses. After alMu c izz's departure for Cairo, his lieutenant in the
Maghrib, Buluggln, installed himself on Thursday,
11 Rabl< I 362/20 December 972 at al-Mansuriyya, in
the very palace which his sovereign had just left. This
marked the beginning of the city's Zlrid period. Some
decades later, in 405/1014-15, on the orders of Badls,
merchants and artisans were officially transplanted
from Kayrawan to al-Mansuriyya (Ibn cldharl,
Baydn, i, 261, see also i, 219-20, 241, 268, 276, 278,
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293-4). The resultant dissatisfaction in
Kayrawan, now deprived of its economic role, was not
perhaps unconnected with the revolt which broke out
there in 407/1016 at the coming of al-Mucizz b. Badls
[q. v. ] and which spread to al-Mansuriyya, which was
badly damaged. Finally, in 449/1057, under pressure
from the Banu Hilal, al-Mu c izz fled to al-Mahdiyya.
Al-Mansuriyya was then totally devastated, and,
unlike Kayrawan, never rose again from its ruins. AlIdrlsl, in the middle of the 6th/12th century, depicts
it as ruinous and deserted: "One no longer meets any
living soul there" (Opus geographicum, Naples-Rome
1984, iii, 284).
Over the ensuing centuries, the site was pillaged,
and the excavations, begun in 1921, have only yielded
a few remains: paving materials, sculpted plaques,
pottery with geometric or life-like decorations, etc.
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66, 79-81; idem and L. Pinssot, Objets kairouanais,
Tunis 1948-52, ii, 371; B. Roy and Poinssot, Inscriptions arabes de Kairouan, Paris 1950-8, i, 87-90;
M. Solignac, Recherches sur les installations hydrauliques
de Kairouan ..., Algiers 1953, 262-5, 268-72; S.M.
Zbiss, Mahdia et Sabra-Mansouriya ..., in JA (1956),
79-93; H. Halm, Das Reich des Mahdi. Der Aufstieg der
Fatimiden, Munich 1991, index.
(M. TALBI)
SABT (A.), the s a b b a t h , and thus (yawm al-) sabt,
Saturday (technically, Friday evening to Saturday
evening); it is also suggested to mean "a week", that
is from sabt to sabt, as well as a more general sense of
a long period of time. The word has been the common
designator of the day which follows yawm al-djum^a
[see DJUM C A] since early Islamic times at least [see
ZAMAN]. Clearly related to the Aramaic word shabbetd
and ultimately Hebrew shabbdt, the word was given an
appropriately Islamic sense by the Kurgan and later
Muslim theological interpretation.
The Kur D an associates Jews, the sabbath and not
undertaking any work, in line with Jewish tradition.
Kurgan, IV, 154 indicates that the day of rest was imposed upon the Jews at Sinai. Muslim tradition
elaborates this as a punishment for the Jewish refusal
to worship on Friday, the appropriate holy day;
Saturday would be accepted by God as long as the
Jews ceased from any work on that day (see al-Tabari,
Djdmi< al-baydn, ed. Shakir, Cairo 1954-69, ii, 167-8).
Opposing traditions are found (e.g. Muslim, Sahih,
djum^a, 22) which support all of Friday, Saturday and
Sunday as legitimate days of worship, however.
Kurgan, XVI, 124, speaks of disputes over the observance of the Sabbath, perhaps a remnant of JewishChristian debates. The breaking of the law of the sabbath is the focus of three passages, II, 65, IV, 47, and
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VII, 163, in which the word sabt is used twice plus
once verbally,yasbituna; these passages, which provided significant occasions for exegetical elaboration,
speak of those who transgressed the Sabbath being
transformed into "despised apes", kirada khdsttn (II,
65, VII, 166; also see V, 60). Opinion varied as to
whether this was to be understood literally or
metaphorically, for example as something which happened to Jewish hearts. Modern scholarship has not
reached a consensus on the origins of this story.
Muslim exegetical reflection on these passages
started out with statements associating the sabbath,
yawm al-sabt, and "resting", and with knowledge of
the justification of that idea—that God rested on the
seventh day of creation. However, while the KuPan
confirms that there were six days of creation (VII, 54,
X, 3, XI, 7, etc.), it rejects the idea that God rested
from creation: "Weariness did not touch us" (L, 38),
God says of himself. Thus the exegetical problem
arose of how to explain that the seventh day of the
week was called sabt without that implying a sense of
"rest". The answer was found through derivation of
the word sabt from sabata which was said to be
restricted in its meaning to senses of "ceasing" or
"being still", without conveying an implication of
"rest"; the word subdt was still seen to have that
meaning, however, as was necessary in XXV, 47, and
LXXVIII, 9.
Muslim-Jewish polemic often focussed upon the accusation that the Jews entertained an anthropomorphic concept of God because of the notion of his
"resting" from creation on the sabbath. For
Muslims,yawm al-djum^a, while it contained aspects of
a day of rest in its celebration (a facet which has
become more pronounced in modern times), was
generally not seen as a holiday from work, any more
than yawm al-sabt was.
Bibliography: Tafsir tradition, especially on
Kurgan, VII, 163-6; I. Goldziher, Die Sabbathinstitution im Islam, in M. Brann, F. Rosenthal (eds.),
Gedenkbuch zur Erinnerung an David Kaufmann, Breslau
1900, 86-105 (including the Arabic text of alTabarT's tafsir on Kurgan L, 38) (partial French tr.,
G. Bousquet, Etudes islamologiques d'Ignaz Goldziher,
inArabica, vii (1960), 237-40; idem, Islamisme et Parsisme, in Actes du premier Congres international d'histoire
de religions, Paris 1900, 145-6 ( = RHR, xliii [1901],
27-8 = Goldziher, Gesammelte Schriften, Hildesheim
1970,
iv, 258-9) (Goldziher's suggestion that
Kur'anic ideas regarding creation and the sabbath
came from Zoroastrianism have not gained much
support in scholarship.) J. Horowitz, Koranische
Untersuchungen, Berlin-Leipzig 1926, 96; H. Speyer,
Die biblischen Erzdhlungen im Qoran, Grafenhainichen
1931, 312-4, 340; I. Lichtenstadter, "And become ye
accursed apes", mJSAI, xiv (1991), 153-75.
(A. RIPPIN)
SABTA, CEUTA, a town of n o r t h e r n Morocco.
It is situated 16 km/10 miles to the south of Gibraltar
on the Moroccan coast, 60 km/38 miles to the northwest of Tetouan and 210 km/130 miles from Fas. Sabta has the form of a peninsula, ending in a small
mountain (the Djabal al-Mina or Mt. Hacho, 193
m/633 feet), which has played the double role of a
natural acropolis and a watch point. The isthmus of
the peninsula, 60 m/197 feet in height, is attached to
the mainland by a narrow strip of land, easily defensible. The old town had its counterpart in the Marinid
town, the Afrag [0.0.].
Explanations of the placename's etymology abound.
Thus it is said that Sabta derived from the Latin
Septem Fratres, which denotes the seven nearby hills;
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most of the Arabic chronicles attribute its foundation
to one Sabt, a descendant of Noah and eponymous
hero, whose tomb, in the form of a tumulus (al-Kabr
al-shdtt) was still venerated at the beginning of the
9th/15th century. The Phoenician trading depot of
Abyla and the Roman lulia Traiecta have been
situated there, but Rome does not seem to have attached much importance to the place (C. Posac Mon,
Estudios arqueologia de Ceuta, in Actes du IXe Congres,
Valladolid 1965). As successors to Rome, the Byzantines clashed with the Visigoths, who besieged Sabta
in 534, but the Byzantines managed to occupy it, or
to re-occupy it and, according to Procopius, "fortified, peopled and embellished it". The Emperor
Justinian built it up into a strong fortress (F. Fita,
Ceuta wisigoda y byzantina durante el reino de Tuedes,
BRAH 1922).
The accounts of the conquest of al-Andalus bring
into prominence Count Julian, the Visigothic governor, Byzantine Exarch or lord of the Ghumara, according to the various chronicles (see Ibn cAbd alii akam, Conquete de I'Afrique du Nordet de I'Espagne, ed.
and partial tr. A. Gateau, 2nd ed. Algiers 1947). It
was a refuge for Arab forces during the Kharidjite
rebellion, an Idnsid principality (it was allegedly occupied by Idns I in 173/789-90), as the capital of the
Banu c lsam, who appear more as an independent
dynasty than as Idnsid governors, occupied by the
Umayyads of Cordova in 319/931 and became a pawn
in the struggle against the Fatimids. Al-Nasir proclaimed himself caliph and called himself "master of
the two seas" after the conquest of the town. As a base
for intervention in the Maghrib, it had strong ramparts and could gather in the populations of towns
threatened or ruined (Nakur al-Basra, Tahart, etc.).
The decline of the caliphate allowed the Hammudids
[q. v.] to establish a principality which included
Tangier, Ceuta, Algeciras and Malaga. The town's
mint coined gold pieces, the mancus ceptimus, which
became widely current. The Hammudids' lieutenant,
Sakkut al-Barghawatl, profited from the anarchy
within al-Andalus to seize power and set up his own
dynasty (al-Makkari, Azhar, i, 34; Ibn Khaldun, Prolegomena, tr. Rosenthal, ii, 220; V alive Bermejo, Saqut
al-Barghawdti rey de Ceuta, in al-And. [1962], 119); he
recognised the cAbbasid caliph and challenged the
c
Abbadids of Seville for control of the Straits. During
his reign (453-75/1061-83), the town was prosperous
and enjoyed a lively intellectual life. It resisted the
Almoravids, who were held up before Sabta for six
years before taking it in 475/1083.
As the native town of CA1I b. Yusuf, Sabta was
favoured by the Lamtuna and profited from the
political unity established to develop economic links
with sub-Saharan Africa and the lands on the
northern fringes of the Mediterranean. Its powerful
kadis controlled activities, including the muezzins of
the Great Mosque (H. Ferhat, Un nouveau texte sur la
mosquee de Sabta, in Hesperis, forthcoming). When the
Almohads arrived, the kadi c lyad b. Musa [q.v.] led
the resistance, but the town had to surrender and the
kadi was exiled (M. Bencherifa, al-Ta^rif bi 'l-Kddi
^lydd, Rabat 1974, 47). Sabta became one of the most
important governorships of the empire; with its
arsenal and anchorage for the fleet and its change of
masters, the town was always given to a prince of the
dynasty (Sayyid).
From 629/1231-2, Almohad unity began to break
up, with the secession of Ibn Hud in al-Andalus and
also that of the Hafsids [0.0.]. The governor of Sabta,
the Sayyid Abu Musa, rebelled and assumed the title
of al-Mu 3 ayyad. Besieged by al-Ma^mun, he

negotiated the handing-over of the town to Ibn Hud,
who gave it to the admiral al-Ghushti. The latter was
ejected by the populace, who handed power over to a
rich merchant, Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Yanashtf, who now
had to face a siege by the Genoese (Ibn al-cldharl,
Baydn, iii, 307; al-Himyarl, al-Rawd al-miHdr, Beirut
1975, 622; Ch. Dufourcq, La question de Ceuta au XIIIe
siecle, in Hesperis [1955], 67; Di Tucci, Documenti inediti
sulla spedizione e sulla Mahona di Genovesi a Ceuta, Genoa
1935, 273-340). Irritated by al-Yanashtl, who aspired
to personal power, the Sabtls returned to the bosom
of the Almohads and accepted Ibn Khalas, the caliph
al-Rashid's envoy. Hafsid intervention in the Straits
led to occupation of the town, which recognised Abu
Zakariyya 0 . After the latter's death, a coup d'etat expelled the agents of Tunis and gave power to Abu '1Kasim al- c Azaft, whose dynasty was to last until
720/1320, including some temporary hiatuses (J.D.
Latham, The rise of the ^Azafids of Ceuta, in IOS, ii
[1972], 263-87; idem, The later ^Azafids, in ROMM,
xv-xvi [1973], 109-25; idem, The strategic position and
defence of Ceuta in the later Muslim period, in IQ [1971],
189-204; and see C AZAFI, BANU'L-, in Suppl.). The
Banu 'l- c AzafT instituted a consultative regime (alshurd) which preserved the town's autonomy whilst
recognising the Almohad caliph.
As a bridge-head between the Saharan region and
the Mediterranean, Sabta played a leading role in
commercial exchanges and minted coins of excellent
quality (JJ. Rodriguez-Lorente and T. b. Hafiz
Ibrahim, Numismatica de Ceuta musulmana, Madrid
1987).
Taken by Granada in 705/1306, Sabta was sacked
and its elites expelled. The inhabitants appealed to the
Mannids, who re-occupied it in 789/1387. Mannid
control, the loss of the Andalusian towns and a
general regression in the region, weakened the town
and its commerce; it was replaced regarding commerce into the interior by Genoese, Barcelonans and
Majorcans established along the Atlantic coast of
Morocco.
As the home of the geographer al-Idrlsf, of the kddi
c
lyad and of Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Sabtl, Sabta played an
important role as a centre of learning, and especially
of fikh, hadith, grammar and medicine (H. alWariaghli, Shuyukh al-^ilm wa-muluk al-dars f i Sabta,
Tetouan 1984; anon., Bulghat al-umniyya wa-maksadallabib, Rabat 1984). The mystical tendency was seen in
Ibn al- c Anf and the school of Almeria. Abu '1-Hasan
al-Sharl founded there the first madrasa in the
Maghrib; al- c Azaft began there the Mawlid, a festival
adopted officially by the Marlnids (al-Durr alMunazzam, ms.). If nothing now remains of the
monuments of Sabta, Muhammad al-Ansari describes
at length the situation just after the town's fall (Ihhtisdr
al-akhbdr ^ammd kdna bi-thaghr Sabta..., tr. F.A. Turki,
in Hesperis-Tamuda [1982], 83).
The Portuguese seized Sabta in Djumada II
818/August 1415. It was abandoned, also the village
of Balyunash, which had played a great role in its
history, by its population. After the annexation of
Portugal by Spain in 988/1580, Sabta was transferred
to Spanish control, and despite numerous Moroccan
attempts to regain it, Ceuta has always remained a
Spanish presidio and a free zone.
After the Portuguese capture of Sabta in 818/1415,
it was attacked by the kd^id Salih, who led resistance
in the district. Meanwhile, in 824/1421, a bishopric
was created there. The quarters on the mainland were
razed and the town, now reduced to the isthmus, provied with new fortifications. After the Portuguese
check before Tangier in 860/1437, a treaty was sign-
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ed, the return of Ceuta to Morocco was envisaged and
Don Ferdinand sent as a hostage to guarantee the promise; but the Cortes refused to ratify it, and the prince
died, as a martyr, at Fas in 847/1443. After the Battle
of the Three Kings (986/1578), Spain seized Ceuta
definitively. Nevertheless, the town was regularly attacked by neighbouring tribes and by the principality
of Tetouan [see TITTAWIN]. The siege decided upon by
Mawlay Ismacll lasted from 1104/1693 to 1133/1721;
that of 1180/1766 was ended by an ambiguous treaty,
completed by the convention of 1188/1774 (J. Caille,
Les accords de Sidi Mohammed Ben ^Abdallah (1757-1790},
Paris 1960). Between 1196/1782 and 1214/1799,
agreements conceded the territory to the Spanish,
provoking the anger of the aggrieved tribes. Ceuta
suffered from a lack of water and always coveted the
Bullone (Balyunash) hills; a series of disputes between
Spain and Morocco led to the war of Tetouan (1860).
In 1912 the Protectorate Treaty, awarding the north
of Morocco to Spain, marked the revival of Ceuta,
whose trade developed thanks to its double military
and commercial role. When Morocco became independent (March 1956), Ceuta became a presidio and
a free zone. Profiting from the ending of the international status of Tangier, the town received an influx
of travellers and commerce, and an important smuggling activity developed, making a strong mark on the
whole region's economy.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the text): J. Marquez de Prado, Historia de Ceuta,
Madrid 1859; E. Rouez de Card, Les relations de
I'Espagne et du Maroc pendant le XVIIP et le XIXe
siecles, Paris 1905; R. Ricard, Le Maroc septentrional
au XVe siecle d'apres les chroniques portugaises, in Hesp.,
xxii (1936), 89-143; V. Fernandez, Description de la
cote d'Afrique de Ceuta au Senegal 1506-1507, Paris
1938; Chroniques de Gomes Eannes de Azurara, Paris
1938; Ricard, Etudes sur I'histoire des Portugais au
Maroc, Coimbra 1955; J. Caille, Le role des commer(ants marseillais a Ceuta au XIIIe siecle, in Mels. d'Hist.
et d'Archeol. de I'Occident musulman, Algiers 1957; G.
Ayyache, Beliounech et le destin de Ceuta entre le Maroc
et I'Espagne, in Hesp.-Tamuda (1972); c lyad, alGhunya, Tunis 1978; M.H. Hila, Rasd^il diwdniyya
min Sabta fi 'l-^ahd al-cAzafi, Rabat 1979; Makkari,
Azhdr al-riyadfi akhbar clydd, Rabat 1978-80; M. b.
Tawit, Ta^rikh Sabta, 1982; M. b. c lyad, Madhdhib
al-hukkdm, Rabat 1990; H. Ferhat, Sabta, etat
bibliographique, in Hesp.-Tamuda (1990); eadem, Sabta des origines au XIVe siecle, Rabat, in press.
(HALIMA FERHAT)
AL-SABTI, AHMAD B. DJACFAR al-KhazradjI, Abu
'l- c Abbas, renowned Moroccan saint, born at Sabta
(Ceuta) in 524/1130, not to be confused, in the text of
Ibn Khaldun (Mukaddimd), with a homonym who lived in a later period and was the inventor of a circular
divinatory table known as the zd^iraaja al-^dlam.
Two accounts afford a glimpse of his career, which
was contemporaneous with that of the great saint of
Tlemcen Abu Madyan al-AndalusT (520-94/1126-97):
that of the kadi al-TadilT and that of Ibn Hamawayh,
which is more concise, recounted by al-Makkarl.
Born into a modest family, he lost his father at a very
early age and became an apprentice to a trader in textiles (bazzdz) of Sabta, a town which was then enjoying
a high level of commercial and cultural prosperity.
His principal teacher was Abu cAbd Allah alFakhkhar. himself a disciple of the kadi c lyad, one of
the most eminent representatives of the HispanoMaghribi Malik! school of the period. At about sixteen years old, he left Sabta with a companion and
made his way to Mount Gilliz where the Almohad ar-
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my was encamped, commanded by cAbd al-Mu D min
who was laying siege to Marrakesh (540/1146). After
the capture of the city, he established himself there in
afunduk known by the name offunduk Mukbil. He then
taught grammar and arithmetic, for which he received
payment. He also apparently enjoyed an allowance in
his capacity as a member of the talabat al-hadar (a
category of teachers supported financially by the
Almohad authorities) and established a considerable
household. He rapidly gained popularity as a result of
his generosity. His doctrine was simple, according to
al-Tadili, who knew and visited him: every principle
contained in religion (shar^) may be reduced to the
deprival and to the bestowal of the goods which one
possesses. He insists on the religious duty of zakdt.
Charity (sadakd) is the essential theme of his sermons
and of his injunctions. He denounces avarice (al-bukhf)
and parsimony (al-shuhrj) and preaches generosity (al^atd'*, al-djud), and beneficence (al-ihsdn, quoting
Kur 3 anic verses to illustrate his purpose (IX, 34; X,
88; LIII, 33; LXVIII, 17; XCII, 5-10). His symbolic
interpretation of prayer and of its various manifestations illustrates his doctrine of asceticism, since it
signifies the sharing and the abandonment of all
goods.
Of presentable appearance, always carefully
groomed, he was furthermore admired for his eloquence and his knowledge of dogma and for the ease
with which he succeeded in convincing the most sceptical. His conduct earned him the reputation of a
pious man, having no wish to publicise his virtues and
willing to accept criticism (the Oriental mystical tradition of the Malamatiyya). The philosopher Ibn Rushd
sent an observer to study his ideas and, on his return,
concluded that "the entire existence of Abu 'l- c Abbas
is in interaction with charity" and that "his doctrine
is that of a philosopher of antiquity". He then resolved to meet the man in person and travelled for this
purpose to Marrakesh, where he died and was initially
buried, before being transferred to Cordova. Abu '1c
Abbas died soon afterwards, in 601/1205. He was interred outside Bab Taghzut.
Significant similarities of circumstances and events
in the lives of Abu 'l-cAbbas and of Abu Madyan are
evident: their modest origins; their beginnings as
youthful apprentices in the textile trade, a substantial
element in the economy of North Africa at the time;
their theological training concurrent with the exercise
of their profession; the departure and the journey
(siydha) in search of their path (a major Sufi theme);
their installation in an important city where they
became known for their teaching and their piety; the
themes, repeated in all circumstances, of humility, of
submission to the divine will (tawakkul) and of the
renunciation of material goods, a doctrine making a
synthesis of Malik! orthodoxy and of oriental
mysticism and adapted to the Maghrib! soul; the interest of the Almohad authorities in their knowledge
and their popularity; and the policy of enticement and
control of scholars which led to their installation at
Marrakesh. Finally, each became the patron saint of
the town in which he was buried. But the originality
of Abu 'l-cAbbas consists in his withdrawal from
political life and in the fact that he claimed allegiance
to no school or great master. He did not found a
school either. He devoted his life to the defence and
promulgation of values which were promoted in
North Africa principally by the Sufis and which exerted influence on the Christian culture of the Middle
Ages, represented among others by one of the
originators of the concept of chivalry, the Arabicspeaking Majorcan Ramon Lull. In the 20th century
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he still serves as a model for reformers (muslihun) who
aspire towards moral rigour and social justice, such as
Ibn al-Muwakkit [q.v.].
Popular imagination has not been slow to transform
the life of this pious individual into a legend, attended
by an increasingly rich crop of miracles. His repute
has extended throughout the Maghrib, benefiting initially by the unity imposed upon it by the Almohad
empire. As an example of these miracles, he is supposed to have appeared at the side of the Muslim warriors
at the time of the Battle of the Three Kings at al-Kasr
al-Kablr (Yawm al-Makhazin), which ended with the
defeat of the Portuguese, in 986/1578.
On the summit of GillTz there is a kubba dedicated
to him. In the same mountain there is a sacred cave
in which he stayed during periods of meditation and
which was approached by processions of townspeople
appealing for rain. It was also in a cave that the
Prophet took refuge, at the time of the emigration
from Mecca to Medina, in the company of Abu Bakr
(to whom the companion of Abu 'l- c Abbas, in the
journey to Marrakesh, corresponds, Kur 3 an, IX, 40),
in the episode known as the hiajra.
Finally, while the sura at-Kahf (XVIII), occupies an
important place in Muslim liturgy, the cave
represents, for the Sufi who follows the sacred text of
the Kurgan to the letter, in a hostile world, the refuge
of the sincere believer who awaits there the
beneficence of the Lord (XVIII, 16).
Some well-known personalities have come, over the
centuries, to invoke him or to seek protection or
miraculous power associated with his sainthood
(barakd): the illustrious Ibn al-Khaflb, Ibn Kunfudh of
Constantine, the last king of Grenada Abu cAbd Allah
(Boabdil) and the writer from Timbuktu Ahmad
Baba. At the beginning of the 17th century the Sacdid
sultan Abu Paris Ibn Ahmad al-Mansur ordered the
restoration of his mausoleum and the building of a
madrasa and the mosque which still exists. In the 18th
century, his primacy was officially endorsed with the
institution of the cycle of pilgrimage (ziydra) to the
seven patrons of Marrakesh (Sabcatu ridjal [q. v. ]), as
a counter-weight to that of the seven saints of
Ragraga, the latter probably being linked to the
legend of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. The sultan
Muhammad b. cAbd Allah (1171-1204/1757-90) had
his zdwiya annexed to the town and constructed the
mausoleum which still exists.
The peasant invokes him to make the rain fall or to
protect a clutch of eggs. The farmer, to preserve his
crop, makes a charitable gift of a portion of grain to
the poor, in his name, in Morocco as in Algeria, or
appeals to him to raise a wind from the west, which
is advantageous for the winnowing of corn, or, like a
seafarer, he asks for the quelling of a storm. In particular he is the patron of commerce in general, or
travellers, of dealers in trimmings, of well-sinkers, of
soap-makers, of operators of oil-presses and of healers
of eyes. He is invoked at the time of a confinement.
Charitable gifts of grain, fritters, fruit, meat or fish,
made to the poor in his name, are often called
^abbdsiyya. Similarly, in Algeria, the verb cabbas
signifies "to go among the peasants to levy contributions of grain, butter, dried fruits etc...". A weekly
pilgrimage takes place within his sanctuary (hurm), the
majority of the participants being blind.
His radiant reputation in the Maghrib explains the
presence of kubbas dedicated to him (Sidi Bel-Abbes,
Ouargla, Djellida, etc.), as well as the formation and
origin of certain family-names (Belabbas-Nabi, etc.),
although the possibility of homonymy with local saints
is not to be denied.
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§§ 102-3; idem, El1 art. al-Sabti; H. des Castries,
Sources inedites ... Dynastie saadienne, iii, Paris 1911,
213, 707, 733, and Dynastiefilalienne, i, Paris 1922,
640 and n. 4, ii, 201 and n. 6; idem, Les sept patrons
de Merrakech, in Hesperis, iv (1924), 245-303; P. de
Cenival, El1 art. Marrakush', E. Dermenghem, Sidi
Abou 'l-^Abbas, patron de Marrakech, in Recueil de
travaux offerts a Clovis Brunei, Paris 1955, i, 345-51,
repr. in Vie des saints musulmans, Plan de la Tour
1981; G. Deverdun, Marrakech, Rabat 1959, i, 2724; T. Fahd, La divination arabe, Leiden 1966; A.
Faure, Abu l-^Abbds as-Sabti (524-60111130-1204), la
justice et la charite, in Hesperis, xliii (1956), 448-56; H.
Ferhat and H. Triki, Abou Abbas Sebti, Saint Patron de
Marrakech, in Memorial du Maroc, ii (1982), 276-83;
eidem, Hagiographie et religion au Maroc medieval, in
Hesperis-Tamuda, xxiv(1986), 17-51; H. Ferhat, Abu
'l-^Abbds: contestation et saintete, in al-Qantara, xiii
(1992), 181-99; L. Massignon, Enquete sur les corporations d'artisans et de commercants au Maroc (1923-1924),
Paris 1924, 15, 68-9, 147; Ch. Pellat, EP art.
Mandkib; H.P.J. Renaud, Divination et histoire nordafricaine au temps d'lbn-Khaldun, in Hesperis, xxx
(1943), 214; A. Sebti, Hagiographie du voyage au
Maroc medieval, in al-Qantara, xiii (1922), 167-79; D.
Urvoy, Penser I'Islam. Les presupposes islamiques de
r"art"deLull, Paris 1980, 162-3; E. Westermarck,
Ritual and belief in Morocco, i, 40, 62, 64-5, 90-1, 163,
180-1, 188, 191, 56, ii, 231, 234, 238, 244, 253,
268, 287.
There exist a large number of studies concerning, in detail or in general, the legends and the cult
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of this saint: L. Adoue, La ville de Sidi Bel-Abbes, Sidi
Bel-Abbes 1927, 29-35; H. Basset, Le cult des grottes
au Maroc, Algiers 1920, 72 (see also review by E.
Laoust, in Hesperis, i [1921], 227); R. Brunei, Le
monachisme errant de I'Islam, Sidi Heddi et les Pledddwa,
Paris 1955, 37-8, 216, 227, 234, 268, 379; L.
Brunot, La mer dans les traditions et les industries indigenes a Rabat et Sale, Paris 1920, 58-61; P. Champion, Rabat et Marrakech, Paris 1926, 116-17; E.
Doutte, Notes sur I'I slam maghrebin, in RHR, xli
(1900), 55-6; idem, Merrakech, Paris 1905, 211, 384;
I. Goldziher, Muh. Studien, i, 238, Eng. tr. Muslim
studies, i, 216-17; P.A. Roller, Essai sur I 'esprit du
berbere marocain, Fribourg 1949, 122, 342-3; Doctoresse Legey, Essay sur le folklore marocain, Paris
1926, 5, 92, 155, 158, 198; L. Massignon, Les "Sept
dormants" apocalypse de I'Islam, in Mel. Paul Peelers, ii
= Analecta Bollandiana, Ixviii (1950), 245-60; idem,
Les Sept dormants d'Ephese (ahl al-Kahf) en Islam et en
chretiente, recueil documentaire et iconographique, in REI,
xxii-xxx (1954-62); idem, Le culte liturgique et
populaire des VII Dormants Martyrs d'Ephese, in Studia
missionalia (1961), repr. in Opera minora, ii, Paris
1969, 119-180; E. Montet, Le culte des saints
musulmans dans I'Afrique du Nord, Geneva 1909, 53-6;
A. Moulieras, Le Maroc inconnu, Paris 1895-9, 4389, 702-3; M. de Perigny, Au Maroc, Marrakech et les
ports du Sud, Paris 1918, 55, 165; G. Rohlfs, Mein
erster Aufenthalt in Marocco, Bremen 1873, 392; H.
Stumme, Mdrchen der Schluh von Tazerwalt, Leipzig
1895, 51-5, 166-73; E. Vaffier, Visite a Sidi BelAbbes, cite des aveugles, in France-Maroc, ix (1918),
270-3; J. Vernet, Lafecha de composicion de la za^irayat
al-alam, in al-And. (1969), 245-6.
(H. BENCHENEB)
SABUKTIGIN [see SEBUKTIGIN].
SABUN (A.), soap.
Prodest et sapo, Gallorum hoc inventum rutilandis capillis;
fit ex sebo et cinere ... duobus modis, spissus ac liquidus, uterque apud Germanos maiore in usu vins quamfemmis (Pliny,
Hist. nat. 28, 191). According to this passage, soap is
a Gallic invention but the word itself is of German
origin. The Romans borrowed it in the form of sapo,
the Greeks from the latter as adcTcwv, which in its turn
found its way into Arabic as sdbun. The word denotes
a mixture of fat or tallow and vegetable ashes, used to
dye the hair red; it was brought on the market in solid
or liquid form. In Spain, sdbun also indicates the lye
obtained by leaving the ashes soak in water (lakhshiyya
< old Castilian lexia < Lat. lixivium, see Dietrich,
Dioscurides triumphans, no. I, 109; and Vocabulista, ed.
Schiaparelli, 460). Widely-spread substitutes for soap
as a cleansing agent were natron [see NATRUN], salt
won from the ashes of alkaline plants (potash [see ALKILY]), and also pastes made from ashes and
argillaceous earth (cf. E. Schmauderer,
in
Technikgeschichte, xxxiv [Dusseldorf 1967], 300-10),
and other materials. The Egyptians, for making soap,
used oil from the radish (fudjl), the rape (saldjam) and
the lettuce (khass}; soap made from these plants was
white, red, yellow or green (Abdallatif, Relation de
I'Egypte, tr. S. de Sacy, 311). According to Ibn
Biklarish, Musta^ini (ms. Naples, Bibl. Naz. Ill, F.
65, fol. 84b), al-rakki (after Rakka) is named as a wellknown kind of coarse soap, similar to date-palm paste
(al-marham al-nakhli), from which lozenges are made in
Damascus. Other kinds of soap, such as those from
c
lrak and the Maghrib, are mentioned by al-Antakl,
Tadhkira, Cairo 1371/1952, i, 221, who gives the most
extensive details on soap altogether.
According to al-Antakl, loc. cit., soap allegedly
came into the Hermetic writings through a revelation,
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and is also said to be found in Hippocrates and Galen,
partly among the compound drugs and partly among
the simple ones. The best soap is said to be that made
of clear olive oil, pure potash and good wax. In
medicine, soap finds manifold applications, see e.g.
Ibn al-Baytar, Djamic, Bulak 1291, iii, 36-7; Ibn
Rasul al-Ghassanl, Mu^amad, ed. M. al-Sakka, 2801. Soap softens hard ulcers and ripens them; and it
loosens colic pains and removes scabs and psoriasis if
the affected spots are rubbed with a piece of cloth
soaked in soap. Mixed with salt in equal parts, soap
removes itching and festering scabies. Boiled up with
attar of roses and rubbed on ulcers on children's
heads, soap dries the fluids. If left for seven days as a
compress on vesicular tumours (al-kuruh al-shahdiyya,
see Dozy, Suppl., i, 793) and then washed away with
hot water, soap is revealed as an excellent medicine.
Mixed with henna and applied as a compress on
freckles, it removes them, etc.
Arab geographers frequently mention places where
soap is fabricated: Aleppo (Ibn Hawkal1, 177), Balis
on the Euphrates (ibid., 180), Balkh and Tirmidh
(MukaddasI, 342), Arradjan (ibid., 425), Bust (Hudud
al-^dlam, 110). For the import of soap into Egypt, see
Subhi Labib, Handelsgeschichte Agyptens im Spdtmittelalter, Wiesbaden 1965, 39, 206, 239, 346, and for
special applications of soap in chemistry, see M. Berthelot, La chimie au moyen age, Paris 1893, i, 165, 215,
ii, 185, 330.
Bibliography (in addition to the works quoted in
the article): HarawT, Kitdb al-Abniya ^an hakd^ik aladwiya, ed. Bahmanyar, Tehran 1346, 213, tr.
Achundow, Halle 1893, 228; Ibn Slna, Kanun,
Bulak 1294, i, 415; Ibn Hubal, Mukhtardt,
Haydarabad 1362, 166; Maimonides, Shark asmd^
al-^ukkdr, ed. Meyerhof, no. 323; Ibn al-Kuff,
c
Umda, Haydarabad 1356, i, 246, tr. Kircher, no.
156; Tuhfat al-ahbdb, ed. Renaud and Colin, Paris
1934,
no. 295; E. Wiedemann, Aufsdtze zur
arabischen Wissenschaftsgeschichte,
ii, 402-3; A.
Dietrich, Dioscurides triumphans. Ein anonymer
arabischer Kommentar (Ende 12. Jahrh. n. Chr.) zur
Materia Medica, no. I, 109, in Abh. Ak. Gottingen,
Phil.-hist. Kl., Neue Folge, no. 173, Gottingen
19_88.
_
(A. DIETRICH)
SABUNDJ.I, Louis, a p e r s o n of the second r a n k
in the Nahda [q.v.\, born at Dayrak on 20 April
1833, died in Los Angeles, 24 April 1931. With an
original first name John, and born a Syrian Catholic,
he attended the seminary at Charfe and then the Pontifical College for Propaganda at Rome, where he was
ordained priest in 1863 (he renounced his priestly
orders in 1899). He taught Latin at the Syrian
Protestant College and founded the journal al-Nahla
("The Bee"), which he took up again in London in
1877. He became a British representative in Cairo,
accompanied c UrabI Pasha [q.v.\ into exile in Ceylon,
served the ruler of Zanzibar and then served the Ottoman sultan in Istanbul. From 1909 onwards, he lived in the United States. This traveller and adventurer
(al-Tawdf hawla kurat al-ard, Istanbul 1896, pp. 84),
eternal lover (Diwdn al-nahla al-manzum fi khildl al-rihla,
Alexandria 1901, pp. 584) and opportunist, often
showed his sympathy for Islam in the form expounded
by Djamal al-Dln al-Afghanl [q. v. ] (K. al-Iktishdf althamin li-itdlat al-^umr mi^at min al-simn, New York
1919,
pp. 255). SabundjT was a partisan of the
naturalist school of evolutionism.
Bibliography: Y. Daghir, Masadir, ii, 525-8; Ph.
TarrazT, Ta^nkhal-Sahdfa, passim; ZiriklT, A^ldm, vi,
114;
Kahhala, Mu^allifin,
viii, 161; Sarkls,
Mu^ajam, 1177-8.
(J. FONTAINE)
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SABUR B. ARDASHIR, Abu Nasr BahaD al-Dm
(330-416/942-1025), official and v i z i e r of the
B u y ids in Pars. Beginning his career in high office as
deputy to Sharaf al-Dawla's vizier Abu Mansur b.
Salihan, he subsequently became briefly vizier himself
for the first time in 380/990 and for Sharaf al-Dawla's
successor in Shfraz, Baha° al-Dawla [q. v. in Suppl.].
He was vizier again in Shiraz in Djumada I 386/MayJune 996, this time for over three years, and in
390/1000 in Baghdad as deputy there for the vizier
Abu CA1I al-Muwaffak. Sabur, although a native of
Shiraz, seems to have had estates or some power base
in the Bata°ih [see AL-BATIHA] or marshlands of Lower
c
lrak, whither he frequently retired on his falls from
office. His last years were spent in retirement, and he
died in Baghdad aged 86 lunar years.
Sabur had the reputation of being a taciturn and exacting functionary, adept at extracting money for his
masters, but he also achieved a lasting fame as the
patron of scholars and litterateurs, and al-Thacalibi
has a section on the poets of Baghdad who praised him
(al-Babbagha°, Muhammad b. Bulbul, Ahmad b. CA1I
al-Munadjdjim, etc.). He founded a Ddr al-cllm in the
Bayn al-Surayn quarter of Baghdad which reportedly
had a library of 10,000 volumes but which was largely
destroyed in the fighting in Baghdad in 451/1059 between Arslan al-BasasTrT and the Saldjuk Toghril Beg
[q. vv. ]; Sabur himself was a proponent of the ZaydT
Sh^a, and appointed several Mu c tazill professors at
his foundation.
Bibliography: Hilal al-SabP, Historical remains,
ed. H.F. Amedroz, Leiden 1904, index; Ibn alAthlr, ix; Tha c alibi, Yatima2, iii, 129-36; Ibn
Khallikan, ed. cAbbas, ii, 354-6 no. 255, tr. de
Slane, i, 554-5; SafadI, Wafi, xv, ed. B. Radtke,
Wiesbaden 1979, 71-4; H. Busse, Chalif und
Grosskonig, die Buyiden im Iraq (945-1055), BeirutWiesbaden 1969, 240, 510-13, 525-7 and index;
C.E. Bosworth, Ghars al-Ni^ma b. Hilal al-Sdbi^'s
Kitab al-Hafawat al-nadira and Buyid history, in A.
Jones (ed.), Arabicus Felix, luminosus britannicus, essays
in honour of A.F.L. Beeston on his eightieth birthday,
Reading 1991, 139-40.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SABUR B. SAHL B. SABUR, C h r i s t i a n p h y s i cian and p h a r m a c o l o g i s t (d. 21 Dhu '1-Hidjdja
255/30 November 869).
Sabur grew up in the Nestorian milieu of Khuzistan
[q.v. ]. He must have been educated at the "Academia
Hippocratica" in Gondeshapur [q.v.], where he later
held a position in the famous local hospital, and rose
to be one of the leading physicians of his time. In
Gondeshapur he practised medicine and pharmacology until he was appointed court physician by
the cAbbasid caliph al-Mutawakkil [q.v.] and his successors. Sabur died "as a Christian" (nasrdniyyan),
perhaps in Samarra0 [q. v. ].
Though some of Sabur's writings are lost, two
works on dietetics are preserved (i.e. Kuwa 'l-afima;
al-Ashriba) and, more importantly, the small version of
his main pharmacological work al-Akrdbddhin [q.v.]
"The Dispensatory", a specialist's handbook on the
preparation and application of compound drugs (adwiya murakkaba), which originally circulated in three
different recensions. Together with CA1I b. Sahl Rabban al-Tabarf's [q.v. ] Firdaws al-hikma and Ya c kub b.
Ishak al-Kindl's [q.v.] al-Ikhtiydrdt, Sabur's dispensatory is a rare, hence important, witness of Arabic
pharmacology in the 3rd/9th century.
Bibliography: Fihrist, 297; al-Kiftl, Ta^rikh alHukamd\ ed. J. Lippert, Leipzig 1320/1903, 207;
Ibn al-clbn, Ta?rikh mukhtasar al-duwal, ed. A.
SalihanI, Beirut 21958, 147; Ibn Abl Usaybica,

c
Uyun al-anbd^, ed. A. Miiller, 2 vols., CairoKonigsberg 1882-4, i, 161; cf. O. Kahl, Sabur ibn
Sahl's (d. 2551869) Dispensatorium parvum [alAqrdbddhin al-saghir], diss. Manchester 1992, 28,
48 ff. (with additional bio-bibliographical literature).
(O. KAHL)
SABZ c ALf, RAMADAN c Au, a Nizari Isma'IlI ddci
of the 20th century, and an emissary of the Imam of
the time, Sultan Muhammad Shah Agha Khan III.
He was born towards the end of the 19th century in
Bombay into an established family of traders and was
as a youth apprenticed with his uncle, a businessman
in Gwadar. There he acquired an interest in learning
more about IsmacTlr thought and began to deliver lectures on religious topics to members of the community.
He moved subsequently to Karachi to continue his
business activities and became prominent in the community as a wdciz and a leader in social development
programmes initiated by the Imam. He was also sent
to promote the development of institutions in the newly settled Ismacfli communities of Africa. His most
noteworthy achievement was an extensive journey he
undertook in 1923 as an emissary of the Imam to contact Central Asian IsmacilT communities in the mountainous regions of the Pamir (including parts of
modern Afghanistan, Tadjikistan and Sinkiang province in China), as well as the former ^principalities
west of the Karakoram, Hunza and Citral, in the
northern areas of what is now Pakistan. He kept a
diary in which he gave an account of his travels, sketching the hazardous terrain of the region, the location
of various communities, often referring to the
tumultuous changes affecting these areas after the
1917 Russian Revolution and the period of modernisation and European influence. After his return he
continued to be an influential leader and a very effective preacher.
He died in 1938 and in recognition of his services
was posthumously endowed with the title of pir by the
Imam.
Bibliography: An account of the journey based
on Sabz cAll's diary can be found in a GudjaratI
work, Pir Sabzdli ni Madhya Asiani musdfri, Bombay
1968. Biographical details are preserved in S. Abu
Turabi, Dharmnd dhwajdhdri, Bombay 1981
(AziM NANJI)
SABZAWAR, the name for two towns of the
eastern Iranian world.
1. Sabzawar in w e s t e r n Khurasan was,
together with Khusrudjird, one of the two townships
making up the administrative district of Bayhak [q.v.],
the name by which the whole district was generally
known in mediaeval Islamic times. It lay in the
cultivable zone on the northern rim of the Dasht-i
Kawlr or Great Desert. Sabzawar itself is described in
the Hududal-Warn, tr. 102, §23.2, as a small town and
as the chef-lieu (kasaba) of a district; the Arabic
geographers merely mention it as a stage along the
roads of Khurasan and as a rustdk of Nlshapur. In
Hamd Allah Mustawfi's time (8th/14th century),
Bayhak was a flourishing district comprising 40
villages (Nuzha, 149-50, tr. 148). The Sabzawar
district was in the middle years of that same century
the centre of the Sarbadarids [0.0.], who dominated
central Khurasan during those years, and it is mentioned as the scene of fighting between the invading
Ozbegs and the Safawids [q.vv.] in the later 10th/16th
century.
The modern town of Sabzawar (lat. 36°13' N.,
long. 52°38' E.) lies on the highway connecting
Tehran with Nishapur and Mashhad, and is ad-
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ministratively the centre of a bakhsh or county within
the province of Khurasan; in ca. 1950 it had a population of 28,151 (Razmara, Farhang-i djughrdfiyd^-i Irdnzamin, ix, 207-8), but 40 years later this had risen to
148,129 (Preliminary results of the 1991 census, Statistical
Centre of Iran, Population Division).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the article): Le Strange, The lands of the Eastern Caliphate,
291; Eh art. Bayhaq (C.E. Bosworth); and see
BAYHAK.

2. S a b z a w a r of H a r a t (thus called to distinguish
it from 1. above), the name by which the early
medieval Islamic town of Isfizar or Asfizar in eastern
Khurasan was more recently called. It lay on the road
connecting Slstan with Harat, and the mediaeval
geographers connected it administratively as much
with Slstan as with Khurasan. There were four small
towns in the district of Isfizar; the region was
agriculturally rich, with its lands irrigated by water
from perennial streams running down from the
mountains of Ghur [q. v. ] in central Afghanistan. The
early historians mention it as the scene of violent
Kharidjite activity, and the Hudud al-^dlam (372/982),
tr. 104, § 23.29, comm. 327, describes the people of
Isfizar as bellicose Kharidjites; however, by the time
of Hamd Allah MustawfT, the region was strongly orthodox and ShaficT.
Sabzawar of Harat is now known as Shlndand, a
town within the Farah province of modern
Afghanistan (lat. 33° 18 ' N., long. 62°08' E.) and is
on the modern highway connecting Harat with Farah
and Kandahar.
Bibliography: Le Strange, Lands, 412; L.W.
Adamec, Historical and political gazetteer of Afghanistan.
ii. Farah and southwestern Afghanistan, Graz 1973, 2778; EIr art. Asfezar (C.E. Bosworth).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SABZAWARI, HADJDJ MULLA HAD! b. Hadjdj
MahdT (1212-95 or 1298/1797-1878 or 1881), Persian
philosopher of the Kadjar period, best-known for his
commentary on, and revival of the ideas of Sadr alDln al-Shirazi, Mulla Sadra (d. 1050/1640 [q.v.]).
Born in Sabzawar to a landowning merchant family, Mulla Had! studied Arabic language and grammar
in his home city and fikh, logic, mathematics and
hikma in Mashhad. He then studied in Isfahan with
such scholars as Mulla cAll Nun (d. 1246/1830-1), the
first of the Kadjar-period scholars of Sadra, and
Nun's student Mulla IsmacTl. Sabzawari returned to
Khurasan, performed the pilgrimage and married in
Kirman on the homeward journey. He taught for
some years in Mashhad and then returned to Sabzawar, where he taught until his death.
Among his most famous works are his Ghurar alfard^id or Sharh-i manzuma, an Arabic philosophical
poem on which he wrote his own commentary (the
first part of which, on metaphysics, was published by
M. Mohaghegh and T. Izutzu, Tehran 1969); Isrdr alhikam (published by H.M. Farzad, Tehran 1361),
written at the request of Nasir al-Dln Shah (d.
1313/1896 [q.v.]); a Persian diwdn written under the
pen-name of Isrdr; and commentaries on Sadra's alAsfdr and al-Shawdhid al-rububiyya (the latter published
together with 1 Sadra's original by S. Djalal al-Dln
AshtiyanI, Mashhad 1346, 1360) and on Ruml's
Mathnawi.
Bibliography. In addition to references in the article, see also Cl. Huart, Hddi Sabzewdn, in El1;
Muhsin al-Amln al-Husayni al-cAmilI, A^ydn alshi^a, Damascus 1961, 1, 48-51; Mlrza Muhammad
c
AHMudarris, Rayhdnat al-adab, 2Tabriz 1347/1968,
ii, 422-7; S.H. Nasr, Renaissance in Iran, in M.M.
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Sharif (ed.), A history of Muslim philosophy,
Wiesbaden 1966, ii, 1543-55; T. Izutsu, The concept
and reality of existence, Tokyo 1971; idem and M.
Mohaghegh, The metaphysics of Sabzavdn, Delmar,
N.Y. 1977; S.H. Nasr, The metaphysics of Sadr al-Din
Shirazi and Islamic philosophy in Qajar Iran, in E.
Bosworth and C. Hillenbrand (eds.), Qajar Iran,
political, social and cultural change, 1800-1925, Edinburgh 1983, 177-98.
(A.J. NEWMAN)
SAD, the f o u r t e e n t h l e t t e r of the A r a b i c
a l p h a b e t , transcribed /s/, with the numerical value
of 90, according to the eastern order [see ABDJAD]. In
the Maghrib! order /s/ takes the place of /s/ (thus 60)
and /d/ the place of/s/. For an explanation of this fact,
similarly attested in a Thamudic abecedary, see
M.C.A. Macdonald (in BibL).
Definition: an alveolar sibilant, voiceless and
velarised ("emphatic") in articulation. As a phoneme
I si is defined by the oppositions Is -si,Is -//; it is thus
velarised and sibilant.
In Kur'anic recitation, or elevated style of recitation in general, the following assimilations occur: the
I si at the end of a word becomes assimilated to the Izl
at the beginning of the following word (-s z-> -z z),
but the velarisation may be retained (-s z->-z z-).
Within a word, the I si is partially assimilated to Izl
before Idl immediately following it (-sd- > -zd-), but
the velarisation may also be retained (-sd-> -zd-). A
Izl at the end of a word becomes assimilated to a I si
at the beginning of the following word (-z s- > -s s-). In
the 8th form of the verb the sequence /-st-/ becomes
/-st-/ by assimilation, carried further by some to complete coalescence, i.e., -ss- (e.g. mustabir and mussabir).
In analogy to this, initial /t/ of the perfect suffixes,
when following /s/, is pronounced /t/ by some (e.g.
fahastu); according to Slbawayh, it is better Arabic not
to do so, because the /t/ suffixes of the perfect are
variables indicating the subject, while the /t/ infix of
the 8th form is stable throughout the paradigm.
An /s/ may be velarised to /s/ in pronunciation,
when preceding a /gh/, /kh/, /k/ or /t/ in the same
word (e.g. salakha for salakha, sdtf for sdti*). This
assimilation, though being only regressive and
restricted to the four triggers, is nonetheless probably
due to the spread of "emphasis" as a suprasegmental
phonemic element throughout the word. That this
phenomenon was more general than the orthoepists
allow is shown by the spelling variants that are listed
in the ibddl works [<?. fl.], cf. pairs like sa^utlsa^ut and
sukhn/sukhn, but also tirsltirs and kharslkhars in Abu '1Tayyib al-LughawI, K. al-Ibddl, ii, 172-96.
For al-Khalll, the sad, like the other sibilants (sin
and zdy], is pronounced with the point (asala) of the
tongue, i.e., the tapering part (mustadakk) of its end
(not the tip). The surviving fragments do not mention
the other features of sad articulation. For Slbawayh,
the sibilants (sad, sin, and zdy} have their point of articulation "between the end (taraf) of the tongue and
a place slightly above (fuwayk) the incisors (thanaya)"
In addition, the sad is characterised as "muffled"
(mahmus), "soft" (rikhw), and "covered" (mutbak),
which amounts to saying that it is "voiceless" (?),
"non-occlusive", and "velarised". Sad, like all the
sibilants, is characterised by a whistling sound (safir).
Its "elevation" (isti^ld^ prevents the vowel /a/ from
inclining (imdld) towards l'\l'.
Slbawayh mentions two variants (far*-) of sad: sad
realised like zdy (masdar>mazdar, yasduku>yazduku)
and sad realised like sin (sibgh>sibgh), the first variation being the one which is alone considered to be
good (mustahsan) in the recitation of the Kur D an and
poetry.
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In modern Arabic dialects, sad seems to be mostly
stable. Due to the common spread of velarisation over
whole words, original /s/ often becomes /s/ (for
historical attestations of this phenomenon, see Blau,
Christian Arabic, 111-113 and n. 163); in the JudaeoArabic of Tafilalt this occurs also with /sh/ (sha^r >
sQr, see ZAL, ix [1982], 40). Sporadic develarisation of
/s/ to /s/ is not uncommon: sadr > sder (in certain
Maghribi dialects, see ibid, and Cantineau, 48), sadaka
> sada^(and other, but not all, derivatives of this root
in Egyptian, see Hinds-Badawi, A dictionary of Egyptian
Arabic, Beirut 1986, s.v., and Blau, op. cit., 109-10).
This develarised /s/ is further voiced in the word
zghirl zghayyir "small", common in several dialects.
Unconditioned deviations are attested for Hadramaut
(/z/, see Landberg, Hadramout, 239), and for parts of
North Yemen (a monophonemic /st/ as in stabrin for
sabr, see Behnstedt, 7-9, 184-85).
In borrowings from other languages, /s/ renders
Middle Persian /c7 (as in sangj. < cang and in names
like al-Sin < Cm) and sporadically Greek /s/ (as in liss
< lestes, kamis < kamision [Latin camisia], kaysar <
kaisar).
In Persian and Turkish, sad in Arabic loanwords is
pronounced /s/. Some genuine Persian words show irregular spelling with the grapheme /s/, such as sad
"100" and shast "60". In Ottoman Turkish, sad is
used to render /s/ in the vicinity of back vowels,
whereas sin denotes /s/ in front vowel words, as in
sokmak vs. sokmek.
Bibliography: Slbawayh, Kitdb, ed. Derenbourg, Paris 1889, ii, 452-5; al-Khalil, K. al-^Ayn,
ed. DarwTsh, Baghdad 1967, 65; Ibn Yaclsh, Shark
al-Mufassal, ed. Cairo, x, 52-4, 123-31; J. Cantineau, Etudes de linguistique arabe, Paris 1960, 46-8,
170; H. Fleisch, Traite de philologie arabe, Beirut
1961, i, 57-9, 87; A. Roman, Etude de la phonologic
et de la morphologie de la koine arabe, Aix-Marseilles
1983, i, 52-65, 305-11; Abu '1-Tayyib al-LughawT,
K. al-Ibddl, ed. C I. al-Tanukhf, 2 vols., Damascus
1379, 1; P. Behnstedt, Die Dialekte der Gegend von
Sa^dah (Nord-Jemen), Wiesbaden 1987; C. de Landberg, Hadramout, Leiden 1901; M.C.A. Macdonald, ABCs and letter order in Ancient North Arabian,
in Procs. of the Seminar for Arabian Studies, xvi (1986),
101 -68; idem, On the placing ofS in the Maghribi Abjad
and the Khirbet al-Samra* ABC, inJSS, xxxvii (1992),
155-6.
(G. TROUPEAU, expanded by the Editors)
SACD B. ABI WAKKAS (d. during Mu c awiya's
caliphate), a l e a d i n g C o m p a n i o n of the P r o p h e t
and c o m m a n d e r of the Arab armies during the
conquest of clrak. His clan was the Banu Zuhra b.
Kilab of Kuraysh. His own kunya is given as Abu
Ishak but he is also known as (and sometimes listed in
biographical dictionaries under) Sacd b. Malik since
his father's name was Malik b. Wuhayb (or Uhayb)
b. cAbd Manaf b. Zuhra. There does not seem to be
any explanation why Malik should have had the kunya
Abu Wakkas. A tradition says that Sacd asked the
Prophet who he was and received the answer, "You
are Sacd b. Malik ... b. Zuhra and may the curse of
God be upon whoever says otherwise". Since the
Prophet's mother was also from the Banu Zuhra, the
Prophet is said to have acknowledged Sacd as his
maternal uncle.
Sacd is counted as one of the ten Companions to
whom the Prophet promised entry into paradise. The
entries devoted to him in the SunnT biographical
works consist largely of traditions reporting his early
acceptance of Islam (he was the third, seventh or ninth
to do so, at a time before prayer had become an

obligation), his role regarding the revelation of certain
Kur3anic verses, his being the first to shed blood for
Islam and the first to fire an arrow ft sabil Allah, his
guarding the Prophet during the night immediately
after the hidjra, his participation in all of the battles of
the Prophet, the fact that the Prophet said to him
alone (or, according to another account, to him and to
al-Zubayr), "May my mother and my father be a ransom for you", the Prophet's prayer to God that all of
Sacd's petitions would be granted, and other such
details. In Sh^I tradition, the Companions of the
Prophet, including Sacd, are generally viewed more
negatively (see E. Kohlberg, Some Zaydi views on the
Companions of the Prophet, in BSOAS, xxxix [1976], 9198; idem, Some ImdmiShPi views on the sahdba, inJSAI,
v [1984], 143-75).
A group of traditions tells of the Prophet's visit to
Sacd, who was ill and apparently dying, in Mecca at
a time after thefath (the precise occasion is variantly
given). These traditions focus partly on Sacd's aversion to the prospect of death in a place from which he
had made hidjra and partly upon a prophetic decision
regarding the proportion of his estate which a Muslim
may bequeath before death. For a detailed discussion,
see R. Marsden Speight, The will of Sa^d b. Abi Waqqds: the growth of a tradition, in Isl., 1 (1973), 248-67;
D.S. Powers, The will of Sa^d b. Abi Waqqds: a reassessment, in SI, Iviii (1983), 33-53.
Following the defeat of the Arabs at the battle of the
Bridge, the caliph c Umar b. al-Khattab [q. v. ] is
reported to have sent Sacd in command of an army to
central c lrak. (Previously he had been c Umar's
representative responsible for collecting the sadaka tax
from the Hawazin.) It was this army which defeated
the Sasanids at the battle of al-Kadisiyya [0.0.]. There
is a report that Sacd himself was ill at the time and
took no part in the battle, and some sources cite verses
critical of Sacd which refer to his absence from the
fighting. The victory of al-Kadisiyya led to the expulsion of the Sasanids from c lrak and the occupation by
Sacd of al-Mada3 in [0.0.], and was sealed by a further
defeat inflicted on the Sasanids at al-Djalula3 [q.v.\ by
a force sent by Sacd and commanded by his nephew
Hashim b. c Utba b. Abf Wakkas. The chronology of
these events is uncertain, but they are generally
situated in the period 14-19/635-40 (for detailed
discussion, see F.McG. Donner, The early Islamic conquests, Princeton 1981, 202-12).
The conquest of c lrak was accompanied by the
foundation of al-Kufa [q. v. ] as the garrison town for
those forces which had been at al-Kadisiyya and
subsequently quartered in al-Mada°in. Although instructions for the founding of the new town are said
to have come from the caliph c Umar himself, Sacd is
credited with responsibility for organising the settlement (kawwafa al-Kufa}, and he became its first governor. c Umar then removed him from office, apparently
following complaints from the Kufans. Prominent in
the charges which are said to have been made against
him was his failure to lead the prayer properly (la
yuhsinu 'l-saldt—some reports provide details),
although accusations are also reported that he was unjust in his judgements, did not distribute spoils fairly,
and failed to organise expeditions properly. Possibly
also relevant here are reports about the undue
elegance or luxury of Sacd's residence in al-Kufa,
which c Umar is said to have found objectionable and
caused to be burned. Some accounts indicate that
Sacd subsequently had further spells in authority over
al-Kufa under c Umar and possibly also c Uthman, but
the details are uncertain.
In spite of his dismissal from the governorship of al-
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Kufa, it is widely reported that Sacd was named by
Umar as one of the group of six Companions (the
shura) which he appointed to choose his successor as
caliph in 23/644 (see, however, al-Baladhuri, Ansdb,
v, 21, where Sacd's membership of the shurd is explicitly denied on the authority of al-Wakidi ... Musa
b. c Ukba and of al-Zuhn). At the time of appointing
him to the shurd, according to a report often cited,
c
Umar said that he had not removed Sacd from Kufa
because of any weakness or treachery, and that, if he
was chosen as caliph, the choice should be accepted,
and if not, then whoever was chosen should ask Sacd
for advice.
The last important event in the early history of
Islam in connexion with which Sacd is mentioned is
the struggle between CA1T b. Abl Talib and Mu c awiya
b. Abi Sufyan [ q . v v . ] . Sacd is said to have maintained
a position of neutrality, in some reports responding to
requests that he should take sides by saying, "Give
me a sword which will distinguish between the mu^min
and the kdfir, and then I will do so". Sometimes this
position of neutrality is presented as a sort of ascetic
withdrawal. He is said to have refused to have put forward any claims to the caliphate for himself, although
his status in Islam would have justified his doing so.
There are contradictions within the sources as to
whether he attended the "arbitration" court [see
ADHRUH] or not. Some reports say that he did not give
the bayca to CA1T following the murder of c Uthman,
and others that he eventually gave it to Mu c awiya
after the end of the fitna, although he had earlier
refused.
He is said to have spent the last period of his life in
his residence (kasr) at al- c Akik near Medina, and upon
his death was carried from there to Medina to be
buried in the cemetery of al-Baki c . Marwan b. alHakam, the governor, prayed over him. Various
dates between 50/670-1 and 58/677-8 are given for his
death, and his age similarly varies from about 70 to
over 80. It is likely that any memories of the historical
Sacd b. Abl Wakkas have been much elaborated and
developed in the traditions, and the material on him
probably reflects hagiographical, polemical, legal and
other concerns, as well as the need for entertaining
stories and speculation.
Bibliography: Material relating to Sa c d, recycled, reworked and rearranged, is to be found in most
of the forms of traditional Muslim literature, and
only some of the more notable sources can be mentioned here. Among the biographical dictionaries,
see Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, iii/1, 97-105; Ibn c Asakir,
Ta\ikh Madinat Dimashk, lith., Dar al-Bashir,
c
Amman n.d., vii, 132-80; Ibn Manzur, Mukhtasar
Ta^rikh Dimashk li^bni CAsakir, Damascus 1985, ix,
250-72; Dhahabi, Siyar a^ldm al-nubalo?, Beirut
1401/1981, i, 92-124; MizzI, Tahdhib al-kamdl,
Beirut 1408/1987, x, 309-14 (the bibliography provided by the editor, Bashshar c Awwar Ma c ruf, at
309 n. 2, is valuable). Of the biographical collections devoted to those who were promised paradise,
see al-Muhibb al-Tabarl, al-Riydd al-nadira, Beirut
1405/1984,' iv, 319-35 (bdb 8). For references to
Sacd in sira, ta^rikh andfutuh works, see the indexes
to, e.g., Ibn Hisham, Sira; WakidI, Maghdzi, ed.
Marsden Jones, London 1966; Ibn Sacd, Tabakdt, i
and ii; Tabari, Ta^rikh; Ya c kubi, Ta^rikh; Baladhurl, Futuh. For Sacd's role as an "occasion of
revelation", see the KuPanic commentaries to VI,
52, VIII, 1, and XXXI, 15, in particular. For
references to Sacd in the standard collections of
hadith, see s.v. Sacd b. Abl Wakkas in A.J. Wensinck et alii, Concordance et indices de la tradition
musulmane, viii, Leiden 1988, and (in English) A.J.
c
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Wensinck, Handbook. For the genealogical tradition,
see Ibn al-Kalbl, Djamhara, tr. W. Caskel and G.
Strenziok, index s.v. Sacd b. Malik. In addition to
those studies mentioned in the article, see L.
Caetani, Annali dell'Islam, index (vol. vi) to vols. iii,
iv and v; M.G. Morony, Iraq after the Muslim conquest, Princeton 1984, index. (G.R. HAWTING)
SACD B. BAKR, BANU, a small A r a b t r i b e ,
usually reckoned as part of the tribe or tribal group of
Hawazin [ q . v . ] . To a section of this tribe belonged
Hallma bint Abl Dhu'ayb, Muhammad's wet-nurse.
After the battle of Hunayn [q.v.] her daughter
Shayma 3 , who had been taken prisoner, obtained her
release by proving to Muhammad that she was his
milk-sister [see also RADA C . 2]; and some of the men of
the tribe, because they were Muhammad's milkbrothers, were able to facilitate various negotiations.
The tribe was apparently divided into several small
sections. The group just mentioned fought against
Muhammad at Hunayn along with Hawazin, but
there were also others fighting on Muhammad's side.
Yet others supported him at the conquest of Mecca.
The expedition to Fadak in 6/628 led by CA1I against
a group called only Banu Sacd was probably against
the section of Sacd b. Bakr associated with Hawazin;
they were being punished for accepting Jewish bribes
to give military help against Muhammad.
Bibliography: W.M. Watt, Muhammad at
Medina, Oxford 1956, 99 n. and index; Ibn
Hisham, index; WakidI, ed. Marsden Jones, London 1966, index.
(W. MONTGOMERY WATT)
SACD B. MU C ADH, c h i e f of the clan of c Abd
a l - A s h h a l in M e d i n a in succession to his father.
At the time of the Hidjra he seems to have been the
strongest man in the tribe of al-Aws, of which his clan
was a part. He had taken part in the fighting prior to
the battle of Bu c ath [q.v.] and been wounded. The
leader of al-Aws at Bu c ath, Hucjayr b. Simak, is
reckoned to another clan, but his son, Usayd b.
Hudayr, seems to have been second-in-command to
Sacd in c Abd al-Ashhal. Sacd and Usayd were both for
a time opposed to Islam and wanted to stop its spread,
but first Usayd and then Sacd were won over, and
Sacd became probably the strongest supporter of
Islam in Medina and made an important contribution
to its wide acceptance. He did not, however, go with
others to Mecca for the second meeting at al-cAkaba
[ q . v . ] , though he is said to have made the pilgrimage
to Mecca on the first occasion after the Hiajra. He was
the most prominent of the Ansar to join Muhammad
in the expedition which led to the battle of Badr [ q . v . ] ,
and encouraged many others to participate. In the
course of the battle, he made special arrangements for
Muhammad's safety. Three years later, when the
Meccans were besieging Medina (the battle of the
Khandak), the Jewish clan of Kurayza [q.v.] was in
secret negotiations with the enemy, and after the Meccan withdrawal, Muhammad attacked them and they
were forced to surrender unconditionally. Sacd b.
Mu c adh had been seriously wounded by an arrow,
but at this point he was entrusted with deciding the
fate of Kurayza. This was because he was leader of alAws, and several sections of that tribe had been in
alliance with Kurayza. Though these pressed for leniency, Sacd's decision was that all the men should be
put to death and the women and children sold as
slaves; he presumably realised that allegiance to the
Islamic community must override all former tribal
and clan allegiances. Shortly afterwards he died, and
Muhammad seems to have felt his loss deeply, since
he had done more than any other of the Ansar to ensure the growth of Islam.
Bibliography: Ibn Hisham, index; WakidI, ed.
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Marsden Jones, London 1966, index; Ibn al-Athlr,
Usd al-ghdba, ii, 296-9; Ibn Sacd, iii/2, 2-13; W.M.
Watt, Muhammad at Medina, Oxford 1956, index.
(W. MONTGOMERY WATT)
SACD B. MUHAMMAD [see HAYSA BAYSA].
C
C
SA D B. UBADA, chief of the clan of Sa c ida at
Medina.
The clan appears to have been small since it is not
mentioned in the fighting leading to the battle of
Bu c ath [q. v. ], but it may have been more influential
than its size warranted, perhaps because it was
wealthy. Only two members of the clan were at the
second meeting with Muhammad at al-cAkaba [q.v.],
but both were included among the nukabd^ or
representatives. One of these was Sacd b. c Ubada,
who had become a Muslim at an early date. Sacd was
badly treated by some Meccans on his way back from
al-cAkaba because they had heard something about
"the pledge of war", but he eventually received the
protection of other Meccans and was able to return to
Medina. He appears to have been a wealthy man,
because, when Muhammad attacked the Jewish clan
of al-Nadlr [q.v.], he provided a tent and also a large
quantity of dates for the army. On an expedition
shortly before the conquest of Mecca, his son Kays is
said to have purchased camels to be slaughtered as
food for the army. Ibn Ishak says that Sacd was not at
the battle of Badr [q. v. ] because suffering from snakebite, but al-Wakidl and others say he was present.
The snake-bite was probably genuine and not an excuse, for Muhammad seems to have trusted him fully.
At this period, Sacd was probably the second most important man in the tribe of al-Khazradj after c Abd
Allah b. Ubayy [q. v. ], but the latter was never a
whole-hearted supporter of Muhammad, since before
his arrival he had been hoping to become "king" of
Medina. The struggle for power between Sacd and
Ibn Ubayy led Sacd to give his fullest support to
Muhammad. In the "affair of the lie" against
c D
A isha, shortly before the Khandak attack on
Medina, when Ibn Ubayy helped to spread the scandal, it eventually came to a showdown, with Muhammad wanting to punish Ibn Ubayy. The tribe of alAws gave this full support, but Sacd opposed them on
behalf of al-Khazradj and urged leniency. From this
point onwards, Ibn Ubayy faded out and Sacd became
leader of al-Khazradj, and after the death of Sacd b.
Mucadh [q. v. ] leader of the Ansar as a whole. After
the death of Muhammad, the Ansar met in the hall
(sakifa [q. v. ]) of his clan and might have made him
Muhammad's successor had not Abu Bakr and
c
Umar intervened. He is then said to have settled in
Syria, where he died a year or two later.
Bibliography: Ibn Hisham, index; WakidI, ed.
Marsden Jones, London 1966, index; Ibn al-Athlr,
Usdal-ghdba, ii, 283-5; Ibn Sacd, iii/2, 142-5; W.M.
Watt, Muhammad at Medina, Oxford 1956, index.
(W. MONTGOMERY WATT)
SACD B. IBRAHIM ZAGHLUL, Egyptian jurist and
politician, from 1918 to his death in 1927 president of
the Egyptian Wafd party and in 1924 Prime Minister.
Sacd Zaghlul was born as the second son of Ibrahim
Zaghlul and his second wife Maryam in July 1858
(others say 1857, 1859 or 1860, discussed by
Ramadan, Mudhakkirdt, i, 48 ff.). His father was a
landowner in Abyana near Fuwwa in the Lower
Egyptian province of al-Gharbiyya. Besides the resident notable families Zayd and Husam ad-Din, the
Zaghalila belonged to the most prestigious and
wealthy families of the village. Ibrahim Zaghlul
owned about 25Qfadddns and acted as a village headman. He had inherited this position from his father

Ahmad, to whom the governor of the Buhayra province, Muhammad Fadil Pasha, had allocated about
230 fadddns in around 1840. Although several
rumours claimed that the Zaghalila were of Maghrib!
origin and that they were originally Turks coming
from Algeria, the family presumably belonged to
those "new Egyptian notables" (then called abnd^ albalad) who gained fortunes and social power after
1750. It should be noted, however, that the Zaghalila
originally were Malikis and that only later did Sacd
Zaghlul become a Shaficl. In contrast to this, many
national historians have tried to present Zaghlul as a
son of a local peasant family in order to stress
ZaghluTs "Egyptiannness" as a true "son of the
country". Sacd Zaghlul also supported the mystification around his origins when in 1883, after having
been arrested by British military forces, he claimed
that he was not an Egyptian but a Moroccan citizen
with a Sharlfian genealogy. Ibrahim Zaghlul's position in the agrarian society enabled him to marry
Maryam, the daughter of Shaykh c Abduh Barakat
from Minyat Murshid near Fuwwa, in 1851-2. The
Barakat family also belonged to the new agrarian elite
which came into power after having introduced the
growing of rice under the regime of Muhammad CA1I.
Ibrahim's first wife, Fatima, from a village family,
gave birth to two daughters and five sons. Maryam's
sons were: Faradj (Allah), who died after having been
born, Sacd (Allah) and (Ahmad) Fathi (Fath Allah,
born in 1863). Just after Fathl's birth, Ibrahim died,
and Sacd was left in the hands of his elder brother
Shinawl, who was a member of the local administration. Like other family members, Sacd inherited a lot
of 20 fadddns from his father's estate.
As was a common practice among wealthy peasant
families in those days, Sacd, being the eldest son of
Maryam was sent to al-Azhar, whereas Fathi was
chosen to study at a madrasa to become a state official.
Sacd went first to a local kuttdb, and after five years,
in 1870, his half-brother Shinawl sent him to school in
the nearby provincial town Dasuk where he had been
appointed as the head of the district administration.
Sacd apparently stayed in Dasuk for about three
years, mainly occupied in studying tadjwid [q.v.]. For
a while, he joined his brother Fathi in Rashld or
Rosetta and took lessons from Shaykh Ahmad Abu
Ras, a specialist in law and grammar. In 1873, the
fifteen-years old Sacd moved to Cairo to live on his
own in the old city in order to pursue his studies at alAzhar. There is reason to believe that Sacd abruptly
broke with his past, as he did not jdin a riwdk and only
once revisited his native village during the next 40
years.
In Cairo, Sacd presented himself as an Islamic
scholar and proudly carried the title and the outfit of
a shaykh, although he never received an ^dlimiyya from
al-Azhar. Instead of studying at the University, Sacd
preferred to visit Djamal ad-Din al-Afghani's private
salon, where he met Muhammad c Abduh, who was
ten years older than he. Sacd became c Abduh's murtd
and regarded him as his true father and himself as
c
Abduh's disciple. Both tried to present their relationship in the tradition of Sufi" brotherhood. For some
years Sacd's life was closely bound up with c Abduh's
destiny. In 1880, Sacd suddenly broke off his studies
at al-Azhar. Perhaps he hoped to get a position in the
state administration; but c Abduh made him a subeditor of the journal al-WakdW al-misriyya in October
1880. In May 1882, his ambitions for a government
career were satisfied. The wakil of the Ministry of the
Interior, Husayn al-Daramalll, made him a bash
mu^dwin (secretary). A few days before the battle of at-
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Tall al-Kablr (13 September 1882), Sacd accepted a
position at the Law Court of DjTza. This was his first
opportunity to work as a jurist. Sacd could now
change his outfit and become an Afandl. But in early
October 1882 he resigned and was obviously considering following c Abduh, who had left Egypt on 7
January 1883. But c Abduh advised him to stay in
Egypt; hence Sacd worked with his friend Husayn
Sakar as a lawyer at the DjTza court. As British officials suspected him to be a member of an obscure
"society of revenge", Sacd was arrested on 20 June
1883; he was released four months later as the accusation proved to be false. Already in February 1884, he
resumed his work as a lawyer and kept this position
for the next eight years.
When Muhammad c Abduh returned to Egypt in
1888, Sacd Zaghlul again had an intercessor within
the intellectual and cultural urban elites. c Abduh invited him to join the famous salon of Princess Nazi!
Fadil, who had been an ardent supporter of Ahmad
c
UrabT. Now, however, the salon became a most important place of British-Egyptian private diplomacy.
Here, Zaghlul met for the first time the ConsulGeneral Evelyn Baring, later the 1st Earl of Cromer,
and many influential journalists and politicians. In
1890, he had already become a great name; as gossip
concerning Zaghlul's liaison with Princess Nazi! was
spreading, he gained public recognition within colonial society. Wilfred Scawen Blunt even suggested
him to Cromer as a possible minister in an "Egyptian
government" which should oust the traditional elites
from power. Two years later, Sacd's lobbying proved
to be a success. He was appointed as a Deputy Chief
Judge at the Court of Appeal on 27 June 1892. From
now on, Zaghlul had a well-established position in the
Egyptian upper class; but this was only the beginning
of his rapid career. From 1892 to 1897, he went
several times to Europe in order to study languages
and law, and in 1897, he got a diploma in law from
the University of Paris. Obviously, he considered
himself as a political personality, since he now started
to keep a diary which recorded day-by-day summaries
of events and cases at the law court and which was
meant as an aide-memoire for future activities. Only
in 1903 did he begin to use the diaries for private
reminiscences. Zaghlul's integration into the upper
class was crowned when in November 1895 he became
engaged to Safiyya, a daughter of Mustafa FahmT
(1840-1914), who had just been appointed (for the
third time) as Prime Minister. Now, Zaghlul was also
accepted by the old "Turco-Circassian" elites, as
Fahmi himself was of a Turkish origin, his father
having come from Algeria to Egypt in the early thirties of the 19th century.
By 1896, when he married Safiyya, Zaghlul was a
rich man. He possessed everything which was important in those days to become a politician: a position,
money, reputation, a good marriage and a good
knowledge of French and a bit of German. In 1902,
the couple moved into a new house in Cairo which
would later become a national gathering place. In addition, Zaghlul bought a large estate in the district of
Damanhur. At that time, the public considered
Zaghlul as a friend of the British, a protege of the
Khedive, a supporter of CA1T Yusuf (1863-1913) and
his journal al-Mu^ayyad, and as a member of the ruling
class. Having been an Afandl in his twenties, Zaghlul.
now being 41 years old, turned into a Pasha. But
already at this stage, he was able to integrate within
himself the three respective social codes of the Egyptian elites, presenting himself as the personification of
an Egyptian identity.
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The beginning of the colonial crisis in Egypt in
1905-6 deeply interfered with Sacd Zaghlul's career.
After the strike at the Law School in February 1906
and the famous Dinshaway affair (13 June 1906),
Cairo suddenly witnessed a growing public recognition of Mustafa Kamil's [q. v.] nationalist movement,
which culminated in a gathering of the later members
of the (third) National Party in Zaghlul's house on 12
October 1906. The colonial consensus ended, and
Sacd Zaghlul had to choose either to join the ranks of
the urban nationalists or to become a political
member of the ruling elite. Cromer decided to promote an "Egyptianisation" of the cabinet by appointing Zaghlul as the new Minister of Education on 28
October 1906. Obviously, however, Zaghlul did not
feel comfortable with his new position, as his ideas of
reforming governmental institutions (here he proved
to be more an Afandl than a Pasha) provoked several
severe conflicts even with the Khedive. After having
decided not to join the urban nationalist movement,
Zaghlul was dragged into the foundation of a new
"People's Party" (hizb al-umma, 21 September 1907)
which was sponsored by landlords like CAH ShacrawT,
Ahmad LutfT as-Sayyid, Muhammad Mahmud,
Hamd al-Basil and Talcat Harb. Zaghlul, who openly
declared his mistrust of the urban national movement,
continued as Minister of Education in a new cabinet
formed by Butrus GhalT in 1908. As a minister,
Zaghlul had only little sucess. As he tried to fulfil his
role as a reform-minded Afandl, he clashed with the
palace and the traditional structures of governmental
institutions; in early 1910, he thought of retiring from
politics as he did not see any progress for the nationalist constitutional movement. In addition, urban
nationalists heavily attacked him for promoting
nepotism, and others even made propaganda for Fathi
Zaghlul, that he should replace his brother in office.
Fearing to be excluded from the nationalist public, he
dismissed the idea of resigning. When on 23 October
1910 he became Minister of Justice, he had to approve
the policy that nationalist journalists were to be tried
by special courts originally installed to deal with
brigands; even more, he had to accept the imprisonment of the leader of the National Party, Muhammad
Farld [q.v.} (23 January 1911). This difficult situation
finally led him to retire from office in March 1912; he
was then busy looking for new support in party
politics. He succesfully rallied for a seat in the new
Legislative Assembly, which made him its VicePresident in January 1914. Although his political programme contained only a few suggestions concerning
the reforms of the judicial and educational system,
Zaghlul soon gained a reputation of being the most
able Egyptian public orator. Being a convinced constitutionalist, Zaghlul highly esteemed the role of the
Assembly as the nation's only political representation.
The Assembly met in June 1914 for the last time
before the outbreak of the War and the proclamation
which made Egypt a British Protectorate. As usual,
Sacd Zaghlul left to Europe for the summer; this time,
however, he stressed that he wanted to use the break
to rethink his political career. In spite of his earlier
quarrels with the Khedive c Abbas II Hilml [q.v.],
Zaghlul now backed him after his deposition. Personal problems and a career crisis may have added to
the fact that Zaghlul gradually changed his political
attitude towards British rule in Egypt. In his view,
Britain had now become an opponent of a true constitutional order in Egypt. Being unemployed and
showing symptoms of an addiction to gambling, he
had lost most of his fortune and riches. He was highly
in debt. In order to avoid the gambling salons of
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Cairo, he retired to his newly-built house in Masdjid
Wasif. His political ambition continued to aim at
reinvesting the Legislative Assembly, which had been
prorogued in late 1914, with power. After the death of
Sultan Husayn Kamil, the new Sultan Fu D ad declared
on the occasion of the New Year 1336 (18 October
1917), that the Assembly would "soon" resume its
work. This, the parallel discussions on a new Constitution and Woodrow Wilson's declaration on 8
January 1918, encouraged Zaghlul to revive his role
in the Legislative Assembly as the true representative
of the Egyptian nation, and consequently with his
position as Vice-President, he regarded himself as its
best advocate. Meanwhile, the Egyptian landlords
openly protested against the rigid measures taken by
the British authorities in order to secure the logistics
and supply of the army. They pressed Zaghlul to intervene, but he only carefully presented the complaints to the Sultan and the British officials. Both
sides wished to neutralise Zaghlul. Fu3ad even expressed his thanks to him by suggesting that he should
become a minister again. At his house in Masdjid
Wasif, Zaghlul now wanted to take advantage of the
wrangling over his political future, and he received
the most prominent leaders of the nationalist movement. He accepted the idea which Prince Tusun had
promoted of sending a delegation (wqfd) of the
Assembly to the British High Commissioner in order
to get permission to travel to Paris and to present
Egypt's demand for independence to the Peace Conference. The idea was also favoured by the government; but the Prime Minister Husayn Rushdf (18631928) and cAdl! Yegen (1864-1933) disputed the right
of Zaghlul to speak in the name of the nation. On 13
October 1918, Zaghlul was deputed to see the High
Commissioner Wingate with his political friends CA1I
Shacrawi and c Abd al-cAzTz Fahml and to present a
demand for self-determination. The British, however,
declared that Zaghlul was unrepresentative of the
Egyptian nation and cold-shouldered the three nationalists. Consequently, the small group started a
campaign and issued a circular in which seven
members of the Assembly, with Zaghlul as their
"president", were vested with the power to negotiate
for the "complete independence" of Egypt, and
which should be signed by the members of the
Assembly and by the "Egyptian people". This campaign paved the way for the restoration of the national
movement, and already in December 1918, the proZaghlul agitation had reduced other political factions
to silence. Even the Prime Minister RushdT had to accept Zaghlul's new power position and finally resigned on 1 March 1919, as the British authorities continued to refuse the Wafd's permission to leave for the
Peace Conference. On 8 March 1919, after Lord Curzon had accepted resolute action against the nationalists, Zaghlul, Muhammad Mahmud, Isma c fl
Sidkl and Hamd al-Basil were arrested and exiled to
Malta.
From afar, Zaghlul monitored the manifold unrest
in Egypt which reached its peak in March-April 1919.
In accordance with his nationalist world view, he considered the revolts to be a firm expression of the
people's will to make him the true and only representative of the nation. Finally, the British authorities
also implicitly accepted this view, as they wanted to
act within the legal framework of a protectorate which
required a functioning "indigenous" government.
On 7 April 1919, after the Egyptian elites had openly
condemned the rebellions, the Special High Commissioner General Allenby released the four exiles and allowed them to leave for Paris with 11 others. Two

days later, Rushdl formed a new government; but he
soon had to resign again, as he was not able to accept
the demands of state officials to recognise Zaghlul as
the nation's sole representative. Meanwhile, since the
Wafdists regarded themselves as the only true expression of the Egyptians' political will, Zaghlul's compatriots started to build up an efficient nationwide
organisation which should be the nucleus of a future
Egyptian administration.
Zaghlul spent the next two years in Europe. After
the British Protectorate in Egypt was recognised by
the Peace Treaty of Paris (28 June 1919), the 15 Wafdists tried to mobilise the public opinion in their
favour, but had only a limited success. They also tried
to control the boycott of the Milner Mission, which
had been formed in order to investigate the spring
revolts. Zaghlul and his delegation stayed in Europe
till the end of March 1921. Having reached Cairo on
the demand of cAdlT, who wanted to shift the responsibility for the negotiations with the British officials on
to the President of the Wafd, Zaghlul started his
famous campaign favouring the complete independence of Egypt. It tried to find a political position between cAdlI and the court faction on the one
side and the urban nationalists' activists on the other
side. The British warned him several times not to exploit the freedom of press and speech by attacking the
government. Zaghlul, however, did not give in. On
23 December 1921, he was again arrested together
with five other leaders of the Wafd (Mustafa anNahhas, Markam c Ubayd, Sinot Hanna, Fath Allah
Barakat and c Atif Barakat) and sent to Aden. They
arrived at the Seychelles six days before the unilateral
British declaration of Egypt's independence (15
March 1922). In September 1922, Zaghlul was sent to
Gibraltar, where he was told that he was no more a
prisoner but a guest of the British Government. In
April 1923, he was allowed to leave Gibraltar for
wherever he wanted; as usual, Zaghlul first went to
France (Aix-les-Bains) for a summer course of treatment. He finally returned to Cairo on 17 September
1923 and was welcomed by a large crowd. This embarassed the Liberals, who thought that, after the last
elections which had given them a comfortable majority and the fact that Zaghlul had not had any direct
control of the negotiations with the British, the
general sentiment in favour of Zaghlul had cooled
down. The Wafd Party, though it had radically
criticised the new constitution promulgated on 13
April 1923, soon prepared to run for the next year's
elections and tried to exploit the return of the "Nation's prophet" as Zaghlul was often now called. He
pulled out all the stops, toured in the country, invited
notables and afandls, and addressed all kinds of social
groups in many public meetings. The poll of January
1924 gave the Wafd a 90% majority, and Zaghlul was
called to form a government which became known as
"the people's cabinet". He soon began to centralise
the complex decision-making procedures in his own
hands and tried to negotiate with the British administration the still unsolved questions concerning
the Sudan and the Suez Canal. But the more he exercised direct rule over the Egyptian administration, the
more Fu3ad, now King of Egypt, and the British officials mistrusted him. In public, Zaghlul even
became a potential candidate for the presidency of an
Egyptian republic. The murder of the Sirdar Sir Lee
Stack (19 November 1924) provided British officials
with a pretext to get rid of the troublemaker. Five
days later, Zaghlul had to resign. Though he continued to play an important public role in Parliament,
his deposition ruined his political career. He saw his
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organisation turned into a political party accepting
other parties as partners. Thus his hope of being the
head of an organisation which should be the organic
expression of the nation's will vanished. His contemporaries Atatiirk and Rida Khan were to be more successful than he at becoming heads of state. In Egypt,
however, the political public prevented an analogous
development. In early summer 1927, his already
shaken and poor health deteriorated, and on 23
August 1927 Zaghlul died in Cairo of erysipelas.
Bibliography: Sacd Zaghlul wrote very little. He
published a booklet on ShaficT law, Cairo n.d. [ca.
1878]), a summary of Ibn Miskawayh on inshd^ and
about 28 articles in Egyptian journals of the late
seventies and early eighties of the 19th century. It
is doubtful, however, whether he wrote them all
personally or whether he edited articles of Muhammad c Abduh. The main sources of his political
views are his diaries and some collections of his
speeches. See his Mudhakkirdt, ed. cAbd al-cAzim
Ramadan, i ff., Cairo 1987 ff. and collections of his
speeches by Ahmad Naslb al-SukkarT, Cairo 1923;
Mahmud [Kamil] Fu^ad, Cairo 1924; Muhammad
Ibrahim al-DjazIrl, Cairo 1927; and Mahmud
Kamil Fu D ad, Cairo 1927.
There are quite a lot of biographies in Arabic: by
Muhammad cAbd al-Murshid Dawud, Cairo 1926;
Ahmad FahmT Hafiz, Cairo 1927; KarTm Thabit.
Cairo 1929; c Abduh Hasan al-Zayyat, Cairo 1932;
c
Abbas Mahmud al- c Akkad, Cairo 1936; Ibrahim
Rashad, Cairo 1937; Kadrl Kal c adjl, Beirut 1938;
Yusuf F. al-Nahhas, c Abd al- c Aziz Sacd, Cairo
1952; Hamid al-MulaydjI, Cairo 1954; Muhammad Ibrahim al-Djaziri, Cairo 1954; cAbd alKhalik Lashin, Cairo 1974; idem, Beirut-Cairo
1975; Muhammad Kamil SalTm, Cairo 1975; idem,
Cairo 1976; Tarik al-Bishri, Cairo 1977; Amll
Fahml Shanuda, Cairo 1977; Muhsin Muhammad,
Cairo 1983; c Abbas Hafiz, Cairo n.d.; Hamdan
Salim an-Na c na c I, Damanhur n.d.
Although there is a huge literature on the Egyptian nationalist movements in Western languages,
there are hardly any biographies of Zaghlul; cf.
Fouad Yeghen, Saad Zaghloul. Le "pere du peuple"
egyptien, Paris 1927; for a short political account, see
e.g. J.M. Ahmed, The intellectual origins of Egyptian
nationalism, London 1960, 52-55, 113-17, and J.
Berque, L'Egypte. Imperialisme et revolution, Paris
1967, 287-295. For his dealings with the British, see
E. Kedourie, Sa^d Zaghlul and the British, in idem,
The Chatham House version and other Middle Eastern
studies, London 1970, 82-159, shortened account in
idem, Politics in the Middle East, Oxford 1992, 15879. On Zaghlul's role in the 1919 rebellions, see R.
Schulze, Die Rebellion der dgyptischen Fallahin 1919,
Berlin 1981. His place in the nationalist movements
is discussed by inter alii I. Gershoni and J.P.
Jankowski, Egypt, Islam, and the Arabs. The search for
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(R. SCHULZE)
SACD (I) B. ZANGI, ABU SHUDJA C c lzz AL-DIN,
T u r k i s h A t a b e g in Fars of the Salghurid line [q.v.],
reigned in Shiraz from 599/1202-3 until most probably 623/1226.
On the death of his elder brother Takla/Tekele
(Degele, etc.?) b. Zangl in 594/1198, Sacd claimed
power in Fars, but his claim was contested by his
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cousin Toghril, the son of his father's elder brother
Sunkur, who had founded the dynasty. Toghril retained the royal title for nine years, but throughout
that period warfare between him and his cousin continued without a decisive result for either, the country
was wasted and depopulated, none would till the
ground, and famine and pestilence smote the people.
At length, in 599/1202-3, Sacd captured his cousin
and ascended the throne of Fars (according to Mirkhwand this happened in 593/1197, after Toghril had
been defeated by Takla), but at the beginning of his
reign famine was so sore in the land that the strong
slew and ate the weak, and even when the famine had
abated the pestilence remained; but Sacd gradually
restored prosperity to his people, and, having completed this task, conquered Kirman from the
Shabankara Kurds. In 614/1217-18 he invaded c lrak,
but was taken prisoner by the army of the
Kh w arazm-Shah c Ala D al-Din Muhammad [q.v.], and
in order to regain his freedom was obliged to pay a
ransom of two-thirds of a year's revenue of his
kingdom, to surrender Istakhr and Ashkuran, and to
agree to pay tribute annually. On his return to Shiraz,
his son Abu Bakr, who had occupied the throne
during his captivity, opposed his restoration, and a
battle was fought between father and son, in which
Sacd was wounded in the eye with an arrow, but the
citizens admitted him into the city by night, and he
seized and imprisoned his son. When the Kh w arazmShah Djalal al-Din Mingburnu [q.v.] passed through
Fars on his return from India in 621/1224, he interceded for Abu Bakr, and succeeded in persuading
Sacd to release him.
According to the most reliable sources, Sacd died in
Dhu 'l-Ka c da 623/November 1226 and after a reign of
29 years was succeeded by his son Abu Bakr.
Amongst his building works was a celebrated
Masdjid-i Naw or Masdjid-i AtabegT in Shiraz, completed in 615/1218 (see W. Barthold, An historical
geography of Iran, Princeton 1984, 156). However, the
poet Sacdi [q. v.} derived his takhallus or nom-de-plume
not from this Sacd (I) but from his son Abl Bakr b.
Sacd (I) and grandson Sacd (II) b. Abl Bakr.
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . The main ones are
Afdal al-Din KirmanI, Simt al-^uld and al-Muddfild
BaddW al-zamdn f i wakdW Kirman; Nasawl; Djuwaynl; Rashid al-Din; Hamd Allah MustawfT,
Guzida; and Mirkh w and.
2. S t u d i e s . C.E. Bosworth, in Camb. hist, of
Iran, v, 172-3; Erdogan Mercil, Fars atabegleri
Salgurlular, Ankara 1975, 62-82. See also Bosworth,
The Islamic dynasties, 125-6.
(T.W. HAiG-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
SACD B. ZAYD MANAT AL-FIZR is the name by
which a large section of the tribe of Tamlm is named.
The curious cognomen Fizr or (according to alAsma c T, Fazr) has received no satisfactory explanation, and the philologist Abu Mansur al-Azharl
asserts that he never met any person who could explain it. Some lexicographers explain it as meaning
"more than one", others as "goats", but we may
assume that Ibn Durayd is correct when he derives it
from the verbfazara with the meaning "to split" and
that fizr means "a chip or fragment". The Arab
genealogists give the name of the common ancestor as
Sacd b. Zayd Manat b. Tamlm and relate tales to account for the curious name, which amount to the
following: Sacd had much cattle which he ordered his
sons, by different mothers, to take to pasture; they
refused and he invited the kindred tribesmen of Malik
b. Zayd Manat to come and rob the camels. Then
when only goats remained, he gave his sons the same
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order and they again refused to take them to
pasturage. In his anger, he called Arabs of every tribe
together (or, according to another version, took his
animals to the fair of c Ukaz) and asked them to take
each one goat as plunder (intahabd), but allowed no
one to take more than one. Thus the goats were scattered all over the country, and this is said to be the
origin of the proverb: "I shall not come to you till the
goats of al-Fizr (are collected again into one herd)"
(al-Maydanl, Madjma*- al-amthdl, ed. cAbd al-Hamfd,
2
Cairo 1379/1959, ii, 212b = no 3496). The goats are
probably imagined to have had the wasm or brandmark of his clan. The underlying idea appears to be
that the divisions of this tribe were found scattered
over the whole of Eastern Arabia. The tribe of Tamim
[q.v.] is early mentioned, and the genealogies in their
case are more fictitious than with other tribes; all they
can serve is to show which of the clans shortly before
and after the introduction of Islam felt itself as
possessing a certain relationship. The poet al-Adbat
b. Kuray c says: "In every wad! are Sacd" (Ibn
Kutayba, Shicr, ed. Shakir, Cairo 1966, 382), possibly
pointing to their wide distribution. Of the many subd i v i s i o n s mentioned by geneaologists, only those
derived through his sons Ka c b and al-Harith appear
to have had a claim to pure descent, while the descendants of the other sons, cAbd Shams, Djusham, c Awf,
c
Uwafa and Malik, were called the Abnd^. There were
doubts as to the purity of their descent; they were
settled in Bahrayn and had largely intermixed with
the Persian settlers when this province was under Persian rule. They were, as regards numbers, perhaps
the largest Arab tribe, and for this reason played an
important part in the wars shortly before Islam and
during the conquests, and many persons mentioned in
the early times of Islam were members of the various
clans of Sacd al-Fizr. They sided with CA1I during the
struggle for the caliphate and were most prominent
during the unruly times in Khurasan under the later
Umayyads and appear to have settled in Persia in
large numbers. Others emigrated to North Africa,
and the AghlabI rulers of Ifnkiya [see AGHLABIDS]
claimed descent from them. The many subdivisions
cannot be enumerated here, but it must be stated that
the genealogists are far from unanimous in the affiliation of the various sections, and their names disappear
early from history under the general name of TamTm.
Importance may be attached to the tribe of Sacd alFizr and their nearest kindred clans for having spoken
that Arabic which forms the basis of the classic Arabic
of literature, as the earliest philologists seem to have
framed the rules of Arabic grammar upon the dialect
of Tamlm. This was no doubt on account of their
widespread diffusion through which their dialect was
understood in most parts of Arabia.
Bibliography: The Arabic lexica s.v. Fizr; Ibn
Durayd, Kitab al-Ishtikdk, ed. Wustenfeld, 150 ff.;
A.A. Bevan, The Nakd^id of Jarir and al-Farazdak,
Leiden 1905-12, passim; KalkashandT, Nihdyat alarab, Baghdad, 236; NuwayrI, Nihdyat al-arab, Cairo
1342, ii, 344-5; Ibn cAbd Rabbihi, al-^Ikd al-farid,
Cairo 1316, ii, 42; Kitab al-Aghdm, passim; Ibn
Hazm, Djamharat ansdb al-^Arab, ed. E. LeviProvencal, Cairo 1948, 204-11; Wustenfeld,
Genealogische Tabellen, L, and Register, 396; Ibn alKalbl-Caskel, i, Tafeln, no. 75, ii, Register, 497; S.
Kazzarah, Die Dichtung der Tamim in vorislamischer
Zeit, diss. Erlangen 1982, 145-6 (incs. those
fragments of poetry attributed to Sacd al-Fizr).
(F. KRENKOW*)
SACD AL-DAWLA b. al-Safi b. Hibat Allah b.
Muhadhdhib al-Dawla al-Abharl, J e w i s h p h y s i -

cian and wazir of the Ilkhan Arghun [see ILKHANS].
His tenure of office lasted from Djumada II
688/June 1289 until his murder in Rabi* I 690/March
1291. His ism and date of birth are unknown. His rise
to power must be seen against the background of a
radical change of the Mongol political elite in
domestic and foreign_ policies; i.e. from the proIslamic policy of the Ilkhan Ahmad_ (680-3/1282-4)
back to the anti-Islamic policy of the Ilkhans after the
defeat at c Ayn Djalut [q.v.] on 25 Ramadan 658/ 3
September 1260. This policy was aimed at a MongolChristian/European alliance against the Mamluks
[q.v.] of Egypt and Syria. Under Ahmad, a convert to
Islam, who strove for a peaceful agreement with the
Mamluks (al-MakrlzT, Suluk, i/3, 707-8, 717, 722-3),
the pro-Islamic Mongol elite, together with the amir
Buka, worked with the wazir Shams al-Dm alDjuwaym [q.v.]. After the murder of the Ilkhan
Ahmad and the enthronement of Arghun, the amir
Buka, who had changed loyalties shortly before the
coup d'etat, became the most powerful amir in the
realm. He tried to preserve the status quo between
Mongols and Muslims, even though he could not prevent the fall and murder of the wazir Shams al-Dln alDjuwaynl. This situation changed abruptly when
Buka fell from power and was murdered, and Sacd alDawla immediately after rose to power in Djumada II
688/June 1289 (Rashld al-DTn, iii, 208-16, 217). One
month later, on 3 Radjab 688/23 July 1289 the whole
Djuwayni family was liquidated (ibid., 218-19).
Arghun issued an edict prohibiting the employment of
Muslim secretaries (Bar Hebraeus, ed. Budge, i, 4845). This edict was countered by the Mamluks with an
edict in Shacban 689/August 1290 prohibiting the
employment of Jewish and Christian secretaries (alMaknzT, Suluk, i/3, 753). Sacd al-Dawla gave all the
key positions in the administration to his family,
relatives and co-believers. His internal policy aimed
at an increase in taxes and a redistribution of funds to
fill the treasury. In foreign policy he, together with the
Ilkhan, aimed at an alliance with Pope Nicolas IV and
the Christian powers of Europe in order to oust the
Mamluks from Syria. A Crusade was planned and
eventual possession of Jerusalem by the Pope was envisaged; but nothing came of these plans. Meanwhile,
the Mamluk sultan Kalawun [q.v.] and his son and
successor al-Ashraf Khalfl had expelled the Crusaders
from the Syrian coast. Their last stronghold, cAkka
[q.v.], fell in Rablc II 690/March 1291. Shortly before
this, on 7 Rablc II 690/10 March 1291, Arghun died,
and five days before his death Sacd al-Dawla was
murdered by his Mongol enemies. A persecution of
the Jews began that could only be forcibly suppressed
by the government.
Regarding Sacd al-Dawla's earlier career, he appears for the first time in 682/1283, when Sharaf alDln Harun, from the Djuwaynl family, became
governor of Baghdad and Sacd al-Dawla was dismissed from the supervision of the endowments of the
Maristan al-cAdudT [see BIMARISTAN] there. In
683/1284 he became deputy (nd^ib) of the shihna in
Baghdad and in 686/1287 the financial administrator
(malik) of Baghdad. Nasir al-Dm Kutlugh Shah, a
mamluk of_the DjuwaynT family, complained about
him to the Ilkhan. Sacd al-Dawla was sent to the camp
of the Ilkhan in his capacity as a physician, and
became the private one of Arghun (Ibn al-Fuwafi,
428, 433, 450). He won the ruler's confidence and
was twice sent to Baghdad to check the finances, being
in Djumada I 687/June 1288 made supervisor of
finances (mushrij) there, and in the same year a group
of Jews from Tiflis came to Baghdad to oversee the
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charitable endowments of the Muslims. This brought
about a revolt there, and the group had to resign (Ibn
al-Fuwati, 454-5). Then in Djumada II 688/June
1289 he was made sahib diwdn al-mamdlik, i.e. wazir, by
Arghun; numerous sources confirm his administrative skill and abilities in general.
Bibliography: RashTd al-Dln, iii, ed. A.A. Alizade, Baku 1957, 208-10, 217-27; Ibn al-Fuwati, alHawddith al-ajdmi^a fi 'l-mi^a al-sdbica, ed. Mustafa
Djawad, Baghdad 1351/1922, 457-64; Wassaf,
TVrfM, Bombay 1269/1852-3, ii, 235-45; cAbd alMuhammad AyatT, Tahnr-i ta^nkh-i Wassaf, Tehran
1346/1967, 141-8; Bar Hebraeus, Chronograph?, ed.
and tr. E.A. Wallis Budge, Oxford 1932, i, 484-91;
MakrTzT, Suluk, ed. M.M. Ziada, Cairo 1936-9;
W.J. Fischel, Jews in the economic and political life of
mediaeval Islam, New York 1969, 90-117; idem,
Azarbaijan in Jewish history, in Procs. of the American
Academy for Jewish Research, xxii (1953), 6-11; J. von
Hammer-Purgstall, Geschichte der Ilchane in Persien
1220-1350, repr. Amsterdam 1974, i, 382-8, 392-3,
395-6; Spuler, Mongolen2, 84-5, 246-7, 286, 349; J.
Richard, La papauteet les missions d'Orient au moyen age
XIIP-XV siecles, Rome 1977, 102-4.
(DOROTHEA KRAWULSKY)
SACD AL-DAWLA [see HAMDANIDS].
SACD AL-DIN [see SA C DIYYA] ;
SACD AL-DIN AL-HAMMU 3 ! (or al-Hamu D T or alHamawT), MUHAMMAD B. AL-MU D AYYAD ... b.
Ham(m)uy(a) (or Hamawayh or Hamawiyya) ALDJUWAYNI, f a m o u s S u f i shaykh of the first half of the
7th/13th century; second cousin of the influential
Awldd al-Shaykh [q.v.] and of another Sacd al-DTn (b.
Tadj al-DTn, d. 674/1276); father of Sadr al-Dm
Ibrahim (644-722/1247-1322). Sacd al-DTn b. alMu D ayyad's contemporary Sibt Ibn al-DjawzT mentions (Mir^dt al-zamdn, Chicago 1907, 525) that news
of the Shaykh's death in Khurasan had reached him
during the year 651, and that he is said to have died
in 650 A.M. The latter year is accepted by many
authorities, including DjamT, who specifies that the
Shaykh died on 10 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 650/11 February
1253 aged 63 (Nafahdt al-uns, Tehran 1370 A.H.S.,
431 ff.). However, according to the biography written
around 750 A.H. by his great-grandson Ghiyath alDTn (summarised by M.T. Danishpazhuh in Farhang-i
Irdnzamin, xiii [1344 A.H.S.], 298-310), as well as
Kh w afT's Mu&mal-i Fasihi (Mashhad 1340 A.H.S.,
268-9, 319), the precise dates for the Shaykh's birth
and death are 23 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 586/12 January 1191
and 18 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 649/3 March 1252, respectively. On the other hand, equally precise but different
dates (15 Djumada I 588 to 12 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 649) are
found in marginal notes of a manuscript dated 728
A.H. (Princeton, Garrett Collection, Mach no.
2753). Still other dates on record are mentioned by
Koprulii-zade Fu 3 ad, art. Sa^d al-Dm al-Hamawi in
ED.
Sacd al-DTn is primarily known in Suit history as a
disciple of Nadjm al-DTn al-Kubra (d. 618/1221 in
Kh w arazm). Kubra wrote an iajaza for him, and is
said to have "brothered" him with Sayf al-DTn alBakharzT(d. 659/1261 or earlier in Bukhara). A letter
written to him by the latter may indeed indicate such
ties with the then nascent Kubrawiyya; but
hagiographic reports (such as Mandkib-i Awhad al-Dm-i
Kirmdni, Tehran 1347/1969, 96-105) suggesting
similar ties to Kubra's major disciple, Madjd al-DTn
al-BaghdadT (d. 3 Djumada II 606/3 December 1209,
for which date, see W. Shpall in Folia Orientalia, xxii
[1981-4], 72), should be treated with caution. According to Ghiyath al-DTn's biography, Sacd al-DTn had
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pursued theological studies in Khurasan and, between
605 and 609 A.H., in Kh w arazm; but he joined
Kubra only in 616 or 617 A.H., having in the meantime (A.H. 616 according to the Mudjmal-i Fasihi)
travelled to Damascus, where he received his formal
initiation into Sufism from his father's cousin, the
Shaykh al-Shuyukh Sadr al-DTn Abu '1-Hasan
Muhammad (d. 617/1220), and to Mecca, where he
met Abu Hafs c Umar al-SuhrawardT (d. 632/l_234).
Sacd al-DTn himself, as quoted by Haydar al-AmulT
(Kitdb Mass al-nusus, Tehran-Paris 1975, 220-1), traced his Sufi affiliation in two ways to Muhammad b.
Hamuya (d. 530/1135-6): (a) through direct spiritual
association (in the way Muhammad b. Hamuya
himself was a "disciple of al-Khidr"); (b) through
transmission of the khirka along the line of descent of
the Syrian branch of his family (i.e. through Sadr alDTn Muhammad).
In any case, some time after the Mongol sack of
Kh w arazm, Sacd al-DTn turned, again, to the Middle
East, staying now for longer periods in Mecca and
Damascus, and travelling widely until 640. During
one of his stays in Damascus, he was undoubtedly in
touch with Ibn c ArabT (d. 638/1240) and his circle,
although it would appear that his real contact was the
disciple Sadr al-DTn al-KunawT (d. 673/1274) rather
than the master himself (cf. SacTd al-DTn-i FarghanT.
Mashdnk al-dardn, Mashhad 1357/1398, 128). Unlike
Ibn c ArabT, Sacd al-DTn evidently favoured the Sufi
practice of "listening to music" (samd*-; cf. Mu D ayyid
al-DTn al-DjandT, Shark Fusus al-hikam, Mashhad
1361/1982, 107). Sibt Ibn al-DjawzT (loc. cit.) mentions that he lived with his followers on Mount
Kasiyun and describes him as a holy man who shunned the rich, even his own cousins, despite great poverty, but says also that he enjoyed later in Khurasan the
favours of the "kings of the Tatars". The same source
also points out that he spent the last week of his life by
the tomb of Muhammad b. Hamuya in Bahrabad
(near Djuwayn), and that he was buried there. According to Ghiyath al-DTn, he spent the last eight
years of his life mainly in Amul and various places in
Khurasan, including Bahrabad, where he died during
one of his visits.
It must have been during this last period in
Khurasan that c AzTz-i NasafT (d. ca. 700/1300)
became his disciple. The latter, a prolific Persian
author, popularised some of his master's esoteric
ideas, particularly those concerning the unity of Being
(wahdat al-wudjud) and the special status of the "saint"
(wall). "Monistic" trends in Sacd al-DTn's thought
were also noted by DhahabT (Al-clbar, Kuwayt 1960,
v, 206). His peculiar ideas about waldya bear a certain
affinity to gnostic ShTcism, although he belonged, like
the rest of his family, to the Shafi c T madhhab.
Unlike NasafT's, Sacd al-DTn's works were reputedly "difficult" due to his penchant for "hurufi"
speculations. NasafT, Kashf al-hakd^ik, Tehran 1344
6V?./1965, 4, credits him with a total of 400 books,
whereas Ghiyath al-DTn lists the titles of 32 otherwise
unrecorded writings but mentions none of the works
generally attributed to him (see e.g. Brockelmann, S
II, 803). Among the latter, the Persian Risdlat alMisbdh has been published in 1983 with a useful introduction by N.M. HirawT as al-Misbdh fi 'l-tasawwuf
(Tehran 1362/1403).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the article): SacTd-i NafTsT, Khdnaddn-i Sa^d al-Dm-i
Hamuy. Kund^kdwihd-yi SVraf wa adabi, Tehran 1329
A.H.S., 6-39; F. Meier, Die Schriften des <Aziz-i
Nasaft, in WZKM, Hi (1953), 125-82; idem, Die
Fawd^ih al-gamdl wa-fawdtih al-galdl des Nagm ad-din
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al-Kubrd, Wiesbaden 1957, Einleitung; M. Mole, Les
Kubrawiya entre sunnisme et shiisme aux huitieme et
neuvieme siecles de I'hegire, in REI (1961) 61-142;
idem, ^Azizoddin Nasafi: le Livre de I'Homme Parfait,
Tehran-Paris 1962, Introd.; H. Landolt, Nuruddin-i
Isfardyini: le Revelateur des Mysteres, Lagrasse 1986,
Etude preliminaire', C. Addas, Ibn cArabi ou la quete du
Soufre Rouge, Paris 1989.
(H. LANDOLT)
SACD AL-DIN KASHGHARI (d. 860/1456),
shaykh of the NakshbandT SufT order in Harat,
best known as the preceptor of the poet and mystic
c
Abd al-Rahman DjamT (d. 898/1492 [q.v.]).
KashgharT's piety first showed itself, it is said,
during the journeys on which as a child he used to accompany his father, a merchant of Kashghar with
sayyid ancestry. Thus when he was twelve years of age,
he wept uncontrollably after listening to his father and
his associates passionately haggling over the price of
some goods for a whole morning. After completing
the madrasa curriculum (the sources do not tell us
where), KashgharT conceived an inclination to the
Sufi path, and travelling to Bukhara he joined the circle of Nizam al-DTn Khamush, initiatic heir to Baha°
al-Dln Nakshband (d. 791/1391) by one intermediary, c Ala D al-DTn c Attar (d. 802/1400). Several
years later, Kashghan set out from Bukhara on the
hadjdj. but as his master had predicted he was unable
to proceed beyond Khurasan. In Harat, he made the
acquaintance of Shaykh Zayn al-Dln Kh w afi (d.
838/1435) who appears to have attempted to recruit
him into his own following, as well as Sayyid Kasim-i
Tabriz!; Shaykh Baha° al-DTn c Umar; and Mawlana
Abu Yazid Puranl. It may have been on this journey
that Kashghan decided to settle in Harat; the episodic
and staccato nature of the sources leave the matter
unclear. It was, in any event, in Harat that Kashghan
spent the most influential years of his life, making the
city the third chief centre of the Nakshbandiyya after
Bukhara and Samarkand.
Despite possessing considerable wealth (inherited,
perhaps, from his merchant father), KashgharT took
up residence in the Madrasa-yi Ghiyathiyya in Harat,
near the Masdjid-i Djami c , and it was in that mosque,
which he compared in its sanctity to the Masdjid alHaram in Mecca, that he met and discoursed with his
devotees. These came to include many members of
the cultural and literary elite of Herat, above all
DjamT, who was moved to become Kashghan's disciple by a dream in which the shaykh liberated him from
the pangs of a profane love. DjamT expressed his devotion to Kashghan not only in the pages he allotted
him in Nafahdt al-uns (ed. Mahmud cAbidI, Tehran
1370 sh./\99\, 408-10) but also through a number of
references to him in his mathnawis (see e.g. Silsilat aldhahab, in HaftAwrang, ed. Murtada Mudarris GllanI,
3rd ed., Tehran 1361 sh./l982, 164-6) and, most
strikingly, the moving tarkib-band in which he eulogised him (Kulliyydt, ed. Shams BrelwT, repr. Tehran
1362 ^./1983, 526-9). Kashghan's circle was, however, by no means exclusively aristocratic in its composition; it also included artisans such as Mir Rangraz "the dyer".
Like his master Khamush, Kashghan is said to
have been in a near-constant state of ecstatic rapture
(ghalaba); this would frequently overtake him while he
was discoursing and cause him to bow his head and
fall silent, creating in the uninitiated the impression
that he had fallen asleep. He is also reported—again
like his master—to have had the ability to manifest the
divine attribute of wrath (kahr); however, he succeeded in containing this dangerous power. He does not
appear to have left any writings, but sixteen of his say-

ings and discourses are recorded in Fakhr al-Dm
Waciz Kashifi's Rashahdt cayn al-haydt (ed. MucTniyan,
i, 210-18). Some of these, aphoristic in nature, are
reminiscent of utterances by Khwadja cAbd Allah AnsarT(d. 481/1089 [q.v.]), which may not be fortuitous,
given Kashghan's acknowledgement of AnsarT as the
pre-eminent saint of Harat. From other pronouncements of KashgharT may be deduced a
familiarity with the concepts and terminology of Ibn
c
ArabT, whom KashgharT greatly admired, like other
early NakshbandTs (Hamid Algar, Reflections of Ibn
CArabi in early Naqshbandi tradition, in Journal of the
Muhyiddin Ibn CArabi Society, x [1991], 54-5).
KashgharT died while performing the midday
prayer on 7 Djumada I 860/12 May 1456, and was
buried in the Khiyaban suburb of Harat. The site
soon acquired great sanctity, and several of his
disciples, including DjamT, were buried nearby. His
tomb was nonetheless neglected during the disorders
that came to mark the history of Harat, and ultimately
the headstone itself disappeared. The tomb was
restored, and the headstone replaced, by Ahmad Shah
Durrani [q.v.], who also constructed an iwdn nearby.
This iwdn was rebuilt and provided with two minarets
in the late 1950s by Muhammad Zahir Shah, the last
king of Afghanistan.
One of the devotees of KashgharT is said to have
been told by the Prophet in a dream that KashgharT
had advanced no fewer than thirty-two people to the
rank of saintship (wildyat), but none of these appears
to have been clearly nominated as his successor.
DjamT was manifestly the most prominent of
Kashghan's disciples, but being temperamentally
averse to assuming the burdens of preceptorship, he
encouraged the followers of KashgharT to gather, after
his death, around Mawlana Shams al-DTn Muhammad RudjT (d. 904-1499). Important, too, among the
disciples of KashgharT was Mawlana cAla° al-DTn
Maktabdar (d. 892/1487), several of whose devotees
carried the Nakshbandiyya to places such as KazwTn
and Tabriz in western Persia. In general, however,
the initiatic lines descending from KashgharT faded
out after two or three generations; it was his great contemporary, c Ubayd Allah Ahrar [q.v. in Suppl.] of
Samarkand, who proved more significant for the longterm transmission of the NakshbandT order.
Bibliography: AsTl al-DTn HarawT, Mazdrdt-i
Harat, ed. FikrT SalcljukT, Kabul 1967, i, 98:9, ii,
52-3; DjamT, Nafahdt al-uns, ed. Mahmud cAbidT,
Tehran 1370^71971, 408-10; Faldir al-DTn CA1T b.
Husayn Waciz Kashifi, Rashahdt cayn al-haydt, ed.
C
A1T Asghar Mu c Tniyan, Tehran 2536 Imperial/1977, i, 205-32; idem (Fakhr al-DTn CA1T
Safi), Latd^if al-tawd^if, ed. Ahmad Gul£m-i
MacanT, Tehran 1336^71957, 231, 235; MucTn alDTn IsfizarT, Rawddt al-djanndt fi awsdf madinat Hardt,
ed. Mohammad Ishaque, Aligarh 1961, 26;
Muhammad b. Husayn KazwTnT, Silsila-ndma-yi
khwddjagdn-i Nakshband, ms. B.N., suppl. persan
1418, fols. 14b-18a; Ghulam Sarwar LahurT,
Khazinat al-asfyd\ Bombay 1290/1873, i, 573-6;
c
Abd al-Ghafur LarT, Takmila-yi Nafahdt al-uns, ed.
BashTr HarawT, Kabul 1343 ^71964, 13-14; J.
Paul, Die politische und soziale Bedeutung der Naqsbandiyya in Mittelasien im 15. Jahrhundert (Studien zur
Sprache, Geschichte und Kultur des islamischen
Orients, N.S. XIII), Berlin and New York 1991,
24, 47, 58, 87; cAbd al-Wasic BakharzT, Makdmdt-i
Djami, ed. NadjTb Mayil HarawT, Tehran 1371
6^71992, 81, 87, 104, 110, 132, 194, 232.
(HAMID ALGAR)
SACD AL-DiN KOPEK b. Muhammad, an im-

SACD AL-DIN KOPEK - SACDA
p o r t a n t court official of two Saldjuk sultans of
Rum, Kaykubad I and Kaykhusraw II. Kopek's place
and date of birth are unknown. He is first mentioned
as a tardjumdn (Ibn Blbl, 146). Late in Kaykubad's
reign, Kopek had risen to become amir-i shikar (master
of the hunt) and mi^mdr (minister of works), entrusted
with overseeing the construction of Kaykubad's new
palace at Kubadabad [q. v. ] (ibid., 147). Kopek himself
erected in 633/1235 a large caravanserai, known as
the Zazadin or Sadeddin Han, between Konya and
Aksaray. Two extant inscriptions on its portals record
the name Kopek (k.w.b.k.) b. Muhammad.
After Kaykubad's death in 634/1237, Kopek wielded considerable influence over his successor,
Kaykhusraw II. Murders, aimed at consolidating
Kaykhusraw's position, then followed. Kopek suddenly seized a Kh w arazmian amir, Kirkhan, who died
in prison (Bar Hebraeus, 403; Ibn Blbl, 201). Kopek
then organised the murders of Kaykhusraw's two
half-brothers and their mother (Ibn Blbi, 204). In
635/1238 Kaykhusraw sent Kopek to occupy
Sumaysat on his behalf. Returning home, Kopek
killed off the last of the "old guard" state officials,
Kayman and Kamyar, who, like him, had served
Kaykubad (Ibn Blbl, 208). In 637/1240, Kaykhusraw
eliminated Kopek, because he was a dangerous rival,
who had "destroyed the pillars of the state, one by
one" (ibid.). According to Ibn Blbl, who remains the
principal, and often the sole source, for these events,
the malevolent Kopek remained true to form, even in
death: one of the spectators, assembled to gloat over
Kopek's dismembered body, suspended in a cage
from a gallows, was killed by the cage falling on him
(ibid., 209).
The blame for the murders in Kaykhusraw's reign
could, of course, be apportioned differently. After all,
Ibn Blbl, the court chronicler of the Rum Saldjuks, is
keen to exonerate Kaykhusraw from responsibility for
all the deaths, save Kopek's.
Bibliography: 1. P r i m a r y s o u r c e s . Bar Hebraeus, The chronography, tr. E.A.W. Budge, London 1932, i, 402-3; Ibn Blbl, Die Seltschukengeschichte
des Ibn Bibi, tr. H.W. Duda, Copenhagen 1959,
146-7, 187, 199-207.
2. Secondary Sources. C. Cahen, Pre-Ottoman
Turkey, London 1968, 133-4, 222, 225; Koprulii
Zade Fu 3 ad, El1 art. SACD AL-DIN KOPEK; K. Erdmann, Das anatolische Karavansaray des 13.
Jahrhunderts, Berlin 1961, Pt. 1, 102-7; V. Gordlevski, Gosudarstvo seldzhukidov malo i azii, Moscow
1941, 54-5, 74-6, 78, 87-9, 97, 119, 138; J.M.
Rogers, Patronage in Seljuk Anatolia, diss. Oxford
1972, unpubl., 311, 335, 338, 352, 372.
(CAROLE HILLENBRAND)
SACD AL-DlN TAFTAZANI [see AL-TAFTAZANI].
SACD WA-NAHS (A.), literally, "the f o r t u n a t e
and the u n f o r t u n a t e " .
These concepts are based on the influence exerted
by the planets and the signs of the Zodiac on earthly
events. The astrologers describe the stars as being
either sa^d or nahs. Thus Jupiter, Venus and the Moon
are said to be sacd, Saturn is nahs and the Sun and
Mercury are at times called one or the other. But this
can vary as a function of their positions in the ecliptic
and of their conjunctions (cf. Abu Maslama Muhammad al-MadjritT, Ghdyat al-hakim, ed. H. Ritter, Leipzig 1933, 198 ff. = M. Plessner, Picatrix, London
1962, 209 ff.; L 'agriculture nabateenne, i, Damascus
1993, 10-12 et passim).
Starting out from these basic indications, the
astrologers [see MUNADJDJIM] divided their art into two
branches: natural astrology, consisting in the observa-
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tion of the fortunate or unfortunate influence of the
stars on the natural elements, whence arises
meteorological divination [see ANWA 5 and MALAHIM];
and judicial or apotelesmatic divination, consisting in
the observation of the influence of the stars on human
destiny, whence arise genethlialogy (mawdltd) or the
art of drawing omens from the position of the stars at
a person's birth [see NUDJUM, AHKAM AL-, 1.] and
hemerology and menology [see IKHTIYARAT] , which
consist in establishing the calendar of what is fortunate and what is unfortunate [see NUDJUM, AHKAM
AL-, 2.].
One should note that the name sacd, followed by a
noun, is given to some stars and constellations (cf. P.
Kunitzsch, Uber eine anwd*-Tradition mit bisher unbekannten Sternnamen, in Beitrdge zur Lexicographie des Klassischen
Arabisch, Nr. 4, in Abh. der Bayerischen Akad. der Wiss.,
phil.-hist. Kl. (Munich 1983), Heft 5, 57; see this
same author's arts. MANAZIL and NUDJUM]. This
designation does not seem to have borne any
divinatory significance.
Bibliography: Given in the article. On Sacd, the
idol of the Banu Milkan, and Sacdan (iux«i), see T.
Fahd, Le pantheon de l}Arable Centrale a la veille de

I'hegire, Paris 1968, 147-50.
(T. FAHD)
SACDA, a town approximately 240 km/150 miles
to the north of the chief town of the Yemen, Sanca°
[q.v.], situated on the southern edge of the Sacda
plain, and the administrative capital of the province
(muhdfaza) of the same name. The town is about 1,800
m/5,904 ft. above sea level and in the 1986 census in
the Yemen had a reported population of 24,245 persons. The inhabitants of the province numbered
323,110.
Although al-Hamdanl, 67, informs us that the town
was called Djuma c in pre-Islamic times, certain
Sabaic inscriptions mention hgrn ScDTm, "the town
Sacda", together with reference to the predominant
tribe of the area, Khawlan [q.v.] (Ja 658/11-13, A.
Jamme, Sabaean inscriptions from Mahram Bilqis,
Baltimore 1962, 163; Sharaf al-Dln, 31/14-5; A.G.
Lundin, Sabeyskiy cinovnik i diplomat III v.n.e, in
Palestinskiy Sbornik, xxv/88 (1974), 97; Ja 2109/7,
A.F.L. Beeston, Corpus des inscriptions et antiquites sudarabes, ii/1, Louvain 1986, 49-50). Al-Hamdanf also
tells the anecdote of the origin of the name $acda. A
weary HidjazI stopped for the night in the town and
lay on his back contemplating the decorated ceiling
which pleased him. Twice he exclaimed, "[Someone]
has indeed raised it up (saccada-hu, saccada-hu)\" The
town's fame for the manufacture of arrowheads is also
mentioned by the 4th/10th century Yemeni scholar,
who refers specifically to nisdl sa^diyyalsd^idiyya. Iron
implements, particularly agricultural, of all kinds
seem also to have been made in the town.
The 7th/13th century traveller to the Arabian
Peninsula from the east, Ibn al-Mudjawir [q.v.],
reports in his Ta^nkh al-Mustabsir, ed. O. Lofgren,
Leiden 1951-4, 202-6, that the route north to Sacda
from San c a D , originally an important trade and later
pilgrim route, was 20 parasangs (on p. 232, the return
journey is 19). The town was built in the pre-Islamic
era by Shem, the son of Noah, he adds. The old town,
however, did not survive and in the time of al-Hadl
ila '1-Hakk, the first Zaydl imam (d. 298/911) a
wealthy merchant who would take no expenses built a
mosque, perhaps the mosque bearing al-Hadi's name
still found in Sacda to this day. A whole new town followed with markets, residences etc. Ibn al-Mudjawir
then goes on to describe the wall (darb), towers (burudj)
and gates, and the llth/16th century Istanbul ms.
contains a plan of the town which is reproduced in
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Lofgren's edition, at p. 205. There were four towers:
Darb al-cAt!k (E), Darb al-KacJi (N), Darb al-Ghuzz
(?) (W), built in the time of the Ayyubid Jughtakm
b. Ayyub(d. 571/1175) and Darb al-Kacli Ibn Zaydan
(S). The gates were Bab CA1I b. Kasim, Bab Darb alGhuzz (?), Bab Darb al-Kadl Ibn Zaydan, Bab Huth,
presumably also a southern gate leading to the town
of Huth between Sacda and $anca°, and Bab Darb alImam. The latter tower was built, according to Ibn alMudjawir, by the Zaydl imam al-Mansur bi'llah
c
Abd Allah b. Hamza (d. 613/1216). The town flourished, watered by rivers and springs, thus producing
wheat and barley and abundant trees. Ibn alMudjawir's final comment concerns the clothing of
the local inhabitants; it is made of silk and cotton, he
says, since the area is so hot.
The geographer Yakut (d. 627/1229) refers (ed.
Beirut, iii, 406) to Sacda as a province (mikhldf[q.v.]),
60 parasangs from Sanca3. He continues that the town
is a commercial centre, fertile, and in particular a centre of tanning, the latter facilitated by the abundance
of acacia (karaz, Acacia Ehrenbergiana Hayne) in the
area, a plant used in the tanning process.
The town appears to have had very little
significance in Islamic times prior to the arrival there
in 284/897 of Yahya b. al-Husayn, the future first
Zaydi imam al-Hadl ila '1-Hakk. However, isolated
references are found in the chronicles prior to that
date, e.g. the first mention of the town in Yahya b. alHusayn's Zaydi chronicle, Ghdyat al-amdmfi akhbdr alkutr al-Yamdm, ed. Sacld cAbd al-Fattah c Ashur, Cairo
1968, 125, is under the year 130/748. It seems that
the Ziyadids (203-ca. 409/818-M. 1018), the Yu c firids
(232-387/847-997) and the Sulayhids (439-532/10471138) were all involved in the area, though never for
lengthy periods. After 284/897, however, the town
assumes major historical importance as the spiritual,
and very frequently the political, capital of the Zaydi
imamate in the Yemen. It remains the spiritual capital
to this day. When al-Hadl died in 298/910, he was
buried in the mosque in Sacda which bore his name,
as were two of his sons after him, al-Murtada
Muhammad (d. 310/922) and al-Nasir Ahmad (d.
324/935). The tomb and the mosque became particularly sacred among the Zaydls.
Nowadays, one can still see the mud wall going
back to the days of the Imam al-Mutawakkil Yahya
Sharaf al-Din (912-65/1506-57) and the five gates:
Bab al-Yaman (S), Bab Nadjran (N), Bab alMansura, Bab Dju c ran and Bab al-Salam.
Caravanserais (sing, samsara), baths and irrigation
works abound, and on a large tell in the town the
citadel, called al-Kashla, is situated, built at the beginning of the second Ottoman occupation of the
Yemen in the time of the Imam al-Mansur in the mid13th/19th century. The major tribe in the area is
Khawlan b. cAmr b. al-Haf b. Kucjaca and the province is divided into five sub-districts (sing, ndhiya):
Suhar, Djuma c a, Khawlan, Razih (all of Khawlan b.
c
Amr) and Hamdan.
From the year 294/906 Sacda became the most important Zaydi mint-town in the Yemen.
Bibliography: c AHb. Muhammad al-cAbbasI alc
AlawI, Sirat al-Hddi ild 'l-Hakk Yahya b. al-Husayn,
ed. Suhayl Zakkar, Damascus 1972, passim; C. van
Arendonk, Les debuts de I'lmamat Zaidite au Yemen, tr.
J. Ryckmans, Leiden 1960, passim (an excellent
gloss of the Stra); H.C. Kay, Yaman: its early
mediaeval history, London 1892, esp. 5, 172, 251;
c
Abd al-Wasic b. Yahya al-WasicI, Ta^nkh alYaman, Cairo 1346, passim; Muhammad b. Ahmad
al-Hadjarl, Maajmuc bulddn al-Yaman wa-kabd^ili-hd,
SancaD 1984, ii, 467-80; Ibrahim Ahmad al-

Makhafi, Mu^ajam al-bulddn wa 'l-kaba^il alYamaniyya, $anca3 1988, 381; W. Daum (ed.),
Yemen: 3000 years of art and civilisation in Arabia Felix,
Innsbruck and Frankfurt/Main n.d. [ca. 1988],
129-40, 263 (photograph of the Mosque of alHadl); Yusuf Muhammad cAbd Allah, in Ahmad
Djabir cAfif et alii (eds.), al-Mawsuca al-Yamaniyya
(The Encyclopedia of Yemen), $anca3 1992, ii, 570-72;
E. von Zambaur, Die Munzprdgung des Islams,
Wiesbaden 1968, 166; RamziJ. Bikhazi, Coins of alYaman, 132-569 AH, in al-Abhdth, xxiii (1970),
3-127, esp. 45 ff.
(G.R. SMITH)
SADA (A.), a term with many meanings, including
those of thirst, voice, echo, and screech-owl in the
sense of hdma, which denotes a bird charged with
t a k i n g shape in the skull of someone who has
been m u r d e r e d , etc. (see the lexica).
It is this latter sense which interests us here. In effect, the pre-Islamic Arabs believed that after death,
above all after a violent death, out of the blood of the
skull (hdma) and parts of the body there arose a bird
called hdma (or ham, the male owl; see Yakut, Bulddn,
iii, 376), which returned to the tomb of the dead man
until vengeance was exacted. This idea was not
peculiar to the Arabs; according to F. Cumont (Lux
perpetua, Paris 1949, 293), "the idea was in ancient
times widespread amongst all the peoples of the
Mediterranean basin that the essence or the essential
being which gave life to a man escaped from the
corpse in the form of a bird, above all, in the form of
a bird of prey" (other refs. in T. Fahd, Le pantheon de
rArabie Centrale, 3 n. 1).
Allusions to this belief are frequent in ancient
poetry. One may cite, e.g., Tarafa b. al-cAbd,
Mu'allaka, v. 61; cAbd Allah b. Zayd al-ThaclabI of
Ghatafan, in al-Buhturl, Hamdsa, iii, 2, no. 93, 585;
Abu Du3ad al-Iyadl, in Aghdni, xvi, 39; Kays b.
c
Asim, in Ibn al-Athlr, i, 289-90; and Dhu 'l-Isbac alc
Adwam, in al-Nuwayrl, Nihdya, Cairo 1924, iii, 121.
In general, these poets reproach the family of the
murdered person for delaying avenging him, thus
delaying the appeasing of his soul. Other poets refer
to the echo (sadd) of a barking announcing a fire implying hospitality [see NAR], as in the case of Murra b.
Mahkan, cited by al-TibrlzI, in Hamdsa, 690; or else
the echo indicating the way to someone lost, as in the
case of c Utayba b. Buhayr al-Mazinl and Abu
Mukbil, cited in ibid., 685.
As for the historical and lexicographical sources,
they reproduce the same notion set forth above, with
slight variants (see esp. al-Shahrastanl, Milal, in the
margins of Ibn Hazm, iii, 221; Mas c udi, Murudj., iii,
310-13 = §§ 1191-5; Aghdni, xvi, 96; al-TibrlzI, in
Hamdsa, 454; al-Damln, Hayawdn, ii, 440, citing
Malik b. Anas).
The Prophet denied the existence of three things
which formed part of the superstitions of the
Djahiliyya, saying, Id cadwd wa-ld hdma wa-ld safar
"there is no contagion, no death owl and no intestinal
worms". People subsequently personified these three
things and made them responsible, e.g., for contagion
with a camel in contact with another there arises
leprosy, or digestive and nervous disorders caused by
a tapeworm. It is God, he affirms, who afflicts
mankind by means of these ills (see Concordance, s.vv.
al-TibnzI, in Hamdsa, 454; al-^hahrastanl, loc. cit., alMascudl, loc. cit.; L^A, s.vv.; al-Nuwayrl, Nihdya, ii,
119).
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the article, see T. Fahd, Le pantheon de VArabie Centrale a la veille de I'he'gire, Paris 1968, 3; idem, La
divination arabe2, Paris 1987, 513, s.v. Hibou.
(T. FAHD)

SADAF — AL-SADAFI
SADAF (A.) (sing, sadafa) denotes two classes of
molluscs: 1. Mussels (Lamellibranchiatd); 2. Snails
(Gastropoda), both including the m o t h e r - o f - p e a r l .
Pearls [see AL-DURR; LU 3 LU 3 ], originating from the excrescences in the interior of the pearl mussel (sadafaldurr, al-sadaf al-lu^lu^i), are of great economic importance. To the edible mussels belong the oysters (asturu
< oorpeiov) and, as a popular foodstuff, the common
mussel, Mytilus edulis L., Gr. JJLUOCX&I;, which, from the
ancient pharmacology of Dioscurides, came into the
Arabic pharmacopoeias as miydkis. The same applies
to the flat mussel, Tellina planata, Gr. TeXXlvai, Ar.
dillinas. The juice of mussels known as x^M-0^ Ar.
khimi (probably Ghana Lazarus L.) is said to get the
digestion going.
Among the snails, the most important are several
varieties of the Murex species of the family of the Purpura (sadaf furfurd or sadaf al-firfir, Gr. 7top9Upoc). The
hypobranchial gland, situated in their mantle cavity,
secretes the costly purple dye. Ibn Djuldjul relates that
this snail is found in the Algarve [see GHARB ALANDALUS] and near Algeciras [see AL-DJAZIRA ALKHADRA 3 ], and that only the Byzantine Emperor is entitled to wear purple. The horny shells of various
water-snails, among which the Gr. ovolj, Ar. uniks, are
valued because of their aroma; with regard to their
claw-shaped feet, they are also called azfdr al-tib
"aromatic claws". The interior of the Purpura and of
the trumpet-snail (Tritonium nodiferum L., Gr. XT)poxe<;,
Ar. sadaf kirukis), known as Gr. xiovtoc, Ar. kiyuniyd,
"columella", used to be burned for its etching power.
The general term for snail in Arabic is in general
halazun; in addition to this, the xox^iai; of Dioscurides
was taken over as kukhliyds and explained by way of
kawkan, the usual term in Hispano-Arabic. Referring
to the K. al-Rihla of Ibn al-Rumiyya, Ibn al-Baytar,
Djami*-, iii, 82, mentions a sadaf al-bawdsir which, according to its name, was appropriate for the treatment
of hemorrhoids; it was indigenous to the Red Sea
coast. Ibn Hubal, Mukhtdrdt, Haydarabad 1396, 166,
mentions a Babylonian and a Red Sea snail (sadaf
bdbilil kulzumi).
In pharmaco-zoology, all varieties of mussels and
snails are grouped together as Limnaces. Since
Dioscurides, the burnt shells of various land and sea
snails, mussels and oysters have been in use. Burned
with salt in a pan, the shells proved to be a good dentifrice. With the ashes, ulcers could be cleansed and
the healing of fresh wounds be quickened. The meat
of the trumpet snail is tasty and digestible. Common
mussels, when burned and mixed with honey, soften
swollen eye-lids, remove obscuration of the pupils,
etc.
Finally, the mother-of-pearl, the innermost layer of
the shell of mussels and snails, acquires on the inside,
through incident light, the well-known soft, iridescent
colour, which has made it suitable and coveted for inlaid work and for making jewellery. The mother-ofpearl is called, ^irk (curuk) al-lu^lu^ "the veins of the
pearl". On this, al-Dimashki, Nukhbat al-dahr, ed.
Mehren 78, 6-8, tr. 90, remarks: "From the layers of
the pearl mussel are won plates (safd^ih), which are
similar to pearls and are called ^uruk al-lu^lu^. Each
pearl is said to contain one hundred different layers,
veined on two sides, which have stimulated poets,
mystics and philosophers to use them as images".
Bibliography: The Greek names, mentioned in
the article, are all found in Dioscurides, De materia
medico, ed. M. Wellmann, Lib. II, chs. 4-9 (pp.
122-5); their Arabic renderings are accordingly
found in the translation by Stephanos-Hunayn: La
"Materia medica" dc Dioscorides, ii, ed. Dubler and
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Teres, 1952-7, 128-31, and in Ibn al-Baytar,
Djdmi^, iii, 81-2, tr. Leclerc, no. 1393; A. Dietrich,
Dioscurides triumphant, Gottingen 1988, ii, 198-202;
idem, Die Dioscurides-Erkldrung des Ibn al-Baytdr, Gottingen 1991, 92-4. For pearls in general, see ALDURR and LU^Lu 3 .
(A. DIETRICH)
AL-SADAFI, ABU c ALi HUSAYN B. MUHAMMAD b.
Flrruh (from the Romance word/^ro, i.e. al-hadid) b.
Muhammad b. Hayyun b. Sukkara/Sukkaruh alSadafi al-Sarakustl, known commonly as Abu CA1I alSadafT or Ibn Sukkara, M u s l i m Spanish scholar
and traditionist.
According to c lyad, he was born in Saragossa
around the year 454/1062. He studied in that town,
among others, with Abu 'l-Walld al-Badji [0.0.], in
Valencia with al- c Udhri and in Almeria with Ibn
Sacdun al-KarawT and Ibn al-Murabit. He travelled
to the East on 1 Muharram 481/1088, performing the
pilgrimage and searching for knowledge in Mahdiyya,
Cairo, Mecca, Basra, Anbar, Wasit, Baghdad (where
his stay lasted five years), Damascus (Ibn c Asakir
mentioned him in his Ta^rTkh Dimashk because of his
visit to the town), Alexandria and Tinnls. Among his
many teachers during his rihla, two were Andalusians,
Abu cAbd Allah al-Humaydl and al-Turtushl [q.v.],
as well as Husayn b. CA1I al-Tabarl, Abu Yacla alMalikl, Abu 'l- c Abbas al-Djurdjanl, Abu '1-Fadl
Ahmad b. al-Hasan b. Khayrun, Abu '1-Tahir
Ahmad b. CA1T b. cUbayd Allah b. Siwar (author of
the Kitdb al-Mustanir fi 'l-kird^dt), al-Mubarak b. cAbd
al-Djabbar al-SayrafT, Tirad b. Muhammad alZaynabi and Ahmad b. Yahya b. al-Djarud. With the
Shafi c i Abu Bakr al-Shashl he studied his al-TaHika alkubrd fi masd^il al-khildf. In Cairo, al-SadafT obtained
the id^dza from Abu Ishak al-Habbal, the most
reputed traditionist of the time who had been forbidden to teach by the Fatimids. In Safar 490/1096, alSadafT arrived in al-Andalus, settling in Murcia,
where he taught in the djdmic mosque, attracting
students from all over the Peninsula. Although he was
considered a competent expert in kird^dt, he excelled
especially in the science of hadith, not only because of
the quality of his knowledge but also because of his
"high" isndds (i.e. the fact that his chains of transmission had very few links). His powerful memory apparently allowed him to learn by heart entire compilations of hadith, remembering both matn and isndd. He
himself copied some of those compilations, like alBujkhan's and Muslim's Sahih which, together with alTirmidhr's Musannaf, constituted the basis of his
teachings. It is said that the major part of the copies
of al-Bukharl's work in the Maghrib are either in the
riwdya of al-Badji (from Abu Dharr), or in the riwdya
of Ibn Sukkara (transmitted by Ibn Sacada). AlSadafT's own production was limited. Apart from a
Fahrasa, it consists mainly of hadith works: Djuz~* min
hadithihi can shuyukhihi al-baghdddiyyin, Musalsaldt,
Subd^-iyydt (collected by Abu 'l-Rab^ b. Salim). Pons
and al-Kattanl credit him with writing a work on the
shuyukh of his teacher Ibn al-Djarud. But al-Sadaft was
mostly a transmitter, and as such he plays an important role in c lyad's Ghunya and in Ibn Khayr's Fahrasa.
Apart from some works in the field of Kur 3 anic
sciences and ascetism, he transmitted mainly hadith
works by authors like Ibn Khayrun, Abu '1-Fawaris
Tirad, Abu Bakr al-Barkanl, Abu Nu c aym, al-Hasan
b. Sufyan al-NasawI al-Shaybanl, Ibn Shahin, cAbd
al-Gham al-Azdl, Abu c Ubayd, al-Hasan b. c Arafa,
Abu '1-Husayn Ibn Bashran, al-Hakim, alDarakutnl, al-Khatib al-Baghdadl, Ibn al-Djarud and
Abu Bakr b. al-Anban. Many of these transmissions
were of works on cilm al-ridjal by authors like Ibn c Adi,
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al-Bukhan, al-Nasa'T, al-Kalabadhl, Muslim, Abu
Bakr al-Barkanl and al-BadjT, as well as hadith collections. He is remembered as having recited some
verses from Muhammad b. CA1I al-Suri against those
who attacked traditionists and cilm al-hadith. As a
MalikT, he also transmitted fikh works of this school
and somefahdris like those of Ibn Khayrun, al-BadjT,
Ibn Sa c dun and Ibn al-Tuyurl. Al-Sadafi was one of
the central figures of his generation in the transmission of Cz7ra, as has been shown by Urvoy. Among his
Andalusian pupils there were members of the Banu
Sacada, his relatives by marriage (he was married to
a daughter of Abu c lmran Musa b. Sacada) who inherited his books and documents. Al-SadafT gave the
idjaza to Ibn Bashkuwal, Ibn c Atiyya and Abu '1Tahir al-Silafi. Another pupil of his was Kadi clyad
[q. v. ], who studied with him in Ceuta and who wrote
al-Sadaft's Mashyakha. Another Mucdjam shuyukh alSadafi was written by Ibn al-Dabbagh al-UndT (d.
543/1148 or 546/1151). For his part, Ibn al-Abbar
wrote the Mu^ajam of al-Sadaff's pupils, edited by F.
Codera.
Al-SadafT's career as kddi'm Murcia was short-lived
on his own choice. Although both the people and the
Almoravid ruler are depicted as desiring him to be
judge and forcing him to accept the post in the year
505/1111, he did so reluctantly and soon decided to
retire. His resignation was not accepted and he went
into hiding in Almeria, finally being allowed to devote
himself to the propagation of cilm (see A.J. Wensinck,
The refused dignity, in A volume of oriental studies presented
to E.G. Browne, Cambridge 1922, 491 ff., on the
recurrent motif of the scholars' refusal to be judges).
The letter written by al-SadafT to CA1T b. Yusuf b.
TashufTn explaining his refusal to be kadi has been
preserved by Yakut. He died a martyr in the battle of
Cutanda in the frontier of al-Andalus in the year
514/1120, fighting as a volunteer against the Christians (see Noth's and Urvoy's articles on the meaning
of the participation of scholars in djihdd).
Bibliography: 1. S o u r c e s . Dabbl, Bughyat almultamis, ed. Codera and Ribera, no. 655;
DhahabI, al-Mu^infitabakdtal-muhaddithin, c Amman
1984, 150, no. 1633; idem, Siyar acldm al-nubald\
Beirut 1985, xix, 376-8, no. 218; idem, Tadhkirat alhuffdz, Haydarabad 1968-70, iv, 1253-5, no. 1059;
Ibn al-Abbar, al-Mu^djamfiashdb al-kddi 'l-imdm Abi
C
AH al-Sadafi, ed. Codera, Madrid 1886; Ibn
c
Atiyya, Fihris, ed. M. Abu '1-Adjfan and M. alZahi, Beirut 1980, no. 7; Ibn Bashkuwal, al-Sila,
ed. Codera, Madrid 1882-3, no. 327 (ed. C I. alHusaynT, Cairo 1374/1955, no. 330); Ibn alDjazarl, Ghdyat al-nihdya, ed. G. Bergstrasser, 2
vols., Cairo 1351-2/1932-3, i, 250-1, no. 1138; Ibn
Farhun, al-Dibddj_al-mudhhab, Cairo 1972, i, 330-2,
no. 2; c lyad, al-Ghunya, ed. M. Djarrar, Beirut
1982, 129-38, no. 47; MakkarT, Nafh al-tib, ed. I.
c
Abbas, Beirut 1968, index; idem, Azhdr al-riydd,
Rabat 1978-80, i, 151, iii, 151-4; Safadi, Wdfi, xiii,
43, no. 41; Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iv, 310-11
(art. Kutandd); Ibn al- c lmad, Shadhardt, iv, 43;
Makhluf, Shadjarat al-nur al-zakiyya f i tabakdt almdlikiyya, Cairo 1950-2, i, 128-9, no. 373
2. S t u d i e s . Pons Boigues, Ensayo biobibliogrdfico, 177-8, no. 143; M. Ben Cheneb, Etude
sur les personnages mentionnes dans I'Idjdza du Cheikh
<Abd al-Qddir al-Fdsy, Paris 1907, 141-3, no. 91; E.
Levi-Provencal, Le Sahih d'al-Bujdri. Reproduction en
phototype des manuscrits originaux de la recension occidentale dite "Recension d'Ibn Sacada" etablie a Murcie en
492 de I'Hegire (1099 de J.C.), Paris 1928; J.W.
Fiick, Beitrdge zur Ueberlieferungsgeschichte von Buhdn's

Traditionssammlung, in ZDMG, xlii (1938), 74, and
77, no. 30; Kahhala, MiSdjam al-mu^allifin, iv, 56;
Zirikll, ii, 255;'^A.H. al-Kattani, Fihris al-fahdris,
2nd ed., Beirut 1402/1982, ii, 705-9, no. 364; J.
Ma Forneas, Elencos bibliogrdficos ardbigoandaluces.
Estudio especial de la ' 'Fahrasa'' de Ibn CAtiyya alGarndti (481-54111088-1147), Extracto de Tesis
Doctoral, Madrid 1971, 18-19; V. Lagardere, La
haute judicature d I'epoque almoravide en al-Andalus, in
Al-Qantara, vii (1986), 135-228, esp. 221-8 (to be
read with caution); J. Robson, The transmission of
Tirmidhi's Jami c , in BSOAS, xvi (1954), 258-70; D.
Urvoy, Sur revolution de la notion de gihdd dans
I'Espagne musulmane, in Melanges de la Casa de Velazquez, ix (1973), 335-71; idem, Le monde des ulemas andalousdu VIXIau VIIIXIII, Geneva 1978, 62-3, 708, 95-6, 99-104, 137-72; Ma I. Fierro, Obras y
transmiswnes de hadlt (ss. VIXI- VIIIXII) en la Takmila
de Ibn al-Abbdr, in Ibn al-Abbar. Politic i escriptor drab
Valencia (1199-1260), Valencia 1990, 205-22; A.
Noth, Les c ulama D en qualite de guerriers, in Saber
religioso y poder politico en el Islam, Madrid 1993
(forthcoming).
(MARIBEL FIERRO)
SADAK, the equivalent of mahr [ q . v . ] , d o w r y .
Lane gives saddk, with the alternative siddk (noting
that the former is more common but the latter more
"chaste"), plurals suduk, sudk, and asdika as "the mahr
of a woman". Amongst the other alternative forms
given by Lane the most commonly found is saduka (pi.
sadukdt) and the form IV verb of the same root, asdaka,
means to name or give a saddk upon taking a woman
in marriage. Al-Djazlri says that it is derived from sidk
truth, honesty, sincerity as it is an indication of the
husband's desire to marry by the giving of money;
thus the literal meaning is the giving of money which
indicates the desire to contract marriage. Saddk is not
found in this form in the Kur 3 an, but only sadukdt (pi.
of saduka) in sura IV, 4: "Give the women their
sadukdt as a gift". Both saddk and saduka appear in
hadith. "Djabir says: the Prophet of God said: 'He
who gives his wife in saddk a handful of sawik [q.v.] or
dates shall be permitted' (i.e. the marriage shall be
valid)." In the Muwatta^, Malik uses saddk rather than
any of the synonyms.
Bibliography: LCA; Lane; Malik b. Anas,
Muwatta^; al-Sayyid Muhammad Siddlk Hasan
Khan Bahadur, Husn al-uswa, Beirut, 243-6;
Djazlri, K. al-fikh ala 'l-madhdhib al-arba^a, Beirut
1986, iv, 94; Abu Dawud al-Sidjistani, Sunan, part
2, §§ 2105-8.
(D.S. EL ALAMI)
SADAKA (A.) has among its meanings that of
v o l u n t a r y alms, often referred to in Islamic
literature as sadakat al-tatawwu^ "alms of spontaneity", or sadakat al-nafl "alms of supererogation", in
distinction to obligatory alms, frequently also termed
sadaka, but more commonly known as zakdt [ q . v . } .
Both sadaka and zakdt are considered by Muslim
writers to be of purely Arabic derivation; alms being
called sadaka as indicating the sincerity (sidk) of the
almgiver's religious belief (e.g. Ibn al-cArabi, Ahkdm
al-Kur^dn, ed. al-BidjawI, Cairo 1387/1967, ii, 946-7;
al-Shirbml, al-Iknd^, Cairo i, 212; M. Hamidullah,
Introduction to Islam, Paris 1388/1968, 68; Ibn cArabI,
al-Futuhdt al-makkiyya, Bulak, repr. Beirut 1968, i,
548, followed by al-Zabldl, Ithdf al-sdda al-muttakin,
Cairo, iv, 163, derives it from sadk, as being hard on
the soul), and zakdt with reference to the increase
(yazku) or purification (zaki) of the property from
which they are given (e.g. Ibn Battal al-Rakbl, alNazm al-musta^dhab, on the margin of Abu Ishak alShlrazT, al-Muhadhdhab, Cairo, i, 140). Modern
critical scholarship, however, regards both words as

SADAKA
borrowings, probably directly from Jewish usage (A.
Jeffery, The foreign vocabulary of the Qur^dn, Baroda
1938, 153, 194). Sadaka reflects the Hebrew fdaka,
which from its original meaning of righteousness
developed the sense of alms given to the poor and is
commonly used in this sense in Apocryphal and Rabbinic literature, if not already in the Hebrew Bible (cf.
F. Rosenthal, Sedaka, charity, in Hebrew Union College
Annual, xxiii/1 [1950-1], 411-414). Zakdt is derived
from the Jewish Aramaic zdkhuthd, not attested in
classical Jewish sources in the sense of alms (Th.
Noldeke, Neue Beitrdge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft,
Strassburg 1910, 25, but see J. Horovitz, Jewish proper
names and derivatives in the Koran, in HUCA, ii [1925],
repr. Hildesheim 1964, 206 [62]), but which may
have acquired this meaning through its common use
as the Targumic rendering of fdaka (HJ. Kasovsky,
Osar leshon targum Onkelos (Concordance), Jerusalem
1933-40, revised ed. 1986, i, 156) in Biblical passages
understood by post-Biblical Jews to refer to alms, an
evolution that would parallel that of the Greek
eleemosyne (H. Balz and Schneider (eds.), Exegetical dictionary of the New Testament, Grand Rapids Mich. 1990,
i, 428-9; but cf. G. Levi Delia Vida, in RSO, iv/4
[1911-12], 1067-9). Modern Muslims have tended to
find the claim of borrowing unconvincing (e.g. Yusuf
al-KardawT, Fikh al-zakdt, Beirut 1397/1977, i, 38-9
referring to El1). Borrowed in turn from Muslims,
sadaka and its derivatives are found in the religious
writings of Jews and Christians under Islam (e.g.
Bakhya b. Pakuda, al-Hiddya ild fard^id al-kulub, ed.
Yahuda, Leiden 1912, 211 (al-sadaka wa 'l-zakdt);
Severus b. al-Mukaffa c , Misbdh al-^akl, ed. Ebied and
Young, Louvain 1975, 19). Sadaka is found as a male
personal name for Muslims, starting from the second
generation (Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalanI, Tahdhib altahdhib, iv, 414-9; A. Schimmel, Islamic names, Edinburgh 1989, 41; Brockelmann, S III, 765 (Sadakat
Allah)), and Jews (S.D. Goitein, A Mediterranean society, Berkeley 1967-93, ii, 576 n. 21, vi, 103-4; M.
Steinschneider, Die arabische Literatur der Juden,
Frankfurt 1902, 329, 331 (Samaritans)) and more
recently as a Christian surname (G. Graf, Geschichte
der christlichen arabischen Literatur, The Vatican, v, 138).
1. Sadaka in the Kur^dn. Sadaka and its related verbal
forms (tasaddaka and the assimilated issaddakd) are used
24 times in the Kur'an. All of the passages except
XII, 88, stem from the Medinan period (noted by
Horovitz, 212 [68]), but the appearance of the plural
form in the sense of alms (not a Jewish usage), the existence of the denominative verb tasaddaka, to give
alms (cf. Rosenthal, 423), and its usage in the extended sense of relinquishing a right (II, 280, V, 45, XII,
88) suggest that the history of sadaka in Arabic is preIslamic (cf. J. Obermann, Islamic origins, in N.A.
Faris, ed., The Arab heritage, Princeton 1944, 109-10),
a supposition supported by hadith which depict the
giving of sadaka as familiar to both Arabian Jews and
pagans before Islam (al-cAynI, cUmdat al-kdri, Cairo
1308, viii, 302; AJ. Wensinck, Muhammad and the
Jews of Medina, tr. W. Behn, Freiburg im Breisgau
1978, 101). Saduka, which appears in Kur'an, IV, 4,
in the sense of the bride's payment, more commonly
known as the saddk or mahr, is of Arabic origin (J.
Wellhausen, Die Ehe bet den Arabern, in NGW Gott., xi
[1893], 434; Rosenthal, 420-1; the variant sadaka is
not well attested (cf. Abu Hayyan al-AndalusI, al-Bahr
al-muhit, Cairo 1329, iii, 166, not recorded) and appears to be a philologist's creation (cf. Ibn
Khalawayh, Mukhtasar ft shawddhdh al-Kurgan, ed.
Bergstrasser, Leipzig 1934, 24)). In the Kur'an, but
not the hadith, zakdt, perhaps formed to rhyme with
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another Aramaic borrowing, saldt, with which it is so
frequently paired in the Kur'an (A. Spitaler, Die
Schreibung des Typus slwt im Koran, in WZKN, Ivi
[1960], 217)), is used only in the singular, like the
Hebrew sedaka, and has no denominative verb corresponding to its sense of giving alms (noted by W.M.
Watt and A.T. Welch, Der Islam, Stuttgart 1980, i,
302, but cf. on the latter point Fr. Schulthess, in ZA,
xxvi [1912], 153, and Horovitz, 206 [62]). Zakdt thus
appears to have a shorter history as an Arabic word
than sadaka and a more pronounced religious colouring, for only it, not sadaka, is used in the Kur'an in
connection with prophets before Muhammad (Watt
and Welch, i, 302).
According to Arabic lexicographers sadaka is
broader than zakdt and is used in the Kur'an for both
voluntary and obligatory alms. It thus happens that
certain of the most important Kur'anic provisions
concerning zakdt are couched in terms of sadaka (e.g.
IX, 60). In some cases, it is regarded as doubtful
whether sadaka is being used to refer to voluntary alms
or zakdt or both (e.g. II, 271). A similar uncertainty
extends to verses which refer to "spending" (infdk)
(e.g. II, 3) and "giving" (e.g. II, 177). To complicate
matters, zakdt is on occasion, it is claimed, used to
refer to voluntary alms (e.g. Kur'an V, 55, alBaydawT, Anwar al-tanzil, ed. Fleischer, Leipzig 18468, i, 263 (given by CA1I while praying); Kur'an,
XXX, 39; al-Djaza'irl, Kald^id al-durar, al-Nadjaf
n.d., i, 284).
It has been argued that the distinction between
voluntary and obligatory sadaka is post-Kur'anic
(C. Snouck Hurgronje, La Zakdt, in Selected works, ed.
G.H. Bousquet and J. Schacht, Leiden 1957, 150-70
[Verspr. Geschr., ii, 1-58]). But verses such as II, 177,
which refers both to giving one's property to beggars,
among others, and to the giving of zakdt and LVIII,
13, which enjoins those who have failed to give sadaka
to give zakdt, indicate that the Kur'an does make a
distinction between voluntary alms and zakdt, as does
IX, 79, which speaks of "believers who give alms of
their own accord (muttawwfan)" (cf. Ibn al-cArabI, K.
al-Kabas fi shark Muwatta"* Malik, ed. Walad Karim,
Beirut 1992, iii, 1191). According to the Islamic
sources, voluntary almsgiving, already practiced in
Mecca, predates zakdt, which was instituted in
Medina (e.g. al-BayclawI, Anwar al-tanzil, on VI, 141;
on the date of imposition of zakdt, see Hurgronje, La
Zakat, 157; cf. CA1T al-Karl, Mirkdt al-mafdtih, Cairo
1309, ii, 409 (zakdt was imposed in Mecca and
regulated in detail in Medina).
The Kur'anic provisions understood to refer to
sadaka in its sense of voluntary alms touch upon
themes developed throughout the Islamic tradition.
God is spoken of as accepting the alms of His servants
(IX, 104). The giving of alms to the poor in secret is
said to be preferable to giving openly (II, 271). The
proper motivation and demeanour of the almsgiver
are indispensable to the religious value of the act: "O
believers, do not render your alms of no account by
obligation and insult, like one who expends his property for the sake of appearance before the people
while not believing in God and the Last Day" (II,
264). The expiatory function of almsgiving is already
found in II, 196, which institutes fasting, almsgiving,
and sacrifice as atonement for the pilgrim's premature
shaving of the head, and more generally in II, 271.
The "verse of sadaka" (dyat al-sadaka), IX, 103, taken
by most interpreters to refer to zakdt, is understood by
some to refer to the taking of alms as expiation from
certain Ansari penitents. The "verse of audience"
(dyat al-munddjat, dyat al-nadjwa), LVIII, 12, enjoins,
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or at least encourages, the giving of sadaka before an
audience with the Prophet. It is believed to have been
in effect only briefly before being abrogated by LVIII,
13 (al-Baydawi, Anwar al-tanzil, ii, 320, cf. alZamakhshari, al-Kashshdf. Beirut, iv, 494).
Other Kur D anic verses, although they do not use the
term sadaka, figure prominently in later discussions.
Several verses (II, 177, III, 92, LXXVI, 8) stress the
significance of giving from what one loves. In II, 267,
believers are told to give of the "good things"
(tayyibdt) that they have acquired and not to seek out
the bad things (khabith) that they would not themselves
gladly accept, a verse said to have been revealed when
usurious income, now prohibited, was being given
away as sadaka. The bountiful reward in store for one
who gives "in the cause of God" (ft sabil Allah) (II,
261, seven-hundredfold) or "to seek God's pleasure"
(ibtighd* marddt Allah) (II, 265, twofold) is contrasted
with the vanity of giving "in pursuit of the life of this
world" (al-haydt al-dunyd) (III, 117). "Who is it that
will make God a goodly loan" (hard hasan), so that He
will increase it many times" (II, 245; cf. Proverbs,
xix, 17) is said to have been revealed with reference
to the Ansari Abu '1-Dahdah, who gave an orchard of
600 palm trees as sadaka and was rewarded with one
million orchards in the hereafter. Kurgan LIX, 9
praises those "who prefer over themselves, even
though they be in want," a passage understood to
refer to the Medinan Ansdr who, setting an example of
self-sacrifice (ithdr), gave so generously to the
Muhddjirun (al-Baghawi, Shark al-sunna, ed. alArna°ut, Damascus
1390/1400,
repr.
Beirut
1403/1983, vi, 181; al-BaydawI, Anwar al-tanzil, ii,
324). In other passages, however, the Kur'an urges
moderation in giving (VI, 141, cf. al-Baydawi, op.
cit., i, 312; XXV, 67).
2. Sadaka in Hadith. The subject of sadaka is dealt
with in many hadith (most easily accessible in CA1T alMuttakT al-Hindi, Kanz al-cummdl, ed. Hayyani and
al-Sakka, Aleppo 1391/1971, vi). Although sadaka is
sometimes used for voluntary alms in explicit contrast
to zakdt, its use in the sense of zakdt (found also in
papyri (G. Khan, Selected Arabic papyri, Oxford 1992,
i, 53)) remains frequent, with the result that in the
classical collections of traditions, the hadith dealing
with voluntary almsgiving are often found in the
chapters on zakdt. Malik's Muwattd^, however, already
has in addition a separate section on voluntary
almsgiving (in the recension of Yahya b. Yahya alMasmudl, ed. Muhammad FuDad cAbd al-Bakl,
Cairo n.d., 615-18). In the interpretation of neither
the hadith nor the Kur 3 an was agreement reached as to
which sense of sadaka was to be presumed as intended
in the absence of further evidence.
Beyond the ambiguity occasioned by the continued
use of sadaka for zakdt, there is further uncertainty in
the interpretation of some traditions created by the
not infrequent use of sadaka in the sense of permanent
alms (sadaka ajdriya), i.e. the trust or wakf [q. v. ] (on
this use in papyri, see R.G. Khoury, Chrestomathie de
papyrologie arabe, Leiden 1993, 132-3 (Christian)).
Some even claimed that sadaka was used in the hadith
in the sense of the poll tax (djizya) [q. v . ] , a usage others
rejected as confined to the Taghlib and other Christian Arab tribes (cUmdat al-kdri, ix, 4-5).
The references to sadaka in the hadith are often of a
homiletic character, stressing the excellence of alms
given under one or another circumstance, whether
that of the giver, the recipient, the time and place of
the giving, or the gift (cf. al-Djaza°iri, Kald^id, i, 309).
Thus when asked what sadaka was best, the Prophet is
reported to have answered: "the sadaka you give when

you are still healthy and tight-fisted, fearing poverty
and hoping for wealth (Sharh al-sunna, vi, 172-3; alTibrlzl, Mishkdt al-masdbih, tr. J. Robson, Lahore
1975, i, 395 (cf. Kur'an, LXIII, 10)). The merit of
almsgiving thus lies in the degree of self-denial
(mudjdhadat al-nafs) (Ithdjal-sdda, iv, 168) a point made
more explicitly in the tradition that states that the best
sadaka is that which the person with little can manage
to give (djuhd al-mukilf) (Wensinck, Handbook, 20;
Mishkdt, i, 411 (cf. Kur'an, IX, 79)). Because it is not
the monetary value of what of what is given that is
paramount, sadaka consisting of a dirham that constitutes half the almsgiver's property is more
meritorious than 100,000 dirhams given by a person
of great wealth (al-Nasa°T, Sunan, Cairo 1383/1964,
v, 44; CA1I al-Kari, §harh cayn al-<ilm, Cairo, i, 157).
Alms given to a nearer neighbour is better than that
given to one more distant. Giving alms to a relative
is particularly meritorious, since one earns the
rewards both for sadaka and for cultivating family ties.
The reward for sadaka given on Friday is double that
on other days of the week. Other traditions identify
the best sadaka as that given in Ramadan. The reward
for giving voluntary alms in secret is seventy times
that of giving it publicly (al-BaydawI, Anwar al-tanzil,
i, 138, on II, 271; <Umdat al-kdri, viii, 284). The place
in which alms are given is also significant to its merit.
A dirham given in Mecca, according to a Shffi tradition, merits a hundred-thousandfold reward, in
Medina ten-thousandfold, in Kufa one-thousandfold.
"Whoever gives one dirham of sadaka in Jerusalem
(Bayt al-Makdis) gains his ransom from hellfire, and
whoever gives a loaf of bread there is like one who has
given [the weight of] of the earth's mountains in
gold" (al-Hasan al-Basri). Of all that might be given
as alms, water is pronounced to be best, and one who
gives water to a thirsty Muslim will drink of the wine
of Paradise.
The importance of giving sadaka to avert tribulations in this life and to avoid the punishment of
hellfire in the hereafter is the topic of many hadiths.
"Whoever can protect himself against hellfire should
do so, even if it should be with half a date". An angel
is said to pray that the almsgiver be rewarded, while
another angel prays for the destruction of the property
of the one who withholds alms. Angels in the form of
beggars sometimes come to test a family (al-Kadl alNu c man, DaWim al-Isldm, ed. Faycli, Cairo
1389/1969, ii, 333), and it was Jacob's failure to give
alms to an unrecognised prophet in the guise of a beggar that led to the tragedy of Joseph (ibid., ii, 333-4).
Where one has nothing tangible to give, one can still
utter a kindly word (cf. Talmud Baud Bathrd 9b). Conduct meriting a reward is in fact frequently termed
sadaka in the hadith. Thus a man's lawful sexual intercourse is sadaka, as is giving assistance with the
loading of a beast, and every step take toward prayer.
Planting something from which a person, bird or
animal later eats counts as sadaka. One who supports
himself and his family is credited with sadaka (with
proper intention; cf. Kethubboth, 50a). In this extended
sense, corresponding to a large degree with the Jewish
gemiluth hasadim, "acts of loving kindness" (G.F.
Moore, Judaism, Cambridge, Mass. 1927, ii, 171-4),
even greeting another with a cheerful face is deemed
sadaka (cf. Avoth de-Rabbi Nathan, xiii, 4). In short,
every good deed is sadaka (kullu ma^rufin sadaka). Not
even affirmative action is required, for a Muslim
whose property is stolen is credited with having given
it as sadaka.
The continuity of Islamic teaching on sadaka with
certain Jewish and Christian conceptions of almsgiv-
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ing is evidenced by more than one tradition. "Alms
averts a bad death (mitat al-su7)" (Kanz al-^ummdl,
vi, 345, in many versions etc.; masdri^ al-su*, Kanz
al-^ummdl, vi, 406) reproduces Proverbs, x, 2,
"righteousness (fdafa) delivers from death," understood in the Talmud (Bavd Bathrd lOa) to refer to
almsgiving delivering one from an unnatural death
(mithd meshunnd; cf. Targum ad loc. mothd bisha). The
depiction of the giver of alms as dressed in an expanding coat of mail is reminiscent of Isa., lix, 17, "He
put on righteousness (fdakd) as a breastplate" which
is taken in the Talmud (Bavd Bathrd 9b) as comparing
the assembly of a coat of armour, chain by chain, with
the growth of small acts of almsgiving to a considerable sum. Several hadiths which stress the merit of
secret almsgiving have exact Biblical parallels.
"$adaka in secret extinguishes the wrath of the Lord"
renders Proverbs, xxi, 14, "a gift given in secret
soothes anger" as interpreted in Bavd Bathrd 9b.
Christ's exhortation "do not let your left hand know
what your right hand is doing so that your giving may
be in secret" (Matt., vi, 3,4) appears at the teaching
of Muhammad in several traditions (Wensinck, Handbook, 20; Mishkdt, i, 407; noted by Goldziher, Muh.
St., ii, 384, and L. Shaykhu, al-Nasrdniyya wa dddbuhd
bayna carab al-djdhiliyya, Beirut 1923, ii/2, 319).
The model for generosity in almsgiving is provided
by the Prophet Muhammad, who is described in the
hadith. as "the most generous of men, bestowing more
good than the loosed wind". He made it a point to
give with his own hand and derived more joy from
giving than the poor to whom he gave. When asked
for anything, he never said no. If he had nothing to
give, he remained silent (to elicit others to speak on
behalf of the beggar). He is said never to have
delivered a sermon without mentioning sadaka.
The Prophet's wives were also known for their
almsgiving, notably Zaynab bint Djahsh, the
"longest in arm" (^Umdat al-kdn, viii, 282-3, others
apply the tradition to Sawda), Zaynab bint
Khuzayma al-Hilaliyya, already known before Islam
as the "mother of the poor" (umm al-masdkiri) for her
almsgiving, and c A D isha (al-Ghazall, Ihya* ^ulum aldin, Cairo 1387/1967, i, 298), who insisted on returning any blessing bestowed upon her by those she had
assisted with alms, thus setting an example of purity
of motive (ikhlds) in giving. Extraordinary generosity
was exhibited by c Umar b. al-Khattab, who, when the
Prophet urged the giving of sadaka, hastened to give
away half of what he owned, only to find that once
again he was bested by Abu Bakr, who had given
away all that he had. Another Companion, Abu
Dharr al-Ghifari [ q . v . ] , popular among modern
Muslims (M. Rodinson, Islam and capitalism, New
York 1973, 25), is said to have regarded the best
sadaka as the most unsparing. Abu Dharr was exiled
by the caliph c Uthman upon the complaint of
Mu c awiya, then governor of Syria, for his controversial view that zakdt had not abrogated all other forms
of obligatory sadaka and that the Kur'anic condemnation of "those who hoard gold and silver and do not
expend it in the way of God" (IX, 34) was not averted
by the payment of zakdt.
According to the hadith, the Prophet, himself so
generous in giving sadaka, was scrupulous in not taking it, while accepting gifts intended as tokens of
esteem (hadiyya) (cf. Ibn al-cArabI, Ahkdm al-Kur^dn,
iii, 1449-50). It is agreed that the Prophet was prohibited from receiving zakdt, which, by cleansing the
property and persons of those who pay it, acquires a
taint of impurity, but opinions differ as to why the
Prophet would not accept voluntary sadaka. Most, in-
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cluding Abu HanTfa, Abu Yusuf and Muhammad alShaybani, held that he was prohibited from taking it.
Among the explanations offered for this prohibition
are the indignity, inconsistent with the prophetic office, of accepting alms, the appearance of self-interest
(tuhma) were the Prophet to accept sadaka while urging
others to give it, and the meritoriousness of the
Prophet's special deprivation. A minority of scholars,
including al-ShaficT (al-Umm, Cairo 1321-5, iii, 279),
entertained the possibility that the Prophet was permitted to accept sadaka but refrained from doing so out
of pious scruple. On either view, the Prophet would
be free to use amenities, such as wells, dedicated to the
use of public at large. The Prophet's declining to accept the sadaka is deemed to be one of the signs of his
prophethood (dald^il al-nubuwwa), the recognition of
which led Salman al-FarisI [q.v. ] to embrace Islam.
There is disagreement whether or not it constitutes a
proof for other prophets as well.
Also characteristic of the Prophet, according to the
majority of Muslims, but not Imam! or Ismaclll
Sh^is, is that upon his death he left nothing to his
heirs, all his property being sadaka, used here in a
sense that includes the wakfof his real property (Wensinck, Handbook, 162; cf. I. Hrbek, Muhammads
Nachlass und die Aliden, in ArO, xviii/3 [1950], 145-6).
Here, too, the avoidance of an appearance of selfinterest is cited in explanation (cUmdat al-kdn, xxiii,
232). According to most authorities, all other prophets
were like Muhammad in leaving no estate for their
heirs, but al-Hasan al-Basn argued on the basis of
Kurgan, XIX, 6, and XXVII, 16, that other prophets
had left estates, and certain Basrans, including Ibn
c
Ulayya (d. 218/833), understood the fact of Muhammad's having left no estate to represent one of the personal distinctions (fadild) granted him, rather than an
incident of the prophetic office as such.
3. Sadaka in Islamic law. In addition to using sadaka
for voluntary alms, Muslim jurists continue to use the
word in a number of other meanings. As in the
Kurgan and hadith, sadaka and zakdt are often used interchangeably for obligatory alms in legal literature,
with which should be included the editorial matter of
the hadith collections (cf. the occasional doubling usage
al-zakdt wa 'l-sadakdt in al-KacjT al-Nucman, DaWim alIsldm, i, 251 and Ta^wil al-daWim, ed. al-AczamI,
Cairo, ii, 124, 128). However, against the view that
saw them as entirely equivalent (e.g. al-Mawardl, alAhkdm al-sultdniyya, Cairo 1386/1966, 113), others attempted to draw a distinction based on Kur D anic
usage between zakdt, which is to be given to the
authorities (itd* al-zakdt}, and sadaka, which the
authorities are directed to take (Kur 5 an, IX, 103). On
this view, which corresponds to the distinction between zdhir and bdtin property [see ZAKAT], sadaka is
applicable to lifestock and crops, while zakdt, a special
kind of sadaka, applies to such personal property (amwdf) as gold and silver. This usage, identified as that
of certain HanafTs, has left its traces, and a preference
for using sadaka to refer to the tax on livestock can be
noted elsewhere as well (e.g. Malik, al-Muwatta*, 16787). Although sadaka continues to be used for wakf, an
effort to reduce ambiguity can be observed in such expressions as al-sadakdt al-mawkufdt, al-sadakdt almuharramdt (al-Umm, iii, 280-1), al-sadakdt al-musabbala
(Ibn Muzaffar, K. al-Baydn al-shdji, $ancaD 1404/1984,
i, 533 (Zaydl), and sadaka mu^abbada (Ibn al-Mufahhar
al-Hilll, I(tdh al-fawd^id, ed. al-Kirmanl, Kumm 1388,
ii, 378). The use of sadaka to refer to expiatory
penalties is also found (al-TahanawI, K. Kashshdf
istildhdt al-funun, Calcutta 1862, i, 851).
Sadaka as a distinct juristic institution only partially
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reflects the various forms of charitable giving known
to Islam. For the jurist, sadaka falls under the general
heading of charitable gifts (birr) or gratuitous
transfers, tabarru^dt. More specifically, it is treated as
a species of gift, hiba "in the wider sense" (hi 'l-macnd
al-a^amm), that is, a gratuitous transfer of tangible
property (also catiyya). It is distinguished from other
species of gift by the intention with which it is given,
which must be to please God (li-wadjh Allah) in the
hope of a reward in the hereafter (thawdb al-dkhira
(al-Sancan!..., Beirut 1405/1985. Subulal-saldm, ii, 196)
and not for any wordly purpose such as to acquire a gift
from the donee, which would render it an ordinary gift
(also termed hiba) or to honour the donee (hadiyya). It
must, that is, constitute a kurba, an act performed as a
means of coming closer to God. The significance of the
donor's intention is evidenced by the Prophet's acceptance of gifts as hadiyya but not sadaka, a distinction also
found in the form of an explicit prophetic tradition and
reflected in the classification of gifts attributed to c All.
Gifts of usufruct (manfa^a) are by definition excluded
from sadaka, and fall under the headings of license to
consume (ibdha, diydfa), loan (^driya) or trust (wakj).
The extent to which sadaka is separately treated in
legal works varies from text to text, and even in those
cases where there is a separate discussion of sadaka,
some of the rules governing it are to be found in the
chapters on gifts and zakdt, although it is not to be
regarded as a recommended (sunna) form of zakdt
(recommended zakdt is, however, known to Imam!
law, Abu Djacfar al-Tusi, al-Nihdya, Beirut
1390/1970, 176).
Islamic law, by way of the hadith,has preserved only
a few of the distinct forms of gift giving known to the
Arabs, e.g. the minha or maniha, said to be the best
kind of sadaka. With Islam there came a radically
simpler set of distinctions (even the difference between
hiba and hadiyya is a terminological innovation), in
which sadaka, defined by its religious intention, held a
special place. Not surprisingly there was a discernible
tendency for those giving gifts to prefer the label
sadaka, with its connotation of a pious motive, for their
transactions, sometimes to the consternation of jurists
and with consequences, such as irrevocability, that the
donors may not have contemplated. Thus in several
Shi*! traditions Dja c far al-Sadik is reported to have
complained of an erroneous extension, unknown in
the Prophet's day, of the term sadaka to ordinary gifts
(al-Bahrani, al-Hadd^ik al-nddira, ed. al-Irwam, Beirut
1405/1985, xxii, 262-5; al-Kulayni, al-Kafi, ed. alQhaffari, Tehran 1388-91, vii, 31; al-Tusi, al-Istibsar,
ed. al-Kharsan, Tehran 1390, iv, 110; but cf. alTahawi, Shark ma^dm al-dthdr, ii, 3-4 (hiba labelled
sadaka in the Prophet's time).
While the giving of ordinary gifts is recommended
(mandub Hay hi), to give sadaka is especially recommended, and, on the basis of the many Kur3anic verses and
traditions enjoining it, is classified by later Shafic!s as
"strongly recommended" (sunna mu^akkada). Under
certain circumstances, however, it may be prohibited
to give sadaka, as for instance, when doing so would
prejudice discharging one's obligation to support
family members or pay off creditors, or when the
giver knows or suspects that the sadaka will be used for
an illegal purpose (macsiya).
Even in such cases, however, the preferred view is
that the donee acquires a good title. It is debated to
what extent sadaka to a person in dire need is to be
deemed obligatory. It is recommended that the gift of
sadaka be accompanied by a supplication to God for its
acceptance.
The rules governing the enforceability of the con-

tract (cakd) of sadaka are essentially the same as those
governing an ordinary gift, including the full legal
capacity of the donor to enter into gratuitous transactions and the limitation on death-bed transactions [see
HIBA]. However, some relaxation of the rules of gifts
in their application to sadaka is occasionally to be
noted. Thus most Shafic!s in the case of sadaka
dispense with the offer and acceptance (al-idjab wa 'lkabul) required by them for the validity of a gift.
Although most jurists regard the taking of possession
(kabd, ihrdz) as just as essential to the enforceability of
sadaka as of gifts, Ishak b. Rahawayh made an exception of sadaka, as did al-ShaficI for a time, and this is
also reported of a number of early jurists (al-SarakhsI,
al-Mabsut, Cairo 1324-31, xii, 48). The Malikls, starting from the enforceability in principle of an agreement to make a gift (possession being required to perfect the rights of the donee), go furthest in this
direction. The declaration of a firm present intention,
or indeed the present intention alone (al-tabtil bi 7niyya), to give a particular person sadaka, according to
the accepted (mashhur) teaching of Malik, is enforceable against the donor, so that sadaka, like sadaka
in Jewish law (cf. Maimonides, Mishne Tord, Hilkhdth
Mattenoth cAniyyim, 8:1), is to this extent analysed as in
the nature of a vow, rather than a contract. Along
similar lines, sadaka intended for a particular person
who cannot be found, according to some early
authorities, including al-Hasan al-Basri, must be
given as sadaka to another (cf. Talmud cArakhtm 6a).
There is disagreement as to what extent the donor
of sadaka can bind the donee by conditions attached to
the gift. The Shafic!s give effect to such conditions and
hold that it is prohibited for the donee to use the sadaka
otherwise than according to the terms of the gift.
HanafT, Hanball, Zahiri, Twelver Shi*! and Zayd!
teaching, to the contrary, invalidates all terms and
conditions inconsistent with an outright gift of the
sadaka property (on the different Malik! views, see alHattab, Mawdhib al-ajalil, Cairo 1329, vi, 50-1).
A vow (nadhr) to give sadaka is discouraged, since
the maker of the vow may never discharge it or may
do so grudgingly. A vow to give sadaka may be
discharged before the time originally stated, and a
vow to give a specific thing as sadaka may be discharged by giving its value. A vow to give sadaka to the
wealthy is said to be invalid. Disagreement is reported
as to the judicial enforceability of a vow such as "If
I have sexual intercourse with my slave-girl, she is
yours as sadaka," said by a husband to his wife, where
the intention is clearly not charitable (nadhr al-ladjadj).
Unlike zakdt, in which the nature and value of the
property due is fixed by law (mukaddar), the giver of
sadaka is free to determine what and how much he will
give. The traditions encouraging the giving of even
such trivial things as half a date as sadaka indicate that
the object of sadaka, unlike an ordinary gift, need have
no market value. It is, however, more meritorious to
give sadaka from one's best property, the giving of
property that is adulterated or of poor quality being
regarded as reprehensible (makruh), and the giving of
unlawful (hardm) property prohibited. Nonetheless,
sadaka has functioned as a means of dealing with unsaleable merchandise (Ibn Farhun, Tabsirat al-hukkdm,
on the margin of cUlay§h. Path al-^ali al-mdlik, Cairo,
ii, 298 (adulterated milk and other substances; badly
woven mantles to be shredded as rags for sadaka rather
than burned) and the proceeds of illegal transactions
(Ibn Hubayra, al-Ifsdh, ed. al-Dabbas, Aleppo
1366/1947, 229 (a saie of grapes for winemaking);
Subul al-saldm iii, 14 (a prostitute's earnings); Ibn cAbd
al-Barr, al-Tamhtd, repr. Lahore 1404/1983, ii,
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23-4 (misappropriated booty); cf. Ibn Muflih, K. alFuruc, ed. Farradj, Beirut 1388/1967, ii, 663-6 (difficult cases)). The solution of the §ufT al-Fudayl b.
c
lyad (d. 187/803), who simply threw away questionable money that had come into his hands, was
regarded as unsatisfactory (Ihyd*, ii, 166-8). In
modern times, Muslims receiving payments of bank
interest and insurance proceeds have been encouraged
to rid themselves of these by giving them as sadaka
(e.g. Dar al-Ifta 3 al-Misrl, al-Fatdwd al-isldmiyya, ix/28
[1403/1983], 3340, 3342).
Just as there is no minimum for sadaka, according
to most jurists there is no maximum (al-NawawT,
Shark Muslim, Cairo, vii, 125 quoting Kadi c lyad; but
cf. Ibn Hazm, al-Muhalld, ix, 138 for a list of early
jurists who rejected this). A Muslim of sound mind
and body who is able to accept poverty is encouraged
to dispose of all his property as sadaka, beyond narrow
exemptions. Although there are Kur D anic verses (VI,
41, XVII, 26, 29) and traditions calling for moderation in giving, other verses (II, 262, IX, 79, LIX, 9)
and traditions set no such limit, and it was to these as
well as to the practice of early Muslims, not to speak
of the Prophet, that the majority of jurists looked. The
tradition stating that the best sadaka was that which
left a sufficiency ( c a« zahr ghind), which the Zahirl Ibn
Hazm took as the only criterion for how much one
might give (al-Muhalld, ix, 136-42) was widely interpreted to mean "self sufficiency" (ghind al-nafs), i.e.
contentment. It is thus permitted to reduce oneself
and one's family to penury if those affected are
capable of enduring it without becoming a burden on
society and without complaint; otherwise it is
reprehensible to give away all of one's property, and
subsequently to regret one's sadaka deprives it of its
reward.
A minority of jurists set down specific limits on how
much one might properly give: one-half, more commonly one-third, the proportion set down by Malik,
the Syrian jurists Makhul (d. 112/730) and al-Awza c I
(d. 157/774), and the Zaydl Imam al-Had! (d.
298/911) and recommended by al-Tabarl (d.
310/923), or one-fifth, one-seventh, or one-tenth (depending on wealth, attributed to Djabir b. Zayd (d.
93/712) (cf. one-fifth in Talmud Kethubboth 50a).
Unlike za/cdt, which is designated for specified classes
of recipients, there are virtually no restrictions on
those to whom sadaka may be given, and the giver is
encouraged not to restrict his giving to one group,
although the law, following the hadith, does identify
preferred donees such as relatives and neighbours (alNawawl, al-Madjmu<*, Cairo, vi, 260: consensus that
relatives are preferred to strangers). A mosque or
other institution can be a recipient of sadaka, which is
accepted on its behalf by its representative, who can
be the donor himself.
Most jurists understand the prohibition against the
receipt of sadaka by members of the family (dl) of
Muhammad (as variously defined) to apply only to
obligatory sadaka, that is, zakdt, although the matter
was much controverted, with Abu Hanlfa, Abu
Yusuf, and Muhammad al-Shayban! and Ahmad b.
Hanbal reported as having prohibited voluntary
sadaka to them as well, which was also the view of
Zayd b. CA1I, Ibn Hazm and a number of later jurists.
Although in popular usage sadaka was understood to
refer to gifts to the poor, as may be gathered from lexicographical works, both general (LA, s.v. sadaka) and
juridical (al-NawawT, Tahdhtb al-asmd* wa 'l-lughdt,
Cairo n.d., repr. Tehran, ii, 197, s.v. hiba; idem,
Tashth al-tarbih, 93, s.v. hiba), the teaching of the jurists
is unanimous that sadaka, unlike zakdt and the Jewish
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sedaka, may be given to the "wealthy" (ghani) (as
defined for zakdt or zakdt al-fitra). Traditions such as
"give to one who asks even if he is mounted on a
horse" (al-Muwatta^, 615), the practice of the early
Muslims, and Kurgan, XII, 88, are all cited in support of this doctrine. Nonetheless, the reward for
giving to the needy is said to be seventy times that of
giving to one not in need, and the greater merit (eighteenfold), according to a tradition, of making a loan
as compared to giving sadaka (tenfold) is explained by
the evident need of the borrower (cf. Talmud Shabbath
63a, and Rashi, ad loc.). In this spirit, the Shaficl
jurists distinguish between sadaka to the poor, which
requires no intention of a heavenly reward on the part
of the donor, and sadaka to the wealthy, which does.
A point of departure for a thorough-going distinction between sadaka to the poor and to the wealthy is
found in the Hanafi tradition. Abu Hanlfa, who did
not recognise the validity of gifts of an undivided
share, did uphold a gift in the form of sadaka or hiba
to two poor persons but not to two wealthy persons
(al-Shayban!, al-Djami^ al-saghir, Karachi 1407/1987,
356). In the former case, it was explained, the poor
donees represented the actual single recipient, God.
Certain HanafTs are reported to have generalised this
teaching and to have recognised as sadaka only gifts to
the poor, whether designated by the donor as sadaka or
hiba, since the intention of giving to the poor can only
be to gain a heavenly reward, unlike gifts to the
wealthy, where a wordly motive is imputed, even
when they are designated as sadaka (al-SarakhsT, alMabsut, xii, 92).
Sadaka, unlike zakdt, may be given to non-Muslims.
The earlier prohibition, or popular sentiment of the
early Muslims, against doing so is understood to have
been abrogated by Kur-'an, II, 272, and the Prophet
frequently gave sadaka to non-Muslims to bring them
closer to Islam (Abu '1-Huda al-Sayyadl, Daw^ alshams, 1394/1974, ii, 94). The validity of such sadaka
applies in the first instance to dhimmis, Jews, Christians and Magians, but according to some jurists
sadaka may also be given to enemy aliens (harbi) who
are related or allied to the Muslims or who are being
held as prisoners or whose conversion is hoped for.
Such sadaka is deemed meritorious. Non-Muslims are
not, however, to be given portions of sacrificial
animals (udhiyyd). Some Shi*! jurists opposed giving
sadaka to any non-Muslims or at least argued that
sadaka to non-Muslims be given only in cases of need
and only to the extent of that need, and there are
Imam! traditions that oppose the giving of sadaka to
Sunnis and Zaydls.
The chief practical difference between sadaka and an
ordinary gift lies in the almost universal recognition
that a gift in the form of sadaka is not subject to revocation (rud^u^, irtidja*, i^tisdr). While the jurists differ in
the degree to which they recognise the revocability,
however much disapproved, of ordinary gifts, they
agree that sadaka is in principle irrevocable, although
the Hanafts regard the irrevocability of sadaka to a
wealthy person, which they uphold, as contrary to
strict legal reasoning (istihsdn). Malik! doctrine
departs from this principle to the extent of upholding
an express right of revocation reserved by a father or
mother in a gift of sadaka to their children, a rule extended by some Malikls to sadaka between strangers,
rendering the gift inalienable during the lifetime of the
donor, and both al-Shafic! and Ahmad b. Hanbal are
reported to have held that a father has a right to
revoke sadaka to his child. The view of the Imam! Abu
Dja c far al-Tus! (d. 459/1067) (al-Mabsut, iii, 314) that
sadaka and ordinary gifts were legally in-
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distinguishable, even as regards revocability, was
regarded as exceptional, and it was, in fact, argued by
others that sadaka, being irrevocable, should not be
classified as a species of gift (al-TahanawI, Kashshdf. ii,
1449).
Various explanations are offered for the irrevocability of sadaka. One is that the donor's heavenly reward for sadaka provides moral consideration for
the gift, and gifts for which consideration has been
given are irrevocable. This explanation, characteristic
of the HanafTs (al-SarakhsI, al-Mabsut, xii, 58), for
whom it is part of a general theory of irrevocability,
is cited by others as well, but is open to criticism. It is
also suggested that sadaka is irrevocable inasmuch as
is given in the first instance to God, the obligation to
whom is discharged by delivery to the poor person (alSarakhsT, al-Mabsut, xii, 58; cf. al-Zurkanl, Shark alMuwatta^, iv, 47 (irrevocable because for the sake of
God)). Where the nature of the gift is disputed, the
donee resisting revocation has the burden of proving
that it is sadaka. Significantly, the rule of irrevocability
was applied to gifts to the poor which were designated
by their donors as ordinary gifts and not sadaka, but
which were treated by the jurists, who looked to the
substance, not the form, of the transaction, as within
the scope of sadaka.
Closely related to the question of the irrevocability
of sadaka was that of the re-acquisition of property
given as sadaka. In a tradition the Prophet is reported
to have told c Umar not to purchase a horse that he had
previously given as sadaka and to have compared the
person who goes back to his sadaka to a dog that
returns to its vomit. For most jurists, re-acquisition by
a voluntary act of the donor, such as purchase, gift or
sadaka, is disapproved, but not passive re-acquisition
by inheritance or a wife's re-acquisition as support of
what she gave her husband as sadaka. For the Malikls,
but not the ShaficTs, the disapproval of re-acquisition
extends to cases in which the property has passed
through one or more intervening owners prior to its
re-acquisition. A minority of jurists, including the
Zahirls, regarded all instances of re-acquisition, even
by inheritance, as prohibited. The disapproval of reacquisition extends to obligatory sadaka, that is zakdt,
and property given as expiation (kaffdra)
or in
discharge of a vow (nadhr), and to the enjoyment of the
usufruct of what has been given, but not to sadaka intended for the public such as water for a mosque. The
rule against re-acquisition (at least by purchase) is
variously explained. According to one explanation,
the donee in selling the sadaka to the donor will not feel
free to bargain at arms' length, and the lower purchase price, coming as a consequence of the sadaka,
will vitiate the original gift. A second explanation
regards re-acquisition as compromising the "form"
(sura) of the sadaka, which requires completely
divesting oneself of the gift. The ImamI Muhammad ;
b. Idrls al-HillT (d. 598/1202) rejected the rules
against re-acquisition as inconsistent with the donee's
full right of ownership (K. al-Sard^ir, Kumm 1410, iii,
174).
The acceptance of sadaka is subject to its own rules.
Most consider acceptance under ordinary circumstances to be a "recommended" (sunna) act,
obligatory only when the recipient is in the most dire
need (mudtarr), and in such cases, the reward for taking may well exceed that for giving. A minority, including Ibn Hazm, require that a gift of sadaka be accepted, if only to be at once returned to the giver
(al-Muhalld, ix, 152-4).
Apart from a limited number of exceptions, including that of utter want, begging is prohibited, and

even then the poor are encouraged to accept their fate
without soliciting alms (cf. Ihyd* i, 298), the poor who
do so being preferred as recipients of sadaka to beggars
(cf. Kur 3 an, II, 273). In any case, if one is able, it is
better to earn one's livelihood by the most menial
tasks than to beg (to thus be able to give sadaka). Begging has its own etiquette. Importunate begging, begging in a mosque, and begging in the name of God are
all disapproved, although in the latter case, according
to some, the beggar invoking God's name should not
be turned away empty-handed. It is forbidden for a
person of sufficient means to beg as if in need and
disapproved for him to put himself in the way of
receiving alms. Otherwise, such a person may accept
unsolicited alms.
4. The practice of sadaka. The giving of sadaka was
and remains widespread among Muslims, encouraged
as it is by many Kur'anic verses and traditions. These
indicate that the giving of sadaka serves a number of
distinct functions. Sadaka acts, in the first place, as expiation for sins, and it is recommended that it be
given immediately following any transgression
(macsiya) (Ihyd*, i, 298, the advice of the legendary
sage Lukman), for example, after intercourse with a
menstruating woman. Voluntary almsgiving can thus
make good shortcomings in the past payment of zakdt.
Closely related to the expiatory function of sadaka is
its special role in affording protection against all manner of evils. According to a tradition, the sadaka that
a Muslim gives wards off afflictions in this world,
questioning in the grave, and punishment on Judgement Day (Isma c fl HakkT, Tqfsir ruh al-baydn, Istanbul
1911-25, i, 418). Accordingly, it is recommended to
give sadaka at the start of each day as insurance against
personal troubles (cf. Kurgan, II, 274). The constant
giving of little is said to please God more than the occasional giving of much. Although giving sadaka is
recommended at all times, it is especially appropriate
to give it upon significant occasions such as going to
war or on a journey, and the tradition stating that "it
is better for a man to give a dirham in alms while he
is alive and healthy than one hundred dirhams when
he is dying" did not prevent al-Hasan al-Basrl from
teaching that "the most appropriate time for a man to
give sadaka is his last day in this world and his first in
the next" (al-cAbbas b. Ahmad al-$ancani, Tatimmat
al-rawd al-nadir, with al-Rawd al-nafcr, iv, 122-3).
The positive side of giving sadaka lies in the merit
that accrues to the giver, greater according to some
than that of zakdt. Sadaka is encouraged as a means of
bringing down sustenance (rizk) from heaven. The
giver of sadaka is promised a reward many times what
he has given, from ten times for sadaka given to a
healthy person, ninety for a blind or handicapped person, nine hundred times for a needy relative, one hundred thousand for parents, and nine hundred thousand for a scholar.
The merit of giving sadaka does not stop with the
giver. "Cure your sick with sadaka," the Prophet is
reported to have said. Nor is the benefit of sadaka
limited to the living, for according to the hadtth, sadaka
may be given in the name of deceased Muslims[
especially by. a child on behalf of a parent, and its
reward will be presented to them on a platter of light
(tabak min nur). Although the Muctazila are alleged to
have denied the efficacy of alms in the name of the deceased, a consensus is claimed for it (al-NawawI, £harh
Muslim, vii, 90; al-Zurkam, Shark al-Muwatfr*, iv, 56).
The deceased is credited with the merit of having
given the sadaka, a reward that does not diminish that
of the giver.
In the giving of sadaka Muslims have found also a
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means of moral edification. According to the MalikI
jurist Ibn Rashid al-Kafsi (d. 736/1336), the rationale
(hikma) of the law of gifts is to purify the soul from the
malady of avarice (bukhf) (K. Lubdb al-lubdb, Tunis
1346, 243), and sadaka embodies the virtue of
generosity (fjjud, sakha?), a reflection of the generosity
of God the "All-Giving" (al-Wahhdb). "The believer
is obligated to instruct his child in generosity and
charity just as he is obligated to instruct him in
monotheistic doctrine and belief, for the love of this
world is the source of all sin," according to Abu Mansur al-Maturidl (Ibn Nu^jaym ..., Cairo 1334/1915,
al-Bafiral-rd*ik, vii, 284). The transformation of sadaka in
the act of giving is depicted in a tradition in which sadaka,
personified, addresses its giver: "I was little and you
made me much, I was small and you made me great, I
was your enemy and you made me your friend, I was
perishable and you made me permanent, I was guarded
and you made me your guard.'' On the other hand, the
role of sadaka in the redistribution of wealth has tended
to be neglected in the growing literature by modern
Muslims on Islamic economics, which has understandably focused on zakdt (but cf. A. Qureshi, The
economic and social system of Islam, Lahore 1979, 91-7).
The Kur D an urges believers not to undo their
charitable gifts with "obligation" (manri) and "insult" (adhd). "Kind speech and forgiveness," it
teaches, "are better than sadaka followed by insult"
(II, 263-4). The giver is forbidden to regard himself
as having conferred a benefit on the taker, an attitude
than can be exhibited in thought, word or conduct or
to demean the taker in any fashion. Mann is deemed
to be a grave sin (kabira), although there is disagreement as to whether it entirely destroys the reward of
the sadaka or merely diminishes it (on the Muctazill
teaching of the cancellation of good deeds by bad
(ihbdt), see M.J. McDermott, The theology of al-Shaykh
al-Muftd, Beirut 1978, 258-62). "Obligation" and "insult" can be avoided by giving one's sadaka in secret.
The Kur D anic recommendation of "kind speech" is
respected by the use of stereotyped replies in turning
down the requests of beggars (see e.g. M. Piamenta,
The Muslim conception of God and human welfare as reflected
in everyday Arabic speech, Leiden 1983, 65-6; C.A.
Nallino, L'Arabo parlato in Egitto, Milan 1939, repr.
1978, 134), although some early Muslims, like the
Prophet, are reported to have preferred silence.
5. §adaka in Sufism and Shi^i esotericism. The giving
and receiving of sadaka have a special place in Sufism
with its encouragement of self-imposed poverty. This
had led $ufis to be distinguished as givers of sadaka
and by virtue of their poverty as suitable recipients.
There are reports of fabulous sums given away as
sadaka by those seeking to elevate their spiritual state
(Abu Nasr al-Sarradj, Kitdb al-Lumac, ed. Nicholson,
Leiden 1914, 158; Ibn al-DjawzI, Talbis Iblis, ed. alMunlr, Cairo, 170). Such Sufis could claim the
Prophet and Abu Bakr as their models. In the light of
the prophetic tradition that the "upper hand [of the
giver] is superior to the lower hand [of the recipient]",
pious givers of sadaka, unwilling to assume an attitude
of superiority, resorted to such devices as putting their
hand below that of the poor person (Ihyd^, i, 286) or
throwing the gift on the ground (al-Kushayrl, alRisdla, Cairo, 114).
Sufis differed in their attitudes toward the acceptance of sadaka. Some, not wishing to compete with the
rest of the poor (being themselves spiritually wealthy)
and to avoid being indebted to anyone other than
God, studiously refrained from accepting sadaka. But
Ibn Kutayba (d. 276/889) already critically notes a
Sufi interpretation that the upper hand in the pro-
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phetic tradition refers to the recipient (Talbis Iblis,
179). In accepting sadaka the poor Sufis were actually
conferring a benefit on the giver (al-Hudjwiri, Kashf
al-mahdjub, tr. Nicholson, Leiden 1914, 316-17 (rejecting the interpretation of the literalist ahl-i hashw; cf.
Lev. Rabbd 34:8), and the Kur^anic reference to God
accepting sadakdt (IX, 104) and the tradition that the
All-Merciful accepts sadaka in His right hand encouraged the view that the actual giver of sadaka was God
(Kashf al-mahdjub, 316-317; Ihyd\ i, 285; anon., K.
Adah al-mulukfibaydn hakd^ik al-tasawwuf, ed. Radtke,
Beirut 1991, 41), a view said to have been cited by
wealthy Sufis in justification of their abusive amassing
of fortunes from alms (Talbis Iblis, 179). Al-Djunayd
(d. 298/910 [q.v.]), who was among those who regarded it as better to take sadaka than zakdt (Ihyd*, i, 302),
strongly approved the practice of preferring the poor
Sufis as recipients. The humiliation of begging was, in
addition, imposed by some Sufi masters on their
novices as a form of spiritual discipline.
The influential Andalusian Sufi Ibn cArabi (d.
638/1240) offered novel interpretations, at once
paradoxical and harmonising, of sadaka. The
superiority of voluntary alms to the obligatory zakdt is
expounded on the basis of a metaphysical analysis of
obligation (Futuhdt, i, 590-1), but from another point
of view the superiority of zakdt is upheld (ibid., i, 587).
The "upper" and "lower" hands of the tradition are
both the "hands" of God, understood as different
divine attributes bestowing mercy. The virtues of
secret and public giving, properly understood, are
such that both should be practiced (they are same for
the gnostic or cdrif). But the high point of the influence
of sadaka upon SufT thought probably came with his
predecessor Abu VAbbas al-Sabtl (d. 601/1205),
whose entire teaching revolved around sadaka, the
other institutions of Islam and even the nature of existence being interpreted in its light (al-Tadill, Akhbdr
Abi 'l-cAbbds al-Sabti, with his al-Tashawwufild ridjdlaltasawwuf, Rabat 1404/1984, 453-4; C. Addas, The
quest for the red sulphur, Cambridge 1993, 176-7).
The Sh^T tradition of esoteric interpretation (ta *wil)
did not ignore sadaka. The giving of sadaka is taken as
representative of the various forms of assistance that
could be offered to the Imam of the Twelver Shffis
and his followers. The givers of sadaka mentioned in
the Kurgan are the Imams, who bestow guidance. For
the Fatimid Chief Justice al-Nu c man b. Muhammad
(d. 363/957), voluntary sadaka symbolises the
volunteered esoteric knowledge, in the form of admonition and exhortation, that those of higher ranks
bestow on those below them (Ta^wil al-da^im, ii, 94,
iii, 63).
Bibliography: In addition to references in the
text, see N.B.E. Baillee, Digest of Moohummudan law,
London 1869, 1875 (vol. i, 2nd ed.), repr. Lahore
1975, i, 554-6 (HanafT), ii, 224-5 (ImamI), Juynboll, Handbuch, 94-6, 112 (ShaficT), D. Santillana,
Istituzioni di diritto musulmano malichita, Rome 1938,
ii, 411-2, Y. Linant de Bellefonds, Traite de droit
musulman compare, Paris 1973, iii, 317-19. TanzilUr-Rahman, A Code of muslim personal law, Karachi
1980, ii, 96-8; Ghazali, The Mysteries of almsgiving,
tr. N.A. Paris, Beirut 1966 (from Ihyd* culum al-din),
M.U. Kandhalvi, FazaW-c sadaqaat, Karachi 1991
(tr. from the Urdu of a modern hadith scholar), i;
W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Mecca, Oxford 1953,
165-9; idem, Muhammad at Medina, Oxford 1956,
369-72 (Kur'anic usage); W.F. Madelung, The
Hdshimiyyat of al-Kumayt and Hdshimi Shi^ism, in SI,
Ixx (1989), 5-26 (prohibition of sadaka); N.A.
Stillman, Charity and social service in medieval Islam, in
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Societas, v/2 (1975), 105-115 (charitable institutions).
(T.H. WEIR-[A. ZYSOW])
SADAKA, BANU, a name sometimes given in the
mediaeval Arabic sources to the princes of the
Mazyadids or Banu Mazyad [q.v.] in central
c
lrak. The name derives from the most famous
member of the line, Sadaka (I) b. Mansur (479501/1086-1108 [q.v.]).
Bibliography: See that to MAZYAD, BANU.
(ED.)

SADAKA B. MANSUR B. DUBAYS B. c Au B.
MAZYAD, SAYF AL-DAWLA ABU 'L-HASAN AL-ASADI,
r u l e r of a l - H i l l a of the Arab line of Mazyadids [see
MAZYAD, BANU]. After the death of his father in
479/1086-7, Sadaka was recognised by the Saldjuk
sultan Malik Shah as lord of the territory on the left
bank of the Tigris. During the fighting between sultan
Berk-yaruk and his brother Muhammad, Sadaka was
at first on the side of the former, but when Berkyaruk's vizier, al-Acazz Abu '1-Mahasin al-Dihistanl,
demanded a large sum of money from him in
494/1100-1 and finally threatened him with war,
Sadaka abandoned Berk-yaruk and had the khutba
read in the name of Muhammad. The sultan then
tried to win him back by peaceful means; but Sadaka
demanded that the vizier should be handed over to
him, and as Berk-yaruk could not grant this, the
negotiations fell through. Instead of agreeing with
Berk-yaruk, Sadaka drove the sultan's governor out
of Kufa and himself occupied the town. In the following year al-Hilla [q.v.] was founded; previously, the
Banu Mazyad had lived in tents.
When Gumushtekin al-Kaysan by Berk-yaruk's
orders appeared in Baghdad in the middle of Rabi* I
496/end of December 1102, IlghazI b. Artuk,
Muhammad's governor there, made an alliance with
Sadaka. In the meanwhile, the caliph al-Mustazhir
had Berk-yaruk again proclaimed sultan; nevertheless, Sadaka still declined to acknowledge his
suzerainty. Soon afterwards Berk-yaruk's name was
again dropped from the khutba and the imams confined
themselves for the time being to praying for the caliph
only without mentioning by name either of the two
contending sultans. But the war continued; by RabI*
II 496/January 1103, Gumushtekin had to evacuate
Baghdad and, as he was unable to hold out in Wash
either, Muhammad was again recognised as sultan in
both cities. Sadaka then extended his power over a
great part of the clrak; in the same year, he took the
town of Hit [q.v.] on the Euphrates, which Berk-yaruk
had granted as a fief to one of his followers, and appointed his cousin Thabit b. Kamil governor of it. In
Shawwal 497/June-July 1104, Wasit met the same
fate and here Muhadhdhib al-Dawla al-Sac!d b. Abi
'1-Khayr was appointed governor. Next came the turn
of Basra, which had fallen into the hands of the
Saldjuk Ismacll b. Arslandjik during the war between
Berk-yaruk and his brothers. It was not till after the
death of Berk-yaruk that sultan Muhammad was able
to think of dislodging Ismacll from it and in 499/11056 he asked Sadaka to fight him. In Djumada I of the
same year/January-February 1106, Sadaka took the
field against Ismacll, who was soon forced to surrender, whereupon Sadaka appointed one of his
grandfather Dubays's mamluks named Altuntash to
govern Basra. But as the latter was very soon surprised and captured by Bedouin bandits, the sultan
himself appointed another governor in his place. In
Safar 500/October 1106, Kaykubadh b. Hazarasp alDaylaml, lord of Taknt [#.*>.], had also to yield.
After the death of Berk-yaruk, Muhammad had sent
the amir Aksunkur al-Bursukl [q.v.] to Takrlt to oc-

cupy the town. As Kaykubadh would not obey, he
was besieged. After several months had passed, he
saw the impossibility of holding out any longer, and
sent to Sadaka and surrendered the city to him. Warram b. Abi Firas was then appointed governor of
Takrlt. But Muhammad could not always look on
quietly while Sadaka's power kept growing, especially
as the latter never had any scruples about affording
shelter to anyone who had fallen into disgrace with the
sultan. When Abu Dulaf Surkhab b. Kaykhusraw.
lord of Sawa [q. v. ], took refuge with him and §adaka
refused to hand him over, long negotiations between
Sadaka and the sultan only resulted in an open breach
between suzerain and vassal. The sultan set out in
person from Baghdad with a large army, and in the
fierce battle which was fought (according to the most
usual statement) in the latter half of Radjab
501/beginning of March 1108, Sadaka was killed at
the age of fifty-nine. Like his ancestors, he bore the
title Malik al-^Arab; the highest praise is given him by
Arab poets and historians for his virtues, notably his
liberality and readiness to give assistance, and he is
rightly described by A. Muller (Der Islam im Morgenund Abendland, ii, 122) as "a true Bedouin, brave,
stubborn and wily".
Bibliography: Ibn Khallikan, ed. c Abbas, ii,
490-1, tr. de Slane, i, 634; Ibn al-Athlr, x, passim;
Abu '1-Fida5, Annales, ed. Reiske, iii, 264, 308, 344,
354, 358, 362; Bundari, in Houtsma, Recueilde textes
rel. a I'hist. d. Seldjoucides, ii, 76, 102, 259; Recueil des
hist, descroisades, Hist, or., i, 9, 247-52, iii, 487, 517,
531; Weil, Geschichte der Chalifen, iii, 156-9; M.F.
Sanaullah, The decline of the Saljuqid empire, Calcutta
1938, index; C.E. Bosworth, in Camb. hist. Iran, v,
108, 115, 121; cAbd al-Djabbar NadjI, al-Imdra alMazyadiyya ... 387-5581997-1162, Basra 1970, 96 ff.
See also the Bibl. to MAZYAD, BANU.
(K.V. ZETTERSTEEN)
AL-SA'DAN1, "the two lucky (planets)", a
t e c h n i c a l t e r m in astrology referring to the two
beneficent planets Jupiter and Venus. On the opposite, Saturn and Mars are al-nahsdnl, "the two
unlucky, maleficent (planets)"; cf. al-Kh w arazmi.
Mafdtih al-culum, ed. van Vloten, 228-9. In more
detail, al-BTrunT, K. al-Tafhim li-awd^il sindcat altandjjm, ed. and tr. R.R. Wright, London 1934, §§
381-2, in the explanation of the "natures" (tibdc) of
the planets, describes Saturn as al-nahs al-akbar, and
Mars as al-nahs al-asghar, i.e. the greater and the lesser
evil, and, correspondingly, Jupiter as al-sa^d al-akbar
and Venus as al-sa^d al-asghar, i.e. the greater and the
lesser luck. This division goes back to Ptolemy,
Tetrabiblos i, 5 (on the <xya007roiot, beneficent, and
XOCXOTCOIOI, maleficent, planets, according to the
teachings of "the ancients", ol TtocXocioi), and is based
on the mixture of the four humours—warm, cool,
dry, humid—in each planet. Mercury, according to
Ptolemy, is ambivalent; when associated with another
planet, it reinforces its power, either beneficent or
maleficent; al-Blrum (loc. cit.) adds that Mercury,
when standing alone, is inclined to beneficence. Cf.
also A. Bouche-Leclerc, L'astrologie grecque, Paris
1899, 101; J. Ruska, AL-SA C DAN in El1.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(P. KUNITZSCH)
AL-SADAT, ANWAR, E g y p t i a n statesman (1918-
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He was born into a poor family in the Egyptian
village of Mlt Abu Kom, 60 km/40 miles north of
Cairo. His father was a civil servant who had to support his wife and thirteen children. Sadat spent his
first seven years in his village, where he was left in the
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care of his grandmother while his parents were working in Sudan (his mother was Sudanese). He went to
the village school and thoroughly enjoyed his life
amongst the local peasants. He later claimed that his
early experiences gave him a deep understanding of
the Egyptian peasant's mentality and of his deep roots
in the countryside. He considered thefalldh to be the
foundation of society and the guardian of its traditions. When in power, he enjoyed return visits to his
village in order to re-establish contact with ordinary
people.
In 1925 he moved with his father to Cairo, where
he went to secondary school in 1930. In 1936 he just
managed to pass his General Certificate of Education.
Perhaps more importantly, he was drawn into the
political atmosphere of street demonstrations against
the British presence and of calls for evacuation and independence. This was the background of a number of
young Egyptians at the time, among them c Abd alNasir [q. v. in Suppl.], who were later to play an active
role in politics. Like cAbd al-Nasir, al-Sadat entered
the Military Academy, newly-open to sons of lower
class families and previously the preserve of the upper
classes.
He graduated as an army officer in 1938 and was
sent with cAbd al-Nasir to Mankabad in Upper
Egypt. The two of them, with one or two others,
formed a group of disgruntled soldiers who were eventually to form the core of the Free Officers. Al-Sadat
was transferred to Cairo, where the circle of officers
dedicated to the overthrow of the regime gradually expanded. cAbd al-Nasir was the real leader of the
group, although al-Sadat in his memoirs tended to exaggerate the centrality of his own role. In his Revolt on
the Nile (London 1957) he glorified cAbd al-Nasir as
the leader of the movement. In his autobiography In
search of identity (London 1978), he put himself at the
centre and was much more critical of cAbd al-Nasir.
Unbiased accounts would place al-Sadat very much in
the secondary role.
During the second World War, al-Sadat showed
distinct pro-Nazi sympathies in the belief that Germany would be victorious and give Egypt her independence. He was arrested by the British for
dubious activities, tried by an Anglo-Egyptian court
and imprisoned until October 1944. He escaped from
jail and was on the run until the end of the war.
After the war, he did not go back to the army but
was active on the fringes of political violence and terrorism. He admitted to being implicated in the
assassination of Amm c Uthman, the former Minister
of Finance, in January 1946. He was re-arrested and
tried only in 1948, when he was released without conviction. He then drifted into business and journalism
without any great success. Surprisingly, he did not
take part, with cAbd al-Nasir and his comrades, in the
1948 war in Palestine which had such a deep effect on
their thinking about the future of Egypt. However, alSadat's lack of success in business led him to rejoin the
army as a captain in 1950, when_he met again cAbd
al-Nasir and c Abd al-Haklm c Amir. They joined
together in planning the 1952 coup, although cAbd
al-Nasir did not quite trust al-Sadat, who had suspect
links with al-Ikhwan al-Muslimun [q.v.] and even
with the palace. He was thus not given a leading role
in the coup. On 21 July 1952 he was chosen to read
a prepared statement on the radio announcing the
coup and the army takeover.
From then on until cAbd al-Nasir's death, al-Sadat
was a faithful son of the revolution; some would say,
a trimmer. He certainly worked loyally in cAbd alNasir's shadow and was at times mocked for his
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assiduous, self-effacing sycophancy. Once again, alSadat provided two versions of his life with cAbd alNasir. In My son, this is your uncle Gamal (Cairo n.d.),
published during cAbd al-Nasir's lifetime, he provided an extravagantly eulogistic picture of his master
who could do no wrong and who was the only person
who could lead Egypt to a bright future. In his later
autobiography, he blamed cAbd al-Nasir for his dictatorial attitude, his unwillingness to heed advice and
for having led Egypt into numerous disastrous situations, the Suez crisis, the Yemen war and the 1967
Israeli defeat.
Al-Sadat held a number of posts under cAbd alNasir none of any great significance. He edited the
newspaper al-Djumhuriyya, where he was able to express his own rather extravagant views. In 1962 cAbd
al-Nasir appointed him Secretary-General of the Constituent Assembly with the task of drafting the National Charter. Al-Sadat was later to claim that this
document was merely a front to show that, ostensibly,
c
Abd al-Nasir was interested in the common man.
Al-Sadat's most important role was to lead Egypt
into one of the greatest setbacks. In 1962 cAbd alNasir sent him to Yemen to advise on whether Egypt
should intervene in the struggle between Royalists
and Republicans. Al-Sadat wrongly reported that the
Royalists could soon be defeated and that Egypt
should send troops to support the Republicans. cAbd
al-Nasir allowed himself to be dragged into a
quagmire of fighting until 1967. Al-Sadat was
discredited and receded into the background for a
time.
c
Abd al-Nasir's prestige fell to its lowest ebb with
the defeat in 1967 in the Six-Day War against Israel.
He stayed on as President, tired and ill, and in 1969
he appointed al-Sadat his deputy in an ostensible attempt to share the responsibilities of office. To what
al-Sadat owed this elevation, other than his total loyalty to c Abd al-Nasir, is not clear. However, when cAbd
al-Nasir died in September 1970, al-Sadat was there,
ready to take over.
Emerging from the shadows, he quickly showed
himself to be his own man, with policies radically different from those of his predecessor. He especially
chafed under three of cAbd al-Nasir's bequests—the
close ties with the Soviet Union, socialism and the
Israeli occupation of the Sinai. He immediately made
moves to lessen the burdens of socialism with his
"revolution of rectification" and by opening the
economy to Western investment, the infitdh. His relationship with the Soviets was uneasy from the first,
and he surprised the world when he ordered all Soviet
military experts to leave the country in July 1972. He
had, however, to replace Russian aid, and, against all
previous wisdom, he turned to the West and, in particular, to the Americans. He became popular in the
West, the moderate after cAbd al-Nasir, who seemed
to forgive and to forget all his past criticism of Britain
and the United States.
He then turned to the real enemy, Israel, and after
months of careful military planning on the morning of
6 October 1973 he launched an attack across the Suez
Canal against Israeli fortifications. The Israelis were
taken completely by surprise, but after fierce battles
they were able to cross the Canal and surround the
Egyptian army. The battle ended in a stalemate, but
al-Sadat had shown that Egyptians could plan and
fight successfully and it gave him a new basis on which
to negotiate. It gave him popularity in Egypt, and he
was able to bring the Americans into the search for
peace. Henry Kissinger helped to bring about a
disengagement; the Israelis moved back across the
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Canal, which was reopened for the first time since
1967.
At home, al-Sadat was facing severe economic
problems. He wanted peace with Israel in order to
pursue economic development in an atmosphere of
stability and security which would encourage foreign
investment. A big drain on the budget were the large
subsidies on basic foodstuffs and other items. To try
to obtain loans from the World Bank (which disliked
subsidies), al-Sadat agreed to withdraw subsidies from
several items. The result was immediate and shocking. In January 1977 rioting broke out all over the
country. There were many deaths and the army had
to be brought in to restore order. Al-Sadat was stunned. He restored the subsidies and looked around for
scapegoats. He blamed the Left and the Marxists, and
arrested hundreds of them. It was the beginning of a
gradual decline in his popularity. He overreacted as
he felt threatened, and introduced stricter censorship
and declared a state of emergency.
He had to look abroad for ways of regaining some
of his popularity. He felt the peace process was stalled
again, and stunned the world by making a dramatic
visit to Jerusalem in November 1977 to present his
case to the enemy. In a speech to the Knesset he made
clear his conditions for a stable peace. The Israelis
made no commitments immediately, and it needed
the intervention of President Jimmy Carter to bring
the two sides closer together during meetings at Camp
David in March 1979. A peace treaty was signed between Egypt and Israel by which Israel agreed to
withdraw from Sinai, diplomatic and trade relations
were to be established and Israeli ships were to be allowed to use the Suez Canal.
The rest of the Arab world believed that al-Sadat
had betrayed the Palestinian cause, since the Israeli
Prime-Minister, Menachem Begin, had made no concessions at all to the Palestinians. Egypt was expelled
from the Arab League and opposition to the treaty
was widespread in Egypt itself. The more extreme
Muslim religious groups were very bitter in their opposition. They also believed that al-Sadat had sold the
country to the West, and to the United States in particular. They preached revenge against the traitor,
and one group, Djihdd, put its message into practice
when they assassinated al-Sadat in October 1981
during a parade to celebrate the October crossing of
the Canal.
Al-Sadat was in many ways a leader who had the
courage to bring in radical new policies, but he allowed himself to be carried away with his popularity
in the West. At the same time he was viewed with
deepening indifference or hostility by his own people
and hated by other Arabs. Corruption spread around
him, while he retreated into an isolation of utter selfconfidence and an unwillingness to tolerate any
criticism or opposition. His killers claimed that they
had complete justification in ridding Egypt of a corrupt tyrant.
Bibliography: Anwar Sadat, Revolt on the Nile,
London 1957; idem, Yd waladi hddhd cammuka
Djamdl, Cairo 1958; idem, Egypt in search of an identity, London 1978; R.W. Baker, Egypt's uncertain
revolution under Nasser and Sadat, Cambridge, Mass.
1979; R. Israeli (ed. and tr.), The public diary of President Sadat, 3 vols., Leiden 1979; J. Waterbury, The
Egypt of Nasser and Sadat, Princeton 1983.
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SADD AL-DHARA'r (A.), a term of I s l a m i c
l a w , literally, closing off the m e a n s that can lead
to e v i l .
The concept is based on the Sharlca's tendency to

prevent evil (dar^ al-mafdsid) and a legal maxim states
that it has preference over achieving good (djalb almasdlih). Sadd al-dhardW is viewed as a continuation of
maslaha mursala rather than an independent source.
Despite this, sadd al-dhardW is often included in the
books of law as an alternative legal source. Said to be
based on the Kur 3 an and sunna, it represents a
mechanism devised by Malik! jurists to resolve
loopholes in the law. The practical function of sadd aldhardV is to prevent improper usage of a legal means
to achieve an illegal end. However, unlike maslaha and
c
urf, sadd al-dhardW is probably the only source of
Islamic law to be presented in a negative form. Some
scholars, including Muhammad Abu Zahra, have attempted to study it from a positive angle by focusing
on dhard*ic alone. This, however, would appear to
deprive the source of an essential dimension in favour
of a preconceived proviso to prevent a prohibited action. As Ibn al-Kayyim states in his 7c/am, "when objectives cannot be reached without certain means,
these means become a part of these objectives and are
treated as the objectives themselves".
Sadd al-dhardW does not target what is good, but
what is evil or leads to evil. Muslim lawyers use the
"likelihood" of an evil result to prohibit the action
that could lead to it. They differentiate between three
frequencies, rare, frequent and imminent, although
imminent is only labelled as such by assuming the occurrence of the result on the basis of circumstance. An
example of a rare (nadir) occurrence is planting vines.
Although vines could be used to produce alcohol,
planting them is not prohibited, since they have many
advantages that outweigh the small chance of harm.
Selling the grapes to a person known to make wine
would be prohibited. In that case, the chance of a
harmful result is kathir (frequent) and should be
prevented. The third category is based on the intention of the person rather than the possible outcome.
Due to the significance of the intention, the four
schools vary in how often they refer to sadd al-dhard3zc,
with the Hanbal! and Malik! schools referring to it
most frequently. This is largely caused by their different methodology in establishing the intention of a
person. The Imam al-ShaficT did not give a share of
the inheritance to a wife divorced during her husband's last illness. Al-Shafic! argued that "there is no
proof that her husband divorced her merely to prevent
her inheriting". The HanafT school, like the Malik!
and Hanbal!, refers to the circumstances to find the
proof. The fact that the man pronounced the divorce
during his last illness is an indication that he did so to
prevent his wife's inheriting. This unjust intention is
thus blocked by giving her her share of the inheritance
in spite of her divorce.
Bibliography: Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya, Icldm
al-muwakki^in, Cairo n.d., iii, 111-20; Ibrah!m alShatibi, al-Muwafakdt, ed. A. Draz, Beirut n.d., ii,
227-33, iv 194-201; Muhammad Abu Zahra, Usul
al-fikh, Cairo 1958, 287-9; N.J. Coulson, A history of
Islamic law, Edinburgh 1964, 141; A. Zaydan, AlWadjjzfi usul al-fikh, Baghdad 1987, 245-59; M.H.
Kamali, Principles of Islamic jurisprudence, Cambridge
1991, 310-20.
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AL-SACDI, C ABD AL-RAHMAN B. CABD ALLAH b.
c
lmran, c h r o n i c l e r of T i m b u k t u , b. 30 Ramaclan
1004/28 May 1594, d. after 1065/1655-56. His
father's male line was traced to the Banu Sacd, though
the family had been settled in Timbuktu for several
generations. Nothing is known of his youth, but in
1036/1626-7 he became imam of the Sankore mosque
of Bena near Jenne. In mid-life he was employed by
the administration of the Bashalik of Timbuktu (an
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institution which owed its origins to the occupation of
the area by the forces of the Sacdian sultan al-Mansur
al-Dhahabl in 999/1591), especially in the administration of Jenne and the Masina region of the Inland
Niger Delta. In 1056/1646 he became chief secretary
to the Bashalik in Timbuktu.
His chief claim to fame is his history of Timbuktu
and the Middle Niger, simply entitled Ta^rikh alSuddn. This work, in 35 chapters, is mainly concerned
with the history of the Songhay empire from the mid9th/15th century until 1591 and the history of the
Bashalik of Timbuktu from that date down to 1655.
The latter period occupies about half of the work. The
early chapters are devoted to brief histories of earlier
Songhay dynasties, of imperial Mali and of the
Tuareg, and to biographies of the scholars and saints
of both Timbuktu and Jenne. His acknowledged
sources are few. For the llth/17th century, he relies
mainly on personal knowledge, evidently supported
by notes (there are several chapters of obituaries and
noteworthy events), and on records of the Bashalik;
for earlier periods he rarely mentions his sources,
other than "trustworthy persons" or "one of my colleagues". He does, however, cite Ibn Battuta, the
anonymous al-Hulal al-mawshiyya and, for some of the
biographies of Timbuktu scholars, the biographical
dictionary of Ahmad Baba al-Tinbuktl (d. 1036/1627
[<7.p.]), Kifdyat al-muhtddj, (a supplement to Ibn
Farhun's al-Dibddj_al-mudhahhab). The Ta \ikk al-Suddn
is a prime source for the history of the Middle Niger
from the mid-15th to the mid-17th century, our only
other chronicle being the Ta^rikh al-fattdsh of Ibn alMukhtar (based on Mahmud Ka c ti) which effectively
stops at 1001/1593.
Bibliography: al-Tdlib Muhammad b. Abl Bakr
al-BurtulT, Path al-Shahur Ji ma^rifat a^ydn ^ulamd* alTakrur, ed. Muh. Ibrahim al-Kattani and Muh.
Hadjdji, Beirut 1401/1981, 176; Muhammad b.
Muhammad Makhluf, Shadjarat al-nur al-zakiyya,
Cairo 1341/1930-1, no. 1198; Brockelmann, S II,
717; J. Lippert, in MSOS, Afr., ii (1899), 244-53;
Ch. Monteil, Notes sur le Tarihh Es-Soudan, ed. V.
Monteil, in BIFAN, xxvii (1965), 479-530. The
Ta^nkh al-Suddn was ed. and tr. into French by O.
Houdas, Paris 1898-1900, repr. 1966, and is the
source for the little we know about al-SacdT's life.
An annotated English translation is being prepared
by the writer of this article.
(J.O. HUNWICK)
SACDI, ABU C ABD ALLAH MUSHARRIF AL-DIN b.
c
Muslih Sa dl, known as Shaykh Sacdi, poet and prose writer of the 7th/13th century, is one of the most
renowned authors of Persia.
He was born in ShTraz early in the 7th/13th century, probably between 610-15/1213-19, and died in
the same city on 27 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 691/9 December
1292. More perhaps than any other Persian writer
who preceeded him, or of his own period, Sacdl refers
to himself constantly and in highly specific terms
throughout the course of his writings; from shortly
after his death until the present century elaborate
biographies of the poet have been inferred from these
references (the fullest and best known being that of
Henri Masse, Paris 1919). More recent scholarship
on the period and a greater awareness of the
sophistication of medieval authors' constructed
authorial personae has called many of these details in
doubt. The virtual certainty that some are poetic inventions (for example, his capture by Europeans and
subsequent deliverance by ransom (Gulistdn, Book 2,
anecdote 32), his unmasking of a fraudulent Brahmin
at the Hindu temple in Somnath (Bustdn, Book 8,
anecdote 8), his claim to have seen someone "in the
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west" be borne across water on his prayer-mat
(Bustdn, Book 3, anecdote 15)), has caused the authenticity of the remainder to become questionable, with
the result that few facts can be deduced with certainty
about the poet's life. We are left with the paradoxical
situation of knowing very little about an author whose
life and personality are considered to be familiar to all
students of Persian literature. Among the stories
which Sacdl recounts about himself which may or may
not be true are that he was orphaned at an early age,
that he studied and subsequently taught at the
Nizamiyya college in Baghdad, that al-Suhrawardi
and Ibn al-Djawzi were his teachers, that he was married at least twice (once in the Yemen, once to the
daughter of the individual who, he claimed, ransomed
him from the Europeans), and that he travelled extensively throughout the ddr al-hldm and beyond. His
work reveals a mastery of traditional Islamic education and a general intellectual sophistication that
could well have been gained in an institution such as
the Baghdad Nizamiyya. One claim can be accepted
with little doubt; his writings imply wide knowledge of
the world beyond Persia, and extensive travels clearly
played a part in his life (he frequently admonishes his
audience to treat travellers well), though whether he
ever ventured into either Hindu areas in the East or
Christian areas in the West is more problematic. With
characteristic humour, Sacdl cautions his audience
not to believe travellers' tales (Gulistdn, Book 1, anecdote 32) since they are often exaggerations or outright
lies, and as his most insistently presented persona in
his works is that of a traveller, this should be taken as
a warning when considering the truth of many of his
statements. As to his being orphaned at an early age,
it is true that Sacdl does show strong sympathy for orphans in his works. As with the admonitions to treat
travellers benignly, the sentiment could well have
traditional Islamic, rather than personal, causes, but
Sacdl's concern does seem unusually strong and is
perhaps drawn from personal experience. The anecdotes about his marriages are both incidental to his
making moral points; both are placed in relatively distant lands (Syria, the Yemen—it is noticeable that
SacdT's stories seem to become less reliable as their
provenance gets further from Shlraz) and are probably to be regarded as fictions. His sexual preferences
would seem to have been for young males (Southgate
1984) (no doubt poetic convention played a role, but
here too his concern is so insistently presented as to
make it seem at least partly personal) and this too
perhaps makes the stories of his two marriages slightly
less probable, though marriage for reasons that had
nothing to do with sexual preference was of course expected of adult Muslims. The reference to alSuhrawardl does not occur in the earliest mss. of the
Bustdn, besides which Sacdl was, as G.M. Wickens has
remarked (Morals pointed and tales adorned, Leiden 1974,
267) "a great name-dropper", which makes the statement dubious. Some authors, however, e.g. Zarrmkub (1988, 175) consider that the reference may
have been a later addition to the Bustdn by Sacdl
himself, as he lived almost forty years after the poem
was first completed, and that it records an authentic
incident in the poet's life. His claim to have been a
pupil of the theologian Ibn al-Djawzi (Gulistdn, Book
2, anecdote 20) has been doubted on the compelling
grounds that Ibn al-DjawzI was dead before SacdT's
birth, but the statement is more credible if we accept
that it was al-DjawzT's less illustrious grandson who
was Sacdi's teacher (Safa, iii, 1987, 594). Sacdi was
also said to have met his great contemporary the $ufT
poet Mawlana Djalal al-Dln Rum! [q.v.], and a
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passage in a perhaps apocryphal treatise (risdla) attributed to Sacdl suggests that he met the historian
Djuwaynl (author of the Ta^nkh-i Djahdn-gushdy) and
Djuwaynf's brother, chief of the Il-Khanid civil service in Persia. There seems no particular reason to
credit these anecdotes (stories of meetings between
well known contemporaries being a common invention); the meeting with the Djuwaynl brothers is the
more likely as Sacdl wrote panegyrics to both of them,
but this need not imply actual contact so much as a
wish for patronage.
It is in examining the identity of SacdT's patrons
and dedicatees that the most reliable information
about his life and the world in which he lived can be
gained. At least fifteen historical personages were
either the subject of panegyrics by Sacdl or had works
by him dedicated to them. His first datable work,
completed after his youthful travels and his return to
Shiraz, was the Bustdn (655/1257) which he dedicated
to the local Salghurid atabeg Abu Bakr b. Sacd b.
ZangI; the Gulistdn, completed a year later, was
dedicated to this ruler's son, Sacd b. Abl Bakr b. Sacd
[see SALGHURIDS]. The poet's takhallus or pen-name of
Sacdl is taken either from the latter, or from his grandfather Sacd b. Zangl. (Both derivations present
problems; the grandfather died in 623/1226 when
Sacdl in all probability was still an adolescent; the
grandson ruled for only twelve days. The adoption of
the takhallus may have been made in honour of the
grandson while he was still heir presumptive.) Abu
Bakr b. Sacd ruled as atabeg for over thirty years, and
managed to persuade the Mongols, who were busy
devastating the north of Persia and c lrak, to leave him
and Shiraz in relative peace. Though his son ruled for
a mere twelve days (one of Sacdi's most affecting
public poems is an elegy on his death in the strophic
form known as tardjj^-band), the succession stayed
within the same ruling house until 662/1264, and
Sacdl continued to write panegyrics to its members. In
a sense, the control of Shiraz may be said to have
stayed for a little longer under the control of the
house of Sacd, as a granddaughter of Abu Bakr b.
Sacd married Mengutemur, a son of the Mongol conqueror Hulegii, and she assumed the governorship, at
least nominally, of Pars. The very complex and
dangerous political allegiances of the time are
reflected in the list of dedicatees of Sacdi's poems. On
the one side we have an elegy by him on the death of
the last cAbbasid caliph (killed by the Mongols during
their sack of Baghdad in 656/1258; Abu Bakr b. Sacd
immediately travelled to the Mongol court and offered
his congratulations, probably as a means of keeping
Hulegii away from Pars), and panegyrics on Saldjuk
Shah, the last independent Salghurid ruler of Pars; on
the other there is a panegyric on the murderer of both
men, Hulegii, as well as panegyrics on various
Mongol appointees to the government of Pars, and to
Abish Khatun, granddaughter of Abu Bakr b._Sa c d
and wife of Hiilegii's son Mengutemur. As Abish
Khatun and Sacdl both certainly knew, survival at this
period depended on accommodation, and Sacdl's
multiple allegiances, as evidenced by his panegyrics,
are but the literary equivalent to the political
manoeuvrings of his masters. Sacdi has received some
blame for his apparent readiness to praise whoever
might be in power in Pars, but the practice was expected and such expediency was both prudent and
commonplace (the Djuwaynl brothers, and their
brilliant civil, scholarly and literary work done under
Mongol patronage, are another case in point). Further, some of his public poems (e.g. his elegy on the
death of the last cAbbasid caliph) cannot have been

written with the hope of gain and could have been
construed as politically risky. SacdT himself claimed it
was indigence that drove him to write panegyrics, and
it may also be pointed out that his works in this form
frequently consist of moral advice rather than undiluted and incredible praise. Despite the censure
sometimes accorded them, his panegyrics contain
very fine passages (e.g. the verses to the Mongol sahib
diwdn (head of the chancery) Djuwaynl, beginning
kuddm bdgh bt-dtdar-i dustdn mdnad).
Sacdi's works include the long (ca. 4,100 couplets)
poem in mathnawi form, the Bustdn, the prosimetrum
(makdma) the Gulistdn, panegyrics (kasd^id) on various
prominent men of his time, a small number of
panegyric elegies (marthiydt), numerous lyric poems
(ghazaliyydt), a number of shorter epigrammatic poems
(kifdt and rubd^iyydt) and a small collection of obscene
pieces (khabithdtlhazaliyydt). He also wrote a small
number of poems (mainly kasd^id) in Arabic. Six prose
treatises (risdldt) are also attributed to Sacdl, though
the attribution of at least some of these is doubtful. Of
these treatises the most interesting is the fifth, the
NasThat-i muluk, a brief mirror for princes. A second
mathnawi, the Pand-ndma ("Book of advice") is now
regarded as spurious. SacdT's writings were edited by
one Blsltun within thirty years of his death, and the
mss. tradition derives from Blsitun's work. The many
modern editions (a number of which omit the obscene
pieces) of his collected works (kulliyydt) are based on
the recension prepared by Muhammad CA1I Furughl
in the early 1950s.
Sacdi's fame rests chiefly on the Bustdn, the Gulistdn
and his ghazals. The Bustdn and the Gulistdn are both
collections of moralising anecdotes, arranged according to subject matter in books (ten in the case of the
Bustdn, eight in the case of the Gulistdn). Since both
works have been frequently imitated, their formal innovations may not at first be apparent. As a collection
of moral tales in verse, rather than a continuous narrative, with a Sufi tinge but without the explicit programmatic Sufism of Sanaa's, c Attar's or Rumi's
works, the Bustan is unlike any significant previous
poem in Persian literature. Similarly, the mixture of
prose and verse presented in the Gulistdn, if not the
first instance of its kind in Persian (cAbd Allah Ansari's religious treatises, with their occasional interposed verses, are a previously existing example), immediately makes the genre central to Persian literary
history and elevates it to a new level of sophistication.
In order to understand the social and political
background against which the works were composed,
it is only necessary to point out that the Gulistdn was
completed in the same year as the sack of Baghdad
and the extinction of the cAbbasid caliphate by the
Mongols. Accommodation with those in power, a
preternatural awareness of the vicissitudes of fortune,
an extreme wariness of personal and political enemies,
the frequent necessity to mask one's true feelings, and
the advice to be content with even indigent survival,
far from centres of power and influence, are themes
that are repeatedly stressed by the author. The epithet
"Machiavellian" which has sometimes been applied
to Sacdl as a reproach is in many ways a valid
characterisation, in that both Machiavelli and Sacdl,
writing in turbulent and potentially disastrous
political circumstances, strove to provide advice that
would ensure their audience's successful negotiation
of an exceptionally risky and faction-ridden world.
The crucial difference is that, whereas Machiavelli
writes directly to and for a central actor in such
political upheavals, Sacdi's intended audience, despite
his dedication of both works to powerful if provincial
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rulers, would seem to be much more those on the
sidelines of major events, hoping to survive by luck
and their wits. Further, in Sacdl's case, to this
"Machiavellian" preoccupation with survival must
be added a strong sympathy for the vulnerable and
weak, especially if they are in any way ill-treated (it is
very noticeable for example how often children figure
in Sacdi's anecdotes, more perhaps than in the
writings of any comparable figure in Persian
literature), and a constantly reiterated plea for
tolerance, perhaps the result of the poet's travels (but
see below), the most famous example of which is the
poem beginning bam ddam d^dd-yi yak paykarand ("the
children of Adam are members of one body..."
(Gulistdn, Book 1, anecdote 10).
The moralising tenor of SacdT's writing in the
Bustdn and Gulistdn on the one hand, and the works'
attention to sheer survival on the other, may appear
to be contradictory elements. It is undeniable that
there is occasionally a sense of strain between the two
concerns, but the poet's attempts to integrate them
constitute a significant part of the distinctive flavour
of the two works, and their immense popularity may
perhaps be traced largely to this combination of goals.
Although Sacdi's extreme facility in the writing of
metrical aphorisms has led to many of his lines passing
into the common stock of proverbial moral exhortation, the cumulative effect of the anecdotes in both the
Bustdn and the Gulistdn is not that of an inflexible, internally coherent and absolute ethical system. Occasionally, the moral with which a story closes seems to
have little to do with the story itself; anecdotes that offer contradictory moral advice can appear in close
proximity (e.g. anecdote 17 of Book 1 of the Bustdn
recommends honesty when dealing with oppressive
rulers; anecdote 19 of the same book recommends
dissembling prudence when dealing with oppressive
rulers) and, similarly, contradictory moral aphorisms
are not uncommon (e.g. anecdote 20 of Book 2 of the
Bustdn ends with the advice to return evil with good;
anecdote 26 of the same book ends with the statement
that oppression of an oppressor is appropriate justice).
The dilemma of whether to treat well enemies who
may later have it in their power to harm you is one
that Sacdl very frequently refers to, and anecdotes can
be found supportive of both: on the one hand, the
wisdom of pre-emptive draconian punishment and,
on the other, the meliorating effects of timely mercy.
That this relativism is at least to some extent
deliberate is suggested by the books' structure; in the
seventh books of both the Bustdn and the Gulistdn,
there are long passages that imply the impossibility of
absolute standards when dealing with fallible humanity. In the Bustdn, the passage in question is that on
calumny (towards the end of Book 7), in which it is
stated, with typical humorous exasperation on SacdT's
part, that no course of action can meet with universal
approval. Relativism is even more apparent in the last
very lengthy anecdote of Book 7 of the Gulistdn; here
Sacdl presents a debate between himself and a darwish
on the relative merits of poverty and wealth; the
debate is inconclusive and the two take their question
to a religious judge, who admonishes each of them to
take account of the truth of the other's arguments and
to be reconciled to one another. This conclusion, that
moral conclusions are elusive (and that mutual respect
and tolerance are preferable to disruptive ethical absolutism) can be gleaned from both the Gulistdn and
Bustdn, if the anecdotes are taken as balancing and
even occasionally contradicting each other rather than
singly.
Sacdi's innovations, or refinements and organisa-
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tion of previously extant elements, are no less apparent in his ghazals. The form had existed at least
since the time of Sana3! (i.e. for approximately a century) before being taken up by him [see GHAZAL, ii],
but it is with Sacdl that it achieves its "classical"
perfection (which was to be reshaped and even, in the
terms Sacdl had established it, disintegrated by Sacdl's
fellow townsman Hafiz [q.v. ] in the following century). In Sacdl's hands, the ghazal becomes a lyric
unified by tone and subject matter and by his poetic
trademark, the (relative) simplicity of his language
and its extraordinarily mellifluous elegance. The convention of placing one's takhallus, in the penultimate
or last line of the ghazal became standard with Sacdi,
though he did not originate the practice. In his hands
the ghazal achieves its final emancipation from the
language of the kasida (from which it originated), in
that the rhetoric no longer addresses itself to public
praise with the concomitant expectations of remote
allusiveness and arcane corruscation (as for example,
in the kasidas of KhakanI and Anwar! [q.vv.]); the
emotional tenor has become inward and private
rather than brilliant and public, and this inwardness
is confirmed by the substitution of the poet's own
takhallus as the culminating moment of the poem,
rather than a reference to the public object of praise
as was conventional in the kasida. The indeterminacy
of the addressee (a beloved, God, or a patron) of the
ghazal, again a feature of the form before Sacd!'s time,
is treated with increased subtlety. The inferiority of
the speaker to the addressee, axiomatic in the kasida,
is transformed from a political statement into an
avowed simplicity of heart which, while certainly conventional, opens the way to finely nuanced adumbrations of personal, private emotional experience
(although the possibility that some of Sacd!'s ghazals
are political statements under the guise of personal
erotic/mystical complaint has also been suggested).
Sacd!'s ghazals are divided into four groups: tayyibdt
("noble, pleasant"— this is by far the largest group);
baddyi*- ("rarities"); khawdtim ("seals, final"); and
kadim ("ancient"). It is not known whether the groupings are the poet's own. Though the Bustdn and
Gulistdn are profoundly admired in Persia, their fame
is second to that of the ghazals, which are considered
Sacd!'s greatest achievement. Perhaps because of the
relatively easier task presented by the translation of
narrative as against lyric work, the Bustdn and Gulistdn
have in general been admired more than the ghazals in
the West.
The achievement of Sacd! is by any reckoning very
great, and his work has been a major formative influence on subsequent writing in Persian. In his writings
all trace of a sense of the marginality, or purely local
preoccupations, of Persian culture vis-a-vis Islam as a
whole has disappeared. This may in part be due to the
profound shock of the Mongol invasions, which must
at first have appeared to call in question the very survival of the ddr al-Isldm in the East; in the ensuing
chaos, the culture of hitherto relatively peripheral
areas flourished. One such area was Pars, where
Islamic culture continued more or less undisturbed.
(The "coming of age" of Persian as a language of international Islamic culture at this time is also evidenced by Sacd!'s contemporary Rum! in Turkey and the
slightly younger Am!r Khusraw [q.v.] in India.) It is
also undoubtedly due to the breadth of Sacd!'s own
sympathies and knowledge. This breadth of sympathy
is further apparent in the "democratisation" of
Sacd!'s subject matter; previous poets (e.g. c Attar),
who had looked beyond the court for subject matter,
had done so largely for Sufi reasons; Sacd! seems to do
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so from pure human sympathy, from a sense of the
validity of life at any social level in and for itself. On
a par with this is the relative simplification, and thus
greater accessibility for a more various audience, of
his language when we compare it with that of many
of the court poets who preceeded him. Such wide sympathies have led to Sacdl being seen as a kind of
universal deist (Emerson) or a "humanist" by some
western commentators (Yohannan 1987), but there
are clear limits to Sacdi's sympathies and these should
not be overlooked. They are defined with few exceptions by the boundaries of Islam, and are operative
within the shari^a, hardly beyond it. His writings contain disparaging references to Jews (especially), to
Christians and to Hindus (the anecdote concerning
the Hindu temple at Somnath (Bustdn, Book 8) is such
a farrago of misinformation as to make one suspect
that it is a deliberate joke, but even if this is so, the
joke is hardly one that will appeal now). A notable exception to this tendency is the anecdote (Bustdn, Book
2, anecdote 1) that has Abraham reproved by God for
acting inhospitably to a Zoroastrian (this can, however, be seen as an example of a general unwillingness, discernible in the works of many mediaeval
Persian authors, to disparage the customs and civilisation of pre-Islamic Persia, rather than as an indiscriminate tolerance of non-Muslims). Even within
Islam, Sacdi's sympathies clearly stopped short of
being extended to blacks, and certain of his remarks
about women have been seen by some as verging on
misogyny (the penultimate story of Book 1 of the
Gulistdn is evidence of an at least temporary violent
contempt for both blacks and women). Much of this
must undoubtedly be attributed to the time in which
Sacdl was writing, in that he was merely repeating the
common prejudices of his age and culture (and part of
the shock registered at such moments in Sacdl is
because he seems so sympathetic to the disadvantaged
and/or unfamiliar elsewhere), but there were other
Persian writers of his period, and previous periods,
who did not indulge in such gratuitously disparaging
language to the same extent. cAttar and, in general,
Rum! are examples. That these poets were exclusively
Sufi authors is significant; their sense of the illusoriness of the physical world, and therefore of the
irrelevance of its categories for judging people's true
worth, is not shared by Sacdl, whose world-view accepts the validity of common-sense categories within
which the earth is considered as a place of tangible
reality, happiness and suffering. SacdT's Sufism (he
apparently ended his days as a member of a $ufi foundation in Shlraz) would seem to be close to the "practical" $ufism of al-Ghazall; that is, it is a way of living
in and dealing with the world rather than of renouncing it. $ufism for Sacdl is a means of surviving with
dignity, and relatively uncompromised, in a
dangerous and morally dubious environment. It is
linked to notions of retirement from strife rather than
the passionate search for transcendence which we find
in Sacdi's contemporary Rumi.
One of the most interesting aspects of Sacdi's
writings is his insistence on his own persona as a
presence in his works and thus in his audience's mind.
This has led to him being one of the most "known"
of Persian authors, in that his readers feel aware of his
character to an extent that is true of hardly any other
Persian writer from the middle ages. He presents
himself as widely travelled, of such ready sympathy
that he can be intimate with both the powerful and the
weak, almost always ready to intercede on behalf of
the disadvantaged, tolerant, a peacemaker and a man
who hates slander, pious but not bigoted, simple-

hearted with the simple but also canny enough to see
through hypocrisy and deception. Occasional stories
against himself lend verisimilitude, but they are
always placed in his childhood or youth, with the implication that he has now learned better. He is also insistent on his own fame, recounting stories of how he
has heard his works recited as far away as India.
Much of this must surely be taken as the deliberate
creation of an authorial persona. It is, for example,
similar to the persona created by the English
mediaeval writer Chaucer, and probably for the same
reasons; both poets present themselves as charming
raconteurs—wise, attractive, avuncular companions,
men with broad sympathies who have seen the world
but still basically share the plain man's "common
sense" world-view. This cosmopolitan, compassionate, shrewd persona is to be regarded chiefly as an
advertisement for the work. Significant here, too, is
Sacdi's strong sense of humour and his previouslynoted warning that travellers are liars; Sacdi's presentation of himself is a brilliant literary device that he
undertakes with every sign of relish at his undoubted
skill; it is perhaps the greatest of his literary triumphs.
Perhaps in part because of their self-consciously
"international" and unprovincial interests, SacdT's
writings were highly influential as models not only in
Persia itself but also in Turkey of the Saldjuks and the
beyliks and subsequently in the Ottoman empire.
Similarly, in Mughal India, his works quickly
achieved great fame, and his ghazah were imitated by
Persian-speaking Indian poets within his own lifetime
or shortly afterwards. Generally speaking, in countries that have at different periods looked to Persia as
a cultural model, he is thought of as the archetypal
Persian author, and his works have been a fundamental part of the educational curriculum of those wishing
to become acquainted with Persian belle-lettres. His
popularity in the Ottoman empire and Mughal India
led to his name being known in the West at a relatively early period. French, German and Latin translations of parts of his oeuvre appeared in the mid-7th
century, and Gentius brought out an edition of the
Gulistdn, with a Latin translation, in Amsterdam in
1651. The benevolence of SacdT's usual sentiments
and his frequent advocacy of irenic tolerance made
him particularly attractive to Enlightenment authors,
and Voltaire pretended, tongue in cheek, that his
Zadig was a translation from Sacdl. In Germany
Herder, and in England Sir William Jones, were both
enthusiastic advocates of Sacdl's work. In America,
Benjamin Franklin borrowed an anecdote from the
Bustdn (that of Abraham and the Zoroastrian) "on account of the importance of the moral, well worth
being made known to all mankind", and Emerson
saw the poet in more or less the same light—i.e. as an
Oriental version of a pragmatic Enlightenment deist.
By the mid-19th century, Sacdl had been more extensively translated into European languages than any
other Persian author, with the possible exception of
Hafiz.
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SACDIDS, SA C DIANS, a S h a r i f i a n d y n a s t y w h i c h
ruled in Morocco from the mid-10th/16th century
to ca. 1070/1659. The Sacdids or Sacdians or Banu
Sacd, make their appearance in the history of Morocco at the beginning of the 10716th century, at the time
when the last ruling dynasty of Berber origin, the
Banu Wattas [see WATTASIDS], was in decline. The
Banu Sacd claimed to have come originally from
Yanbu c in the Tihama of the Hidjaz and to be descendants of the Prophet; whatever their origin, they bore
the title of sharif.
Since the 8th/14th century, they had lived in the
central valley of the Darca, at Tagmaddart. In the
following century they established themselves in the
Sus at Tidsi. The first of the Sacdids to play a role in
the internal politics of Morocco was called Abu cAbd
Allah Muhammad b. cAbd al-Rahman al-Ka°im biamr Allah. He was a saintly man, a disciple of alDjazulT [0.0.], who enjoyed genuine prestige among
the neighbouring tribes. In 916/1510 he was appointed war-leader and campaigned against the Portuguese, formally established at Agadir [q. v. ] since
919/1513 (in reality since 1505). In 917/1511, he had
named his eldest son Ahmad al-A c radj governor of the
Sus; two years later he appointed him his successor.
On his death in 923/1517-18, at Afughal in the Haha,
two of his sons shared the political power which he had
built up: al-Acradj governed to the north of the Atlas,
the younger, Mahammad al-Shaykh, in the Sus.
These two sharifs were the real founders of the Sacdian
dynasty, the first Sharifian dynasty to take power in
Morocco.
The two principal objectives of these princes were
the struggle against the Christians, in this case the
Portuguese, and the conquest of northern Morocco,
in other words the eviction of the Wattasids. In
929/1523 hostilities were declared between them and
the amir of Fas, Muhammad al-Burtugali. Then in
930/1524 the two sharifs took possession of Marrakush, assassinating the amir of the Hintata, al-Nasir
Bu Shentuf, who was in occupation of the town, and
al-A c radj became the head of the new state, established de facto, with Marrakush as its capital. The
tomb of al-Djazuli, which had been at Afughal, was
transferred there; thus the city became a venerated
site. On two occasions the successor of Muhammad
al-Burtugali, Mawlay Ahmad al-Wattasi, attempted
to attack Marrakush, but without success, and in
916/1530 Wattasids and Sacdians established a frontier between their two "kingdoms", running from
Umm al-Rab^ to Wad al-cAbid. Six years later, the
Wattasid army was routed by that of the sharifs and in
1537, the latter took possession of Tafilalt, part of the
territory belonging to the Wattasids.
The sharifs also pursued the struggle against the
Portuguese, and in 948/1541 Agadir, or Santa-Cruz
do Cap de Cue, was taken by Mawlay Mahammad.
This victory led to a rift between the two Sacdian
brothers, when Mawlay Mahammad refused to share
the booty seized from the Portuguese fortress. The
younger imprisoned his elder brother, and then in
949/1542 an accord was signed between them. In spite
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of this apparent reconciliation, a violent quarrel took
place between the two princes in 950/1543, and alA c radj was exiled with his entire family to the Tafilalt;
Mawlay Mahammad was thus able to occupy
Marrakush.
Sole master of the Sacdian lands, Mawlay Muhammad renewed the struggle against the Banu Wattas of
Fas; in 1545, near Wadf Derna, he succeeded in taking prisoner Ahmad al-WattasT. Set free two years
later, the latter ceded Miknas, the Gharb and the
Habt to the Sacdian. The same year, 953/1547, the
sharif laid siege to Fas, a siege which lasted until
January 1549, at which date Fas fell, and Mawlay
Mahammad became the sole ruler of Morocco. As for
Ahmad al-Wattasi, he was sent to Marrakush. One of
the first consequences of this defeat was the abandonment by the Portuguese of their fortresses at Arzila/Asila and at al-Kasr al-saghlr.
At the same time that the Sacdids were undertaking
the conquest of Morocco, the Ottoman power established at Algiers was attempted to advance towards
the west. Between the two new powers in the Maghrib
lay an ancient "kingdom", Tlemcen, ruled by an
enfeebled dynasty, the Banu Zayyan or cAbd alWadids [q. v. ]: the conquest of Tlemcen seemed a
necessity both to the Ottomans and to the Sacdians.
On 23 Djumada I 957/9 June 1550, a SharTfian army
commanded by one of the sons of Mawlay Mahammad, Mawlay al-Harran, entered Tlemcen. It did not
stay there long, since a large proportion of the Moroccan troops had to be transferred to the Tafilalt in
order to fight against Ahmad al-Acradj, who had
rebelled against his younger brother. In the summer
of the same year, when the Sacdian garrison, left in
the Zayyanid capital under the command of two of the
sons of al-Shaykh, was attacked by the Pasha of
Algiers, it was unable to resist, and in February 1551
the Algerian army took possession of Tlemcen, which
remained henceforward under Ottoman control, the
Moulouya/Malwiyya serving as a frontier between
Morocco and the Algerian regency.
However, the Wattasids had not lost hope of
regaining power: an uncle of the prince defeated in
956/1549, Abu Hassun, who had for some time found
refuge in Spain, succeeded with the aid of the
Algerians in defeating the Sharlfians under the walls
of Fas, which he entered on 14 $afar 962/7 January
1554. He even allied himself to al-A c radj and to the
latter's son, Zaydan, who had succeeded in making
themselves masters of the Tafilalt. And if a message
addressed by Abu Hassun to his new ally had not been
intercepted by Mawlay Mahammad al-Shaykh—with
the result that the defeat of his son Mawlay cAbd
Allah was transformed into victory—the Wattasid
would probably have been able to regain the Moroccan throne. But al-A c radj and Zaydan surrendered,
and al-Shaykh was enabled to renew the offensive
against Abu Hassun, who succumbed to a fatal lanceblow at Musallama on 15 Shawwal 961/13 September
1554. On this occasion, the Sacdians became the undisputed masters of Morocco.
Three years later, on 29 Dhu 'l-Kacda 964/23 October 1557, Mawlay Mahammad was assassinated by
a member of his Turkish bodyguard, Salah b.
Kyahya. Shortly before this, the other sharif, alA c radj, imprisoned in Marrakush, had been executed
by the governor of the town, along with seven of his
sons and grandsons. The senior branch of the Sacdids
was thus eliminated and the succession of the sharif
Mawlay Mahammad fell to his son, Mawlay cAbd
Allah al-Ghalib bi'llah. At the start of his reign, which
was marked by an anti-Turkish policy, three of his
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brothers advanced as far as Algiers, and two of them
even reached Istanbul. In 965/1558, the new
sovereign succeeded in defeating the Turko-Ottomans
of Algiers near Wad! '1-Laban and invading the
Regency. He attempted, without success, to forge an
alliance with the king of Navarre, Antoine de Bourbon. On the other hand, he succeeded in establishing
peaceful relations with Spain, which earned him the
hostility of the marabouts whose influence was increasing throughout the Maghrib. He also sought to
deprive the Portuguese of Mazagan, their last fortress, but failed. Mawlay cAbd Allah died in
981/1574, and his son Mawlay Mahammad, already
governor of Fas, was recognised as sovereign without
hindrance. But another Sacdid prince was a pretender
to the Moroccan throne, Mawlay cAbd al-Malik, one
of the brothers of the late shanf, who from 1557 onward was conspiring with the Ottoman Sultan to obtain military and financial support. Two years after
the death of his brother, Mawlay cAbd al-Malik, with
a Turko-Algerian force, supplemented by Arab contigents, defeated his nephew at al-Rukn and entered
Fas on 10 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 983/11 March 1576. As for
Mawlay Mahammad, he reached Marrakush, and
then, following a further defeat at the hands of his uncle, he took refuge in the Sus. Subsequently, with the
help of the king of Spain, he made his way to Penon
de Velez.
While the uncle had been aided by the Ottomans,
the nephew ultimately obtained the aid of the Christian princes, especially that of the king of Portugal,
Don Sebastian, who dreamed of conquering Morocco. In Djumada I 986/July 1578, a substantial Christian army set out in support of Mawlay Mahammad.
The clash between this army and that of Mawlay cAbd
al-Malik took place on 4 August near the Wadi
Mekhazen; the two Moroccan pretenders and the
king of Portugal died in the combat. This battle, the
so-called Battle of the Three Kings, had vast repercussions in Europe as in Morocco, where it aroused a
veritable surge of national consciousness. The victor
was another brother of Mawlay cAbd Allah, Mawlay
Ahmad, who became sultan. His reign was one of the
most significant in the entire history of Morocco, as
well as one of the longest, since it lasted until
1012/1603.
Having reorganised the country, Mawlay Ahmad
established diplomatic relations with the Ottoman empire, as well as with Christian nations including
Spain, Portugal and England; in 993/1585 English
merchants founded the Barbary Company which enjoyed free and exclusive trade with Morocco for
twelve years. But the major achievement of the reign
was the conquest of the western Sudan; contacts between the Songhay of the loop of the Niger and
Morocco had begun in the 5th/llth century. In the
10th/16th century, the salt-pans of Tegheza, between
Timbuktu and Marrakush, were coveted by the
Moroccans, and in 986/1578 Mawlay Ahmad asked
Askia Dawud, the ruler of the Songhay, to allow him
the exploitation of these salt-pans for a year. Three
years later, the Sacdian shanf ordered the occupation
of Touat and the Gourara, and in 992/1584 sent to the
western Sudan a first expedition, which was a
disastrous failure. The conquest of Sudan was decided
upon and in 1591 the Pasha Djudar, commanding the
Sharifian troops, entered first Gao and then Timbuktu. In 994/1596 the Moroccans occupied the loop
of the Niger from Koukya to Djenna; the western
Sudan came under Sacdian domination, and every
year, tribute of Sudanese gold was paid to Marrakush. Dissension between the sons of Mawlay

Ahmad, henceforward to be known as al-Mansur alDhahabl, cast a cloud over the end of the reign of the
shanf, who died of the plague on 17 RabI* 1/25 August
1603.
During his lifetime, Mawlay Ahmad had given
some of his sons a degree of administrative responsibility. Following his death, the princes Zaydan and
Abu Faris had themselves declared sultans, at Fas and
at Marrakush respectively. A third brother, Mahammad al-Shaykh al-Ma3mun, who had been imprisoned by his father for rebellion, succeeded in defeating
his brother Zaydan at al-Mouata and being proclaimed in his turn as sovereign at Fas (1604), while
Mawlay Zaydan gained control of the Sus; the
fratricidal struggles which were to lead to the dissolution of the dynasty had begun.
A fourth prince soon claimed his share of the
"kingdom", sc. Mawlay cAbd Allah, a son of alMa D mun who, in 1015/1606, succeeded in
establishing himself at Marrakush. All these struggles
devastated the country and destitution was rife. AlMa D mun, whose power was gradually ebbing away,
attempted to obtain the support of Tuscany, then appealed to Spain for help, where he was obliged to take
refuge in March 1608 as Mawlay Zaydan had regained power in Marrakush and was threatening Fas. The
following year, in the hope of gaining the support of
the government of Philip III, king of Spain, the shanf
al-Ma3mun signed a treaty according to which he
guaranteed, in exchange for military aid, to cede to
him the port of Larache/al-cAra5ish [#.z>.], which
Spain had long coveted, lest it be occupied by the Ottoman fleet. On 20 November 1610 Spanish troops
commanded by the Marquis of San German took
possession of Larache, the port and the town. But instead of helping Mawlay Muhammad al-Ma5mun,
this action lost him every chance of returning to his
throne. He was assassinated in 1022/1613 at Fadjdj
al-Faras.
In 1018/1609, the above-mentioned prince Mawlay
c
Abd Allah, had had his uncle Abu Faris strangled.
He was thus able to succeed his father at Fas, but the
kingdom of Fas was no more than a much-reduced
territory. Despite the agitations of one of his brothers,
Mawlay Zaghuda, and despite the total anarchy existing in Fas, the reign of Mawlay cAbd Allah lasted
until his death in 1032/1623. After him another of his
brothers, Mawlay cAbd al-Malik, ruled nominally in
Fas for four years, but the descendants of al-Ma3mun
were no longer in a position to exert real power.
After the cession of Larache to the Spanish, the only
Sacdian prince considered to be a legitimate sovereign
was Mawlay Zaydan. While the descendants of
Mawlay Muhammad al-Shaykh tried to maintain
their position at Fas, Zaydan established his capital at
Marrakush and was recognised by foreign powers as
sultan of Morocco. In 1021/1612 he was subjected to
the attacks of a religious leader, Abu MahallT [q. v. in
Suppl.], who had declared holy war against the
Sacdids, and who even succeeded in entering Marrakush. Mawlay Zaydan was obliged to flee to $afi
[q. v. ], whence he attempted to leave Morocco with his
retinue, and seventy-three cases of Arabic books.
These cases were loaded on a French ship which was
intercepted and impounded by the Spanish, who
declared it to be legitimate war-booty; the Arabic
volumes thus remained in the possession of the
Spanish, and were later deposited in the Escurial.
The state of anarchy which pervaded the country
enabled various religious chiefs or marabouts to make
themselves more or less independent of the ailing central power. Those of the Sus did not pose a real threat
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Genealogical table of the Sacdid Shurafa3
Muhammad al-Ka'im bi-amr Allah,
d.'l517

1

Ahmad al-Acradj,
d. 1557
1
1
I
Zaydan,
al-Na?ir,
d. 1554
d.1554
= Maryam

1
Mahammad al-Shaykh,
1488(?) - 1557
I
Muhammad
al-Harran,
d. 1550

1
c
Abd
al-Kadir,
d/1551

Muhammad,
d. 1567

c

1
Abd Allah
al-Ghalib,
1557-74

Mahammad
al-Maslukh,
1574-6,
d. 1578

1
Maryam
= Zaydan

1
al-Na§ir,
d. 1596

1
1
£
c
Abd
Abd
al-Rahman, al-Mu'min,
d. 1567
d. 1551

Dawud,
1579

I
c
Abd
al-Malik
1576-8

Ahmad
al-Man?ur
1578 1603

1
Ulhman
d. 1558

c

Ismacll,
b. 1575

al-§haykh
Felipe de Africa
1
Mahammad
al-Shaykh,
1603-13
I
c
Abd Allah,
1613, d. 1623

I
Muhammad
Zaghuda,
d. 1628

c

1
A1I,
b. 1568 (?)
d. 1594

1
Abu Paris
Zay dan
Abd Allah, Abu 'l-Ma£ali,
1603-8
160 3-27

C

Abd al-Malik,
1623-7

The princes who actually reigned are given in bold type.
to the dynasty, but those of northern Morocco put the
government of the sharifs in danger; the arrival of the
Moriscos, especially following their expulsion from
Spain (1609-10), and their occupation of Rabat which
they declared an independent republic, as well as the
agitation of a "marabout", al-cAyyashT, in the region
of Sala and then at Sala itself, ultimately rendered
Mawlay Zaydan's authority purely theoretical in the
north of Morocco.
The sharijZaydan died in 1036/1627, and his successor was his eldest son Mawlay cAbd al-Malik, who
reigned only four years: he was assassinated on 6
Shacban 1040/10 March 1631. The treaty which he
had negotiated with France was signed by his brother
Muhammad al-Walid, on 20 Safar 1041/17
September 1631. Al-Walld, assassinated in turn, was
succeeded by a third son of Mawlay Zaydan, Mawlay
Mahammad al-Shaykh al-Asghar. The latter succeeded in maintaining control over Morocco, or rather
over the region of Marrakush, until 1065/1654; he
faced opposition from another maraboutic power, the
Dila-'iyya of the central Atlas [see oiLA3 in Suppl.].
The last Sacdian sovereign was the son of al-Shaykh.
Ahmad al-cAbbas, who inherited a thoroughly decadent kingdom. After his assassination in 1069/1659,
Morocco became the object of contention between the
shurafd* of the Tafilalt, the cAlawis, and the Dila^iyya
of the Atlas. The last-named were decisively defeated
in 1079/1668, and the Sacdid shurafa* were succeeded
by the cAlawf shurafd^ [see C ALAWIS],
If the last Sacdid princes were characters without
much depth, and were in many cases debauched, the
first sharifs were outstanding statesmen who encouraged the cultural and artistic life of the country.
Although very little remains of the palace of Ahmad
al-Mansur, the Badi* of Marrakush, various religious
monuments from the Sacdian period have been preserved in this town: the great mosques of Bab Dukkala
and of Mouassin, the tomb of al-Djazuli, the Ben
Yusuf madrasa, and above all the mausoleums of the
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sharifs, Kubur al-Ashraf. At Fas, the Sacdians built little, but to them are owed the two pavilions at the extremities of the court of the mosque of al-Karawiyyin,
as well as the basdtin, the northern Burdj and the
southern Burdj built by Ahmad al-Mansur in 1582.
Until the death of this sultan, the economic situation was such that there were periods of considerable
prosperity; the relations of Sacdian Morocco with
European countries facilitated the export of various
products such as textiles, horses, wheat, saltpetre, and
especially sugar, principally to England (cultivation of
the sugar-cane had appeared in Morocco in the
3rd/9th century, and disappeared shortly after the
death of Ahmad al-Mansur). It is also to the credit of
the Sacdid shurafd'* that they presided over the birth of
a genuine feeling of national consciousness, which
resisted any attempt at domination by Christians or
Ottomans.
Bibliography. Chronique anonyme de la dynastie
sa^dienne, ed. G.S. Colin, in Coll. detextesarabespubl.
by ITnstitut des Hautes Etudes marocaines, Rabat
1934; Fr. tr. E. Fagnan, in Extraits inedits relatifs au
Maghreb, Algiers 1924, 360-457; Abu Paris cAbd alAzlz al-Fishtall, Mandhil al-safd* ft akhbar al-muluk als_hurafd\ Rabat 1964; Muhammad al-$aghlr b. alHadjclj b. cAbd Allah al-Ifram, Nuzhat al-hddi.
Histoire de la dynastie saadienne au Maroc (1511-1670),
ed. and Fr. tr. O. Houdas, Paris 1888-9; D. de
Torres, Relacion del origen y suceso de los xarifes y del
estado de los reinos de Marruecos, Fez y Tarudante, ed. y
estudio de Mercedes Garcia Arenal, Madrid 1980;
Les sources inedites de I'histoire du Maroc, 1™ serie,
dynastie saadienne, France, i-iii; Spain, i-iii; England,
i-iii; Netherlands, i-vi; Portugal, i-v, Paris 1905-61;
A. Cour, L'etablissement des dynasties des Cherifs au
Maroc, Paris 1904; idem, La dynastie marocaine des
Beni Wattds, Constantine 1920, 113-234; E. LeviProvencal, Les historiens des Chorfa, Paris 1922, 87140; R. Le Tourneau, Les debuts de la dynastie
saadienne jusqu'a la mort du sultan M'hammed ech-Cheikh
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(1557), Publ. de 1'Institut d'etudes superieures
islamiques d'Alger, Algiers 1954; idem, La decadence
sa^dienne et I'anarchie marocaine au XVII* siecle, in Annales de la Faculte des Lettres d'Aix, xxxii, 187-225;
idem, Histoire de la dynastie sa^dide, extrait de alTurguman al-mucrib can duwal al-Ma§riq wal
Magrib d'Abu al-Qasim b. Ahmad b. cAlib. Ibrahim alZayydni, presente par L. Mougin et H. Hamburger, in
ROMM, xxiii (1983), 7-109; Ahmad b. Khalid alNasiri, K. al-Istiksd^ li-akhbdr duwal al-Maghrib alAksd, al-dawla al-sa^diyya, v-vi, Casablanca 1955; A.
Guennun, Cartas de historia de los Saadies, Tetouan
1954; G. Deverdun, Inscriptions arabes des Marrakech,
Rabat 1958; idem, Marrakech des origines a 1912, i-ii,
Rabat 1959-66; H. de Castries, La conquetedu Soudan
par al-Mansour (1591), in Hesperis, iv (1923), 433-88;
P. Berthier, Les anciennes sucreries du Maroc et leurs
reseaux hydrauliques, 2 vols., Rabat 1966; G.
Gozalbes Busto, La republica andaluza de Rabat en el
siglo XVII, Cuadernos de la Biblioteca espanola de
Tetuan, nos. 9-10, Tetouan 1974, pp. 469.
(CHANTAL DE LA VERONNE)
SADIK HIDAYAT [see HIDAYAT, SADIK].
C
SADIK RIF AT PASHA, MEHMED, O t t o m a n
s t a t e s m a n and d i p l o m a t (1807-57). He was born
in Istanbul, the only son of a very wealthy family. His
father was Hadjdji CA1T Bey, the governor of the Ottoman cannon foundries (Topkhdne). Sadik Rif^at received an education in the palace school, serving his
final year in the Enderun-i Humdyun Khazine Odasl (the
imperial treasury). Thereafter, he was placed in the
correspondence department (Mektubi Kalemi) of the
Grand Vizierate, as an assistant clerk. In 1824 he was
promoted to the rank of khwddja (master) and in 1828
he became a junior clerk in the office of incoming correspondence.
He attracted the attention of Sultan Mahmud II
[q.v.] when accompanying the latter on his tour of
Edirne and Gelibolu. He also joined the entourage of
Pertew Pasha [q. v. ], whose protege he became, just
like his more famous contemporary Mustafa Reshid
[0.z>.]. In 1834 he succeeded Reshid in the position of
assistant-receiver (Amedi Wekili). Next year, Sadik
Rif-at was appointed Ottoman ambassador to Vienna, where he gained the friendship of the Austrian
chancellor Prince Metternich, but struck Joseph von
Hammer as a novice in diplomacy. During his stay in
Vienna, he wrote a memorandum on the "circumstances of Europe" (Awrupd ahwdllna dd^ir risdle,
1837) in which he pointed out the importance of
security of life and property and of rational
bureaucratic practices, and advocated devoting more
attention to trade and industry. According to Sadik
RiFat, the old Ottoman condescension towards
people engaged in trade should end and productivity
should be made a central aim of the Ottoman government. The ideas put forward in the memorandum
resembled the provisions of the Anglo-Ottoman trade
treaty of Balta Limani of 1838 and of the famous
Gulkhane edict which issued in the Tanzimdt reforms
in 1839.
In 1840, Sadik Rifat, now under-secretary of state
at the Foreign Office, led a mission to Egypt. Shortly
after, he was appointed as under-secretary of state at
the office of the Grand Vizier. In 1841, he was promoted to the rank of vizier and served as foreign
secretary for nine months, the first of four separate
tenures of that post (the others being in 1843-5, 1848
and 1853), always for short periods of time. In the
same year he joined the Medjlis-i Wdld-yi Ahkdm-i
^Adliyye (Exalted Council for Judicial Ordinances), the
main consultative body of the early Tanzimdt era.

After a second stint as ambassador to Austria (1842-3)
and his second term as foreign secretary, he rejoined
the council and became its chairman (with a seat in
the cabinet) in 1845. He was to serve as chairman of
the council three more times, in 1848-9, 1850 and
1853-4, after which he joined the newly established
Medjlis-i cAli-yi Tanzimdt (High Council for Reforms).
In between he served as finance minister for three
months in 1848, and as minister of state for three
months in 1850. In the latter year he also joined the
Learned Society (Enajumen-i Danish).
Sadik Rif c at Pasha was a close associate of Reshld
Pasha and a member of the inner circle of reformers
all through the 1830s, 1840s and 1850s. He was a
strong supporter of the secularisation of the legal and
educational systems and, like Reshid, CA1I and Fu3ad
Pashas, both preached and practiced the simplification of the Ottoman chancery style. Against the expectations of many of his contemporaries, he never attained the Grand Vizierate.
Sadik Rifat Pasha died on 11 January 1857 and
was buried in Eyyub. He left a daughter (who was
married to a son of Mustafa Reshid Pasha, Ahmed
Djelal Pasha) and a son, Mehmed Ra D uf Pasha, who
edited and published a number of his father's
memoranda under the title Muntakhabdt-i dthar-i Rifat
(Selected Writings of Rif^at). Another small work,
called Risdle-yi akhldk (Treatise on morals) was for
some time used in Ottoman schools.
Bibliography: Murat Beige (ed.), Tanzimat'tan
Cumhuriyet'e Tiirkiye ansiklopedisi, Istanbul 1985, i,
250-2, iii, 622-3; C.V. Findley, Bureaucratic reform in
the Ottoman Empire. The Sublime Porte 1789-1922,
Princeton 1980, 136-8; Ibrahim Alaettin Govsa,
Turk meshurlan ansiklopedisi, Istanbul 1946, 326;
Turk ansiklopedisi, Ankara 1978, xxvii, 325.
(E.J. ZURCHER)
SADIKI (the transcription often used by Indian
numismatists of what should correctly be SIDDIKI), the
name given by TTpu Sultan of Mysore [see MAHISUR]
t o a g o l d c o i n of the value of two pagodas (Port, pardao, the name of a gold coin long current in South India in pre-modern times and for which various etymologies have been propounded; see Yule-Burnell,
Hobson-Jobson, a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words
and phrases, 652-7, 672-8), weighing 106 grains ( =
6.87 gr). The name Siddlkl derives from the epithet
borne by the first caliph Abu Bakr [q. v. ] al-$iddik, in
accordance with Tlpu's custom of naming the
denominations of his coins after the first caliphs and
the Sh^I imams.
Bibliography: J.R. Henderson, The coins of
Haidar All and Tipu Sultan, Madras 1921.
(J. ALLAN*)
AL-§ADIKIYYA, AL-MADRASA, in Tunisian
Arabic es-$adkiyya, in French, le College Sadiki, a
p r e s t i g i o u s educational e s t a b l i s h m e n t , founded by a decree of Muhammad al-$adik Bey [q. v. ] of
Tunis on 5 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1291/13 January 1875 on
the advice of the reforming minister Khayr al-Dln

[«•».]•
Its foundation marked the culmination of a period

of reflection by the reforming elite in Tunisia which,
from the middle of the 19th century, opened its eyes
to the modern world, was disturbed at the social,
cultural and economic backwardness of the country,
and had the curiosity to make itself familiar with the
sciences of the West. It took into account the fact that
all reform, political or administrative, would necessarily involve the updating of teaching methods, the
development of the programme of studies and its
extension to as great a number as possible of pupils.

AL-SADIKIYYA
The foundation statue of the $adikiyya envisaged a
double objective: (1) conservation, "revivification"
(ihyd3) and renovation (tadjdid) of the Arabo-Muslim
cultural inheritance; and (2) an opening-up to the new
world, in its various cultural forms: the mastery of
foreign languages as a basic means of communication,
and an initiation into the exact sciences and their
manifold applications.
The foundation statue of the Sadikiyya
The College is meant for young Muslim Tunisians
(art. 29); instruction there is free (art. 31). There are
to be two categories of pupils (resident ones with bursaries, those with half-bursaries and those living externally). Three levels of instruction are envisaged: (1)
Primary, in which is to be taught reading and writing,
Kur5an recitation, Prophetic tradition and the usual
manuals of Islamic studies (muturi)', (2) Second level,
in which the legal science of the shar^a are to be
taught; and (3) (and here are the innovations) the
teaching of the exact and modern sciences
(mathematics, inc. algebra, geometry, mensuration,
engineering); cosmography; geography; natural
sciences (the elements of medicine, vertinary science,
botany, zoology, mineralogy, agriculture and
chemistry); political science and legislation; and, in a
word, "everything not prohibited by the sharc, which
it is necessary to make available to the Muslim community so that it may organise services of public
value" (art. 25).
This third level was to take seven years. Art. 23 envisages the possibility for graduates of "continuing
their studies" for a further seven years at the most.
This last rule was in effect used in order to send certain pupils to France, Turkey and England; from
1878 to 1881 a dozen students followed courses at the
Lycee Saint-Louis in Paris.
Installation of the Sddikiyya
The effective inauguration of the Sadikiyya took
place on 20 Muharram 1292/27 February 1875. The
"new school" was at that time installed in Tunis in a
former barracks in the rue Ezzenaidya (al-zand^idiyya
"the armourers"), baptised under the French Protectorate as the rue de 1'Eglise, and is situated at the present in no. 55 in the rue Djamic al-Zaytuna. In 1897,
the College was moved to a new building, in AraboMaghribl style, dominating the hill over the Kasba,
and which gave place to the Administration of the
Habous (hubus, awkdf) and then to an annexe of the
National Library (Periodicals Service).
Financial arrangements
In order to provide the College with an assured and
autonomous budget, Khayr al-DTn allotted to it the
greater part of the properties of the former chief
minister, Mustafa Khaznadar [q. v. ], confiscated by
the state. These comprised enormous rural estates,
olive groves, building plots in Tunis itself (TunisMarine) and in its outskirts (La Goulette, La Marsa,
etc.), and houses and shops in the city centre. "By a
decree of 10 March 1875, the properties forming the
endowment of the $adiki College were made into an
habous (hubus) as property held in mainmort, of a
religious nature and inalienable. Under the able administration of Muhammad al-cArif, the College's
finances rapidly prospered". These habous were
valued in 1906 at about 20 million francs.
However, from the beginning of the Protectorate,
the speculations of European colons, supported by the
French administration, allowed, by means of a legal
fiction or ruse (hila), the disastrous exchange (^twaa*) of
the rich properties of the North (ca. 4,000 ha) against
rents "of enzel" (inzdl [q.v. in Suppl.]) or permanent
lease), which could be subsequently bought out for the
future payment of twenty annual payments.
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Practical arrangements and their variations

A decree of 28 March 1906 (2 $afar 1324) fixed the
number of resident pupils of the College at 40, whilst
that of the half-bursary holders was not to exceed 100.
These pupils were admitted after a competitive
examination embracing the whole of Tunisia. A
certificate of elementary primary studies was required
of all candidates, whose age had to be (on the
31 December of the year of the competition) between
12 and 15. Between 1906 and 1929 the total number
of pupils was 625. In comparison, one may note that
in 1905, there were at the Lycee Carnot 846 pupils,
including 44 Tunisian Muslims. It was not till the
1930s, under the direction of Gabriel Merat, that
numbers passed the peak of 160. But it was above all
under the direction of a former pupil of the College,
the first Tunisian who had surmounted the barrier of
the competition for agregation in Arabic language and
literature, Muhammad c Atiyya, that its evolution
became spectacular. The number of pupils admitted
to the entrance competition passed, in 1951, the maximum of 305. The effective total was multiplied by ten,
and the prodigious efforts of the director were crowned by the building, on a plot of land belonging to the
Crown demesnes, of an annexe to the College, the
Lycee Khaznadar, to which the internal and part of
the external students were transferred.
The syllabuses and their successive reform
It was political considerations which usually determined the changes in teaching programmes. Thus it
was that, at the beginning of the Protectorate from
1882, the French Minister-Resident Paul Cambon
understood the services which the College could
render to the new administration. Under the direction
of Delmas, in 1892, the secondary education syllabus
was modified: kept at a level below that of the lycees,
in the scientific field, instruction took on above all a
practical and professional aspect. Special courses in
literary, administrative and legal translation were introduced there in the light of the certificate and higher
diploma in Arabic required for entry into the public
service (decree of 1888). The first graduates of the
Sadikiyya were caught up by the administration,
which dangled before the eyes of the youth an assured
position and treatment. The $adikiyya ceased to be
basically a place for shaping the learned education of
Tunisian youth, but became a "nursery" for officials
of the Protectorate administration, a "producer of
white-collar workers".
After 1934, the director c Atiyya, going back to the
spirit of the College's founder and the letter of its
foundation statue (respect for and preservation of the
national heritage, with an opening on to the modern
world), brought the syllabuses up to the scientific level
required by the baccalaureat and assured Arabic
language and literature of an adequate role. He diversified studies and, at the second level of instruction,
increased the number of specialised sections corresponding to the different series of the baccalaureat:
Section A: classical literature (Latin and Greek introduced for the first time, whence, eventually, were
formed cadres for the archaeological service and
teachers of the history of ancient Tunisia).
Section B: Sciences plus languages (English, then
Italian and German).
Section C: Latin plus sciences.
Section D (crowned by the sole Diploma of completed studies), an education on an administrative
(legislative) and legal (elements of law and Islamic
jurisprudence) basis.
An innovation should be noted. The director of the
Sadikiyya could admit, as an option at the oral
examination for the baccalaureat, questions on Arab-
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Islamic philosophy (al-Farabi, the Ikhwan al-$afa D ,
Ibn Sina, Ibn Khaldun, etc.).
The success of the Sadikiyya encouraged an increasing demand from Tunisians for it to be extended
to other establishments. After 1944, the Direction of
Public Instruction decided to create, on the same
model, classes which were described as "Sadikian"
and then "Tunisian" in a number oflycees and colleges: the College Aaloui, the Lycees of Sousse and
Sfax and even, under pressure from the Union of
Tunisian employees in Public Education, at the Lycee
Carnot in Tunis and, for Muslim girls, at the Lycee
Louis-Rene Millet in the rue du Pacha in Tunis.
In 1955, the numbers of participants in the "Tunisian" classes reached 6,000. Studies there were
crowned by the "Diploma of Sadikian studies",
which was replaced, after Independence in 1957, by
that of the "Tunisian baccalaureat".
Finally, one should mention the indelible impact
which the Sadikiyya has had on Tunisian society,
quite apart from its role in the domain of education.
"By bringing together on the same benches, in the
same refectory and dormitory, children from all
classes of this society, Sadiki went on to create the
democratic education of youth ... Thanks to the
possibility of boarding there, provincials and countrydwellers, hitherto disdained (as dfdkis) by the children
of the capital, found themselves in contact with each
other, and learned to know and love each other" (Ali
Bach Hamba, 1906).
A mixing-together of youth from all social levels, a
free comradeship and close solidarity of feeling, an atmosphere of hard work and a strong feeling of responsibility and duty, have characterised the atmosphere
of the Sadikiyya right up to the present day.
Bibliography: Foundation Statue of the Sadiki College, decree of 5 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1291, Official Tunisian Press; Sadiki et les Sadikiens (1875-1975), Tunis
1975; L. Machuel (Director-General of Education
in Tunisia), L 'enseignement public en Tunisie, Tunis
1906, 29-42; Taoufik Bachrouch, Les Sadikiens de la
Premiere Heure ou la tentation de I'ouverture, in CT(lst
and 2nd tr. 1988), 167-82.
(M. Souissi)
SADIN (A.), in early Arabia, the guardian of a
s h r i n e (abstract noun, siddna).
The root s - d - n contains the sense of "veil, curtain", which puts sddin on a level with hdajib, the first
term denoting the guardian of a shrine, and the
second, the "door-keeper" of a palace, hence
"chamberlain". The hdajib acts under the orders of
someone else, whereas the sddin acts on his own initiative (LCA, xvii, 69, citing Ibn Barri). However, the
two terms may be found juxtaposed, e.g. in Ibn
Hisham, who says, "The Arabs possessed, as well as
the Kacba, tawdghit which were shrines (buyut: cf.
Fahd, La divination arabe, 132 ff.) which they used to
venerate just as they venerated the Kacba; these sanctuaries had sadana and hudjdjdb" (Sira, 55, 1. 10). According to him, the personnel of the cult could be reduced to the sddin and the hdajib. The site of the cult
itself is called bayt al-masdan in a verse attributed to
Ru'ba b. al-cAdjdjadj (he. cit., 1. 11). For al-Djahiz,
sddin belongs to the Djahiliyya; it is replaced by hdajib
(Hayawdn, i, 160 ult.). Amongst the offices created by
Kusayy [q.v.] figures that of the hiajaba "guardianship
of the Kacba".
As well as his function as guardian of a shrine, the
sddin watched over the offerings made to the divinities
and practised belomancy [see AL-ISTIKSAM BI 'LAZLAM]. This was the situation regarding the custodian of the Kacba; he shook up the divinatory arrows
in the god Hubal's [q.v.] quiver.

The sadin appears thus in the sources concerning
primitive Islam, when Arabian paganism was in full
decadence. Going further back and placing him the
context of the surrounding Semitic world, one notes
that there was both a complementariness and a rivalry
between the sddin and the kdhin. The first had a mantic
and augural role, the second, an oracular and ecstatic
one. But it often happened that the two were in rivalry
and trespassed on each other's territory; also, the
absence of one enabled the other to exercise both
functions.
Bibliography: Full details in KAHIN and in Fahd,
La divination arabe2, Paris 1987, 109-12.
(T. FAHD)
SACDIYYA, a Sufi tanka [q.v.] and family
c
lineage particularly Syrian and Shafi i in identity,
still active today, that grew to prominence also in
Ottoman Egypt, Turkey and the Balkans. Notable
aspects of the Sacdiyya are their distinctive rituals and
their role in the social history of Damascus. The
eponymous founder is Sacd al-Din al-Shaybam alDjibawi (hereafter "Sacd"). His dates remain uncertain, but most probably fall in the 7-8th/13th-14th
centuries. To the extent to which any tanka may be
characterised, the Sacdiyya is marked by the practice
of khawdrik al-^dddt (deeds transcending the natural
order, such as healing, spectacles involving body
piercing, darb al-sildh, and, best known, the dawsa
[q-v.], the shaykh riding horseback over a "living
carpet" of men) and by wide appeal among the middle and lower classes. Few culamd* appear in the Sacdl
silsila and the biographical compendia of notables and
c
w/ama3 are ambivalent about Sacdl activities.
Through successful business and generous extension of their inherited baraka, many Damascene Sacdls
became extremely wealthy and offered a safe haven of
hospitality for Ottoman dignitaries at their main
zdwiya in the tempestuous Midan quarter. The order
has been fraught with an unusually high level of competitive struggles over the mashaykha of the family, the
$ufi order and its awkdf. Because the order by and
large is hereditary in leadership, family connections
predominate over acquired knowledge and training.
The Sacdls are a good example of the outcome of the
combination of saintliness, $u£T organisation and
wealth in the Ottoman world.
The encyclopaedic Sufi silsila collections of the 1113717-19th centuries do not feature the Sacdiyya
prominently. Al-Kushashl (d. 1071/1661), alc
UdjaymI (d. 1113/1702) and al-Sanusi (d.
1276/1859) seem unconcerned with the order, but
Murtada al-Zabidl (d. 1205/1790) received the Sacdi
tanka from the Damascene Ahmad al-Maninl (d.
1173/1759) and gives a second sanad following the
familiar Djunaydl/Imami line (^Ikd al-djawhar fi 'ldhikr wa-turuk al-ilbds wa 'l-talktn, ms. Dar al-Kutub alMisriyya, tasawwuf, 3, 332, p. 58). Kama! al-Din alHarlri (d. 1299/1882) presents four silsilas, only one of
which he received in a personal encounter (Tibydn
wasd^il al-hakd^ik fi baydn salasil al-tard^ik, ms. Fatih
Ibrahim 431, ii, fols. 129a-138a). This line, of his
Aleppan shaykh Muhammad b. YasTn (d. 1292/1875),
can be collated with al-Muhibbi and other sources to
form a reasonably reliable silsila (Tibydn, ii, fols. 130b131b; Khuldsa, i, 34-5).
1. The f o u n d e r . The hagiography of Sacd,
eponym of the tanka, serves a symbolic function for
the order. Historical details about him are scant as is
literary production by members of the tartka. A 20thcentury Sacdl awrdd work puts his birth in Mecca in
460/1067 and his death in Djiba in the Hawran
(Golan, see al-Malih, i, 144-5). The year 621, closer
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to Margoliouth's 700/1300 reckoning (El1}, as a death
date is more probable (al-Harlrl, iii, 132, and alZirikll, iii, 84-5) but, based on other members of the
silsila, al-Nabhanl would place Sacd in the Mamluk
8th/14th century (Djdmic kardmdt, ii, 91). D'Ohsson
gives the date of death as 736/1335 (Tableau general, iv,
623), which fits with al-Wasiji's comments (see
below). Along with al-Hariri's cAbik al-sdddt al-adabiyya
fi tarik al-sdddt al-Sa^diyya are two other mandkib works,
by Abu Tayyib al-clzzl, and Shams al-Dln Sacd alHalabi (see Hilmi, 269-70). Al-Muhibbl's account of
Sacd's transformation into a Sufi shaykh is the earliest
found (i, 153).
The father of Sacd al-Dln, Yunus al-Shaybanl, is
traced genealogically by the Egyptians to Idrls I, the
conqueror of the Maghrib, and, through him and
Sacd's mother, Sacd is considered both Hasan! and
Husaynl (al-Khudari, al-Wafd* bi 'l-<ahd, 168-9). The
Banu Shayba [q. v. ] have the right to drape the Kacba,
and in a poem attributed to Sacd he speaks of being
from the "protectors of the Kacba" (al-Harlrl, ii, fol.
123b; Abaza and al-Hafiz, n. 2, 505). He claims, as
well, to be the "shaykh of each tanka" as the direct
mund of the Prophet. This meeting with the Prophet
is the climax of Sacd's conversion story. The young
rebellious son of Yunus had left Damascus for a life of
highway robbery in the Hawran. Either the Prophet
alone, or with Abu Bakr and CA1T, or with all the "ten
promised Paradise "pose as victims of Sacd al-Dln on
the road. When the answer for Sacd's demand for
goods and money is the first horseman's recital of
KurDan, LVII, 16 "Has not the time come for the
hearts of those who believe to turn humbly to the
remembrance of God (dhikr Allah)?" Sacd goes into
ecstasy and falls unconscious. The Prophet moistens
some dates in his mouth and feeds them to a nowrepentant Sacd. The leader of the ajinn is revealed,
Sacd takes *ahd from him, returns obediently to his
father and God and thence to Djiba, where he dies
after establishing a tanka (al-Muhibbl, i, 35; al-Witrl,
in Bltar, i, 12-15; al-Harlrl, ii, fol. 129b). Further
kardmdt of Sacd are enumerated in al-Wafd^, 171-5.
2. Tarika origins. European sources usually consider the Sacdiyya to be a Syrian branch of the
Rifa c iyya (Le Chatelier, 214; Depont and Coppolani,
575; Bliss, 245; Gibb and Bowen, ii, 197). Trimingham makes the point by using al-Wasitl's mention
of the khirka Sacdiyya in his work on the RifacTs, Tirydk
al-muhibbm, written ca. 720/1320 (The Sufi orders in
Islam, 73). In fact, al-Wasi^i simply lists the Sacdiyya
along with five other Djunaydl turuk (Tirydk, 48-9).
Lane's note that the Sacdiyya is a "celebrated sect of
the Rifacees" reflects, perhaps, the similarity in practices between the two: loud dhikr, (jiarb al-sildh, power
over snakes, and ingesting live coals and glass (Manners and customs..., 222). It is true that the two orders
are popular in the same milieus. The connection between the orders, however, seems to be traceable to a
careful manipulation of Sacd's spiritual lineage. The
Syrian Rifa c l Abu '1-Huda al-$ayyadi, Sultan cAbd
al-Hamld II's $ufT advisor, championed his tanka. In
a work ascribed to his Baghdad! Rifa c i shaykh Muhammad al-Rawwas (see introd., al-Sayyadi, al-Tanka alRifd^iyya), Sacd al-Dln has a father named Mazld, an
intimate khalifa of Ahmad al-Rifaci [see RIFA C IYYA]
(Yunus al-Shaybanl is depicted as Sacd's pious grandfather, Tayy al-sidjill, 384). He is said to have been initiated by the Rifa c l saint in 555/1160 outside
Damascus. Ahmad breathed into his mouth and
declared "Mazld, all that is ours is yours" (al-Witrl,
cited by al-Blfar, i, 14). According to this version of
Sacd's life, after his miraculous conversion, Mazld
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clothed Sacd in his Rifa c l khirka, the only one Sacd
wore throughout his life. Several of the European accounts mention Abu '1-Huda as their source for tanka
backgrounds (e.g. Depont and Goppolani, where Sacd
is "raised by" Ahmad al-RifacI, 327, 330). If Abu '1Huda had, indeed, worked to quash Arab nationalism
and to have his brand of Arab Sufism the imperial
favorite (Abu Manneh, 148 and passim), he was clever
to subsume the popular Syrian kutb under his own,
Rifacl, banner. The Sacdls, on their part, often have
their sahib al-tanka born long before Ahmad al-Rifaci
(as noted by Le Chatelier in the late 19th century,
211). CA1T Mubarak, writing around the same time as
Abu '1-Huda, states that the Sacdiyya are independent
of al-Ri&i (Khitat, iii, 129). Hariri, a devoted Rifacl,
does not link Sacd to al-RifacT. Any real ties between
the two orders remain to be established.
3. History of the Tarika in Syria. The first Sacdl
for whom we have contemporary accounts is Hasan
al-DjibawI (d. 910 or 914), who came from the
Hawran to Damascus in the late Mamluk period.
"The women and most of the common folk believed
he could cure insanity" by the thaumaturgic qualities
of the basmallah (al-Nu c aymi, al-Ddris, ii, 221-2), attributed to Sacd's association with the djinn. A
madjdhub named Khamis (or Khalll, d. 912/1506) is
reported by al-GhazzI as bringing Hasan to the
Mldan FawkanI district of Kubaybat, where he roofed
over the unfinished (and unoccupied) tomb of the
nd^ib Inal al-Djakml for his residence and zdwiya
(Kawdkib, i, 191; Wulzinger, 101). From $alihiyya
c
Ali b. Maymun (d. 917/1511) took to criticising the
obeisance Khamis required of those who came into
Hasan's presence, but was later chastened for his ill
manners. Hasan's son and successor Husayn (d.
926/1519) is the first to display what became a Sacdl
trademark—he served both the spiritually needy and
the worldly rulers of Damascus with lavish hospitality
at the Sacdl home (al-GhazzI, citing Ibn Tulun [d.
953/1546], Kawdkib, i, 185). Ahmad b. Husayn (d.
963/1555) continued the tanka tradition by holding
halakdt al-dhikr ("free of reprehensible acts and
beardless boys"), writing amulets and treating all,
amir and fakir, to banquets at the zdwiya (op. cit., ii,
103-4). Sacd al-Dln "al-Asghar" (d. 986/1578)
renovated the zdwiya in 964 and was one of only two
acydn mentioned at the inaugural khutba at the
Sulaymaniyya in 967 (iii, 157). It is worth noting that
the Sacdls never switched from the Shaficl to the Ottoman Hanafi madhhab.
One of many mncr-tarika struggles occurred among
the wealthy Aleppan Sacdls, whose zdwiya stood
outside Bab al-Nasr. They held a large dhikr, mainly
with falldhi participants, at the Umayyad Mosques of
Aleppo. 'Sh. Abu '1-Wafa3 (d. 1010/1601) was
reported to the Damascene Sh. Sacd al-Dln by a
slighted Aleppan for being guilty of sexual misconduct. Sacd al-Dln was convinced to strip the khildfa
from Abu 'l-Wafa° and to confer it on one cAbd alRahlm in a written document, which neither Abu '1Wafa3 nor his disciples obeyed. Thus two competing
circles of Sacdl dhikr took place in the mosque. The
scandal, according to al-Muhibbl, was not Abu '1Wafa D 's violent temper or profligacy (Margoliouth,
El1) but the climate offitna in the mosque as the two
groups hurled abuse at each other during dhikr, such
that people came to hate both sides (Khuldsa, i, 152-4).
Sacd al-Dln's son Muhammad came to Aleppo, bemoaned his father's involvement in the affair and
ordered the two groups to separate places in the
mosque. Abu 'l-Wafk D 's brother and successor
Ahmad (d. 1034/1624), a pious and humble man,
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avoided conflict with cAbd al-Rahlm's fukard* (alMuhibbl, i, 298-9).
A bitter struggle between the brothers Ibrahim (d.
1008/1599) and Muhammad b. Muhammad (d.
1020/1611) led to the former's being ousted from
heading the Sacdl dhikr at the Umayyad Mosque and
from the family complex in Kubaybat (al-Burim, i,
305-6). Muhammad held control of mashyakhat Bam
Sa^d al-Din and sadjdjddat al-tarik for 35 years in
Damascus. Holdings in agricultural and commercial
properties, along with continuous gifts, made him one
of the wealthiest men of his time (al-Muhibbl, iv, 1601). Ottoman rulers were frequent visitors at the
zdwiya, and Muhammad was invited to their homes.
Guests describe the daily elaborate four-part ritual at
the zdwiya of offering rare coffees, sweets, savories and
perfumes (al-GhazzI, Lutfal-samar, 56-61). In a telling
scene in 1118/1706, Ibn Kannan points out that while
most of the great ^ulamd* (including the three local
muftis) witnessed Muhammad al-clmadl's ceremonial
first dars at the Sulaymaniyya, the Ottoman KaoT
c
Arif was absent that day; he was at the shrine of
Sayyida Zaynab with a Sacdl shaykh in the company of
a crowd of men and women (Hawddith, 104-5).
A second Sacdl zdwiya, in Shaghur, was headed by
Abu 'l-Wafa D Ibrahim (d. 1170/1756). Received by
three Ottoman sultans in Istanbul, he established
zdwiyas and appointed khalifas, probably for the first
time outside the hereditary line, in Anatolia, Egypt
and Aleppo. The new order was the SacdiyyaWafaDiyya (Hilml, 270, not to be confused with the
Egyptian Shadhiliyya-Wafa^iyya). For years the
mutawalii of the Umayyad Mosque awkdf, this Abu '1WafaD appears faultless in the book of the Kubaybatl
al-Budayrl (who calls him "our shaykh," Hawddith,
192-3; cf. Ibn Kannan, 430) but foppish in al-Muradl
(for dragging his robes of state through the suk and
eating delicacies in common coffeehouses, Silk, i, 412). Abu 'l-WafaD is remembered for having turned
over supervision of the Umayyad awkdf to two Ottoman functionaries, who, after paying him a monthly
stipend, spent the remaining vast income on themselves. In 1160/1747 Abu '1-Wafa3 led supplicants to
Sayyida Zaynab to pray for relief from the plague of
locusts that year. The day culminated with his dawsa
in front of the governor's palace (al-Budayrl, 91). The
following year he intervened between imperial forces
(kabi kut) and a coalition of residents and local troops
(yerliyyd) in Midan. Treated with respect by the rebels,
Abu 'l-WafaD nevertheless seems closer to the eventually victorious government powers (al-Budayrl 1178, 131). The Shaghur zdwiya, in Zakak al-Shaykh, is
today called "Masdjid al-Zawiya" (al-cUlabI, 419-20;
cf. Ahmad al-SacdI's minaret inscription catalogued
by Khalid Mu c adh, dated 1187/1773-4).
Sacdl involvement in clashes between the central
authorities and the Midan continued throughout the
Ottoman era. Centred in the midst of this important
commercial quarter, known for recalcitrance, the $uft
family may, at times, have stood for localist sentiment
(Schilcher, 18-9), but, more often than not, displayed
a prudent pro-imperial stance. (It should be noted
that Sultans Mahmud I, cAbd al-Medjid and cAbd alHamld II financed renovations at the Djiba Sacdl
shrine; De Jong, Les confreries ... Machreq arabe, 212.)
c
Abd Allah al-CatadjI, who later was called "Conqueror of Damascus" by the Porte, began his term as
governor in 1171/1757-8 by marshaling all nonDamascene soldiery, along with the Kabl Kul, to
crush the Yerliyya and the population of Midan (for
his pilgrimage route victories, see al-BarzandjI, alNafh al-farajifT 'l-fath al-djatadji, ms. Asas 8724). His

troops looted over 20,000 homes and businesses,
molested women and girls, killing young and old indiscriminately along their way to the southern end of
Bab Allah. "The worst calamity since Timur", proclaimed al-Budayrl (213-15), the people emerging
after the call of 'All's well' "looking like the living
dead" (Mikha'il al-Dimashkl, n. 1, 215 of alBudayrl). After cAbd Allah called off the plunder, he
ordered the loot be deposited in sanctuary mosque
sites. The most precious goods were put in the Sacdl
zdwiya in Midan; they mysteriously disappeared
(ibid.; Budayri is ambiguous about the circumstances).
Under the Egyptian occupation (1831-9), the Sacdl
compound clearly served as a refuge for resisting factions. To punish the Mldanis for sheltering a fugitive,
an Egyptian contingent raided the zdwiya and captured twenty men for exile or execution (cf. Mudhakkirdt ... hamlat Ibrahim Bdshd, 64-5). The shaykh at the
time could have been Khalfl al-SacdI (d. 1264/1847),
whom Turkish pilgrims sought (Bltar, i, 592; Shattl.
115-16) or Ibrahim b. Mustafa al-SacdI (d.
1282/1865, Bltar's father-in-law, Hilya, i, 12-15).
A Sacdl sub-order, the Taghlibiyya, is traced either
to a brother (Hilal, in Shaft!, 301) or son (Muhammad al-Sadis, in Hilml, 270) of Sacd al-Din. Noted for
the dawsa and other kardmdt, their most famous shaykh
was cAbd al-Kadir al-Taghlibl (d. 1135/1722). A
great Hanball scholar, he took over Abu '1-Mawahib
b. cAbd al-Baki's/#A lessons at the Umayyad mosque
and was known for writing amulets for the ill (Silk, iii,
58; al-Shaftl, 301). The Taghaliba use the nisba alShaybani for their branch (cf. la^dza fi 'l-tarika alShaybdniyya al-Sacdiyya, ms. Asad 9485; al-Shaftl, 21819). Dhikr was held at the cAmara home (al-Hariri, i,
211; Bltar, ii, 1135). The TaghlibI house is now under
the Ministry of Awkaf, but a diminished dhikr takes
place in a nearby location.
In addition to the Midan and Shaghur centres, in
1282/1865 Muhammad b. Amm (d. 1285/1868) endowed his Kay marl home as a Sacdl zdwiya. He then
traveled to Istanbul to win control of all the Djiba
awkdf. His son Ibrahim held the mashyakha for 50
years, gathering ^ulamd^ and rulers to himself (alHisnl, 832; al-Shaftl, 248-9). Disputes over revenues
put this family at odds with the leadership at Djiba.
where all residents are considered descendants of Sacd
(De Jong, op. cit., 213). A visitor still encounters
ecstatic hatfras at the shrine, attached to a large
modern mosque, with musical accompaniment and
body piercing. Families camp out, hoping for a cure
from the wall for mentally disturbed relatives.
The Kaymari zdwiya received a hair of the Prophet
from Sultan cAbd al-Hamld. The relic is still brought
out on Mi c radj night as the Sacdl genealogy is
presented to the President (or his representative) for
his signature. Well into the 1960s, the Sacdiyya were
hosts for the main Ramadan dhikr celebrations
(Kayyal, 107-9), but they no longer accept initiates in
Damascus. De Jong notes active Sacdis in Aleppo,
Hama, Him? and the Hawran (op. cit., 212-13). The
Sacdis, as a native Syrian $uft family, continued to inspire reverence, especially in Midan. When the
"fresh" corpse of Hasan al-Djibawi was moved
recently, witnesses saw crowds take away handfuls of
the sweet-smelling soil from the grave. At contemporary Kadirl dhikrs in Damascus, Sacd is called upon
as one of four great kutbs.
4. E g y p t . According to Egyptian Sacdl accounts,
the order came to Cairo with Yunus, one of nine sons
of Sacd al-Din, who is credited with beginning the
dawsa (al-Wafd\ 170-1; cf. CA1I Mubarak, ii, 71-2).
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Sacdl conflation between the elder, holy Yunus alShaybani and this son seems possible. The Fatimid
dome over the Sacdl shrine at Bab al-Nasr has been
positively identified as that of Badr al-Djamali, amir
al-diuyush under al-Mustansir (r. 427-87/1036-94;
Raghib, Le mausolee..., 307), so the Sacdls in Cairo,
also, are located in a pre-established tomb. AlMakrizi (d. 845/1441) does not mention Sacdls at the
turba of al-Djamali; the propagator of the tanka in
Egypt would have been a much later descendant
(Khitat, i, 364). The first shaykh of the Damascene line
to be buried at the Bab al-Nasr site, after Yunus, is
Ahmad al-SacdI (d. 12th/18th century), but earlier
generations emigrated from Syria and were buried
elsewhere. Although cAbd al-Ghani al-NabulusT (d.
1143/1731) praised the Syrian Sacdiyya in a poem (alHarlri, ii, fols. 131a-b), he did not visit the Djiba
tomb, and when he happened by chance upon a Sacdl
dhikr at the Hakim Mosque in Cairo, he participated
without enthusiasm (in 1105/1693, Hakika, 263, 423).
Al-DjabartI, in describing events of the French invasion in 1218/1798, mentions the Sacdiyya as joining
with the ulema at al-Azhar to pray for deliverance
(^Adjd^ib, iv, 291-2). The Cairene mashyakha passed
two times to matrilineal descendants (to the Munzalawls, khatibs at the Husayn Mosque, and to the
Khudaris).
The Sacdls, because of the dawsa, are central in the
story of state regulation of Egyptian turuk. Banned in
1881 by the Khedive Tawftk, the prohibition seems to
have been more the result of European than Muslim
reformist pressure (its loss is bemoaned by McPherson, who blames secular modernism and
"Americanism", Moulids, 26-8, 56, 264; see de Jong,
Turuq, 96-8). There is little doubt that the Sacdls'
position weakened. In 1289/1872 they were at the
head of CA1I al-Bakn's convention of mashdyikh. In
1905, Sacdiyya are placed last in the ranks of the official turuk processions (op. cit., 67, 214). In modern
times, Sh. Hamuda al-Khuclari proclaimed that
music in the dhikr is not allowed "in the houses of
God" and that all dance and self-mutilation are not
allowed. The current shaykh, CA1T b. Hamuda alKhudarl, presides over mild hadras during the Sacdl
night in Ramadan at the Husayn Mosque (under the
aegis of Dr. Abu 'l-Wafa° al-Taftazanl, shaykh
mashdyikh al-turuk, see Tasawwuf al-Isldmi, February
1994, 73). Sh. CA1I claims authority over the Sacdls
"in all Islamic lands" from the Bab al-Nasr zdwiya.
The tanka is one of the most popular in Upper Egypt.
In 1984 N. Biegman photographed Sacdl dawsas in
Abul Qumsan, where the chief of police, obeying instructions given him in a dream, allows all Sufi practices (Egypt, 14, 160-4). The restraining influence of
urban society has restricted Sacdl practice both in
Syria and Egypt.
5. T u r k e y . The earliest spread of the Sacdiyya
dates most likely from Abu '1-Wafa0 al-Shaghun's
Turkish visits in the 12th/18th century. Golpmarh
adds two other transmissions: by Sh. cAbd al-Salam
(d. 1165/1751) and by Sh c Othman from Kastamonu
(Mezhepler ve tarikatler, 203-4). We have information
about Sacdl tekkes in Istanbul, but the fluidity of tanka
identity at tekkes should be kept in mind (Kreiser, Dervish living, 51). Of the 259 opportunities to attend d(ifferent dhikrs each week in 19th-century Istanbul, 26
are Sacdl (greater numbers of KhalwatT, Kadiri,
NakshbandT and RifacT gatherings are listed, Tekkiye
risalesi, ms. Berlin or. 2792, 1-17). The last official
survey of Istanbul tekkes mentions 25 Sacdl tekkes, concentrated mainly along the Golden Horn (Medjmu^a-yi
tekdyd, publ. 1307/1889, cited in IA, art. Istanbul). S.
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Anderson and Brown come close to this figure for the
turn of the 20th century (Dervish orders, 53-61, and Dervishes, 478-80, respectively). Dhakir Shukri Ef.'s compilation of 1400 §ufishaykhs serving 159 Istanbul tekkes
from the 10th-14th centuries A.H. includes only fourteen Sacdls (out of a total of 349 figures whose tanka
affiliation is stated, Die Istanbuler Derwischkonvente, 10913). Evidence suggests that the Ottoman state attempted to institutionalise the orders in Turkey on the
MewlevI and Bektashi "mother zdwiya" model. The
same year in which Muhammad C AH gave Muhammad al-Bakrl leadership over the Egyptian turuk
(1812), Sultan Mahmud II ordered all Sacdl tekkes to
recognise the cAbdul-Selam as their dsitdne (Kreiser,
Notes ... Turquie, 56. For other regulating moves
before the abolition of the turuk in 1925, see Kara,
Tekkeler ve zaviyeler, 255-84).
6. The B a l k a n s . Depont and Coppolani noted
Sacdl centres in several Libyan locations and in the
Hidjaz (Les confreries religieuses, 331-2), and de Jong
mentions a Sudanese branch of the Egyptian Sacdiyya
(Turuq, n. 218, 178) but the most important implantation of the order outside Syria, Egypt and Turkey occurred in the Balkans, where it continues today. A
strong connection existed between local Sacdl leaders
there and the Damascene Sacdls, who issued khildfdtndmes to the dsitdnes in Djakovica and Prizren
(Popovics, Une texte..., 339). Dates for their arrival are
uncertain, but by the 18th century Sacdl tekkes were
established in Kosovo, Macedonia, Southern Serbia
and in Belgrade (Popovic, op. cit., 342). In 1947 they
joined with eight other orders, representing between
60 and 100 tekkes, to form an organisation distinct
from the official Sunn! community (known as
ZIDRA, Zajednica islamskih derviskih redova Alije u SFRJ,
former Yugoslavia, cf. Popovic, Contemporary situation,
244-5).
A similar body was founded in Albania in 1936,
called the "Divine Light" (Drita Hyjnore,_op. cit., n.
19, 250). The founder of the Sa c diyya- c Adjiziyya in
Albania, Adjize Baba (from Bushat) was initiated into
the order by Abu 'l-Wafa° al-Shaghuri in Istanbul.
He constructed the first Sacdl tekke in Djakovica in
1111/1699 (Norton, Islam..., 245; Clayer, L'Albanie,
163-70). The order may have been introduced earlier,
in Tepelen, by Demir Han, a semi-legendary figure
from the Crimea. Claimed also by the Bektashis, he
receivedj:he Sacdl tanka at the Djiba shrine in Syria.
Ewliya Celebi does not mention a Sacdl tekke on his
visit to Tepelen in 1081/1670; Demir Han probably
belongs to a later period (ibid.).
Finally, it may be noted that in the popular imagination the Sacdiyya are linked with the Banu Sacd,
the tribe of the Prophet's wet-nurse Hallma, whose
milk was so abundant "she gave more than she could
have hoped for" (al-Wafa^, 164-5). It is not surprising, then, that in addition to other healing talents, alMuradi points out the Sacdls' ability to bolster poor
milk supply by passing their hands over a mother's
garments (Silk, iv, 221).
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al-Rifd^-iyya, n.p. 1969; Muhammad al-Shaftl, Rawo\
al-bashar ft a*-ydn Dimashk, Damascus 1946; J.S.
Trimingham, The Sufi orders in Islam, London 1973;
Akram al-cUlabi, Khitat Dimashk, Damascus 1989;
Taki al-DTn al-Wasitl, Tirydk al-muhibbtn ft tabakdt
khirkat al-mashdyikh al-^driftn, Cairo 1305; K. Wulzinger and C. Watzinger, Damaskus, die islamische
Stadt, Berlin 1924; Dhakir Shukn Ef., Die Istanbuler
Derwisch-Konvente und ihre Scheiche, ed. Mehmet S.
Taysi and K. Kreiser, Freiburg 1980.
(BARBARA VON SCHLEGELL)

SADJ (A.) (Aramaic shdghd, from Skr. saka-) is the
teak tree, Tectona grandis L., of the family of the
Verbenaceae.
This tree, indigenous to the Indian subcontinent
and to South-East Asia, is above all coveted for its
hard and extraordinarily durable wood and is of particular importance for ship-building and furniture industry. The tree and its qualities are described in
detail by the Arabic authors. Sddj. is the highest tree in
the world; it towers high into the air (ya^lufi 'l-hawd*
[var. 'l-samd*]) and has such a width that a multitude
of people find a place in its shadow. The wood does
not alter even in the advanced age of the tree; it does
not decay, nor is it eaten by worms. Its leaves are the
elephants' favourite food. They are longer and wider
than those of the banana tree (al-mawz), and so people
wrap themselves in a leaf for protection against the
rain. The form of the leaves resembles that of DaylamI
shields (al-tirds al-daylamiyya). The wood is of a red colour, occasionally turning to black, has a pleasant scent
like that of the walnut tree (al-djawz) and is therefore
used in c lrak, and especially in Baghdad, for house
building. From its fruits, which have the size of areca
nuts, a thick, blackish oil, the so-called teak oil (duhn
al-sdd£), is won. The secretion from the pouch of the
musk deer [see MISK] is adulterated with teak oil by
dribbling the latter into the pouch. The teak oil disappears completely in the musk and can no more be
separated from it nor is it discernible any more; on the
other hand, the teak oil increases the weight of the
pouch. Only if the musk, when dried and pulverised,
does not stick to the object with which it has been
pulverised, is it unaltered; if it does stick, it has been
adulterated with teak oil.
The most important healing powers ascribed to sddj,
are the following. If the wood, after burning, is extinguished with the juice of the horned poppy
(Glaucium corniculatum L., Papaveraceae) and the remainder crushed and sieved, the powder thus obtained strengthens the pupils if rubbed on the eyes, and
it helps against ulcers on the eyelids. If wood dust, obtained by abrading a piece of teak wood on a stone,
is mixed with rose water, it heals the eyes and removes
headaches. Mixed with water, the dust helps against
purulent and bleeding ulcers and dissolves them. Sddj.
oil helps against fever and thirst, and, if taken with
honey water, removes heat from the abdomen and
stimulates hair growth.
Bibliography, A. Dietrich, Die Ergdnzung Ibn
Gulgul's zurMateria medica des Ibn al-Baitdr, no. 40, in
Abh. Ak. Gottingen, Phil.-hist. Kl., Neue Folge, no.
202, with further literature.
(A. DIETRICH)
SADJC (A.), originally, the formal expression of
t h e oracular p r o n o u n c e m e n t .
1. As magical u t t e r a n c e s in pre-Islamic Arabian usage.
Here, sad£ was the rhythmical style practised by the
Arab kdhins [q.v.] and kdhinas [see AL-KAHINA], a style
intermediate between that of the versified oracular utterances of the Sibylls and Pythians and that of the
prose utterances of Apollo (see P. Amandry, La mantique apollinienne a Delphes. Essai sur le fonctionnement de
I 'oracle, diss. Paris 1950, 15). These utterances are
"formulated in short, rhymed phrases, with
rhythmical cadences and the use of an obscure, archaising, bizarre and cabalistic vocabulary" (Fahd,
La divination arabe, 152). Some have sought to see in
them an imitation of the repeated, jerky and
monotonous cooing of a pigeon or dove (T^A, v, 370,
11. 13 ff.) or the drawn-out and monotonous moaning
of a camel (ibid., 11. 10 ff.).
In origin, sadf denoted the kdhin's entry into a
trance, the oracular utterance issuing from this state,
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and then the stylistic form of this utterance (details in
Fahd, op. cit., 152 ff.). "The fact that it was most
often practised by the kdhinas (cf. ibid., 98-102), that
it was used in magical formulae of cursing, prayers of
deprecation and charms, and that it was believed to be
understood by the djinn and animals (Lammens, Le
culte des Betyles et les processions religieuses chez les Arabes
pre-islamites, in BIFAO, xvii [1919-20], 50), shows that
its usage goes back to far antiquity. A Sumerian
origin for it is not excluded, since shugitu, fern, of shegu
(Akk. and Hebr. sh-g-c, Ar. s-d^-^), borrowed from
Sumerian, designates the hierodule (Bezold, Babyl.Assyr. Glossar, 265), who had to act as oracle in the
temple where she officiated" (Fahd, op. cit., 152).
According to I. Goldziher, sadf formed the
prehistory of Arabic poetic metre, since radjaz [q.v.],
the oldest meter of Arabic prosody, is nothing but
"ein rhythmisch discipliniertes sag*-" (Abhandl. zur
arab. Philologie, i, 76; the same opinion by Wellhausen,
Reste, 2135 n. 3), whilst Landberg (La langue arabe et ses
dialectes, Leiden 1905, 7112) rejected this view and
thought that radjaz and sadf were equally ancient (cf.
A. Musil, The manners and customs of the Rwala Bedouins,
New York 1928, 403 ff.). Concerning the connection
of radjaz and its derivatives r-dj_-s and n-dj_-s with the
pagan cult, see Fahd, op. cit., 153 ff.
In origin, sadf and radjaz must have designated approximately the same idea, sc. the state of ecstasy, the
oracular pronouncement which ensued and its formal
expression. But gradually, radjaz took on a more
specialised meaning, sc. that of the oracular utterance
of war. Henceforth, radjaz was gradually removed
from the functions of the hdhin and came to approach
more closely those of the shd^ir [q.v.], two functions
primitively combined in one person (see Goldziher,
Die Ginnen der Dichter, in ZDMG, xlv [1891], 685 ff.;
and KAHIN: Muhammad considered as kdhin and
shdcir), but progressively differentiated, since their
respective sources of inspiration grew more diverse. It
is in this sense that one can say that radjaz was the
origin of secular poetry, whereas sadf remained the
mode of expression of the diviner, who was always as
conservative as the priest with whom he was often
identified.
The sources for the first centuries of Islam have preserved for us a large number of oracular pronouncements in sadf, attributed by tradition to the
pre-Islamic kdhins and kdhinas. They are generally
considered by critics as "more or less successful
pastiches" (R. Blachere, Introd. au Coran, 178 n. 242);
however, they are taken as pieces of linguistic
evidence. Blachere continues, "In effect, these are
apocrypha, but capable of evoking compositions now
disappeared forever" (HLA, ii, 189-90). And further
on, he adds that one might ask oneself whether these
apocryphal oracular sayings do not reflect, more than
one thinks, the ancient "prophecies" of the kdhins, addressing their tribe in a clumsy and unpolished
language (192). Noldeke avoided pronouncing on
their ancientness, at the same time allowing this to
emerge clearly (G des Q, i, 75 n. \). Wellhausen wrote
that the oldest suras of the Kurgan were the most important pieces of evidence for the style of the kdhins
(Reste2, 137 n. 4). Fuck averred that the feature of
rhyme in the ecstatic outpourings of the ancient diviners was above that of the common language, and this
was the same for the Kurgan (*Arabtya, Fr. tr. Paris
1955, 129-30).
References to these oracular sayings are collected
together in Fahd, op. cit., 159 1; their themes have
been briefly enumerated by Wellhausen, op. cit., 135,
see also Noldeke, ioc. cit.). Wellhausen brings out the
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following features, often borrowed from procedures
attested in the Kur D an. The kuhhdn have the custom of
covering themselves at the time of their visions,
whence the name Dhu '1-Khimar "the man with the
veiling" given to some of them. They use the poetic
form sadf, short, parallel phrases, of which four to six
are held together by a single rhyme. He wrote that
"das saf ist ohne Zweifel die alteste Form der Poesie,
entsprechend dem hebraischen Parallelismus der
Glieder" (i, 135 n. 3). They are often themselves surprised in the face of their strange visions and utterances (md adrdka), a formula cited 13 times in the
Kur D an but not attested in non-Kur ) anic oracular pronouncements. They begin with formulae of swearing,
and swear by the sun (XCI, 1), the moon (CXI, 1;
LXXIV, 32; LXXXIV, 18) and the stars (LIII, 1;
LXXXVI, 1-2), by the evening (LXXXIV, 16; GUI,
1) and the morning (LXXXIX, 1; LXXIV, 34; XCI,
1; XCIII, 1), by the clouds (LI, 2 ?) and the winds
(LI, 2; LXXVII, 1 ff. ?), by the mountains (XCV, 1
(Yakut, Bulddn, i, 911); XCV, 2; LII, 1) and the
rivers (LI, 3 ?), by the plants (XC, 1) and animals (C,
1 ff. ?) by the woodpecker (?) and the pigeon (?), by
the wolf and the frog (see al-Tabarl, i, 1933-4).
Noldeke only enumerates the sites and edges of the
roads, animals (?) and birds (?), the day (XCI, 3;
XCII, 2) and the night (CXXIV, 33; LXXXIV, 17;
XCI, 4; XCII, 1-2), the light and the darkness, the
sun, moon and stars, the heavens (LI, 7; LXXXV, 1;
LXXXVI, 1 , 1 1 ; XCI, 5) and the earth (LXXXVI,
12; XCI, 6).
The two authors give shape to the model of the
Arabic oracular utterance on the basis of the ancient
suras of the Kur 5 an, in so far as they are convinced
that Muhammad utilised the style of the inspired persons of Arabia, whose roots go back to the ancient
Semitic past. It should, however, be noted that there
are some KurDanic sayings which are marked by the
cosmogonic, eschatological and prophetic ideas of
monotheism, such as XXXVII, 1 ff.; LII, 1 ff. (cf.
XXXVI, 1; XXXVIII, 1; XLIII, 2; XLIV, 2; L, 1);
LXVIII, 1; LXXIV, 102; LXXXV, 2; XCI, 7; LI,
1 ff.; LXXVII, 1 ff.; LXXIX, 1 ff.; C, 1 ff.).
There was, consequently, an adaptation in the
Kurgan of the oracular saying to the exigencies of the
new concepts which it had to express, a process of
adaptation made all the more inevitable by the fact
that the Prophet aimed at freeing himself from all the
compromising forms of paganism in order to place in
relief the originality of his own message and its
transcendence.
From this fact, one can say that, although its vision
of the created universe, whose witness it invokes
solemnly, is expressed by the stylistic forms of divination, their spirit and terminology—which must have
undergone substantial changes—do not permit us to
discern the primitive model which must certainly have
been much more sober and poorer in ideas; likewise,
in the eyes of the nomads, the image of its inspirer
must have been sketchy and the idea which they formed of themselves must have been feeble.
There is an analysis of some oracular utterances
representative of the genre in La divination arabe,
162 ff.: one of c Amr b. Luhayy, two of Tarlfa, one of
the kdhina of the lyad, one of the kdhin of the B. Asad,
one of the kdhina of the B. Ghanm, and those of the
legendary Shikk and Satlh.
It should finally be noted that the oracular utterance which, in the preceding cases, is spoken
through a human intermediary, supported implicitly
or explicitly by a spirit, can also be heard without any
such intermediary, either by a simple voice crying in
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the night—the case of the hdtif [q. v. ]—or through an
idol—this is ventriloquism, cf. Fahd, op. cit., 171-4—
or by the summoning of the spirits of the dead—sc.
necromancy [see ISTINZAL]—or, finally, by the interpretation of the behaviour of living or inanimate
objects—this is cleromancy [see FA^L, C IYAFA, KIYAFA]
oneiromancy [see RU^YA] and all similar procedures
[see

DJAFR, FIRASA, HURUF, IKHTILADJ, KAFF, KATIF,

KHATT, KUR C A and MAYSiR], All these forms arising out
of the oracular utterances can be found attested in the
traditional literature.
Bibliography: this article is essentially taken
from Fahd, op. cit., Paris 1987, 140-76, where can
be found details and references.
(T. FAHD)
2. Outside kahdna before Islam.
Other uses of rhymed sayings refer to weather
phenomena. There are two genres. One is represented by a closed corpus of astrometeorological
sayings of the Bedouins, the naw* adages [see ANWA 5 ],
which form a kind of a farmer's calender. They relate
the heliacal rising of a star, or group of stars, to certain weather changes and activities connected with
them. Characteristically, they start with idhdtalaca ['lnadjm], "when [the Pleiades] rise," and usually consist of between four and six cola rhyming with the
name of the star(s). The oldest preserved book on the
anwd'is Ibn Kutayba (d. 276/889 [q.v.]), K. al-Anwd\
ed. M. Hamldullah and Ch. Pellat, HaydarabadDeccan 1375/1956; here the sayings are introduced
with yakulu sddji^u 'l-carab, "the rhymer of the
Arabs/Bedouins says," or, more freely, "a rhymed
folk-saying is the following."
The other genre is descriptions of clouds and rain
in what one might call Bedouin ornate prose. It is
mostly characterised by "strophic" sadf, i.e. a change
of the rhyme after two, three, or four cola. Typical is
also a liberal use of recherche archaic vocabulary. Ibn
Durayd (d. 321/933 [q.v.]) says at the beginning of his
K. Wasf al-matar wa 'l-sahdb, ed. c lzz al-Dm alTanukhl, Damascus 1382/1963: "This is a book in
which we have gathered together what the Bedouins
(carab) before and under Islam have said in the way of
rain and cloud description." Some of the specimens
collected in his book are clearly Islamic (e.g. at 30-1),
others leave the impression of lexical etudes; but given
the enormous importance of spotting rain and
pasture, there is nothing inherently unlikely in stylised reports in somewhat hieratic language already
before Islam.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): C. Pellat, Dictons rimes, anwa° et mansions lunaires chez les Arabes, in Arabica, ii (1955),
17-41.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
3. In A r a b i c l i t e r a t u r e of the Islamic period.
Since pre-Islamic times, the word sadf in the sense
of "to recite or speak with assonances, using cadenced
and elaborate language", has denoted a type of more
or less rhythmical prose of which the principal
characteristic is the use of rhythmic units which are
generally quite short (from 4 to 10 syllables, on
average), terminated by a clausula. These units are
grouped sequentially on a common rhyme. The
rhymed or assonanced clausula at the end of each
rhythmic unit constitutes the essential element of
sadf, which is appropriately translated as "rhymed
and rhythmic prose". It seems that this mode of expression pre-dates free prose and even metrical
poetry, with which it has numerous aspects in common, but from which it is distinguished by the
absence of metre and of a single rhyme. In the opinion
of some scholars, this stylistic form could have been
the origin of metrical and prosodic poetry.

A. Principal phases in the evolution of sadjc
The origins of sadjc in literature

Although no doubt apocryphal or corrupt, some examples of pre-Islamic rhymed and rhythmic prose
have been preserved. They consist for the most part
of proverbs, maxims, stories and legends (R.
Blachere, HLA, ii, 190). Here there are also found
formulas chanted communally on the occasion of the
Pilgrimage to Mecca (see EP, TALBIYA; M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Le pelerinage a la Mekke, Paris
1923, 179-80). Sadf had, furthermore, close links with
magic; for these, see section 1, above. Also, the group
of men who led the pre-Islamic Arab tribe often included among its members an eminent orator (khatib),
who should not be confused with the kdhin, although
the same person might be both soothsayer and khatib.
When he was not a poet himself, "the orator played
a role analogous to that of the poet, in acting as the
spokesman of the tribe in embassies, gatherings and
fairs, also in arousing through his oratory the tribal
sentiment of the members of his group" (Ch. Pellat,
Langue et litterature arabes, 58). A semi-legendary individual, Kuss b. Sacida al-Iyadi [^.z>.], was considered the greatest orator of the Djahiliyya [q. v. ] (alDjahiz, Baydn, i, 52). His eloquence became proverbial, so that there were expressions such as ablagh min
Kuss ("more eloquent than Kuss") (al-Maydani,
Maajma*-, i, 117-18). The Prophet Muhammad,
during his adolescence, is supposed to have encountered him delivering a sermon (khutba) while
mounted on his camel at cUkaz. Then, some years
later, the Prophet is said to have had occasion to recite
in public a passage from this speech, which is no
doubt apocryphal but is famous nonetheless, and
which begins thus: ayyuhd 'l-nds I iajtami^u I wasmacu I wa-^u I. Man ^dsha mat I wa-man mdtafdt / wakullu md huwa dtin at (Baydn, i, 52, 308-9) ("O [good]
people/gather [around me] / hear / and ponder /
Every living being is mortal / he who dies belongs [for
ever] to the past / and everything which [must] come
to pass will [assuredly] come to pass").
Connections of sadjc with the Kurgan

Form and stylistic refinement play a very important role in the Kur 3 an, of which one of the principal
characteristics is assonance. It is striking to ascertain
to what extent this monument of the Arabic language
is akin to rhymed and rhythmic prose which—without
being used there systematically—nevertheless constitutes its most remarkable artistic peculiarity. The
sura "The Men" (al-Nds, CXIV), for example, consists of eight very short rhythmic units. By means of
examples of this type, the Kurgan fully legitimised
sadf.
However, instead of profiting from this providential legitimisation, of developing and expanding,
rhymed prose, contrary to all expectation, encountered a certain reticence on the part of a large
number of the disciples of the new religion. Thus, in
spite of this evident kinship and probably on account
of it, sadf was to experience a net decline and suffer
a long eclipse. Although the reasons for this discredit
are not entirely clear, it is possible to identify some of
the factors responsible. It is known, first of all, that
the Prophet Muhammad was accused on numerous
occasions by his adversaries of being a common
soothsayer, and that some of them were intent on
comparing the revealed text to the vaticinations of the
kuhhdn of the Djahiliyya. On the other hand, the
Muslims of the time dissociated themselves from this
mode of expression which, in their view, was still too
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closely linked to magic and to certain practices belonging to paganism (al-Djahiz, Baydn, i, 289-90).
Furthermore, the decline of rhymed and rhythmic
prose was a logical consequence of the dogma of the
"inimitability" of the Kur3anic text (i^ajaz al-Kur^dn),
a principle respected by the entire community. However, in spite of this suspicious attitude towards saaj?,
the latter was never completely banned. It succeeded
in surviving, for almost two centuries, especially in
the oral form. Muhammad's oration at the time of the
Farewell Pilgrimage in 10/631 belongs within the
framework of this oratorical genre which, subsequently, was to enjoy considerable success. After the death
of the Prophet, the orators (al-khutabd7) spoke in sad£
before the first four caliphs without exposing themselves thereby to the least criticism (Baydn, i, 290) (but
it should nevertheless be noted that, since at that time,
many orators used sadf-less prose, the authenticity of
speeches in sadf is very much in question).
Under the Umayyads, the multiplicity of politicoreligious parties was a factor favourable to the
development of the oratorical art, skilfully cultivated
by political figures who knew how to make an impression on audiences who remained in spite of everything
very partial to sadf. Around the mosques, the tellers
of edifying stories (kussds, pi. of kass [q.v.]) charmed
the crowds, telling them edifying stories (kissa [q.v.])
in ' seductive language (Pellat, Le milieu basrien,
108 ff.).
Another resounding speech was that which was
delivered by al-Hadjdjadj b. Yusuf [0.P.], the new
governor of clrak, on arriving in Kufa in 75/694
(Baydn, ii, 138-40; M. Messadi, Essai sur le rythme,
117). Of untypical violence, the harangues of alHadjdjadj were full of threats designed to intimidate
all those who opposed the central power of Damascus.
In a general fashion, the expansion of Islam played a
capital role in the development of the oratorical art.
Official and progressive rehabilitation of sadjc

Under the reign of the Umayyad caliph cAbd alMalik (65-85/685-705), Arabic was finally established
as the administrative language of the Arabo-Muslim
empire. In gradual stages, a specialised bureaucracy
came into being. Scribes distinguished themselves in
the epistolary genre, official and private. The most
eminent among them, cAbd al-Hamld b. Yahya,
nicknamed al-Katib (d. 133/750 [q.v.]), created the
administrative style which was, at the outset, a sort of
moderately rhymed and ornate prose. In a wellknown epistle (risdla [q. v. ]), he established the rules of
the profession of the kdtib [q.v.] and authorised to
some extent a more or less discreet return to sadf,
which progressively becomes fashionable again
through the expedients of the administration and of
the chancellery.
Ibn al-Mukaffac (d. ca. 140/757 [q.v.]), a disciple of
c
Abd al-Hamfd, followed the latter's example in composing manuals to be used by scribes. Subsequently,
he attempted to extend the use of this elegant but
relatively sober style to texts of a more literary nature.
This is what he did in his adaptation in Arabic of the
Indian fables known by the title of Kalila wa-Dimna
[q. v. ], which is considered one of the first books written in literary prose. The successful experiment was
followed up and amplified by a number of authors of
the 3rd/9th century and most notably by al-Djahiz.
This author played a primary role in the rehabilitation
of sadf. He contributed to this by adopting attitudes
in favour of rhymed and rhythmic prose, which he
defended on numerous occasions in his work and in
the Baydn in particular (i, 287-91, iii, 29). But the best
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homage which he rendered to sadf consisted in the
fact that he practised it himself "with the flexibility,
the intelligence and the sense of proportion which appear in all his prose and which give it its subtle and
rare quality" (Messadi, Essai, 159).
The defeat of the modernist trend and the appearance of the neo-classical movement, which
engendered a certain lassitude with regard to ancient
poetry, seem to have had the effect of impelling a large
number of writers of the 3rd/9th century towards the
more free and more varied rhythms of safjf.
From the 4th/10th century onward, sadf enjoyed
immense success. Little by little, it invaded all domains of literature. "It would seem that the basis of
this invasion is to be sought in the high respect accorded to the works of poets by the unanimous opinion of
the educated classes. Becoming the substance of
literature, a fully harmonious prose... represents, in
the eyes of people in love with poetry, a Cinderella
figure. Her simplicity seems to them like poverty, and
in order to improve her condition, they reckon it appropriate to adorn her with at least one of the ornaments of her sister and rival, this being rhyme"
(W. Marcais, La langue arabe).
In this period, the use of saaf became generalised,
in the first instance among the secretaries of the administration who adopted the habit of furnishing their
texts with rhetorical artifices and literary reminiscencies.
The eminent vizier of the Buyid princes, al-$ahib
Ibn cAbbad (326-85/938-95 [q.v.]), left a collection of
letters of great value. The writer and philosopher Abu
Hayyan al-Tawhidl (d. after 400/1009 [q.v.]) is often
compared to al-Djahiz for his style, of which one of
the essential characteristics was the use of a sadf which
was both erudite and simple. Badi* al-Zaman alHamadham (357-97/968-1007 [q.v.]) was one of the
most illustrious epistolary stylists of the 4th/10th century. After being the protege of al-$ahib Ibn cAbbad,
he went to seek his fortune at Nishapur. A collection
of his letters in artistic prose has been preserved.
There was in fact a veritable explosion at this time of
ornate prose, seen further in the rasd^il (collections of
which have also been preserved) by Abu Ishak
Ibrahim b. Hilal al-$abiD, Abu Bakr al-KhwarazmI,
Ibn al-cAm!d and Kabus b. Wughmaglr. It was even
used for the writing of history, seen in al-cUtb!'s alTa\ikh al- Yamfni. Another major name emerges from
the host of letter-writers of the later centuries, this
being al-KacJI al-FacJil (529-96/1135-1200 [q.v.]) who
was for a long time the secretary of administration and
then associate and vizier of $alali al-Dln; and he had
an equally illustrious "competitor" in Diya° al-Dln
Ibn al-Athfr and his collection of rasd^il, likewise published. The few specimens of his official writings
which have been preserved are characterised by the almost systematic use of rhyme, a highly-affected style
which tends to be somewhat wearisome, an abundance of metaphors and of rhetorical devices. This
style was to serve as a model in the chancelleries of
later periods.
The makdma [q. v. ]

Al-Hamadhani's masterpiece is his collection of
"sessions" which are stories characterised by the use
of rhymed and rhythmic prose, sometimes blended
with verse, and by the presence of two imaginary persons, the hero and the narrator. In his makdmdt, alHamadhanl did not use sadf in a systematic manner.
He resorted to free prose, for example, in the transitions or when he wanted to quicken the pace of the
narrative. In any case, "he remains perfectly the
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master of his thought; the rhythmic units designed
to convey the idea are constructed according to its
terms, the idea is not at all dependent on them"
(R. Blachere, Seances, 36).
The principal successor to al-Hamadhani was a
grammarian of Basra, al-Hariri (446-516/1054-1112
[q.v.]), who not only gave the ''session" its classic and
definitive form, but also, and more significantly, composed the finest monument of sadf which the Arabs
possess. Al-Hariri is considered by many Arab critics
an incomparable stylist. The interest and the
originality of the narrative do not interest him greatly.
His principal concern is the style, the rhetoric and the
verbal acrobatics which often constitute an end in
themselves. The work of al-Harln notably includes
two texts in which each word begins, in one with s, in
the other with sh. Unlike al-Hamadhani, al-Hariri excluded from his "sessions" any passages in free prose.
In his work, the use of sadf was systematic. The
rhythmic units, with subtle and complicated rhymes,
were arranged in impeccable sequences.
This work immediately enjoyed an unparallelled
and durable vogue (Yakut, Irshdd, xvi, 267). But the
writers of later times were interested only in the artifices of rhetoric and verbal felicities. Furthermore,
this literary genre, so original at the outset, was very
soon diverted from its initial aim to serve the most
diverse purposes. It ultimately came to be confused
with the genre of the risdla, from which it was originally distinct. By gradual stages, the word makdma served
"to denote any rhetorical exercise in rhymed prose
and not in verse, whatever the motive which inspires
it... Any motive whatsoever is considered valid, and
this composition, laden to the point of asphyxia with
all the sophistications of language, of erudition and of
pedantry, such that it becomes indecipherable, is
called indiscriminately risdla or makdma" (F. de la
Granja, Maqdmas y risdlas andaluzas, xiv).
Sadjc in the so-called period of decadence
The use of sadf became obligatory. Whatever the
subject addressed, history, geography or medicine,
the prose-writers of the so-called period of decadence
invariably resorted to this mode of expression, which
offered them the advantage of concealing a poverty of
ideas and, in any case, of enhancing the quality of a
text.
The style of the chancellery remained indelibly
marked by the method of the Kacjl al-Fadil. The
rhymed units were stretched and all the figures of badP
[q.v.] pressed into service. Historians wrote their
works in rhymed prose. For example, al-KhafadjT
(979-1069/1571-1659), author of a collection of
biographies, resorted to this mode which does not in
principle spare any discipline. Numerous "sessions"
composed after the manner of al-Hariri deal with subjects as diverse as love, wine, religion or $ufism. The
sonorous words, redundant forms and affectedness
ultimately deprived these exercises in verbal
acrobatics of any genuine literary worth.

century followed the example of al-Yazidji, but usually in a less systematic manner.
At the beginning of this century, Muhammad alMuwaylihl (1868-1930 [q.v.]) tried, for his part, to
revive the genre in his novel Hadith clsd b. Hisjidm,
where the name of the narrator is borrowed from the
"sessions" of al-Hamadhani (H. Peres, Les origines
d'un roman celebre de la litterature arabe). This book, which
is primarily a satire on contemporary morals, was
composed in a very free rhymed and rhythmic prose.
Consequently, this author's concern for form never
obscured his concern for substance. Al-Muwaylihi's
approach proves clearly that he did not confine
himself to imitating the "sessions" of al-Hamadhanl.
The inspiration of the latter is undeniable, but it was
used to create a work which is firmly located in the
social and cultural reality of his time. Thus his Hadith.
c
lsd b. Hishdm represents a synthesis between the
classical makdma and the modern novel.
Although this work is generally considered to be the
first monument of the Arabic literature of the 20th
century, and although it has inspired a number of imitations and has been the object of numerous studies,
further proofs of its undeniable success, there is
nonetheless a sense in which it arrived a little too late.
It appeared at a time when rhymed prose was beginning to be considered obsolete and archaic, so that alMuwaylihi's novel is a kind of swansong of the genre.
However, it is important to avoid giving the impression that, even today, there has been a complete
abandonment of sadf. It should not be forgotten that
the latter is in current and constant use in the mosques. On the other hand, having learned by heart in
their youth a certain amount of poetry, a few texts in
artistic prose and, most important of all, the Kur5an,
partially or in total, Arab writers are unable to avoid
submitting to an influence which is often unconscious.
While generally expressing themselves in free prose,
these authors rarely resist the temptation to adorn
their style with Kur D anic reminiscences, "with some
clausulas, with some alliterations, which give the work
a scent of archaism which is not at all disagreeable"
(Ch. Pellat, Langue et litterature arabes, 205).
B. The technique of sadjc
The structure of the Arabic language has without
doubt favoured the emergence of sadf and its considerable development, from the Djahiliyya to the present day. The great variety of morphological themes of
the same syllabic structure and of identical or similar
rhythm constitutes an inexhaustible supply of
clausulas rich in rhyme for lovers of assonance and of
verbal sonority. Thus the pattern/tca/*n is common to
a singular such as kitati™ ("book"), *itdbun
("reproach") or to a plural such as kildbun ("dogs").
Similarly, the patterns hamrd^u ("red") and shu^ard^u
("poets") offer at the end identical cadences
(Blachere, HLA, ii, 189).
I. External characteristics q/"sadjc

Sadjc since the Nahda [q.v.]

(1) The arithmetical rhythm

In the 19th century, in the period of the Nahda (renaissance), the attractions of sadf were as potent as
ever. With the aim of serving the Arabic language,
defending its purity and restoring its prestige, Nasif
al-Yazidji (1215-88/1800-71 [see AL-YAZIDJI]) composed sixty makdmdt, with commentary by himself, collected under the title Madjma*- al-bahrayn ("confluence
of the two seas"). He chose this structure, with its
long and distinguished pedigree, because it seemed to
him ideal for his purpose. Other authors of the 19th

A text written in sadf is articulated in members of
a sentence, the length of which remains within the
limit beyond which breath is exceeded. The exigencies
of breath, in this context, are important since rhymed
prose—like poetry—is intended to be recited before
an audience, aloud and having regard to a form of
delivery which should be neither too fast nor too slow.
Nevertheless, the composer of artistic prose has a fairly wide margin of manoeuvre at his disposal. His
rhythmic units can, in fact, be limited to two or three
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syllables, just as they can be extended to comprise 13
or 14. The hemistich, the rhythmic unit of verse,
which like sadf is subject to the requirements of
breath, comprises from 8 to 15 syllables, according to
the length of the metre in question. For this reason
there is a tendency to recite the line, not in its entirety
and in a single breath, which is difficult, but hemistich
by hemistich (Messadi, Essai, 17).
In his Mathal al-sd^ir (i, 257-8), Ibn al-Athlr distinguished between two types of sadf: a short type and
a long. The unit of measure which he used to determine the average length of each of these two types of
sadf is not the syllable but the word, which leads him
draw very approximative conclusions. In fact, he
defined the short sadf as that where each rhythmic
unit could comprise from two to a maximum of ten
words. Beyond this limit, there begins the long sadf,
the members of which may be moderately long (11 to
15 words), long (15 to 20 words), and very long (20
words and more). Ibn al-Athlr stressed his own
preference for the short sadf, stating that the fewer
words there are in each of the parts of the couplet, so
much the better (ibid., i, 257).
The rhythmic units being often coupled with
clausulas on the same rhyme, the couplets thus constituted can be perfect or unequal. They are perfect
when their two members are equal. Ibn al-Athlr considered this type of sadf as that "which occupies the
most noble rank, on account of the equilibrium which
characterises it" (ibid., i, 255). But too much
equilibrium and regularity engender a monotony and
lassitude, which often spoil the rhymed prose of alHarlri but which al-Hamadhanf was able to avoid by
means of the rhythmic variety of his style. On the
other hand, to perfect couplets, Badi* al-Zaman preferred unequal couplets, of which the first member is
longer than the second. This category of couplet has
the advantage of conforming to the requirements of
breath, demanding less effort in the second, shorter
member, than in the first, longer member. Ibn alAthTr, on the other hand, had no regard for this latter
type of combination; for, he explained, being shorter
than the first, the second member "then resembles a
thing so mutilated that the listener remains tense like
one who stumbles, falling short of an objective which
he seeks to attain" (ibid., i, 257). This point of view
is diametrically opposed to that of M. Messadi, which
is hardly surprising, given that it was the makdmat of
al-Hamadhanl which served as the basic text for
Messadi's study of sadf and that, as mentioned above,
al-Hamadham had a predilection for couplets in
which the first member was longer than the second.
The very rare exceptions to this rule, in the work of
Badi* al-Zaman, are generally justified by the sense
(cf. Messadi, Essai, 23-4).
The third and final category of couplet is that where
the second member is longer than the first. It seems
that this is less common and less appreciated than the
other two. In any case, couplets of this type are rare
in the "sessions" of al-Hamadhanl who was, no
doubt, obliged to avoid them because they contradicted the requirements of breathing. In this
regard, Ibn al-Athlr adopted a more equivocal position. He reckoned, in fact, that unequal couplets with
longer final member were acceptable so long as the
latter was not "of such a length as to detract excessively from equilibrium" (Mathal, i, 255).
If, in sadf, the couplet is the rule, often the
rhythmic units are arranged in groups of three, four
or more, on a single rhyme, and contain a perceptibly
equal number of syllables. In many cases also, one or
more free members, not linked by a single rhyme,
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succeed, for some reason or another, a series of coupled elements. Such an unexpected independent
member, abruptly interrupting the cadence, can be
refreshing. "It facilitates, by the relaxation thus obtained, the repetition of the cadence" (Messadi, Essai,
28).
While al-Hamadhanl resorted very frequently to
free members, which represent approximately a
quarter of his sadf, al-Harlrl avoided them, thus excluding free prose entirely from his makdmat but
thereby rendering his style rigid and monotonous.
(2) The rhyme
To avoid confusion between the rhyme of verse
(kdfiya [q. v. ]), and that of sadf, the Arab rhetoricians
refer to the latter by the name offdsila, karina, sadf or
sadf a, which they define as "the correspondence of
words in a position of rhyme through an identical
[final] consonant" (al-cAskarI, Sindcatayn, 262; Ibn alAthlr, Mathal, i, 210). Rather more prolixly, Ibn
Wahb al-Katib gives the following definition: "The
sadf (rhyme) in prose is similar to the kdfiya (rhyme)
in poetry" (al-Burhdn, 208-9). Rhyme is one of the
essential components of the rhythm of sadf. It constitutes the most apparent phonetic link between two
or more rhythmic units, and permits "the prominent
setting of the periodicity which is the distinguishing
mark of sonant rhythm" (Messadi, 29). It is this
which "regulates the cadence and marks the
measure", thus separating, like a frontier, the
rhythmic members of a text in sadf.
The richness of the rhyme can be very variable. It
is sometimes reduced to the final consonant, then
comprising only a single consonantal and a single
vocalic element. But more complex combinations exist, formed of two or three corresponding consonantal
and vocalic elements, or even more. In the "session"
of the Fazara of al-Hamadhanl, for example, there is
a pair of consecutive clausulas in which naajibat0"
rhymes with djanibat"". One might mention also that
the rhyme in the pausal form in prose is in contradistinction from the rhyme in poetry (at least, in
most cases) which has a vocalic element after the rawi
(kdfiya mutlakd), i.e. kitdb vs. kitdbu.
Being the most striking external characteristic of
sadf, rhyme gradually comes to be seen as the fundamental element. Inferior composers of rhymed prose, especially from the 5th/11th century onward, tended to accord it too much importance, seeing it as
identical with sadf itself. However, despite appearances, rhyme plays a considerably more modest
role. Admittedly, it brings to rhythmic prose the component of timbre and contributes to the regulation of
the cadence of the sadf by fixing the limit which
separates the rhythmic groupings, but it has no influence at all over the formation and the structuring of
the latter.
II. Internal structures of sadjc

While the poet is subject to the double constraint of
metre and of single rhyme, the writer in sadf enjoys
far greater freedom since, in principle, only rhyme is
expected of him. Totally unforeseeable at the outset,
the internal rhythm of the phrase depends on the
talent of the writer himself. The first grouping of a
couplet or of a series is always spontaneous and absolutely free, while the construction of the second is
determined by that of the first, and should reflect it in
a more or less faithful manner. Thus, unlike in
poetry, the rhythmic unit in sadf is the whole couplet
and not the clausula alone, like the hemistich with
regard to verse.
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Sometimes the two members of the couplet present
identical phonetic patterns. The symmetrical correspondences of long and of short syllables are then
perfect. Here, for example, is a couplet with
numerically equal panels:
yudhibu '1-shPra wa 'l-shicru yudhibuh II wa-yad^u
'l-sihra wa 'l-sihru yudjibuh
v ^ _ _ _ \j — — \j \j — — w — — — w — — w w— —

"He (sc. the pre-Islamic poet Zuhayr b. Abi
Sulma) melts poetry and poetry melts him // He calls
upon the enchantment and enchantment replies to
him" (al-Hamadhani, Seance poetique, i, 11). This
rigorous type of correspondences is quite rare, partial
correspondences being more common (Messadi,
Essai, 47-51).
In order to improve or to consolidate the rhythmic
quality of sadf, recourse was often made to the
resources of bad? and, in particular, to (Hinds or tadjnis
[q.v.], or alliteration, which can involve either the
words placed in the interior of the clausula or the
rhyming words. This latter category of djinds is the
more common. It is in fact to be expected that, in the
majority of cases, alliteration should appear only in
rhyme "since sadf is rhymed and by definition the
rhyme is a reflection of timbre" (in this regard, the
remarks made by Messadi concerning the Makdmdt of
al-Hamadhani apply most often to sagf in general; see
his Essai, 70-2).
The interplay of short and long syllables (open and
closed) determines the rhythmic style of a text in saaf
or, indeed, in verse. In fact, "the predominance
and/or a felicitous distribution of long open syllables
(type md) are the specific generators of a musical and
singing style". On the other hand, when the themes
addressed are those of threat, reprimand or military
valour, and the style demanded is energetic and stern,
the rhythm is then marked by a net predominance of
long closed syllables (type man). When the proportion
of short syllables is raised to the highest point, this
signifies in principle that the style is amorphous and
that the rhythm lacks contrast (ibid., 97 ff.).
Besides phonetic coupling, another element
engenders and regulates the rhythm also: this is
semantic parallelism. The groupings which rhyme
together are very often closely linked by a relationship
of sense. Al-Djahiz, who did not seek out rhyme at
any price, resorted on the contrary to the coupling of
ideas as well as to parallel balance, as a way of improving the rhythm. In a passage of the Kitdb alHayawdn (i, 41), he wrote, for example: wa 'l-kitdbu
wi'd*"1 muli^a 'Urn?"1 I wa-zarf"1 hushiya zurfn... ("The
book is a receptacle full of knowledge / a vessel replete
with precious objects...").
Seeking to exploit to the maximum this rhythmic
procedure, the writers of rhymed prose fell, little by
little, into a sterile verbal automatism, consisting of
repeating the same idea in different forms solely for
the sake of balance. Showing himself very stern in this
respect, Ibn al-Athlr condemned these unproductive
repetitions, which he found too widespread in the
works of eminent prosewriters, such as the $ahib Ibn
c
Abbad, al-Hariri and others besides (al-Mathal alsd*ir, i, 214-15). Good saaf, according to him, is that
in which there is neither artifice (takalluf) nor violence
(ta^assuf) done to the idea or to its expression for the
requirements of the rhyme or of the rhythm (ibid., i,
213).
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(AFIF BEN ABDESSELEM)
SADJAH (i.e. Sadjah1), Umm $adir bint Aws b.
Hikk b. Usama, or bint al-Harith b. Suwayd b.
c
Ukfan, prophetess and soothsayer, one of several
prophets and tribal leaders who sprang up in Arabia
shortly before and during the Ridda [q.v. in Suppl.],
the risings undertaken after the Prophet's death to
throw off the political and military supremacy in
Arabia of Medina. The genealogy, which her history
proves to be the true one, shows that she belonged to
the Banu Tamim. On her mother's side she was
related to the Taghlib, a tribe which comprised many
Christians. She was a Christian herself, or at least had
learnt much concerning Christianity from her
relatives. Next to nothing is known concerning the
import of her revelations and doctrines; she delivered
her messages from a minbar, in rhymed prose, and was
attended by a mu^adhdhin and a hda^ib. Her name, or
one of her names, for God was "the Lord of the
clouds" (rabb al-sahdb).
Sao^ah came to the fore in 11/632-3, after Muhammad's death. One account of her exploits describes
her as a Taghlib upstart, who had arrived from
Mesopotamia at the head of a band of followers
belonging to Rab^a, Taghlib, the Banu '1-Namir, the
Banu lyad and the Banu Shayban; she found the
Tamim divided, in consequence of the Prophet's
death, by deep internal strife between apostates,
Muslims and those who wavered between revolt and
allegiance to Medina, and succeeded in converting by
her revelations and uniting under her command both
branches of Hanzala (the Banu Malik and the Banu
Yarbuc), which she intended to lead against Medina.
The extent of her influence on the Tamim seems,
however, to have been much greater than this version,
intended to minimise their share in the Ridda, would
have us believe. The prophetess was no outsider, she
really belonged to the Tamim, as the end of her career
implies, and had gained, probably for some time
before Muhammad's death, the support of her whole
tribe, whose conversion to Islam had been mainly a
matter of expediency, easily shaken off.
Sadjah's forces began by attacking the confedera-
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tion of the Ribab, in obedience to one of her revelations, but were severely beaten. Repairing to alNibadj (in Yamama) they suffered a second defeat at
the hands of the Banu cAmr, and Sadjah had to promise that she would leave the territory of the TamTm.
Followed by the Yarbuc, she decided to join the
prophet Musaylima [q. v. ], who still controlled most of
Yamama, in order to unite their fortunes or to restore
her own. Their encounter happened at al-Amwah or
at Hadjr. Musaylima was menaced by the Muslim army, and the neighbouring tribes threatened to shake
off his authority, so that the arrival of a vanquished,
ambitious and desperate colleague, accompanied by
many armed followers, proved a trying, indeed a
dangerous visitation. There is no reliable account of
the meeting: according to one version, the strange
couple came to an understanding, recognised each
other's mission and decided to unify their two
religions and their worldly interests; they were actually married, and the prophetess stayed by Musaylima
to the hour of his tragic death. Al-Tabari preserves
obscene and very probably fictitious details concerning this union, which must have been rather a political
alliance than a lustful orgy; the wedding, according to
these legends, was celebrated in the same walled
garden where Musaylima was to meet his death.
Other accounts of the meeting are that Musaylima,
after having married Sadjah, cast her off, and that she
returned to her people; a third version does not mention the marriage, and says that the prophet tried to
persuade his rival and would-be ally to attack the
Muslims, hoping thus to get rid of her; on her refusal
he offered, if she consented to depart, half the year's
crops of Yamama; she declined to go unless he promised half of the next year's harvest as well, set off with
the first part of the booty, and left her representatives
with Musaylima to wait for the rest, repairing to her
kinsfolk. The second part of the ransom was never collected, as Musaylima was vanquished and massacred
by Khalid before the next harvest.
Whatever the outcome of Sadjah's relations with
Musaylima, her own career was either merged into
his, or cut short by repulse, and we hear nothing more
of her mission. According to all accounts, she went
back to her native tribe, and lived obscurely amongst
them. On Ibn al-Kalbl's authority we learn that she
embraced Islam when her family decided to settle in
Basra, which had become the principal centre of the
TamTm under the Umayyads, lived and died there a
Muslim, and was buried with the customary prayers
and ceremonies.
Bibliography. Ibn Kutayba, Ma^drif,
ed.
c
Ukkasha, 405; Baladhuri, Futuh, 99-100; Tabarl,
i, 1909-21, 1930, tr. F. McG. Donner, The conquest
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165; Ibn al-Athlr, ed. Beirut, ii, 353-7; Nuwayn,
Nihdya, xix, ed. Muh. Abu '1-Fadl Ibrahim, Cairo
1975, 75-82; Diyarbakri, T. al-Khamis, Cairo
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Vorarbeiten, vi, 13-15; Caetani, Annali, A.H. 11, §§
160-4, 170-3, A.H. 12, §§ 92-3; Kahhala, Acldm alnisd\ ii, 177-80; E.H. Shoufani, Al-Riddah and the
Muslim conquest of Arabia, Toronto 1972; Donner,
The early Islamic conquests, Princeton 1981, 85, 183.
(V. VACCA*)
AL-SADJAWANDI, ABU cAno ALLAH (Abu '1Fadl, Abu Djacfar) MUHAMMAD (Ahmad) b. Abl
Yazfd Tayfur al-Sadjawandl al-GhaznawI al-MukrP
al-Mufassir al-NahwI al-LughawI, an innovative
K u r g a n reader and philologist, died 560/1165

(?).

He lived and worked in Sadj/g/kawand, a small
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village half-way to the east of the route from Kabul to
Ghaznl in the vicinity of Sayyidabad, dominated by a
high-lying citadel, now in ruins, called Takht-i or
Shar-i (Shahr-i) Djamshld. On the foot of this mount
is placed the mausoleum of Khwadja Ahmad
(Muhammad). Here, even today, the Shaykh is
revered as a great and popular Kurgan reader. His
system of five, or seven, kinds of pauses in recitation
of the Kurgan (1. lazim = m, 2. mutlak = /, 3. dja^iz - &,
4. mudjawwaz li-wadjhm = z, 5. murakhkhas daruraf1" = d,
and 6. had kila = k, 7. ld=l) has found broad acceptance not only in the East but it is also substantially
adopted in the official Cairo edition of the KurDan
(Gesch. des Qpr., iii, 236-7).
The manuscripts of his K. al- Wukufor al- Wakfor alWakf wa 'l-ibtidd* are numerous. These are differentiated into: (a) a complete or "greater" book, (b) a
briefer "shorter" book, often commented and glossed by others, and (c) compendia on this topic by later
compilers who follow al-Sadjawandl's system, also in
verses (Garrett 2067, 1). The "greater" as well as the
"shorter" wakfbook should have originated from his
K. cAyn al-tafsir, which has not been discovered until
today. According to the somewhat younger Ibn alKiftl [q. v. ] (Inbdh, iii, 153), al-Sadjawandl in this commentary on the Kurgan treated also kird^dt, nahw,
lugha, shawdhid, etc. His son Abu Nasr (Abu Djacfar
?) Ahmad—father and son are sometimes confused—
excerpted and presumably modified his father's work
under the title K. Insdn al-^ayn. Under several other
titles attributed to the father dealing with specific
themes seem to be hidden other excerpts and adaptations of his main work, for example on syntax and etymology, on strange words and morphology (e.g.
Mashhad, Gawhar Shad, iii [1367/1988], 1617 no.
1161).
Bibliography: Brockelmann, I 2 , 519, S I, 724;
R. Sellheim, Materialien zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte, i-ii, Wiesbaden-Stuttgart, 1976-87, i,
10.14-20.104-8, ii, 98.105; Zirikll, al-A^ldm*, Beirut
1979, vi, 179; Kahhala, Mutyam al-mu^allifin,
Damascus 1380/1960, x, 112; M. C A. Mudarris,
Rayhdnat al-adab2, Tabriz 1347/1968, ii, 442-3;
A.Kh. al-cUmar, in MMWI, xxx, 4 (1400/1980),
170-3.
_
_
(R. SELLHEIM)
AL-SADJAWANDI, SIRADJ AL-DIN ABU TAHIR
MUHAMMAD b. Muhammad (Mahmud) b. cAbd alRashld, Hanafijurist^or. ca. 600/1023. Nothing is
known about his life. His K. al-Fardty, known as alFard^id al-Sirddjiyya or simply al-Sirddjiyya, on the law
of inheritance, was and still is regarded as the
standard work in this field. It has been commented
upon, glossed, excerpted, shortened and augmented,
also in Persian and Turkish, versified (most recently
in Cairo 1386/1949; Mushar, 793), repeatedly
printed, also in Eng. tr. (repr. New Delhi 1981). The
author himself composed a detailed commentary on
it. His K. al-Taajntsfi 'l-hisdb or al-Tadjnisfi '1-masdW
al-hisdbiyya, at first probably a part of his primary
work, has also been glossed by others. How far his
alleged Kitdb fi 'l-Djabr wa 'l-mukdbala (perhaps an
enlarged version of his Taa^nis?) has to be included
here, is not certain (R. §esen, Nawddir, ii
[1400/1980], 75-6).
Bibliography: Brockelmann, I2, 470-1, S I, 6501; R. Sellheim, Materialien zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte, i-ii, Wiesbaden-Stuttgart, 1976-87 i, 102.
104, 106-7, ii, 95. 105; Kahhala, Mu<djam almu^allifin, Damascus 1380/1960, xi, 233; Zirikll, alAHdm*, Beirut 1979, vii, 27 (here, as e.g. by Ismaca
Pasha, Hadiyyat al^drifin, Istanbul 1955, ii, 106,
partially confused with al-Sadjawandi, Abu cAbd
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Allah [?.*>.]); M.CA. Mudarris, Rayhdnat al-adab*,
Tabriz 1347/1968, ii, 443.
(R. SELLHEIM)
SADJDA (A.) "bowing down", the name of two
D
Kur anic suras (XXXII, also called tanzil al-sadjda,
and XLI, more commonly called fussilat or hd-mirri)
and within the technical phrase sadjdat (or sidjdat, or
plural sudjud) al-tildwa, in reference to the 14 Kur^anic
passages (variant traditions suggest 16, 15, 11, 10, or
4 passages) which require a ritual of bowing to be performed at the end of their recitation. The passages are
marked in the margin of the KurDan text, usually with
the word al-sadjda. The practice is generally considered wddjib "required", in the Hanafi madhhab,
and is declared mustahabb "desirable", in the other
schools.
All but one of the Kur'anic sadjda passages make
direct reference to the act of bowing, although by no
means has every possible passage become the focus of
this attention (the root s-dj_-d is used 64 times in the
Kur D an, not including the 28 times the word
masdjidlmasddjid is used). The passages vary in their
suggestions regarding the practice. Some are direct
commands to perform it: XXII, 77, "O you who
believe, perform the prostration and bow down" (but
it is primarily the Shaficl tradition which implements
bowing here and sometimes omits it at XXII, 18, thus
maintaining a total of 14 verses of sudjud)\ XLI, 37-8,
which indicates that God should be bowed down to,
not the sun and the moon; LIII, 62, "So bow down
to God and worship" (this verse is not included in
some versions of the Malik! tradition of sudjud); and
XCVI, 19, "Bow down and approach (God)" (not included in the Malik! tradition). The command is expressed negatively in LXXXIV, 20-1, "What is with
those who do not believe? When the Kiir5an is read to
them, they do not bow down" (again, not included in
the Malik! tradition).
Less than commands but suggestive of Muslim
practice are passages which speak of the past: XVII,
107-09, which speaks of those who "given the
knowledge before you (Muhammad), when it is
recited to them, fall on their faces, bowing down";
XIX, 58, which describes the patriarchs who bowed
when the signs/verses of the Merciful were recited;
and XXXVIII, 24, "[David] asked forgiveness of his
Lord and fell down in prostration and repented." In
this one instance the word sadjda is not used in the
verse but rdki*; probably as a result, sadjda is not required for this verse according to some jurists
especially in the Shafic! school (who do then, however,
maintain a total of 14 sudjud by including both XXII,
18 and XXII, 77).
Others passages invite a response, such that bowing
may be interpreted as a prayerful affirmation, a statement which says "Yes, I do", or suggests affirmation
of group membership by saying "I am one of those"
or, indeed, "I am not one of those": VII, 206,
"Those who are near to your Lord ... bow down to
him"; XIII, 15, "All who are in the heavens and the
earth bow down to God"; XVI, 49-50, "Everything
in the heavens and everything on the earth ... bows
down to God"; XXII, 18, "Do you not see that all
who are in the heavens and all who are on the earth
... bow down to God?"; XXV, 60, "Shall we bow
down to that which you command us?"; XXVII, 256, "They do not bow down to God, the one who
brings out the hidden in the heavens and the earth'';
and XXXII, 15, which suggests that those who bow
down when they hear God's signs/verses gain
paradise. Some variation in the precise verse ending
at which the sadjda should be done is to be noted; performing a bowing at the end of sura XV is also mentioned in some sources.

After any one of those passages is recited, whether
in the context of saldt or tadjwid in general, the following ritual will be observed, although the precise details
vary between the legal schools: the takbir is pronounced, a prostration is performed such that the forehead
touches the ground, words of praise or supplication
appropriate to the verse in question are uttered, and
the takbir is uttered again upon rising. Performing
these acts requires the state of ritual purity associated
with prayer.
Among the oldest datable sources dealing with bowing during KurDan recitation is Abu cUbayd (d.
224/838), Faa'dWal-Kurin, Beirut 1991, 66, where the
practice in relationship to Kurgan XIX, 58 (not
XXXII, 15 as in the printed text) is mentioned; the
emphasis of the chapter in this book, however, falls on
weeping (bukd*) during recitation, a practice which in
later texts (e.g. al-Nawaw! (d. 676/1278 [q.v.]), alTibydn) tends to be overwhelmed by the more formalised bowing. In cAbd Allah b. Wahb (d. 197/812),
al-DjamP, ed. M. Muranyi, Wiesbaden 1992, 62-78,
sadjda is treated fully, in a manner similar to later
hadith collections.
The hadith books are replete with references to bowing in recitation and the practice of the bowings in the
various passages may be established through their
testimony. Much of the hadith material reflects a
debate over whether the practice was actually required
or simply meritorious. Later jurists discussed many
additional aspects of this practice, including what to
do when one hears somebody else reciting a verse
which requires sadjda and whether (and in which context) the sadjda could be delayed.
Bibliography. Wensinck, Handbook, s.v. "Prostration"; Shafic!, K. al-Umm, Beirut n.d., i, 133-9,
esp. on the sadjda in sura XXII; Muhammad Abul
Quasem, The recitation and interpretation of the Qur^dn:
al-Ghazali's theory, Kuala Lumpur 1979, 44-7 (a tr.
of the eighth book from Ghazal!'s Ihyd* cu/um aldin); Kurtub!, al-Djami^ li-ahkdm al-Kur^dn, Cairo
1967, vii, 356-9 (o*/KurDan, VII, 206); Nawawi, alTibydnfidddbhamalatal-Kur^dn, Cairo 1977, 95-108.
(A. RIPPIN)
SADJDJAD HUSAYN, SAYYID [see HiojA5. iv.
Urdu].
SADJDJADA (A., pi. sadj_ddjid, sadjddjid, sawadjid),
the carpet on which the saldt [q.v.] is performed. The
word is found neither in the KurDan nor in the
canonical Hadith; the occasional use of a floorcovering of some kind was, however, known at quite
an early period.
1. Early t r a d i t i o n . In the Hadith [q.v.] we are
often told how Muhammad and his followers performed the saldt on the floor of the mosque in Medina after
a heavy shower of rain, so that their noses and heads
came in contact with the mud (e.g. al-Bukhari, Adhdn,
bdbs 135, 151; Muslim, Siydm, trads. 214-16, 218,
etc.). At the time when such traditions arose, the use
of some form of carpet was not so general that their
origin can be dated so far back as the time of the
Prophet. In a series of traditions, the saying is put into
Muhammad's mouth that it was his privilege, in contrast with the other prophets, that the earth was for
him masdjid wa-tahur (e.g. al-Bukhari, Tayammum, bdb
1; Saldt, bdb 56, etc.). Al-Tirmidhi, Saldt, bdb 130, also
tells us that somefakths prefer the saldt upon the bare
earth.
The canonical Had!th gives us the following picture: Muhammad performs the saldt on his own garment, protecting his arms against the heat of the soil
during prostration with one of its sleeves, his knees
with one end of his robes and his forehead with the
^imdma (turban) or the kalansuwa (cap) [see LIBAS. (i).
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The central and eastern Arab lands]; (al-Bukhan,
Saldt, bdbs 22, 23; Muslim, Masd&id, trad. 191;
Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad, i, 320). Al-Bukhan, Saldt,
bdb 22, tells us that Muhammad performed the saldt on
his J'trash (quilt).
The Hadith also informs us that the saldt was performed on mats; e.g. al-Tirmidhl, Saldt, bdb 131,
where a bisdt [q.v. in Suppl.] is mentioned; also Ibn
Madja, Ikdmat al-salawdt, bdb 63; Ahmad b. Hanbal,
i, 232; iii, 160, 171, 184, 212; also a hasir (a mat the
length of a man), e.g. al-Bukhan, Saldt, bdb 20;
Ahmad b. Hanbal, iii, 52, 59, 130 ff., 145, 149, 164,
179, 184 ff., 190, 226, 291. This tradition is also
found in Muslim, Masdajid, trad. 266. It is evident
from Abu Dawud, Saldt, bdb 91, that at the end of the
3rd/9th century, dressed skins of animals (farwa
masbughd) [see FARWA] were already being used.
We also frequently find it mentioned that Muhammad performed the saldt on a khumra (al-Bukhari.
Saldt, bdb 21; Muslim, Masddjid, trad. 270; alTirmidhl, Saldt, bdb 129; Ahmad b. Hanbal, i, 269,
308 ff., 320, 358, ii, 91 ff., 98; al-Nasa'I, Masddjid,
bdb 43; Ibn Sacd, i/2, 160). According to Muhammad
b. cAbd Allah al-cAlawi's marginal glosses to Ibn
Madja, Ikdma, bdbs 63, 64, the khumra afforded just
sufficient room for the prostration (see above).
The word sadjdjdda is found a century after the conclusion of the canonical Hadith literature. AlDjawhari, Sahdh, explains it to be synonymous with
khumra. Dozy, Suppl., quotes passages from Ibn Battuta, who mentions among the customs of a certain
zdwiya in Cairo that the whole congregation went to
the mosque on a Friday, where a servant laid his
sadjdjdda ready for each one (i, 73, cf. 72). The same
traveller tells us something similar regarding Malll
(f.e. Mali [q.v.]) where everyone sends his servant
with his sadjdjdda to the mosque, to lay it ready in his
place. He adds that they were made out of the leaves
of a palm-like tree (iv, 422).
Some early traditions survived until this century. In
Mecca, everyone in the great mosque performs the
saldt on a sadjdjdda. usually a small carpet just large
enough for the suajud [q. v. ]. After use it is rolled up
and carried off on the shoulder. In place of a carpet,
a towel is sometimes used, for example the one used
to dry oneself after the wudu* [q.v.].
In Morocco, the common people do not make any
use of the sadjdjdda: the middle classes favour small felt
carpets (labda), just large enough for performing the
sudjud. Labdas are especially used by jakihs and have
almost become one of their distinctive marks. They
fold them and bear them under their arm in an ostentatious way wherever they go; certain fakihs refuse to
sit down on anything other than their labda. In
Algeria, the sadjdjada is rarely used, except among the
heads of tankas and various marabouts; here, it usually consists of the skins of goats or gazelles. The common people ascribe miraculous powers to these skins.
In Egypt, sadjdjddas used until the early 20th century to be imported from the carpet-weaving districts
of Asia Minor, and were used only by the rich. Persons of the lower orders often perform the saldt upon
the bare ground; they seldom immediately wipe off
the dust which adheres to the nose and forehead, regarding it as auspicious to retain traces of the sugjud.
In the former Dutch East Indies (now Indonesia),
long narrow mats and carpets were formerly placed on
the floor of the mosque before the beginning of the
services. After the service these were rolled up and
laid aside (Snouke Hurgronje, Verspr. Geschr., iv/2,
366).
The sadjdjdda has assumed special significance in the
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religious societies and in the dervish orders (see 3.
below).
A whole series of mystical interpretations is
associated with the sadjajdda or bisdt. References are
found to the sadjdjdda of the paths of salvation, and the
profession of tawhid is called the saa^daa of the faith.
2. Surviving examples. The distinguishing
iconography of the sadjdjdda as familiar today is the
large central mihrdb [q. v. ], the arch of which is placed
to one end of the rug; the field may be plain or
decorated. The rug is surrounded by a series of
decorative borders. When spread in a mosque, the
mihrdb is laid pointing towards the kibla [q.v.] wall; for
private prayer in the home, the mihrdb is similarly laid
pointing in the direction of Mecca. In early sadjdjddas.
a representation of a mosque lamp is sometimes
placed within the arch of the mihrdb', by the early
13th/19th century, the lamp was often replaced by a
bouquet of flowers. Sometimes a pair of candlesticks
flank the mihrdb; in later periods, two columns of
flowers may be found. Sometimes a short text from
the Kurgan is woven at the head of the mihrdb. For
communal family prayers, a jo/^ (row), a long rug with
a row ofmihrdbs side by side, may be used. In Turkey,
the sadjdjdda was known as namdzltk (T.); in Persia, as
djd-yi namdz (P.)
A few rare sadjdjddas in museum and private collections are attributed to the 10th-llth/16th-17th centuries, but the majority of "antique" sadjdjddas date
from the 12th-13th/18th-19th centuries. A few earlier
representations of sadjdjdda survive in Persian
miniatures. A manuscript of BalcamT's translation of
al-Tabari's Ta\ikh, painted in Shiraz about the
second quarter of the 8th/14th century, now in the
Freer Gallery, Washington D.C., contains a miniature of Muhammad seated upon a sadjdjdda. in conversation with Abu Bakr and CA1I. The sadjdjdda is
here interpreted as a seat of honour, and a kind of
spiritual throne. Similarly, a miniature in the Mi^rda^.ndma from Harat, dated 840/1436, now in the
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris, depicts Muhammad
with an aureole around his head to indicate his
spiritual authority, seated upon a sadjdjdda. To the left
are Adam, Noah and David; to the right, Abraham,
Moses and Jesus. Representations of the saldt being
performed are rare, but a Mughal miniature of the
early llth/17th century, in the Staatliche Museen,
Berlin, depicts Djahangir and his son in prayer upon
two sadjdjddas: the courtiers share a large bisdt.
Turkey has for centuries been famous for the production of pile carpets. When weaving a sadjdjdda. the
weaver uses the finest materials within his means, and
his best workmanship. Turkey adheres to strict
Islamic artistic tenets, wherein the representation of
living creatures is forbidden. Turkish designs thus
have a balanced formal structure, though the decoration is very rich, incorporating flowers with
geometrical ornament. The most famous centres for
the weaving of sadjdjddas are Gordes (Ghiordes) and
Kula.
The artistic tenets of Islam are less rigidly interpreted in Persia, where animals and birds often appear upon secular carpets. Sadjdjddas are more
graceful in style than in Turkey; but though the mihrdb
may have more naturalistic elegance, and the lamp
and floral ornament more realism, when weaving a
sadjdjdda the injunction against representing living
creatures is observed. The mihrdb is sometimes filled
with the traditional "Tree of Life", or with a large
flowering plant. A particularly rich sadjdjdda may be
woven with warp and weft, or even pile, of silk.
In both Turkey and Persia, the rural people and the
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nomadic tribes practise rug-weaving, including
sadjdjddas. The designs are bold, colourful and often
profusely ornamented with geometrical and stylised
motifs. In addition to pile rugs, tapestry-woven rugs
(kilim) are woven. The mihrdb of the sadjdjdda is often
very simply delineated, and usually of angular form.
The rugs and sadjdjddas of the Caucasus have been
little known until the 13th/19th century. The
sadjdjddas have distinctive geometrical ornament, and
stylised motifs of local tradition; many sadjdjddas are
kilim- woven.
The normal floor-mat in India is the dan, a flatwoven pile-less rug of thick cotton. In the hot season,
a light floorspread of fine cotton, painted and printed,
was practical. The art of pile-carpet weaving was not
introduced until the reign of Akbar (963-1014/15561605) [see MUGHALS. 8. (a) Carpets]. Thereafter pilewoven carpets and sadjdjddas following closely the style
of Eastern Persia were used only by the wealthy.
Henry Cousens, examining the Djamic Masdjid at
Bldjapur [q.v.] for the ASI (Imperial Series of
Reports, xxxvii [1916], 59 and plate XXIV), records
several long mats with rows of mihrdbs for communal
worship. Two or three are very simple and may be
dans. The rugs are undated, but may be 12th/18th or
13th/19th century. Other dart-woven sadjdjddas. of attractive simplicity, from the 13th/19th century, survive in museum collections.
A few rare cotton sadjdjddas survive, made in the
region of Burhanpur, Khandesh, in the 12th/18th
century. The design is restrained and dignified, the
mihrdb and the borders being ornamented with fine
painted and printed floral meanders; a particularly
Indian feature is the conventional representation of
the domed minarets of a masajid rising from the sides
of the mihrdb (Irwin and Hall [1971], 26 and plate 8).
Printed cotton sadjdjddas made in the late 13th/19th
century at Masulipatam, at very small cost for the ordinary people, survive in museum collections.
Bibliography: Part 1. Early t r a d i t i o n . In addition to the works cited in the text, see C. Snouck
Hurgronje, De Islam in Nederlandsch-Indie, Baarn
1913; P. Kahle, Zur Organisation der Derwischorden in
Egypten, in Isl., vi (1916), 149 ff.
Part 2. S u r v i v i n g examples. S.M. El Sadhi,
Antique prayer rugs from the Orient, in The Antiquarian,
xiii/3 (New York 1929), 32-5, 74; M. Mostafa,
Sadjaajid al-saldt al-turkiyya, Cairo, Museum of
Islamic Art 1953; idem, Turkish prayer rugs, Cairo,
Museum of Islamic Art 1953 (English ed.); R.E.G.
Macey, Oriental prayer rugs, Leigh-on-Sea 1961; A.
Hopf, Tapis d'Orient: Anatolie, Transylvanie, Caucase,
Perse, Turkestan, Paris 1962" (col. plates pp. 2-6; 12;
14; 17; 20); J.V. McMullan, Islamic carpets, New
York 1965 (col. plates pp. 4; 7; 30-32; 35-6; 90-1;
106); K.H. Turkhan, Islamic rugs, London 1968;
Museum fur Kunsthandwerk, Islamische Teppiche:
der Joseph V. McMullan Kollektion, New York (exhibition catalogue), Frankfurt-am-Main 1968-9; J. Irwin and M. Hall, Indian painted and printed fabrics,
Ahmadabad 1971 (p. 26 and plate 8); Textile
Museum, Prayer rugs (exhibition catalogue),
Washington D.C. 1974; R. Bechirian, Tapis: Perse,
Turquie, Caucase, Asie centrale, Inde, Chine, Paris
1976.
(A.J. WENSINCK-[MARGARET HALL])
3. In m y s t i c i s m . Here, the meanings of this term
are derivative from its principal function, i.e. a place
upon which one prostrates him/herself in prayer. The
peculiarity of its $uft usage is determined by its intimate association with such critical notions of $ufism
as "sainthood" (wildya [q.v.]) and mystical "gnosis"
(macrifa [q.v.]). In other words, if the praying person

happens to be a holy and righteous "friend of God"
(wait [q.v.]) or a gnostic possessed of God's sublime
mysteries (^drif), the adherents of $ufism often view
him/her as imparting to the prayer mat some of
his/her supernatural powers. It is out of the intricate
alliance of all-Islamic and mystical beliefs that a
distinctly mystical sense of this term has eventually
crystallised.
As a symbol and attribute of piety, sadjdjdda was appropriated by the §ufis immediately after its introduction into the religious life of the Muslim community
in the early 4th/10th (H. Landolt, Gedanken zum
islamischen Gebetsteppich, in Festschrift Alfred Biihler, ed.
C.A. Schmitz and R. Wildhaber, Basel 1965, 244,
247). A prayer mat, for instance, played an important
role in an episode included in the collection of stories
that depict the ordeal of al-Halladj [q.v.], the
celebrated $ufi martyr of Baghdad (see Akhbdr alHalldj. Texte ancien relatif a la predication ... du mystique
musulman al-Hosayn b. Mansour al-Halldj, ed., annot.,
and trans, by L. Massignon and P. Kraus, Paris
1936). In this episode, al-Halladj's inadvertent
discovery of the Supreme Name of God that was written on a piece of paper stuck under al-Djunayd's [q. v. ]
sadjdjdda led to an ominous encounter between the two
$ufT masters. In the course of the quarrel that ensued,
al-Djunayd predicted the ghastly details of alHalladj's impending execution (Massignon, Passion of
al-Halldj, mystic and martyr of Islam, Princeton 1982, ii,
452). References to the prayer mat as a distinctive
mark of the authentic Sufi appear in the classic $ufT
manual of Abu Nasr al-Sarradj al-TusI [q. v. ] and his
contemporaries (K. al-Luma^ ft 'l-tasawwuf, ed. R.A.
Nicholson, London-Leiden 1914, 201; Landolt, op.
cit., 247). ^omewhat later, in his "Rule for $ufi
novices" (Addb al-mundin, tr. F. Meier as Ein Knigge
fur Sufis, in RSO, xxxii [1957], 485-524) the noted Persian mystic Nadjm al-Dln al-Kubra [q.v.] listed the
sadjdjdda among such recognisable $ufT paraphernalia
as the patched mantle (murakka* [q.v.]), the belt (dstin),
the staff (casd), the turban (dastdr), the leather bowl
(rakwa), and, finally, the inevitable $ufl robe (khirka
[q.v.]). To each of these typical $uft items al-Kubra
attributes a symbolic meaning. Thus he describes the
sadjdjdda as "the carpet of the proximity to God
(kurb)" upon which His faithful servant "has set the
foot of worship" (Meier, op. cit., 508). In a passage
based on the work of the earlier Hanbali mystic cAbd
Allah al-Ansan [q.v.] of Harat, al-Kubra specifies the
proper position to be assumed by a $ufi beginner,
when he installs himself on a sadjdjdda: he should sit
with his hands and legs crossed, his face turned in the
direction of Mecca; his thighs and private parts ought
to be decently covered. While on his prayer carpet the
$ufi is not allowed to blow his nose, spit, or scratch
himself. Nor should he converse loudly with those
around him and gesticulate. Rather, he should focus
his thoughts on God alone in an attempt to grasp what
God expects him to do in each particular moment,
and then act accordingly. All this, according to alKubra, constitutes "the rules of the saa^ijdda."
(Meier, op. cit., 509-10). H. Landolt interprets alKubra's instructions as an indication of the special
significance that $uf! theorists accorded to the prayer
carpet. According to Landolt, it is more than a spot
upon which the ritual prayer is performed; in the $ufi
tradition the saa^ajada becomes a privileged spiritual
space where direct contact with God is effected, i.e. an
arena of mystical meditation par excellence (op. cit., 247;
cf. A. Ferrier, Initiation au decor rituel du tapis de priere,
in Connaissance des arts, Paris [March 1959], 58, 61).
This may be true. However, for all intents and pur-
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poses, the prayer rug has become neither an unmistakeable sign nor an exclusive prerogative of the
$ufi~ shaykh. Rather, most Muslims considered it to be
a symbol of righteousness and an important, albeit
optional, condition of ritual purity not necessarily
restricted to the realm of Islamic mysticism (see e.g.
E.W. Lane, Manners and customs of the modern Egyptians,
London-New York 1966, 73). This may explain why
Ibn al-DjawzI [q.v.], the Hanbalf legist who undertook an exhaustive critique of contemporary Sufi
thought and practice, tellingly omits the prayer rug
from his discussion of the §ufi "excesses" and exotic
"innovations" such as living in isolated lodges (ribdt
[q. v. ]), donning exotic clothes (murakkac, khirka),
making light of the ablutions and the prayer, encouraging voluntary poverty and begging, indulging
in disgraceful musical sessions and dances, etc. (Talbis
Iblis, ed. Muhammad CA1I Abu 'l-cAbbas, Cairo
1990, 145-340). This probably indicates that, in Ibn
al-Djawzf's time at least, the sadjdjdda was not regarded as an exclusive feature of $uft life style. In modern
times, too, the prayer rug does not figure among the
usual accessories of some contemporary mystical
fraternities of Persia, i.e. the Dhahabiyya, Khaksar,
Nicmatullahiyya, which have been meticulously described by R. Gramlich (Die schitischen Derwischorden
Persiens. Dritte Teil: Brauchtum und Riten, Wiesbaden
1981, 3-12). Yet, the Ottoman traveller Ewliya Celebl
(d. 1093/1682) in his description of a pilgrimage to the
Bektashl shrine at c Uthmandjik (Anatolia) mentions
that visitors (mostly members of the BektashT order)
were given a khirka, a sadjdjdda. a standard, a drum,
a staff, and a tddj, "as symbols of dervishship" (q. in
J.R. Brown, The dervishes, or Oriental mysticism, ed.
H.A. Rose, repr. London 1968, 214, 201; cf., however, idem, 176-93, where the sadjdjdda is not listed
among the usual personal belongings of the Bektashl
dervish). Hence, as we can see, the status of the
sadjdjada vis-a-vis Sufism is somewhat tenuous. On
some occasions it surely can be viewed as a hallmark
of the Muslim mystic. Nonetheless, one cannot
unreservedly link it to the $ufT piety and way of living
in contrast, for instance, to such distinct Sufi accesories as the murakka*- (and/or the khirka), the tddj.
[q.v.], the rosary (subha) worn on the neck, the kashkul
[q.v.], etc. (see Gramlich, op. cit., 3-12; cf. Brown, op.
cit., 178-92).
This uncertainty notwithstanding, with the rise of
organised $ufism and the concomitant development of
the notion of wildya from the 7/13th centuries onwards, the mystical connotations of the sadjdjdda
became more strongly pronounced. In numerous oral
and written accounts of Sufi miracles (kardmdt [q.v.]),
which circulated widely among diverse Muslim audiences, prayer carpets (or, sometimes, simple sheep
and goat skins used for the same purposes)
miraculously transport their holy owners, the $ufT
saints and marabouts, from one place to the other, a
usual destination being Mecca. Again, the theme of
"the flying carpet" was not confined exclusively to
the mystical tradition. On the contrary, it has become
a constantly recurring motif of Middle Eastern
literature and folklore. According to one such legend,
the last Baghdad caliph used a flying prayer mat in
order to escape from the city besieged by the Mongols
(Ferrier, op. cit., 58). A person who, in the popular
imagination, was closely bound with the motif of "the
flying carpet" is the KurDanic Sulayman. His magic
silk carpet was delivered to him from Paradise (by
either God or the Devil). With his throne installed on
the carpet, Sulayman was able to travel far and wide
driven by winds which he controlled at will (Landolt,
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op. cit., 252). Another Kur D anic prophet, Adam, is
said to be have received his sadjdjdda from the angel
Djlbrfl, who had made it from the skins of the sheep
of Paradise.
In contrast to popular lore that evinces particular
fascination with the magic properties inherent in the
sadjdjdda. Sun" writers tend to emphasise that,
whatever thaumaturgic qualities it may possess result
from the sanctifying presence of the $ufT wall, whose
divinely given "grace" (baraka [q.v.]) miraculously
transforms everything around him. When a Sufi saint
spreads his shabby prayer rug above the waves (Landolt, op. cit., 253) or performs his supererogatory
prayers standing on the mat suspended in the air (Ibn
c
Arabi, al-Futuhdt al-mahhiyya, Cairo 1329, i, 186; tr.
in R.W.J. Austin, Sufis of Andalusia, Oxford 1971, 289), one realises that it is the saint, not his sadjdjdda.
that makes such wondrous things possible. In the case
of Ibn c Arabi's narrative, the ordinariness of the
prayer mat is intentionally stressed in order to throw
into relief the supernatural powers that the presence of
God's friend conveys to it. It is noteworthy that in
both cases the flying rugs are brought into play with
a view to persuading some sceptical, rationalist
onlookers who doubted the reality of the miracles
ascribed to the $ufi saints.
In keeping with a widespread $ufT belief that was
shared by the generality of Muslims, the blessing and
the beneficial grace of the wall pervade all things and
individuals that have come into direct contact with
him/her. Such miracle-working grace does not cease
with the wall 's death. It is thought to be inherited by
his/her progeny. On the other hand, it is also immortalised in the waifs shrine as well as his/her personal
effects. Both symbolise the saint's invisible presence
among his/her relatives and followers. This helps to
explain why such vestiges often become objects of
veneration similar to that enjoyed by the relics of the
Christian saints. It is against the background of this
belief that one should view the concepts of the shaykh
[wali\ al-sadjdjdda and its Persian analogue sadjdjddanishin, meaning "the prayer rug sitter" (see e.g.
H.A.R. Gibb, Muhammedanism: an historical survey,
2
Oxford 1968, 152). These terms were normally applied to leaders of $ufi communities or heads of holy
lineages [see SHARIF] who fell heir to the spiritual
authority and blessing of a revered saintly founder
(see F. Meier, Abu Sactd-i Abu l-ffqyr (357-44019671049). Wirklichkeit und Legende, Leiden-Tehran-Liege
1976, 438-67, esp. 458). By extension, the entire
mystical "path" initiated by a founding saint was
regarded as his/her sadjdjdda. It can, therefore, be
treated as another synonym of tanka [q.v.], silsila
[q.v.], and khildfa [q.v., section 3], i.e. of the terms applied to various §ufi organisations.
This usage became particularly prominent in Egypt
and, to a lesser extent, in North Africa, whereas in the
East it appears only sporadically, and does not carry
the precise technical meaning ascribed to it in
Western Islam (for such occasional usage, see e.g.
H.R. Roemer, Staatsschreiben der Timuridenzeit. Das
Saraf-ndma
des ^Abdallah Marwand in kritischer
Auswegung, Wiesbaden 1952, 64, 158). In Egypt, the
phrase mashayikh [shaykh] al-sadjdjdda (and its correlate
arbdb al-sadja&id), as technical terms used in official
documents, do not seem to have gained wide currency
before the end of the llth/17th century. Both terms
were applied to the leaders of Egypt's major $ufi turuk
and turuk-\mked institutions, i.e. zdwiya [q.v.], takiyya,
and popular $ufi shrines. The term arbdb al-sadja(ljid,
however, seems to have been reserved for the four
family-based mystical associations, namely those
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which traced themselves back to the Rightly-Guided
Caliphs and the Companions. According to F. de
Jong, these four were essentially family groups turned
turuk. They were: al-Bakriyya (descending from Abu
Bakr al-Siddlk), al-^Indniyya ( c Umar b. al-Khattab),
al-Khudayriyya (al-Zubayr b. al-cAwwam), and alWafd^iyya (CA1T b. AbT Talib) (Turuq and Turuq-linked
institutions in nineteenth century Egypt, Leiden 1978, 1314). Of the leaders of these family turuk, the shaykh alsadjdjdda al-bakriyya was to assume special importance
when in 1227/1812, in a drive to secure better state
control over the Egyptian religious establishment, the
Viceroy of Egypt Muhammad cAll [q. v. ] invested the
holder of that office with authority over all mystical
communities (tawd^ifal-fukard'* al-sufiyya) as well as the
Sufi shrines and lodges of that country (al-Djabarti,
c
A£d'ib al-dthdr, Cairo 1297, iv, 165; for a tr. of
Muhammad cAli's/z>man, see de Jong, op. cit., 192-3).
For almost a century the holders of this office
endeavoured, with varying success, to steer a middle
course between the assertive temporal rulers and the
restive leadership of Egyptian mystical associations
who were anxious to preserve their independence visa-vis the Egyptian government (the policies pursued
by the incumbents of the al-sadjdjdda al-bakriyya from
1227/1812 until 1321/1903 are analysed in de Jong,
op. cit.}. In the 19th and early 20th centuries, the
leaders of the newly-founded Egyptian turuk had to obtain the title of the shaykh al-sadjdjdda from the current
holder of the Bakriyya "prayer mat", whose
hereditary office was called shaykh mashdyikh al-turuk alsufiyya. Only after the latter's approval were they
recognised by both the government and the Sufi
establishment of Egypt represented by the so-called
"Sufi Council" (al-madjlis al-sufi). The latter, in turn,
was always presided over by the shaykh al-sadjdjdda albakriyya (ibid., 132-46, et passim; P. Kahle, Zur
Organisation der Derwischorden in Egypten, in Isl., vi
[1916], 152-3; for a recent example of a newlyfounded brotherhood seeking such an approval, see
M. Gilsenan, Saint and Sufi in modern Egypt, Oxford
1973, 36, where the discussion centres on the rise and
subsequent functioning of a modern tanka called alhdmidiyya shddhiliyya). In modern Egyptian usage, the
central office of a Sufi order, which today appears to
be a rather bureaucratised and centralised institution,
is called bayt al-sadjdjdda (dial, beit al-siggdda). It serves
as the residence and the office of the order's shaykh or
his senior aide (wakil). These, in turn, are assisted by
a group of the lesser officials known as khulafd^ and
nukabd^ al-sadjdjdda (ibid. ,81). Deputies of the head of
an order in a particular area (khulafa3), regularly send
detailed reports on their activities to the bayt alsadjdjdda with a view to keeping its leadership abreast
of the developments at the lower levels of the
brotherhood (Gilsenan, op. cit., 82, 99, 101, etc.).
A sadjdjdda together with banners, drums, cymbals,
staffs and a decorated litter are among the most
valued regalia of the Egyptian brotherhood. Its guardianship is entrusted to one of the shaykh's closest
associates, one named nakib al-sadjdjdda par excellence, in
contradistinction to the ordinary nukabd^ who run the
brotherhood's regional cells on behalf of the regional
deputy, i.e. khalifa, a person appointed directly by the
shaykh al-sadjdjdda (Kahle, op. cit., 164). Yet, unlike the
other items listed above, the prayer rug does not seem
to play any role in the imposing annual festivities
organised by each important Egyptian tanka (sc. the
mawlid [q.v.]). The sadjdjdda. however, comes to the
fore in the elaborate ceremonies during which new
khulafd* and nukabd* are introduced into the office respectively by the shaykh al-sadjdjdda and the khalifa of a

regional $ufi lodge. After this ceremony, the new
khalifa buys a simple prayer rug that becomes a symbol of his changed status within the brotherhood (ibid.,
157).
The deputy's sadjdjdda is normally used in the
famous ceremony of "ligature", or "binding the girdle" shadd, which was widely practiced by both Sufi
associations and some craft guilds (asndf; sing, sinf
[q.v. ]) of the Muslim Middle East. The shadd
ceremony normally takes place in a bayt al-sadjdjdda. a
regional zdwiya, or, in the case of the sinf, in a guild's
headquarters. The novice who seeks to join a guild or
a tanka—the same applies to the would-be nakib—
enters the circle of dervishes or initiated artisans,
where he is solemnly girdled by the khalifa (or the
guild's elder), while he is standing on the sadjdjdda.
The latter on such occasions is referred to as "the
carpet of the Truth" (bisdt al-hakk), or "the carpet of
God" (bisdt Allah), i.e. the terms indicative of divine
presence. This formal initiation, which is seen by its
participants as "binding" of a new member (mashdud)
to a mystical brotherhood or a fraternity of artisans,
is followed by a repast shared by the brethren, who are
sitting on the carpet of initiation (H. Thorning,
Beitrdge zur Kenntnis des islamischen Vereinswesens auf
Grund von ' 'Bast madad et-taufiq", Berlin 1913, 101-64,
255-67, et passim; Kahle, op. cit., 163-67; cf. Brown,
Dervishes, 173-7; for similar practices in the modern
Persian Sufi associations, see Gramlich, Die
Schiitischen Derwischorden, passim).
Similar initiatory rites are attested for the $ufi turuk
of Anatolia and Persia. Here, however, a sheep-skin
(Turk, pust, post) normally replaces the sadjdjdda in the
shadd and similar ceremonies. In Bektashi lodges
(takiya) the posts, which may be twelve in number but
are usually four (J.K. Birge, The Bektashi order of dervishes, London-Hartford, Conn. 1937, 178-80; cf.
Brown, op. cit., 186-90), symbolise the perpetual
presence of the imams and the saints (mostly the
order's founding fathers and outstanding khulafd*),
who are especially revered by the Bekta§hiyya [q.v.].
Among them are the sheep-skins that personify CA1I b.
AbT Talib, Sayyid CAH Sultan, HadjdjI Bektash,
Kayghusuz Abdal, Balim Sultan, al-Khaolir, etc. In
the course of the initiatory ceremony, both the head
of the lodge (bdba [q.v.] or murshid [q.v.]) and the
novice (tdlib) prostrate themselves before these sheepskins to show reverence to their invisible owners
(Birge, op. cit., 181-2). The Bektashiyya go even further in treating the first four of the above-mentioned
posts as seats of God and his angels. On the other
hand, some Bektashi theories interpreted these posts as
symbols of the four major stages of the mystical path:
shari^a, tanka, hakika, ma^rifa (Brown, Dervishes, 201-2;
cf. Gramlich, Die Schiitischen Derwischorden, 83-4). The
overriding importance of the post for this Turkish $ufi
order is further attested by a special Bektashl prayer
attached to it (Brown, op. cit., 202). Characteristically, it revolves around the theme of the primordial
covenant (mithdk [q. v. ]) between God and humankind,
which is enshrined in the famous Kur5anic phrase
(VII, 172), "Am I not your Lord?" (a-lastu birabbikum) (Gramlich, op. cit., 95-6).
In the light of the foregoing, one may venture a
guess that the ceremony of initiation into a
brotherhood or a guild was deemed to replicate this
pre-eternal event as described in the Kur'an and
refined in numerous mystical commentaries (see e.g.
G. Bowering, The mystical vision of existence in Classical
Islam, Berlin 1980, passim), only this time the novice,
by repeating special oath-formulas, pledged allegiance
not only to God but to his new spiritual family also.
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Within the framework of this imposing pageant, the
sadjdjdda or the post served as token representation of
the highest witnesses to the novice's oath, i.e. God
and his elect saints.
The sheep-skin belonging to the $ufT leader plays a
significant role in the exotic "spiritual concerts" of
another Anatolian brotherhood, the Mawlawiyya
[q. v. ]. The Mawlawi dervishes treat it simultaneously
as the seat of the spiritual pole of the universe (kutb
[q.v. ]), the throne of God, and a paradise on earth. It
is not surprising therefore that this post enjoys special
esteem among the members of this mystical association. Its centrality for the Mawlawi outlook is
reflected in their colourful mystical performances as
described by H. Ritter (Der Reigen der "Tanzenden Derwische", in Zeitschr. fur vergleichende Musikwissenschaft,
Berlin, i/2 [1933], 28-40; M. Mole, La danse extatique
en Islam, in Sources orientales 6. Les danses sacrees, Paris
1963, 247-50, 263, 268, etc.; cf. Landolt, op. cit.,
249).
Like their Turkish colleagues, modern Persian dervishes have used a post rather than a sadjdjdda in their
initiatory rites, which otherwise follow the pattern of
the Egyptian turuk described above (Gramlich, op. cit.,
76-7 et passim). This fact, however, does not change
the essence of the rite that logically flows from the
mystical doctrine of wildya. This doctrine, in turn,
goes back to the pre-Islamic past (for an attempt to
trace its origin to shamanism, Manicheanism and
Buddhism, see Landolt, op. cit., 249, 251-2).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(A. KNYSH)
SADJIDS, a line of m i l i t a r y c o m m a n d e r s who
governed the northwestern provinces of the caliphate
(Adharbaydjan, Arran and Armenia) in the later
3rd/9th and early 4th/10th centuries on behalf of the
c
Abbasids.
The Sadjids were just some of several commanders,
originally from the Iranian East and Central Asia,
who came westwards to serve in the early cAbbasid armies. The family seems to have originated in
Ushrusana [q.v.] on the middle Syr Darya in Transoxania, the region where the Afshins [q.v.] were
hereditary princes until at least the end of the 3rd/9th
century, and was probably of Soghdian stock; by the
time the family came to prominence in Islamic
history, however, it had become culturally Arabicised
to a considerable extent.
Abu '1-Sadj Dewdad (I) b. Yusuf Dewdasht fought
in the Afshin Haydar's army against the antic
Abbasid rebel Babak al-Khurraml [q.v.] (al-Tabarl,
iii, 1222) and then with Tahirid forces in Tabaristan
against the rebel Mazyar [see KARINIDS] (ibid., iii,
1276). Al-Mu c tazz later appointed him governor of
Aleppo and Kinnasnn, and as sahib al-shurta or police
commander in Baghdad he was deeply involved in the
strife involving the caliphs and their Turkish guards
in Baghdad and Samarra. In 261/875 he was appointed governor of Khuzistan, but when in the next
year the $affarid Yackub b. al-Layth [q.v.] prepared
to march into c lrak against the cAbbasids, Abu '1-Sadj
Dewdad joinecl_ Ya c kub and took part in the battle
near Dayr al-cAkul [q.v.]; hence his estates and properties in clrak were confiscated by al-Muwaffak. He
nevertheless stayed faithful to the Saffarids, and died
at Djundishabur in the service of c Amr b. al-Layth
[q.v.] in 266/879 (al-Tabarl, iii, 1937).
His two sons, Muhammad and Yusuf, remained,
however, in the cAbbasid service. Abu cUbayd Allah
or Abu '1-Musafir Muhammad was active in the 880s
in operations against rebels in the Hidjaz, and acted
as the representative of the Saffarid c Amr b. al-Layth
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[q.v. ] in the Holy Cities. On the death of the governor
of Egypt and Syria Ahmad b. Tulun [q.v. ] in 270/884,
he accompanied the caliphal expedition against the
latter's son Khumarawayh [q.v.] led by the general
Ishak b. Kundadjik of Mawsil, now appointed governor of Egypt and Syria, and took part in the tragicomic "Battle of the Mills". He subsequently quarrelled with Ishak and in the late 880s fought with him
in the Mawsil region. In 276/889-90, however, alMuwaffak appointed Muhammad governor of Adharbaydjan, the province which from this time onwards
became the power-base of the Sadjid family. In
280/893 he acquired Maragha [q.v.] from the local
rebel cAbd Allah b. al-Hasan al-Hamdani, and was
thus involved in warfare with the Armenian Bagratid
ruler Smbat (in Arabic, Sunbat) I, temporarily occupying Nakhc"iwan and Dwln [q.vv.]. He now felt
strong enough to rebel against his cAbbasid master,
and it may have been at this point that he assumed the
ancient Iranian title of Afshm (see above), which appears on a dirham of his minted at Bardhaca [q. v. ] in
Arran in 285/898. But he soon made peace again with
al-Muctao!id, was confirmed in his governorship and
renewed operations against Smbat, penetrating to
Kars and Tiflis [q.vv. ] and into Vaspurakan, then ruled by the Ardzrunid prince Sargis Ashot (Arabic,
Ashut) I. Muhammad died of plague in Bardhaca in
Rabi* I 288/March 901.
The army of Adharbaydjan placed Muhammad's
son Dewdad (II) in the governorship at Maragha, but
Dewdad was soon forced out (Shacban 288/JulyAugust 901) by his uncle Abu '1-Kasim Yusuf. Yusuf
transferred his capital to Ardabil [q. v. ]. He insisted on
maintaining the direct Sadjid suzerainty over Smbat
in Armenia, despite the latter's attempts to place
himself directly under the caliph al-Muktafi in
Baghdad and his seeking aid from the cAbbasid
against Yusuf. However, on the_ accession of alMuktadir Yusuf s governorship of Adharbaydjan, Arran and Armenia was confirmed. Now with the
authority of the caliph behind him, and with the
powerful support within Baghdad of the vizier Ibn alFurat [0.0.], Yusuf invaded Armenia and conducted a
campaign of violence and devastation there, capturing
Smbat and then in 301/914 executing him, but by ca.
304/917 recognising the rival Armenian dynasty of
the Ardzrunids as his vassals in Dwln.
Yusuf now turned his attention to northern Persia
and conquered Zandjan, Abhar, Kazwln and Rayy
from the governor on behalf of the Samanids Muhammad b. CA1I §ucluk, but his relations with al-Muktadir
deteriorated and the caliph sent against his insubordinate servant an army under his commander-in-chief
Mu 3 nis al-Muzaffar [0.^.], who defeated Yusuf in
307-919, capturing him and bringing him back to
Baghdad for a spell of three years' imprisonment. On
his release in 310/922, he was appointed governor of
Adharbaydjan, Rayy and northern Djibal province,
securing Adharbaydjan and then Rayy and Hamadhan. In 314/926 the caliph recalled him and appointed him to command an army to be sent against
the Karamita [see KARMATI] in Lower clrak, but he
was defeated near Kufa by the KarmatI leader Abu
Tahir al-Djannabi and killed (Dhu '1-Hi^j^ja
315/February 928). It does not seem that it was at this
point that some of Yusuf s Turkish troops entered the
caliphal service in Baghdad, to form there a special
regiment of the Sadjiyya. This unit is mentioned
previously (e.g. by Miskawayh, Tadjdrib al-umam, in
Eclipse of the CAbbasid caliphate, i, 116, tr. iv, 130, year
311/923-4), and Ibn Khallikan, ed. cAbbas, ii, 250-1,
vi, 415, tr. de Slane, i, 500, iv, 315, cf. iv, 334 n. 11,
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Sadjdjada. (Namazllk) (T.), from Gordes, Turkey, 18th century.
(By courtesy of the Board of Trustees of the Victoria & Albert Museum).
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Sadjdjdda. (Dja-yi-namdz) (P.), from Kirman, Persia, 18th century.
(By courtesy of the Board of Trustees of the Victoria & Albert Museum).
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expressly states that al-adjndd al-Sddjtyya in Baghdad
were named after Abu '1-Sadj Dewdad (I), i.e. they
were already in existence in the late 3rd/9th century
(as noted by Canard, Akhbar ar-Radi billdh, Algiers
1946, 49 n. 3).
After Yusufs death, his nephew Abu '1-Musafir
Fath b. Muhammad Afshin was made governor of
Adharbaydjan, but was in Shacban 317/September
929 poisoned in Ardabil by one of his slaves, so that
the short line of Sadjid governors in northwestern Persia ended, and the province henceforth fell into the
hands of various Kurdish and then Daylami military
adventurers. The Sadjid family did not die out totally;
a son of Abu '1-Musafir Path's, Abu '1-Faradj, was
also a commander of the cAbbasids in the mid4th/10th century.
The Sadjid governorship over Arran and Armenia
was important for the extension of Arab control over
the Armenian kingdoms there, particularly under
Yusuf b. Abi '1-Sadj [see further, ARMINIYA, at I, 637].
But the Sag!jids did not form an independent line of
rulers in northwestern Persia, any more than did the
Tahirids in Khurasan before them (even though the
increasing enfeeblement of the caliphate after 295/908
made any bid for such independence more feasible),
hence they are not to be equated with such an explicitly anti-cAbbasid power as the $affarids on the eastern
fringes of the caliphate; it was only after the end of
Sadjid
rule in Adharbaydjan and eastern
Transcaucasia that those regions came under native
Iranian rather than Arab controL The dinars and
dirhams minted by the Sadjids in Adharbaydjan, Arran, Armenia and, briefly, at Rayy (year 312/924-5,
see G.C. Miles, The numismatic history of Rayy, New
York 1938, 139-41) all acknowledge fully the cAbbasid
caliph as suzerain.
Genealogical table of the Sddjids
Yusuf Dewdasht
I
1. Abu '1-Sadj Dewdad (I)

4. Yusuf

2. Muhammad
I
3. Dewdad (II)

5. Fath

Bibliography: 1. Sources. Tabari; c Anb;
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Malik al-Hamadhani,
Takmilat ta^ikh al-Taban, Abu Bakr Muhammad al$ull, Akhbar, Mascudi, Murudj., Ibn al-Athir, viii.
2. Studies. C. Defremery, Memoire sur lafamille
des Sadjides, in JA, 4th ser., ix (1847), 409-16, x
(1847), 396-436; MJ. de Goeje, Memoire sur les Carmathes du Bahrain et les Fatimides, Leiden 1886, 88-94;
Zambaur, Manuel, 179; V. Minorsky, Studies in
Caucasian history, London 1953, 110-11; W.
Madelung, in Camb. hist. Iran, iv, 228-32. For
Sadjid coins, see Miles in ibid., 372.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
$ADR (A.), "chest, breast, bosom" (pi. sudur), a
peculiarly Arabic word, not attested in other Semitic
languages, except as a borrowing from Arabic. Its
semantic connection with other derivatives of the root
s-d-r within Arabic is unclear; it may be derived from
the basic notion of the verb sadara, i.e. "to come up,
move upward and outward, from the waterhole" (op-'
posite: warada). Most concretely, it refers to the chest
as part of the body, and as such is dealt with in the

lexicographical monographs on the human body
called Khalk al-insdn (al-AsmacT, 214-18; Thabit b. Abi
Thabit, 244-54; cf. also Ibn Sldah, al-Mukhassas, i, 1924). Sadr may refer to the breast of all animals, or to
that of humans only. In the latter case it is contrasted
with e.g. the kirkira of the camel-stallion, the labdn of
the horse, the zawr of the lion, the djy^dju? of the bird,
etc. (see al-ThacalibT, Fikh al-lugha, 109: taksim alsudur), but the lexicographers are not unanimous in
their definitions of these words (e.g. al-AsmacI, Khalk
al-insdn, 216, 1. 12, equates zawr and dju^dju* with
sadr). From the noun sadr the usual two body-part
verbs may be derived: sadara "to hit, wound the
chest" and sudira "to suffer from a chest ailment."
Bibliography. Asmaci, K. Khalk al-insdn, ed. A.
Haffner, in Texte zur arabischen Lexikographie, Leipzig
1905 [Arabic title page: Beirut 1903], 158-232;
Thabit b. Abi Thabit, Khalk al-insdn, ed. C A.A. Farradj, Kuwait 1955; Ibn Sldah, al-Mukhassas, repr.
Beirut n.d.; Thacalibi, Fikh al-lugha, ed. L.
Cheikho, repr. Tripoli and Tunis 1981.
The sadr, like "bosom," is also the seat of emotions and convictions, and interestingly this is the
only sense in which it occurs in the Kurgan (with the
possible exception of sura XXII, 46; see, however,
below). In the singular (but, strangely, never in the
plural) it is consistently connected with the idea of
"constriction" (root j-y-k, cf. XI 12; XV, 97; XXVI,
13; also root h-r-dj_, cf. VI, 125; VII, 2) or "dilatation" (root sh-r-h, cf. VI, 125; XVI, 106; XX, 25;
XXXIX, 22; XCIV, 1) to express anxiety, grief, and
rejection vs. serenity, joy, and acceptance. The plural
sudur is mostly used in conjunction with the idea of
thoughts and feelings that are hidden in them (roots
kh-f-y, see III, 29; III, 118; XI, 5; XL, 19, and k-n-n,
see XXVII, 74; XXVIII, 69), but which God knows
nonetheless; this is particularly expressed in the
refrain-like formula inna 'lldha caltmun bi-dhdti 'l-sudur
"God knows well what ails [their] bosoms" [Arberry:
"God knows the thoughts in their breasts"] (III, 119,
among others). In two places the sudur are closely connected with the kulub, "hearts," (XXII, 46: wa-ldkin
ta^md l-kulubu 'llatifi }l-sudur "but blind are the hearts
within the breasts," and III, 154: li-yabtaliya 'lldhu md
ft sudurikum wa-li-yumahhisa mdfi kulubikum "and that
God might try what was in your breasts, and that he
might prove what was in your hearts").
The early mystics, intent on formulating the internal stages of religious experience, availed themselves
of some of these passages from the Kurgan and defined sadr as one of the inner organs involved [see also
KALB]. It is especially sura XXXIX, 22 (a-fa-man
sharaha lldhu sadrahu li-l-isldmi "Is he whose breast God
has expanded unto Islam...") which prompted Abu
'1-Husayn al-Nurl (d. 295/907 [q.v.]) to establish a
parallelism between sadr as the seat of isldm and—
moving inward and upward—between falb,fu*dd, and
lubb, all Kur^anic terms, as the respective seats of
imdn, ma^rifa, and tawhid(Makdmdtal-kulub, 130, cf. P.
Nwyia, Exegese coranique, 321, who also points to a
similar terminology in the Tafsir attributed to gjacfar
al-$adik (d. 148/765 [q.v.]), where the parallelisms
are: sadr and submission (taslim), kalb and certitude
(yakin),ju*dd and contemplation (nazar), the famir and
the secret (sin), and the nafs as the refuge of all good
and evil; famir not being Kur'anic, al-Nuri stays
closer to the Kur'an). A similar scheme is proposed by
al-Hakim al-Tirmidhl (d. after 318/930) in his K. Jt
Baydn al-fark bayn al-sadr wa 'l-kalb wa 'l-fu^dd wa Vlubb, 33-47/79-83 (tr. 28-36, 244-5). He offers several
analogies to characterise the relationship of the four
parts of the heart (note that falb has two meanings,
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one comprehensive and one specific), of which the
following two may be quoted:
Heart

Almond

sadr
kalb
fu^dd
lubb

outer shell
inner shell
kernel
oil inside kernel

Sacred
Precinct
the haram
city of Mecca
Great Mosque
Kacba

The sadr is called thus, because it is the outer part
(sadr) of the heart and its first station. In another
work, al-Haklm al-Tirmidhi uses an interpretation of
the Light Verse (XXIV, 35) to explain the function of
the heart and equates the sadr with the niche (mishkdt;
see K. al-A^ wa 'l-nafs, 85).
Similar divisions remain popular with later writers,
although the term sadr is not always included, while
other terms may be added (relevant sections tr. and
discussed by Sachiko Murata, The Tao of Islam, 292-9
and ff.). Al-Tirmidhi's scheme is taken up again, with
certain alterations, in the Persian Kur3anic commentary of Rashid al-Dln Maybudi (wrote 520/1126
[q.v. ]), who replaces the lubb by shaghaf and, rather
than macrifa and tawhid, assigns the two functions of
mushdhadat-i Hakk and cishk tofu^dd and shaghaf (Kashf
al-asrdr, viii, 411-12; cf. Murata, op. cit., 296-7).
The sadr is described in a number of metaphorical
ways as the place in which the internal dramas of good
and evil are staged. According to one passage in alHaklm al-Tirmidhl, the heart is the home of faith, the
soul is the home of passions. Between them is a wide
space called sadr, from which emanate (sadara) the
orders executed by external organs. Both heart and
soul have an opening leading to that place. Through
that of the heart the light of faith would shoot into the
sadr, as the fire and smoke of passion would shoot into
the breast through the opening of the nafs. Whichever
triumphs over the other brings about obedience or
disobedience. "Et telle est toute 1'histoire du cceur et
de 1'ame" (P. Nwyia, op. cit., 279, summarising a
passage from the Masd^il). For other descriptions, in
al-Tirmidhl's work, of the struggle in the sadr between
heart and soul, see al-Furuk wa-man* al-tardduf, apud P.
Nwyia, op. cit., 122; Baydn al-fark, 40-7; Khatm alawliyd\ 130-1; B. Radtke, Al-Hakim at-Tirmia'i,
Freiburg 1980, 58-71 and index).
A strangely generalised use of the term sadr appears
in al-Futuhdt al-Makkiyya of Ibn al-cArabT (d. 638/1240
[q.v.]). Here the sadr is presented as a universal
feature of creation; each thing can boast of one.
Knowledge of it is among the loftiest knowledge on
the Path, since the world and each genus is according
to the shape of man (microcosm), who is the last
created thing. Man alone is according to the Divine
shape, externally and internally, and God has made
for him a sadr. Between Him and man there are sudur
whose number only God knows (ii, 652). This is followed by an enumeration of twenty-seven sudur, after
which Ibn al-cArabI adds that every sadr has a kalb
and, as long as the kalb remains in the sadr, it is blind
(cf. sura XXII, 46), because the sadr is a veil upon it.
If God wills to make it seeing, it goes out from its sadr
and thus sees. E.g. the causes (asbdb) are the sudur of
the existent things, and the existent things are like
hearts. As long as an existent thing looks at its cause
from which it emerges (sadara), it is blind to seeing
God as the one who made it existent (ii, 652-3).
Bibliography. Abu '1-Husayn al-Nuri, Makdmdt
al-kulub, ed. P. Nwyia, in MUSJ, 44, 1968/129143; P. Nwyia, Exegese coranique et langage mystique,
Beirut 1970; al-Haklm al-Tirmidhi, K. al-A^a? wa
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'l-nafs, ed. Wadjih Ahmad cAbd Allah, Alexandria
1991; idem, K. ft Baydn al-fark bayn al-sadr wa 'l-kalb
wa 'l-fu^ddwa 'l-lubb, ed. N. Heer, Cairo 1958 (tr.
idem, mMW, Ii [1961], 25-36, 83-91, 163-72, 24458); idem, Khatm al-awliyd"*, ed. cUthman Yahya,
Beirut 1965; Sachiko Murata, The Tao of Islam,
Albany 1992; Ra§hld al-Dln Maybudi, Kashf alasrdr wa-^uddat al-abrdr, ed. C A.A. Hikmat, Tehran
1331-9/1952-60; Ibn al-cArabT, ' al-Futuhdt alMakkiyya, Cairo 1911.
In everyday life, the idea of the sadr being the container of something hidden is expressed in the proverb
sadruka awsa^u li-sirrik(a) "Your bosom is wide enough
for your secret" admonishing a person to keep his
secret to himself (al-Maydanl, Madjma*- al-amthdl, ed.
Muhammad Muhyi '1-Dln cAbd al-Hamid, 2 vols.,
2
Cairo 1379/1959, i, 396a).
In a figurative sense, sadr means any "first, front,
or upper part" of a thing. A number of technical
meanings result.
"(a) In prosody sadr has two unrelated meanings.
One refers to the first foot of a verse, as opposed to
^adjuz, the last foot. This latter is also known as tfarb;
this, however, defines it as the last foot of the second
hemistich as opposed to the last foot of the first
hemistich, the carii(l. The structure of a complete line
in terms of characteristic elements (arkdn) is the following: sadr-[hashw]-carud/ibtidd^-[hashw]-caa^uz
(tfarb)
(see ai-Sakkaki, Miftdh, 523-4; Freytag, Darstellung,
117-120; Elwell-Sutton, The Persian metres, 40). Hashw
feet occur, of course, only if the hemistich consists of
more than the initial and the final foot, i.e. in musaddas
and muthamman lines. The terms sadr and ^adjuz are
often also loosely applied to the entire first and second
hemistich, respectively (see Lane, s.v.). This has influenced their use in the technical term radd al-^aajuz
c
ala 'l-sadr, referring to the rhetorical figure of anticipating the rhyme word in the first half (at times
even the beginning of the second half) of the line (see
G.E. von Grunebaum, who compares the epanadiplosis
of classical rhetoric, Tenth-century document, 32 n. 247,
116; G. Kanazi, Studies, 56-7; note that, while ^adjuz
is still used in its narrow sense of rhyme foot, sadr has
acquired the broader meaning).
Bibliography: SakkakI, Miftdh al-^ulum, ed.
Nu c aym Zarzur, Beirut 1403/1983; G.W. Freytag,
Darstellung der arabischen Verskunst, Bonn 1830; L.P.
Elwell-Sutton, The Persian metres, Cambridge 1976;
G.E. von Grunebaum, A tenth-century document of
Arab literary theory and criticism. The sections on poetry in
al-Bdqilldni's Pjaz al-Qur^dn, Chicago 1950, repr.
1974; G. Kanazi, Studies in the Kitdb as-Sind^atayn of
Abu Hildl al-^Askan, Leiden 1989.
The other meaning of sadr in prosody occurs in the
context of the phenomenon called mu^dkaba, i.e. the
obligatory alternation of the shortening of two adjacent cords [see SABAB]. Thus in the ramal metre, the
footfdcildtun may have its first cord fa- shortened, thus
fa^ildtun, only if the last cord -tun of the preceding foot
is not shortened; this case is called sadr. Or it may
have the last cord -tun shortened, thusfd^ildtu, but only if the first cord fa- of the following foot is not
shortened; this case is called *-adjuz. Or, finally, it may
have both its first and its last cord shortened, thus
fa^ildtu, but only if the preceding and following cords
are not shortened; this case is called tarafdn or, more
logically, dhu 'l-tarafayn (the latter in al-Sakkakf, Miftdh, 527). These phenomena occur in the metres
madid, ramal, khafif and mudjtathtfi (Ibn RashTk, al^Umda, i, 149). The apparent reason for their existence is to avoid a sequence of four moving letters.
Bibliography: SakkakI (see above); Ibn Rashlk,
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al-cUmda fi sindcat al-shicr wa-dddbih wa-nakdih, ed.
M.M. cAbd al-Hamid, 2 vols., 3Cairo 1383/1963-4;
Freytag, Darstellung (see above), 108.
(b) In epistolography and the composing of texts
in general, the term sadr refers to the introductory formulae of letters and prefaces in books (the latter also
tasdtr). For an extensive disquisition on sudur in
epistles, including the way one alludes to the main
topic already in the tahmid and how one moves
(takhallus) from the sadr to the actual topic (gharatf), see
al-KalacI, Ihkdm sancat al-kaldm, ed. Muh. Ridwan alDaya, Beirut 1966, 58-72. Sadr is used in the "old
translation" of Aristotle's Rhetoric as one of the terms
to render rcpootfiiov, the exordium or proem, of a
speech (see M.C. Lyons, Aristotle's Ars Rhetorica. The
Arabic version, ii, Glossary, Cambridge 1982, 123-4,
226). This remains the rendition of choice with the
later philosophers. Ibn Slna compares the proem
which leads into the speech with clearing one's throat
before the call to prayer and with warbling on a reed
instrument before playing the actual piece (al-Shifd*,
al-Mantik, 8. al-Khatdba, ed. M.S. Salim, Cairo
1373/1954, 237, 11. 12-24). In books, the sadr may
mean a non-technical "beginning, first part", but
may also refer to preliminary remarks that precede the
actual "introduction." Thus al-Ghazall, in his alMustasfd min Qilm al-usul, Bulak 1322, prefixes the
following introductory materials to his book: 1. the
tahmid (2-3); 2. the khutba (after ammd bacd), mainly in
sadf, with general remarks about reason and
knowledge, as well as some autobiographical indications, ending with the titling of the book (3-4); 3. the
sadr al-kitdb, expressly so called, dealing with the definition, the hierarchical status, and the internal structure of usulal-fikh, as also with the reason for the introduction (4-10); and 4. the mukaddima, "introduction," again expressly so named, in which the
author presents an outline of logic and epistemology
(10-55). Derived from this sadr is the verb saddara
kitdbahu (LCA), cf. al-Farabi's introductory epistle to
his work on the Organon, the Risdla suddira bihd 7kitdb, ed. Raftk al-cAdjam, in al-Mantik ^ind al-Fdrdbi,
Beirut 1985, i, 55-62. Again, this sadr contains general
notions indicating the status of logic, such as logic vs.
grammar, syllogistic vs. non-syllogistic crafts, review
of the five syllogistic crafts, overview of Organon and
of philosophy in general, and basic ideas about "concept," "proposition," and "definition."
Bibliography: Given in the text.
(c) From the expression sadr al-maaj.lis, the upper or
front part of the assembly, i.e. "the place/seat of
honour," the term sadr for an outstanding person is
synecdochically derived (cf. kdna sadr"* fi 'l-fard^id wa
'l-hisdb, "he was an eminent expert in inheritance
computations and arithmetic," Dozy, s.v.). This has
developed into an academic and an administrative
sense. For the latter, i.e. the terms sadr and sadr alsudur for the head of the religious administration in
post-Mongol Iran and sadr-i aczam for the grand vizier
in the Ottoman empire, see below. In the academic
sense, it is mostly applied to a professor in adab and
mostly in the derived forms musaddar and mutasaddir.
The respective verbs, saddara and tasaddara, mean "to
appoint s.o. a professor" and "to be appointed" or
"to set o.s. up as a professor," the latter often with
the implication of insufficient preparation (see G.
Makdisi, The rise of colleges, Edinburgh 1981, 203-6,
and, particularly, idem, The rise of humanism, Edinburgh 1990, 277-9).
Bibliography: Given in the text.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
SADR (A.), used in a personal sense, with an ex-

tended meaning from Arabic "breast" > "foremost,
leading part of a thing", denotes an eminent or
superior person or primus inter pares, whence its use
for a chief, president or m i n i s t e r ; cf. the Ottoman
Turkish Grand Vizier's title sadr-i a'zam [q.v.]. The
title was especially used in the Persian world for a
high religious d i g n i t a r y whose function (saddrat,
siddrat) was concerned essentially with the administration of religious affairs. In the first mentions of the
title and in the structural evolution of the office in the
post-II Khanid period, the titles and prerogatives of
the sadr evolved considerably, and despite lacuna in
our sources of information, their evolution can be
traced chronologically, as described below.
(J. CALMARD)
1. In Transoxania.
2. In the period from the Il-Khanids to the Timurids.
3. The Timurid and Turkmen periods.
4. In the Safawid period.
5. In Mughal India.
1. In Transoxania.
In the cities and towns of Transoxania, the Islamic
religious institution, by Karakhanid and Saldjuk
times predominantly HanafT in madhhab, came to enjoy a special position of religious, social and often administrative power vis-a-vis the Karakhanids [see
ILEK-KHANS] and subsequent incoming Turkish
dynasties. The members of this institution who held
office as imam and ra^ts [q.vv.] also came to enjoy the
title of sadr; such sadrs were to be found, e.g., in
Samarkand, Khudjand, Ozkend, Almalfk, etc. They
were especially influential in Bukhara, where the
Burhanl ones (see below) were further dignified by an
intensive form of the title, that of sadr al-sudur.
Already during the Samanid period there is mentioned (e.g. by the local historian Muhammad b.
Ahmad al-Bukharl al-Ghundjar, d. 412/1021, cf. Barthold, Turkestan3, 15, and by al-SamcanI, Ansdb, ed.
Haydarabad, i, 243-6) the family of the Ismacflls, who
held religious and civic power in Bukhara. After them
there came in 5th/llth century the Saffaris. In addition to their religious and civic authority, such
families were clearly economically powerful also,
doubtless possessing urban property and/or rural
estates; hence in the assertion of what they took to be
their spiritual rights, and probably in defence of their
property also, they frequently clashed with the temporal holders of power. Thus the Karakhanid ruler
Shams al-Mulk Nasr b. Tamghac' Khan Ibrahim in
461/1069 executed the imam and sadr Ismacfl b. Abl
Nasr al-Saffar because he had, according to alSamcanl, exhorted the Khan to observe the ordinances of religion and to eschew forbidden things
(ibid., viii, 318; cf. Barthold, op. cit., 316, 320).
This willingness to challenge the secular authorities
and, if needs be, to suffer for it, was the mark of succeeding religious leaders in Bukhara, above all, of the
next, and particularly celebrated, line of sadrs, who
now, as noted above, bore the more exalted title of
sadr al-sudur, sc. the family of Burhan; all but the
founder appear in the sources with the additional
designation of al-Shahid "Martyr", having found
death at the hands of the Karakhanids or Kara Khitay
[0.0.]. The Al-i Burhan acquired its name from the
fact that virtually all of them bore the lakab or
honorific title of Burhan al-Din "Proof of Religion"
or Burhan al-Milla wa '1-Dln. The family traced its
nasab back to the Arab tribes of Khurasan in the
Umayyad period, and seems always to have retained
some connection with the city of Marw. Its history
has, however, to be pieced together from scattered
mentions in the historical sources for the Karakhanid.

SADR
Saldjuk and succeeding periods and from the Kitab-i
Mulldzdda or K. -i Mazdrdt-i Bukhara by the TTmurid
author Mucln al-FukaraD [see AHMAD B. MUHAMMAD,
MU C IN AL-FUKARA 3 , in Suppl.]

When the Saldjuk sultan Sandjar [q.v. ] came to
Transoxania in 495/1102, he apparently deposed the
reigning ra^is and imam of Bukhara, Abu Ishak
Ibrahim al-$affarl, and replaced him by the HanafT
scholar cAbd al-cAz!z b. c Umar Maza, who assumed
the title of sadr. There now began the period of
dominance, lasting for nearly a century and a half, of
the Al-i Burhan. Linked to Sandjar by marriage, they
became, like the Karakhanids, immediate vassals of
the Saldjuks, until cAbd al-cAziz's son Husam al-Dm
c
Umar was killed by the pagan Kara Khitay after Sandjar's disastrous defeat at the battle of the Katwan
Steppe in 536/1141. However, the Burhams made
their peace with the Gur Khan and were acknowledged as representatives of the Kara Khitay in Bukhara,
collecting the land-tax there for the rulers. When the
Khwaram-Shah Tekish appeared at Bukhara in
578/1182, they likewise accommodated themselves to
the new, in practice, temporary, regime. It was apparently to the sadr cAbd al-cAz!z (II) b. Muhammad
(d. 593/1196-7) that Muhammad b. Zufar, the
epitomiser of Narshakhi's Ta^rikh-i Bukhara, dedicated
his local history. The Burhams continued to dominate
civic life in Bukhara under the restored Karakhanids
and Kara Khitay, and Muhammad (II) b. Ahmad (d.
616/1219) was renowned for his wealth and arrogance." We also know of eulogistic Persian poetry
addressed to them by such authors as the satirist
SuzanI (d. P569/1173-4 [q.v.]) and Shamsl-yi A c radj
Bukharl (flor. ca. 1200 AD) (see F. de Blois, Persian
literature, v/2, 427, 432).
The end of BurhanI dominance came with the outbreak at Bukhara of the popular movement led by the
vendor of shields Mahmud Jarabr (636/1238-9), and
the last BurhanT, Ahmad (II) b. Muhammad, was reduced by TarabT to the status of khalifa or deputy of
a new sadr al-sudur, hence preferred to flee and to take
refuge with the Kara Khitay. But by now, these last
were being hard pressed by the Mongols, and were
not strong enough to replace Ahmad in his former
glory.
In his place, a new family took over the saddra of
Bukhara. The Hanafifakih Shams al-Dln Muhammad
b. Ahmad al-Mahbubl was TarabT's candidate, and
there now began a line of sudur as long-lived and as influential as the Al-i Burhan, that of the Al-i Mahbub,
who inherited from their predecessors the additional
form of the title, sadr-i djahdn. The Mahbubls, like the
Burhams, traced their ancestry back to the Arabs of
the time of the Prophet, and they likewise at times
employed the lakab of Burhan al-Dln. Already in the
6th/12th century they had produced notable HanafT
scholars, such as the theologian Ahmad b. c Ubayd
Allah al-MahbubT (546-630/1151-1232), and in the
next century or so members of the family continued to
write many textbooks of HanafT fikh which became
standard. They are mentioned in the sources until the
middle of the 8th/14th century, for Ibn Battuta met at
Bukhara in 733/1333' the Sadr al-Sharl'a, probably
c
Ubayd Allah b. Mascud al-Mahbubl (Ri^la, iii, 28,
tr. Gibb, iii, 554, apparently mis-identified in n. 56),
who was famed as a legal scholar (see Brockelmann,
II 2 , 277-8, S II, 300-1); but thereafter, they fade
from historical mention.
Bibliography: Barthold, El1 art. Burhan (outdated); C.E. Bos worth, EIr art. Al-e Borhdn; O.
Pritsak, Al-i Burhan, in hi., xxx (1952), 81-96 (incs.
detailed bibliographical information and attempted
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chronologies of the Burhani and Mahbubi families,
with a genealogical table of the former).
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. In the period from the I l - K h a n i d s to the
Tlmurids.
Apart from uses of sadr and its compounds in
Transoxania, one finds that, under the Il-Khanids.
the lakab of sadr-i djahdn was given to the vizier of
Gaykhatu (690-4/1291-5), Sadr al-Dln Ahmad
KhalidI Zandjani, apparently as an honorific title (see
Dihkhuda, Lughat-ndma, s.v., citing Khwandamlr,
Habib al-siyar, and the Dastur al-wuzara3]. It was also
the title of Mir Sadr-i Djahan Pihani, an envoy of the
Mughals to cAbd Allah Khan Ozbeg (see Riazul
Islam, Indo-Persian relations ..., Tehran 1970, 54;
idem, A Calendar of documents on Indo-Persian relations
(1500-1750), Tehran and Karachi 1979-82, ii, 212,
214).
Since we have no precise indications on the function
of the saddrat before the second half of the 8th/14th
century, it has been incorrectly thought that it was a
Tlmurid creation (R.M. Savory, The principal offices of
the Safawid state during the reign of Tahmdsp I (9308411524-76), in BSOAS, xxiv [1961], 103, also in his
Studies on the history of Safawid Iran, Variorum, London
1987) or even a Safawid one (K. Rohrborn, Provinzen
und Zentralgewalt Persiens im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert,
Berlin 1966, 117; idem and H.R. Idris, Regierung und
Verwaltung des Vordern Orients in islamische Zeit, Hb der
Or. Leiden-Koln 1979, 46-7; criticisms by G. Herrmann, Zur Entstehung des Sadr-Amtes, in U. Haarmann
and P. Bachmann, Die islamische Welt zwischen Mittelalter und Neuzeit. Festschrift fur Hans Robert Roemer,
Beirut-Wiesbaden 1979, 278, 282). A detailed study
of the chancery literature (inshd^) and of official
documents shows that there was no nomination of
sadrs under the Djalayirids [q. v. ]. The highest
magisterial function in Islam was at that time exercised by the kadi 'l-kuddt, with other religious affairs
being the responsibility of the chief vizier or other officials like the hdkim-i diwdn-i awkdf-i mamdlik (analysis
of the Dastur al-kdtib; cf. Roemer, Staatsschreiben der
Timuridenzeit. Das Saraf-ndmd des ^Abdalldh Marwdrid in
kritischer Auswertung, Wiesbaden 1952, 142, and Herrmann, op. cit., 284-5). Under the Muzaffarids [q.v.],
the highest religious dignitary was also still the kadi Ykuddt. The combination of the terms (but not of
distinct functions) of wizdrat and saddrat is attested
under the Karts [q.v.] or Kurts of Harat, with the
bestowing of the wizdrat on Shaykh Mucln al-Dln
Djaml (J. Aubin, Le khanat de Cagatai et le Khorassan
(1334-1380), in Tunica, viii [1976], 30; Herrmann,
op. cit., 294). The first document which we possess on
the specific appointment to an office of sadr concerns
Mucln al-Dln's eldest son, Diya3 al-Dm Yusuf
(manshur of Rab^ II 782/July-August 1380; see
Aubin, op. cit. , 5 1 ; the document is ed., tr. and commented upon by Herrmann, op. cit., 287 ff.). Tlmur
considered himself as a disciple of Diya3 al-Dln, who
took part in the five-years' war and died at Tabriz in
797/1394-5. His brother Shihab al-Dln c Umar was
linked with Mlran Shah, the prince who held the appanage of Khurasan (Aubin, op. cit. ,53). The office
of saddrat attributed to Diya3 al-Dln encompassed the
direction of affairs concerning all the religious
dignitaries (imams, sayyids, shaykhs, feasts, khatibs,
muhtasibs, amms "and other religious authorities") of
the city of Harat and its dependent districts. All decisions concerning judicial sentences, teaching, the
leadership of the worship, the khutba, the supervision
of weights and measures (ihtisdb), the administration
of the awkdf, the inspectorship of finance (ishrdf) and
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Activities of the treasury (bayt al-mal), as well as
nominations, distributions, appointments and participations of all religious dignitaries and theological
students, had to be submitted for his approval.
3. The Timurid and Turkmen periods.
Despite Timur's devotion to Diva3 al-Dln, the
mention of three persons bearing the title of sadr (after
their ism) in his reign does not clearly show that they
occupied the actual functions of saddrat (Herrmann,
Zur Entstehung des Sadr-Amtes, 293-4). This is, on the
other hand, attested under his son Shah Rukh (80750/1405-47). The office is even attributed at one and
the same time to several persons in Harat (at the
court's chancery) and in the provinces in the princes'
appanages (ibid., 280 ff.; on the provincial sadrs under
Shah Rukh, see Aubin, Deux sayyids de Bam au XVe siecle. Contribution a Thistoire timouride, inAbh. derAkad. der
Wiss. und der Lit. zu Mainz, geistes- u. sozialwiss. Kl.
[1956], no. 7, 398). This practice becomes the rule
under Husayn Baykara (875-912/1470-1506). During
his reign, the revenues from awkdf which, like other
grants and favours enjoyed complete fiscal immunity,
became so important that it was necessary to appoint
several sadrs at the same time in order to supervise
these revenues (Khwandamir, Tehran 1333, iv, 321;
cf. M. Subtelny, Centralizing reform and its opponents in
the late Timuridperiod, in Iranian Studies, xxi/1-2 [1988],
126). However, in 910/1504-5, Husayn Baykara appointed a sadr whose functions were especially attached to the ruler's service (mansab-i saddrat-i khdssayi
humdyun, Khwandamir, iv, 327; Hermann, op. cit.,
282). The fact that the office could be held by several
dignitaries at the same time leads one to suppose that
there was a hierarchy amongst the various sadrs. But
the mention of a chief sadr (sadr al-sudur) only appears
once, in a late Timurid document, which seems to indicate the provisional or exceptional character of the
office (ibid.). The sadr's department (sarkdr-i saddrat or
diwdn-i saddrat) occupied the third place in the
Timurid administration after the diwdn-i tuwdci and
the diwdn-i mdl. The financial support for the sadrs,
made up of allowances (^ulufa) and gratuities (in^dm)
came from a specific tax (rasm al-saddrat or sahm alsaddrat) raised as a percentage on wakf revenues (ibid.,
283-4).
As for the social origins of the sadrs, a strong
tendency for the post to remain within one family,
leading to hereditary control over the office, has been
noted (Roemer, Staatsschreiben der Timuridenzeit, 143-6;
Herrmann, op. cit., 281). Although they were the
superiors of the sayyids, it was only occasionally that
they stemmed from this last group. Among the forty
sadrs mentioned by Khwandamlr for Husayn
Baykara's reign, there are only three descendants of
the Prophet (iv, 321-8; cf. Herrmann, ibid.). Some
sadrs were accused of corruption during this reign. A
dispute between the descendants of Ahmad-i Djam
and of c Abd Allah Ansari provoked the intervention of
the Nakshbandi shaykh Khwadja Ahrar [q.v. in
Suppl.] (J. Paul, Die politische und soziale Bedeutung der
Naqsbandiyya in Mittelasien im 15. Jahrhundert, Berlin
1991, 57-8).
As well as the supervision of the religious leaders
and of the awkdf mentioned above for the Kart sadr,
the Timurid sadr was more explicitly charged with
supervising and administering the application of the
§hari*a as head of judicial authority in the state
(Roemer, op. cit., 143-6). This prerogative appears
also in the Ak Koyunlu state, in which one finds the
sadr al-sharicat (J.E. Woods, The Aqquyunlu. Clan, confederation, empire, Minneapolis and Chicago 1976, 11).
The reform-minded minister of the Ak Konyunlu

sultan Yackub, the Kdoli clsa Sawa^jT, held both the
civil and religious functions with the rank of sadr (V.
Minorsky, Turkmenica II. The Aq-qoyunlu and land
reform, in BSOAS, xvii [1955], 451-8; Aubin, Etudes
safavides. I. Sdh IsmdciL et les notables de I'lraq Person, in
JESHO, ii [1959], 48-9; Woods, op. cit., 156-7). In
general, under the Turkmen Kara and Ak Koyunlu
the sadr held the highest religious office (Roemer, op.
cit., 14304).
Bibliography. 1. Sources. For the primary
sources
in
Persian
(chronicles,
tadhkirdt,
hagiographical-biographical works on the culamd*,
etc.) and in European languages, see the bibls. in
the works cited above, and notably, in S.A. Arjomand, The Shadow of God and the Hidden Imam,
Chicago-London 1984; Aubin, opera cit., and Etudes
safavides. III. L'evenement des Safavides reconsiderey in
Moyen Orient et Ocean Indien, v (1988); C.J. Beeson,
The origins of conflicts in the Safawid religious institution,
diss. Princeton Univ. 1982, unpubl.; J. Calmard,
Les rituels chiites et le pouvoir. L 'imposition du chiisme
safavide: eulogies et maledictions canoniques, in idem
(ed.), Etudes safavides, Paris-Tehran 1993, 109-50;
M.M. Mazzaoui, The origins of the Safavids. Shftsm,
Sufism and the Guldt, Wiesbaden 1972; Minorsky,
Tadhkirat al-muluk. A manual ofSafavid administration,
CMS, London 1943; A.J. Newman, The myth of the
clerical migration to Safawid Iran: Arab Sh^ite opposite to
c
Ali al-Karaki and Safawid Shi^ism, in WI, xxxiii
(1993), 66-112; R. Schimkoreit, Regesten publizierter
safawidische Herrscherkunden, Berlin 1982. On the
Timurid sadrs, see Roemer, text of the Sharaf-ndma
and tr., 35-44 (for the nishdn-i saddrat documents),
comm. 143 ff., and Khwandamir. For documents
concerning the §afawid sadrs, see Schimkoreit, op.
cit., index. Some documents issued by these sadrs or
concerning them have been published by H.
MudarrisI Tabafaba0!, Mithdl-hd-yi sudur-i safawi,
Kum 1353/1974.
Q. CALMARD)
4. In the $afawid period.
The complex of religious institutions inherited by
the $afawid administration consisted basically of mosques, religious colleges (madrasa), religious endowments (awkdf), and the offices of kda'tand shaykh alisldm. These were controlled by the state through the
office of sadr, the most important religous position in
the realm and one which, in pre-$afawid Persia, had
tended to be hereditary in nature (see 2. above). The
main function of the sadr was to supervise and administer the awkdf and the distribution of their
revenues to students and scholars and also to charity,
hence the full title sadr al-mawkufdt. However, with the
advent of §hah Ismacfl I (r. 907-30/1501-24 [q.v.]),
the nature and function of the office of sadr changed
considerably. Faced with the problem of how to reconcile the "men of the sword", the Turcoman military
elite which had propelled him to power, with the
"men of the pen", the Persian bureaucrats on whom
he depended for the efficient functioning of his state,
Ismacil made the sadr a political appointee. In so far
as this arrangement gave the sadr political influence,
he built a bridge between the largely Persian ranks of
the cu/amaD and the political branch of the administration, dominated during the early $afawid period by
Klztlbdsh military commanders. Although the propagation of religious doctrine and the establishment of
doctrinal conformity and uniformity were not the
primary function of the sadr, some scholars believe
that for a time he had also to supervise the imposition
of Twelver Shi^ism and root out heresy and Sunnism.
By the time of Ismacil's death, however, doctrinal
uniformity had been largely achieved, and the
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energies of the sadr were devoted once more to the
preservation of the religious status quo, and especially
to the administration of the awkdf.
It is clear that although the Persian ''clerical
estate" from which the appointees to the saddrat were
initially taken was essential to the smooth running of
the nascent $afawid administration, it was unable to
provide the theological and legal backbone for the new
Twelver ShI3I establishment: of the ten sadrs under
Shah Tahmasp I, for example, only one was versed in
Twelver Sh^I jurisprudence, while the Sh^ism of the
other nine was open to question. Consequently, Shah
Ismacfl and his successors imported Twelver Sm^T
scholars from Bahrayn, clrak and the Lebanon. The
immigrant jurists, experts in Twelver/^ and kaldm,
began to fill the posts of shaykh al-isldm, kd^i, hdkim-i
shar* and mudarris, gradually, as the power of the Arab
muajtahids increased, the power of the sadr began to
wane.
The position of the sadr was further weakened
when, during the reign of Shah Sulayman, the saddrat
was divided into a "crown" (khdssa) and a "state"
(mamdlik or ^dmma) branch. As the division suggests,
the sadr-i khdssa was responsible for the administration
of the royal endowments, while the sadr-i mamdlik was
entrusted with the endowments of private persons.
The sadr-i khdssa, who enjoyed a higher rank than
his colleague, continued to oversee the religious institution in general; according to the Tadhkirat almuluk, one of the prerogatives of his post was "the
leadership ... of all the [persons] called sayyid,
c
ulama, mudarris, Shaykh al-Islam, pish-namaz,
qadi, mutavalli, haflz and the rest of the servants of
the sacred tombs, schools, mosques and shrines" (tr.
Minorsky, English text, 42). Sitting jointly with the
Diwan-begl, the sadr-i khdssa would try the major
crimes at a weekly tribunal held in the keshik-khdna.
Appointment of shari^a judges for the rest of the
kingdom was also a function of the saddrat, and it is
here that the sources on late $afawid Persia are clear
on the demarcation of duties between the khdssa and
the mamdlik branches: the sadr-i khdssa appointed the
judges of provinces under the royal khdssa and
especially those lying in the neighbourhood of the
capital Isfahan, while the sadr-i mamdlik appointed the
judges in the rest of the provinces, such as Khurasan
and Pars.
The sadr was to remain one of the highest and most
coveted positions in the $afawid administrative
hierarchy until the demise of the dynasty. At state
functions, the sadr-i khdssa would be seated at the
king's left hand, and it was not uncommon for the incumbent to marry into royalty and build up vast
estates and considerable wealth of his own. As a locus
of religious and political power, however, by the reign
of Shah Sulayman the sadr was a spent force, eclipsed
by the shaykh al-isldm and, during the reign of
Sulayman's successor, §hah, Sultan Husayn, by the
mulldbdsht.
Bibliography:
Iskandar Beg, cAlam-drd-yi
'Abbdst, lith. Tehran 1314/1896-7; V. Minorsky,
Tadhkirat al-muluk, CMS, 'London 1943; R.M.
Savory, Iran under the Safavids, Cambridge 1980. See
also the Bibl. to the preceding section 2.
(C.P. TURNER)
5. In Mughal India.
Here the sadr was a provincial (suba) level officer in
charge of land-grants in the Mughal Empire. The sadr
al-sudur was a central minister, who was given this title
when the Empire was divided into subas by Akbar in
988/1580. Besides controlling land-grants (madad-i
ma^dsh) and cash-grants (wazifd), the sadr al-sudur also
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recommended appointments of ka^is or judges and
muftis, or interpreters of law and customs, though he
had himself no judicial functions. The provincial sadrs
were his subordinates, and below them there were
local sadrs (sadr-i a£uzw) and mutawallis (managers of
land-grants). Like the sadrs, the sadr al-sudur was
usually a Muslim theologian, since most land-grants
were conferred upon theologians and scholars. He
could, however, be an officer in regular service
(holder of mansab [q.v. ]) as well, receiving his own
salary through the award of mansab, rather than landgrant. From Akbar's time onwards, non-Muslim
divines and religious institutions also began to receive
land-grants, and a rigorous procedure of verification
was established in which the sadr al-sudur's department
played an important role. The sadr al-sudur's office was
held, like that of other ministers, at the Emperor's
pleasure, but tended to be of longer duration except
during the last years of Akbar, when after the
dismissal of the most powerful of these ministers,
Shaykh cAbd al-Nabl, 987/1579-80L the incumbents
changed quite frequently. Whereas Iranls dominated
other ministerial offices in the Mughal Empire, the office of sadr al-sudur remained largely (though not entirely) the preserve of Indian Muslims and Turanls,
possibly because a Sunn! religious orientation was
generally expected here.
Bibliography: The bulk of our information
comes from Mughal revenue-grant documents
largely unpublished, for a calender of these see
Mughal documents (1526-1627), ed. S.A.I. Tirmizi,
New Delhi 1989. The standard official statement on
the office and its functioning is to be found in Abu
'1-Facjl, A>in-i Akbari, ed. H. Blochmann, Calcutta
1867-77, i. See also Ibn Hasan, The central structure
of the Mughal Empire and its practical working up to the
year 1657, Oxford 1936; M. Athar AH, The apparatus
of empire, awards of ranks, offices and titles to the Mughal
nobility, 1574-1658; Oxford 1985; Rafat M.
Bilgrami, Religious and quasi-religious departments of the
Mughal period (1556-1707), New Delhi 1984.
(M. ATHAR ALI)
$ADR-i ACZAM (T.) (commonly sadraczam), strictly "the greatest of the high dignitaries", that is, the
Grand V i z i e r , a title which, in the Ottoman Empire, was used synonymously with weztr-i a^zam from
the mid-10th/l_6th century; its first use in this sense
occurs in the Asdf-ndme of LiitfT Pasha [^.».], himself
a holder of the office 946-8/1539-41.
Earlier, in the late 8th/14th century, sadr had been
used to refer to the highest official <-ulemd:>, the kd^i
c
askers [q.v.], who were promoted to serve as viziers.
Later, because the vizier came to operate as military
commander in the absence of the sultan, he was appointed, early in the 9th/15th century, from the ranks
of the commanders (umerd7). Even then the term sadr
continued to be employed in its original general sense
of "prominent, high ^ulemd^ dignitary" and, as such,
was the common title of the two kofi.Dashers, sc. the sadr
of Rumeli and of Anatolia (Rumeli sadrt, Anadolu sadrt),
and even, though less often, for the sheykh ul-isldm as
sadr-i fetwd. Inasmuch as many of the umerd*, and
especially, a majority of the highest ranking umerd*
beys, were of slave and dewshirme [q.v.] origin, the
functional shift in the vizierate from the *ulemd* to the
umerd* also implied an ethnic shift away from the
Turkish-Muslim-born to those of slave-dewsjiirme
origin, especially (but not exclusively) from the imperial household. As such, this shift was a prominent
feature in the exaltation of the sultan in the polity.
When the number of viziers or umerd* commanders to
serve in the imperial council (diwdn-l humdyun [q. v. ])
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was increased first to three and later to five in the
9th/15th century, the chief vizier was distinguished
from the others and called the "first" or "greatest"
(wezir-i ewwel or ekber or aczam; see further, WAZIR).
The sadr aczam, upon appointment directly by the
sultan as absolute deputy (wekil-i mutlak), was given
the sultan's golden signet (tughra) ring which he carried with him at all times worn around his neck on a
silk cord; thus sdhib-i muhr (holder of the seal) was another term used for him. However, the reference in
the kdnun-ndme [q. v. ] of Mehemmed II [q. v. ] specified
the Grand Vizier as the "head of the wiizerd* and
umerdy', implying that his authority was limited to
military-administrative matters (and did not extend to
^ulemd^ affairs and appointments), in spite of the statement, practically in the same breath, that he is the
"absolute deputy in all matters" (ajumle umurun wekil-i
mutlakidir). Neither was his position vs. the defterddr
(chief of the treasury [#.£>.]) clear-cut; the latter was
independent in his own sphere in his capacity as the
minister of the sultan's own treasury (mdlimin wekili,
"the deputy for my treasury") although the Grand
Vizier was named his ndzlr or supervisor (Kdnun-ndmeyi dl-i C0thmdn, ed. Mehmed c Arif, in TOEM, Suppl.
[1330 A.H.], 10). Even in the late 10th/16th century,
when the sultan's treasury had become, for all practical purposes, the state treasury, a defterddr accused of
corruption was not tried by the imperial council on
the grounds that he was directly responsible to the
sultan.
From the time of Mehemmed II, the sultan stopped
routinely attending meetings of the imperial council
and, from the mid-10th/16th century, he was hardly
even present; he left it to the sadra^zam, as the deputy,
to chair the proceedings. After the council meeting,
the sadr a^zam would report in person to the sultan by
reading a telkhis (precis) of the most important matters
discussed. Sometime during the reign of Murad III
[q.v.], instead of reading the telkhis face-to-face with
the sultan, the sadr aczam was required to send in his
telkhis and await written instructions, especially on appointments (for examples of telkhis and analysis of its
significance, cf. Cengiz Orhonlu, Telhisler, Istanbul
1970 and Suraiya Faroqhi, Das telhis, eine aktenkundlische Studie, in 1st., xlv [1969], 96~-116).
This change allowed the inner circle of the palace,
rather than the vizier, to have the sultan's ear and influence decisions. Consequently, in the first half of the
llth/17th century the istikldl (independence) of the
vizier, that is, independence of action free from undue
influence of persons close to the ruler—his mother the
dowager sultan (wdlide sultan) or his consort (khdsseki)
or companions (musdhib)—emerged as one of the most
important political issues in the affairs of the empire.
Nacima [q.v.] claims that in 1066/1656, at a moment
of internal and external crisis, Kopriilu [q.v.] Mehmed Pasha accepted the grand vizierate only after the
young sultan Mehemmed IV [q.v.] and his mother
Turkhan Sultan agreed to his conditions of absolute
independence in affairs of state (for an analysis of this
appointment, cf. M. Kunt, Nacima, Kopriilu, and the
grand vezirate, in Bogazifi Universitesi Dergisi—Humaniter
Bilimler, i [1973], 57-63). The sultan and the dowager
were so pleased with the old vizier's competent and
wise service that, on his death five years later, he was
succeeded in office by his son. Indeed, the Koprulii
household supplied no less than seven Grand Viziers
in the next half century, providing, after the Djandarli
[q.v.] family of the late 8th/14th to mid 9th/15th century, a second case of a vizierial dynasty (see also i.H.
Uzungars^li, Qandarh vezir ailesi, Ankara 1974). It is in
this period of restoration of vizierial authority that the

kanun-ndme of Tewki-cl cAbd ul-Rahman Pasha
(1087/1676-7, published in MTM, i/3 [1331], 506 ff.)
speaks of very comprehensive and far-reaching duties
and powers of the office, without the limitations and
the constraints of the two-centuries earlier kdnun-ndme
of Mehemmed II. Barely 20 years later, however, a
particularly ambitious sheykh iil-isldm, Feyo! Allah
Efendi, with the full support of the reigning sultan,
Mustafa II [q.v.], attempted to dominate the Grand
Vizier: this was one of the causes of the rebellion and
constitutional crisis of 1115/1703.
In 1837, at the height of Mahmud IPs [q.v.] programme of political restructuring, the title sadr a^zam
was converted to bashwekil, chief minister, while at the
same time the deliberative function of the imperial
council was divided among several new councils.
These measures served to reduce both the position of
the vizier as absolute deputy and the independence
and centrality of government: the ruler and his palace
once again became the focus of political as well as administrative life. Mahmud II died soon afterwards, in
1839, and the forceful Khusrew Pasha took over
power, restoring both the title and the authority of sadr
a^zam, at the accession of the young and diffident cAbd
al-Medjid [<?. y. ]. In the early years of cAbd al-Hamld
II's [q.v.] reign, there were two more, equally unsuccessful, attempts to change the title to bashwekil: this
time, however, the impetus came not from the sultan
but from reformist ministers, for the purpose of
establishing the principle of a government sharing collective responsibility to parliament. In the event, even
after the constitution was restored in 1908, sadr aczam
remained the title for the chief minister until the end
of the sultanate, though now he was responsible to
parliament (for an analysis of the grand vizier's position during the transformation of governmental and
administrative institutions in the reform period, see
C.V. Findley, Bureaucratic reform in the Ottoman Empire,
Princeton 1980, 141, 153, 240 ff.).
Bibliography: In addition to items mentioned in
the text, see Pakalm, s.vv. Sadrazam and Vezir, providing extensive details and comments; the most
comprehensive discussion is in I.H. Uzuncar§ih,
Osmanli devletinin merkez ve bahriye teskildti, Ankara
1948, 111-79; both the Osmanli tarihi sponsored by
the Turk Tarih Kurumu (authors, Uzuncar§ih and
E.Z. Karal), 7 vols., Ankara 1948-59, and I.H.
Danis, mend's Izahli Osmanli tarihi kronolojisi, 4 vols.,
Istanbul 1947-55, include lists and brief
biographical sketches of all grand viziers; Gibb and
Bowen, especially i/1, 107-37, is still useful; for an
excellent study of the palace of Suleyman the
Magnificent's famous vizier Ibrahim Pasha [0.0.],
see Nurhan Atasoy, Ibrahim Pasa Sarayi, Istanbul
1972; the closest we have to a biographical study of
a grand vizier is R. Dankoff s translation of relevant passages in Evliya Qelebi, The intimate life of an
Ottoman statesman, Melek Ahmed Pasha (1588-1662),
New York 1991.
(M. KUNT)
SADR AL-DIN [see MULLA SADRA SHIRAZI].
SADR AL-DIN ARDABILl (Shaykh Sadr al-Milla
wa '1-Dln Musa), second son of $afi al-Dln Ardablli [q.v.], born 1 Shawwal 704/26 April 1305
(Shaykh Husayn b. Abdal ZahidI, Silsilat al-nasab-i
Safawiyya, Iranschahr Publications no. 6, Berlin 19245, 39). Designated by his father as his successor and
vicegerent (khalifa wa nd^ib-mundb), $adr al-Dln
assumed the leadership of the $afawid Order in
735/1334. He expanded the Safawid mausoleum complex at Ardabll, adding rooms for private meditation
(khalwat-khdna), a residence for Kurgan-readers (ddr alhuffdz), and a room (cini-khdna) which later housed
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Shah cAbbas I's wakf of porcelain to the shrine (see
J.A. Pope, Chinese porcelains from the Ardebil Shrine,
Washington 1956).
Although the powerful Mongol amir Cuban [see
CUBANIDS] had professed to be a disciple (murid) of
Shaykh Safi al-Dm (Sharaf al-Dm BidlisT, Sharafndma, ed. V. Veliaminov-Zernof, 2 vols., St.
Petersburg 1860-2, ii, 132-3), Amir Cuban's son,
Malik Ashraf, possibly alarmed by $adr al-Dm's
growing political influence, threw him into jail at
Tabriz. He released him after three months, but again
tried to seize him; this time $adr al-Dln escaped to
Gflan. When Djani Beg Mahmud, ruler of the Blue
Horde of Western Kipcak (742-58/1341-57) [see
BATUDIDS] overthrew Malik Ashraf and put him to
death in 758/1357, Sadr al-Dln returned to Ardabil,
but Djani Beg's promise to allot all $afawid lands to
the Shaykh in the form of a soyurghdl had not been
enacted before Djani Beg's death (Silsilat al-nasab, 423); see also B. Spuler, The Muslim world, ii, The Mongol
period, Leiden 1960, 54-5, and J.B. van Loon, Ta^rikhi Shaykh Uways, The Hague 1954, 11).
$adr al-Dln died in 794/1391-2, and was buried in
the Ardabil sanctuary (Silsilat al-nasab, 45). He left
three sons: Khwadja CA1I (who succeeded him as head
of the Safawid Order); Shihab al-Dln and Djamal alDm (ibid., 40).
Bibliography. Given in the text.
(R.M. SAVORY)
SADR AL-DIN C AYNI, Russian form SADRIDDIN
AYNI, one of the leading f i g u r e s in the 20th cent u r y c u l t u r a l life of Central Asia and in Tadjik
l i t e r a t u r e (1878-1954).
He began as a representative of the reform movement amongst the Muslims of Imperial Russia, that of
the Djadldlds [see DJADID], A formal education at the
traditional madrasas of Bukhara left him intellectually
unsatisfied. In the early part of his career he was a
talented poet in both Tadjik and Uzbek, but after
1905 he became increasingly involved in the social
and educational aspects of Djadldism. In 1917 he
espoused the cause of the revolutionary movements
and, eventually, that of the Bolsheviks, and when in
1920 the Tadjik S.S.R. was set up, he held leading
positions in its cultural life, becoming the first President of the Tadjik Academy of Sciences and retaining
this office until his death. He now turned from poetry
to prose-writing in a wide variety of fields—literary
criticism, history and novels in both Tadjik and
Uzbek, culminating in his unfinished memoirs (Yddddsht-hdlYod-dosht-ho, 4 vols., Stalinabad 1949-54). He
is thus the dominant figure in the prose of socialist
realism, as also in the moulding of modern Tadjik
literature in general.
Bibliography: J. Be£ka, in Rypka et alii, History
of Iranian literatures, Dordrecht 1968, 523-4, 535,
559-64; J. Prusek (general ed.), Dictionary of oriental
literatures. Hi. Western Asia and North Africa, London
1974, 24-5; Becka, Sadridin Ayni, father of modern Tajik culture, Naples 1980; K. Hitchins, in E. Yarshater (ed.), Persian literature, Albany 1988, 457-60,
462-3, 467-8. _
(Eo.)
SADR AL-DIN MUHAMMAD _ B. ISHAK B.
MUHAMMAD B. YUNUS AL-KUNAWI (b. 605/1207, d.
16 Muharram 673/22 July *1274), disciple of Ibn alc
ArabI [q.v.] and a u t h o r of i n f l u e n t i a l works on
theoretical Sufism.
Ibn al-cArabI met Madjd al-Dln Ishak al-Ruml,
Kunawl's father, in Mecca in 600/1203 and subsequently travelled with him to Anatolia. A source from
the late 7th/13th century tells us that after Madjd alDln's death, Ibn al-cArab! married his widow and
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adopted his son Sadr al-Dln (B. Furuzanfar, MandkibiAwhad al-Dm... Kirmani, Tehran 1347/1968, 84); the
fact that Kunawl himself never mentions this is not
surprising, given his extreme reticence concerning
personal matters. The same source (85) tells us that
Ibn al-cArabI entrusted $adr al-Dln for a time to the
guidance of his friend Shaykh Awhad al-Dln Kirmani
(d. 635/1238), and this is confirmed by a manuscript
letter in which Kunawl says that he was Kirmani's
companion for two years, travelling with him as far as
Shlraz (Chittick, Faith and practice of Islam, Albany
1992, 261). By the time he was twenty, Kunawl appears among the listeners to Ibn al-cArab!'s works in
a samd* dated 626/1229 (O. Yahia, Histoire et classification de I'auvre d'Ibn ^Arabi, Damascus 1964, 141). He
seems to have remained with his shaykh until the latter's death in 638/1240; his name is recorded in many
samd^s deriving from this period. Presumably, thefath
kulli, or total unveiling of the invisible world, that he
mentions as occurring in Damascus (al-Nafahdt alildhiyya, 12) occurred at this time.
Kunawl was teaching, probably in Konya, by the
year 643/1245-6, when he led a group of scholars to
Cairo and taught Ibn al-FaricJ's Td^iyya on the way
[see SA C ID AL-DIN FARGHANI]. Little can be gleaned
about his life from his works other than occasional
references to instances in which he gained visionary
knowledge. Thus, for example, on the night of 17
Shawwal 653/19 November 1255, Ibn al-cArab! appeared to him and confirmed that he was his preeminent disciple, even greater than his son Sacd alDln (al-Nafahdt al-ildhiyya, 152-3; partial Persian tr. in
DjamI, Nafahdt al-uns, ed. Tawhldlpur, Tehran
1336/1957, 556-7). KunawT reports that he did not
receive oral explanation from Ibn al-cArabi concerning most of his works, but instead gained knowledge
of them through God's effusion (al-Fukuk, ed.
KhwadjawT, 240). In his Mandkib al-^drifin (ed. T.
Yazici, Ankara 1959), AflakI recounts several anecdotes showing that Kunawl had a highly favourable
view of RumI, and he contrasts Ruml's simplicity
with the sumptuous scholarly trappings of Kunawl's
circle (e.g. 95-6). Among Kunawl's important
students were cAftf al-Dln al-Tilimsanl, Fakhr al-Dm
c
lrakl, Sacld al-Dln FarghanI [q.vv. ], and Mu^ayyid
al-Dln Djandi (d. ca. 700/1300), author of the most influential commentary on Ibn al-cArabI's Fusus alhikam. FarghanI is especially important because his
Mashdrik al-dardn represents summaries of Kunawi's
teachings far more detailed than any of Kunawi's own
works. The scientist and philosopher Kufb al-Dm
Shlrazi [q.v.] studied parts of DjamP al-usulJi ahddith
al-rasul by Madjd al-Dm Ibn al-Athir with him in the
year 673 (H. Ritter, Autographs in Turkish libraries, in
Oriens, vi [1953], 63-90).
The works ascribed to Kunawl can be divided into
those that are unquestionably authentic and those
concerning which some doubts remain. The most important works in the first category are the following:
1. Pajdz al-baydn ft tafsir umm al-kur^dn or To/sir alfdtiha (published as Fajdz al-baydn, HaydarabadDeccan 1949; and as al-Tafsir al-sufi Ii 'l-Kur^an, ed.
C
A. Ahmad cAta°, Cairo 1969). Both printed editions
leave out the author's rather extensive marginal
notes. This is Kunawi's longest and perhaps most important work.
2. Shark al-hadith al-arba'm (ed. H.K. Yilmaz, Tasavvufi hadis serhleri ve Konevinin kirk hadis serhi, Istanbul
1990). Kunawl died after commenting on only 29
hadiths. The commentary on hadiths nos. 21-2 is extensive and provides important elucidations of Kunawi's
teachings on imagination and other matters.
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3. Shark al-asma* al-husnd. A relatively concise explanation of the ninety-nine names of God and their
traces on the human level.
4. al-Fukuk or Fakk al-khutum (ed. M. Khwadjawl,
Tehran 1413/1992; printed on the margin of KashanI,
Shark manazil al-sd^inn, Tehran 1315/1897-8). A short
commentary on the essential themes of Ibn al-cArabT's
Fusus al-hikam, focusing on the implications of the
chapter headings.
5. Miftdh al-ghayb (published on the margin of
Muhammad al-Fanari, Misbdh al-ins bayn al-ma^kul wa
'l-mankul fi shark miftdh ghayb al-djam*' wa 'l-wudjud,
Tehran 1323/1905; partial ed. and French tr. S.
Ruspoli, La cle du monde suprasensible, diss., Paris IV
1978). This has always been considered Kunawi's key
work; it was taught in Persian madrasas after students
had mastered the most difficult texts in philosophy. At
least nine commentaries have been written on it,
mostly in Turkey. One of the more interesting is by
'Abd Allah Mulla Ilahl, written in Persian at the command of Mehemmed II Fatih; the author makes
several asides to the ruler in the midst of the text, indicating that he was expecting him to read it (see Chittick, Sultan Burhdn al-Din's Sufi correspondence, in
WZKM, Ixxiii [1981], 37-8).
6. al-Nafahdt al-ildhiyya (Tehran 1316/1898), a series
of about fifty "inspired breaths", along with other
miscellaneous texts including at least 17 letters written
to various friends and disciples. Many of the passages
refer to Kunawi's visionary expejiences.
7. al-Nusus (ed. S.Dj. AshtiyanI, Tehran
1362/1983; appended to KashanT, Shark manazil alsd^irin, ed. cit.; and appended to Ibn Turka, Tamhid alkawd'id, Tehran 1315/1897-8). A collection of 21 texts
that pertain exclusively to the "station of perfection";
the longest (no. 20), which is taken from the first section of Miftdh al-ghayb, is perhaps Kunawi's most comprehensive exposition of the doctrine that later came
to be known as wahdat al-wuajud.
8-9. al-Mufdwaddt (forthcoming critical ed. by
Gudrun Schubert). A correspondence initiated by
Kunawl with Naslr al-Dln TusI [q.v.]. Kunawi's first
treatise, al-Mufsiha can muntahd 'l-afkdr wa-sabab ikhtildf
al-umam, addresses the weakness of human reason and
poses a series of questions for TusI; a good portion of
the introductory material is drawn from the beginning
of Pdjdz al-baydn. His second treatise, al-Hddiya,
responds to TusT's replies (for details on the contents,
see Chittick, Mysticism vs. philosophy in earlier Islamic
history: the al- Tusi, al-Qunawt correspondence, in Religious
Studies, xvii [1981], 87-104).
Minor works include the following: 10. al-Ilmd*- bibacdkulliyydt asrdr al-sama*. A long letter to cAftf al-Dln
al-Tilimsanl describing how, when Kunawl was circumambulating the Kacba, the meaning of certain
verses he had heard suddenly became clear to him. 11.
No/that al-masdur wa-tuhfat al-shakur, or Rashh al-bdl bisharh al-hdl, containing about 50 pages of intimate
mystical prayers. This work was sent by mistake to
TusI along with work no. 8, and he offered polite
criticism of it in his response. 12. al-Risdla al-hddiya almurshidiyya, also called al-Risdla al-tawadjdjuhivva and
Risdlat al-tawadjdjuh al-atamm. This short work, of
which a Persian translation was prepared during
Kunawi's lifetime, provides practical instructions
concerning the remembrance of God (French tr. M.
Valsan, L'epttre sur I 'orientation parfaite, in Etudes traditionnelles, Ixvii [1966], 241-68). 13. Wasiyya. A short
last will, which mentions among other things
Kunawi's close relationship with Ibn al-cArabI and
Awhad al-Dln Kirmanl. Kunawl advises his disciples
to avoid theoretical issues and concentrate on the

practical instructions provided in work no. 12. His
books on philosophy should be sold and the remaining
books made into an endowment, and his own writings
should be given to cAftf al-Dln. A second version adds
the names of four people to whom money should be
given and tells his daughter Saklna that she should be
careful to observe her ritual obligations (tr. of the first
version in Chittick, The Last Will and Testament of Ibn
^Arabt's foremost disciple and some notes on its author, in
Sophia Perennis, iv/1 [1978], 43-58; text of second in
Ergin, Sadraddin al-Qunawi veeserleri, 82-3). Several letters and brief Persian treatises are also extant.
Works of questionable attribution include the
following (for others of less likely authenticity, see
Brockelmann, G I 2 , 585-6, _S I, 807-8): 1. Mir'dt alc
drifin f i multamas Zayn al-cAbidih. A relatively short
discussion of cosmology in Kunawi's characteristic
style. Text and English tr. in S.H. Askari, Reflection of
the awakened, London 1981. 2. Tahrir al-baydn f i taknr
shu^ab al-imdn. This and the following work, both
relatively short, are attributed to Kunawl in some
manuscripts and reflect his style and concerns. 3.
Mardtib al-takwd. 4. Kitdb al-Lumca al-nurdniyya Ji hall
mushkildt al-shaajarat al-nu^mdniyya. Commentary on a
diagram that Ibn al-cArabI is said to have drawn up
to illustrate the general direction of future events in
Egypt [see MALHAMA]. 5. Tabsirat al-mubtadt watadhkirat al-muntahi. A Persian work that is most likely
by one Naslr or Nasir al-Dln (tr. in Chittick, Faith and
practice of Islam, Albany 1992; discussion of authorship
at 255-62).
In contrast to Ibn al-cArabI, Kunawl focuses on a
relatively small number of issues, thereby singling
them out as the most essential teachings of his master.
His mode of exposition is in no way indebted to Ibn
al-cArabI or to anyone else (a point he sometimes
stresses e.g. I^ajaz, 147; Nusus, 22). His major themes
are perhaps best summarised in the last section of Miftdh al-ghayb, in which he proposes a series of questions
that he then sets out to answer (282-3): What is the
reality of the human being? From what, in what, and
how did he come into existence? Who brought him into existence and why? What is the goal of his existence? Briefly, Kunawl answers these questions by
describing the modes in which wuajud may and may
not be known, the manner in which existent things are
differentiated within wuajud through the influence of
the divine names, and the way in which the perfect
human being (al-insdn al-kdmil) brings wuajud to full
fruition. His essential point is that only the perfect
human being manifests all divine names in perfect
balance and equilibrium, thereby standing at the centre point of the circle of wuajud and not coming under
the influence of any specific attributes. Every other
created thing manifests specific names of God and is
dominated by either oneness or manyness. Although
this theme is also found in Ibn al-cArabI's writings, it
is not so clearly presented as the key doctrine. Ibn alc
ArabI roots his teachings in the KurDan and the
Hadith, but Kunawl employs a more abstract
vocabulary that is much more reminiscent of texts on
philosophy, and he highlights a number of technical
terms that play no special role in Ibn al-cArabi's
teachings, even though they become basic points of
discussion in later works. These include al-hafard alildhiyya al-khams, kamdl al-djald* wa 'l-istia^ld^ ictiddl,
and ta^ayyun (for an outline of Kunawi's teachings, see
the introduction to Chittick and P.L. Wilson, Fakhruddin clrdqt: Divine flashes, New York 1982). The key
term wahdat al-wudjud, although found in at least one
passage of Kunawi's works, has no special technical
significance for him. In the works of Farghanl based
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on Kunawi's lectures, the term is used in a way that
is not picked up by later authors (see Chittick, Rumi
and wahdat al-wujud, in The heritage of Rumi, ed. A.
Banani and G. Sabagh, Cambridge, forthcoming).
KunawT's importance needs to be understood in
light of Ibn al-cArabi's pervasive influence on the
schools of theoretical Sufism, philosophy and kaldm.
DjamI had already recognised that KunawT was the
primary interpreter of Ibn al-cArabf's teachings
(Nafahdt al-uns, 556). In effect, the later intellectual
tradition read Ibn al-cArabI's works according to the
interpretation of Kunawl and his immediate disciples.
His role is symbolised by the correspondence he initiated with TusT. In the Persian letter that accompanies al-Hddiya, Kunawf explains that he initiated
the correspondence in order to combine the rational
approach of the philosophers with the "unveiling"
(kashf) of the Verifiers. In the correspondence,
Kunawl reveals himself as thoroughly familiar with
Avicenna's writings and with Tusi's commentary on
Avicenna's al-Ishdrdt wa 'l-tanbihdt; his philosophical
bent, in any case, is already obvious in other writings.
Far more than Ibn al-cArabI, he employs clear and
reasoned argumentation to demonstrate his conclusions, even if he also depends explicitly upon mystical
intuition. Largely because of the themes that Kunawl
establishes in al-Fukuk and in the oral teachings that
are reflected in the works of his students, the
mainstream of Ibn al- c Arabi's school of thought came
to stress certain dimensions of the master's teachings
that are not necessarily central to his own writings.
This explains Michel Chodkiewicz's remark that
Kunawi "a donne a la doctrine de son maitre une formulation philosophique sans doute necessaire mais
dont le systematisme a engendre bien des malentendus" (Epitre sur I'Unicite Absolue, Paris 1982, 26).
Bibliography: C. Addas, Quest for the Red Sulphur:
the life of Ibn <Arabi, Cambridge 1993, passim; W.C.
Chittick, The circle of spiritual ascent according to alQunawi, in Neoplatonism and Islamic thought, ed. P.
Morewedge, Albany 1992, 179-209; idem, The five
Divine Presences: from al-Qunawi to al-Qaysan, in MW,
Ixxii (1982), 107-28; idem, Sadr al-Dm Qunawi on the
oneness of being, in International Philosophical Quarterly,
xxi (1981), 171-84; Nihat Keklik, Sadreddin
Konevi'nin felsefesinde. Allah-kdindt ve insan, Istanbul
1967; Selfuk Dergisi. Sadreddin Konevi ozel sayisi, iv
(1989). On manuscripts of Kunawi's works, see
Osman Ergin, Sadraddin al-Qunawi ve eserleri, in
§arkiyat mecmuasi, ii (1957), 63-90; Khwadjawi, introd. to Kunawl, al-Fukuk, 32-9.
(W.C. CHITTICK)
SADR AL-DIN MUSA, the son and successor of
Shaykh SafTal-Dln Ardablll [q. v. ] and the f o u n d e r at
Ardabll of the Safawl order which stemmed from
Shaykh Zahid GHam (d. 700/1301). Shaykh Sadr alDm was born in 704/1305 from SafT al-Dln's second
marriage with Blbi Fatima, daughter of Shaykh
Zahid, and died in 794/1391-2, according to the
Silsilat al-nasab-i safawiyya, hence dying aged 90 having
directed the $afawi order for 59 years. Although the
hagio-biographical and historical sources concerning
him have to be treated with caution, they allow us to
trace the essential features of his long career as head
of the order.
After the death of his eldest brother Muhyl al-Dln
in 724/1324-5, Sadr al-Dln replaced him in his function as khalifa, and replaced his father, as his spiritual
and material heir, when the latter fell ill before his
death, although it seems that SafT al-Dln's sons were
at odds with each other, above all regarding their
father's material legacy. Being then 30, Sadr al-Dm
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achieved the succession without any overt opposition,
and at a point when, after the II Khan Abu Sacld's
death (736/1335), the Mongol clan of the
Copans/Cubans of the Sulduz tribe were disputing
over the succession with the Djalayir tribe, and Ardabfl, the ddr al-irshdd of the Safawiyya, changed
hands several times. Originally favoured by the
Copanid Malik Ashraf, he fell out with him and had
to flee from Ardabll with his khalifas and murids to
Gllan; it was the protection of the Khan of Kipc'ak,
Djani Beg Mahmud, of the Golden Horde, who gave
protection to Sadr al-Dln and the Safawiyya. When
the Djalayirids led by Uways secured control over
Adharbaydjan in 761/1361, the situation of the order
improved. Uways allotted Ardabfl as a soyurghal [q.v.]
to his son Ahmad, and the latter confirmed and
renewed in a farmdn the established fiscal privileges
and revenues of Sadr al-Dln and the order (document
of 773/1372 ed. 'by Masse, Kazwim, Bayani, etc.).
Despite the influence and respect which Sadr al-Dln
enjoyed, the hagio-biographical sources and the
documents do not show that he claimed the title of
sayyid or that he was considered as such during his
lifetime, although there were later falsifications
allegedly proving an cAlid descent for the Safawids,
one of the bases of their claim to dynastic legitimacy.
After his eldest brother's death, Sadr al-Dln is
presented as the closest and most favoured of SafT alDln's sons, with other sons relegated to the second
rank. He was certainly influential on the material
plane, and it is with him that the family's ambitions
in acquiring extensive estates and other landed property take shape. Only a small part of these were constituted as wakf proper, the remainder being acquired
in full personal ownership (milk) or in the shape of
family wakf and transmissible to the family's descendants. These acquisitions were purchased from the
amirs or from other Turco-Mongol and Mongol
nobles, and from other notables; sometimes they were
obtained by questionable means, and this gave rise to
litigation and conflicts, in particular between the Djuwaynf and Safawl families. As well as the revenues accruing from his direction (tawliyd) of these sources of
wealth, Sadr al-Dln must have had a substantial personal fortune, especially as his mother died soon after
his father, as did his brother Abu Sacld and his two
halfbrothers cAla° al-Dm and Sharaf al-Dln. His properties in the region of Ardabll included villages and
shops, and some of these were acquired to the detriment of local notable families. His sons Shihab al-Dln
and Diya3 al-Dln were equally active in amassing properties. Apparently through a sense of politics as
much as by family sentiment, Sadr al-Dln extended
his care and control over the whole of the Safawl
family.
With these riches, Sadr al-Dln contributed extensively to the growth of the Ardabll shrine, which
became a complex worthy of the order's prestige and
importance. The construction of $afi al-Dln's tomb,
completed towards 1344, is said to have taken ten
years. The Ddr al-Huffdz was built on the site of a
demolished zdwiya, and the building (or perhaps
reconstruction?) of various buildings, whose original
functions are uncertain, is attributed to him, including one called a cini-khdna in Shah cAbbas I's
time, a cilla-khdna and a shahid-gdh.
With the respect behind him of the Mongol and
Turkmen authorities, $adr al-Dm continued his
father's work for the extension of the Safawiyya order,
in particular, by sending out khalifas to places like
Georgia. The most famous of these khalifas, a controversial figure on account of his heterodox, Huruft
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doctrines [see HURUFIYYA] was Shah Kasim al-Anwar
[see KASIM-I ANWAR], his envoy to Khurasan, who also
had links with Shah Ni c mat Allah [see NI C MATALLAHIYYA]. According to an apparently late tradition, $adr al-Dln is said to have made the pilgrimage
in 770/1368-9 and to have brought back from his visit
to the Prophet's tomb in Medina a banner allegedly
belonging to Fatima and two tambourines used ritually at Ardabfl. He is said to have asked the Sharif of
Mecca for his genealogical tree. But as with his father
and other $afawl shaykh&, he has left no work behind
for us to get an idea of the range of his knowledge.
Like his father, too, $adr al-Din was a mediocre
theologian but endowed with great charisma and famed for his $ufi teaching. This fame seems to have gone
beyond the Turco-Persian world, for his contemporary Ibn Khaldun [q. v. ] honours him with the title
of shaykb. al-shuyukh (7tar, Beirut 1951, v, 1171).
On his return from the Pilgrimage, Sadr al-Din is
said to have appointed his eldest son Khwadja CA1I as
his khalifa and nd^ib and to have entrusted to him
before his death the spiritual direction and teaching of
his disciples (sadjdjdda-vi irshdd wa tarbiyat-i ^ibdd). It
seems nevertheless that another son, Shihab al-Din,
acted as shqykh of the Safawiyya for some time after his
father's death, according to some documents. There
may conceivably have been more division between
irshdd and tawliyat. Whatever the case, it was, according to the official $afawid version, Khwadja CA1I who,
probably because of his influence and "meetings"
with Timur, was considered as his father's successor
after the latter's death in 794/1391-2. $adr al-Din was
buried at Ardabfl near his father.
Bibliography; This is given substantially in the
article SAFI AL-DIN ARDABILI, but see also J. Aubin,
La propriete fonciere en Azerbaydjan sous les Mongols, in
Le Monde iranien et I'Islam, iv (1976-7), 79-132 (see
genealogical table of the $afawiyya at 86-7); idem,
Shqykh Ibrahim Zdhid Gildm(1218?-1301), in Tunica,
xxi-xxiii (1991) ( = Melanges Irene Melikoff); idem,
De Kuhbandn a Bidar. Lafamille Ni^matullahi, in Stir,
xx (1991-2), 233-61; H. Horst, Timur und#oga cAli,
Wiesbaden 1958; A.H. Morton, The Ardabilshrine in
the reign of Shah Tahmdsp I, in Iran,JBIPS, xii (1974),
31-64, xiii (1975), 39-58; H. Sohrweide, DerSiegder
Safawiden in Persien und seine Riickwirkungen auf die
Schiiten Anatoliens im 16. Jahrhundert, in Isl., xli
(1965), 95-223; H. Zirke, Ein hagiographisches
Zeugnis zur persischen Geschichte aus der Mitte des 14.
Jahrhunderts. Das achte Kapitel des Safwat as-safd in
kritischer Bearbeitung, Berlin 1987. (J. CALMARD)
§ADR AL-SUDUR [see SADR].
SADRATA, a place in Algeria, founded in
296/908 at 8 km/5 miles to the south-west of Wardjilan (Ouargla) in the territory of the confederation
of ksur of the Isedraten, by the last Rustamid Imam,
after the destruction of the principality of Tahart [q. v. ]
by the Fatimids. Its fame is linked with the history of
the IbacJI communities of the Maghrib. An IbadI
scholar, Abu Ya c kub Yusuf b. Ibrahim al-Sadrati alWardjilani (d. 570/1174-5) compiled there the musnad
of al-RabF b. Hablb, based essentially on the tradition of Abu cUbayda (ed. Maskat 1325/1908 under
the title of al-DjdmP al-sahih).
The town was razed to the ground in 467/1074, and
its people took refuge in Ouargla and in the Mzab.
Bibliography: See those to IBADIYYA, MZAB,
WARGLA, to which should be added C U.R. Kahhala,
Mu^allifin, xiii, 267; Ch. Pellat, Le milieu basrien,
214.
_
(Eo.)
AL-$AFA (A.), literally "hard, smooth stone",
whence also "tract of stony ground".
1. Al-Safa is the name of a mound at Mecca

which now rises barely above the level of the ground
and which, together with the slightly higher, similar
eminence of al-Marwa, plays an important role in the
ceremonies or mandsik of the Meccan Pilgrimage. The
names al-$afa and al-Marwa (this last also sometimes
qualified, e.g. by the local historian al-Azrakl [q.v.],
as al-Bayid'* "the white") both mean "the stone(s)"
(see al-Tabari, TafsTr, ad sura II, 153/158). The twin
hillocks mark the beginning and conclusion of the
course taken by the pilgrims (the muHamit performing
the ^umra and the hddjdj performing the hadidj). sc. the
mas^d or masil, whose traversing forms the sa^y [q.v.},
the prelude to the hadjdj proper.
According to tradition (see e.g. al-Bukhari, Anbiyd*,
bdb 9), the sa*~y between the two hillocks commemorates the fact that Hadjar ran backwards and
forwards seven times between these two eminences to
look for a spring for her thirsty son. It is certain that
cults were located at al-Safa and al-Marwa, even in
the pre-Islamic period. According to most traditions,
there were two stone idols there, Isaf on al-$afa and
NaPila on al-Marwa, which the pagan Arabs on their
sa^y used to touch. On the origin of these images, the
following story is given in the commentary of alNlsaburi on sura II, 153/158, and al-ShaficI gives his
approval to it: Isaf and Na°ila were guilty of indecent
conduct in the Kacba and were therefore turned into
stones, which were placed on the two pieces of raised
ground al-Safa and al-Marwa to be a warning to all.
In course of time, the origin of the stone figures was
forgotten and people began to pay them divine worship [see further, ISAF WA-NA D ILA]. According to another tradition, there were copper images there (cf.
Snouck Hurgronje, Het Mekkaansche Feest, 26); according to a third story, demons lived on the two hills who
shrieked at night (given in al-Tabari, Tafsir).
Bibliography: Yakut, Bulddn, iii, 397; Th.W.
Juynboll, Handbuch des isldmischen Gesetzes, LeidenLeipzig 1910, 136-7; C. Snouck Hurgronje, Het
Mekkaansche Feest, Leiden 1880,
\\\=Verspr.
Geschriften, i, 76-7; J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen
2
Heidentums , Berlin 1897, 77; M. GaudefroyDemombynes, Le pelerinage a la Mekke, etude d'histoire
religieuse, Paris
1923, 225-34; G.E.
von
Grunebaum, Muhammadan festivals, New York
1951, 30-1, 46; T. Fahd, Le pantheon de VArabie centrale a la veille de I'Hegire, Paris 1968, 105 ff., 165-6,
210. See also HADJDJ; MAKKA; SACY. (B. JOEL*)
2. It is further the name of a volcanic region of
ca. 55 x 25 km to the south-east of Damascus. It is
trapezoid and runs north-west/south-east, to the south
of the Dlrat al-Tulul and north-east of Djabal al-cArab
(Djabal al-Duruz or Djabal Hawran). It forms the
southern and south-eastern borders respectively of
Mardj Rahit and Mardj al-$uffar [gMw.], the scenes of
several notable battles in the Islamic period.
The name has sometimes, incorrectly, been extended to cover the whole harra, or basalt desert, east of
Djabal al-cArab, particularly in connection with the
misnamed "Safaitic" inscriptions [0.0.].
The $afa proper is composed of three distinct
volcanic cones, Tulul Raghayla (873 m), Tulul alDurs (or Dara°ir or Dahlr) (860 m) and Tulul al-$afa
(741 m), the first two being separated from the third
by a depression, between one and five km wide,
known as Miftah al-Ghayla.
The whole area is covered with the twisted and
uneven lava flows from extensive volcanic eruptions
in the Holocene, which have suffered very little erosion. Movement within the massif is consequently extremely difficult and there is only one track across it,
all others running around its edges.
The lack of erosion means that there is very little
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soil, and vegetation is limited to a few small, scattered
areas free of rocks. However, there is a forest of
pistachio trees spread over a dozen km on the southwestern edge of the Tulul al-$afa.
With the exception of the Miftah al-Ghayla, the interior of the §afa is too barren and too difficult of access to attract settlement, or even the attentions of
nomads. However, it is bordered on all sides, except
the north, by fertile silt-filled depressions, such as the
Ruhba, which are fed by the seasonal floods from
Djabal al-cArab. These depressions are known as rihdb
(sing, rahabd) and are not, as some writers assume,
kPdn (sing, kd*), of which the soil is sterile. Some of the
water from the winter floods passes into underground
channels and some runs on to the rihdb, forming lakes
which can last for several months. This compensates
to some extent for the low rainfall in this area (mean
100 mm p.a., with considerable variations).
The availability of water, together with the fertility
of the soil, has attracted nomads to these rihdb from
the Epipalaeolithic onwards. Traces of prehistoric
campsites, and graffiti by nomads of the Hellenistic
and Roman periods [see SAFAITIC] have been found in
large numbers near the rihdb on the eastern and southwestern edges of the Safa, while, in the 19th century,
Wetzstein (30-1) describes the Grhayath section of the
Ahl al-Djabal sowing grain on the Ruhba.
The semi-nomadic tribes known as c Arab al-Safa
(Dussaud and Macler, 52-3) are not in fact resident in
the Safa but spend most of their time in the Harra of
WadI Radjil, the basalt desert to the south-east of it.
On present knowledge, sedentary occupation seems
to have been restricted to the edges of the Safa and to
have occurred only in the Early Bronze Age (e.g.
Khirbat al-Dabc), and the Byzantine/Umayyad
period (e.g. Khirbat al-Bayda5 [q.v.]).
Bibliography: J.G. Wetzstein, Reisebericht uber
Hauran und die Trachonen, Berlin 1860, 6-18, 30-2,
61-6 (still very useful); R. Dussaud and F. Macler,
Mission dans les regions desertiques de la Syrie moyenne,
Paris 1903, 49-52 (historical conclusions to be
treated with caution); Dussaud, Topographie historique de la Syrie antique et medievale, Paris 1927, 371-81;
F. Huguet, Aperfu geomorphologique sur les pay sages
volcamques du Hauran (Syrie meridionale), in J.M.
Dentzer (ed.), Hauran. I, Paris 1985, 5-17.
[F. BRAEMER and M.C.A. MACDONALD]
SAFAD, a small c i t y surrounding the ruins of a
once impressive fortress in the h i l l y region of
n o r t h e r n Palestine, 40 km east of cAkka [q.v.] and
20 km north of Tabariyya [ q . v . ] . The fortress is
situated at the summit of a hill ca. 840 m high, and enjoys a fine view of the surrounding area, including the
Sea of Galilee to the east. In the Crusader period,
$afad was an important Templar stronghold; in the
Mamluk period it served as the capital of a province
(mamlaka), while under the Ottomans it was the centre
of a sandjak [q. v. ]. Today it is the principal town of the
upper Galilee region in the State of Israel, and is
noted—as in the Middle Ages—for its mild and
salubrious climate in the spring and summer (see alc
UthmanI, ed. B. Lewis in BSOAS, xv [1954], 480).
The name $afad derives from Hebr. Sefat < root
s-f-h "to look, observe, watch", appropriate for the
splendid view afforded by its location. Sefat is not
mentioned in the Old Testament, but has been identified with the Sepph or Seph of Josephus' Jewish wars,
ii, ch. 20, § 6. Its location is mentioned in the
Jerusalem Talmud as one of the mountain tops on
which bonfires were lit to announce the new moon
and festivals.
Little is known of Safad in the early Islamic period,
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i.e. until the coming of the Prankish Crusaders in
1099. Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iii, 412, has virtually
no information about the town, and wrongly locates it
in the mountains near Hims, an indication of its
relative obscurity even in the early 7th/13th century.
According to Ibn Shaddad, A^ldk, ed. Dahhan, 146,
Safad was originally a tall on which was found an inhabited village under Burdj al-Yatim, evidently referring to the future Prankish keep (or the main tower of
the inner ward). The Arabic nisba al-Safadi is found
in a document from the Cairo Geniza, dating from the
first half of the 5th/llth century, as is the Hebrew
parallel Ha-SefatI in another, almost contemporary
document; whether this indicates a Jewish community
in the town is a moot point (cf. M. Gil, A history of
Palestine, 634-1099, Cambridge 1992, 213-14).
The Arab historians state that the Franks built the
first fortress at $afad in 495/1101-2, having taken the
town in the initial conquest of the country. In 1140 it
was apparently renovated (or perhaps built) by King
Fulk, and served as a refuge for Baldwin in 1157 after
his defeat north of the Sea of Galilee by Nur al-Dln
[q. v. ]; and eleven years later, it was transferred to the
Knights Templar, since the local lord could no longer
afford to keep it up (S. Runciman, Hist, of the Crusades,
Cambridge 1954, ii, 343, 376; R.C. Smail, Crusading
warfare (1097-1193), Cambridge 1956, 102). After the
Muslim victory of Hittln [q.v.] in 583/1187, Ayyubid
troops kept the fortress under observation, but it was
not till the next year that Salah al-DTn was able to
undertake the conquest of §afad; it surrendered in
Shawwal 584/December 1187 after a fierce six weeks'
siege, and the garrison received amdn and departed for
Tyre (M.C. Lyons and D.E.P. Jackson, Saladin,
Cambridge 1982, 141, 145, 285-6, 291; J. Prawer,
Hist, duroyaume latin de Jerusalem, Paris 1969-70, i, 560,
562; J. Riley-Smith, in Ibn Furat, Ayyubids, Mamelukes
and Crusaders, tr. U. and M.C. Lyons, Cambridge
1971, ii, 213).
Salah al-Dln initially gave Safad and Tabariyya as
an iktd*- [q.v.] to one of his commanders, but in the
early years of the 7th/13th century, al-Malik al-cAdil's
son al-Malik al-Mucazzam clsa [q.v.] resumed control
over these towns, and in 617/1219-20 razed the fortress, fearing an attack by the Franks, who had scored
initial successes in Egypt. Then 638/1240 al-Malik alSalih Isma c fl of Damascus, seeking a defensive
alliance with the Crusaders against al-Malik al-Salih
Ayyub of Egypt, turned over to the Franks his possessions in Galilee and southern Lebanon, including
Safad, whose fortress the Templars now restored (see
R.S. Humphreys, From Saladin to the Mongols, Albany
1977, 78, 142-3, 266-8; Prawer, Histoire, ii, 154-5,
166 and n., 279-80, 286). The restoration work was
initiated by Benedict d'Alignan, bishop of Marseilles,
and took two-and-a-half years at an immense cost; its
annual upkeep was reportedly 40,000 bezants and its
peacetime garrison 1,700, which in wartime swelled to
2,200.
The main strategic value of $afad was that it offered
the Crusaders an excellent observation point over the
Tabariyya-Toron road, and more significantly, the
Damascus-cAkka road, particularly the important
Jacob's Ford (Djisr Banat Yackub [q.v.], Vadum
Jacob) over the Jordan River, which is only 12 km
away. Thus the fortress would gain early warning of
approaching Muslim troops, be they raiders or invaders, and notify the other Prankish centres so that
an appropriate response could be made. It is dubious
whether the garrison of $afad had any real control
over these routes, particularly if the Muslims were out
in any force, but it certainly served as a symbol of
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Prankish power in the area. The fortress was the administrative and economic centre for the area, in
which some 260 villages were supposed to be found;
this figure would seem to be referring to the Galilee as
a whole and not just the immediate hinterland of the
town. In the 12th century, at least, there was located
there a court of burgesses, indicating a large Prankish
presence.
For the Muslims, Prankish Safad was a continual
nuisance, and the Mamluk sultan Baybars (65876/1260-75 [q.v. ]) soon set his sights on $afad. In
summer 664/1266 he began a six weeks' siege until the
garrison, weakened by dissensions, surrendered
under amdn, which did not however allow them to take
out arms and property; in fact, the sultan broke this
amdn and had almost the whole garrison killed (the
Arabic sources are at pains to justify the sultan's evident rupture of the amdn) (see P. Thorau, The Lion of
Egypt, tr. P.M. Holt, London 1992, 168-70, 183-4 nn.
61-3; Prawer, Histoire, ii, 470-4). Baybars set about
repairing the fortress, and Safad was made the administrative centre of a new province, with new
civilian buildings, including a mosque, markets,
caravanserais and baths (see L.A. Mayer and J.
Pinkerfeld, Some principal Muslim religious buildings in
Israel, Jerusalem 1950, 44-6).
Geographers of the next century or so, including alDimashkl and al-cUmarI, describe Safad as quite
prosperous, although it was evidently something of a
backwater intellectually. The chronicles give little information about events and conditions there, but like
the province as a whole, it probably suffered decline
from the time of the Black Death (ca. 749/1348) onwards. When the Ottomans took over Syria, the
Mamluk province of Safad was transformed into a
sanajak, part of the larger wildyetl eydlet or beylerbeylik of
Damascus. Thanks to the relatively systematic tax
registers of the Ottoman authorities in the first
decades of their rule over Palestine, we have some
idea of demographic and economic trends in the
district and town. Ottoman rule brought more stability and a consequent prosperity and population increase to both the town and its rural hinterland; by
963/1555-6 there were about 280 villages, mainly
Muslim but with a few Muslim-Christian and
Muslim-Jewish ones, in the sandjak (see H. Rhode,
The administration and population of the Sancak of Safad in
the sixteenth century, diss. Columbia Univ. 1979, unpubl.; idem, The geography of the sixteenth-century Sancak
of Safad, in Archivum Ottomanicum, x [1985], 179-218;
B. Lewis, inBSOAS, xvi [1954], 469-501; W.-D. Hutteroth and K. Abdulfattah, Historical geography of
Palestine, Transjordan and southern Syria in the late 16th century, Erlangen 1977, 175-94). The town, in particular,
prospered through the textile industry, having abundant water and accessibility to ports, hence to supplies
of wool, and to markets, and also benefiting from an
influx of Jewish craftsmen from the Iberian peninsula.
There seems to have been a Jewish presence in $afad
since the l l t h century, and eventually, the Sephardis
and other newcomers outnumbered the indigenous
"Arabised" (musta^ribun) Jews there. All this brought
a rich spiritual life, so that in the 16th century $afad
was a major centre of Jewish mysticism, and the first
printing shop of any kind in Syria originated in Safad
when a Hebrew printing press was established in
1563. There was some decline in the town's fortunes
in the later 16th century, but in the 1670s Ewliya
Celebi (Seydhat-ndme, ix, Istanbul 1935, 438-41, tr. in
QDAP, iv [1935], 158-61) still found there three
caravanserais, several mosques, seven zdwiyas and six
public baths (see Lewis, Notes and documents from the

Turkish archives, Jerusalem 1952, 5-7; Rhode, op. cit.,
167-9; A. Cohen and Lewis, Population and revenue in
the towns of Palestine in the sixteenth century, Princeton
1978, 19-30).
By the early 17th century, Safad had reverted to the
status of a small town, and had come under the control of the Druze amir Fakhr al-Dln Macn [q. v. ] of the
Lebanon, with his rule subsequently recognised by
the Ottoman authorities. In the later 18th century,
Safad revived somewhat, probably because of the
relatively more stable government provided by the
local leaders Zahir (or Dahir) al-cUmar (d. 1775) who
hailed from Safad, and Ahmad al-Djazzar Pasha (d.
1805 [q.v. in Suppl.])., and some fresh Jewish immigration began to take place (see C.-F. Volney,
Travels through Syria and Egypt in the years 1783, 1784 and
1785, 2nd ed. London 1788, ii, 230-1; P.M. Holt,
Egypt and the Fertile Crescent 1516-1922, London 1966,
117, 124; Cohen, Palestine in the 18th century, Jerusalem
1973, passim, esp. 119-28). Under Ibrahim Pasha's
governorship of Syria (1831-40 [q. v. ], Safad became
the commercial centre of Galilee, but suffered from
natural disasters like earthquakes and pestilence until
some prosperity began to return in the later 19th century. In 1880 Safad became the seat of a kadd* in the
sandjak of c Akka in the wildyet of Beirut. Shems al-Dln
SamI, in his Kdmus al-^dlam, iv, Istanbul 1311/1894,
gave the population for the kada? of $afad as 21,313,
of whom 13,971 were Muslims, but a more reliable
figure for the actual town is probably that of the 1922
census under the British Mandate ($afad was captured by Allenby's forces in September 1918): 8,760,
of whom 5,431 were Muslims, 2,986 Jews and 343
Christians. Under the Mandate, the population
gradually grew; at the time of the 1948 war, the total
population was 12,000, of whom some 2,000 were
Jews. After fierce fighting, Jewish forces gained control of Safad; the Arab populations, some of which
had left during the fighting, almost completely abandoned the town (see B. Morris, The birth of the Palestinian refugee problem 1947-8, Cambridge 1987, 102-5).
At the last census, in 1983, the town's population was
15,853, of whom 379 were Muslims.
Little now remains of the fortress of §afad, already
ruined in Ewliya's time. It suffered much from earthquakes, and the remains were largely used as a quarry
for building by the locals. Some excavations have
been done by Israeli archaeologists, but the area is
now covered with trees and is a park.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the article): T r a n s l a t i o n s of Muslim
sources:
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, La Syrie d I'epoque des
Mamelouks, 118-24, 234-5; Marmardji, Textes
geographiques arabes sur la Palestine, 116-17; Le
Strange, Palestine, 524-5; R. Hartmann, Politische
Geographie des Mamlukenreichs, in ZDMG, Ixx (1916),
1-40, 477-511; idem, Die geographischen Nachrichten
unter Paldstina und Syrien in fialil az-Zdhiris Zubdat kasf
al-mamdlik, diss. Tubingen 1907. 18th and 19th
c e n t u r y d e s c r i p t i o n s : Volney; V. Guerin,
Descr. geographique, historique et archeologique de la
Palestine, Paris 1868-90, pt. Ill, vol. ii, 419-26;
C.R. Conder and H. Kitchener, The survey of
Western Palestine, i, Galilee, London 1881, 248-50,
255-6. General modern descriptions: M. AviYonah et alii, Safed, in Encycl. Judaica, xiv, 626-36;
E. Reiner et alii, Sefat, in Encycl. Hebraica, xxviii,
856-9; M.M. Dabbagh, Filastm bilddund, Pt. 2, vol.
vi, Beirut 1974, 74-139; N. Schur, Hist, of Safed (in
Hebr.), Tel Aviv 1983. Studies of specific
aspects: M.-L. Favreau-Lilie, Landesbau und Burg
... Safad in Obergalilaea, inZDPV, xcvi (1980), 67-87;
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D. Pringle, Reconstructing the castle of Safad, in PEQ,
cxvii (1975), 139-49; T.Th. Tarawina, Mamlakat
Safadficahdal-Mamdltk, Beirut 1982.
(R. AMITAI-PREISS)
AL-SAFADI, AL-HASAN B. ABI MUHAMMAD CABD
ALLAH AL-HASHIMI, appears to have been a minor
government official during the early reign of the
Egyptian Sultan al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad b.
Kalawun [q. v. ]. In any event, we know that in the
year 694/1294-5 he was appointed by the wazir Ibn alKhalfll to head a mission to al-Fakus in Sharkiyya
province charged with cultivating the crown lands
there. While on this mission, al-$afadi reports on a
grisly case of cannibalism that he observed at first
hand during this famine year, a report which is
characteristic of the anecdotal style of his only extant
work. This book, Nuzhat al-mdlik wa 7 mamluk Ji mukhtasar sirat man waliya Misr min al-muluk is a short history
of Egypt that ends with the year 711/1311-12 or
perhaps as late as 714/1314. From a statement in the
British Library manuscript (Add. 233326), it appears
that al-Safadl composed the history in the year
716/1316. The earlier part of the work begins with the
natural and other advantages of Egypt and gives a
succinct account of the earlier rulers consisting mainly
of anecdotes, but the chief interest lies in the portion
which deals with the Turkish or Bahrl sultans, in particular al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad. Even here,
however, al-$afadi records very little information
which cannot be found in other sources. The B.L.
ms., written for the Egyptian caliph al-Mutawakkil,
proceeds to record events down to 795/1393, but these
were obviously added later by another writer. Two
other manuscripts of Nuzhat al-mdlik are preserved in
the B.N., Paris mss. 1706 and 1931, 22. The latter
bears the erroneous title of Fadd^il Misr.
Bibliography: Brockelmann, S II, 34; D.P.
Little, An introduction to Mamluk historiography,
Wiesbaden 1970, 38-9.
(F. KRENKOW-[D.P. LITTLE])
AL-SAFADI, $ALAH AL-DlN KHALIL B. AYBAK, Abu

'l-$afaD al-Albakl (696-764/1297-1363), philologist,
l i t e r a r y critic and l i t t e r a t e u r , b i o g r a p h e r , and
all-round humanist.
Safad was his family's home, and he was born
there. His father, al-Amlr clzz al-Dln Aybak (b. cAbd
Allah!) was of Turkic origin; the nisba al-Albakl, after
some mamluk amir named AlbakT, seems to have belonged to him. From the apparent absence of any
mention of him by his son, we may conclude that alSafadl considered him undistinguished. Relations
with his father may also have been strained, if the
statement known from Ibn Hadjar that his father
showed no concern for his professional religious-legal
studies until he was twenty was correctly transmitted.
The additional indication that he previously studied
on his own would seem confirmed by the impression
that no early teachers of his are noted. However, he
was obviously very gifted. When he went to
Damascus as a young man aged twenty and had his
first meeting with Ibn Taymiyya [q.v.] in 717/1317 or
718/1318, he displayed great knowledge as he proudly
and repeatedly recalls (Waft, vii, 20-22; Ghayth, ii, 14;
A*-ydn, i, 67); his choice of the controversial Ibn
Taymiyya seems strange and may have been looked
upon with disapproval by his family. He soon established ties, often of friendship, with the great scholars
and writers of the age in Syria and Egypt such as Ibn
Nubata, Abu Hayyan al-Gharnati, Ibn Sayyid alNas, and Ibn Fadl Allah al-cUmari [q.vv.] among
many others. His relationship, both professional and
personal, with the older al-Dhahabl and the younger
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Tadj al-Dln al-Subki would appear to have been
particularly close. Al-Subkl claims him as a Shafici,
but in the cosmopolitan climate of Damascus and
Cairo, it was natural for him to be acquainted with
representatives of most Muslim and non-Muslim legal
and religious groups of the time.
His abilities as a stylist and calligrapher opened up
opportunities in government service. The positions he
held, sometimes combined, depended on their importance for location; in roughly ascending order, they
were kdtib al-dard^ al-dast, al-inshd* and al-sirr, and also
wakil al-khizdna, which he was again at the time of his
death. An occasional reference by contemporaries to
him as al-kddi must have been merely honorary (Ibn
Kathfr, Biddya, xiv, 302; al-Subki, ix, 160). In the
720s/13 20s, his official duties brought him to his home
town Safad, to Aleppo (between 723/1323 and
726/1326), and, toward the end of the decade, also
briefly to al-Rahba (Rahbat Malik b. Tawk), but the
capital cities of Damascus and Cairo were the centres
of his activities. He shuttled back and forth between
them, keeping up his intellectual contacts wherever he
went and possibly spending more time on his scholarly
work than his government employment. The year
755/1354 is attested as that of his pilgrimage undertaken together with the poet Muhammad b. Yusuf b.
c
Abd Allah al-Khayyat (A^ydn, iii, 242); one of his
works, Hakikat al-maa^dz ild 'l-Hiajdz, appears to have
centred on it (listed in Ibn Taghribirdi, Manhal, 244,
1. 5, cf. the quotations in cAbd al-Kadir b. Muhammad al-Djazin, Durar al-fawd^id, 453 ff. [Cairo 1384],
referred to by van Ess, in Isl., liv, 250, n. 1). He also
travelled widely in Syria on lecture tours which led
him, for instance, to Aleppo in 759/1358 (samd*- in
TashTh al-tashij). Most of his time, however, was spent
in Damascus where during one of the periodic outbreaks of the plague, his energetic activities came to
an unexpected end in the night of Saturday to Sunday, 10 Shawwal 764/23 July 1363.
He had a younger brother, Abu Ishak Djamal alDm Ibrahim, who died on 4 Djumada II 742/15
November 1341. He devoted to him an emotional
obituary notice that included many of his verses on his
death (Wdfi, v, 330-7). From samd^s in his works, we
know the names of two sons, both named Muhammad
(Abu cAbd Allah and Abu Bakr), and two daughters,
one of them named Fafima (Bonebakker, Some early
definitions, 65 ff.; Waft, i, introd., p. djfm; alMunadjdjid [ed.], Umard* Dimashjc, pi. 3; Tashih altashif, at end of first ms., etc.).
His numerous works provide an enormous amount
of varied information. They are uniformly instructive
and consistently entertaining. Moreover, they are
characterised by sound scholarly method and, to all
appearances, even a good measure of originality. He
himself spoke of 300 volumes of his own composition
(al-Subkl, x, 5) or, more plausibly, of 50 volumes and
500 volumes copied (Ibn al-clmad, §hadhardt). His copying activity is attested already from 718/1318 for a
manuscript of Ibn Nubata's Khutab, according to the
Princeton Catalogue of the Garrett collection, no. 1907
(298B); his own copy of one of his sources, Ibn
Khallikan, is preserved in ms. Gotha 1731 (Pertsch,
iii, 319). An unusual number of autographs of his own
works is preserved, as is often duly noted by scholars
and editors, see e.g. H. Ritter, in RSO, xii (1929-30),
79-88, and R. Sellheim, Materialien zur arabischen
Literaturgeschichte, Wiesbaden 1976-87, i, 200-1, pi. 30,
ii, 111; they require comprehensive study, together
with autograph samd^s and ia^dzas. The preservation of
so many autographs, the large number of preserved
manuscripts, which still await a world-wide census,
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and the long chain of commentaries and imitations
show the high esteem in which his work was held.
His concern with linguistic problems is evident
throughout his literary production. It also led to the
composition of long treatises such as Tashih al-tashif
wa-tahnr al-tahnf on misspellings and misreadings
(facs. of two mss. published in Frankfurt a/M 1985).
The announced edition of Qhawdmio\ al-Sihdh of alDjawharl may not yet have appeared. Much more
central is his seminal work on literary criticism,
although by the nature of the enterprise, it is often
debatable. Recognition as models of the genre was accorded to his commentaries on Diya° al-Din Ibn alAthir's al-Mathal al-sd^ir, entitled Nusrat al-thd^ir, a
severely critical effort (ed. M. C A. Suljani, Damascus
1972); on Ibn Zaydun's Risdla, entitled Tamdm almutun (ed. M. Abu '1-FaoU Ibrahim, Cairo
1389/1969); and on al-Tughra'i's Ldmiyyat al-<Adjam,
entitled al-Ghayth al-musadjdjam (sometimes alladhi
'nsadiam) (Cairo 1305 [cited here], Beirut 1395/1975,
cf. Rosenthal, in Oriens, xxvii-xxviii [1981], 179-81).
Individual rhetorical figures are treated in Djindn aldjinds (ed. Samlr Husayn HalabI, Beirut 1407/1987;
although not an autograph, ms. Chester Beatty 3103
is dated in his lifetime [752/1351]) and Fail al-khitdm
Q
an al-tawriya wa 'l-istikhddm (ed. al-MuhammadT cAbd
al-cAziz al-Hinnawi, Cairo 1399/1979, see S.A.
Bonebakker, Some early definitions of the tawriya and
Safadi's Fadd al-Xitdm, The Hague and Paris 1966).
His extensive poetical production is noted first for
718/1318 (Qhayth, ii, 4). His muwashskahdt make up
part of his TawshP al-tawshih (ed. Albert Habib
Mutlak, Beirut? 1966. The title is correctly listed in
Ibn TaghrlbirdI, Manhal, but distorted to Tawshih altarshih in Ibn Hadjar). Epigrams were collected by
him in al-Rawtf al-bdsim and al-Husn al-sanh ft mi^at
malih. Explanations of old verses are said to be the
subject of Ikhtird* al-khurdc. A makdma on the pangs of
love, Lawcat al-shdki wa-dam^at al-bdki, has been
printed frequently. His artistic prose in letters and
documents appears to have been preserved in his
Munsha^dt, whose relationship, if any, to Ikhtibdr alIkhtiydr in ms. Chester Beatty 5183, dated 753/1352,
remains to be investigated. Further material of this
sort in Diwdn al-fukahd^^ms. Vienna 389) and Alhdn alsawddji*- bayn al-bddi^ wa 'l-murddji*- (so correctly in
Berlin Ahlwardt 8631 and Princeton Yahuda Collection, Mach 4368). Much of his poetry and artistic
prose, both literary and official, is found dispersed
throughout his works as well as some of the
biographical literature.
Specialised treatises on subjects such as eyes, tears,
riddles, and the valuable scholarly monograph on the
numeral seven (70, 700, etc.), entitled Tardal-satf can
sardal-sabc, which can also be read in al-Suyutl's commentary ^Ayn al-nab*-, or the above-mentioned Hakikat
al-madjdz ild 'l-Hidjdz, probably inspired by the example of Ibn Facll Allah al-cUmari and containing much
of his occasional poetry, fall basically in the adab
category, and so does his vast Tadhkira, which will
yield further information on his literary production
and interests, cf. e.g. AJ. Arberry's description of the
content of ms. Chester Beatty 3861 in 7Q, vi (1961),
107-17.
His great biographical collections possess lasting
usefulness and have remained indispensable for
scholars. The publication of the massive al-Wdfi bi 'lwafaydt has been due to the initiative of H. Ritter. The
first volume appeared in his Bibliotheca Islamica in 1931
(repr. 1962). Publication was resumed in 1949, with
twenty-two volumes edited by different scholars
having appeared by 1993; its introduction was
translated by E. Amar in JA, x/17-19 (1911-12). The

Waft is alphabetically arranged according to the
names of the biographees, as is A^ydn al-casr wa-a^wdn
al-nasr that deals in extenso with individuals from his
own lifetime (3-vol. facs., Frankfurt a/M 1410/1990).
For his sources, see Little and van Ess (in BibL).
Specialised biographies of the blind and the one-eyed
are, respectively, Nakt al-himydn fi nukat al-^umydn (ed.
A. ZakI, Cairo 1329/1911, cf. F. Malti-Douglas, in
Cahiers d'onomastique arabe [1979], 7-19, and eadem, in
The Islamic world. Essays in honor of Bernard Lewis,
Princeton 1989, 211-37), and the later and much
shorter al-Shu^ur bi 'l-cur (ed. cAbd al-Razzak Husayn,
c
Amman 1409/1988).
His general
historical
knowledge was often put to good use by him, as e.g.
in Tamdm al-mutun. His Umard3 Dimashk was published
by §alah al-Din al-Munadjdjid from the Tadhkira
(Damascus 1374/1955).
Expectedly, pseudo-attributions do exist and remain largely uninvestigated. Al-$afadi could
presumably have dealt with the theory and practice of
music, but the Risdla fi ^ilm al-musihd published as his
by cAbd al-MadjId Diyab and QhaHas cAbd al-Malik
Khaghaba (Cairo 1411/1991) is clearly not by him, cf.
A. Shiloah, The theory of music in Arabic writings,
Munich 1979, 276, 304-6. The even more striking attribution of a commentary on the ajajr treatise alShadjara al-Nu^mdniyya fi 'l-dawla al-^Uthrndniyya supposedly by Ibn cArabi, which exists in numerous
manuscripts, is only rarely marked by modern
bibliographers as spurious, cf., for instance, ms.
Berlin, Ahlwardt 4216, as against Princeton, Yahuda
collection, Mach 5133; T. Fahd, La divination arabe,
Strasbourg 1966, 226-7. A collection of stories and
geographical data entitled Madjma* al-hisdn wa-fawdkih
al-djindn in ms. Yale Landberg 516 = Cat. Nemoy
469 is likewise wrongly ascribed to him.
Bibliography: While the autobiographical sketch
mentioned by Ibn al-clmad has not yet been
recovered, $afadl's habit of frequently indicating
the place and date of receiving information provides
much biographical detail. This has been successfully exploited by D.P. Little, al-Safadi as biographer of
his contemporaries, in Essays on Islamic civilization
presented to Niyazi Berkes, Leiden 1976, 109-20, mainly based onA^ydn, and, in greater detail, J. van Ess,
Safadi-Splitter, in Isi, liii (1976), 242-66, liv (1977),
77-108. Already his contemporaries, such as
DhahabI, in al-Mu^djam al-mukhtass, al-TaDif
1408/1988, 91-2, mentioned him as he did them,
but the formal biographical notices are very limited
as to the factual data they contain; if some are
lengthy, this is due to ample quotations from his
literary production. See, for instance, Muhammad
b. CA1T al-Husaym, Dhayl al-'Ibar, iv, 203, in the
Beirut 1405/1985 edition of DhahabI, Vbar; Ibn
Kathir, Biddya, xiv, 303; Ibn Rafic, Wafaydt, Beirut
1402/1982, ii, 268-270; Tadj al-Din al-Subkl,
Tabakdt al-ghafftyya, x, 5-32; Ibn Hadjar, Durar, ii,
87-8; Ibn Kacll ghuhba, Tabakdt al-Shdfftyya, ed. alHafiz cAbd al-cAHm Khan, Beirut 1407/1987, iii,
89-90; Ibn TaghrlbirdI, al-Manhal al-sdfi, Cairo
1980—, v, 241-257, with a good list of titles of
Safadi's works, and idem, Nu&um, Cairo, xi, ,1921; Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt, vi, 200-1. See, further,
Brockelmann, IP, 39-41, S II, 27-9. F. Krenkow,
in El1, s.v., and the introductions of modern editions are basically uncritical. Cf. also M. CA.
Sultanl, al-Nakd al-adabi fi 'l-karn al-thdmin al-hi(jjrf
bayn al-Safadi wa-mu^dsinh, Damascus 1394/1974.
For a reconsideration of his sources, see D.
Krawulsky, in waft, xvii, 704-14.
(F. ROSENTHAL)
SAFAITIC is the modern name given to a group
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of graffiti in a N o r t h Arabian language, expressed in a variety of the South Semitic script. They are
found mainly on rocks in the deserts of southern
Syria, north-eastern Jordan and northern Saudi
Arabia, with isolated finds in c lrak, Lebanon and at
Pompeii (see M.C.A. Macdonald in Syria, Ixx [1993],
304-5 for references), and their distribution and content show that they were written almost exclusively by
nomads. They are conventionally dated between the
1st century B.C. and the 4th century A.D.
While the majority consist of the author's name and
between one and 17 generations of his genealogy, a
significant number also contain statements describing
his actions or emotions, or events of which he was
aware. Many also contain prayers to a variety of
deities, and a considerable number refer to adjacent
rock-drawings. This was the only period in which
literacy has been widespread among the nomads of the
Syro-Arabian desert—there are inscriptions by men,
women and slaves [fty]—and these texts (and most of
the Thamudic [q.v. ] graffiti) are therefore the only
surviving first-hand records of their way-of-life,
before the pre-Islamic poetry. They are thus of considerable importance since they contain historical,
linguistic and palaeo-ethnographic information which
is not available from any other source. For a discussion of the phenomenon of literacy among these
nomads, see Macdonald, op. cit., 382-8.
The inscriptions were first discovered in 1857 near
the eastern edge of the Safa [q.v.] in southern Syria,
and continue to be known by the 19th-century
misnomer "Safaitic", despite the fact that none have
even been found within the $afa itself (see ibid., 30510). More were discovered in 1860, and by 1901 the
script had been deciphered. Throughout the 20th century a handful of expeditions have recorded vast
numbers of these texts, and by the 1990s over 20,000
had been found in the limited number of areas which
have been searched. There are clearly scores of
thousands still awaiting discovery.
The Safaitic alphabet belongs to the North Arabian
branch of the South Semitic script. The palaeographical development, and the exact relationships
within and between the North and South Arabian
branches of this script are still disputed (see B. Sass,
Studia alphabetica, Freiburg 1991, 28-93, and Macdonald in Anchor Bible dictionary, New York 1992, iii,
418-19 with script table). The Safaitic script appears
to have been used solely for graffiti and to have been
spread informally rather than in schools (idem, in
Syria, Ixx [1993], 382-8). Gemination of consonants is
not represented, and, in contrast to Lihyanite [see
LIHYAN], matres lectionis are not used, nor is there any
notation of diphthongs (if they existed). Writing is
continuous and without word-dividers and can be in
any direction.
The language of the Safaitic graffiti belongs to the
group known as "North Arabian". Safaitic, together
with Lihyanite/Dedanite, the different types of
Thamudic, and Hasaitic, form a sub-group, known as
"Friihnordarabisch", which is most obviously distinguished by its use of the definite article h-lhn-, in contrast to the other sub-group (which includes preIslamic and later Arabic), which uses al- (see W.W.
Miiller, in W. Fischer (ed.), Grundriss der arabischen
Philologie, Wiesbaden 1982, i, 17-36). For descriptions
of the grammar, see E. Littmann, Safaitic inscriptions,
Leiden 1943, pp. xii-xxiv, and Miiller, in Procs. of the
Seminar for Arabian Studies, x [1980] 68-72.
The nature and number of the $afaitic inscriptions
have produced an extraordinarily rich onomasticon
(see Muller, op. cit., 72-3 for a brief survey). Affilia-
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tion to a social group is expressed by taking the
lineage back to the eponymous ancestor, or to one of
his immediate descendants, or by use of the nisba (hafy "the Dayfite") or by use of the phrase dh 'I at the
end of the genealogy (dhV df "of the tribe of Dayf").
However, the word 7 (cf. Ar. 3a/) is used of all social
groups from immediate family to tribe, and even of
peoples such as the Romans. On tribes, see Lankester
Harding, in al-Abhath, xxii (1969), 3-25, and Macdonald, in Syria, Ixx (1993), 352-67.
There is no trace of Christianity or Islam in the
Safaitic inscriptions. Prayers are offered to a number
of deities among which the commonest are Lt
(variants (?) ^lt (as in Nabataean and Palmyrene), and
in theophoric names h-^lt, presumably equivalent to
the hn-*lt in the 5th century B.C. Aramaic inscriptions
on bowls found at Tell al-Maskhuta in Egypt, one of
which is by a king of Kedar (Rabinowitz, inJNES, xv
[1956] 1-9 and xviii [1959] 154-5), the Alilat of
Herodotus 3:8, and Arabic al-Lat [q. v. ]); Lh (variants
(?) % and h-^lh); Rdw/Rdy—apparently variants of the
same name, for a deity of uncertain sex, but probably
male and to be identified with Ruldaiu mentioned in
the Assyrian Annals, Orotalt in Herodotus 3:8, Arsu at
Palmyra (see J.T. Milik, Dedicaces faites par des dieux,
Paris 1972, 49) and Rudan of Ibn al-Kalbl, K. alAsnam, Cairo 1914, 30-1; BWmn (the great
Aramaean sky god, whose name usually appears in
Safaitic as a direct loan from Aramaic Bacalshamm,
though occasionally it is found as a caique in the form
BWmy); Ds2r (a loan from Nabataean Dwshr*,
Dushara, but with variants ds2ry, dhs2r, and the
etymologically correct dhs2ry (cf. Dhu 'l-Shard [q. v. ]),
which is, naturally, the common form in the
Thamudic E texts of southern Jordan); S2<i-h-qm
(equivalent to Nabataean Shy^-'l-qwm) "the companion [or "succour", cf. Syriac suydcd] of the
group"; and Ythc (see Macdonald, in Anchor Bible dictionary, iii, 422). Invocations are also made to the Gd
(i.e. Tyche or "Fortune") of the two major tribal
groups, thus Gd-Df and Gd-^wdh.
Any of these deities can be invoked singly or
together and there is no discernible difference in the
requests made to them. By far the commonest is for
security (sllm), but there are numerous prayers for
relief (rwh) from privation, freedom from want (ghnyt),
booty (ghnmt), etc., as well as curses on those who
damage the inscriptions or drawings and, less often,
blessings on those who leave them intact. Other
religious expressions include cwdh b h^lh ("and he
sought protection in h-W (WH 3923, re-read by
Macdonald in M. Ibrahim (ed.) Arabian studies in
honour of Mahmoud Ghul, Wiesbaden 1989, 65-6) which
is paralleled by cwdh b rely (WH 390). A number of
other deities are attested in Safaitic only in theophoric
names, Mnt (cf. Nabataean Mnwtw, Arabic Mandt
[q.v.]), h-^zy (cf. Nabataean D /- c z D and Arabic al-^Uzzd
[q. v. ]), and, most common of all, -Y (°//).
Of religious practice we have virtually no hint. The
supposed Safaitic evidence for pilgrimage to the temple of Bacalshamin (LP 350) is based on a misreading
(see Macdonald, in Syria, Ixx [1993], 315, n. 75 and
366, n. 414), though another text (CSNS 424) which
refers to BWmn as "the god of Si*0', suggests that the
author knew of his famous temple at that place. Inscriptions mentioning sacrifice (dhbh) are usually
found in groups, and seldom specify either the victim
or the deity, though two texts (C 4358 and 4360) say
their authors sacrificed to Bclslmn and the authors of
two others (unpublished) refer to a high place or altar
(smd) on which they sacrificed a camel (dhbh gml C/A).
Some texts record the building of a cairn (rgm) over
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the dead (though cairns were often used for other purposes as well), a practice maintained by the modern
inhabitants of the area, the Ahl al-Djabal (on
"$afaitic" cairns, see Macdonald, in Zaghloul et alii,
Studies in the history and archaeology of Jordan. IV, Amman
1992, 303-7, and references there; on modern cairns,
see W. and F. Lancaster in Arabian Archaeology and
Epigraphy; iv [1993], 151-69). Some Safaitic texts also
refer to a baliyya [q. v . ] , or camel left to die at the grave
of its master, a pre-Islamic practice described by
Islamic writers, and which is also mentioned in an unpublished Nabataean inscription from southern Jordan, which was found associated with a burial of this
type. Large numbers of texts are concerned with
mourning (wgm, ndm, wlh, etc.) and a belief in a
personified Death or Fate (MandlManan, Mandyd),
paralleled in the pre-Islamic poetry, is suggested by
the phrase "humbled by Fate" (rghm mny), which is
often used of the dead.
It is clear from these texts that their authors were
aware of events beyond the desert. Herod the Great
and his successors appear to be mentioned several
times, as are (unspecified) Roman emperors (ksr) and
at least one Nabataean king (see Macdonald, in Syria,
Ixx [1993], 323-46, and in Trade, contact, and the movement of peoples in the Eastern Mediterranean. Studies in
honour ofj. Basil Hennessy, Sydney 1994) and there are
a number of (mainly enigmatic) references to the
Romans (Rm), the Nabataeans (Nbt), possibly the
Ituraeans (Yzr), and the Persians (Mdhy). Unfortunately, in most cases it is impossible to identify the
exact events referred to. There are also indications
that some of the nomads were recruited into auxiliary
units of the Roman army (see Macdonald, in Syria,
Ixx [1993], 368-77). The Safaitic inscriptions provide
no evidence of a "nomadic threat" to the Roman provinces of Syria and Arabia.
These graffiti provide a picture of the daily life of
their authors which shows them to have been fully
nomadic, rather than sedentaries or semi-nomads, as
has sometimes been suggested (see discussion in Macdonald, in op. cit., 311-22). They were mixed
pastoralists, migrating annually with their herds, both
of camels and of sheep and goats, between the harra (or
basalt desert) of southern Syria and north-eastern Jordan, and the hamdd (which they called mdbr), in what
is now western c lrak and northern Sacudi Arabia (see
Macdonald, mJRAS, 3rd series, vol. ii [1992], 1-11,
and inAAE, iii [1992], 27-30). Many record returning
to the same campsites [dr] year after year ( c m/ c m) and
the sadness they felt on finding the traces (^thr) of
friends or relatives—a commonplace of nomadic life
elevated to an artistic convention in pre-Islamic
poetry. Relatively few mention raiding (ghzz), which
is sometimes supposed to have taken up most of a
nomad's time, but it clearly played a part in both the
culture and the economy. There are rock drawings
showing raids (Macdonald, in AAE, i [1990], 24-28)
and many other activities, especially hunting and
fighting both on horseback and on foot. It is clear
from these drawings that these nomads used the North
Arabian (shaddd) camel-saddle but, contrary to a common misapprehension, there is no evidence that these,
or any other, North Arabian nomads ever fought from
camel-back (see Macdonald in Archaeology and the rise of
Islam, Special number of Antiquity [1995], and in
ZDPV, cvii [1991], 103). Other entertainment was
provided by singing and dancing girls (knt, or simply
ghlmt) who are also depicted in the drawings with bare
breasts and swinging tasselled belts.
"South Safaitic". E. Knauf has proposed that some
of the texts labelled by Winnett "Thamudic E" (later,

inappropriately, "Tabuki Thamudic") should be
reclassified as "South §afaitic" on the grounds that in
style and onomastic content they had more in common with $afaitic than with other forms of Thamudic
(Knauf, in Annual Dept. of Antiquities, Jordan, xxvii
[1983] 587-96). However, the fundamental work on
these inscriptions by G.M.H. King has shown that
they form a clearly definable group, related to, but
distinct from, §afaitic, and that they cannot be divided in the way Knauf suggests (see her Early North Arabian Thamudic E, diss. London 1990, in preparation
for publication). It is therefore preferable to retain the
old neutral label, "Thamudic E", rather than
"Tabuki Thamudic" (only a small minority of the
texts have been found near Tabuk) or "South
Safaitic", which blurs important distinctions. As
would be expected, there are a handful of texts which
seem to display features of both Safaitic and
Thamudic E and these are generally known as "Mixed texts" (see THAMUDIC and Macdonald, in ADAJ,
xxiv [1980] 188).
Bibliography: In addition to works cited in the
text, see for bibliographies, W.G. Oxtoby, Some
inscriptions of the Safaitic Bedouin, New Haven 1968,
and V.A. Clark, A study of new Safaitic inscriptions
from Jordan, diss. available from University
Microfilms International Ann Arbor 1979
[-CSNS].
General s u r v e y s : M.C.A. Macdonald, in Anchor Bible dictionary, New York 1992, iii, 418-23
(with script table and examples of texts) (N.B. the
section on "South Safaitic" should be corrected by
reference to the present article), and W.W. Miiller,
in PSAS(198Q), 67-74 and the works of Oxtoby and
Clark mentioned above. For a detailed discussion of
the historical content of the texts, see Macdonald in
Syria, Ixx (1993), 303-408.
Major
collections: Corpus
inscriptionum
semiticarum, pars v, Paris 1950-1 [ = C], E. Littmann, Safaitic inscriptions, Leiden 1943 [ = LP]
which contain texts mainly from Syria; F.V. Winnett, Safaitic inscriptions from Jordan, Toronto 1957,
idem and G. Lankester Harding, Inscriptions from
Fifty Safaitic cairns, Toronto 1978 [ = WH], and the
works of Oxtoby and Clark cited above, which contain texts from Jordan. Several thousand texts
recorded in Jordan by Macdonald, King and Clark
are in preparation. Safaitic inscriptions from
northern Saudi Arabia are published by A. Jamme,
in F. Altheim and R. Stiehl, Christentum am Roten
Meer, Berlin 1971, i, 41-109, 611-37, and idem, in
Oriens Antiquus, vi (1967), 189-213, and ix (1970),
129-32 (the interpretations in these three works
should be treated with caution). Finally, G.
Lankester Harding, An index and concordance of preIslamic Arabian names and inscriptions, Toronto 1971,
is still an indispensable tool.
(M.C.A. MACDONALD)
SAFAKUS, conventional European form SFAX, a
town o f T u n i s i a , on the eastern coast to the north
of the Gulf of Gabes.
The historical study of the towns of Tunisia poses
a series of problems, the approaches to which are far
from uniform, given the sparseness of information.
The urban societies did not preserve the pieces of
evidence, above all, the written ones, concerning their
own past nor did they transmit them intact to us.
Given these lacunae, stretching over a long period of
centuries, historical information is necessarily laconic
and disparate.
There was nothing which destined Sfax to become
a great regional centre. In order to achieve this, the

SAFAKUS
Muslims did not mark down the site of Taenea, an
important settlement some 12 km/7 miles to the south,
despite the 83 ha extent of its site, but chose instead
the obscure and modest Taparura for constructing
their town. The reasons for this are not clear,
although the strategic value of the site was not negligible, being on the sea-coast and at the meeting-point of
the classical Africa Vetus and Byzacene, in effect, on
the border between central Tunisia—studied by Jean
Despois—and southern Tunisia. Hence from this
position, Sfax was to play the role of a town situated
at the crossroads of routes.
There was a general spurt of town-building in
Ifrikiya as far back as the 3rd/9th century, in which
Sfax played a part, but the processes of change and
transition from Antiquity to the Middle Ages, are hidden from us, and archaeological excavations, hardly
yet begun, have not provided any decisive information. Nevertheless, the orthagonal character of the
Medina of Sfax and the alignments visible in its environs, lead one to recall the typical Roman layout.
But one has to have recource to the information of the
Arabic historical tradition, with all the attendant
risks.
Origins.

An unusual fact, hence notable, is that, on the
model of Tunis and Kairouan, Sfax had—if
belatedly—its own historian, Mahmud b. Sacld
Makdish al-Safakus! (d. at Kairouan in 1227/1813),
author of the Nuzhat al-anzdrji ^aajd^ib al-tawdrikh wa 'lakhbdr, a compilation in which the author traces the
history of his natal town from the Islamic conquest to
the reign of Hammuda Pasha (1196-1229/1782-1814)
(ed. Ali Zouari and M. Mahfoudh, Beirut 1988). It
appears from the historical schema, which he reflects,
that the original town had a military function but soon
acquired a commercial one. The actual layout of the
town and its buildings speedily reflected this process.
It seems to have begun with a ksar or burdj_ or mahris)
called the Burdi al-ahmar, on the site of the modern
casbah, and in the neighbourhood of the zdwiya of Sldl
Djabla. Did this begin as a simple ribdt or strong-point
and then became a ribdt-mahris surrounded by an
agricultural-artisanal agglomeration? This particular
burdj_ was in fact merely one of several (Butriya,
Lawza, Inshfla, Mahris CA1T, etc.), numerous in the
area and amongst which Ksar Ziyad (35 km/20 miles
to the north) was notable. Or was it a centre for
fighters for the faith, an instructional centre for
religious education, or a staging-post for the band
[q.v.] before becoming a commercial centre?
Whatever the case, the first nucleus of population was
one of murdbitun, to which two groups of fishermen
(the Acshdsh and the Nwdwla) were to join. The
hinterland had a dense network of villages (fcurd). The
sources all agree that trade by land and by sea was the
main cause for the evolution of the town.
Urban evolution.

As a mark of its success, Sfax seems to have acquired its first and last fortifications towards the time
of Ibrahim Ahmad b. al-Aghlab, between 246/860
and 249/863. The guiding spirit here was its future
kadi, the fakih CA1I b. Salim, a disciple of the Imam
Sahnun [q.v.]. The space enclosed by these walls remained unchanged till the 12th/18th century. It took
the form of a quadrilateral 600 m by 400 m, hence
covering 24 ha (Sousse, 32 ha; Monastir, 28 ha). The
fact that it was only slightly set back from the sea, with
a shallow continental shelf there, provided, moreover,
a good warning period in case of external attack. The
great mosque presumably dated from that same
period. It had numerous rebuildings and extensions
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(e.g. in 379/989 and 479/1086) and only assumed its
final form, the one which we now know, in the years
between 1183/1759 and 1197/1783. Restricted within
its ramparts, the town soon became cramped, but it
was not until 1189/1775 that the laying-out of a
suburb, rbdt, near the eastern gate called the Bab
Bhar, was allowed. It was also provided with afunduk
(1778) and, a little later, a mosque (between 1779 and
1785). The population would have reached saturation
point if it has not been for the epidemic of 1199/1785,
claiming 15,000 victims, which checked the town's
progress. The development process, over a millennium, of the internal lay-out of the town ended up,
towards the mid-19th century, in a repertoire of
buildings made up of 83 mosques and various
oratories, 72 zdwiyas, 2,066 houses, 19 oil presses, 35
mills, as many ovens for bread-making, and 12 burdjs.
With such an array of buildings, Sfax took second
place only after the capital Tunis, which had 8,0009,000 houses. Water was scarce, hence streams had to
be utilised, and three basins, as well as domestic and
private cisterns, were constructed: the first, the
Nasiriyya, goes back to the beginning of the 7th/13th
century, and the other two date from 1188/1774.
Political history.

Although comparatively important, given the scale
of the country, Sfax never assumed a political importance commensurate with its commercial one. Often
coveted by outside powers, which often passed it by,
it was never subject to any domination except a commercial one. Hammu b. MalTl assumed independent
power there in 451/1059 when Zlrid power was in
decline. After several fruitless attempts, Tamlm only
managed to recover it in 493/1099-1100. It rebelled in
504/1110-11 against its Zirid governor Abu '1-Futuh.
It took the side of the Almohad cAbd al-Mu^min, the
master of Ifnkiya, in 552/1160 before passing into the
hands of the Majorcan Yahya Ibn Ghaniya. It was
seized for short periods by the rebels Ibn Abl c Umara
(681/1282) and the Banu Makki (757/1356). It
declared for the Ottoman Turks during the period of
Hafsid decline in the 10th/16th century, but only
reluctantly. In effect autonomous, a ajamd^a took the
leading political role there. Even Shabbf Sldl c Arfa
(948/1542) was unable to bring it within his control,
though his warriors seized Darghuth. When
Kairouan fell to the latter in 964/1557, a ra^is called
Abu cAbd Allah al-Makkani was master of Sfax. It
was attached to Tripoli and only restored to the sandjak of Tunis in 996/1588.
However, the people of Sfax were not lacking in initiative when they managed to escape from the
domination of their elites or acted in concert with
them. Despite its trade, and perhaps connected with
it, Sfax was none the less a corsair centre. For this
reason, George of Antioch gave control of it to Roger
II of Siciliy. Mastered in 538/1143 but occupied in
543/1148, it only broke free in 551/1156. It was
caught up in the policies of Venice and Malta, and
local tradition preserves the memory of a naval victory
at Ras al-Makhbiz in 1160/1747. Venetian attempts
at an occupation (1200/1786 and 1205/1791) failed.
Ships of Sfax asking permission to go out raiding represented 15% of all requests made between 1212/1797
and 1213/1798. These ships all belonged to the kd^id
of the town Mahmud DjallulT. This involvement in
the activism of the djihdd gave the town an aptitude for
resistance, seen at the time of the revolt of 1281/1864
and the insurrection of 1298/1881, although at the instigation of the neighbouring tribe of the Methelith.
Economic life.

The town's commerce flourished thanks to its in-
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habitants' spirit of enterprise, with a trade orientated
towards the Levant. The establishment of the Protectorate dealt a blow to this, but the local people have
been recovering their economic enterprise since Independence.
Cultivation of the olive has been known from the
3rd/9th century, and after a period of decline under
the Hafsids, recovered in the llth/17th century; a
survey in 1852 enumerated 110,518 trees in the area
to the north of the town. These were progressively
replaced by almond trees from 1910 onwards. But
olive cultivation in the whole of the Sfax region enjoyed an immense increase under the Protectorate,
with a large injection of French capital, with 350,000
trees just after 1881, 5,159,829 in 1951 and 6,100.000
in 1972. This monoculture was not without its
dangers, and potential difficulties were ony regulated
by the creation in Sfax in 1930 of a special Office for
Oil, which was to play a leading role in marketing and
commerce. Whereas there were only 19 oil-pressing
establishments in the mid-19th century, there were
some 250 counted in 1972.
The economy of the town of Sfax itself rests on both
artisanal production and on service industries (the latter comprising 37% of all enterprises in 1980). As well
as the dominant position of olive production, their
had been an industrial transformation from the
phosphate production of the Gafsa basin. Trade, however, has been the traditional chief activity of the
populace of Sfax; tourism has not taken root there.
The local commercial mentality expresses itself in
private capitalism, not unlike that of the people of
Djarba [q.v. ].
Population.
This is difficult to evaluate because of the diaspora,
rural emigration and, above all, because of administrative boundary changes. The municipality,
created in 1884, had 54,800 people in 1946. The
Medina alone had 16,700 in 1954, compared with
130,000 for the rest of the agglomeration. The population tripled between 1936 and 1966, and reached
275,000 ca 1975. The town grew in consequence, at
the expense of the Rbat, the Prankish quarter, razed
after the bombardments of 1943, of the surrounding
sabkhas and even of the nearby sea, whilst the surrounding orchards and gardens, ajindns, have now
completely disappeared. The urban area continues to
grow in an anarchic and uncontrolled fashion. Even
the medina has been affected by the invasiveness of
commercial and artisanal activities spreading out
from the suks and altering the ancient pattern of
residential usage. There has also been threats of
flooding and of atmospheric pollution. The safeguarding of the historic areas and rehabilitation of residential quarters will require official intervention, and is
bound up with a public debate on the nature and
characteristic of the towns of Tunisia, their pasts and
their presents.
Bibliography: R. Brunschvig, Hafsides', H.R.
Idris, Zmdes',]. Despois, La Tunisie orientate. Sahel et
Basse Steppe. Etude geographique, 2Paris 1955; G. Marc.ais and L. Golvin, La Grande Mosquee de Sfax, Tunis
1960; Golvin, Notes sur le mot ribdt, in RDMM
(1969), 95-101; M. Fakhfakh, La grande exploitation
agricole dans la region sfaxienne, Tunis; idem, Croisance
urbaine de I'agglomeration sfaxienne, in Rev. Tunis, de
Sciences Sociales, no 25 (1971); idem, Sfax et sa region:
etude de geographie humaine et economique, Tunis 1986;
A. Zouari, Correspondance de Ahmed al-Qlibi entre
Tripoli et Sfax, Tunis 1982; T. Bachrouch, Le Sahel,
essai de definition d'un espace citadin, in CT, no. 137-8
(1986); idem, Les cites de la Tunisie septentrionale au

XIXe siecle, in Annales de I'Univ. de Tunis, Melanges
Ahmed Abdesselam, no. 30 (1989); idem, Le Saint et le
Prince en Tunisie, Tunis 1989; Zouari, Les relations
commercials entre Sfax et le Levant au XVIII' et XIXe
siecles, Tunis 1990; M. Makdish, La dynamique
economique a Sfax entre le passe et le present, in Actes du
1" colloque (28-30 novembre 1991), Sfax 1993, 170,
204.
(T. BACHROUCH)
SAFAR, (A.) "journey", "travel".
1. In law.
In Islamic law, travelling permits certain mitigations in the carrying out of ritual duties. This applies
to three topics: 1. ritual purity: according to most
schools, a traveller may extend the period during
which he is allowed to perform the minor ritual ablution (wu^u^ [q.v.]) by rubbing his foot-covering instead of washing his feet, from one to three days; 2.
ritual prayer (saldt [q.v.])\ a traveller is permitted to
shorten (kasr) the saldts with four rak^as [ q . v . ] , i.e. the
saldt al-zuhr, the saldt al-^asr, and the saldt al-^isha*, to
two rakcas, and, according to most schools, to combine
(djam*) the saldt al-zuhr with the saldt al-casr, and the
saldt al-maghrib with the saldt al-^ishd*; 3. fasting: a
traveller is permitted, or according to some, obliged to
break the fast of Ramacjan, but must later make up
for the days not fasted. A journey has to satisfy certain
requirements in order to allow these mitigations. It
has to be undertaken with the intention to cover a certain minimum distance (masdfat al-kasr). Most schools
define it as 16 farsakhs, which modern jurists equate
with ca. 82 km. The Sh^Ts mention a distance of 24
mils, i.e. ca. 48 km. According on the Hanafis, this
distance is three days' travelling with an average
speed. The ?ahiris, however, acting on the obvious
meaning of the word safar in Kur D an and hadtth, hold
that any journey permits these mitigations. According
to most schools, the aim of the journey is important.
The Hanballs assert that only journeys with a
religious purpose, such as performing the hadjdj or
djihdd, count in this respect, whereas the Shaft cis.
Malikls and Sh^is hold that the journey must have a
lawful aim. According to the Hanafis, the aim of the
journey is irrelevant.
Bibliography: Ibn Rushd, Biddyat al-mudjtahid,
Cairo 1965, i, 20-1, 166-74, 295-302; cAbd alRahman al-DjazIri, Kitdb al-fikh cald al-madhdhib alarba'a, 2Cairo n.d., i, 144-5, 471-87, 574-5; HillT,
Shard*ic al-Isldmfimasd^ilal-haldlwa 'l-hardm, Nadjaf
1969, i, 132, 201-2.
(R. PETERS)
2. In Islamic life.
See for this, FUNDUK; KHAN; RIHLA; TIDJARA. For envoys and ambassadors, see EL<5i; SAFiR.2. For the
pilgrims to Mecca, see HADJDJ.iii.A. To the Bibls. of
these articles, add I.R. Netton (ed.), Golden roads.
Migration, pilgrimage and travel in mediaeval and modern
Islam, London 1993.
§AFAR, name of the second month of the
Islamic year, also called S al-khayr or £ al-muzaffar
because of its being considered to be unlucky (C.
Snouck Hurgronje, The Atchehnese, i, 206; idem,
Mekka, ii, 56). The Muslim Tigre tribes pronounce
the name Shafar, the Achehnese Thapa. According to
Wellhausen, in the old Arabian year, $afar comprised
a period of two months in which al-Muharram (which
name, according to this scholar is a Muslim innovation) was included. As a matter of fact, tradition
reports that the early Arabians called al-Muliarram
$afar and considered an ^umra during the months of
the Hadjdj as a practice of an extremely reprehensible
nature. They embodied this view in the following saying: Idhd bara^d 'l-dabar wa-^afa 'l-a&ar wa 'nsalakha
Safar hallati 'l-^umra li-man ftamar, i.e. "When the
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wounded backs of camels are healed and the vestiges
[of the pilgrims] are obliterated and Safar has passed,
then the c Umra is allowed for those who undertake
it."
Bibliography: E. Littmann, Uber die Ehrennamen
und Neubenennungen der islamischen Monate, in Isl., viii
(1918), 228 ff.; Snouck Hurgronje, The Atchehnese,
i, 194-5; J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums2,
95; Bukharl, Hadjdj, bab 34; Manakib al-Ansar, bab 26
and Kastallam's commentary. See also ALMUHARRAM.

(AJ. WENSINCK)

SAFAR (common spelling, Sfar), Muhammad alBashlr a leading f i g u r e in the early Tunisian
r e f o r m i s t ("evolutionist") and Young Tunisian
m o v e m e n t s , of Turkish parentage (1865-1917).
Born at Tunis as the third son of Brigadier-General
(amir liwd*) Mustafa Safar, he received a strict education, attended first a Kur'anic school and then the
elitist SadikI [q.v. ] College from its inception (1875).
His excellent record won him the favour of its
founder, Khayr al-Dln Pasha [q. v. ] and a scholarship
to Paris. Having lost it a year later owing to the diversion of the school's endowments by Khayr al-Dln's
successor, he entered government service (1882),
where he rose in seven years to the position of head of
the Accountancy department (ra^is kism al-muhdsabdt)
of the General Administration, concurrently running
and teaching a new SadikI branch. More significant
were his subseqent roles as (a) founder member of,
and contributor to, the semi-official, moderately
Islamic, Arabic weekly, al-Hddira ("the Capital", first
issue 2 August 1888); (b) co-founder and president of
the Khalduniyya Association (opened 5 May 1897
[q. v. ]), where he also gave courses in history which
fostered national consciousness, won him a following
among students of the Zaytuna [q.v. ] and helped bring
about a SadikI-Zaytunl alliance. One of his disciples
was the future leader of the Algerian Salafiyya [q. v. ],
Ibn Badls [q.v.]; (c) president of the Beylical Habus
Council (djamHyyat al-ahbds or al-awkdf, in the mid18908). In this capacity, he won particular popularity
for the renovation of the Tunis hospice (takiyya, 1905)
and for his resistance to colon pressure for acquisition
of habus lands (see INZAL and B.D. Cannon, The
Beylical Habus Council and suburban development: Tunis,
1881-1914, in The Maghreb Review, viii/5-6 [1983], 3239 (important)], which made him obnoxious to the colon lobby and its chief, de Carnieres; (d) co-founder
and moving spirit of the "SadikI Alumni Association", which became the main element of the Young
Tunisian Party (1907). His ideology derived from a
variety of sources: the Near Eastern Nahda [q. v. ],
Islamic modernism (Shaykh c Abduh) and reformism
[see ISLAH], and Egyptian nationalism (Mustafa
Kamil, Muhammad Farld [q.vv. ]) on one hand, and
French civilisation and liberalism on the other. After
1910 the Young Tunisians took on a marked PanIslamic (i.e. pro-Ottoman) colouring; al-Bashlr Safar
himself was regarded by the Resident-General
Alapetite (in 1912) as "the agent of Pan-Islam in
Tunisia" (A.H. Green, The Tunisian Ulama, 18731915, Leiden 1978, 203). Initially, his attitude regarding the Protectorate was that of close collaboration,
but inasmuch as the latter yielded to colon pressure, it
shifted to an oppositional stance, highlighted by his
"takiyya speech" (24 March 1906) and his report on
habus in Tunisia, presented to the North African Congress (Paris, 6-8 October 1908) (texts in C.
Khairallah, Le Mouvement jeune-tunisien, Tunis 1957,
65-8, 110-17). Shortly before, in order to satisfy the
colons without overtly antagonising the Tunisians,
Safar was appointed governor (kd^id) of Sousse pro-
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vince (1908), which removed him from the capital, the
control of the habus and the Khalduniyya. It also
precluded his involvement in Young-Tunisian
militancy during the Zaytuna student strike (1910)
and the tram boycott (1912). While other leaders
(Bash-Hanba, al-Thacalibi, etc.) were arrested and
exiled, al-Bashlr $afar remained in his post until his
death in 1917. Six months earlier, he sent to U. Blanc,
Secretary-General of the Protectorate, a vibrant
message of loyalty and appreciation of what France
had done for the Tunisians (text in Afrique franfaise,
xxvii/6 [1917], 338B). Nevertheless, his lifelong
dedication to the advancement of his people and the
defence of its interests earned him a place of honour
in the annals of the Tunisian national movement and
the title "Father of the modern Tunisian renaissance"
(Abu 'l-nahfa al-tunusiyya al-haditha, H. Thamir,
Hddhihi Tunis, Cairo 1948, 83).
Bibliography (in addition to references in the article): P. Lambert, Dictionnaire illustre de la Tunisie,
Tunis 1912, 366; anon., Bechir Sfar (1865-1917), in
IBLA, xiv (1951), 101-8; J. Ganiage, Les origines du
Protectoratfrancaisen Tunisie (1861-1881), Paris 1959,
456, 481-2; Ch.-A. Julien, Colons franfais et Jeunes
tunisiens (1882-1912), in Rev. fr. d'Histoire d'OutreMer, liv (1967), 87-150; M.S. Zmerli, Figures tunisiennes. Les successeurs, Tunis 1967, 13-29; M.F. Ibn
c
Ashur, Taradjim al-a^am, Tunis 1970, 197-206; N.
Sraieb, Enseignement, elites et systemes de valeur: le College Sadiki de Tunis, in Annuaire de I'Afr. du Nord, x
(1971), 122-35; idem, Une institution scolaire: le College Sadiki de Tunis, diss., Doct. d'Etat, Paris 1989,
unpubl.; B. Tlili, Rapports culturels et ideologiques ...
en Tunisie au XIXe siecle (1830-1881), Tunis 1974,
651-65; idem, Crises et mutations dans la Tunisie
(1907-1912), Tunis 1978, i, 36-38, 428.
(P. SHINAR)
SAFAWIDS, a d y n a s t y which ruled in Persia
as sovereigns 907-1135/1501-1722, as faineants 11428/1729-36, and thereafter, existed as pretenders to the
throne up to 1186/1773.
I. Dynastic, political and military history.
II. Economic and commercial history; trade relations with Europe.
III. Literature.
IV. Religion, philosophy and science.
V. Art and architecture, [see Suppl.]
VI. Numismatics.
I. D y n a s t i c , p o l i t i c a l and m i l i t a r y h i s t o r y .
The establishment of the Safawid state in 907/1501
by Shah Ismacll I [q.v.] (initially ruler of Adharbaydjan only) marks an important turning-point in
Persian history. In the first place, the Safawids
restored Persian sovereignty over the whole of the
area traditionally regarded as the heartlands of Persia
for the first time since the Arab conquest of Persia
eight and a half centuries previously. During the
whole of that time, only once, during what Minorsky
termed "the Iranian intermezzo" (334-447/9451055), did a dynasty of Persian origin prevail over
much of Iran [see BUWAYHIDS]; for the rest, Persia was
ruled by a succession of Arab caliphs, and Turkish
and Mongol sultans and khans. Secondly, Shah
Ismacll I declared that the Ithna cAshari form of Shi*!
Islam was to be the official religion of the new state.
This was the first time in the history of Islam that a
major Islamic state had taken this step. IsmaciTs
motives in making this decision were probably a combination of religious conviction and the desire to provide the nascent Safawid state with an ideology which
would differentiate it from its powerful neighbour, the
SunnI Ottoman empire. At all events, the policy had
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far-reaching consequences, because it introduced into
the Persian body politic the potential for conflict between "the turban and the crown", between the
shahs, representing "secular" government, and the
muajtahids, whose dream was theocratic government.
This conflict, always latent, emerged into the open
from time to time during the Kadjar period, and finally burst forth with cataclysmic force in the Islamic
Revolution of 1979.
(i) The origins of the Safawids.
The origins of the Safawid family are shrouded in
some mystery, and the mystery is compounded by
falsifications which were perpetrated, probably during
the reign of Ismacfl I and certainly during that of
Tahmasp I [q.v.], in order to produce an "official"
Safawid genealogy [see SAFI AL-DIN ARDABILI,
Bibliography]. Petrushevskii thinks that the fabrication
of the "official" Safawid genealogy occurred even
earlier, at the beginning of the 8th/14th century (see
B. Nikitine, Essai d'analyse du Safvat al-safd, in JA
[1957], 386). There seems now to be a consensus
among scholars that the §afawid family hailed from
Persian Kurdistan, and later moved to Adharbaydjan, finally settling in the 5th/11th century at Ardabfl. There, they lived an uneventful life, gradually
acquiring a reputation for piety which attracted to
them disciples (murid), but it is only with the birth of .
Shaykh SafT al-Dln in 650/1252-3, the eponymous
founder of the Safawiyya or Safawid order, that
Safawid history really begins.
(ii) The development of the Safawid order (700-9071
1301-1501).
In 700/1301, SafT al-Dm assumed the leadership of
a local SufT order in Gflan, and, under him and his
successor, Sadr al-Dln Musa [see SADR AL-DIN ARDABILI], the order was transformed into a religious
movement which conducted its propaganda (dacwa)
throughout Persia, Syria and Asia Minor. As yet
there was no sign of the militant ShlSsm which
became a feature of the movement later; indeed, San"
al-Dln himself was apparently a Sunn! of the Shaficl
school. However, the order was beginning to have a
political impact, judging by the fact that it attracted
the hostility of the Mongol amir Malik Ashraf. We
have few details of the development of the order under
Kh w adja CA1T (794-832/1391-2 to 1429) and Ibrahim
(832-51/1429-47). It is tempting to see the esoteric
doctrine of the Safawid order assuming a Shi^i character under the leadership of Kh w adja C AH (see, for example, W. Hinz, Irans Aufstieg zum Nationalstaat im
fiinfzehnten Jahrhundert, Berlin and Leipzig 1936, 23;
and E.G. Browne, inJRAS [July 1921], 407, quoted
in V. Minorsky's review of Hinz's book in Deutsche
Literaturzeitung, xxiii [1937], 954). In the opinion of
H.R. Roemer, however, although Shi*! elements are
always present in Folk Islam, "it cannot be proved
conclusively that any of the ancestors of Ismacil "had
abjured the Sunna and turned Sh^i" (The Safavid
period, in Camb. hist. Iran, vi, Cambridge 1986, 196-7).
At all events, there is no doubt that the Safawid order,
like many other religious movements that flourished
in Anatolia from the 7th-10th/13th-16th centuries,
was the direct beneficiary of the destruction by
Hulegii of the Sunn! caliphate in 656/1258, and of the
policy of the Mongol Il-Khans of tolerance toward all
religious faiths, which facilitated the spread of
heterodoxy generally. While not going as far as to endorse Henri Corbin's famous dictum that "True
Shicism is the same as Tasavvuf, and similarly, genuine and real Tasavvuf cannot be anything other than
Shicism" (quoted in M.M. Mazzaoui, The origins of the
Safawids, Wiesbaden 1972, 83 and n. 2), M.F.

Kopriilii seems correct in saying that, during that
period, "Le Soufisme est en faveur, mais 1'heterodoxie recrute facilement des adepts" (L. Bouvat's tr.,
quoted in Mazzaoui, 57).
When Shaykh Djunayd [q. v. ] assumed the leadership of the Safawid order in 951/1447-8, the history of
the Safawid movement entered a new phase. Not only
did he possess religious authority; he also sought material power (saltanat-i suri) (Khwurshah b. Kubad alHusaynl, Tdrikh-i Ilci-yi Nizdmshdh, B.L. ms. Add.
23,513, fol. 445b). The most powerful ruler in Persia
at the time, the Kara Koyunlu Djahanshah [ q . v . ] , felt
threatened (Amin b. Ahmad RazI, Haft iklim, B.L.
ms. Add. 16,734, fol. 516a), and ordered Djunayd to
disperse his forces and leave Ardabil; otherwise, Ardabll would be destroyed (B.L. ms. Or. 3248, fol.
19a). Djunayd fled, and eventually found asylum with
Djahanshah's rival, the Ak Koyunlu amir Uzun
Hasan [see AK KOYUNLU] in Diyar Bakr. In 864/ 1460,
Djunayd was killed during a foray into Shlrwan, and
his son Haydar [q. v. ] succeeded him as head of the
Safawiyya. Initially, Haydar continued the alliance
with the Ak Koyunlu and cemented it by marrying
Uzun Hasan's daughter. After Uzun Hasan's death,
however, his son Ya c kub in his turn felt threatened by
growing Safawid power, and allied himself with the
Shirwanshah to defeat and kill Haydar in 893/1488.
Safawid supporters were now distinguished by the
distinctive headgear (tdd£) of twelve gores, denoting
the twelve Ithna cAsharT Imams, surmounted by a red
spike; this tdaj_ is said to have been revealed to Haydar
in a dream by the Imam CA1I, and the wearing of it
caused the Ottomans to dub $afawid supporters
klzllbash [q.v.] or "redheads"; this derisory appelation
was adopted by the Safawids as a mark of pride. Halil
Inalcik has noted that, already in the 8th/14th century, Turcoman warriors wore a red cap known as
kizil bork.
After the death of Haydar, the $ufTs of the $afawid
order gathered round his son CA1I at Ardabil. The Ak
Koyunlu sultan Ya c kub, now thoroughly alarmed,
seized CAH, his two younger brothers Ibrahim and
Isma c fl, and their mother, and confined them in the
fortress of Istalchr in Fars. He is said to have spared
the lives of the brothers only out of consideration for
their mother, Hallma Beg! Agha known as cAlamshah
Begum, who was his own sister (B.L. ms. Or. 3248,
fol. 24a). In the struggle for power which followed the
death of Ya c kub in 896/1490, one of the contenders,
Rustam, released the Safawid brothers from jail after
four-and-a-half years (898/1493) and, with the
assistance of their followers, defeated his main rival
Baysunkur. He soon realised that the political aspirations of the Safawids constituted a danger to himself;
he re-arrested CA1I and his brothers, and planned to
kill CA1I, and his followers at Tabriz and Ardabil. CAH
escaped from Rustam's camp, and made for Ardabfl,
but was overtaken and killed by Ak Koyunlu troops.
According to Safawid "official history", CA1I,
before he died, designated his younger brother,
Ismacil, to succeed him. However, A.H. Morton, in
a paper given at the 2nd Safavid Round Table, held
at Cambridge 8-11 September 1993, raised some important questions based on new evidence: why was
Ismacfl given precedence over his elder brother
Ibrahim, who might normally have been expected to
succeed as leader of the Safawid order? Did Ibrahim
in fact succeed CA1I, and did Ibrahim's early death
make it easier for Safawid historians to "edit him
out" of official Safawid history? And, finally, does the
passing over of Ibrahim in favour of Ismacfl mark a
division in Safawid ideology between Ibrahim,
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representing Sufi quietism, and Ismacil, representing
militant Shi*! ghuluww or extremism? At all events,
Ismacfl made his way to Gllan, where he was given
sanctuary at Lahldjan by the local ruler Kar Kiya
Mirza CA1I. Rustam prepared to invade Gllan, but
was prevented from doing so by further dynastic feuds
between rival Ak Koyunlu chiefs.
Prima facie, one might have expected that the
Safawid revolutionary movement, for such it had
become, would have petered out after suffering what
would normally have been the devastating loss of not
one but three leaders within the space of 34 years. The
fact that it did not underlines the extraordinary effectiveness of the Safawid da^wa, particularly among the
Turcoman tribesmen of eastern Anatolia and Syria.
There were three principal elements which together
made up what Minorsky called the "dynamic
ideology of the Safawid movement" (Tadhkirat almuluk, translated and explained by V. Minorsky,
E.J.W. Gibb Memorial Series, N.S. XVI, London
1943, 23). First, the Sufi disciples (murids) of the
Safawid order owed unquestioning obedience to their
murshid-i kdmil [see MURSHID], the head of the order,
who was their spiritual director. Second, the
apotheosis of the Safawid leader as a living emanation
of the godhead. Already in the time of Djunayd the
Safawid murids "openly called" their leader "God
(ildh), and his son, Son of God (ibn Allah) ... in his
praise they said 'he is the Living One, there is no God
but he' " (Mazzaoui, op. cit._, 73). The poems of Shah
Ismacll, composed in the Adharl dialect of Turkish
under the pen-name of Khata3! [see ISMA C IL i. 2], are
unequivocal on the subject of Ismail's divinity (see
R.M. Savory, Some reflections on totalitarian tendencies
in the Safawid state, in Studies on the history of Safawid
Iran, Variorum Reprints, London 1987, X, 231-2).
Such a deviant doctrine placed the Safawids squarely
in the camp of the ghuldt [q. v. ], or Shi*! extremists,
such as the Ahl-i Hakk [q. v. ]. The third element of the
Safawid da^wa, which assumed greater importance
after the establishment of the Safawid dynasty as the
shahs strove to give legitimacy to their rule, was their
claim to be the representatives on earth of the Twelfth
Imam or Mahdl of the Ithna cAshar!s. In making this
claim, they were of course usurping the traditional
role of the mudhtahids.
Taken together, these three elements of the Safawid
dacwa produced a heady brew which could readily be
translated into direct action, and, in the summer of
905/1499, Ismacil left Lahicijan for Ardabll to make
his bid for power. By the time he reached Ardabll,
1,500 followers from Syria and Anatolia had joined
him (Hasan Rumlu, Ahsan al-tawdnkh, ed. G.N. Seddon, Baroda 1931, 25-6). From there, he sent heralds
(djdrciydri) and couriers (musri^dn) to summon_ more
supporters from those areas and also from Adharbaydjan and c lrak-i c Adjam [see DJIBAL] to a rendezvous at Arzindjan [see ERZINDJAN], on the high road
between Ak Shehir and Erzerum [q.v.]. His choice of
rendezvous clearly indicates where the focal point of
his support lay. By the summer of 906/1500, 7,000
kizllbdsh had rallied to him; they came from the
Ustadjlu, Shamlu, Rumlu, Takkalu, Dhu '1-Kadar,
Afshar, Kadjar and Warsak tribes. Leading his troops
on a punitive expedition against the Shirwanshah
[q.v.], he exacted revenge for the deaths of his father
Haydar and his grand-father Djunayd in Shlrwan;
Ismacil then marched south into Adharbaydjan. On
the plain of Sharur near Nakhftwan, he decisively
defeated a force of 30,000 Ak Koyunlu under Alwand,
and shortly afterwards (summer of 906-7/1501; see
Erika Classen, Die fruhen Safawiden nach Qdzi Ahmad
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Qumi, Freiburg i, Br. 1970, 85) entered Tabriz. Coins
were minted in his name; the khutba was read in the
name of the Twelve Imams, and the Imam! rite was
proclaimed the true religion (Khwandamlr, Habib alsiyar, Tehran n.d., iv, 467). Although masters initially
only of Adharbaydjan, and despite the fact that Alwand was mustering fresh forces; that another Ak
Koyunlu prince, Murad, was still in possession of
Fars and c lrak-i c Adjam; and that the Timurids still
controlled Khurasan, the Safawids had in fact won the
struggle for power in Persia which had been going on
for nearly a century since the death of Tlmur in
807/1405.
(iii). The establishment of the Safawid state.
Since Ismacil I was only seven years old in 900/1494
when his brother CA1I was killed in battle with Ak
Koyunlu troops, and was barely fourteen years old at
the time of his accession, it is obvious that the momentum of the Safawid revolutionary movement during
that crucial decade was maintained by others. The
sources term the men responsible the ahl-i ikhtisds, a
small group of about seven kizllbdsh chiefs who were
singled out by their special devotion to their leader
and who had a special relationship with him. They
were charged not only with protecting the person of
the young leader but also with planning the final
stages of the Safawid revolution.
The first decade of the 10th/16th century was spent
by Shah Ismacil in extending Safawid rule over the
rest of Persia [see ISMA C IL i], and also over Baghdad
and the province of c lrak-i cArab, which was wrested
from Ak Koyunlu control in 914/1508. In 917/1511
Ismacil despatched a kizllbdsh expeditionary force to
Transoxania to assist the Timurid Zahlr al-Dln Babur
[see BABUR] in recovering his ancestral dominions
from the Shibani Ozbegs. The combined Safawid and
Timurid force occupied Samarkand, where Babur
made good his promise, in return for Safawid help, to
have Ismail's name inserted in the khutba and coins
minted in his name (Ahsan al-tawdnkh, 127), but "the
numismatic evidence for this is equivocal" [see
BABUR, and its Bibliography]. Babur, having also occupied Bukhara, sent the kizllbdsh troops home,
whereupon the Ozbegs promptly counter-attacked
and drove him out of Bukhara. Further Safawid
assistance from the governor of Balkh temporarily
stabilised the situation, but in 918/1512 a Safawid
force under the wakil Amir Nadjm was annihilated by
the Ozbegs after many of the kizllbdsh had mutinied
against their Persian commander (see Savory, The
political murder of Mirza Salman, in Studies on the history
of Safawid Iran, xv, 186-7). This defeat put an end to
Safawid aspirations to extend their influence into
Transoxania, and, for most of the Safawid period, the
problem of the defence of the northeastern frontier
against nomad invasions remained largely unsolved.
On the north-western frontier, $afawid expansionism was a major factor in precipitating war with
the Ottomans, a war which soon threatened the very
existence of the nascent Safawid state. Not surprisingly, the Sunn! Ottomans were alarmed by the vigorous
propagation of the militantly Shi*! §afawid da^wa in
areas of eastern Anatolia and in the region of the
Taurus mountains, which constituted an indeterminate frontier between the Ottoman empire and the
Mamluk state. Even more alarming for the Ottomans
was the great success of this da^wa among the Turcoman tribes, and the recruitment of significant
numbers of these tribesmen into the Safawid army. In
907-8/1502 the Ottoman sultan Bayezld II [q.v.]
deported large numbers of Sh^Is from Anatolia to the
Morea, and he strengthened his garrisons on the
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eastern frontier after Ismacll overran Diyar Bakr and
large areas of Kurdistan in 913/1507-8. In 916/1510,
after his great victory at Marw over the Ozbegs,
Ismacfl sent the head of the Ozbeg leader, Muhammad ShTbanI Khan, to Bayezld III. The following
year, 917/1511, when a major Shi*! revolt broke out
in Tekke, and at the same time civil war erupted between Bayezld and two of his sons, Sellm and Ahmed,
Shah Ismacfl sought to turn the situation to his advantage. His scheme to mobilise support for Murad, son
of Ahmed, came to nothing, but a $afawid force
under Nur CA1I Khalifa Rumlu carried fire and sword
as far as Tukat, where the khutba was read in the name
of Ismacil, and defeated a large Ottoman force under
Sinan Pasha. Meanwhile, Bayezld II had been forced
to abdicate in favour of his son Sellm on 7 $afar
918/24 April 1512. At once, Sellm set about mustering a huge army of 200,000 men for the invasion of
Persia, and, as an initial measure, "proscribed
Shicism in his dominions and massacred all its
adherents on whom he could lay hands" (H.A.R.
Gibb and H. Bowen, Islamic society and the West, i/2,
Oxford 1957, _189). Marching by easy stages across
Anatolia into Adharbaydjan, Selim reached Caldiran
[q.v.] on 1 Radjab 920/22 August 1514, where a battle
was fought the following day (see MJ. McCaffrey,
Cdlderdn, in Encyclopaedia Iranica, v, 656-8; Nasr Allah
Falsafi, Qiang-i Caldiran, in Madjalla-yi Ddnishkada-yi
Adabiyydt-i Ddnishgdh-i Tihrdn, i/2 [1953-4], 50-127).
The $afawid army was heavily defeated. Most sources
say that the Ottomans outnumbered the $afawid forces two to one, but the Ottoman artillery and handguns, of which as yet the $afawids had little experience [see BARUD. v], were the decisive factor. After
their victory, the Ottomans entered Tabriz, the §afawid capital, but recalcitrant Janissaries thwarted
Sellm's plan to winter there and complete the conquest of Persia the following year, and he withdrew
eight days later, on 23 Racjjab 920/13 September
1514.
The consequences of the defeat at Caldiran were
both material and psychological. In terms of territory,
the result was the annexation by the Ottomans of the
regions of Diyar Bakr, Marcash and Albistan. In
terms of casualties, many high-ranking klzilbdsh amirs,
and three prominent members of the ^ulamd*, were
killed. Psychologically, the defeat destroyed Ismail's
belief in his invincibility, based on his pretensions to
divine status. During the last ten years of his life,
despite serious losses on the eastern frontier (Balkh:
922/1516-17; Kandahar [q.v.]: 928/1522), and the
near-loss of Harat in 927/1520 and 930/1523, Ismacll
never again took the field in person; furthermore, he
gave less personal attention to state affairs. The defeat
also fundamentally altered the relationship between
Ismacll as murshid-i kdmil and the klzilbdsh, his munds.
The habitual rivalries between the klzilbdsh tribes,
which had been temporarily sublimated into the
dynamic ideology of the $afawid da^wa, resurfaced in
virulent form immediately after the death of Ismacll,
and led to ten years of civil war that rent the fabric of
the Safawid state (930-40/1524-33).
The administrative structure of the Safawid state
under Ismacll I was essentially a Turco-Persian condominium. From the beginning there was tension (initially creative) between the klzilbdsh who, since their
military prowess had achieved political power for the
Safawids, considered that the principal offices of state
should be their perquisite, and the Persians, who in
the main staffed the ranks of the bureaucracy and the
religious establishment. Friction was inevitable
because, as Minorsky put it, the klzilbdsh "were not

party to the national Persian tradition. Like oil and
water, the Turcomans and the Persians did not mix
freely, and the dual character of the population profoundly affected both the military and civil administration" (Tadhkirat al-muluk, 188). Each faction
saw the other in terms of racial stereotypes (see
Savory, The Qizilbash, education and the arts, in Studies on
the History of Safawid Iran, XVI, 168 ff.). The Persians
saw the klzilbdsh as fighting men of only moderate intelligence. The klzilbdsh considered the Persians effete,
and referred to them by the pejorative term
"Tadjik", i.e. non-Turk. Ismacfl attempted to reduce
the friction by creating a new office of wakil-i nafs-i
nafis-i humdyun, who was to be the alter ego of the Shah
[see DIWAN. iv], superior in rank both to the wazir, the
head of the bureaucracy, and the amir al-umard^, the
commander-in-chief of the klzilbdsh forces (see EIr,
art. Amir al-Omard^. ii. Safavid usage). The weakness
of this plan was that the appointee to the new office
had to be either a Turk or a Tadjik, and the antipathy
between the two groups was, if anything, exacerbated
rather than mitigated. The other administrative
change made by Ismacll I was to make the sadr, who
had been the head of the religious institution in Ak
Koyunlu and Timurid administrations, a political
appointee. The idea was that the sadr would be
answerable to the Shah for the good behaviour of the
mua^tahids, who resented the usurpation by the Shah
of their prerogative to be the representatives on earth
of the Mahdl [q.v.}, and who might feel inclined to
challenge this presumption. This stratagem, too, was
far from being an unqualified success.
(iv) Internal discord and external enemies: the Safawid state
from 930/1524 to 99611588.
Tahmasp, who succeeded in father Ismacfl I in
930/1524, was at the time ten years and three months
old; he was the ward of a klzilbdsh amir who saw
himself as the de facto ruler of the state [see EIr, art.
Div Soltdn]. For almost ten years rival klzilbdsh factions
fought for control of the state (see Savory, The principal
offices of the Safawid state during the reign of Tahmasp (9308411524-76), in Studies on the history of Safawid Iran, V,
65-71). Eventually, Tahmasp reasserted his authority
to such good purpose that he ended up by reigning for
52 years, the longest reign in Persian history.
Tahmasp has been paid scant attention by historians.
Perhaps his unattractive character has deterred them
from making a major study of him. He is portrayed
.as a religious bigot (cf. e.g. the Jenkinson episode
(Savory, Iran under the Safavids, 111-12), and the
celebrated visit to Persia in 951/1544 of the fugitive
Mughal Emperor Humayun [q.v.] (see also MUGHALS.
2. External relations, and Savory, op. cit., 66); as
avaricious (Narrative of the Most Noble Vincentio
d'Alessandri, ambassador to the King of Persia for the Most
Illustrious Republic of Venice, in A narrative of Italian travels
in Persia in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Hakluyt
Society, London 1873, 217-19); A chronicle of the
Carmelites in Persia, 2 vols., London 1939, i, 54); and
as capable of ordering particularly sadistic
punishments in an age in which cruel punishments
were commonplace (see, for example, Ahsan altawdnkh, 274, 285, 356). Apparently a debauchee in
his youth, Tahmasp made a public act of repentance
(tawba) at the age of twenty, and subsequently not only rigorously prohibited the drinking of wine and
other alcoholic beverages, and the use of hashish, but
placed severe restrictions on singing and the playing
of musical instruments. Furthermore, he ordered that
the considerable revenues accruing to the treasury
from gambling casinos, taverns and brothels be expunged from the account-books (ibid., 246, 489).
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D'Alessandri's charge that Tahmasp was "a man of
very little courage" (op. cit. ,216) must be rejected (see
Savory, op. cit., 57-8). In the course of his reign, the
Ozbegs launched five major attacks on Khurasan, and
the Ottomans, under their most powerful sultan
Suleyman II, made four major invasions of Persia. It
is true that Persia lost territory (Baghdad in
942/1535), and that Tahmasp was forced to move the
Safawid capital from Tabriz to Kazwln in 955/1548
(L. Lockhart, Persian cities, London 1960, 69; A.K.S.
Lambton, in KAZWIN, gives 962/1555), but, with the
meagre resources available to him, he successfully
fought a series of wars on two fronts (Savory, op. cit.,
58 ff.), and, in 962/1555, he was successful in
negotiating with the Ottomans the Treaty of Amasya
on terms not unfavourable to Persia; peace remained
unbroken for the remainder of Tahmasp's reign (see
EIr, i, 928: AMASYA; N. Itzkowitz, Ottoman empire and
Islamic tradition, New York 1972, 35-6; SJ. Shaw,
History of the Ottoman empire and modern Turkey, 2 vols.,
Cambridge 1976, i, 109).
Although it was Shah c Abbas I who accelerated the
process of converting the Safawid state from a TurcoPersian condominium into a multi-cultural society, it
was Tahmasp who began it by introducing new ethnic
elements from the Caucasus region, namely, Armenians, Georgians and Circassians, and by recruiting
members of these groups into Safawid service. Such
recruits were called ghuldmdn-i khdssa-yi shanfa [see
GHULAM. ii, Persia], an obvious analogy with the Ottoman kapl kullarl. After the death of Tahmasp in
984/1576, the struggle for a dominant position in the
state was no longer only between the two "founding
nations", Turcomans and Tadjiks, but was a threecornered fight for power involving ambitious
members of the new Caucasian factions. This fight
was complicated greatly by the emergence of the haram
as an important source of political power, as Circassian and Georgian mothers of royal princes intrigued
to secure the succession of their particular sons. From
the time of Djunayd onwards, all Safawid leaders had
had Turcoman mothers. After the death of Tahmasp,
however, because neither of the "klzilbdsh" candidates, the mentally unstable IsmacTl and the
purblind . Sultan Muhammad Khudabanda, was
suitable as a ruler, one kizllbdsh tribe, the Ustadjlus,
threw its support behind Tahmasp's third son,
Haydar, whose mother was a Georgian. The majority
of the kizllbdsh saw the prospect of a ruler strongly supported by the Georgian faction as a threat to their own
pre-eminence, and assassinated Haydar; they then
placed on the throne first, IsmacTl II (984-5/1576-7),
and then Sultan Muhammad Shah (985-96/1578-88).
The history of the Safawid state prior to the accession of c Abbas I (q. v.; see also EIr, art. CAbbas 7) is an
evolutionary phase, during which attempts were made
to deal with certain basic problems posed by the
establishment of the state. An attempt was made to incorporate the original Sufi organisation of the Safawid
order in the state. An attempt was made to prevent
the kizllbdsh from acquiring a dominant position in the
state at the expense of the Tadjiks or Persians. Both
failed. As a result of the first failure, there was a marked movement away from the theocratic form of
government of the early Safawid state toward a
greater separation of spiritual and temporal powers.
The second failure led to the introduction of elements
which were neither Turcoman nor Persian, but
Caucasian Christian, as a sort of "third force" to offset the influence of the other two.
The pre-cAbbas period was one in which the functions of the principal officers of state were not precise-
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ly defined, and the boundary between the political
establishment and the religious establishment was not
clearly demarcated. For example, one finds a military
officer, the amir al-umard^, exercising a considerable
measure of political authority, and one finds sadrs and
other religious officials holding military rank and
leading troops into battle; the sadr himself, as already
noted, was a political appointee. One must beware,
therefore, of using terms like "civil", "military",
"religious", and the like, in any precise sense. By the
end of the reign of Tahmasp, the power of the sadr had
declined. This was due in part to the division of the
office into that of sadr-i ^dmma and sadr-i khdssa, and in
part to the fact that one of the sadr's important functions in the early Safawid state, namely, the imposition of Ithna c Ash an uniformity throughout Persia,
had largely been achieved by the end of the reign of
Ismacll I. With the gradual abandonment of the
concept of wakil as the alter ego of the shah, the importance of the wazir as the head of the bureaucracy increased and, by the time of cAbbas I, the wazir had
emerged as one of the most powerful officers of state.
(v) The Safawid state at the height of its power under Shah
CAbbas I (996-103811588-1629).
The kizllbdsh inter-tribal rivalry, the succession
struggles, and the attempt by a Tadjik faction to end
kizllbdsh dominance, went on for eleven years after the
death of Tahmasp, and so weakened the ability of the
state to resist its external enemies that the Ottomans
made inroads in Adharbaydjan and the Ozbegs in
Khurasan: the citadel at Tabriz had been in Ottoman
hands since 993/1585; Harat had fallen to the Ozbegs
in the spring of 996/1588. When cAbbas, the third son
of Sultan Muhammad Shah, was placed on the throne
in 996/1588, the prospects for the survival of the
Safawid state were as bleak as they had been in
920/1514 after the battle of Caldiran. The events of
c
Abbas's youth had made him determined to make
himself independent of the untrustworthy kizllbdsh
tribes; yet he could not dispense entirely with their
fighting qualities. His solution was to raise a standing
army, itself an innovation in Persia, from the ranks of
the ghuldms. The new regiments would be paid from
the royal treasury, and would be loyal to him personally, and not to a tribal chief; they included
regiments of musketeers [see BARUD. v. The
Safawidsj. The reorganisation
of the army
necessitated a reduction in the number of provinces
under kizllbdsh administration (mamdlik), in which the
greater part of the revenue was consumed locally, and
an increase in the number of provinces under direct
royal administration (khdssa), the revenues from which
accrued to the royal treasury. Ghuldms were not only
recruited for military service but were appointed to
positions within the royal household and the khdssa administration. These policies set in train a social and
political revolution. Minorsky has calculated that, by
the end of the reign of c Abbas I, about one-fifth of the
high-ranking amirs were ghuldms (Tadhkirat al-muluk,
17-18); by 1007/1598, only ten years after the accession of cAbbas I, an Armenian from Georgia had
risen to the position of commander-in-chief of all the
Safawid armed forces (see EIr, art. Alldhverdi Khan).
The changed social and political basis of the $afawid
state was naturally reflected in its administrative
structure. The offices of wakil and amir al-umard*, relevant to the period of kizllbdsh domination, fell into
disuse. The kurcibdshi, or commander of the elite corps
of kurcis [see KURCH] continued to be listed among the
principal officers of state, but his importance, too,
declined pan' passu with the decline of the kizllbdsh. Instead, we hear of a new officer, the sipdhsdldr, or
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commander-in-chief of all troops, kizllbdsh and nonkizllbdsh. The commanders of the two of the new
regiments in the reorganised army, the kullar-dkdsi, or
commander of the ghuldms, and the tufangci-dkdsi, or
commander of the musketeers, join the highest
echelons of the administration. The growing centralisation of the bureaucracy resulted in the increased
status of the wazir, who now boasted such titles as
ictimdd al-dawla ("trusty support of the state") or sadr-i
a^zam ("exalted seat of honour").
The new army could not be organised and trained
overnight, and it was ten years before cAbbas felt
ready to take the field. In the meantime, he had been
forced to sign a treaty by which he ceded to the Ottomans large areas of $afawid territory, including
Adharbaydjan, Karabagh, Gandja, Karadja-dagh,
Georgia, and parts of Luristan and Kurdistan; in the
east, the Ozbegs overran the province of Sistan, and
in 998-9/1590 the Mughals recaptured Kandahar,
which had been in Safawid hands since 965/1558. The
tide began to turn in 1007/1598, when cAbbas scored
a signal victory over the Ozbegs and recaptured
Harat, but the Ozbegs remained a formidable enemy,
and in 1011/1602 a Safawid army was forced to retreat
from Balkh with heavy losses. In 1012/1603 cAbbas
launched a series of major offensives against the Ottomans in the north-west. Tabriz was recaptured, and
the Ottomans were pushed back behind the river
Aras. By 1016/1607, the last Ottoman soldier had
been expelled from Safawid territory as defined by the
Treaty of Amasya in 962/1555, and in 1033/1624 the
Safawids recaptured Baghdad.
The reputation of c Abbas I does not rest solely on
his military and political achievements. His reign is
notable for a remarkable flowering of the arts, both
fine and applied. It is also notable for a major exercise
in urban planning, when cAbbas I in 1007/1598
transferred the capital from Kazwm to Isfahan, and
proceeded to lay out an entirely new city cheek by jowl
with the ancient one. The focus of the new city was the
great Maydan-i Naksh-i Djahan, 507 m in length and
158 m in width; the (Jahar Bagh avenue (see EIr, art.
C(ah)dr-bdg-e Esfahdn) started at a point near the
Maydan and ran south for more than two miles, crossed the Zayanda-rud by the AllahverdI Khan bridge,
and ended at the pleasure gardens known as
Hazar-djarib.
The economic prosperity of Persia also increased
dramatically under cAbbas I. The new capital,
Isfahan, became a thriving metropolis, and Western
diplomatic representatives began to make their way to
it. The primary objective of all European diplomats
was the development of trade (see 2. Economic and
commercial history). The secondary purpose of envoys from Roman Catholic countries was the furtherance of the interests of the various religious
Orders operating in Persia: Dominicans, Franciscans,
Augustinians, Carmelites, Jesuits and Capuchins.
The first envoy who was not a member of a religious
Order was Don Garcia de Silva y Figueroa, ambassador from King Philip III of Spain, who arrived
at Isfahan in 1025/1617; next, after cAbbas I had
enlisted the aid of ships of the English East India
Company to expel the Portuguese from Hormuz in
1031/1622, was the first official English ambassador to
the Persian court, Sir Dodmore Cotton; finally, in
1076/1665, Louis XIV of France followed suit, and
sent two envoys to Persia.
(vi) The decline and fall of the Safawids (1038113511629-1722).
Chardin's well-known dictum: "When this great
prince (Shah cAbbas I) ceased to live, Persia ceased to

prosper!", though exaggerated, contains within it a
kernel of truth. Shah SafT, the grandson and successor
of cAbbas I (1038-52/1629-42), seemed intent only on
maintaining his own position by putting to death or
blinding possible rivals such as princes of the Safawid
house and powerful officers of state such as the
kurcibdshi. In 1047-8/1637-8 two important cities,
Baghdad and Kandahar, were lost. SafT's son and successor, cAbbas II (1052-77/1642-66), was a more able
ruler, resembling his great-grandfather c Abbas I in his
administrative skill and powers of military leadership.
He was less able to withstand pressure from the
religious leaders, however, and although Christians
continued to enjoy considerable freedom of worship,
c
Abbas I's policy of religious tolerance was breached
by cAbbas IPs treatment of Jews. In fact, it was
becoming clear that many of the policies put in place
by c Abbas I could be maintained only by a ruler endowed with his outstanding abilities. It is the tragedy
of the reign of c Abbas I that, by his own act, he made
it unlikely that his successors would be of similar
calibre. To begin with, he followed the traditional
Safawid practice of appointing the royal princes to
provincial governorates, where they were placed in
the care of a kizllbdsh chief who held the title of lala
[q.v. in Suppl.] "guardian" or "tutor". The lala was
responsible not only for his ward's physical wellbeing, but also for training him in statecraft. Thus in
999/1590-1 cAbbas I appointed his eldest son,
Muhammad Bakir Mlrza, governor of Hamadan and
amir al-umard^ of the province (Iskandar Beg Munshi,
Tdnkh-i ^Alam-drd-yi ^Abbdsi, text, ed. Iradj Afshar, 2
vols., Tehran 1334-5 SH./1955-6, i, 440, tr. Savory, 2
vols., Boulder, Col. 1978, ii, 614). In 1024/1614,
however, his son was murdered, probably with the
Shah's connivance, on suspicion of plotting against
him (ibid., text, ii, 883-4, tr., ii, 1098-9). From then
on, the royal princes were closely confined in the
haram, where their only companions were their tutors,
the court eunuchs, and the women of the haram. The
new policy bore obvious similarities to the Ottoman
kafes ("cage") system, which was introduced slightly
earlier, during the reign of Selim II (974-82/1566-74)
(see Shaw, History of the Ottoman empire and modern
Turkey, i, 179). Shaw notes that the new system
resulted in increased political power for the women of
the harem, and introduced the "sultanate of the
women", which lasted well into the llth/17th century. In Safawid Persia, there was a similar result.
Chardin calls the haram "un Conseil prive, qui 1'emporte d'ordinaire par dessus tout, et qui donne la loi
a tout" (Voyages du Chevalier Chardin en Perse et autres
lieux de I'Orient, ed. Langles, Paris 1811, 10 vols., v,
240). Moreover, the new policy failed in its essential
purpose, namely, to prevent treasonable behaviour or
the suspicion of treason on the part of the royal
princes. On the contrary, once confined to the haram,
they became the centre of intrigue to a far greater extent than had previously been the case. This led
c
Abbas to blind his sons Sultan Muhammad Mlrza in
1030/1620-1 (Iskandar Beg, text, ii, 965, tr., ii, 1187),
and Imam Kull Mlrza in 1036/1626-7 (ibid., text, ii,
1064, tr., ii, 1288); two other sons had died young of
natural causes, and so c Abbas had left himself without
an heir.
The third factor in the decline of the $afawids was
the inordinate extension of the policy, begun under
c
Abbas I and continued under his successors, of converting mamdlik to khdssa provinces. By the end of the
reign of cAbbas I, only those frontier provinces in
which an instant response to enemy invasion was
essential, remained in the hands of kizllbdsh gover-
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nors. This process had two undesirable effects: first,
the military strength of the Safawid state was weakened. Whether or not the ghuldm troops were as good
fighting material as their kizllbdsh predecessors is
debatable, but, when the overall number of men in
the army was allowed to decline, the consequences
were predictable; second, the administration of the
khdssa provinces, by officials who were royal bailiffs or
intendants and were little more than tax-farmers, was
more oppressive than that of kizllbdsh governors of
mamdlik provinces. As Minorsky says, Chardin, "in
his paragraph on the Khassa, ... has unmasked one of
the basic evils of administration which contributed to
the fall of the dynasty" (Tadhkirat al-muluk, 26). The
extent to which §afawid military power had declined
was dramatically demonstrated in 1135/1722, when a
small band of marauding Afghans succeeded in starving the $afawid capital into surrender.
Under the last two Safawid shahs, Sulayman (10771105/1666-94) and Sultan Husayn (1105-35/16941722), the pace of decline accelerated. Both were weak
and pliable rulers, products of the haram system.
Sulayman, an alcoholic, had little interest in affairs of
state. His son, Shah Sultan Husayn, was no better,
and his derisive nickname "Mulla Husayn" is significant. Unrestrained by the authority of the ruler, the
"privy council" of the women of the haram and the
court eunuchs usurped power at the centre of the ruling institution. Equally serious was the emergence of
the mudjtahids and other religious leaders as a powerful
political force. The political role of the sadr was assumed first by the shaykh al-isldm, and then, after the accession of Sultan Husayn Mirza, by a new official called
the mulldbdshi. There was an outpouring of works on
Ithna cAshari theology, jurisprudence and tradition
and, as Sh^I orthodoxy became more rigidly formalised, there was increasing persecution of heretics. Sufis,
who had brought the Safawids to power, were now a
principal target of the mudhtahids, one of whom even
acquired the soubriquet of sufi-kush or "Sufi-slayer"
(see Browne, LHP, iv, 386 ff.). cAbbas I's policy of
religious tolerance, which had been responsible for
much of the economic prosperity of Persia during his
reign, was abandoned. Not only did the usual targets,
Christians and Jews, suffer as a result, but
philosophers and non-conformist Muslims as well (D.
Morgan, Medieval Persia 1040-1797, London and New
York 1988, 149). The upsurge of religious intolerance
resulting from the increased power of the ^ulama? also
had economic consequences (see section II), and this
factor must be added to Minorsky's "more conspicuous factors" (Tadhkirat al-muluk, 23) for Safawid
decline.
In 1121/1709 Mir Ways, chief of the Ghalzay
Afghans [see GHALZAYS], hitherto a vassal of the
Safawids, rebelled and occupied Kandahar, and this
was followed by the revolt of the AbdalT [q. v.]
Afghans. Mir Ways's successor, Mahmud, subdued
the Abdalls and, in 1131/1719, led a force across the
Dasht-i Lut and entered Kirman unopposed. Thus
encouraged, he returned two years later with a larger
force, and marched on Isfahan. Vacillation on the
part of the Shah, treachery within the ranks of
Safawid officials at Isfahan, and the pathetically weak
state of the $afawid army, enabled Mahmud to rout
a mainly scratch Safawid force at Gulnabad near
Isfahan on 20 Djumada I 1134/8 March 1722.
Mahmud, his force too small to carry the city by
storm, starved it into surrender six months later; on
1 Muharram 1135/12 October 1722 Sultan Husayn
Shah surrendered unconditionally, and handed over
the crown to Mahmud.
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(vii) The Afghan
interregnum 1135-4211722-29;
Safawid rois-faineants (1135-4811722-36); the end of the
Safawid dynasty.
The third son of Shah Sultan Husayn, Tahmasp
Mlrza, had escaped from Isfahan during the Afghan
siege, and had proclaimed himself Shah at Kazwln on
30 Muharram 1135/10 November 1722 with the title
of Tahmasp II, but was driven out by the Afghans
and took refuge at Tabriz. An uprising of the
townspeople of Kazwln against the Afghans
precipitated the slaughter by Mahmud at Isfahan of
Persian government officials, members of the nobility, and about 3,000 kizllbash guards. In 1137/1725 a
report that Shah Sultan Husayn's second son, Safi"
Mlrza, had escaped from Isfahan caused Mahmud to
put to death at least eighteen members of the Safawid
royal family. Shortly afterwards, Mahmud was overthrown by his cousin Ashraf, who was proclaimed
Shah on 12 Shacban 1137/26 April 1725. The Afghan
writ only ran in central and south-eastern Persia, and
Ashraf s efforts to seize Tahmasp II failed. The strife
in Persia tempted Tsar Peter the Great to occupy Darband and Baku in 1135/1723, and in 1138-9/1726 the
Ottomans also took advantage of the situation and
once again invaded Adharbaydjan; this invasion led
Ashraf to execute Shah Sultan Husayn. In 1140/1727
Ashraf was forced to negotiate peace with the Ottomans and to recognise as_Ottoman territory large
areas of Persian Kurdistan, Adharbaydjan, Karabagh
and Georgia. In 1139/1726 Tahmasp II was joined by
Nadir Khan Afshar [see NADIR SHAH AFSHAR], who
dubbed himself Tahmasp KulTKhan and claimed that
his goal was the restoration of the Safawid monarchy.
After winning a number of victories over the rival
Kadjars and their Turcoman allies in Khurasan, and
over the Abdalfs, Nadir routed Ashraf, entered
Isfahan on 16 Djumada I 1142/7 December 1730, and
placed Tahmasp II on the throne.
After five years of campaigning (1142-48/1730-35),
Nadir regained all Persian territory lost to the Ottomans (see Shaw, op. cit., 238-9, 243), and peace was
negotiated on the basis of a reversion to the frontiers
laid down in the Treaty of Zuhab in 1049/1639.
Nadir's campaigns against the Russians were equally
successful. By the terms of the Treaty of Rasht (4
Shacban 1144/1 February 1732), Russia returned all
Persian territory south of the river Kura, and by the
Treaty of Gandja (28 Dhu '1-Hidjdja 1147/21 May
1735), Russia surrendered Baku and Darband.
On 17 Rabi* I 1145/7 September 1732, Nadir
deposed Tahmasp II, and placed the latter's son on
the throne with the title of cAbbas III. Four years
later, Nadir abandoned the pretence of restoring the
Safawid monarchy, deposed cAbbas III, and had
himself crowned Shah on 24 Shawwal 1148/8 March
1736 as the first ruler of the new Afsharid dynasty.
During Nadir's absence in India, his son Rida Kull
Khan had Tahmasp II and cAbbas III put to death in
1152/1740, together with c Abbas's younger brother
Isma c fl (L. Lockhart, Nadir Shah, London 1938, 1778, 180). The accession of Nadir Shah brought to an
end more than two centuries of Safawid rule, which
had existed in name only since 1135/1722, but
Safawid pretenders, who first made their appearance
during the reign of the Afghan Ashraf, continued to
manifest themselves as late as 1187/1773, under the
Zands(seeJ.R. Perry, The last Safawids, mlranJIBPS,
ix [1971], 59-69).
II. Economic and commercial h i s t o r y ; t r a d e
relations with Europe.
(i) European attempts to develop trade with Safawid
Persia.
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Trade has a way of ignoring national boundaries
and the wishes of political leaders. Thus it was that,
when the capture of Constantinople by the Ottomans
in 857/1453 put an end to the trade of the Republic
of Venice in the Black Sea, the Venetians found a
temporary gap in the Ottoman defences in Karaman,
and continued to trade with the Ak Koyunlu ruler
Uzun Hasan via this route. The decisive defeat of
Uzun Hasan by the Ottomans on the Upper
Euphrates in 878/1473, and the final incorporation of
Karaman into the Ottoman empire in 880/1475, sealed off this line of communication with Iran. In 1488,
however, the Portuguese sea-captain Bartolomeu Dias
rounded the Cape of Good Hope, thus outflanking the
Ottoman empire and also the Italian city-states of
Venice and Genoa, and opening up the possibility of
trade with Persia via the Persian Gulf. In 913/1507,
less than a decade after Vasco da Gama had reached
India, the Portuguese, under the command of Afonso
de Albuquerque, arrived in the Persian Gulf. The
Portuguese Viceroy at once saw the great strategic
and commercial importance of Hormuz [see HURMUZ], and in 921/1515 he returned and occupied the
city, thus establishing the first European foothold on
Safawid territory. For the Portuguese, although the
vassal (titulado) King of Hormuz had, by the Treaty of
Minab (929-30/1523) granted them inter alia a site for
the construction of a factory, the most lucrative aspect
of their occupation of Hormuz was control of the
customs.
The English, conceding control of the Persian Gulf
to the Portuguese for more than a century, attempted
to turn the northern flank of the Ottoman empire by
opening up a trade route to Russia and Persia via the
hazardous sea route north of Scandinavia to Archangel. The first English joint-stock company formed for this purpose, in 1553, was called "The
Mysterie and Companie of the Merchant Adventurers
for the Discoverie of Regions, Dominions, Islands
and Places unknown", and had Sebastian Cabot as its
Governor. The Company was successively named
"The Muscovy Company" and "The Russia Company". In 964-5/1557, Anthony Jenkinson and two
other merchants reached Astrakhan, and crossed the
Caspian Sea to Bukhara. Four years later, Jenkinson
returned, and this time crossed the Caspian and landed on Safawid territory in Shirwan. On 23 Rab^ I
970/20 November 1562, he was received in audience
by Shah Tahmasp, and delivered to him a letter from
Elizabeth I, in which the Queen desired "to treate of
friendship, and free passage of our Merchants and
people, to repaire and traffique within his dominions,
for to bring in our commodities, and to carry away
theirs to the honour of both princes, the mutual commoditie of both Realmes, and wealth of the Subjects"
(Anthony Jenkinson, Early voyages and travels to Russia
and Persia, Hakluyt Society, 1st Series, nos. IxxiiIxxiii, 2 vols., London 1886, i, 147). Although Shah
Tahmasp dismissed Jenkinson with the remark "Oh
thou unbeleever, we have no neede to have friendship
with the unbelievers", the Shah's brother-in-law,
c
Abd Allah Khan Ustadjlu, governor of Shirwan.
granted important trading privileges to the Muscovy
Company; but the dangers of the sea-route to the
White Sea, and attacks by bandits in the Volga
region, caused the Company to abandon this route in
988-9/1581.
In the same year, English merchants tried to gain
access to the Persian market by the overland route
from the eastern Mediterranean across Syria and
Mesopotamia. John Newberie, having reached Hormuz on the Persian Gulf by this overland route, per-

suaded the merchants of the recently formed Levant
Company to interest themselves in trade with Persia,
and in 996-7/1583 he returned to Persia hoping to
open a factory at Hormuz. He and his fellowmerchants were seized by the Portuguese commandant as heretics and spies, and sent to Goa to stand
trial; they were subsequently released. In 1008-9/1600
John Mildenhall, a London merchant, again took the
overland route to Persia, and went on to India, but
English attempts to open up trade with Persia by the
overland route from the Levant proved no more successful than their attempts to use the sea route north
of Scandinavia.
By 988-9/1581, the Portuguese had fought off a
challenge to their supremacy in the Persian Gulf from
the Ottomans (see Savory, The history of the Persian
Gulf, in A.J. Cottrell (ed.), The Persian Gulf states,
Baltimore and London 1980, 23-4), but a new
challenge faced them from the merchants of the
English East India Company, founded in 10089/1600. On 12 Ramadan 1024/5 October 1615, two
merchants of this Company, Richard Steele and John
Crowther, obtained a farmdn from Shah c Abbas I
which ordered the Shah's subjects "to kindly receive
and entertaine the English Frankes or Nation, at what
time any of their ships or shipping shall arrive ate Jasques (Djask), or any other of the Ports in our
Kingdome: to conduct them and their Merchandise to
what place or places they themselves desire: and that
you shall see them safely defended about our Coasts,
from any other Frank or Franks whatsoever" (Samuel
Purchas, Hakluytus Posthumus or Purchas his pilgrim(e)s,
20 vols., Glasgow 1905-71, iv, 279). The following
year Edward Connock arrived at Djask to open a factory, and was cordially received by cAbbas I, who
granted the Company further privileges. This second
farmdn does not appear to be extant, but the gist of it
is probably contained in the farmdn of Shah Saft dated
1038/1629, which inter alia gave English merchants the
right to buy and sell freely in Persia; moreover, the
English ambassador, when appointed, was empowered to appoint agents and factors in Persia (Sir
Arnold T. Wilson, The Persian Gulf: an historical sketch
from the earliest times to the beginning of the twentieth century,
Oxford 1928, 139). In 1027-8/1618 cAbbas I agreed
not to export any silk to Spain or Portugal, or to
Europe via Ottoman territory. He also promised to
supply the English East India Company with a quantity of silk annually at a fixed rate, and to allow this
silk to be exported from Persia free of duty. Portugal
did not give up its monopoly of Persian Gulf trade
without a fight, but a strong Portuguese squadron
under Ruy Freyre de Andrade was defeated in two
naval battles off Djask in Muharram-Rabi* I
1030/December-January 1621. These victories paved
the way for the combined operation in 1031/1622 in
which $afawid troops, transported by ships of the
English East India Company, dislodged the Portuguese from Hormuz.
English ascendancy was short-lived. The formation
of the Dutch East India Company in 1602 signalled
the determination of the Dutch to challenge both
England and Portugal for control of the East Indies
spice and pepper trade, and within a few years they
were challenging the position of England in the Persian Gulf as well. In 1031/1622, under the terms of the
agreement with cAbbas I, the English East India
Company was to receive one-half of all customs dues
levied on merchandise passing through Bandar
c
Abbas, but the Dutch refused to pay. On the accession of $afT I in 1038/1629, the Dutch outmanoeuvred
the English and obtained important privileges from
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the Shah. They founded a factory at Bandar cAbbas,
and rapidly established a monopoly of the spice trade
between Persia and the East Indies. In 1055/1645 they
obtained from cAbbas II a licence to buy silk
anywhere in Persia and export it free of customs duty.
The English, who succeeded in getting their privileges
renewed by Shah Saft only in 1042/1632, were
fighting a losing battle. They started to move their
factory from Bandar cAbbas to Basra, but a Dutch
squadron sailed to Basra and destroyed it. In the
second half of the llth/17th century, the Dutch reigned supreme in the Persian Gulf. The third European
East India Company, the French, came late to the
field (1074-5/1664), but succeeded in obtaining from
c
Abbas II trading privileges similar to those already
granted to the English and Dutch, including the right
to open a factory at Bandar cAbbas. The overthrow of
the Safawids in 1135/1722 and the consequent insecurity in Persia militated against the operations of
European merchants there, and at the same time the
growth of piracy in the Persian Gulf threatened the
safety of European vessels. By 1142-3/1730, most
European countries trading with Persia were
operating at a loss.
(ii) Persia's domestic and foreign trade,

The bases of the Safawid domestic economy were
agriculture and pastoralism, and, as formerly under
the Saldjuks and the Mongols, there was a dichotomy
between the settled rural life of the peasants and the
semi-nomadic life of the pastoralists. In addition,
there was an ethnic dichotomy. The Turcoman tribes
"were cattle-breeders and lived apart from the surrounding population. They migrated from winter to
summer quarters. They were organised in clans and
obeyed their own chieftains" (A.K.S. Lambton,
Landlord and peasant in Persia, Oxford 1953, 106). The
Persian peasants tilled the land and were subject to a
system of land-tenure which had changed little since
Sasanid times.
The Safawid period saw the development of a
money economy and the growth of economic prosperity which reached its highest point during the reign of
c
Abbas I and declined thereafter. cAbbas I, by his
building of roads, and even more by the construction
of numerous bridges and caravanserais along the
main routes, provided the infrastructure essential to
the development of trade. The stationing of roadguards (rahdaran) at key points, besides providing
useful revenue in the form of tolls, ensured, according
to the testimony of European travellers, a degree of
safety and security for travellers and caravans which
exceeded that obtaining in neighbouring countries.
Security declined under the weak Shahs Sulayman
and Sultan Husayn (J. Emerson, Ex Oriente Lux: some
European sources on the economic structure of Persia between
about 1630 and 1690, Cambridge Ph.D. thesis 1969,
unpubl., 218).
An important feature of the domestic economy
under cAbbas I was the royal workshops (buyutdt-i
khdssa-yi shanfa), which numbered 32 at the time of
Chardin and 33 in 1138-9/1726 (Tadhkirat al-muluk,
30), and employed some 5,000 skilled artisans and
craftsmen. This system has been criticised as "state
capitalism" (Banani, Keywarn), and c Abbas I's policy
of making the silk trade a royal monopoly is said to
have stifled the entrepreneurial spirit of Persian merchants. European travellers, however, attest to the
flourishing state of the bazaars in Kazwin, Isfahan
and ShTraz, and it is doubtful whether Persian merchants could have survived European competition in
the silk trade without state support. Indeed, they lacked sufficient capital to sustain trade on a large scale at
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all (R.W. Ferrier, Trade from mid-14th century to the end
of the Safavid period, in Camb. hist. Iran, vi, 484).
Domestic trade alone could not have raised the
Safawid state to the level of prosperity to which
c
Abbas I aspired, and he devoted much effort to the
development of international trade. In this effort,
Jews and Indians played an important role as brokers,
and Armenians as providers of international credit.
c
Abbas I created a new suburb of Djulfa. [q. v. in
Suppl.] at Isfahan, and transferred there several thousand Armenian families from Djulfa in Adharbaydjan. They were allowed to practise their Christian faith without harassment by the state (the Shah
even made a donation toward the cost of the Armenian cathedral), and cAbbas I, by granting them the
privilege of being represented by an Armenian mayor
(kaldntar [q. v. ]), made them virtually an autonomous
community (again, Ottoman parallels should be
borne in mind [see MILLET]. The Armenian merchants
prospered, and travelled throughout Europe in pursuit of commerce. Much of their wealth derived from
the silk trade, the organisation of which "must be
regarded as one of c Abbas's great organizational
achievements" (N. Steensgaard, The Asian trade revolution of the seventeenth century, Chicago 1973, 381).
English merchants who tried to force down the Shah's
price by buying silk on the free market found themselves unable to do so (ibid., 377). Persian ambassadors accredited to European capitals were
customarily required to include in their baggage some
bales of silk; this rule applied even to ambassadors
who were Europeans. With the accession of Shah SafT
(1038/1629), the royal monopoly on silk was broken,
and money was diverted from the royal coffers to the
pockets of Armenian merchants. For a time, Dutch
merchants who, unlike the English East India Company factors, were not reluctant to co-operate with the
Armenians, turned a profit by buying silk privately.
In desperation, the English East India Company offered the Armenians in 1099-1100/1688 the status of
"honorary Englishmen" (Ferrier, The Armenians and
the East India Company in Persia in the seventeenth and early
eighteenth century, in Economic History Review, 2nd series,
xxi [1973], 50), but it was too late; the Armenians preferred the security of the Aleppo route, in cooperation with the Levant Company, to the hazards of
the sea-route from the Persian Gulf (hostilities between the Ottomans and the Safawids had militated
against the use of overland routes to Mediterranean
ports, but the Treaty of Zuhab (1049/1639) ushered in
a long period of peace between the two, and the
overland routes once more became attractive). The
English East India Company was no longer able to
compete in the silk trade, and stopped buying Persian
silk after 1049-50/1640 when silk prices in Europe
slumped Q. Foran, Fragile resistance: social transformation
in Iran from 1500 to the Revolution, Westview Press
1993, 65). In any case, by about 1059-60/1650 Bengal
silk had become a cheaper source of supply for the
East India Companies. In general, however, the patterns of trade established with Europe in the 1620s
were maintained until 1722. The average value of
Persia's exports in the 11th/17th century, of which silk
constituted a major part, was between £ 1-2 million
sterling (ibid., 69). Carpets never constituted a large
part of $afawid exports. Carpet workshops existed at
Isfahan, Kashan and Kirman, and Shah cAbbas I,
like his grandfather Shah Tahmasp I, was personally
interested in developing the carpet-weaving industry.
It was quicker, easier and cheaper for Europeans to
import carpets from Turkey than from Persia during
the long periods when the Ottomans and Safawids
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were at war. Safawid carpets were exported to
Mughal India, to the Portuguese colony at Goa, and
to Indonesia, mostly shipped by the Dutch East India
Company; some of these found their way to the
Netherlands and the London market. The $afawids
transformed a "simple produit artisanal des regions
rurales" into "art digne de la cour et des palais princiers" (Nadereh Aram-Zanganeh, Le tapis person aux
XVIe et XVHe siecles: contribution a une sociologie de I'art
persan, Lausanne 1984, 12), but the luxury carpet
trade, depending as it did on royal patronage, declined after the overthrow of the $afawids (see Savory, in
EIr, art. Carpets, i. Introductory survey, iv, 834-9).
Both internal and external factors contributed to
the decline of the Persian economy after the time of
c
Abbas II, and by the end of the 11th/17th century the
balance of trade had turned against Persia. Silk production probably declined; and Persia began to import large quantities of cloth from India for which it
had to pay cash. Furthermore, the Dutch drained
large quantities of gold and silver from Persia as payment for spices (Foran, 67-9). The merchants with the
greatest reserves of cash were the Armenians; the
royal treasury tended to hoard the best coins, and in
addition Indian moneylenders and Armenian merchants tended to take the better coins out of circulation or out of the country altogether. The result was
a considerable degree of debasement of the currency.
Nevertheless, there was little inflationary pressure on
the economy until the Afghan occupation in
1135/1722, when it became a significant factor. Finally, the collapse of cAbbas I's multicultural state with
its policy of religious tolerance caused serious harm to
the economy. The increased political influence of the
'ulamd* in the last half-century of $afawid rule (the
persecution of Jews under c Abbas II was an earlier
portent of things to come) led to persecution of Armenian and Hindu merchants and the forcible conversion of Jews and Zoroastrians to Islam. Many
Zoroastrians fled to the Kirman area, where they
welcomed the Afghans as "liberators". From 11312/1719 onwards, there were uprisings among nonShi^i minorities in Shlrwan, Kurdistan, Khuzistan
and Baluchistan (Foran, 75 ff.). The dynastic struggles
which followed the assassination of Nadir Shah in
1160/1747 did still further damage to the economy,
and, despite some improvement in trade in Fars
under the Zands, a Select Committee appointed by
the Court of Directors of the English East India Company concluded in the 1780s that "the comparison
between the past and present state of Persia, in every
respect, will be found truly deplorable" (see C. Issawi
(ed.), The economic history of Iran 1800-1914, Chicago
1971, 86).
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III. L i t e r a t u r e .
It is still difficult to assess properly the effects of the
Safawid conquest on the cultural life of Persia. There
can be no doubt about the importance of the Safawid
period to the history of Persian art. During the first
half of the 16th century, the arts of the book flourished
like never before. Calligraphy and book-painting
benefited greatly from the patronage of the ruling
dynasty and there was an equal interest in architecture, exemplified in particular by the magnificent
buildings which were erected in Isfahan in the course
of the 17th century. Philosophy also reached a high
point of development in the works of Mulla Sadr alDln al-Shlrazi [q. v.] and other members of his school.
Literature, however, fared less well, according to a
generally held view. The founding of the Safawid
state, with all its momentous consequences for the
social structure of the country and its religious life,
allegedly brought the golden age of Persian literature
to an end. From there on, a time of decline set in,
which was not only poor in new heights of literary art
but actually led to stagnation and a deterioration of
style.
One of the factors which helped to create this
negative view on Safawid literature was the change of
literary taste in Persia which occurred about the middle of the 18th century, shortly after the Safawid
period had come to a close. This brought about a
strong condemnation of the excesses to which the Indian style [see SABK-I HINDI] in Persian poetry had led
and a "return" (bdzgasht) to the standards of earlier
styles. As a result, a neo-classicist view of postTimurid literature was established which not only left
its mark on Persian literary criticism until the present
day, but also had a great impact on evaluations by
Western scholars. Only recently a more positive ap-
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preciation of the Indian style is emerging. This seems
however not yet to have led to a proper distinction between Safawid literature and the Indian style, notwithstanding the fact that the latter did not have an effect on the poets of Persia until the second half of the
rule of the Safawids (see, for instance, E. Yarshater's
essay The Indian or Safavid style: progress or decline?}. As
a matter of fact, the 16th century constitutes a
separate chapter in the history of Persian literature.
The tadhkira writers of the period provide us with a
lively picture of the literary scene in Safawid Persia
which is marked by a series of innovations quite
distinct from those which later on became
characteristic of the Indian style. Valuable collections
of material on this period are available now in the
works of Dh. Safa and A. Gulcln-i Macanl.
Furthermore, the impact on literature of the
religious revolution brought about by the Safawids
tends to be overrated. The active support of the
dynasty to the spread of Sh^ism in a country which
was still overwhelmingly SunnI, was even said to have
caused a "Shicite standardisation of literature"
(Rypka, 292). The well-known injunction of Shah
Tahmasp I to the poet Muhtasham [q. v. ], to celebrate
the Family of the Prophet in his poems rather than
praise the secular ruler, is often quoted out of context.
It has been given the significance of a radical turn
from the traditions of court patronage by the Safawid
dynasty as a whole, whereas it probably only points to
a personal change of heart of one monarch, which
temporarily brought to an end a period of exceptionally lavish patronage to the arts during the first half of
the 16th century. It is, on the other hand, evident that
a very substantial part of the poems and prose works
produced in this period could be labelled either
secular or mystical, but do not carry specifically ShTcI
characteristics.
The Safawids, both the shahs and the other
members of the royal house, were well-educated and
often participated personally in artistic and literary
pursuits. Already Ismacll I (reigned 907-30/1501-24)
resumed the traditional function of royal patronage,
which had been fulfilled so brilliantly by two of his
predecessors in the late 9th/15th century: the Tlmurid
Husayn Baykara (d. 912/1506) at Harat and the AkKoyunlu sultan Ya c kub (d. 896/1490) at Tabriz. In
917/1511, during his campaign in Khurasan, IsmacTl
took the time for a visit to Djam, where the aged poet
Hatifi [q.v. ] lived, to ask him tc celebrate the Safawid
victory with an historical epic on the lines of his
famous Zafar-ndma on the life of Tlmur Lang.
Although this poem remained unfinished, it set an example for similar mathnawis in the heroic style of the
Shdh-nama written later on for the Safawid Shahs.
Poems of this kind were composed, for instance, by
KasimI Gunabadi (d. 982/1574?) for IsmacTl and
Tahmasp. The same poet also wrote a Kdr-ndma on
the former Shah's performance as a polo player. The
ghazal poet Sa°ib [q. v. ] celebrated cAbbas II's conquest
of Kandahar in 1059/1649-50 in an cAbbds-ndma (cf.
Rieu, ii, 694).
Such martial panegyrics did not exhaust Ismail's
interest in literature. Ahll of Shlraz (d.'942/1535),
who had been a distinguished poet of the AkKoyunlu, dedicated to him the romantic poem Sihr-i
haldl, a work of great rhetorical artistry. Other officials
and courtiers joined in this patronage, notably
IsmaciTs wakil Yar Ahmad KhuzanI, better known as
Nadjm-i Than! (d. 918/1512). Among the poets attached to IsmaciTs court were Ummldl (d. 925/1519
or 930/1523-4), who left a small number of panegyrics
and religious kasidas, Lisani (d. 940/1533-4) and
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Wahid! (d. 942/1535). The Shah himself, under the
pen name KhataDI [see ISMA C IL I. 2], wrote Turkish
poetry, remarkable for its daring statements of extreme klzllbdsh doctrines.
More conspicuous yet was the interest Tahmasp I
(930-84/1524-76) took in literature and the arts during
the first twenty years of his reign. His patronage was
matched by the wakil KaclT Djihan and the Shah's
brother Sam Mlrza (923-74/1517-67 [q.v.]). The latter
left the most valuable record of early Safawid
literature in a tadhkira entitled Tuhfa-yi Sdmi. Prominent among the many court poets of his reign were the
vakil's son Sharaf Djihan (d. 968/1560), the satirist
HayratI (d. 961/1553), Damm (d. after 985/1578),
and cAbdI Beg Nawldl (d. 988/1580). After Tahmasp
lost his interest in patronage, about 951/1544-5, the
support of the central court to literature remained
drastically reduced for several decades. This attitude
had two noticeable consequences: the aforementioned
emphasis on religious poetry, as exemplified in the
works of Muhtasham (d. 996/1587), and the beginning of the exodus of poets and artists to Indian
courts.
This emigration of literary talent, in which also
many artists and scholars took part, began in the late
16th century and continued up to the reign of the
Mughal Emperor Awrangzlb (1068-1118/1658-1707),
should be seen against the background of the internationalisation of Persian civilisation, which reached its
height during this period. This phenomenon encompassed most of the Islamic lands in Asia, in particular
the Indian subcontinent, Uzbek Central Asia and the
Ottoman Empire, but India was by far the most important. A great demand for poets from Persia arose
which could not be matched by the often wavering
patronage of the Safawids. As it appears from
biographical sources, the motivations to travel to India were quite varied. Ghazall of Mashhad (d. in
Gudjarat 980/1572), one of the first to leave Persia,
fled from Shiraz after he had been accused of heresy
(ilhdd). Others had run into difficulties with their
patrons at home, or were allured by the prospect of
fame and riches to be won at the Indian courts.
Patronage in Safawid Persia was not restricted to
the court of the Shah. Especially during the first century of Safawid rule, the courts of provincial governors, usually also members of the royal house, made
a significant contribution. At Hamadan, Tahmasp's
brother Bahram Shah supported his own circle of
poets, whereas Mashhad unter the rule of the latter's
son Ibrahim Mlrza (964-76/1556-68) gained renown
as an artistic centre compensating, temporarily at
least, for the lack of interest at the Shah's court. Here
poets like Thana 5 T(d. Lahore 995 or 996/1586), MaylT
of Harat (d. in India 984/1576) and Wall DashtBayadl (d. 1001/1592-3) flourished, as well as some of
the most important painters and calligraphers. The
more remote provincial court at Yazd under MlrMlran Ghiyath al-Dln patronised the poet WahshI
[q.v.] of Baflc (d. 991/1583). Outside the courts other
cities were the scene of a lively pursuit of letters, e.g.
Shiraz, where c Urff [q.v.] (d. in India 999/1590-1)
spent his early years, and Kashan, the hometown of
Muhtasham. It was not unusual for poets to stay away
from the court while still writing panegyrics for the
rulers. From Baghdad, Fudull (d. 970/1562-3 or
963/1556 [q. v. ]), who is best known for his poems in
Azeri Turkish, paid homage to the Safawids until that
city was taken over by the Ottomans. Muhtasham
sent his poems to Indian courts but never travelled
there himself. Increasingly, it seems, poetry began to
become a private matter, as for instance in the case of
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Sahabl of Astarabad (d. 1010/1601-2 [ q . v . ] ) , the
master of the rubdctof this period, who lived for many
years as a recluse near the shrine of Nadjaf.
Up to a certain extent, court poetry revived under
c
Abbas I (996-1038/1588-1629), first at Kazwln, and
since 1598 at Isfahan. The position of a malik alshu^ard^ [q.v.] was filled by Rukna MasTh (d.
1066/1655 or 1070/1659-60), and then by Shifacl (d.
1037/1627). They both also served the Shah as physicians. In 1006/1597 Masih went to India after he had
been accused of giving too little attention to his
patron's health. Discontent with the situation of the
poets at the court of Isfahan was expressed by
Kawtharl of Hamadan (d. after 1015/1606) when in a
poem dedicated to Shah c Abbas he made a reference
to the lavish patronage offered at the courts of India
( c Abdu'l Ghani, ii, 168-71). On the other hand, it is
reported that the poet Shan! received his weight in
gold as a reward for a single felicitous line in honour
of the Imam CAU (ibid., ii, 163). Among the poets at
c
Abbas' court were further Farigh (fl. ca. 1000/1591),
Kamall(d. 1020/1611-2), and Zulall of Khwansar (d.
1024/1615).
A last period of great literary activity at the court of
Isfahan were the reigns of SafT I (1038-52/1629-42)
and cAbbas's II (1052-77/1642-66). This was the time
of Djalal al-DTn AsTr [q.v.] (d. 1049/1639-40), Kudsi
(d. 1056/1646-7), Amanl of Mazandaran (d.
1061/1651) and Faslhl (d. ca. 1080/1670), but above
all of Sa°ib (d. 1088/1677-8 [ q . v . ] ) , the greatest poet of
Safawid literature.
The ghazal continued to be the principal poetic
form, but the poets of the 16th century tried to renew
its rather soulless and abstract features by developing
a new style called already by contemporary writers
wuku^-gu^i or zabdn-i wukuc. By this they meant the
fashion to introduce references to actual experiences
of love and incidents occurring in the relationship of
lovers and their beloveds. Although the motives they
used were usually conventional (most of them belonged to the tradition of taghazzul from the earliest
period onwards), they succeeded in creating an
elegant lyricism, written in a simple language, often
close to everyday speech, and an unadorned style.
Baba FighanI [q.v.] is frequently mentioned as a
predecessor of his trend, one of the earliest representatives of which was Sharif Djihan. The wuku*- style
generated a number of subsidiary genres, like the one
called wd-sukht, the theme of which was the lover's
turning away from the beloved (cf. Gulcln-i Ma c anf,
Wukuc, 681-8), and kadd wa kadar, on erotic incidents
which exhibit the workings of fate. Towards the end
of the 16th century, a much more ingenious idiom
began to develop: it was characterised by the search
for new and unusual imagery and a sophisticated use
of the traditional motifs. In the 17th century, Sa°ib
brought the ghazal back to a more abstract level, without adding much to its stock of themes and motives.
Recently, his poetry, marked by the frequent use of
proverbial illustration (irsdl-i mathal), has been
revalued by Persian critics as an acceptable form of
the Indian style, to which the term "style of Isfahan"
is applied.
The kasida was still occasionally used for courtly
panegyrics, but far more often as a medium for
mankabat poetry, i.e. hymns praising the Prophet and
the Imams. Stanzaic poems became extremely
popular for Sh^i elegies, like the famous dawdzdahbandof Muhtasham. As a secular form of love poetry,
expanded patterns known as musaddas and murabbac
were put into currency, especially by Wahshi; some of
these poems have survived as popular songs.

Mystical rubdcis were written in great numbers, as
is evident from the anthologies compiled in this
period. Intricate rhetorical artifices, which had come
into fashion already during the Tlmurid period, continued to be used in topical quatrains, especially in
chronograms. The quatrain was also frequently used
for poems featuring young craftsmen, known as
shahrangiz [q.v.] or shahrdshub. This genre was introduced at the court of Tahmasp by Lisani and Wahidl.
Many poets attempted to compose a khamsa [q.v.]
after Nizaml's example, or even a sabca on the lines of
Djaml [q.v.]. Various new subjects for narrative
poetry were introduced: they were either taken from
ancient lore (eg. the love between Sultan Mahmud
and his slave Ayaz), or they were newly invented as
allegories. Outstanding mathnawi poets were cAbdi
Beg Nawldi, who also wrote a work in imitation of
Sacdi's Bustdn, Zulall, whose Mahmud wa Ayaz became
very popular, and Shifa°I, the author of Namakddn-i
hakikat, in the style of Sana0!. Short mathnawis usually
•dealt with themes related to the wuku^-gu^i as it was
fashionable in ghazals. Most court poets produced a
Sdki-ndma, based on motives derived from anacreontic
verse, which could be either devoted to panegyrics or
to mysticism.
Among the prose works written in Safawid Persia,
the tadhkiras took a prominent place. They were written according to the principles of this genre, which
had been established in the late Tlmurid period by
Dawlatshah and CA1I Shir Nawa°I [q.vv.]. The latter's
work provided the model for Maajma*- al-khawdss, written in Caghatay Turkish by the painter and poet
SadikI Beg [see further MUKHTARAT. 2. In Persian
literature]. The tadhkiras are also valuable sources of
critical judgments on contemporary poetry. Among
the historical works written under the Safawids,
Hasan Beg Rumlu's Ahsan al-tawarikh (985/1577) and
Iskandar MunshT's [q.v.] Ta^nkh-i ^dlamdrd-yi ^Abbdsi
(1038/1628-9) deserve special mention. The Tadhkirayi Shah Tahmasp is a contribution to historiography
made by the Shah himself on the basis of a speech
delivered to Ottoman ambassadors at his court in
969/1562. In the religious sciences, including the
flourishing school of ShTcT philosophy, Arabic remained the common linguistic medium. However,
several remarkable works were written in Persian as
well, e.g. the DjamP-i ^Abbdsiby Baha° al-Dln cAmilT
[ q . v . ] , on religious law and various related subjects,
and the theological treatise Gawhar-i murdd by c Mulla
c
Abd al-Razzak LahfdjT [#.#.], one of the pupils of
Mulla Sadra, and a long series of theological writings
by Muhammad Bakir Madjlisf-yi Than! [q. v. ].
Persian literature of the Safawid period has been
dealt with also elsewhere in this Encyclopaedia: see
Vol. IV, IRAN, vii—Literature, 68a-69b, and, as far as
contemporaneous Indo-Persian literature is concerned, Vol. VII, MUGHALS. 10. Literature, 340b344a; on the most important stylistic trend of the
period [see SABK-I HINDI].
Bibliography: E.G. Browne, LHP, iv, 161-77;
Muhammad c Abdu'l Ghani, A history of Persian
language and literature at the Mughal court, i-ii,
Allahabad 1929; J. Rypka, History of Iranian
literature, Dordrecht 1968, 291-304; Ahmad Gulcm-i
Macani, Maktab-iwuku(i dar shfo-ifdrsi, Tehran 1348
Sh./1969-70; A. Welch, Artists for the Shah, New
Haven-London 1976; Sh. KadkanI, The Safavid
period, in G. Morrison (ed.), History of Persian
literature, H. derOr. Leiden-Koln 1981, 145-65; Dh.
Safa, Tdnkh-i adabiyydt dar Iran, v/1-2, Tehran
1363/1984, esp. 635-1420 (a list of 126 poets from
this period, including poets at Indian courts); idem,
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Persian literature in the Safavid period, in Cambridge
history of Iran, vi, Cambridge 1986, 948-64; Ehsan
Yarshater, Persian poetry in the Timurid and Safavid
periods, in ibid., 965-94; idem, The Indian or Safavid
style, in E. Yarshater (ed.), Persian literature, Albany
1988, 249-88.
Q-T.P. DE BRUIJN)
IV. R e l i g i o n , p h i l o s o p h y and science.
As for all pre-modern societies so Safawid-period
developments
in
both
"high"/"elite"
and
"low"/"popular" religious discourse, philosophical
inquiry and certain areas of scientific theory and practice are most usefully understood in terms of the
association of their practitioners with the patronage,
'lines of interest', links or influence of different
segments of society. Because of a continuity with immediately preceding social formations, developments
in the discourses of these disciplines tended to be
enriched and enhanced rather than to suffer breaks
with the pre-Safawid heritage. More often than not
the written legacy of these disciplines is dominated by
the producers of "high"/"elite" discourse, i.e. the
literate few, usually proteges of the socio-economic
and political elite. So limited was their number that
the same few names frequently appear as practitioners
in different disciplines. "Popular" expression in these
disciplines is also visible in this period, however, in
the religious and medical realms in particular. Indeed, such was the extent of "popular" antipathy of
various
non-elite, social
groups
to
some
"high"/"elite" practitioners and their sponsors
among the political and socio-economic elite, that only the continuous support of the latter insured the survival, if not the triumph, of their proteges and their
contributions in their own time sufficient to provide
some legacy for the future.
1. Religious trends
The importance of such links of association and the
extent of "popular" animosity toward elite practitioners and their court patrons is particularly evident
in the religious discourse of the period.
There had been Shi^T communities scattered
throughout Persia since the disappearance of the
Twelfth Imam in 260/873-4. The establishment of
Twelver ShlSsm by Shah Ismacil I [q.v.] in 907/15012, at the Safawid capture of Tabriz, portended a
repeat of the short-lived conversion to the faith of the
Il-Khanid Sultan Oldjeytu (d. 716/1316 [q.v.]) an
"event" which must later have appeared to stem
more from Realpolitik than from genuine conviction.
Indeed, in the first century of the Safawids, the
court's identification with, and efforts to patronise
and promulgate, the faith met with limited success in
Safawid territory and won little credibility within the
Twelver community itself and, in fact, exacerbated
existing differences between and among the Akhbariyya and the Usuliyya [q.vv. ]
Ismacfl's interest in the faith had no basis in the
history of the $afawid $uft order. Initially, the order
had comprised mainly ShafFl Sunnis, had maintained
an attitude of political quietism and had claimed no
special relationship to any member of the Prophet's
family [see 1. above]. Following an influx of peasants
and tribal nomads the order became a militantly messianic movement under Shaykh Haydar (d. 851/1447)
and Shaykh Djunayd (d. 893/1488) [q.vv.]. During
IsmaciTs reign members of the Kizil-Bash [q.v.] elite
evinced little interest in the details of the doctrines and
practices of the newly established faith. $afawid
religious discourse simply appended extremist
Twelver interpretations to similarly radical representations of other religious traditions in order to
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legitimise the divine nature of the ruler and his mission: Ismacil depicted himself variously as "Jesus, son
of Mary", various pre-Islamic Persian epic figures, as
well as al-imdm al-cddil al-kdmil ("the just, the perfect
Imam"), the latter title being a reference both to a
just secular ruler and, in Twelver terminology, to the
Hidden Imam himself. Such allusions encouraged the
reverence among the lower-ranking Kizil-Bash warriors required to fuel the constant struggle against
such of the order's enemies as the Sunn! Ozbegs and
Ottomans, rival Shi^i elements such as the
Mushacshac [q.v.], and, throughout the period, competing Sufi messianic movements, whose social
origins and religious inclinations often approximated
those of the $afawids (Newman, The myth, 68-76).
If the Safawids' commitment to orthodox Twelver
Sh^ism seemed problematic, so was the existence of
the Safawid polity itself. The constant wars between
the Kizil-Bash and their opponents and the Safawids'
repeated losses of territory to both the Ozbegs and the
Ottomans throughout this period, only underscored
the fragility of the Safawid experiment.
For Arab Twelver clerics resident outside Safawid
territory, a special, additional source of aggravation
was the open association with and services rendered to
Safawid Shi^Ism by CA1T b. al-Husayn al-Karaki (d.
940/1534 [#.#.]) beginning soon after IsmaclTs profession of faith, as well as the compensation for these
which al-Karaki received in land and cash.
In the Djabal cAmil region of Lebanon, both wellestablished and such younger scholars as Shaykh
Zayn al-Din b. CA1I, called al-Shahid al-Thanl (the
second martyr) (d. 965/1557), and his student and
associate al-Husayn b. cAbd al-Samad (d. 984/1576)
expressed their disapproval of §afawid ShiSsm and of
al-Karaki by shunning all Safawid entanglements and
territory, even though both al-Karaki and Shaykh
Zayn al-Din were proponents of the Usuliyya tendency within Twelver ShiSsm.
By this period, owing expecially to the contributions of such scholars as Dja c far b. al-Hasan alMuhakkik al-Hilll (d. 676/1277) and al-Hasan b.
Yusuf al-cAllama al-Hilli (d. 726/1325) [q.vv.] who
had "converted" Oldjeytu, the Usuliyya had stressed
the application of subjective disciplines and rationalist
principles—including idjtihdd [q.v.]—to the Twelveraccepted revelation, and the authorisation of al-fakih
al-djami*- li-shard^it al-ijto? ("the legist whose study of
those disciplines and principles permitted him to issue
a fatwd") to undertake in the period of occultation
(ghayba [q.v.}) many practical activities reserved for
the Imam during his presence, based on the Imam's
designation of the fakih as his nd^ib (deputy). The
Usuliyya also divided the community into the
unschooled cdmmi (lay believer) and the mua^tahid
[q. v. ] , requiring the former to practice taklid [q. v. ] of
the latter's legal ruling and accept his authority over
other matters of doctrine and practice within the community. In addition, the Usuliyya permitted to the
fakih a wide scope of interaction with the secular
political establishment, especially insofar it might protect or further the interests of the community. AlKaraki initially argued that his involvement with the
court was permitted by virtue of his being na^ib to alimdm al-cddil, an implicit acceptance of IsmaciTs
claims to the imamate. Criticised on this point, alKarakl advanced the concept of niydba ^dmma
("general delegation of the Imam's authority"), identified al-fakih al-djamP li 'l-shara^it as na^ib cdmm
("general deputy") of the Imam, and justified his involvement with the court as that permitted between
the na^ib cdmm/fakih and al-dja^ir (the tyrannous ruler)
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as leader of a non-Twelver political institution.
The open criticism of al-Karaki's association with
the court by such clerics from the Gulf and the Shl^T
shrine cities in Arab clrak as Ibrahim b. Sulayman alKatlfT (d. after 945/1539) pointed to the presence of
anti-UsulI, AkhbarT-style polemic in the community
during the first Safawid century. In exchanges with alKarakl, al-Katifi, for example, promoted the definition of al-dja^ir of such earlier Akhbarls as Muhammad b. CA1I, al-Shaykh al-$aduk (d. 381/991-2 [see
IBN BABAWAYH]), as a false claimant to the imamate—
implicitly denouncing Ismacfl as such—and rejected
the niydba ofthefakih and thereby the latter's role in
such practical activities as the collection and distribution of zakdt and the leadership of Friday prayer.
Where al-Karakl's support derived primarily from the
court, elements of al-Katlft's critique clearly enjoyed
the support of both certain Arab clrakf Twelver clerics
and of the local poor and artisanal sections of the
c
lrakl Sh^a. The resentment of these "popular"
classes derived at least partly from their having been
taxed to pay for a tour of the area by Isma c fl, accompanied by al-Karakl, after the Safawids' capture of
Baghdad in 914/1508.
The widespread censure of al-Karakl forced his permanent relocation to the court. There the intra-KizilBash civil war following Ismacfl's death encouraged
factions at court to support the challenge of several
Persian clerics and the sadr Ni c mat Allah al-Hillf (d.
940/1533)—a student of al-Karakl and the first genuine Twelver cleric to hold the post—to the latter's ruling that the fakihlnd*ib might lead the Friday prayer,
a challenge also supported by al-Katlfi. Al-Hillf's cosadr Ghiyath al-Dln Mansur b. Muhammad alDashtakl (d. 948/1541) criticised specific instances of
al-Karakl's exercise of power (see also below, subsections II and III. ii. on philosophy and astronomy).
Al-Karaki's triumph in these contests—al-Hilll was
banished, al-Katlfi admonished, al-Dashtakl dismissed, another student of al-Karakl was appointed sadr,
and in 939/1532 a firman was issued declaring alKarakl nd^ib al-Imdm and granting him authority over
the polity's religious affairs and the faith's
propagation—was, however, more apparent than
real. Court support for al-Karakl owed more to the efforts of the ascendant Shamlu to hand over responsibility for the spiritual sphere to a cleric of proven
loyalty, freeing themselves to consolidate their own
position at the centre of the Klzil-Bash coalition; indeed, given the terminology of the firman, al-Karakl
was perhaps directed to compose the firman himself.
Beyond lip-service, the political elite paid little interest
to the faith. Moreover, the firman's charge to alKarakl to further promulgate the faith within the
realm suggested that Twelver ShiSsm had failed to expand significantly the number of its adherents in
$afawid territory.
Indeed, internal and external forces opposed to alKarakl, if not also $afawid ShiSsm itself, only flourished. The former, as represented by al-HillT, continued to grow stronger in such a way that, although
a student of al-Karakl became sadr sometime after alKarakl's death, Friday prayer services were discontinued in $afawid territory. Within the larger Twelver
community regionally, al-Katlfi's sniping persisted,
as did the Lebanese clerics' open boycott of §afawid
Sh^ism and disavowal of al-Karaki's association
therewith. These clerics experienced little harassment
from Sunn! Ottoman authorities. Zayn al-Dln's sudden execution by the Ottomans in 965/1557—at
which al-Husayn fled to Safawid territory with his
young son, Shaykh Baha°I (d. 1030/1621) al-cAmilI

[q. v., and see below, subsections II and III]—failed to
spark any mass migration of Arab Twelver clerics
from Ottoman to Safawid territory. Al-Husayn
himself, though he accepted court positions and
remuneration, later left Safawid territory and
disavowed his own Safawid associations.
The continuing losses by the Safawids of substantial
territories to the Ottomans, beginning a year after alKarakT's death in 941/1534 (including Baghdad and
the shrine cities), the 962/1555 treaty formalising
those losses, the chaos that further shook the "empire" at the death of Tahmasp, and the effort to reestablish Sunnism under IsmacTl II (984/1576-7 [q.v.])
only pointed to the imminent demise of the Safawid
experiment and underlined the precarious position of
the faith in Safawid hands. Indeed, pockets of Persian
Sunnism, e.g. in Kazwln, remained viable over the
entire period.
Prominent Twelver Usull scholars continued their
boycott of Safawid ShiSsm in the latter part of the
century. Neither Zayn al-Dln's son al-Hasan (d.
1011/1602-3), aged seven at his father's death, or his
relative and associate Sayyid Muhammad b. CAH (d.
1009/1600)—authors of the important Ma^dlim al-dm
and Maddrik al-ahkdm respectively—were removed
from Ottoman territory. Both studied with al-Husayn
b. cAbd al-Samad in the Lebanon and in clrak with
the Persian clerics cAbd Allah al-Yazdl (d. 981/1573)
and Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Ardabili (d. 993/1585,
author of the influential Maajma** al-fd^ida and Zubdat
al-baydn), both of whom had abandoned Safawid territory. Both also later forsook plans for a pilgrimage
to Mashhad for fear cAbbas I [q. v. ] would press them
into his service.
The existence of significant Twelver communities
located at and around the shrine cities of c lrak, as well
as the Gulf and the Lebanon, as alternative points of
focus and independent bases for the community,
facilitated both the Usulf and Akhbarl critiques of
Safawid ShlSsm in general and the manner in which
al-Karakl had cast his lot with Safawid ShfSsm in
particular.
In the llth/17th century, however, in a gradually
improving politico-military atmosphere, the patronage of the court and the Safawid political and socioeconomic elite was directed to the establishment of
Twelver centres in Persia. The development of these
as alternatives to the educational centres and shrines
located in Ottoman territory, especially those of
c
lrak—captured in 1033/1623-4 but lost to the Ottomans in 1048/1638 and never retaken—and Mecca
and Medina, complemented Safawid efforts to
develop Persian centres of commerce and trade and
stem the outflow of precious metals. Attention to
economic considerations grew with rising expenditures and falling revenues over the century, particularly after the accession of cAbbas II in 1052/1642
(Matthee, Politics and trade, esp. 218-77, and 239,
citing the 17th-century account of Tavernier; idem,
The career of Mohammed Beg).
c
Abbas I designated Isfahan as the new Safawid
capital and he, later shahs, and associates of the court,
made important additions to older buildings and
founded new mosques and schools in the city; by late
in the century, it contained more than 150 mosques
and 48 religious schools. The court and its associates
also contributed directly to the enhancement of Kum
[ q . v . ] , location of the tomb of Fatima, sister of the
eighth Imam, as an educational centre and pilgrimage
site; later shahs were buried in precincts adjacent to
the shrine itself. cAbbas I's famous walk from Isfahan
to Mashhad, burial place of the eighth Imam, typified
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efforts made to enhance the fame of that city and its
shrine.
Many individual clerics were often direct recipients
of the patronage which these programmes involved.
As part of his massive building programme in
Isfahan, cAbbas built a school for cAbd Allah alShushtari (d. 1021/1612-13), who had come to Persia
from Nadjaf, where he had studied with al-Ardablll.
c
Abbas built a mosque for Lutf Allah al-Mays! (d.
1032/1622-3), grandson of a Lebanese cleric who had
avoided the court. Shaykh Baha°i, who had served as
Shaykh al-Islam in Harat and composed his Zubdat alusul, an important work of Usuli jurisprudence, was
appointed to the same post in Isfahan, took an active
role in the capital's building programme and also
undertook domestic political missions for cAbbas,
managing the shah's constitution of his estates as
wakf.
As these clerics' close connection with the court
paralleled that of al-Karaki, so many observed and
built on his UsulT pronouncements. All staunchly supported the conduct of Friday prayer service during the
occultation, for example. MirDamad(d. 1040/1630-1
[see AL-DAMAD and below, subsections II and III.
i])—whose father was son-in-law to al-Karaki, and
who had studied under students of al-Shahid alThani, including the father of Shaykh BahaDi, and
was a close associate of the courts of both c Abbas I and
SafT—using the concept of general delegation of
authority, stated that the individual in possession of
al-niydba al-^dmma was to lead that prayer, and defined
the latter as the mudjtahidlfakih who had attained
shard^it al-iftd^. Shaykh BahaDI supported an active role
for the fakih in the collection and distribution of the
zakdt and khums, following similar rulings by earlier
UsulT clerics. Their court connections affirmed these
clerics' concomitant endorsement of the fakih's
associating with the established political institution,
and legitimised the court's claim to a special, indeed
exclusive, relationship with the faith itself.
These Persian centres and clerics increasingly
became a focus for the region's Twelver community,
attracting both Persian and Arab students and producing many of the most prominent scholars of the
later 11th/17th century. Thus among Shaykh Baha D i's
students were Sadr al-Din Muhammad al-Shirazi (d.
1050/1640 [see MULLA SADRA, and also below]),
Muhammad TakI al-MadjlisI (d. 1070/1659 [q.v.]),
Muhammad Bakir al-Sabzawari (d. 1090/1679),
Muhsin Fayd al-Kasham (d. 1091/1680 [q.v. and see
below, subsections II and III. i]) and Mlrza Rafic alDln Na>inl(d. 1099/1688). Many of this generation of
scholars also both supported, and enjoyed good relations with, the court and approved of the expanded
role of the fakih during the occultation. Thus
Sabzawarl—a proponent of al-niydba al-^dmma and
teacher at al-Shushtari's school—officiated at, and
Na3inl attended, the djulus or accession ceremony of
Shah Sulayman. Muhammad TakI al-MadjlisI was
Friday prayer leader in Isfahan and his son the noted
cleric Muhammad Bakir (d. 1111/1699), following in
the footsteps of his father's teacher Shaykh Baha3!,
was appointed the capital's Shaykh al-Isldm by Shah
Sulayman; his famous, massive hadtth compilation,
the Bihar al-anwdr, was assembled with court
assistance (Kohlberg, Behdr al-Anwdr). Like the
MadjlisI family, which included such later eminent
Usull scholars as Muhammad Bakir b. Muhammad
Akmal al-Bihbahanl, al-Wahld (d.' 1205/179J [q.v.]),
the Marcashl [q.v.] family, forebearers of the presentday Mar c ashi-NadjafT family, also had important
court connections in this period. These included mar-
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riage with the family of c Abbas I, appointment to the
position of sadr, and the designation by c Abbas II of
one of their number, Khalifa Sultan (d. 1065/1655),
himself a noted cleric, to the vizierate.
The relations between this second-generation of
Persian-based Twelver clerics and the court continued
to legitimise the Safawid's public, and exclusive,
claim to a special association with the faith, although
these claims were expressed in less extreme terms than
in the previous century. Muhammad Bakir alMadjlisT, for example, in an essay reflective of the
continued, but more restrained, nature of this affiliation, argued that Isma c il's appearance portended the
impending re-appearance of the Mahdi himself
(Babayan, The waning, 182-5, 189-91). The same
clerics were also actively involved in the domestic propagation of the faith. Al-Shushtarl's school was built
in the heart of the bazaar, for example. Fayd alKasham, his associate and friend Muhammad TakI
al-MadjlisI, and his son Muhammad Bakir, were
among those who wrote numerous Persian-language
tracts on the most basic doctrines and practices of the
faith.
As the faith established and broadened its foothold
in the country, so the disputes over matters of doctrine
and practice, and the relation between the clergy and
the state, found expression in Safawid territory as
well. The Usuliyya/Akhbariyya dispute, which turned
on this combination of arguments, was given new life
in Persia following the accession of c Abbas I with the
open association of such of the Usulls as Shaykh
BahaDI and MTr Damad with the court. By later in the
century, the dispute had flourished to such an extent
that among the ever-larger number of Twelver clerics
resident in Persia factions within each tendency
became discrete. Extreme Usulls asserted the falseness
of the Safawid association with the faith, and argued
for direct clerical rule. The Usulls and the moderate
Akhbarls (mudjtahid-muhaddith], however, agreed on
the authority of the fakih as djdmi'* shard^it al-idjtihdd
over matters of doctrine and practice and permission
for him to interact with the established political institution. This latter group included Muhammad
Amln al-Astarabadl (d. 1030/1640) (often identified
as the "founder" of the Akhbarl school, see
Kohlberg, Astarabadi) and such higher-ranking, courtconnected scholars at Isfahan and provincial centres
as Muhammad TakI al-MadjlisI, Khalll al-Kazwml
(d. 1088/1677), Fayd al-Kasham, Muhammad Tahir
b. Muhammad Husayn al-ShlrazI al-Kumml (d.
1098/1687, and Shaykh al-Isldm in Kum during the
reign of Shah Sulayman) and Muhammad b. alHasan al-Hurr al- c AmilI (d. 1104/1693 [q.v.]) (who
came to Persia, settled in Mashhad, and was there appointed Shaykh al-Isldm.
By contrast, the radical Akhbarls (muhaddith) were
particularly a force in the provincial and smaller centres of the faith inside Safawid Persia, such as
Mashhad, and peripheral regions outside Safawid territory, where they were more likely strong among
lower-ranking urban clerics and recent immigrants to
the cities. Unschooled in, and rejecting the validity of
recourse to the rationalist legal sciences, these clerics
relied solely on the hadith of the Imams in all matters
of doctrine and practice; some rejected the Kurgan
itself as evidence (Newman, The nature of the Akhbdril
Usuli dispute).
Religious orthodoxy did not always win the day
among all segments of the "lay" community.
"Popular" religious practices and customs, of which
the court and its clerical proteges disapproved and
tried to suppress or control, remained widespread.
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Coffee-houses, for example, were a ubiquitous feature
of the country, particularly in the second Safawid century owing to the rapid urbanisation of such cities as
Isfahan in this period [see KAHWA]. These were
patronised by all classes of people, but especially by
such of the "lower" orders as artists, poets, tellers of
religious stories, scholars, musicians and $ufis. When
the court perceived its interests were threatened, it
enlisted the clergy to crack down on these and other
"popular" pastimes and activities. The "purge" of
939/1523 coincided with the "victory" of al-Karakl
over his opponents, for example (Rumlu, 113). In the
second Safawid century, as the economic hardships of
the mid-century encouraged the court to develop indigenous religious centres, the court capitalised on
clerical orthodoxy to check any coffee-house based
dissent and to focus popular attention on minority
merchants as prominent, subordinate, actors in the
country's economic life. cAbbas I feared the overtly
political nature of coffee-house conversations, and
assigned clerics to monitor activities in coffee-houses
and to preach sermons on Islamic law or lead prayers.
c
Abbas II's vizier Khalifa Sultan launched a widespread, if also temporary, suppression of certain
coffee-house excesses, wine-drinking and prostitution,
and a similarly shortlived effort to convert the country's Jews—like that undertaken by cAbbas I—and to
restrict certain activities of Armenian merchants
(Matthee, Coffee in Safavid Iran, esp. 26-30; idem, The
career of Muhammed Beg, 27-9; Al-e Dawud, Coffeehouse,
1-2; Babayan, The waning, 255-6).
Also problematic were Sufi influences rivalling the
paramountcy of the Safawid Sufi order and the
associated hegemonic position of the Usull clerical
establishment. These challenges frequently involved
elements of rural and urban tanka $ufism and became
especially ominous when linked with messianic
revivals among both rival and intra-Kizil-Bash tribal
movements. The various phases of the Nuktawiyya
[q.v.] "heresy" typified these connections and the
resultant Safawid concern, especially the Nuktawl
rebellion againstcAbbas I in 1002/1593, in which both
members of the Kizil-Bash confederation and disaffected urban elements were implicated (Babayan, op.
cit., 46-7; Amoretti, Religion, 644-6). The khurudj. of
Darwlsh Rida in 1040/1631 was particularly threatening for its messianic overtones and the support the latter engendered among some Safawid oymaks
(Babayan, op. cit., 103-4). The urbanisation trends of
the second Safawid century further encouraged the
rise of urban-based lower-class/" popular" Sufi
movements.
The Usull/Akhbari polemic intersected with the
broader concern with $ufi influence. Members of
each madhhab denounced Sufi orders and their
"heretical" practices, but imputing "low" Sufi
tendencies especially became a device of the lowerranking, or otherwise peripheralised, clerics with
which to assault the small number of court-supported
UsulT and moderate Akhbari clerics and their
associates. These were a small group, often conveniently related by ties of family and education, whose
interests in aspects of elite/"high" philosophical or
gnostic inquiry were as exclusivist and elitest in doctrine and practice as their jurisprudence. These
denunciations were especially frequent during the
second Safawid century, coinciding with court efforts
to combat such Sufi-oriented movements as the
Nuktawls and that of Darwlsh Rida, the still-strong
Sufi proclivities among the Kizil-Bash and the Sufi influence in the rapidly expanding urban centres, including e.g. Isfahan. Such criticism won sufficiently
widespread appeal to help force the resignation of

Shaykh Baha3i as Shaykh al-Islam in Isfahan. Baha^T's
student Mulla $adra ShirazI was likewise charged
with $ufT inclinations; Rahman (The philosophy of
Mulld Sadrd, 2-3) has suggested that $adra's disagreement with his teacher Mir Damad and his subsequent
repudiation of such concepts as wahdat al-wua^ud, as in
his Tarh al-kawnayn, can at least be partly explained as
the result of such attacks. Sadra's only Persianlanguage prose work, Sih ad, was a defence against
allegations of $ufT tendencies.
The interest of Fayd al-Kashanl—a student of
BahaDT, Mir Damad, and Sadra, and the latter's sonin-law—in Akhbarism was at least partly defensive,
stemming from a growing appreciation of the potential and real attacks against him for his court and
family connections and his own philosophical interests. In fact, Fayd accepted enough of UsulT
doctrine—arguing that the command of the shah was
sufficient justification for the performance of Friday
prayer, leading Friday prayer in Isfahan and ruling
that thefakth, based on al-niydba, ought to oversee the
collection and distribution of al-khums—to qualify him
as a mudjtahid-muhaddith; his philosophical proclivities
similarly tended to the "high", exclusive gnosticism
of his teachers. Sabzawan was also attacked for his
purported Sufi tendencies.
Later in the century, Muhammad Bakir alMadjlisI, another associate of the court and Shaykh alIsldm of the capital, was forced into a posthumous
defence of his father Muhammad Taki—like Fayd alKashani a mudjtahid-muhaddith with philosophical
tendencies—against charges that the former was a
Sufi. His own disclaimer of interest in and his censure
of Suflsm and philosophy, and also his work with
Twelver hadith, at least partly stemmed from concern
lest he be subjected to similar attacks from the same
quarters. Nevertheless, al-Madjlisf exhibited some interest in Islamic esoterica, and his essay on the Jews
SawdHk al-Yahud is a balanced, if stern, discussion of
the general duties enjoined on the ahl al-dhimma, in
which he stated that some prohibitions were without
legal foundation and in which he permitted Muslim
rulers a wide latitude in implementing any or all of
them.
If widespread approval for anti-UsulI polemics increased such "discretion" in Usull discourse, the
court's backing for its clerical supporters nevertheless
assured their dominance of key religious institutions,
and thus the material wherewithal to continue their
intellectual activity throughout the period. By later in
the Safawid period, the Persian centres of the faith
were on a par with, if they had not eclipsed, the clrakl
shrines, and developments in the Usull and Akhban
traditions in this period enabled the faith to weather
its disestablishment following the fall of the $afawid
house. Akhbaris fled to the clraki shrine cities at the
time of the Afghan invasion and were eventually
defeated as a force within the community by al-Wahid
al-Bihbaham (Cole, Shft clerics, esp. 15-23).
Crucial to and further cementing this Usull
triumph, however, was the Safawid-period articulation of concepts enhancing clerical authority within
the community. The final formalisation of the concept
of al-mudftahid al-mutlak, for example, facilitated further differentiation in the clerical hierarchy and the
subsequent evolution of such concepts as mardjac-i
taklid (the source of emulation) [q.v.], the rankings of
hudjdjat al-isldm [see HUDJDJA] and aydtulldh [q.v. in
Suppl.] and, eventually, the principle of government
by an expert in jurisprudence, or wildyat-i fakih. The
Usulfs' recovery of control over the Persian Shi*!
religious institution—the schools, shrines and
mosques—and Kadjar patronage of the faith, on the
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Safawid model, provided the clergy with resources to
maintain and eventually activate these concepts in
spite of, if not also as much because of, the hostility
of the various established political institutions and
their ubiquitous foreign backers.
II. Philosophy in the Safawid period

The written legacy of the practitioners of "high"
philosophical and rationalist religious discussion identifies them as members of the same tiny, scholarly
class who traditionally served and identified with the
agenda of the established political institution. The
conditional nature of court interest and support, the
inherent tendency to restrict the scope for inquiry permitted the untrained, and the extent to which the
scope and style of their inquiry was determined by the
preceding discourse, were thus as much features of
"high" philosophical inquiry as the "high" religious
one. As leading Usuli scholars, these philosophers also
participated in the teaching and training of future
generations of Sh^T philosophers, thus enhancing the
reputation of the Persian centres of education and
study as well as creating a new class of clerics whose
interests were linked with those of the political and
socio-economic elite.
That the careers and scholarly agenda of the
"high"/"elite" philosophers of the Safawid and
earlier periods were more similar than not, is evident
from examining figures who lived through both.
Djalal al-Dln Muhammad Dawani (830/1426908/1502-03 [q.v.]), for example, was based in Shlraz
and studied with students of al-Sharif al-Djurdjani (d.
816/1413 [q.v.]) and teachers of Ibn Hadjar alc
Askalani (d. 852/1449 [q.v.]). Dawanl enjoyed the
patronage of and served the region's pre-Safawid
political establishments, including the Timurid Abu
Sacld (d. 873/1469 [q.v.]) and the Ottoman sultan
Bayezid II (d. 918/1512 [q.v.]).
Although his philosophical contributions have yet
to receive detailed, comparative attention, DawanT
appears to have been primarily a reviver of aspects of
the Illuminationist tradition, while remaining loyal to
the rationalist aspects of Ibn Sina's thought (Rahman,
The philosophy of Mulla Sadrd, 9). Like Suhrawardl (d.
578/1191 [q.v., and see also ISHRAK and ISHRAKIYYUN]),
Dawanl maintained that existence had one reality and
no multiplicity. Like Naslr al-Dm al-TusI (d.
672/1274 [see AL-TUSI]), DawanT's cosmology involved the gradual unfolding of intellects, spheres,
elements, and kingdoms. The active intellect—which
he identified with the original essence of the
Prophet—bridges the gap between heaven and earth.
The revolutions of the spheres, by nature stationary
but changeable in quality, control the material world
and create new situations wherein the active intellect
engendered a new form to reflect itself in the mirror
of elemental matter. In this way, the intellect passes
through the various states of matter and finally appears in man in the form of acquired intellect, eventually re-acquiring its original form of unity of collective potential. This circular process he termed
harakat-i wadd^i. The motions in the process are in fact
the shadows of motion proceeding from God's desire
for self-manifestation; the mystics term this the
flashing of Self upon Self. In his metaphysical alZawra, Dawanl elevated mysticism above philosophy,
even as he asserted both had the same goal, because
mysticism benefitted from divine grace and so was
free from doubt and uncertainty and thus nearer to
prophethood.
At the same time, some of his works clearly reflect
his other role as a royal scribe, the career for which he
was probably as well, if not better, known at court.
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His works in this genre, written for royal benefactors,
included a description of a military review in Pars entitled ^Ard-ndma, and his contribution to the "mirror
for princes" genre Akhldk-i djaldli. Indeed, he also
dedicated to his royal patrons his Ishraki-style commentary Shawdkil al-nur on the Haydhal al-nur of
Suhrawardl.
Although later sources contend that he was a Sh^T
practising takiyya prior to the rise of Ismacfl, Dawam's
SunnI proclivities were unequivocal in his early
works. Even after the Safawid occupation of Tabriz,
he is said to have rejected Ismail's messianic claims.
The court functionary's traditional capacity for adjustment was evident, however, in Dawam's almost
perfunctorily Sh^T work Nur al-hiddya, probably composed as the Safawids approached Shlraz, where he
died before the city's capture. Dawam's student
Djamal al-Dln al-Astarabadl (d. 931/1524-5) was the
sixth Safawid sadr but, like his teacher, was more comfortable with philosophical disputes than the tenets of
the newly established faith (Newman, The myth, 75 n.
24).
Dawani clashed with his contemporary Sadr al-Dm
Muhammad DashtakI (d. 903/1498), another "high"
philosopher associated with both the Tlmurid and
Safawid courts, both in treatises and also in glosses on
works by al-Tusi and Suhrawardl. Sadr al-Dm's son
Ghiyath al-Dm Mansur (see also the preceding section) continued the anti-Dawanl polemic after the
death of the original protagonists. Although the
details are still poorly understood, the disagreement
involved points of debate well within the tradition of
Islamic "high" philosophy to date. Dawanl, like
Suhrawardl, argued e.g. that existence had but one,
single reality, where Ghiyath al-Dm argued there was
no existence at all.
Like Dawani and his own father, Ghiyath al-Dm
was as much a court protege and functionary as other
Shlrazi philosophers in the tradition of Kutb al-Dln
al-ShlrazI [q. v.; see also below, subsection III. ii],
himself a student of al-Tusi. Ghiyath al-Dln maintained good relations with Bayezld II, and served as
vizier to the Tlmurid Sultan Husayn Baykara (r. 874911/1469-1506 [q.v.]). Although for the Safawids the
religio-political proclivities of both Dashtakls were less
important than their status as court functionaries,
later Safawid and post-Safawid biographers claimed
that Sadr al-Dln Muhammad was the first openly
Shi^i member of the family. Shah Ismacll reportedly
called on Ghiyath al-Dm to undertake repairs to alTusT's observatory at Maragha [q.v.] (see also below,
subsection III. ii), and in 936/1529 Tahmasp appointed him co-sadr with al-HillT. Ghiyath al-Dln's
challenge to al-Karakl coincided with, if it did not
support, that of al-Hilli and certain tribal elements
(see above). At his dismissal, Ghiyath al-Dln returned
to Shlraz's Mansuriyya school.
Members of Nasr and Corbin's "Isfahan School of
Philosophy"—Shaykh Baha°I, Mir Damad, Mulla
Sadra, Fayd al-Kasham, Mir Findiriski (d. 1050/1640
[q.v. in Suppl.]) and cAbd al-Razzak al-Lahidji (d.
1072/1662 [q.v.])—the "high" philosophers of the
second Safawid century, were similarly close
associates of the court, but with clear-cut allegiance to
the basic tenets of UsulT ShlSsm. Like Ghiyath alDln, their fortunes varied with broader socio-religious
and political trends. Like him also, they served the
court also as scribes. However, spurred on by the interest of Nasr and Corbin, analysis has revealed they
advanced important contributions to Islamic philosophy.
Nasr and Corbin distinguished Mir Damad—
student of both Shaykh Baha5! and the latter's
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father—as the outstanding figure of Safawid-period
philosophy. Subsequent Persian evaluations have only echoed this assessment, according him such titles as
Sayyid al-hukamd* ("Master of the wise men"), Sayyid
al-faldsifa
("Master of the philosophers"), and
mu^allim-i thaldth ("the third teacher", after Aristotle
and al-Farabl [q.v. ]).
Mir Damad's contribution to Usuli doctrine and
practice has been noted. His philosophical accomplishment was to build on the interpretations of
SuhrawardI—whose notion of the principality of
essence (isdlat al-mdhiyyd) over existence (wudjud) he
accepted—and DawanI and to revive Ibn Slna's
metaphysics and transform it from a purely rational,
abstract system of thought into a spiritual reality
through the application of Ishraki principles within a
Shi*! framework. His preoccupation with issues of
time and the relation between the eternal (kidarri) and
the created (huduth) produced his most famous
philosophical contribution, the concept of huduth-i
dahri ("origination, or creation, in perpetuity"). The
latter
distinguished
three,
separate
and
distinguishable levels of being and postulated a middle
level (dahr) between the immutable world (sarmad) and
the changing world (zamdn), in which the two are
related and through which the eternal, unchanging
reality manifests itself in the world. Mir Damad's
merging of Avicennan philosophy with Suhrawardl's
illuminationism within a Shi*! construct informed the
thought of later Safawid-period philosophers, including that of his students Mulla Sadra, Mir
Damad's son-in-law Sayyid Ahmad cAlawT and Mulla
Shamsa GflanI (d. 1098/1686-7). The latter, especially, continued Mir Damad's efforts to harmonise
aspects of the contributions of Ibn Slna and
Suhrawardl.
Saclr al-Dln Muhammad ShlrazI was born ca.
980/1571 to an aristocratic ShlrazI family. In Isfahan
he studied the Twelver Shi*! religious sciences with
Shaykh BahaDI and the rationalist, philosophical
disciplines with Mir Damad, spent more than a
decade in Kahak near Kum, after which he was invited by cAbbas II to return to Shlraz to teach. He
spent the last thirty years of his life teaching at the
city's Khan school—built for him by AllahwardI
Khan, the governor of Fars—during which time he
completed many of his best-known works.
Sadra's thought built on that of Mir Damad in
order to integrate Ibn Slna's thought with Ishraki interpretations through a Twelver Shi*! framework. Initially, Sadra agreed with Mir Damad and Suhrawardl on the principality of essence, while existence was
an unreal mental, phenomonological derivative.
Eventually, however, as he made clear in his magnum
opus al-Asfdr al-arbaQa, written when he was nearly sixty, he agreed with Ibn Slna's understanding of the
principality of existence (isdlat al-wu&ud) over essence,
even as he accepted the notion that existence, while a
single reality (thus following DawanI and Mir
Damad), manifested itself luminously in different
degrees and stages (Rahman, The philosophy, 1-3;
Nasr, Three Muslim sages, 67).
$adra also came to reject Mir Damad's huduth-i
dahri, on the grounds that the objects which become
manifest in the dahri level of existence are but individual forms and do not represent species as did
Platonic forms. In this, he accepted aspects of
Suhrawardl's doctrine of Lord of the Species
(Rahman, ibid., 47-8).
$adra's debt to Suhrawardl also manifested itself in
his adherence to the notion of "trans-substantial motion" (al-haraka al-djawhariyya). Ibn Slna had rejected

this concept and denied the reality of "Platonic
ideas". As Sadra held that a single reality revealed
itself in varying degrees and stages and upheld the notion of Platonic ideas of archetypes of things which
became manifest in the world, al-haraka al-djawhariyya
became the means by which the substance of these
changed and evolved to a stage where they achieved
immutability. Likewise, man himself can achieve this
state. Indeed, for Sadra the goal of hikma is precisely
the realisation of this status. Thus trans-substantial
motion is for Sadra both a point of metaphysics and
of natural philosophy.
Sadra's doctrines also included many of the basic
principles of gnosis as formulated by Ibn al-cArabI
[q. v. ], as §adra understood the necessity for a relationship between mystical experience and logical thinking. In harmonising philosophy and gnosis, Mulla
$adra was building on the work of Islamic thinkers
from the 6th/12th to the 10th/16th century, including
Kutb al-Dln ShlrazI, al-Djurdjanl, Haydar Amull,
Radjab BursI, Ibn Turka Isfahanl, Ibn Abl Djumhur
Ahsa3! [q.v. in Suppl.] and Mir Damad himself. However, unlike some of these earlier scholars, Sadra
grounded his reconciliation of these two traditions of
inquiry firmly in the revelation of Twelver ShlSsm.
Of note is the fact that Sadra composed nearly all
of his works in Arabic, reflecting the fact that his intended audience was based in the exceedingly tiny
class of highly sophisticated, mainly religious thinkers
of the time. In his own time, the influence of Sadra's
thought was quite limited, though links to Akhbarl
and Shaykhl thought have been suggested (Morris,
The wisdom, 49). In the Kadjar period, Sadra's contributions were re-activated by Mulla Hadl Sabzawarl
(d. 1295/1878 or 1298/1880-1 [q.v.]).
Sadra's students included his son-in-law Fayd alKashanl and al-LahidjI, another son-in-law, who
himself taught Muhammad b. Sacld Kumml, Kagll
Sacld Kumml (d. 1103/1691). In addition to being a
judge, Kumml was also a physician and a gnostic,
even as he, like the earlier generation of Isfahan
School members, worked solidly within the
framework of Twelver Sh^ism. Indeed, as summarised by Corbin, at the hands of Mir Damad, Sadra and
Kacll Sacld Kumml "Ishraki Avicennism became the
ShlSte philosophy" (Creative imagination, 23).
It has been suggested that Mir FindiriskI was also
a student of Mulla §adra. Mir FindiriskI was a prominent figure both at court and among such of his contemporaries as Mir Damad and Shaykh BahaDI, involved himself in some Sufi practices, lived a simple,
ascetic lifestyle, travelled to India several times and
was familiar with aspects of Hinduism as well as with
such of the occult sciences as alchemy. If he studied
with $adra, his own "high" gnostic interests
manifested themselves in a closer affiliation with Ibn
Slna and included a denial of Sadra's notion of transsubstantial motion. Among his students were Mulla
Rafi c aGHanI(d. 1082/1671-2), the Usuli jurisprudent
Muhammed Bakir Sabzawarl (see the preceding section), the jurisprudent and philosopher Agha Husayn
Khwansarl (d. 1080/1669-70), and Radjab CA1I
Tabrlzl (d. 1080/1669-70). The latter, also an opponent of trans-substantial motion, taught Kadi Sacld
Kumml.
The prolonged attack against the "high"
scholasticism practised by these philosophers and likeminded religious scholars in the second $afawid century is discussed in the preceding section.
III. Science and society in the Safawid period

As the patrons and practitioners of "high" philoso-
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phy and "high" religious discourse were drawn from
the court and its small, learned coterie, so the legacy
of Safawid-period science, broadly construed, is initially understood with reference to the careers and
contributions of those literate few who enjoyed the
backing of both the central and provincial courts. Indeed, some of the small number of masters of "high"
religious and philosophical inquiry attained proficiency in certain scientific disciplines. Evidence of
"popular" theories and practices is available, however, especially, for example, in medicine.
i. Medicine in the Sajawid period

That Persian society as a whole was aware of and
affected by issues of illness and wellness is amply attested. The court chronicles report plague (ta^un
[q.v.]) in Ardabll in 981/1573 (Kumml, i, 587),
plague and cholera (wabd^) in Tabriz in 988/1580
(ibid., ii, 713), plague in Kum and Khurasan the next
year (ibid., ii, 723), plague and cholera in Kazwln in
1001/1592-3 (Munshi, ii, 631-2), and plague in
Adharbaydjan and then Kazwin in 1033/1623-4 (ibid.,
ii, 1243). In 1095/1684 cholera struck Rasht and
spread to Ardabll the following year. In 1097/1686
cholera also struck Tabriz and Mazandaran
(Khatunabadl, 538).
The court and its associates were themselves directly affected by illness in this period. Ismacll died in
930/1524 from an illness which "skilful physicians"
could not cure (Kumml, i, 153). Tahmasp fell ill in
967/1559 for two months (Khatunabadl, 481). Again,
in 982/1574 he fell ill from a "burning fever" (tab-i
muharrak), an event leading to afitna at court (Kumml,
i, 588). He was cured, but died of another illness two
years later; in that instance one attending physician
was executed for his treasonously unsuccessful efforts
(ibid., i, 600). Muhammad Khudabanda had an eye
problem which Elgood put down to "corneal opacity"
due to an attempt to blind him in his youth (Elgood,
61). cAbbas I fell ill on numerous occasions, from
fever during a visit to Mashhad in 1008/1599-1600
(Munshi, ii, 783), in 1029/1619-20 from an illness
which affected many at court (ibid., ii, 1176), and
again in 1037/1628 from a fever which eventually
killed him (ibid., ii, 1297-8). Illness felled c Abbas II.
Of the court literati, some of whose names have
been mentioned above, Ghiyath al-Dln Mansur
Dashtaki had such a fear of syphilis (dtishak) that he
refused to shake hands (Kumml, i, 296-7; Elgood,
24). The 1001/1592-3 plague and cholera which
struck Kazwln killed Husayn al-Karakl al-cAmilT,
who had served as Ardabll *s Shaykh al-Isldm and was
grandson of CA1I al-Karakl (MunshT, ii, 631-2). Mir
Damad was afflicted with scabies (dj_arab), and then
"hectic fever" (hummd-yi dikk) (Elgood, 40). This is
not to mention the numerous instances of dysentery
(which struck Muhammad Khudabanda in his last
days), smallpox, strokes and fevers, and unnamed illnesses which afflicted and killed those favoured by the
court chroniclers.
The different medical theories and practices to
which the court and its associates subscribed reveal
the availability in society both of the traditional components of Islamic medicine—Galenic/humoural
theory, prophetic medicine, and folk medicine and
magic (Dols; Tibb al-a^imma, vii-xxiii; Savage-Smith,
Islamic medicine)—and other explanations of illness and
wellness.
Many of the individual medical practitioners and
medical families best-known in the contemporary and
later sources were among the small number of
associates of the central and provincial courts, and
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most were adherents of Galenic [see DJALINUS]
medicine. The early Safawid-period physician BahaD
al-Dawla (d. ca. 912/1507), like Ghiyath al-Dln
Dashtaki, served the Timurid Husayn Baykara.
Mascud b. Mahmud Kashi (d. 946/1539), "the Galen
of the time", was physician to Tahmasp (Rumlu,
134; Kumml, i, 293). His medical "dynasty" included his two sons clmad al-Dln and Kamal al-Dln Husayn (d. 953/1546), the son of the latter, Nur al-Dln
(d. 970/1562), who also served Tahmasp, and the son
of the former, Muhammad Bakir, who served c Abbas
I and wrote a well-known essay on ophthalmology.
Both Shaykh BahaDT and Mir Damad studied under
and taught several court physicians. Baha'I, for example, taught Kadi b. Kashif al-Dln Hamawl (see also
below, subsection ii), who had also studied with clmad
al-Dln and later sought and received a ruling from
Baha°i to administer wine to Mir Damad for his
scabies and hectic fever, a cure which was successful.
He wrote an essay on this point for cAbbas I, and another treatise for cAbbas II. Hamawi's father had
come from Yazd to serve cAbbas I as a physician, and
his son, also a physician, later emigrated to India. The
surgeon Hakim Muhammad enjoyed the patronage of
Shah SafT. Muhammad Bakir CA1I Khan, author of a
works on cardiac drugs, fevers and gynaecology,
served Shah Sulayman and Sultan Husayn. Mir
Muhammad Zaman wrote the famous pharmocopoeia
Tuhfat al-mu^minin for Sulayman; his father had also
served the court. Kadi Sacid Kumml (on whom see
the preceding section) was also a physician (for a list
of court-connected physicians, see Munshi, i, 263-6).
The medical writers in this tradition were familiar
with the great medical compendia of the Islamic
Galenic medical tradition, including those of al-RazT,
Ibn Sina, al-Djurdjani, and the late 8th/14th ShirazT
medical writer Mansur b. Muhammad, called Ibn IIyas, but are perhaps better known for separate
monographs on specific, practical medical issues,
many of which were written for their royal patrons.
Baha3 al-Dawla's magnum opus Khuldsat al-tadjarib was
arranged like al-Razi's al-Hdwi. clmad al-Dln composed a general medical work in the style of the older
books, but also an essay on the china root (cub-i
cmi)—this being acknowledged as a universal cure,
and which clmad stated cured infertility, opium addiction, baldness, rheumatism and haemorrhoids—
and one on the bezoar stone. His essay on syphilis is
said to have caused Ghiyath al-Dln Dashtaki's fear of
the illness (Elgood, 52-3, 24). In addition to his essay
on alcohol, Hamawl also wrote an essay on the china
root, tea and coffee for cAbbas II (Elgood, 39-40).
Muhammad Bakir b. c lmad al-Dln wrote an essay for
c
Abbas I on ophthalmology during the later's Tabriz
campaign; in fact, probably owing to the circumstances of its composition, it also covers wounds,
ulcers and syphilis (Elgood, 69). Hakim Muhammad's work on surgery was dedicated to Shah SafT,
and included chapters on pre- and post-operative procedures. This work suggests that most surgery was for
accidents and wounds; the few operations of choice included castration and circumcision. The author
devoted several pages to descriptions of surgical instruments, and a section to anaesthetics (Elgood, s.v.,
and esp. 153-4). A large number of pharmacopoeias
[see AKRABADHIN] were written in this period, including the Tibb-i shifa^i of Muzaffar b. Muhammad
al-Husaynl al-Shifa3! (d. 974/1556), the basis for the
French work of 1681, the Pharmacopoeia persica of
Father Angelus (Elgood, 33-4).
Although belonging to the Galenic tradition, these
writers were not themselves unobservant or uncritical.
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Elgood, himself a practising physician, credited Baha3
al-Dawla with the first accounts of whooping cough
decades before the European account (Elgood, 27980, xiv). He also commended Baha°'s awareness of
raised blood pressure during pregnancy (270-1). The
surgeon Hakim Muhammad stressed the necessity of
cleaning surgical knives between uses, perhaps, so
Elgood suggested, having observed the problem of implanting diseased cells from one patient to another
(160). Hakim Muhammad also noted the tendency for
cancer of the breast to reappear elsewhere in the body
after a mastectomy (ibid., 188, 231).
Indeed, women's illnesses and matters of pregnancy and fertility were frequently addressed in both
medical textbooks and monographs. The latter included the essay of Murtacja Kull Khan b. Hasan
Shamlu—not a medical practitioner at all, but onetime civil governor of Kum—dedicated to Shah
Sulayman and titled Khirka-yi khdnum dar cilm-i tibb
(''Women's rags on the science of medicine"), and
that of Shah Sultan Husayn's court physician, Mir^dt
al-djamdl ("Mirror of beauty"). Such writings, some
of whose material derived from earlier medical and
religious writings, covered such matters as birth control and abortion, morning sickness, breast feeding
and early childhood illnesses.
Given the occasional, spectacular lack of success of
these court physicians with their most important
patient/patron, and probably also due to the shahs'
tribal backgrounds, the court was also sympathetic to
non-Galenic theories and practices.
Prophetic medicine was also a source of medical
understanding. Among the Sh^a, in particular, there
was a tradition of medicine based on the hadith of the
Imams and thus amenable to easy memorisation. As
early as the 3rd/9th century collection Tibb al-a^imma,
this Shi^I medical tradition included elements of the
Galenic tradition, but also cited the Imams' advice on
preventive medicine, abstention from certain foods,
cupping and cauterisation, the use of particular blends
of herbs and spices, and statements involving
"magic" and warnings about and prayers to counter
the evil eye (Tibb al-a^imma, Preface). In his
anatomical treatise Ibn Ilyas, although not a Sh^I, accorded equal weight to the prophetic and Galenic
medical traditions. In the Safawid period, CA1I Afdal
Katic included citations from earlier prophetic traditions in his Kardbidin (Elgood, 36-8). Muhammad
Bakir al-MadjlisI devoted a portion of his Bihar alanwdr to medicine, including a Galenic-style discussion of human anatomy followed by chapters of
medical statements credited to the Imams drawn from
such early sources as Tibb al-a^imma. As al-MadjlisI's
compilation was the product of the Usuli/court effort
to promulgate its vision of orthodoxy throughout
Safawid territory, however, the inclusion of a medical
section also suggests an effort to challenge less
orthodox—perhaps especially, for example, Sunnlbased, or radical Akhbarl—prophetic medical
traditions.
Evidence of other sources of medical theories and
customs of the semi-literate and especially the illiterate classes (the bulk of the population in $afawid
Persia) can also be inferred. Pre-$afawid medical texts
often included citations of Persian-language medical
verses on a variety of subjects. The anatomical
treatise of Ibn Ilyas, Tashnh-i Mansuri, cited verse
often using the formal Arabic anatomical terminology
similar to the medical verse of Ibn Sina, already
available in Persian. In style, however, Ibn Ilyas's
citations resemble the little-known Persian verse of the
3rd/9th century Persian physician Hakim May sari

(Ddnish-ndma dar cilm-i pazishki, ed. B. Zandjam,
Tehran 1344 ££.71987). The scanning and rhyming
schemes of such verse facilitated its memorisation,
and might have been especially useful for the semiliterate practitioners with whom the bulk of the
population was most likely to come into contact.
$afawid-period medical writers continued this
tradition. In the early 10th/16th century, Yusuf b.
Muhammad of Harat composed several works of
medical verse, including a versified discussion of illnesses which an individual far from any doctor might
have to treat himself. CA1I Afclal Katic, author of the
pharmacopoeia Kardbidin, quoted some medical verse
(Elgood, 18, 113-15, 117). Ibn Ilyas's anatomy, with
its medical verse, was also much copied in this period.
Other traditions of medical explanation were also
available. Celestial events, including the appearance
of a fiery comet in 1027/1617-18, for example, were
blamed for subsequent wars and uprisings in Europe
and the Ottoman empire, widespread pestilence in
Gflan and Mazandaran (predicted by astrologers after
the comet's appearance), an earthquake in Khurasan
in 1028/1618-19, the death of many commoners and
nobles, and, together with the terrible heat of Mazandaran, predicted by the same astrologers, the illness of
c
Abbas himself the next year (Munshi, ii, 1162-8,
1176). Shaykh Baha'I's death in 1030/1620-1 came
after hearing a voice during prayers at the tomb of
Baba Rukn al-Dln Isfahan!. After this incident he
"prepared himself for death"; as he predicted, three
months later he fell ill and died (Munshi, ii, 1189-90).
Aware of their own limitations and of the challenges
of other traditions, the court-based medical practitioners did practice some medical pluralism. Baha° alDawla prescribed certain incantations in the case of
plague, and magic before surgery in the case of certain
instances of the urethra being blocked (Elgood, 173-4,
179). Hakim Muhammad, although generally
disavowing all sorts of magic, charms, and the evil
eye, noted certain bone fractures required divine intervention (Elgood, xvi). The court's interest in
astrology is also clear, as recounted above. Indeed,
sometimes rulers consulted its practitioners about the
suggestions of the Galenic practitioners (Minorsky,
57-8, 128).
The court was keenly aware of the importance of
public welfare generally to the stability of the broader
socio-political fabric. In response to the 910/1505
famine and inflation, for example, Ismacll ordered the
sale of grain, and eventually also the execution of the
responsible official owing to his poor response to the
crisis (Rumlu, 36). cAbbas I, following an earthquake
that struck Shlrwan [q. v. ] while he and his party were
in the region, ordered court phlebotomists to bleed the
injured after which, it was reported, they "revived a
little" (Munshi, i, 928-9).
The court also took practical measures to secure the
flow and quality control of health services in particular. In the second Safawid century, "physicians,
including druggists and perfume-sellers (^attdrari)"—
probably including such individuals as the opium
seller, the seller of henna, and the seller of musk and
perfume, and perhaps the surgeon (djarrdh), the stitcher (bakhya-duz) (Keyvani, 263-4) and perhaps also
the eye specialist (kahhdf) (Elgood, 56, 63)—comprised
one of the thirty-three main guilds in Isfahan, each of
which would have been headed by a bdshi (Keyvani,
49-50). Some of these professions apparently had welldefined ranks: the surgeon rank comprised the master
surgeon (ustdd), the bone-setter (mudjabbir), and the
barber (salmdm) who, however, was considered of
lower-status and did not have a shop in the bazaar
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(Elgood, 56, 140-1, 145-6; Keyvani, 50-3). The
barber could perform cupping as well as bleeding, and
circumcision, which could also be done by a mulld or
kadi. The richer the patient the more likely a professional was employed e.g. the master surgeon, for such
tasks (Elgood, 126-8, 140, 146).
The court's purpose in maintaining an administrative apparatus for the guilds was both to
maintain quality control and to organise these crafts
for its own use. The court met its needs from the
bazaar where some of these practitioners maintained
stalls (Keyvani, 63-4, 240). To insure immediate access, however, the court also maintained sections
within the royal workshops for such groups as "druggists and perfumers" (tyfdr khdna) (Keyvani, 169-70;
Minorsky, 100, 128) and, when on the move, maintained its own band of phlebotomists. The shah's
private barber (khdssa-tardsji) oversaw such groups as
bloodletters (fassdddn) and circumcisers (khatna-kdrdn)
(Elgood, 143; Keyvani, 55-6). Some of these bazaarbased practitioners were probably among those who
gravitated toward the growing urban-based SufT
orders of the day (Keyvani, 205-11).
The Safawids were more interested in and exercised
greater control over guilds than had Tlmurids
(Keyvani, 63). Indeed, sometime in the llth/17th
century, the court established the post of Hakim-bdshi
("chief doctor"), combining the position of the shah's
personal physician—in which he was assisted by the
^Attdr-bdshi (lchief pharmacist")—with the position of
chief of the entire profession. He also designated a
physician for any member of the court requesting one
(Minorsky, 57, 128).
Such earlier medical writers as al-Djurdjanl spoke
with respect of the importance and role of midwives
(Elgood, 205-7, 219-20, 227-8, 266-7, 281). Keyvani
(177) noted the preponderance of Jews among
Isfahan's midwives. He also cited the presence of
Jewish druggists and observed that the Armenian
community possessed an apparently parallel system of
craft guilds, including medical practitioners (180-1).
The court also realised the importance of providing
for the basic needs of the poorest urban elements, less
able to afford access to the bazaar, especially during
times of famine or economic crises. European visitors
and Persian sources mention hospitals in such cities as
Isfahan (Munshl, ii, 1295; Elgood, 29), Tabriz
(where Chardin saw three, Elgood, 29), Ardabll
(again seen by Chardin, Elgood, 29), KazwTn (ibid.},
and Yazd (ibid.), and the shrine at Mashhad (ibid.).
The travellers' descriptions suggest, however, that
some of these were either, or as much, a food distribution centre or else sharbat-khdna (dispensary), the latter
like that headed by Hakim Yar C AH Tihrani, and used
especially to treat the poor and indigent, during the
reign of Tahmasp (Munshl, i, 265; Elgood, 32, Kumml, i, 605 n. 16).
The Safawid elite also maintained the traditional
interest in aspects of veterinary sciences, horses and
falcons in particular, and the literati responded to this
interest. Muslih al-Dm Larl (d. 980/1571), a student
of Ghiyath al-Dln DashtakI and later minister at the
court in India of Humayun (d. 963/1556) and then
guest of the Ottoman sultan Sellm II (d. 982/1574),
composed an essay on baytart(the veterinary sciences).
The noted court-associate and mudjtahid-muhaddith
jurisprudent Fayd al-Kashanl was among those who
authored essays on horses, for example, his being entitled Wasf al-khayl (Rumlu, 197; Kumml, 580;
Sadjdjadl, Dam-pazishki).
ii. Astronomy and associated sciences
The concern of the court, and indeed that of several
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segments of Persian society, with the divinatory
sciences has already been noted. This interest
manifested itself in support for "orthodox" and "less
orthodox" practices and individuals.
Like their predecessors, the Safawids paid the
customary attention to Ci7m al-hay^a [q.v.} or
astronomy. The chief practitioners upon whom they
called were drawn from the same small circle of
scholars/court functionaries. Thus Ismacil I summoned Ghiyath al-DIn DashtakI from Shlraz to undertake
repairs to the observatory at Maragha founded by
Nasir al-DIn al-TusI. The project, part of an extended
effort to compile a set of star tables along the lines
completed under earlier rulers, was envisioned as requiring a period of thirty years of observation, and so
was abandoned, probably as a result of the same
politico-military pressures which prompted the issuance of the firman to al-Karakl. DashtakI also wrote
an essay al-Safirfi Cz7m al-hay^a ("The ambassador on
the science of astronomy"), in which he both introduced and criticised aspects of Ptolemaic astronomy,
including that practised by al-TusI (in particular,
features of al-TusI's famous "Couple") and Kutb alDln ShlrazI, and referred to two other, still unlocated,
studies of his own on the "reform" of this school of
astronomy (Rumlu, 303-4; Kumml, i, 296; Newman,
Dashtaki, Ghiyath al-Din; Saliba, 93-4). Indeed, the
nominal reason for his clash with al-Karakl was
disagreement with the latter's calculations of the
direction of the kibla [q.v.] in mosques throughout
Safawid territory. Later scholars opposed to alKaraki's association with the court, including Shaykh
Zayn al-DIn and al-Husayn b. cAbd al-Samad, expressed their disapproval of that association by refusing to pray in the directions of the kibla specified
by al-Karakl (Newman, The myth, 99-101, 105).
Tahmasp envisioned construction of an observatory at
Isfahan as part of an effort to compile observational
records (z«$), but this project also never developed
(Winter, 588).
Numerous astronomical manuals were written in
this period. In the next century, for example, the
jurisprudent/philosopher Shaykh Baha3! contributed
to this tradition with his Tashrih al-afldk. Not surprisingly, opposition to Baha°I also manifested itself in
this arena as well. Tashrih al-afldk contained a vigorous
defence of the science of astronomy itself (Saliba, 956), suggesting that the forces conspiring against him
as a representative of the court-supported traditions of
Usull jurisprudence and "high" philosophical inquiry
linked these with other "high" scientific disciplines.
Indeed, his al-Habl al-matin, completed^. 1007/1597,
was at least partly written as a defence of astronomy
generally, but also specifically of al-Karakl's kibla
ruling of the previous century, to the point that Baha3!
downplayed his own father's criticisms of al-Karakl's
calculations (Newman, Towards a reconsideration,
180-5).
A contemporary commentator on BahaYs Tashrih
al-afldk, Muhammad Sadr al-DIn al-Husaynl, also addressed issues in Ptolemaic astronomy and their solutions (Saliba, 97-8). Baha'I's student Kadi b. Kashif
al-DIn Hamawl (see above, subsection i), a physician,
also wrote an astronomical handbook (Winter, 592).
The court and its associates were also active patrons
of makers of astrolabes [see ASTURLAB] and celestial
globes. The traveller Chardin gave a detailed description of astrolabe construction in this period (Winter,
596-9; Savage-Smith, Islamicate celestial globes, 45-9,
74, 80). An early modern European celestial map
brought to Safawid Persia by Chardin's contemporary J.-B. Tavernier was probably the basis for
astrolabe plates produced in Yazd which incorporated
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the latest European discoveries; the subsequent influence of these plates appears to have been negligible,
however (Savage-Smith, Celestial mapping, 65-8).
Shaykh Baha°I, again, dedicated a short essay on the
astrolabe to a minister of cAbbas I (Winter, 592).
Divinatory methods considered less orthodox today
also appear to have enjoyed official support. Djalal alDln Muhammad b. cAbd Allah Yazdl, author of the
court chronicle Tdrikh-i cAbbdst and chief astronomer
to cAbbas I, also composed an essay on raml (geomancy) for Khan Ahmad al-Husayni, ruler of Gflan.
Related to the work in the astronomical sciences
was that done in Cz7ra al-hisdb [q.v.] or mathematics.
Not surprisingly, perhaps, such close associates of the
court as Shaykh Baha°I were among those who composed essays in this field.
iii. Military technology
Patterns of developments in military technology are
similarly explicable in relation to the larger Persian
social formation and the Safawid politico-military
achievement itself.
Firearms were available and used in Persia from the
9th/15th century and cannon were used by the
Safawid armies in their sieges of Anatolian cities of the
Ottoman empire. The Safawid interest in the new
technology was spurred on by the Caldiran defeat in
920/1514. $afawid shahs received both firearms and
cannon from the Tsars and requested both of these
from Tuscany and the Pope. cAbbas I received arquebuses from Russia, Venice and England, the latter
after the East Indian Company established relations
with the court (Matthee, Firearms). There are frequent
references to musketeers (tufangas) and artillery (tupkhdna) in the late Safawid administrative manual
Tadhkirat al-muluk, and one of the 33 main guilds of
Isfahan was that of "armourers", comprising makers
of bows and arrows as well as makers of rifle stocks,
rifles and gunpowder (Keyvani, 50).
Nevertheless, muskets and arquebuses, cannon and
siege artillery, never achieved widespread use in
Safawid armies. The mounted warriors of these armies spurned use of the former, "clumsy, cumbersome, and quite ineffective", noisy form of weaponry,
the more so as the Safawid infantry, the main
employer of these weapons, was recruited from the
peasantry and the poorer, probably urban, classes.
Even the new ghuldm [q. v. ] corps, ostensibly introduced to undercut the power and prestige of the KizilBash forces, under-utilised these weapons, by contrast
with such similar formations as the Ottoman Jannisaries, and a similar Russian contingent, who were
trained in and equipped with the latest technology
(Matthee, op. cit.).
Especially in comparison with Persia's Ottoman
and Mughal neighbours, the general lack of wheeled
transport and the Persian physical environment—e.g.
the lack of navigable waterways—hindered the widespread incorporation of heavy field and siege artillery,
although it was clearly available. The mining of ingredients crucial for the production of canon and
gunpowder—sulphur, saltpetre, charcoal and such
metals as iron, copper and tin—was extremely difficult in this period. Heavy artillery also was of little
use to Persian military strategy, which was based on
the ambush and a scorched earth policy and not on
open confrontation with the enemy (ibid.).
Siege artillery was little used by the Safawid armies
for a variety of reasons. In this period, rulers left
many cities unwalled or did not maintain city walls,
devoting attention instead to the citadels within the
cities. The extension of Safawid power kept Persia's

cities safe from internal threats and protected the interior ones from external threats. Moreover, the continued importance of the Kizil-Bash in Persian society
ensured that non-urbanised regions, the steppes in
particular, were the subject of comparably greater attention.
Finally, the Safawids' main enemies on the north
and east, particularly the Ozbegs, Afghans and Baltic",
utilised firearms less than the Safawids themselves,
thus providing little impetus for the Safawids to
change their military tactics. Unwieldy artillery was of
little use in battles involving mounted cavalry. The
Baltic and Afghan advance into Safawid territory,
culminating in the capture of Isfahan in 1135/1722,
was accomplished mainly without firearms. It was
starvation which finally forced the city's surrender to
the invaders, and not the few mounted guns which did
appear there (Matthee, Firearms; and see further on
the whole topic, BARUD. v. The Safawids).
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(AJ. NEWMAN)
V. Arts and a r c h i t e c t u r e .
The period of more than two centuries (9071145/1501-1732) from the advent of Shah Ismacil I to
the demise of the last Safawid rulers is marked by
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significant changes in Persian patronage, taste, and
aesthetics and by the powerful role of political and
religious ideology in shaping the arts. While royal
patrons, like Tahmasp I and cAbbas I, who had long
reigns in which to imprint their strong personal tastes
on the arts, exerted great influence, there is abundant
evidence documenting the increasing importance of
sub-royal patronage and non-aristocratic patronage of
the arts. As always, family ties were important in landing commissions and appointments at court, and intermarriage among artists' families was extensive: the
10th/16th-century calligrapher Muhibb CA1T, for instance, was the son of the royal scribe Rustam CAH
and the grand-nephew of Bihzad [q. v. ] and the cousin
of the notable painter Muzaffar CA1T. Signed or
reliably ascribed works of art and architecture became
far more plentiful than in earlier times, as did overt
displays of connoisseurship and proud references to
impressive collections of precious books, not only illustrated manuscripts but also sumptuous albums
(murakka^ [q-V-}) that included fragments of larger
works, admired single-page calligraphies, paintings,
and drawings, and occasional examples of the work of
foreign artists: around 977/1570 prince Ibrahim
assembled an album of paintings and drawings by
Bihzad and several albums of calligraphies by Mir
C
A1T Harawi that were as much esteemed as a great illustrated manuscript. These changes imply a more
pronounced artistic self-consciousmess and worldly
appreciation of the arts than in Il-Khanid or Tlmurid
Persia, as do the numerous lengthy accounts of the
arts written by individuals like the painters Dust
Muhammad and SadikI Bek, the calligrapher Sultan
C
A1I, and the art-loving officials Iskandar Munshi and
Kadi Ahmad. The latter writer takes special paints to
establish a particularly Safawid theoretical base for
the visual arts that gives equal weight and propriety to
painting and calligraphy: thus CA1I b. Abi Talib is
credited with being the master of the two kalams, the
reed of the scribe and the brush of the painter, so that
C
A1I, as the first Muslim painter, ranks in importance
with the renowned Mam, the legendary pre-Islamic
Iranian painter. The centrality of CA1T is likewise evident in the earliest buildings constructed under
Safawid patronage and pervades the finest architectural inscriptions in Isfahan a century later: the state
ideology that separated Sru^T Persia from rival Sunn!
Ottoman, Uzbek and Mughal domains pervades its
arts. A profitable art trade brought European prints
and printed books to Persia and took the work of some
Safawid painters to wealthy patrons in India, while
Persian ceramics were purchased by European merchants for sale at home. The European presence in
Safawid Persia included not only diplomats, merchants, travellers and missionaries but also artists,
and western European influence and an increasingly
strong sense of naturalism are notable in the pictorial
arts in the last century of Safawid rule.
Ismd^il I. Adherence to CA1T and mystical ShiSsm,
early evident in the poetry of Shah IsmacH, distinguished the regime from its western, northern, and
eastern Sunni neighbours and rivals and affected content and context of the visual arts. Architecture under
this first Safawid shah is little known: the two principal monuments are the 928-9/1521-2 Masdjid-i CA1T
and the 918/1513 tomb of Harun-i Wilayat, both in
Isfahan's bazaar area and both reflecting in their
names the strident adherence to CA1I characteristic of
Isma c H's reign. The tomb is justly celebrated for its
portal, decorated in faience mosaic closer in style to
the ornamentation of 9th/15th century Turcoman architecture of western Persia than to that of the
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Timurid east. Ismail's exposure to Turcoman styles
is also evident in a painting attributed to the painter
Sultan Muhammad, Sleeping Rustam defended from a lion
by his horse.Rakhsh (reproduced in S.C. Welch, A King's
Book of Kings, fig. 10), that most probably belonged to
a Shdh-ndma begun and never completed for the first
Safawid ruler. The heir apparent, Tahmasp Mlrza,
appointed governor of Harat in 922/1516, returned to
Tabriz in 928/1522 at the age of nine, accompanied
by the pre-eminent Timurid painter, Bihzad, who was
promptly appointed head of the royal kitdb-khdna
(library and workshop). The convergence of the Turcoman and Timurid artistic traditions during the first
half of the 10th/16th century is the essential element
in the development of mature Safawid court styles in
architecture and the arts.
Tahmasp I. Too young to rule effectively in
930/1524, the young shah turned his attention to the
arts of the precious book and initiated the production
of the greatest Shdh-ndma in Persian history. The Shah
Tahmasp Shdh-ndma was a sumptuous creation, with
258 paintings, superb calligraphy and stunning illumination. The collaborative endeavour of dozens of
different artists, it was successively underjhe direction of some Persia's foremost talents, like Aka MIrak
and Sultan Muhammad, and its paintings delineate
the evolution of Safawid court style of Turcoman and
Timurid modes. Containing no colophon giving
either the date of completion or the name of the scribe
or scribes, the book occupied the talents of the royal
atelier for some twenty years, and was complete when
Dust Muhammad wrote his Account of past and present
painters in 953/1546. As one of the important contributors to the Shdh-ndma, this painter, calligrapher,
and chronicler of the arts knew it well and specifically
singled out for great praise the painting of The court of
Gayumarth by Sultan Muhammad (reproduced in
Welch, op. cit., 89). Other great projects of the shah's
patronage include the 946-50/1539-43 Khamsa of
NizamI now in the British Library. In keeping with
the Timurid princely tradition, the shah's brothers
Bahram and Sam were also keenly interested in this
most exclusive of court arts. The depiction of murals
in illustrations of architectural interiors, as well as
some surviving examples in extant buildings, indicate
that wall painting was also an important activity for
painters, and this tradition continued for the rest of
the Safawid era. In 955/1548 the shah removed the
seat of government from Tabriz to Kazwln. He came
increasingly to favour orthodoxy, and his passion for
the arts of the secular book waned, though a 959/1552
Kurgan, almost certainly created for Tahmasp, indicates that calligraphers and illuminators of the
highest ability were still employed in the royal kitdbkhdna (reproduced in T. Falk (ed.), Treasures of Islam,
100-1). Many of his artists left the court in search of
other patronage: some went to work for princes in
provincial posts, like the shah's gifted nephew
Ibrahim (the patron of the great 963-72/1556-65 Haft
awrang of DjamI now in the Freer Gallery), while
others, like Mir Sayyid CA1I, moved further east to
Mughal India, where they were instrumental in shaping classic Mughal court painting.
(
-Abbas I. Following a decade of instability after
Tahmasp I's death in 1576, cAbbas I brought great
energy to his 42-year reign. Like his predecessors, he
initiated a great Shdh-ndma project that re-established
a large and productive royal atelier, and he took an
active interest in the arts of the book. He particularly
favoured the painters Sadiki Bek and Rida cAbbasI
[0.0.], supported the rival calligraphers CA1I Rida
Tabriz! and Mir c lmad, and even mediated disputes

within the royal kitdbkhana. The dispersal of artistic
talent during Shah Tahmasp's reign and the broader
diffusion of wealth from c Abbas's economic reforms
increased the numbers of patrons from the lesser
aristocracy, official and military classes, professionals,
and merchants. Many of these new patrons appear to
have bought, rather than commissioned, works of art,
so that the production of less expensive single-page
drawings and paintings flourished. Virtuoso
demonstrations more than collaborative endeavours,
they took their subject matter from a variety of
sources: images drawn from contemporary and mundane society that are often humorous or even sharply
satirical (PI. XLV); elegant courtiers, sometimes
identified by name; wistful lovers and Rida's fashionplate youths (PI. XLVI), often accompanied by
mystical verses, who presumably correspond to the
divine beloved. Safawid metalwork was also frequently adorned with mystical poetry that indicates how
deeply and thoroughly Sufism suffused the culture
(PI. XLVII).
But the shah also recognised the importance of the
arts in promoting the economic well-being of Persia.
Some carpet manufacturing under royal patronage
was profitably directed at commissions from European nobility (PI. XLVIII), and the role of textiles in
commerce, always significant in Islam's past, seems to
have been especially enhanced. Safawid silk textiles
demonstrated diversity and virtuosity in technique,
and they depended to a remarkable extent upon
figural decoration; some royal painters worked as textile designers, and silk cloths were decorated with
scenes of Safawid victories over inveterate enemies
like the Uzbeks, as well as with visiting Europeans,
youthful lovers, and the beauties of gardens and
nature (PI. XLIX). Likewise, he encouraged ceramic
production, and, in addition to more traditional lustre
wares, Persian potters imitated Chinese blue-andwhite ceramics for sale to European merchants in the
China trade as well as to satisfy the substantial demand in Persia (PI. L). Persian manuscripts and
single-page works of art were even bought by merchants for sale outside Persia.
Foreign contacts and international trade were vital
elements in cAbbas's strategy for his state, and, apart
from the European and Indian diplomats and merchants who came to Persia, there were European
scholars, missionaries, and independent travellers
whose interests generally extended more broadly.
They remained an important feature of Persian
cultural and social life throughout the llth/17th century, and their published reports not only stimulated
contemporary interest in Persia but also serve as major sources of information for modern scholarship.
Their attention was particular drawn to the city of
Isfahan [0.0.], which c Abbas chose as his centre of
government in 1006/1598 and where he undertook
one of the greatest building programs in Islamic
history. Blessed with year-round water from the
Zayandeh River, the city appeared to visitors like a
green forest accentuated by brilliant tiled domes. To
the south across the river the shah established the
community of New Djulfa [q. v. in Suppl.] for Christian Armenians who provided most of the multilingual
merchants involved in Persia's international commerce, and their richly decorated extant churches are
a striking synthesis of 17th-century Persian and European art and archtitecture.
In order to promote safe commercial travel within
Persia, cAbbas ordered the construction of dozens of
khans [q.v.] or caravanserais. Most of them also served
as or were connected with bazaars, and they are
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among the most impressive examples of Safawid architecture. The Kaysariyya bazaar in Isfahan is the
best preserved and connected the city's old djdmic with
c
Abbas's new city centre, a large rectangular mayddn,
2 km to the southwest (PI. LI). It provided not only
shops for manufacture and commerce but also access
to immediately adjacent mosques, like the 1065/1654
Masdjid-i Hakim, that served merchants and their
customers. The Kaysariyya's entrance occupies the
north end of the new mayddn; 500 m distant at the
south end is the entrance to the Masdjid-i Imam, a
brilliant construction on the classic four-iwan plan
completed in 1637. Both buildings dominate their
respective sides and suggest the preoccupation with
large size, showy opulence, glistening surfaces, and
dramatic effects that are major components of the
Safawid aesthetic: the mayddn itself was an open area
for military parades, commerce, music, acrobatics,
and other kinds of entertainment. Less dominant are
the adjoining buildings—the single-domed Shaykh
Lutf Allah mosque on the east side and, opposite it
across the mayddn, the CA1T Kapu or High Gate entrance to the shah's gardens and Cihil Sutun palace
that extend to the west. While the Shaykh Lutf Allah
mosque's dome is decorated in traditional faience
mosaic, the decorative programme of the Masdjid-i
Imam is laid out in large glazed tiles, a technique demanding precise knowledge of the reaction of clays
and glazes to firing, especially where the tiles were
curved to cover the surface of domes and minars. Extensive use of this type of tile decoration must have required the employment of gifted potters and painters,
and may partly account for the apparent decline in the
sophistication of more traditional ceramics in the
Safawid period. Both mosques were provided with
splendid inscriptions designed by CA1T Rida Tabriz!
that cite passages from both Kurgan and Hadith
underscoring and supporting the Safawids' descent
from CA1I and their special role as protectors of Shi*!
Islam in Persia. To the same end, cAbbas also made
lavish gifts of carpets and ceramics to the dynastic
shrine of Shaykh SafT in Ardabil.
The second level of the CA1I Kapu is dominated by
its projecting tdldr, a colonnaded verandah more
usually associated with far more private dwellings,
where it would provide an open and sheltered vista
toward an enclosed garden, pool, or courtyard that
served as the physical centre of domestic space. In the
shah's palace, however, the tdldr is no longer intimate
but opens instead on to the mayddn, as if that vast
space were itself an inner court, enclosed by the arcades on all four sides and subject to the patriarch's
focussed glance and discipline. The king could also
ritually present himself to those assembled in the
mayddn below. It is an architectural simile for the increased power of the central administration and of the
shah as both autocrat and head of the Safawiyya Sufi
order. To the west, running roughly parallel to the
mayddn, was the cahdr bdgh, an avenue and watercourse
lined by the mansions and gardens of the wealthy
and supplied by an elaborate hydraulic system with
water from the river. While this part of Isfahan
must have been a veritable garden city for the rich,
its natural imagery does not seem to have permeated
the imagery of painting, for the garden, which had
served as the setting for many earlier illustrated
scenes from Persian literature became a relatively
infrequent backdrop in paintings by Isfahan's
artists.
Later Safawid art and architecture. In the century after
Shah cAbbas I, ceramics and sumptuous textiles continued to be important sources of revenue and were
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admired items of luxury trade in Europe and India.
Traditional literary themes in the arts of the book
were in part supplanted by often incisive depictions of
actual, ordinary, and even outlandish individuals, of
exotic persons from other lands, of implicit and occasionally fairly explicit eroticism, of carefully-observed
nature (PI. LII), and of actual events and formal portraits. Although the European technology of printing
was ignored and traditional calligraphy continued to
flourish in the hands of masters like Muhammad Rida
(PI. LIII), the impact of European prints and the influence of European modes of representation increased, notably in the work of Muhammad Zaman (PI.
LIV), and traditional styles began to take on a more
international guise, while European travel accounts
accorded Isfahan a reputation rivalling that of Istanbul, Dihll, and Agra. Although there were no subsequent urban projects as grandiose as the mayddn, architecture and the arts evinced similar aesthetic and
cultural concerns. c Abbas II undertook major
building and restoration programs at the Shrine of the
Imam Rida in Mashhad [$M>.], and during the reign
of Sultan Husayn I an impressive madrasa and adjoining khan were built on the cahdr bdgh in design and style
making obeisance to the Masdjid-i Imam.
Bibliography. J. Sourdel-Thomine's article
ISFAHAN. 2. Monuments, provides a list of publications essential to the study of Safawid architecture.
D.N. Wilber devotes part of his book, Persian gardens
and garden pavilions, 1962, to the study of Safawid
gardens and pavilions. R. Holod (ed.), Studies on
Isfahan, in Iranian Studies, Journal of the Society for Iranian Studies, vii, includes essential articles on architecture, urban planning, painting, metalwork,
and ceramics by a number of scholars. Pioneering
studies on all aspects of Safawid art and architecture
are to be found in A Survey of Persian art, 1939. A.
Welch, Shah ('Abbas and the arts of Isfahan, Asia Society, 1973, presents an overview of later Safawid arts.
The same author's Artists for the Shah: late sixteenth
century painting at the imperial court of Iran, New Haven
1976, examines manuscript illustration during the
reigns of Tahmasp I, Ismacll II, Muhammad
Khudabanda and cAbbas I. S.C. Welch and M.B.
Dickson, The Houghton Shahnameh, Cambridge,
Mass. 1981, is a magisterial study of the origins and
development of early Safawid painting and includes
a translation of Sadiki Bek's treatise on painting,
Kdnun al-Suwdr. Other major publications by S.C.
Welch on early Safawid painting are A King's Book
of Kings: the Shahnameh of Shah
Tahmasp,
Metropolitan Museum, New York 1972; Persian
painting: five royal Safavid manuscripts of the 16th century, New York 1976; and Wonders of the age, Cambridge, Mass. 1979. T. Falk(ed.), Treasures of Islam,
includes discussions of arts of the book by A.
Welch, S.C. Welch, and Massumeh Farhad. I.
Stchoukine, Les peintures des manuscrits Safavis de
1502-1587, Paris 1959, and Les peintures des
manuscrits de Shah cAbbas a la fin des Safavis, Paris
1964, are basic sources for painting. A major
primary source for arts of the book is Kadi Ahmad,
Calligraphers and painters, Washington 1959. One of
the few studies of a calligrapher is M. Bayani, Mir
^Imdd, Tehran 1951. The same author's Khushniwisdn, Tehran 1966, contains invaluable information about the works and careers of Safawid calligraphers.
(A. WELCH)
VI. N u m i s m a t i c s .
The Safawid coinage was introduced following the
victories of Shah Ismac!l I over the Ak Koyunlu
Turkmen in 907-8/1502, and continued without break
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until the deposition of Shah cAbbas III by Nadir Shah
in 1148/1736. All the rulers, except for the ephemeral
Sultan Hamza who administered the state in
994/1586, struck coinage in their own names, and one
even struck it in two, first in that of SafT II and then,
after his re-enthronement, as Sulayman. After Nadir
Shah's death in 1160/1747 coins were also occasionally issued in the names of $afawid pretenders who
claimed paternal, maternal or even entirely fictive
royal descent until the death of the last claimant in
1200/1786. The examination of these coins, however,
properly forms part of the later monetary history of
Persia.
During the period of Safawid rule, the Persian currency system was based on the tumdn, a unit of account whose value was fixed at the currentlyestablished weight of 10,000 silver dinars. The weight
of the tumdn was customarily expressed as a fixed
number of mithkdls or nukhuds of refined silver which
could then be converted into coin with the value of
10,000 dinars. One mithkdl, weighing approximately
4.60 gr, was equal to 24 nukhuds which each weighed
about 0.192 gr.
Table 1 shows the extent of the Safawid silver
coinage, giving the name of the ruler, the weight(s) of
the tumdn in nukhuds during his period of rule, and the
names of the various silver coins, their individual
value in dinars and their theoretical weight in grammes. It should be noted that weight standards were
not always uniform and that local variations existed,
particularly in the Caspian region and the eastern
provinces. The heaviest coin was usually the most
popular and most commonly struck. Under IsmacTl I
the principal coin was the shdhi valued at 50 dinars,
200 per tumdn. Then under Tahmasb I came the double shdhi, or 100 dinars, 100 per tumdn, which during
the rule of Muhammad Khudabanda was renamed
the muhammadi. c Abbas I introduced the four shdhi,
200 dinars, 50 per tumdn, which he named the ^abbdsi.
The ^abbdsi remained the normal Persian denomination for the remainder of the dynasty and for a time
afterwards, except for a brief period between 1123 and
1129 under Shah Sultan Husayn when it was supplanted by the oblong-shaped five shdhi (the husayni?).
It should be noted that coins valued above five shdhis
were produced especially for the ruler to distribute
during the Nawruz [q.v. ] celebrations, and these
usually quickly found their way to the jewellers for
conversion into personal ornaments.
Table 2 summarises the Safawid gold coinage. Gold
played a much smaller role in the Persian currency
system than did silver or copper. Indeed, in the century before the accession of Shah Ismacfl I the
Tlmurids had struck no gold at all in their Persian
mints. The Ak Koyunlu, who succeeded the Tlmurids
in the west, introduced the striking of the gold ashrafi
in Tabriz during the last quarter of the 9th/15th century as a trade coin. In its weight, ca. 3.45 gr, dumpy
fabric and epigraphy, it was copied so exactly on the
Burdji
Mamluk
ashrafi
popularised
by
alAshraf Barsbay that the name of the ruler in the
legends often has to be read in order to distinguish one
currency from another. The earliest gold coin of
Ismacll I was a copy of the Ak Koyunlu/Burdji
Mamluk ashrafi in both weight and design, but it was
not long before the Persian artistic tradition reasserted
itself as evidence of Ismacil's determination to stage a
Persian religious and cultural revival. Quite exceptionally in Islam, the $afawids struck both their gold
and silver coins from the same dies, and as none of
them bore any mark of denomination it would have
been easy for counterfeiters to gold-plate silver and

pass it off on the unwary had gold been in regular circulation. Contemporary travellers to Persia recorded
that local gold was very rarely seen and little used in
commerce.
Although all the gold coins were popularly called
ashrafi, there were actually several different varieties
to which this name was given, which were distinguished from one another by their weights rather than
by their designs or legends. Ismacil used two standards for his gold coinage—one based on the weight
of the traditional Islamic mithkdl or coinage dinar of 24
nukhuds (approximately 4.60 gr), and the other, the
true ashrafi, with its origin in the weight of the Venetian gold ducat, weighing 18 nukhuds (approximately
3.45 gr). The latter was theoretically exchangeable at
par with European ducats, the Mamluk ashrafi and the
Ottoman sultdni. Halves and quarters were struck in
both standards, and the latter became popular in
eastern Persia where its use was linked to the quarter
ashrafis issued by the Mughal rulers in the Badakhshan region of Afghanistan.
Under the Safawids all gold coins were treated as a
commodity with no fixed price against the silver
tumdn. Their purchasing power fluctuated according
to supply and demand, type of commodity, season of
the year and the perceived reliability of the original issuing agent. Traders always preferred Venetian
ducats, and generally held the Safawid coinage in low
esteem. In the llth/17th century, local gold virtually
vanished from the Middle East and Persia. Because
both regions preferred silver to gold, the price of silver
was relatively higher throughout these areas than it
was in Europe, where gold was favoured. This gave
European traders a perfect opportunity to import inexpensive silver from the New World which they sold
locally for gold at great profit to themselves. In time,
so much gold was siphoned out of Persia that it was
said that the only gold coins to be struck by Safi I,
c
Abbas II and Sulayman were those that the rulers
presented to their courtiers at the Nawruz celebrations. Thus the custom arose of striking gold at the
weight of the popular silver denominations, the
^abbdsi, muhammadi and shdhi, and giving them a
nominal value in dinars ten times that of their silver
originals. These rare pieces, as well as the magnificent
gold ten-mithkdls and ten-ashrafis modelled on the
multiple ducats of Venice and the Holy Roman Empire, were pieces de plaisir, and were usually incorporated into jewellery as a sign of royal favour.
Copper coinage played a central role in the local
economy of Safawid Persia. While gold and silver
were struck under royal license, copper fulus were
issued by the provincial governors. To avoid infringing upon the royal prerogative, the coins they struck
did not bear the governors' names, but included
easily-recognised figures of objects, often animals,
birds or even humans on one face and the name of the
mint and year of striking on the other. This made the
fulus easy to identify, which was important because it
was the custom to recall the copper coinage not only
annually but whenever the incumbent was replaced
by a new appointee. The coinage was then recalled,
restruck and sold to the people at a price which was
said to yield a 50% profit on the value of the issue. To
make this system feasible, only locally-struck copper
coin was permitted to circulate, and only coins of the
current governor and year were accepted at full value.
Fulus were occasionally given denominational names;
for example yek or do dinar were valued at one or two
dinars, kaz or kazbak at five dinars and tanga at ten
dinars. Because the lifespan of copper was so short,
very little care was taken in its manufacture, and
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TABLE 1
SAFAWID SILVER COINAGE
Summary of weight standards and denominations
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1500

Ismacn I
906-23

9,600

4.60 9.20 18.40

923-7

5,400

2.60 5.18 10.36

928-30
Tahmasb I
930-8

4,050

1.94 3.88

7.77

4,050

1.55

3.88

7.77

938-45

2,900

1.11

2.78 5.56

(936-42)
945-84

2,800
2,400

1.15 2.30

5.18
4.60

Isma'il II
984-5

2,400

2.30

4.60

Muhammad
Khudabanda
985-95

2,400

2.30

4.60

c
Abbas I
995-1003

2,400

1.15 2.30

4.60

9.20

1003-37

2,000

0.76

1.92

3.84

7.68

SafTI
1038-52

2,000

0.76

1.92

3.84

7.68 9.60

Abbas II
1052-77

1,925

0.74

1.84

3.69

7.39 9.24

18.48

36.96

SafT II
Sulayman
1077-1105

1,925

0.74

1.84

3.69

7.39

18.48

36.96

Husayn
1105-23

1,925

0.74

1.84

3.69

7.39

18.48

36.96 55.44

1123-9
1129-35

1,800
1,400

(1133-5)

1,200

Tahmasb III
1134-44

1,400

0.53

1.34

2.68

5.37

1,400

0.53

1.34

2.68

5.37

c

1.73
0.67 1.34

3.45 6.91 8.64 10.36
2.68 5.37
4.60

26.88

13.44
9.20

26.88

18.40

13.44

26.88

c

Abbas III
1144-8

relatively few pieces have survived to find a place in
museum coin cabinets.
As on other Islamic coinages, the coin legends used
by the Safawids fall into two main categories: the

religious texts which are found on the obverse and the
political on the reverse. The obverse for all rulers except Shah Ismacll II contains the Shi*! profession of
faith, Id ildh ilia Allah, Muhammad rasul (or nabi) Allah,
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TABLE 2
SAFAWID GOLD COINAGE
Summary of weight standards and denominations
Mithkdl or
dinar
(24 nukhud)
1
Vi K(10)

Ruler
and years

Ashraft or
ducat
(18 nukhud)
1
Vi K(10)

Ismacll I
906-30

4.60 2.30 1.15

3.45 1.73 0.86

Tahmasb I
930-84

4.60 2.30 1.15

3.45

Ismacll II
984-5

Muhammad
Khudabanda
985-95
c
Abbas I
995-1003

?

2000
dinars,
gold
c
Abbas!

1000
dinars,
gold
Muhammad!

500
dinars,
gold
Shah!

Uncertain
value
Remarks
gold plentiful, both
standards in use

29 nukhud
5.56

0.86

gold plentiful, both
standards in use

,

4.60

?

4.60 2.30

coinage rare,
mithkdl standard
only

?

gold plentiful,
mithkdl standard
only

?

48 nukhud
9.20 gr

4.60 2.30 1.15

40 nukhud
7.68 gr

1003-37

gold plentiful,
mithkdl standard
only

20 nukhud
3.84 gr

gold scarce; gold
struck at weight of
silver coinage

10 nukhud
1.92gr

gold rare; gold struck
at weight of silver
coinage

20 nukhud
3.84 gr

SafTI
1038-52
c

Abbas II
1052-77

SafT III
Sulayman
1077-1105
Husayn
1105-35

14 nukhud
2.68 gr

1.73

38 nukhud
7.29 gr

46.00 3.45

gold rare, mixed
standards

9.5 nukhud
1.82gr

gold scarce, ducat
standard revived

28 nukhud
5.37 gr.

3.45

15 nukhud
2.88 gr

1133-5

Tahmasb II
1135-44

3.45

c

Abbas III
1144-8

3.45

34.50

28 nukhud
5.37 gr.
28 nukhud
5.37 gr

c
Ali wait Allah with or without the names of the Twelve
Imams: ^Ali, Hasan, Husayn, cAli, Muhammad, Dja^far,
Musd, cAli, Muhammad, ^Ali, Hasan and Muhammad.
The names of the Twelve Imams were first employed
by the Ilkhan ruler Oldjeytu between 709 and 716 on
his two Shi^I coin types, and they then reappeared 200
years later when Shah IsmacH made Twelver ShlSsm
the state faith of Persia. During his brief reign, Shah
Ismacll II used a poetic distich in place of the kalima
in order to prevent the holy words from falling into the
hands of unbelievers. The religious legends were
usually inscribed in naskhi script.
The reverse legends usually contain the name of the
ruler, the mint names and the years of striking. The
ruler's name usually lacks his patronymic, the excep-

gold rare, no fixed
standard

7 nukhud
1.24gr

emergency
coinage
gold plentiful, ducat
standard in use
gold plentiful, ducat
standard in use

tions being IsmacTl II and Muhammad Khudabanda.
who give that of their father b. Tahmasb. Their titles
are of two kinds, those that define the ruler's relationship to the people he ruled and those that define his
relationship to the Shi^I faith. The former are in
Arabic, usually inscribed in naskhi script, and are
more or less elaborate depending on the number of
words which could be fitted on a die, e.g. al-Sultdn al<Adil, al-Kdmil, al-Hddi, al-Wdli, al-Ghdzi Ji Sabil Allah
Abu 'l-Muzaffar, Shah.... Bahadur Khan. al-Safawi alHusayni, khallada Allah tacdld mulkahu wa-sultdnahu. This
form was used by Ismacil I, Tahmasb ,1, Ismacil II,
Muhammad Khudabanda, cAbbas I and Husayn.
Husayn also used al-Sultdn b. al-Sultdn al-Khdkdn b. alKhdkdn. Al-Safawi al-Husaym refers to Shaykh Safi al-
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Dm Ardabili [q. v . ] , the ancestor of the dynasty, who
claimed descent from the third Imam Husayn b. CA1T.
This ancestral claim parallels that of the contemporary Hasani Sharifs of Morocco, who were then
using al-Hasani among their own titles. Perhaps both
dynasties emphasised their illustrious descent in order
to embarrass the Ottomans, who had no claim to such
prestigious ancestry.
The legends which proclaim the ruler's ShTcI
allegiance are in Persian. The better known of these
are Ghuldm-i Imam MahdT ^alayhi al-saldm and Ghuldm-i
c
Alib. AbT Talib ^alayhi al-saldm used by Tahmasb I and
Muhammad Khudabanda; Banda-yi Shdh-i Wildydt
used by cAbbas I, cAbbas II, Safi II-Sulayman and
Husayn, and Ghuldm-i Shdh-i Din used by Tahmasb II.
Poetical distichs in Persian incorporating the name of
the ruler within their texts were employed by c Abbas
I, SafT I, c Abbas II, Sail II-Sulayman, Husayn,
Tahmasb II and cAbbas III. At the end of Safawid
power, when Tahmasb Kuli Khan, the later Nadir
Shah [0.0.], controlled Tahmasb II and c Abbas III,
anonymous distichs were also inscribed in the name of
the eighth Imam, CA1I b. Musa al-Rida. Such distichs
were also used by the Zands and early Kadjars, who
avoided placing their own names on the coinage while
a Safawid pretender still existed. These secular
legends are usualy inscribed in nastaclik, the script in
which poetry was usually written.
State control over the monetary system was exercised by the Mu^ayyir al-Mamdlik, the State Assayer, who
reported directly to the ruler. Under him were the
local chief assayers and darrdbi bashi, masters of the
mint, who were jointly responsible for ensuring that
the gold and silver we're of the right alloy and that the
manufacture of the blank flans and their striking into
coin proceeded according to the regulations in force.
The management of the mint was farmed out to local
concessionaires who were responsible for collecting
and remitting the seignorage, wddjibi, charged for
refining metal, manufacturing gold and silver thread
for weaving carpets and luxury cloth, and for striking
coins. The raw metal was delivered to the mints in the
form of bullion and foreign or obsolete coins.
Seignorage varied widely from 2% to 20% of the
metal value based on what local commercial and
political circumstances could bear.
Under the Safawids, the main state mints were
located in Isfahan and Tabriz, whenever the latter was
not under Ottoman control. Other main urban centres that witnessed more or less continual minting activity were Hamadhan, Kashan, Kazwin, Shlraz and
Yazd, as well as those in the main shrine towns of Ardabil and Mashhad. The ports of Rasht in the north
and Huwayza in the south were chiefly concerned
with restriking foreign coin as it entered the Safawid
dominions, while the almost continuous wars were
financed by the Urdu (army) mint as well as those
located in the north-western fortress towns of Eriwan,
Gandja, Nakhciwan, Shamakhl and Tiflls, whenever
these were not held by the Ottomans. Besides these
towns, bqth Ismacll I and Tahmasb I operated many
local mints which varied greatly in their importance
and in their production of coin. Initially they served
to reinforce the ruler's authority throughout the country and to spread the observance of the Twelver ShTcI
doctrines to areas where they may have been only
lightly observed before the Safawid conquests. However, like the Ottomans, the Safawids found that a
large number of small and remote mints gave only a
marginal return to the state treasury and were often
wide open to local manipulation and malpractice.
Thus during the economic hardships and inflation of
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the 11th/17th century most of them were closed down
unless a locally powerful governor could maintain
their existence either as a matter of local prestige or to
meet exceptional local needs.
Although Safawid coins have survived in large
numbers, no systematic effort has been made to study
them within their political and economic contexts.
They are usually treated, quite correctly, as the first
section of the modern coinage of the Shahs of Persia.
The standard works on the Safawid coinage need to be
updated because of the many discoveries that have
been made since they were published.
Bibliography: S. Album, A checklist of popular
Islamic coins, Santa Rosa, Calif. 1993; H.
Farahbakhsh, Iranian hammered coinage 1500-1879
A.D., Berlin 1975; R.S. Poole, A catalogue of coins of
the Shahs of Persia in the British Museum, London 1887;
H.L. Rabino di Borgomale, Coins, medals and seals of
the Shahs of Iran, Hertford 1945; idem, Album of coins,
medals and seals of the Shahs of Iran, Oxford 1951.
(R. DARLEY-DORAN)
SAFDAR DJANG, Mlrza Muhammad Muklm
Safdar Djang ("the Lion in War") (1708-54) the
second Nawwdb or r u l e r of the North Indian postMughal successor state of Awadh [q.v.] (Eng. Oudh)
from 1739 until his death fifteen years later. Nephew,
son-in-law, and successor to Sacadat Khan Burhan alMulk, and like him an immigrant to India from
Nlshapur, he expanded his territory in the Gangetic
valley while retaining as much influence as possible
within the declining Mughal Empire. This was an era
of political fragmentation, regional state formation,
and massive cultural revival that together help form
modern South Asian identity, but the post-Mughal
aristocracy still sought to restore the Empire, and Safdar Djang was very prominent in the struggle.
The Nizam of Haydarabad, ruler of a larger successor state in the south, and Wazir or deputy to the
Mughal Emperor, wrote on his deathbed in 1748 to
Safdar Djang, "You are now the most promising of
our current youth. Take that office [Imperial WazTr}
upon yourself, and exert yourself in recovering the affairs of the Empire." Safdar Djang fought in a civil
war in and around Dihll in 1753 over the control of
imperial offices, by then virtually powerless but invested with residual authority throughout India. This
civil war marks the final breakaway of Awadh from
the imperial system in India.
Although his reign marks the emergence of Awadh
as an autonomous successor state in the mid-Gangetic
plains, his tomb, a splendid example of late Mughal
architecture, stands in what is now New Delhi.
Bibliography: Ghulam Husayn Khan TabatabaDT, Siyar al-muta^akhkhinn, 1797, tr. M. Raymond, Calcutta 1902; Harnam Singh "Nairn",
Tdrikh-i Sa^ddat-i Djawid, 1806; Ghulam CA1I Khan
Nakawi, clmdd al-sacddat, Lucknow 1864, 1897;
A.L. Srivastava, The first two Nawabs of Awadh,
Lucknow 1933, 21954; Z.U. Malik, The reign of
Muhammad Shah, 1719-1748, Delhi 1977. See also
AWADH and MUHAMMAD SHAH B. DJAHAN-SHAH.

(R.B. BARNETT)
SAFF (A.), pi. sufuf, literally "rank, row or line,
company of men standing in a rank, row or line"
(Lane, 1693 col. 3), a t e r m with v a r i o u s usages.
1. In r e l i g i o u s p r a c t i c e . Here, saffis used for the
lines of worshippers assembled in the mosque or elsewhere for the prescribed worship; see on this, SALAT.
2. In m i l i t a r y o r g a n i s a t i o n . In the traditional
formation of armies on the march or on the battlefield
(ta^biya], there was a classic five-fold division of a centre, its left and right wings, a vanguard and a
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PLATE XLV

Nashmi the Archer, signed by Rida and dated 1031/1622. Harvard University Art Museums.

PLATE XLVI
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Young Man in a Blue Cloak, signed by Rida, late 16th century. Harvard Art Museums.
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Steel mirror, 17th century. Nelson-Atkins Gallery of Art.

PLATE XLVII

PLATE XLVIII
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"Shah c Abbas" or "Polonaise" carpet, silk enriched with silver and gilt thread. Nelson-Atkins Gallery of Art
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PLATE XLIX

Fragment of satin brocaded silk with silver thread. The Cleveland Museum of Art.
Purchase from the J.H. Wade Fund.

PLATE L
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Blue-and-white dish. Courtesy, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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PLATE LI
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Maydan, Isfahan. Computer-enhanced aerial view from Athar-e Iran, Annales du Service archeologique de I'Iran, ii
(1937), 104.

PLATE LII
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Bird, Butterflies, and Blossoms, signed by Shaff c c Abbasi and dated 1062/1652. The Cleveland Museum of Art.
Purchase, Andrew R. and Martha Holden Jennings Fund.
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PLATE LIII

An Invocation for divine assistance and protection against evil. Calligraphy signed by Muhammad Rida, late
17th century. Courtesy, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

PLATE LIV

SAFAWIDS

Return from the flight into Egypt, 1100/1689, signed by Muhammad Zaman and based on a print by Lucas
Vosterman after Peter Paul Rubens. Harvard University Art Museums.
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rearguard (whence the term khamis for an army). In
actual battle, such as the engagements of the Arabs
with the imperial Sasanid army in clrak in the 630s,
the Arabs drew themselves up into sufufor ranks. The
Prophet is said to have straightened, with an arrow
held in his hand, the sufuf of the Muslims before the
battle of Badr [q.v.] in 2/624 (Ibn Hisham, Sira, 4434, tr. Guillaume, 300; al-Tabarl, i, 1319, t r. M.V.
McDonald and W.M. Watt, The History of al-Taban.
VII. The foundations of the community, Albany 1987, 534), and the Kur D anic verse LXI, 4, "God loves those
who fight in His way in ranks, as though they were a
building well-compacted" was adduced in support of
the saff formation. Only in the later Umayyad period
does the use come in of troops concentrated into
small, compact blocks (karadis, sing, kardus, kurdus),
but the saff formation continued after this as a
standard deployment.
See further, HARB. ii. The Caliphate, and the Bibl.
there, to which may be added C.E. Bosworth, Armies
of the Prophet, in B. Lewis (ed.), The world of Islam.
Faith, people, culture, London 1976, 202-4.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
3. In N o r t h A f r i c a n social o r g a n i s a t i o n .
Here, saff denotes in certain parts of the Maghrib,
chiefly Algeria, Southern Tunisia and Libya, a
l e a g u e , a l l i a n c e , f a c t i o n or p a r t y . In Morocco,
the term leff [q.v.] is used with the same meaning
throughout. As such saff is vocalised with a damma instead offatha (cf. Dozy, Suppl., i, 834). French spellings vary from c_of and (off to sof and sqff (pi. sfouf).
The term refers to a major form of rural sedentary
and transhumant Berber and nomadic Arab political
organisation, viz. a diffuse system of two (or more)
mutually opposing or rivalling leagues, often of uncertain origin, dividing villages or desert towns ksur
(sing, ksar), clans and families, or comprising whole
tribes. Parallels have been looked for in classical
Greece (R. Montagne), archaic Rome (E. Masqueray), Albania and Corsica (J. Despois, L'Afrique
du Nora, Paris 1949, 145) and in mediaeval Italy (e.g.
Guelphs and Ghibellines). As a rule, neighbouring
tribal units belonged to opposite alliances but a
neighbour-but-one belonged to one's own alliance.
The obligation of mutual assistance between league
members was strict and might include cash, provisions, arms, volunteer labour, fighting, shelter and
providing for a family whose head was killed in feud
or battle. The stronger the solidarity of a given
league, the less would an opposing neighbour feel
tempted to attack or trespass on his neighbour lest he
activate the entire league. Causes of conflict were
never lacking at every tribal level, the most common
being land, water, trees, grazing, pastures, livestock,
harvests, women, honour or a personal vendetta.
In Greater Kabylia, where the saff phenomenon
was first observed by Europeans (Devaux, Hanoteau
and Letourneux, Masqueray, see Bibl.), the basic
political unit was the village. Divided into two
moieties, its cohesion was due to its political organs:
the village assembly (djamd^a), its executive officer
(amm) and the customary law (kdnun). Its complex saffsystem, despite its dualistic and antagonistic character, managed, by some "strange and obscure
ponderation" (P. Bourdieu, Sociologiedel'Algerie, Paris
19702, 20) to maintain an overall equilibrium. Until
the end of the 18th century, the whole of Greater
Kabylia was divided in two great leagues named the
"upper" and the "lower" leagues (sqff ufella, sqff bu
^adda). These were territorial, not personal alliances,
and their disposition on the ground resembled that of
a chequerboard—a pattern already apparent in the

sqff map given by Devaux, 40, and later encountered
in Morocco (Montagne 1930). By the end of the 19th
century, this system was "overlaid" by four major
alliances: Ait Iraten (comprising 12 tribes), Zwawa
(10 tribes), Ait Illilten (6 tribes) and Ait Djennad (7
tribes).
Further south, the Berber-speaking Shawiya of the
Awras massif [q. v. ] who lived in villages and hamlets
like the Kabyles but were more dispersed and largely
semi-nomadic, also retained, though more sketchily,
their political organisation and saff spirit; almost all
groups rallied round the two great tribes, Awlad
Dawud and Awlad c Abdi, and participated in their
mutual quarrels. Of a more personal type were the
saffs, of several Arab "feudal" families in the Constantinois, such as the clans of Bu c Ukkaz and Ben Gana.
Still further south, in the Ibadl confederation of the
Mzab [q.v.], despite the unity of its heterodox creed
and religious leadership (halkat al-^azzdba), each of the
seven walled settlements (ksur) had its own secular
assembly (djamd^at al-^awdmm), often conflicting interests and saffs both within the ksar and between the
ksur. Here, too, causes for friction and conflict, sometimes sanguinary, were not lacking: first comes water
shortage (after Ghardaya, the capital, had dammed
off the wadl Mlzab for her own use, creating endless
disputes with the towns Mllka and al- c Atf). Ghardaya
itself, in times of crisis, split in two hostile camps:
Eastern (saff sharki), led by Awlad b. Sulayman and
allied with the ksar Bni Isgen L and Western (saff gharbi), led by Awlad c AmmT clsa and in league with
Mllka. Even its Jewish quarter (malldh [q.v.]) became
infected by the saff spirit; in 1893 it split in two parties, Sullam and Balouka, when the latter erected a
separate synagogue. Other towns and oases in the
High Plains and northern fringes of the Sahara so
divided were Wargla (Wardjlan), where in addition to
neighbourhood rivalries there was fierce enmity between it and nearby Ngusa since the end of the 14th
century, when the latter concluded a defence pact with
the nomadic Arab tribe of Sacld c Utba (Hilal), posing
as defenders of the Sunna against the largely Ibadl
Warglls (Lethielleux, Ouargla, Paris 1983, 173), and
Laghouat (al-Aghwat), where the two rivalling
quarters—each with its own mosque and market—
used to fight each other, but always outside the town,
and on an appointed day. They, too, had their Arab
nomad helpers, the Larbaa (al-Arba^a) confederation.
As a case sui generis can be seen the important
maraboutic tribe of Awlad Sidi Shaykh based on their
zdwiya El Abiod, where Sharaka and Gharaba quarrelled over transfer of baraka and control of their alms,
raiding in the process each other's flocks and involving in their rivalry the Turkish and Moroccan
authorities. In 1838, Si Hamza, leader of the
Sharaka, rallied round the amir cAbd al-Kadir [<?. P. ],
but when their relations soured, SI Shaykh, leader of
the Gharaba, became cAbd al-Kadir's staunchest supporter. With the latter's defeat, Si Shaykh was interned in Morocco, while Si Hamza rose from underdog
to victor: he was appointed khalifa over the Sahara by
the French. Even the oasis group of Tawat [q.v.]
(Touat) used to be divided into two opposing factions,
the Yahmad and Sufyan. Though reconciled today,
they still celebrate their annual ziydra separately. The
same goes for their "capital", the oasis of Tamentlt,
divided in two opposing factions, the Mrabtin and
Dareb (K. Suter, Etude sur le Touat, in Rev. Geogr.
alpine, 1952/7, 449-50).
Tunisia, too, had its share in jo//" formations. Traditionally, there existed two rivalling leagues in the
south, with ramifications in the north, in Eastern
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Algeria and Tripolitania, named Shaddad and Yusuf.
The suggestion that these names reflect the opposition
between Berbers and Arabs has been refuted by A.
Martel (see Bibl.). Possibly they go back to the
rivalries between the Hilal and Sulaym [q.vv.], who
invaded the Maghrib in the l l t h century and occupied there two distinct domains: the former, that of
the West or Black Tents, the latter, that of the East or
White Tents, with the partition line running along the
meridian of Tripoli. Yet in the 13th century, the latter
were encouraged by the Hafsids to expand into
Tunisia and push the Banu Riyah (Hilal) into the
Constantinois and the Zab, where the Ben Gana,
Tuggurt, Larbaca and Hanansha leaned on the saff
Yusuf, while the Bu c Ukkaz, Trud, Shacanba,
Tamasln and al-Wad (El Oued) were supported by
the saff Shaddad. In the east, the same leagues divided
politically a number of tribes in the Fazzan and
Greater Syrte (Martel, Cauneille, see Bibl.}. Major
issues on which they adopted opposite stances were:
the Ottoman conquest, rule of the pashas, the "national" beys, the revolt of CA1I Pasha against his uncle
Husayn, founder of the Husaynid dynasty, and the
ensuing troubles (1729-56), which divided the tribes
of the High and Low Steppes, as well as towns and
villages in the coastal plain (Sdhil), into two saff?,, the
"Husayniyya" and Bashiyya (Despois, see Bibl.). In
the south, the former were supported by saff Yusuf,
the latter by Shaddad.
Safflleff dynamics, as illustrated above, form one
possible perspective on the structure and functioning
of tribal society in North Africa and one way of explaining, how order, stability and cohesion are maintained in a stateless society, where central authority is
lacking or ineffective. Another perspective and explanation is provided by the so-called segmentary
theory, which uses the concept of "nesting" and
"balanced opposition" of tribal segments at the same
level of segmentation along the genealogical tree. This
theory, to which the names of E. Durkheim, E.E.
Evans-Pritchard, E. Gellner and D.M. Hart are
chiefly attached, and which seems to dominate the
field of social anthropology in North Africa today,
falls outside the scope of this article.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): C. Devaux, Les Kabailes du Djerdjera.
Paris 1859, 40 (carte des sqffs); Noellat, L'Algerie en
1882, Paris 1882, 88-97; A. Hanoteau and A.
Letourneux, La Kabylie et les coutumes kabyles, Paris
1872, ii, 11-20; E. Masqueray, Formation des cites
chez les population sedentaires de I'Algerie, etc., Paris
1886, 139-42, 166-9; C. Amat, Le Mzab et les
Mzabites, Paris 1888, 35-40; J. Huguet, Les Sofs chez
les Abadhites et notamment chez les Beni Mzab, in L 'Anthropologie, xxi (1910), 151-84, 313-20; R. Montagne, Les Berberes et le Makhzen dans le Sud du Maroc,
Paris 1930, 196, 211-14; K. Suter, Die Bedeutung der
Sippen im Mzab, in Paideuma, vi/8 (1958), 512-14; J.
Despois, Tunisie Orientale, Sahel et Basse Steppe, Paris
19552, 184-5; A Cauneille, Les Chaanba. Leur
nomadisme, Paris 1968, 21-6; P. von Sivers, Alms and
arms ... the Awlad Sidi Shaykh, etc., in The Maghreb
Review, viii/5-6 (1983), 113-23; H. Roberts, Perspectives on Berber politics, in Moroccan Studies, iii (1993),
1-19 (illuminating): A. Martel, art. §qff, in End.
Berbere, xiii (1994). 2031-5.
(P. SHINAR)
AL-SAFFAH [see ABU 'L- C ABBAS).
SAFFARIDS, a d y n a s t y of m e d i a e v a l e a s t e r n
Persia which ruled 247-393/861-1003 in the province
of Sidjistan or Slstan [ q . v . ] , the region which now
straddles the border between Iran and Afghanistan.
The dynasty derived its name from the profession
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of coppersmith (saffar, ruygar) of Ya c kub b. al-Layth.
founder of the dynasty. Slstan, on the far eastern
periphery of the caliphal lands, had begun to slip away
from direct cAbbasid rule at the end of the 8th century, when Khurasan and Slstan were caught up in
the great Kharidjite rebellion, led by Hamza b.
Adharak (d. 213/828 [q.v.]), which took advantage of
such factors as resentment against caliphal tax exactions. Thereafter, the khutba was maintained in the
capital of Slstan, Zarandj or Zarang, for the
c
Abbasids; the caliphal governors of Khurasan in
Nishapur, the Tahirids [q.v.], re-established the position in Khurasan after Hamza's death, but were rarely able to collect revenue outside Zarang itself, and the
surrounding
countryside of STstan
remained
dominated by the Kharidjites. In this period of waning caliphal power in Slstan, the orthodox elements in
the towns there and in the town of Bust [q.v.] to the
east, which depended administratively on Slstan,
were thrown back on their own resources. Hence they
organised bodies of anti-Kharidjite vigilantes,
mutatawwi^a [q.v.], "volunteer fighters for the faith",
a term which seems to have been largely co-terminous
with that of the ^ayydrun [q.v.], rowdy and bellicose urban elements, a feature of many of the eastern Persian
and Transoxanian towns at this time (see C.E.
Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, 167-71).
Ya c kub b. al-Layth was one of four brothers, of
plebeian origin, who arose out of one of these antiKharidjite ^ayydr bands. Displaying immediately
leadership qualities, he was soon able to set aside the
^ayydr chiefs Salih b. al-Nadr and Dirham b. Nasr and
assume power over Slstan for himself (247/861). He
then extended his authority eastwards into alRukhkhadj and Zamindawar [^.00.] (in the east of
modern Afghanistan), killing the local ruler there, the
Zunbll, in 251/865, and then penetrating into
Zabulistan [^.z>.], the district around Ghazna and
Gardlz [0.00.], and the Kabul-Bamiyan region, where
ruled the Kabul-Shahs. He drew an extensive booty
and slaves from these areas, and probably in some
part paved the way for the gradual Islamisation in the
next century of these fringes of the Indian cultural and
religious world. The Tahirid city of Harat was attacked in 257/870-1, and Ya c kub's operations in the
Badhghls [q.v.] region also led to the submission of
substantial numbers of the local Kharidjites, some of
whom entered the Saffarid service and formed a
special contingent within the army, the so-called
Djaysh al-Shurdt.
Ya c kub now turned his attention to the much richer
and more attractive lands to the west of Slstan, and
this of course meant more clashes with the representatives of caliphal power in such provinces as
Khurasan, Kirman, Fars and Khuzistan. Kirman
was invaded in the early 250s/late 860s, so that the
caliph was compelled to acknowledge Ya c kub as
governor there; and raids were made southwards into
Makran, the southern part of what is now Balucistan,
and westwards from Kirman into Fars, an especially
rich province the loss of whose revenues was a serious
blow to the cAbbasids. In 259/873 Ya c kub invaded
Khurasan, entered Nishapur without striking a blow
and ended the rule there of the Tahirid governors,
afterwards pushing into the Caspian region against
the local Iranian princes there but without achieving
any permanent successes there. The caliph could not
ignore the overthrow of his Tahirid nominees, and alMu c tamid denounced publicly the unlawfulness of
Ya c kub's annexations. Ya c kub's riposte was to march
from Khuzistan into c lrak, but near Dayr al- c Akul
[q.v.] on the Tigris, only 50 miles from Baghdad, he
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Genealogical table of the Saffarids
(a) The Laythids or "first line"
al-Layth

1

1
A1I

2. c \mr

1. Ya'kub

C

L

Ya c kub

3. Tahir

1

1

4. al-Layth

Muhammad

5. al-Mucaddal

6. Muhammad

Banu = Muhammad
b. Khalaf, see (b)

7. c Amr
(b) The K h a l a f i d s or "second line"
al-Layth

I
Khalaf
I
Muhammad

= Banu bt. Muhammad b. c Amr, see (a)

I

8. Abu Dja c far Ahmad
9.

Khalaf

was defeated by caliphal forces (9 Radjab 262/8 April
876). Even so, he recovered Khuzistan and retained
control of Pars till his death three years later; Pars remained thus, subtracted from cAbbasid control and
under the rule of the Saffarids or of their commanders, until the time of the fifth Saffarid amir,
Muhammad b. c AHb. al-Layth (298/910-11), when it
was briefly recovered by the cAbbasids, only to pass
irrevocably from their hands into those of the Buyids
or Buwayhids [q. v. ] a quarter of a century later; we
possess today more coins minted by the early Saffarids
in Fars than from any other part of their empire.
Ya c kub's brother c Amr [q. v. ] succeeded to the command of the army, after a short trial of strength with
his other brother CA1T, when the founder of Saffarid
fortunes died at Djundlshabur in Shawwal 265/June
879. Whilst tenaciously holding on to the Saffarid
conquests in Fars and Khuzistan, cAmr in general
adopted a somewhat more conciliatory policy towards
the caliphate, at various times seeking formal investiture with the governorships of his various provinces; one effect of this new attitude was that the
Regent al-Muwaffak [q. v. ] was now better able to concentrate on the suppression of the Zandj [q.v.]
rebellion in Lower clrak and southern Khuzistan. Enjoying as he did—if only intermittently—some degree
of caliphal approval, c Amr embarked on a protracted
struggle to establish his authority in Khurasan which,
after Ya c kub's capture of NTshapur, had reverted to
being controlled by various adventurers, former commanders of the Tahirids (some of whom claimed to be
aiming at restoring the Tahirids, but all were in the
long run forwarding their own personal interests),
such as Ahmad b. cAbd Allah al-Khudjistanl [see
KHUDJISTAN] and Rafic b. Harthama [q.v.]. c Amr also
continued his brother's policy of raiding into eastern
Afghanistan towards the Indian borders at some point

before 283/896, when rich presents of idols captured
by him reached the caliph in Baghdad. Rafic was not
finally subdued until 283/896, when c Amr was able to
send his head to al-Muctadid. His prestige was now at
its apogee, and the caliph invested him with all his existing territories, including now Khurasan and Rayy.
But c Amr's overweening pride now led him to claim,
since he was legitimate governor of Khurasan,
suzerainty also in Transoxania, over the local dynasty
there of the Samanids [q. v. ], a pretension to which alMu c tadid assented. c Amr marched into Tukharistan
to assert these rights, but was defeated by IsmacH b.
Ahmad (Rabl*1 I or II 287/March-May 900), who
eventually sent him captive to Baghdad, where he was
killed just after al-Mu c tadid's own death in 289/902.
With c Amr's capture, the vast military empire
which the two brothers had built up began to shrink
somewhat. Khurasan passed to the Samanids, and
became an integral part of their dominions for nearly
a century. But c Amr's successors and their Turkish
commander Sebiik-eri managed to hold on to Fars
and Kirman, as well as the heartland of Slstan itself,
for another decade or so; suzerainty was exercised
over the local rulers in Makran, the Macdanids [see
MAKRAN], and for a while, it seems, across the Gulf of
Oman in cUman. The Saffarid amirate was thus still
far from negligible. c Amr was succeeded in Zarang by
his grandson Tahir b. Muhammad b. c Amr, who ruled in effect jointly with his brother Ya c kub, but there
was a faction in Slstan which favoured the claims of
the sons of cAlf b. al-Layth, partly because CA1I had
been Ya c kub b. al-Laysh's original choice as successor
but had been elbowed aside by c Amr (see above). AlLayth b. CA1I prevailed militarily in 296/909, but had
to face the continuing insubordination of Sebiik-eri,
who controlled Fars and who in 297/910 defeated and
dispossessed from Slstan al-Layth. The latter's
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brother Muhammad was hailed as amir in Zarang
(298/910), but at this point the caliph al-Muktadir invested the Samanid Ahmad b. Ismacil with the governorship of Sistan and instructed him to end the rule
of the Saffarids for good. A Samanid invasion followed, with Zarang captured in Radjab 298/March
911, and Muhammad and his brother al-Mucaddal,
who had also briefly held power in Zarang, were both
captured and deported to Baghdad.
This marks the end of the first line of the Saffarids,
what might be termed the Laythids, sc. descendants of
al-Layth, father of the four brothers. Ya c kub and
c
Amr had been backed by a professional army of the
type increasingly the norm in the central and eastern
Islamic lands at this time. There was a nucleus of
slave ghuldms [q. v. ], comprising essentially Turks from
the Central Asian steppes and Indians, plus troops of
many other nations attracted by the prospects of
plunder under the capable leadership of the two Saffarid brothers. As a result of their conquests, the
brothers amassed a full treasury, from which tribute
was sent only intermittently, in the intervals of calm
relations, to Baghdad. In fact, Yackub especially was
contemptuous of the c Abbasids and of the aristocratic
Arab political and social tradition which they and
their governors like the Tahirids represented and
which had hitherto prevailed in the caliphal lands. As
a self-made man of unpretentious background, he was
concerned above all to promote his own family's interests and to cut loose his native province Slstan from
financial and other dependence on the cAbbasids and
their rapacious governors. Ya c kub and c Amr therefore represent a new trend in the history of the Islamic
lands at this time: a conscious repudiation of the
"caliphal fiction" whereby all provincial rulers
theoretically derived their authority from an act of
delegation by the head of Sunn! Islam, and in this
wise the constituting of their military empire marks a
definite step in the decline of direct caliphal political
authority and the corresponding rise of autonomous
and later de facto independent provincial dynasties. It
might also be noted that there formed round them, in
later decades, a popular tradition in Slstan which
regarded them as upholders of the province's interests
against predatory outsiders, a feeling that was to be a
distinct factor in the failure of the Samanids permanently to establish their authority within Slstan
and the return of a parallel branch of the family to
power (see below).
The twelve or thirteen years 298-311/911-23 form
an interim during which the Samanids led two expeditions into Slstan and during which what might be described as patriotic, perhaps even proto-nationalistic,
reactions against them by the people of Slstan took
place. In the course of rebellion against the Samanids,
a child great-grandson of c Amr b. al-Layth, Abu
Hafs c Amr, was briefly raised to the throne (299300/912-13) as a figure-head, but real power rested in
the hands of several local commanders, such as
Muhammad b. Hurmuz, called Mawla Sandall,
Kathlr b. Ahmad and Ahmad b. Kudam.
Disturbed conditions in Slstan also allowed the local
^ayydn to play a significant role during these years,
and it was the ^ayydrs of Zarang who in 311/923
brought to power Abu Dja c far Ahmad b. Muhammad
b. Khalaf, whose grandfather al-Layth (not identical
with the al-Layth who was father of Ya c kub and
c
Amr) had been a distant kinsman and associate of the
two original Saffarid brothers and whose father's wife
had been a grand-daughter of c Amr's. Abu Dja c far
thus inaugurates the second and last line of the Saffarids, which may conveniently be styled the
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Khalafids, and he ruled for some 40 years (31152/923-63). Abu Dja c far soon extended Saffarid
authority to Bust and into al-Rukhkhadj, and made
Slstan once more a force in the politics of the eastern
Islamic world, with its amir enjoying the prestige of an
equal with that of the Samanids and without, it appears (e.g. on the evidence of coins) any sign of subordination to Bukhara.
There seems to have been a growth of factionalism
and internal opposition during the later part of Abu
Dja c far's reign, leading to his murder by one of his
Turkish ghuldms in Rabi< I 352/March 963. He was
succeeded by his son Abu Ahmad Khalaf (35293/963-1003), last and more famous of the amirs of
this second line. Khalaf at first ruled in close partnership with a commander of Slstan, Abu '1-Husayn
Tahir b. Muhammad, who had Saffarid blood in his
veins on his mother's side, making Tahir his regent
when he departed for the pilgrimage. The not unpredictable result of this arrangement was that, when
Khalaf returned to Slstan in 358/969, Tahir was unwilling to relinquish power and Khalaf had to secure
military help from the Samanids to assert his claims,
when Tahir conveniently died in 359/970 and Khalaf
could re-enter Zarang as amir. The struggle was
nevertheless carried on by Tahir's son Husayn, who
in turn secured Samanid aid, this time against Khalaf.
A period of civil warfare followed, with Husayn
generally supported by the Samanids and with
Khalaf, so the sources imply, consequently refusing to
send any tribute to Bukhara. Only after 373/983,
when Husayn had been defeated and then died, was
Khalaf's power firmly established, so that he was able
to send expeditions into Kirman to collect taxation
there.
Meanwhile, a new power had arisen in eastern
Afghanistan, that of Sebiiktigin [q.v.] in Ghazna, the
founder of Ghaznawid [q.v.] power there, who had in
367/977-8 occupied Bust and who in the 990s was
asserting his power in Khurasan also against the
decaying Samanid authority. Khalaf tried to incite the
Karakhanids of Transoxania [see ILEK KHANS] against
Sebiiktigin and his son Mahmud, but once Mahmud
was firmly on the throne in Ghazna (388/998), unrest
and revolt within Sistan allowed the Ghaznawid amir
to intervene there, and Khalaf was finally deposed in
393/1003, dying in captivity at Gardiz a few years
later.
With Khalaf the Saffarids end. Later in the
5th/11th century, a new line of local rulers emerges in
Sistan, under Saldjuk suzerainty, but these maliks of
Nlmruz, as they are often termed in the sources, had
no demonstrable connection with the Saffarids; for
these maliks, see SISTAN.
Although the careers of Ya c kub and c Amr were filled with furious military activity, allowing little time
for the arts of peace, the succeeding Khalafids had a
distinctly significant part in the culture of their time.
In fact, Ya c kub, as a supremely successful commander, had already had his own circle of court
panegyrists, one of whom, the secretary Muhammad
b. WasTf [q.v.], has a significance in the renaissance of
New Persian literature by his having composed verses
for the amir in the only language he could understand,
sc. Persian, rather than in the incomprehensible
Arabic. Abu Dja c far Ahmad assembled around
himself a scintillating array of scholars who enjoyed
his patronage, including the philosopher and logician
Abu Sulayman Muhammad (d. ca. 375/985 [see ABU
SULAYMAN AL-MANTiKi], and he was the mamduh of the
Samanid poet RudakI [q. v.]. Khalaf s court in Zarang
was visited by writers like Badi* al-Zaman al-
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Hamadhanf [0.0.]; and the amir secured lasting fame
for himself by commissioning a 100-volume Kurgan
commentary, a summation of all previous knowledge
on the Holy Book, the manuscript of which, however,
did not survive the Mongol devastations of the cities
of Khurasan and their libraries.
Bibliography: I . Sources. These include
Yackubl, Ta\ikh; Tabari; Mascudf, Murudi; cUtbI;
Gardlzl; Djuzdjanf; Ibn al-Athlr; Ibn Khallikan
(biography of Ya c kub and c Amr, ed. c Abbas, vi,
402-32 no. 828, tr. de Slane, iv, 301-35); cAwfT,
Djawami*- al-hikdydt; but above all, the anonymous
local history, the Ta^nkh-i Sistdn, ed. M.S. Bahar,
Tehran 1314/1935, Eng. tr. M. Gold, Rome 1976,
Russian tr. L.P. Smirnova, Moscow 1971.
2. S t u d i e s . Th. Noldeke, Yakiib the Coppersmith
and his dynasty, in Sketches from eastern history, London
and Edinburgh 1892, 176-206; W. Barthold, Zur
Geschichte der Saffdriden, in Orientalische Studien Th.
Noldeke gewidmet, Giessen 1906, i, 171-91; idem,
Turkestan*, 215-26; R. Vasmer, Uber die Munzen der
Saffdriden und ihrer Gegner in Fdrs und Hurdsdn, in NZ,
N.S. Ixiii (1930), 131-62; J. Walker, The coinage of
the second Saffarid dynasty in Sistan, ANS Numismatic
Notes and Monographs 72, New York 1936;
Spuler, Iran, 69-81; C.E. Bosworth, Sistdn under the
Arabs, from the Islamic conquest to the rise of the Saffdrids
(30-2501651-864), Rome 1968; idem, in Camb. hist,
of Iran, iv, 106-35; S.M. Stern, Ya'qub the Coppersmith and Persian national sentiment, in Bosworth
(ed.), Iran and Islam, in memory of the late Vladimir
Minorsky, Edinburgh 1970, 535-55; Bosworth, The
history of the Saffdrids of Sistan and the Maliks of Nimruz
(247/861 to 949/1542-3], Costa Mesa and New York
1994 (fully detailed history). (C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-SAFFAT (A.), the title of sura XXXVII of the
Kurgan, and a word used three times in the text including at XXXVII, 1, where it is generally understood by the early tafsir authorities to mean "(angels)
standing in ranks" (and translated as "Celles qui sont
en rangs" [R. Blachere], "Those who range themselves in ranks" [A. Yusuf Ali], and "Die in Reih und
Glied stehen" [R. Paret]). The meaning is derived
from the verb saffa referring to camels (or military
units) lined up in a row (for sacrifice, as in KuPan,
XXII, 36, using the broken plural sawdff). The sense
of the terse oath phrase wa 'l-sdffdtl saffan in XXXVII,
1, has been clarified through association with other
Kur'anic passages. The masculine plural form of the
same word, al-sdffun, is used in XXXVII, 165, to
denote beings who "declare the glory of God", that
being understood to be the function of angels as in II,
30, XXXIX, 75, XL, 7, XLI, 38 and XLII, 5; angels
explicitly "stand in ranks", saffn, in LXXVIII, 38
and LXXXIX, 22.
In XXIV, 41, and LXVII, 19, however, the word
sdffdt is frequently glossed as "outspread wings" of
birds; this meaning derives from the contrast drawn in
LXVII, 19, in which birds fly up above with
"outspread wings", al-tayr fawkahum sdffdt, and then
"fold them in (when resting)" or "beat them (against
their sides)" ,yakbidw; this is a more doubtful sense of
the word, depending perhaps on an image of outstretched wings as being "in a line". Regardless, as a
result, the passage in XXXVII, 1, is sometimes understood as a reference to birds rather than angels.
In interpreting these verses, a parallel is often
drawn to Muslims standing in rows in the saldt, the
idea of being in rows linked thereby to images of the
universe as worshipping God.
Bibliography: Lane, s.v.; the tafsir tradition on
the three verses, especially Kurtubl, al-Djami* li-

ahkdm al-Kur^dn, Cairo 1967, XV, 61-2 (WKur'an,
XXXVII, 1); R. Paret, Der Koran. Kommentar und
Konkordanz, Stuttgart 1971, ad Kur'an XXIV, 41.
(A. RIPPIN)
$AFi (pi. safdyd], SAWAFi (A.), two terms of
mediaeval Islamic f i n a n c e and land t e n u r e .
The first denotes special items consisting of immoveable property selected from booty by the leader
[see FAY3 and GHANIMA], while the second is the term
for land which the Imam selects from the conquered
territories for the treasury with the consent of those
who had a share in the booty (al-Mawardl, al-Ahkdm
al-sultdniyya, Cairo 1966, 192). In pre-Islamic Arabia
the leader was also entitled to one-fourth (rubc) or onefifth (khums) of the booty in addition to the safi. The
custom of khums was upheld by the prophet and given
Kur D anic sanction in sura XLI. There was general
agreement under the Rashidun caliphs that the caliph
likewise might retain one-fifth of the booty. In the case
of landed property, it became sawdfi, in effect crown
land. In Sunnf theory, the right of the Prophet to
select for himself moveable property from war booty
terminated with his death, but in Sh^T theory it passed
to the Imams.
In pre-Islamic Persia, crown lands were extensive;
and the possessions of the Sasanid royal household
(dstdn) were scattered over the country. Their administration was under a special department called
diwdn i ostdnddnh (A. Perekhanian, Iran society and law,
in Cambr. hist. Iran, iii (2), 669). The accounts of the
income from crown lands were kept in a separate
register apart from the land tax. Prior to the reforms
of the 6th century A.D., the Sasanid land tax was
assessed as a proportion of the crop, and varied from
one-third to one-sixth of the crop, depending upon the
amount of irrigation and the productivity of the land
(A.
Christensen, LTran sous les Sassanides,
Copenhagen 1936, 118-119). Some crown lands were
assigned to the royal family, as for example the crown
district of Kaskar, which Khusraw ParwTz assigned to
his cousin Narsah about the year A.D. 624; and some
were granted as payments to supporters of the regime,
such as the land grants made to the Banu Lakhm at
Hira to secure the desert frontier. Some royal property survived the Islamic conquest in the hands of those
who had come to terms with the Muslims and some,
in the confusion which followed the conquest, was appropriated by local dahdkin (M.G. Morony, Landholding in seventh century Iraq, in A.L. Udovitch (ed.),
The Islamic Middle East, 700-1900, Princeton 1981,
148 ff.).
The legal theories developed by the fukahd^ with
regard to crown land, communal land and booty were
based on the treatment of Sasanid crown land, abandoned land and waste land in the Sawad [q.v.] after
the Islamic conquest, and on the varying interpretations of incidents at the time of the conquest interpreted in terms of their own concept of communal
ownership and the responsibilities of the caliph as Imam. M.G. Morony has drawn attention to a tendency
on the part of both Islamic and Western scholars to
describe the land settlement ascribed to c Umar I in
terms of a conscious policy based on theories that only
emerged later in the fully-developed Islamic law (op.
cit., 154. See also W. Schmucker, Untersuchungen zu
einigen wichtigen bodenrechtlichen Konsequenzen der
islamischen Eroberungsbewegung, Bonn 1972, 25-6 and
passim).
It is difficult to disentangle the course of events
during and after the conquest from the oftenconflicting traditions, in particular since many of the
statements about what c Uthman did were elicited
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during the second civil war (Morony, 161). The
measures adopted to deal with the administrative and
other problems which arose were often of an ad hoc
nature. It is generally accepted that c Umar I, after the
defeat of the Sasanids at the battle of Djalula (16/637),
confiscated all lands belonging to the Persian royal
house, property belonging to fire-temples, posthouses, and mills, drained marshes and swamps in
Mesopotamia, exempted them from the fay* and
declared them to be sawdfi al-ustdn and, according to
tradition, ordered four-fifths to be allotted to the army
one-fifth to be reserved for the caliph for the community (ibid., 155).
Al-Baladhuri states that c Umar established the
peasants (ahl al-sawdd) in their lands, levied djizya on
their heads and task on their lands (Futuh, 273;
Morony, 159). This presumably refers to the practice
in the Sawad generally, including those districts made
into sawdfi. According to Kudama's account, the task
was levied in the sawdfi al-ustdn at the rate of half the
crop. It is not clear from Kudama's account whether
the Sawad, including the sawdfi, was originally assessed by measurement (misdha) or by mukdsama [q. vv. ],
that is, by a proportion of the crop, or in some
districts by misdha and in others by mukdsama. He
states that c Umar sent c Umar b. Hunayth to measure
the Sawad (after the conquest) and that he imposed 10
dirhams per djarib on vines and trees, 5 dirhams on
date palms, 6 dirhams on green sugar cane, 4 dirhams
on wheat, and 2 dirhams on barley (or according to
other traditions he assessed them at a higher rate). He
then measured the cultivated land and all land to
which water could be brought, so that it could be
cultivated, and imposed on all this by way of tax one
kafiz (of its produce) and one dirham. This was changed later by the Imam, taking into account the quantity
of the crops and the expenses incurred in the transport
of the grain and fruits to the market (Taxation in Islam,
ii, Quddma b. Ja^far's Kitdb al-Khardj, part seven, tr. with
introd. and notes by A. Ben Shemesh, Leiden 1965,
39, Arabic text, 121; Abu Yusuf, Le livre de rimpot fonder, tr. E. Fagnan, Paris 1921, 58 ff.). It seems probable that some at least of the land to which Kudama
refers, in particular that "to which water could be
brought so that it could be cultivated", was or became
sawdfi.
The revenue (kharddf) from the territory of the
Sawad which was made into sawdfi by c Umar is
variously recojded. According to a tradition quoted
by Yahya b. Adam, it was 7,000,000 dirhams (Taxation in Islam, i, Yahya ben Adam's Kitdb al-khardj, ed. and
tr. with introd. and notes by A. Ben Shemesh, Leiden
1967, 53). Abu Yusuf quotes the same tradition; he
also records that some of the elders of al-Madlna states
that c Umar made kati*a grants from this land (Fagnan,
87, Taxation in Islam, iii, Abu Yusuf s Kitdb al-khardj, tr.
with introd. by A. Ben Shemesh, Leiden 1969, 75).
Kudama similarly gives the figure of 7,000,000
dirhams (Taxation in Islam, ii, 35-6). Abu Yusuf also
quotes another tradition which gives the revenue of
the sawdfi al-ustdn as 4,000,000 dirhams (text, 86, tr.,
75). Al-Mawardi, on the other hand, states that the
revenue was 9,000,000 dirhams and that it was to be
expended on the general interests of the Muslims.
Contrary to the tradition quoted by Abu Yusuf, he
asserts that no kati^a grants were made on it (al-Ahkdm
al-sultdniyya, Cairo 1966, 192-3).
Under c Uthman changes began to occur in the
theory of sawdfi. Gradually the concept emerged that
property held by the Commander of the Faithful for
the Islamic community was at his disposal, and the
distinction between fay* land and sawdfi became blur-
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red. c Uthman made land grants (kataW) from sawdfi to
tribal leaders at Kufa. Among these were the grants to
Djarlr b. cAbd Allah al-Badjall on the banks of the
Euphrates, to Ashcath b. Kays al-Kindl at
Tlzanabadh near Kadisiyya, to Sacd b. Malik at the
village of Hurmuzan and to cAbd Allah b. Mascud in
al-Nahrayn (Morony, 158; Baladhuri, Futuh, 273-4;
al-Tabari, i, 2376). In the last two cases, one-third
and one-fourth of the produce was taken by way of
rent (Abu Yusuf, tr., 93), which suggests that by this
time some or most of the sawdfi were assessed by
mukdsama. The village of TTzanabadh, later called alAsh c ath, remained in the family of al-Ashcath b. Kays
at least until 74/693 (Morony, 173, 118 n.), which is
evidence that some kati^a grants had by this time
become hereditary.
c
Uthman also made kafi*a grants of undeveloped
land round Basra. One such was the grant of the
swampy ground called Shatt CUthman across from
Ubulla to c Uthman b. Abi 'l-cAs al-ThakafT in order
to drain and reclaim it and to compensate him for the
land the caliph had bought from him in Medina (ibid.,
158; al-Baladhuri, Futuh, 351). Kudama and alMawardi interpret c Uthman's actions in granting
katdW as based on a belief that it was more beneficial
for the Muslims that the sawdfi should be cultivated
than left without cultivation and that he therefore
granted them to whom he saw fit for the purpose of
cultivation and so that the share (i.e. the rent or tax)
due on them might be paid to the Muslims (Taxation
in Islam, ii, 36; al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya, 193). That
revenue from sawdfi was said to have increased under
c
Uthman to 50,000,000 dirhams (al-Mawardi, 192-3)
is supporting evidence for Kudama's interpretation.
At the same time it would seem, c Uthman's actions
were also designed to reward his own followers.
Morony considers that the result of c Umar's policy
was to establish the nucleus of a Muslim Arab landed
aristocracy in the Sawad, the property they held consisting of the same village estates that had been held
by Sasanid nobles from the crown before the conquest
(Landholding in seventh century Iraq, 158). These grants
to c Uthman's supporters served, however, to alienate
others of the Muslim community who disputed the
conversion of the land round Kufa into sawdfi, maintaining that it was fay* land, the revenue of which belonged to them. It was this dissatisfaction that was one
of the causes of Kufan support for the revolt which
brought c Uthman's caliphate to an end in 35/656
(ibid.).
In the reign of Mu c awiya (41-60/661-80) there was
a further increase 'i crown lands both in c lrak and in
the Hidjaz (Morony, 174; Schmucker, 135-6, 142).
c
Abd Allah b. Darradj, whom Mu c awiya had put in
charge of the kharddj_ of Kufa in 41/661, is said to have
identified former Sasanid crown lands on the basis of
a supposed register of Sasanid crown lands recovered
from Hulwan where Yazdagird III is alleged to have
left it, and to have cut down the reeds and built dams
and thus reclaimed them from the swamps (batd^ih)
(al-Baladhuri, Futuh, 290, 295; al-YackubI, Ta^rikh, ii,
258). A good deal of former Sasanid crown land had
apparently been lost to the swamps below Kaskar in
A.D. 628, and it was there that Ibn Darradj began to
reclaim land (Morony, 160). Grants, some of them
very large, from this reclaimed land in Lower c lrak
were made to relatives and supporters of the
Umayyads (ibid., 161). In the revolt led by Ibn alAsh c ath against al-Hadjdjadj in 82/701, the register of
sawdfi land was burnt after the battle of Dayr alDjamadjim and many sawdfi lands were seized by
neighbouring landlords and others (Abu Yusuf, tr.
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Fagnan, 86-7; al-Mawardi, 193). However, the revolt
was crushed, Wasit was founded and more land was
reclaimed from the swamps of Lower clrak and turned
over to the partisans of the Umayyads (Morony, 162).
Further increases of sawdfi land occurred under cAbd
al-Malik and Walld I [see KHALISA], but c Umar II (99101/717-20) forbade any further appropriations of
state lands to individuals (H.A.R. Gibb, The fiscal
rescript of QUmar II, in Arabica, ii [1955], 10).
Under the cAbbasids it seems to have been tacitly
assumed that the leader of the community, whether he
was the caliph or a local ruler, might appropriate to
himself extensive districts [see further KHALISA].
There was in any case a great increase in crown land
in the cAbbasid period. Increasingly from the reign of
al-Mutawakkil (232-47/847-61), fiscal assignments
were made on the land, and grants of land, including
presumably sawdfi, were made to the troops and
military officers and other officials of the caliph's administration. According to Miskawayh, al-Muktadir,
after he was restored to the caliphate in 317/929,
distributed largesse to the army, and when the
available cash was exhausted he sold land to them and
made it a condition in the documents of sale that the
buyers should pay tax to the public treasury on what
they had purchased at the rate levied on kati^a grants,
which paid ^ushr. Thus the difference between what
was paid on estates in ustdn land (i.e. sawdfi land, the
rent or tax of which might be as much as half the
produce) and land given as hatd^ (which paid ^ushr)
was contracted to the purchasers as a gift. These contracts made by CA1I b. c Abbas, whom al-Muktadir had
appointed as his agent in the matter, were attested
and the estates (al-diyd*- wa 'l-amldk) were sold to the
army for very low prices. Thabit b. Sinan relates that
one day in the year 317/919-20 he was present in the
office of the wazir Ibn Mukla [q. v . ] , who was "entirely
occupied with the signing of sales of estates (al-diyd^}
to the troops and the assignation to them of the difference between the assessments as a gift. The officials
in the bureaux were also kept at work hunting out the
assessments of the lands which were being sold"
(Eclipse of the CAbbasid caliphate, ed. and tr. Amedroz
and Margoliouth, Arabic text, i, 200, iv, tr. 225).
From this, it would seem that sawdfi land in clrak
(whatever its origins) still paid a higher rate of taxation in the early 4th/10th century than land which had
been granted as hatd^.
In the early cAbbasid period, Sunm fukahd^ belonging to the various schools assembled the traditions and
legal prescriptions concerning the classification and
taxation of land. Their theory concerning sawdfi-was
based primarily on c Umar's actions or supposed actions in the settlement of the Sawad. There are differences in matters of detail between them as a result
of the different and sometimes contrary nature of the
traditions, but the general consensus is that sawofi
land derived from the principle which permitted the
Imam to reserve one-fifth of the conquered land for
the public treasury in the interests of the Muslims and
that grants of sawdfi land did not carry full rights of
ownership. In practice, there were frequent deviations
from the theory of the early legal scholars. Nevertheless, later scholars maintained the theories put forward by their predecessors. There are, however, exceptions. Abu Bakr Ahmad b. cAbd Allah al-Kindi
al-Samdl al-Nazwi (d. 557/1161-2) gives in theMusannaf different versions of the origin of sawdfi. One is to
the effect that sawdfi were possessions that had been
owned by people who had abandoned their lands
because they had been treated iniquitously by unjust
rulers. For this reason, al-Nazwi claims that legal

scholars considered the sawafi unlawful (hardm). Kister
points out that this opinion reflects later perceptions
(see his Land, property and jihad, in JESHO, xxxiv
[1991], 308 ff.).
The Shi^I theory of sawdfi differs from the Sunn!
one and might cover both moveable or immoveable
property. It is confused with safT(see above). Whereas
in Sunn! theory only one-fifth of the land of former
kings was sawdfi, all the lands of former kings were
considered to belong automatically to the Shi^I Imam.
They were regarded as part of the anfdl, which consisted of lands which were abandoned by their owners
without fighting, dead lands, lands on mountain tops,
plantations, mines and lands of former kings (katdV
al-muluk). Anfdl lands belonged to the imam, who
could alienate them as he saw fit (Hossein Modarressi
TabatabaDi, Kharaj in Islamic law, London 1983, 8 ff.
See also A.K.S. Lambton, State and government in
medieval Islam, Oxford 1981, 247, and KHALISA, at IV,
974).
Bibliography: (in addition to references given in
the text): cAbd al-cAz!z Dun, Nizam al-dard^ib fi sadr
al-Islam, in Madjallat madjma al-lugha al-^arabiyya,
xliv/2 (1974), 44-60; M. van Berchem, La propriete
territoriale et I'impot fonder sous les premiers califes,
Geneva 1886; P. Forand, The status of the land and the
inhabitants of the Sawad during the first two centuries of
Islam, in JESHO, xiv(1971), 25-37; A.K.S. Lambton, Landlord and peasant in Persia, Oxford 1953,
repr. London and New York 1991 with new introd.; eadem, State and government in medieval Islam,
Oxford 1981; F. L0kkegaard, Islamic taxation in the
classic period, Copenhagen 1950; W. Madelung,
Land ownership and land tax in Northern Yemen and Najrdn: 3rd-4thl9th-10th century, in Land tenure and social
transformation in the Middle East, ed. Tarif Khalidi,
Beirut 1981, 189-207, also in idem, Religious and
ethnic movements in medieval Islam, Variorum
Reprints, Aldershot 1992; M.G. Morony, Iraq after
the Muslim conquest, Princeton 1984; M.A. Shaban,
Islamic history, A.D. 600-750 (A. H. 132), Cambridge
1971; idem, The CAbbasid revolution, Cambridge
1970. See also works quoted in the Bibl. to KHALISA.
(ANN K.S. LAMBTON)
SAFI, the by-name of FAKHR AL-Dw cALi b. Husay'n Waciz KASHIFI (b. 21 Djumada I 867/11
February 1463, d. 939/1532-3), a u t h o r , preacher
and p r o m i n e n t N a k s h b a n d i S u f i , and son of the
famous Kamal al-Dm Husayn Waciz [see KASHIFI].
Born in Sabzawar, he was brought up and educated
in Harat. His mother was the sister of Djami [q. v. ].
Among his early teachers were Djami and Radiyy alDln cAbd al-Ghafur Larl. He was early attracted by
Nakshbandi ideas, and travelled to Samarkand in
889/1484 and again in 893/1487-8 to study with
Kh w adja c Ubayd Allah Ahrar [q. v. in Suppl.], chief
of the Nakshbandi order. In 904/1498-9 he married
the daughter of Kh w adja Muhammad Akbar b. Sacd
al-Dln Kashghari. After the death of his father in
910/1504-5, Fakhr al-Dln C AH succeeded him as
leading preacher in Harat. In 938-9/1531-2 he was
confined for a year in Harat when the city was besieged by the Ozbegs. When the siege was broken by the
forces of Shah Tahmasp in 939/1532-3, he took refuge
with Sayf al-Muluk Shah Muhammad Sultan, the shdr
of Ghardjistan [q. v. ] , but in the same year that area
was attacked and he returned to Harat, where he soon
died and was buried in the city. Some have suggested
that he became a Sh^I later in life, but nothing
definite in this regard can be stated. His works are: (1)
Rashahdt-i cayn al-haydt, completed in 909/1503-4 (ed.
C
A.A. Muclniyan, 2 vols., Tehran 2536/1977-8); (2)
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Latd^if al-tawd^if (ed. A. Gulcln Ma c am, Tehran
1367/1988-9); (3) Hirz al-amdm min fitan al-zamdn
(Lucknow 1290/1873); (4) Kashf al-asrdr, also called
Tuhfa-yi khdm (Bodleian cat. 2749; Ivanow, cat. ASB
[Curzon Coll.] 648); (5) a mathnawi entitled Mahmud
wa Aydz (HadjdjT Khalifa, iv, col. 445); (6) Ants alc
driftn (Isma c fl Pasha Baghdadli, Hadiyyat al-^drifin,
ed. Bilge and inal, Istanbul 1951-5, i, col. 743).
Bibliography: See that for KASHIFI.
(W.L. HAN AWAY)
SAFl AL-DIN ARDABILI, Shaykh Abu '1-Fath
Ishak, son of AmTn al-DTn Djibra°Il and Dawlatl, born
650/1252-3, died 12 Muharram 735/12 September
1334 at Ardabil [q.v.], eponymous founder of the
Safawid Order of Sufis and hence of the Safawid
dynasty, rulers of Persia 907-1148/1501-1736 [see
SAFAWIDS].

Traditional hagiographical accounts depict SafT alDTn as being destined for future greatness from infancy. As a boy, he spent his time in religious exercises,
experienced visions involving angelic beings, and was
visited by the abddl and awtdd [q.vv.]. As he grew up,
he could find no murshid (spiritual director) at Ardabil
capable of satisfying his religious needs. When he was
twenty years old (670/1271-2), he travelled to Shlraz
to meet Shaykh NadjTb al-DTn Buzghush, who had
been recommended to him as a murshid. On his
journey south, he continued to seek a spiritual director in the various towns through which he passed, but
still without success, and, on his arrival at Shlraz, he
learned that Shaykh NadjTb al-DTn had just died. He
was then advised that the only person capable of
analysing his mystical state (hdl wa ahwdf), his visions
(wdki^dt), and his spiritual stations (makdmdt) was a
certain Shaykh Zahid GTlanT. SafT al-DTn eventually
found Shaykh Zahid at the village of Hilya Kiran on
the Caspian in 675/1276-7, and at once realized that
the Shaykh, then sixty years of age, was the murshid he
had been seeking.
Shaykh Zahid treated SafT al-DTn with extraordinary favour. He gave his daughter BTbT Fatima in
marriage to SafT al-DTn, and his son HadjdjT Shams alDTn Muhammad married SafT al-DTn's daughter. SafT
al-DTn had three sons by BTbT Fatima: MuhyT al-DTn
(died 724/1223-4); Sadr al-Milla wa '1-DTn,' who succeeded him as head of the Safawid order; and Abu
SacTd. Before his death in Radjab 700/March 1301,
Shaykh Zahid designated SafT al-DTn to succeed him
as head of the Zahidiyya order. This caused great
resentment among some of Shaykh Zahid's followers,
and especially on the part of his elder son, Djamal alDTn CA1T, and his family. Shaykh Zahid's younger
son, HadjdjT Shams al-DTn Muhammad, who was in
any case SafT al-DTn's son-in-law, was placated by
grants of land and other property. There is evidence
that SafT al-DTn connived at the expropriation by his
son-in-law of certain wakfs controlled by DjamalDTn's son, Badr al-DTn Djamalan; the Mongol IIKhan Abu SacTd [q.v.] intervened in 720/1320 to
restore the rights of Badr al-DTn (V. Minorsky, A
Mongol decree of 72011320 to the family of Shaykh Zahid, in
BSOAS, xvi/3 [1954], 519-20). On the other hand,
Shaykh Zahid's descendants were not immune from
the usurpations of Mongol amirs.
Under. SafT al-DTn's leadership, the Zahidiyya
order, under its new name Safawiyya, was transformed from a SufT order of purely local significance into
a religious movement, based on ArdabTl, whose
religious propaganda (dacwa) was disseminated
throughout Persia, Syria and Asia Minor, and even as
far away as Ceylon (H.R. Roemer, The Safawid period,
in Camb. Hist. Iran, vi, 192). Even during his lifetime,
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SafT al-DTn wielded considerable political influence,
and his designation of his son Sadr al-DTn Musa to
succeed him makes it clear that he was determined to
keep this political power within the Safawid family.
After his death, his mausoleum at Ardabil became an
important place of pilgrimage (for an inventory of the
contents of the shrine compiled in 1172/1758-9 by its
mutawalli Sayyid Muhammad Kasim Beg SafawT, see
Gandjina-yi Shaykh Soft, Tabriz 1348 Sh./1969. See also
M.E. Weaver, The conservation of the shrine of Sheikh Safi
at Ardabil, Second preliminary study, July-August 1971,
UNESCO, Paris 1971). Though he may be regarded
as the founder of the Safawid dynasty, which promulgated Ithna cAsharT Shicism as the official religion
of the state, SafT al-DTn himself was nominally a SunnT
of the ShaficT madhhab. However, given the syncretist
religious climate of the period of Mongol rule in Persia, too much emphasis should not be placed on this.
Bibliography (in addition to sources referred to
in the text): DarwTsh TawakkulTb. IsmacTl Ibn Bazzaz, Safwat al-safd, written about 759/1357-8, some
twenty-four years after the death of SafT al-DTn. It
is a mainly hagiographical work. Because the whole
question of Safawid genealogy is extremely complex, and because later copies of the Safwat al-safd
were tampered with during the reigns of Shah
Isma c fl I and Shah Tahmasp [q. vv.} to produce an
"official version" of the origin of the Safawids, the
two copies of this ms. which antedate the establishment of the Safawid state in 907/1501 are of particular importance: ms. Leiden 2639 (dated
890/1485), and Ayasofya 3099, dated 896/1491
(lith. text ed. Ahmad al-TibnzT, Bombay 1329/
1911). Study of these earlier mss. has led scholars
to challenge the claim of the Safawid family to
siyddat and to descent from the Seventh Ithna
c
AsharT Imam, Musa al-Kazim [q. v. ]; see Sayyid
Ahmad TabrTzT (KasrawT) [^.».], Nizhdd wa tabdr-i
Safawiyya, in Ayanda, ii (1927-8), 357-65; Safawiyya
sayyid nabuda and, in ibid., 489-97; and Bdz ham
Safawiyya, in ibid., 801-12 (a later publication,
Shaykh Safi wa tabdrash, 'Tehran 1323 Sh./1944,
2
Tehran 1342 Sh./1963, is a rewritten and expanded version of these articles); Zeki Velidi Togan, Sur
I'origine des Safavides, in Melanges Louis Massignon,
Damascus 1957, 345-57; M. Bina-Motlagh, Scheich
Safi von Ardabil, diss. Gottingen 1969; Erika
Glassen, Die fruhen Safawiden nach Qazi Ahmad Qumi,
Freiburg im Breisgau 1970; M. Mazzaoui, The
origins of the Safawids, Freiburger Islamstudien,
Band III, Wiesbaden 1972, 47 ff.; B. Nikitine,
Essai d'analyse du Safwat al-Safd, in JA (1957), 385394. On the history of Shaykh SafT al-DTn's time,
see Shaykh Husayn b. Abdal Zahidi, Silsilat alnasab-i Safawiyya, Iranschahr Publications no. 6,
Berlin 1343/1924-5; Browne, LHP, iv, 3-44; W.
Hinz, Irans Aufstieg zum Nationalstaat im fiinfzehnten
Jahrhundert, Berlin and Leipzig 1936, 12-14; R.M.
Savory, Iran under the Safavids, Cambridge 1980, 59. On connections between the Safawiyya and
Anatolian dervish orders, see F. Babinger, Schejch
Bedred-Din, Leipzig and Berlin 1921, 78 ff.; F. Babinger, Marino Sanuto's Tagebucher als Quelle zur
Geschichte der Safawifja, in A volume of oriental studies
presented to Edward G. Browne, Cambridge 1922, 2850; HJ. Kissling, Zur Geschichte des Derwischordens der
Bajrdmijje, in Sudost-Forschungen, Band XV, Miinchen 1956, 237-68.
(F. BABINGER-[R.M. SAVORY])
SAFI AL-DlN CABD AL-cAzTz B. SARAYA AL-HILLl
al-Ta'T al-SinbisT, Abu '1-Mahasin (b. 5 RabT< II
677/26 August 1278 [according to al-SafadT, Wafi,
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xviii, 482, 6-7, and most other sources] or Djumada
II, 678/Oct.-Nov. 1279 [according to al-BirzalT (d.
739/1339; q. v.) who claims to have received this information from al-Hilll himself, see Huwwar, 20], d.
probably 749/1348), the most famous A r a b poet of
the 8th c e n t u r y A . H .
In spite of his fame, information about his life is
rather scarce; even the year of his death is variously
given (see Bosworth, Underworld, i, 138, n. 26). Born
in al-Hilla [q.v.], a centre of Shl^Ilearning, and a Shi*!
himself (see below), he left his native town in
701/1301-2 (see introd. to poems Diwdn, 70 and 94) to
betake himself to the court of the Turkmen Artukids
[q.v. ] of MardTn. The reasons for this move were, on
the one hand, the atmosphere of factionalism and
vendetta in al-Hilla; he himself had taken revenge for
one of his uncles, who had been murdered, and thus
was in fear for his own life (al-Safadi, Wdfi, xviii, 485
1. 1, mentions, from autopsy, the scars that SafTal-Dm
had retained from the fight; see also SafT al-Dln's introd. to the Dtwdn, 4, tr. Bosworth, Underworld, i, 137,
and the ten poems devoted to the affair [wdki^a] of his
uncle in Diwdn, 9-18, 36-38, the introd. to the poem
Diwdn, 11, dating the revenge to the same year
701/1301-2 in which he went to Mardm). On the
other hand, the Artukid principality of Mardm, under
Ilkhanid suzerainty, was a flourishing and relatively
peaceful place. SafT al-Dln, who had already won
some fame as a poet, was warmly received by al-Malik
al-Mansur Nadjm al-Dln Ghazi (reigned 693712/1294-1312) and most likely composed the Durar
al-nuhur fi madd^ih al-Malik al-Mansur (see below) to introduce himself to the prince. Henceforth, he considered Mardm his home town. He became a nadim
and court poet of al-Malik al-Mansur as well as of his
son and successor (after the ephemeral clmad al-DTn
C
A1I) al-Malik al-Salih Shams al-Dln Salih (reigned
712-65/1312-64; the correct name is Salih rather than
Mahmud given here vol. I, 663; see Diwdn, 5, where
the name occurs as a karma in rhymed prose). However, his main source of income was trade. As a merchant he travelled widely, which also meant that a fair
number of his praise poems were mailed to their addressees rather than recited in person. His travels also
afforded him opportunities to present poems to other
rulers and notables, thus the Ayyubid lord of Hamat
(under Mamluk suzerainty) and well-known historian
and geographer al-Malik al-Mu5ayyad Abu 'l-Fida°
Ismacfl (reigned 710-32/1310-31, see ABU 'L-FIDA D ; cf.
Diwdn, 142-8) and his son and successor al-Malik alAfdal Muhammad (reigned 732-42/1331-41, cf.
Diwdn, 148-61, and al-Safadl, A^ydn, ii, 444). His
most important sojourn outside Mardm, however,
was his stay at the court of the Mamluk sultan alNasir Muhammad b. Kalawun [q.v.] in Cairo, following his pilgrimage in 723/1322 (see Diwdn, 62, 1. 3,
and for the date see 114, 1. 10; al-$afadl, A^ydn, ii, 87,
21, and Wdfi, xviii, 482,11. 7-8, dates his stay in Cairo
"ca. 726/1326", but thinks that he may have visited
Cairo twice). He was introduced to the sultan by the
sultan's confidential secretary cAla3 al-Dln Ibn alAthfr (d. 730/1329), and he also met with important
scholars, such as the sira writer and poet Ibn Sayyid
al-Nas (d. 734/1334 [q. v. ]) and the grammarian Abu
Hayyan al-GharnatT (d. 745/1344 [q.v.]) (see alSafadl, A^ydn, ii, 87, 1. 23; Wdfi, xviii, 482, 1. 9; Ibn
Hadjar, Durar, ii, 370, 1. 2). After some wellreceived panegyrics, the sultan suggested that SafT alDln collect his poetry into a thematically arranged
diwan (see Diwdn, 5, for the story, and 62-9 for the
poems). This is the existing diwdn. In 731/1331 al$afadi met $afT al-Dm near Aleppo, when the latter
was petitioning the governor of Syria Sayf al-Dm

Tangiz, who was hunting in the area, to apprehend a
thief who had stolen from him in Mardm. On that occasion al-$afadl received a comprehensive ifjjaza from
SafT al-Dln for all his past and future work and all
works that he was permitted to transmit. In 747/13467 al-Flruzabadi (d. 817/1415 [q.v.]), then still a young
man of seventeen, met SafT al-Dln in Baghdad, when
the latter was about seventy years old; he says that it
was hard to believe that this man had composed the
poetry he was known for (quoted by al-Shushtari,
Madjdlis al-mu^mimn, Tehran 1299/1881-2, 471).
As a man from al-Hilla, SafT al-Dm could hardly be
anything but Shi^I, and al-Safadl says so explicitly,
adding that being a Shl^I was nothing "heretical"
(bitPi) in al-Hilla (A<ydn, ii, 87, 11. 10-11). Ibn Hadjar
felt that some of his poetry smelled of rafd (Durar, ii,
369, penult.), in the sense of an outright rejection and
vituperation of the first caliphs, although al-HillT
himself—and Ibn Hadjar is aware of that—had expressed his esteem for the first caliphs, and the
Companions in general, in his poetry (see e.g. Diwdn,
59, two poems). He could hardly have done otherwise
in the strongly Sunn! world in which he moved.
$afT al-Dln's literary output includes the following
works that are extant:
1. The Diwdn. Collected at the suggestion of alNasir b. Kalawun, probably in 723/1322 (see above),
and arranged according to genres, this Diwdn is expressly called a selection. Moreover, poetry composed
after completion of the Diwdn would eo ipso not be included; however, the Diwdn does contain a few poems
referring to later events (see cAllush, 113-14, and
Sallm, 38-9). Whether these were inserted by the poet
himself or by later copyists is unclear. This means that
a fair part of SafT al-Dln's total poetic production is
not included in the Diwdn; the selections offered by alSafadi, both in the Acydn and the Wdfi, contain indeed
a substantial number of items not to be found in the
Diwdn. The same is true, though to a lesser extent, for
the selections made by al-Kutubl. Brockelmann (II,
160, S II, 199-200) lists a number of poems that have
been transmitted outside the Diwdn; no indication is
given whether or not they are contained in the existing
text.
The arrangement of the Diwdn is as follows (note
that the chapter headings are composed in sadf which
accounts for some tautologies):
ch. 1: self-glorification, heroic songs, and incitation
to assume leadership (fi 'l-fakhr wa 'l-hamdsa
wa 'l-tahnd ^ald 'l-ri^dsa);
ch. 2: encomium, praise, gratitude, and congratulation (fi 'l-madh wa 'l-thana* wa 'l-shukr
wa 'l-hand^;
ch. 3: hunting poems and various descriptions (fi 7tardiyydt wa-anwd^ al-sifdt);
ch. 4: friendship poems and introductory poems in
correspondences (fi 'l-ikhwdniyydt wa-sudur almurdsaldt);
ch. 5: elegies on the great and condolences for
friends (fimardthi 'l-a^ydn wa-ta^dzi 'l-ikhwdri);
ch. 6: flirtatious and elegiac love poetry and elegant
amorous verse (fi 'l-ghazal wa '1-nasTb wazard^if al-tashbib);
ch. 7: wine poems and select flower poems (fi
'l-khamriyydt wa 'l-nubadh al-zahriyydt);
ch. 8: complaint, reproof, calling in a promise and
the answer (fi 'l-shakwd wa 'l-^itdb wa-takddi
'l-wa^d wa 'l-djawdb);
ch. 9: poems announcing presents, apologies, entreaties, and poems asking for forgiveness (fi
'l-haddyd wa 'l-ictidhdr wa 'l-istftdf wa 'listighfdr);
ch. 10: tours-de-force, riddles, and mnemonic verse
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(ft 'l-^awis wa 'l-alghdz wa 3l-takyid li 'l-idjdz);
ch. 11: jocular verse, satirical poems, and obscene
poems (fi 'l-mulah wa '1-ahddj.i wa 'l-ihmdd fi
}
l-tanddji)',
ch. 12: wise sayings, poems of renunciation, and remarkable odds and ends (fi 'l-dddb wa 7zuhdiyydt wa-nawddir mukhtalifdt).
Al-Hilli clearly runs the whole gamut of existing
genres and, in so doing, revives certain genres that
had not been cultivated much for some time, such as
the khamriyya [q. v. ] and the tardiyya [q. v. ]. Others, such
as madh and hia^d7, are comparatively underrepresented, and for a reason: when al-Hilll embarked
on his poetic career, he had the noble intention of not
writing any panegyrics nor lampoons. Shunning the
encomiastic genre was something he could not keep
up, although it is remarkable that a number of poems
addressed to the Artukids are an expression of
gratitude rather than pure princely praise. As for the
lampoons, he insists that he never wrote any for his
own sake; the examples included in the pertinent
chapter of the Diwdn are, so it is alleged, all ghostwritten for friends. Unexpectedly, he includes even
mnemonic verse in his diwdn, mainly containing lists
of technical terms and the like in such diverse fields as
music, rhyme theory, metrics, administration, ornithology, chess, and medicine.
The Diwdn contains only poems in the fushd
language, except for two instances of a kharaja
zadjaliyya attached to a muwashshah (Diwdn, 321, 323);
for al-Hilli's other dialect poetry see no. 4 below. He
uses the full range of possible forms: kasida, kifa
(particularly also very short poems of an epigrammatic character as well as of the kind called "poetic
snapshots" by G. von Grunebaum), muwashshah [q.v.]
(in Diwdn, 144, he calls himself enamoured with this
form), musammat [q.v.] (in particular mukhammas, including takhmisdt of existing poems), and dubayt (see
RUBA C I).
Some conspicuous poems deserve special mention:
(a) al-Kdfiya al-badi^iyya fi 'l-madd^ih al-nabawiyya, a
poem in praise of the Prophet modeled on the Burda
[q. v. ] of al-Busiri [q.v. in Suppl.], thus a mimiyya in the
metre basit, 145 lines long, each line containing one,
in some cases two or three, figures of speech, 151
altogether (Dtwdn, 496-511). The names of the figures
are explicitly given between the lines. The story of the
poem's genesis is mentioned in a short prose introduction: how the poet intended to write a book on
rhetorical figures, but was prevented from doing so by
falling gravely ill; how in a dream he received a
message from the Prophet enjoining him to praise the
latter and promising speedy recovery; and how he
combined his original intention with his new task by
composing the badftyya. It proved to be the startingpoint of a new genre of poetry. For al-Hilli's own
commentary see below no. 2.—(b) al-Kasida alsdsdniyya, a poem of 75 lines in the tawil metre, written
in the argot of the tramps, who called themselves the
Banu Sasan [q.v.] (Diwdn, 444-8). The poem was
ghost-written for a friend who for some unspecified
reason wanted to be accepted in the circles of the
tramps. It is preceded by a makdma-\ike introduction.
For a critical edition, translation, and study of the
poem see C.E. Bosworth, Underworld, i, 132-49
(study); ii, 291-345 (tr. and comm.); 41-84 (ed.,
Arabic pagination). The above title of the poem does
not occur in the Diwdn, where the argot is called lughat
al-ghurabd* ( l 'language of the homeless"). Whether alHilll knew the work of his predecessors in the art of
the argot kasida, al-Ahnaf al-cUkbari and Abu Dulaf
al-KhazradjI, is not clear (see ibid., i, 141-2); but
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given his wide-ranging literary interests, it stands to
reason that he was aware of this poetic mini-genre.
Comprehension of the poem is made possible by interlinear glosses in some of the manuscripts (see ibid.,
i, 143).—(c) The gharib poem, 15 lines in the khafif
metre (Diwdn, 443-4), answering a criticism that his
poetry, though good, suffered from a lack of rare
(gharib) vocabulary. Al-Hilli first gives four lines of
cacophonous archaic words, then enters into a
declaration of the unsuitability of such language for
his own sophisticated age (cf. also I. Goldziher,
Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philologie, Leiden 1896-99,
i, 171-2; Bosworth, Underworld, i, 139-40).—(d) The
Candle Cycle, a series of six poems of varying length,
five in kdmil, one in sari*-, welcoming and describing
the candles, when they were brought in and lit in the
evening madjlis at the court of al-Malik al-Salih
(Diwdn, 121-4). The first is said to have been improvised, with a promise to continue in the same way
during the following nights.—(e) The Bacchic Cycle,
a series of seven khamriyyas addressed to al-Malik alSalih, one for each day of the week, each seven lines
long and rhyming with the name of the day, in various
metres (Dtwdn, 363-6).
For metrical peculiarities, one should mention a
poem in a "long metre" (wazn tawil) which, in the introduction, is said to have been used, if incorrectly, by
earlier poets (Diwdn, 147). It seems to be a munsarih
with a long syllable added at the beginning and end of
each hemistich. Two further poems are characterised
as being in Persian metres (al-awzdn al-a^djamiyya); one
is in the standard form of the khafif musaddas makhbun
mahdhuf (Diwdn, 293), the other in one of the most
common Persian metres, the muddri*- muthamman akhrab
makfuf mahdhuf (Diwdn, 307-8). A knowledge of Persian is not attested for al-Hilll, but it is not unlikely
(cf. also his knowledge of the Persian musjcal terms
tarana, awdza, awdzgasht, and sarband, in ^Atil, 26, 11.
8-9).
2. al-Natd^id^ al-ildhiyya fi sharh al-Kdfiya al-badi^iyya,
al-HillT's own commentary on his badPiyya. In the introduction he gives a short overview of the history of
"the science of badi*", and in an appendix at the end
he lists the seventy bad?- works that he read and used
for his poem and commentary, adding that he owned
copies of most of them.
3. Durar al-nuhur fi madd^ih [var. imtiddh] al-Malik alMansur, also known as al-Kasd^id al-Artukiyydt, and referred to by the poet himself as al-Mahbukdt (Diwdn,
70, 1. 2); the last title is actually a generic designation,
more precisely al-mahbukdt al-tarafayn "those with two
opposite ornamental seams" referring to their
technical peculiarity as described below. This is a
series of 29 odes, each of 29 lines (the version printed
in the editions of the Diwdn has lacunae; the full text
in ed. Cairo 1283/[1866] and in Madjmu*- muzdawidjdt,
95-134, which also contain the sad£ introduction missing from the Diwdn version). Each poem is
characterised by a letter of the alphabet that serves (a)
as the rhyme letter and (b) as the first letter of each
line; the letters include lam-alif (preceding yd7), but
there is no maksura. In the introduction, SafT al-Dln
claims invention of this technique, but c Allush, 120-1,
points out two earlier examples and one might add
that the exact same organisational principle is used by
Ibn al-cArab!(d. 638/1240 [q.v.]) in a series of ten-line
poems in his Diwdn (Bulak 1271/1855), 219-32. However, al-Hilli's work became the model for a minigenre of poetry termed rawda "garden" (see cAllush,
121-2, for a list of later specimens).
4. al-Kitdb al-^dtil al-hdli wa 'l-murakhkhas al-ghdli, the
first poetics of Arabic dialect poetry. It deals with the
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four genres of zadjal [ q . v . ] , mawdliyd [q.v.], kdn wa-kan
[q. v. ] , and kumd [q. v. ] . The work is important not only
as a—normative—description of the generic, prosodic, and linguistic properties of these types of
popular poetry, but also as an anthology that has preserved much that would otherwise be lost. Ritter and
Hoenerbach have exploited it for the contribution it
makes to our knowledge of the work of the zadjal poets
Ibn Kuzman (d. 555/1160 [q.v.]) and Mudghalls (d.
after 577/1181-2) (see BibL). In addition, SafT al-Dm
also includes a goodly amount of his own production.
He explicitly says that in his Diwdn he collected only
his mu^rab poetry, i.e. shi^r (in the narrow sense),
muwashshah. and dubayt, whereas his malhun poetry is
relegated to_ the present work (^Atil, 6). In a way,
then, the *Afil is an extension of his Diwdn.
5. al-Durr al-nafis fi adjnds al-tadjnis, a treatise on one
of the poet's favqurite figures of speech, the
paronomasia. Quoted in his Diwdn for a newlyinvented type of tadjnis used in the poem in question
(Diwdn, 423-4), it is preserved in a defective ms in
Cairo, Dar al-Kutub, 73 mad-jami*- m (five pages; see
Huwwar, 73).
6. al-Aghldti, an antibarbarus, preserved in ms.
Escorial 123 (63 folios, see Huwwar, 64).
7. There are five Rasd^il printed in the Diwdn:
(a) Risdlat al-Ddr fi muhdwardt al-fdr (Diwdn, 484-91).
This is a makdma-\ike story which, in an amusing style,
addresses a complaint to al-Malik al-Salih. The narrator is al-Hilli's house in Mardln which describes to
its neighbour, the citadel of the Artukid sultan, how
the mice in the house complain to each other about the
hard times on which the owner of the house has fallen,
due to a large overdue loan given by him to a high
governmental official.—(b) al-Risdla al-muhmala
(Diwdn, 511-13). Addressed to al-Nasir b. Kalawun in
723/1323, it contains a complaint against the vizier
Karlm al-Dln [see IBN AL-SADID, KARIM AL-DIN]. As indicated by the title, the risdla is entirely composed of
words with undotted letters.—(c) al-Risdla altaw^amiyya (Diwdn, 513-15). Written in 700/1300-1 in
Mardln, it grew out of a discussion in the madjlis of alMalik al-Mansur about a poem by al-Harlri [q.v.]
which displayed a technique that al-Hilll then imitates
throughout the risdla, to wit: the text consists entirely
of pairs of words that are identical in their rasm but
different in their diacritics and/or vowels. The
members of the madjlis opined that none of their contemporaries would be able to imitate al-HanrT's tourde-force. SafT al-Dln took up this challenge and produced a showcase of his talents, not least with the intention of gaining a secretarial position at the Artukid
court. The date given seems to suggest that his stay in
Mardln had an exploratory character and antedated
his definitive move there. According to the author's
introduction, the risdla is meant to inform al-Malik alMansur about the events in al-Hilla that forced the
poet to flee.—(d) Hall al-manzum (Diwdn, 515-17).
This is actually a report about a literary challenge, in
which the author is asked to form a risdla out of all the
letters, without addition or repetition, of the first
seven lines of the Mu^allaka of Imra D al-Kays and then
to reassemble them in a poem of the same metre and
rhyme. Which, of course he does.—(e) An answer to
the condolences sent by al-Malik al-Kahir, lord of Arzan [Erzurum], to al-Malik al-Salih, lord of Mardin,
on the occasion of the death of the latter's brother alMalik Nasir al-DTn (Diwdn, 517-18).—A fair number
of rasd^il must have been lost, as witnessed by the collection of short poems in the Diwdn that are said to
have served as proems (sudur) to the author's epistles
(see above).

8. al-Mathdlith wa 'l-mathdmfi 'l-ma^dh wa 'l-macdni,
a selection of fragments of two or three lines from the
Diwdn made at the behest of al-Malik al-Afdal of
Hamat and arranged by topic in twenty chapters. The
ms. preserved in Paris, BN 1553, was read before the
author in 743/1342-3 (53 folios, see Huwwar, 74-5;
for a list of chapters which closely resembles that of the
Diwdn, but adds to it, see Muhammad Kurd CA1I, in
RAAD, iv [1924], 210-20, here 214).
9. al-Mizdnfi cilm al-adwdr wa 'l-awzdn, a treatise on
rhythmical cycles and metres in music, preserved in
ms. Machad al-Makhtutat 46 musiki (43 folios, see
Huwwar, 75).
10. Fd^ida fi tawallud al-anghdm ba^dihd can bacd watartibihd cala 'l-burudj_, "an astrologico-musical treatise
dealing with the connection of the notes of the musical
scale with the heavenly bodies" (H.G. Farmer, The
sources of Arabian music, Leiden 1965, no. 279).
11. clddat abhur al-shi^r, a short treatise on prosody,
see Brockelmann, II, 160, no. 11.
12. Kitdb fi 'l-Awzdn al-mustahdatha ha 'l-dubayt, see
Brockelmann, S II, 200, no. 21.
As a poet, al-Hilll has enjoyed a rather uneven
reputation. For his contemporaries he was "the poet of
our time" (shd^iru ^asrind cala 'l-itldk, al-Safadi, Wdfi,
xviii, 482, 1. 1) and for some even unrivalled among
all poets, ancient and modern (lam yanzim-i 'l-shi^ra
ahad?n mithluhu Id fi 'l-mutakaddimina wa-ld fi Ymutakhkhirina mullah1", Shams al-Dln cAbd al-Latif [d.
731/1330, see al-Safadi, A^ydn, ii, 117-19], apud alSafadl, Wdfi, xviii, 482, 11. 10-12). His popularity in
Arab lands has remained undiminished through the
centuries (see personal note by Muhammad Kurd
C
A1I, in RAAD, iv [1924], 212, bottom). Western
evaluations have, at least in part, been less friendly.
M. Hartmann (Strophengedicht, 79) und O. Rescher
(Beitraege, 2) offer devastating judgements, but those
are more or less foregone conclusions based on the
preconception that as an epigone al-Hilll could not
produce but empty chatter, made hardly more
palatable by excessive wordplay. R. Nicholson is certainly more appreciative, stressing that "he combined
subtlety of fancy with remarkable ease and sweetness
of versification" (Literary history, 449), only to continue that "many of his pieces, however, are jeux
d'esprit." More recently, W. Hoenerbach, in the introduction to his edition of al-^Atil al-hdli, has drawn
attention to a kdn wa-kdn poem describing an erotic
adventure where al-Hilll proves himself a master of
lighthearted narrative poetry. A thorough literary
study of al-Hilli's poetic works has yet to be undertaken, but the following preliminary characterisations
can be made: (1) He was very conscious of being the
heir to a long poetic tradition, and one of his goals, in
this situation, was to cultivate each and every genre
that existed, or ever had existed, in Arabic poetry, no
matter whether this genre was defined by content,
form, or language register. Typical in this respect is
the remark he makes at the beginning of the kdn wakdn section in al-^Atil al-hdli (149, 1. 4): "Among the
things I composed in it [sc. kdn wa-kdn], so that my
poetic output not be devoid of it ..." (li-alldyakhluwa
nazmi minhu...). As already mentioned above, this
pursuit of completeness resulted in the resuscitation of
certain genres that had fallen by the wayside (e.g.
khamriyya and tardiyyd) and also, where morally questionable poems like invectives were involved, in the
use of the remarkable expedient that all these poems
were ghost-written for friends.—(2) Likewise a reaction to the burden, or stimulus, of the tradition was
his express use of intertextuality in the form of takhmisdt [see MUSAMMAT], especially of poems from the
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Hamdsa of Abu Tammam [q. v.] (see Diwan, 15-16, 226, 41-2), but also e.g. of the famous nuniyya of Ibn
Zaydun [q.v.] (see Diwdn, 349-53); or in the form of
cento-like compositions (see Diwdn, 34-5, for a poem
whose first hemistichs are taken from al-Tughra3!
[q. v. ], while the second hemistichs are borrowed from
al-Mutanabbi [?.*>.]). Less radical cases of "incorporation" (tadmin) are also to be found, and so are
"counter-poems" (mu^dradd) and "answer-poems"
(iajdba).—(3) The poetic productions just listed belong
to an aspect of al-Hilli's art that might be called word
games. This was an important, though perhaps to the
contemporary Western mind somewhat unpoetic, activity in the madjdlis of the udabo?. The characteristic
terms, which one finds passim in the introductions to
poems in the Diwdn, are iktirdh and luzum. The first
means the "suggestion" or the "challenge" that the
members of a mad^lis put to the poet, the second refers
to any handicap that the mad^lis, or the poet himself,
may impose on the poet; it is, thus, more general than
the rhyme scheme normally designated by this term
(see LUZUM MA LA YALZAM), of which there is also a
number of examples in the Diwdn. Al-HillT is so much
in control of all aspects of the language that he masters
the strangest impositions with staggering facility.—(4)
Alongside these cerebral exercises, there is also poetry
for the "heart". Safi al-Dln stresses several times that
he aims at an accessible, easily comprehensible poetic
language (even in his Badi^iyya, see Shark, 55). His
gharib poem (see above) is programmatic in this
respect. Its beautiful last line reads: innamd hddhihi 'lkulubu hadidunlwa-ladhidhu 'l-alfdzi maghndtisu which
translates as: "These hearts [of ours] are iron and
sweet words [their] magnet". Given his mostly pleasant and easy language, this line could serve as a motto for al-Hilll's poetry. Ibn lyas (d. ca. 930/1524
[q.v. ]) corroborates this by saying that double entendre (tawriya) was not al-HillT's forte, since in his versification he preferred simple poetry (wa-kdna yardd fi
nazmihi bi 'l-shi^ri 'l-sddhidj_, see Badd^ic al-zuhur, i/1,
526).
Bibliography: W o r k s . (1) Diwdn, Damascus
1297/[1879]-1300/[1883] (editio princeps, used here
for quotation, containing also the chapter on
obscene poetry, suppressed in the two Beirut editions); the later editions Beirut 1893, al-Nadjaf
1956, and Beirut 1961 are mere reprints, the second
Beirut edition with numerous omissions. All are uncritical and rather faulty. The claim on the title
page of the al-Nadjaf edition that it is based on
several mss. is untrue. A critical edition, including
the poems preserved outside the Diwdn, has been
prepared by Muhammad Ibrahim Huwwar (not
seen; published?), see Huwwar, 8.—(2) Shark alKdfiya al-badi^iyya, ed. Naslb Nashawi, Damascus
1402/1982.—(3) Durar al-nuhur Ji madd^ih [var. imtiddh] al-Malik al-Mansur, Cairo 1283/[1866]; also
printed in Diwdn, 521-60 (with lacunae); and in
Madjmvf- muzdawidjdt ... ma^a kasd^id zarifa ... minha
'l-Artukiyydt, ed. Hasan Ahmad al-Tukhl, lith.
Cairo 'l299/[1882],'95-134.—(4) al-Kitdb al-^dtil alkali wa-'l-murakhkhas al-ghdli, ed. W. Hoenerbach,
Die vulgdrarabische Poetik al-Kitdb al-cdtil al-hdli walmurabhas al-gdli des Saftyaddin HUH, Wiesbaden 1956
(used here for quotation); ed. Husayn Nassar,
Cairo 1981.—Translations. Szafieddini Hellensis
ad Sulthanum Elmelik Aszszaleh Schemseddin Abulmekarem Ortokidam carmen, ar. ed. interpret, et lat. et
germ, annotationibusque illustr. G.H. Bernstein,
Lipsiae 1816; F. Riickert, Safi eddin von Hilla.
Arabische Dichtung aus dem Nachlass, ed. H. Bobzin,
Wiesbaden 1988; G.W. Freytag, Darstellung der
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arabischen Verskunst, Bonn 1830, 405-8 (takhmis of a
Hamdsa poem by Katarl b. al-Fudja5a [cf. Diwdn,
15-16], with German tr.); O. Rescher, Beitraege zur
Arabischen Poesie (Ubersetzungen, Kritiken, Aufsdtze),
vi/1: Qaciden von Qafi eddin el-Hilli, Ibn el-Wardi, elBustiy, el-A^sd und Ferazdaq, Stuttgart 1954-5, 149.—Sources. Safadl, al-Wdfi bi 'l-wafaydt, xviii,
ed. Ayman Fu3ad Sayyid, Stuttgart 1988, 481-512;
idem, A^ydn al-casr wa-a^wdn al-nasr, facs. ed. Fuat
Sezgin, 3 vols., Frankfurt 1410/1990, ii, 86-98;
Kutubl, Fawdt al-wafaydt, ed. Ihsan c Abbas, Beirut
1973-8, ii, 335-50; Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalanI, alDurar al-kdmina, Haydarabad-Deccan 1349/[19301], ii, 369-71; Ibn Taghnbirdl, al-Nudjum al-zdhira,
Cairo n.d., x, 238-9; Ibn lyas, BaddY al-zuhur, ed.
Muh. Mustafa, i/1, Wiesbaden 1395/1975, 526,
11 ff.—Studies. For an overview of critical
writings in Arabic, see Huwwar, 5-7; monographs:
Djawad Ahmad cAllush, Shicr Soft al-Din al-Hilli,
Baghdad 1379/1959; Mahmud Rizk Salim, Safi alDin al-Hilli, Cairo 1960; Yasln al-AyyubT, Safi alDin al-Hilli, Beirut 1971; Muhammad Ibrahim
Huwwar, Safi al-Din al-Hilli, haydtuh wa-dthdruh washi'ruh, 2Damascus and Beirut 1410/1990.—C.E.
Bosworth, The Medieval Islamic underworld, 2 vols.,
Leiden 1976, i, 132-49; ii, 291-345, Arabic pagination 43-84; M. Hartmann, Das Arabische Strophengedicht. I. Das Muwassah, Weimar 1897, 79-80; H.
Ritter and W. Hoenerbach, Neue Materialien zum
Zacal. I. Ibn Quzmdn [&] II. Mudgalis, in Oriens, iii
(1950), 266-315; v (1952)_, 269-301 (mostly based
on materials found in al-^Atil); W. Hoenerbach, introd. to cAtil.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
SAFI AL-DlN AL-URMAWi, cAbd al-Mu3min b.
Yusuf b. Fakhir al-Urmawi al-Baghdadl (Sufi al-Din
in some Ottoman sources), renowned musician and
w r i t e r on the theory of music, was born ca.
613/1216, probably in Urmiya. He died in Baghdad
on 28 Safar 693/28 January 1294, at the age of ca. 80
(Ibn al-Fuwati, al-Hawddith al-djdmi^a, 480).
The sources are silent about the ethnic origin of his
family. He may have been of Persian descent (Kutb
al-Din ShlrazI [q.v.] calls him afdal-i Iran). In his
youth, SafT al-Din went to Baghdad. Well-educated in
Arabic language, literature, history and penmanship,
he made a name for himself as an excellent
calligrapher and was appointed copyist at the new
library built by the caliph al-Mustacsim. Both Yakut
al-MustacsimI [q.v.} and Shams al-Din Ahmad alSuhrawardl (d. 741/1340) figure among his disciples
in the art of calligraphy. After the fall of the caliphate,
the governor of c lrak, c Ala D al-Din c Ata-Malik Djuwaynl [q.v.], and his brother, the sdhib-i diwdn Shams
al-Din Muhammad Djuwaynl [0.0.], placed him in
charge of the chancery (diwdn al-inshd*) of Baghdad.
The honorific titles of al-sadr al-kabir, al-^dlim al-fddil,
and al-^alldma, given to him in 676/1277 by the
renowned litterateur and philologist Ibn al-Saykal (d.
701/1302), indicate his high literary and social status.
He had also studied Shaficl law and comparative law
(khildf al-fikh) at the Mustansiriyya madrasa (opened
631/1234). This qualified him to assume a post in alMusta c sim's juridical administration and, after
656/1258, to head the supervision of the foundations
(nazariyyat al-wakj) in clrak until 665/1267, when Naslr
al-Din al-TusI [q.v.] took over.
Only in the later days of al-Musta c sim's reign did
al-Urmaw! become known as a musician and excellent
lute player and accepted as a member of the private
circle of boon companions, thanks to one of his music
students, the caliph's favoured songstress Luhaz. His
additional salary of 5,000 dinars ( = 60,000 dirhams at
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that time) from this activity allowed him to lead a luxurious life. It also helped him to survive the fall of
Baghdad, namely, by generously accommodating one
of Hiilegu's officers who, in return, introduced him to
the new ruler. Hiilegii was impressed by his art and
erudition, and doubled his income, if we can rely on
the autobiographical data given by al-Urmaw! to the
historian c lzz al-Dln al-Irbill (d. 726/1326) when they
met at Tabriz in 689/1290. His musical career, however, seems to have been supported mainly by the
Djuwaynl family, especially by Shams al-Dln
Muhammad and his son Sharaf al-Dln Harun (put to
death in 685/1286). After the demise of his patrons, he
fell into oblivion and poverty. Placed under arrest on
account of a debt of 300 dinars, he died in the Shaficl
Madrasat al-khall in Baghdad. Two of his sons became
secretaries in the capital. One was called Kamal alDm Ahmad; the other, c lzz al-Dln CA1I, died in
671/1272 and was buried in the ribdt of Ibn al-Sukran
(d. 667/1269), near Baghdad (see Ibn al-Fuwatl,
Madjrna*' al-dddb, sub letters *~ayn and kdf). Another son,
Djalal al-Dln Muhammad, was a man of letters and
in 676/1299 attended Ibn al-$aykal's interpretation of
his al-Makdmdt al-Zayniyya in the Mustansiriyya_(see
G. cAwwad and H. C A. Mahfuz, in Madj_. Kull. Addb,
Baghdad, iv [1963], 261).
As a composer, al-UrmawI cultivated the vocal
forms of sawt, kawl and nawba. That the sawt was, in
his days, a song of only a "few parts" (kalil al-adjzd*),
is explained by Mubarakshah in his commentary on
al-UrmawI's Kitdb al-Adwdr. This is confirmed by two
examples of sawt compositions that al-Urmaw! has
recorded in musical notation at the end of the K. alAdwdr, using letters for the pitch and numbers for the
length of the notes. Kawl songs were more
sophisticated compositions, as shown by a piece by alUrmawl set down in a score by Kutb al-Dln ShlrazI
at the end of the music chapter of his Durrat al-tddj_. A
kawl could also be one of the three (or four) parts of
the vocal "suite" (nawba [q. v. ]), a musical genre
favoured in al-UrmawI's time. Safi al-Dln is reported
to have composed no less than 130 pieces in the nawba
form. Most of them were still known to the noted
musician Kutayla (/?. 730/1330) who performed them
at the courts of Mardln and Cairo. Al-UrmawI's
students of the first and the second generation, among
them Djamal al-Dln al-Wasitl (born 661/1263) and
Nizam al-Dln b. al-Haklm (d. ca. 760/1358),
disseminated his works in Persia, clrak, Syria and
Egypt. Some of his song texts are transmitted with indications of the mode and the musical metre by Ibn
Fadl Allah al-cUmari [ q . v . ] .
In the anonymous Persian Kanz al-tuhaf (8th/ 14th
cent.), al-UrmawT is credited with the invention of
two stringed instruments, the nuzha and the mughni
(see H.G. Farmer, Studies in oriental musical instruments,
First Series, London 1931). It is puzzling, however,
that the musician and music theorist cAbd al-Kadir b.
Ghaybl Maraghi [q. v. ], who had a high regard for alUrmawl and wrote a commentary on his K. al-Adwdr,
did not mention this when describing the mughni m his
own works.
Al-UrmawI owes his lasting fame to his two books
on music theory, the K. al-Adwdr and al-Risdla alSharafiyyafi 'l-nisab al-ta^lifiyya* The former was written while he still worked in the library of alMusta c sim. The caliph was well-known for his addiction to music. Thus we can assume that this field was
sufficiently represented in his library to provide alUrmawl with the necessary source material. The
earliest known manuscript of the K. al-Adwdr was
finished in 633/1236 (ms. Nuruosmaniye 3653), when

the author was ca. 20 years old. Its ductus closely
resembles Yakut al-Musta c simI's handwriting, so it
may well be a holograph. The K. al-Adwdr is the first
extant work on scientific music theory after the
writings on music of Ibn Sina [0.0.]. It contains
valuable information on the practice and theory of
music in the Perso-clrakl area, such as the factual
establishment of the five-stringed lute (still an exception in Ibn Sma's time), the final stage in the division
of the octave into 17 steps, the complete nomenclature
and definition of the scales constituting the system of
the twelve makdms (called shudud) and the six dwdz
modes (see O. Wright, below), precise depictions of
contemporary musical metres, and the use of letters
and numbers for the notation of melodies. All this occurs in the K. al-Adwdr for the first time, making it a
historical source of greatest value. By its conciseness
it became the most popular and influential book on
music for centuries. No other Arabic (Persian or
Turkish) music treatise was so often copied, commented upon and translated into Oriental (and
Western) languages. The K. al-Adwdr was conceived
as a compendium (mukhtasar) of the standard musical
knowledge. However, owing both to its apparent uniqueness and to the fact that not a single authority or
written source is quoted, the book was regarded as an
original work with innovative contributions of its
author, especially with regard to the division of the octave. Considering the youth of the author and the
purely descriptive style of the book, which does not reveal any personal contribution, the original part of
Safi" al-Dln cannot be ascertained and may have been
less than assumed. An analysis of the extant manuscripts, many of them transmitted anonymously, and
of the differing redactions of the text, might help to
clarify this question. The K. al-Adwdr was translated
several times into Persian. In addition to some
anonymous translations, one was made in 746/1345
by c lmad al-Dm_ Yahya b. Ahmad Kasham for the
ruler Abu Ishak Indju (see Munzawl, no. 40736). An
enlarged version of the text was translated in
1296/1879 by Mlrza Muhammad Isma c fl b. Muhammad Dja c far Isfahan!, and dedicated to Mlrza Aka
Khan Nun, the sadr-i a^zam of Nasir al-Dln Shah
(printed, see below, cf. Munzawl, no. 40737). A
Turkish translation was made by a certain Ahmedoghlu Shukrullah (9th/15th cent.), and incorporated,
as chapters 1-15, into his compilation called Risdla min
Carnal al-adwdr (see Ra3uf Yekta, in MTM, ii/4
[1331/1913], 137; M. Bardakgi, in Tarihve toplum, xiii
[1990], 350-4). Several commentaries were composed
during the 8th/14th century and at the beginning of
the 9th/15th. The first of them, Khuldsat al-afkdr fi
ma^rifat al-Adwdr, was written in Persian on behalf of
Sultan Uways [q. v. ] by Shihab al-Dln cAbd Allah alSayrafT (Munzawl, no. 40754). A most important
Arabic commentary was composed in 777/1375 by a
certain Mubarakshah and dedicated to Shah Shudjac
(French tr., see below; H.G. Farmer's identification
of the author with CA1I b. Muhammad al-Djurdjanl is
not convincing). A Persian commentary was written
in 798/1396 by Lutf Allah b. Muhammad b.
Mahmud Samarkand! on behalf of a certain Amlrzada Saydi (see Munzawl, nos. 40793-94). Another
Persian commentary was written by cAbd al-Kadir b.
Ghaybl Maraghi, supplemented by a lengthy khdtima,
called Zawd^id al-fawd^id (printed, see below). A
passage from the K. al-Adwdr was translated into
French by F. Petis dela Croix (d. 1713) on the request
of Joseph Sauveur (d. 1716) who gave a first account
of al-UrmawI's division of the octave (Systeme general
des intervalles de sons, in Memoires de I'Acad. Royale [Paris
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1701], 328-30). A more complete French translation,
based on the anonymous ms. Paris B.N. ar. 2865, was
madebyA.M.-F. Herbin (d. 1806) on behalf of G.-A.
Villoteau. He printed part of it in his De I'Etat actuel
de I'art musical en Egypte (in Description de I'Egypte, Etat
moderne, xiv, Paris 1826, 47-110). The interpretations
of both Villoteau and Fetis (Histoire generate de la musique, ii, Paris 1869, esp. 55), who erroneously detected
one-third-tones in the scales described by al-UrmawI,
were inferior to that of Sauveur, and even more so to
the correct description already given by J.-B. De La
Borde (Essai sur la musique ancienne et moderne, i, Paris
1780, 163-6). Al-UrmawT's division of the octave was
much appreciated by European scholars from the late
19th century onwards.
Safi al-Dln's second book, al-Risdla al-Sharafiyya,
was written around 665/1267. It is dedicated to his
student and later patron, Sharaf al-Dln Djuwaynl. In
the scientific, literary and artistic circle of the Djuwaynl family, al-UrmawI was in contact with Nasir alDln al-TusI. The eminent scholar (who left a short
treatise on the proportions of musical intervals
perceivable in the pulse) may have stimulated alUrmawi's interest in Greek science. In fact, the
Sharafiyya, though treating basically the same subject
matter as the K. al-Adwdr, is more indebted to Greek
theory than the latter. It is also possible that alUrmawl was inspired to write his second book after
becoming acquainted with the K. al-Musiki al-kabir of
al-Farabl [q. v. ], in which ample use is made of Greek
source material, and which he might not have known
when he wrote the K. al-Adwdr. In contrast to his first
book, the teachings of his great predecessor al-Farabi
are quoted and discussed here. Al-Risdla al-Sharafiyya,
although being the more extensive work, was, on the
whole, less popular than the K. al-Adwdr. In Kutb alDln Shlrazl's Durrat al-tddj. and in the works of cAbd
al-Kadir Maraghi, however, it was extensively used
(partly criticised by Shlrazi, but defended by
Maraghi). The latter even refers to the Durrat al-tddj_
as a commentary on the Sharafiyya (see Makdsid alalhdn, Tehran 1344/1957, 58).
The supposed title Ft ^ulum al-^arud wa 'l-kawdfi wa
'l-badi* in ms. Oxford, Bodleian, Clark 21/1 (fols. 171, copied 758/1357, see Cat., ii, 201-4, no. 247) is
not the title of another book written by al-Urmaw!
(Brockelmann, S I, 907, no. 3, follows Farmer), but
the subtitle of the Mfydr al-nuzzdrfi ^ulum al-ash^dr by
the philologist c lzz al-Dln cAbd al-Wahhab b.
Ibrahim al-Zandjanl (Brockelmann, S I, 498, no. IV).
Bibliography (in addition to the sources quoted
above): B i o g r a p h y . Ibn Facll Allah al- c Umari,
Masdlikal-absdr, x, Frankfurt 1988, 309-15; Kutubl,
Fawdt al-wafaydt, ii, Beirut 1974, 411-13; Ibn alTiktaka, Fakhn, Paris 1895, 74, 449-51; Safadl,
Wdfi, xix, Beirut 1993, 242-3; Ibn TaghrlbirdI, alManhal al-safi, part IV, ms. Cairo 1113, fol. 356 (see
G. Wiet, Les biographies du Manhal Safi, Cairo 1932,
216, no. 1482); Muhit Tabataba'I, in Madjalla-yi
musiki, 3rd series, nos. 8-9 (1320 J&./1941), 31-45,
nos. 10-11 (1320 jA.71942), 44-59 (fundamental);
H.G. Farmer, in El1 Suppl.; idem, in Grove's Dictionary of music and musicians, 5th ed., vii, London
1954, 357-8.—Manuscripts. Brockelmann I 2 ,
653, S I, 906-7; Farmer, The sources of Arabian music,
Leiden 1965, nos. 252, 253, commentaries, s. nos.
290, 295, 303; A. Shiloah, The theory of music in
Arabic writings, Munich 1979, nos. 222, 224, commentaries, s. nos. I l l , 329, 330; Ahmad Munzawl,
Fihrist-i nuskhahd-yi khatti-yi fdrist, v, Tehran
1349/1970, passim.— E d i t i o n s , etc. K. al-Adwdr,
facsimile (of a ms. dated 870 A.H.), ed. Husayn
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AHMahfuz, Baghdad 1961; ed. Hashim Muhammad al-Radjab, Baghdad 1980; facsimile (of ms.
Istanbul Nuruosmaniye 3653), ed. E. Neubauer,
Frankfurt 1984; ed. Ghattas cAbd al-Malik
Khashaba, Mahmud Ahmad al-Hifnl, Cairo 1986.
Persian tr. by Mlrza Muhammad IsmacTl b.
Muhammad Dja c far Isfahan!, ed. Yahya Dhaka3!
in Maajalla-i musiki, 3rd series, nos. 46-56 (Murdad
1339-Murdad 1340 sh./July 1960-August 1961).
French tr., together with the commentary of
Mubarakshah, by al-Manubi al-Sanus! in R.
d'Erlanger, La musique arabe, iii, Paris 1938, 183566. Sharh-i Adwdr by cAbd al-Kadir Maraghi, ed.
TakI Binish, Tehran 1370/1991. Al-Risdla alSharafiyya, ed. Hashim Muhammad al-Radjab,
Baghdad 1982; facsimile (of ms. Istanbul Ahmet
III, 3460), ed. Neubauer, Frankfurt 1984. Extensive Fr. resume by Carra de Vaux, inJA, 8th ser.,
xviii (1891), 279-355; Fr. tr. in D'Erlanger, op. cit.,
iii, 1-182.—Studies. J.P.L. Land, Tonschriftversuche und Melodieproben aus dem muhammedanischen Mittelalter, in Sammelbdnde fur vergleichende Musikwissenschaft, i (1922), 77-85; I.R. Radjabov, K istorii
notnoy pis'mennosti na vostoke, in Uzbekistonda ishtimoij
fanlar, x (1962), 32-57; L. Manik, Das arabische Tonsystem im Mittelalter, Leiden 1969; V. Kubica, Zdhada
hlavolamu, in Novy orient, xxvii (1972), 142-3;
Manik, Zwei Fassungen einer von Safi al-Din notierten
Melodie, mBaessler-Archiv, N.S. xxiii (1979), 145-51;
O. Wright, The modal system of Arab and Persian music
A.D. 1250-1300, Oxford 1978; B. Reinert, Das
Problem des pythagordischen Kommas in der arabischen
Musiktheorie, in Asiatische Studien, xxxiii (1979),
199-2J7. _
(E. NEUBAUER)
SAFID KUH (P.), in Pashto Spin Ghar ("The
White Mountain"), the name of a m o u n t a i n range
falling mainly in eastern Afghanistan. According to
Babur, it derives its name from its perpetual covering
of snow; from its northern slopes, nine rivers run
down to the Kabul River (Bdbur-ndma, tr. Beveridge,
209, cf. Appx. E, pp. xvii-xxiii).
The SafTd Kuh, with its outliers, runs from a point
to the east of Ghazna [q. v. ] in a northeasterly and then
easterly direction almost to Attock [see ATAK] on the
Indus (approx. between longs. 68° 40' E. and 72°
E.), in general separating the Kabul and Logar River
valleys on its north and west from the Kurram River
valley and the Afrldl area of TTrah on its south. Its
highest peak is Sikaram (4,761 m/15,620 ft.). The
Khyber Pass [see KHAYBAR] lies at its northeastern tip,
and on its northern and eastern spurs are the passes
between Kabul and Djalalabad which the British
forces involved in Afghanistan during 1841-2 had to
negotiate. The middle part of the range forms the
present political boundary between the Nangrahar
[q. v. ] province of Afghanistan and the Khurram [q. v. ]
Tribal Area of Pakistan.
Bibliography: Imperial gazetteer on India2, i, 28-9;
J. Humlum et alii, La geographic d'Afghanistan: etude
d'un pays aride, Copenhagen 1959, 28, 106.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SAFlD RUD (P.) "White River", a river system
of northwestern Persia draining the southeastern part
of Adharbaydjan and what was, in mediaeval Islamic
times, the region of Daylam [q.v.]. The geographers
of the 4th/10th century already called it the
Sabld/Sapldh Rudh, and Hamd Allah MustawfT
(8th/14th century) clearly applies it to the whole
system.
In more recent times, however, the name tends to
be restricted to that part of the system after it has been
formed from the confluence at Mardjil of its two great
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affluents, the Kfzfl Uzen [q.v. ] coming in from the left
and the Shah Rud from the right. This stretch forces
its way through a gap between the Alburz Mts. in the
east and the Talish Mts. to the north-west, and runs
down to the Caspian Sea. Thus although its affluents
are quite lengthy, the SafTd Rud itself runs now for
only some 110 km/60 miles. When it reaches the
coastal plain of Gflan [ q . v . ] , the river divides into
numerous channels, whose courses are continuously
shifting, and flows out through the delta which the
river's alluvia have pushed out into the Caspian. Parts
of this delta region are thickly wooded, with a humid
and unhealthy climate; here also, rice is cultivated.
The gap beween the mountains through which the
SafTd Rud flows provides a means of communication
from Gllan to the plateau of the Persian interior, and
at the present time carries the Rasht-Kazwln-Tehran
road.
Bibliography: Le Strange, Lands of the Eastern
caliphate, 169-70; Hudud al-^dlam, tr. Minorsky, 77,
136-7, comm. 388-90; Admiralty Handbook, Persia,
London 1945, 36-7, 146-8; Camb. hist. Iran, i, 11,
42, 269, 271.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SAFINA (A. pis. sufun, safd^in, safin), a word used
in Arabic from pre-Islamic times onwards for s h i p .
Seamanship and navigation are in general dealt with
in MILAHA, and the present article, after dealing with
the question of knowledge of the sea and ships in
Arabia at the time of the birth of Islam, not covered
in MILAHA, will be confined to a consideration of sea
and river craft.
1. In the p r e - m o d e r n p e r i o d ,
(a) Pre-Islamic and early Islamic aspects.
The most general word for "ship" in early Arabic
usage was markab "conveyance", used, however, in
the first place for travel by land, with such specific
meanings as "riding-beast", "conveyance drawn by
animals". Safina "ship" occurs only sparingly in the
Kur 3 an (three times, in connection with the boat used
by Moses and al-Khidr and with Noah's Ark), and
was early noted, e.g. by Guidi and Fraenkel, as a
probable loan word from Syriac (with Hebrew and
Akkadian forms), ultimately from the common
Semitic root s-p-n "to cover in", cf. Akkad. sapmatu,
Hebr. sepmah, "ship", as in Jonah, i, 5; it probably
entered Arabic via Syriac at an early date, since it occurs in pre-Islamic poetry (see S. Fraenkel, Die
aramdischen Fremdworter im Arabischen, Leiden 1886,
216-17; A. Jeffery, The foreign vocabulary of the Qur^dn,
Baroda 1938, 171-2). Much more frequent in the
Kur-'an isfulk, used inter alia of Noah's Ark and the
ship from which Jonah was thrown, again clearly a
loan word, but of less certain origin than sajina;
Vollers suggested one from Greek epholkion "a dinghy
towed after a boat", but also found in The Periplus of
the Erythraean Sea to denote a larger vessel used in Red
Sea waters (see Jeffery, op. cit., 229-30).
The absence of a genuine Arabic word for "ship"
is not surprising, given the Arabian peninsula's total
lack of navigable rivers or lakes; the region thus contrasts sharply with the Nile valley of Egypt and with
Mesopotamia, where traffic on its rivers early gave
rise to a highly-developed vocabulary in Akkadian
relating to ships and navigation (see A. Salonen, Die
Wasserfahrzeuge in Babylonien nach sumerisch-akkadischen
Quellen ..., Studia orientalia, Societas orientalia fennica, viii/4, Helsinki 1939), with a linguistic legacy
which was handed down to Islamic times (see below).
The Arabian peninsula is, on the other hand, surrounded by seas on three sides, hence some of its inhabitants at least must have had some acquaintanceship with the sea and ships, even if the Arabs of
the Hidjaz and Nadjd preferred travel by land, so that

the original direction of Arab-Islamic expansion was
northwards to Palestine, Syria and c lrak rather than
e.g. across the Bab al-Mandab towards Ethiopia and
the Horn of Africa. The use of ships was certainly
familiar to the populations of the southern shores of
the Persian Gulf, but the sailors involved were probably from the mixed Persian-Arab element of these
coastlands; see further on this, G.F. Hourani, Arab
seafaring in the Indian Ocean in ancient and early medieval
times, Princeton 1951, ch. I, and MILAHA. 1.
A consideration of the sea in the Kurgan and of
Muhammad's possible knowledge of it was undertaken by W. Barthold in a brief but suggestive article,
Der Koran und das Meer, in ZDMG, Ixxxiii (1929), 3743. He asked, with justice, how the Holy Book could
contain such vivid pictures of the sea and its storms.
"This question", he says, "is of particular interest,
because descriptions of the sea are in general foreign
to Arab poetry, particularly pre-Islamic. Muhammad's biography does not credit him with any sea
voyages, not even with a journey along the coast".
Nor does it make him visit any of the seaports of the
time like Djudda [q. v. ], Shucayba or Ghazza [^.o.].
Noldeke went so far as to assume (Isl., v [1914], 163,
n. 3), where he was dealing with the trade of the
Kuraysh with Abyssinia, that Muhammad "may
possibly himself have been there on one occasion, as
suras X, 23, XXIX, 65, XXIV, 40, stfund as if he
had personally experienced the terrors of seafaring''.
Fraenkel (op. cit., 211) deduced from the Kur'an,
"that the early Arabs well appreciated that their land
was washed by the sea on three sides. Seafaring was
of great importance, at least among the commercial
circles to which Muhammad belonged", otherwise,
he thought, Muhammad would not have spoken in no
less than 40 passages of the grace of God, who puts the
sea at the service of mankind. Fraenkel even talked of
"regular traffic" with Abyssinia, which is indicated
among other things (e.g. Abyssinian slave-girls in
Arabia at this time) by two traditions, according to
one of which the wood of a ship stranded at Shucayba
was used for building the Ka c ba (al-Tabarl, i, 1135),
and, according to the other, the first muhdajirun sailed
on two merchant ships which were going to Abyssinia
(al-Taban, i, 1182). But in the case of the stranded
ship, it is definitely said to have been Byzantine, and
in the second passage there is nothing to indicate that
the ships were Arab (Lammens, La Mecque a la veille de
I'Hegire, Beirut 1924, 380, thought that they were
foreign). Everything indicates that it is much more
probable that this connection between Arabia and the
opposite coast was maintained by the Abyssinians, a
suggestion made also by Barthold, op. cit., 43, for
quite different reasons. Lammens (La Mecque, 385)
even spoke—not, however, without encountering
contradiction—of an Abyssinian dominion of the seas
and found in the Meccan chronicles no mention of an
Arab ship trading with the kingdom of Aksum (idem,
Le berceau de I'lslam, i, Rome 1914, 15). On the other
hand, he had to acknowledge that the many references
in the Kur3an and Sira to navigation suggest an intimate acquaintance with the sea. But no compatriot
of Muhammad or any Bedouin of the Tihama is ever
mentioned as a sailor; this is left to the foreigners on
the Red Sea coast (idem, La Mecque, 379).
Among the references to sailing in the early poetry,
that in 1. 102 of c Amr b. Kulthum's Mu^allaka is
specially remarkable. He boasts of his Taghlibls that
they cover the surface of the sea with their ships.
While Goldziher (Das Schiff der Wilste, in ZDMG, xliv
[1890], 165-7), who held Fraenkel's point of view,
said that this line is undoubtedly of great importance,
Noldeke, Funf Mo^allaqdt, i, 49, was inclined to the
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view that "the Taghlib used sometimes to sail the
Euphrates in boats" and that "there can be no question of seafaring in the proper sense". He takes bahr
here to mean the broad waters of the Euphrates. The
whole context shows that we have here to deal simply
with a poet's boasting (cf. also G. Jacob, Altarabische
Beduinenleben2, 149), which would have all the more effect as this kind of activity on water was quite
unknown to other tribes and, indeed, they had a certain fear of it (see below). Apart from this isolated
line, Goldziher, op. cit., pointed out that, in the old
poetry, the sea and various elements in navigation are
frequently used in similes; the caravan on the march,
for example, is frequently compared with ships sailing
on the sea. These images, which are usually quite colourless, may, however, have originated on the coast
and have wandered inland as cliches, without it being
necessary to assume that the poet using them was personally acquainted with the sea. One recalls the
stereotyped nature of the nasib [q.v.].
Now, as the occasional references to navigation
must have some basis in fact, and on the other hand,
we know nothing of any enterprises by sea on any
large scale, it is natural to assume that "the Arabs
before Muhammad never got beyond coastal traffic
along the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf", as
Wustenfeld supposed mNGWGott. (1880), 134. Lammens, La Mecque, 381, thought that there can only
have been fishing on a very small scale not far from
the shore and the occasional plundering of stranded
ships (see above).With regard to the "foreign imports", which were already found at this date in
Arabia, Jacob thought, op. cit. ,149, that "in any case
foreign ships (especially Ethiopian and Indian) came
to Arab ports more often than vice-versa". Imports
are indicated by numerous foreign wares, while, as
G.W. Freytag, Einleitung in das Studium der Arabischen
Sprache, Bonn 1861, 276 ff., emphasised Arabia had
few products likely to be exported by ship to foreign
lands.
These remarks, however, hold primarily for the
Hidjaz and adjoining lands and cannot be applied
without question to the whole of Arabia. For this
region, in particular, there were certain factors unfavourable for the development of shipping. The story
of the stranded ship (see above) clearly shows the lack
of wood in the neighbourhood of Mecca. There are no
good or large harbours on the coast; certain old anchorages like Leukekome, al-Djar [q. v. ] and Shu c ayba
later became quite deserted [see HIDJAZ]. The Red Sea
itself was dreaded on account of its storms and reefs,
particularly in the north (see BAHR AL-KULZUM, and A.
Mez, Die Renaissance des Is lams, Heidelberg 1922, 476,
Eng. tr. 509). Arabia had, moreover, no navigable
rivers which might have formed a training-ground for
seafaring.
It is no wonder, then, if the true Badawl had a
natural horror of the sea which for long prevented him
from entrusting himself to the water. This attitude
must have hampered the beginnings of Islamic seafaring, and can still be traced even to-day (see L. Brunot,
La mer dans les traditions ...a Rabat et Sale, Paris 1920,
1, 3; W.G. Palgrave, Narrative of a year's journey ...,
London 1865, i, 430, quotes "the most un-English
words of the Hejazee camel-driver": "He who twice
embarks on sea is a very infidel"). This dread finds
expression in the Kurgan, where we have references to
"waves mountains high", "darkness on the wide
deep sea, covered by the towering waves above which
are clouds of darkness piled upon one another" etc.
(suras XI, 44, XXIV, 40, also X, 23, XI, 45, XXXI,
31; cf. also the humorous poem in Noldeke, Delectus,
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62). Perhaps it is for this reason that the Meccans left
navigation to foreigners (see above); in addition, there
was the contempt felt for certain trades (see
Goldziher, in Globus, Ixvi [1894], 203-5). As the Azdis
in c Uman were sailors and fishermen, they were
scorned by the Tamim as "sailors" (see Wellhausen,
Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, vi, 25). We have also references
to Nabataean and occasionally also to Jewish sailors
(see Lyall, The Diwans of^Abidb. al-Abras ..., LeidenLondon 1913, pp. viii, 5, 6).
It is therefore not surprising that in later times,
when the value of shipping in peace and war was finally recognised, sayings were put into the mouth of the
Prophet definitely permitting trade by sea and praising the merits of the martyr of the sea (see Wensinck,
Handbook, s.v. Barter and Martyr(s); also Lammens, Le
berceau de I'lslam, 15-16). But it was a long time before
this view prevailed. Even at the time when Muhammad was cutting the Kuraysh off from their markets
in the north, they preferred a great detour through the
desert to taking the sea route (Lammens, La Mecque,
381). The first caliphs were still against any enterprise
at sea. c Umar was greatly impressed by a series of
misfortunes in the Mediterranean and Red Sea (alTabarl, i, 2595, 2820; he is said to have forbidden
sailing [or only for worldly purposes?], see Goldziher,
Das Schiff der Wuste, loc. cit.). He even went so far as
to punish the chief of the Badjila tribe cArfag!ja b.
Harthama al-Barikl, whom he had ordered to invade
c
Uman, because he had done it by sea, even although
he had been successful (Ibn Khaldun, ^Ibar, i, 211).
Yet within five years of Muhammad's death (15/637)
an Arab fleet from c Uman reached Tanah near Bombay and another expedition went to the Gulf of
Daybul (al-Baladhurl, Futuh, 431-2). But it was
Mu c awiya who was the founder of the Arab navy. The
creation of a fleet became more and more urgent
during his wars against the Byzantines, in which the
harbours of the Levant coasts and Egypt were often
threatened. On this question, he had during his
governorship to meet the resistance of the caliphs, but
c
Uthman finally consented. Alexandria, in particular,
provided ships and sailors. It was not till a later date
that Mu c awiya is said to have established naval bases
on the Palestine coast also (al-Baladhurl, 117). In
spite of their dread of the sea, "the Arabs made the
change from the desert and the camel to the sea and
ship with astonishing rapidity" (so Wellhausen, in
NGW Gott. [1901], 418). Bold and daring admirals
soon arose among them, notably Busr b. Abl Artat
and Abu 'l-A c war al-Sulami [q.vv.].
We possess only very exiguous information on the
actual vessels used in early times round the coasts of
Arabia. These were probably simple craft, made of
planks bound together with cords of palm fibre (such
seems the most probably meaning of dhat alwdh wadusur in Kurgan, LIV, 13, a description of Noah's
Ark): one of the awo?il [q.v.] which the udabo?
enumerated was that the Umayyad governor alHadjdjadj b. Yusuf [q.v.] was the first to have had
constructed ships of timber with the planks nailed and
caulked (al-Djahiz, Hayawdn, ed. A.S. Harun, Cairo
n.d., i, 82-3). The so-called "sewn [with cord of
fibre]" ships are mentioned at later dates, up to the
9th/15th century, as a feature of Indian Ocean ship
building; a travellers' tale doubtless invented to explain the prevalence of this construction practice
posited the existence of magnetic mountains or islands
in the Red Sea or in Indian waters which drew the
nails out of ships and caused them to sink [see
MAGHNATIS. 1, at vol. V, 1168a].
(H. KlNDERMANN-[C.E. BoSWORTH])
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(b) The Mediterranean.
In Mediterranean waters, the Arab ships used
against the Byzantines were crewed by the GrecoSemitic population of the Levantine and Egyptian
coastlands and carried a fighting force, initially of the
Arab mukdtila and then, at a later period, of professional soldiers, whose task was to hurl projectiles at
the enemy, engage in hand-to-hand fighting when required and to disembark for land operations.
Amongst various types of ship mentioned is the shawnalshinilshmiyyalshdni, pi. shawdni, a vessel of the galley
type, i.e. with a crew of oarsmen, whose use is mentioned in the Arabic chronicles up to Mamluk times;
Ibn Hawkal and al-Mukaddas! (4th/10th century)
apply it to the corresponding Byzantine vessels, of the
dromon or war galley type (see H. Kindermann,
"Schiff" im Arabischen. Untersuchung uber Vorkommen und
Bedeutung der Termini, Zwickau i. Sa. 1934, 53-4; Darwlsh al-Nukhayli, al-Sufun al-isldmiyya ^ald huruf almu^ajam, Cairo 1974, 83-5; MILAHA. 1, at vol. VII,
44b). Another term, khalilkhaliyya, pi. khaldyd, is defined as a large ship; an attempt to see in this word the
origin of Old Span, galea/galera, i.e. galley, was rightly
dismissed by Kindermann, op. cit., 25, as implausible.
Frequently mentioned in accounts of the naval warfare between the Muslims and the Franks during
Crusading and Mamluk times is the large galley called
ghurdb; thus the expedition launched from Bulak by
the Mamluk sultan al-Malik al-Zahir Cakmak against
the Knights Hospitaller in Rhodes in 844/1440 comprised fifteen ghurdbs conveying a large force of royal
mamluks and volunteers (Ibn TaghrlbirdI, Nuajum,
and al-Makrfzf, Suluk, cited in C.E. Bosworth, Arab
attacks on Rhodes in the pre-Ottoman period, forthcoming).
The name ghurdb may derive, in the surmise of K.
Vollers, from Span, caraba < Latin carabus < Grk.
karabos/karabion, see Kindermann, 68-71, and alNukhaylT, 104-12 (in archaic Anglo-Indian usage, it
yielded the term grab, a type of ship often mentioned,
in the Indian Ocean context, from the arrival of the
Portuguese to the 18th century, see Yule and Burnell,
Hobson-Jobson, a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words
and phrases2, London 1903, 391-2). (For information
on the constituting and deployment of Muslim navies
in the Mediterranean, see BAHRIYYA. 1. The navy of
the Arabs up to 1250, in Suppl., and 2. The navy of
the Mamluks.)
With the appearance of the Turks as a factor in
naval warfare around the shores of Asia Minor and in
the Aegean and eastern Mediterranean seas during
the 9th/15th century, a new phase of ship construction
began, based on the principal Ottoman dockyards at
Gallipoli and at Kasim Pasha near Ghalata [q. v. in
Suppl.] in Istanbul [see TERSANE]. Until well into the
11th/17th century there persisted a general distinction
between the heavy "round ships" used as merchantmen and the long galleys used as men-of-war,
although the distinction was never absolute. But
during the 9th/15th century significant advances in
naval technology were made both in the Mediterranean and along the Atlantic seaboard of Europe. The
clumsy, single-masted "cog" (Ital. cocca, Tkish. koke,
see H. and R. Kahane and A. Tietze, The lingua franca
in the Levant. Turkish nautical terms of Italian and Greek
origin, Urbana, 111. 1958, 171-3, no. 202), with a
single square sail, gave way to three-masted vessels
with more than one square sail on the mainmast and
a lateen sail on the mizzen. These ships were far more
manoeuvrable, and formed the basis of the worldwide naval ventures of the Portuguese and Spanish,
and later, the English and Dutch. In the Mediterranean, both the Venetians and the Ottomans ex-

perimented with large round ships for use as warships;
a galleon ordered by Mehemmed the Conqueror
[q.v.], weighing 3,000 tons (fuci < Grk. boutsi, see
Kahane and Tietze, 496-8, no. 752) and built in imitation of Italian and Spanish vessels, sank on launching; the mounting of heavy artillery on the upper
decks posed obvious problems of stability.
But the armed long ship or galley (Tkish. kadtrgha
< Grk. katergon, see Kahane and Tietze, 523-6, no.
785) remained the main, and at times, the only type
of warship in the Ottoman fleets. This had the advantage of being swift and manoeuvrable, of having a
shallow draught so that it could operate close inshore,
and, since it had oars, could travel on calm days when
the galleon which relied purely on sail was becalmed.
However, the superior size and armament of the
galleon made it more effective than the galley as a
fighting ship, and this was seen in the Indian Ocean
during the 10th/16th century when the Portuguese,
with their carracks, could not be dislodged from Hurmuz and Goa by the Ottoman fleet's galleys. Within
the Mediterranean, the galley fleets of both the Turks
and the Christians had to operate in the comparatively
storm-free spring and summer months, especially as
such ships, with their cannon as well as their oarsmen
and fighting troops, carried large crews in relationship
to their size, hence could not operate for too long
away from base.
The Venetians made an innovation in naval
technology with their use of the galleass in their fleet
at Lepanto [see AYNABAKHT!] in 979/1571; this ship
tried to combine the advantages of the galleon, with
the ability to fire cannon broadsides, and of the galley,
with its hull and rigging. The Ottomans started
building them (Tkish. mawnd) in the next year, but it
was not until the later llth/17th century that the Ottomans began to employ galleons on a large scale. See
in general, t.H. Uzun^arsih, Osmanh devletinin merkez
ve bahriye teskildti, Ankara 1948; C.H. Imber, The navy
of Siileyman the Magnificent, in Archivum Ottomanicum, vi
(1980), 211-82, with a useful glossary of naval and administrative terms at 277-82; and BAHRIYYA. 3. The
Ottoman navy,
(c) The Mesopotamian-Khuzistdn river systems.
Here, nautical traditions went back to ancient times
(see Salonen, op. cit.}. Some terminology from
Sumerian and Akkadian was carried over into the
Arabic vocabulary of sea and river navigation and of
irrigation constructions and practices of Umayyad
and c Abbasid times (see Bosworth, ... Some remarks on
the terminology of irrigation practices and hydraulic constructions in the Eastern Arab and Iranian worlds in the third-fifth
centuries A. H., injnal. of Islamic Studies, ii [1991], 7885). Likewise, there must have been some continuity
in the designing and building of boats suitable for use
on the Euphrates, Tigris, Karun and their tributaries;
this was certainly the case with the raft floated on inflatable goatskins called kelek [q.v.] (< Akk. kalakku,
ultimately from Sumerian), and probably also with
the similar raft of early cAbbasid times, the tawf,
although the etymology of this is obscure (see
Bosworth, op. cit., 84-5).
The historical and adab sources of the cAbbasid
period are replete with references to the various types
of craft which conveyed both passengers and freight
on these rivers, which were exceptionally favourable
for navigation, especially as the slightly higher level of
the Euphrates, compared with the Tigris, meant that
the transverse canals from the former to the latter
could be used for speedy transport eastwards. The
Euphrates was navigable up to Samosata [see
SUMAYSAT], hence could be used for goods traffic be-
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tween c lrak and the Djazira and northern Syria,
whilst down the Tigris to Baghdad came goods from
Armenia and Kurdistan. Amongst the large ships
used especially for freight are mentioned the kurkur,
pi. kardkir (probably from Grk. kerkouros, Latin cercurus}, known to the pre-Islamic poets who frequented
the Lakhmid court at Hira, including al-Nabigha alDhubyani [q.o.], who speaks of the kurkurs of the
Nabat on the Euphrates (Fraenkel, 217; Kindermann,
79-81; al-Nukhayli, 120-5).
The types of craft for both passengers and goods
were very numerous. The Baghdad parasite of the
early 5th/llth century, Abu '1-Kasim [q. v . ] , recites in
his Hikdya a list of nineteen of these, including the
kdrib, zabzab, sumayri, harrdka, tayydra and mardkib
c
ammdliyya (^ammdld) "freight craft" (ed. A. Mez,
Abulkdsim, ein bagddder Sittenbild, Heidelberg 1902,
107). As in the last example, some names are clearly
descriptive, e.g. tayydra "flyer", a kind of skiff. Harrdka "fire ship" presumably denoted in origin a warship from which fire could be hurled at the enemy, but
was soon used for passenger-carrying craft in
Mesopotamia and also on the Nile (Kindermann, 723; al-Nukhayli, 32-7); the caliph al-Amln had five luxury harrdkdt built as pleasure boats on the Tigris, each
in the shape of a lion, elephant, eagle, serpent and
horse (al-TabarT, iii, 951-2). Sumayriyydt are mentioned as troop-carrying craft in the historical accounts of the Zandj rebellion in the later 3rd/9th century, being used by both the caliphal forces and the
rebels, whilst in 315/927 the general Mu 3 nis alMuzaffar [q. v.] sent 500 troops from Baghdad
downstream in sumayriyydt in order to prevent the Carmathians [see KARMATI] from crossing the Euphrates
(Kindermann, 42-3).
Often mentioned as used by the caliphs and great
men of state is the swift vessel called zaww (< Pers.
zud "speedy" or, more probably, Kindermann
thought, from a Chinese word for "vessel", 36-7),
which could be a luxuriously-appointed gondola.
Zawrak, pi. zawdrik (a word of Persian origin?)
denoted in the c lraki context a skiff or dinghy, for
local traffic (al-Istakhn saw innumerable zawraks in
the waterways around Basra); but what were obviously much larger, sea-going zawraks are recorded in the
Mediterranean, including in fighting against the
Crusaders off the Palestine coast and for transporting
troops from Egypt for a further attack on Rhodes in
848/1444 (Kindermann, 37-8; al-Nukhayll, 59-62;
Ibn TaghrTbirdi, cited in Bosworth, Arab attacks on
Rhodes in the pre-Ottoman period). See for Mesopotamian
river traffic in general, Mez, Renaissance, 455, Eng. tr.
485 ff.
(d) The Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean shores.
The characteristic features of the mediaeval Arabic
ocean-going ships have been given by Hourani as,
first, the sewing-together of the planks rather than
nailing (see above) and, second, the fore-and-aft set of
the sails. Ibn Djubayr observed large barques or
djalbas (< Port.-Span, gelba/gelva, with another form
gallevat which yielded Eng. "jolly-boat", cf. Hobsonfobson, 361-3; in modern times, "jolly-boat" has been
borrowed back into Arabic, since H. Ritter noted, in
1st., ix [1919], 137, that the lifeboat of a steamer on
the Tigris was called a djalibot) being built at c Aydhab
[q.v.] on the Red Sea coast which were stitched
together with coir, i.e. coconut palm fibres (kinbdr)
(Rihla, ed. Wright and de Goeje, 70). Only from the
9th/15th century did nailed construction begin to be
used on the Malabar coast of South India, possibly in
imitation of the Portuguese warships (Hourani, Arab
seafaring in the Indian Ocean, 87 ff.).
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A list of Arabic terms for ships used round the
South Arabian coasts from later mediaeval times has
been given by R.B. Serjeant in his The Portuguese off the
South Arabian coast. Hadrami chronicles, Oxford 1963,
repr. Beirut 1974, 132-7, Appx. II Arabic terms for shipping. Here are to be found terms used elsewhere in the
Islamic world, such as ghurdb or grab; the d^al(a)ba, pi.
djildb', and the barsha, according to Kindermann, 4-5,
a long, covered boat, but also applied to large warships, as with the Ottoman barcas (< Ital. bargia, barza, see Kahane and Tietze, 98-9, n. 80) (cf. Imber,
The navy of Suleyman the Magnificent, 212-13). Connected by observers of the early modern period with
the Gulf of Oman and Indian waters was the baghla,
lit. "rnule", a large sailing ship (< Span.-Port, bajel,
baxel, etc., yielding Anglo-Indian "buggalow" and
possibly "budgerow", see Hobson-Jobson, 120, 123).
Most characteristic, of course, of these waters, for
western observers, was the dhow, which Kindermann, 26-7, noted under daw or ddwa, suggesting a
Persian or ultimately Indian etymology; see for the
dhow, below, section 2. In m o d e r n t i m e s .
Bibliography: Given in the article. The works of
Kindermann and al-Nukhayll list the types of ship
alphabetically. See also Sucad Mahir, al-Bahriyya f i
Misr al-isldmiyya wa-dthdruhd al-bdkiya, Cairo n.d.
[1967], 147-238.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. In m o d e r n t i m e s .
See for this, MILAHA. 4. In modern times, to the
Bibl. of which should be added H. Ritter,
Mesopotamische Studien. I. Arabische Flussfahrzeuge auf
Euphrat und Tigris, in 1st., ix (1919), 121-43.
(Eo.)
Finally, it should be noted that in a s t r o n o m y ,
Safina represents Argus, one of the eastern constellations made up of 45 stars, the brightest of which is
Suhayl or Canopus. On the other hand, Safinat Nuh
denotes_the Great Bear.
(G. OMAN)
SAFIR (A., "ambassador", "messenger").
1. In S h r c i s m .
Here, this is a term used to refer to the deputies of
the twelfth imam during the Lesser Occultation (260329/874-941) [see GHAYBA]; there were four such
deputies.
The doctrine that the hidden imam is represented
by a deputy appears to have taken shape in the circles
of the Nawbakht family [q. v. ], whose members played
a prominent role in the cAbbasid court in the early
4th/10th century. According to a recent study, it was
Ibn Rawh (Ruh) al-NawbakhtT [q.v.], regarded by the
Twelver ShTcIs as the third safir, who first claimed to
be such a deputy; the first and second sajirs were given
this title posthumously in order to establish that the office of sifdra had come into being immediately following the occultation of the imam (V. Klemm, Die vier
sufard^, 140-1). The term safir as referring to these
deputies is first attested in the K. al-Ghayba of
Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Nu c mani (d. ca. 345/956
or 360/971), though neither their names nor their
number is given. The four are listed in Ibn
Babawayh's [q. v. ] Ikmdl al-dm (408-9); and the most
detailed accounts of their activities are found in the K.
al-Ghayba of Abu Dja c far al-TusT (d. 460/1067). These
accounts are largely dependent on two works now lost,
the Akhbdr Abi cAmr wa AbiDjacfar al-^Amriyyayn of Abu
Nasr Hibat Allah b. Ahmad b. Muhammad, known
as Ibn Barniyya al-Katib (fl. second half of 4th/10th
century), and the Akhbdr al-wukalo? al-arba^a of Ahmad
b. c AHb. al- c Abbasb. Nuh al-SlrafT(d. ca. 413/1022).
The function of the sajirs as described in Twelver
Shi*! texts was to act as senior agents (wakils) of the
twelfth imam and to oversee the affairs of the com-
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munity by coordinating the work of all other wakih in
the cAbbasid empire, collecting the dues owed the
imam and his family and transmitting his orders and
responsa. According to Ibn Babawayh and al-Tusi
(who are followed by later authors), the four sqfirs
were:
a. ABU C AMR CUTHMAN B. SAcio AL-cA\iRi of the
Banu Asad (d. before 267/880). When he was only
eleven years old he already served the tenth imam CA1T
al-HadI(d. 254/868) [see AL-CASKARI]; later he became
a confidant of his son al-Hasan al-cAskari [q.v. ]. Abu
c
Amr traded in butter, and was therefore known as alSamman. His profession enabled him to conceal in
butter receptacles the money collected from the ShfcTs
and to transport it secretly to the imam. Before alc
AskarI died he appointed Abu cAmr as sqfir, an appointment subsequently confirmed by the twelfth
imam from his place of hiding.
b. ABU DJACFAR MUHAMMAD B. C UTHMAN AL- C AMRI
(d. Djurnada I 304/916 or 305/917), son of the first
sqfir. He is said to have spent a total of some fifty years
in the service of the tenth, eleventh and twelfth
imams.
c. ABU 'L-KASIM AL-HUSAYN B. RAWH ALNAWBAKHTI (d. 18 Shacban 326/20 June 938), author
of a K. al-Ta^dib and a close associate of the vizier
family of Banu '1-Furat. Following the end of the
second vizierate of CAH b. Muhammad b. al-Furat in
306/918 [see IBN AL-FURAT], Ibn Rawh was forced for
reasons unknown to go into hiding; there he remained
until Ibn al-Furat's brief reinstallation in 311/923.
During that time he appointed CA1T b. Muhammad alShalmaghanl [q.v.] as his deputy, but then accused
him of heresy. For five years (312-7/924-9) Ibn Rawh
was imprisoned by the caliph al-Muktadir [q.v.},
either for financial misconduct or because of his
suspected links with the Karmatls. He was released by
Mu D nis al-Muzaffar [0.0.].
d. ABU 'L-HASAN cAu B. MUHAMMAD AL-SIMMARI
(traditionally read al-Samarn) (d. mid-Shacban 329/
mid-May 941). Like his three predecessors, he lived
and was buried in Baghdad. His period in office was
brief; a few days before his death he received a message from the twelfth imam announcing the onset of
the Greater Occultation.
While the safirs are regarded as inferior to the
imams, they are reported by most authorities to have
been accorded some of the imams' special powers,
such as the ability to foretell future events and to perform miracles; this latter ability is said to have been
conferred on them by the twelfth imam to serve as
proof that they were his representatives (al-TusT, K.
al-Ghayba, 256; cf. M.A. Amir-Moezzi, Le guide divin
dans le shftsme originel, Verdier 1992, 271-5). The
Banu Nawbakht, in contrast, argued like the
Mu c tazila that the sqfirs could not perform miracles
(al-Shaykh al-Mufid, Awcftl al-makdldt, ed. Fadl Allah
al-Zandjam, Tabriz 1371, 41).
In addition to the genuine safirs, Shffi authors mention various pretenders who claimed the title for themselves. Among them are Ahmad b. Hilal al-Karkhl,
Muhammad b. Nusayr (the eponymous founder of
the Nusayriyya) and al-Shalmaghanl (E. Kohlberg,
Bard^a in Shft doctrine, inJSAI, vii [1986], 139-75, at
166-7).
Two further terms are used synonymously with
sqfir: (1) bob (gate) [q.v.], a word which in the preghqyba period referred inter alia to the personal attendant of the imam (Ibn Shahrashub, Mandkib dl Abi
Tdlib, Nadjaf 1375-6/1956, iii, 232, 311, 340, 400,
438, 476, 487, 506, 525); (2) nd*ib (lieutenant) or nd*ib
khdss. The latter in particular was used by authors in

the Safawid period in contrast to the na^ib ^amm (the
jurist) (N. Calder, Zahdt in Imdmi Shi^i jurisprudence,
from the tenth to the sixteenth century A.D., in BSOAS, xliv
[1981^ 468-80, at 479-80).
Bibliography (in addition to the references given
in the article): Nu c manl, K. al-Ghayba, Beirut
1403/1983, 113-5; Ibn Babawayh, Ikmdl al-din,
1389/1970, 411, 415-7, 451-3, 466-76, 479-86;
Muhammad b. Djarir b. Rustam al-Tabarl, Dald^il
al-imdma, Beirut 1408/1988, 277-83; al-Shaykh alMufid, al-Irshdd, Beirut 1399/1979, 353, 355; idem,
al-Fusul al-^asharafi 'l-ghayba, Nadjaf 1370/1951, 178, 28; Abu Djacfar al-Tusi, K. al-Ghayba,Nadjaf
1385/1965, 76, 178-80, 183-8, 192-9, 209, 214-28,
236-58; idem, Riajdl, ed. Muhammad Sadik Al
Bahr al-cUlum, Nadjaf 1381/1961, 420/434'; alFadl b. al-Hasan al-TabrisT, Warn al-ward, Nadjaf
1390/1970, 443-54; Ahmad al-TabrisI, al-Ihtiajadj.,
Beirut 1410/1989, 469-81; Ibn al-Mutahhar alHillT, Khuldsat al-akwdl fi ma^rifat al-ria^al, Tehran
1310, 62, 73; Muhammad Bakir al-MadjlisI, Bihar
al-anwdr, li, Beirut'l403/1983, 343-81; c AHal-YazdT
al-HaDirI, Ilzdm al-ndsib, Beirut 1404/1984, i, 424-7;
MamakanI, Tank h al-mafcdl, Nadjaf 1349-52/19303, §§ 2806, 7783, 8476, 11051; D.M. Donaldson,
The Shftte religion, London 1933, 251-7; cAbbas
Ikbal, Khdnddn-i NawbakhtT, Tehran 1311 sh, 21238; L. Massignon, The passion of al-Halldj, tr. H.
Mason, Princeton 1982, i, 315-20; Javad Ali, Die
beiden ersten Safire des Zwolften Imams, in IsL, xxv
(1939), 197-227; D. Sourdel, Le vizirat ^abbdside,
Damascus 1959-60, ii, 525; Muhammad al-Sadr,
Ta>nkh al-ghayba al-sughrd, Nadjaf 1392/1972, 341538, 609-55; A.A. Sachedina, Islamic messianism,
Albany 1981, 85-99; idem, The just ruler (al-sultan alc
ddil) in Shftte Islam, New York and Oxford 1988,
55-6, 60-1, 93; J.M. Hussain, The role of the imdmite
wikdla with special reference to the role of the first sqfir, in
Hamdard Islamicus, v (1982), 25-52; idem, The occultation of the Twelfth Imam, London 1982, 79-142
and passim; V. Klemm, Die vier sufard^ des Zwolften
Imams. Zur formativen Periode der Zwolfersi^a, in WO,
xv (1984), 126-43; M. Momen, An introduction to
Shft Islam, New Haven and London 1985, 162-5;
H. Halm, DieSchia, Darmstadt 1988, 41-5, 53-4 (tr.
Janet Watson as Shiism, Edinburgh 1991, 35-9, 44);
E. Kohlberg, Belief and law in Imdmi Shiism,
Variorum Reprints, Aldershot 1991, index, s.v.;
H. Modarresi, Crisis and consolidation in the formative
period of Sht^ite Islam, Princeton 1993, part 1, passim.
(E. KOHLBERG)
2. In d i p l o m a c y .
Here, sqfir, pi. sufard^, initially meaning envoy as
well as mediator and conciliator, becomes ambassador or diplomatic agent (Turkish sefir, but
elci [q.v.] is more commonly used; Persian sqfir).
(a) In the central and eastern Arab lands.
Diplomacy by means of emissaries existed from the
early days of Islam. The Prophet employed envoys in
dealing with the towns of Hidjaz and Nadjd, dispatched messengers to Byzantium, Persia, Egypt and
Ethiopia to invite them to join Islam, and received
missions sent to him. Such diplomatic intercourse for
military, political, and religious purposes continued
under the Rashidun caliphs and the Umayyads, most
prominently in negotiating war and truce with the
Byzantines. Diplomacy became more organised with
the stabilisation of the Islamic empire under the
c
Abbasids, who exchanged envoys with heads of other
states near and far, in order to discuss issues of war,
peace and international alliances, to deliver good-will
messages and, invariably, to spy. A famous instance
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of these contacts (whose authenticity, however, is in
some doubt) was the exchange of embassies between
Charlemagne and Harun al-Rashid, in which the
former reportedly sought a coalition with the latter
against Byzantium [see IFRANDJ]. Another line of
dialogue developed through envoys between the
caliph in Baghdad and provincial governors who had
become autonomous, such as the Ayyubids, and between the caliph and Islamic states not under his
sovereignty, such as the Fatimids and Umayyads of
Spain. With practice came the criteria for choosing
state emissaries (prudence, courage, charm and, of
course, dependability were prerequisite), patterns for
conducting missions and modes of entertaining
foreign envoys, as well as an elaborate diplomatic
vocabulary. Al-Kalkashandi's [q.v.] 9th/15th-century
multi-volume manual for scribes in the Mamluk
chancery, the Subh al-a^shd, is an impressive mirror of
these sophisticated diplomatic standards.
The spread of European commerce brought European consuls to the Levant and North Africa from the
7th/13th century [see CONSUL], men who discharged a
variety of diplomatic functions. In the 10th/16th century, as the Arab lands came under Ottoman rule, the
region's locus of international diplomacy shifted to
Istanbul [see ELCI]. Only Morocco, remaining an independent sultanate, continued to conduct international
relations
independently
through
correspondence and the occasional dispatch of
emissaries. Until the late 18th century (when the Ottomans began setting up resident embassies abroad),
official contacts with non-Muslim states took place
mostly in the region itself, through foreign consuls
and messengers. Muslim envoys were sent out quite
infrequently, and then only on brief missions, often
with limited objectives.
The establishment of new Arab states following the
First World War marked a new stage in the region's
diplomatic history. During the interwar period, relations among these states gradually assumed a formal
nature, an emphatic sign—one among many—of
their new status. This was so especially in the 1930s,
with the attainment of greater or full independence
from foreign control; the April 1936 Saudi-Iraqi Treaty of Friendship and its Saudi-Egyptian counterpart
in May, both formalising diplomatic relations between the parties, were typical instances of this trend.
Simultaneously, with the gradual departure of European powers from the region, their domination gave
way to mutual diplomatic representation—as specified e.g. by the 1930 Anglo-Iraqi treaty and the 1936
Anglo-Egyptian treaty, both providing for a replacement of British High Commissioners by an exchange
of ambassadors. Modern diplomatic protocol, terminology, and ranks, having been adopted by the Ottomans during the 19th century, were now readily applied. Safir became the technical equivalent of
ambassador (fern, saftra, ambassadress or an ambassador's wife), and came to be used for other functions in construct titles such as safir mufawwad (ambassador plenipotentiary),
safir fawka
'l-^dda
(ambassador extraordinary), etc. More ranks and
functions are represented by additional terms: mab^uth
(or mandub), for envoy or minister, mustashdr for
counsellor, sikratir for secretary, mulhak for attache,
and kd^im bi-a^mdl for charge d'affaires.
Bibliography: Lane, s.v.; Kalkashandi, Subh ala^shd, vi, 15, 53; Muhammad Hamldullah, The
Muslim conduct of state. 6Lahore 1973, 150-61; M.
Khadduri, War and peace in the law of Islam,
Baltimore 1955, 239-50; B. Lewis, The Muslim
discovery of Europe, New York 1982, esp. ch. 4. For
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the usage of safir and related terms in modern
diplomacy, Mohammad Assaad Nafeh, Nafeh's
political encyclopaedia, Cairo 1969, 735 ff. See also
DIPLOMATIC; IMTIYAZAT.
(A. AYALON)
(b) In M u s l i m S p a i n . In the Arabic sources of alAndalus, we also find some words derived from the
root s-f-r, meaning "to travel on mission on behalf
of..."/"to be a negotiator, a mediator" (stem I) (as in
al-MakkarT, i, 645-6); "to make somebody travel",
"to send somebody as an ambassador" (stem II); "to
be sent on mission/embassy" (stem V); safir (pi.
sufard^) "ambassador" (as in Ibn Kuzman, 38/4/4;
Vocabulista: "mediator", "nunciator"); sifdra (pi. -at)
"the charge of mediator", "embassy", "post or
functions of ambassador". The usage of the words
derived from the root s-f-r alternates—in a proportion
and distribution not yet elucidated—with the words
derived from the roots r-s-l ("to send a messenger",
etc.) and w-f-d ("to go somewhere on behalf of
somebody", etc.).
These words, and their contexts, throughout the
history of al-Andalus, exhibit the fact that connections
between individuals and groups were established by a
"messenger", and that relations were engaged and
accepted by all the AndalusI states; that means that
more or less intensive and institutionalised diplomatic
activities were established by an "ambassador" with
the charge, the post, or rather the functions of
representing the interests of a power, sporadical or
continually, circumstantial or more specifically.
Although precise analysis on this aspect has not yet
been done, we cannot deduce from the sources that
the sifdra was an institutionalised charge, like a wildya
or khutta, but most probably was an "activity", in the
sense that a person was safir only while carrying out
his mission. There is no indication in the sources on
al-Andalus of the existence of permanent embassies.
Embassies were frequently assigned to those who
knew another language in addition to Arabic, such as
the dhimmiyyun; the nasdrd (Christians of al-Andalus)
and the Jews. Amongst the nasdrd were the Andalusian
bishop sent by the caliph of Cordova c Abd al-Rahman
III al-Nasir to Ramiro I of Leon (Ibn Hayyan,
Muktabas, v, 350), and the bishop Recemundo, known
as Rablc b. Zayd [q. v. ], sent by al-Nasir to Germany
in 955-6. The Christians of al-Andalus [see MOZARABS]
were also sent by the Christian kings of the North to
the Islamic territories and, on some occasion, were
alternate ambassadors, such as the kumis Sisnando
Davidiz, who was initially the messenger of alMu c tadid of Seville to the court of Leon and then
became the ambassador of the Christian kings to the
muluk al-tawd^if, for example to the amir cAbd Allah
(The Tibydn, 226, n. 241).
Amongst the Jews were Ibn Shalib al-Yahudi, ambassador of Alphonso VI of Castile to al-Mu c tamid of
Seville [^.0.], who killed al-Yahudi (it was a permanent risk for ambassadors); Ibrahim b. al-Fakhkhar
al-Yahudi, well-known poet in the Arabic language,
was the ambassador of Castile to the Almohad court.
Other Jews were also sent by the Andalusian kings,
such as the powerful Cordovan Jew Hasday b.
Shaprut, who was the outstanding vizier of the caliph
c
Abd al-Rahman III al-Nasir, and was entrusted with
missions to Barcelona (940), Leon (in 941 and 955)
and Navarre. He was also assigned the task of receiving the Byzantine Constantine VIII's ambassadors in
Cordova (944) and the Saxon emperor Otto I's ambassadors (956).
Some outstanding Muslim personalities in alAndalus, renowned for their culture and eloquence,
were also designated as ambassadors, such as the Cor-
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dovan poet al-Ghazal, sent by the amir cAbd alRahman II to the Vikings (madjus), and to Constantinople; and the Granada vizier and polygraph Ibn alKhatlb [q. v. ], who went on three or four diplomatic
missions to the Marlnids [q. v. ] of Fas. Other personnalities renowned for their religious prestige were also
sent on missions. For example, the two Ibn al-cArab!s
were entrusted with obtaining the recognition of the
Almoravid amir Yusuf b. TashufTn by the cAbbasid
court. Merchants sometimes played the role of ambassadors, such as the Granadan al-BunyulI, charged
by the Nasrid sultan to get help from the Mamluk
sultan al-Zahir, in 845/1441.
It is useful to classify the Andalusian embassies according to their destination, whether within alAndalus or outside it. The destinations of the external
embassies are to be classified as either to Ddr al-Isldm
(the other Muslim territories) or to Ddr al-harb (nonMuslim territories). The internal embassies were exchanged either amongst the different administrations
or between the administration and the subjects, or
vice-versa, such as those sent by the Almohad court in
Marrakush to every part of its empire. The external
embassies, well-known but not yet analysed, excepting those of the Umayyad period (Levi-Provencal; elHajji), show that permanent relations between alAndalus and the rest of the Muslim world existed as,
for example, with the cAbbasids, Egypt and finally
with the Turks, but especially with the Maghrib.
There are many references to missions which were
sent from al-Andalus to the Christian north of the
Iberian Peninsula, to the Ifrandja and other European
parts, and especially to Byzantium.
Andalusian sources point out the luxury and ostentation of the receptions given by some Andalusian
sovereigns for foreign ambassadors, with the purpose
of political propaganda (Granja, Embajada).
Bibliography: c Abd Allah, The Tibydn, tr. A.T.
Tibi, Leiden 1986, 90, 226; Ibn Hayyan, Muktabas,
v, ed. P. Chalmeta, F. Corriente, M. Subh et alii,
Madrid 1979; tr. with notes by MJ. Viguera and
F. Corriente, Madrid 1981, 344-57; Ibn Sacld, alMughrib, esp. ii, 23; Ibn al-Khatib, Rayhdnat alkuttdb, ed. M. C A. c lnan, El Cairo, 1980, 2 vols., tr.
M. Caspar Remiro, Correspondencia diplomdtica entre
Granaday Fez (s. XIV}, Granada 1911-16; Ibn Kuzman, Diwdn ( = F. Corriente, Lexico estdndar y andalusi del Diwdn de Ibn Quzmdn, Saragossa 1993, 76);
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3. In Muslim I n d i a .
Elaborate rules were laid down in mediaeval India
regarding the qualifications and protocol duties of am-

bassadors. Fakhr-i Mudabbir quotes the following
hadith of the Prophet as the guiding principle: "When
you send an ambassador to me, he should be of good
reputation, handsome and of good voice." (Addb alharb wa 'l-shad^d^a, ed. A.S. Khwansari, Tehran
1346/1967, 142). The DihlT Sultans received envoys in
such awful atmosphere of dignity and grandeur that,
according to Djuzdjanl, many of them fainted in the
darbdr (Tabakdt-i Ndsin, Calcutta 1864, 316-19;
BaranI, Tdnkh-i Firuz-Shdhi, Calcutta 1862, 30-3). Envoys were sent for different purposes—diplomatic,
religious, economic, cultural etc.—and Abu '1-Facjl
refers to the spiritual and temporal objectives of ambassadorial functions (Akbar-ndma, tr. Beveridge, ii,
262).
E n v o y s to and from the caliph. Envoys were
sent to secure letters of investiture (manshur) from the
c
Abbasid caliphs. Iltutmish sent Ikhtiyar al-Mulk
Rashid al-Dln Abu Bakr Habash to Baghdad, and
twice Radiyy al-Dln Hasan al-Saghanl [q. v. ] came to
Iltutmish as envoy of the caliphs. When the caliph
granted investiture to Iltutmish, legalising the status
of the Dihll Sultanate, he celebrated the occasion with
great eclat. On another occasion, the caliph sent an
envoy, Kadi Djalal Urus, with a copy of the Safinat alkhulafd*, allegedly containing an autographic inscription of the caliph al-Ma D mun. With the fall of
Baghdad, contact with caliphal authority there came
to an end, but after many enquiries, Muhammad b.
Tughluk established contact with the faineant
c
Abbasids in Egypt. In 744/1343 he sent HadjdjI
Radjab Burku c l to the caliph requesting a manshur.
When HadjdjI Sacld Sarsarl, Sayyid Ziyad, Mubashshir Khalwati and Muhammad Sufi brought the investiture, the sultan went out barefoot to receive
them. The caliph later sent Shaykh al-Shuyukh Rukn
al-Dln and Makhdum-zada Ghiyath al-Dln Muhammad as his envoy to the sultan. As the Makhdum-zada
was the grandson of the caliph al-Mustansir bi'llah, he
was lodged at the palace of cAla:) al-Dln KhaldjI and
400,000 dinars were sent for washing his head (Ibn
Battuta, iii, 261-2, tr. Gibb, hi, 680-1). In 754/1353
Shaykh Shihab al-Dln Ahmad Samlt brought an investiture patent for Flruz Shah Tughluk, and a new
one arrived in 766/1364. The sultan sent to the caliph
details of his benefactions, religious endowments and
public works through Mahmud Shams Kurd Kacjl
Nadjm al-Dln KurashT and Kh w adja Kafur KhalwatI,
and Mahmud then brought back mandates from the
caliph (Sirat-i Firuz-Shdhi, ms. Bankipur). At a later
date, the Mughals did not recognise the Ottomans as
caliphs, but in 1785 Tlpu Sultan [q. v. ] sent his envoys
to Istanbul to obtain an investiture from the Sultancaliph.
The M o n g o l p e r i o d . Both Cingiz Khan and his
rival the Kh w arazm-Shah sent their envoys to Iltutmish seeking his support. In 1246 when a Mongol
commander attacked India, Shaykh Baha5 al-Dln
Zakariyya of Multan, was sent to negotiate peace.
Two years after the fall of Baghdad, in 658/1260,
emissaries from the Mongols visited India and were
accorded a royal reception by sultan Nasir al-Dln
Mahmud (Tabakdt-i Ndsin, 317-18).
E n v o y s to and f r o m the I l - K h a n . Arghun,
Ghazan and Muhammad Oldjeytii Khudabanda sent
their envoys to the DihlT court, and the great vizier
Rashld al-Dln Fadl Allah [q. v. ] came as an envoy to
^la3 al-Dln KhaldjI(Nizami, Rashid al-Din Fazl Allah
and India, in Proceedings of the Colloquium on Rashid-AlDin Fadl Allah, Tehran 1971, 36-53). Rashid al-Dln
came again as an envoy to the court of Mubarak
KhaldjI (A*ih-i Akban, ed. Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan.
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ii, 200), and Muhammad b. Tughluk sent and received envoys from Sultan Abu Sacld.
E n v o y s t o a n d from n e i g h b o u r i n g c o u n t r i e s .
According to BaranI, ambassadors from distant lands
came to the court of Balban. During the time of
Muhammad b. Tughluk envoys came from c lrak,
Syria, China and Kh w arazm, and the Chinese ambassador, Tursi, came with a large retinue; in return,
Muhammad b. Tughluk sent the Amir Mahmud
Harawl as his envoy to China.
E n v o y s to the O t t o m a n s . Muhammad Shah
Bahmanl III of the Deccan (867-87/1463-82) was the
first Indian ruler to exchange envoys with the Ottomans, and Mehemmed II Fatih sent Mawlana Afdal al-Din-oghlu Mehmed Celebi as his envoy.
Mahmud Shah Bahmanl (887-924/1482-1518) sent
Mulla Ni c mat Allah to BayezTd II as his emissary.
The Muzaffarids of Gudjarat exchanged several embassies with Sellm I (918-26/1512-20), and Bahadur
Shah sent envoys to Istanbul seeking Ottoman help
against the Mughal Humayun. The Mughals considered the Ottomans as their rivals and did not like
to exchange envoys with them. Nevertheless, Turkish
records say that Sldl CA1T ReDIs, the Ottoman admiral,
carried a letter from Humayun to Siileyman the
Magnificent in which Humayun addressed the Sultan
as "the Khalifa of the highest qualities." The Ottoman documents used the terms Hind elcisi or elciye-i
Hind to denote Mughal ambassadors, but no details
are available in the Indian chronicles about these
Mughal envoys. The envoys of the Ottoman governor
of Yemen were, however, treated with scant respect
by Akbar (N.R. Faruqi, Mughal-Ottoman relations,
Delhi 1989, 20 ff.).
E n v o y s to and from the U z b e k s . Akbar was
afraid of Uzbek power and treated them with suspicion. However, in 979/1571 cAbd Allah Khan Uzbek,
ruler of Transoxiana, sent an embassy to Akbar.
E n v o y s to and from T i m u r i d and Safawid
Persia. The sultans of Golkonda, Bidjapur and
Ahmadnagar sent ambassadors to the court of Shah
Tahmasp I, whilst in 847/1443 Shah Rukh's ambassador cAbd al-Razzak had been received by the
Hindu ruler of Vijayanagar, King Devendra.
Humayun, who was beholden to the Safawids for
help, developed contact with them, and during the
time of Akbar, many ambassadors came and went to
Persia. In 1004/1596 the Emperor sent Mirza Diya3
al-Dln KasT and Abu Nasir KafT to Shah c Abbas, and
according to Iskandar Beg MunshI, they were received with honour (tr. R.M. Savory, History of Shah
Abbas the Great, Boulder, Col. 1978, ii, 705-6). Abu '1Fadl's account of the reception of these envoys is silly
and pedantic (Akbar-nama, tr. iii, 1112).
Several envoys were sent by Shah cAbbas to
Djahangir. In 1020/1611 Yadgar CA1I Talish came to
mourn Akbar's death and to congratulate Djahangir
on his accession. When Yadgar CA1I returned to Persia, Djahangir's envoy Khan c Alam accompanied
him. In 1024/1615 a second Persian embassy headed
by Mustafa Beg came to DjahangTr's court with huge
presents, including European hounds which
DjahangTr had asked for. In the following year
Muhammad Rida Beg came to Djahanglr to obtain
monetary aid aginst Ottoman Turkey and to bring
about an amicable settlement between DjahangTr and
the Sh^I states of the Deccan. For envoys to and from
Shah Djahan, see Saksena, History of Shahjahan,
Allahabad 1973, 210-32.
Queen E l i z a b e t h ' s e n v o y to A k b a r . Elizabeth
of England sent an envoy to Akbar in 1583 with a letter which was "the earliest communication between
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the government of India and England" (V.A. Smith,
Akbar the Great Moghul, Oxford 1919, 229).
A k b a r ' s envoys to E u r o p e . Akbar desired to
send envoys to Philip II of Spain recommending
universal peace and harmony; a diplomatic mission,
consisting of Sayyid Muzaffar, cAbd Allah Khan and
Father Monserrate was dispatched to Lisbon, but was
unable to reach there.
J e s u i t m i s s i o n s at A k b a r ' s c o u r t . Akbar's interest in religious debates led to the arrival of several
Jesuit Missions at Akbar's court in 1580 and after,
and in return Akbar sent cAbd Allah as his envoy to
Portuguese Goa (see E. Maclagan, The Jesuits and the
Great Mogul, London 1932).
B r i t i s h envoys at Djahanglr's c o u r t .
Djahangir welcomed William Hawkins and Sir
Thomas Roe, but refused to conclude a commercial
treaty with England. Hawkins was, however, persuaded to remain at the court as the resident
ambassador.
E n v o y s of the Deccan states and p r o v i n c i a l
I n d i a n s t a t e s . Three types of envoys have been
identified in regard to the Deccan of the 10th/16th
century: (a) ad hoc envoys, called rasuls, who were sent
to offer congratulations or condolences; (b) the hddjib-i
mukim, literally, attache; originally assigned to the army of friendly powers; and (c) wakih or permanent
ambassadors accredited to certain foreign powers
(H.K. Sherwani, History of the Qutb Shahi dynasty, Delhi
1974, 218-19). Provincial kingdoms like Djawnpur,
Bengal, Malwa and Gudjarat sent envoys within India with the limited objectives of winning support in
their conflicts with the adjoining states, but it is only
regarding the Deccan that one finds contact with
outside powers. In Gudjarat, the ambassadors were
mainly concerned with the activities of the Portuguese.
E n v o y s to the West d u r i n g the 18th and 19th
c e n t u r i e s : Tipu Sultan of Mysore sent his envoys to
France and Turkey; Louis XVI received his envoy
with honour, but refused to enter into any alliance
against the British. One of the last Mughal Emperors,
Akbar Shah II, sent Radja Ram Mohan Roy to London in 1827 to plead his case for an increase in his
pishkash or pension.
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SAFITHA. a place in w e s t e r n Syria, situated in
the Djabal Bahra3 region. This last becomes lower as
it falls southwards, with a large gap commanded to the
north by SafTtha and Hisn al-Akrad [q.v.] and to the
south by c A k k a r and c lrka [q.vv.]. The mountains of
the c Alaw!s fall southwards into the SafTtha
depression.
SafTtha was the 'Apfupoxcrcpcov of Byzantine
authors, Castrum Album or Chastel Blanc of the
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Latin ones, and is the main place in the district, with
its fortress called in Arabic texts Burdj §afitha; this
last lies to the east of the present village and dominates
the foothills of the Djabal NusayrI to the north. It
commands two valleys at a point midway between
Hisn al-Akrad and Tartus and also a large gap, to the
south of the Djabal Bahra0, by means of which Hims
[q.v. ] is connected with Tarabulus al-Sham. From
Antiquity, the castle of SafTtha commanded the route
connecting Hamat [q. v. ] and T a r t u s on the coast, i.e.
the passage from central Syria to the Mediterranean.
Situated on a basalt peak at an altitude of over 400
m/1,312 feet, it protected the lands to the north in
mediaeval times from the NizarT Ismacflls. The region
around SafTtha was a fertile one, with olives grown
there from classical times, and with vines, figs and
white mulberry trees for silk worms grown there in
mediaeval times.
The fortress of the mediaeval Christian town of
SafTtha was a strong rectangular donjon with rounded
angles, originally protected by double defensive walls.
The Order of the Temple was responsible for its construction, upkeep and manning. From 526/1132 onwards, the Franks built fortresses in the Djabal An' sariyya against the I s m a c i l i s , who paid them a
tribute in gold pieces and wheat. The Templars' aim
was to control the gap between Hims and Tarabulus
in the hinterland of the Knights Hospitallers' territory. The plan of the castle resembled that of
Markab [q.v. ] in being elliptical, originally with a
double wall, but later with a single wall with rectangular salients, as at Tartus and c Athl!th [q. v. ],
and with a moat 15 m/49 feet deep and 13 m/42 feet
wide. The stones were dovetailed together and linked
by iron crampons sealed with lead. Some modifications to it were made by Louis IX (St. Louis) when he
was staying in Syria (Safar 548-Safar 652/May 1252end of April 1254), including an even more complex
entry with a portcullis and four successive gates. The
first protective wall, in the shape of an irregular
polygon, had a glacis before it. The actual keep had
its own water supply, kept in a vast subterranean
cistern hewn out of the rock and replenished by rainfall brought through conduits, and could thus withstand a certain period of siege, and there was also an
external cistern (birkd) where mounts and other beasts
could drink. The chapel of St. Michael within the
castle resembled the Romanesque churches of the
South of France of the late 12th century, and, like all
similarly-placed chapels of the Templars and
Hospitallers, was devoid of ornamentation. In the
thickness of the walls, a staircase led to the Great Hall
(palatiwri) and the armoury. The keep itself was 28
m/90 feet high and had two floors, reached by a staircase on the west side. Down below was a subterranean
prison. The region, and Syria in general, was always
liable to earthquakes, and the fortress of SafTtha was
damaged in 565/1170, 597/1201 and the following
year, only the chapel of the fortress being unscathed.
Communication between the strong points of the
Franks was by means of smoke signals by day and fire
ones by night, but the Crusaders learnt the use of carrier pigeons from the Muslims, and Jacques de Vitry,
the envoy of Pope Honorius III, announced his arrival at SafTtha in 614/1215 by this means. The garrison of the castle comprised over 700 knights and
their squires, divided into 50-man sections, in addition to large numbers of artisans, such as blacksmiths
and armourers, and also the prisoners. There were
stores of supplies and provisions, and in times of
threatened attack, the local villagers would seek refuge
there also.

Of later history, it is recorded that in 1270/1854, a
petty chieftain, Ismacll Bey, seized SafTtha and proclaimed himself mushir [q. v. ] or governor acting as an
"Old Man of the Mountain", which provoked a
revolt of the Muslims of the region; four years later,
he was murdered by a relative. After this, SafTtha was
integrated into the Ottoman empire.
The present-day village is situated on the site of the
mediaeval fortress. In the early 19th century, the kada?
of SafTtha was one of the constituents, with alMarkab, Tell Kalakh, c Umraniya and Tartus, of the
sandjak of Tartus. In 1916 it had 2,500 inhabitants, including 1,500 Nusayrfs [see NUSAYRIYYA] and 850
Syrian Orthodox. In 1920 the administrative district
of SafTtha comprised 202 villages, with 41,500 people,
including 20,000 NusayrTs, 10,000 Muslims, 6,500
Greek Orthodox, 4,500 Maronites, 300 Greek
Catholics and 200 Protestants. In this same year the
kado? of SafTtha, with the town as its chef-lieu, was
detached from the sandjak of Tarabulus al-Sham, and
then made part of the State of the cAlawis established in 1922 as part of the federation of Syria. In
1945 the kadd'* became part of the muhafaza of the
c
Alawis. After 1954, the local population, essentially
peasant cultivators, supported the Parti Populaire
Syrien. Local activities include carpet weaving and
the cultivation of cotton and tobacco. The village now
surrounds the castle and its dominating donjon, and
its houses are essentially built from stones taken from
the castle's enceinte. The chapel of St. Michael in the
donjon is still used by the Greek Orthodox members
of the population. In the 1960s SafTtha became a
tourist centre, for skiing in winter and with an openair bathing pool.
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$AFIYYA BT. HUYAYY B. AKHTAB, M u h a m mad's eleventh wife, was born in Medina and belonged to the Jewish tribe of the Banu '1-Nadir [see
AL-NADIR]; her mother Barra bt. SamawDal, the sister
of Rifa c a b. Samaw^al, was of the Banu Kurayza
[ q . v . ] . Her father and her uncle Abu Yasir were
among the Prophet's most bitter enemies. When their
tribe was expelled from Medina in 4 A.H., Huyayy
b. Akhjab was one of those who settled in Khaybar
[ q . v . ] , together with Kinana b. al-RablS to whom
$afiyya was married at the end of 6 or early in 7 A.H.;
her age at this time was about 17. There is a tradition
that she had formerly been the wife of Sallam b.
Mashkam, who had divorced her.
When Khaybar fell, in Safar 7/June-July 628,
Safiyya was captured, together with two of her
cousins. In the division of the spoils she had been
assigned, or actually given, to Dihya b. Khalifa alKalbi, but when Muhammad saw her he was struck
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by her beauty, and threw his mantle over her as a sign
that he had chosen her for himself. He redeemed her
from Dihya against seven head of cattle, and gave her
the option of embracing Islam. Her husband was condemned to a cruel death by Muhammad for having
refused to give up the treasure of the Banu '1-Nadir.
The nuptials were celebrated with haste and with a
modest wedding feast, either in Khaybar itself or on
the way back to Medina. Safiyya's dowry [see MAHR]
consisted of her emancipation. Her position as a wife,
which was questioned, was established by the veil or
hiajab [q. v. ] being imposed on her and her receiving a
portion of Muhammad's booty.
_In Medina, Safiyya received a cold welcome;
c :)
A isha [q.v.] and Muhammad's other wives showed
their jealousy with slights upon her Jewish origin. She
gave the Prophet's daughter Fatima [q.v.] gold from
her earrings, which may indicate that the two were
allies in the politics of Muhammad's harem. Doubts
about Safiyya's commitment to Islam and the suspicion that she would avenge her slain kin are recurring
themes in the numerous biographies of her composed
through the centuries. In these stories, the Prophet (or
c
Umar) admonishes the doubters and re-affirms the
quality of her Islam, despite her being a Jewish convert. During Muhammad's last illness, Safiyya expressed her devotion to him, and was criticised by the
other wives.
Safiyya's marriage to the Prophet was predicted in
a dream while she was still married to Kinana, and
her husband beat her for desiring another man. The
miracle and her suffering for Islam and the Prophet,
as well as her reputation for crying won her a place in
Sufi works. She appears in all the major books of
hadiths and indices of transmitters, although she
related relatively few traditions compared to cADisha
and Umm Salama [q. v. ]. A number of events in her
life serve as legal and customary precedents.
In 35/656, Safiyya sided with c Uthman [iy.0.]; while
he was besieged in his house she made an unsuccessful
attempt to reach him, and she used to bring him food
and water by means of a plank placed between her
dwelling and his. When cA3isha asked her to be present at c Uthman's last interview with CA1T, Talha and
al-Zubayr, which took place in her house, Safiyya
went, and tried to defend the unfortunate caliph.
She died in 50/670 or 52/672, during Mu c awiya's
caliphate, leaving a fortune of 100,000 dirhams in
land and goods, one-third of which she bequeathed to
her sister's son, who still followed the Jewish faith.
Her dwelling in Medina was bought by Mu c awiya for
180,000 dirhams.
Bibliography: Ibn Hisham, 354, 653, 762, 766;
Ibn Sacd, viii, 85-92; Tabarl, i, 173; Ibn Hibban,
K. al-Thikdt, Haydarabad 1973-82, iii, 197; Abu
Nu c aym al-Isbahanl, Hilyat al-awliyo?, Cairo 19328, ii, no. 137; Ibn cAbd al-Barr, Cairo 1957-60, iv,
no. 4005; Ibn al-Kaysaranl, al-Djam^ bayna kitdbay
Abi Nasr al-Kaldbddhi wa-Abi Bakr al-Is* jhanifi ridjdl
al-Bukhdri wa-Muslim, Haydarabad 1905, ii, no.
2373; Ibn al-Djawzi, Sifat al-safwa, Haydarabad
1936-8, ii, 27; Dhahabl, Siyar acldm al-nubald\
Beirut 1981-8, ii, no. 26; Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalanI,
Isdba, Cairo 1970-2, vii, no. 11401; Caetani, Annali
dell'Islam, i, 379, 415; ii/1, 29-30, 34-6; viii, 223-4;
N. Abbott, Aishah, the beloved of Mohammed, Chicago
1942, 39, 42-4, 51-2, 95, 122, 200; anon., Safiyya,
Cairo, Dar al-Macarif 1983.
(V. VACCA-[RUTH RODED])
SAFIYYE WALIDE SULTAN (Cecilia Baffo),
O t t o m a n queen m o t h e r , born in Venice in 1550,
died in 1014/1605.
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The daughter of the Italian Baffo, governor of Corfu, when she was fourteen years old, while travelling
between Venice and Corfu on the Adriatic Sea, she
was captured by Ottoman pirates. On account of her
beauty, she was taken to the palace of prince Murad,
grandson of Suleyman and governor of the sanajak of
Manisa. In the Manisa palace, she became a Muslim,
learned Turkish and was trained in palace manners.
In 972/1565, she was presented to Murad. She gave
birth in 973/1566 to prince Mehemmed, who became
the first great grandchild of Suleyman and was named
by him, and subsequently to the princesses cA:>ishe
and Fatima. In 974/1566, after Suleyman's death,
Murad's father took over the throne as SelTm II and
Murad became the welt cahd. In 982/1574, following
Sellm's death, Murad succeeded as Murad III.
Safiyye was now 25 years old and had already become
the head khdsseki [q.v.]. During Murad's reign, she
gained growing influence in the palace, taking great
care that the relations between Venice and the Ottomans were amicable. She was 33 years old when her
mother-in-law, Nur Banu Walide Sultan [q. v. ] died
(991/1583), and Safiyye became the first lady of the
Ottoman Empire. Since she was constantly in conflict
with her mother-in-law and with Suleyman's
daughter Mihrimah and her sisters-in-law Ismikhan
and Gewherkhan, it was only after the deaths of these
women that Safiyye became very powerful. Murad III
remained very much in love with her until his death
in 1003/1595, when he was succeeded by Mehemmed
III. Safiyye thus became queen mother at the age of
45, and exercised an extensive influence on the
politics of the Empire. In 1012/1603 her son
Mehemmed III died, and her grandson Ahmed I took
over the throne. Repulsing his grandmother's influence on the Palace and on Ottoman politics, on
Shacban 1012/February 1604, 19 days after he was
enthroned, he sent Safiyye away from the Topkapi
Palace to the old Palace in BayezTd; she died a year
later in Djumada II 1014/November 1605.
Safiyye was the fifth of the queen mothers in the Ottoman palace. Her intelligence, beauty and the power
which she exercised over the Empire became legendary, although it was alleged that she had managed to
make herself a great fortune through bribery. She had
started to build the Yeni Djdmi*- in Istanbul, but died
before its completion.
Bibliography: Turk ansiklopedisi, xxviii, Ankara
1980, art. s.v.; Y. Yucel and A. Sevim, Turkiye
tarihi Osmanh do'nemi (1566-1730), Ankara 1992.
(QiGDEM BALIM)
SAFKA (A), a term of Islamic law meaning literally, "striking hands together". The parallel root s-flp-k
(and in other places, more correctly, s-f/p-k) is found
in Biblical Hebrew, cf. Isa. ii. 6 "they strike hands
with foreigners". Safka is a non-Kur 3 anic word, but
tasdiya is found in sura VIII, 35, with a comparable
meaning.
Technically, safka has come to mean the ratification
of a commercial contract, a formal, symbolic act for
concluding a contract which has been disregarded in
practice by Islamic law. Striking hands together,
although associated with sale (bay0), should be
designated sajk rather than bayc, as stated by Schacht
in art. BAYC. The concept of safka remained unique in
its usage since, unlike bay*, it contains the meaning of
a bargain that is achieved swiftly and profitably.
Evidently, striking the hands together can only be
used as an expression of acceptance once an offer
(idjdb) is presented. Acceptance (kabul), can according
to most schools, excluding the ShaficT, be delayed until the end of the meeting of the two parties (madjlis al^akd). The Shafi c fs, who require immediate accept-

ance, have made a provision that the two parties can
cancel the contract providing they are still physically
at the place where the deal was negotiated (khiydr almadjlis); but once they leave, the deal is final. It is imperative to add that the expression of will, under these
conditions, can be in any form, whether by striking
the hands together or verbal affirmation, providing it
conveys the clear intention.
Bibliography: L^A, Beirut-Dar Sadir, n.d., x,
200; Ibrahim Anls et alii, al-Mu^ajam al-wasit, Cairo
1972, ii, 434; J. Schacht, An introduction to Islamic
law, Oxford 1964, 8, 145-6; Wahba al-Zuhayll, alFikhal-Isldmiwa-adillatuhu, Damascus 1985, iv, 108,
366; see also BAY C .
(MAWIL Izzi DIEN)
SAFWAN B. SAFWAN AL-ANSARI, Arab poet of
the 2 n d - 3 r d c e n t u r i e s A.H. known for his
ideological poetry in support of the Muctazila [q. v. ].
Al-Djahiz [q. v. ] is the only source for the few bits of
information on his life and the sparse samples from his
poetry that we have. The biographical snippets show
him in Multan at the court of the governor of Sind,
Dawud b. Yazid al-Muhallabi, who held this office
from 184/800-205/820 [see MUHALLABIDS, toward the
end]. In all of them he is al-Djahiz's authority on
elephants, quoting poetry by the elephant expert
Harun b. Musa al-Azdl mawldhum; describing what
kind of ruses this man used in fighting against war
elephants; and indicating how the Indians trained
these animals (Hayawdn, vii, 76 [read, with Pellat,
zuwwdr for ruwdt], 77, 114-15). As for Safwan's poetry
the surviving pieces show strong support for Wasil b.
c
Ata 3 , founder of the Mu c tazila (d. 131/748-9 [q'.v.]),
and other leaders of the movement and equally strong
animosity against the poet Bashshar b. Burd (d. 167
or 168/784-5 [q.v.]), after the latter had broken away
from Wasil's circle. Since some of the lines in praise
of Wasil seem to speak of a contemporary, Safwan
must have been of a ripe old age, when he joined the
Multan governor, unless, of course, one assumes two
different Safwans. However, in addition to his name,
his apparent interest in natural history, which comes
through in both the early poetry and the later reports,
would be an argument for the identity of the two personages.
His most famous poem is the glorification of earth,
a counter-poem against Bashshar's apotheosis of fire,
which also includes a pro-Mu c tazili/a/tAr and a hidja*
against Bashshar and his sect, the somewhat shadowy
extremist Kamiliyya Sh^a (Baydn, i, 27-30; 33 lines,
tawtl, rhyme -Cdi). Shortened versions of this poem,
clearly quoted from al-Djahiz, appear also in alBaghdadT(d. 429/1037 [q.v.]), al-Fark bayn al-firak, 3942, in the section on the Kamiliyya (20 lines), and in
Abu '1-Hasan CA1I b. Yusuf al-Hakim (8th/14th century), al-Dawha al-mushtabika, 25-27, where it is
quoted for the enumeration of minerals and ores it
contains (13 lines). Of similar content is a shorter
poem (Baydn, i, 32, 9 lines, tawil, rhyme -Cdu). The
earth-fire controversy has been seen as an early
MuctazilI-Shi<r polemics (Nyberg in El1, s.v. ALMU C TAZILA) as well as a Shu c ubl attack by Bashshar,
defending the Zoroastrian holiness of fire, with a
counter-attack upholding the claims of the earth. The
context(s) in which this polemics became meaningful
is none too clear. Another poem defending Wasil
against Bashshar's hidjd* also mentions the missionaries that Wasil sent out (Baydn, i, 25-6; 22 lines,
tawil, rhyme -3ri); this was interpreted by Nyberg, loc.
cit., as indicating the existence of a pro-Abbasid network of propagandists, but was probably not more
than a religious undertaking [see AL-MU C TAZILA, here
vii, 783b-784a, and van Ess, ii, 386-7].
The remaining fragments are: two lines on the
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date-palm (Hayawdn, vii, 78; mutakarib, rhyme -21u);
one line characterising Wasil (Baydn, i, 22; basit,
rhyme -aki); one line in praise of Wasil's zuhd (Baydn,
i, 27; tawil, rhyme -3cuh); and two lines of hidja?
against Bashshar and his brothers, addressed to his
mother (Baydn, i, 31, basit, rhyme -Cdi).
Bibliography : 1. Texts. Djahiz, al-Baydn wa 7tabyin, ed. cAbd al-Salam Muhammad Harun,
1367/1948; idem, al-Hayawdn, ed. Harun, 2Cairo
n.d.; Baghdad!, al-Fark bayn al-firak, 4Beirut
1400/1980; Abu '1-Hasan CA1I b. Yusuf al-Hakim
(8th/14th century), al-Dawha al-mushtabika fi dawdbit
ddr al-sikka, ed. Husayn Mu 3 nis, Madrid
1379/1960.
2. S t u d i e s . cAbd al-Hakim Balbac, Adah alMuHazila ild nihdyat al-karn al-rdbi*- al-hidjri, Cairo
n.d. (preface dated 1959), 356-61, 390-6; Ch.
Pellat, Le Milieu basrien et la formation de Gdhiz, Paris
1955, 175-7; W.M. Watt, Was Wasil a Khdrijite?, in
R. Gramlich (ed.), Islamwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen Fritz Meier zum sechzigsten Geburtstag, Wiesbaden 1974, 306-11 (incs. a tr. of the ''missionary"
poem); Pellat, Safwdn ibn Safwdn al-Ansdri et Beshshdr
[sic] ibn Burd, in R.M. Savory and D.A. Agius
(eds.), Logos Islamikos. Studia Islamica in honorem
Georgii Michaelis Wickens, Toronto 1984, 21-34 (includes tr. of the three long poems); J. van Ess,
Theologie und Gesellschafi im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert
Hidschra, ii, Berlin 1992, 382-7 (study of Safwan
with emphasis oh the "missionary" poem), v,
Berlin 1993, 183-92 (tr. of and comm. on the three
long poems), see also ii, 5-14 (on Bashshar), and i,
Berlin 1991, 269-72 (on the Kamiliyya).
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
SAFWAN_B. IDRIS tr: "Ibrahim b. cAbd alc
Rahman b. lsa b. Idrls al-Tudjibi al-MursT al-Katib,
Abu Bahr (560-98/1164-1201), poet and scholar of
Muslim Spain.
He was born in Murcia when the town was ruled by
Ibn Mardamsh (d. 567/1172), but the major part of
his life witnessed Almohad times (see the studies of
Caspar Remiro and Guichard about the history of
Murcia under Almohad rule). He belonged to an important family of the town, the Banu Idris, some of
whom were judges. Safwan gives information on them
in his Zddal-musdfir (152-7). He studied with his father
and his relative, the kddiAbu '1-Kasim b. Idris, as well
as with Abu Bakr b. Mughawir, Abu '1-Hasan Ibn alKasim, Abu Ridjal b. Ghalbun, Abu cAbd Allah b.
Humayd, Abu 'l-cAbbas b. Mada0 (who taught him
Muslim's Sahih), Abu '1-Kasim Ibn Hubaysh, Ibn
Bashkuwal (who gave him the idjaza), Abu '1-WalTd b.
Rushd, Abu Muhammad b. cUbayd Allah alHadjarl, Abu Muhammad b. Hawt Allah and Ibn
c
Ayshun. Safwan b. Idns was one of the most important poets and udabd^ of his time. His biographers
record at length praises about him. He wrote: (1)
Baddhat al-mutahaffiz wa-^ud^alat al-mustawfiz, a compilation of his prose and poetry; (2) Kitdb al-Rihla; (3)
Zdd al-musdfir wa-ghurrat muhayyd 'l-adab al-sdfir, a
biographical compilation of Andalusian poets of the
6th/12th century, which supplements the works of Ibn
Khakan (d. 529/1134) and Ibn al-Imam (d. ca.
550/1155). It was edited by cAbd al-Kadir Mahdad,
Beirut 1358/1939, repr. Beirut 1970. Ibn al-Abbar
[q. v. ] emulated it in his Tuhfat al-kddim. It is one of the
sources of Ibn Sacld al-Maghribl's Rdydt al-mubarrizm,
which also includes a section devoted to Safwan (see
E. Garcia Gomez, El libro de las banderas de los campeones
de Ibn Sa^id al-Magribi, Barcelona 1978, 138, 159, 195,
196, 239, 248, 253, and 243-4); (4) Rasd^il, some of
which have been preserved, like the letter he wrote
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congratulating the judge Abu '1-Kasim b. Baki (Nafh
al-tib, v, 68-9), another on taghdyur mudun al-Andalus
sent to the amir cAbd al-Rahman b. Yusuf b. cAbd alMu'min b. CA1I (Nafh al-tib, ii, 170-5; tr. F. de la
Granja, Geografia lirica de Andalucia musulmana, Historia
de Andalucia, Madrid 1981, v, 85-7), another entitled
Tirdd al-djiyddfi 'l-mayddn wa-tandzuc al-ladhdhdt wa 'likhwdnlal-akhddn fi takdim Mursiya cald ghayri-hd min albulddn; and (5) Diwdn. Some of his verses are recorded
by his biographers. He is especially remembered for
the elegies (mardthi) which he wrote in commemoration of al-Husayn b. CA1I and the descendants of the
Prophet (ta^bin al-Husayn wa-bukd^ ahl al-bayf). In connection with this production, the sources record a
story according to which §afwan is said to have
travelled to Marrakush, where he tried to earn money
by praising the rulers in his poems in order to pay for
the trousseau of his daughter who had reached marriageable age. None of his attempts was successful.
Disappointed, he decided to write panegyrics of the
Prophet and his family. It was then that the Almohad
al-Mansur Ya c kub b. Yusuf b. cAbd al-Mu3min saw
the Prophet in a dream interceding on Safwan's
behalf, and from then onwards Safwan was never to
have again financial problems. Safwan corresponded
with the poet Muhammad b. Idris b. Mardj al-Kuhl
(d. 634/1236) (Nafh al-tib, v, 57-9). The most noted of
Safwan's pupils was Abu 'l-Rab^ b. Salim al-Kalaci.
Safwan died young, aged 38, and his father recited the
funeral prayer over him.
Bibliography: Ibn al-Abbar, Takmila, ed.
Codera, no. 1231 (ed. c lzzat al- c Attar al-Husaynl,
Cairo 1955, no. 1895); Balaftkl, al-Muktadab min
Kitdb Tuhfat al-kddim li-bn al-Abbar, Cairo-Beirut
1982, 135-9; Yakut, Udabd\ ed. Margoliouth, xii,
10-4, no. 3; Ibn Sacld, al-Mughrib f i huld 'l-Maghrib,
ed. S. Dayf, Cairo 1953-5, ii, 260-1, no. 533; Ibn
al-Zubayr, Silat al-Sila, ed. C A. Harun x and S.
A c rab, Rabat 1993, no. 120 (the source is Ibn Furtun's Dhayl); Ibn Sacld, Rdydt al-mubarrizm; Ibn
c
Abd al-Malik al-Marrakushl, al-Dhayl wa 'ltakmila, ed. I. cAbbas, Beirut n.d., iv, 140-3, no.
264; SafadT, Wdfi, xvi, 321-4; Ibn al-Khatfb, alIhdta fi akhbdr Gharndta, ed. M. C A. c lnan, Cairo
1973-7, iii, 349-59; Ibn Shakir al-Kutubl, Fawdt alwafaydt, ed. cAbbas, ii, 117, no. 198; Makkan, Nafh
al-tib, ed. c Abbas, Beirut 1968, v, 62-74 and index;
HadjdjI Khalifa, Kashfal-zunun, ii, 23 (no. 1694), ii,
236 (no. 2642), iii, 527 (no. 6769): Ibn Ibrahim, alIcldm bi-man halla Marrakush wa-Aghmdt min al-aHdm,
Rabat 1974-83, vii, 361-72, no. 1046; Makhluf,
Shadjarat al-nur, Cairo 1950-2, i, 161, no. 496; Pons
Boigues, Ensayo bio-bibliogrdfico, 256, no. 210;
Brockelmann, P, 322, S I, 482; C U.R. Kahhala,
Mucdjam al-mu^allifin, Damascus 1957-61, v, 19-20;
A. Gonzalez Palencia, Historia de la literatura ardbigoespanola, Barcelona 1928, 191; M. Caspar Remiro,
Historia de Murcia musulmana, Saragossa 1905, 259;
P. Guichard, Les musulmans de Valence et la reconquete
(XIe-XIIIe siecles), Damascus 1990-1, esp. i, 127-32.
(MARIBEL FIERRO)
SAFWAN B. AL-MUCATTAL (thefatha of the / is
confirmed in Ibn Durayd, Ishtikdk, ed. Harun, 310;
occasionally wrongly al-Mucattil), from the tribe of
Sulaym, was a C o m p a n i o n of the Prophet
M u h a m m a d . His year of birth does not seem to be
recorded, and he is mentioned as having died a martyr's death during the Arabs' conquest of Armmiya in
17/638 (cf. TabarT, i, 2506) or 19/640 (cf. Ibn Hadjar,
Isdba, iii, 441). Other reports have it that he met his
death at a much later date in the year 59/679 (cf.
Khalifa, Ta^nkh, ed. A.D. al-cUmarI, 226-7) or
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60/680 in Shimshat in the Djazira (cf. Ibn al-Djawzi.
Muntazam, iv, 282), where his grave was venerated.
He is said to have lived in Medina and to have embraced Islam shortly before the expedition to the well
of al-Muraysi* of the Banu '1-Mustalik. After that, he
is reported to have participated in the Prophet's
military campaigns, the first being the Battle of Khandak or the Ditch. He owes his fame mostly to the role
he is reported to have played in the ifk affair, i.e. the
scandal around cADisha [q. v. ], the Prophet's favourite
wife. An allegation had been brought into circulation,
slanderous as it turned out, about ^isha having had
illicit relations with Safwan on their joint return from
the Prophet's expedition to the Banu '1-Mustalik in
the year 5/627, when, after having become separated
from the main caravan, they sought to catch up with
it on a solitary trek through the desert. For details of
the affair, see Ibn Ishak's Sira, ed. Mustafa al-Sakka
et alii, iii, 309-18, ed. Wustenfeld, 731-8 = alBukhari, Sahih, ed. Krehl, ii, 153-7, iii, 103-9. In the
aftermath of the affair, cA5isha is said to have made
a statement to the effect that Safwan was impotent and
had never touched a woman (also recorded in Safwan's own words, al-Bukhari, iii, 108, ult.). This
allegation is contradicted in another report (cf. Abu
Dawud, Sunan, ed. M..Muhyi al-Dln cAbd al-Hamid,
ii, 330, Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, iii, 80) in which it is
alleged that someone presenting herself as Safwan's
wife once came to the Prophet in order to complain
about her husband forcing his will upon her and hitting her, saying ana radjul shdbb fa-la asbir ... \ for an
attempt at harmonisation, see Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, iii,
441.
During an exchange with the poet Hassan b.
Thabit [q. v. ], whom Safwan blamed for having had a
part in spreading the rumour about him and cA5isha,
he is said to have struck him with his sword. Another
story, extant in different versions, has it that he hit
Hassan because of his denigrating verses directed at a
group of Muhdajirun who had sought out the Prophet
to embrace his cause. Sacd b. cUbada [q.v.], a leading
Ansari, induced Hassan in the presence of the
Prophet to give up his claim for retaliation on Safwan.
Then Sacd presented Safwan with a mantle. The
Prophet gave Hassan an Egyptian woman and/or a
certain piece of property as appeasement, while Safwan was ultimately left unpunished. The various versions of the story, complete with the verses supposedly
recited by both, are recorded in many sources, most
extensively in al-Wakidl, Maghdzi, ii, 436 ff., and
Aghdni*, iv, 155-63. Whether or not they contain a
kernel of historicity is hard to establish; they may be
no more than background embellishments of Safwan's
role in the ifk affair, assuming then that the tale is
historically tenable. (The story's plausibility has been
recently evaluated anew in G.H.A. Juynboll, Early
Islamic society as reflected in its use of isndds, forthcoming
in Le Museon [1994].) According to Khalifa b.
Khayyat, Tabakdt, 51, 181, he later settled in Basra
and took up residence near the Mirbad [q.v.]. For
other exploits of Safwan, cf. al-Wakidi, index, s.n.
For his participation in the conquest of al-DjazTra, see
al-Baladhurl, Futuh al-bulddn, 172-5,'184.
Bibliography: Given in the article. In general,
see Concordance et indices de la tradition musulmane, viii,
s.n.; Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, v, 312; Ibn Hadjar,
Isdba, ed. Badjawi, iii, 440-2; for the tribe of
Sulaym, see M. Lecker, The Banu Sulaym. A contribution to the study of early Islam, Jerusalem 1989.
(G.H.A. JUYNBOLL)
AL-SAGHANl, cAbd al-Mu'min b. Hasan, adib,
floruit during the 7th/13th century.

He is noted only for his poetic version of the animal
fable collection, originally translated into Arabic by
Ibn al-Mukaffac [q.v.], Kalila wa-Dimna [q.v.]. This
version he called Durrat al-hikam f i amthdl al-Hunud wa
'l-^Adjam, and he completed it on 20 Djumada 640/15
November 1242 (according to the Vienna ms.) or
possibly some 25 years later (according to the other
extant ms. of Munich); see Brockelmann, S I, 234-5.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(Eo.)
AL-SAGHANl, RADIYY AL-DIN AL-HASAN b.
C
Muhammad b. al-Hasan b. Haydar b. AH b. Ismacll
al-Kurashl al-cAdawI al-cUmari, lexicographer
and muhaddith, who owed his name to the upper
Oxus province of Caghaniyan [q. v. ], Arabised form
Saghaniyan.
He was born in Lahore on 10 Safar 577/25 June
1181 according to the most generally accepted report.
He commenced his studies in Ghazna, first under his
father who was a mutakallim, then under a number of
scholars, most notable of whom was Nizam al-Dln alMarghinanl [q.v.]. In further pursuit of knowledge,
he travelled—between the years 605/1208-9 and
615/1218-9—to Mecca,
Medina, Aden and
Makdishu. The notice by his contemporary, Yakut
[q.v.] (Udabo?, iii, 211-12), which ends in the year
613/1216-17, clearly shows that SaghanI had by that
early time acquired enough fame and respect to warrant his inclusion in a biographical dictionary. In
Safar 615/May 1218 he came to Baghdad for the first
time (see his al-^Ubdb, under the root k r t, in the
editor's introd., 9), and two years later was sent to India by the caliph al-Nasir [q. v. ], where he stayed for
several years. He came back to Baghdad in 624/12267, only to be sent, in the same year, once more to India, this time by al-Mustansir [^.^.]. Impoverished
there, he managed to get back to Aden in 630/1232-3
and then to Baghdad in 637/1239-40. In his later days
he taught at the Marzubaniyya ribdt, but resigned his
post in 640/1242-3 when he came to learn that the
shaykh of this ribdt had to be a Shaficl (Ibn al-Fuwatl,
al-Hawddith al-djdmi^a, Baghdad 1351/1932-3, 263);
hence al-Mustacsim entrusted him with the Hanafi
Tutushiyya madrasa, and it is in this period that he
wrote his Mashdrik al-anwdr and al-^Ubdb. His death is
most widely reported to have been on 19 Shacban
650/25 October 1252.
Al-Saghanf's contribution was predominantly in
the field of lexicography. By his time, it was deemed
no longer possible for a lexicographer to investigate
usage among the desert Arabs, due to the so-called
loss of the earlier "purity" in their language. AlSaghani, however, seems to have made up for this
major handicap by concentrating on the shortcomings
and errors of his predecessors in riwdya, tashif, attribution of poetry, etc. Aided by his vast knowledge (cf.
his list of sources in al-^Ubdb, i, 7-9), he produced
three of his major works that can be seen in the light
of the above. These are: (1) al-Takmila wa 'l-dhayl wa
'l-sila (ed. C A. C A. al-TahawI et alii, 6 vols., Cairo
1970-9), a supplement to al-Djawhari's al-Sihdh,
which comprises linguistic usages overlooked by alDjawhari and extensive corrections of his errors; (2)
Madjma** al-bahrayn (Brockelmann, S I, 614; Sezgin,
viii, 219), which incorporates al-Sihdh, al-Takmila, and
al-Sagham's own Hdshiya cald 'l-Sihdh, in which he
amended still further errors of al-Djawhari, and (3) alc
Ubdb al-zdkhir wa 'l-lubdb al-fdkhir_(ed. Y.M. Hasan,
i, Baghdad 1978, and ed. M.H. Al Yasln, Baghdad
1397/1978 ff.) in which he only got as far as b-k-m
before he died. This book, according to al-Suyutl
(Bughya, Cairo 1964, i, 519) is the greatest linguistic
treatise after the era of al-Djawharl, along with Ibn
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Sida's al-Muhkam. It is indeed in this work that alSaghanT's mastery of the sources and his vast riwdya
are most clearly manifested, and in his introduction
(pp. 12-19) he lists but a few of the more glaring errors
of al-Azhan in his Tahdhib al-lugha (over 1,000 in all),
al-Djawhari in his al-Sihdh (over 2,000), and Ibn Paris
in his al-Mudjmal (over 500), and ridicules Ibn alSikklt's Isldh al-mantik as needing an isldh of its own,
and Ibn c Abbad's al-Muhit as having comprised (ahdtd)
error and tashif.
Another obvious linguistic interest of al-Saghani is
demonstrated by his work on patterns, as in his K.
yaful (ed. H. cAbd al-Wahhab, Tunis 1939), K. alInfi'dl (ed. A. Khan, Islamabad 1977), K. al-Iftfdl
(HadjdjI Khalifa, v, 47), Mdbanat-hu 'l-cArab 'aldfa'ali
(ed. C A. Hasan, Damascus 1964), and Nak^at al-sadydn
fimd dja^a ^ald wazn fa^ldn (Brockelmann, S I, 615).
The published titles show that al-Saghanl, despite
being innovative in some of his subject matter, as in
collecting the verbs of the infa^ala pattern (cf. K. alInficdl, 1), did not attempt to explore the meanings of
each pattern or to establish general meanings with
which constituent verbs can be identified; thus his
books in this genre are merely lists of words from a
certain pattern which any general lexicon would have,
but listed alphabetically under their roots.
Some of al-Sagham's other lexicographical works
include al-Shawdrid fi 'l-lugha (ed. C A. C A. al-Duri,
Baghdad 1983, and ed. M. HidjazI, Cairo 1983) of
the nawddir genre; a tawshih or tasmit of Ibn Durayd's
maksura called Shark al-kildda al-simtiyya fi tawshih alDuraydiyya, preserved in a mukhtasar by Ibn al-Hadjib
(ed. S.M, al-cAnI and H. NadjI, Baghdad 1977); K.
al-Adddd(ed. A. Haffner, Beirut 1912); and a number
of thematic works the titles of which include K. fi
asmd^ al-asad, K. fi asmd^ al-dhi^b wa-kundhu, K. al-^dda
fi asmd^ al-ghdda, and K. Khalk al-insdn.
To a lesser extent, SaghanT contributed to the realm
of hadith, and his main work here is Mashdrik al-anwdr
al-nabawiyya ^ald sihdh al-akhbdr al-mustafawiyya (printed
several times in Leipzig, Istanbul, and Beirut). The
importance of this treatise, which integrates the two
sahihs of Bukhari and Muslim, lies in the fact that it
is the earliest contribution of India to hadith literature
(see HIND, in EP, at III, 435; and a list of its shuruh
in Hadjdji Khalifa, v, 548 ff.). Even here, alSaghani's foremost linguistic interests emerge in his
classification of the material, basically according to
the particle (e.g. in, idhd, md, laysa, law, had, etc.) or
morphological unit (e.g. elative, imperfect, imperative, etc.) with which the hadith begins. His other
works include two risdlas on apocryphal hadith, namely
al-Durr al-multakat fi tabyin al-ghalat (ed. S.M. al-cAnT,
in Madjallat Kulliyyat al-Imdm al-Aczam, i [1972], 13972), and his Risdlafi 'l-mawducdt min al-ahddith (published under the title Mawdu^dt al-Saghani, ed. N. C A.
Khalaf, Cairo 1980). Of the ridjal genre are his Nak^at
al-sadydn fi man fi suhbatihim nazar min al-sahdba (ed.
S.K. Hasan, Beirut 1990) and Asdmi shuyukh al-Bukhdri
(Sezgin, i, 130).
Bibliography (further to that given in the text):
Brockelmann, I 2 , 443-4, S I, 613 ff.; Sezgin, GAS,
viii, 327; HadjdjIKhalifa, ed. Flugel, vii, 1197, no.
7343; DhahabI, Duwal al-Isldm, Haydarabad
1337/1919, ii, 120; idem, al-^Ibar, Kuwait 1960-6,
v, 205; idem, Siyar, Beirut 1985, xxiii, 282; SafadT,
al-Wafi, xii, Wiesbaden 1979, 240; Ibn Shakir,
Fawdt, Beirut 1973, i, 358; Yaficl, Mir>dt,
Haydarabad 1339/1921, iv, 121; SallamI, Tdnkh
tUlamd* Baghdad, Baghdad 1938, 48-9; Ibn Abl '1Wafa°,
al-Djawdhir
al-mudiyya,
Haydarabad
1332/1914, i, 201-2; Ibn Radjab, Dhayl Tabakdt al-
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handbila, Cairo 1953, ii, 265; Firuzabadi, al-Bulgha,
Damascus 1972, 63; Makkl, al-^Ikdal-thamm, Cairo
1965, iv, 176-9; Makrlzi, al-Suluk, Cairo 1956, i,
385; Ibn Taghrlbirdi, Cairo, vii, 26; Ibn
Kutlubugha, Tddj. al-tarddjim, Baghdad 1962, 24;
SuyutT, al-Muzhir, ed. M.A. Djad al-Mawla et alii,
Cairo n.d., ii, 421; Ibn Abl Makhrama, Ta\ikh
thaghr <Adan, ed. O. Lofgren, Leiden 1936, ii, 53;
Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt, year 650; J.A. Haywood,
Arabic lexicography, Leiden 1976, 67; J. Kraemer,
Studien zur altarabischen Lexikographie, in Oriens, vi
(1953), 228 ff.; Husayn Nassar, al-Mu<djam al<Arabi, Cairo 1956, 530 ff.
(RAMZI BAALBAKI)
SAGHIR (A.), i n f a n t , c h i l d , m i n o r (opp. bdligh
[q. v. ]), one who has not attained to puberty (opp.
kabir). Minority ends with the onset of physical
maturity, and the ability to control one's own affairs
(see al-Wansharisi, ii, 269). In the absence of signs of
physical maturity, fifteen was generally regarded as
the age that divided between majority and minority
for males and females alike (see BALIGH and
Goldziher, Muh. Studien, ii, 17, Eng. tr. Muslim studies,
ii, 29). Entrusting a boy or a girl with their respective
adult functions was the accepted way to examine mental maturity (rushd) (see Ibn Kudama, iv, 523).
Physical maturity as coincident with the conclusion of
formal-religious education and the start of work without parental supervision is reported also for contemporary Muslim societies (see e.g. Ammar, 183).
1. T e r m i n o l o g y .
Arabic has a rich vocabulary to designate childhood
and its subdivisions. Within high Islamic culture
childhood is seen as a unique period which has its own
gradual process of development, physically and
psychologically different from other periods in human
life. As such it finds clear expression in writings of various kinds, legal, theological, hygienic-medical,
ethical and pedagogical as well as belles-lettres. At the
same time, it remains difficult to know exactly how
this and other (sometimes contradictory) concepts of
childhood influenced the everyday life of children in
Muslim societies.
While in its mother's womb, the child is called
djanin (foetus). The general term for "child" is walad,
and other terms have special shades of meaning, e.g.
nadj.1 "progeny" and Jarat "a child who dies before
reaching maturity", lit. "dying before his/her
parents". Other terms designate in addition a specific
period within childhood. Among these are sabiyy ("a
youth, boy, or male child... or one that has not yet
been weaned... so called from the time of his birth"),
sabiyya ("a young woman, girl, or female child",
Lane), salil ("a child or male offspring", Lane); "a
child, specifically at the time of his birth and (from
then) until its weaning" (Ibn Sidah, Mukhassas, Bulak
1316, 31); ttfl ("... a child until he discriminates...
after which he is called sabiyy..." or "a child from the
time of his birth... until he attains to puberty...",
Lane); ("at his birth the child is designated sabiyy,
afterwards he is called tifl although I do not know how
long...", Ibn Sidah. 31): laid (... "the youngling of
any kind... an infant until a month old or more,"
Lane): sharkh ("a youth or young man... the offspring
of a man...", Lane); ghuldm ("a young man, youth,
boy... or one from the time of his birth until he attains
to the period termed shabdb, meaning young
manhood...", Lane).
Terms for either a limited period within childhood
or a specific phenomenon connected with a child's
physical or mental development are sadigh ("an
epithet applied to a child... in the stage extending to
his completion of seven days... because his temple
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becomes firm... only to this period", Lane); radi** ("a
child while it is a suckling", Lane); the verb tadabbaba
(also tahallama, Lane, and ightdla, Ibn Sldah, 32) ("he
[a child] became fat...", Lane); iththaghara ("he [a
boy] bred his central milk teeth... or... front teeth...
or he bred his teeth after the former ones had fallen
out", Lane) (several terms refer to different stages of
this process: shakka, tala^a, nadjama, nasa^a, intadat (alsinri), adrama (al-sabiyy), ahfara, abda^a [Ibn Sldah,
331];/a/fra ("a child weaned or ablactated", Lane);
ddridi (daraaja: "... said of a child: 'he walked a little,
at his first beginning to walk' ", Lane); djafr (ajafara:
"he, or it, became wide... or became inflated or
swollen", Lane; Ibn Sldah, 33); mustakrish (istakrasha
[also tazakkara, Lane] "... he [a kid and a boy]
became large in his stomach or became hard in his
palate., and began to eat"); djahwash ("the child who
passed the stage of weaning becomes djahwash", Ibn
STdah, 33); fdkic ("he [a boy] became active, and
grew...", Lane); hazawwar ("a boy who has become
strong... and has served... or one who has nearly attained the age of puberty...", Lane); mutaraW (also:
mulimm [Ibn Sldah, 34] "... a boy... almost or quite
past the age often years, or active", Lane); mutabbikh
("... a young man that is full [or plump]", Lane);
yafi*- ("a boy grown up... grown tall", Lane);
khumdsiyy ("a boy five spans [ashbdr] in height... said
of him who is increasing in height...", Lane); wasif
(awsafa and istawsafa: "he [a boy] became of full
stature and fit for service", Lane); ghayddk ("... soft
or tender; applied to a youth or young man... applied
to a boy signifies 'that has not attained to puberty' ",
Lane); murdhik (also kawkab, Lane) (rdhaka, arhaka:
"... he [a boy] was, or became, near to attaining
puberty or virility...", Lane); akhlafa ("the boy passed the time when he had nearly attained to puberty...
he nearly attained to puberty; so that those who looked at him differed in opinion...", Lane); hdlim
("originally signifies muhtalim [dreaming and particularly dreaming of copulation and experiencing an
emission of the seminal fluid in dreaming]... hence
used in a general sense... meaning one who has attained to puberty, or virility...", Lane); anbata ("his
[a boy's] hair of the pubes grew forth... he having
nearly attained the age of puberty...", Lane); shabala
("he [a boy...] became a youth or young man...",
Lane); balagha al-hinth ("he [a boy] attained to the age
when he was punishable for sin... or attained to the
age when the pen [of the recording angels] began to
register his acts of obedience and of disobedience...",
Lane); ashhada ("he [a boy] attained to puberty... and
ashhadat: she [a girl] menstruated and attained to
puberty"); hdnit ("a child who reached the age of
reason", Ibn Sldah, 35). TA points to those terms
which signify the main stages of childhood and arranges them according to the course of the child's
development: "a child when born is called radi* and
tifl, then/a/fm, then ddridj., then djafr, thenydfi*-, then
shadakh, then mutabbikh and then kawkab" (see also Ibn
Kayyim al-Djawziyya, 183).
The terms used in the Kur D an to designate infants,
children and young people are tifl, sabiyy, walad and
ghuldm, mentioned above, as well as fata (a youth),
banun (male children), dhurriyya (offspring) and yatim
(a fatherless child) (O'Shaughnessy, 33-43).
2. S u b d i v i s i o n s of childhood.
Medical-hygienic writings contain detailed descriptions of the physical and mental characteristics of the
various stages in childhood and relevant treatment instructions. Thus Ibn al-Djazzar al-KayrawanT
(d.? 395/1004),
following Hippocrates, divides
childhood into four periods: 1. infancy proper from

birth to dentition (sinn al-wildari); 2. second infancy
from dentition to the age of seven (sinn al-sibydn); 3.
childhood from the age of seven to fourteen (sinn ibn
sab** sinma); 4. the age of transition from childhood to
puberty starting at the age of fourteen (Siydsat alsibydn, 86-7). Another division is offered by cArib b.
Sacd al-Kurtubi [q.v.]: 1. from birth to forty days—a
period characterised by drastic changes; 2. from forty
days to the appearance of molar teeth, at seven
months, a stage characterised, inter alia, by the beginning of the development of the senses as well as the
imagination and the mental qualifications; 3. from
dentition to the growth of the child's hair (the exact
age is not mentioned), a stage characterised by further
mental development as well as by weaning and the beginning of talking and walking, increase in the child's
energy, and excellent memory (57-60, and also alBaladl, 75).
Instructions for physical treatment as well as moral
education of children on a more popular level,
directed at parents and nurses, are based on the same
concept of childhood as a unique period in human life
with its own gradual development process (Ibn
Kayyim al-Djawziyya, 137-44, and 183, where the
author lists twelve terms which signify various periods
in the child's life from birth to maturity).
In the context of children's mental development the
appearance, at about the age of seven, of tamyiz, the
faculty of "discernment", which enables the child to
grasp abstract ideas and thus to distinguish between
good and evil, is regarded by doctors and educators as
a most important stage. Its obvious manifestation
being a sense of shame, discernment rounds off the
development of the senses, ushers in the "stage of intellectual grasp" and presages the perfection of mental and moral qualities in adolescence. (See e.g. alGhazall, Ihyd\ iii, 22, 72, 92; Motzki, Das Kind, 4213.) For the mental developments in the earliest period
of a child's life, significant are the first smile, at the
age of forty days, revealing the onset of the infant's
self-awareness and mental development, and the first
occurrence of dreams at the age of two months (Ibn
Kayyim al-Djawziyya, 176). In socio-religious terms,
important stages are: one week after birth, when the
^akika [q.v.] and tasmiya ceremonies (see below) take
place; six years, when the child's (formal) education
starts, nine years, when children are to be separated
from each other in bed, thirteen years, when children
should be beaten on neglecting prayer, sixteen
years—the age of marriage (al-Ghazali, Ihyd'*, ii, 276).
3. Children and p a r e n t s .
Certain branches of the Islamic religious literature
frequently raise issues of child-rearing in the context
of marital matters (see e.g. Ibn Babawayh, iii, 274-7,
304-19; Ibn Kudama, ix, 299-313). In Muslim
societies the principal purpose of marriage was, and
still is (see Ammar, 93), the bearing and rearing of
children, its fulfillment an obligatory religious mission: to please God by contributing to the continued
existence of the human race, using the means that
God created for this goal, and to please the Prophet
Muhammad by enlarging the community of the
faithful. This in addition to the personal advantages
children bring: "... the blessing of the righteous
child's invocation after his father's death" and "...
the intercession through the death of the young child
should he precede his (father's) death" (al-Ghazali,
Ihyd*, ii, 67-70; Farah, 53-4). Each child, particularly
a good one (al-walad al-sdlih), is therefore regarded as
one of God's blessings. On the other hand, contraception existed and was lawful in mediaeval Muslim
societies for economic reasons, for the benefit of the
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woman and for the welfare of the existing children
(Musallam, ch. 1).
Mediaeval Islamic sources abound in accounts of
loving, tender relationships between parents and
children including close physical contacts. The
Prophet Muhammad is often shown as one who knew
how to treat children properly. For instance, once he
hastened to wash the dirty face of a child and kiss him
instead of cA:)isha, who was unable to bring herself to
do so, while on another occasion he remained prostrated in prayer longer than necessary so as not to
disturb his grandson Husayn who was riding on his
back (al-GhazalT, Ihyd^, ii, 275-9). According to one of
the most revealing traditions in this regard, a caring
father who in the middle of the night gets up to warm
his children with his own clothes is more virtuous than
a fighter in a holy war (ibid., ii, 41). No wonder, then,
that Salah al-Dm al-Ayyubi [q.v.], the epitome of
ajihdd, is also depicted as a loving father to his seventeen children (Ibn Shaddad, FTsirat Saldh al-Dm, n.p.
n.d., 52, 59).
Children, especially when grown-up, are portrayed
as arousing expectations in their parents, making
them proud and others envious. They are expected to
be energetic, brave and intelligent (al-Kaysi, fol.
171b). However, besides this type of parent-child relationships other, sometimes contradictory, types have
always existed. On the whole, expressions of parental
care for and love of their offspring refer to male
children, with explicit observations reflecting
discrimination against, even hatred of, females (see
below). But even males were sometimes regarded as
little other than property and a source of labour.
Thus, while several Kur D anic texts stress the strong
love of parents for their children (e.g. XXVI, 17;
XVII, 24; XXVIII, 9; XXXI, 33) the Kur'an also
depicts children (banun, awldd), and possessions (mdl
or annual) as a temptation to disbelievers and believers
alike (e.g. VIII, 28; LXIV, 15; LVII, 20; LXIII, 9;
O'Shaughnessy, 38-9, 42). Side-by-side with the notion of the child's purity and innocence (for a comparison between children and saints, see al-Ghazali,
Nasihat al-muluk, Cairo 1317, 134) there existed an image of the child as an ignorant creature, full of desires
and with a weak and vulnerable spirit. This image,
and the concept behind it that childhood is no more
than a "passage" leading to the "parlour" of
adulthood, justified extensive, sometimes excessive,
use, by parents and teachers, of corporal punishment
in order to correct undesirable traits (although reservations and proposals for alternatives to physical
punishment are also found in Muslim educational
thought) (Giladi, Children of Islam, 61-6). Children
also suffered from adult violence (verbal or physical)
motivated by other than educational principles. On
the other hand, child abandonment and infanticide,
phenomena not unknown in mediaeval Muslim
societies in spite of the unequivocal religious rejection
(Kur'an LXXXI, 8; VI, 137, 140, 151; XVII, 31;
LX, 12; XVI, 57-9), were not necessarily motivated
always by feelings of hatred or contempt but may have
served as a means of (post partum) birth control,
particularly in times of want and economic duress
(Giladi, ibid., 78-9, 101-15). Even in Islamic consolation treatises for bereaved parents (see below), one
finds contradictory motivations: love and tenderness
towards infants and children and strong emotional ties
which made their death very difficult for parents to accept, on the one hand, and steadfastness in the face of
children's death, even the readiness of parents to
sacrifice their offspring for the sake of God, on the
other (see Giladi, "The child was small", 367-86).
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It has been suggested that in the traditional
patrilineal Arabic-Islamic family the child "is a
miniature adult, capable at most of childishness. His
value lies in what he will be, not in what he is" and
that "childhood is de-realised to such an extent that is
deliberately ignored by the fathers who willingly hand
over to the mothers responsibility for their sons for a
large part of their childhood" (Bouhdiba, Sexuality,
219). The special emotional relationships between
mothers and (particularly male) children and their
long-term impact on the latter (Bianquis, 578;
Bouhdiba, The child and the mother, 128, 132-5) can be
explained against this background. Anthropological
research among contemporary Muslim societies gives
an even stronger impression than do historical sources
of the complexity of parent-child relationships. Thus
the centrality of children for their parents, adult
awareness of the great responsibility involved in raising and educating children, the attention for
children's needs, on the one hand, but limited and not
very effective interactions between adults and children
and a strong feeling that children are a heavy burden,
on the other, together with differences in attitudes
towards males and females, are some seemingly inconsistent and contradictory observations (Friedl,
195-7, 210-11; cf. Ammar, 53).
The Kur D an, under Judaeo-Christian influence and
as a response to the challenge of structural changes in
tribal society, shows special sensitivity towards
children. Rejecting the pre-Islamic concept of
children as their fathers' property, it acknowledges
their own right to live and regards their life as sacred
(see e.g. XVII, 31; VI, 151). This principle the
Shari^a extends even to foetuses: a special indemnity
(ghurra) is to be paid for causing an abortion. An unborn child can inherit, receive a legacy and, if it is a
slave, be manumitted (Schacht, 124, 186; Motzki,
Das Kind, 409-10).
The child's right to an established paternity (nasab),
crucial in patrilineal families, gives rise to mutual
rights of inheritance, guardianship and maintenance
(Nasir, 156-61). It should be emphasised that Islamic
law placed very few difficulties in the way of recognising the legitimacy of children. By regulating Hdda
[q.v.], KurDanic law intended to help identify the
biological father in cases of divorce or the father's
death. As a rule, however, any child born in wedlock
is regarded as legitimate (al-walad li-sdhib al-firdsh...
"the offspring belongs to the owner of the bed...", see
Rubin, 5-26), provided that it is born not less than six
months after the beginning of cohabitation, and not
later than (according to the Hanafis) two (according to
the Shaficls and Malikls) four or even five years (alWansharisi, iv, 477) after the last intercourse between
husband and wife (see NIKAH, at VIII, 28). This
means, in fact, that any child born to a woman, from
any intercourse, is to be considered the legal offspring
of her husband or master. Formal paternity can be established also through acknowledgment (ikrdr), to be
used only when the child's lineage is unknown and
biological fathership is feasible, or through evidence
(bayyina) involving the testimony of two men or a man
and two women (Levy, 135-9; al-Bara, 11-20, 27).
Only by li^dn [q.v.] can a husband challenge the
legitimacy of a child and disown his paternity. Sunni
jurists showed more leniency towards awlad zind (offspring born out of wedlock) than Sh^T-Imami ones in
the contexts of purity, marriage and wet-nursing. But
even among the Imam! Sh^Ts, the argument that it remains impossible to know for certain whether or not
someone is walad al-zind played a role (Kohlberg,
237-66).
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The Kurgan abolished the pre-Islamic custom of
adoption, whereby an adopted child could be
assimilated in a legal sense into another family, and
replaced it by the recommendation that believers treat
children of unknown origin as their brothers in the
faith and clients (XXXIII, 4-5, 37-40). Adoption was
regarded by the Shan^a as a lie, as an artificial tie between adults and children, devoid of any real emotional relationship, as a cause of confusion where
lineage was concerned and thus a possible source of
problems regarding marriage between members of the
same family and regarding inheritance (Fahd and
Hammoudi, 334-6). However, the custom of adoption, rooted in local tradition, survived in some
Muslim communities, e.g. those of North Bali
(Wikan, 452).
Viewing children as vulnerable,
dependent
creatures, Islamic law supplies various rules for the
protection of their body and property. In some cases
more attention is given to the child's benefit (manfa^at
al-walad; see e.g. al-SarakhsI, v, 207, vi, 169) than to
the interests of its parents. Fathers, because of their
discretion and compassion, retain the power of guardianship (wildya [q. v. ]) over the child which involves
guardianship over property (wildyat al-mdf) and over
the person (wildyat al-nafs), including overall responsibility for physical care, socialisation and education.
To these should be added the father's duty to marry
his child off when the latter comes of age (wildyat altazwtdf).
Mothers, because of their pity and
gentleness, are entrusted with the care and control of
their children for the first few years of their life and,
in case of dispute, have the right to custody during
these years. If a mother dies, the responsibility falls on
other female relatives, preferably in the mother's line
(see HADANA, and Pearl, 92, 97-9).
Ridd^a (lactation) [see RADA C ] is the basic right of
any infant at least during the first two years of its life
(Kur'an, II, 233; XXXI, 14; XLVI, 15). Moreover,
it is the mother's obligation (which, according to some
opinions, can be enforced on her, if necessary, even if
this involves injury) unless the alternatives do not endanger the infant's life and are economically viable.
At the same time, ridd^a is a mother's right, though it
can be denied when she demands to be paid a certain
sum for it and another woman is ready to suckle without or for lower pay. The father again is responsible
for the infant's welfare in this regard, for covering the
expenses involved (Kur 3 an, ibid., and LXV, 6), for
finding a physically and morally suitable wet-nurse, if
necessary, and for making sure she treats the infant
well (Ibn Taymiyya, Ikhtiydrdt, 286; Ibn Kudama, ix,
312; al-SarakhsI, xy, 122; al-Bara, 31-5).
Cognisant of the infant's needs, and in the belief
that character traits are transmitted through the
mother's milk, Muslim jurists emphasise the
preference of maternal suckling. Also, some jurists
regard harmful for the nursling, and even forbid, sexual relations with a nursing woman (ghfla), in contrast
to the authorisation given by a hadith (Ibn Babawayh,
iii, 305; al-Djughl, fol. 65a; Musallam, 15-16).
Feeding of children in general and breast-feeding in
particular constitute a central theme in mediaeval
medical-hygienic writings and in the child-rearing
manuals that Muslim doctors compiled under the
strong influence of Greek medicine. These writings
deal with such key questions as maternal suckling versus wet-nursing, the recommended characteristics of
wet-nurses, the frequency of breast-feeding, the weaning of the child and the like. This, in addition to instructions on how to treat the infant immediately after
birth, how to prepare its cradle, to wash and swaddle

it, advice on how to calm weeping children, on
teething, on how to treat children when they start
walking and talking and recommendations regarding
entertainment and the company of other children.
Together with observations on e.g. birth shock and
the psychological development of the child, the
authors discuss such theoretical issues as the relationships between innate dispositions and acquired characteristics, the changeability of natural dispositions,
etc. It is clear that such 4th/10th-century authors of
comprehensive medical compilations as al-Madjusi
[q.v. ] and Ibn Slna [0.0.], but particularly the writers
of gynaecological, embryological and paediatric
treatises, like Ibn al-Djazzar, Muhammad b. Yahya
al-Baladl and cAr!b b. Sacd al-Kurtubl, attached
perhaps even greater importance to paediatrics than
their Greek predecessors. Moreover, their rich and
diversified knowledge implied an understanding of
some of the unique characteristics of children from
physical as well as psychological points of view. Ibn alDjazzar's Siydsat al-sibydn, for instance, has fifteen
chapters on infant diseases and methods of healing in
addition to six chapters on the hygienic care of newborn infants. Part of the material included in these
paediatric writings was later "Islamised", popularised and adapted for use by literate parents and nurses,
for instance by Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya in his Tuhfat
al-mawdud (Giladi, Children of Islam, 4-8, 19-34). Obviously, popular medicine and magic played an important role in the treatment of children among the
common people (Ullmann, 2, 92).
The first stages of incorporating the new-born child
into the larger human society, and particularly into
the Muslim community, are symbolised by a series of
childhood rites, most of them of tribal, pre-Islamic
origin for whose performance the father has the
responsibility. By reciting in his ears, immediately
after birth, the formula used for the call to prayer
(adhdn) as well as the words chanted in the mosque at
the beginning of the prayer (ikdma), the infant was
believed to acquire the basic principles of Islam.
Tahnik, the rubbing of the infant's palate with a date,
was another ceremony early Muslims performed soon
after birth. It probably symbolised the curbing of the
child's natural desires and the harnessing and directing of his energies, for it clearly parallels the practice
of putting, for the first time, a rope in a horse's
mouth. It might also signify the readiness of the community to share its food with the new-born child, accepting it as a member (Giladi, Children of Islam, 3541; Motzki, Das Kind, 413). Other ceremonies, i.e.
naming (tasmiya) (Schimmel, 14-24), the first haircut,
which separates the child from its previous environment (Van Gennep, 50, 53-4), and the ^akika [ q . v . ] ,
the slaughter of a sheep or a goat to redeem the child
and to express gratitude for its birth, are delayed to
the seventh day after birth when the prospects for the
infant's life look brighter. By performing these rites,
the father confirmed his fatherhood in public and thus
his responsibility towards the child. Some Muslim
scholars have suggested adding male circumcision
(khitdn [q.v.]), regarded as an act of purification and
incorporation into the community of faithful (Van
Gennep, 72), to the ceremonies of the seventh day.
However, most say that circumcision should be performed later, at the age of seven (when the male child,
under his father's supervision, starts his systematic
religious education) or ten or even thirteen years. In
the latter case, it is probably designed to mark the beginning of adolescence and to prepare the child for
marriage (Motzki, ibid., 416-17). Female circumcision (khafd [q.v.]), explained as primarily a means of
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restraining a woman's sexual desire and maintaining
chastity, is also practised when the girl is between six
and thirteen years (on childhood rites, particularly
male and female circumcision, in a contemporary
Muslim community see Ammar, 116-23).
Ensuring that his children receive a good education
is another of the father's duties. According to
mediaeval Muslim thinkers, character training should
start in early childhood, when the child's soul is still
pure and impressionable and good character traits can
be engraved upon it as upon a smooth stone. At this
stage, protecting the child from harmful influences in
its social environment is crucial. In writings inspired
by Greek ethical thought, moral education is guided
by the ideal of balancing the psychic forces of desire
and anger. To be content with little, meekness and endurance are the traits the child should acquire through
specific habits of eating, sleeping, dressing, and social
conduct (see al-Ghazali, Ihyd^, iii, 92-5). Recommendations concerning relaxing games and physical activity for children include the advice to teach them
swimming and archery (Giladi, Children of Islam, 589). While the basic principles of faith should be inculcated as soon as the child starts talking, the age of
tamyiz is generally perceived as the appropriate time to
begin systematic education, primarily towards performing the religious commandments (see al-Ghazali,
ibid., al-TabarsI/al-TabrisI, 175), and for sending
male children to the kuttdb [q.v.] (or maktab) for their
elementary education. The popularity of this institution in Muslim countries might have delayed by some
years the induction of children into the labour force.
Female children were generally educated at home by
their mothers to fulfill their religious duties and to
carry out household work. Obedience to God, filial
piety and good conduct are the basic aims of child
education (see Kur'an, IV, 36; XXXI, 13, 16-9),
their accomplishment ensuring the child a happy life
in this world and, more important, in the Hereafter
(Motzki, ibid., 35-48). After they had completed their
elementary education, the father was expected to help
his male children choose an occupation in accordance
with their talents and inclinations and train them
toward their vocation (Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya,
144-5).
Instructions for the rearing and education of
children of the nobility and the upper classes are included in wasdyd ("injunctions") which fathers formulated for tutors (many of which are scattered
through adab compilations, see e.g. Ibn Kutayba, v,
166-8; al-Djahiz, ii, 75) and in the "Mirrors for
Princes" .literature. Thus al-Mawardl [q.v.] in his
Nasihat al-muluk (fols. 106-10) makes the selection of a
good woman as the future mother the starting point of
his discussion. Special emphasis is laid on the moral
and physical education of princes and on enriching
the curriculum of their elementary education (usually
consisting mainly of ICur^an) with studies of language,
history and poetry.
Parents were believed to be questioned (and accordingly rewarded in the Hereafter) as to how they had
fulfilled their duties towards their offspring, particularly in the domain of education, since God regarded
these as more important than the obligations children
had towards their parents (Ibn Kayyim al-Djawziyya.
136; al-Ghazali, Ihya^, iii, 92).
Many parents in pre-modern Muslim societies experienced the loss of one or more children. The
generally high rates of infant and child mortality rose
even more drastically as a result of recurring
epidemics of the Black Death, particularly from the
8th/14th century onwards. Juridical and theological
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writings deal with the ways in which deceased infants
and children should be treated, and with their fate in
the Hereafter. The focus of legalistic considerations is
whether or not the child is to be regarded as a human
being in the full sense of the word. The answer given
by some well-known jurisconsults, like al-Sarakhsi (ii,
57), is in the affirmative. This means, for instance,
that the coffin of a dead child is to be borne by people,
not on the back of an animal, and that the washing of
an infant's corpse and the prayer for him should be
exactly the same as for a deceased adult. Kur D an commentators, theologians and heresiographers discuss
such issues as whether or not children are questioned
in the grave, whether children of unbelievers are sent
by God to Hell, whether God punishes children in the
Hereafter, and the exact status of Muslim children in
Paradise (Rosenthal, 9-15). Discussions of this sort,
abstract as they were, mirror, in some cases, certain
concepts of childhood and attitudes towards children.
Like hadith compilations, early Muslim sources contain much material on how to react to children's
death, which later, against the background of the
Black Death, were collected in special, apparently
widely circulated, consolation treatises for bereaved
parents (see e.g. al-ManbidjI, al-Kays! and alSakhawl, all from the 8th-9th/14th-15th centuries).
Their main task was not to deal with the theological
problems involved in the death of innocent creatures
but rather to help bereaved parents cope with outbursts of emotions and with the psychological difficulties they experienced. Most interesting in these
treatises, as well as in a few lamentation poems written for or by bereaved fathers (see e.g. Ibn al-Ruml,
Dtwdn, Cairo 1973-9, i, 244, ii, 625, 6; Ibn Nubata,
Diwdn, Cairo 1905, 156, 218, 347, 348, 546), are the
tension between the emotional-spontaneous type of
reaction, on the one hand, and the religious-"rational" one, on the other, and the efforts to harmonise
them. They bring to light strong psychological attachments resulting in moving emotional reactions in
case of death but also call for restraint and control and
even point out the religious "advantages" of
children's death. However, these efforts too of
Muslim scholars to impose on the believers a certain
cultural pattern for the emotional expression of grief
often reveal a degree of understanding of basic psychological needs. Although lacking any precise information on mortality rates in pre-modern Muslim
societies, consolation treatises can give us a clear idea
of the dimensions of the problem and draw a partial
picture of the circumstances of children's lives and
causes of their deaths.
The burial of deceased infants as adults, strong
psychological ties between parents and children expressed through intense, heart-rending grieving in
cases of children's death, difficulties in comforting
bereaved parents as well as opposite reactions of
restraint and control are all part of contemporary
Muslim communities. However, the link between
them and Islamic ethics is not always unequivocal
(Granqvist, 90-2; Wikan, 451-3).
4. Children in society.
Any child born to Muslim parents is regarded as
Muslim. According to the rule, formulated by a
hadith, that Islam "overcomes" other religions (yaHu
wa-ldyuHd) (al-Bukhari, K. al-Djand^iz, bdb 80) this is
true also when only one parent is Muslim. AlSarakhsi (v, 210), on the other hand, maintains that
the child follows his father's faith (.. .al-walad... muslim
bi-isldm al-ab).
According to some legal opinions, the fact that
children lack responsibility (takalluj), that they are
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neither rewarded nor punished for their deeds (marfuc
al-kalam), that they are not even addressed by religious
preaching (ghayr mukhdtab hi 'l-isldm), makes their conversion to Islam (or their apostasy) invalid (alSarakhsl, x, 120, 122, 123). Other debatable questions are whether children should be obliged to pray,
to fast during Ramadan, to pay legal alms, to make
a pilgrimage, or even whether children may be allowed to serve as imams in public prayer. Even though
they are aware of the special religious status of
children, there is no agreement between jurists on
these questions. Thus for both Ibn Mascud and Ibn
c
Abbas a child could not lead in prayer since it is not
one of the "people of perfection" (ahl al-kamdt) (Ibn
Kudama, ii, 54). A common argument is that the observance of religious commandments, particularly
prayer and the fast of Ramadan, is for children of an
educational rather than formal-religious significance.
The special legal status of the child is reflected also
in spheres outside the purely ritual domain. Being
subject to legal disability or interdiction (haajr)
children, like the insane (maajnun) and the idiot
(mactuh), do not have the capacity to contract and to
dispose (tasarruf), do not owe full obedience to
criminal law and therefore cannot be punished as
Muslims who are sane and come of age. Thus a minor
may be guilty of deliberate homicide, but because
legally he is not considered capable of forming a
criminal intent, he is not subject to the death penalty
(Coulson, 179). Still, Islamic law distinguishes between various stages of childhood: The infant (tifl),
who is wholly incapable, can incur certain financial
obligations. A minor (sabiyy, saghir) has in addition the
capacity to conclude purely beneficial transactions
and to accept donations and charitable gifts. An intelligent (sabiyy ya^kilu), discriminating (mumayyiz)
minor, moreover, can adopt Islam, enter into a contract of manumission by mukdtaba, if he is a slave, and
carry out a procuration (Schacht, 124-5).
That Islamic law allows child marriage seems to
contradict its general attitude of protection towards
children. The Shari^a may have been following the
social practice of the Islamic core countries in the 1st4th/7th-10th centuries. Little is known about the frequency, the possibly differential regional distribution,
manner of functioning and motives of child marriage,
though the issue is raised, sometimes rather frequently, in pre-modern fatdwd collections from regions as
far afield as Morocco (al-WansharisT, iii, 30, 90, 96,
130, 195, 281, 292, 378) and Palestine (Motzki,
Muslimische Kinderehen, 82-90).
Contemporary
ethnological and sociological field studies have shown
that in various regions and milieux of the Middle East
there exists a practice of marriages in which either one
or both partners are children. However, more recent
family legislation in Islamic states prescribing a
minimum age for social and demographic reasons has
led to a marked decline in the number of child marriages [see NIKAH]. From al-Fatdwd al-Khayriyya by the
Hanafi" jurisconsult Khayr al-Dln al-RamlT (9931081/1585-1670), it emerges that the minors involved
were predominantly girls, that marriage contracts
were made up for them while their ages ranged
anywhere between birth and sexual maturity, and that
generally neither the wedding nor marital sexual intercourse were postponed until they had reached
sexual maturity (Motzki, ibid.).
The sexuality of infants was deemed insignificant
and males could be dressed, for instance, in silk
clothes more typical of women (Ibn Kudama, i, 629).
This was no longer allowed for older children the moment adults noticed their budding sexuality (al-

Ghazali, Ihyd^, iii, 93). Hadith and fikh compilations
recommend separating children in bed when they
have reached the age often (according to one version,
six), having adults avoid washing children of the other
sex as soon as they are seven years, and even consider
any form of physical contact between a mother and
her six-year-old daughter a form of adultery (Ibn
Babawayh, iii, 275-6; Ibn Kudama, ii, 313-4, 400; alDjughi, fol. 66a), thus reflecting the awareness of the
latent sexuality of children approaching maturity.
The popularity of child marriage renders this
awareness even more obvious.
It is told of the Prophet that he did not allow the
fourteen-year-old Ibn c Umar to join the Muslim
fighters at Uhud, but a year later agreed to include
him among the warriors of the battle of Khandak (alShafi c f, vi, 135). While reaffirming the age of fifteen
as a criterion of majority, this hadith reflects a general
Islamic objection to the participation of children in
war. The prohibition, attributed to the Prophet (see
e.g. Malik b. Anas, 163-4), against the killing of an
enemy's children (and women) in time of war is also
important here. In his explanation, Ibn Taymiyya
(Maajmucfatdwd, xvi, 80) bases himself on a threefold
argument: (a) like Muslim children, the enemy's
children, from the juridical point of view, are to be
regarded as innocent and not responsible; (b) like
women in the enemy's homeland, they are not a part
of the fighting force; and (c) there is always the
possibility for them to become Muslims.
The Kur D an calls for a just treatment of a fatherless
child (yatim). Nineteen texts make mention of children
of such status, the earliest speaking of God's providential care of Muhammad. Several verses from the
Meccan period forbid any harsh and oppressive treatment of fatherless children, urge kindness and justice
towards them, particularly in the matter of property
rights, and speak of feeding them as well as the poor.
Exhortations to respect the property rights of children
as well as to provide for their security by marrying
them off are included in some of the Medinan suras
(O'Shaughnessy, 35-8) and echoed in later legal
writings (see e.g. al-Sarakhsf, xv, 129; al-DjughT fols.
66a-b). Orphanages and foundling homes were
unknown in pre-modern Muslim societies (unlike
their European counterparts), so that caring for these
children and educating them was the responsibility of
relatives. An abandoned child (lakit [q.v. ], manbudh)
was also brought up within an individual family. That
the practice of abandonment was known in mediaeval
Muslim societies, probably as a means for regulating
family size or as a device for disposing of illegitimate
children, can be inferred from the juridical literature.
Questions such as the status of the foundling and his
religious identity, his maintenance, the management
of his property, claiming abandoned children and the
like are rather frequently dealt with (see e.g. Malik b.
Anas, 293; al-ShaficT, vi, 263; al-Samarkandl, i,
315-16).
A preference for males is typical of Muslim societies
with a patrilineal family structure. The majority of the
utterances in Arabic-Islamic sources that show understanding and sympathy for children refer to males.
That females were discriminated against from birth is
shown, inter alia, by the efforts religious scholars made
to counteract this practice by praising fathers devoted
to their daughters (Ibn al-Djawzf, 356-9) and denouncing the rejection of newborn females that sometimes
led fathers to wish them dead (Ibn Kayyim alDjawziyya, 10-13). It is against this background that
differences in treating and educating male and female
children and even female infanticide are to be explain-
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ed. It should be emphasised, however, that infanticide
was committed not only on females and that it was not
necessarily always motivated by feelings of hatred or
contempt for the victim (see above). Occasionally,
jurists made attempts to close (or at least minimise)
the gap between female and male children where
religious status or education were concerned. Thus,
while the common view was held that the urine of only
female children was unclean, Ibn Kudama (i, 734-5)
claimed that the urine of children in general was impure. Statements, rare as they are, concerning the
validity of the prayer of an intelligent female child,
like that of her male counterpart (ibid., i, 647), or regarding the obligatory status of female circumcision
(Ibn al-DjawzI, 144) should also be mentioned in this
context. Scholars urge Muslims to grant their
daughters a basic religious and moral training, and
there are testimonies to the effect that special institutions of elementary education for female children existed in mediaeval Muslim societies (Ibn alUkhuwwa, 171). Among the authors of consolation
treatises for bereaved parents, Muhammad b. cAbd
al-Rahman al-Sakhawi [q.v.] seems to have been
particularly sensitive to the impact of female
children's deaths and quotes an impressive number of
narratives which pertain to bereaved mothers (Giladi,
"The child was small"..., 382-5).
Contemporary Middle Eastern thinkers have
drawn attention to the significance of Islamic as well
as local-customary traditional attitudes towards
children, of parent-child relations in patrilineal
families and of the traditional methods of formal
education in Islamic countries as influential factors in
their societies (Bouhdiba, The child and the mother...,
126-41; Sharabi, 240-56). The growing awareness of
the pschological and socio-cultural role of rearing and
educating children and of their status in society is
reflected in the relatively new inclination of authors of
autobiographies to devote whole chapters, sometimes
even entire works, to their childhood (see e.g. Taha
Husayn; Sayyid Kutb; Ahmad Amln; Husayn
Ahmad Amm).
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(A. GILADI)
SAHARA (A.), (pi., sing, sahdbi, other plural forms
are ashdb, sahb, suhbdn) are the C o m p a n i o n s o f t h e
P r o p h e t M u h a m m a d , who in many respects are
key-figures in the early history of Islam. In the critical
approach of tradition (Cz7ra al-ridjdl [q.v.]), which is a
section of hadith literature, they are considered as
reliable transmitters of statements, deeds and instructions ofthe Prophet. Their own deeds and statements,
too, are worthy of imitation, particularly in the
history of Islamic rites.
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The first endeavours to define the sahdba as a
distinct group of individuals, and to establish the most
important criteria according to which someone might
be given the title of sahdbi, probably reach back to the
outset of the 2nd/8th century. At the beginning of the
K. Fadd^il ashdb al-nabt of his Sahih, al-BukharT [q.v. ]
gives a short definition of a sahdbi, which, however,
needs further interpretation. According to him, such
an individual, while being a believing Muslim, must
have accompanied (sahiba, lahu suhba) the Prophet or
have seen him. It has always remained a point of
discussion whether the simple fact of having seen
(ru^ya) the Prophet is sufficient in this respect. In
general, participation in a number of the Prophet's
campaigns, adulthood (bulugh al-hulum), and capability of transmitting directly from the Prophet were basic
prerequisites. According to a passage in Ibn al-Athfr
(Usd al-ghdba, ed. Tehran, n.d., i, 12), the division of
the sahdba in classes was already common in the time
of al-WakidT (130-207/747-823 [q.v.]) at the latest. He
clearly speaks of a classification of the sahdba according
to their pre-eminence in Islam (cald tabakdtihim watakaddumihim fi 'l-isldm). For this, the moment of conversion to Islam was evidently of particular importance. Ibn Sacd (al-Tabakdt al-kubrd, ed. Sachau et alii,
Leiden 1905-40) places the moment of conversion in
a clearly defined historical context: certain individuals
accepted Islam before the Prophet entered the house
of al-Arkam b. Abi '1-Arkam in the neighbourhood of
Safa(Ibn Sacd, iii/1, 34/11. 21-3; 59, 11. 10-11; 62, 11.
15-7; 88, 11. 2-4; 107, 11. 5-7; 116, 11. 21-3; 164, 11. 168, etc.; for further references, see M. Muranyi, Die
ersten Muslime von Mekka... inJSAI, viii [1986], 28).
This circle of early Muslims (aslama kadimanlkdna
kadim al-isldm) is also designated as al-sdbikunlal-sdbikun
al-awwalun who, after cUmar b. al-Khattab had
entered al-Arkam's house, counted 53 persons (see
the list in al-Dhahabl, Siyar a^ldm al-nubald^, ed.
Shucayb al-Arna°ut and Husayn al-Asad, Beirut
19907, i, 144-5).
The sdbikun are also mentioned in Kurgan, IX, 100,
and LVI, 10. Kurgan exegesis (to/sir [q.v.]) already
defines them in the light of the historical events of
Muhammad's prophethood and considers as sdbikun
those Muslims who prayed in both directions, viz.
Jerusalem and Mecca, who emigrated with Muhammad to Medina, and who took part in the battle of
Badr [q.v.] and in the treaty of al-Hudaybiya [q.v.].
The latter are also called ashdb al-shaajara, i.e. those
who took the oath of allegiance to the Prophet (bay^at
al-ridwdn) under the tree in the oasis of al-Hudaybiya.
The elite of the Meccan Muslims are also
designated as the (first) Emigrants (al-muhdajirun (alawwalun)), i.e. those who had joined the Prophet by
March 628 (al-Hudaybiya at the latest, or, according
to another interpretation, by January 624 (the date of
the change of the kibla [q. v. ].
Members of Arab tribes, who settled at Medina
after their conversion to Islam and thus renounced
returning to their tribes, are also designated as
muhddjirun. However, in the endeavours of classification carried out by the following generations, these individuals do not appear among the "Emigrants"
from Mecca, who emigrated with Muhammad—or
shortly afterwards—to Medina.
The above-mentioned classification cannot be established for the Medinan "Helpers" (al-Ansdr [q. v.]).
Mentioned are only those representatives of the two
main tribes of Yathrib [see MADINA]—the Aws and the
Khazradj—who took part in the secret meetings which
the Prophet held at al-cAkaba [q.v.] in order to
negotiate guarantees of protection for himself and for

the Meccan emigrants at the eve of the Hidjra [q.v.].
The Ansdr did not take part in Muhammad's campaigns before Badr (Ibn Sacd, ii/1, 6, 1. 16; al-Wakidl,
Kitdb al-Maghdzi, ed. M. Jones, London 1966, i, 11,
48).
The moment of conversion to Islam and the participation in the campaigns of the Prophet were of particular importance for the economic and social position of the sahdba and of their descendants. These
aspects seem to have been taken into consideration
when, under cUmar b. al-Khattab, the lists for endowments were established (see G.R. Puin, Der Diwdn
von ^Umar b. al-Hattdb, diss. Bonn 1970).
Early lists in the Maghazf literature, among which
is a papyrus fragment of the 2nd/8th century with the
names of the fighters at Badr (A. Grohmann, Arabic
papyri from fiirbet al-Mird, Louvain 1963, 82-4), confirm the keen interest of historiography in the abovementioned endeavours of classification. Ibn Sacd composed his K. al-Tabakdt al-kubrd on the basis of this
principle of classification, and also from old lists given
by the historiographers. In the first class (tabaka) are
mentioned the ahl al-sdbika, the fighters at Badr from
among the Meccan Emigrants and the Ansdr, the
twelve nukabd^ of al-cAkaba and some Muslims whose
participation in the battle of Badr cannot be proved
beyond doubt. In the second class are found the
Emigrants who were converted at an early date and
had migrated to Abyssinia, and the fighters at Uhud
[q.v.]. A third class, only known to us through allusions by Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalanf [q.v.], comprises the
participants in the "Battle of the Ditch" (khandak
[q.v.] (see al-Isdbafi tamyiz al-sahdba, ed. A. Sprenger,
Calcutta 1853-4, i, 445 no. 1047). In still another
class, Ibn Sacd brings together the individuals who
were converted before the conquest of Mecca. Another group of early Muslims, who accepted Islam
during the Prophet's stay at Mecca, are the so-called
mustad^afun, a term which W.M. Watt (Muhammad at
Mecca, Oxford 1953, 88, 96) renders with "those who
are considered weak". They represent the class of
Meccans who were socio-economically weak and
destitute, and who were prevented by their clans from
participating in the Hidjra. According to Kurgan exegesis, Sura IV, 75, refers to this group of the oldest
sahdba.
The good qualities and virtues of the sahdba,
measured against their early merits for Islam
(mandkib, fadd^it), were a favourite theme already in
the narrative art of the oldest historiographers of the
early 2nd/8th century. The works of the 3rd/9th century known as musannafdt [q. v. ] in their turn devote a
special kitdb to this theme: fadd^il ashdb al-nabi, mandkib
al-ansdr. In the meantime, specific collections were
devoted to the ten Companions of the Prophet to
whom he is said to have promised paradise (almubashsharun al-^ashara), namely the four "rightly
guided" caliphs, Talhab. cUbayd Allah, al-Zubayrb.
al-cAwwam, cAbd al-Rahman b. cAwf, Sacd b. Malik,
Sacid b. Zayd and Abu cUbayda c Amir b. al-Djarrah
[q.vv.] (see e.g. al-Muhibb al-Tabarl, al-Riydd alnadira Ji mandkib al-^ashara, 2Tanta 1953).
Due to the narrative art of the historiographers, the
sahdba in later times gradually took on charismatic
features. In SunnI Islam, abuse of them (sabb alsahdba) is considered as a sin and, according to many
interpretations, is even to be punished by death. It is
a duty to pronounce the tardiya, i.e. the eulogy radiya
'lldhu ^anhu, when one mentions the name of a Companion of the Prophet.
Historiography, local history in particular, deals in
detail with information which has been transmitted
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about the stay of sahdba in provincial towns. One-third
of the K. Futuh Misr wa-akhbdruhd by the Egyptian
author Ibn cAbd al-Hakam (d. 257/871) (ed. C.C.
Torrey, New Haven 1922) consists of lists of those
Companions who stayed in Egypt and whose traditions circulated there. Similar lists originated also_in
other localities: Ahmad b. Muhammad b. clsa
(second half of the 3rd/9th century), Kitdb Jabakdt ahl
HimslTa^nkh al-Himsiyyin; Aslam b. Sahl b. Aslam b.
Bahshal, Tasmiyat al-karn al-awwal al-kddimin madinat
Wdsit min sahdbat rasul Allah (ed. Dj. c Awwad,
Baghdad 1967, see W. Hoenerbach, Uber einige
arabische Handschriften in Bagdad und Tetuan, in Oriens,
viii [1955], 103 ff.); SacTd b. cAbd al-Rahman alKushayri (d. 334/946), Ta^nkh Rakka wa-man nazalahd
min ashdb rasul Allah (see GAS, i, 348). The K. Ta^nkh
Ddrqyydby cAbd al-Djabbar b. cAbd Allah b. Muhammad al-Khawlam (d. ca. 365-70/975-80, see GAS, i,
348) contains a chapter on the sahdba of the town: dhikr
man nazala Ddrayyd min ashdb rasul Allah... (ms. Tunis,
Ahmadiyya, no. 15881, fols. 2b-4a; GAS, i, 348, is to
be corrected accordingly). Many fragments from
these works, and from others which have been lost,
are found in Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalani, al-Isdba, and in
Istfdb fi ma^rifat al-ashdb by the Cordovan Ibn cAbd alBarr al-Namari(d. 1070 [q.v.]) (ed. al-Bidjawi, Cairo
n.d.).
While Islamic historiography—apart from some
controversial representations among Islamic sects—
depicts almost without criticism the contribution of
the sahdba to the early history of Islam and their
historical role in it, hadith literature and criticism of
the late 2nd/8th and early 3rd/9th centuries apply
other standards. It is true that they do not call into
question the credibility of individual Companions of
the Prophet as transmitters of his statements and as
prime witnesses of his deeds, but an isndd [q.v.] with
a specific sahdbi as prime witness is nevertheless preferred to another one.
Bibliography: Besides the works quoted in the
article, see Abu Nu c aym al-Isfahani, Hilyat alawliyd^ wa-tabakdt al-asfiyd^, repr. Beirut 1985; Abu
Sacd al-Khargushi, Sharaf al-Mustafd, ms. Leiden,
Or. 3014; cAbd al-Rahman al-KhazradjI, al-Durr almunazzamfi ziydrat al-Mukattam, ms. B.L. Or. 3049;
E. Kohlberg, Some Imdmi Shi^i views on the Sahdba, in
JSAI, v (1984); M. Muranyi, Die Prophetengenossen in
der fruhislamischen Geschichte, Bonn 1973; W.M.
Watt, Muhammad at Medina, Oxford 1956; R. Vesely, Die Ansdr im ersten Burgerkriege, in ArO, xxvi
(1958), 3_5-58.
_
(M. MURANYI)
SAHABI ASTARABADI, Kamal al-Dln, Persian
poet of the 10th/16th c e n t u r y , born in Shushtar
[ q . v . ] . He is known as AstarabadI after his father's
place of origin, which was Astarabad, and also as
Shushtarl after his own place of birth. Some writers
have called him Nadjafi since he lived for forty years
at Nao^jaf, where he went towards 970/1562-3 during
the reign of the Safawid ruler Tahmasp I (93084/1524-76). During his stay in that city, he studied
and taught, as one of the jurists of his time, at the holy
shrine attached to cAll's tomb. The author of the Haft
iklim, Amln Ahmad RazI [q.v.], describes him as a
man of austere habits whose pious living endeared
him to people of all classes. He died at Nadjar in
1010/1601-2, and was buried there.
Sahabl's poetical output consists chiefly of ghazah
and rubd^is. He was also the author of a mathnawi,
based upon a Sufi theme and employing the same
metrical form as that used by NizamI for his Bahrdmndma (Haft paykar). It comprises 343 couplets and was
dedicated to Shah cAbbas I (r. 996-1038/1588-1629).
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Sahabi is remembered essentially for his rubacis, the
total number of which is most probably around 6,000.
Some early writers, however, place the figures much
higher, but the numbers quoted by them appear to be
exaggerated. In his poetry, Sahabi deals with mystical
and moral themes. He was one of the chief poets of the
Safawid period whose verse, according to Shibll
Nu c mani, reflects a philosophical colour (cf. Shi^r al<Adiam, v, 3rd ed., A c zamgafh 1942, 209). Besides
poetry, Sahabi also composed, in mixed prose and
verse, a §ufT treatise (risdla), entitled ^Urwat al-wuthkd
("The true faith").
Bibliography. Sahabi AstarabadI, Rubd^iyydt yd
kulliyydt-i Sahdbi Astardbddi, in Fihrist-i kutub-i khatti-yi
Madjlis-i Shurd-yi Milli, iii, no. 1087; idem, Muntakhab rubd^iyydt-i Sahdbi, B.L. Or. 329; RazI, Haft
iklim, ed._Djawad Fadil, Tehran (?) n.d., iii; Lutf
C
A1I Beg Adhar, Atishkada, ed. Hasan Sadat Nasiri,
Tehran 1338/1959, ii; Rida-kuli Khan Hidayat,
Madjma*- al-fusahd^, ed. Mazahir Musaffa, Tehran
1339/1961, ii/i; idem, Riydd al-^drifin Tehran
1344/1965; Shahnawaz Khan Kh w afT, Bahdristdn-i
sukhan, Madras 1958; Ahmad CA1I Khan Sandilawi,
Tadhkira-yi makhzan al-ghard^ib, ed. Muhammad
Bakir, Lahore 1970, ii; Muhammad Kudrat Allah
Gopamawi, Natd^idj, al-afkdr, Bombay 1336/1957;
Muhammad Muhit Tabataba3!, Sahdbi Astardbddi,
in Armaghdn, xiii/9 (November-December 1932);
Lughat-ndma-yi Dihkhudd, xv/4; Browne, LHP, iv;
Muhammad CA1I Mudarris Tabriz!, Rayhdnat aladab, Tabriz 1328/1949, ii; Sacid NafisI, Tdnkh-i
nazm u nathr dar Iran wa dar zabdn-i Farsi, Tehran
1363/1984, i-ii; Dhablh Allah Safa, Tdnkh-i
adabiyydt dar Iran, Tehran 1367/1988, v/2; idem,
Gandhi sukhan*, Tehran 1368/1989, iii; Rypka, Hist,
of Iranian literature, Abu Talib Radawi-nizhad,
Cahdr-sad shd^ir-i barguzida-yi Parsi-guy, Tehran
1369/1990.
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
SAHARA [see_AL-SAHRA D ].
SAHARANPUR, a city of n o r t h e r n I n d i a in the
uppermost part of the Ganges-Djamna Do-'ab (lat.
29° 57' N., long. 77° 33' E.), now in the extreme
northwestern tip of the Uttar Pradesh State of the Indian Union.
It was founded in ca. 740/1340, in the reign of
Muhammad b. Tughluk [q.v.] and was named after a
local Muslim saint, Shah Haran Cishti. The city and
district suffered severely during the invasion of
TTmur; in 932/1526 Babur traversed them on his way
to Panipat, and some local Mughal colonies trace
their origin to his followers. Muslim influence gained
much by the proselytising zeal of cAbd al-Kuddus,
who ruled the district until the reign of Akbar. Under
Akbar, it was the centre of a sarkdr and important
enough to be a mint place. In the reigns of Djahanglr
and Shah Djahan, Saharanpur was a favourite summer resort of the court, owing to the coolness of its
climate and the abundance of game in its
neighbourhood. Nur Djahan had a palace in the
village of Nurnagar, which perpetuates her name, and
the royal hunting seat, Padshah Mahall, was built for
Shah Djahan. After the death of Awrangzib, the
district suffered severely from the inroads of the Sikhs,
who massacred Hindus and Muslims indiscriminately, until, in 1716, they were temporarily crushed by
the imperial Mughal authority. The upper Do^ab
then passed into the hands of the Sayyids of Barha
[q.v. in Suppl.], and on their fall in 1721 into those of
several favourites. In 1754 Ahmad Shah Durrani conferred it on the Rohilla, Nadjib Khan [ q . v . ] , as a
reward for his services at the battle of Kotila. Before
his death, in 1770, it was overrun by Sikhs and
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Marathas. His son Dabit Khan revolted from Dihll,
but was reconciled, and his son Ghulam Kadir, who
succeeded him in 1785, established a strong government and dealt firmly with the Sikhs. He was a coarse
and brutal chief, and in 1788 he blinded the emperor
Shah cAlam, being subsequently justly mutilated and
put to death by Sindhya. Saharanpur remained
nominally in the hands of the Marathas, but actually
in those of the Sikhs, until its conquest and occupation
by the British after the fall of cAlIgafh and the battle
of Dihll in 1803. Saharanpur was only slightly affected
by the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857-8, even though this last
broke out in the nearby city of Meerut [see MiRAfHJ,
with order restored by a Gurkha force by the end of
1857.
It is now the administrative centre of a District of
the same name, a meeting-place for roads and
railways and a centre for agriculture and food processing. The population of the city was 225,700 in 1971;
at the opening of the 20th century, a majority of this
urban population was Muslim, but many of these
migrated to Pakistan after 1947.
Bibliography: Abu '1-Fadl cAllamI, A^in-iAkban, tr. Blochmann and Jarrett, Calcutta 187394; Tuzuk-i-Djahangiri, tr. Rogers and Beveridge,
London 1909; cAbd al-Hamld Lahuri, Pddshahndma, Calcutta 1867-8; W. Irvine, The later Mughals,
Calcutta 1922; Imperial gazetteer of India2, xxi, 378-9.
(T.W. HAiG-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
AL-SAHBA3, is the n a m e of a wad! in the alKhardj [q. v.] district of Nadjd [q. v. and see ALHAWTA], the central province of modern Saudi
Arabia. The word itself is the feminine of an adjective
of the form af~alu, but it has no comparative or
superlative signification (Wright, Grammar, i, 185A,
cf. AL-SAHRA 3 ). It is related to sahb, pi. suhub "desert,
level country". The large valley runs eastwards into
the Gulf basin across the sand desert of al-Dahna°
[q.v.} and, north of Yabrm, of al-Djafura (see the map
in AL- C ARAB, DJAZIRAT).
Bibliography: British Admiralty, A handbook of
Arabia, London 1922; J.G. Lorimer, Gazetteer of the
Persian Gulf, ^Oman and Central Arabia, Calcutta
1908-15, repr. Farnborough 1970; Central Office of
Information, The Arab states of the Persian Gulf and
South-East Arabia, London 1959; U.S. Geological
Survey, Western Persian Gulf, Map I-208B (1958);
R.E. Cheesman, The deserts of Jafura and Jabrin, in
GJ, lxv L 112-41.
(E. VAN DONZEL)
SAHBAN WA3IL, the name given to an o r a t o r
and poet of the tribe of WaDil, "whose seductive eloquence has passed into a proverb and who, it is said,
whilst addressing an assembly for half-a-day, never
used the same word twice" (Kazimirski, Dictionnaire,
i, 1057; see LCA and the other lexica). Speaking of the
random effects of chance, whereby some person
became a household word whereas others, equally
meritorious, do not, al-Djahiz (Hayawdn, ii, 104),
cites Sahban WaDil, who was eclipsed by his contemporary Ibn al-Kirriyya, murdered by al-Hadjdjadj in
84/703 (loc. cit., n. 5).
In his eulogy of the book (al-kitdb), the same alDjahiz (ibid., i, 39) says: "If you wish, it can be more
eloquent for you than Sahban Wa°il or more tonguetied than Bakil" (an adolescent), echoing a proverb
which figures in all the collections, where it is said
"more convincing (ablagh) than Sahban Wa3il, whereas one says "clearer (afsah) than Kuss b. Sacida [q.v.]"
(cf. al-Nuwayri, Nihdya, Cairo 1924, ii, 119).
Al-Tabarf, Ta^nkh, ii, 1257, attributes to him seven
verses in which he praises the courage of the army of
Kutayba b. Muslim (49-96/669-715 [q.v.]) in the

course of the conquest of Afghanistan between 89/705
and 90/706, notably, at the time of the conquest of
Khokand [ q . v . ] , which would indicate that Sahban
was still alive in the caliphate of al-Walfd I
(86-96/705-15).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(T. FAHD)
SAHIB (A.), "companion", a term with v a r i o u s
senses in Islamic usage. Formally it is an active participle of the transitive verb sahiba yashabu "to
associate with", but semantically a pure noun; it thus
cannot govern an object in the accusative. The most
common plural is ashdb, of which the double plural
(djamc al-djam^) asdhib is given in the dictionaries,
while its "diminutive of the plural" (tasghir al-djam*)
usayhdb is attested (Wensinck, Concordance, s.v.). Other
plurals include sahb (a collective noun), sihdb and
suhbdn, the verbal nouns suhba and sahdba are also
employed as plurals (collectives). For the Companions
of the Prophet one finds sahb, ashdb, and specifically
sahdba [q. v. ] , the last of which yields the designation of
the individual, sahdbi, by nisba formation (a procedure
not uncommon with collective nouns). In the vocative
the truncated form (tarkhim) yd sdhi for yd sdhibi"Q my
companion" is well attested. The fern, is sahiba, with
the plural sawdhib and the double plural sawdhibdt (cf.
Wensinck, Concordance, s.v.).
Sahib, in its various semantic transformations, has
produced a considerable number of titles, allusive
names, and some technical terms, mostly by being the
first term in a genitive construct. The idea of "companion" is specialised in cases where one speaks of the
sahib of a poet, soothsayer, or orator, meaning his alter
ego among the djinn from whom he receives (some of)
his inspiration (also called shaytdn [ q . v . ] , ra^i, and
tdbic); this is a pre-Islamic notion, but one that lives
on in Islamic times as a literary fiction (e.g. in the
Risdlat al-tawdbic wa 'l-zawdbi^ of Ibn Shuhayd [q.v.]).
Still with the meaning "companion", the term has
sometimes been used to refer to the counsellors of a
ruler, thus in Ibn al-Mukaffa°s Risdlafi 'l-sahdba (see
Ch. Pellat, Ibn al-Muqaffa*, mart vers^ 1401757, "conseilleur" du Calife [Paris 1976], 88-9). The plural ashdb
followed by the name of a locality in the genitive
serves to refer to people who are companions in that
particular place; thus Kur-'anic phrases like ashdb aldjanna, ashdb al-ndr and ashdb al-kahf.
In a different specialisation sahib may acquire the
meaning of "disciple", because the student is a constant companion of his master. Thus al-Sdhibdn in
Hanafi sources refers to the "two disciples" of Abu
Hanffa [ q . v . ] , i.e. Abu Yusuf [q.v.} and Muhammad
al-Shaybanf [see AL-SHAYBANI] . Specifically, this term
is used in Sufism to designate the "adept" as opposed
to the mashub, the "master", their relationship being
called suhba (see e.g. W.C. Chittick, The Sufi path of
knowledge, Albany 1989, 270-4). The plural ashdb followed by a personal name in the genitive is, alongside
the nisba formation, the normal way of expressing the
"adherents of so-and-so" or the "members of his
school": ashdb Abi Hanifa = al-Hanafiyya. Al-FayyumI
(d. 770/1368) considers this last usage figurative
(madjaz), presumably because the school members are
mostly not contemporary with the founder (al-Misbdh
al-mumr, Beirut 1398/1978, 394).
In one of its semantic developments, the term sahib
becomes more general: "partner", "match" (sometimes "adversary"), and finally "someone (or something) endowed with s.th. or characterised by s.th."
In this last sense it ends up being synonymous with
dhu (cf. sahib al-hdl = dhu 'l-hdl, "the noun modified by
a circumstantial accusative"). Here belong the rather
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popular allusive names, such as sahib al-hut "the man
with the fish = Jonah (see Sura LXVIII, 48, and cf.
the synonymous dhu 'l-nun in Sura XXI, 87); sahib alhimdr "the man with the donkey" = the Kharidjite
rebel Abu Yazld al-Nukkari [q. v. ] (cf. dhu 'l-himdr,
nickname of the Yemeni pseudo-prophet Ayhaba at
the time of the Prophet, and for the symbolism of
riding a donkey, see C. Brockelmann, Geschichte der
islamischen Volker und Staaten, Munich and Berlin
2
1943, Eng. tr. History of the Islamic peoples, London
1949, 49); sahib al-ndka "the man with the she-camel"
and sahib al-shdma "the man with the mole" = the two
Ismacfli agitators Yahya b. Zikrawayh and al-Husayn
b. Zikrawayh (see F. Daftary, The Ismd^ilis, their history
and doctrine, Cambridge 1990, 132). This type of
cognomen seems to be particularly common with
religious rebels and "liberators" and has the air of
being a code and/or taboo name. This type may also
occur in the plural: ashdb al-fil "those with the
elephant" (Sura CV, 2). In the same semantic
category belongs the plural ashdb followed by an
abstract noun in the genitive to denote adherents of a
specific concept: ashdb al-tandsukh "the believers in
metempsychosis", ashdb al-ra^y "the proponents of
juridical discretion" as opposed to the ashdb al-hadith
"the proponents of (the exclusive use) of Prophetic
Tradition." The last example shows that, even with a
concrete noun (hadith being a corpus of texts), the
resulting compound may still belong in this category,
with "belief in", "defence of", or a similar notion
being understood. Thus e.g. sahib al-dik and sahib alkalb "the advocate of the rooster" and "the advocate
of the dog" (in al-Djahiz, al-Hayawdn, passim); obviously, these expressions could also mean the
"owners" of the rooster and the dog.
By narrowing the semantic field just mentioned one
arrives at the notion of "possessor, owner, lord,
chief." In the legal sense of ownership one finds it in
sahib al-bayt "the owner of the house" and similarly in
sahib al-dayn "debtor." In the sense of "chief" it
forms part of the designation of a good many administrative offices: sahib al-ajaysh "army chief", sahib
al-band "chief of intelligence", sahib al-shurta "police
chief", sahib al-suk "market inspector" ( = tr. of Grk.
agoranomos, later on called muhtasib, cf. J. Schacht, An
introduction to Islamic law, Oxford 1964, 25), sahib aldiwdn, or Persian sdhib-diwdn "chief financial administrator under the Ilkhans, on a par with the
vizier." Somewhat removed, but still in the same
category, the author of a book may be called sahib alkitdb. Used with the title of a famous book, this would
again result in an allusive name: sahib al-Kashshdf'the
author of the Kashshdf'*. i.e. al-Zamakhshari, author
of the Kur D anic commentary of that title.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
SAHIB ATA OGHULLARI, the modern designation for the descendants of the Rum Saldjukid
v i z i e r Fakhr al-Dln C A1I (d. 687/1288), known as
Sahib Ata. Literary sources record two sons of Fakhr
al-Dln, Tadj al-Dln Husayn, the eldest (Ibn BTbT, ed.
M.Th. Houtsma, Histoire des Seldjoucides d'Asie
Mineure, Leiden 1902, iii, 337) and Nusrat al-Dln
(Aksara D T, ed. Osman Turan, Musdmarat al-akhbdr,
Ankara 1944, 74). An anonymous Tawdnkh-i dl-i
Salajuk completed after 765/1363 also mentions a
daughter (F.N. Uzluk, Anadolu Selcuklulan devleti tarihi,
Ankara 1952, facs. text 70). The enduring influence of
the family in the western borderlands of the Rum
Saldjukid domains dates from the years following the
accession of Rukn al-DTn Killc Arslan [see K!L!DJ
A~RSLAN iv] to the sultanate in 644/1246, when the
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principality of the March (imarat-i wildyat-i ud£) was
bestowed on Tadj al-Dln and Nusrat al-Din, with
Kiitahya [tf.z>.], Sanduklu, Ghurghurum and
Akshehir as an appanage. (Aksara0!, 74). The
brothers evidently did not retain these lands. However, in ca. 670/1271 they again jointly received the
commandership (serleshken = subashillk) of Ladik,
Khonas and Karahisar Devele (Ibn Bibi, op. cit., iv,
308). The last of these is evidently the same as Afyun
Karahisar [q.v.}, which remained in the possession of
the family into the following century.
In 676/1277 both brothers lost their lives at the battle of Altuntash against the rebel Djimri [see
KARAMAN-OGHULLAR!) who, for a while, occupied
Karahisar Devele (Aksara3!, 151). However, after his
defeat and death the town evidently returned to the
possession of the family of Sahib Ata. The anonymous
Tawdrikh-i dl-i Salajuk refers to a victory in 686/1287
of the Germiyanids [see GERMIYAN-OGHULLAR!] over
the lord of Karahisar, the son of Sahib Ata's daughter
(Uzluk, loc. cit.). In his Hst of Turkish principalities
submitting to the noyan Coban [q. v. ] after the accession of the Ilkhanid Abu Sacld in 716/1316, Aksara3!,
311, mentions Karahisar Devele as being in the
possession of the "grandsons of Fakhr al-Din". Alc
Umantoo, in about 730/1330, notes that "Karasar"
belonged to "Ibn al-Sayib" ( = al-Sahib) who possessed, in addition, a thousand villages and four thousand cavalrymen. To defend his possessions against
Coban's son, Timurtash, he had sought the protection of the lord of Germiyan through marriage to his
daughter (Masdlik al-absdr, cited by Ahmed Tewhld, in
TOEM, 1st series, ii [1327/1909], 563 ff). An inscription over the portal of the Kubbeli Djami c in Afyun
Karahisar, bearing the date 731/1331, names the
founder of the mosque as the "great lord" (al-mawld
al-mucazzam) Ahmad b. Muhammad, who was
presumably the "Ibn al-Sahib" to whom al- c Umari
refers. An inscription dated 742/1341 on the Ulu
Djami c in Afyun Karahisar refers to the same person
as "Nusrat al-Dawla wa '1-Dln Ahmad", describing
him as "the progeny of the great viziers" (suldlat alwuzard* al-^izdm) (Ahmed Tewhld, in TTEM, 1st
series, xi [1341/1923], 357). It is conceivable that this
Ahmad b. Muhammad was the son of the "Shams alDln Muhammad son of (Nusrat al-Dln?) Hasan son
of (Fakhr al-Din) CA1I (Sahib Ata) son of Husayn"
who is buried in the Sahip Ata Mausoleum in Konya
(Ahmed Tewhld, loc. cit.).
Evidence of the family disappears in the second half
of the 8th/14th century, but in the Ottoman period
Afyun Karahisar .-ontinued to be known as Sahib'in
Karahisari (Neshrl, ed. F.R. Unat and M.A.
Koymen, Kitdb-i Cihdnnumd, Ankara 1949, i, 65) or,
from the 10th/16th century, as Karahisar-i Sahib
("Sahib's Karahisar").
Bibliography: Given in the article. See also LH.
Uzuncarsili, Anadolu beylikleri, Ankara 1969, 150-2;
Cl. Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey, London 1968.
(C. IMBER)
SAHIB AL-BAB (A.), "high chamberlain", a t i t l e
borne, in Fatimid Egypt, by a man of the sword
counted amongst the first rank of amirs ("amfrs bearing a collar", al-umara? al-mutawwakun). This official
ranked next after the vizier, and his office, or "lesser
vizierate", was in fact the stepping-stone to the
vizierate for Yanis al-Rumi, Ridwan al-Walakhshi
and Abu '1-Ashbal Dirgham b. c Amir. The greater
part of our information on this official duties comes
from Ibn al-Tuwayr: he was president of the tribunal
considering petitions and requests when the vizier was
not a "man of the sword", and he sat at the golden
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door of the palace in order to register complaints and
pleas. When the vizier was a "man of the sword" and
presided in person, the sahib al-bdb's role as simple
assistant was reminiscent of that of the hdajib amongst
the Mamluks.
The institution did not exist among the first
Fatimids, and Husam al-Mulk Aftakfn, in the time of
the vizierate for al-AfcJal, was the first sahib al-bdb to
be mentioned in the sources (beginning of the
6th/12th century). The sahib al-bdb was addressed as
al-Mucazzam; the first to be thus called was the amir
Abu '1-Muzaffar Khumurtash al-HafizI in ca.
535/1141. His deputy, to whom he delegated the important office (called al-niydba al-shartfa) of assigning
their places to envoys accredited to the court, was
generally a legal figure or a religious dignitary, whom
one addressed as cAdiyy al-Mulk. The sahib al-bdb occupied an important place in the processions forming
part of the official ceremonies and the caliphal receptions of the later Fatimids [see MAWAKIB. 1], a
ceremonial occasion which Ibn al-Tuwayr [q.v. ]
describes in detail.
Bibliography:
Ibn al-Juwayr, Nuzhat almuklatayn fi akhbdr al-dawlatayn, ed. A.F. Sayyid,
Beirut 1992, 120-8; Ibn al-Furat, Ta^nkh, ed.
Hasan al-Shammac, Basra 1967-70, iv/1, 136-7,
147; Kalkashandi, Subh al-acshd, iii, 478, 484;
MakrizI, Khitat, i, 403, 461; idem, Itti'dz al-hunafd*,
iii^ 336, 342.
(AYMAN F. SAYYID)
SAHIB GIRAY KHAN I, khan of the Crimea
(939-58/1532-51) and khan of Kazan (927-30/15214), son of Mengli Giray Khan I [q. v. ] and his wife Nur
Dewlet, mother through an earlier marriage of
Muhammad Emm (d. 925/1519), the last khan of
Kazan [q.v.} in direct line from Ulugh Muhammad,
khan of the Golden Horde (1419-24, 1427-38). Halfbrother of Mehmed Giray Khan I (920-9/1515-23
[q.v.]), $ahib Giray was instrumental in this latter
khan's new hostile policy against Muscovy, their
father Mengli Giray's traditional ally. In 927/1521,
$ahib Giray was able with the khan's help to drive
away the Russian-backed candidate, Shah CAH, and to
occupy the throne of Kazan, thus stressing the Giray
family's claims to the heritage of the Golden Horde.
In concurrence with Melimed Giray Khan I, he
subsequently engaged in a struggle with Muscovy for
the possession of the steppe region, which was to come
to an end only 31 years later with Tsar Ivan IV's
(1533-84) destruction of that khanate. In 929/1523,
the brothers attacked the khanate of Astrakhan [q. v. ],
from where they ousted Husayn Khan. Muscovy's
candidate. In the same year, they launched a major
campaign against Grand Prince Vasiliy III of
Muscovy (1505-33). In the following year, as Vasiliy
III prepared an expedition against Kazan, Sahib
Giray abdicated from the throne of Kazan, designated
his nephew $afa Giray (first reign 930-7/1524-31) as
his successor and took refuge with the Ottomans. The
following eight years, $ahib Giray stayed in Istanbul
as a guest and trusted friend of sultan Suleyman
KanunI (1520-66 [?.*>.]). He not only participated in
that sultan's campaigns, e.g. in Hungary in 1532, but
he also became intimately acquainted with Ottoman
institutions and culture.
After both the Ottoman-backed Secadet Giray
Khan I (1524-May 1532) and his nephew Islam Giray
Khan I (May-Sept. 1532 [q.v.]), who had found support with parts of the Crimean tribal aristocracy, had
renounced the khanship, the Ottoman sultan confirmed with a firman (reference to this is made in a
document, the text and translation of which is given
in Khanat de Crimee, 121-5; transcription in Gokbilgin

1973, 55-6) Sahib Giray as the new khan and the
former khan, Islam Giray, as his kalgha [q.v.] or heir
apparent. Accompanied by a large detachment of Ottoman troops (kapl kulu), among them 360 artillerymen (topcu and tufenkci) and 1,000 Janissaries,
the new khan received the homage of the representatives of the Crimean noble clans (karacu beys) at the
mouth of the Dnepr (Ozii [see ozi]) river. He was the
first Crimean khan to receive the segbdn akcesi or accession money.
Obviously, the new khan had not been accepted by
the entire Crimean noble families. An undated letter
of a Crimean nobleman to the Ottoman sultan, probably written towards the end of 1533 or at the beginning of 1534 (See Khanat de Crimee, 125-7), accuses the
khan of not respecting the customs and traditions of
the past.
In the same letter, the sultan is asked to designate
a new jkhan, arguing that the power struggle between
Sahib Giray Khan and his kalgha Islam Giray, each
supported by partisans from the noble clans, was
threatening to ruin the country. Sahib Giray's
troubles with his nephew Islam Giray continued until
he succeeded, in 1537, in having him killed by BakT
Beg, one of the leaders of the eminent Crimean karacu
clan of the Manghits and subsequently Sahib Giray's
most dangerous opponent. After this incident, the
Crimean nobles who had been partisans of Islam
Giray paid allegiance to the khan.
Sahib Giray Khan was now free to participate as a
much-honoured ally in the Ottoman campaign
against Moldavia (1538), which ended with the
establishment of the sandjak of Akkerman comprising
the territories of Budjak [q.v.], between the rivers Prut
and Dnestr, and the neighbourhood of the former
Tatar fortress of Ozii/Ocakov (cf. G. Veinstein, L 'occupation ottomane d'Ocakov et le probleme de la frontiere
lituano-tatare, 1538-1544, in Passe turco-tatar-Present
sovietique. Etudes ofjertes d A. Bennigsen, Lou vain-Paris
1986, 123-55). In the following year, the khan turned
his attention towards his unruly Cerkes neighbours.
Owing to the rugged terrain, however, the campaign
was not successful, nor was another one in 1542.
In winter 1539/40, the khan sent an army of 30,000
men on a raid against Muscovy, under the command
of the kalgha, his son Emm Giray. In winter 1541,
Sahib Giray in person led an—unsuccessful—
campaign into Muscovite territory, but then finally
managed to kill the Manghit Bakl Beg, associated
with the Noghays [q. v. ] of the steppe who represented
the most imminent threat to the Crimean Tatars and
their pasture lands outside the peninsula. In 1546,
Sahib Giray's firearms dealt a severe blow to the
Noghays' pre-eminence in the steppe. In 1549, he
went on a punitive campaign against the khan of
Astrakhan in an effort to preserve Crimean political
claims in that region.
In spite of his excellent relations with the Ottoman
court, at least during the first half of his rule, §ahib
Giray proved to be more than a puppet ruler in the
service of sultan Siileyman's power game in the Black
Sea area, or, on a different level, the preservation of
the sultan's peaceful policy towards Muscovy in view
of his trade interests. The khan's main political objective remained the containment of his northern
neighbour. In this aim, he made regular inroads into
that territory.
Both the intervention of the §hirfn bey on behalf of
the powerful Crimean aristocracy and the suspicion of
Ottoman court circles in regard to $ahib Giray's independent political action led to the khan's final
downfall. Under the pretext of investing Dewlet Giray
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[<?.#.], another "hostage" prince at the Sublime
Porte, with the khanship of Kazan, the Ottoman
sultan sent Dewlet Giray with an Ottoman detachment to the peninsula, where he was able to win
general support (Ramadan 958/Sept. 1551). Sahib
Giray subsequently was murdered in the fortress of
Taman, together with his sons, by a partisan of his
nephew and successor Dewlet Giray, who was to
become the most powerful khan of the 16th century.
Sahib Giray Khan was considered a courageous
and resourceful, though harsh ruler, both by his contemporaries and by later chroniclers. In spite of his
marked taste for Ottoman civilisation, he pursued
Crimean political interests by strengthening the
Cingizid steppe tradition—the khan's power against
that of the leaders of the tribal aristocracy (Inalcik,
passim). It was most probably in the reign of Sahib
Giray Khan that the seat of power was transferred
from Eski Kirim (Solghat) to Baghce Saray [q.v.].
Diplomatic evidence seems to indicate that from 1533
onwards, Baghce Saray was the place where the khans
had their palace and where they received foreign
representatives (Fisher, Crimean Tatars, 29-30). cAbd
iil-Ghaffar (^Umdet ul-tewdrtkh, 101-2) mentions his
building activities, a mosque, a medrese, palaces, a
double bath and shops. The cultural life of the Crimean peninsula took a decisive turn towards Ottomanisation in the spheres of the military, of institutions and of the arts.
The most detailed source on both political and
cultural life under Sahib Giray Khan's reign is Tdrfkhi Sahib Giray Khan, the first chronicle of Crimean Tatar
history as such, completed in 960/1553, shortly after
the khan's death, by Kaysuni-zade Mehmed Nida3!,
known as Remmal Khwadja, the khan's physician
and astrologer.
Bibliography: The best study on Sahib Giray
Khan is by H. Inalcik, The Khan and the tribal
aristocracy: the Crimean Khanate under Sahib Giray I, in
Harvard Ukrainian Studies, iii-iv (1979-80), 445-66,
which is partly based on Remmal Kh w adja's work;
the text was published by O. Gokbilgin, Ankara
1973;
idem, 1532-1577 yillan arasinda Kmm
hanhgi'nm siyasi durumu, Ankara 1973; Kirimi cAbd
iil-Ghaffar used Remmal's work in his cUmdet ultewdrikh, compl. in 1161/1748, ed. by Nedjlb c Asim,
in TOEM, 'ildveler, Istanbul 1343/1924, at 99-112;
Halim Giray, Gulbun-i khdndn, Istanbul 1287/1870,
14-18; missives from the reign of Sahib Giray Khan
were publ. in A. Bennigsen et alii (eds.), Le khanat
de Crimee dans les archives du musee du palais de Topkapi,
Paris 1978, 121-33, cf. also 328-30.
(B. KELLNER-HEINKELE)
SAHIB KIRAN (A. and p.), a title meaning "Lord
of the (auspicious) conjunction". Kirdn means a conjunction of the planets, kirdn al-sa^dayn [see AL-SA C DAN]
a conjunction of the two auspicious planets (Jupiter
and Venus), and kirdn al-nahsayn a conjunction of the
two inauspicious planets (Saturn and Mars). In the
title, the word refers, of course, to the former only.
The Persian i of the iddfa is omitted, as in sdhib-dil, by
fakk-i i(ldfa. The title was first assumed by the Amir
Timur, who is said to have been born under a fortunate conjunction, but with whom its assumption
was, of course, an afterthought. After his death, poets
and flatterers occasionally applied it to lesser
sovereigns, even to so insignificant a ruler as the
South Indian Burhan II Nizam Shah of Ahmadnagar
[see NIZAM SHAHIS], but it was officially assumed by
Timur's distant descendant, the Mughal emperor
Shah Djahan [q.v.], who styled himself Sahib Kirdn-iThdni "the second Lord of the Conjunction".
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Sahib-Kiran was also, in Persia, where it has since
been corrupted into Kirdn or Krdn, the name of a coin
of 1000 dinars, the tenth part of a tumdn.
Bibliography. Sharaf al-Din CA1T Yazdl, Zafarndma, ed. F. Tauer, Prague 1937-50; Muhammad
Kasim Firishta, Gulshan-i Ibrdhtmi, lith. Bombay
1832; cAbd al-Hamld Lahawrl, Pddshdh-ndma,
Bibliotheca Indica ed., Calcutta 1866-72; Burhdn-ikdtf, s.v. kirdn. _
(T.W. HAIG)
SAHIB AL-MADINA (A.), an a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
f u n c t i o n f o u n d in m e d i a e v a l I s l a m i c S p a i n .
Documentation for this is almost exclusively found
in regard to al-Andalus. The Granadan jurist Ibn
Sahl [q.v.], in his al-Ahkdm al-kubrd, mentions it
amongst the six traditional functions (khutta or
"magistratures") which gave their holders the right to
pronounce judgements (the kadi, the sahib al-shurta, the
s. al-mazdlim, the s. al-radd, the s. al-madma and the s.
al-suk). According to the Valencian Ibn al-Abbar
[0.0.], there existed until the 7th/13th century two
distinct magistratures, sc. the sahib al-madma and the
s. al-shurta. In the 8th/14th century, Ibn Sacld [q.v.]
(in the great, later compilation of Andalusian culture
by al-Makkarl, the Nafh al-tib), and in the following
one, Ibn Khaldun [<?. #.], in his Mukaddima, also mention the title of s. al-madma, but make it the designation of the chief of the police or shurta in Muslim
Spain. However, the Sevillan Ibn c Abdun [0.^.], who
in his treatise on hisba, written towards the end of the
5th/llth century, passes in review the administrative
offices in the capital at the end of the period of the
Taifas and that of the first Almoravids, does not mention it. Nor does it appear in the detailed list of functions given by the Maghrib! al-WansharisT [q. v. ] in his
K. al-Wildydt, even though this last is in part inspired
by the Andalusian tradition.
Nevertheless, the Arabic sources on al-Andalus
amply attest the existence of this "magistrature of the
town" from the reign of the Umayyad amir of Cordova c Abd al-Rahman II (206-38/822-52), who is
said, according to Ibn Sacld, "to have separated the
wildyat al-suk from the functions of the shurta called
wildyat al-madma", until the crisis of the caliphate in
the early 5th/llth century. The names of a good
number of its holders are known to us. Ibn Hayyan's
[q.v.] Muktabis, which used the Annals of clsa b.
Ahmad al-Razi, an author contemporary with the
caliphate, testifies to the existence of two wildyat almadmas, one for Cordova and one for the new capital
of Madlnat al-Zahra3. The importance of the persons
holding this first charge or dignity appears from the
duties entrusted to them under the amlrate and the
caliphate. These were diverse, and could involve
policing and public order, justice, the levying of taxes
and even leading armies, all of which leads one to
think that there were no strictly determined duties but
rather, on a basis difficult to determine for the city of
Cordova, a nexus of functions varying in extent according to the confidence placed in the holder,
especially as this last often piled up for himself other
offices (was it as kd^id or wazir, or as sahib al-madma,
that such a person holding these offices at the same
time might lead a military expedition?).
Under the caliph al-Hakam II, the detailed descriptions of the protocollary order of official ceremonies
during the years 360-4/971-5 place the wazir, kdtib and
sahib al-madma of Cordova Djacfar b. cUthman alMushafi immediately on the caliph's right; but since
this concerns the "strong man" at this moment in the
regime, it is hard to discern exactly under which title
he held this preponderant role. It is nevertheless certain that the post was at this time a lofty one; on al-
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Hakam's death in 366/976, al-Mushaff designated the
dead ruler's youngest son, Hi§ham II, as caliph,
himself assumed the office of hda^tb (which had not
been filled for several years) and designated his own
son sahib al-madma of Cordova. A little later, in his
brilliant ascension to the heights of power, Muhammad Ibn Abl cAmir (the future al-Mansur), in the first
place stripped the latter of his post in order to occupy
it personally, and then eliminated al-Mushafi himself
and replaced him as hadjib. Afterwards, under the
c
Amirid dictatorship, the function and title lost their
importance. However, it is known that, at this time,
a high personage, a cousin of al-Mansur's, held the
title of sahib al-madmatayn ("in charge of the two
cities", i.e. Cordova and, it is thought, the official
c
Amirid centre of al-Madlna al-Zahira rather than the
caliphal one of Madinat al-Zahra3, which had no importance in practice by this time).
The fact that the office seems to have existed only
in al-Andalus poses a problem. It has been seen above
that cAbd al-Rahman II is supposed to have created
the office. J. Vallve, in a detailed study of the history
of this function under the Umayyads, has set forth the
hypothesis that the sahib al-madina could derive from
the comes civitatis of the Roman and Visigothic period.
The idea ought to be approached with prudence. Certainly, the sources bear witness to the existence,
during the Umayyad amlrate, of an office of kumis
[q.v.\ entrusted to a Christian, who originally had
jurisdiction over the Mozarab community but who
was at times the recipient of the sovereign's confidence and given various functions, including the
command of the guard, the kitdba and the collection of
taxes, even involving those from the Muslims. But the
pieces of evidence adduced by Vallve himself allow us
to aver that, under cAbd al-Rahman II, there existed
contemporaneously a kumis of the Christians—for
whom there are still some indications in the 4th/10th
century—and a sahib al-madma, and this makes the
idea—in any case not very acceptable in the context
of the Iberian peninsula under Islam—of a transformation pure and simple of the comes civitatis into the
sahib al-madina difficult to accept. Nevertheless, can
one exclude the possibility that the change in
numerical proportion between Christian and Muslim
populations in Cordova in favour of the second group
might, in the 3rd/9th century, have led to the transfer
to a newly-created office/magistrature involving administrative and judicial functions which had been, in
practice, and in the context of the capital city, exercised until then by the "count" of the Christians?
Vallve's hypothesis endeavours to take into account
an exceptional case in al-Andalus, which is complicated by the fact that, after the Reconquista, in
Aragon and Navarre at the end of the 11th and beginning of the 12th centuries, the Christians gave to the
municipal magistrate appointed by the king for administration and for rendering justice in the towns,
the title ofjusticia, but also that ofzalmedina, obviously
a linguistic caique of the Arabic sahib al-madma. The
same state of affairs is attested in Christian Toledo,
where there existed in the 12th century a zafalmedina.
This leads one to suppose that, in the political capitals
of principalities reconquered by the Christians at the
end of the period of the Taifas, there still existed an
official in the Umayyad tradition exercising the duties
of sahib al-madina or bearing the title.
Bibliography: 1. Arabic sources. Ibn alAbbar, al-Hulla al-siyard^, ed. H. Mu D nis, Cairo
1963, i, 277; Ibn c Abdun, R. fi 'l-kadd* wa 'l-hisba,
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(MOHAMED MEOUAK and P. GUICHARD)
SAHIFA (A.), lit. "a flat object, a plaque, a leaf,
whence "a s u r f a c e or m a t e r i a l on which one can
write ", applied especially to fragments of the Kurgan
or hadith or any other document of a solemn nature,
whence finally, the written texts themselves. The pi.
suhuf is uncommon for feminine nouns (but cf. madina,
pi. mudun "town", safina pi. sufun "ship").
1. L i n g u i s t i c usage.
The term appears contemporaneously with the advent of Islam, but must evidently have existed before
then. In Kur D an, XLIII, 71, sihdfalso appears as a pi.
of sahfa, with the sense "plates, platters", but suhuf
appears eight times in the sacred text. Suras XX, 133,
and LXXXVII, 18, refer to "the ancient scriptures",
in LXXXVII, 19, and LIII, 36-7, described more
narrowly as those of Abraham and Moses, always in
the perspective of a continued revelation, from the
Creation to Muhammad, without naming the latter.
But it is clearly Muhammad who is referred to in
LXXX "He frowned", and v. 13 mentions the suhuf
mukarrama "honoured leaves". Slightly later, after the
Hidjra of A.D. 622, there comes XCVIII, 2, suhuf
mutahhara "purified leaves". The Prophet's contemporaries, always hostile, would have liked some suhuf
munashshara "leaves/scrolls spread out/unrolled",
LXXIV, 52. Finally, to announce the end of the
world, a series of utterances beginning with idhd
"when..." describe apocalyptic events, including waidhd 'l-suhuf nushirat "when the leaves/scrolls will be
spread out/unrolled" (LXXXI, 10), which could also
mean the documents in which men's deeds are
recorded.
Sahifa and mushaf and their plurals are attested in
Hadith 63 and 65 times respectively (Wensinck, Con-
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cordance, iii, 360-1). As a leaf meant to receive a written text, the sahifa could be rolled up (tawa) or spread
out/unrolled (nashara), and might often be suspended
(callaka) e.g. from the hilt of a sword. It was meant to
be read in public and put into effect like an edict or
ordinance.
The Prophet, just before his death, asked for a
sahifa for writing upon at his dictation (Ibn Hanbal,
iii, 346; Ibn Madja, Zuhd, 7). This must refer to a
blank piece of writing material, a leaf of parchment or
papyrus.
According to the Sira (Ibn Ishak and Ibn Hisham
[q.vv. ]), there will be a mysterious fire which will
devour the unjust person but spare the one who has
suffered injustice. Two priests will come forth publicly, with their mushafs round their necks, and walk
through the fire. Idols and offerings will be consumed,
but not the two mushafs (Sira, Cairo 1937, i, 24). The
first Muslim migrants to Ethiopia witnessed the
bishops spreading out (nasharu) their mushafs (ibid., \,
358). At the moment of c Umar's conversion, the latter
found with his sister and brother-in-law a sahifa (parchment? leaf?) on which was written the opening of
sura XX (ibid., i, 364-6).
Correlatives of sahifa include: kirtds [q.v.[, occurring
once in the Kurgan, as also its pi.; kitdb [q.v.}, occurring 255 times, and its pi. six times; lawh [q.v.], once,
and its pi. four times; mawthiklmith.dk [q.v.], only to be
connected with sahifa under its aspect of pact, treaty,
convention; nuskha [q.v.}, once only; rakk \q.v.\, once
only; ruk^a, non Kur D anic but with the sense of a piece
of clothing or administrative document, or a sealed,
personal message (Sira, i, 26); sifr, non-Kur-'anic, but
found there five times in its pi. asfdr, with the sense of
books, volumes; and warak(d) [q.v.], three occurrences
altogether, a leaf of a tree or of a ms. in Hadith
(Ibn Madja). There are obvious links between all
these terms designating materials meant to receive
writing, with all the sacred connotations of this latter
term. An impression is given that communication
with the divine is perceived as taking place on three
levels: (1) the risdla, or mission of God's messengers;
(2) the kutub, the writings resulting from this mission;
and (3) the suhuf, leaves in the form of archives,
documents to which later reference is always possible.
2. Definition.
Sahifa does not refer to a leaf, since we have the
word waraka in both Kurgan and Hadith, nor yet paper
(only after ca. A.D. 750), but a flat, smooth surface
specially prepared for writing, a document written on
a page on a flat surface, not a stone, such as parchment or papyrus.
The mushaf is a collection of written leaves placed
between two covers (suhuf bayn daffatP-y^lawh^1
'lmushaf), or a collection of a complete assemblage of
leaves, each leaf being called a sahifa, or a collection
of pieces, of documents, a corpus or vulgate. In his
L^A, ix, 186a-187a, Ibn Manzur defines a sahifa as a
surface of writing upon in the form of a leaf. It differs
from a rutfa, which is necessarily sealed, whilst a sahifa
can be opened out, fixed on a wall or attached to
something. He mentions, in this connection, the anecdote about Tarafa and al-Mutalammis [q.vv.], both of
them bearers of a sahifa, an unsealed letter from the
king c Amr b. Hind ordering their execution. By getting the letter deciphered by a youth, al-Mutalammis
escaped death, whilst Tarafa perished.
A sahifa could be a leaf on which was transcribed the
text of a pact or treaty, meant to be read out to the
people and fixed on the wall of the Kacba or public
place, whilst the expression suhuf mutahharalmukarrama
could mean the leaves on which the Divine Revelation
was written.
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3. H i s t o r y .
The conversion of c Umar was a shock for the
Prophet's enemies and encouraged the first Muslims,
who performed their worship at the Kacba itself. This
conversion resulted from the discovery of a sahifa (=
page) of the KurDan which cUmar had read at his
sister's house (see above). This gave rise to another
sahifa, an agreement amongst the leading men of
Kuraysh, a kind of resolution voted upon by the
people of Mecca and posted up inside the Kacba.
(This edict recalls such documents amongst the ancient Romans, which were written on a leaf, read out
to the people and publicly posted in the Forum.) (Sira,
i, 371, 397, 399; al-Tabarl, iii, 1189-98).
In A.D. 619, there had taken place the emigration
of many of the Muslims from Mecca to Ethiopia [see
HIDJRA; MUHADJIRUN], whilst those remaining in Mecca had protection from the young cUmar. But in a
counter-stroke, the Meccan leaders produced from
their deliberations a sahifa, this event being the most
important one in the history of Meccan-Muslim relations in the years immediately before the Hidjra. A
social and economic boycott of the Muslims of the
Banu Hashim and of al-Muttalib was envisaged, involving a prohibition of marriages with them and
avoidance of commercial contacts. These two Muslim
clans took refuge in their shicb or ravine, on the lands
of Abu Talib. The boycott lasted for two or three
years, during which the sahifa was posted up in the
Kacba, but was not completely watertight. Certain
citizens eventually banded together to denounce the
pact, and five of them, Zuhayr b. Umayya, alMut c im b. cAdI, Abu '1-Bakhtara b. Hisham and
Zamca b. al-Aswad, harangued the crowd in front of
the Kacba and denounced the sahifa; but the story goes
that the words of it had all been eaten away by worms,
with the exception of the opening words "In thy
name, O Lord!" (Sira, ed. Wiistenfeld, 247-51;
W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Mecca, Oxford 1953,
121-2).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(A. GHEDIRA)
SAHIH (A.), literally, "sound, healthy".
1. As a technical t e r m in the science of hadith
[q.v.[, i.e. Muslim tradition.
It did not come into use immediately with the onset
of isndd criticism, for al-Ramahurmuzi (d. 360/970
[q.v.[), who wrote the first systematic work on hadith,,
does not seem to have applied it yet. It is used by
mediaeval as well as modern Muslim tradition experts
(sometimes followed in this by some western scholars)
to describe or qualify one particular prophetic tradition or a whole collection of such traditions. Sahih
traditions constitute one of the three major subdivisions of Muslim traditions, the other two being hasan,
i.e. "fair", and da^if, i.e. "weak". The commonest
definition of a tradition which is declared sahih is that
it is supported by an isndd [q.v.] which is labelled as
sahih, namely, one which shows a chain of transmitters going back to the Prophet in an uninterrupted
manner, i.e. each pair of two transmitters in that
chain must both be considered W/, i.e. "upright" or
"honest" to the point that their testimonies are admissible in a court of law, and ddbit, i.e. "painstakingly accurate". Finally, they should be known to have
met each other. In the case where a personal meeting
of two transmitters is not recorded in so many words,
it is imperative for an isndd in which these figure to be
called sahih, that their lifetimes should show a sufficient overlap (in Arabic: mu^dsard) for a master-pupil
relationship, or at least some transmission, to become
feasible. Moreover, for a tradition to be sahih, it
should neither be shddhdh. i.e. attested by a single isndd
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not found anywhere else, nor mucallal, i.e. marred by
a cz//a, i.e. a (hidden) defect pertaining to one pair of
transmitters in its isndd. In short, a hadith that deserves
to be labelled sahih is one credited with the highest
possible degree of acceptability.
Many different isndd strands received the qualification of being "the most sahih strand of all" at the
hands of various early tradition scholars, but none is
more famous than al-Bukhari's favourite strand: (alShafici [q.v.])-Malik b. Anas [?.y.]-Nafic [q.v.]-cAbd
Allah b. c Umar [q. v. ]-Prophet. This strand was used
also to support untold numbers of doubtful traditions,
as its very frequent occurrence in e.g. the Lisdn almizdn of Ibn Hadjar [q. v. ] testifies. For a survey of the
other strands held to be particularly sahih, see Bibl.
Tradition collections entitled al-Djdmi*- al-sahih are
the canonical collections by al-Bukharf (d. 256/870
[q.v.]), Muslim b. al-Hadjdjadj (d. 261/875 [q.v.]) and
al-Tirmidhi (d. 279/892 [q.v.]). Those of al-Bukharl
and Muslim are, furthermore, generally referred to as
"the two Sahihs". Besides, the post-canonical collection made by Ibn Hibban al-BustT (d. 354/965 [q.v.])
entitled al-Musnad al-sahih ^ald 'l-takdsim wa 'l-anwd^ is
often abbreviated to Sahih Ibn Hibban, cf. the redaction
of ''Ala3 al-Dln CA1I b. Balban al-FarisI (d. 739/1339)
called al-Ihsdn bi-tartib sahih Ibn Hibban, ed. Kamal Y.
al-Hut, Beirut 1987, 10 parts. Finally, there is the early, mainly IbacjT [see IBADIYYA] collection of al-Rabi*
b. Habib (d. ca. 170/785) which is sometimes called alDjamP al-sahih.
Bibliography: For a survey of definitions of, and
gradations and sub-divisions within, the technical
term, as well as the most sahih isndd strands linked
to various Companions and later key figures in
hadith, see al-Hakim al-Naysabun, Ma^rifat culum alhadith, ed. Mu c zam Husayn, Cairo-Haydarabad
1937, 58-62; Nawawf, Takrib, tr. by W. Marcais in
JA, 9C series, XVI (1900), 480-97; Ibn al-Salah, alMukaddima [fi culum al-hadith], edited with Mahdsin
al-istildh of Siradj al-Dln c Umar al-Bulkml by
'A'isha cAbd al-Rahman Bint al-ShatP, Cairo
1974, 82-102; Djalal al-Dm al-Suyuti, Tadrib al-rdwi
Ji shark takrib al-Nawawi, ed. cAbd al-Wahhab cAbd
al-Latif, Cairo 1966, I, 62-152; $ubhl al-Salih,
^Ulum al-hadith wa-mustalahuhu, Damascus 1959,
141-57.
(G.H.A. JUYNBOLL)
2. In law.
In Islamic law, a legal act is regarded as valid, i.e.
having its desired legal effects, if all its essential
elements (rukn, pi. arkdn) are present and the
necessary conditions (shart, pi. shuruf) are fulfilled. If
one or more of these elements or conditions are lacking, the act is null and void (fdsidor bdtil [q.v. ]), therefore does not exist and has no effect. This classification applies to acts of devotion (cibdddt) as well as to
legal acts (mu^dmaldt). With regard to the former, the
desired effect is being acquitted of an obligation,
which will result in reward in the Hereafter. Thus an
obligatory saldt [q.v.] performed in compliance with
the prescriptions, is valid, counts as the discharge of
a duty and will be recompensed after one's death.
Similarly, a repudiation duly pronounced according
to the rules is valid and produces its legal effects such
as the dissolution of the marriage and the beginning
of the waiting period for the wife (Qidda [q.v.]). Valid
acts are not necessarily binding (Idzim). Most schools
recognise as valid suspended (mawkuj) acts, i.e. legal
acts that have no obligatory effect until after their
ratification by a third party, such as acts performed by
an unauthorised agent (futfuli) or a discerning minor
(mumayyiz). In order to be binding they have to be approved by the principal or the guardian. They are

classified as valid because, after ratification, they are
regarded as having bound the principal or the minor
from the moment the original act was performed.
Bibliography: Y. Linant de Bellefonds, Traite de
droit musulman compare, Paris 1965, i, 87-101;
Muhammad Abu Zahra, Usul al-fikh, Cairo n.d.,
62; TaftazanI, Hdshiya cald 'l-^Adudiyya, shark Mukhtasar al-muntahd al-usuli li-Ibn Hddjib, ed. Shacban
Muhammad Ismacfl, Cairo 1974, ii, 7-8.
(R. PETERS)
3. In g r a m m a r .
Here, sahih usually refers to the "sound" letters,
loosely the consonants of Arabic, defined by default as
being neither "weak" letters, muHalla, viz. the semivowels alif, wdw, yd^ [see HURUF AL-HIDJA^], nor
vowels, viz. Jatha, kasra and damma [see HARAKA WASUKUN, KASRA] . The criteria of soundness and
weakness are purely phonetic and date at least to the
2nd/8th century; Slbawayhi (flor. 170/786 [q.v.]) and
al-Khalil b. Ahmad (d. 175/791, e.g. Kitdb al-^Ayn, i,
51, 57, 59) both use sahih and muHall.
The soundness of a letter (sc. phoneme: harf[q.v.]
denotes grapheme and phoneme alike, which does not
imply that the grammarians overlooked the distinction) lies in its stability in all vocalic environments,
unlike the weak letters, which are unstable between
and after vowels, and in its organic difference from
the vowels, which are articulated without any interruption in the air stream, while the sound phonemes,
continuant or plosive, always involve some constriction. The morphophonological implications of these
articulatory features were minutely observed by the
grammarians, who described in detail the various
allophones and such sound-changes as assimilation
(idghdm [q. v. ]), dissimilation, metathesis and substitution (ibddl [q.v.], and see al-Nassir, Bakalla, Bohas
and Guillaume).
On the morphological level, a verb stem containing
no weak radicals is called a "sound verb" ficlsahih (or
c
fi l sdlim), with much inconsistency regarding the place
of hamza in this scheme, and the "sound" plural is
likewise al-djamc al-sahih as well as the more usual alajam** al-sdlim.
It has been noted that sahih in later grammar may
also denote a "correct" utterance (Versteegh, 34): a
possible logical origin is hinted at, though the phrase
kaldm sahih is already found in Slbawayhi, Derenbourg, i, 353, Bulak, i, 400. More important than
origins, however, is the still unexplored peculiarity
that the same grammatical term may occur at different levels of analysis, indicating an approach to terminology fundamentally at variance with modern
linguistic conventions.
Bibliography: The articles referred to above,
especially HURUF AL-HIDJA^, contain extensive
bibliographies, to which may now be added the
following: G. Troupeau, Lexique-index du Kitdb de
Slbawayhi, Paris 1976; M.H. Bakalla, Ibn Jinni: an
early Arab Muslim phonetician. An interpretative study of
his life and contribution to linguistics, London-Taipei
1982; G. Bohas and J.-P. Guillaume, Etudes des
theories des grammairiens arabes. I, Morphologie et
phonologie, Damascus 1984; al-Khalil, K. al-^Ayn,
ed. M. al-Makhzuml and I. al-Samarra3!, Beirut
1988, i, 47-61; C.H.M. Versteegh, Arabic grammar
and Quranic exegesis in early Islam, Leiden 1993; A. A.
al-Nassir, Sibawayh the phonologist, London 1993.
(M.G. CARTER)
SAHIL (A.), European form Sahel, a geographical term meaning "edge, border zone". It is,
grammatically, an active participle with a passive
meaning (fa ^ilbi-ma^ndmaful, see e.g. L^A, ed. Beirut
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1375/1956, xi, 328a, "eaten away by the sea" whence
"shore".
The term has various regional applications, in accordance with the meaning "fringe area, zone".
1. In the Maghrib.
(a) The Sahil of Tunisia (Sahil of Sousse, Sahil
of Sfax). This is the coastal region of the low steppes
of the north, around the towns of Sousse, Monastir
and Mahdia, having a maritime climate and rainfall
in excess of 300 mm per annum and characterised by
the importance of its olive groves and the antiquity of
its urban network.
(b) The Sahil of Algeria. This is applied to the
coastal regions of Algeria, mainly those around
Algiers and Oran.
2. To the south of the Sahara.
The Sahil (in the best known sense of the word)
here is defined by the Arabic authors as a southern
"shore" of the Sahara, here compared to a sea. The
term was taken up in 1900 by the botanist Auguste
Chevalier, who posited an opposition in West and
Central Africa of increasingly humid zones called
Saharan, Sahilian, Sudanian and Guinean.
The Sahil zone thus delimited includes several
African states, from west to east: Senegal,
Mauritania, Mali, Burkina Fasso (Upper Volta),
Niger, the northeastern extremity of Nigeria, Chad
and the Sudan, with an area of about 4 million km 2 .
The term is, however, used above all for the central
and western part, from Tibesti to the Atlantic Ocean.
The Sahil does not have any well-marked physical
features. Like all the Sahara [see AL-SAHRA°], flat surfaces predominate, either in the form of plains
resulting from the levelling of the ancient preCambrian shield, making up the main part of the
countryside and interrupted by rare inselbergs, or else
in the form of essentially sandstone plateaux edged
with abrupt slopes making up striking relief features,
such as, from west to east, the Tagant and Assaba, the
plateaux of Bandiagara and the Hombori, and the Ennedi massif. Really mountainous massifs are rare,
apart from the volcanic one of the Djebel Marra in the
Sudan, reaching 3,000 m/10,000 feet. Within this
little-differentiated topography, the surface is often
made up of regs [q. v. ], but the dominant characteristic
of the Sahil surfaces is the importance of the ergs
(cirk). These great stretches of dunes, of which the
great Saharan ergs often extend towards the
southwest, are actually clothed with a herbaceous
vegetation which stabilises the sands; they are made
up of extended parallel bands of terrain (several dozen
km), and increasingly flattened by water erosion as
one travels southwards. Oriented ENE-WSW, and
covered with reddish sands, these bands are separated
by gullies between the dunes, e.g. the ergs of Trarza
and Cayor in Mauritania, the Gourma to the southeast of Timbuctu, the Azaouak to the south-west of
the Air, the Daza and Djourab to the north-east of
Lake Chad and the Goz of Sudan. These ergs are the
remnants of important climatic variations which have
taken place over the last millennia, and have sometimes brought about an important advance of the
desert southwards and the fixing of sand dunes, and
at other times a retreat of the Sahara northwards accompanied by a considerable extension of Lake Chad
and the overflowing of the Niger northwards, as was
the case during the period 8,000-2,000 B.C., with the
reversion to conditions identical with those of the
present time having lasted hardly more than 3,000
years. Over the Sahil zone in general, there is shrubby
steppeland in the south, becoming bushy in the north,
with a weak vegetation covering index, and which is
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more and more open as one approaches the Sahara.
Large, allogenous rivers—the Senegal, Niger, Chari
and Nile—bring into the region waters which are
often abundant.
The absence of topographical boundaries leads one
to describe the Sahil as the zone of transition between
the Sahara and the more humid regions of tropical
Africa. Hence it can only be delimited by means of
climatic characteristics, much discussed by writers;
thus Ch. Toupet considers as Sahilian the band of terrain comprised between the annual mean isohyets of
100 mm in the north and 700 mm in the south, whilst
Y. Pehaut limits it to the 150-200 mm band in the
north and the 600 mm one in the south. This
"climatic" definition is further complicated by the
importance of variations in precipitation over the
course of the years. The great droughts affecting the
Sahil since 1967 have brought about displacements of
the climatic zones towards the south by several hundred kilometres, and extensive changes for the worse
in the natural habitat, worsened by the increases in
population and their herds and by the fragility of the
sandy soils of the ancient ergs; during years of greater
rainfall, the Sahara-Sahil boundary retreats northwards, but the deterioration of the habitat is often irreversible and never completely restored. These
droughts are due to the marginal position of the Sahil
in relation to the inflow of rainfall. The Sahil in
general is characterised by the alternation, in the
course of each year, of a long dry season during which
the northerly trade-winds (called Harmattan when they
are continental) and a rainy season corresponding to
the influx of humid air of the summer monsoons
originating in the Atlantic Ocean (Gulf of Guinea).
These monsoons, fairly abundant in the southern part
of the Sahil, become more and more feeble and irregular as one approaches the Sahara.
The population of the Sahil is characterised by a
marked decrease in density as one goes from south to
north and by the mixture of "blacks" and "whites",
more or less Islamised, with a distribution only explicable by what it has been possible to piece together
of the history of the region and of the great empires
which dominated it, poorly known for the central and
western Sahil. The first empire, that of Ghana [^.z».],
which extended from the southern Sahara as far as
Guinea, was described in 1068 by al-Bakrl in his description of West Africa. It was interrupted in the
5th/11th century by the arrival of the Almoravids [see
AL-MURABITUN], who came from southern Morocco
and created an empire stretching from al-Andalus to
the western Sahil; this did not last, but brought Islam
and the Arabic language to the region. In the 7th/13th
century, a new empire, that of Mali [q. v. ], arose, from
the Sahil to the tropical forest, in the bend of the
Niger. After its apogee in the 8th/14th century, it was
supplanted a century later by the Songhay empire,
whose capital Gao was destroyed by an expedition
sent from Morocco in 1591. At the same time, around
Lake Chad, the dynasty of the Safawa reigned from
the 3rd/9th to the 13th/19th century with various
fortunes.
In all these regions, the penetration of Islam was
achieved essentially in peaceful ways, favoured by the
great empires based on commerce, and whose ruling
classes showed themselves fairly tolerant. It was often
the nobles and urban populations which became converts, whilst the rural populations, making up the
mass of the people, remained animists. This penetration was equally the work of numerous Muslim
traders involved in the trans-Saharan commerce, involving above all the export of gold, for which the
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Sudan was the main world producer, to the Mediterranean countries, and the slave traffic, which had for
long been important, to the lands of the Maghrib. It
was likewise favoured by a general movement, since
the Middle Ages, of the sedentary black populations,
pushed southwards by nomads who were Muslims,
and possibly by a deterioration in climate.
The present-day population of the Sahil shows a
complex pattern of overlapping peoples, including
societies often strongly hierarchical in social structure,
which can be distinguished by their ways of life: the
pure nomads, found especially in the northern Sahil,
corresponding to the southwards extension of the
great Saharan groups: Moors in the west, Touaregs in
the centre and Tubus in the east. The semi-nomads,
like the Kreda to the east of Lake Chad, regularly increase proportionately, and possess palm-groves or
practise stock-rearing and an extensive agriculture at
the same time, sometimes organising the transhumance of their herds under the care of herdsmen.
The Peuls or Fulbe, a people whose origin is badly
known, belong to this category, whilst practising
stock-rearing of bovines which are more of a social
value than one of food supply. Finally, the cultivators,
mainly blacks, have great difficulty in practising dry
farming in a climate with such feeble and irregular
rainfall; the cultures utilising river water along the
great waterways depend on the volume of the flood
waters of those rivers, and irrigated systems of
agriculture remain rare. Within these activities,
formerly highly hierarchical, recent political changes
have brought a reversal in the strength of forces; the
nomadic Saharan tribes, which were formerly dominant through their razzias and through the slave traffic, have found themselves ruined by the drought, the
disappearance of the great caravan traffic and the collapse of social structures, and are subordinate to a
political authority in the hands of the sedentary black
populations, more quickly susceptible to education.
The peoples of the Sahil have often been severely
affected by the great droughts which have adversely
affected their modes of life at a time when they have
been demographically increasing—e.g. it has been
estimated that the population of Senegal has increased
from one million at the beginning of this century to
one of ca. 7.5 millions in 1990—and the increase in
herds has damaged the environment. Unfavourable
economic conditions (decline in the value of primary
products and of agricultural products for export), and
the division of the Sahil into several states with scanty
resources, have added to climatic deterioration to
make the Sahil one of the regions of the globe in the
greatest difficulties.
Bibliography: Y. Pehaut, art. Le Sahel, in Encyclopaedia Universalis, Paris 1989; Ch. Toupet, Le
Sahel, Paris 1992.
(Y. CALLOT)
SAHIR, DJELAL (CELAL SAHIR EROZAN), Ottoman and early Republican Turkish poet and
a u t h o r , born in 1299/1883, died in 1935.
He was the son of IsmacH Hakki Pa§ha of Yemen
and Fehime Nuzhet of the Tatar Hadji Dawud Khan
family, herself an author and poet. Sahir grew up with
his mother in Istanbul, attended the Dawud Pasha
Rushdiyye and the Wefa Icdadl schools and took
private French lessons. He began writing poetry at the
age of 14, and his poems were first published in
Therwet-i funun [q. v. ], the journal of the literary group
Edebiyydt-l a^edide. When the group renewed itself
under the name Feajr-i dti [q. v. ], whose motto was art
for art's sake, he became for a while the leader of the
group. Although they were for the westernisation of
Turkish literature, their language remained complex,

with much use of the Persian and Arabic lexicons, the
use of traditional love themes and writing in carud, i.e.
the traditional metres of poetry. He left the Faculty of
Law in Istanbul after two years and in 1903 was
employed at the Foreign Office. After Feajr-i all
dissolved itself, Sahir wrote for the journal Gene
kalemler ("Young Pens") during 1911-12, this being
the voice of the nationalist movement, advocating use
of the national language and a national literature.
During this time, Sahir wrote with the syllabic folk
metre of Turkish. He left the Foreign Office and first
taught literature in high schools but later became a
merchant. He acted chiefly as the founder or editor of
various periodicals as well as writing in them (Seyydre,
Demet, Kitdblar, Turk Yurdu, Bilgi, Khalka Doghru and
Turk Sdzii). These journals were mostly devoted to the
promotion of Turkish nationalism during the war
years. Kitablar, published in the 1920s, were monthly
books containing poems, plays, short stories called
Birindji kitdb....sekizindji kitdb. He was appointed as a
member of the Commission for Language Reform
and became a member in the National Assembly for
Zonguldak in 1928. In 1932 he was among the founding members of the Turk Dili Tetkik Cemiyeti. He died
in 1935 in Istanbul, having married three times and
having six children.
Bibliography: 1. First e d i t i o n s . Kdrdesh sesi,
1908; Beydd golgeler, 1909; Buhrdn, 1909; Siydh kitdb,
1912; Istanbul icin meb^uth ndmzedlerim, 1919;
Muntekhab coaj.uk shfrleri, 1918, 1919; Klrd^dt-i
edebiyye, 1919; Imld lughati, 1929; Simon (translated
from Eugene Brieux), 1919.
2. Selected s t u d i e s . Mahir Unlii and Omer
Ozcan, 20.yy. Turk edebiyyati, Istanbul 1987; Nesrin
Tagizade Karaca, Celal Sahir Erozan, Ankara 1992;
Ataol Behramoglu, Buyuk Turk siiri antolojisi, ii,
Istanbul 1993; Kenan Akyuz, in PTF, ii, 525-6,
564-5, 571, 598-9. See also the El1 art. (T. Menzel)
for older bibl. _
(£IGDEM BALIM)
SAHL B. HARUN B. RAHAWAYH (or Rahlyun,
Rahyun, Ramnuy), Persian a u t h o r , t r a n s l a t o r ,
a n d a p o e t of great repute who wrote in Arabic in the
early cAbbasid period and died in 215/830. He was
born in Dast-i Maysan or in Maysan [q. v. ] in southeastern c lrak. His family, originally from Nlshapur,
had moved to the Maysan region and then to Basra,
whence his nisba al-Basrl.
The period of his youth and early education remains in obscurity. He attracted public attention first
as the secretary of Harun al-Rashld's vizier Yahya. b.
Khalid al-Barmakl (170-87/786-803). Under Yahya,
he was charged with the distribution of certain public
payments (Ibn cAbd Rabbih, v, 58). He survived the
fall of the Barmakids, became an intimate of alRashld and acted as his sahib al-dawdwin (Ibn alAbbar, IHab al-kuttdb, Damascus 1961, 85-6). It is not
known whether he held this office under al-Amln,
although during the pursuing civil war and fratricide
which ravaged Baghdad, he remained in the capital
and had contact with al-Amln's vizier al-Facjl b. alRabl* (al-Djahiz, Baydn, i, 346). Under al-MaDmun
he was bound to al-Hasan b. Sahl [0.0.], and served
primarily as the chief director of the House of Wisdom
(bayt al-hikma [q. v. ]).
Early literary tradition portrays Sahl as the
foremost partisan of the Shu c ubiyya [0.0.], though by
religious preference he was a Shi*! (al-Damlri, Haydt
al-hqyawdn, Cairo 1887, i, 313). The story known as
"Sahl's rooster", related by the zealous Shi*! poet
Dicbil al-KhuzacI [0.0.], confirms his ties with the
Shi^is (al-Djahiz, Hayawdn, ii, 374-5). However, he
seems to have favoured, as many learned men of his
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generation did, the Muctazih doctrine and is mentioned next to its leading mentors Abu '1-Hudhayl,
al-Nazzam and al-Djahiz (al-Djahiz, Hayawdn, vii,
182, 206; al-Thacalibi, Thimdr al-kulub, Cairo 1965,
172).
Sahl found an ardent admirer and friend in his
younger contemporary al-Djahiz, who praised him as
a trustworthy gentleman not shy in defending the
truth even to his own loss; a superlative orator, master
of rhetoric and style, author of many treatises and
voluminous books (Baydn, i, 52, 89). Still more warmly Abu 'l-cAyna5 [q.v. ] wrote of Sahl: "God enhanced
the worth of the world by letting him be one of its
residents!" (al-Tawhldi, al-Basd^ir wa 'l-dhakhd^ir,
Damascus 1964, iii,, 326 n. 1).
In his own time Sahl became outstanding in eloquence and learning, and wrote books in challenge of
the Arabic classics (Ibn Nubata, Sarh al-Quyun, Cairo
1964, 242). He had a refined taste for the creation of
short, semi-lyrical exhortations, whose terse prose
aroused the admiration of connoisseurs of the Arabic
language. He was equally remarkable for the merit of
his poetry. No diwdn or collection of poems survives
from him. Ibn al-Nadlm (Fihrist, ed. Tadjaddud, 191)
estimated his poems only at about fifty pages. Many
of these, adorned with maxims and admonitory
precepts, are extant in scattered adab works. By his
wisdom and prudence and his literary aptitude, he acquired great celebrity and his name became proverbial. People would say: "Sahl b. Harun has composed
your words!" (Ibn Nubata, 242), or "You speak with
the tongue of Sahl b. Harun!" (Ibn Bassam, alDhakhira ft mahdsin ahl al-Djazira, Beirut 1978, ii/2,
729).
More than five centuries afterwards, Ibn
Khaldun [ q . v . ] , who considered Sahl's Rasd^il as
peerless examples of Arabic literary composition,
recommended them to the intelligent critic and those
with literary taste who desired to master the Arabic
language and a high order of eloquence (Mukaddima,
tr. Rosenthal, iii, 393).
Together with Ibn al-Mukaffa c , Aban al-Lahikl
[q. vv. ], and c AHb. cUbayda al-Rayhanl, Sahl belongs
to that community of authors and translators of
Pahlavi literature who effected a prodigious place for
Persian literary, political and cultural traditions
among Muslims. The titles of his books clearly reveal
his interest for the ancient heritage of Persia. The first
field in which he relied heavily on Persian sources was
the application ofandarz or "wisdom" literature in his
books of fable, told in the speech of humans, birds and
animals (Ibn al-Nadlm, 197). He wrote a Kitdb
Tha^ala wa-^Afrd*, and one al-Namir wa 'l-Tha^lab "the
Panther and the Fox", in imitation of the revered
Pahlavi fable Kalila wa-Dimna [q. v. ] . From the former
only some brief excerpts are extant. The second survives in an abridged form, and has been published.
This is told in a continuous narrative without the interjection of independent apologues characteristic of
the Kalila. In both books, Sahl creates situations for
animals to convey ethical and didactic counsels to his
readers, a literary device much favoured by Persians.
From the published fragments it cannot be determined whether he translated these from Pahlavi originals
or created them himself. Some mediaeval critics found
these superior even to their prototype (al-Mascudi,
Murudj. al-dhahab, Beirut 1965-79, i, 89). A striking
feature introduced for the first time into Arabic
literature by Sahl is the application of an epistolary
style in fables. Sahl's success in this field won him the
honorable nickname "Buzurgmihr-i Islam", which
not only put him in the same rank of Khusraw I
Anushirwan's (531-79) famed vizier Buzurgmihr, but
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also signified the role he had assumed in the Persianisation of al-Ma D mun's court, that of the supreme
wise man in politics and adviser to the caliph.
Sahl's famous encomium on avarice, Risdla fi 'lBukhl, whose authenticity is sometimes doubted,
forms the beginning of al-Djahiz's Kitdb al-Bukhald*,
and is incorporated also by Ibn cAbd Rabbih (vi, 2004). Handling and exaltation of irreverent themes
seems to have constituted a challenging arena for
talented men to test their literary genius in this
period. For the opponents of the Shucubiyya, however, it was easy to charge the author with frugality;
and Sahl had to explain that his intention was the opposite (Ibn Nubata, 244). This was recognised as an
intellectual coup de force in exhibiting his literary
puissance (al-Husrl, 831).
Beside composing books of fable and belles-lettres,
he also handled political subjects, as in his Kitdb Tadbir
al-mulk wa 'l-siydsa, surely adopting his ideas from Persian political philosophy. Books on politics have left
their greatest mark on the Arab-Islamic diplomatic
practices. His description of the qualities of the
chamberlain, hddjib [ q . v . } , was based perhaps as much
on personal experience as on the lost Sasanid book
Shdhi or Shdhini (al-Djahiz, Rasd^il, ii, 39). In Sirat alMa^mun (Ibn Nubata, 242), Sahl treated topics common to Siyar al-muluk which describe royal customs of
the Persian kings, dignitaries and heroes. Al-TabarT's
long passages on the rise of rivalries between the two
brothers al-Amln and al-Ma^mun, and anecdotes
about al-Ma^mun recorded on Sahl's authority in
other sources, may have had their origin in this book.
His treatise on jurisprudence and the function of the
kadi [ q . v . } , Risdla fi 'l-Kadd\ addressed to the Persian
jurist and judge of Basra c lsa b. Aban b. Sadaka b.
c
AdI b. Mardanshah of Fasa (in office from 211/826
until his death in 220/835), echoed his experience in
judicial matters and legal interpretation.
Among Sahl's many translations was the romance
Wdmik and ^Adhrd^ which was supposed to have been
compiled at the time of Anushirwan and presented to
him. The famous verse on the wall of Kasr-i Shirin
Palace, which pertains to the time of Khusraw Parwiz
(590-628), is a direct reference to this romance
(Rypka, Iranische Literaturgeschichte, Leipzig 1959, 1323), but we have no indication whether Sahl's translation was in verse or in prose. Not knowing much
about the content of this epic, one cannot determine
its relationship to the poet c UnsurT's [q.v.] New Persian versification of the Wdmik u ^Adhrd^ romance, but
the Vorlage of c Unsurf's version was clearly a Greek
one and not any intermediate Pahlavi translation.
Sahl's book Adab Ashk b. Ashk, apparently a compilation of political and wisdom literature attributed to the
Arsacid King Ashk b. Ashk, displayed his interest in
Parthian subjects. Sahl's books, amounting to some
20 titles—Ibn al-Nadlm listed only 13—were without
doubt very popular and of great social value, but alDjahiz's claim (Rasd^il, i, 351) to have used Sahl's
name to publicise some of his own works is more probably a fiction.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the text): Sahl's only surviving book has been edited
and translated by Abdelkader Mehiri, An-Namir wat-ta^ab (La Panthere et le Renard), Tunis 1973, also ed.
MundjI al-Ku c bI, Tunis 1980. For additional c i t a t i o n s of Sahl's sentences and poems, see Abi, Nathr
al-durr, Cairo 1980-90, ii, 188, iii, 283, iv, 167, 191,
232-3, v, 113; al-Djahiz, al-Baydn wa 'l-tabyin, Cairo
1968, i, 52, 58, 77, 89-91, 197, 238, 243, 332-3,
346, ii, 39, 43, 74, 104, 195, 196, iii, 29, 352, 3734; idem, Bukhald\ Cairo 1958, 9-16 ( = Risdla fi 7-
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Bukhl), 1, 5, 21, 40, 43, 93, 106, 130, 154, 182, and
the editor's notes 268-71, 279, 280, 288, 301, 357,
382; idem, Hayawdn, Cairo 1947, ii, 374-75, iii, 66,
466, v, 603, vi, 388, 431; vii, 182, 201-2, 206;
idem, Rasd^il, Cairo 1964, ii, 38-39, 261-2, 303-4;
al-Husrl al-Kayrawam, Zahr al-dddb, Cairo 1969,
97/109, 11?; 151, 302, 365, 545, 576-8, 831, 949;
Ibn cAbd Rabbih, al-^Ikd al-fand, Cairo 1940-53, ii,
123, 136, 137, 207, 295, 338, iii, 7, 302, 311, iv,
179, 189, 198, v, 58-65, 69, 339, vi, 180, 196, 2004; Ibn Hamdun, al-Tadhkira al-hamduniyya, Beirut
1983, i, 253, 299, 348,_374,_ 416-17, ii, 17, 325,
382. For s t u d i e s , see clsa c Akub, Tcfthir al-hikam
al-Fdrisiyya fi 'l-adab al-^Arabi Ji 'l-^asr al-^Abbdsi alawwal, Damascus 1989, 183-8, 294-6; M.-G. BaltyGuesdon, Le Bayt al-Hikma de Baghdad, in Arabica,
xxxix (1992), 131-50; J.H. Kramers, £/> art. s.v.;
M. Kurd CA1T, Sahib. Hdrun, inMadjallat al-Madjma^
al-^Ilmi al-cArabi, vii (1927), 5-27, repr. in his
Umard^ al-baydn, Cairo 1937, 159-90; Shawkl Dayf,
Sahl b. Hdrun, in his al-^Asr al-^Abbdsi al-awwal,
Cairo 1966, 526-40; A. Muhamed Vagi, Sahl ibn
Hdrun. Edition des fragments avec traduction precedee
d'une introduction sur cet auteur et ses ceuvres, diss. Paris,
Sorbonne 1956, unpubl.
(MOHSEN ZAKERI)
SAHL AL-TUSTARi, ABU MUHAMMAD B. C ABD
ALLAH b. Yunus b. clsa b. cAbd Allah b. RafF, an inf l u e n t i a l Sufi of mediaeval Islam, was probably
born in 203/818 in Tustar, Khuzistan, and died in
283/896 in Basra. The essential course of his life can
be reconstructed on the basis of fragmentary
hagiographical accounts, included in the Sufi primary
sources, and incidental references of Islamic historical
literature.
Until a short time after his pilgrimage to Mecca in
219/834, al-Tustari received his basic education from
his maternal uncle Muhammad b. Sawwar (who
transmitted hadith on the authority of Sufyan alThawrT [q. v. ]) and Hamza al- c Abbadanf, an obscure
spiritual instructor residing at the ribdt of c Abbadan
[q. v. ], where al-Tustan had a vision of God's supreme
name (ism Allah al-a^zam) written in the sky with green
light from east to west (al-Tustan, Tafsir, 17, 24; Ansari, Tabakdt, 116). Al-Tustan met his Sufi forebear
Dhu '1-Nun al-Misri [q. v. ] at least once in his life, but
it is not certain whether he became his direct disciple.
After spending some twenty-odd years in his
hometown, engaged in austere practices, especially
fasting, al-Tustari emerged with a teaching of his own
about the time of Dhu '1-Nun al-Misri's death in
245/860 and gathered a group of disciples around
himself. Prominent among his disciples were Abu
c
Abd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Salim al-Basri
(d. 297/909), said to have served al-Tustari for sixty
years, and al-Halladj [q.v.] who stayed with him for
about two years. About the time when the Zandj [q.v. ]
occupied Tustar for a short time in 263/877, alTustari was summoned from Tustar to the camp of
the Saffarids to cure their ailing leader, Ya c kub b. alLayth [q.v.] (cf. Abu Nu c aym, Hilya, x, 210), who had
been wounded in his defeat by the caliphal regent alMuwaffak at Dayr al-cAkul [q.v.] in 262/876. Expelled from his home town for political or doctrinal
reasons (al-Sarradj, Lurrta**, 407, cf. Arberry, Pages,
9), al-Tustari took up residence in Basra early in
263/877, though another strand of source evidence
would suggest that he had settled there as early as
258/871 when the Zandj sacked the town (al-Makkl,
Kut al-kulub, iii, 104). In Basra, al-Tustarl was
welcomed by Abu Dawud al-Sidjistam (d. 275/889
[q. v. ]) but, because of his claim to be "the proof of
God" (hudjdjat Allah), became involved in religious

controversy with Abu Yahya Zakariyya0 al-Sadji (d.
307/909) and Abu cAbd Allah al-Zubayri (d.
317/929), two leading Shaficl scholars of the city (alShacranf, Tabakdt, i, 67).
Shortly after his death in Basra, al-Tustari's direct
disciples split into two groups (cf. Bowering, Mystical
vision, 75-99). One group selected Baghdad as the centre of activity, either joining the Sufi circle of alDjunayd [q.v.], as did Abu Muhammad al-Djurayri
(d. 312/924) and Abu '1-Hasan c Alib. Muhammad alMuzayyin al-Tirmidhl (d. 328/939), or associating
with the Hanballs in the Muhawwal quarter of
Baghdad, as did Abu Muhammad al-Barbahari (d.
329/941 [q.v.]) and two crucial transmitters of alTustari's teachings, Abu Bakr Muhammad b. alAshcath al-Sidjz! and Abu '1-Hasan c Umar b. Wasil
al-cAnbari (d. 312/924). The other group of alTustari's disciples stayed on in Basra and found acceptance among the local Malikls. It formed the
nucleus of a theological school, known as the
Salimiyya, that was organised by Abu '1-Hasan
Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Salim al-Basri
(d. 356/967), who is frequently confused in the
sources with his father, al-Tustari's life-long associate.
The most famous exponent of the Salimiyya, however, was Abu Talib al-Makkl (d. 386/996 [q. v. ]) who,
in his Kut al-kulub, frequently cites Abu '1-Hasan
Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Salim as "our shaykh" and
al-Tustari as "our imam". The Salimiyya, who also
adopted ideas propagated by Abu Hulman al-Farisf
al-Dimashkl (d. ca. 340/951), became the target of a
lost refutation (ar-Radd cald Ibn Salim) written by the
Shafi c l(or Zahiri) Ibn al-Khafif (d. 371/981). Possibly
on the basis of this refutation, a list of eighteen objectionable propositions was drawn up in Hanbalf circles
by Ibn al-Farra3 (d. 458/1065 [q.v.]) in his MuHamad
(217-21), of which cAbd al-Kadir al-Djilam [q.v.]
copied and rejected twelve propositions in his Ghunya
(i, 106-7). The last major exponents of the Salimiyya
were Abu CA1T al-Hasan b. C AH al-Ahwaz! (d.
446/1055; cf. al-Dhahabi, Siyar, xviii, 13-8), Abu
Shakur Muhammad b. cAbd al-Sayyid al-Saliml (d.
shortly after 470/1077; see GAL, I, 419; S I, 744) and
Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Yahya al-Zabldl (d.
555/1160; cf. al-Dhahabl, Siyar, xx, 316-9).
Beginning with Ibn al-Nadlm's Fihrist, 186, quite a
number of treatises have been ascribed to al-Tustari
in Islamic bibliography. All of these appear to be lost
under their titles, but two works attributed to alTustari are extant. They are a Kur'an commentary,
Kitdb Fahm al-Kur^dn (published as To/sir al-Kur^dn alkanm, Cairo 1326/1908 and 1329/1911), and a collection of al-Tustari's sayings in three parts with the
commentary of Abu '1-Kasim cAbd al-Rahman alSikilll (d. ca. 386/996), preserved in the collective ms.
Koprulii 727 (one part of which, al-Mu^drada wa 7radd, was published by M.K. Gaafer, Cairo 1980).
Many fragments of al-Tustari's commentary on
Kur^anic verses are cited in Sulaml's Hakd^ik al-tafsir,
which is accessible only in manuscript (for a table of
references and the parallel citations in Ruzbihan alBakli's ^Ard^is al-baydn, see G. Bowering, Mystical vision, 113-24). Al-Tustari's extant works are not his
own writings, but were compiled by his followers who
based themselves on the core of his teachings. The
other tracts attributed to al-Tustari (see GAS, i, 647)
are marginal or spurious (for an annotated list of
Tustari's works, see Bowering, op. cit., 11-18, and
add Tafsir al-Kur^dn, ms. Azhar, Riwdk al-atrdk 7, and
the excerpts included in ms. Zahiriyya 9595, fols. 3543). The two works attributed to al-Tustari and the
considerable body of anecdotes and sayings quoted on
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his authority in the Sufi primary sources give a
fragmentary yet substantive picture of al-TustarT's
mystical theory and practice.
The central idea of al-Tustan's mysticism is the
Sufi recollection of God (dhikr [q.v.]), which he put on
a firm theoretical basis. All his life he observed the
method of recollecting God by repeating a mental
prayer, "God is my witness" ( Alldhu shdhidi, cf. alKushayrT, Risdla, 83) and understanding it as his daily
sustenance (kut). He interpreted it experientially as
the break-through to God, who effects His own
recollection within the mystic's heart (dhikr Allah
bi'lldh: al-dhikr hi V madhjkur, cf. al-Tustarl, Tafsir alKur^dn, 25-6, 80). Anchoring dhikr in the selfrevelation of God at the primordial covenant in preexistence (a-lastu bi-rabbikum, Kur D an, VII, 172), alTustarT understood dhikr as anamnesis. The mystic
rediscovers the primaeval moment before God in the
inmost recesses of his soul (sin al-nafs) when he listens
to Pharaoh's blasphemous proclamation of his own
lordship, "I am your Lord Most High" (and rabbukum
al-a^ld, LXXIX, 24). Listening to God, the true
speaker of the Kurgan, the mystic ironically perceives
the actual essence of belief flowing from the tongue of
unbelief and remembers in his experience the moment
when God, in pre-existence, affirmed His oneness and
lordship before all humanity. There is only one who
can truly say, "I am" (and), God, giving expression
to the secret of divine lordship (sin al-rububiyyd) captured by the mystic in the experience of dhikr (cf.
Bowering, Mystical vision, 187-207). Al-TustarT's practical Sufi ideal was incessant repentance (al-tawba
fanda ''aid 'l-cabd ma^a kulli nafas, al-Sarradj, Luma*-,
407, cf. Arberry, Pages, 9) and complete trust in God
(tawakkul) which he understood as handing oneself
over to God like the corpse in the hands of the undertaker (al-Kushayrl, Risdla, 368).
Al-TustarT's thought is deeply intertwined with
Kur'anic exegesis. He proposed a pattern of Kurgan
interpretation that theoretically distinguished four
meanings for each verse, literal (zdhir), allegorical
(bdtin), moral (hadd) and anagogical (matla*-, muttala^.
In fact, however, he consistently employed only two
levels of meaning, a literal and an allegorical sense,
combining zdhir and hadd as opposed to bdtin and
matla*-. In his theology, al-TustarT understood God
under the symbol of light (nur) on the background of
the light verse (dyat al-nur, XXIV, 35) and chose the
phrase of "the light of Muhammad" (nur Muhammad}
to designate the primal man and prototypical mystic,
apparently in vague association with logos speculations and Shi*-! terminology. In interpretation of II,
30, and LIII, 13-18, he conceived of Muhammad as
the column of light (^amud al-nur) standing in primordial adoration of God, the crystal which draws the
divine light upon itself, absorbs it in its core (kalb
Muhammad) and projects it unto humanity in the
Kurgan.
In his psychology, al-TustarT played on the doubleentendre of nafas (breath; life-breath) and nafs (soul,
self), and perceived the human soul as the theatre of
a struggle between two antagonistic tendencies, that
of the God-centred orientation of the human heart
(kalb), his spiritual self (nafs al-ruh), and that of the
self-centred inclination of the carnal soul (al-nafs alammdra bi 'l-su^), his natural self (nafs al-tab^}. Interpreting Kur'an, XXXIX, 42, al-TustarT traced the
two selves to the notion of tawaffi (God's taking the
souls unto Himself in death, sleep and mystic ascent)
and understood each of them as a subtle substance
(latij), one luminous, the other coarse. Al-TustarT's
notion of faith (imdn) did not only include profession
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with the tongue (kawt), conformity of action (Carnal)
and intention (niyya) but also the light of certitude (nur
al-yakin), by which the mystic is enabled to anticipate
God's final self-revelation (taa^alli) experienced in the
beatific vision. Al-TustarT found the basis for his idea
of tadjalltm Kur'an, XLIII, 70-2, a reference to the
people of paradise, rather than in the Kur^anic
reference to Moses, who was unable to bear the sight
of God's revelation (VII, 143).
There are only fragmentary source texts illuminating al-Tustan's resolution of the central
problem of Muslim theology concerning the interrelation between divine omnipotence and human responsibility. Al-TustarT's thought attempts to achieve a
conjunction of opposites and foreshadows AshcarT
themes. However, these themes may have been introduced into his Tafsir al-Kur^dn by his disciples in the
aftermath of al-AshcarT [q. v. ]. God creates both good
and evil and possesses two kinds of will, volition
(mashed) and an express will (irdda). Since human action is caused by the divine agency, God has to possess
divine foreknowledge (Cz7m Allah al-sdbik) of it prior to
its occurrence. God's providence (tadbir), made explicit in His command (amr) and interdiction (nahy),
runs parallel to God's guidance (hiddya), made explicit
in His help (macuna, also termed wildyd) and protection (^isma). When man performs an action in conformity with the divine Command and Interdiction, he
is granted the divine succour of God's ma^una, i.e.
divinely given success (tawfik). Should he commit an
action in opposition to the divine Command and Interdiction, man places himself outside the divine
custody and is deserted by God, who withdraws His
^isma and forsakes man (khidhldn [q.v.]). It is man's
duty to turn to God with thanksgiving when he performs a good deed (hasana) and to seek God's succour
through repentance when he commits an evil deed
(sayyPa). Whether man conforms to or opposes the
divine Command and Interdiction, in each case the
action comes from God although it is executed
through man and by man (minhu bihim wa-lahum, see
Bowering, Mystical vision, 175-84).
Bibliography: TustarT, Tafsir al-Kurgan al-kanm,
Cairo 1329/1911 (this edition cited); Sarradj, Kitdb
al-Lumac, ed. R.A. Nicholson, Leiden 1914;
MakkT, Kut al-kulub fi mucdmaldt al-mahbub, 4 vols.,
Cairo 1351/1932; SulamT, Tabakdt al-sufiyya, ed. J.
Pedersen, Leiden 1960, 199-205; KushayrT, alRisdla al-kushayriyya, Cairo 1385/1966; al-Ansari alHarawT, Tabakdt al-sufiyya, ed. cAbd al-Hayy
HabTbT, Kabul 1341 J&./1961; Abu Nu c aym, Hilyat
al-awliya? wa-tabakdt al-asfiyd^, 10 vols., Cairo 13517/1932-9; ShacranT, al-Tabakdt al-kubrd, 2 vols.,
Cairo 1315/1897; Ibn al-Farra3, al-MuHamadfi usul
al-din, Beirut 1974; cAbd al-Kadir al-DjflanT, alGhunya li-tdlibitankal-hakk, 2 vols., Cairo 1322; A.J.
Arberry, Pages from the Kitdb al-luma*-, London 1947;
G. Bowering, The mystical vision of existence in classical
Islam, Berlin-New York 1980; M.K. Gaafer, Min
al-turdthal-sufi, Cairo 1974; I. Goldziher, inZDMG,
xli (1907), 73-80; L. Massignon, Essai sur les origines
du lexique technique de la mystique musulmane, Paris
1968; C. Tune, Sahl b. ^Abd Allah at-Tustan und die
Sdlimiya, Bonn 1970.
(G. BOWERING)
AL-SAHM (A.) "arrow". For the use of arrows in
a r c h e r y , see KAWS.
1. In science.
a. Geometrical t e r m . If one erects a perpendicular c b in the middle of a chord of an arc, which
reaches to the arc, this is called al-sahm, the versed sine
(al-^ayb al-ma^kus) of the arc a b; the sine (al-djayb almustawi), which corresponds to our sine, is a c (see—in
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addition to many other passages—al-Kh w arazmi, Mafdtih al-culum ed. van Vloten,
\ 205). The versed sine played
a much more important part
in the older mathematics from the Hindus onwards
than it does in modern mathematics (cf. e.g. A. von
Braunmuhl, Geschichte der Trigonometric). Sine and
versed sine are measured in the parts of the radius of
the circle, the latter being taken as equal to 60 parts
or = 1.
b. Astrological t e r m . Ibn al-KiftT says that the
expression sahm al-ghayb (the arrow, the hitting of the
secret of the future , see op. cit., 327, 338, 410) is
astrological.
(E. WIEDEMANN*)
c. A s t r o n o m i c a l t e r m . Surat al-RdmT, constellation of S a g i t t a r i u s , and also al-Kaws, bow of Sagittarius (cross-bow), is a southern constellation of the
ecliptic, which, according to Ptolemy and the Arabs,
consists of 31 stars mainly of southern latitude, which
are almost all of the 3rd to 6th degrees of magnitude.
Ptolemy gives only star 24 of Sagittarius (Arabic,
rukbat al-yad al-yusrd, elbow of the left arm) the
magnitude 2-3, while al-BirunT (al-Kdnun al-Mas^udi,
Berl. ms. 275, fol. 205b) gives magnitude 2 for stars
24 and 23 (ka^b al-yad al-yusrd = knuckle of the left
hand); of Sagittarius in Ulugh Beg, however, except
star 3 of Sagittarius (cala 'l-djdnib al-djanubi min alkaws = the one south of the bow), which, according to
him, is 3-2 in magnitude, they are only of the 3rd or
lower degrees of magnitude. This 20 e Sagittarii is
really of 1.9 magnitude (on ^Urkub al-rdmi, see C.A.
Nallino, Opus astronomicum, ii, 163). The following
stars of Sagittarius are also noteworthy: Nasl alsahm = point of the arrow, and the so-called "eye of
the archer", cAyn al-rdmi, or, according to al-Birunl,
op. cit., al-Sahd^ib al-muda^afa cala 'l-^ayn - the nebulous double-star which is in the eye. Neither in alBirunl nor in Ulugh Beg is there any mention of
ostriches (the ostrich going to drink and coming back
from drinking) which are mentioned by L. Ideler (see
below).
Among the Greeks, Sagittarius was called 6 To£6T7)<;;
among the Romans, Sagittarius, Sagittifer and Arcitenens. There is no evidence that the ancient Egyptians or Babylonians knew of al-Kaws as a bowconstellation. The bow-constellation of the latter was
the bow-shaped group of stars e 8 T Canis majoris +
x X Puppis.
Bibliography: L. Ideler, Untersuchungen iiber den
Ursprung und die Bedeutung der Sternnamen, Berlin
1809, 183-91; F.W.V. Lach, Anleitung zur Kenntniss
der Sternnahmen, Leipzig 1796, 83; cAbd al-Rahman
al-Sufi, Description des etoiles fixes composee au milieu du
dixieme siecle de noire ere par Abd al-Rahman al-Sufi, tr.
H.C.F.C. Schjellerup, St. Petersburg 1874, 30;
E.B. Knobel, Ulugh Beg's catalogue of stars, Washington 1917, 40, 105; P. Kunitzsch, Arabische Sternnamen in Europa, Wiesbaden 1959, 205.
(C. SCHOY*)
2. In law.
Here, sahm, pi. ashum, is found in two separate contexts. In/araV [?-^-] (the allotted portions), it refers
to the fixed share of an heir (warith).
Sahm is also used in partnership (sharika) and profitsharing (muddraba). As a term used in modern share
companies (sharikat al-ashum), it is defined as a partial
ownership of a large capital (hukuk milkiyya djuz^iyyd).
The holder is called musdhim. Sahm, unlike the commercial bond sanad, is permitted in Islamic law
because it contains no interest. According to alKardawl, zakdt is only required on self-generating

shares in companies that do not change the essence of
their trading commodity, like import-export companies or dealers in crude oil. The shares in these examples are seen as the actual active capital, therefore
they are liable to zakdt. Zakdt is not paid on shares
which do not generate profit directly. An example of
this is shares in companies that provide public services. However, Abu Zahra, cAbd al-Rahman Hasan
and cAbd al-Wahhab Khallaf maintain that all shares
should be treated as ordinary capital. With regard to
trading in ashum, it appears to be a de facto practice in
most Muslim countries, including Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf States. This is despite the fact that Islamic
law views it with suspicion, likening it to gambling
(maysir [q.v. ]) and prohibited speculation.
Bibliography: J. Schacht. An introduction to
Islamic law, Oxford 1964, 170; Yusuf al-KardawI,
Fikh al-zakdt, Beirut 1981, 524; W. ZuhaylT, al-Fikh
al-Isldmi wa-adillatuhu, Damascus 1985, ii, 773, viii,
247; M.N. Siddiqi, Partnership and profit-sharing in
Islamic law, Leicester 1985, 9, 15-16; S.E. Ryner,
The theory of contracts in Islamic law, London 1991,
302-3.
_
(MAWIL Izzi DIEN)
AL-SAHMI, HAMZA B. YUSUF al-Kurashl alDjurdjanl, Abu '1-Kasim (b. at an unknown date
towards the middle of the 4th/10th century, d.
427/1038 at Nishapur), t r a d i t i o n i s t and legal
scholar.
A native of Gurgan [q. v. ] in the Caspian coastlands,
where he was a khatib and preacher, his major work,
and apparently the sole surviving one, is his Ta\ikh
Djurdjdn or Kitdb Ma^rifat ^ulamd^ ahl Djurdjan, essentially a ridjdl [q.v.] work devoted to the scholars and
muhaddithun of his native province, to which is prefixed
(ed. Haydarabad 1369/1950, 4-18) a brief historical
introduction on the Arab conquest of Gurgan and its
Arab governors. His information on the scholars of
Gurgan was subsequently used by later writers such as
al-SamcanI, Ibn cAsakir, Yakut, al-Dhahabi [q. vv. ],
etc. HadjdjT Khalifa also mentions of his work a T.
Astardbddh and a K. al-Arba^in f i fadd^il al-^Abbds, whilst
his Su ^dldt *-an al-Hdfiz al-Ddrakutni [q. v. ] is quoted by
later writers on hadith.
Bibliography: See the introd. to the Haydarabad
edn. of the T. Djurdjan by cAbd Allah b. Yahya alYamanf; Zirikll, A^ldm, ii, 314; F. Rosenthal, A
history of Muslim historiography2, Leiden 1968, 446,
458, 465, 523; Brockelmann, I 2 , 407-8; Sezgin,
GAS, i, 209.
_
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
$AHN-I THAMAN or MEDARIS-I THAMANIYYE,
the eight medreses or colleges [see MADRASA] founded by the Ottoman sultan Mehemmed II [q. v. ] as part
of the ancillaries to his great Fatih Mosque, the whole
forming a kulliyye [q.v.] or complex.
The kulliyye was begun in 867/1463 and completed
in 875/1471, and the architect responsible was one
Sinan, called variously "the Elder", to distinguish
him from the great architect of the following century,
Kodja Sinan [see SINAN], or cAtik or Azddli "the freedman", implying that he had been of non-Turkish
slave status. The eight medreses were situated to the
east and west of the Mosque, the first group of higher
medreses being called the Akdeniz or "Mediterranean"
group and the second one the Karadeniz or "Black
Sea" group. There were further, lower (Tetimme)
medreses, a hospital, an ^imdret [q.v.\, a tdbkhdne or
hospice, a library and the two tombs for the sultan
himself and his wife Gulbahar Sultan, in the complex.
Each of the Sahn medreses had domed rooms (hua^res)
and a lecture room, with a total of 120 rooms for resident students who, according to the wakfiyye for the
whole complex, had a stipend of two akces a day; there
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were also day students, of which the 19th century
historian Ahmed Djewdet Pasha [q.v.] was one
(Tedhdkir, iv). The basic stipend of the muderrisin was
30 afcces a day. Little definite is known about the
organisation and curricula of the Tetimme medreses;
their buildings have now disappeared, though those of
the Sahn-i Thaman survive.
The Sahn-i Thaman produced a large number of
scholars and jurists, some of whom played leading
roles in the Ottoman state and society; like most of the
surviving buildings in the complex, it was much
restored and rebuilt over the centuries.
Bibliography: Fatih Sultan Mehmed II vakfiyesi,
Istanbul 1938; O.L. Barkan, Fatih Camii ve Imareti
tesislerinin 1489-1490yillanna ait muhasebe bildncolan,
in thtisat Fakiiltesi Mecmuasi, xxiii/1-2, 297-341; A.
Siiheyl Unver, Fatih kulliyesi ve zamani Him hayati,
Istanbul 1946; E. Mamboury, The tourist's Istanbul,
Istanbul 1953, 405-7; LH. Uzuncarsili, Osmanlt
devletinin ilmiye teskildti, Ankara 1965, 5-10; G.
Goodwin, A history of Ottoman architecture, London
1971, 121-31 (with plans of the complex and its
buildings at 128-9); Cahid Baltaci, XV-XVI. asirda
Osmanli medreseleri, teskildt-tarih, Istanbul 1976,
350-407.
(M. IPSIRLI)
SAHNA, a small t o w n in the Zagros Mountains
of western Persia on the highroad between Kangawar
and Bisutun at 61 km/38 miles from Kirmanshah
[<?.£>.]. The district ofSahna contains about 28 villages
inhabited by settled Turks belonging to the tribe of
Khodabandalu (of Hamadan). At Sahna there are a
few Ahl-i-Hakk [q. v. ], who are in touch with their
spiritual superiors in DTnawar [q.v.], a frontier district
in the north. Sahna must not be confused with Sinna
[q.v.] or Sanandadj [q.v.], the capital of the Persian
province of Kurdistan, the former residence of the
Waits of Ardalan [q. v. ] . Quite near Sahna on the steep
bank of the stream are two funerary chambers carved
out of tfye rock and dating in all probability from the
Achaemenid period. Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iii,
195, spells Sahna (with sin), and further mentions another Sahna near Anbar in clrak.
Modern Sahna is the chef-lieu of a bakhsh of the
same name in the province of Kirmanshah (long. 47°
33' E., lat. 34° 29' N., alt. 1,342 m/4,400 feet). In
ca. 1950 the population of the bakhsh was 47,500; by
1991 the population of the town alone was 29,275
(Preliminary results of the 1991 census, Statistical Centre
of Iran, Population Division).
Bibliography: E. Flandin, Voyage en Perse, Paris
1851, i, 413; Cirikov in the Putevoi journal of 18481852, St. Petersburg 1875, was the first to give a
description of the two tombs; Rabino, Kermanchah
RMM, vol. xxxviii, March 1920, p. 1-40; E. Herzfeld, Am Tor von Asien, Berlin 1920, p. 8 (detailed
description of the principal tombs; Le Strange,
Lands of the eastern Caliphate, 190, 220; Schwarz, Iran
im Mittelalter, _ 497; Razmara (ed.), Farhang-i
djughrdfiyd-yi
Irdn-zamm, v, 285-6; Sylvia A.
Matheson, Persia, an archaeological guide2, London
1976, 1Z4-5.
(V. MINORSKY*)
SAHNUN, ABU SACID CABD AL-SALAM B. SACID b.
Hablb b. Hassan b. Hilal b. Bakkar b. Rab^a alTanukhl (160-Radjab 240/777-December 855)
(nicknamed Sahnun, it is said, on account of his
shrewdness, or from the name of a bird), a K a i r o u a n
fakih who played a decisive role in the conversion to
the Malikiyya [q.v.] of Muslim Spain and of the entire
Maghrib where, even today, there exist only a few
IbadI pockets (the island of Djerba and Mzab), and a
small number of HanafTs.
The question as to whether Sahnun was an Arab by
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pedigree or by virtue of clientship was sometimes
asked, and was resented by Sahnun; he was in no
doubt as to the authenticity of his Arab genealogy.
Although not common, the name Sahnun (cf.,
possibly, the diminutive of the form/a c /wn, which expresses affection, as in Khaldun, Zaydun, Sacdun and
Hamdun) is attested throughout the Muslim West, in
Spain (Ibn Hayyan, Muktabis, Paris 1937, 79, 81,
113), in the central Maghrib (Brockelmann, S II,
715), and at Kairouan, where another fakih of the
same period, Sahnun b. Ahmad b. Yalul, bore the
same name (M. Talbi, Biographies Aghlabides extraites
des Maddrik du Cadi Vydd, Tunis 1968, 202, 203). The
form Suhnun, still in use today, is erroneous (Ibn
Makkl al-Sikilli, Tathkij al-Lisdn, Cairo 1966, 243).
Sacld, Sahnun's father and a native of Hims [q.v.]
in Syria, was probably a soldier in the army of Yazld
b. Hatim al-Muhallabi who, in 155/772, had brought
Ifrlkiya into the cAbbasid orbit, and is said to have
received, as a reward for his services, a modest allocation of land in the Sahel of Tunisia. Sahnun, who remained a farmer throughout his life, made considerable improvements to the fertility of the land and
was thus enabled to exchange poverty for prosperity,
allegedly without any change in his style of living.
Even after becoming a prestigious fakih he would still
go out, with his plough and his team, to work personally in his fields. Sahnun is described as "a man of
average height, with light brown skin, a handsome
beard, long hair, large eyes and broad shoulders"
(Talbi, op. cit., 95). He wore a string of beads around
his neck; in the countryside he wore a woollen tunic,
with a towel around his head; and in the town, in
winter, he dressed in a black burnous. He is known to
have had a daughter, Khadldja, who remained a
spinster and whom he held in the very highest of
regard, and a son, Muhammad, whom he educated
with care and who became in his turn a brilliant fakih.
In the time of Sahnun, Kairouan was already a major metropolis in all respects: with its opulence, the
diversity of its population, its expansionist policy in
Sicily—an operation sponsored and directed by a kddi,
Asad b. al-Furat—and its numerous fakihs. All the
trends of Muslim thought were represented there:
MuctazilT, MurdjPl, SunnI, IbadI, HanafT (then the
majority trend) and MalikT. In the mosques as well as
in private dwellings, in the court or in the ribdts,
discussions were animated, and relations often strained. There were mutual accusations of kufr (heresy),
and copious exchanges of curses. It was in this environment that Sahnun was born and nurtured.
Many of the Kairouanese masters, including Asad
b. al-Furat who ultimately sided with the party of the
HanafTs, had studied directly under Malik [0.0.], and
it was with them that Sahnun served his first apprenticeship. Two of his masters exerted a particularly
decisive influence on him: Buhlul b. Rash id (d.
183/799), who was more of an ascetic than a fakih, and
most of all the Tunisian CA1I b. Ziyad (d. 183/799)
who had been the first to introduce the Muwatta^ of
Malik into Ifrlkiya. All that remains of his version is
a fragment recently edited by al-Shadhili al-Nay far
(Beirut 1980, 1984).
Sahnun made his way to the East, for purposes of
rihla, to complete and perfect his education, either in
178/794 or in 188/804. The latter date is by far the
more plausible. The list of his masters in the East includes 21 names; among these, the figure of the disciple of Malik, the Egyptian Ibn al-Kasim al-cAtakI (d.
191/807), stands out prominently. Asad b. al-Furat
(d. 212/827) had already preceded Sahnun in visiting
Ibn al-Kasim. From Sahnun's questions to the latter,
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starting from a Hanafi outline, and after discussion,
the Asadiyya was born, the fruit of a compromise, of a
kind of Hanafi-MalikI syncretism. Almost from the
moment of its completion, the Asadiyya wielded an
enormous impact, first in Egypt, then in Ifrlkiya.
With it an era, that of hadith, came to an end, and another began: that of masd^il, of prepared solutions. It
was a sort of code which responded to a pressing need
and arrived at the right time.
Armed with a copy of this book, obtained by not the
most scrupulous of means, Sahnun took the road to
Fustat in his turn. His rihla was to last three years.
Under the direction of Ibn al-Kasim the Asadiyya was
submitted to a new analysis, in a spirit of greater
fidelity to the teaching of Malik. Sahnun gave the text
thus revised the title o>i Mudawwana, a name borrowed
from another disciple of Malik, Ashhab (d. 204/819).
Barely had it become known when the Mudawwana—
the term is currently employed in Morocco with the
meaning of code—eclipsed the Asadiyya completely.
As evidence of this eclipse, only a few pages of the
Asadiyya survive, while the Mudawwana has been the
object of numerous commentaries and summaries [see
MALIKIYYA, vol. VI, at 278b). Its influence was
decisive in the crystallisation and diffusion of the
madhhab of Malik throughout the Muslim West, as is
proved by the fact that the Almohad caliph Abu Yusuf
[ q . v . ] , in his attempt to eradicate Malikism, consigned
the work to the flames, thus paying it the ultimate
tribute. The Mudawwana was edited in the name of
Malik, Sahnun's recension after Ibn al-Kasim (Cairo
1323/1905-6).
Like Asad, Sahnun had begun his career teaching
the Kurgan to children in a building (bayt) rented for
this purpose (cAbd al-Hamid al-Munlf, Adjwibat
Muhammad b. Sahnun, in al-Nashra al-^ilmiyya li 7Kuiliyya al-Zaytuniyya, Tunis 1982-3, vi, 239). On his
return from the East in 191/807, henceforward enjoying the prestige conferred by the rihla, he established
himself as a teacher. He was then about thirty years
old, with a long career in education, approximately
half a century, ahead of him. Unlike Asad for example, he never seems to have taught in the Great
Mosque of Kairouan. As opposed to primary education, higher education was offered free of charge.
Sahnun gave his courses sometimes in Kairouan, at
other times, according to the seasons, at his agricultural property, at Manzil Siklab in the Sahel. It
was there that one of his most illustrious disciples,
Yahya b. c Umar (d. 289/902) first made his acquaintance. The students were received at his residence, according to the time of year, in a room set aside for the
purpose, or in front of the main entrance. Armed with
their books—they had previously made their own
copies of the Mudawwana, and other works as well—
and their ink-wells, they took their seats on the
ground. Some brought mats. A student was
nominated to read the text, and the master made comments, sometimes with angry vehemence. As the
prestige of the master was consolidated, students
flocked in from all directions, especially from Muslim
Spain. The place was often crowded, and the students
were of all ages and all classes. The future kadi Ibn
Talib (d. 275/888), of aristocratic family, began attending Sahnun's courses when he was barely an adolescent. Sahnun noticed him and urged him to wear "the
scholarly habit". "When the next course began," Ibn
Talib relates, "I presented myself with shaved head,
and dressed in the manner of scholars" (Talbi, op.
cit., 209). The throng which gathered around Sahnun
was great, and somewhat bizarre. "His courses were
attended by more pious people (^ubbdd) than genuine

students" (Talbi, op. cit., 119). Some slept openly.
The master did not object, considering that even thus
they were gaining the benefit of samdc (audition). The
popularity of his courses is clearly illustrated by the
fact that miraculous phenomena were associated with
them; it is related in all seriousness that the djinn
themselves attended them.
In certain circumstances, prestige inevitably attracts controversy. Having become, with advancing
age and after the death of Asad, the undisputed leader
of Ifrikiyan. Sunnism, Sahnun also became a
legitimate target. In Shacban 23I/April 846, the old
quarrel regarding the nature of the KurDan—created
according to the Muctazills, uncreated according to
the Sunms—became suddenly acrimonious. In
Baghdad, al-Wathik declared his hostility towards the
Sunnls while in Kairouan, Abu Dja c far Ahmad, who
had usurped power at the expense of his brother, the
amir Muhammad I, seized the opportunity to kill two
birds with one stone, bringing his policy into line with
that of the caliphate, as was traditional, and at the
same time offering pledges to the Muctazilis who had
supported him in his confrontation with the Sunms.
Ahmad b. Nasr, a fervent representative of the doctrine of the uncreated Kurgan, was executed in
Baghdad by al-Wathik personally in Shacban
231/April 846. The following month, Sahnun, who
had taken refuge in the ribdt of Kasr Ziyad in the
Sahel, was arrested and transferred to Kairouan. A
trial took place in the Palace in the course of which the
Mu c tazili kadi Ibn Abi '1-Djawad, who had held this
post for eighteen years and had sided with the
usurper, demanded his execution. More fortunate
than Ahmad b. Nasr, Sahnun was merely placed
under house arrest. This did not last long; the following year the amir Muhammad I regained power, sent
his brother into exile in the East, dismissed his kadi
Ibn Abi '1-Djawad and, in accordance with the movement which had begun in the East with the accession
of al-Mutawakkil, practised a policy of reconciliation
with the Sunnls.
It was in these circumstances, and after protracted
negotiations, that Sahnun was appointed kadi, with
full powers (Monday, 4 Ramadan 234/1 April 849).
He was then 74 years old. He was elevated to this post
by a Sunn! consensus, and he was helped in particular
by the support of the Hanafi fakths, who were then
broadly in the majority, and of their leader Sulayman
b. c lmran. As a means of consolidating the Sunn! consensus, Sahnun involved the latter in the exercise of
his functions, and began taking important measures
designed to strengthen Sunnism and to reinforce the
power of the kadi. For audiences he set aside a special
room to which only plaintiffs were admitted, having
submitted a written application, in person and in
turn, without the option of being represented by third
parties, whatever the social rank of the applicant.
Released, as was to be expected, by the authorities,
the Muctazill Ibn Abi '1-Djawad, son-in-law of Asad,
was placed under arrest, officially on a charge of
financial embezzlement, something which the accused
persisted in denying until the end. Naturally, the
underlying motive for the indictment was otherwise.
In addition to personal motivations, Sahnun had
decided to strike a blow against heresy. He was in
fact, so it is related, very severe in his opposition to
the innovators (ahl al-bidac), of whom Ibn Abi '1Djawad was not one of the least. Day after day, with
the object of extorting the desired confession from
him, Sahnun had him flogged in the courtyard of the
Great Mosque, until he died. This death, allegedly,
weighed heavily on his conscience, but this did not
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deter him from pursuing energetically his policy of the
repression of heresy, in other words the freedom of independent thought.
Hitherto, in the multiple circles of scholarship,
representatives of all tendencies were able to express
themselves freely in the Great Mosque of Kairouan.
In a process amounting to a purging of the community of scholars there, Sahnun put an end to this "scandal". He dispersed the sects of the ahl al-bidac; the
leaders of heretical sects were paraded ignominiously,
and some were compelled to recant in public. Sahnun
was one of the greatest architects of the exclusive
supremacy of Sunnism in its Malik! form throughout
the Muslim West.
Like all Sunnls, he condemned recourse to the
sword "even against the unjust imams" (al-Maliki,
Riydd, Beirut 1983, 368), which does not mean that
the barometer of his relations with the authorities was
set fair. From the outset he took the position of
guarantor of an intransigent justice, upright and
equal for all—including the entourage of the amir—
and of redresser of wrongs, which often led him into
vehement confrontation with Muhammad I, in particular with his insistence on the release of numerous
women unjustly condemned to slavery in the course of
various operations aimed at the repression of insurrections. On numerous occasions he felt obliged to offer
his resignation. Although he did not accept this
resignation the amir, tired of his criticisms and of the
incessant complaints of his entourage, ultimately gave
him an associate in the person of al-Tubnl, a kadi
reputedly ignorant but complaisant. Some time later,
in the morning of Sunday 7 Radjab 240/2 December
854, Sahnun died, depressed and embittered. As required by Tradition, he was buried in the afternoon
of the same day. As a supreme tribute, or for reasons
of political expediency, the amir conducted the funeral
prayers in person. His MuctazilT entourage was not so
forgiving: "He accused us, and we accuse him, of
heresy", they said (Talbi, op cit., 133). His
mausoleum, in the outskirts of Kairouan, is the object
of constant veneration.
The name of Sahnun remains associated with the
definitive triumph of Malikism throughout the
Muslim West, a triumph which Ibn Khaldun, as a
sociologist, explains by reference to Bedouinism
(Mukaddima, Beirut 1956, 810-11). This explanation
does not take account of the fact that it was Hanafism
which enjoyed a broad majority at the outset. In the
reversal of the situation, it is therefore necessary to
stress the exceptional role played by Sahnun. At his
initiative, and by means of his prestige, Kairouan
became a major centre for the study and diffusion of
Malik! fikh. He left, it is said, some 700 disciples, all
of them "truly shining lights in their respective
towns" (Talbi, op. cit., 120). Among them, we have
recorded 57 in Muslim Spain.
But Sahnun was not only a great fakih. His
knowledge was matched by his piety, and by a life
which was austere to the point of asceticism. Although
wealthy—at the end of his life he possessed 12,000
olive-trees (ibid., 163)—he disposed of his income in
the form of alms and continued to live a life of poverty. He was easily moved to tears, and frequently
sought seclusion in the ribdt of Kasr Ziyad. Rather
curiously, and in a manner contrary to much of
Tradition, he preached a version of monasticism: "If
one can get by without a wife," he said, "it is
preferable to renounce marriage" (al-Maliki, op. cit.,
364). "In him there were qualities," wrote Abu '1c
Arab, "which were not to be found combined in any
other: perfect knowledge of the law (fikh), sincere
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piety, rigour in the application of justice, contempt for
temporal things, simple tastes in food and clothing,
generosity and refusal to accept anything from
princes" (Tabakdt, Algiers 1914, 101).
Sahnun was a great master of fikh and also a man
of rigorous and demanding ethics. It is this which explains his success, and the constant veneration in
which he is still held.
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(M. TALBI)
AL-SAHRA3 (A.), in English the Sahara, the name
given to the desert in the northern part of Africa.
Sahrd^ is the feminine of the adjective ashar "fawn,
tawny coloured". It is applied by certain authors to an
ensemble of stony terrain, steppelands and sands (cf.
al-ldrlsl, ed. de Goeje, 37 n.), whilst the term mudjdiba
designates more particularly terrain covered with
moving sands and totally waterless (see Abu '1-Fida3,
137, tr. Reinaud, ii/2, 190). Leo Africanus uses it as
a synonym for "desert" in general, see Schefer's ed.,
i/1, 5.
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1. History of the term.
The Arabic authors provide only fragmentary and
often vague items of information on the Sahara. The
only region which they know with some precision is
the northern zone, bordering on Ifrikiya and the
Maghrib, the zone within which Ibn Khaldun (Hist,
des Berberes, ed. de Slane, i, 190) includes the Tafilalt,
Touat, Gourara, Fezzan and even Ghadamis. These
authors further disagree on the boundaries of the
Sahara. Thus al-Bakri asserts that the sands mark the
beginning of the "land of the blacks" (Afasdlik,
Algiers 1911, 21, tr. de Slane, 49). Ibn Khaldun, on
the contrary, states that this land is separated from
Barbary by a vast region formed from deserts "where
one risks dying of thirst". One also finds here and
there some information on the parts of the desert
crossed by caravan routes (e.g. on the western
Sahara; cf. the description of the desert called Nisar or
Tisar by al-ldrfsl, Yusr by Abu 'l-Fida°) or on certain
trade centres like Tadmakka and Awdaghust [q. v.]
(al-Bakri, 339). Leo Africanus sums up the items of
information given by his predecessors. He identifies
the Sahara with the Libya of the ancients (i, 5) and attempts a regional division based on the peoples there.
He distinguishes five parts to the Sahara: (1) the
desert of the Zenaga from the Ocean to the salt workings of Tegaza; (2) the desert of Wanzigha, from the
salt workings of Tegaza to the Air towards the east
and the desert of Sidjilmasa [q. v. ] to the north; (3) the
desert of Targa (Touareg), bounded in the west by
Ighidi, to the north by Touat, Gourara and the Mzab
[q.v.] and to the south by the kingdom of Agades; (4)
the desert of the Lamta [see LAMTA], bounded on the
north by the deserts of Ouargla and Ghadamis, and
on the south by the deserts which stretch as far as
Kano; and (5) the desert of the Bardawa, that between
the desert of the Lamta in the west, the desert of
Awdjila in the east, Fezzan to the north and Bornu to
the south (tr. Schefer, iii, 267 ff.).
2. Boundaries.
The present-day Sahara is bounded on the west by
the Atlantic; on the north by the chains of the
southern Atlas from the Moroccan High Atlas to the
hills of Gafsa in Tunisia; then by the Mediterranean,
then Libya (apart from some better-watered areas of
Tripolitania and Cyrenaica) as far as Egypt; on the
south by the Sahil [q. v. ] and its extensions to the
Sudan. To the east, some authors end it at the Nile
valley, whilst others extend it as far as the Red Sea
and include with it the deserts of Arabia, which in effect form part of the same, diagonal-running arid
region extending from Mauritania to the deserts of
China, in which the Red Sea is the only topographical
interruption, though not climatically. The area of the
Sahara may be estimated at between 8.5 million and
9.5 million km 2 according to the criteria adopted by
various authors for its boundaries.
3. Physical geography.
(a) C l i m a t e and v e g e t a t i o n . The Sahara is
characterised above all by its desert climate, linked to
the great anticylones which often fix themselves there.
The great scarcity and irregularity of rainfall, as well
as its pronounced isolation, make the southern part of
the region one of the hottest of the globe, where the
average annual temperature can reach 30°. These two
factors join together to make the air extremely dry and
to bring about intense evaporation, even if there are
notable differences between the central region of the
desert and its fringes; on the periphery, rainfall,
though feeble, arrives at least once a year, and the action of water running, favoured by the absence of
vegetation cover, remains the predominant factor

modifying the natural milieu in the semi-arid and arid
areas, when these are not too pronounced; the steppe
lands to the north, more complex in the Sahil [q. v. ] to
the south, mark the transition to wetter regions and
form milieux relatively more favourable to human activity and to pastoralism. It is only in the central part
of the Sahara that the action of water becomes negligible in the areas which are completely arid and hyperarid; effective rainfall there is so rare, and separated
in time by several years, that the action of
temperature and, above all, that of the wind, becomes
the essential factor making for erosion of a virtually
fixed environment, such as can be observed in the
great plains of Tanezrouft on the Algerian-Mali frontier and of Tenere on the Algerian-Niger frontier, or
in the sartrs of southern Libya. In the desert proper,
vegetation is extremely sparse, apart from in certain
wadi beds where some spiny trees manage to maintain
themselves by deriving water from deep underground.
The abundance of prehistoric artefacts in the most
desolate regions of the Sahara point to the region
having undergone climatic modifications. Since the
beginning of the Quaternary, it has been affected by
alternate phases of humidity and dryness connected
above all with changes in the earth's orbit. The last
humid phase, the better known, took place mainly between 6,000 and 2,000 B.C. It affected the whole of
the Sahara, and conditions were clearly more
favourable, as shown by frequent traces of lake- dwelling sites which allowed the installation of Neolithic
peoples throughout almost all the desert. These
peoples covered the sandstone rock faces with
numerous carvings and paintings depicting the fauna
of wet zones.
(b) Relief. The mountainous massifs, even if at
times important, cover only a small part of the
Sahara. They number three. The Tibesti (21° N, 18°
E), the most extensive and the highest, reaching 3,400
m/10,300 feet; the Hoggar [see AHAGGAR] (23° N, 6°
E), slightly lower at 3,000 m/9,000 feet; and the Air
(18° N, 8° E), only reaching 2,300 m/7,000 feet.
Other massifs, such as the Adrar of the Ifoghas and
the Adrar of Atar [see ADRAR], are clearly of lesser importance and are only remarkable in relation to the
surrounding plains. In essence, the greater part of the
Sahara is made up of vast flat regions, of diverse
origin and divisible into two groups. The vast erosion
surfaces which have levelled the ancient shields of the
African plate formation cover the greater part of the
Sahara; they are often interrupted by residual reliefs
with steep slopes, called in the Earth Sciences by German terms, inselbergs when they are isolated, and inselgebirge when they form small mountainous massifs
covering a small part of the surface (e.g. the "massif
of the Eglab on the Algerian-Mauritanian border).
The other surfaces are made up of sedimentary coverings of the base, forming plateaux and called hamddas
when they are not too worn by erosion. These coverings are sometimes ancient (sandstone tassilis around
the Hoggar and Tibesti massifs, often much dissected
by erosion), and sometimes more recent (the great
Mesozoic hamddas of the Tademai't plateaux to the
north of In Salah, and the recently-formed hamddas of
the southern piedmont region of the Saharan Atlas).
The greater part of these surfaces is covered by the reg
[q. v. ], occasionally covered by a thin sandy surfacing.
In effect, contrary to an idea frequently put forward,
the sand dune massifs making up the ergs hardly cover
more than one-sixth of the area of the Sahara, even
though they may at times make up very extensive
ensembles like the Great Western Erg (ca. 80,000
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km 2 ) and the Great Eastern Erg in the north of the
Algerian Sahara, and the Edeyen (a Berber term) of
Murzouk in Libya, or the Great Erg of Bilma (ChadNiger), at the point of contact between the Sahara and
the Sahil. Watercourses (wddis) are rare, above all in
the hyper-arid central part; their valleys are often very
wide and their beds, which are not commensurate
with the current quantity of water transported, are
favourable spots for human activity; they are the
heritage of the more humid climatic variations of the
Quaternary period.
Bibliography: E.F. Gautier, Le Sahara, Paris
1928; P. Rognon, Biographic d'un desert, Paris 1989;
J. Dubief, Le climat du Sahara, Institut de Recherche
Saharienne, Alger, 2 vols., Algiers 1959-63; R.
Capot-Rey, Le Sahara franfais, Paris 1953; P.
Rognon, Un massif montagneux enregion tropicale aride,
I'Atakor. Relation entre le milieu naturel et le peuplement,
Montpellier 1971; J.-F. Troin (ed.), Le Maghreb,
hommes et espaces, Paris 1987; Montagues du Sahara, in
Rev. de Geogr. Alpine, lxxix/1 (1991); Th. Monod,
Deserts, Paris 1988.
(Y. CALLOT)
4. Human geography and population.
The ancient human population of the Sahara is
complex, and has its roots in the distant past. One
must in fact go back to the beginnings of the Neolithic
period (ca. 8,000 B.C.) in order to see how, each time
when the climate becomes more wet, the desert
becomes repopulated on the its margins—Maghrib.
Nile valley, the Sahil. The population was already
varied, as is seen in the diversity of the axes of population. All through the Neolithic period, the ancestors of
numerous present peoples of North Africa lived in the
Sahara: Palaeoberbers, between North Africa, the
Tropic of Cancer and the Nile, negroid Sudanese,
and Nilotic peoples. Rock art shows this diversity: in
the Tassili n'Ajjer, the Acacus, the Ahaggar, etc., are
carved and, above all, painted scenes of hunting,
livestock rearing and daily life which inevitably evoke
the nomads of the Sahara and the northern Sahil—
Moors, Touaregs, Tubus, Peuls or Fulanis, etc.
Growing desiccation led to, from 2,000 B.C. onwards and even earlier in the Egyptian Sahara, a
retreat of human occupation; hunters, pastoralists and
primary agriculturists had to follow southwards the
retreat of the isohyets. In the eastern Sahara,
numerous Palaeoberber groups (including the Lebu,
who provided the ethonym "Libyan") were compelled, often with sucess, to penetrate into the Nile
valley, where the Libyans or Tehennu played an important role in the birth and florescence of Pharaonic
civilisation.
From the beginning of the present era, desiccation
became general. Except for a few refuge areas, valleys
or mountains, the Sahara henceforth made obligatory
an economy and way of life which only certain human
groups were ready to accept, and which was to allow
them tp control the Saharan expanses: Berbers
(Lawata, Sanhadja, Zanata, Lamta, Hawara, etc.,
ancestors more or less directly of the white-skinned
nomads, Moors and Touaregs, of historical times),
Tubus, Zaghawa (between Fezzan, Tibesti, Lake
Chad and Kordofan), etc.
The Romans, masters of Egypt and North Africa at
this time, knew hardly anything of the Sahara. They
were content with military campaigns of intimidation
or of reconaissance, without any intention of colonisation, and with a simple, necessary belt of southern
defences for controlling the nomads of the northern
Sahara. Only Fezzan, under control of the
Garamantes, to some extent vassals from A.D. 69 onwards, was frequented by the Romans, for reasons as
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much commercial as political, starting from the Libyan littoral and from the Nile valley.
The economy was based on stock rearing (goats
and, above all, camels), the razzia and war, domination of the oases (where traces of the Neolithic period
population survived) and the beginnings of caravan
trade, initiated by the very rapid growth in the
number of dromedaries.
At this time, the Sahara was already a barrier, as
much climatic as cultural, between the Nile, North
Africa and the Sahil. Each ensemble of territories now
developed specific characteristics. Commerce and the
advent of Islam, however, were to bring them
together again, for, in future, the Sahara itself was only to be attractive because of the possibility of being
out of sight there, as with the Kharidjites of Mzab or
of Sidjilmasa, where were to be found certain Arab
tribes which had been pushed back or were particularly adventurous.
Contrariwise, between the introduction of the
dromedary and the lure of the rich markets of the
Maghrib (from Fatimid times onwards) and of
Europe, an economic system based on interchange
developed progressively across the desert. From the
8th century onwards, bands of Arab traders coming
from the Maghrib established themselves in the lands
of the Sahil, which the Arab geographers and
travellers describe (Ibn Hawkal, al-Bakrl, Ibn Battuta, etc.). Towns either developed or were created
(Awdaghust, Ghana, Djenne, Gao, Tademekka,
Agades, etc.). From the 13th century, the Sahil profited extensively from the system, by controlling
exports—and not only those of gold—across the
desert.
The 14th century was the golden age for these
trans-Saharan relations. The Meccan Pilgrimage of
the king of Mali, Mansa Musa [0.0.], in 1324, was the
apogee of this, so impressive was its richness. But
from the end of the 15th century onwards, the more
and more exigent presence of Europeans on the Atlantic coasts of Africa disturbed trans-Saharan relations
and made human relations harder.
Around the 10th century, a period of climatic
remission allowed a number of peoples of the Sahil—
Soninke, Bambara, Sogha'i, Mossi, Zarma, Hausa,
Peul or Fulani, Kanuri, Kanemi, etc.—to re-establish
themselves as far as the 20° latitude north, where they
could now for the first time practise stock rearing and
even, at times, agriculture. They also formed political
entities, straddling the Sahara and Sahil, which were
the first ones in that region and which clashed,
towards the north, with those of the Berbers and
Arabs.
Arab penetration was in fact an early one, along the
tracks, which became the axes for human, commercial, intellectual and religious penetration. From the
outset of their conquest of North Africa, they were attracted by the Sahara, in respect of gold and of slaves
from its southern fringes. The first moves date from
666 (Fezzan and possibly Kawar), 682 (Sus) and 7345 (from Morocco towards Senegal). But during the
7th-8th centuries, the Arabs were still too much
strangers to the Sahara for them to establish themselves there for any lengthy duration.
In the western Sahara, there was a strong current
of contacts between Morocco and the Sahil, where the
town of Awdaghust became important from before the
7th century. At the opening of the l l t h one, Berbers
of Mauritania—the Almoravids [see AL-MURABITUN]—launched themselves in an immense politicoreligious movement of conquest, of which the BerberSudanese front was as important as the Moroccan-
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Hispanic one. The region then fell once more into an
indrawn state, troubled only by the progressive and
irresistible movement, as far as the banks of the
Senegal, of Arab tribes coming from Morocco, who
gradually were to form, together with the Berber
substratum, the basis of the Moorish peoples of the
western Sahara.
In the Niger bend, Gao was already a powerful,
and Muslim, town in the 8th century, frequented by
the Massouf Berbers, living between Mauritania and
Mali. Its relations with the Maghrib (Tahart,
Ghadamis, Ghat. Tunis and Tripoli) and with Egypt,
and even with Spain, were close. Timbuctu [q. v. ],
founded in the 12th century, was another of these
staging-post towns of the desert. The kingdom of Mali
[q. v. ] was a truly international power, which the
Ottoman empire, the Hafsids of Tunis and the
Moroccan dynasties had to take into account. But the
region was frequently devastated by the rivalries of
the peoples of the Sahil (Soninke, Songhai, Mossi,
Peul or Fulani, etc.), the Touaregs (who definitively
seized the Air from the Hausas in the 12th century)
and, later, the Moroccans, who endeavoured, without
great success, to establish their power in the Sahil in
the 16th century by destroying the Songhai empire
(battle of Tondibi, 1591).
In the eastern Sahara, there were several large
groupings, along axes to the Mediterranean, by
means of, two main routes, Air-Ahaggar and KawarDjado, with Fezzan as a staging-post. The kingdom of
Bornu [q. v. ] was the most important of these between
the 16th and 18th centuries, in contact with the Ottomans, who controlled Cairo, Tripoli and Tunis,
and who were above all interested in the slave traffic.
The Tubus, long established between Fezzan, Djado,
Ennedi and Lake Chad, resisted all pressures.
Yet further to the east, relations existed between the
Chad basin and the Nile valley in the Sudan, via Ennedi and Darfur [q.v. ].
The Europeans did not really appear until the 18th
century. Previously, only the coastlands were known
to them above all, to the Portuguese. The account of
the Moroccan Leo Africanus [0.0.], who crossed the
Sahara between 1510 and 1514, gave Europe access to
knowledge which, alone amongst outsiders, was at
that time accessible only to the Arabs. In the 19th century, the Europeans acquired for themselves the
means for exploring the interior of Africa, for varying
reasons, amongst which were prominent a desire to
combat the places of origin for slavery and a search for
new economic outlets. All through this century,
numerous explorers laid down the ways for colonisation, which was often violent and which excited strong
reactions, frequently led by the Muslim Sufi orders of
the Sahil, linked as they were with the Orient and the
Maghrib. These last played an essential role in the
definitive Islamisation of the Sahil. One may mention, amongst the main explorers, before they yielded
place to military men, Mungo Park, Laing, Caille,
Barth, Duveyrier, Rohlfs and Nachtigal.
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5. The contemporary Sahara.
Insofar as agriculture has not been able to develop
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in the desert except under the beneficent effect of irrigation (this marking the great difference between it
and the countries of the Sahil, where one can speak of
dry farming, under conditions of rainfall, as likewise
in the lands bordering the northern edge of the
Sahara), men have systematically colonised the more
low-lying parts. These zones, on one hand, can
benefit, all along the northern edge of the desert, from
the flowing of streams whose waters can be diverted
towards agricultural lands, and, on the other hand,
they allow the underground water level to be reached
more easily by means of wells from which water is
raised by manpower, animal power or mechanical
pumps. But since the end of the last century, the
resources of the deep water table have been tapped
through deep bore-holes, in this instance, artesian
wells (water under pressure, hence spurting out) and
provide a supplementary advantage. The most abundant resources are those of the so-called Albian water
table (or the Intercalary Continental ones), utilised in
the Algerian and Tunisian Sahara, which is also the
origin of the Great Artificial river of Libya, an enormous aqueduct which transfers water towards the
coastal zones. But inasmuch as the Intercalary Continental water' table is made up of fossil water (the
results of the last rainfall of the Quaternary period),
the question must be posed, how long can this
hydraulic source last? The question remains
nonetheless pressing because it is these deep bore
holes which are the basis for the spectacular development of the palm groves of the Algerian lower Sahara
and the nearby Tunisian Sahara, comprising a commercial agriculture founded on the production of
dates of exceptional quality (the "deglet nour") which
has supplanted the self-subsistence agriculture which
was for long the only one practiced in the oases. It is
equally true that agriculture, even in regard to the
date palm groves which best characterise the Saharan
oasis and which furnish an important part of the food
supply, has only, over the centuries, played a secondary role in the economy of the Sahara, and has never
allowed the local peasants to become rich. For long, it
has merely been the indispensable complement of urban development.
For the Sahara, the necessary means for passage between black Africa and the Mediterranean before
maritime routes began to provide an alternative
means of trade relations, has known quite a
florescence of towns, mainly on its borders, the best
known being Sidjilmasa (whose ruins lie near the town
of Rissani in Morocco), Timbuctu (in modern Mali);
in Algeria, Ouargla and Ghardaia, and in Tunisia,
Tozeur, were the termini for trans-Saharan caravans,
whilst the towns of the Mauritanian Adrar (e.g. Atar)
or of the Libyan desert (Ghat, Ghadamis) played the
roles of staging-posts in the journey across the desert.
These functions of the town, for long dormant after
the disorganisation of traditional connections consequent on the partition of Africa by competing colonial
powers, today enjoy a new vigour, but in a totally different context. This arises within the framework of
new economic resources, utilising underground ones,
notably hydrocarbons, above all in the Algerian and
Libyan Saharas, and, much less, in Tunisia; also,
there has been a diversification in employment, of
which the towns have been the main beneficiaries, so
that the pressure of urban populations weighs more
and more heavily on the organisation of the Saharan
region. Manufacturing and industrial activities, and
administrative expansion—in order the better to control the Saharan region—and the growth of commerce, have all given a new vigour to the towns,
whose populations have swollen enormously.
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Because of this, the oasis societies have undergone
deep changes, since the ways of urban consumption
and ways of life have expanded rapidly, as much
amongst the sedentaries as amongst the nomads.
Many of the traditional modes inherited from the
past, whose management has been perfectly mastered
by the local populations, will probably continue to
have their raison d'etre. But the most spectacular evolution stems from the development of agriculture for the
market, mainly based on the cultivation of out-ofseason vegetables which the Sahara can produce,
given its latitude and the length of sunshine there; the
agricultural populations which have been best able to
adapt to market demands are from those parts of the
Sahara which are the best supplied with towns, with
mercantile traditions, with the best food supplies and
labour resources, and most easily linked to the great
centres of consumption, i.e. the towns of the Mediterranean littoral and the export outlets. Furthermore,
the Saharan expanses, by virtue of their rich hydraulic
reserves, are more and more considered as reserves of
land, immense regions to be colonised, whose value
for intensive agriculture (mainly based on cereals,
above all wheat) may possibly allow of a solution to
the problem of finding food supplies (at least on the
local scale; for the national scale, this is a Utopian
dream). Whence the increased number of deep boreholes which supply the self-propelled sprinklers and
which create a new landscape, that of agribusiness,
whose real place in the desert will be determined in the
future.
In this context, nomadism is only a residual, very
much a minor, activity, despite the tenacious legend
which sees the Sahara as essentially a land of nomads.
Decades of unrestrained urbanisation have in fact
radically modified the general picture, apart from the
effects of the long periods of desiccation which have
affected the fringes of the desert (where the most
numerous groups of nomads live) and which have
erased the complementary factors (climatic, whence
vegetational) making up the support for nomadic life.
A new complementarity, this time based on relationships with the town, has replaced these latter ones; the
nomad may now raise livestock for slaughter on the
account of his relatives who have become sedentarised, or he may now become an adjunct of tourism
(guide or camel-driver accompanying excursionists),
or yet again he may have become an agriculturist once
more, often aided by the state, which endeavours to
settle the nomads—unless these principal sources of
income stem from what is regarded as a side-activity,
the nomad himself having kept up a semi-way of life
as a nomadic herdsman, with the family continuing to
live in a tent. In sum, the abandonment of vast
pastoral areas has as its corollary the end of a certain
control over the expanses which the nomads enjoyed;
the Saharan expanses have never been so empty, and
the contrast between the towns where men and activities are now concentrated and the pasture lands
which have now become useless, has never been so
brutal.
Development policies applied to the Sahara all end
up, whatever the political options chosen by the various states, in processes which inevitably converge on
the same constant: a state-directed structure and a
multiplication of relationships which bring about
forms of association in the most varied fields. In practice, all of these work together to break up the isolation which was once the common lot of the Saharan
peoples: a good network of roads, access to wageearning employment, the developing role of the towns
within the framework of a voluntarist policy and the
generalising of a market economy. In sum, in a few
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decades only we have witnessed a process of integration in the sense used in politics, i.e. entry into a vast
grouping which is transforming the life of the Saharan
peoples by bringing them fully into the process of
state-building.
That the Sahara is going to be, in the future, an expanse which not only retains its population but attracts people as well, is the tangible proof that it has
become part of the development process. The attachment of these immense Saharan expanses to the
Mediterranean province of each of the states involved
constitutes a geopolitical factor of first-rank importance.
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SAHSARAM,
variously spelt as Sahasram,
Sasaram, Sassaram, Sasiram, a small town in the
Shahabad district of Bihar in India (lat. 24° 58' N.,
long. 84° 01' E.), associated with the name of Shir
Shah Sur (946-52/1539-45 [see DIHLI SULTANATE]), initially as his military iktd^ and subsequently as his
burial place, this last considered to be ''one of the
grandest and most imaginative architectural conceptions in the whole of India" (P. Brown, Indian architecture, 84). Legend ascribes the name to "certain Asura
or demon who had a thousand arms, each holding a
separate plaything" (Imperial Gazetteer of India2, xxii,
111). East of the town, near the summit of a spur of

the Kaimur range is a Buddhist site where, in a small
cave, there is an important Asoka inscription. Here
also stands the tomb of Pir Candan Shahld. Abu '1Fadl mentions Sahsaram as one of the 18 mahalls of the
sarkdr of Rohtas [q. v. ] and refers to its revenues,
climate, military contingents, etc.
The main attraction of Sahsaram is a group of royal
tombs of Shir Shah, his father Hasan Sur, his son
Sallm Shah and the architect cAlawal Khan, each of
which has its own marked architectural character.
Shir Shah's tomb is an "architectural masterpiece".
It stands in a vast artificial lake with an octagonal hall
surrounded by an arcade which forms a gallery. Its
imposing structure rises in five stages to a total height
of about 45.5 m. Spreading out to the water's edge is
a continuous plinth of steps. The tomb chamber has
inscriptions carved on the kibla wall. The roof is supported by four Gothic arches. Brown, op. cit., 85, considers the tomb structure "an inspired achievement,
a creation of sober and massive splendour of which
any country would be proud."
Other buildings of Sahsaram worthy of mention are
the Kalca, the ^Idgdh and the hammdm or Baths.
Bibliography: Arch. Survey of India. Report for
1922-23, 36-7; Imperial gazetteer of India2, xxii, 111;
L.S.S. O'Malley, Shahabad, revised ed. J.F.W.
James, Patna 1924, 18, 62, 181-9; P. Brown, Indian
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(K.A. NIZAMI)
AL-SAHUL, the name of both a t o w n and a
wddi'm Yemen. The town lies on the road from Ibb
[q. v. ] to al-Makhadir near the ruins of Zafar alAshraf, in ancient times the capital of the Himyarite
kingdom (see Smith, Ayyubids, ii, 216). For Wad!
Sahul, see Eduard Glaser's Reise nach Mdrib, ed. D.H.
Muller and N. Rhodokanakis, Vienna 1913, charts 23. Al-Sahul was called Misr al-Yaman on account of its
wealth in corn, and was celebrated for the so-called
Sahull cloaks (sahuliyya) made there of white cotton.
The Prophet is said to have been shrouded (kufina) in
two of them for burial. Al-Sahul is mentioned in connection with the journey made by Asad al-Dfn
Muhammad b. Badr al-Dln Hasan from Djuwwa via
Wusab to Dhamar [q.v.] (see al-KhazradjT, i, 111; on
Asad al-Dln, see AL-MAHDI LI-DIN ALLAH AHMAD, 1;
RASULIDS, and Serjeant-Lewcock, SanW, 64-6).
Bibliography. HamdanI, Sifa,
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Geograficus, 57; partial tr. L. Forrer, Sudarabien
nach al-Hamdani's "Beschreibung der arabischen InseV\
Leipzig 1942; Ibn al-Mudjawir, Ta^nkh alMustabsir, ed. Lofgren, ii, 175; Yakut, Mu^ajam, i,
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Wiistenfeld, ii, 767, ed. Cairo, iii, 727; MukaddasT,
98; Mascudf, Tanbih, 281; KhazradjI, al-^Ukud alluWiyya, ed. and tr. Redhouse, 61, 353; G.R.
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London 1978, ii, 197; C. Niebuhr, Beschreibung von
Arabien, Copenhagen 1772, 235; A. Sprenger, Die
alte Geographic Arabiens als Grundlage der Entwicklungsgeschichte des Semitismus, Bern 1875, repr.
Amsterdam 1966, 73, 184; idem, Die Post- und
Reiserouten des Orients, Leipzig 1864, repr. Amsterdam 1962, 109, 147, 154; AJ. Wensinck, A handbook of early Muhammadan tradition, Leiden 1960 s.v.
"shroud" (A. kafan), 214; El1 art. (A. Grohmann).
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SAHYUN (present-day (Arabic) SALAH AL-DIN;
Greek SIGON; Prankish SAONE), a stronghold of the
Djabal al-cAlawiyy!n (Nusayn Mountains), situated
about 25 km/15 miles north-east of the Syrian port of
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al-Ladhikiyya (Latakia), near the town of al-Haffeh.
The castle occupies a narrow, east-west running spur,
isolated by a rock-hewn fosse on the east, and protected by deep ravines on the north and south. The
principal extant constructions are the remains of a
Byzantine citadel on the highest, middle point of the
site; extensive and better-preserved Prankish fortifications, including a massive keep, walls and bastions at
the eastern end; and a mosque and a hammdm bearing
the name of the Mamluk ruler Kalawun.
The earliest attested occupier was a dependant of
Sayf al-Dawla [q. v. ] the Hamdanid ruler of Aleppo.
In 975/364-5, he surrendered the castle to the Byzantine Emperor John Tzimisces. The site remained in
Byzantine hands until the beginning of the Crusades.
By 513/1119, the castle was in the possession of the
Prankish Count Robert the Leper, from whose
descendants Salah al-Din wrested it in 584/1188. The
Ayyubid ruler gave the place to his lieutenant
Mankurus b. Khumartigin. The latter's heirs ruled it
until 671/1272, when it was handed over to the
Mamluk al-Zahir Baybars. The castle subsequently
became the refuge of Sunkur al-Ashkar, an amir of
Baybars' successor Kalawun, in al-Ashkar's
rebellions against Kalawun, until their dispute was
resolved in 685-6/1287. For at least the next century
under the Mamluks, Sahyun seems to have flourished. Abu 'l-Fida° reports a town as having grown up
next to the castle. Traces of extensive settlement are
still visible to the east of the fosse. Later, however, the
entire site was abandoned.
Bibliography: Ibn cAbd al-Zahir, Tashrif alayyam, Cairo 1961, 102, 103, 148, 150; Ibn Battuta,
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Paris 1940, see index; Deschamps, La defense du comte de Tripoli et de la principaute d'Antioche, Paris 1977,
217-47; Sacada, Ta^rikh kalcat Salah al-Din, in
Maajallat al-hawliyydt al-athanyya al-Suriyya, xvii
(1967), 59-81; Van Berchem and Patio, Voyage en
Syrie, Cairo 1913-5, i, 269, 276, 278, 279.
(D.W. MORRAY)
SA?IB, Mlrza Muhammad CA1T, P e r s i a n poet of
the l l t h / 1 7th century.
The precise date of his birth is not known, but it is
presumed that he was born around 1010/1601-2. His
father, Mlrza cAbd al-Rahim, was a leading merchant
of Tabriz. When Shah cAbbas I (r. 985-1038/15871629) made Isfahan his capital he caused many merchants from Tabriz to settle there, in the quarter named cAbbasabad. At this time Sa°ib's father moved to
Isfahan, where the poet is said to have been born. In
his verses, however, Sa°ib often invokes his connection with Tabriz, and consequently he is referred to
both as Isfahan! and as Tabriz!.
Sa°ib's early upbringing took place in Isfahan. He
obtained his education at home, and became involved
in poetical exercises at a young age. He is reported to
have received his training in poetry from Rukna
Mas!h of Kashan (d. 1066/1655 or 1070/1659-60) and
from Sharaf al-Dm Shifa3! (d. 1037/1628), although
this is discounted by some recent authorities. During
his youth he made a pilgrimage to Mecca and also
visited the shrine of CA1! al-Rida in Mashhad.
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Towards 1034/1624-5, ^a'ib set out for India. His
decision was, allegedly, in reaction to the conduct of
some self-seeking individuals who were engaged in
poisoning the ears of Shah cAbbas I against him. It is
also possible that, like other Persian poets of his age,
he was drawn to the Mughal court in expectation of
rich rewards. His journey took him through Harat
and Kabul, where in the latter place he found access
to Muhammad Rida Ahsan Allah, popularly known
as Zafar Khan (1013-73/1604-63), who served as administrator on behalf of his father Khwadja Abu '1Hasan Turbat! (d. 1042/1633), a distinguished
Mughal nobleman. Sa°ib benefited from the generosity of Zafar Khan, and the two men struck up a friendship which seems to have continued even after the
poet's return to Persia.
At the beginning of Shah Djahan's reign (103769/1627-58), Zafar Khan was called back from Kabul
to the royal court, and Sa^ib accompanied his patron
to India. It is said that the Emperor bestowed upon
the poet the title of Musta c idd Khan and appointed
him to the command of 1,000 horsemen, which carried with it an award of 20,000 rupees. In the middle
of Rabf II/November 1629, Zafar Khan was sent to
the Deccan, and Sa°ib accompanied him. While the
poet was staying in Burhanpur [?.i>J, he received the
news that his father had arrived in Agra from Isfahan
with the intention of inducing his son to return home.
Upon hearing this, Sa°ib composed a kasida in which
he expressed the wish to return to Persia. In
1042/1632, Zafar Khan was made governor of Kashm!r, and he took Sa°ib with him. The poet visited
Kashnrir, and thence proceeded to Persia with his
father.
Sahib's stay in India lasted for some seven years.
His verses show that he missed his homeland and
longed to go back; thereafter, he did not make any
other long journey. He would sometimes visit places
inside Persia, but only to meet poets and learned men
in connection with his literary activities. His fame
kept growing, and his works were in demand from
rulers and dignitaries. He was appointed by Shah
c
Abbas II (r. 1052-77/1642-66) as his poet-laureate—a
position in which he reportedly enjoyed almost the
same privileges as any minister. In his old age, he
never set foot outside Isfahan, and was later buried in
the same retreat where he stayed. Opinions differ regarding the date of his death, which is placed variously between 1080/1669-70 and 1088/1677-8.
Sa°ib is described as a devoutly religious man. According to the Khizdna-yi ^dmira, he was a Sunn!.
Despite his religious affiliation, he was well-liked by
all classes of Persians, who were chiefly Sh!*!, because
of his discretion as regards religious beliefs. Unlike
many poets, he was free from greed, rivalry and
malice. He often chose the works of other poets as a
model for his own poems, acknowledging his source
by name as a mark of appreciation.
The poetical output of Sa°ib is extremely
voluminous. The total number of verses ascribed to
him varies from 80,000 to 125,000. Likewise,
estimates also differ regarding the size of his mathnawi
Kandahdr-ndma ("The book of Kandahar"), which he
composed to commemorate the capture of the Afghan
province by the Persians from the Mughals in
1059/1649. These estimates range from 35,000 to
135,000 couplets. To be sure, the above figures are an
exaggeration, but, as Shibl! Nucman! has pointed out,
there can be no doubt that Sa°ib was the most prolific
of the latter-day poets. It is reported that he prepared
some collections of his verses according to their
subject-matter. One of them, named Mir^dt al-ajamdl
("The mirror of beauty"), contained verses relating
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to the physical features of the beloved; another, called
Mir^dt al-khaydl ("The mirror of thought"), included
in its contents allusions to mirror and comb; and yet
another, entitled Maykhdna ("Tavern"), devoted itself
to examples of verses mentioning wine and tavern. In
addition, $a°ib put together a selection of the opening
couplets from his poems and other verses in a volume
which he called Wddjib al-hifz ("Worthy of keeping").
He also compiled an anthology, entitled Baydd, which
contained a selection of his own verses as well as those
of other poets, both old and new.
SaDib was well-versed in the art of calligraphy, a
family legacy which may be traced to his uncle, Shams
al-Dln Tabriz! (d. 940/1533-4), titled Shirln-kalam
("Of sweet pen"), who was a master calligrapher of
his time. There exist several manuscripts of SaDib's
works in his own handwriting, indicating the poet's
skill in the nasta^lik form of calligraphy.
Among the verse forms employed by SaDib, the
predominant one was the ghazal. His collection contains some kastdas and mathnawts, but these constitute
an insignificant part of his huge output. It is the
quantity and quality of Sahib's ghazals that lend
stature to his poetry. The poet sought to change the
direction of the ghazal by investing it with a new imagery and a refreshing thought pattern. He was
careful to avoid stereotypes. Even when presenting a
conventional theme, his aim was to transform it so as
to convey an impression of novelty. One of the devices
he employed very successfully was the irsdl-i mathal, in
which the poet makes a statement in the first line of
the couplet and reinforces it by an example in the
second line. With Sa^ib, this mode of expression,
which could easily become contrived when employed
by lesser poets, retained its spontaneity because of his
skilful handling.
$a3ib was a leading exponent of the Indian style of
Persian poetry (sabk-i Hindi [q.v. ]). He remained a
towering figure in the literary world of Persia until his
fame suffered a decline in the 18th and 19th centuries
when the style which he represented lost its appeal
with the local poets and arbiters of taste. This change
is reflected in the views expressed by such later writers
as Lutf CA1I Beg Adhar (d. 1195/1781) and Rida-kull
Khan Hidayat (d. 1280/1871). Adhar accuses Sa'ib of
initiating "a novel and disagreeable style", following
which poetical standards underwent progressive
deterioration; and Hidayat declares that the trend
which the poet chose for himself was not admired
during the author's time. While $aDib's popularity
diminished in his own country, the esteem enjoyed by
him in the Indian sub-continent among students of
Persian literature has continued unabated over the
ages. Lately, the literary scene in Persia has also
witnessed a revival of interest in ^zPib, as shown by
the successive publication of his poetical works and
the appearance of numerous articles about his poetry.
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SA'IB KHATHIR, influential m u s i c i a n of the
early Umayyad period, d. 63/683.
According to the Kitdb al-Aghdni, the source for
what information we have on him, Abu Djacfar Sa3ib
Khathir was a mawld of Persian origin. By trade a food
or, possibly, wheat (ta^dm) merchant in Medina, he
became well-known as a singer and was attached to an
important patron, cAbd Allah b. Dja c far [q.v.]. He is
also said to have sung, during the caliphate of
Mucawiya (41-60/661-80), for his son Yazid and, at
the instigation of cAbd Allah b. Dja c far, before
Mucawiya himself. He was killed during the battle of
al-Harra, in 63/683.
The Hidjaz, and Medina in particular, was a centre
of musical innovation during the lst/7th century, and
Sa-'ib Khathir is identified as one of the key figures in
this process. He is portrayed in one account as having
performed in traditional fashion, singing improvised
(murtadjil) airs to the accompaniment of a percussion
stick (katfib). But in another, conforming to a standard
narrative formula used in the Aghdni to encapsulate
change, he is said to have been the first musician in
Medina to introduce what would become the standard
practice of the singer accompanying himself on the
lute (<ud). With Sa'ib Khathir, too, is associated the
absorption and integration of Persian elements, for in
reaction to the impression made on cAbd Allah b.
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Dja c far by the Persian songs of Nashit [q. v.],he is said
to have set Arabic verse in the same style. It is such
developments that were to lead to the elaboration of
the sophisticated court-music tradition eventually
codified by Ishak al-Mawsili (150-235/767-850 [q.v.])
and it is, indeed, SaDib Khathir's song li-manl l-diydru
rusumuhd kafru that is claimed to initiate the stylistic
prototype or first stage of that tradition, the early
Umayyad ghind* mutkan. Alternatively, this piece is
perceived as the earliest instance in Arabic of ghind^
thafctl, pointing towards the emergence of a "heavy"
vs. "light" (khafij) divide with which will later be
associated notions of an Arab vs. Persian stylistic
cleavage. That Sa°ib Khathir was considered to be a
major figure in this early period of radical change is
also indicated by the roll-call of great Umayyad
singers who are said to have learned from him (even
if the extent of their indebtedness is impossible to
define): Ibn Suraydj, Djamfla, c Azza al-Mayla° and,
in particular, Macbad [q.v.], to whom, it is alleged,
some of Sa°ib Khathir's own compositions were later
attributed.
Bibliography: Aghani3, viii, 321-6; H.G.
Farmer, A history of Arabian music to the XIIIth century,
London 1929, repr. 1973, 53-4 and passim; Shawkl
Dayf, al-Shfo wa 'l-ghind^fi }l-Madina wa-Makka li'asr Bant Umayya, Cairo n.d., 58.
(O. WRIGHT)
SACID B. ABl ARUBA, Mihran Abu '1-Nadr alc
AdawT al-Basrl (born ca. 70/689, d. between 155 and
159/771-6), t r a d i t i o n i s t in Basra, mawld of the ^anu
c
Adi b. Yashkur. Sacld is mentioned among the first
who compiled systematic hadith collections of the
musannaf [q. v. ] type (see IBN DJURAYDJ; Juynboll, 22;
Van Ess, 63). Among his works were a K. al-Sunan
and a K. al-Taldk; none of them is extant. His repute
as a traditionist is equivocal; he is generally considered reliable until he became "confused" some ten
years before his death. Ahmad b. Hanbal is said to
have accused him of tampering (tadlis [q.v.]) with
isndds [q.v.] (al-Dhahabl, Mizdn al-i^tiddl fi nakd alriajal, ed. al-BadjawI, Cairo 1963, ii, 152). Probably
his reputation was impaired because he adhered to the
doctrine of the free will [see KADARIYYA]. Sacld is
known best as transmitter of al-Hasan al-Basrl [<?. fl.],
and of his teacher Katada b. Dicama [<7-fl.], whose K.
al-Mandsik he edited (Sezgin, GAS, i, 32; Van Ess,
143). Via Katada, he also transmitted KuPanic exegesis and stories about the prophets (see Khoury,
passim). A number of people transmitted hadith or
other materials from Sacld, notably cAbd al-Acla b.
c
Abd al-Acla al-Sami (d. 189/805; Van Ess, 73).
Bibliography: Sezgin, GAS, i, 91-2; J. van Ess,
Theologie und Gesellschaft im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert
Hidschra. Eine Geschichte des religiosen Denkens imfruhen
Islam, ii, Berlin-New York 1992, 62-5, 72-8;
G.H.A. Juynboll, Muslim Tradition. Studies in chronology, provenance and authorship of early hadith, Cambridge 1983, 22, 164; R.G. Khoury, Les legendesprophetiques dans I'Islam, Wiesbaden 1978.
{W. RAVEN)
SACID B. AL-CAS B. UMAYYA, a m e m b e r of the
c
A y a s [q.v. in Suppl.] component group of the
Umayyad clan in Mecca and, later, governor of
Kufa and Medina, died in 59/678-9, according to
the majority of authorities.
His father had fallen, a pagan, fighting the
Muslims at the battle of Badr [q. v. ] on 2/624 when
Sacld, his only son, can only have been an infant. He
nevertheless speedily achieved great prestige in Islam
not only as the leader of an aristocratic family group
but also for his liberality, eloquence and learning. He
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was in especially high favour with c Uthman, and was
appointed by that caliph, together with the other
Kurashis cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr [q.v.], cAbd alRahman b. al-Harith and the Medinan Zayd b.
Thabit [q.v.], to prepare a Kur D an vulgate text on the
basis of the muihaf [q.v.] of Hafsa, probably in 323/652-4 (see Noldeke-Schwally, G des Q ii, 48, 50-2,
56). He married two of c Uthman's daughters,
Maryam and Umm c Amr, and also had links with the
Marwanid branch of the clan through his marriage to
Umm al-Banln, daughter of Marwan b. al-Hakam

[?.»•]•

In 29/649-50 he was appointed governor of Kufa in
succession to al-Walld b. cUkba, achieving a reputation as a military commander by leading expeditions
into Adharbaydjan and the Caspian provinces. But he
incurred unpopularity in unruly Kufa—to him is attributed the saying that the Sawad [q. v. ] of c lrak was
the garden of Kuraysh, i.e. meant to be exploited by
the Meccans—and his return to his post from Medina
at the end of 34/655 was blocked by the kurro? and
other agitators in Kufa under Yazld b. Kays alArhabl and Malik al-Ashtar, who proclaimed Abu
Musa al-Ashcari [q.v.] governor in the city. Sacld
fought in defence of c Uthman's ddr in Medina when
it was attacked by the rebels of the Egyptian army and
was wounded protecting the caliph; but, after at first
inclining to the cause of Talha, al-Zubayr and
c :>
A isha, he declined to participate in the Battle of the
Camel, and settled in Mecca. He did not participate
in the events of Siffm [q. v. ] either, but Mu c awiya in
49/669 appointed him governor of Medina in place of
Marwan b. al-Hakam, and he remained in office till
replaced by the latter in 54/674.
He finally returned to his estates in the Wad! '1c
Ak!k at Medina, and died at al-cArsa, most probably
in 59/678-9. The leadership of his family then devolved on his son (as many as 14 sons of his are
enumerated in the nasab literature, e.g. in alBaladhurl, Ansdb, ivb, 136-49) by Marwan's
daughter, c Amr al-Ashdak [q. v. ].
Although an Umayyad, Sacld had close relations
with some members of the Hashimi family, and it was
recalled by them that he had taken no part against CAH
in the First Civil War (see Lammens, Mo^awia Ier, in
MFOB, i [1906], 27-9); early Islamic historical writing
is, accordingly, rather favourable to his image.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the article): 1. Sources. ZubayrI, Nasab Kuraysh, 176-8;
Ibn Sacd, v, 19-24; Baladhurl, Futuh, 119, 198,
280, 322, 328-9, 334, 336; idem, Ansdb al-ashrdf,
ivb, ed. Schloessinger, 130-6; Yackubl, TaKkh, ii,
152, 190, 192, 207, 267, 283-4; Tabarl, i, index;
Ibn al-Athlr, Usd, ii, 309 ff.; idem, Kdmil, iii and
iv, index; Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, no. 5059; NawawT,
Tahdhib al-asmd\ ed. Wiistenfeld, 281-2.
2. S t u d i e s . Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten,
vi, 117-21; G. Rotter, Die Umayyaden und der Zweite
Burgerkrieg (680-692), Wiesbaden 1982, 114-15,
117-18; Hichem Dja'it, La grande discorde. Religion et
politique dans rIslam des origines, Paris 1989, 119,
122-5.
_
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SAclD B. AL-BITRIK (not Batrik) or Eutychius
(263-328/877-940), M e l k i t e p a t r i a r c h of Alexand r i a , author of works of medicine, history and
apologetics, and one of the most i m p o r t a n t
f i g u r e s in the Melkite l i t e r a t u r e of his period.
The only known biographical elements derive from
the author himself (ed. Cheikho, ii, 69-70, 86-7, 88)
and from his continuator (Yahya, in PO, xviii, 71319); they are repeated, without additional information, in Ibn Abl Usaybica. Born at Fustat on 27 Dhu
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'1-Hidjdja 263/10 September 877, Sacld b. al-Bitrik
studied medicine and distinguished himself as a practitioner; he was elected patriarch of Alexandria on 8
$afar 321/7 February 933, at the age of sixty, and
then received the name Eutychius. To resolve the contradiction between the two items of information—the
age and the year—M. Breydy (Etudes, 5 ff.) proposes
fixing the accession of Sacld to the see of Alexandria
on 13 $afar 323/22 January 935 (according to the version given in two manuscripts). His patriarchate was
controversial, and darkened by the division of the
Melkite community of Egypt into two rival factions
and by the spoliations which ensued. Sacid died on
Monday, 30 Radjab 328/11 May 940 in Alexandria.
(a) Medicine.
Sacld b. al-Bitrik is the author of a medical treatise,
K. fi 'l-Tibb or Kunndsh (mentioned by Ibn Abl
Usaybica), of which a manuscript has been preserved
in the Manadilf collection at Aleppo (cf. P. Sbath, alFihris, i, 9, no. 23).
(b) History.
Sacld b. al-Bi{rik is best known for his _universal
history dedicated to his fellow-physician clsa b. alBitrik, K. al-Ta^nkh al-madjmu^ cald 'l-tahkik wa 7tasdik, also called by the copyists Nazm al-djawhar, and
generally known, since its edition by Pococke, under
the title of Annales, although this is not strictly speaking a case of annals but of a universal history in which
the material is divided chronologically according to
the reigns of sovereigns. With this first Christian
history in the Arabic language, dealing simultaneously with religious and secular events, Sacld intended to offer to the Melkite community a history
which would enable it to assert its identity vis-a-vis the
other Christian communities, and vis-a-vis the Byzantine and Arab empires.
It begins with the creation of Adam and deals with
Biblical history until the Babylonian exile, then expands into a history of the Near East until the birth
of Christ, devotes substantial treatment to the beginnings of the Church, to heresies and to councils, to
monasticism in Palestine, without, however, neglecting the reigns of Byzantine and Sasanid sovereigns,
and concludes with Arabo-Muslim history, pursued
until the fifth year of the caliphate of al-Radl
(326/937-8). As he himself explains in the introduction, Sacld sets out to make a work of compilation on
the basis of various sources which he does not mention, but the most important of which can be identified (cf. Breydy, Etudes, ch. ii): an Arabic version of
the Bible, the Cave of treasures, the Alexander Romance,
the history of the Sasanid kings translated by Ibn alMukaffac [?•*>•], hagiographical writings (St.
Epiphanus of Cyprus, St. Euthymus, St. Sabas, St.
John the Almoner, etc.), popular legends (including
the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus), and Muslim traditionists such as c Uthman b. Salih (cf. Breydy, La conquete arabe. Cf. also G. Levi Delia Vida, Two fragments
of Galen in Arabic translation, inJAOS, Ixx [1950], 1827). Sacld b. al-Bitrfk makes every effort to insert the
information thus assembled into a chronological
frame supplied successively by the history of the Bible,
by the reigns of the kings of Persia, of Alexander, of
the kings of Egypt, of Roman emperors, of Sasanid
sovereigns, of Byzantine emperors, and finally, from
the time of the Arab conquest, of caliphs. Sacld
situates the Incarnation in the year 5500, thereby
following not the calculations of Byzantine
chronographers but the era of Africanus, still used by
those whom Grumel dubs "adherents of the mystical
5500" (La chronologic, 22 ff, 157).
The Ta\ikh was continued at the beginning of the

5th/11th century by Yahya al-Antaki [q. v . } , who gives
interesting details regarding the manuscripts which he
has been able to consult: "I have examined a certain
number of manuscripts of the book of Sacfd b. alBitnk, and found that some of them contained history
up until the beginning of the caliphate of al-Kahir, in
other words, until the year in which Sacld b. al-Bitrik
was appointed Patriarch of Alexandria; on the other
hand, other manuscripts had been supplemented for
some reason by additions on the part of the continuator of the book, which were not to be found in the
authentic manuscript. I have seen the authentic
manuscript and, besides this, other manuscripts
where [the history] reaches the point of the caliphate
of al-Radl, that is year 326 of the Hidjra. It is principally on the basis of this manuscript that I have composed this book, because this manuscript is the most
complete in exposition and the closest to the period [of
the author]. I believe that the reason for the incompleteness at the end of certain of these manuscripts, and for the fact that their account is abridged
in relation to what appears in the authentic
manuscript, is that the book was copied in the lifetime
of the author at different times; the copies of this book
becoming known to people, each copy contained in its
entirety history up until the moment when [the copy]
had been written" (PO, viii/5, 709-10).
Today, some thirty manuscripts of Sacld's Ta^nkh
have been counted (cf. Graf, GCAL, 34-5; Breydy,
Etudes, ch. iv; J. Nasrallah, Histoire du mouvement litteraire, 26-7), which is indicative of the book's success.
It was known in the West from the 17th century onwards. In 1642, John Selden edited, translated and
commented on a brief extract concerning the
preaching of St. Mark and the origins of the Church
of Alexandria; in 1661, A. Ecchelensis refuted Selden
by producing a new translation of the same passage;
in 1658-9, E. Pococke published the complete text of
the Ta \ikh on the basis of the manuscripts obtained by
Selden (all three copied in Aleppo in the 17th century), accompanied by a Latin translation and index.
This translation was reproduced, as were those of
Selden and of Ecchelensis, in the Patrologia of Migne.
In 1906-9, L. Cheikho, alone for the first part, in collaboration with H. Zayyat and B. Carra de Vaux for
the second, re-edited the Arabic text on the basis of
the manuscript of the Zayyat collection while giving
the variants according to the Pococke edition, to
which B. Carra de Vaux added a collation with two
manuscripts of the Bibliotheque Nationale de Paris;
this edition also contains the continuation owed to
Yahya al-Antakl. In 1987, B. Pirone produced an annotated translation into Italian, according to
Cheikho's text.
The manuscripts, even though they differ on the
date of the end of the chronicle and contain more or
less significant variants, represent the same recension
of the text. Nevertheless, one manuscript stands out
from the others: the ms. Sin. Arab. 580 (582) of Saint
Catherine's Monastery in the Sinai, considered an
anonymous chronicle (the manuscript is mutilated at
the beginning and at the end) until Breydy claimed to
have identified it as the original, and even
autographical, recension of the Ta^nkh of Sacld b. alBitrik, henceforward regarding all the other manuscripts as bearers of a version adapted and amplified
in Antiochian circles in the llth century, perhaps by
Yahya himself. Breydy bases his conclusion on three
arguments: (1) The script of Sin. Arab 580 (582)
makes it possible to date this manuscript at the beginning of the 10th century (a cursive Kufic, sometimes
poorly deciphered by the authors of the later recen-
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sion, examples in Mamila ou Maqella?, 73-4, and in
Etudes, 33-4); (2) The statement by Yahya himself
(PO, xviii/5, 708-9) that after his arrival in Antioch he
had revised his own work with the aid of chronicles
which then became available to him, and that he had
intended to correct in the same manner the Ta ^rikh of
Sacld which he considered flawed and incomplete.
Although he adds that he abandoned this project,
Breydy thinks that he, or others, did not resist the
temptation; (3) The fact that all the manuscripts of the
Annales belong to the Antiochene Melkite circle, and
the late date of a number of copies (the earliest do not
date back beyond the 13th-14th centuries). Comparison between the so-called Alexandrian recension
of Sin. Arab. 580 (582) and the so-called Antiochene
recension of the Pococke and Cheikho editions,
outlined in Etudes, ch. v., has not been made in detail
by Breydy except with regard to the taking of
Jerusalem by the Persians and its reconquest by
Heraclius (in Mamila ou Maqella?); it permits him to
establish the Arabo-Jacobite origin of the first version,
while the additions and glosses of the second would
seemingly derive from Byzantine sources found at Antioch. Only a critical edition taking account of the entirety of the manuscript tradition, comparison between the two versions, and precise study of the origin
of the additions, could definitively confirm, or refute,
the conclusions of Breydy.
The vehement opposition displayed by Sacld b. alBitrlk towards other Christian persuasions led to
ripostes, among others, from the Copt SawTrus
(Severus) Ibn al-Mukaffa c [q. v. ] in his Kitdb alMadjamP (P. Chebli, Refutation de Sa^id ibn Batriq
(Eutychius). Le livre des conciles, in PO, iii [1905], 121242) and from the Nestorian Elias of Nisibis (L.
Horst, Das Metropoliten Elias von Nisibis Buck vom Beweis
der Wahrheit des Glaubens, Colmar 1886, 23, 56 ff.).
The few lines in which Sacld denies the perpetual orthodoxy of the Maronites (ed. Cheikho, i. 210),
repeated by William of Tyre (History, ed. R.B.C.
Huygens, 1018, cf. R.W. Crawford, William of Tyre
and the Maronites, in Speculum, xxx [1955], 222-8), drew
down upon Sacld the fury of the Maronites, from Ecchelensis to historians of the present day. A rigorist
Muslim, Ibn Taymiyya [<?.#.], refuted in his turn the
Chalcedonian views espoused by Sacld, not out of affection for Nestorian or Monophysite doctrines but to
show the contradictions of the Melkite doctrine (G.
Troupeau, Ibn Taymiyya et sa refutation d'Eutychius, in
BEO, xxx [1978], 209-20). Numerous later authors
made use of Sacld's Ta^nkh, among others al-Mascud!
[q.v.] who met him in Fustat (Tanbih, ed. De Goeje,
154, tr. B. Carra de Vaux, Le Livre de I'avertissement,
212; cf. also idem, Murudj., tr. Ch. Pellat, ii, 493),
George the Friar (cf. P. Schreiner, Fragment d'une
paraphrase grecque des Annales d'Eutyches d'Alexandrie, in
Orientalia Christiana Periodica, xxxvii [1971], 384-390),
William of Tyre for his chronicle of Arab sovereigns
(a work which is lost, but mentioned in the prologue
to his History, ed. Huygens, 100; cf. H. Mohring, Zu
der Geschichte der orientalischen Herrscher des Wilhelm von
Tyrus. Die Frage der Quellenabhdngigkeiten, in Mittellateinischesjahrbuch, xix [1984], 170-83), not to mention
Saliba b. Yuhanna, al-Makln [q.v.] and al-Makrizi
[q.V.].
Furthermore, it has been established that the account of events in Sicily for the years 827-965, which
follows the Annales of Sacld b. al-Bitnk in the Cambridge manuscript and is for this reason generally
known as the Cambridge chronicle (for editions and
translations of this text, see Brockelmann, I 2 , 155), is
to be attributed not to Sacld but to an Arab compiler
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of the llth century who followed a Greek text (cf.
Vasiliev, Byzance et les Arabes, i, 342-6, ii, 2, 99-106).
Nasrallah possessed in his personal library another
manuscript of the Annales with this same addition
(Histoire du mouvement litteraire, 27, 54). Similarly, a letter edited in Paris in 1642 and on numerous subsequent occasions should not be attributed to Sacid (contrary to the affirmation of Brockelmann, I 2 , 154) but
to Eutychius, patriarch of Constantinople (552-65)
who was in correspondence with Pope Vigilius.
(c) Apologetics.
Sacid b. al-Bitrik undertook the defence of the
Chalcedonian faith not only in his Ta^nkh but also in
a work of apologetics which has not been preserved:
K. al-Djadal bayn al-mukhdlif wa 'l-nasrdni (mentioned
by Sacld himself, Annales, ed. Cheikho, i, 176, and by
Ibn Abi Usaybica). Nasrallah (op. cit., 31) has advanced the hypothesis that the three long refutations of the
Nestorians and the Jacobites (ed. Cheikho, i, 159-61,
161-75, 196-7), which interrupt the narration and are
introduced by the expression kdla Sacid b, al-Bitnk almutatabbib, were inserted at a later stage, and that the
first and the third of these passages are borrowings
from the K. al-Djadal; as for the second of these
passages, on account of its similarity to another work
of apologetics, the K. al-Burhdn, it poses a new
problem, that of the attribution of this work to Sacld.
On the basis of the presence of the same passage in
both books—the Ta^rikh and the K. al-Burhdn—G.
Graf (Ein bisher unbekanntes Werk, and GCAL, ii, 37)
considered that Sacld was the author of the K. alBurhdn. While it is certain that this treatise was composed in Arabic by a Chalcedonian before 944 (since
it situates in Edessa the mandilium which was
transferred to Constantinople in that year, which is
confirmed by a note to Sin. Arab. 75, composed in
982, declaring that its author inherited this
manuscript from his grandfather, cf. Nasrallah, op.
cit., 32-3), the attribution to Sacld is today not considered valid (criticism of Graf's hypothesis, notably
from F. Tautil, in al-Mashrik, xxvii [1929], 914-19,
and Nasrallah, op. cit., 31 ff).
Bibliography: Ed. and tr. of the whole K. alTa^nkh: E. Pococke, Contextio Gemmarum, sive
Eutychii Patriarchae Alexandrini Annales, 2 vols., Oxford 1658-9. Tr. only, re-edited by Migne in PC,
cxi, cols. 889-1231. L. Cheikho, B. Carra de Vaux
and H. Zayyat, Eutychii Patriarchae Alexandrini Annales, 2 vols., Louvain 1906-9 (CSCO, vols. 1 and Ii,
Scriptores arabici, ser. 3, vi, vii). Ed. and German tr.
of Sin. Arab. 580 (582), M. Breydy, Das Annalenwerk des Eutychios von Alexandrien. Ausgewdhlte
Geschichten und Legenden kompiliert von Sactd ibn Batriq
urn 935 A.D., Louvain 1985 (CSCO, 471-2, Scriptores
arabici, 44-5). Annotated Italian tr. by B. Pirone,
Eutichio. Gli Annali, Cairo, Franciscan Centre of
Christian Oriental Studies, 1987 (Studia Orientalia
Christiana Monographiae, i). Ed. by P. Cachia and
English tr. by W. Montgomery Watt of the K. alBurhdn: The Book of the Demonstration, 4 vols., Louvain 1960-1 (CSCO, 192-3, 209-10, Scriptores arabici,
20-3).
Sources and studies of Sacld: Histoire de YahydIbn-Sa^id d'Antioche, continuateur de Sa^id-Ibn-Bitriq,
ed. and tr. J. Kratchkowsky and A. Vasiliev, in PO,
xviii/5, xxiii/3; Ibn Abi Usaybica, ed. Muller, ii,
86-7, ed. Beirut, 545-6; L. Leclerc, Histoire de la
medecine arabe, i, 404-5; G. Graf, Ein bisher unbekanntes Werk des Patriarchen Eutychius von Alexandrien, in
Oriens christianus, N.S. i (1911), 227-44; F. Nau,
Eutychius, in DTC, ii, cols. 1609-11; Brockelmann,
i 2 , 154-5, S I, 228; Graf, GCAL, ii, 32-8; Sezgin,
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GAS, iii, 297; M. Breydy, La conquete arabe de
I'Egypte. Un fragment du traditionniste Uthman ibn Salih
(144-219 A.M. = 761-834 A.D.}, identifie dans les Annales d'Eutychios d'Alexandrie (877-940 A.D.), in Parole
de I'Orient, viii (1977-8), 379-96; idem, Mamila ou
Maqella? La prise de Jerusalem et ses consequences (614
AD) selon la recension alexandrine des Annales
d'Eutyches, in Oriens christianus, Ixv (1981), 62-86;
idem, Etudes sur Sa^idlbn Batnq et ses sources, Lou vain
1983 (CSCO, 450, Subsidia, Ixix); J. Nasrallah,
Histoire du mouvement litteraire dans I'Eglise melchite du
Ve au XXe siecle, ii/2, Louvain 1988, 23-34.
(PRANCOISE MlCHEAU)

SACID B. HUMAYD B. SA C ID AL-KATIB, Abu
c
Uthman, c A b b a s i d s c r i b e , e p i s t o l o g r a p h e r and
poet. His exact dates are unknown, but he was probably born in the last years of the 3rd century A.H. and
died after 257/871 (or 260/874), the year of Fadl alSha c ira's death [q. v. in Suppl.]. His family came from
the lower Persian nobility—he himself is sometimes
called al-dihkdn—and he claimed royal Persian descent. He seems to have held various lower provincial
offices, before stepping into the limelight as the kdtib
of Ahmad b. al-Khasfb, vizier to al-Muntasir (r. 2478/861-2 [q. v. ]), for whom he drew up the bay^a
declaration (preserved by al-TabarT, Ta^rikh, ix, 235,
tr. J. Kraemer, 199-202; al-Samarra D i, 74-8). Under
the latter's successor, al-Musta c m (r. 248-52/862-6
[q.v. ]), he headed the diwdn al-raso?il (al-Taban, ix,
264, tr. G. Saliba, 13).
He was, however, less of a career administrator,
comparing, as he did, the government service with a
bath-house: if you are inside, you want to get out, and
if you are outside, you want to get in (Ibn Abl c Awn,
al-Tashbihat, ed. Muh. c Abd al-Muc!d Khan. Cambridge 1950, 316); his favourite ambience was the
literary salons of his time, especially that of the
famous poetess, songstress, and lute-player, Fadl alSha c ira. With her he had a stormy love relationship,
which occasioned a fair amount of poetry on both
sides. But his love poetry and, if we can trust the anecdotes, his love life, was by no means restricted to
females.
Ibn al-Nadim lists a collection of his poetry (Fihrist
12323; 166 18 -' 9 [50 folios]) and a collection of his letters (ibid. 1232:i). Neither has been preserved, but the
specimens and fragments transmitted in secondary
sources have been collected by al-Samarra3! (see
Bibi). He lists 43 pieces of prose, many of which are
short sayings, while only two are lengthy documents.
One is the bqyca for al-Muntasir (see above), the
other presents a description of a battle during the civil
war between al-Musta c m and al-Mu c tazz [0.0.], written on 24 Safar 251/25 March 865 (reading bakina for
khalawna in the text) at the behest of the governor of
Baghdad, Muhammad b. cAbdallah b. Tahir, to be
read in the Friday mosque (al-Taban, Ta^rikh, ix,
296-303, tr. Saliba, 50-8; al-Samarra3!, 105-17). The
collected poems and fragments of such run into 73
(plus 17 doubtful) items; the longest has thirteen lines.
Ibn Abl Tahir Tayfur (d. 280/893 [q.v.]) presents
Sacld b. Humayd as a very able plagiariser (Fihrist,
12320"1), remarking that, if one were to say to his prose and poetry "Return to your originators", nothing
would stay with him. This is, however, not an original
critique, either. According to the anecdotes, he was a
facile improviser, and his poetry cannot be expected
to be highly innovative. Most of the preserved pieces
are in the ghazal genre; they are smooth and elegant.
His shu^ubi attitude [see SHU C UBIYYA] emerges from
the title of another book, now lost, that reads K. Intisdf
al-^aajam min al-^arab. "Demanding justice for the Per-

sians from the Arabs", also known as al-Taswiya
"The equalising" (Fihrist, 12322'3). The choice of
words here shows him to be a moderate who did not
claim superiority for the Persians.
Sacid b. Humayd had a number of namesakes—alSamarra0! enumerates five of them (op. cit., 32-4)—of
which Abu c Uthman Sacld b. Humayd b. alBakhtakan (Fihrist, 12327"30) was easily confused with
our man due to the similarity in name as well as in
.shu^ubi conviction.
Bibliography: The main sources for his life and
his works are Tabarf, tr. J. Kraemer, The History of
al-Taban, xxxiv, Incipient decline, Albany 1989, tr.
G. Saliba, xxxv, The crisis of the CAbbasid caliphate,
Albany 1985, index; and IsbahanI, Aghdm, ed.
C
A.A. Farradj, xviii, Beirut 1959, 90-102 (on SacTd
b. Humayd), xix, Beirut 1960, 257-71 (on Fadl alSha c ira). For other sources, see GAS, ii, 583. Study
and collection of works by Yunus Ahmad alSamarra0!, Rasd^il Sa^id b. Humayd wa-ash^druh,
Baghdad 1971.
(W.P. HEINRIGHS)
SAciD B. SULTAN b. Ahmad b. Sacld Al Bu
c
c
Sa ldl, r u l e r of U m a n and Z a n z i b a r (b. Muscat
1791, d. at sea on 19 Oct. 1856). He and his brother
Salim succeeded jointly in 1806, but shortly were
usurped by their cousin Badr, whom Sacld
assassinated. Salim had the title Imam, but was a
nonentity; the effective power was in Sacld's hands.
When Salim d. Sacld was not elected to the imamate,
he preferred using the title Sayyid, used without
distinction by all the princes of the family. Nevertheless, European sources frequently refer to Sacld as
Imam. He never used the title Sultan.
The fissiparous c UmanI tribal system, family quarrels, Wahhabl expansionism in central Arabia, and
disputes with other Gulf states, together with AngloFrench rivalry, complicated the earlier part of his
reign. Muscat, nevertheless, was pivotal in the
western Indian Ocean in a lively commerce which had
attracted resident Indian merchant houses. Sacld
developed an army with Baltic! and other
mercenaries, and also a fleet which could also serve
mercantile ends. The grandson of its commander, Abdalla Saleh Farsy, was Sacid's Swahili biographer.
In 1698 the preceding Ya c rubi dynasty had acquired the eastern African coast from Mogadishu to
Tungi in northern Mozambique. Control was little
more than nominal. In Mombasa [q.v.] the Mazarci
liwalis had made themselves virtually independent, as
had the Sultans of Pate and Kilwa [q. vv. ] , and petty
rulers in Pemba, Tumbatu and Zanzibar, save for the
occasional payment of tribute. In 1822 the Mazarci
had seized Pemba [q.v.], and Sacld sent an expedition
against them. In 1827 he came to enforce his authority
over the Mazarci in person; in 1824-6 they had attempted independence under British protection,
which was disowned by Whitehall.
By 1834 Sacld had determined to move his capital
to Zanzibar, which he had first visited in 1828. He
now divided his time between Muscat and Zanzibar
almost equally, only finally settling in Zanzibar in
1840. Apart from tax revenue, his move was primarily commercial. After 1839 Indian caravans, that is,
caravans funded by the Indian merchant houses, went
inland, for ivory, slaves and other products of the interior. The caravans were armed, for Sacld had no
ambitions for an interior empire. The changes were
formalised by the establishment of consulates: United
States (1837), Britain (1841), France (1844), whose
countries, with Germany, became the principal
buyers. Commerce was his principal preoccupation,
and his own ships exported goods to India and
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Arabia, and occasionally to Europe and to China.
The range of his interests is exemplified in 1845, when
he sent an Arab horse as a present to the American
President, and himself received an Imperial dinner set
of sixty-four pieces from the Chinese Emperor, of a
kind of porcelain reserved for the Imperial Family
alone.
From 1822 he was under pressure to end the slave
trade, when he was forced to forbid the sale of slaves
to Christian powers. In 1845 he was persuaded into a
further treaty prohibiting both import and export of
slaves from his African dominions. Since he had no
control inland it was not difficult to evade these provisions.
The prosperity of Zanzibar, and in particular the
wealth that accrued from the clove trade, in which
Zanzibar now led the world, was to a great extent
dependent on Sacid's patriarchal administration. He
developed no constitutional or commercial system.
He sat publicly daily to hear cases like any desert
chieftain. Commercially, he was dependent on the
ability and good will of the Indian merchants, whose
immigration he encouraged. Mosques, palaces in the
town and the countryside, and the packed houses in
Zanzibar town spoke of the success of his regime.
His only existing portrait, painted from memory
after an audience by an American naval officer, can
be seen in the Peabody Museum, Salem,
Massachusetts. An intimate portrait of his private life
is given in the Memoirs of an Arabian Princess by his
daughter Salme (so she pronounced Salima), written
in 1886. He had no children by his legal wives, but of
his surias, chiefly Circassians, with some Georgians,
Assyrians and Ethiopians, some seventy in all,
twenty-five sons were born and an unknown number
of daughters. Strict in his observance of the daily
prayers, he delighted in lavish generosity at the great
festivals; his personal life was of the simplest. He was
an accomplished horseman and practical seaman.
Sacld, wrote a British consul, was "most truly every
man's friend; he wishes to do good to all."
Bibliography: Sources listed by C.F. Beckingham, art. BU SA C ID, are not repeated here. N.R.
Bennett, A history of the Arab State of Zanzibar, London
1978; Mohmed Reza Bhacker, Trade and empire in
Muscat and Zanzibar, London 1993, contains a very
detailed bibl.; R.F. Burton, Zanzibar, City, Island
and Coast, 2 vols., London 1972; E. van Donzel
(ed.), Sayyida Salme/Emily Ruete, An Arabian
princess between two Worlds, Leiden 1993; Abdalla
Saleh Farsy, Seyyid Said bin Sultan, Mwongozi Press,
Zanzibar 1942; J.R. Gray and D. Birmingham
(eds.), Pre-colonial African trade, Oxford 1970; G.S.P.
Freeman-Grenville (ed.), Memoirs of an Arabian
princess, London 1981, 1993; Mbarak Ali Hinawi,
al-Akida and Fort Jesus, London 1950; J. Middleton,
The world of the Swahili, Yale 1992; H. Montgomery Massingberd, Burke's peerage. Royal families of the
world, ii, Africa and Asia, London 1980, C.S.
Nicholls, The Swahili coast: politics, diplomacy and trade
on the East African littoral, 1798-1856, London 1971;
J.McL. Ritchie (ed. and tr.), Shaykh al-Amin b.
C
A1I al-Mazrui, Akhbar Al al-Mazar'i: the history of the
Mazrui, British Academy, Fontes Historiae Africanae,
Series Arabica, forthcoming.
(G.S.P. FREEMAN-GRENVILLE)
SAclD B. ZAYD b. c Amr b. Nufayl ... b. cAdT b.
c
D
Ka b b. Lu ayy, a Companion of the Prophet
from the tribe of Kuraysh [q. v. ] and one of Muhammad's earliest converts.
His mother was Fatima bint Bacdja b. Umayya of
the clan of Khuza c a. His kunya was Abu 'l-A c war or
Abu Thawr. He was one of c Umar b. al-Khattab's
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cousins and at the same time his brother-in-law
through his wife, who was c Umar's sister, as well as
through c Umar's wife who was his sister. He assumed
Islam before Muhammad entered the house of Zayd
b. al-Arkam and c Umar's conversion is said to have
taken place under the influence of Sacld and his
family.
His father, Zayd b. c Amr, was one of the hanifs; he
was much interested in monotheism, refused to worship idols, warned his contemporaries against idolatry
and confessed the "religion of Abraham" [see ZAYD B.
C
AMR]. It is said that he died in the year when the
Kacba was rebuilt, an event in which also Muhammad is said to have taken part.
Sacid migrated with the Muslims to Medina, where
Muhammad "brothered" him with RafF b. Malik alZuraki, or, according to others, with Ubayy b. Kacb.
When the rumour of the return of the Kuraysh
caravan from Syria reached Medina, Sacld, together
with Talha b. c Ubayd Allah, was sent on scouting service. They met the caravan at al-Hawra° and hurried
back to Medina to report the news. But Muhammad
was already on his way to Badr, and the battle took
place without their taking part in it. They nevertheless
obtained their portion from the booty. Sacld was present at all the other mashdhid and distinguished himself
in the battle of Adjnadayn [q.v.] (13/634), where he
was at the head of the cavalry in the battle of Fihl [see
FAHL] (13/634), where the infantry was under his command, and in the battle of the Yarmuk [q.v.\ (15/636).
At c Umar's death, Sacld belonged to those who promoted c Uthman's election as caliph. Yet he was not
content with his government, though he did not join
the cAlid party.
He died in 50 or 51/670-1 in c Akik near Medina,
where he was buried. It is said that he reached the age
of over 70 years. According to others, he died as
governor of al-Kufa under Mu c awiya.
Sacid never played a significant role in the Muslim
community. He was honoured because of his early
conversion and belongs to the ten who were promised
Paradise (al-cashara al-mubashshard]. Muhammad is
sometimes (Ahmad b. Hanbal, Musnad, i, 187-8) represented as ascending mount Hira° or Uhud with
some of his Companions. As the mountain begins to
tremble, he says: "Stand fast, O mountain, for on
thee walk a prophet, a siddik and witnesses." Then he
proceeds to beatify his Companions, among whom
Sacld mentions himself in a veiled manner in some
traditions. Some of the forms of this report may remind us of Jesus' transfiguration on the mountain
(Matt. xvii).
Sacld belonged to those whose curse (du^d*) was efficacious. This is illustrated in the story of a woman
who, being cursed by him, became blind and was
drowned in a well into which she happened to fall
because of her blindness.
Sacid's musnad, i.e. the traditions handed down on
his authority, is to be found in Ahmad b. Hanbal's
Musnad, i, 187-90.
Bibliography: Ibn Sacd, iii/1, 275-81; Ibn
Hadjar, Isdba, ed. Badjawl, iii, 103-5; Ibn al-Athlr,
Usd s.v.; Ibn Hisham, Sira, index; Abu Nu c aym,
Hilya, \, 95-7; Tabari, Indices, s.v.; Caetani, Annali
dell'Islam, Indices, s.v.
(AJ. WENSINCK-[G.H.A. JUYNBOLL])
SACID (ABl) YACKUB YUSUF AL FAYYUMl
[see SA C ADYA BEN YOSEp].

SAclD ABU BAKR (1317-67/1899-1948), Tunisian man of letters, who had an original and rich
career as a self-taught poet, writer and journalist, all
at the same time.
He was born at Moknine in the Tunisian Sahil on
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28 October 1899 into a modest family of rural origin.
His first studies were at the local Kur3anic school of
the town, where he speedily revealed himself to his
teachers as one possessing a lively intelligence and, in
particular, a precocious poetic talent. He composed
his first verses at the age of eleven, and an anecdote
is retailed about this, generally reported and related
by those who had known him: he dealt with his subject
of school composition in verse, at the same time
preventing his masters from making the slightest correction. For financial reasons, he was unable to proceed to secondary studies, and it was from a lawyer
and literary man from the Sahil region, one Radjih
Ibrahim, who practiced at Sousse, that he found encouragement, both moral and material. This last
made Sacld his secretary and placed his personal
library at his disposal. Sacld profited from this to complete his education, as a genuine autodidact. Soon
afterwards, he made contact with certain organs of the
press in the capital Tunis, becoming a correspondent
for them. Having mastered Arabic and French, and
even Hebrew, with the encouragement of his patron
Radjih Ibrahim, he went to Tunis and established
himself there permanently, working as an editor for
various newspapers and journals, such as al-Fadjr, alBadr, al-^Arab, Lisdn al-Sha^b, al-Nadim, al-Wazir and
al-Sawdb, in the last of which he published his first
poem, on 21 May 1920. This made him famous on account of its subject, the rights of the Tunisian woman
(whose interests he hymned in several of his poems) to
liberty, education, culture and total emancipation,
thereby recalling Tahir al-Haddad, another contemporary man of letters who was, like Sacld Abu Bakr,
a strong defender of the rights of women.
But it was in al-Nahda that he made his career, and
it was there that he came to prominence through his
rich and colourful style, publishing there a long article
on the sessions of the First Constituitive Congress of
the Neo-Destour Party held at Ksar-Hellal on 2
March 1934. It was there also, as in al-Nadim too, that
he began and continued regularly to publish his
poems of a social and political character, in particular,
summoning the people to "awake from their torpor"
and their miserable circumstances, and employing a
revolutionary emphasis and an innovative style. Sacld
had little regard for the rigorous rules of prosody, and
he appeared as an avant-garde poet for whom the
restraints of metrics and rhyme were not to constitute
a barrier to expression of basic feelings ideas and
thought. This appeared quite clearly in his two poetic
collections: al-Sa^idiyydt, published in 1927 in one
volume (2nd ed. 1981) and al-Zahardt, published at an
unspecified date.
On another level, one should mention that Sacld
brought out, from the 1930s to the beginning of the
Second World War, an illustrated journal called al^Alam al-musawwara, which became, for a time, al*Alam al-adabi, and then, after October 1940, in an illustrated form, Tunis al-musawwara, this being the
main means whereby he earned his livelihood. After
a long gap due to the Second World War, this journal
re-appeared in July 1947. As a great lover of art, Sacld
assiduously frequented not only the men of letters but
also the artistic circles in the capital, where he learnt
to play the violin and got to know a girl of the Tunis
petite bourgeoisie, whom he married.
He was equally fond of travelling, and visited, as
well as France, Algeria (in particular, the Constantine
region), Morocco and Spain, especially Andalusia,
with its main cities (Granada, Cordova and Seville).
With regard to this last region, "melting-pot of ArabIslamic civilisation", he wrote a travel narrative, in

the fashion of an Ibn Battuta, with the title al-Andalus
ka-annaka tardhd (1931).
On 29 January 1948 he died, and was buried at
Tunis. After the achievement of Independence, his remains were moved to the Mausoleum of Martyrs in
his native town of Moknine, and this last has, for
several years, and in homage to the person and his
work, organised regularly a cultural and artistic
festival in his memory. His name has been given to
one of the main streets of the capital as well as in
towns of the interior.
Bibliography: H.H. cAbd al-Wahhab, Muajmal
ta^rikh al-adab al-tunisi, Tunis 1968, 316-27;
Bibliyughrdfiyd Sa^id Abi Bakr, Dar al-Kutub alWataniyya, Tunis 1973; H. Chaouch, Adah al-rihla
ft turdth Sacid Abi Bakr, in al-Fikr, xxviii, no. 6
(March 1983), 14-25; R. DhawadI, Udabd*
tunisiyyun, Dar al-Maghrib al-cArabI 1972, 28-45;
Khalid Ahmad, Shakhsiyydt wa-tayydrdt, Tunis 1976,
65-97, 2nd ed. Tunis 1982, 76-135; idem, Tdhir alHadddd wa 'l-bi^a al-tunisiyya fi 'l-thuluth al-awwal min
al-karn al-^ishrin, Tunis 1967, 274-9; M. Mahfuz,
Tardajim al-mu^allifin al-tunisiyyin, Beirut 1982, 14661; Mukhtdrdt min al-adab al-tunisi al-mu^dsir, 2 vols.,
Tunis 1985, i, 247-51; al-Dhikrd al-thaldthun li-wafdt
al-shd^ir Sa^id Abi Bakr, Ministry of Cultural Affairs,
Tunis 1978; M. Radjab, Shd^irdn (coll. Kitab alBa c th, no. 14), Tunis 1957, 5-52; Z. al-SanusI, alAdab al-tunisi fi 'l-karn al-rdbi^ cashar, Tunis 1979,
121-65; Zirikli, Acldm, 3rd ed. Beirut 1969, iii, 145.
(H. CHAOUCH)
SACID B. YA C KUB AL-DIMASHKI, ABU 'UTHMAN,
p h y s i c i a n and t r a n s l a t o r of Greek s c i e n t i f i c
works i n t o A r a b i c . As one of the leading physicians
of his time, he enjoyed the favours of the vizier CA1I
b. clsa (d. 334/946 [q.v.]). When the latter endowed
a hospital in the Harbiyya quarter of Baghdad in
302/914-15, he appointed Abu c Uthman as chief
physician with the joint responsibility of supervising
the hospitals of Baghdad, Mecca and Medina (Ibn
Abi Usaybica, i, 234, 11. 8-10, according to Thabit b.
Sinan; cf. Ibn al-Djawzi, al-Muntazam, vi, 128; on the
vizier's measures for public health, see ibid., 221-2,
and al-Kiftl, Hukamd\ 193-4).
As a translator, he served not only the demands of
the medical profession but showed equal competence
in mathematics and philosophy. Together with Ishak
b. Hunayn and Thabit b. Kurra [q. vv.}, the most eminent transmitters of Hellenistic science in his generation, he was close to the Shi*! mutakallim and
heresiographer al-Hasan b. Musa al-Nawbakhtl (q.v.;
and see Ibn al-Nadim, al-Fihrist, 177).
Of his medical works, versions of Galen's De
pulsibus ad tirones (with a commentary ascribed to
Johannes Philoponus) and De nervorum dissectione, and
of De urinis by Magnus of Emesa, are extant in
manuscript; his own tabular compendium of De
pulsibus is lost (see Sezgin, GAS, iii, 82, 90, 159; M.
Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, Leiden 1970, 81, 90).
His translation of the commentary of Pappus on
Euclid's Elements, book X (on commensurable and incommensurable magnitudes [irrationalities]) has preserved a valuable document, lost in the original ^
Greek, of the late Alexandrian tradition of
mathematics (see Sezgin, GAS, v, 175; ed. W. Thomson, with G. Junge, The commentary of Pappus on book X
of Euclid's Elements, Cambridge, Mass. 1930; German
tr. H. Suter, Beitrdgezur GeschichtederMathematik bei den
Griechen und Arabern, Erlangen 1922, 9-78).
His lasting importance as a translator lies in his
philosophical work, where his scope went far beyond
the ethical Platonism and Galenism of the medical
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tradition, as attested in his own masd^il on Galen's De
moribus (lost, see Ibn Abl Usaybica, i, 234) and a
chapter of sayings in the Siwdn al-hikma (ed. Dunlop,
125-6). An ethical treatise Fa^il al-nafs, attributed to
Aristotle and otherwise unknown, is quoted by
Miskawayh in Abu c Uthman's version (Tahdhib alakhldk; ed. K. Zurayk, Beirut 1966, 86-91; see S.
Pines, Un texte inconnu d'Aristote en version arabe, in Archives d'histoire doctrinale et litteraire du moyen-age, xxiii
[ann. 31: 1956], 5-43, esp. 16). His translation of
Aristotle's Topica, books I-VII, became the definitive
version of this fundamental textbook of logical reasoning (ed. cAbd-al-Rahman BadawT, Mantik Aristu,
Cairo 1948-52, 467-689 = 2Kuwayt 1980/487-725),
finished before 298/910-11, the date of a copy taken
from Abu c Uthman's exemplar (see ibid., !532). Even
more widely read was his rendering of Porphyry's introduction (Isagoge) to Aristotle's Categories (ed.
Badawi, Mantik Aristu, '1019-68 = 21055-1104). A
partial translation of Aristotle's Physics, comprising at
least books IV (with the commentary of Alexander of
Aphrodisias, Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, 250.14) and VII is
quoted by the Arab commentators (ed. Badawi,
Aristutalis, al-Tab^a, Cairo 1962, 318 1. 2, 754-5).
His version of Aristotle's De generatione et corruptione
(Fihrist, 251 1. 3) may have formed the basis of a compendium written by his patron, al-Nawbakhtl (mentioned in the Fihrist, 177).
Of particular interest, and indicative of his
philosophical leanings, is a number of treatises by
(and attributed to) Alexander of Aphrodisias; some of
these were translated by himself, but others were collected by him from earlier work done by a circle of
translators around al-Kindl [#•£>.], and transmitted as
al-Dimashki's work in later copies. In view of Alexander's role as a mediator between Peripatetic and
Neoplatonic thought, and due to the inclusion of excerpts from the Elements of theology by Proclus into the
Arabic Theology of Aristotle drawn upon by alDimashki, he contributed to the integration of
Hellenistic philosophy in the Aristotelianism of the
faldsifa. (See J. van Ess, Uber einige neue Fragmente des
Alexander von Aphrodisias und des Proklos in arabischer
Ubersetzung, in Isl., xlii [1966], 148-68; G. Endress,
Proclus Arabus, Beirut-Wiesbaden 1973, 35-38, 58-61,
75-6; F.W. Zimmermann, The origins of the so-called
Theology of Aristotle, in Pseudo-Aristotle in the Middle Ages,
London 1986, 110-295, esp. 130, 184 ff.).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): 1. Texts. Ibn al-Nadim, al-Fihrist, ed.
Flugel, i, 298; Muntakhab Siwdn al-hikma [ascribed to
Abu Sulayman al-Sidjistani], ed. D.M. Dunlop.
The Hague etc. 1979, 125-6; KiftI, Ta\ikh alhukamd^, ed. A. Miiller and J. Lippert, index s.n.;
Ibn Abl Usaybi c a, cUyun al-anbd^ft tabaqdt al-atibbd*,
ed. Miiller, Cairo-Konigsberg 1882-4, i, 234 11.
7-13.
2. Studies. A.G. Kapp, Arabische Ubersetzer und
Kommentatoren Euklids ... auf Grund des Ta^nkh alHukamd* des Ibn al-Qiftt, in Isis, xxiii (1935), 81-2;
M. Meyerhof, Von Alexandrien nach Bagdad, in SB
Preuss. Akad. der Wiss., Phil.-hist. KL, no. 23, Berlin
1930, 38; H. Suter, Die Mathematiker und Astronomen
derAraber und ihre Werke, Leipzig 1900, 49 (no. 98);
R. Walzer, Greek into Arabic, Oxford 1962, 67 (and
index); S. Pines, La doctrine de I'intellect selon Bakr alMawsili, in Studi orientalistici in onore di G. Levi Delia
Vida, Rome 1956, ii, 350 ff. (on a treatise dedicated
to Sacid).
(G. ENDRESS)
SAclD EFENDI, later PA§HA, MEHMED CELEBIZADE, Ottoman Turkish official and Grand
Vizier,born in Istanbul at an unknown date, died in
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1174/1761. He was the son of the statesman and
diplomat Mehmed Yirmisekiz Celebi Efendi [0.0.],
and accompanied his father on his diplomatic mission
to France in 1132/1720-1. After a career as a secretary
in the Diwdn-i Humdyun, he himself was sent on embassies to Sweden and to France (1154-5/1741-2), and
in 1169/1756 became Grand Vizier to c Othman III
[q.v. ] for five-and-a-half months. He finished his
career as governor of Egypt and then of Adana and
Marcash, dying in the latter place.
He was the author of inter alia a collection of poetry
and a dictionary of materia medica, the Fewd^id ulmufreddt, but a particular claim of his to fame was his
association with Ibrahim Miiteferrika [q.v.], the
pioneer printer of Islamic Turkish books in Turkey,
being with Ibrahim the joint grantee of the original firman issued by Ahmed III for the establishment of a
printing press in 1139/1727 [see MATBACA. 2. In
Turkey].
Bibliography: See that to MEHMED YIRMISEKIZ
CELEBI; also Alaettin Govsa, Turk meshurlan ansiklopedisi, s.v.; Turk dili ve edebiyati ansiklopedisi, ii,
128-_9.
(Eo.)
SACID PASHA. MUHAMMAD, youngest son of
C
Muhammad A1T Pasha [q.v.] and h e r e d i t a r y
viceroy of E g y p t , theoretically under Ottoman
suzerainty, 1854-63. He was styled Pasha, but was
already known in informal and unofficial usage as
Khedive before this latter title was formally adopted
after his death [see KHIDIW].
Born in 1822, his father had had a high opinion of
his capabilities and had sent him at the age of only
nineteen to Istanbul for negotiations over the tribute
payable by Egypt to the Porte. Sacld's uncle and
predecessor in the governorship of Egypt, cAbbas
Hilmi I b. Ahmad Tusun [0.0.], had endeavoured to
change the succcession arrangements in the Ottoman
firman of 1841, providing that the succession should go
to the eldest living descendant of Muhammad cAll's
line, in favour of his own progeny, hoping that his son
IlhamI Pasha would succeed him. c Abbas's death was
briefly concealed, but Sacld nevertheless managed to
succeed without difficulty in July 1854.
c
Abbas Hilml had been both zealous in guarding
his rights vis-d-vis the Ottoman sultan and also
suspicious of European pressures on Egypt and of
foreigners in general. Sacld, however, was less
mistrustful of the West and its new techniques, having
had several European tutors, and had an especial
fondness for French culture; he appeared as a mild
and benevolent ruler, more popular than his secretive,
traditionalist predecessor. But he was also somewhat
weak and susceptible to advice from interested parties, so that he succumbed to the charm of Ferdinand
de Lesseps and granted to him the famous Suez Canal
concession (see below).
Possibly influenced by outside advisers, Sacid revived many of his father's economic, social and legal
policies, whilst relaxing the extreme centralisation of
Muhammad cAll's time. He promulgated the first
comprehensive law in Egypt on private landed and
immoveable property, granting the right freely to
dispose of this, and abolished the state monopoly over
agricultural products (1858) (see G. Baer, A history of
landownership in modern Egypt 1800-1950, London 1962,
7-10); these measures paralleled similar reforms in
Turkey under the Tanztmdt [q. v. ]. Sacld was interested
in railways and other forms of communication. The
railway between Cairo and Alexandria was finished
and a concession granted to the Eastern Telegraph
Co. In 1854 the first River Navigation and Transport
Co. in Egypt was founded, and in 1857 a commercial
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Navigation Co. to help foreign trade. Above all, in
1854 de Lesseps received his first Suez Canal concession, confirmed by the Pasha in 1856. The European
powers, including both France at the outset and Britian, tried by diplomacy to hinder the project, but
work was begun in 1859 by peasant corvee labour and
continued for a decade; the seaport at the northern
end of the Canal was named Port Sacld [q. v. ] after the
Pasha (see D.S. Landes, Bankers and Pashas. International finance and economic imperialism in Egypt, London
1958, 69 ff., 173 ff.; D.A. Farnie, East and West of
Suez. The Suez Canal in history 1854-1956, Oxford 1969,
32 ff.).
In the financial sphere, the Bank of Egypt was
founded in 1854 and the process began during Sacld's
reign whereby European financial and commercial influence became pervasive. The Pasha's financial
needs for his military ventures (see below) and his
public works led him to seek a £ 3 million loan from
a London banking house, a harbinger of the
disastrous financial policies which were to drag down
his successor Ismacfl [q. v. ] (see Landes, op. cit.,
62 ff).
Sacld did not favour an expansionist policy in the
Sudan, and left its governorship to Prince Halim; on
the occasion of a visit to Khartum [q. v. ] in 1857, he
made the first attempts to abolish the traffic there in
black slaves. He did, however, continue the Egyptian
contingent of 8,000 men which cAbbas Hilml had sent
to the Ottomans' side when the Crimean War broke
out, and he also sent a regiment to assist the Emperor
Napoleon III in his endeavour to maintain the Archduke Maximilian on his throne in Mexico.
Sacld died in Alexandria on 17 January 1863 and
was buried there. His nephew Ismacfl b. Ibrahim
Pasha [q. v. ] , who had already been prominent during
Sacld's reign on diplomatic missions, including to
Paris in 1855, as regent within Egypt and as Sirdar or
Commander-in-Chief of the Egyptian Army in 1861,
succeeded him without difficulty.
Bibliography: For older works, see the El1 art.
Of modern references, in addition to those in the article, see P.M. Holt, Egypt and the Fertile Crescent
1516-1922, a political history, Ithaca 1966, 195-6;
P.J. Vatikiotis, The history of Egypt from Muhammad
Ali to Sadat2, London 1980, 72-3; E.R. Toledano,
State and society in mid-nineteenth century Egypt, Cambridge 1990, index s.n. Sait Pasa.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SACID_ AL-DIN
MUHAMMAD
B.
AHMAD
FARGHANI, often called Sacld-i FarghanI, a u t h o r
of i m p o r t a n t Sufi w o r k s pertaining to the school of
Ibn al-cArabI. Sometimes the form Sacd al-Dln is
found, but this seems to be a copyist's correction of
the unusual form. On a manuscript of his Mashdrik aldardn dated 678/1279-80 (Esad Ef. 1511), the name is
given as in the title of this entry, with "KadanI"
added after the nisba Farghanl. HadjdjT Khalifa gives
death dates of 691/1292 and 'ca. 700/1300-1 (ed.
Flugel, no. 365); Osman Yahia prefers 695/1296 (introd. to Sayyid Haydar Amull, Kitdb Nass al-nusus,
Tehran 1975, 18); Brockelmann has 699/1299 (S I,
812).
Little is known of Sacld al-Dln's life. In his
Mandhidi al-^ibdd (Istanbul 1988, 184) he tells us that
he entered Sufism at the hand of Shaykh Nadjlb alDln CA1T b. Buzghush of Shlraz (d. 678/1279), a disciple of Shaykh Shihab al-Dln c Umar Suhrawardl.
Later, he benefited from Shaykh Sadr al-Dln Kunawl
(d. 673/1274), and then from Shaykh Muhammad b.
al-Sukran al-Baghdadl and "others." Kunawl tells us
that Fargham and several other scholars were his

companions when he travelled in the year 643/1245-6
to Egypt and began teaching Ibn al-Farid's famous
kasida, Nazm al-suluk (also known as al-Td^iyya).
Several people took notes with the aim of composing
books, but only Fargham was successful (letter of approval to Fargham, Mashdrik al-dardn, ed. S.Dj. Ashtiyanl, Mashhad 1398/1978, 5-6, 77-8). Sibt Ibn alFarid quotes Shams al-Dln Ikl (d. 697/1298), a disciple of Kunawl's and shaykh al-shuyukh in Cairo, to the
effect that after lecturing on hadith in Arabic, Kunawl
would recite one verse of Nazm al-suluk and explain its
meaning in Persian, and it was these explanations that
Sacld al-Dln recorded (Th.E. Homerin, From Arab poet
to Muslim saint, Columbia, S.C. 1994, 29; cf. DjamI,
Nafahdt al-uns, ed. M. Tawhidlpur, Tehran 1336/
1957, 542).
Fargham is best known for his Persian and Arabic
commentaries on Nazm al-suluk. The full name of the
first is Mashdrik al-dardri al-zuharfi kashfhakd^ik nazm aldurar, while the second is called Muntahd 'l-maddrik wamushtahd lubb hull kdmil aw cdrif wa-sdlik (2 vols., Cairo
1293/1876). Kunawl's just-cited letter of approval is
appended to the end of the introduction to the Persian
text. The Arabic commentary is half again as long as
the Persian and includes a much expanded introduction, without Kunawl's letter; it was being read in
Cairo as early as 670/1271 (Massignon, The Passion of
al-Halldj, Eng. tr. Princeton 1982, i, 44). Both works
were widely cited as authoritative expositions of the
teachings of Kunawl. DjamI was particularly fond of
Muntahd 'l-maddrik and called its introduction an unparalleled exposition of "the science of reality"
(Nafahdt, 559).
Fargham's third work, the Persian Mandhid^al-^ibdd
ild 'l-ma^dd, outlines the five pillars of Islam along with
basic Sufi dddb. It was not as widely read as the other
two, but it gained more readership than it might have
because Kutb al-Dln Shlrazl(d. 710/1311 [q.v.]), who
studied hadith with Kunawl, incorporated it into his
philosophical encyclopedia, the Durrat al-tddj_, as the
last and "most important" part of the book (see J.
Walbridge, A Sufi scientist of the thirteenth century: the
mystical ideas and practices of Qutb al-Din Shirdzi, in L.
Lewisohn (ed.), The legacy of mediaeval Persian Sufism,
London 1992, 323-40; idem, The science of mystic lights.
Qutb al-Din Shirdzi and the Illuminationist tradition in
Islamic philosophy, Cambridge, Mass. 13, 176-8). According to HadjdjI Khalifa, the Mandhidj, was
translated into Arabic with the title Maddridj. al-i Hikdd
by Abu '1-Fadl Muhammad b. Idrls al-BidllsI.
HadjdjI Khalifa (no. 1263) also attributes a commentary on Ibn al-cArabI's Fusus al-hikam to Sacld al-Dln,
but the ascription is unlikely. Another book that is
often attributed to Fargham is the important unedited
compendium of Sufi technical terms, Latd^ifal-i ^lamfi
ishdrdt ahl al-ilhdm; some of the definitions are indeed
taken from Muntahd 'l-maddrik. However, neither the
style of the work nor what the author says about
himself allows for this attribution; he speaks of his
own works on kaldm (under the definition of al-ruh)
and mentions (under al-Hlm al-laduni) that he was a
disciple of cAlaD al-Dawla SimnanI (659-736/12611336 [q.v.]).
The Mashdrik al-dardn and Muntahd 'l-maddrik are
important as two of the earliest commentaries on Ibn
al-Farid's poem, but their main significance lies in
their formative influence on the way in which the
teachings of Ibn al-cArabI were developed. Like
Kunawl, Farghanl singled out certain of Ibn alc
ArabI's discussions and technical terms for emphasis.
The net result was that Ibn al-cArabi's well-known
followers were drawn much closer to the philosophical
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mode of expressing Islamic teachings than was the
Shaykh al-Akbar himself. FarghanT's introduction to
Muntahd 'l-maddrik is an especially good example of a
dense philosophical and relatively systematic exposition of Ibn al-cArabi's teachings. It provides a better
survey of the technical terms and discussions that were
to play major roles in theoretical Sufism in the coming
centuries than does Ibn al-cArabT's own Fusus alhikam, which was to be the object of over one hundred
commentaries.
Bibliography. See also W.C. Chittick, Spectrums
of Islamic thought: Sa^id al-Din Farghdni on the implications of oneness and manyness, in Lewisohn, op. cit.,
203-17.
(W.C. CHITTICK)
SAclD AL-SUCADA5, the name of a khankah or
e s t a b l i s h m e n t for Sufis at Cairo founded during
the Ayyubid period in a former Fatimid house within
al-Kahira, now in the modern Djamaliyya street (Index des monuments historiques, no. 480).
In Fatimid times it was a dwelling facing the Ddr alwizdra, at that period the ministry of justice. Some
famous persons dwelt there, such as the vizier Tala°ic
b. Ruzzlk [0.0.], who had a tunnel dug to connect it
with the Ddr al-wizdra. It was at this point that it acquired its name of Sacld al-Sucada° "the Supremelyhappy one", from the name of the person thus styled,
the ustddh Kanbar (or c Anbar), an instructor at the
great palace under al-Mustansir [q. v.] (al-MakrizT,
Khitat, ii, 415).

Khankah Sacid al-Sucada:>: plan as it was in 1987
(CEAA, Versailles).
With the change of dynasties, the^ Fatimid palaces
were destroyed, but this one was spared. At an early
date, Salah al-Din installed there the Kurdish amirs of
his government and then, in the framework of his
policy for the restoration of the Sunna (in which he
founded not only madrasas but also khdnkdhs), he made
it over to Sufi fukard^ who had come from a distance.
He appointed over it a shaykh with a salary, whilst the
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Sufis themselves received a daily allowance of bread,
meat and provisions from the revenues of the wakf'mstituted in 569/1173-4. These properties comprised a
garden in the district of Birkat al-Fll and Kaysariyyat
al-Sarrab in Cairo, and part of Dahmur in alBahnasiyya. Saladin also built nearby a hammdm for
the Sufis (still functioning in the 19th century and
called the "Hammam al-Djamaliyya", used by men
and women, see CA1I Pasha Mubarak, Khitat djadida,
ii, 218).
This was the first khankah in Egypt, and its head was
appointed shaykh al-shuyukh—this until this post
reverted to the shaykh, of the khankah of Siryakus in
724/1324—so that it was thus at the head of "official"
Sufism. From this time onwards, this place acquired
the name of Duwayrat al-Sufiyya, little house of the
Sufis. It also sheltered Muslim travellers requiring
shelter, religious hospitality being one of the basic
duties in the Muslim world at this period. Since it was
a khankah, the khutba was not given there, and on
Fridays the Sufis went to pray in the mosque of alHakim; later, when the mosque of al-Akmar had been
restored, they went there for their worship. The SufTs
of this khankah were so famed that the people, in order
to acquire their baraka, came each Friday from alFustat and al-Kahira to join with them in their procession to the mosque of al-Hakim. Al-MakrlzI (Khitat.
ii, 416) says that 300 SufTs were accommodated there.
In addition to their daily bread and meat, they received confectionery, soap and a wardrobe (eight sets
of clothing a year); in 708/1309 their emoluments
were increased (idem, Suluk, ii, 50). This prosperity
lasted until the crises of 806/1403-4, when the kitchens
had to be closed (idem, Khitat, ii, 416). From the
second half of the 9th/15th century onwards, the
khdnkdhs, closely linked to the secular power, lost some
of their prestige, and, with the decline of their wakfs,
some of their revenues. Sacld al-Sucada° did not
escape this process.
From the architectural viewpoint, this monument,
rebuilt in the Mamluk period (Fernandez, 22),
displays a plan with a central court surrounded by
four iwdns, the eastern one being the prayer room,
and there are cells for the residents. A minaret was
built at a late date, in the 780s/1380s, by the shaykh
Shihab al-Dm Ahmad al-Ansarl (al-Makrfzi, Khitat,
ii, 416). This monument was classified by the Committee for the Preservation of Islamic Monuments in
1931.
Bibliography: There is a notice entitled alkhdnkdh al-Sdlihiyya ddr Sa^id al-Su^add^ duwayrat alsufiyya, in MakrTzT, Khitat, ii, 415-6, and another,
Djami^ al-khdnkdh in CA1T Pasha Mubarak, al-Khitat
al-Tawfikiyya, Cairo 1981, ii, 218. For the institution and its role in society, see L. Fernandez, The
evolution of a Sufi institution in Mamluk Egypt: the khanqah, Berlin 1988. On Sufism in mediaeval Egypt:
E. Geoffrey, Le soufisme en Egypte et en Syrie (fin epoque
mamlouke-debut epoque ottomane), IFEAD, Damascus,
forthcoming; J. Berkey, The transmission of knowledge
in mediaeval Cairo, a social history of Islamic education,
Princeton 1992;J.S. Trimingham, The Sufi orders in
Islam, Oxford 1971. For the topography of Cairo at
this time, see N.D. MacKenzie, Ayyubid Cairo, a
topographical study, Cairo 1992, and for the architecture of this khankah, Bull, du Comite de Conservation des
Monuments Islamiques, xxvii (1911), 192, and xxxvi
(1936), _33.
(SYLVIE DENOIX)
AL-SACID or SA C ID MISR, the term which in Arabic
denotes Upper Egypt, this being, in the strict sense
of the term, the serviceable section of the Valley of the
Nile (from 5 to 10 km in breadth by some 900 km in
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length), situated between Cairo and Aswan [q. v. ]; to
this should be added the Fayyum [q.v.], considered
one of the provinces of Upper Egypt, and the nearby
oases in the western desert (al-Wahat: Bahriyya,
Farafra, Dakhla, Khardja [q.vv.]), over which the
authorities of the Valley have been obliged to exercise
supervision; finally, to the east, the security of the
tracks crossing the mountainous region between the
Nile and the Red Sea has also been the responsibility
of these authorities. The history of the $acid cannot be
understood without consideration of these routes and
of the populations which made use of them at different
times; measures taken to control them were often the

basis of the importance successively attained by different towns in the Valley.
1. H i s t o r y .
According to Ibn cAbd al-Hakam (Futuh Misr, 169),
the Arab troops arriving from the north, in the year
20/641 or shortly thereafter, at first ignored the existence of the Fayyum and proceeded along the Valley
under the leadership of cAbd Allah b. Sacd, to whom
control of Upper Egypt had been entrusted from the
outset, until they encountered the forces of the
kingdom of Nubia [see NUBA]. An official treaty or bakt
[q.v.], a revival of the Graeco-Roman pactum, was established with the Nubians from 31/652 onwards. But
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in the interests of maintaining a recognised border, it
was logical that the principal garrison of Upper Egypt
should be established at Aswan, while in the Valley
there were located only a few Arab military installations ranged along the Nile, quite isolated among the
Coptic populations, which sometimes comprised large
conurbations such as Ashmunayn and Akhmlm (alBaladhuri, Futuh al-bulddn, 217). From the outset, Upper Egypt seems to have had its own governor,
distinct from the governor of Fustat (al-Kindi, Wuldt,
11; Ibn cAbd al-Hakam, Futuh Misr, 173), but this
may have applied only in the context of the
maintenance of order; the governor of Fustat spent six
months in Upper Egypt in 112/730 with the object of
establishing there the basis of a taxation system. Antifiscal revolts seem to have erupted from the end of the
lst/7th century onward, before the great revolt of
121/739, which was suppressed with severity (alKindl, Wuldt, 81). Subsequently, Upper Egypt does
not seem to have been involved in the other revolts occurring in the Delta.
Onomastic analysis of the funeral inscriptions of the
cemetery of Aswan, which are known to this day,
shows that conversions must have begun at a fairly
early stage around the southern garrison. Furthermore, an Arab immigration, apparently with a Kay si
majority, took place directly from the Hidjaz, across
the Red Sea. Overall, the Arab population of Upper
Egypt increased considerably in the course of the
3rd/9th century. On the one hand, possibly following
measures taken under al-Mu c tasim in 218/831 to
remove Arabs from the army, two substantial Yemeni
groups moved from the region of Fustat towards Upper Egypt, the Djuhayna towards the region of Ashmunayn and the Ball towards Akhmlm, and there
were others who moved further to the south between
the Nile and the Red Sea. On the other hand, during
the caliphate of al-Mutawakkil (232-47/847-61), an
important Kays! group of Rab^a (of the Banu HanTfa
of Yamama) crossed the Red Sea and established itself
in the Wad! cAllaki [q. v.] in the mountains to the
south of Aswan, to extract gold there, setting negro
slaves to work in the mines. It was probably this influx
of Arab groups which provoked the reaction of the
Bedja [q. v. ], populations of Hamitic language, partially converted to Christianity, living between the
Nile and the Red Sea, who used to frequent the Valley
for purposes of trade. Efforts were made to establish
a modus vivendi with them, in order to facilitate trade
and prevent incidents at the times of their visits to the
Valley. In the 3rd/9th century they carried out raids
on Aswan, Kus [q. v. ] and Kift [0.0.], where defensive
measures had to be taken. An initial military action
aimed at pacification, led by a caliphal governor with
authority over the lands of the Red Sea from the Gulf
of Suez to Aswan (ca. 232/847), was compromised by
the arrival of Arab gold prospectors in territory
belonging to the Bedja. Fresh military operations were
necessary, as well as reinforcement of the Arab
groups. The situation did not begin to stabilise until
ca. 255/870, when a certain cAbd al-Rahman alc
Umari, who claimed to be an cAlid, detached for
himself an autonomous enclave in the region of the
mines and beyond, relying on the support of groups
of Rab^a and Djuhayna in his conflict with the Bedja
and the Nubians. Subsequently, the Rab^a joined
forces with the Bedja to drive out the Djuhayna, who
probably emigrated towards Sawakin [q. v. ]. The
Bedja thus entered into Arab tribal alliances, were
gradually converted to Islam and became useful auxiliaries against the Nubians. This activity in the
region of the mines, with its port on the Red Sea,

c
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Aydhab [q. v. ], beginning at this time to engage in
commerce beyond the simple provisioning of the
mines, made of Aswan, which was trading on equal
terms with Nubia, a vigorous city, the only Muslim
city of Upper Egypt (even if all its inhabitants were
not Muslims). The proximity of the Hidjaz accounts
for the cultural activity of the place, especially in the
realms of hadith and of fikh. The city attained the
zenith of its prosperity in the 3rd/9th and 4th/10th
centuries.
During these two centuries, certain characteristics
of Muslim Upper Egypt became evident. With the
numbers of Muslims in Egypt increasing, and the importance of Fustat to the north recognised, Upper
Egypt, poorly controlled by distant Aswan (which still
had its own governor), was a natural refuge for any
revolt against the power of the north, which was not
always successful in its pursuit of a rebel towards the
south: such was the case for example with the troops
of Ahmad b. Tulun [0.0.], beaten to the north of Kus
in 256/870 before defeating, near Akhmlm, Ibn alSufi, an cAlid who ultimately escaped by way of
c
Aydhab (al-Kindl, Wuldt, 213). Furthermore, since
the Maghrib had also become a country with a large
Muslim population, and was above all an operational
base for Fatimid ambitions, pressure was exerted on
Upper Egypt by way of the western routes, controlled
by Berber populations which also dominated the
oases. In 307-9/919-21, Fatimid troops succeeded in
reaching Upper Egypt, and in 323/935, a proMaghribi armed group briefly controlled the Fayyum
before being obliged to withdraw westward via Alexandria and Cyrenaica. The Valley of the Nile, in spite
of the multiplicity of communications between north
and south, had still not yet acquired a solid unitary
organisation in the context of a strong Muslim state.
Shortly after the installation of the Fatimids in Cairo,
in 361/973 a shaykh of the Banu Kilab (Kaysls), rebelled in Middle Egypt in the name of the cAbbasids, and
from 362/973 to 364/975, the region between Akhmlm and Asyut [q. v. ] was held by elements favourable
to the Carmathians [see KARMATI]. Gradually, the
Fatimid power was able to unify the Valley firmly and
to impose between Arab groups a functional
equilibrium, which was the foundation for the flowering of mediaeval Upper Egypt. Thus the caliph alc
Az!z (365-86/976-96 [g.v.]), installed in the southern
part of Upper Egypt the Banu Hilal [q.v.] and the
Banu Sulaym (Kaysis), some of whose members seem
already to have moved into the region of the mines (it
is known that the Banu Sulaym worked mines in
Arabia), if not into the oases of the west. They should
be distinguished from their fellow-tribesmen of the
Delta, previously installed, whom the caliphs were to
expel to the Maghrib in the 5th/llth century on account of their frequent revolts. In Upper Egypt the
Banu Hilal were loyal supporters of the ruling power,
and to the south, the Cairo government also relied on
the Rab^a (Kaysls) to protect the Nubian frontier: it
was at the beginning of the 5th/llth century that the
title Kanz al-Dawla appeared for the first time, bestowed by the caliph on the shaykh of the Rab^a. Subsequently, the name Banu Kanz came to be applied to
this composite tribal group (Rab^a and Bedja), the
ancestors of the present-day Kenouz. Thus the Cairo
government preferred to rely in the south on the
dominant Kaysl groups (Banu Hilal, Rab^a), while
in the north the Yemeni groups (Bali, Djuhayna) were
considered less dependable. First installed in the
region of Ashmunayn, the Djuhayna had been forced
to move towards Asyut, since the Fatimids had installed in their place members of the Dja c afira (from
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Kuraysh), to contain them towards the north. Kay si
groups thus played an official role, also controlling the
most important routes linking the Valley of the Nile
with cAydhab, which was initially the point of access
to the Hidjaz, which the Fafimids hoped to dominate,
later a centre for the importation of spices which were
transported towards Cairo and Alexandria.
In the 5th/llth century, the unification of the
Valley of the Nile from Fusjat to Aswan, promoted by
Fatimid policy, ultimately found expression in major
changes, essentially resulting from the crisis which
destabilised the caliphate in the 460s/1070s. Between
459/1067 and 466/1074, it is known that negro troops,
in conflict with other elements of the army, expelled
from the Delta and from Cairo, arrived and established themselves in the region of Aswan, and that all
the Bedouin groups of Upper Egypt, from the
Dja c afira in the north to the Banu Kanz in the south
(evidently including the Yemeni groups), withdrew
from obedience to the government. When normality
was restored in 469/1077 by Badr al-Djamal! [q.v.], it
was announced that the authorities had decided
(perhaps because the Banu Hilal had remained loyal),
to establish a new centre for the maintenance of order
in Upper Egypt at Kus, at the limit of their zone of
settlement, in a locality hitherto essentially Coptic. In
467/1075, the expressions Upper $ac!d and Lower
Sacld are encountered for the first time (Siajilldt
mustansiriyya, 185): Kus became the capital of Upper
Sacld. Its importance grew gradually: following its
selection by the authorities, the track from Kus to
c
Aydhab became the principal caravan route towards
the Red Sea; in 516/1122 a mint was established
there, which no doubt continued to function until the
arrival of the Ayyubids. From the 530s/l 130s onward,
the governors of Upper §ac!d acquired, on account of
their resources and the troops at their disposal, such
status in the Fatimid realm that they intervened
directly in the crises which marked the end of the
caliphate. The result was evidently the laying of the
foundations of a Muslim city at Kus. The authority of
the governor often extended to the north as far as
Akhmlm. In Lower $acid, the importance of Asyut
also grew, while in the north again, Minya, the object
of concern on the part of the authorities (as evidenced
by the foundation of its mosque by Tala:)ic, before
549/1154) gradually gained ascendancy over Ashmunayn. In the far south, Aswan, although deprived of
a major part of its administrative and economic role,
nevertheless remained in the 5th/llth century the
single major Muslim conurbation of Upper Egypt (the
majority of the mausolea which have survived into the
present date from this period), and the only true centre of culture and of the diffusion of ShiSsm.
The transition from the Fatimids to the Ayyubids
was a difficult period for Upper Egypt, precisely
because ShlSsm had spread there and because the new
arrivals, the Ghuzz as they were called in Egypt, immediately set about imposing the system of ikfdcs
[q. v . ] , which was not to the liking of the Arab groups.
In 570/1175 the whole of Upper $ac!d rose in revolt
with the object of restoring the Fatimids; the failure of
the revolt did not discourage the Sh^is of Kift, who in
572/1177 were subjected to harsh repression; arrests
continued to take place for a long time, and Shi*!
groups survived in the south of Upper Egypt, towards
Edfou, until the Mamluk period. The reconquest of
Upper Egypt by Sunnism was, however, encouraged
by the fact that, since the end of the 5th/llth century
and the installation of the Crusaders in Palestine, all
the Pilgrims from the Muslim West, which had remained SunnI, were obliged to utilise the routes of

Upper Egypt towards c Aydhab and the Hidjaz, which
led sometimes to the implantation of Maghrib! communities in the cities of the Valley, even to the creation of small localities with a Maghrib! majority (such
as Damamm, to the north of Kus) and to the installation of fervent Sunms, zealots of the Sunn! counterreformation, at Minya, at Asyut and at Kena [q.v.] in
particular (cAbd al-Rahim al-Kina3!, d. 592/1195)
and in its surrounding region, which became the most
important departure-point for Pilgrims leaving the
Valley for the Hidjaz. Even after Saladin had succeeded in overthrowing the kingdom of Jerusalem,
Maghrib! pilgrims continued to pass in large numbers
through Upper Egypt, in the footsteps of their elders.
It was in part as a result of their activities, and the use
of their ribdts, that Sunnism was enabled to recapture
the territory: Aswan had its madrasa before the end of
the 7th/13th century and the first madrasa of Kus was
founded in 607/1210. For Upper Egypt, the first half
of the 7th/13th century was a period of peace and
prosperity, of agricultural progress (sugar-cane) and
commercial activity instigated by the Karim! [q.v.]
merchants, and of urban growth.
The fall of the Ayyubids was marked in Upper
Egypt by a major Bedouin revolt, possibly beginning
after the arrival of Louis IX at Damietta in 647/1250
(which had drawn the majority of the troops towards
the north). It was led by the Sharif Hisn al-Din
Tha c lab, of the Dja c afira, to the north of Asyut,
against the military regime which, even before the
accession to power of the Mamluks, had been felt to
be increasingly oppressive. The revolt was finally
crushed in 653/1255, but it was only the first
manifestation of refusal on the part of the Arab groups
to accept the military regime. In the Valley, order was
firmly restored. The system of iktd^s once more functioned regularly (stockbreeding no doubt contributed
substantially to the burgeoning revenues), and following the reforms of 727/1327 there was a privatised
system for administration of iktd^s, which gave to the
clerks, most of them Copts, a role which could only
contribute to the prosperity of their community. But
on the other hand, the movement towards the creation
of Muslim elites in the madrasas of Upper Sac!d (it is
known that 16 madrasas existed at Kus, and there were
others in other localities), renewing the activity
previously exercised by Aswan, let to a more thorough
Islamisation of this region, while Middle Egypt remained sparsely Islamised. The Arabs were kept
under strict supervision, and the authorities continued to rely on the same tribal groups. When in
671/1272 sultan Baybars [q.v.] inflicted the first blows
against the Nubian kingdom, the Banu Kanz offered
their assistance; it is known that this led to the installation at Dongola of a Muslim prince in 716/1316, and
to the control, at least temporary, of the Banu Kanz
over Nubia; but this was also the end of a sedentary
power whose presence hitherto had played an important role in denying access to the Bedouin tribes, to
the east of the Nile, but also to the west. Meanwhile,
in Upper Egypt, Bal! and Djuhayna (Yemenis) remained hostile, taking advantage of all the opportunities offered by political troubles in Cairo, or by
Mongol aggression, to rebel in the region of Asyut
and of Manfalut, or to cause disruption on the routes
between the Nile and the Red Sea. The definitive accession to power of al-Malik al-Nasir Muhammad
[q.v.], which owed much to the Bedouin of Syria,
seemed to mark an improvement in relations between
the Mamluk power and the Arab groups; it was
manifested especially by a relaxation of the strict
supervision hitherto exercised over the tribes. Groups
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of TayyP and of Djudham [q.vv., Yemenis] thus came
from Syria to join the Yemeni groups of Middle
Egypt, and by way of the darb al-arbacin, their advance
towards Central Africa, which was quite unhindered,
began from Manfalut. From 721/1321-2 onward,
Manfalut (already a royal iktdc), became a famed slave
market (al-UdfuwT, Tali*, 427). The result of these
developments appeared after the death of the great
sultan: the Yemeni groups (under the leadership of
the cArak, from the Djudham rather than the
Djuhayna), more numerous and enriched by their
new activities, became uncontrollable, provoking ever
more violent incidents (745-55/1345-55), to the point
where the ruling power was forced to make concessions, agreeing to rely henceforward on the support of
these Arab groups which had hitherto been hostile,
entrusting to them responsibility for the maintenance
of order and some iktd^s.
The consequences of this evolution were significant
in an Upper Egypt where epidemics, from the mid8th/14th century onward, rendered more precarious
the sedentary structures confronting the nomads. The
Yemeni groups, which had outflanked the Banu Kanz
by way of the south, forced them to withdraw towards
Aswan, and from 767/1365-6 onward the latter, turning hostile, made the route to cAydhab impassable (alMakrlzl, Khitat, ed. Wiet, iii, 300; from this date,
the port ceased to be a centre for major commerce,
and there are no grounds for suspecting deliberate
destruction on the part of a Mamluk sultan). The
transport of spices was for some time conducted by
way of Kusayr [0.0.], and then, as the extortions practised by the Mamluk authorities in Upper Egypt
proved a greater threat to the merchants than the aggression of the Bedouin, the merchants preferred to
tackle the difficulties of navigating in the Red Sea,
unloading the precious merchandise at Tor, at the
foot of the Sinai peninsula, where a port and a market
were being developed (Ibn Dukmak, Kitdb al-Intisdr,
54); from here, spices were transported directly to
Cairo and no longer passed through Upper Egypt.
The cessation of this traffic had the effect that Upper
Egypt, increasingly difficult to control, lost much of
its interest for the Mamluk authorities and its
development stagnated, although efforts were made
for some time to protect Aswan, encircled at it was by
the Banu Kanz. In the north, it was also necessary to
forestall trouble. In 780/1378, a post of nd^ib al-saltana
(a sort of Prefect of Upper Egypt) was created and inaugurated at Asyut. The centre of gravity of Muslim
Upper Egypt was thus relocated: the regions of Asyut
and Akhmlm, still used for access to the Hidjaz by
way of Kusayr, seemed at this stage more buoyant
than the south. But the sultanate was no longer able
to maintain in the country sufficient forces to impose
its authority. In 782/1380, the grand amir Barkuk
[0.0.], soon to be sultan, took the decision to install in
the region a group of Hawwara [q.v.] Berbers, hitherto in Behera, where pressure from the Bedouin was
proving too strong (al-MakrizI, Bqydn, 60). They
became the new supporters of the authorities against
the Arab groups, more efficacious than the nd^ib of
Asyut (a function which seems not-to have lasted
long); the time of Asyut was yet to come. The control
of the Bedouin was now the principal problem in Upper Egypt. It was handled to an increasing extent by
the annual dispatch of amirs from Cairo, in missions
known as kashf, which had hitherto consisted in
guaranteeing security during harvests (Upper Egypt
paid taxes in kind), and in inspecting the condition of
the canals. From 784/1382 onward, an amir of the
kashf, whose powers extended to Bahnasa and Atfih
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[0.00.], was installed in the Fayyum, no doubt to prevent too many Bedouin groups from following the
Hawwara towards the south. The latter were installed
at Girga [0.0. ]. They supported Barkuk loyally in his
efforts to maintain himself in power in Cairo (in
791/1389) as well as against the Banu Kanz of the
south, now in full revolt. In fact, other Bedouin had
already succeeded in bypassing the barrier of the
Fayyum: other Hawwara, hostile, who had installed
themselves near Dahrut, to the north of the cArak, as
well as Fazara (Dhubyan, Kaysls) who had settled
near Minya and were perhaps the originators of the
links which were established from the 9th/15th century between this town and central Africa. New arrivals also came from the east, including the AhmadI,
who, according to Ibn Hadjar, were Ball from the
region of Yanbu c , coming from Arabia to rejoin their
displaced fellow-tribesmen to the north of Kus.
Upper Egypt at the end of the 8th/14th century was
thus traversed by Bedouin groups, the most submissive of which could only be obedient to a stable
power. At the time of the second Mongol invasion,
political disorders and then a plague provoked a crisis
at the beginning of the 9th/15th century in which
the Mamluk state narrowly avoided total dissolution.
There can be no doubt that the insurrection was
general; in 804/1401, the nd^ib al-saltana of Asyut and
the governor of Manfalut were both killed by
Bedouin. Subsequently, nothing is known of events in
Upper Egypt until 816/1413, at which date the
sultan's ustdddr brought from Upper Egypt to Cairo
horses, camels, cattle, sheep, cereals, weapons, slaves,
gold and jewellery seized forcibly as compensation for
taxes which had not been paid during the crisis. It was
not until the sultanate of Barsbay [0.0. ] that the administration of Upper Egypt regained a more regular
aspect, less suggestive of official pillage of the land. At
Girga, the Hawwara had become respectable landowners; the amir Muhammad b. c Umar b. cAbd alc
Aziz had founded the old mosque of the town; his
successors, some of whom absorbed good Islamic
culture and were regarded as saintly men, were now
accepted by the Muslim elite of the region; agricultural land was exploited and the production of
sugar cane kept the presses supplied. The sultan,
whose authority no longer extended as far as Aswan
(the land of the Banu Kanz began at Kom Ombo) was
obliged to reckon with the amirs of Girga to the south,
while to the north, two kdshifs (the term is still in use)
were installed at Asyut (where there was no longer a
nd^ib) and in Middle Egypt, overriding the authority
of the governors. Beginning with the decade of the sixties of the 9th/15th century, the sultans attempted to
restore their authority overall, including over the
amirs of Girga, but difficulties encountered anew by
the regime in the second phase of the sultanate of
Kayitbay [0.0.], foiled these aspirations. After the
death of this sultan there was even a resumption of
large-scale fiscal expeditions to Upper Egypt, these
being the only means of collecting taxes, conducted
this time by royal dawdddrs. The Bedouin had clearly
decided to exploit the opportunities provided by the
confrontation with the Ottomans. After the defeat of
the Egyptian army (922/1517), Tumanbay, the last
sultan, attempted to go and regroup his forces in Upper Egypt, but was unable to move beyond Girga.
The amir of the Hawwara responded to his appeal for
help with a declaration of loyalty to the Ottoman
sultan Sellm. The latter, once installed in Cairo,
awarded him direct authority over the whole of Upper
Egypt, while the powers of the governor of Cairo were
limited to the city and to the Delta.
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The Ottoman state officially recognised the authority of the Banu c Umar b. cAbd al-cAz!z until the beginning of the 1 lth/17th century; from 980/1570 onward,
advantage was taken of familial tensions among the
Banu c Umar to install at Girga an Ottoman detachment under the orders of a sandjak, who exercised
authority in conjunction with the amir. In 1019/1610
or later, the power of the Hawwara amirs came to an
end, and the sandiaks were replaced by beys. Ottoman
administration was thus ultimately established in Upper Egypt and the land was divided into kdshifliks. The
beys succeeded for some time in controlling the
Bedouin and endowed Girga with new monuments.
The wealth of Upper Egypt made them important
personnages, who intervened in the political struggles
of Cairo. But from the 1660s onward, the succession
of beys at Girga proceeded at a more rapid rate, and
there was a resurgence of Bedouin power, especially at
Akhmlm and Farshut. Pursuing the old Bedouin
policy of infiltration of the state, the Bedouin amirs
allied themselves with the main body of the army, as
Janissaries and cazabs, and obtained by this means
fallow land which they restored to fertility; and commerce with the lands of Black Africa brought them additional resources. They intervened thereafter in the
nomination of the beys at Girga, and the 12th/18th
century was once more for Upper Egypt a period of
Bedouin hegemony; the beys and the kdshifs were less
powerful than them and were regarded as strangers in
the land. Out of the conflicts between the numerous
candidates for power among the Bedouin, from the
1150s/l 740s onwards, another major Hawwara family
emerged, the Banu Hummam of Farshut, who succeeded in imposing their authority until the intervention of the Cairo authorities in 1183/1769. Under
their domination, the south of Upper Egypt enjoyed
a degree of prosperity; the commerce of Kusayr increased, leading to the resurgence of Kena, and
caravans of slaves arrived from the sultanate of Fund]
[q. v. ] under the protection of c Ababda Arabs (the
heirs of the Banu Hilal, competing for control of the
routes with the heirs of the Yemeni groups, Banu
Wasil and Macazza). But further to the west of the
Nile, the route of the darb al-arba^m under the protection of the Banu cAdT (belonging to the Yemeni group
of the Lakhm), evaded the control of the Hawwara
shaykhs and gave Asyut its opportunity. When at the
end of the 12th/18th century the Hawwara were
decisively defeated, Girga lost its pre-eminence and
Asyut finally replaced it; commerce with the Negro
lands was to bring it to its zenith in the 19th century.
In the context of the revival of the state, Upper Egypt
was to lose some of its specific nature. After it had offered a means of strategic retreat to the opponents of
Muhammad CA1T, the victory over the beys in Safar
1226/February 1811, between Kus and Kena, gave
the signal for the massacre of the Mamluks in the
Citadel of Cairo, and one of the ancient roles of Upper Egypt came to an end. In 1227/1812, a new
survey of territories definitively shattered the power of
the Bedouin.
The influx of these populations has conditioned the
history of Upper Egypt. The census of 1898 indicates
the strongest Bedouin concentrations in the zones of
access to the Valley in the north (they represent more
than 10% of the population in the province of Beni
Suef, the former governorate of Atfih, and more than
16% in the Fayyum) and in the zones of egress to the
south (in Nubia, where Aswan is still situated they
also account for more than 10%), in contrast to the
centre (Minya: 6.6%; Asyut: 3.7%; Girga: 1.5%;
Kena: 4.4%), where their role has, however, been

considerable. When the epidemics of the second half
of the 8th/14th century had enfeebled the Mamluk
authorities, who reacted to the crisis with brutality
alone, and when in consequence major commerce was
diverted from Upper Egypt, depriving it of an important factor of development, the Bedouin influx had the
effect that neither Asyut nor Girga was able to carry
on establishing the productive works of the Muslim
elites, begun by Aswan (9th-10th centuries) and Kus
(12th-14th). This explains the presence of the significant Christian minority in Middle Egypt, a part of the
Valley the history of which has yet to be written.
Bibliography: Besides the references cited in the
course of the article, see J. Maspero and G. Wiet,
Materiaux pour servir a la geographic de I'Egypte, Cairo
1919; J.-C. Garcin, Un centre musulman de la Haute
Egypt medievale: Qus, IFAO, Cairo 1976; T. Walz,
Trade between Egypt and Bildd as-Suddn, 1700-1820,
IFAO, Cairo 1976.
(J.-C. GARCIN)
2. Dialects.
In a broader sense, the Arabic dialects of the Sacld
are those of the peasants and the Bedouins who dwell
in the Nile valley, the oases of the Western Desert and
the Eastern Desert. In a narrower sense, the dialects
of the SacTd are those of the peasants, as they are
spoken in the Nile Valley from al-DjIza in the north
to Aswan in the south where the domain of the Nubian language begins. There are super-regional
varieties used in popular songs, ballads etc., and
poetry by cAbd ar-Rahman al-Abnudl is available in
printed form.
These peasant dialects are relatively well known
through the data collected for the Egyptian dialect
atlas and other, more detailed studies (see Bibl.).
Some principal isoglosses which distinguish these
SacTdf dialects from those of peasants in the north (in
brackets) are:
(1) preservation of long vowels before consonant
clusters: mdska (maska)
(2) the closed antepenultima receives stress: mddrasa
(madrdsa)
(3) no stress on the -ill-at of the 3.f.s. perfect: ddrabitu,
dardbitu, durubta etc. (darabitu)
(4) l.s. perfect git "I came" (get)
(5) plural forms as bibdn "doors", fisdn "axes" (ibwdb, fus), and dukura "males", sibu^a "lions"
(dukiira, sibu^d)
(6) numerous lexical items: turya "hoe" (fas), fas
'' axe'' (balta), zacaf'' palm leaves'' (xus), farruga ~
farruga "chicken" (farxd), bahha — bihha ~~ buhha
"duck" (batta), haws — hds "stable, cow shed"
(zinba — zirbiyyd)
Two major groups of dialects can be distinguished
within the Sacld: Middle Egyptian (ME) from the outskirts of al-DjTza to Abu Tldj (some 25 km south of
Asyut) and Upper Egyptian (UE) proper from Abu
Tldj to Aswan. Whereas ME has basically the same
rules of elison and insertion of HI as the Delta dialects,
excluding those of the Sharkiyya province, UE is
strongly influenced by Bedouins, apparently of
western origin, who settled there in the past and intermingled with the local population. Therefore, in ME
there is no elision of I'll after -CCyi'ktibu "they write"
and insertion takes place after -CC ibw kalb "son of a
dog", in contrast to UEyiktbu ~ yihtbu and ifon kalb,
except UE 2 (see below) which resembles Southern
ME (SME) not only in this respect. Further, all UE
dialects show glottalised l\l [ *- ] like the Awlad CA1I at
the Mediterranean littoral, a verbal noun of the Ilnd
stem of the type xattit ~ zittit "furrowing" (taxtit) and
the plural types f'illa, ficcel, fu^ul as in hsinna
"horses", bittes — buttus"buffalo calves". The dialec-
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tological distinction between ME and UE is consistent
with differences in the material culture of the
peasants, see Winkler, 1936, 455. ME and to some
extent UE 2 seem to represent an older type of Sacldi
Arabic less influenced by Bedouins.
Other isoglosses permit further subdivision of the
two groups: Northern ME with two subgroups: NME
1 (south of al-Djiza, northern Ban! Swayf province
and al-Fayyum), NME 2 (southern Bam Swayf from
al-Fashn to al-Minya), SME (to Abu Tldj), UE 1 (approximatively to Nadjc Hammadi, on the east bank
from Kus farther south to the altitude of Armant, on
the west bank from al-Ballas to al-Kurna), UE 2 (the
Kena bow on the east bank approximatively from
Nadjc Hammadi to Kus and on the west bank to alBallas), UE 3 (on the west bank from al-Kurna (alBaclrat) to Esna), UE 4 (on the west bank from Esna
to Gharb Aswan, on the east bank from the latitude
of Armant to Aswan). Linguistic borders in UE tend
to be somewhat blurred and the dialects may differ
from village to village. The distinctive features of
these dialect groups include:
(7) preservation of l\l after -vC: misikit "she took"
in NME, a feature which sets NME apart from
SME and links it to the western and northern
parts of the Delta and the oases
(8) insertion of/a/ in a cluster -Cr-: bukara "tomorrow" in NME 1 which separates NME 1 from
NME 2 with the borderline near al-Fashn; /g,g
for /*k/ and /*g/ instead of/ D ,g/ beginning from
NME 2 to the south
(9) /g,g/ for /*k/ and /*g/ instead of />,g/ beginning
from NME 2 to the south
(10) preservation of diphthongs /aw/ and /ay/ in
NME 1: hawn "mortar", bayt "house" (hon, bet
elsewhere)
(11) allomorphy of the Ilnd and Hid stems: one
allomorph for perfect and imperfect in NME:
kallam - yikallam (NME 1), killim -yikillim, callim
- yi^allim (NME 2), in contrast to two
allomorphs with morphological distribution in
SME and UE: kallam - yikallim
(12) preservation of/a/ in katir "much" and yitmasik
"he was seized" in SME and UE 2 (kitir, yitmisik
elsewhere)
(13) paradigmatic levelling in the imperfect, either
complete, such as niktib - nihtbu in UE 1 and UE
3, or incomplete, such as aktib - niktibu in UE 2.
There is no such levelling in ME and UE 4.
(14) genitive exponent: shugl in UE 1, hinin in UE 2,
ihnm in UE 3, 4, allil - allel in UE 4
(15) 1st stem perfect i-type: kibir in ME and UE 2,
UE 4, kbir in UE 1, ikbir in UE 3
(16) foz-prefix for present tense in UE 2 and UE 4
(17) gdhawa-syndrome in UE 1 and UE 3: ahamar
"red"
(18) stress on the final syllable of words like shtd
"winter" in UE 1 and UE 3 (sita elsewhere)
(19) vowel alternations a > i,u in UE 3: masak "he
took" - misikat "she took", bagar "cows" - bugura
"a cow"
(20) /a/ in word-initial position instead of I'll in UE 4:
anta "you m.", ahna "we", alii "which", al"the", atfaddal "please", ambdrih "yesterday",
amm "mother" etc. a feature shared with Central Sudan.
Fem.pl. forms, a Bedouin feature, such as yikztban
"they write" occur in UE 3 and 4. For historical
aspects, see Woidich, 1994; for Coptic remnants in
the lexicon, see Behnstedt, 1981.
Very little is known about the speech of Bedouins
found mostly at the fringes of the Nile valley, the
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Oases and in the Eastern Desert. The dialects of the
four Western Oases are closely related to ME by
syllable structure, but deviate in many other respects
(see Behnstedt-Woidich, 1982). The cAbabida in the
Eastern desert (Blr Umm ilFawaxir) seem to speak a
Sudanese type of dialect, with rigilha "her leg" and
with a stressed final vowel in habli "my rope" and
hamrd f. "red".
Bibliography: P. Behnstedt, Weitere koptische
Lehnworter im Agyptisch-Arabischen, in Die Welt des
Orients, xii (1981), 82-98; Behnstedt and M.
Woidich, Die dgyptischen Oasen - ein dialektologischer
Vorbericht, in ZAL, viii (1982), 39-71; eidem, AgyptischerDialektatlas. Band 1-2, Wiesbaden 1985. Band
3. Texte. Teil 2. Niltal und Oasen, Wiesbaden 1988;
Abdelghany A. Khalafallah, A descriptive grammar of
Sacidi Egyptian Arabic, The Hague 1969; W.
Vycichl, Zur Sprache und Volkskunde der ^Abbddi, in
Anzeiger der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften,
Phil.-Hist. Kl. (1953), 177-84; H.A. Winkler,
Agyptische Volkskunde, Stuttgart 1936; M. Woidich,
Ein arabischer Bauerndialekt aus dem sudlichen
Oberdgypten, in ZDMG, cxxiv (1974), 42-58; idem,
Upper Egyptian Arabic and dialect mixing in historical
perspective, in Festschrift Georg Krotkoff, 1994.
(M. WOIDICH)
SACID AL-ANDALUSl, ABU 'L-KASIM "SACID" B.
c
AHMAD b. Abd al-Rahman al-Taghlibi, called ALKADI SACID (420-62/1029-70), Spanish Muslim
author.
He was born at Almeria, where his parents had
taken refuge during the civil wars which devastated
Cordova, their place of origin, and his grandfather
had been kadi of Sidonia. His father died as judge of
Toledo in 449/1057, and Sacid was to succeed him
there in 460/1068 till his death there in 462/1070. The
sweep of his life reflected these circumstances. Born of
a line of legal officials, he received a solid legal education at Almeria and then Cordova, following, according to Ibn Bashkuwal, Ibn Hazm's teaching. But the
formation of the Taifas, the relative decline of the
caliphal capital compared with the new provincial
ones, the search for knowledge and for patrons, all led
him to Toledo. There, in the reign of al-Ma-'mun b.
Dhi '1-Nun (429-67/1038-75), the "philosophical"
sciences—mathematics, astronomy, logic and medicine—were enjoying a renaissance, and he was
henceforth to devote himself to these.
Three works are attributed to $acid: a K. f i Isldh
harakdt al-nudjum, on the correction of earlier
astronomical tables; a Djawdmi*- akhbdr al-umam min alc
Arab wa 'l-cAdjam, a universal history; and finally, his
Tabakdt al-umam, a classification of the sciences and of
the nations. Only this last work survives.
Its translator, R. Blachere, was astonished at the
authority attributed to it already by the eastern scientific encyclopaedists, like Ibn al-Kifti and Ibn Abl
Usaybica. Ostensibly, the 80 pp. of the Tabakdt hardly
merit so much honour. Their main point revolves
round distinguishing at the outset, amongst the
peoples of the world, those who do not know "philosophy"—Turks, Chinese, Berbers, etc.—from those
who have achieved merit in them—Indians, Persians,
Chaldaeans, Egyptians, Greeks and Rum, Arabs and
Jews. In all, there are thus eight nations for whom
$acid briefly cites, when he knows of them, their
scholars and chosen disciplines.
The catalogue is rudimentary, but has a certain
guiding thread. Science goes from East to West, from
India to Spain, which holds its last living embodiment. Above all, these eight peoples have handed
down the sciences according to the strict historical
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continuity—or geographical contiguousness—required by the isndd in the religious sciences, i.e. the chain
of guarantors for a fact which one wishes to carry
back, generation by generation, to the Prophet or his
Companions. The success of $acid's little work may
well have stemmed from this trait, as set out in its
title, Tabakdt al-umam "The generations of the nations". The kd^i of Toledo thereby inserts within the
classification of the philosophical sciences a principle
directly inherited from the religious science
disciplines, much more familiar to the immense majority of his readers. He established the truths of
mathematics or astronomy as one would do for hadith,
by an irreproachable isndd which attests their exact
transmission and preserved integralness, right from
their origins.
From this point onwards, a question arises. Should
one see in $acid, in accordance with M.-G. BaltyGuesdon, one of those philosophers of which alAndalus offers examples in the 6th/12th century, one
of those who aimed at tracing the crucial frontier between rational knowledge and revealed religious
dogma? Or should one, on the contrary, see in him
the conciliator of two classes of the sciences which he
knew well, as a judge by day and an astronomer by
night? The plan and the guiding thread of the Tabakdt,
as also the discrete reference to prophetic sources for
all knowledge—the Semitic origin ascribed to Greek
philosophy, the privileged place of the Jews at the end
of the chain of nations—incline one rather to the
second view.
Bibliography: Tabakdt al-umam, ed. L. Cheikho,
Beirut 1913, new ed. H. Bu cAlwan, Beirut 1985,
Fr. tr. R. Blachere, Categories des nations, Paris 1935.
See also M.-G. Balty-Guesdon, Medecins et hommes
de science en Espagne musulmane, diss. Univ. of Paris
III 1992, 3 vols.; idem, Al-Andalus et l}heritage grec
d'apres les Tabakdt al-umam, in Perspectives sur la science
et la philosophe grecque, Paris 1993; G. MartinezGros, Classification des sciences et classification des nations, trois exemples andalous du VeIXIe siecle, in
Melanges de la Casa de Velasquez, xx (1984), 83-114;
idem, La premiere histoire andalouse des sciences, in
Autrement, Tolede XIIe-XIIIf siecles (Feb. 1991), 20017.
(G. MARTINEZ-GROS)
SACID AL-BAGHDADl, AaiPL^Ai^TX^D B. ALHASAN al-RabacT al-LughawI, poet and grammarian in Muslim Spain (ca. 339-417/ca.
950-1026).
Born at Mawsil or in its region, educated in poetry
and the linguistic sciences at Baghdad, Sacid arrived
ca. 380/990 in Spain, probably attracted by the news
of the largesse lavished by its princes on scholars who
came to them from the East. All the sources agree in
describing him as a facile poet, with an untidy appearance, an incorrigible drunkard and a perpetual
spendthrift. But he knew how to ask for money with
the same lightness of touch that he employed in spending it. Al-Andalus was at the peak of its might under
the rule of the hadjib al-Mansur [q.v.], who had
relegated the Umayyad caliph to the background. It
was to the presence of this all-powerful minister that
Sacid was admitted, and recompensed on a princely
scale for his talents. One day, when he was short of
cash, he made a shirt out of all the purses which he
had received and, according to the source, dressed
himself in it or dressed his slave Kafur in it. He appeared thus before the hddjib, whilst praising him for
having given enough to cover a man with a tunic but
which unfortunately revealed the bottoms, open to
view and empty, of his money bags. Al-Mansur
laughed, and opened up his coffers.

The minister's favour had, however, a more profound effect. As the seat of a caliphate since 317/929,
Cordova intended to surpass Baghdad, and held
mastery of the Arabic language as one of the stakes in
this contest. The Andalusians freely admitted the
fluency of the Easterners, but they stressed the
solecisms which these Arabs, over-confident in their
own natural speech, inflicted on the language of the
ancient poets. The grammarians al-Kall [q.v.], who
came from Baghdad, and al-Zubaydl had thrown
lustre on the reigns of the caliphs cAbd al-Rahman III
(d. 350/961) and al-Hakam II (d. 365/976). AlMansur's usurpation added a question to the debate.
The minister had in his turn to overshadow, by his
merits, the glory of his masters, as they themselves
had claimed to throw the star of Baghdad into the
shade. Sacid was openly welcomed as the al-Kalf of alMansur. His major work Fusus fi 'l-dddb wa 'l-ashcdr
wa 'l-akhbdr, written in 385/995, prided itself on
thrusting the Nawddir of the old master into oblivion
without borrowing the least example from that work.
In practice, Sacid's preferences were for lexicography (lugha) rather than for grammar, and for the
poetry which constituted its treasury. Put to the test
when he first came to court, Sacid became worried
over the grammatical obscurities which were hurled at
him, but triumphed in the explanation of a verse by
Imru D al-Kays. He could not have done anything better to please the hddjib, who on every occasion
cultivated the purest of the Arabic values upon which
the Cordovan caliphate aimed to base itself. The only
other work of Sacid's which is mentioned was precisely a "story" in the Bedouin taste which he wrote for
his master.
Altogether, the opinion of posterity in al-Andalus
remained a guarded one. The Easterner was
reproached for his boastfulness, and in this there may
perhaps have been a discreet condemnation of the
regime which he served. According to al-Makkarf, the
Arab Sacid came out worst in a linguistic dispute with
a knowledgeable young slave boy. Above all, Ibn alc
Ar!f [q.v.], the tutor of al-Mansur's children, after
having failed in convincing the latter of Sacid's
plagiarism, ridiculed Sacid by inventing a factitious
book and author whom Sacid soon claimed to have
read. Al-Mansur was furious, and had the Fusus
thrown into the river, before pardoning him. The
world of scholarship was less indulgent.
After al-Mansur's death (392/1002), Sacid was less
often seen in the entourage of his son al-Muzaffar
[q.v.]. Ibn Hazm, then aged 12, saw him, however,
still declaiming one of his poems. The civil warfare
(399-422/1009-31) caused him to move to Denia, and
then to Sicily, where he died, in 417/1026 according
to Ibn Hazm.
Bibliography: R. Blachere, Un pionnier de la
culture arabe orientale en Espagne au Xe siecle: Sdcid de
Bagdad, in Hesperis, x (1930), 15-36, where a list of
the relevant texts can be found, in particular, Makkari, i, 382-4, ii, 52-8; Ibn Ba§hkuwal, no. 536;
Humaydf, no. 509. See also E. Garcia Gomez, La
entrada de Ibn Hazm en el mundo official, in al-And.,
xviii (1953), 437-8.
(G. MARTINEZ-GROS)
SAIDA [see SACIDA].
SACIDA (French form, SAI'DA), a t o w n o f A l g e r i a ,
the chef-lieu of the department (wildyd) of the same
name, situated 175 km/108 miles from Oran (Wahran
[q.v.]) and 95 km/59 miles from Mascara (alMucaskar [q.v.]), at an altitude of 900 m/2,950 feet.
It is on the wadl Saclda, in touch with the Causse of
Oran (hills of Saida) and the High Plains, limestone
plateaux which form part of the Atlas of the Tells, to
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the east of the hills of Ouarsenis (Wanshans). The
town had about 30,000 inhabitants and the department about 200,000,in 1987. The region is suitable for
raising cereal crops and for sheep rearing.
The recurrent strategic position which the site has
retained through history, ever since it was occupied
by a Roman settlement, was highlighted in modern
times when it became one of the headquarters of the
amir cAbd al-Kadir [q.v.], who built a fort there but
dismantled it in 1841 on the approach of French
troops under General Bugeaud. In 1844, General
Lamoriciere constructed from it another fort slightly
to the north, which became the nucleus of the present
town.
Bibliography: See those to C ABD AL-KADIR B.
MUHYI '_L-DIN and AL-MU C ASKAR.

(ED.)

SACIDA GlLANl, Indo-Persian poet of the
llth/17th century.
Details are lacking regarding his early life. He went
to India from his native Persia during Djahangir's
reign (1014-37/1605-27), and lived on to serve under
his successor Shah Djahan (1037-68/1628-58). Apart
from poetry, he was skilled in calligraphy, engraving
and assaying of precious stones. Djahanglr gave him
the title of Bebadal Khan, perhaps as an appreciation
of his talent since bebadal means "matchless". In addition, he was appointed officer-in-charge of the royal
jewellery, a position which he continued to hold
during Shah Djahan's reign. Under the latter ruler,
he also received the command of 800 infantry and 100
cavalry.
In 1037/1628, soon after becoming emperor, Shah
Djahan decided that a lavish throne, inlaid with gems,
should be constructed for his personal use. The charge
of this enterprise, which later materialised in the
celebrated Peacock Throne (Takht-i Tdwus), was entrusted to Sacida Gflanl, who supervised the project.
It took seven years for the completion of the throne,
which was inaugurated on Nawruz 1044/23 March
1635. To commemorate this event, Saclda Gflanl
composed a kasida of which only remnants have survived. The kasida is said to have contained 134
couplets, each line of which carried a chronogram.
Some of the chronograms were related to Shah
Djahan's birth (1000/1592), some to his coronation
(1037/1628) and the majority to his gracing the
Peacock Throne for the first time.
There is no information as to when or where Sacida
Gflanl died. That he was still living in 1047/1637-8 is
confirmed by one of his chronograms of that date
commemorating the completion of a mosque built by
Shah Djahan in Adjmer.
Very little can be said about Saclda Gflanl as a poet,
since his extant writings are limited to a handful of
pieces scattered in the historical accounts of the
period. He is reported to have composed a mathnawi
of some 5,000 couplets dealing with Djahangir's
reign. His poetry earned for him royal recognition.
On 14 Shahriwar 1027/26 August 1618 he was
rewarded handsomely by Djahanglr for a kasida composed by him for the emperor, and in 1042/1633 he
received a similar treatment from Shah Djahan for
composing a poem which described the courage of
Prince (afterwards Emperor) Awrangzlb in an
elephant combat. Sacida Gflam's special skill lay
perhaps in the making of chronograms. Apart from
those mentioned earlier, he composed them on such
events as Djahangir's conquest of the fort Kangra
(1029/1620), his building a mosque there (1031/16212) and the death of his wife Mumtaz Mahall
(1040/1631 [q.v.]).
Bibliography: Tuzuk-i-Djahdngm, ii, tr. A.
Rogers, 2nd ed., Delhi 1968; Muhammad Salih
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Kanbu, cAmal-i Salih (§hah Djahdn-ndma), ed.
Qhulam Yazdani and Wahid KurayshT, Lahore
1967-72; cAbd al-Hamld Lahawri, Bddshah-ndma, i,
ed. Kablr al-Din Ahmad and cAbd al-Rahim,
Calcutta 1867; Samsam al-Dawla Shah Nawaz
Khan, Mahathir al-umard, i, tr. H. Beveridge,
Calcutta 1941; La£hml Narayan ghafik, Shdm-i
gharibdn, ed. Muhammad Akbar al-Din §iddiki,
Karachi 1977; Had! Hasan, Mughal poetry,
Haydarabad (Deccan) 1952 (?); idem, Researches in
Persian literature, Haydarabad (Deccan) 1958;
Hzidjdj Husayn NakhdjawanI, Sa^idd-yi Gildni wa
Takht-i Tdwus, in Nashriyya-yi
Ddnishkada-yi
Adabiyydt-i Tabriz, ix/4 [1336/1957-8]; Husam alDln Rashidi, Tadhkira-yi shu^ard-yi Kashmir, i,
Karachi 1967; M.L. Rahman, Persian literature in India during the time ofjahangir and Shahjahan, Baroda
1970; cAbd al-Husayn Nawa'I, Shah cAbbds, iii,
Tehran 1368/1989;
Ahmad Gulcm-MacanI,
Kdrwdn-i Hind, i, Mashhad 1369/1990-1.
(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
SA3IFA (A.), pi. sawd^if (<sayf "summer"), summer raid or m i l i t a r y expedition (see Lane, 1756;
Dozy, Supplement, i, 857).
1. In the A r a b - B y z a n t i n e w a r f a r e .
The term is used by the early Islamic historians to
denote the raids of the Arabs into Byzantine Anatolia.
These were normally mounted annually, over a
period of some two centuries, beginning during the
governorship in Syria of Mucawiya b. Abl Sufyan
[q.v. ], i.e. from ca. 640 onwards. They tailed off in the
3rd/9th century as the cAbbasid caliphate became
racked by internal discord and as the Macedonian
emperors in general turned the tables and took the offensive against the Arabs.
These expeditions were launched during the summer months, in order to avoid the harsh wintry conditions of the Anatolian plateau, from bases in the
thughur or frontier zones of northern Syria and
northern Mesopotamia. The ways of entry through
the Taurus and Anti-Taurus mountains included the
Cilician Gates [see CILICIA], approached from bases
like al-Massisa and Tarsus [q.vv. ], and the famous
pass (darb) of al-Hadath [q.v.] between Marcash and
Malatiya [q. vv. ]. Such historical sources as alYackubl, Khalifa b. al-Khayyat and al-Tabari are
normally careful to list for each year the amir who led
the summer raid. This command was of premier importance. Sometimes caliphs like Mu c awiya,
Sulayman b. cAbd al-Malik, Harun al-Rashid or alMu c tasim personally led their armies, or else the command would be held by some member of the ruling
family, such as the Umayyad prince Maslama b. cAbd
al-Malik [q.v.] or the cAbbasid ones $alih b. CA1T b.
c
Abd Allah b. al-cAbbas and his son cAbd al-Malik.
Bibliography: For the history of the campaigns,
see the standard studies on Byzantine-Arab relations of Bury, A history of the Eastern Roman empire',
Ostrogorsky; Vasiliev; Honigmann; Canard, in
Camb. med. hist., iv, The Byzantine empire, pt. i,
Byzantium and its neighbours; and now W.E. Kaegi,
Byzantium and the early Arab conquests, Cambridge
1992. Also C.E. Bosworth, The Byzantine defence
system in Asia Minor and the first Arab incursions, in The
fourth international conference on the history of Bildd alShdm, Eng. and Fr. papers, vol. i, cAmman 1987,
116-24, and idem, Byzantium and the Syrian frontier in
the early Abbasid period, in The fifth international conference on the history of Bildd al-Shdm, Eng. and Fr. section, 'Amman 1412/1991, 54-62. See further
C
AWASIM; GHAZI; and THUGHUR.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. In M u s l i m - C h r i s t i a n warfare in Spain.
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Given that Muslim Spain (al-Andalus) was geographically a European entity with Marches (see
below), beyond which there was at all times an independent Christian presence to be reckoned with,
the appearance of the sd^ifa in Umayyad Spain is not
surprising. Of the importance it came to assume in
Iberian Peninsular history one clear indication is the
passage ofal-sd^ifa into Castilian as aceifa (whence, for
instance, salir en campana de aceifa "go on a summer
campaign"). Although in Arabic chronicles such expressions as ghazdlaghza bi 'l-sd^ifa "lead/send (s.o.) to
lead the sd^ifa" occur mainly in the context of expeditions against the Christian north of the Peninsula,
they occur also in the context of campaigns within alAndalus itself against centres of rebellion or Viking
raiders [see AL-MADJUS]. Thus it was not with the identity and location of the enemy that sd^ifa was primarily
and originally associated, but with the time of year at
which an expedition was launched—which could be as
early as 1 May or as late as the end of July, though
the norm would seem to have been at a time midway
between these two extremes. When necessary, expedient or limited in scope, campaigns were conducted
outside the summer season and likewise took their
name from the time of the launch. Hence one in
winter was a shdtiya, one in spring a rabi^iyya and one
in autumn a kharifiyya (on these last two in the time of
the cAmirid al-Mansur (below, para. 4), see alc
Udhn, in Bibl. below, 79, 80).
By the end of the reign of Alfonso I, king of
Asturias (739-57) and conqueror of much of northwest Spain and Portugal, perhaps as much as a
quarter of the Peninsula formed no part of alAndalus, and of that proportion a fair share was an
uninhabited limes known as the Marches (al-thughur).
Of these there were originally three: the Upper (alac/a), the Middle (al-awsat), and the Lower (al-adna).
Each was controlled, not by a civil governor, but by
a military commander (ka?id) based at Saragossa,
Toledo and Merida, respectively. Such was the position during the Emirate of the 3rd/9th century,
though with the gradual contraction of al-Andalus
changes had already begun to take place that in the
long run were to result in the reduction of the thughur
to two: the Upper, or Farther (al-aksd), still based on
Saragossa and covering Navarre and the North-East,
and the Middle, or Hither (al-adna), covering Castile
and the Kingdom of Leon, not from the increasingly
remote Toledo, but from Medinaceli (Madlnat Salim
[q.v. ]), which on the orders of the caliph cAbd alRahman III al-Nasir [q.v.] in 335/946 had been made
into a heavily fortified base from which to launch
sawd^if against Christian positions in the upper and
middle reaches of the Douro valley. The thughur so
constituted did not of course survive indefinitely: in
time, frontiers inevitably changed as Islam retreated
before advancing Christendom, and, as circumstances
changed, the sd^ifa underwent changes of scale, form
and style. This being so, attention here will be focused
almost exclusively on a limited number of aspects
drawn from data relating to fawd^if against the Christian north during the Umayyad period (138-42/7561031)—data which cannot of course be taken as valid
for all Umayyad sawd^if conducted by different leaders
on different occasions over so long a span of time.
The conduct, scale, regularity and success of such
sawd^if depended on the central government's willingness, readiness and ability to launch them, all of
which factors depended, in turn, on a ruler's strength
of governance and purpose, internal peace and stability, the availability of reliable troops and loyal and able
commanders, and so on. An early example of a ruler
moved by religious zeal and bent on seizing oppor-

tunities open to him was Hisham I (172-80/788-96
[q.v. ]), whose generals led sawd^f'm almost every year
of his reign—several against Alava and Old Castile in
the north, several to the Asturias in the North-West
and one, reaping a particularly rich harvest of booty,
against Gerona and Narbonne in the North-East. For
his son al-Hakam I (180-206/796-822 [ q . v . ] ) , obliged
for much of his long reign to quell insurrections from
the Marches down to Cordova itself, sawd^if were
anything but the annual events they became under his
son cAbd al-Rahman II (206-38/796-822 [ q . v . ] ) , who,
despite some early internal upheavals, personally led
or dispatched sawd^if almost every year of his reign
against the Asturio-Leonese kingdom. In operations
against the Franks in what is now Catalonia he entrusted command in 212/828 to his Umayyad
kinsman cUbayd Allah b. cAbd Allah al-Balansf ("of
Valencia"), a man whose Arabic designation sahib alsawd^if is worth noting here if only because it seems
not, as may be thought, to have derived from any
special office or rank he held, but was, rather, an ad
hominem style acquired through the long and distinguished services he rendered as an organiser and
leader of sawd^if.
From among the constants and many variables of
the Umayyad sawd^if—under which those of the
c
Amirid hddjib [q.v.] al-Mansur (Almanzor) [q.v., at
vol. VI, 430 ff.] are to be subsumed—only one or two
can be touched on here. Of constants, the most important was the need, imposed by Cordova's remoteness
from the far north, to ensure the smooth progress of
troops towards a distant base from which, once rested
and marshalled, they would take the field. To delay
till the last moment disclosure of the chosen route was
one factor offering Cordova the best prospect of success for the outward journey. By far the most crucial
factor, however, was its need to provision its men on
the march. As it was normal to have the army live off
the land in areas to be crossed, ascertainment of the
state of crops and harvests was a precondition of the
launch of a sd^ifa, for drought could lead to the
cancellation of a sd^ifa and the frustration of plans
such as even cAbd al-Rahman III [q. v. ] had to suffer,
for example, in 303/915. Years later Ibn Abl c Amir
(al-Mansur from 371/981) was to provide against any
similar setback by creating, notably in Cordova and
strategic forward positions, vast stockpiles of grain,
which lasted over several lean years from 378/988.
The recruitment, composition, organisation, funding and equipment of troops for Umayyad sawd^ifare,
like their precise aims and modus operandi, beyond the
scope of this article. What should be said, however, is
that the hushud of our sources' expression al-djunud wa
'l-hushud were provincial recruits enlisted for a sd^ifa to
swell the regular army. Instructions for their recruitment went out as early as February, and after
mobilisation (istinfdr) in the summer they would converge on the outskirts of Cordova. Around the same
time, commanders in the Marches would be ordered
to prepare their contingents to join the Cordovan
forces on arrival. Whether or not the ruler was to lead
a sd^ifa in person, he would normally oversee preparations, which could last up to 30-40 days. From his
palace he would process, amid popular acclaim, with
his guard and entourage to royal quarters within his
troops' encampment on the great Fahs al-Suradik
("pavilion plain"), north of Cordova. One notable
ceremony to follow much later was the solemn fastening of banners (^akd al-alwiya) to commanders' lances
in Cordova's Great Mosque on the Friday before the
troops departed. Upon their return the banners would
be replaced on the walls of the mosque.
Whatever profit the Umayyads may have derived
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from even the most successful of their sawd^if, it was
certainly not any lasting extension of the boundaries
of al-Andalus. That such was not the basic aim of the
s&ifa (Levi-Provencal, Hist. Esp. Mus., iii, 103 ff.)
may well be true. What seems no less true is that in
al-Mansur's hands the sd\fa became less of a routine
response to Christian initiatives than an assault of
unexpected and_ unprecedented ferocity as it was
drawn into the c Amirid's military policy, which, however rewarding and morale-boosting in the short
term, was ultimately to prove wholly counterproductive for Islam in Spain (on which see
Chalmeta, at vol. VI, 432).
Bibliography: E. Levi-Provengal, Hist. Esp.
Mus., ii, index svv. sd^ifa (to which add p. 145), sahib
al-sawd^if; iii, 18, 41, 55-112 (for all aspects of
military organisation, many relevant to the sd^ifa,
but see esp. 85-90, 92 n. 3, 101-6), 291, 465. For
the Umayyad period, Levi-Provengal used all the
sources available to him. Although these remain
very much the same, some, most notably important
parts of the Muktabis of Ibn Hayyan [q. v. ], were not
generally available either in the Arabic or in
translation. The situation has since improved with
the appearance of Muktabis texts edited by C A. CA1T
al-HadjdjI, Beirut 1965, M. CA1T Makkl, Cairo
1971, P. Chalmeta, F. Corriente, M. Subh,
Madrid-Rabat 1979, and translations by E. Garcia
Gomez, Anales palatinos del califa...Al-Hakam II,
Madrid 1969 (corresponding to HadjdjI text), and
Ma J. Viguera and F. Corriente, Cronica del calif a
c
Abdarrahman III, Saragossa 1981 (corresponding to
Chalmeta text), etc. An important text for Almanzor is al- c Udhri, Nusus can al-Andalus I Fragmentos
geogrdfico-historicos de al-Masdlik, ed. C A. al-Ahwanl,
Madrid 1965, 74-80, and important studies are: L.
Seco de Lucena, Acerca de las campanas militares de
Almanzor, in MEAH, xiv-xv (1965-6), 7-29 (cf.
idem, New light on the military campaigns of Almanzor,
in 7Q, xiv [1970], 126-42); J.M. Ruiz Asensio,
Campanas de Almanzor contra el reino de Leon (981-86),
in An. Est. Med., v (1965), 31-64. No attempt is
made here to handle material for the post-Umayyad
periods.
0-D- LATHAM)
SA 5 IGH(A.), pi. sdghaandsawwdghun, g o l d s m i t h ,
denotes a group of skilled craftsmen in Islamic society.
In the early centuries of Islam, according to al-Djahiz
and al-KhuzacI, the goldsmiths were mainly artisans
of Jewish and Christian faith, but some Arab writers
also recognised the existence of Muslim goldsmiths.
The earliest recorded goldsmiths known to Islamic
history, according to KattanI, belonged to the Jewish
tribe of Banu Kaynuka c [q. v. ] of Medina during the
Prophet's time. Their skill was highly rated in society,
yet the mediaeval Arabs thought that it was a demeaning skill which caused the loss of manliness
(muruwwa). On the whole, public opinion was critical
towards the goldsmith's profession, and they were
allegedly censured by the Prophet Muhammad in
these harsh words: "The worst liars of mankind are
the dyers (sabbdghun) and the goldsmiths (sawwdghun)"
(al-Kattani, Tardtib, ii, 91); in other words, he said,
"The worst liars of my umma are the dyers and
goldsmiths" (cf. al-Ibshihi, Mustatraf, ii, 53). A
similar attitude towards the sdgha was attributed to the
caliph c Umar b. al-Khattab, who doubted their
reliability with customers (al-Kattani, Tardtib, ii, 64).
Ahmad b. Hanbal and other scholars of the cAbbasid
period were said to have warned of evil moral consequences resulting frequent public visits to goldsmiths'
shops (cf. al-Lubudi, Fadl al-iktisdb, fol. 58b). The
hisba manuals are critical of their fraudulent alloying
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of gold with other cheaper metals like silver or copper,
and their usurious transactions.
Among Arab bellelettrists, al-Djahiz cited an Arab
woman's name as Salma bint al-$a3igh (cf. Hayawdn,
iv, 377) who belonged to the Syrian Anbdt (pi. of
Nabat, referring to the remnants of the Aramaicspeaking indigenous population of Syria and clrak
during the early cAbbasid period). Moreover, Ibn alAthlr and al-Samcam noted the usage of al-Sd^igh as a
nisba among Muslims from the 2nd/8th to 4th/10th
century. Some of these persons were cited among expert transmitters of hadith in the mediaeval Islamic
world, and at least one of them was a well-known
Arab writer called Ibn al-SaDigh ("goldsmith's son").
Besides being reliable transmitters of religious
knowledge (c*7m), some goldsmiths had attained upward social mobility. The customary law of kafd^a was
leniently applied to the goldsmiths, who could marry
outside their own social group into the wealthy and
respectable groups of the bourgeoisie such as the
cloth-merchants (bazzdz) and perfumers (^attdr).
Early Islamic cities such as Fustat, Baghdad, Cairo,
Damascus, Tunis, and so on had separate goldsmiths'
markets (suk al-sdghd). Al-Ibshlhi, writing a rare tale
about a goldsmith, illustrates the goldsmith's guild
wherein the master-craftsman (mu^allim) employed
and trained journeymen (sdni**, pi. sunndc) in workshops and earned handsome wages. Literary sources
provide evidence regarding the existence of
goldsmith's guilds over the centuries in many Islamic
cities of the Middle East until modern times.
Bibliography: Djahiz, Hayawdn, iv, 377-9;
idem, al-Radd cald 'l-Nasdra, in Thaldth rasd^il, ed.
Finkel, Cairo 1926, 17; Khuzacl, Takhridj_al-daldldt,
Tunis n.d., ix, 460; Thacalibl, Thimdr al-kulub,
Cairo 1908, 195; Ibn al-Athlr, al-Lubdb, Baghdad
n.d., ii, 232-3; Ibn al-Fuwatl, al-Hawddith al-ajamica
ed. M. Djawad, Baghdad 1932, 67; Samcanl, Ansdb, Haydarabad-Deccan 1977, viii, 266-71; Yakut,
iv, 869; DhahabI, al-'-Ibarfikhabar manghabar, ed. S.
al-Munadjcijid, Kuwait 1966, v, 344, 373; Ibn
Kathlr, Biddya, xiv, 98; al-Khatib al-Baghdadl,
Ta\ikh Baghdad, Cairo 1931, xiv, 21; KasanI,
BaddY al-sandV, Cairo 1327/1909, ii, 320; Ibshlhi,
al-Mustatraf, Cairo 1890, ii, 232-3; cAlaD al-Dm alLubudl, Kitdb Fadl al-iktisdb, Chester Beatty ms. no.
4791, fol. 58b; cAbd al-Rahman al-ShayzarT,
Nihdyat al-rutba fi-talab al-hisba ed. al-Baz al- c ArinI,
Cairo 1946, 77-8; Ibn Bassam al-Muhtasib, Nihdyat
al-rutba fi-talab al-hisba, ed. Husam al-Dln alSamarra3!, Baghdad 1968, 106-7; Ibn alUkhuwwa, Macdlim al-kurba, ed. R. Levy, London
1938, 144-7; Ibn al-DjawzI, Mandkib Baghdad,
Baghdad 1924, 26; idem, al-Muntazam, Haydarabad-Deccan, 1938-40, ix, 61; Zirikli, AHdm,
Cairo 1928, iii, 843-4; WJ. Fischel, Jews in the
economic and political life of mediaeval Islam, London
1968, 74 ff.; M.S. KasimI, Kdmus al-sind^dt alshdmiyya, Paris 1960, 264-5; Rafa'fl Babu Ishak,
Ahwdl Nasdrd Baghdad fi ^ahd al-khildfa al-^Abbdsiyya
("The situation of the Christians of Baghdad
during the cAbbasid period"), Baghdad 1960, 64;
c
Abd al-Hayy al-Kattanl, Tardtib al-iddriyya, Beirut
n.d., ii, 64, 91; G. Baer, Egyptian guilds in modern
times, Jerusalem 1964, 155-69; idem, Guilds in Middle Eastern history, in Studies in the economic history of the
Middle East, ed. M.A. Cook, London 1970, 11-30;
M.A.J. Beg, Social mobility in Islamic civilization—the
classical period, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 1981, 62;
S.D. Goitein, A Mediterranean society, iv, London
19_83_, 200-25.
(M.A.J. BEG)
SADIN KAL C A, a l i t t l e town and d i s t r i c t in
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southern Adharbaydjan, on the right bank of the
Djaghatu, the modern town of Shahln Dizh. In the
south the boundary runs a little over the river Saruk,
a tributary on the right bank of the Djaghatu. In the
north it is bounded by the district of cAdjari, in the
east by the province of Khamse. The name is derived
from the Mongol sayin "good".
The local Turkish Afshar tribe, of which aj>art had
to emigrate to Urmiya to make room for the Cardawri
(Cardowll) tribe of Lur origin (the district of 6ardawr
on the Saymara), were brought by Path CA1I Shah
from Shlraz at the beginning of the 19th century. The
chief of the Cardowlf lived at Mahmuddjik and commanded about 5,000 men. In 1830 $a3In Kalca was
destroyed by a Kurdish invasion under Shaykh
c
Ubayd Allah. Sa°In Kalca, formerly occupied by a
Persian garrison, guarded the entrance to Adharbaydjan through the Djaghatu valley. The caves of
Kereftu with a Greek inscription, described by Ker
Porter (Travels, ii, 538-52; Ritter, ix, 816), as well as
the site of Takht-i Sulayman (the_ancient Gazaka, alShlz of the Arabs; cf. Marquart, Erdnsahr, 108), are in
the territory of the Afshars of Sa°in-Kalca. The lake of
6amli G61 (near the village of Badarli) with a floating
island is likewise well known. A section of the Afshars
belong to the Ahl-i Hakk sect [q.v. ], the local chiefs of
whom in Bent's time lived at Nazar-baba and Gandjabad (cf. V. Minorsky, Notes sur la secte des Ahl-i
Hakk, in RMM, xl-xli [1920], 19-97; RMM [1922],
53, 76).
The modern town of Shahln Dizh (long. 46°
35' E., lat. 36° 43' N., alt. 1,350 m/4,428 ft.) is the
chef-lieu of a bakhsh of the same name in the province
(ustdn) of West Adharbaydjan; in ca. 1950 it had a
population of 3,170 (Razmara, Farhang-i d^ughrdfiyd-yi
Irdn-zamm, iv, 295), which by 1991 had risen to
25,050 (Preliminary results of the 1991 census,
Statistical Centre of Iran, Population Division).
Another fortress called Sa°In-Kalca on the river
Abhar, to the east of Sultaniyya [q. v. ] and mentioned
by Hamd Allah MustawfT (see Le Strange, Lands of the
eastern Caliphate, 222), should not be confused with this
Sa'In Kalca.
Bibliography: Sir H. Rawlinson, in JRGS, x
(1841), 40; H. Schindler, in ZGEB, xviii (1883),
327; T. Bent, in Scotch Geogr. Magazine (1890), 91;
A.F. Stahl, in Petermann's Mitteilungen (1905), 33
(with a map of the district and indications of its
mineral wealth); A.V.W. Jackson, Persia past and
present, New York 1906, 121 ff.
(V. MINORSKY*)
SACIR (A.), one of the v a r i o u s words used in the
Kurgan for Hell Fire. Sa*ir seems to be a native
Arabic formation (unlike Djahannam and possibly
Sakar [q.v.]) with the meaning "[place of) fiercely
kindled flame". It occurs 16 times in the Holy Book
(IV, 11/10, 58/55, XXII, 4, etc.), most frequently in
third Meccan period and Medinan suras.
Bibliography: Noldeke-Schwally, G des Q, i, 89;
T. O'Shaughnessy, The seven names for Hell in the
Qur'dn, in BSOAS, xxiv (1961), 455-7.
(Eo.)
AL-SAK (A.), lit. "leg" or "thigh", used in various senses in Islamic m a t h e m a t i c s and
astronomy. Thus, for example, sdk means the foot of
a compass, the perpendicular of a right-angled
triangle with horizontal base, or the equal sides of an
isosceles triangle. Another term for the foot of a compass is ria^l, and dilc is also used for any side of any
triangle. (See further C ILM AL-HANDASA, in Suppl.).
In astronomy [see NUDJUM] sdk may refer to a star
that is in a leg of a constellation figure representing a
person or an animal, as in sdk al-asad or sdkd 'l-asad

(dual) for either or both of a Bootis and a Virginis,
regarded in Arab tradition as the hind legs of Leo.
The word sdk in the name of the star sdk sdkib al-md^,
the leg of the water-carrier, 8 Aquarii, was corrupted
by Europeans in the Middle Ages to Scheat. The same
star with its name half-Persianised as sdk-i sdkib-i md^
is represented on the retes of numerous Indo-Persian
astrolabes [see ASTURLAB].
Sdk al-ajardda, lit. "the locust's leg", is the name
given to a variety of vertical sundial [see MIZWALA] in
which the horizontal gnomon is moved along a groove
at the top of the rectangular sundial according to the
season (since the shadow-lengths at the hours depend
on the solar longitude). An example from Syria, made
for the Ayyubid sultan Nur al-Dfn in 554/1159, with
markings serving the latitudes of Damascus and Aleppo on either side, survives virtually intact (the
gnomon is missing). The name of the device derives,
with some stretching of the imagination, from the
form and shape of the main astronomical markings.
Bibliography: On the use of sdk in simple
geometry see, for example, Mohamed Souisi, La
langue des mathematiques en arabe, Tunis 1968, 206-7
(sub s-w-q). On the star(s) sdk al-asad, see P.
Kunitzsch, Untersuchungen zur Sternnomenklatur der
Araber, Wiesbaden 1961, 104. On the star Scheat,
see idem, Arabische Sternnamen in Europa, Wiesbaden
1959, 203. On the instrument called sdk al-a^ardda,
see P. Casanova, La montre du sultan Nour ad Din, in
Syria, iv (1923), 282-99, and S. Cluzan, J.
Moulierac and E. Delpont (eds.), Syrie - Memoire et
civilisation, Paris 1993, 436-7.
(D.A. KING)
AL-SAKALIBA, sing. Saklabl, Siklabl, the designation in mediaeval Islamic sources for the Slavs
and other f a i r - h a i r e d , ruddy-complexioned
peoples of Northern Europe (see A.Z. Velidi
Togan, Die Schwerter der Germanen, 19-38).
1. The Sakaliba of N o r t h e r n and Eastern
Europe.
The actual name was a borrowing from Middle
Greek SXapos, "Slav." This, in turn, is to be connected with the self-designation of the Slavs, Slovene
(cf. the Rus' usage Slovene, Slovyane, Sloven'skly yazlk
"Slavs", "Slavic nation" in the Povest' vremyannlkh let,
in PSRL, i, 5-6, 28, Mod. Russ. Slavyane, Ukr.
Slov'yani, Pol. Slowianie, Czech. Slovdne, Bulg. Slavyani,
etc.). This latter form is reflected in the SxXaprjvoi,
2>x\a.wr\vo{/Sclaveni
(sing. £xXapr)v6$:
*Slaven-in
< *Sloven-in), the Byzantino-Latin rendering of this
collective name of the Slavs. It also was used to denote
the central-southern grouping of Slavic tribes by 6th7th century Byzantine (e.g. Procopius and
Theophylactus of Simocatta) and Latinophone
authors (e.g. Jordanes).
Due to the large numbers of slaves that came to
Western Europe from the Slavic lands, the ethnonym
"Slav" came to denote "slave" (< M. Eng. sclave, cf.
French esclave, Ital. schiavo, Germ. Sklave, Mod. Greek
SxXdcpos) in a number of European languages (see
comments of Menges, Outline, 11-12; Kupfer and
Lewicki, Zrodla hebrajskie, 29, n. 2). A reflection of this
semantic development can be seen in the HispanoArabic use of this term to designate, at first, Slavic
slaves brought to Spain (where their role was
analogous to that of the Turkic ghilmdn of the rival
c
Abbasids) and subsequently all foreign slaves in
Spanish Umayyad service [see 3. below].
Although there was some ambiguity in the Arabic
usage of this term, its initial meaning was undoubtedly "Slav." Early on, however, it spread to neighbouring peoples as well. Thus the early 3rd/9th century
polymath al-Khwarazmi (Surat al-ard, ed. Mzik, 105)
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speaks of the "country of Gharmaniya, which is the
land of the Sakaliba." Ibn FagUan, who journeyed to
Volga Bulgharia in 309-10/921-2 (the subject population of which included, in addition to various Turkic
groups, Finno-Ugrian and other northern peoples),
termed the Bulghar ruler "King of the Sakaliba" (see
Togan, Ibn Fadldn's Reiseberichf).
The Arab accounts derive the eponymous Saklab
from Madhay b. Yafith (al-MascudI, Ibrahim b.
Yackub) or c Udjan b. Yafith. Al-Kazwim (Athdr, 614),
however, derives him from the descendants of Lit b.
Kallkhlm b. Yunan b. Yafith and presents him as the
brother of Rum, Arman and Firandj. According to
the tale preserved in the anonymous Muajmal altawdnkh, 103-4, Saklab's father, whose mother died
immediately after his birth, was raised on dog milk
and developed a canine disposition. His son was called
"Saklab" (hence the popular etymology found in
Gardlzl who derives this name from Sag-ldbi < Pers.
sag "dog"). Later, as each of Yafith's children acquired a land of their own, Saklab struggled with Rus,
Kimari and Khazar for possession of a territory, but
was defeated. He was thus obliged to make his home
in the north. This homeland of the Sakaliba is described as very cold, with homes built underground
and heated by steam, a theme found in a number of
the detailed descriptions in the Islamic geographical
literature dealing with the Sakaliba lands. Gardizi, in
his tale of Kirghiz (Khirkhiz) origins, relates that the
leader of the Khirkhiz "was from the mass of the
Saklabs." Having killed a Byzantine envoy, he was
forced to flee to the Khazars, Bashdjirts and Tokuz
Oghuz. There he was joined by other Sakaliba. Gardlzl concludes that this is why "the features and traits
of the Saklabs are to be found among the Khirkhiz
(such as) reddishness of hair and whiteness of skin"
(tr. Martinez, 124-6, ed. Barthold, 28-9). This constitutes one of several indications of the presence of an
ancient Europoid strain among the Kirghiz. It also
shows the close association, in the Islamic
geographical literature, of a certain fair-haired, ruddy
complexioned population type of Eurasia with the
Slavs.
The later Perso-Islamic historical tradition, in a
notice of dubious historicity, mentions a "pass of the
Khazars and Sakaliba" in connection with the activities of the Sasanid Djamasp, who briefly ruled Persia 496-8. These and other notices purporting to
record their presence in the north Caucasian zone in
the early decades of Islam (e.g. Balcaml) are almost
certainly anachronistic. Paradoxically, we are probably on surer ground with references to Slavs that had
been transplanted to Asia Minor or were serving in
Byzantine forces that might have had contact with the
Arabs as early as the decades preceding the advent of
Islam. The earliest evidence for Arabo-Slavic contacts
is found in the Byzantine sources. The 10th century
chronographerTheophanes, ed. de Boor, i, 348, notes
that s.a. 6156/664-5, some 5,000 SxXocuivoi living on
"Roman" territory defected to the Umayyad commander cAbd al-Rahman b. Khalid (VA(B8epocxnav f o
•coo XaXeSou), going with him to Syria and settling in
the village of Seleucobolus in the region of Apamea.
During the caliphate of cAbd al-Malik ('AgifjiiXex),
s.a. 6184/692-3, N£(fouXo$, the commander of a force
of 30,000 men that had been recruited from the Slavs
settled in Asia Minor, was bribed by the Arabs and
together with 20,000 of his men came over to the Arab
side. The Byzantine Emperor Justinian II (685-95,
705-11) slaughtered the remaining Slavs at Leucate
(Theophanes, i, 365-6).
The oldest reference in Arab writings, however, is
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found in the works of al-Akhtal (d. 91/710 [q.v.]), a
Christian poet of the Taghlib tribe who was one of the
favourites of cAbd al-Malik. In one of his poems he
makes a brief reference to the "throng of reddish
Sakaliba" ajam^at al-Sakdliba al-suhb, see text and
discussion in Lewicki, Zrodta arabskie, i, 6 ff., and also
his Swiat, 339). Mention is made of the Sakaliba by
Yazld b. al-Muhallab, a one-time governor of
Khurasan and then rebel against caliphal authority
[see MUHALLABIDS], in a speech given on the eve of his
final and fatal encounter with the Umayyads. This
took place in 102/720, and his remarks were preserved
in a collection of notable addresses by Ibn cAbd Rabbihi (see Lewicki, Un temoignage arabe, 319-31). The
Sakaliba noted here were, in all likelihood, one or another of the diasporan Slavic groupings that were
either serving in the Byzantine forces or living as
transplanted colonists in Asia Minor. This notice is
important in that it comes directly from a contemporary. Direct contact with the Slavic lands, however,
took place only after the Arabs had secured
Kh w arazm in the early 8th century (see Lewicki,
Swiat, 326-7), and it became one of the principal entrepots for commerce with eastern and northern
Europe.
The later historian al-Yackubi, Ta^nkh, ii, 359, 360,
mentions a "city of the Sakaliba" s.a. 96/714-5 and
98/716-7 which Maslama b. cAbd al-Malik [q.v.] conquered in 98/716-7 in his campaign against Constantinople. It is unclear whether this Slavic urban settlement is to be sought in Asia Minor or in the Balkans,
although the former seems more likely. Several
decades later, in a different theatre of operations, the
Umayyad commander and future caliph Marwan b.
Muhammad, in 120/737 made a daring advance into
Khazar territory, capturing the city of al-Bayda0
(probably Sarkel on the Don). Proceeding further, as
we learn from the account of Ibn A c tham al-KufT (viii,
71-2, see also Togan, Reisebericht, 295 ff.), he "attacked the Sakaliba and the various infidels who lived
beyond them", taking prisoner some 20,000 families.
Marwan continued his advance and made camp on
the "River of the Slavs" (nahr al-Sakdliba}. In this
region, he succeeded in capturing the Khazar Kaghan
and compelled him to embrace Islam. Al-Baladhurl.
Futuh, 207-8, has a brief notice on this campaign,
noting that the 20,000 captive Sakaliba who were
settled in Khakhit (Kakhet'i in Georgia) later
revolted, and Marwan "attacked and killed them."
The location of this nahr al-Sakdliba remains controversial. It has often been identified with the Volga
(Togan, Reisebericht, 305). Another view (ibid., 307),
however, identifies these Sakaliba with the Burtas,
Suwar, Asgil and other Turkic and Finnic peoples of
Volga Bulgharia. A passage in al-MascudI's Tanbih,
67, however, brings us southward to the Don. He
remarks that "many settlements of the Sakaliba and
other nations who penetrated deep into the north" are
on a great river called tndys (Tanais). The Hudud, tr.
Minorsky, 75, 216, reflects the confusion of the
mediaeval Muslim historians and geographers regarding the rivers of the $akaliba and Rus lands, presenting us with a conflation of the information on the
Don and Volga. It notes that the river of the Rus
"rises from the interior of the §aklab country ... skirts
the confines" of the three Rus urban centres and the
Kip£ak land and "empties itself into the river Atil."
With later authors the situation is not significantly
clearer. Abu Hamid al-Gharnatl (473-565/1080-1170
[q. v.]), a native of Muslim Spain who spent much of
his adult life in the Volga region (from 525/1131
largely in $aksIn/Sakhsin), passed through the lands
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of the §akaliba (actually the Rus region) on a journey
that eventually brought him to Hungary ca. 1150. He
reports that he left Bulghar by ship on the "river of
the $akaliba", by which he appears to have
designated the Oka (ed. and tr. Dubler, 22/61, 1969). His contemporary, al-ldrlsl (ed. Bombaci et al.,
viii, 909-10), but without al-Gharnatl's first-hand
knowledge, designates the Don as the nahr rusiyya.
With regard to other riverine centres, al-MascudI
(Tanbih, 67, 183) also mentions the *Danuba/*DanabI
(Danube) and Malawa (Morava) rivers on which
$akaliba settlements are to be found. Around the
Malawa, in particular, were the habitats of the Ndmdjtn (< Slav. Nemcin "German") and Murdwdt
(Moravians, see below).
The same Marwan who led the successful 120/737
campaign, when he became caliph, placed Sakaliba
colonies along the borders with Byzantium in Cilicia
(at al-Khusus), northern Syria (at Salman, near
Kurus/Cyrrhus) and the upper Euphrates (Hisn
Ziyad/Arm. Khartabirt, on the border zone). The
second cAbbasid caliph, al-Mansur, in 140/757-8 sent
his son to raid the Sakaliba (al-YackubI, Buldan, 237).
In that same year, according to al-Baladhurl, 166, the
caliph rebuilt al-MassIsa (Mopsuestia)
and
transplanted thither Sakaliba, Persians and Christian
Nabataeans from al-Khusus. Some of these $akaliba
may have been involved in the disturbances reported
by al-YackubI (Lewicki, Osadnictwo, 488, and discussion in his Zrodta arabskie, i, 265-6). Evidence for
Slavo-Muslim co-operation against Byzantium can be
seen in the notice fouhd in Constantine Porphyrogenitus (DAI, 228/229) which tells of a raid on
Patras in the Peoloponnesus ca. 805-7 by Slavs coming
from that region who were assisted by "African
Saracens." The antecedents of this alliance are
obscure. Still more murky is the report in al-YackubT
(Ta^rikh, ii, 598-9), s.a. 239/853-5 or 240/854-5,' regarding an unnamed "ruler (sahib)" of the Sakaliba,
to whom the Georgian mountaineers, the Sanariyya
(Ts'anar), appealed (along with similar entreaties to
the Byzantine Emperor and Khazar Kaghan) for aid
against the caliphal forces led by the Turkic general
Bugha the Elder [q.v.].
The Slavic polities that took shape in the Balkans
were, of course, oriented, in peace and war, towards
Constantinople. Although the Muslim sources largely
ignore the ferocious Byzantino-Bulghar wars of the
8th-9th centuries, al-Taban (iii, 2152-3) knows of a
"king of the Sakaliba" who, in 283/896-7, attacked
the Imperial capital. This was the now Slavicised
Bulgarian king Symeon (reg. 893-927), whose attempt
on Constantinople had actually begun in 894 and
came to an end in 897 (on Symeon and Byzantium,
see Fine, The early medieval Balkans, 137-58). According
to al-Tabarl, the Emperor defeated him only with the
aid of Muslim troops which he recruited from the
Muslims who were in his territory, but Byzantine
sources make no mention of such assistance.
Well before this time, however, the Muslim world
was already gaining more direct access to the lands of
the Sakaliba and incorporating the knowledge acquired thereby into geographical schemes derived
from the Graeco-Roman tradition. Thus the Kitdb alZidj_ written ca. 156/772-3 by al-Fazari, typical of the
mathematical geography of this era (the pertinent
fragment from which is preserved in al-MascudT,
Murudj., ed. Pellat, ii, 377), placed the Sakaliba at the
end of a quite realistic listing of peoples that included
the Toghuzghuz, the "Turks of the Khakan", the
Khazars, al-Lan (Alans) and Burdjan (DanubianBalkan Bulghars), and presented them as occupying a

region extending 3,500 farsakhs in length and 700 farsakhs in width. Al-Kh w arazmT (105), however,
equated the country of the Sakaliba with "Gharmaniya" (the "Germania" of the Latin tradition),
i.e. Central Europe. In keeping with this scheme, the
country of "Sarmatiyya" (Sarmatia) was identified
with the territories of the Burdjan and al-Lan (Alans).
Ibn Khurradadhbih, 92, 155, with Ibn al-Faklh, 6-7,
83, following him, divides Europe (Arufd) into "alAndalus, al-Sakaliba, al-Rum and Firanja." The
Sakaliba are placed north of al-Andalus, alongside of
the Burdjan and Abar (Avars). In another passage,
Ibn Khurradadhbih, 119, notes the Khazar, Alans,
Sakaliba and Abar in a listing reflecting the disposition of the larger, politically more important peoples
extending from the Volga to Central Europe (Ibn
Rusta, 98 has a similar listing).
The location of the Sakaliba lands

By the 3rd-4th/9th-10th centuries, the material
deriving from first-hand sources, i.e. travellers, merchants (Jewish and Muslim), Muslims who had spent
time in Byzantium and Eastern Europe (e.g. Muslim
b. Abl Muslim al-Djarrm and the sources that came
to comprise the "Caspian Codex", see Zakhoder.
Kaspiyskiy svod) and had direct experience of the
region, had substantially increased. As a consequence, the information available to the Muslim
world, although not without serious lacunae (cf. the
confusion noted above with regard to the "river of the
Sakaliba"), became more expansive and richer in
detail. Our 4th/10th century sources are unanimous
that the Sakaliba occupied a heavily forested, "vast
country" subject to ferocious frosts. The borders of
this "country of the Sakaliba", however, are not
precisely delineated. According to the Hudud, tr. 158,
to the east lay the Inner Bulghars and some of the
Rus, to the south were some parts of the Gurz Sea
(usually the Caspian but here designating (see 53) the
Black Sea) and some parts of Rum. To the west (actually north-west) and north were the "Uninhabited
lands." The Sea of Azov (the Maeotis, Mdwts in the
Hudud, 54) is noted as the "extreme limit of the
Saklabs towards the north." Al-KazwmT (Athdr, 614),
writing in 674/1275-6, but largely using older data,
places the Saklab country in the west of the sixth and
seventh climes, adjoining the Khazar realm and the
mountains of Rum.
The Slavic primary habitat and migrations

The imprecision of our sources with regard to
Sakaliba borders is understandable. These lands,
although very important for trade, were distant,
dangerous and difficult of access. Moreover, from the
5th-9th centuries the Slavs had been undergoing a
series of migrations out of their ancient habitat.
Gothic, followed by Hunnic, pressures provided the
catalyst for the breakup of Proto-Slavic "unity" and
the migrations of elements of the Slavs southwards
towards the Danube and across it to the Balkans and
westward into Germanic and (earlier) Celtic lands. By
527, the Antes and Sclaveni were raiding the Byzantine Balkan holdings. This pressure increased with the
advent of the Avars in the Western Eurasian steppes
ca. 558. By the early 7th century, the Slavs were swarming over many parts of the Balkans, penetrating as
far as Greece. Slavo-Avar pressure increased during
the reign of Heraclius (610-41), who successfully
defended Constantinople against a joint Avaro-SlavPersian land and sea assault in 626. According to
Constantine Porphyrogenitus (DAI, 146/147-148/149,
152/153), the Serbs and Croats took possession of the
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lands that now bear their names during the reign of
Heraclius.
Although our Muslim sources came into direct contact with the Slavs after the great migrations were
completed, the various Slavic groupings, extending
from the Elbe and Baltic to the Pontic zone and
Balkans, were still in the process of defining themselves as political entities. The Islamic authors of the
c
Abbasid era were aware of them, collectively, as a
distinct ethnolinguistic and cultural grouping consisting of various branches. Some of these subgroupings, in certain of our accounts, were already emerging as more clearly defined polities with their own
identifying characteristics. Others, unaccountably,
remained a liminal presence. Nonetheless, we have a
number of remarkable accounts of the Sakaliba, with
an occasional wealth of detail. These accounts are
associated with three historico-geographical traditions
(to some degree interrelated) that are represented by
Ibn Rusta and Gardlzl; al-MascudI; and Ibrahim b.
Ya c kub.
The Sakaliba lands
The Ibn Rusta-GardTzI tradition (Ibn Rusta, 143-5;
Gardlzl, ,ed. Barthold, 38-9, tr. Martinez, 162-6,
elements of which are also preserved in the Hudud,
158-9, and MarwazT) is largely ethnographic and
derives primarily from sources belonging to the
3rd/9th century. It begins by noting that the Sakaliba
lands were only 10 days' travel from those of the
Pecenegs [q. v. ]. The Sakaliba country was located
beyond the steppe in dense forests. According to alMas c udl (Muruaj_, i, 142) "their residences are in the
north towards where it joins the west." Ibrahim b.
Ya c kub (ed. Kowalski, Relacja, 1, 56), writing in the
960s, however, has them stretching from the Syrian
Sea (Bahr al-Shdmi, i.e. Eastern Mediterranean) to the
"Ocean" (the Baltic being meant here). Ibn al-Faklh,
295, in a reference, perhaps, to an Eastern Slavic
grouping located near the north Caucasus, remarks
that the Caucasus is connected to the land of the
Sakaliba and "in it there is also a tribe of the
Sakaliba".
Tribes, political organisation and urban centres

Ibrahim b. Ya c kub (7) describes the Sakaliba, in
general, as possessing formidable military might. Indeed, if not for their excessive divisions, "no nation
could stand up to them in power."
We have a variety of notices on the titles and
leaders of the Sakaliba. Ibn Khurradadhbih, 17, and
al-Blrunl, Athdr, 102, mention that the "king of the
Sakaliba" has the title *kndz (al-Blrunl has £» kbbdr
= jU» cf. Russ. knyaz' "prince", a title ultimately of
Germanic origin). Al-Mas c udI (Muruaj_, ii, 142-5) has
an important notice on the Sakaliba tribal polities
known to him. He remarks that they have kings, are
divided along tribal lines ("they [comprise] many
tribes and a vast [number] of types") and often war
among themselves. He makes reference to a tribe
among them "in which the kingdom (al-mulk) was of
old", implying the earlier existence of some allencompassing Slavic political union. "Their king was
called Mddjak and his tribe is called Walitdba. The
tribes of the Sakaliba followed this tribe in other times
past...". He further comments that the Walitdba were
the "purest of lineage, ... the greatest of their tribes
and the foremost among them... Then the authority
between these tribes was disputed and their (political)
organisation (nizdm) came to an end. Their tribes
formed different groups. Each tribe placed a king over
itself...". Ibrahim b. Ya c kub (1-2), who gives the
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name/title of this king as Makha, largely repeats alMascudl's information, adding that in his day, the
"tribes of the north have gained ascendency over
some of them and inhabit" some of their lands (probably a reference to the growing power of the Germanic
Holy Roman Emperors in the western Slavic
territories).
Elsewhere, al-MascudI, Murudj_, ii, 144, perhaps
referring to the situation in his own day, mentions
^Idyr as the leading king of the Sakaliba, a ruler
possessing many towns, cultivated fields, large armies
and to whose territory Muslim merchants were wont
to travel for trade. Beyond his lands lay those of the
"king of al-Afragh" (Prague, see below). The identity of this figure is also unknown. Russian and Ukrainian historians (e.g. Hrushevs'kiy, i, 408) suggested
that ^Idyr was al-Dirr = the Varangian Dir of the Rus'
chronicles, who briefly held Kiev in the mid-9th century. Given the context, this seems unlikely. Lewicki
(Swiat, 356) reads this name as *Aldayr and proposes
him as a ruler of White Croatia. This is not impossible, but it lacks corroborating evidence.
The Ibn Rusta-GardlzI tradition, reflected also in
the brief notices in the Hudud, 159, and Mudjmal, 421,
reports that their chief, whom all obey, wears a
crown. Their chief of chiefs is named *swyyt blk and
his deputy is called *swbndj_ (*shwband£). The first
name appears to be a rendering of *Svetoplok/
Svetoplok (cf. Constantine Porphyrogenitus, DAI,
64/65, 176/177, 180/181, ScpevBoTcXoxo?), the king (reg.
870-94) of Moravia before it was overrun by the
Hungarians.
The second name/title noted by our sources is
viewed as an attempt to render a Slavic *zhupanets <
zhupan (an Old Slavic title of possible Avar or Turkic
origin).
Ibrahim b. Ya c kub (1) reports that in his day, the
Sakaliba had four kings: an unnamed ruler of the
Bulgarians (Bulkdrin), Bwysldw (*Boyeslav, probably
Boleslav I, 935-67, the Bohemian ruler, see Kowalski,
Relacja, 60), the "king of Fragha (Prague), Bwyma
(*Boyma = Bohemia) and Krkw^(Krakow, a reference
to Boleslav I's control of White Croatia), Mashka, king
of the North (a reference to Mieszko I of Poland) and
Ndkwn (Nakon) in the far west." Nakon was the ruler
of the Obodriti/Obodrici, the most politically advanced grouping of the Polabian Slavs in the mid-10th century (see Leciejewicz, Slowianie zachodni, 157; Salivon,
Samosoznanie, 131-40). Ibrahim, who journeyed to this
land, has left us a detailed description of these
kingdoms. Nakon's realm, in the west, was bordered
by the Saxons (Sakswn) and the Murmdn (Normans,
probably Danes; see Kowalski, Relacja, 63); to the east
were the Veleti/Vilci/Ljutici; and in the south were
the Lusatian Sorbs/White Serbs (see Salivon, Samosoznanie, 132). King Boyeslav/* Boleslav's realm extended from Prague to Krakow, requiring some three
weeks' journey. Prague, our source notes, was constructed of stone and lime. This land, according to
Ibrahim, who reports the prices for wheat, barley and
fowl there, was deeply involved in commerce.
Sakaliba, Rus, Hungarians, Muslims and Jews came
to trade, bringing out slaves, tin and furs. Ibrahim
reckons among the remarkable characteristics of the
people of Bohemia, given the stereotypical image of
the Sakaliba in the Islamic lands, the relative absence
of blondness among them. Most, he reports, have
dark brown hair.
The land of the king Mashka (Mieszko I) is described by Ibrahim 4-5) as the most extensive of the
Sakaliba domains, with fertile soil and an abundance
of foodstuffs, meat and honey. The king supported his
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army of 3,000 armoured men, 100 of whom are equal
to 1,000 of others, from the taxes levied on the
markets. The king also provided for the children,
male and female, of his army, including dowry and
bride-price payments. Mashka's neighbours are the
Rus in the east and the Baltic Pruss (Brus) in the
north. Our source then passes on to an account of the
(now) Slavicised Bulgarians (Bulkdrin), whose land he
did not personally visit, but whose emissaries he met
in Magdeburg (Mddhtburgh) at the court of Otto I. He
reports that they had more than a rudimentary
governmental apparatus and had men who were
familiar with foreign languages.
Of the other tribes and their rulers, almost all of
whom are to be found in the Central European Slavic
lands, al-MascudI (Murudj., ii, 142-3) first mentions
the *Ustutrdna. This name is also cited by Ibrahim b.
Ya c kub, 9, 120 ff.) who has the corrupted form Sbrdba
(var. lect. ^stbrdna, ^strdna, ^strd?a, ^stbwdna). These are
the Stodorane of Brandenburg, the Heveldi of the
German chroniclers (see Marquart, Streifziige, 104).
The king of these Ustutrdna is recorded as Basklabidj_.
Next are the Duldba whose king "at the present time
is called Wan& sldf." These are the Dudlebi/Dulebf,
an Eastern Slavic tribal grouping, much oppressed,
according to Slavic historical tradition, by the Avars
(PSRL, i, 11-12) whose territory extended into
Western and Southern Slavic regions. The name of
their ruler Wdndj_ slaf is undoubtedly Veceslav
(Wenceslas), whom Marquart, Streifziige, 103, identifies with Wenceslas I of Bohemia (920-9), for which
there is no evidence other than a similarity of names.
Our sources place them alongside the Ndmdjin
(<Slav. nemcin, nemets "German", see above), whose
king is called Ghardnd and who are described as "the
bravest of the tribes of the Sakaliba and the most
chivalrous." These are the Germans of Conrad of
Franconia (d. 919). Clearly, the use of the Slavic
*Nemcin probably points to a Slavic source for this
ethnonym in the Muslim world (cf. also the Khazar
Hebrew Correspondence; Ottoman Turkish [q. v. ]
Nemce "German, Austrian" is most probably a later,
independent borrowing). Next to them is the unidentified tribe called Mndbin (omitted in Ibrahim b.
Ya c kub) led by *Ratimir. This grouping is followed by
the Sarbin, the Serbs, of whom al-MascudI remarks
that they are "awe-inspiring" (muhib). Marquart,
Streifziige, 106-9, who conjectures that al-MascudI's
notice stemmed from the first third of the 9th century,
identified them with the Lusatian Sorbs, the "White"
or "unbaptised" Serbs noted by Constantine Porphyrogenitus (DAI, 152/153), as living beyond the
Hungarians in a region called Boixi, bordering also on
the Franks and Great Croatia. Given the Central and
Eastern European thrust of our source's information,
which does not really touch on the South Slavs, this is
probably correct.
Next are the Murdwat, the Morava or Moravians
(most probably of the former Great Moravia, see
Lewicki, Znajomosc, 98-9). Gardizi, tr. Martinez, 161,
ed. Barthold, 38 (ms. mrddt - mrwdt) places them 10
days' north of the "Nandur" (the Danubian
Bulghars), beyond the "great mountain range" (the
Carpathians). They are described as numerous
(greater than the Byzantines) and wearing clothing
resembling that of the Arabs (turban, shirt and
waistcoat). They practise agriculture*and viniculture
due to the abundance of water which is not channelled
into ditches or canals, but follows its own course over
the ground. They consist of two distinct communities
(regrettably not further defined). Most of their trade
is with the West (ms. crb for ghrb, thus Barthold, 59,

translates this as "they carry on their trade
predominantly with the Arabs"). There is a rather
confusing version of this notice in the Hudud, 160, in
its section on the "Mirvdt." Here, their eastern
neighbours are given as some of the Khazarian
Pec"enegs and portions of an unnamed mountain
range. To their south are other Khazarian Pe£enegs
and the Gurz Sea (the Black Sea). In the west are
some parts of the Gurz sea (?!) and the Inner
Bulghars. To the north are some Bulghars and the
Wnndr mountains. The Hudud further comments that
they are Christians who speak Arabic (Tdzi) and
Rumi. Their dress is like that of the Arabs and they
live in tents and felt huts. All of these details, in particular their linguistic affiliations, seem highly improbable (see Minorsky's comments, 442). They are
portrayed, in the Hudud, as being "on friendly terms
with the Turks" (the Hungarians, who conquered
them and destroyed their state in the late 9th century)
and the Byzantines. This would appear to date this
notice to the mid-9th century. Their neighbours, in
al-MascudI's narrative, are the Khurwdtin (the White
Croatians are meant here, see above), the Sdsin
(perhaps to be emended^ as Marquart, Streifziige, 122,
suggests, to *Sdkhin "Cekhs") and the unidentified
Hshydbin, Khashdnin in Ibrahim b. Yackub. Marquart,
Streifziige, 140-1, would see in them the Guduscani
(*DjushshdmnY a Slavic tribe noted together with the
Obodriti and Timocane in Frankish sources, who sent
embassies to the Frankish court in the early 9th century. The last tribe in Ibrahim's variant of alMas c udi's listing is the Brdndjdbin, in whom Marquart, Streifziige, 107, would see *Branic'evin.
Beyond the domain of ^Idyr (see above), the
foremost king of the Sakaliba, according to alMascudl, Murudj_, ii, 144, is the king of al-Afragh
(Prague) who has "mines of gold, cities, vast,
cultivated fields, many armies and great numbers (of
people)." He conducts wars with the surrounding
states of Rum, the Franks (al-Firandf) and the
Langobards (Ibzkrd, recte Inwkbrd for Inkwbrd) with
"alternating success (sidjdl). Beyond him is the "king
of the Turks" (Hungarians), whose people are "the
most handsome in appearance of the Sakaliba, the
greatest in number and the most ferocious."
Near the eastern border of the Sakaliba is the town
*WantIt (Ibn Rusta, 143, Gardizi, ed. Barthold, 38,
tr. Martinez, 162; Hudud, 159: Wabnit, cf. the Wnntit
of the Khazar Hebrew correspondence (Kokovtsov,
31, 88-9 n. 4)), some of whose inhabitants, according
to the Hudud, "resemble the Rus." It has long been
suggested that Wdntit rendered * Vetic(i), the name of
an Eastern Slavic tribe, the Vyatic"i.
Although some elements of the accounts of the
Muslim historians and geographers touch on the
Eastern Slavic groupings, most of our information on
the latter is inextricably tied to the Rus theme [see
RUS]. Abu Hamid (ed. Dubler, 25-6/64, tr.
Bol'shakov, 37), however, makes no distinction, for
in his day, the Rus, whatever their origins, were fully
Slavicised. He reports that he went to a city of the
Sakaliba called Ghur Karmdn (Dubler: Ghur Kuman,
cf. also Bol'shakov, who attempts to interpret
"Kuyav" = Kiev from this form). "In it are
thousands of Maghribians, with the appearance of
Turks. They speak Turkic and shoot arrows like the
Turks. They are known in this country as the Badjna"
(= Pe£eneg). In this connection we might recall that
Rashld al-Dln (ed. Karlml, i, 482) refers to Kiev by
its Turkic name Men Kermen. Kermen is a Kipc'ak
Turkic word meaning "fort, city." It was borrowed
into 14th century Russian as well. Rashld al-Dln fur-
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ther notes the presence there of the kawm-i kulah-i
siydhdn, the Cernii Kloboutsi (Mod. Russ. Cernie Klobuki
''[people] of the black cowls") of the Rus' sources.
These were Turkic tribesmen who had taken service
with the Rus' princes of Kiev. One of the constituent
elements of the Cernii Kloboutsi were remnants of the
Pec'eneg tribal union. The confusion of these Turks
with "Maghribians" probably stems from some element of their dress. Some of them seem to have been
Muslims, for Abu Hamid, who was departing for
Hungary (Bdshghird. Unkuriyyd), left behind some of
his students to care for their needs. Ghur Karmdn, then,
would appear to be a Turkic name for Kiev; see Pritsak, Eine altaische Bezeichnung, 1-13. In Hungary, Abu
Hamid,also encountered Muslim "Maghribians", in
all likelihood, PeSenegs (Hung. Besenyo) who were in
the service of the Hungarian kings (see comments of
Bol'shakov, 75).
The slave trade

The Sakaliba lands and peoples were intimately
associated, as we have noted, with the slave trade, so
much so that their name became synonymous with it.
Slaving raids aimed at the Sakaliba were largely carried out by the Hungarians and the Rus. Ibn Rusta,
142, has a particularly full notice. He reports that the
"Madjghariyya" rule over their Sakaliba neighbours.
"They require of them raw materials (mu^an ghalizd)
(as tribute)" and treat them like prisoners of war.
They raid them regularly and take their captives to
"Kardj" (Kerc) in the Crimea. This, presumably,
was their point of entry into the Byzantine world. The
Rus engaged in similar slaving raids, taking their captives to Khazaria and Volga Bulgharia, where they
were sold. Some Sakaliba, according to Gardlzi (tr.
Martinez, 166, 167, 169, ed. Barthold, 39), voluntarily worked for the Rus as bond servants in order to be
"free of [further obligations of] service." This same
source, however, notes that the Sakaliba themselves
have "many captured slaves." Al-Istakhrl, 305,
reports that most of the SaklabI, Khazar and Turkic
slaves came to Khwarazm, along with the furs, etc. of
the northern forests. Ibn Hawkal, ed. Kramers, ii,
339, 340, 392, presents Khwarazm as not merely a
passive recipient of this bounty. The Kh w arazmians
themselves engaged in slaving expeditions to Bulghar
and the northern lands. In addition to Kh w arazm and
the Samanid orbit, Muslim Spain via the Maghrib,
according to Ibn Hawkal (i, 97, 110; see also Lewicki,
Swiat, 365), was one of the entry points of Sakaliba
sjaves into the Islamic world. Another market was
Adharbaydjan in Trancaucasia, whither SaklabI,
Greek, Armenian, Pec'eneg and Khazar slaves were
also brought (Hudud, 142).
Religion

In his account of Khazaria, al-MascudI, Murudj_, i,
213-14, portrays the 5>akaliba and Rus as the principal
pagans of the country. In contrast to the Muslims,
Christians and Jews, who each have two judges for
their respective communities, the pagans were accorded only one "who renders judgment according to
pagan practice (bi-hukm al-djahiliyya), the judgment of
reason." The tradition represented by Ibn Rusta,
144, Gardlzl, tr. Martinez, 164, ed. Barthold, 38, and
the Hudud, 158, states that they are all fireworshippers. Clearly, this notice stems from material
that had been gathered before elements of the Slavs
were converted to Christianity in the mid-late 9th century. Worship of the hearth fire and of the sun among
the pagan Slavs, bespeaking strong ancient Iranian
influences, is well-established in the scholarly
literature.
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Ibn Rusta, 127, is aware, however, that Christianity had already been adopted by Balkan Slavs during
the reign of the Byzantine emperor Basil I (867-87).
In reality, Christianity had already begun to make
headway among the Balkan Slavic peoples before the
era of Basil I. Events came to a head in the latter years
of the reign of Basil's predecessor, Michael III (84267). In the course of an extraordinary concatenation
of diplomatic and military initiatives undertaken by
the Franks, Great Moravia, the Balkan (Turkic)
Bulgharian realm and Byzantium, the Bulghar ruler,
Boris, converted to Orthodox Christianity in 864 (on
the Cyrillo-Methodian mission, which forms the
backdrop to these events, see F. Dvornik, Byzantine
missions among the Slavs, and Vlasto, The entry of the
Slavs, 155 ff.). The Slavic subjects of the Bulghars
were already moving towards Christianity. The conversion, at first resisted by some elements of the
Turkic Bulghar aristocracy, ultimately contributed to
their complete Slavicisation. The Slavs to which Ibn
Rusta referred are generally believed to be elements of
the southern Serbian tribes converted in 877 (Marquart, Streifziige, 239-42). Vlasto, 208, has concluded
that the bulk of the Serbs were Christian from about
870. Fine, The early medieval Balkans, 139-40, however,
views them as still essentially pagan at this time. The
comment by Ibn al-Fakih, 77, that the "Sakaliba have
crosses" is, in all likelihood, a reference to the Balkan
Slavs (Lewicki, Zrodla arabskie, ii/1, 56). Similarly, the
report in Hudud, 157, regarding "Christianised
Sakaliba" in a "province of Rum" who pay taxes to
the emperor points further to the South Slav area. AlMascudi, Tanbih, 181-2, perhaps alluding to the struggle between Rome and Constantinople in the 9th century for the confessional loyalty of the newly-emerging
Slavic Christian communities, notes that "the majority of the Sakaliba, the Burghar and other nations
which are devoted to Christianity obey the ruler of
"Rumiyya." This must refer to the Byzantine
emperor rather than the Pope of Rome.
Furs among the Sakaliba

According to Abu Hamid (ed. Dubler, 22-3/61-2,
tr. Bol'shakov, 35), the "River of the Sakaliba" has
in it an animal with a black pelt that looks like a small
cat. It is called a "water sable" and its hides are exported to Bulghar and Sakhsln [see SAKSIN]. They
conduct their business affairs using fur-less, old squirrels pelts (as currency). If the head and claws are intact, 17 of these are worth one silver dirham. They tie
them up in a bundle and call it a djukn. Furs, as we
know from indigenous sources, served as currency in
Rus', indeed a small unit of currency was the kuna (cf.
Mod. Russ. kunitsa "marten"). Dubler (348) saw
djukn as a possible garbling of kuna. Bol'shakov (73-4)
preferred a reconstruction of the Arabic form as *djrfn
for Old Russ. grivna, a unit of currency larger than the
kuna. Abu Hamid then goes on to describe the use of
these furs, with the ruler's seal on them, as currency.
Later references

There are some, anachronistic, references to the
Sakaliba in the later Muslim sources, which repeat information stemming from the 9th-10th centuries.
Most of these, however, no longer deal with them as
a specific ethno-linguistic unit, but rather as distinct
countries, cf. al-Idrisi's extensive treatment of
"Bu^amiyya" (Bohemia), "Buluniyya" (Poland) and
"Rusiyya (see Lewicki, Polska). Thus al-Dimashkl
(261-2) largely cites the information of al-MascudI, alBakri (who preserved Ibrahim b. Ya c kub's account
for us), al-ldrlsl and the historian Ibn al-Athir (tale of
the Rus conversion). An interesting mix of old and
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more recent data is found in Abu '1-Fida's Takwim albulddn. For example, he reports the more current
hydronyms: Tuna (Danube), ^zw (Turk. Ozii = the
Dnepr), Tan (Don) (ed. Reinaud, 63-4). Following
Ibn Sacfd, he makes note of the city of Luydniyya which
belonged to the greatest of the Sakaliba kings (206). It
is described as one of the most important ports on the
Baltic. Near it, towards the east, is the (city of ?) $dsih
(perhaps Sddjiri) (Lewicki, Swiat, 328, suggests that the
two Baltic Slavic centres noted here are Wolyri
Pomorski and Szczecin). In the Balkans, he mentions
the mountains of Croatia (Djabal *Khurwasiya) and
Slavonia (Ishkafuniyyd) (202). The latter is placed (211)
on the shore of the "Sea of Venice" (the Adriatic). By
the Mongol era, however, many of the themes of the
classical Islamic geographers were repeated uncritically and occasionally incorrectly. Thus al-Kazwinl,
Athdr, 616-17, sees in Mashka (Mieszko, see above)
the name of a "broad city in the country of the
Sakaliba at the coast of the sea" as well as the name
of its ruler. Moreover, his customs are contrasted with
those of the "other Turks", blurring thus the
Sakaliba, the Turks and others of the Northern
peoples.
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2. In the c e n t r a l lands of the c a l i p h a t e .
The white slaves in the armies of the cAbbasids,
when the caliphate underwent its military transformation during the 3rd/9th century [see DJAYSH and
GHULAM. 1], were predominantly Turks and Rum, the
latter probably in majority Greeks and Armenians.
But by the opening of the 4th/10th century, a certain
number of Sakaliba, here to be interpreted as Slavs
from Central and Eastern Europe and possibly as
some of the Ugrian peoples of Eastern Russia [see
BURTAS], appear within the cAbbasid caliphate,
though only as a subordinate element of the slave
troops there, given the easy availability to the
c
Abbasids of Turks from Central Asia and the South
Russian steppes.
It is with the Fatimids that we really find a significant Slav military element. Saklabl commanders are
known in the army of the Aghlabids of Tunisia, but
the early Fatimids had a prominent commander and
admiral, Sabir, a freedman of the governor of Sicily
Ibn Kurhub, and Sabir's Slav seamen and troops har-
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ried the coasts of southern Italy as far as Salerno and
Naples. The geographer and traveller Ibn Hawkal
(378/988) noted that the most populous quarter in
Palermo was the hdrat al-Sakdliba (ed. Kramers, 119,
tr. Kramers and Wiet, 118). But it was under the
caliph al-ICa'im (322-34/943-46 [q.v.]) that the Slav
element in the Fatimid forces really increased,
especially after the revolt of Abu Yazld [q. v. ] and his
Berber Kharidjite supporters showed the need for
reliable professional troops. Hence several Saklabi
commanders, with typical slave names like Maysur,
Maram and Bushra, begin to be mentioned in the
historical texts. Earlier authorities, such as Amari and
his reviser Nallino, interpreted the consonant ductus
JJL^\!(^\
of the sources as al-Sikilli "the Sicilian'',
but I. Hrbek has pointed out that it is unlikely that
native Sicilians (for whom the plural form is normally
al-Sikilliyyun), enjoying protected dhimmistatus, would
be enslaved.
The real origin of these Sakaliba must have been
the Slav peoples of Central Europe and the Balkans,
then in considerable turmoil from the warfare of the
Byzantines and local Croat, Serb and Bulghar rulers
and from expansionist pressures against the Slavs
from the Germanic Ostmark. Prague was a centre of
the slave trade, and St. Adalbert relinquished the
bishopric of Prague in A.D. 987 because he could not
ransom all the Christian slaves which Jewish merchants brought thither. Captives of war were shipped
as slaves, almost certainly by the Venetians, through
the ports of Dalmatia [q.v. in Suppl.], with the
Muslim potentates as their purchasers, and, despite
Papal and Imperial anathemas, this traffic continued
well into the 5th/llth century; in 1076 Pope Gregory
VII made King Zvonimir swear as part of his coronation oath not to allow the slave trade in Croatia and
Dalmatia.
Within the Fatimid caliphate, the Slavs continued
to play a conspicuous role in the reign of al-Mu c izz
(341-65/953-75 [q.v.]), and al-Makrizi states that the
caliph learnt the languages of his servants and retainers, sc. Berber, Rumiyya (according to Hrbek,
probably the Sicilian dialect of Italian), Sudaniyya
and Saklabiyya. Two of his prominent commanders,
the eunuch Kaysar and Muzaffar, were Slavs, but the
most celebrated of all was the conqueror of Egypt for
the caliph, Djawhar [see DJAWHAR AL-SIKILLI], whose
ambiguous nisba is probably to be interpreted as alSaklabi, as is possibly that of the eunuch commander
Djawdhar [ q . v . ] . Djawhar's career, together with
those of his son al-Hasan and, probably, of the
eunuch Bardjawan [q.v.] in the reign of al-Hakim
(386-411/996-1021 [q.v.]), mark the apogee of SJav influence in the Fatimid state. During the course of the
5th/llth century, Slavs became less prominent in the
army as the share of the Turks increased and as conditions in the Balkans became more peaceable, with the
formation of stronger nation states there. They nevertheless continued to be the favoured bearers of the
ceremonial parasol or mizalla [q. v. ] (this office coming
fourth in the administrative-military hierarchy after
the vizier, the head chamberlain or sahib al-bdb, and
the commander-in-chief or isfahsdldr), and they left a
mark on the topography of Fatimid Cairo, according
to al-Makrizi, Khitat, Cairo 1324/1906, iii, 68, in the
shape of the darb al-Sakdliba in the Zuwayla quarter of
the city.
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(C.E. BOSWORTH)
3. In the Muslim West.
As noted in section 1 above, the Arabic geographers
of the 3rd-4th/9th-10th centuries gave the name
Sakaliba to the peoples of the centre and north-east of
Europe occupying territories which stretched from
north of the Byzantine empire to the lands of the
Khazars and Bulghars in the east to those of the
Franks and Lombards in the west, corresponding, it
appears, to the lands of the Slavs.
Since Umayyad times, slaves of such origin in the
Islamic world had reached appreciable numbers, used
as domestic slaves and as soldiers, in particular in
caliphal service (see above, section 2). It seems that in
the west, these Sakaliba came mainly from the commerce which had developed in the 8th and 9th centuries between the Ddr al-Isldm and the lands of the
Carolingian West. Western sources, and to a small
extent, Arabic ones, attest the fact that these slaves,
the product of war and, probably also, of raids
mounted from Christian Germany into the Slav
lands, were forwarded to Spain, and probably also the
Maghrib, by merchants from marginal ethno-cultural
groups acting as intermediaries between the Christian
and Islamic worlds: "Greeks" of Italy (Neapolitans,
Amalfitans and, very likely also, Venetians), and
above all, the Jews of Spain and Septimania.
It appears also that, very soon, the Sakaliba sold in
Spain had previously, on reaching Muslim territory,
undergone castration, evidently to increase their value
on a market where the demand for eunuchs was
strong, given the need for male staff for the running
of harems. These facts doubtless explain why the term
Sakaliba soon acquired the specialised meaning of "a
white eunuch", in opposition to the *-abid, black
slaves. In the 4th/10th century, this trade was very
important and seems to have been the main cause for
the rise of the great port of Almeria, from which these
slaves were re-exported to other Muslim lands of the
Mediterranean basin. Thus the castration was done in
al-Andalus, in connection with an important Jewish
group attested in the town of Lucena. Those Sakaliba
brought to Kh w arazm or Khurasan from the eastern
part of the Slav world do not appear to have been the
object of the same treatment, but little is known about
this question apart from what is mentioned exiguously
in the geographers.
In an important article, David Ayalon has considered afresh the question of the true origin of these
Sakaliba, which most authors, following Dozy, considered as stemming from wars and raids of the
Muslims of al-Andalus against the southern fringes of
the Christian West (northern Spain, southern France,
the coasts and islands of the Tyrrhenian Sea) rather
than from the actual Slav lands. According to Ayalon,
the text of Ibn Hawkal adduced by Dozy, LevyProvencal, Ashtor, etc., has been wrongly interpreted. He holds that the Arabic geographers of the
3rd-4th/9th-10th centuries made a clear distinction
between the Galicians, Franks and Lombards on one
hand, and the Sakaliba or Slavs on the other. Hence
it could be said that, given the fact that many of the
Sakaliba were supposed to come from the Carolingian
empire and not from the Slav lands, the military importance of slaves of Christian origin in the mediaeval
Islamic world has been exaggerated. Ayalon's thesis is
that, in the main centres of Muslim power, and even in
al-Andalus, for long, pagan soldiers with white skins
from the Ddr al-Harb were preferred to Christians
from Europe, who appear in this role relatively late.
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This reconsideration, and the interpretation of Ibn
HawkaTs text, should be approached with prudence.
Ayalon virtually leaves out the Western documentation, in Arabic and Latin, which should be carefully
re-examined before reaching the conclusion which he
proposes. In principle, and from the ethnogeographical viewpoint, Ibn Hawkal may not be confusing the Sakaliba with the Franks and other peoples
of the West. But in the same passage he says that the
people of al-Andalus "attack the Slav lands in the
directions of Galicia, the Prankish lands, Lombardy
and Calabria and take prisoners there", which is
hardly comprehensible unless one admits that the
human product of Saracen piracy on the Western
European coasts was considered as belonging to the
general group of Sakaliba. This point mignt be
verifiable in certain particular cases, such as that of
the "Slav" ruler of the Denia td^ifa in the 5th/llth
century, Mudjahid, whose origin was, there is reason
to think, Italian.
In the East, some Sakaliba—it is difficult to know
whether these were eunuchs or not—were used as
soldiers by the Umayyads of Damascus, perhaps in
imitation of the Byzantines, who had corps of Slav
troops. The cAbbasids favoured the use of Turks, and
the Slavs played only a minimal role in Baghdad. But
in al-Andalus, the Cordovan Umayyads seem to have
prolonged, in this sphere as in others, the Damascus
tradition. Servants of SaklabI origin are attested in the
3rd/9th century under the amlrate, but it was under
the caliphate that their increase in numbers became
spectacular. At the end of cAbd al-Rahman Ill's reign
(350/961), there are said to have been almost 14,000
Sakaliba at Cordova.
These persons, who had come as children into the
service of the state, received a good "technical" and
intellectual education, and were used as domestic attendants, court officials, soldiers and administrators,
reaching the highest levels in all these spheres.
Already under the amir cAbd Allah, at the end of the
9th and opening of the 10th centuries, the most influential of the viziers was Badr al-$aklabl. Under alHakam II, the influence of high $aklabl officers rose
still further. At his death in 365/976, two of them,
Fa°ik al-Nizaml and Djawdhar, director of the tirdz
and court jewelry manufacture, and chief falconer, respectively, but also commanders of the SaklabI guard,
who had both enjoyed the trust of the dead ruler,
wished to set aside his son and official heir, Hisham,
who was not yet twelve years old, and enthrone in his
place al-Mughlra, one of al-Hakam II's brothers. But
their plans were frustrated by the ministers alMushafi and Ibn Abl c Amir, the future al-Mansur,
the first of Berber and the second of Arab origin, who
took advantage of the disquiet amongst ruling circles
concerning the increased power of the $akaliba.
In Hisham's reign, power was speedily appropriated by al-Mansur, who in his turn relied on
numerous SaklabI elements faithful to him, as did
likewise his two sons after him. During the crisis
which followed the "Cordovan revolution" of
399/1009 and the fall of the cAmirids, and until the
demise ofjthe caliphate in 422/1031, several chiefs
from the cAmirid $akaliba played a major role in the
politico-military manoeuvrings which accompanied
tye breakdown of the Umayyad central administration. The main ones here were Wacjih, commander of
the Medinaceli march, and head of the "SaklablAndalusian" party which, with the caliph al-Mahdl,
disputed control of Cordova with the Berbers of the
caliphal army and their concurrent caliph al-Mustac!n
until his death in 402/101. Two other chiefs, Khayran

and Mudjahid, then played a comparable role, but
based respectively on Almeria and Denia, where they
had built up practically autonomous powers which
were transformed into td^ifas once the central government disappeared completely.
Two other "Slav" fd^ifas took shape at the same
time on the eastern coast of al-Andalus, those of Tortosa and Valencia, without one knowing properly how
the §aklabl elements managed to achieve the upper
hand in this region. The most brilliant of these rulers
was incontrovertibly Mudjahid of Denia (40336/1012-45), famed for his ambitious, but unfortunate, enterprise against Sardinia [see SARDANIYA]
and, above all, by his maecenate which made Denia
for a while one of the cultural capitals of the Mediterranean West, especially in regard to lexicography and
the KurDanic readings. It was at his court or that of his
son CA1I (436-68/1045-75) that the Risdla of Ibn Garcia
[see IBN GHARSIYA] was written, the only important
Andalusian work belonging to the anti-Arab—
although perfectly Arabised culturally—movement of
the Shucubiyya [q. v. ] . The Slav td^ifa of Denia is the
one which lasted longest, the others having disappeared towards the middle of the 5th/llth century
(the supply of Slavs hardly continued, it would appear, after the end of the caliphate).
The Sakaliba phenomenon in al-Andalus must be
considered in company with the acquisition of power
by Turkish elements in the cAbbasid caliphate or by
other military elements of servile origin in various
parts of the Muslim world during the history of
mamluks in Egypt and blacks in llth/17th-century
Morocco. In the though-provoking works on this
problem of Patricia Crone and Daniel Pipes, neither
have fully taken into account the Sakaliba of Spain
and, more generally, of the Muslim West, although
these would have merited consideration. Elements of
this origin played a role, probably less important and
under the political control of the regimes they served,
in Ifrlkiya from the Aghlabid period to the Zirid one,
above all in the Fatimid caliphate there and then in
Cairo (see above, section 2). Al-Bakri mentions contingents of Sakaliba in the little state of Nakur [q. v. ]
in the 4th/10th century, but it is true that this principality lived in the shadow of al-Andalus. A quarter
of Palermo is mentioned by Ibn Hawkal as the hdrat
al-Sakdliba, and during the Arabo-Norman period, the
kings of Sicily had in their service Muslim eunuchs
who can probably be considered as Sakaliba.
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SAKAR (A.), one of the t e r m s employed in the
Kur'an (LIV, 48; LXXIV, 26-7, 42) to denote Hell
or, more precisely, according to certain authorities,
one of the gates of Hell (see e.g. al-Tabarl, on LIV,
48) or else one of the "stages" (daraka, tabaka, see alTaban and al-RazT on LXXIV, 26). There is uncertainty amongst the lexicographers as to whether the
word was of foreign origin (like djahannam) or whether
it was derived from the Arabic root s-k-r/s-k-r, meaning the extreme heat of the sun (see LCA, s.r. s-k-r; one
should note that Jeffery, for his part, does not mention
it in his Foreign vocabulary of the Qur^dri). See also SA C IR.
Bibliography: See also T. O'Shaughnessy, The
seven names of Hell in the Qur^dn, in BSOAS, xxiv
(1961), 462-3.
(D. GIMARET)
SAKARYA (Ottoman orthography Sakarya or
Sakarya, modern Turkish Sakarya), a r i v e r in
T u r k e y . It rises near Bayat in the northeast of Afyun
Kara Hisar. In its eastward course it enters the wildyet
or il of Ankara, through which it runs to a point above
Cakmak after receiving on its left bank the Sayyid
Ghazf Su and several other tributaries on the same
side. It then turns northwards describing a curve
round Siwri Hisar. Here it receives on the right bank
the Enguru Suyu from Ankara and near this confluence the Porsuk on the opposite bank. A little to the
south of this point is the bridge of the Eski-shehirAnkara railway. Farther on, towards the north, the
Sakarya receives on its right bank the Kirmir Su, and
then taking a sudden turn, it runs westwards to Lefke,
traversing the former wildyets of Kiitahya and
Khudawendigar. At Lefke the Sakarya is joined on
the left by the Gok Su from Bursa. After Lefke it turns
sharply to the north, entering the district of Izmid
near Mekedje, having now run 400 km/250 miles.
The most flourishing part of its course now begins,
and there are fine crops of cotton, wheat, vegetables,
besides vineyards and the rearing of silkworms. It
now runs in a north-easterly direction through the
districts of Geiwe, Ada Pazari and Kandira, to enter
the Black Sea near Indjirli. The stretch of its course in
the district of Izmid is 112 km/70 miles; near Ada
Pazari it receives the waters of the Mudirni Su from
Kastamuni on the right bank and of the Carkh Su
from lake Sabandja [q.v. ]; on the left, 2 km/1 14 miles
north of Geiwe is a bridge of six arches built by Sultan
Bayezid I and at Lefke, Ewliya Celebi (iii, 11) also
mentions a fine bridge of wood. The railway crosses
the river four times between Izmid and Biledjik.
The Sakarya is the ancient Sangarius (see PaulyWissowa, Ser. 2, i, col. 2269, and J. Tischler,
Kleinasiatische Hydronymie, Wiesbaden 1977, 129,
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where the name, including Hittite parallels, is discussed). It has changed its course since the Byzantine
period, as is shown by the great bridge built by Justinian over it in 561, which is now 3 km/2 miles from
Ada Pazari. This bridge is now called Besh Kopru (in
classical times Pentegephyra or Pontogephyra; see
Ramsay, The historical geography of Asia Minor, London
1890, 214, 215), but at the present day the river no
longer runs below its arches.
The Sakarya is not navigable; its lower course is only used for transporting to the Black Sea the wood
from the thick forests of the neighbourhood. In
prehistoric times, the river ran westwards into the Sea
of Marmara; the lake of Sabandja [q.v.] and the Gulf
of Izmid mark the track of its ancient course. In
909/1503 Sultan Selim I conceived the idea of reestablishing communication between the Sakarya, the
lake (the level of which is above that of the river) and
the gulf in order to bring more easily to his capital the
wood required for the building of his fleet. Being convinced of the feasibility of the project by the report of
experts, he gave orders for its execution, but the opponents of the scheme were able to frustrate it by the
argument of the rishwet (Hadjdji Khalifa, Diihdn-numd.
Constantinople 1145, 660; see further, SABANDJA).
For a period^ in the reign of c Othman I [0.0.], the
Sakarya formed the frontier of his territory on the
west and south, and for his conquests he had to cross
the river (e.g. for the capture of Ak Hisar in 1308; see
c
Ashik-pasha-zade, Ta^rikh, Istanbul 1332/1914, 12,
24), After then, the Sakarya did not play an important
part in Ottoman history until the famous battle on the
Sakarya from 24 August to 10 September 1921, when
the Greek army was defeated in a last great effort to
reach Ankara. By the counter-offensive of 10
September, the Greeks were thrown back to the west
of the Sakarya and forced to take up the line Eski
shehir-Afyun Kara Hisar. In August 1922, the
Turkish army was victorious for a second time near
the Sakarya; this was the beginning of the Turkish offensive which ended in the complete reconquest of
Anatolia and the hurling of the Greek armies into the
sea at Izmir (see S.J. and E.K. Shaw, History of the Ottoman empire and modern Turkey, Cambridge 1976-7, ii,
360-3).
Sakarya is now the name of an il or province of
modern Turkey, with its chef-lieu at Adapazan [see
ADA PAZAR!].
Bibliography. V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie, iv,
Paris 1894, 329 ff.; SamI, Kdmus al-aHdm, iv, 2584;
E. Banse, Die Tiirkei3, Brunswick 1919, 77, 79; Ch.
Texier, Description de I'Asie Mineure, Paris 1849, i,
56 ff.; Berthe Georges Gaulis, Angora-ConstantinopleLondres, Paris 1922, 89-98; for the geographical
bibl., see Pauly-Wissowa, loc. cit.
Q.H. KRAMERS*)
AL-SAKfiAWI, Shams al-Dln Abu '1-Khayr
c
Muhammad b. Abd al-Rahman al-ShaficT, Egypt i a n Hadith scholar and p r o s o p o g r a p h e r (b.
RabI* I 830/January 1427, d. Shacban 902/April
1497).
He belonged to a prominent family of ^ulamd* who
had settled in a quarter of the old Fatimid district of
Cairo after migrating from the central Delta town of
Sakha two generations previously. Al-SakhawI excelled in his formal education, his performance typical for
a student who planned to teach the Islamic sciences.
Introduced to advanced studies in Prophetic traditions
by the famous shaykh Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalam [q. v. ] ,
al-Sakhawl soon acquired renown for his own mastery
of Hadtth-related disciplines. Revering Ibn Hadjar as
a paragon of erudition and piety, al-SakhawT
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dedicated his career to augmenting his mentor's accomplishments. But in fact, al-SakhawT's aptitudes inclined him toward the production of works remarkable more for their encyclopaedic scope than for their
originality of method. Al-SakhawI's most noteworthy
achievement was his massive biographical dictionary
of 9th/15th-century notables, al-DawD al-ldmi*-fi a*-ydn
al-karn al-tdsic (ed. Husam al-Dln al-KudsT, 12 vols.,
Cairo 1353-5/1934-6). While the range and diversity
of individuals included (the final volume dwells exclusively on women) render the Daw* one of the
foremost primary sources for research on the ^ulamd*
of the central Islamic lands in pre-modern times, the
organisation of data in its myriad entries highlights
those qualities most esteemed by the scholastic elite
when they evaluated their own peers.
Al-Sakhawi held several appointments as Shaykh alHadith in distinguished religio-academic institutions of
Cairo. He also travelled to the Syrian districts of the
Mamluk empire, witnessing recitations of Hadiths by
candidates for idjaza certificates and debating controversial texts with colleagues on numerous occasions
in the provincial capitals. Al-SakhawT made his first
pilgrimage in 870/July-August 1466 and returned to
the Hidjaz on the Hadjdj twice again, spending subsequent years in scholarly residence there. He relished
his sojourns in the holy cities as a signal opportunity
to interact with scholars from the eastern Muslim
world. In Cairo, he had provoked the ire of several
rivals, notably the other eminent polymath of his age,
al-Suyutl [q. v. ], for his outspoken criticism of their
compositions. Al-Sakhawi decried the state of contemporary studies in Prophetic traditions, convinced they
were declining in accuracy for three reasons: mediocre
training in appropriate methods of transmission,
limited knowledge of history and its applications to
related disciplines, and parochial deviation from orthodox curricular norms. He summarised these views
in a treatise on historical methods, al-IHdn hi 'l-tawbikh
It-man dhamma ahl al-ta^nkh (publ. Damascus
1349/1930-1, tr. F. Rosenthal as The open denunciation
of the adverse critics of the historians, in A history of Muslim
historiography, 2Leiden 1968, 263-529). Although
significant in its own right as an inventory of technical
definitions and applications of scholastic terminology,
the Icldn is perhaps al-SakhawT's outstanding
theoretical achievement because its author insightfully
portrayed the historian's craft and objectives, learned
and religious, as they evolved from the classical period
of Islam to his own day.
Although justifiably respected as a prominent
figure of late mediaeval scholasticism, al-Sakhawi
disguised a propensity for personal vindictiveness
against his adversaries and those of his associates
under the guise of a pious wish to evaluate his contemporaries' moral probity in order to assess the validity
of their opinions, both for interpretation of the SharFa
and the giving of historical details. While often captivating, al-SakhawT's caustic opinions of his colleagues and derogatory remarks about their shortcomings must be weighed with caution. By contrast,
his factual information is reliable due to its centrality
in his encyclopaedic approach and to his keen
awareness that opponents would expose any errors or
distortions he committed in return for his denunciation of them and their works.
In his final years, al-SakhawI returned to the Hidjaz
where he devoted his remaining energies to the completion or refinement of several texts and the training
of students in Hadith transmissions. He died in
Medina.
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SAKHR. BANU, an A r a b tribe in what is now
Jordan.
The Mamluk encyclopaedists Ibn Fadl Allah alc
Umari (d. 723/1341) and al-Kalkashandl (d.
821/1418) mention this Djudhaml-KahtanI tribe as
living in the eastern plateau of the Mamluk province
of al-Karak [0.z>.]. The tribe comprised the following
six clans: al-Da c djiyyun, Banu Shadjac, al-Dabiyyun,
al- c Atwiyyun, Banu Wahran, and Banu Hubir.
The Ottoman tapu defters mention about 12 groups
(ajemd^dt). Each ajemd^a is listed under its own shaykh,
with the total number of tribesmen about 643
households plus 36 bachelors. The Ottoman state
levied Qddat from them and the tribe of Karlm, which
amounted to 38,000 akces. Records from the 17th and
18th centuries provide no more information, while
19th-century and early 20th-century sources report on
the tribe in detail, especially in the accounts of European travellers such as Musil. The clan names of the
earliest records do not match those in the later ones.
In modern-day oral tradition, the Banu $akhr are
in origin an 18th-century tribe that came to Transjordan from the Hidjaz in the early 19th century. They
first settled in southern Jordan and then moved north;
thus they claim that their territory extended from the
Hawran in the north to the south of modern Jordan.
Part of the tribe settled in the northern villages of the
sandjak of cAdjlun while others, the Sukhur al-Ghur
(the Jordan Valley $ukhur), settled in the fertile
northern regions of the Jordan Valley.
The Banu $akhr tribe played a significant role in
the Transjordanian steppe (bddiya) because the
Pilgrimage route between Damascus and the Hidjaz
passed through their territory. The Ottoman state
paid them a subsidy or al-surra annually, but during
periods of Ottoman weakness, or when they suspended payment of the annual allocations, the tribesmen
would violate their commitments and loot the
Pilgrimage caravan as it passed through their territory. One of many such cases was in 1753, when
Shaykh Kacdan al-Fayiz looted the caravan, amongst
whose members was the sister of the Ottoman sultan.
The tribe also levied their own taxes as khdwa from
the neighbouring villages, particularly those in the
sandjak of cAdjlun. More often they simply raided the
villagers' fields. Arabic press accounts provide plenty
of information on looting and attacks against the
villages of the sanajak of c Adjlun, particularly Ramtha,
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in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. They also
rented out their camels as transport animals for the
pilgrimage caravan, merchants and travellers. With
the construction of the Hidjaz Railway [q.v.] in 1906,
their role diminished and they shifted away from
camel herding to raising sheep and goats.
After the Ottoman Tanzimdt reforms, the Banu
Sakhr began to settle near abandoned sites with wells
or reservoirs constructed by the Romans and later
mantained and repaired by the Mamluks and Ottomans. To encourage this process, the Ottomans
treated some of the tribal shaykhs with dignity and
gave them honorific titles. This put the shaykhs in a
privileged position to register the lands within their
territory under their own names.
The relations between the Banu Sakhr and the
other tribes, such as the Huwayitat, the Banu cAtiyya,
and the Sardiyya, were almost hostile and they often
raided each other. But these tribes, especially the
Banu Sakhr and Sardiyya, formed an alliance,
fostered by intermarriage, known as **Arab al-Shimdl
("Bedouin of the North") to face the invading cAnaza
tribe and its clients. As in other tribes, there were continuous struggles for leadership among the prominent
members of the tribe. This was very evident in the
paramount house of al-Fayiz.
With the establishment of the modern state of Jordan, law and order gradually prevailed. The late King
c
Abd Allah adopted a new pacification policy and took
steps to assimilate as many members of this tribe and
other tribes as possible into the armed forces, especially in the Desert Patrol Forces. The Banu Sakhr now
have their own elective constituency and since the
establishment of the first legislative house in Jordan in
1928 they have had their own representation. They
are now almost totally integrated into the fabric of the
state. With the spread of education, a growing portion
of this tribe is opting for agriculture and business and
deserting their old way of life, so that nomadism
among them has almost come to an end.
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The Detailed Defter of Liwd^ cAjlun (the District of
c
Ajlun) Tapu Defteri no. 185, Ankara 1005 A.H.I 1596
A.D., c Amman 1991, 260-70; Ahmad al-Budayn
al-Hallak (d. 1175/1761), Hawddith Dimashk alyawmiyya 1154-1175, ed. Ahmad c lzzat c Abd alKarim, Cairo 1959, 203-4; al-Muktabas, nos. 85,
313, 345 (Damascus 1910); Muhammad Khalfl alMuradl (d. 1206/1791), Silk al-durar fi a^ydn al-karn
al-thdni ^ashar, Baghdad n.d., ii, 60-2; al-Shark al<Arabt, no. 133 ( c Amman 1926), no. 198 (1928).
2. Arabic secondary s t u d i e s . Hind Ghassan
Abu al-Shacr, Irbid wa-djiwdruhd (Ndhiyat Bam
c
Ubayd) 1850-1928, Ph.D. diss., University of Jordan 1994, unpubl.; Muhammad c Adnan al-Bakhft,
Mamlakat al-Karak fi 'l-ahd al-Mamluki, c Amman
1976, 23, 42; Banu Sakhr: min Tayy?, in Madjallat al<Arab, ill, year 12 (1397/1977), 415-18; Nufan
Radja al-Humud, CAmman wa-djiwdruhd khildl alfatra 1281 h.11864 m.-1340 h.11921 m., Ph.D. diss.,
University of Jordan 1994, unpubl., 144-57; F.
Peake, Tdnkh sharki al-Urdunn wa-kabd^iluhd, tr.
Baha3 al-Dm Tukan, Jerusalem, 214-21; George
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Farid Tanf Dawud, Madinat al-Salt wa-djiwdruhd
khildl al-fatra 72(97/1864-1340/1921, Ph.D. diss.,
University of Jordan 1994, unpubl., 120, 195, 1989, 200-1, 231, 272, 310-11, 314, 319.
3. Western
secondary
studies.
G.
Schumacher, Abila, Petra and northern Ajlun, 20, 30;
E. Littmann, Eine dmtliche Liste der Beduinenstdmme
des Ostjordanlandes, in ZDPV, xxiv (1901), 26-31; A.
Musil, Arabia Petraea, repr. Vienna 1989, 112-29; A
collection of First World War military handbooks of Arabia
1913-1917, iv, A handbook of Arabia. 1. General
(1916), Archive Editions 1988, 55-8; Max Freiherr
von Oppenheim, Die Beduinen. ii. Die Beduinenstdmme
in Paldstina, Transjordanien Sinai, Hedjaz, Leipzig
1943, 232-49; M.A. Bakhit, The Ottoman province of
Damascus in the sixteenth century, Beirut 1982, 195,
209, 220.
(MOHAMMAD AL-BAKHIT)
SAKI (A.), c u p - b e a r e r , the person charged
w i t h p o u r i n g w i n e , to be distinguished from the
chief butler or sommelier (shardbi or sahib al-shardb).
The chief butler, an important official of the cAbbasid
court and the great nouses of the highest classes
(M.M. Ahsan, Social life under the ^Abbdsids, London
1979, 156), is not unreminiscent of the sdr ha-mashkim
of the Pharaohs' court (Gen. xl, 1) and the Sasanid
maybadh (A. Christensen, L'Iran sous les Sassanides2,
Copenhagen 1944, 21-3, 389).
1. In A r a b i c u s a g e .
During the Djahiliyya, sdki had a double connotation: on one hand, it denoted the generous man who
gave water to thirsty persons when water was scarce,
and as such, deserved high praise (al-Acsha, 273 11. 56, poet Acsha Tamlm; Muhammad b. Hablb, alMunammak, 279; al-Khansa 3 , Diwdn, ed. Cheikho,
136 1. 12); on the other hand, it meant the person who
gave out wine. The first sense was rapidly eclipsed,
and only the second one remained, the subject of this
article. Sdki meaning cup-bearer seems to have been
in current usage in pre-Islamic and Umayyad poetry
(al-Asma<~iyydt, ed. Ahlwardt, 8 1. 8; Salama b. Djandal, Diwdn, ed. Cheikho, 14 1. 2; Hamdsa, 400 1. 11).
Synonyms or quasi-synonyms are attested: mudir
(noun of agent from addra "to circulate", Ibn alMu c tazz, K. Fusul al-tamdthil, 133, poet Muslim b. alWalld; Ibn Sana3 al-Mulk, Diwdn, Haydarabad
1377/1958, 319); khddim, from the later Umayyad
period (al-Walld b. Yazld, Diwdn, Beirut 1967, 29; alShabushtT, Diydrdt, 60, 70); and the paraphrase dhu
zuajddjdt (the one who holds the glasses, al-Acsha, 45
v. 41). Essentially, the Djahili poets attached to the
court of al-Hlra [0.0.], such as al-Acsha, cAd!b. Zayd,
and at Djillik, Hassan b. Thabit, had variations on
this theme for many decades. Al-A c sha describes the
sdki dressed in a sirbdl or tunic which he hitched up in
order to be able to move more freely, and he protected
his mouth by a piece of linen cloth (fiddm), following
the usage of Zoroastrian priests, which served as a
filter for tasting the drink and also so that he could
know the precise taste; the adjective mufaddam is used
to denote such a sdki. Also, he had two pearls hanging
from his ears (nutaf, luW, tuma, mutawwam), and he
smeared his hands with redfarsid (al-Acsha, 45 v. 41,
52 v. 21, 178 vv. 34-5, 200 vv. 6-7, 214 v. 24). In preIslamic times, at al-Hlra, drinking was done in the
Persian fashion, as the terms employed for such proceedings, including those concerning the sdki, readily
attest.
We are poorly informed about the social origins of
these servants, but it is very likely that, outside the
Syrian and clrakl centres, they came with the tudjdjdr
or peripatetic wine-suppliers. However, references to
female sdkiyas indicate that this service was reserved
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for captives in war or in raids, hence it was a
degrading task (Djanr and al-Farazdak, Nakd^id,
Leiden 1905-12, 1068).
In fact, the cup-bearer had to work hard, since he
had various tasks to fulfil during the time which the
drinking-session lasted. He filled cups and presented
them to the participants, decanted the wine after
broaching (bazald) the jars (dindn), mixed the wine
with water (fatal), filtered it and even aged it (sahbd^u
^attakahd li-sharbm sdki, al-Azhari, Tahdhib al-lugha, i, 6
1. 4, poet Salama b. Djandal; c Umar b. Abi 'l-Rab^a,
Diwdn, Leipzig 1902, 47 1.10; Simf al-la^dli, i, 554 1. 6,
ii, 888 1. 9; al-Akhtal, Diwdn, Beirut 1891, 3 1. 6, 321
1. 8; L<A, vii, 7 1. 13). Under the cAbbasids, the evolution of taverns meant for the cup-bearer an increased
amount of work; the khammdra or hdnut could extend
over two or even three storeys, entailing new procedures. A miniature of Sultan Muhammad, illustrating a poem of Hafiz, allows us to follow the
sdkfs work: on the ground floor, a young, beardless
cup-bearer takes up a full jar, and attaches it to a cord
drawn by a colleague in order to serve the drinkers;
on the second storey, another sdki empties a dann and
pours the drink into a goblet (S.C. Welch, Wonders of
the age. Masterpieces of early Safavid painting, Cambridge,
Mass. 1979, no. 44, 128-9). Very often, even during
the Djahiliyya, a single server was not enough; this
explains the need for two servers (al-sdkiydn1) for one
madjlis or session (al-Hutay D a, Diwdn, in ZDMG, xlvii,
78 1. 17; al-Azhari, ii, 259; Dhu '1-Rumma, Diwdn,
Cambridge 1919, 609, v. 45). On the other hand,
girls were not good for this work. The sdkiya is rarely
found in the older period, but more frequently under
the cAbbasids ( c Amr b. Kamr'a, Diwdn, 29 1. 1;
Djamharat nasab Kuraysh, i, 233; al-Acsha, 36 1. 1,
evokes a young serving girl called al-Rabab; for the
c
Abbasids, see Aghdnt3, xiii, 78, Hammad c Adjrad;
Ibn al-Mu c tazz, Tabakdt al-shu^ard*, Cairo 1968, 79,
85-6, poet Abu 'l-Shls; al-Sari al-Raffa3, Diwdn, 712,
vv. 6-13). Finally, the anonymous poet cited by alDjahiz affirms that the ideal sdkiya should be a young
girl between puberty and being nubile (Rasd^il, Cairo,
ii, 96). The sexual connotations need to be taken into
account here, especially with the appearance of
ghuldmiyydt at the time of al-Amin, who distributed the
wine to the topers in the most private maajdlis; their
use is said to have been thought up by Umm Dja c far
to distract the caliph's pronounced taste for catamites
(al-Mascudi, Murudj., Beirut 1974, v, 213-14 = §§
3451-2). However, one should note in this connection
that cAdi b. Zayd al-clbadi, describing sessions
amongst the Lakhmids (Diwdn, Baghdad 1385/1965,
78-9 vv. 13-17), and Hassan, mentioning another one
amongst the Ghassanids (Diwdn, London 1971, 91),
evoke the kaynas [q. v. ] as fulfilling the function of cupbearer. This second author states that this was only
for a short period of time. They could, thus, be used
in such milieux, and there were no obstacles to their
undertaking this task.
The theme preserves a remarkable stability up to
the beginning of the cAbbasid period. Authors are
content to describe the dress and deportment of the
cup-bearer and to recount the various obligations
which he had to fulfil. Libertines like Mut^ b. lyas
and Hammad cAdjrad, and inveterate topers like Abu
'1-HindI, display a rather surprising conservatism
with regard to the sdki; everyone is happy to repeat alAcsha and other Djdhili poets. The extensive changes
introduced into the world of wine with regard to the
places of drinking, the distributor of the drinks and
the social surroundings of the drinkers, are hardly
mentioned. It is only with Waliba b. al-Hubab, the

master of Abu Nuwas, that the essential step forward
was made; he asked sexual favours of his sdki(Aghdni,
Cairo 1390/1970, xviii, 100). Henceforward, the correspondence between the Ganymede and the cupbearer is perfect. This personage of Greek mythology
served as the cup-bearer, and, according to some, as
the sexual companion of Zeus. Under the Romans,
Ganymede assumed the role of cup-bearer and
mignon (Pauly-Wissowa, i/13, 739, section
Hellenistisch-romische Zeit). Moreover, in mediaeval
Latin poetry the one who hands round the wine
bestows his favours also on the drinkers.
Nevertheless, it is with Abu Nuwas [q.v.] that this
personage assumes firm shape and becomes one of the
main protagonists in Bacchic poetry. The effeminate
character of the sdki takes shape and, indeed, assumes
its definitive form. This involves a young boy,
graceful and coquettish like a girl. His swaying bearing reveals his well-endowed hindquarters; he smears
his eyes with collyrium, perfumes his hair and adorns
his forehead and temples with a kiss-curl in the form
of scorpions or of an elongated letter nun. His voice
and pronunciation are identical with those of women.
He is clearly submissive and ready to consent to the
advances of the topers. He is at one and the same time
a cup-bearer, a mignon and a singer with an agreable
voice. The poets have no compunction in adopting
here the most frank modes of expression, especially as
these mignons-servers were Christian dhimmis wearing the distinguishing girdle or zunndr (J. Bencheikh,
Poesies bachiques d'Abu Nuwds, themes et personnages, in
BEO, xviii [1963-4], 62-3). Finally, this same poet
transformed the sdkiinto a symbol of love in the manner of city-dwellers. By his intervention, he was able
to give full rein to his hostility towards the Bedouins.
In his khamriyydt, he contrasts the happiness arising
from possession of a cup-bearer and the perpetual unsatisfied yearning of the lover of Hind, Asma° and
Zaynab (A. Arazi, Abu Nuwds, fut-il shu^ubite?, in
Arabica, xxvi [1979], 14-15). From the 3rd/9th century
onwards, this theme becomes a conventional one. The
poets have no other way of treating this protagonist of
Bacchic poetry in his double role of cup-bearer and
mignon dispensing carnal favours. He becomes a
stereotype; the same motifs, encounters, and even
metaphors, recur amongst the poets over the centuries. Furthermore, he comes into relief, from this
time onwards, in adab literature; the various anthologies devote chapters to him which go over the
same material (see Bibl.).
The neighbouring Jewish and Persian cultures
adopted the personage and the relevant motifs. The
term, in its Arab form, is found in each one equally
(H. Brody andj. Schirmann, Secular poems, Jerusalem
1974, dedicatee of poem, p. 24; Mascud-i Sacd-i
Salman, Diwdn, ed. YasimI, 639). Hebrew poetry,
with Samuel ha-Nagid (993-1056) (Divan, Jerusalem
1966, 88, 284, 286, 290, 294), Saloman ibn Gabirol
(1020-57) (Secular poems, Jerusalem 1974, 24, 82) and
Moshe ibn Ezra (1055-1135), imitate in every point
the Arabic one (see Schirmann, La poesie hebraique en
Espagne et en Provence, Jerusalem-Tel Aviv 1959, 373,
391; idem, The ephebe in medieval Hebrew poetry, in
Sefarad, xv [1955], 55-68; Y. Ratzabi, The drinking
songs of Samuel ha-Nagid, in Annual of Bar-1 Ian Univ. in
Judaica and the Humanities, Ramat-Gan 1972, 423-74).
For Persian literature, see the following section.
Bibliography: In addition to references given in
the text, see al-Acsha, Diwdn, ed. Geyer, London
1928, 36, 45, 52, 178, 200, 214, 273; Ibn alMu c tazz, K. Fusul al-tamdthil fi tabdshir al-surur,
Damascus 1414/1989, 141-6; al-Sari al-Raffa D ,
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Diwdn, Baghdad 1981, i, 341, 404, 409, ii, 134,
205-6, 244-5, 290, 474, 582-3, 591-2, 712, 716-17,
732; idem, al-Muhibb wa 'l-mahbub wa 'l-mashmum wa
'l-mashrub, Damascus 1407/1986, 259-72; Ibn
Shuhayd, Diwdn, ed. Pellat, Beirut, 28, 39, 77-8,
81-3, 134; Shabushti, Diydrdt, Baghdad 1386/1966,
13, 58, 60, 65, 70-1, 167, 208, 211, 224, 229, 262,
287-8, 290, 292, 338; Kusha^jim, Adab al-nadim,
Baghdad 1990, passim; NawadjI, Halbat al-kumayt,
Cairo 1357/1938, 145-66; Nuwayri, Nihdyat al-arab,
vi, 149-52; A. Mez, Die Renaissance des Islams,
Heidelberg 1922, Eng. tr. 357 ff.; H. Peres, La
poesie andalouse en arabe classique au XP siecle, Paris
1953, 364-72; D.S. Rice, Deacon or drink: some paintings from Sdmarrd re-examined, inArabica, v(1958), 1533; Djamll Sacld, Tatawwur al-khamriyydtfi 'l-shi^r alc
arabi min al-Djdhiliyya ild Abi Nuwds, Cairo 1945,
44-5, 63; CA1I Shalak, Ghazal Abi Nuwds, Beirut
1954, 87-95; Muhammad Muhammad Husayn,
Asdlib al-sindcafishi<r al-khamr wa 'l-ndka, Alexandria
1960, 7-8, 15 ff.
(A. ARAZI)
2. In Persian usage.
The sdki appears in New Persian literature as early
as the 3rd/9th century in the poetry of Abu Shakur of
Balkh (G. Lazard, Les premiers poetes persans, 2 vols.,
Paris 1964, i, 80, ii, 95). Nizam al-Mulk (Siydsatndma, ed. H. Darke, Tehran 1340/1962, 132-3)
describes how Turkish slaves were trained during the
Samanid period, though no longer in his own times.
In the sixth year of an eight-year cycle in which the
slave was trained for both military and domestic service, he could be made a cup bearer. The sdkis were
considered part of the private staff of a ruler and they
would stand near or around the throne (ibid., 55). In
the Ghaznavid court they could also act as food tasters
(Abu '1-Fadl Bayhaki, Tdrihh, ed. C A.A. Fayyad,
Mashhad 1350/1971, 527-9). At the court of Mahmud
of Ghazna, the sdkis were as close to the ruler as were
the nadims (ibid., 4). Physical beauty was important in
the choice of individuals to be wine servers. BayhakT
(329-30, 527-9) describes festive occasions when the
sdkis, whom he calls mdhruydn "moon-faced", would
appear splendidly attired and attract the amorous
glances of courtiers. These characteristics of the sdki,
sc. being a Turk, military training, exceptional beauty, and closeness to the ruler, help explain the image
of the sdki as it developed in poetry after the 5th/llth
century.
As the influence of mystical thought became more
widespread in Persia, the .ya£f developed into a "type"
and became an important character among the
dramatis personae of Persian lyric poetry. He is generally identified with the object of love and the same
epithets are applied to him as to the earthly beloved.
The two genres in which the sdki appears most prominently are the ghazal and the sdki-ndma. The mystical
imagery of wine-drinking was well developed by the
8th/14th century, and two examples will be mentioned that show something of the nature of the sdki'm
this context. Kh w adju KirmanI (679-753 or 762/12811352 or 61), an older contemporary of Hafiz, has a
ghazal (Diwdn, ed. A. Suhayll KhwansarT, Tehran
1336/1957, 331-2, no. 325) addressed'to the sdki in
which the wine server is intoxicatingly beautiful (with
the conventional attributes of physical beauty), an
idol, the Khidr of the age, the physician for the pain
of separation, the ever-shining sun, and the neverwaning moon that lights the sun. He serves the water
of eternal life and the wine of union.
The sdki-ndma developed from a two-verse
apostrophe beginning biyd sdki "Come, Saki", the
first known example being from a mathnawi in the
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mutakdrib metre by Fakhr al-Dm Gurgam (fl. ca.
442/1050). NizamI used it throughout his Sharaf-ndma,
as did his imitators in their romances of Alexander,
and this apostrophe came to be called a sdki-ndma.
Hafiz wrote a mathnawi in mutakdrib beginning biyd
sdki..., and on this model there gradually developed a
separate genre in the same metre and form wherein
the speaker calls to the sdki for wine and complains of
the instability of the world, the fickleness of destiny,
and the inconstancy of his beloved. A recent example
of the genre by Gh. Racdi Adharakhshi is entitled
Birawsdki... "Go, Saki" (Ayanda, v [1358/1979], 1-4).
Bibliography: G. Jacob, Das Weinhaus nebst
Zubehor nach den Fazelen des Hafiz, in Orientalische Studien Theodor Noldeke ... gewidmet, ed. C. Bezold, 2
vols., Giessen 1906, ii, 1055-76; E. Yarshater, The
theme of wine drinking and the concept of the beloved in early
Persian poetry, in 67, xix (I960), 43-53; M.Dj.
Mahdjub, Sdki ndma—mughanni ndma, in Sukhan, xiii
(1339-40/1960-1), 69-79; A. Gulcin Macam,
Tadhkira-yi paymdna, Mashhad 1359/1980; cAbd alNabl Fakhr al-Zamanl Kazwlnl, Tadhkira-yi
maykhdna, ed. A. GulcTn Macani, Tehran
1363/1984.
(W.L. HANAWAY)
3. R e p r e s e n t a t i o n s in Islamic art.
The fluctuating prominence of the sdki(m.) and the
sdkiya (f.) as a pictorial theme reflects phases of artistic
development as well as variations in customs, etiquette and social status. Sdkis are portrayed in a variety of circumstances, from attendants at a court to servants in a tavern or as participants in drinking parties
in which distinctions between the server and the
served are often moot. During the 2nd/8th to 6th/12th
centuries rulers and princely figures, although often
portrayed cup in hand, are only rarely shown in the
company of a sdki; the rulers' rigid frontal posture
gives such images a formulaic quality (Mirjam GelferJorgenson, The Islamic paintings in Cefalu Cathedral, Sicily, in Hafnia [1978], 131-41).
Despite their rarity, early Islamic depictions of the
sdki have historical importance. Both Sasanid court
protocol and themes drawn from Dionysiac imagery
are reflected in early Islamic representations. The
scene of wine-drinking depicted on a silver platter, attributed to 2nd/8th-century Persia, and now in the
Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg, shows various
facets of the sdkt's role. The focal point of its composition is a princely figure, surrounded by attendants,
reclining on a couch while holding a wine bowl in one
hand and a flower stalk in the other hand. The
foreground is occupied by a much smaller figure who
appears to be a sdki. He stands with crossed hands
resting on his chest and his mouth is covered by a protective mask similar to that worn by Zoroastrian
priests, probably to avoid polluting the cup with his
breath or saliva, a custom mentioned by the preIslamic poet al-Acsha (see above, section 1; J.K.
Choksy, Purity and pollution in Zoroastrianism, Austin
1989, 84-6, fig. 12). The tools of his trade appear to
the right—a ewer and a tripod supporting a sieve
through which wine is being filtered into a twohandled jug. Judging by his small size, this sdki was
a relatively humble servant. A larger attendant stands
behind the reclining drinker while two seated musicians face the latter (V.G. Lukonin, Iskusstvo drevnego
Irana, Moscow 1977, 169).
A fragmentary wall painting discovered in the ruins
of an cAbbasid palace at Samarra [q. v. ] depicts two
sdkiyas, with a flask in one hand and a bowl in the
other. Each pours wine into the other's bowl, which
hints at other ceremonial aspects of winedrinking (E.
Herzfeld, DieMalereien von Samarra, Berlin 1927, 9-13,
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pis. I-III; Janine Sourdel-Thomine, B. Spuler et alii,
Die Kunst des Islam, Berlin 1973, 223, pi. XXIII).
Their dancing posture and interlocked arms suggest
that they were mixing wine to a musical accompaniment. R. Ettinghausen has linked this painting with
a Sasanid adaptation of Dionysiac themes, such as the
scantily clad women who dance or play musical instruments depicted on Sasanian silver vessels
(Dionysiac motifs, in From Byzantium to Sasanian Iran and
the Islamic world, Leiden 1972, 4-5, 9). The cAbbasid
poet Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Nashf describes a wine bowl
adorned with bending and coquettish women, and
Abu Nuwas mentions a sdkiya who performs a pagan
ritual as she mixes wine and water (I.Yu Krackovskiy,
Sasanidskaya casha v stikhakh Abu Nuvdsa, in Izbrannye
socineniya, Moscow 1956, 340; idem, Abu Nuvds o
Sasanidskoy cashe, in ibid., 389-91).
Both sdkis and sdkiyas appear in depictions of
Islamic princes or rulers in various media. Four
female attendants, including two musicians and a
sdkiya, are shown in attendance around the seated
ruler who is depicted on a silver platter, which has
been attributed to early 3rd/9th-century Marw, now
in the Hermitage Museum. The sdkiya standing to the
ruler's left holds a ewer in one hand and a piece of
fruit in the other (B. Marschak, Silberschdtze des Orients,
Leipzig 1986, 76-7, figs. 30, 32). More commonly
shown, however, are sdkis. One is depicted in a
vignette from the ceiling of the Capella Palatina in
Palermo, built in 1140, where he holds both a cup and
a flask (R. Ettinghausen, Arab painting, Geneva 1962,
44-5). The Hermitage owns a silver vessel, attributed
to Khurasan ca. 90/1000, which depicts a seated
prince flanked by two youths in Turkish attire; one
holds a flower, the other a ewer and cup (Marschak,
op. cit., 77-8, fig. 33).
Literary references suggest that by the 4th/10th
century a Turkish youth was considered the ideal sdki.
When the vizier al-Muhallabl was offered a drink of
water at the palace of the caliph al-Muti* (334-63/94674 [q. v. ]), he was allowed to keep not only the service,
a golden tray and a crystal jug covered with a piece of
silk-brocade, but also the server, "a Turkish ghuldm
with an unblemished visage and beautiful clothes"
(Hilal al-Sabi, Rusum ddr al-khildfa, ed. M. c Awwad,
Baghdad 1383/1964, 69). The mechanical sdki described by al-Djazarl [q. v. in Suppl.] in his book on
mechanical devices is characterised as a "ten-year old
slave" who wears a short tunic and cap. He holds a
glass cup in his right hand and a fish in his left. At prescribed intervals wine flows through the fish into the
glass. The glass can be removed and the wine drunk.
After the glass is returned to the sdkt's hand the process is repeated. A youthful ^"holding a ewer and
cup also stands by the ruler's side in a mechanical
boat filled with drinking figures which can be floated
on a basin during festivities (The Book of knowledge of ingenious mechanical devices, tr. D.R. Hill, Dordrecht
1974, 107, 118, pis. XIV, XVII).
During the rule of slave dynasties such as the
Atabegs in Syria or the Mamluks of Egypt and Syria,
youthful slaves chosen as an amir's or sultan's personal
servants, including his sdki, acquired an increased importance and often rose to high rank in later life. Sdkis
are depicted along with weapon-bearers clustered
around seated rulers in paintings and on inlaid
metalwork produced in clrak and Syria during the
6th/12th to 8th/14th centuries (Estelle Whelan, The
Khdssakiyah and the origins of Mamluk emblems, in Content
and context of visual arts in the Islamic world, ed. Priscilla
Soucek, University Park 1988, 220-4). A sdki standing
with a cup in his right hand and a flask in his left is

shown among other courtiers on the Mamluk basin
inlaid by Muhammad Ibn al-Zayn now in the Louvre
and often referred to as the "Baptistere de St. Louis"
(Esin Atil, Renaissance of Islam: art of the Mamluks,
Washington, D.C. 1981, 21-2). Among the
Mamluks, in particular, the sdkt's goblet was
transformed from a token of servitude to an indicator
that its bearer belonged to a privileged elite.
Schematic drawings of a footed goblet appear on objects or structures belonging to sdkis or former sdkis. It
was used as such by Sultan Kitbugha both before and
after his accession to the throne (Whelan, op. cit., 230,
234; L.A. Mayer, Saracenic heraldry, Oxford 1933, 5,
10-11 and passim).
The world of the sdki was not restricted to the courts
of rulers or their amirs, for they were also employed in
public taverns. The range of tasks they performed
there is vividly illustrated in a painting from a
manuscript of al-Harlri's Makdmdt dated to 634/1237.
It shows the entire cycle of wine production and consumption in a two-storey tavern. On the lower level,
grape juice flows out of a basin in which a youth
tramples grapes, and another youth strains the juice
through a cloth-covered vessel supported on a tripod.
Two youths pass a wine jug from the first to second
floor. Nearby, two men seated at a table drink wine
from cups (Paris, B.N., ms. ar. 5847 fol. 33a; D. and
Janine Sourdel, La civilisation de I'Islam classique, Paris
1968, 432, fig. 169). This condensed depiction may
suggest that the beverage being consumed was only
slightly fermented (J. Sadan, Vin -fait de civilisation, in
Studies in memory of Gaston Wiet, ed. Miriam RosenAyalon, Jerusalem 1977, 132-3).
The most significant transformations of the sdkfs
visual role, however, occurred in post-Mongol Persia.
The Mongols and their successors, particularly the
Tlmurids, were dynasties whose appetite for alcoholic
beverages often reached epic proportions, and
painters frequently depict both the serving and drinking of intoxicants in court settings. Under the
Mongols, a form of official court portraiture existed in
which a ruler and his consort were portrayed on a
throne surrounded by their attendants, officials and
relatives. Typically, the ruler and his consort appear
to be drinking wine from shallow cups. One or more
sdkis kneel before their throne holding a golden tray
ready to replenish their cups from flasks standing on
a nearby table (Filiz Qagman and Zeren Tanindi, The
Topkapi Saray Museum: the albums and illustrated manuscripts, tr. J.M. Rogers, Boston 1986, 69, pis. 43, 44).
During the 8th/14th and 9th/15th centuries,
features of these Mongol paintings—the table loaded
with flasks, the kneeling sdki, and drinkers in a more
naturalistic pose—are echoed in many subsequent
depictions, even those produced for anonymous
patrons which illustrate literary texts such as the Shdhndma of Firdawsl or the Khamsas of Nizam! and
Khusraw DihlawT (ibid., 89, pi. 56; T.W. Lentz and
G.D. Lowry, Timur and the princely vision, Los Angeles
1989, cat. no. 21, p. 66, 110-11). TTmur's grandson
Baysunghur b. Shah Rukh is even shown with a wine
cup in hand and attended by sdkis, one of whom
kneels, while on horseback at a hunt (ibid., 132, fig.
132).
The most detailed presentation of the sdkfs role in
Tlmurid court life comes in the frontispiece of a Bustdn
of Sacdl, now in Cairo, made for Sultan Husayn
Baykara and dated to 893/1488. This double-page
painting executed by Bihzad shows a drinking party
in progress. Even though several participants have
already succumbed to the effects of alcohol, five sdkis
on the right page prepare another round of drinks.
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Two decant wine from an unglazed jug into flasks
while another pair pours an unidentified liquid from
a smaller silver flask through a funnel into a gold one.
The fifth sdki, holding a spouted ewer, stands waiting,
perhaps to mix water with the wine. Below them, a
servant carrying a twohandled jug rushes toward the
royal party. On the far left of the left-hand page, two
more sdkis stand with tray and flask ready to fill any
empty cups. This painting also hints at the court production of alcoholic beverages. In the upper right,
above the five sdkis, is a building containing a large
earthenware vessel which may be a wine-cellar. In
front of this structure, two Indians sit near a distilling
apparatus, possibly producing distilled spirits (ibid.,
cat. no. 146, 260-61, 286).
A true fusion between the sdkfs practical and
literary roles comes only in Safawid paintings, which
combine the relaxed and informal mood of the
Timurid drinking party with literary allusions. The
best examples of this juxtaposition of the mundane
and the mystical illustrate the poetry of Hafiz. Two
such paintings belong to a diwdn of Hafiz made for
Sam Mlrza, the younger brother of Shah Tahmasp I;
one depicts a prince and his courtiers celebrating the
end of Ramadan, the other shows a drinking party in
a tavern attended by both dervishes and angels. In the
festival scene it is the shah, not the sdki, whom Hafiz
compares to the moon, and his appearance becomes a
signal for the serving of wine to celebrate the end of
Ramadan. As a sdki hands the prince a golden winecup, a veritable parade of attendants carrying golden
flasks on silver trays prepare to serve his guests, and
two of them distribute bottles among the celebrants.
Another painting from this manuscript explores the
metaphor of intoxication as path to salvation and
divine union. Even the "angel of mercy" shown on
the building's roof offers other angels a cup of wine.
In the building and its surroundings, several sdkis ply
their trade. One reaches deep into a large jar to fill the
flask of a celebrant who brandishes a book in one hand
as if trying to exchange it for wine, while others hold
wine cups or wine jugs. The link between intoxication
and poetic inspiration is alluded to by a white-bearded
man, who tries to read in an inebriated state (S.C.
Welch, Persian painting, New York 1976, 66-9, pis. 17,
18; Priscilla Soucek, Sultan Muhammad Tabrizi: painter
at the Safavid court, in Persian masters: five centuries of
painting, ed. Sheila Canby, Bombay 1990, 58-61).
Few paintings rival these in the subtlety and complexity of their interplay of visual and verbal conventions, but it is in the later 10th/16th and llth/17th
centuries that the sdki or sdkiya emerges as an independent artistic theme in drawings or paintings designed
to be mounted in albums. These sdkis or sdkiyas stand
in coquettish poses or project a langorous and often
androgynous sensuality, attributes of the cup-bearer
long stressed in the literary tradition (A. Welch, Shah
<Abbas and the arts of Isfahan, New York 1973, 32, 65,
72, 82, nos. 11, 50; I. Stchoukine, Les peintures des
manuscrits de Shah ^Abbas I", Paris 1954, 189, 193, pis.
XXV-XXVI, XXX-XXXIII, LXXV, LXXVIILXXIX; Marie Lukens Swietochowski and Sussan
Babaie, Persian drawings in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York 1989, nos. 58-9, 74-7, nos. 24, 32-3).
Remnants of similar paintings have been uncovered
on the_walls of $afawid palaces such as the Cihil Sutun
and CA1T Kapu and particularly in their private inner
chambers (Babaie, Safavid palaces at Isfahan: continuity
and change (1590-1666), Ph.D. diss. New York University 1993, unpubl., 171-4, 183, 188-9, figs. 160-2,
169-72, 175-7).
The pairing of youthful sdkis with bearded men was
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evidently considered particularly appropriate to the
poetry of Hafiz. Two mid-llth/17th-century Hafiz
manuscripts, one in Dublin, Chester Beatty, ms. P.
299, the other in Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi, H. 1010,
are virtual albums (A.J. Arberry, B.W. Robinson et
alii, The Chester Beatty Library: a catalogue of the Persian
manuscripts and miniatures, Dublin 1962, 68; F.E.
Karatay, Farsfa yazmalar katalogu, Istanbul 1962, 221,
no. 645). The Dublin manuscript has 450 tinted
drawings on 500 folios, and the Istanbul one 555 on
578 folios. Most of them juxtapose a youthful sdki and
an older man.
Depictions of the sdki and sdkiya in Islamic art have
strong parallels with the descriptions of these figures
in the literary tradition. Despite their initial role as
servants, some came to embody an ideal of beauty
which inspired poets and painters alike. This evolution, apparent in literature as early as in the 4th5th/9th-10th centuries, became prominent in painting
only later, especially under the Safawids.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(PRISCILLA P. SOUCEK)
AL-SAKIFA, SAKIFAT BAN! SACIDA. The word sakifa
(L^A, s.v.), an approximate synonym of suffa (LCA,
s.v.: bahw, mawdic muzallal), denotes in Arabic a
covered communal place appropriate for conversation
and discussion. While the word suffa seems rather to
be applied to the space covered with palm foliage
which constituted the primitive mosque (see MASDJID.
I, 2), sakifa appears to denote any type of forum or
public courtyard, covered in accordance with the
same traditional procedures.
In historical texts, the term is applied virtually exclusively to the prolonged and acerbic negotiations
which preceded the nomination of Abu Bakr as successor to the Prophet Muhammad in the leadership of
the nascent community. These took place at Medina
in the summer of 11/632, on the territory of the Banu
Sacida, a Khazradji clan of the Ansar [0.0.]. The expression sakifat Bam Sdcida, usually shortened to alsakifa oryawm al-sakifa in the texts, is furthermore invariably applied to this specific historical episode.
The texture of the narrative, which figures in practically all accounts of the beginnings of the community, presented in the earliest times not as a continuous
narration but in the form of hadith, as a result of which
it has become an article of faith in Sunni Islam,
generally comprises the following elements:
(1) R e s p e c t i v e m e r i t s of Abu B a k r and of
c
U m a r . The Prophet had always shown a certain
preference for his two original Companions, but
possibly with a bias in favour of c Umar. The influence
of c A 3 isha [0.0.], who openly admired the latter, is
perhaps not irrelevant in this context. The Prophet's
explicit appointment of Abu Bakr to lead the Prayer
in his place, which is often evoked, remains inconclusive in that it does not relate formally to the
political leadership of the community. Always present
in this narrative, c Umar was furthermore to play the
role of elder statesman to Abu Bakr, himself a somewhat colourless personality, until his own accession to
the caliphate.
(2) A c c o u n t of the sakifa proper, w i t h the
following significant features.
The resistance of the Ansar to the appointment of
a Muhadjir [see AL-MUHADJIRUN] is first shown by the
reluctance of one of their chieftains, named Bashlr b.
Sacd b. Thaclaba [q.v.], who nevertheless was soon to
pledge allegiance. But he was replaced by another, the
rather more formidable Sacd b. cUbada [0.0.], who remained defiant until his death. The adherence of the
Ansar was ultimately obtained—by force where cer-
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tain elements among them were concerned. The Banu
Umayya, for their part, would yield only to the
decisive injunctions of c Umar. The same applied to
other individuals and groups whose adherence Abu
Bakr and c Umar, supported by Abu c Ubayda b. alDjarrah [q. v . } , successively obtained. The list of these
groups, and the chronology of their adherence, suggest the more or less deliberate appropriation of an
undoubtedly authentic historical basis. Thus it is
possible to observe successively the adherence of
c
Uthman and of the Banu Umayya, of Sacd and cAbd
al-Rahman b. c Awf, of the Banu Zuhra, of al-Zubayr
b. al-cAwwam, and finally of CA1I [ q . v v . ] .
In the account of Ibn Sacd (d. 230/845), which is
one of the most ancient known, the figures of CA1I, of
Fatima, and subordinately, of al-cAbbas, are totally
absent. They feature strongly, however, in that of alTabarl (d. 310/923), where CA1T is highlighted in his
role of an opponent, supported by a faction of the Ansar. Following on this, a special chapter is very often
devoted to the oppositional attitude of CAH and of his
entourage, where all the evidence suggests that
Fatima plays the central role. Being advised of the
lukewarm opinions of the Ansar, she is said then to
have persuaded her husband to undertake a campaign
of inducement aimed at them. Some weeks after the
death of the Prophet she rather conveniently died,
while CA1I remained apparently the last opponent. He
was to come round in his turn, bringing with him the
"Banu Hashim". Al- c Abbas, who sometimes appears
as an adviser of c All on behalf of the ahl al-bayt [q. v. ] ,
and who maintained strong reservations regarding
Abu Bakr and c Umar, withdrew from the game, no
doubt with an eye to the future.
A final chapter comprises the "khutba of Abu
Bakr", a fragment of pious anthology of no great importance retained in the same terms by historians as
well as by authors of adab.
The account of the sakifa is followed by that of the
ridda [q.v. in Suppl.] and of the incomparable support
which Abu Bakr received from c Umar in these circumstances.
The evolution of the form of the account, worthy of
the ancient theatre, is very revealing. cAbbasid propaganda, after the wavering of the Mu c tazili era, was
obliged to give prominence to the personalities of the
first two caliphs, whose posterity never represented a
political danger, in contradistinction to that of their
two successors who, in various guises, remained the
symbols of two oppositional dynastic tendencies.
It is no less important to show how the Umayyads,
initially outsiders, were among the first to return to
the fold, without a blow being struck. It is known that
the tendency which become dominant from the
3rd/9th century onward is aimed at the rehabilitation
of the "Umayyad century", with the object of forming a common front in opposition to the activities of
the Sh^is.
The account of the oppositional intrigues of
Fatima, perhaps superimposed, shows incontrovertibly the permanent distrust by Sunnism in regard to
c
Alid dynastic aspirations, claiming descent from the
Prophet's daughter. But it is skilfully tempered by the
account of the attitude of c All, who submitted without
a murmur after the demise of his troublesome wife,
earning his accession to the caliphate and the respect
of future generations.
Bibliography: Ibn Hisham, Sira, Cairo 1346, ii,
127-31; Ibn Sacd, Tabakat, Leiden 1904-40, iii/1,
126-33; Ps.-Ibn Kutayba, K. al-Imdma wa 'l-siydsa,
Cairo 1377/1957,'1-17; Taban, Ta\ikh, i, 1815-30;
WakidI, Maghdzi, Oxford 1966, ii, 723-6, 727-31;
Ibn Abi 'l-Hadld, Shark Nahdj_ al-baldgha, Cairo

1378/1958, i, 128; Ibn al-Athlr, Kdmil, Cairo 1303,
ii, 122-5; G. Lecomte, Sur une relation de la Saqifa attribute d Ibn Qutayba, in SI, xxxi (1970), 171-83. See
also the Bibl. of ABU BAKR, as well as articles devoted
to the other major protagonists mentioned in the
text. _
(G. LECOMTE)
SAKlNA (A.), a t e r m of the K u r ' a n and of
Islamic r e l i g i o n . The root sh-k-n (Akkadian,
Hebrew, Aramaic) or s-k-n (Arabic) means basically
"to go down, rest, be quiescent, inhabit", and the
corresponding Later Hebrew form to Arabic sakina is
shekhind and the Jewish Palestinian Aramaic one
shekhind, Syriac shekmtd. Cf. Hebr. ham-mishkan,
mishkan Yhwh, Syr. mashkan zabhndlzabhno, Ar. kubbat
al-zamdn (al-Kardahl, Lubdb, Beirut 1887, ii, 546-7),
referring to Moses' tent sanctuary, Exod. xxv. 22).
The Hebrew usage is generally considered (though
not by the native Arabic scholars) as the source of Ar.
sakina. Derived from the idea of "dwelling within s.th.
or s.o." is Ar. maskun "possessed by a spirit, demon,
Iblls", cf. Syr. shekno, pi. shekne, " the demon within
a person". Not in fact connected with this Arabic
term, but deriving from a different root in Akkadian,
via Hebrew and Aramaic, is Ar. miskin, "destitute,
poor, wretched"; for this, see MISKIN.
The Kur D an has a large number of words derived
from the root s-k-n. Apart from the basic meanings of
"habitation, residence, hearth, shelter for the night,
place where spouses meet", there are also "to subdue
(the winds)" (XLII, 33), "to cause the water to settle
on the earth (XXIII, 18), "to halt the shadow"
(XXV, 45), etc. What interests us here is the
allegorical sense assumed by the term sakina in six
verses of the Kur D an, beginning with II, 248, where
it refers to Biblical history. The Israelites, refusing to
acknowledge the authority of Saul, God's Chosen
One, to reign over them (cf. I Sam. x, 26 ff.), hear
their prophet (nabiyyuhum = Samuel) say, "The sign of
his kingship will be that the Ark (tdbut, which had been
carried off by the Philistines, I Sam. v, 1 ff.) will come
to you. [In this Ark] there is a sakina from your Lord
and a relic (bakiyya, the heritage of the prophets, sc.
Moses' staff and Aaron's yellow turban, according to
Ibn Sldah, in LCA, ed. Beirut, ii, 174-5) of what was
left by the family of Moses and the family of Aaron,
and it (sc. the Ark) will be carried by the angels".
According to Exod. xl, 34-5, in the Ark there was
"the glory (kdbod) of Yahweh. Now, according to G.
Vajda, the term shekhtnd, absent from the Bible,
assumed "in some way a consequential meaning to
the Biblical word kdbod. It implies something of God,
without being taken, in the majority of its attestations,
as being identical with God. His translation of
"presence" is a step towards abstraction, its
spiritualisation, if one wishes to express it thus, without bringing us much knowledge of the object
signified (cf. the review of Goldberg [see Bibl.], in
REJ, cxxviii [1969, publ. 1970], 280-2). In essence,
Goldberg's opinion, 455, is that, in Vajda's formulation, the term shekhind was expressly created to denote
the act of inhabitation, and then the divinity which
"inhabits". Originally, and above all, the term thus
denoted the divinity present in the sanctuary; it was
accordingly first of all limited to the type of shekhmd
involving a presence and only understood secondarily
in the sense of manifestations of the divinity (ibid.,
281).
This "presence" of God was equally displayed
outside the Ark by a cloud which enveloped it. Its
presence marked a halt in the march and its disappearance the resumption of the march (Exod. xl,
36-8).
It is this presence of God which the term sakina ex-
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presses in the other KuPanic citations, a presence
shown in the divine aid vouchsafed to the Prophet and
the believers in battle, giving them the victory. Hence
at the encounter of al-Hudaybiya [q. v. ] in the year
6/628, on the way to Mecca, "God was satisfied with
the believers when they were swearing allegiance to
you under the tree, and He knew what was in their
hearts, and He sent down upon them the sakina and
He recompensed them with a victory near at hand"
(xlviii, 18). At the time of the conquest of Mecca, "It
is He who sent down the sakina in the hearts of the
believers, in order that they might add faith to their
(existing) faith" (xlviii, 4). Confronting the
unbelievers whose hearts were still animated by the
fierceness of the Djahiliyya, "God sent down His sakina
upon His messenger and upon the believers, and
caused them to cleave to the word of piety" (xlviii,
26). Already, fleeing from Mecca in the company of
Abu Bakr, "God sent down His sakina upon him (sc.
in the Cave) and supported him with hosts whom you
did not see" (ix, 40).
We are thus in a context of warfare, as were the
Israelites in the time of Saul who asked God to give
them a leader capable of leading them to victory (cf.
Kur'an, II, 246).
This divine aid, bestowed on the Prophet at Badr
(III, 123 ff.), is vouchsafed by an innumerable, invisible army, which appears in the shape of a
"transparent, waterless cloud" (or in the form of a
mythical bird), called by Tradition sarad, surad or surrad. Mudjahid [q.v.\ relates that "the sakina, the sarad
and Gabriel came with Abraham from the north (alSham)" (cf. his Tafsir, ed. cAbd al-Rahman al-Tahir
b. Muhammad al-Surati, Doha, Katar 1396/1976,
114). Al-AzrakI, Akhbdr Makka, 27 ff., cf. also L<A,
loc. cit., likewise relates that it was with Abraham (cf.
Goldberg, 300 ff.) that the sakina came to Mecca. It
had a head like that of a she-cat and two wings (on the
sakina as a supernatural force in animal form, see
Goldziher, Abhandlungen zur arabischen Philologie,
Leiden 1896-9, i, 198, and Scholem [see Bibl.}, 53),
and it came down "like a cloud (ghamdma) or a mist
(dabdbd), having in its centre something like a head
which could talk" (27). Later on (30), "Ibrahim came
from Armenia on Burak [q. v. ] with the sakina, which
had a face which could talk; it whistled like a light
breeze". When Abraham wished to build the Ka c ba,
the sakina unfolded itself like a snake on the first foundations and told him, "Build on top of me", "and so
he built; hence every Bedouin in flight and every
powerful person inevitably circumambulates the sanctuary under the sakina's protection" (31).
All these traditions connect the sakina with the sanctuary, as it is in Kurgan, II, 248, and link it with the
Prophet's battles, with the idea of his being victorious,
as in the other citations involving God's aid in the
form of an invisible army. In a study on the Hanifs,
in REJ, cxxx (1971), 165-82, J.-C1. Vadet brought
forward an argument giving credence to this view of
things. He explains the Kur D anic hapax ribbiyun, in
III, 146, by the Biblical hapax me-ribhebhpt kodesh
(mostly amended to mnbhath kddesh) (Deut. xxxiii, 2,
cf. v. 17, reb'both "hosts" of Ephraim), to be
translated as "the saintly hosts". Moses, "the man of
God, blessed the Children of Israel before he died,
saying Yahweh has come down from Sinai; He raised
himself up for those of Seclr; He shone forth from the
mountain of Pharan; and He came forth from the
saintly hosts". Envisaging his approaching end,
Muhammad asks his devotees what they would do
after his death, "Would you go back to your errors?",
and he continues, "How many a prophet has there
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been who has fought at the head (or: accompanied by)
numerous armies (ribbiyyun kathir""), and they did not
become discouraged because of what befell them in
the way of God, nor grew weak nor became quiescent
(istakdnu)? God loves those who endure" (III, 146).
Placed in a context like that of Deut. xxxiii, 2, sc.
Moses' farewell speech to his community, this verse
takes on a quite different meaning. It is thus a case of
innumerable, invisible armies by means of which God
sustains His prophets in the accomplishment of their
missions, i.e. of the sakina being identified with the
Ark and signifying its Presence, and of ribbiyyun/sarad
denoting the numberless army of angels, the saintly
hosts, who appear in the form of a cloud. Sakina and
sarad represent two of the many forms of theophany.
Beyond this prophetic context just noted, the sakina
assumes in Hadlth (see Concordance, ii, 494-5), as in
rabbinical tradition (see Goldberg), a spiritual and
moral signification. It "enveloped" the Prophet
(ghashiyat-hu) at the moment of revelation (wahy),
came down (nazalaf) on the Kur D an ("We have
brought down the Kurgan in a discontinuous form
(faslan) and the sakina in a continuous one (sabr011)"),
hovered above the Prophet when he left cArafa and
above the believers, and spoke with the tongue (lisdn)
of c Umar (b. al-Khattab). It is identified with a collection of moral attitudes and virtues—gravity, bearing,
modesty, dignity, calmness, patience, magnanimity,
clemency and everything which characterises a pious
person. In Islamic mysticism, it becomes an "interior
illumination" (nur fi 'l-kalb), after the manner of
gnosis and the Kabbala, which make it into a "light
emanating from the primaeval light" (Urlicht) which
is none other than God Himself (cf. Scholem, 78 ff.).
Bibliography: See especially, for the term in its
Rabbinical context, A.M. Goldberg, Untersuchungen
uber die Vorstellung von der Schekhinah in der friihen rabbinischen Literatur, Studia Judaica, V, Berlin 1969,
in which, with a little patience, one can find the
origin of the Kur D anic and Hadlth conception from
the collection there of Islamic data. See also
Goldziher, La notion de la Sakina chez les Mahometans,
in RHR, xxviii (1893), 1-13, and idem,
Abhandlungen, i, 177-212. On the evolution of the
notion of the shekhind, see G. Scholem, Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der kabbalistischen Konzeption der
Schechinah, in Eranos-Jahrbucher, xxi (1953), 45-107.
(T. FAHD)
SAKIZ (the Ottoman Turkish name for Chios, the
Greek name of this island and of its capital; sakiz
means "gum mastic", a testimony to the product for
which Chios was famous), an island in the eastern
Aegean alongside the Turkish coast, from which only
8 km/5 miles separate it at the narrowest point of the
strait of Chios (Sakiz boghazi); the large peninsula of
Karaburun on the mainland, jutting north, separates
the island's northern half from the gulf and port of
Smyrna [see IZMIR in Suppl.].
With an area of 841 km 2 , it is the fifth largest island
of the Aegean after Crete [see IKRITISH], Euboea [see
EGRIBOZ], Lesbos [see MIDILLI], and Rhodes [see
RODOS]. Administratively, Chios forms one of
Greece's 52 nomoi; its nomos also includes two other
important features: the islands of Psara and Antipsara
some 20 km/12 miles to the west, and the Oinousses
islets (Koyun adalan in Turkish, Spalmadori in
Italian; the last-named form is customarily used in
western scholarly literature) between it and the
Karaburun peninsula. The capital and main port city
is situated on the island's eastern coast near the
strait's narrowest point opposite the Turkish harbour
of Qe^me [see &ESHME].
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The importance of Chios, which it owed to several'
factors, rose to a peak between the 14th and 16th centuries but continued until the early 19th. The factors
were its crossroads position on maritime and continental trading routes, the uniqueness of the muchprized gun mastic produced nowhere else (lentisk
shrubs grow in other parts of the Mediterranean too,
but only the soil of southern Chios gives to the gum
which their bark exudes the desired quality), and the
acumen of the Genoese (masters of the island between
1304 and 1566), who used the port, in tandem with
Galata, as the hub of their commercial empire; in fact,
most of these aspects continued even after the Ottoman conquest of 1566 or re-emerged in other forms
(such as the enterprising spirit of its Greek population). The island's role in the Middle Ages must be
linked with that of the two Phokaias from where the
Genoese exported alum, and with the port of Qe§me
from where goods other than alum brought from or
through Anatolia were ferried to Chios for longdistance shipment. The last-named aspect continued
well into the Ottoman period until it was definitively
eclipsed by the dramatic rise of Smyrna in the 17th
century.
No known evidence suggests that Chios would have
attracted much attention of the Arabs in the early centuries of Islam, but its proximity to the mainland exposed this Byzantine possession to Muslim raids once
the Turks penetrated Anatolia by the end of the 11 th
century. The maritime principality (1089-92) of the
Saldjuk prince Caka or Cakan, with Smyrna as its
base, included Chios. Repetition of a similar conquest
by the principality of Aydfn [see AYDJN-OGHLU].
especially by its dynamic prince Umur Beg [see UMUR
PASHA] in the first half of the 14th century, was staved
off by combinations of multinational and multiconfessional alliances, rivalries and military and naval campaigns, and even a Crusade. By itself, Byzantium appeared unable to defend Chios and the nearby coastal
places against the Turks, and had to accept help from
such naval powers as the Venetians, Catalans,
Hospitallers of Rhodes, Genoese, or more general
leagues of western Christendom, ceaselessly urged on
by the Popes. The high price, both spiritual and
economic, of western help and presence sometimes
made such Byzantine emperors or contenders for the
throne as Andronicus III (1329-41) or John Cantacuzenus prefer a Turkish alliance. Chios came by
1304 under the control of the Genoese family of Zaccaria; meanwhile, they or their other countrymen also
laid hands on the two Phokaias (Old and New, Eski
Foca and Yeni Foca in Turkish) near the northern entrance to the Gulf of Smyrna. Although their hold on
Chios was interrupted by Andronicus, who with the
help of Umur Beg reclaimed Byzantine control of
some of these places (this help, however, could receive
a different interpretation in the Turks' eyes: the Ottoman historian Eflaki mentions a raid on the island
by Umur, who carried off much mastic as booty and
subjected the island to the kharadj. [q.v.], thus incorporating Chios into the Ddr al-hldm\ see inalcik, in
BibL).
The Crusade of 1344, which captured Smyrna from
the Turks, set in motion a chain of events that indirectly led to a Genoese reconquest of Chios (1346).
This time it was not a family but a company of
shareholders who acquired control of the island and
kept it until the Ottoman conquest of 1566. This company was known as the Maona of Chios, and secondarily, from 1362 when its definitive charter was established, as the Giustinianis; "Maona" is believed to
be a term of Arabic origin (ma^una "help, solidarity",

hence commercial company; see Bibl. and MA C UNA).
The Giustinianis were a family whose house in Genoa
was acquired by the company as its headquarters
there. A podestd sent by the government of Genoa was
the titular governor of Chios (as were the two podestds
of Old and New Phokaia respectively), but otherwise,
the company was virtually autonomous on the island.
Initially, a vague kind of suzerainty was also conceded
to the Byzantine emperor, and an annual sum was
sent to him; gradually, however, the tribute paid to
the Turks became more significant. At first given to
those of Aydfn (by the Byzantine governor in Andronicus's time), eventually this sum became an important annual tribute sent to the Ottoman sultan,
and kept increasing until it reached 14,000 ducats in
Suleyman II's [q.v.] time (still bearable, if the
reported revenue of 30,000 ducats did not falter). It
was the Maona's inability to carry out this obligation
during the last three years of their rule that by 1566
contributed to the Ottoman decision to seize the
island.
Genoese rule in Chios was remarkable for its long
duration in the face of Ottoman expansion, for the
economic role the island played as a source of gum
mastic, as a transit port in international shipping, and
for the co-existence of a Greek Orthodox population
with a ruling Latin Catholic elite. Luck (a grain
blockade and then a devastating raid by Bayezld I
[q.v.] with 60 ships, in or soon after 1397, might have
been followed by conquest if Tfmur [q.v.] had not
eliminated the dynamic sultan).
Diplomacy,
economic strength and care not to provoke the Ottomans, rather than military or naval strength, ensured its long survival, in contrast to Hospitaller
Rhodes, for example. This contrast, however, also
showed the arrangement's ultimate fragility when we
compare the Ottoman conquest of Rhodes (1522) with
that of Chios. Frustrated by the failure to conquer
Malta (1565), Suleyman sent the imperial fleet under
the kapuddn pasha Piyale Pasha [q. v. ], the conqueror of
Djarba [q.v.] in 1560) in the spring of 1566 on a campaign whose goal, contrary to Europe's fears, was not
a renewed attempt against Malta but against Chios:
the conquest consisted of an arrest of the Maona's
governing body whose twelve members had come
with presents on board the commander's ship, and an
unopposed occupation of the island.
Some of the contradictions and special features that
marked the history of mediaeval Chios continued
during its Ottoman period. Until the tragedy of 1822,
the island enjoyed a unique status that made it stand
out as a prosperous and happy place where all the
three main communities—Orthodox Greek, Catholic
Latin, and Muslim Ottoman—lived in relative harmony. Like other large islands and conquered provinces, Chios became a sand^ak [q.v.] (in this case, part
of the eydlet [q. v. ] of Djaza?ir-i Bahr-i Safid [q. v. ]), governed by an administrative body of the standard type
and secured by a garrison of at most 2,000 troops
quartered chiefly in the capital's citadel; aside from
these representatives of the Porte, there were almost
no other Turks on the island, and the population had
virtual autonomy in its internal affairs. Some of the
mostly Genoese, Catholic elite stayed on after the conquest, and they did not lose all their privileges forthwith. These last survived even the 1599 attempt by the
Florentines to conquer the island, but the Venetian
conquest and brief possession in 1694-5 did deal them
a serious blow which, however, further strengthened
the position of the Orthodox majority governed by an
enlightened oligarchy: the Catholic elite, accused of
collaborating with the invader, definitively lost their
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privileges to the Greeks. The Venetian attack, undertaken during the Ottoman-Hapsburg war of 1683-99,
provoked a naval response from the Turks, whose
ultimate victory revealed the successful modernisation
of the imperial fleet under the able leadership of
Mezemorta Hiiseyin Pasha [see HUSAYN PASHA, MEZZOMORTO]. For the reasons stated above, Turkish victory ushered in what may have been the happiest
period in the history of Chios and which lasted until
1822. The island continued to export gum mastic
(partly to Istanbul, where the ladies of the Harem
were among the principal consumers), but it also participated in the dramatic surge of Ottoman Greek
maritime trade and merchant marine during the 18th
century. Enterprising families developed business ties
with Europe, and participated in the intellectual and
scientific rise of the West, some of which they in turn
propagated in Ottoman society where they frequently
enjoyed the status of high officials and the sultan's
physicians. Alexander Mavrocordato (1637-1719),
who had studied medicine in Padua, wrote a Latin
treatise on the circulation of the blood, and became
prominent as the chief dragoman of the Porte during
the negotiations that led to the Treaty of Karlowitz in
1699 [see KARLOF£A].
The waters off Chios were visited by the Russians
in the summer of 1770, an operation undertaken in
the framework of the Russo-Turkish war of 1768-74.
A clash between the Russian fleet under Admiral
A.G. Orlov and the Ottoman one under Husam ulDm Pasha ended in a draw, but it was highlighted by
the exploits of the kapuddn-i humdyun Hasan Beg (later
Pasha; see DJEZA^RLI GHAZI HASAN PASHA) against the
ship of Admiral G.A. Spiridov. The Turks withdrew
to Qe§me, which by then served as a naval base; the
result was the notorious destruction of the entire Ottoman fleet by fire ships with which the Russians
managed to attack the crowded harbour in the night
of 7 July. The subsequent attempt to seize the port of
Chios was repulsed by the Turkish garrison, or was
given up due to reports of the plague on the island.
While the triumph at Qesme earned Orlov the
honorific title "Cesmenskiy" conferred on him by
Catherine II, Hasan Beg's heroism was noticed by
Istanbul, which aptly entrusted to him the defence of
the Dardanelles and the rescue of Lemnos from the
Russians and eventually raised him to the post of
kapuddn pasha.
The peace and prosperity of Chios abruptly ended
in 1822, when revolutionary Greeks from other
places, especially from the island of Samos [see SISAM],
landed on Chios and incited some of its inhabitants to
second the uprising which was agitating the mainland.
The besieged Turkish garrison in the capital's citadel
held out until the imperial fleet brought relief. The
subsequent repression carried out on the orders of the
governor, Wahid Pasha, against the objections of the
fleet's commander, the kapuddn pasha Nasuh-zade CA1I
Pasha, crippled the island (which lost over one-half of
its population—estimated at some 80,000 souls—in
the slaughter and deportation to the slave market in
Smyrna), and may have indirectly spurred Europe to
increase its support for Greece's independence. Like
most conflicts involving Chios, this one too had a
markedly naval dimension, and although the Ottoman fleet prevailed, the Greek side scored a wellremembered triumph when on 18 June Konstantin
Kanaris sank the Turkish flagship in the harbour of
Chios; while the kapuddn pasha with most hands perished, the Greek native of Psara thus launched his own
career that would propel him to the pinnacle of Greek
politics. Both Mezemorta Hiiseyin Pasha and Nasuhzade CA1I Pasha are buried in Chios.
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Nevertheless,
Chios
displayed
remarkable
resilience even after this tragedy, and benefited once
more from the benign Ottoman rule which by 1832 allowed the Greek population to re-establish much of its
internal autonomy; this was underscored by the
respect which the sultan cAbd al-Medjid I [q.v.] showed the island's ruling elite during his 1856 visit. On
the formal level, the Chiotes' self-rule ended in
1283/1866 as a result of the restructuring of the Ottoman empire, which replaced the eydlet structure with
that of the much more uniform wildyat [q.v.] system;
the administrative centre of the new wildyat of
Djazd^ir-i Bahr-i Sqfid, usually in Rhodes, sometimes
moved to Chios. The governor of the island (called
mutesarrlfm this period) was from 1887 until his death
in 1888 the Ottoman writer and reformist Namik
Kemal [see KEMAL, MEHMED NAM!K]. The recovery of
Chios, well under way during this final stage of Ottoman rule, was dealt a serious blow by a devastating
earthquake in 1881.
Ottoman rule in Chios ended in the same manner
as in Lesbos but slightly later (December
1912/January 1913), and Greek sovereignty was
ratified by the same two treaties (London 1913 and
Lausanne 1923).
Bibliography: J.H. Mordtmann and B. Darkot,
IA, s.v. Sakiz; Pauly-Wissowa, iii/2 (1899), cols.
2286-2301 s.v. Chios, with a historical map of the
Kastron and Chora (citadel and town) on col. 2299;
Megale Ellenike Enkyklopaideia, xxviii (1957), s.v.
Chios; Enciclopedia Italiana, xxxi(1936), s.v. Scio; Sh.
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on Chios; V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie, Paris 1894,
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classical times to 1936, London 1940; idem, Chius
vincta, Cambridge 1941 (history of Chios in the
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idem, German tr. of the first (1521) version by P.
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Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme, Istanbul 1935, ix, 10928; E. Armao, In Giro per il Mar Egeo con Vincenzo
Coronelli, Florence 1951, 131-42; R. Dozy, Supplement, ii, 565-6; idem, Glossaire des mots espagnols et
portugais derives de I'arabe2, Leiden 1869, 179; M.
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913 (all three re the etymology of macuna); H. Akin,
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1968; D. Goffman, Izmir and the Levantine world,
1550-1650, Seattle-London 1990, 61-4 and passim
(see index); C. Hopf, Les Giustiniani, dynastes de
Chios, Paris 1888; H. Inalcik, The rise of the Turcoman
maritime principalities in Anatolia, Byzantium, and the
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trade with Turkey, 1578-1582, Oxford 1977, 5, 9-10;
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vant Company, Oxford 1935; Elizabeth A.
Zachariadou, Trade and crusade: Venetian Crete and the
emirates of Menteshe and Aydin (1300-1415}, Venice
1983; S. Turan, Sakiz'tn tiirk hakimiyeti altina alinmasi, in TarihArastirmalanDergisi, iv(1966), 173-84;
idem, Turkiye-Italya iliskileri. I. Selcuklulardan
Bizans'in sona erisine, Istanbul 1990, index s.v. Sakiz
and Foca; Safwet, Koyun adalan dnundeki deniz harbi
we Saklzln kurtulushu, in TOEM (1326), 150-77 (the
1694-5 events); A. Djewdet, Ta^rtkh, xii [Istanbul]
1309, 40-8 (the 1822 events); TaKkh-i wetfa-yi
Sakiz, Istanbul 1290/1873 (the 1822 events); R.C.
Anderson, Naval wars in the Levant, 1559-1853,
Liverpool 1952, 65-6, 193, 214-22, 286-92, 486-9;
Russkie i sovetskie moryaki na Sredizemnom more,
Moscow 1978, 36-43 (the 1770 events); E.V. Tarle,
Cesmenskiy boy i pervaya russkaya ekspeditsiya v Arkhipelag, Moscow-Leningrad 1945; The Greek Merchant Marine, 1453-1850, Athens 1972, passim (see
index s.v. Chios). See also the articles LIMNI,
MIDILLI, and RODOS, and their Bibls.
(S. SOUCEK)
SAKKA3 (A.), lit. w a t e r - c a r r i e r , was a term
denoting manual workers who carried water in a
leather-bottle (kirba) or jar (kuz) on their shoulders or
on a mule (and even on a camel in rare circumstances)
in pre-modern towns and large villages as well as
pilgrimage centres throughout the Middle East and
North Africa. A leather bottle during the early Islamic
period reportedly cost a modest sum of about 3
dirhams. The necessity for supplying drinking water
to the thirsty and the poor members of the community
was regarded, according to a tradition (hadith), as a
work of excellent charity (sadaka). On the other hand,
refusal to supply water to a thirsty person is an act of
great sin (al-Dhahabl, Kabd^ir, 362). It was therefore
recommended to wealthy Muslims to build waterfountains (sabil [q. v. ]) and dig wells for charitable purposes. The habit of selling water from a well (bi*r) to
the people of Medina, after the Hidjra of the Prophet
Muhammad, led the companion c Uthman b. c Affan
to buy the well-known BiDr Ruma for supplying water
free of cost to many inhabitants of the oasis town. An
engraving on a public fountain in Cairo proclaims the
tradition that the offering of drinking water is an action of spiritual merit.
The virtue of carrying water extolled in an Islamic
tradition inspired many pious Muslims to accept this
profession. Such were the notable instances of the
Arab poet Abu Tammam (d. 232/846), the Persian
poet ghaykh Sacdl (d. 682/1283) and the mystic
Ibrahim b. Adham, who were water-carriers for various lengths of time in their life. The historian alDhahabi illustrates a typical water-carrier in the
career of Muhammad b. CA1I b. Muhammad alMukri3 Abu cAbd Allah Ibn al-Sakka3 (d. 572/1176)
who regularly earned a livelihood as a water-carrier
supplying water manually to the houses of the public.
Ibn al-Sakka3 was also a recounter of Islamic traditions. Many Arab historians and writers of the
c
Abbasid epoch quote Dhu '1-Nun al-Misrl's (d.
245/859) frequent reference to a case of the virtue
(muruty in the life of a well-dressed Baghdad!
itinerant water-carrier (sakkd*) who refused to accept
payment of a dinar as the price of a drink of fresh
water from a foreigner.
In spite of their good reputation, however, the
water-carriers, according to al-Djahiz, could never
become wealthy and prosperous during the heyday of
the cAbbasid caliphate; their poor economic condition
was comparable to that of the brick-layers, potters,
ploughmen and groups of other minor craftsmen and

workers. The carriers of the essential commodity of
water enjoyed probably the highest prestige among
pre-industrial workers in Islamic society. Ibn Slrm (d.
110/729) affirmed the favourable status of the watercarrier in his interpretation of dreams. Also, the
writers of the hisba manuals insisted on cleanliness and
the hygienic condition of the jars, cups and leather
bottles of the water-carriers in the interest of public
health. The encyclopaedic Arab biographer al-Safadi
(d. 764/1362) noted that al-Sakkd* was an established
nisba among his contemporaries, who included some
teachers of hadith and learned men.
Bibliography: Djahiz, al-Hayawdn ed. Harun,
iv, 435; Thacalibi, Bardal-akbddfi 'l-a^ddd, in Khams
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Baghdad 1968, 25-6; Ibn al-Ukhuwwa, Ma^dlim alkurba, ed. R. Levy, London 1938, 96-7; al-Khatib
al-Baghdadl, Ta^nkh Baghdad, Cairo 1931, i, 50;
Kushayri, Risdla, i, Cairo n.d., 476; SafadI Wdfi, i,
31, xxii, 74, 85; Dhahabi, Kitabal-Kabd^ir, ed. A.R.
Fakhuri, Aleppo 1978, 362; Ibshihi, al-Mustatraf,
Cairo 1952, ii, 62; DjabartI, <-Adj_a>ib al-dthar, Cairo
1967, vii, 313-14; N. Elisseeff et al., in RCEA, xvi,
Cairo 1964, 145; M.AJ. Beg, A contribution to the
economic history of the Caliphate: a study of the cost of living and the economic status of artisans in CAbbasid Iraq, in
IQ, xvi (1972), 140-67; idem, Water-carriers in early
Islamic civilization, in 1C (1984), 75-8; Ibn Seerin's
Dictionary of dreams, translated from the Arabic by
Muhammad M. al-Akili, Pennsylvania 1992, 469.
(M.A.J^ BEG)
SAKKAKI, one of the early poets in Caghatay
Turkish ("early" meaning, before Mir CA1I Shir
Nawaz's [q.v.] time). He lived around 802/1400,
presumably in Samarkand, but certainly all his
lifetime in Transoxania. As we can infer from the
dedications of his kasidas, his patrons included Khalfl
Sultan (ruler in Samarkand 807-12/1405-9), Ulugh
Beg (812-53/1409-49) and Arslan Khwadja Tarkhan.
Almost all the information about his person is gained
from remarks made about him by Nawa°I in his
Madjalis an-nafd^is and in the Muhdkamat al-lughatayn.
Although he was popular in Samarkand during his
lifetime, Nawa3! is relatively depreciative of Sakkakl's
talent, a judgement apparently shared by others;
apart from one bayt quoted by Nawa5!, the only known
reference to his work by another poet is the quotation
of one bayt in the collective manuscript in which Sakkaki's diwdn is preserved. The following statement by
NawaDI is well-known: he says that he heard people in
Samarkand claim that "all good poems by LutfT
belong to him (Sakkaki); he (Luffi) has stolen them
and has attached his name to them." Nawa3! goes on
to comment that "this is the kind of silly boast which
is widespread in Transoxania". (The statement is
usually wrongly interpreted the other way round by
Turkish scholars as meaning that Sakkaki was
rumoured to have done the stealing.) Indeed, Nawa3!
may just betray a shade of southern chauvinism here,
quite apart from the fact that a certain amount of local
pride on the part of the Transoxanians may be expected for a time in which the focus of literary activity
only just has been shifting southwards to Harat. In
any case, it is clear that the work of Sakkaki is directly
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interrelated with LutfT's poetry (Eckmann 1959) and
that of others (Hofnian 1969).
Both the language and poetics of SakkakT highlight
the arbitary nature of his classification as a
"Caghatay" poet; at least in the early stage, this
designation at one and the same time refers to a person being a Persian-style court poet and to the
political context (i.e. he worked at a Tlmurid court).
But his language has preserved some typical
Khwarazmian Turkish traits, e.g. the rendering of *8
as z ~ y (e.g. azak ~ ayak "foot"); this tendency is
probably enhanced by the fact that he was from Transoxania and may thus prove helpful in solving the
problem of the relationship of his poetry with other
contemporary poets (most notably: Lutfi). The rules
of cara</ metrics applied by Sakkakl also definitely
reflect the late Khwarazmian Turkish stage. It is the
same as is found in Kh w arazmi's Mahabbat-ndma:
etymologically long vowels are still frequently
metrically long, whereas a first stage of Persification
of the metre is noticeable in the regular occurrence of
imdla (only in Arabo-Persian loan words).
Characteristic is the variable rendering of the words
birld -~ bild "with" and ermds ~ emds to fit the exigences of the metre. The extended radif is a feature
also found in e.g. LutfT's poetry. The preponderance
of the genres of the ghazal and the kasida are to be expected with a court poet; they carry with them a larger
range of metres and new Persian style imagery of the
kind which is usually associated with SakkakT's nearcontemporary Hafiz [q.v.]. However, considering the
general context in which the poetry of Hafiz arose,
one should be careful when attributing similarities in
any contemporary poet to Hafiz's style to direct influence. Another commonplace statement about Sakkakl
introducing elements of traditional oral poetry in his
verses must also be viewed with caution: occasional
sequences of alliteration are already encountered in
RabghuzT's [q.v.] Kisas al-anbiyd* (710/1310). And
after all, relatively simple language and inclusion of
folksy elements are a common characteristic of ghazal
writing (both Persian and Turkish) of his age.
These philological, linguistic and literary problems
still await thorough treatment; even a critical edition
of Sakkakl's poems is lacking. The only version of
Sakkakl's diwdn extant is contained in 31 folia of a
British Library manuscript, Or. 2079, and even that
is incomplete. It contains one munddjat, one naH, 12
kasidas (plus one defective one) and 57 ghazah (ghazah
with end rhymes from bd^ to nun are lacking). Three
more ghazah (parallel in Uyghur and Arabic script)
were found in a manuscript of the Ayasofya Library,
Istanbul, 4757. One bayt is quoted by Nawa°i, and one
bayt by Yaklm (ms. B.L. Or. 2079, fol. 319b).
Bibliography: 1. Edition. Sakkakiy, Tanlangan
asarlar, Tashkent 1958 (in transliteration). Partial
editions. J. Eckmann, £agatay dili ornekleri. HI.
Sekkdki divamndan par$alar, in Turk Dili ve Edebiyati
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Eraslan, Qagatay siiri ~ Sekkdki, in Turk Dili (1986),
569-79 (in transliteraton; munddjat, 1 kasida, 4
ghazah); art. Sdkkaki in Uyghur kilassik ddibiyatidin
ndmunildr, ed. T. Eliyop and R. Jari, Sindjan Khalq
Nashriyati 1981, 189-225 (17 ghazah in modern
Uyghur spelling).
2. Studies. J. Eckmann, Die tschagataische
Literatur, in PTF, ii, Wiesbaden 1964, 306-8; H.F.
Hofman, Turkish literature, Section 3, Pt. 1, Utrecht
1969, v, 153-7 (and further references there); E.
Rustamov, Uzbekskaya poeziya v pervoy polovine XV
veka, Moscow 1963; Ye.E. Bertel's, Navoi. Oplt
tvorceskoy biogrqfii, Moscow-Leningrad 1948, 54-8.
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Muhammad al-KhwarazmI Siradj al-Dln, i n f l u e n tial r h e t o r i c i a n w r i t i n g in A r a b i c . He was born
in Kh w arazm on 3 Djumada I, 555/11 May 1160 according to most sources, or in the year 554, according
to his contemporary Yakut (Irshdd, ed. RifacT, xx, 59).
He died toward the end of Radjab 626/mid-June 1229
in Karyat al-Kindi near Almaligh in Farghana. In
spite of his fame already during his lifetime, the circumstances of his life are shrouded in obscurity—a
fact most likely attributable to the upheavals of the
Mongol conquest. Very brief notices on him appear in
the
Hanaft
biographical
dictionaries
(Ibn
Kutlubugha, Tddj. al-tarddjim, Baghdad 1962, 81-2;
Ibn Abi 'l-Wafa° al-Kurashi, al-Djawdhir al-mudiyya,
Haydarabad 1332, ii,' 225-6; and cAbd al-Hayy alLaknawT, al-Fawd^id al-bahiyya, ed. B.A. al-NacsanI,
Cairo 1324/1906, s.n.) as well as in al-SuyutT's dictionary of language scholars (Bughyat al-wu^dt, ed.
M.A. Ibrahim, Cairo 1384/1964-5, ii, 364), while
some legendary anecdotal accounts have been
transmitted in the Eastern tradition (prominently in
al-Khwansari, Rawddt al-djanndt, ed. M. C A. alRawdatl, n.p. 1367, 745-6). The edifying story that
al-KhwansarT recounts on the authority of the Zinat almadjdlis of Madjd al-Dln Muhammad al-HuszyjiI alMadjdl (a contemporary of Baha° al-Dm al-c \milT,
who died in 1030/1621), the gist of which is that alSakkakl started out as an accomplished craftsman (a
smith) and began the career of a scholar rather late at
the age of thirty, is very likely a transposition of a
similar curriculum vitae told about the ShaficT scholar alKaffal
("the
Locksmith")
al-MarwazI (Ibn
Khallikan, ed. I. cAbbas, Beirut n.d., iii, 46; alSubkl, Tabakdt al-Shdfi^iyya, Cairo n.d., iii, 199). AlKhwansarl hints at this possibility (Rawddt, 745, 11.
33-4), and the fact that, in the story, the teacher of alSakkakl is portrayed as a Shafici corroborates the borrowing. Nevertheless, a certain similarity in their life
curves may have prompted the transposition of the
story. However, whether al-Sakkakl himself or, more
likely, one of his forebears was a die-cutter (sakkdk) or
whether his nisba is derived from an otherwise unattested place-name Sakkaka is a moot point in the
sources. Other stories depict al-Sakkakl as an expert
in magic and occult sciences (al-Kh w ansan, Rawddt,
746; al-LaknawT, Fawd^id, 301); as al-NasawI's
biography of the Khwarazmshah Djalal al-Dln
Mingburnu (r. 617-28/1220-31) shows, al-Sakkakl's
fame in this field was already well established during
his lifetime (Sira, ed. O. Houdas, Paris 1891, 150-1;
tr. idem, Paris 1895, 249-50; ed. H.A. Hamdl, Cairo
1953, 253-4). He seems to have made the transition
from the Khwarazmshahs to the Mongols quite successfully, since one of the stories that feature alSakkakl's magical powers put him in the entourage of
Caghatay Khan [q.v.] at Almaligh. However, calumnies on the part of the latter's vizier Kutb al-Dln
Habash cAmid resulted in al-Sakkaki's incarceration,
and he is said to have died after three years in jail.
The HanafT biographical dictionaries mention a few
of his teachers in law, among whom Sadld b. Muhammad al-Khayyatl deserves mention, because in the
chain of scholarship he was the link between alSakkakl and al-ZamakhsharT (d. 538/1144 [q.v.]).
Like the latter, al-Sakkakl was a Muctazill. As for the
linguistic disciplines, he himself refers with great
veneration to his teacher al-Hatimi who, however,
cannot be otherwise identified (for references to
quotations, see Simon, Sprachbetrachtung, 77-8, n. 38).
The only known disciple of al-SakkakT is Mukhtar b.
Muhammad al-Zahidi (d. 658/1260) who is said to
have studied kaldm with him; Mukhtar is the author of
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the fikh work Kunyat al-munya which has acquired a
certain fame for being one of the few sources for the
old Kh w arazmian language, containing, as it does,
phrases in that language that have some legal import
(see KH W ARAZM, at vol. IV, 1062). It is not unlikely
that al-Sakkaki was quadrilingual in Khwarazmian,
Kh w arazm Turkic, Persian and Arabic.
In spite of a number of lost or doubtful works that
have been ascribed to him, al-Sakkaki is really a man
of one book, the Miftdh al-culum. This "Key to the
Sciences" is not, as imprecise formulations in secondary sources can lead one to believe, a work of
rhetoric. Rather, the author intended to cover all
linguistic disciplines, with the exception of lugha "lexicon, lexicography". The work is divided into three
major parts dedicated respectively to Him al-sarf"morphology", Him al-nahw "syntax", and Cz7ra al-ma^ani
wa 'l-baydn "stylistics and theory of imagery". The
first part contains at its beginning also a brief section
on phonetics (makhdridj_ al-huruj) and a discussion of
root formation and semantic derivation (ishtikdk),
while the third part has the following supplements: (1)
a brief section on rhetorical figures (wudjuh ... li-kasd
tahsin al-kaldm); (2) a takmila on hadd "definition", and
(3) one on istidldl "argumentation"; and (4) and (5)
a tatimma on poetry dealing with Him al-^arud
"metrics" and Hlmal-kdfiya "rhyme theory". Finally,
in the khdtima the author wards off attacks on the
linguistic correctness of the Kur 5 an. A complete count
of all the topics, whether dealt with in the main parts
or in appendices, results in the number of "twelve
Arab sciences (i.e. language sciences)" that later
authors have detected in al-Sakkakl's work (see e.g.
al-Khwansarf, 745, 1. 32). It is clear that the author
wanted to cover all aspects of language, from the
sounds to various shapes and styles of meaningful
language.
Historically, the most important part of the work
was its third chapter, on stylistics and imagery. It was
the root from which most of the later madrasa literature
on Him al-baldgha "rhetoric" sprang (this term is not
yet technically used in al-Sakkakf, as might appear
from the art. BALAGHA). Al-Sakkakl's main sources
here were, for the "science of macdnt" (i.e., macdni alnahw "semantics of syntactical relations"), the DaldHl
al-i^djdz of cAbd al-Kahir al-Djurdjanf (see ALDJURDJANI in Suppl.) and, for the "science of bay an"
(i.e., lit. "elucidating discourse" = "indirect presentation by way of images"), the same author's Asrdr albaldgha. In addition, he is influenced by Fakhr al-Dln
al-RazI's (d. 606/1209 [q.v.]) Nihdyat al-idpz fi dirdyat
al-i^djdz. The latter is a precursor of al-Sakkaki in the
sense that he, too, tried to harness the fertile but groping thought of al-Djurdjanf into a strict and logical
system, though the outcome differs considerably from
al-Sakkaki's.
The third chapter of the Miftdh was influential for
Badr al-Dln Ibn Malik (d. 686/1287) in his al-Misbdh
fi 'l-ma^dni wa 'l-baydn, although the extent of his
dependence needs further study (see Sellheim,
Materialien, i, 299 ff.). Historically more important by
far are the two works of al-Khatlb al-KazwIm (d.
739/1338), the Taints al-Miftdh and, less so, its expanded version, al-Iddh. Al-Kazwfnl was not averse to
criticising al-Sakkaki on certain points and making a
number of adjustments that prove his independent
mind. Both Ibn Malik and al-Kazwfnf raise alSakkakf's appendix on the rhetorical figures to the
status of a separate discipline, the cilm al-badi^. Thus
the "science of eloquence" (cilm al-baldghd) with its
three branches of macdni, baydn and bad? takes its final
shape and, as presented in the Talkhis al-Miftdh of al-

Kazwihi, henceforth dominates scholastic rhetoric.
Bibliography: E d i t i o n s . Miftdh al-^ulum, Cairo
1317 (with al-Suyutl, Itmdm al-dirdya li-kurrd* alNukdya, on the margin; this combination was apparently repr. twice, Cairo 1318, 1348); Cairo
1356/1937; ed. Nucaym Zarzur, Beirut 1403/1983.
The old eds. offer a reasonable text; the Beirut ed.
is well laid out, but rather faulty and defective. A
critical ed. is a desideratum. For mss. see
Brockelmann, I, 294; S I, 515; and Matlub, alSakkaki, 61-3. Tr. of ch. on Him al-ma^dniby U.G.
Simon, Mittelalterliche arabische Sprachbetrachtung
zwischen Grammatik und Rhetorik—cilm al-macanl bet
as-Sakkdki, Heidelberg 1993.
Studies of the Miftdh. A. Matlub, al-Baldgha
Hnd al-Sakkaki, Baghdad 1384/1964; W. Smyth, Persian and Arabic theories of literature: a comparative study
of al-Sakkdki's Miftdh al-ulum and Shams-i Qays' alMucjam fi ma^dyir ashlar al-^ajam, unpubl. Ph.D.
thesis, New York University 1986; idem, Some quick
rules ut pictura poesis: the rules for simile in Miftah alc
ulum, in Oriens, xxxiii (1992), 215-29; idem,'The
making of a textbook, in SI, Ixxviii (1993), 99-115. For
the c o m m e n t a r y l i t e r a t u r e based on the Miftdh,
see A. Matlub, al-Kazwini wa-shuruh al-Talkhis,
Baghdad 1387/1967, and R. Sellheim, Materialien
zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte, Teil I, Wiesbaden
1976, 299-334, Teil II, Wiesbaden 1987, 60-84.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
SAKKARA, a v i l l a g e in the E g y p t i a n prov i n c e of a l - D j T z a , on the western bank of the Nile,
near the mountain ridge that separates the fertile
lands of the Nile Valley from the desert, approximately 20 km to the south of Cairo. In the 9th/15th century
this locality seems to have been better known under
the name of Ard al-Sidra (cf. Ibn al-Dj^an, Tuhfa,
139, 1. 18; S. de Sacy, Relation de I'Egypte par Abd
Allatif, medecin arabe de Bagdad, Paris 1810, 671; cf. also
Ramzi, al-Kdmus al-djughrdfi li 'l-bildd al-misriyya, ii/3,
45; Halm, Agypten nach den mamlukischen Lehensregistern,
i, 209), because it belonged to BusIr = (A)Bu Sir alSidr, the neighbouring village to the north that was
equally well known for its Pharaonic remains (see e.g.
Ibn MammatI, Kawdnin al-dawdwin, 117: Bu Sir
Radjab = Bu Sir al-Sidr). In the year 777/1376 (the
date to which our source, Ibn al-Dj^an's 15th-century
cadastral survey, here refers), this village had an
arable area of 240 fadddns and was in the hands of the
sons of the governor Arghun Shah (d. 731/1331; cf.
Ibn Taghnbirdl, al-Manhal al-sdft, ii, 306-8, no. 367);
c
Umar b. Arghun Shah in particular was a key figure
in Mamluk politics in the sixties of the 8th/14th century (al-Makrizi, Suluk, iii, 63, 1. 2).
Originally, the name Sakkara (one also finds Sakkara) seem* to have referred to another village (in the
Tammuh/Tamwayh district further north) with a tax
yield of 10,000 army dinars and a cultivated territory
of 790fadddns. It formed, like most of the taxable settlements in al-DjIziyya province in Mamluk times,
part of the Royal domains, al-diwdn al-sultdni (cf. Ibn
Mammatl, Kawdnin al-dawdwin, 150; Ibn al-Dukmak,
al-Intisdr, iv, 132 [not 133, as in El1]; Ibn al-Dj^an,
Tuhfa, 144, 1. 25; de Sacy, 675). When this settlement
was eventually given up, evidently well prior to the
end of the Mamluk sultanate, its name was transferred to "modern" Sakkara.
Sakkara is famous for the huge cemeteries of
Pharaonic times (see the charts and tables in the article "Saqqara, Nekropolen", in Lexikon der Agyptologie,
v, 387-428, esp. 398-400, 401-2, 415) located on the
slope of the Gebel and the adjacent elevated terrain,
always in visual connection with Memphis (Manf
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[ q . v . ] ) , the capital of the Egyptian Old Kingdom, to
which this city of the dead belonged. The modern
Arabic name of the village is derived from
Sokar/Socharis, "the coffined one", i.e. the King of
the Dead, whose cave is supposed to have been in the
vicinity. The famous necropolis of Sakkara which
developed, during the first three dynasties of the Old
Kingdom, from north to south along the mountain
range and then westward into the desert, contains
royal tombs (pyramids, mastabas) of the three first
dynasties (including the famous step pyramid (alharam al-mudarraa^) of King Djoser of the Third Dynasty), private tombs especially from the Fourth to Sixth
Dynasties, free-standing chapels from the first intermediate period and the Middle Kingdom, and, last
but not least, the burial sites from the Saitic era, when
Memphis re-emerged, after the Assyrian yoke had
been shaken off, as a major centre of the country. In
this late period, the pristine Egyptian cults were consciously resuscitated, both on religious and economic
grounds. New cemeteries were opened in Sakkara—as
it were, on sacred ground—for all strata of the population. And it was during this final period of Egyptian
independence (21st Dynasty onwards) that the famous
burial catacombs and mortuary-cult temples for the
Sacred Animals of Memphis, notably the Serapaeum
for the Apis Bulls, were erected within the Sakkara
necropolis. To the mediaeval Muslims the mummified animals that were found here were particularly
fascinating (not the least because they were so
reprehensible on dogmatic grounds) (cf. e.g. alMakrizi's report
on the dead
"hoopoe",
hudhud=ibis, Das Pyramidenkapitel in al-Makrizi's
"Hitat", ed. and tr. E. Graefe, Leipzig 1911, Arabic
text 21, 1. 4, German tr. 67).
Sakkara's importance for Egyptology was further
enhanced by the discovery, in 1824, of the first two
papyri, contained in sealed pottery, in a tomb (or
well) in the funerary precinct.
The Arabic toponym that, during the Islamic Middle Ages, seems to have customarily denoted the
necropolis of Sakkara with its awe-inspiring and vast
Pharaonic architectural vestiges, was, however, not
Sakkara, but rather, by way of metonymy, "Dayr
(A)Bu Hirmls", the monastery of Apa Jeremias
(should one rather read: Dayr Hirimyas?, cf.
Maspero-Wiet, Materiaux, 95-6). In his list of the 54
villages surrounding the great pyramids of Djlza, Abu
Dja c far al-ldrlsl (d. 649/1251) omits Sakkara, yet
names, as no. 14 and no. 16, both Bu Hirmls and
Shubra Bu Hirmls (Anwar ^ulwiyy al-aajrdm fi 'l-kashf
c
an asrdr al-ahram, 50, 11. 7 and 8; we also find Bu Sir
Bu Radjab and Bu Sir al-ahram, 50, 11. 8 and 9). Apa
Jeremias'
monastery
(whose
remains
were
rediscovered only at the beginning of the 20th century
and where excavations continue to be carried out)
stood within the precinct of the Sakkara necropolis.
The historian and traditionist Kadi Muhammad b.
Salama al-Kudaci (d. in Fustat in 454/1062), reporting from the well-known Egyptian authority Yahya
b. c Uthman b. Salih (d. 282/895), relates the story of
a denizen of the Upper Egyptian Koptos/Kift and how
a corpse was discovered in this monastery when a
grave was dug. On the chest of the dead man, a
papyrus scroll from the aegis of the Roman emperor
Diocletian was found, written in "oldest Coptic"
script, which informed of the otherwise inaccessible
antediluvian Egyptian history (cf. Abu Dja c far alIdrisI, Anwar, 100,1. 3-102, 1. 4; al-MakrizI, Khitat, in
Pyramidenkapitel, 21, 11. 13 ff., German tr. 67 f f , cites
the same report, probably on al-ldrlsl's authority).
The region of Apa Jeremias, i.e. Sakkara, was cor-
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rectly identified as the heartland of the most ancient
history of Egypt. The Sharif Tadj al-Sharaf Muhammad
al-Husaym
al-Halabl al-cUbaydali
(d.
666/1267), an avid student of Pharaonic architecture
in his time, placed the cradle of the oldest Egyptian
people in this very region (nawdhiBu Sir wa-Bu Hirmis,
cf. Anwar, 107, 1. 12), and, incidentally, even considered as conceivable a pre-Adamite (not just
antediluvian) date for their impressive activities.
From the testimony of stones found in St. Jeremias'
monastery that bore hieroglyphic inscriptions not—or
not only—on the visible front side, but also inside,
where they were connected with neighbouring slabs,
he inferred the existence of different historical layers
in the history and architecture of Old Egypt.
The step pyramid in the immediate neighbourhood
of Apa Jeremias' monastery is portrayed as the tomb
of the legendary Egyptian knight (fans ahl Misr)
Karyas, who had the valour and strength of one thousand fighters, whereas the huge pyramid to the north
of the monastery, also built in steps, is said to have
become the resting place of Karyas' sovereign (cf. Anwar, 118, 11. 8 ff; al-MakrizI, Pyramidenkapitel, 27, 11.
3 ff, German tr. 72). Also, Yakut speaks, in his
geographical repertory (s.v. Dayr Hirmis), of the
pyramid by the monastery of Apa Jeremias. Other
authors, such as Abu Salih al-Armanl (Churches and
monasteries, fol. 65a), only summarily refer to the
"flourishing and populous" monasteries in the alDjlziyya province.
Like all the spectacular Pharaonic sites, the
mastabas of Sakkara have also been identified with
localities of the Muslim kisas al-anbiyd^ [q. v . } . Whereas
the great pyramids of Djlza were seen, by some
authors, as Joseph's granary, his prison (sidjn Yusuf)
tended to be localised in Sakkara (see e.g. alKalkashandi, Subh al-a^shd, iii, 317, 1. 11; see also the
reference given by J. Walker in the El1 art.).
Bibliography: A lengthy bibl. of mediaeval
Islamic Pharaonica is to be found in U. Haarmann,
Das Pyramidenbuch des Abu Ga^far al-Idrisi, Beirut
1991, Arabic 272-83. On the apocryphal tradition
associated with Old Egypt in mediaeval Islam, see
now also U. Sezgin, al-Mas^udi, Ibrahim b. Wasifsdh
und das Kitab al-cAga3ib. Aigyptiaca in arabischen Texten des 10. Jahrhunderts n. Chr., in ZGAIW, viii (1993),
1-70.
(U. HAARMANN)
SAKKIZ, a small t o w n of Persian K u r d i s t a n ,
now the chef-lieu of a shahrastdn or county in the province of Kurdistan (lat. 36° 14' N., long. 46° 15' E.).
It lies on the western side of the upper Djaghatu Cay
valley some 77 km/50 miles to the southeast of
M ah a bad [q.v.] and on the road southwards to
Sanandadj and Kirmanshah [ q . v v . ] .
The Kurdish population are from the MukrI tribe,
Shaficl Sunnls and with the Nakshbandi Sufi order influential amongst them. In the early 20th century, the
local khan was a relative of the waits of Ardalan and
Sanandadj. In ca. 1950 Sakkiz town had a population
of 9,900, but by 1991 this had risen to 99,048
(Preliminary results of the 1991 census, Statistical Centre
of Iran, Population Division). Until recently, it had a
small community of Neo-Aramaic-speaking Jews, but
these have now probably all emigrated to Israel.
Bibliography:
Razmara
(ed.),
Farhang-i
djughrdfiyd-yi Irdn-zamin, v, 241-2.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SAKSIN, the name of one or more cities in
Western E u r a s i a .
The location of this city (or cities) is still unclear. It
is unrecorded in the classical Islamic geographies.
Mahmud al-Kashghari (tr. R. Dankoff andj. Kelly
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Cambridge, Mass. 1982-5, i, 330), who finished
writing his Diwdn lughat al-Turk in ca. 469/1077, notes
it as "a city near Bulghar. It is Suwar." The latter
was a tribal name (SavirilSctfiipoi of the Latin and
Byzantine sources) of one of the constituent elements
of the Volga Bulghars. In this regard, Togan (Ibn
Fadldn's Reisebericht, 203-4, cites the theologian
Sulayman b. Dawud with the nisba al-Suwarl or alSaksinl. It seems unlikely that this is the Volga
Bulgharian city of Suwar, which was within the
Bulghar core lands. Rather, it probably points to the
presence of a substantial Suwar population in Saksln
which is confirmed by Abu Hamid al-Gharnatf (see
below). MustawfT (Nuzhat al-kulub, 259, 252; Togan,
op. cit., 204), pairs Saksln and Bulghar as "two small
cities of the sixth clime", much land belongs to them
and they export furs. He places them at 32° = 750 farsakhs distant from Mecca (10/10) and remarks (21/23)
that the eastern frontier of Iran, which begins in
Sindh, runs to the frontier of Saksln and Bulghar.
The Islamic historians of the Mongol era invariably
pair SaksTn and Bulghar. Thus DjuzdjanT, ed. Lees,
446, 45J, tr. Raverty, ii, 1283, 1292, notes that Berke
Khan was born at the time that his father, TushT
(Djoci) was invading the territory of Saksln, Bulghar
and Saklab. Similarly, DjuwaynT, ed. KazwfnT, i, 31,
150, 205, iii, 15, tr. Boyle, i, 42, 190, 249, ii, 557, and
Rashld al-Dln, Djami*- al-tawdnkh, ed. Kanmi, i, 455,
tr. Boyle, Successors, 33, place Saksln and Bulghar in
apparent close propinquity to one another and to the
Kipcak country (see also Wassaf and Ahmad Ghaffan
(d. 975/1567-8) in Tiesenhausen, Sbornik, 82, 84, 86,
211/270). Indeed, Djuwaym places the ordu of Batu in
the "Bulghar and Saksm country." Al-BakuwI (ed.
Buniyatov, fol. 69b/p. 107), a geographer of the early
9th/15th century, says that by his day Saksm had been
inundated and had vanished without a trace, but he
appears to place the later Saray Berke at or near
Saksm. A broad over-view of the relationship of
Saksm to the other cities of the Mongol era is seen in
al-cUmari, ed. and tr. Lech, Arabic text, 85/142, who
outlines the borders of the Khanate of Kipcak ( = the
Ulus of Djoci) as: "the Amu Darya, Khwarazm,
Sighnak, Sawran, Barkand, Djand, Saray, Madjar,
Azak, Ak£a Karman, Kaffa, Sudak, Saksm, Ukak
and Bulghar," placing Saksm, it would appear, in the
southern section of the Volga lands, east of the Crimean centre of Sudak. This city also figures in an interesting listing of the lands and peoples given to Djoci
as his appanage: Kh w arazm, the Dasht-i Khazar,
Bulghar, Saksm, the Alans, the As, the Rus, Mikes
(?) and the Bashkird (see MustawfT, Tdnkh-i' guzida, in
Tiesenhausen, Sbornik, ii, 91/Pers. text 219, see a
similar listing in the anonymous Shadjarat al-Atrak, in
ibid., ii, 204/Pers. text 264).
According to the rendering of Ibn Sacld found in
Abu '1-Fida, Takwim al-bulddn, ed. Reinaud and de
Slane, Paris 1840, 204-5, it was a famous city, in
which in his day a son of Berke resided. It was located
in the north of the Krmdniyya (probably Kumdniyya, i.e.
Cumania) lands on the river Tandbrus. The latter
hydronym normally renders the Dniepr, but in this
instance most certainly designates some more easterly
river. The text of Ibn SacTd, ed. °ArabI, 203-4, sets it
within the context of a discussion of the lands of the
Ponto-Caspian region, following a discussion of
Majarkha (Tocfidc-capxa of the Byzantine sources,
Tmutorokan' of the Rus'). Abu '1-Fida goes on to
place it at the 67° E. long, and 53° N. lat. and to the
west of the city of Swh (ms. also mwh). To its east, according to Ibn Sacld, 204, was the city of Krdght. Abu
'1-Fida, subsequently in his narrative, citing the Kitdb

al-Atwal, notes the city Sksn, spelled without7^, which
is placed at 162° 30' E. long, and 40° 50' N. lat.,
although he suspected that this might be another city.
According to Yakut, Mu^djam, iv, 670, the fortress of
Mankishlagh is between Khwarazm and Saksm and
the lands of the Rus near the sea of Tabaristan (Caspian Sea). Al-Yazdadf, in Ibn Isfandiyar (tr. Browne,
33-4, ed. cAbbas_Ikbal, Tehran 1320/1941, 80-1) says
that in his time Amul was the market for the wares of
Saksm and Bulghar. Merchants from clrak, Syria,
Khurasan and India came to Amul to purchase goods
there. The merchants of Tabaristan went to Bulghar
and Saksm which is "located on the shore of the sea
opposite Amul." This would appear to place this
SaksTn in the lower Volga. Our_ source further adds
that the voyage by boat from Amul to Saksm took
three months, but the return journey was only one
week because the former was upstream and the latter
down (Pelliot, Notes sur I'histoire de la Horde_d'Or, 170,
views "Amul" as a possible error for "Atil" occasionally confused in the sources).
Modern scholars have placed Saksln on the
Yayik/Ural rivers (Dorn, Caspia, 116) or with greater
probability on the Volga, see Marquart, in Osttiirkische
Dialektstudien, 56, Barthold, Ocerk istorii turkmen. naroda,
in his Socineniya, ii/1, 588. In other works e.g. Mesto
prikaspiyskikh oblastey v istorii musul'manskogo mira, in
ibid., ii/1, 690, Barthold also opted for the Ural River.
Pelliot, Notes sur la Horde d'Or, 168, 170-2, however,
was willing to accept either one. Moreover, he suggested that there were two Sakslns, confused in
sources such as al-Kazwim, one the old Khazar city,
the other dominated by Oghuz tribes (and a Bulghar
official, see below). Following Ibn Sacld, he concluded
that Saksm, during the time of Berke (d. 1266) must
have been the principal city of the Djocids. Polyak,
Novle arabskie, 46, suggested that Saksm denoted the
pre-Mongol era city, the khan's headquarters which
later became Saray Berke as well as the whole region
around it. He locates this on the Akhtuba, an eastern
tributary of the Volga. Minorsky, Hudud, 453, was
prepared to see in Saksln the earlier Khazar city of
Sarighshin on the lower Volga. Dunlop, History, 248,
was similarly inclined. Artamonov, 1st. Khazar, 445
(following yet another suggestion of Barthold, Kavkaz,
Turkestan, Volga, in Socineniya, ii/1, 794, and
Westberg, K analizu, 37 ff.), viewed it as the revived
Itil, the old Khazar capital in the Volga delta. The
Mongol era information, in any event, appears to
point in the direction of the lower Volga region.
Our most thorough account comes from Abu
Hamid al-Gharnati (473-565/1080-1170 [q.v.]), a
Spanish Muslim who spent a good part of his adult life
in the Volga region (from 525/1131 onwards largely in
Saksln). In his account (ed. Dubler, 5-9, Russ. tr.
Bol'shakov, 27-30, considerable elements of which are
repeated by al-Kazwim, Athdr, Beirut 1389/1969,
599), he places the city at some 40 days travel from
Bulghar in the "country of the Khazars", which
would again point to the lower Volga region. His
reference to the Khazars and to Muslim communities
from that people in the city, may be more consistent
with the geographical nomenclature that he has
adopted than with the ethnic realities, although it is
certainly possible that Muslims of Khazar origin were
still resident in the region. More concretely, he writes
that there were 40 Oghuz tribes in the city, each led
by its own amir. Saksm, however, appeared to be
under Volga Bulghar overlordship for an amir
representing that powerful mercantile state resided in
the centre of the city. The Bulghars also lived around
a large Friday mosque. There was another Friday
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mosque for the Suwars, who were "also numerous."
The private residences seem to have largely been the
tents of the nomads or log cabins made of pine wood.
In this respect, Saksln was much like the old Khazar
capital and the Volga Bulghar cities. Similarly, the
city was filled with foreign merchants, some, like our
source, coming from the western regions of the
Islamic world. In Abu Hamid's account, the city has
a strong Muslim character. Each of its various groups
had its own judges, jurisconsults and preachers. With
the exception of the Maghribis of the Malik! madhhab
or other foreigners who followed the Shaficf school,
the natives of the city were Hanafis.
In addition to the ferocious cold of the region, Abu
Hamid, in discussing the local peculiarities that might
be of interest, mentions the enormous size and weight
of certain types offish caught in "the river" that are
unique to that region. One such fish could only be carried by a powerful camel. Another type of fish is described as boneless, and it "is like the tail of a lamb
roasted with chicken meat. It is even better than the
meat of a plump lamb." Lamp oil can be extracted
from this fish as well as isinglass. Its meat could also
be cured and became "the best of all the dried meats
in the world." The currency there is made of lead, of
which eight Baghdad mann = 1 dinar. Sheep cost Yz
ddnak each, rams 1A tassudj.; there is also much fruit.
Of Saksm's actual history, we know little. Djuzdjanf, tr. Raverty, i, 234, says the early ruler of the
Khwarazmshah state, Kutb al-Dunya wa '1-Dln
Aybak ( = Kutb al-Dln Muhammad? regn. 490521/1097-1121) "guarded the frontiers of Khwarazm
Shah from the infidels of Saksln, Bulghar and
Kifc'ak." Such "infidels" would almost certainly have
been the Kfpcak-Kangli tribes [q. vv. ] of the region.
More concrete, but still infrequent references appear
in the sources relating the events of the Mongol invasions. Ibn al-Athlr (ed. Beirut, xii, 388), notes that in
late 620/1224, following their defeat at the hands of
the Volga Bulghars, the Tatars "came to SaksTn on
the return route to their king Djankfz Khan and the
land of the Kipcak was free of them." There are other
scattered references to Saksfn in the accounts of the
conquest of the lands of the Kipc'ak, Volga Bulgharia
and Rus (cf. also Ta\ikh-i Guzida, ed. Browne, 572;
Yakut, Mu^djam, i, 255). After the conquest of
Khwarazm, the Mongols, probably later in 1221 or
1222, invaded Saksln, Volga Bulgharia and the
"Slav" lands (Djuzdjam). Another campaign was
launched against them in 1229 (Djuwaynl, i, 150, tr.
Boyle, i, 190). The Russian Chronicles (PSRL, i, 453)
report that the "Saksini" and Cumans fled from the
lowlands to the Volga Bulghars. But, the Tatars
defeated the Bulghar guards near the Ural river.
Latin sources (Carpini, ed. Menesto, 290-1, and the
Tatar relation, 100/101) indicate that the "Saxi" (for
*Saxini? Benedict the Pole, who took part in this mission, remarks that the "Saxi", whom he took to be
Goths, like their immediate neighbours, the "Alani"
and "Gazari" were Christians, see Wyngaert, Sinica
Franciscana, i, 137) in one of their cities resisted until
the Tatars dug an underground passage into their
city. In any event, by 1236 the whole region had been
subjugated by the Mongols. William of Rubruck (tr.
P. Jackson, London 1990, 257) mentions the city of
"Summerkent", a city of the Saksfn region or a
dependency of it, located on an island in the Volga,
which resisted for some 8 more years before succumbing to the Tatars (on Mongol military operations
here, see Allsen, Prelude, 12-16). Saksln as a city survived the devastation of the Mongol conquest to enjoy
a brief period of prominence, in association with the
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Mongol ruling line. Thus al-Dhahabi (in Tiesenhausen, Sbornik, i, 202/205) mentions it, sometime in
the 640s/1240s, as the city from which Berke Khan
went to Bukhara to visit Shaykh Sayf al-Dln alBakharzT [q. v. ] who played a role in his conversion to
Islam. As we have already noted, it was subsequently
the residence of one of Berke's offspring.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): 1. Sources, (a) Collections. C. Dawson
(ed.), The mission to Asia, London 1955; V.G.
Tiesenhausen (Tizengauzen), Sbornik materialov
otnosyashcikhsya k istorii Zolotoy Ordy, St. Petersburg
1884, Moscow-Leningrad 1941. (b) Arabic and Persian. Abu '1-Fida, Takwim al-bulddn; Abu Hamid alGharnatf, Abu Hamid el Granadino y su Relacion de
Viaje por Tierras eurasidticas, ed. C.E. Dubler,
Madrid 1953; idem, Puteshestvie Abu Khamida alGarnati v Vostocnuyu i tsentral'nuyu evropu (1131-1153
gg.}, Russ. tr. O.G. Bol'shakov, comm. A.L.
Mongayt, Moscow 1971; Bakuwf, Kitdb Talkhis aldthdr wa ^aaja^ib al-Malik al-Kahhdr, ed. Z.M.
Buniyatov, Moscow 1971; Djuwaynf, Ta^nkh-i
Djihdn-gushd, ed. Muhammad Kazwfnf, Leiden
1906-37, tr. Boyle, Manchester 1958; Djuzdjam,
Tabakdt-i Ndsin, ed. W.N. Lees, Calcutta 1864, tr.
H.G. Raverty, London 1881; Hamd Allah
MustawfT al-Kazwfnl, Nuzhat al-kulub, ed. G. Le
Strange, Leiden 1913-19; idem, Tdrikh-i guzida, in
Tiesenhausen, Sbornik, tr. Browne, Leiden-London
1914; K. Lech, Das Mongolische Weltreich. Al^Umari's Darstellung des mongolischen Reiche in seinem
Werk Masdlik al-absdrfi mamdlik al-amsdr, Wiesbaden
1968; Rashid al-Din, Djami^ al-tawdnkh, ed. B.
Kanml, Tehran 1338/1959, partial tr. J.A. Boyle,
The successors of Genghis Khan, New York 1971;
A.Z.W. Togan, Ibn Fadldn's Reisebericht, Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes,
xxiv/3, Leipzig 1938. (c) Latin. Benedict the Pole,
in P.A. van den Wyngaert, Sinica Franciscana, i,
Florence 1929; Giovanni da Pian del Carpine, Storia
dei mongoli, ed. E. Menesto, Ital. tr. M.C.
Lungarotti, notes by P. Daffina, Spoleto 1989, also
in Wyngaert, Sinica Franciscana, i; Julianus =
Julianus bardt es napkelet foldezese, tr. Gy. Gyorffy et
al., Budapest 1986; The Vinland map and the Tatar
relation, ed. R.A. Skelton et al., New Haven 1965;
(d) Russian. PSRL = Polnoe sobranie russkikh letopisey,
St. Petersburg/Leningrad-Moscow 1841-.
2. Studies. T. Allsen, Prelude to the western campaigns: Mongol military operations in the Volga-Ural
Region, 1217-1237, in Archivum Eurasiae Medii Aevi,
iii (1985), 5-24; M.I. Artamonov, Istoriya Khazar
["The history of the Khazars"], Leningrad 1962;
W. Barthold (V.V. Bartol'd), Ocerk istorii turkmenskogo naroda ["An outline of the history of the
Turkmen people"], in his Socineniya, Moscow 196373, ii/1, 545-623; idem, Mesto prikaspiyskikh oblastey
v istorii musul'manskogo mira ["The place of the Caspian districts in the history of the Muslim world"],
in ibid., ii/1, 651-772; idem, Kavkaz, Turkestan,
Volga ["The Caucasus, Turkestan, the Volga"], in
ibid., ii/1, 789-96; B. Dorn, Caspia, St. Petersburg
1875; D.M. Dunlop, The history of theJewish Khazars,
Princeton 1954; J. Marquart, Uberdas Volkstum der
Komanen, in W. Bang and J. Marquart, Ostturkische
Dialektstudien, Abh. Akad. Wiss. Gottingen, phil.hist. Kl., N.F. XIII/1 (Berlin 1914), 25-238; P.
Pelliot, Notes sur I'histoire de la Horde d'Or, suivies de
Quelques noms turcs d'hommes et de peuple finissant en
"ar", in Oeuvres posthumes de Paul Pelliot, ii, Paris
1949; A.N. Polyak, Novle arabskie materiall pozdnego
srednevekov'ya o Vostocnoy i Tsentral'noy Europe ["New
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Arabic materials of the late Middle Ages on Eastern
and Central Europe"], in A.S. Tveritinova (ed.),
Vostocnle istocniki po istorii narodov Yugo-vostocnoy i
Tsentral'noy Europe ["Oriental sources on the history
of the peoples of South-Eastern and Central
Europe"], Moscow 1964; B. Spuler, Die Goldene
Horde, 2nd rev. ed., Wiesbaden 1965; F. Westberg
(Vestberg), K analizu vostocnlkh istocnikov o Vostocnoy
Evrope ["Towards an analysis of the oriental sources
on Eastern Europe"], in Zurnal ministerstva narodnogo
prosveshceniya, xiii, xiv (1908).
(V.F. BucHNER-[P.B. GOLDEN])
SAL-NAME (T.), a term of Ottoman Turkish
administration:
1. Official yearbooks issued by the Ottoman
central government, by provincial authorities and a
number of civil (ministries) and military (army, fleet)
institutions, appearing between 1263/1847 and the
end of the Empire (1918).
They unite characteristics of European handbooks
(Almanack de Gotha, French Annuaires Officiels), a synoptic calendar and traditional Ottoman historical and
bureaucratic materials (condensed history of the
dynasty, itineraries, defter I'registers such as budgets).
The sal-names are reliable instruments with almost all
details on state officials (at the supervisory level), administrative organisation, toponomy, communications, laws and regulations, although one should refer
to the Takwim-i WekaW for up-to-date information.
The Imperial sal-names give summary population
data; the provincial editions often provided information on male and female population down to the kadd
level, data on migration, numbers of household,
births and deaths in urban areas, population by millet,
and city and even village size, though the depth and
quality of information varied according to geographic
area(J. McCarthy, Muslims and minorities. The population of Ottoman Anatolia and the end of the Empire, New
York 1983).
The first imperial sal-names were modest, lithographicJally-produced booklets, but their size and
quality improved gradually (for the content of the first
state year book, compare Sdlndme. Le premier annuaire de
I'Empire ottoman ou tableau de I'etat politique civil, militaire,
judiciaire et administratif de la Turquie depuis I'introduction
des reformes operees dans ce pays par les sutians Mahmoud II
et Abdul-Medjid, actuellement regnant; traduit du Turc et accompagne des notes explicatives par TfhomasJ X[avier] Bianchi, Paris 1848 =JA, Ser. 4, x [1847], xi [1848]). After
1888, the Personal Records Administration (Sidjill-i
Ahwdl-i Me^munn Iddresi) was responsible for the
governmental almanacs. In the provinces, the first
almanacs appeared in Sarajevo (Sdl-ndme-yi Wildyet-i
Bosna, 1283/1866), Aleppo (Haleb), Konya, Suriye,
and the Danube province (Tuna). Like the official
provincial newspapers, they were the responsibility of
the mektubdju-yi wildyet. Some provincial year-books
appeared with Arabic, Greek and "Bosnian" translations. Many included illustrations and tables. They
were an instrument to demonstrate progress made by
the government and to encourage competition between administrators,
2. Semi-official and non-governmental annuals. Some of these were annual reports of welfare
organisations (e.g. ^Othmdnli Hildl-i Ahmer Djem^iyyeti,
1329/1331; Djem^iyyet-i tednsiyye-i islamiyye, 1332/
1913). Ebu '1-Diya5 (Ebuzziya) Tewfik [q.v.] was the
publisher of the most successful almanacs for a vast
reading public. The first appeared under the name
Sdl-ndme-yi Hadika (1873). Later, it was published
under different names such as Sdl-ndme-yi Ebu 'l-Diyd^
(the first edition was destroyed in the printing press by
order of the sultan) and Newsdl-i Ma^nfet.

3. Republican Turkey published a series of
Turkiye Djumhuriyeti Dewlet Sdl-ndmesi (first 3 vols.
1925-6 to 1927-8 in Arabic script; 1928-9 under the
title Turkiye Cumhuriyeti Devlet Yilligi). There were
several attempts to revitalise the provincial almanacs
under the name of H yilliklan (1967 and 1973).
Bibliography: Hasan Duman, Ottoman year-books
[Salname and Nevsal}. A bibliography and a union catalogue with reference to Istanbul libraries, Istanbul 1982;
A. Ubicini and Pavet de Courteille, Etat present de
I'Empire ottoman. Statistique, gouvernement, administration, finances, armee, communautes non musulmanes etc.
etc. d'apres le Salnameh (annuaire imperial) pour I'annee
1293 de rhegire (1875-76) et les documents officiels leplus
recents, Paris 1876; M. Hartmann, Das erste Jahrbuch
der geistlichen Behorden des Osmanischen Reiches, in WI,
iv (1916-17), 26-32; K. Kreiser, Quellen zur
Landeskunde und Geschichte des Jemen in tiirkischer
Sprache, in Resultate aktueller Jemen-Forschung, eine
Zwischenbilanz (Bamberger Geographische Schriften, 1), Bamberg 1978, 93-122; J. McCarthy and
J.D. Hyde, Ottoman imperial and provincial Salnames,
in IJMES (1978); C.V. Findley, Ottoman civil officialdom. A social history, Princeton 1989. Many official and private sdl-ndmes are available in
microfiche (Ottoman Microform Project. The University of Chicago/Middle East Documentation
Cente_r).
(K. KREISER)
SALA, dialectically Sla, current French and
English form SALE, a town of Morocco on the
Atlantic coast at the mouth of the Buragrag (older
Asmir), situated on a flat, sandy stretch of land. Pre18th century sources often mix up Shalla, Sale and
Rabat. *Seld would mean "crag, cliff" in Punic
(though not in fact attested in extant Punic texts) but
a Phoenician past for the town is based only on
hypothesis.
Ibn Hawkal, tr. Kramers-Wiet, 78, mentions a
town and some ribdts on the river of Sala, whilst alBakri states that clsa, the son of Idris II, was the ruler
of the town. But this could also refer to Shalla rather
than Sale proper. The town was probably founded by
the Banu cAshara during the 5th/llth century. At
first the Banu cAshara were at Shalla, but left it for the
right bank of the river where they built palaces and
held a court which rivalled those of the Spanish Taifas
(M. Bencherifa, Usrat Bant CAshara, in al-Bahth al-^Ilmi
[Rabat 1967], 177-219). Under the Almoravids, the
Banu cAshara retained their prestige in the town,
whose agricultural and commercial prosperity is described by al-Idrisi. Sale's resistance to the Almohads
provoked the destruction of its ramparts and the
elimination of the Banu cAshara, whose palace cAbd
al-Mu5min requisitioned. The town became a royal
encampment, although if the army stopped in the
region on its way to al-Andalus, it was, rather, from
the Mediterranean ports that it embarked.
The re-foundation of Rabat [see RIBAT AL-FATH]
does not seem to have harmed Sale, whose role continued to be important; the caliphs often stayed there
and undertook important building works: the provision of water (sur al-akwds or wall of the arches), and
construction or restoration of the Great Mosque,
Masdjid al-Talica, which has always occupied the
same place. The Marlnid conquest was marked by the
seizure and sack of the town by the Castilians in
658/1260; goods were pillaged and burnt and a
substantial part of the population massacred.
Amongst the inhabitants carried off as slaves was the
ka^i, who was a descendant of the Banu cA§hara. The
Marlnid Abu Yusuf (656-85/1258-86) came to the
help of the town and took part iiv rebuilding those
walls which had not been rebuilt by the Almohads
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(Ibn cldhari, Baydn, section on the Almohads, Rabat
1985, 418-25; A. Huici Miranda, La toma de Sale por
la escuada de Alfons X, in Hesperis [1952]).
Between the 5th/llth and 8th/14th centuries Sale
enjoyed real prosperity. The agricultural richness of
the region, and commercial and artisanal activity, are
attested in the sources, and despite the mediocre
standard of the port (al-ldrlsl, Maghrib , 85), commercial traffic was important. Oil was imported from
Seville, and corn, bees'- wax, hides, wool and indigo
were exported (F.B. Peglotti, La pratica della mercatura,
Cambridge, Mass. 1936). Ibn al-Khatlb, who spent
three years there (760-3/1359-61) states that it was the
"capital for cotton and linen" (Mi^ydr al-ikhtiydr,
Rabat 1977, 74). Fishing was especially flourishing.
To the Almohad foundations, the Marinids added a
series of monuments, including two madrasas, a
mdristdn and the Zawiyat al-Nussak. The arsenal, arranged within the interior of the walls, has not held
out against the encroaching sands (H. Terrasse, Les
portes de I'arsenal de Sale, in Hesperis [1922], 111). In the
course of the 8th/14th century, Ibn cAshir [q.v.], one
of the two patron saints of the city, attracted thither
an important group of Sufis, including Ibn cAbbad of
Runda(M. al-Hadraml, al-Salsal al-^adhb, Sale 1988).
After the Iberian attacks on the Moroccan coasts,
Sale remained one of the few ports which were not occupied and which the Sacdians tried to utilise; the
presence of an important Genoese colony attests commercial activity there. If the expelled Moriscos took
refuge there, the so-called "corsairs of Sale" were in
reality installed in the double city of Rabat (R. Coindreau, Les corsaires de Sale, Paris 1948). The town was
an important stake in the struggle for power between
the zdwiya of al-Dila [q.v. in Suppl.] and the famous
marabout al-cAyyashT, murdered in 1051/1641 by the
Khlojs [see KHULT] (M. Hadjdjf, al-Zdwiya alDild^iyya, Rabat 1964). Rabat and Sale called in alKhacjir Ghaylan to expel the Dila°Is; the town suffered the effects of the general anarchy, and its history
was very eventful. But the arrival in power of the
c
AlawTs [q.v.] was favourable for it. The system of
defences was reinforced by a series of keeps and a girdle of walls, mosques were built, as well as a madrasa,
al-Madrasa al-cAg!jfba; the Great Mosque was enlarged and provided with a new minaret. However, from
the 18th century onwards, Sale's activities as a port
began to decline; the harbour silted up and was
unable to admit boats above a certain tonnage. The
prohibition of corsair activity by the sultan Sldl
Muhammad b. cAbd Allah and the founding of the
town of al-SawIra (Mogador), which attracted European commerce, dealt a severe blow to its maritime
role. Sale was, moreover, several times bombarded by
the French (in 1844 and 1851).
Internal trade remained active and intellectual life
relatively important up to the opening of the present
century. The artisans of Sale, organised into guilds,
were busy with leatherwork and pottery, and produced carpets, mats and embroidery. The immediately surrounding region provided the necessary cotton
and linen; fishing for shad, which went back to
mediaeval times, furnished substantial revenues for
the habours. The town notables, interested in
agriculture, invested in the Qharb [q.v.]. The opening
up of the Moroccan market to European manufactures led to the collapse of these artisan activities, with
the textile workers, tanners and sandalmakers particularly affected.
The establishment of the Protectorate had a
threefold effect. The town became detached from its
hinterland; its artisanal production collapsed; and it
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became a satellite town of the new capital, Rabat. Sale
received a substantial influx of rural immigrants; its
population leapt from 17,000 in 1918 to ca. 600,000 in
1992. The market-garden zone, which had been
covered with orchards and sdniyas, was gobbled up by
uncontrolled construction development.
Present-day industry makes use of an important
manpower element (mainly female) for textiles; Sale
continues to produce carpets, mats, embroidery and
pottery, and supplies the countryside. Despite its
aspect as a dormitory town and its numerous bidonvilles, the medina retains its traditional character and
celebrates the Mawlid [q.v. ] by an important
ceremony which goes back to Sacdian times (V.
Loubignac, La procession des cierges a Sale, in Hesperis
[1946], 5-30).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): L. Brunot, La mer dans les traditions et les
industries indigenes de Rabat et Sale, Paris 1920; Villes
et tribus du Maroc. Rabat et sa region, Paris 1921; J.
Goulven, Les Mellahs de Rabat-Sale, Rabat 1927; J.
Couste, Les grandes families indigenes a Sale, Rabat
1931; Leo Africanus, Descr. de I'Afrique, tr. A.
Epaulard, Paris 1956; J. Meunie, La Zaouya an
Noussak, in Mel. d'Hist. et d'Archeol. de I'Occident
musulmane, Alger, ii (1957), 129-45; R. Thouvenot,
Les vestiges de la route romaine de Sale a I'oued Beth, in
Hesperis (1957), 73; Bakrl, Descr. de I'Afrique Septentrionale, Paris 1963; M. Naciri, Sale, etude de
geographie urbaine, in Revue de Geogr. du Maroc (1963);
K. Brown, An urban view of Moroccan history: Sale,
1000-1888, in Hesperis-Tamuda,
xii (1971);
Himyarf, al-Rawd al-miHdr, ed. Ihsan cAbbas,
Beirut 1975; Brown, People of Sale, tradition and change
in a Moroccan city 1830-1930, Manchester 1976;
Benali Doukkali, al-Ithdf al-wadjjz, Sale 1986; J.
Bassar-Benslimane, Le passe de la ville de Sale dans tous
ses etats, Paris 1992.
(HALIMA FERHAT)
SALADIN [see SALAH AL-DIN].
SALAF, a term of Islamic law and financial
practice. As a noun doing duty for the verbal noun
ofaslafa, it is accorded a long entry in Lane (1403, col.
3), from which it can be seen that it is a word with a
range of meanings relating to financial transactions of
which the basic feature is a prepayment or a loan.
A point that is not made in this entry, but which Lane
would have done well to make for the benefit of the
general, as opposed to the specialist, user of his lexicon is the essentially legal nature of the material
utilised by his authorities for the various explanations
of the word.
In works of classical jurisprudence salaf occurs in
two main senses. Of these, one, when reduced to bare
essentials, denotes a purchaser's prepayment for
goods due for delivery by the recipient of such payment at the end of a specified period. In this sense, the
term is held to be synonymous with salam [q.v.], the
main aspects of which are dealt with under that head.
The second of the two senses referred to is that attaching also to the term karcl or "loan", of a type
recognised by the ^hart^a as lawful and involving "the
loan of fungible commodities, that is, goods which
may be estimated and replaced according to weight,
measure, and number" (Udovitch, 106; see Bibl.
below). In this kind of loan "the borrower undertakes
to return the equivalent or likes of that which he has
received, but without any premium on the property,
which would, of course, be construed as interest. The
most likely object of a karcl loan would be currency or
some other standard means of exchange" (ibid., 1067). Known also as karo\ hasan, this type of loan must
not only attract no interest, i.e. not be a salaf bi-ziydda:
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it must also be such as to allow no advantage (manfa^a)
to accrue to the lender from his loan—though what
constitutes "advantage" in what circumstances is, in
fact, not a matter on which there is a consensus of
juristic opinion (Saleh, 41 ff., 99; see Bibl. below).
For the sake of completeness and, more importantly, to dispel any confusion or misunderstanding that
may arise in readers' minds, it should be noted that
the hard is but one of two types of loan recognised by
the Shari^a. The other is the ^driya (or cdriyya, the alternative preferred by Udovitch) "a loan for use which
transfers the usufruct of property gratis to the borrower" (Udovitch, 106). Here the borrower's free use
of the object of the loan, of which the lender retains
ownership, lasts until and unless the contract is
rescinded at will by either of the two parties to the
agreement. To this type of loan the term salaf is, in
Islamic law, technically inapplicable.
Bibliography: Lane, loc. cit. above (best consulted in conjunction with the present article and
SALAM); A.L. Udovitch, Partnership and profit in
medieval Islam, Princeton 1970; N.A. Saleh,
Unlawful gain and'legitimate profit in Islamic law, Cambridge 1986 (see esp. 35-48, 99-100). For primary
sources, see the bibliographies contained in each of
the last-named works. Particularly useful in certain
respects for Malik! law is O. Pesle, La vente dans la
doctrine malekite, Rabat 1940 (see esp. 11 ff., 181,
197, 209), but the work suffers from the lack of a
bibliography. To no small extent D. Santillana's
monumental Istituzioni di diritto musulmano malichita
con riguardo anche al sistema sciafiita, 2 vols., Rome
1925-38, will compensate readers for this deficiency.
(J-D- LATHAM)
AL-SALAF WA 'L-KHALAF (A.), lit. "the predecessors and the successors", names given to the first
three generations and to the following generations of
the Muslim community respectively.
It was the Sunna [q. v. ] rather than the Kur3an which
instituted one of the most characteristic traits of the
Islamic vision of history by imposing the idea a priori
that this history was said to have begun with a golden
age, which was said to have been inevitably followed
by a period of relaxation of standards, deviation and
finally of division. A saying of the Prophet—of which
there exist various versions transmitted by different
authorities—is accordingly very frequently cited in
Islamic literature of all periods and in all sorts of
disciplines mixed together: "The best of you are those
of my own epoch (karni), then those who follow on,
then those who follow them..." (the version of alBukhari, from c lmran b. Husayn, in Sahih, k. alshahdddt, bdb Id yashhadu 'aid shahdda...; for other versions, see Concordance, v, 372).
The word karn "epoch, age" figuring in this hadith,
being most commonly, though not invariably, taken
as a synonym of W (cf. Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, Mafdtih
al-ghayb, Beirut 1411/1990, xii, 131), it is the three
first "generations"—those of the Companions or
sahdba [q.v.], of the Successors or tdbPun [q.v.] and
those of the Successors of the Successors or atbd*- altdbicin—which are distinguished from the rest of the
Islamic community, and it is in them that the community is to recognise the "Pious Predecessors" (alsalaf al-sdlih), its norms and its models. According to
Ibn Taymiyya [q. v. ] (see his Madjmu* al-fatdwd, Rabat
1401/1981, x, 357), this privileged period of the community ended around 132/750 (hence it ran until the
end of the Umayyad caliphate), but al-RazT, who
refused to give precise dates, mentioned that certain
authorities counted a karn as comprising 60, 70 or
even 80 lunar years.

In this way, each of the qualities given prominence
by Islamic ethics is personified in one or other of the
salafcAll typifies courage and bravery, cAbd Allah b.
al-cAbbas learning, etc.). Moreover, each particular
intellectual discipline, and each particular trend of
that discipline, whether appealing to the letter or the
spirit, was to search for a precursor amongst the salaf,
a person reputed to be its initiator hence embodying
thereby the role of guarantor of the legitimacy of the
discipline in question.
In practice, the precedence of the salaf is only fully
displayed in regard to the generation of the Prophet's
Companions. On one hand, for the majority of
scholars, their quality of being reliable transmitters
(thika) of the Prophet's Sunna was incontestable and so
did not require the testing and verification procedure
(ta^dil), traditionally required at the outset of all
transmitters (see e.g. al-Djuwaynl, al-Burhdn fiusul alfikh, Cairo 1400/1980, i, 625-32), On the other hand,
only a minority of scholars were to go so far as to
uphold the view that "the word of just one Companion" (kawI al-wdhid min al-sahdba} constituted, after
the manner of the Prophet's Sunna, a proof (hudjdja)
which could establish a legal prescription binding the
Community in general: this leads back to a consideration of the Companions' sayings as one of the sources
quite separate from fikh (see e.g. Ibn Kayyim alDjawziyya, IHdm al-muwakki^in, Beirut 1991, iv,
90-117).
In a more general fashion, if the conception that the
past model for the community is situated at some
point beyond the present time is an invariable element
within the Islamic conscience, its interpretation has
nevertheless varied and has taken shape as two attitudes which are really antithetical to each other. The
first may be described as a "confident reliance on the
past", a genuine traditionalism which tends to
neutralise the evolutionary effects linked with the tension created by the gap between an ideal past and a
present always on this side of the ideal past. The
second attitude, that of the salafiyya [q.v.], ancient and
modern, on the contrary continually endeavours to
update the changes—conceived as necessary alterations in relation to deviations and innovations,
bidcas—believed to be necessary in view of the restoration in all respects of the ideal past (more or less freely
defined in relation to the demands of each particular
period) of the salaf.
Bibliography: Given in the article. Remarkably
enough, there does not exist any special monograph
on the theme of al-salaf wa 'l-jchalaf as such. Cf.,
however, R. Gramlich, Vom islamischen Glauben an
die "gute alte Zeit", in idem (ed.), Islamwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen Fritz Meier zum 60.
Geburtstag, Wiesbaden 1974, 110-17.
(E. CHAUMONT)
SALAFIYYA, a neo-orthodox brand of
I s l a m i c r e f o r m i s m , originating in the late 19th century and centred on Egypt, aiming to regenerate
Islam by a return to the tradition represented by the
"pious forefathers" (al-salaf al-sdlih, hence its name)
of the Primitive Faith. For definition, background,
origins, doctrines and general aspects see ISLAH;
MUHAMMAD

C

ABDUH; RASHID RIDA.

1. In N o r t h A f r i c a .
(a) T u n i s i a . Tunisia was the first Maghrib country to receive a reformist (though not purely salqfi)
message from the East. Muhammad cAbduh visited
Tunis (December-January 1885) with a view to
establish there a branch of al-^Urwa al-Wuthkd secret
society. He was received with some reserve by the
older Zaytuna Shaykhs of the Maliki school, but
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found support among the junior Maliki ^ulamd^ and
the HanafTs. c Abduh's second visit to Tunis
(September 1903) did not improve his relations with
the Zaytuna conservatives, although he appeared with
the prestige of Chief Mufti of Egypt. Facts that did
not endear him to them included his insistence on the
need to acquire secular knowledge beside the religious
sciences and his condemnation of §uft quietism,
fatalism and tawakkul [q.v.]; his "Transvaal Fatwd"
(which permitted Muslims in a Christian country to
wear a European hat and eat meat slaughtered by a
kitdbi); his clash with the ZaytunI cdlim Salih al-Sharif,
who accused him of Wahhabism (because of his sympathy with the WahhabI drive against saint-worship);
the appearance of the foremost Salafi" journal al-Mandr
[q.v. ], which a group of ultras, following c Abduh's
visit, petitioned the Prime Minister to ban from entry
to Tunisia; the uproar created in maraboutic circles
by two young Salafis, outspoken critics of saint worship, Muh. Shakir and cAbd al-cAz!z al-ThacalibI
[<7-fl. ]. The former, influenced by a\-Mandr, publicly
condemned maraboutism as a form of paganism, for
which he was dismissed from his teaching post in Sfax
(1902). The latter, a Zaytuna student, had launched
upon his return from a two-year stay in Egypt and the
East, a violent campaign against the marabouts and
pleaded for a rationalist interpretation of the Kur3an.
He was summoned before a shari^a court on a charge
of blasphemy, but thanks to French intervention, got
away with a light prison sentence (1904) (according to
one version). The solid support lent to the attacked
marabouts by the Maliki ^ulamd^ showed that the
traditional accommodation between the two main
components of the religious institution was still a reality and deterred other SalafT sympathisers among the
c
ulamd').
After c Abduh's death (1905), the contacts between
the Zaytuna and the Cairene Salafiyya continued
under his successor, Rashid Ricla, the latter's conservative bent being more to the liking of the former. Yet
while they agreed on several issues such as opposition
to the French Protectorate and the need of reform of
the Zaytuna, they differed on points of KurDanic exegesis and on major political issues: the Young Turks
(Ricla was against them, the Tunisians in favour), the
Arab Congress in Paris, the Great War and the Arab
Revolt (the Tunisians sided with the Ottomans, Rida
with the Arabs). Meanwhile, the Young Tunisian
Party was founded (1907), based on an alliance of
secular modernists and Salafi reformists and headed
by CA1I Bas_h Hanba and al-ThacalibI, respectively.
Their involvement in the Zaytuna student strike
(1911) and the tram boycott (1912) resulted in a ban
of their party and the expulsion of its leaders. In 1920,
a similar alliance of secular and liberal nationalists
with cAbduhists and Salafis produced the Liberal
Constitutional Party ("Destour") led by al-Thacalibi,
whose anonymously printed publication La Tunisie
martyre (1920), a nationalist manifesto and indictment
sheet of French policy, formed the basis of its programme. After his departure for the East (1923) the
Party stagnated until it was joined (since 1927) by a
group of graduates of French universities, led by Dr.
Materia and H. Bourguiba. The divergent tendencies
of the oldtimers and newcomers inevitably led to a
split (1934), after which the latter, henceforward
known as the "Neo-Destour", spearheaded the nationalist struggle, while the former, dubbed by their
opponents "Old Destour", persisted in an intransigent but ineffectual stance. In 1937, al-Thac alibi,
back in Tunis from his long self-imposed exile, attempted to reunite the two parties under his leader-
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ship, but was defeated by Bourguiba and withdrew
from politics.
Salafism, however, made itself felt in other domains: (a) the Free Schools; (b) the Arabic periodical
press, most of which was permeated in the 1930s by
a puritanical, "WahhabI" spirit, extolling classical
Arabic and its cultural heritage, emphasising
Tunisia's ties with the Arab East, castigating social ills
and vices (esp. alcoholism and prostitution), satirising
imitation of Europe and feminism, condemning
naturalisation and Christian missionary activities; (c)
associations such as the Khalduniyya [q.v.], Young
Men's Muslim Association (YMMA) and the very
popular but shortlived Society for the Preservation
and Teaching of the Kurgan (for adults). Yet the
Tunisian Salafis, unlike their Algerian counterparts,
did not succeed in creating a durable organisation
with a recognised leadership and action programme.
They showed the people a middle road between the
mediaeval synthesis and westernisation, but had no
answer for Tunisia's social and economic problems,
nor a practical means to recover its independence.
Small wonder then that the Salafiyya did not find its
place in independent Tunisia and kept silent, especially after the sweeping secularisation programme carried through legislature by the will of Bourguiba.
Whether the current fundamentalist (or "Islamist")
movement (MTI), which traces its roots back to the
Kur D anic Preservation Society (formed at the Zaytuna
in 1970, cf. S. Waltz, Islamist appeal in Tunisia, in
MEJ, xl [1986], 652), should be regarded as an avatar
of the Salafiyya has not yet been definitely established.
Bibliography: G. Zawadowski, Index de la presse
indigene de Tunisie, in REI, 1937/4, 355-89; idem,
Situation de I'Islam dans la Tunisie d'entre deux guerres,
in En Terre d'Islam, xviii, 22 (1943/2), 78-100; P.
Shinar, Origins of Arab nationalism in North-West
Africa, unpubl. thesis, Jerusalem 1957 (in Hebr.),
9-21 (reformism in Tunisia), 22-91 (in Algeria), 92118 (in Morocco), 119-35 (revolt of cAbd al-Krlm);
M.F. Ibn c Ashur, Arkdn al-nahqia al-adabiyya biTunis, Tunis 1965; M. al-ShannufT, ^Ald^ik Rashid
Rida ... maca al-tunisiyytn, in Hawliyydt al-Djamica alTunisiyya, iv (1967), 121-51; M. Chenoufi, Les deux
sejours de M. Abduh en Tunisie et leurs incidences sur le
reformisme musulman tunisien (6 dec. 1884-4 janv. 1885
et 9-24 sept. 1903), in CT, xvi (1968), 57-96; J. Berque, Ulemas tunisois dejadis et de naguere, etc. in CT,
xx (1972/1-2), 87-128; A. Bouhdiba, A la recherche
des normes perdues, Tunis 1973, 157-70 (LTslam en
Tunisie); M. Kraiem, Au sujet des incidences des deux
sejours de M. ^Abduh en Tunisie, in Rev. d'Hist.
maghrebine, i (janv. 1974), 91-4; J. Damis, The FreeSchool phenomenon: the cases of Tunisia and Algeria, in
IJMES, x (1974), 434-49; A.H. Green, The Tunisian
<Ulama 1873-1915, Leiden 1978, index, s.v.
"Salafiya"; P. Shinar, Orthodox reformism in Tunisia
(1882-1939), in Hamizrah Hehdddsh, xxxi (1986), 71103 (in Hebr.).
(b) Algeria. Of all the Maghrib countries, it was
Algeria where Salafi reformism found its fullest and
most effective expression and response. Perhaps the
main reasons of its success, apart from the quality of
its leadership were that it was here that the danger to
Algerian national identity, personality and "soul", to
Islamic religion, ethics and way of life, and to classical
Arabic language and culture was felt to be the
greatest. This threefold threat was implicit in
Algeria's colonial situation—her ambiguous status of
being legally part of France but in fact a colony of
massive European settlement which uprooted and
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proletarianised its native peasantry, forcing large
numbers to emigrate to France, transforming its
economy and creating a thin layer of gallicised evolues
who were taught "nos ancetres les Gaulois" and
aspired to complete political and cultural (but not
religious) identification with France.
The emergence of the Salafiyya in Algeria is usually
seen as a consequence of c Abduh's visit to Algiers
(and Constantine), August-September 1903. According to R. Bencheneb, the persons who met him represented three trends of the Algerian elite: the conservatives, the modernists and those of French civil
status.
Prominent among the first-named were three professors of official madrasas, cAbd al-Kadir alMadjdjawi, who taught Arabic and Islamic Law at
Algiers, was active in the Algerian nahda and wrote
against social ills, superstitions and old customs; cAbd
al-Hallm b. Smaya, noted advocate of "Islamic nationalism" (kawmiyya isldmiyya), in close touch with
Cairo and Istanbul, host of c Abduh's visit in Algiers
and campaigner in 1911 against conscription into the
French army; and Muh. Sacld b Ahmad al-ZawawI,
surnamed "Ibnu Zekri", a zdwiya-bred Kabyle
scholar and imam of a mosque, who published in 1904
a pamphlet insisting on the need of zdwiya reform in
Kabylia and denouncing customary laws that disadvantaged the Kabyle woman. To the same trend belonged two Constantine cdlims, Hamdan al-WanlsI,
teacher and mentor of Ibn Badls [q. v. ], and Mawlud
b. Mawhub al-HafizI, real leader of the conservatives,
long-time Mufti of Constantine, partisan of progress
and reform, open to modern science and European
ideas. For Merad (1967, 126), his reformism consisted
in improvement of the moral and intellectual condition of Algerian Muslims without judging them for
their beliefs, whether maraboutic or other. The
French-assimilated modernists dismissed the conservatives as "old turbans", arrogant bourgeois, great
feudals, selfish, lazy and corrupt, whose attachment to
tradition impeded progress and merger.
c
Abduh's visit, though brief, made a strong and
lasting impression. He appeared as an educator and
missionary of faith, hope and effort, he shpwed the
Algerian intelligentsia what it was looking for: the
possibility of reconciling religion and progress, tradition and renewal, while safeguarding their national
identity. Whether he also conveyed a political
message has been both suggested (Merad, 1964) and
denied (Bencheneb 1981, 131). It took, however, a
decade for the fruits of c Abduh's visit to become visible. In 1913 there appeared at Algiers two Arabic
weeklies, al-Fdruk and Dhu 'l-Fakdr, both of expressly
c
Abduhist inspiration and non-political. Their aim
was twofold: to publicise c Abduh's teachings and to
criticise the religious situation in Algeria, chiefly the
Sufi orders and marabouts, popular superstitions and
vices. A special target was the economic role of the
local Jews. Both were suspended by 1915, but al-Fdruk
reappeared in 1921.
A decade later, the diffuse Salafi trends begin to
take shape again with the publication of al-Muntakid
(July 1925), suspended and replaced shortly after by
al-Shihdb (December 1925, first weekly, then monthly). Thanks to the extraordinary personality of its
founder and editor, the Constantine cdlim cAbd alHamld Ibn Badls [q.v., and see ISLAH], as well as the
qualities of his collaborators, it became in the 1930s
the most prestigious tribune of the Maghrib! Salafiyya
(it was dubbed "the Mandr of the Maghrib"), until its
cessation by the end of 1939.
The team assembled by Ibn Badls comprised a

number of persons, most of whom shared a common
"homeground"—the Province of Constantine—a
period of study at the Zaytuna and (some of them) a
stay of up to 10 years in the East, but they differed
greatly in background, skills and temperament (see on
these persons, Merad, 1967, 79-118). Six years later,
this team became the nucleus of the Association of
Algerian Muslim Warnd* (Djam^iyyat al-culamd* almuslimin al-djazd^iriyyin = AUMA) (1931). Its aims, as
stated in the statutes, were to be purely religious,
moral and cultural; all political discussion or interference in any political question were strictly forbidden. There ensued a struggle for dominance between the Salafis and marabouts in which the former
prevailed, but the latter, led by HafizI, set up a rival
anti-reformist organisation which they called
Djam^iyyat ^ulamd^ al-sunna al-djazd^iriyyin = AUSA
(1932), the addition of the word sunna implying that
their adversaries had become tainted by heresy in coopting to their committee a representative of the
Ibadiyya [q.v.], Ibrahim Bayyud. There followed a
year of bitter polemics between the two camps, which
exposed the intrinsic weakness of the marabouts, their
intellectual poverty, their moral decay and inability to
evolve and meet the challenge of the times. They were
on the whole unable, in spite of their numbers, wellknit framework, widespread ramifications, monastic
discipline and economic strength, to devise effective
long-range counter-measures to withstand the Salafi
onslaught, and had to depend on the initiative, support and guidance of the French Administration,
which did not enhance their prestige.
A secondary target of the Salafi" reformists was the
class of official ministers of the cult, or Muslim
"clergy". In 1934-5 they numbered 385 (22 muftis,
159 imams and 204 others. Merad, 1967, 418). Since
political dependability (i.e. loyalty and docility) were
often given precedence over professional aptitude and
moral integrity, the religious civil service as a whole
lost in the course of time most of its credit in the public
eye. Both sides, however, refrained as a rule from
direct attacks on each other. The two major charges
which the official "clergy" proffered against the
Salafiyya were separatism (from France) and
Wahhabism.
Apart from the upper hand gained by the Reformists over the marabouts, a number of events
facilitated or marked the progress of the former
during the 1930s: (a) Muslim resentment over the
triumphant centennial celebrations of the French conquest of Algiers (1930); (b) the initially benevolent attitude of the anti-maraboutic director of Native Affairs, Jean Mirante, towards the Reformists, (c) the
AUMA-Administration crisis of 1933-4 following the
ban on unlicensed (i.e. Reformist) preaching in the
official mosques and on Reformist teaching in a
number of free schools, further widened popular support for the Reformists; (d) the paradoxical alliance of
the Reformists with the assimilationist Federation des
Elus, led by Dr. Bendjelloul and Farhat cAbbas, for
electoral purposes; (e) the bloody anti-Jewish riots of
Constantine (3-5 August 1934); the fact that these
riots occurred in the very centre of Salafi reformism
and home town of Ibn Badls, cast a strong suspicion
on the latter but redounded to his advantage thanks to
his role as a restorer of intercommunal peace; (f) the
first Reformist congress, held at Algiers in September
1935, enabled the AUMA to take stock and appear as
a political and national force in Algerian public; (g)
the central role played by the Reformists in the
preparation and conduct of the Islamic Congress of
Algiers (June 1936), convened with a view to adopt
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and present to the Popular Front Government the
combined demands of the three main participants:
Elus, Reformists and Communists (Marabouts and
official ministers of the cult were not invited; a dissident participant was Ahmad Messall Hadjdj, leader of
the Paris-based proletarian and separatist North
African Star (since 1937 renamed Algerian People's
Party = PPA), was not invited, but he attended
nevertheless). The demands of the Reformists included: preservation of the Muslim personal status,
reorganisation of the judicial systems, separation of
Religion and State (i.e. independence of the Muslim
cult), restitution of all religious buildings and control
of wakf revenues, and abolition of all discrimination
regarding the Arabic language.
The congress delegation was well received in Paris,
but a telegram disavowing it, sent by the Malik! viceGrand Mufti of Algiers, Mahmud Ben Dali (dubbed
Kahhul) and others to the Premier Leon Blum, had
serious consequences: on 2 August the Mufti was
murdered and the assassin pointed to the Reformist
leader cUkb! as the man who had hired him, although
c
UkbI was finally exonerated in 1939.
c
UkbT's defenders after his arrest, who included
also some Jewish civic leaders, presented the matter as
a new Dreyfus affair, staged by the Administration in
order to discredit the Reformists. From this joint effort to clear c Ukbi's name was born the "Union des
Croyants Monotheistes", whose principal members
on the Muslim side were Ibn Badls and c Ukbi. The
exertions of this group are believed to account to some
extent for the correct attitude observed by the
Algerian Muslims towards the Jews during the Vichy
regime, though incitements against the Jews were not
lacking (see M. Ansky, Les Juifs d'Algerie, etc., Paris
1950, 81).
On the other hand, the cUkbI affair sowed discord
and confusion in the Muslim camp itself. A major
event, that was seen by many as a turning-point in
Franco-Algerian relations, was the failure of the socalled Projet Blum-Viollette, a bill of law that would
have granted certain categories of evolues (ca. 21,000
persons) the political rights of a French citizen without
loss of their Muslim personal status. Owing to opposition of the colons and their lobby in Paris, the bill never
came up for discussion in the Chamber of Deputies.
A year later (July 1938) the Elus split, when each of
their two leaders, Bendjelloul and F. cAbbas, tried to
create a camp of his own. Lastly, the AUMA itself
suffered breakaways. At its annual convention
(September 1938), cUkb! strongly criticised Ibn
Badls' group for excessive involvement in politics and
lack of support for France. A year later he founded a
group and a paper of his own, al-Isldh al-isldmi, forsook politics for free education and religious and
moral reform, appealed to the Algerians to stand by
France in her hour of need, and put a damper on his
anti-maraboutic zeal.
c
Ukbi's secession, more than anything else,
underlined the AUMA's (chiefly, Ibn Badls' and
Ibrahlml's) animosity against France. It became evident, already in 1936, in Ibn Badls' famous rejoinder
to F. c Abbas, affirming that "... this nation is not
France, cannot be France and does not want to be
France" (Shihdb, April 1936). The crucial factor came
after the outbreak of World War II, when the AUMA
abstained from declaring its loyalty to France. During
the War, the AUMA, classed as hostile to France, was
practically dormant. In February 1945 it formed with
the Elus and the PPA a nationalist front, headed by
c
Abbas. Their campaigns against French dominance
are believed to have had a share in creating the at-
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mosphere that made possible the uprising in the Constantinois on V-Day (8 May 1945), in which a hundred Europeans and thousands of Algerians lost their
lives. The deep rift opened between the French and
the Algerians by this event was never bridged. The
new hopes raised by the Statut organique, granted to
Algeria by the law of 20 September 1947, were soon
dashed. Its centrepiece, an elected Algerian
Assembly, was to apply, inter alia, the principles of independence of the religious institution and of the
equal status of the Arabic language, demanded by the
AUMA from its inception. After 1950, with the opening of political crises in Tunisia and Morocco, it
became increasingly clear that Algeria, too, was
heading for a confrontation.
During the War of Liberation (1954-62), Islam
played an important role as a diffuse but effective
mobiliser of the masses, quite apart from the AUMA
which, though morally supportive, was rather slow in
joining hands with the FLN (manifesto of January
1956). According to A. Nadir (1975), this cautious
stance was due to the aversion of the ^ulamd^ from
violence and to their bourgeois origin and culture. It
also enabled the AUMA to keep its reserves intact.
The FLN, on the other hand, could not dispense with
the AUMA, owing to their ideological indigence and
the inability of secularism and socialism to attract the
masses. They made A.T. Madam, historian and
Secretary-General of the AUMA, the spokesman of
the Provisional Algerian Government (GPRA, 1958)
and entrusted him later (September 1962) with the
Ministry of Wakfs and Culture.
While SalafT reformism ceased to exist as a party in
independent Algeria, it informed government policy
in the religious field. By contrast, maraboutism, its
old bete noire, is lying low. Government and the Reformists barely tolerate saint worship, but combat the
religious charlatans and exorcists. It could thus be
said, as late as 1977, that the regime "completely controlled the religious field" (B. Etienne, L'Algerie,
cultures et revolution, Paris 1977, 118-43). Fifteen years
later, this statement seems no longer true. The influence of the Islamic revolution in Iran and elsewhere,
the ever-deepening economic and social crisis in
Algeria, with a one-party army-controlled regime
unable to cope with it effectively, and a belated attempt at democratisation made by President BenDjedld—all these factors combined (coming on top of
nearly seventy years of exposure to SalafT reformism)
may explain the landslide victory of the fundamentalist Islamic Front of Salvation (FIS) and its allies in
the first round of the general elections (January 1992).
The refusal of the army to accept the verdict of the
polls, and its resolve to use force instead of accommodation, have created a sanguinary confrontation
whose outcome still lies in the future.
Apart from the record of SalafT reformism in
politics, it achieved quite remarkable results in its
proper spheres of activity, sc. religion, culture and
ethics, which provided the spiritual foundation of
Algerian nationalism. By 1958 the AUMA had an
estimated 10,000 active members, and 100,000 (?)
sympathisers, divided in 126 sections, 34 cercles and 70
communautes cultuelles. It enjoyed wide support in the
representative bodies of Algeria down to village
ajamd^as and even more in the Association of North
African Muslim Students (AEMNA), had made converts among the graduates of official madrasas and
French schools, even among mukaddams of certain
zdwiyas, had penetrated the Awras massif, stronghold
of maraboutism, the Summam valley and the Saharan
fringes (Laghouat, Suf). The principal means of
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SalafT-Reformist indoctrination were the free school,
the mosque and the press. The number of free schools
grew steadily since 1925, especially in the province of
Constantine, the "home-ground" of Ibn Badls and
his team. For the year 1934-5 Merad (1967: 338)
gives the figure of 70 schools, each consisting of one
or two classes, totalling a hundred classes with 30,000
pupils of both sexes. According to a later estimate,
there were by 1958 181 schools with 40,000 pupils, of
which 123 were Reformist Kur3anic schools and 58
free madrasas dispensing a primary education to
11,000 pupils. Classes were held 272 days annually (as
against 157 days in French schools). In addition there
was the Ben-Badis Institute (secondary school level,
opened in 1947) with 700 students. Most schools
served also as local branches of the AUMA and clubs
for Reformist youth. In their curricula the emphasis
was heavily on classical Arabic (spoken Arabic and
Berber were banned), Kur D an with relevant commentary, some hadith, some fikh, history of the Arabs
(chiefly the period of the Prophet and the Rdshidun
caliphs) and of Algeria, with a view to foster national
pride and an aspiration to renew their pristine glories.
Important items were Algerian patriotic songs and the
formula-creed: Islam is my religion, Arabic is my
langage, Algeria is my fatherland (watani).
Next to teaching, the Salaft ^ulama^ tried to infuse
new life into the preacher's art, which had become a
purely mechanical affair, divorced from reality and
the needs of the people. Three of them stand out as
orators: Ibn Badls, Ibrahim! and cUkbI, who greatly
differed in style, but they all captivated their audiences by their excellent command of classical
Arabic, their missionary zeal and the novelty of their
message!
As to the press, the Algerian Arabic papers, like
their Middle Eastern confreres [see DJARIDA], suffered
from a number of handicaps and shortcomings: they
were published by amateurs, their financial resources
were precarious, their technical equipment rudimentary, their readership restricted owing to high illiteracy, their very existence in constant danger of
suspension. Few had a lifespan of more than 10 years.
They were the veteran conservative Nadjah, the SalafT
Shihdb, Isldh and Basd^ir, the cAliwI Baldgh and the neoIbadT Wddi-Mizdb. Despite the above drawbacks, the
SalafT organs could attain their goal, as theirs was a
press of opinion, not of information. Apart from
Islam, Arabic and Algerian national identity, two
themes were of major concern to them: (1) SalafT
ethics, or "moral rearmament"; and (2) the "struggle
for the past" or their vision of history.
The re-evaluation of Islamic ethics by the Algerian
reformists, like that of the eastern SalafTs, stemmed
from a poignant realisation of the contrast between
the present state of subjection to an infidel power and
Arab might and glory in the days of the Salaf. The call
was therefore for a revival of those vital moral forces
that had led the Arabs to greatness but had lain dormant for centuries under the influence of $ufT ethics,
with its emphasis on contempt of the dunyd, unconcern
with the morrow and future, fatalism, quietism and
passive acceptance of things as they were. In order for
a change to occur, the Muslim must return to a pure,
strictly Unitarian belief in God and trust in destiny,
the fruit of a scrupulous observance of ritual, which in
turn foster vitality, energy, willpower, self-reliance,
activity, work, movement and speed (value of time),
resolve, effort, perseverance and constancy, ambition,
quest of fame, hope—all of which become key-words
in the Reformist lexicon.
In the domain of social ethics, the Reformist efforts

did not extend beyond the fostering of qualities
making for social cohesion and the combatting of certain vices, such as prostitution, alcoholism and
gambling—made doubly hateful because of the
Kur'anic ban and the influence of the Europeans on
their spreading. They also campaigned against
customs proscribed by Wahhabi-SalafT puritanism,
such as ruinous spending on weddings and other
celebrations, noisy funerals and popular bidcas
relating to saint-worship. Social reform in the modern
acceptation was none of their concern. They preferred
to leave it to the politicians and labour leaders when
they did not actually oppose it, as they did in all major
questions relating to women's liberation, such as the
veil, polygamy, divorce and inheritance (as did
Rashid Ricja). This cautious stance may be explained
by the strong conservatism of Maghrib! society, the
bourgeois background of Ibn Badls, the conviction
that social justice was provided by the KurDan and the
Shari^a, the desire to safeguard the traditional structure of the Algerian family as the last bulwark of Islam
against the disruptive influences of the West and last,
but perhaps not least, dependence for financial support on the well-to-do classes (as suggested by Merad,
1967, 304).
Reformist history writing (Mill, Madam, FasI; see
Shinar, 1971) was guided by several basic assumptions: there have existed a polarity and a dichotomy
between East and West since the dawn of history; the
East is superior to the West in spiritual values, ethics
and original culture; the ways of the West, spearheaded by Rome and the Latin heirs of her imperial traditions, are domination, oppression and exploitation;
the Maghrib is part of the Semitic East by origins,
spirit and culture; the Berbers, already Semiticised by
the Phoenicians, merged with the Arabs into one nation through Islam and the Arabic language, stood up
to every conqueror and proved their capacity to
establish one of the greatest states in the world;
Algeria had and still has her own national identity and
history, despite Western efforts to dilute and
obliterate them. Her history is illustrated by the
following figures and dynasties: Jugurtha the Numidian, Rome's greatest foe (see M.-Ch. Sahli, Le
message de Yougourtha, Algiers 1947); cUkba b. Nafi c ,
Arab conqueror of the Maghrib for Islam, buried in
Algerian soil; the Rustamid [q. v. ] imamate of Tahart
(despite its being heretical Kharidjite); cAbd alMu 3 min the Algerian [q. v. ], the real founder of the
Almohad caliphate; and the cAbd al-Wadid [q.v.]
dynasty of Tilimsan (Tlemcen). Even the Banu Hilal
[q. v. ], whose invasion of the Maghrib had been described since Ibn Khaldun as the greatest catastrophe
to befall the region in the Middle Ages, is seen by the
Reformists as a blessing in disguise, because it permanently fixed its Arab character. The latest hero has
been cAbd al-Kadir b. Muhyl al-Din [0.z>.], champion
of Algerian resistance to the French.
Bibliography: S. Zawawl, al-Isldm al-Sahih,
Cairo 1927;J. Desparmet, Contribution ... lapolitique
des Oulemas algeriens (1911-1937), in Bull. Com. Afr.
Jr., xlvii (1937), 352-8, 423-8, 523-7, 557-61; H.
Peres, Le mouvement reformiste en Algerie et ['influence de
I'Orient, in Entretiens sur ['evolution des pays de civilisation arabe, i (1936), 49-59; M.A.D., Le progres du
reformisme musulman dans I'Aures, in France medit. et
afr., i/1 (1938), 87-98; P.E. Sarrasin, Crisealgerienne,
Paris 1949, 105-21; A. Berque, Les capteurs du divin.
II. Les Ulemas, in Rev. de la Meditenanee, ii, no. 44
(1951), 417-29; F. Wartalani, al-Djazd^ir al-tha>ira,
Beirut 1956; P. Shinar—see BibL of part (a); J.
Garret, L 'Association des Oulama Reformistes d'Algerie,
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in Afr. et Asie, no. 43 (1958/3), 23-44; Shinar,
Ibddiyya and orthodox Reformism in modern Algeria, in
Scripta Hierosolymitana, ix (1961), 97-120; R. Le
Tourneau, Evolution politique de I'Afrique du Nord
musulmane 1920-1961, Paris 1962, 317-9, 321-2,
330-1, 344-6, 369-71 et passim, see index; A. Merad,
L'enseignement politique de Muhammad ^Abduh aux
Algeriens (1903), in Orient, vii (1963), 75-123; L.C.
Brown, The Islamic reform movement in North Africa, in
J. of Modern Afr. Stud., ii/1 (March 1964), 55-65; M.
Bennabi, Memoires d'un temoin du siecle, i, Algiers
1965; C A. Talibi, Kitdb dthdr Ibn Badis, 4 vols.,
Algiers 1966; A. Merad, Reformisme, 1967—see
ISLAH, BibL; R. Turk!, al-Shaykh cAbd al-Hamid b.
Badis. Falsafatuhu wa-djuhuduhu fi 'l-tarbiya wa 7taclim, Algiers 1969, 2 1974; M.T. Fudala3, al-Imdm
al-rd^id al-shaykh Muh. al-Bashir al-Ibrdhimift dhikrdhu
al-uld, Constantine 1967; A. Nadir, Le mouvement
reformiste algerien. Son role dans la formation de I'ideologie
nationale, unpubl. thesis, Paris 1968; M. Kasim, alImdm *-Abd al-Hamid ibn Badis al-zacim al-ruhi li-harb
al-tahrir al-djazd^iri, Cairo 1968; Shinar, The historical
approach of the Reformist cUlamd:>, etc., in As. and Afr.
Stud., vii (1971), 181-210; J. Damis, The Free-School
phenomenon: the cases of Tunisia and Algeria, in IJMES,
v (1974), 434-49; Shinar, Some observations on the
ethical teachings of Orthodox Reformism in Algeria, in As.
and Afr. Stud., viii (1972), 63-89; A. Taleb-Bendiab,
Le Congres Musulman algerien (1935-35) etc., Algiers
1973; A. Nadir, Le parti reformiste algerien et la guerre
de liberation nationale, in Rev. d'hist. maghrebine, jii
(1975), 174-83; A.K. Sacd Allah, Muhammad al-Vd,
etc. Cairo 1960, 2 1975; A.T. al-Madani, Haydt
kifdh. Mudhakkirdt, 2 vols., Algiers 1976-7; F. Colonna, L'Islam en milieu paysan: le cas de I'Aures 19361938, in Rev. alg. des sc. jur. econ. et pol., xiv, no. 2
(juin 1977), 277-87; Shinar, Traditional and Reformist
Mawlid celebrations in the Maghrib, in M. RosenAy alon (ed.), Studies in memory of Gaston Wiet,
Jerusalem 1977, 371-413; Sacd Allah, al-Haraka alwataniyyaal-djazd^iriyya, 2 vols., Algiers 1977, i, 42854^ 481-5, ii, 87-122, 159-81; C. Collot and J.-R.
Henry, Le mouvement national algerien. Textes, 19121954, Paris 1978, 44-7, 64-115, 126-30, 177-83,
272-9; R. Bencheneb, Le sejour du Sayh ^Abduh en
Algerie, in SI, liii (1981), 121-35; Shinar, A controversial exponent of the Algerian Salafiyya: Abu Ya^ld alZawdwi, in M. Sharon (ed.), Stud, in Isl. history and
civilization, Jerusalem-Leiden 1986, 267-90; A.
Lamchiohi, Islam et contestation au Maghrib, Paris
1989; M. al-Ahnaf, B. Botiveau and F. Fregosi,
L 'Algerie par ses islamistes, Paris 1991.
(c) Morocco. Like the Tunisian Salafiyya, its
Moroccan counterpart cannot compare with that of
Algeria as regards scope, duration and political
significance. Nor did it create a centralised organisation, collective leadership and a common action programme. It was the first manifestation of an awakened
national-Islamic consciousness, a transitional phase
between armed Berber resistance against the French
and Spanish occupiers and the emergence of a
political movement, the Young Moroccan Party,
which was stimulated by the Rlf War and triggered by
the notorious Berber Dahir (1930). It absorbed the
SalafT ideology and its agents, but went far beyond it.
Yet, though brief, Salafism proved remarkably effective, winning support and sympathy in high quarters
including sultans, makhzen, ^ulamd* of the Karawiyyin
and the high bourgeoisie, but was seen by the French
as a potential threat to their protectorate. Unlike the
Algerian reformists, the SalafTs of Morocco did not
have to create a separate national history and identity;
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existence of the latter was a historic fact, so they could
dedicate themselves to the other major goals of SalafT
reformism: the eradication of saint worship, especially
the pilgrimages to saints' tombs with their attendant
bidcas, including the anthropolatrous and "naturistic"
beliefs and practices of the lower Sufi orders, and the
reform of the traditional educational system in
c
Abduh's spirit. In addition, they campaigned against
extravagant and ruinous wedding celebrations. A
theme that came last to the fore, but then with
dramatic effect, was France's Berber policy. In their
drive against maraboutism, the SalafTs were preceded
by two Wahhabi-inspired sultans, Sidl Muhammad b.
c
Abd Allah and his son Mawlay Sulayman [see
C
ALAWIS]. The latter's anti-maraboutic "pastoral letter" (1811) involved him in a military struggle with
the maraboutic establishment that nearly swept away
the dynasty (1822). His immediate successors adopted
a more cautious policy, but in May 1909 Mawlay
c
Abd al-Hafiz, a strong SalafT sympathiser (he wrote
a refutation of Tidjanl claims) put to death, and closed
the zdwiyas of, the Idnsisharif Muhammad al-Kabir b.
c
Abd al-Wahhab al-Kattanl, chief of the Kattaniyya
order and leader of the clerical opposition to the
French. Al-Kattanl was suspected of plotting to overthrow the reigning dynasty and restore the Idrlsid one
(E. Michaux-Bellaire, in RMM, v [1908], 393-423,
and Laroui 1980, 405). The next sultan, Mawlay
Yusuf, continued the same line. In 1924 the Council
o^Ulamd^, at his behest, decided to burn all writings
of the Tidjanl writer Muhammad al-Nadhifi. In 1933,
his son and successor Sidl Muhammad b. Yusuf
banned all manifestations of the clsawa order, and in
1946 he prohibited the founding of new orders or
opening of new zdwiyas without prior permission.
Even Muhammad b. cAbd al-Karlm, leader of the
Rif War (1921-6) espoused the SalafT ideology and
tried to spread it in the Rlf [q. v. ] in order to bolster
RlfT morale and counteract the defeatist propaganda
of some SufT orders, burning, as a reprisal, two of
their zdwiyas (Shinar 1965, 169 ff.). This attitude of
the orders was branded as treason by the Young
Moroccans and deepened their enmity towards the
entire SufT establishment. After the Rlf War, their
chief maraboutic target became the new head of the
Kattaniyya, al-Hadjdj cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattanl. First
signs of an anti-maraboutic trend among Moroccan
intellectuals appear in the second half of the 19th century: the historian Ahmad b. Khalid al-Nasiri alSalawT (d. 1897 [q. v. ]), who declared himself an
enemy of pilgrimages to saints' tombs (mawsims) (E.
Levi-Provencal, Hist, des Chorfa, Paris 1922, 368), and
c
Abd Allah b. Idris al-Sanusi, ^dlim of the Karawiyyln
and member of the Royal Council under Mawlay
Hasan (1873-1894), who brought back some SalafT
ideas from his travels in the East and tried to propagate them in Morocco, but with little success.
Far more effective was the action led by Abu
Shucayb b. cAbd al-Rahman al-DukkalT, dubbed "the
Moroccan c Abduh" (1878-1937). He studied at the
Azhar around 1900, became Vizier of Justice, taught
c
Abduh's doctrine at the Karawiyyln and in Rabat,
left again for the East after 1912, expounded c Abduh's
teachings at Mecca and befriended Rashid Ritfa and
his Mandr group, as well as the "Father of PanArabism", the Druze amir Shakib Arslan. After the
First World War, he returned to Morocco and toured
the country with a group of followers, preaching, felling sacred trees and smashing sacred stones. His eloquence and charisma earned him a wide following.
Among his disciples the most militant were (a)
Muhammad Ghazi, a native of Miknas (Meknes) who
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clashed with cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattanl (see above) in
1920, was expelled from the KarawiyyTn in 1923 and
founded a "free school" in 1926. He was noted as a
nationalist poet andfakih; and (b) cAllal al-FasI (190774 [q.v. in Suppl.]), cdlim, of the Karawiyyln, fervent
patriot, poet and teacher, became the foremost nationalist leader from 1929 onwards, thus embodying
in his person the transition from Salafiyya to nationalism. The philosopher M. C A. Lahbabi (Du clos a
I'ouvert, Casablanca 1961, 65) calls him the "theorist
of the Salafiyya", by virtue of his book, Self-criticism
(al-Nakd al-dhdti, Cairo 1952).
Similar groups to those of Rabat and Fas were
formed at Marrakush, Tittawln and Tandja. In the
two latter towns, SalafT activity centred around
Muhammad Dawud, historian of Tittawln, and the
Bennuna family, whose head, al-Hadjdj cAbd alSalam, ex-Vizier of Justice, was dubbed "Father of
Moroccan nationalism''.
Finally, there must be mentioned the Islamic activist Muhammad Makkl al-Nasirl, scion of a noted
Rabat! family (b. 1904). He studied in Cairo, returned to Morocco in 1927, was expelled in 1930 following
his campaign against the Berber Dahir and presented
an indictment sheet against France's Berber policy to
the pan-Islamic congress of Jerusalem (December
1931). In 1937 he founded and led the Moroccan Unity Party (PUM). For his early reformist thinking we
have his pamphlet, entitled Izhdr al-hakika wa-ibldgh alkhalika, which called for a reform of Muslim society by
a return to true Sufism based on practical ethics (see
L. Massignon, in REI, i [1927], 33).
The other major field of SalafT activity was the
reform of the educational system, more especially the
establishment of "free schools" (maddris hurra), also
called "renovated Kur 3 anic schools". The SalafTs
were neither the first nor the only ones to create them.
J. Damis distinguishes four categories among the
"founding fathers" and patronage committees: merchants, SalafTs, ^ulamd^lfukahd^ and members of some
SufT orders. They shared an awareness of the
backwardness of the traditional Kur^anic school
(msid), the example of reformed schools in the East
(Egypt and Syria), a cultural nationalism and a moral
reservation with regards to the public school with its
emphasis on French and modern subjects and its
secular atmosphere, at the expense of Arabic, Kur D an
and Islam. Yet they were influenced by the public
school in matters of organisation, management,
methodology and equipment. The first free schools
opened in 1919 in Rabat, Fas and Tittawln. By the
late 1940s there were 121 free schools with 14 annexes
and 26,800 students. The teaching staff came mostly
from the Karawiyym and the pupils from the urban
middle class. Their curricula varied. Thus the BuHlal school (Rabat 1918) claimed to offer courses in
modern sciences, history, geography, French and
gymnastics, while the Marrakush school (1952)
taught mainly Kur D an, Arabic grammar, some fikh,
arithmetic and French. The overall effect of the free
school in Morocco was that it served as a reactor
against French culture, a vehicle of modern Arabic
culture, a precursor and (later) auxiliary of Moroccan
nationalism, and a promoter of, and (later) brake on,
social mobility and mutation.
The importance of the Salafiyya in Morocco has
been variously assessed. E. Dermenghem, a keen and
sympathetic observer of Maghrib! Islam, marvelled in
1933 at the speed with which the Salafiyya had succeeded in drastically reducing the influence of the
marabouts (al-FasI, 1948, 155). C A. Laroui, the
Moroccan cultural historian, holds that from 1912 to

1925, Salafism had become the common ideology of
the sultan, the central makhzen, the FasI ^ulamd^ and
the bourgeoisie, had rendered exclusive the sultan's
religious authority, had inspired Bin cAbd al-Karim's
reform drive against local Berber custom (yet failed to
win the support of the marabouts), with its
methodology serving all schools of thought and all interest groups (Laroui 1980, 428-9). The Moroccan
philosopher M.A. Lahbabi (al-Hababi), on the other
hand, finds that despite all its efforts and successes,
the results of SalafT action were disappointing, owing
to the upheavals engendered by the industrialisation
of the modern Moroccan cities (Du clos a I'ouvert,
Casablanca 1961, 65).
Bibliography: P. Marty, Le Maroc de demain,
Paris 1925, 133-41 (Free Schools); E. MichauxBellaire, Le Wahhabisme au Maroc, in Rens. Col. de
I'Afr. jr., xxxviii/7 (juil. 1928), 489-92; E. Girardiere, L'ecole coranique et la politique nationaliste au
Maroc, in France medit. etafricaine, i/1 (1938), 99-109;
C
A. al-FasT, Ta^rikh al-harakdt al-istikldliyya fi 7maghrib al-^arabi, Cairo 1948, 153-9 (Salafiyya);
M.I. b. Ahmad al-Kattanl, Abu Shu^ayb wa 7salafiyya (quoted in C A.S. Ibn Suda, DalU mu^arrikh
al-Maghrib al-Aksd, Tittawln 1309/1950, 207); R.
Rezette, Les partis politiques marocains, Paris 1955 (on
the Salafiyya press, see index); P. Shinar—see Bibl.
of section (a), T u n i s i a ; Dj. Abun Nasr, The
Salafiyya movement in Morocco, in St. Antony's Papers
(London), xvi (1963), 90-105; R.M. Speight,
Islamic reform in Morocco, in MW, liii/1 (Jan. 1963),
41-9;J.P. Halstead, The changing character of Moroccan Reformism 1921-1934, in / of Afr. History, v
(1964), 435-47; C A.K. al-SahrawI, Shaykh al-Isldm
Muhammad al-^Arabi al-^Alawi, Casablanca 1965;
Shinar, *Abd al-Qadir and cAbd al-Knm. Religious influences on their thought and action, in As. and Afr.
Studies, i (1965), 160-74 (on cAbd al-Krlm); A.
Cohen, CAllal al-FdsT: his ideas and his contribution
towards Morocco's independence, in ibid., iii (1967),
121-64; J.J. Damis, The Free School movement in
Morocco, 1919-1970, unpubl. thesis, Tufts Univ.,
Medford 1970; idem, Early Moroccan reactions to the
French Protectorate: the cultural dimension, in Humaniora
Islamica, i (1973), 15-31; A. Laroui, Origines sociales
et culturelles du nationalisme marocain (1830-1912),
Paris 1980.
(P. SHINAR)
2. In Egypt and Syria.
The early history of the Salafiyya in both Egypt and
Syria (in the sense of Bildd al-Shdm, Greater Syria) is
closely connected. Muhammad c Abduh's [q.v.] stay in
Beirut (1882-8, with lengthy interruptions) gave him
the opportunity to make some of the ^ulamd*, civil servants and intellectuals there familiar with his own and
with al-Afghani's [q.v.] ideas about the necessity and
the contents of a reform of Islam [see ISLAM, and also
Delanoue, in Bibl.].
Some years later, a considerable number of Syrian
adherents and spokesmen of the Salafiyya, among
them Tahir al-Djaza'iri and Djamal al-Din al-Kasiml
(see below), travelled to Egypt. Some of them stayed
there for a considerable length of time, some even taking up domicile in Egypt permanently and influencing, by their activities as publicists and in other ways,
the discussion of Islamic reform, even far beyond
Syria and Egypt.
Notwithstanding this mutual influence between
Syrian and Egyptian SalafTs, manifesting itself,
among other things, by lively correspondence,
reciprocal visits, lecture tours, letters to the editor and
book reviews, encounters at Pan-Islamic congresses
[see MU D TAMAR] etc., the Salafiyya attained in each
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region a certain degree of distinct and independent
development. This was the case e.g. regarding some
differences in emphasis within the intended reform
concerning the perception of certain phases of Islamic
history, and also with regard to the historical role of
the madhdhib. With individual authors, these differences might reach from nuances to clear
divergences. But the basic positions of the Salafiyya in
Egypt and in Syria are to a large extent the same [see
ISLAH, esp. C. The principal doctrinal positions}.
(a) E g y p t . The origin and early development of
the Salafiyya in this country is above all connected
with the names of al-Afghani, c Abduh, al-Kawakibl
and Rashid Rida [q. vv. ] . With al-Mandr [q. v. ], the last
mentioned created in Cairo in 1898 the most influential organ of the Salafiyya. From 1926 onwards, alMandr was joined by al-Fath (Cairo), a periodical of
similar tendency which, after the death of Rashid
Ricla and the cessation of al-Mandr in 1935, was considered until 1948 the most important (though not the
only) journalistic forum of the Salafiyya in Egypt (see
al-Djundi, Ta^nkh, ii). Its editor and main author,
Muhibb al-Dln al-Khatlb [q. v. in Suppl.], had founded, together with his Syrian compatriot cAbd alFattah Katlan (d. 1931), the Matba^a Salafiyya (including a bookshop), a printing press whose production reflects all the essential desiderata of the movement (see Fihrist al-Maktaba al-Salafiyya, ed. Kusayy
Muhibb al-DIn al-Khatlb, Cairo 1399/1978-9).
In the years 1927-8 the development of the
Salafiyya in Egypt entered a new phase. In this context, one may speak of the rise of a Neo-Salafiyya
(Schulze, 90 ff., see Index, 499). With the DjamHyyat
al-shubbdn al-muslimin and the Muslim Brotherhood
[see AL-IKHWAN AL-MUSLIMUN] there now came into
being for the first time organisations that wanted to
bring the goals of the Salafiyya down from the level of
an intellectual discourse to be spread among the
masses of the people by way of the dacwa [ q . v . ] .
Characteristic for these and many other organisations of a later date, some of them radical and militant, are their relatively strict internal structure—
often reminiscent of the tradition of the turuh [see
TARIKA]—, the authority of an imam or a murshid
[q.vv. ], and the emphasis on preserving a distance
from the religious establishment and (even more so)
from the government. In some cases the creation of
secretly operating armed groups can be added to the
list. The latter in particular consider themselves as a
kind of avant-garde of the true umma\ they justify their
actions (including assaults against politicians and
other presumed or real opponents) as djihdd [q. v.; see
also MUDJAHID. 3. In modern Arab usage]. However,
it is not only these, but also—and rightly so—other
'moderate' Islamic movements, intellectual circles
and individual authors in Egypt that claim the
spiritual heritage of the Salafiyya.
Central topics in the Salafiyya literature in Egypt
were the necessity of a reform of Islam on the one
hand and resistance to secularisation on the other. In
the light of these two problems, the authors of the
Salafiyya treated a number of specific questions, such
as western imperialism, the role of the Christian missions and of Orientalism [see MUSTASHRIKUN],
Zionism and Freemasonry [see FAR-MASUNIYYA in
Suppl.], foreign educational institutions and the
westernisation of Egyptian culture, state universities,
the Azhar [q.v.] and the necessity of its reform, the
role played by the $ufT orders (in the eyes of the
Salafiyya a negative one), the question of the caliphate
[see KHALIFA] and the danger of importing the ideas of
Kemalism [see ATATURK].
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Some authors made it their aim to attack incessantly certain writers whom they considered as particularly dangerous representatives of secularisation and
westernisation. A favourite target of their criticism
was Taha Husayn [q. v. ] and his role as a man of letters, literary critic, historian of early Islam and
cultural policy-maker (see e.g. Mustafa $adik alRaficl, Tahta rdyat al-Kur>dn, 'Cairo 1926, 7 1974; Anwar al-Djundl, Tdhd Husayn, haydtuhu wa-fikruhu f t
mizdn al-isldm, 2Cairo 1977). In the discussion about
the authenticity of hadith literature, which had flared
up because of the influx of orientalist writings, the
authors of the Salafiyya also took sides fervently (see
G.H.A. Juynboll, The authenticity of the Tradition
literature. Discussions in modern Egypt, Leiden 1969).
In principle, the Salafiyya in Egypt was and has remained oriented towards Pan-Islamism [ q . v . ] . On the
other hand, some of its authors showed already in the
1920s, and even more so during the following two
decades, a tendency towards blending Islam and Arab
nationalism [see KAWMIYYA. i]. Muhibb al-Dln alKhatlb and others increasingly emphasised in their
writings the close relation between curuba and Islam
and the particular role of the Arabs in Islamic history.
They described the Arab fatherland as a bastion of
Islam and the Arab nation as an instrument of its
political salvation in the present time. Thus Pan-Arab
unity [see PAN-ARABISM] is the prerequisite for the
union of all Muslims and therefore the immediate
goal. Many authors of the Salafiyya ascribed to Egypt
the leading role for achieving Arab unity, and therefore fought strongly against an Egyptian nationalism
which limited itself to the valley of the Nile. Unintentionally, they encouraged in the 1930s and 1940s the
rise of an essentially secular Arab nationalism, whose
spokesmen up to Djamal cAbd al-Nasir [q.v. in
Suppl.] made selective use of certain arguments of the
Egyptian Salafiyya (see Gershoni in Bibl.).
During the first two years after the "Free Officers"
had seized power in 1952, the Salafiyya in Egypt had
relatively favourable possibilities to develop. However, already at that time internal differences of opinion about specific questions became visible, for instance in the appraisal of hereditary monarchy and its
role in the history of Islam (Ende, 99-103). After the
Muslim Brotherhood had been banned in 1954, the
public influence of the Salafiyya declined and many of
its followers left the country (mainly to Saudi Arabia
and Kuwayt). However, individual Salafts such as
Shaykh Muhammad al-Ghazall and Mahmud
Muhammad Shakir occasionally found the opportunity to express themselves in books or journals (e.g. in
al-Risdla), for instance, in connection with the
repeated campaigns of the government against the
Marxist Left. Many writings of earlier or contemporary Salafiyya authors also appeared to be appropriate for providing a religious-legal justification
for "Arab socialism" which was propagated by the
State [see ISHTIRAKIYYA] . For this reason, a description of Islamic socialism by the leader of the Syrian
Muslim Brotherhood, Mustafa al-SibacT (d. 1964)
could also be published in Cairo (Ishtirdkiyyat al-isldm,
Damascus 1959, 2Damascus and Cairo 1960, 3Cairo
n.d., in the series Ikhtarnd laka; see for this, Sami A.
Hanna and G.H. Gardner, Arab socialism, Leiden
1969, esp. 149-71).
However, the limits of a political activity in the
sense of the (Neo-)Salafiyya, apart from the "Arab
Socialist Union", were very narrowly prescribed. The
government reacted very harshly indeed at alleged or
real conspiracies, as was clearly shown by the execution of Sayyid Kujb [q.v.] in 1966.
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After the war of June 1967, and even more so after
the death of Djamal cAbd al-Nasir in 1970, the ideas
of the Salafiyya or of the Neo-Salafiyya (see above)
saw a new boost in connection with the revival of ancient militant organisations and the emergence of new
ones (see the studies by Carre, Jansen and Kepel,
mentioned in the BibL).
(b) Syria. The origins of the Salafiyya in Syria are
connected with the names of Tahir al-Djaza3iri and
Djamal al-Dln al-Kasiml in the first place. The circle
of friends and disciples which formed around alDjaza°iri directly or indirectly influenced almost all
the Sunni Muslim intellectuals who after the First
World War became prominent in Syria. Having
sought the support of the Ottoman Turkish reformers
and, from 1908 onwards, of the Young Turks in particular, most of the Syrian Salafts, already from 190910 onwards turned to Arab nationalism (see Commins, 124 ff.). Many of them played a role in the
Arab clubs and movements of the time (including the
secret organisations), and some of them, like cAbd alHamld al-Zahrawi (executed in 1916), are counted
among the martyrs of the national movement against
Ottoman Turkish domination (Adham al-Djundi,
Shuhadd^ al-harb al-^dlamiyya al-kubrd, Damascus 1960;
E. Tauber, The emergence of the Arab movements, and
idem, The Arab movements in World War I, both London
1993).
Tahir al-Djaza°iri, born in Damascus in 1852, was
the son of a religious scholar who had emigrated from
Algiers to Syria in 1846-7. Under him and under the
HanafT scholar Shaykh cAbd al-Ghani al-Maydanl (d.
1881), Tahir acquired a solid education in the
religious sciences, but—already early on—he also
developed an interest in the modern natural sciences.
Supported by Midhat Pasha [q. v . ] , he was, from 1877
onwards, engaged in building up a modern educational system in Syria (between 1879-83 as general
supervisor for the elementary schools). From 1880 onwards, the above-mentioned circle of friends and
disciples (halkd) began to form around him. Between
1907-19 Shaykh Tahir lived in exile in Egypt. He died
in Damascus in January 1920. Among his
achievements are counted, among other things, the
foundation (or new arrangement) of the Zahiriyya
library in Damascus and of the Khalidiyya library in
Jerusalem.
Shaykh Tahir's publications consist mainly of textbooks for the state schools. They reflect his religiousreformist ideas only indirectly. He preferred to expound and discuss his thoughts in his halka. Djamal alDln al-Kasiml (1866-1914), with whom Tahir was in
close contact, especially in the years 1906-7, proceeded differently. In most of his works (several of them
have been published only posthumously) we meet alKasiml as a resolute reformer (see the list of his
writings, with commentary, in Zafir al-Kasiml, 63288). His repeated criticism of taklid and of the rigid
adherence to the four Sunn! schools of law (al-ta^assub
11 'l-madhdhib) laid him open to the accusation that he
wished to found his own madhhab. The discussion he
triggered on the advantages or dangers of Idmadhhabiyya is going on in Syria until the present day
(Wild, Muslim und Madhhab; cf. Muhammad Sacld
Ramadan al-Butl, al-Salafiyya, marhala zamaniyya
mubdraka, Id madhhab isldmi, Damascus 1988).
From its beginning, the Syrian Salafiyya has never
formed an ideologically homogeneous bloc. Rather,
one recognises in individual representatives of the
movement quite different positions about particular
questions. However, their criticism of many forms of
tasawwuf, as well as of many popular religious customs

and notions, inspired by Ibn Taymiyya [q.v. ] and his
school, is more or less uniform. Examples are cAbd alHamld al-Zahrawi's al-Fikh wa 'l-tasawwuf (Cairo
1901) and al-Kasimi's Isldh al-masddjid min al-bida*- wa
'l-^awd^id (Cairo 1923, 2Beirut 1970). Likewise in the
tradition of Ibn Taymiyya and the neo-Hanball
school and in agreement with the sympathies of the
Salafiyya for the Wahhabiyya is the generally critical
appraisal of the Shi^a and its role in Islamic history,
though not all Syrian SalafTs are uniformly severe in
their judgment (Laoust, Essai, index, 729; Ende, 5975; Commins, 84-5). In the same context belongs the
endeavour of some early Salafiyya authors in Syria
and their disciples to glorify the empire of the
Umayyads of Damascus as a truly Arab one, and to
defend it against accusations by many historians and
other authors of the past (Ende, esp. 64-75, 91 ff.). It
was above all Muhammad Kurd CA1I [see KURD CALI]
who distinguished himself in this respect and who
made it possible that this and other positions of the
Salafiyya could be represented in the publications of
the Arab Academy of Damascus,- founded and
directed by him for many years [see MADJMAC C ILMI.
2a. Syria] (Hermann, esp. 207 ff.).
The "Arabisation of Islam", which can be observed later in the Egyptian Salafiyya (see above), is
in part characterised by arguments which, already
before the First World War, were discussed by
members of the Syrian Salafiyya and have been propagated in Egypt by such authors as Muhibb al-Dln alKhatlb, a disciple of Tahir al-Djaza3iri.
As in Egypt, the ideas of the Salafiyya have been
taken up and converted into political action by radical
Muslim organisations also in Syria. This holds true in
the first place for the Muslim Brotherhood which in
the middle of the 1940s emerged from the fusion of
several Islamic societies. The leaders of the
Brotherhood, above all Mustafa al-SibacT, Macruf alDawalibl and Muhammad al-Mubarak, found over
several years the opportunity to make their ideas
public in journals such as al-Muslimun and alTamaddun al-isldmi. Having been banned for the first
time in 1952, the Muslim Brotherhood and similar
organisations of the militant Neo-Salafiyya of Syria
have been suppressed in various degrees and at times
persecuted with great harshness. Many of their
members went into exile to such countries as Jordan
and Saudi Arabia (see Reissner, Carre-Michaud and
Abdallah).
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(W. ENDE)
SALAH CABD AL-SABUR (1931-81), l e a d i n g
E g y p t i a n poet, c r i t i c , p l a y w r i g h t , t r a n s l a t o r
and j o u r n a l i s t . He was born in al-ZakazIk in the
Delta; in his early youth he learnt the Kur D an by heart
and read the classical poets and the modern romantics
such as Ibrahim NadjI and Mahmud Hasan Isma c fl.
Later on, during the 1940s he joined the Ikhwan alMuslimun [<7.fl.], but soon became disenchanted with
their ideology and became interested in secular social
realism, a view which he expressed in his al-Nds ft
bilddi(<(The people in my country").
Salah graduated from Cairo University in 1951 and
worked at the Ministry of Education, but left it for
journalism. He was an editor at the Ruz al- Yusuf weekly journal and assistant literary editor of the Literary
Supplement of al-Ahrdm. He published in various
leading Arabic newspapers, and also served in
government jDOsitions,. being director of al-Hay^a alMisriyya al-cAmma li 'l-Kitdb until his premature death.
Salah acquired a great enthusiasm for Western
literature. He read Shakespeare's plays and the
romantic poets, followed by T.S. Eliot and Yeats,
these last two poets making the deepest influence on
his poetry, and versified dramas and criticism. He
was one of the first Egyptian poets who adopted vers
irregulier (1951), which the clrakl poets termed "free
verse", a method of versification which is based upon
an irregular number of feet (tafil) and an irregular
rhyme scheme.
In §alah's poetry,, sadness and melancholy prevail.
His first anthology, al-Nds f t bilddi, bears clear influences of social realism, using simple diction similar to
ordinary speech, as well as the poetic technique and
ideas of T.S. Eliot. He depicted popular daily life and
the emptiness, hard life and poverty of the ordinary
urban and country Egyptians. Moreover, he was
among the few Arab poets who were able to present
Arabic poetry with a successful example of a poem
written in blank verse (shi^r mursal) entitled Abi("My
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father") (al-Nas, 55-8). This is because he was aware
of the importance of using enjambement (tatmim) between the verses, a poetic technique which was considered a fault (cayb) in classical poetry. However,
there are also clear influences in the motives and
images, and even in wording, from Eliot's The waste
land, The hollow men, Ash Wednesday, and The love song
of J. Alfred Prufrock, upon Salah's poetry, which was
published in several other anthologies.
In drama, Salah was among the leading Arab
writers of plays in blank verse. He was acquainted
with dramatic literature through reading the plays of
Tawftk al-Hakim and CA1I Ahmad Bakathlr in Arabic,
and of Shakespeare, Oscar Wilde and Bernard Shaw
and Greek drama in English, though he did not see
any play performed on stage till he came to Cairo at
the age of twenty.
His dramas deal with the tyranny and oppression
exercised by the authorities and the responsibility of
art and literature towards social institutions. His characters are engaged tragic heroes or cowardly conspirators who betray their values and join forces with
the authorities. However, being a talented poet, his
poetic style and images save him from direct and prosaic expression. His first drama, Ma^sdt al-Hallddj_
("The tragedy of al-Halladj") (1964), bears the influence of Greek tragedy. The play deals with the
engagement of the intellectual in a historical frame,
putting forward the view that al-Halladj [q. v. ] was
crucified in consequence of what were considered
revolutionary action, blasphemous ideas and utterances, as in the cases of Socrates and Jesus. There
are clear influences from Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral
upon this play, especially in the motives of martyrdom, justice, and the struggle between the state and
the religious authorities.
The second play by Salah cAbd al-$abur is Musdfir
lay I ("Traveller at night") (1969), in which he
depicted the role of social and political institutions in
destroying the individual. In his third play, al-Amira
tantazir ("The Princess is waiting") (1969), he dealt
with the idolising of leaders; while in his fourth play,
Layld wa }l-madjnun ("Layla and the madman")
(1970), he was concerned with poverty, the oppression
of women and the spiritual emptiness and impotency
of intellectuals in Egypt before the revolution of 1952,
which encouraged political corruption. In his
mythological play Ba^da an yamut al-malik ("After the
death of the King") (Beirut-Cairo 1973), he considered the political conditions in Egypt in the seventies, calling for a revival of life through death.
In his youth, Salah was influenced by the poets of
the Mahdjar [q.v.]. In his spiritual autobiography
Haydtifi 'l-shi^r ("My life in poetry") he revealed his
theory of poetics which was developed under the influence of Plato, Aristotle and Nietzsche, giving them his
own interpretation; thus he claimed that Aristotle's
catharsis takes place at the time of the creative process
and that it does not only purify the soul from fear and
pity but also from the emotion of revenge.
$alah cAbd al-$abur wrote, beside his four translations of books by Ibsen, Eliot and Lorca, several collections of articles in which he discussed his ideas and
theories on literature, politics, society and arts, as well
as European and American theatre and literature, all
presented in a clear and elegant style, in such collections as Aswdt a/-W("The voices of the age") (1961)
(on European and American literature and theatre);
Mddhdyabkd minhum li 'l-tdnkh ("Which memory will
they leave after their death?") (1962) (studies on the
achievements of Taha Husayn, al-cAkkad, TawfTk alHaklm and al-Mazinl); and several others.
Bibliography: Special issue of Fusul, Madjallat al-
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SALAH AL-DIN, AL-MALIK AL-NASIR ABU
'L-MUZAFFAR YUSUF B. AYYUB (SALADIN), the founder
of the dynasty of the Ayyubids [q. v. ], and the champion of the djihad against the Crusaders (born
532/1138, died 589/1193).
Salah al-Dln, or Saladin as he is normally known in
Europe, was a Kurd, whose family originated from
Dvm in Armenia. His father Ayyub and his uncle
Shlrkuh [q.v.] found service in the Saldjuk state, and
Saladin was born at Takrlt on the Tigris above
Baghdad while Ayyub was acting as governor there.
The family transferred its services to ZangI [q. v. ] and
then to his son and successor in Aleppo, and later also
ruler of Damascus, Nur al-Din Mahmud [q.v.]. In
Saladin's early manhood (the precise date is doubtful), he followed his elder brother Turanshah in the
post of prefect (shihna) at Damascus. Shlrkuh persuaded Nur al-Dln to sanction a series of interventionary
expeditions to Egypt, where the Fatimid caliphate was
threatened by the forces of the kingdom of Jerusalem.
On three occasions Zangid armies entered Egypt, in
559/1164, 562/1167 and 564/1169, the last occasion
resulting in Shlrkuh's taking power as Fatimid vizier.
During these expeditions Saladin, though generally
unwilling to go, played a significant role, particularly
in defending Alexandria besieged during the second
campaign.
ShTrkuh soon died (22 Djumada II 564/23 March
1169) and within a short while, by a combination of
pressure and largesse, Saladin emerged to follow him
as commander of the Syrian force and as vizier appointed by the palace. It is with this appointment that,
in the style of Fatimid viziers, he adopted the title alMalik al-Nasir. It is said that Saladin won supporters
by being generous "as though they were his kin", a
revealing phrase. Extravagant generosity was to remain an instrument of his policy, though not one that
passed without criticism from his hard-pressed administrators, such as al-KacJI al-Fa^lil [q.v.]. Some
early sources suggest that before this juncture in his
life Saladin was lax in his religious observance and
lacking in moral seriousness, but that, with his new
responsibilities, he professed "repentence" (tawba)
and developed a sense of purpose. This has all the
hallmarks of a stock theme.

The next few years were spent securing his position
in Egypt against the residual forces of the Fatimid
caliphate (e.g. by crushing the Sudanese regiments in
564/1168), and against external attacks on Egypt (by
defeating the joint Crusader-Byzantine attempt on
Damietta in 565/1169). Nur al-Dln's demands for
more active military support and for substantial financial contributions towards his plans of reconquest
from the Franks were not answered by Saladin. The
contradictions inherent in Saladin's position were
clear. Whether or not he was loath to suppress the
Fatimid caliphate because his position as Fatimid
vizier gave him independent authority, that step,
demanded by Nur al-Dln, was finally taken in
567/1171 with little or no public disturbance, and
Egypt became officially Sunni and returned to
c
Abbasid allegiance. The title Muhyi dawlat amir almu^minin ("Reviver of the empire of the Commander
of the Faithful") was to be frequently employed in
Saladin's inscriptions.
Nur al-Din without doubt remained discontented
with the situation. He sent Ibn al-Kaysaranl in
569/1174 to audit the finances of Egypt, which, if one
believes Ibn Abi Tayy, almost led to an open breach,
and Nur al-Dln was perhaps contemplating a military
expedition to impose his authority directly, when in
Shawwal/May of that same year he died. The nature
of any difference between Saladin and Nur al-Dln is
difficult to gauge, granted the partiality and ex post facto nature of our sources.
Nur al-Dln's successor, Ismacfl, was young and inexperienced. Damascus and Aleppo fell to opposing
cliques, willing to make concessions to the Franks to
win their support or divert their attacks, and the
branch of the Zangid house that ruled at Mawsil
showed expansionist ambitions. At this juncture
Saladin took the important step that marked out the
rest of his life. He responded to the invitation of the
amir Ibn al-Mukaddam and took over Damascus
(RabI* II 570/October 1174). He presented himself as
the true moral heir of Nur al-Dln and the most fit and
disinterested protector of his successor, Ismacfl. ProZangid sources attacked him as an adventurer and
usurper, a self-seeking upstart Kurd who would thrust
aside the descendants of his former master. The question of motives, possibly irrelevant in the last resort,
cannot be satisfactorily answered. Ambition and a
consciousness of personal worth and fitness for a task
are not incompatible with a high moral purpose.
If the Franks were ever to be expelled, it was
necessary to unite large Muslim forces. As at least one
ShaficI/aA:fA recognised soon after the establishment of
the Crusader states, the union of the forces of Egypt,
Syria and the Djazlra was likely to be needed (E.
Si van, Genese de la contre-croisade, un traite damasquin du
debut du xiie siecle, mJA, ccliv [1966], 213). To create
such a union necessarily involved whoever sought to
do that in a policy of expansion, as it had involved
Nur al-Dln. The problem for Saladin, which had also
existed for Nur al-Din, was that in order to pursue
such a union he had to wage war on Muslims to compel their submission if they rejected the call to perform
their duty in the djihad, and he had either to conclude
agreements with the Franks to secure himself on that
front during his campaigning absences in the Djazlra
or risk their damaging raids, in both cases leaving
himself open to criticisms of neglecting the djihdd.
With Damascus gained, Hims, Ham at and
Baclabakk came quickly under Saladin's control, but
in Radjab 570/January 1175 he withdrew from a short
siege of Aleppo when faced by combined Zangid
counter-moves. Having first offered to give up all but
Damascus and to accept the nominal suzerainty of
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Ismacfl, Saladin gained a victory over the Zangid
forces at the Horns of Hamat in Ramadan 570/April
1175, after which a peace was made, and Saladin also
received a diploma from the caliph, granting him
delegated authority over Egypt and Syria, except for
Aleppo and its dependencies. In Shawwal 571/April
1176 the combined Zangid armies, having taken the
offensive despite the treaty of the previous year, were
defeated for the second time at Tall al-Sultan, near
Aleppo, but Saladin was still unable to force the city's
surrender. Saladin's gains, including some north of
Aleppo, were confirmed by a new treaty in Muharram 572/July 1176. However, the ruling junta around
al-Salih Ismacll in Aleppo, and the other Zangid
princes, remained impervious to Saladin's propaganda and suspicious of his aims.
During these campaigns Saladin suffered two attacks by Rashid al-Dm Sinan's [q.v.] Ismacfli
Assassins, prompted by his Aleppan enemies, but
subsequently, after some show of force in Assassin territory, he seems to have established a modus vivendi
with them (see B. Lewis, Saladin and the Assassins, in
BSOAS, xv [1953], 239-45).
His campaigning against the Franks was limited at
this time and included the overconfident raid into
Palestine that ended in defeat between Ascalon and
Ramla at the unidentified "Mons Gisardi" in
Djumada 573/November 1177. This lesson was taken
to heart, but it was an inauspicious beginning to any
plan of making good his claim to be Nur al-Dln's successor in the prosecution of the djihdd. Better success
followed in Muharram 575/June 1179 with the defeat
of King Baldwin at Mardj c Uyun and the destruction
of Bayt al-Ahzan or Jacob's Castle in Rab^ I/August
of that year.
During the next five or six years, Saladin was mostly involved in Mesopotamian affairs, which were of
great complexity and are too complicated to be treated
exhaustively here. On several occasions Saladin was
able to make gains on being invited to intervene in
disputes or after appeals for assistance. In 576/1180
the Artukid ruler of Hisn Kayfa, Nur al-Dm Muhammad b. Kara Arslan, appealed to him for help in a
dispute with Kilidj Arslan [q. v . ] , the Rum Saldjukid,
whose advance against Racban had been checked the
year before by Saladin's nephew, Takl '1-Dfn c Umar.
Saladin also intervened in Zangid politics after the
death of Sayf al-Dln Ghazf, the ruler of Mawsil, in
Safar 576/June 1180, and refused to acknowledge the
succession of his brother, c lzz al-Dm, arguing that he
was acting with the authority granted him by the
caliph. In Aleppo al-Salih Isma c fl died during Radjab
577/December 1181. Saladin was anxious that Aleppo
and Mawsil should not be combined in hostile hands.
In Muharram 578/May 1182 he marched from Cairo,
never to return again. His main preoccupation was
Aleppo, which in the meantime clzz al-Dln had exchanged for Sindjar [q. v. ] with his brother, c lmad alDm GhazI. After some operations against the Franks,
including a major but inconclusive battle near Baysan
and an opportunistic assault on Beirut, Saladin arrived at Aleppo in Muharram 579/September 1182. He
embarked on negotiations rather than active military
measures. However, he was then invited by sympathisers, chiefly Gokburi of Harran, to cross the
Euphrates, where he accepted the alliance, or received
the surrender, of Begteginid, Artukid and Zangid
possessions, Sarudj, Edessa, Rakka, al-Khabur, and
Nisibis. Mawsil itself was then besieged, perhaps
more in the hope of exerting pressure on clzz al-Dm
in the continuing diplomatic and propaganda war
than of reducing the city. Withdrawing from Mawsil,
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Saladin captured Sindjar from c lzz al-Dln before going into winter quarters at Harran.
In the following spring, Reynald de Chatillon launched his disturbing but ultimately unsuccessful naval
raid into the Red Sea. The countering of this threat
to the Hidjaz gave Saladin further propaganda opportunities. Beyond the Euphrates he resolutely confronted a force gathered from Mawsil and its northern
neighbours, Khilat, Bitlls and Mardln, which
disbanded ineffectually. This was followed by
Saladin's capture with caliphal sanction of the powerful fortress of cAmid (Dhu '1-Hidjclja 578/April 1183),
which he gave, as promised, to his vassal Nur al-Dln
Muhammad. This constituted a great moral and
propaganda coup. As a result of this the other Artukid
cities of Mayyafarikln and Mardln submitted to
Saladin.
Aleppo, more isolated then ever, was once more put
under pressure, and in Safar 579/June 1183 clmad alDm, rather against the will of his amirs and the
populace, agreed to surrender the city and receive
back Sindjar along with other towns in addition. He
also agreed to provide troops for Saladin's campaigns.
Having achieved this important goal, Saladin led
large forces, gathered as a result of the recent extensions of his authority, into the territory of the
kingdom of Jerusalem during the remainder of
579/1183, but provoked no decisive field engagement.
There was also an unsuccessful attack on al-Karak
[ q . v . ] , followed by a second attack in Djumada I-II
580/August-September 1184. Apart from the wish to
punish Reynald, the lord of Transjordan, for his
raids, the capture of al-Karak would mean an improvement in communications between Egypt and
Damascus.
Saladin found another opportunity to move against
Mawsil when Zayn al-Dln Yusuf of Irbil called upon
him for help against c lzz al-Dln and the latter's new
ally, Kizil Arslan, the Atabeg of Adharbaydjan.
Saladin arrived before Mawsil in Rabi* II 581/July
1185 to besiege it for the second time. This same summer, some of the northern princes, Shah Arman b.
Sukman _of Khilat and Nur al-Dln Muhammad, the
lord of c Amid, died, and attempts to make a satisfactory settlement of their affairs deflected his efforts for
a while. After returning to Mawsil, negotiations were
set afoot, but Saladin himself fell ill and withdrew his
forces in Ramadan 581 /December 1185. However,
exhaustion and a lack of effective allies led Mawsil to
sue for a lasting peace. An embassy, in which the
future biographer Baha° al-Dm Ibn Shaddad [q. v. ],
took part, came to Saladin at Harran in Dhu 1Hidjdja 581/February 1186 and reached satisfactory
conclusions, accepting the crucial obligation to provide troops for the djihad, and so Saladin's overlordship was finally recognised.
After a year of recuperation and internal reorganisation, the long-awaited campaign was launched at the beginning of 583/spring 1187. Saladin's
allies were summoned from all quarters, and the full
forces of the Crusader states (except for Antioch with
which a truce had been made) were brought to battle
at the Horns of Hattm, on the heights to the west of
Tiberias, on Saturday, 24 Rabl* II 583/4 July 1187.
It ended in an annihilating defeat for the Crusaders.
Demoralised and with reduced garrisons, many towns
and strongplaces surrendered or fell quickly. Acre surrendered on 1 Djumada 1/9 July and Saladin sent out
his forces in various directions. By the middle of
Djumada II/early September, all the coast from Gaza
to Djubayl was in Saladin's hands, apart from Tyre.
At this point Saladin moved to Jerusalem, the sym-
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bolic goal of the ajihad. The city surrendered, after
nearly two weeks of siege and some spirited resistance,
on 27 Radjab/2 October and Saladin solemnly installed in the Aksa Mosque the minbar that Nur al-Dln had
prepared for this moment.
Saladin has been criticised for his failure to give
high priority to the capture of Tyre. This and the
other ports would clearly be crucial for any eventual
rescue expedition from Europe, but Saladin was not
to know that Conrad de Montferrat would arrive just
when he did to stiffen its defence. It was also
strategically important to reduce the points d'appui
represented by the inland castles, and the terms that
Saladin offered, backed by the confidence that people
had in his word, accelerated the surrender of many
places. Although Saladin has been described as only a
moderately good strategist and tactician, there is also
a more positive judgement on his strategy at this stage
in his operations, understood in the light of its possible
relationship with the theoretical work of al-Harawi, alTadhkirat al-harawiyya fi 'l-hiyal al-harbiyya (see W.J.
Hamblin, Saladin and Muslim military theory, in The
Horns of Hattin, ed. B.Z. Kedar, Jerusalem 1992, 22838). Many refugees from the interior assembled in
Tyre. A siege of the city that began in Ramadan
583/November 1187 proved fruitless, and the majority of the Muslim armies disbanded in Dhu 'l-Kacda
583/January 1188.
When campaigning began again during 584/1188,
Saladin made further conquests in northern Syria,
taking Tartus, Djabala, Ladhakiyya, Sahyun and
Balatunus but not attempting Tripoli. He also took
the outlying fortresses of the principality of Antioch,
but then made a truce without any attack on Antioch
itself. In Shawwal 584/December 1188, having moved
south via Damascus, Saladin forced the surrender of
§afad [q.v.], and Kawkab (Belvoir) fell in Dhu '1Kacda 584/January 1189. Further south, al-Karak
finally succumbed to al-cAdil's [q.v.] siege, and
Shawbak [q.v.] followed several months later.
The regular arrival of the forces of the Third
Crusade led to their investment of Acre and the
besieging of the besiegers for a period of almost two
years. Saladin looked far and wide for assistance,
fostering relations with the Byzantines (see C.M.
Brand, The Byzantines and Saladin, 1185-1192: opponents
of the Third Crusade, in Speculum, xxxvii [1962], 16781) and courting (unsuccessfully) the Almohads of
North Africa for naval help (see M. GaudefroyDemombynes, Une lettre de Saladin au Calife almohade, in
Melanges Rene Basset, Paris 1925, ii, 279-304). Acre fell
to the Franks in Djumada II 587/July 1191. For a little more than a year after this military operations on
the Palestine plain, led by Richard I of England, continued indecisively, and a Frankish attempt to march
inland against Jerusalem had to be abandoned. Long
and involved negotiations ended in Shacban
588/September 1192 with the agreement to a general
peace for three years and eight months and a recognition of Frankish coastal gains from Acre to Jaffa.
Saladin made various visits of inspection and
organisation in the reconquered lands, again put off a
proposed journey to the Hio!jaz to perform the Hadjdj.,
and returned to Damascus, where he fell ill. After
about two weeks of steady decline, movingly described by his confidant, BahaD al-Dln Ibn Shaddad,
he died on Wednesday, 27 $afar 589/3 March 1193.
He was buried initially within the Damascus citadel,
but during Muharram 592/December 1195 his body
was transferred to a newly-built tomb (turbo) north of
the Umayyad Mosque (Abu Shama, al-Dhayl Qald 7Rawdatayn, ed. al-Kawthari, Damascus 1947, 8, and
Ibn Khallikan, ed. cAbbas, vii, 206).

Saladin's death occurred only a few months after
the peace had been made. Baha3 al-Dln Ibn Shaddad
claimed that Saladin had earlier contemplated the rejection of any peace proposals and wished to carry on
the fight until every last Frank had been driven out of
the Levant. The fact that the peace had been signed
and a period of respite guaranteed was subsequently
seen as a blessing, as his death while hostilities were
still continuing would have produced a situation full
of danger.
The cohesion of Saladin's empire was tested to the
full by the events of the Third Crusade. The hardships
and expense of this long campaigning, the reverses
and the slow decline in morale, meant that some
northern allies, also faced by their own local problems
and rivalries, failed to send their troops. Saladin's
nephew, TakI '1-Dln, also withdrew to follow his own
ambitions at Mayyafarikln and added to that region's
complications. However, the point has been fairly
made by Gibb that many of Saladin's vassals, including the Zangids of Mawsil and Sindjar, although
initially constrained to accept his suzerainty, continued to rally to his standard with their contingents
throughout this period. Had they refused, it would
have been difficult indeed to spare troops to force
them. This suggests that by this stage Saladin's cause
had to some extent been accepted as the cause of Islam
and of the djihdd.
Saladin's desire to win the wider acceptance and
cooperation of ruling and religious circles are themes
that informed his propaganda addressed to Baghdad
and elsewhere. The ways in which the ideals of the
djihdd were fostered and the message spread through
society under Saladin have been studied exhaustively
by E. Si van (L 'Islam et la Croisade. Ideologie et propagande
dans les reactions musulmanes aux Croisades, Paris 1968,
ch. 4). Saladin's public statements maintained that
the ultimate aims of djihdd, the duty of Muslim princes
to participate, and also the delegated authority he had
been given by the caliph, justified his compulsion of
those unwilling to join the common cause. How much
weight the pronouncements of the caliph and his granting of supporting diplomas had in the battle for
mens' minds and allegiance over against considerations of temporal interest it is difficult to say. Saladin
clearly thought it worth while to keep up a barrage of
letters to Baghdad seeking formal delegation of everwidening authority and sanction for his politics and
military moves. It is doubtful, however, whether the
rhetoric in letters written by such persons as al-Kao!l
al-Fadil really amounted to the expression on
Saladin's part of a desire to restore the caliphate as the
active centre of a renewed Islamic political entity, as
Gibb has suggested. Even he has admitted that
"propaganda points may be difficult to disentangle
from religious zeal." Indeed, it seems that the nearer
the frontiers of Saladin's empire came to Baghdad,
the more troubled were his relations with the caliphate
which itself was attempting to expand its temporal influence and areas of control. Symptomatic was the
brawl over precedence between clrakl and Syrian
pilgrims during the Hadjdj of 583/February 1188,
which ended in the death of Saladin's long-time supporter, the amir Ibn al-Mukaddam.
Saladin spent most of his life in Syria, and
Damascus was always his preferred place of residence.
Egypt and her resources supplied the means for his expansionist policy and his victories. For long periods he
entrusted its government to his brother al-cAdil, and
to his chief civilian administrator, al-Kaoli al-Fao!il.
There are signs that the economic strain of the
constant campaigning affected Egypt and Syria too,
and that social unrest was growing. Serious financial
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problems arose, partly because of the exhaustion of
the Upper Egyptian gold-mines but mainly from the
demanding military expenditure. This led to the
debasement of the dinar, the end of the stability which
the Fatimid currency had known (A. Ehrenkreutz,
The crisis of the dinar in the Egypt of Saladin, mJAOS,
Ixxvi [1956], 178-84). It is interesting to note that the
addition of Yemen to the empire, which had been conquered for the Ayyubids by Saladin's brother Turanshah, and later ruled by another brother, Tughtakin,
clearly created hopes that it would be a source of
treasure, and that Saladin's complaints, when that
was not satisfactorily forthcoming, mirror Nur alDin's earlier complaints about the insufficient aid he
had received from Egypt.
Saladin's lands were administered by a decentralised bureaucracy, the details of which will probably
always remain obscure. As for Egypt itself, we possess
a work on the land tax, in an imperfect version, revised about 581/1185 (see CA1I b. c Uthman alMakhzumi, Kitdb al-minhddj.fi S/m al-kharddj_, ed. Cl.
Cahen and Y. Ragheb, Cairo 1983, and also Cahen,
Makhzumiyydt. Etudes sur I'histoire economique et financiers
de I'Egypte medievale, Leiden 1977), and there is also extant a wider examination of the bureaucracy by Ibn
MammatI (d. 606/1209) entitled Kitdb Kawdnin aldawdwin (ed. A.S. Atiya, Cairo 1943). At various
times during his life he delegated the control of parts
of his empire to the growing number of family
members and to trusted officers of the army, relying
on family and personal loyalties and on a balance of
interests to preserve the whole. The last arrangement
he made for the division of power in his empire did
not, however, endure long after his death. Saladin
may or may not have been personally indifferent to
wealth and possessions. In general, however, he
recognised and forwarded the interests of his family
and was eager to protect their dynastic future,
although at times the wishes and ambitions of
members of his family, especially his brothers Turansjhah and Tughtakm, caused him difficulties. He was
nevertheless capable of arguing against claims of
hereditary expectations on the occasions when the
Zangids advanced them. Ultimately, the dominant
role passed to a collateral branch of the Ayyubid family, to his brother al-cAdil and his descendants, and for
most of the dynasty's history Saladin's direct descendants ruled only in Aleppo.
Fundamentally his position depended on the army,
the core of which was his personal guard, the halka
[q.v.]. Apart from the dominant contribution of
Egypt, each urban centre in greater Syria and the
Djazlra maintained an caskar commensurate with its
resources. The whole army, which was paid by iVt/ac
[q. v. ] or by monthly salary (djdmakiyya) was still largely free-born, although the sultan, princes and amirs
had their personal mamluk contingents (see H.A.R.
Gibb, The armies of Saladin, in S.J. Shaw and W.R.
Polk (eds.), Studies on the civilization of Islam, Boston
1962, 74-90). Because of the domination of the
Mediterranean by the Italian states both for trade and
for the movement of troops, Saladin made attempts to
revive Fatimid naval power, and his ships made some
useful contributions to his operations, but ultimately
lost control of the sea during the Third Crusade (see
Ehrenkreutz, The place of Saladin in the naval history of the
Mediterranean Sea in the Middle Ages, in JAOS, Ixxv
[1955], 100-16).
Unlike his mentor, Nur al-Din, who was a Hanafi,
Saladin adhered to the Shafici madhhab, in which he
was followed by practically all the members of his
dynasty. In his theology he was of the Ashcari persua-
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sion. In the reported wording of the wakfiyya for the
khdnkdh which he founded in Cairo (see al-Makrizi,
Khitat, ii, 415-16), the residual beneficiaries of the
wakf income are "poor Shaficl or Malik!fukaho?, who
are of the Ashcari creed." In the construction inscription for the madrasa which he founded at the tomb of
al-Shaflci, in which unusually Saladin's name and
titles have no mention but only the initiative of the
shaykh al-Khabusham is stressed, the Ashcari antiHash wiyya nature of the foundation is made explicit.
In many respects, in the public image at least, his
regime followed that of Nur al-Din in striving to suppress non-Islamic elements in society and administration and in promoting Shar^a norms. There is little
evidence of specifically anti-lsmaclll activity. Once the
Fatimid court and the ruling establishment had been
scattered and the ineffectual attempts at countercoups dealt with, the underlying Sunni nature of
Egyptian society could assert itself. As for intellectual
pursuits, he studied Hadith and was fond of poetry,
c
Usama b. Munkidh being an especial favourite.
As regards his building activity, he was responsible
for much military work throughout his lands. The
grand design to enclose Cairo and Fustat with a defensive wall was begun on his behalf by Baha° al-Din
Karakush [q.v.] but never completed. The citadel at
Cairo was also conceived by Saladin and started in
572/1176-7, but finished after his reign and subjected
to many later changes. Adjacent to the Imam alShafi c i's tomb he constructed a madrasa for the Shaficls
(see above) and near the mosque of c Amr b. al-cAs a
madrasa for the Malikis, which came to be known as alKumhiyya. The latter was begun in Muharram
566/September 1170. In Cairo proper he converted
the former residence (ddr) of the Fa^imid vizier alMa-'mun into a madrasa for the HanafTs (wakfiyya dated
Shacban 572/March 1177) and built a khdnkdh
(wakfiyya dated 569/1173-4). These were the earliest
examples of such institutions to be founded in Egypt.
He also converted part of the Fatimid palace into a
hospital (bimdristdri) during 577/1182. After the reconquest, Jerusalem received much of his attention, in
the restoration of the Dome of the Rock and the Aksa
Mosque to make them fit for Muslim worship, and
also in the conversion of the Latin Patriarch's
residence into a Sufi khdnkah (endowed in 585/1189),
the conversion of the church of St Anne into the
Salahiyya, a madrasa for the Shaficls (also endowed in
585/1189), and in the provision of a hospital (begun
588/1192).
Saladin's personality is somewhat hidden behind
the image-making of his admirers. One thing beyond
doubt is that he could inspire devotion in his
followers. His generosity, fidelity and compassion are
vividly portrayed, but he could also be ruthless. He
was impatient of details of administration. The
generally pro-Zangid Ibn al-Athlr [q.v.], who frequently skews his historical account to Saladin's
disadvantage, in his final summary of Saladin's life
and career nevertheless gives a more positive assessment, when he writes, "He was a man of religious
knowledge and culture, a Hadith scholar. In short he
was a man of rare qualities in his time, much given to
generosity and fine deeds, a mighty warrior of the
djihdd against the infidels." The contemporary
historian William of Tyre, whose record of events
ends at 1183, portrays him as a generous, energetic
and ambitious ruler, whose policies present a real
threat to the Crusader states. In due course, in
mediaeval European literature the historical Saladin
was lost sight of and he became a mythic figure of
chivalry. A romanticised view of him continued into
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19th-century literature, most notably in Sir Walter
Scott's historical novel, Ivanhoe.
Bibliography: The f u n d a m e n t a l sources are
c
lmad al-Dln al-Isfahanl, al-Bark al-Shami, lost except for two parts, part 3 (years 573-5/1177-80) ed.
M. al-Hayyari, c Amman 1987, and part 5 (years
578-9/1182-4) ed. R. §esen, Istanbul 1971, and M.
al-Hayyan, c Amman 1987; the epitome of this
work by al-Bundari, Sand* al-Bark al-§hdmi, ed. R.
§esen, Beirut 1971 (up to 576/1180), and ed.
Fathiyya al-NabarawI, Cairo 1979 (up to
583/1188); clmad al-Dln al-Isfahanl, al-Fath al-Kussi
ft 'l-Fath al-Kudsi, ed. C. de Landberg, Leiden 1888
(tr. H. Masse, Conquete de la Syrie et de la Palestine par
Saladin, Paris 1972); Baha° al-Dln Ibn Shaddad, alNawddir al-sultaniyya wa 'l-mahdsin al-Yusufiyya or
Sirat Saldh al-Din, ed. al-Shayyal, Cairo 1964 (tr.
C.W. Wilson, The life of Saladin, in Palestine Pilgrims'
Text Society, xiii, London 1897, repr. New York
1971); Ibn Abi Tayy, quoted in Abu Shama (see
below); the private and official documents of alKadl al-Fadil, see A.H. Helbig, al-Qafial-Fddil, der
Wezir Saladins, Leipzig 1908, and various ms. collections; Ibn al-Athlr, al-Kdmil ft 'l-ta^rtkh, Dar
Sadir ed., xi-xii, Beirut 1966; idem, al-Ta^nkh albdhir fi 'l-dawla al-atdbakiyya, ed. A. A. Tolaymat,
Cairo and Baghdad [1963].
Consult also the later s y n t h e s e s , Abu Shama.
Kitdb al-Rawdatayn Jt akhbdr al-dawlatayn, Bulak
1287-8/1870-2 (repr. Beirut n.d.), i-ii, and ed.
M.H.A. Ahmad, Cairo 1956-62, i/1-2; Ibn Wasil,
Mufarridj. al-kurub fi akhbdr Bani Ayyub, ed. alShayyal, Cairo 1953-7, i-ii; Ibn al-Furat, Ta^nkh,
ed. H. al-Shamma, Basra 1967-9, iv, parts 1-2; and
the biographical notice in Ibn Khallikan, Wafaydt alacydn wa-anbd^ abnd* al-zamdn, ed. I. c Abbas, Beirut
n.d., vii, 139-212.
For studies of the sources, see H.A.R. Gibb,
The Arabic sources for the life of Saladin, in Speculum,
xxv (1950), 58-72; D.S. Richards, A consideration of
two sources for the life of Saladin, inJSS, xxv (1980),
46-65; P.M. Holt, Saladin and his admirers: a
biographical reassessment, in BSOAS, xlvi (1983), 2359; M. Ripke, Saladin und sein Biograph Baha addin b.
Shaddad, Bonn 1988.
As general s t u d i e s , Gibb, The achievement of
Saladin, in S.J. Shaw and W.R. Polk (eds.), Studies
on the civilization of Islam, Boston 1962, 91-107;
idem, The life of Saladin etc., Oxford 1973; A.S.
Ehrenkreutz, Saladin, Albany 1972; M.C. Lyons
and D.E.P. Jackson, Saladin: the politics of the Holy
War, Cambridge 1982. For the family background
and particular stages of his career, see V. Minorsky, The pre-history of Saladin, in Studies in Caucasian
history, London 1953; Richards, The early history of
Saladin, in IQ xvii, 140-59; H. Mohring, Saladin
und die dritte Kreuzzug, Wiesbaden 1980. For the
battle of Hattin and the s u b s e q u e n t campaign, see J. Prawer, La bataille de Hattin, in Israel
Exploration Journal, xiv (1964), 160-79; B.Z. Kedar,
The battle of Hattin revisited, in The Horns of Hattin, ed.
idem, Jerusalem 1992, 190-207; R.B.C. Huygens,
La campagne de Saladin en Syrie du Nord (1188), in
Apamee de Syrie. Bilan des recherches archeologiques 19691971, Brussels 1972, 273-83.
For his b u i l d i n g works in Egypt, see Makrizi,
Khifat, Bulak ed., ii, 202-3, 364, 365-6, 407;
K.A.C. Creswell, The Muslim architecture of Egypt. II.
Ayyubid and early Bahrite Mamluks A.D. 1171-1326,
Oxford 1959, 1-40 (the citadel), 41-63 (the walls),
64 (the tomb of the Imam al-Shafici). For his
Jerusalem f o u n d a t i o n s , see M. van Berchem,

CIA, Syrie duSud, i. Jerusalem "Ville", MIFAO, xliii,
Cairo 1922, 87-90, 90-9, 108-19; and K.Dj. alc
Asali, Ma^dhid al-^ilm ft Bayt al-Makdis, cAmman
1981, 54-94, 294-7, 330-8.
For inscriptions, see G. Wiet, Les inscriptions de
Saladin, in Syria, iii (1922), 307-28, and RCEA, ix,
nos. 3334-5, 3339, 3343-4, 3359, 3368, 3374, 3380,
3399, 3402, 3420-3, 3438, 3447, 3449-50, 3453,
3471; M.H. Burgoyne and A. Abul-Hajj, Twentyfour mediaeval Arabic inscriptions from Jerusalem, in Levant, xi (1979), 112-37, nos. xv, xvi, xviii. For a
study of Saladin's coinage, see P. Balog, The
coinage of the Ayyubids, London 1980, 3-5, 58-103.
For Saladin in European l i t e r a t u r e , see G.
Paris, La legende de Saladin, in Journal des Savants
(1893), 284-99, 354-65, 428-38, 486-98; A.
Thomas, La legende de Saladin en Poitou, in Journal des
Savants (1908), 467-71; R.-F. Cook and L.S. Crist,
Le deuxieme cycle de la croisade: Deux etudes sur son
developpement, Geneva 1972, 160-71.
(D.S. RICHARDS)
SAL ALA, the name of the a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
capital of the Southern Region (Zafar [0.0.], Dhofar,
also Djanubiyya) of the Sultanate of Oman [see
C
UMAN) and of the plain in which the town is situated.
The town stands on the shore of the Indian Ocean and
is 850 km/528 miles as the crow flies south-west of the
capital of the Sultanate, Muscat [see MASKAT] and
about 120 km/75 miles from the present border with
the Republic of Yemen. The town is the seat of the
Minister of State and the Wall of Dhofar.
The town is a modern one which has developed
from a small market town only in the post-1970
period. There is a plentiful supply of water from both
wells and streams, and the town is the centre of a rich
agricultural area which produces grain, papayas,
bananas, sugarcane, fruit and vegetables. There are
no dates in the area and the thousands of palms
produce coconuts. Much of the produce is produced
in Salala itself, and there is a green band of agricultural lands and gardens which stretches through
the centre of the rectangular town and which can be
seen clearly from the air when flying over the town.
In the north and south of the town lie built-up areas,
with the extremely prominent royal palace and its
complex, called al-Husn, in the south on the sea
shore.
In the extreme east of the town lie the ruins of alBalld (a modern Djibbali rather than an Arabic
name). These undoubtedly mark the important
mediaeval settlement of Zafar. The port of mediaeval
Zafar and of modern $alala was and remains Raysut,
with its perfect natural harbour some 15 km/9 miles
across the bay to the south-west.
Bibliography: There is little information on the
town, but three books produced by the Ministry of
Information of the Sultanate of Oman are useful:
Sultanate of Oman throughout 20years, the promise and the
fulfillment, and Oman, the modern state, both without a
date, and Saltanat cUmdn wa-masirat al-khayr, alMintaka al-djanubiyya, Zafar 1986; D. Hawley, Oman
and its renaissance, London 1977; Liesl Graz, The
Omanis, sentinels of the Gulf, London and New York
1982, 121-4.
(G.R. SMITH)
SALAM (A.), a term of Islamic law. It is used to
designate a p a r t i c u l a r contract classifiable as a
contract of sale (bayc [q.v. ]) and synonymous, in appropriate contexts, with the term salaf, nobably in
c
lrakl works of classical jurisprudence. Regarded as a
category of transaction in its own right, salam has as
its fundamental principle prepayment by a purchaser
(al-musallim) for an object of sale (al-musallamfihi, i.e.
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merchandise constituting the subject-matter of the
contract) to be delivered to him by the vendor (almusallam ilayhf) on a date at the end of a specified
period. In such a transaction, the consideration (i.e.
the price, be it in cash or in kind) agreed upon at the
contracting parties' meeting (madjlis al-^akd) for
delivery of the merchandise is termed ra*s al-mdl. Inasmuch as the latter was, as it still is, the normal
Arabic term for "capital" in the financial sense of the
word, it is not difficult to infer from it the essentially
economic purpose that the salam was intended to
serve, namely that of affording small traders the
wherewithal to supply customers' needs and thereby
enabling such traders to perform the same sort of
basic function as that performed in modern developed
economies by wholesalers in their business of supplying the needs of retailers and artisans.
Among features characteristic of a salam contract
the most striking for those acquainted with the Shari^a
are the unavailability of the subject-matter of the contract at the meeting of the parties, on the one hand,
and the vendor's lack of possession of or title to it, on
the other. What makes them so striking is that they
seem to mark a fundamental departure from the
Sharfa's strict principles governing commercial transactions and expressly designed to exclude from the
latter any possibility not only of ribd [q.v.] (i.e.
unlawful gain or interest, in whatever form, on a
capital loan or investment), but also—and very much
more importantly in the context of salam—of gharar
("chance", i.e. risk, uncertainty, speculation). Be
that as it may, the early mediaeval jurists, once conscious of the need to recognise the validity of a practice that was in effect an economic necessity meeting
the legitimate needs of the public, deemed it both appropriate and expedient to accommodate salam within
the ideal framework of the Shari^a law and found
themselves able to invoke in support of it, inter alia, the
authority of a Tradition attributed to the Prophet
himself.
To incorporate the principle of salam in Islamic law
was one thing; to implement it was another. On certain basic matters (e.g. that the price and object of a
salam sale cannot both be currencies; that the objects
of sale should be fungible (mithlt, i.e. replaceable by
others answering to the same definition), weighable
(mawzun, waznt) or measurable (makil, kayli), etc.) the
main Sunn! schools of law were broadly in agreement,
but on many points of detail important differences of
opinion took shape and prevailed in the doctrine of
particular schools. And so it is that we find, for example, that in HanafT law living animals are not held to
be proper objects of a salam sale, whereas in Malik!
law the contrary is the case. Again, in Hanafi law the
object of a salam sale must be in existence at the time
of the contract and from the time the latter is concluded until the time it is delivered, while in Malik! law
the requirement is only that the object be available at
the time when delivery falls due. Exceptional and
peculiar to Shaficl law is the surprising doctrine that
salam can be an immediate transaction and not
necessarily one providing for future delivery of the object of sale. Similarly exceptional and hardly less surprising is the Malik! doctrine that the price for the object of sale need not be paid at the ma&lis al-^akd, but
may, by mutual understanding, be postponed for up
to three days or, in certain circumstances, for even
longer than that. And so on.
Since by its very nature a salam transaction denies
the purchaser what is known as "option after inspection" (khiydr al-ru^yd) of the object of sale, a description of the latter is the only possible means of avoiding
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ignorance (jahl) of it and of safeguarding the salam
contract against the intrusion of a material element of
risk or uncertainty (gharar). According to Ibn Kudama
(541-620/1147-1223 [q.v.]), the well-known luminary
of the Hanbal! school, knowledge of the subjectmatter—designated c*7m in his terminology—is essential to the validity of a salam contract and should be
imparted by a description stating the genus and
species of whatever is in question and declaring the
condition of the latter, be it good or bad. According
to the same jurist, both Abu Hanifa and Malik required the description to supply only such detail as
was, in their view, sufficient to enable one to identify
the object of sale, while Ibn Hanbal and al-Shafic! required the detail to extend to such matters as colour,
country of origin and other characteristics influencing
price and use.
For obvious reasons, it is beyond the scope of this
article to identify all the respects, or even all the most
important respects, in which the doctrines of the four
Sunn! schools of law coincide or diverge on the rules
governing salam transactions. From what has been
said hitherto it will be quite clear that important particulars of salam sale are matters on which the different
schools do not always speak with one voice. Accordingly, in one's utilisation of sources identification of
the schools to which data relate is a sine qua non.
Bibliography: N.A. Saleh, Unlawful gain and
legitimate profit in Islamic law, Cambridge 1986 (esp.
71 ff.), a work in which the doctrine of the Ibacj!
school of law, peculiar to c Uman, is treated in addition to the doctrines of the four orthodox schools;
A.L. Udovitch, Partnership and profit in medieval
Islam, Princeton 1970, 72, 79; J.A. Wakin, The
function of documents in Islamic law, Albany 1972, 193200 (Bab al-salam [in Arabic], Introd., 41-2). Particularly useful in some respects for Malik! law is O.
Pesle, La vente dans la doctrine malekite, Rabat 1940
(see esp. 175-96), which may be consulted along
with D. Santillana, Istituzioni di diritto musulmano
malichita con riguardo anche al sistema sciafiita, 2 vols.,
Rome 1925-38. For primary sources see the
bibliographies of Saleh, Udovitch, Wakin and Santillana (Pesle, though citing his sources, offers no
bibliography).
0-D- LATHAM)
SALAM (A.), verbal noun from salima, "to be safe,
uninjured", used as substantive in the meaning of
"safety, salvation", thence "peace" (in the sense of
"quietness"), thence "salutation, greeting" (cf. Fr.
salut); on the statements of the older Arab lexicographers, see L*Al, xv, 181-3, passim.
The word is of frequent occurrence in the Kur 3 an,
especially in the suras which are attributed to the
second and third Meccan periods. The oldest passage
that contains salam is XCVII, 5, where it is said of the
Laylat al-Kadr, "It is salvation until the coming of the
dawn". Salam is also to be taken in this meaning in L,
34; XV, 46; XXI, 69; XI, 48. Salam means salvation
in this world as well as in the next. In the latter meaning we find it used in the expression Dor al-Saldm "the
abode of salvation" for Paradise (X, 26; VI, 127). In
the Medinan verse, V, 16, which is addressed to the
Ahl al-Kitdb, we find the expression subul al-saldm, the
paths of salvation (cf. Isa. LIX, 8, ddrdk shdldm).
But salam is most frequently used in the Kurgan as
a form of salutation. Thus in LVI, 91 (first Meccan
period), the people of the right hand are greeted by
their companions in bliss with salam laha "Peace be
upon thee" (according to al-BaycJawi; for other explanations see L'A1, xv, 184, 8 ff.; and ALLAH), salam
(XXXVI, 58; XIV, 23; X, 10; XXXIII, 44) or salam
'alaikum (XVI, 32; XXXIX, 73; XIII, 24) is the
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greeting which is given the blessed in Paradise or on
entering Paradise (cf. also XXV, 75); saldman saldman
in LVI, 26 (other reading saldmun saldmun; cf. XIX,
62) is presumably also intended as an auspicious exclamation (other interpretations in al-BayclawT).
Those on the Acraf [q.v. ] call to the dwellers in
Paradise saldm calaykum (VII, 46). Saldm is also the
greeting of the guests of Ibrahim and his reply (LI, 25;
XI, 69; cf. XV, 52). Ibrahim takes leave with saldm
c
alaika (XIX, 48) from his father, who threatens him.
In XX, 47, Musa in his address to Fircawn is made
to use the expression al-saldm Qald man ittaba^a 'l-hudd
"peace be upon him who follows the right guidance".
According to the first explanation in al-Baydawi, alsaldm here means the greeting of the angels and guardians of Paradise; but as these words are not at the beginning of the speech, an other interpretation prefers
to consider it as an affirmative sentence and to take
saldm as "security from God's wrath and punishment" (cf. al-Bayclaw! on the passage and LCA1, xv,
183, 7-8). Saldm calaykum "peace be upon you" is
found in VI, 54, at the beginning of the message
which the Prophet has to deliver to the believers and
in XXVII, 59, a saldm is uttered over God's chosen
servants. As a benediction, saldm is also used
repeatedly in XXXVII, where at the end of the mention of each prophet a saldm is uttered over him (verses
79, 109, 120, 130, 181; cf. also XIX, 15, 33). Saldm
may be used in an ironical sense in XLIII, 89, at parting from the unbelievers and saldm ^alaykum in
XXVIII, 55 (other interpretations in al-Baydawi).
This might perhaps hold of saldm™, XXV, 63, also,
with which the servants of the Merciful reply to the ignorant (ajdhilun), but the commentators take it in the
sense of tasalluman or bard^at?11. In LIX, 23 (Medinan)
al-saldm occurs as one of the names of God, which alBayclawi interprets as masdar used as sifa in the meaning of "the Faultless" (for other explanation, see
L'A1, xv, 182, 7 ff., 20 ff.). Al-saldm in the expressions
ddr al-saldm and subul al-saldm is therefore also interpreted as a name of God (cf. al-BayclawI on VI, 127;
X, 25; V, 16; LCA1, xv, 182, 2-3, and the notice at the
end of this article). The word has even been taken to
mean God in the formula al-saldm calaykum (Fakhr alDln al-RazI, Mafdtih al-ghayb, on VI, 54, Cairo 1278,
III, 54, 21-2; LCA1, xv, 182, 8-9). It is improbable that
the greeting is intended in alkd 'l-saldma in IV, 94; another reading is al-salama, as in the similar expression
in IV, 90-1; XVI, 28, 87.
The denominative verb sallama is first found in the
Medinan suras, namely, XXXIII, 56, where it is
recommended to utter saldt [q. v. ] and saldm over the
Prophet, and in XXIV, 27, 61 (see below).
At quite an early period, the view became established that the saldm greeting was an Islamic institution. This is, however, only correct in so far as the
Kur D an recommends the use of this greeting in a late
Meccan passage and in two Medinan passages: in VI,
54, it is commanded to the Prophet: "If those come
to you who believe in Our signs say: "Peace be upon
you" (saldmun ^alaykum). Your Lord hath laid down a
law of mercy for himself; and in XXIV, 27: "O ye
believers, enter not into dwellings which are not your
own before ye have asked leave and said saldm (watusallimu) on its inhabitants", etc.; similarly, XXIV,
61: "If ye enter dwellings, say saldm upon one another
(fasallimu)", etc. (cf. a similar prescription Matt, x,
12, Luke x, 5); iv, 86, where the more general expression for greeting (hayya) is used, is also referred to the
saldm salutation. But Goldziher has pointed out
(ZDMG, xlvi, 22-3) and quoted passages from poets in
support of the view that saldm was already in use as a

greeting before Islam. The corresponding Hebrew
and Aramaic expressions shdldm lekd, sheldm lak (I'kon),
sheldmd caldk, which go back to Old Testament usage
(cf. Judges xix, 20, 2 Sam. xviii, 28, Dan. x, 19, 1
Chron. xii, 19), were also in use as greetings among
the Jews and Christians (cf. Dalman, Gramm. d. jud.paldstin. Aramdisch2, Leipzig 1905, 244); according to
Talmud Y'rushalmi, Stfbftt, IV, 35b, Shdldm <alekdm
was Israel's greeting. See also Pcshltta Matt, x, 12,
xxvi, 49, Lukex, 5, xxiv, 36, John xx, 19, 21, 26, and
Payne Smith, Thes. Syriacus, cols. 4189-90). A very
great number of Nabataean inscriptions further show
the use of sh-l-m to express good wishes in Northwestern Arabia and the Sinai Peninsula (CIS, ii, Inscriptiones aramaeae, i, no. 288 ff., twice repeated in
nos. 244, 339, thrice repeated in no. 302) and the
Arabic s-l-m frequently occurs in the Safaitic inscriptions as a benedictive term. Cf. E. Littmann, Zur EntzifferungderSafd-Inschriften,
Leipzig 1901, 47, 52-3, 55,
56, 57, 59, 61, 64, 66, 67, 70; Semitic inscriptions, New
York-London 1905, Safaitic inscrs., nos. 5, 8, 12, 15,
69, 128, 134.
If the line saldmaka rabband ft kulli fadjr*" quoted in
LS41, xv, 183, 5 from below, were genuine and really
by Umayya b. Abi 'l-$alt [^.».], one might perhaps
conclude from it that there was a benedictory use of
the saldm formula in the morning service in certain
monotheistic circles of North Arabia. Presumably the
usage, influenced by Christian and Jewish views, had
given the word a special significance in the region of
Aramaic culture. Lidzbarski's suggestion (in ZS, i,
85 ff.) that saldm reproduces the idea expressed by
ao>TT)pioc need not be discussed here, but his explanation of Islam as the infinitive of a denominative verb
aslama formed from 5a/am-ati)Tr)pta ("to enter into the
state .... of saldm"), cannot be reconciled with such
expressions frequent in the KurDan as aslama waaj_hahu
li 'lldh, aslama li-Rabb al-cdlamtn, etc.
Muhammad must have placed a high religious
value on the saldm formula, as he considered it the
greeting given by the angels to the blessed and used
it as an auspicious salutation on the prophets who had
preceded him. A saldm, like that in the tashahhud (see
below) or like the salutation of peace which closes the
saldt and has its parallel in the Jewish fphilld (cf. E.
Mittwoch, Zur Entstehungsgeschichte des islam. Gebets u.
Kultus, inAbhPrAkW, phil.-hist. Kl. [1913], no. 2, p.
18), may have been from the first an essential feature
of the ritual of divine service. According to a tradition
(al-Bukharl, al-Isti'dhdn, bdb 3, al-Adhan, bdb 148,
150), originally they uttered the saldm at the close of
the saldt on God, on Djibrfl, Mikha^fl and other
angels. With the remark that God is himself the saldm
(cf. Kurgan, LIX, 23), the Prophet disapproved of
this and laid down what should be said in the
tashahhud; the saldm utterance belongs to it in the form
given below. On varying traditions regarding the
tashahhud, see al-Shafici, K. al-Umm, Cairo 1321, i,
103 ff.; cf. also Goldziher, Uber die Eulogien, etc. in
ZDMG, 1, 102.
In the ritual of the saldt as legally prescribed, the
benediction on God and the saldm on the Prophet, on
the worshipper and those present and on God's pious
servants, precede the confession of faith in the
tashahhud (al-saldmu ^alayka, ayyuhd 'l-nabiyyu, warahmatu 'lldhi wa-barakdtuhu; al-saldmu ^alaynd wa-^ald
c
ibddi 'lldhi 'l-sdlihina). Among the compulsory
ceremonies of the saldt, there is also at the end of it the
taslimat al-uld, the fuller form of which consists in the
worshipper in a sitting position turning his head to
right and left and saying each time al-saldmu ^alaykum
wa-rahmatu 'lldh. See al-Badjurl, Hdshiya cald sharh Ibn
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Kasim al-Ghazzi cald main Abi Shudjac, Cairo 1321, i,
168, 170.
The preference of the Kur D an for the saldm formula
and its liturgical use may have contributed considerably to the fact that it soon became considered an
exclusively Muslim greeting (tahiyyat al-isldm). As
already mentioned above, the Kur D an prescribes the
saldm on the Prophet to follow the tasliya. Tradition
reports that the latter endeavoured to introduce it.
When c Umayr b. Wahb was brought before him and
gave him the pagan greeting (ancimu sabdhan), the
Prophet said: "God has given us a better greeting
than thine, namely al-saldm, the greeting of the
dwellers in Paradise (Ibn Hisham, 472, below, ff.; alTabari, i, 1353, 10-11). Those around him are also
said to have been eager to introduce this greeting. AlWakidl relates that cUrwa b. Mascud, who immediately after his conversion wanted to convert his
own townsmen in Ta°if to Islam, called the attention
of Thaklf, who saluted in the heathen fashion, to the
greeting of the dwellers in Paradise, al-saldm (Ibn
Sacd, al-Tabakdt, v, 369; Sprenger, Das Leben .... des
Mohammad, hi, 482; Goldziher, Muh. Stud., i, 264).
According to Ibn Ishak, al-Mughlra b. Shucba instructed the deputation to Muhammad from Thakif
how they were to salute the Prophet, but they would
only use the greeting of the Djahiliyya (Ibn Hisham,
916, 5 ff.; al-Tabari, i, 1290, 9 ff.; Sprenger, op. cit.,
iii, 485; Goldziher, loc. cit.). The Jews are said to have
distorted this greeting with respect to Muhammad to
al-sdm ^alayka "death to you", whereupon the Prophet
answered wa-^alayhum "and to you" (al-Bukhari, alIstPdhdn, bdb 22; al-Adab, bdb 38; LW, xv, 206). According to Ibn Sacd (iv/1, 163, 15), Abu Dharr was
the first to greet the Prophet with the Muslim
greeting. In the same author (iv/1, 82, 2) we find
saldm ^alaykum at the beginning of a letter from
Mu c awiya to Abu Musa al-Ashcari.
The expressions which could be used were saldm or
saldm ^alaykum (-ha) or al-saldm ^alaykum. Umm Ayman
is said to have used simply (al-)saldm to the Prophet
(Ibn Sacd, viii, 163, 7-8, 9-10). In the Kur'an, the use
of saldm ^alaykum preponderates. Fakhr al-Din al-Razi
endeavours to explain that the indefinite form is
preferable and expresses the conception of perfect
greeting (ii, 500, 35 ff., iii, 512, 11 ff.). Following
him, al-Shafici is said to have preferred saldmun calayka
in the tashahhud (iii, 512, 35); but the Shaficl school
also allows the definite form here (al-Badjuri, i, 168;
L'A1, xv, 182, 12-13). The formula al-saldm calaykum
was, however, much used as a greeting. This undetermined form is expressly prescribed in the taslima
(Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, ii, 501, 5; al-Badjuri, I, 170;
L'A1, xv, 182, 13 ff.). As a return greeting, wa^alaykum al-saldm became usual (for further details on
this inversion see Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, ii, 500, 29 ff.,
iii, 512, 21 ff.). According to Ibn Sacd (iv/1, 115, 1920), cAbd Allah b. c Umar replied with saldm ^alaykum.
According to some traditions, Muhammad had described the expression Calayka 'l-saldm as the salutation
to the dead and insisted on being greeted with al-saldm
Calayka (al-Tabarl, iii, 2395; Madjd al-Din Ibn alAthlr, al-Nihdya Ji gharib al-hadith wa'l-athar, Cairo
1311, ii, 176 below). The first-named form of the
greeting is actually found in elegiac verses (op. cit., ii,
177; L^A1, xv, 182). But there are also traditions in
which the Prophet greets the dead in the cemetery
with an expression beginning with (al-)saldm (alTabarl, iii, 2402, 10 ff.; Madjd al-Din Ibn al-Athlr
and L*Al, locc. cit.). cAbd Allah b. c Umar also on
returning from a journey is said to have saluted the
graves of the Prophet, of Abu Bakr and of his father
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with al-saldm Calayka (Ibn Sacd, iv/1, 115, 5 ff.).
The saldm formula was very early extended by the
addition of the words wa-rahmatu 'lldhi or wa-rahmatu
'lldhi wa-barakdtuhu. The first extension became used
in the taslima and the second in the tashahhud (see
above). Applicating the Kur'anic commandment (IV,
86, "when ye are saluted with a salutation, salute the
person with a better than his or at least return it") it
is recommended (sunna) in the return greeting to add
the wish of blessing and benediction or occasionally,
when replying to a simple saldm, only the former (cf.
al-Bukhari, al-IstPdhdn, bdbs 16, 18, 19). If anyone is
saluted with the threefold formula, he must reply with
the same (Fakhr al-Din al-Razi on sura IV, 86, op.
cit., ii, 502, 14 ff.). According to Lane (Manners and
customs3, i, 229, note), the threefold formula was very
common as a return greeting in Egypt; cf. also
Nallino, L'Araboparlato in Egitto2, Milan 1913, 121. In
Mecca, it is comparatively rarely used; the reply usual
there is wecalekum es-saldm war-rahma (we-rahmatu 'lldh
or wal-ikrdm); cf. Snouck Hurgronje, Mekkanische
Sprichworter u. Redensarten, The Hague 1886, 118.
Landberg (Etudes sur les dialectes de I'Arabic meridionale,
ii, 788, note) thought that the longer form recalls the
priest's blessing in Num. vi, 24-6. The application of
^alaykum to a single person is explained by saying that
the plural suffix includes the two accompanying
angels or the spirits attached to him (i.e. the person;
Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, ii, 501, 19 ff, cf. iii, 513,
17 ff).
At the conclusion of a letter, the expression wa Ysaldmu (Calayka, -kum) is often used e.g. Ibn Sacd, i/2,
27, 17, 27, 28, 2, 5, 23, 29, 13, 21. Al-HarirT (Durrat
al-ghawwds, ed. Thorbecke, 108, 9 ff.) disapproves of
the use here of the indefinite form (saldm11'1), which,
according to the more correct use, should only be used
at the beginning. Wa 'l-saldm has occasionally the
meaning of "and that is the end of it" (cf. Snouck
Hurgronje, op. cit., 92).
In keeping with Kur D an, XX, 47, it became usual
to use the form al-saldmu ^ald man ittaba^a 'l-hudd to
non-Muslims when necessary (cf. Fakhr al-Dln alRazI, ii, 501, 26 ff, iv, 706, 19-20). It is found, for
example, in letters ascribed to Muhammad (alBukhan, al-Isti^dhdn, bdb 24; Ibn Sacd, i/2, 28, 10-11;
cf. line 6 there at the beginning of the letter, saldmun
^ald man dmana). Papyri of the year 91/710 bear early
testimony to its use (Papyri Schott-Reinhardt, i, ed. C.H.
Becker, Heidelberg 1906, i, 29, ii, 40-1, iii, 87-8, x,
11, xi, 7, xviii, 9). A letter from Muhammad to the
Jews of Makna concludes, however, with wa 'l-saldm
(Ibn Sacd, i/2, 28, 23); similarly a letter to the Christians in Ayla (ibid., 29, 12-13). In Hadith, also, a
tendency is noticeable not to deny the saldm greeting,
at least as a reply, to unbelievers and the A hi al-Kitdb
(cf. al-Tabari, Tajsir"1, v, 111-12; Fakhr al-Din alRazi, loc. cit.).
Saldm means also a salawdt litany, which is pronounced from the minarets every Friday about half an
hour before the beginning of the midday service
before the adhdn. This part of the liturgy is repeated
inside the mosque before the beginning of the regular
ceremonies by several people with good voices standing on a dikka (Goldziher, Uber die Eulogien, etc., in
ZDMG, 1, 103-4; cf. Lane, op. cit., i, 117). The same
name is given to the benedictions on the Prophet
which are sung during the month of Ramacjan about
half an hour after midnight from the minarets (ibid.,
ii, 264).
The auspicious formula ^alayhi 'l-saldm, which, according to the strictly orthodox opinion, like the
tasliya, should only follow the names of Prophets, but
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was more freely used in the earlier literature (cf. also
al-Bukhari, al-Isti*dhdn, bdb 43: Fdtima ^alayka 'l-saldm),
was used by Sh^a without limitation of CA1T and his
descendants also (Goldziher, in ZDMG, 1, 121 ff.;
Fakhr al-Din al-Razi, iii, 511 ff.).
The Sunnls of India make a magical use of the socalled seven saldms which refer to sura XXXVI, 58;
XXXVII, 79, 109, 120, 130; XXXIX, 73; XCVII,
5. In the morning of the festival of Akhir-i Caharshamba [see SAFAR], they write the seven saldms or
have them written with saffron water, ink or
rosewater on the leaf of a mango tree or a sacred fig
tree, or of a plantain. They then wash off the writing
in water and drink it in the hope that they may enjoy
peace and happiness (Dja c far Sharif-Herklots. Islam in
India or the Qdnun-i Islam, new ed. W. Crooke, London
1921, 186-7).
On coins, saldm (sometimes abbreviated to s)
means "of full weight, complete" (cf. J.G. Stickel,
Das grossherz. Orient. Miinzcabinet zu Jena (Handb. d.
Morgenl. Milnzkunde), Leipzig 1845, i, 43-4; O. Codrington, A manual of Musulman numismatics, London
1904, 10).
[Employed as a name o f G o d , al-Saldm is understood by the commentators as a masdar used
metaphorically in the sense of dhu 'l-saldm, saldm being
in this context an equivalent of saldma "the state of
being preserved from ...". Whence there arise, fundamentally, two interpretations. God is al-Saldm (1)
inasmuch as He is preserved from all imperfection
and infirmity (dhu 'l-saldmatl min hull naksin wa-dfd),
and (2) inasmuch as created beings are preserved
from all injustice on His part (salima 'l-khalk min
zulmihi). Contrary to the commentary given by L.
Gardet (in AL-ASMAD AL-HUSNA), the idea of "peace"
is in no degree, here, taken into consideration. See D.
Gimaret, Les noms divins en Islam, Paris 1988, 204-5],
Bibliography: In addition to that mentioned in
the article: Ibn cAbd Rabbihi, al-^Ikd al-farid, Bulak
1293, i, 276-7; Lane, op. cit., i, 298 ff.; Landberg,
Etudes sur les dialectes de I'Arabie meridionale, Leiden
1905-13, ii, 776-81, 786-9; H. Ringgren, Islam,
^aslama and muslim, Horae Soederblomianae ii,
Uppsala 1949.
(C. VAN ARENDONK-[D. GIMARET])
SALAMA B. DINAR, Abu Hazim al-Makhzumi,
called al-Acradj "the Lame" (d. ca. 140/757), traditionist and j u d g e in Medina, regarded as a protoSufl m y s t i c ; he was of Persian origin. Various
aphorisms (hikam) and elegant sayings of his are preserved in citations, and also his answers to questions
put to him by the Umayyad caliph Sulayman b. cAbd
al-Malik [q.v.]; also, a collection of his masd^il [see
AL-MASA 5 iL WA 'L-ADjwiBA] is extant in manuscript.
Bibliography: Zirikli, Acldm, iii, 171-2; Sezgin,
GAS, i, 634-5; R. Eisener, Zwischen Faktum und Fiktion. Eine Studie zum Umayyadenkalifen Sulaimdn b.
c
Abdalmalik und seinem Bild in den Quellen, Wiesbaden
1987, 195-205.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SALAMA B. DJANDAL, a poet of pre-Islamic
times, was a member of the clan al-Harith, which belonged to the large division of Sacd b. Zayd Manat of
the tribe Tamim. Ibn Sallam al-Djumahi places him
in the 7th class of poets (Tabakdt al-shu'ard*, ed. Hell,
Leiden 1916, 36). He is reckoned among the excellent
poets of the Djdhiliyya [q. v. ] of whom only a few poems
are preserved (al-mukillun). According to two events
mentioned in his verses, he must have flourished
during the second half of the 6th century of our era.
The Nako?i(JL of Djarir and al-Farazdak [q. vv. ] give two
poems of Salama, not included in his diwdn, where he
celebrates the victory of Djadud, a battle, in which the

clan of Minkar, a division of Zayd Manat, defeated
the Banu Shayban of the tribe Bakr b. Wa3il. It must
have taken place about the middle of the 6th century.
In his longest poem (Diwdn, no. 3, v. 38), also included in the Asmaciyydt (no. 42, v. 38), he refers to the end
of the king al-Nucman III [q.v.] of Hlra, who was
trampled to death by elephants at the order of the Persian ruler Khusraw Parwlz in 602, which provides a
terminus post quern for Salama's death. There is no
evidence that he lived to the time of Islam, and none
of his descendants appear to be named in the
biographies of early Muslims.
Another reference in his diwdn has caused some
confusion among scholars. There is a monothematic
poem of four lines (no. 7) addressed to Sacsaca b.
Mahmud of the clan of Marthad, who had taken the
poet's brother Ahmar (sometimes mispelled Ahmad)
prisoner and released him without ransom on account
of Salama's intercession (cf. also al-Djahiz, al-Baydn
wa 'l-tabyin, ed. C A.S. Harun, Cairo 1367/1948-50,
iii, 318). A different report has it that al-Ahmar had
been taken prisoner in a raid led by cAmr b. Kulthum
[q.v.] (Diwdn cAmr, introduction to poem no. 2, ed. F.
Krenkow, inMashrik, xx [1922], 591-611, cf. 592, and
also Ibn Kutayba, Shi'r, 147; Aghdni1, ix, 183).
Whether the two reports are mixed up, or whether
Ahmar b. Djandal had been taken prisoner on two
different occasions, cannot be established. If the latter
is true, we have corroborating evidence for the life
span of Salama, since it makes him a contemporary of
c
Amr b. Kulthum.
Salama's diwdn has come down to us in the recensions of al-AsmacI [q.v.] and of Abu c Amr alShaybam, the representatives of the Basran and the
Kufan schools respectively. The two recensions were
united by Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Ahwal (d. after
259/873), who pointed out occasional differences between the Basran and the Kufan tradition. The text is
preserved in four manuscripts. They form the basis of
Fakhr al-Din Kabawa's edition (Aleppo 1387/1968),
which supersedes the earlier editions of Cl. Huart (JA,
10° serie, xv [1919], 71-105, with French translation)
and L. Cheikho (Beirut 1920). The diwdn contains 8
poems, 136 verses in all. In addition, the editor collected 27 poems and fragments from other sources,
amounting to 80 verses.
Salama is reputed to have excelled in the description of horses (cf. Ibn Kutayba, loc. cit.), and, indeed,
his most famous ode, included in the Mufadfaliyyat
[q.v.] (no. XXII), contains a magnificent passage
about the tribe's horses for battle (no. 1, vv. 5-15), in
place of the conventional camel theme. The poem
begins with a complaint of old age (vv. 1-3) and ends
with tribal fakhr. There are two other polythematic
odes in the diwdn, a tripartite form (no. 2) and a bipartite poem (no. 3), both ending with a combination of
fakhr and hidja* [q.v.], which is also the prevailing topic
of Salama's monothematic poems. His verses appear
ancient in wording and imagery, and give the impression of authenticity. He refers to swords of Busra and
al-Mada3in, which are seldom mentioned in verses of
later times, as swords were no longer obtained from
there. That he mentions writing or even inkstands
and parchment (no. 3, v. 2) is not at all strange as
these things were more widely known than is generally
admitted. The occurrence of the term Allah (no. 1, v.
12) should not be taken as a sign of later interpolation,
and Salama's reference to al-Rahmdn (no. 3, v. 36) is
hardly sufficient to prove that he was a Christian, as
was assumed by L. Cheikho.
Bibliography: In addition to references in the article, see TheMufaddaliyydt, ed. C.J. Lyall, i, Arabic
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text, Oxford 1921 (no. XXII), ii, Translation and
notes, ibid. 1918, iii, Indexes to the Arabic text,
comp. by A.A. Bevan, London 1924 (CMS, N.S.
Ill); al-Asma^iyydt, ed. C A.S. Harun and A.M.
Shakir, Cairo 1964 (no. 42); The Nakd^id of Djarir
and al-Farazdak, ed. A.A. Bevan, i-iii, Leiden 190512, i, 144 ff. See also Blachere, HLA, ii, 257;
Sezgin, GAS, ii, 192. Verses of Salama are cited in
most books dealing with ancient Arabic poetry, e.g.
in the Lisdn al-^Arab 40 times.
_ (F. KRENKOW-[RENATE JACOBI])
SALAMA MUSA, Egyptian j o u r n a l i s t , encyclopaedist, socialist, political c a m p a i g n e r ,
enthusiastic moderniser and "westerniser".
Born ca. 1887 to a well-to-do Coptic family near
Zagazig, he died on 5 August 1958. He attended both
Christian and Muslim kuttdbs, a school of the Coptic
Charitable Society, and then the "national" school.
From there he went to the Tawftkiyya (where he
taught briefly in 1919), and the Khedivial College in
Cairo. As a youngster he read avidly the Arab dailies
and reviews, that spread the new ideas from Europe
and made accessible European literature; to alMuktatafhe owed his scientific leanings and his simple,
telegraphic style of writing that made his ideas accessible to a broad audience.
In 1907 he went to Paris. In Europe he was to
develop his ideas about the emancipation of women;
his book al-Mar^a laysat lucbat al-raajul (Beirut 1956)
voices his opinions on this subject. He went to London in 1908, joining Lincoln's Inn where he studied
law, and following courses in Egyptology, geology,
biology, and economics. There he became acquainted
with the works of many of the authors (Darwin,
Spencer, Shaw, H.G. Wells, Elliot Smith, Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, Gorki, Sartre, Goethe, Nietzsche,
Marx, Freud, Gandhi, etc.), who influenced him profoundly, discussed in Hd^uld^i callamum (Cairo 1953).
In Paris L 'Humanite had introduced him to socialist
ideas; in London he was to join the Fabian Society,
where he met Shaw. From Shaw he derived many of
his humanistic socialist ideas; he analyses his life and
works in Bernard Shaw (Cairo 1957).
Throughout most of his life he wrote for the Egyptian press; his book al-Sahdfa ... hirfa wa-risdla (Cairo
1963) is on the profession of journalism. Returning to
Egypt from Europe, he received his training on alLiwd'* newspaper. He was to collaborate on al-Djdmi^a.
al-Muktataf, al-Mahrusa, al-Akhbdr, al-Baldgh, Djandat
Misr, Maajallat al-Hadtth, al-Nidd*, al-Wafd al-Misn,
Akhbdr al-Yawm, al-Djil, al-Indhdr and many other
journals. In 1914 he founded in Cairo the first Egyptian weekly, al-Mustakbal, dedicated to science and
literature. From 1923 to 1929 he helped edit al-Hildl.
He wrote for its press: Ashhar al-khutab wa-mashdhir alkhutabd* (Cairo 1924) an anthology of the most important European and Arab authors; Ashhar kisas al-hubb
al-ta\ikhiyya (1925) love stories from history and from
Arabic literature; Ahldm al-faldsifa (1926) on the Utopian ideas of philosophers from Plato onwards; Hurriyyat al-fikr wa-abtdluhd fi 'l-ta^nkh (1927) examining
the struggle to maintain freedom of expression; al-^Akl
al-bdtin wa-maknundt al-nafs (1927) a study on the
theories of Freud and Jung, and Ta\ikh al-funun waashhar al-suwar (1927) partially dedicated to the
development of art in Egypt. In 1929 he founded the
monthly al-Maa^alla al-Djadida and the weekly al-Misn;
both were suppressed, but al-Maajalla al-Djadida later
reappeared. From 1940 to 1942 he collaborated on alShu^un al-Idjtimd^iyya, the magazine of the Ministry for
Social Affairs.
A pioneer in the creation of the Arab socialist move-
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ment, in 1920 he helped form the short-lived Egyptian
Socialist Party. He was to acknowledge late in life that
the ideas of Marx had had the most profound influence on him. He had published al-Ishtirdkiyya (Cairo
1913), a short treatise on socialism (tr. in G. Haupt
and M. Reberioux, La Deuxieme Internationale et
1'Orient, Paris 1967, 423-38, and in S.A. Hanna and
G.H. Gardner, Arab socialism, Leiden 1969, 275-88).
His al-Dunyd ba^d thaldthin cdm (1930) is on the prospects for socialism in Egypt. A collection of articles,
Mashd^il al-tank Ii 'l-shabdb (Cairo 1959) attempts to
guide the young on the revolutionary road. His
Mukaddimat al-subirmdn (Cairo 1910) on socialism,
evolution, and eugenics, advocates the application of
selective reproduction and sterilisation to produce a
Superman. The second edition, al-Yawm wa 'l-ghad
(Cairo 1927) discusses the ideas of Darwin, Nietzsche,
and Shaw, and the emancipation of women. Dabt altandsul wa-man** al-haml (Cairo 1930), written with Dr
Kamil Lablb, returns to the necessity of improving
the species and tackles birth control.
On his return to Egypt, he had publicised the
theory of evolution; he discusses Darwin's On the origin
of the species in his most popular work Nazariyyat altatawwur wa-asl al-insdn (Cairo 1925), developed in alInsdn kimmat al-tatawwur (Cairo 1961). He was to question the "commonly accepted mysteries" and turn to
a belief in the "social value of religion." His book
Nushu^ fikrat Allah (Cairo 1912) is a summary of the
ideas of Grant Allen on The evolution of the idea of God.
Under the influence of Gandhi, he founded the
league al-Misn Ii 'l-Misri, encouraging Egyptians to
buy local products and to boycott foreign goods, arguing his case in Djuyubund wa-djuyub al-adj_dnib (Cairo
1930). His Ghandiwa 'l-haraka al-hindiyya (Cairo 1934)
describes the struggle of Gandhi against British imperialism. Musa's two principal foes in his writings
were to be the British imperialists and Egyptian reactionaries; he was to wage a life-long battle in defence
of democracy in Egypt. He was arrested and imprisoned on several occasions for alleged propaganda
for a republican form of government and for writing
on socialism and communism. Finding abhorrent the
conduct of the palace and its supporters, he was
amongst those intellectuals who welcomed the revolution of 1952. His Hurriyyat al-^aklfi Misr (Cairo 1945)
deals with the lack of freedom of Egyptian intellectuals, and Kitdb al-Thawrdt (Beirut 1954) examines the
French and Bolshevik Revolutions, and the two Egyptian revolutions of 1919 and 1952.
Altogether he wrote about 40 books, many of his
writings first appearing in the periodical press.
Amongst his collections of articles are Mukhtdrdt
Salama Musd (Cairo 1926); Fi 'l-haydt wa 'l-adab (Cairo
1930); Tank al-mad^d (Cairo 1949); Ahddith ild 'l-shabdb
(Cairo 1957) and Makdldt mamnu^a (Beirut 1959) a collection of censored and banned articles. In his alBaldgha al-^asriyya wa 'l-lugha al-^arabiyya (Cairo 1945)
he criticises traditional Arabic eloquence for being
unable to reflect the ideas of his age; at one stage, he
had advocated replacing the Arabic script by the
Latin, since he felt that the Arabic characters
obstructed scientific progress. On literature, his alAdab Ii 'l-sha^b (Cairo 1956) applies social realism to
contemporary
Egyptian and classical Arabic
literature; whilst al-Tadjdidfi 'l-adab al-indjilizial-hadith
(Cairo 1934) examines the development of modern
English literary trends. He published several collections of stories: Kisas mukhtalifa (Cairo 1930) a selection of stories, particularly from Russian literature;
Min adjl al-saldm, kisas sufydtiyya (Cairo 1956 with cAbd
al-Mun c im Subhl); Ruddu ilayya haydti, madjmu^a
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kisasiyya (Cairo 1960); Intisdrat insdn (Cairo 1960) and
Iftahulahd 'l-bdb (Cairo 1962). In al-Djarima wa 'l-^ikdb
(Cairo 1912) he translated part of Dostoyevsky's Crime
and punishment.
His writings on psychology were published in alSikuludjiyya ft haydtind al-yawmiyya (Cairo 1936); alShakhsiyya al-nddjiha (Cairo 1942); ^Akli wa-^akluka
(Cairo 1947); Muhdwaldt sikuludjiyya (Cairo 1952) and
Dirdsdt sikuludjiyya (Beirut 1956). Amongst his varied
studies, his book Misr, Aslal-Haddra (Cairo 1934) is an
analysis of Elliot Smith's ideas on pharaonic civilisation; Fann al-haydt (Cairo 1929) is a description of love
as a formative element in family and society; Haydtuna
bacd al-khamsin (Cairo 1944) deals with life's problems
after the age of 50; al-Nahda al-Urubbiyya (Cairo 1935)
examines the renaissance in the west and its influence
on Arab civilisation, whilst the unpublished Mucajam
al-afkdr is an analysis of movements of thought. AlTathkif al-dhdti aw kayf nurabbi anfusand (Cairo 1946) is
on his personal acculturation experience. His
autobiography, Tarbiyat Saldma Musd (Cairo 1947,
revised 1958), has been described by Jacques Berque
as "one of the most moving books in modern Arabic
literature" (a tr. was edited by L.O. Schuman, The
education of Saldma Musd, Leiden 1961).
Bibliography: Giuseppe Contu, Gliaspettipositivi
e i limiti del laicismo in Saldmah Musd (1887-1958),
Naples 1980; V. Egger, A Fabian in Egypt: Salamah
Musa and the rise of the professional classes in Egypt,
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'I-insdn, Cairo 1956; Ghali ShukrI, Saldma Musd waazmat al-damir al-^arabi, Cairo 1962; Kamel S. Abu
Jaber, Saldmah Musd: precursor of Arab Socialism, in
MEJ, xx, 1966, 196-206; A.D.H. Dessouki, The
views ofSalama Musa on religion and secularism, in Islam
and the Modern Age, iv/3 (1973), 23-34; Sylvia G.
Haim, Saldma Musd, an appreciation of his
autobiography, in WI, N.S., ii (1953), 10-24; Sami A.
Hanna and G. H. Gardner, Saldma Musd 1887-1958,
a pioneer of Arab Socialism, in their Arab socialism: a
documentary survey, Leiden 1969, 49-63; Ibrahim A.
Ibrahim, Salama Musa: an essay on culture alienation, in
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(P.C. SADGROVE)
SALAMAN and ABSAL, two characters who
figure p r o m i n e n t l y in a series of p r e - m o d e r n
philosophical and mystical allegories written in
Arabic and Persian. The characters are first mentioned by Ibn Slna [q.v.}, in the ninth chapter of his
Kitdb al-Ishdrdt wa l-tanbihdt, where he discusses the
"Stages of the Gnostics" (makdmdt al-cdriftn). Here he
states that:
Gnostics have stages and degrees by which they are
favoured over others while in their earthly life. It is
as if their bodies were garments that they had
removed and striped away (to move) toward the
Realm of Sanctity (Warn al-kuds). They have things
hidden within and manifest without that are denied
by whomever would deny them but are deemed
momentous by whomever has come to known them.
We will tell you about these things. And when
your ear has been struck by what it hears, and what
you will hear has been narrated to you, it will be a
story of Salaman and Absal.
Know that Salaman is a similitude coined for you

and that Absal is a similitude coined for your degree
in gnosis (^irfdn), if you be one of its folk. So
decipher the symbolism (al-ramz), if you are able
(iv, 48-51).
Ibn Slna also mentions the name of Absal in his
"Treatise on Destiny" (Risdla fi 'l-kadar) (Mehren,
Traites mystiques, fasc. iii/5-6), but the story is not in
the list of his compositions provided by Abu cUbayd
al-Djuzdjani [^.».], the philosopher's companion, student, and biographer (despite al-TusI's assertion that
it is), nor does it appear in any of the other traditional
bibliographies of Ibn Sina's works (such as those of
Ibn al-Kifti, Ibn Abi Usaybica, or Ibn Khallikan
[q. vv. ]. No manuscript of the narrative has so far appeared.
In his commentary on al-Ishdrdt wa 'l-tanbihdt, Fakhr
al-Dln al-RazT [q. v. ] suggests etymologies for the two
names and states that there existed a story "among
the Arabs" about the two characters, but he
acknowledges that this version appears to have little
connection with Ibn Sina's intent.
Our only source for the possible contents of the
story is Naslr al-Dln al-TusT's [q.v. ] commentary on
al-Ishdrdt wa 'l-tanbihdt (iv, 49-57). Al-TusI first
recapitulates al-RazI's remarks. Then he summarises
the contents of two versions of the story that he came
across in the twenty years after he finished his commentary (for translations and full discussions of both
versions, see Corbin, Avicenna, 204-41; cf. Heath,
Allegory, 94-6. The allegorical decoding provided in
the summaries below is al-Tusi's).
The first version, which al-TusI believes "one of
the common philosophers devised to fit the Shaykh's
[i.e. Ibn Sina's] discussion", was purportedly of
Greek origin and translated into Arabic by Hunayn b.
Ishak [q.v.] (iv, 52). In this narrative, Salaman is a
young prince (the rational soul) whom his father (the
active intellect) has engendered without recourse to a
woman (matter) through the ingenuity of his minister
(divine emanation). Salaman is nursed by a young
and beautiful woman, Absal (the corporeal faculties),
with whom he falls desperately in love. When his
father, the king, disapproves of this attachment,
Salaman flees with Absal to the lands of the far west
(the material realm). Through his father's patient
guidance, he is eventually freed of his ties to Absal
and assumes his rightful place on the throne. (A text
of this version is included in Tis*- rasd^il, 112-19.)
Al-TusI ascribes the second version to Ibn Slna,
and justifiably so since it contains a scene referred to
by the philosopher in his "Treatise on Destiny"
(mentioned above). In this rendition, Salaman is a
king (the rational soul) and Absal is his younger
brother (the theoretical faculty of the rational soul advanced to the level of the acquired intellect) who aids
his older sibling while resisting the sexual advances of
the latter's wife (the bodily faculties). After conquering the East and the West, Absal is poisoned by his
brother's wife. Learning this, Salaman executes his
wife and retires to solitary meditation of God.
The next major use of the characters apears in the
Treatise of Hayy b. Yakzdn, written by the Andalusian
philosopher Ibn Tufayl [q. v. ]. Ibn Tufayl states in his
introduction that he composed the narrative to clarify
what Ibn Slna meant by the phrase "Oriental Philosophy" (al-hikma al-mashrikiyya), and he refers to
passages from the final chapters of al-Ishdrdt wa 'ltanbihdt. Nevertheless, Ibn Tufayl's use of the characters is original, and his Hayy b. Yakzdn is a significant
philosophical composition in its own right.
In this narrative, Salaman and Absal appear
toward the end of the story, after the main character,
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Hayy b. Yakzan [q.v. ], has perfected himself and
achieved a state of union with the Divine. Absal, who
represents the inner dimension of religious spirituality, appears on Hayy's island seeking a place to engage
in solitary spiritual contemplation. When the two
meet, Absal learns of Hayy's spiritual attainments
and becomes his disciple. When Hayy discovers from
Absal of the existence of revealed religion among the
latter's people, he decides to visit their island to inform them of the inner truths that their revelation
contains. On the island, the two encounter Absal's
friend, Salaman, who represents upright and sincere
adherence to the external tenets and rituals of
religion. Hayy finds that he cannot convey his
spiritual and intellectual truths because the islanders
are spiritually and mentally incapable of receiving
them. So he and Absal return to their island to pursue
their pursuit of truth away from society.
The last major version of a story using the characters of Salaman and Absal occurs in a narrative of the
same name by the Persian poet, DjamI [q. v. ], that is
included as one of seven mathnawis in the poet's Haft
awrang. Djaml's version (translated into English by
the 19th-century poet Edward Fitzgerald) follows fairly closely the plot line of the Greek story summarised
above (see Arberry, Fitzgerald's Salaman and Absal,
which supplies two versions by Fitzgerald as well as a
literal English translation of Djaml's Persian text).
DjamI explains the allegorical symbols of his story at
its conclusion.
Bibliography: 1. P r i m a r y sources. Ibn Sina,
al-Ishdrdt wa l-tanbihdt, ed. Sulayman Dunya, 4
vols., Cairo 1960; idem, Risdlafi 'l-kadar, in A.F.
Mehren (ed. and tr.), Traites mystiques d'Abou *~Ali
Hosain b. ^Abdalldh b. Sina ou d'Avicenne, Leiden
1889-99; idem, Tis^ rasa*ilfi 'l-hikmawa 'l-tabftyydt,
Istanbul 1881; Ibn Tufayl, Risdlat Hayy b. Yakzdn,
in Leon Gauthier (ed. and tr.), Hayy ben Yaqdhdn;
romanphilosophiqued'Ibn Thofail, 2Beirut 1936, also in
Ahmad Amin (ed.), Hayy b. Yakzdn li-ibn Sina wa-ibn
Tufayl wa 'l-Suhrawardi, Cairo 1959; DjamI, Salaman
u Absdl, in Haft awrang, ed. Aka Murtada and
Mudarris Gflanl, n.p. 1992.
2. Secondary sources. A.J. Arberry, Fitzgerald's Salaman and Absal, Cambridge 1956; H.
Corbin, Avicenne et le recit visionnaire, 3 vols., Tehran
and Paris 1952-4, Eng. tr. Avicenna and the visionary
recital, New York 1969, repr. Princeton 1988; W.E.
Goldman, The life of Ibn Sina: a critical edition and annotated translation, Albany 1974; L.E. Goodman, Ibn
Tufayl's Hayy ibn Yaqzdn: a philosophical tale, Los
Angeles 1991; P. Heath, Allegory and philosophy in
Avicenna (Ibn Sina), with a translation of the Book of the
Prophet Muhammad's Ascent to Heaven, Philadelphia
1992.
(P. HEATH)
SALAMANCA [see SHALAMANKA].
SALAMIYYA, a town in central Syria in the
district of Orontes (Nahr al-cAsi), about 25 miles
south-east of Hamat and 35 miles north-east of Hims
(for the town's exact situation, see Kiepert's map in
M. von Oppenheim, Vom Mittelmeer zum Persischen
Golf, Berlin 1899, i. 124 ff., and ii, 401; National Geographic Atlas of the World, 5th ed., Washington D.C.
1981, 178-9). Salamiyya lies in a fertile plain 1,500
feet above sea level, south of the Djabal al-Acla and on
the margin of the Syrian steppe. The older and more
correct pronunciation of this town's name was
Salamya (al-Istakhri, 61; Ibn al-Faklh, 110), but the
form Salamiyya is also found very early (alMukaddasI, 190; Ibn Khurradadhbih, 76, 98) and is
now the form almost universally in use (cf. also
Yakut, Mu^ajam, iii, 123; Littmann, Semitic inscrip-
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tions, 169 ff.). The nisba from the name is Salami. The
town seems to be the ancient Salamias or Salaminias,
which flourished in the Christian period, but the
references of the classical authors to this place are
uncertain. Yakut, loc. cit., gives a popular etymology.
The town, he says, was originally called Salam-mPa,
after the hundred surviving inhabitants of the
destroyed town of al-Mu^tafika; the survivors then
settled in Salamiyya and rebuilt it.
The situation of the town was important as an outpost of Syria, where main routes from the steppe
(Palmyra) and clrak joined; but it was never of any
great military importance. Salamiyya was conquered
by the Arabs in the year 15/636, and became one of
the towns of the Djund of Hims; it was only after
906/1500 in the Mamluk period that it was placed in
the district of Hamat for administrative purposes.
During the 2nd/8th century, soon after the victory
of the cAbbasids, the cAbbasid $alih b. CA1I b. cAbd
Allah b. al-cAbbas, and later some of his descendants,
settled down in Salamiyya. In 141/758, Salih b. CA1I
had been appointed as the governor of southern and
central Syria, and he paid some attention to
reconstructing Salamiyya. The town is said to have
been most indebted to §alih's son cAbd Allah, who
rebuilt it and developed the irrigation system of the
locality and its environs (al-YackubI, Bulddn, 324).
This cAbd Allah was held in high esteem by his
cousins, the first two cAbbasid caliphs. On his way to
Jerusalem in 163/779-80, the caliph al-Mahdi stayed
with cAbd Allah in Salamiyya and admired his house
(al-Tabarl, iii, 500, tr. H. Kennedy, The History of alTabari, xxix, Al-Mansur and al-Mahdi, Albany 1990,
215). In this same year, cAbd Allah, who had meanwhile married al-Mahdl's sister, was appointed as the
governor of al-DjazIra. There are more scattered
references to the fact that many cAbbasid Hashimids
lived in Salamiyya from early cAbbasid times (see, for
instance, al-Nisaburl, Istitdr al-imdm, 115 ff., 123-5,
tr. Ivanow in his Ismaili tradition, 160 ff., 171-3; Ibn
Hazm, Djamharat al-ansdb al-cArab, ed. cAbd al-Salam
M. Harun, Cairo 1391/1971, 20; Idrls c lmad al-Dln,
c
Uyun al-akhbdr, iv, 365, 402).
Almost nothing has survived in Salamiyya from this
early cAbbasid period. There is the foundation inscription of a mosque on a stone (not in situ) at the entrance to the citadel. It is probable that this inscription
is dated 150/767-8 and it belonged to a mosque founded by those cAbbasids, which may have been
destroyed later (about 290/903) by the Karmatis who
invaded the town. Still another inscription stemming
from an cAbbasid has been found in the citadel; according to Littmann's plausible suggestion, it belongs
with two other inscriptions to the period from
280/893-4 (or, for another view, see Hartmann, Die
arabischen Inschriften, 55).
The fact that Salamiyya was the centre of an important branch of the Hashimids and the isolated position
of the town perhaps account for its important role in
the early history of the Ismacfll movement as the
secret headquarters of the pre-Fapmid Ismacfll da^wa.
According to the later Ismacflls, the early Ismacfll
dacwa was organised and led by a number of hidden
imams (al-a^imma al-masturin), who were descendants of
the Shl^I imam Djacfar al-$adik. It was cAbd Allah, a
great-grandson of al-$adik and one of these hidden
imams, who, after living in different localities in
Khuzistan and clrak, fled to Syria and eventually
settled down in Salamiyya at an unknown date
around the beginning of the 3rd/9th century. At the
time, Salamiyya was held by the cAbbasid Muhammad b. cAbd Allah b. $alih, wno had transformed the
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town into a flourishing commercial centre. The cAlid
c
Abd Allah, the Ismacfli leader who then posed as an
ordinary Hashimid and a merchant, was granted permission by the cAbbasid lord of the town to settle
there; later, he built a sumptuous palace for himself in
Salamiyya which evidently continued to be used by
his descendants and successors as the central leaders
of the IsmacilT da^wa (see al-Nisaburi, 116ff., tr.
Ivanow, 161 ff.; Idris clmad al-Dln, iv, 357-66).
Salamiyya served as the headquarters of the IsmacflT
movement until the year 289/902; it was from there
that ddcts were originally dispatched for propagating
the Ismacili teachings and initiating the da^wa in different regions. These activities were greatly intensified around the middle of the 3rd/9th century.
c
Ubayd Allah (cAbd Allah), the last of these hidden
imams and the future Fatimid caliph al-Mahdl, was
born in Salamiyya in 259 or 260/873-4. In 286/899,
not long after his accession to the central leadership of
the movement, cUbayd Allah introduced some important changes into the doctrines propagated by the early Ismacfll dacwa. However, the new instructions
issued from Salamiyya were not endorsed by certain
regional ddcis, notably Hamdan Karmat and his chief
assistant cAbdan, who led the da^wa in clrak and adjacent areas. cAbdan was dispatched on a fact-finding
mission to Salamiyya. Having become convinced of
c
Ubayd Allah's reform, Hamdan and cAbdan broke
away from the central leadership; the dissident view
found supporters also in Bahrayn and some eastern
Ismacfll communities. The Ismacfli movement was
now split into two rival factions, the dissident Karmatls and the loyal Fatimid Ismacflis (see W.
Madelung, Das Imamat in der fruhen ismailitischen Lehre,
in IsL, xxxvii [1961], 65-86; F. Daftary, A major schism
in the early Ismacili movement, in SI, Ixxvii [1993], 12339). The ddci Zikrawayh b. Mihrawayh, who had initially remained loyal to cUbayd Allah, soon
manifested his own rebellious intentions and led the
KarmatI revolts of clrak and Syria during 289-94/9027 (H. Halm, Die Sohne Zikrawaihs und das erste
fatimidische Kali/at 290/903, in Die Welt des Orients, x
[1979], 30-53). c Ubayd Allah had already left
Salamiyya a year before the rebellious Karmatls, led
by Zikrawayh's sons, entered it in 290/903. The Karmatis massacred the inhabitants of Salamiyya, also
destroying cUbayd Allah's palace there. The success
of the Karmatls in Syria was, however, short-lived.
By 291/903, the Karmatfs were severely defeated by
an cAbbasid army near Salamiyya; and their leader in
Syria, one of Zikrawayh's sons, was captured and
taken before the cAbbasid caliph al-MuktafT, who had
him executed. Meanwhile, cUbayd Allah had embarked on the fateful journey that took him to North
Africa where he founded the Fatimid caliphate. It is
not impossible that the quadrangular citadel in the
centre of Salamiyya goes back to the IsmacilT period of
the town; according to van Berchem, it belongs to an
early period architecturally.
In the 4th/10th century, Salamiyya must have been
in an area inhabited by Bedouins (Sayf al-Dawla's
campaign; cf. Hartmann, in ZDPV, xxii [1899], 175,
176). At the end of the 5th/l 1th century, it was included in the possessions of the brigand Khalaf b.
Mulacib, who acknowledged Fatimid suzerainty.
There is evidence of this in an inscription in Kufic
characters, dated 481/1088, on the door beam of a
mosque in Salamiyya. According to Ibn al-Athlr (x,
184), Khalaf took Salamiyya in 476/1083-4; he was
then already master of Hims. But in 485/1092, he lost
Hims and the lands that went with it to the Saldjuk
Tutush, brother of Malik Shah (Ibn al-KalanisI, Dhayl

ta^rikh Dimashk, ed. H.F. Amedroz, Leiden 1908, 115,
120, 132, 149-50; Ibn Muyassar, Akhbdr Misr, ed.
A.F. Sayyid, Cairo 1981, 63, 76). In the inscription,
studied extensively by Rey, Hartmann, van Berchem
and Littmann, Khalaf says that he has erected this
mashhad on the tomb of the kd^id Abu '1-Hasan CA1T b.
Djarlr (or Dja c far), whose servant (sdnic) he calls
himself. However, the Syrian Ismacflis have traditionally regarded this tomb as that of their early imam
c
Abd Allah, one of the hidden imams of the preFatimid period, calling the mausoleum locally as the
makdm al-imdm. H. Halm, who studied and reinterpreted the inscription in 1980, lends support to
the local Syrian Ismaclll tradition by holding that the
mausoleum was in all probability originally erected,
about 400/1009, over the tomb of the imam cAbd Allah
by the Kutami ka^id CA1I b. Djacfar (b. Falah), the
Fatimid commander who seized Salamiyya for the
Fatimids and whose name appears in the inscription,
and that Khalaf merely repaired the site, some four
decades later (see Halm, Les Fatimides a Salamya, 1447, with photographs of the site on 148-9).
During the Crusades, Salamiyya is never mentioned as a fortress but frequently as a meeting place
for the Muslim armies. Politically it has always shared
the fate of Hims [q.v. ]. Thus it passed to Ridwan, son
of Tutush, in 496/11102-3. In 532/1137-8, the Atabeg
ZankI b. Ak Sunkur, who was then besieging Hims,
set out from Salamiyya on his campaign against the
Greeks at Shayzar (Ibn al-Athlr, xi, 36 ff.), and in
570/1174-5 Salah al-Dln obtained the town together
with Hims and Hamat from the amir Fakhr al-Dln alZa'farani (ibid., xi, 276). In 626/1229, we find the
Ayyubid al-Malik al-Kamil I in Salamiyya as a
staging-post for c lrak; the lord of Hamat came there
to submit to him. Two years later, al-Kamil gave the
town to Asad al-Dln Shirkuh, who rebuilt the fortress
of Shumaymish north of it on one of the peaks of the
Djabal al-Acla (ibid., xii, 318, 329; van Berchem and
Fatio, Voyage en Syrie, i, 171, 173) which had been
destroyed by the earthquake of 552/1157 (Ibn alc
Adim, Zubdat al-halab min ta^nhh Halab, i, ed. S.
Dahan, Damascus 1954, 306, tr. E. Blochet, Histoire
d'Alep, Paris 1900, 21). In 698/1299, the Egyptian army was defeated at Salamiyya by the Mongols under
Ghazan; the battle was followed by the brief Mongol
occupation of the city of Damascus.
In the 8th/14th century, Salamiyya was part of the
important frontier lands (called al-Sharkiyya) of the
mamlaka of Damascus. Abu 'l-FidaD, in whose territory as lord of Hamat the town lay during the
Mamluk period, mentions an aqueduct between
Salamiyya and Hamat. In 726/1326, he went with his
troops to clear out this channel (autobiography of Abu
'1-Fida3 in RHC. Historiens Orientaux, i, 168, 185; tr.
P.M. Holt, The memoirs of a Syrian Prince, Abu 'l-Fidd^,
sultan of Hamdh, Wiesbaden 1983, 18, 85). This
aqueduct no longer exists. Perhaps it is the same as is
mentioned by al-Dimashki (207) as in existence between Hims and Salamiyya and built by the cAbbasid
c
Abd Allah b. $alih. At this time Yakut (Mu'djam, iii,
123) speaks of seven prayer-niches near Salamiyya
below which some tabPun or Successors were buried;
he also mentions the tomb of al-Nu c man b. Bashir alAnsari, the companion of the Prophet.
Under Ottoman rule, the town gradually ceased to
be of importance. By the early decades of the
13th/19th century, Salamiyya was entirely deserted
and lying in ruins, probably on account of the lack of
adequate protection against the Bedouins (see C.L.
Meryon's Travels of Lady Hester Stanhope, London
1846, ii, 93, 211-12, and L. de Laborde's Voyage en
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Orient, Paris 1838, ii, 13, who visited Salamiyya in
1813 and 1827 respectively). A new phase in the
history of Salamiyya began in the middle of the
13th/19th century. It was at that time that Ismacll b.
Muhammad, the Ismacill amir of Kadmus who had
succeeded in establishing his authority over a large
section of the Ismacfli community in Syria and who
had been outlawed earlier for his rebellious activities,
was permitted by the Ottoman authorities to settle
permanently with his people in an area east of the
Orontes river. The Ismaclll settlers were also exempted from military conscription and taxation. These arrangements were evidently confirmed by a fermdn of
Sultan cAbd al-Medjid, dated Shacban 1265/July
1849. Ismacfl b. Muhammad chose the ruins of
Salamiyya as the site of his new Ismacili settlement.
An increasing number of Ismacills from the western
mountains gradually joined the original settlers in
Salamiyya, attracted by the prospect of receiving free
land in a district where they would furthermore be
neither taxed nor conscripted (for details, see N.N.
Lewis, The IsmaHlis of Syria today, in Royal Central Asian
Society Journal, xxxiv [1952], 69 ff.; M. Ghalib, The
Ismailis of Syria, Beirut 1970, 156 ff.).
By 1861, Salamiyya had become a large village with
numerous dwellings in its restored fort (J.H. Skene,
Rambles in the deserts of Syria, London 1864, 158). Soon
the Ismacfli settlers, whose numbers increased continuously by new arrivals, established villages around
Salamiyya, expanding the cultivable land of the
district and improving its irrigation. By 1878, Circassians also began to migrate to Salamiyya. However,
the bulk of the land of Salamiyya and its villages remained in the hands of the Ismacllls. In time, the
growth and prosperity of Salamiyya was officially
recognised by the Ottoman authorities who, in 1884,
created a special administrative district (kadd*) centred
on Salamiyya within the sanajak of Hamat; a few years
later, troops were stationed there, conscription was initiated, normal taxes were levied, and Salamiyya
began to appear regularly in the annual Sdlndme-yi
Suriye wildyeti of the Ottomans. By the end of the
13th/19th century, Salamiyya reportedly had more
than 6,000 inhabitants, with a good irrigation system
(V. Cuinet, Syrie, Liban et Palestine, Paris 1896, 436,
453 ff.). The last major migration of the Syrian
Ismacflls to Salamiyya occurred in 1919; these settlers
built their houses in a new quarter of the town known
as the "quarter of the Kadmusis". In the present century, Salamiyya has become an important agricultural
centre in Syria, where a variety of crops, including
wheat and legumes, are cultivated.
In 1304/1887, the Ismacilis of Salamiyya, who, like
the bulk of the Syrian Ismacllls, had hitherto belonged
to the Muhammad Shahi branch of Nizari Ismacflism,
transferred their allegiance to the Kasim Shahf line of
Nizari imams, then represented by Agha Khan III.
The latter organised the Ismacflis of Salamiyya and
also built several schools and an agricultural institution there. With a population of 95,000 in 1993, the
great majority of whom are Nizari IsmacflTs,
Salamiyya now accounts for the largest concentration
of IsmacflTs in Syria as well as in the Near East. In recent years, the Ismacilr community of Salamiyya has
benefited from the communal and religious activities
of Agha Khan IV, the 49th and present imam of the
Kasim Shahi Nizaris, whose father Prince CA1I Khan
is buried in Salamiyya in a special mausoleum adjacent to the town's newly-constructed Ismacfll centre
(diamd^at-khdna).
Bibliography (in addition to the works cited in
the article): Ahmad b. Ibrahim al-Nlsaburi, Istitdr
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al-imdm, in Akhbdr al-Kardmita, ed. S. Zakkar,
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W. Ivanow, in Bull, of the Faculty of Arts, University
of Egypt, iv (1936), 107 ff.; Idrls clmad al-Dln b. alHasan, ^Uyun al-akhbdr wa-funun al-dthdr, iv, ed. M.
Ghalib, Beirut 1973, 357-66; RHC. Historiens Orientaux, Paris 1872-1906, iii, 298 (Ibn Shaddad), 546
(Sibt Ibn al-Djawzi), 592 (Ibn al-cAdim), v, 180 ff.
(Abu Shama); E. Sachau, Reise in Syrien und
Mesopotamien, Leipzig 1883, 66; G. Le Strange,
Palestine under the Moslems, London 1890, 510, 528;
M. Sobernheim, Meine Reise von Palmyra nach
Selemiya, in ZDPV, xxii (1899), 189-96; M. Hartmann, Beitrdge zur Kenntnis der syrischen Steppe, in
ZDPV, xxii (1899), 127-77, and xxiii (1901), 1-77,
97-158; M. van Berchem and E. Fatio, Voyage en
Syrie, i, Cairo 1914, 167-71; W. Ivanow, Ismaili
tradition concerning the rise of the Fatimids, London etc.
1942, index (also containing English tr. of alNisaburT's Istitdr al-imdm, 157-83, and al-Yamam's
Sirat al-Hdd^ib, 184-223); M. Amln, Salamiyya f i
khamsin karn, Damascus n.d. [1986], 142-231; N.N.
Lewis, Nomads and settlers in Syria and Jordan, 18001980, Cambridge 1987, 58-67, 219-22; F. Daftary,
The Ismd^ilis: their history and doctrines, Cambridge
1990, index; H. Halm, Das Reich des Mahdi, Munich
1991, index. On the inscriptions, see E. Rey, Rapport sur une mission scientifique accomplie en 1864-1865
dans le Nord de la Syrie, in Archives des Missions scientifiques et litteraires, 2 serie, iii, 345; M. Hartmann, Die
arabischen Inschriften in Salamja, in ZDPV, xxiv
(1901), 49-68; E. Littmann, Semitic inscriptions, New
York 1905, 169-178; M. van Berchem, Arabische Inschriften (Inschriften aus Syrien, Mesopotamien und
Kleinasien, gesammelt von M. von Oppenheirri), i, Leipzig 1909, 32-4; H. Halm, Les Fatimides a Salamya, in
REI, liv (1986), 133-49.
(J.H. KRAMERS-[F. DAFTARY])
SALAR, a M u s l i m and T u r k i c - s p e a k i n g
m i n o r i t y in Northwestern China.
They are otherwise called Sa-la in Chinese. Their
total population in the P.R.C. is about 69,000 and the
greater part of them live in the Sala Autonomous
Prefecture of Hsiin-hua, Ch'ing-hai province; the
population here was ca. 49,000 in 1984. The Salar oral
traditions unanimously tell that they emigrated from
Samarkand to Hsiin-hua in 1370 under the reign of
the first Ming Emperor. They are regarded to have
originated from Salar (or Salor [see SALUR]) tribesmen
of the Turkmen nation distributed in the Samarkand
region. The Ch'ing-hai Salars were firstly reported in
Ch'ing source in the middle of the 18th century. The
Salars are Muslims and some of them became
adherents of the Sufi order of the Djahriyya from the
early 18th century. In 1781 conflicts broke out among
the Salars, who had been divided into two sects, that
of the New Teaching (Djahriyya) and that of the Old
Teaching, but adherents of the New Sect were severely militarily repressed by the Ch'ing authorities.
There were several rebellions of the Salar New Sect
against the local authorities down to the late 19th century. The Salars at Hsiin-hua consisted of eight kung
(originally eleven kung; kung means village or community) with their base at Hsiin-hua. They were
engaged in farming, cattle-breeding, fishing, etc. In
the Salar region, there were nine large, core mosques,
each of which administered subordinate mosques.
Religious leaders of Salar mosques, on the lines of
akhon, imam, mulld, kadi and khatib, were known:
festivals, such as the cid al-fitr, kurbdn and bardt were
observed, and the Salars had tombs called kubbas
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(generally called kumpei). The Salars are now officially
recognised as one of the 55 minority peoples of the
P.R.C., and they coexist with the Han Chinese.
Bibliography.' Hsiin-hua t'ing chih ("The local
gazetteer of the Hsiin-hua Office") compiled in
1792; G.F. Andrew, The crescent in Northwest China,
London 1921; N.N. Poppe, Remarks on the Salar
language, in Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, xvi/3-4
(1953); E.R. Tenishev, Salarshiy yazlk, Mos 1962;
E.R. Tenishev, Salarskiy tekstl, Mos 1964; J. Trippner, Die Salaren, ihre Glaubensstreitigkeiten und ihr Aufstand 1781, in Central Asiatic Journal, ix/4 (1964); Sala tsu chien-shih ("A short history of the Salars"),
Sining 1982; T. Saguchi, Shinkyo minzokushi kenkyu
("Studies on history of minority peoples of
Sinkiang"), Tokyo 1986. See also AL-SIN.
(T. SAGUCHI)
SALAR (P.), commander. From the older
Pahlavi sarddr there arose as early as the Sasanid
period the form saldr with the well-known change of rd
to / and compensatory lengthening of the a (cf. Grundr.
d. Iran. Phil., i,a 267, 274). The synonymous word in
modern Persian sarddr is not a survival of the ancient
sarddr, but is a modern formation; indeed, the
elements from which the ancient word was composed
still exist in the modern language. The old Armenian
took over the Pahlavi saldr in the form salar; the form
sarddr which would give *sardar in Armenian is not
found in the latter language. A latter, probably
modern Persian loan-word in Armenian is (spa) salar
with / instead of/. On this and on other late Armenian
forms, cf. Hubschmann, Arm. Gramm., i, 235, 239. In
the first of these two references, the Pahlavi combinations of the word are also given. On the etymology,
cf. also Horn, Grundriss der neup. Etymologie, 153;
Hubschmann, Persische Studien, 72; Junker, The
Frahang i Pahlavik, Berlin 1912, 37, 79.
In the mediaeval Islamic Persian world and in those
lands culturally affected by it, such as the central Arab
lands of clrak and Syria, the Caucasus, Central Asia
and Muslim India, saldr was essentially a military
term, as e.g. in sipah-sdldr "supreme army commander", the equivalent in Persian of the Arabic amir
al-umard^, hddjib al-hudjdjdb or al-hddjib al-kabir found
amongst dynasties like the Samanids, Buyids, Ghaznawids and Great Saldjuks [see ISPAHSALAR].
But saldr by itself was often used for the commander
of a particular group, such as the commander of the
Muslim ghdzis or fighters for the faith centred on
Lahore in the Ghaznawid period and organised for
raiding into the Hindu ddr al-kufr (see Bosworth, The
Ghaznavids, 114). Certainly in the 5th/llth century,
various of the towns and districts of Khurasan seem to
have had sdldrs heading local forces organised either
for defence or for ghazw. The Saldr of the district between Badhghis and Kuhistan called Buzgan was an
active figure there in the events spanning the transition from Ghaznawid to Saldjuk rule in Khurasan
during the 1030s (see ibid., 254, 261, 262-4), and
some sources describe this Abu '1-Kasim cAbd alSamad al-Buzdjani as becoming the Saldjuk Toghril
Beg's first vizier (see H. Bowen, Notes on some early Seljuqid viziers, inBSOAS, xx [1957], 105-7). Likewise, in
Nishapur at this time, a saldr of what was perhaps a
local militia is mentioned, and this command may
have been one of the functions of the town's ra^is [see
RA'IS. 2.] (see R.W. Bulliett, The patricians ojNishapur,
a study in medieval Islamic social history, Cambridge,
Mass. 1972, 68-9); he seems to have been regarded as
a key figure in 429/1030 when it was a question of the
establishing the authority of the dead sultan Mahmud
of Ghazna's son Mascud in Nlshapur rather than that
of his brother Muhammad (see Ibn Funduk, Ta^nkh-i

Bayhak, ed. Bahmanyar, 267-8). There was a prominent family in Bayhak, the Salariyan, the descendants
of one Sdldr Abu 'l-cAbbas al-Muhsin al-Muttawwic,
who had been head of the ghazis and had fought at
Tarsus (ibid., 124).
In administrative documents from mid-6th/12th
century eastern Persia and Transoxania, saldr,
together with such terms as mukaddam and sarhang, appears as a rank for commanders just below the
supreme commander (H. Horst, Die Staatsverwaltung
der Grosselguqen und tforazmsdhs (1038-1231), Wiesbaden 1964, 42, 47, 120, 160.
In general mediaeval Islamic usage, saldr is also
found—as far west as Mamluk Egypt and Syria—in
such compounds as dkhur-sdldr "head of the stables"
and khwdn-sdldr "steward", given that these high
royal household offices were usually allotted to highranking Turkish military commanders.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(V.F. BucHNER-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
SALAR CJANG (Sir), the title by which Mir
C
Turab A1I, a Sayyid of Persian descent and one of
the greatest of modern Indian statesmen, was best
known.
He was born at Haydarabad, Deccan, on 2
January, 1829, and, his father having died not long
after his birth, was educated by his uncle, Nawwab
Siradj al-Mulk, Minister of the Haydarabad State. He
received an administrative appointment in 1848, at
the age of 19, and on his uncle's death in 1853 succeeded him as Minister of the State. He was engaged
in reforming the administration until 1857, the year of
the Sepoy Mutiny, when the Nizam, Nasir al-Dawla,
died and was succeeded by his son Afcjal al-Dawla.
.The news of the seizure of Dihll by the mutineers
greatly excited the populace, and the British Residency was attacked by a turbulent mob, aided by some irregular troops, but throughout the darkest days of the
rebellion Salar Djang not only remained true to the
British connection, but strengthened the hands of his
master and suppressed disorder. The services of the
State were recognised by the rendition of three of the
districts assigned in 1853 on account of debts due to
the Company, and by the cession of the territory of
the rebellious Radja of Shorapur. In 1860 and again
in 1867 plots to estrange the great Minister from his
master and to ensure his dismissal were frustrated by
two successive British Residents, and Salar Djang remained in office. In 1868 an attempt was made to
assassinate him but the assassin was arrested and executed, despite Salar Djang's efforts to obtain a commutation of the sentence. On the death of Afiglal alDawla in 1869, Salar Djang became one of the two coregents of the State during the minority of his son and
successor, Mir Mahbub CA1T Khan, and on 5 January
1871, he was invested at Calcutta with the insignia of
the G.C.S.I. In November 1875, he and other nobles
represented the young Nizam at Bombay on the occasion of the visit of the Prince of Wales to India, and
in April 1876, he visited England and was presented
to Queen Victoria. He received the honorary degree
of D.C.L. from the University of Oxford and the
Freedom of the City of London. In January 1883, he
was engaged in making preparations for the contemplated visit of the Nizam to Europe, but on 7
February, after entertaining Duke John of
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, who was visiting Haydarabad, on the Mir cAlam Lake, he was attacked by
cholera and died on the following morning. Though
always known by his first title, Salar Djang, he bore
the higher titles Shudjac al-Dawla and Mukhtar
al-Mulk.
Bibliography: Syed Hossain Bilgrami, Memoir of
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$ALAT (A.), ritual p r a y e r . Unlike other types of
prayer—in particular the prayer of supplication [see
DU C A D ], the remembrance of the Divine Names [see
DHIKR] or $ufi confraternities' litanies [see WIRD]—the
saldt, principal prayer of Islam, forms part of the
c
ibdddt or cultic obligations. The word clearly derives
from the Syriac flotd "prayer" and had adopted its
Arabic form before the Islamic period (see Jeffery,
198-9). The structure of this article will be as follows:
I. In the Kur'an.
II. In hadith and legal elaborations.
III. The five daily prayers.
IV. The other ritual prayers.
V. Saldt and Islam.
I. In the Kurgan.
A. General insistence on p r a y e r . In the Sacred
Book of Islam, saldt stands out prominently in an atmosphere of invocation of God. It would be arbitrary
to separate totally the "ritual prayer" from other
forms of prayer. Saldt, the whole of which expresses
praise and adoration, thus becomes the echo of
specific prayers in the Kur 3 an (cf. Ill, 26; X, 10) and
of the usual feelings which it inspires or reflects.
In the Kur^anic universe in fact, there is no religion
without prayer. This last is expressed by numerous
roots and words which mark its different orientations:
thus the prayer of supplication or invocation (du<idy),
the appeal for pardon (istighfdr) and glorification
(tasbih). The quality of prayer and its acceptance by
God are the object of precise considerations (XL, 50;
XLI, 49-51; II, 186) and of careful advice (VII, 55-6;
XXI, 90; XL, 60; cf. VI, 52). Particularly notable is
the diversity of protagonists or subjects of prayer:
outside Islam like the associators (VI, 108; VII, 32
and 35) or the Christian hermits (who are probably
described in XXIV, 36-8); before Islam like the wife
of Pharaoh (LXVI, 11), the Man of the Fish
( = Jonah, XXI, 87), and the three great models represented by Abraham, Moses and Zachariah (e.g.
XXVI, 83-9; XX, 25-35; XIX, 3-6); within Islam
like Muhammad and the other Muslims (e.g. Ill, 267; XVIII, 80-1; II, 286; XVII, 24); and after Islam,
as it were, like those chosen to reside in the Gardens
of Delight (X, 10). In short, before becoming the
obligatory and codified activity which forms the object
of this article, prayer is first of all, and always remains
so in the KurDanic vision of the world, the fundamental fabric of religious behaviour.
It is necessary above all to avoid projecting indiscriminately upon the word saldt, and upon the verb
salld which is constructed on the basis of this substantive, the technical sense of Muslim ritual prayer. In
the shortest, and one of the most ancient suras, the
reading isfa-salli li-rabbika wa-nhar, "therefore make
the prayer to your Lord and sacrifice [a victim]"
(CVIII, 2); this "prayer" could not be the saldt.
Similarly, in IX, 99 (cf. 103), the salawdt al-rasul probably refer to the prayers of benediction pronounced by
the Prophet on Bedouin bringing their offerings (cf.
Paret, 210-11). In VIII, 35, saldtuhum denotes explicitly the prayer of unbelieving Meccans (cf. CVII, 4-7);
while in VI, 162, saldti represents the totality of the
devotional activity of Muhammad, his life of prayer.
Other instances of the root s-l-w may also have no
connection with ritual prayer (e.g. XVII, 110; LXX
34).
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The fact remains, however, that the word salat most
often denotes this ritual prayer, the forms and
rhythms of which evolved gradually, but which
became at a very early stage a constitutive and distinctive element of Islam.
B. I m p o r t a n c e of r i t u a l p r a y e r . There exist 65
instances of al-saldt in the singular with the definite article. These usages always seem to indicate a ritual
prayer, this being a cultic act comprising certain prescribed gestures and words, which is considered the
form of prayer most closely associated with the
religion. Its importance is not determined only by the
frequent occurrence of the word. The Kurgan opens
with the Fdtiha, sura I, and this is recited at every
rak^a. With its sober and full tenor, as with its wording
in the first person plural, it is so well adapted to
liturgical use that its composition for this very purpose
can scarcely be doubted. Consequently, its location at
the opening of the Kur'an gives a particular emphasis
to saldt. The outstanding worth of the latter is again
underlined in II, 3, and the remainder of the Kur D anic
text corroborates this status.
Furthermore, the Book places the origin of ritual
prayer, under divine guidance, at the outset of
humanity. All the prophets practised ritual prayer (cf.
XIX, 58-9, and 55; XXI, 73). Abraham appealed to
his Lord to grant to him and his descendents, the
privilege of performing saldt (XIV, 37, 40). The
obligation of ritual prayer was intimated to Moses in
a particularly solemn manner (X, 87; XX, 14), and
to Jesus in a quite different atmosphere (XIX, 31).
Thus ritual prayer belonged at all times to the correct
and immutable religion which is professed as a hanif
[q.v.] (XXX, 30-1; XCVIII, 5). It is often said that
the revealed Laws change with the Messengers of
God, while the latter maintain the same proclamation
of the Unique One (tawhid). This view of things needs
to be extended. In the Kur 3 an, ritual prayer is
presented as the immediate and constant corollary of
belief in God. Whatever variations may exist in the
practical prescriptions, a saldt forms part of HanTfism.
C. Saldt in the e v o l u t i o n of the K u r D a n i c
m e s s a g e . To the above-mentioned uses of the word
in the singular with the definite article, there should
be added two instances (both in XXIV, 58) of the
singular in the genitive construction. Hence, in the
technical sense of ritual prayer, there is a total of 67
uses in the singular without affix. None of them
belong to the primaeval suras, i.e. to the most ancient
suras of that which Blachere calls the first Meccan
period (the verse LXXIII, 20 is, by general agreement, much later than the remainder of the sura). It
is possible that the word in question does not appear
before the period which, on both sides of the Hidjra,
extends approximately from 620 to 624. It is significant that there is a single example in the hawdmim
suras (in XLII, 38, in the context of moral advice).
On the other hand, II, IV, V, IX and XXIV, all of
them Medinan and contemporary with or later than
the changing of the kibla, contain 33 uses: half of the
total in a text which covers no more than 20 % of the
length of the Kurgan. In other words, in the five suras
mentioned above, saldt is presented proportionally
four times more than in the remainder of the Kurgan.
This is no accident. The suras cited correspond to the
establishment of Islam as an institutional religion.
Ritual prayer is a fundamental element of this, which
accounts for the frequency with which it is mentioned.
This analysis is corroborated by the close link between saldt and zakdt, "purification" of riches through
giving. These two practices are prescribed or approved of together at least 25 times: wa-akimu 'l-saldt wa-dtu
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'l-zakdt (IV, 77, etc.). Now it is known that the notion
of alms is also expressed in the Kurgan by the word
sadaka [q.v.] and by the verb anfaka (to give of one's
goods), and that the concept underlying the three
Arabic terms has experienced an evolution: first, free
giving from person to person, then religious obligation in tHe context of Islam. Ultimately the zakdt, enjoined especially in the five suras already mentioned,
takes on the precise meaning of a communal tax.
"Purification" is accomplished by contributing to the
treasury of the community, and the distribution of
these henceforward compulsory "alms" (sadakdt) is
codified under eighj headings in IX, 60. Mention of
this obligatory tax alongside ritual prayer is further
evidence of the communal importance and finality of
the latter.
D. The t i m e s of saldt. In sketching the general
line of an evolution which ends in the establishment of
prayer as a pillar for the religion of God and of His
Messenger, a thorny problem has been left aside:
which are, according to the Book of Islam, the hours
and the times of official prayer? Was there in the
lifetime of the Prophet a progressive organisation, the
signs of which would be perceptible in the Kurgan?
To answer this question, it is not enough to base
conclusions on the verses where the word saldt is mentioned. It is necessary to take into account all the
passages which mention a communal prayer of the
disciples of Muhammad or present as a model his
habits of prayer.
Muslim prayer is born from the personal prayer of
Muhammad. The most ancient Kur D anic passages
which give temporal indications are addressed to the
Prophet. They all enjoin upon him nocturnal prayer
(LXXIII, 2-7, etc.), and to this, one adds praise at the
setting of the stars (LII, 48-9), another, invocation of
the name of his Lord at the dawning and at the declining of the day (LXXVI, 25-6), the last, praise before
the rising of the sun and before its setting (L, 39-40).
No doubt from the same period is the reference to the
dwellers in the Garden of Paradise who previously
prayed on the earth, keeping vigil into the last hours
of the night (hi 'l-ashdr. LI, 16-18).
With different words, the same rhythms, still at
Mecca, are subsequently maintained (XX, 130;
XVII, 78-80; XL, 55), but it is soon observed that a
prayer group is formed around Muhammad: "Enjoin
saldt upon your people" (XX, 132); "Stay with those
who invoke their Lord" (XVIII, 28; cf. XXV, 64-5;
XXXIX, 9).
In the years 620-4, the communal nature of prayer
becomes manifest. The most ancient prescription first
addressing the community of disciples seems to be
VII, 204-6 (cf. XI, 112-4). In XXX, 17-18, the commandment given them is to pray to God evening and
morning, then comes this phrase: "To Him be praise
in the heavens and on the earth, at the declining of the
day fashiyy"") and when you arc at midday (wa-hina
tuzhirun}". To give here to the word ^ashiyy a sense
other than that which it habitually expresses in the
Kur'an (cf. XVII, 28 and XL, 55, parallels to XX,
130 or XLVIII, 9, etc.), would be arbitrary. On the
other hand, the last section of the phrase does indeed
seem to designate an additional time of prayer, the
novelty of which is perceptible in II, 238: "Be steadfast in your prayers, in the median prayer as well (wa
'l-saldti 'l-wustd)...".
The years following the changing of the kibla see the
consolidation of the institutional nature of prayer.
Then, as noted above, the link between ritual prayer
and the communal tax becomes a great deal tighter
(LXXIII, 20, etc.). In IV, 103, a degree of organisa-

tion emerges: "Ritual prayer is enjoined upon
believers at fixed times". Finally, in XXIV, 58, on
both sides of the middle of the day (cf. II, 238, quoted
above), there are named incidentally "the prayer of
the dawn (fadjr)" and the saldt al-^isha*.
In the Kurgan as a whole, the times of prayer are
indicated with a richness of vocabulary which shows a
practice still at the evolutionary stage. There are, it
seems, three essential times (to which the median
prayer is added somewhat later).
(a) At one of the "two extremities of the day" (XI,
114; cf. XX, 130), is the dawn prayer, fady, also
called, with slight nuances, by a number of names:
bukra, ibkdr, ghuduww andghaddt, as well as "before the
rising of the sun" and "when you are in the
morning".
(b) At the other extremity, is the decline of the day,
c
ashiyy, in other words the second part of the afternoon, in particular its final phase, astl, pi. dsdl, to
which apparently corresponds the duluk al-shams of
XVII, 78, as well as "before the setting of the sun"
and "when you are in the evening".
(c) The nocturnal prayer is denoted by the verb
tahadjdjad (hapax in XVII, 79) and by expressions such
as dnd^ al-layl or zulafmin al layl. LXXIII, 20, recommends moderation in long vigils of prayer, and the explicit inauguration of the saldt al-cishd* could be ascribed to the same purpose.
Alongside this daily division, prayer is subject to
another temporal determination, this time in the
weekly context. This is the Friday prayer, mentioned
in a single passage of the Kurgan: "O you who
believe! When you are called to ritual prayer on the
day of assembly, come quickly to the remembrance of
God, leave your business" (LXII, 9; see DJUM C A).
E. C o n d i t i o n s and characteristics of saldt. A
public call to prayer, expressed by the verb nddd, is
mentioned twice (V, 58; LXII, 9). The necessity of
ritual purification before prayer is indicated in a detailed fashion in IV, 43, and V, 6, which both
authorise tayammum, this being the use of fine sand instead of water in the absence of the latter. Ritual
prayer must be performed facing in a precise and constant direction. This direction is that of al-masdjid alhardm, i.e. the Kacba of Mecca. This is stated three
times, most emphatically, in II, 142-50. This outstanding passage, which can be dated with certainty in
the year 2/624 (probably in the middle of the month
of Shacban, corresponding to mid-February, but
possibly a month earlier, in Radjab), does not confine
itself to instituting the kibla. It enjoins upon the
believers the abandonment of a former kibla, which
according to all extra-KuPanic evidence was the
direction of Jerusalem (almost the opposite in fact, for
Muslims then living in Medina). A problem remains:
what was the kibla before the Hidjra? It was definitely
the direction of Jerusalem, but: (1) the Prophet had
probably approved it for the Ansar of Yathrib two
years before emigrating to there (cf. al-Tabari,
Djdmic, ii, 4, 5, 12); but he did not adopt it himself until later, if the account of al-Bara3 b. Macrur is to be
believed (cf. Ibn Hisham, 294; al-Tabari, i, 1218-19);
(2) the former practice of Muhammad in the city of
his birth remains uncertain. On these questions, see
KIBLA.
Whatever the case may be, ritual prayer is
animated in its entirety by two internal movements,
glorification (tasbih) and praise (cf. HAMDALA; and see
XX, 130; XXXlil, 42; XL, 55; L,'39-40, etc.). Appeal for pardon is sometimes included here (XL, 55;
cf. Ill, 17; VII, 204). These sentiments are inseparable from contrasting physical attitudes: stand-
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ing upright and prostration (cf. II, 238; IV, 102; L,
39-40, etc.; in addition, for nocturnal prayer, XXV,
64; XXXIX, 9). The technical term rakca is absent
from the Kur3an, but bowing is often expressed by the
corresponding verb, normally in association with prostration (V, 55; IX, 112; XLVIII, 29); however, it is
not clear that these prostrations form part of saldt (cf.,
in addition, II, 43; III, 43; XXII, 26 and 77). On the
other hand, public reading of the Kurgan is a manifest
and vital element of it (VII, 204-6; XVII, 78; XVIII,
27-8; XXXIX, 45; XXXV, 29; LXXIII, 20, etc.).
II. In hadlth and legal elaborations.
The two principal Sunn! canonical collections of
prophetic traditions both begin with hadtths on the five
pillars of Islam. After the affirmation of faith, they
therefore deal with ritual prayer. Among the cibdddt,
it is this which occupies by far the greatest amount of
space in their work: 200 pages in the work of alBukhari, and more than double this in Muslim's.
This vast quantity of material is organised by both in
a series of "books" (kitdb), which form three major
blocks. First is the sine qua non condition of ritual
prayer, this being legal purity (tahdra): to which correspond in al-Bukhari's case books of ablution [see
wupiP], of general washing [see GHUSL], of menstruation [see HAYD], of washing with fine sand [see TAYAMMUM] . Then come traditions which determine general
aspects and elements of saldt. Finally, numerous books
examine particular cases, such as the prayer of major
festivals or that of funerals. This general organisation
is not peculiar to the two Sahihs but also belongs, with
minor variations, to the other four canonical collections.
In the 3rd/9th century, when all these works were
compiled, the time-table and conduct of prayers were
fixed. Their detailed rules will be presented below in
section III. They were liable to vary all the less in that
judicial consideration of these fundamental matters
had also, by this stage, been basically concluded. It
was, in fact, the 2nd/8th century which saw the activity of the scholars who gave their names to the four
great schools or madhdhib of SunnI Islam. This article
will seek neither to show the quite modest differences
which divide them on the subject of salawdt nor to
determine their relationship to the traditions and to
the traditionists. Considering from a broad perspective the ritualistic doctrine and practice which were
then crystallised, our intention is merely to underline
a number of principles which govern Muslim prayer
and various aspects of its practice.
A. General principles of prayer.
1. Perfected institutionalisation. The saldt of the traditions is entirely ritual, and linked to five times of the
day. This divine determination is presented in two
different manners. On the one hand, hadiths related by
Anas b. Malik (sometimes quoting Abu Dharr, sometimes Malik b. Sacsaca) describe an ascension of the
Prophet into the heavens, where he ultimately
receives from God Himself, after some haggling, the
prescription of five daily prayers for his community
(al-Bukharl, Saldt, bdb \ and Mandkib al-Ansdr, bdb 42;
Muslim, Imdn, nos. 259, 263, 264). On the other
hand, Ibn Shihab al-Zuhrl records a hadith related by
Abu Mascud al-Ansarl according to which Gabriel
descends five times to Muhammad to induce him to
pray, implicitly at the prescribed times (al-Bukharl,
Mawdkit, bdb 1; Muslim, Masddjid, nos. 166-7).
2. Obligatory nature. The five prayers are obligatory
every day for each Muslim man or woman who is past
the age of puberty and of sound mind.
3. The direction of prayer. In all the ritual prayers,
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turning towards the Kacba is strictly obligatory; see
KIBLA.
4. Use of the Arabic language. This is a very firm doctrine in the majority of the schools (see e.g. al-Suyutl,
al-Itkdn, nawc 35, Beirut 1407/1987, i, 340-1). As
regards the recitation of the Fdtiha by a Muslim incapable of saying it in Arabic, the HanafTs have, however, authorised the use of other languages. For
discussions of this issue in Turkey and in Egypt in the
20th century, see KUR-'AN, i.
5. The call to prayer. Each of the five daily prayers is
announced by the voice of the muezzin. This call to
the Community (mentioned in the Kur3an, as noted
above) was established at Medina. Each prayer is
preceded by two calls, separated by an interval of
time; the first is the adhdn, the second the ikdma [q.vv. ].
6. The rakca. This word denotes an invariable sequence of bodily positions and movements, accompanied by words, which belongs to the substance of
saldt. In every ritual prayer (with the exception of the
prayer over the dead), the rak^a is performed at least
twice in succession. The practice of the rak^a is described below, in section III, B.
7. Importance of communal prayer. Numerous traditions stress the excellence of the "prayer of the congregation" (saldt al-djamd'a). Two of them are particularly famous. On the one hand, "The prayer which a
man performs in congregation is worth twenty-five of
his prayers in his home or in the market-place" (alBukhari, Adhdn, bdbs 30, 31, and Saldt, bdb 87;
Muslim, Masddjid, nos. 245-8, etc.). On the other, the
Prophet contemplated personally burning down the
houses of those who were not present at the prayer of
the congregation (al-Bukhan, Adhdn, bdbs 29, 34;
Muslim, Masddjid, nos. 251-4, etc.). The call to ritual
prayer demonstrates its communal_nature. The latter
is emphasised by the liturgical Amin added to the
Fdtiha (cf. al-Bukhan, Adhdn, bdbs 111-13; Muslim,
Saldt, nos. 72-6), as by the invocation "To you be
praise, our Lord!", said in response to the imam's utterance "God hears him who praises Him" (see
below, section III, B, third element of the rakca), and,
furthermore, by the final salutations of the imam and
of the other faithful. The obligation to participate in
collective prayer is more strongly asserted by the
Malikls (al-Malatawf, 166-7) than by the HanafTs (alGhawidjT, 132 ff.). The participation of women is permitted, but not recommended. The favoured place for
communal prayer is clearly the mosque: see MASDJID,
i, C, 2.
8. The imam. For communal prayer to take place,
two adults must be present, one of whom is the imam
of the other. The imam is the sine qua non condition of
congregational prayer. Numerous prophetic traditions determine his function. They are conveniently
listed by Muslim, Saldt, nos. 77-101, and by alBukhan, Saldt, bdbs 43 ff. The imam must be male, of
good reputation, educated. As a general rule, the
faithful place themselves in ranks (sufuf [see SAFF])
behind the imam, perform the ritual gestures with
him, and repeat his words. If there is only one man
with the imam, he places himself to his right; if there
are two or more, they place themselves behind him.
Women always place themselves behind the men; if
there is only one woman with the imam, she places
herself behind him.
9. T^djahr. In Kur'an XVII, 110, the text reads
"Do not raise your voice in your prayer, and do not
pray in a whisper, but seek a way between the two."
On the basis of a khabar of Ibn cAbbas, the commentators see in this a measure of caution in the face of
Meccan unbelievers (cf. e.g. al-RazI, xxi, 70; al-
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Kurtubi, x, 343). But traditions show that Muhammad, at Medina, said certain prayers in a loud voice
(djahr) and others in a whisper (cf. al-Bukhari, Adhdn,
bdbs 96, 97, 99, 100, 105, 108, etc.). From this it has
been concluded that the KurDanic verse was calling,
not for a happy medium, but for an alternation of the
two styles. As a result, the imam is obliged to declaim
in a loud voice the first two rak^as of specific prayers,
and in a whisper the other contingent rak^as of these
prayers and all the rakcas of the other prayers (cf. alGhawadji, 128-9; al-Malatawi, 136-7).
10. The tuma^nma. Prayer must be performed
soberly and calmly, with close attention to the rhythm
as it unfolds. A tradition shows the Prophet making a
worshipper who had neglected this principle start
again three times (al-Bukhari, Adhdn, bdbs 95, 122;
Muslim, Saldt, no. 45). All the authors make this one
of the fundamental requirements of ritual prayer (cf.
Ibn cAbd al-Wahhab, 31, 36; al-GhawidjI, 127-8; alMalatawi, 135).
B. V a r i o u s aspects. Anyone who has inadvertently omitted or misplaced one of the elements
of the prayer and becomes aware of this before the end
of the latter is obliged to perform or recast this element and furthermore, at the end of his prayer, to add
immediately the "prayer of negligence" (saldt alsahw). This consists of performing two prostrations
with their takbir, then sitting for the tashahhud and the
final salutation. This practice is blended with
divergencies imposed by the different schools, and
there are also elaborate subtleties according to the
judicial qualification of the elements neglected, according to whether the negligence is or is not the act
of an imam whose direction has been followed since the
beginning or otherwise of the prayer, according to the
certainty or simple doubt of the worshipper with
regard to his own negligence, according also to faults
which can include the performance of the "prayer of
negligence" itself. See al-GhawidjT, 236-41; alMalatawl, 159-63. It may be noted in passing that the
worshipper can quite easily make a mistake over the
number and the nature of the rak^as which he has
already performed especially if he adds supererogatory prayers at the beginning or at the end of
a canonical prayer.
It should be stated that the issue of negligence is
part of a corpus of traditional and judicial specifications. There is an abundance of minute regulations
concerning the words and especially the gestures of
prayer, the clothing and shoes to be worn for it, the
behaviour to be followed, the place where it is to be
performed and the ritual purity which is to be observed. Also worthy of note is the interesting notion of
sutra [q. v . ] . This word, which initially denotes a veil or
a screen, is the technical term for any object placed by
the worshipper some distance before him, in front of
which no person should pass while the prayer is being
performed.
The legislation regarding prayer is not devoid of
flexibility. Traditions show Muhammad as concerned
to alleviate as far as possible the rigours of observance.
Thus he shortened the prayer on one occasion, when
a child began to cry in the congregation, appreciating
the mother's distress (al-Bukhari, Adhdn, bob 65;
Muslim, Saldt, nos. 191, 192). Similarly, he was
vehemently opposed to excessively long KurDanic
readings during the ritual prayer and was concerned
that people should not consider themselves obliged to
imitate his own personal devotions (al-Bukhari.
Adhdn, bdbs 60-4, 80-1; Muslim, $aldt, nos. 182-90).
This flexibility is also in evidence on other occasions: cancellation of communal prayer when the

weather is especially inclement, delay of the prayer of
zuhr at times of excessive heat, and then the combination (ajamc) of the latter with the prayer of casr, as also
sometimes happens with the two prayers of maghrib
and of 'tshd*. This amenity of combining the abovementioned prayers is especially accorded to one who
is travelling in haste. Later jurisprudence (or indeed
casuistry) did not omit to solve the particular difficulties (notably regarding orientation towards the
kibla, and regarding the execution of the required
gestures) encountered by the traveller (cf. below, section IV. F) and the invalid.
Having presented, in the first two sections of this
article, the evolution and the fundamentals of ritual
prayer in Islam, the next stage is to illustrate the longestablished rules of saldt.
III. The five daily prayers.
A. D i s t i n c t i v e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of each. The
five prayers differ from one another in terms of the
vocal force with which they should be uttered, but
most of all in terms of the time fixed for each and of
its length.
1. The prayer of the morning (subh) or of the dawn
(fadjr) is of two rak^as. Here the Fdtiha and the Kurgan
are recited in a loud voice (djahr). Its time begins with
"the true dawn" (al-faajr al-sddik), when faces can still
not yet be recognised, and extends until the day-break
as such, before the sun appears.
2. The prayer of midday (zuhr) is of four rak^as.
Here the Fdtiha and the Kur D an are recited in a
whisper (isrdr). Its time begins when the sun, passing
the zenith, commences its decline. It normally continues until the time when the shadow of objects is
equal to their height.
3. The prayer of ^asr (middle and late afternoon) is
of four rak'-as. Here the Fdtiha and the Kurgan are
recited in a whisper. Its time begins when the shadow
of objects is equal to their height, and it normally continues until the time when the light of the sun turns
yellow; but this prayer may still be performed until
the end of the day, before the setting of the sun.
4. The prayer of maghrib (after the setting of the
sun) is of three rakcas. Here the Fdtiha and the Kur D an
are recited in a loud voice. Its time begins when the
sun has disappeared beneath the horizon, and normally continues until the disappearance of the twilight
radiance or shafak [ q . v . ] . (Concerning the ancient
Judaising deviation of Abu '1-Khattab, for whom the
time of this prayer would begin only when the stars
shine brightly, see Wasserstrom's article, in Bibl.).
5. The prayer of ^ishd3 (evening or beginning of the
night), sometimes called ^atama (black night), is of
four rakcas. Here the Fdtih and the Kurgan are recited
in a loud voice. Numerous traditions clearly fix the
commencement of its time (e.g. al-Bukhari, Mawdkit,
bob 24, 1, repeated in Adhdn, bob 162, 1; al-Bukhari.
c
Umra, bob 20, 1, parallel to Djihdd, bob 136, 2, and to
Muslim, Musdfirm, no. 43; Muslim, Musdfirin, no.
48): it is the disappearance of the shafak, that redness
of the sky which follows the setting of the sun (cf. L^A,
x, 180a; the opinion of Abu Hanifa, who interpreted
this shafak as the whiteness of the twilight coming after
the redness of the sunset, seems to be isolated). It
should be recalled that, in the Kurgan, the word only
occurs once, without connection with prayer and in an
oath (LXXXIV, 16; cf. the commentaries of alTabari, xxx, 119, and al-RazI, xxxi, 108-9). As for
the symmetrically converse phenomenon in the circadian cycle, i.e. the column of zodiacal light called in
Arabic al-fadjr al-kddhib "the false dawn'' (or dhanab alsirhdn "the wolfs tail": cf. L*A, s.v./-^-r, at v, 45a),
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the Muslims astronomers have made a detailed study
of it which is of no relevance to this article. The normal time of the prayer of ^ishd* extends until the end
of the first third of the night.
For more details concerning the times of prayer,
with references to hadith, see MIKAT.
B. Conditions and d e v e l o p m e n t of p r a y e r . The
conditions (shurut) of prayer are nine in number according to Ibn cAbd al-Wahhab (al-Usul, 26-30): 1.
Being a Muslim; 2. Mental health; 3. Discernment,
i.e. the age of reason (seven years); 4. and 5. Ritual
purity [see TAHARA and this article, above, section II].
This is attained on the one hand by wudu* or by ghusl,
which respectively annul the minor hadath and the major hadath (or a^andba): this is the tahdra hukmiyya, "prescribed". On the other hand purity demands the
elimination of any blemish (khabath) from the body,
the clothing and the place: this is the tahdra hakikiyya,
"real". It is impossible to emphasise too much the
considerable importance and the minute precision of
the corresponding requirements; see also NADJIS ("impure"); 6. Covering the pudenda in the sense intended by the law; 7. Being present at the time of the corresponding prayer; 8. Being turned in the direction of
the kibla; 9. Formulating the intention (niyyd) of performing the precise prayer which is about to be undertaken. These conditions are explicitly or implicitly
common to all the judicial schools. On the other hand,
the schools differ on a number of points regarding the
bodily positions or the words or, indeed, the judicial
nature of the obligation attached to such-and-such an
element. Some of these details will be mentioned
below. They do not affect the fundamental pattern of
prayer, which is as follows.
The rite begins with sacralisatiort. First, the hands
are raised above the shoulders, to the level of the ears,
and the words Alldhu akbar "God is most great!" (cf.
Kur D an VI, 78) are said. This is the takbirat al-ihrdm.
The hands are then placed on the base of the chest,
the right hand over the left: the position of kabd (cf. alGhawidji, 136 ff.). The Imamls and, classically, the
Malikis, on the other hand, let the arms fall at this
point: the position of sadl or irsdl (cf. al-MalatawT,
137, 139-40; however, he considers as permitted the
position of kabd, which is spreading in the Maghrib
under the influence of the Salafiyya [q.v. ]).
The majority of Sunnls add here an opening prayer
(duW al-istiftdh) as follows: subhdnaka Alldhumma wa-bihamdika wa-tabdraka smuka wa-ta^dld djadduka wa-ld ildha
ghayruka "Glory to You, O God, and praise to You!
Let Your name be blessed, exalted Your greatness!
There is no other god but You!" (On other possible
formulas, in particular the Shafici formula, see alKurtubl, vii, 153-4; al-DjazaDirI, 255-6).
And directly thereafter (except in the case of the
Malikls), a^udhu bi'l-Ldh min al-Shqytdn al-radjim "I
take refuge in God against the reprobate Demon".
Then begins the first rak^a. This term ("an inclination") denotes an invariable series of attitudes and
formulae which constitute an element to be repeated
a set number of times in the course of a completed
ritual prayer, which develops as follows:
1. Standing upright. Recitation of the Kur D an
(kirdty. Hands and arms are, as above, in the position
of kaba1 or of sadl according to schools. First to be
recited, with each rak^a, is the Fdtiha, to which the
response Amin is added. Then, in the first two rakcas
only, another Kur^anic passage is spoken. This is normally longer with the first rak^a but shorter with the
second. Brief suras such as al-Nasr (CX) or al-Ikhlds
(CXII) may be considered sufficient. The minimum
requirement is three short verses or one long verse.
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2. The worshipper says Allahu akbar, then leans at
a right-angle (rukuc), the hands placed on the knees,
and says three times, subhdna rabbiya 'l-cazim "Glory to
my Lord, the Great One".
3. The worshipper draws himself up (ictiddl or raf},
saying sami^a 'Lldhu li-man hamidahu "God hears him
who praises Him". Upright, he adds Rabband, wa-laka
'l-hamd "To You be praise, our Lord!" (cf. alBukharl, Adhdn, bdb 82, and 128, 2; Muslim, Saldt,
nos. 28, 62, 77), or Alldhumma, Rabband, laka 'l-hamd
"O God, our Lord, to You be praise!" (cf. alBukhan, Adhdn, bdb 125; Muslim, Saldt, nos. 86-9; alGhawidji, 145).
4. The worshipper prostrates himself (sud^ud), saying Alldhu akbar, then says three times Subhdna rabbiya
'l-a^ld "Glory to my Lord, the Most High!" The body
should then rest on the forehead (and the nose), the
palms of both hands, both knees and both feet.
5. The worshipper raises his head to say Alldhu
akbar, then he sits on his heels (djulus or ku^ud), knees
on the ground, hands placed on the thighs. Then he
says Rabbi gh/ir li "O my Lord, pardon me!"
6. The worshipper prostrates himself a second
time, saying Alldhu akbar, then he says three times
Subhdna rabbiya 'l-a^ld "Glory to my Lord, the Most
High!" The Hanballs (cf. al-MardawI, 48) and the
Shaficis return subsequently to a sitting position: this
is the djalsat al-istirdha, a practice which is now widespread among the Malikls.
He then stands upright for the second rakca, identical to the first.
At the end of this second rak^a, instead of standing
upright, the worshipper raises his head to say Alldhu
akbar, then sits on his heels, knees on the ground,
hands placed on the thighs. The tashahhud "affirmation of faith", is then said, as follows: al-tahiyydt liLdh, wa 'l-salawdt wa 'l-tayyibdt. Al-saldmu ^alayka,
ayyuhd 'l-nabi, wa-rahmatu Lldhi wa-barakdtuh. Al-saldmu
c
alaynd wa-^ald cibddi Lldhi 'l-sdlihin. Ashhadu an Id ildha
ilia Lldhu wahdahu Id shanka lahu wa-ashhadu anna
Muhammadan ^abduhu wa-rasuluhu "To God be salutations, prayers and fine words. Peace be upon you, O
Prophet, also the mercy and blessings of God. Peace
be upon us and upon the good servants of God. I affirm that there is no god other than God, He alone,
who has no partner; and I affirm that Muhammad is
His servant and His Messenger". At the beginning of
this last phrase, the index finger of the right hand is
raised to underline the declaration of Uniqueness.
The tashahhud above is the version given in al-Bukhari,
Adhdn, bdbs 148, 150 (cf. Muslim, Saldt, no. 55). The
beginning of the formula differs slightly among the
Malikis (cf. al-Malatawi, 147).
After the tashahhud, the worshipper stands up to say,
as above, the third and the fourth rakcas.
At the end of the latter, the tashahhud is recited
again, with the following addition: Alldhumma salli cald
Muhammadin wa-^ald dli Muhammadin kamd sallayta cald
Ibrdhima wa-^ald dli Ibrahim, wa-bdrik cald Muhammadin
wa-^ald dli Muhammadin kamd bdrakta *ald Ibrdhima wac
ald dli Ibrdhima fi 'l-^dlamm, innaka hamidun madjid "O
God, bless Muhammad and the family of Muhammad as You blessed Abraham and the family of
Abraham, and bless Muhammad and the family of
Muhammad as You blessed Abraham and the family
of Abraham in the worlds. You are worthy of praise
and of glory!" This formula (called al-salawdt alibrdhimiyya) is inspired in part by Kurgan, XXXIII,
56, and XI, 73, and is found in this form in alBukharl, Anbiyd*, bdb 10, 5; Muslim, Saldt, nos 65-6
(cf. also al-MalatawI, 148-9; Ibn cAbd al-Wahhab,
38-9; al-Ghawidji, 142).
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Finally, still sitting, the worshipper turns to the
right, saying al-saldmu ^alaykum wa-rahmatu Lldhi wabarakdtuhu "Peace be upon you, with the mercy and
the blessings of God!" (only the first two Arabic
words are strictly obligatory). Then he turns to the
left, repeating these words. These two tasltmas terminate the prayer through the desacralisation (tahlil)
of the one who has performed it. (In communal
prayer, the imam makes only one salutation.)
The preceding pattern corresponds to the very frequent case of a prayer in four rakcas. If the prayer has
only three rakcas, what would follow the fourth is done
at the end of the third. If the prayer has only two
rak'as, the second is followed immediately by the
tashahhud, the "Abrahamic" prayer and the final
salutation.
C. Actual practice. Having just described the
performance of this ritual prayer, having earlier
outlined the other rules regulating it, it would now be
appropriate to examine how it is practised in reality.
Certain countries, such as Egypt, are more observant
in this regard than others, as is easily ascertained. But
precise studies seem to be lacking on this subject.
Such studies could, according to countries or regions,
identify the practice of saldt by men and women, individually or communally, for the daily prayers and
for the Friday prayer, and enquire, naturally, into the
contingent effects of urbanisation, of change of social
class, of emigration to a country with a non-Muslim
majority.
IV.

The other ritual prayers.

These are, like the preceding, prayers codified by
fikh and comprising the performance of a fixed
number of rakcas. Numerous and varied, they are
generally classified by the jurists according to their
degree of obligation, which can vary according to the
schools (fard, wddjib, sunna). Principal aspects will be
presented here in the following order: (1) The major
community prayers which mark the week and the year
(A and B); (2) The daily prayers which are not strictly
obligatory, i.e. which do not form part of the fard^id
(C, D, E); (3) Prayers which are performed in particular (F) or exceptional (G, H, I) circumstances; and
(4) Finally, the prayer over a deceased person (J).
A. The Friday prayer (saldt al-d^um^a). The
second Arabic word, which now denotes the abovenamed day of the week, initially signifies "meeting,
assembly". It is in this sense that it is found (in the
form al-ajumuca) in Kur D an, LXII, 9. Before Islam, as
is shown in DJUM C A, the yawm al-djumuca was nothing
other than a market-day. It was usually known by another name, yawm al-^aruba or, without the article,
yawm caruba (see LCA, s.v. c-r-6, i, 593; alZamakhshari, Kashshdf, on LXII, 9, and al-Kurtubl,
xviii, 97: according to a khabar of these two commentators, the first to have given this gathering the name
of djum^a, was allegedly Kacb b. Lu3ayy, an ancestor
of Muhammad, who lived some 150 years before
him).
The Friday prayer is performed at the time of the
midday prayer, which it replaces. It must take place
in a mosque. It is only obligatory in substantial
localities, and with the participation of a minimum
number of men who are permanent residents, this
number being (including the imam) four according to
the Hanafis, twelve according to the Malikls, and forty according to the Shaficls and the Hanbalis. Women
may participate, but it is not compulsory for them,
and they are not included in the required number.
(See B.A.B. Badran, al-^Ibdddt al-isldmiyya. Mukdrana
'aid 'l-madhdhib al-arba^a, Alexandria 1969, 95-6; alGhawidjI, 160-5; al-Malatawi, 184-5).

It is customary that the Muslim arriving at the
mosque for this communal prayer first performs individually a prayer of two rakcas. After the call to
prayer, the preacher, standing upright on the minbar
[q.v.], delivers a double sermon [see KHUTBA]. Both
praise God and call for His blessings on the Prophet,
before exhorting the believers. The two sermons are
separated by a short pause, during which the orator
sits. Subsequently, he normally leads personally an
obligatory prayer of two rakcas, in a loud voice.
B. The prayer of the two feasts (saldt alc
idayn). See C ID. The two feasts are that of the breaking of fast and that of sacrifices. The special prayer,
in a very festive ambience, is of two rakcas, in a loud
voice. Its time begins approximately half an hour after
the rising of the sun, and concludes when it is at the
middle of its course. There is neither adhdn nor ikdma.
But numerous takbirdt are added, their number and
place varying slightly according to the judicial schools.
At the first rakca, the sura al-AHd (LXXXVII) is
usually read. The prayer is not preceded, but followed
by a double khutba performed like that of Friday and
relating to the cultic duties of the feast being
celebrated, as well as their religious significance.
Although women are not obliged to do so, they are
strongly advised to attend, even in a state of ritual impurity (in which case they are present for the prayer
without performing it), in order to share in the communal joy and edificatioji; cf. e.g. al-Bukhari, cldayn,
bdbs 15, 21; Muslim, ^Idayn, nos. 10-12. In Jomier,
45-50, a detailed description is found of the prayer of
the feast of sacrifices performed in Cairo in
1379/1960.
C. The saldt al-witr. According to the Hanafis, it
is a duty (wddjib) without being an obligation (fard) in
the sense which they give to this word. But for the
other schools, it is only a custom (sunna), albeit a
particularly strong one (mu^akkadd). The saldt al-witr
should be performed between the evening prayer and
the dawn prayer (preferably towards the end of the
night). For its history, see WITR. The term signifies
"uneven" and denotes a special rak^a which is performed in isolation or which is added to one or more
pairs (shaf') of rakcas. It is forbidden to perform other
rakcas between this latter rak^a and the canonical
prayer of the dawn. The prayer of witr is generally of
three rakcas; there are read, respectively, after the
Fdtiha, the suras CXII to CXIV according to the
Malik! al-MalatawI, 196, or LXXXVII (al-Acld),
CIX (al-Kafirun) and CXII (al-Ikhlds) according to the
Hanaft al-GhawidjI, 188. With the prayer of witr the
question ofkunut is associated. In the article KUNUT the
various senses of this word in the Kurgan and in tradition are set forth. The Malikls deny that there is a
kunut in the prayer of witr (al-MalatawI, 196). The
Shaficis use a formula transmitted by al-Tirmidhi, the
translation of which is to be found above, vol. V, 395.
The Hanafis (al-GhawidjI, 188-9) consider as a duty,
after the performing of the third rakca, a duW al-kunut
which begins with Alldhumma, innd nasta^inuka wanastahdika. The translation is as follows: "O God! we
ask for Your aid and Your guidance. We implore
Your pardon and return to You. We believe in You,
we submit ourselves to You, we praise You for all
Your goodness. We are grateful for Your [favours]
and not ungrateful, we reject and abandon those who
are unfaithful to You. O God! it is You that we worship, to You that our prayers and our prostrations go,
towards You that we return with promptitude. We
hope for Your mercy and fear Your anger: for Your
severe punishment cannot fail to overtake the
unbelievers. May the blessings and the peace of God
be upon our master Muhammad, and upon his Fami-
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ly and his Companions!" This text, in a slightly
shorter form, is found in Abu Dawud (Mardsil, bob md
dja?a fi-man ndma can al-saldt, 12-13), according to
whom it was reportedly taught to Muhammad by
Djibril himself. As for the Imamfs, on the contrary,
for them the kunut is a personal prayer of intercession
(du^d7), optional and meritorious, which is definitely
said during the witr, but which is also said in each of
the five daily prayers, while standing, between the
KurDanic reading of the second rakca and the inclination which follows. This Shi*! kunut is of free content,
but certain formulas are frequently used, in particular, the prayer mentioned in Kurgan, II, 201.
D. The nocturnal prayer. See TAHADJDJUD and,
for the prayers specific to the nights of Ramadan,
TARAWIH.
E. Other supererogatory prayers ( n a w d f i l ) .
These are in particular groups of two or four rak^as,
the performance of which is recommended, according
to the circumstances, before or after one or other of
the five obligatory prayers (cf. al-Ghawidji, 204 ff.;
al-Malatawi, 157-8). But it is also possible, for example, to perform the prayer of the morning (saldt alduha), of two rakcas at least; its time begins approximately half an hour after the sunrise, and continues
until midday (like the prayer of the two feasts).
F. Prayer on a journey (saldt al-musdfir). The
text reads in Kurgan, IV, 101, "And when you are
travelling through the land, it is no sin for you to
shorten your prayer if you fear lest the unbelievers put
you to the test; the unbelievers are for you a declared
enemy" (cf. al-RazT, xi, 16-23; al-Kurtubi, v, 35162). This verse has been clarified, and its import extended to all journeys, by prophetic traditions, two in
particular (Muslim, Musdfirin, nos. 4, 8). The outcome of later elaborations is that the canonical prayers
of zuhr, casr and ^ishd* are reduced to two rakcas (instead of four) during every lawful journey of more
than approximately 80 km/50 miles (sixteen
parasangs for the Malikls and Shaficls, three days'
walking for the HanafTs). The journey is regarded as
continuous unless it is broken by a halt of 15 days, according to the HanafTs (al-GhawidjI, 27), or four full
days according to the other schools (al-Kurtubi, v,
357; al-MalatawI, 179-80). The distance alone is
taken into consideration, whatever the means of transport, and thus the duration of the effective displacement. Unlike the other schools, the HanafTs regard
the above-mentioned abridgement, not as something
permitted but as a duty (wddjib); as a result of this, in
the case of error on the part of the believer in the
course of the prayer, or if he performs it behind an
imam who is not himself travelling, precise judicial
consequences ensue. The prayers of subh and of
magkrib remain unchanged.
G. The prayer of fear. See SALAT AL-KHAWF.
H. The prayer appealing for rain (saldt alistiskd*). This is a communal prayer, the time of
which is the same as for the two feasts (above, B). But
it takes place in an atmosphere of penitence and of
supplication, in ordinary clothing and in the open air.
Two rak'as are performed. At the beginning of each,
the imam appeals at length for the pardon of God. He
then delivers a double khutba (as in B above), exhorting the congregation to practise good deeds. At the
end, facing the kibla, he turns his cloak inside out (a
symbolic gesture, magical in origin), members of the
congregation do the same, and he begs at length for
the coming of rain. This ritual is based on the example
of Muhammad who, in his supplication, raised his
hands high towards the sky (cf. the little "books" on
istiskd* which are located, in the two Sahihs, between
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the prayer of the two feasts and that of the eclipse. See
also al-MalatawI, 200-1; al-Kurtubl, i, 418, xviii,
302, respectively on Kur'an, II, 60 and LXXI, 1011). On rogatory rites in pre-Islamic Arabia, see
ISTISKA3.

I. The prayer of the eclipse (saldt al-kusuf). It
should first be noted that, in the language of hadtth,
the words kusuf and khusuf, as well as the verbs of
which they are the masdars, are employed interchangeably for the sun and for the moon. In the
classical Arabic language, on the contrary, kusuf refers
rather to the sun, while khusuf is reserved for the moon
(cf. L*A, ix, 67a, 298). The fact remains that the two
Sahihs, as well as al-Nasa3!, devote a whole "book" to
the kusuf. Here as elsewhere, the conduct of the
Prophet has served as a model for the Community
after him. In the case of eclipse of the sun or of the
moon, a communal prayer of two rakcas is held in the
mosque. Its time is the same as that of the two feasts
(see B, H). There is neither call to prayer nor ikdma
nor sermon. The Kur D anic recitations are spoken in a
whisper. The peculiarity of this prayer is that each
rakca contains, after the inclination and the standing
upright, which are very prolonged, a second long inclination and a second standing upright before the
prostration (cf. al-MalatawI, 200). See also KHUSUF.
J. The prayer over a dead person (saldt cald
' I-mayy i t ) . It is also called saldt al-djandza (or djindza).
It is an obligation which is incumbent on the community (fard kifdyd) and not on each individual concerned. Unlike the others, this prayer involves no performance of rakca. The imam stands upright facing the
kibla (the body of the deceased being laid crosswise
before him). The others line up in ranks behind him
as for every ritual prayer. The imam says, in a loud
voice, fourAlldhu akbars. After the first, he gives praise
to God; after the second, he says the "Abrahamic
prayers" (see above, III. B, towards the end); after
the third, he prays (duW) for the deceased; after the
fourth, he pronounces the final salutation (cf. ibid.).
Several points need to be underlined. (1) The recitation of the Fdtiha after the first takbira is obligatory according to al-ShaficI and Ibn Hanbal; it may optionally take the place of praise of God according to HanafTs
and Malikls (cf. al-Kurtubf, viii, 222; al-Ghawidji.
176). (2) The duW for the deceased, which is not said
in a loud voice, does not have a fixed formula, but
some fine traditional texts are to be found in alMalatawT, 212-13. They contain substantial variants
when the deceased is a woman and in the case of a
child. (3) The prayer cald 'l-mayyit is performed only
once, and normally in the presence of the corpse.
However, this last condition is dispensed with, on the
one hand when the body has disappeared in some
natural disaster, such as a flood, or in battle, on the
other hand when homage is rendered in several places
to an eminent Muslim person who has recently died.
(4) In reference to the Hypocrites of Medina [see ALMUNAFIKUN], it was enjoined upon Muhammad, in
Kur D an, IX, 84, "Do not ever pray for one of them
when he dies, and do not stand by his tomb; they have
not believed in God and His Messenger, and they die
in impiety". On this basis, and on that of diversely interpreted prophetic traditions, jurists have sought to
determine which Muslims should be denied the ritual
burial prayer. It may be recalled that the great judge
of Rayy, cAbd al-Djabbar, a MuctazilT but nevertheless a Shaficl, refused to pray, in 385/995, over the
mortal remains of the vizier Ibn cAbbad, on account
of extortions which he had committed and for which
he had shown no repentance. Al-Kurtubl, viii, 221,
asserts that the prayer should be performed over all
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Muslims, even those guilty of serious sins, except for
"heretics" and declared rebels (ahl al-bida^ wa 'lbughdf). Although suicide is denounced by Islam, the
prayer should be performed over one who is guilty of
this, according to al-GhawidjI, 180, and al-Malatawi,
211,1. 8. For mortuary ablutions and the burial itself,
see DJANAZA.
V. Salat and Islam.
A. The p o s i t i o n of saldt in relation to other
r e l i g i o n s . When Islam came into existence, and
spread rapidly to the Near and Middle East, it came
into contact there, besides traditional cults and gnostic
sects, with four organised religions. Rabbinical
Judaism, within a liturgical system which was essentially synagogical, already included three daily
prayers which the believer is required to recite, even
in isolation: at dawn (shaharit), in the afternoon
(minhdh) and the evening (arvit). These tefillot have a
communal nature which is demonstrated by the use of
the plural in their formulas. Syriac (or Byzantine)
Christianity had structured monastic prayer in seven
offices. The third religion, Manichaeism, although
admittedly less actively manifest than the others, was
far from being dead; it was to show itself unexpectedly
active in the first two centuries of the caliphal empire.
It is known that the Manichaean "hearers (auditores)"
(as distinct from the "elect", to whom they were
subordinate) were under an individual obligation to
perform four prayers every day at fixed times (cf. Ibn
al-Nadim, Fihrist, ed. Tadjaddud, 396-7, tr. Bayard
Dodge, The Fihrist of al-Nadim, 790-1; al-Shahrastani.
al-Milal wa 'l-nihal, ed. Badran, 629, tr. G. Monnot,
Livre des, religions et des secies, i, 661). These ritual
prayers were a sequence of prostrations, accompanied
by praises to higher beings, and punctuated by return
to the upright position. The formulas of adoration
seem to have been impersonal, but with reference to
Mani as "our Guide", in the plural (hddina in the text
of the Fihrist}. Mazdaeism, finally, imposed on each
Zoroastrian the ritual of five daily prayers, to be said
individually at prescribed times (cf. Mary Boyce,
Zoroastrians. Their religious beliefs and practices, London
1979, 32-3; eadem, Zoroastrianism, Costa Mesa, Calif.
1992, 138-9; J. Duchesne-Guillemin, La religion de
ITran ancien, Paris 1962, 76).
Five daily prayers: this is the rhythm of saldt. It is
known that Ignaz Goldziher saw here, not a simple
coincidence but the result of a "Persian" influence
(Islamismeetparsisme, inRHR, xliii [1901], 15, repr. in
Gesammelte Schrifien, Hildesheim 1970, iv, 246). It
seems, indeed, inappropriate to attach too much importance to the number of prayers, the result of contingent evolution rather than of deliberate organisation. A comparison between religions would more
usefully examine the integration of the cosmos in the
prayer, or the converse, but such is not the subject of
this article. Also very significant is the tonality of a
rite, communal or otherwise. The value ascribed by
hadith to prayer in assembly has been noted (cf. above,
section II. A. 7), and there will be discussion below of
the links woven between Muslims by their ritual
prayer. However, the latter, it must alway be
remembered, is fundamentally individual. Its obligation is personal. Almost all its formulas, excepting the
Fdtiha, are in the first person singular. The faithful,
behind the imam, repeat the phrases which he himself
has spoken in the singular and in his own name; he
does not represent the congregation in any way but
merely serves it as a model of correct practice. Without intermediary or intercession on the earth, the
believer acts spiritually only on his own account (cf.

Kur'an, II, 48; VI, 164; etc.; R. Arnaldez, L'Islam,
Paris 1988, 22, 28). This general flavour was to be
further accentuated by the Sufis. As far as ritual
prayer is concerned, even when it is practised communally, the Muslim is alone before the One.
B. The place of saldt in the M u s l i m r e l i g i o n .
Ritual prayer is the heart of Islam. It is by means of
it that the Muslim remains in permanent contact with
the Kur D an, from which it has been inseparable from
the outset (cf. XVII, 78, etc.). KurDanic recitation is
a fundamental element of all saldt, as is prominently
expressed by the recitation of the first sura with each
rak^a (cf. above, section III. B. 1). It is also above all
in ritual prayer that the worshipper adheres to and
obeys the Muslim Law, since saldt, which is the second
pillar of Islam, includes the first, i.e. the profession of
faith, explicitly contained and renewed in the call to
prayer as in the tashahhud. Furthermore, the ritual
prayer, of which the institutional link to zakdt has been
observed above (cf. above, section I. C), is also intimately linked to the other two major cultic obligations, sc. fasting and the Pilgrimage. But even more
than by virtue of this central situation among the
Hbdddt, Muslim prayer owes its exceptional importance to the constant link which it establish between
the faithful individual and the three supreme realities
of his religious universe: the Community, the Prophet
and God.
The link to the Community is first established by
the marked preference for prayer performed communally (cf. above, section II. A. 7). It is remarkable
that even in prayer spoken in isolation, modalities are
retained which relate intrinsically to a congregational
prayer: the Amin added to the Fdtiha which is initially
the response of the faithful to the recitation of the latter by the imam, and the final taslim. The Fdtiha itself
is in the first person plural, as is a phrase of the
tashahhud, "May peace be upon us and upon the good
servants of God"; thus every rak^a begins and concludes on a note of solidarity in the faith. But the communal nature of the prayer is expressed and realised
to its ultimate extent in the mosque. "Place of prostration", zenith and epitome of the plastic and
decorative arts, living museum of religious eloquence
and chant, the mosque is furthermore a rich and complex institution [see MASDJID]. Here are manifested
vividly the unity and the diversity of Islam, of its
tones, of its cultures. The mosque, in addition, is the
setting for the great Friday prayer (cf. above, section
IV. A). It is here that the local community finds and
finds again its cohesion at all levels, by means of the
assembly of believers, certainly, but also by virtue of
the personality and the speech of the one who addresses them in the hhutba. In parallel, the Muslim
community twice each year reaches a heightened
awareness of its worldwide unity by the celebration of
another ritual prayer, that of the two feasts (cf. above,
section IV, B), both of which come at the conclusion
of an intense collective process. The second, the
"great feast", is in tune with the action of the pilgrims
at Mecca and Mina. It is quite remarkable that, in
regard to what is done there on 10 Dhu '1-Hidjdja, a
tradition explicitly underlines the pre-eminence of
saldt and of its kibla over ritual sacrifice (al-Bukharl,
Addhi, bob 12; Muslim, Addhi, no. 6). That which the
Pilgrimage attains once per year, prayer accomplishes
five times in a day. It turns the Muslim towards the
centre of Islam; one can truly say that it makes the
man a Muslim. Two traditions affirm this. "Between
man and his association [with God], and unbelief,
there is only the abandonment of ritual prayer"
(Muslim, Imdn, no. 134); and "He who performs our
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ritual prayer, and turns towards our kibla, and eats
animals slaughtered according to our manner, he is
the Muslim" (al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 28). It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of the kibla. By
turning from all quarters towards the symbolic place
given by God to their Prophet, the Muslims converge,
and their prayer thereby acquires, much more than by
virtue of the contingent public performance of this individual rite, a communal nature. It is therefore not
surprising that the simple words ahl al-kibla, meaning
the people who maintain that prayer must be performed in the direction of the Kacba, have often been used
to denote and define the members of the community
(cf. Ibn Madja, Djana?iz, 31, one of the earliest instances of this usage).
On the other hand, saldt maintains incessantly the
link between the Muslim and his Prophet. The latter
is mentioned twice in the tashahhud, of which the
second phrase is addressed directly to him. As for the
prayers known as "Abrahamic" (cf. above, section
III. B), they could be called Muhammadan, since the
name of Muhammad occurs there four times, as often
as that of Abraham, just before the taslim of
desacralisation. Thus each saldt, like each second
rak^a, is concluded with veneration of the Messenger.
But this is not all. It must not be forgotten that the entire content and the precise timing of the ritual prayer
bear the mark of the Prophet. The Kurgan, as has
been seen, firmly lays down the principle of saldt and
its major characteristics. But almost all the details of
its ritual, the temporal limits of its performance and
the rules governing the abridgment or the combination of daily prayers as well as the performance of
other ritual prayers, are based on the personal
authority of the Prophet, in other words on the exemplary and inspired practice of the one of whom it
is written, "In the Messenger of God, you surely have
a fine model" (Kur'an, XXXIII, 21; cf. al-Bukhari,
Witr, bdb 5; Muslim, Musdfirm, no. 36). Invariably,
even when no saying of Muhammad is reported, the
rule of the prayer is expressed in the words "I have
seen the Prophet do thus" (al-Bukhari, Saldt, bdb 50;
cf. Adhdn, bdbs 95-6 etc.). In point of fact, saldt is an
imitation of Muhammad.
However, the essence of saldt is elsewhere. It is
towards God that 'the Muslim turns his face (cf.
Kur D an, VI, 79). Hence the value of prayer. It may
be asked for guidance in the making of a choice: cf.
ISTIKHARA, and al-GhawidjI, 220-1 (who quotes alBukhari, Tahadjdjud. bdb 25); the caliph al-Ma D mun
made this prayer before replying to a message of the
Basileus, as is related by al-Mascudi (Murudj_, vii,
95 = § 2779). Appeal may be made to it in the case of
great need, in particular when recovery from an illness is sought. In any case, purification from one's
sins is to be found in prayer; a well-known tradition
likens prayer to a stream of water passing before the
house of a man, who washes himself in it five times a
day (al-Bukharl, Mawdkit, bdb 6; Muslim, Masddjtd,
nos. 283-4). In a general manner, in charging with
meaning all the gestural and verbal acts of prayer, the
Muslims have merely developed the virtualities of its
rite. For this purpose, they have contemplated
numerous passages of the Kur D an. "Say: My ritual
prayer and my sacrificial offering, my life and my
death, are for God, the Lord of the Worlds, who has
no partner; this is the commandment which I have received, and I am the first of those who submit" (VI,
162-3); and "It is I who am God. There is no god
other than Me. Therefore worship Me, and accomplish prayer in remembrance of Me" (XX, 14, addressed to Moses; cf. Isa. xliii. 11, and xlv. 5). The
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faithful of Islam were directed towards this
spiritualisation by hadtths such as the following, recounted by Abu Hurayra: "It is when he is in prostration that the man is closest to his Lord" (Muslim,
Saldt, no. 215). Another form of the same tradition,
this time recounted by Ibn Mascud, is mentioned by
al-Tabarsi/al-TibrisI, Maa^mac al-baydn, in his commentary on a striking commandment of God to his
Messenger, "Prostrate yourself and draw near!"
(XCVI, 19). Mystics have specifically applied to
ritual prayer the definition of ihsdn in the hadith of
Gabriel, "Good conduct is to worship God as if you
saw Him: for_you do not see Him, but He sees you"
(al-Bukhari, Imdn, bdb 37; Muslim, Imdn, no. 1). AlGhazall devoted to ritual prayer the fourth volume of
his interpretation of the ^ibdddt in the Ihyd^. Here he
insists on humility as the basis of a true prayer, and
on the "presence of the heart" which must accompany it throughout. These are the same central
perceptions as those shown by al-RazT in his commentary on Kur'an, XXIX, 45: "Recite that which has
been revealed to you of the Book and accomplish
ritual prayer, for ritual prayer banishes lewdness and
that which is denounced...". The author of the
Mafdtih al-ghayb poses an analogy: "If a sweeper wore
a garment of gold brocade, it would become impossible for him to concern himself with filth. Similarly,
the man who performs prayer has put on the garment
of religious fear (takwd), for he stands in the presence
of God, the right hand placed over the left hand, in
the attitude of one who looks upon a majestic king.
The garment of religious fear is the finest of garments:
it is more noble for the heart than is gold brocade for
the body. Also, the man who wears it cannot concern
himself at all with the filth of turpitude" (xxv, 72-3).
This king, quite evidently, is the King of the Day of
Judgment. This conviction gives meaning to the saldt
which numerous Muslims have sought to perform immediately before their death (cf. for example alMascudl, Murudi, §§ J ?74, 3361).
The Sufis were to do nothing in this context other
than to develop, sometimes magnificently, the common spirituality of Islam. The central idea being
always that of the presence, two lines emerge (cf. d^aldl
and ajamdl): on the one hand, the presence of God
makes it possible to speak to Him in confidence
(munddidt); on the other the presence before God as on
the Day of Resurrection fills one with fear. During the
saldt, the worshipper leaves the world. It is a spiritual
ascension comparable to the mi^ddj, of the Prophet
(Daya, 168 = tr. Algar, 184; Schimmel, 218-19). Or
further, according to a striking expression: "The key
of the Garden is ritual prayer; and the key of ritual
prayer is ritual purification" (Ibn Hanbal, iii, 340
[sic], towards the end). This prophetic tradition
throws into sharp relief the two inseparable faces of
saldt, legal prescription and spiritual dimension.
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Abu Dawud, K. al-Mardsil, Cairo 1310/1893;
Nadjm-i RazI (Daya), Mirsdd al-^ibdd, iii, ch. 5 =
ed. Riyahi, 3Tehran 1366/1988, 167-9, tr. Hamid
Algar, The path of God's bondsmen, New York 1982,
183-5; cAbd al-Rahman al-DjazaDiri, al-Fikh cald 7madhdhib al-arba^a, i, Kism al-^ibdddt, Cairo
1358/1939; Wahbl Sulayman al-GhawidjI, al-Saldt
wa-ahkdmuhd wifka madhhab ... Abi Hanifa al-Nucmdn,
2
Beirut 1405/1985; al-Ghazall, Ihyd^ulumal-dm, 1st
quarter, book iv, tr. E.E. Calverley, Worship in
Islam..., Madras 1925, 2Lahore 1977; Ibn cAbd alWahhab, Shurut al-saldt wa-wddjibdtuhd wa-arkdnuhd
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(G. MONNOT)
$ALAT AL-KHAWF (A.), "the p r a y e r of fear".
In a context of warfare "in the way of God", the text
reads in Kur 5 an, IV, 102: "When you are with the
believers and you perform the prayer at their head, let
a group of them pray with you, while they stand ready
with their arms, and keep behind you during the prostration. Then let another group which has not yet
prayed come to pray with you, while they stand
guard, with weapons to hand. Those who refuse to
believe would prefer that you lay aside your arms and
your baggage, so that they may catch you unawares."
This alternative ritual prayer has received its name
from another passage of the Kurgan: "If you fear [an
attack, pray] on foot or on horseback" (II, 239). Notwithstanding the ellipses of syntax (which permit a different translation), the general sense of the first verse
is clear: when a Muslim band is close to the enemy,
one group will perform the ritual prayer while the
other stands guard, then the roles are to be reversed.
The text of the Kur 3 an is clarified by prophetic
traditions. The canonical collections are of very varied
scope with regard to this issue. Muslim has eight
hadiths on the question, and Ibn Madja only three,
while al-Nasa3! has compiled 27 of them. The general
arrangement enunciated by the Kurgan poses a series
of technical questions. The traditions do not all convey the same answer.
The central question, which includes several gradations, is the following. Two prayer-groups are distinguished and separated by the Kur D anic text; to these
will be added their common imam who, it should be
recalled, is obliged to perform the prayer in his own
name. Thus there is a total of three praying units,
singular or co-ordinated. The rules of prayer being as
they are, for each of these units there are numerous
judicial problems to be solved.
When is the takbir of sacralisation pronounced? By
all present together, with the imam, at the beginning
of his prayer, even if one of the two groups then turns
its back towards the kibla (Abu Dawud, no. 1240; al-

Nasa3!, 141; cf. Muslim, no. 307). But according to
others, the second group performs the takbir at the beginning of its own prayer (Abu Dawud, no. 1239; cf.
Muslim, no. 308).
How many rakcas are performed by the imam, and
how many by each of the two groups? The question
is especially posed, historically, for the prayers of zuhr
and of casr, which normally have four rakcas. There
are three answers.
(a) The imam performs four rakcas, successively
guiding each of the groups as it performs two rakcas:
a tradition related by Djabir (e.g. in Muslim, no. 31112; Abu Dawud, no. 1248) and followed by Hasan alBasrl according to al-Kurtubl (v, 368) and al-Razi.
(b) The imam performs two rakcas, successively
guiding each of the groups as it performs only one
rak^a; a tradition related notably by Ibn cAbbas via
Mudjahid (e.g. al-Bukhari, bdb 3; Abu Dawud, nos.
1246-7; cf. al-Tirmidhl, no. 567).
(c) The generally accepted solution: everybody
performs two rakcas. In other words, the number of
rakcas is the same for the prayer of fear as for the
prayer on a journey (cf. SALAT. IV. F; consequently,
three rakcas will be retained at the prayer of maghrib).
It being thus accepted that the imam performs the
same number of rakcas as each of the groups, the questions remain, how is the whole of the rite organised,
and when does each of those praying perform the
taslim of desacralisation? The successive rakcas will be
designated by the following symbols: A = performed
by group A only; B = performed by group B only;
MA = performed by group A with Muhammad (or
at a later stage with the imam); MB = performed by
group B with Muhammad. Theoretically, a dozen or
so solutions are possible. In fact, the canonical hadiths
present three (appropriate references are given in each
case):
MA, MB, B, A: tradition of Ibn c Umar via his son
Salim (al-Bukhari, bdb 1; Muslim, no. 305; al-NasaDI,
139-40; al-Tirmidhi, no. 564), followed by certain
Malik! teachers (al-Kurtubl, v, 366-7); Ibn Mas c ud
(ibid.).
MA, B, MB, A: tradition of Djabr b. cAbd Allah
(Muslim, no. 307; al-Nasa'I, 143-4).
MA, A, MB, B: well-known tradition of Sahl b.
Abl Hathma via Salih b. Khawwat, which comprises
two versions:
— Version transmitted by Yazld b. Ruman:
Muhammad performs the taslim with group B at the
very end (Muslim, no. 310; al-Nasa5!, 139): this is the
doctrine of al-ShaficT and of Ibn Hanbal, according to
al-Kurtubr, v, 366.
— Version transmitted by al-Kasim b. Muhammad:
Muhammad performs the taslim after the end of rakca
"MB" (Abu Dawud, no. 1239; cf. Muslim, no. 309,
and Ibn Madja, no. 1259); this is the doctrine of
Malik (according to al-Kurtubl) and of al-Malatawi.
The community of traditionists and jurists
acknowledge that these hadiths cannot be harmonised.
They record various measures taken by Muhammad
in different circumstances, where the requirements of
security were not always of the same urgency. Two
examples are recalled with particular clarity. On the
one hand, the encounter at Dhat al-Rika c , in Nadjd,
during the expedition against the Ghatafan, in 4/626
(cf. Ibn Hisham, i, 662; al-Jabari,'i, 1454-5; alMascudl, Murudj., § 1489). The place is mentioned in
the tradition of Sahl b. Abl Hathma, also for example
in the tradition of Abu Hurayra (al-Nasa3!, 141). The
enemy was then located in the direction opposite to
the kibla\ while performing the prayer, the Muslims
then turned their backs towards the adversary, put-
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ting themselves in the greatest danger. On the other
hand, on an occasion when the Muslims, at c Usfan,
confronted an enemy band commanded by Khalid b.
al-Walld, the enemy was located in the direction of the
kibla, a much more advantageous situation (tradition
of Abu cAyyash al-Zuraki, in Abu Dawud, no. 1236;
al-NasaDI, 144-5).
The "prayer of fear" is specifically Muslim. However, the conflict between the duty, the desire or the
need to pray on the one hand, and on the other the
necessity of fighting, may be encountered in other
religions. In the context, not of prayer admittedly, but
of a pious work, this situation applied during the
restoration of the walls of the Holy City, ca. 445 B.C.:
"From that day forward half the men under me were
engaged in the actual building, while the other half
stood by holding their spears, shields and bows, and
wearing coats of mail; and officers supervised all the
people of Judah who were engaged on the wall" (Neh.
iv, 16, tr. NEB).
Thus far, consideration has been given to the
original arrangements applied to the prayer rite in
order to permit its observance "in assembly" in proximity to the enemy, on the very solid basis of Kur'an,
IV, 102. But also quoted, at the outset, was another
passage: "If you fear [an attack, pray] on foot or on
horseback" (II, 239). In commenting on it, Fakhr alDln correctly observes: "The prayer of fear is of two
kinds. The first, when one is in a position of combat,
and this is what is envisaged by this verse. The
second, when one is not (yet) in a position of combat,
is that which is mentioned in the surat al-Nisa° (IV)"
(al-RazT, vi, 154). Once battle has been engaged or is
imminent, in the presence of the enemy, there is a duty, according to Abu Hanifa, to delay the prayer until
the situation is more favourable. But al-ShaficT and
Malik firmly assert, on the contrary, that prayer
should be observed at its proper time, during the battle itself, individually, even when mounted, with the
understandable reduction to two ra£cas of the prayers
which normally comprise four, and with two considerable relaxations of the ritual prescriptions. The
first is, in case of necessity, abandonment of the kibla.
The second is the replacement of bowings and prostrations by their imd3 (cf. the tradition related by Ibn
c
Umar, in al-Bukharl, bob 2 and Muslim, no. 306,
and that related by al-Awza c i, in al-Bukhan, bob 4).
This means that it is sufficient to signify the corresponding act by its outline. The body or the head is
slightly inclined to symbolise and signify ritual bowing; a rather deeper inclination represents prostration. These relaxations of the rite are not isolated; on
the contrary they are related ,to similar dispositions
concerning the prayer of the traveller and that of the
invalid. Thus Islamic law contains precedents which
could be used to find solutions to other problems.
Bibliography. See the bibliography to SALAT,
and in particular Kurtubi, iii, 223-6, v, 364-73;
Malajawi, 193-4; RazI, vi, 153-6, xi, 24-7. As for
the four works of sunan, the "prayer of fear" is
treated there as follows: Abu Dawud, ed. M.M. alDm cAbd al-Hamid, 4 vols., Cairo 1348/1930, ii,
11-18; Ibn Madja, ed. M.F. cAbd al-Bakl, 2 vols.,
Cairo 1391/1972, i, 399-400; Nasal, 10 vols.,
Cairo 1383/1964, iii, 136-46; Tirmidhl, ed. Ahmad
Muhammad Shakir, 5 vols., Cairo 1356/1937, ii,
453-7.
(G. MONNOT)
SALAWATJsee TASLIYA].
AL-SALAWI [see AL-NASIR AL-SALAWI].
SALB (A.), "crucifixion". In Islamic doctrine and
practice, it refers to a criminal punishment in which
the body of the criminal, either living or dead, is affix-
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ed to or impaled on a beam or tree trunk and exposed
for some days or longer.
Before Islam, many cultures, including the Persian
and Roman ones, practised crucifixion as a punishment for traitors, rebels, robbers and criminal slaves
(M. Hengle, Crucifixion in the ancient world, London
1977).
The Kurgan refers to crucifixion in six places. The
significant verse for legal practice is V, 33: "The
recompense of those who make war on (yuhdribun) God
and His messenger and sow corruption (fasdd) in the
earth shall but be that they shall be slain, or be
crucified (yusallabu), or have their hands and feet cut
off on opposite sides, or be banished from the
earth...".
The standard hadith collections report one case
where Muhammad practiced crucifixion (of persons
who murdered a shepherd and stole camels). This account is, however, contradicted by many others
describing a different punishment (cutting hands and
feet and gouging eyes) (see al-Nasa°I, tahrim al-dam,
bdbs 7-9). In another hadith, the first crucifixion in
Medina was by c Umar, of two slaves who killed their
mistress (see Abu Dawud, saldt, bdb 61).
Fikh [q.v.] applies the above verse chiefly to
highway robbers, as hadd [q.v.; and see KATL]. The
choice of crucifixion, instead of another of the four
stated penalties, is governed by complex, contested
rules. Most scholars require that a robber who both
killed and took property be crucified, as a hadd penalty
(see KATL); others, while requiring execution, do not
demand crucifixion. For most scholars, offenders are
to be beheaded before being crucified. Malikls, with
most Hanaffs and most Twelver ShIcTs, provide that
the offender is crucified alive, but then killed by lance
thrust. For the Zahiris, crucifixion itself must cause
the death. Most scholars limit the period of crucifixion
to three days (after which the body is to be washed,
prayed over and buried).
Various minority views permit or prescribe
crucifixion for crimes other than highway robbery,
usually on authority of the same verse. These crimes
include insults to the Prophet (sabb al-nabi) [see KATL],
heresy (zandaka) [see MURTADD; ZINDIK], sorcery [see
SIHR], and killing by stranglers (khanndkuri) and
assassins drugging their victims (mubanniajun), such
punishments sometimes represented as hadd and
sometimes as tacztr [ q . v . ] . The quoted verse itself conceivably applies to anyone whose corrupting effect on
society can be prevented only thereby (Ibn Taymiyya,
al-Siydsa al-sharciyya, Cairo 1322, 55). Al-Mawardi
(apparently alone) permitted crucifixion while alive
(but not necessarily to death) as a generally applicable
form of tacztr (al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya, Cairo 1966, 239;
cf. al-Ramli, Nihdyat al-muhtddj., Cairo 1967, viii, 21).
Reports of actual crucifixions exist under most of
these doctrinal headings. Exposure, often extremely
prolonged, of headless bodies is common, especially
for political or religious opponents [see e.g. C ABD
ALLAH B. AL-ZUBAYR; HASANAK; IBN BAKIYYA],
Crucifixion while alive also appears, such as for alHalladj [q.v.] and murderous slaves (H. Ritter,
Kreuzigung eines Knaben, in Oriens, xxv [1976], 38-40,
suggesting a frequency in the 7th/13th century of
crucifixion to death).
In later Persian and Turkish usage, salb meant
"hanging". In the form of exposure after beheading,
crucifixion is practised in Saudi Arabia today.
Bibliography: O. Spies, Uber die Kreuzigung im
Islam, in Religion und Religionen: Festschrift fur Gustav
Mensching, ed. R. Thomas, Bonn 1967, 143-56; L.
Massignon, La passion de Husayn Ibn Mansur Halldj,
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repr. Paris 1975, i; J.L. Kraemer, Apostates, rebels
and brigands, in IOS, x (1980), 34-73.
(F.E. VOGEL)
SALDJUKIDS, a Turkish d y n a s t y of mediaeval Islam which, at the peak of its power during
the 5th-6th/llth-12th centuries, ruled over, either
directly or through vassal princes, a wide area of
Western Asia from Transoxania, Farghana, the
Semirecye and Kh w arazm in the east to Anatolia,
Syria and the Hidjaz in the west. From the core of
what became the Great Saldjuk empire, subordinate
lines of the Saldjuk family maintained themselves in
regions like Kirman (till towards the end of the
6th/12th century), Syria (till the opening years of the
6th/12th century) and Rum or Anatolia (till the beginning of the 8th/14th century) (see below, section III).
I. The historical significance of the Saldjuks
II. Origins and early history
III. The various branches of the Saldjuks
1. The Great Saldjuks of Persia and c lrak
2. The Saldjuks of Western Persia and c lrak
3. The Saldjuks of Kirman
4. The Saldjuks of Syria
5. The Saldjuks of Rum
IV. Intellectual and religious history
1. In Persia and c lrak
2. In Anatolia
V. Administrative, social and economic history
1. In Persia and c lrak
2. In Anatolia
VI. Art and architecture
1. In Persia
2. In Anatolia
VII. Literature
1. In Persia and c lrak
2. In Anatolia
VIII. Numismatics
1. In Persia and c lrak
2. In Anatolia
I. The h i s t o r i c a l s i g n i f i c a n c e of the Saldjuks
The appearance of the Saldjuks undoubtedly marks
a change in the course of the history of the central and
eastern Islamic lands, but the nature and extent of this
change, affecting a wide range of aspects of both material and religio-cultural life, are not easy to evaluate
and have given rise to controversy (see below).
The Saldjuks arrived on the scene of the Islamic
world only a few decades after the practical and moral
authority of the cAbbasid caliphs in Baghdad had
reached its lowest ebb under the political and military
tutelage of the Shl^I Buyids [see BUWAYHIDS]. At the
same time, many of the petty Arab principalities of
c
lrak, al-Djazira and northern Syria were also Shi^I.
but the most serious threat of all came from the constituting of the rival Ismacili Shffi caliphate in North
Africa, Egypt and southern Syria of the Fatimids, still
in a militant, expansionist stage and with a capital,
Cairo, which was beginning to outstrip Baghdad in
material and intellectual splendour alike.
The installation of the Turkish Saldjuks in Persia,
c
lrak, al-Djazira and northern Syria reversed this apparently unrelenting march of political ShiSsm, and it
was to be another four centuries or so before ShiSsm
would be able permanently to affect the religious complexion of large stretches of the northern tier of the
Middle East, sc. Persia and eastern Anatolia (and,
somewhat paradoxically, through the agency of further Turkish/Turkmen elements there, notably
through the Safawids and their Klzilbash followers).
The Saldjuks were Sunnls, and HanafTs in madhhab,
who wished to replace existing powers in Persia, in-

cluding the Ghaznawids and the generally Shi*!
Daylamf dynasties ol northern and western Persia (at
the same time, by the removal of the latter relieving
the cAbbasids of a certain amount of pressure and
constriction) without, however, giving up the fruits of
military and political victory, which they now wished
to enjoy themselves. This explains why, although alKa3im welcomed Toghril Beg's appearance at the
outset, subsequent relations between the cAbbasids
and the Great Saldjuks were not always smooth. The
caliphs soon found that they had little more freedom
to manoeuvre than they had had under the Buyids.
They only came into their own again during the middle years of the 6th/12th century, when they were able
to show increased independence of mind and of
freedom of action vis-a-vis the declining Saldjuks.
This revival of the caliphate was to be transitory; both
c
Abbasids and Saldjuks were shortly to be swept away
by new, dynamic forces from the East, notably the
Kh w arazmshahs and above all the Mongols. Yet
through the co-existence for something like 130 years
of the two dynasties, the conditions were created for
the development within Islam, even if dictated by
practical necessity, of the concept of the caliph-imam
as spiritual and moral leader and the sultan, in this
case the Saldjuk one, as secular, executive leader of a
large proportion of the Muslims (see further, KHALIFA.
(i) B; SULTAN; and below, section V. 1).
The irruption of the Saldjuks into the Islamic lands
was only the beginning of a prolonged movement of
peoples from Inner Asia into the Middle East, one
which was to have long-term social and economic as
well as political and constitutional effects. Whilst
many of the Turkmen elements percolating into
northern Persia all through the Saldjuk period passed
on towards Anatolia, others became part of the increasing nomadic and transhumant population of Persia and the central Arab lands, and this process
became accelerated in the time of the succeeding invaders mentioned above, sc. the Khwarazmshahs and
Mongols, through the movements of Turco-Mongol
peoples. There resulted a transformation of land
utilisation, social organisation and ethnic composition
in the territories affected, associated with new systems
of land tenure such as the iktd*- and the later soyurghal
[q. vv. ] and with the pastoralisation of extensive areas
of the northern tier of the Middle East, so that
Turkish (and, to a much lesser extent, Mongol)
tribesmen became integral parts of the population
there, previously mainly Persian and Arab, bringing
with them their languages. The use of these land
grants to support professional soldiers, and the
availability of reservoirs of tribal manpower, first of
all in the Saldjuk period buttressed the authority of the
sultans and their epigoni, the atabegs [see ATABAK];
but in the course of time it led to the political and
military domination of Turkish dynasts or military
leaders from Bengal to Algiers.
A further effect of the assumption of political
leadership by the Great Saldjuks lay in the consolidation of Sunn! authority as the dominant ethos of rule
in the central Islamic lands. Although barbarians at
the outset (and the first Saldjuk sultans, at least in Persia and clrak, remained substantially unlettered),
these Turks knew how to make the best use of the existing Persian and Arab administrative structures
already in place, and the viziers and officials whom
they employed, such as al-Kunduri, Nizam al-Mulk
and al-Tughra3! [q. vv. ], shed as much lustre on their
masters as had done the great viziers of the 4th/10th
century on their Buy id employers. Culturally, the
constituting of the Saldjuk empire marked a further
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step in the dethronement of Arabic from being the sole
lingua franca of educated and polite society in the
Middle East. Coming as they did through a Transoxania which was still substantially Iranian and into Persia proper, the Saldjuks—with no high-level Turkish
cultural or literary heritage of their own—took over
that of Persia, so that the Persian language became
that of administration and culture in their lands of
Persia and Anatolia. The Persian culture of the Rum
Saldjuks was particularly splendid, and it was only
gradually that Turkish emerged there as a parallel
language in the fields of government and adab [q. v. ];
the Persian imprint on Ottoman civilisation was to remain strong until the 19th century.
The region of the Middle East where the coming of
the Saldjuks was to have the most immediate and obvious impact, with enduring political, religious and
cultural effects which are strongly visible today, was
Anatolia. Here the Saldjuk sultanate of Rum based on
Konya and other Turkish principalities in northern
and eastern Anatolia took over the greater part of the
former Byzantine and Armenian territories of Asia
Minor. It is for this region that the geographical
designation Turcia/Turchia, etc., first apparently appears specifically in Western European usage at the
time of the Third Crusade of the Emperor Frederick
Barbarossa (1187-92) (thus according to Cl. Cahen,
Pre-Ottoman Turkey. A general survey of the material and
spiritual culture and history c. 1071-1330, London 1968,
144-5).
The details of the Saldjuks' part in the gradual
Turkification of Asia Minor will be considered below
under section III. 5; see also ANADOLU. iii. i. But it
should be noted that the consolidation of the Saldjuk
sultanate of Rum as the political, cultural, religious
and geographical predecessor of the modern Turkish
Republic, has been a salient point in the assessment
of the general importance of the Saldjuks in Middle
Eastern history by contemporary Turkish historians.
Over some half-a-century, the role of the Saldjuks as
the first Turkish, Islamic power to establish itself in
the heartlands of the Islamic world (ignoring dynasties
on the far peripheries like the Ghaznawids in
Afghanistan and India and the Karakhanids in Transoxania) has been the starting-point for much analysis
and speculation by these Turkish scholars. In part,
this has been a reaction against 19th century European views, those formed in the light of the Greek and
Balkan peoples' freeing themselves from what was
viewed as Ottoman Turkish religious oppression and
maladministration and in the light of the issues raised
by the "Eastern Question", and expressed by such
scholars as Ernest Renan. According to these views,
the Turks, unlike the Semitic Arabs and the IndoEuropean or Aryan Persians, had contributed nothing
to the fabric of Islamic civilisation since they came
from the one region of the Old World, Inner Asia,
from which no great religions or cultures have ever
emerged. But it has also been a reaction against a
long-established, inter-Islamic judgement, arising out
of specific political conditions, sc. the four centuries'
long domination by the Ottoman Turks of the
heartlands of Arab-Islamic culture, the lands from
Egypt to clrak. From this has arisen the contemptuous
dismissal of the Turks as essentially unoriginal barbarians, deriving their culture from the Arabs and
Persians, a nation of soldiers and administrators
rather than one of creative achievers in the intellectual
and cultural fields. The persistence of such views, still
enshrined today in the school and university textbooks
of the Arab world, reflect attitudes of ethnic
disparagement (and enables the Turks to be cast as
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continuingly responsible for the ills and failures of
Arab political systems and society since the break-up
of the Ottoman empire). (See on these attitudes, B.
Lewis, The Mongols, the Turks and the Muslim polity, in
Islam in history. Ideas, men and events in the Middle East,
London 1973, 179-98; U. Haarmann, Ideology and
history: the Arab image of the Turk through the centuries, in
IJMES, xx [1988], 175-96.)
It is not therefore surprising that 20th-century
Turkish historians have combatted such attitudes and
have seen the Saldjuk Turks as bringing new and
valuable influences into the Islamic society which they
found on entering it. According to such/ a view,
elements of Turkish steppe culture were not completely overlaid but contributed to and enriched Islamic
civilisation, which became a synthesis of Turkish plus
existing Islamic elements: the principle of social
mobility and democracy within the steppe tribal unit,
the conception of world dominion which enabled the
Turkish sultan to act as the executive counterpart of
the caliph's universal religious and moral authority,
the traces of the role in steppe life of Turkish holy men
within later Turkish Sufism, etc. Indeed, the Turks
revitalised Islam. The going-back to the Saldjuks as
Turkish heroes and as the founding fathers of the
Muslim Turkish culture, actually goes back to the
earlier part of the 20th century, to Ziya Gok Alp and
Kemal Atatiirk [q.vv. ], figures who, in an age of Ottoman terminal decline or recent disappearance, tended to view the Ottoman interlude of Turkish history
with ambivalent feelings: an empire tainted with
cosmopolitanism and a semi-colony of the West. The
Saldjuks who founded the Rum sultanate, within almost the same geographical bounds as post-1922
Turkey, could thus be regarded as the precursors of
the modern Republic. All sorts of other arguments
have been brought into play here, such as the question
whether the Turkish invasions of Anatolia from the
later 5th/llth century onwards were unplanned
plunder raids or part of a pre-planned grand strategy
going back to the early decades of the century, a
reasoning put forward by some Turkish nationalist
historians (see further, below, section III. 1, 5).
These discussions have arisen out of the process,
common enough in the recent history of central and
eastern Europe as well as of Turkey, in which
historical, linguistic and nationalist feelings are used
as a formative impulse in, or as a justification for, the
consolidation of a nation state, a process which has
come into existence as a protest against, and in conflict with, the existing state pattern (see H. Kohn, The
idea of nationalism, a study in its origins and background.
New York 1961, 324-5, 329-31). As forming a
fascinating case study, they have attracted the attention and the analyses of western orientalists, notably
of Martin Strohmeier, Seldschukische Geschichte und
tiirkische Geschichtswissenschaft. Die Seldschuken im Urteil
moderner Tiirkischer Historiker, Berlin 1984, who surveys
the whole topic in great detail, and of Gary Leiser in
his useful A history of the Seljuks. Ibrahim Kafesoglu 's interpretation and the resulting controversy. Translated, edited and
with an introduction ..., Carbondale and Edwardsville,
111. 1988, which makes available in an annotated
English translation Kafesoglu's lengthy IA article on
the dynasty plus the views of other Turkish scholars
involved in Saldjuk history, notably Osman Turan
and Ahmed Ates,.
II. Origins and early history
The Saldjuks were in origin a family group or clan
of the Oghuz Turkish people. The Tokuz Oghuz or
"nine tribes of the Oghuz" formed part of the early
Gok Turk empire of the early 8th century, and as such
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are mentioned in that empire's royal annals, the Orkhon [q. v. ] inscriptions. When that empire collapsed
in 741, the Oghuz chief eventually acquired the
military office of Yabghu (a term which turns up later
in the early history of the Saldjuks in Transoxania and
Khurasan, see below) of the right wing of the horde
of the Western Turks. The Oghuz moved
southwestwards through the Siberian steppes to the
Aral Sea and the frontiers of Transoxania, and
westwards to the Volga and South Russia. The Arab
envoy to the king of the Bulghars, Ibn Fadlan [q.v. ],
found the Oghuz nomadising in the steppes between
Khwarazm and the lower and middle Volga in the
opening decades of the 4th/10th century; and with
their appearance on the northern fringes of the
Samanid amirate later in that century, they enter the
full light of Islamic history [see GHUZZ].
(Following one of the conventional Western spellings, Saldjuk is used here in the El. However, Barthold pointed out (Turkestan3, 257 n. 1; Histoire des
Turcs d'Asie centrale, Paris 1945, 80) that the
frequently-found spelling Seldjuk contravenes the
rules of vowel harmony in Turkish languages and that
Mahmud Kashgharl in his Diwdn lughdt al-Turk (ed.
Kilisli Rifat Bey, i, 397, tr. Atalay, i, 428) spells the
name with kdf and presumably front vowels, i.e.
Seldjuk or Selc'iik, with similar spellings in the Kitdb-i
Dede Korkut and other texts. P. Pelliot, in his Quelques
noms turcs d'hommes et de peuples en -arl-ar, urlur,-irlir, in
Oeuvres posthumes, Paris 1949, ii, 176-7 n. 2, took a
similar line: "si je donnerais une transcription scientifique, je parlerais des Saljiik". On the other hand,
the spelling with kdf and implied back vowels is very
old in the Arabic-script sources and in such Armenian
renderings as SalPuk, pi. SalPukhik, of Kirakos of
Gandja. Karl Menges suggested (inJNES, x [1951],
268 n. 2), an origin of the name in the verb salmak
"attack, charge" (Clauson, Etymological dictionary,
824, has, however, for the root sal- the related but
somewhat different meaning of "violently to move,
agitate s. th.") > salcuk "dashing, charging". Many
Western scholars have preferred to use some form of
the name with back vowels, whilst commenting on the
extremely fluid state of Turkish vowel harmony and
orthography at this early period. See further C.E.
Bosworth in The Ghaznavids, 299 n. 44, and the opening section of Kafesoglu's IA art. Selfuklular, tr.
Leiser, 21-2.)
Within the Oghuz people, the leading tribe was that
of the Kinik, from whom their princes sprang, according to Kashghari again (i, 56, tr. i, 55). The Saldjuk
family or kin-group (it does not seem in origin to have
been a much greater social group) came from the
Kinik; later, when the Saldjuks had achieved power in
Persia, attempts were made to give the family a
glorious past, and Toghril Beg's official Abu 'l-cAla°
Ibn Hassul (d. 450/1058) linked them with the legendary Turkish king Afrasiyab. On somewhat more certain historical ground, during the 4th/10th century
the Saldjuk leader (called Saldjuk b. Dukak b. Temiir
Yaligh "Iron bow") seems to have held the office of
Sii Bashi or military commander, at the side of the
Yabghu. Because of dissensions, the Saldjuks fled
with their herds from the Yabghu to Djand [q.v. in
Suppl.) on the lower Syr Darya, and it was in this
region that Saldjuk died and that his family and
followers became Muslim; the hostility of these two
branches of the Kinik was not resolved till 433/1041,
when the Saldjuks; by then victorious in Khurasan
and Kh w arazm, drove out from the latter province
the Yabghu cAll's son and successor Shah Malik (see
Barthold, Turkestan, 177-8, 256-7; Bosworth, op. cit.,
210-19).

Now on the borders of Khwarazm and Transoxania, the Saldjuks and other Oghuz bands hired out
their military services, to the Samanids [q.v.], by this
time in increasing difficulties, to the latter's eventual
supplanters north of the Oxus, the Karakhanids [see
ILEK KHANS] and to the local rulers in Kh w arazm,
moving into the steppe fringes of these regions and into the Kara Kum [q.v.] in what is now the
Turkmenistan Republic. At the outset, the Saldjuks
were led by the three sons of Saldjuk, Musa, Mlka^fl
and Arslan Israeli [see ARSLAN B. SALDJUK] (and
possibly by a fourth one, Yusuf) and, from the next
generation^ Mlka^'s two sons Toghril Beg Muhammad and Caghri Beg Dawud [q.vv.].
Bands of Oghuz were scattered after a defeat by
Sultan Mahmud of Ghazna [q.v.] in 428/1029
throughout Khurasan and northern Persia (the socalled "clrakl" Turkmens), but whether a raid as far
as Adharbaydjan and Armenia under Caghri Beg had
taken place some ten years earlier is uncertain (though
upheld as such by a nationalist-minded historian like
Kafesoglu as a kind of praeparatio evangelica for the
Saldjuk incursions into Anatolia in the second half of
the century). By 426/1035 the Saldjuks and their
followers were asking Mascud b. Mahmud [q.v.] for a
grant of Nasa, Farawa and Sarakhs [q.vv.] and their
pasture lands on the northern rim of Khurasan. Over
the next few years, they infiltrated Khurasan and
raided westwards into northern Persia, their lightlyarmed and highly-mobile cavalrymen proving more
than a match for the more heavily-armed but cumbersome Ghaznawid army, so that with the defeat of
Mascud at Dandankan [q.v. in Suppl.] in 431/1040,
the Saldjuks were soon able to overrun Khurasan and
then to sweep into the remainder of Persia. We need
not assume that the actual numbers of the Turkmens
were very large, for the ways of life possible in the
steppes meant that there were natural and environmental limitations on the numbers of the
nomads. Yuri Bregel has implied, working from the
16,000 Oghuz mentioned by the Ghaznawid historian
BayhakI as present on the battle field of Dandankan
(Ta^rikh-i Mas^udi, ed. GhanI and Fayyad, Tehran
1324/1945, 619), that we should probably assume, in
this instance, a ratio of one fighting man to four other
members of the family, yielding some 64,000
Turkmens moving into Khurasan at this time (TurkoMongol influences in Central Asia, in R.L. Canfield (ed.),
Turko-Persia in historical perspective, Cambridge 1991, 58
and n. 10).
But various Kurdish and DaylamI dynasties of the
Caspian regions and Djibal were now attacked,
although the process of overcoming the more powerful
and long-established Buyids in Fars and c lrak was
slower. It was not until 447/1055 that Toghril was first
able to enter Baghdad and depose the Buyid prince alMalik al-Rahlm Khusraw Flruz [^.z>.], and the last
Buyids to rule in southern Persia lost their power only
a few years later. What had helped the Saldjuk chiefs
to triumph, A.K.S. Lambton has suggested, were
their obvious leadership qualities combined with a
certain level of sophistication derived from a past in
the steppes which had been not altogether unfamiliar
with urban life in, for example, the towns on the lower
Syr Darya; hence they were able to lead the Oghuz
bands towards the formation of a higher political
organism, the sultanate in Persia and c lrak, than
those Oghuz who stayed behind in the steppes between the Syr Darya and the lower Volga, what were
later called the Kipc'ak steppes (Aspects of Saljuq-Ghuzz
settlement in Persia, in D.S. Richards (ed.), Islamic
civilisation 950-1150, Oxford 1973, 111).
Toghril had already adopted something of the style
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of an independent ruler during his first, temporary occupation of Nlshapur [<?.£>.], the capital of Khurasan
(429/1038), making the khutba in his own name
(though perhaps at the side of Sultan Mas c ud's name)
and assuming the title of al-Sultdn al-Mu^azzam "Exalted Ruler", one which subsequently appears on his
coins. He was now in touch with the cAbbasid caliph
in Baghdad, the fount of legitimising authority for
Sunn! rulers, and when he entered Baghdad for a
second time in 449/1058, al-KaDim [q. v. ] bestowed on
him alkdb or honorific titles and robes of honour in the
c
Abbasid colour of black. Toghril was to exult in his
role of deliverer of the caliph from the pressure of
Shi*! powers like the Buyids, Mazyadids and
Fatimids, and even aspired to take an cAbbasid
princess to wife, a proposal which her father fought
off, however, for as long as possible (see below, 2). All
this now gave Toghril an authority quite different in
nature from the limited authority which he had enjoyed under Turkish tribal custom as war leader and
tribal chieftain, one which set the Saldjuks on the road
to becoming rulers integrated within the PersoIslamic monarchical tradition—a process which was
never, however, fully completed (see below).
Toghril had thus become supreme ruler over the
former Buy id lands in western and southern Persia, in
addition to the former Ghaznawid ones in the east,
with the title of sultan and the position of head of the
Saldjuk family, now starting on the process of becoming a ruling dynasty. His position crystallised the new
division of authority, within the central and eastern
lands of SunnI Islam, between the cAbbasid caliphimam as spiritual and moral head and the Saldjuk
sultan as secular ruler, and this dichotomy was to
become a major feature of the Saldjuk period in
Islamic history, although it was to be some considerable time before the writers on law and the state,
constitutional theory would recognise the fait accompli. It could obviously not have been discernible
to a writer like al-Mawardl (d. 450/1058 [q.v.]) in his
al-Ahkdm al-sultdniyya (al-MawardT had actually met
Toghril in the 1040s in a meeting near Rayy as the
caliph's envoy, protesting against Turkmen depredations in Persia), and even when the process was
perfectly apparent, e.g. to Abu Hamid al-Ghazall (d.
505/1111 [ q . v . ] ) , the latter was reluctant to spell out
the full implications and resorted to what Carole
Hillenbrand has called "pious dishonesty" or else to
tortuous and casuistic argumentation (Islamic orthodoxy
or Realpolitik? Al-Ghazdli's views on government, in Iran,
JBIPS, xxxvi [1988], 86; see also Lambton, Concepts of
authority in Persia: eleventh to nineteenth centuries A.D., in
ibid., 97-8) in order to preserve the fiction of the
caliph's supreme executive power over the Ddr alIsldm. In fact, the direct authority of the caliphs within
c
lrak and western Persia was to revive and expand
considerably during the course of the 6th/12th century
pari passu with the increased dynastic squabbling and
diminished military effectiveness of the Great Saldjuk
sultans (in addition to the articles KHALIF and SULTAN,
see for a good, concise account of these topics and
events, T. Nagel, in U. Haarmann (ed.), Geschichte der
arabischen Welt, Munich 1987, 146 ff.).
The sultans never conceived of themselves as
despotic rulers over a monolithic empire, rulers in the
Perso-Islamic tradition of the power state as it had
developed, for instance, under the early Ghaznawids
[ q . v . ] . They had risen to power as the successful
military leaders of bands of their fellow-Oghuz
tribesmen, and at the outset depended solely on these
tribal elements. The position of the Saldjuk sultans
was thus fundamentally different from their
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predecessors in the East, both from the Samanids,
with their aristocratic Iranian background but a
military dependence on professional, largely slave
Turkish, troops, and from the Ghaznawids, themselves of slave origin and dependent on a purely professional, salaried standing army; likewise, their opponents in the West, the Buyids and Fatimids, had
come to depend upon professional, multi-ethnic armies. The sultans did not prove to be wholly exempt
from the pressures arising out of the ethos of power in
the Middle East at this time; they endeavoured to increase their own authority and to some extent to
marginalise the Turkmen tribal elements, yet these
last remained strong within the empire, and on occasions, powerful enough to aspire, through their
favoured candidates for the supreme office of sultan,
to a controlling influence in the state.
In any case, the sultans, especially those of the
5th/llth century, could not divest themselves completely of their steppe origins, and we have no reason
to think that they wished completely to do so. Toghril.
Caghri and Alp Arslan had grown up within the
Oghuz tribe, and when they became Islamic territorial rulers they were nevertheless careful still to
observe tribal law and custom when those did not
clash with their new roles as sultans (but for an occasion when the new Islamic principles firmly overrode
tribal custom, sc. in regard to the succession, see
below, section III. 1). Sandjar, having within his
Khurasanian dominions substantial groups of still
unassimilated, tribally-organised Oghuz, was likewise
conscious of his dual position. One later Turkish
source states that, in accordance with ancient practice, he gave the right wing of his army to the Kayi
and Bayat clans of the Oghuz and the left wing to the
Bayindir and Bicine (Muntakhab-i tawdnkh-i saldjukiyye,
quoted by I.H. Uzuncarsili, Osmanli devleti teskildtina
medhal, Istanbul 1941, 22-4). Several administrative
documents from the period illustrate Sandjar's care to
regulate his relations with his Ghuzz subjects; cf.
Lambton, The administration of Sanjar's empire as illustrated in the c Atabat al-kataba, in BSOAS, xx (1957),
382, and eadem, Aspects of Saljuq-Ghuzz settlement in Persia, 109-11. During Malik Shah's reign, the great
vizier of Alp Arslan and Malik Shah, Nizam al-Mulk,
commented in his Siydsat-ndma, § 26, that the sultans
had obligations towards their former backers, the
Turkmens, hence should preserve some role for them
in the state apparatus amidst the trends towards administrative and military centralisation and professionalism (see also Lambton, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v,
246-7).
The persistence of influences from the Oghuz tribal
past is seen in the sultans' policy of allotting various
provinces of the empire as appanages from Saldjuk
male relatives who had a claim, by virtue of seniority
or experience, to some share in the material advantages of power. Toghril's brother Caghri had from the
time of the Dandankan victory been left with control
over the eastern territories: Khurasan; any lands
north of the Oxus that he could conquer from the
Karakhanids or from the Oghuz Yabghu in
Kh w arazm; and any further parts of Afghanistan that
he could wrest from the Ghaznawids. (Exactly in what
degree Caghri was considered by the Saldjuks'
Turkmen followers as inferior in status to Toghril, or
whether he was inferior at all, is a question discussed
by R.W. Bulliet in his article Numismatic evidence for the
relationship between Tughril Beg and ChaghriBeg, in D.K.
Kouymjian (ed.), Near Eastern numismatics iconography,
epigraphy and history. Studies in honor of George C. Miles,
Beirut 1974, 289-96; his conclusion is that they were
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in fact equal, at least at the outset, and that this
equality in status was recognised by symbols on their
coins.) (Saghri died in 452/1060, and his son Alp
Arslan, already active latterly in the affairs of the
East, took over power there; after Toghril's death in
455/1063, he moved westwards and assumed supreme
direction of the Salidjuk empire; all subsequent rulers
of the Great Saldjuk line and the Saldjuk rulers in
c
lrak and western Persia sprang from Alp Arslan. A
further brother of Toghril's and Caghri's, Musa
Blghu or Payghu [see PAYGHU], was left to bring
under his control as much as possible of Slstan, at that
time ruled byj:he Maliks of Nlmruz of the Nasrid line
[see SISTAN]. Caghri's eldest son Kawurd [q.v.] was to
expand southwards through Kuhistan to Kirman, and
in fact founded the largely autonomous Saldjuk
amirate in Kirman which was to last for nearly a century and a half (see below, II, 4). Other members of
the Saldjuk family also received grants: Ibrahim Inal
or Yinal (who may have been a cousin and halfbrother on his mother's side to Toghril but whose
precise position within the family is not wholly clear,
cf. V. Minorsky, Ainallullnallu, in RO, xvii [1951-2],
5-6) received Kuhistan, and Kutlumush (or
Kutamish) b. Arslan IsraDfl received Gurgan and
Kumis, whilst the sons of Caghri, Yakut! and Alp
Arslan, accompanied Toghril westwards at this time.
Over the following years, there was much discontent within the Saldjuk family over the idea of fatherson descent from Caghri to Alp Arslan and then to
Malik Shah. Already during Toghril's lifetime,
Ibrahim Inal and two of his nephews had rebelled unsuccessfully against Toghril (451/1059). When Alp
Arslan claimed the throne of the whole Saldjuk dominions in 455/1063, his uncle Kutlumush revolted at
Sawa [q. v. ] in the next year, voicing the old Turkish
idea of the seniorate, the right of the eldest suitable
male relative to have the supreme leadership; and
when Malik Shah succeeded to power in 465/1072, his
uncle Kawurd rebelled, but was executed at the
prompting of Nizam al-Mulk. As some compensation
for the rejection of Kutlumush's claim, Alp Arslan
deflected the latter's son Sulayman, together with
other Turkmen elements who were imbued with the
spirit of plunder and ghazw and who were probably
impatient of the increasingly centralised direction of
the state, westwards into Anatolia, where new vistas
of expansion opened up in the wake of the Saldjuk victory over the Byzantines in 463/1071 of Malazgird
[0.0.]. In this way, there eventually came into being
the Saldjuk sultanate of Rum based on Konya (see
below, section III. 5).
Bibliography: A good survey of both primary
and secondary sources (to ca. 1960) is to be found
in the Bibl. to Cl. Cahen's art. GHUZZ; especially to
be noted is Cahen's further article Le Malik-Nameh
et I'histoire des origines seljukides, in Oriens, ii (1949),
31-65, which brings together information from the
lost Malik-ndma (which was probably written for the
young prince Alp Arslan shortly after the death of
his father Caghri Beg in 452/1060; see also
Bosworth, The Ghaznavids, 219) preserved in Sadr
al-Dln al-Husaynl, Ibn al-Athlr, Barhebraeus and
Mlrkhwand. Of additional and/or subsequent
secondary sources, see R. Grousset, L 'empire des
steppes*, 203 ff.; IA, arts. Oguzlar (Faruk Siimer) and
Selfuklular (Kafesoglu); W. Barthold, Four studies on
the history of Central Asia. Hi. A history of the Turkman
people, Leiden 1962, 99-102; C.E. Bosworth, in
Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 15-23, 42 ff.; M.A. Koymen,
Buyuk Selfuklu imparatorlugu tarihi. i. Kuruluf devri,
Ankara 1979; P.B. Golden, in Camb. hist, of early In-

ner Asia, Cambridge 1990, 361 ff.; art. TURKMENS.
For chronology and genealogical tables, see Zambaur, Manuel, 143-4, 221-2; Bosworth, The Islamic
dynasties, 115-18, 129-31; Leiser, A history of the Seljuks, 198-205.
III. The v a r i o u s branches of the Saldjuks
The history of the Saldjuk dynasty may now be followed through its component lines as listed above.
Only salient events and major trends will be noted; for
a detailed treatment of historical events, see the articles on individual sultans and princes and on the various provinces and regions ruled at times by the
Saldjuks.
1. The Great Saldjuks of Persia and c l r a k
(429-552/1038-1157)
The definitive capture of the former capital of
Ghaznawid Khurasan, Nlshapur, took place in
431/1040. Leaving affairs to his brother Caghri (see
above, section II), Toghril's main aim now was to expand westwards against the Daylaml and Kurdish
princes of northern Persia, making Rayy his temporary capital and base for these operations. The
securing of the rich lands of Djibal and the recluction
of the Buyids were thus is objectives, with Adharbaydjan and the routes into the Caucasus, Armenia
and Anatolia being left to the less-disciplined bands of
Turkmens. The civil strife which broke out amongst
the sons of the Buyid Abu Kalldjar [q.v.] after his
death in 449/1048-9 facilitated Toghril's intervention,
especially when political chaos in Buyid Baghdad
seemed likely to lead to a degree of Fatimid control
over the very capital of the cAbbasids. In 447/1055
Toghril assembled troops in Djibal and at Hamadhan
and marched on Baghdad, ending there the feeble
rule of the Buyid al-Malik al-Rahim. Other Buyid
princes survived only as Saldjuk puppets in Fars, and
by 451/1060 all immediate threats to the cAbbasids
had been averted. Toghril now exulted in his role of
deliverer of the caliph. He received the honorific titles
(alkdb [see LAKAB]) of Rukn al-Dawla and Malik
al-Mashrik wa 'l-Maghrib, and was formally addressed
as Sultan [q. v. ] (a tide for princes already in informal
use, but now raised to the formal level and appearing
as such e.g. on Toghril's coins). He put pressure on
al-Ka°im to let him marry one of the cAbbasid's
daughters, so that the rapprochement between
Saldjuks and cAbbasids, now the secular and spiritual
leaders respectively of Sunnism in the central lands of
the Ddr al-Isldm^ begun by al-Ka^im's marriage with
a daughter of Caghri Beg some years before, could
further be made closer (for a detailed analysis of this
episode, and of Toghril's probable motives, see G.
Makdisi, The marriage of Tughril Beg, in IJMES, i
[1970], 259-75).
Whilst Toghril was occupied in the west, Caghri,
from a base at Marw (which was to remain the
Saldjuk capital in the east up to and including Sandjar's time), maintained control over Khwarazm
against pressure from Kipcak nomads and a possible
revival of Karakhanid ambitions their. He and his son
Alp Arslan also kept up warfare against the Ghaznawids, who, under Mascud's son Mawdud [0.0.],
were unreconciled to the loss of their Persian provinces; operations and counter-operations took place in
northern Afghanistan during the 430s-440s/1040s1050s until peace was finally made on the accession of
the Ghaznawid sultan Ibrahim b. Mascud in
451/1059, with a division of territories more or less
dividing what is modern Afghanistan by a northsouth line. It was during these years also that Caghri's
son Kawurd set up an amirate of his own in Kirman
(see below, 3), and Saldjuk suzerainty was extended
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over the local maliks in the nearby province of Sistan.
When the childless Toghril died, Caghrl's son Alp
Arslan, who had been governing the province of
Khurasan since his father's death, succeeded to the
Saldjuk sultanate against the claims of another
brother, Sulayman. The great commanders of the
Saldjuk army, and certainly Alp Arslan's vizier
Nizam al-Mulk, seem to have felt that the interests of
the Saldjuk family and of their followers—and
perhaps even the interests of the Saldjuk dominions,
if such a sophisticated and prescient attitude may be
attributed to their new ruling class—would best be
served by a strong, unified rule; hence Alp Arslan
became supreme sultan of all the Saldjuk lands. His
ten years' reign (455-65/1063-73) and the twenty
years' one of his son and successor Malik Shah (46585/1073-92) mark the zenith of the Great Saldjuk
sultanate. Both rulers kept control over their far-flung
territories by living lives of ceaseless journeying
through the lands and campaigning on their borders.
The threat of economic dislocation to the agricultural
prosperity of Persia was alleviated by the deflection of
the Turkmens and their herds westwards, against the
Christian princes of the Caucasus and Anatolia and
against the Fatimids and their allies in Syria, and Alp
Arslan attached such importance to these projects that
he fought in Georgia and Armenia personally in
456/1064 and 460/1068. Hence during their reigns,
Persia and clrak enjoyed considerable agricultural
and commercial prosperity.
Behind the two sultans stood the vizier Nizam alMulk, whose influence was so marked and allpervasive in the state that a later historian like Ibn alAthlr calls his thirty years of office al-dawla alNizdmiyya. Alp Arslan never himself visited Baghdad,
but the Saldjuk presence was upheld there by a shihna
or military governor, usually one of the Turkish commanders in the Saldjuk army of slave origin. During
his reign, relations with the caliph were on the whole
more cordial than they had been in Toghril's time and
were crowned in 464/1071-2 by the marriage of the
sultan's daughter to al-Ka D im's son and heir, the
future caliph al-Muktadi [q. v.}. What gave Alp Arslan
a great personal reputation as a Muslim hero was of
course his campaign into Anatolia and defeat of the
Byzantine emperor Romanus Diogenes at Malazgird
[q.v. ] in 463/1071, although there are no indications
that this was part of an official, systematic programme
of aggressive expansionism in Asia Minor; Alp Arslan
was probably content to nibble away at the eastern
frontiers of Byzantium, and on this occasion confined
himself to imposing tribute on Romanus and demanding the retrocession of some formerly Muslim border
towns along the Byzantine-Muslim frontier (requirements which the deposition of the Emperor at Constantinople shortly afterwards rendered null and
void).
Alp Arslan made Malik Shah heir to the throne in
458/1066, and on this occasion, mindful of traditional
obligations to his family, redistributed various governorships on the eastern fringes of the empire to
princes of the Saldjuk family. The sultan was concerned to make firm the Saldjuk position on the far
northeastern fringes of his empire, and several marriage alliances were made with the dominant Turkish
power in Transoxania and eastern Turkestan, the
Karakhanids; but the granting out of these eastern
march lands of the empire as appanages seems to indicate that the Great Saldjuks now regarded Persia
and clrak as the real centre of gravity of their empire.
Malik Shah continued and in some ways surpassed
the achievements of his father, even though he was
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still only thirty-seven when he died. Nizam al-Mulk
remained the administrative mainstay of the
sultanate, guiding the new, only eighteen-years old,
monarch on his accession and hoping to mould him
into the ideal of a Perso-Islamic despotic ruler, the image implicit in his treatise on statecraft, the Siyasatndma. The vizier aimed at the creation of a centralised
administration built around his dtwdn, but the old
Turkish ways and attitudes continued to be significant
in regard to the sultan's conception of his own
authority and his obligations to his own people,
although these ways and attitudes are not always apparent from the exclusively Persian and Arabic
sources. Senior members of the Saldjuk family were
still very much conscious of what they regarded as
their rights under steppe and tribal custom. Thus
Kawurd, Malik Shah's uncle, a commander of great
experience and amir in Kirman for a quarter of a century (see below, 3), took military action soon after
Malik Shah's accession in 465/1073 to enforce his
claim to supreme power, as he saw it, since he was the
senior member of the Saldjuk family, a claim grounded in the older, pre-Islamic ways, one which Malik
Shah nevertheless rejected on the grounds of the
superiority of father-son descent in the transmission of
power, the procedure which was now the norm in the
new world of Perso-Islamic governmental tradition. It
was the new, professional slave soldier element of
Malik Shah's army which secured for him the victory
at Hamadhan over Kawurd, rather than the
Turkmen, tribal one, and the Turkmens established
in those northern and eastern parts of Persia suitable
for pastoral nomadism or transhumance probably
now began to feel a certain alienation from what was
going on in the sultans' main centres in the west at
Hamadhan and Isfahan; these discontents were to
well up in Khurasan during the latter part of Sandjar's reign there (see below).
The new sultan was strong enough to exclude the
c
Abbasid caliph from secular affairs in c lrak, but dayto-day relations between the two powers were conducted through their respective viziers. The marriage
alliance with the caliphate in 480/1087, when alMuktadi married one of Malik Shah's daughters, did
not bring about the expected harmony, and shortly
before he died Malik Shah set about making Baghdad
his winter capital and may even have toyed with the
idea of deposing al-Muktadi and replacing him with
his infant grandson, the offspring of the marriage just
mentioned.
Externally, Malik Shah inherited his father's concern about the northwestern territories, the regions of
especial Turkmen concentration, Adharbaydjan and
Arran, which he placed under his cousin Ismacfl b.
Yakut! b. Caghri's governorship, and he himself led
campaigns against Georgia. But the policy of expansion into Anatolia by the sons of Qutlumush b. Arslan
Israeli, Sulayman and Mansur, who by 474/1081 were
raiding as far as Iznik and the shores of the Sea of
Marmara, was not an official one by the Saldjuk
sultanate but the result of private enterprise by these
cousins of the sultan, acting outside his own sphere of
control, an enterprise which he did not necessarily
regard with any great approval. Of more pressing importance to Malik Shah was the upholding of Saldjuk
authority in al-Djazira and Syria against the local
Arab amirates there, some of which were Shl^I and
therefore possibly pro-Fatimid in sentiment. From the
Saldjuk bases in clrak and Syria (the latter province
dominated after 471/1078 by Malik Shah's brother
Tutush, see below, 4), the sultan towards the end of
his life secured the khutba for the cAbbasids from the
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venal Sharifs of Mecca and set about extending
Saljdjuk power down the west coast of Arabia into the
Hidjaz and to Yemen and down the east coast into alAhsa, projects permanently cut short by his death. At
the other end of the empire, Malik Shah had invaded
Transoxania in 466/1073-4 in retaliation for a
Karakhanid attack on Tukharistan prompted by Alp
Arslan's death. He now in 482/1089 intervened
militarily again in Transoxania in order to uphold
Saldjuk overlordship, at a point when the Karakhanid
realm was internally troubled, and he even received
the homage of the eastern Karakhanid ruler of
Kashghar. With the Ghaznawids, however, the sultan
had to treat on equal terms, arranging marriage links,
although there seems to have been, certainly in the
spheres of coinage and titulature, a perceptible
Saldjuk cultural influence in Ghazna at this time.
Malik Shah's death in 485/1092 marked the end of
halcyon days for the Great Saldjuks. Instead of that
sultan's firm rule, a situation immediately arose involving various young, untried princes and their ambitious mothers, with no wise and restraining hand in
the state like that of Nizam al-Mulk. An attempt by
Malik Shah's widow Terken Khatun and the enemies
of the recently-assassinated Nizam al-Mulk to place
Malik Shah's four year-old son on the throne as
Mahmud (I) failed. His older sons Berk-yaruk and
Muhammad Tapar, joined by their ambitious uncle
Tutush until this latter was defeated and killed by
Berk-yaruk's troops in 488/1095, now engaged in prolonged warfare with each other over the succession
until Berk-yaruk died in 498/1105. Muhammad
brushed aside an attempt to raise Berk-yaruk's infant
son to the throne as Malik Shah (II), and from his
base in Adharbaydjan was able to succeed to the
throne of the united Saldjuk dominions of western
Persia and clrak, Khurasan and the east having been
placed by Berk-yaruk under the governorship of his
young half-brother Ahmad Sandjar (see below). Fortunately for the Saldjuks, distracted as they largely
were by internal strife, the external frontiers of the
empire held firm in these years, for the appearance of
the Prankish Crusaders in the Syrian coastlands and
the region of the upper Euphrates bend in 1098 and
then the next year in Palestine was not felt as a major
threat to the Saldjuk positions in central Syria and alDjazira. But the internecine warfare, affecting
western Persia in particular, inevitably affected the
personal authority of the contenders, who had to seek
military support from the great slave commanders of
the army and from the Turkmen begs and their personal followings. As a result, Turkmen principalities
now began to take shape in provinces like Khuzistan,
Diyar Bakr and al-DjazIra, headed by Turkish
atabegs, nominally the tutors and guardians of young
Saldjuk princes granted these provincial appanages
according to the still-influential Turkish conception of
a patrimonial share-out of offices and governorships.
Not only did the central authority of the state decline
in effectiveness, but continual warfare and the need
for money to support the rival armies heralded a
period of economic and social regression compared
with the internal peace of previous reigns. The
number of iktd^s granted out during these years increased perceptibly, and the relaxation of central
political control and general uncertainty and stress
amongst the populace allowed a radical group of the
Shi^a like the Ismacllls or Assassins (see ISMA C ILIYYA,
and add to the Bibl. there, F. Daftary, The Ismd^ilis,
their history and doctrine, Cambridge 1990) to strengthen
their grip on various strongholds seized by them
towards the end of Malik Shah's reign in both Syria

and Persia (see M.G.S. Hodgson, The Order of
Assassins. The struggle of the early Nizdri Ismd^ilis against
the Islamic world, The Hague 1955, 72-98; idem, in
Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 424-51; Daftary, op. cit.,
324 ff.).
Muhammad, undisputed sultan 498-511/1105-18,
succeeded in re-asserting a good measure of control
over the empire, with action against the Assassins in
Djibal and Daylam, and in 501/1108 he overthrew the
Sh^I Mazyadid amir of Hilla in central clrak, $adaka
b. Mansur [see MAZYAD, BANU], thereby gaining the
preponderance in clrak. Muhammad was, indeed, the
last Great Saldjuk sultan to rule the western parts of
the empire with any degree of firmness, having left his
brother Sandjar in Khurasan as his viceroy, with the
title of malik. When Muhammad died, Sandjar was
the senior member of the dynasty, and although it had
been the practice over some eighty years for the
supreme sultanate to be held by the Saldjuk who controlled western Persia and c lrak, Sandjar's seniority
gave him a special standing under Turkish tribal
custom. He had first been appointed as governor of
Khurasan by Berk-yaruk, and Sandjar's coins minted
up to 493/1100 acknowledge Berk-yaruk as his
suzerain; but after that date, he had transferred his
allegiance to Muhammad (see N.M. Lowick, Seljuq
coins, in NC, 7th ser., vol. x [1970], 244-6). He now
assumed the role of supreme sultan, a move which the
weaker, quarrelling sons of Muhammad were unable
to oppose, so that Sandjar's name was generally
placed on their coins before their own; thus coins
minted early in his reign by Mahmud (II) b. Muhammad, sultan in western Persia and c lrak (511-25/111831), attribute to Sandjar the title al-Sultdn al-Mu^azzam
but simply give Mahmud's own name and
patronymic.
Ahmad Sandjar thus became ruler over northern
Persia and Khurasan, whilst his nephew Mahmud
tried to maintain his authority in western Persia and
c
lrak over his unruly brothers (see below, 2). Sandjar
brought Mahmud, who was reluctant to acknowledge
his uncle's supreme authority, to heel by defeating
him in battle near Sawa [q.v. ] in 513/1119.
Henceforth, Mahmud, and then his successors
Toghril (II) (526-9/1132-4) and Mas'ud (52947/1134-52), remained clearly his vassals, with the
title of sultans but in reality with the status of maliks;
only latterly, during the period of Sandjar's preoccupation with affairs in Transoxania and Khwarazm.
did Mascud attain somewhat more freedom of action.
Even so, the passage of time and the unprecedented
length of Sandjar's rule in the east, first as malik and
then as supreme sultan, in general strengthened Sandjar's moral authority within the dynasty.
Sandjar continued the policy of Berk-yaruk and
Muhammad by launching attacks on the IsmacilTs of
both Daylam and Kuhistan after the death in
518/1124 of Hasan-i Sabbah, but without seriously affecting these sectarians' power in those localities. He
also endeavoured, both as malik and then as sultan,
to retain the Saldjuk overlordship established beyond
the northeastern borders of the Saldjuk empire by his
father Malik Shah, who had made the Karakhanids of
Transoxania his tributaries. He placed Arslan Khan
Muhammad on the throne in Samarkand in 495/1102
and confirmed the religious leadership in Bukhara of
the sadrs of the Al-i Burhan [see SADR AL-§UDUR], but
at the end of Arslan Khan's long reign, Sandjar once
more appeared at Samarkand and placed a fresh
nominee on the Karakhanid throne. In neighbouring
Kh w arazm, the Turkish Shahs of the line of Anushtigln GharcVl [see KH W ARAZM-SHAHS] ruled also as
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Sandjar's vassals; Kutb al-Dm Muhammad b.
Anushtigin always remained respectful towards the
Saldjuk sultan, but his son Atsiz had his own ambitions and in 533/1138 rebelled openly against Sandjar's overlordship. The latter led expeditions against
him on this and on subsequent occasions, but events
were soon to prove that Saldjuk resources were
overstretched in attempting to keep up any degree of
military control beyond the Oxus. More lasting, however, was the assertion of Saldjuk suzerainty over, and
the communication of a strong Saldjuk cultural influence within, the Qhaznawid sultanate in Afghanistan
and northern India, when the sultan in 510/1117
placed his protege Bahram Shah on the throne of
Ghazna.
The catalyst for the ending of Saldjuk influence
beyond the Oxus was the appearance within the
Islamic lands there of a new power, the pagan Kara
Khitay [q.v.] from northern China, who moved
against Transoxania, provoking Sandjar to intervene
as suzerain of the threatened Karakhanids there. But
in a fiercely-fought battle in the Katwan steppes to the
east of Samarkand, the Muslim forces were routed by
the Kara Khitay, and Sandjar and the Karakhanid
ruler Mahmud Khan had to flee southwards to
Khurasan (536/1141).
Sandjar's prestige was badly affected, and the remaining years of his reign were spent in trying to
preserve his Khurasanian possessions at a time when
new, aggressive powers, in addition to the Kara
Khitay (who soon showed that they had no ambitions
south of the Oxus), were arising in the east, sc. the
Khwarazm Shahs and the Ghurids [q. v. ] from central
Afghanistan. But it was stresses and discontents within Khurasan which, despite Sandjar's attempts to stay
attuned to Turkmen feeling there (see above, section
II), brought his rule there to a dismal and painful end.
The expense of warfare in these far eastern lands
meant increased taxation demands on the population
of Khurasan, including on the bands there of
nomadising Oghuz or Ghuzz. They became increasingly restive under Saldjuk financial oppression, until
in 548/1153 they burst out into open revolt against the
sultan. The province lapsed into chaos and violence,
but most disastrously, Sandjar himself was captured
by the Ghuzz and kept in close tutelage. He managed
to escape only after a lengthy confinement, and shortly afterward died, at the age of seventy-one, in
552/1157. The leaderless commanders of the Saldjuk
army in Khurasan had offered the sultanate to the
Karakhanid Mahmud Khan, who was actually Sandjar's nephew. The then Saldjuk sultan in the west,
Muhammad (II) b. Mahmud, agreed to this, and it
was clear that the amirs of the Saldjuk army in
Khurasan regarded effective rule by the Saldjuk family there as finished, and in the ensuing years they
were to divide out amongst themselves the power in
Khurasan. To contemporaries, it seemed like the end
of an epoch, for Sandjar had ruled, as malik and
sultan, for over sixty years.
2. The Saldjuks of Western Persia and c lrak
(511-90/1118-94)
The history of this line of sultans follows on from
the reign of the last Great Saldjuk sultan in the west,
Muhammad b. Malik Shah, but the unity and effectiveness of the sultanate here, briefly re-established by
Muhammad, could not be maintained. His sons and
successors include several of mediocre capabilities,
but some also of high calibre; yet the conditions in
which they endeavoured to exercise their power were
now very different from those of forceful rulers like
Toghrfl Beg, Alp Arslan and Malik Shah. Following
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old Turkish practice of a patrimonial share-out of
power, five of Muhammad's sons contended for
mastery in various parts of the realm over the next
three or four decades: Mahmud, Mascud, Toghril,
Sulayman Shah and Saldjuk Shah, all exerting some
sort of authority for a while and all but the last actually ruling as sultans. With the succession permanently
in dispute, a decisive voice was that of the Turkish
atabegs, commanders who were originally attached as
tutors to young Saldjuk princes sent out as provincial
governors but who frequently arrogated to themselves
political and military power in these governorships
(see ATABAK, and. Lambton, Continuity and change in
medieval Persia, London 1988, 229-33), and of those
amirs who had personal armies and could therefore
lend their support to one or other of the contenders.
Naturally, this support had its price: the interference
of these amirs in central government affairs and the increased alienation of state lands which had to be
distributed as iktd^s in payment to the military. The
decay of the once mighty and united sultanate was
lamented by contemporaries, and in Mahmud's
reign, the secretary and historian Anushirwan b.
Khalid [q.v. ] mourned the situation: "In Muhammad's reign the kingdom was united and secure from
all attacks; but when it passed to his son Mahmud,
they split up that unity and destroyed its cohesion.
They claimed a share with him in the power, and left
him only a bare subsistence". He likewise asserts
that, by the time of his death in 525/1131, Mahmud
had got through the treasury of eighteen million
dinars plus estates, jewels, clothing, etc., left by his
father (al-Bundarl, 134-5, 155-6).
The general tendency during these years of civil
strife between the sons of Muhammad was for the
sultan to exercise authority in clrak and southern
Djibal, but to have little beyond these regions; thus
during Mahmud's reign (511-25/1118-31), Toghrfl
held northern Djibal and the Caspian provinces and
Mahmud was_ never able to dislodge him, whilst
Mascud held Adharbaydjan, Mawsil and al-Djazira.
Even within c lrak, Mahmud's position was challenged by local powers there like the Mazyadids and ambitious commanders like clmad al-Dln ZangI (see on
this last, H.A.R. Gibb, Zengi and the fall of Edessa, in
A history of the Crusades, i, 449-62), so that the Saldjuk
hold on c lrak tended to be confined to the central part
only. Anushirwan b. Khalid, again, noted how Sandjar had appropriated all the northern Persian provinces as iktd^s, how most of Fars and Khuzistan was
held by Mahmud's rival Saldjuk Shah, and how the
Mazyadid Dubays b. $adaka held much of southern
and central c lrak, so that the sultan was left with only
an exiguous amount of territory from which he could
grant iktdcs to his supporters, and had to resort to arbitrary confiscations (al-Bundarf, 134-5). The preoccupations of the Saldjuks within their own territories allowed the Christian Georgians, under the
great David "the Restorer", to recover ground in
eastern Transcaucasia [see AL-KURDJ]. A longer-term
trend was that Saldjuk dissensions gave the cAbbasids
an opportunity to increase their military effectiveness
and secular power during the course of the 6th/12th
century, under the forceful rule of such figures as alMustarshid (512-29/1118-35 [q.v.]), al-Muktafi (53055/1136-60 [q.v.]) and, above all, al-Nasir (575622/1180-1225 [q.v.]). Their lengthy periods of rule
contrasted with the frequent changes in the holders of
power within the sultanate, and these caliphs were
moreover served by capable viziers such as cAwn alDln Ibn Hubayra and his son clzz al-Dm [see IBN
HUBAYRA] dedicated to raising the effectiveness of the
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caliphate in the politics of the age. Accordingly, it
became more and more difficult for the Saldjuks to
maintain what they had come to regard as their rights
in Baghdad, including the payment of tribute to them
by the caliphs and the maintenance of a shihna within
the city. The high points of Saldjuk authority at this
time were reached in 529/1135, when Mascud b.
Muhammad (529-47/1134-52) defeated the caliph alMustarshid outside Hamadhan, soon after which the
caliph was mysteriously killed in the sultan's camp;
and in 530/1136, when Mascud deposed alMustarshid's successor al-Rashid (529-30/1135-6
[q.v. ])—who had assembled, but in the end unsuccessfully, a grand coalition of discontented Saldjuk
princes and Turkish commanders against the
sultan—and installed in his stead his uncle alMuktafT. However, the new caliph soon began
vigorously to assert his secular rights, to build up his
army by purchasing Armenian and Greek slave
soldiers and then to defy the sultan. When Mascud
died, al-Muktafi expelled from Baghdad the Saldjuk
shihna and appropriated the sultan's palace and lands
there; no representative of the Saldjuks were allowed
in the capital again.
Adharbaydjan, where Mascud had maintained
himself before achieving the sultanate, passed to the
Saldjuk prince Dawud b. Mahmud, from where he
made several attempts to secure the sultanate for
himself; but by the end of Mas c ud's reign, power in
Adharbaydjan was monopolised by two Turkish commanders, Eldigiiz or Ildeniz [q.v.], atabeg of prince
Arslan b. Toghril (II), and Ak Sunkur Ahmadili [see
AHMADILIS] of Maragha. The line of Eldiguzids or IIdenizids [q. v. ]_was to form a significant power in Arran, most of Adharbaydjan and parts of Djibal until
the early 7th/13th century: until the death of the last
Saldjuk of Persia, Toghril (III) b. Arslan (590/1194)
as theoretical vassals of the Saldjuks, but thereafter as
a fully-independent if short-lived dynasty. Likewise,
Fars was during Mas c ud's reign dominated by the
Turkish commander Boz Aba, who towards the end of
his rule there supported the claims to the sultanate of
two of the sons of Mahmud, Malik Shah (III) (5478/1152-3) and Muhammad (II) 548-55/1153-60); after
this, Fars became the base for the atabeg dynasty
there of the Salghurids [#.#•]. Mawsil and al-Djazira,
a march province against the Frankish County of
Edessa and various recalcitrant Turkmen potentates
of Syria and southeastern Anatolia, was governed by
a Saldjuk freedman Ak Sonkur al-Bursuki [q. v. ] until
519/1126, but he was the last ruler in this region who
could really be described as a dependent of the
Saldjuks, for the sultans' increasing difficulties were
to allow Zangi after 521/1127 to achieve virtual independence there. Indicative of the growing real
power of the Atabegs was the appearance of their
names on Saldjuk coins minted from 511/1118 onwards, i.e. from the accession of Mahmud b. Muhammad, whereas previously, only the names of the caliph
and the sultan had been given on them (cf. Lowick,
Seljuq coins, 246-50).
With Mascud's death in 547/1152, the Salo^juk
sultanate of the west entered its final phase of decline;
Ibn al-Athlr writes that "with him, the fortunes of the
Saldjuk family died; after him there was no banner to
depend upon or to rally round". This juncture was
also, as will be recalled from 1. above, the one when
the senior member of the family, Sandjar, was becoming embroiled with the Ghuzz in Khurasan, hence
could give no help to his kinsmen in the west. Trends
discernible during the previous three decades were
now accentuated. The northwest of Persia remained

dominated by the Eldiguzids and AhmadflTs; Armenia
and Diyar Bakr were disputed by the atabeg line of
the Shah Armanids of Akhlaj and the Ayyubids
[q.vv. ]; Mawsil and al-Djazira were held by the
Zangids; Turkmen governors controlled Khuzistan:
and the Salghurids strengthened their grip on Fars,
one which was to endure well into Il-Khanid times.
The caliph al-MuktafT was now the chief power in
c
lrak, and after 575/1180, al-Nasir b. al-Mustadl5
made himself a central figure in the politics and
diplomacy of the central Islamic lands; but by now,
the main threat to the cAbbasids came not from the
Saldjuk sultans but from the vigorous and expanding
Kh w arazm Shahs.
Sultan Mascud left no direct heir so that, as after his
father Muhammad's death, there ensued a series of
succession disputes amongst the Saldjuk princes with
claims to the throne, including his brother Sulayman
Shah and various of his nephews, none of whom, with
the exception of Muhammad (II) b. Mahmud (54854/1153-9), were of more than mediocre ability. They
were all largely dependent on the support of the great
Turkish commanders, who used Saldjuk claimants as
shields for their own personal ambitions and who were
often allied by marriage with the Saldjuk family; thus
Arslan Shah b. Toghril (II) (556-71/1161-76) was the
stepson of the atabeg Eldigiiz, since the latter had
married Toghril's widow. The Saldjuk family still had
a certain amount of baraka and prestige in its name,
especially in the eyes of their Turkmen tribal
followers. The Oghuz of Khurasan treated the captive
Sandjar in a contemptuous and humiliating fashion,
but did not apparently ill-treat him, and when in
549/1154-5 the amirs, of the Saldjuk army in c lrak were
trying to rally their forces against the caliph alMuktafi, they brought out from his captivity in the
citadel of Takrlt Arslan Shah b. Toghril (II), the
future penultimate sultan of the dynasty, in order to
inspirit the army and the Turkmens (al-Bundari, 2367). But such feelings now began to wear thin.
During his six years or so as sultan, Muhammad
(II) tried energetically to restore the Saldjuk position
in c lrak, defeating his uncle and rival Sulayman Shah
and besieging Baghdad (551-2/1157) before illness
and death overtook him with his task inaccomplished.
The Turkish commanders were at variance over the
choice of a successor, for the prestige of the Saldjuk
name still demanded a Saldjuk prince as nominal
supreme ruler in western Persia. In 556/1161
Eldigiiz's candidate Arslan b. Toghril was installed in
the capital Hamadhan, but the caliph al-Mustandjid
[q.v.] refused to recognise him as sultan, fearing the
constituting of a powerful Saldjuk-Eldigiizid state
which would once again reduce caliphal power.
Eldigiiz and, after 570/1175, his sons Pahlawan
Muhammad and Kizil Arslan [9.01;.], secured the
khutba for their protege sultan Arslan in Khurasan,
now ruled by Turkish amtrs, and also in Mawsil and
al-Djazira, by exerting pressure on the Zangids there;
the Eldiguzids did indeed dominate the politics of
northern Persia and beyond at this time, and were the
most effective deterrent to the ambitions of the
Kh w arazm Shahs within Persia.
Arslan not surprisingly chafed under Eldigiizid
tutelage. On Eldigiiz's death he tried to break away
from this, but himself died shortly afterwards, and
Pahlawan Muhammad now set up the last of the
Saldjuk sultans of Persia, the child Toghril (III) b.
Arslan (571-90/1176-94). Toghril was praised by contemporaries both for his learning and for his martial
abilities. On reaching his maturity, Toghril attempted, with aid from the Turkish commander in Rayy,
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Kutlugh Inane Muhammad, to break away from
Kizil Arslan c Uthman's grip, but failed and was seized and jailed by the latter, who then claimed the
sultanate for himself before he died mysteriously a
year later. Toghril was released after two years' incarceration, gathered support in northern Persia and
made himself master of Djibal; but he was unable to
prevail against the Kh w arazm Shah Tekish, and in a
battle outside Rayy in 590/1194 was defeated and
killed. Since the line of Kawurd's descendants in Kirman had ended only a few years before (see below, 3),
this marked the end of the Saldjuk dynasty in Persia
and clrak. The sources note that the dynasty began
with a Toghril and ended with a Toghril. The dynasty's demise does not seem to have stirred up any
feelings of regret or nostalgia; for almost four decades
the sultans had been only one element, and that an increasingly enfeebled one, in the complex pattern of
Persian politics on the eve of the twin catastrophes of
Kh w arazmian and then Mongol invasion.
Bibliography: The bibliography for a century
and a half of the history of much of the central and
eastern lands of Islam is immense. Detailed
reference may be made to the bibls. to the articles
on individual sultans, caliphs and atabegs. There
are relevant sections in J. Sauvaget, Introd. a
I'histoire de I'Orient musulman, 140 ff., in Cl. Cahen's
English refonte and enlargement, Jean Sauvaget's Introduction to the history of the Muslim East, Berkeley and
Los Angeles 1965, 151 ff., and Cahen's Introd. a
I'histoire du monde musulman medieval VIIe-XVe siecle,
Paris 1982, 149-50. Kosuke Shimizu, Bibliography on
Seljuk studies, Tokyo 1979, is based on a previous
Turkish bibl. The Index islamicus of J.D. Pearson et
alii has items on Saldjuk history in its sections on
Turkey and Persia. Finally, there are extensive
bibls. by Bosworth, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 683-9,
and by Leiser, in A history of the Seljuks, 190-6; see
also the bibl. given above in section I. Hence only
some of the main sources specifically bearing on
Saldjuk history will be noted here summarily.
1. P r i m a r y sources. Nizam al-Mulk, Siydsatndma; Ibn al-Djawzi, Muntazam; Zahlr al-Din
Nlshapuri, Saldjuk-ndma; Sibt Ibn al-DjawzT, Mir^dt
al-zamdn; Bundari, Zubdat al-nusra (enshrines, via
c
lmad al-Din al-Isfahanf, Anushirwan b. Khalid's
Nafthat al-masdur ft sudur zamdn al-futur; there is a
continuation of Anushirwan in the anonymous, so
far unpublished, Ta^rikh al-Wuzard^, on which see
K.A. Luther, i n M , xlv [1969], 117-28); RawandT,
Rdhat al-sudur; Sadr al-Din al-Husaynl, Akhbdr aldawla al-sal^ukiyya', anon., Mudjmalal-tawdnkh wa 7kisas; Ibn al-Athlr; Ibn Khallikan; Barhebraeus,
Chronography; Muhammad al-Yazdl, al-cUrddafi 'lhikdya al-saldjukiyya; Ibn al-Tiktaka, Fakhri; Hamd
Allah Mustawfi, Ta^nkh-i Guzida; Mirkh w and,
Rawolat al-safa*. See on the sources of Saldjuk history
in general, V.A. Hamdani, A critical study of the
sources for the history of the Saljuqs of ^Irdq and Syria,
diss. Oxford University 1939, unpubl.; Cahen, The
historiography of the Seljuqid period, in B. Lewis and
P.M. Holt (eds.), Historians of the Middle East, London 1962, 59-78; K. Shimizu, Bibliography on Saljuq
studies, Tokyo 1979.
2. Secondary sources. M.F. Sanaullah, The
decline of the Saljuqid empire, Calcutta 1938; W. Barthold, Histoire des Turcs d'Asie centrale, Paris 1945,
79-93; M.A. Koymen, Biiyuk Selfuklu imparatorlugu
tarihi. II. Ikinci imparatorluk devri, Ankara 1954
(covers Sandjar's reign; the promised preceding
volume on Sandjar as malik has never appeared);
Cl. Cahen, The Turkish invasion: the Selchukids, in
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K.M. Setton and M.W. Baldwin, A history of the
Crusades, i. The first hundred years, Philadelphia 1955,
135-76; c Abbas Ikbal, Wizdrat dar cahd-i saldtin-i
buzurg-i Saldjukiydn, Tehran 1338 ^.71959; C.E.
Bosworth, The political and dynastic history of the Iranian world (A. D. 1000-1217), in Camb. hist, of Iran,
v, 1-202; Carla L. Klausner, The Seljuk vezirate. A
study of civil administration 1055-1194, Cambridge,
Mass. 1973; M.G.S. Hodgson, The venture of Islam.
ii. The expansion of Islam in the middle periods, Chicago
1974, 42-61; G. Leiser (ed. and tr.), A history of the
Seljuks; P.B. Golden, art. Seljuq, in Dictionary of the
Middle Ages. For the chronological and genealogical
connections of the Great Saldjuks and their
branches in Kirman and Syria, see C.E. Bosworth,
The new Islamic dynasties, Edinburgh 1996, ch. X,
no. 86.
3. The Saldjuks of K i r m a n (440-582/10481186)
After his victory in Khurasan, Toghril Beg sent an
expedition in 433/1041 to conquer the province of
Kirman, in southeastern Persia, from its Buyid ruler,
c
lmad al-Dm Abu Kalldjar Marzuban [q.v.}. This was
repulsed, but Saldjuk rule was imposed on Kirman,
and on the mountain peoples of the southern part of
the province, the Kufs [q. v. ] and Baluc [see
BALUCISTAN. A.], by Kara Arslan Kawurd in
440/1048. Eventually, this control was extended to the
Arabian Sea coast in Makran, and over the Gulf of
Oman to c Uman, where a Saldjuk shihna was installed
and suzerainty exerted over the local Arab rulers for
nearly eighty years. The varied topography and
climatic zones of Kirman itself were congenial to
Kawurd's Ghuzz followers, who were able to practice
there a transhumant way of life with their flocks,
whilst the slave and other professional soldiers in his
forces were granted iktdcs from the agricultural lands
there.
The detailed history of the Saldjuk amirate which
now came into being can be followed in KIRMAN.
History, and only a few general points will be made
here. The compact geographical boundaries of the
amirate seem to have allowed a greater degree of administrative centralisation within it as compared with
the lands of the wider Saldjuk sultanate in Persia and
c
lrak. Muhammad Shah b. Malik Shah of Kirman
(537-51/1142-56) had, according to the local historian
Muhammad b. Ibrahim, 29-30, a highly-developed
espionage and intelligence system, both within Kirman and outside, extending as far as Khurasan and
Isfahan. On the whole, and until the chaos of the last
decade or so of the amirate's existence, Kirman enjoyed a period of peace and prosperity. This was
helped by the province's position on the trade routes
which ran down from Khurasan and Central Asia to
the Gulf shores, carrying commerce which the amirs
themselves, since they drew a substantial income from
transit taxes on merchants and from customs dues
levied at ports like Tlz in Makran (see below, section
V. 1), encouraged considerably. Thus caravanserais
were built and the roads protected against the
brigandage of the Kufs and other lawless elements.
During the long rule of Arslan Shah (I) b. Kirman
Shah (495-537/1101-42) and during that of Bahrain
Shah b. Toghril Shah (565-70/1170-5), foreign merchants, including RumTs and Indians, established
trading colonies in the towns of Kirman or Bardaslr
(the amirs' summer capital) and in Djiruft [q. v. ] (the
winter capital) (Afdal al-DTn Kirmani, clkd al-^uld,
Tehran 1311/1932-3, 70-1; Muhammad b. Ibrahim,
25-6, 49). It was Arslan Shah, one of the outstanding
rulers of his family, who, according to Ibn al-Djawzi.
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in 533/1138-9 sought the mediation of Sultan Mascud
b. Muhammad in seeking the hand of the cAbbasid
caliph al-Mustarshid's widow; he had already
cemented links with the main branch of the Saldjuks
by marrying one of Muhammad b. Malik Shah's
daughters. Indeed, relations with the supreme sultans
in western Persia and c lrak, and with Sandjar in the
east, remained close; at the outset, Kawurd's coins
had acknowledged the authority of the ruler of the
east, his father Caghri Beg, and in general, the Kirman amirs continued to express their subordination on
their coins (see Lowick, Seljuq coins, 250-1, and
Bulliet, Numismatic evidence for the relationship between
Tughril Beg and Chaghn Beg, 290-1).
For most of the amirate's existence, its rulers were
content to enjoy their own province, but on certain occasions the amirs endeavoured to extend their military
power or their diplomatic activities beyond the boundaries of Kirman. It was Kawurd's army which in
454/1062 entered the neighbouring province of Pars,
defeated the ShabankaraDI Kurdish chief Fadluya
there and ended the rule of the nominal rulers of Fars,
the Buy ids; Fars now became part of Toghril Beg's
sultanate, although Saldjuk control was not finally
made firm until Fadluya was captured and killed in
461/1069. Kawurd's own claim to the Great Saldjuk
sultanate, as senior member of the family after Alp
Arslan's death, and his resultant bid for power, have
been mentioned above in 1. Arslan Shah in 508/111415 invaded Fars, then under the Turkish commander,
on behalf of Muhammad b. Malik Shah, (Sawuli
SakaDu, and also intervened at one point in a succession dispute at Yazd involving the vassal governor of
the Saldjuks there, the DaylamI cAla° al-Dawla Garshasp [see KAKUYIDS].
Many of Kirman's historic contacts were with the
lands further east; in previous times Kirman had
formed part of such military empires as those of the
Saffarids (later 3rd/9th and early 4th/10th centuries)
and of the Ghaznawids (early 5th/llth century). In
the succession dispute of 510-12/1117-18 between the
Ghaznawids Arslan Shah and his brother Bahrain
Shah, the latter appealed to Arslan Shah of Kirman
for help; but Arslan Shah preferred to leave a situation which came more within Sandjar's sphere of interest (the dispute was in fact resolved by Sandjar's
military support at Ghazna for Bahrain Shah's candidature). At some date unspecified by Muhammad
b. Ibrahim, Kawurd sent his son Amlran Shah with
an army into Slstan, although at this time Slstan was
attached, as a vassal state, to the Great Saldjuks controlling Khurasan, to Toghril's brother Musa Blghu
or Payghu and shortly afterwards to Caghrf's son
Yakut!, and then in the next century, to Sandjar.
The events of the last years of the Saldjuk amirate
in Kirman were in many ways a replica of what had
already happened in the Saldjuk lands of western Persia and Khurasan. In a period of short-reigning amirs,
especially after 565/1170, the Saldjuk princes in Kirman fell under the control of slave commander
atabegs, such as Mu^ayyid al-Dln Rayhan, the former
atabeg of Toghril Shah b. Muhammad (I) Shah b.
Arslan Shah. The warfare which raged between the
contenders for power devastated the countryside of
Kirman and imposed new financial burdens on its
people. Added to this, from 575/1179-80 onwards,
Kirman was afflicted by fresh bands of Oghuz
tribesmen deflected southwards from Khurasan by the
fighting there between the Khwarazm Shahs and the
Ghurids, and these bands brought further ruin to
agriculture and trade, bringing about severe famine
in towns like Bardasir. Finally, in 582/1186, the

Oghuz leader Malik Dinar took over the province
from the last Saldjuk amir, Muhammad (II) Shah b.
Bahram Shah, who fled and ultimately entered the
service of the Ghurids. This event came only eight
years before the end also of the Saldjuk sultanate in
Western Persia; only in Anatolia did the Saldjuks now
remain as rulers.
Bibliography: In addition to the general
primary sources for Saldjuk history listed in 2.
above (Rawandl, Bundari, Husaynl, Ibn al-Athir,
etc.), Kirman is especially well served for this
period by its quite abundant local histories, in particular, by Afdal al-Dln Kirmani's clkd al-culd li 'lmawkif al-aHd and his Baddyi*- al-zamdn fi wakdyi** Kirman, but also by what is in effect a special history of
the Saldjuks of Kirman, Muhammad b. Ibrahim's
Ta^rikh-Saldjukiydn-i Kirman. For full details, see the
Bibl. to KIRMAN.
Of secondary sources, see M.Th. Houtsma,
Zur Geschichte der Selguqen von Kermdn, in ZDMG,
xxxix (1885), 362-410 (essentially a resume of
Houtsma's own edition of Muhammad b.
Ibrahim); Bosworth, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 58-60,
87-90, 117, 173-4; Erdogan Mercil, Kirman
Selfuklan, Istanbul 1980.
4. The Saldjuks of Syria ( 4 7 1 - 5 1 1 / 1 0 7 8 1117)
The Turkmen bands which had come westwards
with the Saldjuk brothers went mainly towards
Armenia, the Caucasus and Anatolia, but others of
them infiltrated the regions of Diyar Bakr and the upper part of al-Djazira. Already in the later part of
Toghril's reign, Turkmens had reached Malatya. In
the 1060s they were harrying the countryside around
Edessa (Urfa or al-Ruha [q. v. ]), and Alp Arslan,
during the course of his campaign against the Byzantines, attacked the city in spring 453/1071, and it may
have accepted the nominal suzerainty of the Saldjuk
sultan; over the next three decades, until the arrival of
the Prankish Crusaders, Edessa was to be attacked by
various Turkmen commanders, including the Saldjuk
prince Tutush and the Artukid Sukman of Hisn
Kayfa and Mardln (see J.B. Segal, Edessa 'The Blessed
City', Oxford 1970, 220 ff.).
The Saldjuk sultans came to attach importance to
Syria as the westwards extension of the position which
they had established for themselves since Toghril's
time in Mawsil and the southern parts of al-Djazira.
but most of all because it was a march province between themselves, the champions of Sunni orthodoxy
as they saw themselves, and their Shi^i opponents and
rivals, the Fatimids. Syria was a region of great
fragmentation, politically, ethnically and confessionally, with a strong local strain of Sh^Ism amongst
the Muslim Arab tribes and principalities there; the
First Crusade was shortly afterwards to take advantage of these political, tribal and sectarian divisions.
In the second half of the 5th/llth century, the
Fatimids' hold on southern Syria and Palestine was
progressively reduced, until by the time of appearance
of the Franks, they held only some fortresses on the
Palestinian and Lebanese coasts. This rolling-back of
Fafimid control from inland Syria and Palestine was
in part the work of various Turkmen commanders
despatched there by the Great Saldjuks, and in part
that of Turkmen begs and their flocks, allowed to infiltrate Syria and act on their own initiative. This last
was the case with the tribal beg Atsiz b. Uvak [q.v. ],
who first, in 463/1071, entered southern Syria and
Palestine at the invitation of the Fatimid caliph alMustansir [q.v.], who hoped to use him as a counterforce against the rebellious Bedouin Arab tribesmen
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of the region. Atsiz tried to set up a Turkmen principality of his own there but, having fallen out with
the Fatimids, whose army besieged him in Damascus,
he had to appeal for aid to the Saldjuk sultan Malik
Shah. The latter in fact decided to allot central and
southern Syria and Palestine as an appanage for his
brother Tutush [q.v.}\ once Tutush arrived in Syria,
he lifted the siege of Damascus but executed his potential rival Atsiz (471/1078).
Tutush then began an amirate in Syria which lasted
for seventeen years (471-88/1078-95). Northern
Syria, with its strategically-placed centre of Aleppo,
had been controlled by the Arab Mirdasids [see MIRDAS, BANU], latterly in full decline, and replaced after
472/1080 by the Saldjuks' vassal, the c Ukaylid
Muslim b. Kuraysh [see C UKAYLIDS]. Disputes over
possession of Aleppo between Tutush and the Saldjuk
leader of raids into Rum, Sulayman b. Kutulmush
(see below, 5), which ended in Sulayman's defeat and
death in battle in 479/1086, led to Malik Shah's coming west from Isfahan personally with a large army in
order to impose order in Syria. He occupied Aleppo
and appointed various of his commanders as governors: Bozan in Edessa, Yaghi Siyan in Antioch, Ak
Sonkur in Aleppo and northern Syria, and the
Turkmen beg Artuk in Jerusalem. Al-Djazlra and
Syria were thus firmly brought within the supreme
sultan's control, with Tutush's authority confined to
central and southern Syria. All these local governors
and Tutush were ordered to conduct operations
against the coastal areas of the Levant, where petty
rulers like Ibn c Ammar of Tripoli [see C AMMAR, BANU]
still enjoyed virtually undisturbed power.
The death of Malik Shah in 485/1092 enabled
Tutush to put forward his claim, as the most experienced of the surviving sons of Alp Arslan, to the
supreme Saldjuk sultanate. He proclaimed himself
sultan at Damascus, managed to kill Ak Sonkur and
Bozan, and extended his military power over all Syria
and al-Djazira, preparing to march eastwards into
Persia against Malik Shah's successor Berk-yaruk (see
above, 1). But a majority of the great Turkish
commanders—doubtless hoping to achieve a greater
role in the state under the youthful Berk-yaruk than
under the mature Tutush—eventually rallied to Berkyaruk, and Tutush was defeated and killed near Rayy
(Safar 488/February 1095).
Berk-yaruk was never, however, able to exert his
authority in the lands west of c lrak, and Tutush's two
sons Ridwan and Dukak, encouraged by the latter's
atabeg Tughtigin [q. v. ], a former slave commander of
Tutush's, succeeded to their father as maliks in Syria
at Aleppo and Damascus respectively, refusing to
recognise Berk-yaruk as sultan and making the khutba
in Syria in their own names. The reigns of both of
these princes largely coincided with the arrival in the
Levant of the First Crusade, which injected a new element into the already complex political and dynastic
rivalries in Syria.
Dukak (488-97/1095-1104) remained for all of his
reign very much in the shadow of Tughtigin, who was
not only his atabeg but also his stepfather, since
Tutush had given Dukak's mother in marriage to
Tughtigin. From the outset, Ridwan (488-507/10951113 [q.v. ]) was at odds with his brother and with
Tughtigin, and in 489/1096 or the following year, the
two sides clashed in battle near Kinnasrln [q. v. ], Ridwan having secured troop reinforcements from the
Fatimids. Dukak and Yaghi Siyan were decisively
defeated, and had to agree to placing Ridwan's name
in the khutbas of Damascus and Antioch before their
own. When the Crusaders besieged Yaghi Siyan in
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Antioch, Dukak and Tughtigin sent soldiers to reinforce an army sent by the supreme sultan Berk-yaruk,
but failed to save the city (henceforth the centre of the
Latin Principality of Antioch), and Ridwan himself
was soon afterwards defeated by the Franks. Dukak
died in 497/1104, and Tughtigin simply replaced him
at Damascus by Dukak's young brother Ertash or
Begtash, until shortly afterwards Tughtigin dispensed
with them and assumed both dejure and defacto power.
With this, Saldjuk rule in Damascus ended.
Although there were local, temporary alliances
amongst the Turkish and Arab princes of Syria and
Palestine against the Crusaders, the irreconcilable
division between Ridwan and Tughtigin had allowed
the Franks to continue their march southwards to
Jerusalem and beyond. Damascus, a firmly Sunn! city
and the bastion of orthodoxy in Syria, was, under the
skilful rule of Tughtigin, able to withstand pressure
from the Crusaders, and Tughtigin went on to found
his own short-lived Turkish dynasty there, the Borids
[see BURIDS]; before his death in 522/1128, he had in
509/1116 been reconciled to the Saldjuk sultan
Mahmud b. Muhammad and had been appointed
governor for the Saldjuks over Syria.
After Dukak's death, the Aleppo branch of the
Saldjuks of Syria had nevertheless another decade of
life under Ridwan. This last was in a more difficult
position than his brother had been in Damascus.
Aleppo was more exposed to Prankish attacks, both
from the nearby County of Edessa and also from the
Crusaders in the west Syrian Levantine coastlands.
His willingness to use the Ismacili or Assassin
elements within Aleppo as his allies, in the often
desperate situations in which he found himself, gave
him a tainted reputation amongst the orthodox
Muslims. Conscious of his weak position, he tried to
avoid warfare if the risks were too high and, if
necessary, to buy off the Crusader princes. He was
perfectly prepared to ally with the Franks in the complex, petty rivalries of the north Syrian region, as in
501/1108, when he allied with Tancred of Edessa and
Antioch against the lord of Mawsil, the Saldjuk commander Cawuli Saka°u and the latter's ally, the
dispossessed Baldwin of Edessa; and when, later,
Mawdud of Mawsil and Tughtigin organised an djihdd
against the Crusaders, Ridwan sent only a small,
token force.
Ridwan died in 507/1113, and was succeeded briefly by his young sons Alp Arslan (507/1113) and Sultan
Shah (508-17/1114-23), the latter under the tutelage
of the Artukids II Ghazi and then Nur al-Dawla
Balak, control of Aleppo falling after 517/1123 to Ak
Sonkor al-Bursukl. The Saldjuk sultans in western
Persia and clrak thus no longer had any influence in
Syrian affairs, and relations between clrak and Syria
were henceforth to be the responsibility of
autonomous, former Saldjuk commanders like Ak
Sonkur al-Bursukl and c lmad al-Dln Zangl. The longterm effect of direct Saldjuk interest in Syria, from the
middle years of the 5th/llth century onwards for
roughly half-a-century, had been to introduce the new
element of Turkmen begs and their tribesmen, and in
their followings, a number of Kurds also, into what
had previously been a predominantly Semitic land;
henceforth, the region became even more ethnically
varied.
Bibliography: The main primary sources are
Ibn al-Kalanisi; Ibn al-Furat; Ibn cAsakir; Ibn alDjawzl; Ibn al-cAdim; Ibn al-Athlr. For a detailed
survey of the Arabic sources, see Cahen, La Syrie du
nord a I'epoque des Croisades et la principaute franque,
Paris 1940, introd. on the sources, 35-49.
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Of secondary sources, see H.A.R. Gibb, The
Damascus chronicle of the Crusades ... from the Chronicle
of Ibn al-Qalanisi, London 1932, introd.; Cahen, La
Syrie du nord, parts 1 and 2; idem, The Turkish invasions: the Selchukids; in A history of the Crusades,
i; Kafesoglu, A history of the Seljuks, tr. Leiser; Ali
Sevim, Suriye ve Filistin Self uhlan tarihi, Ankara
1983.
5. The Saldjuks of Rum (ca. 483-707/ca.
1081-1307)
It is soon after Alp Arslan's victory at Malazgird
(see above, section III. 1) that we hear of the activities
in Anatolia of the four sons of Kutalmish or
Kutlumush b. Arslan Israeli, and the descendants of
one of these sons, Sulayman, were to found in central
Anatolia the Saldjuk sultanate of Rum based on
Iconium or Konya [0.0.]. As noted above (loc. cit.),
and pace the views of some modern Turkish nationalist
historians, these activities seem to have been purely
acts of individual enterprise, although later official
historiography promoted by the Saldjuks of Rum in
the 7th/13th century asserted that the Great Saldjuk
sultan Malik Shah had, on his accession, personally
bestowed the land of Rum on his cousins, the sons of
Kutalmish. In fact, these last seem earlier to have
been under official Saldjuk surveillance, and only
managed to escape to the safety of the fluid, governmentally uncontrolled Anatolian frontiers after Alp
Arslan's death. Official disapproval continued under
Malik Shah, who had Mansur b. Kutalmish killed,
and although Sulayman escaped, he was later killed in
battle, contending with his kinsman Tutush for control of Aleppo in 479/1086.
Meanwhile, Turkmen bands had been operating
within Asia Minor, raiding as far as the shores of the
Sea of Marmara and the Aegean, so that Sulayman
had reached Nicaea or Iznik in the far north-west of
the land, and it is from this time that one may roughly
date the beginnings of a Saldjuk principality in
Anatolia. After Malik Shah's death in 485/1092,
Sulayman's son Kilic Arslan I (485-500/1092-1107)
managed to escape from captivity and was raised to
the leadership of the Turkmens on northwestern
Anatolia, only moving his capital to Konya after the
Prankish armies of the First Crusade recaptured
Nicaea in 1097. Malik Shah had not had any definite
plan for the overrunning of Anatolia. He did, however, regard himself as head of all the Turks, and
wished to control the Turkmens, the most
anarchically-inclined of his people, and in pursuit of
this had been prepared to make an agreement with the
Byzantine Emperor Alexis Gomnenus, whose empire
was being threatened by the Turkmens' depredations.
The infant Saldjuk principality in Konya was only
one of several Turkmen beyliks which now took shape
in central and eastern Anatolia, such as the Saltukids
[see
SALTUK OGHULLAR!] in
Erzerum,
the
Mengudjekids [see MENGUCEK] in Erzincan and other
towns of the east, the Shah Armanids [q.v.] of
Sokmen's line in Akhlat to the west of Lake Van and
the Artukids [q.v.] in Diyarbakr. The most serious
rival, because geographically closest to the Saldjuks,
was the Danishmendids [q.v.] of north-central
Anatolia, who controlled the northerly route across
the land via Sivas, Kayseri and Ankara, and who after
529/1134-5 enjoyed the title of Malik bestowed on
them by the cAbbasid caliph for their zeal in ghazw
against the Byzantines.
When Kiltf Arslan I was killed in battle, there was
a temporary division of the Saldjuk lands. The appearance of the First Crusaders and a re-assertion of
Byzantine power, plus the policy of containment of

the Turkmens applied on their western frontier by the
Great Saldjuk sultans in Persia and c lrak, had meant
that the various Turkish groups in Anatolia were confined to the interior of Asia Minor. There was some
occasional cooperation between the Saldjuk of Rum
Rukn al-Dln Mascud I b. Kilic Arslan I (510-51/111756) and the Danishmendids against such foes as the
Byzantines and the Armenians of Cilicia and Little
Armenia, but after the death of the Danishmendid
Muhammad b. Giimushtigin in 536/1142, the
Saldjuks gradually secured the preponderance in central Anatolia. Mascud fought off only with difficulty a
Byzantine attack on Konya led by Manuel I Comnenus (541/1147), being saved by the Emperor's
receiving news of the appearance further west of the
Second Crusade. Mas c ud's son c lzz al-Dln Kilic
Arslan II (551-ca. 581/1156-ca. 1185) secured revenge
by inflicting a severe defeat on Manuel's army at the
pass of Myriocephalon near Lake Egridir in
572/1176, thereby preventing a further attack on the
capital. Myriocephalon was as significant in its longterm effects as Malazgird had been. The FrankishByzantine project for the recovery of Anatolia collapsed and Greek hopes of such a reconquest faded, a process to be sealed by the capture of Constantinople in
1204 by the Fourth Crusaders and the reduction of
Byzantine control over Anatolia to the region around
Nicaea and the principality of Trebizond. The
Saldjuk sultanate of Rum and the general Turkish
presence were now an inassailable reality and could
not be regarded in any way as temporary. In practice,
as with Alp Arslan after Malazgird, Kilic Arslan II's
policy towards the Greeks was restrained and
moderate, and he seems to have been content with the
aim of uniting all the Turks of central and eastern
Anatolia under his own rule rather than with dealing
further direct blows at the Byzantine empire.
Neither the Muslim nor the Byzantine sources are
very informative about the question of Saldjuk
titulature and monarchical practices at this time.
Greek writers had accorded the title of "sultan" to
Sulayman in the later 5th/llth century, but this can
only have reflected an informal usage by Sulayman's
Turkmen followers, for neither the Great Saldjuk
sultan not the cAbbasid caliph can have bestowed it on
him. Writers of the 6th/12th century seem to have
described the rulers in Konya as Maliks more often
than as sultans, but it is difficult to discern what the
relationship between the two titles was at this time.
From coins and inscriptions, and from some quasiofficial documents, we know that Kilic Arslan II
called himself "Sultan of the Arabs and the c Adjam",
the latter term clearly implying the Turks rather than
the Persians (as in traditional, earlier usage) and, latterly, "Sultan of the land of Rum, and of the Armenians, Franks and Syria" (the Saldjuks referred to
their land at this time, at least in informal usage, as
Rum, and themselves as the Saldjuks of Rum; see
RUM. 2). The title of Ghdzi, employed by the
Danishmendids and the eastern Anatolian Turkmen
princes, is absent amongst the Saldjuks. Like the
Great Saldjuks of the 6th/12th century, young
members of the Rum Saldjuks had Atabegs at their
sides, and these are still found—although little is
known of them beyond their names—in the 7th/13th
century; but the office never acquired in Rum the importance, with its potentialities for seizure of de facto
power in the state, which it did in the Saldjuk dominions further east.
A further consequence of the Myriocephalon victory was that it eventually opened up for the Saldjuks
the way towards the Mediterranean shores and the
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ports of Antalya (seized by Kay Khusraw I in
601/1207) and Alanya (named 'Ala'iyya after the
sultan cAla> al-Dln Kay Kubadh I, 616-34/1220-37).
Also, towards the end of the 6th/12th century the
Turkmen amir of Tokat captured Samsun [see SAMSUN], thus bringing Turkish arms to the Black Sea
shores, and this was followed by the conquest of
Sinope [see SINUB] by c lzz al-Dln Kay Kawus I (60816/1211-20) from the Trebizond Comneni in
611/1214. Hence whereas the Turkish powers of
Anatolia had been essentially landlocked and confined
to the interior plateau, they now had access to the
seas. For the Saldjuks, this was to mean exploitation
of their position athwart the north-south trade routes
of Anatolia and trade relations with the Venetians—
enemies of the Byzantines—in Antalya, so that the
sultanate benefited from Venetian trade with Alexandria. Commerce between the Black Sea ports and the
great Crimean entrepot of Sughdak tended to be controlled by the Greek principality of Trebizond, but
from 1225 to 1239, the date of the definitive conquest
of South Russia and the Crimea by the Mongols of the
Golden Horde [see BATU], Kay Kubadh I was able,
through Kastamonu and the Black Sea ports, to
establish his suzerainty in Sughdak [q.v. and K!R!M].
Towards the end of his life, in one of the periodic
recrudescences of the old Turkish principle of
patrimonial division, Kilic Arslan II divided his
kingdom amongst his ten sons and some other male
relatives, allotting various towns to each of them. Not
surprisingly, a period of succession disputes and
weakness ensued over the next two decades. In 1190
the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa and his Crusading
army plundered Konya whilst Kilic Arslan took
refuge in the citadel. But the crisis in the state was surmounted by the opening of the 7th/13th century, and
the first forty years of this century were to mark the
apogee of the sultanate under such rulers as Kay
Kawus I and Kay Kubadh I. For half a century there
was peace with Byzantium, the result of an agreement
between Kay Kawus I and Theodore Lascaris, and
the Saldjuks henceforth concentrated their military efforts on the eastern frontiers, in Cilicia, Syria, alDjazira, and against Trebizond. But these eastern
fringes of Anatolia were now in fact becoming
threatened by the expansionism of the Kh w arazm
Shahs [0.0.]. The Kh w arazmians first appeared in
eastern Anatolia in 623/1226, leading Kay Kubadh I
to ally with the Ayyubids of Syria and Diyarbakr,
equally menaced. The Saldjuk sultan was now at the
height of his power, as undisputed master of most of
Anatolia and suzerain of the surrounding smaller
Christian Greek, Armenian and Georgian states; the
financial and artistic resources which he could command for building purposes and the splendour of his
manner of life are seen in the many palaces which he
constructed, such as the Kubadhabad palace on Lake
Beysehir and the Kay Kubadhiyya one near Kayseri
[0.00.], both only now being excavated properly.
The Mongols appeared in eastern Anatolia in
640/1242-3 at a time when the Ghiyath al-Dln Kay
Khusraw II had only just with difficulty quelled the
prolonged rebellion in eastern and northern Anatolia,
which had started in 638/1240, of a Turkish popular
holy man, Baba Ishak, who claimed to be a prophetic
messenger (rasul) [see BABA^I, and below, section IV.
2]. Kay IChusraw II (634-44/1237-46) was distinctly
less capable than his predecessors, but he assembled
an army which included, as well as his own troops,
Armenians, Greeks and Franks; however, he was
defeated by the Mongol commander Baydju at Kose
Dagh [0.0.] in the region of Sivas (641/1243).
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Although the Mongols allowed the sultan to retain his
throne in Konya, it was as a vassal of the Mongols
liable to heavy tribute. There was subsequently dissent within the client Saldjuk state when the dead Kay
Khusraw II's throne was disputed by the officials and
commanders supporting his minor sons. Only in
659/1261 did Rukn al-Dln Kay Kawus II establish a
certain measure of power in Konya. But until his execution in 676/1277 by the II Khanid Abaka after a
Mongol defeat at the hands of the invading Mamluk
army of Baybars of Egypt and Syria, real power in the
Saldjuk state was exercised by the Parwdna Mu c in alDln Sulayman [0.0.], son of a former vizier of the
Saldjuks, who worked closely with the Mongols and
endeavoured to reduce tensions between incoming
Turco-Mongol soldiers and the established Turkmen
groups of Anatolia. His death marks the end of semiindependence for the sultans in Konya, for the II
Khanids now resorted to direct rule through their own
alien Persian and Turco-Mongol official and commanders. The Saldjuk military forces were disbanded,
to swell the ranks of malcontents and bandits throughout the Anatolian countryside.
Specifically Perso-Mongol institutions and practices were now introduced into Anatolia, in particular, fiscal ones (see below, section V. 2). Mongol
taxation in Anatolia was undoubtedly heavy, but
there was nevertheless little perceptible adverse effect
on the general economic and commercial well-being of
the area, with agricultural production and external
trade remaining buoyant and with a continued endowment and construction of public and charitable
buildings (see below, sections V. 2, and VI. 2).
The II Khans led various expeditions into Anatolia
to quell local rulers such as the Karamanids [see
KARAMAN-OGHULLARI] and Ashrafids [see ASHRAFOGHULLARI] and other unrest, and to reassert Mongol
financial demands, such as the expedition of
Gaykhatu in 690-1/1291-2 which spread terror and
devastation throughout southern Anatolia as far west
as Menteshe [see MENTESHE-ELI] and the Aegean Sea
coastlands. Various ambitious Turco-Mongol commanders within Anatolia also led revolts, contributing
to a general atmosphere of disintegration and tyrannical rule. The faineant Saldjuk sultan cAla° al-Dln
Kay Kubadh III was executed by Ghazan Khan [0. v. ]
in 702/1303, and the sultanate disappeared, in
obscure circumstances, in 707/1307. It was only after
a period of control by the II Khanids' commanders of
the Cobanid family [see CUBANIDS] that Anatolia
eventually emerged into the age of the beyliks, with a
fragmentation of tawd^if or petty principalities comparable to those in 5th/11th-century Muslim Spain.
Some descendants of the Rum Saldjuks seem to
have survived into later times. One Kili£ Arslan b.
LutfT b. Sawcl, possibly a Saldjuk, governed Alanya
in the 1460s before the Ottoman annexation of
876/1471; and a later Ottoman historian, CA1I, says
that after the deposition of the last Saldjuk Ghiyath alDln Mascud III, Ghazan granted Sinope to a Saldjuk
prince, Ghazi Celebi, who became active from there
against the Greeks of Trebizond and the Genoese in
the Black Sea.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. See the bibl. to the
El1 art. SELDJUKS, brought up to date by that in Cl.
Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey. A general survey of the material and spiritual culture and history c. 1071-1330, London 1968, revised Fr. version, La Turquie preOttomane, Istanbul 1988. Of special importance are
the histories of the Anatolian authors Ibn Bibl,
Aksarayi's Musdmarat al-akhbdr and the anonymous
Ta^nkh-i dl-i Saldjuk, plus the supplementary infor-
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mation from Arabic, other Persian, Greek, Armenian and Syriac sources. Still valuable is M.F.
Koprulii's extended survey of sources in Anadolu
Selfuklan tarihi'nin yerli kaynaklan, in Belleten, vii
(1943), 379-522, now more easily accessible in an
Eng. tr. and with valuable updating and further
references by G. Leiser, The Seljuks of Anatolia, their
history and culture according to local Muslim sources, Salt
Lake City 1992.
2. Studies. Cahen, op. cit.; S. Vryonis, The
decline of medieval Hellenism in Asia Minor and the process
of Islamization from the eleventh through the fifteenth century, Berkeley, etc. 1971; Osman Turan, ch.
Anatolia in the period of the Seljuks and the Beyliks, in
Camb. hist. Islam, Cambridge 1970, i, 231-50; idem,
Selfuklar zamamnda Tiirkiye. Siydsi tarih Alp Arslan 'dan
Osman Gazi'ye 1071-1318, Istanbul 1971; A.G.C.
Savvides, Byzantium in the Near East: its relations with
the Seljuk sultanate of Rum in Asia Minor, the Armenians
of Cilicia and the Mongols A.D. c. 1192-1237,
Thessalonike 1981; G. Leiser (tr. and ed.), A history
of the Seljuks. Ibrahim Kafesoglu 's interpretation and the
resultant controversy, Carbondale and Edwardsville,
111. 1988, 67-78. See also ANADOLU (iii) (i) on the
course of the first Turkish conquests there, and the
arts, on the individual sultans, KAY KAWUS i-n; KAY
KHUSRAW I-IIi; KAY KUBADH I-IIi; KILIDJ ARSLAN I-IV.

For the chronology and genealogical connections of
the Saldjuk sultans of Rum, see C.E. Bosworth, The
new Islamic dynasties, ch. XI, no. 102.
IV. I n t e l l e c t u a l and religious h i s t o r y
1. In Persia and c l r a k
The territories of the Great Saldjuks and their successors here formed a mighty empire, of an extent not
seen since the heyday of the cAbbasid caliphate, that
century between 750 and 850 A.D. As heads of this
empire, the Saldjuk rulers in the second half of the
5th/11th century came to a working arrangement with
the caliphs of their time which involved an affirmation
of the caliph as the moral and spiritual head of the orthodox Sunn! community but which also incorporated
the sultanate as the executive arm of the ideal Islamic
government. The two were interconnected, for whilst
the sultan derived, under the shari^a, his ruling
authority from the caliph, the latter recognised that
the sultanate provided the restraining and coercive
power, Ibn Khaldun's wazP, which alone could bring
about stability in civil government and thus enable the
subjects to live the good Muslim life in the present
world and to achieve salvation in the next. It was to
be the task of al-GhazalT, in particular—a man whose
whole career was spent during the halcyon decades of
Saldjuk power—to establish the theoretical bases for
this relationship and partnership between caliph and
sultan (see L. Binder, Al-Ghazali's theory of Islamic
government, in MW, xlv [1955], 229-41).
The orthodox Sunnism which al-Ghazall represented was thus the religious force behind the
Saldjuk ideal of government. Now that the Shi*!
Buyids had been overthrown, Sunnism had behind it
the full support of the Saldjuk ruling authority in the
c
lrakl and Persian lands, and it was at this time a
vital, intellectually far-ranging force, uniting within
itself many stimulating curents of thought. Thus
although Muctazilism [see MU C TAZILA] was in the end
successfully challenged by what became the Ashcari
and, later, the Maturidf forms of kaldm or dogmatic
theology and argumentation, it still retained some
strength amongst SunnI scholars in Baghdad and in
the eastern parts of the empire, notably Khurasan, as
also in Kh w arazm and Transoxania, as well as influencing some strains of ShlSsm. In addition to this,

Sunn! orthodoxy was represented within the Saldjuk
dominions by the traditionalist Hanbalism and, much
more widely, by the two orthodox theological systems
of the Ashcarl and then the MaturidT kaldm, mentioned above, whose counterparts in the sphere of law
orfikh tended to be the Shafici and HanafT madhhabs,
although the correspondence was not always an exact
one, and the various madhdhib did not necessarily have
ties to any particular theological school; George
Makdisi has pointed out that Ashcarism was not coterminous with Shaficism and that there were Shafici opponents of the Ashcari kaldm, though such opposition
was obviously not so violent as e.g. amongst the Hanballs (see his Ashman and the Ash^arites in Islamic religious
history, in SI, xvii [1962], 37-80, xviii [1963], 19-39;
he also makes the general point here that the strength
and importance of Ashcarism in the historical
development of Islamic theology has in any case been
exaggerated). Shaficism-Ashcarism, which gave
especial emphasis to tradition, hadith [q.v., and see
ASH C ARIYYA], in the formation of law and theology,
became implanted at Nlshapur in the early 5th/llth
century through the efforts of certain famous
mutakallimun like Ibn Furak [q. v . ] , as part of a general
eastwards expansion into Persia by Shaficism in the
4th/10th century. Hanafism, with its greater emphasis
on rationalism in the evolution offikh [see HANAFIYYA]
had early become dominant in Persia, spreading to
Samanid Transoxania, and remaining entrenched in
such northern Persian centres as Rayy. During the
Saldjuk period it had the great advantage of support
from the Turkish ruling establishment, above all,
from such sultans as Toghril Beg and Alp Arslan, who
were especially fervent proponents of Hanafism. They
pursued deliberate policies of appointing HanafT
imams,, fcddis and khatibs wherever possible within their
dominions, and of curbing the Shaficis; it was not until after Alp Arslan's death that the Ashcari-Shafici
vizier Nizam al-Mulk was able cautiously to promote
his own favoured party and to endeavour to redress
the balance somewhat in favour of the AshcarTs and
Shaficis (see for the effects of this policy in one place,
R.W. Bulliet, The political-religious history of Nishapur in
the eleventh century, in D.S. Richards (ed.), Islamic
civilisation 950-1150, Oxford 1973, 85-8). Hanbalism
during the Saldjuk period was essentially centred on
Baghdad and Damascus (the latter city, of course, only directly ruled by the Saldjuks for some forty years,
see above, section III. 4). It had been strengthened in
the century preceding Toghril Beg's appearance in
the cAbbasid capital through its role as the focus there
for Sunn! opposition to the Buyids' pro-Shi^
measures [see HANABILA]. After 447/1061 it had to
compete there with other forms of Sunnism, such as
the Shaficism-Ashcarism taught from the Baghdad
madrasa or college founded by Nizam al-Mulk in
459/1067 (see further on this, below), and with
Mu c tazilism and Sufi" mysticism. But it produced one
of the greatest theologico-political figures of
Baghdad's history, Ibn c Akil (d. 513/1119 [q.v.]), and
in the 6th/12th century Hanbalism enjoyed a
resurgence in influence under the patronage of
caliphal officials like c Awn al-Dln Ibn Hubayra (d.
560/1165 [q.v.]) and the example of the Sufi shaykh
c
Abd al-Kadir al-Djflam (d. 561/1146 [q.v.]; during
this period, several HanbalT madrasas were founded by
influential patrons (see Makdisi, Muslim institutions of
learning in eleventh-century Baghdad, in BSOAS, xxiv
[1961], 26-9). The deleterious effects of the sectariansocial rivalries between Sunn! theological and legal
schools, the Sh^a and the Karramiyya, were visible in
the social and religious turmoil in many of the towns
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of the Saldjuk empire, from Baghdad to Harat, mentioned below in section V.I, concerning the casabiyydt
(see in general on Sunnism at this time, W.
Madelung, Religious trends in early Islamic Iran, Albany
1988, 26-38).
The dominant forms of Sunn! kalam just described
likewise triumphed in the end over the more
speculative forms of Islamic thought, those of the
faldsifa or philosophers [see FALASIFA; FAYLASUF], with
their Aristotelian or Neoplatonist forms of reasoning;
al-Ghazali's expose in his autobiographical al-Munkidh
min al-daldl of the insufficiency of philosophy to provide a sure foundation for man's salvation, and his
polemic against its exponents, his Tahdfut
al-faldsifa,
were only two of several attempted refutations.
Nevertheless, the succession of followers of the great
Ibn Sina (d. 428/1037 [q.v.]) continued in the Persian
lands during the Saldjuk period, and the scientist, philosopher and poet c Umar Khayyam (d. 526/1131
[q. v.]) regarded Ibn Sina as his master; it seems that
c
Umar entered the service of Malik Shah after that
sultan's expedition into Transoxania against the
Karakhanid Shams al-Mulk Nasr in 466/1073-4 (see
above, section III.l) and became one of his nadims
[q.v.] or intimates.
Above all, the overriding strength of Sunnism
manifested itself in the religious-educational field,
with the great impetus to the foundation and endowment of new madrasas and masdjids, mosque-colleges,
under the patronage not only of the Saldjuk sultans
but of numerous of their viziers, officials, of merchants, of city notables, etc. (see on this movement,
below), a movement which affected not only the lands
of Persia and c lrak ruled over by the Saldjuks but also
the more westerly ones of the Levant and Egypt,
especially after the disappearance of the Shi*! Fatimids
from there.
Madrasas, mosque-colleges and associated teaching
institutions like the ddr al-^ilm had existed in c lrak and
the Persian lands since at least the 4th/10th century,
and the Buyids and such governors of theirs as Badr
b. Hasanawayh [see HASANWAYH] had enthusiastically
furthered and endowed their foundation. But their
spread received an impetus under the Saldjuks
through the patronage of great men like the ShaficTAshcaris Nizam al-Mulk and Malik Shah's mustawfi
or chief accountant Tadj al-Mulk Abu 'l-Ghana D im;
the HanafT mustawfi of Alp Arslan, Sharaf al-Mulk
Abu Sacd, who founded the shrine-college of Abu
Hanifa in Baghdad which seems to have been more
important than the celebrated Nizamiyya there; and
the Hanbal! viziers of the cAbbasid caliphs, such as
Nizam al-Din Abu Nasr Ibn Djahlr [see DJAHIR,
BANU], whose residence in the capital, subsequently
turned into a madrasa, was presided over by the prominent scholar Ibn al-Djawz! [q. v. ] (see Makdisi, op. cit.,
17 ff.). Best known is the network of Shafic!-Ashcar!
colleges founded by Nizam al-Mulk across the Saldjuk
dominions (the later biographer of Shaficl ^ulamd*, alSubkl [0.0.], enumerates nine Nizdmiyyas, of which
five were in Khurasan and the Caspian provinces, one
in Djibal and three in clrak); a novel feature here was
that the vizier reserved for himself and his descendants administrative control of them. But the general
religious and cultural significance of these institutions
may have been disproportionately stressed in both the
contemporary sources and in modern studies, for by
the 6th/12th century the Nizamiyyas do not seem to
have been particularly flourishing, and the descendants of the vizier had lost control of them. In
Nishapur, the Nizamiyya there was headed in the first
half of that century by a pupil of al-Ghazali's, but he
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was killed by the Oghuz in 548/1153-4, when several
other madrasas and mosques were destroyed (see
Bulliet, The patricians of Nishapur. A study in medieval
Islamic social history, Cambridge, Mass. 1972, 73-5,
254-5, and, in general, MADRASA. I. 4 and NIZAM
AL-MULK].
Much light is shown on the distribution of ShiSsm
during the Saldjuk period by two Shi*! works of the
time, the Kitdb al-Nakd of cAbd al-Djalfl KazwinI Razi
(mid-6th/12th century) and the Tabsirat al-^awdmm of
Sayyid Murtada RazT from the opening of the
7th/13th century. They confirm the impression of the
historical and biographical sources that Khurasan and
Transoxania were strongholds of Sunn! orthodoxy,
apart from communities of sayyids in places like
Nishapur, Tus and Bayhak, but that Sh!*ism had
some strong groups in northwestern Persia, with the
Zaydls in the Caspian provinces (where the khutba was
still made in some places for the Zaydl imam), and the
Djacfaris or Twelvers influential in the urban centres
of Djibal like Rayy, Kazwln, Kumm, Awa and
Kashan, having their own madrasas and kubbas [q.v.]
or tombs in some of these centres. The establishment
of Ismac!lism in Daylam, the region of Isfahan and
Kuhistan has already been noted (above, section III,
1). The two great groups of the Sunnis and Shi*is.
although on occasion at odds with each other, and
with the Sh^a stimatised as Rawdfid [see RAFIDA] in
Sunn! works like Nizam al-Mulk's Siydsat-ndma, in
practice mostly co-existed peacefully with each other,
and Sh^Is were represented quite significantly in the
ranks of Saldjuk officialdom right up to the office of
vizier; the common enemy of both was IsmacTlism (see
A. Bausani, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 290-6; J.
Calmard, Le chiisme imamite en Iran a I'epoque seldjoukide
d'apres le Kitab al-Naqd, in Le monde iranien et I'lslam,
societes et cultures, i [Geneva-Paris, 1971], 43-67).
The Saldjuk period was further important for the
development of Sufism in provinces like Khurasan.
Transoxania and c lrak, with a distinctive school of
Sufism now emerging in the Persian lands. This was
particularly the case with Khurasan, where Sufism
was henceforth to benefit much from official Saldjuk
patronage, whereas, up to the opening of the 5th/11th
century, zuhd or asceticism there had been mainly the
province of the Karramiyya (on whom see below),
with some adherents of the Malamatiyya [q. v. ] in the
towns (see J. Chabbi, Remarques sur le developpement
historique des mouvements ascetiques et mystiques au
Khurasan, in SI, xlvi [1977], 41-5, 55-9). In the early
years of the Saldjuk period, the Sufi shaykh and
thaumaturge Abu Sacld b. Abi '1-Khayr was still living (d. 440/1048-9 [q.v.]) and allegedly foretold the
greatness of Toghril and Caghri when they visited
him at Mayhana [q.v. ] (see F. Meier, Abu Sacid-i Abu
l-Hayr (357-4401967-1049), Wirklichkeit und Legende,
Leiden-Tehran-Liege 1976, 327-9). From the next
generation or so were cAbd Allah al-Ansar! (d.
481/1089 [q.v.]) and Abu '1-Kasim al-Kushayr! (d.
465/1072) [q.v.]) who, together with Abu Hamid alGhazali (d. 505/1 111 [q. v. ]), did much to incorporate
the moderate form of $ufT mysticism into the fabric of
Sunn! orthodoxy. A notable feature of Persian Sufism
at this time came to be its grouping around the
khdnakdhs [see KHANKAH] or dervish convents, and the
influence of Khurasan! shaykhs and their institutions
spread westwards through the Saldjuk lands; thus
Chabbi has noted that the founders of the ribdts [q.v.]
or centres for devotion, study, preaching, etc., in
Baghdad during the first half of the 5th/11th century
were almost all Khurasams (La fonction du ribat d
Bagdad du Ve siecle au debut du VHe siecle, in REI, xlii
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[1974], 107). The next century, the 6th/12th one, was
notable for the formation of several of the major dervish orders (turuk [see TARIKA]), including the
Kadiriyya [q.v.], the Yasawiyya [see AHMAD YASAWI],
the Rifaciyya, the Suhrawardiyya [q.vv. ] and the
Kubrawiyya [see KUBRA, NADJM AL-DIN]. See further,
J.S. Trimingham, The Sufi orders in Islam, Oxford
1971, 31-60; Bausani, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 296302; Madelung, op. cit., 49-53.
As just noted, the ascetic strain within Sufism
originally had had its counterpart in eastern Persia in
the form of the ascetic but activist movement of the
Karramiyya [^.z>.], especially vociferous in Nlshapur
and strong in the rural, mountainous, eastern fringes
of the province, what is now western Afghanistan. In
the early years of the 5th/llth century, the Karramiyya and their khanakdhs had enjoyed some
patronage from the Ghaznawids; this favour disappeared with the advent of the Saldjuks and became an
active disapproval on the part of the ruling authority,
but the Karramiyya remained an assertive element in
NTshapur and elsewhere all through that same century
(as their mention as participants in the ^asabiyydt of the
time shows); it was only during the course of the succeeding 6th/12th century that they were pushed
eastwards into regions less accessible to Saldjuk control such as Gharcistan and Ghur: thus the KarramT
madrasa at Bayhak, founded in the opening years of
the 5th/llth century, had disappeared when the local
historian Ibn Funduk wrote (sc. in 563/1168),
although the Hanaft and Shafici ones still survived
(Ta^nkh-i Bayhak, ed. Ahmad Bahmanyar, Tehran
1317/1938, 194, 220-1; and, in general on the Karramiyya, Madelung, op. cit., 39-46).
Bibliography: Given in the article; see especially
Bausani's ch. Religion in the Saljuq period, in Camb.
hist. Iran, v, 283-302; and Madelung's Religious
trends in early Islamic Iran, which in part covers the
Saldjuk period, notably chs. 3-4, 6-7.
2. In Anatolia
The Turkmens who entered Anatolia no doubt
brought with them vestiges of the pre-Islamic, Inner
Asian shamanistic past (survivals of which were explored by Fuad Kopriilu in various of his works, such
as his Influence du chamanisme turco-mongol sur les ordres
mystiques musulmans, Mems. de 1'Institut de Turcologie
de 1'Universite de Stamboul, N.S. 1, Istanbul 1929),
but eventually became in considerable measure firm
adherents of the near-universal Islamic madhhab for
the Turks, the HanafT one. But there seems to have
been little original or creative theological and legal
writing within Rum until well into the 7th/13th century, and the Turks of Anatolia were content to take
from the ample heritage of the flourishing and productive Hanafi scholarship of Khurasan and Transoxiana, transmitted to the lands further west by those
scholars who in the 7th/13th century moved
westwards before the advancing Mongols, such as
Yusuf b. Abl Sacid Ahmad al-Sidjistanl, who composed at Sivas in 639/1241-2 his Munyat al-mufti, which
became a popular law book throughout the central
and eastern Islamic lands (cf. Brockelmann, I 2 , 473,
S I, 653). The concrete embodiments of the Islamic
faith, in the form of mosques and madrasas, were
somewhat late in appearing in Anatolia. The earliest
mosques appear in the dominions of the Saldjuks and
of the Turkmen dynasties of the Danishmendids,
Mengiidjekids and Saltukids only after ca. 550/1155,
whilst the earliest madrasa in Anatolia, known from its
foundation inscription, was built at Kayseri in
589/1193; this institution had by that time been
flourishing in the Arab-Persian lands further east for

nearly two centuries. Only with the consolidation of
the sultanate in the 7th/13th century do mosques and
madrasas become numerous in such towns as Konya,
Kayseri and several other Anatolian ones, as also
in Artukid Mardln [see MADRASA, III, at vol. V,
1145-6].
Mysticism soon enjoyed a particularly lively growth
in Anatolia, not only drawing its strength from the
Persian lands (see below) but also attracting such a
figure as the great Arab mystic of Spanish Muslim
origin, Ibn al- c Arabi(d. 638/1240 [q.v.]), who travelled to Malatya and as far as Sivas and Konya. He was
followed by his disciple cAfi"f al-Din Sulayman alTilimsanl(d. 690/1291 [q.v.]), who settled in Rum for
some time. Ibn al-cArabI was to have a considerable
influence in Anatolia through Sadr al-Din Kunawf (d.
673/1274 [q.v.]), so that his works later became
standard texts for study in the curricula of the Ottoman madrasas. Contacts with North African pilgrims
who returned home via Anatolia were sufficient for
them to have a small mosque of their own in Konya.
Yet it was the Persian spiritual and literary tradition
which speedily became dominant, reflecting Persian
influence in other spheres such as administration and
court life (see below, section V. 2). The Saldjuk
sultans themselves earlier adopted Persian epic names
like Kay Kawus, Kay Khusraw and Kay Kubadh.
The process was necessarily accentuated in the
7th/13th century when there arrived in Konya such
distinguished refugees as Baha° al-Din Muhammad
Walad (d. 628/1231) and his son Djalal al-Din Rum!
(d. 672/1275 [q.v.]), from an ancient family in Balkh
of preachers and mystics. Baha° al-Din Walad was invited to his captal by the sultan Kay Kubadh I, but
did not survive there for long. His son, on the other
hand, spent the greater part of his adult life at Konya,
and it was there that he composed his Mathnawi (see
below, section VII. 2). The Saldjuk capital accordingly became the centre of the Mawlawf Sufi order as
developed by Mawlana's son Sultan Walad (d.
712/1312 [q.v.}}, with Rumi's tomb as its spiritual
power-house for centuries to come [see MAWLAWIYYA].
Another figure who came westwards to Rum was
Nadjm al-Dln Razi Daya (d. 654/156 [q.v.]), a former
murid of the Sufi master Nadjm al-Dln Kubra [q. v. ],
eponymous founder of the Kubrawiyya order, who
does not, however, seem to have found Anatolia congenial and who moved back to Tabriz and Baghdad:
even so, his Mirsdd al-^ibdd (see below, section VII. 2)
became very popular in Anatolia and was later
translated into Turkish.
Such religious traditions and practices as those
outlined above helped to consolidate what became the
dominant, official Sunnism of Anatolia. But at a less
exalted and articulate level were currents of beliefs
which may well have gone back to the animistic past
of the Turks, mentioned at the beginning of this section, especially amongst the Turkmens outside the
towns, and there probably existed also ill-formed and
emotionally-based pro-Shi*! feelings such as were to
be undoubtedly discernible amongst the cAlaw!
Turkmens of eastern Anatolia in the early Ottoman
period. Only at times of particular political and social
stress or upheaval did these somewhat inchoate trends
of belief and thought come to the surface, assume
tangible form and impinge on the wider political
scene. Such was the case with the Baba°I movement,
a religious one with social overtones, which disturbed
much of Anatolia in the years just before the Mongol
invasion there. Its leader, a popular, charismatic
figure, Baba Ishak, defied the Saldjuk armies for some
time, and his movement was never completely ex-
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tinguished in the countryside. It seems to have included extremist, messianic Sm^T elements which
recrudesced, or merged, soon afterwards, in the
BektashI movement, a connection explicitly made by
the 8th/14th-century Sufi biographer Aflaki; Hadjdji
Bektash may have been a disciple of Baba Ishak [see
BABADI; BEKTASH IYY A] .

Finally, a word should be said about the possible interaction of the great faiths in Anatolia, specifically
between Islam and the Christian substratum there. It
is hard to reach firm conclusions on such an elusive
matter, but it seems that certain sultans, such as Kay
Kubadh I, were enlightened and tolerant rulers, conscious of the mixture of faiths and ethnoi over which
they ruled. There were both Armenians and Greeks in
the capital Konya, the latter with their monastery of
St. Chariton and some Jews. Rum! seems to have had
harmonious relations with the local Dhimmis, whilst
remaining convinced of his own divine mission to convert them. Throughout Anatolia there was at the
popular level an interchange, or double veneration,
by Christians and Muslims at many holy sites (some
no doubt with a continuity of mana going back to
classical times), with the frequent equating of a saint
of one faith with a saint of the other. The best-known
of such equations is that of St. George with Khidr IIyas [q. v. ]; at Konya, Muslims revered St. Amphilochius in the guise of Aflatun or Plato, whose
tomb was considered to be located there; elsewhere,
they identified Sari Saltuk Dede [q.v.] with St.
Nicholas and HadjdjT Bektash at Kirshehir with St.
Charalambros.
Bibliography: F.W. Hasluck, Christianity and
Islam under the sultans, Oxford 1929; Cahen, PreOttoman Turkey, 248-61, 347-58; Vryonis, The decline
of medieval Hellenism in Asia Minor', Kopriilu, The Seljuks of Anatolia.
V. A d m i n i s t r a t i v e ,
social and
economic
history
c
1. In Persia and l r a k
Such an empire as the Saldjuk one was not
homogenous in social and ethnic composition, and, as
noted above in section I, could not be ruled as a
despotism, with a highly-centralised administration,
like its predecessor in the eastern Persian lands, the
Ghaznawid empire. For, to take one prerequisite for
centralised, authoritarian control over a far-flung empire, sc. an efficient internal espionage system and
postal service network (band, later ulagh), the Saldjuk
sultans deliberately eschewed this; Nizam al-Mulk's
lament that the Saldjuk sultans showed no interest in
this system is well-known (Siydsat-ndma, § 10), and
Anushirwan b. Khalid implies that Alp Arslan's
abolition of the previously-existing band and khabar
system, on the basis of what he calls a "whim" (wahm)
but which was more likely a deliberate choice, was a
cause of the spread of Ismacllism and of the terror in
people's minds which exaggerated, ill-informed accounts of the Assassins' activities brought about (alBundari, ed. Houtsma, 67).
In any case, the early sultans, with their Central
Asian tribal origins, did not at first conceive of themselves as territorial monarchs but as leaders of
nomadic hordes who happened to range with their
flocks in search of pasture over a particularly large
stretch of territory within the Ddr al-Islam. But these
ideas soon became modified as, already by the end of
Toghril's reign and during that of Alp Arslan, the
sultans settled down as rulers over a defined territory,
even though the Saldjuks never, until the end of the
dynasty, resided in one permanent, fixed capital. As
rulers over an empire of vastly differing climatic and
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topographical zones, from the deserts and steppe
lands of northern Syria and clrak to mountains and
plateaux of Persia, they often moved between summer
and winter capitals, echoing their nomadic past.
Hence a fair number of the cities of their empire, including Nishapur, Rayy, Isfahan, Hamadhan and
Baghdad itself, served at one time or another as centres for their power (see below). Normally, of course,
the court and administrative departments of central
government travelled with the sultans when they were
on campaign or simply journeying across their lands.
Thus by Malik Shah's reign, the sultan came to exercise a delimited territorial authority, although it was
one exerted with different degrees of intensity. Right
to the end of the Saldjuk empire, there were whole
stretches of territory which were substantially left,
usually on payment of some taxation, to their indigenous tribal peoples, such as those of Kurdistan
and Luristan in Djibal and much of Fars, and the
Kufs and Baltic in Kirman and Makran, or to the
Oghuz nomads in such areas as the Mukan steppes in
Arran [q. vv.] and the steppe lands of Gurgan and
Dihistan [q.vv.] to the southeast of the Caspian Sea;
and the sultans took care to maintain, as far as was
possible with the demands of security and financial requirements, amicable links with such groups (see on
the tribes during this period, A.K.S. Lambton, Aspects
of Saljuq-Ghuzz settlement in Persia, in Richards (ed.),
Islamic civilisation 950-1150, 121-4, and ILAT. For the
sultans' attitudes towards their fellow-Turkmens, see
above, section II). Regarding the Kurds, Anushirwan
b. Khalid says that Muhammad b. Malik Shah
carefully conciliated the Shabankara [0.0.], normally
a turbulent element in Fars and the scourge of the
settled population, by attaching their chiefs to his service at court; when his successor Mahmud stopped
this practice, the Shabankara reverted to their old
plundering ways (al-Bundarl, 122), with deleterious
effects on the economy of Fars and the upper Persian
Gulf region (see further, below). But in general,
Lambton concluded (op. cit., 124-5), that the additional nomads who came into Persia with the Saldjuk
invasions did not cause widespread dislocation but
may even have contributed to the general prosperity
of the lands in that they now supplied the cities and
towns with milk and meat products and may have
contributed to the stock of transport animals available
for trading purposes.
On the fringes of the empire, local princes were
often allowed to remain as feudatories. In the northwest, the Shaddadids [q.v.] of Dwin and Gandja and
the Marwanids [q. v. ] of Diyar Bakr were left in power
until Malik Shah's reign. In clrak, the cUkaylids [q. v. ]
held Mawsil till the end of the 5th/llth century, with
minor branches persisting in Diyar Mudar till the advent of the Zangids, whilst the Mazyadids [see
MAZYAD, BANU] of Hilla in central c lrak were particularly adept at playing off against each other the Saldjuk sultans and the cAbbasid caliphs in order to
preserve their own authority, a policy which was successful for over ninety years, until the middle years of
the 6th/12th century. In the Caspian provinces, various petty princes were left alone, as were the survivors
of the Kakuyid dynasty [q. v. ] in central Persia. On the
eastern fringes of the empire, the Maliks of Nlmruz or
Sistan were left alone, and survived there long after
the Saldjuks themselves had disappeared from history.
Such dependents forwarded tribute and/or troops contingents to the sultans' armies when required; thus we
read of the Kakuyid princes, the rulers of Sistan and
the Bawandids [q. v. ] of Mazandaran participating in
Sandjar's wars. When the sultans were able to extend
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their authority by military force into lands outside the
empire, as happened with the Karakhanids in Transoxania on various occasions, the Ghaznawids in
eastern Afghanistan (see above, section III. 1) and the
Shirwanshahs in eastern Caucasia (see al-Bundari,
139-41), tribute would be exacted from those potentates, although this source of income was obviously
sporadic.
Within the directly-administered areas of the empire, much land was, in the course of time, alienated
by assignments of revenue on particular lands, iktdcs,
a term which covered, however, a very wide variety
of different types of grant (see Lambton, in Camb. hist,
of Iran, v, 233-4; and IKTAC). The grants of the first
Saldjuk sultans were mainly as appanages for other
members of the family who had claims, under tribal
concepts, of a share-out of the total assets of the ruling
family or the chiefs; these were especially to be found
in northern Persia, Khurasan and the upper Oxus
lands (see above, sections II and III. 2). But grants
were also made at an early date to the Turkish
generals of the professional, standing army which
Toghril in his later years, and then Alp Arslan and
Malik Shah, were compelled to recruit after the
danger of sole reliance on the Oghuz tribal bands had
been demonstrated by the latter's part in the revolts
of disgruntled Saldjuk princes, such as Ibrahim Inal
and Kawurd (see above, section I). Such earlier
grants were delegations of the sultan's authority, and
did not imply any hierarchy of vassalage or a bestowal
of permanent territorial or financial rights. These
last only crept in during the 6th/12th century, when
the warring Saldjuk sultans and princes were
desperate to acquire troops and had to alienate more
and more lands to great commanders as the price of
their military support. Eventually, the process was to
lead to the formation of the autonomous atabeg principalities of northern and western Persia, of northern
Syria and al-Djazira and of eastern Anatolia (see
above, section II), but, from the legal aspect, these
principalities rested upon an act of usurpation and not
one of delegation or vassalage. All these trends were
to have long-term effects upon land utilisation, the
social and economic status of the cultivators and the
ethnic complexion of the regions in question. For a
fuller consideration of the trends, see Lambton,
Landlord and peasant in Persia, London 1953, ch. Ill;
eadem, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 231 ff.; eadem, Continuity and change in medieval Persia, London 1988, 97115; Bosworth, in ibid., 82-4; and IKTAC.
The heart of the sultans' power lay in their own
court entourage, the dargdh, whose smooth functioning was ensured by a series of influential officials such
as the wakil-i ddr or intendant, the hddpbs or
chamberlains, the djdma-ddr or master of the sultan's
wardrobe, the dkhur-sdldr or head of the royal stables,
the khwdn-sdldr or master of the royal kitchens; the latter's function were especially important for the
dispensing of general hospitality in accordance with
steppe traditions and offcasts (sholen) for the Saldjuiks'
tribal followers, the providing of which Nizam alMulk (Siyasat-ndma, § 35) was keen to uphold (see
Uzungarsih, Osmanh devletinin teskildtina medhal, 33-41;
Lambton, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 224-7, 238-90).
These offices tended to be held by great Turkish commanders, either the ruler's slaves or his freedmen.
The importance of the court entourage and its
members within the state varied according to the ruling sultan's strength of character and his control over
its factions and rivalries. The sultans' womenfolk
might at times exercise an influence which could affect
the direction or the running of the state, especially at

the deaths of sultans and the not infrequent succession
crises and disputes which ensued. The sultans normally proclaimed during their own lifetime one of their
sons as heir (wall al-cahd), but their wishes did not
always prevail unchallenged, not only from
discontented Saldjuk princes who thought they had
claims to the throne (see above, sections II and III. 1)
but also from the rulers' widows and other female
relatives, pushing the claims of their own sons; this
was notoriously the case when Malik Shah died, and
his widow Terken Khatun unsuccessfully proclaimed
her own child Mahmud in Isfahan against Berk-yaruk
(see on the role of the women at this time of troubles,
Sanaullah, op. cit., 8-17; and, in general, for courts
and court life during the Saldjuk period, Bosworth,
EIr art. Courts and courtiers. Hi. In the Islamic period to the
Mongol conquest).
The means by which this power of the sultans was
exercised were, firstly, through the army and the coercive force which it could exert, and secondly, through
the civil administration of the empire controlled by a
series of dtwdns, both of which were, of course, interconnected through the overriding need for the provision of finance for them. By Malik Shah's time the army's main strength lay in its professional troops, in
part supported by iktdcs but to a significant extent still
paid directly in cash from the royal treasury (cf.
Nizam al-Mulk, Siydsat-ndma, § 23). Its nucleus was
the force of slave ghuldm and freedmen troops, a large
proportion of whom, though not all, were Turks. Supplementing this were the free troops, and here, as with
the slave core for an army, the Saldjuks were following
in the steps of other Middle Eastern imperial powers
like the Fatimids and Ghaznavids by recruiting from
a wide array of races. Nizam al-Mulk recommended
the employment of Daylamls, Khurasanls, Georgians
and Shabankara3! Kurds (Siydsat-ndma, § 24). This army was normally stationed in the capital with the
sultan himself; and according to Rawandl, the
number of cavalrymen was not allowed to fall below
46,000 (see M.F. Sanaullah, The decline of the Saljuqid
empire, Calcutta 1938, 18-35; Uzungarsih, op. cit., 5661; Bosworth, in Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 80-1; Lambton,
Continuity and change in medieval Persia, 4-14; GHULAM.
ii; and HARB. v).
Complementing the court's role in the running of
the state was the central administration, comprising
essentially the diwdn-i aHd, presided over by the
sultan's chief executive officer, the vizier. The vizier,
and the personnel of his bureaux, were normally
representatives of the Perso-Islamic secretarial class.
It is possible that, in the Saldjuk period, some of these
had received an education and training in the madrasas
(for which, see above, section IV. 1), although this
point requires further research. The vizier headed a
complex of diwdns, his intermediary and link with the
court being the wakil-i ddr (cf. al-Bundan, 93-4). The
diwdn-i aHd was above all responsible for the provision
of finance for the sultan and hence for the running of
the empire, and had component diwdns such as the
chancery, for official and diplomatic correspondence
(inshd7); the finance bureau, for the collection of
revenue and its allocation (istifd*); the bureau for
overseeing accounts and financial transactions (ishrdf);
and the department of the army (carcf), responsible for
the recruitment, payment and fighting calibre of the
troops. The heads of these component bureaux were
powerful officials in their own right, who not infrequently followed their own policies or had supporters
at court who might be at odds with the vizier. Other
high-ranking persons in the state, such as the sultans'
consorts and the queen-mothers and Saldjuk princes
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allotted appanages in the provinces, might have their
own households with miniature replicas of the central
diwdns (see Uzuncarsili, op. cit., 42-51; Lambton, in
Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 257 ff.).
Nevertheless, the vizier was a very powerful figure
throughout the Saldjuk period, with his position buttressed by the patronage which he exercised and the
opportunities which he had for self-enrichment
through confiscations, etc. He normally had his own
iktd^s, and an outstanding figure like Nizam al-Mulk
built up around himself what was in effect a private
army of mamluks and other retainers, the Nizamiyya
[ q . v . ] , who continued to play a significant role in
politics well after their master's death.
Justice and equity of an "administrative" or
"secular" kind was exercised through the sultan's
own mazdlim [q.v.] jurisdiction, both personally and
by delegation to special mazdlim courts. At the side of
these, the local kddis dispensed justice according to the
sharFa, and with the restatement of the relationship
between caliph and sultan (see above), the judges,
theoretically the deputies of the caliph and deriving
their spiritual jurisdiction from him, were in practice
appointed by the sultan and were salaried servants of
the sultanate, as were the khatibs [q.v.] or preachers
of the Friday sermon and the muhtasibs or market inspectors [see HISBA]. A chief judge of the empire, the
kddt-yi djumla-yi mamdltk, is mentioned under Alp
Arslan, with oversight of the religious law, of religious
buildings and of awkdf or pious trusts (which spread
considerably within the Saldjuk empire as a result of
benefactions from the great amirs, the atabegs and the
women in the ruling classes, see Lambton, Continuity
and change in medieval Persia, 149-51), but the mass of
judges were local officials in the towns of the empire
and thus served as a link between the central government and the local urban communities (see eadem, in
Camb. hist, of Iran, v, 269-72).
The cities and towns of Persia, c lrak, al-Djazira
and Syria seem in general to have flourished during
the 5th/llth century, doubtless benefiting from the
general internal peace in the years before Malik
Shah's death and having a resilience and continuity of
tradition which enabled them to function and to
prosper to a fair extent in the more troubled decades
of the 6th/12th century, when the Crusaders and
Ismacilis destabilised Syria, when al-Djazira and
western Persia were affected by the warfare among
rival Saldjuk princes and the atabegs, and when the
ascendancy of anarchic Oghuz tribesmen in
Khurasan and Kirman led to widespread looting and
devastation there, a foretaste of the worse disasters
which the arrival of the Mongols was to bring.
Whether there was in the 6th/12th century a distinct
decline in economic life, a deterioration of the status
and richness of the town bourgeoisies, technological
stagnation in construction and production methods,
and even a decrease of population, as was asserted by
E. Ashtor, requires further investigation (see his A
social and economic history of the Near East in the Middle
Ages, London 1976, 209-48). It is true that he adduces
an array of natural disasters, including earthquakes
and epidemics, from the chronicles of the Saldjuk
period, and it may be true that the alienation of land
as iktd^s, particularly after the weakening of the
sultan's power from Berk-yaruk's accession onwards,
reduced the amount of lands from which taxation
could be directly collected and drove the rulers into an
increased reliance on non-canonical taxes, mukus [see
MAKS). Yet as a counter to this, one may note that the
Saldjuk government, for its part, had an enduring interest in fostering, as far as possible, the economic
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well-being of the cities and towns, with their roles as
centres of craft production and of long-distance
trading, from which they derived so much of the taxation needed to run the empire. As Bulliet has observed, "given the desire on the part of the rulers to
preserve the commercial, urban character of Islamic
society, the cities were more important to the ruler
than the ruler was fo the cities" (The patricians of
Nishapur, 61).
As in other regions and at other times of the premodern age, the cities and towns of the Saldjuk empire had no corporate or autonomous life of their own
within the concept of divinely-dispensed authority in
Islam. But the local historians of cities and towns like
Nishapur, Bayhak, Harat, Isfahan and Shiraz certainly demonstrate the vitality of urban life at this
time and the cohesiveness and common interests of
their oligarchies, whether these comprised HanafTs,
ShaficTs or Hanbalis (and also, in Khurasan, Karramis). This class of ^ulamd^, merchants and other
notables largely monopolised such state offices as
those of kadi, khatib, etc. (see above). Above all, it was
from their ranks that there came the ra^is or mayor,
the mouthpiece of the town notables vis-a-vis the provincial and central government; and, since the relations between the towns and the ruling authority were
essentially financial, it was he who forwarded the taxation due from the town to the local diwdn. See, in
general, RA D IS. 1. and 2.; Bosworth, The Ghaznavids,
171 ff; Bulliet, op. cit., 66-8. For the duties of a ra^is
in Mazandaran and Gurgan in the second quarter of
the 12th century A.D., Lambton, The administration of
Sanjar's empire as illustrated in the c Atabat al-kataba,
383-7. For these institutions in Syria under Saldjuk
rule, A. Havemann, Ri^dsa und qadd^. Institutionen als
Ausdruck wechselnde Krdfteverhdltnisse in syrischen Stddten
vom 10. bis zum 12. Jahrhundert, Freiburg-im Breisgau
1975, and idem, The vizier and the ra^is in Saljuq Syria:
the struggle for urban self-representation, in IJMES, xxi
(1989), 233-42.
There were, of course, counterforces in the cities
and towns and in their agricultural hinterlands working against this urban group solidarity in the face of
external attackers or tyrannical government actions.
The ^asabiyydt or factional divisions noted by the
geographer al-Mukaddasi in the later 4th/10th century continued unabated throughout the Saldjuk
period, breaking out into violence when the absence
of external threat allowed such a luxury. The
chroniclers and the local historians mention the perennial clashes between Sunnls, above all, Hanbalis, and
Sh^I in Baghdad, and those between HanafTs, Shaficis
and Karramis, in varying combinations, in Nishapur,
Bayhak, Harat and other towns of Khurasan. The
Saldjuk sultans themselves, by their enthusiastic
adoption of the HanafT madhhab and by the efforts of
their servants, from the cAmid al-Mulk al-Kundurl
[q.v.] onwards, to further the cause of Hanafism (see
above, section IV. 1), probably stimulated rather than
stilled such passions, as various items of information
in the sources suggest. In the course of HanafT-ShaficT
riots at Nishapur during Sandjar's reign, seventy
people from the former group were killed. In the reign
of sultan Mascud b. Muhammad, a powerful group of
the Turkish commanders, fiercely HanafT, persecuted
and expelled Shaficl ^ulamd* and other local notables
adhering to Shaficism in Baghdad, Rayy and Isfahan,
to the point that some of these last made politic conversions to Hanafism, whilst a purge of the Shaficls at
Isfahan in 542/1147-8 caused fitna there (al-Husaynl,
125-6; al-Bundarl, 193-4, 220-1). Towards the end of
Sandjar's reign and shortly afterwards, it was, accord-
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ing to Rawandl, internal factional feuding, rather
than the ravages of the Oghuz, which really consummated the ruin of the city (cited in Bulliet, The
political-religious history of Nishapur in the eleventh century,
90-1). This last author has put forward the view that,
earlier on, Nizam al-Mulk was endeavouring to
restore the balance in Nishapur by favouring the less
powerful Shaficls there against the dominant HanafTs
by his founding ofmadrasas, his Nizamiyyas, for which
he personally retained the right of appointing the professors (The patricians of Nishapur, 72-4; and see above,
section IV. 1); but not long after this, both of these
madhhabs were uniting in Nishapur against the Karramiyya (see Ibn al-Athir, ed. Beirut, x, 251, year
488/1095).
Another divisive element in certain cities and towns
of the Saldjuk empire at this time was that of the
tyydrs [q.v.] or mobsters. Baghdad, the Syrian towns
and those of Khurasan suffered especially badly, but
there is reason to believe that towns elsewhere had
similar problems, conceivably evidence of some
underlying social-political malaise in them such as the
exclusion of sections of the urban populace from participation in higher municipal affairs; but this is conjecture. Outbreaks of ^ayydr violence were a matter of
concern for the urban authorities, who alone could
take steps to curb it; hence when, at Bayhaq, ^ayydrs
took advantage of the relaxation of central authority
in the state after Malik Shah's death in 485/1092, one
of the town's numerous and influential body of
Sayyids organised, at his own expense, a police force
of citizens and their slaves against unruly elements
(Ibn Funduk, Ta\ikh-i Bayhak, ed. Bahmanyar, 2745; cf. J. Aubin, L 'aristocratic urbain dans I'Iran seldjukide:
l'exemple de Sabzavar, in Melanges Rene Crozet, Poitiers
1966, 328).
As the secular counterparts of the caliphs, the Sunn!
Saldjuk sultans had an obligation to further Islamic
learning within their dominions. The role of them and
their servants in the movement for founding madrasas,
mosque- and shrine-colleges, etc., has been outlined
above, in section IV. 1. The sultans of the first two or
three generations were probably illiterate, and undoubtedly so in Persian and Arabic; it must be
remembered that Malik Shah was the first monarch
not to grow up purely in the Oghuz tribal environment. Barthold (Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion3,
308) thought that Sandjar remained illiterate all his
life, but this requires further investigation. By the
6th/12th century, however, various of the sultans in
western Persia and clrak are praised in the sources for
their culture and education. Thus Anushirwan b.
Khalid, who is severely condemnatory about
Mahmud b. Muhammad's policies, nevertheless
praises him for his fine Arabic scholarship, his
knowledge of poetry and adab, history and sira; and
among the Saldjuk amirs of Kirman of this century,
Arslan Shah and Muhammad Shah encouraged
scholarship by providing bursaries for students, pensions for thefukahd\ etc. (al-Bundari, 156; Muhammad b. Ibrahim, 25-6, 29).
Concerning the non-Muslim population of the empire, mentions of the dhimmts, Jews, Christians and
Zoroastrians, become sparser in the Saldjuk period
than for the preceding ones, e.g. the Buy id period.
The Christians were still, however, strong in clrak
and al-Djazira and in such western Persian provinces
as Khuzistan and Fars and the city of Isfahan, and the
c
Abbasids and the Saldjuk sultans in Baghdad used
the services extensively of Jews and Christians for the
traditional pursuits of these last, such as administration and the practice of medicine. Despite mention

still of a metropolitan for the Christians of Fars in the
early Saldjuk period, the western Persian communities of Christians and of Zoroastrians (the latter
of whom were an important element in Buyid Fars),
seem to have fallen into decline, the prelude to the
eventual disappearance of the Christians, at least,
there. The Christians of c lrak, on the other hand remained numerous and vigorous, and influential
enough in public life to bring down on their heads
sporadic Muslim persecution. Thus the caliph's vizier
Abu Shudjac al-Rudhrawarl [q.v.] in 484/1091
drastically enforced the discriminatory laws against
dhimmis [see GHIYAR], bringing about the conversion
to Islam of the Christian head of the caliph's diwdn alinshd^, Abu Sacd Ibn al-Mawsilaya and of his nephew,
the sahib al-khabar Abu Nasr Hibat Allah (al-Bundarl,
78; Ibn al-Athir, x, 186). In the east, the metropolitan
of Marw was still the most important dignitary of the
Nestorian Church in Khurasan, and a bishop of Tus
is mentioned as late as 1279; Abu Sacld b. Abi '1Khayr of Mayhana (see above, section IV. 1) is said
to have converted large numbers of Christians at
Nishapur around the time of the change from Ghaznawid to Saldjuk rule in the city (see Bosworth, The
Ghaznavids, 200-2).
Jewish communities existed in most of the cities of
Saldjuk Persia and c lrak, often with a special quarter
of their own, sometimes specifically called the
yahudiyya, and spiritually they were under the headship of the Resh Galutha. Special areas of concentration were the towns of Fars and Khuzistan and in
Isfahan, and towns like Ahwaz and Shushtar had colonies of the RadhanI merchants [see AL-RADHANIYYA].
The Spanish Jewish traveller during later Saldjuk
times, Benjamin of Tudela (1179), mentions as Jewish
centres in western Persia Susa, Hulwan, Hamadhan,
Isfahan and Shlraz, whilst in the east of Persia (which
Benjamin did not visit), there were important communities in Marw, Harat and Balkh (this last having
& yahudiyya quarter and being known as a resort of RadhanI merchants) which sent substantial financial
contributions back to Mesopotamia (see W.J. Fischel,
The Jews of Central Asia (Khorasan) in mediaeval Hebrew
and Islamic literature, in Historiajudaica, New York, vii
[1945], 35-42).
It is hard to find concrete information on trade and
economic life within the Saldjuk empire. The rich
geographical and travel literature in Arabic and then
Persian of the 3rd-4th/9th-10th centuries dwindles almost to nothing during the Saldjuk period, and there
is a general paucity of information in the historical
sources. One region about which we know a certain
amount is Kirman and eastern Persia, from items
mentioned by the local historians of Kirman and
noted above in section III. 3. They reveal the existence of an important trade route from the Persian
Gulf and the Gulf of Oman shores northwards
through Kirman to Kuhistan and Khurasan, a trade
which had international ramifications, since Hindus
and Greeks are mentioned as amongst the merchants
at the trading suburb of Kumadin (the Camadi of
Marco Polo, through whose ruined site he passed in
the later 7th/13th century, see Yule and Cordier, The
book of Ser Marco Polo3, London 1903, i, 97-9) outside
Djiruft in Kirman, where there were extensive
warehouses for storing goods in transit (Muhammad
b. Ibrahim, 49). At the northern end of this trade
route, Nishapur was the great emporium of Khurasan
at this time, certainly up to the Ghuzz sackings of the
second half of the 6th/12th century. It was probably
the main centre in the Great Saldjuk state for the minting of the Saldjuks' gold coinage, judging by the
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number of extant dinars which were minted there (see
further, below, section VIII. 1), and although information is regrettably lacking, it must have continued,
as it did in Samanid and Ghaznawid times, to have
commercial contacts with the Central Asian steppe
lands and beyond.
The southern end of the route, running down to the
Gulf of Oman and across it, connected the eastern
Persian world with the Arabian one. Al-Mukaddasi,
321, had noted that the name of Ka^in, in Kuhistan,
had a great renown in c Uman; at the beginning of the
Saldjuk period, the traveller Nasir-i Khusraw [q.v.]
found that transactions at Faladj in central Arabia
were done in the dinars of Nlshapur (Safar-namd, ed.
Muhammad Dabir-Siyaki, Tehran 1335/1956, 106,
tr. W.M. Thackston, Ndser-e Khosraw 's Book of Travels,
Albany 1986, 85). The Kufs or KuficI bandits who
had been such a menace to commerce and to travellers
along the edges of the central Great Desert of Persia
in the Buyid period [see KUFS] seem to have been
mastered by Kawurd, who also took measures against
another predatory people of the region, the Baluc; and
Nasir-i Khusraw, again, found that the amir of Tabas
(al-Tamr) in the eastern part of the Great Desert, Abu
'1-Hasan GllakI, had established perfect security in a
region formerly terrorised by the Kufs who must, in
any case, have been pushed back southwards by the
incoming bands of Oghuz (op. cit., 124-5, tr. 99-100).
Kawurd further extended his power across the sea into
c
Uman, thereby controlling both sides of the lower
Gulf (Muhammad b. Ibrahim, 8-10; cf. above, section III. 3). This northwards-southwards-running
trade route through eastern Persia was thus of prime
importance all through the Saldjuk period as the link
between the Indian Ocean shores and the Arabian
peninsula with Khurasan and Central Asia, and its
significance continued to be recognised by the
Kh w arazm Shah cAla:> al-Dln Muhammad [q. v.}
when he annexed Kirman in the early 7th/13th century and in 611/1214-15 proclaimed his authority over
the ports of c Uman. Only did its importance decline
during the Mongol and Il-Khanid periods in favour of
a trade route further westwards and nearer the head
of the Persian Gulf (see Aubin, La mine de Siraf et les
routes du Golfe Persique, in Cahiers de civilisation medievale,
ii/3 [1959], 300-1).
This last route, on the other hand, had been in
eclipse during the Saldjuk period. The disappearance
of firm Buyid control in Pars allowed the
ShabankaraDI Kurds to become a destructive force
there as early as Alp Arslan's time, one which the
governors deputed to govern the province for the
Saldjuks, such as the atabeg Cawuli SakaDu, did much
to curb without, however, eliminating the problem
completely, so that the prosperity of Fars in Saldjuk
times had many ups and downs. A further element of
disruption within the Gulf was caused by the pirates
of the island of Kays [q.v.]. Hence formerly
flourishing ports of Fars on the northern shore of the
Gulf, such as Siraf [q.v.] and Nadjiram, which had
had an international trade, as entrepots for South and
South-East Asian products destined for the central
lands of the caliphate, fell into decline in the later
5th/llth century, despite efforts to revive their prosperity by the Saldjuk governor of Fars, the atabeg
Rukn al-Dawla Khumartigin (Ibn al-Balkhl, Fdrsndma, ed. Le Strange, 136-7, tr. idem, Description of the
province of Fars in Persia ..., London 1912, 41-3, also in
Sir Arnold Wilson, The Persian Gulf, London 1928, 946). What remained of the once great port of Siraf now
had only a local commercial role to play, probably as
a centre for pearl-fishing. The towns on or near the
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route going inland from the Gulf shores to western
Persia were accordingly affected too, and Shiraz
during the Saldjuk period shrank from its peak of size
and splendour as the Buyid amir cAdud al-Dawla's
[q.v.] capital, and now had only a small area enclosed
by a wall against the Shabankara and the Turkmens,
with much of its former area ruinous; another fairly
important town of Fars, Kazarun, had suffered
similarly (Ibn al-BalkhT, 132-4, 145-6, tr. 36-8, 55-6).
It was only in the Il-Khanid and Muzaffarid periods
that Shiraz revived completely (see Aubin, op. cit.,
297-9; SHIRAZ; SIRAF).
We have virtually no information about trade along
the great, historic highway across Persia from c lrak
either via the more northerly Hamadhan route or the
more southerly Isfahan one to Rayy and Khurasan,
although this must have continued to be a major commercial artery between the central Islamic lands and
the northeastern fringes of the Islamic world, even
after the comparative peace within the Saldjuk empire
up to Malik Shah's death had been brought to an end
by fairly continuous fighting in Djibal, Kurdistan and
Luristan during the ensuing succession disputes. We
do know, however, that the great cities along this
route continued to thrive. Hamadhan [q.v.] was a
lively trade centre with a prosperous agricultural
hinterland, and in the later decades of the 6th/12th
century served as the sultans' capital. Rayy [q.v.] was
taken over by Toghril Beg in 434/1042-3 from the
Turkmen leader Ibrahim Inal when the former came
westwards from Khurasan, becoming his capital for a
while, and the city flourished for the next halfcentury; fine dinars were minted there by Toghril.
Alp Arslan and Malik Shah. After 485/1092, however, the internecine warfare had deleterious effects
on the city's prosperity; from this date, the Saldjuk
coins minted there become sparser and almost dry up,
being of feeble quality, reflecting the degeneration of
the coinage (see G.C. Miles, The numismatic history of
Rayy, New York 1938, 196-217. The standard of the
coinage is, of course, concrete evidence of the health
or otherwise of the economy in general; for a consideration of the Great Saldjuks' coins, see below, section VIII. 1). It is Isfahan [q.v.] that we are best informed about. It finally passed into Toghril's
possession from the Kakuyids in 443/1051, and the
sultan immediately put in hand measures for its
revival after the preceeding years of warfare. Hence
on his homeward journey in 444/1052, Nasir-i
Khusraw found it in a highly flourishing state, wih
busy markets, including a bazaar for the moneychangers with 200 shops and fifty khans in one street
alone, whilst the caravan with which he travelled
brought 300 assloads of goods (Safar-ndma, 123, tr.
98). Toghril moved thither his capital from Rayy, and
the city continued till the death of Muhammad b.
Malik Shah to be a favoured centre for the sultans,
directly administered by them and not granted out to
one of their servants or commanders (Mafarrukhl, K.
Mahdsin Isfahan, ed. Sayyid Djalal al-Dln Tihranl,
Tehran 1312/1933, 101 ff; and see, in general, on the
cities of Persia at this time, Lambton, Aspects ofSaljuqGhuzz settlement in Persia, 116-20).
One result of the general healthiness of the
economies of the cities of Persia and of the countryside
during the 5th/llth century at least seems to have
been a buoyant revenue accrueing from the lands of
the empire, comparing favourably both with the
preceding Buyid period and certainly with the succeeding Mongol and Il-Khanid ones. We have no
global figures stemming from the Saldjuk period itself,
but the late Il-Khanid period writer Hamd Allah
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MustawfT states, from a lost Risdla-yi Malik Shahi,
that the total revenue of the empire was in that
sultan's time 215 million red gold dinars, the
equivalent of rather more than 500 million of his
own time but in fact a much higher figure than that
during Il-Khanid times (cited in Lambton, op. cit.,
120-1).
Bibliography: Given in the article. There are no
full-scale works devoted to Saldjuk social and
economic history, nor any chapters on them in
Camb. hist, of Iran, v, but for administration, A.K.S.
Lambton's magistral chapter The internal structure of
the Saljuq empire, in ibid., 203-82, provides a detailed
account, to be supplemented now by Carla L.
Klausner, The Seljuk vezirate. A study of civil administration 1055-1194, Cambridge, Mass. 1973,
and Bulliet's The patricians of Nishapur. Also, Lambton's Continuity and change in medieval Persia, whilst
covering a wider expanse of Persian history than
just the Saldjuk period, nevertheless contains much
important material on Saldjuk administration, land
tenure and social conditions. The question of
patronage, loyalty, clientship, etc. in the Saldjuk
empire has recently been examined by A. Jurado
Aceituno, La "hidma" selyuqi: la red de relaciones de
dependencia mutua, la dindmica del poder y las formas de
obtencion de los beneficios, diss. Universidad
Autonoma de Madrid 1994, unpubl.
2. In Anatolia
The Saldjuk administration in Anatolia was
probably less developed and certainly less extensive in
its sphere of operations than that of the Great
Saldjuks. The rulers depended on secretaries and officials from the Saldjuk lands further east, essentially
of Perso-Islamic culture, for any existing, pre-Saldjuk
Greek or Armenian officials would have been of little
practical use, given their ignorance of Arabic and Persian and of the whole Islamic administrative tradition.
Hence the administration, like the culture of the Rum
Saldjuks, became strongly Persian in ethos. In the formative, earlier period, however, the possibility of extraneous influences from the earlier, Byzantine
civilisation should be considered, and the question
whether the Saldjuks and, after them, the Ottomans,
made use of Byzantine models or worked purely within the Perso-Islamic and/or native Turkish traditions,
has been much discussed by scholars.
The sultan's chief executive was the vizier, but
viziers never seem to have achieved the great power
and influence in the state which several of those of the
Great Saldjuks enjoyed, at least before the mid7th/13th century, when we then have the dominating
figure of the Parwdna Mucln al-Dln Sulayman [q. v.}
and other officials who had to act as intermediaries between the puppet sultans and their Mongol overlords.
The chancery in Konya generally used Persian for
correspondence, but Arabic was naturally of great importance e.g. for diplomatic relations with the Muslim
powers of Syria, Egypt and clrak; Ibn Bibi even mentions nutdr — notarioi, who were presumably used for
correspondence with Byzantine and other Christian
powers and, possibly, for contacts with the indigenous
Greek population of Anatolia. Also, Turkish must
have been necessary for communicating with the increasing numbers of Turks amongst the Anatolian
population, both in the towns and the countryside,
and, in particular, with the army, whose payment was
the responsibility of the central diwdn or one of its offshoots concerned with military affairs. When the
Karamanid Shams al-Dln Muhammad captured
Konya in 675/1277, he is said to have ordered that
Turkish only should be used in the chancery there [see

KARAMAN-OGHULLARI, at vol. IV, 620a], but this innovation cannot have lasted very long.
The army, although arising out of the Turkmen
bands which had raided across Anatolia from the
outset, came to be a much more ethnically-varied
force, not only because it contained Greeks and
Armenians who had been captured and enslaved
(although there is no sign of anything like the later Ottoman dewshirme [q.v.]), but also because companies of
foreign troops, sometimes vaguely characterised as
"Franks" (firang), were employed. The position is not
clear regarding these, but they may have been
mercenaries; for the 7th/13th century, Ibn Blbl speaks
of hired troops (djira-khwdr), apparently including
Khwarazmians. Armenians from Cilicia and Greeks
from Trebizond.
Connected with the idea of continuity or discontinuity of institutions in Saldjuk Anatolia, and the use
of local peoples in the state apparatus, is the topic of
the progress of Islamisation on the Anatolian plateau
and attendant problems raised by it. Islamisation was
clearly a gradual process, but exactly at what speed it
progressed, and with what degree of violence and
hardship for the indigenous peoples, are questions
which have been discussed by historians. Undoubtedly, the Greeks and Armenians suffered from the
uncontrolled raiding of barbaric Turkmens, often
themselves only imperfectly Islamised, and they were
exposed to the enslavement of their male children by
the Muslim conquerors. The remaining churches and
monasteries, cut off from their previous sources of
benefactions and revenues, became impoverished. In
general, there was some movement of the Christian
population from the central plateau to the maritime
fringes and to mountain areas, but of course, substantial Christian elements remained in the towns and
countryside of central and inland Anatolia right up to
the early 20th century and the exchange of Greek and
Turkish populations in an age of sharpened nationalisms. Between these peoples and incoming
Turkish groups some degree of intermarriage apparently took place, and contemporary Greek sources
speak of a new generation of Anatolians of mixed
ancestry, the mixovarvaroi, who could be found in the
forces of some Turkish chiefs. Such intermarriage,
added to the social and legal disadvantages of nonMuslims living under Islamic rule, must have
favoured a degree of conversion and must have contributed to some decline in the numbers of Christians
in Anatolia. Nevertheless, the situation of Christians
under Turkish rule appears to have been more
favourable than in the Arabo-Persian heartlands of
the Ddral-Isldm. The Saldjuk sultans of Rum retained
something of the tolerance towards, or indifference to,
other faiths which had characterised the Turks and
Mongols in their Inner Asian homelands; they themselves married Greek and Georgian princesses; churches and monasteries remained in their dominions,
and the Greek clergy found no difficulty in maintaining links with their Patriarchate in Constantinople. It
must always be remembered, too, that the Turks were
almost certainly still a minority within the lands they
ruled, so that the Greco-Armenian presence within
Anatolia remained a substantial one and may have
favoured a some degree of religious syncretism with
the local forms of Islam, a possibility explored by such
scholars as F.W. Hasluck and Fuad Kopriilu (see on
this, above, section IV. 2).
Economic and commercial life within the core lands
of the sultanate seems to have been flourishing, certainly by the early 7th/13th century. It was the frontier regions, where periodic fighting and raiding per-
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sisted, which suffered economic and social dislocation,
whereas the sultans had an obvious interest in promoting the agricultural prosperity of their dominions.
The taxes levied by the Saldjuk administration on the
Christian populace may conceivably have been lighter
than those of the retreating Byzantine fiscal system.
With the virtual Mongol takeover of the Saldjuk
sultanate in the later 7th/13th century, however, taxation on all classes must have increased perceptibly.
Anatolia had to pay tribute to support the Mongol army and administration there, and there there were various taxes whose names are known but whose exact
nature is unclear (e.g. balish, indju and dalay, although
indju seems to denote domains in Rum belonging to
the II Khanid state). As part of the great vizier to the
Mongols Rashid al-Dln Tablb's [q.v.] general financial re-ordering of the II Khanid empire in ca.
700/1300, an effort seems to have been made to
recover iktdcs [q. v.} which had been transformed into
milk [q. v. ] or private property under the later Saldjuk
sultans.
Despite these burdens, the lands of the sultanate
continued in general to prosper. As noted above,
during the first half of the 7th/13th century the sultans
secured access to the Mediterranean and the Black
Sea shores, and even made their presence felt as far
away as the Crimea (see above, section III. 5). There
was consequently a great fillip to internal trade and
the transit trade across Anatolia, signalled by a
perceptible building programme by the sultans, from
Kilic Arslan II in the later 6th/12th century onwards,
and by great men in the state, along the Anatolian
caravan routes, seen in bridges, caravanserails,
^imdrets and other facilities for travellers and merchants (see below, section VI. 2). The first tentative
trade agreements were made with European powers
like the Venetians, specifically in this case concerning
access to Mediterranean trade through Antalya
(610/1213 and 613/1216). At the same time, urban life
within the sultanate revived by the later 6th/12th century from its depressed state under the later Byzantines, and many towns received new or strengthened
walls, visible now in the walls of Alanya (those of
Konya only having disappeared in recent times).
Although the Saldjuk towns, almost all of them corresponding to their Byzantine and/or classical forerunners, had no more autonomy than the towns elsewhere in the Islamic world, they had a vigorous life,
accentuated by the melange of peoples and faiths within them. In the 7th/13th century we have mention of
such groups of mixed parentage called ikdish "crossbreeds", and of the akhis [ q . v . ] , whose importance in
almost all the towns of Anatolia was later to strike the
Moroccan traveller Ibn Battuta.
Bibliography: See that for section III. 5 above,
and especially Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey, 143 ff.,
314 ff., and Vryonis, The decline of medieval Hellenism
in Asia Minor. For administrative organisation, see
I.H. Uzungarsili, Osmanh devleti teskildtina medhal,
Istanbul 1941, 64-107, and for military organisation, ibid., 108-22, and A. Bombaci, The army of the
Saljuqs of Rum, in AIUON, xxxviii = N.S. xxviii
(1978), 343-69.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
VI. Art and a r c h i t e c t u r e
1. In Persia
This article will confine itself to the output of the
Saldjuk period in Persia, for that was the centre of
Saldjuk power; and while some Saldjuk rulers extended their authority far to the west, and even to the
north-east at times, their hold on this territory was
much more tenuous. Moreover, the visual arts in
Syria and c lrak between ca. 1000 and ca. 1220 fol-
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lowed their own path, in which local traditions played
a major role. For the art of the Saldjuks in Anatolia,
see section 2. below.
The importance of Saldjuk art within the broader
context of Islamic art as a whole lies in the way that
it established the dominant position of Persia; one
may compare the pivotal role of Italy in European art.
It also determined the future development of art in the
Persian world for centuries. In its own time its impact
was felt, either through the agency of the Saldjuks
themselves or through their successor states, from
Syria to Northern India. The period 1000-1220 set
benchmarks for all sorts of fields, from pottery and
metalwork to the arts of the book and architecture. It
is important to note that this time frame begins well
before the Saldjuk period and ends well after it, a
reminder that the chronology of artistic styles is often
out of phase with that of political history. A byproduct of this is that the overlap between Saldjuk art
and that of the Buyids, Ghaznawids, Ghurids,
Karakhanids and Kh w arazmshahs—to name only
some of the major stylistic groupings of the time—is
such that these dynastic labels are often unhelpful if
not downright misleading. The basic fact to bear in
mind is the existence of an artistic koine in the eastern
Islamic world between 1000 and 1220. That koine,
moreover, was at its most vigorous in the years of
Saldjuk decline and after the fall of the dynasty in
1194, and it owed much to the political unity imposed
by the Saldjuks on eastern and western Persia. It is to
this later period that the major technical advances of
Saldjuk art can be attributed. The period from ca.
1150 (the pen case of 542/1148 in the Hermitage provides a convenient point of departure) saw an unprecedented expansion of figural decoration, whether
in the form of narrative scenes (taken, for example,
from the Shdh-nama of Firdawsl), pictures of courtiers,
animals, zodiacal themes, and images from the socalled "princely cycle" featuring hunting, banqueting, music-making and the like. Long benedictory inscriptions in Arabic now become the norm in
the portable arts. Sculpture in stucco, ceramic and
metal now takes on a new importance.
The sheer productivity of these centuries in the
visual arts [see KHAZAF and MA C DIN] represents, in
comparison with the output of earlier centuries, a
quantum leap forward. With this increased
quantity—which is helped by a standardisation of
shapes—comes an expansion in patronage, which
now not only operates at court level but also has a new
popular dimension, perhaps an expression of widespread urban wealth deriving from a buoyant
economy. This art, then, reveals a cross-section of
contemporary society and its tastes; luxury and utility
KuPans, large royal and small provincial mosques,
expensive lustre or mind^i [q.v.] pottery and coarse
glazed ware reminiscent of folk art, elaborately inlaid
metalwork and virtually plain cast pieces. One can
identify numerous local schools, for example in architecture and ceramics. A natural by-product of this
intensive activity was a wide range of technical and
stylistic innovations. It must be remembered, however, that the picture is skewed, especially in the fields
of pottery and metalwork, by the massive scale of illegal excavations in Persia over the past hundred
years, for which there is no parallel in the rest of the
Islamic world. In other countries most of the comparable material is still in the ground. And the paucity
of detailed monographic studies of key objects and
buildings means that much basic information is still
either unavailable or inadequately contextualised.
Thus the originality of Saldjuk art is apt to be exag-
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gerated. In many cases, the artists of the Saldjuk
period (it is misleading to speak of "the Saldjuks" in
this connection) consolidated, and indeed at times
perfected, forms and ideas that had long been known.
In architecture one may cite the $-iwdn plan, the dome
chamber over the mihrdbm the mosque, and the tomb
tower; in Kuranic calligraphy, the apotheosis of the
"New Style" of Kufic, now integrated with lavish illumination; in metalwork, the technique of inlay
using several metals; and in painting, the development of the frontispiece. Above all, there is surprisingly little for which a source right outside the Persian
world can be posited. Although the Saldjuks themselves were Turks, it is hard to point to any specifically Turkish elements in the art of Persia and its eastern
provinces in the period under review. This seems to
point to the dominance of Persian artisans in the
visual arts. Parenthetically, one may note that the picture in Anatolia, where people of Turkish extraction
formed a larger proportion of the population, is
distinctively different; there, references to pagan
Turkish religious beliefs, funerary customs and royal
ceremonial are frequently encountered (see section 2.
below).
What of patronage? Only two pieces of Saldjuk
pottery made for a person of high rank, one an amir,
the other a vizier, are known, and the situation is little
better in the case of metalwork. The overwhelmingly
rich and varied production in these fields ought
presumably, therefore, to be attributed to patronage
exercised at a lower level of society, such as merchants, members of the leaned class and professional
people. Most of it was presumably made for the
market, though this would not exclude its use by those
of high rank. Architecture, involving as it did much
larger sums of money, is a different story altogether.
Inscriptions in mosques and mausolea mention the
Saldjuk sultans themselves (e.g. Malik Shah and
Muhammad), viziers (Nizam al-Mulk, Tadj alMulk), Turkish chieftains (the towers of Kharrakan),
army commanders (Urmiya) and numerous amirs
(Maragha, Mihmandust, Kazwln and Abarkuh).
Problems of prove nance have bedevilled the study
of the so-called "minor arts" in the Saldjuk period.
These problems have been exacerbated by the fact
that most of the known material has not been scientifically excavated and lacks inscriptions yielding solid
information on provenance. Confusing and contradictory information on this topic proliferates. The very
few securely provenanced pieces perforce act as a peg
on which to hang all manner of other pieces, and their
evidential value is simply not enough to justify this
practice. It is now generally accepted (thanks to O.
Watson) that virtually all lustre and mind^i wares—the
most expensive ceramics of the period—were made in
Kashan (though the distinctive heavy red body of
lustre tiles found in the Kirman area suggests local
production there), and this luxury ware was widely
traded, to judge by the sherding carried out by A.
Williamson and others. But conversely, many other
slightly less luxurious but still fine wares cannot be
securely associated with any one city or area, and they
might therefore have been produced in several places
independently (like the Samanid epigraphic ware of
the 10th century, which was produced in both
Samarkand and Nlshapur, and apparently in Marw
too). Similarly, the fact that the celebrated Bobrinski
bucket and the Tiflis ewer both bear an inscription
stating that they were made in Harat indicates that
fine inlaid metalwork was produced in that city, and
the occurrence of craftsmen's nisbas indicating
Khurasan! cities—Harat, Marw, Nlshapur—con-

firms the important role of this province in
metalwork. But it is not enough to justify the
wholesale attribution to Harat of wares that merely
share some of the features found on Haratl work. This
is particularly unlikely for metalwork that is technically simpler than the inlaid pieces, since the demand for
such simpler work must have been too widespread to
be catered for by a single production centre. But exactly where these other Persian workshops were
located must be determined by future research. The
astonishing range of forms encountered in Saldjuk
metalwork (including many derived from architectural forms) also points to numerous centres of production. It seems likely that some of the best craftsmen travelled widely to execute commissions, and
that fine pieces (e.g. of Kashan tilework) were shipped
over long distances. There is evidence too of a division
of labour in metalwork and lustreware that ensured a
higher level of quality overall. But the key question remains; scholarship has not yet established whether the
pockets of intense activity in a limited geographical
area have a wider significance for pan-Persian production or whether they reflect a well-developed specialisation confined to a given area.
Laboratory examination has yet to be used in a
systematic way on Saldjuk metalwork; the evidence
that it would provide on alloys, for instance, could
then be correlated with other factors—shape, technique, decoration—to create a more nuanced picture of
the various known types. In the current state of
knowledge it is safe to say that wares constructed from
sheet metal were made of brass while most others were
of quaternary alloy; true bronzes are uncommon.
The very few pieces of Saldjuk m e t a l w o r k in
silver point to a serious shortage of that metal which
became more critical as the 11th century advanced. It
was perhaps in part a result of the practice followed by
the Viking traders travelling along the great Russian
rivers, who hoarded the Islamic silver coins with
which they were paid for slaves, furs and amber and
who thus took the coins out of circulation. Indeed, the
gradual cessation of the minting of silver coins in Persia and Anatolia in this period, and their replacement
by copper dirhams, provides incontrovertible and, as
it were, statistical evidence of this trend, anecdotal
evidence of the survival or use of individual silver objects notwithstanding. Base metal had perforce to fill
the gap, but its value was greatly enhanced by the
practice of inlaying it with copper, silver, gold and a
bituminous black substance, the whole giving an effect of polychrome splendour. Thus fine craftsmanship did duty for precious metal. This technique with
its plethora of detail explains why such metalwork
now bore elaborate figural scenes; even inscriptions
took on human and animal form. These inlaid objects
survive in large quantities, probably because their
metal content (unlike that of silver and gold objects)
was not sufficiently valuable to be worth melting
down, whereas the intrinsic value of their top-quality
craftsmanship was obvious.
In ceramics, the earliest dated underglazepainted, lustre and mind^T wares are respectively
placed by their inscriptions to the years 562/1166,
575/1179 and 582/1186, and therefore all postdate the
death of the last Great Saldjuk ruler, Sandjar, in
552/1157. Conversely, in metalwork there are several
pieces dated between 455/1063 and 542/1148—i.e.,
truly in the Saldjuk period. The frequency of dated
ceramics (and many are signed) argues a higher status
for fine pottery than had previously obtained. A new
light body known as stone-paste or fritware was devised; it was made largely from ground quartz, with
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small quantities of ground glass and fine clay,
presumably an attempt by Islamic potters to imitate
the body of Chinese porcelain, though the necessary
evidence of trade with China is missing. Such pieces
were mostly moulded. Others belonged to categories
known as silhouette or double-shell wares and in
these, as in lakabi and other sgraffiato wares, much of
the decoration was incised with a knife or a pointed
object. Such incised wares continued a fashion well established before the Saldjuk period. Underglaze
painting in blue and black was also popular, as was a
type of translucent white ware, often pierced for
greater effect. Many of the more expensive wares bear
hurried cursive inscriptions in Persian love poetry of
mostly indifferent quality, and praise the maker of the
piece. Scientific analysis of pottery has successfully
differentiated between the original ceramic and
modern repairs to body and decoration alike, a crucial
distinction since virtually no mediaeval pieces have
remained intact.
A close connection existed between the most
elaborate wares and book painting, including
Kur^anic illumination, as shown by figural types, narrative strips and numerous stylistic features, while
many details of the shape and decoration of Saldjuk
ceramics—handles, stepped feet, imitation chains, incising, gilding, fluting—derive from metalwork.
Similarly, the ornamental sheen and decorative motifs
of Saldjuk metalwork reveal close familiarity with
manuscript illumination. All this points both to the interdependence of the arts in this period and to the existence of hierarchies within the visual arts.
The recent demonstration (Bloom, Blair and Wardwell, in Ars Orientalis, xxii [1992]) that the majority of
textiles once thought to be Buyid or Saldjuk are in
fact of modern manufacture has made it imperative to
submit all so-called Saldjuk silks to scientific tests, and
renders premature any art-historical enquiry into
them.
It is not possible to say much about book p a i n t i n g
in Saldjuk times, for the principal centre of production
in this period was clrak, which was then under the
control of the newly renascent caliphate [see TASWIR].
Thus clrakl painting, for all its stylistic affinities with
Saldjuk art, cannot be brought into the present discussion. The most likely condidate to represent the largely vanished art of Saldjuk book painting is the verse
romance Warka wa Gulshdh, written in Persian by the
poet c AyyukI and signed by the painter cAbd alMu D min al-Khuyl. This suggests a provenance in
north-west Persia, but Anatolia is a distinct possibility
too. The manuscript (in the Topkapi Sarayi library in
Istanbul) has 70 brightly coloured illustrations in strip
format against a plain coloured or patterned ground,
with figural types of the kind familiar in mina^i pottery, but with an unexpected additional feature: obtrusive animals which have been shown by
Daneshvari to have iconographic significance, for example as symbolic and prophetic references to the action. A fragment of al-Suft's treatise Fixed stars in the
Bodleian Library, Oxford (ms. Or. 133), undated and
unprovenanced but probably of the 13th century,
might be of Persian origin. But for all the paucity of
the surviving material, the clear dependence of both
fine ceramics and fine metalwork on manuscript
painting and illumination shows clearly enough the
high profile which the arts of the book enjoyed in the
Saldjuk period. And book painting in Mesopotamia
after the fall of the Saldjuk dynasty often has marked
Persian features, a factor which suggests the existence
of an earlier pan-Salg!juk school of painting in which
distinctions between clrak and Persia were perhaps
not very significant.
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Several fine Saldjuk K u r ^ a n s have survived [see
KHATT]. They include dated examples in Mashhad
(466/1073), Tehran (485/1092 and 606-8/1209-11),
Philadelphia (559/1164; produced in Ramadan) and
London (582/1186), as well as examples which slightly
pre-date the advent of the Saldjuks (London,
427/1036 and Dublin, 428/1037). There are also
numerous undated but probably Saldjuk examples in
Dublin, Paris, Istanbul, Tehran and London, to say
nothing of parts of KuPans or individual leaves in
dozens of collections throughout the world. Saldjuk
Kur'ans are notable for their magnificent full-page or
double-page frontispieces and colophon pages, often
of pronounced geometric character, with script in
panels taking a prime role. They are known both in
naskhiand in "New Style", otherwise known as "East
Persian", Kufic. There is a substantial variation in
scale—from small one-volume Kur'ans measuring 12
by 10 cm to large ones of 41 by 28 cm and there are
some in 30 or 60 parts, large and small, each part with
its own frontispiece. The discrepancy in size and
layout extends to the number of lines per page, which
varies from 2 to 20, and to the scale, quantity and
placing of illumination. The task of establishing dates
and provenances for this ample material, and devising
working categories for it, has only just begun.
In a r c h i t e c t u r e even more than in other fields the
dividing line, so far as style is concerned, between
what is defmably Saldjuk and what precedes that
period is very hard to draw, though the Mongol invasion and the architectural vacuum that followed it
means that there is a distinct break in continuity after
ca. 1220. A few examples will make this clear. The
characteristic minarets of Saldjuk type—lofty, cylindrical, set on a polygonal plinth and garnished with
inscription bands and geometric brick patterning—
are known from at least as early as the 1020s
(Damghan, Simnan). Of the two standard types of
Saldjuk mausoleum, the tomb tower perhaps reached
its apogee in the Gunbad-i Kabus, dated 397/1006-7
[<?.#.], while the other type, the domed square, is
already brought to a pitch of perfection in the socalled "Tomb of the Samanids" in Bukhara, datable
before 943. That building also exhibits a highly
developed style of brick and terracotta ornament.
Similarly, such standard features of Saldjuk architecture as the trilobed squinch and the pishtdk [q. v. ] are
already to be encountered in the 10th century
(mausoleum of Arab-Ata, Tim). The same
phenomenon can be detected in other art forms, for
example in sgraffiato pottery or the continuity of ring
and dot decoration from pre-Saldjuk to Saldjuk
metalwork; and while the quantity and range of architectural tilework is indisputably a "Saldjuk"
phenomenon, its roots in Islamic monuments lie as far
back as Samarra.
The distinctive Saldjuk contribution lies rather in
the final establishment of several of the classical forms
of Persia architecture and in the capacity of Saldjuk
artists to draw out the utmost variety from these
types. Mosques with one, two, three or four iwdns
are known, and the \-iwan plan receives its classic formulation in association with an open courtyard and a
monumental domed chamber; a hierarchy of size distinguished major iwdns from minor ones [see MASDJID
I.H]. The Friday Mosques of Zawara, Ardistan and
above all Isfahan, are outstanding examples of this
trend. Saldjuk domed chambers are characterised by
external simplicity, with a frank emphasis on the exterior zone of transition, now reduced to powerful
contrasting geometric planes, while the interior is
dominated by a highly elaborate transition zone (in
the Isfahan area this made a leitmotif of the trilobed
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arch) whose depth, energy and rhythmical movement
has as its foil the austere, low-relief articulation
vouchsafed to the lower walls and to the inner dome
itself. But other Saldjuk mosque types, such as the
free-standing domed chamber or the arcaded hall, are
also known.
In mausolea [see TURBA], the pishtdk was
developed from a simple salient porch to a great
screen which conferred a grandiose facade on the
building behind it (Tus, Sarakhs). The originally simple formula of the domed square underwent other major changes too, notably in the development of a
gallery zone (Sangbast), engaged corner columns
(Takistan, Hamadan), and double dome (mausoleum
of Sultan Sandjar, Marw). Lofty tomb towers proliferated across northern Persia, many of them built as
secular memorials for amirs and others of high rank,
though some have mihrdbs and therefore served at least
in part a religious purpose. Their form varied: some
were square, cylindrical or flanged but most had 7 , 8 ,
10 or 12 sides, with inner domes crowned by conical
or polyhedral roofs. Their form was well suited to the
development of brick ornament, for it ensured a constant change of plane and therefore much variety in the
play of shadow. Here, too, some of the earliest uses of
glazed tilework are to be found.
The impressive sequence of some 40 Saldjuk
minarets [see MANARA. 1] comprises all manner of
structural variations, including single or double staircases with or without a central column, flaring corbelled balconies, three-tier elevations, shafts articulated
by flanges and engaged columns, and—an innovation
destined to have a long history in Persian
architecture—the double minaret flanking a portal,
whether this was the entrance to a building or the kibla
iwdn. Thus the minaret came to have a symbolic
rather than a strictly liturgical role. They also occur as
free-standing monuments unrelated to other
buildings, and in such cases seem to have functioned
as land-locked lighthouses.
No Saldjuk palaces survive in good condition,
though excavations have revealed the ground plan of
the 4-iivdn palace at_Marw and the palatial kiosk of
Kalca-yi Dukhtar in Adharbaydjan still stands despite
its ruined state. But the palaces of Tirmidh, Ghazna
and Lashkar-i Bazar, all yielding abundant decoration, belong to much the same cultural sphere even
though they are linked to Samanid and Ghaznawid
rulers respectively. The same situation applies in the
case of the madrasa, a particularly serious deficiency
given the unambiguous testimony of the literary
sources that such buildings were erected throughout
the Saldjuk empire [see MADRASA. III]. Controversial
remains at Khargird, Tabas, Rayy, Samarkand and
near Sayot in Tadjkistan (Kh w adja Mashhad) permit
no clear statement as to the form of the madrasa in
Saldjuk times. The luxuriously embellished and largely ruined Shah-i Mashhad of 571/1175-6 in
GhanHstan, identified by its inscription as a madrasa,
is a Ghurid foundation, while the building at Zuzan,
dated 615/1218-19 and also identified epigraphically
as a madrasa, was erected by a governor of the
Khwarazm Shahs. Taken together, their awesome
scale and magnificence suggest that the madrasas of the
Persian world in this period far outshone those from
other Islamic territories.
Several caravansarais datable to the Saldjuk
period are known; four of them—Ribat-i Malik, Day a
Khatun, Ribat-i MahT and Ribat-i Sharaf—bear
lavish decoration. Indeed, Ribat-i Sharaf [q.v.; probably 508/1114-5, repaired 549/1154-5], with its huge
double courtyard plan (repeated at Akce Kalca in

Turkmenistan) is a museum of contemporary
decorative techniques. This splendour, when linked to
its location astride the main road from Marw to
Nlshapur, makes it plausible that this building served
as a royal stopover. Most Saldjuk caravansarais, however, are built for use rather than display, with rubble
masonry, strong fortifications and minimal comfort.
In many of these buildings the prescriptive power of
the 4-iwdn plan made itself felt.
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(R. HILLENBRAND)
2. In Anatolia
N.B. Buildings and objects with dated inscriptions
are indicated thus: *. TIEM = Turk ve Islam Eserleri
Muzesi (Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art),
Istanbul.
(a) Architecture and its decoration.
A general survey of the art and architecture of
Anatolia in the Saldjuk period necessarily involves
both the Sultanate of Konya (ca. 1118-1308) and its
provincial capitals and the Turcoman amirates which
were subdued and more or less incorporated into it
during the reigns of Kaykawus I and Kaykubad I
[q.vv. ], among them the Danishmendids, the
Saltukids, the Mengudjukids, and the AyyubidArtukid confederation which Kaykubad I defeated at
the battle of Yassf Cimen (1230). These all had, however, their own traditions which were often locally
persistent. This complicates a purely linear treatment
of their art and architecture.
Building typology. The architecture of Saldjuk
Anatolia is typologically very rich. Extant or recorded
buildings include not only mosques, madrasas and
khdnkdhs but also hospitals (notably at Kayseri
602V1205-6, Sivas 614*71217-8 and Divrigi
626*71228-9) and tomb-towers and other mausolea
(turbe, kumbed); and secular buildings—palaces, fortifications, dockyards, caravansarays, bridges, baths
and even thermal establishments (kaplldja), as at Ilgm,
from which an inscription of 666/1267-8 in the name
of the vizier Fakhr al-Din CA1I (Sahib Ata) was
recorded.
Mosques and complexes. A persistent plan for
Great Mosques, possibly inherited from the
Danishmendids, is basilical, as at Sivas and Kayseri
(both later 12th century), sometimes with a flat roof
on wooden columns (cf. Otto-Dorn, 1959). The
minarets of this early date are brick and tend to be exaggeratedly tall. Later 13th century minarets, such as
the Burmah Minare at Amasya (c. 640/1242-3) and
the Ince Minare at Konya (P663/1264-5; Meinecke,
1976, ii, no. 78) in its original two-tiered form, also
tend to height, though they are mostly in stone.
The evidence for complexes (kiilliyes [q.v. ]), foundations including buildings of diverse functions, which
in Ayyubid Syria and Egypt had become standard by
the early 13th century, is less good in Anatolia, largely

because, with exceptions like the Great Mosque and
Hospital at Divrigi and the foundation of Huant
(Khwand) Hatun at Kayseri (Shawwal 635*/MayJune 1238; cf. Akok, 1968), mosques, madrasas and
baths may have been adjacent but were not integrated
structures, so that substantial parts could well have
disappeared without damage to the rest. Funerary
foundations, with the pyramidal or conical roof of a
mausoleum clearly visible from the exterior, also appear to have been less common than in Ayyubid
Syria: among the exceptions are the Citadel Mosque
at Konya (616-17/1219-21) replacing a mosque of
Mascud I (d. 550/1155), which contains two mausolea
with the tombs of the Sultans of Rum (Kaykawus I is
buried, however, in the hospital he founded at Sivas
[614V1217-8]); the hospital at Divrigi (626V1228-9)
and the complex of Huant (Khwand) Hatun at
Kayseri (Shawwal 635*/May-June 1238). The
mosque of the vizier Fakhr al-Dm CA1I (656V1258; cf.
Meinecke, 1976, ii, no. 79) was augmented by a
khdnkdh (668*/1269-70; cf. Meinecke, 1976, ii, nos. 79
and 89) which on his death was partially transformed
into a family mausoleum. Many other monuments
contain provision for a mausoleum, even if they have
no burials, but they are unmarked architecturally and
may well have been afterthoughts.
Mausolea. The vast majority of mausolea are
isolated tomb-towers. Despite marked local variation
in decoration, their construction is basically standard,
a pyramidal or conical drum with a pyramidal or conical roof on a raised square podium which houses the
crypt. The interior often contains a mihrdb, not
necessarily because prayers were to be said there but
to orient the burial. These tiirbes or kiimbeds derive
from the brick tomb-towers of later-12th century
Djibal, as at Nakhciwan [q.v.] and Maragha [0.0.],
though they are virtually all of cut stone without any
tilework. Many are anonymous but those which bear
inscriptions are generally of amirs or high-born ladies.
In the cemeteries of Ahlat (Gabriel and Sauvaget,
1940; Karamagarah, 1972) they occur alongside conventional inhumations with a cenotaph and head- and
foot-stones. Another monumental tomb-type is the socalled Gomeg Hatun Turbe at Konya (late 13th century; cf. Meinecke, ii, no. 86), an open iwdn built over
a crypt and with traces of tile decoration on the
facade. Such tombs remain quite common in the
Kayseri area.
Fortifications. The building or restoration of fortifications by the Saldjuk sultans of Konya closely
follows the unification of their territories, particularly
in the reigns of Kaykawus I and Kaykubad I as they
subjugated the smaller Turcoman amirates and expanded into Byzantine territory. These include the
walls of the city and Citadel of Konya (600V1203-4,
610*71213-4 and 618/1221-2); Sinop (Rabi* II
612*/July 1215), Antalya (Djumada I 617VJuly
1220, 622*71225-6, 626*71228-9 and 642*71244-5)
and the Citadel of Kayseri (621*71224-5). The walls
and Citadel of Sivas were probably restored early in
the reign of Kaykubad I, and after his capture of Erzurum in 1230 its walls also were restored. The latest
of his Turcoman rivals to build or restore their walls
were the Mengudjukids at Divrigi (inscriptions of
634*71236-7, 640*71242-3, 650*71252-3 and 652*/
1254-5), long after they had accepted Saldjuk
suzerainty, and indeed when they had passed under
Mongol overlordship. The most imposing structures
were at Konya (Bombaci, 1969), but Sarre (1936; and
cf. Laborde, 1836) pointed out that they were the
walls not of the city but of Kaykubad I's palacecitadel, hence for show rather than defence. The most
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important fortifications are therefore those of
Alanya/cAla°iyya [q.v.] (623-9*71226-31; cf. Rice and
Seton Lloyd, 1958) with a 5-bay naval dockyard (tersdne), unique among extant Islamic naval installations. This is attached by a curtain wall to the principal tower, the Kizil Kule, which bears the signature
of an engineer Abu '1-CAH b. Abi '1-Radja0 b. alKattanl al-Halabf, whose name also appears on the
walls of Sinop, refortified in 1215*.
Palaces. Of the pavilion (kofk) on the Citadel at
Konya, a brick construction with mud-brick core,
nothing survives, but a photograph of 1895 shows its
upper floor corbelled out over a projecting rectangular
tower of a line of inner walls and with an open arch
showing the remains of a tile revetment on the exterior. This bore an inscription in the name of Kilidj
Arslan, in Sarre's view (1936) of the fourth ruler of
that name (655-63/1257-65 [q.v.]). Tile remains from
the inner rooms include mind^i tiles with human
figures. Excavations are still continuing at the palace
of Kubadabad [q. v. ] on Lake Bey^ehir and have so far
revealed a complex plan, with a central four-iwdn cour
d'honneur, a mosque (633*71235-6), baths, a quay
and a small dockyard (tersdne), and a game reserve.
Khdns. One of the most striking features of
Anatolian Saldjuk architecture is the chains of
caravansarays roughly 25 km/16 miles, one day's
march, apart [see KHAN], linking the principal cities of
the Sultanate of Rum, in particular Antalya, Egridir
and Konya; Konya and Afyon Karahisar; Konya and
Denizli; Konya, Ak Saray and Kayseri; Kayseri and
Sivas; Kayseri and Malatya; and Malatya, Sivas,
Amasya and Sinop. No urban khans of the Saldjuk
period are preserved.
Though the earliest caravansarays date to the late
12th century, the capture of Antalya (1207) and the
annexation of Sinop (1215) by Kaykawus I were
essential preliminaries to developing them as chains.
Their principal function was evidently to service the
north-south overland trade of strategic exports such as
timber and Kipcak slaves from the Crimea to Antalya, whence they made their way by sea to the
Ayyubid states of Syria and Egypt, and to levy transit
taxes on international trade. The peak period of foundations, 1230-45, follows hard upon the completion_of
the fortifications of Antalya. The Sultan Han near Ak
Saray (Radjab 626*/June 1229) and the contemporary Sultan Han near Kayseri may well have been
purposely built as halts for Kaykubad I on his progresses from city to city, but these, like the smaller
khdns, were also convenient for pilgrims on the hadjdj
or for inter-urban trade, and in time of war could be
used for garrisons or as refuges. Inexplicably, the
east-west trade was much less favoured: despite the increasingly difficult terrain, the density of distribution
east of Sivas very markedly decreases. This may explain why the Mkhargrdzeli governors of Am
(Rogers, 1976) built their own chain of caravansarays
to tap the trade along the Araxes.
The founders of these Anatolian caravansarays included the sultans and their ladies, viziers and amirs.
Their often well-preserved state suggests, moreover,
that the specimen wakfiyyas of Saldjuk caravansarays
published by Turan (1947-8) are typical and that most
of them had wakf endowments. However, the Hekim
Han near Malatya (615V1218; Erdmann, 1961, i,
no. 18) founded by an archdeacon and doctor, which
bears inscriptions in Arabic, Syriac and Armenian,
showing it to have been a family investment, is
evidence that not all Saldjuk caravansarays need have
been pious foundations.
With very few exceptions, for example the Evdir
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Han near Antalya (datable 1213-19; Erdmann, 1961,
i, no. 55) which is built round an open courtyard, the
nucleus of these caravansarays was a covered hall.
This was the most appropriate to the Anatolian winter
climate, though fireplaces and chimneys are generally
absent. To the hall, as and when means permitted, a
courtyard would be added, often much larger because
it was cheaper to build and because the peak season of
trade was the summer when shelter was less important. With the courtyard came elaborations. Sixteen
out of the surviving courtyard and hall caravansarays
include masdjids and some of them, like the Sultan
Han near Kayseri, have a bath too. In the two Sultan
Hans, masdjids take the form of richly decorated kiosks
raised on a four-bay substructure. The Karatay Han
(courtyard 638V1240-1; Erdmann, 1961, i, no. 32)
also includes a spring housed in a turbe-like building.
Many of these khdns are undecorated but practically
all of them, though not built as fortresses, are fortresslike in their appearance, with stout buttresses and
corner-towers. Many, however, have grand entrances, both to the courtyard and to the hall;
although sometimes the hall porch is the richer, the
decoration of the courtyard entrances is directly
related to the elaborateness of the plan and the
lavishness of the appurtenances. After the Sultan
Hans, the richest decoration is that of the Karatay
Han, the two porches of which (Erdmann, 1976, ii-ii,
Plates 99-113) make use of ornamental bosses,
elaborate mukarnas [q.v.] systems and angular interlacing strapwork, with animal friezes on the courtyard
side of the main entrance and high-relief waterspouts
in the form of lions.
It is unclear how the considerable labour force
employed at the peak building period of caravansarays (1230-45) was organised. The plans chosen
must largely have depended on the terrain, so that
variation is not necessarily significant; but the marked
dissimilarities in buttresses and corner towers and the
apparently random approach to the vaulting of halls
and their lighting argue for an absence of centralised
direction. The typology of decoration, which has little
to do with, for example, tilework, is also difficult to
reconstruct, not least because of the large proportion
of undated buildings and because, as the work of
Muhammad b. Khawlan al-Dimashkl on the Sultan
Han near Ak Saray shows, a skilled decorator could
vary his repertory to suit his employer. Neighbouring
caravansarays tend to have somewhat similar decoration, which argues for the employment of local or provincial gangs of masons. Entrance-profiles were, however, probably largely standardised and analysis of
these may well produce significant results.
Bridges. There has been no comprehensive survey
of the bridges of Saldjuk Anatolia, but Taeschner (i,
182 ff., 236 ff.) observes that for the most part they lie
on the major Roman roads and that, for example,
most of the Saldjuk bridges in the neighbourhood of
Sivas either incorporate or replace Roman structures
(cf. Gabriel, 1934, 165-7). In the Saldjuk period,
refortification and the construction of chains of
caravansarays made bridge-building particularly important, not least because bridges offered another convenient way of levying transit taxes. Thus many, like
the bridge over the Kizil Irmak near Kayseri on the
Kirsehir road (599V1202-3) built by Rukn al-Din
Sulayman b. Kilidj Arslan II, are royal foundations.
S t r u c t u r e . With the striking exception of the
Great Mosque and Hospital at Divrigi (Tiikel-Yavuz,
1978), the vaulting systems of which include types of
domical vault, as well as groined and elaborately ribbed vaults closely paralleled in the chapter-houses,
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libraries and refectories of 12th-13th century Greater
Armenian monasteries, as at Hagartsin (1248) and
Saghmossavank (1255) (cf. Khal'pakhcian 1953,
1971), most Anatolian Saldjuk architecture is structurally simple. Plans, moreover, are often stereotyped
and much use is made of open courtyards with one,
two or four iwdns: despite the harsh winter climate,
only mosques are regularly covered.
Building materials. Brick occupies a minor
place in the architecture of Saldjuk Anatolia (Bakirer,
i-ii, 1981) and is most characteristic of immigrant or
refugee craftsmen from Djibal or Persia, for example,
the work of Ahmad b. Abl Bakr al-Marandl on the
mausoleum of Kaykawus I in his Hospital at Sivas (4
Shawwal 617*72 December 1220). Though brick continues to be employed for domes, for example the Ince
Minare and Buyuk Karatay madrasas at Konya (latter
649*71251-2), it generally gives way to stone and the
only monument substantially of brick is the Great
Mosque (Ank, 1969; Meinecke, 1976, ii, no. 96) at
Malatya [q.v.\. The principal building material
employed is volcanic tuff, carefully squared, with a
rubble core. This was also widely used in 12th-13th
century Greater Armenia, but though a few
decorative features and, for example, the domed
crossings of some of the larger caravansarays recall
Armenian prototypes, the names of clearly Armenian
craftsmen rarely occur and there are few or no obviously Armenian masons' marks. On the contrary, it
is the influence of Western Georgia (Tao-Klargeti)
which is apparent in the 13th century architecture of
Erzurum; and where ''Saldjuk" parallels with Armenian monuments are closest these are mostly of the
late 13th or early 14th century (like the monastic
church and its porch at Amaghu-Noravank) when,
doubtless, Anatolian craftsmen, faced with the steady
contraction of the building industry, were seeking
employment elsewhere.
Despite the Anatolian builders' mastery of cutstone masonry it is evident from Kaykubad I's first
restoration of the Citadel mosque at Konya (completed 617*71220-1) that the sultans' taste ran to
bichrome marble or marble veneer. This raised two
problems: lack of available marble, which made the
re-use of antique material or spolia inevitable; and a
lack of craftsman able to work it. These had to be
brought from Syria. The marble decoration of the
Citadel mosque, notably a conspicuous angular knot
in the spandrels of arches, is essentially that of contemporary Ayyubid Aleppo, though the craftsman
responsible, Muhammad b. Khawlan (who also very
probably executed the entrance porch of the Buyiik
Karatay madrasa at the same time), signs himself as alDimashki, not al-Halabl. Reminiscences of the Aleppo knot appear on later stone buildings at Konya,
notably the Ince Minare madrasa (?66371264-5;
Meinecke, 1976, ii, no. 78), but Muhammad b.
Khawlan's earlier work cannot have been entirely to
the sultans' taste, for when his signature recurs, on
the Sultan Han near Ak Saray (Radjab 626*/June
1229), the decoration and profiling are much closer to
standard central Anatolian facade compositions. This
rapid assimilation shows itself also on the grandest
marble facade of all, the porch of the Gok Medrese,
Sivas (670*71271-2), signed by Kaluyan al-Kunawi
(the nisba doubtless referring to his specialisation in
marble-work). Sarre (1936) and Bombaci (1969) also
attribute the collection of marbles outside the Citadel
gates of Konya (Laborde, 1836) to Kaykubad I's own
personal taste.
In addition to the marble re-used and re-carved in
the above monuments, marble fragments were often

incorporated unchanged. This is strikingly the case
with the walls of the Zazadin Han (courtyard
634*71236-7), which include a mass of fragments from
Byzantine churches, including crosses. However, they
could also be treated as part of the decoration, as on
the facade of the mosque of Fakhr al-Dln CA1T (Sahib
Ata) at Konya, where to each side of the entrance a
classical sarcophagus supports an ornamentally framed fountain and serves as a base for the whole composition.
Decoration. The different traditions of stonecarving, woodwork, stucco and tile-mosaic in
Anatolian Saldjuk architecture (Oney, 1978) place its
decoration among the richest in Islam. The contrast
between this lavish decoration and the relatively simple structural forms implies, moreover, that craftsmen's inscriptions on buildings refer not to their architects but to their decorators, either masons or
tile-mosaic specialists.
The decorative repertoire, which, strikingly, makes
little use of monumental inscriptions, combines, in
varying degrees, elements from the traditions of the
Caucasus, Transcaucasia (Armenia and Djibal).
North Syria and the Djazira: common elements include elaborately profiled entrance porches, and surface ornament of interlaces and foliate arabesques (in
Ottoman Turkish appropriately termed rumi) punctuated by carved friezes or high-relief sculpture which
very often are figural (Otto-Dorn, 1978-9), including
both the traditional Muslim court repertory and
animals and monsters—dragons, sphinxes, harpies,
gryphons and two-headed eagles, many of them
shown as if they were heraldic, as on tiles and woodwork too. The only comparable repertory on carved
stone is to be found in 12th-century material from
Ghazna [q.v.], though its treatment is stylistically
unrelated.
In south-west and central Anatolia, at Konya,
Kayseri, Nigde and Antalya and the caravansarays
between them, these diverse traditions are
homogeneously amalgamated, but further east one or
other of them tends to be locally dominant. The tombstones of Ahlat and, for example, the dragoncompositions on the facade of the Qifte Minare
madrasa at Erzurum, are barely islamicised versions of
Armenian khackars (commemorative cross-stones).
The facade of the Qifte Minare madrasa at Sivas
(670*71270-1; Rogers, 1974) and the west porch of the
Great Mosque at Divrigi (626*71228-9 or later) are
both indebted to the canon-tables of Greater or Cilician Armenian Gospel books. The north porch of the
latter is heavily influenced inter alia by stucco mihrdbs
recorded from Djibal and the Djazlra: the building
bears two signatures of an AkhlatI craftsman, Khurramshah (or Khurshah) b. MughTth, though neither
its vaults nor its interior or its exterior decoration are
at all reminiscent of Ahlat work (Karamagarah, 1972;
Rogers, 1988).
The influence of the Divrigi mosque and hospital is
also apparent, considerably moderated, on both the
Qifte Minare madrasa and the Gok Medrese at Sivas
(both 670*71271-2). Its extravagance has evoked comparisons with the mid-13th century monuments of
Konya signed by a craftsman K. 1. w. k. b. cAbd Allah
(of obscure origins), whose name appears on the
mosque of the vizier Fakhr al-Dln CA1I (656*71258),
on the Ince Minare madrasa (?66371264-5; Meinecke,
1976, ii, no. 78) and on a no longer extant
mausoleum, the Nalmci Baba Turbe (ibid., no. 76):
the latter two may also have been endowed by the
vizier. However, their relation to the Divrigi complex
is not apparent and the very marked differences be-
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tween the three Konya monuments testify rather to an
inherent freakishly eclectic or "Baroque" tendency in
Anatolian Saldjuk architectural decoration.
Possibly the most remarkable feature of Saldjuk
monumental facades is the reproduction of entrance
porches. A regrettably unpublished photogrammetric
survey of the facades of the Qifte Minare madrasa at
Erzurum (post-1230; Rogers, Kunst des Orients, 1974)
and the Gok Medrese at Sivas (670*71271-2) by Alpay
Ozdural of Middle East Technical University,
Ankara, has demonstrated that the latter was copied
to scale. Other copies (Ogel, 1966), smaller in size, include the Esrefoglu Camii at Beysehir (699*712991300) and the Hatuniye Medrese at Karaman
(783*71381-2) [see LARANDA. 2. Monuments]. The
reasons for the popularity of this facade remain
unknown and, apart from the Gok Medrese at Sivas
which records, probably, the marble-worker involved,
none bears a craftsman's name. Their repeated
duplication points, anyway, to the employment of
techniques described by Byzantine writers on architecture (Downey, 1948) but ill-attested elsewhere
in mediaeval Islam.
Patronage. Although in the light of the foundation inscriptions extant, the overwhelming majority of
Saldjuk buildings appears to have been the work of individual amirs (Rogers, 1976), the sultans may well
have been indirectly involved in giving grants of land
(tamlik) to found the wakfs. Among individuals who
were notably assiduous builders, the primacy is held
by the vizier Fakhr al-Dln CA1I (Sahib Ata), whose attested foundations include a khan at Ishakli
(647*71249-50); the Tas Medrese and a masdjid at Ak
§ehir (648*71250-1), with a khankdh there (659*712601); a mosque at Konya (656*71258); the Sahabiye
Medrese and a sabil at Kayseri (665*-666*71266-7 and
1267) (Akok, 1967); a thermal establishment and a
khan at Ilgm (666/1267); the Gok Medrese at Sivas
(670*71271-2); a khankdh at Konya attached to his
mosque there (668*71269-70) and which was later
transformed into a family mausoleum (682*71283-4);
and the Tahir or Ziihre masdjid at Konya (ca. 1280).
But another high official, the Pervane Mu c m al-Dm
Sulayman [q.v. ], was almost equally active in the Pontic provinces (Kaymaz, 1970, 187-8). At Sinop he
built the Alaiiddin Medrese (664*71265-6, correcting
RCEA 4505) and a mosque (667*71268-9), a mosque
at Merzifon (663*71264-5) and the Durak Han near
the confluence of the Gok Irmak and the Kizil Irmak
(664*71265-6). There is also archival evidence that he
founded a hospital at Tokat in 674/1275-6. Not surprisingly, Fakhr al-Din CA1I and Mucin al-Dln
Sulayman were prominent among the high officials of
the Anatolian Saldjuk sultans to profit from the
decline of the central power and establish hereditary,
if short-lived, local dynasties.
Tile work. Polychrome and terracotta tilework is
widespread in Saldjuk Anatolia, though it only exceptionally occurs on the facades of buildings. The
earliest uses of glazed-brick or cut faience mosaic in
Saldjuk architecture (for example, Divrigi, Kale
Camii 576*71180-1; Kayseri, Kuluk Camii,
607*71210-11, or substantially later (cf. Meinecke,
1976, ii, no. 52); Sivas, Hospital of Kaykawus,
614*71217-18) predate the Mongol invasion of Persia
and show strong influence from Djibal, both Maragha
and Marand, and from the Ildenizid architecture of
Nakh&wan [q.v.; and see Jacobsthal, 1899]. The colours mostly used are turquoise and manganese-purple
or -black, but by the 1240s, both cobalt blue and white
occur. As the signature of the bannd* Muhammad b.
Muhammad b. cUthman al-Tusi on the tile-mosaic of
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the Sire.ah madrasa at Konya (640*71242-3; Meinecke,
1976, i, 35-45; ii, no. 71) strongly suggests, innovation owed much to refugee craftsmen from Khurasan
or even Ghurid Harat. Al-TusI's workshop at Konya
seems to have executed tile revetments from the
Citadel Mosque, ca. 1235, up to the Biiyiik Karatay
Medrese (649*71251-2; Meinecke, 1976, ii, no. 75).
This last houses by far the most elaborate decoration
of any Anatolian Saldjuk monument, including large
areas of cut faience mosaic and mosaics of reliefcarved elements in turquoise and manganese-purple,
as well as dadoes of hexagonal turquoise tiles with
fired gilt decoration. The last elaborate tile mosaic
decoration at Konya is in the funerary khankdh, dated
678*71279-80 and restored in Muharram 682*/April
1283 (Meinecke, ii, no. 79 and 89), which the vizier
Fakhr al-Dln CA1I (Sahib Ata) added to his mosque
(656*712_58). The revival of tile-mosaic in late 13th
century Il-Khanid Persia is very probably indebted to
Anatolian craftsmen conscripted by Ghazan Khan for
the works he ordered at Tabriz and elsewhere.
An even more characteristic feature of Anatolian
Saldjuk architectural decoration is star and cross-tiles
for the dadoes of palaces at Konya, Antalya,
Kubadabad, Kaykubadiyya and Diyarbekir [q. vv. ],
for the bath built at Kayseri by Huant (Kh w and)
Hatun, the wife of Kaykubad I in Shawwal
635*/May-June 1238 and in the Roman theatre at
Aspendos. The Kubadabad-Huant Hatun-Aspendos
group is technically varied (Oney, 1974; 1978) including underglaze-painted, lustre-painted and sgraffiato tiles, with a rich repertory of human figures,
animals, birds, Zodiac and planet figures and
monsters, many of them, as on Saldjuk stonework,
displayed in quasi- or pseudo-heraldic fashion: it has
not been demonstrated that any of them were either
personal or dynastic heraldic emblems (Rogers, 19778). Stylistically many of the tiles show closer
similarities to underglaze-painted wares from Rakka
[q.v.] and other Euphrates potteries than to 13th century Kashan tilework. But the lustre-painted tiles
from Kubadabad and the tiles from Kaykubadiyya
are sui generis (cf. Aslanapa, 1965, Plates 5-8).
Stucco. The most elaborate uses of carved and
moulded stucco in architectural decoration are the
figural reliefs from the Saldjuk palaces. They include
a fine frieze with a mounted dragon-slayer and a lionslayer from Konya, TIEM 2831, and animal friezes
and frames for windows, niches or wall-cupboards
with phoenixes in the spandrels of their broken arches
from Kubadabad, now in the Konya Musuem. In
Sarre's view (1909, 22) the stone window hood in the
TIEM (Kuhnel, 1938, PI. 7) was mistakenly attributed to Diyarbekir and is actually from Konya (or
Kubadabad). Very similar fragments, now in the
Historical Museum, Erevan, were discovered at Am
[q.v.; cf. Marr, 1934], and phoenixes also decorate
spandrels on the fagades of the church of Tigran
Honents (1215) there. This should, however, be seen
in the context of the evident taste of the Mkhargrdzeli
governors of the city for Anatolian Saldjuk decoration
(Rogers, 1976).
In religious buildings, stucco was often used as a
plain white ground for faience-mosaic inlay. The
mihrdb of the Ahi §erefuddin or Arslanhane Camii at
Ankara (minbar dated 688*71289-90), however,
brilliantly combines carved stucco inscriptions and
pilasters with ceramic mosaic inlay, foreshadowing
the elaborate carved stucco of early 14th century IlKhanid Persia,
(b) The minor arts.
Woodwork. Anatolia has always been rich in
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wood, and the wood-carving of the Anatolian
Saldjuks, often in solid walnut, is among the finest in
Islam. It was used not only for minbars and other
mosque furniture, doors and sets of window-shutters,
but also for cenotaphs and folding Kurgan-stands
(rahle) ingeniously carved from a single plank
(Qulpan, 1968). Techniques included lattices of turned wood (mashrabiyya [q. v. ]) and tongue-and-groove
panelling of polygons and stars set in a strapwork
skeleton (kundekdri), as well as imitations of this worked on solid planks. On minbars, the names of scribes
or calligraphers frequently appear alongside the
craftsman's name: the latter describe themselves
variously as micmdr, as on the cenotaph of Djalal alDln Rum! at Konya (5 Djumada II 672*717
December 1273; cf. Meinecke, 1976, ii, no. 84: the
form of the original building is unknown), banned, and
nadjdjdr. Although on the earliest of the known series
of Anatolian Saldjuk minbars, from the Great Mosque
at Ak Saray, bearing the names of Mascud I and
Kilidj Arslan II and datable therefore pre-550/1155, a
certain Khwadja Nushtekln al-Djamall is named as
mi^mdr al-masdjid wa 'l-minbar, this must record not his
workmanship but the official installation of the minbar
which turned the masd^id into a Great Mosque.
Other important Saldjuk wooden minbars (Oral,
1962) include those from the Citadel mosque at
Konya (Radjab 550""/September 1155); the Great
Mosque at Siirt (611V1214); the Great Mosque
(Muharram 621*/January-February 1224 [Ank,
1969] and 638*71240-1) at Malatya [q.v.]', and those
from the Arslanhane Camii and the Kizil Beg Camii
at Ankara (689*71290-1 and 699*71299-1300, respectively) the work of a nadjdjdr who also built the minbar
of the Great Mosque at Qorum. The finest of the
series is the minbar of the Great Mosque at Divrigi
(638*71240-1), the work of Ahmad b. Ibrahim alTiflisT and a scribe Muhammad, with mashrabiyya
balustrades, grandly designed inscriptions and heavily
undercut foliate arabesques. Wooden windowshutters and remains of a "Royal box" up in the
rafters (Tiikel-Yavuz, 1978), though in rather different styles, are equally sumptuous. The occurrence
of nisbas among the woodworkers' names relating to
Akhlat and TiflTs/Tbilisi may or may not be significant. Even the Divrigi minbar gives way, however, to
the rahle for the mausoleum-shrine of Djalal al-Dln
Ruml at Konya (678*71279-80) (Konya Museum
352; Riefstahl, 1933) with rich carving on the outside
and with painting inside of compositions of twoheaded eagles and lions in scrolling arabesques under
yellow varnish.
C e r a m i c s and glass. Apart from finds of fritware at the Citadel in Konya (Akok, Alaiiddin Koskii,
1968), now in the Konya Museum, possibly made by
craftsmen brought in from Rakka or other Euphrates
potteries, most Anatolian Saldjuk pottery belongs to
the large family of polychrome-stained sgraffiato
wares manufactured in the Eastern Mediterranean
from Cyprus to the Caucasus and Transcaucasia and
the Black Sea. The Anatolian material is still undifferentiated and little, if anything, is known of where
it was made; but, not surprisingly, figural decoration
is conspicuous and close parallels to much of it have
been excavated_at Orenkale/Baylakan [see ORENKALE
in Suppl.] in Adharbaydjan (Yessen, 1959, Pis. IXII). Heavy unglazed relief-wares, jnostly crocks
with lively animal-friezes, found at Am and other
Eastern Anatolian sites (e.g. TIEM 1964) have also
been found in quantity at Orenkale (Yessen, 1959,
192-205). Excavations at Ahlat, now in progress (cf.
Karamagarah, 1981), have also brought a wide range

of kiln material to light and claims have been made
that lustre-wares were made there.
The only recorded piece of fine glass from Saldjuk
Anatolia must have been a special commission. This
is a gilt and enamelled dish found at Kubadabad,
typically Syrian in manufacture, in the name of
Kaykhusraw II (Otto-Dorn et alii, 1966; 1969-70).
M e t a l w o r k . Although Saldjuk objects in precious
metal with an Anatolian provenance are so far absent,
the rich finds of silver and silver-gilt belt-trappings
and drinking cups from 13th-14th century steppeburials in South Russia, the Crimea and the northern
Caucasus are evidence that Saldjuk Anatolian silverand goldsmith's-work was exported northwards (cf.
Marshak and Kramarovsky, 1993), creating a tradition which was continued in situ, probably by Armenian goldsmiths and jewellers. Brass and steel were
also worked, though many categories of object are
represented by single specimens. South-eastern
Anatolia and the Djazira are particularly well represented. Significant numbers of mortars with cast
and engraved decoration have come from Diyarbekir;
and a group of cast candlesticks sparingly inlaid with
silver have been attributed to Siirt (Allan, 1978). Two
large 12th or 13th century drums engraved with
human-headed Kufic and fine scrolls (TIEM 2832-3)
were also discovered at Diyarbekir. And although the
doors made by al-Djazarl (Hill, 1974, 191-5) for the
palace of the Artukid ruler at Diyarbekir with cast
brass plates inlaid with copper and silver and knockers
of confronted dragons and knobs in the form of a
lion's head have not survived, they were much
imitated. Knockers of this type and brass plaques
from the doors of the Ulu Garni, Cizre, bear the remains of an inscription in the name of Sandjar Shah.
Atabak of Qjazirat Ibn c Umar [q.v.] in 1208 (The
Anatolian civilisations, iii, 1983, D. 95). Dragonknockers, in varying sizes and for other buildings include that in Berlin, Museum fur Islamische Kunst I.
2242.
Other metalwork well represented from finds in
Anatolia includes zoomorphic padlocks of well-known
mediaeval Persian or Syrian type, brass/bronze mirrors and cast brass dirham ring-weights for steelyards.
Types represented by single specimens are an openwork mosque-lamp from the Esrefoglu Camii at
Beysehir (Ankara, Etnografya Miizesi 7591) made in
699*/1299-1300 by a craftsman CAH b. Muhammad
from Nusaybln, evidently for the inauguration of the
mosque; and an open-work cast brass set-square
(Kocabas, 1963), now in the Sadberk Hanim
Museum in Istanbul. Evidence for fine steel-working,
moreover, is a mirror inlaid in gold (Topkapi Saray
Museum 2/1792; cf. Rice, 1961) with a rider trampling a dragon and with a procession of animals and
monsters round the edge.
M a n u s c r i p t i l l u s t r a t i o n . Too few illustrated
manuscripts have survived from mediaeval Anatolia
to speak of school of painting there, and the two most
important of those that do, the automaton book of alDjazari [q.v. in Suppl.], Topkapi Saray Library A.
3472 (Shacban 602/April-May 1205), and the
Dioscorides in the Shrine Library, Mashhad (Grube,
1959, 163-4), datable 542-72/1152-76, were executed
for Artukid, not Saldjuk patrons. The Romance of
Warka and Gulshdh, Topkapi Saray Library H. 841,
may well have been executed at Konya ca. 1240 (Ate§
1961; Melikian-Chirvani, 1970; Ozergin, 1970),
though by a painter of north-west Persian origin. A
magical miscellany presented to Kaykhusraw III,
Bibliotheque Nationale pers. 174 (Barrucand, 1990),
dated variously Ramadan 670/April 1272 and mid-
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Shawwal 671/early May 1273, was, however, written
partly at Ak Saray and partly at Kayseri. Many of its
illustrations, of demons, angels and marvels, are of
later date and the only original illustrations appear to
be line-drawings of talismans.
Figural coinage. As with their neighbours, the
Turcoman dynasties of northern Syria and the
Djazira, issues of figural types are common in the
coinage of Saldjuk Anatolia. The prototypes are
similarly varied (cf. Brown, 1974), Hellenistic,
Roman and Byzantine, but other types bear Zodiac or
planet figures, animals and monsters, some perhaps
heraldic, and, in particular, the Lion and the Sun
(Shir u Khurshid). This device is most characteristic of
the coinage of Kaykhusraw II, but the claim, following contemporary historians, that he adopted it at the
behest of his Georgian wife, Rusudan (Giircii Hatun),
has not been proved. For a fuller discussion of these
questions, see below, section VIII. 2.
Textiles. A silk with double-headed eagles and
dragon-headed scrolls formerly in the church of St.
Servatius, Siegburg (now Berlin, Kunstgewerbemuseum, 81.745) which has been attributed by Sarre
to an Anatolian manufactory, and a medallion silk
with addorsed lions in the Musee des Tissus, Lyons,
bearing an inscription in the name of Kaykubad b.
Kaykhusraw, Kaykubad I (or Kaykubad III), is
evidence for a silk industry in 13th century Anatolia.
There is also copious literary evidence for the widespread manufacture of floor-coverings by nomads,
perhaps, however, flat-weaves, not pile carpets. It is
difficult to say what they looked like, but varied and
undoubtedly ancient fragments from the Citadel
Mosque at Konya, the Esrefoglu Camii at Beysehir
(Riefstahl, 1931) and the Great Mosque at Divrigi are
often accepted to be Saldjuk in date. Both relative and
absolute chronologies are, however, lacking. No
evidence, moreover, has been found that carpets were
yet being exported to the northern Mediterranean
countries.
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(J.'M. ROGERS)
VII. L i t e r a t u r e
c
1. In Persia and l r a k
The Saldjuks were important patrons of Persian
and, to a lesser extent, also of Arabic belles-lettres. In
this article we shall begin by looking at the panegyric
poetry directed towards them (it is here that the relationship between patron and client is most immediately obvious) before taking a briefer look at the narrative and didactic poetry and the literary prose that
were composed under their patronage.
Generally speaking, the great majority of the kasidas
dedicated to the Saldjuk amirs are in Persian, while the
contemporary Arabic language poets more commonly
direct their panegyrics to the wazirs and other
educated members of the bureaucracy; this contrasts
with the situation under the Buyids, whose knowledge
of Arabic and whose appreciation of Arabic poetry
were evidently superior to those of the Saldjuk ruling
family. The earliest major literary figure in the entourage of the Saldjuks was the bilingual writer CAH b.
al-Hasan al-BakharzI (died 467/1075 [q.v.]). He was
closely attached to Toghril's minister al-Kunduri and
is best known as the author of the Dumyat al-kasr wa^usrat ahl al-^asr, an anthology of contemporary Arabic
poets in the manner of and in continuation of alThacalibi's celebrated Yatimat al-dahr. His Arabic
diwdn is extant (see O. Rescher, in RSO, iv [1911-12],
726) but unpublished, though some of the poems are
known from biographical sources. A few samples of
his Persian verse, among them several rubd^iyydt, are
quoted by c Awfi (Lubdb, i, 68-71).
Lamicl Gurgani [q. v. ] is the author of an extant
diwdn in Persian. He began his career as a panegyrist
of the Ziyarid ruler of his native Gurgan, Anushirwan
b. Manucihr, but then passed into the service of the
Saldjuks. His diwdn contains poems in praise of alKundurT and Nizam al-Mulk, as well as of the amir
Alp Arslan.
AzrakI HarawT [q. v. ] flourished under two Saldjuk
princes (the ruler of Harat Abu '1-Fawaris Toghanshah b. Alp Arslan and his cousin Abu '1-Muzaffar
Amiranshah), and has left a Persian diwdn consisting
largely of^poems in praise of these two men. NizamI
c
ArudI (Cahdr makdla, ed. Kazwlni, London-Leiden
1910, 43-4) singles out Toghanshah as a particularly
generous patron of poetry and lists another half-dozen
poets who served at his court, but all their works are
now lost apart from stray verses.
During the early part of the reign of Malik Shah,
the young poet MuSzzi Naysaburi [q.v.] inherited
from his father, BurhanI, the position of "prince of
the poets" (amir al-shu^ard*); he was, in other words,
the head of the bureaucratically organised hierarchy
of professional panegyrists (or in any event of those
who wrote in Persian) who congregated at the Saldjuk
court. His extensive diwdn contains odes to the amirs
from Malik Shah down to Sandjar, to their ministers
and various other persons. He lived perhaps until the
middle of the 6th/12th century.
Among the Arabic panegyrists of Nizam al-Mulk
we can mention Ahmad b. cAbd al-Razzak al-
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Tantaram, the author of an elaborate kasida tardfiyya
in praise of the minister. Al-Husayn b. CA1I alTughra3! al-Isbahan! (453-515/1061-1121 [0.0.]), was
a secretary under Malik Shah and his son Muhammad I and then wazir to the latter's son Mas c ud
during his ill-fated rebellion against his brother
Mahmud II. His Arabic diwdn contains odes to
Muhammad and Mascud, to Nizam al-Mulk and his
son MuDayyad al-Mulk, and to other high-ranking officials. He has also left a number of books on alchemy.
Ibrahim b. c Uthman al-Ghazz! (441-524/1049-1130
[0. v. in Suppl.]), whose diwdn still awaits publication,
praised Malik Shah and Sandjar, but especially the
wazir of the ruler of Kirman, Mukarram b. al-cAla°.
The extensive diwdn of Ahmad b. Muhammad alArradjan! [q. v. ] contains a few poems to Muhammad
b. Muhammad b. Malik Shah and his brother
Mahmud, but the majority are dedicated to the wazirs
of the Saldjuks, especially to the sons of Nizam
al-Mulk.
During the long reign of Sandjar, a large number
of Persian poets frequented his court; we can restrict
ourselves to those whose diwdns have actually survived. After the death of the already mentioned
Mu c izzl, Sandjar's pre-eminent panegyrist appears to
have been Awhad al-Dln Anwar! [q. v. ]. According to
Djuwaynl (ii, 8), he accompanied the amir when, in
542/1147, the latter laid siege to the Kh w arazm Shah
Atsiz in Hazarasp and participated in the campaign
by writing poems mocking the enemy, which Sandjar's archers shot into the besieged fortress. Atsiz
retaliated by doing the same with verses of his courtpoet and secretary, Rashid al-Dln Watwat [0.0.] (who
on other occasions also wrote poems in praise of Sandjar). Anwar! survived his master and went on to
serve Sulayman b. Muhammad and others. Another
poet whose services to Sandjar went beyond the purely
literary was Ad!b Sabir [q. v. ] whom the Saldjuk ruler
sent as a spy to the court of the just-mentioned Atsiz,
where he was apprehended and executed.
The diwdn of cAbd al-Wasic Djabal! [see C ABD ALWASIC] consists largely of panegyrics to Sandjar and to
various persons of his entourage, notably his son-inlaw, the vassal ruler of S!stan, the Nasrid Malik of
N!mruz Nasr (II) b- Khalaf, but he also eulogised the
Saldjuk ruler of Kirman, Arslan (I) b. Kirmanshah,
and others.
Sayyid Hasan Ghaznaw! [q. v. ] began his poetic
career as a panegyrist of the Ghaznavid Bahramshah,
but later attached himself to the more opulent Saldjuk
court. He wrote poems for Sandjar, composed an
elegy on the death of Mascud II and poems
celebrating the coronation of Malikshah III and of
Sulayman b. Muhammad before finally attaching
himself to the Karakhanid Mahmud II.
The satirical poet Suzan! Samarkand! was attached
to the court of the Karakhanids, but on occasion also
dedicated laudatory odes to Sandjar. cAmcak Bukhar!
[q.v. in Suppl.] was, according to Nizam! cArud! (op.
cit., 46), the amir al-shu^drd* at the court of the
Karakhanid Khidr b. Ibrahim; his extant poems are
mostly dedicated to Khidr and to his brother and
predecessor Nasr b. Ibrah!m, but include also one
poem to Nasr's brother-in-law Sandjar, and Dawlatshah (64-5) says that when Sandjar's daughter Mah-i
Mulk Khatun died (in 524/1130), the amir commisioned the by then elderly cAmcak to write an elegy.
The Persian panegyrists of the Saldjuks of Western
Persia after the time of Sandjar include Athir Akhs!kat!, who praised Arslan b. Toghril and others.
c
lmad! Ghaznaw! [0.0.], most of whose poems praise
the Bawandid prince Faramarz b. Rustam, also sent
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a number of poems to the Saldjuk Toghril II. Sharaf
al-D!n Shufurwa, besides serving the Atabegs of
Adharbaydjan, also dedicated poems to Arslan b.
Toghril and to Toghril III. Another court poet of the
Eldigiizids who on occasion composed odes to the
Saldjuk amir was Mudj!r al-D!n Baylakan!.
The Saldjuks were the dedicatees of several important works of narrative and didactic poetry in Persian
rhymed couplets. The romantic epic Wis u Rdmin of
Fakhr al-D!n Gurgan! [q. v. ] contains a dedication to
Toghril I, to his minister Abu Nasr b. Mansur and his
governor in Isfahan, Abu '1-Fath b. Muhammad, the
poet's actual patron. Malik Shah is the dedicatee of an
anthology of verses from Firdawsi's Shdh-ndma compiled in 474/1081-2 by an otherwise unknown CA1! b.
Ahmad. Two long heroic epics in the style of Firdawsi's poem, the Bahman-ndma and the Kush-ndma,
are the work of a single anonymous author, who
dedicated them to Muhammad b. Malik Shah.
One important author of Arabic narrative poetry
flourished in the same period, namely Ibn alHabbariyya [0.0.]. His versification of the book of
Kalila wa-Dimna under the title Natd^id^ al-fitna fi nazm
KalTla wa-Dimna was dedicated to the minister Madjd
al-Mulk. Later, he composed a collection of apparently original stories in verse with the title al-Sddih wa 7bdghim. He ended his days as a poet at the court of the
Saldjuk ruler of Kirman, Iranshah.
The most important Persian narrative poet of the
6th/12th century, Nizam! [0.0.], had at least a tangential connection with the Saldjuks in so far as he
dedicated the first of his jomantic epics, Khusraw u
Shirin, to the Atabeg of Adharbaydjan Muhammad
Djahan-Pahlawan b. Eldigiiz and included in it a
eulogy on his patron's nominal master, Toghril III.
But all his other works are dedicated to local rulers of
Transcaucasia and northern clrak.
The last major poet of the Saldjuks was Ahmad b.
Mahmud Kanic!, a native of Tus who fled his
homeland at the time of the Mongol invasion and
made his way (via India, Aden, the Holy Cities and
Baghdad) to Anatolia, where he served the Rum
Saldjuk Kay Kubad I and his successors Kay
Khusraw II and Kay Kawus II, to whom he dedicated
a Persian versification of (once again) Kalila wa-Dimna
in 658/1260. He is presumably identical with the malik
al-shu^drd^ amir Baha0 al-Din Kanic! of whom Aflak!
(Mandkib al-^drifin, ed. Tahsin Yazici, Ankara 195961, 221, 322) says that he visited Mawlana gjalal alD!n Rum! during his lifetime and, again (ibid., 595),
that he was among those who paid their respects at
Rurm's grave after he died in 672/1273. This produces at least an indirect link between the Saldjuks of
Rum and Rum!, the most famous poet who lived in
their domain.
The best-known work in Persian prose emanating
from the Saldjuk courts is doubtless the Siydsat-ndma
(alias Siyar al-muluk) of Malik Shah's minister Nizam
al-Mulk. Apart from this, a number of major Persian
historical works were dedicated to the Saldjuk rulers;
these include the Fdrs-ndma of Ibn al-Balkh! [0.0. in
Suppl.] (dedicated to Muhammad b. Malik Shah),
the Persian history of Anushirwan b. Khalid [0.0.],
who was wazir to Mahmud II and Mascud (not extant,
but its contents are known from the Arabic version by
al-Bundarl), the Saldjuk-ndma of Zah!r al-D!n
Naysabur! [see NISHAPUR!] and its continuation, the
Rdhat al-sudur of Rawand! [0.0. ] (dedicated to the Rum
Saldjuk Kay Khusraw I). A survey of Saldjuk
literature would hardly be complete without at least
mentioning the celebrated astronomer and amateur
poet in Arabic, c Umar Khayyam [0.0.], who flour-
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ished at the court of Malik Shah, although his claim
to a place in the history of Saldjuk belles-lettres rests
on the Persian rubd^iyydt and the adab composition
Nawruz-ndma that have been ascribed to him but are
both of more than questionable authenticity.
Although the Saldjuks were not the first Islamic
dynasty to use Persian as the language of their court
(the Samanids, Ziyarids and Ghaznavids had done so
before them), they were the first to do so in an empire
which encompassed the greater part of the Persianspeaking world. This meant that the Persian of the
Saldjuk writers inevitably played a tremendous role in
the standardisation of the classical Persian language
and can indeed be said to represent classical Persian
par excellence, as opposed to the pre-classical
language of the previous period with its many local
and dialect features. Similarly, the style of the Saldjuk
poets set the standard for later periods. Although the
Saldjuk kasida, like that of the older Khurasanian
school of Persian poetry, stands very clearly under the
influence of Arabic models, the nature of these models
had shifted; while the Khurasanian school had, on the
whole, emulated the ancient Arabic poets of the
Djahili and Umayyad periods, the Saldjuk poets
imitated the highly mannered style of the "modern"
poets from the time of al-Mutanabbi onwards. It is
this style which continued to dominate Persian
literature until the dawn of the modern era.
Bibliography. For the individual Arabic and
Persian authors discussed in this article, see the
relevant entries in Brockelmann and Storey-de
Blois respectively. For a detailed survey of the
Arabic poets, see also CA1I Djawad al-Tahir, al-Shicr
al-carabi fi 'l-clrdk wa-bildd al-^aajam fi 'l-^asr alSal&uki, Baghdad 1958-61, 2nd ed., Beirut
1405/1985.
(F.C. DE BLOIS)
2. In Anatolia
As noted above, in sections IV. 2 and V. 2, the high
culture and the administration of the Saldjuk
Sultanate was essentially a Persian one, and it was in
this language that works in such fields as
historiography and, in part, mysticism, tended to be
composed. Of contemporary historians, notable is Ibn
BibT's [q. v. ] history of the Rum Saldjuks, al-Awdmir al^ald^iyya, completed in 680/181, covering the history
of the preceding ninety years and existing in the
original Persian full version and an epitome and in a
later Turkish paraphrase. Other important sources on
Rum Saldjuk history, such as Karim al-Dln Mahmud
Aksarayi's Musdmarat al-akhbdr, Kadi Ahmad's alWalad al-shafik and the anonymous Ta^nkh-i dl-i
Saldjuk, actually stem from the 8th/14th century. But
we know of the existence of other historical or parahistorical works written during the 7th/13th century
and now lost, such as the Shdh-ndmas extolling the
deeds of the Rum sultans by Ahmad KanicT and
Khwadja DahhanI, the latter commissioned by cAla°
al-Dln Kay Kubadh (in Kopriilii's view, Kay Kubadh
III, hence almost at the end of the family's life), producing 20,000 couplets on the dynasty's exploits.
Mystical theology and that branch of biographical
literature devoted to the lives of $uft saints (the
mandkib-ndmas) flourished exceedingly in the strong
mystical atmosphere and tradition of the age (see
above, section IV. 2). The towering figure of Rum!
produced during his residence at Konya his poetic
diwdn and his masterpiece, the Mathnawi, and he was
followed by his son Sultan Walad, proficient both in
Persian and Turkish (see below). Nadjm al-Din Razi
Daya wrote his Mirsdd al-cibdd in Sivas but dedicated
it to Kay Kubadh I and finally settled at Konya.
Several mandkib-ndmas were written about the famous

saints of Saldjuk Anatolia, those of the Mawlawis attracting particular attention, although the outstanding
and most informative work in this genre, the Mandkib
al-cdrifin of Shams al-Din AflakI [q.v. ], dates from the
first half of the 8th/14th century, hence after the
demise of the Saldjuks.
Arabic naturally retained supreme prestige as the
language of dogmatic theology, law and science, and
Anatolia became, in particular, a centre for the production, transmission and copying of Hanaft fikh
texts. But Arabic was also a language used for
mystical theology, as seen in the prolific works of Ibn
al-cArabI, some of these being composed during his
stays in Konya and other Anatolian towns during the
early 7th/13th century (see above, IV. 2); thus his
mystical poetic work the Tardjumdn al-ashwdk was completed at Kayseri, and his disciple Sadr al-Dln
Kunawl was the author of numerous works in Arabic,
including commentaries on the Kurgan, Hadith and
the Ninety-Nine Most Beautiful Names of God, and
works in the field of theoretical Sufism.
All of these works emanated from learned or courtly
circles in Rum, but the day-to-day language of the
Turkish masses, urban as well as rural, was of course
Turkish. Although the Karamanids' introduction of
Turkish as the official language for the diwdns in
Konya (see above, section V. 2) was only a brief interlude, it served to demonstrate the fact that an adoption of Turkish for public purposes was now a practical possibility. However, the literary use of Turkish
in the Sultanate was for long at the popular, folkliterature level. Little from this has survived. An
anonymous Sheykh San^dn kissasl of unknown date was
handed down by Gulshehri (d. after 717/1317 [q.v.]),
and a Salsdl-ndme in verse and prose by a poet Sheyyad
c
lsa describes the caliph cAll's struggle with the giant
Salsal. Such works reflected the contemporary spirit
of ghazw evident also in the oldest-preserved work of
the class of popular epics, the Saldjuk-ndme, existing in
both long and short versions, and the Ddnishmend-ndme
on the heroic deeds of Danishmend Ghazi composed
by Ibn al-cAla° at the command of sultan Kay Kawus
II.
But when it came to literature of a more elevated,
artistic order, Turkish had an uphill fight to establish
itself, and for long authors writing in it excused themselves for not using Persian or Arabic, Turkish being
still regarded as the tongue of ignorant peasants or
nomads, the Atrdk-i bi-idrdk. Rum! included a few
Turkish verses in his work, and from his long stay in
the Saldjuk capital must have been fully conversant
with the language; but his son Sultan Walad can
definitely be regarded as a significant Turkish author,
for there are at least 367 Turkish verses scattered
through this works, couched in a simple style and
probably aimed at spreading Mawlawl ideas amongst
the people. A contemporary of Rumi's was the^ $ufi
poet Ahmed Faklh of Konya, whose mystical Carkhndme was a forerunner of Mawlana's work; though
brief, it constitutes the first complete work in
Anatolian Turkish. In addition to a mathnawi on the
Yusuf and Zulaykha theme, Ahmed Faklh's pupil
Sheyyad Hamza left examples of secular, court poetry
apparently written for the Turco-Mongol official
classes of his time and milieu, whilst the Khwadja
DahhanI mentioned above wrote both Persian and
Turkish court poetry at the very end of the Saldjuk
period. Finally, it was at this time, and in the years
immediately after the disappearance of the sultans,
that the greatest poet in early Turkish, stemming
from northwestern Anatolia, Yunus Emre (ca. 648720/oz. 1250-1320 [q.v.]) produced his moving $ufT
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poetry. With this poet's later career, we enter the age
of the beyliks, when the formation of several provincial
capitals was to provide fresh opportunities for writers
in Turkish.
Bibliography: For writers in Persian, see the
standard histories of Persian literature e.g. Browne,
LHP; Arberry, Classical Persian literature; Rypka,
History of Iranian literature. For writers in Turkish,
see EP art. TURKS. B.III.a (Kopriilu Zade Mehmed
Fu'ad); W. Bjorkman, in PTF, ii, 405-12. In
general, see Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey, 248-58;
M.F. Koprulii, The Seljuks of Anatolia, tr. and ed.
Leiser.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
VIII. N u m i s m a t i c s
1. In Persia and c l r a k
Coins were struck by all branches of the Saldjuk
dynasty, but in widely varying quality and quantity.
They were all Sunn! in character, acknowledging the
spiritual leadership of the cAbbasid caliphate, and inscribing the name of the reigning caliph in a place of
honour where it proclaimed the ruler's support of orthodoxy. Despite their great domains, the Saldjuks
never established an imperial coinage on the pattern
of the Umayyads or early cAbbasids, but were content
to adapt themselves to coinage patterns previously
established by the Buwayhids, Kakuyids or Kakawayhids and Ghaznawids [q.vv.]. Their coinage thus
tends to be strongly regional in character, reflecting
the general economic conditions in each of the major
areas under their control. In order to facilitate trade,
the alloy of regional coinages tended to be similar to
the currencies of neighbouring states, such as the
Fatimids in the west and the Karakhanids and Ghaznawids in the east. The regional nature of the coinage
was further emphasised by princes and governors who
struck coins in their own name whenever they were
permitted to, or when they felt their power was great
enough to seize this privilege.
The origin of the complexity stemmed from the
Saldjuk family's sudden coming to power fresh from
lands beyond the frontiers of the Ddr al-Isldm. Their
social organisation was that of central Asian nomads
where tribal sense was strong but whose experience of
oriental monarchy, imperial bureaucracy, or even
coinage itself, was almost non-existent. The Saldjuks
had very little time to adapt themselves to their sudden good fortune, and their history reveals that
behind a facade of Islamic kingship lay a deeply ingrained lack of dynastic discipline, added to which
their followers did not easily transform themselves into docile town-dwellers.
The nature of the Saldjuk state was fissiparous from
the outset. After the battle of Dandankan [q.v. in
Suppl.] in 431/1040, the Saldjuk conquests were
divided amongst the family whose principal members
all appear to have enjoyed the right of sikka [q. v. ]; see
above, II. and III. on the various branches of the
family which evolved.
Most of the surviving Saldjuk coinage is struck in
gold. There are a few fine silver dirhams, some billon
coinage and a small number of copper fulus. The gold
dinars were not struck to a fixed weight standard, but
the weight range of most lies between two and five gr.
In the mints from Nishapur westwards, the flans were
manufactured from virtually pure gold, as was the
custom elsewhere in the Islamic world of the time. In
the east, the Saldjuks followed the example of the mint
of Ghazna by using base gold in the form of electrum
for their dinars. The near-absence of silver coinage is
one of the chief features of the monetary history of the
Middle East between 450 and 570/1058-1175. As the
minor coinage metal, silver does not appear to have
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been replaced by copper until the second quarter of
the 6th/11th century, and no glass token currency was
in circulation as it was in Fatimid Egypt. Thus while
the nobility, army and great merchants were obviously paid and dealt in gold, it is far from clear how the
daily economy was financed.
The family member who struck the most abundant
coinage was Toghrfl Beg, who had the good fortune
to acquire the great mint towns of Nishapur in
432/1040-1, al-Rayy in 434/1042-3, Isfahan in
443/1051-2 and Baghdad (Madinat al-Saldm) in
447/1055. These mints, plus a considerable number of
lesser ones, issued very large quantities of highquality gold dinars in Toghnl's name until his death
in 455/1063. Kara Arslan Kawurd also struck a plentiful coinage in Kirman, principally from jhe mints of
Bardaslr and Djlruft. The coinages of Caghri Beg,
Musa Yabghu and Ibrahim Inal, however, are all
very rare, reflecting either the poverty of eastern
Khurasan after the Saldjuk conquest or the nomads'
inability to form a stable administrative system which
could organise and sustain a sophisticated coinage.
Toghrfl was succeeded by his nephew Alp Arslan in
455/1063 who, as governor of Harat before his accession, struck coins on which he acknowledged his
father Caghri as overlord. His coinage appears to
have been somewhat less abundant than Toghrfl's.
Under Alp Arslan's son and successor Malik Shah
(465-85/1072-92), the plentiful coinage of dinars continued on the same pattern as before, although the use
of electrum dinars apparently declined in the eastern
mints, as it did with the contemporary Ghaznawids.
The succession struggles among Malik Shah's sons
were reflected in their complex coinages, but the
decline in the quality and quantity of the coins themselves also reveals that the economy was gradually
being ruined as a result of these conflicts. Nasir al-Dln
Mahmud's coins are rare because of the confusions of
his brief reign in Isfahan, 485-87/1092-4. After the
death of his father, Rukn al-Dln Berkyaruk first
issued coinage at Rayy, and quickly established
himself in power elsewhere because he was both older
and more experienced than his brothers. After a turbulent reign, Berkyaruk was succeeded in 498/1105
by Ghiyath al-Dln Muhammad. The last Great
Saldjuk was Malik Shah's youngest son, Mu c izz alDm Sandjar, governor of Khurasan from 490/1097,
who was looked up to as the nominal head of the family until his death in 552/1157. There were also parallel
lines of Saldjuk rulers in c lrak Persia, Kirman and
Syria (see above, III.). The ruling members of these
families normally acknowledged the overlordship of
the Great Saldjuks on their coins.
The conspicuous decline in the quality of the currency during the 6th/12th century was due to structural problems within the Saldjuk state, which had no
central bureaucracy that could impose uniform standards for the coinage and oversee its production. The
ruler did not govern the cities in his realm directly,
but through the agency of members of his family,
their Atabegs [<?. P.], amirs of his army or locally
powerful semi-independent governors, many of whom
included their names on the coins they issued after
those of the caliph and their principal overlords. The
presence of these names makes the study of the later
Salcljuk coinage particularly useful to the historian but
their elucidation is greatly complicated by the fact that
many of the pieces were so carelessly manufactured
that their legends are often mis-struck, or the margins
are missing from the flan. Thus it is often impossible
to read the mint names and dates of striking. The
coinage of the later Saldjuks leads on to that of their
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successors, such as the revived cAbbasid caliphate in
Baghdad, the Zangids in Mawsil, the Artukids in
Hisn Kayfa and Mardin, the Ildegizids in Ardabfl and
the Salghurids in Fars.
Because the Saldjuks were champions of Sunnism,
the legends on their coins reproduce the traditional
c
Abbasid type, which had survived intact at
Nlshapur, the great mint for gold in Khurasan under
both the Samanids and the Ghaznawids. The religious
legends, therefore, show little variation in their texts.
The obverse field contained the first statement of the
kalima, Id ildh ilia Allah wahdahu Id shank lahu. Around
this were two marginal legends, the inner containing
the mint and date formula and the outer inscribed
with parts of vv. 4 and 5 of sura XXX, al-Rum. The
reverse field contained the second statement of the
kalima, Muhammad rasul Allah, and the single marginal
legend was an adaptation of v. 33 of sura IX,
al-Tawba.
Occasionally, the Saldjuks struck dinars which were
intended to have talismanic qualities, such as an issue
of Alp Arslan from Marw dated 461 which inscribed
the ninety-nine beautiful names of God in the obverse
and reverse fields. A more common practice was to
engrave v. 255 of sura II, al-Bakara, the Throne
Verse, in minute letters in the reverse field. This
calligraphic tour de force is found on occasional issues
from Isfahan, cAskar Mukram and Marw. On rare
occasions, the engravers included their own names on
their best works in tiny letters in the outer margins.
The secular legends outside the mint and date formula were limited to names and titles. The reigning
caliph's name was usually placed below the kalima in
the obverse field, sometimes, if space permitted, with
his title Amir al-Mu^minin. On his own coinage in
Madlnat al-Salam, the caliph was entitled al-Imdm,
and his heir's name also appeared vertically in either
the obverse or reverse field. The rest of the space was
devoted to the name and titles of the ruler who struck
the coin and those of his secular overlords, if he was
obliged to acknowledge any. In order of importance
these were the ism, e.g. Toghril Beg; kunya, AbuTalib; la/cab Mucizz al-Din, Rukn al-Islam, cAdud
al-Dawla; and caldma and cunwan, al-Amir
al-Adjall/Shahanshah,
al-Sultan
al-Aczam
or
Mu c azzam. Unlike the Samanids, Ghaznawids and
Buwayhids, whose titulature was generally uniform in
their various mints, having been based on titles and
lakabs actually conferred by the caliph, the Saldjuks
were often inconsistent in their royal styles. This may
have been a result of their decentralised mint system
or because of their preference for the grand effect
rather than strict accuracy. For example, until
438/1046-7, Toghril was entitled al-Amir al-Adjall on
the coinage of Nishapur, and al-Amir al-Sayyid in
Rayy. A look at any of the catalogues where Saldjuk
coins appear will reveal many other examples of this
practice. It is interesting to note that, in addition to
their Turkish names, Toghril and Alp Arslan were
both given the Muslim ism of Muhammad, which occasionally appears on their coinage. Toghril was known
as Muhammad b. Mikd^il on coins struck in Rayy and
Hamadhan between 434 and 438. Alp Arslan was
named Muhammad on the coinage of Nlshapur
throughout his reign, but without the inclusion of his
nasab, while the same mint called his son Malik Shah b.
Muhammad. The later Great Saldjuks were commonly
named as sons of Malik Shah, but neither this nor any
other Saldjuk nasab was ever used on coins struck at
the caliph's mint in Baghdad. Lastly, the coins of
Toghril, Alp Arslan and Malik Shah frequently
placed the Saldjuk tamgha, the bow and arrow, above

the obverse or reverse fields, or sometimes both.
Other, more traditionally Islamic words were often inscribed in the same position, such as li'lldh, nasr, fath,
W/ or isolated letters like z, which was probably an
abbreviation of zafar.
The coinage of Madlnat al-Salam occupies a special
place in the history of the Saldjuk coinage because it
throws some light on the relationship between the
caliph and the ruler. Throughout Toghril's rule, the
caliph al-Ka°im [q.v. ] accorded him a full set of titles,
al-Sultan al-Mu^zzam Shdhanshdh Rukn al-Din Toghrll
Beg, but in the brief period of uncertainty after
Toghril's death in 455/1063, the caliph seized the opportunity to strike coinage in his own name and that
of his heir for the first time in nearly a century. Then
on the coinage of 456 and 457 the ruler is described
as Shdhanshdh al-A^zam ^Adud al-Dawla Abu Shua^a^
Malik al-^Arab wa 'l-^Aajam Alb Arslan, while on the
dinars of 461 and later he is simply styled ^A^ud alDawla Alb Arslan. From then on it became the custom
to name the Saldjuk ruler on the caliph's coinage with
only one lakab, possibly an epithet and his throne
name. The caliph al-Muktadl [q.v.] termed the ruler
Djaldl al-Dawla Malik Shah. During the succession
struggle after Malik Shah's death in 485/1092, the
caliph once again struck dinars in his own name. This
was followed by an issue where the ruler was styled
Mucizz al-Dawla al-Kdhira Berkyaruk. In 489/1096 the
caliph al-Mustazhir [#.&.], altered Berkyaruk's lakab
to ^Adud al-Dawla, while in 491/1098 and 493/1100 the
caliph again struck dinars in his own name, under
what circumstances is not clear. The caliph entitled
his successor Ghiydth al-Dunyd wa 'l-Din Muhammad,
and then when the state was divided after Muhammad's death in 511/1118, the caliph al-Mustarshid
[q. v. ], named the senior ruler as Mucizz al-Dunyd wa 'lDin Sandjar and the ruler of clrak as wa-wali ^ahdihi
Mughith, al-Dunyd wa 'l-Din Mahmud. Finally, the caliph
al-MuktafT [<?.#.], retained no more than the lakabs of
Mucizz al-Dunyd wa 'l-Din and Ghiydth al-Dunyd wa '/Din, until the inclusion of Saldjuk names on the
caliph's coinage was dropped altogether after the
death of Ghiyath al-Din Mascud in 547/1152.
A much larger body of numismatic evidence needs
to be assembled before a comprehensive and
analytical study of the Saldjuk coinage can be made.
This is particularly true of the post-Malik Shah
period, when the constantly changing political scene is
chronicled by the frequent striking of coins in the
names of two rulers, rebels and usurpers, local governors and Atabegs.
Bibliography. The most easily accessible works
are S. Lane Poole, Catalogue of oriental coins in the
British Museum, iii, London 1875-90; H. Lavoix,
Catalogue des monnaies musulmanes de la Bibliotheque Nationale, iv, Paris 1887-96; I. and C. Artuk, Istanbul
Arkeoloji Miizeleri teshirdeki Islami sikkeler katalogu, ii,
Istanbul 1971; Q. Alptekin, Salfuklu paralan, in
Salfuklu Arastirmalan Dergisi, iii (1971); S. Album, A
checklist of popular Islamic coins, Santa Rosa 1993;
C.C. Miles, The numismatic history of Rayy, New
York 1938, 196 ff. See also Sotheby's and Spink's
catalogues 1982-93.
2. In Anatolia
The Rum Saldjuk coinage is entirely separate in
origin from that of their distant cousins the Great
Saldjuks (see above, VIII. 1). Their earliest coin is a
crudely executed copper fals struck by Rukn al-Din
Mascud I b. Kilic Arslan (510-51/1116-56), which
copies a contemporary Byzantine folis with a full-face
imperial bust on the obverse, and the ruler's name on
the reverse.
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The earliest coinage of c lzz al-Dm Kilic Arslan II
(551-88/1156-92) was similar to that of his father
Mascud I. This was followed by the well-known
design of a mounted lancer galloping to the right on
the obverse, borrowed from Christian iconography
where it portrayed St. George the warrior saint of
Cappadocia. In 571/1175-6 Kilf£ Arslan II introduced
traditional Islamic gold dinars and silver dirhams to
Anatolia, at the same time as the Zangids of Aleppo
reintroduced silver coinage to Syria. There is a unique gold dinar of 573/1177-8, while the earliest silver
is dated 571/1175-6. Both bear conventional legends,
with the mint in the obverse margin and the caliph's
name in the field, and the date in the reverse margin
and the ruler's name in the field. They are known only from the mint of Konya.
The Rum Saldjuk dirham was struck at the traditional Islamic weight standard of 2.90-3.00 grs of virtually pure silver, with the kalima and the caliph's
name on the obverse, and the sultan's titles, name and
patronymic on the reverse. The table which summarises the political information on the coinage shows
that some rulers identified themselves with the
spiritual leadership of the cAbbasid caliphate by
describing themselves as Helper, etc. of the Commander of the Faithful.
When Kilic Arslan II abdicated in 588/1192 he
divided his realm among his numerous sons and a
daughter, and apparently granted them all the right of
sikka [q.v.]. His youngest son, Ghiyath al-Dln Kay
Khusraw I, who ruled in Konya, 588-93/1192-6,
struck coins modelled on those of his father. The
eldest son Rukn al-Dln Sulayman Shah placed the
mounted lancer on his copper coinage, and, exceptionally, on his rarely found silver and gold. Kutb alDm Malik Shah issued a rare but conventional
dirham, Mu c izz al-Din Kaysar Shah struck a lancer
copper, Muhyl al-Dln Mascud struck coins in Ankara
on which he was styled al-^Abd al-Da^if, and Mughlth
al-Dln Toghril, ruling in Erzurum, issued a plentiful
silver coinage.
After Sulayman Shah's death in 600/1203, the
western Saldjuk realms were reunited under Ghiyath
al-Dln Kay Khusraw I (second reign 601-7/1204-10).
His silver coins are known from Konya, Kayseri and
Malatya, and he was the last Saldjuk ruler to strike an
abundant mounted lancer copper coinage. He was
succeeded by clzz al-Dln Kay Kawus, 607-16/121019, and al-Mansur Kay Kubadh who ruled the appanage of Tokat during his brother's lifetime, and
struck a beautiful mounted lancer coinage in silver
and copper. The coinage of Kay Kawus I, purely
Islamic in character, adopted the square in circle
design favoured by the Ayyubids on their silver coins
of Damascus. It is known only from Konya and Sivas.
Kay Kawus I was succeeded by his more famous
brother cAlaD al-Dm Kay Kubadh I, 616-34/1219-36.
Under his rule, Rum Saldjuk dirhams, struck in huge
quantities in Sivas and Konya, with a small production from the mints of Kayseri, Erzincan and
Erzurum, became an international trade coin
throughout the Middle East. Copper is known only
from Bilveren and Sivas. Other coins struck in the
name of Kay Kubadh I were an undated silver
dirham of Hetum I, King of Cilician Armenia, and a
silver dirham from the mint of Dunaysir dated
625/1228, and a copper fals from Mardfn dated
634/1236-7 struck by Artuk Arslan, the Artukid ruler
of MardTn.
Kay Kubadh I's successor Ghiyath al-Dm Kay
Khusraw II (634-44/1236-46), issued conventional
epigraphic silver and a few gold coins in Sivas and
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Konya between 634/1236-7 and 638/1240-1, but from
638/1240-1 to 641/1243-4 he struck large quantities of
the most famous Rum Saldjuk coin bearing the device
of the lion and sun and the caliph's name on the
obverse. The auspicious sign of the sun in Leo was
probably used to exemplify the ruler's power. On one
rare issue of 640/1242-3 in gold and silver, the sun
rests on the backs of two lions rampant with their tails
interlaced.
The Mongol II Khans exercised indirect rule rather
than occupying Anatolia after their defeat of Kay
Khusraw II at Kose Dagh at the end of 639/1242 (see
above, section III. 5). Surprisingly, the Rum Saldjuk
coinage did not mention them as overlords until much
later. However, the number of dirhams struck in 640
and 641 decreased, and the lion and sun type was
abandoned in 641. Kay Khusraw II returned to a
purely epigraphic style of coinage_, and assumed the
grandiloquent title Zill Allah fi 'l-^Alam, "The Shadow
of God in the World". Before the Mongol victory,
King Hetum of Armenia struck silver horseman
dirhams bearing Kay Khusraw's name as overlord at
the mint of Sis between 637 and 640; the Ayyubid
ruler of Aleppo, al-Malik al-Nasir Yusuf II, struck
silver dirhams dated 636 to 638; Artuk Arslan, the Artukid ruler of Mardln struck another dated 636 in
Dunaysir, and a copper fals of Mardfn dated 637,
while Badr al-Dln Lu^lu 3 , the Lu'lu^id ruler of
Mawsil, issued gold dinars from 638 to 641.
On the gold and silver struck in Sivas and Konya,
c
lzz al-Dm Kay Kawus II (644-7/1246-9) followed the
square in circle design, and included the title Zill Allah
fi 'l-^Alam. He introduced the Rum Saldjuk practice of
dating coins with dlwdni abbreviations of the Arabic
names for the numbers, borrowed from accounting
conventions, for the units and decades of the year. AlMalik al-Kamil Muhammad II, the Ayyubid ruler of
Mayyafarikln and Amid, also struck a few undated
copper coins naming Kay Kawus II as overlord.
In 646 Rukn al-Dm Kilic Arslan IV challenged his
brother Kay Kawus II, and demonstrated his sole
power in Sivas by striking the last Saldjuk horseman
coinage. Its artistic inspiration was Persian rather
than Anatolian, replacing the warrior-saint of the
Byzantines with an elaborately-dressed archer, drawing his bow on the back of a prancing horse. The II
Khan Hiilegii's anger at the rivalry between Kay
Kawus II and Kilic Arslan IV caused him to establish
a triumvirate among the three sons of Kay Khusraw
II, and between 647 and 656 a conjoint coinage was
issued in the names of c lzz al-Dln Kay Kawus II,
Rukn al-Dm Kilic Arslan IV and 'Ala' al-Dm Kay
Kubadh II. Their silver is plentiful and a few gold
coins are known, but there appears to be no copper.
Most were struck in Sivas and Konya, but there were
also minor mints in Kayseri, Malatya and Lu^lu-'a.
The latter, located in the Taurus mountains, appears
to have been the Rum Saldjuks' first mining mint.
The one sign of disunity amongst the brothers on their
coinage is a dirham of 652 struck in Kayseri which
names only Kili^ Arslan IV and Kay Kubadh II.
When conjoint rule ended on the death of Kay
Kubadh II, clzz al-Dln Kay Kawus II issued coins in
his own name between 655 and 658/1257-60 at several
western mints, the principal one being Konya and
others in Ankara, Develu, Gumiispazar and Lu 3 lu D a.
After the fall of the Baghdad cAbbasids in 656/1258
Kay Kawus continued to use the kalima and the
caliph's name on his coins until 658/1260, when he
replaced them with the laudation al-clzza li'lldh
"Glory belongs to God!" in the obverse field with the
mint and date in the margin. In the east, Kilic' Arslan

Ghiyath

Kay Khusraw (I)
(2nd reign)

lzz

Mughith

Toghril

c

Muhyi

Mascud

Kay Kawus (I)

Mu izz

Kaysar Shah

-

Abu '1-Fath

Abu '1-Fath

-

-

Abu '1-Fath

Kutb

Malik Shah

c

Abu '1-Fath

Rukn

Sulayman Shah

-

-

lzz

-

Kunya

Ghiyath

c

^ukn al-Dunya
wa '1-DTn

Lakab

Kay Khusraw (I)

Kilic Arslan (II)

Mascud (I)

Name

al-Sultan al-Ghalib

al-Sultan al-Mucazzam

-

_

-

al-cAbd al-DacIf
-

-

-

al-Malik al-Mu ayyad

5

-

Nasir Amir al-Mu^mimn/
Burhan al-MuDminIn

-

al-Sultan al-Mucazzam
al-Malik al-Kahir/
al-Sultan al-Kahir

-

-

Caliphal relationship

al-Sultan al-Mucazzam

al-Sultan al-Mucazzam

Regal style

Table. Summary of names and titles found on the Rum Saldjuk coinage.

-

al-Minna li'llah

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Laudation

lzz

AlaD

All lakabs include the phrase al-Dunya wa'l-Dm.

c

Ghiyath

Mascud (II)

Kay Kubadh (III)

Ghiyath

Kay Khusraw (III)

lzz

Rukn

c

lzz/
Rukn/
c
Ala>

c

Rukn

c

Kilic Arslan (IV)

Kay Kawus (II)
(2nd reign)

"Three Brothers"
Kay Kawus (II)/
Kilic Arslan (IV)/
Kay Kubadh (II)

Kilic Arslan (IV)

Kay Kawus (II)
(1st reign)

Ghiyath

Kay Khusraw (II)

Ala>

c

Kay Kubadh (I)

Abu '1-Fath

Abu '1-Fath

Abu '1-Fath

Abu '1-Fath

Abu '1-Fath

-

Abu '1-Fath

Abu '1-Fath

Abu '1-Fath

Abu '1-Fath

-

-

al-Sultan al-Aczam

Burhan Amir al-Mu^minln

al-Sultan al-Aczam
al-Sultan al-Aczam
Zill Allah fi '1-^Alam

Burhan Amir al-Mu D minIn

-

al-Sultan al-Aczam

al-Sultan al-Aczam

-

Kaslm Amir al-Mu^minln

al-Sultan al-Aczarn

al-Salatin al-clzam

KasTm Amir al-Mu^mimn

Kaslm Amir al-Mu 5 minm

Nasr Amir al-Mu^mimn/

al-Sultan al-Aczam
Zill Allah fi '1-^Alam

al-Sultan al-Mucazzam/
al-Sultan al-Aczam
Zill Allah fi 'l-<Alam

al-Malik al-Mansur/
al-Sultan al-Mu c azzam/
al-Sultan al-Aczam

al-Minna li'llah

al-cUzma li'llah

al-Mulk li'llah

al- c Minna li'llah

al-clzza li'llah

-

-

-
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IV struck coins during his second period of rule (65563/1257-64), still in the name of the caliph alMustacsim until the year 662/1264, but in 663/1265
he issued dirhams in that of a fictive caliph al-Imdm al~
Ma^sum Amir al-Mu^mimn, "the Immaculate Imam,
Commander of the Faithful". Elsewhere he replaced
the kalima and mention of the caliph with the laudation al-Minna li'lldh, "Grace be to God!". His principal mint was Sivas, but after the death of Kay
Kawus II in 658 his coins were struck in Erzincan,
c
Ala°iyya, Antalya, Bazar, Develii, Kayseri,
Gumiispazar, LuDlu5a, Macdan Shehir, Macdan
Sarus and Malatya. Kilic* Arslan IV was succeeded by
his son Ghiyath al-Dm Kay Khusraw III (66381/1264-82), whose coinage from Erzincan, Erzurum,
Antalya, Bazar, Sivas, Sarus, Sinop, Kastamunu,
Konya, Kayseri, Gumiispazar, Lu3luDa and Macdan
Shehir was distinguished by the laudation al-Mulk li
'lldh, "Sovereignty belongs to God!".
Kay Khusraw III was succeeded by his nephew
c
Ala° al-Dm Kay Kubadh III b. Faramurz in
681/1282, who lost the eastern territories to his cousin
Ghiyath al-Din Mascud II (first reign 681-97/128297). The coins of Mascud II, from Erzincan, Erzurum, Antalya, San Kavak, Samsun, Sivas, Konya,
Gumiispazar, Ladik, Lu^lu^a, Macdan Bayburt,
Macdan Shehir and Macdan Samasur, occasionally
used the laudation al-'Uzma li'lldh, "Power belongs to
God!".
The end of the Rum Saldjuk coinage is obscure.
Sovereignty alternated between Kay Kubadh III,
Mascud II and his son Mascud III in the last decade
of the seventh century and the first years of the eighth,
but their crudely struck coins make it difficult to
establish an accurate chronology based on numismatic
evidence. Kay Kubadh III did occasionally place a
lion passant or a lion and sun on his coins, some of
which, struck in Erzincan, Sivas and Konya in 698,
acknowledged the II Khanid ruler Mahmud Ghazan
as overlord. Other mints for Kay Kubadh III are Antalya, Sulayman Shehir, San Kavak, and perhaps
Borlu.
During the last quarter of the seventh century, most
coins were struck in silver, and gold became extremely rare. The internal coherence of the state had collapsed, and local governors often used the names of
Mascud II and Kay Kubadh III to give validity to
their own coinages. The coins of Kay Kubadh III
largely disregarded the weight standard of the Islamic
silver dirham, and their weight fell to 2.00-2.50 gr.
Thus began the transition to the irregular, low weight
Anatolian silver issued by the Beylik successors to the
Rum Saldjuks, first in the name of the II Khanids,
and later in their own names, which resulted in the introduction of the small silver akce as the unit of account in Anatolia by the second quarter of the
8th/14th century.
Bibliography: Rum Saldjuk coinage has been
extensively published, having been a particular
favourite of Ottoman and modern Turkish
numismatists. The Istanbul Mint Museum, the
Yapi ve Kredi Kiiltur Merkezi, American
Numismatic Society and Tubingen University have
large collections of Rum Saldjuk coins, as do the
museums whose catalogues are listed below: I. and
C. Artuk, Istanbul Arkeoloji Muzeleri teshirdeki islami
sikkerler katalogu, Istanbul 1971; Ismacfl Ghalib
Edhem, Takwim-i meskukdt-l ^othmdniyye, Istanbul
1307/1889-90; G. Hennequin, Catalogue des monnaies
musulmanes de la Bibliotheque Nationale, iv, Asie premongole. Les Salguqs et leurs successeurs, Paris 1985; S.
Lane Poole, Catalogue of oriental coins in the British

Museum, London 1875-90, iii; Ahmed Tewhid,
Miize-yi Humdyun meskukdt-l isldmiyye kataloghlan,
Istanbul 1321/1903-4. (R.E. DARLEY-DORAN)
SALGHURIDS, a line of Atabegs which ruled in
Pars during the second half of the 6th/12th century
and for much of the 7th/13th one (543-681/
1148-1282).
They were of Turkmen origin, and Mahmud
Kashghari considered them as a clan of the Oghuz
tribe [see GHUZZ], giving their particular tamgha
(Diwdn lughdt al-Turk, Tkish. tr. Atalay, i, 56, iii, 141,
414); later sources such as Rashid al-Din, Hamd
Allah Mustawfi's Ta^nkh-i Guztda and Abu '1-Ghazi's
Shadjara-yi Tardkima were uncertain whether Salghur
was a clan or the name of an eponymous ancestor of
the Atabegs (cf. also W. Barthold, A history of the
Turkman people, in Four studies on the history of Central
Asia, iii, Leiden 1962, 119, who was sceptical about a
connection of the Atabegs with the Salghur or Salur
[q. v. ] clan).
The Salghur clan played a role in the Turkmens'
overrunning of Anatolia in the late 5th/llth century.
Muzaffar al-Din Sonkur b. Mawdud took advantage
of the weakening power of the Great Saldjuk sultans
and in 543/1148 established himself in Pars after the
death of the province's ruler Boz-aba (who may
himself have been connected with the Salghur clan).
After Sonkur's death in 556/1161, he was succeeded
by his brother Muzaffar al-Din Zangi and then in
570/1175 by the latter's son Tekele or Degele, so that
the hereditary rule of the Salghurids in Pars became
established, whilst at the same time they acknowledged, until 590/1194, the overlordship of the last Great
Saldjuks. Tekele had eliminated his rival for power,
Sonkur's son Kutb al-Din Toghril, in 577/1181-2, according to the Nizam al-tawdnkh of al-BayclawI (who
was a contemporary in Pars of the Salghurids of the
7th/13th century; his account is accordingly followed
by Mergil, see Bibi, and here), and he probably
reigned until 594/1198, when his brother clzz al-Din
Sacd (I) b. Zangi [q.v.] came to power. (It therefore
seems probable that we should eliminate Toghril from
the list of Salghurids who actually ruled in Pars,
although he thus figures in much of the secondary
literature, including in the EIL art., as being still alive
and ruling in Pars in the later 1190s and first years of
the 13th century; there are significant differences in
the information of the historians on the events of these
years).
Sacd, like his predecessors, campaigned against the
local Shabankara3! Kurdish bandits and intervened in
the affairs of the neighbouring province of Kirman
[q.v.], and in 600/1203-4 captured Isfahan; but he
came up against the growing power in Persia of the
Khwarazm-Shahs, was captured by ''Ala3 al-Din
Muhammad Shah [q.v.] in 614/1217-18 and only
released on payment of the tribute formerly paid to
the Saldjuks and the cession of certain districts in Pars
as iktdcs or land-grants for Khwarazmian commanders. The triumph of the Mongols released the
Salghurids from this dependence on the KhwarazmShahs but substituted another yoke. Sacd's son Abu
Bakr (succeeded on his father's death, more probably
in 623/1226 than 628/1231) was the vassal of the
Great Khan Ogedey and then of the Il-Khan Hiilegu
[q. vv. ], and it was the former ruler who conferred on
Abu Bakr the title of Kutlugh Khan in return for an
annual tribute of 30,000 Rukni dinars and the admission of a Mongol shihna to his principality.
The years after Abu Bakr's death in 658/1260 were
filled with a succession of short-ruled Salghurid
Atabegs: Muzaffar al-Din Sacd (II), cAdud al-Dm

Van Bercherm Geneva).
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Muhammad, Muzaffar al-Dm Muhammad Shah.
Muzaffar al-Dln Saldjuk Shah, closing with Muzaffar
al-Dln Abish Khatun, the daughter of Sacd (II), on
whom Hiilegii bestowed the Atabegate of Fars. She
reigned alone for a year (662-3/1263-4), at the end of
which she married Mengii Temiir, the eleventh son of
Hiilegii, who himself assumed de facto power in Fars
till his death in 681/1282, with Abigh Khatun as only
nominal Atabeg. The rule of the Salghurids, which
had endured for over 130 years, came to an end at this
point; Abish Khatun herself died in Mongol captivity
at Tabriz in 685/1286.
Fars especially flourished in the 7th/13th century

under the rule of the Salghurids, with a lively cultural
and intellectual atmosphere in the capital Shlraz
[q.v.], where there lived at this time, inter alios, the
Kadi al-BaydawI, the scientist Kutb al-Dln ShlrazI
and the historian Wassaf [q. vv. ] . The poet Sacdl [q. v. ]
was the panegyrist of the Atabegs, deriving his
takhallus from Abu Bakr b. Sacd (I); it was to this last
that he dedicated his Bustdn and to his son, the shortreigned Sacd (II), that he dedicated the Gulistdn (cf. J.
Rypka et alii, History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht
1968, 250). Coins wej~e minted by most of the Atabegs
up to and including Abish Khatun, with the exception
possibly of the ephemeral rulers preceding her.

Genealogical table of the Salghurids

Mawdud
I
1. Sonkur

2. Zangi

Toghril
I
5. Abu Bakr

6. Sacd (II)
I
7. Muhammad

I
4. Sacd (I)

3. Tekele

Salghur Shah
I
8. Muhammad Shah

I
9. Saldjuk Shah

_ I
10. Abish Khatun

Bibliography: Zambaur, Manuel, 232; B.
Spuler, Die Mongolen in Iran*, Leipzig 1939, 144-5
and index; C.E. Bos worth, The new Islamic dynasties,
Edinburgh 1996, ch. X, no. 98; Erdogan Mercil,
Fars Atabegleri Salgurlar, Ankara 1975, with a good
survey of the primary sources (Afdal al-Dln Kirmam; Nasawi; Ibn al-Athir; Rashid al-Dln;
Wassaf; Ahmad b. Zarkub, Shirdz-ndma; Mustawfi;
etc.) at pp. XI-XIX.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SALHIN, also Silhln, the name of the royal
palace of the Sabaean kings in their capital Marib
[q.v.]. The house of Salhln (bytn slhn; e.g. CIH 373) is
the building of ancient South Arabia which is most
frequently mentioned in the Sabaic inscriptions of the
first three centuries A.D. Its name is also attested in
the forms Salhen and EiXefj in the title of the Abyssinian king cEzana in Ethiopic and Greek inscriptions
of the fourth century A.D. from Aksum. Owing to the
lack of excavations, the original site of the palace of
Salhln in the area of the ancient town of Marib has not
yet been discovered.
Arab tradition enumerates Salhln in Marib among
the most famous castles of pre-Islamic Yemen, which
are praised by the Arabs in their poems and proverbs
(al-Hamdanl, Sifa, ed. Miiller, 203, 11-15). Salhln is
the foremost of the three castles of ancient Marib
(idem, Iklil, viii, ed. M. al-Akwac al-Hiwali,
Damascus 1979, 99, 10), and it is supposed to have
been the palace of Bilkls [q.v.] (ibid., viii, 103, 2). It
held the high rank of being the royal residence of the
Himyarite kings (Nashwan, Shams, 50, 9), and it was
an important castle in the country of Yemen, which
belonged to the Tabdbi^a or Tubbacs [q. v. ], the kings
of Yemen (Yakut, Mu^djam, iii, 115, 11). On the
authority of Muhammad b. Khalid, it is reported that
the Sabaean kings lived in Marib and in $anca° alternately, and whenever they resided in Marib they
stayed in Salliin (al-Hamdanl, Iklil, viii, 106, 11-13).

It is said that the palace was built by order of Bilkls,
the Queen of Sheba, the daughter of al-Hadhad, and
that in it her throne stood, as mentioned in Kurgan,
XXVII, 23 (Nashwan, Shams, 50, 9-11); it is'said as
well that Solomon commanded the a^inn to build the
palace for Bilkls (al-ThaclabT, Kisas al-anbiyd^, Cairo
1889, 201). According to other traditions one of the
Tabdbi^a [see TUBBAC] gave orders to construct Salhln
(Yakut, Mu'djam, i, 535, 13), or else the demons built
it for Dhu Batac, the king of Hamdan, when he arranged the marriage of Bilkls to Solomon (ibid., iii,
115, 12), or when Dhu Batac himself married Bilkls at
the behest of Solomon respectively (Ibn al-Athlr, i,
238, 1-2). People say that demons had written in a
Himyaritic inscription in Yemen: "We built Salhln,
working on it continuously for seventy-seven years"
(al-Tabari, i, 585, 15-16; al-Hamdanl, Iklil, viii, 104,
4-5). In other sources, the duration of the building of
Salhln is supposed to have lasted seventy years
(Yakut, Mu^djam, iii, 115, 18) or eighty years respectively (ibid., i, 535, 13-14; Tddj. al-carus, s.v. Salhln).
Al-Hamdanl, however, doubts whether the djinn
could have written this for two reasons. In the first
place, they say that the demons built Salhln in
seventy-seven years, but between the visit of Bilkls to
Solomon and his death there were at most seven
years, and after Solomon's death the djinn refused to
continue their work. In the second place, there is a
saying of cAlkama b. Phi Djadan, mentioning that
human beings built Salhln and not the djinn, when he
composed: "and will men built houses (henceforth)
after Salhln (has been destroyed)?" (Iklil, viii, 105,
3-9; for the variant of this verse, as it is rendered here,
cf. Ibn Hisham, Sira, 26, 12; al-Tabari, i, 928, 13;
Yakut, iii, 115, 17; Tadj_ al-^arus, loc. cit.).
When the Abyssinians under their commander
Aryat conquered Yemen, they destroyed Salhln,
Ghumdan [q.v.] and Baynun [q.v.], castles which
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were without equals among men (Ibn Hisham, Sira,
26, 13-14; al-Jabari, i, 928, 9-11); they were considered to be palaces of exceptional beauty and splendour, which people had never seen before (alThaclabi, Kisas, 201). It seems that no remains of this
castle were left in the Islamic period, since reportedly
no traces of Salhln can be seen any more (Yakut, iii,
115, 19).
From the no longer existent diwdn of the previouslymentioned cAlkama, who was a descendant of the
famous Himyarite noble family Dhu Djadan, belonging to the mathdmina [q. v. ], verses are quoted, in which
the fate of Salhln is deplored, because the castle has
been destroyed, so that now foxes bark in it, and
because it has become deserted, it is as if it had never
been inhabited (al-Hamdani, Iklil, viii, 103, 3-13).
Yemenite nostalgia for times long passed is expressed
by the verse "Inquire about Salhln and its days, the
days when the kingdom belonged to Himyar'' (Nashwan, Shams, 50, 12).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): cAzimuddin Ahmad, Die auf Sudarabien
beziiglichen Angaben Naswdn's im Sams al-^ulum,
Leiden 1916; N.A. Paris, The antiquities of South
Arabia, being a translation of the eighth book of AlHamddni's al-Iklil, Princeton 1938; W.W. Muller,
Ancient castles mentioned in the eighth volume of alHamddm's IklTl and evidence of them in pre-Islamic inscriptions, in Al-Hamddni, a great Yemeni scholar. Studies
on the occasion of his millennial anniversary, Sanca° 1986,
139-57.
(W.W. MULLER)
AL-SALIB (A.) pis. sulub, sulbdn, a cross, and,
particularly, the object of C h r i s t i a n v e n e r a t i o n .
The term is used for cross-shaped marks e.g. brands
on camels and designs woven into cloth, and in legal
contexts for the instrument of execution.
The Kurgan refers in six places to the act of crucifying as a punishment. Four of these are set in ancient
Egypt: in sura XII, 41, Yusuf predicts that one of the
men jailed with him will be crucified and birds will eat
from his head; in VII, 124, XX, 71, and XXVI, 49,
Pharaoh vows to crucify the magicians who have
disobeyed him by believing in Musa's God, with XX,
71, including the detail that he will use trunks of palm
trees in doing this. In fact, according to Ibn cAbbas
(al-Tabari, Tafsir, ad VII, 124), Pharaoh was the first
to employ this means of execution.
The fifth occurrence, in V, 33, refers to crucifixion
as the punishment for those who fight against God
and the Prophet and spread evil in the land. This
verse gave rise to the different views of legal experts
concerning the execution of highway robbers: Malik
and Abu Hanifa said they should be hung on a cross,
tree or poles and torn apart with spears; while Ibn
Hanbal said their bodies should be exposed on one of
these after their execution [see HADD; KATL. ii; SALE;
SARIKA] .
This verse is also the legal basis for the penalty
against those guilty of heresy, zandaka [q.v.]', the
crucifixion of al-Husayn b. Mansur al-Halladj [q.v.]
for his uninhibited ecstatic utterances is a welldocumented example (L. Massignon, La passion de
Husayn Ibn Mansur al-Halldj, nouvelle edition, Paris
1975, i, 496 ff., 655 ff.).
The sixth occurrence in IV, 157, the denial that the
Jews crucified clsa [see C ISA. xi], agrees well with the
attitude implied in these verses, that execution is
reserved for the disobedient and criminal. This denial
occasioned a long tradition of Muslim exegetical
elucidations (see N. Robinson, Christ in Islam and
Christianity, London 1991, 127-41) and may have contributed towards the lack of interest in the atonement
among Muslim polemical authors.

The rejection of the cross as the symbol of Christianity_is attested in a number of Hadtths: on the last
day, clsa will break the cross into pieces (al-Bukhari.
Anbiyd*, bdb 49, etc.; Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, ii, 240,
272, etc.); at the final judgement Christians, "the
companions of the cross", will be condemned_to hell
on their confession that they worshipped clsa (alBukhari, Tawhid, bdb 24); the cross is the sign of the
Rum [0.».], the enemies of Islam (Ibn Hanbal,
Musnad, iv, 91, v, 372, v, 409); the Prophet had objects bearing cross designs removed from his dwelling
(al-Bukharl, Saldt, bdb 15; Ibn Hanbal, Musnad, vi, 52,
140, 237, etc., all reported on the authority of
c 3
A isha). Restrictions were imposed upon public
display of crosses from early times. According to Abu
Yusuf the Hanafi lawyer, Abu c Ubayda Ibn alDjarrah [0.0.], acting on the advice of the caliph
c
Umar, permitted Christians in Syria to carry their
crosses in procession on one day a year, but only
outside towns and away from Muslim habitations and
mosques (Kitdb al-Khardaj., Cairo 1397/1976-7, 152,
tr. E. Fagnan, Le livre de I'impot fonder, Paris 1921,
218-19); Khalid b. al-Walid imposed the same limitation upon the Christians of Hlra and neighbouring
towns (ibid., 154, 158, tr. Fagnan, 222, 227).
Crosses in public places caused obvious offence. In
Palestine, c Umar found it necessary to place crosses
under protection, stipulating that in Jerusalem, Lydda and other towns they would not be violated (alTaban, i, 2405 ff). cAbd al-Malik and other
Umayyad caliphs ordered their destruction on the
outside of churches (see A. Fattal, Le statut legal des nonMusulmans en pays d'Islam, Beirut 1958, 183), and, on
their imitations of Byzantine coins, had the symbol of
the cross on the reverse subtly altered into a pillar by
removing the bar (see W.E. Kaegi, Byzantium and the
early Islamic conquests, Cambridge 1992, 223-7 and Pis.
HI at 207-8). The cAbbasid caliph al-Mutawakkil
forbade their display in processions (al-Tabarl, iii,
1390). Under later caliphs, Christians continued to
exercise their restricted rights on feast days except
when repression prevented them (Fattal, 207 ff). It is
not surprising that crosses were the immediate targets
of religious riots in Muslim cities, or that at the time
of the Crusades they were erected on mosques by invading Europeans and removed by Muslims.
Curiously, the Fatimid caliph al-Hakim incorporated
into his decrees against non-Muslims the requirement
that Christians should wear crosses as distinctive signs
[see AL-HAKIM BI-AMR ALLAH and its bibl.].
Many of these prohibitions against Christians were
based on the precedent of the so-called "Covenant of
c
Umar", a formulation of the dhimmi status which
though of uncertain date reflects the attitudes of early
centuries (Fattal, 60 ff. discusses views concerning its
origin). According to the earliest version of this document, Christians agree not to display their crosses on
streets and markets frequented by Muslims (alTurtushl, Sirdd^al-muluk, Cairo 1289/1872, 135 ff).
The cross and its significance does not feature
prominently in Muslim polemical literature, which
focusses rather on the two themes which challenged
Muslim sensibilities, the Trinity and divinity of Jesus
Christ, with no interest in doctrines of the atonement.
In the early 3rd/9th century the Zaydl imam al-Kasim
b. Ibrahim al-RassI explains the crucifixion briefly as
a ransom to God (I. di Matteo, Confutazione contro i
Cristiani dello Zaydito al-Qdsim b. Ibrahim, in RSO, ix
[1922] 317) but does not discuss it further; while later
in the same century, the independently-minded
Muctazill Abu clsa al-Warrak [q.v.], whose refutation
of Christianity is the most elaborate to survive from
the early period, gives a concise description (D.
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Thomas, Anti-Christian polemic in early Islam, Cambridge 1992, 68-9, 72-7), but only mentions the
crucifixion incidentally in the course of demonstrating
the inadequacies of explanations _of the Incarnation
(see E. Platti (ed. and tr.), Abu Vsd al-Warrdq, Yahyd
Ibn ^Adi, de ['incarnation, Louvain 1987 (CSCO_, 490-1)
e.g. §§ 63 ff.). Later polemicists follow Abu clsa's example and often refer to the crucifixion only in the
course of questioning whether the divine character in
Christ could suffer death (e.g. al-NashP al-Akbar
[q.v. ], inj. van Ess, Fruhe mu^tazilitische Hdresiographie,
Beirut 1971, 83-4; al-Bakillanl, Kitdb al-Tamhid, ed.
R. McCarthy, Beirut 1957, 97-8; Ibn Taymiyya, alDjawdb al-sahih li-man baddala din al-Masih, Cairo 1905,
iii, 42 ff.).
Two exceptions to this indifferent attitude are cAbd
al-Djabbar b. Ahmad and Ibn Hazm [ q . v v . ] , who
each attempt to show that the crucifixion need not
have involved the person of clsa, and so could have
happened in conformity with the understood teaching
of sura IV, 157-8. Ibn Hazm argues that the witnesses
to the events of the crucifixion are not necessarily
reliable (K. al-Fisal fi 'l-milal wa 'l-ahwd^ wa 'l-nihal,
Cairo 1317, i, 58 ff.), while cAbd al-Djabbar employs
a previously unknown account of the Passion, in
which the individual crucified is not explicitly identified _as Jesus, as the factual basis for his argument
that clsa was not killed on the cross (K. Tathbit dald^il
al-nubuwwa, ed. C A.-K. c Uthman, Beirut 1966,
137 ff.; see S.M. Stern, Quotations from apocryphal
gospels in ^Abd al-Jabbdr, in Journal of Theological Studies,
N.S. xviii [1967], 34-57).
Attempts were made by Christians who wrote in
Arabic to explain the significance of the crucifixion,
but with little if any success (see M. Swanson, The
Cross of Christ in the earliest Arabic Melkite apologies, in
Christian Arabic apologetics during the Abbasidperiod, ed. J.
Nielsen and K. Samir, Leiden 1994, 115-45, and the
bibliography cited there). In more recent times,
Christian teaching about the cross has received close
attention from some Muslims, notably K. Hussein,
Karya zdlima, Cairo 1954, tr. K. Cragg, City of Wrong,
Amsterdam 1959 [see C ISA. xv], and M.M. Ayoub,
Towards an Islamic Christology. II. the death of Jesus, reality
or delusion, in MW, Ixx (1980), 91-121.
It was popularly thought among Muslims that the
cross was actually worshipped by Christians; the
caliph al-Mahdl suggests this in the course of his
dialogue with the Nestorian patriarch Timothy I,
which took place some time after 164/781 (see A.
Mingana, Timothy's apology for Christianity, in Woodbrooke Studies, ii [1928], 39-40); the correspondence attributed to the caliph c Umar b. cAbd al-cAzTz and the
emperor Leo III, though probably late 3rd/9th century, includes a discussion of it (see D. Sourdel, Un
pamphlet musulman anonyme d'epoque ^abbdside contre les
Chretiens, in REI, xxxiv [1966], 29; see more fully,
J.M. Gaudeul, The correspondence between Leo and
c
Umar: ^Umar's letter re-discovered?, in Islamochristiana, x
[1984], 109-57); cAbd Allah al-Hashiml, the supposed
opponent of cAbd al-MasIh al-KindT [q.v.] mentions it
among the practices he invites the Christian to renounce (Risdlat al-Kindi, ed. A. Tien, London 1880,
21); it arises in the course of the reported debate between Christians and Muslims before al-Ma3mun (see
A. Guillaume, A debate between Christian and Moslem doctors, Centenary Supplement toJRAS, London 1924, 242;
Swanson, art. cit., 120-1, discusses dating).
Christians habitually defended the veneration of the
cross (see A.-T. Khoury, Apologetique byzantine contre
I'Islam (VIIIe-XIIIe S.), Altenberge 1982, 121 ff.).
And it is no surprise that the 3rd/9th century Chris-
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tian apologist Abu RaDita found it necessary to insist
that the cross was not itself the object of worship but
marked the direction of worship (see S. Griffith, Habib
ibn Hidmah Abu Rd^itah, a Christian mutakallim of the
first Abbdsid century, in Oriens Christianus, Ixiv [1980],
200), or that Arab lexicographers came to call the
cross the kibla of the Christians.
Bibliography: A.S. Tritton, The caliphs and their
non-Muslim subjects, Oxford 1930 (esp. ch. 7); H.
Zayat, La croix dans I'Islam, Harissa 1935; C.E.
Bosworth, The concept of dhimma in early Islam, in B.
Braude and B. Lewis (eds.), Christians and Jews in the
Ottoman empire, New York 1982, i, 37-51; S.H. Griffith, Chapter ten of the Scholion: Theodore bar Kom's
Apology for Christianity, in Orientalia Christiana
Periodica, xlvii [1981] 149-88; idem, Theodore Abu
Qurrah 's Arabic tract on the Christian practice of venerating
images, inJAOS, cv [1985] 53-73; R.S. Humphreys,
Islamic history, a framework for inquiry, London 1991,
ch. 11.
(AJ. WENSINCK-[D. THOMAS])
SALIH, an A r a b tribe that the genealogists affiliate with the large tribal group, Kudaca [0.».].
Around A.D. 400, it entered the Byzantine political
orbit and became the dominant federate ally of Byzantium in the 5th century, itsfoederati.
It is practically certain that Sallh penetrated the
Byzantine frontier from the region of WadT Sirhan.
Ptolemy in his Geography speaks of a toponym,
Zagat's, *n northern Arabia, identifiable with the
Arabic Sallhid name, Pudjcum/Padjcum, and one of
the affluents of Wad! Sirhan is called Hidridj/Hidradj,
also identifiable with another Sallhid figure, alHidridjan. Precisely where in Byzantine Oriens/Bilad
al-Sham they settled asfoederati is not known, but it
was in the southern half of it, mainly in the provincia
Arabia, and in the two Palestines, Secunda and
Tertia.
Within federate tribal Sallh, the Dadjacima (pi. of
Dadj c um) were the royal house. The eponym
Pudj c um/Dadj c um is attested in the Greek source,
Sozomen, as Zoxofio?, the tribal chief who converted
to Christianity after a monk cured his wife of her
sterility. Most of the historical figures among the
Padjacima/Zokomids, mentioned by the genealogists,
are shadowy figures with the exception of two: Dawud
and Ziyad, both with the same patronymic, Ibn alHabula. The first was the SalThid king whose name is
associated with Dayr Dawud. Tradition says that his
involvement in Christianity and the religious life
weakened his warlike spirit and he was finally killed in
the Golan in an encounter with a tribal coalition that
formed against him. The second, Ziyad, is best
known as the Sallhid figure who fought the Kinda
under the leadership of their king Hudjr, but was vanquished by them at the battle of Yawm al-Baradan
(see below).
As the principal foederati of Byzantium in the 5th
century, their main assignment was the protection of
the Roman frontier facing the Arabian Peninsula
from the raids of the pastoralists, the Saracens [q.v.]
of the Greek and Latin sources. Legally, they were not
Roman citizens but allies, whose relationship with
Rome-Byzantium was governed by the foedus, the
treaty. In return for their services as watchmen over
the frontier, they were granted the privilege of settling
on Roman territory and received the usual subsidies,
either in money or in kind. Their chiefs were called
phylarchs, and the term became technical in the
Byzantine military system, meaning Arab chiefs in
treaty relationship to Byzantium. In addition to protecting the Roman frontier, they took part in the two
Persian Wars of the reign of Theodosius II, in 421-2
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and 440-2, and possibly in the Vandal War of the
Emperor Leo, who in 468 dispatched an expeditionary force against the Vandals of Africa. The
Byzantines lost the battle of Cape Bon against the
Vandals, and the Sallhids probably lost heavily in that
battle, which thus must have contributed to their
eventual downfall in the Orient. Participation in the
Persian and Vandal Wars relieves Sallhid history of
its marginality in fighting only the pastoralists of the
Arabian Peninsula.
The conversion of their eponym, Dudj c um/Zokomos, to Christianity set the tone of their involvement
in religion, especially monastic Christianity. The one
structure that is definitely associated with them is a
monastery, Dayr Dawud, in present-day alTurkumaniyya in northern Syria. It was built by the
SalThid King Dawud, whose name, David, speaks for
itself. He was nicknamed al-Lathik "the bedraggled"
because he insisted on carrying water and mortar on
his own back while building his monastery, as an act
of piety.
More is known about their important contribution
to poetry in Bilad al-Sham in the 5th century. While
Epinician odes were composed in Arabic for the victories of the Arab Queen Mavia over the Byzantine
Emperor Valens, the poets of these victory odes have
remained anonymous. But in the case of the_Sal!hids,
their court poet is known by name, cAbd al-cAs, of the
tribe of lyad, who became the court poet of the Sallhkl
king Dawud. The poet-laureateship of cAbd al-cAs
makes certain that the tradition of court poetry in
Bilad al-Sham started some hundred years before it
was attested for the Ghassanids, the Arab allies of
Byzantium in the 6th century. Attractive is the fact
that not only did Dawud have a court poet but also
that he had a daughter, left anonymous in the sources
who, too, was a poetess. Of her poetry, one solitary
verse has survived in which she laments the death of
her father Dawud at the hands of two tribesmen. The
verse is redolent of contempt for the two "wolves"
who killed the king of Salilj and the two regicides are
not left anonymous: Ibn cAmir and Mashdjaca, from
the tribes of Kalb and al-Namir respectively. The
Yawm, the battle day, on which Dawud fell apparently occasioned the composition of some poetry, since a
triplet has survived composed by one of the two
regicides in which he prides himself and his tribe on
their dispatch of Dawud, while the verse of his
daughter, the SalThid princess, suggests that it was an
answer to the triplet, perhaps belonging to a fly ting
poem.
Around A.D. 500, the star of the Sallhids began to
set, as more powerful tribal groups were approaching
the Roman limes, Kinda and Ghassan [q.vv. ]. They
first vanquished the Sallhids under the leadership of
Ziyad b. al-Habula at Yawm al-Baradan, but it was
the latter that finally overturned them and superseded
them as the dominant foederati of Byzantium in the 6th
century, and thereby hangs a tale. The Sallhid taxcollector, Sabi{, refused the sword of the Ghassanid
Qjidhcas pawn, whereupon the Ghassanid unsheathed
his sword and cut off Sablt's head, a circumstance that
gave rise to the saying "Take from Djidhc what
Djidhc chooses to give you", khudh min Djidh^n md
aHdka.
Throughout this century, the Sallhids lived in partial eclipse outshone by the Ghassanids, who
dominated the scene of Arab-Byzantine relations. But
one of their phylarchs, who had the same name as the
eponym, Za>fufio$ appears in 586 in the Byzantine army, fighting the Persians at the siege of Mardln, after
the suspension of the Ghassanid phylarchate for some

five years in the eighties of the 6th century. The
Sallhids clearly remained federates of Byzantium,
since they appear in the period of the conquest of
Bilad al-Sham, fighting the Muslim Arabs with other
federate tribes at Dumat al-Djandal and in ZlzaD in
Trans-Jordan. After being worsted in the southern
part of Oriens by the Muslim armies, they apparently
moved to the north of Syria where c Abu cUbayda
found them with the Tanukh in the hddir (military encampment) of Kinnasrin. When asked to accept
Islam, they refused conversion and remained
Christians.
Unlike the Tanukh and the Ghassanids, these
foederati of the 5th century did not prosper in Islamic
times, presumably because they remained staunchly
Christian and, so, isolated within the new Islamic
order, with the exception of one SalThid, namely,
Usama b. Zayd. This scion of the old tribe served four
Umayyad caliphs: al-Walld and Sulayman, who put
him over the kharddj, of Egypt, and Yazld b. cAbd alMalik and Hisham, whose kdtib Usama was.
In addition to political and social obscurity in the
Muslim period, the Sallhids were dispersed physically
in various parts of the Fertile Crescent and in Egypt.
They are represented in the 20th century best in
Trans-Jordan, where traces of them have survived in
a village called al-Sallhl, which lies some 20 km/12
miles to the northwest of c Amman, in a spring called
c
Ayn al-Sallhl, and in a valley called Wad! al-Sallhl.
And not far from these toponyms still live the alSallhat (Sleihat), almost certainly, because of the rarity of the name, the descendants of the ancient
Sallhids.
Bibliography. 1. Greek sources. Ptolemy,
Geography, ed. C. Muller (Paris) I.pt.2. 1016;
Sozomen, Historia Ecclesiastica, ed. J. Bidez, GCS, 1,
Berlin 1887, 299-300; Theophylact Simocatta,
Historiae (Teubner), ed. C. de Boor and P. Wirth,
Stuttgart 1972, 72-73.
2. Arabic sources. A. M a n u s c r i p t s . Hisham
b. al-Kalbl, K. al-Nasab al-kabir, B.L., Add. 22376,
fols. 21a, 80a, 91a, 91b; K. Mukhtasar al-ajamhara,
Yehuda Collection, Princeton, 2864; fols. 155b,
165a, 165b. B. P r i n t e d works. Muhammad b.
Habib, al-Muhabbar, ed. I. Lichtenstadter,
Haydarabad 1942, 370-1; Tabarl, Ta\tkh, ed. M.
Ibrahim, iii, 378, 382; Baladhurl, Futuh, ed. S.
Munadjdjid, Cairo 1956, i, 172; Mascudl, Tanbih,
ed. A. al-SawI, Cairo 1938, 279; Yackubl, Td^rikh,
i, 204-7; Ibn al-Athlr, i, 506-11; Ibn Hazm,
Djamharat ansdb al-cArab, ed. CA. Harun, Cairo
1962, 450; Ibn Durayd, al-Ishtikdk, ed. CA. Harun,
Cairo 1958, 545.
3. Modern l i t e r a t u r e . A. Musil, Arabia Deserta, New York 1927, 307; F.G. Peake, History and
tribes of Jordan, Miami 1958, 166; Irfan Shahid, The
last days ofSalih, in Arabica, v (1958), 145-58; idem,
Byzantium and the Arabs in the fifth century, Dumbarton
Oaks, Washington, D.C. 1989, index s.v. Sallhids.
(!RFAN SHAHJD)
SALIH (A.), an adjective generally meaning
"righteous", "virtuous", "incorrupt", used in the
science of hadith [q.v.] criticism as a technical
term indicating a transmitter who, although otherwise praised for his upright conduct, is known to have
brought into circulation one or more traditions
spuriously ascribed to the Prophet Muhammad. It is
the contents of such traditions, as well as their
underlying meaning, that characterise their recognised inventor as sdlih rather than as waa^d*, i.e.
"forger", or kadhdhab, "liar". Transmitters labelled
sdlih, or its presumably slightly denigrating dimin-
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utive suwaylih, are those who are held responsible for
certain traditions of an, on the whole, pleasing tenor,
as long as they are harmless and do not give rise to
confusion, fitna [q.v.], among the believers. Scores of
sdlih transmitters are found in the lexicons of ridjal
[q.v.] detailing the merits or demerits of hadith
transmitters. Not unfrequently they are at the same
time accused of kadhib, i.e. "mendacity", for having
fabricated traditions of a weightier substance, such as
controversial ones dealing with haldl wa-hardm [see
SHARICA] or others that are found ludicrous or otherwise objectionable, for example because of gross exaggeration. This accusation results in the qualifier
kadhdhdb.
In the ridj_dl dictionaries, numerous transmitters are
assessed by means of strings of qualifications that
seem at first glance mutually contradictory, such as
the one attributed to cAbd al-Rahman b. Mahdl (d.
198/814) quoted in al-Khatlb al-Baghdadi's Kifaya,
22, - 6 f., where he describes someone's traditions as:
... fihi ducfwa-huwa radjul saduk fa-yakulu raajul sdlih alhadith, or that of the isndd critic Ya c kub b. Shayba (d.
262/876) depicting a transmitter as ... radjul sdlih saduk
thika da^if djiddan (cf. Ibn Hadjar, Tahdhib, iii, 248).
Examples of such strings of seemingly contradictory
qualifications are legion and make it clear that sdlih
and its near-equivalent saduk, lit. "veracious", can be
combined with duQf as well as thika. This lastmentioned qualification, lit. "reliable person", is,
like sdlih and saduk, not to be taken at face value, for
it is more often than not merely a non-committal term
conveying, if anything, the ignorance of the user as to
the true merits or demerits of the transmitter
scrutinised. This can amply be substantiated in multivolume thikdt collections, e.g. the Kitdb al-Thikdt of Ibn
Hibban al-Busti (d. 354/965 [ q . v . } ) , in which
countless transmitters thus qualified are at the same
time mad^hul, i.e. "anonymous".
Transmitters who are labelled sdlih are commonly
described as overly pious through the observation of
various, mostly supererogatory, ritual practices.
Other, quasi-technical, terms for this class of
transmitters are: ndsik, ^dbid, zdhid, and the like. Their
godly behaviour, as well as the generally pleasing and
edifying contents of the sdlih material transmitted by
them, earns them the qualification sdlih. The contents
of traditions deserving the label sdlih, rather than
mawdu*-, "fabricated", "forged", can be summarised
as falling under the headings of targhib wa-tarhib,
"arousing desire and inspiring awe", mawd^iz,
"pious harangues", and rikdk or rakd^ik, "subtle,
elegant, ornate sayings". These tradition rubrics are
replete with descriptions of the Day of Judgement,
Heaven and Hell, the rewards or punishment therein,
how to attain the one by performing salutary acts
(sdlihdt) and how, by eschewing crimes and sins, to
avoid being cast into the other, as well as numerous
traditions of a general nature, e.g. those listing
human actions which are believed to be particularly
pleasing to God, the so-called fadd^il al-afdl genre.
Among this last genre all those traditions enumerating
the rewards for people reciting a particular sura of the
Kurgan are prominent. Sdlih traditions are moulded
either in the form of prophetic dicta or implied in
descriptions of the Prophet's alleged behaviour.
Before the reputation of the early Islamic storyteller
(kdss [q.v.]) worsened in the course of the second half
of the 2nd/8th century, it was he who was often identified as purveyor of sdlih material. Although sdlih
traditions can theoretically be found among those
labelled sahih [ q . v . ] , the majority fall under the
categories of hasan "fair" (a genuine euphemism for
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mostly poorly authenticated traditions) or da^if
"weak", traditions without any claim to reliability.
The acceptability of sdlih traditions from transmitters labelled sdlih varies with early hadith experts.
Malik b. Anas (d. 179/795 [q.v.]) professed that he
had no use for them (cf. al-Khatlb, Kifaya, 160) and,
consequently, his Muwatta^ is relatively free from
them, but such collections as the Musnad of Ahmad
Ibn Hanbal (d. 241/856 [q.v.]) and also the Six Books
are riddled with sdlih traditions, the latter especially in
chapters entitled zuhd, fitan, rikdk, sifat al-djanna, sifat
al-ndr, dddb, etc.
Throughout the centuries-long period of hadith collecting, the gathering of sdlih traditions was widely encouraged, not, however, in order to distill from them
juridical or doctrinal arguments (in Arabic, li'lihtidjddj) but only for the sake of comparison or consideration (in Arabic, li'l-iHibdr). This is the reason
why Muslim tradition literature has preserved such
masses of sdlih traditions. Sdlih traditions were even
brought together in special collections, the one entitled al-Targhib wa 'l-tarhib by al-Mundhiri (d.
656/1258) being particularly popular (cf. Juynboll,
Muslim tradition, 189-90).
To sum up, the statement attributed to the early
Muslim hadith expert Yahya b. Sacld al-Kattan (d.
198/813) from Basra speaks volumes in the present
context: "In nothing did we find al-sdlihun more mendacious (akdhab) than in (inventing) traditions" (cf.
Muslim b. al-Hadjdjadj's introduction to his Sahih,
cited in JSAI, v [1984], 281). Furthermore, for
Medina we have the assessment of the fakih Abu '1Zinad (d. 133/751) who is reported to have said (cf. alKhatTb, Kifaya, 159): "In Medina I made the acquaintance of some hundred shaykhs, all of them thikas,
but their hadiths should be well left alone." And the
Kufan Sufyan al-Thawrl (d. 161/778 [q. v. ]) is recorded to have said (Ibn Radjab, 103), when confronted
with the fact that, although wary, he did transmit
traditions from Muhammad b. al-Sa°ib al-Kalbl (d.
146/763 [see AL-KALBI, at IV, 495a]): "But I know his
sidk from his kadhibl" Observations such as these three
are indeed numerous in Muslim hadith studies.
Bibliography: The most extensive early
theoretical survey of different classes ofmuhaddithun,
whose role in bringing spurious traditions into circulation was generally recognised, is that of Ibn
Hibban al-Busti (d. 354/965), Kitdb al-Madjruhin,
Haydarabad 1970, i, 48-74. Furthermore, Ibn Abl
Hatim al-Razf, Kitdb al-Djarh wa 'l-tacdil,
Haydarabad 1952, i/1, 37 f.; idem, Takdimat alma^rifa li-kitdb al-ajarh wa 'l-ta^dil, Haydarabad
1952, 10; al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl, Kitdb al-kifdya f t
c
ilm al-riwdya, Haydarabad 1357, 133-4, 158-61;
Ibn Radjab, Shark cilal al-Tirmidhi, ed. Subhf Djasir
al-Humayd, Baghdad 1396, 100-3, 113 ff.; Ibn alDjawzT, Kitdb al-Mawdu^dt, ed. cAbd al-Rahman M.
c
Uthman, Cairo 1966-8, i, 39-42; Ibn al-Salah, alMukaddima [ft ^ilm al-hadith}, ed. with Mahdsin alistildh of Siradj al-Dln c Umar al-Bulklnl, by ^isjia
c
Abd al-Rahman Bint al-ShatP, Cairo 1974, 104,
212-15; Nawawl, Taknb, tr. W. Marcais (using the
term "fraudes pieuses" for traditions of sdlihun) in
JA, 9C series, xvii (1901), 121-5; Djalal al-Dm alSuyutl, Tadrib al-rdwt ji sharh taknb al-Nawawi, ed.
c
Abd al-Wahhab cAbd al-Latif, Cairo 1966, i, 27490. For the contemporary Muslim view, see e.g.
Nur al-Din c ltr, Manhadj. al-nakd ft culum al-hadith,
Damascus 1972, 254, 284-5; idem, Mu^djam almustalahdt al-hadithiyya, Damascus 1977, 55; SubhT
al-Salih, cUlum al-hadith wa-mustalahuhu, Damascus
1959, 289-90. For a survey of sdlih against the
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background of other technical hadith terms, see
G.H.A. Juynboll, Muslim tradition. Studies in chronology, provenance and authorship of early hadith, Cambridge 1983, 184-90.
(G.H.A. JUYNBOLL)
SALIH, a prophet who, according to the Kur D an,
was sent to the people Thamud [q.v.]. He is mentioned by name nine times in the Kurgan, with the
fullest versions of the story being told in VII, 73-9,
XI, 61-8, XXVI, 141-59, and XXVII, 45-53; nineteen additional references to Thamud by name, including extensive passages in LIV, 23-32 and XCI,
11-5, provide parallel accounts and specific details
without mentioning the name Salih.
The story of Salih follows the standard Kur 3 anic
pattern of commission, mission, rejection and punishment (see KUR D AN. 6.d; J. Wansbrough, Quranic
studies, Oxford 1977, 21-5). Sent as a "sign" and a
"warning", the prophet demanded that his people
turn to him and pray to God alone, from whom they
had received blessings. The people rejected Salih
abruptly, calling him "bewitched" (musahhar), a man
like themselves, one whose claim to revelation was
false; they would not give up the religion of their
fathers and they doubted the idea of a day of
judgement.
The focal point and distinctive element of the story
of Salih comes in the account of the camel (ndka) sent
as a "sign" (dya, VII, 73, XI, 64, XXVI, 154),
"test" (fitna, LIV, 27) or "proof (mubsira, XVII,
59) by God. Salih told his people that the camel must
be left alone to feed unharmed and drink unhindered.
However, the people (or one person according to
LIV, 29) hamstrung it and killed it. They then contemptuously asked Salih to bring about the punishment which he had threatened. He told them to stay
in their houses for three days; then a storm broke out
(LI, 44, LXIX, 5), perhaps an earthquake (VII, 78),
and on the following morning they lay dead in their
houses.
Thamud, as a name of a historical people, is known
from other sources, and thus the story of Salih is often
thought to have a basis in history. The dwellings
which the Thamudic people had hewn out of the rocks
according to the Kur'an (VII, 74, XXVI, 149,
LXXXIX, 9), the remains of which were still visible
(XXIX, 38), are connected in folk-lore with the tombs
at al-Hidjr [q.v.] = Mada5in Salih, but this connection is unclear, these rock tombs are, in fact, essentially Nabataean [see NABAT], although the tomb inscription of Rakashi bt. cAbd al-Manat is written in
Nabataean, with strong Arabic influence, and in
Thamudic.
Muslim legend developed the story of Salih in its
typical manner, providing stories of miraculous occurrences during his conception and birth, and his
being called to prophethood at the age of forty. He
was given a genealogy which traced him back to Noah
through Shem, probably because of the frequent
association of Noah and Thamud in the Kur D an (e.g.
XIV, 9, "Has the story not reached you of those who
were before you, the people of Noah, cAd and
Thamud and those after them?"; also IX, 70, XXII,
42, XXV, 37-8, XL, 31, L, 12) who are linked
thematically through the total destruction of their
respective communities. Likewise, the period in
which $alih lived was pictured as preceeding that of
Abraham and coming after Hud, because of the way
the stories were structured sequentially in Kur D an,
VII, 65-84, for example. Muslims were aware that no
Biblical prophet could be identified with Salih, but it
was claimed that prophets such as Salih and Hud were
just as famous among the Arabs as were Abraham and
his descendants.

The name itself Salih may well be a formation from
the time of Muhammad himself, from the root s-l-h
with the connotation of "to be pious, upright". Its
only appearance in pre-Islamic North Arabian may be
in the form S.l.h (vowelling unknown) twice attested
in Safaitic [q.v.] inscriptions (F.V. Winnett and G.
Lankester Harding, Inscriptions from fifty Safaitic cairns,
Toronto 1978, nos. 2048, 2095; it is also found very
occasionally in Sabaic and Hadraml), and it was
clearly a very rare name, not attested in e.g.
Nabataean, Palmyrene or Hatran. The story of the
camel cannot be conclusively connected with any
known past story either, although J.M. Rodwell, in
his Kurgan translation, suggested in it a possible
reminiscence of the story of the milch-camel of alBasus [0.0.], the killing of which sparked off the
famous pre-Islamic war in Arabia (The Koran, London
1909, 300-1).
Bibliography: Mascudl, Muruaj,, iii, 83-90 = §§
929-35; the Tafsir tradition, esp. on sura VII, 73-9;
Tabari, i, 244-52, Eng. tr. W.M. Brinner, Prophets
and patriarchs, Albany 1987, 40-7; Kisa3!, Kisas alanbiyd\ ed. J. Eisenberg, Leiden 1922, 110-17,
Eng. tr. W.M. Thackston, The tales of the prophets,
Boston 1978, 117-28; J. Halevy, Leprophete Salih, in
JA, v (1905), 146-50; J. Horovitz, Koranische Untersuchungen, Berlin 1926, 94, 123; H. Speyer, Die
biblischen Erzdhlungen im Qoran, Grafenhainichen
1931, 118-19; A. van den Branden, Histoire de
Thamoud, Beirut 1960; R. Bell, A commentary on the
Qur^an, 2 vols., Manchester 1991, i, 239-40.
(A. RIPPIN)
SALIH B. CABD AL-KUDDUS b. cAbd Allah b.
c
Abd al-Kuddus al-Basrl, Abu '1-FacU, a famous
poet of the 2nd/8th century, and one of the first
victims of the official inquisition inaugurated by
the cAbbasid Caliph al-Mahdl, died in 167/783. In
this year Bashshar b. Burd [q.v.] and Salih were accused of zandaka [q.v.] and executed.
References to Salih's poetry abound in the
literature, but little concrete detail is known about his
life. He was a mawld of Asad or al-Azd. His father
c
Abd al-Kuddus, son of a convert, probably of Persian
origin, is supposed to have composed poems. He
himself seems to have been a secretary to al-Mansur
and a colleague of Ibn al-Mukaffac. Some traditions
make him a kdss in Basra. He lived to become old, and
according to one of his poems, he became blind.
His fame is due above all to the extensive use of
gnomic expressions in his poems. He refers to an old
book (Persian?) from which he borrowed his hikam or
didactic sentences. A Kitdb al-Shukuk is attributed to
him, perhaps to enhance the possibility that he was a
sceptic. A study of his surviving poems shows that his
title sdhib al-falsafa—others call him mutakallim—is
akin to truth, though no trace of zandaka or dualist
thinking is visible in them. They leave no anti-Islamic
impression, making his alleged death as a heretic
suspicious. He considered poverty as worse than
unbelief, and a life without external influence worthless. It is better to die, he says, than being a person
for whose help no hope is harboured when something
happens and for whose kindness and benefactions one
has no hope. He was a moralist and publicised his
ideas on religion through the medium of wise sayings,
viewing religion as moral teaching, not as a rational
or juristic system. Goldziher conjectured this as the
reason behind Salih's inclusion among the zindiks.
Bibliography: Cheikho, in Mashrik, xxii (1924),
819 ff.; Goldziher, Salih b. cAbd al-Kuddus und das
Zindikthum wdhrend der Regierung des Chaliphen alMahdi, in Transactions of the 9th Intern. Congr. of Orientalists, London 1892, ii, 104-29; J. van Ess, Die
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Hinrichtung des Sdlih b. ^Abdalquddus, in Studien zur
Geschichte und Kultur des Vorderen Orients. Festschrift fur
Bertold Spuler zum siebzigsten Geburtstag, ed. H.R.
Roemer und A. Noth, Leiden 1981, 53-66; idem,
Theologie und Gesellschafi im 2. und 3. Jahrhundert
Hidschra. Eine Geschichte des religiosen Denkens imfruhen
Islam, 6 vols., Berlin and New York 1991-, ii, 1520; idem, Theorie und Anekdote, in ZDMG, cxxxv
(1984), 22-30. Most of the surviving material on
Salih has been collected and uncritically put
together by cAbd Allah Khatib in Sdlih b.
<Abdalkuddus al-Basn, Basra 1967.
(MOHSEN ZAKERI)
SALIH B. CALI B. CABD ALLAH B. AL-CABBAS,
member of the c Abbasid f a m i l y (92-152/711-69)
who played an important part in the success of the
c
Abbasid revolution in Syria, assisting his brother
c
Abd Allah in the assault on Damascus and, with Abu
c
Awn cAbd al-Malik b. Yazld al-cAtaki leading the
pursuit of the last Umayyad caliph, Marwan b.
Muhammad to Egypt.
He was appointed governor of Egypt on 1 Muharram, 133/9 August 750 and remained there for a year,
establishing c Abbasid power. On 1 Shacban 1, 133/4
March 751 he was moved to Palestine and in the same
year sent Sacid b. cAbd Allah to lead the first sd^ifa
[q. v. ] or summer raid of c Abbasid times against the
Byzantines. After another short spell as governor of
Egypt (5 RabT* II 136/8 October/753 to 4 Ramadan
137/21 February 755), he spent the rest of his career
in Syria and Palestine and on the Byzantine frontier.
He seems to have enjoyed the confidence of his greatnephews, the caliphs al-Saffah and al-Mansur, and,
after the rebellion of his brother cAbd Allah in
137/754, which he shrewdly refused to support, he
was the senior cAbbasid in Syria. He took over most
of the Umayyad properties in the area, including the
famed Dar al-Sabbaghln at Ramla, at Aleppo and
Salamiya, where his family were still living in alBaladhuri's time. He played an important role in
strengthening the defences of the Byzantine frontier
with the rebuilding of Malatya, Marcash and alMasslsa. He died in Syria in 152/769, but his sons alFadl and cAbd al-Malik remained powerful in Syria
until the end of al-Rashid's reign.
Bibliography: Tabari, iii; Yackubl, Ta^rikh;
Kindi, Kitdb al-Wuldt, ed. Guest; Baladhun, Futuh;
Ibn al-cAdim, Zubdat al-Halab, ed. Dahhan,
Damascus 1951; H. Kennedy, The early CAbbasid
Caliphate, London 1981.
(A. GROHMANN-[H. KENNEDY])
SALIH B. MIRDAS [see MIRDAS, BANU].
SALIH B. TARIF, a personage mentioned for the
first time in the 4th/10th century in the text of Ibn
Hawkal, Surdt al-ard, as having lived 200 years before
and having been the alleged p r o p h e t of the
Barghawata, a Berber confederation of the
Masmuda group, installed in the region of Tasmana,
between Sale and Azemmour in Morocco.
Salih's father, Janf b. Shamacun b. Ya c kub b.
Ishak, perhaps of Jewish origin, had been a companion of Maysara al-Matghari, who had led a rising
in 122/740 in northern Morocco at the time of the
Kharijijite revolt; Tarlf was then recognised as the
chief of the Tamasna tribe. His son Salih succeeded
him ca. 131/748-9. According to the narrative of the
"Great Prayer Leader", sahib saldtihim, Abu Salih
Zammur al-Barghawatl, sent as an ambassador to
Cordova in 352/963, whom al-Bakrl (Masdlik, mid5th/llth century) mentions-, Salih had taken part in
the wars led by Maysara together with his father, and
then is said to have taught his people a religious doc-
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trine revealed to him and to have proclaimed himself
a prophet. He is then said to have left for the East, instructing his son al-Yasac/Ilyasac, who succeeded in
ca. 178/794-5, to keep this new religion secret. He
himself would return in the time of his seventh successor. According to several sources, Salih allegedly
lived, like his son also, as a good Muslim, and it was
his grandson, Yunus, who proclaimed that his grandfather was a prophet, Salih al-Mu D minIn, and to have
proclaimed publicly the secret doctrine, with a Kurgan
in Berber. There are various obscurities regarding
Salih b. Tarif. Did he really leave for the East, or was
it just Yunus who took the road, as Ibn cldharf (Baydn,
i) seems to assert, together with another tradition
given by al-Bakri? Yunus allegedly invented, for his
own purposes, by declaring himself a prophet, this
new "Berber" religion suffused with SufrT
Kharidjism, by attributing it to his grandfather, who
was supposed to have charged him with the task of
revealing it; this latter explanation seems more
plausible.
Bibliography. Ibn Hawkal, tr. Kramers and
Wiet; Bakrl, ed. and tr. de Slane; Ibn cldharl,
Baydn, ed. Colin and Levi-Provenc.al, Leiden 194851; M. Talbi, Heresie, acculturation et nationalisme des
Berberes Bargawdta, in Actes du premier congres d'etudes
des cultures mediterraneennes d'influence arabo-berbere,
Algiers 1973, 217-33; Mbarek Redjala, Les
Barghwdta (origine de leur nom), in ROMM, n. 35
(1983), 115-25. See also the Bibl. to BARGHAWATA.
_ (CHANTAL DE LA VERONNE)
SALIH B. YAHYA b. Salih b. Husayn b. Khadir
(d. 839/i436), amir of the D r u z e family of the
Banu B u h t u r whose family divided up, amongst
brothers and cousins, the coastal region and mountain
of the Shuf in present-day Lebanon, the area lying between Beirut and Sidon, with its chef-lieu as the little
town of c Abay, from the 5th/llth century to the end
of the 9th/15th one.
Salih b. Yahya is above all known for having written a history of his family, published for the first time,
from the B.N. unicum (fonds arabe 1670), in the
journal al-Machriq (1898-9), and then issued in book
form at Beirut by the Imprimerie Catholique in 1902
and 1928. A new edition, taking into account the
critical remarks of J. Sauvaget (BEO, vii-viii [1937-8],
65-81) and respecting better the text's integralness,
also preserving its dialectical style, has been published
by F. Hours S.J. and Kamal Salibi as Tdnh Bayrut.
Recits des anciens de la famille de Buhtur b. ^Ali, emir du
Gharb de Beyrouth, Beirut 1969 (Coll. Recherches, Dar
el-Machreq).
Written in a distinctly unclassical language, it
begins with topographical and historico-archaeological aspects of the town of Beirut, and then passes,
for the greater part of the work, to the complete
chronicle of members of the family, from the ancestor
Buhtur (6th/12th century) up to the author's own
time, setting forth its subject in three chronological
divisions (tabakdt), the third one revolving round Nasir
al-Dln al-Husayn (d. 751/1350), the author's greatgrandfather and most remarkable of the amirs of the
Gharb.
The work's considerable interest lies in the fact that
it is one of the rare documents which allow us to
penetrate within the daily life of a small rural fiefdom,
administratively attached to Damascus in Ayyubid
and Mamluk times. It gives, by means of personalised
accounts and archival documents, a very lively idea of
the life of the peoples living to the south of Beirut and
their relations with inter alios the Mamluk occupiers.
The Druze historian Hamza b. Ahmad b. c Umar b.
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§alih, called Ibn Asbat al-Gharbi (d. 926/1520) made
use of $alih b. Yahya's text in his Ta^rikh, and this was
in turn made use of by the amir Haydar al-Shihabl (d.
1250/1835) in his al-Ghurar al-hisdn fi ta^rikh hawddith
al-zamdn (ed. Naclm Mughabghab, Cairo 1900).
Bibliography: Given in the article, to which
should be added Brockelmann, II, 36 and II 2 , 47,
and Zirikli, AVdm, ii, 276, iii, 198.
(L. POUZET)
AL-MALIK AL-SALIH, the regnal title of four
Mamluk s u l t a n s :
1. clmad al-DTn Ismacll, regn. 743-46/1342-45;
2. Salah al-Dln Salih, regn. 752-55/1351-54;
3. Salah al-Dln Hadjdji, regn. 783-84/1381-82, 79192/1389-90; and
4. Nasir al-Dln Muhammad b. al-Zahir Tatar, regn.
824-5/1421-2.
1. AL-SALIH C!MAD AL-DIN ISMA C IL, son of al-Nasir
Muhammad b. Kalawun [^.z>.], was raised to the
sultanate by his father's senior amirs on 22 Muharram
743/28 June 1342 to succeed his brother al-Malik
al-Nasir Ahmad who had absconded, with all the
royal treasures, to al-Karak. When, upon al-Nasir
Muhammad's death, none of the amirs proved powerful enough to go it alone, they resorted to factional
coalitions enabling two or more of them to rule jointly
in the name of the KalawunI sultan. Al-Salih Ismail's
rule was upheld first by Arghun al-cAla:)T, his stepfather, and Aksunkur al-Salari, who held the offices of
ra*s nawba and nd^ib al-saltana respectively. With
Aksunkur's subsequent elimination, Arghunjil^Ala3!
held the reins of power while al-Hadjdj Al Malik
became nd^ib al-saltana.
As the KalawunI sultans' rule was nominal only,
the amirs never cut off], and even encouraged their
connections with the harem which al-Nasir Muhammad had left behind. Before long, the influence the
harem exerted was enormous. During Isma c fl's reign
e.g. the involvement in government affairs of harem
women and servants increased to such extent that
iktdcdt and land allowances could be obtained only
through them. Owing to the influence of the chief
eunuch, cAnbar al-Sakhartl, who had been Ismacfl's
tutor, servants and eunuchs attained a status of such
importance that they freely appropriated Mamluk
ways, while Al-Sakhartl surrounded himself with the
ceremonial usually reserved for senior amirs. Servants
and eunuchs, moreover, were involved in an abortive
attempt in 744/1343 of a group of amirs to re-install
Ahmad in the sultanate. For all his piety and modesty,
Ismacfl soon indulged himself in the pleasures of the
harem and married Ittifak, a slave-girl singer,
lavishing on her expensive gifts from the royal
treasures. Soon the sultan's household expenditures
(hawd^-khdna) exceeded his father's already extravagant practices. Even when in Muharram
745/May 1344 the sultanate was beset by a deep
economic crisis (an annual budget deficit standing at
30 million dirhams with revenues at only 15 million
dirhams), mere cosmetic measures were taken to
diminish expenditure.
A particularly heavy burden on the treasury during
Ismacfl's rule were the costly campaigns of the ruling
amirs against Ahmad, still entrenched at al-Karak—
after seven abortive campaigns they were forced to
borrow money from merchants to finance a final attempt. Even then the city fell only when the Bedouin
who had sided with Ahmad deserted him for the
reward of iktdcdt and lands. Ahmad was subsequently
executed (745/1344). Taking advantage of the government's obvious weakness, the Bedouin both in Egypt

and Syria revolted. The rivalry between the Al
Muhanna and the Al Fadl over the leadership of the
Bedouin in Syria on behalf of the government, imrat
al-^arab, erupted into an open conflict. Other tribes in
Syria, al-^ashir, soon took the law into their own
hands. Internecine wars between the Bedouin tribes of
Lower and Upper Egypt disrupted travel on the
roads, damaged the irrigation system and prevented
officials from levying taxes in their districts; expeditions despatched to subdue the Bedouin proved inadequate.
To this chaotic situation, the market reacted with
increasing inflation and sharp monetary devaluation.
Some relief came when in 745/1345 al-Salih Ismacfl
granted the Venetians commercial privileges.
Thereafter, Europeans were increasingly offered such
commercial concessions as the revenues for the
government from taxation on foreign trade offset the
dwindling revenues from agriculture and local commerce. That commercial ties between the Mamluk
sultanate and Europe could be renewed stemmed
from changes outside the sultanate. The Papal trade
embargo against the sultanate which had been in force
since the fall of Acre in 690/1291 was revoked because
of pressure exerted by the European trading powers,
who wanted to shift their trade back to the Levant
after political changes hampered trade in the Black
Sea region. After only a short reign, al-Salih Ismacfl
died in RabI* I 746/July 1345, from illness. Anxious
to remain in power, Arghun al-cAla5!, through a will
Ismacll had made under his guidance, guaranteed the
succession of Shacban [q.v. ], Isma c fl's brother.
Bibliography: Makrizi, K. al-Suluk, i/3, Cairo
1939, 619-80; idem, K. al-Mukaffd, ii, Beirut 1991,
66-9; Shams al-Dln al-ShudjacT, Ta^nkh al-Malik alNasir Muhammad, i, Wiesbaden 1977, 230-77; Ibn
Taghri Bird!, Nudjum, x, Cairo 1963, 78-98; idem,
Manhal, ii, Cairo 1984, 425-27; R. Irwin, The Middle East in the Middle Ages, London 1986, 125-51; D.
Ayalon, The eunuchs in the Mamluk Sultanate, in idem,
The Mamluk military society, London 1979.
2. AL-SALIH SALAH AL-DIN SALIH (lived 738-61/
1337-60) was the son of al-Nasir Muhammad b.
Kalawun [q. v. ] by Kutlumalik, the daughter of the
amir Tankiz al-Husami, al-Nasir's nd^ib in Syria. AlSalih was installed on the throne on 28 Djumada II
752/2 August 1351 after the senior amirs of his father's
Mamluk household who held power at the time had
deposed his brother al-Nasir Hasan [q.v.]. Four days
later, an open power struggle broke out between them
and a triumvirate, of Amirs Shaykhu (or Shaykhun),
Sarghatmush and Taz, came out victorious. Wanting
to avoid concentration of power in one hand, the three
carefully separated control over the treasury from that
over the army. Thus Shaykhu held the sultan's
treasury (al-khdss) while Sarghatmush was responsible
for the distribution of iktdcs and the Mamluks' promotion in the army. Suspicions, however, simmered and
in Rablc I 753/May-June 1352 Taz accused Sarghatmush of attempting to restore al-Nasir Hasan. Later
in Radjab/October, disgruntled erstwhile associates
such as Baybugha Urus, the ruPib of Hamat, his
brother Mandjak al-Yusufi and others, led an abortive
coup in Syria. The rebels, together with Turkman
and Bedouin tribes, looted Damascus and its suburbs
before the Mamluk army, nominally commanded by
al-Salih Salih, defeated them. When Shaykhu and
Sarghatmush learned that Taz was plotting against
them with al-Salih Salih, they did away with him, and
on 2 Shawwal 755/20 October 1354, deposed al-$alih
Salih and restored al-Nasir Hasan to the throne.
With the ruling amirs preoccupied with power
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struggles, the Bedouin who had been under the
patronage of al-Nasir Muhammad and had accumulated power during his rule and after his death,
took the law mto their own hands. Internecine wars
between the Al Muhanna and Al Fadl over the imrat
al-carab again rendered highways in Syria unsafe,
compelling the government in 753/1352 to award the
imra to both of them jointly. As in 752/1351, Upper
Egypt was under the de facto control of Muhammad b.
Wasil al-Ahdab, chief of the c Arak tribe. Attacks on
the Bedouin throughout Egypt in 754/1353 ended a
period of some fifteen years during which the country's resources had been consistently depleted by the
destruction which the Bedouin wrought on commerce
and agriculture and by the enormous government expenditure on efforts to contain them.
It was during al-Salih Salih's reign that the impact
on the sultanate's economy of the Black Death, which
had ravaged Egypt during 748-50/1347-9, became
most obvious. The Mamluk army was decimated, and
halka soldiers who had survived the epidemic were reduced to such miserable conditions that they resorted
to leasing their iktd^dt to civilians, which in turn led to
the further decline of the army. Shortage in manpower caused large parts of the cultivated lands in
Egypt to lie waste sharply reducing the treasury's
revenues from agriculture. The state's deficit now
reached such proportions that no one could be found
willing to take responsibility for the treasury. Even the
vizierate was an office no longer much desired. In
order to reduce the deficit, the salaries of almost all officials in the sultan's household and governmental administration were cut down by half or two-thirds. The
ruling amirs further increased revenues by compelling
the population to purchase products which the
government owned or manufactured (tarh) or through
the confiscation of property (musddara [q. v.]), notably
of rich officials. In 755/1354 new attacks against Coptic scribes erupted throughout Egypt. Yielding to the
rioting mob's demands, al-Salih Salih allowed them to
destroy churches, while 25,000 fadddns of land belonging to the church as awkdf were confiscated and
redistributed mainly as iktd^dt to Mamluks. Under
pressure from the ^ulamd'* and the masses, al-Salih
Salih re-enacted the discriminating laws against the
dhimmis [q. v. ] and decreed that no dhimmi could be
employed anywhere in Egypt. With their church's
source of revenues destroyed and the way for personal
advancement blocked, the Copts reacted with massive
waves of conversion to Islam, thereby hastening
Egypt's religious transformation.
Bibliography: MakrizI, K. al-Suluk, ii/3, Cairo
1939, 843-930; Ibn Taghrl BirdI, Nudjum, x, Cairo
1963, 254-87; idem, Manhal, vi, Cairo 1990, 330-3;
Ibn Dukmak, al-Djawhar al-thamm, Beirut 1985,
199-206; R. Irwin, The Middle East in the Middle
Ages, London 1986, 125-51; D.P. Little, Coptic conversion to Islam under the Bahri Mamluks, in BSOAS,
xxxix, 567-69.
3. AL-SALIH SALAH AL-DIN HADJDJI, son of alAshraf Shacban [q. v. ] and great-grandson of al-Nasir
Muhammad b. Kalawun [q.v. ], was placed on the
throne at the age of ten, on 24 $afar 783/21 May
1381, after the death of his brother, al-Mansur CA1I.
Since Rabi* I 782/June 1380, the amir Barkuk alc
UthmanI al-YalbughawI [q. v. ] had become atdbak al^asdkir [ q . v . ] , gaining the title of amir kabir, and was
sultan in all but name. Barkuk used his position to his
advantage and bought large numbers of Mamluks
whom he lodged in Cairo's Citadel. Not having to rely on an alliance of amirs, he freely bestowed amlrates
upon his own Mamluks and appointed trusted
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followers to key positions in government. Barkuk's
rule won such wide support that he became the first
amir kabir to mint coins bearing his emblem, rank
[q. v. ], as sultans customarily did on their ascent to
power. With his supremacy acknowledged, Barkuk
moved to bring Kalawuni rule to an end and, on 19
Ramadan 784/27 November 1382, deposed al-Salih
HadjdjI, a date conventionally considered as the beginning of the Circassian Mamluk sultanate.
Symptoms of the decline of the Mamluk economy,
evident as early as the 1340s, were common during alSalih HadjdjI's brief reign. Decline in revenues pushed the government in 783-4/1381-2 to increase confiscation of office-holders' property and even of awkdf .
The outbreak of the plague in 783/1381 and a
monetary crisis following Barkuk's attempt to issue
copper coins of heavy weight and rate to replace the
silver dirham further worsened the economy.
HadjdjI was briefly restored to the throne when in
6 Djumada II 791/2 June 1389 Barkuk's rivals, the
amirs Timurbugha al-Afdall, called Mintash, and
Yalbugha al-Nasirl, led a revolt against him and succeeded in temporarily exiling him from Egypt. According to one version, HadjdjI was again put on the
throne simply because he had been overthrown by
Barkuk. Ascending a second time, he took the regnal
title of al-Malik al-Mansur (Ibn al-Furat, ix, 94); but
as with most Kalawuni princes, HadjdjI was sultan in
name only and his authority was severely restricted.
On 16 Shacban/10 August civil strife broke out between the two partners of the coalition behind
HadjdjI's rule. Mintash came out the winner, and as
amir kabir he became the real holder of power. Despite
Mintash's claim that with his struggle against
Yalbugha he had, among other things, aimed at reintroducing independent sultanic rule, al-Mansur
HadjdjI was again put under harsh restrictions. His
nominal reign came to an end when opposition to
Mintash's ruling faction lent its support to Barkuk
and thus enabled him to re-enter Cairo triumphantly
on 14 Safar 792/1 February 1390. Once again removed to confinement in the Citadel, al-Mansur HadjdjI
spent the last 22 years of his life in the harem. He died
on 19 Shawwal 814/4 February 1412.
Bibliography: MakrizI, K. al-Suluk, iii/2, Cairo
1939, 439-75, 620-703; Ibn Taghrl BirdI, Nudjum,
xi, Cairo 1963, 206-15, 309-81; idem, Manhal, v,
Cairo 1988, 48-50; Ibn Hadjar al-cAskalani, Inbd*
al-ghumr bi-abnd^ al-^umr, ii, Haydarabad 1968, 4592; Ibn al-Furat, Ta^rikh Ibn al-Furat, ix, Beirut
1936, 94-185.
4. AL-SALIH NASIR AL-DIN MUHAMMAD B. AL-ZAHIR
TATAR was the ten-year old son and ephemeral successor in 824/1421 of Sayf al-Dln Tatar, but was
himself replaced by al-Malik al-Ashraf Barsbay [q.v.]
after a five-months' reign.
Bibliography: P.M. Holt, The age of the Crusades.
The Near East from the eleventh century to 1517, London
1986, 184.
_
(AMALIA LEVANONI)
AL-MALIK AL-SALIH CIMAD AL-DlN Ismacfl b.
al-Malik al-cAdil, an A y y u b i d p r i n c e , who was
twice sultan of Damascus for short periods.
One of the many sons of al-cAdil Abu Bakr [0.».],
he was probably born just before ca. 600/1203-4,
although no precise date has been recorded. His
father assigned him Bosra and al-Sawad (the area east
of Lake Tiberias) as an iktd*. He continued to hold
these lands under his brother al-Mu c azzam clsa [q.v. ],
although in 622/1225 he was brought to Damascus,
temporarily under a cloud, because of his possible involvement in a plot by a local magnate, Ibn al-KackI,
to give him control of the city. After al-Mucazzam's
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death in 624/1227 he maintained his position subject
to al-Nasir Dawud [q.v.]. When Ismail's brothers alKamil [q.v.] and al-Ashraf Musa, had jointly deprived
al-Nasir of Damascus, Ismacll was confirmed in his
area of control in Radjab 626/May-June 1229. With
other Ayyubid princes, Ismacfl was in this same year
sent by al-Kamil to recover Hama for al-Muzaffar
Mahmud, and he commanded the caskar of Damascus
which gained Baalbek for al-Ashraf. Sibt Ibn alDjawzl [see IBN AL-DJAWZI, ... SIBT] mentions Ismacfl
as lieutenant of al-Ashraf Musa in Damascus in
Ramadan 62 7/July-August 1231, and he took part in
al-Kamil's campaign against the Saldjuks of Rum in
631/1233-4.
In Muharram 635/August 1237 he became ruler of
Damascus after the death of al-Ashraf Musa, who had
no sons and had designated Ismacfl as his successor.
He also took over Baalbek, and was recognised as
suzerain by al-Mudjahid Shirkuh of Hims and by the
ruler in Aleppo. In Djumada II 635/February 1238
Ismacil surrendered Damascus to the greater power of
al-Kamil, but was allowed to retain Baalbek and alBikac, Bosra and al-Sawad. However, al-Kamil soon
died (Radjab 635/March 1238), and in complicated
circumstances Ismacil seized Damascus in Safar
637/September 1239 (for these and subsequent
events, see AL-SALIH NADJM AL-DIN AYYUB). To attempt
to maintain his position against al-$alih Ayyub, now
sultan of Egypt, Ismacil sought many alliances, with
Aleppo, with al-Nasir Dawud in Transjordan, with
the Saldjuk sultan of Rum (dirhams struck in
640/1242-3 name Kaykhusraw II as overlord), with
elements of the Kh w arazmiyya, and with the Franks,
to whom he was willing to surrender Jerusalem and
other conquests of Salah al-Dln such as Sidon and
Beaufort, but not without arousing strong religious
opposition. An attempted peace settlement with
Ayyub in 641/1243-4 (Damascus dirhams of this year
name him as overlord) almost immediately broke
down through lack of trust, probably justified.
The next year Ismacll formed a Syrian coalition, including the Franks, which was defeated by the Egyptian army and Ayyub's Kh w arazmian mercenaries
between Gaza and Ascalon (Djumada I 642/October
1244). Damascus was besieged and surrendered to
Ayyub's forces in Djumada I 643/October 1245.
Later in 644/1246 Baalbek and Bosra were also taken
from Ismacil. He himself fled to Aleppo, whose ruler
al-Nasir Yusuf [q. v. ] gave him protection and refused
to hand him over to Ayyub.
After the murder of al-Mucazzam Turanshah [q. v. ]
and the tentative establishment of the Mamluk regime
in Egypt, Ismacfl took part in the expedition which
planned to restore Ayyubid control there. Led by alNasir Yusuf, the Syrian Ayyubids were defeated at
Kurac in Dhu 'l-Kacda 648/February 1251. Ismacfl
was one of many princes captured. After a short confinement in the Citadel at Cairo, on the eve of Sunday
27 Dhu 'l-Kacda/19 February he was taken out
towards the Karafa Cemetery, strangled and buried
unceremoniously.
Bibliography: For the primary sources, see the
article AL-SALIH NADJM AL-DIN AYYUB. The fullest account of the period is in R.S. Humphreys, From
Saladin to the Mongols: the Ayyubids of Damascus, 11931260, Albany 1977 (see the bibl. cited therein). For
epigraphic references, see RCEA, xi, nos. 4054,
4155, 4186, 4197, 4246(?), 4247, and for the
numismatic evidence, P. Balog, The coinage of the
Ayyubids, London 1980, 242-8.
(D.S. RICHARDS)
AL-MALIK AL-§ALIH ISMAIL B. BADR AL-DIN

Lu-'LU3, Rukn al-Din, ephemeral ruler in Mawsil
[q.v.] after his father. Lu D lu D [q.v.] had submitted to
the Mongols, and Ismactl, his eldest son, had
journeyed to the Great Khan's ordo at Karakorum in
order to give his father's homage. When Lu D lu D died
in 657/1258, Ismacil succeeded him, but now switched
sides and opposed the Mongols. He joined forces with
the Mamluk Baybars [q.v.], but was killed, together
with his young son, when the Mongols captured and
sacked Mawsil, so that the brief line of the LuDlu3id
Atabegs came to an end.
Bibliography: M. van Berchem, Monuments et inscriptions de I'atabek Lu^lu^ de Mossoul, in Orientalische
Studien ... Th. Noldeke gewidmet, Giessen 1906, i,
198, with the sources detailed in n. 3; R.S. Humphreys, From Saladin to the Mongols, the Ayyubids of
Damascus, 1193-1260, Albany 1977, 468 nn. 55, 56.
See also the Bibl. to LU^LU 3 , BADR AL-DIN.
(ED.)
AL-MALIK AL-SALIH NADJM AL-DIN AYYUB b.
al-Kamil Muhammad, the last major sultan of the
Ayyubids [q.v.], born in Cairo in 603/1206-7 and died
Shacban 647/November 1249. Much of his life was
spent in struggling for the paramount position which
his father, al-Malik al-Kamil [q. v. ], had held, but he
achieved it only at the end of his life and without reestablishing the dynasty's cohesion and cooperation.
He was the creator of the Bahriyya mamluk corps
which played a leading role in the formation of the
succeeding regime.
As the eldest son, he was groomed for the succession and in Shacban 625/August 1228 was proclaimed
joint-sultan with the title al-Malik al-Salih and left as
nd^ib in Egypt, with Fakhr al-Dln b. Shaykh alShuyukh as his adviser. He lost al-Kamil's favour
(aspirations to independence and the purchase of a
1000-strong mamluk following are mentioned) and in
627/1229-30 he was sent to the Djazira with no command or governorship, while his younger brother, alc
Adil II [q.v.], replaced him as heir-apparent. In
630/1232-3 al-Kamil gave him Hisn Kayfa and its
dependencies. After lands lost to the Saldjuks of Rum
in 631-2/1233-5 were recovered early in 633/1236,
Ayyub was established as "independent sultan" in
Amid, Harran, Edessa, Nisibis, Khabur, etc. As early
as 634/1237 Ayyub enrolled elements of the
Kh w arazm-Shah Djalal al-Dln's [q.v.] freebooting army and soon had experience of their unreliability and
their mercenariness when in conflict with Badr al-Dln
Lu'lu' [q.v.].
His opportunity to re-enter the mainstream of
Ayyubid politics occurred after the death of al-Kamil
(in Radjab 635/March 1238) when a cousin, alDjawad Yunus, conscious of the weakness of his position in Damascus, proposed an exchange of lands.
Ayyub arrived to take over Damascus in Djumada II
636/January 1239, leaving his son, Turanshah [q.v.],
to rule in Hisn Kayfa. He planned an invasion of
Egypt to unseat al-cAdil II, whose counter moves were
weakened by desertions of troops and plots in favour
of Ayyub. Al-Nasir Dawud [q.v.] proposed joint action with Ayyub to win Egypt, but only if he himself
were immediately given the former lands of his father
al-Mucazzam clsa [q. v. ], includingJDamascus. Unsuccessful in this, al-Nasir joined al-cAdil in Egypt, again
hoping to gain Damascus. Ayyub moved to Nabulus
(Shawwal 636/May 1239) and there awaited the concentration of his Syrian allies. A peace settlement
brokered by the caliph's envoys was all but agreed,
when al-Salih Ismacil [q. v. ] and al-Mudjahid Shirkuh
of Hims, who had been treacherously delaying their
assistance, descended on an undefended Damascus.
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They entered the city on 26 Safar 637/27 September
1239 and imprisoned Ayyub's son, al-Mughlth
c
Umar. Deserted by most of his troops, Ayyub was
taken to al-Karak by al-Nasir Dawud, already
dissatisfied with his alliance with al-cAdil, and held
there for six months (from Rabi* I to Ramadan
637/October 1239-April 1240). Although both alc
Adil and Ismacfl demanded the person of Ayyub, alNasir released him on the basis of promises that
Ayyub later claimed were_ forced, and they planned
joint action. As both al-cAdil and Ismacll moved to
crush Ayyub between _ them, in Dhu 'l-Kacda
637/May-June 1240 al-cAdil was deposed at Bilbays
by his emirs who then invited Ayyub to become sultan
in Egypt.
Ayyub entered the Cairo citadel on Sunday 25 Dhu
'l-Kacda 637/17 June 1240. Material for the internal
affairs of Egypt in this period is exceedingly sparse
and little is known about his government. For the next
few years, he strengthened his position by purging the
Egyptian army, increasing and promoting his own
mamluks, and building a fortified residence for himself
and the so-called Bahriyya [q. v. ] on the island of
Rawda [q.v.] (work began Shacban 638/February
1241).
A general Ayyubid settlement, again at the expense
of al-Nasir, was all but concluded in 641/1243. IsmacTl
in Damascus recognised Ayyub as suzerain (in Rabl*
I/September), and was to release al-Mughith c Umar.
However, intercepted letters to Ayyub's Khwarazmian allies and general lack of trust once more
brought about a collapse. Al-Mughith died in prison
(Rabi* I 642/August 1244) and Ismacll was suspected
of his murder. Ayyub was subsequently faced by an
alliance of Syrian princes and Franks, the latter
recruited by significant concessions of land. In
response Ayyub's troops, joined by the Kh w arazmiyya, inflicted a major defeat on the Syrian coalition
at the village of La Forbie or Farbiya (Yakut, iii, s.v.)
between Ascalon and Gaza (12 Djumada I 642/17 October 1244). Damascus was besieged, and surrendered in IJjumada I 643/October 1245. To
Ayyub's fury in Egypt, the terms made allowed
Ismacil his other possessions, but he then joined the
Kh w arazmiyya, who had changed sides, to attack
Damascus. However, the power of the Kh w arazmiyya was broken in Muharram 644/May 1246 by
the armies of Aleppo and Hims, part of a new grouping formed to curtail their depredations. Ayyub's
forces then took the rest of Isma c fl's lands, and Ayyub
himself, now at the peak of his power, came to
Damascus in Dhu 'l-Kacda 644/March 1247 to
organise his new possessions. Ismacfl had taken refuge
with al-Nasir Yusuf [q. v. ] at Aleppo.
During 645-6/1247-9 there were gains from the
Franks (Ascalon and Tiberias), arrests of former
associates of Isma c fl, including the lord of Salkhad
c
lzz al-Dln Aybak, and anxieties about Aleppo's intentions. In 646/1248 al-Nasir Yusuf took Hims, but
caliphal envoys, as ever worried by the Mongol
threat, made a peace and both sides retired. Ayyub's
last success was to acquire al-Karak and the remnants
of al-Nasir Dawud's principality in Djumada II
647/September 1249.
In Muharram 647/April 1249 Ayyub had returned
to Egypt, carried in a litter as he was ill, and troubled
by news of the crusade of Louis IX. After the early
loss of Damietta (Safar/June), a total collapse
threatened to follow Ayyub's death at the age of 49.
This took place in camp at al-Mansura on the eve of
Sunday, 14 Shacban 647/21 November 1249. Shadjar
al-Durr [q. v. ] and the senior amirs tried to conceal his

death and managed affairs while summoning Turanshah, for whom Ayyub had written his political testament (see Cl. Cahen and I. Chabbouh, Le testament
d'al-Malik as-Sdlih Ayyub, in BEt.Or., xxix, 97-114).
The nature of Ayyub's fatal complaint has been discussed by F. Klein-Franke (What was the fatal disease of
Al-Malik al-Sdlih ..., in Studies in Islamic history and
civilization in honour of Professor David Ayalon, ed. M.
Sharon, Jerusalem 1986, 153-7).
Ibn Wasil [q. v. ] gives a penetrating pen-portrait,
stressing Ayyub's mixture of forbidding authority
and diffident and introspective solitariness. He
was taciturn and clean-living. Unlike his father, he
had no special taste for reading and scholarship. Even
his hours of relaxation with his few special companions, in his madjlis al-shardb, were sombre and
undemonstrative.
Building was a passion. In addition to the residence
on Rawda Island, he built palaces on the Nile bank at
al-Luk, the pavilions known as Mandzir al-Kabsh (see
M.G. Salmon, Etudes sur la topographic du Caire, in
MIFAO, Cairo 1902, vii/2, 77-95), and the new town
development, called after him al-Salihiyya. Very important was the madrasa which he founded in Bayn alKasrayn for the four orthodox madhdhib. Site clearing
started in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 639/June 1242 and teaching
began in 641/1243-4 (al-MaknzI, Khitat, ii, 374). His
mausoleum near the madrasa, to which his corpse was
transferred in Radjab 648/October 1250 (idem, alSuluk, i/2, 371), was restored in 1993 by the German
Archaeological Institute in Cairo, which is now (1994)
working on the surviving iwdn of the madrasa.
Bibliography: The contemporary narrative
sources are Ibn Wasil, Mufarriaj. al-kurub ft akhbdr
dawlat Bam Ayyub, ed. H.M. Rabie and S. c Ashur,
iv-v, Cairo 1972-7, and for post-645/1248, Paris,
B.N. mss. 1702-3; Sibt Ibn al-Dawzf, Mir^dt alzamdn, facs. ed. J.R. Jewett, Chicago 1907, and ed.
Haydarabad 1952, viii/2; Abu Shama, Dhayl Wa
kitdb al-rawdatayn, ed. M. al-Kawthari, Cairo 1947.
See also the standard later chronicles. The fullest
account of this period is R.S. Humphreys, From
Saladin to the Mongols: the Ayyubids of Damascus, 11931260, Albany 1977 (see the sources and bibl. cited
therein). For epigraphic references, see RCEA, xi,
nos. 4136, 4198, 4217-20 (madrasa), 4223, 4278,
4282, 4298-4301 (mausoleum), 4302-3, 4305, and
for the numismatic evidence, P. Balog, The coinage
of the Ayyubids, London 1980, 181-94. For the
buildings of Ayyub, see K.A.C. Creswell, The
Muslim architecture of Egypt: II. Ayyubids and early
BahriteMamluks, A.D. 1171-1326, Oxford 1959, 847 (Rawda citadel and palace), 94-100 (madrasa),
100-3 (mausoleum).
(D.S. RICHARDS)
AL-MALIK AL-SALIH NUR AL-DIN [see NUR AL-DIN
MAHMUD B. ZANKl]._
AL-MALIK

AL-SALIH

SHAMS

AL-DIN

[SCC

TURANSHAH].
AL-§ALIHIYYA, the name of v a r i o u s places in
the Middle East. These include:
1. A settlement of Diyar Mucjar in al-Djazira.
placed by Yakut in the district of al-Ruha [q. v. ] or
Edessa and said to have been laid out by the cAbbasid
governor of Syria cAbd al-Malik b. Salih. He also
quotes a (now lost) history of Mawsil by the
Khalidiyyan' [q.v.] that the caliph al-Mahdl began
the work of fortification there.
Bibliography: Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iii,
389-90.
2. A settlement to the n o r t h of the old city of
Damascus, on the slopes of Mount Kasiyun [q.v.].
Yakut describes it as a large village with markets and
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a Friday mosque, containing many saints' tombs and
residences of holy men. Most of the inhabitants were
immigrants from Jerusalem and were HanbalT in
madhhab. From the 6th/12th century, it became one of
the strongholds of this school [see HANABILA, at III,
161]. It is now a well-to-do suburb of the modern conurbation of Damascus.
Bibliography: Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iii,
390; Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, 529;
Hachette World Guides, The Middle East, Paris
1966, 301. See also DIMASHK, at II, 283a.
(Eo.)
SALIHIYYA, a $ufT tanka [q.v.] from within the
tradition established by the Moroccan $ufT and
teacher Ahmad b. Idns (d. 1837 [q.v.]). The exact
origin and, indeed, the reason for the name of the
Salihiyya is unclear. It appears to be an offshoot of the
Rashldiyya, the name given to tanka founded by the
Sudanese Ibrahim al-Rashld al-Duwayhl (d. 1874,
[q.v. in Suppl.], a student of Ibn Idns. After his death
in Mecca, Ibrahim al-Rashld's zdwiya there was taken
over by his nephew Shaykh b. Muhammad b. Salih
(d. 1919), who moved there from the Sudan. Sometime in about 1887, the Meccan-based branch became
known as the Salihiyya, while the Sudanese branch
continued to be known as the Rashldiyya. It is, in
fact, very difficult to disentangle the various Sufi
traditions associated with the Rashldiyya, Idrisiyya,
Salihiyya and Dandarawiyya [q.v. in Suppl.]. The
Shaykh was succeeded as head of the order by his
three sons in turn, al-Rashid, Ahmad and Ibrahim,
the last of whom died in 1976.
The $alihiyya was taken to Somalia and other
regions of eastern Africa by pilgrims from the region
who were initiated by the Shaykh or his sons in the
Hidjaz. Communities (Somali, jamaaca), dedicated to
prayer and agriculture, were established throughout
Somalia; by the 1930s, Cerulli estimated that there
were 53 Salihiyyajaraaacas there. These communities
attracted ex-slaves or other marginal groups and
opened up hitherto unutilised land.
The most famous Salihiyya leader in Somalia, and
his people's greatest poet, was Muhammad b. cAbd
Allah (Somali, Mahammad cAbdille) Hassan (18641920 [q.v.]), who was to lead the resistance to the
Ethiopians, British and Italians for over two decades.
Muhammad was initiated by the Shaykh in Mecca in
1894. The following year he returned to Somalia and
thereafter worked to spread the order, attacking the
use of tobacco and the prevalence of saint-worship
among his fellow countrymen. Four years later, in
1899, he began his djihdd against imperialist encroachment.
Bibliography: E. Cerulli, Somalia. Scritti vari editi
ed inediti, 3 vols., Rome 1957-64 (various articles);
Said S. Samatar, Oral poetry and Somali nationalism.
The case of Sayyid Mahammad CAbdille Hasan, Cambridge 1982. There is a brief manuscript mandkib of
Shaykh b. Muhammad b. Salih in the I.M. Lewis
Collection of Arabic materials from Somalia, the
Library, London School of Economics and Political
Science; R.S. O'Fahey, Enigmatic saint. Ahmad ibn
Idns and the Idrtsi tradition, London 1990; AH Salih
Karrar, The Sufi brotherhoods in the Sudan, London
1992.
(R.S. O'FAHEY)
AL-SALIHUN (A., pi. of sdlih) "the virtuous,
upright ones", cited in the KurDan at VII, 168, XXI,
105 and LXXII, 11, and 30 other times as sdlihin.
The sdlih is associated by Ibn Taymiyya [q. v. ] with
the siddtks, those asserting the truth, the shahids, martyrs and the abddl, substitutes, as all representing the
firka ndajiya, the sect which alone will be saved out of

the 73 into which, according to a hadith, the umma or
community will be divided (see H. Laoust, La profession defoi de Ibn Batta, Damascus 1958, 17 n.). This
hadith is to be set by the side of Kur'an, LXXII, 11,
"And that some of us are upright, and some of us not
so; we have become [groups following] diverse ways".
Bibliography: Given in the article. (S. ORY)
SALIM (A.), intact, sound, i.e. free of damage
or blemish, thus "well" as opposed to "ill," and
therefore a synonym of sahth. The word is used as a
technical term in various fields: 1. Applied to
money, sdlim means undipped coins of full weight, or
a sum of money free from charges and deductions. 2.
In g r a m m a r , it denotes two things: in sarf (morphology) a "sound" root, i.e., one in which none of
the radicals is a "weak" letter (harfcilla, see HURUF ALHiDjA 3 ), nor a hamza, nor a geminate; in nahw (syntax)
a word with a "sound" ending, no matter whether the
preceding radicals are weak or not. Thus the root n-s-r
is sdlim, while the root r-m-y is not, both for the sarfiyyun and the nahwiyyun; however, b-y-c is sdlim only
for the nahwiyyun, whereas islankd is sdlim only for the
sarfiyyun, the latter because the root is s-l-k, thus
sound, and only the ending -d, which is part of the
pattern if-anld is "weak" (al-Sharif al-Djurdjani, alTa^rtfdt, ed. cAbd al-Rahman cUmayra, Beirut
1408/1987, 154 [read islankd for istalkd]).— The term
sdlim is also used to denote the "sound" plural (alajam*- al-sdlim) as opposed to the "broken" plural (ala^amc al-mukassar) [see DJAM C ]. 3. In prosody, the
term denotes a regular foot, which has not undergone
any of the changes called zihdfdt or cilal [see C ARUD], or
a line of poetry consisting of such feet. It is, therefore,
particularly common in Persian prosody, where
zihdfdt may not change from one line to the next as
they do in Arabic. The lines will thus be sdlim
throughout the whole poem.
Bibliography: Tahanawi, Kashshdf istildhdt alfunun, ed. A. Sprenger et alii, Calcutta 1862, i, 6956; Khwarazml, Mafdtih al-culum, ed. G. van Vloten,
Leiden 1895, 87 (prosody); L.P. Elwell-Sutton, The
Persian metres, Cambridge 1976, index.
(W. BjORKMAN-[W.P. HEINRICHS])
SALIM, nom-de-plume (makhlas) of Mirza-zade
Mehmed Emm (1099-1156/1688-1743), an Ottoman
a u t h o r of a published biography of poets, a
diwdn, several texts dealing with war, grammar and
mysticism, a dictionary and an Ottoman translation
of a Persian history, all of which are in manuscript
form. Many of the details concerning his life are to be
found in an autobiography included in his tedhkire-yi
shu^ard* which is the work that qualifies him for inclusion in this encyclopaedia.
The seventh child of Shaykh al-Islam Mirza
Mustafa Efendi, Salim was born in Istanbul in
Djumada II 1099/June 1688. His father's professional
pursuits became his own: he had a career in the
^ilmiyye class in which the highest rank he reached was
that of kadi Dasher of Rumeli. There is some disagreement on the date of his death. While all sources that
mention it cite the month of Muharrem, some give
the year as 1152/1739 and others as 1156/1743. The
place where it occurred is also debated; it could have
been either in Istanbul where he was buried near his
father, or in Mafrak outside Damascus, (see Ramiz,
Tedhkire-yi shu^ard^, ms. Millet Kiitiiphanesi: AH
Emiri, Tarih, no. 762, fol. 135; Thureyya, iii, 3;
Mustakimzade, 454).
In his autobiography (Tedhkire-yi Sdlim, ms., B.L.
Or. 7068, fols. 95a-97a; ibid., ed. Ahmed Djewdet,
337-44), Salim provides rather detailed information
about his own life, education and career up to the year
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1133/1720. He began his studies whenjie was about
seven years old with Yeni-Baghc"eli Gelebi Efendi
who, later, handed him over to tutors whom he personally selected for his young charge. Salim was also
coached by his father in all the accepted studies of his
time, but received special training in the Hadith from
a certain Muhammad b. Salam al-Iskandaranl. Salim
continues to describe his climb up the ladder of the
Ottoman learned hierarchy by informing his readers
that under the aegis of Pashmakdjizade al-Seyyid CA1I
Efendi he became muldzim to Abu Sacld-zade
Feydullah Efendi in 1104/1692. Two years later he
was appointed mudarris at the madrasa of Siyawush
Pasha in Eyyub, and then served in the same capacity
in other madrasas until, in the year 1125/1713, he
reached the Ddr al-Hadith at the Siileymaniyye. Before
the end of that year, he was given his first assignment
as kdtfi of Salonika. He was back in Istanbul in
1126/1714 as kddtof Ghalata. Upon his dismissal from
this post he was sent into exile. He and his father, who
was then Shaykh al-Islam, spent the next few years in
Trabzon. When they were pardoned, they took up
residence in their sea-side home in Istanbul. In
1134/1721, Salim completed his tedhkire and presented
it to the Grand Vizier of the time, Damad Ibrahim
Pasha (?1073-1143/1662-1730) in the same year. He
was, in fact, emulating a contemporary and rival
biographer of poets, Safari (d. 1138/1725), who had
done the same thing two years earlier and whose work
Salim evaluated rather negatively (Salim, 429-30,
250, 262). Ibrahim Pasha must have appreciated the
tedhkire since he thanked its author by appointing him
kadi of Istanbul the following year. A decade after,
Salim became kadi **asker of Anadolu and two years
after that kadi ^asker of Rumeli, but he never became
Shaykh al-Islam like his father.
Mirza-zade Mehmed Emm's principal contribution
to the Ottoman literary arts is his Tedhkire-yi shu'ard*,
which contains details, as known to and described by
the author, concerning the lives and works of over 400
Ottoman poets who were alive and active sometime
between the years 1099/1688 and 1134/1722.
Salim may be regarded as an innovator in the art
of compiling biographies of poets: his type of
biography does not seem to be intended to simply
praise the poets. He appears to have been very much
aware of the uninterrupted flow in the production of
this literary genre that had been initiated in Ottoman
society in the 10th/16th century. We must assume
that he knew that he was operating within a wellestablished tradition, but this did not stop him from
making adjustments in the way in which each poet
and poem were treated. This is reflected in the very
critical approach he adopted in his appraisal of both
the poets and their poems. His attitude could be the
result of the changed way of assessing literature that
began to develop among some Ottomans in the early
decades of the llth/18th century with Nedlm's (d.
1143/1730 [q.v.]) successful efforts to relate his art
more closely to local developments and everyday life.
There was, at the same time, growing interest in
European literatures that must have had some impact
on the Ottoman litterateurs. In this respect, one may
consider Salim's tedhkire to be a valuable contribution,
not only to the genre but also to Ottoman literature in
general. His tedhkire is in two parts. The first is
devoted to the usual eulogies which are in this case addressed to the reigning Sultan Ahmed III (111543/1703-30), followed by Sultan Mustafa I (110615/1695-1703) who preceded him, the Grand Vizier
Damad Ibrahim Pasha and the Shaykh al-Islam.
Then follow the author's introductory remarks in
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which he reviews previous tedhkires leading up to his
own and then expresses his thoughts on the state of
literature in his own day. The rest of the work is made
up of the biographies of the poets. Each biography
ends with samples of the poet's poems, some in their
entirety, others in the form of a verse or two. The
work finishes with a temmet ("It is completed") in
which the author asks to be excused for his errors, but
does not apologise for the tediously verbose and ornate style he uses. The tedhkire carries a date in the
form of a chronogram which adds up to 1134/1722.
Bibliography: Tedhkire-yi Salim, ed. Ahmed
Djewdet, Dar-i Sacadet 1315; Tedhkire-yi Salim, ms.
B.L., Or. 7068; Siileyman Miistaklm-zade, Tuhfeyi khattdtin, Istanbul 1928, 454; Ramiz, Tedhkire-yi
shu^ard^, ms. Millet Kiituphanesi, Ali Emiri Efendi,
no. 762. fol. 135; Mehmed Thureyya, Si&ill-i
<0thmdni, Istanbul 1313, iii, 3; Safa5!, Tedhkiret ulshu^ard^, ms. Istanbul Universitesi Kutuphanesi,
no. T. 3215; J. Stewart-Robinson, The Ottoman
biographies of poets, in JNES, xxiv (1965), 57-74;
Agah Sirn Levend, Turk edebiyati tarihi, Ankara
1973, i, 251-352.
Q. STEWART-ROBINSON)
SALIM B. MUHAMMAD, clzz al-Dm Abu '1Nadja al-Sanhuri al-Misri, a MalikI j u r i s c o n s u l t
and hadith expert. He came to head the Malik!
school of Cairo, whither he migrated from Sanhur at
the age of twenty-one (probably around 966/1558-9).
He is particularly known for his mastery of hadith,
having dictated the "Six Books", and attracted
numerous well-known scholars from Syria and the
Hidjaz. He is said to have written several works. The
best known of these are his commentary on the Mukhtasar of al-Khalil onfikh (extant) and, oddly, an epistle
reportedly entitled Fadd^il laylat al-nisf min sha^bdn
(Kahhala, iv, 204). He died on Tuesday, 3 Djumada
II 1015/7 October 1606, reportedly at around the age
of seventy, which would place his birth date ca.
945/1538.
Bibliography: Brockelmann, in EP, s.v.;
MuhibbI, Khuldsat al-athar, ii, 204; Makhluf,
Shadjarat al-nur al-zakiyya, Beirut 1349/1930, 289;
Kahhala, Mu^djam al-mu^allifin, iv, 204; HadjdjI
Khalifa, Kashf, Istanbul, ii, 1628; Ahmad Baba alTimbuktl, Nayl al-ibtihddj_ (on the margin of Ibn
Farhun), 157.
(S.A. JACKSON)
SALIM, MUHAMMAD KULI, an Indo
Persian poet of the llth/17th century, died
1057/1647-8.
He originated from the Shamlu tribe of the Turks
and was a native of Tehran, but details regarding his
life are scanty. In Persia he served under Mirza cAbd
Allah Khan, governor of Lahldjan [q.v. ] in Gllan.
During this time he married and had a son. Among
the eminent personalities to whom he addressed his
poems in the beginning were the $afawid rulers Shah
c
Abbas I (r. 996-1038/1588-1629) and his successor
Shah $afi I (r. 1038-52/1629-42). Perhaps his failure
to find the desired patronage in his country led him to
try his fortune in India. He set out by sea, reaching
Gudjarat around 1041/1631, coinciding with the early
period of Shah Djahan's reign (1037-68/1628-59). It
is likely that he sought access to the imperial court but
was unsucessful; Walih DaghistanI, author of the
Riydd al-shu^ard^, reports that the poet-laureate Kalim
[see KALIM, ABU TALIB], when asked by Shah Djahan
to give his opinion about the poet, told the emperor
that Salim was poetically ill-provided since one of his
mathnawis, which he said was written in praise of
Kashmir, had been composed by him originally in
praise of Gflan and he had merely changed its title.
This accusation supposedly prevented Salim from
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winning royal patronage. Thereupon he attached
himself to Mir cAbd al-Salam Mashhadi, called Islam
Khan, a prominent nobleman of the period, who successively held important government positions, ending as governor of the Deccan. Salim stayed in his service until the latter's death on 14 Shawwal 1057/12
November 1647. In the same year the poet also passed
away, and his body was laid to rest in Kashmir.
In his character, Salim has been described as a
gross person indulging in improper jokes. He would
display his wit indiscriminately without regard for the
social status of the individual towards whom it was
directed. On a certain occasion, while being entertained by the governor of Pars, Imam Kuli Khan (d.
1032/1622-3), the poet came out with an improvised
couplet, displeasing to the host, who felt slighted by
the allusion in it regarding his fatness.
Salim's diwdn comprises poems representing kasida,
ghazal, kifa, rubdci and mathnawi. Estimates vary regarding the total number of verses in the diwdn, but
DhabTh Allah Safa places the total around 9,000
couplets. Salim's poetry is praised by writers in
general. Though he is accused of borrowing ideas
from other poets—a practice in which he was certainly
not alone—nevertheless it is accepted that his output
contained many unique themes. Probably because he
was not well educated in the formal sense of the term,
his language sometimes bordered on the popular
idiom. He was the author of several mathnawis, which
occupy a special place in his collection. They include,
in addition to his poem on Kashmir mentioned
earlier, such pieces as Kadd wa kadar ("Fate and
destiny"), Dar ta^nf-i asp ("In praise of a horse"), Dar
ta^nf-i bahdr ("In praise of spring"), Dar ta^rif-i sarmd
("In praise of winter"), Khar-i dalldl ("The broker's
donkey"), and Dar shikdyat-i ruzgdr ("Complaint
against the world"). In his ghazals, Salim displays an
easy communication despite a tendency towards innovative and strange conceits. He is known for his expert use of similes and the figure of speech called ihdm
("ambiguity").
Bibliography: Kulliyydt-i Salim, I.O. ms. 1558;
Diwdn-i Muhammad Kuli Salim, ed. Rahim Rida,
Tehran 1349/1970-1; Mathnawi kadd wa kadar,_ed.
Sayyid Diya° al-Dln SadjdjadI, in Farhang-i Irdnzamin, xxv (1983); Muhammad Salih Kanbu, Shah
Djahdn-ndma (^Amal-i Sdlirt), iii, ed. Ghulam Yazdani and Wahid Kurayshi, Lahore 1972; Muhammad Tahir NasrabadI, Tadhkira-yi Nasrdbddi, ed.
Wahid Dastgardi, Tehran 1352/1973-4; Muhammad Afdal Sarkhush, Kalimdt al-shu^ard* (Tadhkira-yi
Sarkhush), ed. $adik CA1T Dilawarl, Lahore 1942;
C
A1I Kuli Khan Walih DaghistanI, Riydd al-shucard\
B.L. ms. Add. 16,729; Mir Husayn Dust Sanbhali,
Tadhkira-yi Husayni, Lakhnaw 1875; Siradj al-Dln
Khan Arzu, Madjma* al-nafd^is, Bankipore ms., Catalogue, viii; Ghulam CA1I Azad BilgramI, Sarw-i
dzdd, Haydarabad (Deccan) 1913; Lutf CA1T Beg
Adhar, Atishkada, i, ed. Hasan Sadat NasirT,
Tehran 1336/1957-8; Lakshml Narayan Shafik,
Shdm-i ghanbdn, ed. Akbar al-Dln $iddlki, Karachi
1977; Muhammad Kudrat Allah Gopamawl,
NataHji al-afkdr, Bombay 1336/1957-8; Ahmad CA1T
Khan Hashimi Sandflawi, Makhzan al-ghard^ib, ii,
ed. Muhammad Bakir, Lahore 1_970; Dhablh Allah
Safa, Tdnkh-i adabiyydt dar Iran, v/2, Tehran
1367/1988; Husam al-Dln Rashidi, Tadhkira-yi
shu^ard-yi Kashmir, i, Karachi 1967; Rahim Rida,
Muhammad Kuli Salim Tihrani, in Madjalla-yi
Ddnishkada-yi Adabiyydt u ^Ulum-i Insdni, Tehran,
xv/2-3 (Nov. 1967-Feb. 1968); M.L. Rahman, Persian literature in India during the time of Jahangir and
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(MUNIBUR RAHMAN)
SALIM B. KHALIL AL-NAKKASH, Syrian
Maronite j o u r n a l i s t , h i s t o r i a n , and pioneer of
Arab t h e a t r e . Born 1850 in Beirut, he died in Alexandria on 25 November 1884. He studied Arabic,
French and Italian. He worked on his uncle Nikula's
al-Misbdh newspaper in Beirut and wrote for al-Nadjdh
and al-Zahra. He was employed in the customs in
Beirut in 1876. In the family tradition he became involved with the theatre with an adaptation, Mayy waHurds (Beirut 1875 written 1868), of Corneille's
tragedy Horace, to which he had added poetry and
songs. Seeking material support for a theatrical venture, he went to Egypt. The Khedive Ismacll [q.v.]
agreed to grant him use of a theatre, scenery, and
costumes and financial support. Salim began rehearsing his troupe in the summer of 1875, writing for it
several plays in the literary language in prose and
verse. Despite vehement criticism, he included
women actresses in his troupe. They rehearsed his
version of CA \da (Beirut 1875), to which he had added
popular Arab airs. He performed his uncle Marun's
[q. v. ] al-Bakhil and Abu 'l-Hasan al-Mughaffal aw Hdrun
al-Rasjud, and his own Mayy wa-Hurds in Beirut.
Though cholera initially prevented them from travelling, in 1876 he led the first Lebanese troupe to Egypt.
Joined by the Damascene Adib Ishak [0.0.], the
troupe, al-Tiydtru al-^Arabi, performed at the Zizinia
theatre in Alexandria Marun's Abu 'l-Hasan alMughaffal and al-Hasud al-Salit, and Salim's Mayy waHurds, al-Kadhub and al-Zalum, in a season extending
from December 1876 to February 1877. The repertoire is said to have also included al-Bakhil, an adaptation of Racine's Phedre, and his Mithridate,
Meyerbeer's opera L'Africaine, ^A^ida, and Ghard^ib alSudaf aw Salim wa-Asmd (in versions all attributed to
Salim), Racine's Andromaque, al-Bdrisiyya al-hasnd* (La
Belle Parisienne by the Comtesse Dash), and
Charlemagne (from the highly successful play of Henri
de Bornier) (all adapted by Adib), and Zenobie of
1'abbe d'Aubignac. Al-Kadhub (Alexandria 1913) was
an adaptation of Corneille's comedy Le Menteur made
by Habib Musk and revised by Salim. The tragicomedy Hifz al-Wudddaw al-Zalum (Alexandria 1891),
said to be a translation, is about intrigue and romance
in an Arab court. Its performance later purportedly
led to the expulsion of Yusuf al-Khayyat's troupe in
1879, because the Khedive thought it alluded to him
and his government disparagingly. Ghard^ib al-Sudaf
(Alexandria n.d.) is a story of love and anti-colonial
struggles in India. An anthology of Salim's plays, alMasrah al-^Arabi—dirdsdt wa-nusus. 5. Salim al-Nakkdsh,
ed. Muhammad Yusuf Nadjm, Beirut 1965, includes
^A^ida, Mayy wa-Hurds, al-Kadhub, Ghard^ib al-Sudaf
and al-Zalum. Though audience response had been
very supportive, and Salim did his utmost to keep his
company alive, he eventually ceded control to one of
the actors, Yusuf al-Khayyat (1877-95); some of its
members were later to form the core of Sulayman
Kardahl's troupe (1882-1909).
It is claimed that it was Djamal al-Dln al-Afghani
[0.P.], who persuaded Salim and Adib to leave the
theatre for the press; they had become members of his
circle in Egypt. When the weekly Misr, founded in
July 1877 in Cairo by Adib, moved to Alexandria,
Salim helped edit it. The pair of them founded a daily
al-Tidjara in May 1878 in Alexandria; some of the best
writers, al-Afghani, Muhammad cAbduh [q.v.], cAbd
Allah Nadim [0.0.], Ibrahim al-Lakkani and Amin
Shumayyil, were to write for it. Both papers, strongly
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nationalist, were suspended in November 1879 for
their criticism of the government of Riyad Pasha and
of foreign interference in Egyptian affairs. Sallm is
said to have been a member of the radical nationalist
Misr al-Fatal/Jeune Egypte. After AdTb travelled to
Paris, Sallm started publishing a daily al-Mahrusa and
a weekly al-cAsr al-Djadid in Alexandria in January
1880; Sallm followed a more moderate line with these
papers. When in 1881 Sallm was ill, cAbd Allah
Nadlm took over the running of both papers. With the
return of Adlb and the reissue by him of Misr in
December 1881, al-^Asr al-Djadid ceased to appear. AlMahrusa, opposing the nationalist policies of Colonel
c
UrabI, was suspended in June 1882 for its loyalty to
the Khedive. After the riots of 11 June, Sallm was
forced to flee; his press was destroyed. Salim tried to
restart al-Mahrusa in September 1882, but it was not
till the beginning of 1884 that he got compensation for
the destruction of his press, and al-Mahrusa reappeared as a weekly till his death.
The first three volumes of his lengthy Misr li 'lMisriyym aw hawddith al-fitna al-^Urdbiyya, Alexandria
1884-6, describing Egypt from the time of Muhammad CA1T to Isma c fl, are said to have been printed, but
then destroyed on government orders; volume iv
covers TawfTk's early reign; v, cUrabI; vi, the British
occupation; and vii-ix, the c Urabist trials. Riwdyat alintikdm aw al-hudjra al-sdbi^a (Alexandria 1878) is a free
translation by him and Adlb of the novel Le dernier
rendez-vouz by the French writer Pierre Zaccone.
Bibliography: Y.A. Daghir, Masddir al-dirdsa aladabiyya, Beirut 1342-5, iii; A. Abul Naga, Les
sources franfaises du theatre egyptien (1870-1939),
Algiers 1972, 16, 59-60, 68, 74, 109-12, 138, 157,
207; J. Khoueiri, Theatre arabe. Liban, 1847-1960,
Louvain 1984, 85-94; M.Y. Nadjm, al-Masrahiyyafi
'l-adab al-^arabial-hadith, 1847-1914, Beirut 1967, 8,
38-40, 44-51, 54, 60, 70, 91, 94-103, 116, 176-177,
204-206, 446; Sallm's article, Fawd^id al-riwdydt aw
al-tiydtrdt, in al-Djindn, v (1 August 1875),517,5212, on his theatre and its mission; Sallm al-Bustani,
al-Riwdydt al-^arabiyya al-misriyya, in al-Djindn, viii
(1875), 442-4, and al-Riwdydt al-khidiwiyya altashkhisiyya, in ibid., xx (1875), 694-6; Fddji^a
wataniyya bi-wafdt Salim al-Nakkdsh, in al-Muktataf,
ix/4 (January 1885), 241; Ibrahim Hamada, Ayida
bayn Firdi wa 'l-Nakkdsh, in al-Madjalla, vi (1962),
67-72; Matti Moosa, Naqqdsh and the rise of the native
Arabic theatre in Syria, in JAL, iii (1972), 106-17;
Nikula Yusuf, Salim al-Nakkdsh, rd^id al-sihdfa wa 7masrah, in al-Adib, xxv (1 October 1966), 2-6.
(P.C. SADGROVE)
AL-SALIMI, ABU MUHAMMAD CABD ALLAH b.
Humayd b. Sullum al-Salirm, Nur al-Dln (ca. 12861332/ca. 1869-1914), generally known in the West as
an c U m a n i h i s t o r i a n , but it was as ra^is al-nahda,
responsible for restoring the Imamate in interior
c
Uman from 1913 to 1955, that his true role should be
judged.
Born at al-Hawkayn near al-Rustak [ q . v . ] , he went
blind aged 12. His early studies were with the ^ulama?
of the region who had been active in securing the election of the only 19th-century Imam, cAzzan b. Kays
(1868-71). But after the Sultanate was restored, with
Ghafirl tribal support and British connivance, the
centre of Ibadi resistance shifted from al-_Rustak, the
stronghold of the Kays branch of the Al Bu Sacld
[ q . v . ] , to the Sharkiyya, and in about 1890 al-Saliml
moved to study with its leader, Salih b. CA1I al-Harithl
(1834-96) [ q . v . ] , making a permanent home at alKabil. However, clsa b. $alih (1874-1946), who succeeded his father as tamima of the Sharkiyya Hinawls,
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seems to have developed a personal antipathy to alSaliml and failed to support his attempts to reactivate
the Imamate after 1905. So he was forced into a somewhat cynical alliance with Himyar b. Nasir alNabhanl (1874-1920), then consolidating his position
as tamima of the Ghafin Banu Riyam confederation of
the Djabal al-Akhdar, to sponsor, as Imam, Salim b.
Rash id (1301/1884-1920), a former pupil and one of
the shaykhs of the Banu Kharus, a tribe closely allied
to the Banu Riyam but also with a long historical
association with the Imamate. Immediately after
Salim's bay^a at Himyar's capital Tanuf (12 Djumada
II 1331/20 May 1913), al-Saliml returned to the
Sharkiyya with a delegation to _espouse his cause
there. After Izkl fell to the Imam, clsa reluctantly gave
his allegiance, thus assuring the Imamate of the loyalty of the main HinawT tribes of central c Uman.
But al-Saliml never saw the real success of his mission. To help finance the movement, he ordered the
appropriation of all wakf property that had been bequeathed for visiting graves and for reading the
Kur D an for the dead. This judgement led him into major dispute with his former teacher, Madjid b. Khamis
al- c Abn (ca. 1837-1927), who in c Azzan's time had
also similarly opposed such dubious financial
precedents, and so impassioned did the issue become
that early in 1914 al-Saliml went to see him at alHamra 3 . On the way, he was killed when his donkey
stumbled; he was buried at Tanuf.
It is against this background that the nature of his
history of the Imamate, Tuhfat al-a^ydn bi-sirat ahl
c
Umdn, should be viewed. Finished ca. 1910, the story
is continued down to the death in 1954 of the Imam
Muhammad b. cAbd Allah al-Khallll by his son,
Muhammad (Shayba), in the Nahdat al-a^ydn bihurriyyat ^Umdn (Cairo n.d.); this contains a lengthy
biography of his father which is the main source for
this article. Amongst twenty-two works of his listed in
it, attention should be drawn to such studies of major
Ibadl scholarship as his edition of al-Rab^ b. Hablb
al-Farahldi's hadith with a three-volume Shark, and
also to his close cooperation with the great Mzabi
scholar and activist, Muhammad b. Yusuf Atfayyish
(1236-1332/1820-1914). It was Muhammad's son
Abu Ishak Ibrahim Atfayyish, who edited for publication the Tuhfa (first ed. 2 vols., Cairo 1347 and 1350),
as also another remarkable work of his, the Djawhar alnizdmfi ^ilmay 'l-adydn wa 'l-ahkdm, a distillation in an
urdjuza of guidelines and judgements written as a sort
of aide-memoire for kadis. His Talkin al-sibydn became
the standard book of instruction for IbacJI children.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(J.C. WILKINSON)
SALIMIYYA,
the name of a m y s t i c a l theological school in Basra, based on the teachings
of Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Salim (d. 297/909) and
his son Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Salim (d.
356/967). In the sources, father and son are often confused. Both were pupils of the famous mystic Sahl b.
c
Abd Allah al-Tustan (d. 282/896 [q.v.]}, Muhammad b. Ahmad for as long as 60 years; he therefore is
to be considered as the main pupil of al-Tustan.
While Muhammad b. Ahmad has a separate entry
in the $ufi lexica and handbooks (such as those by
Abu Nu c aym al-Isfahanl [ q . v . ] , cAbd Allah al-Ansarl
[see AL-ANSARI AL-HARAWI] and Abu cAbd al-Rahman
al-Sulaml (d. 1021) [q.v.]), this is not the case for his
son Ahmad. The latter's most famous pupil was Abu
Talib al-Makkl (d. 386/996 [q.v.]), the author of the
Kut al-kulub, the main model for the Ihyd* culum al-dm
of Abu Hamid al-Ghazall [0.0.]. Since no actual
works of Muhammad b. Salim or of Ahmad b. Salim
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are known, even by title, the Kut al-kulub of al-Makki
must be considered as the main source for the doctrine
of the Salimiyya. The compilation of Sahl al-Tustarl's
commentary on the KuPan does not stem from the
Salimiyya but from other pupils of al-Tustarl.
The existence of a tradition of the SalimI school and
doctrine in the 4th/10th century is attested by the Sufi
Ibn KhafTf al-Shlrazi (d. 371/982 [q.v.]), whose work
against it, the al-Radd cald Ibn Sdlim (i.e. Ahmad b.
Muhammad), has not been preserved. The
geographer al-MukaddasI [q.v. ], who finished his description of the Islamic empire in 375/985, associated
in Basra with adherents of the school. He relates that
at that time they were Malikis, but that their founder
had been a Hanaft, that they studied theology (kaldm),
for which they had their own books, and that their
main concern was renunciation of the world (zuhd).
None of the early sources mentions them explicitly as
Sufis. Abu Nasr al-Sarradj (d. 378/989 [q.v.]), the
author of the $ufT handbook al-Lumac, records a
discussion with Ahmad b. Salim in Basra about
mystical sayings of Abu Yazid al-Bistami [q. v. ], considered as heretical by Ahmad. Ahmad b. Salim is
also otherwise often mentioned in the Lumac.
It was probably on account of Ibn KhafTf s lost
work that a catalogue of alleged heretical views of the
Salimiyya came into being among the Hanballs.
Reference to these views is first found in the works of
Ibn al-FarraD (d. 458/1066 [q.v.]); parts of them are
repeated by later authors. There is no trace of such
doctrines in the proper tradition of the Salimiyya, i.e.
in the Kut al-kulub. The catalogue deals with unfounded misrepresentations by opponents of the school,
which should not be taken as authentic doctrines of
the Salimiyya. The real doctrine of the school is to be
sought in al-Makki's work, which is now being
studied in a critical way. It shows a thoroughly orthodox and quite ascetic piety.
Bibliography:
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(L. MASSIGNON-[B. RADTKE])
SALIYANE (transliterated also SALYANE), a
technical term in Ottoman a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
usage derived from the Persian sal (year) meaning
"yearly", "yearly allowance" or "stipend".
The term is applied especially to the yearly income
allotted to some categories of provincial rulers and
governors (16th-19th centuries). These were the
members of the Giray [q.v.] dynasty, some governors
of maritime districts and other sanajak-begis and beglerbegis whose income did not derive from khdss [q. v. ] do-

mains but consisted of a yearly allowance fixed at the
time of their appointment. Their governments were
termed as being "with sdliydne" [see EYALET]. In those
sanajaks and eydlets which were lying at great distances
from the central seat of government, the timdr [q.v.]
regime was not instituted. All revenues there were
controlled directly by the office of the defterddr [see
DAFTARDAR] in the capital. The provincial treasuries
in this case provided salaries in cash to the governors,
the Janissary commanders and other military and administrative personnel, as well as the means for all
local expenditure. The remainder of the revenue had
to be transferred to the central treasury (see KHAZINE
and IRSALIYYE]. In the 17th and 18th centuries there
were nine sdliydne provinces: Egypt [see MISR],
Baghdad [q.v.], Basra [q.v.], Habesh [q.v.], Yemen
[see YAMAN], al-Ahsa [see AL-HASA], the oajaks of the
West, Algiers [see DJAZA D IR-I GHARB], Tunis (Tunus
[q.v.]) and Tripoli [see TARABULUS-GHARB] . In the province of Kefe [q.v.], Crete (Ottoman Girid [see
IKRITISH]), Djazd^ir-i Bahr-i Safid [q.v.], in the sanajaks
of Chios [see SAK!Z], Naxos [see NAKSHE] and alMahdiyya (Tunisia) [q.v.], in the Cypriot sanajaks of
Kerynia (Ott. Girne), Paphos (Ott. Baf) and
Famagusta (Ott. Maghosha [q.v.]), and Aleppo [see
HALAB], some governors had sdliydne status. There all
tax revenues went to the state treasury. The local
defterddrs collected the taxes and paid the governor, the
Janissaries and other regional officials their appointed
yearly salaries and transferred any surplus to Istanbul. Such a surplus (irsdliyye [q.v.]) came regularly only from the provinces of Egypt, Baghdad and Basra.
The bureaux of the defterddr's office concerned were
the sdliydne mukdtacasi kalemi and the ta^rtkhci kalemi (see
M. Sertoglu, Muhteva baktmtndan Basvekalet Arsivi,
Ankara 1955, 66).
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Osmanli maliyesi, Istanbul 1985, 46, 59-67, 111-13,
195-7 (statistical data for the 17th and 18th centuries).
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SALKHAD or SARKHAD, the Biblical Salka,
already in Classical Antiquity one o f t h e major sett l e m e n t s of the A u r a n i t i s or Hawran [^.z>.], the
basalt region in southern Syria, now a small provincial town (population 1981: 6,476 inhabitants) on the
southern flank ofthe Djabal al-Duruz, near the Jordanian border. In the Islamic era it was of prime importance as the southernmost advance post of Syria
towards the desert lands of Arabia and on the junction
of important trade routes, connecting the main northsouth axis via Damascus with the road from the
Mediterranean towards east to Baghdad and beyond.
It was strongly fortified by a mighty castle, which
formed a defensive line with the citadel of Busra [see
BOSRA], about 23 km/14 miles further west.
Today, its historic importance is only shown by the
impressive ruins of the castle, built in solid black
basalt masonry on the top of a steep volcanic
eminence, and the isolated hexagonal Ayyubid
minaret in the city centre. Despite the poor state of
preservation, the glorious past can be deduced in
some detail from the chronicles or geographic
manuals, and especially from a remarkable number of
Arabic inscriptions re-used in recent constructions of
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the Druze population, who have resettled the completely abandoned ancient site since 1860. With the
continuous removal in recent times of most of the
traditional fabric, the excavation and clearing of the
citadel has been undertaken by the Syrian Antiquities
Organisation since 1991.
The history of $alkhad, as a defensive bastion for
Damascus, closely mirrors the fate of the Syrian
capital, and its history has been similar to that of the
neighbouring town of Busra.
The Fdtimid, Saldjuk, Burid and Zangid periods. The
citadel of Salkhad was evidently founded or enlarged
in 466/1073-4 by the chief of the Banu Kalb Bedouins,
Hassan b. Mismar, as a base for attacks against
Damascus, then belonging to the empire of the
Fatimid caliph al-Mustansir. After the expulsion of
the Fatimids from Syria in 468/1076 and the subsequent foundation of a new Saldjuk dynasty by Tadj alDaula Tutush [see SALDJUKIDS. III. 4, and TUTUSH],
the new master of Syria invested his sons Fallus and
Takln as commanders at the castles at Salkhad and
Busra. Shortly after, when power in 497/1104 passed
to Zahlr al-Dln Tughtakm, the former atdbak of the
Saldjuk prince Dukak b. Tutush and founder of the
Burid dynasty [q. v. ], he bestowed both cities on the
general Gumushtakm al-Tadji in 503/1110, who in
turn bequeathed -it to his mamltik Altuntash (5412/1146-7). Though the city of Busra was improved
greatly in this period, and consequently the same
should be assumed for Salkhad, not a single piece of
building has been identified so far. This is also the
case for the rule of Mu c m al-Dln Unur, atdbak of the
last Burid Mudjlr al-Dln Abak, who invested
Mudjahid al-Dln Buzan al-Kurdl (542-55/1147-60) as
commander of the citadel, to be succeeded briefly by
his son Muhammad (555/1160). The Zangid ruler
Nur al-Dln Mahmud [ q . v . ] , master of Damascus since
549/1154, bestowed §alkhad and Busra on Sadlk b.
Djawll (555-71/1160-76), followed eventually by a
nephew. Again, as attested for Busra, Salkhad may
also have further expanded, though the contemporary
sources give no information.
The Ayyubid period. Due to the continuous threat
from the Crusaders, $alkhad, jjke many of the Syrian
cities and strongholds, attracted the attention of the
Ayyubid rulers. In 583/1187, the founder of the
Ayyubid dynasty, al-Malik al-Nasir Salah al-Din
Yusuf, when decisively defeating the Crusaders at the
battle of Hattfn [ q . v . ] , brought Salkhad and Busra into his possession. When dividing his empire among
his family in 588/1186, both towns were bestowed on
his son al-Malik al-Afdal CA1I, the acting governor of
the Damascus province since 582/1186. It seems that
the citadel of $alkhad, strengthened by additional fortifications before 589/1193 and in 591/1194-95, was
deemed strategically more important than that of
Busra, where the rebuilding programme only started
about a decade later in 599/1202-3. Consequently,
when deposed as ruler of Damascus, al-Afdal CA1I
decided to take up his residence at Salkhad in
592/1196, until five years later he bestowed Salkhad
on the amir Zayn al-Din Karadja al-$alihi, confirmed
in this also by the current ruler of Damascus, al-cAdil
Abu Bakr, as is evident from the construction of an
additional tower of the citadel in 601/1204-5 in the
name of both personalities. In 604/1208 it was bequeathed to his son Nasir al-Dln Ya c kub, who held
Salkhad till 611/1214.
A peak of prosperity was _ reached under the
Ayyubid prince al-Mucazzam clsa, who invested his
major-domo c lzz al-Dln Aybak al-Mu c azzami with
the fief of $alkhad (611-44/1214-47), Aybak spon-
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sored an extensive building programme: besides
enlarging the citadel decisively (as attested by inscriptions), two caravanserails were constructed (in
611/1214-5 and 634/1236-7); the congregational
mosque was extended by an additional aisle and by
the singular hexagonal minaret (630/1233); and simultaneously also an ancient mosque repaired
(630/1232-3). After the improvement of Salkhad,
Aybak turned his attention to other places of his fief,
said to have included up to hundred villages. His activities ranged from the foundation of a caravanserail
and a mosque at Sala (632/1234-5), 17 km/10 miles
further to the northeast, a castle (kasr) at the oasis of
al-Azrak (634/1236-7), about 70 km/43 miles to the
south (now in Jordan), the restoration of a
caravanserail at Zur c a/Ezra c (636/1238), ca. 60 km/37
miles to the northwest, the reactivation and extension
of an open cistern at clnak (636/1238-9 and 637/123940), 20 km/12 miles to the southeast, and the building
of a mosque at al-cAyn (638/1240-1), 6 km/4 miles to
the northwest. Except for the epigraphic texts, almost
nothing has survived from these building enterprises.
But the available data clearly testify to the systematic
improvement of the region, evidently resulting in an
increase of the rural population.
Following the deposition of Aybak al-Mucazzami,
the fief of Salkhad henceforth was administered directly by members of the Ayyubid family: al-Malik alSalih Nadjm al-Dln Ayyub (644-7/1247-9), alMu c azzam Turan Shah (647-8/1249-50), al-cAz!z
Muhammad (648-58/1250-60), and al-Zahir GhazI
(658/1260). Despite a final extension of the citadel in
647/1249, the town had to suffer the military might of
the victorious Mongol army in 658/1260.
The Mamluk period. In the aftermath of the Mongol
conquest, al-Zahir Baybars [q. v. ], who successfully
expelled the Mongols from Syria and decisively reduced the Crusader dominions, systematically reorganised the Syrian provinces. The citadel of
Salkhad was immediately reactivated and soon
extensively repaired and strengthened in 668/1270
and 669/1271 under the supervision of the amir
Balaban al-Afram, as testified by several inscriptions
and a series of stone carvings with representations of
the lion, the blazon [see RANK] of sultan Baybars, now
dispersed throughout the region. Shortly thereafter,
al-Mansur Kalawun in 679/1280-1 invested the amir
Sayf al-Din Basin as governor of the city, and a certain clzz al-Dln as commander of the citadel, ordering
the restoration of the fortification (inscription of
669/1271).
The later steady decline in Salkhad's strategic importance, as also that of Busra, is attested by its use
as a place for disgraced Mamluk officials. This first
occurred when the former sultan al-cAdil Kitbugha
nominally acted as governor of Salkhad after his forced resignation in 696/1297. This also occurred with
the dismissed governor of Damascus, c lzz al-Dln
Aybak al-Hamawi, as well as for the powerful amirs
Akkush al-Afram and Karasunkur al-Mansun (both
fleeing to the Mongol court in 711/1312), and finally
also for Akkush al-Ashraft. Throughout this period,
Salkhad still flourished as regional centre, even maintaining a bath complex (hammdm), registered in the inventory of the viceroy of Syria and governor of
Damascus, Tankiz, compiled on the occasion of his
dismissal in 740/1340.
Because of its heavily fortified citadel, Salkhad retained some importance in the later Mamluk period.
In 824/1421 it served as retreat of the governor of
Damascus Djakmak al-Dawadar, after an unsuccessful revolt following the death of the sultan al-
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MuDayyad Shaykh. The latest historical datum marks
the appointment in 842/1438-9 of the low-ranking official Khalil al-Zahirl (who was later in his career to
compile the well-known manual of the Mamluk state,
see Bibl.) as commander of the citadel. In the wake of
the Ottoman conquest of Syria (922/1516), resulting
in a shift of importance to the northern provinces,
Salkhad was soon depopulated and deserted, only to
be again resettled and rebuilt by Druze refugees immigrating from the Lebanon from the later 19th century onwards.
Bibliography: 1. A r a b i c texts. Ibn al-Athir,
ed. Beirut 1965, x, 668; xi, 20, 49-50, 54; xii, 97,
123, 141, 156, 160-1, 351, 489; Ibn Shaddad, alA^ldk al-khatira, ii/2, ed. Sami al-Dahan, Damascus
1956, 55-65; idem, Tdnkh al-Malik al-Zdhir, ed.
Ahmad Hutayt, Beirut 1983, 356; Abu '1-Fida3,
Takwim, 259; MakrizI, Suluk, ed. Muhammad
Mustafa Ziyada, i/1, Cairo 1934, 95, 111, 135, 146,
151, 168-9, 193, 216, 226; i/2, Cairo 1936, 309,
324, 326, 329, 368; i/3, Cairo 1939, 669, 683, 826,
883, 956; ii/1, Cairo 1941, 90, 110; ii/2, Cairo
1942, 379-80, 515; Khalil al-Zahirl, Zubdat kashfalmamdlik, ed. P. Ravaisse, Paris 1894, 46; cAbd alKadir al-NucaymI, al-Ddris ft tankh al-maddris, ed.
Dja c far al-Hasanl, 2 vols., Damascus 1948-51, i,
382-4, 386, 451-2, 551, 585; ii, 137, 258, 261, 271,
285. For the administrative manuals of Ibn Fadl
Allah al-cUmarI, Masdlik al-absdr, and Kalkashandi,
Subh al-acshd, see the translated excerpts by M.
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, in La Syrie a I'epoque des
Mamelouks, Paris 1923, pp. cviii-x, 68, 178-9, 201.
2. Historical studies (to be consulted through
the indices), (a) F a t i m i d s . Th. Bianquis, Damas et
la Syrie sous la domination Fatimide (359-46819691076), 2 vols., Damascus 1986-9.—(b) Burids and
Zangids. Cosjcun Alptekin, Dimask atabegligi (TogTeginliler), Istanbul 1985; idem, The reign of Zangi
(521-541/1127-1146), Erzurum 1978; N. Elisseeff,
Nur ad-Din: un grand prince musulman de Syrie au temps
des croisades (511-569 H.I'1118-1174), 3 vols.,
Damascus 1967.—(c) A y y u b i d s . R.S. Humphreys, From Saladin to the Mongols: the Ayyubids of
Damascus,
1193-1260,
Albany
1977.—(d)
M a m l u k s . In the absence of an up-to-date
monograph on the history of the Mamluk period,
reference may be made to related studies by I.M.
Lapidus, Muslim cities in the later Middle Ages, Cambridge, Mass. 1967; M. Meinecke, Die mamlukische
Architektur in Agypten und Syrien (64811250 bis
923/1517), 2 vols., Gluckstadt 1992.—(e) Late Ott o m a n s . L. Schatkowski Schilcher, The Hauran conflicts of the 1860s: a chapter in the rural history of modern
Syria, in IJMES, xiii (1981), 159-79.
3. Inscriptions. R. Dussaud and F. Macler,
Rapport sur une mission scientifique dans les regions desertique de la Syrie moyenne, in Nouvelles Archives des Missions scientifiques, x (1902), 729-35 nos. 5-20; RCEA,
vii (1936), no. 2704; ix (1937), nos. 3320, 3465,
3563, 3593-4; x (1939), nos. 3745, 3831, 3844,
3877; xi/1 (1941), nos. 4038, 4049-51, 4112; xi/2
(1942), nos. 4207, 4306-7, 4348-9; xii (1943), nos.
4403, 4611; xvi (1964), no. 6054; H. Gaube,
Arabische Inschriften in Syrien, Beirut 1978, 136-7,
nos. 246-50; S. Ory, Cimetieres et inscriptions du
Hawrdn et de Gabal al-Duruz, Paris 1989, 30-55, nos.
11-25.
4. Topography and m o n u m e n t s . J.G. Wetzstein, Reisebericht iiber. Hauran und die Trachonen,
Berlin 1860, 66-71; G. Le Strange, Palestine under the
Moslems, London 1890, 529; M. von Oppenheim,
Vom Mittelmeer zum Persischen Golf, i, Berlin 1899,
203-7; Gertrude Bell, The desert and the sown, London

1907, 82-100; R. Dussaud, Topographic historique de
la Syrie antique et medievale, Paris 1927, 348, 366; M.
Meinecke, Salkhad, exemple de ville-forteresse islamique,
in J.-M. Dentzer and J. Dentzer-Feydy (eds.), Le
djebel al-^Arab: histoire et patrimoine au Musee de
Suweidd\ Paris 1991, 93-100; idem, The Great Mosques of the Hauran, in Les Annales Archeologiques Arabes
Syriennes, xii (1994).
_ (M. MEINECKE)
SALLAM AL TARDJUMAN
[see YADJUDJ
WA-MADJUDj].

SALLAMA AL-ZARKA3 (the "blue" Sallama)
was the star among the slave singing-girls (kayna
[q. v.]) of Kufa in the last years of the Umayyads and
in the caliphate of al-Saffah.
She belonged to the local "master of singing-girls"
(sdhib kiydn; mukayyin) Ibn Ramln, a mawld of the Marwanids, who ran an establishment offering the
pleasures of musical entertainment and winedrinking. His house was frequented mainly by the
zurafa? (sing. zarTj) of Kufa. Among them were the
poets Ismacll b. c Ammar and Muhammad b. alAsh c ath al-ZuhrT, who eulogised Sallama in their
verses, Mutf b. lyas, Hammad cAdjrad, Ibn alMukaffa c [^.zw.], and others. Sallama had her own
servants and acted like the lady of the house in receiving and entertaining the admirers of her art. She received most generous remunerations for her singing
and lute-playing, not only from the above litterati and
poets, but also from representatives of Kufan society
such as Rawh b. Hatim al-Muhallabl and Macn b.
Za'ida [q.v.]. Between Dhu '1-Hidjdja 136 and
Djumada II 137/June-Nov. 754, Sallama was acquired, for the amount of 80,000 dirhams, by Djacfar
b. Sulayman, a cousin of the caliphs al-Saffah and alMansur, who later became governor of Medina (14650/763-7, 161-6/778-83). Nothing is known about
Sallama's later life, except her honorific kunya Umm
c
Uthman. A former guest of her days at Ibn Ramln's
who had dared to offer her a precious pearl from between his lips in exchange for a pearl-searching kiss
from her was lashed to death by Dja c far b. Sulayman.
Sallama al-Zarka3 is not to be confused (as in H.G.
Farmer, A history of Arabian Music, London 1929, 1224; C U.R. Kahhala, AHdm al-nisd\ ii, 226-8, and other
sources) with her famous namesake Sallamat al-Kass,
and with the singing-girl al-Zarka° (Aghdnt5, xv, 67;
al-Suyuti, al-Mustazraf min akhbdr al-djawdri, Beirut
1963, 67-8).
Bibliography. Ibn Kutayba, cUyun al-akhbdr,
Cairo 1925-30, iv, 99-100; Aghani3, xi, 364-8,
passim, xv, 55-72, passim; al-Raklk al-Kayrawani,
Kutb al-surur, Damascus 1969, 83-5; Abu cUbayd alBakrl, Simt al-la^dli, Cairo 1935, 102; NuwayrI,
Nihdyat al-arab, Cairo 1923 ff., v, 75-8; Ibn Fatf!
Allah al-cUmari, Masdlik al-absdr, facs. ed.
Frankfurt 1988, x, 110-11; D. Sourdel, La biographie
d'Ibn al-Muqaffa^, in Arabica, i (1954), 307 ff., esp.
311-12; K. al-Bustanl, al-Nisd* al-^arabiyydt, Beirut
1964, 122-4.
(E. NEUBAUER)
AL-SALLAMI, ABU cAu AL-HUSAYN b. Ahmad alBayhakl, h i s t o r i a n of the Samanid period, who
flourished in the middle decades of the 4th/10th century but whose exact dates of birth and death are
unknown.
According to the local historian of Bayhak, Ibn
Funduk [see AL-BAYHAKI, ZAHIR AL-DIN ... B. FUNDUK],
he was a pupil of the rather shadowy nadlm and adib
Ibrahim b. Muhammad al-Bayhaki [q.v.], author of
the K. al-Mahdsin wa 'l-masdwi, and according to alThacalibl, he was in the service of the Muhtadjid amirs
of Caghaniyan [see MUHTADJIDS], Abu Bakr Muhammad and Abu CA1I CaghanI, with whose fortunes in
the Samanid state his own career was apparently link-
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ed. Al-Sallami's fame arises from his history of the
governors of Khurasan, the K. Wuldt Khurasan, which
is now lost but which was used extensively (and independently of each other) by the Ghaznawid
historian Gardlzl [q.v. ] and then by Ibn al-Athlr for
events in Khurasan and Transoxania up to the death
of Abu CA1T CaghanI in 344/955 (this being the last
event apparently taken from al-Sallami's work and
common to the narratives of the two later historians).
Al-Sallami's work was still known to, and cited by, the
historian of the Mongols Djuwaynl [q.v.], but
thereafter disappears from mention. There are also
citations from other works of his in the sources; see
Sezgin, GAS, i, 352.
Bibliography: W. Barthold, Zur Geschichte der Saffdriden, in Orientalische Studien ... Th. Noldeke
gewidmet, Giessen 1906, i, 173-5; idem, Turkestan3,
p. xiii, 10-11; C.E. Bosworth, The history of the Saffarids of Sistan and the Maliks of Nimruz (2471861 to
94911542-3), Costa Mesa-New York 1994, 19-20.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SALLARIDS [see MUSAFIRIDS].
C
SALM B. AMR AL-KHASIR, early c A b b a s i d
poet (d. 186/802), born in Basra in a family of
mawdli.
He was a pupil and rdwtof the poet Bashshar [q.v.],
whose verse he is said to have plundered for motifs,
and he befriended Abu 'l-cAtahiya [q.v.] until they
became estranged. When young, he moved to
Baghdad and became a panegyrist of the caliphs alMahdi and al-Hadi, the Barmakids and other leading
persons. He also excelled in elegies, which he sometimes seems to have prepared in advance. Notorious
for his dissoluteness and libertinism (mudjun [q.v.])
and even accused of heresy by later writers (probably
unjustly), he is said to have become pious for a time
but, relapsing, to have reverted to his former
behaviour. This is one of the several explanations of
his nickname "the Loser", among the other ones
being the story that he sold a copy of the Kur 3 an in
exchange for a book of verse, or for a lute; or that he
squandered a fortune inherited and earned with his
poems (he is said to have left a large sum when he
died). He is called a good poet with a natural talent
(matbu*- mudjid), skilled in all poetic genres. He seems
to have invented the ultra-short radjaz [q.v.]
monometer (four syllables per line), employed in a
poem praising al-Hadi. Ibn al-Muctazz, writing a
century after his death, speaks of "his very numerous
poems"; Ibn al-Nadim mentions his poems as filling
ca. 150 folios, but the Diwdn, still known in the
7th/13th century, is not preserved. Von Grunebaum
was able to collect sixty fragments numbering 289
lines of verse, 278 being of unquestioned authenticity;
a more recent collection was made by Nadjm. What
remains of Salm's verse shows him to be a competent
but not very original poet with an easy style.
Bibliography: G.E. von Grunebaum, Three
Arabic poets of the early Abbasid age, in Orientalia, xvii
(1948), 160-204, xix (1950), 53-80, xxii (1953),
262-83, repr. in his Themes in mediaeval Arabic
literature, London 1981 (for Salm, see the second
part and the beginning of the first); Muhammad
Yusuf Nadjm, Shu^ard* ^abbdsiyyun, Beirut 1959, 91120. The Arabic sources are given in GAS, ii, 511-2,
and see ix, 295; the chief ones being Ibn alMu c tazz, Tabakdt al-shu^ard^, Cairo 1968, 99-106,
al-Aghdni3, xix, 260-87, Ta\ikh Baghdad, ix, 136-40.
A monograph is by Nayif Mahmud Ma c ruf, Salm
al-Khdsir, sha^ir al-khulafd^ wa 'l-umard^ fi 'l-^asr al^abbdsi, Beirut n.d. [1985?].
(G.J.H. VAN GELDER)
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SALM B. ZIYAD B. ABIHI, Abu Harb,
U m a y y a d commander and governor, the third of
the many sons of Abu Sufyan's bastard son Ziyad b.
Abihi [q.v.}, d. 73/692.
The family of Ziyad already had a firm grip on the
East in the later years of Mu c awiya's caliphate, and
when Yazid I came to the throne, he appointed Salm
as governor of Khurasan (61/681), and the latter
nominated another of his brothers, Yazid b. Ziyad, as
his deputy in Sistan. Salm proved himself a highly
popular governor with the Arab troops in Khurasan,
largely on account of his military successes. He led
raids across the Oxus against the Soghdian princes of
Transoxania and to Samarkand, and is said to have
been the first Arab governor actually to winter across
the river; he also raided Khwarazm. His lieutenants
were, however, less successful in eastern Afghanistan
against the Zunblls, the local rulers of Zamindawar
and Zabulistan [q.vv.], and the Kabul-Shahs; his
brothers Yazid and Abu cUbayda were respectively
killed and captured leading expeditions thither.
When Yazid b. Mu c awiya died, the Arab army in
Khurasan agreed with Salm to continue giving
allegiance to him until the situation in the central
lands of the caliphate should be clarified (63/683), but
they soon renounced this allegiance; Salm was forced
to return to Basra, and the East came to be dominated
over the next years by the leader of the Kays party
there [see KAYS and YAMAN], cAbd Allah b. Khazim alSulaml [q. v. ], whom Salm had nominated as his successor over Khurasan. In the prevailing uncertainty,
Salm seems to have had the idea of giving allegiance
to cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr [0.0.], but was arrested in
Basra by the latter, who had just set himself up as
anti-caliph in Arabia and the East. Salm was imprisoned at Mecca and mulcted of four million
dirhams which he had gained from his two years'
governorship. He subsequently contrived to escape
when al-Hadjdjadj [q.v.] came to Mecca and the
caliph cAbd al-Malik appointed him to the East once
more, but he died at Basra in 73/692 before he could
reach Khurasan.
Bibliography: Baladhurl, Ansdb, ivB, 75-6;
idem, Futuh, 397-8, 413-14; Ibn Kutayba, Ma^drif,
ed. c Ukkasha, 348; Tabarl, i, 2706, ii, 391-5, 49990; Wellhausen, The Arab kingdom and its fall,
Calcutta 1927, 415-16; H. Lammens, Le califat de
Yazid Ier, in MFOB, vi (1913), 414; H.A.R. Gibb,
The Arab conquests in Central Asia, London 1923,
21-2; Barthold, Turkestan*; C.E. Bosworth, Sistan
under the Arabs, Rome 1968, 44-5, 48-9; M.A.
Shaban, The CAbbasid Revolution, Cambridge 1970,
39-42; G. Rotter, Die Umayyaden und der zweite
Biirgerkrieg (680-692), Wiesbaden 1982, 86-90, 92;
Zirikli, AHdm, iii, 167-8.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SALMA [see ADJA']. _
SALMAN AL-FARISI [see Suppl.].
SALMAN PAK [see Suppl., s. v. SALMAN
AL-FARISI].
SALMAN-i SAWADji, i.e. Qjamal al-Dln Salman
b. Muhammad-i SawadjI, Persian poet, panegyrist
of the Djalayirids [0.0.].
Salman was born at the beginning of the 8th/14th
century, probably in 709/1309 in Sawa [q.v.]. His
father held a post in the financial administration of the
Ilkhanids [q. v. ]. Among the first patrons of the young
poet was the vizier Ghiyath al-Din Muhammad b.
Rashid al-Dln Facjl Allah. It is likely that it was
Dilshad Khatun (d. before 753/1352), the widow of
the Ilkhan Abu Sacld [q. v. ], who encouraged Salman
to move to Baghdad and join the court of her new husband, Hasan-i Buzurg (d. 757/1356), founder of the
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Djalayirid dynasty. From 744/1343 on, Salman was in
the service of the Djalayirids, and in time he was the
teacher of Hasan-i Buzurg's son Uways (r. 75776/1356-74). Most of Salman's panegyrical kasidas
[q. v. ] are in praise of the sultans Hasan and Uways
and, notably, of Dilshad Khatun. The service of the
Djalayirid house made Salman a comparatively
wealthy man, but frequent travel in the court's entourage seems to have damaged his health, for in a
number of poems the poet complains of malaria, ailing feet and sore eyes and expresses his desire to lead
a stationary and secluded life away from the court. In
the last year of his life, under Uways's successor, Husayn (r. 776-84/1374-82), Salman fell from favour
because of his apparent siding with Husayn's rival
Shah Shudjac. The most probable date of Salman's
death is Monday, 12 Safar 778/30 June 1376.
Salman's poetic work comprises about 21,000 bayts;
it consists of his diwdn (kasidas, tarkibdt, tarajjPdt, kifas
[q.v. ], ghazah [q. v. ], and rubdcis [q.v. ]), a Sdki-ndma, a
short mathnawi [q.v.], entitled Firdk-ndma, and a longer
mathnawi, Djamshid u Khwarshid, the latter being a
romantic epic interspersed with lyrical ghazah. In his
kasidas, Salman continues the tradition of the great
classical masters such as Anwar! and Kamal al-Din
Ismacil [q.vv. ], and in his ghazals he is in some instances on a par with his contemporary Hafiz [q. v. ].
Like Hafiz, Salman was taken as a model by following
generations of Persian and Turkish poets. His
mathnawi Djamshid u Khwarshid was adapted in an
Anatolian Turkish version by Ahmed! (d. 815/1412
[see AHMAD!]). At the moment, there is no truly
critical edition of Salman's diwan, nor has his poetry
so far been subjected to a critical study.
Bibliography: Browne, LHP, iii, 260-71; Ph.
Safa, Tdrikh-i adabiyydt dar Iran, iii/2, 1004-22;
Diwdn-i Salmdn-i Sdwadji, ed. M. Mushfik, Tehran
1_336S£./1957; Kulliyydt-i Salmdn-i Sdwadji, ed. [M.]
Awista, Tehran 1337 ,S£./1958; Djamshid u
Khlvarshid, ed. J. Asmussen, Tehran 1348 Sh./\969.
(M. GLUNZ)
SALMANIYYA, the name applied to a sect of
c
Sh! ! e x t r e m i s t s (ghuldt [q.v.]) who paid special
reverence to the sahdbi Salman al-Faris! [q. v. ] and are
said to have regarded him as a prophet or even as a
divine emanation superior to Muhammad and CA1! b.
Ab! Talib. The only two references to the sect
originate from Rayy and its environs: the Salmaniyya
are mentioned by the Ismac!l! author Abu Hatim alRaz! (d. 322/933-4) in his book Kitdb al-Zina in the
chapter on the Sh^! sects (not yet printed; cf.
Massignon, Opera minora, i, 475-6); in about 220/835
a certain CA1! b. al-cAbbas al-Kharadh!n! al-Raz!
(from the village of Kharadhln near Rayy) is said to
have written a refutation of the sect, entitled K. alRadd cald 'l-Salmdniyya (al-Nadjash!, Ridj_dl, lith. Bombay 1899, 180; ed. Muh. Djawad al-Na^ni, Beirut
1988, ii, 78-9). The Salmaniyya were probably identical with the ashdb al-Sin, criticised by pseudo-Djabir
al-Azdi, K. al-Mddjid (ms. Paris, B.N. ar. 5909); cf.
Massignon, op. cit., 477-8. As the sect is mentioned
neither by Sunn! nor by Twelver
Shi*!
heresiographers, it seems not to have played a major
role and to have soon disappeared; hence the details
of its doctrines are wrapped in obscurity.
Bibliography: L. Massignon, Salman Pak et les
premices spirituelles de I'Islam iranien, Soc. d'Et. Iraniennes, cahier vii, 1934, 47-52 ( = Opera minora,
Beirut 1963, i, 475-8).
(H. HALM)
SALMAS, the name of a d i s t r i c t , and of its
mediaeval u r b a n c e n t r e , in the western part of the
Persian province of Adharbaydjan. The district com-

prises a fertile plain near the northwestern corner of
Lake Urmiya, bounded on the west by the Harawfl
mountain range with the pass of Khanasur (2,408
m/7,900 feet) leading into Turkey, and on the south
by the Kuh-i Awghan. The modern town of Salmas,
Shabur or Oilman (lat. 38° 13' N., long. 44° 50' E.),
lies 48 km/30 miles to the south-south-west of Khoy
[see KHOI] on the Zala Cay river. The region of
Salmas has been inhabited since earliest known times,
as shown by the remains there from the Urartian
culture onwards. In classical Antiquity it came within
the province of Persarmenia, and Constantine Porphyrogenitus mentions Salamas along with Chert (i.e.
Khoy).
Salmas seems to have been conquered by Arab
troops from Diyar Rabija [q.v.], since al-Baladhur!
states that the taxation of Salmas had long been
transmitted to Mawsil. In the 4th/10th century it
came within the principality of the western branch of
the Daylam! Musafirids [q.v.] under Marzuban b.
Muhammad b. Musafir. In 332/943-4 Marzuban
fought off a Hamdanid raid on Salmas, and in
344/955-6 the Kurdish adventurer Daysam attacked
it. Al-Istakhr! and Ibn Hawkal describe Salmas as a
small town of Adharbaydjan, with a strong wall, in a
fertile region. Al-Mukaddas! describes it as a Kurdish
town (these Kurds would be from the Hadhban! tribe)
and considered it as being administratively part of
Armenia. In 456/1064 the inhabitants of Salmas joined the Saldjuk sultan Alp Arslan's expedition against
the Byzantines, Armenians and Georgians. By
Yakut's time, however, the town was in ruins; yet in
the mid-8th/14th century Hamd Allah MustawfT says
that it was once more flourishing, with its wall, 8,000
paces in circumference, rebuilt in the time of the IIKhan Ghazan by the vizier Kh w adja Tadj al-D!n CA1!
Shah Tabriz!; the revenues of Salmas (presumably the
whole district) amounted to the substantial sum of
39,000 dinars (see Abu Dulaf, Second Risdla, ed. and
tr. V. Minorsky, Cairo 1955, tr. 37, comm. 76;
Hudud al-^dlam, tr. Minorsky, § 36.11, tr. 143; Le
Strange, Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 166; Schwarz,
Iran im Mittelalter, 962, 1108-11). This mediaeval town
of Salmas then gradually declined, and today must be
marked by the village in the northwest of the Salmas
district called in the early 20th century Kuhna Shahr
("old town") on the road from Albak and Katur.
The modern chef-lieu of the district, in the 20th
century known as Shahpur and before that as Oilman
(which latter name seems to indicate a connection
with the Daylarms who at times controlled the region,
e.g. the Musafirids) lies in the centre of the plain (lat.
38° 13' N., long. 44° 50' E., alt. 1,430 m/4,690 ft.).
In 1930 the town had some 8,000 inhabitants, almost
all Shi*! Muslims, but the surrounding villages included a good number with Christian populations, both
Nestorian Assyrians and Catholic Chaldaeans, these
last converted in the 18th century and having a bishop
at Khosrawa; as early as 1281 there had been a
Nestorian bishop of Salmas present at the consecration (cheirotonia) of the Patriarch Mar Yaballaha in
Baghdad (Assemani, ii, 456). It was in Urdi-Bihisht
1309/April-May 1930 that the town was largely
destroyed by an earthquake, but rebuilt on Rip!a Shah
Pahlav!'s orders. The region as a whole had suffered
badly from the Russo-Turkish fighting in the First
World War, and in the post-War period had occurred
massacres of the Christian population by the Muslim
Kurds; it was in 1918 that the Nestorian Patriarch
Mar Shimcun Benjamin was murdered at Kuhna
Shahr by the Kurdish bandit chief Ismacil (Simko) b.
C
A1! Khan (see NASTURIYYUN and J.F. Coakley, The
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Church of the East and the Church of England. A history of
the Archbishop of Canterbury's Assyrian mission, Oxford
1992, 339-40). In ca. 1950 Shahpur and its rural environs had a population of 11,000, which had risen by
1991 to 60,570 (Preliminary results of the 1991 census,
Statistical Centre of Iran, Population Division); administratively, it now falls within the bakhsh of the
same name in the shahrastdn ofKhoy in the province
(ustdn) of Adharbaydjan.
Worthy of note in the Salmas region is the Kurdish
mountain jbrtress of Cahrlk, on a rock in the gorge of
the Zala Cay (illustr. in E.G. Browne (ed.), Kitdb-i
Nuqtatu 'l-Kqf, Leiden 1910), where in 1264/1848 the
Bab, Sayyid CA1I Muhammad ShirazI, was imprisoned by the governor there, Yahya Khan, brother-inlaw of Muhammad Shah Kadjar [see BAB].
The Salmas district is rich in antiquities from the
Urartian period onwards, including an early Sasanid
bas-relief probably depicting Ardashlr I and his son
Shahpur (I) receiving the homage of the defeated
Armenians (see A. Gabriel, Die Erforschung Persiens,
Vienna 1952, 169; Sylvia A. Matheson, Persia: an archaeological guide2, London 1976, 88-9). At Kuhna
Shahr is the brick tower'from ca 700/1300-1 erected by
Mm Khatun, daughter of Arghun Aka, governor of
Khurasan under the Il-Khanids Hiilegu and Abaka
(C.F. Lehmann-Haupt, Materialen zur dltesten Geschichte
Armeniens, in Abh. GW Gottingen, N.S., ix, 158-9; illustr. in idem, Armenien einst und jetzt, Berlin 1910,
320).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): Ritter, Erdkunde, ix/2, 956-62; O. Blau,
Vom Urmiah-See nach dem Wan-See, in Petermanns Mitteilungen (1863), 201-10; Razmara, Farhang-i
djughrdfiyd-yi Irdn-zamin, iv, 291-3.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SALOMON [see SULAYMAN].
SALONIKA [see SELANIK].
SALSABIL (A.), the name of a f o u n t a i n in
paradise. It is mentioned only once in the Kurgan,
in LXXVI, 18: the righteous who are in paradise in
the hereafter "will be given there a cup to drink in
which has been mixed ginger (zandjabil), (from) a
fountain therein named Salsabll".
Exegetes approached the word from two directions:
etymology linked to meaning, and grammar. The
word was postulated to have been derived from salla,
salisa, or salsala and all these roots were connected with
the idea of being "easy to swallow" or "delightful in
taste", attributes considered appropriate to liquids
consumed in paradise. The presence of the letter bd*
in the word was, according to some, simply to be understood as non-radical (zd^idd). More imaginative
was the approach which saw the word composed of the
imperative of the verb sa^ila plus sabil: "ask for a
way!", according to Ibn Kutayba, Tafsir ghanb alKur^dn, Cairo 1978, 4, some have said that the word
suggests that the fountain is calling, "Ask me for a
path to it (the fountain), O Muhammad!" General
opinion (including Ibn Kutayba's) did not seem to
favour this type of interpretation, however.
The grammatical issue, not unrelated to the suggestions regarding etymology and meaning, focused on
the presence of the tanwin at the end of the word (the
absence of variant readings suggests that it was never
read otherwise). If the word was a proper name, then,
it was generally argued, it would normally not be fully
declined, but rather should take a single fatha as a termination. If, however, it was understood as a description (sifd) of the water coming out of the fountain (as
some of the meanings of the word suggested also),
then a full declension with tanwin was appropriate.
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Since the Kurgan said the fountain was "named"
Salsabll, this then led to a possible conclusion that the
fountain had been named for its attribute (and that
the verb "to name" here actually meant "to be described as": see al-Tabari, Djami*-al-baydn, Cairo 1905,
xxix, 135). On the other hand, it was observed by
most grammarians starting with al-FarraD, Ma^dni alKur^dn, Cairo 1972, iii, 217-18, that employing diptotes as triptotes was done in poetry and thus the
presence of the phenomenon in the Kurgan was not
problematic (and was also to be found in other
passages, for example, LXVII, 4 and 15). Other
grammarians, including al-Zadjdjadj, Ma^dni alKur^dn, Beirut 1988, v, 261, simply observed that the
tanwin was required for the rhyme in the sura.
In popular thought, Salsabfl was understood to be
the name of the fountain and was sometimes taken as
the name of one of the four rivers of paradise (see
DJANNA, B. 1).
Bibliography: Tafsir tradition on Kur5an,
LXXVI, 18.
(A. RIPPIN)
AL-SALT or AL-SALT, a town in modern Jordan,
c
approximately 28 km/17 miles west of Amman (30°
03' N, 35° 42' E.) at an elevation of about 840
m/2,755 feet. It is the seat of the governorate of the
Balka3 [q.v.], and in 1993 its population was estimated
at 60,740. It is situated in a rather mountainous, oakcovered area, with several springs that allow cultivation of the valley floors, notably with figs and
pomegranates; Arab geographers and 19th-century
European travellers mention the export of its grapes,
raisins, wheat and lentils to Palestine.
The town was called Gadara during the GrecoRoman period, and the name al-Salt likely derives
from the Roman administrative designation Regis
Saltus, a crown domain within the province of
Palaestina Prima that was probably granted by the
Emperor Septimius Severus (A.D. 192-211). The
tomb complex and adjacent reservoir and olive press
discovered in 1978 on the outskirts of the city may
have belonged to a family entrusted with this crown
domain.
The first reference to the name al-Salt occurs in
512/1118, following the death of Baldwin I of
Jerusalam, when his successor Baldwin II sent an envoy to the atabeg of Damascus Zahfr al-Dln Tughtigin
[see BURIDS] requesting an extension of the truce.
Tughtigin responded positively on condition that the
revenues from Djabal c Awf, Hannana, al-Salt, alGhawr and al-Djawlan should be collected exclusively
for the Muslims. Baldwin II refused this stipulation,
and it seems that the earlier arrangement was terminated after Salah al-Dln's victory at Hittln in
583/1187, when the Muslims established their control
over these lands, and in 588/1192 al-Salt was assigned
to the sultan's brother and successor _al-cAdil. In
617/1220, al-cAdil's son Sharaf al-Dln clsa erected a
citadel on a mountain known as Ra3s al-AmTr, in
response to an attack on a caravan by a group from
the Banu Rahman from the nearby village of Kafr
Yahuda. This citadel later served as a place of banishment, as when in 637/1239 the family of al-Malik alSalih, his treasury and his horses were sent there.
In 644/1246 some Kh w arazmian refugees settled at
al-Salt, but were forced to flee to Karak when the
town was attacked and burned by a certain Fakhr alDln Ibn al-Shaykh. The Mongols reached al-Salt in
659/1260, where they were opposed by Badr al-Dln
Muhammad al-Atabekl; he surrendered the town, but
the Mongols retained him in authority there.
The Mamluk sultan al-Zahir Baybars al-Bundukdarl (d. 676/1277) repaired and expanded the
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citadel at al-Salt, and stationed troops there. He also
renovated the town's mosque. Mamluk period
sources describe al-Salt as being prosperous and noted
for its orchards. It came within the wildya of al-Balka3,
the sixth wildya of the southern safka of Damascus.
The administrative status of al-Salt varied, but
towards the end of the Mamluk period it had eclipsed
both Hisban (Esbous) and c Amman. Its residents
probably followed the Shaficl madhhab, for it is known
that the town had a Shafici kadi, and that the amir Sayf
al-Din Begtimur al-Husami (d. 729/1328) founded a
Shafici madrasa there. A number of learned men with
the name of al-Saltl are listed in the biographical dictionaries of this time.
The Ottoman tapu defters provide significant information about al-Salt. In 954/1538 it was the seat of a
ndhiya comprising two mahallas: Awamla east of the
citadel and Mahallat Akrad west of the citadel; between them there were 168 households, ten bachelors,
four imams, ten Christians, and six soldiers who
manned the citadel. An order by the sultan of
959/1551 states that al-Salt was in a ruinous state,
which corroborates the population decline recorded in
the tapu defter of 1005/1596. Both defters detail the sum
of 12,000 akces in dues that were collected from al-Salt
as part of the allowances of the mir liwd of c Adjlun.
Christians paid the poll tax at the rate of 80 akces per
head. At the time, al-Salt was a market place for the
district, while Hisban is reported as having been
derelict.
The citadel at al-Salt continued to be well maintained. In 1033/1623,' Fakhr al-Din al-Macni II
visited al-Salt and installed a garrison of fifty men
there. It is claimed that the citadel was destroyed by
Ibrahim Pasha [q. v. ] during his presence in Syria between 1247/1831 and 1256/1840, and only ruins survive today, including trenches that give the
neighbourhood the name of Khandak.
Little data is available about al-Salt during the
17th, 18th, and early 19th centuries, but there is plentiful information from the second half of the 19th century in connection with the measures taken by the Ottomans to rejuvenate the region during the Tanzimdt
period. Al-Salt's importance increased, but it remained administratively dependent upon either the
Hawran, Karak or Nabulus. Thus in 1313/1895, it
was a seat of a kadd* within the liwd of Karak, that included its own ndhiya and the ndhiyas of cAmman,
Djiza and Madaba. Sal-names and other sources report
about 300 villages belonging to this kaffi, but it is difficult to accept this figure unless derelict sites are included.
Al-Salt had a kd^immakdm, Islamic and civil courts,
and special courts for non-Muslims. In addition, it
had departments for education, health, land registry,
taxation, postal and telegraph services, and religious
endowments. The various villages, quarters, tribes
and Christian communities each had its own mukhtdr.
The town attracted people from the regions of
Damascus, Hama and Palestine, and particularly
from Nabulus, and these new settlers were responsible
for the flourishing of business and increased construction of houses, shops, baths, and other buildings;
Christians, many from Palestine, also came to settle in
the city, and were the pioneers in business; along with
others, they came to dominate land ownership in the
neighbouring villages. A number of missionary
groups came to al-Salt, and it had several churches,
among them Greek Orthodox, Roman Catholic,
Greek Catholic and Protestant. A Chamber of Commerce was instituted in 1301/1884, and a Municipal
Council in 1305/1888. The town enjoyed security,

and through its military garrison maintained control
over the region, especially the Abad, cAdwan, and
Banu Sakhr tribes. This security attracted the influx
of capital, which is reflected in the town's Ottomanstyle mansions, many of which survive today.
Al-Salt was ahead of the rest of the country in
education because of the number of both state and
missionary schools that were established there. The
first secondary school in Jordan was established there
in 1344/1925, and it accordingly had an important
early role in building the modern state of Jordan.
Bibliography: 1. Primary sources. Le
Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, 529-39; Ahmad
b. Muhammad al-Khalidi al-Safadi (d. 1034/1624),
Ta^rikh al-Amir Fakhr al-Din al-Ma^ni, ed. Asad
Rustum and Fu5ad al-Bustanl, Beirut 1969;
Dimashkl, Nukhbat al-dahr, ed. Mehren, St.
Petersburg 1866; Abu '1-Fida3, Takwim al-bulddn,
ed. Reinaud and de Slane, Paris 1850; Kalkashandl, Subh al-a^shd, iv, xii, xiv, xviii-xix; Ibn Shaddad.
al-AHdk al-khatira, ed. SamI al-Dahhan; Ibn Fadl
Allah al-cUmarI, Masdlik al-absdr, ed. Ayman alSayyid, Cairo 1985; idem, al-fa^rifbi 'l-mustala alsharif, ed. Samlr al-Durubl, c Amman 1992;
MakrizT, Suluk, i/3, ii/3, iii/3; Ibn al-Athir, x; Ibn
Taghribirdi, Nudjum, vi; Ibn Kathlr, al-Biddya wa
'l-nihdya, Cairo 1939, xiii; The detailed defter of liwd*
^Ajlun (district of Ajlun), Tapu defteri no. 970 Istanbul,
ed. Muhammad Adnan Bakhit and Noufan Raja
Hmoud, c Amman 1989; eidem (eds.), The detailed
defter of liwa ^Ajlun (district ofAjlun), Tapu defteri no.
185 Ankara 1005 A.M.11596 A.D., 'Amman 1991.
2. 19th and early 2 0 t h - c e n t u r y travelers.
G.R. Lees, Life and adventure beyond Jordan, London
1906, 102-5; J.G. Duncan, Es-Salt, in Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement (July 1928), 28-36;
A. Goodrich-Freer, In a Syrian saddle, London 1905,
145-60; Baedeker, Palestine and Syria, Leipzig 1912,
136-8; L. Oliphant, The land of Gilead, London
1880, 199-202.
3. Studies. Djurdj Farid Tarik Dawud, al-Salt
wa-djiwaruha, 1864-1921, cAmman 1994; Yusuf
Darwish Ghawanma, Dirdsat ft ta \ikh madinat alSalt, in Afkar, xliii (1979), 90-9; Muhammad
c
Adnan al-Bakhit, Mamlakat al-Karak fi 'l-^ahd almamluki, c Amman 1976; Sacd Muhammad alMu^minl, al-Kild*- al-Isldmiyyafi 'l-Urdunn, c Amman
1988; R. de Vaux, Exploration de la region de Salt, in
Revue Biblique, xlvii (1938), 398-425.
(M.A. AL-BAKHIT)
SALTANA (A.) "sovereignty, ruling power",
from the verb saltana "become ruler, exercise power",
with saldta meaning "force" (kahr), thence by extension the holder of power. Sultan is found in the
KurDan; see for a detailed discussion of the Islamic
origins of the term and its later developments, SULTAN.
The Arabic papyri from the first century of Islam have
such expressions as khardaj. al-sultdn or bayt mdl alsultdn, with the sense of "authority of the government,
or of the governor, wall or hakim". In the standard
Arabic dictionaries (Ibn Durayd, Djamhara, iii, 27;
Ibn Siduh, Mukhassas, iii, 133 ff.; Ibn Faris, Mu'djam
makdyis al-lugha, iii, 95; LCA, iii, 2065-6; alFiruzabadl, Kdmus, ii, 365-6; 7^4, v, 158-60; Butrus
al-Bustanl, Muhit al-muhit, i, 680), sultan is invariably
connected with the idea of constraint. In popular
Arabic usage, salit means "oil", in Yemen, "sesame
oil", and sultan is thus connected with salit because oil,
it is asserted, serves to make things clear, just like
political authority. Hence amirs are described as
sultans because the latter term is the divine proof
which is used to put the proof into practice.
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The term was employed in the fikh works and in
adab ones, whence the title of the first chapter of Ibn
Kutayba's cUyun al-akhbdr: kitdb al-sultdn (in which the
author defines the role and attributes of the sultan).
For the subsequent development in practice of sultan
as a personal title, see SULTAN, in addition to which it
should be noted that al-Kalkashandl, speaking of the
evolution of power in Egypt, states that, under the
Fatimids, authority (saltana) was acquired by the
"vizierate of delegation" (sdrat saltanatuhd wizdrat altafwid (Subh, ix, 403).
Saltana is found in combination with many terms:
ddr al-saltana, dast al-saltana, takht al-saltana, sanr alsaltana, nimd^at al-saltana and nd^ib al-saltana.
Bibliography: \. Texts. cAbd al-Bakl, alMu^djam al-mufahras li-alfdz al-Kur^dn, s.v.; Ibn
Djama c a, Tahrir al-ahkdm, ed. and tr. H. Kofler,
Handbuch des islamischen Verwaltungsrechtes, in
Islamica, vi (1934), 349-414, vii (1935), 1-64; Ibn
Kutayba, ^Uyun, i, 1-15; Kalkashandl, Subh, v,
447-8, ix, 401-4; Makrlzl, Khitat, i, 153.
2. Studies. C.H. Becker, Barthold's Studien uber
Kalif und Sultan, in Isl., vi (1915-16), esp. 356 ff.;
T.W. Arnold, The caliphate, London 1924, esp.
202 ff.; Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol
invasion2, 271; Hasan al-Basha, al-Alkdb al-isldmiyya,
Cairo 1955, 323-9; E. Tyan, Institutions de droit
public musulman. ii. Sultanat et califat, Paris 1956, 779; Barthold, Caliph and sultan, tr. N.S. Doniach, in
/£, vii (1963), 117-35; G. Makdisi, Les rapports entre
calife et sultan a I'epoque saljukide, in IJMES, vi (1975),
228-36; A. Cheddadi, Lejdh, une notion meconnue, le
systeme de pouvoir chez Ibn Khaldun, in Annales ESC,
35C annee, no. 3-4 (1980), 534-50; A.K.S. Lambton, State and government in mediaeval Islam, Oxford
1981, 185-6; B. Lewis, The political language of Islam,
Chicago and London 1988, 51-3; M. Talbi, Les
structures et les caracteristiques de I'Etat islamique traditionnel, in CT, xxxvi, no. 143-4 = Melanges Bechir
Tlili, 231-56. See further the bibl. to SULTAN.
(MOUNIRA CHAPOUTOT-REMADI)
SALTUK OGHULLARI, a T u r k m e n d y n a s t y
that ruled a principality centred on Erzurum [q.v.]
from ca. 465/1072 to 598/1202.
The information on this dynasty from all sources is
rather sparse and somewhat confused. It was apparently founded by one Saltuk, who was among the
Turkmen beys under Alp Arslan whom he sent to conquer Anatolia after the battle of Malazgird [<7-fl.]. Ibn
al-Athlr (d. 630/1233) says the founder was a certain
Abu '1-Kasim, who may have been the same person.
The Saltuk-oghullari seem to have established the first
Turkmen principality in Anatolia after Malazgird. In
addition to their capital at Erzurum, it included
Bayburt, Shabln Kara Hisar, Terdjan, Ispir, Oltu,
Midjingerd, and sometimes Kars. In 496/1103, the
ruler, with the title malik, was one CA1I, who was allied
with the Saldjuk sultan Muhammad Tapar in his
struggle against Berk-yaruk. In 516/1123, the
c
Abbasid caliph al-Mustarshid asked the Saltukoghullari, among others, for military assistance
against Dubays b. Sadaka, the Mazyadid ruler of
Hilla [q. v. ]. The next known Saltukid ruler was cAll's
brother, Diya° al-Din GhazI (d. 526/1131-2).
Meanwhile, taking advantage of the confusion
caused by the Crusades and Saldjuk domestic strife,
the Georgians began to attack eastern Anatolia. In
514/1120, David the Builder (1089-1125), assisted by
the Kipcaks [ q . v . ] , defeated a coalition of Turkish
forces, which no doubt included the Saltuk-oghullari,
near Tiflls (Tbilisi). A few years later, Diya° al-DIn
concluded a marriage alliance with the Artukids
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[q.v.]. He was succeeded by c All's son clzz al-DIn
Saltuk (d. 563/1168). In 549/1154, the Georgians
under Dimitri I (1125-55) defeated and captured clzz
al-DIn near Am. He was ransomed by the Artukids
and Sukman, the Shah-i Arman [q.v.] at Akhlat. The
latter was married to one of his daughters. c lzz al-Din
was among the coalitio_n of Turkish forces that besieged the Georgians at An! in 556/1161, only to meet
defeat again. Shortly thereafter, clzz al-Dm sent another daughter to marry Kilidj Arslan II [q.v.], the
Saldjuk sultan of Rum. She was intercepted en route,
however, by the Danishmendid Yaghi-basan, who
married her off to his nephew, the ruler of Kaysariyya
(Kayseri). This provoked a war between the Saldjuks
and Danishmendids. c lzz al-DIn was succeeded by his
son Nasir al-DIn Muhammad. Sometime during his
reign, the Georgians attacked Erzurum for the first
and last time.
It was presumably after this event that there occurred the curious incident in which Nasir al-DIn's son
Muzaffar al-DIn offered to convert to Christianity and
marry the queen of Georgia, the famed Tcamar
(1184-1213). Muzaffar al-Din went to Tiflls with
much pomp and expensive gifts, but the queen
ultimately declined his offer. The subsequent fate of
both Nasir al-Din and his son is unknown. Between at
least 587/1191 and 597/1200-1, Nasir al-Dln's sister
Mama Khatun appeared as malika of Erzurum. She
was allied with the Ayyubid ruler of Mayyafarikln
against the Shah-i Arman. In 597/1200-1, she asked
the Ayyubid sultan al-Malik al-cAdil in Cairo to arrange a husband for her. At that point, she seems to
have been overthrown by Muzaffar al-Dln's brother
Malik Shah. These events probably disturbed the
Saldjuk sultan of Rum, Sulayman II, who was hostile
to Ayyubid ambitions in eastern Anatolia. Consequently, when he marched through Erzurum in
598/1202 on a campaign to Georgia, he imprisoned
Malik-Shah and annexed his territory, putting an end
to the Saltukid dynasty. Under the Saltuk-oghullari.
Erzurum was a flourishing emporium and acquired a
number of monumental buildings. DiyaD al-DIn built
the Tepsi Minare and Kale Camii, and Nasir al-DIn
built or completed the Ulu Cami. Also noteworthy is
the turbe of Mama Khatun in Terdjan.
Bibliography: O. Turan, Dogu anadolu turk
devletleritarihi, Istanbul 1973, repr. 1980, 1-21 (to be
used with caution); F. Sumer, Dogu anadolu'da turk
beylikleri, Ankara 1990, 17-45, which is a revised
version of his article Saltuklular in Selfuklu Arastirmalan Dergisi, iii (1971), 391-434 (Sumer takes issue
with Turan on many important points).
(G. LEISER)
SALTUKIDS [see SALTUK OGHULLAR!].
SALUKI, the name given by the Arabs to a
member of the g a z e h o u n d f a m i l y , so-called
because it pursues its quarry by sight and not by
scent. The saluki stands about 25-6 ins. in height at the
shoulder. The saluki has often been mistaken for the
greyhound by travellers to the Middle East, but the
ears are long and pendulous, while the greyhound's
are short and pricked, and the greyhound is wider in
the body and more heavily built. Whereas the
greyhound is a sprinter, the saluki is possessed of great
stamina.
Abundant evidence exists in Arabic literature that
the saluki hunted oryx in the Djahiliyya (see the
Mu'allaka of Labld (11. 49-52); the kasida of al-Nabigha
(in C.J. Lyall (ed.), A commentary on ten ancient Arabic
poems, Calcutta 1894, 154 11. 13-18); and cAbda b. alTablb (11. 29-39) and Abu Dhu'ayb (11. 36-48) both in
the Mufaddaliyydt). The huntsman, armed with bow
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and arrows, would use a whole pack of salukis and the
latter would hunt down and exhaust the quarry
which, when turned and fighting back with its long,
straight horns, would be dispatched by the huntsman's bow, the huntsman being at this time unaffected by the strict prescriptions on the killing of prey
which would come in Islamic times. Although such
hunting is not mentioned in the extremely stereotyped
pre-Islamic poetry, the hunting of the gazelle and the
hare by salukis must have taken place even before
Islam.
The saluki has been a favourite hunter of the gazelle
and the hare right through mediaeval times in the
Middle East to the present day in Saudi Arabia and
the Gulf. The former was hunted until fairly recent
times by both salukis and saker falcons (see Smith, A
new translation, 254). The sakers would bind to the
head of the gazelle to confuse and delay it, while the
salukts followed on and dragged the gazelle down for
the huntsman to slaughter according to the prescriptions of Islam (see Allen and Smith, Hunting techniques,
114-15). The hare has always been, and continues to
this day to be, coursed by the saluki. The latter will
probably survive, despite the stronger interest now in
birds of prey for hunting, because of the danger
presented to the bird of prey when she tries to cope
with the swift, jinking desert hare.
The origin of the word saluki is not easily arrived at.
The word must have been used in pre-Islamic times,
though its occurrence in the poetry of the period is
rare (e.g. Mufaddaliyydt, 61, bandt salukiyyayn "the offspring of two salukis"). The Arab geographers (listed
in detail in Allen and Smith, op. cit., 139, n. 25) suggest the name is the nisba of a place called Saluk in the
Yemen near Tacizz, or alternatively in the area of alLan to the west of the Caspian Sea, also called Saluk
(ibid., map 121). Vire in his article (REI, xli/2, 23140) opts for the latter which he calls the "patrie
d'origine de ces levriers". There is no reason, either,
why saluki should not be the nisba of one of the many
Salukiyyas, towns founded by the ancient Seleucids
and called after the dynasty. The most likely answer
is that, for some reason, the Arabs regarded their
prize hounds as being "Seleucid" (saluki), in some
way connected with the dynasty which had controlled
vast areas of the Middle East before Islam (see Smith,
The Arabian hound, 457-64).
Bibliography: al-Mu^allakdt al-cashr, ed. Ahmad
b. Amin al-Shinkiti, Cairo 1331; Diwdn alMufaddaliyydt, ed. CJ. Lyall, Beirut 1920; F. Vire,
A propos des chiens de chase saluql et zagarl, in REI,
xli/2 (1973), 231-40; M.J.S. Allen and G.R. Smith,
Some notes on hunting techniques and practices in the Arabian Peninsula, in Arabian Studies, ii, 111
(photographs), 114-15, 120-8, 130-1; Smith, The
Arabian hound, the saluql - further consideration of the
word and other observations on the breed, in BSOAS,
xliii/3, 459-64; idem, A new translation of certain
passages of the hunting section of Usdma ibn Munqidh 's
Ictibar, inJSS, xxvi/2 (1981), 235-57, passim', idem,
Hunting poetry (fardiyyat), in Julia Ashtiany et alii
(eds.), The Cambridge hist, of Arabic literature. ^Abbasid
belles-lettres, Cambridge 1990, 167-85, esp. 169, 171,
178. _
(G.R. SMITH)
SALUL, the name of two tribal groups in
n o r t h e r n Arabia: a branch of Khuzaca [q.v.] and a
branch of the so-called Northern Arabian federation
Kays cAvian [0.z>.], more precisely, the Hawazin

[?.«•]•
1. The lineage of the Salul who were a branch of

K h u z a c a was: Salul b. Ka c b b. c Amr b. Rab^a b.
Haritha. The genealogists list, beside Salul himself,

the following descendants of his as eponyms of tribal
groups (the term employed is batn): Kumayr b. Habshiya (variants: Habshiyya, Habashiyya, Hubshiyya), Hulayl b. Habshiya, including the descendants of Abu Ghubshan, who were numerous and
formed many tribal groups, Datir b. Habshiya,
Kulayb b. Habshiya, al-Hizmir (variants: al-Hirmiz,
al-Hurmuz) b. Salul, cAdI b. Salul, Habtar b. cAdi
and HanPa b. cAdI (see also Ibn Durayd, al-Ishtikdk,
ed. cAbd al-Salam Harun, Cairo 1378/1958, 468-73;
cf. Caskel, Gamharat an-nasab, i, 198, 199; Ibn cAbd
Rabbihi, al-^Ikd al-fand, ed. Ahmad Amin et alii,
Cairo 1384/1965; iii, 383; HamVs mother is said to
have been the daughter of Salul b. $acsaca (Ibn alKalbl, Nasab Macadd wa 'l-Yaman al-kabir, ed. NadjI
Hasan, Beirut 1408/1988, ii, 446), which points to a
link between the two tribal groups called Salul).
There are two indications, both related to bloodrevenge, that before Islam the Kumayr were the
leading group among the Salul, and possibly among
the Ka c b b. c Amr as a whole. First, one of the
Kumayr, c Amr b. Khalid, vowed that he would not
let the blood of a Kacbl go unavenged (Nasab Macadd,
ii, 441). Second, when al-Walfd b. al-Mughlra of the
Kurashi Banu Makhzum [q. v. ] died of an injury caused by a Khuzacl (who was either of the Kumayr or of
the HanIDa), it was again a member of the Kumayr,
Busr b. Sufyan, who intervened in the ensuing crisis.
Busr guaranteed the payment of the blood-money
agreed upon—a compromise was struck; Khuza c a did
not admit responsibility for al-Walfd's death. Busr
even brought a son of his to Kuraysh [q. v. ] as hostage.
But Khalid b. al-Walld [0.z>.], who was the son of the
slain man, sent the boy back (Nasab Macadd, ii, 447;
Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, ed. CA1I Muhammad al-BidjawI,
Cairo 1392/1972, i, 293; Muhammad b. Hablb, alMunammak f i akhbdr Kuraysh, ed. Khurshld Ahmad
Farik, Beirut 1405/1985, 191-9; Ibn Hisham, al-Sira
al-nabawiyya, ed. al-Sakka et alii, Beirut 1391/1971, ii,
52-4).
The crisis over al-Walld's blood-money is illuminating with regard to Mecca's internal politics on
the eve of Islam. One assumes that in the dispute, the
Banu Hashim supported Khuza c a: the Kacb b. c Amr
of Khuza c a, to whom the Salul belonged, had an
alliance with cAbd al-Muttalib b. Hashim (Ibn
Hablb, al-Munammak, 192-2). In this alliance, cAbd
al-Muttalib was the most important figure on the
Kurashi side. On the Khuzacl side we find, among
others, representatives of the following Salul subdivisions: Kumayr, Datir and Habtar. As usual in tribal
alliances, marriage links were agreed upon: cAbd alMuttalib married on that day the daughters of two of
the Khuzacl leaders who were party to the alliance,
i.e. the representatives of Datir and Habtar. The
former bore him the famous Abu Lahab [q.v.] (and
see U. Rubin, Abu Lahab and sura cxi, in BSOAS, xlii
[1979], 16), while the latter bore him al-Ghaydak
(M.J. Kister, On strangers and allies in Mecca, inJSAI,
xiii [1990], 140; M. Lecker, The Banu Sulaym: a contribution to the study of early Islam, Jerusalem 1989, 129).
In other words, two of the Prophet's paternal uncles
were born by Saluli women (Hassan b. Thabit,
Diwdn, ed. W. cArafat, London 1971, ii, 16-7; alBaladhuri, Ansdb al-ashrdf, i, ed. Muhammad
Hamidullah, Cairo 1959, 71-2; art. KHUZA C A, at V,
78a-b; Kister, op. cit., 151). The MakhzumT position
in the dispute over al-Walld's blood-money was supported by the Ahdbish [see HABASH, HABASHA, at the
end] who at some stage were called upon by the
Makhzum to intervene (Ibn Hablb, Munammak,
195-6).

SALUL
The most important role played by the Salul before
Islam was the one associated with Mecca in general
and the Kacba in particular. Their eponym Salul is
said to have been a custodian (hdajib) of the Kacba,
and the same is said about his son Habshiya b. Salul
and his grandson Hulayl b. Habshiya, who was, according to some, the last Khuzacl custodian of the
Kacba. According to others, the last custodian was
Hulayl's son al-Muhtarish, better known by his kunya
Abu Ghubshan.
There are several versions concerning the
transference of the authority over the Kacba, and over
the affairs of Mecca in general, from Khuza c a to
Kuraysh, more specifically to Kusayy b. Kilab [q.v.]
(and see KHUZACA, at V, 77b-78a; Kister, Mecca and the
tribes of Arabia, in Studies in Islamic history and civilization
in honour of David Ayalon, ed. M. Sharon, Jerusalem
and Leiden 1986, 50, repr. in idem, Society and religion
from Djdhiliyya to Islam, Variorum Reprints, Aldershot
1990, no. II). For example, it is reported that Abu
Ghubshan sold Kusayy his rights. The alleged sale is
at the background of the popular saying "Incurring
more loss than Abu Ghubshan's deal" (akhsar min
safkat AbiGhubshan; see KHUZA C A, at V, 78a). This version of the story was promulgated by people fanatically hostile to the so-called Southern tribes (fa-yaqulu Ymuta^assibuna ^ald 'l-Yamdniya inna Kusqyyan shtard 7miftdh, etc.; al-Wazir al-Maghribi, al-Inds fi '•Urn alansdb, ed. Hamad al-Djasir, Riyad 1400/1980, 114;
obviously, the Khuza c a figure here as a Southern
tribe). The Khuzaca could not remain indifferent to
the way in which this crucial chapter of their preIslamic history was recorded: al-Wakidl concludes
one of the variants of this version with a statement
that it was denied by the elders of Khuza c a (kdla
'l-Wdkidi: wa-kad ra^aytu mashyakhata Khuzaca tunkiru
hddhd; al-Fasi, Shifd* al-ghardm bi-akhbdr al-balad alhardm, ed. c Umar cAbd al-Salam Tadmurl, Beirut
1405/1985, ii, 87). The Khuzacis stated that Hulayl b.
Habshiya bequeathed to his son-in-law Kusayy the
authority over the Kacba and Mecca. Their version is
attested, for instance, in an autobiographical report
going back to the Companion Khirash b. Umayya of
the Salul (Shifd^ al-ghardm, ii, 114). Ibn Ishak quotes
the Khuzacl claim, adding that he did not hear this
from non-KhuzacI sources, "and God knows best"
(Ibn Hisham, Sira, i, 124). The dispute over this matter no doubt dates back to the earliest stage of Islamic
historiography and could even be pre-Islamic.
A prominent feature of the Salul, and one concerning which there was continuity from the pre-Islamic
period to at least the 2nd century A.H., was the kiydfa
[q.v.], i.e. the science of physiognomancy and the examination of traces on the ground. It was a SalulT,
Kurz b. cAlkama, who allegedly tracked the Prophet
and Abu Bakr when they left Mecca for the Hidjra.
Upon viewing the Prophet's footprint, Kurz recognised it as being similar to that of Abraham, found at the
makdm Ibrahim; according to the science of kiydfa, this
similarity indicated that the Prophet descended from
Abraham [see MAKAM IBRAHIM, at VI, esp. 105b].
Later, at the time of Mu c awiya, Kurz reinstated the
marks indicating the boundaries of the sacred territory of Mecca (ma^dlim al-haram, or ansdb al-haram;
Ibn Sacd, v, 338; Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, v, 583-4; Caskel,
ii, 374). The continuity from pre-Islamic times is also
reflected in Ibn al-Kalbi's remark that in his own
time, Kurz's descendants were still trackers in Mecca
(Nasab Ma^add, ii, 444).
Since the Salul, and the Banu Kacb b. c Amr in
general, inhabited the vicinity of Mecca (the
placenames c Usfan, al-Zahran, Kudayd and Arak are
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mentioned), their role in the struggle between the
Prophet and Mecca was important. Indeed Mu c attib
b. cAwf of the Salul, more precisely of the Kulayb
subdivision, participated in the Battle of Badr [^.».],
but this does not indicate the beginning of his tribe's
involvement in the struggle: he was the client (halif) of
the Makhzum (Ibn Sacd, iii/1, 189; al-Wakidl, alMaghdzi, ed. J.M.B.Jones, London 1966, i, 155, 341;
Ibn Hisham, Sira, ii, 339), i.e. of one of the Prophet's
MakhzumI Companions, perhaps Abu Salama b.
c
Abd al-Asad.
KhirSsh b. Umayya of the Kulayb subdivision was
also a client (halij) of the Makhzum. He provides a
valuable lead with regard to Salul's role in the expedition of Muraysi* which took place more than a year,
or, according to others, several months, before the expedition of Hudaybiya (cf. Jones, The chronology of the
maghazl—a textual survey, in BSOAS, xix [1957], 2501, 254). The story of a small episode during the
Muraysi* expedition reveals that Khirash was there,
probably together with other Salulis. The party attacked by the Muslims at al-Muraysi* was of the
Mustalik who were, like the Salul themselves, a subdivision of the Khuza c a (see KHUZA C A, at V, 78b; on
the territory of the Mustalik, cf. Lecker, The Banu
Sulaym, lOln.). A member of the Mustalik, cAmir b.
Abl Dirar, who was the brother of their leader alHarith b. Abi Dirar, hit one of the Ansar with an arrow (and probably killed him). Khirash threw himself
on c Amir in a display of Khuza c i solidarity so as to
protect him from the Ansar, who wanted to kill him
(Ibn al-Athlr, Usdal-ghdba, Cairo 1280 A.H., ii, 108,
quoting Ibn al-Kalbl; Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, ii, 269-70).
This episode points to military co-operation between
the Salul and the Prophet some time before
Hudaybiya. In other words, the Prophet was
presumably playing one branch of Khuza c a against
the other. In order to place this expedition in its correct historical context it has to be borne in mind that
the Mustalik (and their brother clan Haya) belonged
to the Ahdbish (Nasab Ma^add, ii, 455; Muhammad
b. Hablb, al-Muhabbar, ed. I. Lichtenstaedter,
Haydarabad 1361/1942, 246, 267; on the role of cAbd
Manaf in this alliance see also idem, Munammak, 2301; for more sources see KHUZA C A, at V, 78a). This
perfectly conforms to the statement that the Mustalik
and the Haya were the only groups of Khuza c a who
did not have an alliance with the Prophet (Hassan b.
Thabit, Diwdn, ii, 15-6).
From the expedition of Hudaybiya in 6/628 onwards (see AL-HUDAYBIYA; and Lecker, The
Hudaybiyya-treaty and the expedition against Khaybar, in
JSAI, v [1984], 1-11) the Salul, or in any case many
of them, were clearly on the Prophet's side. At
Hudaybiya the above-mentioned Khirash b. Umayya
was in the Prophet's camp. He was sent to Mecca as
an envoy and was nearly killed by c lkrima b. Abi
Djahl of the Makhzum (al-Wakidl, ii, 600); then he
participated in the expedition of Khaybar and in later
expeditions, including the conquest of Mecca (Ibn
Hadjar, Isdba, ii, 270; al-Wakidl, ii, 600, 843-5). But
a more prominent role at Hudaybiya was played by
the above-mentioned Busr b. Sufyan. Busr's status as
a tribal leader meant that when he threw in his lot
with the Prophet some time before Hudaybiya, he had
the backing of a considerable force.
With regard to the conquest of Mecca by the
Prophet in 8/630, it is reported that Busr, who was of
the Kumayr subdivision, and Budayl b. Umm Asram
of the Habtar subdivision (whose grandmother was of
the KurashT Banu Hashim) were sent to the Kacb in
order to summon them to the expedition (Ibn al-
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Athlr, Usd, i, 169; cf. Yakut, s.v. al-Watir; Abu
c
Ubayd al-Bakri, Mu^ajam mdsta^ajam, ed. Mustafa alSakka, Cairo 1364-71/1945-51, s.vv. Fdthur and alWatir, al-clsami, Simf al-nudjum al-^awdli, Cairo 1380,
ii, 173-4). They were presumably sent to the Habtar
and Kumayr subdivisions, respectively. A large troop
of the Kacb, divided into three tribal units, joined the
Prophet at Kudayd, while other Kacbis set out from
Medina, where they had arrived some time before the
expedition (see KHUZA C A, at V, 79a; Lecker, The Banu
Sulaym, 143-4; al-Wakidi, ii, 800-1, 819, 896 [Hunayn], 990 [Tabuk]). However, not all of the SalulTs
were on the Prophet's side: while Busr b. Sufyan is
said to have embraced Islam in 6/627-8 (i.e. before
Hudaybiya) and to have spied for the Prophet in Mecca, the above-mentioned Kurz b. cAlkama is said to
have embraced Islam "on the day Mecca was conquered", i.e. he was not among the Salulls who
helped the Prophet conquer Mecca.
Busr b. Sufyan is mentioned as the recipient, or one
of the recipients, of a letter from the Prophet (see
Hamldullah, Madjmu^at al-wathd^ik al-siydsiyya li'l-cahd
al-nabawi wa'l-khildfa al-rdshida, 5Beirut 1405/1985,
275-7; Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, i, 292; W.M. Watt, Muhammad at Medina, Oxford 1956, 355; cf. Lecker, On the
preservation of the letters of the Prophet Muhammad, forthcoming). In 9/630-1 the Prophet appointed Busr as a
tax collector and sent him to his own tribal group, the
Banu Kacb b. c Amr (see KHUZA C A, loc. cit.; Ibn Sacd,
ii/1, 115; cf. al-Wakidi, iii, 973-4).
In the Islamic period, some of the Kacb b. c Amr
settled in Medina (Ibn Shabba, Ta^rikh al-Madina almunawwara, ed. Fahim Muhammad Shaltut, Mecca
1399/1979, i, 268; al-Samhudi, Wafa* al-wafd, ed.
c
Abd al-Hamid, Cairo 1374/1955, ii, 765). They included members of the Salul: KabTsa b. Dhu D ayb,
who was a high-ranking official in the court of the
Umayyad caliph cAbd al-Malik b. Marwan [q.v.} (see
e.g. al-Djahshiyari, al-Wuzard^ wa 'l-kuttdb, ed. alSakka et at., Cairo 1401/1980, 34), was originally
from Medina (Ibn cAsakir, Ta^rikh madinat Dimashk,
facs. ed. c Amman n.d., xiv, 392, 1. 13; see also
Caskel, ii, 454; his father, who died at the time of
Mucawiya [q.v.], still inhabited Kudayd; Ibn Hadjar,
Isdba, ii, 422). Kabisa was of the Kumayr subdivision.
Another Salull whose descendants lived in Medina
was Khirash b. Umayya of the Kulayb subdivision
(Nasab Ma^add, ii, 445; for a well in Mecca dug in the
Islamic period by Khirash, or by another member of
the Kacb, see al-Fakihi, Akhbdr Makka, ed. cAbd alMalik b. cAbd Allah b. Duhaysh, Mecca 1407/1987,
iv, 115, 116, 221; v, map no. 3; cf. the land near the
Kacba granted by the Prophet to c Utba b. Farkad alSulaml; Lecker, The Banu Sulaym, 132).
At the time of c Umar b. al-Khattab, Kudayd and
c
Usfan north-west of Mecca were still at the heart of
the territory of Khuza c a (cf. al-Baladhurl, Futuh, 452;
KHUZA C A, at V, 79b), and this was probably true for
the Salul as well.
After the conquests, some of the Salul settled in
c
lrak (Nasab Ma^add, ii, 445, where a member the
Hizmir subdivision who was a shanf in clrak and a
government official is mentioned; Khuzd^at al-Hidjdz
and Khuzd^at al-^Irdk are mentioned, with reference to
the time of cAbd al-Malik, in al-Wazir al-Maghribl,
Adabal-khawdss, ed. al-Qasir, Riyad 1400/1980, 134).
Others settled in Khurasan: Malik b. al-Haytham of
the Kumayr was one of the nukabd^ [see NAKIB] of the
c
Abbasid dacwa, and two of his sons were in charge of
the shurta in the early cAbbasid period (Nasab Macadd,
ii, 442; Ibn Hazm, Djamharat ansdb al-^arab, ed.
Harun, Cairo 1382/1962, 236; Akhbdr al-dawla al-

^Abbdsiyya, ed. cAbd al-cAz!z al-Duri and cAbd alDjabbar al-Muttalibi, Beirut 1971, 216; Sharon, Black
banners from the East, Jerusalem 1983, 192; al-Taban,
index; the prominent role played by Khuzaca and
their mawdli in the da^wa indicates that studying the
history of this tribe after the conquests will further our
understanding of the da^wa; cf. Caskel, ii, 41).
Malik's brother, cAwf, was one of the kuwwdd of the
dacwa and a mosque in Cairo (misr) was called after
him (Nasab Macadd, ii, 442). The above-mentioned
Kurz b. cAlkama is said to have inhabited cAskalan
(Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, v, 584). However, many Salulls
probably never left Arabia: al-Kalkashandi (d.
821/1418) reported that Barza near c Usfan was inhabited, among others, by the Salul (see on this place,
Lecker, The Banu Sulaym, xiii [map], 148).
2. The Salul of the Hawazin was either a man or
a woman: Salul was either the nickname of Murra,
son of Sacsaca b. Mucawiya b. Bakr b. Hawazin; or
the name of Murra's wife, a slave girl (umm walad)
after whom her children were called (see e.g. Ibn alKalbl, Nasab Macadd, ii, 446; Ahmad b. Muhammad
al-Kurtubl, al-Ta^nffi 'l-ansdb wa 'l-tanwth li-dhawi 'lahsdb, ed. Sacd cAbd al-Maksud Zalam, Cairo
[1407/1986], 81; al-Baghdadi, Khizdnat al-adab, ed.
Harun, Cairo 1387-1406/1967-86, iv, 442; cf. Caskel,
ii, 509); or the name of a daughter of Dhuhl b.
Shayban b. Thaclaba (i.e. the eponym of the Banu
Dhuhl of the Bakr b. Wa°il [?.*>.]); she was married to
Murra b. $acsaca b. Mucawiya b. Bakr b. Hawazin
and bore him all his sons, hence the Banu Murra were
called after her Banu Salul (Ibn al-Kalbl, Djamharat alnasab, ed. NadjI Hasan, Beirut 1407/1986, 379; Ibn
Hazm, Djamhara, '271-2; cf. Caskel, i, 114, ii, 509).
According to another version, only some of the Banu
Murra were called Banu Salul: Salul bint Dhuhl b.
Shayban was the mother of the Banu Djandal b.
Murra b. $acsaca (al-Haziml, ^Udjalat al-mubtadi wafuddlat al-muntahifi 'l-nasab, ed. cAbd Allah Kannun,
Cairo 1384/1965, 74; al-Wazir al-Maghribl, Inds, 186
n.). In other words, according to this version, the
Banu Salul were the descendants of Djandal b.
Murra. The genealogists list the following as eponyms
of tribal groups: Djandal b. Murra, cAmmara b.
Zabin, Hawza b. c Amr and Tamlma b. c Amr. The
Salul were not among the most prestigious tribes (alThacalibi, Thimdr al-kulubfl 'l-muddfwa 'l-mansub, ed.
Muhammad Abu '1-Fadl Ibrahim, Cairo 1384/1965,
352; al-Dhahabi, Siyar a^ldm al-nubald^, ed. Shucayb
al-Arnawut et al., Beirut 1401-9/1981-8, iv, 411; alDjahiz, al-Baydn wa 'l-tabyin, ed. Harun, Cairo
1395/1975, iv, 36).
The Salul still inhabit their old territory south of
Ta°if, especially Wad! Blsha (Hamad al-Djasir, alShd^ir cAbd Allah b. Hammdm al-Saluli, in Madjallat al<Arab [Riya4], i [1386-7/1966-7], 37_-43; C.J. Lyall,
The Diwdns of ^Abid ibn al-Abras and ^Amir ibn at-Tufail,
Leiden and London 1913, 113-14; Yakut, s.v. Bisha).
Karada b. Nufatha of the Salul is said to have come
to the Prophet in a delegation together with other
SalulTs. They embraced Islam and the Prophet
declared him their leader (Ibn Hadjar, Isdba, v, 430-1;
for another Salull, Nahlk b. Kusayy, said to have
come to the Prophet, see ibid., vi, 477). Abu Maryam
Malik b. Rabija al-SalulI reportedly gave the Prophet
the pledge of allegiance at Hudaybiyya (ibid., v,
724-5).
After the conquests, some of the Salul settled in
Kufa (for Abu Maryam, see Ibn Sacd, vi, 37; Ibn
Makula, al-Ikmdl, i, 227; see also Yakut, s.v. Djabbdna; al-Baladhurl, Futuh, 285; cAbd Allah b. Hammam al-Saluli was in Kufa at the time of Mucawiya;
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see e.g. Aghant1, xiv, 120). Ibn al-Kalbl mentions
several Salull supporters of CA1T b. Abl Talib (see also
Ibrahim b. Muhammad al-ThakafT, al-Ghdrdt, ed.
Djalal al-Dm al-Muhaddith, Tehran 1395/1975, index, s.v. cAsim b. Damra and Hind b. cAsim; Ibn
Hadjar, Isdba, ii, 13-4, s.v. HubshI b. Djunada).
There were also Salulis in Mawsil (cf. N. Abbott, A
new papyrus and a review of the administration of ^Ubaid
Allah b. al-Habhdb, in Arabic and Islamic Studies in Honor
of Hamilton A. R. Gibb, ed. G. Makdisi, Leiden 1965,
25; c Ubayd Allah was the ancestor of the Habahiba
who lived in Mawsil, or of some of them; al-Azdl,
Ta^rikh al-Mawsil, Cairo 1387/1967, 27). Other
members of the Salul settled in al-Andalus (Ibn
Hazm, Djamhara, 272).
In the Islamic period, the Salul, or some o_f them,
were probably incorporated in the famous c Amir b.
Sacsaca [q.v.], possibly as a result of conditions in the
garrison cities. This development is reflected in the
lineage of one of them, referred to as al-cAmin alSaluli, where c Amir is jnserted between Murra and
Sacsaca: ... Murra b. c Amir b. Sacsaca (Ibn Hadjar,
Isdba, vi, 477, quoting Ibn al-Kalbl; Ibn al-Athir,
Usd, v, 44-5, s.v. Nahik b. Kusayy ... b. Murra b.
c
Amir b. Sacsaca al-cAmiri al-Saluli).
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(M. LECKER)
SALUR, one of the Oghuz ( T u r k m e n ) t r i b e s .
They are first mentioned in Mahmud alKashghari's [q. v. ] DTwdn lughdt al-turk (written
464/1072, tr. R. Dankoff and J. Kelly as Compendium
of the Turkic dialects, Cambridge, Mass. 1982-5, i, 101)
as one of the 22 branches of the Oghuz. They may,
in fact, have been the chief branch of that confederation. In the 4th/10th century, the Oghuz were spread
across a wide area from the Issik-Kul west to the Caspian Sea (P. Golden, The migrations of the Oguz, in Archivum ottomanicum, iv [1972], 45-84). According to
Rashld al-Din [q.v. ], in his semi-legendary "Oghuzndma," i.e. the Ta^nkh-i Turkdn wa Oghuz wa hikdyat-i
djihangm-i u section of his Djdmi*- al-tawdnkh (written
ca. 710/1310), the name Salur, as derived from the
verb salmak, meant "ready to attack, warrior." He
adds that the Salur tribe traced its descent from Dagh
Khan, one of the six sons of Oghuz Khan, and was
among a subgroup of tribes known as the iicok (an
analysis of this source is in F. Sumer, Oguzlar'a ait
destam mahiyetdeeserler, inAUDTCFD, xvii [1959], 35987; see also A.Z.V. Togan, Oguz destam, Resideddin
oguznamesi, tercume ve tahlili, Istanbul 1972, 51, 53-5,
138-42). In the Turkish epic Dede Korkut [q.v.], the
earliest surviving version of which dates from
732/1332 but which appears to reflect certain events of
the 4th-5th/10th-llth centuries, one Salur Kazan,
who is the son-in-law and chief bey of Bayindir Khan,
the king of the Oghuz, is the main protagonist. He
struggles primarily against the Pe£enegs (Siimer, op.
cit., 395-451).
By the 5th/llth century, most of the Oghuz had
been converted, at least nominally, to Islam, and
many of them had moved as far west as Khurasan.
Most of the Salur appear to have participated in this
westward migration. They eventually travelled across
northern Persia and through Adharbaydjan, perhaps
reaching eastern Anatolia in the late 5th/l 1th or early
6th/12th century as part of the general Saldjuk invasion. They are one of only six Oghuz tribes that can
be identified in the Saldjuk realm before the Mongol
invasion in the 7th/13th century (Cl. Cahen, PreOttoman Turkey, London 1968, 35). After the founding
of the Great Saldjuk Empire, some of the Salur established the Salghurid [q.v.] dynasty in Fars (543-
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668/1148-1270) (M.F. Koprulu, Osmanh imparatorlugu'nun etnik mensei mes'eleleri, in Belleten, vii
[1943], 252, n. 1). Others moved into eastern,
southern, and central Anatolia and were to be found
around Amasya, Tokat, Si was, Isparta, Adana, and
even Tarabulus (Tripoli) in Syria. They no doubt
played an important military and political role in the
Saldjuk sultanate of Rum and may have been involved in the great uprising of the Turkmen known as the
Baba'i [q.v.] revolt (638/1240). In the late 7th/13th
century, one Salur Bey was a leader of "whitehatted" Turkmen who resisted the Mongols and their
Saldjuk allies (O. Turan, Selcuklular zamaninda tiirkiye
tarihi, Istanbul 1984, 514-7).
The Salur were definitely an element in the rise of
several beyliks. Some Salur served in the army of
Bahrain Shah (ca. 555-617/1160-1220) of the
Mengiicekids [q.v.] of Erzindjan. They were with him
when he joined a campaign against Georgia in
598/1202 led by the Saldjuk sultan of Rum, Sulayman
II. In the view of Koprulu, the Karaman-oghullarf
[q.v.] were descended from the Karaman branch of
the Salur (his fundamental Oghuz etnolozhisine dd^ir
notlar, in TM, i [1925], 193, n. 1). They also appeared
in the u'us of Dhu '1-Kadr [q.v.] around Elbistan
(8th/14th century). The Salur who lived near
Tarabulus migrated to the Cukur-Ova plain around
Adana (7th/13th century) and became part of the ulus
of the Ramadan-oghullari [q.v.] (Siimer, £ukur-0va
tarihine dair arastirmalar, in Tarih Arastirmalan Dergisi, i
[1963], 9, 23/26-27, 29, 76; idem, Osmanh devrinde
anadoluda yasayan bazi u^oklu oguz boylanna mensup tesekkiiller, in Istanbul Universitesi Iktisat Fakultesi Mecmuasl,
xi [1952], 453-9, 486-92). The writer Fakhr al-Dm
Muhammad b. Kh w adja Hasan al-Salghurl alDiwrlghi (b. 631/1236), who gained fame in both
Turkish and Persian letters, was from this tribe
(Turan, Dogu anadolu turk devletleri tarihi, Istanbul
1980, 69) as were the poet and statesman Kadi
Burhan al-Dm (d. ca. 800/1398 [q.v.]), who put an
end to the government of Eretna [0.z>.], and the poet
Mustafa b. Yusuf (Kadi Danr) of Erzurum (d. second
half of 8th/14th century) (Togan, Umumi turk tarihine
giris, Istanbul 1946, repr. 1981, 272). A Salur Khan
also appears in the genealogy of Uzun Hasan (86182/1457-78) of the Ak-Koyunlu Q.E. Woods, The Aqquyunlu, Minneapolis 1976, 187). The Salur were still
found around Slwas and Adana in the early 10th/16th
century, according to the Ottoman defters for those
regions. In the former, they were called the Ak-Salur.
By the first half of the llth/17th century, the Salur
were all settled and had lost their tribal organisation
(Siimer, Osmanh devrinde ... tesekkiiller, 453-9). There
are many villages with the name Salur in Anatolia,
even in western Anatolia, but it is difficult to determine when they were so named.
As for the Salur who remained in Khurasan, mainly around Marw and Sarakhs, some migrated to
China in the late 8th/14th century to become the
present-day Salars [0.0.]. According to Abu '1-GhazI
Bahadur Khan's [q.v.] semi-legendary Shaa^ara-i
tardkima (written 1070/1659), others migrated to
Mangishlak or as far as c lrak (Siimer, Oguzlar'a ait...
eserler, 389-95, for analysis), perhaps in the 9th/15th
century. Those who went to Mangishlak were led by
the Ersari [q.v. in Suppl.] who were at the head of the
"outer Salur" in contrast to the "inner Salur", who
included the Salur proper as well as the Tekke, Sank,
and Yomut. These movements significantly reduced
the number and power of the Salur in Khurasan.
Nevertheless, between 1525-35, the Salur of
Khurasan clashed with Sufyan Khan, the Ozbeg ruler
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of Gurgandj or Urgandj. They also joined other
Turkmen in the struggle against the Shi*! Safawids. In
1597, they raided the area of Astarabad, but submitted the next year to Shah cAbbas. This pacification
was no doubt temporary. In 1843, the Salur and
Tekke captured Marw and around 1838 they rose to
support a revolt in Sarakhs led by a former governor
of Khurasan. The Persians crushed this revolt with
great difficulty. The Salur subsequently lost their importance. Before the Russians began their occupation
of Turkmenistan in 1869, the Salur lived primarily in
the region between Sarakhs and the Murghab River.
In the early 20th century, they were still concentrated
around Sarakhs and along the Han Rud River in
Turkmenistan. In the 13th/19th century, travellers
estimated their population to be anywhere between
2,000 and 20,000 families divided among three
branches of the tribe: Yalawac", Karaman, and AnaBoleghi (Kici-Agha). Since the coming of the Russians, they have maintained their identity under the
leadership of the Tekke. They are now completely
sedentary and have lost their tribal distinction.
Bibliography (in addition to works cited in the
text): V.V. Barthold, A history of the Turkmen people,
in vol. iii of Four studies on the history of Central Asia,
Leiden 1962, 109 ff.; F. Siimer, Oguzlar (turkmenler):
tarihleri-boy teskilati-destanlan, Ankara 1967, 138-41,
209-13, 327-35, 436-7; Cl. Gahen, Les tribus turques
d'Asie Occidental pendant la periode seljukide, in
WZKM, li (1948-52), 180-1; P. Golden, An introduction to the history of the Turkic peoples, Wiesbaden 1992,
205-8, 355, 400; L4, arts. Salur (Kopriilu-Zade
Fuad-[I. Kafesoglu]) and Turkmenler, at 671 (M.
Saray).
(G. LEISER)
SALWA (A.), a noun with a generic sense (nomen
1
unitatis, salwd , pi. saldwd, denotes first of all the
quail (Coturnix coturnix), of the order of Galliformae,
family of Phasianidae), from Latin quaquila, with the
synonym sumdnd, sumdnd1, pi. sumdnaydt. The two
Semitic roots s-l-w and s-m-n evoke the idea of fatness;
the same sense is found in the Hebrew slaw, pi.
salwim, and in the Syriac salwai.
It is under this name that the quail is mentioned in
the Bible (Exod. xvi, 11-13; Num. xi, 31-2; Ps. Ixxvii,
27; Ps. civ, 40; Wisdom of Solomon, xvi, 2) with
regard to the exodus of the Israelites from Egypt to the
Promised Land. Lacking provisions on their journey
through the desert of Sin, between Elim and Sinai,
they began to complain, and Moses had to call upon
the Most High, who sent down to them a "rain" of
quails and manna which covered the ground. In the
following spring, weary of manna, they demanded
more meat, and there came fresh clouds of quails from
beyond the sea which came down upon their camp;
there were so many that the Israelites were able to dry
them, in the fashion of the Egyptians at that time, and
thus live off them for over a month. These massive
clouds of quails may be explained by the intense annual migrations and comings-and-goings of these
birds who, like swallows and many other species, go
to spend the winter, after nesting, in warm countries
and then return for the summer to more temperate
lands.
Having drawn this information from the Biblical
texts, the Kurgan evokes these occurrences in three
places (II, 54/56; VII, 159/160; and XX, 79/82) without changing the terms of the story.
Some exegetes put forward the idea that salwd could
possibly designate the grasshopper, the flying-fish, the
grouse, the Casarka duck or the crane, etc., but such
suggestions can be justified neither linguistically nor
etologically, since most of these creatures are inedible

and are unknown in the regions in question. It is on
the other hand well-known that the quail is one of the
most delicate game birds, much sought after by
gourmets and assiduously hunted wherever it may
pass by. Its nocturnal flights, sometimes in groups of
hundreds, regularly reach the peripheries of the
Mediterranean. Thus on the island of Capri, in
September, the ground is covered by these birds arriving, to such an extent that, according to Tristram, the
bishop, who drew a certain amount of revenue from
them, bore the name "bishop of the quails".
In addition to the two names salwd and sumdnd, the
quail bears other appellations, in various regions and
in the different local Arabic dialects. In the Near East
there is muray^i, mur^at al-barr, summdnalsimmdna, fin
and firri, and in the Maghrib, sammdn, summina,
malldha and darrddj_. An ancient belief held that the
quail would be inevitably struck down by stormy
weather, whence its name katil al-ra^d "the victim of
thunder". In Berber, the names tasemmant, tamryoust
and tiberdfelt are known for it. Corresponding to salwd,
the Turkish name bildlrajln is from the same root as
the Persian baldarcinlbildircinlbuldurcin, to which may
be added local names like badbada, budana, gilca, karak,
kardjafuk, karkarak, larda, laruda, walad^ wartad^ wartak,
watak and wushm.
As well as having succulent meat, the quail, according to al-Damlri, has several specific qualities. Thus
its head, buried in a dovecote, will make all parasites
flee away, and, burnt and used to fumigate the wood,
will free it from all woodworm. If a person whose eyes
are affected by rheum carries one of its eyes on his
person, he will be cured of his condition. Mixed with
saffron, its gall is an excellent unguent for scurfy skin,
and its dried and pounded-up dung placed on ulcers
will make them disappear. Finally, in falconry, a sick
goshawk can be cured by feeding to it quail's liver.
The partridge and quail have always been for
hunters some of the most sought-after game birds.
They were constantly the prey of falconry, from the
wrist with the sparrow-hawk and merlin [see
BAYZARA] . Other methods of capturing quail were and
still are very varied. Since it constantly runs along the
ground, only flying when forced and hemmed in,
lurking in dense herbage and thickets, it is caught by
means of a quail-call (saffdra) which imitates the call of
the male, reproduced in French by the onomatopoeic
"paye-tes-dettes". In the Maghrib, hunters use their
flowing burnouses as a net by spreading them over the
bushes where quail rest when they arrive after their
lengthy migration. They are, at that time, very
vulnerable and the episodes related in the Bible set in
the time of the exodus of the Israelites through the
desert, are easily understandable. At the present time,
shooting quail with pointer hounds reduces considerably the numbers of the species each year, but
very recently, this has been modified by the commercial rearing of quails.
As well as being the main term for "quail", salwd
is at the same time used for a land-hugging member
of the Rallidae family (tifliki), the corncrake or landrail (Crex crex} Crex pratensis), whose mode of life is
quite similar to that of the quail, since it frequents
similar habitats, keeping to the ground, hiding in
thickets, long grass and crops, migrating more or less
at the same times and towards the same latitudes; it
is everywhere the "companion" of the quail and,
moreover, its meat is enjoyed. For all these reasons
and, being double the size of the quail, it has acquired
the name in French of roi de cailles, likewise in German
with Wachtelkonig, in Italian with Re di quaglie and in
Spanish with Guion de codornices = "quails' guidon".
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In the Maghrib, it is the "quails' mule" (baghl alsammdn) and the "slow, lazy one" (abu l-rakhwa)
because of its clumsy flight, whilst in Berber it is the
"quails' donkey" (aryul en-tsekkunn). In al-Damlrl, it
is mentioned under sifrid, being considered as very
cowardly, whence the saying adjban min siffrid "more
cowardly that a corncrake". Finally, it is remarkable
that al-Kazwfni mentions neither the salwd nor the
sifrid.
Bibliography (in alphabetical order): Allouse, alTuyur al-^IrdkiyyalBirds of Iraq, Baghdad 1960, ii, 710, 20-1; Aristotle, History of animals, Fr. tr. J.
Tricot, Paris 1957, see table s.v. ortux and krex; A.E.
Brehm, Les oiseaux (L'homme et les animaux), Fr.
ed. Z. Gerbe, Paris 1878, 378-82, 695-98; F.O.
Cave and J.D. Macdonald, Birds of the Sudan, London 1955, 10; Dr. Chenu, Encyclopedic d'histoire
naturelle, Paris 1854, part iv, Oiseaux, 150; Damiri,
Haydt al-hayawdn al-kubrd, Cairo 1928-9, ii, 26;
Djahiz, Hayawan, Cairo 1938-45, i, 213, 222, 11,
164, 111, 184, iv, 302, v, 246; H. Eisenstein, Einfuhrung in die arabische Zoographie, Berlin 1990, index
s.v. Wachtel; R.D. Etchecopar and F. Hue, Les
oiseaux du Nord de I'Afrique, Paris 1964, 174, 189
(with index of names by F. Vire); eidem, Les oiseaux
du Proche et Moyen Orient, Paris 1970, 225, 245;
M.L.C1. Fillion, Atlas de I'histoire naturelle de la Bible,
Lyons-Paris 1884, 70 no. 214; P. Geroudet, La vie
des oiseaux, i, 2Paris 1947, 253-7, ii, 2Paris 1948,
229-32; E. Ghaleb, al-Mawsu^afi^ulum al-tabi^al Dictionnaire des sciences de la nature, Beirut 1965, s.vv.
salwd, sumdnd, sifrid; Ibn Mangll, Uns al-mald, tr.
Vire, De la chasse, Paris 1984, 156 and n. 289;
Islamic Republic of_Iran, Dept. of the Environment, Parrandigdn-i Irani The birds of Iran, 2Tehran
1983, 115, 126; Kushadjim, K. al-Masdyid wa 7matdrid, Baghdad 1954, 285; A. al-Ma c luf, Mu^djdm
al-hayawdnlAn Arabic zoological dictionary, Cairo 1932,
173-4, 98-200; R. Meintertzhagen, Birds of Egypt,
London 1930, s.vv. Quail, Corncrake; idem, Birds
of Arabia, London 1954, 558, 567; U. Schapka, Die
persischen Vogelnamen, diss. Univ. of Wurzburg 1972,
22 no. 68, 28 no. 91, 130-1 nos. 438, 440; H.B.
Tristram, The natural history of the Bible, London
1889, 231; F. Vigouroux, Diet, de la Bible, 2nd impr.
Paris 1912, ii/1, 33-7; idem, La Bible et le decouvertes
modernes, Paris 1889, ii, 463-8; T. Wood, Bible
animals, London 1884, 434.
(F. VIRE)
SAM, a term originally referring to the
Biblical personage, in modern times used also
w i t h l i n g u i s t i c reference.
1. The Biblical personage.
Here, Sam denotes in Arabic lore and tradition
Shem, the son of Noah [see NUH]. The Kur D an does
not mention any of the sons of Noah by name but
alludes to them in VII, 64, X, 73, XI, 40, XXIII, 27
and XXVI, 119.
The Islamic tradition develops many details regarding Shem. His mother was cAmzurah (cf. Jubilees, iv,
33) and he was born 98 years before the flood. He and
his wife SalTb were saved from the Deluge by entering
the ark. They had four, five or six sons. After the incident of his father's accidental exposure of his genitals
in which Shem (and Japheth [see YAFITH]) covered
them up while Ham [see HAM] laughed, Shem was
promised by Noah that God will shield Shem's
descendants as Shem shielded Noah's private parts
(al-Kisa'I, Kisas al-anbiyd^, ed. J. Eisenberg, Leiden
1922, 98-9; al-Tabari, i, 212, Eng. tr. W. Brinner,
The history of al-Taban. Prophets and patriarchs, Albany
1987, 11-2). Shem was then given "the middle of the
earth" as his inheritance (cf. Kur D an, XXXVII, 77),
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making him the ancestor of the Arabs and the Persians as well as the Byzantines according to some
traditions (cf. Genesis, x, 21-31).
Reference to Shem is made on two other occasions
in the Islamic tradition. According to al-Kisa5!, the
well into which Joseph [see YUSUF] was thrown by his
brothers was dug by Shem and had a sign on it which
read, "This is the Well of Sorrows" (KisaDI, Kisas,
159). More widespread is a story connected to
Kurgan, III, 49 (cf. V, 110) which concerns the ability
of Jesus [see CISA] to raise the dead. Shem is frequently
counted as one of the four persons revived by Jesus.
Those who demanded this miracle of Jesus said,
"Here is the tomb of Shem: raise him!", and Jesus
complied. Shem's hair was white but he explained
that it had only just turned that colour as a result of
his fear that he was being raised for the final judgement. (Mukatil b. Sulayman, Tafsir, Cairo 1979, i,
277; Abu '1-Layth al-Samarkandi, Tafsir, Baghdad
1985, ii, 68-9; al-KisaDT, Kisas, 307; al-Kurtubl, alDjdmi^ li-ahkdm al-Kur^dn, Beirut 1967, iv, 94-5). The
same story is told by al-Taban (i, 187; Eng. tr. F.
Rosenthal, The history of al-Taban. General introduction
and From the creation to the flood, Albany 1989, 357; alTabari, DjamP al-baydn, Cairo 1905, xii, 22), concerning Kurgan, XI, 39, with Ham as the character involved; the difference in identification is probably the
result of an understanding that Ham would be the son
properly afraid of the final judgement, rather than
Shem.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(A. RIPPIN)
2. With reference to the Semitic languages.
The relative adjective sdmiis used in modern Arabic
as a rendition of "Semitic", "semitique", etc., thus
al-lughdt al-sdmiyya "the Semitic languages." Important for the introduction of this notion into the Arabicspeaking world was the Christian Arab novelist and
historian DjirdjT Zaydan (1861-1914 [q.v. ]) in his alAlfdz al-^arabiyya wa 'l-falsafa al-lughawiyya (Beirut
1886, 3-5), where a classification of the Semitic
languages is also offered. His source for these matters
was his teacher at the American College of Beirut,
Cornelis van Dijk (1818-95; see on him Kahhala viii,
142-3), to whom Zaydan's book is also dedicated. In
his later work Ta^rtkh al-lugha al-^arabiyya (1st ed. Cairo
1904; ed. clsam Nur al-Dln, Beirut 1980, 37-8) he
speaks of the various al-lughdt al-sdmiyya, but he also
uses the singular al-lugha al-sdmiyya to denote the
"mother" of all Semitic languages, as well as the
noun al-sdmiyyun for the people who spoke it. This
usage seems to be well established at this time, as contemporary dictionaries of the Islamic languages show.
(a) Precursors in the Islamic world.

Some Muslim historians, starting with al-MascudI
(d. 345/956 [q. v. ]), have a system of seven ancient nations (umam). They are defined first and foremost
linguistically, but also in terms of once having been a
single realm with an advanced state of civilisation. In
al-Mascud! the Seven Nations include the Persians,
the Chaldaeans, the Greeks (and other Europeans),
the Libyans (i.e. Africans, including the ancient
Egyptians), the Turks, the Indians, and the Chinese
(al-Tanbih wa 'l-ishrdf, ed. M.J. de Goeje, Leiden
1894, 77 ff.; cf. Tarif Khalidi, Islamic historiography.
The histories of Mas'udi, Albany 1975, 81-113). AlMas c udi's "Chaldaeans" (kalddniyyuri) consist of
several smaller nations whose common kingdom, in
the Fertile Crescent and the Arabian Peninsula,
preceded that of the Persians and whose common
language was Syriac. They included the Babylonians,
Ninivites, Assyrians, Arameans (plus more recent
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descendants), the Hebrews, and the ancient Arabs.
The author also comments on the close relationship
between Arabic, Hebrew, and Syriac. I. Yu. Krackovskii, therefore, did not hesitate to ascribe to alMascudl the conception of a "Semitic" race (Ta^rikh
al-adab al-djughrafi, Cairo 1963-5, 182-3; Khalidi, op.
cit., 93 and n. 2).
Notions about the relatedness of the several Semitic
languages are, however, very sparse, as far as Muslim
and Christian authors are concerned, although it
stands to reason that, e.g., translators from Syriac into Arabic and specialists on the materia medico,, who had
to identify the names of drugs in various languages,
would be aware of similarities. One of the few Arab
grammarians who was interested in languages other
than Arabic, Abu Hayyan al-Gharnati (d. 745/1344
[q.v. ]) wrote a work on the language of the Abyssinians (habash), probably meaning Ethiopic, which has,
however, not been preserved (Brockelmann, S II,
136). It is to the credit of the Jewish grammarians in
the Islamic realm, who were steeped in all three
languages, Hebrew, Aramaic and Arabic, that the
foundation of Semitic studies—though not under that
name—has to be placed. The first to propose explicit
comparisons, mainly for exegetical purposes, was
Yahuda b. Kuraysh (ca. 900). For further names and
literature, see JUDAEO-ARABIC, here at IV, 305.
(b) The development of the notion "Semitic" in the West.
The term "Semitic" for a family of related
languages was coined by the historian, Biblical
scholar, and influential Slavicist August Ludwig (von)
Schlozer (1735-1809) who took his inspiration from
the Biblical genealogy of Genesis, x (see Repertorium fur
biblische und morgenldndische Literatur, viii [1781], 161;
note, however, that Johann Christoph Adelung,
Mithridates, i, 300, says, without reference, that
Johann Gottfried Eichhorn (1752-1827) was the first
to use this term). However, the fact that these
languages were related had been recognised much
earlier in the West (and in the East even before, see
above). Guillaume Postel (Guilelmus Postellus)
(1510-81), author of the first Western grammar of
Classical Arabic (1538 or 1539), wrote comprehensive
works on Hebrew, Syriac, Chaldaean, and Arabic, including speculations of a rather mystical nature about
their common origin (cf. Fuck, Arabische Studien, 39,
42-3). In the following two-and-a-half centuries, more
than three dozen polyglot grammars, dictionaries,
and chrestomathies were published, often covering all
of the known Semitic languages (cf., e.g., the title of
Bonifazio Finetti, Trattato della lingua Ebraica e sue affine
Rabbinica, Caldaica, Syra, Samaritana, Fenice e Punica,
Arabica, Aethiopica ed Amharica, Venice 1756) but not
infrequently including also other Oriental languages,
such as Armenian and Persian (bibliographies in
Eichhorn, 403-4, 409-11, 484-5, and Adelung, 3036). Important for comparative purposes were the four
polyglot Bible editions. While all these collections
were no doubt in tune with the polymathic Zeitgeist
which produced collectanea, encyclopaedias, and
other cumulative works in all and sundry fields, the
relatedness of the Semitic languages and, in particular, the relationship between Hebrew and Arabic
was more and more considered to be important for
Biblical exegesis. Typical for this approach is the work
of the Leyden Professor Albert Schultens (1686-1750),
starting with his Dissertatio theologico-philologica de
utilitate linguae arabicae in interpretanda sacra lingua
(1706). Thanks to its indigenous lexicographers,
Arabic had, of course, the richest attested vocabulary
and was thus the language of choice in the endeavours
of elucidating Biblical cruxes with recourse to

cognates in related languages. However, it created a
problem for the philologists in the 18th century, who
still believed Hebrew to be the First Language, since
Arabic with its case and mood inflection seemed to be
rather more archaic. This dilemma was solved in 1788
by Johann Gottfried Hasse, who assumed, like others,
that originally Arabic did not have the desinential inflections and that the latter were introduced into the
language by Arab grammarians on the basis of Greek
models (sic, see Gruntfest, in BibL).
Toward the end of the 18th century and everincreasingly in the 19th century, Arabic and Semitic
studies ceased to be ancillae theologiae. The great advances made in Indo-European
comparative
linguistics stimulated comparative Semitics. At the
same time, the term "Semitic" was hypostasised to
give birth to the term "Semites" which was used to
designate not only the Proto-Semites, Ursemiten,
before they broke up into the various Semitic peoples,
but also the totality of the Semitic-speaking tribes and
nations. With the growing interest in racial theories,
a corollary of the rise of nationalism, the "Semites"
became a race with a specific physical, but quite importantly also a mental make-up, most often contrasted with the Indo-European race. The first comparative grammar of the Semitic languages, Ernest
Renan's (1833-92) Histoire general et systeme compare des
langues semitiques (1853) was an embodiment of both
tendencies. His negative characterising of the
"Semites" (who have a knack for monotheism, but a
lack of almost all other cultural achievements) was
very influential, but did not go unchallenged. Suffice
it to mention two works: Daniel (David) Chwolson,
Die semitischen Volker, Versuch einer Charakteristik (Berlin
1872), and Theodor Noldeke, Zur Charakteristik der
Semiten, in Orientalische Skizzen (Berlin 1892). The more
scholarly linguistic work was carried out by the founding fathers of modern Semitic studies: Franz
Praetorius (1847-1927), Theodor Noldeke (18361930), Ignazio Guidi (1844-1935) and William
Wright (1830-89). Noldeke and Wright produced
comprehensive works on the Semitic languages (see
BibL). The full harvest of all their work was brought
in by Carl Brockelmann (1868-1956) in his
monumental Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der
semitischen Sprachen, 2 vols., Berlin 1907-13. Though
partly dated due to new discoveries and new
methodologies, it has not yet been superseded.
Changes in the notion of "Semitic" in recent
decades have to do with the clear recognition of the
language family as being part of the larger Afroasiatic
phylum. See below, section (c).
Bibliography: J.Ch. Adelung, Mithridates oder
allgemeineSprachenkunde. ErsterTheil, Berlin 1806; J.
Fiick, Die arabischen Studien in Europa, Leipzig 1955;
J.G. Eichhorn, Geschichte der neuern Sprachenkunde.
Erste Abtheilung, Gottingen 1807; Y. Gruntfest,
From the history of Semitic linguistics in Europe: an early
theory of redundancy of Arabic case-endings, in K.
Devenyi and T. Ivanyi (eds.), Proceedings of the Colloquium on Arabic Grammar, Budapest, 1-7 September
1991 (= TheArabist, Budapest Studies in Arabic, 3-4),
Budapest 1991, 195-200; Th. Noldeke, Die
Semitischen Sprachen, 2Leipzig 1899 (written originally for the 9th ed. of the Encyclopaedia Britannica); W.
Wright, Lectures on the comparative grammar of the
Semitic languages, Cambridge 1890. See also HAM.
(W.P. HEINRICHS)
(c) The Semitic languages. An overview.
The Semitic family of languages has a longer
recorded history than any other linguistic group. The
main languages and language groups of the family are
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reviewed below in the order of their first appearance.
Thereafter, the genetic subgrouping of the family and
the interrelationships of the various languages are
considered.
The first attested Semitic languages are A k k a d i a n
and Eblaite, both of which were usually written on
clay tablets in the cuneiform script originally
developed for the writing of the non-Semitic
Sumerian language in southern c lrak. Mesopotamia
Akkadian, the language of the Semitic Assyrians and
Babylonians of Mesopotamia, is known from tens of
thousands of documents in a wide variety of genres,
such as myths and epics, letters, royal inscriptions,
legal contracts, economic receipts, omens, and
mathematical, medical and school texts. Akkadian
begins to appear as early as the 26th century B.C.,
and the scattered documents of the earliest period are
collectively referred to simply as Old A k k a d i a n .
From the beginning of the second millennium, two
principal dialects are recorded: A s s y r i a n , especially
in texts from sites along or near the Tigris north of the
Little Zab; and B a b y l o n i a n , in texts from sites
along, near, and between the Euphrates and Tigris,
mostly to the south of later Baghdad. Scholars further
sub-divide both of these dialects chronologically, at
roughly 500-year intervals, into Old (2000-1500),
Middle (1500-1000), and Neo-Assyrian and Babylonian (1000-600); Assyrian came to an end with the fall
of the Assyrian empire near the end of the 7th century, whereas Babylonian continued to be written until the 1st century A.D. (Late Babylonian; the
language had, however, probably ceased to be spoken
and been replaced by Aramaic in most of the area long
before). For much of the second millennium, Akkadian served as a lingua franca, and Akkadian texts
from that period have been recovered from sites across
most of the Near East, including Iran, Turkey, Syria,
Lebanon, Israel, and Egypt. E b l a i t e is recorded on
clay tablets dated to the 24th-23rd centuries B.C.
found recently at the site of Tell Mardikh in Syria
(about 60 km/38 miles south of Aleppo); although the
writing system is similar to that used for writing Akkadian, there are enough differences in spelling and sign
usage that the language remains poorly understood; it
appears, however, to be a close relative, or possibly
even a dialect, of Akkadian.
Texts in U g a r i t i c , the language of the important
ancient city of Ugarit (modern Ras Shamra near
Latakia), date from the 14th-13th centuries B.C. Like
Akkadian, Ugaritic was written on clay tablets in
cuneiform, but whereas Akkadian cuneiform signs
depict whole words (logograms) or syllables (i.e.,
comprise a syllabary), Ugaritic cuneiform is alphabetic, with one sign for each of the 27 consonants, plus
three extras added at the end, two for aleph (hamzd)
with the vowels i and u (the original aleph, at the beginning of the alphabet, being used only for /3a/ and
/•'a/) and another to write certain words with /s/. The
order of the Ugaritic alphabet, which is generally considered to be the original order, from which the
Phoenician-Hebrew-Aramaic and, ultimately, the
Arabic, are derived, is as follows: ^bghdhwzht
ykslmdnzs^psqrtgt ( D i ^u s). Some 1300
Ugaritic texts have been published thus far; most are
administrative lists, but there are also many myths,
rituals, omen texts, and letters.
The C a n a a n i t e group of languages, which includes Phoenician, Hebrew, and several poorlyattested dialects, begins to appear with the first identifiably Phoenician texts in about 1000 B.C.,
although short inscriptions that are less easily
classified linguistically, in pictographic precursors to
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the Phoenician alphabet, are attested for perhaps five
or six centuries before that date (in graffiti in Egyptian
copper mines in the Sinai and in names on bronze arrowheads). Phoenician texts, especially royal inscriptions, are known from the ancient city-states of
Byblos, Tyre and Sidon, as well as other sites. The
Phoenician dialect of texts from the North African
Tyrian colony of Carthage (Phoenician qarthadast
"new-town"), and from Carthage's own colonies all
around the Mediterranean, is referred to as Punic.
The 22-letter Phoenician alphabet was borrowed and
adapted for the writing of numerous other languages,
including Hebrew, Aramaic (and thence for Arabic),
and Greek (and thence for Etruscan and Latin).
H e b r e w is first attested archaeologically in inscriptions of the 10th century B.C., but it is likely that
parts of the Hebrew Bible derive from a century or
two earlier. Besides the biblical texts and numerous
inscriptions from the biblical period, Hebrew was used for a vast literature in the centuries immediately
thereafter, including texts such as the Dead Sea
Scrolls (partly in Aramaic) and the Mishna, and in the
Mediaeval period as well. Having died out as a
spoken language, probably at some time around the
turn of the era, Hebrew was revived in the last century and is thriving as the national language of
modern Israel. Other Canaanite dialects, known only
from a few inscriptions dating from the 9th to the 6th
centuries B.C., include Moabite, Ammonite, and
Edomite (all from sites in modern Jordan and
southern Israel).
A r a m a i c is first attested in inscriptions found in
Syria, Iraq, and Israel dating to the 9th and 8th centuries B.C. During the Persian empire, Aramaic
served as an official language, a factor that helped
both to standardise the language and to spread its
common use: texts from this period are found as far
afield as Elephantine in Egypt. The Aramaic of the
biblical book of Ezra is also representative of this Imperial dialect. After the Achaemenid period the use of
Aramaic continued to be very widespread, but dialectal differences became more and more apparent. The
period of Middle Aramaic, from the 3rd century B.C.
to the 2nd century A.D., comprises texts in the
H a t r a n , N a b a t a e a n , P a l m y r e n e and Old Syriac
dialects, as well as the earliest Jewish Aramaic
targums (translations) of the Bible and other writings.
In Late Aramaic (from the 3rd century A.D.), dialectal distinctions become still more pronounced; in addition to S y r i a c , with its vast Christian literature,
scholars generally recognise Late Eastern Aramaic,
consisting of B a b y l o n i a n Jewish A r a m a i c (the
language of the Babylonian Talmud) and M a n d a i c ,
and Late Western Aramaic, consisting of three
geographical/religious dialects: Galilean or Jewish
Palestinian Aramaic (the language of the Palestinian Talmud and Midrashim), S a m a r i t a n Aram a i c , and Judaean or C h r i s t i a n P a l e s t i n i a n
A r a m a i c (Palestinian Syriac). Although largely
displaced by the spread of Arabic, Aramaic has continued to be spoken until the present day, by Muslims
and Christians in three small towns northeast of
Damascus (Maclula [ q . v . ] , Djubbcadm, and Bakhca).
and by Jacobite Christians in a dialect cluster in
southeastern Turkey (Turoyo), by mostly Nestorian
Christians and Jews in the Kurdistan area (Northe a s t e r n N e o - A r a m a i c or "Neo-Syriac"), and by
the gnostic Mandaeans in western Iran (NeoM a n d a i c ) ; many speakers of Neo-Aramaic dialects
have emigrated from the Middle East.
From the 6th century B.C. until the 5th century
A.D., there are attested thousands of inscriptions in
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several dialects referred to collectively as Old (or,
Epigraphic) South Arabian. As the name implies,
most of these inscriptions have been discovered in the
southern Arabian peninsula. The best-attested dialect
is Sabaic; the others are M i n a i c , Qatabanian and
H a d r a m i t i c . The texts are written in an alphabet
whose letter shapes and order differ significantly from
those of the Phoenician alphabet and its descendants
and which served as the basis of the Ethiopian script.
The alphabet preserves all of the consonants of Common Semitic, one more than does Arabic (an additional Isl. Although the Old South Arabian dialects
share a number of linguistic features with Arabic,
such as the use of broken plurals (and this to an even
greater extent than classical Arabic), they also clearly
have a number of important traits in common with
the Ethiopian Semitic languages.
The closest linguistic relatives of classical Arabic
are a group of inscriptional dialects subsumed under
the term Old (or, Early) N o r t h Arabic, including
Thamudic, Dedanite, Lihyanite, Hasaean and
Safa°itic, attested from about the 6th century B.C. to
the 4th century A.D. Written in scripts derived from
the Old South Arabian alphabet, these texts are found
especially in central and northern Arabia as well as in
southern Syria. It is out of the linguistic milieu of
these and related dialects that classical Arabic emerged, although the written medium wag no longer the
Old South Arabian alphabet but rather a modified
version of the Nabataean Aramaic script.
Ethiopian Semitic is first attested in inscriptions
from the 4th century A.D. The earliest attested
language is Ge c ez, originally the language of Aksum,
but ultimately the classical language of the Ethiopian
Christian church, studied and promulgated as a
literary language much like Arabic among Muslims
and Latin in mediaeval Christian Europe. Early inscriptions were written in the Old South Arabian
alphabet, the letters of which were later modified with
the addition of diacritical marks for the vowels, so that
a syllabary evolved. Closely related to classical Gecez
are two modern languages: T i g r i n y a , spoken by
some three million people, mostly Christians, in
Tigrai province of Eritrea; and Tigre, the language
of some hundred thousand individuals, for the most
part Muslims, of the northern hills, the plains, and the
coastal areas of Eritrea. Gecez, Tigrinya, and Tigre
comprise northern Ethiopic. Southern Ethiopic consists of many modern languages and dialects, the most
prominent among them being the following:
Amharic (written since the 16th century), with over
seven million speakers the second-most prominent
modern Semitic language, after Arabic; H a r a r i , the
language of the Muslim city of Harar, unlike other
Ethiopian Semitic languages usually written in Arabic
script rather than the indigenous syllabary; and
several varieties of Gurage, a linguistically and
religiously mixed group of tribes that includes both
Muslims and Christians.
Finally, there is a group of Semitic languages that
has no written tradition, namely, the Modern South
Arabian languages spoken by Muslims in eastern
Yemen and western Oman. The most prominent of
these is Mehri (including the dialects of Harsusi and
Bathari); others are Djibbali (also called Sheri or,
improperly, Shkhawri). H o b y o t , and Sokotrl (on
the island of Sokotra [q.v. ]). In sum, these languages
probably have fewer than 100,000 speakers. Although
proximity to Arabic (and the bilingualism of many of
the speakers) has resulted in many Arabic loanwords
and expressions in these languages, they are nevertheless quite distinct in their phonology and morphology.

The Semitic languages are generally held to constitute one branch of a larger linguistic entity now
usually called Afroasiatic, although the earlier term
Hamito-Semitic is still preferred by some scholars.
Within Afroasiatic the language groups most closely
related to Semitic are Egyptian and Berber. Classical
E g y p t i a n , attested from about 3300 B.C. until the
5th century A.D., was written in hieroglyphic,
hieratic, and demotic scripts; it was continued in
dialects of Coptic, which were written in a modified
form of the Greek alphabet and probably spoken until
the 15th century A.D. (and still in use as the liturgical
language of the Coptic Christian church). The
modern Berber languages, such as Tasheltiit,
Tamazight, Kabyle and Tuareg, are spoken by
Muslims; they exist as linguistic islands in a sea of
Arabic across north Africa from Egypt to Mauritania
[see BERBERS. V]. Other branches of the Afroasiatic
phylum are the C u s h i t i c languages of Ethiopia,
Somalia and Kenya, such as Oromo, Somali, Sidamo,
Agaw and Beja (the last perhaps a separate branch of
Afroasiatic); the Omotic languages of western
Ethiopia; and the very large group of Chadic
languages of western Africa, the most prominent
member of which is Hausa [q. v . ] .
The internal classification of the Semitic languages
is much debated. It is generally agreed that there are
two main branches, East Semitic and West Semitic.
East Semitic comprises only Akkadian (and Eblaite),
and differs from the rest of the family in that the
primary form of the perfective verb is a prefixconjugation, as in takbir "you (ms) buried"; itrudu(<
*yatrudu) "they (m) drove away" (cf. Arabic lam
takbir, lam yatrudu). The imperfective form, corresponding to Arabic yaf-alu, has a bisyllabic base with
a geminated medial radical: takabbir "you (will)
bury", itarradu "they (will) drive away". There is a
suffix conjugation corresponding formally to the
Arabic perfect, but it is essentially a predicate adjective, as in kabrdta <*kabir-dta "you (ms) are/were
buried" (kab(i)r "buried"), tardu (< *tarid-u) "they
(m) are/were driven away" (tar(i)d "driven away"),
vs. Arabic kabarta "you buried" and taradu "they
drove away". It is the innovative development of the
suffix-conjugation into an active perfective verb, and
the concommitant relegation of the apocopate prefixconjugation (yafal) to secondary usage, that set the
rest of the languages (West Semitic) apart from
Akkadian.
Among the West Semitic languages, it has been
traditional to group Arabic, the Old and Modern
South Arabian languages, and Ethiopian Semitic
together as South Semitic, primarily on the basis of
their common usage of pattern replacement for noun
plurals. Some examples: Sabaic (Old South Arabian)
hrbt "battle", pi. hryb; cr "mountain", pi. xrr; Mehri
(Modern South Arabian) btdJen "body", pi. bzdawnti;
hlet "one-third", pi. hlwot; Gecez (Ethiopian) kalb
"dog", pi. ^akbbt, ^akldb, or kalabdt; kokab "star", pi.
kawdhbt. In contrast, the Canaanite and Aramaic
dialects, as well as Ugaritic, in which external plurals
are the norm (as in Hebrew sus "horse", pi. susim\
Aramaicyom "day", pl.yomin), are grouped together
as Northwest Semitic. Since, however, the Northwest
Semitic languages exhibit vestiges of broken plurals
(as in Hebrew melek > *malk "king", pi. rmldkim <
*malakim), and since it is possible that the common use
of broken plurals in Arabic, South Arabian, and
Ethiopic reflects not a shared innovation (in a common intermediate ancestor) but a feature inherited
from Common Semitic, some Semitists have more
recently looked to the verbal system for evidence of
the genetic classification of the languages. It is noted,
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for example, that Ethiopic and the Modern South
Arabian languages share the bisyllabic base of the imperfective verb with Akkadian, as in Gecez tikabbar
and Mehri tokawfar "you (ms) will bury", whereas
Arabic shares with the Northwest Semitic languages
the loss of that form and the development of a new
form in its place, as in Arabic takbiru (a form that is
obscured in Hebrew and Aramaic by the loss of short
final vowels; compare, however, Hebrew ydkum <
*yakumu "he will arise" andydkom < *yakum "may he
arise", ya'ale < *ya<iliyu "he ascends" and ya^al <
*yacli(y) "may he ascend"). By this criterion, one may
classify Modern South Arabian and Ethiopic together
as South Semitic and Arabic, Aramaic, and Canaanite together as Central Semitic. Thus it is the
position of Arabic within the Semitic family that is
least certain. (The position of the Old South Arabian
languages in the more recent classification is also
unclear; a recent study showing that the imperfective
verb was probably not bisyllabic suggests that they
belong in Central Semitic; see Nebes in Bibl.)
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Sprachwissenschaft, Wiesbaden 1982, 6-16; R.M.
Voigt, The classification of Central Semitic, mJSS, xxxii
(1987), 1-21; A. Zaborski, The position of Arabic within the Semitic dialect continuum, in K. Devenyi and T.
Ivanyi (eds.), Proceedings of the Colloquium on Arabic
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(J. HUEHNERGARD)
SAM, legendary ruler of Slstan [q. v.] and vassal of
the Kayanids, the epic kings of Iran, was, according
to al-Thac alibi and FirdawsT, the son of Nariman, the
father of Zal-Dastan and the grandfather of Rustam
[q. v . ] . This pedigree is the outcome of a long development spanning the entire history of the Iranian epic.
In the Avesta, Sama is the name of a clan to which
ThrTta, "the third man who pressed the Haoma", belonged as well as his sons Urvakhshaya and Karasaspa
(Yasna 9. 10). Karasaspa (Persian Karshasp or Garshasp), a formidable fighter against dragons and other
evil powers, armed with a mace, is often described as
nairi.manah ("of manly spirit"). The name of the clan
became interchangeable with his personal name,
while the epithet was interpreted as the name of his
father (in Persian Narlman, or Nlram). Traces of this
stage can still be found in genealogies mentioned by
Islamic writers (see e.g. al-Blruni, al-Athdr al-bdkiya,
104, "wa-Karshdsp wa-huwa Sam b. Nariman..."; cf.
Mas'udI, Murudj., ed. Ch. Pellat, i, 273; "Kursdf b.
Narimdn..."). However, in Sasanid times, Karshasp
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and Sam already began to be taken as the names of
separate persons. Together with Thrita or Athrat
(Arabicised to Athrat) and Nariman, they were fitted
into a pedigree which is mentioned with many variations in Zoroastrian and Islamic sources (cf.
Christensen, Kayanides, 130-1).
In the Pahlawi books, notably in Bundahishn and
Menog i khrad, the original identity of Karshasp and
Sam is still evident. Like the former, Sam plays a part
in eschatological events: he is said not to have died but
to rest in a hidden place, guarded by 99,999 spirits
(fravdshis), until the day when he will be summoned to
fight the demon Azhi Dahaka (in Persian Dahhak),
who near the end of Time will escape from his captivity in the mountain Damawand [7.0.]. Further
analogies are the fights against several monsters attributed to Sam (Christensen, op. cit. 59-60, 101).
In the historical and epic sources of the Islamic
period, Garshasp and Sam (the form Sahm used by
al-Taban is merely an orthographic error due to the
ambiguity of the Pahlavi script) are usually kept
apart, although they mostly belong to the same
lineage, viz. the house of the vassal kings of Slstan and
Zabulistan who act as_ajihdn-pahlawdn ("chief champion") to the kings of Iran. They are sometimes contemporaries, e.g. when they are named in the Sj±dhndma among the principal warriors of the army of Iran
(i, FarTdun 692, 792). More often, however, Garshasp is a remote ancestor of Sam's. According to the
6th/12th century chronicle Muajmal al-tawdnkh, the
career of Sam began during the reign of Farldun.
After the death of his father Nariman, he was sent out
on expeditions to several parts of the world (cf.
Spiegel, 248-50). In the Shdh-ndma, the story of his
family completely fills the account of Manucihr's
reign. As the principal warrior of the realm, Sam
replies to the speech delivered by this king at his accession to the throne (i, Manucihr, 30 ff), and restores
order in the empire after the succession of the unjust
king Nawdhar (i, Nawdhar, 22 ff.). On the whole, he
is less prominent in FirdawsT's story than his son and
grandson, being away most of the time on a campaign
against the Gurgsaran (the "wolf-like people", living
in a country by the same name) and rebellious warriors (gurddn) in Mazandaran. He becomes a full epic
character only in the account of the birth of Zal. Sam
is portrayed as a proud nobleman who chooses to
sacrifice his son rather than face the scorn of his peers
when the child is born with grey hair. However, he
equally shows the courage of repentance after he
learns of the care bestowed on the abandoned child by
the miraculous bird Slmurgh [q.v. ] (i, Manucihr,
41 ff.). He supports his son in the matter of Zal's
courtship with Rudaba, the daughter of the king of
Kabul, in spite of his disapproval of a union with a descendant of Dahhak. An echo of the Avestan legend of
Karasaspa can be heard in a letter written by Sam to
the king of Iran, relating his struggle with a dragon
who had emerged from the river Kashaf (i, Manuc'ihr,
982 ff). A parallel story, situated in Mazandaran, is
told by Ibn Isfandiyar. Sam was still alive when
Rustam was born (i, Manuc'ihr, 1514). His death,
mentioned in the reign of king Nawdhar (i, Nawdhar.
127), incited the Turanians to invade Iran and Slstan.
The famous mace of Sam, with which he won the
nickname yak-zakhmi ("with one stroke"), was inherited by Rustam.
In the Garshdsp-ndma, AsadI TusI [q.v.] tells about
the birth of Sam as a descendant of Garshasp, shortly
before the latter's death, and the prediction of his
future greatness. From a latter, but not precisely
definable period, dates a mathnawi called Sdm-ndma,
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which is preserved in redactions of varying lengths.
The poem relates the adventures of Sam, son of
Narfman, in China, where he pretends to the hand of
Parldukht, the daughter of the king Faghfur. Actually, the poem is a forgery based almost entirely on the
romance Humdy wa Humdyun by Khwadju [q. v. ]
Kamal al-Dm KirmanI (689-753/1290-1352), for
which not only the entire plot of the latter poem was
copied but also its lines stolen. The anonymous
plagiarist merely changed the names of the protagonists and added some episodes of a fairy-tale
nature.
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_
(J.T.P. DE BRUIJN)
SAM MIRZA, Abu Nasr, Persian poet and
biographer of poets, with the poetical name Sdmi (92374/1517-66), known for his tadhkira of contemporary
poets, the Tuhfa-yi Sdmi. He was the third son of Shah
Ismacil I [^.».].
1. Biography.
Shah Ismacil (906-31/1501-24) and his eldest son
and successor Tahmasp I (931-84/1524-76) followed
the practice of preparing the princes of the ruling
family, already at an early age, for the direction of
state affairs by appointing them to the post of governor under the guidance of an experienced amir of the
Kfzil Bash (laid) (see Rohrborn, Provinzen, 38-9). Accordingly, Sam Mirza passed the greater part of his
youth as nominal governor of Khurasan at Harat
[ q . v . ] , first (927-36/1521-30) under Durmlsh Khan,
later under Husayn Khan, and then from 93941/1533-5 under Aghuzivar Khan, all three of them
from the Shamlu tribe.
Thus he was able on the one hand to experience the
reverberation of a peak of Persian culture at the court
of Husayn Mlrza Baykara (873-911/1469-1506), but
on the other hand he became involved in the power
struggle of the Kizfl Bash through his /a/as. It is even
said that he was supported as a rival king against
Tahmasp by Husayn Khan (Savory, Studies, no. V,
70). When Husayn Khan was murdered soon afterwards (940/1534), Sam MTrza permitted himself to be
seduced to insubordination. Without the king's per-

mission he misused the Kizil Bash, put under his
leadership for protecting Harat against the Ozbegs,
for a campaign against Kandahar, which failed
miserably. It cost the life of his lala Aghuzivar and of
many other Kizil Bash, forced Sam Mlrza to flee to
Tabas by way of Slstan, but above all attracted the
lurking Ozbegs into defenceless Harat, where they exercised a _reign of terror during fourteen months
(Tdrikh-i ^Alam-drd, 62-5). Tahmasp had to take action
in Khurasan himself in order to restore order in Harat
around 943/1537. On the way, he became reconciled
with Sam Mlrza, who already earlier had shown
repentence (Ahsan al-tawdnkh, 343, 357-8). But his
political career had come to an end.
After then he lived in the shadow of the court, apparently as a presentable and worthy member of the
royal family. He acted as such at the state reception
of Sultan Humayun in 951/1544, at which he excelled, like an ancient Persian knight, in the sportsman V
like hunar numudan (T.-i cAlam-drd, 99). He had
nothing to do with the devastating revolt of his elder
brother Alkas MTrza (953-5/1547-9 [q.v.]). He apparently lived for his literary studies, being occupied
with his Tuhfa at least since 957/1550. It was finished
at the latest in 968/1560-1 (see Humayun-Farrukh.
Introd. to the Tuhfa, 17 ff.). In 969/1561-2 Sam MTrza
fell into disgrace for a second time. He apparently
came under suspicion of political intrigues, for he was
interned with two sons of his brother Alkas Mlrza in
the fortress of Kahkaha, the place of confinement of
political delinquents. He remained there until his
death in an earthquake in 974/1566-7 (Tarbiyat,
Ddmshmandan, 173 bis; the date is confirmed by the
chronogram dawlat-i Tahmasp shud bdki).
2. L i t e r a r y w o r k .
Sam Mlrza has immortalised himself in literary
history with his Tuhfa-yi Sdmi, the summa of his involvement over many years with contemporary Persian poetry and its poets, contained in 714 short
biographies of all those who had distinguished themselves in this field since Shah Ismacll I's coming to
power. However, the curricula vitae themselves are only
dealt with in very rare cases. The biographies rather
give information about a series of points, viz.: name
- origin - working place - function - education training - (human and artistic) qualifications specialisation - works - career - eventually, end of
life, and paradigmatic quotation of at least one verse.
They are, however, rarely all dealt with; occasionally
one or the other is missing. Not even the works or the
favourite genres of poetry are noted down regularly,
and a qualification is often also left out. Occasionally,
a small scene illustrates a point and the author shows
a preference for the piquant and the subtle. But two
points are never missing, origin (scene of activity) and
quotation of verses, the latter being often reduced to
one single verse, which then is almost always the
matla*ofaghazal [ q . v . ] . This is not by accident, for the
author considers poetry as the fruit of love (Tuhfa-yi
Sdmi, 2). In the separate chapters the place of origin
often serves for an associative classification (cf. Tuhfayi Sdmi, Introd., 19). For Sam Mlrza does not think
in a centralistic way but along lines of political integration; every place in the realm of the $afawids
counts, and the real image of Persian poetry emerges
only from the totality of all the places where it is practised. In this context, still another point must be observed. It is remarkable how often the author mentions the occupation or profession of a poet or of his
father. The more simple trades, such as those of a
craftsman or a trader, attract his particular interest.
He is apparently concerned with the spread and
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embedding of poetry in all social levels, from the
craftsmen to the princess (cf. Humayun-Farrukh,
Tuhfa-yi Sami, Introd., 6-7).
The arrangement of the work seems to confirm this.
It consists of seven chapters (sahifa), in which the poets
with a main occupation and those with an additional
function are classified as follows. The first chapter is
reserved for the princes of the period. It starts with
Shah IsmacH and his descendants, but place is also
devoted to the sworn enemies of the dynasty, even for
the Ozbeg cUbayd Allah Khan, with whom the author
was in hostile contact at Harat itself. The second
chapter deals with the most prominent sadat and
c
u/ama°, the offspring of the Prophet and the
predecessors of the Sh^T clergy. In the third chapter
are found the viziers and other dignitaries of the class
of scribes. The fourth chapter treats the great men
who held court in one town or another and were occasionally active in poetry. Only in the fifth chapter are
the real main figures, the poets, allowed to speak, the
great among them in the first section, the less important, called "the rest", in the second one. The sixth
chapter deals with Turkish-speaking poets who tried
their hand at Persian verses too. The seventh and last
chapter is devoted to the poetasters; it turns out to be
particularly amusing and instructive (HumayunFarrukh, Introd., 22-B).
Sam Mirza was prompted to compose his Tuhfa by
C
A1T Shir Nawaz's Madj_dlis al-nafd^is [see MIR CALI SHIR
NAWA5i], which he must have come to know at Harat
during the first period of his governorship. At that
time his first /a/a, Durmish Khan, had the work
translated into Persian (Latd^if-ndma, 3). Not only the
form of the selective and accentuated short
biographies may have been inspired by this work, but
also the motivation. Like his predecessor, Sam Mirza
wants to save the many poets of his time from oblivion. However, the distinction from NawaDI is that
Sam Mirza not only equals their delicacy of expression with that of the ancestors—as does Nawa3!—but
appreciates it even more highly (Tuhfa, 3-4). While
NawaDI exults in the idea according to which
Khurasan, with its capital Harat, had reached the
highest blossoming of Persian culture under its lord
Husayn Baykara, and concentrates his observation on
the Khurasanian poets, Sam Mirza's point is rather
the overall picture of Safawid poetry. Besides—and
this also in contrast with Nawa D i—, he only rarely
mentions his relations with the subjects of his
biographies, though he must have owed the great majority of his informations to personal relations (for the
question of his sources, see M.I. Kazi, Sam Mirza, 867). Ultimately, the high value of his book lies in this
point. Without it, we would not even know the names
of many of the poets.
About the presentation itself it can be remarked
that the length of a biography does not depend only on
the number of the points treated and on the eventual
inserted stories, or on the quotations of verses, but
above all on the linguistic presentation. This goes
from a concise, pragmatic turn of phrase to a highlydeveloped, manneristic one with rhyming prose and
metaphorical expressions. Sam Mlrza likes imaginative turns of phrase in particular when mentioning the end of life. He permits himself sporadically to
be carried away by the name of a poet to a metaphora
continuata in other accounts, as for instance in the case
of Badr al-Dln Hilali [q.v.], who often visited the
gifted prince at Harat (Tuhfa, no. 266). In general, a
personal engagement with somebody, or also the latter's high standing incited him to a more intensive use
of images.
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Numerous statements of a literary-critical character
are spread throughout the entire book; their critical
clouds gather in the seventh sahtfa. In their totality,
they point to the unusually trained and sharpened
feeling of the author for stylistic nuances and quality.
This is not only expressed in critical remarks on
singular verses, which go as far as to suggest corrections (e.g. no. 429), but above all in the choice of the
quotations of verses. Sam Mlrza is less carried away
by the refined, poetical play of ingenuity of the
Tlmurid period than by the art of subtly bending
known motifs in order to give them a permanent garment in a sahl-i mumtani^ (inimitably beautiful
elegance). In this respect, too, he distinguishes
himself from NawaDI. Nothing might show this more
clearly than the fact that the Timurid high tightrope
of exquisite poetical acrobatics of thoughts, the
logogriph (mu'amma), is substantially less frequent in
the Tuhfa than it is in the Madjalis. Unfortunately,
Sam Mirza's terminological palette does not correspond with the fullness and differentiation of his
aesthetic formation. Qualifications like matin (firm),
pur zur (powerful), rangin (colourful), db-ddr (brilliant),
ba-cdshni (with good taste), pur suz u dard (passionate),
etc. might perhaps be better understood and described
if all the verses thus estimated were gathered and
those which are equally qualified were compared with
one another. This would be all the more a
desideratum since Sam Mlrza, instead of a
characterisation, often satisfies himself with a quotation of a verse and leaves it to the reader to formulate
a judgement.
It is the more regrettable that Sam Mirza's Diwdn,
of which Tarbiyat says that he once saw a manuscript
with ca. 6,000 verses without any further indication,
however, has not yet been published. Besides aghazal,
quoted by Tarbiyat (Ddnishmanddn, 173 bis f.) from an
historical work (Takmiiat al-akhbdr), we possess only
the quotations from his own work by the author
himself at the end of the Tuhfa (377-80), a mankabat
kasida on CA1T with an introductory description of
spring, a rubd^i and four isolated verses (ma/a/*c). The
latter, in particular, correspond, in elegance and
pointedness, to the ideal of the sahl-i mumtani^ to which
Sam Mirza adhered, while the kasida in its turn is
completely free of any complexity of thoughts.
Bibliography: 1. Biography, (a) Sources.
Not much specific material can be derived from the
tadhkiras. More is found in the historical works of
KhwandamTr; Hasan Beg Rumlu, Ahsan altawdrikji, ed. Nawa3!, Tehran 1357 sh; Iskandar Beg
MunshT, Tdrikh-i ^dlam-drdyi ^abbdsi, i-ii, Tehran
1350 sh; Takmiiat al-akhbdr (to Ahsan al-tawdrikh?),
quoted by Tarbiyat, Ddnishmanddn 174 bisL (b)
Studies. M. C A. Tarbiyat, Ddnishmanddn i Adharbdydfin, Tehran 1314 sh, 176-174 bis; K. Rohrborn,
Provinzen und Zentralgewalt Persiens im 16. und 17.
Jahrhundert, Berlin 1966; Storey, i, 797-800; R.M.
Savory, Studies on the history of Safawid Iran,
Variorum Reprints, London 1987.
2. On the Tuhfa-yi Sami. (a) Editions. W.
Dastgirdi, Tehran 1314 sh', R. Humayun-Farrukh.
Tehran n.d. (the best edition so far, used here); ed.
of the 5th sahifa, Iqbal Husayn, Patna 1934 (title:
The Tuhfa i Sami (Section V) of Sam Mirza Safawi). (b)
Studies. S. de Sacy, Lepresent sublime ou Histoire des
poetes de Sam-mirza, in Notices et extraits, iv, Paris
1798, 273-308; O. Frank, Ueber die morgenldndischen
Handschriften der koniglichen Hof- und Central-Bibliothek
in Munchen, Munich 1814, 34-69; M.I. Kazi, 6am
Mirza and his " Tuhfa-i-Sami>', in Indo-Iranica, xiii/2
[1960], 69-89 (worth reading); Humayun-Farrukh,
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Introd. to his edition, (c) Sources of Sam Mfrza.
To those mentioned by Kazi and HumayunFarrukh should be added the ed. of the Persian tr.
of Nawa°r, Madjalis al-nafd^is, the Latd^if-ndma by
Sultan Muhammad-i Fakhrf-yi Harawi, made by
C
A.A. Hikmat, Tehran 1363 sh. (B. REINERT)
SAMA3 (A.), literally "the upper part of
anything, the sky, the heavens".
1. As a cosmological and theological term.
According to Arabic lexicography (see Lane, s.v.), the
word samd^ is derived from the root s-m-w ( = being or
becoming high, elevated). As a noun, it may be used
for anything that is "the higher or the highest" part
of any physical or metaphysical reality, but it generally denotes the cosmological and theological entity
which in English, with equal vagueness, is described
as "heaven" or "sky". Fittingly, samd* is
predominantly masculine, but it can be masculine or
feminine; it is used as a singular or as a plural, as in
the Kur D an, II, 27, for the seven heavens; however,
even then numerical plurality is not necessarily implied since the plural can be understood as a pluralis
amplitudinis emphasising the overwhelming greatness
of heaven. But samd^ can also be expanded into the
plural form samdwdt.
For the ancient Arabs, as also for the people of the
surrounding countries, samd^, in the most common
meaning of "heaven", was not primarily associated
with the stars, but it was first the location for the
"high-flying clouds". In poetical language it even appears to have been identified with the clouds, the providers of rain, or even rain itself. Thus the Arabs
could think of themselves as the Banu ma3 al-sama°
( = "The sons of the water of heaven"). Hence
"heaven" from early on did not only represent a
physical and cosmological entity but was linked to the
ultimate hopes of mankind for a continued and happy
existence on earth as it knew it. Physical highness in
the cosmological world view corresponds to the
metaphysical loftiness of spiritual aspiration, and the
human mind may even be tempted by the identification of heaven with God Almighty. Considering the
far-reaching spectrum of aspects which the term
"heaven" displays before us, its dictionary meaning
alone cannot sufficiently disclose the underlying
cosmological and theological conceptions; and for the
Arabic dictionary this resigned observation imposes
itself especially also in view of the profound changes
which these conceptions underwent in the course of
Islam's dynamic cultural expansion, when the intellectual heritage of earlier cultures in the Middle East
and in North Africa was adopted.
As the foreign vocabulary employed in the KurDan
demonstrates (in our context the word Firdaws for the
heavenly garden or Paradise may be explicitly mentioned), the exchange of ideas and theories about
heaven and earth must have pre-dated the mission of
the Prophet. But with the KurDanic texts a new beginning was made; above all, in place of particularistic
and of merely local idolatry, the monotheistic
sovereignty of God over the whole universe as the
Rabb al-cAlamm (I, 2) became the centre of the new
orientation. As in almost all other provinces of the
human mind, the cosmological and theological views
of heaven and earth proposed by the revealed book
became the formative world model for Muslim culture
up to our days. This world view no doubt has been
modified in the minds of later generations along the
lines of their expanding scientific horizons. But with
the unceasing recitation of the Kur'anic texts the
physical as well as the spiritual notions of heaven and
earth were constantly impressed on the minds of the
faithful.

It started with the story of revelation itself, the prophetic call experienced in a cosmic vision that filled
the whole space between heaven and earth: "This is
naught but a revelation revealed, taught him by one
terrible power, very strong; he stood poised, being on
the higher horizon, then drew near and suspended
hung, two bows'-length away, or nearer, then revealed to his servant that he revealed." (LIII, 5).
"Higher horizon" is here the translation ofal-ufuk alacld, which may be understood as a synonym of
heaven joining the earth; hence a heaven that does not
remain far removed from the world, the abode of
mankind, but which approaches man in a divine communication. Such dividing lines between heaven(s)
and earth(s) as the horizon may appear to be sharply
drawn in the Arabic speech, but they are never absolutes. It is the bi-polar consequence of the Kur'anic
theology of creation that the division of heaven and
earth is God's work, and thus also their ultimate
union: "... the heavens and the earth were a mass all
sewn up, and then then We unstitched them and of
water fashioned every living thing." (XXI, 31).
Heaven, in the singular as well as in the plural, occurs over 300 times in the Kurgan. But its description
is surprisingly meagre; the communication neither of
astronomical nor of apocryphal knowledge is intended, although heaven is also associated with the signs
of the Zodiac (LXXXV, 1), the stars, the planets, and
although the heavenly journey of the Prophet (XVII,
1) could have been the best occasion for a detailed description, as can be observed in later traditions. In
most cases, however, heaven merely serves as
reference point for God's greatness, which is above all
beings in heaven and earth. Thus the central message
is that God has created the heavens and the earths
(LXV, 12: "It is God who created seven heavens, and
of earths their like"), that He knows whatever exists
in whatever form, and that all beings in heaven as well
as on earth belong to Him—hence absolute
monotheism expanded over the whole cosmos. The
cosmological models which may have been alluded to
in the revealed texts would then be mere figures of
speech, in which the prophetic message of God's absolute rule found its adequate expression.
But the theological interpretation of creation did
not extinguish human curiosity about the physical
nature of the universe. The KurDanic texts about
heaven and earth were not easily understood; they
provided only a fragmentary view of the universe. As
far as we can gather from the earliest sources preserved, KurDan readers with much curiosity, and
some exposure to pre-Islamic literatures, soon offered
explanations of the enigmatic and fragmentary texts
on the cosmos. Similarly, the earliest commentators
from whom we have at least some fragmentary explanations of KurDanic texts, often give brief answers
to essentially physical questions about the heavens
and whatever moves in them. Thus even such questions as the dynamic cause of the star movements in
their spheres were discussed, and the answers came
surprisingly close to what in later scholasticism was
described as the theory of "impetus". But, in spite of
such rare elements of primitive astrophysical
teachings, heaven for the traditional scholar of Islam
remained closely associated with rain, wind, ice,
snow, and primarily with vegetation. It is a treasure
or storage for such meteorological phenomena
(LXIII, 7); it keeps them enclosed behind strong
dams and safe doors.
Mudjahid b. Djabr (d. 104/722) was one of those
early commentators. In an unpublished cosmographical manuscript (Heidelberg Cod. Or. 317, fol.
lOOa-b), two remarkable diagrams of the various
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heavens and earths are preserved (which may, however, be only later additions), possibly illustrating his
cosmological model of seven earths under a dome-like
structure of seven heavens.
In several other sources, a systematic arrangement
of these fourteen stages, neatly separated by an equal
number of interspaces measuring 500 "years",
underscores their physical nature, which otherwise
might be too easily transposed into the psychological
realm of types and archetypes, if not into that of ancient mythology. For the traditionalists no doubt delved deeply into the heritage of Near Eastern
mythology. Thus the most mysterious arrangement of
cosmic levels, and precisely for this reason certainly
not a mere invention, starts with God's throne being
supported by eight huge ibexes (aw^df) of the cosmic
dimension of 500 years; they stand on a sea as deep
as the distance from earth to heaven; and only below
these mysterious cosmic beings the seven heavens are
spanned out, one below the other one. Finally, below
all those heavens, and sometimes clearly separated
from them by a celestial ocean, there follows a structure of seven earths. These are the main features of
the traditional cosmology of Islam, which is further
modified from one source to the other; the celestial
ocean e.g. which is usually located in heavenly
regions, may even be placed under the lowest earth.
Common to all these models seems to be that the
heavens are vaulted over the earths like a domestructure, while the earths are arranged in horizontal
levels, like a block with different storeys, as the above
diagrams indicate. Heavens and earths cannot be
clearly separated, as C. Houtman already noticed in
his thorough investigation on Der Himmel im Alien
Testament (see Bibi.). The theological or mythological
roots become evident when we see that the seven
earths in the older traditional texts are serving as the
gradual stages of hell, in particular the store-houses of
the various torture instruments: destructive winds,
d£inn, brimstones of hell-fire, scorpions, vipers, and
eventually the devils. This rather mythological
structure—and that is its unexpected historical
function—was in later texts apparently used to illustrate the geographical division of our globe.
Between the heavens and the earths, there is moreover not the clear-cut division that had been axiomatically postulated in pre-Islamic, Hellenistic philosophy, where the supra-lunar world was thought to
remain eternally unchanged and having circular
movements only. Even the heavens in traditional
cosmology are described as being of material nature.
Thus most commonly the lowest one is identified with
the firmly-enclosed water of the celestial ocean, and
the higher ones consist of different substances, such as
white marble, iron, copper, silver, gold and ruby,
while the space above them is filled with "deserts of
light". The traditional authority Salman al-Farisi
even had names for the seven heavens and associated
precious stones and metals with them.
In this form, the cosmology of the seven heavens
was especially developed by The Book of Secrets of Enoch,
which may have originated within an Islamic milieu.
In the estimation of R.H. Charles, this book is "the
most elaborate account of the seven heavens that exists in any writing or in any language." When he interprets this account as an example of "growing
ethical consciousness" within apocryphal literature
(p. XXXIX), he gives us the decisive clue for a valid
evaluation: not the teaching of any objective
cosmological knowledge is intended, but man's ethical
and religious concerns are to be extended to the
' ;ghest and most remote reaches of creation.
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Since this whole cosmological system of seven
heavens and seven earths had entered such
authoritative texts as the Kurgan and Hadith, it could
never henceforth be totally discarded. When the
Hellenistic models of the cosmos had become known
through numerous translations, a synthesis of the
traditional and the translated cosmological notions
was tried by some authors. As a result "the heavens"
often were simply identified with "the spheres"
( = afldk) [see FALAK]. But there were important differences. Thus in the world-model of the traditional
sources, all the stars were connected with the lowest
heaven, while in the later models the fixed stars were
invariably distinguished from the planets, for which at
least one sphere each was reserved; or the sun, in
traditional cosmology, was not linked to its sphere,
but was said to pass through all heavens as it completed its (yearly?) course, and finally would reach the
foundations of God's throne.
The brief and humble explanations of the Kur5anic
text by the early commentators were soon followed by
penetrating speculations of the systematic theologians.
The often enigmatic references to such cosmological
and theological entities as heaven (or the heavens), the
stars, meteorological phenomena, and the earth as
being blessed by such heavenly gifts as light, clouds,
winds and rain, stimulated their highly speculative
minds and drove them to remarkable attempts at finding satisfactory answers to such questions as God's
place in the universe: Did He really and physically
reside in the heavens, or one particular heaven, or was
He so far removed from all His creations that He
could have no real relationship to His creatures? But
if His transcendence was emphatically enunciated
beyond all limits, how could this God still have revealed His will and His wisdom to the Prophet and all
mankind, how could His creatures still hope to have
access to Him and in prayer attract His attention
when they were in need? Among the numerous
cosmological theories discussed by the mutakallimun
and the free-minded intellectuals in the early Muslim
community, we may concentrate on the thorny
problem of God's physical presence in this universe.
Was He sitting on His throne in highest heaven, or
keeping infinitely above all heavens and all regions on
and below earth, or was His presence in His creation
so universal that no real distinction could be affirmed
(cf. pantheistic monism)? Well before Aristotle's
speculations about the "Unmoved Mover (or
Movers)" became known in Arabic philosophical
circles, the heretic thinker Djahm b. $afwan (executed
in 129/746 [q.v.]) was accused by traditional scholars
of having deviated from the explicit teachings of the
Kur D an by denying God's sitting on His throne.
Djahm and his followers were apparently especially
eager to emphasise the infinity and ubiquity of the
Eternal, without allowing His image to be tarnished
by anthropomorphic conceptions. But the defenders
of orthodoxy were concerned that such a rationalist
commixture of the Creator with His creatures might
eliminate all distinctions and obscure the personal
presence of God Almighty in the universe; thus they
insisted that the KuPanic texts should be understood
literally, and the physical reality of the throne maintained.
Throne (al-carsh) and footstool (al-kursi) are closely
connected with God's place in the universe, and they
are essential conceptions for the "theology of the
Kurgan" (as far as there is one); God is emphatically
called "the Lord of the Mighty Throne" (IX, 129),
and this "Throne comprises the heavens and earth;
the preserving of them oppresses Him not; He is the
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All-High, the All-Glorious" (II, 255). These texts,
certainly in the circles of victorious traditional orthodoxy, were generally understood quite concretely,
not merely as metaphorical assertions about God's
universal rule. Throne and footstool were placed
above the heavens and the earths, but they were, however, of the same concrete reality. Thus they can be
measured together with them, and they are conceived
as being in physical contact with each other and with
the lower, physical parts of the world. As all reality
was fashioned out of the four elements water, wind,
light, and darkness, the throne was created out of
God's own light; or it is said to have been made of a
red hyacinth (Sacld al-Ta°i), or again of a green
emerald (Hammad). The footstool is said to be attached to God's throne, or to be standing in front of it.
The curious fact that a certain creaking sound, which
the Prophet was able to hear (see al-Tabarf, To/sir, on
XXI, 21), is ascribed to it as elsewhere to heaven (alsamd^) indicates that it sometimes was identified with
al-samd^, i.e. that it had an equal extension as heaven.
But usually it is distinguished from the heavens, as the
whole universe is described as a structure composed of
a number of horizontal levels: uppermost, the
throne—below it the footstool—then the seven
heavens—and the seven earths, one on top of the
other. Since the kursi is hollow and contains the whole
world of heavens and earths in its cavity, the earthly
observer—true to his daily experience—finds himself
in a dome-like hemisphere. For the Muslim
cosmologist and theologian, the Kur'anic text (XXI,
34: "It is He who created the night and the day, the
sun and the moon, each swimming in a sky") further
emphasised the physical substance of the heavens and
imposed on him a critical attitude that made it difficult for him to simply adopt the common Greek notions that the stars or their spheres are living beings,
having souls, which are moving by their own will.
It may be said, then, that it was due to throne,
footstool, the seven heavens and earths being mentioned in the Kurgan that Muslim scholars of all
disciplines continued to be attracted by the various
branches of cosmology. When Greek science had been
introduced into the Islamic world, throne and
footstool were often identified with the ninth and
eighth spheres respectively, exemplified in such an influential theological book as al-ldjl's (d. 756/1356
[q. v.]) Mawdkif. However, even an open-minded
author like al-KazwIm (d. 682/1283 [q.v.]) was much
more cautious, and explicitly opted for leaving it to
God's knowledge whether this identification could be
made (^Adja?ib al-makhlukdt, i, 54). Similarly, the
seven earths were identified with the Hellenistic
scheme of seven climatic zones [see IKLIM], although
this may have caused some problems since the traditional texts had handed over these earthly parts to the
devils in hell and their torture instruments.
The early commentators and traditionists of Islam
already adopted ideas and cosmological models from
earlier cultures of the neighbouring countries. As this
scientific heritage became richer through the
numerous translations made between the 2nd and the
4th centuries A.H., the cosmological models were further developed along the lines of such authorities as
Ptolemy, Hipparchus, etc. But the earlier theories
were not simply forgotten or thrown away into the
waste-paper baskets of history, as we might expect in
accordance with the experiences of other cultures.
Even an al-Birunl [q.v.] remembered them; he
naturally criticised them as outdated in his time, but
the fact that he bothered about them at all
demonstrates the influence—of whatever nature that

may have been—which they still must have exerted on
some of his contemporaries. Thus his discussion with
Ibn Sfna on the possibility of other worlds than ours
may well be inspired by the traditional texts. The
same may hold true for al-Bfrunf's distinction between mathematical hypotheses, equally allowing a
heliocentric as well as a geocentric universe, and an
eventual decisive proof based on physical reasoning.
Or the fact that Muslim scholars showed more extensive interests in the physical configuration of the
universe than their Hellenistic masters (which is clearly evidenced not only by the use they made of
Ptolemy's Planetary hypotheses but also by the numerous
treatises with such titles as Tarkib al-afldk), was most
likely the fruit of the KurDanic and traditional texts on
the seven heavens. Similarly, Muslim authors showed
a surprising critical spirit when the number of the
spheres was discussed; some of them accepted the
eight or nine spheres of Greek cosmology only under
the condition that the highest were identified with the
footstool and the throne respectively which the
Kur 3 an had added to the seven heavens.
Such foreign influences raised much suspicion and
fear among the more traditionally-minded scholars.
Hence a reaction set in against the almost completely
Hellenised world view that had been spread in
Muslim literature. Thus already two centuries after
al-Blruni, a scholar like Fakhr al-Dm ar-RazI (d.
606/1209 [q.v.]), who proves to be widely read in all
sorts of literatures available after the synthesis with
the Hellenistic heritage had been achieved, still states
categorically that all valid knowledge about the
cosmos is to be reaped from the traditional, "inspired" sources of Islam and not from the scientific
sources of ancient cultures ("there is no way to the
knowledge of the heavens save through a traditional
report") (Mafdtih al-ghayb, vi, 149). In other words,
the inner scientific value of the works inherited from
pre-Islamic scholars was well known, but the
knowledge derived from Islamic tradition still carried
a functionality for the faithful which, outside the
realm of faith, might not be understood.
But the heavens are not solely physical and
astronomical entities, which for such speculative
reasons as defining God's place in the universe were
of interest also to the theologians; they have a special
significance also for the simple worshipper and for the
mystical experiences of the spiritually-elevated
faithful. Thus when we examine such mystical
writings as the Futuhdt al-Makkiyya by Ibn cArab! (d.
638/1240 [q.v.]), one is surprised to find long
passages, expounding esoteric teachings, which seem
to follow the cosmological models of the seven heavens
and the seven earths. But it soon becomes evident that
the cosmological stages have hardly any other function than to serve as "coordinate systems" giving
structure to the inner experiences and psychological
states of the mystic.
Similarly, in sectarian circles, and principally in the
literature of the Ismacfli community, the symbolic
significance of the seven heavens was stressed to the
point that any physical or metaphysical reality which
they had in the writings of the commentators, the
mutakallimun or the cosmologists, appears to have been
suppressed. The fact that the various strata of interaction within an essentially political hierarchy were described in cosmological terms indicates, however, that
the cosmology of the seven heavens had been widely
accepted in Islamic literature as common language.
In both cases, mysticism as well as sectarian exchange, the decisive inspiration did not really come
from the Kur D anic world view of the seven heaver
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but rather from Neoplatonic teachings. A scheme was
needed that would allow a graduated classification of
spiritual descent from, and elevation to, the highest
reality without a transgression beyond all frontiers to
be feared. It is not surprising that both the spiritual
and the political authorities turned to the cosmology
of the seven heavens in search of this scheme; but the
numerous ramifications of both these experiential and
ideological traditions go far beyond the limits of the
present discussion.
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SAMAC, verbal noun from the root s-m-c (like sam*and sim*), signifying "hearing"; by extension, it often
denotes "that which is heard", such as m u s i c , for
example. The same applies to istimd*- "listening"
(Lane, Lexicon, 1427b, 1429b; LCA, s.v.)
1. In m u s i c and m y s t i c i s m .
The term is not found in the Kur D an, but it exists
in ancient Arabic, even in the sense of song or of
musical performance (Lane, 1617b, s.v. mushdr). In
lexicology and in grammar, it signifies "that which is
founded on authority", as opposed to kiydsi"founded
on analogy" (de Sacy, Grammaire, i, 347, and Lane,
1429b). In theology, it is opposed to cakl, "reason"
(Goldziher, Richtungen, 136-7, 166). But it presents a
specific sense in Sufism, where it generally denote the
hearing of music, the concert, and in its particular
sense, the Sufi t r a d i t i o n of s p i r i t u a l c o n c e r t , in
a more or less ritualised form. Samd*- is then considered to be the "nourishment of the soul", in other
words, a devotional practice which, according to Sufi
authors, can induce intense emotional transports
(tawddjud), states of grace (ahwdt), of trance or of
ecstasy (wadj^ wudjud) and even revelations. These
manifestations are often accompanied by movements,
physical agitation or dance which are of set form or
otherwise, individual or collective, of which Persian
miniatures have left numerous testimonies and of
which certain forms are still in use.
The very sense of the term samdc, which has been
widely discussed, suggests that it is actually listening
which is spiritual, since music or poetry do not
necessarily have a sacred nature. "Hearing", on the
other hand, can be applied to any sound, natural, artificial or artistic, as well as to the "subtle" sounds of
the hidden world or of the cosmos.
In its predominant sense, hearing is a synonym of
"understanding", in other words, comprehension,
acceptance and application of the Revelation, and the
practice of samdc, beyond ecstacy or rapture, can be an
unveiling of mysteries, a means of attaining higher
knowledge (Ruzbihan, Glsu Deraz).
Samd*- does not seem to appear until the mid-3rd/9th
century among the Sufis of Baghdad, but while the
association of music with ecstatic rites or practices is
attested prior to Islam in the Religions of the Book
(Mole), no solution has been found to the question of
continuity between the latter and the Sufi practice of
samd*-, in spite of numerous similarities. It could take

the form of an extension of the hearing of the Kur 3 an
to that of religious ghazals and kastdas, or furthermore,
of sacralisation of the secular concert and a sublimation of tarab, that new custom which spread very
quickly to Isfahan, Shlraz and in Khurasan (Purdjawadl, 18). Samdc is thus initially an "oriental"
phenomenon, promulgated in particular by the Persian disciples of Nun and of Djunayd. By the same
token, all of the early authors dealing with samdc were
Persians, with the exception of Abu Talib Muhammad al-Makkl (d. 386/996 [q.v.]). Subsequently,
samd*- spread to all areas, but found most favour in
Persian, Turkish and Indian Islam. The first writings,
composed a century after the inauguration of the
custom of samdc, coincided with the first attacks on the
part of traditionalists who sought to condemn music
(such as Ibn Abi '1-Dunya (208-81/823-94 [q.v.]), the
author of the Dhamm al-maldhi, cf. Robson), and constituted a reply to them. According to PurdjavadI
(ibid., 22), these writings may be arranged in three
groups and periods:
(1) 4th/10th century. cAbd al-Rahman al-Sulaml (d.
412/941 [q.v.]), whose K. al-Samd*~ is the first
monograph devoted specifically to samdc; al-Makkl;
al-Sarradj (d. 378/988 [q.v.]); al-Kalabadhl (d.
380/990 [q.v.])', and Abu Mansur. They base their
arguments on hadtths and on the logia of the ancient
mystics (Dhu '1-Nun al-Misrl), being concerned
above all to defend samd*- from its detractors.
(2) 5thlllth century: al-Bukhari; Abu '1-Kasim alKushayrl (d. 466/1074 [q.v.]); al-Ghazall (d.
505/1111 [q.v.]). In these authors, too, the defensive
aspect is featured, but the Sufis seem to rely on them
more on account of their social and even political
status.
(3) 7th-8thl 13th-14th centuries: Nadjm al-Dln Kubra
[q.v.], Ruzbihan Bakll ShlrazI (d. 606/1209); Ahmadi Djam; Nadjm al-Dm Baghdad!; cAbd al-Razzak
KashanI; Ahmad TUSI (8th/14th century); etc. They
take into account the social and ritual aspect and
argue more rationally. After this period, samdc was included in its entirety among the customs of the
mystics and was no longer the object of judicial
debates. Writers confined themselves to extolling its
qualities and its symbolic meanings, some going so far
as to consider it an obligation for adepts (Ahmad
TusI, whose Bawdrik has been erroneously attributed
to Ahmad al-Ghazall (cf. Mojahed, 1980). After the
9th-10th/15th-16th centuries, the question of samdc
seems to have been filed away or exhausted, and setting aside the orders which retained its practice and its
theory (Mawlawis, Cishtis), did not give rise to any
more original literature (Glsu Deraz).
The function of samd*-, as well as its conditions of
performance, have evolved in a sense which alHudjwlri was the first to deplore, and which the
aphorisms of the earliest Sufis (al-Halladj, Dhu '1Nun) had anticipated in their warnings. It became for
some a form of delectation or a sensual pleasure, all
the more so in that the rite now included dancing and
was concluded with a meal. Furthermore, the proletariat indulged in profane samd^s, in other words
concerts with a religious pretext (Pouzet), not to mention rites of trance inherited from paganism and
superficially Islamised (berated by Ibn Taymiyya). In
order to restrain the adepts and counter the criticisms
of the jurists, the majority of authors established conditions (al-Ghazall) and rules of propriety (al-NasafT),
and distinguished between the types of concert (samd0)
in terms of the nature of the hearing: some listen according to their ego (samd*- al-nafs, or their nature,
tab*), others according to the heart, others through the
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A simple representation of the seven heavens spanning the seven earths. For
both zones the shape of a cone is assumed, but the opposition of the two is
emphasized by the choice of curved lines for the heavens and horizontal ones
for the earths.

PLATE LXII

PLATE LXIII
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The cosmos described as a cone. Like a seven-fold dome, the seven heavens
span the cone of the seven earths. The latter are part of a schematic
* 'geography" based on a seven-fold division consisting of alternating earths,
seas, and the Kaf mountains.

SAMAC
spirit. While for the first category, music (or samdc) is
not to be permitted, as for the adepts, not all the
shaykhs were unanimous as to the advantages which
could be drawn from samdc. The contention was that
samd*- is dangerous for beginners and useless for the
more advanced. Some maintained that it should be
limited to the hearing of Kur5anic psalmody (Ibn
c
Arabi), others did not approve of it, but none explicitly discouraged it, with the exception of Ahmad
Sirhindl [q. v. ].
It is remarkable that the conditions of admissibility
of samdc have had practically no effect on the musical
form itself, except that instruments with profane or
dubious connotations are proscribed (al-GhazalT).
This is why certain instruments, such as the tambourine (doff, bendir, mazhar) and the nay were more
widespread, while certain orders were content with
song. Similarly, romantic poems were adopted at a
very early stage in Persia, on condition that they were
to be interpreted by the adepts in a metaphorical
sense—sometimes very subtle—relating to a spiritual
object or to the person of the Prophet.
Faced with the diversity of attitudes, samd*- has
taken on extremely varied forms, especially in combining with or associating with collective dhikr, the
ritualisation of an ecstatic technique, which probably
appeared a few centuries later. At the present day, it
is most often in the context of a ceremony of dhikr that
samdc is performed, in the form of chant sometimes accompanied by instruments, whether in the course of
one of the phases of the ritual, or in association with
the metrical shape of the dhikr. Thus the distinction
drawn by anthropologists between samdc and dhikr., on
the basis of the participation of subjects, "set to
music" in one case and "making music" in the other,
is not applicable, all the more so in that even silent
listening is generally accompanied by interior dhikr
(khafi), as among the Mawlawis, often being
transformed into audible dhikr (ajahri, ajali). In its
primary definition, samd^ as hearing without acoustic
participation of the adepts hardly survives except
among the Mawlawls, the Bektashf-cAlawTs, the IndoPakistani KawwalTs, and in the rites of marginal
groups such as the Yazldls, the IsmacilTs, the mdled
shamans of Balucistan (types damdli, kalandari). On the
other hand, in many rituals (hadra, hizb, dhikr), it survives as the introductory part (KadirTs of Kurdistan)
or concluding part (SufT brotherhoods of the
Maghrib). In all these cases, the hymns or the instrumental pieces constitute specific repertoires
generally distinguished from the music of the secular
environment by means of their rhythms, their structures and their texts. Faced with the diversity of
musical techniques put into practice, it is difficult to
identify in purely formal terms a notion of "music of
samdc", except at the level of the force of expression,
drawn from the dhikr as a form and as a mode of concentration. The difficulty in identifying a global
specificity is due perhaps to the paradoxes underlined
by certain shaykhs (al-Suhrawardf), according to which
it is not samd*- and dance which induce ecstasy, but
ecstasy which arouses the dance, or furthermore, that
samdc is only a revealing instrument and that it only
supplies that which is brought to it by the hearer.
Bibliography: 1. Texts. Kalabadhi, K. alTa^arruf, tr. AJ. Arberry, The doctrine of the Sufis,
Cambridge 1935; Hudjwlri, Kashf al-mahajub, tr.
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2. As a term in e d u c a t i o n .
Here, samd*- (pi. samdcdt) means [certificate of]
hearing, a u d i t i o n ; authorisation, licence.
With the rise of the large madrasas [q.v.], founded by
rulers who were important personalities such as
Nizam al-Mulk (d. 485/1092 [q.v.]) or Nur al-Dm Ibn
ZangI (d. 569/1174 [q.v.]), habits, followed so far in
instruction and teaching, especially those in hadith,
took on an official character. It was the period in
which places of education and training spread towards
remote villages and distant provinces. The principles
developed and represented by al-Khaffb al-Baghdadl
(d. 463/1071 [q.v.]), the great, critical systematiser of
hadith methodology, became dominant. The process
accelerated when ex officio teaching posts and
librarianships were established on a large scale, and
scholarships were extended in view of the growing influx of students (tulldb). The result of this spreading
praxis was that, beyond the purely idealistic point of
view, the question was asked: Who, "under whom",
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"when" and "where", had assisted as auditor (samic)
at a lecture on a certain work; who could show a certificate, an idjaza [q.v.] or, more exactly, an id^dzat alsamdc, in short a samd^. It is true that an author, or an
adequately authorised shaykh, had always read his or
another's work with his pupil (tdlib), e.g. in a mosque,
and had attested this for the latter with a corresponding kird^a note; but those who had joined the two without being involved and had only listened, had not
been able to deduce for themselves any practical
privilege from it. A new development grew up among
jurists in the second half of the 4th/10th century, sc.
of upgrading the auditor (sdmi*) vis-a-vis the reader
(kdri7). When teaching and learning were institutionalised in centres, a link-up was made with this
provision.
Samdcdt can be shown to have existed generally from
the 5th/11th century onwards. They reach their prime
during the next two centuries, first in clrak and then
in Syria. After the Mongol storm, the centre of gravity shifted to Egypt. The samd^dt can be found at the
end of manuscripts and/or on their title- and fly leaves
and/or between parts and chapters. In these certificates, the composition of a madjlis is reflected, in
the field of knowlege of tradition, including law, in the
first place, and then in the fields of biographies and
history, grammar and lexicography, adab in the widest
sense of the word, but also of medicine, philosophy,
etc.
The samd^dt of the lectures are quite variable in their
outer form and organisation. The lectures are presided over by a shaykh (rarely a shaykhd) as musmi*(teacher); the reader (kdri7) sits before him, while a
third person, the recorder (kdtib), keeps the protocol,
which, in small gatherings can also be kept by the
musmi*- or the kan*. In an ideal case, the three of
them—including the musmi*-—are mentioned one after
the other under their full names, titles, etc. in connection with the introductory formula kara^a ^alayya: the
shaykh (with isndd [q.v.] if he is not the author himself)
and the title of the work (equally with additions like
autograph, riwdya [q. v.], owner, etc.); then the reader,
and finally the recorder with a statement of the place
(such as madrasa, masdjid, ddr, zdwiya, bayt, ribdt, dayr,
khan, etc.), date and duration of the lecture; a list of
auditors (sdmPuri) is also added: men, young males,
women, young females, children (often with an exact
indication of their age), and slaves accompanying
higher-placed personalities. After an auditor's (sdmi*)
name in the list, there may be a remark that he was
only present at certain parts (occasionally confirmed
in his own hand in a gloss, but also in the work itself).
At the end, the musmic usually confirms the entire note
of samd*, as he also may do in other places about the
correctness of a statement. In more sizeable works,
whose lecture (kird^a) extends over a longer period of
time, the musmi*-, as well as the kdri^ or the kdtib, can
be replaced by someone else. Not rarely a new idjaza
is found after separate parts (adjzd^. The number of
auditors amounts in general to between ten and twenty, but they may also be less or more, or even so many
that the recorder, who may belong to the group of
auditors (kdtib al-tabaka, pi. tibdk), does not know all
the names. He may be assisted by a muthbit (confirmer), taken from among the auditors, who confirms
in a gloss certain places in the idjdzat al-samd*-, or from
whose hand comes the list of auditors, etc. New
samd^dt are often added in following or later sessions
or are taken over in transcripts, etc. The shaykh may
issue a note of samd*- for one single auditor personally,
which is then introduced by the term samPa. Already
the great al-SamcanT (d. 562/1166 [q.v.]) made efforts

to obtain and collect sama^dtl masmu^dt either by correspondence or through a third person. They played
a role in purchases and estates. Samd^dt are inexhaustibly overflowing sources of a high documentary
value for the spread of a work and its manuscripts, for
the completion of the extensive biographical
literature, for the busy relations of the learned centres
between themselves, and for the history and archaeology of individual places.
Bibliography: S. al-Munadjdjid. Id^azat al-samd*ft 'l-makhtutdt al-kadima, in RIMA, i (1375/1955),
232-51; H. Ritter, Authographs in Turkish libraries, in
Orient, vi (1953), 63-90; G. Vajda, Bibliography [see
IDJAZA]; idem, La transmission dusavoir en Islam, London 1983; P. MacKay, Certificates of transmission on
a manuscript of the Maqamat of Harm, Philadelphia
1971 (Trans, of the American Philosophical Society, Ixi, 4); R. Sellheim, Materialien zur arabischen
Literaturgeschichte, i-ii, Wiesbaden-Stuttgart 197687, passim; G. Makdisi, The rise of colleges. Institutions
of learning in Islam and the West, Edinburgh 1981,
passim; idem, The rise of humanism in Classical Islam
and the Christian West, Edinburgh 1990, passim;
G. Endress, in Grundriss der arabischen Philologie,
Wiesbaden 1982-7, i, 278, 286-90, ii, 452; L.T.
Librande, The need to know: al-Ajurn's [d. 360/970]
Kitdbfard talab al-^ilm, in BEO, xlv (1993 [1994]),
89-159; S. Leder, Dokumente zum Hadit in Schrifttum
und Unterricht aus Damaskus im 6.112. Jhdt., in Oriens,
xxxiv (1994), 57-75.
(R. SELLHEIM)
SAM AD [see ALLAH; AL-ASMA^ AL-HUSNA].
SAMAK (A.), substantive with a generic sense
(unit, samaka, pi. asmdk, sumuk, simdk), denoting fish
in general, whether of fresh water or of the sea (P.
samak, mdhi, Tkish. bahk, Tamahakk emen, pi. imendn,
asulmei, pi. isulmeien). The term samak, which does not
figure in the Kur 3 an, is, in the work of Arab authors,
often replaced by one of its two synonyms, hut and nun
(pi. nindn, anwdn) from the Akkadian nunu. However,
hut (pi. ahwdt, hitdn, in dialect, hiyutd) is applied
primarily to very large fishes and to cetaceans.
1. Ichthyonomy.
It would be impossible here to list all the species
which, in systematic ichthyology (ismdkiyyd), number
more than a hundred thousand, and as in almost all
other languages, Arabic ichthyonomy is abundant in
its scale. Thus, for the Red Sea, the Arabian Gulf and
the Indian Ocean, the orientalist G. Oman, of
Naples, has assembled, in a recent and remarkable
study (see BibL), close on eleven hundred names of
fishes. For his part, Prof. A. Salonen, of Helsinki, has
contributed about a thousand names drawn from
Sumero-Akkadian (see BibL). The author of this article, for his part, has gathered, for the western
Mediterranean basin (Egypt, Libya and the
Maghrib), approximately twelve hundred terms. In
this rich terminology, numerous appellations are
formed from the nouns samak or hut or nun combined
with a qualificative or a nominal complement. Within
the range of the latter, this study will be limited to
mentioning only those which evoke a Biblical or
historical personage, authentic or legendary, in
association with fishes or other aquatic creatures. First
to be mentioned in this context is Jonah, Yunus,
known as $dhib al-Hut "the man of the fish" (KurDan,
XXXVII, 142; LXVIII, 48) and, with the same
meaning, Dhu 'l-Nun (Kurgan, XXI, 87), who is said
to have been swallowed by some kind of shark and not
by a whale, the latter, with its filters, being capable of
absorbing only plankton. Subsequently to be found
are the hut Musd or samak Musd "the fish of Moses",
the hut Musd wa-Yushac "the fish of Moses and of
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Joshua" and the hut Sidna Sulayman "the fish of our
master Solomon"; these three names are given to the
common sole (Solea vulgaris). The sultan Ibrahim "the
sultan Abraham" is the name given to the red mullet
(Mullus barbatus). The Ibn Yackub "the son of Jacob"
is the common sargo (Diplodus sargus). The samakat alIskandar "the fish of Alexander the Great" is the
hammer-head shark (Sphyrna zygaena). With the hut
Sulayman, this is not a reference to the person but a
phonetic adaptation of the Latin salmo for the common
salmon (Salmo salar). Among the origins of the formation of Arabic names of fishes, the first to be noted are
those which are drawn directly from Greco-Roman
nomenclature, such as: baramis, the bream, from
Abramis brama; usbur, the sparid fish, from Sparus; utrut,
the trout, from Trutta; bulbis, the barbel, from Barbus;
balamida, the pelamid, from Pelamys, also called burnt,
the bonito; tun, tun, tunn, the tunny fish, from Thynnus; tunkus, the tench, from Tinea; ankalis, the eel,
from Anquilla; arrang, ranga, ranka, the herring, from
Clupea harengus; ray a, radja, the ray, from Raia; surghus,
the common sargo, from Sargus vulgaris; sardin, the sardine, from Clupea sardina; isfirni, safarna, safarndya, the
spet or barracuda, from Sphyraena; iskumn, the
mackerel, from Scomber; sillawr, the sheat fish, from
Silurus; salmun, sumun, the salmon, from Salmo; ghddus,
the cod, from Gadus; lutt, the burbot, from Lota
lota; latis, lutis, the Nile perch, from Lates nilotica; lafut,
the lophot, from Lophotes; limanda, the dab, from
Limanda. Numerous appellations are also encountered
formed from the name of a terrestrial creature joined
to the complement -al-bahr "of the sea", such as: sabuc
al-bahr "beast of the sea" for the sea wolf (Anarhichas
lupus); faras al-bahr "horse of the sea" for the bellows
fish (Centriscus); kunfudhat al-bahr "hedgehog of the
sea" for the sea-urchin (Diodon). Similarly, many
terms are composed of abu "father of ..." or umm
"mother of ...", with the complement of a noun
marking a characteristic of the fish concerned. The
following are examples: abu /earn "father of the horn"
for the unicorn fish (Naseus unicornis); abu mitraka
"father of the hammer" for the hammer-head shark
(Sphyrna zygaena); abu sayf'' father of the sword'' for the
swordfish (Xiphias gladius); abu sunduk "father of the
chest" for the coffer fish (Ostracion nasus); abu minkar
"father of the beak" for the half-beak (Hemiramphus);
abu minshar "father of the saw" for the sawfish (Pristis
pristis); abu dhakan "father of the beard" for the goat
fish or mullet (Mullus barbatus); umm karn "mother of
the horn" for the trigger fish (Batistes); umm al-shabdbit
"mother of the barbels" for the barbel (Barbus
sharpeyi). Some names derive from living foreign
languages, and especially from Spanish, such as
anshuyah, andjuyah (Spanish anchoa), the anchovy
(Engraulis boelema); arrang, ranga, ranka (Spanish arenque), the herring (Clupea harengus); bakura (Spanish
albacora), the albacore (Germo alalunga); durdda (Spanish
dorado), the goldfish (Sparus aurata). The influence of
English, of French and of Italian should also not be
disregarded. To the Persian parastug "swallow" are
related barasud^, barastuk, tarastudj, for the mullet
(Mullus), and from the Turkish alabalik comes the
name aldbdlghd for the trout. In a process contrary to
these Arabic borrowings of foreign terms, systematic
science has sometimes needed recourse to an Arabic
term, which is then latinised, to specify a sub-species
limited to a particular region. Thus barda = the pink
sea-bream, is encountered again with Chrysophrys berda; haffdra = the wrasse, with Chrysophrys hafjara; sarb
= the grey gilthead, with Chrysophrys sarba; bashtr =
polypterus Bichir, with Polypterus Bechir; buhdr = the
diacope, with Diacope bohar; bayatf, bayydd = a silurus
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of the Nile, with Bagrus bajad; hand = the parrot fish,
with Scarus harid; haldwi = the guitar fish, with
Rhinobatus halavi; durdb = the chirocentrus, with
Chirocentrus dorab; dukmak = a silurus of the Nile, the
Euphrates and the Niger, with Bagrus docmac; ghubbdn
= the green scarus, with Scarus ghobban; safan = the
sephen skate, with Raia sephen; sayajan = the sidjan
scarus, with Scarus siganus; limi = umbra limi, with
Umbra limi; shalba = a silurus of the Nile and the
Niger, with Schilbe mystus; tahmal = a silurus, with
Pimelopterus tahmel; urfi = the braize orphe, with Pagrus
orphus; bunni al-Nil = the Nile barbel, with Barbus bynni; lafut = the unicorn fish, with Lophotes cepedianus;
limma = the limma ray, with Raia lymma; abu sansun
= the sansun kingfish, with Caranx sansun; djidddba =
the djeddaba kingfish, with Caranx djeddaba; balam =
the anchovy, with Engraulis boelema.
2. A n a t o m y .
The anatomy of the fish is summarised in few
words. The scales are called, according to the regions:
harshaf, fiss, taflis, kirdt, kishra, bashir al-hut and ashkdma
(Spanish: escamosa). For the gills and the bronchiae,
organs of respiration, the only words found are:
khayshum, pi. khaydshim, khanshusha, nakhshush pi.
nakhdshish. The cetaceans expel water by means of
blow-holes or naysam pi. naydsim. For the fins the terms
are: djandh al-samak, zi^nifa, djdniha. The eggs laid by
the fishes (tumdr) constitute the spawn, sar^ al-samak,
sir^, sarwa, suHur, deposited in spawning-grounds or
masra3 al-samak, habitual sites peculiar to each species;
it is there that the fry (bul^ut) develop.
3. H a l i e u t i c s .
It is known that, since prehistoric times, fish has
always provided one of the principal alimentary
resources for riverside and coastal populations,
especially of the Mediterranean, the Arabian Gulf and
the Indian Ocean. It may thus be stated that fishing
(istiydd al-samak) engendered both coastal and oceanic
navigation, and this even before the long-range
voyages of migration and of commercial traffic. First
of all, it is important to distinguish between two very
different types of fishing, sea fishing and fresh water
fishing, the species of fish belonging to these two
aquatic environments not being the same, although
some migrate periodically from one to the other. The
halieutic vocabulary for these two modes of fishing is
quite abundant. In fishing on the high seas, associated
with navigation, the principal instrument used is the
large pouched net known as seine or drag-net (ajarf,
djdruf, ajarrdfa, kattd^a, batdna) supported by floats of
cork (^awwdm, kurtidj) and terminating in a closed end
(khurtum). It is towed by rowing boats and, when
reckoned to be full, dragged to the shore. For tunny
fishing, especially in Tunisia, the device used is a
huge enclosure formed of meshed cloth with which the
tunny bed is surrounded; this is the tuna net
(mazraba). The catch is hoisted aboard the boats by
means of gaffs and grapnels (khasm al-kddi, mukbuldn,
mihajan, cakfd, ^ukkdfa) or dispatched directly with harpoons (khatuf, khattdf, ^atuf, kulldb, mudjir, mu^in,
mughith, musahhil). A third method of fishing at sea
consists in stretching out a long cable which is held on
the surface by floats and fitted, at regular intervals,
with fish-hooks (sanndra, sinndra, shiss, mikhtdf, mukhij
tdf), baited and slightly submerged; this rope with
fish-hooks is known as baldngar, brungali, shmnbak.
Finally, there is fishing by means of dragging a line
fitted with gull-feathers; this is duzan bi 'l-nsha or
shalush. The fishing-line, made from plaited horsehair,
is called sadjim, shalif, bulls. The bait most often used
is the talitrus, a small leaping crustacean, also known
as the sand-flea (Talitrus saltator) or kukra, in addition
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to the arenicol (tnmulin), a small beach worm (Arenicola
marina).
Once ashore, the fisherman (khanndk, ^araki)
delivers his catch to a fishmonger (sammdk, hawwdt)
who maintains a shop (khindka) in the fish-market (suk
al-khanndkin).
Fishing in fresh water, practised in stagnant waters
as well in the current of any watercourse and large
river, employs diverse techniques. Where the depth
allows, the fisherman enters the water directly,
wherever he can find a foothold, thereby dispensing
with the need for a boat. By this means he can deposit
an eel-trap (salla, radfun, radfun, wahhdr) with bait,
which needs to be raised only once or twice daily. In
the absence of such a trap, he contents himself with
digging a channel in the water-bed (kannura), in the
place which he judges to be the best conduit for the
aquatic fauna, and baits it copiously; eels, barbels,
breams, carps and many others will soon arrive to
feed there. When he sees his channel swarming with
fish, he needs only a landing-net (ghirdfa, cabb) to draw
out what he wants; eels are killed by means of a fishgig (bdla, fdla, harba). If the catch is particularly abundant, he may place some of the fish in buckets of
water, transferring them, as a reserve, to a fish pond
(mahkdn, djals, ikhddha, fadla, birka) prepared for this
purpose. In the Maghrib and the Near East, a very
popular and lucrative form of fishing, practised in
fresh water as well as on the sea-shore, consists in the
use of a stick fitted with the small bag-shaped net
known as a cast net (tarha, tarrdh, bayydha) with weights
attached to its periphery in such a manner that it sinks
to the bed of the water. The caster, who may stand up
to waist-deep in the water, draws it slowly towards
himself, thus imprisoning the creatures caught in it;
everywhere, young fishermen are adept at this activity. Also to be mentioned, finally, is the virtually
universal sport of angling with a fishing rod (kasba,
kanndra, ghawayyis) formed, usually, of numerous sections fastened together and terminating in a fine and
very flexible tip (dhabdb) to the end of which the thread
of the line is fastened, and this bears a floating bob,
above the hook. The fishing rod is usually made of
pieces of bamboo (khayzurdn) or other types of wood;
modern techniques use metallic or synthetic
materials. This mode of fishing is of two types. The
first consists in holding the cane motionless or laying
it on the bank, watching for the movement of the float
which shows that there has been a "nibble"; it is then
necessary to "strike" at once. It is possible to fish with
several rods simultaneously, and many amateur
anglers come equipped with a bundle (tunn) of rods.
The bait may be an earthworm (duda) or a small fresh
water crustacean, the water-beetle Daphnia pulex (burghuth al-md^) or a maggot (du^mus), or a crumb of
bread or some boiled grain such as wheat or barley or
hempseed (shahddnidjj kunbuz) or, finally, a small living fish, i.e. live bait. The second type of rod fishing,
very popular with sporting anglers, is "casting"
(rimdya). The line is wound on a reel (duldb) fixed to
the base of the rod and instead of bait, a small metallic
lure (fitna, khadf-a) in the shape of an insect or a small
fish is attached to the hook. This practice is not widely
used in Arab countries, although it is very popular
throughout Europe, and elsewhere.
4. L i t e r a t u r e .
In the literary domain, there is scarcely any treatment of the subject on the part of the ancient Arab
authors, the exception being Kushadjim who, in the
4th/ 10th century, devoted a chapter to fishing in his
Kitdb al-Masdyid (see BibL). This chapter, brief though
it is, is nevertheless valuable on account of the poetic

extracts which it includes. Thus there are found there
12 verses by Ibn al-Ruml (metre kdmil, rhyme -aki);
two urdjuzas by Kushadjim himself, one of 28
hemistiches (rhyme -dnt) and the other of 14
hemistiches (rhyme -a3); an urdjuza of 24 hemistiches
(rhyme -adi) by al-$anawbari; and, finally, an urg^uza
of 23 hemistiches (rhyme -da) of Ibn al-Wazir alGhassani. It is not until the 8th/14th century that,
with Ibn Mangli and his treatise on hunting, Uns almald (see BibL), more ample details are obtained regarding fishing with the net, with the harpoon, with
chemicals (dawd*), with the eel-trap, with clay (tin),
and with the lantern (fdnus) and the pit (ughwiyya).
5. Licitness.
On account of the predominant place occupied by
fish in the diet of Muslim populations, it has been the
object of judicial dispositions based on Kur^anic law,
in particular the verse (V, 95) "You are permitted the
game of the sea (sayd al-bahr) and the food which is
found there". Any fish of non-cartilaginous skeleton
and devoid of blood may therefore be lawfully consumed, without a requirement for ritual slaughter.
However, fish found dead may not be consumed. Also
forbidden are: (1) fishes of cartilaginous skeleton, in
other words the selachians or squalidae (kirshiyydt) including the shark with its various species (kirsh, awwdl,
kawsadi, kanya, kayna, tufayli, kuraysh, lakhm, kalb albahr, bunbuk, liyd^, kasaf, abu minshar), most of these
names supplied by al-Damlri; the hammer-head
(bakra, mitrdk al-bahr, abu mitraka, samakat al-Iskandar,
nadddr), the spotted dogfish (gharrd7) and the ray or
skate, with its multiplicity of names (raya, radja,
warank, farank, yamdmat al-bahr, shifnin al-bahr, tarsa,
samak al-turs, daraka, samak al-limmd, hasira, farsh, kuba^,
halwd, watwdta, massun, massula, abu mihmdz; (2) the
marine mammals or cetaceans (hutiyydt) including the
whale (wdla, bdla, ballina, banina, bulina, hut Yunus), the
humpbacked whale (kuba*-, ajamal al-bahr), the spermwhale (canbar), the porpoise (khinzir al-bahr, bunbuk),
the dolphin (dulfin, danfil, danfir, darfil, dukhas), the
narwhal (karkaddan al-bahr, harish al-bahr), the finback
(hirkul, mandra), the ore or grampus (urka, kattal) and
the white whale (hafshrusi, kalb al-bahr); (3) the amphibian mammals (kawdzib, barmd^iyyun) or pinnipeds
(zi^nufiyydt al-akddm) including the seal (shaykh al-bahr,
c
taj_ al-bahr, fukma, fukkama, bu mnir), the monk seal (alshaykh al-yahudi, abu marina), the walrus (fil al-bahr,
Jazz), the sea lion (dubb al-bahr, asad al-bahr, bakrat albahr) and the elephant seal (fil al-bahr); and (4) the sirenian mammals or "sea cows" (khayldniyydt, banal alma3) including the manatee (kharuf al-bahr, umm
zubayba) and the dugong (atum, malisa, ndka al-bahr,
zdlikha, hanfd*). As for Rhytina stelleri, the sea cow
(bakarat al-bahr) of the Red Sea, it has been extinct for
two centuries. All of these aquatic creatures have
nevertheless always been hunted, either for their
abundant stocks of fat, useful for many purposes and
in particular for the making of soap and the fuelling
of wicked lamps, or for their thick and very resistant
hide, used in the manufacture of shields and, in particular, of protective shoes for the feet of camels required to traverse stony deserts.
6. As a source of diet.
Fish has been a staple source of nourishment for
humanity from the outset. It is consumed in various
forms. Firstly, it may be fried immediately after catching. On the other hand, it is the object of four principal modes of preservation. The first, much used in
Egypt since the time of the Pharaohs, is dessication by
exposure to the sun of large and small fish
(mushamma^, saras, bushuta, kuriaj) such as the stockfish
(bdkdldw, bdkdlyu, bakala, bakldwa, from the Spanish
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bacallao). The next is salting and smoking (tamhh and
tadkhin) for small fishes (sqyr) such as the anchovy
(anshuwa, anshuyah, andjuyah, anshuba, shiha, shutun,
fasikh, muluha, matut) and the sand-smelt (kushkush,
balam, hafj); the same treatment is used for the salmon
(saldmun, shaldmun, sumun, hut Sulaymdn). Also used is
pickling or maceration with spices in brine (saldmura,
sanamura). In Tunis this is the method used to preserve
carp (bunn). Finally, there remains preservation in oil
or vinegar and packing in metal containers; this applies to the sardine (sardin, sarda, bisdriya, absdriya,
c
aram), the cod, the mackerel and the herring.
Delicacies such as caviar (khibydrd) and botargo
(batrakh), are not widely consumed in Arab countries.
As for culinary preparations of fish, they are most
varied and many are similar to those of Europe. Wellknown, among others, is the fish stew (munazzalat alsamak, mukbula) based on eel or carp. The ancient
Arabic treatises on culinary art supply five recipes for
fresh fish, five for salted, and three with the trigle or
gurnard (tirrikh) (see M. Rodinson, in Bibl.).
7. Fabulous marine creatures.
Arab authors naturalists and geographers, such as
al-Kazwml, al-Damm and al-Djahiz, include in their
descriptions of different seas the accounts of seafarers
who encountered there enormous marine creatures,
unidentifiable and very dangerous. Thus they mention the fdtus or hut al-hayd which shatters the ships
which it encounters, but which is put to flight when
the sailors hang from the peripheral points of the
vessel rags stained with menstrual blood (hayd). Also
mentioned, in the Sea of China (bahr al-Stn), is a fish
three hundred cubits in length which the inhabitants
of the island of Wakwak (Indonesian Archipelago)
repel and banish by making the loudest possible noise,
beating cauldrons and tomtoms. In the same sea lurks
the atam, which has the head of a pig, is covered with
a hairy fleece instead of scales, and shows female sexual organs; it is allegedly edible. In the Indian Ocean
(bahr al-Hind) there is a large fish nicknamed kataba 7kitdb "he has written the book", the juice of which
produces an invisible ink legible only at night, and another large green fish with a serpent's head whose
flesh, tasted only once, suppresses all appetite for
several days.
8. Specific q u a l i t i e s .
These are numerous and for the most part
beneficial. The flesh of the fish is of cold and humid
texture. The best flesh is that of the sea fish, and more
specifically, that of fishes with speckled back and
delicate scales; but it causes thirst and may generate
catarrh; it is appropriate for those with high
temperatures and for young persons. It is necessary,
however, to reject black or yellow fish, those of marshes which absorb mud, and in particular the bream
(abrdmts) and the grey mullet (hurt), which cause
gastric disorders sometimes involving serious complications. On the other hand, Avicenna maintains
that the flesh of the fish is, with honey, beneficial for
the treatment of cataracts and for increasing visual
acuity. According to al-KazwIm, this flesh is supposedly an aphrodisiac when consumed with fresh
onions. An intoxicated person, exposed to the smell of
fish, soon becomes sober and regains lucidity. The
gall of fish in the form of eye-wash is a cure for watering eyes and, mixed with that of the marine turtle, it
provides a golden phosphorescent ink.
9. A s t r o n o m y .
The substantives samak and hut occur in astronomy
for:
(1) The twelfth zodiacal constellation of Pisces (burdj.
al-hut), with al-samakatdn' "the two fishes", the 24th
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star being called al-hut al-shimali "the northern fish".
Also distinguished are the two stars al-hut al-sharki
"the eastern fish", and al-hut al-gharbi "the western
fish", near the ecliptic, under the Square of Pegasus.
(2) The 28th lunar house, with batn al-hut "the belly
of the fish" in the vicinity of Andromeda, i.e.: P
(beta) Andromedae, mag. 2, 4 or "Merak" (mardk almar^a 'l-musalsala) "the lower belly of the woman enchained".
(3) The 6th boreal constellation of Andromeda,
with its nickname of al-mar^a al-musalsala wa 'l-samaka
"the woman enchained and the fish" (see above) on
account of the "northern fish" which seems intent on
biting Andromeda.
(4) The 14th austral constellation of the "southern
fish" (al-hut al-djanubi), under the zodiacal Aquarius,
with the star "Fomalhaut" (fumm al-hut) "the mouth
of the fish", i.e. a (alpha) Piscis australis, mag. 1,3.
Bibliography (in alphabetical order of authors):
A. Benhamouda, Les noms arabes des etoiles (essay on
identification), inAIEOAlger, ix(1951), 166-7, 191;
Dr. Chenu, Encyclopedic d'histoire naturelle (vol. Reptiles et poissons), Paris 1874, 183-358; Damlri, K.
Haydt al-hayawan al-kubrd, ed. Cairo 1937, under hut,
i, 267-73, nun, ii, 371-4, samak, ii, 28-33; Djahiz, K.
al-Hayawdn, Cairo 1947, under hut, samak and
passim; Ibn Mangll, Uns al-mald, "De la chasse", tr.
F. Vire, Paris 1984, 226-35; Kazwim, 'AdjaU almakhlukdt (in margins of Damlri, i, 66, ii, 87, 184-5,
passim); Kushadjim, K. al-Masdyid wa 'l-matdrid, ms.
Istanbul, Fatih 4090 (Bab sayd al-bahr) fols. 153a156b, ed. M.A. Talas, Baghdad 1954, 229-34
(same chapter, but incomplete); A. Malouf,
Mu^djarn al-hayawdn, An Arabic zoological dictionary,
Cairo 1932, passim; G. Oman, L'Ichtyonomie dans les
pays arabes (Red Sea, Indian Ocean, Arabian Gulf)
(in Italian, English, French), publ. Institute
Universitario Orientale, Naples 1992; M. Rodinson, Recherches sur les documents arabes relatifs a la
cuisine, in REI (1949), 103, 107 f., 119 f., 142; A.
Salonen, Die Fischerei im alien Mesopotamien nach
sumerisch-akkadischen Quellen, in Annales Academiae
Fennicae, clxvi, Helsinki 1970; F. Terofal, Les
poissons d'eau douce, editions Solar (Guide vert
poche), Paris 1987; idem, Les poissons de mer, Paris
1988; F. Vigouroux, Dictionnaire de la Bible, iv
(under Jourdain, Mer Morte, Nil, Palestine, Poisson), v
(under Tiberiade, lac de), Paris 1912. (F. VIRE)
SAMAKATAN [see AL-NUDJUM].
SAMANDAL (var. sanand, sandal, sabandal, etc.),
from Greek salamandra (in Arabic literature derived
from Persian sdm "fire" and andarun "inside"), the
salamander, which plays an important part in
Arabic and Islamic folklore. According to an idea
taken over from Greek literature (Aristotle, V, cap.
17), the animal passes through fire unharmed and
even extinguishes it due to its coldness (al-Djahiz.
Hayawdn, v, 309, vi, 434; al-Damm, s.v.; al-KazwIm,
'Aflaty 442; Djabir b. Hayyan, Das Buck der Gifte,
facs. ed. A. Siggel, 85a; in detail, al-Tawhldi, Imtdc,
i, 182). Aristotle thought that the salamander proved
that animal matter was unburnable. According to alKazwlnl and al-Damm, the salamander can cleanse
its skin in the fire without burning, and many Arab
authors agree that soft towels could be made of its fur,
which can be cleaned with fire (in addition to the
aforementioned works see al-Ibshlhi, Mustatraf, ii,
129). Ibn Khallikan claims to have seen such a piece
himself (Wafaydt, no. 832; for a verse on the samandal
by Ya c kub b. $abir al-Manganlkl (b. 626/1288-9), see
ibid, and in al-Damm, s.v. cankabut).
In the Arabic sources there are, however, different
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theories about the shape of the salamander. Many
authors identify it as a bird (al-Djahiz, Ibn Khallikan,
al-Ibshfhi; Kdmus and Tddj_, s.r.); only al-Damm,
besides calling it a bird, describes it as a reddishyellow coloured animal (ddbba) with red eyes and a
long tail. Al-Kazwim mentions it in the chapter on
mice. According to the Arabic Physiologus, the
salamander is a stone that extinguishes fire (Land,
Scholia, 166, cap. 52; cf. samandal as a word for
asbestos). Moreover, especially in the works of the
Arab lexicographers, there are contaminations of the
salamander with the phoenix (Tahdhib, Lisdn, Tdaj), as
well as with the bird that eats aconite (bish; Sahdh, s.r.
s-d-l). The salamander is mostly thought to live in India (al-Damm) or in China (al-Ibshihi).
In Arabic literature, one must distinguish the
folkloristic statements on the salamander from the
concrete descriptions—especially those from a
medical point of view (Ibn al-Baytar, Hal- und
Nahrungsmittel, tr. J. von Sontheimer, ii, 3; Ibn Sma,
Kdnun, iii, 232; see also cUmarI, Masdlik, xx, 62; for
its being mentioned in Greek literature, see
Dioscorides, ii, cap. 67)—to be found under the lexeme saldmand(a)rd. There, the salamander is described
more correctly as a sort of lizard or snake, its medical
effects, including its poisonousness, are stressed, and
the idea of its being unburnable is explicitly rejected.
Real varieties of salamanders (family Salamandridae,
order Urodela of the amphibians) are not very common
in the Orient. The fire salamander (Salamandra
salamandrd) which is black and has yellow or orange
spots, is to be found in Asia Minor, Syria and North
Africa. In Asia Minor we also find the Anatolian
Salamander (Mertensiella luschai), the colour of which
ranges from yellow to orange, with additional shiny
black spots, and in the Caucasus there is the Caucasian salamander (Mertensiella caucasica), which is black
with light spots. They both belong to a genus of
varieties with slender bodies.
Bibliography: Arabic sources are given in the article. See also al-Ab Anastas al-KarmalT, alSamandal, in al-Mashrik, vi (1903), 9-15; Amin alMa c luf, Mu^ajam al-hayawdn, Cairo 1932, 213-15.
(H. EISENSTEIN)
SAMANDAR [see KHAZAR].
AL-SAMCANI, ABU 'L-KASIM AHMAD B. MANSUR b.
Muhammad b. cAbd al-Djabbar (487-23 Shawwal
534/1094-11 June 1140), a u t h o r of Rawh al-arwdhfi
sharh asmd^ al-malik al-fattdh (ed. N. Mayil HarawT,
Tehran 1368/1989), a long (600 pp.) Persian comm e n t a r y on the divine names. His father Abu '1Muzaffar Mansur (426-89/1035-96) wrote books in
tafsir, hadith, fikh, and other subjects. Ahmad studied
with his eldest brother, Abu Bakr Muhammad, the
father of cAbd al-Karim al-Samcani [q. v. ], author of
al-Ansdb, as well as several other teachers. In 529/1135
he travelled with cAbd al-Karim to Nlshapur to study
hadith. His nephew does not mention his writings but,
in praising his virtues, speaks of his "elegant" (malTh)
sermons and good poetry (al-Ansdb, ed. C A. al-BarudT,
iii, Beirut 1988, 299-301). His elegance is clear in
Rawh al-arwdh, a work of extraordinary beauty that
was certainly meant to be recited aloud. The prose
ranks with that of contemporary classics such as
GhazalT's Kimiyd-yi sacddat, but its main importance
lies in its fresh interpretations of standard Islamic
teachings on human salvation. Al-Samcani pays little
attention to the divine names themselves; instead, he
uses each name as a starting point for a series of
meditations on the relationship between human beings and God. The extraordinary emphasis on love
prefigures the teachings of Rum! and reflects the same

spiritual ambience as Maybudi's Kur D an commentary
Kashf al-asrdr wa-^uddat al-abrdr (begun in 520/1126).
Bibliography: W.C. Chittick, The myth of Adam's
fall in Ahmad Sam^dnt's Rawh al-arwah, in L.
Lewisohn (ed.), Classical Persian Sufism: from its
origins to Rumi, London 1993, 337-59.
(W.C. CHITTICK)
AL-SAMcANi, Abu Sacd (incorrectly Sacld) cAsD
AL-KARIM b. Abl Bakr Muhammad b. Abi '1Muzaffar (al-)Mansur al-Tamlml al-Marwaz! alShaficl, Tadj al-Islam (al-Din) Kiwam al-Dln, also
known as Ibn al-SamcanI (Samcan/Simcan, in the
long, incomplete genealogy, being a branch of the
tribe of Tamlm), important A r a b biographer.
Born in Marw on Monday, 21 Shacban 506/10
February 1113, he died there on Monday, 1 Rab^ I
562/26 December 1166. He was born into a learned
family (for his father [466-510/1074-1116] see Zirikli,
vii, 112, and for his grandfather [426-89/1036-96]
ibid., vii, 303-4). His father, an authority in the fields
of Shafici law (al-Samcam's grandfather having switched from the Hanafiyya to the Shaficiyya), Traditions, and homiletics, took him already as a two-yearold with him to the sessions on hadith. A little later, in
509/1115, he travelled with him and his elder brother
(Tahbir, i, 503-4) to Naysabur, for additional instruction by the traditionists of that city. Returning to
Marw and having a premonition of his imminent
death, he entrusted his son to his two learned
brothers. Under their guidance al-SamcanI received a
comprehensive basic education in Kur D an, fikh,
^arabiyya, and adab. Not quite 20 years old, he embarked on the talab al-^ilm, first, still under the tutelage of
his two uncles, once more to Naysabur for a special
training in the Sahih of Muslim [q.v. ], then also to Tus
and other places. From his home town he visited the
centres of learning of his time on three long journeys:
529-38/1135-43, 540-6/1145-51, and—together with
his son cAbd al-Rahlm—549-52/1154-7. He went via
Isfahan and Hamadan to Baghdad and its environs,
to Mecca and Medina, to Damascus and Jerusalem
(which at the time of his visit in 536/1141 had been in
the hands of the Crusaders for 42 years), and, in the
north and the east, to Kh w arazm, Samarkand,
Bukhara, Balkh and Harat. A number of these places
with their important schools and academies he visited
more than once (he also went on the Pilgrimage
twice), even if that involved detours, constantly
driven, as he was, by his desire for talab al-^ilm.
This preoccupation of his informed not only his
teaching in Marw and elsewhere but also his rich
literary production which centred on the Prophetic
Traditions and their transmission. With admirable
orderliness and fastidiousness, he constantly strove to
enlarge and correct his collected materials. Many of
his more than 50 works most likely became casualties
of the Mongol invasion. Marw was conquered in
618/1221. As late as 615/1218 Yakut [q.v.] had participated in a maa^lis of al-Samcam's son cAbd alRahlm (537-617/1143-1220; al-$afadl, xviii, 331) (see
Mu^djam, i, 6); he had worked in the local libraries, inter alia those of the Samcanls (ibid., iv, 509) and had
excerpted some of the great scholar's books, thus e.g.
his biographical magnum opus on the Traditionists,
namely:
(1) al-Ansdb. Arranged alphabetically according to
nisba [q.v.], it contains 5,348 entries; each starts with
an exact indication of the pronunciation of the nisba,
gives the place, the person, or the group etc. to which
the relative adjective refers, followed by the full name
of the scholar in question with information on teachers
and disciples (isndd), places and times of their ac-
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tivities, and the date of death; as a rule, other personalities (including women) having the same nisba
will be joined to the entry, so that the number of the
scholars mentioned exceeds by twice or three times
the amount of the number of entries, not counting the
many additional persons that occur in a vita as
teachers, colleagues, or disciples of the biographers.
In not a few places al-Samcani indicates the literature
used by him; the small Kitdb al-Ansab by Ibn alKaysaranl [q. v. ], quoted by Yakut, was likely also
known to him. He finished the clean copy a few years
before his death, but constantly added supplements. It
was edited in facsimile by D.S. Margoliouth, LeidenLondon 1912 (containing an introduction with a list of
his works); edited by al-Mucallimi et alii, 13 vols.,
Haydarabad/Deccan 1382-1402/1952-82 (with a detailed introd.); since 1976 reprints and new editions
(in part) in Damascus and Beirut complete in 5 vols.,
ed. C A. C U. al-Barudi, Beirut 1988. Abridgements
with supplements: the best-known is that of the
historian c lzz al-Dln Ibn al-Athlr [ q . v . ] , al-Lubdb ft
tahdhib al-Ansab, 3 vols., Cairo 1357-69/1938-49 (repr.
Beirut 1980); this was abbreviated and added to by alSuyutl [q.v. ], Lubb al-Lubdb fi tahrir al-Ansdb, ed. and
annot. PJ. Veth, 2 vols., Leiden 1841-51 (repr. of
vol. i, Baghdad [1963]).
(2) al-Tahbir fi 'l-Mu^ajam al-kabir, a work of more
than 1,200 biographies of contemporary scholars,
men and women, whom al-SamcanI had either encountered during his talab al-hadith at home and
abroad, especially in Naysabur and Isfahan, or with
whom he had corresponded, or, finally, from whom
he had received an idjdza [q.v.] through intermediaries. The biographies are brief but informative; they reflect diary entries. Al-SamcanI produced the clean copy in the year before his death,
which may actually have overtaken him while doing
this work; for the beginning and the end are missing
in the ancient unicum Zahiriyya, hadith 529 (al-clshsh,
181). Ed. Munira Nadji Salim, 2 vols., Baghdad
1395/1975; cf. eadem, in al-Mawrid, ii/4 (1973), 24552 (reply to Muta c al-TarablshT, in MML^A, xlviii
[1393/1973], 371-80); iii/3 (1974), 307-16; v/4 (1976),
29-58; eadem, Tddj_ al-Isldm Abu Sa^d al-Sam^dni wakitdbuhu 'l-Tahbir fi 'l-Mu^djam al-kabir, Cairo (1976);
for the question whether this work is the original of the
Tahbir or rather a Tahdhib al-Tahbir, see lastly Mutac
al-Tarabishl, in MML'A, Iv (1400/1980), 149-63.
(3) Muntakhab Mucajam al-shuyukh, another biographical dictionary, covering al-Samcani's teachers;
unique copy of 647/1250 in Topkapi Sarayi, Ahmet
III, 2953 (Karatay 6270; cf. Yakut, Irshdd, i, 253, 6);
an edition has for a long time been announced by
Munira Nadji Salim and Nadji Ma c ruf. The work is
possibly an excerpt from the unabridged version of
no. 2.
(4) Dhayl to Ta^rikh Baghdad of al-Khatlb alBaghdadl fa.z;.], known from quotations; excerpt:
Leiden 1023 (de Goeje-Juynboll); for two other (?) excerpts see Munira, al-Tahbir, i, 31; cf. Ibn al-Sabunl,
Takmilat Ikmdl al-Ikmdl, Baghdad 1377/1957, 241-2;
M. C A. Mudarris, Rayhdnat al-adab3, Tabriz 1346/
1967, i, 427. — As far as is presently known, the following biographical works have not been preserved,
even in excerpts: Wafaydt al-muta^akhkhirin min alruwdt, Mucdjam al-shuyukh (a list of the teachers of his
son), his early work, Ta^rikh Marw, which Yakut
(Mu^djam, i, 751, 15) had read in the autograph, and
his Mu'djam al-bulddn; the last two are likely to have
contained biographies of scholars, as well.
(5) Adab al-imld^ wa 'l-istimld'*, an important handbook on dictation as a method of transmission and in-
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struction; the unique ms., Feyzullah 1557, was copied
at Marw in 546/1152 (!). Ed. by Max Weisweiler, Die
Methods des Diktatkollegs, Leiden 1952, with an extensive German summary of the contents; cf. idem, in
Oriens, iv (1951), 27-57; A. Spitaler, in OLZ, xlix
(1954), 529-36; new edition Beirut 1404/1984. AlSamcanl mentions at the end that he has treated the
topic exhaustively in his book Tirdz al-dhahab fi adab altalab. — On a ms. in Medina of his (6) Adab al-kddi,
see O. Spies, in ZDMG, xc (1936), 115, on two additional ones in Cairo, Azhar, see Munira, al-Tahbir, i,
31. — On a Cairene ms. of his (7) Fa^il al-Sha^m, see
Brockelmann, S I, 565 no. 4 (no. 3, al-Isfdr can hukm
al-asfdr [Mawsil 34, 53,4] should be deleted because of
faulty ascription [Mawsil2, v, 330]; on no. 7 "Gebete
des Propheten", see E. Kohlberg, A medieval Muslim
scholar at work, Ibn Tdwus and his library, Leiden 1992,
100, no. 7: al-Ad^iya al-marwiyya min (or can) al-hadra alnabawiyya, and 157, no. 133: Fadd^il al-sahdba).
Bibliography: In addition to the works mentioned in the text, see Brockelmann, I 2 , 401-2, S I,
564-5; H. Ritter, in Isl., xvii (1928), 251; Barthold,
Turkestan*, passim; F. Rosenthal, A history of Muslim
historiography2, Leiden 1968, passim; R. Sellheim,
Materialien zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte, i-ii,
Wiesbaden-Stuttgart 1976-87, passim; G. Makdisi,
The rise of humanism in Classical Islam and the Christian
West, Edinburgh 1990, passim; H. Halm, Die
Ausbreitung der sdfi^itischen Rechtsschule von den Anfdngen bis zum 8.114. Jahrhundert, Wiesbaden 1974,
passim; Kh. al-Zirikll, al-A^ldm, Beirut 1979, iv, 55;
C
U.R. Kahhala, Mu^djam al-mu^allifin, Damascus
1378/1958, vi, 4-5; idem, al-Mustadrak ^aldMu^djam
al-mu^allifin, Beirut 1406/1985, 407; idem, Mu^djam
musannifi 'l-kutub al-^arabiyyafi 'l-ta^rikhwa 'l-tardajtm
wa 'l-rihaldt, Beirut 1406/1986, 286; M. C A. Mudarris, Rayhdnat al-adab*, Tabriz n.d. [ca. 1347/1968],
iii, 75-6; Riyad cAbd al-Hamld, al-Tabddul al-thakdfi
bayn bildd al-Shdm wa-bildd Paris, Damascus
1409/1989, passim.
Main sources: Ibn cAsakir, Ta^rikh Dimashk,
facs. ed., Medina 1407/1987, x, 433-4; Ibn alDjawzi, al-Muntazam, x, 224-5; c lzz al-Din Ibn alAthlr, al-Lubdb, i, Cairo 1357/1938, 9-12; idem, alKdmil, Beirut 1385/1966, xi, 333; Ibn alDubaythl/al-DhahabT, al-Mukhtasar al-muhtddj_ ilayh
min [Dhayl] Ta\ikh [Baghdad], Baghdad 1397/1977,
iii, 67-8; Ibn al-Nadjdjar/Ibn al-Dimyatl, alMustafdd
min
Dhayl
Ta^rikh
Baghdad,
Haydarabad/Deccan
1399/1979,
172-3;
Ibn
Khallikan, s.v.; Dhahabi, Tadhkirat al-huffdz, iv,
1316-9; idem, al-^Ibar, Kuwait 1963, iv, 178; idem,
SiyaraHdm al-nubald^, Beirut 1405/1985, xx, 456-65;
SafadI, al-Wdfi, xix, Wiesbaden-Beirut 1413/1993,
88-92; Yafi c T, Mir^dt al-djandn, Haydarabad/Deccan
1338/1919, iii, 371-2; SubkT Tabakdt al-Shdfftyya alkubrd, Cairo 1390/1970, vii, 180-5 (with a list of his
works); Asnawl, Tabakdt al-Shdfi^iyya, Baghdad
1391/1971, ii, 55-6; Ibn Kathlr, al-Biddya wa 'lnihdya, xii, 175, 254; Ibn Kapli Shuhba, Tabakdt alShdfftyya, Haydarabad/Deccan 1399/1979, ii, 11-3;
Ibn Taghrlbirdi, al-Nudjum
al-zdhira, Cairo
1353/1935, v, 375, 378; Tashkopriizade, Miftdh alc
sa dda, Cairo n.d. [ca. 1388/1968], i, 259-60; Ibn alc
lmad, Shadhardt, iv, 205-6; Ismacfl Pasha, Hadiyyat
al-^drifin, Istanbul 1951, i, 608-9.
(R. SELLHEIM)
SAMANIDS, a Persian d y n a s t y which ruled in
Transoxania and then in Khurasan also, at first as
subordinate governors of the Tahirids [q. v. ] and then
later autonomous, virtually independent rulers
(204-395/819-1005).
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Genealogical table of the Sdmdnids
Saman-khuda

I

Asad

I
Nuh

I
Yahya

Ahmad (I)

Ilyas

1

Ismacfl (I)

Nasr (I)

Ahmad (II)
Nasr (II)

Nuh (I)
c

I
Mansur (I)

Abd al-Malik (I)

Nuh (II)
I
Mansur (II)

1. H i s t o r y , l i t e r a r y life and economic activity.
The early history of the Samanid family is obscure.
They may have stemmed either from Soghdia or,
perhaps more likely, from Tukharistan south of the
Oxus, probably from the petty landowners of the
Balkh area. It was not possible to connect the
Samanids with a noble Arab tribe, as the almost certainly originally Persian Tahirids endeavoured to do,
but the tradition later grew up of an aristocratic origin
for the Samanids through descent from the Sasanid
warrior hero Bahram Cubln [see BAHRAM]; al-Blrunl,
al-Athdr al-bdkiya, ed. Sachau, 39, states that there was
"universal agreement" over this claim (see C.E.
Bosworth, The heritage ofrulership in early Islamic Iran and
the search for dynastic connections with the past, in Iran,
JBIPS, xiv [1976], 58-9). All that we really know is
that the dihkdn Saman-khuda apparently accepted
Islam at the hands of the Umayyad governor of
Khurasan Asad b. cAbd Allah al-Kasrl (i.e. at some
point during 105-9/723-7 or 117-20/735-8), therefore
naming his son after the Arab governor (see
Bosworth, Asad b. Sdmdnkodd, in EIr).
However, nothing is heard of the family for several
decades, until, at the cAbbasid caliph al-Ma^mun's
behest, his governor in Khurasan, Ghassan b.
c
Abbad, in ca. 204/819 rewarded the four sons of Asad
b. Saman-khuda for their support to the cAbbasids
during the rebellion in Transoxania of Rafi c b. alLayth b. Sayyar [q.v. ]. Nuh was given the governorship of Samarkand; Arimad, Farghana; Yahya,
Shash; and Ilyas, Harat. This last branch of the
Samanids south of the Oxus did not prosper, and
Ibrahim b. Ilyas was in 253/867 defeated and captured by the $affarid invader of Badhghls, Ya c kub b.
al-Layth [see SAFFARIDS]. The ones in Transoxania,
on the other hand, had a glorious future ahead of
them. After Nuh died in 227/841-2, the governor of
Khurasan cAbd Allah b. Tahir [q. v. ] appointed the remaining two brothers in Transoxania, Yahya and
Ahmad, over Samarkand and Soghdia. Very soon the
line of Ahmad (I) replaced that of Yahya, and with the

c

Abd al-Malik (II)

Ismacfl (II)
al-Muntasir

Saffarid dispossession of the Tahirids from Nishapur
in 259/873 and the lapse of Khurasan into something
like anarchy for the next two decades, Nasr (I) b.
Ahmad b. Saman-khuda found himself in effect
autonomous ruler in Transoxania, with his capital at
Samarkand. The caliph al-Muctamid formally invested him as governor of Transoxania in 261/875,
and from the 250s onwards Nasr began to mint
dirhams of a mixed cAbbasid-Samanid type, with the
regular minting of dirhams and then of dinars beginning ca. 279/892 with the formal accession of Ismacfl
b. Ahmad; their father Ahmad (I) had already issued
his own copper fulus at Samarkand from 244/858 onwards (see G.G. Miles, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv, 374).
However, fratricidal strife between Nasr and
Ismacil, whom Nasr had sent to subdue Bukhara,
ended in the military triumph of Ismacil, although he
left Nasr as de jure ruler in Samarkand till the latter's
death there in 279/892. Ismacfl then assumed sole
power, ruling over Transoxania and Farghana from
Bukhara, whither the Samanid capital was now permanently transferred.
Abu Ibrahim Ismacll (I) (279-95/892-907 [q.v.])
may be regarded as the real founder of the Samanid
amirate, his power sealed by his victory over the $affarid c Amr b. al-Layth [q.v.] in 287/900, after which
the caliph al-Muctac]id appointed him governor of
both Transoxania and Khurasan. This was in practice
the concession of independent rule there, given the
distance of the Samanid lands from Baghdad and the
shrinkage of the direct sphere of cAbbasid political
authority to clrak, Syria and western Persia, although
the Samanids continued till the end to pay formal
respect to the caliphs, placing them in the khutba of
their territories and their names on their coins, and
employing for themselves no higher title than that of
amir. One role which Ismacfl inherited as ruler of
Transoxania was the defence of its northern frontiers
against pressure from the nomads of Inner Asia, and
in 280/893 he led an expedition into the steppes
against the Karluk [q. v. ] Turks, capturing Talas and
bringing back a great booty of slaves and beasts.
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Samanid suzerainty was asserted over various local
rulers in the Syr Darya valley and on both sides of the
upper Oxus, such as the princes of Ushrusana [q.v. ],
the Abu Dawudids or Banidjurids [q.v. in Suppl.] of
Tukharistan and Khuttal and the Muhtadjids [q. v. ] of
Caghaniyan, and over the ancient kingdom of
Khwarazm [^.z>.]. In the west, he extended his
authority over the Zaydl Imams of the Caspian
region, and in general, achieved a reputation as a
capable and just ruler.
Ismacfl's son Abu Nasr Ahmad (II) (295-301/90714) attempted to recover the Caspian provinces which
had slipped from Samanid control, and sent two expeditions into Sistan (298/911 and 299-300/912-13),
where $affarid authority had fallen into disarray [see
SAFFARIDS]. But he was murdered at Farabr by his
Turkish slaves in Djumada II 301/January 914,
allegedly because of his excessive favour at court to
the ^ulamd* and other members of the religious classes,
thus earning for himself the posthumous title ofal-amir
al-shahid "the martyred prince". The practice of
awarding posthumous lakabs had already begun with
Ahmad's father Ismacfl, who became known as al-amir
al-mdcji or al-amir al-cddil "the late/just prince", and
some of the subsequent amirs further assumed regnal
titles, such as Nuh (I) b. Nasr's one of al-malih almu^ayyad, appearing on his coins, and Nuh (II) b.
Mansur's al-malih al-mansur, in addition to the titles
given to them after their deaths (see Bosworth, The
titulature of the early Ghaznavids, in Oriens, xv [1962],
214-15).
His eight-year old son Nasr (II) [q. v. ] succeeded for
a reign of some 30 years (301-31/914-43). He faced
prolonged internal opposition from his ambitious uncle and brothers, who at various times controlled
Samarkand and parts of Khurasan and who stirred up
in the cities popular elements which included the
^ayydrs and ghdzis. Samanid armies penetrated as far
westwards as Rayy in northern Persia, occupied in
314/926, when al-Muktadir formally granted its
governorship to Nasr. Samanid coins were issued
from there till 920/932 and at various times thereafter
(see Miles, The numismatic history of Rayy, New York
1938, 147 ff.), although control here was disputed
with local DaylamI commanders and then with the
Buyid Rukn al-Dawla [0.u.], who secured almost permanent control of the city after Nasr's death. The
later part of Nasr's reign was noteworthy for the appearance in Transoxania of an extensive Isrnacfli Sh^T
da^wa, with converts made up to the highest level at
court before an orthodox SunnI reaction and purge of
these heretics set in; this episode was an exception to
the normally firm upholding of SunnI orthodoxy by
the amirs (cf. Barthold, Turkestan3, 242-4).
Nasr's reign was in many ways the apogee of
Samanid power and glory, aided to a significant extent by the services to the amirs of capable viziers like
Abu cAbd Allah al-Djayhanl and his son Abu CA1I
Muhammad [see AL-DJAYHANI in Suppl.] and Abu '1Facjl Muhammad al-Balcami [q. v. ], who were
celebrated as much for their own learning and
patronage of scholars as for their statesmanship.
Under these and other officials, the Samanid administration in Bukhara reached a high level of
specialisation and sophistication as the instrument of
the amirs' centralising policies. As with the administration of other provincial dynasties, the model
was that of the caliphs in Baghdad. The local historian
of Bukhara, Nar§hakhi, describes ten dtwdns, beginning with those of the wazir, the treasurer and the
c
amid al-mulk or head of the chancery (see for these,
Barthold, op. cit., 229-32), and many of the
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bureaucratic techniques of these departments can be
pieced together from the information given by the
Samanid official Abu cAbd Allah al-KhwarazmI [q. v. ]
in his encyclopaedia of the sciences, the Mafdtih alc
ulum, dedicated to the vizier Abu '1-Hasan cUbayd
Allah al-cUtbI (see Bosworth, Abu <Abdalldh alKhwdrazmi on the technical terms of the secretary's art, in
JESHO, xii [1969], 113-64). It was this efficient administrative system which brought in rich amounts of
taxation from the agricultural oases of Soghdia,
Farghana and Khurasan, together with revenues from
the slave traffic between Inner Asia and the Islamic
lands further west (the amirs levied customs duties at
the Transoxanian frontier towns on imported Turkish
slaves and at the Oxus crossings for their transit across
the Samanid dominions), so that the 4th/10th century
geographers and travellers like Ibn Hawkal and alMukaddasI could praise the Samanids for their mild
rule and moderate taxation and could extol the
cheapness of provisions and pleasantness of life in
their lands.
The security of the realm rested, of course, on the
powerful army which the Samanids maintained under
the command of the Chief Hddjib. The first troops of
the Samanids must have been recruited from the free
Iranians of Transoxania, long trained in the martial
arts by their position on the northeastern frontiers of
Islam facing the pagan steppes; but from at least the
time of Ismacfl b. Ahmad onwards, a Turkish slave
guard around the amirs comes into prominence, formed from Turks brought in from Inner Asia (see Barthold, op. cit., 227-8; Bosworth, An alleged embassy from
the Emperor of China to the Amir Nasr b. Ahmad: a contribution to Samanid military history, in M. Minovi and I. Afshar (eds.), Ydd-ndme-ye irdni-ye Minor sky, Tehran
1969, 1-13; and GHULAM. ii. Persia). This slave guard
early made itself a force in the internal affairs of the
state, with its own aims and interests. As noted above,
Ahmad (II) b. Ismacfl was killed by his ghuldms, and
from the mid-4th/10th century onwards, the influence
of the generals, and especially of the holders of the
coveted post of Commander-in-Chief in Khurasan,
frequently resulted in the making and unmaking of
Samanid princes, as the personal authority of the
amirs waned; symptomatic of the arrogance and independence of the Turkish generals was the fact that
in 381/991 Abu CA1I Slmdjurl appropriated all the
state revenues in Khurasan and assumed for himself
the grandiose titles of amir al-umard*, al-mu^ayyad min
al-samd^ "the supreme commander with heavenly
backing" (see Bosworth, The titulature of the early Ghaznavids, 215).
After Nasr's death, his son and successor Nuh (I)
(331-43/943-54 [q.v.]) had to devote attention to the
ambitions in Khurasan of the powerful governor
there, the Iranian noble Abu CA1I CaghanI,
endeavouring to replace him by the Turkish commander Ibrahim b. Simdjur and to maintain, in
alliance with the Ziyarids [q.v.] of Gurgan and
Tabaristan, the position in northern Persia against the
Samanids' rivals, the Buyids. A disturbing portent for
the remaining years of Samanid rule was a financial
crisis in the state, caused by the cost of the wars in
northern Persia and the expenses of the army in
general. During the next reign, that of Abu '1-Fawaris
c
Abd al-Malik (I) b. Nuh (343-50/954-61), the ascendancy of the Turkish slave commander Alptigin [q. v. ]
was notable, although when cAbd al-Malik died, he
was unable to place on the throne his own candidate,
the dead amir's young son Nasr—who would have
been a puppet in the hands of the military—and was
forced to flee to Ghazna, on the far eastern fringes of
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the Samanid lands. cAbd al-Malik's brother Mansur
(I) b. Nuh now ascended the throne (350-65/961-76
[q. v. ]). His reign was in general peaceful, although
fighting continued in northern Persia, on the whole
favourably for the Samanids, and after Alptigin's
death at Ghazna (352/963), his Turkish successors in
eastern Afghanistan once more acknowledged the
amir's overlordship.
The last twenty years or so of Samanid rule were
ones of increased impotence of the amirs in face of the
ambitions of Turkish commanders like the Simdjuris,
Tash, Begtuzun and Fa°ik Khassa, and deepening
crisis in the state as its tax base shrank. Mansur (I)'s
vizier, Abu '1-Husayn cAbd Allah al-cUtbI, appointed
in 367/977, did what he could to halt the decline and
to stem the successes of the Buyids, who were poised
to invade Khurasan when the death of cAdud alDawla [q.v. ] fortunately supervened in 372/983; but
al-cUtbI was murdered in 371/982 through the
machinations of Abu '1-Hasan Simdjuri and FaDik.
Nuh (II) b. Mansur (365-87/976-97 [q.v.]) soon no
longer had any authority in Khurasan and was by the
end of his reign reduced to controlling Soghdia only.
He was forced to call in the assistance of Sebiiktigin
from Ghazna against Fa3ik and Abu CA1I Slmdjurl
after the latter had encouraged an invasion of the remaining Samanid lands from the north in 382/992 by
the Turkish Karakhanids under Bughra Khan Harun
[see ILEK KHANS]. Bukhara and Samarkand were temporarily occupied by the Turks, but although these
were recovered by Nuh, the position got steadily
worse.
A fresh Karakhanid invasion took place in 386/996,
and at this point, Sebiiktigin and his son Mahmud
[q. v. ], who now controlled Khurasan, came to an
agreement with the Karakhanid Ilig Nasr b. CA1T
whereby Sebiiktigin retained Khurasan and the Ilig
occupied the whole valley of the Syr Darya. Nuh died
the next year, and the reign of the new amir, his son
Abu '1-Harith Mansur (II) [q.v.] lasted only two years
(387-9/997-9) before he was deposed by Fa'ik and
Begtuzun and replaced by his brother Abu '1-Fawaris
c
Abd al-Malik (II). Mahmud b. Sebiiktigin by
398/999 secured for himself all the former Samanid
lands south of the Oxus, and in this year the
Karakhanids under the Ilig Nasr definitively took
over Bukhara without any serious resistance, thereby
ending the dynasty's vestigial rule in Soghdia. A further brother of Mansur (II) and cAbd al-Malik, Abu
Ibrahim Ismacll (II) b. Nuh al-Muntasir [q.v.],
attempted a revanche in the following years, but
after some initial successes against the Karakhanids
was killed in 395/1005, the last hope of the
Samanids.
The downfall of the Samanids meant that the northeastern part of the Iranian world, first the Trans-Oxus
provinces under the Karakhanids and then, four
decades later, the steppelands between the northern
rim of the mountains of Khurasan and the middle
Oxus under the Saldjuks, passed for the first time into
Turkish control. It was after this that the gradual process of the almost complete (save for the modern
Tadjikistan) Turkicisation of these regions accelerated, a process which must however have begun
already in Samanid times with the extensive influx of
Turkish slave soldiers into the state apparatus and the
peaceful settlement of sedentarised and Islamised
Turks along the northern fringes of Transoxania. On
the documentary evidence, the old Soghdian language
disappeared towards the end of the Samanid period
under pressure from New Persian, which was probably the day-to-day language of much of the Samanid

bureaucracy's routine business (although it may be
noted that the neo-Soghdian language Yaghnobi has
survived to this day in the valley of the Yaghnob, an
affluent of the upper Zarafshan; see IRAN. Languages,
in Suppl.), and Turkish. There was, however, some
counter-pressure against this trend from the ^ulamd*
and religious classes and from the higher
bureaucracy, who were trained in the classical Arabic
sciences, in favour of the use of Arabic as the language
both of scholarship and of diplomacy. According to
the 8th/14th century historian Hamd Allah Mustawfi,
the amir Ahmad (II) b. Ismacfl changed the language
of official business from Persian to Arabic, but the
measure was unpopular and had to be rescinded.
Thereafter, the two languages doubtless existed sideby-side in administrative usage. Of course, Arabic retained its primacy in the spheres of religion, learning
and science. The achievements of the Samanid period
in Arabic scholarship were very considerable, with
Bukhara and Samarkand as centres for literary activity under the patronage of the amirs themselves, as the
plethora of poets and prose stylists appearing in the
fourth kism of the Khurasanian author Abu Mansur
c
Abd al-Malik al-Thacalibi's [q.v.] literary anthology,
the Yatimat al-dahr, that on the Arabic litterateurs of
Khurasan, Transoxania and Kh w arazm, shows (see
V. Banner, in Camb. hist. Iran, iv, 589-93).
But the 4th/10th century is notable for the
florescence under the Samanids of a lively New Persian literature, one whose roots lay in the preceding
century and whose poetic production came to a remarkable stage of maturity and expressiveness with
such authors as Rudakl, Dakiki and Abu '1-Hasan
Kisa°I of Marw [q. vv. ]. This development of New Persian literature both in the Samanid dominions and at
the other petty courts of the East does not necessarily
imply promotion of this by the amirs or princes as a
conscious, proto-nationalist Persian policy (although
the Samanid amirs were undoubtedly interested in
this, see below; one of the last rulers, Mansur (II) b.
Nuh, is included by c AwfT amongst the rulers who
composed Persian poetry, examples of which he gives,
see his Lubdb al-albdb, ed. Sacld NafTsi, Tehran
1335/1956, 23-4) but reflects rather the distance of
Khurasan, Transoxania and the upper Oxus principalities from the focus of Arab-Islamic life in the
central lands of the caliphate, and also the
vigorousness of Persian culture in the East, always
strong at the local level. Certainly, it was the dihkdn
class there which nurtured and cherished the old Persian epic traditions; this is especially clear in the case
of the lord of Tus, Abu Mansur Muhammad b. cAbd
al-Razzak, who in 346/957 commissioned the translation of Pahlavi texts of the national epic into New Persian, and these were utilised by Firdawsi [q.v.] for his
Shdh-ndma and also, it seems, for the earlier, unfinished verse rendering (known from Firdawsi's incorporation of it within his own work) by Dakiki (see
V. Minorsky, The older preface to the Shah-nama, in
Studi in onore di Giorgio Levi delta Vida, Rome 1956, ii,
159-79; G. Lazard, La langue des plus anciens monuments
de la prose persane, Paris 1963, 36-7). This New Persian
literature of the Samanid period involved not only
poetry but also prose, including prose versions of the
national epic such as that of Abu '1-Mu^ayyad Balkhi,
known from fragments (written in the reign of Nuh
(II) b. Mansur); Persian translations and epitomes of
al-Tabari's History (made for Mansur (I) b. Nuh by
his vizier Abu CA1T Muhammad Balcaml [q. v. ]) and of
his Kurgan commentary (also done in this reign by a
group of scholars); etc. (see Lazard, op. cit., 38 ff.;
idem, Les premiers poetes persons (IXe-Xe siecles), Tehran-
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Paris 1342/1964; idem, in Camb. hist. Iran, iv, 606 ff.;
J. Rypka et alii, History of Iranian literature, Dordrecht
1968, 139-71).
The economic strength of the Samanid state lay, as
noted above, in the flourishing agriculture of the
populous river valleys and oases of the region, and
also in the craft industries of the towns and the commercial connections of the Samanid lands. These last
lay at the southern end of trade routes coming from
the Inner Asian steppes and, ultimately, from China,
so that the Samanids could mediate the products of
these distant lands to Baghdad and other great centres
of consumption in the central lands of the caliphate.
Until the later 4th/10th century, when internal strife
amongst the rival Turkish commanders and their
strife with the amirs set in, disorders completed by the
Karakhanid invasions, the Samanid lands generally
enjoyed internal peace and freedom from external attack. Local industries and crafts could flourish, such
as the tirdz [q. v. ] workshops of Bukhara, whose embroidered textiles were used, so Narshakhi says, for
payment of annual tribute to the caliphs (? in the
earlier period of Tahirid suzerainty over Transoxania), the famous paper production in Samarkand,
started by captured Chinese artisans [see KAGHAD],
arms and weapons from the metal industry of
Farghana, etc. Various of the imports from the steppe
and forest lands to the north, i.e. western Siberia and
Russia, including furs, hides, honey, wax, cattle on
the hoof, etc., exchanged for the textiles, leatherwork,
grain and fruits of Transoxania, are listed by alMukaddasT (tr. in Barthold, Turkestan, 235-6). Above
all, Transoxania benefited from the trade in Turkish
and $aklabi [See SAKALIBA] slaves, brought to the slave
markets in frontier towns like Isfidjab and Shash or
captured in raids (see ibid., 234-40).
As a result of this buoyant economic and commercial atmosphere, the revenues of the Samanid lands
amounted to 45 million dirhams (within this, so Narshakhi records, the land tax of Bukhara and Karmlna
yielded 1,168,566 dirhams). The amirs themselves
took over extensive estates from the Bukhar-khudas as
personal domains (khdssa), and groups like the sayyids
of the cAlids and other ^ulamd* held much land in wakf.
The greatest item of expenditure was on the salaries
of the army and the bureaucracy, which were, according to Nizam al-Mulk (speaking of "former kings",
i.e. the Samanids and Grhaznawids), paid in cash.
However, there are signs of the beginning of the practice of granting out lands as assignments [see IKTA C ],
already known in clrak and western Persia, so that
revenues were subtracted from the central treasury;
the Caghanis held extensive estates on the upper
Oxus, and the Slmdjurls in Kuhistan (cf. Barthold,
op. cit., 238-9). It seems that the old Persian dihkan
class began to decline in both Khurasan and Transoxania during the Samanid period, parallel to increased
centralisation in the state and a movement of population from the countryside to the towns; the factors at
work here were doubtless complex, but it is true that
we hear little of the dihkdns as a landowning class in
the ensuing Karakhanid and Saldjuk periods, and the
actual word dihkan [q.v.] begins its semantic decline
into the modern Persian meaning of "peasant" (cf.
Frye, in Camb. hist, of Iran, iv, 152-3).
Consideration of the Samanid financial and
economic situation is also bound up with that of their
coinage. The amirs were fortunate to control some of
the best silver-producing veins in the eastern Islamic
world, sc. in Badakhshan and Farghana, and the
sheer volume of coinage minted, and especially that in
silver, is impressive. G.C. Miles enumerated no fewer
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than 47 mint places known to have issued coins in the
name of the Samanids, not only—as one would
expect—in Transoxania and Khurasan—but as far
afield as Slstan, Fars, Djibal and the Caspian region,
as the result of military campaigns there or of alliances
with local potentates (see Camb. hist. Iran, iv, 374). A
vast quantity of this coinage found its way outside the
Islamic world into Siberia, northern Russia, Scandinavia and the Baltic shores, and even as far as the
British Isles and Iceland, apparently as a result of
trading operations which seem mysteriously to have
been largely discontinued in the opening years of the
5th/llth century. The whole topic of this apparent
one-way drain of Samanid silver northwards and
westwards has been much discussed by both economic
historians and numismatists, but remains substantially unexplained. Amongst the extensive literature
here, see e.g. J. Duplessy, La circulation des monnaies
arabes en Europe occidental du VHP au XIHe siecle, in
Revue Numismatique, ser. 5, vol. xviii (1956), 101-63;
T. Lewicki, Le commerce des Sdmdnides avec I'Europe orientate et centrale a la lumiere des tresors de monnaies coufiques,
in D.K. Kouymjian (ed.), Near Eastern numismatics,
iconography, epigraphy and history. Studies in honor of George
C. Miles, Beirut 1974, 219-33; A.E. Lieber, Did a
'silver crisis' in Central Asia affect the flow of Islamic coins
into Scandinavia and eastern Europe?, in Commentationes de
nummis saeculorum IX-XI in Suecia repertis, N.S. 6.
Sigtuna papers, Stockholm 1990, 207-12.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article):
1. Sources. Tabarl; Hamza Isfahan!; c Utbi;
Gardlzl; Narshakhi, tr. R.N. Frye, The history of
Bukhara, Cambridge, Mass. 1954, with valuable
notes; Ibn al-Athlr; DjuzdjanI; Mustawfi, Guzida,
Mlrkh w and, Fr. tr. Ch. Defremery, Histoire des
Samanides, Paris 1845.
2. Studies. Barthold, Turkestan3, 209-12, 21415, 222-70; Spuler, Iran, 76-90, 107-11; Frye, ch.
The Samanids, in Camb. hist. Iran, iv, 136-61; W.L.
Tread well, The political history of the Samanid state, D.
Phil. diss. Oxford University 1991, unpubl.; Zambaur, Manuel, 202-3; Bosworth, The Islamic new
dynasties, Edinburgh 1996, Ch. IX, no. 78. See also
the arts. ISMA C IL (i) B. AHMAD; ISMA C IL (n) B. NUH ALMUNTASIR; AL-MANSUR (i) and (n); NASR B. AHMAD;
NUH (i) B. NASR; NUH (n) B. MANSUR.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
2. Art and a r c h i t e c t u r e .
Although history and literature are fairly well
documented, no clear picture exists of artistic
achievements under the Samanids. The fertile oases
under their rule are on the fringes of Inner Asia, a
north-eastern limes for the Iranian world. The early
caliphs wrested the eastern part of the area from
Chinese suzerainty; over the centuries these lands
have remained at the crossroad of trade routes and influences.
(a) Applied arts. Ceramics. They are the best
testimony of Samanid craftsmanship, as in the finds of
Afrasiyab/Samarkand and Nlshapur. Dating of the
material is still not clear; the, later rule of the
Karakhanids could be responsible for some of it. The
pre-Islamic red body earthenware serves as support to
white, black or russet slips and their decor under the
new transparent lead glaze. When no slip is used, as
in Nishapur, the body takes on a buff colour under the
glaze. The decoration draws on five sources. First, the
new but soon assimilated Arabic calligraphy painted
in near black manganese. Second, the possible influence of late T'ang bichrome, copper green with iron
brown or yellow, but not the earlier three-coloured
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decor; there are no shapes nor designs recalling
Chinese originals. Third, strong echoes of textile
designs ranging from stripes, triple dots, dotted circles
and peacock-eyes to roundels containing birds,
gazelles and palmettes. These designs start in preIslamic times and are still visible on local wall paintings and caves farther east. Strapwork patterns create
original geometric overall decoration. Fourth, alien
religions signal their survival by using their own symbols: in Nishapur, a few ceramics are painted with
crosses; in Samarkand it is the fish which is used, as
in Egyptian lustreware. Communities of Nestorians
and Syriacs still existed, as did also Manichaeans and
Buddhists, the latter manifest in the overall pattern of
a lotus base inside dishes. And fifth, paintings of
figures, chiefly in Nlshapur: hunters on horseback,
seated rulers and dancers, all surrounded by fantastic
animals and birds. Would they also be survivors of
earlier times in a society becoming more and more
Islamicised?
Thus dishes up to 45 cm wide, with a small or large
cavetto, are usually covered in a white slip; they recall
the new manufacturing of paper; this white ground
acts as an ideal support for calligraphy. Ewers, bowls,
often with a double recessed base, lamps, inkwells,
even toys, all are coloured with a mixture of metal
oxide and fine white clay; the mixture prevents the
design from running under the transparent glaze. The
use of a russet/iron colour points to the red of later
Iznik pottery. When colour is required to run, no fine
clay is added to the oxide. As for sgraffito, it appears
to be an original means of decoration and is used as
a visual counterpoint for the colour runs, usually
green, yellow and purple in a dense patterning for
large dishes and bowls. Unglazed wares consist of
long-necked ewers, some with filtre, jars, gourds,
cooking pots, oven shapes and moulds.
Glass. In the finds of Samarkand, bottles are either
freely blown or, when a pattern is required, mouldblown to produce a lattice or twisted pattern. The
ewers are not unlike their ceramic counterparts;
spoons and inkpots can be added to the list of shapes.
Green and turquoise are the usual shades with the occasional blue or amber bottles, bowls, bangles and
beads.
Metalwork. Since most metals were available in
Khurasan and Transoxiana, the important metal industry of pre-Islamic times was carried over and
adapted to the taste of the new rulers, although precise
dating is still hazy. Early Arab governors of Khurasan
sent gifts of silver and gold vessels to the caliph in
Baghdad, as well as bowls and jugs of high-tin bronze.
The latter, safidruy, with its appearance of silver, was
a good substitute for precious metals. Cast objects of
copper such as ewers, buckets and braziers, were of
daily use. In archaeological finds, household objects
like lamps, jugs, flat-bottom bottles, ewers, incense
burners, some in the shape of a stupa, spoons and
weights, were made of bronze. Bronze was also used
for more personal items like rings, tweezers, mirrors
and kohl sticks. Iron was used for sword, dagger and
shovel blades, as well as for arrowheads.
Textiles. Already in Sasanid times, local silk and cotton provided the yarn for goods appreciated well
beyond the area. Early after the Islamic conquest,
tributes of garments were sent to Baghdad from
Khurasan. The tirdz [q.v.] factories of Nishapur and
especially Marw produced very soft cotton fabrics as
well as ibnshim and kazz silk. The only surviving silk
from this period is the remarkable compound twill
known as the shroud of Saint Josse [see HARIR]. Its inscription reads *izz wa-ikbdl li 'I kd^id Abu Mansur Bakh-

takin atala 'Hah bak[a*ahu] ("Glory and prosperity to
the Ka'id Abu Mansur Bakh-takm, may God prolong
his existence"). This was not to be the case, since he
was put to death by cAbd al-Malik b. Nuh in 350/961.
Only through the eyes of contemporary historians
can one appreciate the wealth of textiles produced in
Samanid lands. The most popular and expensive
could have been zandanidji cloth exported as far as
c
lrak and India. Nizam al-Mulk noted that the
Samanids dressed their newly-bought slaves in zandanidji. Other villages near Bukhara produced, in particular, cloaks, hats and prayer carpets. Of all the important towns with bazaars, Samarkand was the
best-known emporium of Transoxiana for its silvercoloured and red garments, brocades, kazz silk and
Chinese silks. Near by, at the village of Wadhar, an
expensive cloth of cotton woven on cotton, wadhdri,
was made into a light resistant type of yellow overcoat, very popular in winter. From Shash came
special capes with neck decoration, prayer carpets and
cotton yarn.
Ivory. As dry climate does not lend itself to the
preservation of ivory objects, only a few of these, such
as chess pieces, have survived; in Samarkand, spoons
have been found with delicately carved handles.
(b) Architecture. The dearth of 4th/10th-century surviving monuments underlines the attitude of later
Islamic rulers to the buildings of previous dynasties.
Mud brick is still the basic building material in the
area. Remains of impressive walls with an outward
corrugated surface, visible in Marw, suggest the importance of main towns and the need to protect them,
though in the capital Bukhara, the Rlgistan, a large
square, lay outside the pre-Islamic town, surrounded
by ten dtwdns to the west of the well-fortified citadel.
Stucco remains from palaces and affluent houses still
have traces of painting. Large bazaars sheltered commerce and industry. Towards the end of the Samanid
period, the town proper, unable to absorb the growing
population, had become an unpleasant maze of filthy
streets. Traces of early caravanserais survive along
the trade routes and by the banks of the Oxus and the
Jaxartes.
After the Muslim conquest, baked brick, seemingly
a Mesopotamian tradition, was preferred to mud
brick for mosques, tombs and important civic
buildings. Yet in such buildings as the Nuh Gunbad
("nine domes") mosque in Balkh, while the structural
elements including the six massive columns (1.56 m in
diameter) were of baked brick, the walls were still
made of mud brick. The almost square structure (20
m 2 ), open on one side opposite the kibla wall, is entirely plastered and decorated with carved stucco.
Spacious grid systems enclose palmettes, leaves, cones
and buds not unlike those in Nlshapur, Afrasiyab or
Sayad near Dushanbe, but in a more attractive manner than in the possibly contemporary mosque of
Na^In [q.v.] in Persia. In the Deggaron mosque of
Hazara near Bukhara two series of three domes cover
the building, the kibla domes being higher than the
three others. Inside, the columns are less squat and
the intrados of the arches broadly pleated; the domes
sit on pendentives. The great mosque in Khlwa
echoes the other older tradition of an hypostile hall
with wooden columns and carved capitals, four of
which have early inscriptions. More wooden carvings
have survived in the shape of a cusped-headed mihrdb
from Iskodar, in the Zarafshan valley, now in the
Dushanbe Museum, and a capital from the mosque in
Obburdan, now in Tashkent.
A small number of single-domed tombs in baked
brick illustrate the possible evolution of such construe-
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tions: the so-called tomb of the Samanids in Bukhara,
a domed square with four entrances, patterned
brickwork and corner arches, and the cArab-Ata
mausoleum in Tim, dated 367/977, with only one entrance emphasised by a complex design, with
brickwork and corner arches in smoother patterns. If
the inscription of the Shir Kablr mausoleum at
Mashhad-i Misriyan in Dihistan allows for a late
4th/10th century dating, then part of its zone of transition with its four receeding arches could be later
than its carved stucco mihrdb and niche. Finally, with
the restored Mir Sayyid Bahram mausoleum at Karmina, between Samarkand and Bukhara, appears an
early suggestion of a pishtdk [q.v.] or raised portal; it
emphasises the doorway with a design of arches and
frames. By the end of the period, baked brick with its
new building possibilities, has asserted itself.
Bibliography: L. Ainy, Iskusstvo srednei Azii
epokhi Avitsenny ("Arts of Central Asia in the time
of Avicenna"), Dushanbe 1980; J.W. Allan,
Nishapur. Metalwork of the early Islamic period, New
York 1982; S. Blair, The monumental inscriptions from
early Islamic Iran and Transoxiana, Leiden 1992; M.
Bulatov, Mavzolei Samanidov-zhemcuzhina arkhitektury
Srednei Azii ("The mausoleum of the Samanids,
pearl of Central Asian architecture"), Tashkent
1963; Y. Crowe, Slip-painted wares and Central Asia,
in Trans, of the Oriental Ceramic Society, \ (1985-6), 5867; B.P. Denike, Quelques monuments de bois sculpte au
Turkestan occidental, in Ars Islamica, ii (1935), 69-83;
L. Golombek, The Abbasid mosque at Balkh, in Oriental
Art, xv (1969), 173-89; V.A. Krackovskaya,
Evolyuts_iya_ kuficeskogo pis'ma v Srednei Azii, in
Epigrafika Vostoka, iii (1949), 3-27; CJ. Lamm,
Glass from Iran in the National Museum, Stockholm,
Stockholm and London 1935; A.S. MelikianChirvani, La plus ancienne mosquee de Balkh, in Arts
Asiatiques, xx (1969), 3-9; idem, Islamic metalwork
from the Iranian world, 8-18th centuries, London 1982;
Oxus. 2000 Jahre Kunst am Oxusfluss in Mittelasien.
Neue Funde aus der Sowjetrepublik Tadschikistan, Exhibition Catalogue, Zurich 1989; A.M. Pribitkova,
Pamyatniki arkhitektury Srednei Azii, Moscow 1971;
G.A. Pugacenkova, Mavzolei Arab-ata, in Iskusstvo
Zodcikh Uzbekistana, ii, Tashkent 1963; eadem,
Iskusstvo Turkmenistana ("Art of Turkmenistan"),
Moscow 1967; R.B. Serjeant, Islamic textiles, Beirut
1972; Terres secretes de Samarcande: ceramiques du VHP
au XIIP siecle, Paris 1992, with bibl. in Russian; G.
Ventrone, Iscrizione insolite su ceramica samanide in collezioni italiane, in Gururdjmanjarika. Studi in onore di
Giuseppe Tucci, i, Naples 1974, 221-232; L. Volov,
Plaited Kufic on Samanid epigraphicpottery, in Ars Orientalis, vi (1966), 107-34; C.K. Wilkinson, Nishapur
pottery of the early Islamic period, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York 1973; idem, Nishapur,
some early Islamic buildings and their decoration, New
York 1987._
(YOLANDE CROWE)
SAMANNUD, a town of the Delta in E g y p t , in
the Gharbiyya province and on the western bank of
the Nile (Dimyat/Damietta branch), 8 km/5 miles east
of the town of al-Mahalla al-Kubra [q. v. ]. It is an old
town, with the name in ancient Egyptian of Zab nutir,
i.e. holy place. Greek documents call it SepevvuTO?
(Sebenytos), whence the Arabic name, and in Coptic
it was known as Xe^voyi (Djemnuti).
Samannud had a very ancient Christian tradition.
Athanasius I states that the town had a Melkite bishop
in 352 and that the town's name often figures in the
old martyrological literature. We know e.g. that the
martyr St. Anub passed through Samannud when
coming from Atrib, where he had found the town's
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churches destroyed and a temple built in their place.
In the 14th century, when the Synaxarion had already
been put together, the body of Anub was at Samannud, and there has always been a church in the town
dedicated to St. Anub.
Arabic geographers like Ibn Khurradadhbih and
al-Yackubi mention the town in the 3rd/8th century,
and in the 6th/12th century al-Idrisi describes its lively
commercial activity. From the Fatimid period, and
after Badr al-Djamali's administrative reorganisation,
an independent province called al-Samannudiyya was
set up.
In modern times, an administrative district was set
up in 1826 called the kism of Samannud, with its cheflieu in the town, and after 1867 it was styled the
markaz of Samannud. In 1882 this last was, however,
abolished and the district and its administration
transferred to al-Mahalla al-Kubra. In 1928 it was reestablished, and then, because of struggles between
political parties, it was abolished three times in less
than 7 years until it was definitively re-established in
1935, with the town of Samannud as chef-lieu of the
district.
Bibliography: John of Nikiu, tr. Zotenberg,
245, 366, 560; Hist, des Patriarches, in Patrol, or., v,
[460] 206, x, [547] 433; Synaxaire, in Patrol, or., i,
[76-7] 290-1; xvi, [973, 1050], 331, 408, xvii,
[1218] 676; Abu Shama, Rawdatayn, Cairo 1288, i,
269; Kalkashandi, Subh al-acshd, Cairo 1331-8, iii,
327; ibn Dukmak, ed. Cairo 1314, v, 77, 91;
MakrizT, Khitat, ed. Inst. Frang., iii, 223-4, iv, 101,
ed. Bulak, ii, 519; Ibn al-Dj^an, al-Tuhfa al-saniyya,
Cairo 1898, 60, 80; Carra de Vaux, Abrege des
merveilles, 217; G. Maspero, in Jnal. des Savants
(1899), 79; CA1T Pasha Mubarak, Khitat dpdida, xii,
46-50, xvi, 65-6; Baedeker, Egypt; Guide Joanne,
Egypte, 361, 366; J. Maspero, Organis. milit. de
I'Egypte byzantine, 131, 139; Hist, des Pair. d'Alexandrie, 371-3; Caetani, Chronogr. islamica, 1707; bibl.
given in J. Maspero and G. Wiet, Materiaux p. servir
a la geogr. de I'Egypte, 29, 31-2, 106, 187-8; Ibn
MammatT, KawdnTn al-dawdwin, ed. A.S. c Atiyya,
Cairo 1943, 576; IdrTsI, Opus geographicum, NaplesRome 1970-84, 336-7, 340; Muhammad Ramzl, alKdmus al-djughrdfi Ii 'l-bildd al-misriyya, Cairo 195568, ii/2, 69-76; R. Stewart, in The Coptic encyclopedia,
New York 1989, vii, 2090.
(AYMAN F. SAYYID)
SAMARITANS [see AL-SAMIRA].
SAMARKAND, an a n c i e n t city of Transoxa n i a , the Arabic Ma° wara° al-Nahr [0.0.], situated
on the southern bank of the Zarafshan river or Nahr
Sughd. In early Islamic times it was the first city of the
region in extent and populousness, even when, as
under the Samanids (3rd-4th/9th-10th centuries
[q.v.}}, Bukhara [q.v.] was the administrative capital.
Samarkand's eminence arose from its position at the
intersection of trade routes from India and
Afghanistan via Balkh and Tirmidh [q. vv. ] and from
Persia via Marw [see MARW AL-SHAHIDJAN] which then
led northwards and eastwards into the Turkish steppes and along the Silk Road to eastern Turkistan and
China; but above all it flourished because of the great
fertility of the surrounding district of Soghdia or
Sughd [0.0.], the highly-irrigated basin of the Zarafshan which could support a dense agricultural population (see Barthold, Turkestan down to the Mongol invasion,* 83 ff.).
1. H i s t o r y .
The city—the second part of the name of which
contains the Eastern Iranian word for "town", kand,
frequent in Eastern Iranian place-names (cf.
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PLATE LXIV

1. Slip-painted dish, W:46.8 cm, H:6 cm. 52.11. Courtesy of the Freer Gallery
of Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.

2. Slip-painted bowl, W:22.5 cm; H: 6.5 cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art Nishapur
excavations, 1939. 40. 1.70,14. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

PLATE LXV
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3. Cast bronze bottle, H:15 cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art Nishapur excavations,
1938. 39. 40. 48. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

4. Mausoleum of the Samanids, Bukhara. Photograph: Yolande Crowe.
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Buddhist-Soghdian knd-, Christian Soghd. hath,
kanth), while the first part has not yet been satisfactorily explained (cf. the attempts by Tomaschek, Centralasiatische Studien, i, Sogdiana, in SB Ak. Wien, Ixxxvii
[1887], 133 ff.)—is first found in the accounts of Alexander's campaigns in the east as Maracanda,
MocpocxotvSoc, whose site at Tepe Afrasiyab has yielded
Hellenistic archaeological evidence (see P. Bernard,
Alexandreet I'Asie Centrale, in St.Ir., xix [1990], 29-32).
Arrian (iii, 30) calls it poeaiXeux -afc 2of8tava>v x^P*?Alexander occupied it several times during the
fighting with Spitamenes and, according to Strabo (xi,
ii, 4), razed it to the ground (while Arab legend makes
him, as well as the Tubbac [q. v. ] king Shamir Yur c ish,
founder of the city). Under the Diadochi—after the
partition of 323 BC—as the capital of Sogdiana, it belonged to the satrapy of Bactria and was lost to the
Seleucids with Bactria when Diodotos declared
himself independent and the Graeco-Bactrian
kingdom was founded during the reign of Antiochus
II Theos; henceforth it was exposed to the attacks of
the northern barbarians (cf. PW, xiv/2, art. Marakanda, cols. 1421-2). From this time up to the Muslim
conquest it remained historically and economically
separated from Persia, although cultural intercourse
with Western lands continued. (On the settlement of
Manichaeans in Samarkand, cf. J. Marquart,
Historische Glossen zu den altturkischen Inschrifien, in
WZKM, xii [1898], 163; the attempts made by E.
West to refer Cm and Clnistan in the Bundahishn and
Bahmanyasht to Samarkand are very unsatisfactory.)
The only positive information is given by Chinese imperial historians and travellers (of which the former
are unfortunately for the most part only available in
obsolete translations). From the Han period the
kingdom of K'ang-Kii is mentioned, whose chief territory, K'ang, is definitely identified in the T'ang Annals with Sa-mo-kian = Samarkand (cf. the passages
in C. Ritter, Erdkunde, vii, 2 657 ff.). According to the
Annals of the Wei, compiled in 437 AD (cf. F. Hirth,
in Marquart, Die Chronologie der altturkischen Inschriften,
Leipzig 1898, 65-6), the Cau-wu dynasty related to
the Yue-ci (Kushan) had been reigning here since
before the Christian era. Hiiien-tsang visited Sa-mokian in 630 AD and briefly describes it (St. Julien,
Memoires sur les contrees Occidentals, i, Paris 1857, 1819; S. Beal, Si-yu-ki, Buddhist Records, i, 1884, 32-3,
with valuable bibliographical note on p. 101).
The Muslim Arabs do not appear for certain in the
affairs of Samarkand until the time of the governor of
Khurasan Kutayba b. Muslim [q.v.]; the alleged tomb
at Afrasiyab of the Shdh-i Zinda, the Prophet Muhammad's cousin Kutham b. al-cAbbas [?.#.], who was
supposed to have been in Samarkand in 56/676 (cf.
Barthold, Turkestan, 91-2), must have appeared later
as part of a family cult inaugurated by the cAbbasids
after they came to power in 132/750, possibly adapting a pre-Islamic cult on this site. The Iranian ruler
of Samarkand at the time of Kutayba was Tarkhun
(probably a title rather than a personal name; for this
very old title amongst the Turks of Inner Asia,
possibly of Chinese origin, see R.N. Frye, TarxunTurxiin and Central Asian history, in HJAS, xiv [1951],
i 10-11; C.E. Bosworth and Sir Gerard Clauson, AlXwdrazmi on the peoples of Central Asia, in JRAS [ 1975],
11-12), called malik Sughd or malik Samarkand in the
Arabic historical sources, and first mentioned in
85/704 in warfare with Kutayba at Bukhara. In
91/710 Kutayba sent his brother cAbd al-Rahman to
Samarkand in order to collect tribute, which Tarkhun
paid; but the anti-Arab party in the city then deposed
the latter, who was either killed or committed suicide.
There replaced him another Soghdian prince,

Ghurak, who ruled in Samarkand for some 27 years
until his death in 119/737 or 120/738, with an Arab
garrison in his city. Gradually, the Arabs consolidated
their position in Soghdia, but Ghurak's policy
towards them oscillated between conciliation and attempts to call in aid from the Chinese Emperors as
nominal suzerains over Central Asia or from the
Turks. In 102/721 the Tiirgesh appeared in Soghdia
under their leader Kur-sul or Kol-c'ur; and in 110/728
Ghurak joined in a general rising of the Soghdians,
with Turkish help, against the Arabs, so that the
Arabs in Transoxania were temporarily reduced to
their garrisons at Samarkand and at Dabusiyya. Not
till the late 730s, with the strong measures of the
governor Nasr b. Sayyar [0.z».], was Arab authority
firmly established again (see Barthold, Turkestan, 18493; H.A.R. Gibb, The Arab conquests in Central Asia,
London 1923, 36, 42-8, 55, 60-1, 65 ff., 89-90).
Although Kutayba had built a mosque in
Samarkand, the progress of Islamisation there,
outside the Arab garrison, must have been slow.
There were certainly adherents of many other faiths in
the city at this time. In ca. 629 AD, the Chinese
traveller Hiuen-tsang had found only two abandoned
Buddhist monasteries there, and Buddhism had almost certainly disappeared a century or so later
(Spuler, Iran, 218). But there was probably already a
Nestorian Christian bishopric in Samarkand during
the 6th century, and in the early 8th century, it was
erected into a metropolitan see; at the beginning of
the 9th/15th century, Clavijo (see below) still found
many Christians in Samarkand, but the end of the
community seems to have come within the reign of
Ulugh Beg shortly afterwards, and nothing is
thereafter heard of it (see B.R. Colless, The Nestorian
province of Samarqand, in Abr Ndhrain, xxiv [1986], 517). In the mid-4th/10th century, Ibn Hawkal described a Christian community (cumr) with monastic
cells, on the hill of Shawdhar to the south of
Samarkand, whose inhabitants included Christians
from clrak (Barthold, Zur Geschichte des Christentums in
Mittel-Asien bis zur mongolischen Eroberung, TubingenLeipzig 1901, 22 ff., 30-1; Yule-Gordier, Cathay and the
way thither, London 1915-16, i, 103-4, iii, 22-3; Ibn
Hawkal, ed. Kramers, 498, tr. Kramers-Wiet, 4778). Not long after this time, the Hudud al-^dlam, tr.
113, § 25.13, comm. 352, mentions a convent of the
Manichaeans at Samarkand (khdnagdh-i Mdnawiydn)
with adherents called nigushdk "auditores", doubtless
the Manichaeans who had fled from clrak in fear of
persecution during the time of al-Muktadir.
In the early cAbbasid period, the Zarafshan valley
was deeply affected during the caliphate of al-Mahdl
(158-69/775-85) by the Neo-Mazdakite movement of
the "wearers of white" led by al-Mukannac [q.v.],
and the governor of Samarkand Djibra°fl b. Yahya,
helped to suppress the revolt in his area. Abu Muslim
[q. v. ] is said to have built the outer wall of the city (alTabarl, iii, 80, tr. J.A. Williams, Albany 1985, 203),
and Harun al-Rashid to have restored it after it had
fallen into decay (al-YackubI, Bulddn, 293, tr. Wiet,
110). The rebel against the central government Rafi c
b. al-Layth [q.v.] began his outbreak in Samarkand in
190/806 by killing the governor there and seizing the
city, holding it until he surrendered to al-MaDmun in
193/809 (al-Tabarl, iii, 707-8, tr. C.E. Bosworth,
Albany 1989, 259-61). It is also from the early
c
Abbasid period that we have the first Islamic coins
issued from Samarkand, beginning with issues of 1424/759-62 (E. von Zambaur, Die Munzprdgungen des
I slams, zeitlich und ortlich geordnet, i, Wiesbaden 1968,
148-9).
At the command of al-Ma 3 mun, the governor of
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Khurasan Ghassan b. cAbbad in ca. 204/819 allotted
to the four sons of Asad b. Saman-Khuda various
cities of Transoxania and eastern Khurasan as governorships, and Nuh received Samarkand. On his death
in 227/842, the city eventually passed under the control of his brother Ahmad (d. 250/864), whose copper
fulus were struck there from 244/858 onwards. With
the collapse of Tahirid authority in Khurasan under
§affarid attacks, Nasr b. Ahmad found himself virtually independent ruler of Transoxania with his
capital at Samarkand. However, his brother and
eventual vanquisher Ismacfl, progenitor of all the
future Samanid amirs, made Bukhara the Samanid
capital, although Samarkand remained over the
following centuries the commercial centre of Transoxania.
It was, for a start, one of the principal markets for
Turkish slaves brought from Inner Asia, and Ibn
Hawkal, 494, tr. 474, states that slaves trained at
Samarkand were the best of all from Transoxania.
But one of its most famous products, exported all over
the Islamic world, was paper, introduced thither by
the Chinese artisans captured at the battle of Talas in
133/751 (al-ThacalibI, Latd^if al-ma^drif, ed. al-Abyari
and al-SayrafT, 218, tr. Bosworth, The Book of Curious
and Entertaining Information, Edinburgh 1968, 140; and
see KAGHAD). It was, moreover, a centre for scholarship. The great HanafT theologian al-Maturidi (d. ca.
333/944 [q. v. ]) stemmed from the Maturid quarter of
Samarkand, his tomb in the city being still shown in
the 9th/15th century, and another HanafT theologian
and Kurgan commentator was Abu '1-Layth alSamarkandl (d. towards the end of the 4th/10th century [q.v. ]). Unfortunately, the local history written in
Arabic by the famous theologian Abu Hafs c Umar b.
Muhammad al-Nasafi(d. 537/1142-3 [q.v.]), the Kitdb
al-Kandfi ma^rifat ^ulamd^ Samarkand, which dealt with
the shrines and graves of local scholars and also with
some of the city's historical events, has come down to
us only in an abridgement of a Persian translation (see
Storey, i, 371; Storey-Bregel, ii, 1112-15; Barthold,
Turkestan, 15-16).
It is to the heyday of the Samanids, the 4th/10th
century, that the descriptions of Samarkand by the
geographers al-Istakhri. Ibn Hawkal, al-MukaddasT
and the author of the Hudud al-^dlam refer. They show
that Samarkand had the typical tripartite formation of
Iranian towns: a citadel (kuhandiz, arabicised kuhandiz
or translated kaPd), the town proper (shahristdn,
shdristdn, madind) and suburbs (rabad). The three parts
are here given in their order from south to north. The
citadel lay south of the town on an elevated site; it
contained the administrative offices (ddr al-imdrd) and
the prison (habs). The town itself, of which the houses
were built of clay and wood (cf. E. Herzfeld, in Islam,
xi, 162, and E. Diez, Persien, i (Kulturen der Erde, xx,
Hagen-Darmstadt 1923), 20), was also on a hill. A
deep ditch (khandak) had been dug around it to obtain
the material for the surrounding earthen wall. The
whole town was supplied with running water, which
was brought from the south to the central square of
the town called Ra*s al-Tdk by an aqueduct, a leadcovered artificial channel (or system of lead pipes?),
running underground. It seems to have dated from
the pre-Islamic period as its supervision, as is expressly stated, was in the hands of Zoroastrians, who were
exempted from the poll-tax for this duty. This
aqueduct made possible the irrigation of the extensive
and luxurious gardens in the town. The town had four
main gates; to the east, the Bab al-Sin, a memorial of
the ancient connection with China due to the silk
trade; to the north, the Bdb Bukhara', to the west, the
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Bab al-Nawbahdr, which name, as in Bukhara and
Balkh, points to a (Buddhist) monastery; and to the
south, the Bdb al-Kabir or Bdb Kishsh (bob stands for the
Persian darwdza). The lower-lying suburbs adjoin the
town, stretching towards the Zarafshan and surrounded by a wall with 8 gates. In them lay the majority of
the bazaars, caravanserais and warehouses, which
were rare in the city itself. The government offices of
the Samanids and the Friday mosque were in the city
itself. See al-Istakhrl, 316-23; Ibn Hawkal, ed.
Kramers, 491-501, tr. Kramers-Wiet, 472-9; alMukaddasI, 278-9; Hudud al-'dlam, loc. cit.; alThacalibl, Latd^if al-ma'drif, 217-19, tr. Bosworth,
140-1; Ya^ut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iii, 246-50; alKazwlm, Athdr al-bildd, 395 ff.; Le Strange, The lands
of the eastern caliphate, 460, 463-6.
Samarkand was, together with Bukhara, occupied
by the incoming Karakhanids in 382/992, and with
the defeat of the last Samanid, Ismacfl b. Nuh alMuntasir [ q . v . ] , in 394/1004, passed definitively
under Turkish control. In the second quarter of the
5th/llth century it became, under CA1I b. Harun
Boghra Khan, called cAHtigin [ q . v . ] , and then under
the parallel line of the descendants of the Ilig Nasr, the
eventual capital of the western khanate of the
Karakhanids, covering Transoxania and western
Farghana [see ILEK KHANS]. With such rulers as
Shams al-Mulk Nasr b. Tamghac Khan Ibrahim,
Samarkand became in the later 5th/llth century a
splendid cultural and artistic centre. The city also
became a regular mint centre for the Karakhanids.
But after the battle of the Katwan Steppe in 536/1141,
when the Saldjuk sultan Sandjar [q.v.] and his vassal
Mahmud b. Muhammad Khan were decisively
defeated by the pagan Kara Khitay [q. v. ] , Samarkand
and Bukhara became the centre of a reduced
Karakhanid principality under Kara Khitay overlordship. It nevertheless continued to flourish commercially, and in ca. 1170 the Spanish Jewish traveller
Benjamin of Tudela visited Samarkand and allegedly
found there 50,000 Jews (M.N. Adler, The itinerary of
Benjamin of Tudela, London 1907, 59. The last
Karakhanid in Samarkand, c Uthman Khan b.
Ibrahim, was executed by the Kh w arazm-Shah cAla°
al-Dln Muhammad [q.v.] in 608/1212, and the city
occupied by the Kh w arazmians. But shortly afterwards, the Mongols of Cingiz Khan [q.v.] reached
Transoxania, and after conquering Bukhara in
616/1220, they arrived at Samarkand,
the
concentration-point for the Khwarazm-Shah's forces,
in the spring of 617/1220. The city fell after a five
days' siege (Rabi*- I 617/May 1220, or possibly
Muharram 617/March 1220). After it had been
devastated, some of the citizens were allowed by the
Mongols to return after payment of a ransom of
200,000 dinars (Djuwaynl-Boyle, i, 115-22; Barthold,
Turkestan, 411-14).
For the next century-and-a-half, Samarkand was
only a shadow of its former self. The Taoist hermit
Ch'ang-ch'un (travelled in Western Asia 1221-4)
states that there were 100,000 families in the city
before the Mongol sacking, but only a quarter of these
remained in Sie-mi-se-kan after that (E. Bretschneider,
Mediaeval researches from eastern Asiatic sources, London
1910, i, 76-9; on the form Sie-mi-se-kan, cf. the Latin
travellers' Semiscant and Clavijo's Cimesquinte, YuleCordier, Cathay and the way thither, iii, 39). In the mid8th/4th century, Ibn Battuta found the population
much reduced, and the city ruinous and without a
wall (Rihla, iii, 51-2, tr. Gibb, iii, 567-8).
The revival of the town's prosperity began when
Timur [q.v.] after about 771/1369 became supreme in
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Transoxania and chose Samarkand as the capital of
his continually-increasing kingdom, and began to
adorn in with all splendour. In 808/1405 the Spanish
envoy Ruy Gonzales de Clavijo visited it in its new
glory (see the Spanish-Russian edition of his itinerary
by I. Sreznevskiy in the Sbornik old. Russk. Yaz., xxviii
[1881], 325 ff.; Eng. tr. Le Strange, Narrative of the
Spanish embassy... 1403-1406, London 1928). He gives
Cimesquiente as the native name of the town, which
he explains as aldea gruesa "large (lit. thick) village";
in this we have an echo of a Turkish corruption of the
name of the town based on a popular etymology which
connects it with stimiz "thick". The Bavarian soldier
Johann Schiltberger seems also to have been in
Samarkand at this time (Reisebuch, Stuttgart 1885, 61,
Eng. tr. J.B. Telfer, London 1879). Tlmur's grandson Ulugh Beg (d. 853/1449 [q.v.]) embellished the
city with his palace Gihil Sutun and built his famous
astronomical observatory there; on him, see W. Barthold, Ulugh-Beg, in Four studies on the history of Central
Asia, ii, Leiden 1958. A very full description of the
city in Tlmur's day, which may be justly described as
classical, is given by the memoirs of Babur (Bdburndma, ed. Ilminski, 55 ff.; ed. Beveridge, 54b ff.;
French tr. Pavet de Courteille, i, 96 ff.; Eng. tr.
Beveridge, 74-86; Caghatay (in translit.) and Persian
ed. and tr. W.M. Thackston, Cambridge, Mass.
1993, 90 ff.), who captured Samarkand for the first
time in 903/1497 and held it for some months. In
906/1500 it was occupied by his rival, the Ozbeg
Shlbanl Khan. After his death, Babur, in alliance
with the §hlbanl Safawid Ismacfl Shah, succeeded in
916/1510 in once more victoriously invading Transoxania and occupying Samarkand, but by the next
year he found himself forced to withdraw completely
to his Indian kingdom and leave the field to the
Ozbegs. Under the latter, Samarkand was only the
nominal capital and fell completely behind Bukhara.
During the 18th century, Samarkand fell into
severe economic decline and in the middle years of
that century was virtually uninhabited. However,
when the extension of Russian Imperial power into
Central Asia accelerated in the later 19th century,
Samarkand was occupied by Russian troops under
General K.P. Kaufmann in November 1868 and a
treaty of vassalage imposed on the amir of Bukhara,
within whose territories Samarkand had fallen. The
city was now detached from Muzaffar al-Dln Khan's
nominally independent khanate of Bukhara and
became part of the directly-ruled Russian
Governorate-General of Turkestan. After 1871 a new
Russian town sprang up to the west of the old city,
with a station on the Trans-Caspia to Tashkent
railway. The great anti-Russian rebellion -of
Turkestan in 1916, when the Tsarist government attempted to conscript the non-Russian local populations for labour service, began in the Samarkand
oblast. Under the Soviet regime, the oblast became one
of those making up the Turkestan Autonomous SSR
in 1918, and then in 1924, part of the Uzbek SSR, of
which Samarkand was at first the capital but replaced
by Tashkent [q.v.] in 1930. Since 1990 it has come
within the Uzbekistan Republic. The modern city
(lat. 39° 40' N., long. 66° 58' E., altitude 710
m/2,330 feet), an important centre for the processing
of foodstuffs and for industry, had in 1970 a population of 257,000 (see BSE2, xxii, cols. 1571-7).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): E. Schuyler, Turkistan. Notes of a journey
in Russian Turkistan, Khokand, Bukhara, and Kuldja,
London 1876, i, 225-67; F.H. Skrine and E.D.
Ross, The heart of Asia, a history of Russian Turkestan

and the Central Asian khanates..., London 1899, index;
Yule-Cordier, The Book of Ser Marco Polo3, London
1922, i, 183-7; G.E. Wheeler, The modern history of
Soviet Central Asia, London 1964, index.
(H.H. SCHAEDER-[C.E. BOSWORTH])
2. A r c h i t e c t u r e .
Archaeologists refer to the ruins of Samarkand as
Afrasiyab after the destruction of the town by Cingiz
Khan [q.v.] in 617/1220. A museum on the site
preserves fragments of stucco ornament and ceramics
[see SAMANIDS. 2], Thereafter, under Tlmur and his
successors, the earlier southern suburbs of the town
became the new Samarkand with its striking ceramic
revetment and typical modular architecture. The
shrine of Kutham b. al-cAbbas [q.v.] known as the
Shdh-i Zinda "the living prince", had survived on the
southern slopes of Afrasiyab. Recent excavations,
particularly those directed by N.B. Nemtseva in 1962,
have revealed the base of a 5th/11th-century minaret
in the north-west corner of the shrine as well as an
earlier mausoleum, the underground mosque and a
semi-underground chamber, all reflected in the later
renovations. The south-eastern corner of a madrasa,
possibly a funerary construction, was excavated to the
west and opposite the shrine, if a wakf of the
Karakhanid Ibrahim b. Nasr Tamghac Bughra Khan
dated Radjab 458/June 1066, relates to it.
The Shdh-i Zinda ensemble. Cemeteries develop
around shrines of holy men. Here mausolea are like
scattered jewels with the shimmering of their blueturquoise tile glazing enhanced with bichrome bands
in white and black or turquoise. A series of tombs,
with portal and domed room, lines an ancient northsouth alley, while the shrine itself stands at its top
northern end. Its lower section, off-centred to the
east, overrides the old walls of Afrasiyab. The two
main 9th/15th century cahdr tdks emphasise the entrance to the shrine (CT1) and the lower southern
monumental entrance (CT2) to the whole alley; a subsidiary one (CT3), late 18th century, stands at the top
of steps. Its southern face (CT1) carries remains of
ten-pointed star vertical panels in tile mosaic which
include hexagonal terra cotta elements around the
stars.
1. The shrine, entered through delicately carved
wooden doors (806/1403-4), consists of (a) a
mausoleum/gur-khdna, (b) a ziydrdt-khdna (735/1334-5),
(c) a masdjid (15th century), (d) a minaret (llth century), (e) an ambulatory/miy an-khdna. The original
mausoleum with its tiled mukarnas and dome in blue
and turquoise, was in (b). The masdjid stands over the
older one, the mihrdb inscription in tile mosaic, quotes
sura II, 139.
2. At the southern end of the ensemble, the
monumental entrance with hazdrbdf, "a thousand
weave" decoration, is dedicated to Ulugh Beg's son,
c
Abd al-Aziz (838/1434-5), and leads into the cahdr tak
(CT2). On its west side, a doorway opens into a contemporary mosque. The east door leads into a later
madrasa (1227/1812-13).
3. An excavated anonymous mausoleum, 7th/13th
century.
4. The mausoleum of Khwadja Ahmad (1350s) remains the only surviving building to recall the older
east-west road of the ensemble; it is "The work of
Fakr [b.] CA1T", and a variety of deep moulded glazed
tiles enhance the portal: a band of calligraphy in white
against a turquoise scroll, a frame of underglaze black
painted star tiles with a turquoise glaze and a girikh,
a "knot" decoration, in turquoise and unglazed terra
cotta in the tympanum.
5. A mausoleum for an anonymous lady, earlier
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The Shah-i Zinda, after Rogers.
c

known as Arab §Jiah, perhaps one of TTmur's first
wives, Kutlugh Aka (13 $afar 762/12 December
1361). A restored plinth and two steps under the portal lead into the mausoleum. There are similar colour
harmonies and moulded glazed tiles, inside and
outside tiled mukarnas, as in 4.
6. a.b.c.d. Excavated mausolea dating to the 1360s.
7. The mausoleum of §had-i Mulk Aka (who died
on 20 Djumada II 773/29 December 1371) was built
by her mother Turkan Aka (died 785/1383), TTmur's
elder sister. The calligraphy of the portal in Arabic
refers to the building and the daughter, the Persian
below the mukarnas praises the building. The Persian
around the door frame mentions the "pearl" buried
within. Three craftmen have left their signatures, with
unclear nisbas: Birr al-Dln, Shams al-Dln and Zayn
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al-Dln. Here is to be seen the best-preserved tile
decoration of the ensemble. The restored portal over
the entrance was originally higher. Eight frames arise
from a plinth of three square ornate panels; they are
hemmed in on either side by deeply carved turquoise
engaged columns. Two of the frames are larger, with
calligraphic and star patterns enclosed in a risen
border. Underglazed painted tiles of irregular shapes,
in delicate turquoise and white on blue, fill the spandrels with leafy lotuses around a raised roundel. These
tiles are also used for the large frame inscription and
around the four carved and glazed panels of the inner
portal containing a lotus-filled mihrdb and an upper
roundel. The mukarnas of the portal are echoed in
those of the chamber, which measures about 42 m2
and is all glazed with lotuses and leaves, small girikhs
and mihrdbs; large roundels almost fill the tiled wall
panels, three aside. Eight black and white ribbed
panels, each containing a "tear-drop" motif, meet at
the apex of the inner dome in an eight-pointed star.
A feeling of lightness emanates from the decoration
despite its dense patterning.
8. Only the portal remains of the mausoleum of
Amir Husayn/Tughluk Tekln, who died in 777/1376;
he was one of TTmur's generals. The vault goes back
to the 6th/12th century.
9. The Amlr-zade mausoleum, 788/1386, stands
east of an earlier crypt and on the south side of 7. In
a similar manner, two frames filled with turquoise
moulded rosettes and calligraphic haft rang [q.v.] tiles,
are enclosed in risen borders, the lower part being two
haft rang tile panels. The slightly recessed entrance is
three-quarters framed by a band of square tiles with
moulded square Kufic (Muhammad and CAH) based
on minute lozenges of terra cotta, possibly gold
originally, with a red dot or glazed in blue with turquoise and blue infill; above it, a tympanum of hexagonal star-filled tiles encompasses two central panels
in haft rang tiles. A ribbed inner single shell dome over
a plain chamber over 38 m 2 was plastered in the 19th
century.
10. An excavated mausoleum, late 8th/14th
century.
11. The mausoleum is the work of Ustad cAlim-i
NasafT in the 1380s, with turquoise glazed plugs in its
south brick wall; there is no trace of the outer dome,
only a 16-sided drum of hazdrbdf panels in black and
turquoise. The ceramic programme is a mixture of old
and new techniques and designs. The vertical panels
of the portal strapwork recall the design on the base of
the Djam minaret [q.v.], sura CIX, 1; CXII; and
CXIV, 2-3. The panels and stars within also contain
glazed moulded Kufic inscriptions, mostly in white on
a blue ground. Large floral haft rang tiles make up the
inner panels and the corner engaged columns; yellow,
pale green and light brown for red, now add to the
general turquoise impression. A splendid turquoise
girikh punctuates the border of the right outer wall.
Rectangular panels filled with hexagonal tiles cover
the walls of the shrine, and corner arches with mukarnas lead to a dome covered in strapwork girikh filled
with the same hexagonal tiles, all of which create a
suffused turquoise vision.
12. The mausoleum known as that of Ulugh Sultan
Begum, was built in the 1380s over part of the
5th/llth century madrasa. A roofless portal survives
with Iddjward (dark blue) tile panels, and framed and
moulded turquoise glazed narrow girikh containing
small Iddjward tiles. A combination of calligraphic tiles
in gold and white against a leafy scroll survives on the
front. The red cinnabar, now visible, was originally
hidden by the gold leaf decor. The use of dark blue
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and gold, recalling Chinese textiles, appears here for
the last time.
13. The mausoleum of "Amir Burunduk", dated to
the end of 8th/14th century, adjoins the Tuman Aka
complex to the south. Only the right side of the portal
remains with its hazdrbdf panel. Nine burials were
found in the crypt, as well as some textiles.
14. "This is the tomb of the great and noble queen,
Shirin Bika Aka, daughter of Taraghay, 787[/13856]". Taraghay was the sister of TTmur. The
mausoleum has the earliest double-shell dome with an
outer bold hazdrbdf pattern and remains of tile mosaic
panels on the drum. The higher than usual portal, ca.
11 m, is decorated with a dense composition of
calligraphic bands, arabesques and stylised flowers.
Blue remains the dominant colour, with added turquoise and white, and a touch of light brown. The 36
m2 mausoleum rises to a total height of about 18m.
The dado is tiled with hexagonal green tiles with gold
cranes in flight inspired by contemporary Chinese textiles. The rest is painted plaster with elongated cartouches at the base of the sixteen-sided drum as in 19.
The walls are divided into niche-shaped panels filled
with vegetal or stylised leave patterns.
15. The mausoleum with two hazdrbdf walls and a
tiled double dome ca. 15 m high, is attributed to
Tuman Aka (808/1405-6); _set next to the undated
masdjidl khdnakdh of Tuman Aka, it contains the tomb
of Amir Abu Sacld Mahdf b. Haydar dated 733/1332-3
or 833/1429-30. Tile mosaics decorate the three entrances with blue and some black ground. In the north
entrance to the mosque, the ten-pointed star pattern
meshes with a blue girikh. This girikh is lined in white,
a well-known device of carpet designers when a motif
requires enhancing. Other colours are green, light
brown, turquoise and plain terra cotta. Intricate
plaster mukarnas lead to the painted dome.
16. a.b.c.d.e. These excavated mausolea overlook
the east-west road.
17. This octagonal mausoleum, with arch openings
on all sides and crude hazdrbdf decor, is dated to
around 1440. It would have had a double dome. Remains of a plaster painted inscription can still be seen
on the inside of the octagon (sura II, 256).
18. A 9th/15th-century excavated burial vault is
sited west of 12.
19. The two turquoise tiled double-domed
buildings of the so-called Kadl-zade RumI
mausoleum, built in the 1420s, stand out from afar
with their larger part rising to 23 m. Hazdrbdf patterns
animate both drums, with a hadith inscription on the
larger one. More patterning would have covered the
south portal. Chambers were excavated to the west
and east. The zone of transition and dome of the tomb
chamber, almost 10 m 2 , consist of elaborate plaster
mukarnas; the crypt contained remains of a female in
her mid-thirties. This is the only building in the
ensemble with a feeling of space, partly due to unpatterned plain walls or dados of unglazed hexagonal tiles
framed by blue glazed strips.
The mosque of Haclrat Khicjr. Its name recalls
the saint-protector of travellers and master of the
water of life, Khicjr [^.z>.]. On the south slope of
Afrasiyab, this summer mosque, with its wooden columns, overlooks the site of the Iron Gate and the road
to Tashkent. Built in the 19th century with two small
minarets and a squat dome on foundations going back
to Soghdian times, it was restored in 1915 by cAbd alKadir Bakiev.
Little remains of the citadel in the western part of
the town. It contained the usual administrative
buildings, the treasury, the armoury, the Cihil Sutun,

the Gok Saray, and the palace with the Gok-Tash, a
carved grey marble monolith which was used as a
ceremonial throne.
R u h a b a d , "The abode of the soul", in mid-town.
The shrine of Burhan al-Dln Saghardji was built in
the late 8th/14th century over the tomb of the shaykh,
whose body was brought back from China by his son
Abu Sacld. The massive plain square tomb chamber
is crowned by a dome on an octagonal zone of transition. Its dado consists of unglazed octagonal tiles
separated by glazed black strips.
The mausoleum of Saray Mulk Khanum is late
8th/14th century and possibly part of a madrasa. Its
vanished portal briefly rivalled that of Timur's
Masdjid-i Djamic 200 m away. The inner dome has
gone; the semi-basement crypt in brick is cruciform
like the main chamber. Despite its ruinous condition,
a variety of tiles and paintings have survived.
The vast Masdjid-i Djami c known as Blbi
K h a n u m (801-8/1398-1405) was started on Tlmur's
return from India; 95 elephants for the carrying of
quarried stones were added to an immense task force.
Its sahn measures 87 m by 63 m and the four L-shaped
halls, with 480 columns, are linked by four portals,
one of which, the entrance pishtdk [ q . v . ] , rises to 41 m.
At the opposite end of the sahn stands the mihrdb domed chamber; in India the two lateral minor domed
chambers would have been extra gateways. Built too
fast, with a minaret at all four corners, the mosque
soon began to deteriorate and was superseded in the
llth/17th century by the Tilla Kan mosque on the
Rigistan (see below). The 1897 earthquake hastened
the collapse of the domes, but restoration work on a
long-term basis was started in the 1970s.
Parts of the tile programme of the mosque were
determined by its large size and recall that of the
slightly earlier gateway to the Ak Saray in Shahr-i
Sabz and the contemporary shrine of Khwadja
Ahmad YasawT [q. v. ] in Turkestan. Large-scale hazdrbdf patterns, with a dominant of turquoise, cover most
parts of the surviving monument; six-sided haft rang
tiles still fill the space of some spandrels, and complex
tile shapes including twelve-sided ones, decorate part
of the mihrdb dome. The restored portal as well as the
plinth and dados of the main entrance are of carved
stone. After the earthquake of 1875, the monumental
Kurgan stand of carved marble was moved out into
the sahn.
The madrasa and khdnakdh of M u h a m m a d
Sultan and the G u r - i Mir. The remains of the
madrasa and khdnakdh, on either side of a courtyard,
were probably completed in 1401/803-4 by Muhammad Sultan, Timur's favourite grandson. After his
death in Anatolia in 805/1403, TTmur had an octagonal mausoleum built for his remains, on the south
side, known as the Gur-i Mir, "the World Master".
Its turquoise melon-shaped double dome soars to a
height of 37 m. A gigantic Kufic inscription "God is
eternal" runs round the drum. TTmur was buried
here in 807/1405 as well as later Timurids. Ulugh Beg
added an eastern gallery to the mausoleum in
827/1424. Muhammad b. Mahmud al-Banna° alIsfahani signed a concluding portal in 837/1434. An
unfinished llth/17th-century iwdn still stands on the
west side. The last standing minaret collapsed in
1903.
The inner room of the mausoleum, about 100 m 2 ,
with its high cupola, has painted pendentives with
gold leaf decoration; its dado, in onyx and further
gaudy restoration in blue and gold, contrast with the
dark nephrite of Timur's cenotaph. The stone was
brought by Ulugh Beg from Inner Asia in 828/1425
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and is inscribed with TTmur's genealogy. This and
other cenotaphs are surrounded by a delicately-carved
marble railing. Six cenotaphs are echoed in the
cruciform crypt by simpler tombstones similarly inscribed.
The Rigistan. In the 8th/14th and 9th/15th centuries, six main roads converged towards this sandy
area, a crossroad of cultural and commercial life.
When Ulugh Beg reshaped the square, he erected a
khdnakdh, a caravanserai and two mosques; only his
madrasa, 56 m by 81 m, famous for its learned
scholars, survives on the west side of the square with
its pishtdk rising to 34.7 m. The mosque stands at the
opposite end of its square courtyard with four corner
domed halls; it is surrounded by a series of lesser twdns
each with two levels of cells. Only two of the four corner minarets have survived. Two inscriptions on the
pishtdk and one on the portal of the mosque give dates
between 820/1417 and 823/1421. Again, the hazdrbdf
decoration in turquoise and black covers the larger
wall surfaces with details underlined in tile mosaics
with or without unglazed geometric elements. The
large patterns of the pishtdk vary from enhanced
square Kufic to bursting star motifs.
On the opposite side of the square, the masterbuilder cAbd al-Djabbar built the Shir Dor madrasa
under Imam Kuli of the Djanids from 1028/1619 to
1045/1636. It is a feeble image of the Ulugh Beg
madrasa, despite the lions in the spandrels of the entrance pishtdk, the melon-shaped domes and minarets
on either side, and the lavish use of tile mosaics. The
whole building, without a mosque, is slightly smaller
than the Ulugh Beg madrasa although the imposing
courtyard is bigger and allows two levels of blind arcades with rooms around it.
To its north-eastern side stands the hexagonal
Cahar Su built with bricks from the Blbl Khanum
mosque at the end of the 18th century under Murad
Khan of Bukhara. This bazaar crossroad was famous
for its hatmakers.
A short distance to the north-west of it has been resited in the 1880s the grey marble p l a t f o r m of the
Shibanid dynasty with 31 inscribed tombstones.
Between the two madrasas of the Rigistan stands the
Tilla-kari "adorned with gold" madrasa (1056-70
1646-60). It is also a Djanid construction and combines the functions of a theological college and a
masa^id-i djami*-. The mosque on its west side replaced
the crumbling Blbl Khanum. The recent and lavish
restoration has included the rebuilding of a new turquoise dome over the mihrdb.
The o b s e r v a t o r y of Ulugh Beg. cAbd al-Razzak
al-Samarkandi records under the year 823/1420 the
construction of the circular building 48 m wide,
decorated with glazed bricks, and sited to the northeast of the town on the side of a rocky hill. Recent excavations have revealed at the centre of the inner hexagonal shape a deep stepped trench marked in degrees
which was part of the gigantic sextant used for recording the movements of the planets and the stars. Contemporary texts mention shallow inner galleries on
two floors above the ground floor service area,
possibly painted with maps and charts if not
decorative subjects. In the central area, and perpendicular to the wall of the sextant, stood a solar clock
in the shape of a concave profile wall which would
show up the shadow of the sextant.
The shrine of 6upan Ata stands on the same hill
as the observatory but farther to the east. It is a rather
coarsely-shaped mausoleum with a tombstone in a 16
m 2 chamber without a grave below. The very high
drum has chamfered sides with monumental Kufic in-
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scriptions in tiles. It could have been a place of
popular pilgrimage in the 9th/15th century.
The mausoleum of c lshrat khana "The house of
happiness" was built by Hablba Sultan Begum, wife
of Sultan Abu Sacid, as a mausoleum for a daughter,
and is dated by its wakfto 869/1464. There are about
20 tombstones in the crypt. The double dome and
high drum collapsed in 1903. The middle of the 28 mlong facade is dominated by a high pishtdk which opens
into the 64 m2 tomb chamber; on both sides of it and
beyond its four corners, steps lead to the next floor
and its various rooms. The western side of the ground
floor contains a mosque. All ten types of vaulting are
elaborate systems of arch nets with flat profiles. What
survives of the hazdrbdf decoration on the outer walls
shows more restraint than earlier Timurid architecture. A few haft rang stars and bands survive near the
entrance. Inside, traces of blue and ochre painting of
stylised vegetal motifs recall some of the painting in
the mausoleum of Gawhar Shad in Harat. No gold
now remains visible. Polychrome glass from the windows was recovered in the excavations.
The c AbdI Darun "inside" ensemble was built
in the 1440s to the south-east of the city near the
c
lshrat khana. The mausoleum with its conical roof is
set on foundations possibly going back to Sultan Sandjar; with its adjacent chambers, it stands behind the
khdnakdh by the north side of a large octagonal pool at
the top of a long alleyway. On its eastern side was
built a later wood-columned mosque as well as a
madrasa south of it. The drum of the double-domed
khdnakdh has a bold Kufic inscription; some tile
mosaics survive within it. Mucizz al-Din b. Muhammad Ya c kub b. cAbdI, a descendant of the caliph
c
Uthman, was supposedly a kddim the Samarkand of
the 3rd/9th century.
The Ak Saray m a u s o l e u m . This now stands on
its own to the south of the Gur-i Mir, an unfinished
brick structure built in the 1470s, with plain walls and
no outer dome. The portal rises to 19 m and leads into
a cruciform dome chamber with a dado of polychrome
tile mosaics with gold. Some painting with gilding
survives in the vaulting. A headless skeleton was excavated in the crypt. Later Tlmurids could have been
buried in this building.
The Kh w adja Ahrar ensemble. South of the
town, the outdoor tomb of the powerful leader of the
Nakshbandiyya order Khwadja c Ubayd Allah Ahrar,
known as Khwadja Ahrar [q. v. in Suppl.], who died
in 896/1490, lies under a platform of grey and black
marble which carries sixteen richly carved tombstones
and is surrounded by a wall. A summer mosque looks
over the square which lies to the west; on the north
side stands the recently restored Nadir Diwan Begi
madrasa (1630-5), with its mosque probably built
earlier. The decoration on the entrance portal with
tiger and gazelle in spandrels, and the pishtdk in front
of the domed mihrdb chamber, vaguely echo Timurid
tile mosaics and calligraphic tiles.
The Namaz-gah mosque stands in the northwestern part of Samarkand and was built by Nadir
Dlwan Begi around 1040/1630. A pishtdk rises in front
of a domed chamber between two groups of three
blind arches. The baked brick surface shows no sign
of surviving decoration.
Up to the building of the railway, there used to be
on the left bank of the Zarafshan two large brick arches set at an angle to each other. One has since collapsed. They are said to have been part of a greater
structure built under the Shlbanlds to offset the current of the river during the spring high waters.
Although no gardens survive from the Timurid
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period or later, many are mentioned in contemporary
texts and the Bdbur-ndma. In his Zafar-ndma, Sharaf alDTn cAll Yazdi describes the building of the Dilgusha
garden in 799/1396, east of the town. The garden of
"delights" was walled on four sides with a lofty tiled
gateway in the middle of each side. Each corner contained a tiled pigeon tower; at the centre stood a domed pavilion. The main pathways were lined with
poplars, and the grounds were divided into triangles
and hexagons with borders of specific fruit trees:
quince, apple, apricot, peach, pomegranate, pear,
plum, pistachio and almond besides a variety of vines.
Near-by was the Bagh-i Dulday "perfect" garden.
Amongst a number of other gardens, to the west of the
town stood the "new", the "paradise" and the
"north" gardens; to the north could be found the
"plan of the world" and the "four" gardens, the
garden "of the square", and to the south, the "plane
tree" garden. Most gardens had elaborate pavilions
with rich tiling and wall paintings.
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The origins and architectural development of the Shdh-i
Zindeh, in Iran, xv (1977), 51-73, with further bibl.
in Russian; Rogers, Central Asia historiography, in The
dictionary of art, forthcoming; G.A. Pugacenkova,
Ishrat-Khaneh and Ak-Saray. Two Timurid mausoleums
in Samarkand, in Ars Orientalis, v (1963), 177-89;
eadem, Arkhitektura observatorii Ulugbeka, in Iskusstvo
Zodcikh Uzbekistana, iv (Tashkent 1969), 107-31;
S.E. Ratiya, Mecet Bibi-Khanim v Samarkande,
Moscow 1950; V.A. Shishkin, Nadpisi v ansamble
Shakhi-Zinda, inZodcestvo Uzbekistana, ii (1970), 7-71.
(YOLANDE CROWE)
AL-SAMARKANDI [see ABU 'L-LAYTH].
AL-SAMARKANDI [see DJAHM B. SAFWAN].
AL-SAMARKANDI [see NIZAMI C ARUDI].
AL-SAMARKANDI, SHAMS AL-DlN, Muhammad b. Ashraf al-Husaynl, an e x p e r t in both the
ancient and Islamic sciences who composed important works on theology, logic, geometry and
astronomy. He is most celebrated for his epistle on the
art of disputation, al-Risdla al-Samarkandiyya f t dddb albahth (in Madjmu^a mushtamila ca/a al-dti baydnuhu, ed.
Mahmud al-Imam al-Mansun, Cairo 1353, 125-32),
which was the most famous treatment of disputation

and which became the subject of numerous commentaries (see HadjdjI Khalifa, Kashf al-zunun, Istanbul
1951-3, i, 39). Unlike prior authors who had limited
themselves exclusively to disputation in either
theology or law under the rubric of djadal, khildf or
mundzara [q.v.], al-Samarkandi presented the first
treatise applicable to any subject area—philosophy,
law, theology—and thus the first attempt at a universal theory of disputation, referred to by his successors
as simply the dddb al-bahth. The work is divided into
three parts. The first gives definitions of technical
terms such as mundzara, dalil, amdra and nakfa the
second states the procedure of debate (tartib al-bahth):
who starts; what counts as a question; what objections
are valid and when; how to determine the end of the
debate (there is no judge), etc.; the final part gives examples of debates on questions (masd^il) in theology,
law, and philosophy. In his Sharh al-mukaddima alburhdniyya (i.e. of Burhan al-Dln al-Nasaft, d.
687/1288 [q.v.]} (ms. Chester Beatty no 4396, at fol.
5b), which he completed according to I. Baghdatli in
the year 690 (Hadiyat al-^drifin, Istanbul 1951-3, ii,
106), and in which he implies that he studied with alNasafi, al-Samarkandl mentions (at fol. 4a) that_he
treated the dddb al-bahth in his Muctakaddt (cArif
Hikmat no. 206, Medina), Kustds al-afkdr fi tahkik al~
asrdr and al-Anwar (probably his sharh on the Kustds).
Manuscripts are the best source of information on
his biography; HadjdjI Khalifa slipped in stating that
al-Samarkandi died around 600 A.H. (Kashf, i, 105).
An important Istanbul manuscript apparently in the
hand of his student (Laleli no. 2432, fol. 33b) states
that he died 22 Shawwal 702/9 June 1303. He wrote
shuruh on several of his own works, including the
Kustds (completed in 683) and his own sharh thereon
(completed in 692 according to Istanbul, Fatih no.
3360), a standard work on Aristotelian logic, which
contains, inter alia, a solution to the liar paradox (see
L. Miller, A brief history of the liar paradox in Islamic philosophy, in Of scholars, savants and their texts (Munich
1989, 173-82), and a detailed discussion of the dddb albahth. Both his al-Sahd*if al-ildhiyya (completed in 680
according to Laleli no. 2432, fol. 33b), ed. Ah cAbd
al-Rahman al-Sharif, Kuwait 1985, and his sharh
thereon, al-Ma^drif fi al-sahd^if, were important
theological works.
Other works include: ^Ayn al-nazar fi al-mantik fi ^ilm
al-ajadal, a short treatment of the logic of juristic
disputation concerned with, inter alia, implication
(taldzum), (Cairo, Dar al-Kutub no. 197) (mantik wadddb al-bahth); cf. SancaD, al-Maktaba al-Gharbiyya
bi 'l-Djamic al-Kablr, ms. s.v. Ghayb al-nazar, obviously a misprint.
Ashkdl al-ta^sis (ed. M. Suwaysl, Tunis 1984), a
treatise on 35 fundamental postulates in the first book
of Euclid's Elements. See H. Dilgan, Demonstration du
Ve postulate d'Euclide par Schams-ed-Din Samarqandi, in
Rev. d'Histoire des Sciences, xiii (1960), 191-6; A.I.
Sabra, Thabit ibn Qurra on Euclid's parallels postulate, in
J. of the Warburg and Courtauld Inst., xxi (1968), 14 n.
19.
Al-Tadhkira fi 'l-hay^a, a compendium on astronomy; A^-mdl-i takwim-i kawdkib-i thdbita (Leiden ms.
no. 1196, 3 pers.), an astronomical chart for the year
1275-6; an anonymous commentary on Naslr al-Dln
al-TusT's sharh on Ptolemy's Almagest is also attributed
to al-Samarkandi (see Sezgin, vi, 94).
Al-R. al isldmiyya (Princeton, Yahuda no. 2367), an
interpretation of the shahdda, is probably identical with
Berlin ms. no. 2458, Tahkik kalimat al-shahdda according to Mach; cf. Baydn madhhab ahl al-sunna and R. ft
kalimat al-tawhid mentioned by Brockelmann.
Bibliography. Brockelmann, i, 468, S I, 840-1;
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Sezgin, v, 99, 114-15, vi, 94; Diet, of'Scientific Biogr.,
xii, 91, iv, 155; H. Suter, Die Mathematiker und
Astronomen der Araber und ihre Werke, Leipzig 1900,
157; R. Sellheim, Arabische Handschriften. Materialen
zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte, Wiesbaden 1976,
162-3; R. Mach, Catalogue of Arabic manuscripts
(Yahuda Section) in the Garrett Collection, Princeton
University Library; L.B. Miller, Islamic disputation
theory. A study of the development of dialectic in Islam from
the tenth through fourteenth centuries, Ph.D. diss.
Princeton 1984 unpubl., summarised in idem,
Disputatio(n). [4], Islamische Welt, in Lexikon des Mittelalters, iii, Munich-Zurich 1986, 1119.
(L.B. MILLER)
SAMARRA3, a town on the east bank of the midc
dle Tigris in lrak, 125 km north of Baghdad, of about
35 ha in 1924, and ca. 120 ha in the 1970s. Between
221/836 and 279/892 it was the capital of the
c
Abbasid caliphs, and expanded to an occupied
area of 57 km 2 , one of the largest cities of ancient
times, whose remains of collapsed pise and brick walls
are still largely visible.
The district was only lightly occupied in Antiquity.
Apart from the Chalcolithic Samarran Culture excavated at the rich site of Tell al-$uwwan, the city of
Sur-marrati, refounded by Sennacherib in 690 BC, according to a stele in the Walters Art Gallery,
Baltimore, may somewhat doubtfully be identified
with a fortified site of Assyrian date at al-Huwaysh
opposite to modern Samarra3. The ancient toponyms
for Samarra3 are Gk. Souma (Ptolemy, V. c. 19;
Zosimus, III, 30), Lat. Sumere, a fort mentioned
during the retreat of the army of Julian the Apostate
in A.D. 364 (Ammianus Marcellinus, XXV, 6, 8),
and Syriac Shuma^rd (Hoffmann, Ausziige, 188;
Michael the Syrian, iii, 88), described as a village.
The region experienced an upturn in its fortunes
with the excavation of the Katul al-KisrawI, the
northern extension of the Nahrawan canal which drew
water from the Tigris in the region of Samarra3, attributed by Yakut (Mu^djam, s.v. Katul) to the Sasanid
king Khusraw Anushirvan (A.D. 531-78). To
celebrate this royal project, a commemorative tower
(mod. Burdj al-Ka3im) was built at the southern inlet
(mod. Nahr al-Ka3im) south of Samarra3, and a
palace with a walled hunting park at the northern inlet
(mod. Nahr al-Rasasi) near to al-Dawr. A supplementary canal, the Katul Abi '1-Djund, excavated by the
c
Abbasid caliph Harun al-Rashld, was commemorated by a city in the form of a regular octagon
(mod. Husn al-Kadisiyya), called al-Mubdrak and
abandoned unfinished in 180/796. The plan is based
upon that of the Round City of Baghdad [0.0.].
Probably in 220/834-5, the caliph al-Muctasim
[q.v.] left Baghdad in search of a new capital. The
sources all report that the reason was conflict between
the caliph's regiment of Central Asian Turks and the
population of Baghdad. The caliph apparently sought
a residence for the court, and a base for the cAbbasid
army, outside of Baghdad, and was attracted by a
region known for its hunting, but otherwise poor in
natural resources.
The caliph's city was formally called Surra Man
Ra3a ("he who sees it is delighted"). According to
Yakut (Muca^am, s.v. Samarra), this original name was
later shortened in popular usage to the present
Samarra3. It seems more probable, however, that
Samarra3 is the Arabic version of the pre-Islamic
toponym, and that Surra Man Ra3a, a verbal form of
name unusual in Arabic which recalls earlier Akkadian and Sumerian practices, is a word-play invented
at the caliph's court.
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Surra Man Ra3a was laid out in 221/836 on the east
bank of the Tigris around the pre-Islamic settlement,
with the principal palace on the site of a monastery to
the north. This palace complex, called in the sources
Ddr al-Khildfa, Ddr al-Khaltfa, Ddr al-Sultdn, and Ddr
Amiral-Mu^mimn, had two major sub-units, the Ddr al^Amma, the public palace where the caliph sat in audience on Monday and Thursday, and al-Djawsak alKhdkdnT, the residence of the caliphs and their
families, where four are buried. The site of the palace
(125 ha), excavated by Viollet (1910), Herzfeld (19113), and recently by the Iraqi Directorate-General of
Antiquities, has a square building, identifiable as the
Ddr al-cAmma, opening onto a garden on the Tigris,
with a court behind, two basins excavated in the conglomerate for summer occupation, a polo may dan
[q. v. ], and a second enclosed palace, probably
al-Djawsak.
It is not easy to reconstruct the plan of the original
Surra Man Ra3a, because of later rebuilding. From
the palace an avenue, later referred to by al-YackubI
as Shari** Abi Ahmad, extended south 3.5 km to the
markets, the mosque of al-Muctasim (both now under
the modern town), and beyond. To the east of this
avenue lay the cantonments of the Turk Waslf, to the
west on the Tigris bank those of the Maghariba, a
military unit apparently of Egyptian origin. The cantonment of Khakan c Urtudj was placed north of alDjawsak, and may be identified with one of two
quarters in this area. The two remaining military cantonments were located outside of Surra Man Ra3a,
that of the Ushrusaniyya, under al-Afshin Khaydar b.
Kawus al-Ushrusani [see AL-AFSHIN] at al-Matira, the
village 4 km south of modern Samarra3 (mod. alDjubayriyya), and that of the Turks under Ashnas 10
km north at Karkh Fayruz (mod. Shaykh Wall). The
area east of the city was walled as a hunting park
(al-Hayr).
With the death of al-Muctasim in 227/842, came a
point of decision: would Samarra3 be abandoned on
the death of its founder, as many other princely sites,
or would it become a more permanent cAbbasid
capital? Al-Wathik (227-32/842-7 [q.v.]) chose to stay,
and the population reacted by turning what was called
a camp (cAskar al-MuHasim) into a real city. According
to al-Yackub! (Bulddn, 264-5), al-Wathik made some
changes to the military disposition, but concentrated
on the economic development of the city. He built a
new palace called al-Harum, which has been identified on the banks of the Tigris at al-Kuwayr, an
unexcavated site partly flooded since the 1950s by the
barrage at Samarra3. Al-HarunI continued to be the
residence of al-Mutawakkil, and was occupied during
the 250s/860s by Turkish units.
The reign of al-Mutawakkil (232-47/847-61 [q.v.])
had a great effect on the appearance of the city, for he
seems to have been a lover of architecture. In a list of
his building projects which appears in several different
versions, the new Congregational Mosque and up to
20 palaces are mentioned, totalling between 258 and
294 million dirhams. The new Congregational
Mosque, with its spiral minaret, built between
235/849 and 237/851, formed part of an extension of
the city to the east, extending into the old hunting
park. Two new palaces with hunting parks were built
in the south, at al-Istablat, identified as al-cArus, and
al-Musharrahat (not yet securely identified). A further palace, Balkuwara, excavated by Herzfeld in
1911, was built on the Tigris bank south of al-Matira,
surrounded by a military cantonment for a new army
corps under al-Mutawakkil's second son, al-Muctazz.
Three courses for horse-racing were built east of the
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main city. Two have an out-and-back course 80 m
wide and 10.42 km long with a spectators pavilion at
the start, and the fourth a pattern of four circles
around a central pavilion (5.3 km).
Under al-Mutawakkil, the city centre, which
developed on the site of cAskar al-Muctasim, seems to
have reached its greatest extent, and was described in
its heyday by al-Yackubi after the death of alMutawakkil (Bulddn, 260-3). There were seven
parallel avenues. The avenue adjacent to the Tigris,
Shdri*- al-Khalidj_, accommodated the quays for the
river transport which was the principal means of supplying the city, and the cantonments of the
Maghariba. Although Herzfeld supposed that the
alignment had disappeared, it now seems that the
trace of the avenue lay inland from the river-bank,
and still survives in part.
The principal avenue of al-Ya c kubi, al-Shdri^ alA^zam or al-Saridja, appears to be identical with the
alignment of the ancient road from Baghdad to
Mawsil, following an irregular line from al-Mafira to
beyond the Ddr al-Khildfa. Later called Darb al-Sultdn,
the alignment can be followed to the north to al-Dawr.
Towards the southern end stood the tax registry, the
Diwdn al-Khardd^al-A^zam, probably outside the limits
of the city in the time of al-Mu c tasim, and therefore
possibly a replacement of an earlier building. To the
northwest in succession lay the stables of the caliph,
the slave market, the madjlis of the police, the great
prison, and the main markets around the old congregational mosque of al-Mu c tasim. The avenue passed to the west of the Ddr al-Khildfa, and terminated
with the residences of the great palace servants, which
may have stood on the site of the earlier cantonments
of Khakan c Urtudj.
The second avenue, Shdri*- Abi Ahmad, was the
original avenue of the time of al-Muctasim, narrowed
from 60 to 10 metres, and ended at the south gate of
the caliphal palace, called Bdb al-Bustdn or Bdb Aytdkh.
Outside this gate stood the palace of al-cUman, and
the residences of the leading Turks of Samarra3:
Aytakh, Barmash, Slma al-Dimashki, Bugha alKablr, and Bugha al-Saghir.
The remaining avenues, Shdric al-Hayr al-Awwal,
Shdric Barghamish al-Turkl, Shdric al-^Askar, and Shdri^
al-Hayr al-Djadid, parallelled the Shdri^ Abi Ahmad to
the east. These avenues were the quarters of military
units: the Shakiriyya, the Turks, the Faraghina, the
Khazar and the Khurasanis.
In 245/859 al-Mutawakkil began a new project to
replace Surra Man Ra3a with a new caliphal city to
the north of al-Karkh, called, according to its coinage,
al-Mutawakkiliyya, although written sources call it alDja c fariyya (al-YackubI) or al-Mahuza (al-Tabarl, iii,
1438). A canal was dug from a point 62 km north to
supply the new city, crossing by an aqueduct over the
Katul, and running on both sides of the avenue, but
the levelling was badly calculated, and little water
flowed. The main palace, al-Djacfari, is located at the
inlet to the Katul al-KisrawI, and is modelled on the
Dar al-Khilafa of Surra Man Ra3a. The city plan is
organised around a central avenue leading south past
the Abu Dulaf mosque to the cantonments of alKarkh, thus similar to that of Surra Man Ra3a. The
Sasanid hunting park north of the Katul was reworked
with a viewing platform at Tell al-Banat close to
modern al-Dawr. After the assassination of alMutawakkil in 247/861, the city was abandoned.
The reign of al-Mutawakkil was fundamental to the
history of cAbbasid Samarra3. The expenditure on architecture, a high but not precisely calculable percentage of the state budget, stimulated the economic

development of the city. But the drain on the treasury
also played a role in the decade of troubles following
al-Mutawakkil's death, which led to the making and
unmaking of four caliphs, and military action in
Samarra3 in three phases in 248/862-3, 251-2/865-6
and 256/870. Perhaps more significant was the isolation of the caliph with his army in Samarra3, which
left him exposed to forceful attempts by the soldiery to
ameliorate their lot.
At any rate, during the decade after the accession
of al-Muctamid in 256/870, the army was removed
from Samarra3 by Abu Ahmad al-Muwaffak,
although Samarra3 continued to be the official
residence of the caliph until 279/892, when alMu c tadid reestablished Baghdad as capital. AlMu c tamid is not known to have revisited Samarra3
after 269/884, but he was buried there in 279/892. Between 274/887-8 and 281/894-5 there are several
reports of looting the city, after which Samarra3 ceases
to be mentioned frequently in the chronicles; one
presumes therefore that a major depopulation occurred at this time.
Nevertheless, the area round the markets continued
to be occupied, together with the outlying towns of alMatlra and al-Karkh. Al-Muktafi attempted to resettle Samarra3 in 290/903, but found al-Djawsak a ruin.
The two Sh^I Imams CA1T al-Hadl (d. 254/868) and
al-Hasan al-cAskarI (d. 260/874) had a house on the
Sharic Abi Ahmad, probably adjacent to the mosque
of al-Mu c tasim, and were buried there. The Twelfth
Imam disappeared nearby in a cleft commemorated
by the Sardab al-Mahdl in 260/874. The tomb was
first developed in 333/944-5 by the Hamdanid Nasir
al-Dawla, and subsequently by the Buyids. According
to al-Shaykh Muhammad al-SamawI, Washd^id^ alsarrd^ ft sha^n Samarra^, a verse composition of the
13th/19th century on the history of the shrine, the
double shrine continued to be rebuilt frequently,
notably in 445/1053-4 by Arslan al-Basasin and in
606/1209-10 by the caliph al-Nasir li-Dln Allah,
whose work is commemorated by an inscription in the
Sardab. The present appearance of the shrine is to be
attributed to work by the Persian Kadjar ruler Nasir
al-DTn Shah in 1285/1868-9 and other more recent
work.
From the 4th/10th century onwards, Samarra3
became a pilgrimage town. In the 6th/12th and
7th/13th centuries, the displacement to the east of the
course of the Tigris south of Samarra3 led to the
transfer of the Tigris road from Baghdad to Mawsil to
the west bank of the river, and a consequent loss of
trade. Samarra3 was not apparently walled until 1834,
when a wall was built out of cAbbasid bricks, as a
result of a charitable donation.
In the 1950s a barrage was constructed on the
Tigris, in order to divert the spring flood waters down
WadI Tharthar and to end the disastrous periodic
flooding of Baghdad. The lake formed behind the barrage drove the farming communities of the flood plain
on to the steppe-land among the cAbbasid ruins, and
enlarged the town, which remains the market centre
of its district.
Bibliography: Ya c kubi, Bulddn, 255-68, tr.
Wiet, 44-63; E. Herzfeld, Ausgrabungen von Samarra.
i. Der Wandschmuck der Bauten von Samarra und seine
Ornamentik, Berlin 1923, iii. Die Malereien von
Samarra, Berlin 1927, vi, Geschichte der Stadt Samarra,
Hamburg 1948; K.A.C. Greswell, Early Muslim architecture, ii, Oxford 1940; Directorate-General of
Antiquities, Iraq, Hafriyydt Samarra^, 1936-1939, 2
vols., Baghdad 1940; A. Susa, Rayy Sdmarrd* fi cahd
al-khildfa al-^Abbdsiyya, 2 vols., Baghdad 1948-9;
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R.McC. Adams, Land behind Baghdad, Chicago
1965; J.M. Rogers, Samarra, a study in medieval townplanning, in A.H. Hourani and S.M. Stern (eds.),
The Islamic city, Oxford 1970, 119-55; A. Northedge
and R. Falkner, The 1986 survey season at Samarra, in
Iraq, xlix (1987), 141-73; Northedge, Karkh Fairuz at
Samarra, in Mesopotamia, xxii (1987), 251-64; idem,
The racecourses at Samarra, in BSOAS, liii (1990), 3156; idem, The palace at Istabulat, Samarra, in Archeol.
islamique, iii (1992), 61-86; idem, An interpretation of
the Palace of the Caliph at Samarra (Dar al-Khilafa or
Jawsaq al-Khaqani), in Ars Orientalis, xxiii (1993),
143-71. _
(A. NORTHEDGE)
AL-SAMAWA (A., "the elevated land").
1. Al-Samawa was the name given, in the definition
of a\-Bakn (Mucdjam ma statyam, Cairo 1364-71/194551, iii, 754, copied by Yakut, Bulddn, ed. Beirut, iii,
245), during mediaeval Islamic times to the desert
a n d s t e p p e l a n d l y i n g between a l - K u f a a n d
Syria. Earlier geographers were more specific. Thus
Ibn Hawkal (ed. Kramers, 22, 34-5, tr. KramersWiet, 21, 34, see also his map of the Arabian peninsula) defines it as the plain stretching from Dumat alDjandal [q.v.] in northwestern Arabia to c Ayn alTamr [q. v. ] in the desert on the fringes of the middle
Euphrates and to the desert of Khusaf between alRakka and Balis [q.vv.], a region in general inhabited
by the Banu Kalb and the Banu Fazara [q.vv.}. The
Samawa was crossed by important caravan routes
connecting c lrak via Palmyra [see TADMUR] with
Syria. In the early 4th/10th century, it was the locus
of the Carmathian rising of Zikrawayh or Zakaruya
[see KARMATI] which seriously affected cAbbasid control over the Syrian districts to its west (see H. Halm,
Das Reich des Mahdi. Der Aufstieg der Fatimiden (875973), Munich 1991, 68-9, 71, 170-1).
2. Al-Samawa is also the name of a town in southw e s t e r n c l r a k (lat. 31°18'N., long 45°18'E.), on
the lower Euphrates, appearing in history from the
llth/17th century onwards. It was attacked by the
Wahhabiyya [q.v.] under cAbd Allah b. Su c ud b.
Sucud in 1806, after he had sacked al-Nadjaf, and
then again in 1808 it was plundered by Su c ud b.
Sucud (see A. Musil, Northern Negd, a topographical
itinerary, New York 1928, 263-4). Since the later Ottoman period and then those of the British Mandate
and independent c lrak, al-Samawa has been important as a crossing-place over the Euphrates for the
Baghdad-Basra road and for the bridge carrying the
metre-gauge railway connecting the two cities, hence
it was one of the towns besieged by the rebels during
the 1920 clraki revolt. During the Mandate and shortly afterwards, al-Samawa came within the governorate (liwd*) of Diwaniyya [0.z>.], of which alSamawa was a component kadd^, but in contemporary
c
lrak it is now the chef-lieu of the liwa? of alMuthanna, with a population (1985 estimate) of
33,473.
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): A. Musil, Verkehrswege uber Samawa
zwischen al-^Erak und Syrien, in WZKM, xxix (1915),
445-62; Naval Intelligence Division, Admiralty
Handbooks, Iraq and the Persian Gulf, London 1944,
index.
_
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
AL-SAMAW'AL B. CADIYA, J e w i s h - A r a b poet,
who lived in the middle of the 6th century A.D. His
residence was in the famous castle of al-Ablak (cf.
Yakut, s.v.) near Tayma3. His genealogy is uncertain. Though mostly called al-Samaw3al b. cAdiya (or
c
AdiyaD) al-YahudT, other _ genealogies such as alSamaw^al b. Gharld b. cAdiya or al-Samaw^al b.
Hiyya b. c Adiya are also given. Some few poems at-
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tributed to a certain Sacya (cf. Sezgin, GAS, ii, 250-1),
who is said to have been al-Samaw^al's brother or,
more probably, his grandson and to other members of
his family are also handed down.
Even in the Middle Ages, only very few poems attributed to al-Samaw-'al were known. His Diwdn,
which was collected by Niftawayh [q. v. ] , contains only
nine poems comprising 88 verses. From these poems
again only two gained greater fame because they had
been included in widely-known poetic anthologies
even before Niftawayh's comparatively late compilation of the Diwdn. The first is afakhr poem (no. 1 in
the Diwdn), which Abu Tammam incorporated in his
Hamdsa (no. 15) and on which $afi al-Dln al-Hilll
(8th/14th century) composed a takhmis (ed. Beirut
1962, 36-41). The poem, however, is attributed with
good reason to other poets than al-Samaw5al as well.
A second poem (no. 2 of the Diwdn) found its way into
al-Asma c T's poetic anthology (al-Asma^iyydt, no. 23)
and parts of it are quoted in different other sources,
among them Ibn Sallam al-Djumahi's Tabakdt. The
poem contains reflections on birth, death and the Day
of Judgment which may be, as Hirschberg proposed,
references to Aggadic literature, thus, contrary to
poem no. 1, pointing to the Jewish religion of its poet.
The authenticity of the poem was defended by
Hirschberg against Noldeke's negative verdict. Levi
Delia Vida drew up the very probable hypothesis that
the poem was in fact created by one of al-Samaw^al's
descendants, who had already converted to Islam but
still was acquainted with Jewish tradition.
Yet al-Samaw^al owes his fame less to his poetry
than to a story, which gave rise to the saying "more
loyal than al-Samaw^al". The story is told in different
versions. According to Ibn Sallam, the poet and Kinda prince Imru 3 al-Kays [q. v. ] had entrusted his arms
to al-Samaw-'al. As the Ghassanid phylarch al-Harith
b. Djabala [q.v.] heard about that, he set out against
al-Samaw3al, who entrenched himself in his fortress.
Al-Harith, however, took hold of al-Samaw^al's son
who happened to be outside the castle and threatened
to kill him if al-Samaw^al would not deliver the
deposited weapons. Yet al-Samaw3al prefered to
witness his son to be killed by al-Harith rather than to
betray the trust commited to him. The story is referred to in a poem by al-Acsha [0.0.]. In discussing
this poem, Caskel concluded that the reference to
Imru 3 al-Kays in the story is a later invention. The
poem no. 6 in al-Samaw^al's Diwdn, where the poet
refers to his loyal keeping of "the coats of mail of the
Kind!", is considered as spurious by Caskel.
In western scholarship, interest in al-SamawDal concentrated on his Jewish religion, because one hoped
that his poetry could throw some light on Jewish influence on early Islam. But since there is not a single
poem of which al-SamawDal's authorship has never
been questioned, discussion have focused mainly on
the problem of authenticity. These discussions were
stirred up anew when a hitherto unknown poem,
which contains numerous references to biblical
history, was discovered in the Geniza. It became
clear, however, that its poet was not al-Samaw-'al b.
c
Adiya. Following a hint in one manuscript, some
scholars have started to think that its author was an
otherwise unknown poet bearing also the name alSamaw^al, who is said to have been a member of the
Jewish tribe of Kurayza [0.0.]. Kowalski attributed
poem no. 7 in al-Samaw3al's Diwdn, of which he could
convincingly show that it was the reply to a poem of
Kays b. al-Khatlm [q.v.] by an anonymous Jewish
poet in the time of the prophet Muhammad, to this alSamaw-'al al-Kurazi. Yet it still remains rather unlike-
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ly that such a poet really existed. Whatever the case
may be, al-Samaw3al's poems, though only partly or
even not at all genuine in the narrow sense of the
word, are still of interest to the history of Judaism in
early Islamic times.
Bibliography: L. Cheikho, Diwan d'as-Samaou^al
d'apres la recension de Niftawaihi, Beirut 1909, further
ed. by M.H. Al Yasln, Baghdad 1955; alAsma^iyydt, ed. Shakir and Harun, 82-6 (with comprehensive reference to further Arabic sources); Ibn
Sallam, Tabakdt, ed. Shakir, i, 279-81; Aghdn?, vi,
322, 332-3, ix, 96-9, 119-20, xxii, 116-21; Hamza
al-Isfaham, K. al-Amthdl, ed. Katamish, ii, 415-16;
MarzukT, Shark Diwan al-Hamdsa, i, 110-24; Th.
Noldeke, Beitrdge zur Kenntnis der Poesie der alien
Araber, Hanover 1864, 52-86; idem, Samaual, in ZA,
xxvii (1912), 173-83_; J.W. Hirschberg, Der Diwan
des as-Samau^al ibn ^Adijd^, Cracow 1931 (with complete tr. of al-Samaw^al's poems); T. Kowalski, A
contribution to the problem of the authenticity of the Diwan
of as-Samau^al, in ArO, iii (1931), 156-61; G. Levi
Delia Vida, A proposito di as-Samaw^al, in RSO, xiii
(1931), 53-72 (fundamental); W. Caskel, Al-Acsd
Nr. 25,6, in Studi orientalistici in onore di Giorgio Levi
Delia Vida, Rome 1956, i, 132-40; Blachere, HLA,
ii, 302; F. Sezgin, GAS, ii, 249-50 (full bibl.).
(TH. BAUER*)
SAMBAS, a t o w n and river in the Province of
Kalimantan Barat (West Kalimantan) in the Republic
of Indonesia, lying just south of Sarawak at lat.
1° 20' N. and long. 109° 15' E. It is one of a number
of Malay/Muslim-dominated estuarine settlements on
the Borneo coast whose existence was based on
trading relationships with non-Muslim native peoples
in the interior and Chinese traders and miners. Local
versions of the Islamisation of Borneo's West coast attribute the coming of Islam to Arabs from Palembang
who were trading in the area from the mid-16th
century.
At this time, Sambas was a tributary of the Peninsula Malay kingdom of Johor, but through a royal
marriage in the 17th century came under the authority of Sukadana, another Bornean coastal settlement to
the south. Descendants of Sultan Muhammad Safi alDin, the first Muslim ruler of Sukadana, assumed
power in Sambas and may have helped to spread
Islam in the kingdom.
Sambas was not as influential as its more powerful
neighbours Sukadana, Landak, Pontianak and Mempawa, and was prey to local wars and a haven for
pirates. To bolster his authority, the Sultan of Sambas
sent a mission to Batavia in 1818 requesting Dutch
assistance, as a result of which the first Dutch Resident was installed. During the early 19th century
there was an international dimension to local politics
as the Dutch sought to extend their influence north of
Sambas into Sarawak [^.z>.], which they claimed was
a tributary of Sambas, but to which Brunei also held
claims. In 1841 when Malay chiefs rebelled against
Brunei, James Brooke quelled the unrest and received
the area as his from Brunei. The presence of the
English "White Rajah" effectively stopped the northwards extension of Dutch authority on Borneo's West
coast past Sambas. From 1846 the Dutch reorganised
their Borneo possessions and in 1848 a new Dutch
contract was made with Sultan Abu Bakr Tadj al-Dln
of Sambas, defining the boundaries of his kingdom.
During the 19th century, the organisation of Islam
in Sambas was closely linked with the Sultan's court.
There was an Imam and four Kiais, although after
1831 there were two Imams, Imam Tua and Imam
Muda (Senior and Junior), probably an example of a

dual appointment to resolve a local conflict. Later in
the century, Katib Djabr studied in Mecca with
Shaykh Ahmad b. Muhammad Zayn (1856-1906) of
Patani [q. v. ], and later returned to Sambas to become
Maharaja Imam.
The Imams of Sambas were in touch with events in
the wider sphere, and in 1930 Shaykh Muhammad
Bashuni clmran wrote to the editor of the Cairo reformist journal al-Mandr [q.v.], to ask why Muslims were
not as advanced as people in Europe, America and
Japan.
Sambas shared in the reorganisation of Islam in
Borneo carried out by the Netherlands East Indies
government in 1937. This established kadi Courts and
kadi Appeal Courts on the same lines as for Java and
Madura. After 1945, in the independent Republic of
Indonesia, the administration of Islam has been
through the Mahkamah Shariah, under the Ministry of
Religious Affairs.
Bibliography: E. Netscher, Kronijk van Sambas en
van Soekadana in het oorspronkelijk Maleisch, in TBG,
i/1 (1852); PJ. Veth, Borneo's Westerafdeeling,
geographische, statistisch, historisch, voorafgegaan schets
des ganschen eilands, 2 vols., Zaltbommel 1854-56;
Jutta E. Bluhm, A preliminary statement on the dialogue
established between the reform magazine al Manar and the
Malayo-Indonesian world, in Indonesia Circle, xxxii
(1983); M.B. Hooker, Islamic law in South-East Asia,
Singapore 1984.
(VIRGINIA MATHESON HOOKER)
SAMBHAL [see MURADABAD].
SAMGH. samagh (A., pi. sumugh) indicates gum
resins, the desiccated latexes of several plants and the
mixtures of natural resins (rdtinadf) with gum-like
substances.
To the best-known gum resins belong: ammoniac
(wushshak), the product of the ammoniac gum tree; the
so-called devil's dirt (hiltit), the latex of the asafoetida
(and^udhari) which, when exposed to the air, hardens
into a dirty-yellow gum resin; wolfs' milk (yattu*), in
several varieties of the class Euphorbia, with many
sub-varieties; galbanum (kinna), the desiccated latex
of Ferula galbaniflua, used as spice and medicine;
myrrh (murr), from the bark of several varieties of
thorny shrubs of Commiphora abyssinica; the oftendescribed frankincense (kundur [see LUBAN]) from various Boswellia varieties, indigenous in South Arabia
and Somalia; sagapenum (sakbinadf), the yellow,
translucent resin from Ferula Scowitziana which causes
irritation of the skin and whose smell resembles that
of asafoetida; and camphor (kdfur), the white,
transparent mass of the camphor tree Cinnamonum
camphora [see KAFUR], indigenous in East Asia. Most
of the gum resins (28 in number) are enumerated and
described by al-Nuwayri, Nihdya, xi, 291-324; cUmar
b. CA1T al-Ghassanl, MuHamad, ed. al-Sakka, Beirut
1975, 287-92, has 20 gum resins; al-Blrunl, Saydana,
has 13 varieties (see the index of the Russian tr. by
Karimov, Tashkent 1973); Ibn al-Baytar, Djami*-, iii,
85,25 - 87,13 (= Leclerc, nos. 1407-16) has 9
varieties; other authors have less.
The word samgh is usually used alone for samgh
c
arabi, gum arabic, so called because it was exported
from Arab ports and spread by the Arabs. It is the
viscous secretion gained from the bark of the acacia
tree (al-karaz, in Morocco al-talh), which represents
several varieties of the acacia imported from Africa:
Acacia senegalensis, from the steppe zones of West- and
Central Africa to the right and left of Senegal, Acacia
abyssinica and Acacia nilotica, from Africa and India,
and many others.
In medicine, gum arabic is used as a palliative and
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as an astringent for drying up putrescent ulcers. It
helps the formation of new flesh in ulcers and stems
the blood which flows from wounds; it also serves as
cough medicine and for the preparation of collyria.
The drug consists of roundish, colourless or yellowish
pieces, up to a diameter of three cm, which fall easily
into small pieces which shine like glass.
Bibliography: In addition to the works mentioned in the text, Razi, Hdwi, ed. Haydarabad,
xxi, 148-9 (no. 520); Ibn al-Qjazzar, IHimad, 65
(Publ. of the Inst. for the History of Arab Isl.
Science), Frankfurt 1985; Ibn Samadjun, Djdmic aladwiya al-mufrada, iii, 80-90 (Publ. Inst. Hist.
Science), Frankfurt 1992; Ibn Hubal, Mukhtdrdt,
ed. Haydarabad, ii, 164-5; Maimonides, Shark
asmo? al-^ukkdr, ed. Meyerhof, Cairo 1940, nos.
124, 320, 321, 352, 380; Ibn al-Kuff, <Umda, ed.
Haydarabad, i, 247; Suwaydl, Simdt, ms. Paris ar.
3004, fol. 239a-b; F.A. Fluckiger, Pharmakognosie des
Pflanzenreiches, 3Berlin 1891, 3-10; M.A.H. Ducros,
Essai sur le droguier populaire arabe du Caire, Cairo
1930, see index, 154; G. Karsten, U. Weber and E.
Stahl, Lehrbuch der Pharmakognosie, 9Stuttgart 1962,
541, 581-5; H.A. Hoppe, Drogenkunde, 8 1975/77, i,
3-8, 1264-5_.
(A. DIETRICH)
AL-SAMHUDl, NUR AL-DIN ABU 'L-HASAN c Au b.
c
Afif al-DIn cAbd Allah, al-Shafici, noted E g y p t i a n
scholar in history, theology, law, tradition, etc.
(844-91/1440-1506).
He was born at Samhud in Upper Egypt in Safar
844/July 1440, the son of a kadi; in his genealogy, he
claimed to be a Hasanid sayyid. His biography is given
in detail by al-SakhawT, resumed in Ibn al-clmad and
other subsequent biographical sources. He studied in
Cairo from 853/1449 onwards under its celebrated
scholars, and also received the Sufi khirka or cloak. He
made the Pilgrimage in 860/1456 and eventually settled in Medina, where he wrote a treatise urging the
rebuilding and correct reconstruction of the Prophet's
Mosque there. Whilst away in Mecca on the Lesser
Pilgrimage or c£/rara in Ramadan 886/November
1481, his valuable personal library was destroyed by
a fire in the Prophet's Mosque in Medina. Returning
to Cairo, he was honoured by the Mamluk sultan
Ka°it Bay [q.v. ] and given a stipend. After visiting
Jerusalem, he finally settled at Medina in late
890/1485, purchasing the house of the Companion
Tamlm al-Dari [q. v. ] and acquiring the designation of
Shaykh al-Isldm there. He died on 18 Dhu 'l-Kacda
911/12 April 1506 and was buried in the Baki' alGharkad [q.v.] cemetery.
Al-SamhudI was a prolific author, and over twenty
of his works are extant, some printed but most of them
still in manuscript. Their subjects include fikh,
genealogy, hadith, kaldm, the mandsik or ceremonies
and practices of the Pilgrimage, various commentaries on legal and other works and a collection offatwds. But his main fame stems from his histories of
Medina, his adoptive home. He originally composed
a history on an extended scale as Iktijo? al-wafd biakhbdr Ddr al-Mustafd (thus in Ibn al-clmad; in Hadjdji
Khalifa, vi, 450, al-Wafd bi-md yadjibu li-hadrat alMustafd), but this was destroyed in the Medina fire.
However, he had made, at the request of a patron, a
shorter version, the Wafd^ al-wafd, completed in
886/1481, and fortunately, he had the manuscript of
this abridgement with him in Mecca (printed Cairo
1326-7/1908-9, 2 vols., and ed. Muh. Muhyl '1-Dln
c
Abd al-Hamid, Cairo 1374/1955, repr. Beirut
1393/1973, 4 parts in 2 vols.). Finally, from this last
in turn was made another epitome, the Khuldsat alWafd (printed Bulak 1285/1868-9, Cairo 1316/1898-9
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and Mecca 1316/1898-9; two Persian translations of
this also exist in manuscript, see Storey, i, 426-7). On
all these works of al-Samhudi, see Brockelmann, II 2 ,
223-4, S II, 223-4.
The Waja? al-wafd is our principal source for the
history and topography of the city, with details on its
buildings, graves and shrines and on the various
festivals and rituals. Al-SamhudI quotes earlier
authorities, including copious ones from what must
have been one of the very first histories of Medina,
that by the pupil of Malik b. Anas, Ibn Zabala alMakhzuml, completed in 199/814 (see Hadjdji
Khalifa, i, 190 no. 228, ii, 44 no. 2302; Sezgin, GAS,
i, 343-4; this book was known to al-SakhawT but has
since disappeared).
Bibliography (in addition to references given in
the article): 1. Sources. Sakhawi, Daw\ v, 245-8;
Ibn al-clmad, Shadhardt, viii, 50-1; cAbd al-Kadir alc
Aydarusi, al-Nur al-safir, Baghdad 1353/1934-5,
58-60; Shawkani, al-Badr al-tdlic, Cairo 1348/192930, i, 470-1; HadjdjT Khalifa, see Index at vii, 1190
(no. 7097).
2. Studies. F. Wustenfeld, Geschichte der Stadt
Medina nach Samhudi, Gottingen 1860 ( = abbrev. tr.
of the Khuldsat al-Wafd); idem, Die Geschichtsschreiber
der Araber und ihre Werke, Gottingen 1881-2, 507;
ZiriklT, A'ldm2, v, 122-3; Kahhala, Mu^allijin, vii,
129-30; Sarkls, Mutyam al-matbu^dt, i, cols. 1052-3;
F. Rosenthal, A history of Muslim historiography2,
Leiden 1968, 476.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SAMI, SHEMS UL-DiN FRASHERI (Mod. Tkish.
§EMSEDDIN SAMI FRASERI), Ottoman Turkish
a u t h o r and lexicographer. He was born at
Frasher in Albania on 1 June 1850, of an old Muslim
family whose ancestors had been granted this place as
a fief by Sultan Mehemmed II, and was educated in
the Greek lycee at Yanina, at the same time receiving
private instruction in Turkish, Persian and Arabic.
He came to Istanbul in 1871 in order to take up journalism, and in 1874 was sent to Tripoli (North Africa)
as the editor of Wildyet newspaper. He returned to
Istanbul 9 months later and founded the daily
newspaper Sabdh in 1876. It was during these years
also that he embarked on literary production, attaching himself to the new school of Ibrahim ShinasI
and Namik Kemal [q.vv.], and producing a pioneer
Turkish novel, Ta^ashshuk-i TaPat we Fitnet, which
criticised the marriage system then prevalent in
Turkey. Moreover, in a famous article Lisdn-i Turki-yi
^Othmdni, published in Sabdh, he asserted the purist attitude that the language of the Ottoman empire was
not the "Ottoman language" but the "Turkish
language", and that the over-abundant Arabic and
Persian words and phrases should be replaced by old
Turkish ones which had fallen into disuse; he thus anticipated the language reform of the 20th century
Turkish Republic.
Later, he became the editoj of Terdjumdn-l Shark
newspaper and the journals cA*ile and Hafta. Meanwhile, he wrote a series of pamphlets for the Dieyb
Kutubkhdnesi series. In 1881 he was appointed as the
secretary for the Teftish-i ^Askeri Komisyonu, or Army
Inspection Commission, but, at the same time, began
to publish his famous lexicographical works: Kdmus-i
fransewi (French-Turkish, 1882, and Turkish-French,
1885), the six-volume encyclopedia Kdmus al-aHdm
and the Kdmus-i turkiin two parts. In 1893 he was put
under house arrest by cAbd iil-Hamld II. He stayed
in his home at Erenkoy, Istanbul, and devoted the rest
of his life to his works, from 1899 onwards being forbidden to receive guests; he died on 18 June 1904 in
Istanbul.
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Sarni's greatest merit lies in the fields of lexicography and philology. As well as working on
Turkish and Arabic, he also worked on producing an
Albanian grammar, poems in this language and a
book on the future of Albania. With his brother
Naclm Frasherl( 1846-1900; see on him, F. Babinger,
in hi., xi [1921], 99), he was among the leaders of the
group which produced a Latin-based alphabet for
Albanian in the 1880s. His best-known work is his
Turkish dictionary, the Kdmus-i turki. In this work, the
order of the words is alphabetical and the arrangement of the different meanings of the words is very
clear. Sam! represented a compromise between the
different views prevailing in his time on the development of Turkish, and, despite his own far-reaching
Turkish purism, his dictionary is a reflection of the
educated Turkish of his time. Among his unpublished
materials are an unfinished Arabic dictionary, comprehensive studies on the Kutadgu bilig and the Orkhon
inscriptions, as well as works on Persian and Eastern
Turki.
Bibliography: 1. Selected works, (a) Novel:
Ta^ashshuk-i Talcat we Fitnet, 1872. (b) Plays: Besd,
yahud ^ahd-i we/a, 1875; Sidi Yahyd, 1875; Kdwe,
1876. (c) Dictionaries: Kdmus-i Fransewi (FrenchTurkish) 1882; Kdmus-i Fransewi (Turkish-French)
1885; Kdmus al-acldm, 1888-98; Kdmus-i Turki, 2
vols., 1899-1900. (d) Translations from the French:
Tdnkh-i mudjmel-i Fransa, 1872; Ikhtiydr onbashl,
1873; Galatee, 1873; Shaytdnm yddkdrlan, 1878;
Sefller, 1879; Robinson, 1884. (e) Pamphlets:
Medeniyyet-i isldmiyye, 1878; Esdtir, 1878; Kadinlar,
1878; Gok, 1878; Yer, 1878; Insdn, 1878; Emthdl,
1878; Letd^if, 1882; Vine insdn, 1885; Lisdn, 1885;
Usul-i tenkid we terttb, 1885.
2. Studies. P. Horn, Geschichte der turkischen
Moderne, Leipzig 1909; Agah Sirn Levend, §emseddin Sami, Ankara 1969; Kenan Akyuz, in PTF, ii,
492-3, 499-500, 508-9, 574; L4 art. §emseddin Sdmi
(Omer Faruk Akun).
(Qi6oEM BALIM)
AL-SAMIRA
(more
modern
form, ALSAMARIYYUN), sing., al-Samiri (not to be confused
with the Kur D anic al-Samiri [?.*>.]), denotes the
S a m a r i t a n s , that part of the people of Israel which
does not identify itself with Judaism ("Judaism"
being associated with that part of the people of Israel
which survived the Babylonian Exile, hence with the
destruction of the kingdom of Israel in the north of
Palestine).
1. History of the c o m m u n i t y .
Historically, the Samaritans have been linked with
Judaism since several centuries before the coming of
Jesus Christ. They are nevertheless different, as also
in the dating of the schism regarding the Holy Scriptures connected with the Karaites [q. v. ] , taking place
around the appearance of Islam. The Samaritans only
believe in the first five books of the Law (the Pentateuch, with variations, whilst the Karaites accept the
written Law in its entirety (sc. virtually the Old Testament) but reject the oral one, i.e. the Talmud, what
is understood in Judaism as the Mishnah and the
Gemarah.
The Samaritan community is still in existence and
active. At the beginning of the 20th century (1909)
they were considered as almost extinct (in antiquity,
they had numbered between one and two millions,
and in mediaeval times had several communities,
from Thessalonica to Damascus and Cairo), numbering only 173 (97 men and 76 women), but their
numbers have now risen to 600. They live mainly at
Nabulus [^.fl.], at the foot of Mount Gerizim, which
they set up in opposition to Jerusalem, and at Holon
near Jaffa.

Leaving aside the historical notices, both traditional
and modern, on their origins—which belong properly
to the field of Biblical Studies—we shall turn to the
position of the Samaritans at the appearance of Islam.
Both the people and their laws, which were wellknown in the Talmud (which observes that the
Samaritans were more respectful of the Law than the
Jews), as also in the Code of Justinian, are further
known in thefikh treatises. Islam considered them as
a People of the Book, and al-Mawardl, tr. Fagnan,
Les statuts gouvernementaux, Algiers 1915, 302, states
that "the poll-tax is also leviable on the Sabians and
Samaritans, since their beliefs are basically identical
with those of the Jews and Christians, even though
they differ in practices". Arabic very soon replaced
the Aramaic which the Samaritans had spoken and
written—Hebrew being only a liturgical language
since the beginning of the common era—at the time
of the advent of Islam.
The Samaritans are important for the history of
Islam, and their theories are probably at the root of
the problem of tahrif. Whilst in the Rabbanite Jewish
Pentateuch, accepted by the Christian churches, there
is mention of the altar which God commanded to be
built on Mount Ebal ("... and when you have passed
over the Jordan, you shall set up these stones ... on
Mount Ebal" (Deut. xxvii, 4) and not on Mount
Gerizim, in the Samaritan Pentateuch this is the
reverse. There are several reasons for accepting the
Samaritan version; it suffices to read v. 12 and the
description of Deut. xi, 29, or to think of the arid
nature of Mount Ebal and the richness of Mount
Gerizim.
According to Muslim historians, the Samaritans in
general helped the incoming Arabs in their warfare in
Palestine with the Byzantines during the early 7th
century A.D. The Samaritans were known to the
Arabs in the classical period as physicians, as shown
by Ibn Abl Usaybica. Many writers, and especially
travellers, such as al-Mas c udf, al-Idrisf, Yakut and alMakrTzi, speak of them. Westerners, however, do not
seem to have known about them at that time. The
Crusader chronicles—unless, as is unlikely, some new
source turns up—do not mention them. It was not until the 16th century that they were discovered by the
West at the time of a melancholy attempt by a scholar
who wrote to them in Samaritan characters telling
them that they belonged to the ten lost tribes of Israel
and, above all, leading the surviving Samaritans to
believe that they stemmed from the communities
traditionally said to have been deported by the
Crusaders. The first Samaritan Pentateuch was
brought into Europe by the Italian traveller Pietro
della Valle, who went there in 1616.
But Judaism, including its European communities,
knew them perfectly well, and Benjamin of Tudela
went to see them in the second half of the 12th century. The Samaritans continued to have some of the
institutions no longer existing in Judaism: the High
Priest, the Priests and the Levites. In 1624 the last
High Priest, a direct descendant of Phinehas b.
Eliazar b. Aaron, died, and was replaced by another
priestly family, the direct descendants of Itamar b.
Aaron called Ha-Kohen Ha-Levi. In the course of
time, this subtle distinction was abandoned, and the
term Ha-Kohen Ha-Gadol was exclusively used. Another institution of a Biblical order which continued
up to the 17th century (which may, however, have
possibly stopped in the 16th century) was the use
made of the ashes of the red heifer (cf. Kur D an, II).
The Samaritans did not use phylacteries, and their
calendar was calculated each year by the Priests. It
was a completely theocratic community in which there
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was never any distinction between Rabbi = teacher
and Kohen = priest. These last lived under a regime
of nazariate. Likewise, many practices were retained
with regard to the field of impurity. Pietro della Valle
observed the low wall inside which women remained
at the time of their menstrual periods until they
became ritually pure again. Comparison with the
rules of the Falasha is interesting. The Kitdb al-Kdfi,
the most extensive of their legal compendiums composed in Arabic in A.D. 1200, states (S. Noja, II Kitdb
al-KdfideiSamaritani, Naples 1970, 84): "When any of
our community touches with his hand someone who is
not of our religion and then sits down to food, he must
rinse his hand, since anyone touching something with
his hand after ablution invalidates that ablution".
From this arose the Samaritans' revulsion from
physical contact with those not of their community (cf.
the Kur D anic Id misds0) and, consequently, the ductus
n-z-r (ibid., 34) concerning which Silvestre de Sacy
noted: "suspecte d'infection (je Us ndzir et je prend ce
mot dans le sens de nuzira, ex. nazra, deformitas, colorvitium)". Another non-Samaritan piece of evidence
from the 7th century mentions their custom current at
that time of burning by fire any of their land over
which a non-Samaritan had passed. This piece of
evidence ends with the words tanta illis est execratio utrisque. Al-ShahrastanI was well aware of this when he
wrote (tr. D. Gimaret and G. Monnot, Le Livre des
religions et des sectes, Louvain 1986, 609), "they are
more severe than the rest of the Jews in matters of
ritual purity".
Nevertheless, much prudence is required in seeing,
as has been done in the past, an imitation of
Samaritan customs in many of the Islamic rules such
as the positions in worship and the ritual formulae,
since it may well be that the contrary is true: it was the
Samaritans, with their great capacity for adaptation,
who were inspired by the living practice of Islam.
Bibliography (in addition to references in the article): M.N. Adler, The itinerary of Benjamin of
Tudela, New York 1907; A.D. Crown, The
Samaritans, Tubingen 1989; idem and R. Pummer
and A. Tal, A companion to Samaritan studies, Tubingen 1993.
2. Samaritan l i t e r a t u r e in Arabic.
When the Samaritans experienced the Islamic invasion, their language was Aramaic or, rather, one of
the numerous forms of Aramaic with its own special
characteristics. Above all, in phonology, their
language was close to Palestinian Aramaic, with the
disappearance of the laryngeals, a marked preference
for prosthetic vowels, etc., whilst retaining some differences, such as the change u> a in closed, unstressed sylables. Their writing system was—and still is
today—palaeo-Hebraic, i.e. the ancient system of
writing, similar to Phoenician, which had been used
all through Israel before the Babylonian Exile. On
their return, the Jews, in order to distinguish themselves from the Samaritans, adopted the "square
Hebrew", which has since then been permanently used by them all, including the Karaites; today, it is the
writing system used in the State of Israel. After the
time of the Arab conquest, the Samaritans began to
speak Arabic without any break at all. In an unsystematic fashion, for writing down Arabic, they
began to use the palaeo-Hebraic script equally with the
Arabic script. A similar state of affairs is represented
by the use or Karshuni [q.v. ] for writing Syriac.
The works written in Arabic (in the Narbonne Chronicle, there is quoted the first Samaritan who began to
speak in Arabic), independent of writing system,
cover all the aspects of their interests.
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1. Translated w o r k s .
Translation of the Pentateuch. Several versions are involved. Five can be identified, given the fact that we
still do not possess any critical edition. The
Samaritans were interested above all in commentaries, and one can discern that they utilised versions
of already-existing commentaries from Judaism and
also—at a late date—from Arabic-speaking Christianity, naturally with adaptations.
Translations of various works. No work in this category
can be considered as important.
2. Original w o r k s .
(a) Chronicles. At least seven of these exist. Some are
short; others, like that of Abu '1-Fath, very lengthy.
The Asdtir ("stories"), very close to the Midrash.
The Shalshala, the "chain" of the high priests.
The Tulida, the "genealogy", also called "the
Neubauer chronicle", from its editor.
The Book of Joshua. This book, completely in
Arabic, has no connection with the relevant first
historical book of the Old Testament. It is based on
several sources, and was transcribed into Arabic by an
anonymous author ca. A.D. 1300.
The "Adler-Seligsohn" chronicle, after the names
of its editors.
The "Chronicle II" or "Macdonald-Cohen" one,
after the names of its editors. Here it is the Arabic text
which is the original, and not the Hebrew.
The K. al-Ta\ikh, the Annals of Abu '1-Fath, the
longest and most complete. Dating from the 14th century, it has been brought up to the middle of the 19th
century.
(b) Commentaries on the Pentateuch. These books, like
the treatises on law, are considered by the Samaritans
as their most important books, and were written
originally in Arabic.
Various partial commentaries:
The K. fi shuruh al-^ashar kalimdt "Commentary on
the Decalogue" by Abu '1-Hasan of Tyre.
al-Khutba al-d^ami^a or Shark azinu, on Deut. xxxii by
the same author.
Commentary on Genesis (from i.2 to i.5) by Sadaka
b. Munadjdja b. Sadaka, called al-Haklm.
The Shark al-Fdtiha, on the "Fdtiha", i.e. on Deut.
xxxii. 3-4, by Ibrahim al-KabbasT, etc.
The most extensive and most popular is the commentary on the first four books of the Pentateuch written by Muslim b. Murdjan b. Ibrahim and his
nephew Ibrahim b. Ya c kub b. Murdjan in the last
century.
(c) Legal treatises. These were also written in Arabic
after the decline in the use of Aramaic. They include
amongst others:
The K. al-Kdfi "The Sufficient", from A.D. 1042,
by Yusuf b. Salama of c Askar, on "that which is sufficient for living according to the law of God''; in effect,
a work offikh.
K. Masd^il al-khildf "Book on questions of conflicting views", from A.D. 1106, by Munadjdja b.
Sadaka on the points of disagreement between the
Samaritans, the Jews and the Karaites.
K. al-Tibakh "Book of the commandments", of
A.D. 1030, by Abu '1-Hasan of Tyre, involving
polemics with the Jews.
K. al-Mirdth"Rook on inheritances", of A.D. 1170,
by Abu Ishak Ibrahim, a physician at the court of
Salah al-DTn (Saladin), dealing with everything regarding successions.
K. al-Fard^id "Book on the division of inheritances", from the 14th century A.D. by Abu '1Faradj al-Kaththar.
K. al-^Irba "Book on nudity", by al-Mu c allim
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Barakat, on the basis of the teachings and fatwds of
Abu Ishak Ibrahim.
(d) Collections of fatwas for fixing the calendar:
K. Hisdb al-sinin "Book of the calculating of the
years", of A.D. 1960, by Elazar cAbd al-Muc!n b.
Sadaka, which includes the information of previous
astronomical works in order to determine the calendar
for the year.
(e) Works on grammar.
K. al-Tawti^a "The initiation", the first Samaritan
Hebrew grammar, by Abu Ishak Ibrahim.
With the arrival en masse of Europeans in the
Samaritan community in the 19th century and the
development of a market for manuscripts, certain of
these works, originally in Arabic, were translated and
recopied into Hebrew in order to satisfy bookcollectors and purchasers who did not know Arabic;
the case of the work Hilluk is well-known. Translations have sometimes been taken for the originals by
European scholars, naive and excited, and encouraged by information
from
maleficent
and
unscrupulous dealers.
Today, still, Arabic is the sole spoken language, but
one notes a certain revival of Hebrew, to the detriment of Aramaic, which remains truly a dead
language.
Bibliography: E.N. Adler and M. Seligsohn,
Une nouvelle chronique samaritaine, Paris 1903; I.R.
Boid Mac Mhanainn, The Samaritan Halachah, in
Crown, The Samaritans, Tubingen 1989, 624-49;
idem, Principles of Samaritan Halachah, Leiden 1989;
J.M. Cohen, A Samaritan chronicle, Leiden 1981; M.
Gaster, The chain of Samaritan High Priests, in JRAS
(1909), 393-420; Th.GJ. Juynboll, Chronicon
Samaritanum...Liber Josuae, Leiden 1848; M.Ad.
Neubauer, Chronique samaritaine, Paris 1873 ( = JA
[1869], ii, 385 ff.); S. Noja, // Kitdb al-Kdfi dei
Samaritani, Naples 1970; idem, Abual-Hasan al-Sun's
discourses on the forbidden degrees of consanguinity in marriage in the Samaritan Kitab al-Tabbah, in Abr-Nahrain,
xi (1971), 110-15; J. Macdonald, The Samaritan
Chronicle No. II ... from Joshua to Nebuchadnezzar,
Berlin 1969; M. Pohl, Kitdb al-Mirdt, das Buch der
Erbschaft der Samaritaners Abu Ishdq Ibrahim, Berlin
1974; S. Powels, Der Kalender der Samaritaner anhand
des Kitdb Hisdb as-simn, Berlin 1977; H. Shehadeh,
The Arabic translation of the Samaritan Pentatheuch, in
Crown, op. cit., 481-516; idem, Some reflections on the
Arabic translation of the Samaritan Pentatheuch, in Nordiskjudaistik, xiv/1 (1933), 36-44; P. Stenhouse, The
Kitdb al-Tdnkh of Abu 'l-Fath, Sydney 1985; idem,
Samaritan Arabic, in Crown, op. cit., 585-623; E.
Vilmar, Abulfathi Annales Samaritani, Gotha 1865; G.
Wedel, Halachic Literature, in Crown, op. cit., 46880; P.R. Weis, Abu 'l-Hasan al-Sun's discourse on the
calendar in the Kitdb al-Tabbakh, in BJRL, xxx/1
(1946); The Samaritan News, bi-weekly journal, first
publ._Dec. 1969, in Hebrew. (S. NOJA NOSEDA)
AL-SAMIRI "the Samaritan", is the name in
Kur 3 an, XX, 85, 87 and 95 of the man who tempted
the Israelites to the sin of the Golden Calf. The sin
itself is mentioned twice in the Kurgan. In the first
narrative, VII, 148-57, the story is told of the sin of
Israel and Aaron as in Exodus, xxxii, but with the
elaboration that the calf cast out of metal was "lowing" (khuwdr). The second version, XX, 83-98,
presents al-Samiri as the tempter of Israel in the same
situation. At al-Samiri's bidding, the Israelites cast
their ornaments into the fire and he made out of them
the lowing calf which was worshipped by the people
although Aaron advised them not to do so. When
challenged by Moses, al-Samirl justified himself by

saying that he saw what the others did not see, the
footsteps of the messenger (understood in Muslim
tradition to be the tracks of the hooves of Gabriel's
horse). Moses then announced his punishment to
him: "So long as you live, you shall call out, 'Do not
touch me' (Id misds")" (XX, 97).
The Muslim tradition has had no doubt that alSamirl was a Samaritan as known within the Jewish
and Christian traditions. Al-Tabari, Djdmic al-baydn,
Cairo 1905, xvi, 152, and al-Zamakhshari, alKashshdf, Beirut 1967, ii, 549, for example, understand al-Samirl to have been a prominent Israelite of
the tribe of Samira whose name was Musa b. Zafar;
his religion is understood to have differed from that of
other Jews.
Scholars have extensively debated the question of
how a Samaritan became involved with the Mosaic
story of the golden calf. Bernard Heller in al-Sdmin in
El1 and SEI agreed with Goldziher (in his article La
Misdsa) that al-Samirl was a representative of the
Samaritans, a group which kept apart from nonSamaritans because of a special concern over purity.
In a segregation of this kind—as in the Jewish laws regarding eating (Kurgan, IV, 160)—Muhammad saw
a divine punishment. What did al-Samirl ( = the
Samaritans) have to atone for, such that he would be
punished in this manner? For the sin of the golden
calf. What was known as a ritual practice of the
Samaritans—that contact with those outside their
group created impurity—is put back into earlier times
and explained as a punishment of al-Samirl for having
incited the Israelites to make and worship the calf. But
other theories have been put forth. Speyer suggested
a reference to the story of Zimrl (and thus al-Samirl)
ben Salu from Num. xxv, 14, who was guilty of defying Moses in having relations with a Moabite woman.
More recently, Schwartzbaum, developing a suggestion of Yehuda, has suggested that we have a tale in
which the story of King Jeroboam's calves (one of
which, according to Talmudic tradition, was able to
talk, thus being parallel to the Kur D anic idea of the
golden calf "lowing") has merged with that of Moses
and the golden calf. The conflation stemmed from
Jeroboam's statement "Here are your gods, Israel,
that brought you up from Egypt" (I Kings, xii, 28) in
reference to his two golden calves, a statement which
also appears in Exod., xxxii, 4, in the mouth of
Aaron. Providing the link to al-Samirl is the point that
Jeraboam's capital was in Shechem (I Kings, xii, 25),
the Samaritan sacred centre. Schwartzbaum also sees
remnants of the folkloric motif of the Wandering Jew
in the story of al-Samirl who roams the world crying,
"Do not touch me!" Regardless of how the story
came about, the Kurgan appears to present the earliest
record of this midrashic development; aspects of it
which are found in Jewish sources (e.g. in Pirkede Rabbi Eliezer and Tanhuma) would seem to date from after
the rise of Islam.
Bibliography: Tafsir tradition on Kurgan, XX,
83-98; I. Goldziher, La Misdsa, in R. Afr., cclxviii
(1908), 23-8; B. Speyer, Die biblischen Erzdhlungen im
Qpran, Grafenhainichen 1931, 329-33; A.S.
Yahuda, A contribution to Qur^dn and hadith interpretation, in S. L6winger and J. Somogyi (eds.), Ignace
Goldziher memorial volume, i, Budapest 1948, 286-90;
H. Schwartzbaum, Biblical and extra-biblical legends in
Islamic folk-literature, Beitrage zur Sprach- und
Kulturgeschichte des Orients, Bd. 30, WalldorfHessen 1982, 14-7 and footnotes (which contain a
complete bibliography of the topic).
(B. HELLER-[A. RIPPIN])
AL-SAMIT, "the Silent One", as opposed to al-
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natik "the Speaking One", a term used by several
e x t r e m i s t Shl c i sectarians (ghuldt) to designate a
messenger of God who does not reveal a new Law
(shared). The pair of terms is found in the notices concerning the doctrines of the Mansuriyya and Khattabiyya [q. vv. ] sects respectively (Sacd b. c Abd Allah
al-Kurnmi, K. al-Makdldtwa 'l-firak, ed. Mashkur, 48,
51). According to the doctrine of the Khattabiyya,
Muhammad was the ndtik and CA1T the sdmit; in the
same sense the two terms are used in the earliest
treatises of the Ismaciliyya [0.z>.]; e.g. (Pseudo-)
Dja c far b. Mansur al-Yaman, K. al-Kashf, ed.
Strothmann, 77, 99-100, 103. Here, "the Silent Imam means that he is the master of the Inner Meaning
(sahib al-bdtiri) who does not pronounce an outward
revelation (Id yantuku bi-shari^at111 zdhird)" (op. cit.,
100). The term occurs in many early IsmacilT writings
(e.g. Dja c far b. Mansur al-Yaman, Asrdr al-nutakd^,
ed. M. Ghalib, Beirut 1984, 248, 257, 263, quoted by
W. Ivanow, Ismaili tradition concerning the rise of the
Fatimids, Bombay 1942, 278, 293, 303; idem, K. alFatardt, ms. Tubingen, pp. 110-11), but soon has been
replaced by the terms wasi (legatee) or asds (foundation): according to Abu Ya c kub al-_Sidjistani (d. after
386/996), Ithbdt al-nubuwwdt, ed. c Arif Tamir, Beirut
1966, 193, "Adam was the first ndtik for the first cycle,
whereas Seth was his silent asds (asdsuhu al-sdmii)." In
later Ismacili writings, the term sdmit falls into disuse.
Bibliography: Given in the article.
(H. HALM)
SAMMA, the name of a R a d j p u t tribe in Sind.
At the time of the Muslim advent into Sind
(93/711-12) the Sammas were ostensibly already a
well-formed tribe, with distinctive customs and with a
recognised habitat, according to the much later Cacndma, which mentions the Samma tribal leader as a
Buddhist. The same source mentions the Sammas and
their allied tribes, the Lakhos and the Suhtas, as living
in the territory from Lohana (modern Sanghar,
Haydarabad District) down to the Arabian Sea coast.
The rival tribe of the Sumeras [q. v. ] first find mention in the account of the Ghaznawid Sultan
Mahmud's return march from his Somnath expedition (416/1026) [see SUMANAT]. Later, the Sumeras
emerged as the dominant tribe in Sind, completely
eclipsing the Sammas for over three centuries. But
already towards the end of the reign of Muhammad b.
Tughluk (d. 752/1351) the (Samma) Djams were linking up with the rebels (BaranI, 523-5). The first half
of the 8th/14th century witnessed a reversal of roles,
with the Samma chiefs emerging as strong, assertive
leaders. The circumstances of this change are not fully
known. Internecine warfare among the Sumeras,
along with certain adverse changes in the course of the
river Indus (see the Ta^nkh-i Tdhirt, extracts in Elliot
and Dowson, i, 271), and other unclear factors, may
have sapped the energy of the Sumeras.
The final stage of the shift of power from the
Sumeras to the Sammas is fairly well documented. It
appears from the state documents of the Dihll
Sultanate that the Sumeras, in a desperate bid to retain the power that was slipping from their hands,
sought the support and the protection of the Sultanate
officials in Gudjarat, Multan and lower Sind from the
opening years of Firuz Shah Tughluk's reign (ace.
752/1351) onwards. These officials were keenly interested in keeping intact "the afflicted plant of the
life of Hamlr Doda Sumera", the last Sumera chief,
for they needed Sumera support against the rising
Samma tribe, who had already been giving much
trouble to the Dihll government by allying themselves
with Mongol marauders, always active on the
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borders, and with Sindhi malcontents (Insha^-iMdhru,
100-3, 186-9). But Tughluk efforts to give the Sumera
a new lease of life proved unavailing.
It is generally agreed that the Sammas were of
Radjput origin. They were closely related to the
Djadedja Djams of Kathlawaf, with whom they
shared the title of Djam, one of uncertain derivation.
The presence of Sindhi elements in their names also
indicates their indigenous origin. There is little
evidence about their conversion to Islam. The first
Samma chief is generally mentioned as Djam Firuz
Unnar, who came to power in the early 1350s at Thatta [0.z>.]. It is uncertain whether he was the same person who figures in Ibn Battuta's account as Wunar alSamiri, a high official at Slwistan under Sultan
Muhammad b. Tughluk of Dihll, who later rebelled
and rose to chiefdom as Malik Firuz (iii, 105-7, tr.
Gibb, iii, 599-600). Most Sindhi scholars are inclined
to identify Ibn Battuta's "Wunar al-Samiri" with the
Samma chief who became the first ruler of the Samma
dynasty that ruled over Sind, with their capital at
Thatta.
The chronology of the Samma rulers as given in the
Ta\ikh-i Sind of Mir Ma c sum Bhakkarl and in later
chronicles which have followed him has been proved
to be seriously at fault, as shown conclusively by
Riazul Islam, The rise of the Sammas in Sind (see Bibl,),
1-24. The "tentative list" of the Samma rulers and
their chronology worked out by N.A. Baloch "is comparatively more authentic", see his article, in Bibl.
For a more detailed and descriptive list, see Husam alDln Rashidi's note in his edition of the Makli-ndma
(see Bibl.), 103-36.
It was during the joint reign of cAla5 al-Dln Djam
Djuna and Sadr al-Dln Banhbina that Tughlukid
Dihli Sultan Firuz Shah led a long campaign against
Thatta which began in the last months of 1365 and
ended in 1367 with the intercession of the leading
SuhrawardI saint of Sind, Sayyid Husayn Djalal alDln, called Makhdum-i Djahaniyan [see DJALAL ALDIN ... AL-BUKHARI] (for details, see Riazul Islam, op.
cit.). The two joint rulers made their submission to the
sultan, and joined his return march to Dihll. The
sultan assigned the rule of Sind jointly to Djam cAla°
al-Dln's son and to TamacI, son of Banhbina. Later,
when TamacT showed signs of disaffection, he sent
Djam cAla° al-Dln to take charge of the affairs at
Thatta ( c Aftf, 190-247). When the Tughluk empire
rapidly disintegrated after Firuz Shah's death in
791/1388, the Sammas assumed complete independence.
The Samma chiefs were rulers who provided Sind
with a century and a half of prosperous and fairly
peaceful dynastic rule. Their popularity is well
reflected in folk tales and songs pertaining to the various rulers. The best ruler of the dynasty undoubtedly
was Djam Nizam al-Dln (II) Ninda (866-914/14611508); his tomb is the most prominent monument at
Makll (near Thatta), the necropolis of mediaeval Sind
(see Mir CA1T Shir Kani c , Makli-ndma, ed. RashidT,
especially his Note at 88-103). The Djam was a great
patron of art and culture, and enjoyed wide popularity at home and high prestige among the neighbouring
kingdoms. The famous scholar Djalal al-Din Dawanf
(d. 908/1502-3 [q.v.]) wanted to migrate from Shlraz
to settle in Sind under the patronage of the great
Djam, but died before he could set out. However, two
of his prominent disciples settled permanently at
Thatta (Mir Ma c sum, Ta>rikh-i Sind, 74).
Samma rule came to end with the arrival in Sind of
the more powerful Arghuns, who had been displaced
from Kandahar in Afghanistan by Babur [q.v.] and
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their leader Shah Beg Arghun founded his own dynasty there after his victory over Firuz b. Ninda in
926/1520 [see ARGHUN]. A branch of the Samma tribe,
known as the jDjadedja Sammas, ruled over
Kathiawaf from the 7th/13th to the 9th/15th century,
but never converted to Islam (see Baloch).
Bibliography: 1. Sources. CA1T KufT, Cac-nama
(or Fath-ndma), ed. U.M. Daudpota, Haydarabad,
Deccan 1939, 39-40, 121-2, 218, 220-1; Ibn Battuta, see in article; Diya° al-Din Barani, Ta^nkh-i
Firuz-Shdhi, ed. Sayyid Ahmad Khan. Calcutta
1862, 523-4; c Ayn al-Mulk Mahru, Ins_ha\ ed. Sh.
Abdur Rashid, Lahore 1963, 101-2, 186-8, 230-5;
Djalal al-Dm Bukhan, Sirddj. al-hiddya or Malfuzdt,
ed. Qazi Sajjad Husain, New Delhi 1983, 360-1;
idem, Malfuzdt, incomplete part, ms. 1210, Royal
Asiatic Soc. Calcutta, fols. 161a-172b; Shams
Siradj c Afif, T.-i Firuz-Shdhi, ed. Wilayat Husain,
Calcutta 1891, 190-247; Mir Macsum Bhakkarl,
T.-iSind, ed. Daudpota, Poona 1938, 60-79; Sayyid
Mir CA1I Shir Kani c , Makli-ndma, ed. Sayyid
Husam al-Dln RashidT, Haydarabad, Sind 1967,
88-189 (valuable for the editor's extensive notes,
documentation, genealogies, photographs of
monuments, copies of inscriptions, etc.); idem,
Tuhfat al-kirdm, iii/1, ed. RashidT, Haydarabad,
Sind 1971, 99-110; Elliot and Dowson, A history of
India as told by its own historians, i, London 1867.
2. Studies. Riazul Islam, The rise of the Sammas
in Sind, in 1C, xxii/4 (1948), 1-24; N.A. Baloch,
Chronology of the Samma rulers of Sind, in Procs. of the
Pakistan Historical Records and Archives Commission,
Peshawar Session 1954, Karachi 1957, 23-9; U.M.
Daudpota, A dark period in the history of Sind, in ibid.,
41-4; R.J. Najumdar et alii (eds.), The history and
culture of the Indian people. VI. The Delhi Sultanate,
Bombay 1960, 221-6; M. Habib and K.A. Nizami
(eds.), A comprehensive history of India. V. The Delhi
Sultanat(A.D. 1206-1526], Delhi etc. 1970, 1118-34;
Annemarie Schimmel, Makli Hill, Inst. of Central
and West Asian Studies, Karachi 1983, 7-15;
Riazul Islam, Political ideas of Sayyid Husain Jalal udDin Bukhari Makhdum-i Jahaniyan, in the press.
(RIAZUL ISLAM)
AL-SAMMAN, in the vernacular pronounced as alSumman, a large tract of rugged, stony u p l a n d s
in eastern Arabia, east of the sands of al-Dahna3
[q.v.]. Its south-eastern part is also called al-Sulb.
Both sammdn and sulb mean "hard, stony ground",
while sammdn has the additional connotation of "hard
ground by the side of sands". In its narrow sense,
limited to the north-western part, al-Samman extends
from al-Mackala:) at its south-eastern extremity
towards the gravel plain of al-Dibdiba in the northeast and Wadi al-Batin at its north-western limit i.e.
the area which lies between 45° 20'-47° E. and 28°26° 45' N. A broader definition of al-Samman is the
stretch of land between the road from al-Riyad to alAhsa° in the south to the road from al-Kasim to alBasra in the north. However, in today's usage alSamman is often understood as the entire area of hard
ground running in parallel to al-Dahna3 from Wadi
al-Batin in the north towards a point at approximately
22° N., and to the east of al-Afladj. The southern
stretch, which is wedged between al-Dahna3 and the
north-western sands of the Empty Quarter in the
general area of the oasis of Yabrin, is called Samman
Yabrin. At about 22° N. the great gravel plain of Abu
Bahr protrudes southward from al-Samman towards a
point east of al-Sulayyil, where the sands of the Empty
Quarter and the c Uruk al-Rumayla, the southern extension of al-Dahna3, meet.

Philby writes that al-Samman at many points consists of whitish sandy limestone overlying sandstone.
Its uplands are intersected by many depressions where
the rainwater collects in large pools (khabdri) and
basins with spring wells (sing, djaww). Permanent
water is found in numerous reservoirs in subterranean
cavities (duhul). Following rains, al-Samman turns into excellent grazing land, attracting Bedouins of the
Mutayr, al- c Udjman, Bam Khalid, Kahtan and
Subayc tribes. From al-AsmacI is reported the saying,
"Whoever grazes his herds during winter in alDahnaD, in spring in al-Samman, and in late spring in
al-Hima, has completed [the cycle of] pasturing them
[on the herbage that shoots up in the wake of rains]."
Yakut writes that in ancient times these pastures were
the tribal land of the Banu Hanzala. Al-Samman and
al-Sulb are mentioned by classical poets like alFarazdak, Djarlr, and especially Dhu '1-Rumma, who
also names many of their watering-places.
Bibliography: Hamad al-Djasir, al-Mu^djam alajughrdfi li 'l-bildd al-^Arabiyya al-Su^udiyya al-Mintaka
al-Sharkiyya, iii, al-Riyad 1981; HamdanI, Sifat
Djazirat al-cArab; Muhammad b. cAbd Allah Ibn
Bulayhid, Sahih al-akhbdr ^ammdft bildd al-cArab min
al-dihdr, Cairo 1952; cAbd Allah b. Muhammad Ibn
Khamls, al-Mu^ajam al-ajughrdft li }l-Mamlaka al^Arabiyya al-Su^udiyya. Mu^ajam al-Yamdma, al-Riyad
1980; al-Hasan b. cAbd Allah al-Isfahanl, Bildd al<Arab, al-Riyad 1968; J.G. Lorimer, Gazetteer of the
Persian Gulf, ^Omdn, and Central Arabia, Calcutta
1908-15; H.St.J.B. Philby, The Empty Quarter, New
York 1933; Yakut, Mucdjam al-bulddn, ed. Beirut,
iii, 423; U. Thilo, Die Ortsnamen in der altarabischen
Poesie, Wiesbaden 1958, 97-8.
(M. KURPERSHOEK)
SAMMUR [see FANAK; FARW].
AL-SAMN (A.), butter, made from cows', goats'
and ewes' milk, heated over the fire to extract its impurities, and hence called clarified butter (as distinct
from zubd which is butter made from churned milk).
Mediaeval dietetic texts state a preference for clarified
butter made from cows' milk over goats' milk. Its
medicinal benefits were as an antidote against poisons
and snake bites, if ingested alone or mixed with
honey, and as an ointment for the cure of boils and
abscesses, including haemorrhoids. Samn was also
used in the kitchen and, according to the anonymous
Kanz al-fawd^id, its use (at least in the urban milieu
reflected by the culinary manuals) was almost exclusively limited to the preparation of egg dishes, such
as omelettes, and sweet dishes made with flour; in the
latter case, samn was often mixed with sesame oil
(shiradf).
Bibliography: Ibn Habib, al-Mukhtasarfi 'l-tibb
(Compendia de medicina), ed. and Sp. tr. C. Alvarez
de Morales and F. Giron Irueste, Madrid 1992; Ibn
al-Kuff al-Karaki, Djami* al-gharadfi hifz al-sihha wadaf al-marad, ed. S.K. Hamarneh, cAmman 1989;
Kanz al-fawd^id f i tanwi* al-mawd^id, ed. M. Marin
and D. Waines, Beirut-Stuttgart 1993.
•
(J. RUSKA-[D. WAINES])
• SAMORI TURE (1830-1900), the founder of an
empire in West Africa d u r i n g the 19th c e n t u r y .
A bloody tyrant and slave-merchant in colonial
historiography, and a precursor of resistance for
• African nationalism, Samori never ranked as an
emblematical figure for Islam in the sub-Saharan
region. We now discern in him the figure of an imperial leader, with undoubtedly political and military
qualities, whose resistance to the French and whose
Islamic orientation arose more from the conjuncture
of events than from a predetermined plan.

SAMORI TURE — SAMRU
Samori arose from the Mandinka/Mandigo world,
which had in particular given birth to the mediaeval
empire of Mali [q. v. ]. His political rise unfolded completely within the upper Niger valley and its right
bank affluent the Milo (in modern Mali and Guinea).
He was born into an aristocratic family, substantially
de-Islamised, but incarnated through his actions the
aspirations of a specialised social group, the Jula
(Dioula) Muslims and traders, at that time stirred up
by the indirect effects of the largely Fulani djihdds
taking place in adjoining regions (1727, Futa Djalon,
in modern Guinea; 1817, Maslna, in Mali; 1852, alHadjdj c Umar, in the northern part of Guinea).
Samori's beginnings were those of the leader of a
Mandingo band of troops. He first exercised his calling of arms, before 1860, in the service of various
clans, notably that of his maternal relatives, the
Kamara. In 1878, he personally took control of all
Upper Niger, and in 1881 seized Kankan, the main
Islamic city of the region.
The capture of Kankan brought into his circle
numerous scholars. From now onwards, Samori was
assisted by a secretary who wrote his correspondence
in Arabic, but, above all, he installed in his immediate
entourage, for eight years, Sidiki Sherifu Haidara, a
Sharif of Kankan and shaykh of the Kadiriyya, who
became his master. At a time when he was still, at the
age of 20, illiterate, Samori acquired in his shadow a
taste for Arabic and for Kur^anic recitation.
The people of Kankan were thus the agents of a
grafting process of Islam. In 1884, at the end of
Ramadan, he who was not yet anything more than a
keletigi (war chief), and then afaama (political chief by
right of conquest), assumed the title of almami (alimdm), borrowed from the neighbouring Fulani
djihdds. In correspondence, he was after this time described as amir al-mu^minin. In December 1886, at the
end of a period of study, he proclaimed himself
namutigi ("master of tradition"), a dignity reserved
for scholars of hadith andfikh, and led in person the
Friday prayer. He also launched a forcible movement
of Islamisation, imposing the shari^a and the Islamic
law of succession, nominating kadis and making
KuPanic teaching general by means of a network of
paid schoolmasters (karamoko], forcing non-Muslims
to convert. On this occasion he plunged into open
conflict with Mandingo tradition and experienced the
direct hostility of part of his family and his partisans.
The excesses of this Islamic revolution, combined
with defeats suffered at the hands of his main enemy
in the region, the Senufo kingdom of Kenedugu
(Sikasso), forced Samori to relax the system. This
episode, which had hardly lasted four years, came to
an end in 1889. There nevertheless remained of these
attempts a strong Islamising tendency at the head of
the empire, which at this time enjoyed its apogee with
a population of about a million inhabitants and an
area of not less than 200,000 km 2 .
The threat from the French played an important
role in this return to a more pragmatical attitude. The
first clashes with the French, who were now reaching
the river Niger (Bamako, 1 February 1883) and who
marked out Samori as the enemy who was to be
brought low. The history of relations between the
French and Samori is one of a long series of treaties
swiftly renounced (Kenyeba-Kura, 1886; Bisandugu,
1887; Nyako, 1889) and of frontal attacks which had
various outcomes. Samori was forced to evacuate Upper Niger and to transfer his troops and faithful supporters further eastwards, to the north of the Ivory
Coast, into lands populated by indifferent or hostile
tribes. For several years, Samori's power reached a
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new peak. But, deprived of access to the ports of
Freetown and Monrovia, which had allowed him to
import rapid-firing arms, Samori was thrown back on
to the defensive. He was abandoned by the Jula of
Kong (in the north of the Ivory Coast), and destroyed
their town (18 May 1897), whilst his son SarankenyiMori massacred, against his orders, a French column
near Bouna (20 August 1897). Deceived in his hopes
of conciliating the British, menaced by the French
who wished to avenge their dead, Samori had to relinquish territory in face of a combined offensive by the
two colonial powers, mounted from the south. He
tried at that point to get back, by a southerly movement, to the Upper Niger basin. It was there that he
was captured by surprise, with leaves of the Kur3an in
his hand, by a reconnaissance party under Capt.
Gouraud at Gelemu (western part of the Ivory Coast,
20 September 1898). Transferred to Saint-Louis in
Senegal, and then deported with several of his supporters to Gabon, into a human and natural milieu
totally different, he died there on 2 June 1900.
Bibliography: The bibl. of the Samorian movement is dominated by the monumental thesis of
Yves Person, based on an extensive combing of the
archives and far-reaching oral enquiries (861 informants, from 1955 to 1962). Without being basically
challenged, Person's work may be criticised on certain points: the very concept of a "Jula revolution", which makes Samori the political expression
of the trading minority, thereby underestimating in
his approach the truly Mandingo warrior models—
the essentially political vision of Samori's undertaking (erection of a sovereign power, defence of an
identity), to the detriment of social aspects (notably,
the extension of slavery as a result of the incessant
warfare)—and a certain fascination for the author
of the "genius" (a recurring term) of his hero.
Y. Person, Samori. Une revolution Dyula, 3 vols.,
Dakar 1968-75, pp. 2,377; Cartes historiques de I'Afrique manding (fin du 19^mc siecle}. Samori. Une revolution
Dyula, Paris, Centre de Recherches Africaines
1940, 44 maps. See also Person, Samori, construction
et chute d'un empire, in Ch.-A. Julien et alii (eds.), Les
Africains, Paris 1977, i, 249-85 (resume of the
thesis), and Samori and Islam, in J.R. Willis (ed.),
Studies in West African Islamic history, i, The cultivators
of Islam, London 1979, 259-77.
Person has clearly shown the crushing weight of
the "black legend" in French historiography,
polemical and repetitive. Three works are worth
mentioning: Commandant Peroz, Au Soudan Franfais, Paris 1889; Capitaine L.-G. Binger, Du Niger
au Golfe de Guinee, Paris 1892, 2 vols.; Colonel
Gallieni, Deux campagnes au Soudan Franfais, Paris
1891, which contains in particular the greater part
of Peroz's report on his mission to Bisandugu,
Samori's capital, in 1886. These three officers were
direct participants in the events, and the first two
had a long period of contact with Samori.
(J.-L. TRIAUD)
SAMOS [see SISAM].
SAMRU or SUMRU, BEGAM, the o r i g i n a l l y
M u s l i m I n d i a n wife of the European adventurer
Walter Reinhardt Sombre or Samru, who held the
pargana [q. v. ] of Sardhana [q. v. ] in northwestern India
under the later Mughal Emperor Shah cAlam II
[ q . v . ] . On Reinhardt's death in 1778, Begam Samru
kept up what was virtually a petty principality of Sardhana, with an army which included some 300 European and half-breed mercenaries, and in 1792 married a French soldier of fortune Levassault. Toppled
from control of Sardhana in 1793 by a son of
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Reinhardt's, Zafar-yab Khan, in whose putsch
Levassault died by his own hand, the Begam was
nevertheless restored by the Irish adventurer George
Thomas. After the British conquest of the DoDab [q.v. ]
in 1803, she tendered her loyalty to the British, who
allowed her to retain her estates and to keep up a reduced army.
In 1781 she had been baptised a Roman Catholic,
and at Sardhana she built churches and schools, including a cathedral for a bishop appointed to the new
see, and she also contributed to Hindu and Muslim
charities; her foundations are still today an important
centre for Christian activity in the DoDab. However,
she was herself proficient in Persian and Urdu, and
had a lively circle of poets in these two languages at
her court, who included Francois Gottlieb Koine (var.
Cohen!) "Farasu", nephew by marriage of Zafar-yab
Khan, skilled also in Hindi poetry and described by
Sprenger as "the one outstanding name in the annals
of Anglo-Indian [Urdu] poetry". Her new palace in
Sardhana later became a Roman Catholic school; her
Dihli palace in the "Oriental Regency" style was
used as a powder factory by the insurgents during the
Sepoy Mutiny of 1857-8. After the death of this remarkable woman on 27 January 1836, her estates
were resumed, but her large private fortune passed to
the son of the marriage between Zafar-yab's daughter
and the Begam's Eurasian factor Dyce, David
Ochterlony Dyce-Sombre, and on his death in London in 1851, her fortune mainly passed, after prolonged litigation, to his wife, daughter of Earl St. Vincent
and subsequently Lady Forrester.
Bibliography: Capt. W. Francklin, A military
memoir of George Thomas, Calcutta 1803, London
1805; H. Compton, A particular account of the European military adventures of Hindustan, London 1893,
400-10; H.G. Keene, Hindustan under freelances 17701820, London 1907, 76-83, 102-4, 192-6; C.E.
Buckland, Dictionary of Indian biography, London
1908, s.v. Samru Begam', Imperial gazetteer of India2,
xxii, 105-7; P. Spear, Twilight of the Mughuls, studies
in late Mughul Delhi, Cambridge 1951, 115, 149-50,
152, 211; Ram Babu Saksena, European and IndoEuropean poets of Urdu and Persian, repr. Lahore n.d.
[ca. 1988], 88-96 (on Dyce-Sombre, "a scholar of
Urdu and Persian and ... a poet"), 258-77 (on
Zafar-yab Khan and "Farasu"); Brajendranath
Banerji, Begum Samru, repr. Delhi 1989. A Persian
mathnawi on the life of the Begam was completed in
1822, and is extant in a B.L. ms. Add. 25830
(Rieu, ii, 724a), with the Begam's own copy,
reportedly with magnificent contemporary illustrations, in the Arabic and Persian Research Institute,
Tonk, Rajasthan. See also SARDHANA.
(C.E. BOSWORTH and S. DIGBY)
SAMSAM AL-DAWLA, Abu Kalidjar Marzuban,
Shams al-Milla (353-88/964-98), Buyid amir and
eldest son of cAo!ud al-Dawla [q. v. ].
On his father's death in Shawwal 372/March 983,
Samsam al-Dawla succeeded to power as amir alumard*, but his position was immediately disputed by
another brother, Sharaf al-Dawla Shlrzil, who seized
Fars and Khuzistan. From his base in c lrak, $amsam
al-Dawla had also to combat the Kurdish chief Badh,
ancestor of the Marwanid dynasty [see MARWANIDS] of
Diyar Bakr, who had seized various towns in alDjazTra and who even for a while held Mawsil.
Despite his repulse of Badh's attack on Baghdad and
the recovery of Mawsil, Samsam al-Dawla had to
allow him to retain Diyar Bakr and part of Tur
c
Abdm.
From 375/985-6 onwards, Samsam al-Dawla was

again involved in disputes with Sharaf al-Dawla, but
with a section of the Buyid army also espousing the
cause of a further younger brother, Baha° al-Dawla
Firuz [q.v. in Suppl.], then only 15 years old. In the
end, Samsam al-Dawla had to agree to place Sharaf
al-Dawla first in the khutba of c lrak, with himself retaining only the governorship of Baghdad; but Sharaf
al-Dawla was able in 376/986-7 to seize Samsam alDawla at Shlraz, partially blind him and imprison
him at Slraf. He was freed in 379/989 after Sharaf alDawla's death, when Baha° al-Dawla had succeeded
to the office of supreme amir. At the outset, Baha° alDawla recognised Samsam al-Dawla as an equal ruler
controlling Fars, Kirman and c Uman. Samsam alDawla now expanded into Khuzistan and seized
Basra, with his troops led by the capable commander
Abu CA1I al-Hasan b. Ustadh-Hurmuz, and he successfully resisted the claims of the sons of clzz alDawla Bakhtiyar [y.z>.], cousin of cAdud al-Dawla. In
the fighting with Baha° al-Dawla which went on for
some eight years, Samsam al-Dawla was gaining the
upper hand when, in Dhu '1-Hidjdja 388/NovemberDecember 998, he was murdered near Isfahan by one
of the sons of c lzz al-Dawla, Nur al-Dawla Abu Nasr
Shah-Firuz; Baha° al-Dawla had him buried in state
within a mausoleum at ShTraz.
Of Samsam al-Dawla's education and cultural
background we know little, but his vizier cAbd Allah
Ibn Sacdan [q.v. in Suppl.] (373-4/983-4) was famed
for his circle of litterateurs and scholars in Baghdad,
including Abu Hayyan al-Tawhidl [q. v. ], and according to the Siwdn al-hikma, doubtfully ascribed to Abu
Sulayman al-Sidjistanl, the historian and philosopher
Miskawayh [q.v.] served Samsam al-Dawla in
Baghdad before going on to the court of Fakhr alDawla [q.v.} at Rayy.
Bibliography: 1. Sources. Miskawayh ends his
history in 369/979-80, but much material can be
found in Abu Shudjac al-Rudhrawari's Dhayl (in
Amedroz and Margoliouth's Eclipse of the cAbbasid
caliphate, iii, tr. vi), and this can be filled out with
details from the general chroniclers such as Ibn alDjawzT, Sibt Ibn al-Djawzi and Ibn al-Athir.
2. S t u d i e s . See the historical narratives of
events constructed by Mafizullah Kabir, in The
Buwaihid dynasty of Baghdad (334/946-447/1055),
Calcutta 1964, and H. Busse, Chalif und Grosskonig.
Die Buyiden im Iraq (945-1055), Beirut-Wiesbaden
1969, indices; also J.L. Kraemer, Humanism in the
renaissance of Islam. The cultural revival during the Buyid
age, Leiden 1986, 37, 91, 191-6, 198-9.
(C.E. BOSWORTH)
SAMSAM AL-DAWLA SHAHNAWAZ [see
MAHATHIR AL-UMARA 3 ].

SAMSAM AL-SALTANA, Nadjaf Kull Khan, a
Bakhtiyarl chief born about 1846. His father was
Husayn Kull Khan, more commonly known as IIkhanl, the _first Bakhtiyari leader to be formally
designated Ilkhdn of all the Bakhtiyan by the imperial
government in Tehran, and who was poisoned on the
orders of prince Zill al-Sultan, the famous governorgeneral of Isfahan, who feared his growing power.
Samsam al-Saltana was Ilbeg of the Bakhtiyan in
1903-5 and later Ilkhdn. He is remembered principally
for the part he played as one of the leaders of the
Bakhtiyan intervention in the constitutional movement in Persia.
The Constitutional Revolution [see DUSTUR. iv]
gave the Bakhtiyan khans, particularly $amsam and
his brother, Sardar-i Ascad, the opportunity to transcend their traditional provincial roles and enter the
national arena. Although Sardar-i Ascad had been at
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least partially converted to the constitutionalist cause,
Samsam appears to have been motivated largely by
the desire to further his own personal and tribal interests.
During 1908 the Isfahan! constitutionalists attempted to enlist wider support, including that of the
Bakhtiyari, in their struggle against Ikbal al-Dawla,
the new governor appointed by the reactionary
Muhammad CA1I Shah [q, v . } . In January 1909 Samsam, with a Bakhtiyan force, occupied Isfahan and
assumed the duties of governor. He asked the Shah to
confirm him in this position but the Shah refused.
Samsam convoked the provincial andjuman and, on 3
May, telegraphed jointly with Sardar-i Ascad to all the
foreign legations warning of their intention to march
on the capital to force on the Shah the restoration of
the constitutional regime. On July 13 Tehran fell to
the Bakhtiyan marching from the south and revolutionary forces led by Sipahdar-i A c zam advancing
from Rasht, and the Shah was deposed. Samsam was
appointed governor of Isfahan.
When, in the summer of 1911, the news of the
return of the ex-Shah reached Tehran, Samsam
entered the cabinet of Sipahdar as minister of war.
The same day, 19 July, the Madjlis declared a state of
siege and martial law, placing extraordinary powers
in $amsam's hands. He advocated the Madjlis putting
a price on the head of the ex-Shah and personally offered to assassinate him. On 26 July Samsam formed
a new cabinet, becoming prime minister while retaining the post of minister of war. He mobilised his
Bakhtiyan tribesmen to fight the forces of the ex-Shah
but the arrival of the Bakhtiyan with their khans in
Tehran and their exorbitant demands for money led
to several resignation threats from Morgan Shuster,
the American Treasurer-General. In August and
September the Bakhtiyan, with the help of the Armenian revolutionary Yifrim Khan, defeated the supporters of Muhammad CA1I. The hostility of Samsam
and his cabinet to Shuster's efforts to reform Persia's
finances came to a head when the latter attempted to
collect taxes from prince ^la3 al-Dawla. On 2
November Russia protested at Shuster's confiscation
of the property of prince Shu^d*- al-Saltana who,
although having engaged in armed rebellion, was
under Russian protection. Wuthuk al-Dawla,
minister of foreign affairs in Samsam's cabinet,
apologised but Russia presented an ultimatum demanding the dismissal of Shuster. The Madjlis was inclined to resist but on 24 December Samsam and his
cabinet, with the regent Nasir al-Mulk, forced its
dissplution and accepted the Russian demands.
$amsam remained prime minister until January
1913, when he resigned from the cabinet. In July 1913
Bakhtiyan domination suffered a further setback
when the newly-formed government gendarmerie expelled all armed Bakhtiyan from Tehran.
In May 1918 $amsam again formed a government.
As a repercussion of events in Russia, this cabinet,
which had a nationalist character, abrogated all
treaties with Russia and all concessions granted to
Russians. This measure, which affected the interests
of foreigners in general, accelerated the fall of Samsam's cabinet and its replacement by that of Wuthuk
al-Dawla, which signed the Anglo-Persian agreement
of 9 August 1919. In the summer of 1921 Samsam was
appointed governor-general of Khurasan to replace
the military governor-general, Colonel Muhammad
Taki Khan Pasyan, but was prevented from taking up
his post by Pasyan's resistance. Samsam died in 1930
while on a mission to mediate between the central
government and rebellious Bakhtiyan tribes.
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Bibliography: E.G. Browne, The Persian revolution ofl905-1909, Cambridge 1910, 266, 293, 298;
W. Morgan Shuster, The strangling of Persia, London
1912, 36, 109-18, 158-62, 189; Yahya DawlatabadI,
Tdnkh-i mu^dsir yd haydt-i Yahya, Tehran 13281336/1949-1957, iii, 215-16; G.R. Garthwaite, The
Bakhtiyan Khans: tribal disunity in Iran 1880-1915,
diss. UCLA 1969, unpubl., 226-61.
(V. MINORSKY-[STEPHANIE CRONIN])
AL-SAMSAMA, the sword of the Arab warriorc
poet Amr b. MacdTkarib al-Zubaydl [q.v.], celebrated
for the temper and cutting power of its blade. Like a
number of the best Arab swords, its origin was traced
back to Southern Arabia and a fabulous antiquity was
ascribed to it. c Amr himself in a verse often quoted
(clkd, ed. 1293, i, 46, ii, 70; Ibn Badrun, 84; Td&alc
arus, vi, 229) says that it had once belonged to Ibn
Dhi Kayfan "of the people of c Ad" (this member of
an actual Himyar clan (cf. M. Hartmann, Die
arabische Frage, 331, 613) is identified with one of the
last Himyar kings of the family of Dhu Djadan; but
very probably the poet only means to allude to the
great age of his weapon).
The history and fortunes of al-Samsama are rather
involved; even in the poet's lifetime it came into the
hands of a member of the Umayyad family, Khalid b.
SacTd b. al-cAs, the companion of the Prophet. The
way in which he got possession of it is recorded with
several variants by Ibn al-Kalbl (in al-Baladhuri),
Abu c Ubayda (in the Aghdni), al-Zuhri (in Ibn
Hubaysh; see Bibl.), and Sayf b. c Umar (in alTabari). According to the last-named, Khalid won it
in battle after routing c Amr b. Macdlkarib who was
taking part in the revolt against Islam raised by the
false prophet al-Aswad al-cAnsI [q.v.]; according to
the three first, c Amr himself gave it to Khalid as a ransom for his sister (or wife) Rayhana, who was a
prisoner of the Muslims. c Amr composed a poem on
the occasion, of which several verses are frequently
quoted in the Arab sources (Ibn Durayd, 49; Lisdn,
xv, 240, etc.). The tradition (al-TibrlzI, in Hamdsa,
ed. Freytag, 397, 12-15) which says that cAmr gave it
to the caliph c Umar is quite denied by authority.
After the death of Khalid b. Sacld at the battle of
Mardj al-Suffar during the conquest of Syria
(14/635), al-Samsama passed to his nephew Sacld b.
al-cAs b. Sacld b. al-As [q. v . ] , who lost it while defending the caliph c Uthman when the latter was besieged
in his house at Medina (35/656). It was found by a
Bedouin of the tribe of Djuhayna, with whom it was
discovered in the reign of Mucawiya. Restored to its
former owner, it passed from one member to another
of the family of the Banu 'l-cAs until one of them,
Ayyub b. Abl Ayyub, great-grandson of the son of
Sacld, sold it to the caliph al-Mahdl (158-69/775-85)
for about 80,000 dirhams. Henceforth, al-Samsama
was kept as a precious relic in the treasury of the
c
Abbasids and its fame continued to increase; poets
like Abu '1-Hawl al-Himyari (al-Djahiz, Hayawdn, v,
30) and Salm al-Khasir sang its praises.
From different sources we learn of its existence in
the caliphates of al-Hadl (169-70/785-6), Harun alRashid (170-93/786-809), al-Wathik (227-32/842-7),
and al-Mutawakkil (232-47/847-61), after which there
is no longer any mention of it. The anecdotes recorded regarding the excellence of the famous sword
during the period when it was in the hands of these
caliphs have little chance of being authentic; a description which has a certain appearance of reality is the
one given in al-Tabari, iii, 1348, 4-8, in connection
with the story of al-Wathik's using it to execute with
his own hand in 231/845-6 Ahmad b. Nasr al-
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Khuza c i, who was accused of having conspired
against the caliph and of having maintained that the
Kur D an was not created, contrary to the view laid
down by al-MaDmun: "It was a blade with a hilt at its
end; three nails driven into it attached the blade to the
hilt". It is apparent then that the famous al-Samsama
had nothing of value about it except its great age.
As to the name al-Samsama, it is simply an epithet
referring to the fine quality of the blade (the
"cleaver") like musammim, which has the same
significance. Samsdma is often used as a common
noun, e.g. by al-Farazdak (Nakd^id, 385, 4) and by
c
Amr b. Macdlkarib himself (Hamdsa of al-Buhturi,
83, ed. Cheikho, no. 237); Amdli of al-Kall, iii, 154,
10), as well as by Muslim b. al-Walld (ed. De Goeje,
vi, 18) in a verse which Schwarzlose (see Bibl.) wrongly thought to refer to c Amr's sword, while the weapon
given by Harun al-Rashld to his general Yazld b.
Mazyad referred to in the verse is the sword of the
Prophet, Dhu '1-Fakar [ q . v . ] , as is evident from verse
25 of the same poem and the note by Ibn Khallikan
(ed. Ihsan cAbbas, v, 329, tr. de Slane, 220).
Bibliography: Baladhurl, Futuh, 119-20; Tabarl,
i, 1984, 1997; Aghdni, ed. Bulak, xiv, 26-7, 2nd ed.,
27; Ibn Badrun, ed. Dozy, 84; <Ikd, ed. 1293, i, 66;
Ibn Hudhayl al-AndalusI, La pdrure des cavaliers et
I'enseigne despreux, ed. L. Mercier, Paris 1922, 61-2;
Ibn Slduh, Mukhassas, vi, 19, 28; Lisdn, xv, 240;
Tddj_al-carus, viii, 370; Caetani, Annali dell'Islam, ii,
783, 787 (12 AH, §§ 65, 69; the latter gives the
translation of an unpublished passage from the
Kitdb al-Ghazawdt of Ibn Hubaysh, iii, 322 (14 AH,
§ 104 note), iv, 632 (21 AH, § 282); F.
Schwarzlose, Die Wqffen der alien Araber, Leipzig
1886, 36, 93-6, 129, 192-4.
(G. LEVI BELLA VIDA*)
SAMSUN (modern Turkish spelling, Samsun), a
t o w n of n o r t h e r n Asia M i n o r , in the classical Pontus. The Byzantine settlement, known as Amisus, attracted the attention of the Danishmendids [^.z>.]; as
Samiya, it is mentioned in the historical epos known
as the Ddnishmend-ndme. The city passed into Turkish
hands at the end of the 6th/12th century, but was temporarily retaken by the Byzantines; in 608-9/1212,
Samsun formed part of the Comnene principality of
Trebizond. When before 585/1189 Sultan Kilidj
Arslan divided up his state among his sons, the town
fell to Rukn al-Dln. A trade route linking the port
with Amasya, Qorum and Ankara, and also with
eastern Anatolia, apparently was of secondary importance. However, the town was linked by sea routes to
Caffa (Kefe, Feodosiya) in the Crimea [see KEFE] and
the northern coast of the Black Sea. Genoese sources
record the presence of a Turkish kommerkiarios
(customs collector) about 688/1289. In the 8th/14th
century the area was controlled by the Djandar Oghlu
dynasty [see ISFENDIYAR OGHLU], one of whose
members, named Isfendiyar (b.) Bayezid, had a coin
struck in Samsun, which unfortunately bears no date.
From the Ottoman chronicler Neshri we learn that in
795/1393 the Ottoman sultan Yildirim Bayezid I took
over Kastamonu and Samsun, leaving a much reduced principality in the hands of Isfendiyar b.
Bayezid. According to Hans Schiltberger, who was
present in Anatolia at this time, Samsun was granted
by Sultan Bayezid to the son of the former Bulgarian
ruler Shishman, who had accepted Islam after the Ottoman conquest of Tirnovo. Schiltberger also reports
an invasion of land and water snakes in the countryside around Samsun; when the land snakes allegedly gained a "victory" over the water snakes, the court
of Sultan Bayezid seems to have regarded this as a

sign that the sultan, who already controlled the land,
was also soon to dominate the seas.
In the 8th/14th century, Samsun had a resident
Genoese population represented by a consul; after
701-2/1302 the latter was subordinate to the consul
resident in Caffa, but, at least in principle, nominated
by the authorities in Genoa. The Genoese lived in a
separate settlement, a short distance away from the
Muslim town, which the 9th/15th century chronicler
c
Ashik-pasha-zade calls Kafir Samsun; he records
that under Mehemmed I (r. 805-24/1403-21), the
Genoese abandoned their township after a fire,
whereupon the inhabitants of the Muslim town, seeing their source of livelihood disappearing, voluntarily submitted to Ottoman domination. On the other
hand, a Genoese citizen who had resided in Samsun
for seven years claimed an indemnity for property
losses suffered when the castle was burned by "the
Turks" in 1422. In the following year, the subashl of
Samsun also exercised authority over the Genoese
settlement. By the middle of the century, Simisso, as
Samsun was called by the Genoese, was no longer
mentioned among the latter's colonies. The Genoese
also occasionally had coins of low silver content struck
in the town. At certain times, notaries were present to
record the business transactions of their countrymen.
According to Genoese sources, millet, barley, beans
and chickpeas were exported from Samsun to the territories north of the Black Sea. From the north, Samsun received hides and edible fats, in addition to
slaves. Apparently the commerce of the town was
much impeded by Tlmur's campaign in Anatolia; a
Greek merchant who visited Samsun at this time complained that nothing could be bought or sold there.
The Spanish envoy to the court of Tlmur, Ruy Gonzalez de Clavijo, also visited Samsun at approximately this time.
Ottoman documentation begins with a list of taxpayers from the reign of Bayezid II; 463 persons were
recorded in this defter apart from the garrison. Samsun
was located in the sandjak of Djanik. At this time a
minute Frenkpazan quarter (6 taxpayers) housed the
remaining Genoese merchants. The town (511 taxpayers in 984/1574) was heavily fortified, and in the
10th/16th century the hinterland was known for its
onions, while a locally grown pear was pickled and
sent to Istanbul. But the best-known local product undoubtedly was hemp, from which the ropes required
by the Ottoman arsenal were manufactured. Certain
lands were set aside for the growing of hemp (kendir
khdsslari) and the kadi of Samsun supervised delivery
and payment to the growers. Pendjik [q.v.] accounts
demonstrate that slaves from the northern coast of the
Black Sea continued to be imported through Samsun.
In the early llth/17th century the town seems to
have lost a good deal of population; a register from the
year 1052/1642-3 records only 58 taxpayers. However, Ewliya Celebi, who visited the Black Sea coast
in 1050/1640, comments on the large number of
notables (a^ydn) whom he encountered in Samsun;
some of them were officers manning the fortress and
others *ulemd, although Samsun by this time had lost
the medrese which it had possessed in the 10th/16th century. Ewliya thought that the working population of
Samsun consisted of seafaring men and hempworkers,
who lived in tile-covered houses and struck him by
their clean and tidy clothes; he specifically comments
on the absence of very poor people (cawdmm). Thus it
would appear that the depredations of the Cossacks,
whose small, swift ships made the entire Black Sea
coast unsafe during those years, inflicted severe but
not lasting damage to the town. Ewliya does, how-
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ever, claim that Samsun was at one point occupied by
the Cossacks and the fortifications seriously damaged;
but by the time of his visit, the latter had been
repaired.
The Djihdn-numd, a 11th/17th-century geographical
text, contains some information on Samsun, which
was probably put together not by the author Katib
Celebi himself but by one of his collaborators. The
geographer comments on the non-nucleated settlements of the Black Sea coast and the rustic character of the inhabitants. In his time, the castle of Samsun had fallen in ruins, but the town possessed one or
more shop-lined streets, a mosque and a bath house.
In actual fact, late llth/17th century Samsun possessed at least four mosques: two of them went back
to the Ilkhanid period, the mesdjid of clsa Baba dated
from the 9th/15th century, while the HadjdjI Khatun
mosque had been founded in
1105-6/1694.
Tournefort, who passed through Samsun in 111213/1701, did not observe any signs of commercial activity and paid no particular attention to the town.
However, the Trabzon Armenian Minas Bizishkiyan,
whose travel notes date from 1232-5/1817-19, paints
a somewhat different picture; he regarded Samsun as
an important trade centre, with a substantial number
of resident Armenians. This is all the more remarkable as Samsun had been burnt to the ground in
1221/1806, when a local governor was ousted by a
rival of his who enjoyed central governement support.
In 1244-5/1829 the town was still recovering from this
disaster. The buildings of Samsun apparently made a
pleasant impression on the Prussian general Helmuth
von Moltke, who in 1253-4/1838 disembarked from a
steamer and began his Anatolian travels in Samsun;
but although he must have spent some time in the
town and even made a map of it, he does not say
anything specific about buildings or people. Henry
Suter, who visited Samsun in the very same year,
thought that the town had a population of 450 Turkish
and 150 Greek families. This traveller commented on
Samsun's well-stocked bazaars, but believed them to
serve the transit trade rather than local consumption.
In this period, the port did not possess a quay, and afforded only limited protection in case of storms. Yet
Moltke observed that a considerable amount of trade
was conducted through the port, and other European
travellers of the time agreed with him. Many visitors
were Persian and other merchants crossing the Black
Sea on Austrian steamers in order to trade in Rumelia
and central Europe. A.D. Mordtmann, who visited
Samsun in 1266-7/1850, also made some acerbic comments on the lack of port facilities.
In an account of Asia Minor published in 12789/1862, Charles Texier adds a few details to this description. By the middle of the 13th/19th century, a
governor had built a government house, into which
antique columns and other finds from the ruins of the
ancient city had been incorporated. The town by midcentury boasted a covered market, a khan, a public
bath and four saints' graves. The quarters inhabited
by Greeks and Armenians were located some distance
away from the Muslim town; they both possessed a
church and a school. Yet in terms of population, the
town remained quite small; the Ottoman traveller
Ferrukhan Bey, who visited Samsun in 1263/1847 and
to whom we owe a description of its physical layout,
records 500 Turkish, 240 Greek, 60 Armenian and a
few European households; he estimated total population at about 6,000. Cuinet records a much lower
figure for 1276-7/1860, namely 3,000 persons. A
disastrous fire in 1286/1869 constituted another setback. Yet in the 1890s Samsun's population had in-
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creased to 16,000. Referring to the period just before
1311/1894 Shems ul-Din Sam! gives the more conservative figure of 11,000 persons; he regarded Samsun
as the most active Black Sea port in Ottoman hands.
Early 14th/late 19th century growth was partly due
to the spread of tobacco cultivation in the region,
which was exported through Samsun; in addition, as
Istanbul now depended increasingly on Anatolian
grain, the grain tracfe grew in importance. In the
aftermath of World War I, the area saw clashes between armed bands of Pontus Greek separatists and
their Laz and Turkish opponents. Under the threat of
British intervention, the Porte decided to send
Mustafa Kemal, one of the most successful Ottoman
generals of World War I, to restore order. He disembarked in Samsun on 19 May 1919, which became a
Turkish national holiday after the proclamation of the
Republic, and began to organise political resistance
against the foreign occupation of Anatolia and eastern
Thrace. However, Samsun was soon superseded as a
centre of the Turkish nationalist forces.
During the Republican period, Samsun became the
capital of a wildyet and developed into a sizeable city
(198,749 inhabitants in 1980). The railway reached
Samsun in 1932; the port was modernised in 1960,
and the Samsun Trade Fair, established in 1963,
proved a boost to the local economy. However,
agriculture, particularly tobacco cultivation, continues to be the economic mainstay of the province
(involvement of 80.4% of the active population in
1975), which comprises extremely fertile areas such as
the Qarsamba and Bafra plains, where two and even
three harvests a year are possible. Though Samsun
possesses large-scale factories producing copperware,
artificial fertiliser and fodder, industry (4.9% of the
active population in 1975) and services (6% of the active population in 1975) are of much less importance
in the economy of the province. Small enterprises
predominate; in 1980, only 20% of the active population consisted of wage and salary earners. From the
1950s onwards, mechanisation of agriculture has
resulted in widespread emigration. This situation explains why, even in 1980, the percentage of persons
able to read and write (61.7%) was lower than the
average for Turkey as a whole. However, from 1981
onward, efforts have been made to bridge the gap,
which include the establishment of a local university.
Bibliography: For older bibl., see J.H. Mordtmann's EP a_rt. and Besim Darkot, I A art. 1.
S o u r c e s . c Ashlk-pasha-zade,
Tewdnkh-i dl-i
C
0thmdn, Istanbul 1332/1913-14, 89-90, tr. more
detailed than in this ed., R.F. Kreutel, Vom
HirtenzeU zur Hohen Pforte, Graz etc. 1959, 127-8;
Ewliya Celebi, Seydhat-ndme, ii, Istanbul 1314/18967, 77-8; Katib Celebi, Djihdn-numd, Istanbul
1145/1732, 754-5.
2. T r a v e l l e r s . Ruy Gonzales de Clavijo, Embassy to Tamerlane, tr. Le Strange; Johannes
Schiltberger, ed. and tr. U. Schlemmer, Als Sklave
im Osmanischen Reich und bei den Tataren 1394-1427,
Stuttgart 1983, 61-4; Ritter, Erdkunde, xviii/3.
Westasien-Kleinasien, Berlin 1858, 796-806 (inc.
notices of earlier travellers); Ferrukhan Beg, Baghdad seydhat-ndmesi, Istanbul 1284/1868; H. von
Moltke, Briefe uber Zustdnde und Begebenheiten aus der
Tiirkei, Berlin 1876, 197-200; Ch. Texier, Asie
Mineure, Paris 1862, 620; Van Lennep, Travels in
little-known parts of Asia Minor, London 1870, i, 3860; A.D. Mordtmann, ed. F. Babinger, Anatolien.
Skizzen und Reisebriefe aus Kleinasien, Hanover 1925,
80-3.
3. S t u d i e s . Sam! Bey Frasheri, Kdmus al-acldm,
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iv, Istanbul 1311/1894, 2931-3; V. Cuinet, La Turquie d'Asie, Paris 1892-4, i, 102-6; anon., art. Samsun, in Yurt Ansiklopedisi, ix (major source of information, with extensive bibl.); Besim Darkot, L4,
art. s.v. (fundamental, with bibl. of travellers' accounts); Cl. Cahen, Pre-Ottoman Turkey, London
1968, index; S. Vryonis, The decline of medieval
Hellenism, Berkeley etc. 1971, 130, 161; Tarih boyunca Samsun ve Samsun belediyesi, Ankara 1977; Butun
yonleriyle Samsun, Ankara 1978; M. Balard, La
Romanie genoise (XII1'-debut du XVe siecle), Rome
1978, i, 133-4, 360, 373, 339, ii, 668; Yasar Yucel,
XII.-XV.
yuzyillar Kuzey-Bati Anadolu tarihi,
fybanogullan Candarogullan beylikleri, Ankara 1980,
9.3, 148; Soraiya Faroqhi, Towns and townsmen of Ottoman Anatolia, Cambridge 1984, 90, 106-7, 130-1;
Mehmed Saglam (ed.), Birinci tarih boyunca Karadeniz
Kongresi bildirileri, Samsun 1988; Mehmed Oz,
Population, taxation and the regional economy in the district
of Canik, according to Ottoman Tahrir defters, 14551576, Ph.D. diss., Cambridge Univ. 1990, unpubl.; Saglam (ed.), Ihinci tarih boyunca Karadeniz
Kongresi bildirileri, Samsun 1990. For a list of the sdlndmes of the wildyet of Trabzon (late 19th-early 20th
centuries), see Hasan Duman Osmanli yilliklan
(salnameler ve nevsaller), Istanbul 1982, 85-7.
(SURAIYA FAROQHI)
AL-SAMT (A.), a z i m u t h or d i r e c t i o n , a term in
frequent use in Islamic astronomy. It is usually
applied to the direction of a celestial object measured
on the horizon, determined by the arc of the horizon
between the east- or west-points and the foot of the
vertical arc through the celestial object. The Arabic
plural al-sumut gave rise to the term azimuth and its
equivalents in numerous European languages. But
whilst in mediaeval astronomy the azimuth was usually measured from the east- or west-points, in modern
astronomy it is measured clockwise from the north
point.
The complementary arc measured from the meridian was called inhirdf, and, for example, the term
munharifa was applied to a vertical sundial inclined at
a specific angle to the meridian [see MIZWALA]. The
direction of Mecca, called kibla [q.v.], was usually
measured from the meridian, and so it is the inhirdf
(for inhirdf al-kibla) that is tabulated in mediaeval
tables displaying the kibla for different geographical
localities. Yet sometimes also samt al-kibla was used
when the kibla is measured from the north point.
The expression samt al-ra^s, literally "direction of
the head", was used to denote the point of the celestial
sphere directly above the observer. This, through various modifications and distortions, produced zenith
and its equivalents in European languages.
Muslim astronomers invariably included in their
handbooks [see ZIDJ] a chapter on the determination
of the azimuth of the sun or any star from its altitude,
realising that this is mathematically equivalent to the
problem of determining the time from the altitude.
Ibn Yunus [q.v.] at the end of the 4th/10th century
compiled a table of the solar azimuth for each 1 ° of
solar altitude and each 1° of solar longitude, for the
latitude of Cairo; there are about 10,000 entries in the
book appropriately entitled Kitdb al-Samt. These tables
formed part of a corpus of tables for astronomical
time-keeping that was used in Cairo until the
13thl9th century (see PI. LXVI). Other tables of
the same kind were later compiled for the latitudes of
Damascus, Alexandria and Damietta. The universal
tables of al-Khalfli can be used to find the azimuth of
the sun or any star from its altitude and declination
and the local latitude (based on the complicated ac-

curate formula) without any calculation beyond addition or subtraction and interpolation [see MIKAT. ii].
Muslim astronomers also discussed the problem of
determining the inhirdf of the kibla by various techniques, and compiled tables displaying the inhirdf as a
function of the latitude and longitude difference from
Mecca [see KIBLA. ii]. Of more immediate practical
use were lists of coordinates and their kibla values.
Such lists were often included on instruments, sometimes, for example, engraved on the mater of an
astrolabe [see ASTURLAB]. From the 3rd/9th century
onwards Muslim astrolabists marked the azimuth
circles (sammatd) on the plates of astrolabes. With such
curves they could, for example, tell at a glance the
altitude of the sun when it was in the kibla. That
altitude was also tabulated for all solar longitudes for
specific localities such as Cairo, Maragha and
Damascus, or represented graphically on the backs of
various Safawid astrolabes (see PI. LXVII).
Various
instruments
were
devised
for
demonstrating the azimuth of the kibla of different
localities, usually in the form of charts or maps, mainly representing geographical reality (as defined by
mediaeval coordinates) only crudely. In 1979, however, a device from Isfahan ca. 1122/1710 became
available for study. This is a map of the world centred
on Mecca, so conceived that for any locality between
Spain and China the direction and distance of Mecca
are given correctly within the limits of mediaeval
geographical coordinates (see PI. LXVIII). The
maker and engraver were—on the grounds of the
distinctive calligraphy—most probably cAbd al-cAH
and his brother Muhammad Bakir, who made for
Shah Husayn in 1124/1712-13 the splendid astrolabe
now in the British Museum. The grid serves both
functions admirably for places between the Maghrib
and Sind, but because the latitude curves are drawn
as arcs of circles slight errors occur for localities in alAndalus in the west and India and China in the east.
This remarkable object escaped notice in the articles
KIBLA. ii and MAKKA. iv. It is a mathematical device
or a cartographic projection or a nomogram, depending on how one defines either expression, which
enables the user to lay the non-uniform scale of a
diametrical rule over a given locality and then simply
read off the kibla on the outer scale and the distance
to Mecca (infarsakhs [q.v.]) on the scale of the rule.
The positions of the ca. 150 localities are related to
the coordinates in a set of geographical tables derived
from a mysterious Kitdb al-Atwdl wa 'l-^urud li'l-Furs,
which seems to go back at least to the 5th/llth century, with certain positions modifiedjrom later zta^s in
the same tradition such as the Zid^-i Ilkhdntof Nasir alDln al-TusI [q. v. ] and the Zid^-i Sulfdntof Ulugh Begh

[?•«.]•
'
Now the mathematics

underlying the principle of
the grid, which is not trivial, was known already in the
3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries, and in fact the instrument reflects a genius and innovative spirit such as
was typical of those centuries rather than the Safawid
period. Yet not a trace of a mention of such a device
or such a Mecca-centred map has been found in
Islamic literature. However, there is indeed evidence
that such maps were available in previous centuries.
In al-Zidi al-djadid of Ibn al-Shafir (/?. Damascus ca.
750/1350 [q.v.]) there is a geographical table with
longitudes, latitudes and kibla-values for about 240
localities (ms. Oxford Seld. A30). The /h'6/a-values,
which are given to the nearest 10', do not correspond
to recomputation by any of the known exact or approximate methods used by the Muslim astronomers.
The fact that they were read from a Mecca-centred
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rectazimuthal map of the same kind as the Isfahan
piece is confirmed by the kiblas for localities in the far
west and the far east. But it was not Ibn al-Shatir who
determined the kibla-values. A similar table with entries for about 245 localities is found in the Zi^-i
ashraji of Sandjar-i KamalT, also known as Sayf-i
Munadjdjim (fl. Yazd, ca. 710/1310) (ms. Paris B.N.
supp. pers. 1488). Both tables stem from a common
source, sc. al-Zidj_ al-Sanajari of Abu '1-Fath al-KhazinT
(fl. in Marw ca. 515/1120 [q.v.]). In one of the three
available mss. of this work (B.L. Or. 6669) there is a
substantial fragment of the same table (one complete
folio is missing). It appears that al-Khazini had access
to a Mecca-centred map on which the kibla-values,
estimated from the map, were indicated alongside the
place names. He himself estimated the longitudes and
latitudes and copied the kibla-values. Now the coordinates are essentially those of al-Blrum [q. v. ]. The
fact that al-Khazini obtained his data from a map is
proven by the occasional differences in the longitudes
and latitudes, particularly in the minutes. If they can
be clearly associated with scribal errors resulting from
the nature of the abdjad [q.v.} notation (thus, for example, when y-h ( =yd:>-hdy) for 10 + 5 = 15 is confused
with n-h ( = nun-hd*) for 50 + 5 = 55), then we are dealing with transmission in manuscripts. But there are
numerous modifications (for example, l-h ( = ldm-hd^)
for 35 changing to m ( = mini) for 40) which result from
misplacing localities on a map or misreading their
positions. On the other hand, an Arabic recension of
the Zid^-i Ilkhani of al-TusT by the Syrian astronomer
Shihab al-Dln al-Halabl (ms. Cairo Talcat mikdt 226,
1) contains a similar table which appears to have coordinates much closer to al-Blrunl's original values (the
latter have not yet been critically edited).
It is abundantly clear that the basic idea behind a
Mecca-centred map goes back at least as far as alBirunT. In his treatise on map-projections, Tastih alsuwar wa-tabtih al-kuwar, written ca. 395/1005, fairly
early in his career, the great polymath describes eight
different map-projections, one of which is "azimuth
equidistant". The description is brief indeed, and it
seems likely that al-Birunl might have developed the
theory and even presented a Mecca-centred map in
another of the several treatises on mathematical
geography that he wrote but that have not survived.
There is, however, no mention of this projection in
cither his zidj_ entitled al-Kdnun al-Mascudi or his
monumental book on the subject entitled Tahdid
nihdydt al-amdkin.
The rediscovery of these Mecca-centred maps raises
our
understanding
of Islamic
mathematical
geography to a new level. A rectazimuthal map was
first used in Europe by the French scholar Guillaume
Postell in the 16th century, and the underlying
mathematical theory of such azimuth-distance projections centred on Mecca was first investigated by Carl
Schoy ca. (see PI. LXIX).
Bibliography: On the various etymologies, see
C.A. Nallino, Etimologia araba e significato di ...
"azimut"..., in RSO, viii (1919-21), 429, and P.
Kunitzsch, Glossar der arabischen Fachausdrucke in der
mittelalterlichen europdischen
Astrolabliteratur,
in
Nachrichten der Akad. der Wiss. in Gottingen, phil.-hist.
Klasse, Nr. 11 (1982), (printed separately, Gottingen 1983), 546-52 (92-9 of the separatum). On
the determination of the azimuth from celestial altitudes, see C. Schoy, Das 20. Kapitel der grofien
Hdkemitischen Tafeln des Ibnjunis. Uber die Berechnung
des Azimuths aus der Hohe und der Hohe aus dem
Azimuth, in Annalen der Hydrographie und maritimen
Meteorologie(Hamburg 1920), 97-112, repr. in idem,
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Beitrdge zur arabisch-islamischen Mathematik und
Astronomic, 2 vols., Frankfurt am Main 1988, i, 21529. On tables of solar azimuth and solar altitudes in
specific latitudes, see idem, Gnomonik der Araber, Bd.
I, Lieferung F, of E. von Bassermann-Jordan (ed.),
Die Geschichte der Zeitmessung und der Uhren, Berlin
and Leipzig 1923, repr. in idem, Beitrdge, ii, 351447, 42 (ii, 394, of the repr.), and D.A. King, Ibn
Yunus'Very useful tables for reckoning time by the sun,
in Archive for History of Exact Science, x (1973), 34294, repr. in idem, Islamic mathematical astronomy,
London 1986, 2Aldershot 1993, no. IX, esp. 368.
On kibla-tables, see idem, The earliest Islamic
mathematical methods and tables for finding the direction of
Mecca, in ZGAIW, iii (1986), 82-149, with corrections listed in ibid., iv (1987-8), 270, repr. in idem,
Astronomy in the service of Islam, Aldershot 1993, no.
XIV. On kibla-indicators, see ide'm and R.P.
Lorch, Qibla charts, Qibla maps, and related instruments,
ch. in J.B. Harley and D. Woodward (eds.), The
history of cartography, ii/1, Cartography in the traditional
Islamic and South Asian societies, Chicago and London
1992, 189-205, and eidem, Die Astrolabiensammlung
des Germanischen Nationalmuseums, and Weltkarten zur
Ermittlung der Richtung nach Mekka, in G. Bott (ed.),
Focus Behaim-Globus, 2 vols., Nuremberg 1992, i,
167-71, ii, 686-91 (here the function of measuring
distances is misinterpreted as being only approximate). On the astrolabe most probably by the same
maker and engraver, see W.H. Morley, Description
of a planispheric astrolabe constructed for Shah Sultan Husain Safawi ..., London 1856, repr. as the introd. to
R.T. Gunther, The astrolabes of the world, 2 vols., Oxford 1932, repr. in 1 vol., London 1976. On the
Ziajs of Ibn al-Shatir and Sandjar-i KamalT, see
E.S. Kennedy, A survey of Islamic astronomical tables,
in Trans, of the American Philosophical Soc., N.S.,
xlvi/2 (1956), repr. n.d. [ca. 1989], 124 (no. 4), 125
(no. 11) and 162-4, respectively. On their
geographical tables, see idem and Mary H. Kennedy, Geographical coordinates of localities from Islamic
sources, Frankfurt am Main 1987, esp. pp. xvi (sub
ASH), xxxi (sub SHA). On two of the many
astrolabes from the four generations of al-Kirmanls,
see Gunther, Astrolabes of the world, i, 128-31 (nos.
15, 16, both misdated), and Sharon Gibbs and G.
Saliba, Planispheric astrolabes in the National Museum of
American History, Washington, D.C. 1984, 64-5 (no.
15). Birunl's treatise on map projections is published as Ahmad SacTdan, Kitdb Tastih al-suwar watabtih al-kuwar li-Abi l-Rayhdn al-Birum al-mutawajfd
sanat 440 H—Al-Birunl on map projection (ms.
Leiden 1068,9), in Dirdsdt (al-Djamica alUrdunniyya), iv (1977), 7-22 (see esp. 21), with a
new ed., tr. and comm. in J.L. Berggren, Al-Biruni
on plane maps of the sphere, in Jnal. for the History of
Arabic Science, vi (1982), 47-169 (see esp. 67), and L.
Richter-Bernburg, Al-Biruni's Maqala fi tastlh alsuwar wa-tabtih al-kuwar. A translation of the preface
with notes and commentary, in ibid., 113-122. On rectazimuthal cartographic grids, see Schoy, Azimutale
und gegenazimutale Karten mit gleichabstdndigen parallelen
Meridianen, in Annalen der Hydrographie und maritimen
Meteorologie, xli (1913), 33-43; idem, Die
gegenazimutale mittabstandstreue Karte in konstruktiver
und theoretischer Behandlung, in ibid., 466-73; and
idem, Die Mekka- oder Qiblakarte (Gegenazimutale mittabstandstreue Projektion mit Mekka als Kartenmitte), in
Kartographische und schulgeographische Zeitschrift, vi
(1917), 184-5, and 1 map, repr. in idem, Beitrdge, i,
157-9, and Gnomonik der Araber, 43, 45 (ii, 395, 397
of the repr.). Earlier Western writings on rec-
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tazimuthal projections by cartographers, including
Montucla, I. Craig and E. von Hammer, are mentioned by Schoy.
(D.A. KING)
SAMUEL [see USHMU'IL].
SAMUM (A.), yielding Fr. simoun and Eng.
simoom, a hot wind of the desert accompanied by
whirlwinds of dust and sand, and set in motion by
moving depressions which form within the trade
winds or calm zones of the high, subtropical depressions. This wind is especially characteristic of the
Sahara, in Egypt, in Arabia and in Mesopotamia.
The word occurs in three passages of the Kurgan,
where it is, however, not especially applied to the
wind. In sOra XV, 27, it is said that the Djann were
created from the fire of Samum. In LII, 27, the
punishment of the Samum is mentioned; and according to I, 41, the "people of the left" were dwelling in
Samum wa-Hamim.
The Hadith uses the word in the same sense; yet the
meaning "hot wind" is here coming to the front. It is
said that Hell takes breath two times a year: "its taking breath in summer is Samum" (al-Tirmidhl.
Djahannam, bdb 9; cf. Ibn Madja, Zuhd, bdb 38). In alBukharl we find reference to the opinion that the hot
air during the day is called harur, whereas it is called
samum at night (Bad^ al-khalk, bdb 4).
In nearly every traveller's account the samum is
mentioned in the sense of the suffocating wind, often
called simoom. From the innumerable references, a
few may be picked out. C.M. Doughty mentions it in
the neighbourhood of Mada°in Salih as "a dry
southern wind" against which the Bedouins "covered
their faces up, to the eyes, with a lap of the kerchief".
He again mentions it between Medina and Mecca and
tells us that, according to the Bedouins, weak camels

may be suffocated by it (Travels in Arabia Deserta, Cambridge 1888, i, 100, 188).
In Mecca, the north, north-east and east winds are
called samum. When it blows it makes the impression
as if it came from a huge fire through the intermediacy
of gigantic bellows (Snouck Hurgronje, Mekkanische
Sprichworter und Redensarten, no. 76). The season in
which the sun enters the constellation of the Virgin
(August) has an extremely bad reputation in Mecca,
because in this time horn and wamd, samum and azyab,
blow alternately (loc. cit.}.
Concerning Egypt, Lane says (Manners and customs,
Introduction): ''Egypt is also subject particularly
during spring and summer, to the hot wind called the
"Samoom", which is still more oppressive than the
khamaseen winds, but of much shorter duration,
seldom lasting longer than a quarter of an hour or
twenty minutes. It generally proceeds from the southeast, and carries with it clouds of dust and sands".
Concerning Kasr-i Shmn [0.0.], Hamd Allah
MustawfT (Nuzhat al-kulub, tr. Le Strange, 50) says:
"Its climate is unwholesome, for in the hot season at
most times the (hot) Simum blows".
Al-MascudT, Murudial-dhahab, iii, 320-1 = § 1204
has a legendary report concerning the ajann which, according to the verse from the Kurgan mentioned
above, were created from the fire of the samum (tr. R.
Basset, Mille et un contes, recits et legendes arabes, Paris
1924, i, 57); see also A. Musil, Reisen in Arabia Petraea,
Vienna 1907-8, iii, 3-4. In other parts of the Islamic
world, other words are used for the samum. In Europe,
for instance, one finds the term sirocco.
The word is hardly used in North Africa, where the
hot wind is called, after its direction of origin, and according to the various regions, kebli or sharki.
(AJ. WENSINCK*)
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PLATE LXVI

An extract from the geographical table in the Arabic recension of the Zid^-i Ilkhdm by Shihab al-Din al-Halabi.
The azimuths of the kibla are given to the nearest 10' alongside the longitudes and latitudes of cities. Only in
1994 was it discovered that these kibla-values were read from a Mecca-centred world map. (From ms. Cairo
Talcat mikdt 226,1, courtesy of the Egyptian National Library).

A table from mediaeval Cairo promising the altitude of the sun when it is in the direction of (the closed back
of) the ventilator (bddhahandj^ [see BADGIR]). Since the altitude at the winter solstice is zero, this means that the
ventilators in Old Cairo were oriented with their openings facing perpendicular to the direction of winter sunrise
(or about 27° E. of N.). This table led to the discovery that the entire medieval city is astronomically aligned
(see further, 7^06*, civ [1983], 97-133).

PLATE LXVII

AL-SAMT

There are two sets of curves in the solar quadrant on the upper right of the back of this astrolabe by Muhammad
Mu^im al-Yazdl (ca. 1060/1650). The set whose curves are not equally spaced enables the user to find using
the horizontal ecliptic scale, the altitude of the sun when it is in the kibla of various cities in c lrak and Persia
For a given day of the year, one finds the solar longitude, moves along the corresponding circular are with the
alidade up to the curve in question and reads off the solar altitude on the outer scale. One then observes the
sun until it reaches that altitude, and then one is facing the kibla. The other set of curves, which are equally
spaced, enables the user to determine, using the vertical ecliptic scale, the solar altitude at midday for a series
of latitudes from 27° to 53° in 2°-steps. Private collection; photograph courtesy of the owner

AL-SAMT

PLATE LXVIII

The kibla-dial from Isfahan, ca. 1120/1710, bearing a map of the world from which one can read the kibla and
distance of Mecca for any locality in the Islamic world. Private collection, photograph by Margit Matthews,
courtesy of the owner.
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